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ABSTRACT
This dictionary contains about 55,000 terms with
approximately 150,000 definitions. These terms are of both a
technical and local nature and apply to metal mining, coal mining,
quarrying, geology, metallurgy, ceramics and clays, glassmaking,
minerals and mineralogy, and general terminology. Petroleum, natural
gas, ani legal mining terminology, unless of a general nature, has
been excluded, as has been foreign terminology where there is an
English equivalent. Those Spanish-American and Mexican terms still
used in the Southwestern United States have been retained., Many terms
are identified by the country or area of origin. Others can be
identified by examining the source following each def inition. These
sources are completely identified, with full bibliogr4phical
information, in the list of authorities and sources tin the back of
the dictionary. A consultation of this list can also aid in
establishing the recency of the definition. (Author/PR)
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foreword
This Dictionaly uf Mining, Mineral,

and Related Terms is the result of an
effort by the Bureau of Mines extending
over many years. The work began as a
revision of Bureau of Mines Bulletin 95,

A Glossary of the Mining and Mineral
Industry, by Albert H. Fay, first published in 1918, and reprinted in 1947.
Fay's Glossary, as it came to be known,
has long Leen the standard authoritative
reference work for technical and specialized terms relate& to mining and the

als. Hence, the need has grown for an
up-to-date, comprehensive, and authoritative reference work. The increased
scope and detailed treatment of the work
justify its identification as A Dictionary
of Mining, Mineral, and Related Terms.
Many individuals, especially those

comprising the Bureau's staff of engineers, scientists, and technologists, con-

tributed to the preparation of this com-

prehensive publication. Much of the
credit for the direction and professional

conduct of the task is due to Paul W.
In the nearly 50 years that have Thrush, who has served effectively as
elapsed since the first publication of Editor in Chief.
The Bureau of Mines has prepared
Fay's Glossary, the expansion of the

mineral industries.

minerals industries and the development
of new mining and related technologies
have resulted in considerable extension
of the vocabulary of mining and miner-

and published this dictionary in the expectation that it will be a useful tool in
pursuing modern applications of one of
the oldest industries in the world.

zerz2&e/-4,412,L,.//
WALTER R. HIBBARD,

Director

June 20, 1967
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This dictionary is published by the
Bureau of Mines as a contribution to the
mining and mineral literature in the belief that it will fill a recognized need.
Several attempts have been made over
the years to revise Albert Fay's Glossary

of the Mining and Mineral Indus:ry
which finit appeared in December of
1918. Frank L. Hess of the Bureau of
Mines worked on a revision, but his untimely death prevented its completion.
Subsequently, the writer was employed

to compile and edit this dictionary in
cooperation with the technical staff of
the Bureau of Mines.
Fay's glossary contained about 18,000
terms with 27,000 definitions; the present compilation contains about 55,000
terms with approximately 150,000 definitions. These terms are of both a tech-

nical and local nature, and they apply
to metal mining, coal mining, quarrying,
geology, metallurgy, ceramics and clays,
glassmaking, minerals and mineralogy,
and general terminology. Petroleum,

natural gas, and legal miring terminology, unless of a general nature, has been
excluded, as has been foreign terminology where there is an English equivalent.
Several thousand Spanish-American
mining terms that appeared in Fay's
compilation have been removed to make

way for the thousands of new English
terms that have evolved over the years.
Thosc Spanish-American and Mexican
terms still used in the Southwcstcrn
United States have been retained.
Fay's compilation included terminol-

gin. Others can be identified by examining the source following each definition.
These sources are completely identified,
with full bibliographical information, ill
the list of authorities and sources in the
back of the dictionary. A consultation of

this list can also aid in establishin: the
recency of the .definition. Seve .1 thousand terms from Fay that might be considered obsolete were retained because
it was felt that we had an obligation to
preserve the historical record.
The list of authorities and sources in
the back of the dictionary is only a par-

tial listing of the sources consulted in
compiling this dictionary. The items in
this list arc for the most part dictionaries,
glossaries, or other tools that were found
to be fruitful sources of information.
Abbreviations of sources and references
and o ';er symbols used in the dictionary
are identified in alphabetical sequence

in the list of authorities and sources.
Many additional citations from textbooks, research reports, and periodicals
arc given individually throughout the

body of the dictionary following each
definition. Geographical abbreviations
arc also listed in the back of the dictionary.

It is too much to hope that the first
edition of a volume such as this will be

free from error. The Bureau of Mines
will appreciate having errors pointed
out, and will welcome suggestions fo:
the inclusion of additional terms that
may appear to be desirable. Con (nunications should be addrcsscd to the Office

ogy from the entire English-speaking
Bureau of
world. This objective has been main- of Mineral Information,
tained in this dictionary Many terms are
identified by the country or r rea of ori-

Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C. 20240
PAUL W. THRUSH

Pittsburgh, Pa.
June 20, 1967
V
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of authorities and sources quoted. Definitions credited Webster 3d in the text
have been reproduced by special permission from Webster's Third New International Dictionary, copyright 1966
by the G. & C. Merriam Co., publishers
of the Merriam-Webster Dictionaries.
Reprinting of these definitions herein
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way the validity of the proprietary rights
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insuring the final completion of the project. In the final phase of the project, Dr.
Miles J. Martin of Washington and
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and guidWebster's New International Dictionary, the administrative authority
bring this long-standing
Second Edition, copyright 1959 by ance needed to
project
to
a
co
iclusion.
G. & C. Merriam Co., publishers of the
Finally, sev iral people outside the
Merriam-Webster Dictionaries, and
for their
their reprinting herein in truncated Bureau deserve recognition Daniel R.
form is not to affect in any way the help. I am indebted to Mr.
Pfoutz, Head of the Science and Techvalidity of the proprietary right of
Library
G. & C. Merriam Co. to the reprinted nology Department of Carnegie
relaxed
the
rules
of PitLiburgh, Pa., who
definitions. Material quoted from
noncirWebster's 2d Edition is of historical im- and permitted me to vse many
the
libportance or is material not retained in culating reference tools outside
rary for this project; and to Mrs. VirWebster's 3d Edition.
professcr of
In all, several hundred specialists of ginia R. Fische!, retired
Institute
the Bureau of Mines read various sec- library science at the Carnegie
suggestions
of
tions of th;s dictionary 'or technical re- of Technology, whose
inclusion of several
view. No section was read by fewer than sources led to the
thousand
terms
in
this
compilation.
two specialists. Since a listing of individual

names would be

extensive,
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a a. Abbreviation for atom; atomic. Webster
3d. b. Symbol for surface per unit volume.
Zimmerman, p. 104. c. Abbreviation for
acre. Also abbreviated A. Zimmerman, p.

3; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed. 1964, p. F-97. d. Abbreviation
for are eland area). Zimmerman, p. 11. e.

A a. Abbreviation for angstrom; angstrom
unit. Also abbreviated a; A. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 58; Webster 3d; Zimmerman,
p. 10. b. Abbreviation for absolute te.mperature. Zimmerman, p. 3. c. Formerly

in the isometric crystal system in which all
three axes are equal. Also given as a. Bu-

the chemical symbol for argon, but Ar, has
replaced it. CCD 6d, 1961. d. Symbol for
mass number. Webster 3d. e. Abbreviation
for area; cross-sectional area; surface area.
Zimmerman, pp. 11, 32, 104. f. Abbreviation for air. Also abbreviated a. Zimmerman, p. 5; Webster 3d. g. Abbreviation for

to the direction in which cards might slide
over one another. Striations in a slicken-

viation for arch. Zimmerman, p. 11.
Abbreviation for aperture. Also abbreviated a. Zimmerman, p. 10. o. Symbol for
hail. Zimmerman, p. 52. p. Symbol for

Abbreviation for air. Webster 3d. f. Symbol

for one of the three crystallographic axes
a, b, c. Each axis is designated the a axis

reau of Mines Staff. g. Abbreviation for
acceleration and the symbol for linear acceleration. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-98; Webster
3d. h. Abbreviation for aqua. Webster 3d.
i. Abbreviation for anterior. Webster 3d.
j. Abbreviation for asymmetric. Webster
3d. k. Symbol in structural petrology for
the direction of tectonic transport, similar

asbestos. Zimmerman, p. 214. h. Abbreviation for ampere. Webster 3d. i. Abbreviation for amplittkile. Zimmerman, p. 8. j.
Abbreviation for anode. Also abbreviated
a. Zimmerman, p. 10. k. Abbreviation for
Arctic. Zimmerman, p. 6. I. Abbreviation
for arroyo. Zimmerman, p. 11. m. Abbre-

sided surface are parallel to direction a.
A.G.I., p. 1. I. As a subscript, the symbol

actenuation constant in acoustics. Zimmerman, p. 13. q. Symbol for magnetic vector
potential. Zimmerman, p. 162.
A a. Symbol for atomic weight. Zimmerman,

fnr adsorbed. Zimmerman, p. 168. m. Abbreviation for activity. Zimmerman, p. 4.
n. Symbol for major axis of an ellipse or
of an ellipsoid. Zimmerman, p. 13. o. Symbol for the standard temperature gradient
of the atmosphere. Zimmerman, p. 106. p.
Symbol for the characteristic of barometric
tendency or of a barograph trace, during

the past 3 hours. Zimmerman, pp. 428,

439.

a a. Symbol for surface per unit volume.
Zimmerman, p. 146. b. Symbol for activity;

chemical activity. Zimmerman, pp. 145,
150. c. Symbol for acceleration. Zimmerman, p. 148. d. Symbol for the velocity of
sound. Zimmerman, p. 368. e. With subscript 0, as ao, the symbol for one of the
unit-cell parameters, a,, b,, c,. Bureau of
Mines Staff. f. As a subscript, the symbol
for adsorbed. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-98. g. With
subscript 1, as al, the symbol for. the Bohr
radius. Zimmerman, p. 163. h. Symbol for
aperture; slit width. Zimmerman, pp. 148,
165. i. Symbol for the coefficient of accommodation. Zimmerman, 1. 152. j. Sym-

bol for standard temperature gradient of

the atmosphere. Zimmerman, p. 426.
a-; an-. Prefix indicating absence, for example, amorphous (without crystalline form) ;
anhydrous (not containing water). Pryor.. 3.
a-(dIrectIon). In structural petrology, the direction of tectonic transport, similar to the
direction in which cards might slide over
one another. Striae in a slickensided surface are parallel to a. A.G.I.

p. 151. b. Symbol for area; surface arca;
cross-sectional

arca; total cross-sectional

area. Zimmerman, pp. 151, 170, 185,365.
c. Abbreviation for amplitude. Zimmerman, p. 150. d. Abbreviation for aperture.
Zimmerman, p. 148. e. Symbol for the re-

fracting angle of a prism. Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
F-98. f. Symbol for power gain of amplifier; power amplification of amplifier; voltage gain of amplifier; voltage amplification
of amplifier; amplification of amplifier
voltage. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-98; Zimmerman,

pp. 150, 156. g. Symbol for attenuation
constant in sound transmission. Zimmerman, p. 189. h. Symbol for sheet current
density. Zimmerman, p. 260.

aa Abbreviation for acetic acid. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. C-74.
aa (pronounced ah-ah). A Hawaiian term for
lava consisting of a rough assemblage of
clinkerlike scoriaceous masses. It is contrasted with pahoehoe used to designate
the smoother flows. Fay; Hess.

Aalenlan. Lowermost Middle or uppermost
Lower Jurassic. A.G.I. SuPp.
A-alloy. An alloy containing 3 per cent copper, 20 percent zinc and 77 percent aluminum ; developed by the Alloys Ruearch
Committee of the British Institution of
Mechanical Engineers; very susceptible to
1

corrosion. Chem. C..4 Met. Eng., u. 26, April

12, 1922, p. 690.

AAPG Abbreviation for thc American Association of Petroleum Geologists. Williams.
Aasby diabase. An olivine diabase contain-

ing biotite, ilmenitc, and apatite in addition to labradorite, augite, and olivine;

from Aasby, Sweden. Holmes, 1928.
AASHO ( American Association of State
Highway Officials) compaction. See compaction test. ASCE P1826.

a-axis. In structural petrology, the direction
of movement or transport in a tectonite.

This may be parallel to lineation, as in

many shear zones (slickensides), or normal

thereto, as in regionally folded metamorphic terranes. A.G.I.

ab- A prefix added to the names of the

practical electrical units to iadicate the
orresr onding unit in the ,:gs (centimeterglax-accond ) electromagnetic system, or

the electromagnetic unit (emu) ; for example, abampere; abcoulomb; abvolt. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. F-29.
abalone. The mollusc Haliotis, also known
as an ormer or car shell. From the Pacific
waters of California ; Mexico; Japan; and
New Zealand. See also Haliotis. Shipley.
abalone pearl. A colored pearl from the aba-

lone. Usually a blister pearl although a
true pearl is found occasionally, especially

in Mexico and in California. Usually of
pronounced green, pale green, or pink
hues. Shipley.

abamp. Abbreviation for absolute ampere.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 58.

abampere. The centimeter-gram-second (cgs)

electromagnetic unit of current, that is,
that current which, in a one-turn circular

conductor of 1 centimeter radius ir. a vacuum, produces a magnetic intensity of 2ir
oersteds at the center of the circuit. Equals
10 absolute amperes. Hess.

abandon. To stop drilling and remove the

drill rig from the site of a borehole before

the intended depth or target is reached.

Long.

abandoned cliff; ancient cliff. Cliff abandoned
by the sea ;n consequence of negative
movements of the sea level. Schieferdecker.
abandoned mine. See abandoned workings.

abandoned well. An oil or gas well abandoned because its yield has fallen below
that necessary for profitable production.
A.G.I. Supp.

abandoned working%

Excavations,

abraser

2

A-alloy

either

caved or sealed, that are deserted and in
which further mining is not intended and

opening workings which are not wmtilated
and inspected regularly. U.S. SuMines

Federal Mine Safety CodeBituminous
Coal aid Lignite Mines, Pt. I Under-

ground Mines, October 8, 1953.
abandonment. The act of abandoning; relinquishment. Webster 3d. Abandonment of
a mining claim may be by failure to perform work, by conveyance, by absence, and

by lapse of time. The abandonment of a
mining claim is a question of intent. To
constitute an abandonment of a mining
claim, there must be a going away, and a

relinquishment of rights, with the intention
never to return, and with a voluntary and
independent purpose to nurrender tl.e location or claim to the next comer. ComPare
forfeiture. Fay.

abandonment plans. Gr. Brit. The plans,

drawings, and sections required by law to
be sent to the District Inspector of Mines,

following the abandonment of a eam or

mine. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

abas. The Persian weight for pearls, about
2.66 troy grains. Shipley.
abate. In metalworking, to lower the temper
of. Standard, 1964.
abatis; abattis. Leic. Walls or ranges of
rough wood, for example, cordwood placed
crossways to keep the underground roads
open for ventilation, etc. Fay.

Abbcite. Ammonia dynamite containing a
high percentage of alkali chloride. Used
as an explosive in coal mining. Bennett 2d,
1962.

Abbe jar. In mineral processini a porcelain
jar used for laboratory batch grinding tests
in ceramic ware. Pryor, c.
Abbe number; Abbe value. A measure of the
optical dispersion of a glass. Dodd.

Abbe theory. The visibility of an object
under the microscope is directly proportional to the wavelength of light, and inversely as aperture of lens. Pryor, 3.
Abbe tube mill. A gear-driven tube mill supported on a pair of riding rings and

distinguished by an Archimedes spiral,
through which the ore is fed and dis-

charged. Grinding is effected by flint peb-

bles fed into the mill. See also ball mill.
Liddell 2d, p. 355.

Abbe value. See Abbe number. Dodd.
A.B.C. Process of Sewage Disposal. Precipi.
tation of sewage sludge by the use of alum,
blood, charcoal, and clay. Ham.
ABC system. A method of seismic surveying
by which the effect of irregular weathering
thickness may be determined by a simple
calculation from reciprocal placement of
snotholes and seismometers. The method
was originally used to solve refracticn problems arising from irregularities in the top
of the high-velocity layer. A.G.I.
Abegg rule. Maximum positive valence plus
maximum negative valence usually totals 8,
notably with 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th group
elements. Pryor, 3.

Abel flashpoint apparatus. Used for determining the flashpoint of petroleum. Bennett
2d, 1962 Add.

Abel hent test. A test used to assess the
chemical stability of an explosive, and this

test can also be used to determine the

degree of deterioration that may have occurred during long periods of storage.
McAdam II, p. 21.
Abelite. Ammonium nitrate and trinitrotoluene composition used as an explosive.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
Abel's reagent. Etching agent consisting of
10 percent chromium trioxide in water.
Used in the analysis of carbon steels.

Bennett 2d, 1962.
sbernathyite. A rare, yellow secondary mineral, K(UO2)As04.4H20, of the metaautunite group; a potassium analogue of
uranospinite, containing 52.8 percent uranium; tetragonal. Small yellow crystals
from the Temple Mountains, Utah. Frondel, p. 175; Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
aberration. The failure of a lens or mirror to

bring the light rays to the same focus.

When aberration is due to the form of the
lens or mirror it is called spherical aberration. When due to the different refrangibility of light of different colors, it is called

chromatic aberration. When present ih
magnifiers it often causes inaccurate de-

cisions as to flawlessness or color of gems.
Shipley.

Aberson machine. See soft-mud process.
Dodd.

abime. A large, steep-sided vertical shaft

9

opening at the surface of the ground.
A.G.I.

abioglyph. A marking (hieroglyph) of inorganic origin. Pettijohn.
A bit. A nonstandard, obsolete size diamonddrill bit. Long.

ablation. a. The formation of residual deposits by th ,. washing away of loose or
soluble minerals. Fay. b. The wearing
away of rocks, or surface melting of glaciers. Standard, 1964. c. The combined
processes that decrease the size of a gla-

cier. Mather.
ablation area. That part of a glacier or snowfield where ablation exceeds accumulation.
Also called arca of dissipation; dissipator.
A.G.I.
ablatograph. An instrument that records
ablation by measuring the distance which

a snow or ice surface sinks during the
period of observation. A.G.I.

A.B. Meco-Moore. An improved form of
Meco-Moorethe pioneer of cutter loaders
in Great Britain. A bulky machine which
cuts a deep web of coal up to 6 feet and
used in cyclic mining in medium to thick
scams. It runs on the floor of the scam and
does not require a prop-free front. It carries two horizontal jibs, one cutting at flour
level and the other at a height depending
on scam conditions. The use of the MccoMoore is declining. Nelson.

Abney level. A surveying instrument for

taking levels up steep slopes; also used as
a clinometer. Ham.
abnormal. Deviating from the normal; differing front the typical; irregular; unusur.l.
Webster 3d.

abnormal place. A working place in a coal

mine with adverse geological or other con-

ditions and in which the miner is unable

to earn a wage, based on the pricelist,
equal to or above the minimum wage. A
term generally associated with stalls or

pillar methods of working. Nelson.
Aboglas. Sheeting of asbestos and glass fibers.

Used as an insulator. Bennett 2d, 1962
Add.

ab-plane. In structural petrology, the surface
along which differential movement takes
place. A is the direction of displacement
that is, the direction of tectonic trans-

port; b lies in this surface of movement
and is perpendicular to a. A.G.I.
abradant. An abrading substance, as emery,
sand, etc., used in grinding, polishing, etc.
Standard, 1964. See also abrasive. Fay.

abrade. a. To rub or wear off; to waste or

wear away by friction, as to abrade rocks.
Webster 3d. b. As used in the sharpeningstone industry, abrading means cutting, as
the steel composing the tool is cut away
rather than worn away. Fay. c. The wearing away of diamonds, drill-bit matrices,
and drill-stem equipment by frictional contact with the rock material penetrated or
by contact with the cuttings produced by

the action of the drill bit in drilling a

borehole. Long.
abrading. Wearing away any substance with
an abrasive. Mersereau, 4th, p. 285.

Abram's law. Strength of concrete depends
on water-to-cement ratio of mixture. Minimum needed for chemical action is 0.35
to 1. Pryor, 3.
abraser. A device for assessing the wear resistance of surfaces. The specimen to be
tested is rubbed alternately by the flat
faces of two weighted abrasive wheels.
These wheels revolve in opposite directions

through frictional contact with the sped-

abraser
men and exert a combined abrasive, compressive, and twisting action twice in each
revolution of the specimen holder. Osborne.
abrasion. a. The wearing away by friztion.

A.G.I. b. The act of wearing or rubbing

off. A.G.I. c. Wearing away by rubbing or
friction, the chief agents being currents of
water laden with sand and other rock debris and by glaciers. A.G.I. d. The operation of wearing away by aqueous or glacial
action. A.G.I.
abrasion hardness. Hardness expressed in
quantitative terms or numbers indicating

the degree to which a substance

resists

being worn away by frictional contact with
an abrasive material, such as silica or car-

borundum grits. Also called abrasion resistance; wear resistance. Compare scratch
hardness. Long.
abrasion index. The percentage of a specially

prepared 3 in.-2 in. sample of coke re-

maining on a /8-inch mesh B.S. test sieve

after the sample of coke has been subjected to a standardized abrasion procedure in a rotating drum. B.S. 1016, 1961,
Pt. 16.

abrasion of refractories. Wearing away of the
surfaces of refractory bodies in service by
the abrading action of moving solids. HW.
abrasion platform. An uplifted abrasion plat-

form of large areal extent is a marine
peneplain or a marine plane, according
to the smoothness of the surface produced
by wave erosion. A.G.I.
abrasion resistance. The degree to which a
porcelain enamel will resist attack by abrasive materials. ASTM C286-65. See also
abrasion hardness.
abrasion shoreline. See shoreline of retrogradation. Schieferdecker.

abrasive. A substance used for grinding,
honing, lapping, superfinishing, polishing,

pressure blasting, or barrel finishing. It
includes natural materials such as garnet,

emery, corundum, and diamond, and electric-furnace products like aluminum oxide,
silicon carbide, and boron carbide. ASM
Gloss. Natural abrasives in order of hardness include diamond, corundum, emery,
garnet, and pumice. Artificial abrasives in-

clude borazon, carborundum, corundum
(sold as alundum, aloxite, etc.), boron
carbide. For preparing polished surfaces
on mineral specimens, carborundum, levigated alumina, jeweler's rouge, and magnesia

absorber
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are much used, diamond-impreg-

nated paste being employed at final stage.
Pryor, 3.
abrasive belt. A coated abrasive product, in

the form of a belt, used in production

grinding and polishing. ASM Gloss.
abrasive disk. a. A grinding wheel which is
mounted on a steel plater with the exposed

flat side being used for grinding. ASM

Gloss. b. A disk-shaped, coated abrasive
product. ASM Gloss.
abrasive drilling. A rotary drilling method in
which drilling is effected by the abrasive
action of the drill steel or drilling medium
which rotates while being pressed against

the rock. Fraenkel, v. 1, Art. 8:30, p. 21.
abrasive finishing. The final cuts taken with

a grinding wheel to obtain the accuracy

and surface desired. ACSG, 1963.

abrasive formation. A rock consisting of

small, hard, sharp-cornered, angular fragments, or a rock, the cuttings from which,

produced by the action of a drill bit, are
hard, sharp-cornered, angular grains, which

grind away or abrade the metal on bits
and drill-stem equipment at a rapid rate.

Also called abrasive ground. Long.

abrasive ground. Synonym for abrasive formation. Long.
abrasive hardness test. This test employs a
rotating abrasive wheel or plate against
which specimens are held. The specimens
are abraded for a given number of revolutions and the weight of material lost is
a measure of the abrasive hardness. Lewis,

p. 574.

abrasive tumbling. See barrel finishing.
ACSG, 1963.
abraum salts. See abraumsalze.
abraumsalze; abraum salts. Ger. Mixed
sulfates and chlorides of potassium, sodium, and magnesium overlying the rock
salt in the Stassfurt salt deposits. Holmes,
1928.

abriachanite. An earthy, amorphous form of
crocidolite. Dana 6d, p. 400.
abros. A stainless and corrosion-resisting
alloy containing 10 percent chromium, 88
pevcent nickel, and 2 percent manganese.
Campbell.
abs Abbreviation for absolute. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 58.
absarokite. An alkalic basalt consisting of
about equal amounts of olivine, augite,
labradorite, and sanidine, with accessory
biotite, apatite, and opaque oxides. Leucite
is sometimes present in small amounts.
Absarokite forms a series with shoshonite
with decreasing amounts of olivine and
increasing amounts of plagioclase and
sanidine. A.G.I.
abscissa. The axis at right angles to the axis
of ordinates. Crispin.
absolute. a. In chemistry, free from impurity
or admixture. Hess. b. In physics, not dependent on any arbitrary standard. Hess.
c. Frequently used in the trades to indi-

cate a thing as being perfect or exact.

Abbreviation, abs. Crispin.
absolute ampere. a. The current which, when
flowing in a circular conductor of 1 centi-

meter radius, produces at the center a
field strength of 2n gauss. The ampere

normally used in electrical engineering is
one-tenth of this quantity. C.T.D. b. Onetenth of an abampere. Hess.

absolute atmosphere. An absolute unit of

pressure equal to 1 million times the pressure produced on 1 square centimeter by
the force of 1 dyne. Fay.
absolute chronology. The geologic chronology expressed in years. Schieferdeeker.
absolute daily range. During the 24 hours of
the day the difference between the maximum easterly and maximum westerly values

of the magnetic declination at any point.
Mason, v. 2, p. 719.
absolute drought. In Great Britain, a mini-

mum period of 15 consecutive days during
which not more than 0.01 inch of rain has
fallen; this definition is not accepted internationally. Ham.

absolute humidity; humidity of air. The
number of grams of water vapor per cubic

meter of the air. From the mine ventilation aspect, the relative humidity is the
important factor. See also saturated air.
Nelson.
absolute isohypse. A line that has the properties of both constant pressure and constant height above mean sea level. Therefore, it can be any contour line on a
constant-pressure chart, or any isobar on
a constant-height chart. H&G.
absolute ownership. In law, an unqualified

title to property and the unquestioned

right to immediate and unconditional pos-

session thereof. Standard, 1964. Applies to
mining claims and properties. Hess.
absolute permeability. A measure of possible
flow of a standard liquid under fixed con-

ditions through a porous mediuni when
there is no teaction between the liquid

and the solids. This measure is arbitrarily
taken for isothermal viscous flow. It can

be duplicated with gases if tests are so
conducted that extrapolation to infinite
pressure can be made; specific permeability. Hess.

absolute potential. True potential difference
between a metal and the solution in which
it is immersed. Pryor, 3.
absolute pressure. a. Total pressure at a

point in a fluid equaling the sum of the
gage pressure and the atmospheric pressure. Webster 3d. b. Pressure measured
with respect to 0 pressure, in units of
force per unit of area. C.T.D.

absolute roof. a. The entire mass of strata
overlying a coal seam. See also nether
roof, a. Nelson. b. In mine subsidence,
the entire mass of superjacent rocks. Briggs,

p. 61. c. The entire mass of strata over-

lying a subsurface point of reference. Bureau of Mines Stall.
absolute scale. See Kelvin temperature scale.
absolute temperature. Temperature reckoned
from the absolute zero. Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

p. F-29.

absolute time. Geologic time measured in

terms of years. Compare relative time. Leet.

absolute valency. The valence numerically

equal to the number of electrons of an
atom engaged in attaching other atoms.

Pryor, 3.

absolute viscosity. The force required

to
square
centimeter over another parallel plane sur-

move a plane surface of area
face

1

1

centimeter away at a rate of

1

centimeter per second when both surfaces
are immersed in the fluid. This force (the
unit of absolute viscosity) is called the
poise. Francis, 1965, v. 1, p. 210.

absolute zero. The temporature at which a

gas would show no pressure if the general
law for gases would hold for all tempera-

It is equal to 273.16° C or
459.69° F. Handbook of Chemistry and
tures.

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-29.
absorb. To drink in or to suck up as a liquid
by a solid like a sponge or fuller's earth.
Fay.

absorbed dose. Usually expressed as rads,

which represents the energy absorbed from

the radiation per gram of specified body
tissue. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 747.
absorbed water. Water held mechanically in
a soil mass and having physical properties
not substantially different from ordinary
water at the same temperature and pressure. ASCE P1826.
absorbent. A substance that absorbs. Crispin.
absorbent formation. A rock or rock material,

which, by virtue of its dryness, porosity,
or permeability, has the ability to drink in
or suck up a drilling liquid, as a sponge
absorbs water. Also called absorbent ground.
Long.

absorbent ground. Synonym for absorbent
formation. Long.
absorbents. Substances, such as wood meal
and wheat flour, which are also 'forms of
low explosive when mixed with metallic
nitrates, and tend to reduce the blasting

power of the explosives making them suitable for coal blasting. Cooper, pp. 345-346.
absorber. a. An apparatus in which gases are

absorber
brought into intimate contact with an extended surface of an absorbing fluid so
that they enter rapidly into solution. Absorbers are used in saving casinghead gasoline. Hess. b. The resistance and condenser in series which is placed across a
break in an electrical circuit in order to
damp any possible oscillatory circuit, which

would tend to maintain an arc or spark

when a current is interrupted. Also called
a spark absorber. C.T.D. c. Any material
that absorbs or stops ionizing radiation.
Strong neutron absorbers like boron, haf-

nium, and cadmium are used in control
rods. Lead, concrete, and steel attenuate
gamma rays and neutrons in nuclear re-

actor shields. A thin sheet of paper or
metal will stop or absorb alpha particles
and all but very energetic beta particles.

See also poison. L&L.

absorber plant. A plant that has the ability
to take on the characteristics of some
elements in its cycle of life (for example,
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chemical. The amount of vapor absorbed
may be determined in an absolute manner
by weighing the hygroscopic material, or
in e nonabsolute manner by measuring a

of the same wavelength. St !rock, 10.
abstract. To absorb the waters of a neighboring stream by abstraction; said of water-

physical property of the substance that
varies with the amount of water vapor
absorbed. The lithium chloride humidity

or the conversion of sound

lished for use in describing banded coal, a
frequency of occurrence of vitrain bands

of the transmission loss which is due to
dissipation

energy into some other form of energy,
usually heat. This conversion may take
place within the medium itself or upon a
reflection at one of its boundaries. This

loss is a critical factor in the effectiveness
of sonar equipment. Hy.
absorption of gases. The solution of gases in

liquids or the absorption of gases by solids.

Absorbite. Trade name for activated char-

absorption oil. Oil containing little or no
gasoline, for example, mineral seal oil,

coal. Hess.
absorptiometer. A device for measuring the
solubility of a gas in a liquid. Bennett 2d,
1962.
absorptiontetry. Measurement of the loss
through absorption by homogeneously colored solution of monochromatic light. Ab-

sorption (Beer's Law) is proportional to
the number of molecules through which
the light passes. The Bougner-Beer Law is

I=I0 x

Where I is intensity; 1 is distance traveled; I, is original intensity; k is an ex-

tinction coefficient; c is concentration
(grams per liter). Measuring instruments
are called absorptiometers or spectrophotometers; much used types being the Lumetron and the Spekker. The method is
used where light (including ultraviolet)
can be employed as an analytical colori-

metric medium. It is much used in mineral
dressing control analysis and research.
Pryor, 3.
absorption. a. Taking up, assimilation, or incorporation; as, the absorption of gases in
liquids, as distinguished from adsorption.
Sometimes loosely used in place of adsorp-

tion. A.G.I. b. The act or process of ab-

sorbing, imbibing, swallowing, or engulfing
mechanically. Fay. c. A taking in or reception by molecular or chemical action. Fay.
d. The phenomenon observed when a pleochroic mineral is rotated in plane polarized

light. In certain positions, the mineral is
darker than in others, owing to the absorption of light. Fay. e. In hydrology, a term

raoid corrading action. Standard, 1964.

abtellung. a. Ger. A part or district of a

stance and the consequent radioactivity

released by some pifion trees). Ballard.
absorbing well. A well sunk for the purpose
of draining away water. Ham.

from a stream by another having more

strip and carbon-film hygrometer element
are examples of the latter. H&G.
absorption loss. a. The loss of water occurring during initial filling of a reservoir in
wetting rocks and soil. Ham. b. That part

In mining, the entry of oxygen into coal
or carbonaceous matter may initiate slow
combustion and fires when the conditions
are favorable. See also spontaneous com-

pifion tree absorption of a radioactive sub-

courses. Standard, 1964.

abstraction. In geology, the draining of water

bustion. Nelson.

used in the absorption process for extracting gasoline from natural gas. Bennett 2d,
1962.

absorption plant. Plant for recovering gasoline from natural gas by absorption. Bennett 2d, 1962.
absorption process. A method of treating wet
gas by passing it through an absorber in
which large surfaces of mineral seal oil or
a similar oil are exposed and absorb the
heaviest fraction of the gas. This is later

distilled from the oil and is known as

casing-head gasoline. The oil is recirculated and the gasoline is piped to a condenser and then to an accumulator. Hess.

absorption rate. a. The rate, expressed in
quantitative terms, at which a liquid, such
as a drilling circulation medium, is absorbed

by the rocks, or rock materials, penetrated

by the drill bit. Long. b. The amount of
water absorbed when the brick is partially
immersed for 1 minute; usually expressed
either in grams or ounces per minute. Also
called suction rate; initial rate of absorption. ACSG.

absorption ratio. See saturation coefficient.
Dodd.

absorption refrigeration. A process whereby
a secondary fluid absorbs the refrigerant,

mine assigned to the care of a fireman or

deputy. Fay. b. Ger. A stratigraphical

formation or series. Holmes, 1928.

abundant vitrain. A field term denoting, in
accordance with an arbitrary scale estab-

comprising 30 to 60 percent of the total
coal layer. Compare dominant vitrain;
moderate vitrain; sparse vitrain. A.G.I.
abutment. a. A surface or mass provided to

withstand thrust, for example, the end supports of an arch or bridge. In coal mining,
(1) the weight of the rocks above a narrow
roadway is transferred to the solid coal
along the sides, which act as abutments of

the arch of strata spanning the roadway;
and (2) the weight of the rocks over a
longwall face is transferred to the front
abutment, that is, the solid coal ahead of
the face and the back abutment, that is,
the settled packs behind the face. See also

pressure arch. Nelson. b. The structural
portion of a furnace that withstands the

thrust of an arch.
abutment load. In underground mining,
weight of rock above an excavation which

has been transferred to the adjoining walls.
Pryor, 3.
abysmal. See abyssal.

abysmal sea. That part of the sea which

occupies the ocean basins proper. Fay.
abyss. a. A very deep, unfathomable place.
The term is used to refer to a particularly
deep part of the ocean, or to any part below 3,000 fathoms. H&G. b. Synonym for
pit; pot; pothole; chasm; shaft. Schieferdecker.

obyssak abysmal. a. Of, or pertaining to,
deep within the earth. Synonym for plutonic. A.G.I. b. Of, or pertaining to, the

oceanic deeps below 1,000 fathoms (6,000

feet). A.G.I. c. Referring to the great
depths of seas or lakes where light is absent. A.G.I. d. In oceanography, relating

to the greatest depths of the ocean; relating

to the abyssal realm. C.T.D. e. Deep-sea
region below the mean sphere level. Schie-

ferdecker.

leases the refrigerant, during which it absorbs heat. Strock, 10.

abyssal assimilation. See assimilation. Hess.
abyssalbenthic. A zone comprising all of the
deep-sea benthic system below the archibenthic zone, or below 800 to 110 meters.

bands crossing a continuous spectrum, seen

abyssal deposit. A deposit of the deep sea,

and in doing so, gives up heat, then re-

absorption spectrum. The series of dark

when white light has been transmitted
through a colored vapor, liquid, or solid.

A.G.I.

accumulating in depths of more than 1,500
fathoms of water; these deposits comprise
the organic oozes, various muds, and red
clay of the deepest regions. C.T.D.

applied to the entrance of surface water

Anderson, p. 354. When white light passes

As applied to ceramic products, the

wavelengths is absorbed more strongly than
others, the colors least absorbed combining

abyssal injection. The process by which

viewed through a spectroscope, the Colors
most strongly absorkd may show as dark
bands crossing the spectrum in characteristic positions. Such a spectrum is known as

through deep-seated contraction fissures in
the earth's crust. Hess.
abyssal intrusion. An alternative name for a
plutonic intrusion. C.T.D.

into the lithosphere by all methods. A.G.I.
f.

weight of water which can be absorbed by
the ware, expressed as a percentage of the
weight of the dry ware. HW. g. The proc-

ess by which a liquid is drawn into and
tends to fill permeable pores in a porous

solid body; also, the increase in weight of

a porous solid body resulting from the

penetration of a liquid into its permeable
pores. ASTM C125-66.

absorption hygrometer. A type of hygrometer
with which the water vapor content of the

atmosphere is measured by means of the

absorption of vapor by a hygroscopic

through a colored stone, light of certain
to produce the color of the stone. When

an absorption spectrum, and provides a
useful means of identification. Anderson.

absorption tower. A tower in which a liquid
absorbs a gas. Bureau of Mines Staff.
absorptivity. The ratio of the radiant energy
absorbed by a body to that falling upon it.
It is equal to the emiuivity for radiation

magmas, originating at considerable depths,

are considered to have been driven up

abyssal plain. a. An area of the ocean floor
with a slope cf less than 1 in 1,000. Schie-

ferdecker. b. Flat, nearly level areas which
occupy the deepest portions of many ocean
basins. A.G.I.
abyssal realm. The deep waters of the ocean
below 1,000 fathoms, or 2,000 meters, or

abyssal realm
6,000 feet. Bureau of Mine: Staff.
abyssal rock. A plutonic or deep-seated igneous rock. The word was suggested and
especially ustd by Bragger. Fay.

abyssal theory. A theory of the origin of

ores involving the separation of ore from
silicates during the cooling of the earth
from the liquid stage. A.G.1.
abyssal zone. The marine-life zone of the
deep sea embracing the water and bottom
below a depth of 6,000 feet. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

Abyssinian gold. a. Talmi gold. Brass having
a thin facing of gold applied by rolling.
Used for costume jewelry. CCD 6d, 1961.

b. A yellow- or gold-colored aluminum
bronze containing 5 to 10 percent aluminum, the remainder being copper. CCD
bd, 1961.

Abyssinian well. Pointed and perforated
tube driven into the ground by a light pilehammer. Water is extracted by pumping.
flam.

abyssobenthic. Relating to that part of the
abyssal realm which includes the ocean
floor; pertaining to or living on the ocean
floor at great depths. C.T.D.
abyssolith. Literally, a bottomless body of
rock material; a molten mass of eruptive
material passing up without a break from
the zone of permanently molten rock with-

in the earth. A.G.I.
abyssopelagic. a. Relating to that part of
the abyssal realm which excludes the ocean

floor; floating in the depths of the ocean.
C.T.D. b. Pertaining to that portion of the
deep waters of the ocean which lie below
depths of 2,000 meters (6,000 feet). A.G.1.
ac Abbreviation for alternating current; acid.
Also abbreviated AC, a-c, a c. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 58; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-74; Zimmerman, p. 7.
AC Chemical symbol for actinium. Handbook

of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.

acadialite. A reddish variety of chabazite.
Dana.
Acadian. A series name applied to the Middle Cambrian strata of the Atlantic Province in North America (Newfoundland,

Nova Scotia to eastern Massachusetts).
C.T.D.

Acadian orogeny. Late Devonian diastrophism. A.G.I. SuPP.
acanthite. A silver sulfide, AgiS; monoclinic;
color and streak, blackish lead-gray; Mohs'
hardness, 2 to 2.5; specific gravity, 7.2 to
7.3. Dana 17. Contains 87 percent silver.
Sanford.
acarreos. a. Mex. Float rock. Fay. b. Mex.
Drift composed of rounded rocks, pebbles,
and gravel. Fay.
acaustobiolitb. a. An incombustible sediment resulting from biologic activity, for
example, limestone. A.G.I. b. Noncombus-

tible, organic deposits of purely mineral

character. A.G.I.
acanstopbytolith. A rock formed wholly from
pure accumulation of organically produced
mineral matter, such as those formed from
diatoms (silica) and numrnulites (calcite).
A.G.I.

accelerated weathering test. A test to indi-

cate the effect of weather on coal, in which
the coal is alternately exposed to freezing,

wetting, warming, and light; the alternation may be varied to suit. This test may
be applied to other bituminous material.
Hess.

accelerating points. Each position of an

aeclinal valleys
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electric controller which increases the current through the motor is known as an accelerating point. NEMA MB1-1956.

minerals. Pryor, 3. b. The selenite plate

meters per square second (32.174 feet persquare second) for a free-falling body in vacuum. International Committee on Weights
and Measures. True value varies slightly
with isotatic effect, latitude, longitude, and

access road. A route constructed to enable
plant, supplies, and vehicles to reach a
mine, quarry, or opencast pit. In remote
and isolated regions, the provision of an

acceleration. That due to the gravitational
attraction of the earth is 980.665 centi-

which gives the sensitive tint of a specimen

between crossed nicols. Pryor, 3. c. The
mica plate which retards yellow light.
Pryor, 3.

access road may be very costly. Nelson.
access time. That required to locate data in
the memory. Pryor, 3, p. 31.
spherical shape. Pryor, 3.
accelerator. a. A machine that accelerates accident. Gr. Brit. An iocident or event at
work in which som;--,ne sustains a bodily
electrically charged atomic particles to high
injury which causes the injured person to
velocities. Electrons, protons, deuterons,
be away from work for more than three
and alpha particles can be accelerated to
days A certain degree of harm to an indinearly the speed of light for use in nuclear
vidual is the criterion. The event is then
research. Types of accelerators include the
usually classified as a fatal, a serious nonbetatron, cyclotron, linear accelerator, and
fatal, or a minor or plus 3-day accident.
synchrotron. Familiarly known as atom
See also near accident. Nelson.
smasher. L&L. b. In the case of stucco,
plaster, mortar, concrete, etc., a substance accidental. A broken fragment derived from
volcanic rock, not of the magma involved
which will hasten the set. ASTM C11-60.
diring an eruption, but from other ignec. A device controlling the rate at which
metamoiphic, or sedimentary rocks
oi
fuel is injected into a combustion-type enthrough which the vent was developed
gine and hence controlling its speed. Also
Hess.
called throttle. Long. d. A substance added
tc, increase the rate of a chemical reaction. accidental block. A solid chip of igneous,

the departure of the planet from a truly

metamorphic, or sedimentary rock torn from
See also catalyst. Nelson.
the subvolcanic basement and ejected from
accelerometer. An instrument used to measa volcano. Synonym for noncognate block.
ure acceleration; specifically, a seismograph
A.G.1.
designed to measure earth particle accelaccidental error. Unpredictable, arising from
erations. A.G.!.
special cause. Pryor, 3, p. 159.
acceptance operations. In mineral processing,
rejection of material hoisted as run-of-mine accidental inclusion. An enclosed crystal or
fragment having no genetic connection
ore because of inferior quality. Bus eau of
with the igneous rocks in which they occur.
Mines Staff.
See also accidental. Hess.
acceptor levels. Energy levels formed within
the energy gap by a deficiency of electrons. accidental pearl. Genuine natural pearl as
distinguished from (artificially induced)
VV.
cultured pearl. A term not used in the
accessory. a. Applied to minerals occurring
trade as it is of questionable meaning.
in small quantities in a rock. The presence
Shipley.
or absence of these minor minerals does not
affect the classification or the naming of accident-cause code. A system sponsored by
the American Standards Association. Under
the rock. Holmes, 1928. b. Fragments dethis code accidents are classified under
rived from previously solidified volcanic
eight defective working conditions and
rocks of related origin, that is, the debris
nine improper working practices. Nelson.
of earlier lavas and pyroclasti: rocks from
the same cone. See also accessory mineral, accident frequency rate. The number of all
disabling injuries (fatal, permanent-total,
b. Bureau of Mines Staff. c. In a strict
permanent-partial, and temporary lost-time
sense, only those tools or small parts, etc.,
injuries) per million man-hours of exnormally supplied with a drill machine by
posure. Hess.
the manufacturer without their being specifically ordered by the buyer of the drill. accident-prone. Accident statistics reveal that
certain individuals have a predisposition
In a general sense, the term is commonly
to sustain more accidents than others exand synonymously used for auxiliary. See
posed to the same hazard. This suggests
also auxiliary, a. Long
that there is a certain defect or propensity
accessory ejecta. Pyroclastic materials dein some miners which makes them accirived from previously solidified volcanic
dent-prone cases. It is also suggested that
rocks of consanguineous origin, that is, the
such cases tend to sustain an undue numdebris of earlier lavas and pyroclastic rocks
ber of injuries even at home or at sports.
from the same cone. Such ejecta correNelson.
spond to the materiaux paleogenes of Laaccident severity rate. The number of days
croix. A.G.I.
of disability resulting from all injuries
accessory elements. Synonym for minor ele(fatal, permanent-total, permanent-partial,
ments; trace elements. A.G.I.
and temporary lost-time injuries) per thouaccessory mineral. a. One of those mineral
sand man-hours of exposure. Hess.
constituents of a rock that occur in such
small gmounts that they are disregarded in acclimatization. A man completely new to a
hot mine will find great difficulty in doing
its classification and definition. Opposite of
any appreciable amount of work. Within a
essential mineral. Fay. b. Primary type minshort period, his body will have improved
erals which were associated with the parent
its mechanism for heat loss, the rate at
clay-forming material usually mica, feldwhich the man can sweat will be much
decomposition
of
spar, and quartz, (that is,
increased, pulse rate decreases, body temgranite to kaolin with accessory minerals
perature falls, and the man is then said to
mica, feldspar, and quartz. Bureau of
be "acclimatized" to hot working condiMines Staff.
tions. A minority never become acclimaaccessory plate. a. The quartz wedge inserttized and are said to be "heat intolerant."
ed in the microscope substage above the
Roberts, I, p. 132.
polarizer in order to estimate birefringence
and to determine optical sign of umaxial ACCH211111 valleys. Those that run in the direc-

acclinal valleys
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acicular

tion of the dip. A.G.I.
accompt. a. (Corn.) Account day; the usual
settling day. Fay. b. The place of meeting,

places protected from the ventilating current, and at the higher sides of rise faces.
Mason, v. I , p. 262. b. The concentration
or gathering of oil or gas in some form of
trap. Commercial accumulation is a volume or quantity sufficient for profitable
exploitation. A.G.I. c. A collected mass of
material. Jones.
accumulator. a. A cylinder containing water
or oil under pressure of a weighted piston
for hydraulic presses, hoists, etc. It is between the pumps and the presses, keeps a
constant pressure on the system, and absorbs shocks. Bureau ol Mines Stall. b. A

amide; ethanamide. See acetamide. CCD 6d,

c. In oceanography, a spring of rubber or
steel attached to a trawling warp, to lessen
any sudden strain due to the trawl catching. C.T.D.
accumulator conveyor. Any conveyor designed to permit accumulation of packages
or objects. Usually roller, live roller conveyor, roller slat conveyor, or belt con-

When combined with oxygen, acetylene
burns to produce an intensely hot flame

or account house. Fay.

accordant tributary. A tributary that enters
the main trunk stream at grade, that is, at
the same elevation as the main stream.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
accordion roller conveyor. A roller conveyor
with a flexible latticed frame which per-

mits variation in length. ASA MH4.1
1958.

account. The record of the transactions affecting onc party; as any one party may
be the receiver or debtm in one transaction and the giver or creditor in another,
an account has two sides, a debtor and a
creditor side. Truscott, p. 280.
accountancy. The continuous recording of
transactions on a money basis in a manner

to show clearly at any time the financial
position of a business, what profit or loss
has been made over any period, and where

that profit or loss was made. Truscott,
p. 280.
account day. See bill day. Nelson.
accretion; aggradation. a. The process by
,

which inorganic bodies increase in size by
the addition of fresh particles to the outside. Fay. b. The gradual addition of new
land to old by the deposition of sediment

carried by the water of a stream. A.G.I.

c. May be either natural or artificial. Natural accretion is the gradual buildup of
land over a long period of time solely by

the action of the forces of nature, on a
beach by deposition of waterborne or airborne material. Artificial accretion is a

similar buildup of land by reason of an act

of man, such as the accretion formed by
the groin, breakwater, or beach fill deposited by mechanical means. H&G.
accretionary lapillus. A pellet, often exhibiting concentric structure owing to the ac-

storage battery. Bureau ol Mines Staff.

veyors. ASA MH4.1-1958.

accumulator metal. An alloy of 90 percent
lead, 9.25 percent tin, and 0.75 percent
antimony; condenser toil. Campbell.
accumulator plant. In geobotanical prospect-

ing, a plant or tree that acquires an ab-

normal content of a metal where growing
in metal-bearing soil. A.G.I.
accuracy. a. The practical limit of accuracy
in building work is about one-eighth of an
inch for placing of walls and floors, and
about

1

inch for a :ong tunnel driven

through a mountain. A modern air survey,
plotted to a scale of 1 in 500, can give an
accuracy of plus or minus 3 inches vertically or horizontally. Ham. b. The closeness of approach of a measurement to the
true value of the quantity measured. Since

cretion of fine ash or dust around raindrops

the true value cannot actually be measured, the most probable value from the
available data, critically considered for
sources of error, is used as the truth.

ment which rolls along the ground. Accretionary lapilli are also called mud pellets;
pisolites. A.G.I.

accuracy of a method. A measure of the
ability of a method to provide accurate
results, that is, results which are precise
and free from bias. The accuracy of a

falling through an explosion cloud, or to
similar accretion around a nucleus frag-

accretionary lava balls. Rounded balls of
lava found on the surfaces of many aa
flows, formed by the rolling up and adhesion of viscous lava around some fragment of solidified lava as a center. A.G.I.
accretionary limestone. A limestone which
has formed in place by slow accumulation
of organic remains. Many such deposits

belong to the reef or bioherm subclass.
A.G.I.
accretion coast. See shoreline of progradation. Schielerdecker.

accretion hypothesis. Any hypothesis of the
origin of the earth which assumes that it

has grown from a small nucleus by the
gradual addition of solid bodies, such as
meteorites, asteroids, or planetesimals, formerly revolving about the sun in independent orbits, but eventually drawn by gravi-

tation to the earth and incorporated in it.
Fay.
accretion vein. A vein formed by the repeated filling of a channelway and its reopening by the development of fractures in the
general zone undergoing mineralization.
Forrester, p. 115.

accumulation. a. In coal mining, bodies of

firedamp that tend to collect in higher

parts of mine workings and at the edge of
goaves and wastes. They are found in cavities, at ripping lips, at other sheltered

Compare precision. ASM Gloss.

method must not be confused with its precision. A determination may be made with
great precision, and the standard deviation
of a number of determinations on the same
consignment of coal may therefore be low,
but the results will only be accurate if
they are free from bias. B.S. 1017, 1960,
Pt. 1.
accuracy of a result. The closeness of agreement between an experimental result and
the true value. B.S. 1017, 1960, Pt. I.

acerado. Mex. Gray copper ore; any gray
steely ore. Fay.

acetamide; acetic acid amide; acetic acid
amine; ethanamide. Colorless; deliques-

cent crystals; mousy odor; CH1CONI-12.
Used in explosives and as a soldering flux.
CCD 6d, 1961.
acetic acid; ethanoic acid. Produced during
the dry distillation of wood followed by

alkali and acid (sulfuric) treatment and
further distillation; by the oxidation of

diluted alcohol (HCdis02); specific gravity, 1.0492 (at 20° C, referred to water at
4° C). Vinegar is a preparation of acetic
acid and it contains a legal minimum of
4 percent of acetic acid. Used in the porcelain enameling industry to prepare graining-board surfaces and for analytical work.
Hansen.
acedc acid amine; aceiandde; acetic acid

1961.

acetone; dimethyl ketone; 2-propane. A flammable liquid; C311.0. Used wideiy in industry as a solvent for many organic substances. Shell Oil Co.
acetylene; ethyne; ethine. The most brilliant
of illuminating gases; C2I-11. It may be
produced synthetically from its elements,
by incomplete combustion of coal gas, and
commercially from calcium carbide (GaCs)

by reaction with water. tStandard, 1964.

Used in manufacturing explosives. Bennett
2d, 1962. Also used formerly as an illuminating gas in mines and around drill rigs.
and hence now is used principally in welding and metal-cutting flame torches. Long.

acetylene black. Graphitic type of carbon

black obtained by incomplete combustion
of acetylene; apparent density, 0.21. Bennett 2d, 1962.
acetylene lamp. See carbide lamp. Zern.
acetylene tetrabromide; symmetrical tetrabromoethane; Muthmann's liquid. Yellowirt. liquid; Cliflr2CHBr2; specific gravity,
2.98 to 3.00; boiling point, 239° to 242° C
with decomposition

(at 760 mm); also,

boiling point, 151° C (at 54 mm); melting
point, 0.1° C; and refractive index, 1.638.
Used for separating minerals by specific
gravity; a solvent for fats, oils, and waxes;

a fluid in liquid gases; and a solvent in

microscopy. CCD 6d, 1961.
acetylite. Calcium carbide treated with glucose to give a slower and more uniform
production of acetylene gas than can be
obtained from the untreated calcium car-

bide. Crispin.
achavalite... Iron selenide, FeSe, occurring
with other selenides at Cacheuta, Argentina. Spencer 18, M.M., 1949.
Acheson furnace. A resistance-type furnace
for the production of silicon carbide and
synthetic graphite. Henderson.
Acheson graphite. Artificial graphite made
from coke by electric furnace heating.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
Acheson process. A process for the produc-

tion of artificial or synthetic graphite. It
consists of sintering pulverized coke in the

Acheson furnace at 5,000° to 6,000° F.
Henderson.

achiardite. Same as dachiardite. English.
achirite. Same as dioptasc. Standard, 1964.
achondrite. A rare, stony meteorite without
chondrules. A.G.I. Supp.
achrematite. A pale sulfur-yellow to orange
and red arsenochlormolybdate of lead,
35Pb0.3PbC4.9A.1105.4MoOs; Mohs' hard-

ness, 3 to 4; specific gravity, 5.965. From
the mines of Guanacere, Chihuahua, Mexico. Hess.

achroite. A colorless variety of tourmaline.
Fay.

achromatic. Free from hue. See also achromatic color; achromatic loupe. Shipley.
achromatic color. White, black, or any tone
of neutral gray, that is, gray containing no
tinge of any hue. See also chromatic color.
Shipley.

achromatic loupe. Any loupe containing an
achromatic lens. Shipley.

achromatic triplet. A loupe corrected for

chromatic aberration. See also loupe. Shipley.

achua. A Chilean term for a small earthenware dish used in making tests in the patio
process. Hess.

acictdar. A mineral consisting of fine needle-

acicular
like crystals, for example, natrolite. Nelson.

acicular bismuth; aciculite. Synonym for
aikinite. Hess.

acicular powder. In powder metallurgy,
needle-shaped particles. ASM Gloss.

acid. a. Sharp or biting to the taste; sour.

Having acid-forming constituents present
in excess of the proportion required to form

a neutral or normal compound. Webster
b. A compound that dissociates in a
.9
water solution to furnish hydrogen ions.
ASTM STP No. 148-D. c. A substance
which tends to lose a proton. C.T.D. d. A

substance containing hydrogen which may
be replaced by metals with the formation

acid-dip bottle. Synonym for acid bottle.
Long.

acid-dip survey. A method of determining
the angular inclination of a borehole in
which a glass, test-tubelike bottle partly
filled with a dilute solution of hydrofluoric acid is inserted in a watertight
metal case. When the assemblage is lowered into a borehole and left for 20 to 30
minutes, the acid etches the bottle at a
level plane from which the inclination of

the borehole can be measured. Also called
acid-dip test; acid test. Long.
acid-dip test. Synonym for acid-dip survey.
Long.

of salts. C.T.D. e. In geology, a test for

acid-dip test tube. Synonym for acid bott.l.

composition of rocks. Application of strong
acid dissolves carbonates and other components, leaves silica. Hy. f. See acidic, a.

acid electric furnace. An arc furnace having
an acid refractory hearth. Bureau of Mines

called because such an oxide may be formed

acid embossing. The etching of glass with

acid anhydride. An oxide of a nonmetal, so

from an acid by the abstraction of water;

for example, SO, is the anhydride of
A.G.I.

acid annealing. An annealing process in
which ferrous metal shapes are coated with

acid before and in conjunction with the

annealing. ASTM C286-65.
acid bath. A vessel containing an acid solution strong enough to attack and dissolve

the diamond-matrix metal in a worn or
dull bit crown, thereby releasing the diamonds, which can be recovered and reset

in another bit or reused in some other
manner. Long.
acid Bessemer converter. One liner with acid
refractories. Bureau of Mines Staff.
acid bottle. Acid-dip bottle used in survey of
boreholes. A soda-lime glass tube charged

with dilute hydrofluoric acid, left in the
borehole for 20 to 30 minutes to measure

inclination. May be fitted in a clinometer.
Pryor, 3. Also called acid-dip bottle; acid-

dip test tube; acid-etch tube; acid-etch
vial; acid-test tube; acid tube; acid vial;
angle-test tube; culture tube; etch tube;
sargent tube; vial. See also acid-dip survey.
Long.

acid bottom and lining. The inner bottom

and lining of a melting furnace consisting
of materials like sand, siliceous rock, or

silica brick that give an acid reaction at
the operating temperature. ASM Gloss.

See also acid refractories.
acid bronze. An acid-resisting alloy some-

times used for mine pumps. It is said to
contain 1.5 percent nickel, 17.0 percent
lead, 8.0 perc.rnt tin, and 73.5 percent

copper. Camm.
acid calcium phosphate. See calcium phosphate, monobasic. CCD 6d, 1961.

acid clay. a. A naturally occurring clay

which, after evaluation, usually with acid,
is used mainly as a decolorant or refining

agent, and sometimes as a desulfurizer,
coagulant, or catalyst. Institute of Petroleum, 1961. b. A clay which yields hydrogen ions in a water suspension. A hydrogen
clay. Hess.

acid coke. A byproduct obtained in treating

dry run tar, at an elevated temperature

with sulfuric acid; it is a soft, solid coke
containing free carbon, complex heavy
hydrocarbons, free sulfur, and sulfuric
acid. Hess.

acid copper. a. Copper electrodeposited from

an acid solution of a copper salt, usually
copper sulfate. ASM Gloss. b. The solu-

acid polishing
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Long.
Staff.

HF or a fluoride. Dodd.

acid embriftlement. A form of hydrogen embrittlement which may be induced in some
metals by acid treatment. ASM Gloss.

acid-etch tube. Synonym for acid bottle.

Long.
acid-etch vial. Synonym for acid bottle.
Long.
acid flux. Metallurgically acid material (usu-

ally some form of silica) used as a flux.

Bennett 2d, 1962.

acid frosting. The etching of glass hollow
ware with HF or a fluoride. Dodd.
acid gold. A form of gold decoration for
pottery introduced in 1863 by Mintons

Ltd., Stoke-on-Trent, England. The glazed

surface is etched with dilute HF prior to
application of the gold; the process demands great skill and is used for the decoration only of ware of the highest class.

A somewhat similar effect can be obtained
by applying a pattern in low-melting flux

on the glaze and gold-banding on the floxed

area; this is known as mock acid gold.

Dodd.
acidic. a. Applied to those igneous rocks con-

of base of known strength (standard solution) and an indicator is used to establish
the end point. See also pH. CCD 6d, 1961.

b. The determination of the quantity of

acid in a solution. Hansen.
acid ion. One which forms an acid molecule

through combination with one or more

protons. Pryor, 3.

aciditj. The extent to which a solution

is

acid. See also pH. C.T.D.
acidity coefficient. See coefficient of acidity.
acidization. The process of forcing acid into
a limestone, dolomite, or sandstone in order
to increase permeability and porosity by
dissolving and removing a part of the rock
constituents. It is also used to remove mud
injected during drilling. The general objective of acidization is to increase productivity. A.G.I.
acidize. To treat a limestone or ciolomitic
formation with dilute hydrochloric acid to
enlarge its void spaces. Wheeler.

acidizing. See acidization. Institute of Petroleum, 1961.
acid-jointing. Special use of certain asbestos
varieties. Sinclair, W. E., p. 483.
acid leach. a. Metallurgical process for dis-

solution of uranium values by means of
acidulated solution (used on sandstone
ores of low lime content). Ballard. b. In

uranium extraction, dissolution of uraninite
in presence of sufficient oxygen to render
accompanying iron ferric, satisfying the
o.*suo,
equation: 21.1308
6H.so,

so, + sH,o. Pryor, 3.

acid lining. See acid bottom and lining.
acid metal. An alloy intended to resist corrosion by acids; contains 88 pen.:nt cop-

per, 10 percent tin, and 2 percent lead.
Campbell.

acid mine drainage. Acidic drainage from
bituminous coal mines containing a high

concentration of acidic sulfates, especially
ferrous sulfate. ASTM STP No. 148-D.
acid mine water. a. Mine water which contains free sulfuric acid, mainly due to the

weathering of iron pyrites. A pit water,

taining more than 66 percent Si0,, con-

which corrodes iron pipes and pumps, usu-

but these . terms include rock types (for

per gallon, principally the sulfates of iron,
chiefly ferrous and alumina. Nelson. b.
Where sulfide minerals breakdown under
chemical influence of oxygen and water,
the mine drainage becomes acidic and can
corrode ironwork. If it reaches a river sys-

trasted with intermediate and basic. Sometimes loosely and incorrectly used as the
equivalent of felsic and of oversaturated,
example, nepheline syenite and quartz

basalt, respectively) which are not generally considered acidic. Fay. b. Less frequently used in reference to the composition of feldspars, based on their content
of silica. A.G.I. c. When referring to hydrothermal, pegmatitic, or other aqueous
fluids, the term is used in its chemical
sense of high hydrogen ion concentration
(low pH) ; very loosely used in reference
to solutions containing salts of the strong
acids (chlorides, sulfates, etc.) regardless
of pH. A.G.I. d. In furnace practice, a

slag in which silica is present in excess of
the amount required to form a neutral slag
with the earthy bases present. A.G.I.
acidic oxide; acid anhydride. The oxide of a
nonmetal that reacts with water, to form
an acid; for example, sulfur dicxide,
Bennett 2d, 1962.
acidic salts. These contain replaceable hydrogen and are formed when a polybasic

acid reacts with a quantity of a base insufficient to replace the whole of the re-

tion referred to in definition a. ASM Gloss.

placeable hydrogen. Cooper.
acidimeL-y. a. The determination of the concentration of acid solutions or of the quan-

acid cure. In uranium extraction, sulfation
of moist ore before leach. Pryor, 3.

is usually done by titration with a solution

tity of acid in a sample or mixture. This

264-972 0-68 --2
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ally contains a high proportion of solids

tem, biological damage may also result.
Pryor, 3.

acid neutralizers. Calcium carbcoate (CaCO,), magnesium carbonate (MgCO3),
and china clay, which neutralize free acids,
thereby preventing explosives from decomposing in storage. They also have a cooling
effect and tend to reduce the sensitivity of
the explosive. cooper, p. 345.

acid number. Milligrams of K.OH required
to neutralize the free fatty acids in I gram
of material. Pryor, 3.
acid open-hearth furnace. An open-hearth
furnace used in the refining of hematite

iron; little such iron is now made. The
particular feature is that the hearth is
made of acid refractoriessilica bricks
covered with a flitted layer of silica sand.
Dodd.

acid open-hearth steel. Low-phosphorus pig

iron treated in an acid (silica or sand)-

lined furnace. ;!ersereau,4th, p. 481.
acid ores. Siliceous ores. Newton, Joseph.
Introduction to Metallurgy, 1938, p. 205.
acid polishing. A method of polishing cut
decorations on glassware by immersing the

acoustic axis
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acid polishing
article in an acid bath for a few minutes,
rinsing in water and brushing out the cut
parts. C.T.D.

term is misleading, undesirable, and be-

the furnace is lined with a siliceous refractory, and for which pig iron low in

dominant mineral; and as used in the third
sense, it should be replaced by leucocratic.
See also acidic, a. Fay.
acid salt. a. A salt containing hydrogen, (for
example, KHSO4). A.G.!. b. A salt which
dissolves to yield a solution containing an
excess of H+ ions over OH ions, whether
or not it contains hydrogen in its formula,
(for example, FeCls). A.G.I.
acid-scaling. Raw shapes dipped in acid or
sprinkled with acid and annealed. Bryant.

acid process. a. A steelmaking process, either
Bessemer, open-hearth, or electric, in which

phosphorous is required, as this element is
not removed. See also basic process. C.T.D.
b. One which employs an acid slag. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

acidproof brick. Brick having low porosity
and permeability, and high resistance to
chemical attack or penetration by most
commercial acids and some other corrosive
chemicals. HW.

acid radical. That part of the acid which

cannot be replaced by a metal; for example, SO4 in sulfuric acid (fi3SO4). Cooper.
acid-recovery operator. In the coke products
industry, one who recovers sulfuric acid
used in processing coke-gas byproducts by
cooking sludge with steam in acid regenerator pots. Also called acid regenerator.
D.O.T. Supp.
acid refractories. Refractories containing a
substantial amount of silica that may react
chemically with basic refractories, basic
slags, or basic fluxes at high temperatures.
ASTM C-71-64.

acid refractory material. A general term for
those types of refractory material that contain a high proportion of silica, for exam-

coming obsolete. As used in the first sense,
it is being replaced by silicic or persilicic;

as used in the second sense, it should be
replaced by felsic or a term denoting the

acid slag. One which contains substantial

amounts of active silica. Bureau of Mines

Staff.

acid sludge. Products of refining of tar, shale
oil, petroleum in which sulfuric acid reacts

to form a sulfonic acid mixture, green

acids, and mahogany acids and salts. Used
in the flotation process, and in proprietary
collector agents for flotation of iron ores.
Pryor, 3.
acid soiL A soil deficient in available bases,

particularly calcium, and gives an acid

reaction when tested by standard methods.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
acid steel. Steel melted in a furnace with an

acid bottom and lining and under a slag

(greater than 92

containing an excess of an acid substance,
such as silica. ASM Gloss. See also acid

92 percent SW. The name derives from
the fact that silica behaves chemically as
an acid and at high temperatures reacts

acid, strength of. Related to ability to liberate hydrogen ions to solution, and henceto-electrical conductivity of equivalent

ple, silica refractories

percent Si Os) siliceous refractories (78 to

with bases such as lime or alkalies. Dodd.
acid refractory products. Forming those
made of clay-silica mixtures or pure silica.
Rosenthal.
acid regenerator. See acid-recovery operator.
D.O.T. SuPP.

acid resistance. The degre.: of resistance of

the ceramic surface to attack by acids,

(that is, porcelain enamels, chemical stoneware, glazes, etc.). Bureau of Mines Staff.

acid resistance of vitreous enamelware. In
the United States the acid resistance of
citreous enamelware at (nominal) room

temperature is determined by exposing the
enameled surface to 10 percent citric acid
for 15 minutes at 80° F ASTM C282. Five
classe; of enamelware are distinguished according to their subsequent appearance:

AA: no visible stain and passes dry-rub-

bing test;
A: passes blurring-highlight test and
wet-rubbing test;

process.

aqueous solutions of acids. Pryor, 3.

acid sulfate. Compound containing or dissociating to give the ion, HSCie. Pryor, 3.
acid test. a. Synonym for acid-dip survey.
Long. b. A severe or decisive trial, as of
usability or authenticity. Long.
acid tube. Synonym for acid bottle. Long.

acid treatment. The process of agitating
petroleum products with sulfuric acid to

remove undesirable compounds. Hess.
acid tube. Synonym for acid bottle. Long.
acidulae. Cold mineral waters, especially
those impregnated with carbonic acid. Fay.
acid viaL Synonym for acid bottle. Long.
acid-vial

culture tube. Synonym for acid

bottle. Long.

acid water. Water charged naturally with
carbon dioxide. Also applied to natural

waters containing sulfur compounds, especially sulfates. Bureau of Mines Staff.
acieraL An alloy containing 142 to 97 per-

B: passes blurring-highlight test; fails

cent aluminum and offered as a metal of
strength and lightness and noncorrosive,

C: fails blurring-highlight test; passes

automobiles, aircraft, military equipment,

wet-rubbing test;

disappearing highlight test;
D: fails disappearings highlight test.
Dodd.
acid-resistant brick. Brick suitable, for use in
contact with chemicals usually in conjunc-

tion with acid-resistant mortars. ASTM
C43-65T.

suitable for use in the construction of

oynm for aciniform; acinous. Bureau of

Mines Staff. b. Granulated; like grape
seeds; applied to the texture of some
mineral aggregates. Bureau of Mines Staff.
acinous. Synonym for aciniform; acinose.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

aclInal; adinic. Having no inclination or
dip; situated where a magnetic needle if
suspended freely has no dip or inclination
and assumes a horizontal position, as the
aclinic line or magnetic equator. Webster,
3d.

aclinic line; dip equator; magnetic equator.
The line through those points on the
earth's surface at which the magnetic inclination is zero. The aclinic line is a
particular case of an isoclinic line. H&G.
ACL kiln; Lepol kiln. ACL is a trademark
of the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Corn-

pany in the United States. Lepol is a
trademark of Polysius Company, Germany.

Both terms refer to a traveling grate preheater for a portland cement batch prior
to its being fed to a rotary cement kiln;
with this attachment, the length of a
rotary cement kiln can be halved. Dodd.
acme thread. A screw thread, the section of
which is between the square threads and
the V threads. Used extensively for feed
screws. Crispin.

acmite. A brown or green silicate of sodium
and iron, essentially NaFe " ' (Sis0.),
belonging to the pyroxene group and often

found in long prismatic crystals characteristically pointed. The variety aegirite,
which is common in certain igneous rocks,

occurs in bluntly terminated crystals and
also in capillary and fibrous forms. Webster 2d. Monocinic; Molls' hardness, 6 to
6.5; specific gravity, 3.5. Dana 17.

acmIte trachyte. A trachyte in which the
pyroxene is acmite or aegirine and the
feldspar is anorthoclase. It differs from
normal trachyte in that its predominant
alkali is soda instead of potash. Acmite
trachyte is intermediate between true
trachyte and phonolite. First described

from the Azores and also found in the

Crazy Mountains, Mont. Fay.

acopolado. Mex. Ore containing 50 to 60

ounces of silver per ton. Hess.
acoustic. Used when the term which it modi-

fies designates something which has the

properties, dimensions, or physical characteristics associated with sound waves. Hy.
acoustic absorptivity. The ratio of the sound
energy absorbed by a surface to that

incident upon it. Hess.
acousticaL The adjective acoustical is used
when the term being qualified does not

innately contain some property, dimension,

or physical characteristic which is intimately associated with sound. Hy.

railroad cars, valves, hardware, and for
the manufacture of helmets. It is silver
white, and has a specific gravity of 2.82

acot tical well logging. Any determination
of the physical properties or dimensions
of a borehole by acoustical means, includ-

strength in castings is given as 30,000
pounds per square inch, and in rods and
sheets as 28,000 to 64,000 pounds and

acoustic attenuation log. In theory, a log

and a melting point of 1,382° F. Its tensile

heat-treated as upward of 70,000 pounds
acid rock. Loosely used in petrology, genper square inch. Fay.
erally to mean one of the following: (1)
An igneous rock containing 66 percent or aciform. Needle-shaped. Shipley.
morc of silica, free or combined, in this aciniform. From the Latin acinus, meaning
grape or grapestone. A mineral aggregate
sense being nearly equivalent to acidic;
or a cluster of minerals shaped like a
(2) an igneous rock in which minerals
cluster of grapes, or clustered like grapes.
high in s;hca, such as quartz, alkaline feldAlso, full of small kernels like a grape.
spar, and muscovite are dominant; and
Bureau of Mines Staff.
(3) very loosely, an igneous rock composed
dominantly of light-colored minerals. In acinose. a. Grapelike; applied to the structure of clustered mineral aggregates. Synill thrc.e senses contrasted with basic. The
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ing measurement of the depth of fluid
level in a well. A.G.L

designed to measure the manner in which
the energy of elastic waves is dissipated in
passing through rock. Although no practical log of this type has yet evolved, the
beli4 that a log of this pazameter would
permit the estimation of the permeability
of formations would seem to insure such
a development since no log has been de-

veloped to record permeability.

Wyllie,

p. 169.
acoustic axis. See axis of acoustic symmetry.
H&G.

acoustic dispersion. Acoustic dispersion is

the change of speed of sound with fre-

quency. H&G.
acoustic impedance. The acoustic impedance

of a given surface area of an acoustic

medium perpendicular, at every point, to
the direction of propagation of sinusoidal
acoustic waves of given frequency, and
having equal acoustic pressures and equal
volume velocities per unit area at every

point of the surface at any instance,

actinium C
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acoustic dispersion

is

the quotient obtained by dividing (1) the
phasor corresponding to the acoustic pressure by (2) the phasor corresponding to
the volume velocity. H&G.
acoustic intensity. The limit approached by
the quotient obtained by dividing the
power of the acoustic energy being trans-

mitted at a given time through a given

area by the magnitude of this area as the
magnitude of this area approaches zero.
H&G.

acoustic interferometer. An acoustic interferometer is an instrument for making physical observations upon standing waves. It
may be used, for example, to measure

velocity, wave length, absorption, or impedance. H&G.

acoustic log. A continuous record made in
a borehole showing the velocity of sound

waves over short distances in adjacent
rock; velocity is related to porosity and

nature of the liquid occupying pores. A.G.I.
supp.
acoustic methanometer. An instrument to

strain to which the gage is subjected. The
measurement made is that of the frequency
of vibration of the wire when it is plucked
by means of an electromagnetic impulse
and this measurement can be made with
great accuracy. The gage is highly stable
and readings can be made over a period

of years without any fear of zero drift.

See also electrical resistance strain gagr;

mechanical extensometer. Nelson.
acoustic theodolite. An instrument designed
to provide a continuous vertical profile of

ocean currents from the bottom to the

surface in a specific location. H&C.
acoustic waves. a. The waves which contain
sound energy and by the motion of which
sound energy is transmitted in air, in
water, or in the earth. The wave may be
described in terms of change of pressure,

of particle displacement, or of density.
A.C.I. b. Used increasingly to study the

physical properties of rocks, and composition of gases. Investigations may be made
both in situ and in the laboratory. Nelson.
Ac-plane. In structural petrology, a plane at
right angles to the surface of movement.

A.C.I.
acre. a. A measure of surficial area, usually

States and England contains 43,560 square
feet (4,840 square yards or 160 square
rods) ; abbreviation, a. The so-called

named lawrencium (symbol, Lw), is expected to be the last member of the acti-

pendicular.

of land. The statute acre of the United
Scotch acre contains about 6,150 square
yards, and the Irish acre 7,840. There are
various special or local acres in England
(as in Cheshire or among the hop growers), varying from 440 to more than 10,000 square yards. Standard, 1964. b.

methane is usually covered. New regulations which became effective in July 1961
call for automatic shutdown of methane

calculation of coal reserves, a convenient
rule is to allow 1,200 tons per foot (coal

drainage plants if the drained gas falls
below 40 percent methane. Nelson.

acoustic radiation pressure. The acoustic
radiation pressure is a unit directional

steady-state pressure exerted upon a surface exposed to an acoustic wave. Such a
steady pressure is usually quite small in
magniture and is really observable only in
the presence of very intense sound waves.

H&C.
acoustic radiometer. An instrument for measuring acoustic radiation pressure by determi. the unidirectional steady-state force
from reflection or absorption of
a sound wave at its boundaries. H&G.
IICOUStk resistance. Product of longitudinal
wave velocity and density, being the prop-

erty that controls the reflective power at

a boundary pland. Schieferdecker.
acoustics. The science of sound, including its
production, transmission, and effects. Hy.
acoustic scattering. The irregular reflection,

refraction, or diffraction of sound waves
in many directions. Hy.
acoustic sounding. The indirect evaluation

of water depth, using the principle of
measuring the length of time necessary
for a sound wave to travel to the bottom,

reflect and travel back to the water surface.
H&C.
acoustic strain gage; sonic gage. An instru-

ment for rnessuring strains, for example,
in concrete iinings to shafts or roadways.

It contains a length of fine wire under
tension, the tension beiog varied by the

1964.

actinic green. An emerald green glass of the
type used for poison bottles. Dodd.
actinic rays. Those rays of the spectrum that
are the most powerful in producing chemical changes; occurring in the blue, violet,
and ultraviolet, all of which are contained
in sunlight. Standard, 1964.
actinide elements; actinide series; actinides.
a. The croup of chemical elements of increasing atomic number, starting with actinium (atomic number 89) and extending
through atomic number 103. The names,
chemical symbols, and atomic numbers of
the members of the series are: actinium,
Ac, 89; thorium, Th, 90; protoactinium or

protactinium, Pa, 91; uranium, U, 92,
neptunium, Np, 93; plutonium, Pu, 94;
americium, Am, 95; curium, Cm, 96;
berkelium, Bk, 97; californium, Cf, 98;
einsteinium, Es, 99; fermium, Fm, 100;

The ac-plane contains a, the direction of
tectonic transport, and c, the axis perto the surface of movement.

determine the concentrations of methane
at points in the underground firedamp
drainage pipes. It is based on the principle
that sound travels much more rapidly in
methane than in air and the intermediate
velocity in a simple mixture can be used

as a measure of the proportion of the
two gases. A range of 40 to 90 percent

immediately north of the Rhodesian Copperbelt. It is reported as a small annual
mint whose resistance to toxicity appears
to be infinite. Hawke!, 2, p. 312.
acrometer. An instrument for determining
the density of gases. Hess.
acromorph. Synanym for salt dome. A.G.I.
A-cropping. Sr...ot. Toward the outcrop. Fay.
acrotomous. In mineralogy, having a cleavage parallel with the base or top. Standard,

Can. In Queioec, a linear measure that
equals the square root of 43,560, or approximately 208.7 feet. Fay. c. For the
thickrvis) per acre. For known and de-

pendable areas, 1,500 tons per foot pvi
acre may be used. Nelson.

acreage rent. Royalty or rent paid by the

lessee for working and disposing of minerals at the rate of so much per acre. Fay.
acre-foot. Thc quantity of water that would
cover 1 acre, 1 foot deep. An acre-foot
contains 43,560 cubic feet. See lye, I.
acre-inch. The volume of water, soil, or other
material that will cover I acre, 1 inch
deep. A.C.I.
acre-yield. The average quantity of oil, gas,

or water recovered from 1 acre of a
reservoir. The quantity of any product

obtained from 1 acre. A.G.I.
acrobatholithic. a. Pertaining to a stage in
the erosion of a batholith in which the
summits of cupolas and stocks are exposed

but the suriace separating the barren interior of the batholith from the mineralized
upper part is not exposed. Essentially, all

metals are found in one place or another
around cupolas exposed in this manner.
A.G.I. b. Pertaining to a stage in the erosion of a batholith. Cupolas are exposed
but erosion has not proceeded deep enough
to reveal large areas of the interior. A.C.I.

c. Applied to mineral deposit found in or
near a sum-nit cupolas of a batholith of
which large areas of the interior are not
yet exposed by erosion. Schieferdecker.
Acrocephalus robertii. A ccpper flower or
copper indicator plant found in the Katanga area of the Republic of the Congo,

mendelevium, Md, 101; and nobelium, No,
102. Element 103, discovered in 1961 and

nide series. CCD 6d, 1961. b. The elements
with atomic numbers above 88. According
to many authorities, these elements occupy
one single place in the extended periodic

table, in the same group into which the
rare earth elements (lanthanides) are

classifiA. Gaynor. c. Radioactive elements,
atomic numbers 89 to 103. Hurlbut.
actinides. See actinide elements.
actinide series. See actinide elements. CCD
6d, 1961.

actinium. A radioactive element found in
nature as a constituent of all uranium ores,

ton of pure pitchblende contains 0.15
1
milligram of actinium. Actinium has an

atomic number of 89 and is the first member of the actinide series of elements. The
most important source of actinium is pile
neutron bombardment of radium. Except
for the sulfides, the compounds of actinium
are colorless. Symbol, Ac; mass number of
the most stable isotope, 227. CCD 6d, 1961.

actinium A. A name for polonium 215, a

member of the

actinium disintegration
series; symbol, AcA; emits alpha and beta
rays; and half-life, .0018 second. NRCASA N1.1-1957; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-80.
actinium B. a. A name foillead 211, a mem-

ber of the actinium difintegration series.
NRC-ASA NI.1-1957. b. A very shortlived radioactive elemeat formed by the
degradation of AcA (polonium 215) ; symbol,

AcB; atomic number, 82; atomic

weight, 211; isotopic with RaB (lead 214),

RaD (lead 210), ThB (lead 212), and

lead; emits beta rays; half-life, 36.1 minutes; and degrades to AcC (bismuth 211).
Hess; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. B-77.

actinium C. a. A name for bismuth 211, a
member of the actinium disintegration

series. NRC-ASA NI.1-1957. b. A very
short-lived radioactive element formed by
the degradation of AcB (lead 211) ; sym-

bol, AcC; atomic number, 83; atomic

weight, 211; isotopic with RaC (bismuth
214), RaE (bismuth 210), ThC (bismuth
212), and bismuth ; emits alpha and beta
rays; half-life, 2.15 minutes; 0.3 percent

of it degrades to Ace' (polonium 211);
and 99.7 percent of it degrades to AcC"

(thallium 207 ). Hess; Glasstone, 2, p. 135;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-78.
actinium C'. a. A name for polonium 211, a
member of the actinium disintegration
series. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957. b. An extremely short-lived radioactive element

formed by the degradation of AcC (bis-

muth 211) ; symbol, AcC'; atomic number,
84; atomic weight, 211; isotopic with
RaC' (polonium 214), polonium, AcA
(polonium 215), and ThA (polonium
216) ; emits alpha rays; half-life, 0.52
second; and degrades to AcD (AcPb,

actinium-lead, or lead 207). Hess; Haudbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-80.

actinium C". a. A name for thallium 207, a
member of the actinium disintegration
series. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957. b. A very
short-lived radioactive element formed by
the degradation of AcC (bismuth 211);
symbol, AcC"; atomic number, 81; atomic

weight, 207 or 207.16 (thallium 207);
isotopic with thallium, RaC" (thallium
210), and ThC" (thallium 208) ; emits
beta rays; half-life, 4.78 minutes; and

degrades to AcD (AcPb, actinium-lead, or
lead 207). Hess; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-75.

actinium D. The final element of the dis-

integration series formed by the spontaneous degradation of uranium 235 and successive elements through the actinium disintegration series, and it is the immediate

descendent of AcC' (po!anium 211) and
AcC" (thallium 207). It is lead having
an atomic weight of about 207 (lead 207)
and it undergoes no radioactive change;
symbol, AcD, AcPb, or PI3207. It is an
isotope of ordinary lead; and is not radioactive, but infinitesimal quantities of radio-

active isotopic elements entangled in the
lead give it an apparent radioactivity. Also
called actinium-lead (AcPb). Hess; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-77.

actinium disintegration series; actinium decay series; actinium series. a. A disintegration series of little known radioactive
elements, of which natural actinium is the
best known and most stable member. These

elements arc produced in the radiole,:.,
disintegration of uranium 235 (actinouranium, AcU) into actinium 227 and of
the actinium 227 into lead 207, which is

the stable end-product of the disintegration
series. CCD 6d, 1961. b. Uranium 235 to
thorium 231 to protactinium 231 to actin-

ium 227 to thorium 227 plus francium

223 to radium 223 to radon 219 to polonium 215 to lead 211 plus astatine 215
to bismuth 211 to polonium 211 plus
thallium 207 to lead 207, the stable end-

product. Glasstone, 2, p. 135.
actinium emanation. See actinon. Hess.

actinium K. A name for francium 223, a
member of the actinium disintegration

senes; symbol, AcK; emits alpha and beta
rays; and half-life, 22 minutes. NRC-ASA
N1.1-1957; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-82.
actinium lead. The final residual product of
the breaking down of uranium 235 through
the actinium series; atomic weight, 207;

activation analysis
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actinium C

an isotope of lead. Hess.
actinium series. See actinium distintegration
series. CCD 6d, 1961.

600° F to drive off the moisture. The cycle

(actinium K ; francium 223) ; symbol, AcX ;

of adsorption and reactivation can IR repeated many times. Used as a catalyst or
a catalyst carrier. CCD 6d, 1961.
activated carbon. Carbon, mostly of vegetable origin, and of high adsorptive capacity. Used in gas masks and for decolor-

(radium 223) ; isotopic with radium, meso-

activated charcoal. See activated carbon.

actinium X. A short-lived radioactive element formed by the degradation of RdAc
(radioactinium; thorium 227) and of AcK

atomic number, 88; atomic weight, 223

izing liquids. Bennett 2d, 1962.

thorium I (radium 228; symbol, MsThi),
(radium 224; symbol,
and thorium
ThX) ; emits a. 'la rays; half-life, 11.7
days; and degrades to actinon (radon 219 ;

Pryor, 3.
activated clay. A clay whose adsorbent char-

Hess; Handbook of Chemistry and Phy-

fashion. CCD 6d, 1961.
activated coal ploughs. With a view to applying the coal plough to scams too hard
to be sheared by the normal cutting blade,
German mining engineers have developed
various types of power-operated cutters.
One consists of a series of compressed-air
picks mounted above each other ; another,
of a resonance pattern, houses two highspeed motors eccentrically mounted and
rotating in opposite directions. The latter
imparts a vibration to the cutting edge
equivalent to 2,500 blows per minute with

actinium emanation; symbol, An or AcEm).

sics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-82; Glasstone, 2,
p. 135.
actinoform. Having a ladiate form. Rice.
actinolite. A natural hydroxy-calcium-magnesium-iron silicate Ca2(Mg,Fe)sSis022
(OH)2; green color; monoclinic ; luster
vitreous to silky; fibrous to granular; fibers
brittle; Mohs' hardness, 5.6; specific gravity, 2.9 to 3.2. Found in the United States,

Canada, and Europe. Used as a minor

asbeAos mineral and in building material.
An amphibole. CCD 6d, 1961.
actinomycetes. Small fungi with characteristics intermediate between the true bac-

teria and the molds, and which produce
a true mycelium. BuMines I.C. 8075, 1962,

p. 63.

actinon; actinium emanation. A gaseous,
inert, very short-lived radioactive element

of the actinium disintegration series and
formed by the degradation of AcX (actin-

ium X; radium 223); symbol, An or

AcEm; atomic number, 86; atomic weight,
219 (radon 219) ; isotopic with radon and
thoron (radon 220; symbol, Tn) ; emits
alpha particles; half-life 4.0 seconds; and
degrades into AcA (polonium 215). Hess;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-81.

actinote. Synonym for actinolite. Dana 6d,
p. 389.

actinouranium; actinium-uranium. An isotope of uranium; uranium 235 ; symbols,
IP' or AcU; atomic number, 92; atomic
weight. 235.04; the isotope from which the
actinium disintegration series of radioactive

elements descends; emits alpha particles;
half-life, 7.13 X 10'' years; and degrades
to uranium Y (thorium 231; symbol, UY).
If it is supposed that uranium, like other
heavy elements, is formed from stellar
matter, it is likely that actinouranium of

odd atomic weight would be formed in
smaller quantity than the main isotope of

even atomic weight. Even, however, if we
suppose they were formed in equal quantity, it can be shown that it would require
only 3.4 X 10° years to bring the quantity
down to the 0.28 percent that is observed.
Hess; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. B-86.
actinouranium disintegration series. See
actinium disintegration series. NRC-ASA
N1.1-1957.
activate. A natural bleaching clay, effective
in removing green color from oils. Bennett
2d, 1962.
activated. Chemical reaction being involved.
See also chemisorption. Pryor, 3, p. 7.

activated alumina. A highly porous and

granular form of aluminum oxide, A1103,
having preferential adsorptive capacity for

moisture from gases, vapors, and some

liquids. When saturated, it can be revived
or reactivated by the application of heat
within the temperature range of 350° to
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acter or bleaching action has been enhanced by treatment with acid. Bentonite
clay

is

most

frequently treated

in this

a stroke of 3/16 inch to 1/4 inch and a

force of approximately 200 tons. Mason,
v. 2, p. 565.
activated plough. See Huwood slicer. Nelson.

activated sludge. A process of sewage disposal in which air is blown through the

sludge to stimulate bacterial action, thereby
making complex harmful substances simple
and innocuous. Ham.
activated water. The passage of ionizing ra-

diation through water produces, tempo-

rarily, ions, atoms, radicals, or molecules in
a chemically reactive state. The combined

effect of all such entities is said to be due
to activated water. Their identity has not
been established with certainty, although
evidence exists of the presence of free
hydroxyl radicals and hydrogen atoms.
NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
activating agent. a. A substance which when
added to a mineral pulp promotes flotation
in the presence of a collecting agent. Also
called activator. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. Reagent used particularly in differential mineral flotation to help cleanse the mineral
surface so that a collector may adhere to

it and permit or aid its floatability. Frequently used to permit floating minerals
that had been previously depressed. Mitchell, p. 574.

activation, a. The changing of the passive
surface of a metal to a chemically active
state. Contrast

with passivation. ASM

Gloss. b. In the flotation process of ore

dressing, the process of altering the surface
of specific mineral particles in an ore pulp
to promote adherence of certain reagents.
Henderson. c. In flotation of minerals,
modification of particle surface by atoms,
ions, or compounds from aqueous phase,
thereby aiding selective sorption of collector agents, for example, CuSO, in flotation
of sphalerite. Antonym for depression. See
also activation energ y; activator; activity.
Pryor, 3. d. The process of making a
material radioactive by bombardment with

neutrons, protons, or other nuclear par-

ticles. See also activation analysis; induced
radioactivity. L&L.

activation analysis. A method for identifying and measuring the chemical elements
in a satnple to be analyzed. The sample

is first made radioactive by bombardment
with neutrons, charged particles, or other
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adaptive convergence

active lime. That portion of total lime which
will react with magncsium chloride in a

hardness. Webster 3d.
adamantine. a. Diamond hard. A commercial name for chilled steel shot used in
the adamantine drill, which is a core

activation analysis
nuclear radiation. The newly radioactive
atoms in the sample give off characteristic

nuclear radiations that can identify the
atoms and indicate their quantity. Activation analysis is frequently more sensitive

than chemical analysis. It is being used
more and more in research, industry,
archeology, crime investigation, and other
areas.

L&L.

activation energy. The energy required foe
initiating a physical or chemical transformation, in particular a metallurgical reaction; for example, plastic flow, diffusion,
or chemical reaction. The activation energy

may be calculated from the slope of the
line obtained by plotting the natural log
of the reaction rate versus the reciprocal
of the absolute temperature. ASM Gloss.
activator. a. In flotation, a chemical addcd
to the pulp to increase the floatability of
a mineral in a froth, or to refloat a depressed (sunk) mineral. Also called activating reagent. C.T.D. b. A reagent that
affects the surface of minerals in such a
way that it is easy for the collector atoms
to become attached. It has the opposite
effPct of depressor. Compare depressor.
Newton, p. 100 c. A substance which is
required in trace quantities to impart
luminescence to certain crystals. Silver and

copper are activators for zinc sulfide and

cadmium sulfide pigments. CCD 6d, 1961.
cl. Ions which are photon emitters. VV.
e. Any agent that causes activation. Ben-

nett Td, 1962.

active agents. Surface-active substances which

immunize solids against a parting liquid.
Hess.
active centers. Areas on the surface of a solid

which, by reason of position projecting,
or on an edge or corner of the particle,
share only a minor part of their electrostatic field with the rest of the surface.
They thus have excess unabsorbed field

available for external attraction, for example, adsorption and catalysis. Pryor, 3.
active coefficient of earth pressure. The min-

imum ratio of the minor principal stress
to the major principal stress. Applicable
where the soil has yielded sufficiently to

develop a lower limiting value of the minor
principal stress. ASCE P1826.
active earth pressure. a. The minimum

value of earth pressure. This condition
exists when a soil mass is permitted to
yield sufficiently to cause its internal shear-

ing resistance along a potential failure
surface to be completely mobilized. ASCE
P1826. b. The lateral force or push from
the earth mass onto a wall or structure.
Nelson.
active earths Adsorbents, such as charcoal,

roasted bauxite, or certain naturally occurring silicates, that act as decolorizing
agents, or aid in the removal of unsatu-

rated compounds, in the refining of oils and
fats.

Bennett 2d, 1962.

cement. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
mass. Number of gram-molecular
weights in a solution or gas, per liter.
Pryor, 3.

active

active permafrost. Permafrost which,

after

having been thawed due to naturd or
artificial causes, is able to return to permafrost under the present climate. A.G.I.

acdve state of plastic equilibrium. Plastic
equilibrium obtained by an expansion of
a mass. ASCE P1826.
active workings. All places in a mine that are
ventilated and inspected regularly. U.S.
Bureau

of Mines Federal Mine Safety

CodeBituminous Coal and Lignite Mines,
Pt. I Underground Mines, October 8, 1953.
activity. a. In nuclear physics, the rate of
decay of atoms by radioactivity. It is measured in curies. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add. b.
The ideal or thermodynamic concentration

of a substance, the substitution of which
for the true concentration, permits the

application of the law of mass action.
C.T.D.

Actomag. Selectively calcined dolomite, essentially CaCO3 and Mg0 containing some
CaCO3; used in fertilizers. Bennett 2d,
1962.

actual age. In geology, the age of a given
feature or event expressed in years or centuries. This can seldom be ascertained
accurately, and most geologic estimates are

subject to wide margins of error. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.

actual aggregate b:eaking strength. The sum
total of the actual tensile tests which have
been made on wires before manufacture
into wire rope. Ham.
actual breaking strength. The breaking load
obtained from a tensile test to destruction
on a sample of rope. Ham.

actual horsepower. The horsepower really
developed, as proved by trial. Standard,
1964.

actual performance curve. A performance
curve showing the results actually obtained

from a coal preparation treatment. B.S.
3552, 1962.
actual power. See actual horsepower. Standard, 1964.

actuated roller switch. A switch placed hi
contact with the belt conveyor immediately

preceding the conveyor it is desired to
control. In the centrifugal sequence control

switch a driving pulley bears against the
driving belt and as the latter moves the
pulley rotates and the governor weights
attached to the pulley shaft are flung out
and so complete an electrical pilot circuit
and thus start the subsidiary belt. Nelson.
actuator, A device for producing a remotely
controlled movement (normally rectilinear)
by mechanical means. NCB.

acumulacion. Sp. Accumulation, oil

pool.

Hess.

active entry. An entry in which coal is being

acute bisectrix. The line which bisects the
acute angle of the optic axes of biaxial

active fault. One liable to further movement.
Compare passive fault. Carson, 2, p. 74.

acute exposure (to radiation). Exposure to
irradiation for a short period of time. NCB.
acyclic. Arranged in spirals, not in whorls.
A.G.I.

mined from a portion thereof or from
connected sections. I.C. 8001, 1960, p. 1.

active glacier. A glacier in which some of
the ice is flowing. A.G.I.
active lime. That portion of total lime which
undergoes seasonal changes of volume.
Foundations are usually taken below the
active layer. Nelson. b. A layer of ground
above the permafrost which thaws in the
summer and freezes again in the winter.
Also known as a mollisol. A,G.I.

minerals. Fay.

barrel type of rock-cutting drill with a

cutting edge fed by these shots. Pryor, 3.
b. Like the diamond in luster. Webster 3d.
adamantine drill; shot drill. A core drill employed in rotary drilling in very hard
ground. A steel-cylinder bit with a diagonal

slot cut in the lower edge is attached to

a core barrel and a small quantity of
chilled steel shot fed in with the water
at intervals. These find their way beneath
the bit and wear away the rock as the bit

rotates. A core from 4 to 30 inches in

diameter is obtained. Fay.
adamantine luster. Diamondlike luster. Hurl-

but.

adamantine shot. Synonym for shot. See also
shot, h. Long.

adamantine spar. A name for silky brown

corundum. Now more generally applied to
dull opaque corundum from India, ground
for use as a polishing agent. Same as seal
sapphire. Shipley.
adamellite. Quartz monzonite. A.G.I.

adamic earth. a. Eng. A kind of red clay.
Fay. b. A name some have given to com-

mon clay. Arkell.
adamite. A rare hydrous zinc arsenate, Zn3
AsaOsAn(OH)3, occurring granular or in
crusts and crystallizing in the orthorhombic
system. Fay. Weakly radioactive ; variable
color: yellowish, greenish, or violet, rarely
colorless or white ; found in the oxidized
zone of zinc ore bodies. Associated with
smithsonite, calcite, malachite, hemimorphite, limonite, and azurite. Small amounts
of uranium have been found in some
specimens of adamite. Crosby, p. 117.
Adams chromatic value system. A method

for the quantitative designation of color
in terms of (1) lightness, (2) amount of
red or green, and (3) amount of yellow
or blue. The system has been used in the

examination of ceramic colors. Dodd.
adamsite. A greenish-black muscovite found
in a schist at Derby, Vt.; has been called
margarodite. Dana 6d, pp. 614, 616.

Adams process. A method for the removal
of iron compounds from glass-making sands

by washing with a warm solution of acid
Na (sodium) oxalate containing a small
quantity of FeS0,. Dodd.
Adam's snuffboxes. Eng. Hollow, roughly
rectangular pebbles lined with goethite,
Lenham beds, Netley Heath, Surrey. ComPare snuffboxes. Arkell.
Adams-Williamson annealing schedule. A
procedure, derived from first principles, for
determining the optimum annealing conditions for a particular glass. Dodd.
ada mud. A conditioning material which

may be added to drilling mud in order to
obtain satisfactory cores and samples of
formations. Williams.

adapter; adapter flange. A form of flange
used to mount wheels in which the holes
are larger than the machine arbors. See
also safety flange. ACSG, 1963.
adapter brick. Special arch-wedge key brick,
used for permitting the use of straight brick

in a roughly dome-shaped construction.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

aczolling. The treatment of timber with a
mixture of metallic ammoniates and an
antiseptic acid (derivative of phenol or
naphthalene). Liddell 2d, p. 493.
adamant. An imaginary stone of impene-

adapter flange. See adapter.
adapter trough. A short section of a shaker
conveyor trough that serves as a connecting link between any two sizes of trough.

mond and other substances of extreme

adaptive convergence. Synonym for conver-

trable hardness; formerly used of the dia-

.
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Jones.

adaptive convergence
gent evolution. A.G.I.
adaptive metallurgy. Branch of metallurgy
that deals with use of metals and alloys.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
adarce. A calcareous sediment of some mineral springs. Standard, 1964.
A.D.C. test. See sensitivity to propagation.
McAdam 1I, p. 19-20.

added diamonds. As used by the diamondbit manufacturing industry, the number or
carat weight of new diamonds that must
be added to the resettable diamonds sal.
vaged from a worn bit in order to have
enough to set a new bit. Long.
addendum. The point or portion of the tooth
of a gearwheel lying outside the pitch
circle. Crispin.

addendum circle. The outer circumference
of a gearwheel. Crispin.

additional agent. A substance added to a
solution for the purpose of altering or
controlling a process. Examples: wetting
agents in acid pickles; brighteners or antipit agents in plating solutions; and inhibitors. ASM Gloss.

additional element. Any clement added in
relatively small quantity to an alloy for
scavenging or modifying its properties.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

additive. A correction applied to times of

seismic reflections measured from an arbitrary time origin. The additive is normally
applied for the purpose of translating the
time origin to correspond to the datum

elevation chosen for computation, and it

is algebraic in sign. A.G.1.
additive constant. The length which must be
added to the product of the intercept, on
the staff in stadia work and the multiplying
constant, to give the true distance from the

center of the telescope to the staff. The
length is often less than 1 foot. Ham.

ability and causes it to accumulate in a
well-defined arca above a crack or other

defect. Rolle.
adherence failure. Insufficient adherence to
metal to hold the coating. Visually indicated by bright metal in a fractured area.
Bryant.

adhesion. a. Holding surfaces together with
an adhesive. See also adhesive. CCD 6d,
1961. b. The sticking of two surfaces
together due to molecular attraction for

each other. CCD 6d, 1961. c. Shearing

resistance between soil and another material under zero externally applied pressure.

ASCE PI826. d. Force of attraction between the molecules (or atoms) of two
different phases, such as liquid brazing
filler metal and solid copper, or plated

metal and basis metal. Compare cohcsion.
ASM Gloss. e. The attraction of the molecules in the walls of interstices for molecules of water. A.G.1. f. The soil quality of
sticking to buckets, blades, and other parts
of excavators. Nichols. g. In the flotation
process, clinging of a particle to air-water
interphase or to a bubble. Fundamentally,
adhesion is the force between two unlike
substances, for example, water and glass.

In the concentration of diamonds from

blue ground, the gems adhere strongly to
a greased plane surface. Adhesion is due
to molecular attraction at an interface.
Pryor, 3. h. The coefficient of adhesion or
static friction between the wheels of the
locomotive and the rails, upon which the
pulling power or tractive effort of the
locomotive depends, is a function of the
material of the wheel tires and the rails,

the condition of the rails, whether wet,
dry, or sanded, and to some extent on the

springing and center of gravity of the

addlings. A term used in the northern and

locomotive. Sinclair,
p. 218.
adhesion tension. Energy of attraction across
an interface. Pryor, 3.
adhesion-type ceramic veneer. Ceramic slabs
approximately 11/8 thick, held in place by
the adhesion of the mortar to the ceramic

adductor muscle. A muscle passing across
from one valve of a bivalve to the other,

adhesive. A substance capable of holding

addle; adle. N. of Eng. To earn by labor.
Fay.

addling. N. of Eng. The act of earning of
labor. Fay.

parts of other coalfields in Great Britain to
dercribe earnings or wages. Nelson.

for the purpose of closing the shell. Shipley.
Adelaide ruby. Blood-red pyrope from South
Africa. Hess.

Adeline steelmaldng process. A process of
producing precision castings of steel or
steel alloys, which comprises tirst forming
the steel or steel alloy in molten form by
the aluminothermic Process, by igniting a

mixture of iron ore and aluminum, then

running the molten metal into a mold prepared by packing a refractory mold com-

position round a model made of wax or
other comparatively low melting point sub-

stance and heating to melt out the wax
and consolidate the mold, and finally
centrifuging the mold. Osborne.

adelite. A gray, basic hydrous arsenate of

calcium and magnesium, 2Ca0.2MgO.Ass
08.H:0; 48.5 to 50.0 percent As808; Mohs'
hardness, 5; specific gravity, 3.71 to 3.76;
probably a deep-seated tactite mineral.
Hess.

ader wax. Crude ozocerite in leafy masses.
Fay.

adherence. a. The degree of adhesion of a

porcelain enamel or other ceramic coating

to the metal substrate. ASTM C286-65.
b. In magnetic testing, the property of a

powder, either dry or in liquid suspension,
which depends upon its magnetic perme-

adit
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veneer and the backing wall. No metal
anchors are required. See also ceramic

veneer. ACSG.

materials together by surface attachment.
CCD 6d, 1961.
adhesive force. The frictional grip between
two surfaces in contact, for example, between the driving wheel of a locomotive

and the rail; the product of the weight

on the wheel and the friction coefficient
between the wheel and rail. Nelson.

adhesive slate. A very absorbent slate that

adheres to the tongue if touched by it.

Standard, 1964.

adiabatic. A change at constant total heat.
An action or a process during which no

heat is added or subtracted. Strock, 10.
adiabatic calorimeter. A calorimeter which
theoretically remains unaffected by iv surroundings, and neither gains nor loses ht.at.

The sample under investigation (solid or
powder) is enclosed in a tapered copper
container along the central axis of which
is a heating element. The sample and its
container are completely enclosed by a
copper radiation jacket which is main-

tained at the same temperature as the

sample by electric heaters; the radiation
jacket is, ir. turn, enclosed in a furnace.
The furnace is evacuated or filled with
inert gas, as desired. The temperature of
the sample and jacket are measured with
platinum/platinum-10 percent rhodium

thermocouples, and the temperature difference between the sample and the radiation jacket is indicated by copper/gold
palladium alloy thermocouples (the sample

container and the radiation jacket act as
return leads). Osborne.
adiabatic compression. Compression in which

no heat is added to or subtracted from the

air and the internal energy of the air is
increased by an amount equivalent to the

external work done on the air. The increase in temperature of the air during
adiabatic compression tends to increase
the pressure on account of the decrease
in volume alone; therefore the pressure
during adiabatic compression rises faster
than the volume diminishes. Lewis, pp.
665-666.

adiabatic efficiency. This is ob'ained by dividing the power, theoretically necessar, r
to compress the air and deliver it without
loss of heat, by the power supplied to the
fan shaft. Roberts, I, p. 186.
adiabatic expansion. Expansion in which no

heat is added to or subtracted from the

air, which cools during the expansion because of the work done by the air. Lewis,
p. 665.
adiabatic phenomena. Those which occur
without a gain or loss of heat. Hy.
adiabatic reaction. A reaction which takes
place without transfer of heat to or from
the body concerned. Hess.
adiabatic temperature. Theoretical maximum
temperature. This means the temperature

that would be attained if no h-at were

lost to the surroundings. Newton, p. 135.
adiabatic temperature changes. The compression of a fluid without gain or loss to
the surroundings is work performed on the
system and produces a rise of temperature.
In very deep water such a rise of temper-

ature occurs and must be considered in
the vertical temperature distribution. Hy.

adiagnostic. Proposed by Zirkel and applied
to mineral constituents of a rock that cannot be distinguished even with the aid of
a microscope. Johannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939,
p. 164.
adinole. A dense, felsitic, contact-metamorphic rock composed chiefly of exceedingly
fine-grained quartz and albite; the soda may
reach 10 percent ; actinolite and other minerals are in smaller quantity. Adinoles are
formed by reactions following the intrusion

of diabase into shale or slate (Compare
spilosite; desmite). They also make up

beds in metamorphic rocks (Compare porphyroid; halleflinta ). Hess.
adion. A labile ion, adsorbed sufficiently to
be held at a surface, yet free to move on
that surface. Pryor, 3.
adipite. An aluminosilicate of calcium, magncsium, and potassium having the composition of chabazite. Dana 6d, p. .591.
adipocerite; adipocire. Synonym for hatchettitc. Fay.
A-dipping. Scot. Toward the dip. Fay.

adit. a. A horizontal or nearly horizontal
passage driven from the surface for the
working or unwatering of a mine. If driven
through the hill or mountain to the surface
on the opposite side it would be a tunnel.
Lewis, p. 21. Also called drift; adit level.
b. As used in the Colorado statutes it may

apply to a cut either open or undercover,

or open in part and undercover in part,
dependent on the nature of the ground.

Fay. c. A passage driven into a mine from
the side of a hill. Statistical Research Bu-

reau.

adit end
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adit end. The furthermost end or part of an
adit from its beginning, or the very place

admixture, proximate. The two histogram
classes adjacent to the maximum class in
the graphic representation of particle size

where the miners are working underground
towards the mine. Hess.
adit level. Mine workings on a lev-1 with an
adit. See also adit. Hess.

adjacent. As generally defined and understood, means by, or near, and close, but not
actually touching; nonadjacent, representing the opposite situation, means not near,
and not close. Ricketts, I.

adjacent sea. Semienclosed sea adjacent to
and connected with the oceans. The North
Polar, Mediterranean, and Caribbean Seas
are examples. Synonym for marginal sea.
A.G.I.

adjoining. To be in contact; to lie next to.
Jones.

adjustable bed. Bed of a press designed so

that the die space height can be varied
conveniently. ASM Gloss.

adjustable pipe tongs. Synonym for brown
tongs. Long.

adjusting screw. An accurately machined
screw on a surveying instrument with which
final adjustments are made for leveling,

focusing, or setting the instrument in the
correct position. Ham.
adjustment. When a number of survey observations are inconsistent, an adjustment
is made in order to make each observation
consistent with the others. For example, if
the three angles of a triangle do not add
up to 1800, but to 180°6', then 2 minutes
of arc must be deducted from each angle.

Also refers to the operations carried out on
the various components of a surveying instrument so that it will give accurate readings. Ham.
adjustment of error. Method of distributing
the revealed irregularities over a series of

results. Pryor, 3, p. 160.

adjutage; ajutage. Nozzle or tube from which
hydraulic water is discharged. Pryor, 3.
adlings. See addlings. Fay.
admiralty brass. Alpha brass in which some

of the zinc is replaced by tin to increase
strength and corrosion resistance. Composed of 70 percent copper, 29 percent
zinc, and 1 percent tin. C.T.D.

admiralty coal. A good quality smokeless
steam coal as used in the fleet. Tomkeiell,

1954.

admittance; admission. a. Substitution in a

crystal lattice of a trace element for a

common element of higher valence, for
example, lithium cations for magnesium
cations. A.G.I. b. Substitution of a common element by a trace element with a
higher valence. Schieferdecker.

admixture. a. Applied by Udden to one of
the lesser or subordinate of several size

grades of a sediment. A.G.1. b. A material
(other than coarse or fine aggregate, cement or water) which is added in small
quantities during the mixing of concrete,
so as to produce some desired modification

analysis. A.C.I.

admixtures. Materials added to mortar as
water-repellent or coloring agents or to

quantities of firedamp may be released dur-

where the material is extensively used for
making sun-dried brick. The composition
is a mixture of clay and silt together with
other materials. Most adobes are calcareous. Similar deposits are found in other
desert basins. The agent of deposition
seems to have been mainly water and the
places of deposition are more or less flat

the ages. Roberts, I, pp. 66-67. e. Broadly,
adsorption at a solid-liquid interphase may
be physical, electrochemical or chemical.
With physical adsorption there is low energy, rapid reversibility and nonspecificity
(for example, adsorption of soaps on paraffin-wax). With chemical adsorption high
energies, irreversibility and specific action
is characteristic. Ionic adsorption includes
common-ion adsorption to the mineral lattice, and ion exchange between the surface

found in the desert basins of the southwestern United States and in Mexico

areas in the central and lower parts of
desert basins. The materials, in part at

least, have been produced from the locks
of the desert slopes through both decomposition and disintegration. A.G.I. b. The
mixed earth or clay of which such bricks
are made. Standard, 1964. c. In mining,
a brick of pulverized ore mixed with clay,
as in quicksilver metallurgy. Fay. d. Synonym for mudcap. Long. e. A firm sticky
clay. Long.

adobe brick. A large clay brick, of varying

size, roughly molded and sun-dried. ACSG.
adobe Hat. A broad flat formed by deposition

from sheetfloods and floored with sandy
clay or adobe. The surface, when dry, is
normally hard, smooth, and somewhat

streaked in appearance due to the presence
of fine crenulations in the direction of flow.
USGS Bull. 730, 1923, pp. 69-70.

adobera. A mold for making adobe brick.
Hess.

solution (the surface-modifying effects utilized in the flotation process). In physical
adsorption there is capture by the solid or

adsorbent at its surface of the adsorbate,
and alteration in concentration at an interface, which may be positive or negative.
Pryor, 3. f. Silica gel is an adsorber used
in dehumidifying, whereas activated carbon is an adsorber used to remove odors
from air. During adsorption the adsorber
undergoes no permanent physical or chemi-

cal change. Strock, 10. See also clay adsorption, anion; clay adsorption, cation.
adsorption analysis. Separation by differential adsorption. Pryor, c, p. 20.
adsorption isotherm. Relation between quan-

tity adsorbed and that not adsorbed at
constant temperature. Pryor, 3.

explosion. A mudcap shot. Hess.
adolescent river. In physical geology, a river
in the stage where it has acquired a wellcut channel, sometimes reaching baselevel
at its mouth, and a graded bed. Standard,

sheen in gem stones. C.M.D. b. The change-

ered with mud to add to the force of the

1964.

A drift rod. A former standard diamond-drill
rod superseded in 1954 by the DCDMA
standard AW drill rod. Long.

adsorb. To condense and to hold a gas on

the surface of a solid, particularly metals.
Also to hold a mineral particle within a

liquid interface. Fay.
adsorbate. That which is adsorbed by an adsorbing substance, or an adsorbent. Pryor,3.
adsorbed water. a. Water in a soil mass that
is held by physicochemical forces, having
physical properties substantially different
from absorbed water or chemically combined water, at the same temperature and

pressure. ASCE PI826. b. Water usually
one or more molecules thick on a surface

the particle size analysis of a sediment.

chemical forces of the molecules of gases,
of dissolved substances, or of liquids by the

A.G.I.

they are in contact. Webster 3d. b. Physical

analysis. A.G.I.

lattice charges of solid and the ions in

adsorption surface area. Surface area of a

extreme ends of a histogram representing

admixture, fine. A material finer than that
found in the maximum histogram class in
the graphic representation of particle size

ing the working of a coal scam, and it is
apparent that this gas has been stored in
coal and its associated strata throughout

adoberia. An adobe kiln or yard. Hess.
adobe shot. Ordinarily referred to as a dobe
shot. A stick or part of a stick of dynamite
is laid on the rock to be broken and cov-

held by molecular forces. ACSG, 1963.
adsorbent. A substance which has the ability
of condensing or holding other substances
on its surface. Active carbon, activated
alumina, and silica gel are examples. CCD
6d, 1961.

admixture, distant. The two classes at the

flotation process. Bureau of Mines Staff.
d. The property possessed by some substances, notably those of a carbonaceous
nature, by virtue of which they are able
to compress and hold on their surface relatively large quantities of gas. Very large

retard or speedup setting. ACSG.
adobe. a. Applied to clayey and silty deposits

called additive. Taylor.
admixture, coarse. Material coarser than that
found in the maximum histogram class in
the graphic representation of particle size
analysis. A.G.I.

in one or more of its properties. Also

advance gates

adsorption. a. A taking up by physical or
surfaces of solids or liquids with which
adhesion of molecules to the surfaces of
solids without chemical reaction. ASTM

STP No. I48-D. c. A term used in the

particle calculated from data obtained from

a stated adsorption method of measurement. Pryor, 3.
adularescence. a. A milky white to bluish

able white to pale bluish luster of an adularia cut cabochon. Webster 3d.

adularia; adular. A pure or nearly pure

potassium-aluminurn silicate, KAlSis08; a
variety of orthoclase. Fay.
adularia moonstone. Precious moonstone.
See also adularia. Shipley.

adularization. The introduction of or replacement by adularia, as in the potash

spilites (poenites) of Timor.
advance. a. The work of excavating as mining goes forward in an entry and in driv-

ing rooms; to extract all or part of an

area; first mining as distinguished from

retreat. B.C.I. b. S. Afr. Term used to
denote the progress of a drive or shaft.

Beerrnan. c. To deepen a borehole. Long.

d. Rate at which a drill bit penetrates a
rock formation. Long. e. Feet drilled in
any specific unit of time. Long. f. The
linear distance (in feet or meters) driven
during a certain time in tunneling, drifting, or in raising or sinking a shaft.
Fraenkel.

advance development. S. Afr. Development
to provide an ore reserve in advance of

mining operations. Beerman.
advanced gallery. A smail heading driven in
advance of the main tunnel in tunnel excavation. Fay.

advance gates. Gate roads that are driven

simultaneously with the longwall coal face
but which are maintained some 10, 20, or

more yards in advance of the face. The
area immediately ahead of the coal face

advance gates
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is therefore preexploied and step,: can be
taken to cone with minor disturbances and
thus prevent a serious loss of output. See
also exploring heading. Nelson.
advance (of a beach). a. A continuing seaward movement of the shoreline. A.G.I.
b. A net seaward movement of the shoreline over a specified time. Also called progression. A.G.I. c. (Of a glacier) the forward movement of a glacier front. A.G.I.
advance overburden. Overburden in excess
of the average overburden to ore ratio
that must be removed in opencut mining.

advertised out. A term used to express the
result of the action of a joint owner of a

ing, and Alluvial Mining, London, 16-19
November 1964, Paper 14, pp. 19-20.
advance per round. The length, measured
along the longitudinal axis of the working,

is the case with other hammers. Crispin.
AEC Abbreviation for Atomic Energy Commission. GPO Style Mahual, p. 155.
aedelforsite; edelforsite. A name given to a
mixture of wollastonite, quar. -, and feld-

raises, it is upward advance ; for sunk

wollastonite from Gjellebak, Sweden (called
also gillebackit) ; and to impure laumontite,

Institution of Mining, and Metallurgy,
Symposium on Opencast Mining, Quarry-

tunnel, or gallery, of the hollow space
broken out by each round of shots. For

shafts, downward advance. Fraenkel.
advance stope. A stope in which sections of

the face or some pillars are a little in ad-

vance of the others. This is achieved either

by beginning the stoping of the section

which is to be advanced earlier, or by proceeding more quickly. Stoces, v. 1, p. 249.
advance stripping. The removal of barren or
subore-grade earthy or rock materials re-

quired to expose and permit the minable
grade of ore to be mined. The removal of
these nonore materials is known as stripping. Bureau of Mines Staff.

advance wave. The air pressure wave preceding the flame in a coal-dust explosion.
The bringing of the dust into sespension
is accomplished by such a wave and the
violent eddies resulting therefrom. Rice,
George S.

advance working. Mine working that is being

advanced into the solid, and from which
no pillar is being removed. Fay. See also

first working. Kentucky, p. 332.
advancing. Mining from the shaft out toward

the boundary. Stoces, v. 1, p. 209. See

also working out.
advancing longwall. a. Mining the coal outward from the shaft pillar and maintaining roadways through the worked-out

portion of the mine. Fay, p. 407. b. See

longwall advancing.
adventive cone. A subsidiary volcanic cone,

usually a cinder cone, on the flank of a

larger volcano. Synonymous with parasitic
cone; lateral cone. A.G.I.

adventive crater. A volcanic crater on the

flank of a large volcanic cone. Fay.
adventure. Corn. A mining enterprise. Fay.

adventurers. Eng. Shareholders or partners
in a mining enterprise; in Cornwall, cost
book partners. Fay.

adverse. To oppose the granting of a patent
to a mining claim. Fay.
adverse Claim. A claim made to prevent the
patenting of part of the ground within the
arca in question; for example, an adverse
claim is made by a senior locator to exclude

the part of his claim that is overlapped by

the claim of a junior locator, when the

junior locator is applying for patent. Lewis,
P. 31.

adverse intent. The terms claim of right,
claim of title, and claim of owne!ship,

when used in the books to express adverse
intent, mean nothing more than the intention of the dissessor to appropriate and use
the land as his own to the exclusion of all

others, irrespective of any semblance or

shadow of actual title. Ricketts, I.

aerial magnetometer

mining claim who by proper notices causes
the interest of his coowner to be forfeited

for failure to perform his share of the

assessment work. Fay.

advp Abbreviation for avoirdupois. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 38.

adz. A cutting tool with the blade set at
right angles to the handle; used for rough

dressing timber. Crispin. Also spelled adze.
Webster 3d
adz-eye hammer. Usually the claw-type nail

hammer in which the eye is extended to
give a longer bearing on the handle than

spar from Edelfors, Sweden; to impure

under the impression that they were new
minerals. Hess.

aedelite; edelite. Prchnite; 2CaO.A1103.3Si02.H20. Hess.
Aegerite. Trade name for a bitumen allied
to wurtzilite. Tomkeiell, 1954. Not to bc
confused with the pyroxenic mineral aegirine. English.
aergirine; aegirite. A scodium-ferric iron silicate, NaFe"s(S1200), occurring commonly
in soda-rich igneous rocks; monoclinic;
Mohs' hardness, 6 to 6.5; specific gravity,

3.40 to 3.55. Dana 17. Synonym for ac-

mite. See also pyroxene. A.G.I.
aegirine-augite. Intermediate between augite
and aegirite. Same as aegirite-augite. English.

aegirite. Sec aegirine for pyroxene mineral;
Aegerite for trade name of bitumen.
aenigmatite. A rare titanium-bearing silicate,
(Na, Ca), (
Mn, Ti, Al )22 ( Si207) ;
triclinic; black color; found associated
with alkalic rocks. Dana 17, pp. 413, 597.
aeolian. Synonym for colian. Obsolete. A.G.I.
aeolotropic; eolotropic. Possessing different
properties in different directions; especially,
not equally elastic, or not conducting heat,

light, etc. equally in all directions. Standard, 1964. Synonym for anisotropic. Opposite of isotropic.

Aeonite. Trade name for a bitumen allied
to wurtzilite.

Tomkeieff,

to elaterite. English.

1954. Similar

aerate. a. To expose to the action of the air;
to supply or to charge with air. Stondard,
1964. b. To expose to air by passing air
through; to aerify; to cause air to bubble
through. Webster 3d. c. To introduce air

into (a liquid) by stirring, spraying, or

of solids; and (3) to remove aerophilic

minerals in froth flotation by binding them

into a mineralized froth which is temporarily stabilized by frothing agents. Pryor,
3. c. The process of relieving the effects
of cavitation by admitting air to the section affected. Seelye, 1. d. The process of
mixing air or other gases with water, sewage, etc. Seelye, 1.
aeration cell. An elecrtolytic cell, the electro-

motive force of which is due to a difference in air (oxygen) concentration at one

electrode as compared with that at another
electrode of the same material. Also called
oxygen cell. Osborne.
aeriation of cement. The effect of the atmosphere on Portland cement during storage.

Dry air has no effect, but if it is exposed
to moist air both moisture and carbon dioxide are absorbed with erratic effects on
the setting behavior. See also air entraining. Dodd.

aeration, zone of. The zone in which the
interstices of the functional permeable rocks
arc not (except temporarily) filled with

water under hydrostatic pressure; the interstices are either not filled with water or
arc filled with water that is held by capil-

larity. Rice.
aerator. a. An apparatus for charging water
with gas under pressure, especially with
carbon dioxide. Standard, 1964. b. Any
contrivance for supplying a stream of air
or gas, as for fumigating, destroying fungi,
insects,ete. Standard, 1964.
Aerencheon apparatus. A liquid-air type of
breathing apparatus which is smaller and
lighter than the Acrophor apparatus. The
entire apparatus is carried on the wearer's
back and has a weight of only 32 pounds,
which is 8 pounds lighter than the Aerophor breathing apparatus. The mouthpiece
of the Acrencheon apparatus has been specially designed to prevent the involuntaryinhalation of the outside atmosphere should

the lip muscles become slack. McAdam,

pp. 42-44.

Aerex fan. Trade name for an axial-flow
type of mine fan. It has the advantages of
high efficiency, small size, and high operating speeds. See also fan, a. Nelson.

aerial. Relating to the air or atmosphere.

Subacrial is applied to phenomena occurring under the atmosphere as subaqueous
is applied to phenomena occurring underwater. Fay.
aerial arch. An anticline the crest of which
has been eroded away. Hess.
aerial cableway. An arrangement of overhead cable supporting a traveling carriage

from which is suspended a skip or con-

portion of air spaces resulting from a
foaming process; the bulk density may
vary from about 35 to 90 pounds per

tainer which can be lowered and raised at
any desired point. Nelson.
aerial geophysical prospecting. Geophysical
prospecting from an aircraft, which may be
a combined aeromagnetic, electromagnetic,
and radiometric survey. An airborne magnetcmeter survey is conducted so that the
arca is covered systematically, by flying
along equally spaced profile lines across
the area. In mineral prospecting, the air-

used for making precast building units. It

above the ground, known as profile flying.

some similar method. Webster 3d. d. To
supply or to impregnate with air (as soil
or sand). Webster 3d. e. To charge with

carbon dioxide or other gas, as soda water.
Standard, 1964.
aerated concrete. Concrete with a high pro-

cubic foot. Aerated concrete is chiefly
is

also known as gas concrete, cellular

concrete, or foamed concrete. Dodd.

aeration. a. The introduction of air into the
pulp in a flotation cell in order to form
air bubbles. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. In mineral dressing use of copious air bubbled
into mineral pulps, (1) to provide oxygen
in cyanidation; (2) to prevent settlement

21

craft is maintained at a constant height

Among the mineral deposits that may be
identified by a magnetometer are magnetite, ilmenite, pyrrhotite, and oil. See also
aerial mapping; electromagnetic detector.
Nelson. Radiometric instruments are used
to detect radioactive minerals. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
aerial magnetometer. A device used to meas-

ure variations in the earth's magnetic field
while being transported by an aircraft.
Same as airborne magnetometer. A.G.I.

aerial mapping. The taking of continuous
vertical photographs from an airplane for
geophysical and other purposes. One such
method employs a vertically mounted 35millimeter positioning camera, which photographs continuously the track of the aircraft. From the prints obtained, a mosaic

map is constructed. The map is

A-frame headgear
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closely

examined through double-eyepiece viewers,
etc., and the possible nature of the geology

fit for breathing. Fay. b. A portable ap-

duces frictional, conversion, and recirculation losses. Fans of a convenient size can
handle large volumes of air at the highest
pressures likely to be required in mine
ventilation. Roberts, I, p. 184.

aerosiderite. An obsolete term for siderite.

occur in a structure exposed to wind force.

aerosiderolite. An obsolete term for sidero-

aerodynamic instability. Flutter which may

This form of instability can be guarded

against by suitable design. Ham.
aeroembolism. a. The formation or liberation
of gases in the blood vessels of the body,

as brought on by a change from a high,

paratus containing a supply of compressed
air for respiration, as for a miner. Webster

2d.

A.G.I.

lite. A.G.I.
aerosite. Same

as

pyragyrite.

Standard,

1964.

aerosol. A suspension of ultramicroscopic
solid or liquid particles in air or gas, as

and subsurface structure can be inferred
by trained geologists. See also profile fly-

or relatively high, atmospheric pressure to
a lower one. H&G. b. The disease or condition caused by the formation or libera-

smoke, fog, or mist. Webster 3d.
Aerosol. Trade name of strong wetting agent
based on sulfonated hi-carboxy-acid esters.

ing; radioaltimeter. Nelson.
aerial railroad. A system of wires from which

characterized principally by neuralgic pains,

aerosphere. The atmosphere considered as
a spherical shell of gases surrounding the
earth. Standard, 1964.
aerugite. A grass-green to brown nickel arsenate, perhaps 5NiO.Asaa; an analysis

to suspend cars or baskets, as in hoisting
ore. Standard, 1964. See also aerial tram-

way. Fay.

aerial ropeway. System of ore transport used
in rough or mountainous country. A cable
is carried on pylons, and loaded buckets

are (1) towed from loading point to discharge; (2) suspended from a carriage
running on this cable, and then returned
empty along a second cable; or (3) the
whole cable moves continuously carrying

buckets which hang from saddle clips and
are loaded and discharged automatically

or by hand control. Pryor, 3. See also

bicable; jig-back; monocable; aerial tramway. Sinclair, V, pp. 359-361.
aerial spud. A cable for moving and anchor.
ing a dredge. Fay.
aerial tramway. A system for the transportation of material, as ore or rock, in buckets
suspended from pulleys or grooved wheels
that run on a cable, usually stationary. A
moving or traction rope is attached to the

buckets and may be operated by either

gravity or other power, as determined by
topographic features or other conditions.
Fay. An aerial tramway transports loads in
carriers suspended from wire ropes forming
the tracks, between fixed points, usually a
long distance apart. Tramways are divided

into three classes: (1) bicable, (2) twin-

cable, and (3) monocable. Pee le, v. 2, sec.
26, p. 2.

aerify. a. To infuse or to force air into; to
aerate. See also aerate. a. Webster 3d. b.
To change into an aeriform state; to vaporize. Webster 3d. c. To change into a

gaseous form. Standard, 1964.
arltes. Metallites; a word proposed to cover
all ores and metalliferous matter. Hess.
aerobe. An organism that lives in the presence of free oxygen. The oxygen is usually
used in the cell's metabolism. I.C. 8075,
1962, p. 63.
aeroclay. Clay, particularly china clay, that

has been dried and air separated to re-

move any coarse paritcles. Dodd.

aerocrete. A patented, porous, lightweight
concrete. Bennett 2d, 1962.
aerodynamical efficiency. This furnishes a
measure of the capacity of a fan to produce useful depression (or positive pressure

in the case of a forcing fan) and indicates
the extent to which the total pressure pro-

duced by the fan is absorbed within the

fan itself. Sinclair, I, p. 1 69.
aerodynamic fan, backward-bladed. A fan
that consists of several streamlined blades
mounted in a revolving casing. The cross
section and spacing of the blades is designed aerodynamically. This design insures

that the air flows between the blades and
leaves the rotor in a steady and regularly
distributed stream. This appreciably re-

tion of gases in the body. The disease is

cramps, and swelling, and sometimes results in death. Also known as decompression sickness. H&G.

aerofall mil. A short, cylindrical grinding
mill with a large diameter used dry, with
either coarse lumps of ore, pebbles, or
steel balls as crushing bodies. The mill

load is airswept to remove finish mesh
material. Pryor, 3.
aeroflocs. Synthetic water-soluble polymers

used as flocculating agents. Bennett 2d,

1962 Add.
aerofoil. A body shaped so as to produce an
aerodynamic reaction (lift) normal to its
direction of motion, for a small resistance
(drag) in that plane. A wing, plane, aileron, rudder, elevator, etc. C.T.D.
aerofoil-vane fan. An improved centrifugaltype mine fan. The vanes, of aerofoil section, are curved backwards from the direction of rotation. This fan is popular in
British coal mines and total efficiencies of
about 90 percent have been obtained. See
also fan, a. Nelson.
Aerofroth Frothers. Trademark for a group
of surface-active agents. Used primarily
as foaming agents or frothers in flotation
processing of ores and minerals. CCD 6d,
1961.

aerograph. A device for spraying powdered
glaze or color on the surface of pottery by
means of compressed air. Dodd.
aerohydrous. a. Enclosing a liquid in the
pores or cavities, as some minerals. Standard, 1964. b. Characterized by the pres-

ence of both air and water. Standard,
1964.

aeroides. A name for pale sky-blue aquamarine. Shipley.

aerolite. a. A stony meteorite in which silicates predominate over metallic iron. Synonym for meteoric stone; sporadosidente.
Schieferdecker. b. A type of meteorite consisting largely of silicates. A.G.I. c. An
alloy of 91.93 percent aluminum, 0.12
percent zinc, 0.45 percent silicon, 0.97

percent iron, 1.15 percent copper, and
0.38 percent manganese; spedfic gravity,
2.74. Urea-formaldehyde cement. Bennett
2d, 1962.
aeromagnetic prospecting. A technique of exploration of an area using an aerial magnetometer to survey that area. A.G.J.
aerometer. An instrument for ascertaining
the weight or the density of air or other
gases. Webster 3d.
Aeromine Promoters. Trademark for a group
of cationic flotation reagents. Used in froth

flotation of ores and minerals, primarily
silica and silicates. CCD 6d, 1961.

aerophore. a. A respirator in the form of a
tank which receives the exhalations from
the lungs, and containing chemicals designed to revive the air to render the air

Pryor, 3.

gave 48.77 percent nickel. It is an oxidized
vei: mineral. Hess.
aerugo. a. Copper rust ; verdigris; especially,
green copper rust adhering to old bronzes.
Standard, 1964. b. Copper carbonate, duc
to weatherin5 of the metal; especially, the
patina adhering to old bronzes. Hess.
aeschynite. A black to transparent yellowishbrown, complex orthorhombic titanocolum-

bate of thorium and the cerium metals
with some iron, calcium, etc.; 32 to 57

percent, Cb20a; 21 to 42 percent, Ti02;

19 to 24 percent, cerium earths; 1 to 3

percent, (Y,Er)203; Mohs' hardness, 5-6 ;
specific gravity, 4.93-5.17; in pegmatites.
Hess.

aethiops mineral. Metacinnabarite, a black
isometric HgS. Dana 6d, p. 63.
aetite. a. A nodule consisting of a hard shell
of hydrated oxide of iron within which the
yellow oxide becomes progressively softer
toward the center which is sometimes

empty. Fay. b. Synonym for eaglestone.
Standard, 1964.

AFA rammer. Apparatus designed by the
American Foundrymen's Association for
the preparation of test pieces of foundry
sand; it has also been applied as a method
for the preparation of test pieces of partic-

ulate refractory materials. The rammer
operates by a 14-pound weight falling

through a height of 2 inches on the plunger
of a 2-inch diameter mold; normally, the
weight is allowed to fall on the mold three
times. Dodd.

affinity. In ion exchange, relative strength
of attachment of competing ions for anchorage on a resin. Pryor, 3.
affluent. A tributary stream. Standard, 1964.
Afghanistan lapis. Fine blue, best quality
lapis lazuli from the Badakshan district of
Afghanistan, or from just over the border

in Russia. Better known in the trade as
Russian lapis. Shipley.

Afghanistan ruby. A ruby formerly mined
near Kabul and also in Badakshan. Shipley.
AFMAG. See audiofrequency magnetic
fields.

AFNOR. Prefix to specifications of the
French Standards Msociation; Association Francaise de Normalization, 23 Rue
Notre-Dame-des-Victoires, Paris 2. Dodd.
A-frame. a. Two poles or legs supported in
an upright position by braces or guys and
used as a drill mast. Also called double
mast. Long. b. An open structure tapering from a wide base to a narrow loadbearing top. Nichols, 2.
A-frame headgear. A steel headgear consisting of two heavy plate A-frames, set
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acid gas and nitrogen, and is therefore
irrespirable. See also blackdamp. Fay.

agate jasper. An agate consisting of jasper,
containing veinings of chalcedony. Dana

(usually expressed as a linear percentage)
that may occur when a refractory product
that has been previously shaped and fired,
or chemically bonded, is refired under
specified conditions of test. Such expansion
may take place, for example, if the product contains quartz or kyanite, or if bloating occurs during the test. Compare firing
expansion. Dodd.
afterfire. See afterrunning. Institute of Petroleum, 1961.
aftergases. Gases produced by mine explosions or mine fires. Fay.
afterheat. The heat produced by the continuing decay of radioactive atoms in a nuclear reactor after the fission chain reaction
has ceased. Most of the afterheat is due to
the decay of fission products. L&L.
afterleaving. Corn. Tailings sludge from the
tin mines. Hess.
afterrunning; afterfire; running on. The firing of an internal-combustion engine after
the ignition has been switched off. Institute of Petroleum, 1961.
aftershock. A shock following the principal
earthquake usually fading out slowly.
Schieferdecker.
aftersliding. In mine subsidence, and inward

agate opal. Opalized agate. Fay.
agate shell. Same as agate snail, a large land
snail of no gemmological interest. Shipley.

A-frame headgear
vstr:de the shaft mouth. Tl.ey are braced

zogether and carry the heal y girders which

.upport the winding sheaves platform. It
is a completely self-supporting and rigid
structure and leaves more usable space
around the shaft collar. It includes a
guide-tower structure built over the shaft
collar. A number of these headgears have
been erected in the Republic of South
Africa. Nelson.

African emerald. a. A deceiving name for
green fluor; also for green tourmaline.
Shipley. b. An emerald from the Transvaal. It is usually quite yellowish green;
often dark and dull. Hardness, 7.5; specific gravity, 2.72 to 2.79; refractive index, 1.58 to 1.59; birefringence, 0.007.
Shipley.

African Jade. Green grossularite. Same as
Transvaal jade. Shipley.

African nephrite. Same as Transvaal nephrite. Shipley.

African pearl. True pearl found in small
quantities on the cast coast of Africa between Zanzibar and Inhambane. Shipley.

African tourmaline. a. A trade term sometimes applied to all yellowish-green to
bluish-green tourmaline whether or not
from Africa. Same as Transvaal tourmaline. Shipley. b. A term sometimes used
especially for finc, almost emerald-green
tourmaline from southwest Africa. Shipley.

afterblast; inrush. During an explosion of

methane and oxygen, carbon dioxide and
steam are formed. When the steam condenses to water a partial vacuum is cre-

ated, which causes an inrush or uhat is

known as an afterblast. Cooper, p. 195.
afterblow. Continued blowing of air through

Bessemer converter after flame has
dropped, for removal of phosphorus in

steel production. Pryor, 3.

afterbreak. In mine subsidence, a movement from the sides,the material sliding
inward, and following the main break, assumed at right angles to the. plane of the
scam. The amount of this movement depends on several factors, such as the dip,

depth of scam, and nature of overlying
materials. Lewis, p. 618.

afterburst. a. A rock burst is sometimes followed by a further tremor as the ground
adjusts itself to the new stress distribution.
This is called an afterburst. Spalding. b. In
underground mining a sudden collapse of
rock subsequent to a rock burst. Pryor, 3.
after contraction. The permanent contraction (usually expressed as a linear percentage ) that may occur if a fired or chemically

bonded refractory product is refired under
specified conditions of test. Fire clay refractories arc liable to show after contraction if exposed to a temperature above that
at which they were originally fired. Compare firing shrinkage. Nelson.

aftercooler. A devke for cooling compressed
air between the compressor and the mine
shaft. By cooling and dehumidifying the
air, and thus reducing its volume, the ca-

pacity and efficiency of the pipeline

is

increased. See also int?rcooler. Nelson.

aftercooling. The cooling of a reactor after
it has been shut down. L&L.

afterdamp; aftergases. The mixture of gases
which remain in a mine after a mine fire
or an explosion of firedamp. It consists of
carbonic acid gas, water vapor (quickly
condensed), nitrogen, oxygen, carbon mon-

oxide, and in some cases free hydrogen,

but usually consists principally of carbonic

after expansion. The permanent expansion

movement from the side resulting in a

pull or draw beyond the edges of the

workings. Briggs, p. 43.
Aftonian. Post-Nebraskan interglacial period.
A.G.I. Supp.
afwillite. A hydrated calcium silicate, 3Ca0.
25i02.3H20; it is formed when portland

cement is hydrated under special conditions and when calcium silicate is autoclaved

(as in sand-lime brick manufac-

ture). Dodd.
Ag Chemical symbol for silver. Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.

against the air. In a direction opposite to
that in which the air current moves. To
fire shots "against the air," is to fire shots
in such an order that the shot firer travels
against the air. Fay.
agalite. Fibrous talc, pseudomorphous after
enstatitc. Fay.
agaimatolite. Essentially a hydrous silicate

of aluminum and potassium, corresponding
closely to muscovite. A secondary or alteration product. A soft waxy mineral used for

carvings by the Chinese. See also pinite.
Also called lardstone. Fay.

agaphite. A variety of Persian turquoise.
Standard, 1964.
agar. An organic substance derived from cer-

tain species of seaweed, which forms a
thin, gelatinous liquid when added to

boiling water and on cooling forms a
firm, jellylike mass. Used in surveying

drill holes with a Maas compass. Long.
agaric mineral. a. A soft, light, pulverulent
hydrated silicate of magnesium found in
Tuscany, Italy, from which floating bricks
can be made. Fay. b. A light, chalky deposit

of calcium carbonate formed in

caverns or fissures of limestone. Also called
rock milk. Webster 3d.

agate. A kind of silica consisting mainly of
chalcedony in variegated bands or other
patterns commonly occupying vugs in volcanic and other rocks. A.G.I. Supp.
agate glass. Glass made by blending two or

more colored glasses or by rolling trans-

parent glass into powdered glass of various
colors during the melting. Webster 3d.
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6d, p. 189.

agate ware. a. An enameled iron or steel

ware used for household utensils. Used ex'..:nsively

as table equipment in miners'

camps and boarding houses. Fay. b. Pottery, veined and mottled to resemble agate.
Standard, 1964. c. Bodies formed by blend-

ing differently colored clays (known as
solid agate), or by coloring surfaces with

differently colored slips. C.T.D.
agatiferous. Producing or containing agate.
Shipley.

agatine. Like or pertaining to agate. Shipley.
agafize. To change into, or cause to resemble
an agate. Shipley.

agafized wood. A variety of silicified wood
whkh resembles any variety of agate. Ship.

ley.

AGC Automatic gain control. An electronic
device used in seismic reflection amplifiers
to keep the overall recording level from
varying more than a ccntrolled amount.
A.G.I.

age. a. Any great period of time in the history of the earth or the material universe
that is mar'Aed by special phases of physical

conditions or of organic development; an
eon; as, the age of mammals. Standard,
1964. b. One of the minor subdivisions of
geologic time, a subdivision of the epoch,
and correspondent to the stage or formation: recommended by the International
Geological Congress. Standard, 1964.

Agecroft device. A device placed in the rail

tra k to arrest a forward runaway tram.

The front axle of a descending tram traveling at normal speed depresses the catch
and allows it to drop back in time for the
back axle to pass over. Should the tram
be traveling at excessive speed, the tail end

of the catch arrests the rear axle. Mason,'
v. 2, p. 530.

aged. Approaching baselevel reduction; applied to the configuration of ground.
Standard, 1964.

age equation. An equation which gives the
time during which radioactive processes
have been going on in a r.losed system, in
terms of present values of radioactivity and
of radiogcnic helium or lead, or from pres-

ent abundance ratios of radiogenic lead
isotopes. Hess.

age-hardening. Hardening by aging, usually
after rapid cooling or cold working. See
also aging, d. ASM Gloss.

agent. a. The manager of a mining property.
Zern. b. On a civil engineering contract,
the responsible representative of the contractor, acting for him in all matters. Ham.
c. Before nationalization in Great Britain,
the term referred to the chief official of
a large coal mine or group of mines under
the same ownership. After nationalization,
the equivalent term is group manager.

Nelson. d. A chemical added to pulp to
produce desired changes in climate of system. Pryor, 3.

age ratio. The ratio of daughter to parent
isotope; the term 's often used to indicate

a ratio that is perturbed by some factor
and, therefore, not indicative of the abso-

lute age of the mineral. A.G.I.

agglomerate. a. A breccia composed largely
or entirely of fragments of volcanic rocks.
More specifically, a heterogeneous mixture
of fragments of volcanic and other rocks

agglomerate
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filling the funnel or throat of an extinct or
quiescent volcano. Fay. b. To collect into
a ball, heap, or mass; hence, to gather into
a mass or cluster. Webster 3d. c. Contemporaneous pyroclastic rock containing a
predominance of round or subangular fragments larger than 32 millimeters in diameter. A.G.I.
agglomerate belt flotation. A coarse-fraction
concentration method used in milling pebble phosphate in whkh conditioned feed
at 70 to 75 percent solids, is placed on a

agglutinating power. See caking index.
Nelson.
agglutinating value. A measure of the bind-

on the surface of the pulp aerates the pulp

weight of sand. Bureau of Mines Staff.
aggradation. a. The natural filling up of the

flat conveyor belt traveling at a rate of
about 75 feet per minute. Water sprayed
causing agglomerates of phosphate particles

to float to the side of the belt for removal.

The silica fraction travels the length of
the belt and is permitted to flow off the
opposite end. Baffles are positioned at appropriate points along the belt to stir the

material so that trapped phosphate particles are given an opportunity to float.
Concentrate from the first belts or rougher
operation, is cleaned on a second belt for

further silica removal. Tailings from the
cleaner belt arc recycled to the rougher
circuit. Arbiter, p. 336.
agglomerated. Bonded aggregate. VV.
agglomerate screening. A coarse fraction

concentration method used in milling pebble phosphate that is based on flowing reagentized feed over a submerged sloping,
stationary screen. Aglomerated phosphate
particles float on top of the screen and are
recovered at the lower end. Sand particles
pass through the screen and are removed
as a tailings fraction. Each screen section
is approximately 3 feet wide by 4 feet long

and treats 2 to 3 tons per hour of feed.

Arbiter, pp. 336-337.
agglomerate tabling. A coarse fraction concentration method used in milling pebble
phosphate that involves feeding shaking

tables with reagentized pulp diluted to

about 30 to 35 percent solids. Conditioned
phosphate particles skim across the table

as an agglomerate float. Sand particles
caught in the riffles discharge into a tailings launder at the end of the table. Arbi-

ter, p. 336.
agglomerating value. A measure of the binding qualities of coal but restricted to describe

the results of coke-button tests in which
no inert material is heated with the coal
sample. Compare agglutinating value.

A.G.I.
agglomeration. a. In ore beneficiation, a
concentration process based on the adhesion

of pulp particles to water. Loosely bonded

Aglite
riod of storage under controlled conditions.

ACSG, 1963. d. In a metal or alloy, a

of fused coal to combine with an inert

change in properties that generally occurs
slowly at room temperature and more rapidly at higher temperatures. See also agehardening; artificial aging; interrupted
aging; natural aging; overaging; precipitation hardening; precipitation heat treatment; progressive aging; quench aging ;
strain aging. ASM Gloss. Also spelled age-

buttons made by coking a mixture of
powdered coal and 15 to 30 times its

substance with time. Nelson. f. In electrical engineering, aging usually implies a
change in the magnetic properties of iron,
for example, increase of hysteresis, loss of

ing qualities of a coal and an indication

of its caking or coking characteristics.
Applicable with reference to the ability

material as sand. Compare agglomerating
value. A.G.I.
agglutinating-value test. A laboratory test of
the coking properties of coal, in which a
determination is made of the strength of

ing.

c. A change in the properties of a

bed of a watercourse at any point of

sheetsteel laminations, etc. Nelson.
Agitair flotation machine. Rectangular trough

of detritus. Standard, 1964. b. Specifically,

partments, into each of which low-pressure

weakening of the current, by deposition

the building up of fanlike graded plains
by streams in arid regions by the shifting
of the streams and the loss of the water
in the dry soil. Contrasted with degradation. Standard, 1964. c. The process of

building up a surface by deposition. A.G.I.
d. The growth of a permafrost area.
A.G.I. See also accretion.
aggradation plain. A topographic plain built

divided into interconnected square com-

air is stirred through a system of revolving teeth and stationary baffles to produce
copious air bubbles whkh search the mineralized pulp flowing from feed to discharge

end of the trough. These bubbles lift acrophilic particles to an overflow, froth, launder while hydrophilic ones remain in the
pulp, and arc separately discharged.
Pryor, 3.

up by aggradation in arid districts. It is
begun by the building up of the bed of a

agitating lorry. A truck mixer. Ham.
agitation. a. Vigorous stirring of pulp in a

a plain with a nearly straight longitudi-

means to prevent settlement. Also used in

stream, at the foot of a declivity, forming
nal profile, that may become a very broad
plain of deposition. Standard, 1964.
aggrading stream. Synonym for upgrading
stream. A.G.1.

aggregate. a. Sand, gravel, or any clastic
material in a bedded iron ore, sometimes
so abundant as to make it resemble a
puddingstone. Arkell. b. Uncrushed or
crushed gravel, crushed stone or rock,
sand, or artificially produced inorganic
materials, which form the major part of
concrete. Taylor. c. To bring together; to
collect or to gather into a mass. Webaer
3d. d. Composed of mineral or rock fragments; composed of mineral crystals of
one or more kinds. Webster 3d. e. See
concrete aggregate; lightweight expanded
clay aggregate. Dodd.
aggregated. Packed particles. VV.
aggregated ore; aggregated sulfide. Massive
sulfide in which the sulfide constitutes

20 percent or more of the total volume.
A.G.I.

aggregated sulfide. See aggregated ore. A.G.I.
aggregate polarization. Polarization in a rock

thin section in which the constituent minerals cannot be individually recognized.
Webster 3d.

tank by low-pressure air or mechanical
the leaching of gold and other minerals

from finely ground aqueous suspension in
which oxygen is essential to chemical reaction, for example, the cyanide process.
Pryor, 3. b. A strong shaking, stirring, or
moving. Bureau of Mines Staff.
agitation dredging. Consists in pumping the
discharge directly into the sea and using
the tide to carry the fines to deeper water
areas. Agitation dredging is employed only

during ebb tide in tidal estuaries having
swift tidal flows that will disperse the accumulations of silt. Carson, 2, p. 56.

agitation ratio. In older type gravity concentrators, such as tables and vanners, the

ratio between the average diameter of a
mineral particle and the diameter of a
gangue particle that travels at equal speed.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

agitator. a. A tank in whkh very finely
crushed ore is agitated with leaching solution. Usually accomplished by means of a

current of compressed air passing up a
central pipe and causing circulation of the
contents of the tank. Sometimes called a
mixer. C.T.D. b. A device used to stir or
mix grout or drill mud. Not to be confused

with shaker or shale shaker. Long. c. A
device used to bring about a continuous

associations of particles and bubbles are
formed which are heavier than water;

aggregate structure. A randomly oriented
mass of separate little crystals, scales, or

vigorous disturbance in a pulp, frequently
used to assist bubble formation. B.S. 3.552

to separate the agglomerates from nonagglomerated particles. Gaudin, pp. 334
335. In metallurgical language, agglom-

gains that extinguish under the polarizing

aggressive magma. A magma that forces its

shaking or mixing. Webster 3d. e. Pac. See
settler. Fay.

eration also refers to briquetting, nodulizmg, sintering, etc. b. See kerosine flotation.

magma. A.G.I.
aggressive water. Natural water with a total
hardness of less than 60 p.p.m., expressed

flowing-film gravity concentration is used

Mitchell, p. .572.
agglutinate. A pyroclastic deposit consisting

of an accumulation of originally plastic
ejecta (chiefly volcanic bombs and driblet) and formed by the coherence of the

fragments upon solidificatior. The cement
is the glassy skin of the fragments at their
point of contact. Distinguished from agglomeratt by the presence of a glassy cement, by the occurrence of fragments of
spalled-off scoria in the interstices between
the blocks, and by the general absence of
an ash or tuff matrix. A.G.1.

microscope at different times. Fay.

way into place. Synonym for

invasive

1962. d. An implement or apparatus for

aglaite. A pseudomorph of spodumene in
which the spodumene has been replaced

as calcium carbonate, and carrying dis-

by muscovite either as pinite or as visible
plates. Also called pihlite and cymatolite
in the belief that the material was a new

corrosive matter. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

A-glass. A fiber glass containing 10 to 15

solved oxygen and carbon dioxide close to
the point of saturation ;. water containing
Agilite. Talc. Bennett 2d, 1962.

aging. a. The storing of ceramic raw ma-

terials (that is, clays, clay slips, enamel
slips, glazes, etc.) before processing. Bureau of Mines Staff. b. The change occurring in slips or powders with the lapse of
time. ASTM C286-65. c. Curing of prepared ceramic materials by a definite pe-
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mineral. Hess.

percent alkali (calculated as Na20). Dodd.
Aglite. A trade name for a lightweight expanded clay aggregate made by the ButterIcy Company, Ltd., Derby, England, from
colliery shale by the sinter-hearth process.

The bulk density is: 1/2 to g inch, 31
pounds per cubic foot; 1/2 to 310 inches,
35 pounds per cubic foot; finer than g

Aglite
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inch, 50 pounds per cubic foot. Dodd.
agmatite. a. Migmatite containing xenoliths.
A.G.I. Supp. b. Fragmental plutonic rock
with more or less granitic cement. A.G.I.
Supp. c. A broken rock in which pegmatite
has filled the cracks and formed a threedimensional network. Hess.
agnesite. Corn. An early name for bismutitc.
Fay.

alpine. Fr. An instrument for boring holes
in stone or other masonry or holes used

agonic line. One of several lines on the
earth's surface, on which the direction of
the magnetic needle is truly north and
south ; a line of no magnetic declination.
Standard, 1964.
agpaite. Applied to the feldspathoidal rocks
of Ilimansak, Greenland, including sodalite
foyaite, naujaite, lujaurite, and kakortokite.
Holmes, 1928.

agpaitic. Applied to a process of mineral

formation distinguished from an ordinary

granitic process by an excess of alkali
(especially sodium) as a result of which
the amount of alumina is insufficient for

the formation of aluminum silicates. Hess.
agreement. The formal document by which
the contractor and the authority mutually
agree to comply with the requirements of
the drawings, specification, schedule, con-

ditions of tendering, and general conditions

of contract and the tender. See also con-

tract. Nelson.
agricolite. An adamantine colorless or yellow
bismuth silicate, Bi4Si3012, crystallizing in
the monoclinic system. Fay.

agricultural drain. Earthenware or porous
concrete pipes of about 3 inch internal
diameter, laid end to end below ground

with open joints in order to drain the subsoil. Synonym for land drain. Ham.
agricultural geology; agrogeology. The application of geology to agricultural problems and to soil improvement. Schieferdeckr.
agricultural hydrate. A relatively coarse, unrefined form of hydrated lime that is mainly used for neutralizing soil acidity and for
purposes where high purity and uniformity are unnecessary. Boynotn.

agricultural lime. a. A lime whose calcium
and magnesium content is capable of neutralizing soil acidity. ASTM C51-47. b.
Lime slaked with a minimum amount of
water to form calcium hydroxide. CCD
6d, 1961.
agricultural pipes. See field-drain pipe. Dodd
agricultural stone. A finely ground limestone
used as an alternative to lime to neutralize
or reduce acidity of soils. BuMines Bull.
630, 1965, p. 886.
Agrifos. Colloidal phosphatic clay. Used as
a fertilizer. Bennett 2d, 1962.
agrite. A brown, mottled, calcareous stone.
Schaller.
agrogeology. Synonym for agricultural geology. A.G.I.
aguilarite. A sectile silver selenide, Ag2S.
Ag2Se, occurring in skeleton dodecahedral
crystals. Fay.

ahlfeldite. A hydrate nickel selenite; prob-

in blasting. Webster 3d.

aikinite. a. A blackish, lead-gray sulfide of
lead, copper, and bismuth, 3(Pb,Cu2)-

S.Bi2S2, that crystallizes in the orthorhombic system ; needle ore. Fay. b. A pseudo-

morph of wolframite after scheelite. Ob-

tained from Cornwall, England. English.
ailsyte. Derived from Ailsa Craig, Scotland,
for a microgranite containing considerable
riebeckite. Fay.
aimotolite. Hematolite. Dana 6d, p. 802.

AIME American Institute of Mining and

Metallurgical Engineers. Statistical Research Bureau.

air. a. The mixture of gases that surrounds
the earth and forms its atmosphere; com-

posed by volume of 21 percent oxygen and

78 percent nitrogen; by weight about 23
percent oxygen and 77 percent nitrogen.
It also contains about 0.03 percent carbon
dioxide, some aqueous vapor, and some
argon. Fay. b. The current of atmospheric
air circulating through and ventilating the
workings of a mine. Fay. c. To ventilate
any portion of the workings. Fay. d. Atmospheric air delivered under compression to bottom of drill hole through the
drill stem and used in place of water to
clear the drill bit of cuttings and to blow
them out of the borehole. See also air circulation. Long. e. Air piped under compression to work areas and used to operate
drilling or mining machinery. Long.

air adit. An adit driven for the purpose of

ventilating a mine. Fay.
air-avid surface. A surface that seems to prefer contact with air to contact with water.

A particle (or mineral) of this sort will
adhere to an air bubble and float out of
a flotation pulp; otherwise, the particle

will not float. Also called water-repellent
surface. Compare water-avid surface. Newton, p. 98.

air barrage. The division of a ventilation
gallery in a mine by an airtight wall into
two parts; the air is led in through the
one part and back through the other part.
Stoces, v. 1, p. 534.

air base. In aerial photographic mapping,

the distance between the exposure stations

of two overlapping aerial photographs.
See also base line. Seelye, 2.

air bell. a. In froth flotation, the small air

pocket inducted or forced into the pulp at
depth,

for example, bell and the two-

walled semistable bubble after emergence
from pulp into froth have different characteristics and gas-to-liquid, area-to-volume

relationships, hence the distinction. These

bubbles vary in attractive and retaining
power for aerophilic mineral grains, and
are a critical component of the flotation

process. Also called air bubble. Pryor, 3.
b. A bubble of irregular shape formed generally during the pressing or molding operations in the manufacture of optical glass.
ASTM C162-66.

ably triclinic; rose colored ; vitreous luster;
no cleavage; conchoidal fracture ; strongly
pleochroic, X rose, Y pale green, Z brown
green; from Pacajake, Bolivia. American
Mineralogist, v. 39, September-October
1954, p. 850.

air belt. In a cupola furnace, an annular air
space around the furnace, from which air

matter has accumulated. Synonym for zone
of eluviation. See also B-horizon. A.G.I.

caused by the ejection of air from large
underground openings, the sudden fall of

A-horizon. In a soil profole, the uppermost
zone from which soluble salts and colloids
have been leached and in which organic

is forced into the furnace. Henderson.
airblast. a. A term improperly used by some
diamond drillers as a synonym for air circulation. See also air circulation, a. Long.
b. A disturbance in underground workings
accompanied by a strong rush of air. The
rush of air, at times explosive in force, is

air breakers
large masses of rock, the collapse of pillars,

slippage along a faulf, or a strong current
of air pushed outward from the source of
an explosion. Long.

airblasting. A method of blasting in which
compressed air at very high pressure is
piped to a steel shell in a shot hole and
discharged. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

air block. Air trapped in the upper end of
an unvented inner tube of a double-tube

core barrel, which, when sufficiently compressed, acts like a solid and stops further
advance of core into the inner tube. Also
called air cushion. Long.
airborne electromagnetic prospeding. Elec.
tromagnetic surveys carried out with airborne instruments. Since 1950, an increasing proportion of such surveys have been
carried out in this manner since advantages
in cost reduction and speed are great.
Dobrin, p. 368,
airborne geophysical anomaly. A geophysical
anomaly related to geologic formations that

can be detected by airborne equipment.
Hawkes, 2, p. 320.

airborne magnetometer. A device used to

measure variations in the earth's magnetic
field while being transported by an aircraft.

Same as aerial magnetometer. A.G.I.
airborne radiation thermometer. A device
used to measure surface temperature of the
ocean as a function of reflected radiation.
Abbreviation, art. Hy.
airborne scintillation counter. Any scintillation counter especially designed to measure
the ambient radioactivity from an aircraft
in flight. The instrument measures gamma
radiation by employing a phosphor which
emits a minute Iflash of light on absorbing
a gamma ray. A photomultiplier tube con-

verts the light flashes into an electrical
current or voltage variation which is proportional to the intensity of gamma radiation. A.G.I.

airborne sealing. A process for the general,
as opposed to local, repair of a gas retort
.by blowing refractory powder into the
sealed retort, while it is hot; the powder
builds up within any cracks in the refractory brickwork and effectively seals them
against gas leakage. Compare spray welding. Dodd.
airbound. The condition of a pipeline wherein air entrapped in a summit prevents the
free flow of water through it. Seelye, 1.

air box. a. A rectangular wooden pipe or

tube made in lengths of from 9 to 15 feet
for ventilating a heading or a sinking shaft.
Fay. b. A box for holding air. Fay. c. The
conduit through which air for heating
rooms is supplied to a furnace. Standard,
1964.

airbrake. A mechanical brake operated by
air pressure acting on a piston. Nelson.

air breakers. A method of breaking down
coal by the use of high-pressure compressed

air. The method was first introduced in
the United States about 1947. As used

today, the power unit is normally an electrically driven air compressor operating at
pressures of 10,000 to 12,000 pounds per
square inch. The high-pressure air is con-

ducted through a steel pipeline to the

working face, and copper tubing or wirebraided rubber hose is used to connect the
supply pipeline to the air-breaker shell
which discharges the air in the shothole.
Normally, one or two shells are in use in
a working place at any one time, and the
simplicity of the operation is such that the

air breakers

aired ware
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air clutch. Either a friction or mechanical

through a delivery valve and pipe by means

air brick. A hollow or pierced brick built

generally disengaged by spring action. ASM

the vessel. Also called displacement pump.
B.S. 361 8, 1963, sec. 4.

air bridge. a. A passage through which a
ventilating current is conducted over an
entry or air course; an overcast. Fay. b. See

air cock. a. Petcock-type valve for bleeding
off air trapped in pumps, pump lines, or
hydraulic systems. Long. b. A cock for

air crossing. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
air chamber. A vessel installed on piston
pumps to minimize tht pulsating discharge

air compartment. An airtight portion of any
shaft, winze, raise, or level used for venti-

ton. The air acts as a cushion to lessen

air compressor. A machine which draws in
air at atmospheric pressure, compresses it,
and delivers it at a higher pressure. It may
be of the reciprocating, centrifugal, or rotary (vane) type. C.T.D. See also after-

same shell can be discharged 16 to 20 times
per hour. McAdam II, pp. 91-92.
into a wall to allow the passage of air. Fay.

of the liquid pumped. The chamber contains air under pressure and is fitted with
an opening on its underside into which
some of the liquid from the pump is
forced upon the delivery stroke of fhe pis-

the fluctuation of the liquid flow between
the suction and delivery strokes of the piston. Crupin.

air change. The quantity of infiltration or
ventilation air in cubic feet per hour or
per minute divided by the volume of the
room gives the number of so-called air
changes during that interval of time, and
tables of the recommended number of such
air changes for various-type rooms are used
for estimating purposes. Strock, 10.

air channels. In a reverberatory furnace,
flues under the hearth and fire bridge

through which ail is forced to avoid overheating. Henderson.
air circulation. a. A large volume of air.
under compression, used in lieu of a liquid
as a medium to cool the bit and eject the
cuttings from a borehole. Also called air

flush. Long. b. A form of air travel in
which the air returns almost all the way
back to the point from which it started
and some may even return the entire way
and make recirculation possible. Lewis, p.
729.

air clamp. Any type of clamping device

operated by pneumatic pressure. Crispin.
air classification. a. In powder metallurgy,
the separation of powder into particle-size
fractions by means of an airstream of con-

trolled velocity; an application of the
principle of elutriation. ASM Gloss. b.

Sorting of finely ground minerals into
equal settling fractions by means of air
currents. These are usually controlled
through cyclones which deliver a coarse

spigot product and a relatively fine vortical overflow. See also infrasizer. Pryor, 3.
c. A method of separating or sizing granular or powdered materials such as clay,
through deposition in air currents of various speeds. This principle is widely used
in continuous pulverizing of dry materials,
such as frit, feldspar, limestone, and clay.
See also air classifier; air elutriator. Enam.
Dict.

air classifier. An appliance for approximately
sizing crushed minerals or ores by means

of currents of air. See also air elutriator.
C.T.D.

nir cleaning. A coal cleaning method that
utilizes air tables to remove the dust and

waste from coal. Air cleaning requires that
the coal contain less than 5 percent of surface moisture as a rule. It is effective only

in the coarse sizes (plus 10 to 28 mesh)

and is best suited to coals having a sharply
defined line between coal and refuse material. Predrying to reduce the moisture con-

tent of the coal head of the air table

treatment is not uncommon. It is a less
expensive and also, a less accurate method

of cleaning coal than the wet cleaning
method. Kentucky, pp. 299-300.

clutch that is engaged by air pressure and
Gloss.

letting off air. Fay.

lation. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

cooler ; air receiver; compressed air; duplex
compressor; power-driven compressor; rotary compressor; straight-line compressor;
Sullivan angle compressor ; turbocompressor. Lewis, pp. 671-672.

air conditioning. The simultaneous control,
within prescribed limits, of the quality,
quantity, and temperature-humidity of the
air in a designated space. It is essentially
atmospheric environmental control. Control of only one or two of these properties
of the atmosphere does not constitute air
conditioning. The definition and correct
usage require that the purity, motion, and
heat content of the air must all be maintained within the prescribed limits. Hartman, p. 3.
air-conditioning processes. When conditioning is designed to perform only one or a

limited number of functions, then it should
be so designated. These are more correctly
termed air-conditioning processes, and they
include dust control, ventilation, dehumidification, cooling, heating, and many others.
Hartman, p. 3.

air course. a. Ventlating passage underground. Pryor, 3. b. A passage through
which air is circulated. Particularly a long
passageway driven parallel to the workings
to carry the air current. Fay. c. See airway.

Nelson.

air coursing. The system of colliery ventilation, introduced about 1760, by which the

intake air current was made to traverse
all the underground roadways and faces

before passing into the upcast shaft. Nel-

son.

air creep. Stain formed by air entering at
edges of mica sheets and penetrating along

cleavage planes. Skow.

air crossing. A bridge where a return airway

of compressed air admitted to the top of

air distribution. Supplying air in the desired
amounts to the various working places in
a mine. Hartman, p. 250.
air dome. A cylindrical or bell-shaped con-

tainer closed at the upper end and attached in an upright position above and
to the discharge of a piston-type pump.

Air trapped inside the closed cylinder acts
as a compressible medium, whose expansion ;Ind contraction tends to reduce the
severity of the pulsations imparted to the
liquid discharged by each stroke of a pump
piston. Also called bonnet; pressure dome.
Long.

air door. a. A door erected in a roadway to
prevent the passage of air. When doors are

erected between an intake and a return

airway they may be known as separation
doors. Also called door; separation door;
trapdoor. B.S. 3618, 1963,sec. 2. b. A door
in a ventilating network that directs air in
a required direction by closing part of the
circulating system. Pryor, 3.
Airdox. A system for breaking down coal by
which compressed air, generated locally by

a portable compressor at 10,000 pounds
per square inch, is used in a releasing cylinder, which is placed in a hole drilled in
the coal. Thus, slow breaking results, with
no flame, in producing a larger percentage

of lump coal than is made by using explosives. Its principal advantage is that it
may be used with safety in gaseous and

dusty mines. See also compressed-air blasting. Lewis, p. 114.

air drain. A passage for the escape of gases

from a mold while the molten metal

is

being poured in. Standard, 1964.

air-dried. Of minerals, naturally dried to

equilibrium with the prevailing atmosphere. Pryor, 3.
air-dried basis. An analysis expressed on the
basis of a coal sample with moisture con-

tent in approximate equilibrium with the
surrounding atmosphere. B.S. 3323, 1960.
air drift. a. A roadway, generally inclined,
driven in stone for ventilation purposes.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2. b. A drift connect-

ing a ventilation shaft with the fan. Fay.
air drill. a. A small diamond drill driven by

either a rotary or a reciprocating-piston
air-powered motor, used principally in
underground workings. Long. b. As used

passes over (overcast) or under (under-

by miners, a percussive or rotary-type rock
drill driven by compressed air. Long.
air-drill operator. See jackhammer operator.
D.O.T. 1.
air drive. Forcing compressed air into an oil-

The act requires an air crossing to be so
constructed as not to be liable to be dam-

bearing bed in order to increase the flow

cast) an intake airway. It is generally constructed with bricks, or concrete and steel
joists, and the whole made airtight to prevent intermixing of the two air currents.

aged in the event of an explosion. Nelson.
Also called air bridge.

air current. a. The flow of air ventilating

the workings of a mine. Also called airflow;

air quantity. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2. b. A
body of air moving continuously in one
direction. Jones.

air cushion. a. Air trapped in the bottom of
a dry borehole by the rapid descent of a
tight string of borehole equipment. Long.
b. Synonym for air block. Long.
air cyclone. Primarily a vessel for extracting
dust from the atmosphere. See also cyclone.
Nelson.
air displacement pump. A pump consisting of
a closed vessel from which water is expelled

of oil from wells. Hess.
air-dry.

a. Dry to such a degree that no

further moisture is given up on exposure
to air. Webster 3d. Most air-dry substances
contain moisture that can be expelled by

heating them or placing them in a vacuum. Fay. b. Said of timber, the moisture
content of which is in approximate equilibrium with local atmospheric conditions.
C.T.D.

air duct. a. Tubing which conducts air,
usually from an auxiliary fan, to or from
a point as required in the mine. B.S. 3618,

1963, sec. 2. b. An air box, canvas pipe,
or other air carried for ventilation. Hess.

aired ware. Pottery ware that has a poor
glaze as a result of volatilization of some

aired ware
of the glaze constituents. The term was
used more particularly when ware was
fired in saggers in coal-fired kilns, air escaping from a faulty sagger into the kiln
while kiln gases at the same time penetrated into the sagger. The term is also
sometimes applied to a glaze that has par-

tially devitrified as a result of cooling too
slowly between 900° and 700° C. Dodd.

air elutriation. Method of dividing a substance into various particle sizes by means

of air currents. The particles formed are

of uniform density. Bennett 2d, 1962.
air elutriator. An appliance for producing,
by means of currents of air, a series of

sized products from a finely crushed mineral (for example, for the paint or abrasive
indus&es). See also air classifier. C.T.D.
air emboiism. See caisson disease. Ham.
air endway. A narrow roadway driven in the
coal scam parallel and close to a winning

headway chiefly for ventilation. The air

endway usually acts as a return and is connected at intervals of 10 yards or so to the
headway by crosscuts. See also companion
heading. Nelson.
air-entrained concrete. Concrete used for
road construction in the United States,

having about 5 percent of air in its com-

position. Although less dense than ordinary
concrete, it has very high resistance to

frost. The strength loss as compared with

ordinary concrete is about 5 percent for
each 1 percent of air entrained. Ham.
air entraining. The addition of a material
to portland cement clinker during grinding,
or to concrete during mixing, for the purpose of reducing the surface tension of the
water so that 4 to 5 percent (by volume)
of minute air bubbles become trapped in
the concrete. This improves workability
and frost resistance and decreases segregation and bleeding. The agents used as addi-

tions include: 0.025 to 0.1 percent of alkali salts of wood resins, sulfonate detergents, alkali naphthenate, or triethanolamine salts; or 0.25 to 0.5 percent of the
Ca (calcium) salts of glues (from hides);

or 0.25 to 1.0 percent of Ca (calcium)

lignosulfonate (from papermaking). Dodd.
air-entraining agent. An admixture to port-

land cement or to a concrete mix. It is
usually a resin which entrains the air in
very fine bubbles. Its purpose is to increase

both workability of the wet concrete and
its frost resistance when hardened. Ham.
airfield soil classification. Classification published in Casagrande in the United States
in 1948, based on sieve analyses and consistency limits. Cohesive soils can be divided into those with a liquid limit above

or below 50 percent. The former are, in

general, clays and the latter, silts. Ham.
air filter. A device for clean:ng compressed
air. Hansen.
air-float clays. Clays of a fine state of subdivision as the result of separation by an
air process, after grinding. CCD 6d, 1961.

air-float table. Shaking table in which ore
is worked dry, air being blown upward

air intake
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from the equalizer, which is reduced in
volume, and partly from the tube. On ex-

piration, the equalizer restores itself to its
original volume and in doing so draws air

through the tube. Thus the air is kept
flowing very nearly in a continuous stream,

and the wearer, without the aid of bellows or rotary blower, experiences very
little resistance to breathing. Mason, v. 1,
p. 327.
airflow meter. An instrument which measures and shows directly on a scale the

flow of air in a pipe or hose in cub:c feet
per minute. Nelson.
air flush. Synonym for air circulation. Long.
air flushing. The circulation of air through

the drilling apparatus during drilling to
cool the bit and to remove the cuttings
from the hole. B.S. 3610, 1963, sec. 2.

air foam extinguisher, An extinguisher which
produces a foam somewhat similar to that
produced by a chemical foam extinguisher,
therefore, it can be used for the same purposes. However, unlike the chemical foam

type, this extinguisher can be recharged
underground by simply filling the outer
container with water and inserting a sealed

metal charge holding foam concentrate

and a propellent charge of carbon dioxide.

McAdam, p. 117.

airfoil tan. A fan with an airfoil-shaped

blade which moves the air in the general
direction of the axis about which it rotates.
Strock, 10.
air furnace. Malleable iron furnace. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
air gap. a. The distance between the surface
of the electrode and the oscillator plate.
It is usually necessary to avoid particular
gap dimensions in which resonance damping occurs with acoustic waves generated
by the oscillator plate. AM, 1. b. The distance between passing material and tip of

attracting magnetic pole, in a magnetic

Pryor, 3. c. The gap between
rotor and stator of a dynamo or an elec,
tric motor. Pryor, 3.
separator.

air gas. a. A combustible gas made by charg-

ing air with the vapor of some volatile

hydrocarbon mixture (as gasoline) and
used for lighting and heating. Webster 3d.
b. A producer gas consisting chiefly of
carbon monoxide and nitrogen and made
by blowing air into a producer. Webster
3d.
air gate. a. Mid. An underground roadway used principally for ventilation. Fay.
b. An air regulator. Fay. c. In molding,
an orifice through which the displaced air
and gases escape from the mold while the
molten matter is filling it. Fay.

airhammer. a. Sharp, vibratory impacts in
a liquid pump or piping system caused by
entrapped air. Long. b. Reciprocating motion induced in a drill string by excessive
air pressure at face of drill bit when air
is used in lieu of a liquid as a bit coolant
and cuttings removal agent. Long. c. A
pneumatically actuated hammer. Long. d.

of large stones, using an airhammer. D.O.T.
Supp.
air-hardened steels. Alloy steels in which a
certain degree of hardness has been induced

merely by air cooling under controlled conditions. Camm.
air-hardening refractory cement; air-hardening refractory mortar. See chemically
bonded refractory cement. Dodd.
air-hardening refractory monar. See airhardening refractory cement. Dodd.
air-hardming steel. Steel containing sufficient

carbon and other alloying elements to
harden fully during cooling in air or other

gaseous mediums from a temperature above

its transformation raw.. The term should
be restricted to steels chat are capable of
being hardened by cooling in air in fairly
large se-ions, about 2 inches or more in
diameter. Same as self-hardening steel.
ASM Gloss.

airhead; airheading. S. Staff. A smaller drift
driven parallel to th.2 main haulageway
for an air course. A connecting crosscut is
called a spout. Fay; Hess.
air heater. An appliance to warm the air

as it enters the downcast shaft or intake
drift. In countries where the winter is very
cold, such as Poland and Russia, nearly
all mines are equipped with air heaters. A
few British mines have oil-fired air heaters,
mainly to prevent the accumulation of ice

in wet downcast shafts or on winding
ropes. Nelson.
air-heating fbrnace. A furnace used for heating air to warm a room or building. Hess.
air heave structure. Small crumplings, which

die out downward, found in laminated

sands and which are presumed to be formed

by rise of air trapped in sand at low tide.
Pettijohn.
air hoist. a. Hoisting machinery operated by
compressed air. Fay. b. A small portable
hoisting machine usually mounted on a
column and powered by a compressed air
motor. Also called tugger. Long.
airhole. a. A small excavation or hole made
to improve ventilation by communication
with other workings or with the surface.
See also cundy. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
b. A venthole in the upper end of the inner
tube of a double-tube core barrel to allow
air and/or water entrapped by the advancing core to escape. Long. c. A void, cavity,
or flaw in a casting or bit crown. Long.
air horsepower. a. The rate at which energy
is used in horsepower units, in moving air
between two points. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.
2. b. The horsepower in an air current is
usually expressed in the form: Horsepower

(hp)

P

xQ

, where P equals vend.

33,000

lating pressure in pounds per square feet
and Q equals quantity of air in cubic feet
per minute. Nelson.

air hp Abbreviation for air

horsepower.

BuMin Style Guide, p. 58.
ailing. Smelting operation in which air is
blown through molten copper in a wire

A tool in which a hammerhead is activated

bar or anode furnace. Sulfur is removed as
SO, and impurities are slagged off.Pryor, 3.

airflow. See air current, a. B.S. 3618, 1963,
trigger starts or stops the admission of air
sec. 2.
to the hammer. Crispin.
airflow equalizing device. A flow-equalizing
device which is fitted to tube breathing airhammer operator. One who breaks asapparatus. There are two kinds in general
phalt, concrete, stone, or other pavement,
who loosens earth, digs clay, breaks rocks
use, one consisting of a flexible corrugated
rubber tube and the other a canvas fabric
in trimming bottom or sides of trenches or
bag. On insPiration, air is drawn partly
other excavations, or who reduces the size

air intake. A device for supplying a com-

through a porous deck so as to dilate the
material. Pryor, 3.

by means of compressed air. The air is
conducted to the tool through a hose. A

pressor with clean air at the lowest possible

temperature. A simple screen in the form

of a box over the end of the intake pipe
may be used if the air is normally quite
free from dirt, but if much dirt is in the
air, some form of air filter of suitable design should be provided. The cooler the

air intake
intake air, the greater is the capacity of
tilt compressor; a drop of 50 in temperature represents a gain in capacity of ap-

top of the discharge pipe. The efficiency
of the air lift is calculated on the basis of

of the compressor house. Lewis, p. 671.

689. b. A method used in petroleum ex-

proximately 1 percent. In hot climates the
intake should be placed on the coolest side

air jig. A machine in which the feed

air receiver
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is

stratified by means of pulsating currents of
air and from which the stratified products
are separately temoved. B.S. 3552, 1962.
air lance. Length of piping down which com-

pressed air is blown, to stir settled sands

or to free choked passages. Pryor, 4.

air lancing. a. Removing or cutting away

loose material by means of compressed air,
using an air lance; airblasting. Henderson.

b. In founding, a cleaning operation, as
cleaning sand from molds and castings,

using an air lance; aithlasting. Henderson.
c. Also means opening passages for molten
materials. Bureau of Mines Staff.

air leakage. a. The short-circuiting of air
from intake to return airways (through
doors, stoppings, wastes, and old workings)

without doing useful work in flowing
around the faces. The total air leakage is
usually within the range of 35 to 55 percent of that passing through the surface
fan. Nelson. b. The leakage of air in the
transmission lines may be determined by
filling the entire system with air at normal

operating pressure and then closing the
valves on both ends of the line. Assuming

that tha valves are tight and all loss in

pressure is due to leakage, the cubic feet
of free air lost per minute through leakage
5V

is: Q= , where Q equals leakage in
2T
cubic feet per minute of free air at time
of shutting down, V equals total volume
of air in the system at time of shutting

the foot-pounds of work done in lifting the
water, divided by the isothermal work required to compress the air. Lewis, pp. 686ploitation in which gas pressure is increased
artificially by driving air or natural gas into

the deposit under pressure from a neighboring borehole, thereby forcing the petro-

leum out. Stoces, v. I, p. 478.
ak-lift dredges. Dredges in which solids sus-

pended in a fluid are lifted. By injecting
air into a submerged pipe at about 60 per-

cent of the depth of submergence, the

density of the fluid column inside the pipe
can be lessened, forcing the fluid column
to rise in the pipeline. Mero, p. 251.
air-lift efficiency. The efficiency of an air lift
is generally calculated on the basis of the
foot-pounds of work done in lifting the
water, divided by the isothermal work required to compress the air. Lewis, p. 689,
air line. A fault, in the form of an elongated
bubble, in glass tubing; also known as hair
line. Dodd.

air-line lubricator. Synonym for line oiler.
Long.

air-line main. The pipe column to supply
the air from the compressors to the quarry

face. A steel pipe is often used near the
working area as a safeguard against damage by blasting or by vehicles. Nelson.

air lock. a. A casing at the top of an upcast
shaft to minimize surface air leakage to

the fan. It consists of a large double casing
enveloping the whole of the upcast shaft
top and extending into the headgear. Some
are fitted with power-operated doors and
allow high-speed winding with little leakage. A. modern light alloy structure raised
through spring-loaded attachments by the

auxiliary fans cannot be installed. Neison.

air of combustion. The weight of air required to but 1 pound of a combustible

substance. Hess.
air oven. A heated chamber for drying samples of ore, coals, etc. Zern.
air permeability. See permeability. Dodd.
air pipes. a. Pipes for conveying air for
ventilation or for other purposes. Fay. b.
See ventilation tubing. Nelson.
air pit. See air shaft. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

airplane ore. A term used in Tennessee for
bauxite. Hen.
airplane strand wire rope. A small 7- or 19wire galvanized strand made from plow
steel or crucible steel wire. H&C, p. 129.
air pockets. Pockets of air sol.letimes found
in clay during wedging or throwing. ACSG,
1963.

air pollution recorder. Instrument collects

atmospheric samples of particulate matter
and aerosols on a continuous filter tape.
Sampling is performed at a uniform rate
by means of a motor-driven pump or other
vacuum source. Evaluation is by visual observation, in the case of dust and carbon
particles, or by photoelectric comparison.
Colorless dusts can be made visible by
chemical reagents. Used for atmospheric
pollution studies in the vicinity of industrial plants, mines, smelters, etc. Bests,
p. 589.
air pressure. For rock drills, the air pressure

ranges from 70 to 90 pounds per square
inch, the most economical pressure for

such machines being from 90 to 95 pounds
per square inch, when high drilling speed
is attained. Ham.
air-pressure drop. The pressure lost or consumed in overcoming friction along an airway. It can be calculated from the formula
RQ2

down reduced to cubic feet of free air, and

top of the cage on ascending has proved

P = , where P equals pressure drop

down until the gage has dropped to zero.

b. An air pocket or bubble in a pipeline

in inches water gage, R equals resistance
in Atkinsons, and Q equals air quantity in

T equals time in minutes from shutting

efficient. See also caisson sinking. Nelson.

der and air-operated piston, the rod of

which impedes the flow of liquid. Nelson.
c. A system of doors arranged to allow the
passage of men or vehicles through it without permitting appreciable airflow. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 2. d. See shaft casing
B.S. 3618,1963, sec. 2.
air machine. A machine for forcing fresh air
into and withdrawing bad air from a mine,
as a fan. Fay.
airman. a. A man who constructs brattices.
Hess. b. Synonym for brattice man. Fay.

cylinder and supports the drilling machine. The air leg and machine can be

usually canvas, and used to subdivide and
distribute air in certain pneumatic-type

Lewis, p. 679.
air leg. a. A cylinder operated by compressed

air, used for keeping a rock drill pressed
into the hole being drilled. Ham. b. A device, incorporating a pneumatic cylinder,
providing support and thrust for a jackhammer. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

air-leg support. An appliance to eliminate

much of the labor when drilling with handheld machines. It consists of a steel cylin-

which extends through the top end of the

operated by one man. Nelson.
airless end. The extremity of a stall in longwall working. :n which there is no current
of air. The air is kept sufficiently pure by
diffusion, and by the ingress and egress of
tubs, men, etc. Fay.

air level. Eng. A level or airway (return
airway) of former workings made use of
in subsequent deeper mining operations

for ventilation. Fay.

air lift. a. An apparatus used for pumping

water from wells either temporarily o: for
a permanent water supply; for moving corrosive liquids such as sufuric acid; for unwatering flooded mines; for elevating mill
taiHngs, sands, and slimes in cyanide plants;

and for handling the feed to ball mills. In
operation, compressed air enters the eduction pipe and mixes with the water. As the
water and air rise, the air expands and is
practically at atmospheric pressure at the

air mat. A mat made of porous material,
flotation machines. Hess.

air-measuring station. A place in a mine

airway where the volume of air passing is
measured periodically. The station should
be straight, smooth and of uniform section
to obtain, as near as possible, streamline
flow. Permanent air-measuring stations are
usually constructed in concrete or brick-

work. See also anemometer. Nelson.

air motor. A motor driven by compressed
air; it may be either a vane- or gear-type
rotary or a reciprocating piston-type motor.
Long.

5.2

thousands of cubic feet per second. Suitable

values of R for different types and sizes
of airways are obtained by reference to
tables in which the resistance in Atkinsons,
per 100 yards of airway, is given. See also
ventilation. Nelson.

air propeller. A rotary fan for circulating
air. Webster 3d.

air pump. A pump for exhausting air from
a closed space or for compressing air or
forcing it through other apparatus. Compare vacuum pump. Webster 3d.

air pumping. Pumping oil wells by means
of the air-lift principle. Porter.

air puncher. A machine introduced n 1904
to the mining industry that consisted essen-

tially of a reciprocating chisel or pick,

driven by air. A compressor plant, usually

locatet: outside the mine near the boiler
room, provided the air for the puncner.
Kentucky, p. 340.

air quantity. The amount of air

flowing

through a mine or a segment of a mine,
in cubic feet per minute. Air quantity is
the product of the air velocity times the
cross-sectional area of the airway. BuMines
Bull. 589, 1960, p. 2. See also air volume;

air mover. A portable compressed-air appliance, which may be used as a blower or
exhauster. It converts the compressed air
into a large induced volume of moving air.
The compressed air is fed through a side

air current, a.
air ramming. A method of forming refractory shapes, furnace hearths, or other furnace parts by means of pneumatic ham-

through an annular orifice. It is useful for
emergency ventilation in workings where

air is discharged to be stored until re-

inlet and is expanded at a high velocity

mers. HW.
air receiver. A vessel into which compressed

quired. C.T.D.
air-reduction process. See roasting and reaction process. Fay.

air-regulating dampers. Shutters fitted to the
isolating doors in the fandrift in order to

reduce or regulate the underground air-

flow in an emergency. Such an emergency
would be a large open fire in the workings
and it is decided to reduce the flow of air
past the fire. Nelson.

air regulator. An adjustable door installed

in permanent air stoppings to control ventilating current. Bureau of Mines Staff.

air requirements. The quantity of air re-

quired to maintain adequate ventilation of

the mine. This quantity will depend on
(1) the length of face room in production;

(2) the average distance from the shafts
to the faces; (3) the gas emission rate;
(4) the depth of the workings, and (5)
the volumetric efficiency of the mine ventilation. Nelson.

air-cooled blast furnace slag. The material
resulting from solidification of molten blast
furnace slag under atmospheric conditions.
Subsequent cooling may be accelerated by

application of water to the solidified surface. ASTM C125-66.

air rig. A drill machine powered by an airdriven motor. Compare air drill. Long.
air rod puller. See rod puller. Long.
air saddle. A surface saddle or depression
produced by erosion at the top of an anticline. Fay.

air turbolamp
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air receiver

are marketed in both wet and dry condi-

tion. The dry compositions recylire temper-

ing with watt r to develop the necessary
consistency. HW.

air-setting refractory moratr. A composition
of finely ground materials, marketed in
either a wet or dry condition, which may
require tempering with water to attain the
desired consistency and which is suitable

tanks to start the engines. Coal Age, v. 71,
No. 8, August 1966, p. 233.
air streak; chain. In mica, a series of air inclusions connected (or nearly connected)
to form a relatively long, thin streak. Also
known as silver streak. Skow.

air survey. a. A map production from an

interconnected series (mosaic) of aerial
photographs made in conjunction with fixes

for laying refractory brick and bonding

by a theodolite of locating points on the

air shooting. The generation of a seismic

air-swept ball mill. See ball mill. Dodd.
air-swept mill. A tumbling mill used in dry
grinding, from which finished material is
removed by means of regulated air currents
which can be so controlled as to produce
a closed circuit. Pryor, 3.
air swivel. A device similar to a water swivel

them strongly upon drying and upon subsequent heating at furnace temperatures.
ASTM C71-64.
air shaft. A shaft used wholly or mainly for
ventilating mines, for bringing fresh air to
places where men arc working, or for exhausting used air. It may either receive or
discharge the circulating current. See also
downcast, a; upcast. Fay; B.C.I.
wave in crustal rocks by an explosion in the

air above the arca. In rock shattering, an
air shot is one in which pockets of air arc

ground. Pryor, 3. b. In mining, a check on
ventilation, gas, and dust in a mine.
Pryor, 3.

but designed to conduct air under ccal-

pression into a rotating drill stem when air

instead of a liquid is used as an agent to

left when charging the blasthole, to reduce
shatter. Pryor, 3. See also compressed-air
blasting.
air shot. A shot prepared by loading (charging) in such a way that an airspace is
purposely left in contact with the explosive
for the purpose of lessening its shattering
effect. Fay.

flush drill cuttings out of a borehole. Compare water swivel. Long.
air-stowing machine. The machine used for
blowing the stone chippings into the waste

clay undergoes in drying at room temperature. Fay.

6-inch-diameter pipes into the waste arca.
See also pneumatic stowing. Nelson.

air shrinkage. The volume decrease that a

arca in pneumatic stowing. It consists of
a steel paddle wheel revolving in an adjustable casing. Stowing dirt is fed continuously from a hopper to the machine which

in turn blows the material through 5- to

air sampling. The taking of air samples in
mine workings for analysis in the labora-

air-slaked. Slaked by exposure to the air ;

air table; pneumatic table. A shaking table

as lime. Standard, 1964.
air-slaked lime. Contains various proportions
of the oxides, hydroxides, and carbonates

by a sample of mine air by means of the
hand pump and then closed tightly by a

of calcium and magnesium which result
from excessive exposure of quicklime to
air that vitiates its quality. It is partially
or largely decomposed quicklime that has

concentration of sands. Air is blown upward through a porous deck, over which a

tory. The usual method is by air pump and
bottle. The air in the bottle is replaced
rubber cork. See also sampling instrument.

Nelson.

air-sampling pump. A pump, designed to
collect air samples in laboratory or field,
and may be used in conjunction with filters,
impactors, impingers, and bubblers, depending on the model. Operating principle

may depend on graphite ringed pistons
activated by a split phase motor, on the

movement of air by a rotating vane blower,

or on other vacuum induction apparatus.
Bests, p. 578.

air-sand process. See Fraser's air-sand process. Mitchell, p. 529.

air seal. A method for the prevention of the
escape of warm gases from the entrance or

exit of a continuous furnace, or tunnel
kiln, by blowing air across the opening.

Dodd.

air separation. In powder metallurgy, the
classification of metal powders into particle

size ranges by means of a controlled airstream. Rolfe.

air separator. A machine for the size classification of the fine ceramic powders, for
example, china clay; the velocity of an air
current controls the size of particles classified. Dodd.

air set. a. The property of a material to develop high strength when dried, an example

being air-setting mortars. A.R.I. b. In a
material such as a castable refractory, refractory mortar, or plastic refractory, the
ability to harden without the application

of heat. A.I.S.I. No. 24.
air-setting refractories. Compositions of
ground refractory materials which develop

a strong bond upon drying. These refractories include mortars, plastic refractories,
ramming mixes, and gunning mixes. They

become hydrated and carbonated. Boynton.
air-slaking; air-slacking. Exposure of quicklime to the atmosphere to give slow hydration. Pryor, 3.
air slit. a. York. A short heading driven
more or less at right angles to and between
two headings or levels for ventilation. Fay.
b. See stenton. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

air slug. A mass of air under compression

entrapped in the liquid circulated through
a borehole drill string cm a liquid-piping

system. Long.

air sollar. A compartment or passageway
carried beneath the floor of a heading or

of an excavation in a coal mine for ventilation. See also sollar. Fay.

air-epace ratio. The ratio of a volume of
water that can be drained from a saturated
soil under the action of force of gravity to
a total volume of voids. ASCE P1826.
air split. a. The division of the main current

of air in a mine into two or more parts.

Fay. b. A separate ventilation circuit formed

by dividing a current of air. B.S. 3618,

1963, sec. 2. See also split, b.
air stack. Penna. A chimney used for ventilating a coal mine. Fay.
air stain. Gas trapped beneath cleavage surfaces in P.attened pockets, tiny bubbles, or
groups of closely spaced bubbles. Skow.

air starter. A starter used on large coal haul-

ers that permits the elimination of all

batteries except the 6-volt units for the
headlights. These starters arc operaterl by
compressed air supplied at 100 pounds per

square inch from a storage tank on the
tractor. Trucks can stand idle for 4 or 5
days and there is still enough air in the

used when water is scarce to effect gravity
layer of finely crushed ore passes. The heavy

and light minerals stratify and gravitate to
separate discharge zones. Pryor, 3.
airtight. So constructed or sealed as to prevent any inlet or outlet of air. Crispin.
air tongs. Air-actuated breakout tongs. See
also breakout tongs. Long.
air-track drill. A heavy drilling machine for
quarry or opencast blasting. It has caterpillar tracks and is operated by independ-

ent air motors. It tows its own portable

rotary compressor and drills 3- or 4-inchdiameter holes at any angle but is chiefly

used for vertical holes up to 80 feet in

depth. Nelson.

air transport. A method employed in some

mines in which the filling material is transported and stowed pneumatically through
pipelines. Stoces, v. 1, p. 190.

air trap. a. A device for shutting off foul air
or gas from drains or sewers. Webster 3d.
b. An air pocket. Webster 3d.
air trunk. A large pipe or shaft for conducting air, as for ventilation, or to a furnace.
Fay.

air tub. The cylinder on a blowing engine
that pumps the blast of wind or air. Fay.
air-tube breathing apparatus. A device consisting of a smoke helmet, a mask, or a
mouthpiece, and which is supplied with
fresh air by means of a flexible tube leading from a source of fresh air to the wearer.

The passage of air through the tube

is

maintained either by the inspiratory efforts
of the wearer or by forcing the air through

by means of bellows or rotary blowers.
McAdam, p. 71.

air turbolamp. a. A lamp coupled to the

compressed air mains, which may be at
any pressure between 40 and 100 pounds
per square inch. It consumes from 5 to 6
cubic feet per minute of free air. The elec.

trical power is produced by a small turboalternator with a 6-pole permanent magnet
rotor. Certain types have been approved

for use at the coal face in British mines.
Nelson. b. See compressed-air-driven lamps.
Mason, v. 1, p. 259.

alaskite
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air turbolamp

the crustal density is supposed constant so
that mountains are compensated by roots
analogous to the underwater extensions of
icebergs floating in the ocean. A.G.I.

Airy's spiral. The four-rayed spiral curve

the 2'ternate admission and release of com-

that appears when sections of right-handed
and left-handed quartz crystals are placed
together between crossed polarizers. Named
for G. B. Airy, its discoverer. Hess.
aish; ash. Eng. Fine-grained, argillaceous
limestone, drying very white; used for holystone, Lower Purbeck beds, Portland. Aish
is pn obsolete variant of ash. Arkell.
aisle. An elongated, high, narrow, traversible
passage. A.G.I.
Aitch piece. That part of the pipe range of a
pumping set in which the valves are fixed.

washbox. B.S. 3552,1962.

aithalite. Asbolite. Dana 6d, p. 258.

air twist. Twisted capillaries as a form of

decoration within the stem of a wine glass.
Dodd.

air valve. a. A device used to release unwanted or entrapped air from a waterline,

pump, or hydraulic system. Ste also air

cock, a. Long. b. A device to regulate volume of compressed air fed into, or released
from, an air-driven machine or piping sys-

tem. Long. c. The valve which controls

pressed air to each cell of a Baum-type

air velocity. The rate of motion of air in a
given direction; in mine ventilation it is
usually expressed in feet per minute. This
is usually found by conducting a vane

anemometer traverse over a selected cross
section, the area of which is also measured.
Roberts, I, p. 38.
air vessel. A small air chamber fixed to the
pipeline on the discharge side of a reciprocating pump which acts as a cushion to
minimize the shock produced by the pulsations of the pump. Nelson.
airveyor. A device for handling dusty ma-

terials, built on the principle of a pneu-

matic cleaner. The system used is a suction

system, whereby the material (soda ash,
salt cake, cement, or powdered lime) is

drawn from the car through a flexible hose
into a vacuum tank designed to recover a
large percentage of the dust floating in the
air. Hess.

air-void ratio. The ratio of the volume of
air space to the total volume of voids in
a soil mass. ASCE P1826.

air volcano. A miniature crater resembling
a true volcano in shape and often provided
with a cone; produced by explosions of gas
and the emission of mud. Fay.

air volume; air quantity. In mining, the

quantity of air flowing in cubic feet per
minute. It is obtained by multiplying the

average velocity in feet per minute by the
area of the airway ii square feet, that is,
Q = AV. See also air requirements. Nelson.
air washer. Air washers make use of water
sprays or cooling coils for evaporative and
sensible cooling of mine air. Their use has
largely been limited to shallow coal mines
in the United States where it is desirable
to reduce the dry-bulb temperature of the
intake air during the hot summer months
to prevent slaking of the roof due to excessive expansion. An air washer is essen-

tially a heat exchanger and is similar to

the type of unit employed for heat transfer
with refrigeration or evaporative cooling
systems. Hartman, p. 342.

air wave. The acoustic energy pulse transmitted through the air as a result of the
detonation of a seismic shot. A.G.I.

airway. Any underground gallery or passage
through which a portion of the ventilation
passes, that is, the air is carried. Sometimes

referred to as an air course. Fay; B.C.I.

Also called wind road.
airway repairer. A repairer employed in the
return airways at a coal mine. He clears
falls of ground, sets supports and enlarges
roadways where required. Nelson.
Airy isostasy. That hypothesis of equilibrium

for the earth's solid outer crust in which

Nelson.

Ajax. A high strength, high density gelatinous permitted explosive having good water
resistance; used for dry and wet conditions

in both rock and in the breaking of hard

coal. See also blasting; Polar Ajax. Nelson.
Ajax-Northrup furnace. Core less induction
furnace in which the metal acts as secondary and a water-cooled coil, carrying Wghfrequency current, as primary. Bennett 2d,
1962.

Ajax-Wyatt furnace. Core-type induction

furnace, operating at low frequencies. Bennett 2d, 1962.
ajkaite; ajkite. A pale yellow to dark reddishbrown fossil resin from Ajka, Hungary.
Amorphous. English. Found in brown coal.
Tomkeiefi, 1954.
AJO breathing apparatus. Consists of a small

oxygen cylinder attached to a Siebe-Gor-

man mining gas mask with a

canister

akori. A porous coral which, previous to the
beginning of the 18th century, was fished,
fashioned, and prized by the Negroes of the
West African Coast. It is of a red, blue, or
violet color. Has also been fished in Samoa;
probably still used as a gem by the natives.
The name has more recently been applied
to substitutes such as rock, glass, and pearl
with little nacre. Shipley.
akrochordite. A yellowish red-brown hydrous

arsenate of manganese and magnesium,
MnsAs2Os.Mn0H.Mg0H.5H20. Minute,
spherical crystal aggregates. Monoclinic.
From Langban, Sweden. English.

aksaite. Orthorhombic blades in impure halite, Mg136010.5H20, from Ak-sui, Kazakh-

stan, U.S.S.R. Named from locality. Hey,
M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
akthosphere. Introduced by Barrell for that
outer part of the centrosphere which theoretically stores up the stress produced by
the progressive changes toward contraction
in the inner earth (the barysphere). Hess.
Al Chemical symbol for aluminum. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1.
Alabandine ruby. Originally, almandine garnet from ancient Alabanda, Turkey. Now
sometimes appliod to violetish-red spine!.
Shipley.

alabandite. A massive, g-anular sulfide of
manganese, occurring in veins in Romania.
Also called manganblende. C.T.D. A vein
mineral, MnS; isometric; black ; Mohs'

hardness, 3.5 to 4; specific gravity, 4.0.

Dana 17.
alabaster. A massive form of gypsum, pleasingly blotched and stained. Because of its
softness, it can be easily carved and pol-

carbon monoxide, sulfureted hydrogen, and

ished. Widely used for ornamental purposes.
Chemically it is CaSO4.2H20. It is a beau-

less than 16 percent of oxygen, he can

alabaster glass. A milky-white glass which
diffuses light without fiery color. ASTM

which neutralizes mining gases, such as
nitrous fumes. It should only be used as a
gas mask, that is, in atmospheres containing sufficient oxygen to sustain respiration.
Should the wearer encounter air containing

open the valve of the oxygen cylinder and
get an emergency supply of oxygen which
lasts for about 8 minutes. McAdam, p. 64.
I Jour. Fr. Literally, allowing light to penetrate. Used to describe the method of setting a gem in any mounting which permits
a view of its pavilion. Shipley.
ajutage. Roman term designating size of

water delivery, pipes and outlet

spouts.

Sandstrom.

akaganeite. Natural beta Fe0 (OH ) , occurring at the Akagane mine, Iwate prefecture,
Japan. Named from locality. Hey, M. M.,
1964; Fleischer.
akenobeite. A light-colored igneous rock con-

taining oligoclase and less orthoclase,

quartz, and very little ferromagnesian mineral. Johannsen, v. 2, 1932, p. 360.
akerite. A plutonic rock consisting of sodic
orthoclase, sodic plagioclase, and augite,
with accessory quartz, biotite, apatite, and

opaque oxides. A quartz-bearing augite
syenite. A.G.I.

akermanite. A slag mineral inferred to be a
silicate chiefly of calcium but with magnesium, manganese, and iron; Hess.
akerose. One of the subrangs in the Cross Iddings, Pirsson, ane, Washington (C.I.P.W.)
classification. Rice.

Akins' classifier. A classifier for separating
fine-size solids from coarser solids in a wet
pulp consisting of an interrupted-flight

screw conveyor, operating in an inclined

trough. Fay.
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tifully banded form of stalagmitic calcite
occurring in Algeria and in Egypt. Same
as oriental alabaster; onyx marble. C.M.D.
C162-66.

aladzha. Impure ozoke,ite containing an admixture of country roris and found in the
region of the Caspian Sea.Tomkeiell, 1954.
alalite. A light-green variety of diopside from
the Ala valley, in northwestern Italy. Webster 3d.

alamosite. A silicate mineral, PbSiOs, belonging to the cyclosilicate group. Found
as a vein mineral of the oxidized zone of

Alamos, Sonora, Mexico. Closely related to
wollastonite; monoclinic. E.C.T. v. 12, pp.
277, 301; Hess; English.

alandier. Fr. A special fireplace at the base
of a porcelain kiln, fed from the outside.
Standard, 1964.
alargan. A German alloy of aluminum and
silver over the surfaces of which platinum
black is dusted and hammered or pressed

into the alloy. Used as a substitute for
platinum in jewelry and in commercial
work. If platinum is added to the alloy,
it is known as platalargan. Platnik is another substitute alloy composed of nickel

and platinum. Hess.
Alaska diamond. Rock crystal. Shipley.
alaskite. a. A plutonic rock containing ortho-

clase, microcline, and subordinate quartz,
with a few or no mafic constituents. Pla-

gioclase may or may not be present. A

leucocratic variety of granite. A.G.I. b. In
the feldspar trade, the term defines specifically a graniti ^. mass found near Spruce

Pine, N.C., from which the feldspar

is

alaskite
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algam

produced. AIME, p. 340.
alaskite-quartz. A quartz-feldspar rock containing so much quartz, that it is a transitional phase between typical alaskite and

ite. Shipley.
albitite. A coarse-grained dike rock consisting

Alexandrian turquoise. A trade term for Egyptian turquoise. Shipley.
Alexandda shel. Mother of pearl. Shipley.

typical quartz. Hess.
albafite. A hard, greenish to brownish variety

of bitumen, which, on exposure to air, develons a white tinge, due probably to moisturc escaping from submicroscopic pores.
It contains up to 15 percent oxygen. Fusible. Insoluble in organic solvents. Varies

from soft to hard, and from porous to
compact. Atomic ratio H/C, 1.75 to 2.25.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

albandine. Same as almandine. Shipley.

almost entirely of albite. Common accessory minerals are muscovite, garnet, apatite,

quartz, and opaque oxides. A.G.I.
albitization. The process in which albite replaces the more calcic plagioclase feldspar
of an igneous rock. Webster 3d.

albitophyre. A dike rock containing large,
polysynthetically twinned phenocrysts of

albite. In the groundmass are microlites of
albite, together with chlorite and limonite.
Compare orthophyre. Fay; Hess.
albolite; albolith. A plastic cement, consisting chiefly of magnesia and silica. Webster

Albany clay. A clay found in the neighborhood of Albany, N.Y. Because of its fine
particle size and high flux content, this

albond. A kaolinite clay found in Dorset-

able for use on stoneware and electrical

alboranite. Olivine-free hypersthene basalt.

clay fuses at a comparatively low temperature to form a greenish-brown glaze suit-

porcelain. Dodd.

Albany slip. A clay with a natural glaze
composition used for glazing various types

of ceramic ware. The clay is mixed with
water to form a slip and when applied to
the ware and fired produces a smooth evenflowing glossy, dark brown glaze. Found in
New York and Michigan. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

albarium. White lime used for stucco and
obtained by burning marble. Standard,
1964.

Alberene. Trade name for a dense gray soapstone quarried in Albemarle County, Va.
Hess.

alberene stone. A stone having properties

similar to those of polyphant stone. See also
polyphant stone. Dodd.
albert coal. See alberite.
Alberti furnace. A continuous reverberatory
furnace used in the distillation of mercury
from its ores. Pryor, 3.

albertite. A black variety of bitumen with a
brilliant luster and a conchoidal fracture.

It is practically insoluble in alcohol. A.G.I.
Also called albert coal in Nova Scotia. Fay.

albert shale. An early name for albertite.
Tomkeieff, , 1954.

Albian. Indicating or referring to the lowest

subdivision of the Upper Cretaceous of

Europe. Standard, 1964.
albino asphalt. Asphaltic resin. Bennett 2d,
1962.

albite. A sodium aluminum silicate,
NaAlSi308; color, white, translucent; Mohs'
hardness, 6 to 6.5 ; streak, vitreous; specific
gravity, 2.6 to 2.62; triclinic. This feldspar
is used as a glaze in ceramics. Pryor, 3.
albite diabase. An altered diabase containing

albite in place of the usual plagioclase,

purple-brown augite more or less replaced
by epidote, chlorite, calcite, and titamferous
magnetite; the intrusive equivalent of spilite. Holmes, 1928.

albite-epidote-amphibolite fades. Metamorphic rocks produced under intermediate

temperature and pressure conditions by
regional metamorphism or in the outer

contact-metamorphic zone. A.G.I. Supp.
albite law. Twinning in which the twinning
plane is the brachypinacoid. It is common
in albite, and gives rise to the fine parallel
striations on one of its cleavage surfaces.
Webster 2d.

albite moonstone. A variety of albite, exhib-

iting adularescence, which is more pale

greenish to yellowish, although other colors
appear simultaneously. From Pennsylvania;

New York; and Canada. See also perister-

3d.

shire, England. It is used as a low percentage addition to natural molding sands.
Osborne.

Johannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p. 239.
Albrecht condenser. A condenser used in petroleum distillation, to separate the distillate into its various fractions. Fay.
Albrecht viscometer. See viscometer. Fay.
alchemy. a. The immature chemistry of the
Middle Ages, characterized by the pursuit

of the transmutation of base metals into
gold, and the search for the alkahest and
the panacea. Standard, 1964. b. To coat

or to alloy with another metal. Fay.
alchymy. A white film, usually composed of

carbonates, found in joints of coal, iron-

stone, and other rocks. Arkell.

alclad. Sheet metal composed of a layer of
pure aluminum (conosion-resistant) with

alexandrine. Incorrect name for alexandritelike sapphire ; also for so-called synthetic
alexandrite. Shipley.
alexandrite. a. Aiexandritelike synthetic spinel
or synthetic sapphire. Shipley. b. A variety

of chrysoberyl, emerald green in daylight,

red to violet by ordinary artificial light.

From the U.S.S.R., and Ceylon. Shipley.
alexandrite cat's-eye. A chatoyant variety of
alex indrite. Shipley.
alexaadritelike andalusite. Andalusite of vari-

ous colors which become reddish under
lamplight and most other artificial light.
Shipley.

alexanddtelike sapphire. A sapphire; blue in
daylight, changing to violet, purple, or reddish under most artificial light. So named
because alexandrite also changes color
under similar conditions. Also called alexandrine sapphire. Shipley.
alexandritelike tourmaline. Same as chameleonite. Shipley.

alexeyevite; alexjejevite. A waxlike white to

brown resin from Kaluga, U.S.S.R. Resembles compact turf. Tomkeieff, , 1954;
English.

alexjejevite. See alexeyevite.

alferphyric. Having phenocrysts containing
aluminum and ferric iron. C.I.P.W.
Alfrax. Electrically fused alumina, Ah03 ;
used as a refractory. Bennett 2d, 1962.

alga. One of the most primitive plants consisting of a single cell or a cell aggregate
of low organization and without vascular

a layer of duralumin for strength. Pryor, 3.

system; algae live only in water and include
diatoms and ordinary seaweeds. A.G.I.

drate; ethyl hydroxide. C21-130H ; made
from grain. Not to be confused with methyl
hydroxide or methanol. Oispin.
alcoholate. Compound in which the hydro-

algae. Marine, brackish, and freshwater plants
ranging in size from microscopic unicellular

alcohol; ether alcohol; ethanol; ethyl hy-

gen from the OH-group is replaced by a
metal, for example, 0 Na-. Pryor, 3.

alcomax. A permanent magnet alloy of
nickel, iron, and aluminum. Pryor, 3.

alcove. a. A large, deep niche formed by a
stream of water in a precipitous face of
approximately horizontal strata. Standard,

1964. b. A narrow channel to convey molten glass from refiner to forehearth, or to
the revolving pot where it is gathered by
the Owens machine. ASTM C162-66.
alcove lands. Name proposed by Powell where

Supp.

plants to the giant kelps. Marine algae

often have leaflike and stemlike parts similar to those of terrestrial plants, but differ
from them in cellular structure. They may
be red, blue, green, or brown in color due
to the presence of different respiratory pigments. The microscopic algae are the food
supply for many of the animals in the deep
scattering layer and of whales. fly.
algal. Of, pertaining to, or composed of algae.
A.G.I.

mud rocks or sandy clays and shales, of

algal balls. See stromatolite. Pettijohn.
algal biscuits. Probably a variety of stromatolites. See also stromatolite. Pettijohn.
algal cannel. Cannel coal in which algae are

are interstratified by occasional harder beds,

Same as boghead cannel. Tomkeieff, , 1954.

which the hills are composed (bad lands),

the slopes are terraced ; and when these
thinly bedded, though harder rocks prevail,
the outlines of the topography are changed
and present angular surfaces giving rise to
another type of topographic feature. A.G.I.
aldehyde. A generic term for a class of com-

pounds derived from a hydrocarbon by

oxidation, that is, by the substitution of one
oxygen atom for two hydrogen atoms. They
contain the CHO group. Gaynor.
Alencon diamond. Rock crystal. Shipley.
Aleppo stone. Eye agate. Shipley.
Alethopteris. A fernlike tree of the coal forest
with large fronds. Nelson.
aleutite. Proposed by Spurr for those members
of his belugites having a porphyritic texture
with an aphanitic or finely crystalline
groundmass. Fay.
alexanderite. A misspelling of alexandrite
which has been used deceivingly for alexandritelikc synthetic sapphire or synthetic
spinel. Shipley.

subsidiary but in significant proportions.

algal coal. Coal composed mainly of algal

remains, such as Pila, Reinschia, etc. Tom-

1954. Also called boghead coal.
A.G.I.
algal limestone. A limestone composed largely
keieff,

of the remains of calcium-secreting algae

or in which such algae serve to bind to-

gether the fragments of other lime-secreting
forms. A.G.I.
algal reef. An organic reef composed largely

of algal remains and in which algae are or
were the principal lime-secreting organisms.
A.G.I.

algal structure. A deposit, usually calcareous,
which shows banding, irregular concentric
structures, crusts, pseudopisolites or pseudoconcretionary forms, resulting from organic,
colonial secretions, and precipitation. Some

so-called algal structures may be of inorganic origin. A.G.I. See also stromatolite;

fucoid.

algam. /n Wales, a common term for tin. Fay.

algarite. A general term for a bitumen derived
from algae. Tomkeieff , 1954.
algarvite. A melteigite with more biotite and
less nepheline than the rock from the origi-

nal locality. Phannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p.

239.

alga sapropel. Equivalent to peat of the
humic coal series. A.G.I.

Algerian coral. Trade term for coral of inferior quality from the Mediterranean Sea.
More specifically only that from the coast
of Algeria. Shipley.

Algerian onyx. Another name for oriental

alabaster. C.T.D.
algerite. An alteration of scapolite that probably is related to pinite. Hess.
alginates. The salts of alginic acid are hydrophilic colloids derived from certain marine
algae, such as the giant kelp of the Pacific
Coast. Sodium alginate is the most common
form, but ammonium alginate is usually
preferred in the ceramic industry, due to its
lower ash content. Alginate solutions possess marked suspending, thickening, emulsifying, stabilizing, and water-holding prop-

erties. In addition, they act as binders in
ceramic processing, either in the body or
the glaze. They can be used as a replacement for the various water-soluble gums
used in the industry. Some forms of alginates have been used as a flotation agent

for enamels. Lee.
alginate. a. This term was introduced by
V. Hevia in 1953. It designates the characteristic maceral of boghead coal. In reflected
light it is very difficult to recognize the
cellular structure of the algae. The reflect-

ing power of the maceral is much weaker
than of vitrinite and weaker also than that
of sporinite in coals of low rank. In transmitted light, alginite sometimes shows struc-

ture (of colonies of algae). The color is

yellow to orange. Alginite is best recognized
by luminescent microscopy; it shows marked

luminescence of varying colorsilvery blue,
green, yellowish brown. The humic constituents are either not luminescent or show
a different kind of luminescence to the algi-

nite. IHCP, 1963, part I. b. Synonym for
algite. A.G.I. Supp.
algite. The constituent petrological unit, or
maceral, of algal material present in con-

siderable quantity in algal or boghead coal.
A.G.I.
algodonite. Arsenide of copper occurring as
a white incrustation in the Algodona silver
mine, Chile. C.T.D.
Algoman granite. One of the great acid intrusives comprising gneissic syenites and gran-

ites yielding gold in Ontario, Canada; of
post-Timiskaming age and thus younger
than the Laurentian granites. C.T.D.

ture of the U. S. Geological Survey, the
second in order of age of the systems into

which the stratified rocks of the earth's

crust are divided ; also, the corresponding
period of geologic time. Some authorities
use Proterozoic in the same sense. Fay. b.
As physical age measurements accumulate,
the use of this term is changing. The Am.
Comm. Strat. Nomen. (1954) suggests substituting Late Precambrian for Algonkian.
A.G.I.
algovite. Proposed by Winkler for a group of
rocks, practically diabases, or porphyritic

phases of diabases, in the Algauer Alps.
They also embrace gabbros, according to
Roth, and are doubtless textural varieties
of an augite-plagioclase magma. Obsolete.
Fay.

Ali Baba. Popular name for a large chemical
stoneware jar of the type used for the bulk
storage of acids; these jars are made in sizes
up to 5,000 liters capacity. Dodd.
alidade. a. In mine surveying, a movable arm
used to read horizontal angular distances
in surveying. Pryor, 3. b. A device having
a level bubble combined with a quarter or
a half circle graduated in degrees, that is
used by drillers to determine the inclir.ation
of a drill stem and/or borehole at the coilar

of the borehole. Also called angle level;
angle rule; clinometer; clinometer rule.
Long. c. An instrument used in planetable

surveying, consisting of a telescope or sighting device pivoted to swing through a verti-

cal graduated arc atop a vertical stand

attached to a steel rule, one edge of which

is parallel with the sight line of the tele-

device at 900. May be made to fit any size
drill rod and is used in pairs, leapfrog
fashion, to orient successive rods in a specific compass direction as they are lowered
into a borehole being surveyed by the
acid-bottle method. By this means the bear-

ing and inclination of a drill hole may be
determined in formation or under condi-

tions where a Maas- or other-type magnetic
compass cannot be used. Long.
aliphatic. Of, relating to, or derived from fat ;

fatty; acyclic. Applied to a large class of
organic compounds characterized by an
open-chain structure and consisting of the
paraffin, olefin, acetylene hydrocarbons and

their derivatives (as the fatty acids). Webster 3d.
allpite. A massive apple-green hydrated magnesium-nickel silicate similar to genthite.
Standard, 1964.
aliquot part. Fraction of material or solution

so taken as to be representative, so that

information yielded by its analysis can be
calculated for the original amount. Pryor, 3.
alisonite. A massive, deep indigo-blue copperlead sulfide, 2Cu2S.PbS. It contains 53.63

percent copper and 28.25 percent lead.

voidable, not void, and are free from attack

identified as the mineral 3CaO.SiOa Dodd.
Aliva concrete sprayer. A compressed-air machine for spraying concrete on the roof and
the sides of mine roadways. Used in coal
mines for the fireproofing of roadways, for

alien. The location by an alien and all the
rights following from such location, are
by any one except the government. Ricketts, I.
alien filling. Filling material brought from the
surface or from some place other than the
mine. Stoces, v. 1, p. 271.
alien locator. A foreigner who locates a mining claim on the public domain. Fay.
align. Synonym for aline. Long.
alignment. See alinement.

alimentation. Generally, the process of providing nourishment or sustenance; thus in
glaciology, the combined processes which
serve to increase the mass of a glacier or

the opposite of ablation. The
deposition of snow is the major form of

snowfield ;

glacial alimentation, but other forms of pre-

cipitation along with sublimation, refreezing of melt water, etc., also contribute. The
additional mass produced by alimentation
is termed accumulation. H&G.

boue, oceanic mud ; vase is the mud of estu-

reposition a drill and bring its drill stem
over the center and parallel with a newly

stem is centered on a point and parallel to
a predetermined angle and compass direc-

mud resulting from an inundation, and

tion. Also called line in; lineup. Long. b. To

aries along the Atlantic Coast of Europe
and Africa from the Seine to the Gulf of
Guinea, consists of about 70 percent inorganic material, partly sand (grain size 0.1

alinement; alignment. a. The planned direction of a tunnel or other roadway driven

contains iron, and envelops H,S when kept
moist. Hess.
Algonkian; Proterozok. a. In the nomencla-

long, extends outward from a clamping

Tarnishes quickly. Hess.
alite. The name given to one of the crystalline
constituents of portland cement clinker by

aline. a. To position a drill so that its drill

For the remaining 30 percent, the name
algon is proposed; it consists of finely
divided remains of algae or, in the upper
parts of the estuary, of land vegetation; it
forms a viscous binding material, always

a tunnel by instrumental work. See also
ranging. Stauffer. e. See coplanning. B.S.
3618. 1963, sec. 1, f. The act of laying out
or regulating by line; adjusting to a line.
Fay. g. The line of adjustments. Fay.
alinement chart. Nomogram. Pryor, 3.
alinement clamp. A setscrew-equipped, universal-type clamp from one side of which
a slotted angle-iron wand, about 18 inches

scope. Long. d. Sometimes incorrectly used
as a synonym for transit; theodolite. Long.

Algoman orimeny. Post-Archean diastrophism.
A.G.I. Supp.
algon. Estuary mud; distinguished from limon,

to 0.02 millimeter) which may be quartzose
or calcareous, with accessory clay minerals.

alkali
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algarite

collared drill hole. Long.

irrespective of coal seam or ore body struc-

ture; the planned direction of longwall

panels or face lines. Nelson. b. Formation
or position in line, or, more properly, in a
common vertical plane. Seelye, 2. c. In railway or highway surveying, the ground plan,

showing the alinement or direction of the
route to be followed, as distinguished from
a profile, which shows the vertical element.

Seelye, 2. d. The laying out of the axis of

42

A. E. Törnebohm. Alite has since been

reducing air leakages, and for spraying
tunnels supported by roof bolts. See also

gunite. Nelson.
alive. a. The productive part of a lode, Nelson.

b. A cable or conductor through which

electricity is flowing. Nelson. c. Alive means

either electrically connected to a source of
potential difference or electrically charged
to have a potential different from that of
the earth. The term is sometimes used in
place of the term current carrying where
the intent is clear, to avoid repetition of the
longer term. Also called live. ASA M2.11963.

d. Said of coal when it makes a

rustling sound, similar to the rustling of

a crawling crayfish, as it bursts, cracks, and
breaks off while under pressure. The rising

of methane from the coal also causes a

rustling. Stoces, v. 1, p. 270. Compare
dead, d.
alkali. a. A substance which dissolves in water
to form an alkaline solution, especially the
hydroxides of sodium and potassium. Alkalies are often spoken of as bases, but the
term base has wider significance. C.T.D.
'I he common alkali elements are potassium,
sodium, and lithium. Bateman. b. A term
first used to designate the soluble parts of

the ashes of plants; chemically, alkalies

may be regarded as water in which part of
the hydrogen is replaced by metallic radicals, for example, potassium or sodium.
They neutralize acids and form salts with
them. Alkalies are introduced into ceramic
mixtures, for example, by the addition of

alkali
feldspar or Cornish stone, and are used in
the preparation of frits for glazes. They decrease the vitrification and melting points
of ceramic mixtures and are also used in
the preparation of casting slips. The oxides
of calcium, strontium, and barium are
called alkaline earths. Rosenthal.
alkali-aggregate reaction. A chemical reaction,
involvi:,g sodium or potassium ions and reactive silica, which generates expansive

forces in hardened concrete that may be

of sufficient magnitude to cause disruption.
The sodium and potassium ions are derived
from portlan-' zement and sometimes from
alkaline mixing water. Taylor.
alkali bentonite. A bentonite containing easily
exchangeable alkali cations and having
original properties that are not permanently
destroyed by the action of sulfuric acid but
can be restored by treatment with an alkali
salt followed by regulated dialysis. This

group includes Wyoming-type bentonite

and other similar bentonites. BuMines

Tech. Paper 609, 1940, p. 24.
alkalic. Refers to a solution containing alkali
cation; an igneous rock containing more
of the alkali elements than are contained
in the feldspars, therefore, such minerals

as feldspathoids are present; an igneous
rock with more of the alkali elements than

the average for its clan; an igneous rock

with an alkali-lime index less than 51; and
igneous rocks of the Atlantic series, obsolete. A.G.I. Supp.
alkall-calcic series. Those igneous rock series
having alkali-lime indexes in the range 51
to 55. A.G.I.

alkali chlorapatite. A name for an artificial
member of the apatite group. Hey, M. M.,
1964.

alkalic igneous rock. A term rather loosely
used to mean onc of the following: (1)
more than average alkali (K20 + Nail())
for the clan in which they occur; (2) containing feldspathoids or other materials,
such as acmite, so that the molecular ratio
of alkali to silica is higher than 1 to 6; or
(3) embracing those rock series having a
low alkali-lime index (less than 51). A.G.I.
alltalic series. One of the four chemical classes
of igneous rocks distinguished by Peacock
based on the alkali-lime index. This term
comprises those rock series with alkali-limc
indexes less than 51. Schieferdecker.

alkali earth. One of a group of elements
(group II) forming bivalent cations, including calcium, strontium, and barium.

Hurlbut.
alkali-earth subbentonite. A decayed volcanic

ash containing an alkali-earth metal that

can be replaced by hydrogen and in which
the hydrogen can, in turn, be replaced by
an alkali metal; the resulting product, however, does not possess the same properties

as a natural bentonite containing an ex-

hangeable alkali metal. Most clays used in
oil refining are alkali-earth subbentonites.
Hess.

alkalies. A chemical group that possesses the
power of neutralizing acids, and turns red
litmus blue. Gordon.

alkali feldspar. An alkali-bearing feldspar
such as microclinc, orthoclase, albite, and
anorthoclase. A.G.I.
alkali flat. A level area in an arid or semiarid

region that is encrusted with salt or alkali
(as the dried bed of an evaporated pond
or lake). Webster 3d.
alkali garnet. A general term for members of
the sodalite group that are closely related
crystallographically and chemically to the

alladinite
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true garnets. English.
alkali granite. A coarse-graincd, plutonic rock
carrying free quartz and alkali feldspar.
C.M.D.
alkali-lime series. Igneous rocks which con tain soda-limc (plagioclase) feldspars. Hess.
alkali metal. A metal in group IA of the periodic system ; namely, lithium, sodium, potassium. rubidium, cesium, and francium.
They form strong alkaline hydroxides;
hence, the name. ASM Gloss.

alkalimeter. a. An apparatus for measuring
the strength or the amount of alkali in a

mixture or solution. Webster 3d. b. An apparatus for measuring the amount of carbon dioxide

(as

that liberated from a

weighed sample of carbonatc-containing

material by reaction with acid). Webster 3d.
alkalimetry. The determination of the amount
of alkali contained in a solution by titration
with a standard acid solution. Cooper.

alkaline. a. Having the qualities of a base,
synonym for basic. A.G.I. b. Containing
sodium and/or potassium ;.1 excess of the
amount needed to form fr.dspar with the
available silica; for example, an alkaline
rock (in this sense, sometimes written
alkalic). A.G.I. c. Containing ions of onc
or more alkali metals; for example, an alkaline ore solution. A.G.I. d. Containing
cations, of the strong bases in excess of the

anions of strong acids; for example, an

alkaline orc solution. Geologic usage gives
alkaline solution so many different meanings that it is ambiguous without further
qualification; it is therefore recommended
that alkalic be used when definitions b or c
are intended. A.G.I.

alkaline cleaner. A material blended from
alkali hydroxides and such alkaline salts

as borates, carbonates, phosphates, or silicates. The cleaning action may be enhanced
by the addition of surface-active agents and
special solvents. ASM Gloss.

alkaline earth. The oxide of barium, strontium, or calcium, and sometimes the oxide
of beryllium, magnesium, or radium. A.G.I.
alkaline-earth bentonite. A bentonite containing easily exchangeable alkaline-earth cations and, either before or after acid treat-

ment, capable of being made to assume
properties of an alkali bentonite by treatment with an alkali salt followed by regulated dialysis. BuMines Tech. Paper 609,
1940, p. 24.

alkaline-earth metal. A metal in group IIA

of the periodic system; namely, beryllium,
magnesium, calcium, strontium, barium,
and radium; so called because the oxides
or earths of calcium, strontium, and barium

were found by the early chemists to be
alkaline in reaction. ASM Gloss.

alkaline igneous rock. See alkalic igneous
rock. A.G.I.
alkaline metal. See alkali metal.
alkaline storage battery. Electric storage battery in which the positive plates consist of

nickel and nickel peroxide, and the negative plates of finely divided iron. A concentrated solution of potassium hydroxide acts

expressed
H&G.

as

milliequivalents

per liter.

alkalinity, protective. Lime added to auriferous pulps to insure alkalinity, without
which cyanidation ,zannot be successful.
Pryor, 3.

alkali pyroxenes. Sodium iron silicates with
some calcium, aluminum, and magnesium;

NaFe ' " (5i206) ; subtransparent; color,

brown or green; Mohe hardness, 6.0 to 6.5;
streak, vitreous; specific gravity, 3.5. Occur

in igneous soda-rich rocks, for example,

nepheline syenite. Pryor, 3.
alkali resistance. The degree of resistance of

a ceramic surface to attack by aqueous
alkaline solutions (that is, enamel glazes,
stoneware, chemical stoneware, etc.). Bu-

reau of Mines Stag'.
alkali rock. Onc of the igneous rocks in which

the abundance of alkalies in relation to

other constituents has impressed a distinctive mineralogical character; generally indicated by the presence of soda pyroxenes,
soda amphiboles, and /or feldspathoids.
Compare calc-alkalic series. A.G.I.

alkali soil. A soil that has either so high a
degree of alkalinity, pH 8.5 or higher, or
so high a percentage of exchangeable sodium, 15 percent or higher, or both, that
the growth of most crop plants is reduced.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

alkali spine!. A black or dark green variety
of spinel containing small amounts of alkalies,

1.38 percent Na20 and 1.31 percent

K20; isometric; minute octahedrons. Found
in the Mansjö Mountain, northern Sweden.
English.

alkali subbentonite. A bentonite containing
easily replaceable alkali bases but having
original properties that are destroyed by
acid treatment. BuMines Tech. Paper 609,
1940, p. 24.

alkali test. A process by which kerosine is
treated with a solution of caustic soda,
making it purer and more suitable for
illuminating. The kerosines are divided into
classes according to the results given by this

alkali test and a fixed scale constructed.
Fay.

alkali wash. In the cyanide process, a pre-

liminary treatment of the pulp with an
alkaline solution, commonly of lime, the
chief object being to secure the neutralization of free acid before adding the strong
cyanide solution, thus avoiding the undue

consumption of cyanide. Fay.
alkali waste. Waste material from the manufacture of alkali; specifically, soda waste.
Webster 2d.

alkali water. A water having a bitter or soda-

like taste. If strongly alkaline, the water
is unfit to drink or use in mixing cements.

Long.

alkane. A member of the paraffin series as

methane, ethane, etc. Pryor, 3.
alkene. A member of the hydrocarbon group
series, Cahn, for example, ethylene, propylene, etc. Pryor, 3.
alkinite. A compound of lead, copper, bis-

muth, and sulfur occurring in lead-gray,

tent to which a solution is alkaline. See also

needle-shaped crystals; also massive. Fay.
alkyne; alldne. A member of the hydrocarbon
series of the general formula C21122-2, for
example, acetylene, allylene, etc. Pryor, 3.
allactite; allaktit. A vitreous brownish-red hydrous manganese arsenate; 7MnOAs202.4H20; Mn0 62.2, As202 28.8; Molls' hardness, 4.5; specific gravity, 3.84; apparently
a metamorphic mineral. It is monoclinic

hydroxyl ions over hydrogen ions, generally

alladinite. A casc-in resin used as a mold

as electrolyte. The normal voltage varies
between 1.0 and 1.5 volts per cell. Bennett

2d, 1962.
alkali neutralizer. See neutralizer. Dodd.
alkalinity. a. The combining power of a base

as measured by the maximum number of
equivalents of an acid with which it can
react to form a salt. Brantly, 1. b. The ex-

pH. C.T.D. c. In sea water, the excess of

and resembles axinite. Larsen, p. 199.

allomorphism

alladinite
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material for many mold objects. Shipley.

dressing to receive pulp and separate sand,
via float controlled spigot, from slime which
overflows peripherally. Pryor, 3.
allenite; allenita. A mineral in the chalcanthite group, Mg504.5H20. A dehydration

allagite. A heavy dull red or green altered

carbonated rhodonite. Fay.
alialinite. A completely altered gabbro with
euhedral pseudomorphs and original texture. A.G.I.
allanite; orthlte. A monoclinic member of the
epidote group. Composition, variable; formula, (Ca, Ce, La) a (Al, Fe, Mg) a (5i 04 )11

(OH). Commonly contains a little thorium
and may be metamict. A.G.I. Is weakly to

moderately radioactive; black to dark brown
but commonly greenish, grayish, yellowish,

or even white due to alteration. Typically
an accessory mineral in granites, sycnites,
diorites, and pegmatites; also in gneisses
and amphibolites1 and as a contact metamorphic mineral in limestones; found associated with magnetite, biotitel epidote,
euxenite, betafite, titanitc, and zircon; frequently found as inclusions in biotite, and
when radioactive, forms pleochroic halos.
Allanite is analogous in composition to epi-

dote and is to be considered an epidote

in which cerium, etc., substitute for aluminum and ferric iron, and ferrous iron sub-

calcium. Crosby, pp. 65-66.
Mohs' hardness, 5.5 to 6; specific gravity,
3.5 to 4.2. Dana 17.
Allan (red) metal. Mechanical mixture (not
a true alloy) containing approximately
equal parts of copper and lead; used primarily for bearings. Bennett 2d, 1962.
allargentum. A name given to the hexagonal
phase know in the synthetic system silver
antimony, silver containing 8 to 15 percent
antimony. Found associated with dyscrasite
and cubic antimonian silver from Cobalt,
Ontario, Canada. American Mineralogist,
v. 39, July-August 1954, p. 691.
all-basic furnace. Abbreviation for all-basic
open-hearth steel furnace. The whole of thc
superstructure of such a furnace, hearth,
walls, roof, ports, endsis built of basic
refractories. These furnaces were introduced in Europe in 1935, the object being
to make it possible to operate at a higher
temperature than that possible with basic
open-hearth, furnaces having a silica roof.
Dodd.
allcharite. Small acicular crystals, resembling
stibnite, on realgar and orpiment. Chemical

stitutes for

composition unknown. Orthorhombic. From
Allchar, Macedonia. English.
alleghanyite. A pink basic fluosilicate of manganese, 2Mn2Sia.Mn (OH,F )1. Monoclinic.

Rounded crystals and grains. From Bald

Knob, Alleghany County, N. C.; Colorado.
English.

Alleghenyan. Lower Middle Pennsylvania.
A.G.I. Supp.
Alleghenyan orogeny. Late Permian diastrophism. A.G.I. Supp.
Allegheny formation. The second in order of

age of the formations comprised in the

Pennsylvanian series of strata in the bitumi-

nous coal districts of the northern Appalachian field. It overlies the Pottsville formation, comprises all the beds from the
base of the Brookville coal to the top of
the Upper Freeport coal, and is succeeded
by the Conemaugh formation. It was formerly called the Lower Productive Coal
Measures. Fay.

allemontite. A metallic compound of anti-

mony and arsenic, AsSb; rhombohedral or

amorphous; hexagonal; tin white or reddish gray; Mohs' hardness, 3 to 4; specific

gravity, 5.8 to 6.2; one cleavage. Dana 17.
Also called arsenical antimony. Fay.

Allen cone. Conical tank used in mineral

product of epsomite (MgSO4.7H20)

as

distinct from hexahydritc (Mg504.6H50).
Not to be confused with allanite. Synonym
for magnesium chalcanthitc; pentahydrite.
Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
Allenite. A trade name for tungsten carbide
tools. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
Allen-O'Hara furnace. A horizontal, doublehearth furnace for calcining sulfide ores.
Fay.

Allen screws. Cap screws and setscrews hav-

ing hexagonal socket in the head. Such
screws arc adjusted by means of a hexagonal key. Crispin.

alley stone. Synonym for websterite; aluminite. Fay.
alley tender. See card tender. D.O.T. 1.
all-flotation, The concentration of ores using
only the flotation process. Henderson.
all-geared drive. The transmission of power
for feeds and speeds on a machine by means

of gears instead of by belts and pulleys.
Crispin.

alliaceous. Applied to minerals having the
odor of garlic; for example, arsenical min-

erals. Fay.

Alliance coupling. A coupling designed for
a maximum drawbar pull of 5 tons or, in
special alloy steels, of 7 tons. Its horizontal

gathering range is 18°. The coupling is
provided with a swing knuckle and a forged

steel pin, which is lifted to uncouple, and
a forged steel tail bolt with a spiral spring.
Sinclair, V, p. 278.
alligator. a. Synonym for safety clamp. Long
b. A prolonged, steel hingelike device by
means of which the abutting ends of a falt
drive belt can be fastened or laced together.

Long. c. Aust. A self-tipping tank used
for raising rock or coal. Fay. d. Can.
Stern-wheel steamboat which negotiates

land as well as water. Hoffman. e. Any of

several types of machines for metalworking,
rock crushing, etc., in which work is accom-

plished by two massive jaws, one or both
of which move as, for example, alligator
shears (preferably, lever shears) or alligator crusher (preferably, lever crusher).
Henderson.

alligator hide. A defect characterized by an
extreme roughness of the porcelain enamel
surface; a severe case of orange peel. ASTM
C286-65.

alligatoring. The longitudinal splitting of flat

slabs of metal in a plane parallel to the

rolled surface. Also called fishmouthing.

ASM Gloss.

alligator wrench. A wrench having a fixed
flaring jaw with teeth on one side. Webster

3d.

allignite. A fossil resin related to amber from
Switzerland. See also succinite. Fay.

allite. A rock name including both bauxites
and laterites. Hey 2d, 1955.
allivalite. A variety of gabbro composed essen-

tially of anorthite and olivine. Augite, apatite, and opaque iron oxides are accessones.
An olivine gabbro containing calcic plagioclase. A.G.I.
all-mine pig. Iron smelted entirely from raw
ore. Standard, 1964.
allobar. A form of element having a different
atomic weight from the naturally occurring
form. A form of element differing in isotopic composition from the naturally occur-

ring form. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

allochem. Sediment formed by chemical or
biochemical precipitation within a depositional basin. Includes intraclasts, oolites,
fossils, and pellets. A.G.I. Supp.
allochetite. A fine-grained dike rock with
phenocrysts of labradoritc, orthoclase, nephcline, and augitc in a groundmass of indistinct minerals with augite and hornblende.
Holmes, 1928.
allochrolte. A calcium-chromium garnet. Fay.
aliochromatic. a. Descriptive of crystals that

exhibit electric conductivity under the influence of light. Hess. b. A gem stone with
a coloring agent extraneous to its chemical
composition. Opposite of idiochinmatic.

Hess.
allochromatic minerals. Minerals which would

be colorless if chemically pure, but which
commonly exhibit a range of colors due to
the presence of small quantities of one or
more coloring elements. Chief among these
elements are those having atomic numbers,
22 to 29; namely, titanium, vanadium,
chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel,
and copper. Corundum, beryl, spinel, and
quartz arc examples of allochromatic gem
stones. See also idiochromatic minerals.
Anderson.

allochromatic stone. A mineral that in its
purest state would be colorless or white,
but is often colored by submicroscopic im-

purities or inclusions of other minerals.

Most gemstones arc allochromatic. Shipley.

allochthon. A rock that has been moved a
noticeable distance from its original place

of deposition by some tectonic process, generally related to overthrusting or recumbent

folding, or perhaps to gravity sliding. The

opposite of autochton. Billings, 1954, p. 189.

allochthonous. a. Originated by Gumbel and
applied to rocks, the dominant constituents
of which have not been formed in place.
Compare autochthonous. Holmes, 1920. b.
Coal formation according to the drift theory. Nelson.
allochthonous coal. Coal originating from accumulations of plant debns that have been
transported from their place of growth and

deposited elsewhere. The debris can be

differentiated as coming from near or from
far, and likewise whether it represents re-

cent (dead or still living) or already fossilized material. See also drift theory. A.G.I.
Also called drift coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.

allochthonous peat. Drift peat of lacustrine
character. It is subdivided into Gyttja type
and Dry type. Tomkieff, 1954.

alloclasite; alloclase. A steel-gray cobaltarsenic-bismuth sulfide, CO ( As Bi)S, usu-

ally with part of the cobalt replaced by

iron; crystallizes in the orthorhombic system. Fay.
allogene; allolhigene. A mineral or rock which
has been transported to the site of deposition. A.G.I.
allogenle. Generated elsewhere; applied to
those constituents that came into existence
outside of, and previously to, the rock of
which they now constitute a part; for ex-

ample, the pebbles of a conglomerate. Compare authigenic. Holmes, 1928.
allogonite. Herderite Dana 6d, p. 760.

allomeric. 01 the same crystalline form but
of different chemical composition. See also
allomorphous. Henderson.

allomorph. Synonym for paramorph. Obsolete. A.G.I.
allomorphIsm. Changes produced in minerals

without Ion or gain of components, for
example, the alteration of kyanite to

limanite. Johannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, pp.

service is Jess than some certain value, the

allomorphite. Barite. Dana 6d, p. 902
allomorphous. Of the same chemical composition but of different crystalline form. See
also allomeric. Henderson.

kind, and for the material and condition

165, 190.

allopalladium. A nearly silver-white palla-

dium, found in hexagonal plates in the

Harz Mountains, Germany. Fay.
allophane. A colloid that has been considered
to be a hydrous aluminum silicate, but has
neither definite molecular structure nor
chemical composition ; it may carry as
much as 9.23 percent P2OG, and also zi lc,
copper, iron, or SO3. It forms incrustations,
thin seams, or rarely stalactic masses; may
be clear and colorless or translucent, blue,
pale green, brown, or yellow. USGS Prof.
Paper 185, 1934-35, pp. 144-148.

allophanite. A white, amorphous, hydrous
aluminum silicate, found near Salt Lake

City, Utah. English.
allophanoids. Clays of the allophane, halloysite, and montmorillonite groups. English.
allophite. A grayish-green mineral, probably
a form of serpentine. Found in limestone in
Silesia, Germany. Hess.
allothigene. See allogene. A.G.I.
allothimorph. A constituent of a metamorphic
rock which, in the new rock, has not had

its original crystal outlines changed. Jo-

hannson, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p. 165.
allotriomorphic. Proposed by Rosenbusch and
applied to those minerals of igneous rocks
that are not bounded by their own crystal

faces, but which have their outlines im-

pressed on them by the adjacent minerals.

Rocks that consist predominantly of an
allotriomorphic mineral assemblage

alluvial cone
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allomorphism

are

said to have an allotriomorphic-granular
(xcnomorphic-granular) texture. Contrasted with automorphic; idiomorphic;
euhedral. Synonym for xenomorphic; anhedral. A.G.I.
allotriomorphic-granular. Used to indicate
the texture of igneous rocks if almost all

the constituents are xenomorphic and of

the same size. Synonym for xenomorphicgranular. Schieferdecker.
allotrope. One of the forms assumed by an
allotropic substance; for example, diamond
is an allotrope of carbon. Standard, 1964.
allotropic. Applied by Berzelius to those substances which exist in two or more forms,
as diamond and graphite. 4.G.1. See also
polymorphism.

allotropy; allotropism. The existence of a

substance, especially an element, in two or
more different modifications usually in the
same phase, as cliff. 0.ent crystalline forms

of carbon, iron, pl .sphorus, and sulfur.
Webster 3d.

all over. End of a shift ; when the breaker
at a colliery shuts down for the day it is
said to be "all over." Fay.
allowable bearing value. The maximum pressure that can be permitted on foundation
soil giving consideration to all pertinent
factors, with adequate safety against rupture of the soil mass or movement of the

foundation of such magnitude that the

member will have a proper margain of
security against damage or failure. This
certain value is the allowable stress, of the

of service in question. The allowable stress
is less than the damaging stress because of
uncertainty as to the conditions of service,
nonuniformity of material and inaccuracy
of stress analysis. The margin between the

allowable stress and the damaging stress
may be reduced in propurtion to the cer-

material, the accuracy with which the

alloy system. All the alloys that can be made
by mixing two metals form a binary alloy
system, three metals form a ternary alloy
system, and so on. The limits of tempera-

are known, the intrinsic reliability of the

stress produced by the loading can be calculated, and the degree to which failure is

unattended by danger or loss. Compare

damaging stress; factor of safety; factor of
utilization; margin of safety. Ro.

allowance. a. Eng. Refreshment of bread,

cheese, and beer supplied by the lessees or
owners of a mine to surveyors. Fay. b.

Eng. Ale given to workmen on having
to work under unusual conditions, for example, when they are wet through. Fay.
c. The calculated difference between the
volume occupied by a cement slurry when

mixed and the volume it will occupy on
setting. Long. d. Living expense or premium wage paid to drill-crew members
working in remote areas under rigorous

conditions. e. Sometimes incorrectly used
as a synonym for tolerance. See also tolerance. Long. f. The specified difference
in limiting sizes (minimum clearance or
maximum interference) between mating
parts, as computed arithmetically from the
specified dimensions and tolerances of each
part. ASM Gloss.

allowance coal. Eng. See collier's coal. Fay.
alloy. A substance having metallic properties
and being composed of two or more chemical elements of which at least one is an
elemental metal. ASM Gloss.
alloyage. The act or process of alloying; specifically, in minting, of alloying the pre-

cious metals with baser ones to harden

forming an alloy. Standard, 1964.
alloy balance. An adjustable balance that is

in equilibrium when the metals in the

scalepans are in the proper proportions for
forming an alloy. Standard, 1964.
alloy cast iron. Cast iron containing alloying
elements. Usually it is some combination
of nickel, chromium, copper, and molybdenum. These elements may be added to
increase the strength of ordinary irons, to
facilitate heat treatment, or to obtain martensitic, austenitic, or terrific irons. C.T.D.

alloy elements. Chromium, tungsten, iron,
molybdenum, and other elements which
aid in making alloys heat resistant and
corrosion resistant. Bennett 2d, 1962.

alloying. The process of adding to a metal
one or more different elements to form an

alloy. Henderson.

alloying element. An element added to a

metal to effect changes in properties, and

which remains within the metal. ASM

magnitude that the structure is endan-

alloy platbg. The codeposition of two or
more metallic elements. See also alloy.

"alculated for the expected conditions of

phorus) added to effect changes in the

mechanical or physical properties. ASM

structure is impaired. Also called allowable
soil prsesure. ASCE P1826.

gered. ASCE P1826.
allowable stress; working stress. If a member
is so designed that the maximum stress as

alloy sludger. In metallurgy, a laborer who
salvages sludge from furnace pots for usc
in recovery of metals. Also called sludger.
D.O.T. Supp.
alloy steel. Steel containing significant quantities of alloying elements (other than carbon and the commonly accepted amounts
of manganese, silicon, sulfur, and phos-

tainty with whicn the conditions of service

Gloss.
alloy, nonferrous. Any alloy based on metals
other than iron, that is, usually n copper,

allowable pile-bearing load. The maximum
load that can be permitted on a pile with
adequate safety against movement of such

ASM Gloss.

alloy scrap. Scrap metal in the form of alloys.
Newton, p. 39.

aluminum, lead, zinc, tin, nickel or magnesium. C.T.D.
ASM Gloss.

alloy powder. In powder metallurgy, powder of which each particle is composed of

the same alloy or two or more metals.

Gloss.

ture and composition within which the
constituents in a system are stable are f ep-

resented by the constitutional diagram.
C.T.D.

allport oven. A pottery bottle oven in which
the hot gases from the fire-mouth enter the

oven nearer to its center than the usual
points of entry around the oven walls;
another feature is preheating of the sec-

ondary air. See also bottle oven. Dodd.
all-position electrode. In arc welding, a filler
metal electrode for depositing weld metal
in the flat, horizontal, overhead, and vertical positions. ASM Gloss.

all-rowlock wall. A wall built with two

courses entirely of stretchers on edge alternating with one course of headers on edge
Crispin.

all-sliming. a. Crushing all the ore in a mill
to so fine a state of subdivision that only
a small percentage will fail to pass through
a 200-mesh screen. Fay. b. Term used on
the Rand for treatment of gold ore which
is ground to a size sufficiently fine for agi-

tation as a cyanide pulp, as opposed to

division into coarse sands for static leaching and fine slimes for agitation. Pryor, 3.
alluaudite. a. A yellowish-green to greenishblack phosphate of sodium, divalent manganese, and trivalent iron, essentially (Na,

Fe " Mn ") (POO ; Mohs' hardness, 5

to 5.5; specific gravity, 3 to 4-3.58. Dana
7, v. 2, p. 674. b. Synonym for dufrenite.
Hey 2d, 1955.
all-ups. Leic. A mixture of every quality of
coal, excepting fine slack, raised from one
seam, and sold as such. Fay.

alluvia. Referring to material such as loose
gravel, sand, and mud deposited by

streams. Jones.
alluvial. a. Of or pertaining to alluvium. Adjectively used to identify particular types
of, or minerals found associated with, deposits made by flowing water as, alluvial
fan, alluvial terrace, alluvial gold, alluvial
tin. Bureau of Mines Staff. b. A term commonly, although incorrectly, used by some
drillers as a synonym for overburden. Long.
alluvial day. One that has been deposited by
water on land, usually in association with
rivers or streams. ACSB-1.
alluvial coast. See alluvial-plain shoreline.
Schieferdecker.
alluvial come. Loose material washed down
the mountain slopes by ephemeral streams
and deposited at the mouth of gorges may
assume the form of a conical mass of low
slope descending equally in all directions
from the Point of issue. To such a form,
Gilbert applied the name alluvial cone. An
alluvial fan differs from an alluvial cone

in having greater width in proportion to
its thickness and in showing signs of strati-

fication. A.G.1.

aHuvial deposit; placer deposit. Earth, sand,
gravel, or other rock or mineral materials
transported by and laid down by flowing
water. Compare alluvium. Bureau of Mines
Staff. Alluvial deposits generally take the

form of (1) surface deposits; ( 2) river
deposits; (3) deep leads; and (4) shore

deposits. See also alluvial mining. Nelson.
alluvial diamond. A diamond found in river
gravels; also, loosely used for a diamond
found ni beach and desert gravels. 4.G.1.
alluvial fan. a. The outspread sloping deposit

of boulders, gravel, and sand left by a
stream where it !caves a gorge to enter
upon a plain or an open valley bottom.
Fay. b. The land counterpart of a delta.

An assemblage of sediments marking the
place where a stream moves from a steep
gradient to a flatter gradient and suddenly
loses its transporting power. Typical of
arid and semiarid climates, but not confined to them. Lett.
alluvial flat. A generally narrow plain, hav-

in the gravel along the courses of valleys
and rivers on the bedrock. Generally, the
purest tin ore. Fay.
alluvial values. In placer mining, the minerals

recoverable from the alluvium. These include cassiterite, gold, diamond and gem
stones, zirconia, rutile, monazite, and platinum. Pryor, 3.
alluviation. a. The process of building alluvial cones and deltas. Standard, 1964. b. A
hydraulic effect on solids suspended in a
current of water, whereby the coarsest and
heaviest particles are the first to settle out
on diminution of slope or velocity of the
stream, and the finest muds the last.
Pryor, 3.

alluvium. a. Clay silt, sand, gravel, or other

rock materials transported by flowing water
and deposited in comparatively recent geo-

logic time as sorted or semisorted sediments in riverbeds, estuaries, and flood
plains, on lakes, shores, and in fans at the

base of mountain slopes, and estuaries.
The term is not applied to subacrieous

built of fine sandy clay or adobe brought
down by an ephemeral stream, Having a
smooth surface that is usually unmarked
by stream channels, but where so marked
the channels are insignificant. USGS Bull.

sediments deposited in seas or lakes or to
nonsorted sediments carried or deposited
by glaciers. Compare till. Bureau of Mines
Staff. b. As incorrectly used by some
drillers, the broken, earthy rock material
directly below the soil layer and above

alluvial gold. Gold found associated with

allwork. Derb. A term formerly used for

ing a slope of 5 to 20 feet to the mile,

730, 1923, p. 86.

waterworn (water-transported) material.
Fay.
alluvial mining. The exploitation of alluvial

deposits by dredging, hydrauiicking, or
drift mining. See also placer mining.

Nelson.
alluvial ore deposit. An ore deposit in which
the valuable mineral particles have been

transported and deposited by a stream.

Schieferdeeker.

alluvial plain. a. If a stream is swift in one
part of its course and slow in another, the
swifter part may carry a load which the
slower cannot carry. Deposits will then
be made in the valley where the current
is sluggish. In this way, floodplains are
constructed. Floodplains produced by the
filling of a valley are alluvial plains. We
commonly think of alluvial plains as made

of fine mud, but alluvial plains may be
made of sand or gravel, under the proper
circumstances. A.G.I. b. A plain resulting
from the deposition of alluvium by water.
In the southwestern United States, most
alluvial plains are formed by streams hav-

ing a considerable grade, and therefore,
they are generally referred to as alluvial

slopes. USGS Bull. 730, 1923, p. 86.
alluvial-plain shoreline; alluvial coast. Shoreline or coast formed by a plain composed
of fluvial, fluviomarine or marine alluvial
material. Schielerdecker.
alluvial slope. A surface composed of allu-

vium that slopes away from the sides of
mountains and merges with the plain or

broad valley floor upon which it rests. The
alluvial slope near the mountains may be

as much as 300 feet per mile. The plain
is built by the union of the alluvial fans
of tributary streams, which are commonly .

intermittent, and it is sometimes called
a fan apron, debris apron, or piedmont
plain or slope. USGS Bull. 730, 1923,

p. 86.
alluvial stone. A mineral that has been trans-

ported and deposited by water. See also

alluvial deposit. Shipley.
alluvial the. Stream tin, or casaiterite pebbles

alpha particle
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alluvial cone

the solid, unbroken bed or ledge rock. Long.

longwall. Fay.

almagra. Sp. A deep red ocher originally

from Andalusia, Spain, similar to Indian
red. Used as a pigment and in polishing
glass and metals. Standard, 1964.
almagre. Mex. Red ocher. Fay.
almagrerite. Zinkosite. Dana 6d, p. 912.
almandine; almsndite. A variety of garnet,
FesAls(SiOs)s, sometimes referred to as
precious garnet. Its color is a fine deep
red, it often shows a violet tinge, and it
resembles rubies in most properties. Used
as a gem. Also called almond stone. Mohs'

hardness,

7; specific gravity, 4.25; iso-

metric. Fay; Dana 17, p. 597.
almandine sapphire. A reddish-purple sapphire. Shipley.

almandine spine!. A violet-colored type of
ruby spine!. C.M.D.
almandite. See almandine.
almashite. A green or black variety of amber

that is poor in oxygen; from the Almash
valley, Moldavia, Romania. Tomkeieff, ,

1954.

almeria ore. A Spanish hematite. Osborne.
almost! furnace. A furnace in which the slags

of litharge left in refining silver are reduced to lead by being heated with char-

coal. Fay.

almond rock. Same as amygdaloid. Standard,
1964.

almond stone. See almandine.
almost atoll. Atoll with a minute noncor.al
island generally of volcanic origin. SchseIerdecker.
alnico. See magnetic alloys. Pryor, 3.

shake. A lamprophyre consisting of biotite,
augite, olivine, and melilite. Apatite, perovskite, nepheline, and opaque oxides are
common accessories. See also lamprophyre.
A.G.1.

aloes rope. A special kind of rcpe made from
aloe fibers, formerly used as a drive-hammer rope because it was more durable and
stronger than jute- and hemp-fiber ropes.
Long.

Abash,. Trade name for the fine blue sodalite quarried at Bancroft, Ontario, Canada,

used as an ornamental stone. Also called
princess blue. Shipley.

alongshore current. See littoral current; longshore current. A.G.I.

Alowalt. Trade name for fused aluminum
oxide. Hess.

Aloxite. Trade name for form of fused, crystalline alumina, or artificial corundum.
Used as an abrasive. English.
Alps. Aluminum-silicon alloy, containing
about 13 percent silicon. Has good casting
properties and corrosion resistance, low
specific

gravity (2.66), and satisfactory

mechanical properties. Tensile strength, 10

to 12 tons per square inch: elongation, 3
to 8 percent. Used mainly for castings.
Also called Silumin. C.T.D.

alpha. The first letter (a) of the Greek
alphabet. Commonly used as a prefix to
show that a mineral, the condition of a
metal, or other thing or property is one
of several closely related species, or one
of a series; beta (ft) the second letter, and
gFnma (y), the third letter are used likewise, for example, alpha rays, beta rays,

and gamma rays and alpha quartz and
beta quartz. Hess.

alpha alumina. A white, aaihydrous, nonhygroscopic powder, Als03, produced when

precipitated Al (OH), is calcined at 1,000'

C. It is the natural product of the Bayer
process and other processes used (or proposed)

to

treat bauxite, clay, or other

aluminum-bearing materials. Newton, pp.

476-477.

alpha-beta brass. An alloy of 57 to 63 percent copper and 37 to 43 percent zinc,

with a possible small addition of lead.
Used in hot working. Pryor, 3.

alpha brass. An alloy of 70 percent copper
and 30 percent zinc, perhaps with a small
addition of lead. Used in heavy cold working. Pryor, 3.

alpha carnegielte. A sodium anorthite,

produced by heating nepheline to

1,248° C. It can be preserved by quench-

ing at temperatures above 690° C, at

which point it passes into beta carnegieite.
Isometric; rounded grains. English.

alpha edam. A silicate of aluminum and

barium, BaAlsSi108. An artificial feldspar,
similar to anorthite, but containing barium
instead of calcium. H exagonal prisms. Uniaxial, negative. English.

alpha compounds. The ash-free portion of
coal nonextractable with pyridine. Hess.

alpha fergusonite. Synonym for fergusonite
as distinct from beta fergusonite. See also
beta fergusonite. Hay, ACM., 1964.

alpha !ghillie. A porcelain-white, hydrous
asic sulfosilicate of thorium with some
uranium, iron, and lead ; isotropic. An
alteration product of thorite. From Hybla,
Ontario, Canada. English.
alpha iroa. The body-centered cubic form of

pure iron, stable below 1,670* F. ASM
Gloss.

alpha make. A variant of mullite. Hey 2d,
1955.

alpha particle; alpha radiation; alpha ray.
A positively charged particle emitted by
certain radioactive materials. It is composed of two neutrons and two protons,
hence, it is identical with the nucleus of
a helium aton It is the least penetrating
of the three common forms of radiation
(alpha, beta, and gamma), being stopped
by a sheet of paper. It is not dangerous to
living things unless the alpha-emitting substance is inhaled or ingested. L&L.

alpha quartz. A form of quartz, apparently

is empty. Ham.

occurs in veins, geodes, and large perma-

altazimuth. a. An instrument consisting of a
telescope mounted so that it can swing
horizontally and vertically. It is used tor

alpha rays. a. One of the three types of rays

celestial body. Webster 3d. b. Any of sev-

trapezohedral, tetartohedral,

hexagonal,

alumina ceramic
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alpha quartz

above some datum plane, usually mean sea
level. C.T.D. b. The vertical distance or

observing the altitude and azimuth of a

elevation above any given point or baselevel, as the sea; height; hence, also, such
distance expressed numerically. Abbrevia-

(alpha, beta, and gamma) emitted by
radioactive substances. Crispin. b. Streams

eral other instruments (as a theodolite)

alto. a. Sp. A bluff; height; hill. Standard,

Webster 3d.

altogether-coal. Eng. Large and small coal

alpha uranium. The allotropic modification
of uranium metal which is stable below
667° C. It is orthorhoinbic. NRC-AS.4

alteration. Change in the mineralogical composition of a rock, typically brought about

formed at temperatures below 573° C;
tites. English. Also called low quartz.

of alpha particles. C.T.D.

N1.1-19.57; Handbook ol Chemistry and

Physics, 4.5th ed., 1964, p. B-143.
alpha zircon. A mineralogical name for

any
zircon with properties about specific grav-

4.7; refractive index, 1.92 to 1.98.
Strongly birefringent, 0.059. Almost no
other type is used in jewelry. Set also beta
ity,

zircon; gamma zircon. Shipley.
alpbatite. Proposed by Salomon for clays and
silts consisting largely of rock flour, such
as the fine material produced by glaciers.
There seems little reason for the term, and

extreme difficulty in its application because of inability to determine that a clay
is a rock flour and not composed of particles of many origins brought together by
wind or water. A.G.I.
Alpides. Great east-west structural belt including the Alps of Europe and the Himalayas and related mountains of Asia, folded
mostly in the Tertiary period. A.G.1. Supp.
alpine. Of, pertaining to, or like the Alps or

mounted so that it swings in the same way.

by the action of hydrothermal soluticiu.

Sometimes classed as a phase of metamor-

phism but usually distinguished from it
because it is milder and more localized;
also applied to secondary (supergene)
changes in rocks or minerals. A.G.!.

altel*d mineral. A mineral that has undergone more or less chemical change under
geological processes. Fay.

altel*d rock. A rock that has undergone

changes in its chemical and mineralogical composition since it was originally
deposited. Weed, 1922.

altered done. Any stone of which the appearance, especially the color, has been changed
by any artificial means, whatsoever. Such
change may be either external or internal.
See also treated stone; coated stone;
heated stone; stained stone. Shipley.
altern. A crystal form having opposite parts

corresponding in form, but alternating
with each other in the position of sides

and angles. Standard, 1964.

any lofty mountain. Resembling a great

alternate immersion test. A corrosion test in

larly above tree line, and cold climate.

medium at definite time intervals. ASM

Alpine diamond. Pyrite. Shipley.
alpine glacier. A glacier occupying a moun-

alternate pillar and dope. See square-set

mountain range of southern Europe called
the Alps. Implies high elevation, particuSupp.

tain valley and fed by snow fields in the

higher mountains. Standard, 1964.

Alpine revolution. That period of earth
movement in the Tertiary period (mainly
in the Miocene) when the Alps and other
mountain

chains came into existence.

C.T.D.

aiquifou. A coarse-grained galena, used by
potters in preparing a green glaze. Standard, 1964.

alsbacidte. A plutonic igneous rock containing sodic plagioclase, quartz, subordinate
orthoclase, and accessory garnet, biotite,

and muscovite. Quartz and orthoclase
occur in part as phenocrysts in a granular

groundmau. A quartz-rich variety of granodiorite. A.G.I.

alsbedite. A variety of titanite containing
yttria; found in Sweden. Standard, 1964.
Minos. Product of fusion of lead oxide and
silica; used in ceramic glazing. Bennett 2d,

1962.

Aida, cylinder. A particular type of ball
mill. See also ball mill. Dodd.

alstoaite. See bromlite. Fay.

alt Abbreviation for altitude. &Min Style
Guide, p. 58.

akake. A tin-white lead telluride, PbTe,
found in Colorado. Originally found in
the Altai Mountains of Asia. Isometric.

Sanford; Dana, 17.

Aka mud. Trade name for bentonite clay

which the specimens are intermittently

immersed in and removed from a liquid

Gloss.

stoping.

alternate polarity. Arrangement in magnetic
separator whereby ore travels alternately
through normal concentration and entropy

fields, thus stirring attracted material
and shaking out entrained nonmagnetics.

Pryor 3.

alternating current. Current, the direction of
which is reversed at regular intervals, usually 120 reversals per second or 60 cycle

current. Kentucky, p. 263.
alternating-co:mat ampere. That current

which will produce heat at the same rate
as a direct-current ampere, when flowing
through a given ohmic resistance. Ken-

tucky, p. 263.

alternatag-current generator. A generator

for the production of alternating currents
and voltages. Ste also direct-current gen-

erator. Nelson.

akernatag-current motor. An electric motor
of either single or polyphase type operated
by an alternating current. Crispin.

alienating-current transformer. A device
used to raise or lower the voltage of an
alternating circuit. It consists of an induction coil having a primary and secondary
winding and a closed iron core. Crispin.
alternating motion. Up and down, or backward and forward motion. Zeros.

alternator. A pnerator producing alternating current by the rotation of its rotor,
which is driven by a steam or water tur-

which is colloidal and gel-forming. Used

bine. A gas turbine or a diesel engine can
be used as a prime mover in certain cases.

Also used in cementing rock cavities.

altimeter. An instrument for measuring alti-

akar. A step in the wall -of a graving dock.
Its purpose is to take the thrust from the
shores supporting a ship when the dock

altitude. a. In surveying: ( I ) the angle of
elevation of a point thove the plane of the

for drilling in oil wells and to case and
cement holes in penetrating overburden.
Cumming.

Ham.

tion, alt. Standard, 1964.

1964. b. Mex. A hanging wall. Fay.

mixed. Fay.
alugenite. Al, ( SO4 ),.1 81-1,0 ; white monoclinic or triclinic mineral; specific gravity,
1.65 to 1.8; Mohs' hardness, 1.5 to 2; and
soluble in water. Bennett 2d, 1962.
alum. a. A hydrous double sulfate of alumi-

num and potassium, found in nature as

the mineral kalinite.

Fay.

b. In chemistry,

any one of a group of salts which are
hydrous double sulfates of aluminum,

chromium, iron, or manganese and one of
Fay. c. In mineralogy,

the alkali metals.

one of a group of minerals, which are

hydrous sulfates of aluminum and potassium, sodium, or ammonium. Fay. Alum is
sometimes used in the refining of koalin,
being added in small quantities to settling
tanks as a flocculating agent. Commercial
alum, which is aluminum sulfate, is more
generally used now by the clay producers.
Lee.

alum cake. A product of the action of sulfuric acid on clay, consisting chiefly of

silica and aluminum sulfate. Webster 3d.
alum coal. A variety of an argillaceous brown

coal rich in pyrite which weathers with

a formation of alums. Tomktiell, 1954.
alum earth. An argillaceous rock, commonly
a shale, containing marcasite or pyrite

which, as it decomposes, forms sulfuric
acid that attacks the shale and produces

alum. Many such rocks are carbonaceous.
Hess.

alumel. A nickel-base alloy containing about
2.5 percent manganese, 2 percent alumi-

num, and I percent silicon; used chiefly

pyrometric ti ermocouples. ASM Gloss.
aimed/zing. Process for spraying a protective

as a component of

coating of aluminum on a metal. C.T.D.
Supp.
alma feather. Set iron alum. Standard, 1964.

alumina. An important constituent of all

clays, Als0s, determining their suitability
for firebrick and furnace linings. Used in
the preparation of paints called lakes, in
dyeing, and in calico printing. Also, it is
widely used in granular form for abrasive
purposes, in grinding or cutting materials
of high tensile strength, such as alloy and
high-speed steels, annealed malleable iron,

tough bronze, etc. Also called oxide of

aluminum. Crispin. Crystalline alumina
occurs naturally as corundum, of which

sapphire and ruby are respectively blue
and red varieties. Emery is an intimate

mixture of alumina and magnetite or

hematite. Beauxite, diaspore, and gibbsite
are hydrated oxides. Aluminum oxide is

made in the electric furnace by fusing
bauxite or corundum. Fused aluminum
oxide is crushed and used as an abrasive,
a refractory, a heating element for ekctrical heaters, or as a filtering medium.
Fused aluminum oxide is sold under tht
following trade names: Adamite, Alowalt,

Aloxite, Alundum, Carboalumiaa, Coralox,

tudes. Crispin.

Corowalt, Corubin. Exolon, Lionite, Oxalumina, and Rex. lieu.
alumina, activated. See activated alumina.

horizon, and (2) the height of a point

alunina ceramic. Any
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aluminumpotassium sulfate

(S0i)rxH2O, is mainly Al (Al10rl.72-4.45
percent). Com?are ferricopiapite. Spencer
18, M.M., 1949.
aluminosilicate refractory. A general term

aluminum borate. A white, granular powder;

alumina ceramic
which alumina, (Ali Or), is the essential

crystalline phase. ACSB-4.

alumina crucible. A crucible made from

alumina mixed with liighly heated calcium
aluminate. Such crucibles are said to withstand sudden changes of temperaturc.
Bauxite has been used to replace the
alumina. Hess.
alumina-diaspore tireclay brick. A group of

brick, which includes the 50, 60, and 70
percent alumina grades. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

alumina gel. See aluminum hydroxide, gelatinous. CCD 6d, 1961.
alumina hydrate. See alumina trihydrate.
CCD 6d, 1961.

alumina, natural abrasive. See corundum;

emery. ACSG, 1963.
alumina porcelain. A vitreous ceramic white-

ware for technical application in which
alumina, (Al108), is the essential crystal-

line phase. ASTM C242-60.

811=1ns-silks refractorks. Refractories consisting essentially of alumina and silica,
and including high-alumina, fire clay, and
kaolin refractories. IIW.
alumina, sintered. Alumina, sometimes con-

taining a small amount of clay or of a

that includes all refractories of the fire

clay, sillimanite, mullite, diaspore, and
bauxite types. Dodd.

aluminosilicates. Compounds of aluminum
silicate with metal oxides or other radicals.
Used as catalysts in refining petroleum

and to soften water. See also zeolites. CCD

6d, 1961.

aluminothermlc reaction. In thermit welding,
the chemical reaction which occurs when

powdered aluminum is ignited with the

oxides of other metals. The aluminum extracts the oxygen from these metals and
burns fiercely, melting them and forming
the weld. Ham.
aluminothermy. A process of producing great
heat and strong chemical reduction by oxidizing finely divided aluminum with oxygen taken from another metal, this metal
being thus reduced fr;an its oxide (as
molten iron is obtained from iron oxide in

welding by the thermite process). Web-

ster 3d.

alumisous. Of the nature of alumina or clay.
Fay.

mineralizer, and fired at a high temperature to form a dense ceramic. Sintered
alumina hia great mechanical strength and

alumisous abrasive. An abrasive produced

and low power factor. Because of these
properties, sintercd alumina is used in
thread guides, tool tips, and grinding

alumistous fire clay refractory. This type of
refractory material is defined in British
Standard 1902 as an aluminosilicate re-

abrasion resistance high dielectric strength,

media; as the ceramic component of sparking plugs, electronic tubes, ceramic-tometal seals, etc. Sintered alumina coatings
can be applied to metals by flame-spraying. Dodd.

alumiaate. a. A compound having the general formula, MAIO, or MsAlOs, in which
M indicates a monovalent metal. Bennett
2d, 1962. b. A salt of aluminic acid. Sodium
aluminate is a common one, used to good

advantage as a mill addition, to set up

acid-resisting enamels and certain cast-iron
ground coats. Mineral aluminates, like
MgAlsOi are termed spinels. Erwin. Diet.

lumina tAlsydrate; aluminum hydroxide;
alumina hydrate; hydrated alumina; hy-

drated aluminum oxide; gibbsite; hydrae.gillite. AlsOs.3/1,0 or Al( OH )'8. monoclinic; white; crystalline powder, balls, or
granules; specific gravity, 2.42; insoluble
in water; and soluble in mineral acids and
caustic soda. Obtained from bauxite. Used
in glass and ceramics and as a source of
aluminum. CCD 6d, 1961. Sometimes used
in sintered bodies because of possible high
reactivity. Used in the placing and firing

of various ceramic products to prevent
sticking of the ware and the setter. 14f.
luminise' ferrosalhophyllite. A mineral,
FesAI,SimAlsOrs(0/1)1, from the southern

Kitakami mountainland, northeastern

japan. A variety of orthorhombic amphibole. American Mineralogist, v. 42, No.
7atalitly-August 1957, p. 506.
te. An old name for alunite. Hess.
alonahmite. A hydrous sulfate of aluminum,

AIRODSO..9/1,0, usually occurring in white
renifonn masses. Fay.
llnamhdum. British spelling of aluminum. Sff
also aluminum. Webster 3d.
ahembizimg. Forming an aluminum or alumi-

num alloy coatinF on a metal by hot dipping, hot spraying, or diffusion. ASM
Gloss.

asioisoco~a. A variety of copiapice in
which X in the formula, X(Ori),Fe"

by fusing aluminum oxide. Mersereau, 4th,
p. 285.

fractory containing 38 to 45 percent AlsO.i.

Dodd.

aluminous ores. Iron ores in which the

gangue consists principally of alumina.

Osborne.

alumisous refractory goods. Those which
contain more than 45 percent alumina.
Rosenthal.

aluminum. A light, silvery-white, ductile
metal with high electrical conductivity

and good resistance to corrosion. Obtained
from bauxite. It has numerous uses and is
the bases of many light alloys. Symbol, Al;

valences, 3, 4, 5, and 6; atomic weight,

26.98; atomic number, 13; isometric; spe-

cific gravity, 2.705 (at 20' C); specific.
electrical resistivity, 2.825 microhms per

cubic centimeter (at 20° C) ; mass conductivity, 212.9 percent of standard annealed copper; and melting point, 660.2'

approximately 2A1203.B203.3H20. Used in
the glass and ceramics industries. CCD 6d,
1961.

aluminum boride. The usual compound is
Al% this dissociates above 980° C to form

A11311 and Al. Dodd.

aluminum brass. Brass to which aluminum
has been added to increase its resistance to
corrosion. It contains 24 to 42 percent zinc,

55 to 71 percent copper, 1 to 6 percent
aluminum. Used for condenser tubes, etc.
Nelson.

aluminum bronze. An alloy of aluminum and
copper resembling pale gold; used in cheap
jewelry, etc. Standard, 1964. As a powder,
used in gilding. Fay.

aluminum enamel. A porceLin enamel specifically designed for application to aluminum. ASTM C286-65.

aluminum detonator. See Briska detonator.
Higham, p. 61.
aluminum fluoride; aluminum fluoride, anhydrous. AlFs; molecular weight, 83.98; triclinic; colorless, transparent; specific gravity, 3.07; melting point, 1,040° C; and

soluble in water. Bennett 2d, 1962. Used as
a flux in ceramic glazes and enamels. CCD
6d, 1961.
aluminum fluoride hydrate. A white crystalline powder; AlFs.31/2H20; and insoluble
in water. Used in the production of white
enamel. CCD 6d, 1961.

aluminum iluosilkate; aluminum 'Wolin-

odds. A white powder ; Als(SiFs)s. Used
in artificial gems, enamels, and glass. CCD

6d, 1961.
aluminum gold. An alloy said to be ruby red

containing 22 percent aluminum and 78

perceht gold; melting point 1,060° C.
Camm.
aluminum hydroxide. See alumina trihydrate.
CCD 6d, 1961.
alumimum hydroxide, gelatinous; hydrous

aluminum oxide; alumina gel. A white,
gelatinous precipitate; A1,08.4420. Used
in the manufacture of glassware and in

ceramic glaze. CCD 6d, 1961.
aluminum metaphosphate. Al ( P03 ), ; molecular weight, 263.91; white crystalline pow-

der; melting point, 1,700' C; and insolu-

ble in water. Used in glass, china, and

porcelain. Bennett 2d, 1962.

C. C.T.D. After magnesium, it is the light-

alumimum mistrals. Alunite, amblygonite,
andalusiw, bauxite, corundum, cryolite,

est of the metals in general use commer-

turquoise, wavellite, and many silicates.

cially. About half of our consumption
comes from bauxite mined domestically
(chiefly in Arkansas) ; the remainder is

imported, especially from Surinam. Barger.
aluminum alloys. A general term for numerous alloys in which aluminum is the basis
(that is, predominant) metal; for example,
aluminum-copper and aluminum-silicon
Duralumin, Y-alloy, etc. Also called
light alloys. C.T.D.
alumimus amalgam. An amalgam Prepared
by adding fine aluminum filings to a 5-percent solution of mercury chloride for 2 or
3 minutes, afterward washing the product

with alcohol. The mulling amalgam de.

composes water at ordinary temperatures,
liberating hydrogen. Camm.
almaimeme andanoside. AlSb; melting point,
1,080' C; and the crystals are hard, brittle,
and metallic. Prepared by melting together
pure aluminum and pure antimony in alumina crucibles under an inert or a reducere. A semiconductor for elecing at
ironic 11:711elations. LOC
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cyanite, diaspore, sillimanite, spinel, topaz,

The commercial :,res of aluminum are cryolite, a fluoride of sodium and aluminum,

found in Greenland; and bauxite, a hy-

drous compound of alumina, ferric oxide,
and silica, found in Arkansas, Georgia, and
Tennessee. Fay.

aluminum nitride. AIN; hexagonal; and clear
white crystals. Used to make crucibles for
melting aluminum by reacting aluminum
powder with nitrogen. Lff.
Amends.= onhophosphats. a. AlF.O.; molecular weight, 121.95; orthorhombic plates;
specific gravity, 2.566; melting point, above
1,500' C; insoluble in water; and soluble

in acids. Uwd in ceramics. Bennett 2d,

1962. b. White crystals; insoluble in alcohol; and soluble in alkalies. CCD 6d, 1961.
Waldman oxide. See alumina.
almeimum-potanium sudfute; alum; potassium alum. AIR ( SO.)2.12/140 ; molecular
weight, 474.38; isometric or monoclinic;
colorless; specific gravity, 1.75; meltinF
point, 92' C; no boiling point because at

aluminum-potassium sulfate
loses 9I-Is0 at 64.5° C; Mohs' hardness,
2 to 2.5; and soluble in water. Bennett 2d,
1962.

aluminum powder. Aluminum in the form of
tiny flakes, made by stamping; used as a
pigment in paints, inks, etc., usually after
coating with a lubricant to gain luster and
leafing characteristics. Bennett 2d, 1962.
aluminum silicate. Approx;mately
Os; molecular weight, 282.0; white lumps
or powder : and insoluble in water. Used in
manufacturing glass and ceramics. Bennett

2d, 1962.
aluminum silicates. Varying proportions of
AlsOs and SiOs. Occur naturally in clays.
Used in the glass and ceramics industry.
See also aluminosilicates. CCD 6d, 1961.
aluminum silicofluoride. See aluminum fluo-

silicate. CCD 6d, 1961.

aluminum silver. A bright alloy of aluminum
and silver, used in instruments where lightness is desirable. Standard, 1964.

aluminum-sodium sulfate; sodium-aluminum

sulfate; soda alum. Colorless; isometric;

Als(SO4)s.NasSO4.24H80; saline astringent

taste; effiosesces in air; soluble in water;
and insoluble in alcohol. Used in ceramics.

CCD 6d, 1961.
aluminum solder. An alloy of gold, silver,
and copper, sometimes with a little zinc;
used for soldering aluminum bars. Fay.
aluminum spine!. Octahedral crystals obtained in the manufacture of synthetic
corundum giving chemical analyses corresponding to ALM Hey, M.M., 1961.
aluminum sulfate. Als(SO4) j colorless when
pure; and crystallizes with 18 molecules of

water (as in alunogen) but is commonly
desiccated to about 14 molecules of water.
Usually made by treating bauxite with sulfuric acid. Used in petroleum refinery proc-

esses and as a waterproofing agent for
concrete. CCD 6d, 1961; Webster 3d. Used
in coagulating suspended matter in water.

Bennett 2d, 1962.
aluminum therapy. Therapy intended mainly

for prophylaxis (prevention) rather than
therapy ( treatment) of silicosis. The therapy
for inhalation of powdered
a uminum and alumina (A110s) dust by
miners in the change house. The prescribed
number and length of treatments is claimed
to be effective in ( 1 ) preventing pneumoconiosis from developing and (2) lessening
its effects if already contracted. The action
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britholite, (Ca,Ce,Y),(

amalgamation pan
(Si,A1,P)

05}1(F,0), from a Siberian locality. See
also pravditc. Hey, M.M., 1964.
alumocalcite. A variety of opal with alumina
and lime as impurities. Fay.
alumochrompicotite. See a lumoberezovite.

Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
alumogel. An amorphous aluminum hydroxide. Synonym for kliachite; sporogelite.
Compare siderogel. Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.
alumohydrocalcite. A white, pale blue, etc.,
hydrous carbonate of calcium and aluminum, CaO.AlsOs.2CO2.5H80. Monoclinic.
Chalky masses consisting of radially fibrous

spherulites. From Khakassky District, Siberia, U.S.S.R. English.

alum salts. Natural salts from which alum
can be made. See also halloysite; kaulinitc.
Sanford.
alum schist. See alum shale.
alum shale. A clayey rock containing carbonaceous material and marcasite or pyrite.
When decomposed, the iron sulfide forms

sulfuric acid which attacks the alumina
and potash of the rock, forming common

alum. Also called alum schist; alum slate.
Hess.
alum slate. See alum shale.
alumstone. An impure siliceous alunte. Fay.
Model. Part of furnace or condenser used in
distillation of mercury. Pryor, 3.

Alundum. Registered trademark for a proprietary fused alumina used in the manufacture of abrasive and refractory materials.

C.T.D. Alundum has the same chemical

CCD 6d, 1961.
aluminum tristearate. A white powder; approximately Al(CisHas0,),; specific gravity, 1.070; and melting point, 115 C.
Used as a cement additive. CCD 6d, 1961.
Amite. A mineral, KAls(504)5(OH)s, hexagonal rhombohedral, usually in white,
gray, or pink masses in hydrothermally
altered ieldspathic rocks. A.G.1.
alumoberesorke; ahmsocbrompkotite. Members of the spinel group with the composition (Fe.Mg)0.(Cr.A1)10, (alumoberez-

ovite) and (Mg,Fe)0.(Cr,A1),Os (alumocrompicoti te ). Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
alumanobrIlLsolits. An aluminian variety of

fusible, and insoluble in organic solvents.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
Am. Chemical symbol for americium. Hand-

book ol Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

1964, p. B-1.

amagrosite. A hydrous silicate of magnesium
and aluminum, MgO.AlsOs.55i02.7H2O. It

is commonly known as natural soap or
soaprock. A trade name for a bentonite

from the Amargosa River, Calif. The same
as montmorillonite. English.
amain. Eng. With greet force or speed.

Wagons or tubs are said to run amain, if
by accident they go over an incline, bank,
or dump, without the rope being attached;
or through the rope becoming detached or
broken. Fay.

amakinite. A mineral, (Fe,Mg) (OH) 2 ; rhombohedral ; oxidizes rapidly in air; occurs as

thin veins in kimberlite; U.S.S.R. Hey,
M.M., 1964; Fleischer.

amakusa. The Japanese equivolent of china
stone. See also china stone. Dodd.

amalgam. a. An alloy of mercury with one
or more other metals. ASM Gloss. b. The
pasty amalgam of gold and mercury, about

silver ranges from 27.5 to 95.8. Native

num sulfate, KAls(OH).(504):. Crystal
or reddish; Mohs' hardness, 4; specific

gravity, 2.6-2.8. Dana, 17, pp. 369-370.
Closely resembles kaolinite and occurs in

similar locations. Generally the result of
the action of water, containing sulfuric
acid, on feldspathic rocks, as when pyrite
in granite porphyry is oxidized. Fay.
alunitization. The introduction of or the replacement by alunite. A.G.I.
alunogen. A mineral consisting of a white
fiLrous aluminum sulfate, Ala( SOO s.181110,

frequently found on the walls of mines and

quarrirs. Also called feather alum; hair
salt. Webster 3d.

alvanite. Light blue-green rosettes, monoclinic, near Al3VO,(OH)..21/2H2O, in the

aluminum thiocyanste; aluminum sadfocyanate. A yellowish powder; Al(SCN),; soluble in water; and insoluble in alcohol and
ether. Used in manufacturing pottery.

ing mainly of the olefinic and paraffinic
series. It is light yellow in color, soft, in-

system, rhombohedral; color, white, gray,

complex, inactive silicate with silica dust
paiticles in the lungs or perhaps coating
each particle with an inert layer of alumi-

Hartman, p.69.

open-chain alyphatic hydrocarbons consist-

one-third gold by weight, obtained from

alurgite. A purple to red variety of manganese mica from St. Marcel, Quebec, Can-

num oxide.

alyphite. A variety of bitumen which on
distillation yields a high percentage of

composition as the nattiral mineral corundum. Fay.
alunite; alumstone. A basic potassium alumi-

apparently is a combined chemical-physi-

cal one, with the aluminum forming a

alvite. A zirconium mineral; a source of hafnium, containing 16 percent Hf0s; tetragonal. E.C.T., v. 15, p. 286 & v. 7, p. 341.
Obtained from Alve, Norway. Webster, 2d.

ada. Fay.

argillaceous anthraxolitic vanadiferous deposits of Kurumsak and Balasanskandyk,
Karatau, Kazakhstan, U.S.S.R. Named
from composition, aluminum vanadate. An
anion ba.; probably been overlooked, as the

mineal is stated to give off acid when

heated. Hey, M.M., 1961.
alvarolite. A supposed mw mineral subsequently shown to be mangantantalite.
Fleischer.

alveolar. Having small cellular structures like
a honeycomb. A.G.I.
alveolar mintage. The transposition of oxy-

gen to the blood and the removal of catbon
dioxide in the alveolae of the lungs. H&G.

alveoli. The lungs can be thought of as two

elastic bags containing millions of little

the plates in a mill treating gold ores.
C.T.D. c. A native compound of silver
and mercury, in which the percentage of

gold amalgam carrying 39 to 42.6 percent
gold has also been found. Sanford.
amalgam arc. An arc in a vacuum tube having electrodes of mercury amalgamated

with zinc, cadmium, or other metal. The
spectra of such arcs contain the bright
lines of the metals in the electrodes. Web-

ster 2d.
amalgamate. a. To unite (a metal) in an
alloy with mercury. Standard, 1964. b. To

form an amalgam with; as, mercury easily

amalgamates gold. Standard, 1964.

amalgamated claims. Eng. Mining claims
adjoining one another that have been
grouped Into one claim for more economical working. Fay.

amalgamating barrel. A short, cylindrical
vessel or barrel with solid ends turned to
fit bearings. The barrel is used for amalgamating battery accumulations and other
material. It is run with intermittent charges,
anci contains a load of steel balls or pebbles to effect cominution and to bring the
mercury into contact with the metal to be
amalgamated. Charging and discharging
are done through suitable doors. Fay.

amalgamatin table. A sloping wooden table
covered with a copper plate on which the
mercury is spread in order to amalm Ate
with the precious metal particles. C.T.D.
amalgamation. a. The production of an amalgam or alloy of mercury. Fay. b. The process by which mercury is alloyed with some

other metal to produce an amalgam. It
was used at one time for the extraction of
gold and silver from pulverised ores, now

distensible air sacs. These air sacs or alve-

superseded by the cyanide process. Barger.

oli are all connected to the air passages,
which branch and rebranch like the twigs

malgamation pae. A circular cast-iron pan
in which gold or silver ore is ground, and
the precious metal particles are =alga-

of a tree. H&G.
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American disk filter
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amalgamation pan
mated with mercury added to the pan.
C.T.D.

amalgamation process. A process of gold or
silver recovery in which the ore, finely divided and suspended in water, is passed
over a surface of liquid mercury to form
an amalgam. The amalgam is subjected to
fire-refining processes for the recovery of
the gold or silver. Henderson.

amalgamator. a. An apparatus used in mining for bringing pulverized ore into close
contact with mercury to extract free metal
from it by amalgamation. Standard, 1964.

b. See amalgamation pan ; amalgamating
barrel. Fay.

amalgamator I. In ore dressing, smelting, and

refining, one who tends mercury-coated
plates, used in amalgamation process, over
which finely ground ore is passed to collect
particles of free gold liberated from waste
minerals by crushing (gold combines with
mercury to form an amalgam). Also called
plateman. D.O.T. 1.

amalgamator H. In ore dressing, smelting,

tal

stone than as a gem stone. Opaque;

Mohs' hardness, 6 to 6.5; specific gravity,
2.5; refractive Index, 1.52 to 1.53. From

the U.S.S.R.; Virginia; and Pike's Peak,

Colo. Same as atnazonstone. See also feldspar. Shipley.

Amazon jade. Amazonite. Shipley.

amazonstone. The earlier and still popular
name for amazonite. Shipley.
ambar. The Russian name given to excavations dug around a derrick forming small
reservoirs, where the sand raised from the
borehole is deposited. Also used as a temporary reservoir for oil. Fay.
amber. A very hard, yellowish to brownish,
translucent fossil resin that is found in
alluvial soils, in beds of lignite, or on some
seashores.

It takes a fine polish, and

is

used chiefly in making ornamental objects
(as beads and mouthpieces). Webster 3d.

amber colophany. Same as amber pitch.
Shipley.

amber drop. A term describing a shape in
which amber occurs. Shipley.

and refining, one who charges crushed gold
ore and proper amount of mercury in a
barrel or otiler equipment ; also, operates

amber forest. A forest whose trees yielded
the resin that fossilized into amber. Web-

a power unit to rotate the barrel or to

otherwise agitate the mixture of ore and

Amberg kaolin. A white-firing micaceous

mercury, thus causing particles of free gold
to amalgamate with mercury. D.O.T. 1.

kaolin from Hirschau, Oberpflaz, Germany.
A quoted analysis: 48.0 percent Si0e, 37.5
percent A1203, 0.5 percent Fes0s, 0.2 per-

amalgam barrel. A small cylinder batching
mill used to grind auriferous concentrates
intimately but gently with mercury. Pryor, 3.

amalgam gildlsg. A process of gilding in
which a metallic surface is coated with

gold amalgam and the mercury driven off
by heat. Standard, 1964.
amalgam pan. A muller mill with a horizontal rotating disk bearing on a fixed plate,
with gold-bearing material and mercury
flowing pulpwise between. Pryor, 3.

amalgam plate; amalgam table. A sheet of
metal (copper, muntz, etc.) with an adherent film of mercury that seizes gold
from flowing pulp. Pryor, 3.

amalgam retort; stilL The vessel where the
mercury is distilled off from the gold or
silver amalgam obtained in amalgamation.
Nehon.

amalgam slivering. A process of silvering
similar to amalgam gilding. Standard, 1964.

amalgam table. See amalgam plate. Pryor, 3.
amalgam treatment. See amalgamation proceu. Bennett 2d, 1962.
amang. Term used in Malay States for the
heavy iron, tungsten, and other associated
m;nerals found with the deposits of cassiterite. Lewis, p. 395.
amarantite. A monoclinic hydrousferric sulfate, Fe30,2S03.7H20. Fay.

amarlike. A pale greenish-yellow hydrous
sulfate of sodium and ferric iron, Na10.
Fes034SO4.121110; monocinic ;

crystals;

analagous to tamarugite. Vitreous to ada-

mantinc luster; astringent taste; good cleav-

found in veins cutting mauive coquimbite. From Tierra Amarilla, Chile.
age ;

English; Hem

amaryL A synthetic corundum of a clear.
green color; named from the similarity of
the color to that of the leaves of an amaryllis. Hess.
See variscite. Fay.

amatrke.

amame. Same as trass. Shipley.
amauske. An extremely fine ..rained crystalline rock such as a devitrified glass. Hess.
Same as petrosilex. Standard, 1964.

amazonite. A bright green laminated variety
of microcline. Used more as an ornamen-

ster 3d.

cent TiOit, 0.15 percent CaO, 2.6percent
alkalies, and 12.2 percent lou on ignition.
Dodd.

ambergris. A waxy substance found floating
in tropical seas, a morbid secretion in the
sperm whale, from where it is believed to
have come. Valued in perfumery. Not used
in jewelry. Often popularly ce,nlused with
amber. Shipley.

Amberine. A local trade name of a yellowish
green chalcedony from Death Valley, Calif.
English.

amberite. See ambrite, Tomkeieff , 1954.

amber lac. Amber pitch powdered and dissolved in turpentine or linseed oil. Same
as amber varnish. Shipley.

amberold. A name for pressed amber. Shipley.
amber, oil of. A reddish brown distillation of
amber. Shipley.
amber opal. Brownish-yellow variety stained
by Iron oxide. Shipley.

amber pitch. The residue resulting from the
distillation of oil of amber. Shipley.

amber tear. A term describing a shape in

which amber occurs. Shipley.
amber varnish. See amber lac. Shipley.
embed; ambitty. Decorative glass containing

specks of opaque material; the effect is
produced by allowing the glass to begin

to crystallize. Dodd.
ambitty. See ambetti. Dodd

ambivalence. Ability of certain elements, for
example, carbon, lead, tin, to form basic
or acid part of compound. Pryor, 3.
Brattiest. a. The environment surrounding a
body but undisturbed or unaffected by it.

Hy. b. Encompassing on all sides; thus.
ambient air is the air surrounding. Shock,
10.

amillygooke. A natural fluophosphate of
aluminum and lithium having the approximate formula, 21.iF.A1,0s.Pia. Theoreti-

it contains 10.1 percent lithia, although actual samples average about 8.2
percent, due to partial replacement of the
lithis by soda and potash, partial alteration of the mineral to nonlithium minerals.
and the presence of impurities. It is found
chiefly in the Black Hills area in the
cally,
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United States and in Brazil and Africa.

It constitutes the least expensive source of
alumina-phosphate and is the highest lithiacontaining lithium mineral. It has been

used to promote opacity in glass dinnerware, but the more general use of amblygonite is restricted due to its relatively
limited availability. Lee.
amblystegite. A dark brownish-green to black
magnesium-iron metasilicate, (Mg,Fe)SiOs,

that crystallizes in the orthorhombic system, and is closely related to hypersthene.

Standard, 1964.

ambonite. A variety of hornblende-biotite
andesite characterized by the presence of
cordierite; named from Ambon Island,
Moluccas, East Indies. Holmes, 1928.
Amboy clay. An American siliceous fire clay;
it is plastic and has a pyrometric cone
equivalent above 32. Dodd.

ambrite. A resinous substance occurring in
large masses in several coalfields of New
Zealand. It is a yellowish-gray, subtransparent, amorphous resin with a conchoidal

fracture and an approximate formula of
A.C.I.

ambroid. A reconstructed amber, made by
heating and uniting by pressure fragments
of amber; manufactured at Kaliningrad

(Konigsberg), U.S.S.R. Standard, 1964.
ambrosine. A yellowish to clove-brown amber

found in the phosphate beds near Charles-

ton, S.C.; it may be a modern resin that

has been subjected to the action of salt
water. Fay. Rich in succinic acids. Tomkeie fl, 1954.

ambulance. A conveyance for injured persons. Jones.

ambulance car; mine ambulance car. A mine

car fitted with first-aid equipment and a
stretcher. Pryor, 3.

amenability. Characteristic reaction of minerals to basic methods of mineral proceuing, studied in preliminary testwork on unknown ores. Pryor, 3.

amercement. Derb. A fine in the barmote
court, imposed on a miner for violation of
the laws. Fay.
American. Permissible explosive used in coal
mines. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Americam.lielgian furnace. A direct-fired Belgiait furnace employed in the United
States, conforming essentially to the Liege

design, but presenting miror differences

because of local adaptation. Fay.
American bowl. The same as common bond.

This bond is in very general use as it is

quickly laid and is as strong as other bonds,
Every fifth or sixth course consists of head-

ers, while the other courses consists of
stretchers. Crispin.

American boring system. A rope system of
percussive boring comprising a derrick

from 70 to 80 feet in height, which enables the complete set of boring toolsabout 60 feet in length-to be raised dear
of the hole and thus ease the task of clean-

ing the hole with a sludger. The method
has been used extensively in the United
States when prospecting for oil, natural gas,

and brine. An average speed of 40 to 50
feet per day is obtained with two to three
men. The system is not suitable in cases
where geological information is required.
Modern boring plants are capable of giving

much higher speeds including rock cores
where required. See also churn drill. Nelson.

Amok= disk filter. A continuous rotary

filter in which the separating membranes

American disk filter
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are disks, each which rotates through an
individual pulp tank in which the lower

amethystine. A color designation meaning
violet to purplish, used as in amethystine

part of the disk is immersed while vacuum
is applied internally. Ore pulp in a tank is
drawn to the membrane on which a solid

cake forms while filtrate passes to dis-

charge. The cake is removed before return
of the rotating segment of the disk to the
tank. Pryor, 3.
American forge. See Catalan forge; Champlain forge. Fay.
American gold. See coin gold.
American green jade. A Chinese trade name
for a poor variety of light-green jade, which
because of its cheapness, became very popular with American tourists and exporters

in China. The name was unheard of be-

fore World War I. Shipley.
American hotel china. A vitreous body, white
or colored, moderately translucent, having

great strength and covered with a moderately hard glaze. ACSG, 1963.
vesuvianite. Shipley.

American Jet. Jet from Colorado and Utah.

The former takes a high polish but the
latter is full of cracks. Inferior to Whitby

jet. Shipley.

American pearl. A term often used to refer
to freshwater pearl of North America.
Shipley.

American pump. A special kind of bailer,

used in oilfields for cleaning out wells. See
also bailer, a. Fay. Synonym for sand pump.
American ruby. Red garnet. Shipley.

American screw gage. A standard gagc for
checking the diameter, pitch, and number
of threads of wood screws and machine
screws. Crispin.

American standard pipe threads. The thread
used on wrought iron or steel, steam, gas,
and water pipes. Formerly known as Briggs
pipe thread standard. Crispin.
American system. See churn drill, a. Long.
See also American boring system.
American system drill. Synonym fot churn
drill. Long.
American system of drilling. See cable system. Fay.

American turquoise. Turquoise from the
southwestern United States. Usually pale

blue or bluish green to greenish blue. Also
known as Mexican turquoise. Shipley.
American vermilion. A pigment usually consisting of a lead molybdate or a basic lead
chromate (as chrome red). Webster 3d.
americium. An artificially produced, transsuranic, silvery-white metallic element, not
found in nature. Atomic number, 95; mass
number of the most stable known isotope,

243; and valences 3, 4, 5, and 6. First

produced by Seaborg, James, and Morgan
by cyclotronic bombardment of uranium
238 with high-energy (40 mev) alpha particles. Symbol, Am. Gaynor. Specific gravity, 11.7; melting point, below 1,100 C.
Webster 3d.

ameske. An apple-green silicate mineral be-

longing to the phyllosilicate group and

occurring in foliated hexagonal plates.
E.C.T. v. 12, p. 277 ; Webster 3d.
Ames amnion. Conemaugh :ormation,
upper Coal Measures of Pennsylvania,
Ohio, etc. Rice.

erasable basaltise Pale violet or reddish
beryl. Hess.

amethyst. Purple or violet transparent form

of quartz, color being due to trace of
manganese. Pryor, 3.

amethyst bassinet A name for pale reddishviolet beryl. SAipley.

ammonium amalgam

glass and amethystine sapphire. Shipley.
amethystine quartz. A phenocrystalline vari-

ety of quartz colored purplish or bluish.

violet by manganese. Standard, 1964.
amethystine ompphire. Violet to purplish sapphire. Shipley.

enamels. Hansen. b. Tschermigite. Dana
6d, p. 952.

ammoniac; ammoniac gum. A gum resin
from the stems of the perennial herb, Dorema ammoniacum, appearing as rounded
tears; having a peculiar odor; and a sweetish-bitter, somewhat acrid taste. From
Iran, northern India, and southern Siberia.
Used as an ingredient of porcelain cements.
CCD 6d, 1961.

amethystoline. Liquid inclusions of an unknown nature in amethyst. Hey 2d, 1955.
amethyst point. Hexagonal amethyst crystal

ammoniac gum. See ammoniac. CCD 6d,

sesses only the six (or sometimes three)

11111111011111 compressor. A machine for coin.

from an amygdaloidal geode. Usually pos-

termination crystal facts and usually graduated as to color with best color at point or
apex and often colorless at base. See also
burnt amethyst. Shipley.
amethyst quartz. A term loosely used by some

members of the trade to designate badly

1961.

presssing ammonia in refrigeration. Hess.
ammonia dynamite. Dynamite in which part
of the nitroglycerin is replaced by ammonium nitrate; used in mining. Bennett 2d,
1962. See also extra dynamites.
ammonia gelatin. An explosive of the gelatin
dynamite class containing ammonium nitrate. Webster 3d.

cabochon amethysts, especially
those cut from amethystine quartz. See also
amethystine quartz. Shipley.
Amex process. In uranium leaching, the solvent extraction of uranium ions from

ammonia liquor; gas liquor; ammoniacal
liquor. A condensed watery solution obtained in the destructive distillation of a

solved in kerosine. Pryor, 3.
Amherst stone. See bluestone. A.G.I.
amlanthus. Ancient term for long silky fibered

gen sulfide and cyanogen. Used in the

flawed

aqueous liquor by means of amines dis-

asbestos. Pryor, 3.

amlantold. a. Having the appearance of
asbestos. Standard, 1964. b. An olive-green,

coarse, fibrous variety of asbestos. Stand-

ard, 1964.
amlanthinite. Asbestos. Standard, 1964.

amigo. A stick, tied to the end of a rope, on
which men sit when being raised or

lowered in shafts. Hess.
MAW. The radical, NH:. Pryor, 3.

aminoffite. A hydrous silicate of calcium,

beryllium, and aluminum, CasBesAlSisOss
(OH).4/140. Colorless tetragonal crystals;
related to meliphane, from Sweden. Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.

A111111111111110. Middle Upper Cretaceous. A.G.!.

Supp.
ammeter. An instrument for measuring elec.

tric current in amperes by an indicator
activated by the movement of a coil in a
magnetic field or by the longitudinal expansion of a wire carrying the current.
Webster 3d.

ammines. Complex inorganic metal-ammonia
compounds, Ntis, taking the place of water
of crystallization. Pryor, 3.
ammiolite. A red or scarlet earthy substance,
probably a mixture of anticionate of cop-

per and cinnabar, said to be found in a

number of Chilean mines. Dana 6d, p. 865.

ammite. Same as oolite; routone. Standard,
1964.
ammonal. An explosive used mainly for heavy

quarry blasts in dry borehole:. It consists

of TNT, ammonium nitrate, and pow-

dered aluminum. See also blasting. Nelson.
ammonia. A colorless, gaseous alkaline com-

pound; NH4; lighter than air; pungent
smell and taste; very soluble in water;
and can be easily condensed by cold and
pressure to a liquid. It is a byproduct of

the gas and coke industry and it forms

ammonium salts by combination with acids
and forms many organic derivatives, such
as amines, awino acids, amides, and alkaloids. Used both free and combined. Used
in making fertilizers and explosives. Webster 3d.
anmeonia alum; almelsame-ammoaluar sulfate; anunorelum-ahensinuen sulfate. a.
A 1 NM( SO.): .12H.O. Used as a setting.

up agent for acid-resisting or
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stainless

bituminous coal in gas or coke manufacture, composed of ammonia and ammonium compounds, and containing hydro-

production of anhydrous ammonia, aqua
ammonia (ammonium hydroxide), ammonium sulfate, and other ammonium salts
and as a source of ammonia in the Solvay
process for producing soda ash. CCD 6d,

1961.

ammonia niter; ammonia nitre. Ammonium
nitrate (MONO.; nitrammite. Spencer
19, M.M. 1952.
ammolga-sOda process. See Solvay process.
C.,D 6d, 1961.
ammonia stillman. In the coke products industry, one who extracts ammonia from

liquor for use in producing ammonium

sulfate by circulating substances through
stills and auxiliary equipment. Also called
stillman ammonia pump-and-still opera.
tor stillman,
bypioducts. D.O.T. Supp.
ammrialoborite. A white hydrous borate of
anunonium, (NH4)10.5B408.5H20, found
in fumarolic deposits. Aggregates of minute plates; monoclinic. or triclinic. Differs

optically from larderellite, which has the
tame composition. From Larderello, Tus-

cany, Italy. English.
ammoniojarosite. A pale yellow hydrous sul-

fate of ammonium and ferric iron, (NW,
Fee( OH) 12 ( SO, )4. Lumps
of tabular
grains. Rhombohedral. From west side of
Kaibab fault, Southern Utah. English,
ammonite. a. An extinct fossil cephalopod
found in rocks of Mesozoic aget particularly characteristic of the Jurassic period.
Frequently coiled in a plane. C.T.D. Various species of ammonites are Mesozoic
era index fossils. Burecu ol Mines Staff.
b. An Ammonium nitrate explosive, con.
taining from 70 to 95 percent ammonium
nitrate, besides combustible components,
which are so-called carbon carriers, as
resin meal, and naphthalene. Fay.
ammonium A hypothetical univalent alkaline radical (NH4), acting chemically like
a basic element ; analogous to potassium
and sodium. Standard, 1964.
ammonium acid fluoride. See ammonium
bifluoride. CCD 6d, 1961.
ammonium amalpm. A pasty, metallike mass
which results from the passage of an elec1

tric current through ammonium chloride

placed in contact with mercury at the
negative electrode of a battery, or from

pouring sodium amalgam into a solution

of ammonium chloride. Standard, 1964.
ammonium bicarbonate; ammonium-hydrogen carbonate; ammonium acid carbonate.
NH4HCO2. Used in conjunction with fluo-

rides to produce an acid bath for etching
certain types of glassware, as in producing
frosted surfaces on electric light bulbs.
Lee.

asnmonium bffluoride; ammonium acid fluoride; ammonium-hydrogen fluoride. White;
orthorhombic or tetragonal; deliquescent;

(NHOFHF. Used for processing beryllium; in electroplating; as a chemical reagent; in etching glass (white acid) ; and

in ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961.
ammonium carbonate; ammonium sestricarbonate. A mixture of ammonium acid carbonate and ammonium carbamate; (N114)
HCO2. ( NH4) ( NH2) CO2 ; colorless crystal

plates or a white powder; and unstable in
air, being converted into the carbonate.
Used in ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961.
ammonium chloride; sal ammoniac. NH4C1;
isometric; and colorless. When dissolved
in water, it is used as an electrolyte for

some primary cells. Obtained as a byproduct in gas manufacture. Used as a
flux in soldering. Crispin.

ammoalum fluoride. NH4F; hexagonal;
white; and specific gravity, 1.31. Used in
glass etching. CCD 6d, 1961.
ammonium fluosilicate; ammonium 'Wolk-

oride; cryptoludite. White; isometric or
hexagonal; (NH4)2SiF.; and specific grav-

ity, 2.01. Used in glass etching, in light
metal casting, and in electroplating. CCD

6d, 1961.
ammonium hydroxide. A solution of ammonia

in water; N1LOH. C.T.D.
ammoaium metavaaadate. NH4V02. Used in

certain ceramic glazes, especially in the
trivanadium yellow glazes, and as a base

for ceramic greens. Can be combined with
tin to produce tin-vanadium yellows. Lee.
ammonium skate. NH4NO2; molecular
weight, 80.04; colorless; orthorhombic;

specific gravity, 1.725 (at 25° C) ; melting point, 169.6° C; soluble in water; and

soluble in ethyl alcohol. Used in explosives
and as a fertilizer. Bennett 2d, 1962.

ammonium nitrate 'Mashes. These explosives are similar to the straight gelatins
except that the main constituent is am-

monium nitrate instead of sodium nitrate.

Ammonium nitrate is a more active explosive ingredient than sodium nitrate,
therefore ammonium nitrate can be substituted for nitroglycerin in much larger
quantities and still give explosives of
high weight 2trength. The nitroglycerin
content is usually 25 to 35 percent and
the ammonium nitrate content varies irom

about 30 to 60 percent. Ammonium ni-

trate gelignites are characterized by plastic

consistency; high densities of 1.5 to 1.6
grams per cubic centimeter; medium velocity of detonation of 2,500 meters per
second; and good fume properties. The
ammonium nitrate gelignites are useful

all-purpose explosivt-s and they are widely
used in metal mines, nongassy coal minm,
k.
quarries, tunneling, and construction

Their wide range of strengths enables a
suitable grade to be selected for blasting
almost every variety of rock from hard to

soft. McAdam 11, pp. 30-31.
ammosiom oxalate. Colorless ; orthorhombic;

(N114),C204.H20. Used in the manufacture of safety explosives and in rust and
scale removal from metals. CCD 6d, 1961.

ammosiume promistme; ammosium tin

atnpelitis
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ammonium amalgam

state. White crystals; soluble in water; insoluble in alcohol ; (N114)2W2024.6H20.

Used in the preparation of ammonium

phosphotungstate and other tungsten compounds. CCD 6d, 1961.
ammonium selenite. Colorless or slightly reddish crystals; (N1-14)2Se02.H20. Used in

the glass industry (red glass). CCD 6d,

1961.
ammonium silicoiluoride. See ammonium fluosilicate. CCD 6d, 1961.

ammonium stearate; anhydrous ammonium
stearate. A tan-colored, waxlike solid; free
from ammonia odor ; CI7H22COON114. Used

in integral waterproofing of cements, concrete, and stucco. CCD 6d, 1961. Molecular weight, 301; melting point, 74° C; and
soluble in water. Bennett 2d, 1962.
ammonium sulfate. ( Isif14),SO4; orthorhombic; and colorless. Sometimes added as a
minor ingredient in glass batches since it
is claimed to shorten the melting time and
to be more effective than salt cake as an

accelerating agent, both in melting and

refining. Lee. Obtained as a byproduct of
the distillation of oil shales, lignite, and
bituminous coals. Widely used as a fertilizer. Hess.

ammonium suifocyanate. See ammonium
thiocyanatc. CCD 6d, 1961.

ammonium sulfocyanide. See ammonium
thiocyanate. CCD 6d, 1961.

C.T.D.

amorphous mineral. A mineral with no definite crystalline structuri. Nelson.
amorphous peat. A type of peat in which the

original structure of the plants has been
destroyed as the result of decomposition
of the cellulose matter. It is heavy, compact, and plastic when wet. Tomkeieff, ,
1954.

amorphous phosphorus; red phosphorus. A
reddish-brown, nontoxic form obtained by
heating common phosphorus to about
250° C in airtight vessels. Used for safety
matches. It does not ignite until heated to

260° C; it conducts electricity; and it

forms red solutions with alcoholic potash.
Standard, 1964 ; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-125.
amorphous substance. A substance in which
the crystalline form is absent; for example,
glass, charcoal, or pitch. Cooper.
amorphous sulfur. The insoluble residue used
in vulcanization of rubber and is produced
by extracting flowers of sulfur with carbon
disulfide. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 903.
amorphous type of coal. A somewhat inaccurate term for a coal in which distinct plant
material is not discernible. Tornkeiell,
1954.

amortization. a. The process of estimating
whether an investor is justified in hazarding a sum of money to purchase a mine

ammonium thlocyanate; ammonium Buffocyanide; ammonium suifocyanate. Colorless; deliquescent; monoclinic; soluble in
wat..r, alcohol, acetone, and ammonia;
NH4SCN. Used in pickling iron and steel;

and its equipment. Hoov, p. 158. b. A

zirconium and hafnium, and of gold and

that the face value of capital invested will

insoluble in water; and soluble in acid.
Used for painting on porcelain. Bennett

amortization schedule. A table that shows

in electroplating; and as a separator of

iron. CCD 6d, 1961.
ammonium uranate. (N144)2U202; molecular
weight, 624.36; reddish-yellow powder;

2d, 1962.

anunonium wanadate. NILV03; used as a
source of vanadium in ceramic pigments,

for example, tin-vanadium yeUow, zirconium-vanadium yellow and turquoise, etc.
Dodd.
amoeboid. Describes the irregular structural

trends, unrelated to diastropic patterns,

associated with compaction folds. A.G.I.
amoibile. Cersdorffite. Dana 6d, p. 90.
amok. An Ethiopian term for blocks of rock
salt. Hess.

amorphism. The state or quality of being
amorphous; especially, the absence of crystalline structure. Standard, 1964.
a. Without form; applied to
minerals having no definite crystalline structure. Fay. b. Volcanic glass is
usually amorphous. Bureau of Mints Staff. .
c. Literally, without shape. An amorphous

ainttin
z

substance is one in which the internal arrangement of the atoms or molecules is
irregular and which in consequence has no
characteristic external form. Anderson.

ansurphons graphite. One of three major
types of natural graphite, the other two
being lump and crystalline flake. It is
found in metamorphosed coalbeds and is

ised for foundry facings. &Mints Bull.

585, 1960, p. 358.

amorphous natal. Metal in which the regular arrangement of atoms characteristic of
the crystalline state has been destroyed. It

has been shown to be produced on the

surface by polishing, but does not exist at
crystal boundaries nor on slip planes.

general term for the redemption of prepaid

assets of whatever sort. Truscott, p. 271.
c. The placing aside or application of sums

for the final extinguishing of securities,
loans, or a debt. In mining, this insures

be redeemed. Pryor, 3. d. The return of
capital with interest, invested in a mine
during the life of the mine. Nelson.

the principal remaining due or outstanding
immediately after the annual payment, the

interest for the interval, and the amount

of principal repaid. Fay.
amortize. To provide for the gradual extinguishment of an obligation (as a mortgage

or a bond issue) by payment of a part of
the principal or by contribution to a sink-

ing fund usually with or at the time of
each periodic interest payment. Webster

3d.
amosite. A monoclinic mineral in the cummingtonite-grunerite series. Sinclair, W. E.,
p. 27.
amp Abbreviation for ampere. BuMin Style
1961, p.770.
ampaegabeite. a. A rare, strongly radioactive,
massive, orthorhombic mineral, (Y,ER,U,
Ca,Th),(Cb,Ta,Fe,Ti)2022. It is light yel-

low-brown, deep brown, and brownish-

black, occurring in potash-rich pegmatites
associated with columbite, beryl, microcline, euxenite, strueverite, monazite, garnet, and muscovite; also found with betafite
and malacon. Crosby, p. 5. b. A discred-

ited term equal to samarskite. American

Mineralogist, v. 46, No. 5-6, May-huse
1961, p. 770.

anspasimeake. A rock containing nepheline,
titaniferous augite, hornblende, and mag-

netite, in a brown, fine-grained ground-

mass; related to pasinite. Hess.

ampelite. a. Same as cannel coal; carbonaceous schist. Webster 3d. b. An obsolete
name for bituminous or carbonaceous shale.

Tomkeieff,, 1954.

ampelilh. An ancient name applied to a vari.
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analcimite

amphisapropeL Cellulose ooze containing
coarse plant debris. Tomkeieff, 1954.
amphitheater. A relatively flat valley or
gulchlike depression, generally oval or cir-

amygdule. a. A small gas bubble in lava or
other igneous rocks filled partly or completely with a secondary mineral, such as
a zeolite, calcite, quartz, etc. 4.G.1. Supp.
b. An agate pebble. A.G.I. Supp.
amygduler. A lava in which the steam holes
have been filled by chalcedony or other

ampelitis
ety of bituminous earth used as an insecticide sprinkled ovr vines. Toinkeieff , 1954.

amperage. The strenjth of a current of electlicity expressed in amperes. Webster 3d.
ampere. The practical unit of electric currcnt. The current produced by 1 volt acting through a resistance of I ohm. Abbreviation, amp. Webster 3d.

ampere-foot. A 1-ampere current flowing
foot of an electric conductor.
through
A wire 20 feet long conducting a current
1

of 6 amperes has 120 ampere-feet (20 feet
times 6 amperes). Abbreviation, amp ft.
Standard, 1964.
ampere-hour. The quantity of electricity car-

ried past any point of a circuit in 1 hour

by a steady current of I ampere; 1 amperehour equals 3,600 coulombs. Abbreviation,
amp hr. Webster 3d.

amperemeter; ammeter. An instrument for
measuring the strength of an electric cur-

cular in outline, formed by glasiation in
alpine mountains at or near the head of
drainage. See also cirque. A.G.1.

ampholyte. Substance which can function
either as proton-acceptor or donor; forms

amyl xanthate. A powerful collector agent

amphoteric element. An element which may
behave as a metal (loses electrons) or as
a nonmetal (accepts or shares electrons)
depending on its environment. VV.
amphoterite. An achondrite (stony meteorite) that is chiefly bronzite and olivine.

anabranch. An effluen of a stream which

properties. C.T.D. b. Capable of acting
either as a base or an acid. Hess.

Hess.

and Na; B is mainly Mg,Fe", Al, and

Fe" '. The amphiboles are common rockforming minerals. Following are the most

important amphiboles: anthophyllite,
(Mg,Fe),Si10:1(OH),, orthorhombic; the

cummingtonite-grunerite series, ( Mg,Fe ) 1Si.0,1(OH),, monoclinic: the glaucophane,
riebeckite series. Nas(Mg,Fe",A1,Fe"')eSie-

0(OH),, monoclinic; the tremolite-actinolite series, Ca, (Mg, Fe"), Siiiar (011)s.

monoclinic ; hornblende, (Ca,Na),( Mg,Fe",A1,Ti )6( Si,Al ),On(OH,F )1, monoclinic; crocidolite, nearly NasFe," 'Si.0,2-

(OH),, monoclinic. 4.G.1.
amplabole-magnethe rock. A granular, more
or less, banded rock containing granerite,
other ferruginous silicates and magnetite,
produced by the contact metamorphism of
ferruginous cherts, such as taconite, jaspillite, tc. Holmes, 1928.
amphibolite. A crystalloblastic rock consisting mainly of an amphibole and some plagioclase. Quartz is absent, or present in small
amounts only. When quartz is more abun-

dant, there is a gradation to hornblende-

plagioclase gneiss. 4.0.1.
amphibolite fades. An assemblage of minerals
formed at moderate to high immures be-

tween 850 and 1,300' F (450' and 700'

C) during regional metamorphism. Leer.
amplabolixation. The development of an am-

phibole mineral in a rock as a secondary
mineral. 4.G.1.
amphibololite. A general designation for
phanerocrystalline igneous rocks composed
ntirely, or almost entirely, of amphiboles.
4: olmes, 1928.
ampidgeelte. Baialtic lava containing amphi-

gene or leucite; an old name for leucite

tephritc. Standard, 1964.
amphiloglie. Greenish or grayish muscovite
in fine scales; doubtfully supposed to contain CaCCO... Synonym for clidymite; didrimite. Dena 6d, p. 614.
asaplansorphie. Formed by a twofold process,

as the action of mineral-bearing thermal
spnngs upon sedimentary argillaceous deposits during deposition. Fay.

rejoins the main stream, forcing an island
between the two watercourses. Standard,
1964.

the mean position in connection with vi-

anaclinal river. °Opposite of cataclinal.
Webster 3d.
Anaconda method. A bunch blasting method

and sealed by fusion of the glass neck.

amphibole. A mineral group, As-,B3(Si,A14)0,1(OH),, where A is mainly Mg,Fe ",Ca,

public. Holmes, 1928.

anaclinal. Descending in a direction opposite

electric current of 1 ampere; 1 ampereturn being equal to 0.4r or 1.257 gilberts.
ampere volt. A watt. Standard, 1964.

used in the flotation process. Pryor, 3.
anabohitsite. A variety of olivine pyroxenite
containing hypersthene and hornblende,
with a high proportion of magnetite and/or
ilmenite; from Anabohitsy, Malagasy Re-

amp br Abbreviation for ampere-hour. Bu-

Min Style Guide, p. 58.
amplitude. The maximum displacement from

Webster 3d.

with 8 isomers. Pryor, 3.

salts either with bases or with acids.
Pryor, 3.
amphoteric. a. Having both acidic and bask

rent in amperes. Standard, 1964.
ampere-turn. The meter - kilogram - second
(mks) unit of magnetomotive force equal
to the magnetomotive force around a path

that links one turn of wire carrying an

minerals. Hess.

amyl akohol. C5}1110H; a frothing agent

bration. Taylor.
ampul. A glass container designed to be filled
ACSG, 1963.

ampullar pearL Any pearl, such as a true

pearl formed in the ampulla or epidermis
of the mollusc, as distinguished from cyst
pearl and muscle pearl. Shipley.
ampul tubing. Tubing of special composition

suited to the manufacture of ampuls. It

must work well in the blowpipe flame, and
must resist the action of the materials

stored in the ampul. C.T.D.
amu Abbreviation for atomic mass unit. BuMin Style Guide, p. 58.
amygdale; ashygdule. Vesicle or vapor cavity
of volcanic and occasionally of intrusive
rocks, which has become filled (partly or
completely) with secretionary products
usually of late magmatic origin, such as
zeolites, chlorite, forms of silica, and calcite. Amygdule is the diminutive of amygdale, and consequently the terms are not
strictly synonymous. Stokes and Verne:,
1955.

amygdaloid. A vesicular or cellular igneoui
rock, ordinarily basaltic, in which the vesicles have been partly or completely filled
with a secondary deposit of calcite, quartz,

epidote, native copper, or zeolites. The
term is used in the form of the adjective,

amygdaloidal, and should be limited to this.
As a noun, it is also employed for second-

ary fillings of the cavities, which are usually calcite, quartz, or some mineral of the
zeolite group. The filled cavities are called
amygdules or amygdales. Amygdaolidal
rocks are of interest in the Urited States
because certain basaltic lava sheets on

Kewennaw Point, Lake Superior, have

amygdules filled with native copper and are
important sources of the metal. Amygdaloi.

dal cavities are limited to the upper and

lower portions of lava sheets. The name is
derived from the Greek word for almond.
Fay.
amygdaloidaL a. Containing amygdules. Like
or pertaining to an amygdaloid. Byrum of
Mines Staff. b. Almond4taped. Zan.

maygdaloidal geode. A geode which has
formed in an amygdaloid. Shipley.
mendaloidal mei. A rock containing amygduks and/or amygdales, or the structure
of a rock resulting from their presence.
SchisIndecker.

to that of the dip of the strata, as an

in which 6 to 15 flaws, eut to respective
lengths but 2 inches longer than required,

are tied together near one end by two

raveling, of fuse spaced about 5 to 6 inches

apart. A special cutter cuts the fuses off
evenly between the two ties, leaving the
fuses tied together and offering a smooth
face of cut ends. Another bunch is made
from the fuses of the remaining holes in
the round. By using a short notched fuse
as a spitter, the flame is directed against

the cut end of one bunch of fuses. As soon
as this bunch ignites, it is held close to the
face of the second bunch, moving slowly

to contact all fuses with the flame from

the first bunch. Bunches should be held at
least 6 inches back from the end to avoid
burning the hands. By this method all the

holes of a round are fired in only two

groups and by one spitter. Lewis, pp. 120121.

Anaconda process. A method for the shaping
of silica refractories formerly used at some

refractories works in the United States.
The bricks were first slop-molded, then

partially dried, and finally repressed. The
name derives from the town of Anaconda,
Mont., where the process was first used
early :n the present century by the Amalgamated Copper Company. Dodd.
ansterobk. Pertaining to organisms that live
without oxygen. Bateman.
anagenite. A bris(ht green chromiferous clay,
close to seheynite. Chrome ocher. Dana 6d,
p. 697.

anaglypit. A map so drawn in two colors
that a three-dimensional picture is obtained when seen through a special view-

ing device. B.S. 3618,1963, sec. 1.

And& sapphire. See Queensland capphire
Shipley.
altalar. Chemically, a reagent of high purity.
amf:ratee, 3.

. High-temperature albite; inversion

occurs at about 700' C. 4.G.1. supp.

aludeims; asakite. A colorless or white, transparent to translucent hydrous sodiuns-alu-

minum silicate, Na(AlSis0.)11,0. Crystal
system, isometric; Mohs' hardness, 5.0 to
5.5; specific gravity, 2.27; and luster,
vitreous. Dame 17, p. 507.

analeheite. a. A rock that was probably a
nepheline syenite originally but now is

altered and contains over 50 percent anal-

anchored-type ceramic veneer
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analcimite
cite (analcime). Webster 3d. b. The same
as analcitite. Webster 3d.
azialchnizatloo. The replacement of feldspars
or feldspathoids by analcite (analcime),
usually in igneous rocks and the result of
late-magnetic or post-magnetic reactions.
A.G.I.
analcimolith. An igneous rock composed of
analcite (analcime), cither primary or
secondary. Hess.

analcite. See analcime.
analcite basalt. An olivine-bearing basaltic
rock, in which the predominant felsic mineral is analcite; feldspar, if present, is
merely accessory. Compare leucite basalt;
nepheline basalt. Holmes, 1928.
anakite diabase. A diabase, containing analcite, usually as an interstitial constituent.
The term is often used synonymously with
teschenite, but it is preferable to reserve
the latter term only for varieties containing
soda pyroxenes and/or soda amphiboles.
Compare crinanite. Holmes, 1928.
anakite essexite. A gray to almost black, fine
to coarse, granular igneous rock containing
labradorite, orthoclase, andesine, oligoclase,
and hornblende, both as phenocrysts and

as small grains; also, a little augite and
magnetite. Ana !cite is in the fine-grained

groundmass. Holmes, 1928.

analcite thsuaIte. Tinguaite with considerable analcite. Fay.
analcitite. Pirsson's name for olivine-free
analcite basalt. Fay.

anakitization. The replacement of feldspars
of feldspathoids by analcite of late-magmatic or post-magmatic processes. Holmes,
1928.

involve actual separation, of one or more
ingredients of a substance either as to kind
or amount. Also, the tabulated result of
such a determination. Webster 3d.
analytical chemistry. Qualitative or quantitative composition of materials. Pryor, 3,
p. 80.

analyze. To separate into constituent parts
or elements for study. Merrereau, 4th,
p. 413.
analyzer. a. One of two nicol prisms or
polaroid discs in thc petrological microscope, between which thin rock sections
are studied with transmitted polarized light.

Pryor, 3. b. The part of a polariscope that
receives the light after polarization and exhibits the properties of light. Webster 3d.
anamesite. Suggested by von Leonhard in
1832 for finely crystalline basalts that are
texturally between dense typical basalt and

thc coarser dolerites. The name is from

the Greek phrase, in the middle. Fay.
anamigmatism. High-temperature, high-pressure remelting of sediments to form mag-

mas. Considered by some to be the next

more intense process after anatexis. A.G.I.

anamorphic zone. A zone corresponding to
the zone of rock flowage. It is especially

characterized by silicatization involving decarbonation, dehydration, and deoxidation ;

the processes are constructive. See also

katamorphic zones. Fay.
=amorphism; anamorphosis. Metamorphism
at considerable depths in the earth's crust
and under great pressure, resulting in the
formation of complex minerals from sim-

pler ones. Fay. The term contrasts with

katamorphism, which designates the break,

anallatic lens. The additional lens fitted to

ing-down processes that take place at or
near the surface of the earth, such as
weathering. Stokes and Varner, 1955.

for stadia work, the additive constant is

A greenish-white hydrous phosphate
lorialcium and iron, (Ca,Fe),(P0a)s.4H10.

the telescope of a surveying instrument so
that it is internally focusing. When used

zero. Ham.
analog computer. One which works by creat-

alte.
Crusts of tabular crystals on limonite. Tri-

ing an analogy of the problem, mathe-

clinic. From Anapa, Black Sea, U.S.S.R.

analog indkator. A device which translates
a measured variable to a pointer dedection
or other visual quantity which is continually proportional to and generally calibrated in terms of the measured function.

anastomosing. a. An anastomosinf stream is
a braided stream. Branching, Interlacing,
:ntercommunicating, thereby producing a
netlike or braided appearance. A.G.I. b.
Netted; interveined. A.G.I.

matically. Pryor, 3, p. 31.

ASM Gloss.

analogue. a. Corresponding to or resembling
something else in some way, as in form,
proportion, etc. Bureau ol Mints Stall. b.

Designating that pole (end) of a pyro-

electric crystal to which heating gives a
positive charge. Compare antilogous. Bureau ol Mines Staff.
analogy. Comparison between two effects.
Alternating current is used as an analogy
in the study of tides. Electrical analogies

are also applicable to such studies as seepage rtf water through sand, and to the solu-

tion of certain structural problems. Ham.
analysis. a. A quantitative statement of the
experimentally determined physical and
chemical characteristics of a coal. Set also
air-dried basis; dry ash-free basis; dry mineral matter basis. B.S. 3323, 1960. b. The

determination of the whole or part of the
constituents of a coal, rock, or mineral.
Se. also assay ; chemical constitution of
coal. Nelson. c. The process of reducing a

probkm to its primary components; the

assessment of causes or faults from survey

data, etc. Nelson. d. The separatior,

of

compound substances into their constituents by chemical processes. Webster 3d. e.
The determination, which may or may not

English.

per minute with a cutting depth from 11/2
to 3 inches and the broken coal is loaded
by the plough-shaped body on to an armored conveyor. The maciroe can be operated independently of the face conveyor.
See also Rehisshakenhobel. Nelson.

aachaduar. Fillings of old workings in a
mine, and said to carry gold of recent
deposition. This is a product which deposits in most of the old stopes throughout

the mine. In some instances, the whole

stope for 20 feet wide is filled. It is apparently siliceous material with more or less
pyrite. Hess.
anchl-. A prefix meaning almost in petrologic
terms. A.G.I.
anchieutectic. Applied to magmas which are

incapable of undergoing further notable
mainstage differentiation because their

mineral composition is practically in eutectic proportions. A.G.I.
anchimonomineralic. Applied to those rocks
which are composed almost entirely of one
mineral; for example, anorthosite, bronzithe, dunite, etc. Holmes, 1920.

anchor. a. To fasten down or hold in place.
Long. b. A heavy object buried in ground
to which a guy or snake line may be attached. Also called deadman. Long. c. A
buried log, mass of masonry, or other de-

vice to which may be fastened lines or
rods for holding in place any object, such

as the casing of a high-pressure well, a

derrick, a pole in a curving line, the cables

of a suspension bridge, etc. Hese. d. A

length of tubing extended below the working barrel of a pumping well. Hers. e. An
anchor-shaped rabble used in drawing coke
from a coke oven. Hess.

anchorage. That portion of any beam or

structure designed to resist pulling out or

slipping of the beam or structure when
subjected to stress. Nelson.

anchorage distance. That distance behind a
quay wall at which a deadman must be

fixed to insure that it will not slip with
the wall but will provide an efficient an-

found in shale, sandstone, limestone, gran-

chorage for it. Ham.
anchor and WHIM A heavy metal hinge for
lock gates, built into masonry or concrete
of the lock and carrying a projecting hole
to take the pintle of thc gate. Ham.
anchor bolt. a. A bolt with the threaded portion projecting from a structure, generally

hedrite. Standard, 1964.
anstectk. Ste anatexis. Hess.
=steaks. a. A high-temperature metamorphic

against the forces of vibration. Also known
as holding-down bolt; foundation bolt.

=atm. Titanium oxide, TiO2; never primary, but alters from titanium minerals;

ite, dolerite, etc. Nelson. Same as octa-

process by which plutonic rock in the
deeper levels of the crust is dissolved and

regenerated as a magma. Compare syntexis. A.G.I. b. The complete melting of
crustal rocks to form granitic magma, as

opposed to rheomorphism or mobilization,
which implies merely the development of
bufficient liquid to permit movement. Some
include both processes under the term anatexis. A.G.I.
ananzite. A clay mineral near kaolinite, but
containing excess silica, probably as interlayered sheets. Monoclinic. A.G.I.; Dena
17.

Anbanhobel. A rapid plough for use on longwall faces. The machine ie superior to the

original Loebbe Hobel and can negotiate
small faults or washouts on the face by the
use of more than one plough. It is suitable
for seams from 2 to 8 feet thick, with reasonably good roof and floor. The plough
travels abng the face at a tined of 75 feet
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used to hold the frame of a building
secure against wind load or a machine

Ham. b. A bolt or other device used to
secure a diamond-drill base to a solid

foundation. It may or may not be threaded.

Long. c. A lag screw used to anchor the

drill base to a platform or sills. Long.
anchor charge. Means of fastening an expbsive charge in a seismic shot hole to allow

several charges to be preloaded. At each
stage the bottom charges fired first, the
upper charges being held down by anchors.
A.G.L

anchored dune. Sand dune stabilised by

growth of vegetation. A.G.I. supp.
am:bond tower. A steel, towerlike derrick
designed to serve as a drill platform and

for support of drive pipe or casing in drill-

ing borehoks in formations underlying

bodies of water. The tower is held upright
in the water by lines fastened to anchors.
Long.
anchored-type ceramic veneer. Ceramic slabs
approximately 2 to 27: inches thick, held
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A.N./fuel oil explosive
forms with radial structure. Hess.
anegite. A rock consisting of pyroxene, spinel,

a body of water and attached to the bottom or to submerged objects. Also called
ground ice; bottom ice. Webster 3d; Fay.
anchorite. A nodular and seined variety of

scopic features to andendioritc. Fay.
andersonite. A very rare, strongly radioactive,
hexagonal, secondary mineral, Na2Ca(U0s) (CO3),.6H10. It is bright yellowgreen and occurs as an efflorescence with
gypsum, schroeckingerite, bayleyite, and
swartzite. Crosby, p. 6.
Anderton shearer loader. A widely used cutter loader in which the ordinary jib of the
longwall coal cutter is replaced by a shear

variegated with dark mafic segregation

inches depending on its width. The ma-

anchored-type ceramic veneer
in place by wire anchors and a grout space

in which vertical pencil rods are placed.

The slabs are anchored to the rods, which,
in turn, are anchored to the backing wall.
See also ceramic veneer. ACSG.
anchor ice. Ice formed below the surface of

diorite, the normal facies of the rock being

drum which cuts a web from 16 to 22

patches and light felsic contemporaneous
veins. From Anchor Inn, Caldecote, Nun-

chine travels on an armored conveyor and
requires a prop-free-front for working. It

eaton, England. Holmes, 1928.
anchor Jack. See jack.

anchor line. Cable connecting anchor with
drill barge, float, other vessel, or drilling
tower. Long.

anchor oven. An oven from which coke is
removed with an anchor. Standard, 1964.
anchor plates. Plates attached to a drill base
used to anchor or fasten the drill to the

drill platform or platform sills with anchor
bolts or lag screws. Long.
anchor prop. See stell prop. Nelson.
ancbylose. To unite solidly; to grow together
into one. Rice.
ancient beach placers. Deposits found on the
coastal plain along a line of elevated
benches. BuMines Bull. 419, 1939, p. 326.
ancient cliff. See abandoned cliff. Schieferdecker.
ancillary. Synonym for auxiliary, a. Long.
colored by iron. Shipley.

ancylite. A very rare, weakly radioactive,

orthorhombic mineral, ( Ce,La ),( Sr,Ca ) a( CO, )7( OH )4.31120. Its color range is pale

yellow, yellowish brown, brown, gray; occurs as short prismatic crystals and also in
groups and crusts of small rounded crystals; found in pegmatitic veinlets in druses
associated with aegiritc, albite, microcline,
zircon, synchisite, cordylite, and eudidymite. From Narsarsuk, Greenland; Kola Pen-

insula, Russian Lapland. Crosby, p. 94;

English.

Ancylostoma. The type genus of Ancylostomatidae comprising hookworms that have
buccal teeth resembling hooks and are
parasites in the intestines of man and various mammals. Compare Necator. Webster
3d.
ancylostomiasis; ankylostomissis. Infestation
with or disease caused in man or animals
by hookworms; specifically; a condition in
man marked by lethargy, severe anemia,

and relative cosinophilia due to loss of
blood through the feeding of hookworms
in the small intestine. A common disease
among miners in the tropics. Also called

miner's worm; miner's anemia ; hookworm;
tunnel disease. Webster 3d.
andalnsite. A mineral, Al1SiO3; trimorphous

with kyanite and sillimanite; orthorhowbic. Commonly occurs in schist% and

gneisses. A.G.I. Sometimes used as a semiprecious stone. Fay.

andalusite hornstone. A compact, contactmetamorphic rock containing andalusite.
It is usually produced by the metamorphism of shale or slate by intrusions of granite. Fay.

andendlorite. A tertiary quartz-augite diorite

that occurs in the volcanic rocks of the
Chilean Andes. The quartz crystals are

remarkable for their inclusions of glass and
of fluids containing salt crystals. Fay.
audeogramite. A biotite-bearing hornblende

granite, similar in occurrence and micro-

shears the coal in one direction and the
front coal is loaded by a plough deflector,

and then returns along the face (without
cutting) and loads the remainder of the
broken coal. The ordinary Anderton is

suitable for coal seams above 3 feet 6

inches thick. See also shearer loader. Nel-

son.

andesilabradorite. An andesitic lava with
phenocrysts of calcic plagioclase (labradorite). Hess.

andesine. One of the plagioclase feldspars,
AbioAnurAbsoAnzo; intermediate between
albite and anorthite. A silicate of sodium,
calcium, and aluminum, with the sodium

in excess of the calcium. Triclinic. An important constituent of andesite and diorite.
Dana 17 ; Fay.
andesinite. Proposed by Turner for a granular igneous rock composed almost entirely
of andesine. Hess.

andesite. A volcanic rock composed essentially of andesinc and one or more mafic
constituents. Usually, the plagioclase is
strongly zoned and may range in composition from about Anis to Anui, but the aver-

age composition usually falls within the
range of andesine. When the rock is porphyritie, the plagioclase phenocrysts are

usually more calcic than the plagioclase in
the groundmass, and in addition, the
groundmass may contain small amounts of
microcrystalline or occult potassic feldspar
and cristobalite. Pyroxene, hornblende, or
biotite, or all three in various proportions,
may constitute the mafic constituents.
A.G.I. Also called greenstone.

andedte line. A map line designating the

petrographic boundary of the Pacific
Ocean. Extrusive rocks on the Pacific side

of the line are basaltic and on the other

side andesitic. Lest.
andorite. A dark, steel-gray sulfantimonite of
lead and silver, 2PbS.Ags.S.3Slit.S. Crystals
prismatic. Orthorhombic. From Felsobanya,

Romania; Oruro, Bolivia. Sundtite and
websterite are identical
English.

with

andorite.

andra; andrew; awn. A direction between

bord and end linc. Sometimes also spelled
horn. TIME.
andradite. The common cakium-iron garnet,
CasFes(Sig0),; isometric. Dana 17.
andre. A direction of coal face roughly halfwav between the main (bord) and secondary (end) cleavages; on the cross. Mason.
Andreasen pipette. An instrument used in the
determination of the particle size of clays,
by the sedimentation method. Dodd.

Andrews' elutriator. A device for particlesize analysis. It consists of (1) a feed vessel or tube; (2) a large hydraulic clauifier; (3) an intermediate classifier and,
(4) a graduated measuring vessel. Dodd.
andrewdte. A bluish-green phosphate of iron
and copper; formula uncertain; in globular
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pyrope, and hornblende characterized by
the absence of feldspar and olivine as es-

sential constituents. Mineralogically equivalent to pyroxenites but chemically allied to
gabbro. Hess.
anelasticity. a. The property of solids by

virtue of which strain

is

not a single-

valued function of stress in that low stress
range in which no permanent set occurs.
ASM Gloss. b. Time-dependent strain in
the elastic range. VV.
anemoclastic. That broken by wind erosion
and rounded by wind action. A.G.I.

anemogram. A continuous record of wind
speed and direction given by an anemo-

graph. Ham.
anemograph. A self-recording anemometer
giving a continuous trace of the direction
and velocity of surface wind. In the Dines
tube anemograph the wind pressure acts
upon the opening of a tube arranged as a
vane to face in the direction of the wind.
Pressure is transmitted through the tube to
a float carrying a pen, the height of which
indicates the wind velocity. Ham.

anemolite. a. An upturned form of calcite
stalactite; its form is supposed to have

been caused by air currents. English. b. A
stalactite which has one or more changes

in its axis of growth. Synonym for helictite.
A.G.I.
anemometer. An instrument for measuring air

velocity. It consists of a small fan from 3
to 6 inches diameter which is rotated by

the air current. By simple gearing, the
number of revolutions of the fan is re-

corded on dials. It is held in the mine airway for the exact number of minutes (N),
the instrument being moved steadily over

the entire area. The difference between
the initial and the final readings on the
dials, divided by N, gives the velocity of
the air in feet per minute. Instruments are
available for velocities from near zero to
6,000 feet per minute, also with extension
and remote control handles. See also airmeasuring station; self-timing anemometer.
Nelson.

aneroid barograph. Consists essentially of an

aneroid baraneter and a revolving drum.
The movement of the evacuated spring can

is transmitted and magnified through a

system of levers so that it is finally traced

by means of a stylo on the graph paper
attached to the revolving drum. The clrum
is

rotated by clockwork, and can be of

either the 24-hour or the 7-day type. The

graph paper is usually marked off in hourly
intervals, so that a complete record of the

atmospheric pressure at any instant may
be obtained. These barographs are used
extensively in mining and in meteorological
offices. Morris and Cooper, p. 70.

aneroid barometer. An instrument for measuring atmospheric pressure, built first by
Lucien Vidie in about 1843. Basically, variation in pressure with changes in altitude

is determined by the movements of the
elastic top of a metallic box from which
the air has been partly exhausted. Used
generally in measuring altitude. A.G.I.

AN-FO. Ammonium nitrate-fuel oil blasting
agents. Bureau of Mines Staff.

A.N./fnel oil explosive. A quarry or open.
cast explosive consisting of a mixture of
ammonium nitrate and fuel oil. A mixture
of 6 percent by weight of fuel oil to am-

monium nitrate is oxygen balanced, but

5 perc mt of fuel oil gives the best results.

The speed of the decomposition reaction is

double that obtained with dry additions.

See also blasting; molasses/A.N. explosive.
Nelson.
angelardite. The corrected form of anglarite,
so named after the locality Angelard (not

Angla,), France. It is a massive, blue
vaiiety of Vivi:Hite, with the formula
3FeO.P20.,8F120. English; Hess.

A.N. Gelatin dynamite 75. A noispermitted
gelatinous explosive of high strength, high
dcnsity and good water resistance; used
for blasting hard rock on the surface and
underground (where permitted). See also
blasting ; Roxite. Nelson.

angelellite. A triclinic, blackish-brown mineral. Fe,(As,Sb):011, occurring as globular
and crystalline incrustations on andesite

from the Cerro Pululus tin mine, northwestern Argentina; adamantine to semimetallic luster; conchoidal fracture. An:tr-

iton Mineralogist, e. 44, No. 11-12, No-

pernber-December 1959, No. 1322-1323.

anglarite. a. A name given erroneously, first

in 1837 to vivianite, and again in 1848

to berthierite. Dana 6d, p. 115. b. See

angelardite. Hey 2d, 1955.

angle. a. The figure formed by two meeting

lines (plane angle), two meeting planes
(dihedral angle), or three or more planes
meeting in a point (solid angle). Webster
3d. b. The difference in direction of two
projecting corner:
lines. Webster 3d. c.

a pointed form or sharp fragment. Webster
3d.
angle bead. A special type of wall tile. Dodd.
angle beam. a. A two-limbed beam used for
turning angles in shafts. etc. Zern. b. See
angle iron. Hess.

angle brace. A hrace used to prevent minc

timbers from riding or leaning; a brace
across an interior angle. Fay.

angle brick. Any brick shaped to an oblique
angle to fit a salient corner. ACSG. 1963.

angle bung No. 102. A straight brick with

one end cut at an angle. Bureau of Mines
Staff.
angle-cut. Drill holes converge. so that a core
is blasted

out. This leaves an open or

relieved cavity or free face for the following shots, which are timed to ensue with
a fractional delay. Pryor, 3, p. 48.
angledozer. a. A power-operated machine
fitted with a blade, adjustable in height
and angle, used for digging and side casting, and for spreading loose excavated
material: used at opencast pits and dumping sites. Nelson. b. A bulldozer whose

blade can be turned at an angle to the

direction of travel. Useful in cutting away
the toes of earth embankments. Carson,
p. 75.

angle drilling. See inclined drilling; inclined
borehole.

angle fishplates. These fishplates serve two
purposes. to join the rails and to prevent

the rail joint from sagging. The latter

is

accomplished to a certain extent with long
angle fishplates. Angle fishplates are found

on main entries where li,avy cars and
locomotives are used. Kiser, 2, p. 15.

angle hole. A borehole that is drilled at an
angle not perpendicular to the earth's surface. Also called incline hole. Long.

angle line. A bent piece of iron used foe
joining two or more parts of a composite
structure at an angle. Also. P rolled shape
largely used in structural work Fin.

angle level. See alidade. b. Long

angle to the right
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A.N./fuel oil explosive

Mee Of a CTOISillfe The angle between the

running edges of the rails forming the vee
of the crossing. Sinclair, V, p. 270.
angle of attack. In mine fan terminology. the

The angle included between two approach-

proach and the chord of the aerofoil section. Roberts, I, p. 193.
angle of bite. In rolling metals where all the
force is transmitted through the rolls, the
maximum attainable angle between the
roll radius at the first contact and the line

angle of obliquity. The angle between the
direction of thy resultant stress or force
acting on a given plane and the normal

ing faces at or below which a particle is
seized. Approximately 23° for most min-

crals. Pryor, 4.

angle made by the direction of air ap-

of roll centers. If the operating angle is

less, it is called thc contact angle or rolling
angle. ASM Gloss.

angle of dip. The angle at which strata or
mineral deposits are inclined to the horizontal plane. In most localities, earth movemints subsequent to the deposition of the
strata have caused them to be inclined or

tilted. See also apparent dip; true dip.

Nelson. Synonym for dip. Fay.

angle of drain. Approach to Ferpendicuka
of a surface necessary for satis actory draining of coating. Bryant.

angle of draw. a. In coal mine subsidence.
this angle is assumed to bisect the angle
between the vertical and the angle of
repose of the material and is 20 for flat
seams. For dipping scams, the angle of
break increases. being 35.8' from the vertical for a 40° dip. The main break occurs
over the seam at an angle from the vertical

equal to hall thc dip. Lewn, pp. 618-619.
b. The angle between the limit line and the
vertical. Nelson.

angle of external friction; angle of wall frktion. The angle betwe..n the abscissa and
the tangent of the curve representing the
relationship of shearing resistance to normal stress acting between soil and surface
of another material. ASCE PI826.

angle of extinction. When transparent or
translucent thin sections of anisotropic

minerals are rotated between crossed nicols

in ii polarizing microscope light ceases to
be transmitted when the mineral's planes
of vibration are parallel to a nicol plane.
Th4, angle of extinction is the angle be-

tw n a vibration-plane and a crystallographic direction, and i3 specific to the
mineral. It may be straight or parallel,

oblique or symmetrical, and is of value in
identification. Measurement made by turning specimen to extinction position and

reading angle on microscope stage. Cleavage or crystal edge is then torned parallel with eyepiece crosswire aligned with
nicol plane, and stage-reading noted. Difference is angle of extinction. Pryor, 3.
angle of friction. The angle between the perpendicular to a surface and the resultant
force acting on a body resting on the sur-

face, at which the body begins to slide.
Ham.

angle of incidence. The angle formed by the

line of incidence and a line drawn from
the point of contact perpendicular to the

plane or surface on which the incident ray
or bod, impinges. Fay.
angle of inclination. The angle of slope from
the horizontal. Bureau of Mines Staff.
angle of internal friction. The angle between
the abscissa and the tangent of the curve
representing the relationship of shearing
resistance to normal stress acting within a
soil. ASCE P1826.

angle of nip. a. In roll, jaw, or gyratory
crushing. the entrance angle formed by
the tangents at the two points of contact
between the working surfaces and the assumed spherical partick. ASM Gloss. b.

264. 972 0 -61i -4
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to that plane. .4SCE PI826.

angle of polarization. a. That angle, the tangent of which is the index of refraction of
'

a reflecting substance. Fay. b. The angle
of reflection from a plane surface at which
lighti s polariied. Hess.
angle of pull. The angle ix tween the vertical

and an inclined plane bounding thc area
affected by the subsidence beyond the ver.ical. Applied to slides of earth. Fay.

angle of relkction. The angle which a reflected ray of light, on leaving the exterior
or interior surface of an ob'ect, such Ji a
transparent stone or crystal, makes with
the normal to that surface. Shipley.

angle of refraction. The angle which a refracted ray of light, upon leaving the
surface of an object, makes with the normal to that surface. Shipley.
angle of repose. See angle of rest. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
angle of rest; angle of repose. The maximum

slope at which a heap of any loose or

fragnienod solid material will stand without sliding or come to rest when poured
or dumped in a pile or on a slope. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
angle of shear. The angle between the planes
of maximum shear which is bisected by the
axis of greatest compression. Rice.

angle of shearing resistance. The value of 0
in Coulomb's equation for cohesive soils.
determined by experiment. It is zero for a
saturated clay sheared without variation of
moisture content, but for silts and clays in
different conditions the value differs. Ham.
angle of slide. The slope, measured in degrees

of deviation from the horizontal, on which

loose or fragmented solid materials will
start to slide; it is a slightly greater angle
than the angle of rest. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

male of swing. The number of

degrees

through which the dipper moves hosizontally from the filled position to the dump-

ing position. Carsor., p. 48.
angle of thread. The angle included between
the sides of the thread. that is, the spread

of the "V". Crispin.

sag* of total refection. Same as criticai
angle. Shipley.

angle of wall fricOos. See angle of external
friction. ASCE P1826.

angle plate. Used in setting up work, 4encrafty for machinery; made of cast iron,
being formed of two plates of metal at
right angles with each other, and pierced

with holes or slots for the reception of
bolts. Crispin.

wiest. i It. Synonym for clinometer rule

anksite. A brittle.

lustrous

lead

sulfate,

PbSO4; orthorhombic; color transparent to
opaque; Mohs' hardness, 2.5 to 3; specific

ravity, 6.3. Valuable lead orc oxidized
rom gakna in upper part of lode. Concentrated by gravity and /or notation.
Pryor, 3 Dana 17.
Nip* tile. A purpose-made clay or concrete
tile for use in an angle in vertical exterior
tiling. Dodt:

mete to Ike right. Horizontal angle mearired
clockwise from the preceding line to the

following one. Seehe. 2.

angle trough. A short curved srition of a

cons esor trough Inserted in a
trough line to change the angle of directo 15 of turn the angle trough
tion.
does not employ any means of support
other than (onnuction to adjacent troughs.
shakos

for a greatur degree of turn, a fukrum
ja(k and a swivel device are employed

with the trouch 'Actual i!Met
angleur furnace. A (lona( e for the distills.
!loll (if /Mc Fal,
angling. Rope will only cod closek .en the

drum within the distance between the centen of the pulleys. Spread or diagonal coiling will result outside this distance unless
the drum is grooved: this is known as
outside angling and with a grooved drum

may amount to 1V2'. After the normal

between the pulley ano the drum is passed.

the coils attempt to get back to this normal line and this producrs friction crushing between the roils and a danger of
coils mounting one over the other: this
is known as inside angling and should be

kept below 2. The amount of angling

for a given distance between the pulleys
will depend upon the distance between
the headgear pulkys and the drum. Groov-

ing the drum reduces the difficulties assedated with angling. Sotchnr.

anionic flotation
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angle to the right

p. 33

anal* dorm angledoaer. A bulldozer with
a blade that can be pivoted on a vertical
center pin. so as to cast its load to either
side. Nicholi.

Amelia. A trade name for cast tungsten carbide. /less.

mu set tion of a shape or bar Light
Metal .4ge. :. 16, No. 9. October 1938.
pp 17-24. (dollar) of terms used in the

and 9.0 to 9.5 percent of a complex insoluble clay. It offers a nom economical
source of B.O. than the refined sodium
b.rates and can readily he substituted for
either borax ot anhydrous borax on an

eilsonorion extrusion ndusir1

amsdarity nest. Synonsii. for slope test
It 'illiarn
suirodor shear. An inclination between two

equisalent basis. tee.

Awhydros. Brand name for a co:nix-and to
present or mei( orne anhydrite or gypsum

cutting edges to rusluse the amount of

contamination

shearing pressure necessary. ASM Glois.

whoh the. older uncle:thing strata dip at a
differ. nt angle laern rans stuf per than

7nraime
anilhee point. .ti
the aromato I onfrnt of a mixture

the sounc(r (gurlsing strata. A G I. See

tridrocaihons

Sapp.

also disconformitv.

their irneerfect form impressed on them by

the adjacent minerals during crvstallization. A.G.I. b. Having an imperfect form
determined by the surrounding minerals.
The term is applied to minerals in a
granular igneous rock. Synonssn for alio-

ref

It iv defined as the lowest

temperature at which an oil is completeh
miscible with an equal volume of aniline.

angular sellocity. The tnne rate of angeslar
displacement usually expreswd in radians
per second, or in revolutions per second.
or per minute being a sector, the direc.
no.- and sense of which are such that the
motis,n appears ckxkwise to one looking
in the direction of the sector. !feint., _711.
Angusanide canparend. A protective rest.
ing for valves. fittings, and pipes used for
underground work. composed of coal tar.
S. .7618.
tal/ow. resin, and quicklime
/967. Sec. 4
inhedrni. a. Applied to those minerals of
igneous roc Its that are not bounded by
their men crystal faces. but which had

in drilling mud. by pn--

treatment of the mud to remove calcium
and sulfate ions ( CD 64,1961

satwalat unconforuity. An unconformity in

Francis. 196.5. r. 1. p. 294.

Mak& a. Mrs. A set 4 shaft timbers. Fey.
b. Mex. Shells for .-rushing rolls. Fey.
41.wr. York Hard band cif sulfurous shale, in the Jet Rock series. Upper
Liss. Saltwick Nab So caned because of

the fish remains contained in it. Arkell.
Aninsillstan systems. The middle subdivision

of the Proterozoic eel sometimes known

as the Upper Huronian or Penokran. Fey.
ininlIdIe. A white to grav silver antimonide,

Agftb. found in fine granular manes in

'

the Lake Superior region. Standard, 1964.

rine. a A negatively charged ion, such as
a hi-dioxide, a chloride. or a sulfate ion;
opposite of cation Webster 3d. b. The
ion is an electmlyzed solution that migrates
to the anode where it is discharged and
liberated or deposited. Wavier :id.

triornorphic xenornorphic. Contrasted with

mien day adrorptioo. See cla): adsorption,

planar surfaces. 11".

mien @sebum, capacity. A measure of the

dihedral and suhhedral. Fay. c. Lacking

anion. .4CSG. 1°67.

Angola. A diamond from the .Angola district.
Africa:also. a diamond having the appearance characteristic of those produced in
the Angola district. Long.

askitims. Am: individual mineral c(emponent
of an igneous roek that lacks its own

(rival boundaries. Allotriomorphic. anhe-

anions. usually expressed ir.
ents of anion per 100 grams of dry clay.

Anaemia& Upper Turonian. A G.1. Sapp
aunyite. An achondrite meteoric stone that
is chiefh purple titaniferous augite (over

ing the same meaning. without crystal

rationk-catiordc sefrcihe Botados. A process

9(1 percent) and olivine. Hers.
~MR; 1111101MMI 111111ii. a. A unit of linear
measurement in the centimeter-gram-second

system. Named in honor of Swedish ehysicist Anders J. Angstrom (1814-18,4).
As a unit, the initial letter a of angstrom
is sometimes capitalized. The symbol for
the unit is usually the capital letter A.
hut sometimes AL' or A.U. ',for angstrom
unit or units) is used. It equals 10 -"

meter. 10 - centimeter. 10' micron. or
10' millimicron. Such ultramiscroscopic

deal, and trenomorphic are adjectives havfates. Fay.
anhydrare. Dehydrate. Sandstrom.

anhydride. a. A compound derived from
another c ornpound ( as an acid ) by the
removal of the elements of water. Webster

31. b. An oxide of a nonmetallic elrment
or an organic radical, capable of forming
an acid by uniting with the elements of

water. or of bring formed from an acid

bv the abstraction of the water, or of writint with bask oxides to form salts. Webster
21. c. A compound formed from another
or others by the abstraction or water. See
also arid anhydride. Webster 21.

distances as the dimensions of atoms, molecules, unit cells, and short wavelengths
are expressed in angstroms. Bareav of

anhydrNe. Cakium sulfate. CaSO.; ortho-

Mines Staf f ; rebster 21; Webster 3d. b.

A source of cement. sulfurk acid, and

Either of two units of wavekngth; (1 )

10-" meter, ca,led th-! absolute angstrom.

or (2) the waslength of the red spectrum line of ea- mum divided by 6438.4696, called
") the international angstrom. Webster 3d.

angular. a. A roundness grade showing verv

little or no evidence of wear, with edges
and corners sharp. A.G.I. b. Of particles.
sharp-edged or of roughly polyhedral shape.
Pryor. 3.

angular

crou-hedding.

Cross-bedding

in

which forrset beds meet underhing surface at sharp. discordant angle. Pettijoftn.
anigolar cutter. A milling cutter on which the
cutting face is at an angle with regard
to the axis of the cutter. Crispin.
amslar gears. Bevel gears. Crispin.

singolarity. The conformity to or deviation
from specified angular dimension in the

rhombic transparent to translucent; Mobs"
hardness. 3 to 3.5: specific gravity, 2.93.

plaster. Peysor, 3; Dana 17.

ankrinrch. A rock composed chiefly of anhy-

drite. A.G.I.

ability of a clay to achotb or exchange
ACSG. 1963.

developed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines
for recovering ground mica fines from
wastes. The feed is first pulped by being
thoroughly mixed with water and then
conditioned by adding small quantities of
chemicals to separate the iay from the
mica particles. The separation proceeds
as the pulp or slurry passes through a
weirs of agitation tanks or flotation cells.
At separate stages okic acid (an anionic
reagent) and an amine acetate (a cationic
reagent) are added, allowing the mica

particles to be captured by air bubbles

that rise through the pulp. The mica. free
of slimes and clay, comes to the surface
where it is skimmed oft and washed.

Bureau of Mines Staff.
anionic ralledor. A flotation reagent in which
the reactive group is acid in character.
In these collectors the hydrocarbon group
is

mehrinsos. a. Nithout water, especially water

of crystallization. Webster 3d. b. Applied
to oxides. salts. etc.. to indicate that they
do not contain water of crystallization or
water of combination. C.T.D. c. Minerals
which do not contain water in chemical
combination. Gordo*.

1111517111111111111 71111111mods. Purified ammonia gas

(NW liquefied by cold and prenure.

in the anion. Bureau of Mines Star.

The most common anionic collectors are
fatty acids (carboxylic adds). They occur
naturally as complex mixtures in which the
hydrocarbon chain is saturated or unLturated. Faerstenaa, p. 431.

anionk cony& Negative ion electrical current. Bureau of Mines Stat.
adonic delergewl. A detergent in which the
anion (negative ion) is the active part.

Used for refrigeration. Crispin.
anhydrous harm Borax glass. CCD 61, 1961.
anhydruss crystals. These contain no water

initk eidarge. See ionic exchange. Dodd.
Mimic listatios. a. A flotation process em-

mately 903 percent Nas0, 2 percent 11,01 ,

ploying anionic collectors. Anionic collectors ate those in which the negative ion
(anion) is the effective part. Opposite of
cationic flotation which employs cationic,
or positive, ion collectors. Barelt of Mises

of crystallization as do hydrated crystals;
for example. calcium carbonate. Cooper.
anhydrous rariodk. An anhydrous sodium
borate concentrate containing approxi-

.
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anode fall

asataled steel. Steel that has been softened

amfrite. Tennanite. 4CusS.AsSs, in which
part of the anenic is replaced by bismuth

anionic flotation
Stall b A flotatmn process in which the

of the
It is used with
mortal ores. are
ionic success in the treatment of low-grade
undesirabk

impurities.

or had strains removed bs. heating followed
hv slow cooling. Iles,

instead

floated.

iron forV'S /tendering,.

in
saisodestesic
whuh the bonds joining different metallic
cations to an anion are of different relative
strengths. A G.1
nalsoilessusic structure. In 3 crvstal a bonding so coiailinated that there is pronounced
quantitator difference betwurn the bond
stongths. Prtor..1.
alliSONNINO. A rock of porphyrita texture
in which the chief minerals are embedded

caaeroold. A

mnpou nd

Mist, .Stnif

suitable temperature and then coolinc at
a suitable rate for such purposes as reduc-

impros ing mac hi nabili
working. producing a
told
fasilitatina
desired microstructure. or obtaining desired mechanical. physical. or other pmperties When applied to ferrous alloys, the
term annealing, without qualification, implies

1.
.440.6r0

drill pipe and casing is an annular space.
Brandy, I.

gatietir Wm*" A ring bearing which carries
the radial lode of a shaft. If a ball bearing, she balls are held in a race and run
on a hard ban.4 around the shaft. Petroleum Age, V. 11 January 15,1923, p. 37.
goossiar barer. Any tubular tool used to obtain a cylindrical core as a sample. Com-

nection with the manufacture of steel cast-

.4.G 1.

parr core drill, diamond drill; shot drill.
Lnng.
wawelair drainage palieri. A ringlike draining
pattern. It is subsequent in origin and is

ings. forgings, etc. Fay. d. See malleable
castings. Fay. e. The proc.As of heating
metal shaves to a red heat or above.
prior to cleaning. See also fine annealing.

settetropk fabric. One 'n which there is preferred orientation in space of the elements
of which the rock is composed. A.G.I.
aabotteric sum. A mass having different
properties in different directions at any

ASTM C286455.

stostalim web. The oven in which glass

given point. ASCE P1826.

associated with a maturely cFssected dome
or basin structure. A.G.1.

is

ggsgine Mk. A kiln having compartments.

annealed. Fat.

',battery; ambetnepiels. a. The property of
:wing anisotropic. or exhibiting properties
(such as velocity of light transmission.
conductivity of heat or electricity, or comvalues when
pressibility) with different
measured along axes in different directions.
Webster 34. b. The condition of basing
different propenies in different directions.
For exampk. the state of geologic strata of
transmitting sound waves with different
vekeities in the vertical and in the hori-

Standard. 1964.

aneallaa bee. A box in which articles to be
annealed are enclosed while in the furnace. Standard, 1964. Also called annea/-

ameseer lobed. A ring gear with teeth fixed
to its internal circumference. Also called

tidal'. The hue taken by steel in

anside. a. The electmpositive pole. A.G.!.
Sapp. b. The positive termi.sal of an eke-

internal gear. Crispin.

eli;:zi Fay.

annealing. Standard. 1964.
amealieg tereare. See annealing oven. Fey.

trolytic e11. Websfrr 31. c. The electrode

at which electrons leave a device to enter
the external circuit; opposite of cathode.
Webster 34. d. The negative terminal of a

and
gradually cooling metals or ;lass to render

aireelkai We& An oven for heating

them less brole. Standar , 1964. Also

called annealing furnace. Fay.
aggegligg MAW. Temperature at which

zontal directions. A.G.I.
salkaraggile. A mafic olivine basalt composed
mainly of psvoxerte. with lesser amounts
of olivine and plagioclase. and accessory
triotite. apatite. and opaque oxides. A.G1.
nephelinite. A.G.I.
arloraIe.

temperature. ASTM C162-66.

,

and certain metals are heated and then
slowly cooled to make them more tenacious and less brittle. Important in con-

belonging in the ioometric system, which
are isotropic. Opposite of isotropic. Fat ;

gradually cooling, so as to toughen them
and remove brittleness. Fat. d. To prevent
or remove objectionable stresses in glassware by controlled cooling from a suitable

terest, in a series of yearly payments
Standard. 1964.
ormalsr. Ring-shaped. The space between
casing and the wall of the hole or between

prevent defects such as dunting, crazing.
cracking, crystallization. etc. barer. of
Miner Stan. c The process by which glass

frac:ion. Characteristic of all crystalline
substances. including minerals. except those

order to fix colors. Fat. c. To treat, as glass.
earthenware, or metals. by heating and

from an investment of capital, with in-

lame quantities of vitreous material to

Having physical pmpenies that
vary in different directions. Specifically in
optical crystallography showing uouble re-

steasberalte. A mineral, Nis(A104)..81.110,
usually found as green incrustat:ans as an
alteration product of nickel arsenides.
Monoclinic. Also called nickel bloom.
A.G.1.; Dana 17.
goggel. a. To heat, fire, bake, or fuse, as
glass. earthenware, ore, etc. Fay. b. To
heat, as glass, earthenware, or metals in

full annealing. When applied to

nonferrous alloys, the term annealina implies a heat treatment designed to sohen
a cold-wotked structure by teenstallization or subsequent grain gaiwth or to
soften an age-hardened alloy by causing
a nearly complete precipitation of the
second phase in relatively coarse form.
ASM Glom b. The variation of the cooling
rate at different temperatures of porcelain.
glass, and other ceramic ware containing

the crystals vary gradually or in a continuous series. /0Aassfes. r*, I. 24, 1939,

ster 3d.

.

hardness,

Mg

in a matrix or Irmundmass. Obsolete. A .G.1.

Mn)C0s; commonly occurring in the
partings of coal; thombohedral. Dana 17;
BS. 3323, 1960.
agkylostoggigaig. See ancyclostomiasis. Web-

during the coune of a year: for example,
a glacial varve. A.G.I. Sapp. b A dark
layer in a stratified salt deposit containing
Sapp.
disseminated ankdrite.
amsel valise. The annual sake sit a prop
ett- is the estimated annual surplus of
revenue over espenditure in process of
liquidating the mineral reserves. In the
usual case, that of a property owned by a
company, it is the dividend estimated
maintainable annually over the whole
computed life, the regular distranstion of
mining profit. Trintott, p. 234.
araty. a. An annual allowance, payment,
or income Standard, 1964. b. The return

ing Z,'mi
saataliag. a Heating In and holding at a

eaboasetric. a. flaying unsymmetrical parts:
not iwwnetric ; applied to crystals with
three unequal axes Weboter 3d. b. Of or
relating to a rock of granular texture hut
having mineral constitueno of unequal
sire. Weimer .74. c. A testural term applied to granular rocks in which the trains
are of different sires. Obsokte. The term
striate eipresws the same texture when

magnesium-imn carbonate, CaCO5( Mg,Fe.

ammsal layer. a. A sedimentary laver deposited, or presumed to hvve been deposited.

amaraltd Rite rope. A wire rope made from
wires that have been softened ln. anneal-

silt

'libellee. A white, red, or grayish cakiurn-

and antimony. Dana 64. pp. 138-140.
mossal lobar. Same as assessment work, on
mining claims. FaY.

metaled win. S4trned wire. &frau el

virrosity of glass is ID" poises. Formerly
poises. The internal
defined as I 0"

!i

primary cell or of a storage battery that

is delivering current. Webster 31 e. The

th.f.

electron-collecting electrode of an elec-

'

tron tube. Webster .11.

IRO& cempatemel. In an electrolytic

stresses are substantially relieved in 13
minutes at this temperature. IPP.
onesiler pet; tarteallieg ben. A pot in which

ma& carper. Special-shaped copper slabs,
resulting from the refinement of blister

art:cks are placed to be annealed. It is
closed to prevent oxidation. Fay.

copper in a reverberatory furnace, used as
anodes in electrolytic refinement. ASM

1111110.1111111 range. The range of glass tempera-

ture in which stresses in glass articles can

be relieved at a commercially desirable
rate. For purposes of comparing glasses.
the annealing range is assumed to corre-

swede cerreskia. The dissolution of a meta:
acting as an anode. ASM Gloss.

tam& ant. The effect produced by polarization of the anode in the eiectrolysis of

spond with the temperatures between the
annealing point and the strain point.
ASTM C162-66.

fused salts. It is characterized by a sudden
increase in vohage and a corresponding
decrease in amperage due to the anode's

attaerafile; statereille. A submetallic black
uranium-yttrium pyroniobate. crystallizing

being virtually se. rated from the eke-

in thc orthorhombic system. An intergrowth
of samarskite and colv.mbite. Fay; Crosby,

Ip.

trolyte by a gas film. ASM Gloss.
sweet isechisep, Current efficiency at

40.

sardle. a. Lepidomelane; (H,K),Fes(Fe,A1).
Si0,).; Mohs' hardness. 3. specific gravity,

the

anode. ASM Gloss.

se& fat A very thin space-charge region
in front of an anode surface, character-

!

3.0 to 3.2: a black, rather brittle mica

ized by a steep potential gradient through
the region. &Wines Bull. 625, 1965, p.

characterized chiefly by the large cower(

of ferric iron. Dana 61, p. 634. b. Synonym for hydroxylannis. Hey 24, 1955.

cell

the enclosore framed by a diaphragm
around the anodes. ASM Glos, .

I

V//.

anode film
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anthonyfte

mode Mu. a. The portion of solution in
immediate contact with the anode, es-

alone. .414.
211001aly. a. Any deviation from uniformits.

anordandasieg. An igneous rock composed of
anorthoclase. /ohannsta. e. 1, 2d, 1939,

if the concentration gradient is
steep. ASM Gloss. b. The outer layer of
the anode itself. ASM Gloss.
mode furnace. . copper or nickel r- fining
furnace,

in which blister copper or im-

pure nickel is refined. Bureau of Mines
Staf
anode metals. Metals used for electroplating
They are as pure as commercially Eros-

yielding a white plate harder than nickel.

petroleum, natural gas, or mineral deposits, or provide a key to interpreting the
underlying :ecologic structure. Drilling for
economic mineral deposits might be conclue ted in the arra of a geophysical
anomaly In seismic usage, anomaly is generally synonymous with structure. but it
is alio used for spurious or unexplainable

Itrad),411t ed., 1940, pp. 39-40.
made mud; anode slime. A deposit of insolu-

seismic events or for local deviations of
potenti.el functions whicb cannot he con-

sibk. oniform in texture and composition.
and have the skin removed by machining.
In addition to purr single metals. various
alloys are produced in anode form, such as
Platers' hrass and Spekwite, the last named

ble residue formed from the dissolution
of the anode in commercial electrolysis.

clusively attributed

In copper refining, this slime contains the
precious metals which are recovered from
It. C.T.D.
anode pkidirm. See electrolytic pickling.
Dodd.

anode scrap. Remnants of anode copper re-

trieved from electrolytic refining of the
metal. Pertir.l.

mode Ohne. See anode mud.

turbances. Anoxia may result from a scarc-

ity of oxygen in the air being breathed 01

from an inability of the body tissues to
absorb oxygen under conditions of low ambient pressure. Also called hypoxia.

unique cause.

I

oxygen, this apparatus can he used up to
40 minutes at depths of down to 30 feet.
McAdam, pp. 163-164.
eniammeiting screen. On a theodolite. clip
screws used to eliminate index error of a
vertical circle. Pryor,3.
askcimicel. a. Pertaining to streams, valkys,
or complete drainage systems that were
established before upwarping, faulting, or
folding, and that maintained their original

A.G.I. Supp. d. A crystallographic anomaly

modk pkkNsg. Electrolytic pekling where

is the lark of agreement between the apparent external symmetry of a crystal and
the observed optical properties. Schieferdeder.
anomaly dillhlag. Borehole, drilled to explore
the formations in or adjacent to an

the work is the anode. ASM Gloss.
meedk rase; persidve ewe. In the electrical
self-potential method of geophysical
pecting. if the chemical composition :thesoil or subsoil is such as to give electrical
polariration. the zone of electropositive potential is the anodic zone. A.G.I.
anedned alemelmene. Aluminum which has
been made the anode or posithe electrode

anomaly. Long.

amtanite. A variety of biotite. Standard, 1964.

anoromak. Applied to a geologic feature
that formed during a period of tectonic

of an :ectrolytical chemical bath containing sodium phosphate or other solution. On passing a current through the

quiescence

orogenic

between

periods.

A.G.I.
onoremeak make. A granite, the emplacement of which is not connected with an

bath, the aluminum is chemically oxidized

on the surface. giving it a fine matte ap-

orogeny. St hieferdecker.

pearance. Camm.

asediting. Forming a convenion coating on
a metal surface by anodic oxidation; most
frequently applied to aluminum. ASM

.

mamese. An obsolete term for rocks that
have risen from below; that is, eruptive

alleellpeek time. A geologic time when significant deformation of the earth's crust
did not occur. A.G.I.
ninotetk. The same as triclinic. Fa),
guerilla*. An end-member of the plagioclase
feldspar series, Able.Anft-CaAlr.SitOs con-

sisting of calcium-aluminum silicate and
containing no sodium. The intermediate

mks. Fay.
inegenk. Applied to deep-seated or plutonic
metamorphism or replacement. (Thsolete.

plagioclases may be regarded as mixtures

of anorthite with the other end-member,
albite. Triclinic. Compare albite. Far;

Johannsen, r. 1 . 21, 1939, p. 166.
enelyie. The electrolyte adjacent to the anode

Dana 17.

in an electrolytic cell. ASM Glum
ammoslite. A lightweight alteration product
of jeffersonite: a pyroxene. (Mn.Zn.Fe.

.

anorthite busk. Basalt, containing anorthite
(Arift-Any.) as the essential feldspathic
minera'. Holmes, 1928.
anuredVAe. a. Proposed by Turner for a

Mg)O.Ca0.2SiC4; blood ird in thin section: contains 30 percent MnsOs with

.

copper and nickel. Hess.
ammealem demble refractions. Double refrac-

tion in a normally singly refractive sub-

granular igneous rock composed almost
wholly of anorthite. Hess. b. A coarsely
crystalline granitoid icneous rock that consist almost entirely of anorthite. The rock
is

a feldspathic extreme of the gabbro

group, an anorthosite formed of anorthite.
Fay.
I

anoritmclase. A triclinic feldspar closely related tn the orthoclase group. Chiefly a
soda-potash

feldspar.

K(AIS40.)-Na(Al-

Sis0.). Dana 17.
mordwelane smiliae. Synonym for sanidineanorthoclase. Hey 2d, 1955.

A.Y.S. asumbilrime mantas. An underwater
breathing apparatus consisting essentially
of a breathing bag worn around the nez.k,
and an oxygen cylinder, reducing valve,
and carbon dioxide absorbent canistei

worn at the left side. A counterbalance
weight is worn on the right side. When
the cylinder is fully charged with pure

air anomaly: isostatk anomaly. A.G.I.;

ASM Gloss.

magma types formed by differentiation

soMatisln. A.G.I.
anoxia. Oxsgen deficiency in the blood cell,
or tissues of the bods in such denree as to
cause psYchological and physiological dis-

anomaly. .See alto Bouguer anomalr; free-

medic enitligg. A film on work resulting from
an electrolytic treatment at the anode.

assimilation. It is to be distinguished from

of anonhosite by replacement of meta-

Excess observed gravity is a positive
anomaly, and a deiciency is a negative

verse-current cleaning. ASM Gloss.

type that was formed by or affected by

asorilmeidza. l'he process of formation

observed data with a computed theoretical
rune, the difference of an observed value
and the corresponding computed value, or
the observed minus the computed value.

asiodk ekes's*. Ekctrolstic cleaning where
the work is the anode. It is also called

Shipley.
allaalatalre 1111111.1111 type. An unir-Ial magma

to a

anorthoeile. A plutonic rock composed almost
entirelv of plagioclase.. which is usually
lahradorite. It is a monomineralic equiva .
lent of gabbro but lacking in essential
m.kow
pyroxene. Bureau of Mines Staff. .

A.G.I. h Any departure from the normal
magnetic field of the -arth is, a magnetic
anomaly. It may be a high or a low, subcircular. ridgelike or s-alleylike, or linear
and dikelike. A.G.I. c. A gravity anomaly
is the difference between the theoretical
calculated gravity and the observed terrestrial gravity. In comparing any set of

Sometimes called anode slime. ASM Gloss.

stance. Caused by internal strain. Seen by
irregular extinction when substance is obsened hetween crossed nicols. as in synthetic spinel and sometimes in garnet.

p 240.

A distinctile local feature in a geophysical or a geochemical survey over a larger
arra. An area or a res.ricted portion of a
geophssical survey. such as a magnetic
suney or a gravity survey, that differs
from the rest of t1c survey in general.
The anomaly might be associated with

pecially

courses despite subsequent deformation. A

slow rate of uplift is implied. The term

contrasts with consequent and superim!

posed ( or superposed). Stoles and Verses,
1955. b. Pertaining to or characterizing the
internal movements of the earth concerned
in the elevation of continental masses an(l
their exposure to degradation. Contrasted
with consequent. Standard, 1964.

mdecedeed stream. A stream that retained
its early course in spite of geologic changes
since its course was assumed. Fay.

aeleceden1 valley. A streLm valley that existed

before uplift, faulting, or folding occurred

and which maintained itself during and

after the uplift, faulting, or folding. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
anieconseement stream a. in a deformed region may be found, therefore, true antecedent streams, and streams that were consequent upon the form of the surface

assumed as the result of early movement
hut are antecedent to later movements of
the same series. Such a stream might be
termed antecedent. condequent or anteeon-

sequent. A.G.I. b. A stream that is consequent on some early stage of the warping
and antecedent to the rest. A.G.I.
Marro aquamarise. See Colorado aquamarine. Shipley.

ma hill. In blast-hole drilling, the cuttings

around the hole collar. Kram/auf, p..50.
aallardlie. Gypsum or aragonite radiating in
clusters of long needle or hairlike crystals
on the roof or the wall of a cave. A.G.I.;
A.G.I. Sapp.
rmilmimile. A hydrous aluminum tungstate,
Al.0..2W02.314,0, as white chalky material; from Republic of the Congo. Spencer
18, M.M., 1949.

endarnylle. A mineral, Cu(011.CI),.3H10;
monoclinic;

lavender-colored

pleochroic

crystals; unstable in dry air. From the
Centennial mine, Calumet. Mich. Compare
calumetite. Hay, MM, 1964; Fleischer.

amIlhopkylika. A clove-brown orthorhombic
amphibole. Nita(' ),SiOse( OH ) e, usually
massive, and normally a cuffing in metamorphic rocks; a metasilicate of magnesium and iron. It is a variety of asbestos.
.41.0.; Dana 17.

asilwat aolliract amtbraco. From Greek anthrax, coal ; also, a precious stone; combin-

ing fornu used commonly to denote substances resembling or derived from coal.

or

fossils

the coal measures.

found in

Standard, 1964.

sodwacom. Obtained by the distillation ot
coal tar. Used in the manufacture of dyestuffs. Croarn.

anabracese L A heavy green oil that distills

over frorn coal tar above 270 C and is
the principal source of anthracene, phe-

nanthrene. and carborole. 14'ebiter 3d.

aMbraces. An old name for charcoal later
transferred to mineral coal.

Tomkeieff,

1954. See aho anthrax.

astltraddn. A group name for coal, anthracite. peat. etc. Tomkeiefl, 1954.

mandrefoss. Containing or yielding anthracite. Webster 3d.
autracIta. Mex. Anthracite. Fay.
rarderocite. a. A hard, black lustrous coal

containing a high percentage of fixed carbon and a low percentage of volatile mat-

ter. Commonly referred to as hard coal,
it is mined in the United States, mainly in
astern Pennsylvania, although in small
quantities in other states. B.C.1., 1947.
b. Nonagglomerating anthracite coal having 92 perceut or more, and less than 98
percent of fixed carbon (dry, mineral-matter-free) and 8 percent or less, and mole

than 2 percent of volatile matter. (dry, mineral-matter-free ). A.S.T.M. D388-38. c. A
black coal with semimetallic luster, semiconchoidal fracture, and volatile-matter

content usually less than 7 percent. Carbon

content is 80 to 83 percent in France, 85
to 93 percent in Pennsylvania, and 88 to
95 percent in Wales compared to 70 to 85
percnt carbon in bituminous c.r soft coal.
Anthracite ignites with difficult', produces
no smoke, burns at first with a very short
blue flame that disappears after the coal
is thoroughly ignited, and produces an intensely hot fire. Also called hard coal;
Kilkenny coal; stone coal. Hess.

motbracke wpm Ste large-diameter borina
machine.

modaracke call Mee arks refractory. A
manufactured refractory comprised substantially of calcined anthracite coal.
ASTM C71-64.
Will pass
aolhavelta coal Ans.
through
Name of size
in. round mesh
424
Broken
CI
64
6
Egg
Stove
Chestnut

77,is
I%

" No. 2 (Rice) ...
" No. 3 (Barley) ..
" No. 4

"

No. 5

Name of size
Broken
Egg
Stove
Chestnut

916 in. round mesh
16
2;6
&az

44

44

44

3414

Will not pass
through

31/4-3 in. round mesh
46
27,16
154
13

64

44

14

44

,111

Pea

Buckwheat
" No. I

"

No. 4

,

Webster 3d.

Irdtradle dull. In Wales, fine anthracite
screenings used in making pitch-bonded
briquets and for mixing with bituminous

coal to be burned in cement kilns. on chain
grate stokers, and as powdcred fuel, lien.
mtkracke does. The product from an anthra-

cite ceal-preparation plant, usually below
t1 Inch. See alw duff; fines: grain
one-e
Nelion.

lutthradk slit. Minute particles of anthracite
too fine to be used in ordinary combustion.
Webster 3d.
astbradte dove. A closed-in type of domestic
stove specially designed to burn anthracite.
It is used mainly 'or heating purposes, and
is very economical in fuel consumption.

The stove can be kept burning for long
periods with only the occasional removal

of ash and refueling. Nelson.

eadwatitk. Of. belonging to. or resembling
anthracite_ Ilfebster 3d.

milwacitiastlost. The process of transforma-

tion of bituminous coal into anthracite.
Tornktieff, 1954.

sallwacoal. A mixture of small particles of
anthracite coal and a cement of practically

pure carbon, formed from the distillation
of coal tar, pitch, or other suitable bitumen. It is a hard, dense, homogeneous
mass, with a silvery luster and in color
varies from silvery to grayish black. When

pushed from the oven it has a tendency
to remain in blocky masses. /lest.
aathractatrapky. Petrographical study of coal,

the science of coal. Tornkeitil, 1954.
mdwacokl. a. Resembling anthrax. Webster
3d b. Resembling charcoal or carbon.
Irebster 3d.
rolbracolite. a. Same as anthraconite. Standard, 1964. b. An old mid now obsolete
name for anthracite. Tomkeieff, 1954.

authrscolithic. Containing anthracite or
graphite. Webster 3d.

Aalbracoldlic. Synonym for Calooniferous
and Permian. 4.G.1. Sapp.
rtacolitiatados. Same as coalification.
Tomteieff, 1954.
andwacolow. a. The science of coal. Tornkeielf, 1954. b. Coal petrography, a branch
of geology dealing with the physical con-

virotion of coal in much the same way
that petrography deals w:th the miheral

composition of rocks. It is concerned with
the physical variations in coal that make
it possible to classify coal material by type.
A.G.I.

aMbracometer. An instrument for determin-

ing the amount of carbon dioxide in a

mixture of gases. Standard, 1964.
Andwacomya. A Coal Measures freshwater
shell in which the umbones occupy a posibonicola and Naiadites. See also Mollusca.

Buckwheat

No. I

" No. 2 (Rice) ... 2S6 "
" No. 3 (Barley) .. aie

tion intermediate between those of Car-

Pea

"

anthroposoic

43

anthophyllite

,ig in. round mesh

the remaining insoluble black powder is
called anthracoxenite. Tornkeieff, 1954.

andsracomeite. An insoluble black powder
obtained from a resin in the coalbeds ot
Brandeis!. near Schlan in Bohemia. The
resin is treated with ether which dissolve.
the schlanite, leaving the insoluble portion,
antirracoxenite. Fay.

tradarafilt. Anthracite used for filtration purposes, loner.

aattsralitse. Sizes of anthracite smaller than
barley. Jones

andirmeorsir. Synonym for t oalifica (ion.
A.G.I. Sapp.
audenelikosir. Variant of anthracosilicosis.
Webster 3d.

satimmot. Yellow oil obtained from the distelation of coal tar. Bennett 2d, 1962.
amthrm. a. A gem stone of the ancients; prob-

a ily identital with the carbuncle. Standea, 1964. b. An old name for charcoal
later transferred to mineral coal. Synonymous with anthraces. Tornktieff, 1954.

88111.220111e. a. A highly graphitic coal. One
specimen contained 97.7 percent fixed car-

bon. A.G.1. b. Anthracitelike asphaltic ma-

terial occurring in veins in Precambrian

slate of the Sudbury district, Ontario,
Canada. A.G.1. Sapp.

mikrwayim. a. From the Greek anthrax

meaning coal and xylon meaning wood.
The vitreous appearing components of coal.

which in thin section are shown to have
been derived from the woody tissues of
plants, such as stems, limbs, branches,

twigs, roots, including both wood and cortex, changed and broken up into fragments
of greatly varying sizes through biological
decomposition and weathering during the
peat stage, and later flattened and transformed into coal through the coalification
process, but still present as definite units.

A.G.I. b. Introduced by R. Thiessen in

1920. Viewed microscopically, anthrasqlon
generally reveals some of thc original plant
structure. Cellular inclusions indigenous to

the original plant structure. Cellular inclusions indigenous to the original plant tissue arr assigned to the anthraxylan when
present. Conventionally, anthraxylon must
be more than 14 microns thick perpendicular to the bedding plane. Microscopic material resembling anthraxylon in color and
translucency but lets than 14 microns wide
is included with translucent humic degra-

dation matter. Color is orange to red to
brownish-red; the depth of color increasing with rank and the thickness of the thin

section. Cellular inclusions may vary ;n
color from reddish-brown to light sellow.
In general, plant structure is revealed by
slight differences in the tint of cell walls
and cell fillings. Anthraxylon that is tran-

sitional into semifusain shows a darker tint
than normal anthraxylon of the same rank,

and cell structure is more clearly shown.
It is present in quantities exceeding 5 percent in all varieties of common banded coal.

Nelson.

milwacoolte. A coal-black bituminous marble
or limestone usually err itting a fetid smell
when rubbed. Webster 2d. Also called stink-

Bright-banded bituminous coal frequently
contains 50 to 70 percent of anthraxylon;
banded bituminous coal of dull luster con-

stone ; swinestone. Fay.
aadwacosiacosis. Massive fibrosis of the lungs
marked by shortness of breath from inhalation of carbon and quartz dusts. Also

tains lesser amounts of anthraxylon. IHCP,
1963, part 1.

catA miner's phthisis. iVebster 3d.
ardkracosia. A benign deposition of coal dust

within the lungs from inhalation of sooty
air. Compere anthracosilicosis. Webster 3d.

mtkracotem. A brownish resin found in
brown coal and partly soluble in ether,

50

imibrattylom coal; astkrazylotroottrItal coal.
A bright coal (composed of anthraxylon
and attritus in which the translucent cellwall degradation matter or translucent
humic matter predominates) in which the
ratio of anthraxylon to attritus is from 3:1
to I :1. Compare attrital coal. A.G.I.

allitopottele. Pertaining to or designating

a lune in its direction of movement; it

nuclear particles (neutrons, protons, ekctrona, etc.) are conceived to be replaced
by their corresponding antiparticles (anti-

upstream slope receives deposits. The antidune travels much faster than a dune, and
its profile is more symmetric. USGS Prof
Paper 86. 1914, p. 31. b. A transient form
of ripple on the stream bed analogous to

antimonate. a. A salt or ester of antimonic
acid; a compound containing the radical
SW, Sbac'. or Sb,O,' (diantinzonatel

face cracking. Ilam.

the time that has elapsed, or the rocks
that have been deposited, since man appeared upon the earth Irebiter 2d.
antibreakage devke. A cushioning device to

antidotes. a. A sand wave contrasted with
trascls against the current instead of with
it. Its downstream slope is eroded and its

reduce the impact of coal in motion against

objects with which it may come into contact, with a view to avoiding fracture of
the oal. AS. .1552. 1962.

antkaustk. a. 4:hecking or preventing the

Commis r action of caustic s. Standard, 1964.

b. Any remedy for arresting or mitigating
the acto,n of caustic,. Standard. 1964.
antklinal. a. Inclining in op xisitee di.ections.

Having or relatiag to a fold in which the
sides dip from a common line or crest.

Of or pertaining to an anticline. The

in which antimony has a +5 valence

moves upstream. See aiio regressive sand
wave. .4.G I. c. Term has been applied to
flame structure. See also flame structure.
Pettijohn.

ster 3d.

314,0. Dana 6d, p. 599.

antiferrodedrk. Spontaneous electrical polarization with equal numbers of dipoles

an arch-shaped fo.-m. Gordon.

in opposite directions. 1. V.
andferromagnetk. Spontaneous magnetic ori-

anticlinal axis. a. The medial line of a folded

structure from which the strata dip on
either side. Fay. b. If a range of hills, or

entation of atoms with equal magnetic
moments aligned in opposite directions.

a valley, is composed of strata, which on
the two sides dip in opposite directions,
the imaginary line that lies between them
and towards which the strata on each side
riw, is called an anticlinal axis. A.G.I.
antkikal bend. An upwardly convex flexure
in which one limb dips gently towards the
apex and the other limb dips more steeply

r'r.

antiferromagnetic material. A material

wherein interatomic forces hold the elementary atomic magnets (electron spins)

of a solid in alignment, the state being

zimilar to that of a ferromagnetic material
but with the difference that equal numbers

away from it. Compare unicline; monocline. A.G.I.
aetklisal flexure; naticlisal fold. See anticlinal; anticline. Fay.

of elementary magnets (spins) face in
opposite directions and are antiparallel
causing the solid to be weakly magnetic.

antkNnal 10101111tall, Using the terms anticlinal and synclinal in their commonly
accepted sense, we propose to apply the
phrases anticlinal or synclinal mountain or
range to designate ridges formed respectively by a convex and concave flexure of

antillood valve. A check valve. Bureau of

relation to source rocks and an impervious

barrier. A.G.I.
anticlinal valley. A valley which follows an
anticlinal axis. The term was used as early

as 1862 bv C. H. Hitchcock. A.G.I.
mtidhae. a. Applied to strata which dip in
opposite direttions from a common ridge
or axis, like the roof of a house, and the
structure is termed an anticline or saddleback. A,G.I. b. When beds are arched so
as to incline away from each other, they
form an anticline. A.G.1. c. In this type of

fold (anticline) the sides or limbs of the
fold typically slope away from the plane
of the axis on either side. Every anticlinal
axis pitches in two directions, that is,
toward the two ends of the fold. A.GJ.
d. A fold or arch of rock strata dipping
in opposite directions from an axis. Fay.
e. An uparched fold in stratified rocks.
Bateman.

antidinorium; geanticline. A series of anticlines and synclines, so grouped that taken

together they have the general outline of
an arch; opposite of synclinorium. Webster 3d.

anticlIse. An upwarp of a platform that has
become otherwise rigid. The platform is
beneath the sea and a cover of sediments
is being deposited on it as the warping
proceeds. A similar downwarp is a syncChallinor.
antkrack reinforcement. A close mesh of
light steel rods placed just below the surface of concrete in order to minimize sur-

that is, paramagnetic instead of ferromagnetic. ASM Glom

Mines Stafi.

antifoaming. Pertains to decreasing the stability of a foam. ASM Gloss.
antiform. An annelinelike structure. may be
an overturned syncline. A.G.I. Stipp.

antifouling composition. A coating applied
to underwater structures or to the hull of

a ship to prevent formation of marine

I

neutrons. antiprotons, positrons, etc.). Normal matter and antimatter would mutually
annihilate each other upon contact and be
converted into gamma rays. UN-

a sand dune; an antidune progressively

aatkdrite. Edingtonite; a hydrous silicate of
barium and aluminum; Ila0.A110,.3Si01.

opposite of synclir al. !refuter 3d. b. The
crest of an anticli lal roll may be the apex
of a vein. Fav. c. When the strata assume

the strata. A.G.I.
aalklisal theory. The theory that water, oil,
and ga.s accumulate in the order named
in upbowed strata, provided such a structure contains reservoir rocks in proper

antimony crude
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ant hropozoic

A .G I. b. A salt containing pcntavalent

antimony and oxygen in the anion. Web-

antimonial arsenic. A native compound ol
arsenic and antimony of which the antimony forms a comparatively small part.
Compare allemontite. Item
antimonial copper. Synonym for chalcostibite
Dana 6d, p. 113.

admosial glass. See antimony glass. CCD
6d. 1961.

antimonial red silver. Synonym for pyrargyrite. Dana 6d, p. 131.
silver. a. Silver ore or alloys containing variable quantities of antimony.
Bennett 2d, 1962. b. Same as dyscrasite.
Standard, 1964.
antimosside. A binary compound of antimony
with a more positive element. Webster 3d.
antisnosite. a. A salt or ester of antimonious
acid or antimonous acid; a compound con-

taining the radical %Os' or SbO,' in

which antimony has a +3 valence. A.G.I.
b. The native sulfide of antimony; stibnite.
Fay.

astionompearceite. A mineral, (Ag,Cu) (Sb,
As),S,,, the antimony end-member corresponding to polybasite, and members of
this series with antimony greater than arse-

nic. Dimorphous with polybasite, which

has a unit-cell 8 times as large. Hey, MM,
1964; Fleischer.

antimony. a. A trivalent and pentavalent

antifouling paint. Marine paint which pre-

metalloid element that is commonly metallic silvery white, crystalline, and brittle yet
rather soft but is known also in black
amorphous, unstable yellow, and explosive

vents attachment of sea organisms to surfaces. Ily.

more often combined in minerals (as stib-

growths, such as barnacles. Bennett 2d,
1962.

antifriction bearing. A bearing consisting of

an inner and outer ring, separated by balls
or rollers held in position by a cage.
Nichols.

antifrictios metal. Any alloy having a low
coefficient of friction; used for bearing
surfaces. Standard, 1964.

antigorite. A lamellar variety of serpentine,
Mg.(S;10o) (OH ).. recognized by in variegated green color and greasy luster. Used
as an ornamental stone. Dana 17.
indigos. In Mexico, a mine worked by Span-

iards or Mexicans at a time so remote
(from 50 to 300 years) that particulars

have been forgotten; sometimes valuable,
but every Antigua is not a bonanza. Weed,

forms, that occurs in the free state but

nite, kermesite, valentinite, and cervantite) and in ores of other minerals (as
lead ), that is prepared chiefly from sanite
usually by roasting and smelting, and that
is used especially as a constituent of alloys
(as antimonial lead, type metals, and bear-

ing metals). Symbol, Sb; atomic weight,
120.2; specific gravity, 6.7; rhombohedral.
Webster ?d; Webster 2d; Dana 17. b. An
industrial term for an o:dde of antimony.
ASTM C162-66.
antimony alloys. Antimony is not used as the
basis

of important alloys, but it is an

essential constituent in type metals, bear-

ing metals (which contain 3 to 20 percent), in lead for shrapnel (10 percent),

anti-incntstator. A substance used to prevent

storage battery plates (4 to 12 percent),
roofing, gutters, and tank linings (6 to 12

scale forming on the internal surface of
vessels containing water, such as steam

antimony black. Metallic antimony in thc

1922.

boilers. See also hard water. Nelson.

Antilles pearl. Not a pearl but rrother of
pearl of a sea snail. Shipley.

mimeos. Abbreviation for antilogarithm. BuMin Style Guide, p. 58.

antilogont. Designating that pole (end) of
a pyroelectric crystal which is nezative
while the crystal is being heated and positive as it cools. Compare anakirous. Standard, 1964.

antimatter. Matter in which the ordinary

percent), cable sheaths, etc. C.T.D.

form of a fine powder produced by electrolysis or chemical action in an antimony
salt solution. Used as a bronzing pigment
for metals and plaster casts. Antimony

black is also used to refer to antimony

sulfide. CCD 6d, 1961.
antimony blende. Same as kermesite. Fay.

antimony bloom. See antimony oxide. CCD
6d, 1961.

antimony cr.*. See crude antimony. Bennett 2d, 1962.
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anvil

White to gray; orthorhombic: Sb1:5; hygroscopic; melting point, 292' C; and specific

example, rubber hoses, belts, which haw
been rendered conductive to reduce risk
eif sparks or electric shocks in mines, ii
other places where there is a fire risk.
Pryor. j.
aatistatk tiles. Floor tiles of a tvpe that will
dissipate any electrostatic charge and so
minimize the danger of sparking; such tiles
are used in moms, for example, operating
thea..ers. where there is flammable vapor.
One such type of ceramic tile contains car.
bon. The National Fire Protection Assn.
ciation in the United States stipulates that
the resistance of a conductive floor shall
be less than 1 megohm as measured between two points 3 feet apart; the resist-

antimony crudum
antimony autism The name given to the
molten. high-gradr sulfide that drains away

from th, gangue residue when stibnite.
(antimony sulfide( is melted by liquation

Neu-tott, p. 282.

antimony ekctrode. One sometimes used in
pll measurement. Metallic antimony with
a surface coating of Sle:Se. Pr)or. .1.

antimouy fluoride. See antimony trifluoride.
CCD 6d. 1961.

antimony glance. Synonym for stibnite. Hey
2d, 1955.

antimony glass; vitreous antimony; *Wm's
anftmony sulfide; antimonial glass. a. A
vitrified produet of variable composition
obtained by partial roasting and subset's. -nt fusion of antimony tthulfide: a trans-

parent dark ruby-red mass Used for tinting glass and porcelain yellow. CCD 6d,
1961. b. Transparent red man. Used for
coloring glass and porctlain. Bennett 2d.
1962.

antimony minerals. Minerals containing anti-

mony, the principal one being stibnite,

SbeSe. Bureau of Miner Staff.

antimomy ocher. Synonym for stibiconite. Fa).
autlmouy 124. Radioactive antimony of maYs

number 124; half-life, 60 days; and radiation, beta and gamma. Used as a trace:
especially in solid state studies and as a
marker of interfaces between products in
pipe lines. The gamma ray has the proper
energy to eject neutrons from beryllium.
Convenient portable neutron sources . whicn

may be reactivated in a nuclear reactoi,
are made by such an irradiation of an antimony pellet encased in a beryllium shell.

(..cp

6e. 1961.

antimony ores. Native antimony; stibnite
(sulfide of antimony) ; valentinite and
senarmontite (oxides). Fay.

gravity, 4.58. Used in porcelain, in po:wry and in dyeing. CCD 6d, 1961.
antimoay trisadide; antimony sulfide; meimaniples sulfide; antimony sulfuret; stibStriSs; molecular weight. 339.69
orthorhombic ; gray or grayish-black; specific gravity, 4.64; and melting point, 550'
C. Bennet 2d. 1962. b. Commercial grade
Slat% contains a minimum of 70 percen;
antimony. It is sometimes used in glas;
nite.

batches for obtaining a cloudy-anther or

rubv glass. In the production of opal glass,
it is occasionallY used in small amounts to
assist the action of the opacifying agents
Antimony sulfide is used to some extent in
the hollowware industry in the production
of mottled gray enamels. Based on experi-

ence gained in hollowware nameling, a
new trend is developing in the application

of a single white coat (Mania) .firectly
on steel. By introducing sulfur and :ribmons- simultaneously- in the form of ar.
monv sulfide (commonly called black
needle

antimony)

adherence

of

white

enamel to steel is said to be enhanced. Lee.

c. Source of antimony. Bureau of Mines
Staf I.

antinode. A point, line, or surface in a standing wave system where some characteristic
of the wave field has maximum amplitude.
Antinodes. like nodes. may be of several
types, such as pressure or velocity. ASM
(amt.
antipathy of mhserals. The incompatibility of
certain rock-forming minerals. according

to the theory of fractional crystallization,
result from their being too far apart in a
crystallization sequence to he associated
in such quantities as to make up the entire
rock. Thus, a rock made up of quartz and
calcic plagioclase is unknown among igne-

notimouy oxide; antimony trioxide; antimony
bloom; antimony white; wbite amtimony.
a. Sb203 is derived principally from s.ibnite but it is also produced by the oxidation of antimony metal. Used as an opaci-

antipertbite. An integrowth of a sodic and

the frit and as a mill addition; in lead

unmixing of sodium and potassium ions in
an originally homogeneous alkalic feldspar.

ous roelcs. Hess.

a potassic feldspar generally considered to

fier in certain porcelain enamels both in

have formed during slow cooling by the

glazes to produce yellow colors: and has

In an antiperthite, the potassic member

also been used as a body stain. In glasses,

antimony oxide is important as a decolorizing agent, especially in optical glass
batches

and

in

ruby-red

compositions.

Antimony has a specail advantage in that
glasses &colorized with it do not change
color upon solarization as do glasses de-

colorized with arsenic oxide. Lee. b. A

white, odorless, crystalline powder. Used
as a paint pigment; in glass manufacture;
in opacifying white enamels, and in infrared transparent glass. CCD 6d, 1-61. c. A
durable paint pigment especially valuable
as a flame retardant. Formed in flues and
in dust rhambers of antimony roasting
nonpoisonfurnaces. CCD 6d, 1961. d.

ous, white pigment that produces a slow-

drying paint with properties similar to

those of titanium-oxide paint. Critpin.
antimony reguhis. An impure product of the
smelting process; largely antimony sulfide.
Standard, 1.964.

antimony star. The fernlike marking on the
upper surface of the metal antimony when
well crystallized. Fay.

antimony sulfate; antimonous sulfate; anti.
mole, ular
mony trisulfate. Shh(S01 2
weight, 531.68: white powder: deliques.
cent: specific gravity. 3.625 (at 4° C) :
insoluble in water: and soluble in acid.
Used in explosives. Bennett 2d, 1962.
trifluovide; antimony fluoride.

antimony

(usually orthoclase) forms thin films,
lamellae, strings, or irregular veinlets,

within the sodic member (usually albite).
See also perthite. A.G.I.
antipitting agent (mitipit). An addition agent
for electroplating solutions to prevent th-

formation of pits nr large pores in the
elect rodeposit . ASM ("it's f.

Antipoys apparatus. An air-tube breathing
apparatus of the inspiratory type without
bellows or a blower. McAdam, p. 77.

antique glass. Flat glass made by cylinder
process and with textured surfaces resembling old glass; it is used in the making of

ance of the floor shall be over 25.000 ohms

between a ground connection and any
point on the surface of the floor or betweeit

two points 3 feet apart on the surface of
the floor. Dodd.

antistress mineral. a. A mineral, such al
anonhite, potash feldspars. pyroxenes,
forsterirr, andalusite, etc., the formation

of which in metamorphosed rocks, is fa.
yored by conditions controlled by thermal
action and hydrostatic pressure and not
by shearing stress: contrasted with stress
minerals (chlorite, amphiboles, kyanite,
etc.). flames, 1928. b. A mineral, such as
leucite, nepheline, alkalic feldspar. andalusite, and coriierite, that cannot form or
is

unstable in an environment of high

shearing stress, and hence, does not occur
in highly deformed rocks. Stokes and
l'arnes. 1955.

antitbetk fault. A fault that dips in the opposite direction from the direction in which
the associated sediments dip. Opposite of
synthetic fault. A.G.1.
antitbetk :bear. See antithetic fault. McKimstry.

antitank. Counteracting poison. Webster 3d

antkropal matilation. Ventilation by a current of air traveling in the opposite dine.
tion to that of the flow of mineral out of
the mine. BS. 3618, 1963, sec. 2. See also
ascensional ventilation.

Wogrire. A natural basic sulfate of copper,
Cue(OH),SO., found in the oxidized por.
titans of copper deposits in Chile. Luster,
vitreous; green color; Mobs' hardness, 3.3

to 4; specific gravity, 3.9; orthorhorr.bic.

An ore of copper. CCD 6d. 1961; Dana 17.

AN-TNT sharks. Mixtures of ammonium
nitrate and trinitrotoluene used as an ex.

plosive. Lewis, p.

antoragastite. Synonym for eriochalcite. Hey
2d. 1955.

ant oil, artificial. See furfurol. CCD 6d, 1961.
antozonite. A dark violet fluorite from Wölsendorf, Germany, that emits a strong odor
often causing nausea among miners. The
odor was attributed to a substance called

stained-glass windows. Set also cylinder

antozone, later shown not to exist. The

process:Cathedral glass. Dodd.

odor has also been ascribed to free fluoriret.
A similar odor is found in other rocks. Hess.

andscale compound. A preparation that is
applied to burning tools to protect them

anvil. a. The stationary serrated jaw piece

from scaling in service. ASTM C286-65.

or plate of a safety clamp, adjustable pipe

growth and multiplication of microorga-

sometimes inconectly used as a synonym
for drive hammer. Also called anvil block;

antisepsis. The process of inhibiting the
nigh's; the prevention or treatment of
sepsis by antiseptic means. Webster 3d.

antis)ip metals. Metals with abrasive grains

cast in them, used for floor plates, stair
treads, and car steps. The metal may be
iron, bronze. or aluminum, and the abrasive may be sand or aluminum oxide.

Brady, 4th ed.. 1940. p. 43.
antistatic. Descriptive of materials which nor-

mally have high insulating qualities, for
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wrench, or jaw-type rock crusher. Also

anvil heel; anvil jaw; heel. Long. b. An
iron block placed between a stamp-mill

mortar box and the foundation block; generally used in light mortars and concrete

foundations. Fay. c. In drop forging, the
base of the hammer into which the sow
Gloss.

and lower die part ar- set. ASM
d. A block of steel upon which

metal is forged. ASM Gloss.

anvil block
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anvil block. A massive block of cast iron
which is placed Leneath the anvils of

apbanesite. Synonym for clinoclase. Hey, 2d,

Prior. 3; Bureau of Mines Staff.

steam and other heavy hammers, tor the
absorption of the vibration due t the
blow. It is often embedded in masot.ry or

p. 201.

apbanite. A dense, homogeneous rock, the
mineral constituents of which are too small
to be distinguished by the unaided eye.
A.G.!.

anvil sloe. A vise with an anvil on one jaw.

apbanitic. Applied to a texture of rocks in
which the crystalline constituents are too

Standard. I.414.

apacbite. Suggested by Osann, from the
Apache or Davis Mountains of western
Texas, for a variety of phonolite, that differs from typical phonolites. It has almost
as much amphibole as pyroxene. whereas
amphibole is rare in normal phonolite. The
feldspar of the groundmass is generally
microperthitic. Fay.
apatelke. A hydrous ferric sulfate, found in

beds of bone have no definite chemical

guano &posits and beds of bone have no
definite chemical composition. Pr)or. 3.
aperoidkal damping. Case whereby damping
is carried to the extreme so that the mass

returns into the position of equilibrium
without oscillating. Synonym for critical

damping. Schieferdecier.
apex. a. The highest or uppermost point; the

summit; the top; the peak. For example,
the apex of a mountain. The end, edge,
or crest of a mineral vein nearest the surface. Webster 3d b. The highest point of
a stratum, as a coalbed. Standard, 1964
c. The top of an anticlinal fold of strata.
Fay d. The point of highest elevation on
an alluvial fan, usually at the point wher-:
the stream emerges from the mountain.
A.G.I. e. In United States mining law
used to designate the highest limit of
vein. Ballard f. The top of an inclined
haulage plane. See alio brow; landing.
Nelson g. Point in center of the face of a
concave, noncoring bit. Long h. Of classifier or hydrocyclone, the underflow aperture through which the coarser and heavier

fraction of the solids in a pulp is dis-

charged in accordance with its minimum
cross section. Pryor, 3.

apex angle. Included angle measured between the slopes of the inside faces of a
concave, noncoring bit, which may range
from as small an angle as 70° to a maximum of about 120°. Long.

apex law. a. This law gives the owner of a
properly located claim on a vein the right
to an indefinite extension on the dip of
the vein bey-ond the vertical planes through

the side lines of his claim. In order to

serure this right, th, owner must lay out
the endlines of the claim parallel and of
length

A

,

triangular claim

would have no ap!.x right and eannot be
patented. Also called law of extralateral
rights. Lewis. p. 32. b. Obsolescent mining
law allowing the owner of a lode to follow
it in depth, regardless of the vertical ex-

tension of the legal surface boundaries.

apbasophyre. A porphyritic igneous rock
having a groundmass which the unaided
eye cannot distniguish as either crystalline

apzairswastalline.
. Containing phenocrysts in an
aphanitic groundmass; some porphyritic
igneous rocks. Fay.

and

composition. Pryor. 3 b. Chlorapatite.
Ca.C1( P0,) and 3Ca.P,O..CaC11; hexagonal; transparent to opaque; low gray
polarization colors; Mohs' hardness. 5;
specific gravity. 3.2. Phosphate content less
than 90 percent. Rork phosphates ex

substantial

small ,o be distinguished with the unaided
eve. It includes both microcrvstalline and
cryptocrystalline textures. A.G.1.

,

apbrke. A foliated or scaly white pearly calcite. Standard. 1964. Also called earth
foam; foam spar. Fay.

I

apbrizite. A black variety of tourmaline.
Standard.1964.

apborlita. Scoriaceous basaltic lava characterized by a rough, jagged, clinkery surface.

Synonymous with aa. Obsolete. A.G.1.
apbtbalose. Aphthitalite. Dana 6d, p. 897.
aphtbkalik. A white saline potassium-sodium

sulfate, (KNa)150,; crystallizing in the

rhombohedral system. Fay.

apbotbonite. A steel-gray argentiferous variety of tenahedrite. Standard, 1964.
apbyrk. A rock texture showing two genera-

tions of the same mineral but having no
phenocrysts; Rosenbusch-s incorrect porohs-rine. Hess.

API Abbreviation for American Petroleum
Institute. Zimmerman. p. 7.

API gammnray unit. This unit is an arbitrary one and is defined as 1/200 of the
difference between the deflections produced on a log by the radiation from two
standard formations in a test pit in Houston. Texas. The two standard formations

are artificial. One is of very 1-1w radio-

activity while the other has a radioactivity
which is approximately twice as great as
an average mid-continent shale. Wyllie,
p. 153.

API gravity. The standard American Petroleum Institute (API) method for specifying the density of crude petroleum. The
141.5

density in degrees API equals
P
131.5 where P is the specific gravity of
the particular oil at 60° F. This is one of
several so-called Baume scales for comparing lighter liquids with water. A.G.1.
API neutron unit. This unit was devised by
the American Petroleum Institute and per-

mits the calibration 4 the scales of neutron logs. It was devised from a test pit
built in Houston. Texas which contains
limestone having a porosity of 19 percent.
This limestone is saturated with fresh
water and is penetrated by a 71/2-inch

diameter hole. The API neutron unit is

defined as 1/1000 of the response of a log-

ging tool in this formation. With this system neutron logs show deflections of a few

hundred to a few thousand API units for
the usual range of borehole and formation
conditions. Wyllie, p. 118.
apiolmite. A silky-white or faintly rose-green

or yellow manganese alum, MnO.A1,0i.

4S03-1-24H20; in fibrous masses, crusts, or
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efflorescences; Mohs' hardness, 1.5; spe-

cific gravity, 1.782; tastes like ordinary
alum but not as strong. Dana 6d, p 955.
Apjobn's formula. A formula for calculating
the pressure of water vapor in the air. Bu-

apbamipintic. A texture of porphyritic rocks
with microaphanitic groundmau. Synonym
for felsiphyric. Johannien. v. 1. 2d. 1939.

olif rete.Crpon.

3Ca-P50.CaF,; hexagonal; transparent to
opaque; low gray polarization colors;
Mobs' hardness, 5; specific gravity, 3.2.
Rock phosphates ex guano deposits and

'

1955.

anvil jaw. See anvil. Long.
anvil stone. Eng. Blue building stone, forming
a bcd of irregular amil-shaped blocks.
Aiken.

yellow noduks in clay. Fay.
apatite. a. Fluoapatite, CagF(P0,),

Apold-Fleissner process

.

reau of Mines Staff.
apbmacbrotnatic lens. A lens free from both
chromatic aberration and spherical aberration. See also aplanatic lens. Shipley.
aplanachromatic loupe. A loupe containing
an aplanachromatic lens. Shipley.
aplanatic lens. .% lens fiee from sphrrnal
aberration. See alio aim rration Shtplei.
aplanatk loupe. A loupe containing an
aplanati.: lens. Shipley.

apbmidic triplet. An aplanatic lens composed

of three portions cemented together to
eliminate spherical aberration. A more
popular name for this is the term triple

aplanat. Shipley.
aplastic. See grit. ACSG. 1963.
aplite. a. A dike rock composed almost entirely of light-colored minerals and having
a characteristic fine-grained granitic texture. Aplites may rangr in composition

from granitic to gabbroic. but when the
term is used without a modifier, it is
generally understood to be granitic. that
is,

consisting essentially of quartz

and

ortin dase. A.G.I. b. A rock mined in Virginia for use in glass manufacture; it corsists principally of albite, zoisite, and sencit. Dodd.
spike vane sheet. A sheet of aplite parallel
to the structure of the country rock but
not necessarill- following the foliation.
G.S.A. Memo / . 1939, p. 322.

aplkk. a. Applied to igneous rocks that are
tree from dark minerals and comparatively fine-grained and even-grained. Microscopically, the boundaries between
_grains are ordinarily uneven. Hess. b. Hav-

ing the texture characteristic of aplites.
A.G.!.
aplodlorite. A light-colored variety of biotite
granodiorite containing little or no hornblende. Holmes. 1920.

aplogranite. A light-colored reek of granitic
texture consisting essentially of alkali feldspar and quartz, with subordinate biotite;
muscovite may be present or absent. Corn-

aptizalsakite. Holmes. 1920.

. A variety of andradite having its

dodecahedral faces striated parallel to the

shorter diagonal; dark brown, yellowishgreen, and brownish-green. Dana 6d, p.
443.

apo-. A prefix implying the metasomatic
derivation of one kind of rock from
another. Applied to volcanic rocks, indicating they have devitrified; to sedimen-

tary rocks, that they have undergone meta-

morphism without destruction of the original texts. re. Holmes. 1928.

apobsidian. A former obsidian (volcanic
glass) which is now completely devitrified. Synonym for petrosilex. A.G.I.
Avoca'. A nongelatinous permissible explo-

sive. Used in coal mining. Bennett 2d,
1962.

A-polar. Surface, usually nonpolar, adsorbs
nonpolar compounds. Pryor, 3, p. 7.

Apold-Flekuner process. A method of roasting carbonate iron ore in a shaft furnace.
The ore sinks continuously down the furnace while a current of hot air or flue gas,

with a flow carbon dioxide content,

is

passed through the body of the ore and a
current of cold air is passed upwards

through the lower part of the shaft, this
part acting as a cooling chamber for the

apple coal

Apo ld-Fleissner process
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ore and as a preheating flue for the air.
which rapidly oxidizes the ferrous oxide
in the upper regions of the furnace. The

apparent angle. S) nony m for etch angle.

and cold air are carefully regulated. so
as to keep the carbon dioxide content of
the flue gas at a minimum, and thereby

apart due to the surface tension of the
moisture film surrounding each particle.

Long.
apporest cohesion. a In soil mechantcs, the
resistance of partteles to being pulled

quantity and temperature of the hot gases

Also called moisture film cohesion. H6'6.
b. Cohesion in granular soils due to capil-

to ensure thorough roasting of the ore at
the lowest possible temprrature. A furnace
roasting 200 to 450 tons per day requires
about 160.000 to 200,000 kilograms-calories per ton, giving a heat efficiency of

lary forces. ASCE P1626.

apparent crater. In explosion-formed crater
nomenclature, the crater remaining after
fall-back material has returned. Messing

percent Osborne.

and Miswrote Engineering. r. 2, No. 2,

apoonagmatk. a. Applied to mineral deposit
of magmatic origin developed in surmundings which do not reveal its im .
mediate relationship to a body of parent
eruptive rock: the existence of the latter

February. 1966. p. 65.

apparent day. Solar day; interval between
successive trrnsits of sun's center across
observer's meridian. The time thus meas.
urrd is not uniform or cluck time. Pryor, 3.
appt.rent density. a. The weight of an object
or material divided by its exterior volume
less the volume of its open pores. ACSG,
196?. b. Weignt per apparent volume rr.
c. In powder metallurgy, the weight of a
unit volume of powder, determined by a
specified method of loading and usually
expressed in grams per cubic centimeter.

may. however, still be determined from
the presence of dikes, the phenomena of

con-act metamorphism. etc. Schieferdecket.

b. Applied to deposit in the area sur .

rout.:ling the intrusive center at a moderate chsta-tce. A.G.I.

apophyllik. Calcium potassium silicate with

water: cclor white to pink with

so determined is also an indication of its

ard. 1964.

strong

pearly luster on the face parallel to the
cleavage plane: common in cavities in

ASM Gloss.

apparels* dip. The dip of a rock layer as

yolc a n ic rocks. Ski k an kas.

apophysis. a. A branch from a vein or a dike
to which it is attached. An epiphesis is the
same. but tt is not attached. Fay. b. A

small dike or sill injected from a larger

measured in any exposed section. or direction, not at a right angle to the strike.
It is a component of, and hence, always
less than, the true dip. Stokes and Varnes,

intrusive body into adjacent rocks. A.G.1.
aporhyolite. A former rhs-olite, the ground.
mass of which was once glassy but is now
devitrified. A.G.I.

1953.

apOSallellt01K. A metamorphosed sandstone.

apparent elastic limit; useful limit point. Th..
stress at which the rate of change of
stratn wtth respect to stress ts 50 percent
greater than at zero stress. It is more

definitely determinable from the stressstrain diagram than is the proportional
limit, and is useful for comparing ma-

Synonym for quartzite. A.G.I. swpp.

iposde gem. One of the gems that were
sometimes used to symbolize the apostles
in the Middle ages: Jasper. St. Peter;

terials of the same general class. Compare
elastic limit: proportional limit; yield
point: yield strength. Ro,

Andrew: chalcedony, St.
James; emerald. St. John: sardonyx, St.
Philip; carnelian. St. flartholomew; chrysolite. St. Matthew: beryl. St. Thomas;
chrysoprase, St. Thaddeus; topaz, St.
sapphire,

St.

appannt heave. For normal faults, the gap
between the horizontal projections of the
fault traces, measured perpendicular to
the strike of the disrupted bedding plane.

James the Less; hyacinth, St. Simeon; and
amethyst. St. Matthias. Hess.
apolectonk. Post orogenic. A.G.!.
Appalachias. The system of mountains in the

Schieferdecker.

eastern United States, or the coal pro-

W awa,' horizon. The amarent or visible
junction of earth and sky as seen front
any specific position. Also called visible

ducing area extending from northern
Pennsylvania to Alabama. Jones.

o ppress initial softening. When applied to

horizon.

refractoriness-under-load test, this
term has the specific meaning of the temperature at which the tangent to the curve
relating the expansion/contraction and the
temperature departs from the horizontal

the

Appalachian coalSeld. The coal-producing
area extending from northern Pennsylvania to Alabama, in and adjacent to the
Appalachian mountains. Fay.

Appalachian orogen; Appalachian revolt!.

and subsidence begins. See also refractoriness-under-load test. Dodd.
apparent movement of a fault. The apparent
movement observed in any chance section
across a fault is a function of several

dom. a. Late Paleozoic era diastrophism

beginning perhaps in the Late Devoniait
period and continuing until the end of the
Permian period. A.G.I. Sapp. b. A period
of intense mountain-building movements in

variables: The attitude of the fault; the
attitude of the disrupted strata; the attitude of the surface upon which the fault

the late Paleozoic era, during which the
deposits in the Appalachian and Cordilleran geosynclines were folded to form
the

Appalachian

and

is observed : and the true movement (net
slip) along the fault. A.G.I.
apparent particle density. Mass to volome excluding open pores of particle, but includ-

Palaeocordilleran

mountains. Equivalent to the Armorican
and Hercynian movements in Europe.
C.T.D.

ing closed pores. Pryor, 3.

Applachian revolution. See Appalachian
orogeny.

apparatus.

a.

N.

apparent plunge. The inclination of a normal projection of lineation in the plane

of Eng. The screening

of a vertical cross section.

appliances upon the pit bank (at or near
a mine). Fay. b. Any complex device or

machine designed or prepared for the
accomplishment of a special purpose. Also,
a collection of tools, appliances, materials,

etc., as that necessary to the pursuit of a
profession, as chemical apparatus. Stand-

,

Stipp.

apparent porosity. The ratio of the volume
of open pore space in the specimen to
the exterior volume. It is obtained by
measuring the difference in weight of a
rock which is dessicator dried and then
water saturated. The porosity of a rock
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granular structure. Lewis. p. 374.

apparent powder density. Nfass to volume
occupied under defined conditions of packing Pr)or. 3.

apparent resistivity. A quantity that is determined from the measurements in the re-

sistisity method and that, in the case of
an electrically homogeneous surface, is
equal to the resistivitv of the subsurface
material. Schieferdecker.

apparent solid dews:ty. .% term toed when
c onside ring the density of a potous material, for example, a fireclay or silica re-

fractory. It is defined as the ratio of the
mats of the material to its apparen' solid

apparent solid volume;
volume. See al
true density. Dodd.

solid volume. A term used when
considering the density and volume of a
porous solid, particularly a refractory
brick. It is defined as the volume of the
solid material plus the volume of any
sealed pores and also of the open pores.

---suirpne

Dodd.

apparent specific gravity. a The ratio of the
weight in air of a given volume of the im-

permeable portion of a permeable material (tor example, the solid matter including its impermeable pores or voids)
at a stated temperature to the weight in
air of an equal volume of distilled water

at a stated temperature. ASCE P1826. h.
This property is determined by the stand-

.ord method of divid.ng the 'weight of a
rock by the weight of an equal volume of
water. The term apparent specific gravity
is used because water cannot penetrate the

closed pore spaces inside the rock, and
hence the specific gravity measured by
water displacement methods includes the
effect of internal pore spaces as well as
that of the constituent mtnerals. Lewis, p.
575.

appennt stress. The stress corresponding to

a given unit strain on the assumption of
uniaxial stress. It is calculated by mul-

tiplying the unit strain by the modulus
of elasticity, and may differ from the
true stress because the effect of trans-

verse stresses is not taken into account. Ro.
apparent lloperpositkos. The actual or visible

order in which strata lie in any locality.

Standard, 1964,

apparent velocity. Differential quotient of
the distance along a line on the surface
over the increase in time of arrival of a
wave. Schieferdecker.

apparel!! volume. True volume + closedpore volume. VV.

apparent width. The width of a vein or other
tabular formation as determinod by borehole intercepts. This width will always be

greater than the true width if the borehole intersects the vein at any direction
other than perpendicular to the surface of
the vein. Long.

appestat.. The look or sight of a porcelain
enameled surface. Hansen.

apple*. A group term applied to melanocratic (lamprophyric ) vaii tios of syenite,
monzonite, and diorit
.ch are high in

hornblende. Holrne :
applanation. All pt. y.iographic processes
which tend to reduce the relief of a

district and, dominantly, by adding ma-

terial to the area or areas affected, cause
the topograp sy to become more and more
plainlike. Hess.

apple coal. Scot. Soft or loose coal which
is easily mined and breaks into small

a plehke lumps. Standard. 1964.

of tramportation As applied to a
coal mine. these include parts of the
locomottve.

mobile. conveyor,

aqueous homogeneous reactor
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apple coal

and ek-

valor transportation systems for the renosal of coal Bureau 4 Mines Stall.
applkation. The act of depositing a coating
of enamel on a prepared metal s .rface.
Moons.
applied asechanks. Treats of the laws of me-

chanics as applied to construction in the
11
ful arts. if.ropte
Appal oven. An oven for the manufacture
of coke. differing from the Belgian in
that it is divided into vertical c-ompartments. Far.

amoebas fabric; printery fabrk. A primary
orientation of the elements of a rock that
is developed or formed at the time of
deposition of the material. Fabrics of most
sedimentary rocks belong to the apposition
ap;iorrarirsima7tvise. A.G.1.

estimation or fixing of a
money value on anything such as a gemstone. Differs from valuation and evaluation. Shipley.
appraisal curve. A curve or plotted relationship showing, for oil or gas wells operating under similar conditions. the produc-

tion for a given time or period AS compared to the ultimate production. Usually.
the abscissa of the rune expresses barrels

(or gas volumes) produced during the
year and the ordinate indicates the ultimate production. A.G./.
approach tIbtance The linear distance, in
the direction of feed. between the point of

initial cutter contact and the point of full
cutter contact. ASM
aopropriation. In the mining law, the posting
of notice at or near the point where the
ledge is exposed: next the recording of
the notice; next the marking of the
boundaries. Ricketts, 1.

appropriation scrawl. An account showing
the manner of disposal of earned profit.
Pryor. 3.

approval piste. A label which the U.S. Bureau of Mines reqnires manufacturers to

pulp is caught by the quicksilver on the
plate. See also copper plates. Fey. c. A
hinged extension of a loading chute. Com-

monly called lip in krkansas. Fey. d. A
broad shallow vat used for evaporating
Webster 3d. e. A receptacle for conveying

material (as rock) by means ol a cableway and trolley. Webster 3d. f. An endless

belt for conveying material of any kind.

Also Gard a traveling apron. Webster 3d.

g A series of apron pans which, when
att aked to a chain or pivotally attached

on to another forms the conveying medium for an apron conveyor. ASA M114.11938. h. The front gate of a scraper body.

i. A short ramp with a slight
pitch. Nicao1s. j. A sheet of sand and
Nichols.

gravel lying for some distance in front
ot the terminal moraines of a glacier.

Standard. 1964. Also called frontal apton;

morainal aproniii(F:j. k. Where an ice
sheet ends in a
cient continental

face, as did the an-

glaciers,

numerous

streams flow from it and sptrad their
debris ill front of the terminal moraine.
forming a broad fringing sheet or apron
(outwash plain) along it. A.G..I. I. A floor
or lining of concrete, timber, etc., to
protect a surface from erosion, such as the
pay-t-ment below chutes or spillways, or at
the tors of dams. Seely.. 1.

aproa conveyor. a. A series of overlapping
metal plates or aprons running in an endless chain for transferring material from
one place to another. Often used to feed
raw material from a bin. ACSG, 1963. b.
A conveyor so contrived as to provide a

moving platform on which coal can he
carried and, if necessary, cleaned by picking. Zern.

arum feet A method of feeding materiel
forward on an articulated platform. Nelson.
aproa feeder; plate-belt feeden pante feeder.

A feeder in which the material is carried
on an apron conveyor and in which the
rate of feed is adjusted either by varying
the depth of material or the speed of the
conveyor, or both. BS. 3332, 1962. See
also conveyor-type feeder.

mmalrag. A lightweight apparatus used for
underwater exploration. It consists ol
tanks of compressed air or oxygen carried
on the back of a diver, a breathing tube,
and a face mask for breathing that permits underwater observations to depths of
about 300 feet uncomplicated by an air
how leading to the surface. Also called

scuba or SCUBA, the letters of which

stand for self-contained underwater breath-

ing apparatus A GT Sapp.; C.T.D. Sapp.
agenonarbse. Pale blue gent) variety of
beryl (13e..11.-S10,0,0. Poor. 3.
optamaitiota chrysolite. Grivnish-vilow benl
AShipliary.

emerald. Trade name fot a
genui-e beryl or aquamarine tripkt. See
also emerald triplet. Shipley.

aquainarine elms. A term looselY used for
any light-blue or greenish-blue glass, regardless of its chemical composition or
physical properties. Ship/es.

ameammdne sapphke. Pale blue sapphire.
IShipley.
annentartne topaz. Greenish topaz. Shipley.
sgassanglet Issausillse. Pale greenish-blue,
sometimes pale blur tourmaline. Shipley.

amsamarkse tripkt. A genuine triplet which
is uwd to imitate an emerald, and often

inconrctly called an emerald triplet. It
consists of two pottions of aquamarine with
a cemented layer of green coloring matter
between them. Shipley.

anummetry. Analytical procedures used in
measuring water. Bennett 21. 1962 Aid.

atm realm aNrohydrochlork add; ae---sm-intsf-

rim& add. A vnv corrosive, fuming yel-

low liquid made by mixing nitric and

hydrochloric acids, usually in the propor-

tion of

I

part by volume of pure nitric

acid with 3 parts by volume of pure

hydrochloric acid. Used in dissolving metals and in etchir.g. Webster 31. It dissolves
gold and platinum. Standard, 1964.

inselloct. A conduit for conveying water
over tong distances; a bridge supporting
such a conduit. Hem.

ammo-. A combining form for aqueous, denoting aqueous and. For example, aqueoigneous meaning of water and heat Web-

attach to every completely assembled machine or device sold as permissible mine
equipment. By this means, the manufacturer certifies to the sermissible nature of
the machine or device. ASA C42.83:1936.

spree plate. Sheet of copper, Muntz metal,
or special alloy set in front of stamp battery and coated with mercury, to trap
and amalgamate gold. Pryor. 3.

amsetmlndal. Of, pettaining to, or resulting
from the combined action of ice and

approved. Accepted as suitable by a competent cotunitter, board, or organization
designated by those adopting the rules;

as in a wood-planing machine. Standard.

water. Webster 2d.
amaeolgeteenes. Of or pertaining to ore result-

applies to

permissible explosives, safety
lamps. motors. etc., as passed upon by the
U.S. Bureau of Mines. Fay.
approved apparatus. Gr. Brit. Apparatus.

not necessarily flameprcof or intrinsically
safe, that has been approved by the Minister of Power, under the Mines and
Quarries Act. 1954. or Regulations made
thereunder. for use in mines. BS. 3618.
1965, sec. 7.

approved name safety lamp. A flame safety
lamp which has been approved for use in
gaseous coal minrs. Bureau of Mines Staff.

Aprkotine. Trade name for yellowish-red,
apricot-colored quartz pebbles from near
Cape May. N.J., used as gemstones.
English.
apron. a. A canvas-coven-el frame set at such

an angle in the miner's rocker that the
gravel and water in passing over it are
carried to the head of the machine. Fay.
b. An amalgamated copper plate placed
below the stamp battery, over which the
pulp passes. The free gold contained in the

spree roll. A support of a traveling apron.
1964.

spasm rope. The operating rope for the blade

front of a scraper. /fem.

apron wall. That part of a rinel wall be-

tween the window sill and the support of

the penel wall. ACSG.
A ptian LOW r Cretaceous. between Barrett-

ian and Albian. A.G.I. Stipp.
smite. A little-used name for peach-bloom
colored tourmaline. Shipley.

apyrous. a. Not changed by extreme heat.
as mica: distinguished from refractory.
Standard, 1964. b. Noncombustible. Weh-

tier ld.

aqua ammomia. Ammonia water; especially.
a solution of ammonia containing 10 percent of ammonia by weight. Webster 3d.

amsafortiu nitric add. a. HNOe. Crispin. b.
Etching in which nitric acid is used as a
mordant. Web:ter 3d.
Amsagel. Brand name for a proprietary product. A gel-forming colloidal btnitonite clay
used in drilling muds. CCD 6d. 1961.
Atmagem. Trade name for a light-blur synthetic spine], that is, a synthetic aquamarine spine]. Shipley.
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ster 21.

ing from the joint influence of heat and
water. Webster 2d.

anewous. a. Of, relating to, or having the

of water; watery. Made
from. with, or by means of water. Procharacteris les

duced by the action of water. Webster 3d.

b. Pertaining to water; also. to sediment
deposited by water. A.G.I.

ammons commit ripple mark. See watercurrent ripple mark. A.G.I.
swam deposit. Sedimentary material deposited by or in water. Sehiefeideeker.
aqueous thtid dispersion. Responsible for deposition of most mineral deposits, while the

fluids are moving through channelways in
rock. As the fluids pass through the chan-

nels they are subjected to a constantly
changing physical and chemical environ-

ment, with consequent reactions in the
fluid and between the fluid and the wall

rock to maintain
Lewis, p. 300.

chemical

equilibria.

mimeos, fusion. a. Melting in the water of
crystallization. Fay. b. Melted with water,
as deep-seated magmas. Hess.

aqueous homogeneous reactor. See homage-

nevus reactor. LPL.

'

arbitrary Noe. A reference line, the direction
of which does not neeesufih coincide with
cardinal direction. AS 3618. 196.1. ict. 1.
arbrmsessis Mr. A test lor, cast with a heat
of material, used to determine chemical

Preis

aqueous fiver. Utanium-rich liquor.
and Royals. usually so designated after
fil.ration. In the resin-in-pulp (RIP)

composition. baroness, tensile strength, and

deflection and strength under transverse
loading in order to establish tbe state of
arriptibility of the casting. ASM Glom

process. the aqueous pulp In the ion-eschange (IX) proresc the feed to the ex-

change columns Pryor, .1.

arbor. a. In machine rrindivg, the spindk
on which the wheel is mounted. ASA1
Glom h In machine coffin., a shaft or
bar for holding and. driy11.4 the cutter.

11,11111.31111/ csdlladsS rippk onerh. See wave

ripple mark. A.G.I.

the rippl.
marks ma r by waves and water curtents
as distinguished from ripple marks made
by the wind that are called roban ripple
malks. A G.I.

aqueous dire ma& One cI

ASM Gloss. c in founding, a metal shape
imbedded in greensand or dry-sand cores
to support the sand ot the applied load
during casting. ASM Gloss.

anaemia Mk. Applied to a rock deposited

mita" maim A hollow cylindrical spacer
that fits an arbor and that is used to

through the agency of water: most ordimilitary rocks are of this type. lieu
aquirialle. A formation which, although por-

arreviitliguiand ierure a cutter. ASM Glosl
a Applied to mir flak hating a
treelike form. eepecially when fairly massive If the mineral formation is so thin
as to resemble the painting of a tree, it is
generally called deadritic. Far. b. Synonon for dendritic. A.G.1.
arboreaceet pirmirr. See dendritic powder.

ous and capable of absorbing water slowly.

will not transmit it fast enough to furnish

an appreciable supply for a well or spring.
A.G.I.

aquifer. a. A formation, a group of forma-

tions. or a part of a formation that

is

water hearing. AC I. b. A stratum or rone
below the surface of the earth that is

ASTM B243-65.
arbor hole. The crferal hole used for mounting a cutter or grinding wheel on an
arbor ASM Gloss.

capable of producing water. as frorn a
well. A G.I. Sapp. c. An underground
stratum that will yield water in sufficient
quantity to be of value as a source of
supply. An aquifre is not a stratum that

Myer prem. A machine esed for forcing ar-

bors or mandob into drilled or bored

parts preparators to hefting or grinding.
Also used for forcing bushings, shafts, or
pins into or out of holes. ASM Gloss.
arbor support. A brace or carrier to support
the outer end or an intermediate point of
an arbor. ASM
arbor-type mem. Cutters having a hole for
mounting on an arbor and usually haying
a krywac for a driving key. ASM Gloss.
Arbeckie Grapey. Mid-Pennsylvanian dias-

merely contains water. for this would appls

to all strata in the croundwater arra. An

aquifier must yield water. Car fon , p. IRO
aquifer. a. Suggested to Bedier, as the op-

posite of aquifer. A.G.I. b. A rock whkh
contains no interconnected openings or interstices and therefore neither absorbs nor
transmits water.

Amsitmiaa. Lower lower Miocene or uppermost Oligocene. A.G.I. Sapp.
Ar a. Chemical sv-mbol for argon. Ilandbonk
of Chemictvy and Physics, 45f1i el., 1964.
p. 8-1. h. Sonbol for aryl. Webster .7.1.
wohesqteltic. Applied to the texture of certain prophyries. the apparently homogeneous groundmasses of which break up,
when examined under crossed nicols. into
irregular patches. supposed to resemble

trophism. A.G./. Sapp.

.

Sapp. b. As applied to
circles. any portion of a circum-ference:
as applied to electricity, the luminous
bridge formed by the passage of a curtent
across a rap between two conductors or

:

Arabia loner. The oririnal type of on-glaze

electron stream in the reverse direction due

luster used by the Moon brim the 9th

to the formation of a cathode spot on an

century- onwards for the deccration of pottery: the sulfides or carbonates of copper

on the glare. Dodd.

or light golden sapphire. Shepley.
armornite. Form of calcium carbonate.

CaCO, perhaps with some impurity. for
example. strontium. Prior, 3.

aragorite amp. Aragonite. bromlite. witherite. strontianite. and cerusite. Standard,
1964.

Ando-Caspian. in phy5ical geography, applied to the extensive basin or depressed

arra occupied by the Aral ark, Caspian

Seas, and which is a true basin of conti-

nental streams. haying no communication
with the ocean. Fay.
aramayoile. An iron-black silver sulfantimonite and sulfobismuthite. Aga.S.(Sb.Bi) eSf:

perfect cleatage: triclinic. From Animas
mine. Chocaya. Bolivia. English.

terminals. 11W.
eremite. Same as aphthitalite. Fay..

arc-Irach. A failure of the rectifying action
which results in the flow of a principal

202.

.Arabian magic dimmed. Synthetic colorless

M. a. Islands or mountains arranged in
great curve.

arabesques. Johavensert, r. I, 21, 1939, p.

and !or silver are used, the firing-on being in a reducing atmosphere so that an
extremeh It in layer of the metal is formed

arapelkik. A very dark basalt containing
about 54) percent magnetite. Iles,.

aqueous Ina. Th.. mud lava formed hy the
mixture of volcanic ashes with condensing vokank aqueous sapors or other
water. Standard. 1964.

arch girder
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anode. Coal Age. 1.

arc blow. The swerving of an eiectric arc
'

from its normal path because of magnetic
forces. ASM Glom

arc bridle. Brazing with an electric are,
usually- with two nonconsumable electrodes.
ASM Gloss.

arc cutter. A device consisting of a bit attached to knuckle-jointed rods used to
drill a curved borehole or branched holes
from a parent borehole. Compare whipstock. Long.

arc cutting. Metal cutting with an arc between an electrode and the metal itself.
The terms carbon arc cutting and metal
arc cutting refer, respectively. to the usc of

a carbon or metal electrode. ASM Gloss.
arc furnace. A furnace in which material is
heated either directly by an eiectric arc
between an electrode. and the work, or indirectly hy an arc between two electrodes
adjacent to ie materials. ASM Gloss.

awls. a. A portion of a rock left standing at

the intersection of a wall and rod usually to support thr roof Bureau of Alines
Stag. b. Gmund unworked neat a shaft.
Far. c An anticline. A.G.!, d. In plu
tonic focks,

the planar or

linear flow

structures mat form a dome that extends
AC fins the whole pluton In an arch, the
flow st:-uctures are confined to the bor.
den of the pluton. A.G.I. c A curved
structural member used to span openings
or recesses. also built flat Structurally, an
arch is A piece or asaemblage of pieces
so atranved sort aii opening that the sup.
potted I. ad is revoke-4 into pressures on
the side supports afuf practically normal

to their faces. ACS(.. I. A part of a furnace: a c town. ASTM C 162-66. g. To
heat a pot in a pot arch ASTM 1: 162-66.

h. One of the fite chambers of a btick
kiln, also, the fire chamber in certain
kinds of furnaces and ovens. Named from
the arched roof. It'ebster I. i The roof

of a reverberatory furnace Fa). j Curved
roof of undentreur.d opening 11aMiael

Ilan 387. 1960. p . 2.
1111011111111011k1 Niftbrinait. Of or pertaining

vs the time of the eatlint use of stone
arti=nents by man. Ifece.

The place of maximum curvature
on a fold. especially cm a recumbent fold.
A.G.I.
arch himin. Applied to the wooden youssons

used in framing a timber support for the
tunnel roof, when driving a tunnel on thr
so-called Americrn sYstem. These blocks
are made of plank. superimposed in three
or more las-ers and breaking /flint. Startle-.

arch kick. a. A brick with lweth large faces
equally inclined toward a long, narrow
side I for uve in arch construction ) VF.
h. A brick shape having six plane faces
(two sides, two edges, and two ends). in
which two faces (the sides) are inclined
towanl rach other and one edge face is
narmwer thzn he other. HIE.
arch dam A dam in which water is dammed
up against an arch-shaped abutment. Barrer of Mines Staff.
Myhre& a. An adjective meaning ancient
ed to the
that has been
usage is
oldest Precambrian rocks.
.

aft

changinfr as more physical measurements
of geologic time are made. The Am.

Comm. Strat. Nomenclature has recorn-

erre nded substituting Earl,- Precambrian.

A.G.I. b. The older of two Precambrian

systems. Obsolete. Synonym for Archer,role. A.G.l. s.pp.
arched. Corn. Saiel of the roads in a mine.
when built with stones or bricks. Fay.
An adjective meaning ancient
life that is applied to the last of three subdivisions of Archean title when the lowest
forms of life probably existed. Fey. b. The
e-a during which, or during the later part
of which, the oldest system of rocks was
made. Fay. c. As more physical measurements of geologic time are made, this
term becomes more obsolete. It is now
considered part of the Early Precambtian.

d. The older of two Precambrian
eras. The term is not recognized by the
U.S. Geological Survey. 4.6.1. Sapp.

arch fortes. Forms or patterns on which
sprung arch brick are laid to insure the
proper arch contour. Ravens of Mines Staff.

aids furnace. In furnace construction, a
structure which usually spans two walls
and may be supported hy them. ACSG,
196.1.

arch qfrder. A normal H-section steel girder

arch girder
bent to a circular shape. The usual form
onsists i1 halen joined together at the
crown to' bolts and two fishplates. The
ar h cruder is usually splay legged or
straieht heard in shape but horseshoe
shapes are alto in use. See alio steel support. wood stilt. A'elcon.
Archibenak ZOlae. Set Benthic division. fly
A rchimedes Nmestone. One of the subordinate beds of the Lower Carboniferous

'

under pressure as a means of rapidly oxidizing the molten metal. Cerson, 2, p. 52.
arc plwana. The space between are terminals
in which gaseous conduction of electricity
takes Oar 1. Approxirnatel; equal numbers

srfIrt Fol.

of rlectmns and ions s4rtually neutralize
the space charge, but ionization and excitation are generally intense. The potential gradient is low. BnAlines Bull. 625,

1965. p. 17/.
arc shear asachine. See universal machine.
arc shoodag. A method of refraction seismic
pmsper ring in which the variation of travel-

Arch....L-edes' mtvw. A device consisting of a

tube bent spirally around an asis or a

broad-threaded screw incased by a hollow
open cylinder and used to raise water by
rotating the apparatus when partly immersed in a slantwise direction. Webster,

time with azimuth from a sh it point

arehing. a Curved support for roofs el open-

ter at the shot point. A.G.I.

ings in mines: constructed archways in
masonry. Barran of Mi-re Staff. b. The

arcsprayieg. See plasma spraying. Dodd.

airthrough. A lots of control resulting in
the flow of a principal electron stream

development of peripheral cracks around

an excavation due to the difference in

through the rectifying element in the normd direction during a scheduled noncomduction period. Coal Age. 1.
Arc* mite. The basaltic and associated

stress between thr skin rock and the rock

in the stress rIng Spalding. Set aho V.

arr hint. c. The folding of schists. endues.

or sediments into areiclines. Berta. of

rocks of the Brito-Arrtic Province do not
Wong to either the Atlantic or the Pacific
suite, but occupy a petrographic position
of an intermediate character, corresponding with their geographical situation. between the alkalir rocks of the Atlantic

Miner Staff. (1. The transfer of stress from
a striding part of a soil mass to adjoining
less-yielding or restrained parts Of the

mass. ASCE r1826. r. The fretting away
of the periphery of a rock tunnel. usualhconverting it from a rectangular to a
circular or elliptical section. The effect in
the back is sometimes referred to as the
-natural arch." The putting in of a lining
built to an arch shape should not be re-

islands and the andesitic rock; of the Pori&
borders. Holmes, 1928.

an Mae. The time the arc is maintained in
making an arc weld. ASM Gloss.

ferred to as architt but as lining" or

arctoPte; arldollie. An uncertain hydrous

"putting in the arch. 'Spalding, p. 159.
arching order& The natural process by which
a fractured. pulvenilent. or a plastic material acquires a certain amount of ability
to support itself partially through the
resolutron of the vertical component of its
weight into diagonal thrust. 14'ote4raff, r.

arc. ASM Gloss.

decker.

row work. The machin. is fixed in the
center of the Erading and the jib, while
cutting. rotate-s horizontally through an arc
of about 1
It may be arranged on

fired clay building units. generally larger
in size than brick and most facing tile,
and having a glazed or unglazed ceramic
finish in an unlimited variety of colors.

wheels for a rail track or with a crawler

track. See also shortwall coal cutter. Nelson.

See oho c-eramie veneer. ACSG.

arching Mb. Alternative name for scove.
See also wove. Dodd.

stone implements usrd by man. Standard,
1964. Not in common usage. Fay.
I

I

am cont. The arra within a group of boreholes drilled in advance or around an
underground opening for the porno,e of
detecting the presence of water-bearing fis-

sures or formations. Compare cover, b.

but

areal lenity. Synonym for surface density.
NRC-ASA NI.1-1937.

isreol MOO& A volcanic eruption resulting
from the ceillapse of the roof of a batholith.

The volcanic rocks grade into the parent
plutonic rock. A.G.1. Sapp.
anal geology. Thai branch of geology which
pertains to the distribution, position, and
form of the areas of the earth's surface
occupied by different types of rock or by
different geologic units. and to the making
Iof geologic maps. Fay.

anal map. A geologic map showing the horizontal area or extent of rock units exposed
at the surface. A.G.I.
areal psW11111. A channel dispersion pattern
resultinz from widespread alteration. Areal
patterns of dispersed mineral alteration
patterns may outline the outer boundaries

of a group of deposits and thus limit the
area which it is necessary to peospect in

detail. Lewis, p. 301.

en Sunflower method; planctable method;
tape-triangulation method. Roberts, 1, pp.
.5940.

given location for warning or control pur-

poses. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

area a anew.

In mine ventilation, the

cross-sectional arra of the entry or duct
through which the air flows. expressed in
square feet. &Wines Bull. 589, 1960, p. 2.
area of coutact. The total area of the surface of a grinding wheel in contact with
the work. ACSG, 1963.

area of ..'-liona-se of a well. The area surrounding a well within which the nitrometric surface has been lowered when
pumping has produced the maximum

area wall. The masonry surrounding or partly

with an electric' arc or arcs. with or without the appiication of pressure and wit!,

bs- subsidence. Briggs, p. 23.

surrornding an area: also the retaining
wail around has -tent windows bek7w

or withou. the use of filler metal. Coal

ade ACSG
otesucteats. Applied to rocks that have been

Gloss.

Not to be confused with rilice-ous. Fay.
meoneesus clay. Sandy clay. ACSG, 1963.

Age, r. 66. No. 3, Mar. 1961. p. 91,
arewelding electrode. See electrode. ASM

arc melting. Melting metal in an electric arc

phosphate, Ca H POcCaSO4-41-1t0 ; fine pow-

touching the work being processed. ASM

British
1 square inch = 6.45 square centimeter
1 square foot = 929 square centimeter
1 square mile = 2.59 square kilometers
Metric
1 square centime'er = .16 square inch
1 square meter rs 1350 square inch
Pryor, 3.

wherein coalescence is produced by heating

ardealite. A white or light yellow hydrous
double salt of calcium sulfate andi acid

furnace. ASM Gloss.

I

steady rate of flow. ASCE P1825.
area of settlement. The surface area affected

arch. Nelcon.
arc-image furnace. See image furnace. Dodd.

arc of corrtart. The portion of the circumference of a grinding wheel or cutter

area. Mai sad Metric nails.

soma machine. See dabbing machine.
srewaN machiammaa. See radial machineman. D.O.T. 1.

mit welding. A group of welding processes

areirodtbk. Of or pertainine to the earliest

real' of Ahem Staff. .

ono alsoulter. Any device for detetting
and/or measuring radiation levels at a

arcwall cod coder. A special type of electric
or compressr-d-air coal cutter for undercutting or overcutting a coal seam in nar-

surcIdleelmal terra tiffs. Plain or ornamented
(machine-extruded or handmolded) hard

square meters or 119.6 square yards. Bari

SOLthergen. Dana 6d, p. 71)3.
aggregate. Schieferderker.

archipelago. A group of islands. Schiele-

ate. The metric unit of area, which is 100

SIM 1111110111M19111i, nine roodway. See Crav-

arc voltage. The voltage across a welding

arching I. a weakens. See V-arrhing. Spalding, p. 23.

nadiasilicate of aluminum and maneanese
that crs-stallizes in the orthorhombic sys:cm. Far.

silicate of cakitim. magnesium, and aluminum. possibly 11,0.(Ca.Ma)O.A1,02.3Si02:
in small, colorless to yellowish or greenish
curved plates in marble on livitholm. near
amine. Crystallites grouped in a bow-shaped

1. p. 42.

mine workines. Pryor, 3.

is

used to infer geologic structure. The term
also asplies to a refraction spread placed
on a circle Or a circular arc with the cen-

3d.

arch stracnere. See ainoment, a; pressure

water.

ardeanite. A yellow to yeilowish-brown va-

arrow. Same as arkose. Standard, 1954.

arc-comes method. This methad may be
used for both cutting and welding underand is similar to electric welding
on the surface except that, for cutting.
the electrode is tubular and hollow. The
method combines the use of the electric
arc as a *MUT of heat with pure oxygen

Archisnedre priecipk. Tho apparent loss of
woieht which
Ur{ whin a heavier-thanwater hods is immersed in water equals
the weight of liquid displaced. Used to determine the density of minerals insoluble
in water Prtor. 3.

arcto rib. The main load-bearing member of
a ribbed arch. Ham.
arch set. Steel assem'olies used to support

arenarioud
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dery ; minutely crystallized. Found associated with brushite and gypsum in a cavern
at Ciclovina. Romania. Hess: English.

Arden. dad* cartridge test. See sensitivity
to propagation. McAdam II, pp. 19-20.

deri.-ed horn sand or that contain sand.

arenaceons rock A sedimentary rock composed essentially of sand grains, that is.
composed of quartz and rock fraginents
down to 0.005 mirciarter in sin. Congkorncrates, sandstones, grits, and siltstones. fall
into this category. C.T.D.
arenariems. Composed of sand; sandy. Stand-

arenarious
ard, 1964.

arenated. Reduced to or mixed with sand.

Standard, 1964.
arenation. A sandbath. Hess.

arendalite. a. Fr. A garnet rock. Holmes,
1928. b. A dark-green crystalline epidote,

from Arendal, Norway. Standard, 1964.
areng. A Bornean term for a yellowish gravelly earth, sometimes containing diamonds.
Fay.
Arenigian. Upper Lower Ordovician. A.G.1.
Supp.
arenilitic. Resembling sandstone; having the

quality of sandstone; composed of sand-

stone. A.G.I.
arenite; arenyte. A consolidated rock having
thc texture of sand regardless of its composition. A.G.I.
arenolite. An artificial siliceous-argillaceouscalcareous stone. CCD 3d, 1942.

arenose. Full of grit or fine sand; gritty.
Standard, 1964.

Arents tap. An arrangement by which the
molten lead from the crucible of a shaft
furnace is drawn through an inverted
siphon into an exterior basin from which
it can be ladled without disturbing the
furnace. Fay.

areometer. An instrument for measuring the
specific gravity of liquids. Compare Baumé

Argentine plate. German silver. Standard,
1964.

argention. Ionized silver. Standard, 1964.

argentite; silver glance. A mineral, Ag2S.
Monoclin:c; pseudoisometric. An important ore of silver. A.G.I.
agentojarosite. A yellow, brownish hydrous
basic sulfate of iron and silver, Ag2Fe0(OH)12(S05)5. Small scales. Hexagonal.
From Dividend, Utah. English.
argentopyrite. A questionable silver iron sulfide said to occur in small six-sided twin
crystals. Hess.

argentous. Of, pertaining to, or containing
silver. Used especially for compounds in
which silver is in the univalent state; for

example, argentous oxide (Ag20). Webster
3d; CCD 6d, 1961.
argil. a. Potter's clay; white clay. Standard,
1964. b. Same as aluminite. Standard, 1964.

argillaceou. Applied to all rocks or substances composed of clay, or having a notable proportion of clay in their composition,
as roofing slate, shale, etc. Argillaceous

rocks arc readily distinguished by the peculiar odor they emit when breathed on
and which is known as the argillaceous
odor. Applied to a rock containing appreciable clay. Compare peiitic; lutaceous.
A.G.I.

scale; Marsh funnel; Twaddell hydrom- argillaceous hematite; ironstone clay. A vaeter specific-gravity hydrometer. Long.
riety of natural fcrric oxide containing an
appreciable portion of clay or sand as imarete. An acute and rugged crest of a rnountain range, or a narrow subsidiary ridge
purity. A hard brown to deep red mineral,
between two mountains, or of a mountain
with submetallic to nonmetallic luster and
spur, such as that between two cirques.
a red streak. CCD 6d, 1961.
A.G.I.
argillaceous limestone. A limestone with aparfvedsonite. A slightly basic metasilicate of
preciable clay as impurity. Certain varieties
sodium, calcium, and ferrous iron, NaaCao..
are useful as raw material for cement
Fe3ts"Fe1.5" '(Si7.5A105)0m(OH)2 with more
manufacturc and are called cement rock.
Fe" than Mg; monoclinic. One of the amCCD 6d, 1961.
phibole group. American Mineralogist, v. argillaceous material. Clay material. M er43, No. 7-8, july-August 1958, pp. 797sereau, 4th, p. 234.
798 ; Dan.i 17.
argillaceous ores. Iron ores in which thc
argal. See argol. Fay.

Argall furnace. A reverberatory roasting furnace of which the hearth has a reciprocating movement whereby thc ore is caused
to move forward by the action of rabbles
extending across the hearth. Fay.

Argall tubular furnace. A tubular roasting
furnace consisting of four brick-lined steel

tubes 30 feet long nested together inside
two steel tires, which revolve upon steelfaced carrying rolis. Fay.

argental mercury. A silver amalgam. Standard, 1964.

argentate. a. A salt in which silver acts as
an acid radical; as, ammonium argentate
(fulminating silver). Standard, 1964. b.
Having a silvery appearance. C.T.D.
argentatioa. The act or process of coating or
plating with silver. Standard, 1964.
argentic. Of, pertaining to, or containing silver. Used especially for compounds in

which silver is in the bivalent state; for
example, argentic oxide ( Ag0). Webster

3d; CCD 6d, 1961.
argentiferous. Containing silver. Fay.
argentiferous galena. See silver lead ore.

argentiferous lead. Lead which contains silver. C.M.D.
argentina. In ceramics, unglazed porcelain
coated by a chemical proccss with gold,
silver, or copper. Standard, 1964.

argentine. a. A lamellar variety of calcite
with a pearly-white luster. Fay. b. Silvercoated white metal, Standard, 1964. c. A
finely divided tin moss or spongc obtained
from a solution of tin by precipitation with
zinc. Standard, 1964.

aridized plaster
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gangue is mainly clay. Osborne.

calcareous, carbonaceous, ferruginous, siliceous, etc. A.G.I.

argillization. The replacement or alteration
of feldspars to form clay minerals, especially in wall rocks adjacent to mineral
veins. A.G.I.

argilloarenaceous. Composed of or containing clay and sand. Standard, 1964.
argillocalcareous. Composed of or containing

clay and calcium carbonate. Standard,
1964.

argillocalcite. A clayey calcite. Standard.
1964.
argillornagneshm. Composed of or containing

ing clay and iron minerals. Standard, 1964.
argillofermginous. Composed of or containclay and magnesium minerals. Standard,
1964.

argol; argal. The hard cm,' of potassium
acid tartrate deposited from grape juice

during fermentation; crude cream of tartar.
According to the color of thc grape, argol
is dark red or whitish pink. Standard, 1964
Used extensively in assaying for its reducing power. Also spelled argoll; argall;
orgal. Fay.

argon. A colorless, odorless, monatomic gas,
constituting almost 1 percent by volume of
the atmosphere, from which it is obtained

by the fractionation of liquid air. It is a

zerovalent element. Used in gas-filled elec-

tric lamps and in argon-arc welding. The
gas does not combine with any known ele-

ment. Symbol, A or Ar; atomic number,
18; atomic weight, 39.944; melting point,
-189.2° C; and boiling point, -185.7° C.
C.T.D.

Argon. Trade name for a kaolin brick with
a large proportioo of calcined grog. Hess.
argon-arc welding. Welding in an inert atmosphere using an arc struck between an
electrode (generally tungsten) and the
work. The inert atmosphere is provided by

directing argon or helium (heliarc welding) into the weld arca through a sheath

pcsed of minute mineral fragments and

surrounding the electrode. Ham.
Argosite. Bentonite. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Argovian. Lower Lusitanian. A.G.I. Supp.

rial. In addition to finely divided detrital

argyrite. Same as argentite. Also called ar-

of illite, montmorillonite, kaolinite, gibbsite, and diaspore. C.M.D.
argillaceous sandstone. A sandstone containing a considerable proportion of clay. Fay.
argillaceous slate. Clayey slate. Sandstrom.
argillation. Thc development of clay minerals by thc weathering of aluminum silicates.
A.G.I. Supp.
argillic. Synonym for argillaceous. A.G.I.

argyrodite. A double sulfide of germanium
and silver, 4Ag2S.GeS2; thc mineral in
which the element germanium was first
discovered. C.T.D.; BuMines Bull. 585,

argillaceous rock. A sedimentary rock composed of clay-grade particles, that is, comcrystals less than 0.002 millimeter in diameter; containing much colloidal-siz.! mate-

matter, argillaceous rocks consist essentially

Supp.

argillic alteration. A rock alteration in which
certain primary and/or secondary minerals
are converted to clay minerals. A.G.I.
argillic clay minerals. Minerals occurring in
sulfide orc and that aie characteristically
of an earlier formation than sericite. Chemical data indicates that calcium and sodium
are generally removed from the rock to a
significant degree, whereas potassium and
silica remain constant or increase slightly.
Lewis, p. 606.
argillite. A rock derived either from siltstone,
claystone, or shale, that has undergone a
somewhat higher degree of induration than
exists in those rocks. Argillitc is intermediate between the rocks named and slate. Its
cleavage is approximately parallel to its
bedding, thereby differing from slate. An
argillite may be argillaceous, bituminous,

-.$

argulite. A variety of asphaltic sandstone.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

gyrose. Standard, 1964.

1960, p. 343.
argyropyrite. A silver-iron sulfide, Ag3FeTSu,
similar to argentopyrite, that crystallizes in

the hexagonal system. Standard, 1964.
Probably the same as argentopyrite. Fay.
argyrose. Same as argentite. Standard, 1964.
argyrythrose. Same as pyrargyrite. Standard,
1964

arid. a. Without moisture; excessively dry;
parched and barren.; specifically, having
insufficient rainfall to support agriculture,
and usually less than 10 to 15 inches an-

nually. Webster 3d. b. Applied to a climate
in which the rainfall is insufficient to support vegetation. A.G.I.

arid erosion. That form of erosion or general wearing away of rocks which takes

place in arid countries, such erosion being
due largely to the wind. Thc term is equiv-

alent to desert erosion, and is in contra-

distinction to normal (stream), glacial, and
marine erosion. .4.G.I.
aridized plaster. Plaster that has been treated,

while being heated in the kettle, with a
deliquescent salt, for example, CaC12; it is

aridized plaster
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aromatic hydrocarbon

claimed that this produces a strong plaster
having more uniform properies. Dodd.
ariegite. Given by Lacroix to a special family
of granitoid rocks, consisting prlmarily of
monoclinic pyroxenc and spine!. Subvaricties result from the presence z,f amphibole

rocks of granitoid texture. The
constituent minerals of an arkosc may accumulate in place or be transported. A.G.I.
arkose quartzite. Synonym for arkosite

armored apron. An apron in which each pan
is provided with a separate wearing plate.

and garnet. The rocks are found in the
French Pyrenees, in the Department of

Ariege, from which they take their name.
They arc most closely related to the pyroxenites. Fay.
Arikareean. Lower Miocene. A.G.I. Supp.
arite. A nickel mineral intermediate between

niccolitc and breithauptite. Dana 7, v. 1,
p. 237.
arithmetic mean. In statistical methods,
ubscrvations
Pryor, 3.
A.M.
number
arithmetic mean particle diameter. A meas-

ure a the average particle size obtained

by summing the products of the size-grade
midpoints times the frequency of particles

in each class, and dividing by the total

frequency. A.G.I.
Arizona peridot. Peridot from Arizona, usu-

ally found in small sizes and light tones.

Shipley.

Arizona ruby. A pyrope from Arizona.
C.M.D.
Arizona spine!. See Arizona ruby. Hess.

arizonite. a. A name for a type of ore. The
principal vein matter is micaceous iron,
iodide of silver, gold, sulfurets of iron, and
antimony. Hey, M.M., 1961. b. A dike rock

composed mostly of quartz, some ortho-

clase, and with accessory mica and apatite.
Obsolete. A.G.I.
ark. a. A flat boat in which coal was floated
down the rivers to tidewater. It made one

trip and was broken up at its destination,
the timber sold, and the hardware returned
to the point of origin. Korson. b. A large

vat used in the pottery industry for the

mixing or storage of clay slip. Dodd
Arkansas diamond. a. Rock crystal from Arkansas. Shipley. b. A diamond from a mine
near Murfreesboro, Arkansas. Shipley.

Arkansas pearl. Freshwater pearl from rivers

in Arkansas, once a larger producer of

parls than any other state. Shipley.

Arkansas stone. A true novaculite used as
an oilstone for sharpening tools or instruments. Found in the Ozark Mountains,

Ark. See also novaculite. Fay.

arkansite. A brilliant, iron-black variety of
brookitc from Magnet Cove, Ark. Fay.

arkelite. The cubic prase of Zr02. Hey,
M.M., 1964.
arkite. A feldspathoidal rock composed largely

of pseudolucite and nepheline, with sub-

ordinate melanite and pyroxene, and acces-

sory orthoclase, apatite, and sphene. The
pseudoleucite usually occurs as phenocrysts.

A.G.I.
arkose. a. A rock of granular texture formed
principally by mechanical aggregation. It is
composed essentially of large grains of clear

quartz and grains of feldspar, either lamel-

lar or compact, or like clay. These two

minerals are often mixed in almost equal
quantities, but more often, quartz is dominant. A.G.I. b. A sedimentary rock composed of material derived from the disintegration of acid igneous rocks of granular
texture. There is usually little sorting of
material. Also used as an adjective with
sandstone or conglomerate to indicate the
presence of little sorted products of granitic

decay. A.G.I. c. A sandstone containing
25 percent or more of feldspars, usually
derived from the disintegration of acid

igneous

A.G.I.

arkosic. Having entirely oir-in fart the character of arkose. Fay.
arkosic bentonite. If the original volcanic ash
from which the bentonite was derived contained a large proportion of detrital crystalline grains (and they remain rssentially
unaltered and retain their original characters), thc rock is called a sandy bentonite,

an arkosic bentonite, or a bentonitic 4rIccise.

Synonym for bentonitic arkose.

arkosic limestone. An impure elastic limestone containing a relatively high proportion of grains and/or crystals of feldspar,

pt. 3-18e, p. 52.

ASA MH4.1-1958.

armored cable. A cable that is wrapped with
metal, usually steel wires or tapes, primarily
for physical protection. ASA M2.1-1963.armbored flexible conveyor; snaking convey-

or. A heavy, chain-type flexible conveyor
capable of being advanced with the face
without dismantling. It is designed to carry
a coal cutter or cutter loader or to guide
and hold a plough against the face. It may
be advanced by horizontal hydraulic rams
which arc fixed at about 20-fect intervals

on the waste side of the conveyor. It is
often employed on prop-free-front faces
with hand filling, and has a capacity of

about 200 to 300 toni per hour. Nelson.
either detrital or formed in place. A.G.!. .,
arkosic sandstone. a. A sandstone containing .armored mud balls; pudding balls. Subspher% ical balls of mud, 5 to 30 centimeters in
much feldspar. It may range from undiameter, coated with coarse sand and fine
assorted products of granular disintegration
gravel. Pettijohn.
of fine- or medium-grained granite to a
armored relict. An unstable relict enveloped
partly sorted, river-laid, or even marine,
by a crystal or by a reaction shell which
arkosic sandstone. A.G.I. b. It has been
prevented its reaction with the other conused for various other kinds of rock includstituents of the rock. Schieferdecker.
ing graywacke. A.G.I. Supp.
armoring. Metal protection for the refracarkosic vracke. Graywaeke containing more
tory brickwork at the top of the stack of
feldspar than rock fragments; synonym for
.a blast furnace; its purpose is to prevent
feldspathic graywacke. A.G.1. Supp.
abrasion of the refractories by the descendarkosite. A quartzite with a notable amount
ing burden (that is the raw materials
of feldspar. Synonym for arkosc quartzite.
charged to the furnace). Dodd.
A.G.I. b. A variety of impsonitc.i omkeieff, ,
armorplate. Specially heavy alloy steelplatc
1954.
forged in hydraulic presses, hardened on
arks. Storage bins. Noke.
the surface; used for the protection of wararks; caries. N. of Eng. Earnest money
ships. An approximate composition is 0.2
formerly allowed to colliers at the time of
to 0.4 percent carbon, 1.0 to 3.5 percent
hiring them. Fay.
chromium, 1.5 to 3.5 percent nickel, and
arm. a. The inclined member or leg of a set
0 to 0.5 percent molybdenum. C.T.D.
or frame of timber. Fay. b. An inlet of water
from the sea or other body of water. Wsb- arms. S. Wales. The upright side posts of a
ster 3d.

armadura. Mex. The country rock of metalliferous veins or other ore deposits. Hess.

A black

timber set. The upper ends are suitably
notched to fit the crossbar or collar. See

also Welsh notch. Nelson.

arsenite,

Armstrong air breaker. See ccmpressed air-

From Langban, Sweden. English.
armature. a. A piece of soft iron or steel that
connects the poles of a magnet or of adja-

Armstrong joint. A two-bolt, flanged or

armangite.

manganese

Mn2(As03)2; prismatic; rhombohcdral.

cent magnets to preserve the intensity of
magnetization, produce signals (as in the
telegraph), or do mechanical work by its
motions to and from the magnet. Webster
3d. b. The part of a dynamoelectric machine carrying the conductors whose relative movement through the magnetic field
between the pole pieces causes an electric
current to be induced in the conductors
(as in the dynamo) ; or which by having
a current passed through them arc caused
by electromagnetic induction to move
through this field (as in the motor). Web-

ster 3d.

arm conveyor. A conveyor consisting of an

endless belt, or one or more chains, to
which are attached projecting arms, or
shelves, for handling packages or objects
in a vertical or inclined path. ASA MH4.1-

1958.

Annenian stone. a. Lapis lazuli. Shipley. b.
An old name for azurite. Shipley.

armenite. a. A hydrated aluminosilicate or
calcium and barium, BaCa2AloSi802B.21-120;

as colorless pseudohexagonal (orthorhombic?) crystals; from Armen mine, Kongsberg, Norway. Named from locality. Spen-

cer 15, M.M., 1940. b. A synonym for

azurite; Armenian stone. Fay.
armor. An outer cable covering that may be

either metallic or nonmetallic. BuMines
Coal-Mine Inspectors' Manual, June 1966,
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blasting. Nelson.

lugged connection for high pressures. The
ends of the pipes are peculiarly formed to
properly hold a gutta-percha ring. It was

originally made for cast-iron pipe. The

two-bolt feature has much to commend it.
There arc various substitutes for this joint,
many of which employ rubber in place of
gutta-percha; others use more bolts in order
to reduce the cost. Strock, 3.
arnimite. An orthorhombic, calcium-free variety of devillite with the formula, Cul
(SO4)2(OH)0.3H20; bright green; forming

crusts of short acicular or scaly crystals.

Possibly antlerhe, Cu2(304) (OH) 4. Ameri-

can Mineraloeist, v. 39, September-October 1954, p. 851; Dana 6d, p. 963.
arochlors. Chlorinated diphenyl materials

that are useful as vehicles for pigments

used in glass decoration since they volatilize without leaving a carbon residue. Arochlors provide a grinding and dispersing
media for nonaqucous slurries of pigments
and ceramic bodies; also, they can be used
in

combination with waxes to provide

moisture-proof coatings. Lee.

A rod bit. A Canadian standard nnncoring
bit having a set diameter of 1.865 inches,

more commonly called 1 N. A drill-rod bit.
Long.

aromatic compounds. Compounds derived
from the hydrocarbon benzene, Colle, distinguished from those derived from methane, cm. Standard, 1964.
aromatic hydrocarbon. A compound of car-

aromatic hydrocarbon
bon and hydrogen that contains in

arsenopolybasite
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molecular structure a closed and saturated
ring of carbon atoms; for example, benzene,
naphthalene, and anthraccne. Hackh's
Chem. Dict.

aromatite. A bituminous stone resembling
myrrh in color and odor. Standard, 1964.
aromite. A very hydrous sulfate of magnesium and aluminum, 61111SO4.A1(S00354H20 ; resembles epsomi te. From the

Pampa de Aroma, northern Tarapaca,

Chile. Dana 6d, p. 954.

arquerite. A silver amalgam containing a
very small quantity of mercury; Ag12Hg;
contains 86.5 percent silver. From Coquimbo, Chile. Dana 6d, p. 23.

arrage. A sharp edge or corner in a drift.
Also called arris. Standard, 1964.
arrastra. See arrastre.

arrastre; arrastra. A circular rock-lined pit

in which broken ore is pulverized by stones

attached to horizontal poles fastened in
a central pillar and dragged around the
pit. Weed, 1922. This primitive form of

grinding mill is still used for ores in Central America and for cement in Europe.
C.T.D.
arrestA anticline. a. Proposed by Orton for
a gentle monocline in the natural.gas fields
of Ohio. Fay. b. Proposed for a structural
feature produced by the arrest or suppression of the prevailing dip of the rocks for
a given space and the establishment of a
terrace or a level bench in its place. A.G.I.
arrested crushing. Comminution in jaw or
gyratory crushers in which the crushing
surfaces are arrested at a given distance

or set apart. The set controls the size of

the crushed product. Nelson. The crusli;ng
is so conducted that choke conditions are
not reached during passage of ore. There
must be free discharge of material broken
to below the set dimensions at the narrowest discharge point. Pryor, 3.

arrested decay. A stage in coal formation

when biochemical action ceases. Tomkeieff,
1954.

arrester. a. Any mechanical contrivance or
device used to stop or slow up motion.
Crispin. b. Mechanism for the purification

of a gas stream which may contain sus-

pended liquids or solids. Bennett 2d, 1962.
arrest points. Discontinuities on heating and
cooling curves, due to absorption of heat
during heating or evolution of heat during
cooling, and indicating changes occurring
in a metal or alloy. C.T.D.

arris. a. The sharp edge of a building brick
or ridge tile. An arris tile is a specially
shaped tile for use in the ridge or hip of
a roof. The arris edge on glass is a bevel
up to one-sixteenth of an inch wide and at
an a ngle of 450 . Dodd. b. Same as arrage.
Fay.

arrls cleat. Aust. A strip of wood having a
triangular cross section used for keeping
brattices in position. Fay.

arrissing tool. A tool similar to a float, used
in road construction to round off the edge
of a concrete slab. Ham.

to 2 feet long with a ring at the other
end and used in surveying; a thin metal
1

peg. Mason.

a. The channel of an ephemeral

arsenic trichloride; arsenic chloride. A colorless or pale yellow, oily liquid; AsCI3. Used
in ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961.
arsenic trioxide; white arsenic; arsenious
oxide. a. A white, oclo:less, tasteless pow-

73, 1923, p. 86. b. The vertical-walled, flatfloored channel of an ephemeral stream in

pounds. CCD 6d, 1961. b. Isometric and

arrow points.

Indian arrowheads mostly
made of quartz, morc rarely of obsidian

or ether fine-grained rock. Schaller.
arroyo.

stream or an intermittent stream, usually
with vertical banks of unconsolidated material 2 feet high, or higher. USGS Bull.
the semiarid southwestern United States.

A.G.I. c.

Sp. A small stream; a gutter.

Usage varies and in some Latin-American
countries arroyo includes gorges of major
porportions. McKinstry.
arsenargenite. Possibly a silver arsen ide,
AgsAs. Dana 6d, p. 43.
arsenate. A salt or ester of an arsenic acid;

a compound containing one of the three
radicals :n which arsenic has a +5 valence:
(orthoarsenate), As03-' (metaarse-

Asa

nate), or As202" (pyroarsenate). A.G.I.;
Handbook of Chemistry Ce Physics, 42d

ed., 1960.
arsenic. A trivalent and pentavalent metal-

loid element ; commonly metallic steel-gray ;

hexagonal rhombohedral; and brittle. Also
known in black amorphous and yellow isometric forms. Occurs in the free state (as
native arsenic in tarnished granular or kidney-shaped masses having a specific gravhy
of 5.73) ; also dombined in minerals of (as
arsenopyrite, orpiment, rcalgar, arsenolite) ; and in ores of: other metals (as copper, gold) from which it is usually separated
as a byproduct in the form of arsenic trioxide. Used in small amounts in alloys (as

an alloy with lead for shot) and in the

form of its compounds chiefly as poisons
(as insecticides) and in glass. Symbol, As;
atomic number, 33; atomic weight, 74.92 ;
specific gravity (gray), 5.73; melting point,
814° C (at 36 atmospheres); and no boiling point because it sublimes at 615° C.
Webster 3d ; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-I00. b. An

industrial term for an oxide of arsenic.

ASTM C162-66.
arsenic acid; orthoarsenic acid. White translucent crystals; I-12As04./2H20. Used in
glassmaking. CCD 6d, 1961.

arsenical antimony. Synonym for allemontite. Ilt.y 2 d, 1955.

arsenical copper. Copper containing up to
about 0.6 percent arsenic. This element

slightly increases the hardness and strength
and raises the recrystallization temperature.
Used for firebox stays, etc. C.T.D.
arsenical nickel. Synonym for niccolite. Fay.

arsenical pyrite. Synonym for arsenupyrite.
Fay.
arsenic

chloride. See arsenic trichloride.
CCD 6d, 1961.
arsenic disulfide; realgar; red orpiment.
As2S2; molecular weight, 213.97; redbrown ; monoclinic; specific gravity, (al-

pha), 3.506 (at 19' C) and (beta), 3.254
(at 19° C) melting point, (alpha), 267°

arrival dealings. Dealing in ores, concen .
trates, and metals in transit from source

C; and insoluble hi water. Bennett 2d,

arroba. A Spanish liquid measure of 25.36

arsenic furnace. A furnace for making white

to market. Pryor, 3.

pounds, avoirdupois; Portuguese,
pounds. Weed, 1922.

32.38

arrojadite. A dark green phosphate of iron,
manganese, etc., 4R'3PO4.9R"2P202. Oleav-

able massive. Monoclinic. From Picuhy,

Brazil; Black Hills, S. Dak. English.
arrow. A sharp-puinted, thin metal rod about

rcalgar and orpiment, are used as pigments.
Pryor, 3.

C and (beta), 307° C; boiling point, 565°
1962.

arsenic from arsenopyrite. Hess.

arsenicite. Synonym for pharmacolite. Hey

der; As203. Used in the manufacture of
pigments, glass. and other arsenic compounds; ceramic enamels, aniline colors;

and is mixed with soda ash for boiler com-

monoclinic crystals. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-I53.
arsenic trisulfide; orpiment. As253; molecular
weight, 246.04; yellow or red; monoclinic;
specific gravity, 3.43 ; melting point, 300°

C ; boiling point, 707° C; and soluble in
water and in ethyl alcohol. Bennett 2d,

1962.

arsenic, white. See arsenic trioxide.

arsenide. A compound in which arsenic

is

the negative element ; for example, cobalt
arsenide (CoAs2). Standard, 1964. Arsenic
unites with most metals-to form arsenides;
for example, with iron to form iron diarsenide, FeAs.2. Arsenis are decomposed by
water or by dilute acids with the formation
of arsine. C.T.D.

arsenious. Of, relating to, or containing arsenic. Used especially in compounds in
which arsenic is trivalent. Webster 3d.

arsenious acid. A white crystalline compound; FI3As03. Standard, 1964.

arsenism. Chronic arsenical poison' 3. Hess.
arsenite. A salt or ester of arsenous (arsenious) acid. A compound containing the
radical As0d4 or As02'. A.G.I.
arsenobismite. A yellowish-green hydrous
bismuth arsenate, 2Bi203.As202.2i120; cryp-

tocrystalline aggregates. Found in the Tintic district, Utah. English.
arsenoclasite. See arsenoklasite. Hey 2d, 1955.
arsenoklasite. A cleavable, red, basic hydrous
arsenate of manganese, Mna(As04)2.2Mn( OH) 2 ; orthorhombic ; frcm Langban,
Sweden. English.

arsenolamprite. A metallic lead-gray variety
of native a:senie containing bismuth.
Standard, 1964. Spectrographic analysis
showed arsenic major, iron, calcium, magnesium, aluminum, and silicon minor, silver, antimony small, beryllium, bismuth,
chromium, copper, mercury, manganese,
Iead, titanium, zinc traces. The calcium,
magnesium, aluminum, and silicon are
attributed to admixed carbonate, the silver
and mercury to native siiver, the iron in
part to loellingite and a chloritelike mineral. Orthorhombic; from Cerny Dul, where
it occurs as dark gray plates and veinlets
in carbonate. American Mineralogist, v. 45,
No. 3-4, March-April 1960, pp. 479-480.
arsenolite. A white, arsenious oxide, As203,

with an occasional yellow or red tinge,

crystallizing in the isometric system. Standard, 1964.

arsenopyrite; mispickel. A tin-white

sulf-

arsenide of iron, FeAsS ; monoclinic; pseu-

do-orthorhombic. A.G.I.; Dana 17.
arsenostibite. Arsenian stibiconite. Fleischer.
arsenosu!vanite. A mineral, isomorphous
with sulvanite with vanadium largely replaced by arsenic, Cu3(As,V)54 cubic;
from Mongolia. Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.

arsenpolybasite. A mineral, (AgCu)i6(As,
arsenic

end-member corre-

2d, 1955.

Sb)2511, the

arsenopyrite. Arsenic is mainly a byproduct

series with arsenic greater than antimony.
Dimorphous with pearceite, with a unitcell 8 times ac large. Hey, M.M., 1964.

arsenic minerals. The dominant mineral is
in the flue dust of furnaces that treat ores
for gold, copper, etc. Two colored sulfides,
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sponding to polybasite, and members of this

arsenuranocircite
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aryl

arseauranocircite. Synonym for heinrichite;
it is not clear which name has priority as
applied to a natural mineral. Hey, M.M.,

aquifer. A.G.I.
artesian water. a. Ground water that is under
sufficient pressure to rise above the level
at which it is enrsuntered by a well, but
which does not necessarily rise to or above
the surface of the ground. A.G.I. b. Ground
water that is confined within a permeable

artificial nourishment. The process of re-

1961.

arsenuranylite. The arsenate analogue of

phosphuranylite, which it closely resembles
except for a deeper orange color, Ca-

(U0s),(As04)2(OH)4.6H20. Named from
the composition and in analogy with phospluranylite Hey, MM., 1961.
arshine. A Russian measure of volt.me equal
to 12.7 cubic feet. Fay.

arsoite. An olivine-bearing diopside trachyte.
A.G.I.
arsotrachyte. An olivine trachyandesite containing phenocrysts of sanidine, oligoclase,
augite, and olivine in a trachytic groundmass containing interstitial glass. The lava
of Ischia Island Italy. Holmes, 1928.
art. See airborne radiation thermometer. Hy.

arterial road. A main road with secondary
roads joining it. Ham.

arterite. a. A migmatite that was produced
by regional contact metamorphism in the

course of which residual magmas were injected into the host rock. See also migmatite; venite. A.G.I. b. A gneiss containing
veins formed from the solutions rising from
a deep-seated intrusion of molten granite.
A.G.I. c. A veined gneiss ill which the vein

bed and that rises under pressure to approximately the height of the intake. If
the outlet (well or spring) is appreciably
below the height of the Intake, the water

will flow out under pressure. If even with
or above the height of the intake the water
will rise in the well but it win not flow
out. Bateman.
artesian well. a. A well in which the water

level rises above the top of the aquifer,

whether or not the water flows at the land
surface. A.G.I. b. Formerly, only applied
to a well drilled to a depth where, owing

to the structure of the strata, the water
was high enough to raise the
water to the surface. Standard, 1964. c.
pressure

Often applied to any deep well, even where

pumping is necessary, as in an ordinary

driven well. Standard, 1964.
Arthropoda. Consist of animals divided into
a number of parts in series, each equipped

material was injected from a magma.

with a pair of legs. It includes Crustacea,
like lobsters and crabs, spiders and insects.
The most important fossil type is the trilo-

in that the vein material was derived by
secretion from the rock itself. Where it is

Paleozoic times only. It consisted of segments divided into three portions, the segments are joined to the head with jaws

Venite is a veined gneiss of similar aspect
and composition, but differs from arterite

bite which in its various forms lived in

impossible to distinguish between arterite

and antennae and the tail and chest por-

"ancf,venite, the term phlebite is used.

A.G.I.
arteritic migmatite. Injection gneiss supposed
to be produced by the introduction of peg-

matite, granite, or aplite into schist parallel to the foliation. A.G.I.
artesian, a. aefers to ground water under
sufficient hydrostatic head to rise above the

tions have feet for swimming and gills for
breathing. Sinclair, II, p. 67.
arthurite. Thin apple-green crusts on quartz
consisting of an intimate mixture of pharmacosiderite and Cur Fe, (As 0i)s (OH) 7.
6H20; from Hingston Down Consols Mine,
Calstock, Cornwall, England. Hey, M.M.,
1964.

aquifer containing it. A.G.I. Supp. b. Pertaining to underground water that is confined by impervious rock or other material
under sufficient pressure to raise it above

articulatiou. a. A movable joint. A.G.I. Supp.

applied only to water under sufficient pre&

ture. See also aging; precipitation heat
treatment. Compare natural aging. ASM

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

Gloss.

the upper level of the saturated reek or
cther material in which it occurs, if this
rock or material is penetrated by well; or
natural fissures. Formerly, the term was
sure to raise it to the surface of the earth.

artesian aquifer. An aquifer that contains
artesian water. A.G.I.

artesian basin. A geologic structural feature
or a combination of such features in which
water is confined under artesian pressure.
A.G.I.
artesian casing. Steel pipc well casing of the
desired diameter with screw joints. Hess.
artesian discharge. The process of discharge
from a well by artesian pressure, and also
the quantity of water discharged. The
artesian pressure is aided by the buoyancy

of the natural gas that enters some wells
with the water. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

artesian leakage. The slow percolation of
water from artesian formations into the
confining materials of a less permeable but

not of a strictly impermeable character.
Such percolation causes a reduction in
artesian pressure, depending on the rela-

tive impermeability of the materials in the
confining formations. A.G.I.

artesian spring. A spring, the water from

which issues under artesian pressure, generally through some fissure or other opening in the confining bed that overlies the

b. A manner of joining adjacent mineral

grains in a rock; the contact may be smooth

and plane, curved or sinuous, angularly

interlocked or sutured, or one mineral may
completely enclose another. A.G.I. Supp.
articulite. Synonym for itacolumite.
artificial aging. Aging above room tempera-

artificial cementing. Consolidation of loose
soils for which threc methods are generally
used: (1) cementation, (2) the Joosten
process of chemical consolidation, and (3)
freezing. Ham. See also soil stabilization.
artificial earthquake. Resulting from industrial or traffic commotion, explosions, etc.
Schieferdecker.

artificial harbor. A harbor constructed by

building breakwaters around an area of sea
to provide protection for shipping. Ham.
artificial heavy spar. See blanc fixe.
artificial horizon. In surveying, a surface of

liquid mercury used in connection with
measurement of height of sun by means

mineral occurring naturally. Fay.

plenishing a beach by artificial means, for

example, by the deposition of dredged
material. H&G.
artificial refractories. Materials manufactured

in electric furnaces and used for special

purposes; for example, zirconium carbide,
titanium carbide, and silicon carbide. Newton. pp. 261-262.
artificial respiration. The restoration or initiation by manual or mechanical means of
breathing that has failed or that has never
begun. It consists essentially of forcing air

into and out of the lungs to establish a

rhythm of inspiration and expiration. Webster 3d. See also Silvester method; Schafer

method; Holger-Nielsen method; Eve

method; Drinker method; Schafer-NielsenDrinker method; hip-lift back pressure
method; hip-roll back pressure method;
inflation method; direct method; Laborde
method. McAdam, pp. 84-92.
artificial rock asphalt. A mastic or powder
manufactured from bituminous rock after
it has been reduced to powder and additional bitumen added as required. Nelson.
artificial soft porcelain. Porcelain in which
the body is formed of a natural clay suspended in a fluxing material artificially

prepared. Standard, 1964.
artificial stone. a. A special kind of concrete,
resembling a natural stone, made by mixing chippings and dust of natural stone with
Portland cement (colored if necessary)

and water. This mixture is pressed into

molds, later allowed to dry out, and finally
is seasoned in the open air for some months

before use. C.T.D. b. A stony substance

formed from certain basic natural materials
which in the course of manufacture undergo chemical changes whereby an entirely
new material is created. This new sub-

stance is then crushed, graded, molded
into desired shapes, and baked under intense heat in kilns or ovens. Often used
as an abrasive. Fay.

artificial upwelling. Concept of having nuclear reactor sitting on bottom of ocean
in cold, sterile parts of the sea to create
warmth needed to bring turbulence and
subsequent fertility to the area. Hey.
artificial ventilation. The inducing of a flow

of air through a mine or part of a mine

by mechanical or other means. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 2.

artificial ;zanies. Compounds related to naural zeolites and made by mixing solutions
of sodium aluminate and sodium silicate
with other mineral salts. Usually white or
gray and in grains o4: 0.5 to 2 millimeters
in diameter. The sodium is replaceable by
calcium, magnesium, and iron. Used as
water softeners. Hess.

artinite. A snow-white basic hydrous carbonate of magnesium, MgCOs.Mg (OH)s.3H20.
Loose spherical aggregates of scales, composed of minute prismatic crystals. Orthorhombic. From Lombardy and Piedmont,
Italy; Hoboken, N.J. English.

of sextant. Pryor, 3.

Artinskian. Upper Lower Permian. A.G.I.

hydrogenation of coal, the destructive distillation of coal, lignite, or shale at low

art tile. Fancy tiles for walls, fireplaces, etc.

ence of a suitable catalyst. Bureau

arvonian rock. A rock consisting of quartz
felsites, halleflintas, anrl breccias, charac-

artificial liquid fuels. Fuels created by the
temperature, and by a recombination of
the constituents of water gas in the pres-

of

Mines Staff.

artificial mineral; synthetic mineral. A mineral formed artificially (synthetically) in

the labnratory, as distinguished from a
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Supp.

Mersereau, 4th, p. 260.
aruppukaraus. A gold-washing caste in
Madras, India. Fay.

teristic of the CamLlan or an
period in Wales. Fay.

earlier

aryl. a. A univalent aromatic radical

(as

/

ash field clay
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aryl

M1.

phenyl or tolyl) derived from an arene by

yarn consisting of either asbestos fiber or

carbon atom of the nucleus. Webster 3d.
b. A compound of one or more aryl radi-

asbolane; asholite. A form of wad ; a soft,
earthy manganese dioxide, containing up
to about 32 percent cobalt oxide. C.M.D.
Sometimes referred to as earthy cobalt.
asbolite. See asbolane.
ascendant. The vector representing the rate

removal of one hydrogen atom from a
cals with a metal. Webster 3d.

arzunite. A blue-green double salt of basic
lead sulfate and a basic copper chloride,
PbSO4. Pb0. 3 (CuC12. H20). Cu (OH)2. A

drusy incrustation of small prisms. Orthorhombic. From Challacollo, Tarapaca,
Chile. English.

As Chemical symbol for arsenic. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.

asbestos and vegetable fibers. Hess.

of increase of a property. See also gradient.
Hy.
ascensional ventilation; antitropal ventila-

tion. A mine veptilation system in which
the fresh intake air flows down to the bottom end of the workings and then ascends

ASA. Prefix to specifications of the American Standards Association, 70 East 45th
Street, New York 17, New York. Dodd.

along the faces to the main return. Thc
air is heated as it travels along the face

Association was changed in late 1966 to
the United States of America Standards
Institute.
asbeferrite. A columnar or fibrous iron-man.

damp also tends to flow upwards. See also
descensional ventilation. Nelson.

The name of the American Standards

ganese amphiboles. Hess.

asbestiform. Formed like or resembling asbestos; fibrous; said of stones. Standard,
1964.

asbestine. a. A silicate of magnesium much
wed in paint. It serves as an aid in holding paint pigment in solution and in binding paint films together. Also marketed

under such names as French chalk and

talc. Crispin. b. Of, pertaining to, or having the characteristics of asbestos; incombustible. Webster 3d.

asbestos. A name applied to a group of
naturally fibrous minerals. The principal
variety is chrysotile, a hydrous magnesium
silicate having the theoretical formula
3Mg0.2Sith.2H20. Other commercial varieties are amosite, a complex iron-magne-

sium silicate, (FeMg ) SiO3.1 5 percent
H20; and crocidolite, a sodium-iron hy-

drous silicate, NaFe (SiO3)2. FeSiOs.
Of minor importance are tremolite, CasMgc
SisOss (OH)2, and anthophyllite, (MgFe)7
Sis022(OH)1. Chrysotile is the principal
variety of r:ommerce. BuMines Bull. 630,
1965, p. 82. Also called earth flax; mountain cork; amianthus. Fay.

asbestos crusher man. In the asbestos products industry, one who operates a machine
that crushes asbestos-bearing rock; and
controls the flow of rock into the crusher
by opening or closing gates in the chute
and by breaking jams in the chutes with

which assists its uphill flow. The system is

advantageous in gassy mines as the fire-

ascension theory. a. The theory of infiltration by ascension in solution from below.
It considers that ore-bearing solutions rise

from the heated depths of the earth and
deposit their minerals at diminished tem-

peratures and pressures. Fay. b. The theory
that the minerals filling fissure veins were
introduced in solution from below. Fay.
aschaffite. A dike rock occurring near Aschaffenburg, Bavaria, Germany. It was defined
by Rosenbusch as a dioritic dike rock containing quartz and plagioclase, with biotite
as the chief dark silicate. Fay.

aschenstruktur. Ash texture, the texture of
glassy tuffs. Hess.

aschistic. Pertaining to rocks of minor igneous intrusions that have not been differen-

tiated into light and dark portions and
that have essentially the same composition

as the larger intrusions with which they

are associated. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
aschistic rock. Usually a dike rock, which re-

presumably did not result from splitting
during its formation, that is, it has the
same composition as the parent magma.
The opposite of diaschistic. A.G.I.
aschisite. A rock which has the same composition as the parent magma, that is, it is
undirarentiated or aschistic. A rock that
has undergone differentiation is called diaschistic. Aschistic and diachistic are unfortunate words because they incorrectly sug-

gest a relationship to schist. Johannsen,
v. 1, 2d, 1939, pp. 5, 167.

asbestosis. A lung disease caused by breath-

a metatl bar. D.O.T. 1 .

aseismic region. a. An aim in which earthquakes are rare. Schieferdecker. b. A region that is not subject to earthquakes.

ing asbestos dust. BuMines Bull. 400, 1937,
p. 265.

aseptic precautions. Handling with care to

asbestos minerals. Certain minerals which

have a fibrous structure, are heat resistant,
chemically inert and possessing high electrical insulating qualities, and are of sufficient flexibility to be woven. The two main
groups are serpentine and amphiboles.
Asbestos proper is actinolite. Chrysotile is
fibrous serpentine; amosite is fibrous anthophyllite; crocidolite is fibrous soda-amphibole. Used in fireproof buildings, insulating,
paint materials, brake-linings, clutches, insulation against heat, electricity, and acid,
Pryor, 3.
asbestos yarn. Yarn consisting of either asbestos fiber; asbestos and vegetable fibers;
asbestos and vegetable fibers and wire; or
asbestos and vegetable fibers with an insert
of

cotton cr other yarn reinforcement.

Metallic asbestos yarn is yarn consisting of
plain asbestos yarn twisted with brass, cop-

per, or other fine wire. It is also called
wire hiserted yarn. Plain asbestos yarn is

A.G.I.

exclude microorganisms in contrast to antiseptic or disinfectant chemical treatments.
I.C. 8075, 1962, p. 63.
A.S.F. coupler. A coupler fitted with a
spring-loaded lock swinging back into the

be those prescribed in the Standard Methods of Laboratory Sampling and Analysis

of Coal and Coke (ASTM Designation:
D 271) of the American Society for Testing and Materials. ASTM D121-62. b.
The inorganic residue after the incineration of coal to constant weight under
standard conditions. In general, it differs
in weight and composition from the original mineral matter. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.

c. Volcanic dust and particles less than
4 millimeters in diameter. A.G.I. Supp.
d. Tuff that, in color, texture, and general
appearance resembles ashes. Also called

volcanic ash. Fay.
ash ball. Shrop. A mixture of small fragments
of greenish clay quartz, etc. Fay.
ash bed. A deposit or a bed of volcanic ash.
Fay.
ash-bed diabase. A rock on Keweenaw Point,
Lake Superior, resembling a conglomerate,

but which was considered by Wadsworth
to be a scoriaceous amygdaloidal sheet into

which much sand was washed in its early
history. Fay.

ash cone. A volcanic cone built primarily of
unconsolidated ash and generally shaped
something like a saucer, with a rim in the
form of a wide circle and a broad central
depression often nearly at the same elevation as the surrounding country. They usually show maximum growth on the leeward
side. Individual ash beds forming the cone
dip both inward and outward, those in the
high part of the rim approaching the angle
of repose. Ash cones are believed to be the
result of violent hydroexplosions caused

when lava erupts under water or under

water-saturated rocks close to the surface.
In form, ash cones bear a general resemblance to maars. Consolidated ash cones
are called tuff cones or tuff rings. USGS
Bull. 994, 1953, p. 68.
ash content. The percentage of incombusti-

ble material in a fuel; that portion of a

laboratory sample remaining after heating
under standard conditions to constant
weight, that is, until all the combustible

matter has been burned away. See also

extraneous ash ; inherent ash. Nelson.

ashcroftine. A pink hydrous silicate of sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, manganese, and aluminum, NaK(Ca,Mg,Mn)
Al4Sirali.81120. Small needles. Tetragonal.
From Narsarsuk, Greenland. Formerly
called kalithomsonsite. English.
ash curve. A graph that shows a relation between the specific gravity of fractions of a
coal sample floated in liquids of step-bystep increased density, and the percentage
of ash in each such fraction. Pryor, 3.
ash drawers. Early name applied to tourmaline because of its electrical property. Shipley.

couplers sliding over each other when en-

ash error. The difference between the percentage ash of a product of a separation
and that shown by the washability curve

buffing, the impact forces are taken by the

product with the same properties (usually
percentage of ash). B.S. 3552, 1962.

coupler body, the locks of the mating
gaging. The draft gear is similar to that
provided on the Willison coupler. When

flanges on the coupler head and not by

the locks. The mating couplers are identical. The coupler is designed for a drawbar
pull of 9 tons. Sinclair, V, pp. 279-280.

ash. a. The inorganic residue remaining after
ignition of combustible substances. The ash
content is determined quantitatively by
definite prescribed methods, Ash may not
be identical, in composition or in quantity,
with the inorganic substances present in
the material before ignition. In the case of
coal and coke, the methods employed shall
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(based on the reconstituted feed) of a

ashes. The residue left after the fuel has

been burned. Also called cinder. Newton,

p. 246.

ash fall. a. A rain of airborne volcanic ash
falling from an eruption cloud. It is a
characteristic of explosive volcanic eruptions. A.G.I. b. A deposit of volcanic ash
resulting from such a fall and lying on the
ground surface. A.G.I.

ash field clay. A fire clay of Yorkshire, England. The raw clay contains approximately

asphaltic pyrobitumen
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ash field clay
57 percen, SiO2, 27 percent Al:03, 1.7 percent Fe:03, and 1.5 percent alkalies. Dodd.

ash flow. a. An avalanche of volcanic ash.
Generally, a highly heated mixture of vol-

canic gases and ash traveling down the
flanks of a volcano or along the surface
of the ground and produced by the explosive disintegration of viscous lava in a
volcanic crater or by the explosive emission
of gas-charged ash from a fissure or a group
of fissures. The solid materials contained in

a typical ash flow arc generally unsorted
and ordinarily include volcanic dust, pumice, scoria, and blocks in addition to ash.
A.G.I. b. A deposit of volcanic ash and
other debris resulting from such a flow and
lying on the ground surface. A.G.I. c. Synonym for ignimbrite. A.G.I. Sup p.

ash furnace. A furnace or oven for fritting

materials for glassmaking. Also called ash
oven. Webstur 3d.

ash fusibility. A measure, in terms of temperature, of the ease of fusion of coal ash
prepared and tested under standard conditions. B.S. 3323, 1960.

ash fusion temperature. Indicates the tem-

perature at which a special test cone made

from particks of ash obtained from the
coal will (1) begin to deform, that is,
soften, or (2) completely deform or fuse
into a blob. Nelson.

Ashgillian. Upper Upper Ordovician. A.G.I.

ashlar. a. A block of stone, as brought from
the quarry. Standard, 1964. b. A squared
stone. Standard, 1964. c. Masonwork of
squared stones. Standard, 1964. d. A facing
of cut stone applied to a backing of rubble
or rough masonry or brickwork. Zern. Also
called bastard ashlar. Fay. e. A thin squared
and dressed brick for facing a wall of rub-

ble or brick. Webster 3d. f. Rectangular
block having a sawcd, planed, or rockfaced surface. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965,
P. 877.

composed of volcanic rock particles and

mineral particles ranging in size from 0.06
.o 0.001 millimeter. A.G.I.
ash, total. Residue of the mineral matter obtained by incinerating coal under standard
conditions. B.S. 3552, 1962.
ash, volcanic; tuff. Uncemented pyroclastic
innterial concisting of fragments that are
mostly less than 4 millimeters in diametr.
Coarse ash ranges from ¼ to 4 millimet rs

in grain size, and fine ash

is below

1/4

millimeter. Without a qualifying adjective,
the term should be applied only to essential ejecta. A.G.I.
ashy grit. a. Pyroclastic material of sand size
and smaller. A.G.I. Supp. b. A mixture of

ordinary sand and volcanic ash.

Supp.
asiderite. Daubree's term for stony meteorites that do not contain metallic iron. Fay.
Essentially synonymous with aerolite. Obsolete.
Askania statascope. A special form of aneroid

barometer in which the displacement of

the vacuum chamber diaphragm, with variations in pressure, is prevented by altering
the tension on a spring which is controlled

by rneans of a knob situated at the center

of thc dial on the outside of the instru-

ment. The amount by which the knob has

been rotated to return the diaphragm to
its original position is transmitted to a

pointer which indicates the pressure change
on a graduated scale. Roberts, I, p. 23.
aslope. Corn. In a slanting position. Fay.
ASM Abberviation for American Society for
Metals. Zimmerman, p. 8.
asmanite. An orthorhombic variety of silica
found in meteoric iron. Standard, 1964.
asparagus stone. A greenish-yellow variety of
apatite. Fay.

aspect. a. The gross or overall lithologic or
biologic characteristics of a stratigraphic
unit as expressed at any particular point.

A.G.I. b. The angle made by a target

dries. Comm.

with the line joining it to the observation
point is known as the aspect of the target.
H&C.
aspect of facies. The appearance, composition, or inferred environmental implications of a particular rock body or fossil
assemblage. A.C.I. Supp.
aspect ratio. In a duct, the depth of elbow
along (parallel) to the axis of bend divided

grate. Fay.

Struck, 10.
asperite. Suggested by Becker for rough cellu-

explosions. A.G.I.

plagioclase. Fay.
asperolite. A variety of chrysocolla, contain-

ashlar masonry. Masonry composed of rec-

tangular units of fired clay or shale, or
stone, generally larger in size than brick and

properly bonded, having sawed, dressed,
or squared beds, and joints laid in mortar.
ACSG, 1963

ash metal. A low-grade brass made from

metal skimmings and ash from brass foun-

ash oven. Same as ash furnace. Webster 3d.
ashpit. The receptacle for ashes under a
ash rock. Rock composed of the material of
arenaceous texture produced by volcanic
ash, sedimentary. Applied to ashes and cinders deposited ir /...eds by the agency of
water after having been ejected from fissures or from craters into the sea. A.G.1.
Ash's furnace. A furnace for refining zinc in

which the molten metal passes through

four tanks in order to allow lead and other
impurities to settle out. Fay; Hess.

ash shower. A rain of airborne volcanic ash
falling from an eruption cloud, generally
of short duration. See also ash fall.

ash/specific-gravity curve. The curve obtained from the float-and-sink analysis by

plotting the ash contents of

successive

against specific gravity. B.S.
fractions
3552, 1962.

ashstone. a. An ash-gray, friable, porous hypersthene trachyandesite which looks like
hardened volcanic ash. It is used as a
building stone in Japan because it is easily
quarried. Hess. b. Indurated volcanic ash

ish black, melts at 90° to 100° F, and is
mostly or entirely soluble in turpentine.

See also albertite; elaterite; gilsonite; grahamite; impsonite; nigrite; wurtzilite. Also
called mineral pitch. Same as asphaltum.
Fay. d. To cover or treat with asphalt. Fay.
asphalt-base petroleum. Crude oils which,
upon processing, yield relatively large
amounts of asphaltic residues. A.C.I.
asphalt cement. A fluxed or unfluxed asphalt
specially prepared as to quality and consistency for direct use in the manufacture

of bituminous pavements, and having a
penetration at 25° C (77° F) of between

5 and 300, under a load of 100 grams
applied for 5 seconds. Urquhart, Sec. 2,
p.

ariphalt content. The percent by weight of
100-penetration asphalt contained in an
asphaltic product. Shell Oil Co.
asphalt cutback. An asphalt cement which
has been made liquid by thinning it with
a volatile petroleum distillate, such as
gasoline or kerosine. Shell Oil Co.
asphalte. A name applied in Europe to unconsolidated limestone impregnated with
asphalt. Hess.

asphalted. Coated with asphalt. Usually Californian oil (which has an asphaltic base),

coal tar, gilsonite, or elaterite are added
to give the right consistency to suit the
average temperature that prevails when
thc coating is used. Fay.

asphalt emulsion. Asphalt bitumen, water,

and a suitable emulsifying agent giving an
eMulsion which can be used in roadbuild-

ing, without the necessity of heating the
asphalt before application. Bennett 2d,
1962.

asphaltene. One of the components of the

bitumen in petroleums, petroleum products,

asphaltic cements, and solid native bitumens, that are soluble in carbon disulfide

but are insoluble in paraffin naphthas. Fay.
asphalt furnace. A portable furnace in which
asphalt is heated for use in roofing, paving,
etc. Fay.

asphaltic, a. Similar to, or essentially composed of, asphalt. Fay. b. Saturated with
viscous or solid, low gravity hydrocarbon.
Wheeler.

asphaltic bitumen. Term formerly used for
bitumen. Ham.

asphaltic cement. Asphalt or bitumen or

by the width in the plane of the bend.

blends of these with one another or with
flux oils, the material having adhesive
qualities suitable for the manufacture of

lar lavas, the chief feldspar of which is

road or building asphalts. Ham.
asphaltic COW. Synonym for albertite. Tom-

ing more than the usual percentage of

asphaltic concrete. A surface made by mixing proportioned quantities of graded ag-

water. Fay.

asphalt. a. A bitumen of variable hardness
comparatively nonvolati/e, composed prin-

cipally of hydrocarbons containing relatively little or no crystallizable paraffins.
The nonmincral constituents are fusible
and largely soluble in carbon disulfide.
A.G.I. b. A brown to black solid or semisolid bituminous substance occurring in
nature, but also obtained as the residue
from the refining of certain petroleums
and then known as artificial asphalt. Asphalt melts between 150° and 200° F and
is soluble in carbon disulfide. It belongs to

the group of solid and semisolid hydrocarbons, the others being asphaltites and
asphaltic pyrobitumens. A.G.I. c. A complex compound of various hydrocarbons,
part of which are oxygenated. Related in
origin to petroleum. It is brown or brown-

:,A"i163

keie ff,1954.

gregate and asphalt at a central plant,

conveying the completed mix to the point
of placement, and spreading by mechanical
finisher. It must be completed when in the
heated condition. API Gloss.
asphaltic earth. Asphalt mixed with earthy
material. Tomkeieff, 1954.
asphaltic flux. A residuum in the cracking of
asphalt-base oils which is also known as
pressure tar, and is too viscous for fuel oil.
It is added to hard or stiff asphalts to make
them workable. Hess.
asphaltic limestone. A limestone impregnated
with asphalt. Tomkeieff, 1954.
asphaltic ore. Asphaltlike ore carrying invisible uranium values. Ballard.
asphaltic pyrobitumen. a. A species of pyro-

albertite, impsonite, and asphaltic pyrobitumen, includ:ng dark-colored, compar-

asphaltic pyrobitumen
atively hard, and nonvolatile solids, substantially free from oxygenated bodies, infusible and largely insoiublb in carbon
disulfide. It includes elaterite, wurtzilite,
albertite, impsonite, and asphaltic pyrobituminous

shales. Tom laid',

1954. b.

One of the solid hydrocarbons that differs
from asphalts in being infusible and generally insoluble in carbon disi1fic1P. A.G.I.
asphaltic rock. Any rock, naturally impregnated with asphalt. It is usually a sandstone or a limestone. A.G.I.
asphaltic sand. A natural mixture of asphalt
with varying proportions of loose sand
grains. The quantity of bituminous cementing material extracted from the sand may
be as high as 10 percent, and this bitumen
is composed of a soft asphalt which rarely
has a penetration as low as 60°. A.G.I.
asphaltic sandstone. See sandstone; asphalt
rock. Fay.

asphaltite. a. Black to dark brown naphtha
bitumen, melting above 110°C, substantially soluble in carbon disulfide or in
chloroform; for example, gilsonite, glance

pitch, and grahamite. Schieferdecher. b.
A dark-colored, solid, difficultly fusible,

naturally occurring hydrocarbon complex,
insoluble in water, but more or less completely soluble in carbon disulfide, benzol,
etc. Fa). c. One of the harder of the solid
hydrocarbons with melting points between
250° and 600° F. A.G.I. d, Similar to
anthraxolite. Same as asphaltum. Crosby,
p. 66. See also asphalt, c.

asphalt mastic. The mixture of asphalt cement and mineral material which on heat-

assay. a. To test ores or minerals by chemical
or blowpipe examination; to determine
the proportion of metals in ores by smelt-

ing in the way appropriatc to each. Gold
and silver require an additional process
called cupelling, for the purpose of separating thrtn from the base metals. See also
fire assay. Fay. b. An examination of a
mineral, an ore, or an alloy differing
from a complete analysis in that it determines only certain ingredients in the substance examined, whereas an analysis determines everything it containgi Fay. c. A
means of ascertaining the commercial value
of a mineralized substame, as, for example,

ore or black sand, or the product of a

mill or smelter, either by a fire or a wet
process, and is termed ordinary assays,

commercial assays, specimen assays, control
assays, and umpire assays. See also crucible

assay ; dry assay; scorification; wet assay.

Ricketts, I.
assay balance. A very sensitive balance used
in the assaying of gold, silver, etc., for
weighing the beads. It usually has magni-

fying lenses for reading the graduations.
Webster 3d.

assay, complete. One sufficiently detailed to

show structural associations of required
elements, or to account adequately for all
the constituents of the ore. Pryor, 3.

assayer. One who analyzes ores anu alloys,
especially bullion, to determine the value
and properties of their precious metals;
separates precious metals from dross materials by solution, flotation, or other liquid processes, or by dry methods, such

ing becomes a thick mass and may be

as the application of heat to form slags

asphaltness. The quantity of' asphalt contained in petroleum expressed as a per-

weighs residues on calibrated balances to
determine the proportion of pure gold,

poured and troweled. Shell ,Oil Co.

centage of the total mass. Petroleum Age,
v. 1,February 1, 1923, p. 37.
asphalt oil. Oil containing asphalt or having
an asp'aalt base, as distinguished from oil
having a paraffin base. Crispin.
asphalt primer. A liquid asphaltic road material of low viscosity which, upon application to a nonbituminous surface, is completely absorbed. Its purpose is to water-

proof the existing surface and prepare it
to serve as a base for further construction.
Shell Oil Co.

asphalt rock; asphalt stone. Limestone impregnated with asphalt. Also applied to
asphaltic sandstone. Webster 3d.

asphalt seal. The creation of a trap by the

decrease in permeability of a reservoir as
the result of the transformation of petroleum into asphalt. A.G.I.
asphalt stone. See asphalt rock. Webster 3d.
asphaltum. See asphalt, c. Fay.
asphyxia. Local or systemic deficiency of oxy-

gen and excess of carbon dioxide in living
tissues usually as a result of interruption
of respiration. Webster 3d. See also carb3n
monoxide asphyxia. McAdam, p. 98.
asphyxiate. To suffocate; to choke. Mason.
aspirating. See dedusting. Mitchell, p. 716.
aspirator. a. An appliance, such as a suction

pump, exhaust fan, or the friction of a

water jet, for causing a movement of gases
or liquids by suction. Hess. b. A device
made of wire gauze, cloth, or of a fibrous
mass held between pieces of meshed material to prevent dusts entering the lungs;
or having a canister of activated chafcoal
or other substances through which the air
breathed must pass to prevent the passage
of noxious gases into the lungs. Also
called inhaler; muzzle. Hess.

assessment work
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of

lead, borax, and other impurities;

silver, platinum, or other metals in the
laboratory sample. D.O.T. 1.

assay foot. The assay value multiplied by

the number of feet across which the sample
is taken. Fay. Compare assay inch.

assay grade. The percentage of an element
or compound in a representative sample,

as found by analytical test (assay). Pryor, 4.\

assay inch. In valuation of an ore body, the
assay value multiplied by the number of
inches along which a sample of ore has
been cut by grooving or channeling. The
distance is normal to enclosing rocks so

as to refer the sample to true width of

deposit. Pryor, 3. Compare assay foot.
assay limit. The limit of an ore body established by the low content of valuable
mineral as determined by assays. A.G.I.

assay master. A chief or official assayer.

Standard, 1964.
assay office. A laboratory for examining ores,

usually gold and silver ores, in order to
determine their economic value. Standard,

1964.
assay plan. Map of a mine showing the assay,

stopc, width, etc., of samples taken from
positions marked. Used to control grade

and quality of ore mined and milled.
Pryor, 3.
assay. plan factor; correction factor. In
sampling, a term used to describe the

rate which the head value bears to the

half a gram, used by assayers as proportionately representing a pound. Standard,
1964.

assay split. Agreed average value as between
buyer's and seller's assay, used as pricing
basis in sale of mineral. Pryor, 3.

assay ton. For a long ton (2,240 pounds
avoirdupois) 32.667 grams, and for a
ton (2,000 pounds avoirdupois)
29.1667 grams. The number of milligrams
short

of bullion obtained from one assay ton
rquals the number of ounces (troy) of
bullion per ton of ore. Pryor, 4.

assay value. a. The amount of the gold or
silver, in ounces per ton of ore, as shown

by assay of any given sample. An average
assay value is the weighted result obtained
frchn a number of samples, by multiplying

the assay value of each sample by the
width or thickness of the ore face over
which it is taken, and then dividing the
sum of these products by the total width
of cross section sampled. The result obtained would represent an average face

sample. Fay. b. The standard value of gold
everywhere. An average assay value of

several samples cannot be taken as an

mathematical demonstration of
the value of an ore body nor is the assay
return necessarily conclusive of the value

absolute

of the thing assayed ; it may, however, tend
to prove discovery. Ricketts, I. c. The percentage of a specified element or compound

in a given sample. Trace values may be

reported in other ratios, for example, parts
per million. Pryor, 3.
assay walls. The planes to which an ore body

can be profitably mined, the limiting factor being the metal content of the country

rock as determined from assays. Hess.
ASSE Abbreviation for the American Society
of Safety Engineers. Williams.
assemblage zone. A biostratigraphic unit de-

fined and identified by a group of associated fossils rather than by a single index
fossil. Synonym for cenozone. Compare
range zone; faunizone; florizone. A.G.I.
Supp.

assembled cameos. Cameos made of two or
more portions cemented together. See also
assembled stone; composite stone. Shipley.
assembled stone. Any stone constructed of
two or more pieces of gem mate.:ials
whether they be genuine, imitation, or
both. An alternate term, composite stone,
was later suggested. See also doublet; Foil
back; triplet. Shipley.

assembly rod. An external bolt holding a
machine together. Nichols.

assessment. a. The sum that the officers of
a mining company levy on the stock held
by shareholders. Fay. b. See assessment
work. Fay.

assessment drillIng. Drilling done to fulfill
the requirement that a prescribed amount

of work be done annually on an un-

patented mining claim to retain title. Long.
assessment labor. Refers to the annual labor
required of the locator of a mining claim

after discovery and not to work before

discovery. Ricketts, I.

assessment work. The annual work upon an

unpatented mining claim on the public

as the "mine call factor." Truscott, pp.

domain necessary under the United States
law for the maintenance of the possessory
title thereto. Same as annual labor. Fay.
After filing location notice and performing
the required discovery work, the prospector has a year from the following July 1,

assay pound. A varying weight, sometimes

protect his claim. This amount of work

mine sampling. This percentage figure is

useful in reducing any extant or subsequent

mine-sampling average to that which in
actual production it will likely prove to
be. In South Africa this is generally known

98-99.

at noon, to do $100 worth of work to

must be done each year if the claim is

to be held without patenting. Lewis, p. 27.
asset. Property with cash sale value. In mining, the dominant asset is the proved ore
reserve. Pryor, 3.

assignment. Transfer by deed of asset from
holder to another, the assignee. Pryor, 3.
assimilation. a. The process by which rock
from the containing walls of an intrusion
is absorbed by solution in the invading
magma, either in situ (or nearly so) at
the contacts; or in depth, by the sinking
into the magma of blocks or fragments of
country rock stoped from the roof above
the intrusion. Hess. b. The incorporation
into a magma of material originally present in the wall rock. The term does not
specify the exact mechanism or the results.
The assimilated material may be present
as crystals from the original wall rocks,
newly formed crystals including wall-rock

elements, or as a solution in the liquid
phase of the magma. The resulting rock
is called a hybrid. Also, the process is
termed magmatic assimilation. A.G.I.
assistant colliery manager. An official appointcd at many large collieries in Great
Britain with a status between the undermanager and manager, although he has
no legal authority over the undermanager.
He is often delegated to give concentrated
supervision to any special operations, thus

allowing the undermanager to carry on
with his routine duties. He is often a
graduate with a first-class certificate of
competency who may be in need of managerial experience. Nelson.

assistant mine foreman. A person employed
to assist the mine foreman in the performance of his duties and to serve in his
place, in the absence of the mine foreman.
U.S. BuMines Federal Mine Safety Code
Bituminous Coal and Lignite Mines, Pt. I
Underground Mines, October 8, 1953.
Assmann psychrometer. A wet- and dry-bulb
hygrometer in which air is drawn over
the thermometer bulbs by an integral fan.
B.S. 3618,1963, sec. 2.

associated compounds and liquids. Those in
which simple molecules of the same type
can associate to form complex molecular

single claim. Ricketts, I.

assumed north. A direction assumed to be
north for reference purposes. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 1.

assured mineral. In valuation of ore body,
quantity and value ascertained by measurement and assay following physical entry

or drilling to specified pattern adequate
for proof. Pryor, 3. See also developed
reserves. Nelson.

assymmetrical. Fold in which the axial plane
is inclined. McKinstry, p. 641.
assyntite. A plutonic rock composed mainly
of orthoclase and pyroxene, smaller amounts
of sodalite and nepheline, and with acces-

sory biotite, sphene, apatite, and opaque
oxides. A sodalite-nepheline syenite. A.G.I.

Astartian. Synonym for Sequanian. A.G.I.
SuPP.

astatic. Not taking a fixed or definite position or direction; as an instrument in
which a negative restoring force has been
applied so as to aid any deflecting force,
thereby rendering the instrument more
sensitive and/or less stable. A.G.I.
astatic gravimeter. A gravity meter or gravi-

meter constructed so that a high sensitivity
is achieved at certain positions of the elements of the system employed, that is, the
equilibrium becomes neutral at such positions. See also gravimeter. A.G.I.

astatic pendulum. Having almost no tendency to take a definite position of equilibrium. Schieferdecker.

astatine. A very rare radioactive element in
group VII --(halogens) of the periodic
table, atomic number, 85, first announced
by Allison and Murphy as alabamine in
1929. Renamed astatine by Segre, McKenzie, and Corson who produced astatine 211

in 1940 by a bombardment of bismuth

with high-energy (32 mev) alpha particles.
Symbol, At; valences, 1, 3, 5, and 7; and
the mass number of the most stable isotope,
210. Gaynor.

astatization. The application of a negative
restoring force to a moving element of a
physical system in such a manner as to
drive the moving element away from its
rest position and to aid any deflecting
force, so as to increase sensitivity. A.G.I.

associated gas-oll ratio. The ratio of produc-

astatki; ostatki. A Russian name for a petroleum residue now used as fuel. Up until
1870 it was considered a useless article,
and was disposed of by burning in open

directly associated in the reservoir. When

astel. An overhead boarding or arching in a

structures, the action being reversible.
Water is such a liquid. Pryor, 3.

tion of gas to the oil with which it was

no free gas cap production exists,

astrakanite
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differs from production gas-oil ratio only
because of the slippage in the reservoir,
and becomes identical with solution gas-oil
ratio. It is usually expressed in cubic feet
per barrel. Hess.

associated natural gas. Natural gas existing
in a free state in a reservoir containing oil,
the gas being in contact with but not in
solution in the oil of the reservoir. See also
gas cap. A.G.I.

association of igneous rocks. A group of

igneous rocks having chemical and petrographic characteristics in common, and
usually occurring together. See also petrographk province. A.G.I.
association placer locatfon. A placer location made by an association of persons in

one location covering one hundred and

sixty acres is not eight locations covering

twenty acres each. It is in law a single
location, and as such a single discovery

is sufficient to support such a location; the
only assessment work required is as for a

pits near the refineries. Fay.

ated or star beryl, chrysoberyl, crocidolite,

emerald, quartz, ruby, and sapphire are
known. Hess. b. A starlike effect observed

in certain minerals either by transmitted
or by reflected light. A.G.I.

asthenolith. a. Hypothetical magma and migma accumulation at the base of the sialic
crust, from which the energy may be derived for the mountain-building processes.

Schieferdecker. b. A body of magma locally melted anywhere at any time within
any solid portion of the earth. A.G.I.
Supp. c. A local radiogenic magma pocket.

A.G.I. SOP. d. An accumulation of sialic
magma of low viscosity and very small
residual strength at the upper surface of
the salsima layer. A.G.I. Supp.

asthenosphere. The hypothetical, concentric,

spherical shell within the earth, tens of

kilometers below the surface and of undefined thickness, which is a shell or zone of
weakness where plastic movements take
place to permit isostatic adjustments.
A.G.I.

Astian. Upper Pliocene. Synonym for Piacenzian. A.G.I. SupP.
astite. A mica-andalusitc hornfels, in which
mica and andalusite are the dominant
obtained from Cima d'Asta,
Italian Alps. Holmes, 1928. See also edominerals,
lite ;

hornf els ;

leptynolite ;

proteolite ;

spotted slate. A.G.I.
ASTM Abbreviation for American Society
for Testing and Materials. GPO Style
Manual, p. 155.
ASTM coal classification. A system based on
proximate analysis in which coals contain-

ing less than 31 percent volatile matter
on the mineral matter free basis (Parr
formula) are classified only on the basis

of fixed carbon, that is, 100 percent vola-

tile matter. They are divided into five
groups: above 98 percent fixed carbon;
98 to 92 percent fixed carbon; 92 to 86
percent fixed carbon; 86 to 78 percent
fixed carbon; and 78 to 69 percent fixed
carbon. The first three of these groups
are called anthracites and the last two
are called bituminous coals. The remaining
bituminous coals, the subbituminous coals

and the lignites, are then classified into

groups as determined by the calorific value

of the coals containing their natural bed
moisture, that is, the coals as mined but
free from any moisture on the surface of
the lumps. The classification includes three
groups of bituminous coals with moist cal-

en cabochon, displays a 6- or 12-rayed star

orific value from above 14,000 to above
13,000 British thermal units per pound;
three groups of subbituminous coals with

ruby display this character. C.T.D.
asteriated. Like a star, with rays diverging

two groups of lignitic coals with moist

mine gallery. Fay.

asteria. A precious stone which, when cut

due to asterism. Star sapphire and star

from a renter. ShiPley.
asteriated beryl. A variety of beryl which in
thin sections exhibits diasterism. As yet of
no gemmological importance. Shipley.

asteriated quartz. Quartz having whitish or
colored radiations within the crystals.
Standard, 1964.
asteriated stone. A stone, such as asteriated

ruby, sapphire, etc., exhibiting a star by
either refficted or transmitted light. See

also star stone. Shipley.
asteriated topaz. Asteriated yellow corundum,
wrongly called Oriental topaz. Schaller.

asterism. a. Starlike rays of light observed
in some minerals when viewed from certain directions, particularly if the mineral
is cut en cabochon. Minerals having this
feature are called asteriated or star. Asteri-
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moist calorific value below 13,000 to below
8,300 British thermal units per pound; and

calorific value below 8,300 British thermal

units per pound. The classification also

differentiates between consolidated and unconsolidated lignites and between the
weathering characteristics of subbituminous
and lignitic coals. Francis, 1965, v. I, p. 34.
astochite. A blue to grayish-violet monoclinic

amphibole from Wermland, Sweden. Locally known as blue rhodonite. Synonym
for soda richterite. Hess; Hey 2d, 1955.
astragalus; astragalus pattersoni. An absorber
and indicator of selenium. It has a tendency to grow near carnotite. Flowers are

cream with a purple dot on the keel.
Foliage has garliclike odor due to selenium.
Also called loco weed. Ballard.

astrakanite. Synonym for bloedite. Hey 2d1
1955.

atmophile element

astral
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astral. Applied to the stage in the formation
of the earth when it glowed with incandescent heat like a star. Fay.

a t Abbreviation for ampere turn; assay ton.

as pounds per square foot per 1,000 feet

At Chemical symbol for astatine. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

Atlantic series; Atlantic pro-wince; or Atlantic suite. One of two great groups of

Astral% An ammonium nitrate

explosive

containing some nitroglycerin. Used in
mining. Bennett 2d, 1962.

astralite glass. Similar to aventurine glass
(goldstone), but exhibits a bluish glitter
in a dark groundmass. Probably contains
metallic bluish inclusions. Shipley.

A-stretching. Scot. In ;:te line of the strike
of the strata; level course. Fay.

astridite. An ornamental stone, confisting
mainly of chromojadeite. From Munok-

wad, New Guinea. English.
astringent. a. A taste that puckers the mouth;
descriptive of certain minerals, such as

alum. Foy. b. Causing contraction, shrinking, or puckering. Webster 3d.
astrolabe. An instrument for measuring the
altitudes of celestial objects. There are
three general types used in surveying:
pendulum, planespheric, and prismatic.
A.G.I.

astronomical coordinates. Latitude and longitude as observed astronomically. Sec lye, 2.

astronomical eyepiece. The eyepiece of a
telescope designed to have minimum loss
of light. Ham.

astronomical triangle. A spherical triangle
which includes as its apexes the observed

celestial body, the zenith, and the elevated

pole. Pryor, 3.

astrophylffie. A rare titanium-bearing silicate, found associated with alkalic rocks,
)15 (5i207) (F, OH )
(Na,Ca) 5
orthorhombic. Dana 17.

;

A-structure. A series of cross grains that intersect at an angle of about 60°. Skow.
Astrumite. Trade name for gray-green Tibet
stone. ShiPley.

Asturian orogeny. Mid-Upper Carboniferous
diastrophism. A.G.I. SuPP.

astyllen. a. Corn. A mine stopping to prevent the flow of water; a dam. Fay. b. A

wall to separate ore from waste. Fay.
asymmetrical. a. Without proper proportion
of parts; unsymmetrical. Standard, 1964.
b. Crystals not divisible into similar halves
by a plane; triclinic. Standard, 1964. Also
used in geology in describing structural
features. Fay. c. In crystallography, having
no center of symmetry, no plane of symmetry or no axis of symmetry. A.G.I.
asymmetrical bedding. A term indicative of
the order in which lithographic types or
facies follow one another, for example, the
sequence

1

2

3

1

2

3 1-2-3, etc.

Compare symmetrical bedding. A.G.I.

asymmetrical crystal. An irregular crystal.
A.G.I.

asymmetrical ritple mark. The normal form
of ripple mark, which has a short down-

stream slope and a comparatively long

gentle upstream slope. See also watercurrent ripple mark. A.G.I.
asymmetrical vein. A crustified vein with unlike layers an each side. A.G.I.
asymmetric class. The class of crystal forms
without any symmetry.
asymmetric dlispersion. The dispersion that

produces an interference figure without

any symmetry or color distribution. Fay
asymmetric fold. A fold in which one limb
dips more steeply than the other. If one
limb is overturned, the term overturned
fold or overfold is used.

asymmetric laccolith. A laccolith in which
the beds it has uplifted dip at conspicuously different angles in different sectors.
A.G.I.

Zim,nerrnan, pp. 8. 12.

p. B-1.
atacamite. A mineral, Cu2C1(OH)5; blackish-

green color, orthorhombic. A.G.I.; Dana
17. Also called greensand of Peru. Fay.

atatschite. An igneous rock with a glassy

base; containing small quantities of sillimanite, and locally cordierite. Orthoclase,
augite, and biotite occur as microscopic
crystals; from Atatsch Mountain, southern
Urals, U.S.S.R. Holmes, 1928.

ataxic. Proposed by Keyes (1901) to be applied to unstratified ore deposits, as contrasted with ore deposits that are stratified, or eutaxic. Holmes, 1920.

ataxite. a. A brecciated, or irrgularly mot-

tled, composite volcanic rock in which the

broken fragments of one lava flow are
irregularly

distributed

in

another.

A

similar structure to which the term may
also be applied occurs in certain minor
intrusions. Holmes, 1928. b. A general
term for siderites (iron meteorites) which
contain less nickel than hexahedrites or

more nickel than octahedrites, and in which
the structure of the lamellae is interrupted.
Holmes, 1928.

atectonic. Applied to a geologic event that
occurs when orogeny is not taking place.
Synonym for nontectonic. A.G.I.

atectonic pluton. A pluton that is emplaced
when orogeny is not occurring. A.G.I.
atelestite. A sulfur-yellow adamantine bismuth arsenate, H213i3As03, crystallizing
in the monoclinic system. Standard, 1964.
atelite. A green copper hydroxychloride,
HaCu505Cl2, found near volcanoes. S land.7rd, 1964.

per minute. See also Atkinson. Nelson.

igneous rocks (the other being the Pacific

group) based on their tectonic setting.
The Atlantic series rocks are found in
nonorogenic areas, are often associated

with block sinking and with large-scale
crustal instability, and are erupted along
faults and fissures or through explosion
vents. The Atlantic series was originally
described as occurring in the coastal districts of the Atlantic Ocean basin. Later, it
became evident that mere was no intrinsic

connection with the Atlantic Ocean; the
Hawaiian lavas, for example, are of Atlantic type. Hence, the name intra-Pacific
is synonymous with Atlantic province. The
exact connotation varies with different authors. In general, the term Atlantic is used

to include those (alkalic) magma series

having low alkali-lime indices and yielding

undersaturated residiuums; for example,
rhyolites and dacites. A third group, the
Mediterranean series, has also been proposed. The terms Atlantic and Pacific, as
applied to rock kindreds, have been generally abandoned. A.G.I.
Atlantic type of coastline. The trend of the
folded mountain belts is tran3verse to the
coast. Compare Pacific type of coastline.
atlantite. An olivine-bearing nepheline tephrite. A.G.I.
atlasite. A cupric carbonate containing chlorine. Probably a mixture of atacamite
and azurite. Standard, 1964.
Atlas ore. Malachite. Shipley.
Atlas pearls. White satin spar. Shipley.
Atlas spar. Same as satin spar. Shipley.

athermal transformation. A reaction that procecds without benefit of thermal fluctuations; that is, thermal activation is not required. Such reactions are diffusionless
and can take place with great speed when
the driving force is sufficiently high ; for
example, many martensitic transformations occur athermally on cooling, even at
relatively low temperatures, because of the
progressively increasing driving force. In

Atlas stone. Same as satin spar. Shipley.
atm Abbreviation for atmosphere. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 58.

stant temperature is an isothermal transformation; thermal activation is necessary
in this case and the reacdon proceeds as

chanical atmospheric influences. Synonym
for atmoclast. Schieferdecker.
atmogenic. Applied to rocks of atmospheric

contrast, a reaction that occurs at cona function of time. ASM Gloss.

athlete's foot. This disease is infectious and
therefore likely to be spread in such places
as pithead baths where men walk about
barefoot. It is caused by a fungus which
lives and multiplies in warm, moist conditions and can be spread from the floor
of a pithead bath from one person to another. In medical terminology, it is known
as epidermophytosis. Sinclair, !, p. 195.
Atkinson. The resistance of a section of road-

way in which there is a pressure of

1

pound per square foot throughout the section, when a volume of 1,000 cubic feet
per second (1 kilocusec) of dry air at
60° F and 30 inches barometer is passing.
See also modified Atkinson formula.
Nelson.

Atkinson formula. See modified Atkinson
formula. Nelson.

Atkinson's friction coefficient. The measure

of the pressure expended per 1,000 feet
per minute per square foot of surface traversed in order to create motion under
the conditions prevailing. It is expressed

atmidometer. An instrument for measuring
the evaporation of water, ice, and snow.
Osborne.

atmoclast. Proposed by Grabau for a rock
fragment broken in situ either by chemical

or mechanical means. A.G.I.
atmoclastic rock. A rock consisting of mate-

rials broken in situ by chemical or meorigin, whether derivcd by condensation
(as snow, nevé, and glacier ice), by wind
action, or by deposition by volcanic vapors;
used chiefly for rocks and minerals. Stokes

and Varnes, 1955

atmolith. A rock precipitated from the atmos-

phere; for example, snow, néve or firn,

and snow ice. A.G.I.
atmometer. An instrument for measuring the
rate of evaporation. Many instruments

have been devised for measuring evapora-

tion, variously known as atmidometers,
atmidoscopes, atmismometers, evapometers,
evaporation gages, evapora tors, evaporimeters, evaporometers, and vaporimeters.
Standard, 1964.

atmophile. Found in, attracted to, or having
a tendency to occur in the atmosphere.
Applied especially to chemical elements
or compounds. Webster, 3d.

atmophile element. a. One of the elements
relatively concentrated in the atmosphere.
Schieferdecker. b. One of the most typical elements of the atmosphere (nitrogcn,

oxygen, argon, carbon, neon, helium, kryp-

ton, and hydrogen). A.G.I. c. An element
which occurs either in the uncombined
state, or which, in a volatile compound,
will concentrate in the gaseous primordial
atmosphere. A.G.I.

atmosphere. a. The gaseous envelope surrounding the earth. The atmosphere is
odorless, colorless, tasteless; very mobik,
flowing readily under even a. slight pressure gradient; elastic, compressible, capable

of unlimited expansion, a poor conductor

of heat, but able to transmit vibrations
with considerable velocity. Its weight has
been calculated as 5.9 x 10" tons. One-half
the mass of the atmosphere lies below 3.46
miles above sea level. The ordinary term

for the mixture of gases comprising the

barometer. McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of
Science and Technology, v. 1, 1960, pp.
155-157.

atmosphedc radiation. The radiation emitted
by the atmosphere in two directions: upward to space and downward to the earth.
It consists mainly of the long-wavelength
terrestrial radiation plus the small amount
of short-wavelength solar radiation absorbed in the atmosphere. Figuring on the

basis of a year and using a heat unit of
10 calories, it has been calculated that
of the 201 heat uaits absorbed in the atmosphere, 134 heat units are returned to

gravity taken as 980.665 centimeters per
square second. It equals 14.66 pounds per
square inch. A.G.I. c. The entire continuous spherical layer of air surrounding the
earth. See also atmospheric pressure. Bureau of Mines Staff. d. In a furnace, the
mixture of gases resulting from combustion. Bureau of Mines Staff. e. The kind
of air prevailing in any place, as within
a kiln during firing. Kinney.
atmosphere, composition of. Volume composition of dry air at sea level (average
values) : 20.95 percent oxygen ; 78.08 percent nitrogen; 0.03 percent carbon dioxide,
and traces of other elements. The presence
of water vapor will influence comfort, be-

cause it reacts upon the body's heat-loss

control mechanism. Nelson.

atmosphere, pressure of. That pressure which

will support a column of mercury 760
millimeters high (29.92 inches) at 0° C,

normal atmosphere equals
1
14.7 pounds per square inch (approxi-

sea level,

mately). Nelson

atmospheric condenser. One using water at
atmospheric pressure. Strock, 10
atmospheric pressure. a. The force per unit
arca exerted by the atmosphere in any part
of the atmospheric envelope. Some of the
expressions for the normal value of the
atmospheric pressure at sea level are: 76.0
centimeters of mercury; 760 millimeters
of mercury; 29.92 inches of mecury;
1,033.3 centimeters of water; 33.9 feet of
water; 1,033.3 grams per square centimeter; 1,013,250.0 ynes per square matimeter ; 14.66 pounds per square inch;
1.01325 bars (1 bar equals 1 million dynes
per square centimeter) ; and 1,013.25
millibars. A.G.I. b. The weight of a vertical column of air of constant unit cross
section from sea level, or from any altitude above sea level, to the upper limit
of the earth's atmosphere. The standard
atmospheric pressure at sea level, or corrected to sea level, equals 14.66 pounds
for the weight of a vertical column of air,
having a square cross section, measuring 1
inch on a side, to the upper limit of the
atmosphere; or 1,013.25 millibars for the
weight of a vertical column of air, having
a square cross section, measuring 1 centimeter on a side, to the upper limit of the
atmosphere. One standard atmosphere, or
the standard atmospheric pressure, will
support a column of mercury 760 milli-

meters high, or 29.92 inches high, in a

companying loss of mass. Webster 3d. See
also nuclear energy.

atomic hydrogen welding. An arc-welding
process wherein coalescence is produced

tion at all latitudes above 15° N. A.G.I.
atmospheric water. Water which exists in the
atmosphere in the gaseous, liquid, or solid
state. A.G.I.
Atokan. Lower Pennsylvanian, above Morrowan. A.G.I. Supp.

millimeters in height at 0° C, and with

by changes in the nucleus of an atom, as
by fission of a heavy nucleus or by fusion
of light nuclei into heavier ones with ac-

tion in all northern latitudes. In winter,
it exceeds the total incoming solar radia-

atmosphere is equal to the pressure exerted

by a vertical column of mercury 760

room shape. L&L.

atomic distance. That between two atom centers. Pryor, 3.
atomic energy. Energy that can be liberated

atomic heat. The thermal capacity of an
atom, that is, the product of the atomic
weight and specific heat of an element.

ceeds one-half of the incoming solar radia-

is

water vapor and solid liquid particles.
A.G.I. b. A unit of pressure. A normal

ured with very high precision. L&L.
atomic cloud. The cloud of hot gases, smoke,
dust, and other matter that is carried
aloft after the explosion of a nuclear
weapon. The cloud frequently has a mush-

the earth as the so-called back radiation,
and 67 heat units are lost to space. In
summer, this back radiation equals or ex-

air, which also includes

atmosphere

atomic power
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atmophile element

atoll. a. A coral island of circular form enclosing a lagoon. Fay. b. A ringlike island
or islands encircling or nearly encircling
a lagoon. The term coral island for most
of these tropical islands is incorrect because calcareous algae often form more
than 50 percent of them. A.G.I.
atoll reef. A ring-shaped coral reef, often
carrying low sand islands, enclosing a body

of water. A.G.I.
atoll texture. A texture sometimes observed

in a thin section of a rock, in which a

ring of one mineral occurs with another

mineral or minerals inside and outside the
ring. Bureau of Mines Staff.
atom. a. According to the atomic theory, the

smallest particle of an element that can
exist either alone or in combination with

similar particles of the same element or of
a different element. The smallest particle
of an element that enters into the composition of a molecule. Webster 3d. b. A
particle of matter indivisible by chemical

means. The fundamental building block
of chemical elements. The elements, such

as iron, lead, sulfur, differ from each other
because they contain different atoms.
Atoms are unbelievably small. There are
6 sextillion (6 x 10') atoms in an ordinary
drop of water. According to current theory,

an electrically neutral atom contains a
dense inner core ( the nucleus) and a
much less dense outer domain consisting

of electrons in motion around the nucleus.
L&L.
atomic bomb. A bomb, the energy of which
comes from the fission of heavy elements,

such as uranium and plutonium. See also

hydrogen bomb. L&L.
atomic bond. The attraction exerted between

atoms and ions. There are four types of
atomic bond: (1) metallic; (2) ionic or
polar; (3) homopolar or coordinate; and
(4) residual or van der Waals. Bonding

may be intermediate betwem these types.
A.G.I. Supp.
atomic charge. Electrical charge density due
to gain or loss of one or more electrons.
Pryor, 3.
atomic clock. A device that uses the vibrations of atomic nuclei or molecules to
measure time intervals. These vibrations
remain constant with time, Since they are
extremely fast, short intervals can be meas-

Cooper.

by heating with an electric arc maintained
between two metal electrodes in an atmosphere of hydrogen. Shielding is obtained
from the hydrogen. Pressure may or may

not be used and filler metal may or may
not be used. Coal Age, v. 66, No. 3, Mar.
1961, pp.91-92.

atomicity. Of an element or compound, the
number of atoms contained in its molecule.
Cooper.

atomic kernel. Part of atom left when outer
shell's valency electrons have been removed. Pryor, 3.

atomic mass. The mass of any species of
atom, usually expressed in atomic mass
units. Webster 3d.
atomic mass unit. A unit of mass for express-

ing the masses of atoms, molecules, or
nuclear particles, being equal to 1/16 of
the atomic mass of the most abundant
oxygen isotope, 80".

which is about
1.66035 x 10-4 gram, or in terms of equiv-

alelit energy to about 931 electron volts.

Also called mass unit. Webster 3d.

atomic moisture meter. A device designed
by the U.S. Bureau of Mines to monitor
the moisture in coal passing through a
preparation plant, by using radiation that
is sensitive to hydrogen atoms. The coal
is bombarded with neutrons, some of
which strike hydrogen atoms and bounce
back to a detector tube, thus providing a
continuous measure of moisture content.
This meter will permit the moisture content of coal to be measured instantaneously, continuously, and automatically. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

atomic number. a. The number of protons
in the nucleus of an atom. Each chemical
element has its own atornic number and

together the atomic numbers form a complete series from 1 (hydrogen) to 103
(lawrencium) in order of increasing atomic
weight. There are several exceptions. See
also atomic weight. L&L. b. The number
of an element when arranged with others

in order of increasing atomic weight. It
is equal to the total number of positive
charges in the nucleus of the number of
orbital electrons in an atom of the ele-

ment. C.T.D.
atomic percent. The number of atoms of an
element ir. a total of 100 representative
atoms of a substance; often written a/o.
ASM Gloss.

atomic plane. Any one of the layers into

which atoms form themselves in an orderly pattern during the growth of a crystal.
Sh:pley.

atomic power. A popular synonym for nu-
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attrition

who, or that which, reduces to atcms or

Atterberg limits, In 1911 Atterberg suggested
the concept of boundaries to the four

atomic power
clear power. See also nuclear energy.
NRG-ASA N1.1-1957.
atomic proportions; atomic ratios. The pro-

portions or ratios in which the various
atomic species occur in a substance. It is
obtained by dividing the weight-percent of

each substance by the atomic weight of

the substance. When recalculated to atoms
per 100 atoms total, the values are atompercen t. A.G.I.
atomic radius. The radius of an atom or the

average distance from the center to the
outermost electron of the neutral atom.

It is commonly expressed in angstrom units
(10-8 centimeters). A.G.I.
atomic ratio. Ratio of quantities of difTerent
substances in terms of the number of atoms
of each. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
atomic reactor. See nuclear reactor. L&L.
atomic scattering factor. Mean amplitude of

wave of X-rays scattered by atoms in a

crystal lattice plane. Pryor, 3 .
atomic structure. The arrangement of atoms
in a substance. Shipley.
atomic susceptibility. Change in magnetic

moment of

I

gram atom on application

of magnetic field of unit strength. Pryor, 3.

atomic theory. The theory which asserts that

all substances are composed of infinitesimally small particles or atoms. Crispin.
atomic volume. a. The space occupied by a
quantity of an element as compared with
its atomic weight. Obtained by dividing
the specific gravity of the element by its
atomic weight; also called specific volume.
Standard, 1964. b. The volume occupied
by I gram atom of an element. C.T.D.
atomic weight. a. The average relative weight

of an element as it occurs in nature re-

ferred to some element taken as a standard.
Hydrogen is sometimes assigned an atomic

weight of 1 but oxygen with an atomic
weight of 16 is usually taken as a basis.

Webster 3d. b. The average relative weight

of the atoms of an element referred to an
arbitrary standard of 16.0000 for the
atomic weight of oxygen. The atomic-

weight scale used by chemists takes 16.0000

as the average atomic weight of oxygen
atoms as they occur in nature. The scale
used by physicists takes 16.00435 as the
atomic weight or the most abundant oxygen

isotope.

Division

by

the

factor

1.000272 converts an atomic weight on
the physicists' scale to the corresponding
weight on the chemists

scale.

atomic
A.G.I.
Atomite. Natural water-ground calcium car-

bonate; used as filler in rubber. Bennett
2d, 1962.
atomization, a. In powder metallurgy, the
dispersion of a molten metal into particles

by a rapidly moving stream of gas or
liquid. ASM Gloss. b. A patent process

for producing a metallic dust, such as zinc
dust. Fay.
atomized metal powder. Metal powder produced by the dispersion of molten metals,
or alloys, into particles, as by impingement
of a rapidly moving gas, or liquid, stream,
or by mechanical dispersion. ASTM B24365.

atomizer. a. A simple device, operating on

fine particles. Specifically, a hand sprayer,
operated by compressing an air bulb.
Standard, 1964. c. A nozzle through which
oil fuel is sprayed into the combustion

chamber of an oil engine or a boiler furnace. Its function is to break up the fuel
into a fine mist, so as to insure good dispersion and combustion. C.T.D.
atomizing spray. System which produces a
fine mist of water, used to wet down dust
arising from underground blatting. Pryor, 3.

atom smasher. See accelartor. L&L.
atopite. A variety of romeite. Hey 2d, 1955.

at rest (coefficient of earth pressure). The

ratio of the minor principal stress to the
major principal stress. This is applicable
where the

soil mass

is

in

its natural

state without having been permitted to
yield, or without having been compressed.
ASCE P1826.
at rest (earth pressure). The value of the
earth pressure when the soil mass is in its

natural state without having been per-

mitted to yield or without having been
compressed. ASCE P1826.
Atritor. Trade name; a machine that simultaneously dries and pulverizes raw clay
containing up to 18 percent moisture; it
consists of a feeder, metal separator, pulverizer, and fan. Dodd.

attached carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide dis-

solved in water and in equilibrium with
the dissolved salts but not contained in
bicarbonate ions. A.G.I. SOP.

attached crystal. One which is attached to
the mother rock, usually singly terminated. Shipley.
attached dune. A drift of sand which the

wind adds or attaches to an obstacle in its

path to make the shape of the obstacle
less resistant to the wind. Such a dune,
which may occur on the windward and/or
leeward sides of the obstacle, may range
widely in size and form. A.G.I.

attached groundwater. That portion of the
subsurface water adhering to the pore

and semisolid state; and the shrinkage
limit, the boundary between the semisolid and solid state. These boundaries
arc empirical, because the material often

grades imperceptibly from one state to
the next and the boundaries must be determined by a set procedure. Test for
piastic limit and shrinkage limit have remained the same since Casagrande defined the limits by reference to moisture
content of soil under certain condi.ions.
Ham.

Atterberg scale. A proposed particle-size scale
or grade scale for the classification of sedi-

ments based on a decimal system beginning with 2 millimeters. The limits of the
subclass are obtained by taking the square

root of the product of the larger grade

limits. The subdivision thus made follows
the logarithmic rule. This is the accepted European standard for classification
of particle size. A.G.I.
Atterberg test. A method for determining the
plasticity of clay in terms of the difference
between the water content when the clay
is just coherent and when it begins to

flow as a liquid. The test was first pro-

posed by A. Atterberg. Dodd.
Attican orogeny. Late Miocene diastrophism.

A.G.I. SuPp.
attitude. The relation of some directional feature in a rock to the horizontal plane. The
attitude of planar features (bedding, foliations, joints, etc.) is described by the strike
and the dip. The attitude of a linear
feature (fold axis, lineation, etc.) is described by the strike of the horizontal projection of the linear feature and its plunge.

A.G.I.

attle; attal. a. Corn. Rubbish; rock ; containing too little ore to be worth working. Fay.

b. N. of Eng, To arrange or settle, as an

walls. It is assumed to be equal in quantity to the pellicular water, and it is measured by specific retention. A.G.I.

account, Fay.
attraction, capillary. Surface tension effect.

which has become attached to the mainland by tectonic movements or by sedi-

attraction, electrical. Force between plus and
minus charges. Pryor, 3.
attraction, locai. Effect on the horizontal di-

attached Island; land-tied Island. An island

mentation. Schieferdecker.

attack rate. Planned rate of ore extraction

from mineral deposit. Pryor, 3.

attal. See auk. Fay.
attapulgite. A light green, magnesium-rich

clay mineral, named from its occurrence
at Attapulgus, Ga., where it is quarried

Pryor,3.

rection of the compass needle produced
by the proximity of magnetic materials
or electrical currents. Attraction is the
same in principle as what is called deviation by navigators. Seelye, 2.

attraction, magnetic. Force exercised by mag-

as fuller's earth. Crystallizes in the monoclinic system. Also called palygorskite.
A.G.I.; E.C.T., v. I, p. 32,

netized body on one susceptible to mag-

ton that operates between the surface

tractive or repudsive. Pryor, 3.
attrital anthraxylous coal. Same as attrital
coal. A.G.I.

attcadance signaling system, A signaling sys-

himp room and the underground office,
indicating the men in attendance at the

beginning of the shift, See also sclf-service
lamp room. Nelson.
attenuation. a. The fractional decrease of the

intensity of an energy flux, including the
reduction of intensity resulting from geomenical spreading, ahsorption, and scattering. ASM Gloss. b. All losses in sound
intensity as the sound wave travels

the scent-spray principle, for producing a
fine mist for the suppression of airborne
dust in mines. It is operated by compressed air and is used in hard headings,

attenuation anomaly. That part of Ole propa-

coal-cutter jib, Sse also mist projector.
Nelson. b. Synonym for jet mixer. Long.
c, Synonym for line oiler. Long. d. One

appears as a constant fractional change per
unit length of path. H&G.

at transfer points and in the track of a

states in which soil may exist, namely:
the liquid limit, the boundary between
the liquid and plastic states; the plastic
limit, the boundary between the plastic

through the medium. Hey.

gation anomaly which may be identified
with that portion of the total loss which
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netization, Proportional to

distance'

At-

attrital COL A bright coal (composed of
anthraxylon and of attritus in which the
translucent cell-wall degradation matter
or translucent humic matter predominates) in which the ratio of anthraxylon
to attritus is less than 1:3, Compare anthraxylous-attrital coal, A.G.I.
attrition, a, The act of rubbing together or
of wearing down. The condition of being
worn down or of being ground down by
friction. The wear of rock particles while
being moved about by wind, stream currents, waves, or glaciers. Also, the removal
of ice from a glacier by melting or evap-

11.

attrition
oration. Webster 3d. b. The act of wearing
and smoothing of rock surfaces by the passage of water charged with sand and gravel,
by the passage of sand drifts, the descent
of glaciers, etc. See also corrosion. A.G.I.

c. The wear and tear that rock particles
in transit undergo through mutual rubbing, grinding, knocking, scraping, and

bumping with resulting comminution in'
size. Compare abrasion. A.G.I.
attrition mill. a. One which grinds abrasively,

using rubbing action to disintegrate material, not impact shatter:ng. Pryor, 3. b. A
disintegrator depending chiefly on impact to reduce the particle size

auger mining
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of the

charge. Attrition mills are sometimes used
in the clay building materials industry to
deal with the tailings from the edge-runner
mill. Dodd.
attrition milling. Milling which reduces the

gangue, including a large percentage of
heavier materials present in diamondifcrous concentrates, to slime or sizes smaller
than the diamond particles to be recovered.

As much as 90 percent of the gangue can
be removed as slime by attrition milling
without any noticeable loss of diamond
due to wear. This operation is also reported to clean the diamond and make it
easier to recover in subsequent steps. The

attritus and transparent attritur. Generally,
it corresponds to cull coal or durain.
Tomkeief f, 1954.

Au Chemical symbol for gold (aurum).
Hondbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-1.

AU Abbreviation for angstrom; angstrom
unit. Also abbreviated au. Zimmerman,
p. 10.

aubergine purple. A ceramic color containing

manganese, introduced in the 18th century, when it was used for underglaze
decoration. Dodd.

aubrite. A general term for enstatite achondrites (meteorites) consisting almost wholly

of crystalline granular enstatite (and clinoenstatite) low in calcium and practically
free from ferrous oxide, with accessory
oligoclape. A.G.I.

Audibert-Arnu dilatometer. Used for evaluating the development of plastic properties

(softening and swelling under heat)

of

coal in the E.C.E. classification. This dilatometer method measures, inter alia, the
softening temperature and the temperature

of maximum dilatation

(swelling)

of a

coal. Francis, 1965, v. 1, p. 152.
audiofrequency. Any frequency corresponding

to

a normal audible sound wave.

(Ranges roughly from 15,000 to 20,000

mills are run at about one-third to onehalf the critical speed to avoid cascading
or heavy impact of the grinding media

audiofrequency magnetic fields. An electric
prospecting technique closely related to

and large pieces of ore or rock are used
as grinding media. Water is usually used.
Sizes of tube mills vary, the larger being
20 flet in length and 6 feet in diameter.

netotelluric method. The method is based
on the measurement of natural magnetic
fields at audiofrequencies and subaudiofrequencies. The basic principle is to
measure the tilt of the plane of polarization of the audiofrequency fields. The
azimuth is first determined to the nearest

thus minimizing fracture of diamond particles. Quartz and flint pebbles, steel balls,

I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 65.

attritious wear. Wear of abrasive grains in
grinding such that the sharp edges gradually become rounded. A grinding wheel
that has undergone such wear usually has
a glazed appearance. ASM Gloss.
athitus. a. Introduced by R. Thiessen in
1919 to designate the thin bands of dull
coal interlaminated with the bright, glossy

coal bands that he called anthraxylon.
Macroscopic

in appearance; dull

with

granular surface texture. Microscopically
it consists of intimately mixed, tightly
compacted remains of varied morphological form and origin. Attritus is a collective
term, not directly comparable with any one
of the microlitho-typcs of the Stopes-

Heerlen nomenclature but consists of an

intimate association of varying proportions

of macerals of the vitrinitc, exinite, and
inertinite groups. It is present in practically all types of coal. In bright-banded
coal it is secondary in importance to anthraxylon, but in splint it is the dominant
component, and nonbanded attrital coals
consist entirely of attritus. IHCP, 1963,
part I. b. The dull-gray to nearly black,
frequently striped portion of material that
comprises the bulk of some coals, and the

alternating bands of bright anthraxylon

in well-banded coals. It was derived from

sorts of comminuted and macerated
plant matter, especially from the plants
that were more resistant to complete deall

composition. It consists of humic degrada-

tion and opaque, charred, resinous, and

mineral matter; fats, oils, waxes, cuticles,

spores and spore exines, and other constituents of the plants forming the coal.

c. Coal components consisting of a
mixture of microscopic fragments of vegetable tissues. It is classified into opaque

cycles per second). H&G.

the telluric and particularly to the mag-

10° or so with a detecting unit. The tilt

is then measured along this azimuth, as a

dip angle, with an accuracy of plus or

minus 1° or 2°. The dip angles are plotted
in profile form; anomalies nn the profile
can be interpreted on the basis of experience gained over known conducting bodies,
Abbreviation, AFMAG. Dobrin, pp. 365

elastic gneiss; zobtenite. A.G.I.

augenkohle. German name for eye coal.
Tomkeic ff , 1954.

augen schist. A mylonitic rock characterized
by the presence of recrystallized minerals
in schistose streaks and lenticles. See also
augen gneiss; autoclastic schist; cataclasite; flaser gneiss; kakirite; mylonite; mylonite gneiss; phyllonite. A.G.I.
augen structure. A structure in some gneisses
and granites in which certain mineral
constituents were squeezed into elliptical
or lens-shaped forms and, especially if
surrounded by parallel flakes of mica, resexnble eyes.

auger. a. A drill for seismic shotholes or geophone holes modeled after the conventional carpenter's screw auger. Hence, any
seismic shotholc drilling device in which
the cuttings arc mechanically continuously
removPd from the bottom of the bore during the drilling operation without the use
of fluids. A rotary drilling device used to
drill shotholes or geophone holes in which
the cuttin0,3 arc removed by the device itself without the use of fluids. A.G.I. b. Any
of various augerlike tools designed for

boring holes in wood or for boring into
soil and used especially for such purposes

as prospecting, drilling for oil or water,
and digging postholes. Webster 3d. Also,
a tool for drilling holes in coal for blasting. Fay. c. The process of drilling holes
using auger equipment. Long. See also coal

auger; horizontal auger. d. An extruder
for clay, or clay body, the column being
forced through the die by rotation of a

continuous screw on a central shaft. Dodd.

auger bits. Hard steel or tungsten-carbidetipped cutting teeth used in an auger
run on a torque bar or in an auger-drill
head run on a continuous-flight auger.
Long.

auger boring. The hole and/or the process
of drilling a hole using auger equipment.
Long.

auger-drill head. Tool that holds the auger
bits (cutting teeth), run on continuousflight augers. Long.

augelite. A massive, colorless or pale red

auger fork. A tool used to span the top of an
auger-drill hole and engage and support
the weight of a string of continuous-flight
augers. Long.
auger head. Synonym for auger-drill head.
Long.
auger hole. A hole drilled with power-driven

prefix before various rock names,

angering. Drilling holes with auger equip-

366.

auganite. Suggested by Winchell for augitc
andesite. Holmes, 1928.

hydrous phosphate of aluminum, 2A1200
P1003H20; from Westana, Scania, Sweden. Dana 6d, p. 847.
augen. a. The German word for eyes; used
as a

especially gneiss, to describe larger minerals

or aggregates of minerals, that are ;n con-

trast with the rest of the rock. In the
gneisses, feldspar commonly forms the
augen, which are lenticular with laminations passing around them in a way sug-

gesting an eye. Seldom used in the United
States in any other connettion than
gneiss. Fay. b. Applied to leige lenticular
mineral grains or aggregates of minerals
which in cross section have the shape of
an eye. They usually occur in metamcirphic rocks, especially gneisses, in which
they arc commonly formed of potassium
feldspar. A.G.I.
augen gneiss. A gneissic rock containing lenticular, or lens-shaped. crystah or aggregates. The augen (eyes) may represent
uncrushed fragments or porphyroblasts.
See also augen schist; autoclastic schist;
cataclasitei flaser gabbro; flaser gneiss;
flaser granite; gneiss; granite gneiss; mylo-

nite; mylonite gneiss; orthognciss; proto-

augers. Williams.

ment. Long.
auger machine. a. A machine for the manufacture of zinc-distillation retorts. Similar
to machines used for manufacturing drain
pipes. Fay. b. In ceramics, a machine for

extruding plastic clay through a die by
means of a revolving auger or screw to
form clay products such as brick, sewer
pipe tile, retorts, drain tile, etc. Bureau

of Mines Staff.

auger mining. A mining method often used
by strip-mine operators when the overburden gets too thick to be removed economically. Large-diameter, spaced holes

are drilled up to 200 feet into the coal
bed by an auger. Like a bit used for boring

holes in wood, this consists of a cutting
head with screwlike extensions. As the
auger turns the head breaks the coal and
the screw carries it back into the open
and dumps it on an elevating conveyor;
this, in turn, carries the coal to an overhead bin or loads it directly into a truck.

auger mining
Auger mining

and it

is

is

reported

relatively
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inexpensive,

to recover 60 to 65

percent of the coal in the part of the bed

where it is used. Bureau of Mines Staff.

auger-nose shell. Eng. A clearing tool used
in boring for coal, etc., having an augershaped end. See also wimble. Fay.
auger stem. The iron rod to which the bit is
attached in rope drilling. Standard, 1964.
auger-stem guides. Iron bars (usually four)
fastened on drill tools to make them fit
the hole more closely and prevent deviation. Also called sinker-bar guides. Hess.

auger system. The downhole assemblage of
auger rods, bit, etc., used when augering
a borehole. Long.
auget; augette. A priming tube, used in blasting. Fay.
augite. An aluminous silicate of calcium,

iron, and magnesium (pyroxene group),

(CaNa) (Mg,Fe',Fe" ',Al) (Si,A1)200, crystallizing in the monoclinic system, and occurring in many igneous rocks, particularly
those of basic composition. It is an essential constituent of basalt, dolerife, and
gabbro. C.M.D.; Dana 17.
augite bronzite. One of a group of pyroxenes
intermediate between bronzite and the calcium-bearing monoclinic pyroxenes. English.
augite diorite. A diorite in which augite is a
prominent constituent. Sinkankas.

augite leucophyre. An igneous rock with a
light-colored aphanitic groundmass and
augite phenocrysts. CIPW.

augite melaphyre. An igneous rock with a
dark-colored aphanitic groundmass and
augite phenocrysts. CIPW.

augitite. A volcanic rock consisting of abundant phenocrysts of augite in a glassy
groundmass containing microlites of nepheline and plagioclase, with accessory biotite, apatite, and opaque oxides. A.G.I.
augitophyre. A porphyry containing augito
phenoerysts. CIPW.

augitophyric. In petrology, cmtaining distinct crystals of augite. Fay.

Augustin process. This process for silver extraction consists of chloridizing-roasting;
leaching with hot solutions of comtwn
salt in wooden vats; precipitating the

slyer on copper and casting into silver
bars; precipitating the copper on scrap
iron and casting it into shot to be used

again. Liddell 2d, p. 493.
aura lite. Altered iolite. Standard, 1964.

aureole. a. A zone in the country rock surrounding an igneous intrusion, and in
which zone, contact metamorphism of the
country rock has taken place. Also called

a contact aureole or a contact zone. A.G.I.
b. In some thin sections of rocks, an outer

zone of a mineral or of minerals that

surrounds another mineral. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
aud-argentiferous. Applied to minerals containing both gold and silver. Standard,
1964.

auric. Of, pertaining to, or containing gold
in the trivalent state; for example, auric
chloride (AuC12). Standard, 1964.

aurichalcHe. A bask carbonate of zinc and
copper, 2 (Zn,Cu )COA 3 (Zn,Cu ) ( 011) 1;
monoclinic; green to blue color. Dana 17.

auricupride. Synonym for cuproauride. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
auriferous. Containing gold. Fay.
auriferous deposits. Gold-bearing deposits;

lodes, sands, graveh, or their h ..urated

cquivaknts, which contain gold in detrital
grains or nuggets. See also banket; placer

deposit ; saddle reef. Nelson.

auriferous pyrite. Iron sulfide in the form of
pyrite, containing gold, probably in solid
solution. C.T.D.
aurigerous. Gold-bearing; auriferous. Standard, 1964.
aurobismuthinite. A doubtful sulfide contain-

ing bismuth, gold, and silver; lead-gray
in color. It may be a mixture of (Bi,Au,Ag2)S, or possibly of a gold-silver alloy,
and bismuthinite, Bi252. From Nacozari,
Sonora, Mex. English.

aurosmirid. A silver-white solid solution of
gold and osmium in cubic iridium (as distinct from a solid solution of iridium, etc.,
in hexagonal osmium). Isometric. Grains.
From the Urals, U.S.S.R. English.

aunstibite. A mineral, AuSb2, cubic with
pyrite structure, as minute grains in gold
ores from Canada. SPencer 19, M.M.,
1952.

aurous. Of, pertaining to, or containing gold
in the univalent state; for example, aurous
chloride (AuCI) . Standard, 1964.
Austausch coefficient; eddy conductivity. A
measure of tur1-,ulent mixing. The product
of mass and transverse distance traveled

in a unit of time by the fluid in turbulent motion as it passes through a unit
arca that is conceived as lying parallel

to the general direction of flow. A.G.I.
austempering. Quenching a ferrous alloy

from a temperature above the transforma-

tion range, in a medium having a rate

of heat abstraction high enough to prevent
the formation of high-temperature transformation products, and then holding the
alloy, until transformation is complete, at

a temperature below that of pearlite formation and above that of martcnsite formation. ASM Gloss.

austenite. A solid solution of one or more
elements in face-centered cubic iron. Unless otherwise designated (such as nickel

austenite), the solute is generally assumed
to be carbon. ASM Gloss.
austenitic stainless steels. The so-called 18-8

grades contain from 16 to 26 percent
chromium and 6 to 20 percent nickel.
They are not hardenable by heat treatment, and are nonmagnetic in the an-

nealed condition. Henderson, p. 378.
austenitic steel. An alloy steel whose structure

is normally austenitic at room temperature. ASM Gloss.

austenitizing. Forming austenite by heating a
ferrous alloy into the transformation range
(partial austenitizing) or above the transformation range (complee austenitizing).
ASM Gloss.
Austin chalk. A white limestone of Cretaceous
age, ranging in thickness from 1,500 feet

on the Rio Grande River to 600 feet

at thc type localityl Austin, Tex., and to
less than 100 feet in Colorado. It passes
laterally into the Benton group. C.T.D.

Rushlike. A colorless or yellowish, orthorhom-

fibrous or bladeJ, readily cleavable
hydrous arsenme of calcium and zinc,
CaZn(As0a) (OH) ; found in Gold Hill,
Utah; Lomitos, Bolivia. Has also been
bic,

described as brickerite. Dana 7, v. 2, pp.
804, 809.

Austin Red-D-Gel. Gelatinous permissible explosive; used in mining, Bennett 2d, 1962.

Austin red diamond. High explosive used in
mining. Bennett 2d. 1962.
Australian bentonite. Trade name for highly
plastic clays from Trida, New South Wales,
Australia. New South Wales, p. 48.

Australian choutchouc. An early name for

authigenous ; authigenic
coorongite. Tomkeieff, 1954.

Australian jasper. Jasper speckled with red
and light-gray flecks. Shipley.

Australian opal. Any opal from Australia,
but the term is often restricted to mean
only the black opal. Usually fashioned in
flat, polished slabs with beveled or perpendicular sides, instead of in cabochons.

See also black opal. Shipley.

Australian ruby. A misnomer for red garnet.
Shipley.

Australian sapphires. Sapphires from Australia, most of which are olive green or
bluish green. The blue variety is usually
very dark greenish or blackish. As a trade
term, very dark blue or blackish sapphires.

Shipley.

Australian zircon. Genuine zircon from Australia including (1) brown, red, or yellow
varieties from near Anakie, in Queensland,
which arc espec;dlly sensitive to light or

heat, the light yellow becoming blue by
heat; (2) hyacinth from Campbell Island,

and (3) colorless and dark red zircon from

New South Wales. See also Tasmanian
zircon. Shipley.

australite. An Australian tektite. A.G.I. Supp.
Austilan cinnabar. A variety of chrome red.
Webster 2d.

Austrian emerald. An emerald whose occurrence and inclusions are similar to Russian
emerald. Usually cloudy to almost opaque,
and of dark emerald green, or lighi-green
color, which is sometimes irregularly distributed. Rarely of gem quality. From near
Salzburg, Austria. Shipley.

Austrian orogeny. Mid-Cretaceous diastrophism. A.G.I. Supp.

Austrian vermilion. Synonym for Austrian
cinnabar. Webster 2d.

autallotriomorphic. An aplitic texture in
which all the mineral constituents crystallized at the same time and mutually interfered. Synonymous with saccharoidal. Johannsen, v. 1,2d, 1939, p. 202.

authigene. A mineral which has not been

transported and which was formed in situ.
Synonym for authigenic mineral. A.G.I.
Opposite of allothigme. Hess.
authigenesis. In situ formation of minerals.
Schieferdecker.

authigenic. a. Generated on the spot. Applied to the mineral constituents that came
into existence with, or after, the formation

of the rock of which they arc a part; for

example, the primary and secondary minerals of igneous rocks and the cements in
sedimentary rocks. Compare allogenic.
Holmes

1928. b. Applied to a mineral

formed by a sedimentary process as a crystallographic unit at the place of its occurc. Applied to a mineral which
rence.

originated in sediments at the time of, or
after, their deposition. The term indicates
local derivation rather than from transported matter. A.G.I. d. Applied to growth
in the place of occurrence. Secondary enlargement is included. A.C.I. e. Pertaining
to a mineral that was formed, at the location where it now occurs, before the burial
and consolidation of the containing sediment. An authigcnic mineral is the product
of chemical and biochemical action. A.G.I.
authigenic mineral. Synonym for authigenc.
A.G.I.

authigenous; authigenic. An adjective introduced by Kalkowsky to describe a mineral
which formed in sediments after the deposition of the sediments as, for instance,
during metamorphism. The term indicates
the local origin of the mineral as contrast-

r

authigenous; authigenic
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ed with that of some other minerals which
may have been brought from a distance.
Fay. The mineral constituents of any rock
that have formed in place, as in an igneous rock. Compare allogenic. Johannsen,
v. I , 2d, 1939, p. 4.
authimorph. A constituent of a metamorphic

as to be rendered plastic. The materials in
its composition must have been derived
from the beds containing it. A.G.I.
autoclastic schLst. A schist that was formed
in place from massive rocks by crushing
and squeezing. Autoclastie describes any
rock which has been breeciated in place
by mechanical processes. See also augen
gneiss; augen schist; cataclasitc; crush
breccia; crush conglomerate; mylonite;
phyllonite; protoclastie. A.G.1.
autoclave. A closed strong vessel for conducting chemical reactions or sterilization

rock which, in the formation of the new

rock, had its crystal outlines or boundaries
altered. Johannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p. 167.
authorized fuels. In Great Britain, under the
regulations made by the Minister (Smoke

Control AreasAuthorized FuelsRegu-

lations, 1956), authorized fuels include

coke of all kinds, anthradte, low volatile
steam coals, Phurnaeite, Coalite, Rexeo,
ete., ac well as oil, gas, and electricity.
Nelson.

authorized person. An authorized person is
either one appointed or permitted by the
official designated by State mining laws to
be in charge of the operation of the mine
or one appointed to perform certain duties
incident to generation, transformation, ark:
distribution or use of electricity in the

mine. This person shall be familiar with
construction and operation of the apparatus and with hazards involved. ASA M2.11963 .

under high presimres. Bennett 2d, 1962.
autoclaved lime. A special form of highly hy-

Dodd.

autoconsequent stream. A stream the course
of which is constantly changing because
its course is controlled by the slopes of the
alluvium the stream deposits itself as fans
or alluvial plains, for example. A.G.I.
autofrettage. Prestressing a hollow metal cyl-

inder by the use of momentary internal
Gloss.

although the beds may be intensely folded

autogenetic land forms. The primary and

Supp.
autochthonous. Applied to a rock the dominant constituents ef which have been
formed in situ; for example, rock salt.
ComPare allochthonous. Holmes, 1920.
autochthonous coal. Coal believed to have
been forrned from accumulations of plant
debris at the place where the plants grew.

having free drainage to thc sea and not
disturbed by orogenic movement. Rivers

Two modes of origin are distinguished:
terrestrial and aquatic. Also called indigenous coal. See also in situ origin theory;
swamp theory. Stutzer and Noe, 1940,
p. 132.

autochthonous granite. A granite which is
surrounded by great aureoles of migmatites
and metamorphic rocks and which formed
in place by granitization. Schieferdecker.

autochthonous putt. Peat that formed in

place by the gradual accumulation of plant
remains in water. It is subdivided into
low-moor peat and high-moor peat. Tomkeiell, 1954.
autochthonous stream. A strearn flowing in
its original charnel. A.G.I.

autochthony. An accumulation of plant remains in the place of their growth. The
term itself can be distinguished between
autochthonous elements of growth (euautoehthony) and autochthonous elements
of sedimentation (hypautochthony). IHCP,
1963, part I.
autoclastic. Applied to a rock that has been

breeciated in place by mechanical processes; for example, a crush breccia. Synonym for protoclastie. See also crush conglomerate. Holmes, 1920.

autoclastic rock. A fragmentary lock produced by folding caused by orogenic forces

when the rocks are not so heavily loaded

which has no associated highlands. A.G.I.
autohydration. The development of new mln-

erals in an igneous rock by the action of
its own magmatic water on already exist-

ing magmatic minerals. Schieferdecker.

autoinjection. Synonym for alitointrusion.
G.S.A. Memo 6,1938, p.200.
autointrusion. A process by which the resid-

ual liquid of a differentiating magma is
drawn into rifts formed in the crystal mesh

at a late magmatic stage by deformation

derivative from a common parent magma;
same as cognate inclusion. Holmes, 1928.

autogenetic drainage. a. Drainage by streams
the courses of which have been determined
solely by the conditions of the land surface
over which they flow. Compare epigenetic
drainage. Webster 3d. b. A self-established
drainage system developed solely by headwater erosion. A.G.I.

and faulted. A.G.I. b. A fossil occurring
where the organism lived, and therefore
the fossil has not been transported. A.G.I.

sides as an elliptical basin or trough but

controlled impulse system for the oll firing
(from the top or side) of ceramic kilns.

autocombustion system. An electronically

autobrecciation. The fragments ion process
in which portions of the first consolidated
crust of a lava flow are incorporated into
the still-fluid portion. A.G.I.
autochthon. a. In Alpine geology, a succes-

little from the original site of formation,

enr.irgent surface. A.G.I.
autogeosyncline. A parageosyncline that sub-

auiolith. a. A fragment of igneous rock en-

pressure exceeding the yield strength. ASM

sion of beds that was moved comparatively

pendently developed on an undisturbed

drated dolomitic lime, largely utilized for
structural purposes, that has been hydrated
under pressure in an autoclave. Boynton.

auto-. A combining form meaning self, from
the Greek autos. Webster 2d.

automatic controller

most widely extended class of lmd forms
tarc those due to the action of the falling

rains and flowing rivers upon land nrfaces

developed upon such surfaces, the valleys
which they quickly excavate, the confluent
ravines and gorges, and the longer valleys
of the tributaries, the hills defined by the

main and minor valleys, and the entire
surface eventually formed are classed as
autogenetic. A.G.I.

autogenetic topography. The conformation
of land due to autogenetic drainage. Standard, 1964.

autogenic soldering. The process of uniting
pieces of metal by merely fusing them to-

of unspecified origin. Schieferdecker.

closed within another igneous rock of later

consolidation, each being regarded as a
b.

In granitoid rocks, a round, oval, or

elongated accumulation of iron-magnesium

minerals of uncertain origin; segregation;
clot. G.S.A. Memo 5, 1937, pp. 10-12. c.

An inclusion or a fragment of an older

igneous rock that is genetically related to
the rock containing it. Same as cognate
xenolith. A.G.I.
autolysis. a. The process of self-digestion; for
example, the allaitization of a more ealcic
plagioclase in a lava by soda from the lava
itself rather than by soda introduced from
an outside sourcc. A.G.I. b. The return of
a precipitated substance to solution; for
example, the phosphate extracted from sea

water by plankton returns into the sea

water when the plankton die and decay
A.G.I. Supp.
automatic ash analysis. The coal sample
passes to a conditioning unit, which dries
and grinds it, then to an X-ray analysis
unit. The analysis is based on the difference in the reflection of X-rays by the
combustible and noncombustible components of the sample. The reflection is com-

pared photoelectrically with a reference
sample. Nelson.

automatic belt takeup. A device used with
certain types of belt conveyors for the

taking up or storage of belt during re-

versible operation. Jones.

automatic chuck. a. A hydraulically actuated
drill chuck. Also called hydraulic chuck.

Long. b. A self- or power-rotated chuck
on a pneumatic rock drill, as a stoper,

autogenous. a. In the dense-media separa-

drifter, or jackhammer. Long.
automatic clip; automatic coupling. An appli-

of a mineral species selected from ore being
treated. Pryor, 4. b. Selectively sized lumps
of ore used as grinding media. Pryor, 4.
autogenous grinding. The secondary grinding

are generally attached at inbyc clipping
stations and detached at the shaft bottom.

gether. Fay.

tion process, fluid media partly composed

of coal or ore by tumbling the material in
a revolving cylinder with no balls or bars
taking part in the operation. Appreciable

savings are claimed for the practice. Nelson.

autogenous healing. The closing and disappearance of cracks which occur in concrete

when it is kept damp and the cracks are
in contact. In prestressed concrete, the
cracks will close up without damping provided that sufficient release of stress is

allowed for the cracks to disappear after
application of overload. Ham.

autogenous roasting. Roasting in which the
heat generatel by oxidation of the sulfides
is sufficient to propagate the reaction.
Newton, JosePh. Introduction to Metallurgy,1938, p. 379.
autogenous stream. The type of stream inde-

ance for attaching and detaching mine

trams or ears without manual effort. They

See also haulage clip. Nelson.

automatic-closing door. A wooden separation
door arranged to close automatically when
released by setting the hanging post with a
slight lean in the direction of closing.
Nelson.

automatic clutch. A clutch whose engagement is controlled by centrifugal force,
vacuum, or other power without attention

by the operator. Nwhols.

automatic control. Control by means of any

device other than a manually operated
switch or pushbutton. B.S. 3618, 1965,

sec. 7.

automatic controller. In flotation, a device

which operates automatically to regulate a
controlled variable in response to a command and a feedback signal. Fuerstenau,
p. 541.

automatic control system
automatic control system. One that operates
without human intervention. Fuerstenau,
p. 541.

automatic counter. Is affixed to the end of
an !namel mill to determine the number

predetermined intel val2, The time interval

is controlled by an electronic timer, and
the amount of sample taken at each cut is
governed by the speed of the cut which is
controlled by restricter valves. Nelson.

automatic coupling. A device which automatically couples cars when they bump

automatic heating. A central heating system
operated without manual attcn tion. It usually means oil-, gas-, or stoker-fired fur-

together. Zern. See also Alliance coupling;
Willison coupler; A.S.F. coupler. Sinclair,

automatic plating. a. Full-mechanical plating

of times tile mill has revolved. Hansen.

V, pp. 278-279.

naces and boilers. Strock, 10.

in which the cathodes are automatically

automatic cutting table. A table upon which
a column of clay travels and is cut automatically into bricks by descending wires.
Mersereau, 4th, p. 260.
automatic cycik winding. A system of automatic winding in which the complete installation operates without human aid and
winding continues automatically as long as
coal is available at the shaft bottom and is
cleared at bank. See also pushbutton winding control; Ward-Leonard control. Nelson.

conveyed through successive cleaning and
plating tanks. Lowenheim. b. Semimechanical plating in which the cathodes are
conveyed automatically through only one
plating tank. Lowenheim.
automatic press. A press in which the work

with a gate that automatically 'discharges
the water when it reaches a certain height
behind the dam. The flood of water is
used to wash away the muck and barren
gravel in a stream valley. Hess.
automatic door. a. A mine door operated by

automatic pump contrcl. The starting and

after the trip has passed. These doors are
preferable to regular mine doors and the

automatic reclosing relays. These are used to
automatically reclose electrically operated

automatic dam. In placer mining, a dam

is fed mechanically through the press in

synchronism with the press ection. An automation press is an automatic press which,
in addition, is provided with built-in elec-

trical and pneumatic control equipment.
ASM Gloss.

stopping of a rump by a mechanism actu-

ated by the leiel of water in the suction
well or pump, or by the level or pressure
of water in a discharge tank. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 4.

pressure of the locomotive wheels on an arrangement along the rails approaching the
doors which closes the door automatically

automatic pumping. An arrangement to stop
and start a mine pump automatically by

expense of having a door attendant is elim-

circuit breakers. They limit the duration

inated. However, they must be carefully
maintained to keep them in safe operating condition. Kentucky, pp. 88-89. b. A
wooden separation door arranged to close
automatically when released by setting the

hanging post with a slight lean in the

direction of closing. Nelson.

automatic doors. Air &ors on a haulage road
that are automatically operated by a passing vehicle or train of tubs, or other means.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

automatic dryer. A dryer in which the
changes in condition of air are regulated

by control trcatmen t. ACSG, 1963.
automatic dust sampler. A dust-sampling instrument driven by compressed air and
controlled by clockwork mechanism. Sepa-

rate samples are taken on a filter-paper
spool and adjusted to take a sample at
regular intervals throughout the shift. The
spool advances each time and samples arc
thus developed separately in continuity. As
the density of the resulting dust stains is
mcasured photoelectrically, a period record

covering one or more shifts can be obtained. Nelson.

automatic teed. a. A hydraulic-control sys-

tem of valves that when once set and

without the manual assistance of a drill
runner will reduce or increase feed pressure applied to drill stem as hardness of
rock penetrated changes. Long. b. A pneu-

matic rock drill equipped with a poweractuated feed mechanism. Long,
automatic teed off. A weight-sensitive device,

which may be installed on the drill hoist
line and used to maintain automatically
a preset feed weight on the drill bit by
feeding the drill string downward when
drilling off the hoist with a kelly. Long.
automatic teed sampler. An automatic sampling device used at mill feeds and other
plants. A cutter mounted on rollers and

track guides is actuated by a reciprocating

air cylinder so that it moves backwards
and forwards through the ore stream at

autometasomatism
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means of a float switch. Nelson.

of power failures in many instances where
faults clear themselves quickly. Most reclosing relays attempt to close a breaker
three times before locking it out. The time
interval between reclosures is predetermined. Lockout means that after the third
attempt fails to keep the breaker in, the
relay will not function until it is reset
manually. Such relays can be designed to
operate more than three times before lock-

ing out, with the number of reclosures
depending on the requirements and design
of the system. Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8,

August, 1966, p. 270.

automatic recorders. Appliances for recording the working time of machines such as
cutter loaders, conveyors, etc. A vibrating
type, fitted on the equipment itself, marks

on a chart a straight line when the machine is idle and an oscillating one when
working. See also M.O. mine safety indicator. Nelson.

automatic sampler. An instrument designed
to take samples of gases as a predetermined

point during an explosion or preceding or
following it, as desired. Rice, George S.
automatic sampling. Removal from a passing
stream of ore, pulp, or solution of a sample

at timed intervals and under controlled

conditions by means of automatically operated devices. Pryor, 3,
automatic snagging. Snagging by use of semiautomatic grinders where pressure between

wheel and work and traverse over work is
controlled mechanically or hydraulically

from a station removed from the wheel.
See also snagging. ACSG, 1963.

automatic spidler. A foot and/or hydraulically
actuated drill-rod clamping device similar
to a Wommer safety clamp. See also Wommer safety clamp. Long.

automatic sprinkler. A water sprinkling device closed by a metallic alloy which melts

at a low temperature. In case of fire the

alloy melts, releasing a rater spray. These
devices are Used in w000-lined shafts and
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timbered bottoms, sometimes by legal requirements. Zern.
automatic strake. Sloping deck, around which
an endless band of corduroy is moved, the
concentrate being washed off as the cordu-

roy bends around at the departure end.

Pryor, 3, P. 109.

automatic takoup. Any mechanism which
maintains a predetermined tension in the
conveyor belt. This tension may be applied
to the movable pulley by gravity weights,

pneumatic or hydraulic pressure, or electric power. NEMA MB1-1961.

automatic-type belt tensioning device. Any
mechanism which maintains a predetermined tension in a conveyor belt. The most
common type is the gravity takcup in which

a weight acts upon
NEMA MB1-1 956.

a

takeup pulley.

automatic wagon control. The use of equipment to keep the speed of wagons within
certain designed limits. The system may
consist of small hydraulic units fixed at
intervals along the inside of the track, and
may include wagon retarders, wagon booster retarders, and wagon arresters. Nelson.
automatic welding. Welding with equipment
which performs the entire welding operation without constant observation and ad-

justment of the controls by an operator.
The equipment may or may not perform
the loading and unloading of the work.
Coal Age, v. 66, No. 3, Mar. 1961, p. 91.
automatic winding, This term includes at
least three different systems: (1) fully
automatic winding in which no driver,
banksman, or onsetter is employed; (2)
pushbutton automatic winding, similar to
the above except that the operation is
started by a pushbutton by the banksman
or onsetter; and (3) cyclic winding in
which the driver takes off the brakes and
throws over iis control lever at the begin-

ning of the wind, Sinclair, V, p. 124.
automation. a. The concept of a system for
automatic processing. Full automation involves an clement of decision and embodies

the automatic control of all operations including matnia Is handling, manipulation
and positioning, machining and processing,
assembly and inspection, and packaging
and warehousing. Partial automation may
involve but one operation, or a part of one
operation. ASA M114.1-1958. b. In mining, the automatic control of production
machines and ancillary operations by electronic control equipment, photoelectric
cell, remote control, instrumentation, etc.
The technique is 'now applied to powerhouses, pumping units: mine fans, winding
operations, ore processing plants, and many
other mining activities. See also coal-sensing probe; thermocouple. Nelson.
automation press. See automatic press. ASM
Gloss.

autometamorphlam; automorphism. a. The
metamorphism of an igneous rock by the
action of its own volatile fluids, such as
the formation of spilite from basalt. Compare autopneumatolysis. Hess. b. Metamorphism caused by the lowering of temperature in a newly congealed igneous rock in
which residual hydrothermal solutiom re-

act with the igneous minerals; for example, the albitization of basalt to form
spilite. A.G.I. c. The alteration of an igneous rock by its own residual liquors.

autometasomatism. a. The replacement of
early formed minerals in an igneous rock
by later minerals through the action of its
own mineralizing agents. Schielerdecker.
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available silica

They manufacture a potent combination

ing (by conveyors, feeders, elevators, or
pumps), sampling, weighing, reagent feeding, and pulp distribution. Gaudin, p. 9.
auxiliary plane. A plane at right angles to

autometasomatism
b. The process of alteration in a newly
crystallized igneous rock by its own last,
water-enriched, liquid fraction which is
trapped with the rock mass, generally by
an impervious chilled border zone. A.GI.
Supp.

at!tomolite. A dark green to nearly black
zinc spincl. Schaller.

automorphic. Applied to those minerals of
igneous rocks that are bounded by their
own crystal faces, Rocks that are composed
predominantly of an automorphic mineral
assemblage have an automorphic-granular
or panidiomorphic-granular texture. Contrasted with allotriomorphic, xenomorphic,

and anhedral, Synonym for idiomorphic;

cuhed mi. A.G.I.
automorphoaed. Applied to a solidified igne-

ous rock that is metamorphosed by solutions from its own hot interior. A contrac-

tion of autometamorphosed. Hess.

auto-oxidation. Oxidation of minerals on exposure to atmosphere without use of auxiliary reagents. Pryor, 3.

autopatrol. A self-propelled motor grader
for preparing the subgrade of a road. Ham.
autopiracy. Stream capturt that only involves

thc parts of a single stream which gen-

erally shortens its course, as in the cutting
off of a meander. A,a1. SuPp.
autopneumatolysis. a, A subdivision of the

term autometamorphism. It probably
should be restricted to metamorphic

changes occurring in the pneumatolytic
stage of a cooling magma, when the temperatures are approximately 4000 to 600°
C. A.G.I. h. The development of late minerals in an igneous rcck by the action of
its own gaseous mineralizing agents; for
example, the formation of sanidinc, sodalite, biotite, etc., in the leucite tephrites of

Mount Vesuvius, Italy. Ho!mes, 1920.
autoradiography. An inspection technique in

which radiaticn spontaneously emitted by
a material is recorded phot-graphically.
The radiation is emitted by radioisotopes
that are produced in or added to a material. The technique serves to locate the position of the radioactive clement or compound. ASM Gloss, See also radiography.

/AWL.

autosite. A rock similar to kersantite (a dark
plagioclase-biotite rock) but without feldspar. Hess.
tospray. A device for spraying dust carried

by loaded conveyors. A liquid medium is
sprayed on the conveyor load only when
moving and not when stationary, or when

the belt is running unloaded. The spray
control is placed centrally beneath the
conveyor belt and a load causes the belt
to deflect and rotate the driving pulley
which causes the controller valve to open.
A belt stoppage or no load causes the valve
to close. Nelscn.

autostoper. A stoper or light compressed-air
rock drill, mounted on an air-leg support
which not only supports the drill but also
exerts pressure on the drill bit. Nelson.
autotransformer. A special-type transformer
whose use in mines is limited to appvatus
for starting induction motors of the squirrel cage type. The winding is a common
one for primary and secondary, and the
two circuits are electrically in contact with
each other. Mason, u. 2, p. 427.

autotroph. An organism capable of growing
in the absence of organic matter. I.C.
8675, 1962, p.63.

autotrophic bacteria. Mrobes which thrive

in acid solutions and make their own food.

of sulfuric acid and ferric sulfate by oxidiz-

ing certain iron and sulfur compounds.
Are being used commercially to recover
copper remaining in the wastes or tailings
from copper mills, and studies indicate
that they may prove beneficial in process-

ing other lower grade ores. Bureau of

Mines Staff .

atesometer. An automatic muldelement indexing X-ray spectrograph, capable of the
qualitative and quantitative de..erminations
of as many as 24 elements in a single sam-

ple. Choice of the element: may be made
from magnesium through all the heavier
elements. The device measures the intensity of an emitted wavelength band from
a standard sample and compares it with

the intensity of a like band from an unknown sample. This data is presented in
the form of a ratio of one intensity to the
other. Nelson.

Autunian. Lower Permian. A.G.I. Stipp.
autunite. A mineral, Ca(UO2)2(P0) 2.812F120; occurring in yellow plates; tetrag-

onal; fluorescent. One of the important
uranium minerals. Strongly radioactive;
found in the oxidized zone of most uranium deposits resulting from the alteration of uraninite, pitchblende, gummite,

uranophanc, and uranium-bearing columbates. A,G.I.; BuMines Bull. 585, 1960, P.
919; Crosby, pp. 6-7.
Autun shale oil. An illuminating oil ex-

tracted from bituminous shale found at

Autun, France. Fer.,,.

auxiliary. a. Tools or other equipment, such
as a pump, drill rods, casing, core barrel,
bits, water swivel, safety clamp, etc., required for use with a drill machine to
carry on specific drilling operations, Com-

the net Flip on a fault plane, as deter-

mined from the analysis of seismic data for
an earthquake. A.G.L. Supp.
auvniary telescope. A telescope, fitted paral-

lel to Cie main telescope of a theado te,
for measuring and setting out horizontd
and vertical angles where the main telescope cannot be used. B.S. 3618, 1963,

sec. I.
auxiliary ventilation. A method of supplementing the main ventilating current in a

mine by using a small fan to draw air
from thc main current and force it through

canvas or galvanized iron pipe to some

particular place, such as the ends of
drifts, crosscuts, raises or other workings
driven to develop the mine. If the pipeline is long, it may be necessary to place
a second fan at some intermediate point
in the pipeline, Jets of compressed air may

be used in ventilating pipes to force air

short distances, Lewis, p. 706. See also air
mover; exhaust ventilation; forced auxiliary ventilation; cverlap auxiliary ventilation; reversible auxiliary ventilation; twofan auxiliary ventilation, Roberts, I, pp.
219-221.
auxite. Same as lucianite. English.
available energy. That part of the total energy
which can be usefully employed. In a per.

fect engine, that part which is converted
to work. Strock, 10.

available lime. a. Those constituents of a
lime which enter into a desired reaction

under the conditions of a specific method
or process. ASTM C51-47. b. Represents

the total free lime (CaO) content in a

pare accessory, c. Long. b. A helper or

quicklime or hydrate and is the active con-

anode. A supplementary anode
placed in a position to raise the current
density on a certain arca of the cathode
to get better plate distribution. ASM

evaluating the concentration of lime.
Boynton.
available lime index. The calcium-oxide fraction that is available for immediate chemi-

standby engine or unit. Nichols.
auxiliary

Gloss.

auxiliary collectors. Auxiliary collectors used
in practice are usually hydrocarbons (fuel

oils of varying grades, including Bunker

grades, 11/4.!rosine, etc.). Fuerstenau, p. 434.

auxiliary cylinder. A cylinder, operated by
compressed air, which is used to assist the

main engine of a compressed-air shaker
conveyor, especially where the conveyor

cannot develop a sufficient amount of forward acceleration due to grades. The
auxiliary cylinder is attached to the conveyor by a driving chain and to a prop by
a fixing chain. Jones

auxiliary fan; secondary fan. A small fan

installed underground for ventilating narrow coal drivages or h ad headings which
are not ventilated by the normal air current. An auxiliary fan is usually from 18
inches to 2 feet in diameter, and delivers

stituent of a lime. It provides a mean of

cal reactivity, as in a neutralization reaction. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
available moisture. The moisture in soil that
is available for use by plants. A.G.I. Supp.
available nitrogen. Water-soluble nitrogen
compounds plus that which is rendered
soluble or convated to free ammonia.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
available nutrients. Consist of ions that are
either dissolved in the soil moisture or that
are absorbed on the clay minerals of the
soil in readily exchangeable form. These
nutrients constitute the mineral content of
the soil that is immediately available for
uptake by the plant. Hawkes, 2, p. 291.

available power. The ram at which a given

source would deliver energy to a load having an impedance which is the conjugate
of the source impedance is designated, as
thc available power of that source. H&G.

up to 10,000 cubic feet per minute, or
mom. It is driven by compressed air or

available power lot.. The available power

placed in the intake airway. Nelson.
auxiliary fault. A branch fault. A minor fault

mission loss measured by the ratio of the
source power to the output power of the

fication of igneous rocks, any light-colored,

available relief. a. The vertical distance between the altitude of the original surface
after uplift, and the level at which grade
is first attained. A.G.I. b. The relief that is

A, a1.

Staff.
available silica. Refers to the amount of silica

eltttricity. In the latter case, the motor is
ending against a major fault, 4.01. SuPP.
auxiliary mineral. In the Johannsen classi-

relatively rare mineral, or mineral occurring in small quantities, such as apatite,
muscovite, corundum, fluorite, and topaz.
auxiliary operations. In metallurgy, diverse
operations, such as storing in bins, convey-

fr

loss of a transducer connecting an energy

source and an energy load is the transtransducer. H&G.

available for erosion. Bureau of Mines

present in a flux which is not slagged by

available silica
imparities in the flux itself, Newton, p.
390.

avalanche. a, A falling mass of snow which,
having been detached from a great height
in the mountains, acquires enormous bulk
by fresh accumulations of snow as it descends, and when it falls into the valleys
below, it often causes great destruction.

Fay. b. An accumulation of snow or of
snow and ice, which descends from precipitous mountains like the Alps into the
valleys below. An avalanche originates in
the higher regions of a mountain and be-

gins to descend when the gravity of its
mass becomes too great for the slope on
which it rests, or when thawing destroys

its adhesion to the surface. A.G.1. c. A

large mass of snow or ice, sometimes accompanied by other material, that moves
rapidly down a mountain. A.G.I.
avalanche protector. Guardplates that prevent loose material from sliding into contract with the wheels or tracks of a digging machine. Nichols.

stone, and clay in particular), provides

that lessees may, during every year of the
term, make up any deficiency in the quantity of coal, etc., stipulated to be worked,

so as to balance the dead or minimum
rent. Fay.

average depths. The average water depths
based on soundings reduced to low water
datum. Hy.
average error. Mean of all errors (plus and
minus). Pryor, 3, p. 159.
average gradient. The slope of the straight
line joining two points of specified density on
Gloss.

the characteristic curve. ASM

average Igneous rock. A theoretical rock the
chemical composition of which is believed
to be similar to the average composition

of the outermost shell of the earth to a

depth of about 10 miles. This composition
is calculated in different ways, and there
is not complete agreement or how an average should be reached or its significance.
A.G.1. Supp.
average-level anomaly. A gravity anomaly
related to the average topographic level in
e:. area having a 37- or 104-mile radius.
A.G.I. Supp.
.

avalanching. In ball mills, turning at the
speed at which balls break clear of cm;
load and fall freely. Pryor, 3. See also
cascading; critical speed.
avalite. An impure variety of muscovite con-

taining chromium oxide. Standard, 1964.
avasite. A black hydrated iron silicate. Probably only siliceous limonite. Standard,
1964.

aven. A vertical shaft leadmg upwards from
a cave passage, and at times, connecting
with passages above. A.G.I.
aventurescence. A word used to describe the
metallic spangled effect seen, in reflected
light, in aventurine and aventurine feldspar. A sort of 3chiller but more scintillating. Shipley.
eventurine. a. A glass containing opacpie
sparkling particles of foreign material,

which is usually copper or chromic oxide,
With copper particles, it is called gold
avefiturine, and with chromic-oxide particles, it is

axes
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called chrome aventurine or

green aventurine. Webster 3d. A glass con-

taining gold-colored inclusions. A.G.I. b.
A translucent quartz that is spangled
throughout with scales of mica or of some
other mineral. Webster 3d. c. As an adjective, having the brilliant spangled appearance of aventurine. Webster 3d. Ap-

plied especially to transparent or trans-

lucent quartz or feldspar containing shiny
inclusions. A.G.1.

aventurine feldspar. Orthoclase, albite, or
oligoclase that is more or less transparent,
with fiery reflections from enclosed flat
mineral particles, that are probably hematite or goethite. Sunstone is aventurine
oligoclase. Hess.

al entwine glass. A glass rupersaturated with

either iron, chromium, or copper oxide,
(or a combination of the oxides) that is
melted and cooled under controlled con.
ditions to cause the excessive oxides to

crystallize, forming platelike crystals or
spangles. Bureau of Mrines Staff.

aventurine glazes. Transparent glasses containing thin platelike crystals or spangles
in the glassy matrix. Ferric, chromium,
and copper oxides are used in these glazes.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

average life; mean life. The avcrage of the
individual lives of all the atoms of a particular radioactive substance. It is 1.443
times the radioactive half-life. NRC-ASA

N1.1-1957.
average limit of ice. Average seaward extent
of ice during .a normal winter. Hy.
average loading. The average number of tons

of a specified material to be carried by
a conveyor per hour, based on total op-

erating-shift tonnage. NEMA MB1-1961.
average pressure. The average of all the pres-

sures acting ori a piston during the ex-

pansion or compression stroke. The average pressure is the effective pressure taken
throughout the movement of the piston;
mean effective pressure, Petroleum Age,
V.11, February 1,1923, p. 39.

average produce. a. The average production
of coal or ore from a district mine or groun

Avicula. The genus of saltwater bivalves al-

lied to and in some cases including the

principal pearl-bearing molluscs. See also
Aviculidae; Meleagrina. Shipley.

Aviculidae. The family of bivalves which
include among others the principal pearl-

bearing molluscs. Same as Pteriidae. ShiPley.

aviolite. a. A mica-cordierite hornfels from
Monte Aviolo in the Italian Alps. Holmes,
1928. b. See edolite; hornfels; leptynolite;
proteolite; seebenite. A.G.I.
avogadrite. A borofluoride of potassium and
caesium, (K,Cs)BF4. Tests by Carobbi
show specific gravity, 2.498, and suggest
that pure avogadrite is KBF4. Orthorhombic; minute, tabular, eight-sided crys-

tals. From Vesuvius, Italy. English.
Avogadro's law; Avogadro's theory; Avogadro's principle. Equal volumes of all gases
under the same conditions of pressure and
temperature contain the same number of
molecules. Newton, p. 119.
Avogadro's number. Symbol, N. The number
of molecules in 1 gram-molecular weight
(or in 1 .nole) of a substance is within
a range of 1 percent about the value
(6.02486±0.00016) X 10" per gram-mole

(physical) ; 6.02322±0.00016 X 10" per

giam-mole (chemical). Handbook of
Chemistry ar d Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. F-32.

avoirdupois. The system of weights used in

the United S'ates and England for the
ordinary purposes of trade. The fundamental unit is the pound of 16 ounces or
7,000 grains. Standard, 1964. The avoir-

dupois pound equals 14.583 troy ounces or
453.6 grams. Fay. Abbreviation, avdp. BuMin Style Guide, p. 58.
Avonian. The Carboniferous limestom; sometimes used when dealing with the subdivi-

sions of the Carboniferous system based

on fossil evidence. Nelson.

avulsion. a. A svdden change in the course
of a stream by which a portion of land is
cut off, as where a river cuts acmss and

forms an oxhov, Fay. b. Where a river

ing the charge for smelting. Fay.

changes its course abruptly, as in the case
of an oxbow cutoff. the land between the
new and old channels remaining undisturbed, that process is avulsion. A.C.1. c.
When an avulsion occurs on a boundary,
the boundary does not follow the river, as
in the previous case of erosion alai accre-

the distance traversed along a ray by a

A.G.1.

of mines over a period of time. Nelson.

b. Sorn6tiMes used to denote the quantity
of pure or fine copper in 100 parts of ore.
Nelson. I.

average standard. Com. The price per ton
of the fine copper in the ore, after dedict-

average velocity. In seismology, the ratio of

seismic pulse to the time required for that
traverse. The average velocity is usually

measured or qpressed for a ray perpendicular to the reference datum plane.
A.G.I.

avezaclte. Given by Lacroix to a perculiar
cataclastic rock found in veins or dikes in
a peridotite at Avezac-Prat in the French
Pyrenees. The rock is dense, black, and
brittle, contains large basaltic hornblende
and yellow sphene crystals in a fine-

grained groundmass, which is a cataclastic

aegregate of apatite, sphene, titaniferous
magnetite, ilmenite, hornblende, augite,
and rarely olivine and biotite. It may have
resulted from the crushing of basic pegmatitic veins or dikes. Fay.

avg; av Abbreviation for average. BuMin

tion, but it remains in

its old position.

awaruite. A native alloy of iron and nickel,
FeNh, containing 32.3 percent iron and
57.7 percent nickel; found in river gravels
of Gorge River, New Zealand, and in residues from gold washings, south fork of
Smith River, Del Norte County, Calif. Hess.

away; bend away. An exclamation meaning
to raise the cage or bucket in an excavation or where a derrick or windlass is used.
Also called take it away. Hess.
AWG Abbreviation foi American wire gage,
and adopted as a standard for gaging the
size of wires used for electrical purposes.
Crispin.

rwl. A small pointed tool for making holes
for nails or screws, or, as in leather, for
thread. Crispin.

awn. See andra; long awn; short awn.

aventurine quartz. See aventurine, b.

Style Guide p. 58.
avicennite. dinute black crystals; cubic, es-

primary passage. A.G.I.
average assay value. See assay value.

sentially T1303; provisional formula 7T12-

awp Abbreviation for average weighted pressure. BuMin Style Guide, p. 58.
WWII Abbreviation for atomic weight unit.

artificial ,Ti303 has only 16 T1805 per unit
cell). Hey, M.M., 1961.

axes. Crystalloraphic directions through a

avenue. A broad, high, relatively straight
average clause. Eng.

A clause that,

03.Fe303 with a 9.12 A and z = 4 (but
in

granting leases of minerals (coal, iron-
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See also atomic weight. NRCASA N1.1
1957.

crystal ; used as lines of reference. Hurlbut.

axes, fabric. In structural petrology, three

mutually perpe ,dicular directions in tectonites, usually denoted a, b, and c, which
refer to the movement pattern. A.G.I.
axes of elasticity. Those axes in crystals that
represent thc directions of the highest, the
intermediate, and the lowest indices of refraction. Fay.

axes of reference. The coordinate axes to

which crystal faces are referred. Fay. Also
called the crystallographic axes.
axes, reference. In structural petrology, three
mutually perpendicular axes to which
structural measurements are referred. The
a axis is the direction of tectonic transport, the c axis is perpendicular to tn.:
plane along which the differential move-

ment takes place, and the b axis lies in

this plane but is perpendicular to a. A.G.I.
axes, tectonic. The a, b, and c fabric axes or
coordinates used by structural geologists
and petrologists. A.G.I.
axial angle. a. The acute angle between the
two optic axzs of a biaxial crystal. Its
symbol is 2V. A.G.I. b. The axial angle in
air (symbol 2E) is the larger angle between the optic axes after being refracted
on leaving the crystal. A.G.I.
axial compression. I.L experimental work with
cylinders, a compirssion applied parallel

with the cylinder axis. It should be used
in an appropriate sense only in the interpretation of deformed rocks. A.G.I.
axial culmination. The distortion of a fold
axis upward in a form similar to an anticline. A.G.I. Supp.
axial elements. The axial ratio and the angles
between the axes of a crystal. Fay.

ax!al figure. The interference figure that is
obtained in convergent light when an optic
axis of the mineral be:ng observed in thin
section or as a fragment coincides with the
axis of the polarizing microscope. When a
thin section of a uniaxial mineral that was
cut at right angles to an optic axis is examined between crossed nicols (that is, be
tween two polarizers, the polarization planes
of which arc at right angles to each other)
an equal-armed shadowy cross and a series

of spectrally colored, circular bands arc

seen. If the mineral is biaxial, two shadowy
parabolic curves called isogyres and open-

ing away from each other in a series of

spectrally colored, ot al bands apper. Hess;
Bureau of Mines Staff.
axial flow. In pumping or in ventilation, the
use of a propeller or impeller to at.celerate

the load (as against displacement pumping). Pryor, 3.
axial-flow compressor. One in which air is

compressed in a series of stages as it flows
axially through a decreasing tubular arca.
Pryor, 3 .

axial-flow fan. a. A modern type of mine fan
in which the mine air enters along the axis

parallel to the shaft and continues in this
direction outward to the atmosphere. The
axial-flow fan may have fix, d blades (fixed

pitch fan) or adjustable blades (variable
pitch fan). Two, four, or six aerofoil section blades (like an aircraft wing) arc
usually employed. Also called screw fan.
Compare radial-flow fan. See also Aerex
fan ; fan, a. Nelson. b. The modern Lorn

pressed-air auxiliary fan consists essentially

of a single-stage axial-flow fan in which
the rotor also forms the rotor of a compressed-air turLine. The exhaust from the
turbine is added to the ventilating air. The
result is a light and very compact ma-

axonometric projection
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axes

chine, capable of the same duties as the
smaller sizes of electric
Roberts, I, p. 222.

auxiliary fans.

axial jet. A flowing turbulent stream that

mixes with standing water in three dimensions. A.G.I. Supp. Compare plane jet,

axial line. See axis, f. McKinstry, p. 640.

axial plane. a, A crystallographic plane that
includes two of the crystallographic axcs.

Fay. b. A plane that intersects the ciest
or the trough of a fold in such a manner
that the limbs, or the sides, of the fold
are more or less symmetrically arranged
with reference to it. Fay. c. The plane of

the optic axes of an optically biaxial crystal. A.G.I.
axial-plane cleavage. A rock cleavage that is
essentially parallel to the axial plar of a
fold. A.G.I. Supp.
axial-plane folding. Large-scale secondary
folding of preexisting folds in response to
movements which varied considerably from
those which caused the ori3inal folding.
The axial planes of the orig:nal folds have

been folded. A.G.I.
axial-plane foliation. Foliation that developed

parallel to the axial plane of a fold and

perpendicular to the principal deformational pressure. A.G.I. Supp.
axial plane of folding. A plane which inter-

sects a fold in such a manner that the
sides of thc fold are more or less symmet-

;ical. Hp.
axial-plane sAistosity. Schistosity that devel-

oped parallel to the axial plane of a fold.

A..3.I. Supp.
axialplane separation. The distance between

the a:sH planes of an anticline and its
adjacer syncline, or vice versa. A.G,I.
Supp.

axial rake. For angular (not helical) flutes,
the angle between a plane containing the
to,,ch face and the. axial plane through the
tooth point. ASM Gloss.
axial ratio. The ratio obtained by comparing
the length of a crystallographic axis with
one of the lateral axes taken as 1. Fay

axial relief. Tne relief or clearance behind
the end cutting edge of a milling cutter.
ASM Gloss.

axial mout. The total variation, in an axial
direction, of a cutter element from a true
plane of rotation. ASM Gloss.
axial stream. The main stream of an intermontane valley that flows along the lowest

part of the valley and parallel to its long
dimension, in contradistinction to the numerous streams which flow dowr the moun-

tains on either side and build alluvial

slopes. Also applied to a stream which
follows the axis of an anticline or a syncline. USGS Bull. 730, 1923, p. 86.
axial surface. See axial plane, b.
axial trace. The intersection of the axial plane
of a fold with the surface of the earth or
any other specified surface. Sometimes,
such a line is loosely and incorrectly called
the axis, A.G.I.
axintte. A mineral, H(Ca,Fc,Mn)a.klet(SiO4)8, in brown, violet, or green triclinic
crystals. A.G.I.

axinitization. The replacement of rocks oy
axinite, as in the border zones of some
granites. A.G.I.

axiolite. A term proposed by Zirkel for a
variety of elongated spherulite in which

there is an aggregation of minute acicular
crystals arranged at right angles to a central axis, Johannsen, v. I, 2d, 1939, O. 168.
axis. a. A straight line about which a body

or a three-dimensional figure rotates or
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may be supposed to rotate; a straight line
with respect to which a body, figure, or
system of points is either rathally or bilaterally symmetrical. Webster 3d. b. In
crystallography, one of the imaginary lines
in a crystal which arc used as coordinate
axes of reference in determining the positions and symbols of the crystal planes.
Fay. c. Often used synonymously with anticlinal; thus, the Brady's bend axis for
Brady's bend anticlinal, See alsu anticlinal
axis; synclinal axis. Fay. d. In geology, the
central or dominating region of a mountain chain, or the line of which follows the

crest of a range and thus, indicates the
position of the most conspicuous part of
the uplift. Fay. c. The centerline of a
tunnel. Nichols. f. Intersection of the axial

plare (or axial surface) with a particular
bed. Also called axial line. McKinstry,

p. 640.

axis of acoustic symmetry. For many transducers the three-dimensional directivity is
such that it may be represented by the

surface generated by rotating a two-dimensional directivity pattern about the axis
corresponding to the reference bearing of
the transducer. This axis may then be
described as an axis of acoustic symmetry
or as the acoustic axis. Hy.
axis of a crystal. See axis, a and b. Fay.
axis GE a fold. Thc line follow;ng the apex of

an anticline or the lowest part of a syn-

cline. Hess.
axis of elevation. Line of elevation. Fay.

axis of rotation. The imaginary line about
which all the parts of a rotating body turn.
Fay.

axis of symmetry. a. An imaginary line in a
crystal, about which it may bc rotated a
certain number of degrees, so as to occupy
the same position in space as before. Fay.
b. An axis about which a crystal can be
rotated so as to occapy the identical volumetdc dositiro more than once during a
complete turn. If this occurs twice, the
axis is diagonal; three times, trigonal; four
times, tetragonal; and six times, hexagonal.
Pryor, 3.

axis of tilt. The line of intersection of the
photograph plane and a horizontal plane
at the same focal distance from the lens.
Seelye, 2.

axis of weld. A line through the length of a
,eld perpendicular to the cross section at
its center of gravity. ASM Gloss.
axis, symmetry. A direction through a crystal
about which the crystal is symmetrical.
Hurlbut.
axle. a. A transverse bar or shaft connecting

the opposite wheels of a car or carriage
on which the body of the vehicle rests and

on which the wheels turn or which turns
with the wheels. Also known as an axle-

tree. Hess. b. The spindle on which a

wheel turns. Also called axletree arm. Hess.
axletree arm. See axle, b. Hess.
axman; axeman. a. One who clears the

gtriund and drives the stakes for the rodman. Standard, 1964, b. Chainman in a

survey party. Pryor, 3,

axstone; axestone. A species of jade. It is a
silicate of magnesia and alumina. Fay.
axonometric projection. A meth ad of projec-

tion which has the advantage of containing a true plan, and can therefore be set
up from drawings already in existence for
other purposes. The plan in turned through

45°, vertical lines being drawn. from the
angles on the plan to show the elevations.
11 am.
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axotomous
axotontous. In crystallography, having cleavage perpendicular to an axis; said of minerals. Standard, 1964.
Ayrshiire bauxitic day. A nonplastic fire clay

formed by latcrization oi basalt and occurring in the Millstone grit of Ayrshire,
Scotland; there are two types, the one

formed in situ, and the other being a sedimentary deposit. Chemical analysis (raw) :
42 percent Si02, 38 percent A1201, 3 to 4
percen: Ti02, 0.5 percent Fe202, and 0.2
percent alkalies. Dodd.
Ayr stone. A fine-grained stone used in polishing mcrble and giving a fine surface to
metalwork, particularly iron mid steel, also
as a whetstone. Also called Scotch stone.
Standard, 1964.
azabache; azabashe. Mexican name for pitch
coal or let. Tornkeieff, 1954,
azimuth. a. The azimuth of a body is that arc
of the horizon that is included between
the meridian circle at the given place and
a vertical plane passing through the body.
It is measured (in survey;ng) from north
to the right; in astronomy, it is measured
from the south to the right, that is, clockwise. Fay. b. A horizontal circle divided
into 360, or 4 sets of 90, major divisions,
called degrees, and attached to a magnetic
compass Long.

azimuth circle. An instrument for measuring
azimuth, having for its chief characteristic

a graduated horizontal circle. Standard,
1964,

azimuth compass. A magnetic compass supplied with sights, for measuring the angle
which a line on thc carth's surface, or the

also for green turquoise. Shipley.

azulinhas. Braz. Small and cloudy sapphires
found with diamonds. Fay.
azurchalcedony. Chalcedony colored blue by
chrysocolla; used as a gemstone. Same as
azurlite. From Arizona. English.
azure. Lapis lazuli. Satudard, 1964.
azure malachite. Same as azurmalachite.
Shipley.
azure quartz. See sapphire quartz. C.M.D.
azure spar. Lazulitc; azurite. Standard, 1964.
azure stone. Same as azurite. Fay.

azurite. A blue carbonate of copper, Cui.
(CO3)2( OH)2, crystallizing in the monoclinic svstem. Found as an alteration product of chalcopyrite and ether sulfide ores

of copper in the upper ox, lized zones of
mineral veins. When present in sufficient
quantity, is a valuable source of copper.
Mohs' hardness, 3.5 to 4, st,eak, light
blue; specific gravity, 3.77 to 3.81; vitreous almost adamantine luster. Used in jew-

wise from the northerly direction of thc
geographic meridian to the direction of
the line. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

azimuth test. To determine thc: horizontal

compass direction that a borehole is trend-

ing at a specific depth by means of onc
of several borehole surveying instruments.
Long.

Azoic. Formerly, that part of geologic time
before life represented by the Precambrian
stratified rocks ; also, the rocks formed

during that timc. Latcr restricted to the
period and system now generally called
Archean, which is now called Early Precambrian, Obsolch, Fay; A.G.I.

aZ01119i peat. Same as local peat. Tornkeieff,
1954.
azonal soils. Any group of soils without welldeveloped profile characteristics, owing to

their youth, conditions of parent material,
or relief that prevents development of normal sell-profile characteristics. A.G.1.
azorite. A variety of altered zircon. Crosby,
p. 88.
azotate. A nitrate. Fay.
azotine. An explosive consisting of sodium

nitrate, charcoal, sulfur, and petroleum.
Webaer 2d.

Azotobaster. A genus of large

flagellated

gram-negative rod-shaped or spherical non-

symbiotic bacteria (order Eubacteriales)
occurring in soil and sewage that fix atmospheric nitrogen in the presence of
carbohydrates and derive growth energy
from oxidation of carbohydrates. Webster
3d.
Aflock. Trade name for natural bituminized
limestone rock that is quarried, crushed,
and pulverized to a fine grading. Hess.
Aztec stone. A name for greenish smithsonite;

illumination ; luminance. Also abbreviated

b, B'. Zimmerman, p. 19; Webster 3d. e.

Abbreviation for Bay in topography. Webster 3d. f. Symbol for magnetic induction ;
magnetic induction density ; magnetic flux
density. Zimmerman, pp. 57, 153; Handbook of Chemistry and Physi, s, 45th ed.,
1964, p. F-98. g. Abbreviation for nand :
band width. Webster 3d; Zimmerman.
p. 14. h. Abbreviation for base. Zimmerman, p. 469. i. Abb..eviation for Bering
standard time. Zimmerman, p. 382. J.
Symbol for effective film thickness in chemical engineering. Zimmerman, p. 45. k.

Symbol for plate-voltage supply of vacuum
tube. Zimmerman, p. 82.

B a. Symbol for brightness in illumination ;
luminance. Also abbreviated B'. Zimmer-

man, pp. 151, 159, 190. b. Symbol for

ulus of elasticity. Zimmerman,
p. 154. c. Symbol for bottoms; waste; residue of distillation; distillation waste. Zimvolume m

stone. Fay; Dana 17, p. 598; CCD, 6d,

merman, p. 148. d. Symbol for magneti:

known as chessy copper; chessylite ; azure
1961.

azurite malachite. Azurmalachitc. Schallez .
azurlite. See azurchalcedony; chrysocolla
quartz. Shipley.

induction ; magnetic flux density. Zimmernzan, pp. 171, 253. c. Symbol for suscep-

malachite, in compact form is cut and
polished as an ornamental stone. When

tance. Zimmerman, p. 165. f. Symbol foi
effective film thickness in chemical engineering. Zimmerman, p. 147.
Ba Chemical symbol for barium. Handbook
el Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

gemstones of beauty, but it lacks dutabil-

baaken. S. Afr, A boundary mark. Fay.

azurmalachite. Int-rgrowth of azurite and
botryoidal it is sometimes fashioned as
i ty. Shipley,

makes with the magnetic meridian. Stand-

azimuth of II line. The angle measured clock-

waste; residue of distillatipn.

Zimmerman, pp. 18, 91. d. Abbreviation
for brightness; symbol for brightness in

elry. Occurs in the Un;ted States, Australia, France, Siberia, and Africa. Also

vertical circle through a heavenly body,
ard, 1964.

bottoms;

b a. Abbreviation for boils at, 'ollowed by
a temperature figure; boiling at, followed

by a pressure figure; boiling. Zimmerman,

p. 141. b, Symbol for one of the three

crystallographic axes, (a, b, c). Bureau of
Mines Staff. c. Abbreviation.for bar, a unit
of pressure. Zimmerman, p. 14. d. Abbreviation for bel, a sound unit in acoustics.
Zimmerman, p. 16. c. Abbreviation for
breadth; width ; width of a streambed.
Zimmerman, pp. 18, 119. f. Symbol in
structural petrology for that direction in
the plane of movement at right anales to

the direction of tectonic transport. In a

p. B-1.

Babbitt metal. Either or two alloys used for
lining bearings, such as (1) a tin-base
alley; especially, one containing 2 to 8
percent copper and 5 to 15 percent ,ntimony, or (2) a lead-base alloy containing
1 to 10 IJercent tin and 10 to 15 percent
antimony with or without some arsenic.
Webster 3 d.

Babcock and Wilcox boiler. A steam boiler
of the water-tube type) consisting in its
simplest form of a horizontal drum from
whkh is suspended a pair of headers carry-

ing between them an inclined bank of
straight tubes through which the water

and steam pass. It is much larger and more
efficient than the fire-tube boiler. See also
Lancashire boiler. Nelson.
Babcock and Wilcox mill. Dry grinding mill
in which steel balls rotate in a horiLontal

slickensided surface b lies in this surface,

ring, through which the feed is worked

A.G.I. g. Abbreviation for bale, bath, battety, bench, blend, bottom, brass. Webster
3d. h. Abbreviation for brick. Zimmerman,
p. 33. i. As a subscript, the symbol for
blackbody in radiation. Zimmerman, p. 1/.
j. Symbol for the minor axis of an ellipse

Babel quartz; Babylonian quartz. Eng. A

but is at right angles to the striations.

or of an ellipsoid. Zimmerman, p. 13.

b a. Syrnbo; for one of the three crystallographic. axes (a, b, c). Bureau of Mines
Staff. b. With subscript 0, as bo, the symbol for one of the unit-cell parameters,
(a., bp, ce). Bureau of Mine,. Staff. c. Sym-

hoi for breadth; width; width of a streambed. Zimmerman, pp. 145, 186. d. Symbol
for r: orrected barometer reading; barometric pressure. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-30. c. Symbol

for be!, a sound unit

in acoustics.

Zimmerman, p. 189. f. Symbol for susceptance. Zimmerman, p. 165. g. As a
subscript, the symbol for blackbody in

radiation. Zimmerman, p. 168.
B a. Chemical symbol for boron. Zimmerman,
p. 144. b. Abbreviation for Baumé. BuMin

Style Guide, p. 58. c. Abbreviation for

downwards. Pryor, 3.

variety of quartz which, from its fanciful
resemblance to the successive tiers of the
Tower of Babel, has given rise to the name.
Hess.

babingtonite. A silicate of iron, calcium, and
manganese, belonging to the pyroxene
group and crystallizing in the triclinic system. The essential molecule is probably
FeS102, but the iron is replaced in varying
degree by calcium and manganese. It occurs
as a rare constituent of granite. C.T.D.
Babosil. Trade name ; a frit for pottery glazes;
so-name,; because it containa barium, boron,

and silica. The ct. Inposition is:
0.06 K.20

0.50 Ila20
0.43 Ba0

}

0.125 A1201

0.68 B205

2,45 Si02

Dodd.

baby. Eng. A balance weight near the end
of a pit (shaft) rope. Fay.

Babylonian qumiz. Same as Babel quartz.
English.

bacallte. A variety of amber. Tomkeieff, 1954.
hada. Port. A basin, as of a river; carbonifera,
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a coal basin. Fay.

bacile. A basin or deep dish of or resembling
Italian enameled, lustered pottery. Standard, 1964.
bacillite. A rodlike crystallite made up of a
number of parallel longulitcs. Johannsen,
v. I , 2d, 1939, p. 168

bacillus coll. An organism found in potable
water, originating from sewage pollution.
Ham.

bacino. One of a class of panels of highly
colored pottery, built into the walls of

out places, ripairing brattices, doors, and
keeping the roadways in order. See also
back-bye work. Fay.

backbone. A main axis, as of a mountain oi
ridge; or the ridge itself. 4.0.1.
backbreak. See overbreak. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

back brusher; back ripper. A ripper engaged
in taking down the roof in roadways some
distance back from the face. See also second -ippings. Nelson.
back-b,

N. of Eng. The arca and road-

medieval buildings. Standard, 1964.
back. a. The roof or upper part in any underground mining cavity. Fraenkel. b. The ore

ways between the coal face and thc shaft
bottom. Trist.
back-bye deputy. A deputy in charge of repairs, maintenance, and other work behind

system of joints in coal oblique to the bed-

the face. Nelson.
back-bye work. General work performed behind the wnrking faces, in contradistinction
to work done at the faces. Nelson.

body between a level and the surfacc, or
between two levds. 1Pgham, p. 35. c. A

ding at an angle from 350 to 700. They
arc usually perfectly tight and close and
have polished cheeks which suggests a certain amount of moven-Pat. The term back
is sometimes alsc applied to the principal
cleat. Arkell. d. That part of a lode which

is nearest the surface in relation to any

portion of the workings of the mine; thus
the back of the level or stope is that part
of the unstoped lode which is above. Fay.
c. A joint, usually a strike joint, perpendicular to the direction of working. Fay.
f. The upper surface of a beam. W Aster
3d.
Eng. A plane of cleavage in coal,
having frequently a smooth parting and
some sooty coal included in it. Fay. 11.

back casing. Eng. A temporary shaft lining
of bricks laid dry, and supported at intervals upon curbs. When the stonehead has
been reached, the permanent masonry lining is built upon it inside of the back
casing. In the North of England, the use
of timber cribs and planking serves the
same purpose. Fay.
backcast stripping. A stripping method using

two draglincs, one of which strips and
casts the overburden while the other recasts a portion of the overburden. Wood-

ruff, , v. 3, p. 401.
back coal. Scot.

Coal which miners are
allowed to carry home. Fay.
Eng. The inner end of a heading. Fay.
i. Leic. To throw back into the gob, or back coming. Scot. Working a vay the pilwaste, the slack, dirt, etc., made in holing.

Fay. j. Leic. To roll large coal out rf
waste for loading into trams. Also called
bacl...11. Fay. k. As applpd to an arch, th e

outer or upper surface. A.R.I. I. Thc pa-

vilion of a gem stone. Shipley. m. To drive,

force, or cause to move or act backward;
to cause to retreat, or recede. Webster 3d.
back acter. Front-end equipment fitted to an
excavator, comprising a jib with an arm
and bucket. Although designed primarily
for vertically sided trenching, it is also
useful for bulk excavation below tralk level.
Nelson.

back ampere turhs. Those in the armr.ture
of a motor which exercise demagneti.)ng
action on the field poles. Pryor, 3.

back and underhand stoping milling system.

See combined overhand and underhand
stoping. Fay.

back arch. A concealed arch carrying the
backing or inn,r part of a wall where the
exterior facing material is carried by a
lintel. ACSG.

back balance. a. A kind of self-acting incline

in a mine. A balance car is attached to
one end of the rope, and a carriage for
the mine car is attached to the other. A
loaded car is run on the carriage and is
lowered to the foot of the incline raising

the balance car. The balance car in

its

descent raises the carriage when the carriage is loaded only with an empty car.
Fay. b. The means of maintaining tension
on a rope transmission or haulage system,

consisting of the tension carriage, attached
weight, and supporting structure. Fay.
backhand. A band that goes over the brake-

drum of a bull wheel or other hoisting

drum. Porter.
backbench. See backshore. H&C.
backblast. See backlash, a.

backboard. York. Work, performed underground by the deputies, which consists of
drawing timbers in abandoned or worked-

lars which are left when mining coal inby.
Robbing pillars; back working. Fay.

back cutting. Earth obtained for a railway
or canal bank, when the excavated earth
does not suffice for a regular cut and fill.
C.T.D.

back draft. A reverse taper on a pattern

which prevents its removal from the mold.
ASM Gloss.
backed bearing. A form of bearing consisting

of a thin brass or bronze shell lined with
Babbitt. The bronze shell is called the
backing of the bearing, and the Babbitt is
thus said to be bronze backed. Petroleum

Age, v. 11, Feb. 1, 1923, p. 39.

back electromotive force. Sc-netimes uscd
for counter electromotive Lime. It refers
to that electromotive force which opposes
or tends to set up a current in the reverse

direction to the impressed current. Crispin.
backen. S. Staff. Sce back, j and m. Fay.

back end. a. Newc. The part of a judd
remaining after the sump has been removed. See also sump, g. Fay. b. Synonym

for barrel head. Long. c. Synonym for
thrust yoke. Long. d. Eng. The coal in
a place remaining to be worked after

backhaul
for example, the use of stones or coarse

gravel for filling draining trenches. Nelson.
d. The process of scaling and filling, and/

or the .naterial used to seal or fill, a borehole when completed to prevent its acting
as a course along which water may seep
or flow into rock formations or mine workings. Long. c. The prok-ess of filling, and/
or the material used to fill, a mine opening. Long. f. in general, refers to the material placed 'back" to refill an excavation.
Huntington, p. 1.
back filling. a. Rough masonry built in be-

hind the facing or between two faces;
similar material used in filling over the

cxtrados of an arch ; also brickwork used
to fill in space between stues in a frame
building, sometimes called brick nogging.
ACSG. b. The filling in again of a place
from which the rock or ore has been removed. Ballard.

back-filling system. Filling lower or older
workings with the waste from newer work-

ings. Hess. See also overhand stoping;
square-set stoping. Fay.
backfire. a. A fire started to burn against and
cut off a spreading firc. Nichols. b. An
explosion in the intake or exhaust passages

of an engine. Nichols c. The recession of

a flame into the tip of a to:eh followed
by immediate reappearance or complete

extinction of the flame. ASM Gloss.
backfolding. Folding in which the folds arc
overturned toward the interior of an orogenic belt. In the Alps, the backward folds
are overturned toward the south, whereas
most of the folds are overturned toward
the north. Synonym for backward folding.
A.G.I.
backfurrow. a. The first cut of a plow, from
which the slice is laid on undisturbed soil.
b. Smonym for esker. A.G.I.
back gear. An arrangement of gearewheels by

which the power of the driving belt

is

proportionately increased, as on the head
of a lathe. CrisPin.

background. a. The normal slight radioactivity shown by a counter, not due to abnormal amounts of radioactive elements in
adjacent rocks, soils, or waters. The background count is contributcd from three
sources: cosmic rays, radioactive r.r.purities
in the counter, and the usual trace amounts
of radioactivity in the vicinity of the

counter. A.G.I. b. The abundance of an
element or any chemical property of a

naturally occurring material in areas where
the chemical pattern has not been affected
by the presence of a mineral deposit.
Hawkes.
background radiation. The radiation of mants
natural environment, consisting of that
which comes from cosmic rays and from

sumping in. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
hack-end man. A man who works behind the
coal-cutter as it moves along the face. His

the naturally radioactive elements of the
earth, including that from within mants
body. The term may also mean radiation

from behind the machine and setting props

backhand. In bituminous coal mining, one

duties may include cleaning the cuttings

to support the roof or overhang of coal.

See also coal-cutter team. Nelson.

back entry. The air course parallel to and
below an entry or the entry used for secondary purposes in two-entry system of
mining. Locally, any entry not having

crack in it. B.C.I.
backfill. a. Waste sand or rock used to sup-

port the roof after removal of ore from
stopc. Pryor, 3, b. Sand or dirt placed
behind timber, steel, or concrete linings in
shafts or tunnels. Nelson. c. Material excavated from a site and reused for filling,
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extraneous to an experiment. L&L.

who assists either the machincman or ma-

chine loader to move and setup a coal-

cutting or loading machine at the working
face. 110,T.1.

backhand welding. Welding in which the
back of the principal hand (torch or electrode hand) of the welder faces the direction of travel. It has special significance in
gas welding in that it provides posthcating.
Compare forehand welding. ASM Gloss,

backhaul. A line that pulls a drag scraper
bucket backward from the dump point to
the digging. Nichols, 2.

backhaul cable
backhaul cable. In a cable excavator, the

line that pulls the bucket from the dumping point back to the digging. Nichols.
back heading. Eng. a. The companion place
to a main winning. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
b. See back entry. B.C.I.
backhoe. The most versatile rig used for
trenching. The basic action involves extending its bucket forward with its teeth-

armed lip pointing downward and then

puling it back toward the source of power.
Carson, p. 153.

back holes. In shaft sinking, raising, or drift-

ing, the holes which arc shot last. Fay.
back horse. S. Staff. The horsc that draws

the loaded skip from the loaders to the
place (wagon hole) where the tramway
ends. Fay.

back hub. Synonym for backsight hub. Long.
backing. a. The timbers fixed across the top
of a level supported in notches cut in the
rock. Fay. b. The rough masonry of a wall
faced with finer work. B.C.I. c. Earth deposited behind a retaining wall. B.C.I. d.

The pieces of soft copper wire or horseshoe nail placed under or around a dia-

mond set in a bit by a handsetter as a

filler or cushion meerial. Also called bedding; calking. Lofts. e. The action of a
firedamp roof layer flowing uphill against
the direction of the ventilation. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 2. f. In grinding, the material
(paper, cloth, or fiber) which serves as the
base for coated abrasives. ASM Gloss. g. In
welding, a material placed under or behind

a joint to enhance the quality of the weld
at the ront. It may be a metal backing ring
or strip, a pass of weld metal, or a nonmetal, such as carbon, granular flux, or a
protective gas. ASM Gloss.
backing bed. A bed in the Purbeck stone, fit
only for the inside of a wall. Arkell.
backing deals. Boards from 1 to 4 inches
thick and of sufficient length to bridge the
space between timber or steel sets or between rings in skeleton tubbing. Usually,
planks 9 to 12 inches in width arc used.
Round poles, either whole or split, light
steel rails, ribbed sheet metal, and reinforced concrete slabs arc sometimes used
in place of planks. Backing deals tighten
the supports against the ground and also
prevent the collapse of material between
the timber or steel sets or rings. See also
lagging. Nelson.
backing off. A term used to describe the
operation of removing excessive body metal

from badly worn bits. Fraenkel, v. 1, Art.
6:21, p. 33.
backing fif smoke. In underground fires, the
smoke produced by the fire may roll back
against the ventilating current, and it may
travel far enough to prevent the firefighting equipment getting within range of the

fire. The hot convection currents rising
from a fire arc able to overcome the ventilating current, thus allowing the smoke
to travel along the roof towards the intake

air. Tlie use of a portable transverse hurdle
scrccn is probably the most efficient way of
pushing the smoke back towards the fire.
This screen should be stretched across the
full width of the roadway and extend about

two-thirds of the way towards the roof.
The increased velocity of the air current
passing over the top of the screen cools
the convection currents, and it is possible
to make the smoke retreat towards the fire
by moving the screen forward. McAdam,
p. 133.

backing-out switch. A switch

backs
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applied to

winders and man-riding haulages which
allows the control circuit to be energized,
in order to move the conveyance out of an
overwind, provided that the winder control
lever or other operating mechanism is
moved in the appropriate direction. See also

overwind switch. B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.
backing sand; filler sand. Reconditioned sand
used for supporting the facing sand, and
forming the main part of the mold. Osborne.
backing strip. A strip of metal welded to the
back of a metal panel prior to its being
enameled; the purpose is to prevent warp-

ing. Dodd.
back-inlet gully. A branch entry to a drain,
provided with a water seal. It is covered
by a grating but it is open to the air.
Thc back inlet ensures greater efficiency
than is found when an open-cnded pipe

discharges over the grating into the gully.
It is generally made of cast iron or glazed
earthenware. Ham.
backjoint. a. A joint plane more or less parallel to the strike of the cleavage, and
frequently vertical. Zern. b. A rabbet or

chase left to receive a permanent slab or
other filling. Webster 3d.
backland. See hinterland, d. Challinor.
backlash. a. The return or counterblast, as

the recoil or blckward suction of the air

current produced after a mine explosion.
Fay. Also called backblast; suction blast.
b. The reentry of air into a fan. Fay. c.
The violent recoil and whipping move.

ment of the free ends of a rope or wire
cable broken under strain. Long. d Lost
motion, play, or movement in moving parts
such that the driving element (as a gear)

can be reversed for some angle or dis....ance

before working contact is again made with
the secondary element. ASM Gloss.
back leads. Applied to black sand leads on
coastlines which arc above high-water
mark. Fay.

back lye. Scot. A siding or shunt on an
underground tramway. Fay.

back mine. Scot. A passage in a mine crosscut toward the dip of the strata. Standard,
1964.

back off. a. To unscrew or disconnect. Long.

b. To lift the bit and drill

stem some

distance away from the bottom of, or an
obstruction in, a borehole. Long. c. To
move the drill head backward on the drill
base away from the borehole. Long. d. A
rapid withdrawal of a grinding wheel or
cutting tool from contact with workpiece.
ASM Gloss.
back-off shooting. The firing of small explosive charges for releasing stuck drilling
tools in a borehole. The shock of detonation causes the joint to expand and unscrew slightly. All rods above the joint can
then be removed from the hole. See also
fishing tool. Nelson.

back of lode. The portion of a lode lying

between ,t level driven in a ;ode and the
surface. See also back, d. Fay.
back of ore. The ore between two levels
which has to be worked froni the lower
level. See also back, d. Fay.
back-out switch. See hoist back-out switch.
back overman. a. N. of Eng. A man whose

duty it is to look after the condition of

underground workings and the safety of
the men. Fay. b. An overman who has

charge of the back lift of workers in a
coal mine, that is, men on repair and

maintenance work. See also back-bye deputy. Nelson.
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backplate. Amalgamating plates hung at back
of mortar box in stamp battery, once used
in concentration of gold. Pryor, 3.

back pressure. a. Resistance transferred from
rock into drill stem when bit is being fed
at a faster rate than the bit can cut. Long.
b. Pressure expressed in pounds per square

inch (psi) applied to the underside of the
piston in the hydraulic-feed cylinder to par-

tially support the weight of the drill rods
and hence reduce pressure on the bit.

Long. c. The hydrostatic head or pressure
that

a pump must overcome to move

liquids to a higher level. Long. d. Pressure
caused by resistance in a pipe or opcning
because the opening is too small for the
free escape of the gas or fluid. Long. e.
Rock pressures affecting thc uppermost

portion or roof in an underground min,t
opening. Long. f. The loss, expressed fri
pounds per square inch, due to failure
of getting the steam out of the cylinder
after it has done its work. Fay.
back-pressure valve. A valve similar to a low-

pressure safety valve but capable of being
opened independently of the pressure,
thereby givitig free exhaust. Fay.

back prop. 'The name given to the raking
strut which transfers the load from the
timbering of a deep trench to the ground.
These struts arc provided under every

second or third frame according to the
type of ground being excavated. Ham.

back rake. The angle on a single-point turning tool corresponding to axial rake in
milling. It is the angle measured between
the plane of the tool face and the reference plane, and which lies in a plane
perpendicular to the axis of the work

material and the base of the tool. ASM
Gloss.

back reef. The whole arca, zone, or province,
with the depc...its contained, lying be-

tween a reef wall and the land which it

fringes or to which it forms a barrier.
Schieferdecker.

backreef moat; boat channel. The depression

between the fringing reef and the shore.
Schieferdecker.
back ring. See holding ring. Dodd.
back ripper. See back brusher. Nelson.

back rippings. The taking down of a thickness of roof beds in roadways some distance back from the face. Thn thickness
of roof excavated may vary ft, dri a foot

or so to 6 feet and more. This work is
necessary on account of the gradual re-

duction in height as a result of subsidence.
See also second rippings. Nelson.

backrush. The seaward return of the water

following the uprush of waves. For any
given tide stage, the point of farthest return seaward of the backrush is known as

the limit of backrush or limit of backwash.

A.G.i.

backs. a. The height of ore available above

a given working level. If the ore body
has been proved by shaft sinking to a

depth of 300 feet from the surface, then
the ore body is said to have 300 feet of
backs. Nelson. b. A quarryman's term for
one set of joints traversing the rock, the
other set being known as cutters. Nelson.
c. The ore above any horizontal opening,
such as a tunnel or drift. See also back,
d. Fay.

d. A system of joints in coal or

stratified mineral oblique to the bedding
at an angle of 35° to 75°. See also slips,

B.S. 3618, 1954, sec. 5. e. Slips; used
to denote a slip met with first at floor

c.

level. Synonymous with hugger. TIME.

backs and cutters. Jointed rock structures,
the backs (joints) of which run in lines

parallel to the strike of the strata, the
cutters (cross joints) crossing them at

about right angles. Standard, 1964.
backscatter. The emergence of radiation from

that surface of a material through which
it entered. Also used to denote the actual

backscattered radiation. NCB.

backset bedding. Inclined bedding that dips

into the current. Said to occur at the

front of an esker. Also used for the beds
deposited on the winr'ward side of a

badenite
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backs and cutters

stalls branching off and working the scam

with back slics along the face. Nelsm.
b. In geology, the less sloping side of a

Contrasted with escarpment, or
steeper slope; especially, the slope more
ridge.

nearly parallel with the strata. Standard,

1964. Ah_ called structural plain. Fay.
back splinting. The working of the top portion of a thick scam which was left as a
roof when the bottom portion was worked.
The top coal is recovered by working over
the goaf or packs of the first working.
Nelson.

backset beds. Inclined layers of sand devel-

oped on the gentler dune slope to the

backstamp. The maker's name and/or trademark stamped on the back of pottery flatware or under the foot of hollowware.

windward. These beds may constitute a
large part of the total volume of a dune,
especially if there is enough vegetation to

backstay. A drag or trailer fixed at the back
of a haulage train (or set) as a safety de-

trap most of the sand before it can

backstep sequence. A longitudinal welding
sequence in which the direction of general progress is opposite to that of welding the individual increments. ASM Gloss.
backOone. Eng. Shaly mudstonc used for
cooking slabs, quarried near Delph, Yorkshire. Also, a bed in the Staffordshire Coal

transverse dune. Pettijohn.

cross over to the slip bee. Leet.

backsheets. Black corrugated sheets sometimes placed behind the skeleton tubbing
to conduct water leakages down to the
shaft bottom and prevent it running into
the mass concrete during walling. They
arc only used when the shaft is passing
through wet , ground and arc left in permanently. Nelson.

backshift. a. The afternoon or night shift;
any shift that does not fill coal or is not
the main coal-production shift. Mason. b.

N. of Eng. The second or middle shift
of the day; varies from 9 to 10:30 a.m.
until 4:30 to 6 p.m. in different pits. Trist.

backshore. a. That part of the shore lying
above the level of normal high tides.

b. The part of a shore

Schiejerdecker.
reached by waves during exceptional
storms. Mather.
back shot. A shot used for widening an cntry,

placed at some distance from the head of

an entry. Fay.

back shunt. A shunt back for mine cars.
Nelson.

backsight. a. The reading of a leveling rod
in its unchanged position when the leveling instrument has been taken to a new
position. Webster 3d. b. Any sight or bearing taken in a backward direction. Webster 3d. c. An observation made for ver-

ification from one station to the one behind it; opposite of foresight. Fay. d. The

rodman who indicates, by means of a range

rod, leveling staff, or plumb line, the cxact location of the backsight station. Fay.
c. The station sighted, and in plane-table
triangulation, the line of the plane-table
sheet by means of which the table is or-

ientated by sighting back to the station

from which the line was drawn as a fore-

sight. Fay.

backsight hub. A mark or stake placed at

some distance behind the position a drill
will occupy in a specific compass direc-

Dodd.

vice when going uphill. Mason.

Measures. Arkell.

back stope. To mine a stope from working
below. Fay.

back stopes. Overhead stopes; stopcs worked

by putting in overhead holes ar.-1 blasting down the ore. C.T.D.

back stoping; back stopes. See overhand stoping. Nelson.
back stripper. A man who breaks the large

lumps of mined coal and fills the tubs at
the coal face. C.T.D.

backstroke jigging. A process in which strong

suction is advocat.:d at all times with the
dense-medium process, since none of the
bone medium must be allowed to get over
into the washed coal. Mitchell, pp. 517518.

backswitching. A zigzag arrangement of railway tracks by means of which it is possible

for a train to reach a higher or

lower level by a succession of easy grades.
See also switchback. Fay.
back timber. The timbering behind the working portion of a longwall face. TIME.

backup. a. To cushion or till in under and
around a handset diamond with pieces
of soft copper or annealed malleable iron
or steel, such as used for horseshoe nails.
Compare backing, d. Long. b, To fill a
void between

timbering

and unbroken

ground with broken rock or pieces of

scrap timber. Long. c. To brace, shore up,

or strengthen in any manner. Long. d.
That part of a masonry wall behind the
exterior facing. ACSG.
backup gear. See reverse-feed gear. Long,

backup wrench. A pipe wrench, the h :idle
of which is anchored against a solid, as

john.
backwear. A worn condition on the back of
an abrasive belt due to high speed and/or
pressure, both of which cause friction between the belt and its backup. Wear may
be reduced by the use of graphite or by
otherwise reducing the friction between
the back of the belt and the belt support
at the point of contact with the work-

piece. ACSG, 1963.

back weld. A weld deposited at the back of
a single-groove weld. ASM Gloss.

back work. a. Any kind of operation in a

mine not immediately concerned with production or transport; literally work behind
the face; repairs to roads. Mason. b.
Scot. See back coming; back splinting. Fay.
back working. Scot. Working a coalbed back
or toward a shaft. Fay.
bacon. Eng. Fibrous carbonate of lime, also
known as beef and horseflesh; Isle of Portland. Arkell.

bacon peat. Same as lard peat. Tomkeieff,
1954, p. 25.

bacon stone. a. An old name for a variety of
steatite, alluding to its greasy appearance.

Fay. b. Eng. Calcspar colored with iron
oxide, Bristol. Arkell.

bacon tier. Eng. Hard, creamy, and flaggy
limestone above the Aish; Lower Purbeck
beds, Isle of Portland. Either so called from
sometimes containing bacont or because of

a streaky appearance, as in the striped
Purbeck Cliffs of Bacon Hole near Lulworth. Arkell.

bacon bakor. A Russian corundum-zirconia
refractory for use more particularly in the
glass industry; the name is derived from
baddeleyite and corundum. There are various grades, for example, bakor-20 (62
percent Al503; 18 percent ZrOs; 16 percent SiOs) ; and bakor-33 (50 percent
Alia; 30 percent ZrOn; 15 percent Si05).
Dodd.

bacteria. Unicellular micro-organisms reproducing typically by transverse cell division. I.C. 8075, 1962, p. 63.
bacteria bed. A bed of filter media such as
rock or clinker which will expose effluent
from sewage to the air and thus to the action of micro-organisms which oxidize it.
Ham.

bacterial corrosion. The destruction of a ma-

terial of construction, for example, concrete, ferrous metal, copper, and rubber,
by chemical processes brought about by
the activity of certain bacteria. Taylor.
bactericidal. Capable of killing bacteria, but
not necessarily rpere I.C. 8075, 1962,
p. 63.

bacteriostatic. Capable of preventing growth
or multiplication of bacteria without necessarily killing them. I.C. 8075, 1962, p. 63.
baculite. Crystallites appearing as dark rods.
Hess.

the frame of a diamond drill. Long.
back vent. Scot. An air course alongsic;,.
pillar in wide rooms. Pay.
backwall. See gable wall, ASTM CI62-66.
backward folding. See backfolding.
backwash. a. In uranium leaching, flushing

bad air. Ai, vitiated by powder fumes, nox-

Ceylon; Minas Geraes and San Paulo,

back slip. A joint in a coal scam which is

Pryor, 3. b. See backrush. A.G.I. c. Water
or waves thrown back by an obstruction
such as a ship, breakwater, cliff, etc.

to roof. It would be a face slip from the
opposite direction. Nelson. Compare face

beach after the advance of a wave. A.G.I.
Supp.

tion from the borehole marker for an
incline hole to enable the driller to set
the drill and drill the borehole in the intended direction. Also called back hub;

backsight. Long.

back skin. Newc. A leather covering worn
by men in wet workings. Fay.

back.slagging spout. Rear spout on a cupola

which has its tap hole in front. Bureau

of Mines Staff.

inclined away from the observer from floor
slip,

back slope. a. S. Wales. A slope with the

from below of colloidal slime from ionexchange column after adsorption cycle.

A.G.I. d. The return flow of water on a

backwash ripple marks. Ripple mark on
beaches formed by the backwash. Petti-
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ious gases, or insufficient ventilation. Weed,
1922.

baddeleyite. A weakly radioactive, colorless,

yellow, brown, or black zirconium dioxZrOs, with some hafnium oxide.
Monoclinic; tabular crystals, also nodules
with perfect cleavage. Found in Rakwana,
ide,

Brazil; Alno, Sweden; and near Bozeman,

Mont., U.S. Same as brazilite. See also
favas. English; Crosby, p. 117.
badenite. A steel-gray arsenide and bismuthide of cobalt, nickel, wad iron, (Co,Ni,Fe)s
(A5,Bi)4( ?). Granular, fibrous, and massive. English.
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lodging. The application, usually by transfer
or silk-screen, of crests, trademarks, etc.,

baffle tube. A pipe of sufficient length to

to pottery or glassware. See also back-

stamp. Dodd.
bad ground. a. Soft, highly fractured, or cavernous rock formations in which drilling
a borehole is a slow procedure involving
time-consuming cementing or casing operations. Long. b. Rock formations in which
mine openings cannot be safely maintained

unless heavily timbered or supported in

some manner. Long.

furnaces are filtered through a large
number oi cotton or woolen bags to catch
oxide dust of valuable metals formed during melting of ores. D.O.T. 1.

a baffle plate. Fay.

lower the temperature of hot gases before
they enter a furnace. C.T.D.
baffle wall. A refractory wall used to deflect
gases or flames from the ware and to pro-

vide better heat distribution, in the fur-

bag of foulness. N. of Eng. A cavity in a
coal seam filled with fire damp under a
high pressure, which, when cut into, is
given off with much force. See also bag,

nace structure. See also bag wall. Bureau
of Mines Stall.;

baff week. N. of Eng. The week next after
the pay week, when wages are paid fortnightly. Fay.

Badlands. A region nearly devoid of vegetation where erosion, instead of carving hills
and vallc C:7 of the ordinary type, has cut
the land into an intricate maze of narrow

bag. a. A paper container 1 to 2 inches in
diameter and 8 to 18 inches long, used

Traveling across suc'a a region . is almost
impossible, hence tne name. Specifically,

b. S. Staff. A quantity of firedamp suddenly given off by the coal seam. Fay. c.
Scot. To swell or bulge. Also called

for placing an inert material, such as sand,
clay, etc., into a borehole for stemming or
tamping. Also called a tamping bag. Fay.

ravines and sharp cr.sts .and pinnacles.
the badlands of the Dakotas. Fay.

b. Fay.

bag of gas. Eng. A gas-filled cavity found
in scams of coal. See also bag, b. Fay.
bag powder. Originally applied to black pow-

der loaded in bags, but now applied to
a number of explosives so packed. The
bags are long, cylindrical units about 6
inches in diameter and weighing 121/4
pounds apiece. Carson, p. 306.

bag process. A method of recowaing flue

dust and also sublimed lead why.reby furnace gases and fumes arc passed through

bad place. Within the meaning of a contract

baggit. Fay. d. A cavity in coal containing

bags suspended in a baghouse. The furnace gases arc thus filtered and the parti-

which the roof cannot be made reasonably
safe by the ordinary propping usually done
by the miner. Fay.

coal. Tomkeieff, , 1954. f. A sack in which
to ship or deliver ore, concentrates, coal,

bagroom. A dust chamber in which bags are
suspended for filtering the furnace gases
in the bag process. See also baghouse. Fay.
bag system. System whereby a driller uses,
and is responsible for, a specific group of

gas or water. Tomkeieff, 1954. c. York.
A miner's term for a variety of inferior

between the United Mine Workers and
'an :Employers' Association, a place in

nitrates, or other minerals. Made
from rawhide, jute canvas, paper-lined
lime,

.

bad top. A coal mining term indicating a
weak roof. Bad top sometimes develops

cloth, or paper, single or double, depending on the locality, material, and type of
shipping. Bureau of Mines Staff. g. Flex-

following a blast. Kentucky, p. 185.
baeumlerite. A colorless chloride of potassium

and calcium, KGICaCls. Intergrown with
halite and tachyhydrite. Orthorhombic.
Identical with chlorocalcite or hydrophil-

ible

the upper end to a pipe leading from a

smelter and gathered and tied at the lower
end. The smoke passes through the cloth
which catches the solids. The bag is periodically, untied and the dust is shaken
out. See also baghouse. Bureau of Mines
Staff. i. A firebrick structure near the fire-

bafertisite. A mineral, BaFeaTiSia09, in orthorhombic crystals distinct from taramellite; from Inner Mongolia. Named from
,

the composition, BaFe ( r)TiSi. Hey,

M.M., 1961.
Baffa diamond. Rock.crystal. Shipley.
baff ends. Long wooden edgeslor adjusting
linings in sinking shafts during the operation of fixing the lining. Zern.
baffle.

a. Mid. To brush out.- or mix fire-

1. damp with air. Fay. b. In a hydraulic or a
rake classifier, a vertical plate set across
and dipping into.the pool of pulped ore,

tO prevent it from streaming along the
'surface from feed to weir. Pryor, 3. c. A

.;
.

'firebrick partition to guide ,the flue gases
through a boiler. 'Zern. d. A device . such
as a steel plate, used 'to check, retard, or
divert the flow 'of. materials. B.S. 3552,
1962. e. A mold 'part used. to: .close the
delivery or baffle. hole in, a blank mold.

ASTM CI62-66. f. A refractory Shield
or wall used to protect ware in firing.
'ACSG. .g. 'See deflector. ASA ;MH4.1

.7,19511:h: See baffle plate. Fay.' ;..;

baffle hoard.' A board fitted .across a cornpartment in an . ore washer :to.,retain :the
heaVy ore :and: allow..;the . light material
-1- to flow away.,Nelson..

.
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!i ing 'from .a -mold 'joint between.blank mold
id and I baffle plate. ASTAPC162-66.: .

baffle plrte..ta: A . loading. plateI attaehed to
the framel.of- a:belt /conveyor -to 'prevent
Spillage at any loading i point., lones.,;b. A
tray or partition Placecl:m a tower, a heat
Piexchanger,I or in.Other procesS equipment
to direct or to change.-the direction-of the
9574,

place of a potter's oven which prevents
the flame from striking directly on the

ware. Rosenthal.

bagasse. a. The fibrous material remaining

the extraction of the juice from
sugarcane. HW. Used as a fuel and as
after

a mix in making lightweight refractories.
Bureau of Mines Staff. b. Th t. dried and
pulverized or shredded sugarcane fibers
sometimes added fo a drilling fluid to
plug crevices in and prevent loss of circulation licpid from a borehole. Long.
bagasse furnace. Usually a special boiler,
similar, to a' Dutch oven. See also Dutch
oven. Bureau of Mines Staff.
bagazo. Mex. Waste from hand jigging; mud
from a drill hole. Fay.
bag coal. Eng. Coal put. into coarse canvas
bags and sold in small . quantities. Fay.
bag filter. An apparatus for removing dust
from dust-laden' air, employing cylinders
of closely woven material which, permit
passage of air but retain solid particles.
B.S. 3552, 1962. See also .filter, la.
bagga. Local Galician name for a mixture of
;

.

'baffle mark. Mark or Seam ona'bottle result-

floiv. iof 'fluids... NRC-AS.0

pipe or hose. Also called bagging.

Mason. h. A long, woolen tube fastened at

ite. From Leintal, Germany. English.

A

bail

badging

A

metal plate-used .todirect :the flames. and
-,:gat.:of-l;a2 furnace. to :; different- parts so
'iiithat'iall TortiOnc, of I it Wilt/ be heated ; a
..;
.-ndeflector: 'Fay:
baillen:a N.'. Staff,: The. lever by which: the

i.:thmtile;:ivalve:,Ofa minding,: engine: is
=1. k Partition m . a furnace
..);Worked.
so placed as to aid the convectionmf: heat;

ozocerite and clay. Tomkeieff, 1954.

bagger. In the asbestos products industry, a
laborer who fills bags with graded as.bestos fibers by fastening or holding bags
under spout of a bin or bagging machine,
and tripping the lever. D.0.7' ..1.
bagging; hose. Flexible tubing for conducting
.

compressed, air, water, or steam; usually
and, rubber.

1.. constructed from . canvas
!Nelson.

beget. ;See bag, c....
bagbouse.sehamber in which exit gases from

roaiting, smelting, calcining are filtered
.through, membranes ' (bags) which arrest
Prybr, 3 ;
baghouse man. One who tends a baghouse in
....which:flue dust :and . fumes :from melting
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cles in suspension collected. Fay.

drill bits given to him in a bag or box at

the beginning of each sbift. Long.
bag-wall. A firewall in a kiln which channels
the course of the flame. ACSG, 1963.

bagwork. One type of revetment. It consists

of' dry concrete sewn in bags which are
laid over the area requiring protection,
and tamped into position. In the case of
sea walls, the bagwork is held together

by steel dowel rods. Ham.
bahamite. A consolidated limestone composed

of sediment similar to that now accumulating in the Bahamas; high purity, gener-

ally fine-grained, massively bedded, widely
extensive, without abundant fossils. A.G.I.
Supp.
Bahia amethyst. Amethyst from Bahia, Brazil,
generally of lighter violet tone than

Uruguay amethyst but more often red-

dish and smoky in appearance. Shipley.
Bahia emerald. Light slightly yellowish-green

beryl from Bahia, Brazil. See also Brazilian emerald. Shipley.

bahlalte. a. A holocrystalline igneous rock
composed of dominant hypersthene, subordinate hornblende, with or without
:ilinor amounts of other minerals. A.G.I.
Supp. b. A variety of hypersthenite containing abundant hornblende and smaller
amounts of olivine and pleonaste. Holmes,
1920.

Bahias. Diamonds from Bahia, Brazil. Hess.

balkalite. A dark, dingy green variety of

salite (sahlite), in crystals, from . Lake
Baikal, Siberia, U.S.S.R. Rice.

halkerinite. A thick, tarlike fluid at 15° C,

which constitutes 32.61 percent of balkerite. Fay.
baikerite. A waxlike mineral from the vicinity
of Lake Baikal, Siberia, U.S.S.R., apparently. about 60 percent ozocerite. Fay.
ball. a. As used by the diamond- and rotarydrilling industries, (1) a. U-shaped steel
rod with the open ends formed into eyes
fitting over two lugs projecting from. the
sides of a water swivel, or. (2) a U-shaped
steel rod with , open ends, attached to an
open-sided, latch-tquipped, circular colilar, which fits around, a del rod and under
:,,,the !base of a water swivel. Both types of
bails are designed to permit circulation of
.

,

fluid, through the Arill rod string while
the rods .are suspended on the hoist line

or while the rods are being raised or
lowered a few feet with the hoisting cable.
Long. b. As used by the churn drillers, to

remove a liquid from a borehole by use
of a tubular container attached to a wire
line. See also bailer, a. Long. c. The handle

on a bucket, cage or skip by means of
which it may be lifted or lowered. Long.
d. A large clevis. Long. e. To unwater a

mine with a skip or bailer. Bureau of

Mines Staff. f. Hoop or -arched connection between the crane hook and ladle or
between crane hook and mold trznnions.
ASM Gloss.

bailer. a. A long cylindrical vessel fitted .Nith

a bail at the upper end and a flap or

tongue valve at the lower extremity. It

is used to remove water, sand, and mudladen or cuttings-laden fluids from a borehole. When fitted with a plunger ,o which
the bailing line is attached, it suLks the
liquid in as it is lifted and is then cAled
a sand pump or an American pump. Loy.
b. A metal tank, or skip, with at valve in
the bottom, used for unwatering a mine.
Fay. c. See sludger, c. Nelson. e. In petroleum production, one who removes
mud, water, and slush from the bottom
of a well, using a bailer (cylinder cf pipe

equipped with valve at bottom for admission of fluid) supported by a cable.

bailing machine operator.
D.O.T. 1. e. In bituminous coal mining,
a laborer who scoops water from drainage
ditches in a mine with a bucket and empAlso

called

ties it into a water car, a ditch flowing
to a natural outlet, or to a pumping station. Also called water bailer. D.O.T. 1.

bailer line. Wire rope or line attached to a
bailer and only tu:.d to raise and lower

balanced ventilation
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martensite begins to form on cooling. Its
appearance is feathery if formed in the
part of the temperature range; acicu ar, resembling tempered martensite, if
urper
formed in the lower part. ASM Gloss.

bait. a. N. of Eng. Food taken by a miner

during his shift. Fay. b. See bate. Arkell.
c. A straight iron bar lowered horizontally

into a tank of molten glass to which a

web of glass clings and is lifted and started

in making common flat window glass.

Mersereau, 4th, p. 328.

bait poke. N. of Eng. A bag for carrying
a miner's lunch. Fay.

bait stand. N. of Eng. Mealtime during a
shift. frist.
bajada. Sp. a. A ladderway. Fay. b. A broad
alluvial slope extending from the base of

a mountain range out into a basin and

formed by coalescence of separate alluvial
fans. Webster 3d. c. Compound alluvial
fans. A.G.I.

baja de metales. Peru. Lowering of ores from
mine to mill. Fay.

bajo. Colom. Low-lying alluvial mines which
i.ave to be unwatered by artificial means;
generally deposits in present riverbeds. Fay.

Bajodan. Middle Middle or lower Middle

Jurassic, above Aalenian. A.G.I. Supp.
bake. To dry, harden, or vitrify by exposure

to heat, as in a furnace or kiln; as,

to

bake pottery or bricks. Standard, 1964.

baked core. Baked dry-sand foundry core.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
bakellte. A resinoid or plastic made of phenol

(carbolic acid and formaldehyde. Used as

a substitute for amber. It can be dyed

colors. Specific gravity, 1.25 to
1.28; refractive index, 1.54 to 1.70 (usu-

various

ally 1.62 to 1.66). Shipley.

fields,

baken peat. A Scottish name for a variety of
solid, tenacious, and heavy peat forming
in the lower layers of a peat bog.

wells. Fay.

Baker bell doiphin. See bell dolphin. Ilam.

a bailer in a borehole. Long.

bailer shop. A term used in all Russian oil-

for a shop in which bailers are
made and kept in repair for use at oil

bailiff. Eng. A name formerly used for manager of a mine. Fay.

bailing. a. Removal of the cuttings from a
well during cable-tool drilling or liquid
from a well by means of a bailer. Institute of Petroleum, 1961. b. Unwatering a
mine. See also bailer, b and e. Fay. c. Removing rock dust and other material
loosened in the drilling by means of a
bucket or ball. Mersereau, 4th, p. 198.

bailing bucket. a. Synonym for bailer, a.
Long. b. A container into which the contents of a bailer are emptied. Long. c. A
container attached to cable or wire rope

used to lift water out of a mine shaft

or other working place. Long.
bailing ditch. Ditch conducting liquids, emptied from a bailer, away from the borehole
to a collecting pool or sump. Long .

bailing drum. A hoist or winding drum on
a churn or other type of drill on which
is wound the bailer rope or line used when
bailing out a borehole. Long.

bailing machine operator. See bailer, d.

D.O.T. 1.
balling reel. Synonym for bailing drum. Long.

bailing rope. A bailing line constructed of
fine steel wire. See also sandline. Porter.

bailing tub. A container into which the contents of a bailer are emptied. Long.
bain. Scot. Old form of ben, a. Fay.
bainite. A decomposition product of austenite
consisting of an aggregate of ferrite and
carbide. In general, it forms at tempera-

tures lower than those where very fine

pearlite forms and higher than that where

Tomkeieff, , 1954.

bakerite. A white, compact, nodular, hydrous
calcium borosilicate resembling unglazed
porcelain, 8Ca0.5B2br6SiOr61-120. Found
in Mohave Dese-t, Daggett County, Calif.

gravity of drilling mud. Long. e. A scale
consisting of two pans suspended from a

pivoted beam used to determine the weight

of diamonds or other precious stone or

metals. Long. f. Dynamic, a condition existing where the principal inertia axis of
a body coincides with its rotational axis.
ASM Gloss. g. Static, a condition existing where the center of gravity of a body
lies on its rotational axis. ASM Gloss.
balance bob. A counterbalance to take the

excess weight of the pitwork, or timber
beams, in a shaft; used with the Cornish

type of reciprocating pump. C.T.D.
balance box. A large box placed on one end
of a balance bob and filled with old iron,
rock, etc., to counterbalance the weight
of the pump rods. Zern.
balance brow. a. A self-acting inclined plane
down which the cars of coal are lowered
and the empties elevated upon a carriage

or platform. Aho called balance plane
back balance. Fay. b. Eng. An inclined
roadway in which a balance is used to
ccict the haulage. Also called dilly brow.
SMRB, Paper. No. 61.

balance car. a. In quarrying, a car loaded
with iron or stone and connected by
means of a steel cable with a channeling
machine operating on an inclined track.
Its purpose is to counteract the force of
gravity and thus enable the channeling

machine to operate with equal ease uphill
and downhill. Fay. b. A small weighted
truck mounted upon a short inclined
track, and carrying a sheave around which

the rope of an endless haulage system

passes as it winds off the drum. Zern.

balanced core. A core which is supported

only at one end. Crispin.
balanced cutter chain. A cutter chain which
has the same number of bottom and top
picks. It usually cuts more freely in hard

material and is often used for cutting at
higher than floor level. See also unbalanced
cutter chain. Nelson.

balanced direct-rope haulage. A modified
form of direct-rope haulage, in which a
power-driven reversible pulley (surge
English.
pulley) is used instead of a drum. The
baking. a. A stage in the heating of a clay
full trams are hauled up on one end of
when the clay particles have lost their
the rope while the empties go down on
plasticity and have formed a moderately
the other end. It involves a double track
hard mass composed of particles adhering
together, the mau remaining porous. See
also vitrifying. Nelson. b. The process of
firing shaped clay articles in kilns, in order
to give them permanent hardness. C.T.D.
c. Heating to a low temperature in order

to remove gases. ASM Gloss.
bakor. See bacor. Dodd.

bakuin. A Russian machine oil, prepared

from Baku petroleum; it has high viscosity
and great power of resisting cold. Fay.

bal. A Cornish name for a mine; a cluster
of mines. Fay.

Bala limestone. In Wales, a limestone be-

longing to the Cambrian system and equiv-

alent to the Trenton in New York, or at
least in part. Fay.

'Mance. a. Eng. The counterpoise or
weight attached by cable to the drum of

a winding engine to balance the weight
of the cage and hoisting cable and thus
assist the engine in lifting the load out of
the shaft. Fay. b. An instrument for
weighing. See also assay balance. Fay. c.
.See balance pit. Fay. a. A beam device

specifically designed and calibrated to determine specific gravity by weighing

methods, as in determining the specific

or a bypass midway on the haulage plane.
The descent of the empty trams assists in
balancing the load being hauled upwards.

Nelson.

balanced draught. Applied to combustion

units in which forced and induced draughts
are adjusted to give atmospheric pressure

in the combustion chamber to avoid the
infiltration of unwanted cold air. Nelson.
balanced earthworks. The ideal in excavation and filling work. In order to achieve
maximum economy of construction, the
excavation should as far as possible be

equal to the embankment. Ham.
balanced hoisting. Arrangement of cages or
skips in mine thaft hi which the winding

drum raises one and at the same time
lowers the other, thus reducing power

consumption. Pryor, 3.
balanced ventilation. A system of ventilation
in which the districts (each with its

separate split) are so arranged with regard to length and resistance, that the
use of ventilation regulators is unnecessary.

Regulators, although sometimes unavoidable, reduce the efficiency and increase
the power required to ventilate the mine.

Nelson.

balanced vibrating conveyor
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balanced vibrating conveyor. A vibrating con-

later deposition. Same as scalped anticline.

name applied to rounded, single-crystal
forms of diamond. Also called shot bort.
Long.
ballast. a. Heavy material, such as water,
sand, or iron, which has no function in a

veyor in which the center of gravity of
the complete assembly is held constant
by having movement of the trough offset
by opposite movement of some other ele-

ment. ASA MH4.1-1958.
balanced winding. The conventional method

of winding in a mine shaft. As the cage
containing the loaded cars ascends, the
other cage containing the empties descends

and thus the cages and cars are balanced.
Balanced winding also implies the use of
a balance rope, and thus, ignoring friction,
the only load to be hoisted is the coal or

A.G.I.

baldite. A very dark grayish or black, dense
igneous dike rock consisting essentially of

a groundmass of analcite,
augite, and iron oxide. Johannun, v. 4,
pyroxene in
10711. p. 393.

balistite. See ballistite. Fay.

balk. a. Eng. A more or less sudden thinning out, for a certain distance, of a bed
of coal; a nip or want. Also, failure of coal
in a coal stratum. Also spelled baulk. Fay.

b. A timber for supporting the roof of a
mine, or for carrying any heavy load. Fay.

balance, gas. A balance used in determining

c. Refusal of a drill bit to cut and/or the
refusal of a drivepipe, sampling barrel, or
cone penetrometer to be driven deeper.

balance gate. A floodgate which revolves
about a central vertical shaft, and which

intruding into a coal seam, or bulging

mineral. See also winding. Nelson.

the specific gravity of gases. Porter.

may be made self-opening or self-closing
as the current sets in or out of a channel

by giving a preponderating area to the
inner leaves of the gate. C.T.D.

balance plt. Eng. A pit Iv shaft in which

a balance (counterweight) rises and falls.

Fay.

balance plane. An inclined plane up which
empty cars are hoisted by the weight of
descending loaded cars. Also called balance brow. Fay.
balance rope. A steel wire rope, generally
of the same weight per foot as the main

winding rope, which is attached to the

bottom of the cages, and extends down to
form a loop in the shaft bottom or sump.

Its function is to balance out the difference in weight of the upgoing or down-

going main ropes during the wind. See also
winding. Nelson.
balance sheet. A record showing the present

financial obligations and resources of the
company, in terms of cost or book value.
Hoop, p. 448.

balance shot. In coal mining, a shot for
which the drill hole is parallel to the face
of the coal that is to be broken by it. Fay.
balancing. a. A term used in surveying to
denote adjustment. Ham. b. Testing for
balance; adding or subtracting weight to
put a grinding wheel into either static or
dynamic balance. ACSG, 1963.

balancing a traverse. Adjusting the observed
measurements to conform to the geometrical requirements of the traverse. See lye 2.
balanzon. Mex. Main beam or balance bob
of a Cornish pumping engine. Fay.
balms ruby. A rose-red variety of spinel (magnesium aluminate, MgO.A1103, crystalliz-

ing in the cubic system). See also false
ruby. C.T.D.

balata. A natural gum or rubberlike material
used to impregnate conveyor and power
transmission belts. See also balata belt.
Nelson.
balata belt. A belt with normal multiply con-

struction, and in which balata is used to
impregnate the plies and provide cover.
It cannot be used in high temperatures

but possesses a very high resistance to water

absorption and is thus well suited for wet

conditions. Nelson.

Balbach process. Electrolytic separation of
gold from silver, using the alloy as anode,
graphite plate cathodes and silver nitrate
solution as bath. Bennett 2d, 1962.

bald. Without framing; said of a mine timber which has a flat end. Fay..

balde. A Chilean term for a bucket for raising ore. Bureau of Mines Staff.
bald-headed anticline. An upfold, the crest of

which has been deeply, eroded prior to

Long. d. Irregular-shaped masses of stone

out of the stone roof into the seam. Zern.
Eng. A round, slabbed, or squared
support as distinct from a plank. SMRB,

e.

Paper Nr. 61.

balk ground foreman. A foreman whose
duties are to inspect and to see that the
coal is properly mined where there are
balks in the mine. See also balk, a. Fay.
balkhashite. An elastic bituminous substance

similar to coorongite made of algae and
their decomposition products. Tomkeieff,
1954.

balkstone. a. Eng. A provincial name given
to an impure stratified limestone. Fay. b.
Sandstone used for whetstone. Compare
rigget. Also called balkerstone. Arkell.
ball. a. A rounded mass of spongy iron, prepared in a puddling furnace; a loup. Fay.
b. A mass of tempered fire clay, used for
forming the crucible in crucible-steel production. C.T.D. c. A low sand ridge which
extends generally parallel with the shore-

line and is submerged at least by high
tides. It is generally separated from the

beach by an intervening trough. Also caled
longshore bar. A.G.I.
balland. N. of Eng. Pulverized lead ore

after separation from the gangue. Lead

concentrates. Fay.

ball-and-pillow structure; flow roH; pseudo-

nodules. Structures found in sandstones
and calcarenitic limestones, characterized
by ball- and pillow-shaped masses hemi-

rnach.ne except increase of weight. Nichols.

b. Rough, unscreened gravel as used to
form the bed of a railway or as substratum

for new roads. Arkell.

ballast car. A freight car (as for carrying
ballast) that may be unloaded from the
side or bottom. Webster 3d.

ballast engine. A steam engine used in excavating and for digging and raising stones
and gravel for ballast. Webster 3d.
ballast hammer. A hammer with a long handle
and two faces, used to break stone ballast.
Fay.
ballasthig. a. The act of furnishing with ballast. Standard, 1964. b. Material for ballast. Standard, 1964. See also ballast. Fay.
ballast shovel. A spoon-pointed iron shovel
having a thick body. Standard, 1964.
ball be.atng. A friction-reducing device consisting ef hard steel balls in a circular race;
also applied to some pieces of equipment,
such as a swivel-type double-tube core barrel, using ball bearings as load-bearing
members on rotating parts. Long.

ball beds. Eng. Sand with two layers of
spheroidal, highly indurated, calcareosiliceous balls, Lower Calcareous Grit, Scar-

borough. Arkell.

ball breaker. a. A steel or iron ball that is

hoisted by a derrick and allowed to fall on

blocks of waste stone for the purpose of
breaking them. Fay. b. A device used to

indicate contact between the corer and the
bottom. A hollow glass ball, 3 to 5 inches
in diameter, is lightly held in a frame
attached to the trigger line above the triggering weight of the corer. Above the ball
is a weight with a sharp protrusion pointed

downward. When the corer strikes

the

bottom, the line becomes slack releasing

the weight which strikes the ball. The
resulting implosion may be heard on some

types of echo sounders or received on a

Brush recorder wired to the echo sounder.

H&G.

and used in borehole-deviation drilling.

ball burnishing. a. Same as ball sizing. ASM
Gloss. b. Removing burrs and polishing
small stampings and small machined parts
by tumbling. ASM Gloss.
ball day. a. A very fine-grained sedimentary
kaolinitic-type clay with unfired colors
ranging from light buff to various shades
of gray depending on the amount of carbonaceous material present. Ball clays are
characterized by their high plasticity, high

ball and test. A deep well pump valve in
which a ball fits into a seat and prevents

The fusion or melting point is usually

spherical or kidney-shaped, formed by internal readjustments, mainly under gravitation. Pettijohn.
ball-and-socket reamer. A borehole-reaming

device consisting of a bit attached to a

ball-and-socket or a knuckle-joint member,
which in turn is connected to the drill rods

Also called arc cutter. Long.

the backflow of oil or water. Each standing valve and each traveling valve has a

ball and seat. Hess.

Ballantine hardness test. Method of determining hardness of surfaces, in which a
soft vertical metal cylinder with a pointed
hard top is struck by a weight; deformation of the cylinder represents, inversely,
the hardness of the surface. Bennett 2d,
1962.

baths. A hard, spherical aggregate of many
very small diamond crystals, usually cryptocrystalline, arranged radially and more

or less concentrically around a central

point. Because of their structure, ballas are
classed as industrials, which are occasion-

ally used in diamond-drill bits and other
diamond tools. Also incorrectly used as a

wet and dry strength, high drying and
firing shrinkage, long vitrification range.

slightly lower than pure kaolins and the

fired colors are light ivory to cream rather

than white. The term 'ball" originates
from an early English mining practice of
rolling ele highly plastic clay into balls
weighing 30 to 50 pounds. English ball
clays are generally darker in color than
American ball clays because of the higher
carbonaceous content. Most American ball
clay deposits are located in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Bureau of Mines

Staff. b. A secondary clay, commonly characterized by the presence of organic matter, high plasticity, high dry strength, long
vitrification range, and a light color when
fired. ASTM, C242-60.
ball COW. A variety of coal made of spheroidal

masses, which were probably formed by
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some process of jointing. Perhaps the same
as coal apple. Tomkeiell, 1954.
baller-out. See batter-out II. D.O.T. 1.

baileys. White sand with large spheroidal

marses of calciferous sandstone known as
sand bailers or giant's marbles, some being

from 3 to 6 feet in diameter. Not in the
dictioraries, but presumably a variant or
mishearing of bollars, a dialect form of

boulders. Compare bowlers. Arkell.

ball grinder. A pulverizer or disintegrator
formed by balls of metal enclosed in a
rotating cylinder. The material to be
crushed is broken by the attrition of the
rolling balls. Fay.
ball bead. See ball stamp.

balling. a. A process that occurs in the cementite constituent of steels on prolonged
annealing at 6500 to 700° C. C.T.D. b.
The operation of forming balls in a puddling furnace. C.T.D.
bailing formation. Rock or formations that,
when drilled, produce cuttings and sludge,

which tend to collect on, and adhere to,

borehole walls and drill-stem equipment in
sticky or gummy masses. Compare gummy;
sticky. Long.

balling furnace. a. A kind of reverberatory

furnace used in alkali works. Fay. b. A fur-

nace in which piles or fagots of wrought
iron are placed to be heated preparatory
to rolling. Fay.
bailing bead. An appliance on a carding machine by which the wool sliver is balled.
Standard, 1964.

balling tool. A tool used in collecting the iron
in a puddling furnace into a mass preparatory to taking it to the hammer or squeezer;
a rabble. Fay.
ball ironstone. a. Ncrlular iron ore. Webster
2d. b. S. Staff. Strata containing large

argillaceous nodules of ironstone. Fay.
ballistic eiTzt. The throwing of rock to a disexploded charge, a thing
tance from
to be avoided in sock blasting. Stauffer.
ballistic mortar. Heavy pendulum mortar in
which a standard explosive charge is fired
and the angle of recoil is measured; testing device for explosive power. Bennett 2d,
1962 Add.
ballistic pendulum test. A test for measuring

the strength of explosives. It conr'ists of
measuring the swing of a pendulum pro-

duced by the explosion of a weighed charge
of material. Higham, p. 56.
bailistite; balistite. A smokeless powder con-

sisting essentially of soluble cellulose nitrates and nitroglycerin approximately in
equal parts. Webster 3d.

ball jasper. Jasper showing a concentric
banding of red and yellow. C.M.D.

ball joint. A connection in which the end

number of revolutions of the mill is inter-

seals the opening. If flow is from the open-

Lewis p. 574.

away from the opening allowing the liquid
to pass. Long.

preted in terms of a grindability index.

ball milling. A method of grinding and mixing material, with or without liquid, in a
rotating cylinder or conical mill partially

balmaiden. Corn. A girl employed in the

or pebbles. ASTM C242-60T.

using tLe relative amounts of energy re-

quired for this reduction in size as a measure of grindability. Mitchell, p. 42.
ball mill operator. See grinder-mill operator.
D.O.T. 1.
ball mine. Same as ball ironstone, b. Fay.
Ball-Norton magnetic separator. Dry separa-

tor for coarse ore, in which one or two
nonmagnetic drums rotate outside series
of fixed magnets alternating in polarity.

Pryor, 3.

balion. a. The metal prolong fixed to a zinc
condenser. Fay. b. Fr. A form of geological
upheaval resulting in rounded dome-shaped
mountains. Standard, 1964.
balloon bricks. Bricks about 16 percent

larger than standard bricks but perforated

to reduce their weight. Mersereau, 4th,
p. 260.
ballot. Clay. Hess.

ballotini. Transparent glass spheres less than
about 1.5 millimeter diameter ; presumably
a derivative of the Italian ballotta, a small
ball used for balloting. Dodd.
ball porphyry. A variety of quartz porphyry
in which balls of felsite are developed. Fay.

balls. a. Common name for nodules, especially of ironstone. Arkell. b. In fine grind-

ing, crushing bodies used in a ball mill.
Cast or forged iron or steel, or alloys of

iron with molybdenum or nickel, are used.
Spherical balls are mainly used, but various shapes are favored locally, for example,
concaved. Pryor, 3.

ball sizing. Sizing and finishing a hole by
forcing a ball of suitable size, finish, and
hardness through thc hole or by using a
burnishing bar or broach consisting of a
series of spherical bands of gradually increasing size coaxially arranged. Also called
ball burnishing, and sometimes ball broaching. ASM Gloss.
ball stamp. A stamp for crushing rock, oper-

ated directly by steampower, the stem of

the stamp being at the same time the

piston rod of a steam cylinder. Fay.
hailstone. a. Same as woolpack. Standard,

1964. b. N. Staff. An ancient term for
ironstone. Fay. c. Shrop. A large crystalline mass of limestone containing coral
in position of growth, surrounded by shale

used for grinding materials for whiteware,
electrical insulators, etc., has a suitable

ball mill grindability test. A test in which a
crushed specimen of a given size range of
particles is placed in a ball mill, and.the
reduction in size of particles for a given

cretions occur also, the ore itself. Hess.

ball mill method. A grindability method
based on the principle that all coals are
ground to the same fineness, about that
required for pulverized fuels, and then

sea balls. Peitijohn.
ball test. See Kelly ball test. Dodd.
ball tiff. See tiff, b. Fay.
ball valve. A device allowing liquids to flow
unimpeded in one direction, consisting of

dry. Bureau of Mines Staff.

ball vein. A stratum in which siderite conbally seating. linderclay with nodular con-

ball structure. A primary structure charac-

ceramic lining to reduce contamination
and the material may be ground wet or

ing toward the sphere, the ball is pushed

filled with grinding media such as balls

of one member is partly spherical and fits
into a corresponding spherical cavity in
the other, thus permitting relative angular
movement. C.T.D.
ball mill. A rotating horizontal cylinder with
a diameter almost equal to the length supported by a frame or shaft in which nonmetallic materials are ground using various

types of grinding media such as quartz
pebbles, porcelain balls, etc. Ball mill is

bandaite

and impure bedded limestone. See also

caballa balls; iron balls; crog balls. Arkell.

teristic of some limestones and sandstones;

also applied to the ball structure of coal,
called ball coal. See also ball-and-pillow
structure; armored mud balls; lake balls;

a ball or sphere of steel or other suitable
material held against a circular opening of
smaller diameter than the ball by gravity
or a spring. When liquid flow is from the
direetion of the ball toward the opening,

the ball .is forced against the seat and
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cretions. Arkell.

mines. Standard, 1964.

balnstone. Eng. Stone in the roof of a coal
seam; roof stone. Arkell.
balsa. a. Mex. A movable platform suspended
from a cable, used in timbering shafts. Fay.

b. Mex. A pool of stagnant water in a
Fay.

PAitic amber. a. In the jewelry trade, a name

usually confined to succinite, which is

found on the shores of all the countries on

the Baltic Sea. Shipley. b. According to
some authorities, it is succinite and geda-

nite, which are the only Baltic fossil resins
often seen in the jewelry trade. Shipley.
baltimorite. A grayish-green, silky, fibrous,
splintery serpentine. Standard, 1964.

baly. Corn. To cast up; to shovel out. Hess.
bamboo. Cane-colored porcelain biscuit used
in making domestic utensils. Standard,
1964.
bamboo ware. See Wedgewood ware. Standard, 1964.

banskite. A variety of alkalic andesite consisting of plagioclase, sanidine, and biotite
with minor augite and olivine. Small
amounts of either quartz or leucite play be

presents and analcime is also a common
accessory. Banakite, in a series with shoshonite and absarokite, is transitional into

shoshonite with decreasing amounts of
sanidine and biotite, and increasing
amounts of olivine and augite. A.G.I.

banalsite. A barium feldspar with sodium,
BaNa2A1454016, as orthorhombic crystals

from Benallt mine, Wales. Named from
the chemical formula. Spencer 17, M.M.,
1946.

banatite. A name describing the dioritic
rocks connected with a series of ore deposits in the Austrian Province of the
Banat. Accurate microscopical study has
shown them to be of such varying mineralogy, that the name has now slight defi-

nite significance. The rocks are largely

qupartz diorites. Fay.
bancal. A sandbank, bed, terrace, or stratum.
Hess.

banco. a. Sp. B. de piedra, any one bed
or stratum of stone in a quarry. Fay. b.

Mex. A hard rock which narrows a vein
or makes it change its course. Fay.
band. a. Slate or other rock interstratified
with coal. Commonly called middle band
in Arkansas; also,' dirt band, sulfur band,
or other band, as the case may be. Fay.
b. Applied to a stratum or lamina conspicuous because it differs in color from
adjacent layers; a group of layers displaying color differences is described as being

banded. A.G.I. c. Corn. A bed or seam
of coal. Fay. d. S. Staff. A winding rope
or chain. Fay. e. Any well-defined and

widespread thin rock deposit wi ich may
or may not be fossiliferous, and is 4 value
in correlation. Nelson. I. Synonym for/
brake band. Long. g. A flexible ribbon of

steel. Long.
banda. Mex. Bank of a river. Fay.

bindalte. A general term for labradorite

dacites, that is, for quartz basalts which in
texture, resemble &cites or andesites; from
Bandai San, Japan. Holmes, 1928.
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band brake. A flexible, circular ribbon of

hand-actuated or mechanically actuated
lever, can be brought to bear on the surface of a projecting flange on a hoisting
drum, capstan or wheel and, through fric-

rcd and black. Beerman.
banded jasper. Jasper banded like agate, frequently in distinct colors. Shipley.
banded obsidian. Obsidian with differently
colored irregular bands. Shipley.
banded ore. Ore composed of bands as layers
that may be composed of the samc min-

band conveyor. A belt conveyor. See also

portions, or they may be composed of different minerals. Synonym for banded tcxture. A.G.I.
banded peat. Peat composed of bands of vegetable debris alternating with bands of

steel lined with wooden blocks or asbestosimpregnated material that, through a

tion, control the rotation of the drum, capstan or wheel. Long.
band Chain. A steel or invar tape of a minimum length of 100 feet used for accurate
surveying, graduated in feet. Ilam.
steel conveyor band. Nelson.

bandeada. Mex. Banded structure of veins.
Fay.
banded. The property of rocks having thin
and nearly parallel bands of different textures, colors, or minerals. Johannsen, v. 1,
2d, 1939, p. 203. Banded coal has alternating bands of different type. Pryor, 3.
banded agate. Agate with colors usually dis-

posed in parallel bands, wLiclt are more
or less wavy. Mosc agate in thc trade is
dyed and bands are of differing tones due
to their varying ability to absorb dye. See

also agate onyx; chalcedony onyx. Shipley.
banded coal. a. The common variety of bituminous and subbituminous coal. It consists

of a sequence of irregularly alternating

layers or lenses of homogeneous black ma-

terial having a brilliant vitreous luster,

grayish-black, less brilliant, striated material usually of silky luster, and generally,
thinner bands or lenses of soft, powdery,
and fibrous particles of mineral charcoal.

The difference in luster of the bands is
greater in bituminous than in subbituminous coal. Also called bright-banded coal;

common-banded coal. ASTM D493-39.
b. Usually means a banded bituminous
coal, but it may well apply to other varie-

ties of coal. Tomkeieff, , 1954. c. Coal com-

posed of roughly parallel, dull and bright
layers. B.S. 3323, 1960.

banded coal types. Banded bituminous coal
consists of bands made from various types

of coal, formerly known as bright coal,
dull coal, and mother of coal. In 1919,
Stopes proposed the names vitrain, clarain,

durain, and fusain for the four principal
coal types. At the International Congress
at Heerlen in 1935, it was proposed to
adopt the termination -ite (in Germany,
the termination -it) instead of -ain for
coal types and the termination -inite for
macerals. Tomkeieff, , 1954.

banded constituents. Samc as banded coal
types. Tomkeieff, 1954.

banded differentiaies. Igneous rocks which

are made up of bands of different composi-

tion, frequently alternating between two

varieties. They have been atuibuted to

crystal settling Juring convection with
rhytlunic effects due to cooling and injection. A.G.I.

banded ingredients. a. The four distinctive

and visibly differing portions forming 'the
mass of an ordinary bituminous coal which
can be recognized and separated macroscopically by hand, and microscopically in
thin section, and which are not, in themselves, chemical entities, that LS, vitiain,
clarain, fusain, and .durain. See also rock

,

erals differing in color, textures, or pro-

sapropelic matter. Tomke:eff, , 1954.

banded quartz-hematite ore. Braz. In the
Itabria Rcgion of Minas Gcraes, schistose,
specular hematite forming alternate bands
with sugary quartz. Some of the bcds are
auriferous and contain gold-palladium alloys with manganese oxides, native copper.
and talc. Writers have given the rocks various names, such as iron-glance schist, ja-

cutinga, quartz itabirite, and bandererz.

Hess.

banded structure. a. A term applied to veins
having distinct layers or bands. This may
be due to successive periods of deposition
or replacement of some earlier rock. Fay.
b. A structure developed in many igneous
and metamorphic rocks owing to layers
which diffe.r noticeably in mineral composition or texture. Bureau of Mines Staff.
c. A segregated structure of nearly parallel
bands alined in the direction of working.
ASM Gloss.

banded texture. See banded ore. A.G.I.

banded vein. A vein made up of layers of

different minerals parallel with the walls.
Also called ribbon vein. Fay.
bandful. S. Staff. A cage, or strictly speaking, a rope load; for example, bandful of
men. Compare bant. Fay.
banding. The application, by hand or machine, of a band of color to the edge of a
plate or cup. Dodd.
band SM. An endless saw running on revolving pulleys, used for cutting work in
wood. Cdspin.
band scale. An arrangement under which col-

liers are paid an agreed sum for removing
a dirt band, in addition to the usual ton-

nage rate. The payment varies with the
thickness of the band. Nelson.

band screen. In hydraulics, an endless band
of wire mesh. Its purpose is to remove
solids from the water at the intake point
in hydroengineering schemes. Ham.
bandsman. a. A man in charge of the band
or rope to hoist cages. Standard, 1964. b.
A hoistman. Webster 2d. c. A loader or
filler of coal, etc., underground. Fay.
bandstone. White Cliff, N.S.W. Balt bands
of a usually harder nature than the adjoining strata, containing more or less opal,
but found either just above or below the
workable seams of opal. Fay.

band wonder. In concentration on shaking
table, the movement of a segregated band
of mmeral so that it no longer discharges
from the table deck at the desired point
and therefore is not correctly collected.
Pryor, 3.

band wheel. A large flat pully over which

essentially, of iron oxides and cherty silica,

runs the main drive belt transmitting power from the engine to the main crankshaft
on a churn or cable-vstem drill..Long.
bandylite. Hydrated borate-chloride of .cop.per, Cull104-CuC1r4H10, as dark blue tettragonal crystals from Chile. 'Spencer 15,

banded appearance in shades of brown or

bandy. metal. Shale with thin iandstone

type; primary type; type variety. A.G.I.
b. The same as banded coal types. Tomr

keieff, 1954.
banded ironstone. S. Afr. A rock consisting

and possessing a prominent layered or

M.M., 1940.

bank boss
bands. Arkell.

bang-bang control. A method of operating a

control system in such a way that cor-

recting signals always provide actuation of
the servamechanism to the full extent.

NCB.

bangerts. Eng. A coarsc stopping for holding
earth in place. Fay.
banging piece. Eng. A catch or rest to hold
a cage when stopped at any landing. Hess.
See also catches, a.

banjo. Scot. An iron frame for carrying a
false clack or v lye. Fay.

bank. a. The top of the shaft, or out of thc
shaft. Zern. b. The surface around the
mouth of a shaft Zern. c. To manipulate

coals, etc., on the bank. Zern. d. The

whole or sometimes only one side or one
end of a working place underground.

Zern. e. A large heap of mineral on the
surface. Zern. f. Derb. The face of the
coal at which miners are working. Fay.
g. An ore deposit or coalbed worked by
surface excavations or drifts above water
level. Fay. h. Staff. A bank (stratum)

of greystone. Also used for the coal face or
ore deposit. Arkell. i. A small country coal
mine, particularly one entering a coalbed

outcropping on a hillside. A coal bank;
country bank. Bureau of Mines Staff. j.
A hill or brow. Mason. k. A road along
the coal face formed by the coal on one
side and the waste or packs on the other;
thus, a double-unit face has a right and
left bank. Mason. I. Specifically, a usually
steeply

sloping mass of any earthly or

rock material rising above the digging
level from which the soil or rock is to be
dug from its natural or blasted position in
an open-pit mine or quarry. Also called
bench face. Bureau of Mines Staff. . m.
Terracelike bench from which ore is obtained in an open-pit mine. Long. n. That
part of the footage of a borehole drilled
but not reported for purpose of reporting
the footage as having been drilled at some

later date. Also called lay-by. Long. o.

Several like pieces of drilling equipment
set close together in a row; for example,
several diesel-pork ered generators would be

called a -,,ower bank. Compare battery, 1.

Long. p. To cover fire in a steam boiler

with ashes to keep the fire burning low but
Long. q. Gr.

alive for several hours.

Brit. To place in a bog where peat ix
dug. Webster 3d. r. The rising ground

bordering a lake river, or sea; on a river
designated as right or left as it would ap-

pear facing downstream. A.G.I. s. An elevation of the sea floor of large area, surrounded by deeper water, but safe for surface navigation; a submerged plateau or
shelf, a shoal, or shallow. A.G.I. t. In flotation, a line of cells. Pryor, 3. u. In uranium leaching, rubber-lined steel tanks
with baffles in which baskets containing
resin are raised and lowered through the

pregnant solution. Pryor, 3.

Banks drill. A portable, ru...nually operated
system comprising 4-inch pipes in 5-foot
lengths, a platform sandpumps, chisels,
augers, etc., worked by rods inside the
pipes. Used in prospecting alluvial deposits to depths of 50 feet or more. Pryor, 3.

Banka method. A manual method of boring
used for sampling alluvial deposits. Also
called empire method (undesirable usage).
B.S. 3618, 1963, see. 3.

bank atoll. See pseudoatoll. Schieferdecker.
bank boss. In anthracite and bituminous coal
mining, a foreman who is in charge of sur-

face or underground operations at a mine.
D.O.T. 1. See also foreman; mine foreman.
bank chain. A chain that includes the bank
of a river or creek. Zern.
bank claim. A mining claim on the bank of
a stream. Fay.
bank coaL Coal contained in and sometimes
salvaged from, the bank. B.C.I.
bank engine. Eng. An engine at the mouth
of a mine shaft. Standard, 1964.
banker. A stonecutter's workbench. Crispin.

banker off. Aust. The man who attends to
taking skips off the cage. Fay.

banket. a. Originally applied by the Dutch
settlers to the gold-bearing conglomerates
of the Witwatersrand. It is now used more
widely for similar conglomerates and con-

glomeratic quartzites. C.T.D. b. Eng. A
stonemasons

or

bricklayers' bench,

on

which to trim stone or brick. Standard,
1964.

bank gravel. Gravel found in natural deposits, usually more or less intermixed with
fine

bar
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bank boas

material, such as sand or clay, or

combinations thereof; gravelly clay, gravelly sand, clayey gravel, and sandy gravel

indicate the varying proportions of the
materials in the mixture. Stokes and

about the surface property of a coal mine.
Standard, 1964.

bank measure. a. The quantity of an excavation measured in place in the bank before being disturbed. Carson, p. 46. b.
Volume of soil or rock in its original place
in the ground. Nichols, 2.

bank 'riffling. Surface mining in which the
materid mined is removed from above the
surrounding land surface. American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, Technical Publication No. 604,
1935, p. 6.

toe at the digging level or bench. Compare
berm. Bureau of Mines Staff.

bank hook. Mid. An iron hook with which
the banksman pulls the full cars off the
cage. Fay.

banking. a. The bringing of a cage to a
stop at the rail levd (the pit top or
bank) and the replacement of loaded mine
cars by empty ones and the release of the
cage for its return journey. b. The tilting

of a rail track to counteract the effect of

centrifugal force. See also superelevation.
Nelson. c. Mid. Sorting and loading coal
at the bank. Fay. d. Cumb. Heapisie up
minerals on the surfac., for future sale.

Fay. e. Closing down a bhst furnace which
is still full of burden. Bureau of Mines
Staff.
banking level; pit bank. The level at which
the full cages or skips come to rest and are
discharged after being wound up the
stmt.* B.S. 3552, 1962.
banking out. The operation of changing the
tubs in the cages at the surface. Peel.
banking transformers. The grouping of transformers to form a group or bank. Crispin.
bank-inscrt reef. See bank reef. Schieferdecker.

coal into coke. Fay.

bank out. N. of Eng. To store coal at the
surface when short of wagons, or cars.
Fay.
bank-plates. Eng. Cast-iron sheets with which
a landing is floored for the more expeditious
manipulation of cars. A turnsheet. Fay.
bank protection. Devices for minimizing
scour. These include brushwood held in
place by wooden pegs, embankments, grass
and withy planting, groins, mattresses, revetments, and riprap. Ham.

the bank of a stream or a lake and used to
pump water to a distant drill. Also called
supply pump. Long.

marine flats. Schieferdecker.

bank right. The right to divert water for
working a bank claim. Pryor, 3.
banks. The sloping parts between the hearth

of an open-hearth steel furnace and the
back and front walls. They are con-

structed of refractory bricks covered with
fritted sand (acid open-hearth furnace) or
burned-in magnesite or dolomite (basic

open-hearth furnace). See also breasts.
Dodd.

bank slope; bench slope. The angle, meas-

ured in degrees of deviation from the
horizontal, at which the earthy or rock

material will stand in an excavated, ter-

racclike cut in an open pit mine or quarry.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
bank slope stability. A slope is subject to the
influence of gravity and possible pressure

of ground water which tend to cause
sliding or caving. It is also subject to

surface erosion from running water, wind,
and alternate freezing or thawing, or wetting and drying. Weathering causes
changes in particle size and composition.

Bank slope stability can be attained by
benching, by growth of vegetation, and by
artificial Protections, such as masonry

walls, drainage systems to intercept or

remove ground water, and fences to catch
rolling pieces. See also slope failure; stability. Nichols, 3, pp. 8-12.

banksman. The person in charge of the
shaft and cage or skip at the surface of

bank kiln. A primitive type of pottery kiln
used in the Far East; it is built on a banl:,

a colliery; the person at the surface who
operates the signals from the cage or skip
to the winding engineinan. Mason. See

bank. leveL York. The level heading from
which the bank is worked. See also bank,

also eager, a.

banks of a ;num. See right bank of stream;

f. Fay.
bankman. a. In the brick, tile, and nonclay
refractories industry, one who performs

bank stoner. Water absorbed by the bed
and banks of a stream and returned in

shoveler. D.O.T. 1. b. ,Eng. A workman

bankswomen. Eng. A woman employed at

or slope, which servs as a chimney. Dodd.

general laboring duties in and about a
claypit or claybank. Also called a pit

bank water. In placer mining, applied to
bankwork. Eng. A system of working coal

3d.

bank height; bench height; digging heignt.
The vertical height of a bank as measured
between its highest point or crest and its

A period often used in time studies of the
haulage, loading and winding efficiency at
a mine. Nelson.

streams brought to the pit in ditches, not

bank reef. bank-insert; plafform reef. Reef
situated on locally unrimmed continental
or island shelves or offshore banks and
well inside the outer edge of these sub-

coal mining shaft. Fay.
bank head screenman. See screenman.
D.O.T. 1.

until he returns to same, or (2) taken
by a mine car from the time it enters
the cagt, taken underground and to the
face, looled and returns again to bank.

line. Pryor, 4.
bank of ovens. A row of ovens for converting

bank pump. An auxiliary pump placed on

bank head machinery. Eng. The hoisting,
dumping, and screening equipment at a

the coal for the market. Fay.

bank to bank. The length of time (1) during which a miner is below ground estimated from the time he leaves the bank

bank of cells. A row of flotation cells in

Varner, 1955.

bank head. a. The upper end of an inclined
plane, next to the engine or drum, made
nearly level. Zern. b. The mouth and immediate environs of a coal mine. Webster

the mine to pick rock from, and clean

left bank of a stream. Seelye, 1.

whole or in part as the ground-water level
falls. Seelye, 1.
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under pressure. Hess.

in South Yorkshire. Fay.

bank yards. Yards of soil or rock measured
in its original position, before digging.
Nichols, 2.
banner bank. See tail. Schieferdecker.
bannering. Truing the rim of a saggar (before it is fired) by means of flat metal or
a wooden board, to ensure that the rim lies
in one horizontal plane and will in conse-

quence carry the load of superimposed

saggar uniformly. Dodd.
bannocking dirt. See bannock. Nelson.

bannock. a. S. Staff. To hole on the top

of a seam. Fay. b. Shrop. A brownish-gray
clay suitable for making into firebrick. Fay.
c. Eng. Any argillaceous rock forming the
roof of a coal seam, Yorkshire and North

Staffordshire. Arkell. d. Eng. A seam of
dirt running in between the coal is sometimes bannocked, or taken out before the
coal, Yorkshire. Arkell. e. To overcut coal
by hand. Mason. f. Can. Large sourdough
pancake used as a bread substitute. Hoffman.

banos. Mex. Water collected in old mine
workings. Fay.

halloo. An amorphous metaphosphate com-

pound, used as a preliminary treatment
before wire drawing. It is found to have
excellent rust-resisting properties, and to
act as a lubricant; when wire is coated,
by dipping with banox before liming, it
is found that the amount of lime applied
is no longer critical. It can also be used

with wire flash-coated with copper, where
it assists rust proofing. Osborne.

banqueria. Bol. In alluvial mining, a thick
bed of blocks of granite, schists, and

quartz. Fay.
bant. Derb. A certain number of men,

usually three or four, who, prior to the

introduction of cages, use:: to ride upand
down a shaft sitting h. u..st loose pieces

of chain attached to a hemp rope, with
their knees pointing inward toward the

center of the shaft. There were usually two
bants, the lower or bottom bant which was
composed of men, and the upper or foaley

!-,ant which was made up of lads a few

leet above the heads of the men. Compare
bont, a ;.tacklers. Fay.

bantams. Small pebbles of a banded garnetquartz rock, which usually are assodated

with diamond in the concentrate obtained when washing the diamond-bearing
gravels from the Vaal River in the Repub-

lic of South Africa. The occurrence of

bantams in a gravel deposit is considered
a good indicator of diamond. I.C. 8200,
1964, p. 45.
baotite. A silicate of barium, titanium, and

columbium, with chloride; tetragonaL
Found at Paotow, Inner Mongolia. Named
from the locality. Hey, M.M., 1961.

bar. a. A drilling or tamping rod. Fay. b.

bar
A vein or dike crossing a lode. Fay. c. A
bank of sand, gravel, or other matter, especially at the mouth of a river or harbor,
often obstructing navigation. Webster 2d.
d. A placer deposit, generally submerged,
in the slack portion of a stream. Accumu-

lations of gravel along the banks of a

stream, and, which, when worked by the
miners for gold, are called bar diggings.
Fay. e. A length of timber placed 1116zontally for supporting the roof. Fay. f.
See sinker bar. Fay. g. Any band of hard
rock crossing a lode. Bar of ground, and
intersecting vein. See also cross course.
Arkell. h. A strap or beam used to support the roof between two props or other
supports. Mason. i. A length of steel pipe
equipped with a flat cap at one end and
a jackscrew on the opposite end by means

of which the pipe may be wedged securely in a vertical or horizontal position
across an underground workplace to serve

as a base on which a small diamond or
rock drill may be mounted. Also called
drifter bar; drill bar; drill column. Long.
j. A heavy steel rod with either pointed
or flattened ends used as a pry or as a
tool by miners to dislodge loose rock in
roof or sidewalls of. an underground workplace. Long. k. A piece of material thicker
than sheet, long in proportion to its width

or thickness, and whose width-thickness
ratio is much smaller than sheet or plate,
as low as unity for squares and rounds.

ASM Gloss. I. An offshore ridge or mound

of sand, gravel, or other unconsolidated
material submerged at least at high tide,
especially at the mouth of a river or estuary, or lying a short distance from and
usually parallel to, the beach. H&G. m.
A unit of pressure equal to 1,000,000
dynes per square centimeter, 1,000 millibars or 29.53 inches of mercury. H&G.
baraboio. A monadnock which has been

buried by a series of strata and subse-

quently re-e4osed by the partial erosion
of these younger strata. Fay.

baralyme. A compressed pfll consisting of a

blended mixture of barium octohydrate
and calcium hydroxide. It is used as a
carbon dioxide absorbent in rebreathing
(diving) systems. H&G.

bararite. A hexagonal fluosilicate of ammonium, (N114)1SiFo, occurring with cryptohalite [cubic (N144)2SiFel, over a burning

coal seam at Barari Jharia coalfields,

India. Spencer 19, Mail., 1952.
Barbados earth. A deposit consisting of the
remains of radiolaria formed originally in

deep water and later upraised above sea

level. C.T.D. Ste alsc tripoli. Fay.
Barbados tar. The dark green or black petroleum of Barbados, West Indies, which was
formerly used ir medicine. Fay.
Barbara beryl. A term applied to beryl from
near Barbara in northeastern Transvaal, a
source of African emerald. Shipley.

bar-belt conveyor. A conveyor similar to a
plate-belt conveyor but in which spaced
Steel rods arranged transversely are employed in place of tbe steel plates. B.S.
3552, 1962.

bar bender. A skilled tradesman who cuts
arid bends steel reinforcement, and who
binds it in the required position prior to
the concrete being poured around it; a

bargain work
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a rate of 80 tons per hour. It can lay such
material in thicknesses ranging from a

quarter of an inch to 6 inches and at
speeds varying with thickness up to a

maximum of 40 Let per minute. The finisher must have: a fleet of loiries keding
it. Ham.
barbertonite. A rose-oink to violnt fibrous,
hydrous basic carbonate of magi .:sium and
chromium, Cr3Mgd(OH)1403.4H20, as
hexagonal scales dimorphous with the

rhombohedral stichtite. Named from the

locality, Barberton, Transvaal. Spencer 16,
M.M.. 1943.
barbierite. A discredited term for a type material from Kragerii, Norway, that has

cated on the bars (shallows) of a stream,
and worked when the water is low, or
otherwise, with the aid of cofferdams. See
also bar, d; diggings, a. Fay.

bardlglio marble. An Italian stone obtained
on Montalto, on the southern borders of
Tuscany, Italy. Fay.

Bardine process. A process used to rejuvenate diamond-drill rods or rotary-drill pipe
by relieving fatigue stresses. Long.

bar drill. A small diamond- or other-type
rock drill mounted on a bar and used in
an underground workplace. Also called
bar and u: ed in an underground workbar rig. Long.

bare. a. To cut coal by hand; to hole by

for the high-temperature monoclinic mod-

hand. Mason. b. The uncased portion of
called called barefoot;
blank; naked; open; open hole. Long. c.
To remove overburden. Arkell. d. Eng.

nature. American Mineralogist, V. 43, No.
9-0, September-October 1958, p. 1,008.
barboo quartzite. A 9uartzite of the Devil's

boundary, etc.; to make bare. ray. e. A
wire or conductor not covered with insulating material. Also called bare wire.

been shown to be finely twinned microdine with about 20 percent ot unmixed
albite. The name monalbite is suggested

borehole. Also

ification of NaAlSis0s, not yet found in

To strip or cut by the side of a fault,

Lake region of Wisconsin, used in silica
brick manufacture. A quoted analysis:
98.2 percent Si0a, 1.1 percent A1203, 0.2
percent Fe20s, and 0.1 percent Nas0
Ks0. Dodd.
barbosalite. A hydrous ferrous ferric phosphate, Fe"Fe"(PO4)2(OH)2, as black
grains from Brazil. Spencer 20, M.M.,
1955.

barbotine. a. A thin clay paste used in low
relief ornamentation of pottery. Standard,

1964. b. A term applied to vases and other
pieces decorated with flowers, leaves, etc.,

in high relief and colored in d;fferent

enamels. C.T.D.
barchan; barkban. a. A dune having cruscentic ground plan, with the convex side fac-

ing the wind; the profile is asymmetric,

with the gentler slope on the conveic side,

and the steeper slope on the concave or
leeward side. The term is of Turkestanic

origin and is said to have been intrt.duced
into the European literature by Middendorff ; it is now in common use in several
different languages. A.G.I. b. The crescent
or barchan type is most characteristic of

the inland desert regions. It presents a

gently convex surface to the wind, while
the lee side is steep and abrupt. The horns
of the crescent mark the lateral advance of
the sand. Its wide distribution and all but
universal presence in the sandy deserts of
all continents make this type the normal

one for sand hills formed on an open
area. A.G.I.

burchan dune. A moving sand dune, crescentic in shape, with horns pointing in the
direction of wind movement. A.G.I.
bar channeler. A reciprocating drill mounted

on a bar by means of which holes are

drilled close together in line by shifting

the drill from point to point along the

bar. Thereafter, the webs between the

holes are removed with a reciprocating

chisel-pointed broaching tool which is substituted for the drill. This method of channeling is generally employed in the harder
rocks, such as granites. Hess.

bar coal cutter. A coal cutter in which the
cutting member was a projecting rotating

Nelson.

bare electrode. A filler-metal electrode, used
in arc welding, consisting of a metal wire
with no coating other than that incidental

to the drawing of the wire. Coal Age, v.

66, No. 3, Mar. 1961, p. 91.
barefoot. Said of an oil well without a liner
in the oil-bearing rock. Hess.
barelattograph. A French instrument for the
automatk recording of the contraction and
loss in weight of a clay body during drying under controlled conditions. Dodd.
bare motor. A motor without a pulley, belttightening base, or slide rails. NEMA
MB1-1961.

barequear. Colom. In placer mining, to
extract as much of the pay gravel as possible without method, leaving the overburden untouched. Fay.

barequeo. Colom. Extracting the rich ore
by crude means. Fay.

barequero. Colom. A placer miner who uses
crude methods of alluvial washing. A
spoiler. Fay.

barer. A workman who removes surface soil
or overburdens in a quarry. Arkell.

barfe Saturday. N. of Eng. The Saturday

upon which wages are not paid. Fay.
ilar Hight conveyor. See drag-chain conveyor;
flight conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

bar folder. A machine in which a folding
bar or wing is used to bend a metal sheet

whose edge is ziamped between the upper
folding leaf and the lower stationary jaw
into a narrow, sharp, close and accurate
fold along the edge. It is ;lso capable of
making rounded folds such as those psed
in wiring. A universal folder is more versa-

tile in that it is limited to width only by
the dimensions of the sheet. ASM Gloss.

bargain. a. Portion of a mine worked by a
gang on contract. Zern. b. N. of Eng. An

inclusive price agreement made between a

set of men and the management to complete a specified job; for example, removing a small area of coal, driving a new
roadway, winning out a new face, or taking a caunch. Bargains are not subject to
caviling. Trist.

bargain men. Newc. Men who work by the
bargain or contract. Fay.

bar armed with picks throughout its length.

bargain work. a. N. of Eng. Underground

chine traveled along the face. The first
patent for a bar machine was taken out

ing headings, road laying, etc. Fay. b.
Used to denote various forms of contract

machine for bending reinfcircement. Ham.
Barber Greene finisher. A tamping and level-

The bar cut a kerf in the seam as the ma-

work done by contract, for 'example, driv-

of 10 tons, is 10 feet Wide, and can tamp,
level, and finish bituminous aggregate at

in 1856. The type is now obsolete. Nelson.
bar diggings. Pac. Gold-washing claims lo-

work done outbye, such as ripping, stowing, and cleaning of roadways. Nelson.

ing device which hal an unladen weight

barge loader
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barge loader. In the quarry industry, a laborer who controls the movement of a

ride reduces scumming in enamels when
added as a mill addition. Enam. Dict.
barium chromate. A heavy, yellow, crystalline powder ; orthorhombic; BaCrOi. Used
in ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961. Decomposes
at temperatures above 1,000° C. Prepared
by the interaction of barium chloride and
sodium chromate. Lemon yellow is the
color usually produced by barium chromate and its use is chiefly in overglazcs. A

barge in a river as it is loaded with crushed
rock. D.O.T. 1.

barges. Scot. Sheets of iron, zinc, or wood,
used in wet shafts or workings for diverting the water to one side. Fay.

bar grizzly. A series of spaced bars, rails,
pipes, or other members used for rough

sizing of bulk material passed across it to
allow smaller pieces to drop through the
spaces. ASA MH4.1-1958.

bar-heating furnace. A furnace to heat iron
or steel bars preparatory to rolling. Hess.
bar hook. S. Wales. Backstay. Nelson.

barilla. An impure sodium carbonate and

sulfate obtained by burning various species

of land or marine plants; soda ash. Used

in making glass, soap, etc. Standard, 1964.

baring. a. A making bare; an uncovering.

Webster 2d. See also strip, b. Fay. b. The
surface soil and useless strata overlying a
seam of coal, clay, ironstone, etc., which
has to be removed preparatory to working
the mineral. Fay. c. The small coal made
in undercutting coal seams. Webster 3d.

baring dirt. York. Similar to bannock but

may occur above or below a coal seam or
interstratified with the coal. Nelson.

barite. A sulfate of barium, BaS0e; orthorhombic; color, transparent to opaque,
whitish; Mohs' hardness, 3.0 to 3.5; spe-

cific gravity, 4.5; and flame test, yellowish-

green. Used in paints, as fillers for paper
and textiles, and in oil-well drilling muds.
As mined, it is conventionally called by

original name, barytes. Pryor, 3. Also called
heavy spar. Fay.

barite dollars. Tex.; Okla. Small, flat barite
concretions. Hess.

barium. An element belonging to a group of
metals, the oxides of which are the alkaline earths. Silvery-white; somewhat malleable; and burns easily when heated in air.
Symbol, Ba; valence, 2; atomic number,

56; atomic weight, 137.34; and specific
gravity, 3.5 (at 20° C). Fay; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-lol. Melting point, 850° C and boiling r. oint, 1,140° C. Webster 3d. The
commercial barium minerals are barite and
witherte. Fay.

barium aluminate. Gray pulverized mass;
soluble in water and acids; 3Ba0-AlisOs.

Used in ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961. Melting
point, 2,000° C. Has been recommended
for use in glass batches as a means of introdecing barium oxide. In vacuum tubes,

cathodes coated with barium aluminate
are good electron emitters. Lee.

barium boride. BaBe; specific gravity, 4.32;
melting point, 2,270° C; thermal expansion, 6.5 X 10'; and electrical resistivity,
306 microhm centimeters (at 20°C).
Dodd.

barium carbonate; witberite. BaC0s; hexagonal rhombohedral and orthorhombic;
white; specific gravity, 4.275; insoluble in
water; and soluble in acids but not in sulfuric acid. Occurs in nature as the mineral

witherite. Used in optical glass; oil well
drilling; ceramics; enamels for ironware;
and in steel carburizing. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-154. Precipitated BaCOs
is obtained from barite. Lee.

barium chloride. A soluble salt of barium,
(BaC12), sometimes used as a mill addition

in acid-resisting enamels in place of calcium chloride. In some cases, barium chlo-

pale green may be made with barium

chromate, whiting, and boric acid. Lee.
barium crown glass. An optical crown glass
containing a substantial quantity of barium
oxide. ASTM C162-66.
barium cyanide. A white, crystalline powder;
Ba(CN)s. Used in metallurgy and in electroplating. CCD 6d, 1961.
barium flint glass. An optical flint glass containing a substantial quantity of barium
oxide. ASTM C162-66.

barium fluoride. BaFs; colorless. isometric;
and melting point, 1,280° C. A flux and
an opacifier in enamel frits. Lee.
barium fluosilicate; barium silkofluoride.

White; orthorhombic; BaSiFe. Used in

ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961.
barium glass. A glass in which barium oxide
(BaO) replaces part of the calcium oxide
of ordinary lime soda glass. CCD 6d, 1961.

barium hydroxide monobydrate. A white

powder; Ba(OH)rHs0. Used as a sulfatecontrolling agent in ceramics and as a

steel-carbonizing agent. CCD 6d, 1961.
barium manganate. A gray to green powder,
BaMn0e; poisonous; and specific gravity,
4.65. Also called manganese green; Cas-

sd's green; Rosenstiehl's green. Bennett
2d, 1962.

barium metaphosphate. A white, crystalline
powder; Ba(P0s)s. Used as a constituent
of glasses, porcelains, and enamels. CCD
6d, 1961. Molecular weight, 295.4; melting point, 850° C; and insoluble in water.
Used as an opacifying agent in glazes and
glass. Bennett 2d, 1962.

barium titanate
point, about 2,000° C; and soluble in

water and in alcohol. Used in glass manufacture. Bennett 2d, 1962. When freshly
obtained from calcined barium carbonate,

it is even more reactive with water than

calcum oxide and forms barium hydroxide.
C.T.D.
barium oxyapadte. The compound, Baio
( PO, )60. Hey, M.M., 1964.
barium phosphuranylite. Artificial Ba(UO2) 4
(PO4)2(OH)4.8H20, the barium analogue
of phosphuranylite. Named from the com-

position. See also bergenite. Hey, M.M.,
1964.

barium silicide. BaSis (variable) ; molecular
weight, 193.54; metallic gray lumps; melts
at white heat; and the composition varies
considerably through alloying in varying
proportions. Used as a deoxidizing and a
desulfurizing agent for steel. Bennett 2d,
1962.
barium silicofiuoride. See barium fluosilicate.
CCD 6d, 1961.
barium stannate. A white crystalline powder ;

BaSnOr3H,0. Used in the production of

special ceramic insulations requiring high
dielectric properties. CCD 6d, 1961. It is
prepared by precipitation from the aqueous

reaction. It loses water upon heating to

280° C or higher and becomes anhydrous
barium stannate. It is used as an additive
to barium titanate bodies in ceramic capacitors. This addition produces a shift in the
Curie peak (point of maximum dielectric
constant in a graph of this property versus
temperature) to lower temperatures, the
amount of shift being a linear function of
the molar addition. Bodies of very high

dielectric constant at room temperature
may be obtained with compositions consisting of approximately 91 mole-percent
BaTiOs and 9 mole-percent BaSnOs.
Barium stannate has also been recommended for use in glass enamel compositions to impart improved resistance to attack by alkali. Lee.

barium minerals. The principal industrial
ores are barytes or barite (Ba504) and

barium sulfate; barite. BaS0e; mdecular
weight, 233.40; white; orthorhombic becoming monoclinic at 1,149° C; specific
gravity, 4.50 (at 15° C) ; melting point,

barium molybdate. White powder; tetragonal; BaMo0e; melting point, above
1,300° C. When smelted in porcelain
enamel frits, it provides for good opacity

water. Bennett 2d, 1962. It is formed as
a heavy white precipitate when sulfuric
acid is added to a solution of a barium
salt. Its low solubility makes it useful in
analytical chemistry for the detection and
estimation of both barium and sulfuric
acid. Used in paint manufacture and in

witherite (BaCO3). Used mainly for white
paints, extenders, and fillers. Also used as
muds in oil-well drilling, in pyrotechnics,
and in explosives. Pryor, 3.

and good adherence. Also, a good mill addition for porcelain enamel frits because

of its low solubility in water. Lee.
barium monohydrate. See barium hydroxide
monohydrate. CCD 6d, 1961.
barium monoxide. See barium oxide. CCD
6d, 1961.

barium nitrate; nitrobarite. a. Ba(N0s)2.

Has been used in small amounts in certain
barium optical glasses when nitrates of sodium or potassium could not be employed.
It has also been used in enamels to replace

alkali nitrates, and is said to give better
homogeneity and opacification. Being a
weaker base it attacks the melting vessels

much less than the carbonate. Lee. b. Lustrous; white isometric; Ba(N0s)s. Used
in ceramic glazes and explosives. CCD 6d,
1961.

barium oxide; barium monoxide. BaO; molecular weight, 153.34; colorless; white to
yellowish powder; isometric or hexagonal;
specific gravity, (isometric), 5.72, (hexagonal), 5.32; melting point, 1,923'; boiling

1,580° C; and practically insoluble in

the preparation of lake pig..-ents. C.T.D.

barium sulfide; barium monolfide. Colorless; isometric; BaS; melting point, above
1,660° C. Barium sulfide crucibles have

been used for melting cerium and uranium. Lee.

barium titanate. BaTiOs; melting point,
above 1,400° C. The high dielectric constant of barium titanate makes it exceptionally suitable for miniature electronic
and communication equipment, the demand for which arose during World War
II and has increased greatly since. Bulky
capacitors have been replaced in many
instances by smaller titanate capacitors.

Most. condensers in electronic equipment,
such as television and radio receivers, are
ceramic types.. Barium titanate ceramics
are used in underwater sonar, guided missiles, dielectric amplifiers, digital calculators, ultrasonic cleaning, measuring instru-

ments, accelerometers, and filters. Lee;

Barrau-Halsall firemouth
England, where J. Y. M. Ha lsall was Gen-

eral Manager and which was at the time
associated with the Parratt pottery. Dodd.
barrel. a. A piece of small pipe inserted in
the end of a cartridge to carry the squib
to the powder. Fay. b. A vessel used in
amalgamation. Fay.

c. The

cylindrical

part of a pump from which the movement
of the piston causes a liquid or gas to be
forcibly ejected. Also, the cylindrical part
of a hydraulic jack or of a hydraulic.feed
mechanism on a diamond drill. Long. d.
The drum of a hoist. Long. e. Commonly,
although incorrectly, used as a synonym
for core barrel. Long. f. A cylindrical con-

tainer having a capacity of 55 gallons.
Also called drum. Long. g. A crudepetroleum measure of quantity equal to
42 gallons. Long. h. The water passage in
a culvert. Nichols.

barrel amalgamation. Batch wet grinding of
auriferous mineral or concentrate followed
by gentle churning with mercury in order

barrier reef
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veys the reject to the upper end of the
cylinder. B.S. 3552,1962.

barrel work. In the Lake Superior region,
native copper occurring in pieces of a size

to be sorted out by hand in

sufficient

purity for smelting without mechanical
concentration. Also called barrel copper.
Fay.

Barremian. Lower Cretaceous, between
Hauterivian and Aptian. A.G.I. Supp.

barren. a. In leaching ores, chemical solution from which valuable solute has been
removed by precipitation or ion exchange
(IX) before reuse. See also Merrill Crowe
process. Pryor, 3. b. Said of rock or vein
material containing no minerals of value,

and of strata without coal or containing
coal, in seams too thin to be workable.
Also, pertains to land that is extremely
rugged or otherwise unproductive. Also
called barren ground. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

to trap the bullion metal. Pryor, 3. See

barrena. Mex. a. A harm drill for blasting.
B. viva, a sharp drill; b. muerta, a dull

also barrel process; pan amalgamation.
barrel chlorination. See barrel process. Fay.

barrenar. Mex. To drill; to fire a round of

barrel cleaning. Mechanical or electrolytic
cleaning of metal in rotating equipment.
ASM Gloss.

barrel copper. Native copper in lumps small

enough to be picked out of the mass of
rock, and sent to the furnace without
dressing. Standard, 1964. See also barrel

work. Fay.

barrel-day valaation. An older method of approximate valuation of oil properties
which, in each barlel of settled daily production, is valued at the selling price per
barrel multiplied by one-thousand. Also, it
has been known r.3 the Pennsylvania
method where it was first used. A.G.I.
barrel finkhing. Improving the surface finish

drill. Fay.

holes. Fay.
barrenarse. Mex. To connect with each other
(as two mines or workings). Fay.
barren block. The block bounded by the vertical planes passing through the traces of
the fault plane. In an oilfield such a block
is barren of oil, the oil sand being faulted
out. Schiefrdcker.
barren contsct. A contact vein, or a place in

the contact vein, which has no mineral.

barreling. The removal of surface excrescences and the general cleaning of metal
castings by placing them in a revolving
drum, or barrel, together with coarsely

and yet, owing to the barrenness of the
ore it would be impossible to work it

crushed abrasive material, such as broken
biscuit-fired ceramic ware. Dodd.

barren solution. A solution in hydrornetallurgical treatment from which all possible
valuable constituents have been removed.

ment equivalent to 42 U.S. gallons. A.G.I.

barren trap. One that is devoid of oil or

Nova Scotia. Fay.

barrel vault. A plain arch of semicircular

cross section which is generally much
longer than its diameter. Reinforced concrete barrel vaults are used for shell roofs
of factories where open floor space is essential. Traditional barrel vaults are also constructed in brickwork or masonry. Ham.

barrel washer. A washer comprising a cylinder rotating slowly about an axis which
is slightly inclined to the horizontal, and
into which the raw coal, with a current of
water or of a suspension, is fed near its
upper end. The clean coal is carried by
the water or suspension to the lower end
of the cylinder over a scroll which con-

tions around explosives magazines or man-

ufacturing plants to obstruct or divert the
force of an explosion upward, thus protecting the surrounding area from damage.
Hess.

barrier. a. Blocks of coal left between the
workings of different mine owners and
within those of a particular mine for safety

and the reduction of operational costs. It
helps to prevent disasters of inundation by
water, of explosions, or fire involving an
adjacent mine or another part of a mine
and to prevent water running from one

mine to another or from one section to

another of the same mine. Mason, v. 1, p.
312. See also barrier pillar. b. A low ridge
by wave action near the shore. Fay.
barrier bar. Barrier bars are ridges usually
composed of waterworn gravel, deposited
by currents in shallow water at some dis-

tance from land. Their crests are horizontal and mark the storm limit of the
waves and currents that built them. In
cross section, they exhibit anticlinals of
deposition. A.G.I.

See also disturbed ground.

workable seams. Standard, 1964.
barren mine. A mine may be fully developed

in a solution. ASM Gloss.

b. The building or utilization of earthen
walls, mounds, or other suitable obstruc-

barrier island. A detached portion of a barrier beach between two inlets. Schiefer-

abrasive particles which may be suspended
in a liquid. ASM Gloss.

barrel process. A process of extracting gold
or silver by treating the ore in a revolving barrel with mercury, chlorine, cyanide
solution, or other reagent. Webster, 3d.
bErrel quartz. Applied to certain corrugated
veinlets of gold-bearing quartz found in

behind barricades were asphyxiated. Hess.

Fay.

barren ground. Strata containing seams of
coal that are not of a workable thickness.
In metal mining, ground that does not
contain ore. Fay. Compare dead ground.
barren hole. Synonym for blank hole. Long.
barren measures. Coal measures without

barrel plating. Plating articles in a rotating
container, usually a perforated cylinder
that operates at least partially submerged

those that refused to enter or to remain

barrier beach; offshore barrier. A bar euentially parallel to the shore the crest of
which is zbove high water. /MG.
barrier gate. Eng. Sec tailgate. SMRB, Paper

of metal objects or parts by processing
them in rotating equipment along with

barrel, oil. A volumetric unit of measure-

timber, brattice cloth, mud, clothing, etc.,
so as to enclose a maximum quantity of
good air. Records of the U.S. Bureau of
Mines show that more than 800 trapped
coal and metal miners have been saved by
barricading, and that in several cases,

with profit. Ricketts, I.

See also cyanide. Pryor, 4.

gas but may contain water. A.G.I.
barreta. a. Mex. A crowbar. Fay. b. B.
perdida (Peru), dead work in unprofitable
prospec ting. Fay.

barricade. a. Asphyxiating gases are formed
when there has been a fire in any mine or

an explosion in a coal mine. If men are
unable to escape they should retreat as

far as possible, select some working place
with plenty of space, short-circuit the air
from this place, build a light barricade or
stopping, and remain behind it until

rescued. von Bernewitz. b. An artificial
mound of earth, usually as high as the
eaves of a magazine .roof, erected to de-

flect the force of an explosion upward and
to protect the inclosed building from flying
objects. Fay. c. Timber formwork to con-

No. 61.
decker.

barrier materials. Materials such as lead and
concnte which are used for protection

from X-rays or gamma rays in radio-

graphic installations. Osborne.
barrier pillar. a. A solid block or rib of coal,
etc., left unworked between two collieries

or mines for security against accidents
arising from an influx of water. Zern. b.
Any large pillar entirely or relatively unbroken by roadways or airways that is left

around a property to protect it against
water and squeezes from adjacent property,

or to protect the latter property in a similar manner. Zern. c. Incorrectly used for
a similar pillar left to protect a roadway
or airway, or group of roadways or airways, or a panel of rooms from a squeeze.
Zern.

barrier reef. a. The term barrier has been
generally applied to that vast reef which

fronts the northeast shore of Australia, and
by most voyagers likewise to that on the

western coast of New Caledonia. At one
time, it was thought convenient to restrict
the term but since these reefs are similar
in structure and position relative to the
land, like a wall with a deep moat within,

tain the material during hydraulic flush-

encircling many smaller islands, they have
hem classed together. A.G.I. b. The name
given to those coral reefs that run parallel

barricadhig. a. Enclosing part of a mine to
prevent inflow of noxious gases from a
mine fire or an explosion. This ,may be
done by doors or by building one or more
airtight walls across mine workings 'using
any available material, such as rock, coal,

. channel between the two. A.G.I. d. A coral

ing in steep ore workings. Nelson.

(barrierlike) to the shores of the islands
and continents but separated from them
by a lagoon channel, wore or leu extensive. A.G.I. c. A reef which runs more or
less parallel with the coast but at some
distance from it, so :as to leave a broad

barium titanate
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CCD 6d, 1961.
barium uranophane. A silicate of barium and

(Middle Jurassic). C.T.D.
barn boss. The man in charge of the mule
barn on the surface or underground. Kor-

uranium. X-ray data resembles that of
cuprosklodowskite. Hey, M.M., 1961.

barium zirconate. BaZr02; melting point,
above 1,500° C. Used as an additive to
titanate or zirconate ceramics to obtain
dielectric bodies with special electrical
properties. Lee.
barium-zirconium silicate. White; BaZrSi02;

a complex of Ba0, Zr02, and SRI. Used
in

the production of

electrical resistor

ceramics; glaze opacifiers; and as a stabilizer for colored ground coat enamels.

CCD 6d, 1961.
barkan. See barchan.
Barker-Truog process. A process described by

son.

Barnes' formula. Used to determine flow in
sewers, and states that the velociq, of flow

in feet per second is: 107m" Vi, where

Barnesite. Trademark for a rare earth oxide
containing about 45 to 48 percent Ce02.
Used in glass polishing. E.C.T., v. 11, p.

when used underground for ventilation

site. Hey, M.M., 1961.

520.

to their patent (U.S. Patent 2,247,467)
the clay is mixed with alkali to give pH
7-9 if it was originally acid, or pH 8-10
if originally nonacid; it is also stipulated

barney pit. A pit at the bottom of a slope or
plane, into which the barney is lowered
to allow the mine car to run over it to the

be limited by the slope of the curve relating the pH to the quantity of alkali
added, this slope being reduced to half its
original value. Dodd.

barkevIkite. A variety of amphibole near
arfvedsonite in composition. Fay.

donkey; groundhog; larry; ram; mule;
truck. Fay.

foot of the plane. Fay.
barnhardtite. A massive orange-yellow copper
and iron sulfide. Standard, 1964.

bar of ground. Eng. An intersecting vein of
different mineral substances; a horse. Fay.
barograph. A barometer which makes a continuous record of barometric changes. Baro-

graphs may be of the mercurial or aneroid

Barkhausen effect. Observed result of magnetizing a ferromagnetic substance by
means of a slow magnetic field increase.
Orientation of domains proceeds in abrupt
steps. Pryor, 3.
Barkston distilbutor. A stone duster consist-

variety, but are generally of the latter

which a steel piston slowly descends
dust is blown out by a compressed-air jet.

ard mercurial barometer. In general, therefore, the indications of automatic instruments are checked and corrected by
reference to occasional eye readings of a
standard barometer. See also aneroid
barometer. A.G.I.

ing of a drum filled with stone dust in

The jet delivers a small, continuous stream

of dust into the air current. Sinclair, I, p.
260.

barley; barley coal. A stream size of anthracite known also as buckwheat No. 3, sized

on a round punched

plate. It passes
through A-inch holes. At some mines, it
has to pass over. 9(32-inch holes and at

others over lAn-inch holes. The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers has recommended that with a screen with circular
holes, barley shall pass through 91n-inch

holes and pass over %2-inch holes. Fay.

See also anthracite coal sizes; bird's-eye, a.
bar loosener. Se roof trimmer. D.O.T. 1.
barman. See roof trimmer. D.O.T. 1.

barmaster. Derb. A mining official who

collects the dues or royalties, presides over
the barmote etc. From the German word,
laergmeister.Fay.
,

bar mining. The mining of river lux; usually between low and high waters, although the stream is sometimes deflected
and the bar worked below water level.

Se also bar diggings. Fay.
barmote. Derb. A hall or court in which trials
relative, to lead mines are held. Fay. .

barn. a.,A surface structure or place in the
mine where animals or locomotives are
kept. 'Also called motor barn; stable.
Hess. . b. A very small ,unit of area for
measuring . the cross . sections of atoms,
nuclei, electrons, and other particles. One
barn equals 10 ".'.4. square centimeters. Barn

is a measure of the probability that a given
nuclear. reaction,wilLoccur. L&L.
stone obBarnach stone. A farncus
tained from, the Lincolnshire : limestone

instruments should be used, one recording
the change in pressure at the datum point
and the other taking levels at the required
positions. These levels are later corrected

by comparison with the first barometer.

barney. A small car, or truck, attached to a
rope and used to push cars up a slope or
an inclined plane. Also called bullfrog;

that the total amount of alkali added shall

Pryor, 3.

baromeiric leveling. The density of the atmosphere varies with altitude, hence by
suitable graduation of barometer can be
used to record difference in height. Two

m is the hydraulic mean depth in feet and
i is the slope of the sewer. See also Crimp
and Bruges' formula. Ham.
barnesite. The unnamed sodium analogue of
hewettite. Much metahewettite is barne-

G. J. Barker and E. Traog for the treatment of brickmaking clays with alkali,
this being claimed to facilitate shaping

and to reduce the amount of water necessary to give optimum plasticity. According

Barratt-Halsall firemouth

type. In most cases the changing tempera-

ture to which a barograph is subjected
introduces small errors. It is impossible
even with the best instruments to record
the absolute pressure with a precision
equal to that of an eye reading of a stand-

The barometer cannot be used directly for
the determination of levels underground
owing to the artificially reduced air pressure. The readings taken with a barometIr

surveys must be corrected for differences

in level. These have to be taken with a

level or theodolite. Mason, V. 2, p. 738.
baromeMc pressure. The barometric pressure

of the air at any point is that exerted by
the weight of the atmosphere above that
point. It therefore varies with the eleva-

tion of the point above or the depth below
sea level. Barometric pressure is measured

by the mercury barometer, and is of the

order of 30 inches of mercury at sea level.
Spalding, p. 241.
baromil. The unit length used in graduating

a mercury barometer in the centimetergram-second system. If the barometer is

located at 450 latitude at sea level and its
temperature is 0° C, a length increment
of one baromil will correspond to a pressure increment of one millibar. Corrections
must be applied at other locations. H&G.
baroque. Any pearl of very irregular form.
Shipley.

baroque pearl. Any pearl of very irregular

form, including slug pearl. Shipley.
barotrauma. A generic term for injury caused
by pressure. Although squeeze is a colloquialism, it is an excellent descriptive term
for all of the phenomena which occur
when a rigid closed space within the body

or on its surface fails to equalize with

external pressure during descent, or is for
some reason vented to lower pressure than
that acting at the depth. H&G.

Baroid. Brand name for a weighting material manufactured from selected barytes
(barium sulfate ore). Baroid is added ta
drilling muds to increase the unit weight

barn. Mex. A share m a mine. (The an-

head on the formations being drilled in
deep wells, to prevent the walls of the

are nonassessable shares which participate

of the mud, thus increasing the hydrostatic
hole from caving. C.C.D. 6d, 1961.

barolfte. Wadsworth's name for rocks composed of barite or celestite. Fay.

barometer. An instrument for measuring atmospheric pressure. There are two general
types: (1) mercury, a U-shaped tube containing a liquid (commonly mercury), one
end closed, the other exposed to the air.
Displacement of the mercury in the tube
is a measure of atmospheric pressure; and
(2) aneroid (without liquid), a corrugated
vacuum box sensitive to external pressure
whose expansion or contraction is indi-

cated on a graduated dial by means of
r.:- chanical devices. The dial may be grad-

uated in terms of inches of mercury or

elevation in feet or meters, or both. A.G.I.
bzrometer holiday. Derb. Any day on
which no work is carried on underground,
owing to the very low state of the barometer (for instance, when it drops below
29 inches), as much firedamp may be expected to be given off in the. mine. Fay.
barometric leg. In filtering system,. use of a
loop :more than 30 feet high betWeen receiving vessel and vacuum pump, to protect latter against carryover of liquid.

cient Spanish laws considered a mine as
divided into 24 parts, each of which was
called a barra.) Barra viudas or aviadas

in the profits, but not in the expense of

mining. Fay.
barracks shale. One of the pincipal oil shale
seams of Scotland. Fay.

barrage. A low dam, with sluice gates along
its whole length, erected in a river so that
its level can be controlled. Ham.

barranca. A deep break or hole made by

heavy rain; a ravine; a precipice; used in

some parts of Spanish America as the
equivalent of canyon; as used in New

Mexico, it is practically equivalent to cliff.
USGS Bull. 730, 1923, p. 86.

barrandlte. A bluish, reddish, greenish, or

yellow-gray hydrous ferric aluminum phosphate, ;Al-Fe) (P02+2}120), found in
spheroidal concretions. Standard, 1964.

Barratt-Halsall firemouth. A design for a

stoker-fired fire_nouth for a pottery bottle
oven; a subsidiary flue system links all the
firemouths around the oven wall to assist
in temperature 'equalization. The design
was patented by W. G. Barratt and J. Y.
M. Halsall (British patent 566,838; 16-145). Also known as the Gater Hall device
because it was first used at the factory of
Gater Hall & Company, Stoke-on-Trent,

barrier reef
reef separated from the coast by a lagoon

that is too deep for coral growth. Generally, barrier reefs follow the coasts for

long distances, often with short interrupticns termed passes. A.G.I.

barrier system. N. of Eng. An approved
method of working a colliery by pillar
and stall, where solid ribs or barriers of
coal are left in between working places.
Fa.v.

bar rig. small diarr -Ind or other rock Chill
designed to be mounted and used on a bar.
Also called bar drill. Long.

barrilla. Colom. In gold mining, wooden

divisions in blanket strakes, copperplates,
etc. Fay.

barring. a. The end and side timber bars
used for supporting a rectangular shaft.
The bars an; notched into one another to
form a rectangular set of timber. Common

sizes are from 9 to 12 inches deep and

from 3 to 6 incks thick and may be made
from larch, white pine, or red pine. See
also steel rectangular shaft supports. Nelson. b. Eng. The timbers in -the workings
for keeping up the roof. Fay. c. Scot. The
timber walling or casing of shafts. Fay.
d. York. Using an iron bar to remove loose
rocks after blasting. Fay.
barring-down. a. N.S.W. Removing, with

a bar, loose rock from the sides and roof
of mine workings. New South Wales. b.
Loosening ore in a bin by means of a bar,
so it will flow through the chute. Fay. c.
Prying off loose rock after blasting, to
prevent danger of fall. Pryor.

barrings. A general term for the setting of
bars of timber for supporting unzierground
roadways or shafts. Nelson.

barring scrap. Prying adhering scrap metal
from runners, ladles, or skimmers. Fay.

barro. a. Sp. Clay, loam, mud, or earth. Fay.
b. Sp. B. de olleros, potters' clay. Fay. c.

Sp. Argillaceous marl. Fay. d. Colom. Overburden of auriferous alluvial deposits. Fay.

e. Braz. A layer of fine sand mixed with
clay. Fay.

barrobite. A dark green amphibole intermediate between hornblende and glaucophane. English.

barrow. a. A box with two handles at one
end and a wheel at the other. Zern. b. A
wicker basket in which salt is put to drain.

Webster 2d. c. A vehicle in which ore,
coal, etc., is wheeled. Fay. d. Corn. A
heap of attle or rubbish; a dump. Fay.

e. Eng. A mountain or hill. Webster 3d.
barrowman. In mining, one who pushes shallow-bodied cars (barrows) or wheelbarrows used for transporting coal or ore
along underground haulageways that are
too low for ordinary mine cars. Also called
buggyman. D.O.T. I.
barrow tram. A shaft or.handle of a wheelbarrow. Webster 2d.

barrowway. a. Newc. A level through which
coal or ore is wheeled. Fay. b. Eng. Rails
laid between the flat or siding and the coal
face. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
Barry mining. See Nottingham system.
Nelson.
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drying. Kaufmann.
barsanovim A mineral, (Ca,Na )9( Fe,Mn ) 2
(Zr.Nb) .Si2(0,C1)tr; monoclinic; in a
pegmatite from Petrelius, Khibina Massif,
Kola peninsula, U.S.S.R. Hey, M.M:, 1964.
bar screen. A stationary inclined screen, comprising longitudinal bars, spaced at intervals, onto which the material to be
screened is

fed at the upper end.

B.S.

3552, 1962. See also grizzly; siat;onary bar
screen.

barshawite. A pinkish, even-grained igneous

rock containing 16.8 percent orthoclase,
9.8 percent andesine, 17.3 percent nepheline, 11.1 percent analcite, 2.4 percent
apatite, 12.5 percent titanaugitc, 26.0 percent barkevilute, a trace of aegirite, and
4.2 percent iron oxides; found at Barshaw,
Scotland. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, pp. 283284.

Barstovian. Upper Miocene. A.G.I. Supp.
bar timbering. A method of timbering mine
roadways by means of horizontal and upright bars. See also double timber; timber
set. Nelson.
bar tin. See block tin. Bennett 2d, 1962.

Bartlett table. A three-shelf table driven by
an eccentric that gives it a vanning motion. Ore and water are fed on the upper
shelf giving two products, heads and tailings. Thc latter are retreated on the second shelf, and the tailings go to the third
or lower shelf for retrcatment. Liddell 2d,
p. 385.

bartolina. Mex. A watchman's house at the
mine entrance. Fay.

Barton clay. A clay of the Eocene period
used for brickmaking near the coast of
Hampshire and in the Isle of Wight. Dodd.
Bartonian. Upper Upper Eocene. A.G.I.
Supp.

Baffoys process. A sink-float process in

which the medium is a suspension of clay
from the raw coat and minus 200- or 300mesh barite in water, with the volume of
the clay usually equal to about twice that

of the barite. Barite clay and coal sus-

pensions can be regulated to get effective
washing gravities from 1.2 to 1.8. Sizes
from run-of-mine to one-eighth inch may
be cleaned by this process, wkch has been
widely adapted in Europe. Also known as
the Sophia-Jacoba process in German
publications. Mitchell, p. 495.

baryblotite. A variety of biotite containing

barium. Standard, 1964.
Wysphere. The central or deep interior portions of the earth, presumably composed
of heavy metals or minerals. It is contrasted with lithosphere, the outer stony
shell. Fay. Also called pyrosphere; centrosphere. A.G.!.
baryta. Barium oxide; Ba0. A.G.I.
balytes. See barite. Barger.

bonito-. A combining form denoting the
presence of barium as in barytocalcite
and barytocelestite. Standard, 1964.

barytocalcite. A carbonate of barium and
calcium, BaCO3-CaCO3. Fay.

basal. Parallel to the basal pinacoid of a
crystal; a direction perpendicular to the

principal axis of a prism. Shipley.
bars. Eng. Strong timbers placed horizontally for supporting boards by which the basal arkose. Slightly reworked feldspathic
residuum in the lower part of a sandstone.
faces of the excavation for a tunnel are
A.G.I. Supp.
supported. The "crownbars" support the
upper part of the .excavation; the "side- basal cleavage. Pinacoidal cleavage; cleavage

bars" the lateral portions. Fay.

bar salt. Ban weighing 18 to 20 pounds,

formerly made in England by pounng wet
grainer salt into molds, draining, and then

parallel to the basal pinacoid, that is, per-

pendicular to the long axis of a crystal.

basal conglomerate. A coarse, usually well-

sorted and lithologically homogeneous sedi-

mentary deposit that is found just above

an erosional break. The initial strati-

graphic unit overlying an unconformity,
formed by a rising sea level or encroach-

ing sea. A.G.I.
basal metabolism. The amount of heat liberated by a person at rest in a comfortable

environment (about 40 Btu per hour).
Hartman, p. 297.

basal pinacoid. In crystallography, a form
consisting of two parallel plane faces on
a crystal, so oriented as to cut only the
-vertical axis c, an(.1 to be parallel with the

plane of the later-. axes a and b. A.G.I.
basal plane. a. A plane perpendicular to the

c, or principal, axis in a tetragonal or

hexagonal structure. ASM Gloss. b. Synonym for basal pinacoid. A.G.I.

basal. reef. S. Afr. A gold-bearing reef regarded as the principal carrier of gold in
the Orange Free State. It has been associated with the Elsburg series of the central Witwatersrand and occurs below what

has become known as the leader

reef.

Beerman.
basalt. An extrusive rock composed primarily

of calcic plagioclase, pyroxene, with or
without olivine. The plagioclase is normally zoned and usually ranges in compo-

sition from bytownite to labradorite but
less calcic varieties are known. Augite,

pigeonite, and hypersthene or bronzite are
the common pyroxenes. Apatite and magnetite are almost always present as acces-

sories. Basalts rich in olivine and calcic
augite are generally classified as olivine
basalts; those poor in olivine and contain-

ing orthopyroxene and/or pigeonite are

generally classified as tholeiitic basalts or

tholeiites. The groundmass of tholeiitic
basalts is commonly glassy, or if crystallized, usually contains quartz and alkalic

feldspar. A.G.I. More generally, any finegrained, dark-colored igneous rock. A.C.I.
Supp.
basalte. Fine-grained black unglazed stone-

ware. Also called black Egyptian ware.

C.T.D.
basalt glass. A black, glassy form of basalt.
Webster 3d.

basal thrust plane. The basal plane underlying a pile of overthrusts. Synonym for
sole. Scineferdecker.
basaltic. Pertaining to, formed of, containing,
or resembling basalt; as, basaltic lava.
Webster 3d.
basaltic hornblende. A variety of hornblende
found in volcanic rocks. Fay.

basaltic rock. A fine-grained, dark-colored
igneous rock, including basalt, diabase,
dolerite, and andesite if dark colored.

Compare felsitic rock; granitic rock. A.G.I.
basaltiform. In the form of baialt; columnar.
Obsolete. Webster 3d.
basaltine. Same as basaltic; augite. Standard,
1964.

basaiting. a. A pavement made of blast-furnace slag. Standard, 1964. b. The process
or operation of covering, as a road, with
slag. Standard, 1964.
basaltite. Basalts without olivine. Holmes,
1928.

basalt ware. a. A black unglazed, highly
vitreous stoneware made from a high-iron
body, fired in a reducing atmosphere having the appearance of basalt rock; hence

the name. Bureau of Mines Staff. b. A.
black stoneware made in Staffordshire,
England, which was improved, named,

and made popular by

'Wedgewood".

basalt ware
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base price

(Often called Egyptian black or balaltese
ware). Bureau of Mines Staff.
basaluminite. Hydrous basic aluminum sul-

priming charge. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
base coat. A fired coating over which another
coating is applied. Bryant.

operations in trigonometrical and geological surveys. See also base, g. Fay.
base map. A map on which information may

material lining crevices in ironstone from
Irchester, Northamptonshire. Felsobanyite

punt code. Dodd.
base course; base. a. A layer of specified or
selected material of planned thickness con-

geographical correlation. Base map was at

fate, 2A1203-S03-10H20, as white compact
with the same formula has a different

X-ray pattern. So named because more
basic than aluminite. See also hydrobasaluminite Spencer 18, M.M., 1949.

basanite. An extrusive rock composed of
calcic plagioclase, augite olivine, and a
feldspathoid (nepheline, leucite, or analtime). Essentially, a feldspathoidal olivine
basalt. A.G.I.
basanitoid. Nephelinc-free alkali basalts con-

taining a soda-rich isotropic base. Also, a
basaltic rock having the chemical composition of basanite, but free from feldspathoids. Holmes, 1928.

base. a. Foundation or supporting structure
on which a drill is mounted. Long. b. The
point or line from which a start is made.

As used by drillers, a line of stakes set

by an engineer or drill fo.t.eman to be used

See also

structed on the subgrade or subbase for
the purpose of serving one or more func-

tions, such as distributing load, providing
minimizing frost action, etc.
ASCE P1826. b. The first or lowest course
drainage,

of a wall (as of a foundation wall or of
the wall of a building above the basement).

Webster 3d. c. The bottom layer of mate-

rial laid down in the construction of a
pavement. Webster 3d.

base exchange. a. The clay particle with its
cations may be regarded as a kind of salt
in which the colloidal clay particle is the
anion. Certain cations may replace others,
making the clay more flocculent. The cation
replacement is known as the base exchange.
Synonym for ion exchange. A.G.I. b. The
physicochemical process by which one

as a guide to line up and point the drill

species of ions adsorbed on soil particles
is replaced by another specie. ASCE

minimum price used as a basis for
determining the total cost when drilling
is done on contract. Long. d. The most
abundant metal in an alloy. Long. e. The
basal pinacoid of a crystal. Webster 3d.
f. The groundmass or magma of a rock.
Standard, 1964. See also basis. Fay. g. A
line in a survey which, being accurately

P1826.

in a specillc compass direction. Long. c.
The

determined, in length and position, serves
as the origin for computing the distances
and relative positions of remote points and
objects by triangulation. Webster 3d. h. In
petroleum technology, a substance precipi-

tated by chilling (paraffin wax) or left
after the distillation of both light and
heavy oils from petroleum. In the latter

case, the residue has usually been called
asphalt, but is now referred to by the U.S.
Bureau of Mines as naphthene. There are
also intermediate petroleums containing
both paraffin and naphthene. BuMines
R.I. 3279, 1935, pp. 1-2. i. Readily tarnishing or oxidizing; as, base metal. Standard, 1964. j. Of comparatively little value;
not precious. Compare base metal. Webster 3d. k. The surface on which a single-

point tool rests when held in a toolpost.
Also known as heel. ASM Gloss. I. The

bottom of a bottle. ASTM C162-66. m. A
compound, such as lime, ammonia, a caus-

base-exchange capacity. The number of millequivalents of NaOH required to neutralize the exchangeable 1-1+ ions adsorbed
onto 100 gm of colliodal material. VV.
base exchange (Permutit or zeolite) process.
This process removes both temporary and

plate. Bureau of Mines Staff.
base bullion. Crude lead containing recoverable silver, with or without gold. ASM
Gloss.

base charge. a. The charge or tariff made by
the smelter for smelting and roasting the
concentrate, refining, and transport of

metals or products. There may be pre-

miums for easy ore and penalties for im-

pure ore. Nelson. b. The charge loaded into
the bottom of vertical holes in quarrying,
usually applicable to 3-inch-diameterholes
and over. Nelson. c. The detonating com-

ponent in a detonator, initiated by the

younger, as Paleozoic, Mesozoic, or even
Cenozoic. A.G.I.

basement rock (complex). a. A name commonly applied to metamorphic or igneous
rocks underlying the sedimentary sequence.

A.G.I. b. Metamorphic and igneous Precambrian rocks. A.G.L c. See base rock, b.
Long.

base metaL a. Any of the nonprecious metals.

b. A metal inferior in value
silver (commonly restricted
to the ore metals). A.G.I. c. A metal more
chemically active than gold, silver, and
the platinum metals. A.G.I. d. The metal
Weed, 1922.

to gold and

present in the largest proportion in an
alloy; brass for example, is a copper-base
alloy. ASAi Gloss.

e. The metal to be

brazed, cut, or welded. ASM Gloss. f.
After welding, that part of the metzl
which was not melted. ASM Gloss. g. A
metal or alloy (as zinc, lead, or brass) of
comparatively low value and relatively
inferior in certain properties (as resist-

ance to corrosion) ; opposite of noble metal.
Webster

3d. h. The metal to which a

See

coating' or plating is applied; the metal
existing underneath a coating or plating.

base flow. Water entering drainage system

Webster 3d. i. The metal to which porcelain enamel is applied. ASTM C286-65.

371.

base failure. Same as rotational failure.
slope failure. Lewis, p. 627.

from underground sources. Pryor, 3.
base fracture. In quarrying, used to describe

the condition of the base after a blast. It

may be a good or bad base fracture.

baseness. a. Liability to rust. Standard, 1964.
b. Inferiority, due to alloy. Standard, 1964.
base, olL The residuum from the distillation

of petroleum. When paraffin is obtained

from the petroleum, the original oil is said
to have a paraffin base; when the resiclue
is entirely asphaltic, the original petroleum

Streeficerk, p. 16.

base goods. Generally used to denote a ma-

terial made by treating phosphate rock

waste, feathers, shoddy, etc., are the nitrogenous materials most often used. Base is

litmus blue. Webster 3d.

but in some places they may be much

nate, Na20.A1:03.2SiOt.6H20. Cooper, p.

Its aqueous solutions (if it is water-soluble)

base box. A unit of quantity in the tinplate
trade consisting of 112 sheets measuring
14 by 20 inches or the equivalent in area;
consequently 31,360 square inches of tin-

144, 1941, p. 63.

basement complex. A series of rocks generally with complex structure beneath the
dominantly sedimentary rocks. In many
places, they are igneous and metamorphic
rocks of either Early or Late Precambrian,

the chemical reagents are called zeolites,
the most common of which is sodium aluminum silicate (Permutit) either in natural form or specially prepared. The artificial zeolites are prepared by mixing solutions of sodium silicate and sodium alumi-

and some nitrogenous substance with sul-

have an acrid brackish taste and turn

one time applied to a class of maps now
known as outline maps. It may be applied
to topographic maps, also termed mother
maps, which are used in the construction
of many types of maps by the addition of
particular data. A.G.I.
basement. In geology, an underlying complex that behaves as a unit mass and does
not deform by folding. A/ME Trans., v.

permanent hardness of water, and it is
used by householders, water authorities,
and in industry. In the household the reagents are contained in a special metal
cylinder which is connected to the tap:

tic

alkali, or an alkaloid, capable of reacting with an acid to form a salt either
with or without the elimination of water.

be placed for purposes of comparison or

base code. Alternative name for punt code.

furic acid. Hair, leather, scrap fur, wool

made with the *same machinery that is
used for making acid phosphate, and the
methods of operation are about the same.
Fay.

baseleveL a. The lowest level to which a land

suriace can be eroded by running water.
Mather. b. To reduce by erosion
toward a baselevel. Standard, 1964.

to or

baseleveled plain. A baseleveled surface is
any land surface, however small, which
has been brought approximately to a baselevel, either.general or local, by the process of gradation. When such a surface has
considerable extent, it becomes a baselevel
plain. Synonym for peneplain. A.G.I.

baselevel plain. A flat,.,comparatively featureless area or lowland, the eleVation of
which cannot be materially reduced by the
erosive force of running water. A.G.I.'
base BAC A line taken as the foundation of

,

is said to have an asphaltic base. Some
petroleums have both an asphaltic and a
paraffin base. API Gloss.

base ore. Ore in which the gold is associated with sulfides, as contrasted to 'free-

milling ore: in which the sulfides have

been removed by leaching. Newton, p. 19.
base plate; bedplate. a. The foundation plate'
or support of a piece of machinery. Crispin. 13. The steel or cast-iron plate on

which a column rests. Webster, 3d. c. A
metal plate used to provide a stable meas-

uring point of a temporary nature. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 1.

base plug. A tapered cylinder, generally of

wood; placed in a borehole and into which
a delection drive wedge may be driven in
a random or oriented position. Also calkd
deflecting plub; deflection ping. Long.
base price. There is a minimal market.price
for each metal below which it cannot fall
without7putting the average prOduCer out

of business this price his been called the

base price..koov, p. 187.

base price
base price (of pearls). The price of a Angle
pearl is computed by squaring its weight

in grains and multiplying the result by

the base rate. This scheme of establishing
the price of a pearl takes into considera-

tion the fact that small pearls are many

times more common, than large ones and
that their value therefore increases as the

square of their weight. Expressed as a
formula, it is the average size, times the

total weight, times the base rate equals the
price of a group of pearls. Shipley.
base rock. a. As used lby some drillers, the
solid rock immediately underlying the overburden material. Long. b. As used by drill-

ers in the Midwestern United States, the

igneous rock formations underlying the
sedimentary rocks, Also called basement ;
basement rock; pavement. Long.
base station. Station belonging to the widemeshed net of stations where the accelera-

tion of gravity is determined with particular care and to which the field stations
are tied in. Schieferdecker.

bash. S. Wales. To fill with rubbish the
spaces from which the coal has been mined.
Fay.

bashing. To build walls and nonporous stop-

for the complete isolation of a
district of a mine in which a fire has
pings

occurred; the complete stowing of old
workings or roadways after all equipment

basic refractory lining. A furnace E,Aing,

basic igneous rock. See also beerbachite;
basic hydroxide. A metallic oxide which will

basicity. Of an acid, the number of hydrogen atoms per molecule of it which can
be replaced by a metal. Cooper.

basic lavas. The lavas poor in silica, less
than 52 percent. The rocks are typically
dark in color and heavy, and are well
represented by the familiar-type basalt.

excess, and (2) having more than one

equivalent of the base for each equivalent
of acid. Fay. d. Alkaline. ASTM STP No.
I48-D.
basic Bessemer steel. See Thomas steel.
basic bismuth nitrate. See bismuth subnitrate.
CCD 6d, 1961.
basic bottom and lining. The inner bottom
and lining of a melting furnace consisting
of materials like crushed burnt dolomite,
magnesite, magnesite bricks, or basic slag
that give a basic reaction at the operating
'ielliperature. ASM Gloss.

basic converter. See basic-fined converter.
basic fiber. Unprocessed glass fibers directly
from the forming equipment. ASTM
C162-66.

basic flowsheet. A diagram of the various

Istages in the treatment of the raw coal
in,a preparation plant, usually either a

process flowsheet or an equipment flow-

.
sheet. B.S. 3552, 1962.
basic- .flux. Metallurgically basic material,

such as limestone or dolomite, used as a

flux. Bennett.2d, 1962.
bask front., A. zone entiched in ,basic , constituents which arc expelled from country
.rocks , undergoing granitization: :The inAroduced elements (mainly iron; and magnesium but commonly including aluminum,
calcium, potassium, hydrogen, . titanium,
phosphorus, and manganese) ,are those
that are either incompatible with a granite
composition or imexcess of the apPropriate
amounts.Schieferdecker.
bask grade. Used to define steel produced by
1, the basic open-hearth process..Hatn.,:n
_

,

basic hornfeb. A hornfels derived - &Om a

basic rock. A term rather loosely used in
lithology generally meaning one of the

following: (1) an igneous rock containing
less than 55 percent of silica, free or combined ; ( 2 ) an igneous rock in which minerals comparatively low in silica and rich

in the metallic bases, such as the amphi-

C.T.D.

boles, the pyroxenes, biotite, and olivine_,

molecular

are dominant; or (3) an igneous rock

weight, 775.60; white; hexagonal; specific
gravity, 6.14; decomposes at 400° C; insoluble in water; and slightly soluble in
aqueous carbon dioxide. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Used in glazing pottery.
basic lead chloride; Turner's yellow. PbC12.
.7Pb0; molecular weight, 1840.58; yellow; used as a pigment. Also called Cassel
yellow; Verona yellow. Bennett 2d, 1962.

In all three senses contrasted with acid.
The term is misleading, undesirable, and
becoming obsolete. As used in the first
sense above, it is being replaced by subsilicic and ao used in the second sense, it
should be replaced by mafic or by some
term denoting the dominant mineral or

cerussite.

2PbCO3.Pb (OH) 2 j

basic lead sulfate; lanarkite. PbSO4.Pb0;
molecular weight, 526.44; white; monoclinic; specific gravity, 6.92 ; melting point,

977° C; and slightly soluble in water.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

basic lining. A lining for furnaces, converters,
etc., formed of nonsiliceous material, usu-

a base in a salt; having the base in

lime, chromitc, dolomite, magnesite, or

magnesia. Bureau of Mines Staff. .

basic lead carbonate; white lead; hydro-

the earthy bases are in excess of the
amount required to form a neutral slag

ous rocks that are comparatively low in
silica. About 50 or 55 percent in the superior limit. Compare acidic. Fay. c. In
chemistry, (1) performing the office of

material low in such acidic minerals as
silica and high in such basic minerals as

react with an acid to form salt and water
example, calcium hydroxide.

only; for
Cooper.

has been removed. Nelson.

with the silica present. Fay. b. In geology,
a general descriptive term for those igne-

especially for a copper converter or for an
open-hearth steel furnace, composed of

hornfels. A.G.I.

basic-lined converter. In smelting, the Piercetnith copper converter, which has a magnesite (basic refractory) lining. Bureau of

basic. a. In furnace practice, a slag in which

,
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Mines Staff. .

ally limestone, dolomite, lime, magnesia,
or iron oxide. Fay.

bask lining process. An improvement of the
Bessemer process in which, by the use of
a basic lining in the converter and by the
addition of basic materials during the
blow, it is possible to eliminate phosphorus

from the pig iron and keep it out of the
steel. Fay.

basic magmas. Those rich in iron, magnesium,
and calcium. Bateman.

basic open-hearth furnace. An open-hearth
furnace used in the refining of basic pig
iron. The hearth is built of basic refractory
bricks covered with burned dolomite or
magnesite. Dodd.

basic ores. Another name for non-Bessemer
ores. Newton, p. 11.
basic oxide. A metallic oxide which will react

with an acid to form salt and water only;

for example, calcium oxide. Cooper.
basic oxygen process. A steelmaking process

in which oxygen is forced at supersonic
speed through a retractable water-cooled
lance, accelerating the burning, off of unwanted elements in a charge of molten iron
and scrap. Encyclopaedia Britannica, Britannica Book ,of the Year; 1964, p. 469.

composed chiefly of dark-colored minerals.

minerals. S ee also basic. Fay.

basic salt. A salt in which the acid part of
the compound is not sufficient to satisfy

all the bonds of the base. Fay.
basic scale. See effective temperature.
basic schist. A schistose rock resulting from
the metamorphism of a basic igneous rock.
Also used for rocks of similar composition
and texture even if origin is doubtful. See
also beerbachite; cucalite; epidiorite; ferruginous schist; greenschist; greenstone ;
magnesian schist; metabasite; ophiolite;
prasinite ; schist. A.G.I.
basic slag. Slag rich in bases, such as metallic
oxides; specifically, slag rich in lime, made
during .the basic Bessemer or basic openhearth steel processes, and, from the quantity of phosphorus contained in it, valuable
as an artificial fertilizer. Standard, 1964.

basic solvent. One which accepts protons
from solute. Pryor, 3.

basic steel. Steel melted in a furnace with a
basic bottom and lining and under a slag
containing an excess of a basic substance,
such as magnesia or lime. ASM Gloss.
Basifrit. Quick-setting magnesite; refractory.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
basil. The beveled edge of a drill or chisel.
Crispin.
basimesostasis. In diabase, the partial or entire enclosure by augite of plagioclase crystals. Johannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p. 168.
basin. a. The lowest part of a mine or area
of coal lands. Hudson. b. A general region
with an overall history of subsidence and
thick sedimentary, section. Wheeler. c. A
large or small depression in the surface of
the land, the lowest part often being occupied by 'a lake or pond. Webster 3d. d. A
broad area of the earth beneath which: the
,

strata dip usually from the sides toward
the center. Webster 3d. a., A natural :depression of strata containing a coalbed or
, other stratified deposit. Fay. f. Thedeposit

basic price. a. As used by the drilling and
mining industries, a guaranteed price to be

paid for a specific quantity of materials,
or type of service. Long. b. As applied to
the price of metals; it is that figure .at
which the price is , a minimum. See also
normal price. Fay.

itself. Fay. g. A depression of ,the sea floor
more or less equidimensional in form.,When
the length is much greater than the width,

,

the feature is a trough. H&G. h. An area
in a tidal region in. which water can be

basic process. A steelmaking process, either
Bessemer, open-hearth, or electric in which
the furnace is lined with a basic refractory,
a slag rich in lime being formed and phosphorus removed. C.T.D. See also basic-

c kept at a desired level by ineans-of a gate.

Also called tidal basin. H&G. i. A rela-

, lining process. Fay.

basic refractories. Refractories which consist
essentially of .magnesia, lime, chrome ore,
or forsterite, or mixtures of two or, more
of these. HW.,.

7

,

tively small cavity in the bottom or shore,
usually created or enlarged,by excavation,
large enough to receive one or more vessels
for a. specific purpose.. H&C. j. Same as
pouring basin. ASM Gloss.

basbdng. In 'geology, a . settlement of the

basining
ground in the form of basins, usually due
to the removal by water of soluble underlying strata ; also, deformation of strata
into a basin or syncline in which the beds
dip from all sides toward the center; opposite of doming. Standard, 1964.
basin peat. Same as local peat. Tomkeieff,
1954.

basin range. A kind of mountain range characteristic of the Great Basin province and

formed by a faulted and tilted block of
strata. Standard, 164.

basis; base. A term used to describe that part
of a fused rock magma that in cooling fails
to crystallize as recognizable minerals, but
chills as a glass or related amorphous aggregate. It differs from groundmass, which
is the relatively fine portion of a porphyritic rock, as distinguished from the phenocrysts. Fay.

basis metal. The original metal to which one
or more coatings are applied. ASM Gloss.
basit.:,.. Synonymous with basic rock. Bureau
Mines Staff. .

basker. Eng. Old cloth used to cover wet
holes to prevent splashing while drilling.

Fay.

basket. a. A type of single-tube core barrel

made from thin-wall tubing with the lower
end notched into points, which are intended
to pick up a sample of granular or plastic
rock material by bending in on striking the

bottom of the borehole or a solid layer.
Also used as a fishing tool to recover an
article lost or dropped into a borehole. Also

called basket barrel ; basket tube; saw-

tooth barrel. Long. b. Wire-mesh strainer
in the top of a core barrel to strain out bits
of debris, which might clog up the water
ports in the core barrelhead. Long. c. Syn-

onym for basket core lifter. Long. d. S.

Staff. A shallow pan into which small coal
is raked for loading into cars. Fay. e. Leic.
A measure of weight (2 hundredweight)
occasionally used in cast Lancashire. Fay.
f. A group of several wooden stakes placed
in the form of a small circle to mark and
_protect a point used in surveying. Fay.

basket barrel. a. Same as basket, a. Long.
b. A core barrel fitted with a basket core
lifter. Long.

basket centrifuge. A device for dewatering
in which wet coal is thrown by centrifugal
force against a perforated containing-surface which permits the outward passage of
water and retains the coal. B.S. 355, 1962.
basket core. A sample of rock or rock mate-

batch distillation
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ing titanium oxide. Fay. Synonym for ilmenite. Hey 2d, 1955.

basque. Mixture of clay and charcoal dust;
used as lining for furnaces and crucibles.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
bass. Eng. A black carbonaceous shale,

Yorkshire, Lancashire, South and North

Staffordshire. Nelson.
bassanite. A white anhydrou:; calcium sulfate,

CaSO4. Crystals with form of gypsum.

Differs from anhydrite, but is transformed
into it at a red heat. Monoclinic. Ejected
blocks from Vesuvius, Italy. English.
basset. a. The outcropping edge of a geological stratum. Webster 3d. b. To appear at
the surface; crop out. Webster 3d. c. The

shallow or rise side of a working. Fay.
d. Coal outcrop. Pryor, 3.

basse-tallie. Vitreous enameled artware in

which a pattern is first cut in low relief on
the metal backing, usually silver ; the hollows are then fined with translucent enamel,
which is subsequently fired on. Dodd.
basset edge. An old miners' term for outcrop.
Nelson.
basseting. Outcropping. Fay. b. The cropping out or the appearance of rock on the
surface of a stratum, or series of strata.Fay.
bassetite. A rare, yellow, hydrous phosphate

Mineralogist, v. 26, No. 3, March 1941,

p. 235; English.
basset process. For the simultaneous production of hydraulic cement and pig iron by

the trea tment, in a rotary kiln, of a mix-

ture of limestone, coke, and iron ore. Dodd.
bassy mine. Eng. Ironstone, North Staffordshire. Arkell.
bast. a. A black, banded carbonaceous shale.
Nelson. b. S. Wales. A thin band of cannellike coal in the seam. Nelson.
bastard. a. Of unusual make or proportion;
of abnormal shape. Webster 3d. b. A hard,
massive boulder or rock. Fay.
bastard amber. Cloudy amber. Shipley.
bastard asbestos. Miner's term for picrolite,
the mineral sometimes associated with
chrysotile asbestos. Sinclair, W. E., p. 483.

bastard cauk. Eng. Inferior baryte, Derby-

No. 24.

basket weave checkerwork. An arrangement
of checker brick such that the ends of each
checker brick are placed at right angles to
the center of adjacent brick to form con-

tinuous vertkal flues. The plan view resembles the weave of splints of a basket.

basonomelane. A variety of hematite contain-

nite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
bastimento. Mex. Miner's luncheon. Fay.
bastite. A variety of serpentine, an essentially

hydrated silicate of magnesium, resulting
from the alteration of orthorhombic pyroxenes. Occurs in the serpentine of baste in

the Harz Mountains, Germany, and in
other serpentines. See also schiller spar.
C.T.D.

bastnasite; bastnaesite. A greasy, wax-yellow
to reddish-brown weakly radioactive min-

(Ce,La) (CO3)F, most commonly
found in contact zones, less often in pegmatites ; found associated with allanite,
eral,

cerite, tysonite, fluorite, and tornebohmitc ;

and Finbo, Sweden; Pikes Peak, Colo., and
66-67.

bastonite. A greenish-brown mica that is
closely
1964.

related to phlogopite. Standard,

bat. a. A brick or other ceramic shape which
is rejected because of defects, such as warping, black coring, chipping, cracking, etc.
HPH. b. A broken, burned brick or shape.
A.R.I. c. A slab or disk of plaster or fired
clay us.id for drying clay or as a platform
for work in clay. ACSG, 1963. d. A plate

of gelatin used in printing on pottery or

porcelain over the glaze. Webster 2d. e. Any
part of a brick intentionally or accidentally
broken off; a piece of broken brick. A.I.S.I.
No. 24. f. (Leic.; S. Staff.) Batting out gas
was formerly a regular though unsafe thing

to do. See also baffle, a. Fay. g. Eng. A
compact black bituminous shale which
splits into fine laminae. It is often interstratified in layers with coal. Also spelled
batt; bass. Fay.

vegetation and muddy water and was

batavite. A hydrous silicate of magnesium and
aluminum approximately 411,04Mg0-A1208.4Sieic Micaceous scales of hexagonal

times found in the lower portion of the
roof beds over a coal seam. It represents

be used for building bricks and salt-glazed

work such that the plan view resembles

not so flinty as to be called whin. Fay.

bast coal. A fibrous, bastlike variety of lig-

shire lead mines. Arkell.
bastard coal; bait; bat. An impure coal some-

the core size being cut. Also called basket ;
basket lifter ; finger liftcr. Long.
basket man. See chute puller (anth & bit coal

a basket weave.

shale. A.G.I. Supp.

bastard whin. Eng. Very hard rock, but

Mountain Pass, Calif., U.S. Crosby, pp.

bastard emerald. Peridot. Shipley.
bastard fire day. An inferior or impure firc

woven strips of clay, to represent straw or
oisters. C.T.D.
basket weave checker. A pattern for checker-

North Staffordshire. Nelson.
bastard shale. Coal miners' term for canneloid

hexagonal; obtained from Ryddarhyttan

basket core lifter. A type of core lifter consisting of several fingerlike springs brazed
or riveted to a smooth-surfaced ring having an inside diameter slightly larger than

basketware. Articles formed of plaited or

bastard rock. Eng. Impure sandstone which
may contain thin layers of coal or shale,

(UO2)2(1)04)2.nH10; does not fluoresce in
ultraviolet light (difference from autunite).
Monoclinic. Tabular crystals. American

formed during the final submergence of
the coal forest; any coal with a high ash

mining). D.O.T. 1.

der or quartz embedded in a soft or de-

composed rock. Long.

uranium and calcium, probably Fe-

of

rial recovered by using a basket tube or
core barrel. See also basket, a. Long.

Northumberland and Durham. Nelson.
bastard quartz. a. A miner's term for a white,
glassy quartz without other mineralization.
Fay. b. A round or spherical-shaped boul-

content. Nelson.

clay ; an underclay that does not have
enough refractoriness for firebricks, but can
ware. Nelson.

bastard freestone. Eng. Any inferior or impure rock, the Inferior Oolite. Bath. Arkell.

bastard ganister. A silica rock having many
of the superficial characters of a true gams-

ter such as color and the impression of

rootlets, but differing from it in essential
details, for example, an increased proportion of interstitial matter, variable texture,
and incomplete secondary silicification.
Dodd.
bastard granite. A quarry term for gneissic
granites. Fay.

bastard Jet. A soft variety of Canadian jet.
Shipley.

bastard post. Eng.

Impure

sandstone,

outline. A decomposition product perhaps
related to the micas or chlorites. From Passau, Bavaria, Germany. English.
batch. a. Corn. The quantity of ore sent
to the surface by a pair of men. Also called
batch of ore. Fay. b. A quantity of material

destined for one operation. Webster 3d.
c. A quantity of material produced at one
operation. Webster 3d. d. The mixture of
raw materials from which glass is produced

in the furnace. A proportion of cullet is
either added to the mixture or placed in

the furnace previous to the charge. C.T.D.
batch cakes. Eng. Rounded masses of coral,
Wenlock limestone, Daw End, Wallsall.
Arkell.

batch charger. A mechanical device for in-

troducing batch to the furnace. ASTM

C162-66.

batch distillation. A distillation in which a
given quantity of material is charged into
a still, and the distillation is conducted
without additional charge to the still.
NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

1
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batch drier. A drier in which ware remains
stationary while air conditions change as

them to its effects; as, the baths used in

ware becomes heated. ACSG, 1963.

batch feeder. See batch charger. ASTM
C162-66.
batch furnace. One in which each charge is
placed, heated and withdrawn on completion of work. Pryor, 3.

batch grinding. In laboratory, paint, and ceramic work and in other special applications, the grinding of a charge of mineral
(dry or wet) in a closed ball mill. Pryor, 3.
batch house. The place where batch materials are received, handled, weighed, and
mixed for delivery to melting units. ASTM
C162-66.
hatching plant. A concrete mixing plant
which measures accurately the different

ingredients of a concrete mix. Ham.
batch mill. A grinding mill, usually cylindrical, into which a charge of ore and

water (or paint material and liquid)

is

placed, and ground to completion of the
required comminution. Pryor, 3.

batch mixer. One who dumps various kinds
of dry clay, according to formula, into a
tank which mixes day before addition of
water. Also called clay puddler ; mixer
man. See also mixer. D.O.T. I.

batch of ores. The quantity of ore sent to
bank by any pair of workmen. Nelson.

batch oil. A pale, lemon-colored neutral oil
having a viscosity of about 80 Saybolt at

70° F. Used to keep molded materials

from sticking to the molds and as a lubricant in cordage manufacture. Porter.
batch process. A process in which the feed is
introduced as discrete charges, each of
which is processed to completion separately. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

batch sintering. Presintering or sintering in

such a manner that the products

are

furnace treated in individual batches.
Osborne.
batch smelter. Any smelter that operates as
a periodic unit being charged, fired, and
discharged according to a predetermined
cycle. ASTM C286-65.

batch test. A laboratory test on a small quantity of mineral under close control. Pryor, 3.

batch treatment. Treatment of a parcel of
material in isolation1 as distinct from the
treatment of a continuous stream of ore.
Pryor, 4.

batch-type mixer. See mixer. Dodd.
batch 'variation. One found when examining
a set of products or batches. Pryor, 3.

bate. a. To enlarge a colliery road by lower-

ing the floor. Pryor, 3. See also dinting.
b. Eng. Cleavage in slates, especially in
the Sheerbate stone. Arkell. c. Grain, hem,
secondway in other rocks. Arkell. Also

spelled bait.

batea. Mex. A wide and shallow vessel, usually of wood, used for panning ore. Fay.

bate barrel. Leic. After drawing a number
of barrels of 'water out of a sump, the
first barrel for which there is not sufficient
water to fill it. Fay.

bateque. Lower Calif. Deposits formed by
spring water as in a ravine or at the
foot of a hill.Fay.
batework. Newc. Short work. FaY.

bath. a. A medium as water, air, sand, or oil
for regulating the temperature of some-

thing placed in or on it; also the vessel
containing such a medium. a7ebster 3d.

b. The molten material in a reverberatory
furnace. Standard, 1964. c. Any solution,
or the vessel containing it, in which articles of any kind are immersed to expose

electroplating. Standard, 1964.

Bath brick. An abrasive made from a very
fine-grained, quartzose clay found along
the banks of the Parrett River in Southwest England. Used for scouring steel
utensils. AIME, p. 17.

batholite. A term applied by Suess to an

older massive protrusion of magma solidified as coarse crystalline rock in the deep
horizons of the crust. See also batholith.
A.G.I.

batholith. A huge, domed, intrusive igneous
body of at least 40 square miles in extent
whose sides slope gently outward, enlarging downward. It presumably has no
bottom. Bateman.
batholithic. Pertaining to, originating in, or
derived from a batholith. Fay.
Bathonian. Upper Jurassic, below Callovian.
A.G.I. Supp.
Bath Oolite. A subgroup of the Lower Oolite
(Jurassic)

of England. Standard, 1964.

See also Bath stone. Fay.

bathotonic reagent. A substance tending to
diminish surface tension. See also depressant. Nelson.

Bath stone. A creamy limestone from the

Bath Oolite, soft and easily worked. It was

used for building in England as early as
the 12th century. Standard, 1964.
bathvillite. A fawn-brown mineral resin found
in torbanite at Bathville, Scotland. Standard, 1964. See also torbanite. Fay.

bathyal. a. Pertaining to the benthonic environment on the continental slope, ranging in depth from 200 to 2,000 meters.
A.G.1. b. Pertaining to the bottom and
overlying waters between 100 and 1,000
fathoms (600 to 6,000 feet). A.G.I. c. Of
or pertaining to the deeper parts of the
ocean; deep sea. Webster 3d.
bathyal zone. In oceanography, the slope
from the continental shelf at 100 fathoms

batisite
oceans, seas, and lakes. Webster 3d. c. Re-

lating to the distribution in depth of marine or lacustrine organisms. Webster 3d.
bathymetric chart. Chart showing depths of

water by means of contour lines or by
color shading. Hy.

bathymetry. In oceanography, the measurement of depths of water in oceans seas,
and lakes; also, the information derived
from such measurements. Webster 3d.

bathyorographical. In oceangraphy, of or
relating to ocean depths and mountain
heights. Webster 3d.

bathypelagic. In oceanography, of, relating
to, or living in the deeper waters of the
ocean, especially those several hundred
feet below the surface-distinguished from
abyssal and pelagic. Webster 3.4.

---

bathypitotmeter. In oceanography, an instrument designed to record the current veloc-

ity and water temperature at indicated

depths below the surface of a sea or lake.
Compare batbythermo,,raph. Webster 3d.
bathyscaph arm. A movable arm, attached to
submersibles, that can reach out and pick
up materials from the ocean floor. Hy.
bathyscaphe. In oceanography, a navigable
submersible ship that is used for deep-sea
exploration, has a spherical watertight
cabin attached to its underside and uses
gasoline and shot for ballast. FOebster 3d.
bethyseism. In oceanography, an earthquake
of deep origin recordable at seismographic
stations the world over. Webster 3d.
bathysmal. In oceanography, of or relating

to the bottom of the deeper parts of the
sea, especially those parts between 100

and 1,000 fathoms deep. Webster 3d.
bathysophical; bathysophic. In oceanography,
of or relating to a knowledge of the depths

of the sea or of the things found there.
Webster 3d.

bathysphere. In oceanography, a spherical
diving apparatus, made large enough to

to the abyssal zone at 1,000 fathoms. Also
called bathyal district. Webster 3d.

contain two men and instruments ; capable
of resisting tremendous pressure, and there-

of the sea. Webster 3d.
bathyldus. A gelatinous substance precipitated by alcohol from mud dredged from
the Atlantic and originally regarded as

used in oceanography for the investigation
of deepwater faunas. C.T.D.
bathysystem. A coined word for a permanent
sea floor installation. H&G.
bathythermogram. In oceanography, a record
obtained with a bathythermograph. Webster 3d.

bathybit; bathybial. In oceanography, of,
relating to or living in the deepest parts

free-living protoplasm but now recognized
as a form of calcium sulfate. Webster 3d.
bathyclinograph. In oceanography, an instru-

ment for measuring vertical currents in
the deep sea. Webster 3d.

bathyconductograph. A device to measure
the electrical conductivity of seawater at
various depths from a moving ship. Abbreviation, bc. Hy.
bathydermal deformation. Generally more or
less plastic deformations in the lower part

of the sialic crust, which is made mobile
by physicochemical processes, such as
migmatization. Schieferdecker.

bathygram. In oceanography, a record obtained from sonic sounding instruments.
Webster, 3d.

bathylite. See batholith. Fay.
bathyllth. N.S.W. A large crystalline mass of
igneous rock. New South Wales.
bathymeter. This instrument measures tem-

perature, pressure, and sound velocity to
depths up to 7 miles. 'The device is completely transistorized and uses frequency

fore of descending to great depths; it

is

bathythermograph. An instrument, which

may be lowered into the sea from a vessel
at anchor or underway, to record temper-

ature as a function of depth. The tem-

perature sensing device is a Bourdon tube,
the depth finder is a bellows system. Accuracy of temperature is -± 0.1° F; depth
10 feet. Abbreviation, bt. Hy.
bathythennosphere. In oceanography, a
bathythermograph. Webster 3d.

bathyvessel. In oceanography, a ship (as a
submarine or bathysphere) designed for
exploration of or navigation in water far
below the surface of a sea or lake. Webster
3d.
batiboleo. Mex. A company of miners working a stope of high-grade ore. Fay.
batice. An inclination or bevel given to the
upper timbers of a shaft; as the shaft has
a downward and outward batice of one
inch to the foot. Standard, 1964. See also
batter, c. Fay.

modulation for telemetering. H&G.

bating. Eng. Lowering a drift or road. See

oceans, seas, and lakes. Webster 3d. b. Re-

batisite. Dark brown orthorhombic crystals
from the Inaglina pegmatite, Central

bithymetric; bathymetrical. a. Relating to
the measurement of depths of water in

lating to, the contour of the bottoms of
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also bate, a. Fay.

Aldan, NasBaTis(SisOr )2. Isostructural with

Bausehinger effect

batisite
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shcherbakovite, but contains no niobium.
Named from the composition, Ba-Ti-Si.
Hey, M.M., 1961.
bat printing. A former method of decorating
pottery; it was first used, in Stoke-onTrent, England, by W. Baddeley in 1777.
A bat of solid glue or gelatin was used to

battery. a. A bulkhead or structure of timber
for keeping coal in place. Hess. b. A
wooettn inariorm for miners to stand upon
while at work, especially in steeply dipping coalbeds. Fay. c. The plank closing

transfer the pattern, in oil, from an engraved copper plate to the glazed ware,
color then being dusted on. The process

was still in use in 1890 and has now been
developed into the Murray-Curvex machine. See also Murray-Curvex machine.
Dodd.
batt. a.

Thin partings of coal sometimes

occurring in the lower part of shale strata
immediately overlying a coalbed. See also
bastard coal. Raistrick and Marshall, p.

b. Eng. Shale; hardened clay, but
not fire clay. Same as bend; bind. See
32.

also bat, g. Fay.

battage. Fr. The operation of pulverizing or
incorporating the ingredients of gunpowder by the old method of stamping with
pestles. Fay.

batten. a. A strip of wood used for nailing
across two other pieces (as to hold them
together or to cover a crack). Webster 3d.
b. A piece of square-sawn converted timber, between 2 and 4 inches in thickness

and from 5 to 8 inches in width. Used
for flooring

or as a support for laths.

C.T.D. c. A bar fastened across a door,

or anything composed of parallel boards,
to secure them and to add strength and/
or reduce warping. C.T.D.
batter. a. To reduce the width of brickwork
with succeeding courses. A.R.I. b. Recessing or sloping a wall back in successive courses; opposite of corbel. ACSC.
c. A paste of clay or loam. Webster 2d.
d. A mallet for flattening wet clay on the
batting block. Fay. e. The inclination of
a face of masonry or of any inclined portion of a frame or metal structure. Zern.
Also called batice. Fay. f. A workman who
makes bats. Webster 2d. g. A plaster block
with a handle, used in making bats.

Webster 2d. h. The inward slope from

bottom to top of the face of a wall.
Nichols.

i. A pile driven at an angle to

widen the area of suppc rt and to resist
thrust. Nichols.

batter boards. Horizontal boards placed to

mark a line and a grade of a proposed
building. Nichols.

battered set. A set of mine timbers in which
the posts are inclined. Fay.
batter legs. Sloping legs. Sandstrom.

batter level. An instrument for measuring
inclination from the vertical. Standard,

equipment. Pryor, 3.

the bottom of a coal chute. Fay. d. In
steeply pitching seams, a wooden structure
built across the chute to hold back blasted
coal. Korson. e. A blasting machine or exploder. Nelson. f. A number of stamps for
crushing and pulverizing ores. Nelson. g.
A series of stamps, usually five, operated

in one box or mortar, for crushing ores;
also, the box in which they are operated.
Hess. h. A stamper mill for pulverizing
stone. Gordon. i. A series or row of coke
ovens. Mersereau, 4th, p. 363. j. Section

of ore dressing (reduction) plant. Pryor, 3.
k. Timbering in which the sticks are

placed from foot to hanging, touching
each other, in a solid mass of from three
to twelve or more. The battery may be
further strengthened by binding around
with wire. Spalding, p. 110. 1. A number
of similar machines or similar pieces of
equipment placed side by side on a single

or separate base and operated by means
of common connections as a unit. Long.
m. A combination of chemically activated
accumulators, which, after charging, may
be used for a considerable time as a source
of direct-current electricity. Also called

storage battery. Long.
battery amalgamation.

Amalgamation

by

means of mercury placed in the mortar

box of a stamp battery. Nelson.
battery assay. An assay of samples taken from
ore as crushed in a stamp battery. Hess.

battery charger. See lannpman. D.O.T. 1.
battery charging station. See battery locomotive; charging station; locomotive garage.
Nelson.

battery locomotive. A locomotive that is
powered by a storage battery. The term
"battery" is also applied to other machinery so powered, in contrast to machinery
power by conducted electricity. It is a
somewhat more flexible haulage device in

that it requires no electrical conductor
installation. B.C.I. See also electric mine
locomotive.

battery of boles. A number of charges, in
drill holes, fired simultaneously with an
electric current. Also called multiple shot.
Fay.

battery of ovens. A row or group of ovens
for making coke from coal. See also bank
of ovens. Bureau of Mines Staff.
battery ore. See manganese dioxide. Bennett

2d, 1962 Add.

1964.

battery solution. A cyanide, or plain alkaline

slip casting. Bureau of Mines Stall.

crushed in a stamp mill. Fay.
battery starter. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, one who charges and sets off
explosives in large lumps of coal or where
these lumps have accumulated and blocktd
the flow of coal down chutes from the storage structures (batteries). Also called batteryman; chute tender; starter. D.O.T. 1.
battery wall. The wall between two furnaces,

batterman. A worker who makes batter for

batter-out I. One who prepares bat (flat
piece of pliable clay) to be formed into

dish, plate, or similar ware by jiggerman.
Also called batter. D.O.T. L
batter-out 11. One who prepares ball of wet

clay for jiggerman in making of wares,
such as bowls and cups. Also called baller ;

baller-out; ballmaker; batter; cup baller.
D.O.T. 1.

batter pile. A pile driven at an angle to the
vertical. Ham.

baNer rule. An instrument consisting of a
rule or frame and a plumbline and bob
and used to regulate the batter of a wall
in building. Webster 3d.

baffersea. Brand of cupels scorifiers, crucibles, muffle sleeves, and similar assay

solution added to the ore when being

both of which are exposed to the heat.

A.I.S.1., No. 24.,
batting block. A plaster slab on which plastic
clay is flattened and shaped before going
to the throwing or jiggering machine. Bureau of Mines Stall.
batting out. The process of making a disk of
prepared pottery body for subsequent
shaping in a jigger. See also jigger. Dodd.

battledore. A tool used in the handmade
glass industry for shaping the foot of a

wine glass. Also known as a pallette. Dodd.
battu-uji. Malayan term fcr touchstone. Fay.
batty beds. Shrop. Nodular shaly beds in the
Wenlock limestone. Arkell.

batty vein. Shrop. A coal seam, Clee Hill.
Arkell.

batu kawi. In Sumaira, a red stone supposed
to be an infallible sign of gold. Fay.

batukite. A dark leucite basalt containing
phenocrysts of augite and fewer of olivine,
in a groundmass of augite, magnetite, and
leucite; from Batuku, Celebes, Indonesia.
Hoimes, 1928.

Baudelot cooler. An arrangement of pipes
one above another through which refrigerant flows and is vaporized as it absorbs

heat from the water being cooled by

trickling over the tubes. Strock, 10.
baulk. a. A beam. Mason. b. See balk, a. Fay.

Baumann print. Sulfur print, made to test

concentration of sulfur on metal surfaces.

The metal is dampened with dilute sulfuric acid, and pressed against photographk bromide paper. A staining of silver sulfide is produced by H2S liberated

from the test piece. Pryor, 3.
Baumé gravity. Designating or conforming to

either of the scales used by the French
chemist,

Antoine

One scale, which

Baume (1728-1804).
is used with liquids

heavier than water, sinks to 00 (B or Be,
symbols for Burnie) in pure water and to
15° (B or Be) in a 15 percent salt solution. The other scale for liquids lighter

than water, sinks to 0° (B or Be) in a
10 percent salt solution and to 10° (B
or Be) in pure water. See also &tune
scale. Webster 2d.

Baumé scale. A device for determining the
specific gravity of liquids, particularly petroleum products. It has been superseded
to a considerable extent by the American
Petroleum Institute scale (° API, instead
of ° B or Be). Crispin. See also Baume
gravity.

baumhauerite. A lead- to steel-gray sulfarsenide of lead, 4PbS.3AssSa; complex crys-

tals; monoclinic; metallic luster; perfect
cleavage; conchoidal fracture. From Binnenth al, Switzerland. English.

Baum jig. A washbox in which the pulsating
motion is produced by the intermittent

admission of compressed air to the surface

of the water following a principle introduced by Baum. Also called Baum box;
Baum-type washbox. B.S. 3552, 1962.

balm pot. A cavity left in roof strata over
coal as a result of the dropping downward

of a cast of a fossil tree stump after removal of the coal. A.G.I.

baum pots. Eng. Nodules in the roof of the
Halifax hard bed coal. Compare crog
balls; potlids. Arkell.
Baum washer. See Baum jig.

Bausch and Lomb dust counter. See konimeter. Osborne.
Bauschinger effect. Usually refers to the
phenomenon by which plastic deformation
of a polycrystalline metal, caused by stress
applied in one direction, reduces the yield
strength where the stress is applied in the

opposite direction. Sometimes used in a
broad sense to include all changes in the
stress-strain characteristics of both single
crystalline and polycrystalline metah that
may be ascribed to changes in the microscopic stress distribution within the metals,
as

distinguished from those caused by

strain hardening. ASM Gloss.

bauxite. a. A rock composed of aluminum

hydroxides. Essentially, A1202.2H20. The
principal ore of aluminum; also used collectively for lateritic aluminous ores. Fay.
b. Composed of aluminum hydroxides and
impurities in the form of free silica, clay,

silt, and iron hydroxides. It is seemingly
formed in tropical and subtropical latitudes under conditions of good surface
drainage. A clay containing much bauxite
should be termed bauxitic. A.G.I.
bauxite brick. A firebrick composed essentially of hydrated alumina and ferric
oxide. Such bricks are used for the lining
of furnaces where a neutral material is required. Osborne.
bauxite cement. A cement made from bauxite

and lime in an electric furnace; hardens
rapidly. Sometimes called ciment fondu,

Nelson.

bauxitic clay. a. A clay consisting of a mixture of bauxitic minerals, such as gibbsite

and diaspore, with clay minerals, the

former constituting not over 50 percent of

the total. The opposite of this would be
an argillaceous bauxite. ACSB-1. b. A
natural mixture of bauxite and clay, containing not less than 47 percent nor more
than 65 percent alumina on a calcined
basis. H W.

bauxitization. The development of bauxite

beach mining
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bauxite

BC Abbreviation for between centers. Zim-

water. Leet.

Bayer charcoal. Ger. Trade name for activated charcoal. Hess.
bayerite. A dimorph of gibbsitc, long known

as a synthetic product, now found as a
naturally occuring mineral; contains main-

ly A1202 and Si02; from Portee, Istria.
The naturally occurring bayeritc from
Fenyoro, Hungary, was found by X-ray
study to be gibbsite. American Mineralogist, v. 41, No. 11-12, November-December 1956, p. 959 ; American Mineralogist, v. 43, No. 5-6, May-June 1958, p.
626.

Bayer process. A process for extracting alumina from bauxite ore before the electrolytic reduction. The bauxite is digested in
a solution of sodium hydroxide, which
converts the alumina to soluble aluminatc.
After the red mud residue has been filtered
out, aluminum hydroxide is precipitated,
filtered out, and calcined to alumina.
ASM Gloss.

bayidonite. A grass green to blackish-green
hydrous lead-copper arsenate, 4(Pb,Cu)spe0-As202-2H20; Mohs' hardness,
cific gravity, 5.35; in minute mammillary
masses; from Cornwall, Eng.; parabayldonite has less water. Larsen, p. 143.
bayle hill. An ancient smelting place. Hess.
bayleyite. A very rare, strongly radioactive,

from either primary aluminum silicates or
secondary clay minerals. A.G.I. Supp.
bauxitiand cement. See Kühl Cement. Dodd.

yellow mineral, Mg2(UO2) (CO2)2.18H20;
monoclinic, occurring as minute, short

Harz Mountains of Germany is sometimes
sold as Bavarian cat's eye. Shipley.
bavenite. a. A white hydrous silicate of
aluminum calcium, and beryllium, 9Si02--

baymouth bar. A bar extending partially or
entirely across the mouth of a bay. A.G.I.
baymouth barrier. See baymouth bar. Schie-

Bavarian cat's eye. Quartz cat's eye, from
Hof, Bavaria, Germany which produces
only a few stones of fine quality. Other
qualities are usually sold as Hungarian
cat's eye. The quartz cat's eye from the

Al202.Be0-4CaO-H20; orthorhombic ;
earthy, radiating fibrous; platy prismatic
crystals. From Baveno, Italy; Mesa
Grande, Calif. English. b. A metallic, lead

colored to steel gray sulfide of lead and
copper, 4PbS.As2S3. Hess.

Baveno law. Twinning in the monoclinic

crystal system in which the clinodome acts
as the twinning plane. Hess.
Baveno twin. A twinned crystal, a common
form of orthoclase, in which the twinning
plane is the clinodome, the resulting form
having a nearly square cross section.
Standard, 1964.
bavin. Eng. Impure limestone. Standard,
1964.

bawke. Eng. A bucket for raising coal in

mines. Standard, 1964. See also bowk, a
and b. Fay.

bawn. A variety of drab-colored lowland peat
found in Ireland. Tomkeiff, 1954.
bay. a. An open space for waste between two

packs in a longwall working. See also
bord.' Zern. b. A recess in the shore or
.an inlet of a sea or lake between two
capes or headlands, not as large as a gulf,
but larger than a cove H&G, c. A portion

of the sea which penetrates into the interior

of the land. It is usually wider in the
middle than at the entrance. It may be

similar to a gulf, but smaller. H&C. d. A
portion of the sea partly surrounded by

ice. See also bight, b. H&C.
bayate. A local name foi'a brown ferruginous
variety of jasper from Cuba. English.

bay barrier. A sandY beach, built up across
the' mouth of a bay, so that the bay is no
longer connected to'' the main body of

prismatic crystals; found as an efflorescence with schroeckingerite andersonite,
schwartzite, and gypsum. liapidly breaks
down upon exposure to a lower hydrate
with a strong green florescence. Crosby,
PA- 7-8.

ferdecker.

bayou. a. A sluggish or stagnant inlet or

outlet from a lake or bay, or one connecting two bodies of water; also, a branch of
the stream flowing through a delta; a gut.
Standard, 1964. b. See oxbow. Fay.
bay salt. A coarse-grained variety of common
salt obtained by evaporating seawater in

shallow bays or pits by the heat of the

suli. Standard, 1954.
bayshon. Som. An air stopping, Fay.
Bazaruto pearl. See African pearl. Shipley.
Bazin's formula. Discharge of water over a
sharp-edged weir, neglecting approach

3
velocity v is
Q = Kb113 c. ft/sec.
b being length of weir (feet), and H head
of water over crest. Bazin's iormula for

K is

K=3.25 +

0.0789

,

Pryor, 3.

BB Abbreviation for ball bearing. Also abbreviated bb. Zimmerman, p. 14.

B bit. A nonstandard core bit no longer in
common use except in drilling deep boreholes to sample gold-bearing deposits in
South Africa. The set outside and inside
diameters of a B bit are plus or minus
2%6 and 1% inches respectively. Long.

bbl Abbreviation for barrel. BuMin Style
Guide p. 58.

B Blasting powder; soda blasting powder.
A mixture bf nitrate of soda, charcoal,
and sulfur. Used in coal mines. Bennett
2d, 1962.

bbl d4 Abbreviation for barrels per day.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 58.

Te

merman, p. 16.
BD Abbreviation for blowing dust. Zimmerman, p. 17.
bdellium. A substance variously translated by
different authorities to be pearl, a red
stone, a resin, or no stone at all but
manna. Shipley.

Be Abbreviation for Baum& BuMin Style
Guide, p. 58.

Be Chemical symbol for beryllium. Hand.
book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1.

beach. a. The zone of unconsolidated material that extends landward from the lowwater line to the place where there is
marked change in material or physir,graphic form, or to the line of permanent
vegetation (usually the effective limit of

storm waves). The seaward limit of the
beach, unless otherwise specified, is the

mean low-water line. A beach includes

foreshore and backshore. H&G. b. Sometimes, the material which is more or less
in active transport, alongshore or on-andoff shore, rather than the zone. H&G. c.
Eng. Pebbles and shingle or gravel,

Kent and Si.ssex. Beachy land is stony

land, sometimes denoting cinders. Also
spelled beech. Arkell.

beach berm. A nearly horizontal portion of
the beach or backshore formed by the deposit of material by wave action. Some
beaches have no berms, others have one
or several. H&G.
beachcombing. Working the sands on a
beach for gold, tin, or platinum. Fay.
beach concentrate. Natural concentration of
heavy minerals in beach sand. A.G.I. Supp.

beach cusp. A frequent feature of our New
England beaches is a succession of stony
or gravelly cusps with sharp points toward

the water situated on the upper part of
the beach where the waves play only at
high stages of the tide. Among the minor
forms of the shore zone none has proved
more puzzling than the cuspate deposit:

of beach material built by wave action

along the foreshore. Sand, gravel, or coarse
cobblestones are heaped together in rather

uniformly spaced ridges which trend at
right angles to the sea margin, tapering
out to a point near the water's edge. These

beach cusps have attracted the attention
of many students. A.G.I.
beuch deposits. Alluvial concentrations of
mineral formed by the grinding action of
natural forces (wind, wave, or frost) and
the selective transporting action of tides
and winds. Pryor 3.

beach drift; shore drift; longshore drift; littoral drift; beach drifting. The movement
of material along the shore by the action

of the uprush and backwash of Waves
breaking at an angle with the shore.
Schieferdecker.

beach drifting. See beach drift. Schieferdecker.

beach face. The section of the beach normally exposed to the action of the wave
uprush. The foreshore zone of a beach.
H&G.
beaching. Stones from 3 to 8 inches in size,

laid in a layer from 1 to 2 feet thick for

revetting below the level of stone pitching

oa an embankment or on the side of a
reservoir. See also revet. Ham.

beach mining. The exploitation of the conomic concentrations of the he:wy minerals
rutile, zircon, monazite, ilmenite, and
sometimes gold which occur in sand dunes,

beach mining
beaches, coastal plains, and deposits located
inland from the shoreline. High-grade concentrate is usually obtained from low-grade
material by the use of suction dredge; and
spiral concentrators. Nelson.

beach ore. A concentration of heavy minerals on a beach by selective action of the
surf. See also black sands. A.G.I.

beach placers. Placer deposits either on a
present or ancient sea beach. There are a
series of these at Nome, Alaska, known as

first, second, or third beach, etc., due to
change of shoreline. Fay. See ulso black
sand; placer deposit.

beach profile. The intersection of the ground
surface with a vertical plane; may extend

from the top of the dune line to the sea-

ward limit of sand movement. H&G.
beach ridge. An es, entially continuous mound

of beach material behind the beach that
has been heaped up by wave or other ac-

tion. Ridges may occur singly or as a

series of approximately parallel deposits.
In England, they are called fulls. A.G.I.
beach scarp. An almost vertical slope along
the beach caused by erosion by wave ac-

tion. It may vary in height from a few

inches to several feet, depending on wave
action and the nature and composition of
the beach. H&G.

beach width. The horizontal dimension of

the beach as measured normal to the

shoreline. H&G.

bead. a. The globule of precious metal obtained by the cupellation process in assaying. Webster 3d. b. A glassy drop of
flux (as borax) used as a solvent and a
color test for several metallic oxides and
salts (as of iron or manganese) that is

formed by fusion in the loop of a usually
platinum wire. Webster 3d. c. Prill. Pryor,
3. d. An enlarged, rounded edge of a

tumbler or other glass article or any

raised section extending around the article.
ASTM C162-66. e. A small piece of glass

tubing used around a lead wire. ASTM

C162-66.
bead catalyst. Spheroids of silica gel contain-

ing activated alumina; diameter about 3
millimeters. Used in petroleum cracking.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
beaded flange. A flange reinforced by a low
ridge, used mostly around a hole. ASM
Gloss.

beaded section. An angle or channel section

of light alloy which is extruded to have
bulbs at the extremities. These bulbs can
easily be formed by extrusion whereas
they are difficult to form by roiling; they
increase bending strength, with economy

of metal. Ham.
header. An operator applying beading enamel.
Bryant.

header off. An operator removing enamel
from bead or smoothing enamel at edges.

Bryant.
bead furnace. A furnace in which small cylin-

ders of glass are rounded into

bearer bar
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beads.

Webster 2d. The cylinders are heated to

enamel used for beading purposes. Hansen.

beading off. Wiping off enamel on bead

preparatory to applying beading. Bryant.
bea4s. In ion-exchange, sized resin spheres,

usually + 20 mesh so constituted as to

capture ions from pregnant solutions under

sLied loading conditions, and to relinquish them under other (eluting) condi-

tions. Two types are anionic and cationic.
See also permutite; resin. Pryor, 3.

bead tests. In mineral identification, borax
is fused to a transparent bead by heating
in a blowpipe flame, in a small loop
formed by platinum wire. When suitable
minerals are melted in this bead, characteristic glassy colors are produced in an
oxidizing or reducing flame, and serve- to
identify elements. Pryor, 3.
bead weld. A weld composed of one or more

string or weave beads deposited on an

unbroken surface. ASM Gloss.
beaker. A glass container for chemical work.
It is generally round, flat-bottomed, with
-parallel sides, somewhat taller than wide,

has a flared rim and a pouring lip, and
ranges in capacity from a few milliliters

(cubic centimeters) to 4 liters. Hess.
beaker decantation. A method of sizing finely
groundi insoluble, homogenous material or
classifying ore particles. Weighed quantity
is dispersed in liquid and allowed to settle

for a timed period, a liquid fraction then
being decanted. Treatment repeated several times, the settled fraction now representing one size group (if homogenous) or
settled group (if minerals of various densi-

ties are present). Decanted fluid is similarly treated for progressively lengthened

settling periods. Pryor, 3.

beam. a. A bar or straight girder used to
support a span of roof between two sup-

port props or walls. Mason. b. The walking

beam; a bar pivoted in the center, which
rocks up and down, actuating the tools in
cable-tool drilling or the pumping rods in

a well being pumped. Hess.
beam action. In crushing, seizure of rock slab
benez:en approaching jaws so as to present
crushing stress above unsupported parts of
the rock, thus inducing shear failure ruther

than failure under compression. Pryor, 3.
Beaman arc. See Beaman stadia arc. A.G.I.
beam and slab floor. A reinforced-concrete

floor system in which the floor slab

is

supported by beams of reinforced concrete.

This form of construction which corresponds to the double floor in timber construction is widely used for bridge decks

and factories. Ham.
Beaman stadia arc; Beaman arc. An auxiliary

attachment on an alidade consisting of a
stadia arc, mounted on the outer side of
the ordinary vertical arc, and enabling
the observer to determine differences in
elevation of the instrument and the stadia

ASM Gloss.

beading enamel. A special type of porcelain

man.
beam engine. An early type of vertical steam
engine. It operated the Cornish pump.
Nelson.

beam hanger. An attachment at the end cf
a walking beam above a well casing to
lift the pump rods or sacked rods. Hess.

beam hole. A hole through a reactor shield
and, generally, through the reactor reflector which permits a beam of radiation to

escape. The beam is then used for nuclear experiments outside

Lea.

the reactor.

beam test. A method of measuring the modu-

lus of rupture of concrete or mortar by
casting a standard beam without reinforcement. The beam is supported and
loaded in a standard way, the bending
moment at the point of failure being recorded; from this the maximum tensile
stress is calculated. It is a cheap and effective test. Ham.

beam well. A well pumped by a walking
beam. Porter.

bean. A plug bored with a hole of reduced
diameter and inserted in the pipeline from
a flowing well to restrict the rate of flow.
Hess.

bean iron ore. A coarse pisolitic iron ore,
the pisolites cons:sting of hydrated peroxide of iron. Schiieferdecker.

bean ore. A name for limonite, when found
in lenticular aggregations. Also called pea
ore, when found in small, rounded marses.
A coarse-grained pisolitic iron ore. Fay.

bean rock. Eng. Shingle cemented by tufa,
Ventnor. Compare pea grit. Arkell.

beans. a. N. of Eng. All coal which will

pass through a Y2-inch screen or mesh.
Fay. b. A cleaned and screened anthracite
product % by % inch. Nelson.

bean shot. Copper granulated by pouring
into hot water. Fay.

bear. a. To bear in; underholing or under-

mining; driving in at the top or at the side
of a working. Fay. b. One who sells borrowed shares in the hope that the market
will decline and he can then replace the
shares at a lower price than that for which
he sold them. This practice is known as
selling

short. Hoot), p. 285. c. Eng. A

bearer. a. Eng. A band of hard limestone

together to act as a single beam capable of

a ridge or projection on sheet metal.

on structural

members in the breaker building. Kauf-

stalled in bedded rock to bind the strata

A.G.I.

the edge or rim of porcelain enameled

ASTM C286-65. c. In dry process enameling, a bead of porcelain enamel along the
edge of ware. ASTM C286-65. d. Raising

salt, which have settled

beam bender. A machine for bending or

rod without the use of vertical angles.

straightening rolled steel joints. Ham.
beam building. A process of rock bolting in
flat-lying deposits where the bolts are in-

articles. ASTM C286-65. b. Removal of
excess slip from the edge of dipped ware.

veyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

beam dust. Very fine airborne particles resulting from crushing and screening rock

calcareous or clay ironstone nodule, Derbyshire. Arkell. d. The mass of iron which,
as a result of wear of the refractory brickwork or blocks in the hearth bottom of a
blast furnace, slowly replaces much of the
refractory material in this location. Also

softening and revolved in a drum. Fay.
beading. a. The application of porcelain

enamel, usually of a contrasting color, to

Lewis, pp. 63, 66.
beam compass. An instrument for describing
large arcs. It consists of a beam of wood
or metal carrying two beam heads, adjustable for position along the beam, and serving as the marking points of the compass.
Also called trammel. C.T.D.
beam conveyor. See reciprocating beam con-

supporting itself and thus stabilizing the
rock. Bolts should be long
enough to form a monolithic beam which

overlying

will be self-supporting and not be suspended from the stratum in which the
bolts are anchored. For beam building,
the function of bolts is only to increase
friction between layers to resist shear.

known as salamander. Dodd.

consisting of numerous Stromatoporoids,
mainly a ramose species, Wenlock limestone, Dudley. Arkell. b. In mechanics and
architectUre, a bearer is a girder, a support
to a bridge or other building. Arkell. c. A

runner beam or girder used to carry the

ends of other beams or girders. Mason.
bearer arch. See rider arch. ASTM C162-66.
bearer bar. One of the bars that support the

bearer bar
grate bars in a furnace. Fay.

bearers. a. S. Staff. Women formerly employed to carry coal out of the mines.
Fay. b. Heavy timbers placed in a shaft
at intervals of 30 to 100 feet to support
shaft sets. They are usually put beneath
the end plates and dividers, and rest in
hitches cut in the wall. Also used to support pumping gear. Fay. c. Porters, such
as those used on prospecting trips in many

countries. Hess.

bearers' way. Scot. An underground load
or passage along which the hearers carry
coal. Fay.

bearing. The part of a beam or girder which
actually rests on the supports. C.T.D.
bearing arbor-support collar. An arbor collar
which fits over an 'arbor and in an arbor-

support bearing of a milling machine.
ASM Gloss.

bearing beds. Quick, or bearing, beds as opposed to dead beds. Beds that contain or

are likely to contain ore, minerals, etc.;

productive as opposed to barren. Arkell.

bearing capacity. a. The load per unit area
which the soil or solid rock can support
without excessive yield. See also founda-

tion investigation. Nelson. b. See ultimate
bearing capacity. ASCE PI 826.

bearing capacity (of a pile). The load per
pile required to produce a condition of
failure. ASCE P1826.

bearing door. A door so placed as to direct

and regulate the amount of air current
necessary for the proper ventilation of a
district of a mine. See al:o separation door.

Nelson.

bearing-In. The dcpth of an undercut, or
holing, from the face of the coal to the
end of the undercut. Fay.

bearing-in shots. Borcholes tending to meet
in the body of the rock; intended to un-

key the face when charged and fired.
Stauffer.

bearing load. A compressive load supported

by a member, usually a tube or collar,
along a line where contact is made with

a pin, rivet, axle, or shaft. ASM Gloss.
bearing metal. Metal employed for axle bearings. Bateman.

bearing partition. An interior wall, one story
or less in height, which supports any load
in addition to its own weight. ACSG.
bearing piles. Piles to transmit the load of a
structure to the bedrock or subsoil without

detrimental settlement. They can function either as friction piles or as endbearing piles. Friction piles derive their

carrying capacity mainly from the friction
and adhesion between their surfaces and
the surrounding soil, which is likely to be
soft or medium clay or silt. End-bearing
piles derive their carrying capacity from

the resistance at the pile points in firm
ground such as gravel, hard clay or hard

rock. See also piled foundation. Nelson.

bearing pit. Scot. A shaft up which coal was
(in former years) carried by hearers. Fay.
bearing plate. A plate of the thickness and

,

area required to distribute a given load,
such as a plate under a beam flange resting on a wall. If the plate is 2 inches or
more in thickness, it is called a slab.
Crispin.

bearing pressure. The load on a bearing sur-

face divided by the area upon ,which it

rests. Ham.
bearing road. Scot. See bearers' way. Fay.

bearing seal. A device on thc *outer side of
a beRring, the function of which ii to
prevent the leakage of lubricant from the

beche; biche
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bearing or the entry of dirt into it. Nelson.
bearing set. In a mine shaft, a specially substantial set of timbers used at intervals to
support the linings and ordinary bearers.
They are tied into the surrounding rock to
give extra strength. Pryor, 3.
bearing stake. A stake set on a line to indicate the. horizontal direction an inclined
borehole is to be drilled. Long.
bearing stratum. The earth formation which
has been selected as the most suitable to
support a given load. Ham.
bearing strength. The maximum bearing load
at failure divided by the effective bearing
area. In a pinned or riveted joint, the ef-

fective area is calculated as the product
of the diameter of the hole and the thickness of the bearing membel. ASM Gloss.
bearing system. Eng. The employment of

women to carry coal out of the mine. Fay.
bearing test. Same as azimuth test. Long.
bearing-up pulley. A pulley wheel fixed in a
frame and arranged to tighten or take up
the slack rope in endless-rope haulage. Fay.
healing-up stops. a. Partitions or brattices of

plank that serve to conduct air to a face.
Fay. b. Keps or catches used to support
a cage at the end of a hoist during loading or unloading. C.T.D.

bearing wall. A wall which supports a vertical
load in addition to its own weight. ACSG.
bears. Derb. Calcareous ncdules of clay ironstone. Fay.
bears' grease. Eng. Term used in Lincolnshire
for mud peat. Tomkeieff, 1954.

bearsite. The arsenic analogue of moraesite,
moclinic ; in the
Bes( As0e) (OH) .41120;
oxidation zone of an ore deposit in
Kazakhstan, U.S.S.R. Hey, M.M., 1964;
Fleischer.

bears' muck. Eng. Soft, bluish earth. Used
by well sinkers in Cambridgeshire and
Huntingdonshire. Compare caballa balls.
Arkell.

beat. a. Eng. The surface outcrop of a lode
or bed. Fay. b. Corn. To stope. Fay. c. The
cutting away of a lode. Nelson.
beat away. A process of working hard ground
by wedges and sledge hammers. Fay.
beat diseases. The beat diseases derive their

name from the local throbbing or "beating" of the part affected. These are the
.1iand, knee, and elbow in the order of
incidence and the diseases are known as
subcutaneous cellulitis or acute bursitis of
these parts. Included also is synovitis of
,the wrist which is inflammation of the
synovial lining of the wrist joint and tendon sheaths. The symptoms of these diseases are deep pain, inflammation, and
swelling. They are caused by repeatedly
applied or continuous pressure, or a sud-

den strain or repeated jarring, such as
when using a pick or pneumatic pick
against hard rock or coal. Sinclair, I, p.

194.

beat elbow. Acute bursitis over the elbow.
A disability similar to beat hand caused
by miners lying on their side to undercut

the coal. See also mining diseases. Nelson.
beater. a. N. of Eng. A tool for packing

tamping on a charge of powder in a

blasthole. W ebster 3d.' b. Mid. A wooden
mallet for r.:onsolidating, or packing, the
clay in building a wall or'dam to make it
airtight. Fay. c. A laborer whO shovels or

dumps asbestOs !fibers and sprays with

water to prepare them for the beating
process that reduces 'fibers to pulp for
making asbestos paper. D.O.T. 1.

beater mills. Mills used for impact crushing

of easily broken minerals. An armature
carrying swinging hammers, plates, or
disks

hits the

falling stream of

rock,

dashing particles against one another and

against the casing of the mill. Pryor, 3.
See also hammer mill.
heat frequency oscillator. A device by which
the output of a variable frequency oscillator is combined with that of a fixed

frequency oscillator in a rectifier or detector. The output will

then contain,

among other constituents, a current of a
frequency equal to the difference in frequency of the two oscillators, that is, a

beat frequency. AM, 1.

beat hand. Subcutaneous cellulitis of the
hand. A disability caused by the friction
of the pick in the hand and its inoculation
with an infective poison through an abrasion. See also mining diseases. Nelson.

bearing. a. Undercutting the coal face by

holing. Nelson. b. The direction of a mine
drivage usually given in terms of the
horizontal angle turned off a datum direction, such as the true north and south line,
Nelson. c. The horizontal angle between

the meridian (true or magnetic) and any

specified direction. The angle is measured

from either the north or the south point,
as may be required to give a reading of
less than 900 , and the proper quadrant is
designated by the letter N or S, preced-

ing the angle, and the letter E or W,

following it; as, N. 800 E. Seelye, 2. d.
In Texas land surveys, a reference point
to identify a land corner or a point on a
survey line. Seelye, 2. e. A part in which
a shaft or pivot revolves. Nichols. f. The

points of support of a beam, shaft, or axle.
Fay. g. A friction-reducing device. See also
ball bearing. Long.

beat knee. Subcutaneous cellulitis over the
patella. A swelling over the knee due to
an enlargement of the bursa in front of
the kneepan; sometimes suffered by miners working upon their knees in thin seams,
See also mining diseases. Nelson.

beat out the gas. A practice widely used in
coal mines,.prior to the 17th century and
much later, of swinging a miner's jacket
or brattice sheet to dilute and remove a
local accumulation of firedamp. See also
deflector sheet; hurdle sheet. Nelson.

Beau de Rochas cycle. The old name for
the four-stroke cycle engine. A power

stroke is performed every second revolution, or in every four strokes of the piston.
Porter.
Beaufort scale. A scale, graded from 0 to 12,
devised by Admiral Beaufort in the 19th
century to indicate wind strength. Thus,
zero on this scale represents a calm, 12
represents a hurricane, in which the wind
velocity exceeds 75 mph. This scale has
been adopted internationally. Ham.
beaverite. A canary-yellow hydrous sulfate
of copper, lead, ferric iron, and aluminum,
CuOPb0-Fe2032903-4H20. Earthy, but
consistitlft of minute hexagonal plates.
From Frisco, Beaver County, Utah. English.

bebedourfte. An igneous rock composed essentially of diopside and biotite with accessory perofskite, apatite, and titanmagnetite. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 452.
beccarite. An olivine-green alpha zircon from
Ceylon; specific gravity, 4.7; refractive
index, 1.93 to 1.98; biaxial positive.
Shipley.

beche; biche. Eng. A deep conical instrument about 25 inches long, and weighing
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beche; biche
6 pounds. The hollow part extends 16
inches up into the tool, and is PA inches
in diameter at the lower end and tapers
to five-eighths of an inch at the upper
end. It is used for extracting the bottom
portion of a broken set of rods from a
borehole. Fay.

bechilite. An incrustation of hydrous calcium
borate, 1-18CaB40u, found as a deposit at

the boric acid lagoons of Tuscany, Italy.
Standard, 1964.
Becke line. See Becke method. Hess.
beckelite. A very rare, yellow to brown,

isometric mineral,
Ca3(Ce,La,Di),Si300, with crystals re-

weakly

radioactive,

sembling pyrochlore. Found hi nepheline
syenite. From Mariupol, U.S.S.R. Crosby,

p. 95.
Becke method; Becke test. In optical mineralogy, a method or test for determining
relative indices of refraction. A method

for determining microscopically the index
of refraction of a mineral compared with
that of an oil or another substance, such
as Canada balsam, in which it is immersed,

or of two adjacent minerals in a microscopic thin section. If the mineral grain
under investigation has an index ek refraction lower than that of the enclosing
medium or that of an adjacent mineral
grain with which it has a nearly vertical
contact, a line of light (called the Becke
line) will move outward into the medium
or into the adjacent mineral grain of

later in origin than the rock below, and
older than the rock above, thus constituting a regular member of the series of
formations, and not an intrusion. Standard, 1964. c. That portion of an outcrop
or face of a quarry which occurs between
two bedding planes. Fay. d. The level surface of rock upon which a curb or crib is
laid. Fay. e. The bottom of a watercourse
or of any body of water. Webster 3d. f. A

mass or heap of anything (as ore), arranged in the form of a bed. Webster 3d.

g. All the coal, partings, and scams which
lie between a distinct roof and floor. Bed
is preferred by the U.S. Geological Survey,
state geologists, coal authorities, and the

U.S. Bureau of Mines. Seam or vein

should not be used to mean bed. If a coal

bed is worked in benches, use the term
bench (upper, middle, or lower), not
seam, because seams divide beds into
benches. Hess. h. S. Afr. The hard solid
rock underlying alluvial deposits. Also
called bedrock. Beerman. i. Perhaps the
most common term in geology meaning
layer or stratum. Quarrymen usually mean

bedding joint
rocks of North Wales. See also Frodingham ore; marlstone ore; Northampton
sand ironstone. Nelson.

bedded rock. One of the two subdivisions of
competent rock. To be classed as bedded

rock the rock within each bed, in addition to being elastically perfect, isotropic,

and homogeneous, must have a bed thickness that is small compared with the roof

span, and the bond between beds must
be weak. Most sedimentary rocks and
some stratified metamorphic rocks fall in
this group. Bu Mines Bull. 587, 1960, p. 5.
bedded vein. Properly bed vein (Lagergang
of the Germans); a lode occupying the
position of a bed, that is, parallel with the
stratification of the enclosing rocks. See
also bed, b. Fay.
bedded volcano. A volcano whose crater
consists of layers of tuffs and lava sheets.

Fay.
bedder. One who sets green ware in piles
(bungs) with sand and clay between
pieces to support and separate them during bisque-kiln firing. Also called clayingup man; sander-up. D.O.T. 1.

by beds not the stone beds in the geologist's sense but the partings between
them. Arkell. j. A stockpile, as of ores, concentrates, and fluxes, built up of succes-

bedding. a. The arrangement of rock in lay-

sive longitudinal layers so that transverse

wider sense to include not only sediments
but also the structure of igneous or metamorphic rocks when these occur in layers,

higher refractive index as the barrel of the
microscope is moved upward from the

tionary portion of a press structure which
usually rests on the floor or foundation,

the mineral grain being investigated if the
barrel of the microscope is moved downward. :tf the mineral grain under investi-

parts of the press and the pressing load.
The bolster and sometimes the lower die

sedimentary rock more than 1 centimeter
thick. See also bed. Stokes and Varnes,
1955. b. Used to describe rock layering;

position of focus, and it will move into

gation has an index of refraction that is

highez than that of the enclosing medium

or that of the adjnent mineral grain with
which it has nearly a vertical contact, the
Becke line will move inward into the mineral grain under investigation from the
boundary with the enclosing medium or
inward from its nearly vertical contact
with the adjacent mineral grain of lower
refractive index as the barrel of the microscope is moved upward from the position

of focus, and it will move outward from
the boundary of the mineral grain being
investigated if the barrel of the microscope
is moved downward. Bureau of Mines Staff.

beckerite. A brown resin, occurring with
amber. English.

Becket loop. A loop of small rope fastened

to the end of a large wire rope to facili-

tate installation. Ham.
beckite. See beekite. C.T.D.
Becorit system. An overhead monorail system. Sinclair, III, p. 209.

becquerelite. A mineral, Ca0.6U0a.11H20,
occurring in small, yellow crystals and
crusts on pitchblende. Orthorhombic;

strongly radioactive; an alteration product
of uraninite and ianthinite. Found in
Katanga, Republic of the Congo. Ameri-

can Mineralogist, v. 42, No. 11-12, November-December 1957) p. 920; Webster

3d.

Becquerel rays. A term formerly used to
include the three types of rays (alpha,

beta, and gamma) emitted by radioactive
substances. C.T.D.

bed. a. The smallest division of a stratified
series and marked by a more or less welldefined divisional plane from its neighbors above, and below. Fay. b. A deposit,
as of ore, parallel to the stratification,

cutting yields a uniform mixture for furnace feed until the material is all consumed. Bureau of Mines Staff. k. The sta-

forming the support for the remaining
are mounted on the top surface of the bed.

ASM Gloss. 1. In mineral processing, a
heavy layer of selected oversized mineral
or metal shot maintained on screen of jig.
Pryor, 3. m. That part of a conveyor upon
which the load or carrying medium rests
or slides while being conveyed. ASA
MH4.1-1958. n. In bulk material con
veyors, the mass of material being conveyed. ASA MH4.1-1958. o. A base for
machinery. Nichols.
bed charge. The deep load of coke in the

bottom of a cupola. The first charge of

iron is also called a bed charge. Crispin.
bed claim. Aust. A mining claim lying on the
bed of a stream. Fay.
bedded. Applied to rocks resulting from con-

solidated sediments and accordingly exhibiting planes of separation designated

bedding planes. Fay.
bedded deposit. a. A term usually applied
to mineral deposits that are found parallel with the stratification of sedimentary
rocks and usually of contemporaneous
origin. The term is used by some writers
to describe layerlike deposits of replacement origin. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
See also bedded formation. Fay. b. In economic geology, a synonym for blanket
deposit.

A.G.I. SuPp.

ers, strata, or beds. Some writers treat

bedding and stratification as strictly syn-

onymous, some use bedding in a somewhat

and others restrict the term to layers of

for example, thin-bedded, cross-bedder,

thick-bedded, or massive. Wheeler. c.
Pieces of soft metal placed under or

around a handset diamond as a cushion
or filler. Also called backing; calking.
Long. d. Ground or supports in which
pipe is laid. Nichols. e. Mixing on stockpile of ore or concentrate in layers, in
order to blend them more uniformly.
Pryor, 3. f. The layer of heavy and oversized material placed above the screen in
jigging. Also called ragging. Pryor 4. g.
Method of placing flatware employed by
china makers. Noke.
bedding cave. A passage usually wide and

low formed along a bedding plane in

horizontal or slightly tilted rocks. Schiferdecker.
bedding cleavage. Cleavage that is parallel
to the bedding. Billings, 1954, p. 343.
bedding down. Formation of layer of valueless and inert rock at points in a new flow-

line where material will settle from the

stream of ore being treated, for example,
between bottom of thickener 'and its rakes.

Pryor, 3.
bedding fault. A fault that is parallel to the
bedding. A.G.I.
beddinic fissility. A term generally restricted

to primary foliation parallel to the bedding
of sedimentary rocks; that is, it forms while
the sediment is being deposited and com-

bedded formation. A formation which shows

pacted. It is the, result of the parallelism

the manner in which it was formed. A

partly because they were deposited that

successive beds, layers, or strata due to

of the platy materials to the bedding plane,

bedded deposit. Fay.
bedded ore deposit.. Ore aggregations occurr-

way and partly because they were rotated
into this position during compaction: A.G.I.
bedding glide. Overthrusting in whiCh i'bed,

Schieferdecker.
bedded ores. Ores which occur as beds or
layers. The chief 'bedded ores in Great
Britain are the iron ores of the Jurassic.

such as a coal seam, is disrupted and thrnst

ring between or in sedimentary rocks.

Another bedded ore is that of manganese,

found in the Cambrian and Ordovician

laterally along the roof or floor parting,

giving a duplication of coal. Nelson.

,

bedding joint. a. A thin laver differing' in

composition with the beds between 'which
it occurs. Schieferdecker. b. A joint, paral-

bekko ware
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bedding joint
lel to the bedding planes formed by tectonic
processes. Schieferdecker.
bedding plane. a. In sedimentary or stratified
rocks, the division planes that separate the

individual layers, beds, or strata. A.G.I.
b. Surface on which rockforming mineral
has been deposited. Pryor, 3. c. A separation or weakness between two layers of
rock, caused by changes during the buildill; up of the rockforming material.

Nichols.

bedding thrust. A thrust fault that is parallel
to the bedding. Billings, 1954, p. 181.

bede. A miner's pick. Pryor, 3.

of wooden beams into a compact, level
unit preparatory to the polishing of the
top surfaces by the granite polisher. Also
called setter. D.O.T. 1.
beds of passage. Beds in which the fossils or

rocks, from their resemblance to those
contained either in the bed above or the

bed below, indicate the transition character of the deposit. Standard, 1964.
bed stone. In milling, the lower or stationary
millstone. Fay.
bed

vein. A vein

following

the bedding

planes in sedimentary rocks or a mineralized permeable stratigraphic horizon de-

unit, operated under remote control, for

moving a train of wagons at the

mine

surface, A beetle runs on a narrow-gage
track set within the main track, and moves
wagons by passing beneath them and exert-

ing pressure with idler rollers on arms
which are extended by a forward null on
the rope to engage the wheel treads. See

also charger. Nelson. b. Eng. A small compressed-air locomotive. Fay.
beetle stone. A nodule of coprolitic ironstone,
so named from the resemblance of the en-

closed coprolite to the body and limbs of
a beetle. Fay.

Bedford limestone. One of the finest and

veloped below an impervious bed. Synonym

beetling stones. Flat stones on which clothes

the Uaited Statcs. It gets its name from
its shipping point, Bedford, Ind. Crispin.

Schieferdecker.
bedway. A horizontal marking in granite resembling stratification. Standard, 1964.
beech coal. Charcoal made from beechweod.
Fay.

before breast. Rock or vein, which still lies

the collars. Fay.
beechleaf marl. Eng. Finely laminated brown

stronger stream upon a weaker one. Standard, 1964.

best known building stones to be found in

bed joint. a. A horizontal crack or fissure

in

massive rock. Webster 3d. See also bedding

plane. Fay. b. One of a set of cracks or
fissures parallel with the bedding of a
rock. Webster 3d. c. A horizontal joint
between courses of brick. A.R.I. d. The
horizontal of mortar on (or in) which a
masonry unit is laid. ASCG.

bedload. Sediment that moves on or very

near the streambed, in almost continuous
contact with the bed. It moves by skipping,

sliding, and rolling. Motion is derived from

tractional and gravitational forces. USGS
Prof. Paper 462-F.

bed materiaL The material composing the
channel bed. USGS Prof. Pa Per 462-F.
Beoloullan. Lower Aptian, A.G.I. supp.

bedpiate. a. An iron plate forming the bottom for a furnace. Webster 2d. b. The
heavy foundation framing or plate giving
support and stability to the lighter parts
in a machine. Webster 3d.

bedrock. a. Any solid rock exposed at

the

surface of the earth or overlain by unconsolidated material. A.G.I. Supp. b. In Australia, the stratum upon which. the wash
dirt rests is usually called bedrock. It usu-

consists of granite or boulder clay
(glacial) and, much more rarely, basalt.

ally

When the strata consists of slates or sandstones (Silurian or Ordovician), it is usually called reef rock. Engineering and
Mining Journal, v. 139, Mo. 4, April 1938,
p. 55.
bedrock (ledge). Rock of relatively great

thickness and extent in its native location.
ASCE P1826.

bedrock test. A borehole drilled to determine
the character of bedrock, and the character

and depth of overburden overlying

sues bedrock. Long.

bed rabber. In the concrete products

and

stonework industry, one who rubs down

rough-sawed surfaces of marble slate, soapstone, sandstone, or rough sureaces of concrete blocks or slabs to -nooth, even finish,

using a bed rubbing machine. Also called
bed rubber operator; rubber ; rubbing bedman; rubbing bed polisher. May be designated according to use for which stone is
intended, as rubbing bcdman, interior; or
according to kind of stone, as marble rubber. D.O.T. 1.

bed separation. The thin cavities forrned
along bedding planes due to differential
lowering of strata over mine workings;

for example, a shale with its greater bend, ing capacity will subside and separate from
a higher bed of sandstone. Roof supports
are so set as to keep bed separation to a

minimum. Nelson.

bed setter. In .the stonework industry, one
who arranges blocks of granite on a bed

for blanket vein; rnanto; sheet ground.

beeches. Scot. Strips of hardwood fastened
to pump rods to save them from wear at

marl of glacial origin, Lancashire. Com-

pare toadback marl. Arkell.
beef. Eng. Fibrous carbonate of lime, so
called by the Purbeck quarrymen and now

in general use. In Portland it is called
bacon and horseflesh. Arkell.

beegerite. a. A light to dark gray, metallic
lustered mineral, Pb0Bi2So. Dana 7, v. 1,
p. 392. b. A discreiited species since it is
a mixture of schirmerite and matildite.
American Mineralogist, v. 28, No. 3, March
1943, p. 214.
beehive coke. Coke manufactured in beehive

rectangular, or similar forms of ovens in a
horizontal bed, where heat for the coking
process is secured bv combustion within
the oven chamber. ASTM D121-62.
beehive coke oven. One with a brick bottom,

side walls, and a domed roof. Bureau of

Mines Stall.
beehive kiln. See round kiln. Dodd.
beekite. a. A concretionary form of calcite,
occurring commonly in small rings on the
surface of a fossil shell (coral, sponge,
etc.), which has weathered out its matrix.
A.G.I. b. Chalcedony occurring in the
form of subspherical discoid, rosette-like
or doughnut-shaped accretions, generally
intervoluted as bands or layers and com-

monly found on silicified fossils and on
joint planes. A.G.I.

Beekmantown limestone. A magnesian limestone 1,800 feet in thickness and characte-ized by curved nautiloid cephalopods,
ocLarring in the Canadian series of North
America; of Arenig age; equivalent to part
of the Durness limestone of the Highlands
of Scotland. C.T.D.
beele. Prov. Eng. A mining pickax with both
ends sharp. Standard, 1964.

beerbachite. This rock was originally described as a basic igneous rock but it is
now known to be a hornfels with large

poikiloblastic cryitals of olivine. See also
hornfels. A.G.I.

beer stone. Eng. An argillaceous and sili-

ceous freestone dug from quarries at Beer,
10 miles west of Lyme Regis, at the pass-

ing of the chalk into the greensand. Fay.
beeswax. Wax obtained from bees' honeycomb. Shell Oil Co.
Beethoven exploder. A machine for the
multishot firing of series-connected detonators in tunneling and quarrying. See
also exploder, c. Selson.
beetle. a. A powerful rope-hauled propulsion

ibo

were beetled. Arkell.

ahead, Zern.
beginners. Points (and, may be, crossings) in
railway track. Mason.

behead. In geology, to cut off and capture
by erosion an upper portion of (a watercourse) ; said of the encroachment of a

beheaded stream. The lower section of a

stream that has lost its upper portion
through stream piracy. Leet.
beidellite. A white, reddish, or brownish-gray
component of bentonite; an aluminum
montmorillonite clay, A18(S40,03(OH)1212H20. Minute plates, probably orthorhombic. Previously described as leverrierite. Found in Beidell, Colo., and Owyhee
County, Idaho. English; Dana 17 ; A.G.I.
Beien kep gear. An improved type of kcps in
which the kep shoes arc withdrawn with-

out previously raising the cage and thus
reducing the decking time. The operation
may be automatic, except for cage release,

because the arrangement allows the kep
shoes to trip without the position of the
hand lever being altered. Nelson.

Beien machine. A pneumatic stowing machine which consists of a paddle wheel
with six compartments working inside an
adjustable airtight casing. This wheel, is
driven at a speed of 15 to 30 revolutions

per minute by means of an air

turbine

through gearing. Two sizes of Beien machine arc used having capacities of 30 and

60 cubic yards of stowing material per
hour respectivey. The dirt falls from the
paddle wheel into the airstream in the
pipe underneath the paddle box and passes
along 6-inch-diameter pipes to the outlet,

where a detachable deflector guides the
stream of dirt into the req,Ared place in

the pack hole. Mason, V. 2, P. .568.
Beilby layer. a.Flow layer resulting from incipient fusion during polishing of mineral

surface, and therefore not characteristic
of true lattice structure. Pryor, 4. b. The
well-polmirrorlike surface layer, on
ished stones other than diamond, which
seems to be caused by a fusion of tiny
surface projections on the stone during
the polishing operation. In corundum and
quartz this layer is crystalline; in zircon
and spinel, it is amorphous and pits more
easily than other stones. Shipley.

be In. An oil well is said to "be in" when it
begins to produce. Hess.

bekinkinite. A feldspar-free granular igneous rock composed of barkevikite, nepheline, and olivine. Found on Mount Bekinkina, Malagasy Republic. Johannsen, v, 1,
2d, 1939, p. 243.
bekko ware. A yellow-brown splashed pottery

made in Japan. It resembles tortoise shell.
Fay.

bel. A unit of level when the base of the

logarithm is 10. Use of the bel is restricted
to levels of quantities proportional to
power. Hy.

belemnite. An extinct type of cephalopod
known from cigar-shaped fossils. A.G.I.

Supp.
Belemnite marls. Calcareous clays characterized by the occurrence of plentiful belemnites, occurring in the English Chalk. See

also Plenus marls. C.T.D.
Belfast truss. A bowstring design of girder
fabricated entirely from timber components. Ham.

Belgian coke oven. A rectangular variation
of the beehive coke oven. Bureau of Mines

other substance in the roof of a coal seam.
Bells are dangerous as they tend to collapse

suddenly and without warning. Nelson.

b. Pot is the common Arkansas term. Fay.
c, A gong used as a signal at mine shafts.

Fay. d. An expanded part at one end of
a pipe section, into which the next pipe

fits. Nichols. c. See cone. C.T.D.
bellan; belland; bellund. a. Eng. Dusty lead
ore. Arkell. b. A form of lead poisoning to
which miners are subject. Fay.
belland. See bellan.
bell and hopper. See cup and cone. Fay.
bell-and-spigot joint. The usual term for the
joint in cast-iron pipe. Each piece is made

Staff.

with an enlarged diameter or bell at one
end into which the plain or spigot end of

scale used in Belgium for measuring the
environmental coition in mines. Roberts,
I, p. 132.

lead, rubber, or other suitable substance
which is driven in or calked into the bell

Belgian effective temperature. A temperature

Belgian kiln. A type of annular kiln patented

by a Belgian, D. Enghiens. It is a longitudinal arch kiln with grates at regular

intervals in the kiln bottom; it is side-fired
onto the grates. Such kilns have benn popular for the firing of fire clay refractories
at 1,200° to 1,300° C. Dodd.
Belgian oven. A rectangular oven with end

doors and side flues for the manufacture
of coke. Fay.
Belgian process. A process most commonly
employed in the smelting of zinc. Roasted
zinc ore, mixed with a reducing material,
as coal or coke, isplaced in retorts which
consist of cylindrical pipes of refractory
material closed at one end, of a length and
diameter convenient for charging and
cleaning them. A number of these retorts
are placed slightly inclined in a properly
constructed furnace. The open ends of the
retorts are covered with a sheet-iron hood
to which are connected short, conical,
sheet-iron pipes discharging the molten
zinc downward. Fay.

Belgian sllez. A very hard, tough, more or
hss cellular quartzite resembling French
buhrstone and the most favored natural
mill-lining material for most purposes. It
is imported in rectangular blocks that are
more or less shaped to fit the curve of a
mill. AIME, p. 14.

Belgian zinc furnace. A furnace in which

another piece is inserted when laying. The
joint is then made tight by cement, oakum,

and around the spigot. Fay.
bellarmine. Salt-glazed bottle or jug first

made in Germany in the 15th century,

usually having a bearded face stamped or
engraved on the neck as a decoration.
ACSG, 1963.

bellcrank. A triangular or L-shaped lever
used to change the direction of motion of
cables or rods. Hess.

bellcrank drive. A device used to drive an
auxiliary shaker conveyor without changing the direction of the main conveyor. It
consists essentially of two driving arms,

placed at right angles to each other and
supported at their pivot point by a fulcrum jack. When these driving arms are
attached to the main and auxiliary conveyors, the reciprocating motion of the

main conveyor is transmitted to the auxiliary conveyor which can then discharge its
load onto the main conveyor. Jones.
bell damper. A damper of the sand-seal type,
and bell-shaped. Such dampers are used,
for example, in annular kilns. Dodd.

bell dolphin. Often referred to as a Baker
bell dolphin after the inventor. It comprises a steel or concrete fender of bell
shape, mounted on a cluster of driven piles
in the open sea for mooring ships, the first
example having been installed at Heysham,
England. Ham.
Bell dresser. See dresser. ACSG, 1963.

zinc is reduced and distilled from calcined
ores in tubular retorts. These furnaces may
be classified as direct-fired and gas-fired,

belled. Eng. Widened; said of the enlarged
portion of a shaft at the landing for run-

these systems which merge into one an-

Belleek china. A highly translucent white-

but there is no sharp division between

other by difficultly definable gradations.
Each class of furnace may be subdivided
into recuperative and nonrecuperative, but

heat recuperation in connection with direct
firing is rare. Fay.
belgite. Same as willemite. English.

belite. a. A constituent of portland cement
clinkers. English. b. A synonym for larnite.
Hey, 2d, 1955.

belith. Original spelling of belite. Hey, 2d,
1955.

ning the cars past the shaft, and for caging.

Fay.

ware composed of a body containing a sig-

nificant amount of frit and normally having a luster glaze. Produced commercially
at Belleek, Ireland. ASTM C242-60T.
Belleek porcelain. An extremely thin ware,

decorated with a pearly luster laid over

The shale sinks and the coal floats. Pryor, 3.

bell. a. A cone-shaped mass of ironstone or

originating with the fossils called
sigillaria, or the roots of trees. See also
bell, a caldron; caldron bottom. Fay.
ably

bellmoutli overflow. Overflow from a reservoir through a tower which is erected from

the bed to the overflow level, the water
being taken from the reservoir to a discharge funnel. Ham.

belimouth socket. A horn socket equipped
with a bell-like flaring mouth. See also
horn socket. Long.

bellows. a. An instrument with an air chamber and flexible sides, used for directing
a current of air. In a foundry, small hand
bellows are used for blowing parting sand
away from the faces of patterns etc. Crispin. b. An expansible metal device containing a fluid that will volatilize at some
desired temperature, expand the device,
and open or close an opening or a switch,
as in controls and steam traps. Strock, 10.

bell pearl. A bell- or pear-shaped pearl.
Shipley.

bell pit. Derb. A mine working argillaceous
ironstone by a system called bell work. See
also bell work, a. Fay.

bell pit mining. Obsolete method of winning
coal or bedded iron from shallow deposits,

in which mineral was extracted and

dragged to a central shaft. Pryor, 3.
Bell process. See Bell's dephosphorizing process. Fay.

bellringer. In anthracite and bituminous coal
mining, a laborer, who signals the hoist-

man by means of an electric bell or a

buzzer system from the shaft, slope bottom, or intermediate level in a mine to
raise or lower the cage (elevator) or the
skip (large metal container for hoisting
coal). D.O.T. 1.

bells. a. Signals for lowering and hoisting the
bucket, skip, or cage in a shaft usually are
given loy bells, the number of strokes in-

dicating the nature of the load, the place
for stopping, etc. Weed, 1922. b. Devices
used to eliminate the.escape of gases, during charging of an iron blast furnace.

Bureau of Mines Staff.
bell screw; screw bell. An internally threaded
bell-shaped iron bar, for recovering broken

or lost rods in a deep borehole. See also

and fitted with a mechanical rabble to

bellies. Widenings in a vein. See also belly,

ing, in a bath of heavy liquid, produced
by dissolving calcium chloride in water.

conical-shaped patch of a mine roof, prob-

purpose of repairs. Fay. b. A conical cavity

at the section joints of a pipeline for the

mechanically induced upward currents to
obtain a separation at the desired specific
gravity. It produces a clean, dustless, nonBelknap process. Old method of coal clean-

2d, 1955.

bell mold; bell mould; bellmouth. Som. A

biche. Fay.
Bell's dephosphorizing process. The removal

in a coal mine roof caused by the falling

freezing coal. Mitchell, p. 474.

trobenzene, usually with some potassium
nitrate. Fay. b. A lead chromo-arsenate in
delicate velvety, red to orange tufts. Webster 2d.
bell jar. Synonym for jar collar. Long.
bell metal. High tin bronze, containing up
to 30percent tin and some zinc and lead;
used in casting bells. C.T.D.
bell-metal ore. a. Corn. An early name for
tin pyrite, so called because of its bronze
color. Fay. b. Synonym for stannite. Hey

the glaze, suggesting the interior of shells;
named from Belleek, Ireland, where it was
originally made. Standard, 1964;
bell holes. a. Holes dug or excavations made

Belknap chloride washer. This coal washer
uses a calcium chloride solution of a com-

paratively low density and depends on

bell tap
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of a large concretion; or, as of a bell mold.
Fay.

a. Fay.

bellingerite. A hydrous copper iodate, 3Cu-

(103)r21120, as bluish.:green triclinic crys-

tals from Chuquicamata, Chile. Spencer
16, M.M., 1943.
beffite. a. An explosive consisting of five parts

of ammonium nitrate to one of metadini-

001

101

of phosphorus from molten pig iron in a
puddling furnace, lined with i ron oxide
agitate the bath. Red-hot iron ore is added.
See also Krupp's washing process. Fay.

bell sheave. Aust. A sheave in the shape of
a truncated cone, used in connection with
the main-and-tail system of rope haulage
at curves, so as to keep the rope close to
the ground. Fay.
bell socket. Synonym for bell tap. Long.
bell tap. A cylindrical fishing tool having an
upward-tapered inside surface provided
with hardened threads. When slipped over
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belt capacity. The load which a belt conveyor

a regulated rate from under a bin or stockpile; length of belt conveyor loaded with
dry reagent, which can be fed slowly into
flow line as the belt is inched forward.
Pryor, 3.
belt flotation. A method sometimes used to
recover diamond particles 1 millimeter or
smaller. The equipment used is a 24-iuch
belt conveyor made of 80-mesh wire screen,

beil tap
the upper end of lost, cylindrical, downhole drilling equipment and turned, the
threaded inside surface of the bell tap cuts
into and grips the outside surface of the

lost equipment. Also called bell; bell screw;

bell socket; box bill; die; die collar; die
nipple. Long.

bell top. Term used to describe a good roof
that has a clear ringing sound. Kentucky,
p. 133.

henna. See bellan.
bell work. a. Derb. A system of working
an ironstone measure by upward under-

ground excavations, around the shafts
(raises) in the form of a bell or cone.
Compare milling, a. Fay. b. A method used

in working salt depesits. Standard, 1964.
belly. a. A bulge, or mass of ore in a lode.
Fay. b. Widened places in a borehole caused

by sloughing of loose material from the

borehole sidewalls. Long. c. The wide part
of a pot. ACSG.

bellybuster. a. A safety rope or belt used by
a driller's helper or derrickman while

working in the drill derrick or tripod.
Long. b. A railing placed at belt height
around an elevated work platform, as in

a drill tripod or derrick. Long.

belly helve. Eng. A forge hammer, lifted
by a cam which act about midway be-

tween the fulcrum and the head. Fay.
belly pipe. A flaring-mouthed blast pipe in

an iron furnace. Standard, 1964.
Belomorite. Trade name for moonstone from
the White Sea. Spencer 17, M.M., 1946.
belonesite. A white transparent magnesium

molybdate, Mgdo04, crystallizing in the
tetragonal system. Fay.

belonite. A rod- or club-shaped microscopic
embryonic crystal in a glassy rock. Fay.
Longulites, clavalites, and spiculites are
included under this term. A.G.I.
belonosphacrite. A spherule consisting of
more or less determinable substances in
radially arranged crystals. Johannsen, v.
1, 2d ed., 1939, p. 169.
belovite. a. Arsenate-belovite is the mineral
reported by E. I. Nefedov, 1953, with the
formula, Ca3(Ca,Mg) (As0) 2.2H20. Near
roselite. Spencer 20, M.M., 1955; Spencer
21, M.M., 1958. b. Phosphate-belovite .!
an apatitelike mineral from pegmatite, reported by L. S. Borodin abd M. E. Kazakova, 1954, with the formula, (Sr,Ce,Na,Ca)10(PO4)0(0,0H) a; hexagonal. Spencer
20, M.M., 1955; Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
belt. a. Can. Regional surface zone along
which mines and prospects occur. Hoff-

man. b. A continuous strap or band for
transmitting power from one wheel to an-

other, or (rarely) to a shaft, by friction.
Standard, 1964. See also conveyor belt;

interwoven conveyor belt; rubber conveyor
belt; solid woven conveyor belt; steel band
belt; steel cable conveyor belt; stitched
canvas conveyor belt; wire mesh conveyor
belt. ASA MH4.1-1958. c. A zone or band
of a particular kind of rock strata exposed
on the surface. Compare zone. Fay. d. An

elongated area of mineralization. A.G.I.
e. See segmented belt. ASCG, 1963.

Belt (Reltian) series. A great thickness (perhaps 40,000 feet) of younger Precamhrian
rocks occurring in the Little Belt Mountains, Mont.; Idaho; and British Columbia,
Canada. Argillaceous strata predominate,
accompanied by algal limestones. Comparable with the Grand Canyon series in

Colorado and the Uinta Quartzite series
in the Uinta Mountains, Utah. C.T.D.

belt boy. See setoff man. D.O.T. I.

is able to carry. It depends upon (1) area
of cross section of load on belt, and (2)
speed of belt. The carrying capacity can
60 AVM

be expressed as: P

tons, where

2,240

P equals tonnage of material carried per
hour, A equals area of cross section of
load in square feet, V equals speed of belt

in feet per minute, and M equals weight
in pounds per cubic foot of loose material.

Th4s assumes no rolling nor slippage of
material on the belt. The carrying capacity in an incline is rather less than that
when operating on the level, due to the
tendency of coal or ore to roll and slide
back on the belt. On inclinations up to

10°, the difference is not pronounced. See
also conveyor; maximum belt slope. Nelson.
belt cleaner. A device attached to a belt conveyor to clean or remove dirt or coal dust
from the belt surface. Rotary bristle brushes
are sometimes used, driven either by gearing from the conveyor or by an independent high-speed motor. Another device
consists of a short scraper conveyor with
rubber-faced scrapers attached at intervals.
The scraper belt is driven via a chain drive
from the main conveyor drum. Nelson.

belt conveyor. A moving endless belt that
rides on rollers and on which coal or other

materials can be carried for various distances. The principal parts of a belt conveyor are (1) a belt to carry the load and
transmit the pull, (2) a driving unit, (3)
a supporting structure and idler rollers
between the terminal drums? and (4) ac-

cessories, which include devices for maintaining belt tension, loading and unloading
the belt, and equipment for cleaning and

protecting the belt. See also balata belt;
cord belt Kentucky, pp. 231-234; Nelson.

belt conveyor, flat. See flat belt conveyor
ASA MH4.1-195R.

belt conveyor, multiple-cord. See multiplecord belt conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

about 30 feet between centers, set in a

tank, and sloping so that one end is underwater. Wet feed is applied in a thin layer
at the upper (or dry) end of the conveyor
and advances toward the water at a speed

that allows for drainage. As the feed
touches the water the diamond particles
float on the surface and are carried over
a weir into a box. The nonfloating particles

fall off the underwater end of the con-

veyor and are collected in a sump. Flotation is done with clear water, and a concentration ratio of 1,000 to 1 and an
efficiency of 98 percent is claimed. I.C.

8200, 1964, p. 73.
belt friction. See friction. ASA MHi 1,1-1958.
belt grinding. Grinding with an abrasive belt.
ASM Gloss.

belt horsepower. That power developed with
all auxiliary equipment (such as pump

and fans) attached and is consequently

lower than flywheel horsepower. Carson,
p. 68.
belt idler. A roller, usually of cylindrical
shape, which is supported on a frame and
which, in turn, supports or guides a conveyor belt. Idlers are not powered but turn
by reason of contact with the moving belt.
Jones.

belting. One of the main parts of a belt conveyor. The belting consists of plies of cot-

ton duck impregnated with rubber, and

with top and bottom covers of rubber. The
carrying capacity of the belt will vary de-

pending on the running speed and the

width of the belt. Sinclatr, V. p. 286.
belt kiln. A tunnel kiln through which warc

is carried on an endless belt made of a

belt conveyor structure. The framework for
supporting the bottom strand of a belt conveyor. Two types of conveyor structures

wire-mesh woven from heat-resisting alloy.

type where the bottom belt is covered by
metal trays, and the open type in which

belt, link-plate. See link-plate belt. ASA

are in general use, namely the covered

In the pottery industry such kilns have

found some use for glost- and decoratingfiring. Dodd.

MI14.1-1958.

the bottom belt is completely exposed. The
former is by far the more common as coal,
stone, timber, etc., cannot fall onto it.
Nelson.

belt loader; elevating grader. A machine
whose forward motion cuts soil with a

czaveyor. ASA MI14.1-1958.
belt course. A narrow, vertically faced course

beltman. See conveyor man..D.O.T. I.
belt marks. See chain marks. ASTM C162-66.
belt of soil moisture. Subdivision of zone of

belt conveyor, troughed. See troughed belt
or masonry, sometimes slightly projected,
such as window sills which are made con-

tinuous; also used to divide walls into

stories and stages. Sometimes called string
course or sill course. ACSG.

belt cover. A cover which is placed on the

framework of a belt conveyor so as to pre-

vent materials from falling on the return

belt. Jones.
belt creep. Gentle slip. Pryor, 3, p. 43.
belt dressing. A compound used to improve
adhesion or flexibility. Pryor, 3, p. 43.

belt ekvator. See bucket elevator. ASA

MH4.1-1958.
belteropork. Describes crystals in rocks whose
growth was determined by direction of

easiest growth. A.G.1. Supp.
belt fastener. A device for joining conveyor
and elevator belting. Jones.
belt feeder. Short loop of conveyor belt, or
articulated steelplate, used to draw ore at

plowshare or disc and pushes it to a conveyor belt that elevates it to a dumping
point. Nichols.

aeration. Belt from which water may be
used by plants or withdrawn by soil evap-

oration. Some of the water passes down
into the intermediate belt, where it may
be held by molecular attraction against

the influence of gravity. Leet.
belt of variables. The belt of marine deposition extending from the coast (high water-

mark) to a depth of about 100 fathoms,
that is, corresponding roughly with the
continental shelf (in the wide sense, to
include the shore) ; passing into the mud

belt at the'inner mud line. Challinor.
belt protection device. A device fitted to a
belt conveyor to give an alarm or to cause
the conveyor to stop in the event of a defect, such as belt slip, breakage tearing,
misalignment, or overload. B.S. 3618,1965,
sec. 7.

belt alip. The difference in sPeed between

the driving drum and the belt conveyor.
Belt slip at the drivehead can cause heating of the driving drum. Devices are available which measure the belt slip and which
cut off the power when a predetermined
amount of slip takes place. See also slip,
Is. Nelson.

belt-slip device. A device fitted to a belt conveyor to give an alarm or to cause the
conveyor to stop in the event of belt slip

exceeding a predetermined amount. B.S.

3618, 1965, sec. 7.
belt-slip protection device. An assembly which
causes the power to be disconnected if the

belt slips excessively on the drive pulley.

NEM A MB1-1961.

belt table. A table incorporating a belt conveyor so arranged as to provide working

space on one or both sides of the belt.

ASA MH4.1-1958.

belt takeup. A mechanism which operates
and includes a takeup pulley carrying one

end of a belt loop in such a

N

ay as to

provide suitable operating tension. It may
also serve as a means for storing extra belt.
NEMA MB1-1961.

belt tensioning device. A mechanism which
operates on a takeup pulley carrying one

cnd of a belt loop in such a way as to
provide suitable operating tension. It

is

commonly known as a belt takeup. NEMA

MB1-1956.

belt trainer. A device used for training a belt
or to assist it in running in a central position. It consists of a roller, either of metal

or hard wood, supported at one of the

frames which likewise supports the troughing idlers, and held vertically so the edge

of the belt will come against the roller

surface. Also called guide idler; self-aligning idler. Jones.

belt tripper. A device or mechanism which
causes the conveyor belt to pass around
pulleys for the purpose of discharging material from it. ASA MH4.1-1958.

belugite. A name based upon the Beluga
River, Alaska, and suggested by J. E. Spurr
for a transition group of plagioclase rocks

between his diorites and diabases. Spurr
restricts the name diorite to those plagioclase rocks (without regard to the dark
silicate) whose plagioclase belongs in the
andesine-oligoclase series. The diabase
group, on the other hand, contains those

whose plagioclase belongs in the labradorite-anorthite series. Belugites with a porphyritic texture and a fine-grained or
aphanitic groupdmass are called aleutites.
Fray.

Belugou imperfection coefficient. In coal
testing, a parameter, B, applied to the ash
p25
p75
, where px is
curve: B =
the specific .gravity of particles of which
the fraction separated is X percent ; (p75
p25) is the statistical intermediate or

inquartile range and p50, thc effective

density, of separation M a process in which
a dense medium, vertical current, or jig-

ging action is used. Equation is used to
define shape of a Tromp curve. Pryor, 3.
belyankinite. Platy yellowish-brown masses,
2CaO. 1 2TiOs. 1/2N13206..ZrOa.SiOs. 28/110,

optically biaxial, in nepheline-syenite-pegmatite, from Kola peninsula, Russia.
Spencer..19, M.M., 1952.

Belynskis reagent. A 1 perccnt copper sulfate solution recommended as an etchant
for revealing dendritic structures in high
carbon steels. Osborne.

benching
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bemenite. a. A light gray or grayish-brown,

ing erosion plane inclined seaward. "'arc.

common manganese mineral, RMn06.11207Si02. E.C.T., v. 8, p. 722. b. An erroneous
name for danburite. Bureau of Mines Staff.

v. A nearly horizontal area at about the
level of maximum high water or the seaside of a dike. H&G. w. See siege. ASTM

bemiscite. A salmon-colored feldspar from

bench-and-bench. Ark. That plan of mining coal in a room which requires the
blasting of the two benches of coal alter-

Bemis, Me. Schaller.

ben. a. Scot. Inward; toward the workings;
the workman's right to enter the pit. Fay.
b. The day's work of a youth, indicating
the proportion of a man's task which he
is able or allowed to put out, is called
quarter-ben, half-ben, three-quarter ben.
Fay. c. The live or productive part of a
lode. Arkell. d. A mountain peak; a word
occurring chiefly in the names of many of
the highest summits of the mountains of
Scotland, as Ben Nevis. Fay.

benbond. A finely ground plastic clay prepared from a deposit in Essex, England,
used as a bond in foundry sand mixtures.
Osborne.

bench. a. One of two or more divisions of a
coal seam, separated by slate, ctc., or simply separated by the process of cutting the
coal, one bench or layer being cut before
the adjacent one. Fay. b. To cut the coal
in benches. Fay. c. A terrace on the side

of a river or lake having at one time

formed its bank. See also benches. Fay. d.
A small tram or car of about 7 cubic feet
capacity used for carrying coal from the
face to the chute down which it is dumped
to the gangway platform for reloading into
larger cars. Fay. e. To wedge the bottoms
up below the holing. Fay. f. A level layer

C162-66.

nately, each a little beyond the other. Also
called bench working. Fay.

bench blasting. A mining system used either
undcrground or in surface pits whereby a

thick ore or waste zone is removed by

blasting a series of successive horizontal
layers called benches. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

bench claim. A placer claim located on a
bench above the present level of a stream.
Hess.

bench coal. A coal seam cut in benches ar
layers. Tomkeieff, 1954.

bench cut. a. In vertical shaft sinking, blasting of drill holes so as to keep one end of
a rectangular opening deep (leading),
thus facilitating drainage and removal of
blasted rock. Pryor, 3. I). Benches in tunnel driving are often drilled from the top
with jackhammers. The vertical shotholes
are generally spaced 4 feet apart in both
directions, fired by electric delay detonators, one row at a time. When bench shot-

holes are drilled horizontally, with the
drifter drills mounted on a bar, the charges

are fired in rotation, starting from the
upper center. In some cases a bench may

worked separately in a mine. Fay. g. A
group of retorts in an oven or furnace;
also, the complete oven or furnace containing a set or group of retorts for generating coal gas. Webster 3d. h. Eng. A

be drilled both vertically and horizontally,
particularly where the benches are exceptionally high or when the headroom above
the bench is inadequate for handling drill
steels long enough to bottom the shotholes

ledge left in tunnel construction work, on
the edge of a cutting in earth or in rock.
Fay. i. Scot. A landing place. Fay. j.
The horizontal step or floor along which
coal, orei stone, or overburden is worked
or quarried. See also benching ; opencast.

chines mounted on a bar across the bottom

Nelson. k. A stratum of coal forming a
portion of the scam; also, a flat place on

a hillside indicating the outcrop of a coal
scam. B.C.I.1. In tunnel excavation, where
a top heading is driven, the bench is the
mass of rock left, extending from about
the spring line to the bottom of the tunnel. Stauffer. m. In a metal mine, a long
horizontal face or ledge of ore in a stope

or working place. C.T.D. n. A ledge,

which in open-pit work forms a step from
which excavation will take place at constant level. Austin. o. A part of the face

of a large excavation which is not ad-

to grade. The lifters are drilled by ma-

of the tunnel, in which case ,the upper
vertical holes will all be fired before the
horizontal charges. Ham.

bench diggiegs. River placers not subject to
overflows. See also bench placers. Fay.

benched foundation. Foundation excavated
on a sloping stratum of rock, which is cut
in steps so that it cannoi Aide when under
load. Ham.

benchers. Eng. Men employed in the mine
at the bottom of inclined planes. Fay.

benches. A namc applied to ledges of all
kinds of rock that are shaped like steps

or terraces. They may be developed either
naturally in the ordinary processes of land
degradation, faulting, and the like; or by
artificial excavation in milies and quarries.
Fay.

vanced as part of the round but as a separate operation. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
p. A ledge, which, in open-pit mines and
quarries, forms a single level of operation
above which mineral or waste materials are

bench face. See bank, 1. Bureau of Mines

excavated from a contiguous bank or bench

which occur on the sides of the valleys

face. The mineral or waste is remoVed in

successive layers, each of which, is a bench,
several of which may be in operation simul-

taneously in different parts of, and at different elevations in an open-pit mine or
quorry. Compare berm, a. Bureau. of Mines
Staff. q. A working level 'or step in a ,cut
which is made in several layers. Nichols.
r. A band of coal forming a part of the
bed. Hudson. s. A shelf or ledge made in
a mine tunnel or working when an upper

section is cut back. Webster 3d. t. An
elongated arca of mineralization usually

marked by a 'characteristic mineralogy or
structure. A.G.I. u: A level or gently slop-

Staff.

bench flume. A conduit on a bench, cut on
sloping ground. Seelye, 1.
bench gas. See coal gas. CCD, 6d, 1961.
bench gravel. Yukon & Alaska. Gravel beds

above the present stream bottoms, repre-

senting parts of the bed of the stream when
it was at a higher level. Fay.

bench grinder; bench stand. An offhand
grinding machine supported on a bench
and mounting one or two wheels on a
horizontal spindle. ACSG, 1963 .

bench height. The average height of that
part of the rock to be detached by the
charge. Langelqrs, p. 164. See also bank
height.

benching. a. 'A method of working small
quarries or opencast pits in steps or benches,

and rows of blasting holes are drilled

benching
to the free face. The benching

parallel

method has certain dangers as the quarrymen must work on ledges at some height.

It is possible to work benches up to 30
feet high using tripod or wagon drills.
Nelson. See also bottom benching; top
benehing. b. The breaking up of a bottom

layer of coal with steel wedges in cases
where holing is done above the floor. Nelson. c.

Ches. The lower portion of the

rock salt bed worked in one operation. Fay.

d. See bench, h. Fay. e. Benches collectively, as in a mine. Webster 2d. See also
bench f. Fay.

benching iron. An item of surveying equipment, comprising a triangular steel_plate
with Pointed studs at the corners. These

studs are driven into the ground in the

desired position. The plate is used either
as a temporary bench mark or as a change
point in running a line of levels. Ham.

benching shot. Scot. A shot placed in a
hole bored vertically downward in an open

face of work. Fay.

benching-up. Newc. Worxing on the top of
coal. Fay.

bench mark. a. permanently fixed point of
known elevation used as a reference for
elevations. A primary bench mark is one
close to a tide station to which the tide
staff and tidal datum originally are re-

ferred. Hy. b. A permanent mark of a

suitable character for preserving and transferring vertical elevations in a tunnel.
Stauffer.

bench of timbers. A term used to describe
the header when it is complete with legs.
Also called a set. Kentucky, p. 140.

bench placer. A tin- or gold-bcaring terrace
of gravel on one or both sides of a river
valley. Nelson.

bench placers. Placers in ancient stream deposits from 50 to 300 feet above present
streams. Fay.

bench press. Any small press that can be

mounted on a bench or table. ASM Gloss.
bench scrap. The scrap mica resulting from
rifting and trimming hand-cobbed mica.
Skow.

bench slope. See bank slope. Bureau of Mines
Stall.

bench stone. A rectangular stone measuring
from 4 to 8 or 9 inches long by approximately 2 inches wide and varying in thicknesses. In use, it generally rests on the
artisan's bench, whence its name. Some
bench stones are made circular for those
who prefer the rotary motion in sharpening chisels and similar instruments. Fay.

bench terrace. A more or less level step between steep risers, graded into a hillside.
Nichols.

bench vise. The ordinary machinist's vise,
either plain or swivel. Crispin.
bench working. The system of working one

or more seams or beds of mineral by open
working or stripping,- in stages or steps.
Zern. Also called bench-and-bench. Fay.
botchy. forming frequent benches; said of a
lode. Standard, 1964.

bend. Corn. Indurated clay; applied by the
miner to any hardened argillaceous substance. Fay.

bend allowance. The length of thc arc of the

neutral axis between the tangent points
of a bend. ASM Gloss.

bend angle. The angle through which a bendbeila operation is performed. ASM Gloss.
away. Set away.
Bendelari jig. A jig fitted with a flexible rubber diaphragm which is worked by an ec-

bent
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centric motion, thus producing a jigging

cycle (pulsion suction). Pryor, 3.

bender. Eng. An iron loop on pump cylinders for attaching a hoisting rope. Fay.
bending brake. A press brake used in bending. ASM Gloss.

bending formula. The formula used to calculate the bending of beams, made of any
homogeneous material, under load, M=fz,
where M equals bending moment, f equals
stress, and z equals modulus of section,
M=fI, where I is the moment
from which
of inertia of the section and y is one-half
its depth. Ham.
bending moment. The algebraic sum of thc
couples or the moments of the external
forces, or both, to the left or to the right
of any section on a member subjected to
bending by couples or transverse forces,
or both. ASM Gloss.

bending moment diagram. A diaaram giving

the amount of bending moment at any
point along a beam, for one loading. The

position and aMount of the maximum

bending moment is clearly revealed by this
diagram. Ham.
bending moment envelope. A diagram showing the worst bending moment at any point

for all possible loadings on a beam, con-

sisting of several bending moment diagrams

superimposed one upon another. Ham.
bending of strata. See folding. C.T.D.

bending rolls. Two or three rolls with an
adjustment for imparting a desired curvature in sheet metal. ASM Gloss.

moving gangue material; to upgrade. Ballard. b. Originally, the reduction of ores
to metal; now employed, especially in the
case of iron ore, to- mean improving the
chemical and/or physical properties of the
ore. Barger; Bureau of Mines Staff. .

beneficiated iron ores. Usable ores that have
been treated to improve either their physical or chemical characteristics. BuMines
Bull. 630, 1965, p. 459.
beneficiation. a. The dressing or processing

of ores for the purpose of (1) regulating
the size of a desired product, (2) removing
unwanted comtituents, and (3) improving

the quality, purity, or assay grade of a

desired product. Pryor, 3. b. Concentration

or other preparation of ore for smelting

by drying, flotation, or magnetic separation.
ASM Gloss.
benefido. a. Sp.

The working of mines.
b. Sp. Profit derived from working
a mine. Fay. c. Sp. Metallurgical processes: B. de cazo, the caldron or hot
amalgamation process; b. de hierro,amalgamation reduction with the addition of
fragments of iron; b. de colpa, the patio
process with colpa in lieu of magistral;
b. de pella de plata, amalgamation reduction with the addition of silver amalgam;
b. de patio, the patio or cold amalgamation process; b. de toneles, the Freiberg
or barrel amalgamation process; b. por
cianuración, the cyanide process; b. por
cloruración, the chlorination process; and
b. por fuego, reduction by smelting. Fay.
d. Sp. B. de metales, mechanical prepaFay.

the number of bars required. The bar
bender prepares the bars in accordance

ration of ores; ore dressing. Fay.
Benfield process. See hot-carbonate process.
Bengal amethyst. Purple sapphire. Shipley.
Bengal fire. A mixture of realgar, potassium
nitrate, and sulfur. Used in pyrotechnics.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

bending stress. The stress produced in thc
outer fibers of a rope by bending over a

benitolte. A blue barium-titanium silicate,

bending schedule. A list of steel reinforcenient prepared by the designer of a reinforced concrete structure, showing the
shapes and dimensions of every bar and
with this schedule. Ham.

sheave or drum. Zern.
bend radius. The inside radius of a bent section. ASM Gloss.
bend pulley. An idler pulley which is used

solely for the purpose of changing the
direction of travel of the belt other than
at the terminals of the conveyor. NEMA
MBI-1961.

bends. Caisson disease, brought on by too

sudden return to normal pressure after

ben heyl. Corn. A stream, wherc tin ore is
found. Fay.

BaTiSis0o, so far found only in California.
Used as a gem. Hexagonal. Sanford; Dana
17.

benjaminite. A rare sulfosalt for which the
formula, Plii(Ag,Cu)s/34Sii, has been suggested. American Mineralogist, v. 38, No.
5-6, May-June 1953, pp. 550-552.

bath. Eng. The working face of a coalbed.
A variation of bench. Fay.

Pryor, 3.

bean. A queue of workmen waiting their turn
at the pit top to enter the cage for descending or at the pit bottom for ascending the

wheel or pulley. ASA MH4.I-1958.

Benphosil grout. Trade name for a clay sili-

working iii a pressurized shaft or tunnel.
bend riga& A shaft which supports a bend

bend tangent. A tangent point where a bending arc ceases or changes. ASM Gloss.

bend test. A test for determining relative
ductility of metal that is to be formed,

usually sheet, strip, plate, or wire, and for
determining soundness and toughness of
metal. The specimen is usually bent over
a specified diameter through a specified

shaft. Nelson.

cate grout to which has been added wet
ground Trief slag, to provide a grout of
increased strength and stability. This material was used in the shafts at Bevercotes,
Great Britain. See also bentonite; Joosten
process. Nelson.

benstonite. A rhombohedral carbonate having
unit-cell contents, 3 [CaT ( Ba,Sr).(CO, ) .

angle for a specified number of cycles.

Obtained from a baryte mine in Hot

bend up; bend up a bit. Eng. An order to
raise the cage slowly, so that it may be
instantly stopped on the order "hold"

bent. a. Scot. The subsidence of roof near

ASM Gloss.

being given. Fay.

bend wheel. A wheel used to interrupt and
change the normal path of travel of the
conveying or driving medium. Most generally used to effect a change in direction
of a conveyor travel from inclined to
horizontal or a similar change. ASA MH4.
1-1958.
beneficiate. a. To improve the grade by re-

Springs County, Ark. The name is unfortunately near bentonite. Hey, M.M.,
1961.

the working face, for example, a bent roof.
Fay.

b. A framework transverse to the

length of a structure (as a trestle, bridge,
or long shed) usually designed to carry
lateral as well as vertical loads. Webster 3d.

c. Derb. An offshoot from a vein. Fay.

d. A transverse structure consisting of legs,

bracingt and feet used for the purpose of
supportmg a gallery or conveyor frame at

bent

specifica tions. The

a fixed elevation. ASA MH4.1-1958. c. In

poeia

t imber. Nichols,

petroleum. ASTM D2811-67.

tunnel timbering, two posts and a roof

bent glass. Flat glass, that has been shaped
while hot into cylindrical or other curved
shapes, ASTM C162-66.

Bentbk division. A primary division of the
sea which includes all of the ocean floor.
The Benthic Division is subdivided into
the Littoral System (the ocean floor lying
in water depths ranging from the high
watermark to a depth of 200 meters or
the edge of the continental shelf ), and the
Deep-Sea System (ocean floor lying in
water deeper than 200 meters). The systems are further subdivided into the Eulittoral Zone (0 to 50 meters), Sublittoral
Zone (50 to 200 meters), Archibenthic
Zone (200 to 1,000 meters), and the
Abyssal-Benthic Zone (1,000 meters and
greater). Hy.

bentbonic. Refers to the bottom of a body
of standing water. Compare pelagic. A.G.I.

Supp.
bentbos. All plants and animals living on the
ocean bottom. Hy.
bentonite. A montmorillonite-type clay formed

by the alteration of volcanic ash. It varies
in composition and is usually highly colloi-

dal and plastic. Swelling bentonite, for

example, is so named because of its capacity to absorb large amounts of water accompanied by an enormous increase in
volume. Bureau of Mines Staff. Occurs in
thin deposits in the Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks of the Western United States.
It i s used for making refractory linings,
water softening, decolorizing of oils, thickening drilling muds, and the preparation
of fine grouting fluids. As a mud flush,
bentonite is used at a concentration of
about 3 pounds per cubic foot of water.
Nelson.
bentonitic arkosse. See arkosic

bail saddle
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bentonite.

A .C.I.

bentonitic clay. A clay derived from decomposed volcanic ash having a high content
of the mineral montmorillonite, and usually characterized by high swelling or wetting. ASCE P1826.

bent sieve. A stationary screen constructed

in the form of an arc of a circle and is

arranged as a chute over which die clean
coal from a cyclone washer passes to the
orthodox rinsing screen. It i s claimed to
have a considerably higher screening ca-

pacity than the vioratory screen. In the
United States, the bent screen is used in

magnetite recovery from cyclone washers.
Nelson.
benzoic; bowel; plheae. Clear; colorless; ex-

tremely flammable; liquid; Catloi molec.
ular weight, 78.11; characteristic odor;
narcotic; toxic; vapor harmful; specific
gravity, .8790 (at 20° C, referred to

water at 4° C) ; melting point, 5.5° C;

boiling point, 80.1° C; flash point, closed

cup, 11° C; slightly soluble in water;

and soluble in all proportions in alcohol,
in ether, in acetone, in chloroform, in
acetic acid, in carbon tetrachloride, and in
carbon disulfide. An important solvent.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-146.
beozisc. This term is archaic and misleading
and should not be used. The term petroleum benzin has appeared in the U.S.
Pharmacopoeia for many years designating

a refined light naptha used for extraction
purposes. This term should only be used
for material meeting the U.S. Pharmaco-

term

benzin

should never be used without the prefix

benzol. The general term which refers to
commercial or technical (not necessarily

pure) benzene. API Glossary.

benzol indicator. This is a portable instrument designed specifically for measuring
low concentrations of benzol potentially
dangerous to the health of personnel. Capable

of

indicating the concentrations

quickly and easily on a dial. Used for

byproduct coke, rubber, paint, varnish and
chemical plants or wherever toxic quantities of benzol might be encountered. Bests,
p. 584.
bengal stiIIa helper. In the coke products
industry, one who assists a benzene still operator in the distillation of benzol by ma-

nipulating valves to control, charge, or
drain stills, oil cooler, pumps, and auxiliary

equipment. Also called stillman helper.
D.O.T. Supp.
beraunite. A foliated and columnar red to
reddish-brown, hydrous ferric phosphate.

Fay.

bertha. A circular, revolving, inclined iron

pan in which concentrates are ground with
mercury and water by an iron ball. Gordon.
Berea sandstone. Berea grit. A rock formation

consisting of fine-grained sandstone and
grit, generally considered as the base of
the Carboniferous system in Ohio. It is

much used as a building stone and for
grindstones, and is one of the principal
oil-bearing formations of the state. Fay.

berengelite. A dark brown, resinous, asphalt-

like mineral, soluble in cold alcohol but
nearly insoluble in potassium hydroxide.

Found near Arica, Peru. Fay.
beresite. A name coined by Rose for a musco-

vite granite that forms dikes in the gold
district of Beresovsk, in the Ural Mountains, U.S.S.R. It is, therefore, practically

tainers. The ore was heated to the reduc-

tion temperature in one container, and
then this container was moved into the
reducing zone. Osborne.

bergmehl; bergmeal. a. An infusorial earth,
sometimes eaten mixed with meal or bark.
Also called mountain meal. Standard,
1964. b. A white efflorescence of calcite,
like cotton. Also called rock meal; fossil
farina. Standard, 1964.
Berg method. See diver method. Dodd.
bergschrund. A large crevasse or series of
closely spaced open fissures at the upper
end of a valley glacier between the main
mass of the ice and the rock walls of the
confining cirque. In some cases, the bergschrund lies between the ice that is of
sufficient depth and consistency to begin
movement and the névé or snowfield which
is not moving. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

berg till. When icebergs bearing till or boulders floated out into lakes which bordered

the ice sheet, deposits were made in the

water which bear resemblances both to till
and to lacustrine clays. If the icebergs
bore till, this might be deposited intact
if the icebergs grounded. If the bergs bore
only boulders and stones, these were
dropped into the lacustrine clay. The
stones and the clay or mud might be in

the relative proportions appropriate to till.
Such deposits would be, in some respects,
unlike ground moraine, both in physical

constitution and in topography; but the
two classes of deposits may so closely resemble each other that their local differen-

tiation is no simple matter. Deposits of
berg till are quite certainly existent in

New Jersey. A.G.I.
berigem. A chrysolite-colored synthetic spine!. Shipley.

beringite. A dark variety of soda trachyte
rich in barkevikite; from Bering Island,
Kamchatka Peninsula. Holmes, 1928.

a synonym for aplite, as earlier defined but
some of the beresites have since been shown

Berkeky clay. A plastic, refractory kaolin

form a very exceptimal aggregate of quartz
and muscovite. Fay.

ber 97, the discovery of which was an-

to be practically without feldspar and to

berg. a. A hill or mountain. Local in the

from South Carolina. Dodd.
berkelium. The element having atomic num-

nounced by Thompson, Ghiorso, and Sea-

Hudson River Valley. A.G.I. b. An iceberg.
A.G.I. Supp.
bergalite; bergalitib. A pitchy black dike rack

borg in 1950. They produced an isotope
of 4.5 hours half-life, berkelium 243, by
helium ion bombardment of americium
241. Symbol, Bk; valences, 3 and 4; and

apatite, perovskite, melilite, and magnetite
in a groundmass of the same minerals with

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

containing small phenocrysts of hauyne,

nepheline, biotite, and brown interstitial
glass; from Kaiserstuhl, Oberbergen, Baden, Germany. Holmes, 1928; fohannsen,
v. 4, 1938, p. 379.

bergbotter. a. Ger. An impure alum or
copperas efflorescence, of a 'mtter-like
consistency, oozing from alum slates. Hess.

b. Various salts, commonly halotrichite.

Hey 2d, 1955.
bergenke. Occurs naturally at Bergen an der
Trieb, Saxony, with other uranium minerals; named from locality, the older name
being rejected as implying a barian phosphuranylite rather than the barium analogue. Synonym for barium-phospburanylite.
Hey, M.M., 1961.
Bergin process. Manufacture of liquid fuels
from coal by mixing powdered coal with

the mass number of the most stable isotope,
249. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957 ; Handbook of

pp. 1390, B-101.

berkeyite. A blue gemstone from Brazil, afterwards identified as lazulite. English.
Berlin blue. In optical mineralogy, an anom-

alous interference color of the first order.

Fay.

Berlin iron. A soft iron containing phos-

phorus, making very fiiie smooth castings
and used for ornaments and jewelry. Stand-

ard, 1964.

babas. A colorless to grayish or rose-red,
compact, massive hydrous phosphate of

aluminum, 2A1s0r2PaOrHs0; Mohs' hardness, 6-7; specific gravity, 2.64; from

Westana, Scania, Sweden. Dana 7, v. 2,
p. 697.

Bedb porcelain. A German laboratory porce-

oil and hydrogen under moderately high
temperatures and high pressures. Bennett
2d, 1962. See also hydrogenation of coal ;

lain, particularly that made at the Berlin
State Porcelain factory. A quoted body
composition is 77 percent purified Halle
day and 23 percent Norwcgin feldspar,

Sergio, process. A method of direct reduc. tion of iron ore. The reduction of the ore
was carried out in interchangeable con-

fired at 1,000* C, and is then glazed and
refired at 1,400' C. Dodd.
bed saddle. A chemical stoneware shape for

Lurgi gasifier. Nelson.

all finer than 10 microns. The ware is

berl saddle
the packing of absorption towers; it is
saddle-shaped, size about 1 inch and ap-

proximately 2,000 pieces are required per
cubic foot. A packing of berl saddles provides a very large contact surface and is a
most efficient type of ceramic packing.
Dodd.

berm. a. A horizontal shelf or ledge built into
an embankment or sloping wall of an open

pit or quarry to break the continuity of
an otherwise long slope for the purpose
of strenithening and increasing ihe stability of the slope or to catch or arrest
slope slough material. A berm may also
be used as a haulage road or serve as a
bench above which material is excavated
from a bank or bench face. This berm is
sometimes used as a synonym for bench.
Compare bench, p. Bureau of Mines Staff.
b. The space left between the upper edge

of a cut and the toe of an embankment.
Seelye, 1. c. An artificial ridge of earth

d. A term agreed upon by
M. R. Campbell, L. La Forge, and F.

Nichols, 2.

Bascom to distinguish those terraces which

originate from the interruption of an erosion cycle with rejuvenation of a stream
in the mature stage of its development and
renewed dissection, leaving remnants of
the earlier valley floor above flood level.
A.G.1. e. A nearly horizontal portion of

the beach or backshorc formed by the

deposit of material by wave action. Some
beaches have no berms, others have one
or several. A.G.I.

bennalike. A reddish-brown, basic hydrous
phosphate, chiefly of manganese, iron, and
magnesium, R"ilt" '8(PO4)8(OH)10.151110

with R" ' = Mn: Fe = 9: 1 ; R" = Mn.
Mg: (Ca+Na) = 19:6:2. Orthorhombic;
minute tabular crystals. Obtained near
Hillside, Ariz. English.

berm Meng Vertical distance from crest

of berm to its underlying toe, as in a bank
or bench. Bureau of Mines Staff.
Bermudez asphalt; Bermuda asphalt. A nat-

ural asphalt from Bermudez, Venezuela,
used as a road binder and for sheet-asphalt

pavements. Hess.

bennudite. A dark lava containing abundant
small biotite crystals with acceuory iron
minerals and apatite in an obscure analchic base, brown to colorleu augite may
aho be present; the effusive form of biotite
monchiquite or ouachitite. Found in the
Bermuda islands. Holmes, 1928.
bents:disk.. Originally described by Stillman
as fossil resin, but later shown by Stanley-

Brown to be a fungus impregnated by

resinous material. Tomkeieff, 1954.

Beraarde's process. A method for the electric welding of iron. Fay.

Bernoulli's mumptim. This states that in

any beam subjected to bending, sections
which are plane before bending will remain plane after bending. Ham.
Bersoull's theorem. A law of hydrodynamics
that states that in a stream of liquid the

sum of the elevation head, the preuure

head, and the velocity head remains constant along any line of flow provided no
work is done by or upon the liquid in the
course of its flow and decreases in propor-

tion to the energy lost in viscous flow.
Webster 3d.

baresteie. a. A fossil resin found in and in

auociation with lignite beds of Eocene age.

Commonly occurring in many European
localities, and is especially abundant in
areas bordering the Baltic coast. A.G.1.
b. German name for amber. Tomkeief
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berondite. A type of theralite characterized
by the presence of elognated crystals of
brown hornblende associated with titani-

ferous augite. Compare luscladite. Holmes,
1928.
Berry machine. See soft-mud process. Dodd.

berthierite. A sulfide of antimony and iron,
FeS.Sb2S3; dark steel-gray color. Fay.

berthing impact. The force imposed on piers
and jetties when ships are being berthed.
This force is generally estimated from the
kinetic energy of a large vessel, assuming

a velocity of about 6 inches per second.

Ham.
berthonite. A discredited species equal to
bournonite. American Mineralogist, v. 28,

No. 3, March 1943, p. 214.
bekrandite. A brilliant transparent, colorless
hydrous glucinum silicate, H,G16Si10.,
crystallizing in the orthorhombic system.
Standard, 1964.
Bertrand lens. In optical mineralogy, a small

lens inserted in the microscope tube to

inagnify the interference. Fay.
Bertrend process. A heavy-fluid coal cleaning

process which utilizes a calcium chloride
solution as separating medium and is applicable only to deslimed feed. It differs
from the Leasing process in that the raw
'coal is introduced into the system countercurrent fashion, from water to separating
solution, the purified coal and the waste
being withdrawn in a similarly countercurrent fashion. Coal containing less than
1

percent ash is said to be obtained by

this process. Gaudin, pp. 242-243.
beryl. A beryllium-aluminum silicate, BesAl1-

(S4018). Used as a gem when clear and
well-colored. The grass green variety is
known as emerald; light green, beryl;
blue-green, aquamarine. Contains 14 percent beryllium oxide. Hexagonal. A.G.I.;

Dana 17; Sanford.
beryl cat's-eye. Beryl with a cat's-eye effect.
Extremely rare. Shipley.
beryl glass. Same as beryllium glass, or fused

beryl. It includes emerald glass colored
with chrome oxide, and a blue glau used
for imitation gems. Mohs' hardnesst 6.5;
specific gravity, 2.44; and refractive index,
1.51 to 1.52. Shipley.

berylite. A rose-colored synthetic spinel of
the same color as balas ruby. Shipley.
beryllia. a. A refractory material with a melt-

ing point of about 2,570° C. It poswues

high electrical resistance and it is claimed
that articles made from it have excellent
resistance to thermal shock. Merriman.
b. Beryllium oxide, Be0. Also called giltcina.

beryllides. A group of intermetallic compounds of potential interest as special
ceramics. Cell dimensions and types of

structure have been reported for the beryl-

lides of titanium, vanadium, chromium,

zirconium, niobium, molybdenum, hafnium,
and tantalum. Dodd.

beryllium oxide; beryllia
lic element in group II of the periodic

system. Symbol, Be; valence, 2; hexagonal;
atomic number, 4; atomic weight, 9.0122;
specific gravity, 1.85 ; melting point, 1,280'

to 1,300° C; and hardness, 55 to 60
Brinell. The pure metal is difficult to

prepare. Used as windows in X-ray tubes
and in copper alloys where high elasticity
and resistance to stresses are required.
C.T.D. It occurs only in a few minerals,
such as beryl and chrysoberyl. Webster 2d.
Used in nuclear reactors because it reflects
neutrons. C.T.D. Supp.
beryllium allminate; chrysoberyl. a. Be(Al08)11; molecular weight, 126.97; orthorhombic; and specific gravity, 3.76. Bennett
2d, 1962. b. Source of beryllium and used
as a gem. Bureau of Mines Staff.

beryllium bream. Alloy of copper with 2/8
percent beryllium. Pryor, 3.

beryllium cabin. Ile,C; decomposes above
2,950° C. Used as a moderator in nuclear
application. Lee. Molecular weight, 30.04;

yellow; hexagonal; and specific gravity,
1.90 at 15° C). Bennett 2d, 1962.
beryllium copper. The standard alloy contains 2.25 percent beryllium; sometimes
up to 0.5 percent nickel is added to restrict grain size during annealing. In the
annealed condition, the standard beryllium-

copper alloy has a

tensile strength of
70,000 pounds per square inch, while by
cold rolling and heat treatment, its tensile
strength can be still further increased.
Springs of this alloy show remarkable en-

durance.
Camrn.

Used

for nonsparking tools.

beryllium disilicae; bertraadite. 2Bei(Si0i)H10; molecular weight, 238.23; orthorhombic; and specific gravity, 2.6. Bennett
2d, 1962.

beryllium gists. Consisting either of the same
chemical composition as that of the mine-

ral beryl, or so closely approaching it u
to be analysis proof, but not crystalline.
See also beryl glass. Shipley.

beryllium gold. An alloy of beryllium and
gold said to contain from 0.5 to 5.0 percent beryllium which strongly hardens the

gold. Used as dental inlays and gold
solders. Camm.

beryliim esetapiospisate. A white powder or
granular material; Be (P08)8. Used as raw
material for spectal ceramic composition.
CCD 6d, 1961.

berylihm 'Mends. The gemstones emerald
and aquamarine are compound silicates.
Chrysoberyl is a compound oxide. Industrially,

a 2 percent

alloy of beryllium

metal with copper confers great strenph
and fatigue resistance. Among other Important users of this scarce element are
nuclear power and the secondary metal

industries. Pryor, 3.
beryllium mookor. Samples are collected on
continuous filter strip, one sample being
evaluated while the next is being collected.
Recording is on strip chart. Concentrations
above preset maximum levels may be made
to activate alarm. Bests, p. 584.
beryllium Nitride. Re3Isis; molecular weight,

beryline's. An occupational disease caused
by the inhalation of fumes liberated during the reduction of beryllium. Beryllium
is thought to play the principal role, aggravated by fluorine and to affect all
organs, particularly the 'arger protective
glands, rather than the respiratory appara-

beryllium odium/nate; pigment. BeiSi08;
molecular weight, 110.11; triclinic; and

beryline. A hydrous silicate of beryllium,
BesSiO4(OH)rH80, as an alteration Prod-

powder; hexagonal; Be0. Used in the

tus elone. Hess.

uct of epididymite. Spencer 20, MM.,

1955.
beryllium. A light, steely, silvery-white metal-

55.05; colorleu; isometric; and melting
point, 2,200' -± 100 C. Bennett 2d, 1962.

specific gravity, S.O. Bennett 2d, 1962.
beryllium oxide; beryiffe; komelike. A white

preparation of beryllium compounds and

in ceramics and refractories. CCD 6d,
1961. Melting point, 2,570' C; and spe-

cific gravity, 3.02. Bodies high in Be0
have extremely high thermal conductivity

(in the range of metals) and also pos-

sesses high mechanical strength. Used in
nuclear reactors because of its refractoriness, high thermal conductivity, and its
ability to act as a moderator for fast neutrons, reducing them to thermal speeds.
Beryl lia ceramics are used for electronic
components and for crucibles for melting
uranium and thorium. Lee.
beryllium silver. An alloy of silver and beryl-

lium containing 0.41 percent to 0.90 percent beryllium. It is claimed to remain
untarnished in atmospheres charged with
sulfur compounds. Camm.

berylloalte. A rare mineral, found at Stoneham, Maine, in decomposed granite, oc-

curring as orthorhombic crystals. Phosphate
of beryllium and sodium. C.T.D.
beryloid. In crystallography, the dihexagonal
pyramid, common in crystals of beryl.

Standard, 1964.
berylometer. An instrument, often portable,
that detects the presence of beryllium in
any mixture or mineral. The device contains radioactive antimony, which produces gamma rays; these convert ordinary
beryllium into a lighter isotope, releasing

beta zircon
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beryllium oxide; beryllia

or side through which air is blown through
the molten pig iron charge. The converter

is mounted on trunnions about which it
may be tilted to charge or tap. Molten pig
iron is charged into the converter and air
blown through the molten metal to oxidize

the impurities, thus making steel. Henderson.
Bessemer Iroa ore. See Bessemer ore. Bennett
2d, 1962.

Bessemer matte. In the extraction of copper
from sulfide ores, the liquid that remains

in the converter at the end of the blow.
It is essentially molten nickel sulfide or a

solution of copper and nickel

sulfides.

Newton, p. 351.

Bessemer ore. Iron ore very low in phosphorus and thus suitable for use in the Bessemer process. Standard, 1964.
Bessemer pig iron. Pig iron with sufficiently
low phosphorus (0.100 percent maximum)

beryl triplet. Correct name for a genuine

triplet made from two portions of green-

ish or colorless beryl with a cemented layer

of green coloring matter between them.
Often incorrectly called emerald triplet.
Shipley.

berullanite. A mineral, Cus Se, consisting of
copper selenide, having a silver-white color
when freshly broken; specific gravity, 6.7.
Webster 3d.
balmlike. A massive, bright, yellow, brittle,
calcium-magnesium-manganese arsenate,
(Ca,Mg,Mn)sAssOs. Fay.

beadily**. A soda-rich variety of quartz

porphyry from Mount Beschtau, Caucasia, U.S.S.R.; synonym for quartz kerato-

phyre. Holmes, 1928.
Bessemer. Any product of the Bessemer proc-

ess, as Bessemer stee!, iron, etc.; named
from Henry Bessemer, who patented the
process in 1855; used also attributively as,

Bessemer converter, flame, or method.
Standard, 1964.
Bessemer aiterbiow. In the basic Bessemer
process of steelmaking, the continuation
of the blowing cycle after the oxidation of
the silicon, manganese, and carbon content of the charge is complete, and during
which thc phosphorus and sulfur content

of the charge is reduced. Henderson.

Bessemer blow. In the Bessemer process of

steelmaking, that period of the blowing
cycle during which the oxidation of the

silicon, manganese, and carbon content of
the charge takes place. Henderson.
Bessemer comelier. A pear-shaped steel shell
lined with a refractory material containing
a number of holes or ports in the bottom

rare-earth minerals; greenish-brown to
black when fresh, but yellow to yellowbrown by alteration. It is suggested that
the name betafite be reserved for members of the pyrochlore group containing
15 percent uranium or more (2.5 percent
or more, uranium atoms per unit cell).
Hat chettolite and ellsworthite then become

intermediate members of the pyrochlorebetafite series and these names can be

dropped. Crosby, p. 9; American Min-

eralogist, v. 46, No. 11-12, NovemberDecember 1961, p. 1519.
beta jaulingite. A brownish-yellow resin, ob-

beta mains. A variant of mullite. Hey 2d,

process. ASM Gloss.

a Bessemer converter. Bureau of Mines Stet f.

beryl preferential stain process. A quick,
ples are placed in a hot solution of sodium
hydroxide; this etches the beryl grains in
the sample, which then are stained an intense blue with another chemical, so they
can be easily counted under a microscope.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

mineral, (U,Ca)(Cb,Ta?Ti)s0s.nHs0,
found in granite pegmatites with other

Bessemer process. One for refining molten
pig iron by blowing air up through it in

best gold. See burnish gold. Dodd.
bestowing. The cover of fired bricks (usually

of beryl in a mineral sample. The sam-

betatite. An isometric, strongly radioactive

tained from the residue of jaulingite, by
the action of ethyl ether, after treatment

neutrons which are counted by a scin-

simple method developed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for determining the amount

Mineralogist, v. 46, No. 11-12, NovemberDecember 1961, pp. 1516-1517.

to be suitable for use in the Bessemer

Bessemer steel. Steel made by the Bessemer
process. Zan.
best. One of several terms used to designate
high quality drill-diamonds. Long.

tillator. Pearl, p. 62.
beryloecope. A color filter, same as the Emerald glass. Shipley.

granite stocks, Central Asia. American

best cohn. Ste coke tinplate. Bennett 2d,
1962.

three courses) for the setting of a clamp.

See also clamp. Dodd.

best palest wire. Wire having a

tensile

strength of 80 to 90 tons per square inch
(125 to 140 kilograms per square milli-

meter). Ham.
best plough wire. Wire with a tensile strength

of 100 to 110 tons per square inch (160
to 175 kilograms per square millimeter).

Ham.
best selected copper. Metal of a lower purity
than highconductivity copper. It generally

contains over 99.75 percent copper.

C.T.D.
beta-. The convention alpha- for low-temper-

ature, beta- for high-temperature phases
of a compound, adopted by most mineralogists and X-ray workers, is exactly
reversed by the Geophysical Laboratory,
in Washington D.C. Hey 2d, 1955.

beta alaasebydrinaidte. A mineral having

composition of alumohydrocalcite,
(CaAli(C0s) ( OH )4-3/1,0, but the fibers
give straight extinction. From the shales
at Nowa Ruda, Dolny Slask, Poland. Hey,
M.M. 1964; Fleischer.

the

beta sadism; black sedmiey. An allotropic form of antimony. A black powder
obtained by oxidizing antimony hydride
at low temperatures. Bennett 2d, 1962.

beta brass. Copper-zinc alloys containing from

46 to 49 percent zinc, which consist (at
room temperature) of the intermediate
constituent (or intermetallic compound)
known as beta. C.T.D.

beta cansegleite. A sodium anorthite, NaAlSiO.; triclinic. It is produced from alpha
carnegieite at temperatures below 690 C.
English.

beta cristabolite. The high-temperature form
of silica, SiOst stable between 1,470' and
1,710° C, but it may persist in a metastable

condition down to aUut 230° C. Octa-

hedral crystals, often spine! twins. Isometric. Occurs in Australian opals. English.
beta ferments. Natural, light yellow monoclinic fergusonite crystals; from microcline

with carbon disulUe. Fay.

1955.
beta particle. An elementary particle emitted
from a nucleus during radioactive decay.
It has a single electrical charge and a mass

equal to 1/1837 that of a proton. Beta

particles are easily stopped by a thin sheet
of metal. A negatively charged beta Particle is physically identical to the electron.

If the beta particle is positively charged,
it is called a positron. Beta radiation may
cause skin burns, and beta emitters are
harmful if inhaled or ingested. LBIL.
beta quartz. Quartz formed at a temperature
between 5730 and 870° C. The commonest examples are the bipyamidal quartz
crystals found as phenocrysts in quartz
porphyries. Hess.

beta ray. A ray of electrons emitted during
the spontaneous disintegration of certain
atomic nuclei. ASM Gloss.
beta-ray spectrometer. An instrument for determining the energy distribution of beta
particles and secondary electrons. NRCASA N1.1-1957.

beta structure. A Hume-Rothery designation
for structurally analogous body-centered

cubic phases (similar to beta brass) or

electron compounds that have ratios of 3
valence electrons to 2 atoms. Not to be
confused with a beta phase on a constitution diagram. ASM Gloss.
beta tbs. Metallic tin in its common, massive
form. Bennett 2d, 1962.
betatron. A doughnut-shaped accelerator in
which electrons are accelerated by chang-

ing magnetic field. Energies as high as

340 million electron volts (340 mev) have

been attained. Lea.

beta uranium. An allotropic form of uranium
that is stable between approximately 667°
and 775' C; it is tetragonal. NRC-ASA
N1.1-1957; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-143.
beta urassophame. The monoclinic polymorph

of orthorhombic uranophane, Ca(U0s)r
(Si0,),(OH) r51110. Synonym for beta
uranotile. Spencer 21, AM., 1958.

beta tanuotile. Syn myrn for beta uranophane.
Frondel, p. 176.
beta wollastosite. Same as pseudowollastonite. English.
beta zircon Mineralogical name for any zircon with properties intermediate between

alpha and gamma zircons. In the heat
process .used to change zircon colors, the
propernes are converted into those of
alpha zircon. Set also alpha Anon; gamma

beta zircon

biaxiality
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occurring in green to black rhombohedral

zircon. Shipley.

betekbtinite; lbetechtinit. Orthorhombic needles, CuloPbSo, in ores from Mansfeld,
Germany. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
BethelPs process. A process for creosoting
timber (such as track sleepers) to extend

its useful life. The timber is first dried,

then placed in a cylinder and subjected to
partial vacuum, and finally impregnated

with creosote under pressure. Nelson.

B.E.T. method. See Brunauer, Emmett, and
Teller method. Dodd.
beton. Fr. Concrete madc after the French
fashion by mixing gravel or other material
with a mortar of cement and sand. Web-

crystals. Fay.

beuheyl. Corn. A live stream (vein), that
is, one rich in tin. Also spelled ben heyl.
Fay.

bey The abbreviation for billion electron

with bayerite. Spencer 17, M.M., 1946.
bezel. a. All that part of a faceted gem stone

right angles. Webster 3d. b. An instrument
consisting of two arms joined together and
opening to any angle, for drawing angles

slophg surface of the crown between the
table and the girdle. Shipley. c. A small
part of that sloping surface just above the
girdle; the so-called setting edge. Shipley.
d. The groove made in a setting to receive
the girdle and the immediately adjacent

bevel. a. The angle that one surface or line
makes with another when they are not at

or adjusting the surfaces of work to a
given angle. Webster 3d. c. To slope or

greisen from the oxidation zone of the
betrothed. Deprived of its trunk or main

bevel cut. Applied to any style of cutting

belpahdallte. Near CaO.Fes0s-AhOr5Mo0.3.-

14E10; perhaps essentially an arsenomo-

lybdate of calcium and iron, as minute

lemon-yellow crystals in a muscovite-quartz

Karaoba tungsten deposit, Central Kazakhstan. U.S.S.R. Hey, M.M., 1961.

body; said of certain river systems, whose

tributaries in the dry season, for lack of
sufficient water, fail to unite in a main

trunk, but are dissipated

in the arid

ground. Standard, 1964.

betruaked valley. A valley that has lost its
lower course by the retreat of the cliffs,

often resulting in the formation of a hanging valley. Schieferdecker.
Better Bed ilreclay. A siliceous fireclay occur-

ring under the Better Bed coal of the

Leeds area, England. Dodd.
bitterness. Fineness of gold and silver above

the standard. Standard, 1964. Obsolete.
4.0.1.

betteroperic fabric. Texture depending on the

bevel brick. A blick having one edge replaced by a bevel. Dodd.

with a very large table, joined to

the

girdle by one or sometimes two bevels, and
a pavilion which may be step cut, brilliant
cut, or any style. Used mostly for opaque
stones, and ofter. intaglios. Bevel cut

shapes include round, square, cushioh,

rectangular, oblong, oval, pendeloque, navette, heart, diamond, horseshoe, shield,
pentagon, and hexagon shapes. The style
is used predominantly for less valuable
gems. Also known as table cut. Shipley.

CCD 6d, 1961.
Betts process. An electrolytic process in which
pure lead is deposited on a thin cathode

of pure lead, from an anode containing
as much as 10 percent of silver, gold, bismuth, copper, antimony, arsenic, selenium,

and other impurities. The electrolyte ts
lead fiuosilicate and fiuosilicic acid. The

scrap anodes and the residues of Imourities
associated with them are either recast into

anodes or treated to recover antimonial
lead, silver, goid, bismuth, etc. CCD 6d,
1961.

betty sapper. Beds of fine-grained compact
sandstone in the Coal Measures which are
extremely hard to drill or blut.
bets& Sp. Bitumen or asphaltum; b. maga,
bituminous marl. Fay.
bailee's-laboratory tolerance. The maximum
acceptable difference between the means
of two determinations carr:ed out by two
different laboratories on representative
samples taken from the same bulk sample
after the last stage of the reduction process.

B.S. 1016,1961, Pt. 16.
hoodoo**. A ferric lead suUste or arsenate

cushion-shaped brilliant, four of these bezel
facets are called corner facets. Shipley.
BG Abbreviation for Birmingham gage; hoop

and sheet. Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-97.

bhara. A Malayan unit of weight equal to
3 piculs or 400 pounds avoirdupois. Hess.

LH. bit. a. A noncoring or blasthole bit.

Long. b. A CDDA standard-size noncoring

bit having a set outside diameter of 1 V.
inches. Normally referred to as a 11/4 B.H.
bit. Long.

BHP Abbreviation for boiler horsepower;
brake horsepower; bottom hole pressure.

end of another. Hem.

easiest movement. Hess.
Betterton-Kroll process. A process for obtaining bismuth and for purifying desilverized

surface scum and are skimmed off. The
excess calcium and magnesium are removed from the lead by chlorine gas as
mixed molten chlorides of lead or zinc.

of a round brilliant-cut gem, the apper
points of which join the table and the
lower points, the girdle. If the stone is a

with the axis of the pipe that the end of
one pipe will closely fit in the alternate

terminal surfaces inclined at such an angle

beveler. In the stonework industry, one who
finishes slabs of slate for building purposes

cium or magnesium is added to the molten
lead to cause the formation of high-melting-point intermetallic compounds with
bismuth. These compounds separate as a

section of a gem stone. Shipley.

bezel facets. The eight facets on the crown

beveled end. In concrete and similar pipe,

shapes and arrangement of rock minerals

lead that contains bismuth. Metallic cal-

lying above the girdle. Shipley. b. The

libn Brinell hardness number. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 58.
B-horizon. The layer of a soil profile in
which material leached from the overlying

beveled Joint. In sewer or drain pipe, a joint
formed between pipes with beveled ends.

in which grain growth from interstitial
solution is determined by a direction of

beyerite. A carbonate of bismuth (and calcium) as minute teragonal crystals and
earthy masses from Schneeberg, Saxony,
Germany; Pala, Calif. Not to be confused

volts, or 10' electron volts (ev). NRC-ASA
N1.1-1957.

slant. Webster 3d.
bevel angle. The angle formed between the
prepared edge of a member and a plane
perpendicular to the surface of the member. ASM Clots.
bevel bit. Synonym for bevel-wall bit. Long.

ster 2d.

the payment of certain sums to the owners.
Beerman.

Hess.

by beveling and smoothing edges. D.O.T. 1.
bevel Banging. Same as flaring. 'ISM Gloss.
bevel gear. a. A cone-shaped gear enciacling

the irive rod in a diamond-drill swivel

head, which meshes with a matching gear
attached to the drive shaft from the drill
motor. By means of these gears the drill-

string equipment can be made to rotate.
Also called miter gear. Long. b. Any gear,
the teeth of which are inclined to the shaft
axis of the gear. Long. c. A gearwheel that
transmits power between two shafts which

meet at an angle. If at a right angle, and
the wheel is of the same size, it is called
a miter gear. Crispin.

beveling. The process of edge finishing fiat
glass to a bevel angle. ASTM C162-66.

bevelnsent. The replacement of an edge of
a crystal by two planes equally inclined
to the adjacent faces. Standard, 1964.

bevel-wall bit. A core bit having the inside

surface of the shank cut to a taper into
which a tapered-wall (split-ring) core
lifter may be fitted. Also called bevel bit;

taper-wall bit. Sometimes incorrectly called
standard bit; standard core bit. Long.
bevel-wall core shell. Synonym for bevel-wall
reaming shell. Long.

bevel-wall reaming shell. A reaming shell,
the inside wall of which is tapered and
into which a split-ring core lifter may be
fitted. Also called bevel-wall core shell;

taper-wall core shell. Long.
bevel wbeel. See bevel gear. Fay.
bewmarplaateem. S. Afr. Depositing sites,
without mining rights, generally involving

A.horizon is accumulated. ASCE P1826.

Also abbreviated bhp. Zimmerman, pp 17,
18; BuMin Style Gusde, p. 58.
BHT Abbreviation for bottom-hole tempera-

ture. &Min Style Guide, p. 58
Bi Chemical symbol for bismuth. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physict, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.

Waddle. A white hydrous double sulfate of
zinc and iron, FeZns(S0)8.18H10. Later
shown to be an isomorphous mixture of
zinc and iron sulfates, (Zn,Fe) S0,-61130,
belonging to the hexahydrate series of salts
of Zn,Ni, Co and Mg. Crystalline crusts.
Probably monoclinic. English.

turd. See bearers, b. Fay.
bias. The tendency to obtain a value that is
either persistently higher or persistently
lower than the correct value. Alternatively,

the numerical value of the difference between the true value and the average result
obtained from a large number of determinations using a biased method. B.S. 1017,
1960, Pt. I.
biased Mon constant enor; systems* ewer.
Series which are always wrong in the same
way, thus producing cumulative distortion.
Pryor, 3, p. 159.
biased ramie. In sampling, survey measurement, etc., systemauc errors due to a fault

in technique or in the instrument. Such
errors are cumulative (antonym random

error). Pryor, 3.

Mat; byat. Eng. A timber stay or beam in
a shaft. See also bearers, b. Fay.
biaxial. The optical character of crystals belonging to the rhombic, monocknic, and
triclinic system, which exhibit double refraction, but have two directions of single
refraction, that is, tvo optic axes. Anderson.
blulaHty. In a biaxial stress state. the ratio
of the smaller to the larger principal stress.
ASM Gloss.

biaxial stone. A stone having two directions
of single refraction. Shipley.

biaxial stress. A state of stress in which only
one of the principal stresses is 0, the other
two usually being in tension. ASM Gloss.
bibbk. Staff. Pebble. Arkell.
bibbks. Derb. A soft, water-bearing stratum
encountered during shaft sinking. Fay.
bibbly rock. S. Staff. A conglomerate or pebbly rock. Fay.

bible clay. Eng. Contorted Pleistocene de-

posits in valley bottoms, buckled by valley
bulging, Burn Valley, I..eighton. Arkell.
bibliolite. A laminated schistose rock; a bookstone. Standard, 1964.
bicable. An aerial ropeway using stationary
track ropes along which carriers are hauled

by an endless haulage rope. The carriers
disengagn from the haulage rope at the
loading station, and negotiate all other
angle and terminal points automatically.
Though expensive to install, its running
costs are low as little labor is required.

See also normal monocable. Nelson.
bicarbonate. A salt of carbonic acid in which
only one of the hydrogen atoms is replaced

by a base; for example, bicarbonate of

soda, NaHC05; also called monocarbonate.
Standard, 1964.
bicbe. N. of Eng. A hollow, conical-headed
tool for extricating broken rods from boreholes. See also beche. Fay.

Bkberoux process. An intermittent process
for making plate glass, in which the glass
is cast between rolls onto driven conveyor
rolls or a fiat moving table. ASTM C162
66.

bichloride. A salt containing two chlorine
atoms; for example, bichloride of mercury,
Hg Ch. Standard, 1964.

bicbloride of mercury; mercuric chloride;

corrosive sublimate. Haas; orthorhombic;
colorless or white powder. An antiseptic
used for washing wounds and in surgery.
It is virulent poison. The antidote is albumen (white of an egg). Crispin.
bicbromate; dkhromate. A dichromate or a
salt of dichromic acid. SpecifiLally, potassium dichromate (K1Cr307) or sodium dichromate (NitiCriOs.2H20). Webster 3d.
bicbrosuate cell. a. A zinc-carbon cell having
an acid bichromate (dichromate) solution
as the electrolyte and developing an electromotive force of about 2 volts. Webster
3d. b..A primary cell with a zinc negative
electrode and one or more carbon positive
electrodes. The electrolyte is dilute sulfuric
acid with potassium dichromate (potassium bichromate) as a depolarizer. C.T.D.
bicycle tires. Brilliant-cut diamonds with
girdles which are too thick. Shipley.
bicyliadrocookal drums. A winding drum
with a cylindrical middle portion and two
conical outer portions; used sometimes
where the weight of the winding rope is
large compared with the coal or mineral

load. The heavily loaded upgoing rope
winds on the small diameter, while the

downgoing rope winds off the large diam-

eter. The effect is to compensate for the
heavy torques due to rope unbalance and

acceleration. See also winding drum. Nelson.

bid. To make a price on anything; a proposition, either verbal or written, for doing
work and for supplying materials and/or
bauzipment. Nichols.
Corn. A double pick, with spoonbill points, used for excavating alluvia or
surface earth. Standard, 1964.
bideford black. A black ocher or earth occur-

bimaceral
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ring as a seam in the culm measures of
north Devonshire, England. This ocher has

long been used as a pigment. Mining

bildar. Hind. A digger; an excavator. Webster 3d.
Midas; buildbouse.

S.

Staff.

The shift

bidri. a. An Anglo-Indian process of dam-

working from 6 a.m. till 9 o'clock, and
sometimes 10 o'clock, is termed a bildas.
This was originally denominated buildhouse, from the fact of the butty (contract
miner) making so much money that he
was able to build many houses from the
exactions thus made upon the poor men,
who received inadequate remuneration.

ing of an alloy of copper, lead, and tin,

bildlos. Ger. Amorphous, structureless.

Magazine, London, v. 44, January 1931,
p. 60.

bidet. A French word meaning an item of
ceramic sanitary ware designed to facilitate personal hygiene; bidets are used more

particularly in France, Spain, and South
America. Dodd.

askeening with silver on a ground consist-

blackened by the application of a solution
of sal animoniac, saltpeter, and copper sulfate. Standard, 1964. b. Articles made by

the foregoing process; bidri ware. Also

called biddery; biddery ware; bidery; bidri
work; bidry. Standard, 1964.
bieberite. A vitreous, flesh-red to rose-red,
hydrous cobalt sulfate, HuCoSou, crystallizing in the monoclinic system. Fay.
bielenite. A fine-grained, blackish-gray igneous rock composed of various pyroxenes

and olivine. It differs from lherzolite in

containing less olivine than pyroxene. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 437.

Write. A brittle, resinous, brownish-black
hydrocarbon mineral from Romania; it
has a specific gravity of 1.249, and dis-

solves in considerable part in carbon disulfide and chloroform. Fay.

bifurcate. To branch or separate into two

Fay.

Holmes, 1928.

bildstelm Ger. A soft stone; agalmatolite.
Standard, 1964.

bilharziasis. A waterborne disease

due to flukes. Liable to affect people in
the subtropics. Endemic and increasing
over large areas in Africa. Pryor, 3.

Marx Wk. A side-bump table having a
surface made of a plane endless traveling
belt. The Corning, Luhrig, and Stein tables
are similar. Liddell 2d, p. 385.
bilinke. A white to yellow hydrous sulfate of

iron, FeS0i.Fes(S0i)s.22H10. Radially
fibrous masses. The iron analogue of halo-

trichite. From Schwaz, Bilin, Bohemia.
English.

bilks& The Malayan adz. Hess.
bill day; account day. The day in each week
or fortnight when the appointed official
takes particulars of work done at the face

parts; sand of an ore vein. Webster 3d; Fay.
blfurcatimg feeder. One which separates objects moving in a single lane and delivers

or elsewhere and thus to assess the amounts

MH4.1-1958.
bihrcatioa gate. A structure that divides the
flow between two conduits. Seelye, I.
Big Coal D. Nongelatinous permissible explosive; wed in coal mining. Bennett 2d, 1962.

billet. a. Som. A short timber prop. Fay.

them to two lanes of movement. ASA

to be paid to the miners and contractors
for the period since the previous account
was taken. See also measuring day. Nelson.

or heading to support the roof, for example,

b. A solid, semifinished, round or square
product that has been hot-worked by forging, rolling, or extrusion. An iron or steel
billet has a minimum width or thickness
inches and the cross-sectional area
of
varies from 21/4 to 36 square inches. For
nonferrous metals, it may also be a casting

in a worked-out place. Fay.
bight. a. A curve or loop, especially in a rope,

billetimg roll. Set of rolls used to turn iron

bluing. N. of Eng. A built-up pillar of
stone or other debris in a working place

"bigging the gob" means building a pack

hose, or chain. Webster 3d. b. A slight
indentation in the shordine of an open

coast or of a bay, usually crescent shaped.
H&G.
Big lajaa said. A driller's name for the Burgoon sandstone, an oil and gas producing
bed of the Mississippian Pocono formation

suitable for finished or semifinished rolling
or for extrusion. ASM Gloss.
billets into bar. Pryor, 3.

billet mill. A primary rolling mill used to
make billets. ASM Gloss.

billietite. a. Hydrous barium uranate as an
amber-yellow mineral, Baa6U0r 11140,

orthorhombic plates resembling becquerelite ; from Katanga, Republic of the Congo.

in Per_nsylvania. Hess.
Big Lime. A driller's term for thick limestone

Spencer, 18, M.M., 1949; Crosby, p. 10.
b. A discredited term equal to a variety of

Tex.; and the Yates Pool, Pecos

billitoalte. East Indian tektite. A.G.1. Supp.
billy. a. (Forest of Dean) A box for holding
ironstone, carried by a boy in the mine.

in several eastern and western fields, including the eastern Ohio fields; Clay
County, W. Va.; Westbrook and Petrolia

fields,

County, Tex. Hess.
bigatone bit. See large-stone bit. Long.
bigwoodite. A medium-grained plutonic rock
composed essentially of microcline, microcline microperthite, sodic plagioclase, and
hornblende, aegerine-augite, or biotite. A
variety of alkalic syenite. A.G.!.

Mali& Trademark for a series of lithium

ores including lepidolite, petalite, spodumene, and amblygonite. Found in the Republic of South Africa. Used in glasunak-

ing, ceramics, and coatings. CCD 6d, 1961.
bikkeite. A hydrous silicate, L1AlSii04110,
monoclinic, as white gramilar aggregate,
with eucryptite in lithia-pegmatite from
Bikita. Southern Rhodesia. Named from

locality. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
bilateral traasdecer; reversible tramsdacer. A
transducer capable of transmission in either
direction between its terminations. Hy.

fog

becquerelite. American Mineralogist, v. 34,
No. 3-4, March-April 1949, p. 339.

Fay. b. See billy playfair. Fay. c. Aust.
A name used in the Clermont district of
Queensland for a bed of quartzite that

caps the coal measures. Fay.
billy boy. A boy who attends a billy playfair.
Zern.

billy COSI. Staff. Miners' term for a thin,

unworkable coal seam occurring above or
below a workable seam. Tomkeieff, 1954.
billy cups. Whiskey rations served to laborers

in Jim Thorpe (Mauch Chunk), Pa., in
the 1820's. Named for Billy Speers, the

dispenser. Korson.

billy Nagar. A coal-weighing device that
carries off the small coal through a trough,
to be weighed separately. Standard, 1964.
bkaaceral. Coal microlithotype consisting of
a mixture of two macerals, that Is, dilate,
durite, and vitrinertite. A.G.I. Supp.

bimaceral
blmagmatic. The texture of porphyritic rocks

having minerals of two generations. Jo-

hannsen, v. I, 2d, 1939, p. 203.
bimetallism. The concurrent use of both gold

and silver as money at a fixed relative

value, established by law. Also, the doctrine advocating such use. Standard, 1964.
bimetal strip. A strip consistinkr of two metals
which have different coefficients of expan-

sion, one metal forming each side of the
strip. The strip will curve, with change of
temperature, one way or the other by an
amount which can be calculated. This de-

vice is widely employed in thermostats and
relays. Ham.
blmssand. Pumice sand. Hess.

him A container for storing material. ASA
MH4.1-1958.

blna. Eng. Hard, clayey substance. A variety
of bind. Fay.
!diary. Composed of two chemical elements,
of an element and a radical that acts like
an element, or of two such radicals; thus,
NaC1, NasO, NasS0s, and (N114)5S0s, are
all binary compounds. Webster 3d; A.G.I.
binary alloy. An alloy containing two component elements. ASM Gloss.
binary cycle. A cycle in which two different
media are employed, one superimposed on

and augmenting the cycle of the other.

Strock, 10.
binary diagrams. Phase diagrams of two-com-

ponent systems. VV.

Wary diet; bit. Digit of a binary number;

in a binary-numbered system such a digit
has only one of two values instead of one
of ten. Usually abbreviated to bit; signal
rates are often expressed in bits per second. NCB.

binary granite. a. A granite consisting of
quartz and feldspar only. A.G.1. b. A granite containing both biotite and muscovite
mica. A.G.I.
binary system. A system consisting of two
components, for example, the system MgOSiOs. A.G.I.

bleary system and diagram. The alloys

formed by two meals constitute a binary
alloy systemt which is represented by the
binary constitutional diagram for the system. C.T.D.
blacking. Som. The stone upon which a bed
of coal rests. Fay.
bled. a. Shale or mudstone occurring in coal
measures. Obsolete. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.

b. To prevent normal operation of drill-

string equipment in a borehole, such as by
constriction or friction created by swelling
or caving ground, settlement or balling of

cuttings, an obstruction, or in offset or
crooked hole, or as the result 1 iusufficient
clearance cut by usc of undergage bits or

reaming shells. Long. c. To cause to cohere; to give consistency to by means of

an agent, such as by drilrog mud in a

loose, sandy,
Long.

or fragmented formation.

binder. a. In mining, an iron piece attached
to a truck or barrel, to which to secur.: the
pit rope. Standard, 1964. b. Any sulatamx
that when added to ceramic raw materials
will bond the particles together. Bureau

of Mines Staff. c. In the case of plaste:
and stucco, etc., a fibrous material: which
will increase their cohesiveness while they
are in a plastic state. ASTM C11.-60. d. A
substance used in ceramic mixes to increase

the wet and dry strengths of lie shapes.

Bureau of Minas Staff. e. A substance used
to effect cohesion in separated particles, as

the crushed stones in a macadam road.

biogeochemistry
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Standard, 1964. f. In founding, a material,

capillary under various pressures; a curve

is drawn relating the rate of flow or ex-

other than water, added to foundry sand
to bind the particles together, sometimes
with the use of heat. ASM Gloss. g. In

Nag bole. Derb. A hole or chute through

either a material added to the powder to

bing ore. The purest lead ore and with the

powder metallurgy, a cementing medium;

increase the green strength of the compact
that is expelled during sintering, or a material (usually of relatively low melting
point) added to a powder mixture for the

purpose of cementing together
powder particles which alone would not

specific

sinter into a strong body. ASM Gloss. h. A

material added to the coal during the

process of briquetting to facilitate adhesion
between the particles. B.S. 3552, 1962.
i.

Corn. Beds of grit in shale, slate, or

clay. Fay. j. Streak of impurity in a coal
seam, usually difficult to remove. Fay. k.
Corn. An underground carpenter. Fay.
I. A wood or metal guide on a haulage
road bend or curve. Mason. zn. A deposit

check that makes a contract valid. Nichols.
bleeder course. Coarse bituminous aggregate
containing a small percentage of asphalt,

and used as an intermediate connecting
link between the concrete foundation and
the top wearing course of an asphalt pavement. Petroleum Age, v. I I, April 15,
1923, p. 37.

binderies. brissettiag. The briquetting of

coal by the application of pressure without
the addition d a binder. B.S. 3552, 1962.
bimibeindte. A hydrous antimonate of lead;
an oxidation product of jamesonite. Sanford.

bisdag. N. of Eng. Hiring of men for pitwork. Fay.

biodieg bolts. a. Scot. Bolts used to secure
machinery to the foundations. Fay. b. Anchor bolt. Bureau of Mines Staff.

Moils( coal. S. Wales. Miners' term for
coal, the small of which will bind or cake.

Tomkeieff, 1954.

bioding mew. The binding energy of a

posure. Dodd.

which ore is thrown. Fay.

largest crystals of galena. Hess.

bing place. Derb. The place where ore is
stored for smelting. Fay.

bigamist. a. Eng. The place where lead ore
is dressed. Fay. b. Eng. A place for storing
ore coal, etc. Compare bing, a and e. Fay.
Wog tale. N. of Eng Synonym for tribute.
Fay.

binkstone. York. Knockstone, the stone bench

on which lead ore is buckered or broken

small for the hotching tubs. Arkell.
itioman. A laborer who keeps ore moving in

storage bins by poking it with a pole so
that it will flow through chutes into cars
in which it is carried to a furnace to be
melted. D.O.T. I.
Waite. Same as tennantite. Standard, 1964.

binocular band level. A hand level with two
sighting tubes. Porter.
biochemical deposit. A precipitated deposit
resulting directly or indirectly from vital
activities of an organism, such as bacterial
iron ores and limestones. A.G.I.
biochemical prespectieg. Prospecting by
means of vegetation. The root systems of
trees aro actually powerful sampling mechanisms which bring representative samples
of solutions from a large voltinte of earth.

Much of the mineral content from these
solutions is found in the leaves. Analysis
of leaves may serve as a guide to prospec-

tors. Lewis, p. 303.
bloclastic. Refers to rocks consisting of fragmental organic remains. A.G.I. Supp.
biodegradable. Used in sewage disposal and
water pollution to describe those substances

that can be quickly broken down by the
bacteria used for this purpose at sewage

disposal plants. Bureau of Mires Staff.

nucleus is the minimum energy required bided's. a. A rock unit comrosed of one or
more biotopes differing in biologic aspects
to dissociate it completely into its comfrom laterally equivalent biotic assemponent neutrons and protons. Neutron or
blages. G.S.A. Memo. 39, 1949, p. 96.
proton binding energies are those required
b. Lateral variations in the biologic aspects
to remove a neutron or a proton, respecof a stratigraphic unit. A.G.I. c. Asterntively, from a nucleus. Electron binding
blages (of animals or plants) formed at
energy is that required to remove an elec. '
the same time under different conditions.
tron completely from an atom 4: a moleA.G.!.
cule. L&L.
binding gravel. Eng. Gravel with enough biogesk. Pertaining to a deposit resulting
from the physiological activities of orgaloam or fine material to bind or set on
nisms. The rock thus formed is designated
paths. Arkell, p. 7.
a biolith. A.G.I.
bindings. York. Scale from coal, used for
Morale dispersioo einem Dispersion %here
road repairs. Arkell.
the patterns are the result of biological
bile feeder. A man who rods or bars ore that
activity. Hawker, 2, p.
sticks as it passes through the bin door.
blogeams deposits. Deposits having more
Fay.
than 30 percent material derived from
biog. a. N. of Eng. A pile or heap of anyorganisms. H&C.
thing; specifically: (1) a heap of metallic
ore, alum, etc.; (2) eight hundredweight blogeochemical asomuly. An area where the
vegetation contains an abnormally high
of lead ore; or (3) the kiln of a furnace
concentration of metals. Hawker, 2, P. 296.
for making charcoal in metal smelting.
Standard, 1964. b. Eng. The best quality blogeocbankal prospecting. The chemical
analysis of plants as a prospecting method.
of lead ore. Fay. c. Scot. A place where
Hawke:, p. 4. See also biogeochemistry.
coal is stocked, or debris is piled at the
Compare geobotanical prospecting. Synonysurface. Fay. d. To put coal in wagons or
in stacks at the surface. Fay.

bin gate. A device for complete shutoff or
control of gravity impelled flow of materials from a bin, bunker, hopper, or other
container. May be hand- or power-operated and if powered can be arranged for
automatic operation. ASA MH4.I-1958.
Biogbam photometer. A device for the meas-

urement of the theological properties of
clay slips by forcing the slip dsrough a

264-972 0-68-8
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mous with geochemical plant survey.

blogeocbemistry. A buried ore body may

give the soil above it an abnormal amount
of the metal or metals it contains. The soil,

in turn, may provide a large amount of
the same metahi to the plant cover. If the

plants are systematically collected and ana-

lyzed, the results may indicate the possibility of an ore body by the abnormally
high concentration of the metal correspond-
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igneous rocks. Monoclinic; perfect basal
cleavage; dark brown to green. Often used

ing to that of the deposit. The technique
is called biogeochemical prospecting. See
also geochemistry. Nelson.

bloglyph. A hieroglyph of biologic origin.
Pettijohn.

bloberm. a. A moundlike or circumscribed

mass built exclusively or mainly by sedentary organisms, such as corals, stromatoporoids, algae, etc., and enclosed in normal
rock of different lithological character.
A.G.I. b. An organic reef or mound built
by corals, stromatoporoids, gastropods,
echinoderms, foraminifera, molluscs, and
other organisms. A.G.I.
bloille. a. A group name for minerals formed

as a prefix to many names of rocks that
contain it, such as biotitc andesite. Fay;
A.G.l.; Dana 17.
biotite gneiss. A gneiss in which biotite is
a prominent mineral. Stnkankas.

blotstite. A jet black igneous rock consisting
essentially of biotite. Near Libby, Mont.,
such a rock has been altered to vermiculite by hot waters. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938,
p. 441.

Blot number. The heat-transfer ratio hr/k,

where h is the heat-transfer coefficient,

r is the distance from the point or plane
under consideration to the surface, and
k is the thermal conductivity. The Blot
number is a useful criterion in assessing

by biological action. Hey, M.M., 1964.
b. A concentration formed of concentric
layers through the action of living ortga-

nisms as distinguished from pisolites, which
are formed by inorganic agencies. Hess.

blolithe. Ger. Sediments of organic origin.
Holmes, 1928.

thermal-shock resistance. Dodd.

biuolar electrode; intermediate electrode. An
electrode that is not mechanically connected to the power supply but is so placed

in an electrolyte, between the anode and

biolithite. Inclusive term for organic limestone. A.G.I. Sufi p.

cathode, that the part nearer the anode

rial placed around a reactor or a radio-

cathode becomes anodic. ASM Gloss.

becomes cathodic and the part nearer the

biological shield. A man of absorbing mateactive source to reduce ionizing radiation

bipolar field. A longitudinal magnetic field
that creates two magnetic poles within a

sonnel. See also thermal shield. MIL.

piece of material. ASM Gloss.
bipyramid. In crystallography, a doubleended pyramid. Fay.

to levels that are not hazardous to per-

biology. The science of life; the branch of
knowledge which treats of organisms; includes fishes and pearls. Shipley.
bioluminescence. The emission of visible light
by living organisms. Hy.

biomechanical deposit. A deposit due to the
detrital accumulation of organic material,
as in the cases of limestones and coal.
A.G.I.

blomicrite. Limestone similar to biosparite
except that microcrystalline calcite matrix

exceeds calcite cement. A.G.I. Supp.
biopelite. Synonym for black shale. A.G.I.
blopelmicrite. Limestone similar to biopelsparite except that microcrystalline matrix
exceeds calcite cement. A.G.I. supp.
blopelsparite. Limestone similar to biosparite

except that the ratio of fossils and fossil
fragments to pellets ranges between 3:1
and 1 :3. A.G.I. Supp.
blophile. An element which is required by or
found in the bodies of living organisms.
The list of such elements includes carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen nitrogen, phosphorus,
sulfur, chlorine, iOdine, bromine, calcium,
magnesium, potassium, sodium, vanadium,
iron, manganese, and copper. All may belong also to the chalcophile or lithophile

biquartz. A quartz plate made up of a dextrorotatory and a levoratatory half. Used
in detecting polarization. Webster 3d.

bird. A bomls-shaped unit, weighing about
70 pounds, containing the electromagnetic
detector coil, used in aerial geophysical
prospecting. The bird is trailed approximately 250 feel below the aircraft, at the
end of 500 feet of cable. See also electro-

magnetic detector. Nelson.
birdcage. An imperfection occassionally oc-

curring in bottle manufacture, a glass
thread (or threads) spanning the inside

of the bottle. Dodd.
Bird centrifuge; Bird coal Aker. A fine-coal
dewatering machine that consists of a tank
or truncated conical shell, which is revolved at the desired speed by means of
a drive sheave. A screw conveyor rotates
inside the cone or bowl at a slightly lower

Mines Staff.

biosparite. Limestone consisting of less than
25 percent intraclasts, less than 25 percent
oolites, with volume ratio of fossils and
fossil fragments to pellets more than 3:1,
and calcite cement exceeding microcrystalline calcite. A.G.I. Supp.

biosphere. a. Zone at and adjacent to the
earth's surface where all life exists. A.G.1.
Supp. b. All living organisms of the eatih.
A.G.I. Supp.

or gabbro. Arkell.
bird's-eye coal. Sometimes applied to anthra-

cite coal when very small fractures are

nitmerous and freshly broken surfaces display rounded or oval eyelike forms, many
of which have convex surfaces. A.G.J. See
also anthracite coal sizes.

bird's-eye limestone. A very fine-grained
limestone containing spots or tubes of crys-

talline calcite. A.G.1. Supp.
bird's-eye marble. A local name given to
several varieties of marble in which the
markings assume the appearance of a
bird's-eye. Fay.

bird's-eye porphyry. A name given by prospectors and miners to a fine-grained igneous rock having small phenocrysts, particularly if they are quartz, from a fancied
resemblance to bird's-eyes. Hess.

bird's-eye quartz. Jasper containing minute
spherulites of
Shipley.

usually colorless quartz.

bird's-eyes. A term applied by fishermen to
pearls which have slight imperfection on
the best surface. Shipley.
bird's-eye slate. A quarryman's term for elate
containing abundant deformed or squeezed
concretions. Holmes, 1928.
bird's-nest rock. Eng. Argillaceous lime-

stone full of black pseudo-oolitic grains.
Arkell.

birefringence. a. The property possessed by
crystals belonging to other than the isometric system of splitting a beam of ordinary light into two beams which traverse
the crystal at different speeds, and as they
pass out of it, produce characteristic optical effects that are recognizable with the
proper instruments or, in some cases, by
the eye alone. Also known as double refraction. Fay. b. The numerical difference
between the indices of a mineral. The difference between the indices results in a
display of colors in biaxial minerals when
thin sections of rocks are placed between
crossed polarizers. As isotropic and Isometric minerals have the same index in
every direction, they have no birefringence
and show no colors. Hess.

birefriagent. Exhibiting double refraction.

are so located in the large end of the

1964; Fleischer.
Birkeland and Eyde process. Obsolete method

bowl that the level of liquid is maintained
at the desired height. The solids are steadily
moved forward by the screw conveyor as
fast as deposited, being carried above the

groups. Hess.

some places to a concretionary slate, and
in Guernsey to a spotted variety of diorite

speed in the same direction of rotation.
The feed entrance, in the center of the
large end of the truncated cone, is high
enough to allow formation of a pool of
slurry. Adjustable effluent-discharge parts

blophile elements. Chemical dements accumulated by plants or animals. Bureau of

Bin ley contraflow separator

level of the pool for an interval before
leaving the bowl. Discharge of both solids

and effluent is continuous. Mitchell, p.
652-665.

Stowell.

birbsguedle. A mineral,

Na4110011-4/110;

monoclinic; found in recent incrustations
at Larderello, Tuscany, Italy. Her, KM.,

of nitrogen fixationt using electric arc to
produce NO, from atr. Pryor, 3.
Birmingham gage. See Stub's gage. Crispin.
binnite. Same as burmite. English.
Woe. See boule. Hess.
birnessite. A manganese oxide, near (Nut,Cars)Mnt014-243H2O, optically uniaxial

negative. From manganese pan in gravel

Bird coal filter. See Bird centrifuge.
bird-foot delta. A delta formed by the outgrowth of fingers or pairs of natural levees
at the mouths of river distributaries making the dicitate or bird-foot form typified
by the Mississippi delta. A.G.!.

Birtley Mil picker. An electric picker that

group of reefs, occurring above the Main

human slate picker, who, when fatigued,

at Birness, Aberdeenshire, Scotland. Named
from locality. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.

distinguishes between good coal and slate
by their different electrical conductivities.

biostronse. For purely bedded structures,

Bird reef. S. Mr. A gold-bearing reef, or

It is said to be more unerring than the

entary organisms, and not swelling intr,

reef series. Beerman.
bird's beak. A special type of wall tile. Dodd.
bird's-eye. a. Mixed screened anthracite pass-

may fail to remove all the impure material.
Mitchell, pp. 602-603.

such as shell beds, crinoid bedst coral beds,
etc, consisting of and built mainly by :ed.

moundlike or lenslike forms, the name biostrome was proposed; from the Greek stem

bio and the Greek word stroma, which

means a layer or bed.
biotite. A magnesium-iron mica, K(Mg,Fe)r

(AlSia04 (OH). widely distributed

in `.

ing a Va-inch screen but retained on a
K-inch screen. May be subdivided into
buckwheat, rice, and barley. C.T.D. See
also anthracite coal sizes. b. Eng. Ap-

'plied to various rocks with small spots, in

Nutley coatrallow separator. A pneumatic
table for the dry cleaning of coal. It consists of perforated deck plates arranged in
a series of lateral steps with a longitudinal

inclination. A centrifugal fan provides a
constant upward blast of air through the

It*
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bit core
placeable portion or pilot of a noncoring
or other typc of bit. Compare core, x and y.
Long.
bit cast. Bit-use cost generally expressed in
monetary units per foot or per hundred
feet of borehole drilled. For a specific diamond bit the bit cost per foot drilled usually is calculated in the manner shown as
follows:
(RS)Z (C0-1-BL+STSC) X,
where R equals diamonds in original bit,
in carats; S equals resettable diamond
salvaged, in carats; Z equals diamond cost

per carat, in dollars; CO equals cutout
charge, in dollars; BL equals cost of bit
blank in dollars; ST equals setting charge
in dollars; SC equals credit value of scrap
diamonds in dollars; Y equals number of

feet bit drilled; and X equal, bit cost, in

dollars, per foot drilled. Long.
bit comet. Synonym for diamond count. Long.

bit crown. Synonym for crown. See also
crown, d. Long.

bitcrown metal. Synonym for diamond matrix. Long.
bit die. Synonym for bit mold. Long.
bit disc. A bit with two or more rolling discs
which do the cutting. Used in rotary drill-

ing through certain formations. Porter.
bit drag; drag bit. A bit with serrated teeth
used in rotary drilling. Hess.
bit, *Hag. The cutting device at the lower
ei4 of cable drilling tools or rotary drill
pipe, the function of which is to accomplish the actual boring or cutting. A.G.!.
bit aid. The end of a reaming shell to which
the bit is attached. Long.

bit face. That part of the bit crown that
comes in contact with the bottom of a bore-

hole. It does not include that part of thc
bit crown that contacts the walls of the
borehole. Long.
bit feed. See feed rate. Long.
bit gage. The inside and/or outside diameter
of a set bit; also, a tool or device used to
measure such diameters. Compare gage
ring; setting gage. Long.
bit gatherer. The man whose job is to gather
small quantities of glass for use in decorating hand-blown glassware. Dodd.
bit grislier. In metal mining, one who oper-

ates bit grinding machine that shapes and
sharpens cutting edges of detachable drill-

ing bits by abrasive action of grinding
wheels. Also called bit sharpener operator.

D.O.T. 1.
bit boob. A tool for straightening a lost bit
in the hole. Porter.
bit limed. A shaped hard-metal piece, which

is inserted in a slot or hole in a bit by

brazing or peening to serve as a cutting
edge or abrasion-resistant point or plane.
Compare insert bit. Long.
bit Ilk. The average number of feet of borehole a bit may be expected to drill in a
specific type of rock under normal operating or sp:cified conditions. Long.
bit load. Tile weight or pressure applied to
a bit in drilling operations expressed as the

a matrix alloy by a casting or a powder
metal-sintering process atExes the shank to

a diamond-inset bit crown having a shape
conforming to that incised in the die. Also

called bit die; crown dic; crown mold.
Long.

bit performance. The achievement of a bit
as gaged by the overall cost of using a
specific bit per a unit measure of borehole

drilled, or by the total number of feet of

borehole drilled per bit. Long.

bit pilot. The small cylindrical portion that

is of smaller diameter and projects beyond

the main body of a pilot-type noncoring
Long.
bit prawn. Synonym for bit load. Long.
bit naming dill. Obsolete name for reaming
shell. Long.
bit rig. a. See setting ring. Long. b. Obsolete name for core bit. Long.
bit rpm. See bit speed. Long.
bit setter. Formerly an individual skilled in
the art of setting diamonds in a bit blank
by a hand-peening and calking technique
to produce a complete bit; currently an
individual who places diamonds in pips
provided in a bit die or mold used in probit.

ducing a diamond bit by mechanical methSee also mechanical-set bit. Long.

ods.

bit Meek. a. The threaded part of a bit.

Long. b. Sometimes incorrectly used as a
synonym for bit blank. Long.
bit slag. See bit insert. Long.

bit speed. a. The number of revolutions a bit
is rotated per minute. Long. b. Sometimes
incorrectly used to express the number of
bit revolutions required to advance the bit

1 inch with a screw-feed diamond-drill

machine. Long.

bitstone. In ceramics, carefully sized fragments of quartz used to prevent the sticking of glazed ware to the bottom of Baggers.

Sizes range from 30 to 40 mesh to 3 or
4 mesh. Hess.

with hydrocarbons. A.G.!.

bitumen cable. A cable notable for its resistance to moisture, but not suitable for high
temperatures. The wires are tinned to pre-

vent reaction with the sulfur in the bitumen. Outside the bitumen are layers of
tape, jute, and one or two layers of steel
armoring; outside each layer of steel armoring are layers of serving compound.
Mason, V. 2, p. 433.
bituineoke; bitambite. Same as torbanite.
English.
bitunialie. To change into, cover with, or
mix with bitumen. Hen.
bitumen) hulalcom. Jew's pitch as obtained

from the region of the Dead Sea. Tomkeieff, 1954.
bitumen Widnes. An old name for mineral
coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
bitumenel. A high-rank bitumiol. Tomkeie
1954.
bitumeicarb. Bituminous matter of low rank

in coal derived from resins, waxes, spores,
exines, etc. Tomkeitff, 1954.
bitmeinate. a. To cement or cover with bitumen. Standard, 1964. b. To charge or mix
with bitumen. Standard, 1964.

bitembilerons. Yielding or containing bitumen. Standard, 1964.
Illitmainite. High explosive used in mines.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
ihitiemsbaizatiom. a. Same as coalification.
Tomkeier, 1954. b. The process of enrichment in hydrocarbon compounds. Tomkeieff, , 1954.

bibunfisosio. Mex. Bituminous. Fay.
hiemmalwom a. Containing much organic, or

recorded hydraulic pressure by die square-

B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. S. c. A coal with a

bitter. Applied to minerals having the taste
of Epsom salts.

Fay.

bitter erib. Magnesia. Fay.

kW% The bitter mother liquor that remains in saltworks after the salt has crystallized out. Webster 3d.

bitter spar. A pure, crystalline dot6mite that
consists of 1 part or equivalent of calcium
carbonate and I part of magnesium carbonate. Also called pearl spar. Fay.

bit thrust. The hydraulic pressure applied to

a drill bit when drilling, as shown in
a diamond drill or the total pressure in
pounds as calculated by multiplying the
inch area of the piston in the hydraulicfeed cylinder. Also called drilling thrust.
Long.

bitalldsic. Composed of broken stone and
bitumen or asphalt; as, bitulithic pavement, a protected proprietaiy name.
Standard, 1964.

bit mob.. A steel, carbon, or ceramic die in
which the shape of a bit crown is incised
and provided with pips, grooves, or holes

hydrocarbons which are soluble in carbon
disulfide, whether gases, easily mobile
liquids, viscous liquids, or solids. See also
t. Fay. b. A native substance of dark
hard and nonvolatile,
i
ctra,lcomparativnly
composed princi7ally of hydrocarbon. The

suction or an adhesive. Filling the die with

solid hydrocarbon mixtures, soluble in carbon disulfide; often used interchangeably

pounds per square inch by the pressure
gages on the hydraulic-feed cylinders of

a bevel-wall bit hi which a core lifter is
carried. Long.

bitumen. a. A general name for various solid
and semisolid hydrocarbons. In 1912, the

in which diamonds are set and held by

nonmineral constituents are fusible and
largely soluble in carbon disulfide. A.G.!.
c. Originally, a native mineral pitch, tar,
or asphalt. The term is generally applied
to any of the flammable viscid, liquid, or

at least carbonaceous matter, mostly in
the form of the tarry hydrocarbons which
are usually described as bitumen. Fay. b.
Having the odor of bitumen; often applied
to minerals. Fay. c. Yielding volatile bituminous matter on heating (for example,
bituminous coal). A.G.!.
bitumious brown coaL Same-as pitch coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
bituminous cement. A bituminous material
suitable for use as a binder, having cementing qualities which are dependent
mainly on its bituminous character. Fay.
biluednees coal. a. A coal which is high in
cabonaceous matter, having between 15
and 50 percent volatile matter. Soft coal.
BC!. b. A general term descriptive of coal

bit toper. The inside conical bevel or seat in

number of pounds or tons of weight applied. Also called bit pressure; bit weight;
drilling pressure; drilling weight; drill
pressure. Long.

bit ;matrix. Synonym for diamond matrix. See
also diamond matrix, a. Long.

bituminous emulsion

term was used by the American Society
for Testing Materials to include all those

other than anthracite and low-volatile coal
on the one hand and lignite on the other.

relatively high proportion of gaseous constituents; dark brown to black in color and
burns w:th a smoky luminous flame. The
coke yield ranges from 50 to 90 percent.
The term does not imply that bitumen or
mineral pitch is present. See also coking
coal; flaming foal; gas coal. Nelson.
bitomione coecrete. A pavement composed

of aggregates, such as crushed stone, gravel,

saM, or slag, combined with

bituminous

binder, the latter taking the place of the

cement ordinarily used an concrete. Petro.

leum Age, a. 11, April 15, 1923, p. 37.
bituminous am& Asphalt laid without an
appreciable addition of sand or rock.
Petroleum Age, a. 11, April 15, 1923, p. 37.
bituaideram assubbia. a. A suspension of mi-

deck. The usual layering takes place, the
refuse sinking to the deck plates. The capacity of the table ranges from 6 tons per

hour per foot width for sizes PA to 2

inches, down to 2 tons per hour per foot
width for fines below IA& inch. They are
built in any width up to a maximum of

about 8 feet. See also dry cleaning. Nelson.
scholite. A crystalline-granular, foliated,
colorless to white, hydrous magnesium
chloride, Hi&MgCI,0.. Fay.

pcuit. a. Unglazed ceramic ware that has
been fired in a biscuit or bisque oven or
film. Bureau of Mines Staff. b. See bisque.
ACSG. c. An upset blank for drop forging.

ASM Gloss. d. A small cake of primary
metal, such as uranium, made from uranium tetrafluoride and magnesium in a
bomb reduction. See also derby; dingot.
ASM Gloss.
scult-board topography. Topography characterized by a rolling upland out of which

cirques have been cut like big bites and
which represents an early or partial stage
in glaciation. A.G.I.
Iseult cutter. A short core barrel, 6 to 8
inches long, sharpened at the bottom and
forced into the rocks by the jars. Hess.

Iseult &kw The process of kiln firing pottery ware before it has been glazed. Earthenware is biscuit fired at 1,1000 to 1,150°
C; bone china is biscuit fired at 1,2000 to
1,250° C. Dodd.

iscuit oven. A kiln in which ceramic ware
is fired before glazing. C.T.D.
bad( ware. Pottery that has been fired but
not yet glazed. Biscuit earthenware is
porous and readily absorbs water; vitreous
ware and bone china are almost nonporous
even in the biscuit state. Dodd.
iscult-ware stopper. One who fills in cracks

of fired pottery or porcelain ware with

stopping compound, using biscuit peg
(hand tool). Also called bisque-ware stopper. D.O.T. 1.
isectrix. A line bisecting the angle between
the optic axes of a biaxial crystal. Webster
3d. See also acute bisectrix; obtuse bisectrix. Fay.
[shops° domes. Bunter pebbles. Arlo 11.

[silicate. In metallurgy, a slag with a silicate
degree of 2. Newton, Joseph. Introduction
to Metallurgy, 1938, p. 399.

ismite. It is proposed to restrict the name
bismite to the alpha polymorph of Bi301.
American Mineralogist, v. 28, No. 9-10,
September-October 1943, p. 521.

bismodite. A pale grayish or creamy white

bismuth oxychloride, BiOCI. Platty fibrous.

Tetragonal ( ?). From Namaqualand, Re-

public of South Africa. English.
Idiom& A silvery-white metallic element in
group V of the periodic system. Used as
a component of fusible alloys with lead.
Hexagonal rhombohedral; symbol, Bi; vale/yea, 3 and ; atomic number, 83; atomic
weight, 208.98i specific gravity, 9.72 to
9.88; and melting point, 271 C. C.T.D.

Amu& bkade. Same as eulytite. Standard,
1964.

Wane& brass. A copper-nickel-zinc alloy
containing only a little bismuth, such as
(1) 47.0 percent copper, 21.0 percent zinc,

30.9 percent nickel, 1.0 percent tin, and
0.1 pesecent bismuth, or (2) 52.0 percent
copper, 12.0 percent :Inc, 30.0 percent
nickel, 5.0 percent lead, and 1.0 ptrcent

bit core
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iodide, I part acid potassium sulfate, and
2 parts sulfur. Also, a mixture of equal
parts of potassium oxide and sulfur. Fay.
bismuth glance. See bismuthinite.

and niobate, probably Bil00.(Ta,Nb),05.

Large, rough crystals. Orthorhombic. From
Kampala, Uganda, East Africa. English.

bisphenoid. In crystallography, a form ap-

bismuth gold. A pinkish-white native alloy of

parently consisting of two sphenoid& placed
together symmetrically. Fay.

contains 65.5 percent gold. Hess.
bismuthlalte. Bismuth trisulfied, BilS3, com-

bisque. a. A coating of wet-process porcelain
enamel that has been dried, but not fired.
ASTM C286-65. b. Biscuit, biscuit ware,

bismuth and gold, approximately Alai;

monly occurring in shapeless, lead-gray
masses with a yellowish tarnish. Also called

bismuth glance. C.T.D.
bismuth minerals. Bismuth occurs free, in
association with gold, silver, or copper.
Main sources are native bismuth and bismuthinite. Used medicinally, in the glass
industry, and for fusible alloys. Pryor, 3.
bismuth oxide; bismuth trioxide. a. Bii0s;
melting point, 820° to 860° C, and is derived from the ignition of bismuth nitrate.
A constituent of optical glasses, providing

greater durability and higher refractive

indices than corresponding lead glasses.

Used as an ingredient in fluxes for fired-on
conductive silver paints. The calcined material can be used alone to bond metallic
silver flake to ceramic bodies. Lee. b. A
heavy, yellow powder; orthorhombic; and
specific gravity, 8.8. Used in ceramic colors
and in producing bismuth salts. CCD 6d
1961.

bismuth oxydsloride; pearl white. BiOCI;

as in statuettes, dolls, etc.; ware baked
once but not glazed. Standard, 1964. c.
Ceramic ware that is fired to a temperature which is adequate to produce the
necessary strength for glazing and decorat-

ing. Bureau of .Mines Staff.
bisque fire. The process of kiln firing ceramic
warc prior to glazing. ACSG, 1963.
bisque-kiln drawer. One who removes saggers

from kiln after ware has been fired and
has cooled, and removes ware from saggers.

When removing glazed ware from kiln,
known as glost-kiln drawer. Also called
kiln drawer; round-kiln drawer. D.O.T. 1.

bisque-kiln placer. One who packs greenware

in saggers with sand and refractory clay

ready for firing, and sets saggers in bisque
kiln. Also called bisque placer; kiln hand.
D.O.T. 1.
bisque oven. The same as biscuit oven.
C.T.D.

bisque placer. See bisque-kiln placer. D.O.T. 1.

water; soluble in acid. Also called basic

bisque-ware stopper. See biscuit-ware stopper. D.O.T. 1.
bindfate. Acid sulfate, containing thc mono-

black; orthorhombic; and melting point,
706° C. Of some interest for thermoelec-

fibulae. Acid sulfite, containing monovalent
HS0a. Pryor, 3.
bit. a. Any device that may be attached to,
or is, an integral part of a drill string and

molecular weight, 260.46; crystals or white
powder; specific gravity, 7.72; insoluble in

bismuth chloride; bismuthyl chloride; bismuth subchloride; blanc d'Espagne. Bennett 2d, 1962.
bismuth ozyaltrate. See bismuth subnitrate.
CCD 6d, 1961.
bismuth selenide; bismuth trieelenide. BisSea;

valent radical HSO4, for example, NaHS06.
Pryor, 3.
bisulfide; disulfide. Binary compound with 2
sulfur atoms. Pryor, 3.

tric applications. Lee.
bismuth silver. Same as chilenite; schapbachite. Standard, 1964.

is used as a cutting tool to bore into or

powder; Bil(SnO,),.51130. CCD 6d, 1961.
Melting point, above 1,300° C. Used as an

bit; drag bit. b. A pointed hammer for
dressing hard stone. Webster 2d. c. The
blade of an ax, hatchet or like tool. Webster 2d. d. The copper head of a soldering

constants which show little variation with
temperature. Lee.

hygroscopic powder; 4BiN08( OH)rBi0-

bit blaok. A steel bit in which diamonds or
other cutting media may be inset by hand
peening or attached by a mechanical process such as casting, sintering, or brazing.
Also called bit shank; blank; blank bit;

paper. Used for ceramic enamels; for

Maui group. A group of the pallsite mete-

bismuth daunt.. A light-colored crystalline

additive to barium titanate ceramic capacitor compositions to produce bodies
with an intermediate level of dielectric
bismuth subokrate; basic bismuth nitrate;

bismuth oxyaltrate. A white, heavy, slightly

(OH) ; and shows acid to moistened litmus

burning gold on ccramic warc; for bismuth

luster on metals; and for producing bismuth salts. CCD 6d, 1961. Specific gravity, 4.928 (at 18' C) and decomposes at
260' C. It gives a pearly luster to glasses
and glazes, and is also used in glasses to

give a high index of refraction. Lee.
bismuth telluride; bismuth trkelluride; tetradymite. BisTes; hexagonal rhombohedral;
gray; and a thermoelectric material. Because it loses its semiconducting properties

above 100' C, it is of value chiefly in

cgoling devices. Lee.

bisannite. An amorphous form of bismuth
carbonate, occurring as a rare natural mineral. C.T.D.

penetrate rock or other materials by utilizing power applied to the bit percussively
or by rotation. Long. Ste also detachable

iron. Webster 2d.

shank. Long.

orites that are mostly nickel iron with

olivine crystals in a fine brecciated tress.
Hess.

bitches. Scot. A set of three chains for slinging pipes in a mine shaft. Fay.
bit clearance. a. Technically, the difference
between the outside diameter of a set bit
and the outside set diameter of the reaming shell. Loosely, the term is used to denote the clearing action of a bit, which is
a function of the waterways and the mode

in which the diamonds or other cutting
media are set in the cutting face of the
bit, and also the difference between the
outside set diameter of a bit and the outside diameter of the bit shank. Long. b. In-

a. A yellow, dark gray or

correctly and loosely used as a synonym
for diamond exposure. See also diamond

Wroth bromic An alloy of bismuth with

alteration product of bismuthinite. Fay.
b. Preferred spelling for bismutosphirite.

bit madam. The configuration of the crown
or cutting face of a bit as seen in cross

English.

bismuth I. A mixture of 1 part potassium

biaautsastalite. A black bismuth tantalate

Mt core. The central, removable, and re-

bismuth. Campbell.

tin. Standard, 1964.

bbillirickleriZen, spherical, fibrous bismuth
carbonate, BisOrC0a, usually found as an

exposure. Long.
section. Long.

nute globules of bituminous material in
water or in an aqueous solution. Urquhart,

Sec. 2, p. 81. b. A suspension of minute

globules of water or of an aqueous solution
in a liquid bituminous material. Urquhart,
Sec. 2, p. 81.
bitionleous fermentation. A fermentation pe-

black chondrite
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bituminous emulsion

for compaction. See also soil stabilization.
Nelson.

bituminous surface. In paving, a superficial
coat of bituminous material, with or with-

out the addition of stone or slag chips,
gravel, sand, or material of similar character. Fay.

culiar to vegetable matter placed in such
situations, as not only to exclude the ex-

bituminous wood. A variety of brown coal

moisture, but to prevent the escape of thc
more volatile principals; and which terminates in the formation of those substances
termed bitumens, which in this case in-

found in oil shales, shales, marls, and limestones; derived from waxes, fats, and resins.

ternal air and to secure the presence of

cludes pcat and coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.

bituminous grout. A mixture of bituminous
material and sand finer than one-fourth
inch, which, when heated, will flow into
place without mechanical manipulation.
ASTM D1079-54.
bituminous ligalte. a. Term used in coal literature to apply to a certain kind of lig-

nite. A.G.I. b. Lignite of a pitch black
color with a conchoidal fracture. It is

sometimes known as pitch coal. Nelson.

bitemisous limestone. A dark-colored limestone impregnated with bituminous matter

aud emitting a fetid odor when rubbed.
Standard, 1964. Also called stinkstone;

swinestone. Fay.

bituminous macadam. Asphalt made artificially from grit or crushed stone and
bonded with bitumen. Ste also tar macadam; asphalt, b. Nelson.

Meadows madk. A bituminous material

mixed with a very fine aggregate. Petro-

leum Age, v. 11, April 15,1923, p. 37.

bituminous materials. Materials containing
bitumen as an essential constituent. In a
broad sense, the term applies to materials
containing mixtures of native or pyrogenous hydrocarbons and their nonmetallic
derivatives, which may be gases, liquids,
viscous Liquids, or solids, and which are
soluble in carbon disulfide. This definition
is still a platter of controversy, but has the
santtion of technical use. Hess.

bituasiaous ores. Iron ores in which the
gangue consists principally of coaly matter,

as for example, black band ironstone.

Osborne.
bituminous pavement. A pavement composed

of stone, gravel, sand, shell, or slag, or

combinations thereof, and bituminous ma.
terials thoroughly incorporated. Fay.

bitumlnoses rock. Natural or rock asphalt,

but the term is sometimes used to describe
a rock in which the percentage of impregnation is comparatively low. See also artsfiat' rock asphalt. Nelson.
bibasdaoas mod. A sand naturally impregnated with bitumen or petroleum resIdue.

resembling wood. Fay.

bitumiol. Bituminous matter of low rank
Tomkeief f, 1954.

bitumogene. Organic matter, soluble in or-

ganic solvents, and present in various

types of little altered or unaltered sedimentary rocks, including coal, peat, etc.
Tomkeief f, 1954.

Movie. Road-treating tar. Bennett 2d, 1962.
bit WAIL That portion of the bit between the
crown and the shank of the bit. Long.
bit weight. a. Total weight, in carats, of the
diamonds set in a diamond bit. Long. b.
Weight or load applied to a diamond bit
during drilling operation. See also bit load.
Long.
bityite. A yellowish-white hydrous orthosilicate of aluminum and calcium, With small
amounts of beryllium, lithium, etc., 10Si-

0s

8AliOs

5 %a (Ca,Be,Mg) 0

1 ih (Li,-

Na,K),0.7H2O. Minute hexagonal plates.
Pseudohexagonal. From Mt. Bity, Malagasy Republic. English.

bivalent; divalent. a. Having a valence of 2.
Webster 3d. b. Having two valences; for
example, cobalt which has valences of 2
and 3. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-107.
bivalve. A mollusc having two shells. See also
univalve. Shipley.

Make. A gooseberry-red beryl found to the
southwest of Simpson Spring, Utah. English.

bixbyite. A black oxide of iron and manganese, (Fe,Mn)s0s. Isometric; cubes, often
modified. Also interpreted as a manganate
of iron, analogous to perovskite. English.
bixardite. A nepheline-bearing alnoite. Hess.

Bina. A hard, unglazed pottery,

usually

grayish-white; made in Bizen, Japan. Webster 2d.

Mut. In gem cutting, the part of a brilliant
(diamond) between the table and the
girdle, occupying one-third of its depth

and having 32 facets. Standard, 1964.
bjeruite. A compact porphyritic igneous rock
containing numerous reddish nepheline
phenocrysts; consists of 15 percent orthoclase, 25 percent andminet 26 percent

nepheline, 17 percent analmte and other
zeolites, 8 percent biotite and pyroxene,
and 6 percent iron ore. Joheneuen, v. 4,
1938, pp. 292-293.

Petroleum Age. v. 11, April 15, 1923, p. 37.
bituminous simidstose. Sandstone containing

Bk Chemical symbol for berkelium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

Wariness Ads. a. A shale containing hy-

IL Abbreviation for bas4 line. Zimmerman,
p. 15.
Mack alta. a. Shale or sandstone containing
a little bituminous material. USGS Bull.
922, 1940, p. 40. b. An argillaceous schist,

bituminous matter. Bureau of Mines Staff.

drocarbons or bituminous material; when
rich in such substances, it yields oil or gas
on distillation (for example, oil shale).
Standard, 1964. b. Shaly sandstone or blae.
C.T.D.

bitamisous atabilhadias. The mng of a

bituminous material with soil to act either

as a binder or as a waterproofing agent.
Tlie type and quantity of bituminous material depend on its required function, the
soil type and the climatic conditions. The

bituminous material increases the effective
fluid content of the soil and the treatment
is particularly efficient with soils whose witural moisture content is below that needed

1964, p. B-1.

found in the New Almaden quicksilver

mine, Santa Clara County, Calif. Fey.
black amber. A name given by amber diggers
to jet that is found with amber. It becomes
faintly electric when rubbed. Fey.

black nod gold marble. A black siliceous

Italian marble with golden-yellow veins.
Ste also porto marble. Item
Meek madradite gamer. Melanite. Shipley.

Mack sod *die onyx. Onyx with alternate
black and white bands, from which many
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cameos are cut. The black bands are sometimes produced (permanently) by artificial
process. Shipley.

black annealing. Box annealing or pot an .
nealing ferrous alloy sheet, strip, or wire.
See also box annealing. ASM Gloss.
black antimony. See beta antimony. Bennett
2d, 1962.
black arsenic. An allotropic form of arsenic
obtained by condensing arsenic vapor
under controlled conditions. Bennett 2d,
1962.

black ash. a. Any of various dark-colorcd
products obtained in industrial processes,
as: ( I ) crude sodium carbonate obtained
in the Leblanc process and (2) crude barium sulfide. Webster 3d. b. A black mass
containing chiefly soda in the form of
sodium carbonate and usually also sodium

sulfide with some carbon and produced

especially for recovery of its soda content
by concentrating and burning black liquor
in rotary furnaces. Webster 3d.
blackband; blackhead ironstone. An earthy
iron carbonate associated with coal beds.
Mined as an iron ore in the United Kingdom. Fay.

blackhead ironstone. Synonym for blackband. A.G.I.
black bat. A piece of bituminous shale embedded in the rock immediately over the
coal measure and liable to fall of its own
weight when the coal beneath it has been
removed. Compare kettle bottom; bell
mold. Fay.

black bear. Eng. Marly shales with iron

pyrites, Lower Lias, Lyme Regis. Arkell,
P. 5.

Blackbird black burritos clay. Natural and

refined clay used in manufacturing ceramics. Bennett 2d, 1962.
blackboard enamel. See chalkboard enamel.
ASTM C286-65.
black body. As applied to heat radiation, this
term signifies that the surface in question
emits radiant energy at each wavelength
at the maximum rate possible for the tem-

perature of the surface, and at the same
time absorbs all incident radiation. Only
when a surface is a black body can its
temperature be measured accurately by

means of an optical p)rometer. Dodd.

black box. A separate and self-contained

electronic unit or element of an electronic

device which can be treated as a single
package. The name comes from the fact
that the housings of such units are often
black. NCB.
black brick. A loose term, commonly applied
to all basic brick. Bureau ol Mines Staff.
black butts. Discolored and imperfect coke,
usually found at the bottom or side of the
oven because of excessive moisture existing

there; may also result from improper

manipulation of the oven. Also called black
ends. Fay.
black cat. Eng. Used among North Staffordshire miners for a may shale. Tomktieff, ,
1954.

black chalcedony. Correct designation for

most of the so-called black onyx. Shipley.
black chalk. a. A variety of bluish-black clay

containing carbon. Fay. b. A slate sufficiently colored by carbonaceous particles
to answer the purpose of black lead in
pencils for coarse work, such as marking

stone. Fay.

Mack cisnaltrite. A black chondritic stony
meteorite composed of bronzite and olivine

with chondri of various shapes, which
break with the matrix; if cut by veins, it

is a black chrondite, veined. Hess.

black clay. Eng. Decayed Derbyshire toadstone. Arkell.

black coal. Scot. Coal slightly burned by
igneous rock. See also natural coke; blind
coal, a. Fay. b. Bituminous coal or anthracite, as distinct from brown coal. Tomkeieg, 1954. c. Coal altered by an igneous
intrusion. Tomkeieff, 1954.
black concentrate. The mixture of amalgam
gold and magnetite obtained from behind
the riffles in a gold sluice. C.T.D.
black copper. A name given to the more or
less impure metallic copper produced in
blast furnaces when running on oxide ores
or roasted sulfide material. It is always an

alloy of copper with one or more other

metals generally containing several percent
of iron, often lead, and many other impuri-

ties; it also contains from 1 to 3 percent

sulfur. Fay.

black copper ore. An earthy, black, massive
or scaley form of copper oxide, CuO. Hess.
See also melaconite; tenorite. Fay.
black copper oxide. See copper oxide. Bennett 2d, 1962.
black coral. A corallike, intense black to dark
brown, horny substance, distinct from pre-

cious coral; hardness, 2.5 to 3; specific
gravity, 1.5. Used in beads, bracelets, art
objects, etc., and highly regarded by natives of the East Indian Islands. Found in
Malaya; the Red Sea; Bermuda; and the
Mediterranean. Some pieces are 2Y2 feet
long. See also king's coral. Shipley.

black core. The interior of a ceramic shape
which is black in color, (that is, in most
cases due to incomplete oxidation of carbonaceous material, sulfur, etc. In general,
accompanied by bloating or expanding).
Also called black heart. Bureau of Mines
Stag.
black coring. A condition usually resulting
from the premature vitrification of the exterior of a ceramic shzpe which prevents
the oxidation of carbonaceous material,
sulfur compounds, etc., and the interior

remains in a reduced state; hence the

black color. Bureau of Mines Staff.

black cotton; black cotton soil. In India, soil

chernozem and dark plastic clays of tropics.

Schielerdecker. b. A kind of coal which
is pulverized and used by painters in frescoc. Fay.

black edge. The dark enamel exposed at the
edge of a light-colored panel. The enamel
used to produce the black. Bryant:
black edging. A black porcelain enamel applied over the ground coat and exposed in
specified areas by brushing the cover coat

bisque prior to firing. See also edging.

ASTM C286-65.
black Egyptian ware. See basalte. C.T.D.
black ends. Eng. See black butts, Fay.
blackening. In founding, the process of coat-

ing the faces of a mold with graphite or
similar fine powder, or with a mixture

thereof with water. facing. Standard, 1964.
Blackett barrel washer. A coal cleaner, con-

sisting of a barrel (partly perforated) 30
feet long and 4 feet in diameter. The axis
of the barrel is inclined at 6° off the horirontal and revolves at about 11 revolutions

per minute. The water and raw coal feed

enter at the elevated end and the clean

coal products leave at the lower end. It is
a two-product washer and cleans graded
sizes between 5 inches and three-fourths
of an inch. On account of its cheapness,

there has been a revival in the use of

Blackett washers, which were developed
some 50 years ago. See also coal-preparation plant. Nelson.
Blackett conveyor. A chain conveyor. Nelson.
black aux. A reducing flux composed of pow-

dered carbon and alkali-metal carbonate.

Webster 3d.
black garnet. See andradite. Bennett 2d, 1962.

black glass. Manganese or ferric oxides are
added to ordinary glass. CCD 6d, 1961.

black gold. a. N.S.W. Frec gold coated
with a film of black oxide of manganese.
New South Wales, p. 115. b. A slang

American term referring to crude oil. Bureau of Mines Staff. c. Placer gold coated
with a black or dark brown substance so
that the yellow color is not visible until
the coating is removed. Bureau of Mines
Staff. d. Synonym for maldonite. Hcy, 2d,
1955.

from 6 to 10 feet in thickness overlying

black granite. Diorite and other coarse-

gen and carn dioxide. The average

black bead castings. Malleable castings, annealed in pm-oxidizing packaging. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
blackheart maaable. See malleable cast iron.

dry weather,
the coal measures, which
shrings and produces mud cracks. Fay.
blackdamp. Generally applied to carbon dioxide. Strictly speaking, a mixture of nitro-

blackdamp contains 10 to 15 percent carbon dioxide and 85 to 90 percent nitrogen.
It is formed by mine fires and the explosion of firedamp in mines, and hence forms

a part of the afterdamp. An atmosphere

depleted of oxygen rather than containing
an excess of carbon dioxide. Fay. Being

heavier than air it is always found in a
layer along the floor of a mine. It extinguishes light and suffocates its victims.
Hence, it is sometimes known as chokedamp. Korson,

black dimmed. a. A variety of crystalline
carbon, related to diamond, but showing
no crystal form. Highly prized as an abrasive because of its hardness. Occurs only
in Brazil. Also called carbonado. C.T.D.
b. A term frequently applied to coal. Fay.
Black Diameed Na-Gel. Permissible explosive used in mining. Bennett 2d, 1962.

black dumb. Durain rich in spore &nes,
with little fusinite. It resembles cannel coal

in spore content and oil yield. Francis,
1965, v. I, p. 42.

block ear& a. A general term including

black oil
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black chondrite

grained igneous rocks. Arkell.
black heart. See black corc. Dodd.

ASM Gloss.

black beat. Any temperature below visible
color. Bureau of Mines Staff.
black hematite. See psilomelanc. Osborne.

black bone. Useti by quarrymen in Rhode
Island to denote a dark biotite gneiss in
contact with the granite. Fay.

blacking. Carbonaceous materials, such as
plumbago, graphite, or powdered carbon,

used in coating pouring ladles, molds, runners, and pig beds. ASM Gloss,
black irme. Malleable iron untinned; distinguished from tinned or white iron. Standard, 1964.
black boa ore. Synonym for magnetite. Fay.

black Ina oxide; ferromferric oxide; mag-

matic Moe oxide; magmethe. Fes0e molecular weight, 231.54; isometric; blacl; crystals;
reddish-black powder; specific gravity,

5.18; insoluble in water; and soluble in
hot hydrochloric acid. Bennett 2d, 1962;

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. 8-183.

blackjack. a. Crude black oil used to lubri-

cate mine-car wheels. Fay. b. Ark. Soft,

black carbonaceous clay or earth associated

with coal. Fay. c. Derb. A kind of cannel

coal. Fay. d. Ill. A thin stratum of coal
interbedded with layers of slate. A poor,
bony coal. Fay. e. A dark variety of zinc

blende or sulfide of zinc. It has a resinous
luster and yields a light-colored streak or
powder. See also blende; sphalerite. Fay.
black knots. Textural defects found in granites caused by dark incluisons or segrega- '
tions. AIME, P. 326.

black latten. Milled sheet brass as used by
braziers and wiredrawers. Standard, 1964.
black lava glass. See obsidian. C.M.D.
black lead. a. An old and obsolete name for
graphite, still used in naming lead pencils,

which are really made of graphite. Also
plumbago. Tomkeieff, 1954. b.
Graphite, in impure crystalline form. Pryor,
called

3. c. Used for coating patterns and the

faces of cast-iron chilling molds. Crispin.
bladdead ore. An early name for the black
variety of cerussite. Fay.

blackkg. a. A worker hostile to trade unionism or acting in opposition to union poli-

cies; a strikebreaker. Webster 3d. b. A
swindler; a professional gambler. Webster 3d.

black light. a. Used by miners and prospectors for ultraviolet light. See also fluorescence. Ballard. b. Electromagnetic radia-

tion not visible to the human eye. The

portion of the spectrum generally used in

fluorescent inspection falls in the ultraviolet region between 3,300 and 4,000 ang-

stroms with the peak at 3,650 angstroms.
ASM Gloss.

black lignite. Lignite higher in rank than

brown lignite. Defined by Grout as having
a fixed carbon content ranging from 35 to

60 percent and a total carbon content of
from 73.6 to 76.2 percent. ital.

black liquor. The alkaline spent liquor from
the digesters in the manufacture of sulfate
or soda pulp. Bureau of Mines Staff.
black liquor recovery furnaces. Smelting or

recovery furnaces in which evaporated
black liquor is burned to a molten chemi-

cal smelt. Bureau of Mines Staff.

black list. a. Any list of persons who are for
any reason deemed objectionable by the
makers or users of the list, as for political

or social misconduct, for joining in or assist-

ing a strike, etc. Fay. b. (York.) Miners'

term for impure fusain bands in the Barnsle seam. Tomkeieff, 1954.
See anthracosis. Fay.
black magnetic range. A polishing material
consisting of 99 percent Fes05. Osborne.
black mamganse. See hausmannite. Osborne.
black mem's butttms. Small pieces of rounded

glass found in v,rious parts of Australia
and Tasmania; thought to be probably of
meteoric origin. Hess.

black metal. See black shale, b. Tomkeieff,
1954.

black mob. Eng. Slang for workmen who

refuse to join a trade union. Fay.
biackmorite. A yellow variew of opal from
Mount Blackmore, Mont. Hess.

Neck muck; black mold. Lanc. A darkbrown powdery substance, consisting of
silica, alumina, and iron; found in iron

mines. Fay.
black mud. A mud formed in lagoons, sounds,

or hays, in which there is poor circulation
or weak tides. The color is black because
of iron sulfides and organic matter.
black ocber. Wad: bog manganese ore. Fay.
black oil. A residue from petroleum or from

its distillates. It varies widely in character
and is used as a cheap lubricant. Fay.

black oil shale. Oil shale in the Eastern
United States particularly common around
the bituminous coal and petroleum regions.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
black onyx. Incorrect name for black singlecolored agate or chalcedony which is usually colored artificially. Properly called
black chalcedony. Set also onyx. Shipley.
black opal. An opal of dark tint is so called,
though it is rarely black; the fine Australian lolue opal, with flame-colored flashes,
is typical. C.M.D.

black on. a. Eng. Partly decomposed pyrite containing copper. Fay. b. In uranium

mining,the term may mean ore containing a high percent of pitchblende, uraninite, cottnite, or vanoxitc. Ballard. c.

Climb. A variety of hematite in hard

pieces, some kidney-shaped, reaching the
size of one's hand; found in a moderately
soft, dark-red, brown, or nearly black mass

of smit clay and manganese oxide, the

whole having a most confused appearance.
Hess.
black oxide of cobalt. See earthy cobalt.

black oxide of maapnese. See pyrolusite.
Fay.
Black pearl. A trade name which in the

narrowest usage refers to a black or almost
black pearl, or sometimes to a gray pearl;

in its broadest sense, it refers to a brown
or a dark blue, blue-green, or green pearl

with a pronounced metallic sheen. Shipley.
black pigment. Lampblack obtained by burning common coal tar. Fay.

black plate. Sheet iron before tinning. Fay.

black post. Impure earthy limestones. Arkell.
blackpot. Eng. A variety of coarse unglazed
pottery. Standard, 1964.
Mackpowder. An explosive mixture of potassium nitrate, powdered charcoal, and sulfur. See also gunpowder, black. Nelson.
blackpriat. See blueprint. Hess.
black-red heat. Lowest visible red heat. Bureau of Mines Stall.
Black reef. S. Afr. A gold-bearing reef occur-

ring in limited patches at the base of the
Transvaal system. Beerman.

black ring. S. Staff. A thin bed of coal as

seen in the shaft sides, having the appearance of a black circle or ring. Fay.

Blackriverim. Lower Mohawkian. A.G.1
Supp.
black road. In fluidization roasting (fluosolids proess), the camersion of iron sulfide to mAnetite. Pryor, 3.
black rouge. A precipitated black magnetic
iron oxidt. Used mainly in plate printing
inks and in paints, but has small abrasive
applications. AIME, p. 20.
blacks. a. Highly carbonaceous black shale.
An impure cannel. TIME. b. Used among
British miners for dark clay, cosily shale,
or mudstone. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Mack med. a. Loca1 deposits of heavy min-

erals concentrated by wave and current
action on beaches. The heavy minerals

Blaisdell loading machinery
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black oil

from the Pinna mollusc. Shipley.

black shale. a. Usually a very thin bedded
shale, rich in sulfides (especially pyrite

which may have replaced fossils) and rich
in organic material, deposited under barred
basin conditions causing anaerobic accumulation. A.G.I. b. Generally, a finegrained,

finely

laminated

carbonaceous

shale, sometimes canneloid, often found
as a roof to a coal, or, in place of a coal,
resting on a fire clay. Also called black
stone; black metal. Tomkeieff , 1954.

black shape. Fabricated shape prior to porcelain enameling operations. Bryant.

black silko

carbide. See silicon carbide.

ACSG, 1963.

black silver. a. A nonmetallic, sulfur-bearing
ore of silver and antimony, approximating
Ag.Sb.S, in composition. Bennett 2d, 1962.
b. 'Same as stephanite. Also called brittle
sib tr ore. Standard, 1964.
blacksmith; smith. A man skilled in the craft
of working and shaping red-hot iron with
a hammer on the anvil. See also forging.
Nelson.

blacksmith drill. A drill made with a shank
one-half inch in diameter, to fit a certain
kind of holder. The shank has a flat for a
setscrew. Crispin.
black solder. An alloy for brazing black iron,

manganese oxides. Fay.

blackuork. a. Iron wrought by blacksmiths.

Fay. b. Metal products (as forgings or
rolled work) that have not undergone a
process (as pickling or machining) that

gives a bright finish. Webster 3d.
black-zooe. A typical black section (adjacent
to the gray zone) of used silica brick from

steel furnace roofs, composed largely of
tridymite and magnetite. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

blade. a. Usually, a part of an excavator

which digs and pushes dirt but does not

carry it. Nichols, 2. b. The shape of a

solid, defined by Zingg as one in which
the ratio of breadth to length is len than
two-thirds and the ratio of thickneu to
breadth is less than two-thirds. A.G.1. c.
Having the appearance of blades; mineral
crystals that are strongly elongated in one
direction. A.G.1.

.4STM C286-65.

blade mill. Trommel washer with lifting
blades which aid in disintegration and

black speck. A defect that appears in the
fired cover coat as a small dark spot.

black spit. In coal mining much of the

minerals flattened like a knife blade. Hess.

scrubbing of passing feed. Pryor, 3.

coarser dust that is inhaled is arrested in
the nose and bronchial tubes and is swept

blae. a. Scot. A hard sandstone free from

which acts as a conveyor and transports
the coarser dust back in the reverse direction to form the basis of the "black spit"

blaes. A Scottish name for carbonaceous

out by the action of the fine hairlike lining
of these, known as the ciliated epithelium,

of the miner. Sinclair, 1 , pp. 172-173.
Black spring brake. A brake applied in emer-

gency and not under normal conditions of
winding. It consists of a series of springs
mounted between plates attached to a divided tension rod connected to brake posts.
A toggle joint normally holds the springs
in compression against the plates and the
divided rod then acts as a rigid bar. When
the automatic contrivance trips on a potential overwind, the toggle joint is withdrawn, the springs expand and draw the
brake posts together in a period of 0.09 to
0.13 second, thus applying the brakes with

a force depending upon the strength of
the spring. By applying the normal brake,
the springs are again compressed and the
toggle point reset. Sinclair, V, pp. 201-202.

black stone. a. N. of Eng. Highly carbo-

naceous shale. Fay. b. Eng. Another name
for toadstone (basalt lava) in Derbyshire.
See also black shale, b. Tomkeieff, 1954.
blackstrap. A black heavy oil sometimes used

as a drill-rod dope or lubricant and as
a mine-car-wheel lubricant. Also called

other minerals, such as garnet, rutile, zircon, chromite, amphiboles, and proxenes.
A.G.I. b. Same as asphaltic sand. Tomkei-

Mack telluride. See nagyagite. Fay.
black tellurians. A rare gray metallic mineral,
a sulfotelluride of gold and lead with some

ef I, 1954.

blocktery. S. Staff. Miners' term for black

contains a large percentage of dark minerals which are concentrated by the wash
of the surf. Neu.
black sada gloss. Lampblack. Porter.
black seed peati. Very 'small blackish pearl

turf. Tomkeieff, 1954.

black wad. An early name for several minerals, including graphite and the softer

quantity of tin. Standard, 1964.

composed of copper, zinc, and a small

blackjack. Long.
Mack Mama. Thin sheet iron uncoated with
tin. Standard, 1964. Black iron. Fay.

black-sand beach. A beach, the sand of which

it is made black with tar. Fay.
black turf. An Irish name for the lowest layer
of a peat deposit which is a well-matured
compact organic mass. Also called stone

bladed. Decidedly elongated and flattened;
descriptive of some minerals. Fay.
bladed structure. Consisting of individual

consist mainly of magnetite, ilmenite, and

hematite, and they are associated with

car with an end door, so called because

antimony. C.T.D.

clay found in association with coal. Tomkeief, 1, 1954.

black dn. Eng. Dressed tin ore ready to be
smelted; from Cornwall. Standard, 1964.
black track. Aust. A box-shaped truck or
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joints, also an underclay with balls of iron-

stone. See also bind. Also called blaes;
blaize. Fay. b. A soft shale or slate of
bluish color. See also kingle. Fay.

shales, of a blue-gray color, associated in
the Lothians with oil shaks but differing
from these in having a much lower pro-

portion of bituminous matter, in being

brittle rather than tough, and in producing
when weathered a crumbling mass which,
when wetted, is plastic. Dodd.
Blagdea's law. For a given salt, the depression of the freezing point is proportional
to the concentration of the solution. C.T.D.

Blaine tat. A method for the evaluation of
the fineness of a powder on the basis of
the permeability to air of a compact prepared under specified conditions. The
method was proposed by R. L. Blaine and

is chiefy used in testing the fineness of
Portland cement. Dodd.
blakitodte. A porphyritic extrusive rock consisting predominantly of analcite pheno-

crysts in a groundmass of anakite, sanidine,

alkalic proxene with

accessory

sphene, melanite, and nepheline. A variety
of analcite phonolite. A.G.I.
Bleak process. An improved form of the Che-

not process for making sponge iron by
heating crushed iron oxide and coal in
retorts. Bureau of Mines Staff.

Blaisdell excavator. An apparatus for automatically discharging a sand tank having
a central bottom opening. It consists of a
central vertical shaft carrying four arms
fitted with round plow disks. Sand is plowed

toward a central opening and discharged

on a conveyor belt. Liddell 2d, p. 389.
Also called Blaisdell vat excavator. Fay.

BlueU load* machinery. An apparatus
for loading sand tanks. It consists of a
rapidly revolving disk with curved radial
vanes. The disk is hung on a shaft in the
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blast

powder metallurgy, a prened, presintered,

Market stroke. A tmugh over which gold
pulp flows. It is lined with blanket for

Blaisdell loading machinery
tank center and the sand dropped on the

disk is distributed over the entire tank
area. Liddell 2d, pp. 389-390.

Blaisdell seed diftribator. An apparatus for
loading sand tanks. It consists of a rapidly
molving disk with curved radial vanes.
The disk is hung on a shaft in the center
of the tank, and as sand is dropped on the
disk it is distributed over the entire area.
Fay.
Maize. Scot. Stt blaes. Fay.

Blake breaker. A jaw breaker or particular
kind of jaw crusher. Nehon.

Blake farsoce. A furnace, the hearth of
which consists of terraces rising hon the

outer edge to the center. The hearth is
circular and revolves when in operation.
Fay.

or fully sintered compact, usually in the
unfinished condition and requiring cutting, machining, or some other operation
to produce the final shape. MM Gloss.
h. Blooms in short lengths are sometimes
called blanks. Camp. 6th ed., 1951, p. 680.

i. An int-ryal in a borehole from which

core either was not recovered or was lost,
or in which no minerals of value were encountered. Long. j. Synonym for bit blank.
/Any.
Mask biL Synonym for bit blank. Long.
bleak verbenas& Simulating the carburizing
operation without introducing carbon. This
is usually accomplished by using an inert
material in place of the carburizing agent,

or by applying a suitabk protective coating to the ferrous alloy. ASM Gloss.

blakefte. a. Anhydrous ferric tellurite as reddish-brown microcrystalline (cubic?) crusts

Minket. a. A textile material used in ore-

chemical composition and also apparently

for example, rrite. The blanket is taken
up periodical y and washed in a tub to
remove the gold concentrate from which

from Goldfield, Nev. Spencer 17, M.M.,
1946. b. Titanozirconate of thorium, uranium, calcium, iron, etc., described as
zirkelite from Ces:cin, but differing in

treatment plants for catching coarse free
gold and sometimes associated minerals,

in crystalline form from the original zir-

the gold is recovered by amalgamation in
a rotating barrel. Nelson. b. See blanket
deposit; blanket vein. Fay. c. A bituminous
surface of appreciable thickness generally
formed on top of a roadway by tile application of one or more coats of bituminous
material and sand. Also called carpet Foy.
d. Soil or broken rock left or placed over
a blast to confine or direct throw of fragments. Nichols. e. A layer of fertile aimnium 238 or of thorium 232 placed around
the fusionable material in a reactor. When

kelite from Brazil. Spencer 19, M.M.. 1952.

Blake jaw comber. The original crusher of
jaw type. A crusher with one fixed jaw
plate and one pivoted at the top so as to
give the greatest movement on the smallest lump. Fay. Motion is imparted to the
lower end of the crushing jaw by toggle
joint operated by eccentric. Liddell 2d,
p. 355. This machine, or some modification of it, is used for reducing run-of-mine
orr to a size small enough to be taken by
the next crusher in the series during the
first stage of crushing. Newton, p. 53.
Blakely test. See tuning-fork test Dodd.
Blake Morscber separator. Electrostatic szp-

arator. Dry particles of ore are fed thinly
to an electncally charged roll, which revolves slowly. Particles of relativtly high
conductivity lose charge and are thrown
clear, while nonconductors cling and are
carried further around. Pryor, 3.

blame. A piece of plain pottery. Standard,
:964.
blame de ebbe. A brilliant white glaze, over
a fine white porcelain body. C.T.D.

Malec Ilse; pet.as.0 wbfte. Precipitated

barium su fate; white powder; specific
gravity, 4.476; used in paint industry and
as filler for textiles, rubber, etc. Also called
artificial heavy spar; terra ponderosa. Bennen 2d, 1962.

bbecb. Eng. Lcad ore, mixed with other
minerals. Fay.

bleacbed copper. An alloy of copper and
arsenic. Fay.
blaediee. Liquid petroleum. Hess.

bleak. a. A parison or prePrninary shar.,2
from which a finished article is further
formed, or mold for producing same.
ASTM C162-66. b. Any article of glass
on which subsequent forming or finishing
is required. ASTM C162-66. c. The piece
cut from metal sheet that is to be used in
forming the finished article. ASTM C28665. d. A ceramic object to be decorated.
ACSG, 1963. e. A quartz plate with approximately, or exactly, the correct edge
dimensions but not yet finished to fmal
thickness (frequency). Ordinarily applied
to pieces of quartz that are in the process
of being machine lapped or that are diced

out but not yet lapped. AM, 1. f. In forming, a piece of sheet material produced
in cutting dies, that is usually subjected to
further press operations. ASM Gloss. g. In

these fertile materials absorb nentmns, the Y

are partially converted into fissionable plutonium 239 or uranium 233, respectively.
LEIL.

bbeket deposit. A flat deposit of ore, the
length and breadth of which are relatively
great compared with the thickness. More
or less synonymous terms are flat sheets,
bedded veins, beds, or flat masses. Ste also
blanket vein. Fay.

Market feed. A method for charging batch
designed to produce an even clistnhution
of batch acron the width of the furnace.
ASTM C162-66.
blimsketier. a. The material caught upon the
blankets used in concentrating gold-bearing sands or slimes. Webster 2d. b. The

process involved in definition a. Fay. c.
Can. Staking but not recording daims.
Hoffman.

Minket nom. A type of peat deposit formed

at low altitudes under the influence of

cold-temperate climate and an abundant
rainfall. It is comparatively thin and shows
little variation from top to bottom. Tomktieff, 1954.

Minket sand. A body of sand or sandstone
that covers a considerable two-dimensional
area. Often called a sheet sand. A.G.I.

bleeket sbootiog. Applied to a method of
blasting on a face not exceeding 30 or 35

feet in height. It involves leaving at the
quarry face a mass of shattered rock several feet in thickness that serves as a buffer,

ting the rock from being thrown far
source, and also rendering the
:hot more effective. Also called buffer
shooting; shooting against the batik. Fay.
blanket slake. A sluice in which coarse blankets are laid, to catch the fine but heavy
Fre7venmits

particles of gold, amalgam, etc., in the

catching coarse gold and associated min-

erals. Nelson.

blanket yea. A horizontal vein or deposit.
A sheet deposit. A vein in which the ore
body covers the entire arca within the

limits of the surface lines of a mining
location. The apex of a blanket vein is
coextensive with the space between the
sidelines of a mining kcation. See also
blanket deposit. Fay.

blasket wia.. In ore dressing, smelting,

and refining, one who cleans flannel blankets over which a mixture of finely ground
gold ore and cyanide solution from Chilean
mills is passed to collect free particles of
gold not dissolved by the cyanide. D.O.T.!.

bloat &age. A flange which has not been

drilled for bolts. Ham.
blank bolder. The part of a drawing or forming die that holds the workpiece against
the draw ring to control metal flow. ASM
Gloss.

Waft bole. a. A borehole in which no minerals or other substance of value were
penetrated. Also called barren hole; dry
hole. Long. b. The uncased portion of a
borehole. Also called bare; barefoot, barefooted; nak -d. Long.
blaskiNg. Cutting desired shapes out of metal

to be used for forming or other manufacturing operations. ASM Gloss.

Mask mold. The metal mold which first
shapes the glass in the manufacture of
hollowware. ASTM C162-66.

bloat sitrldiag. Simulating the nitriding operation without introducing nitrogen. This

is usually acz:-.:nplished by using an inert

material in place of the nitriding agent

or by applying a suitable protective coating to the ferrous alloy. ASM Gloss.
Marakoil. To line a specific portion of a borehole with casing or pipe for the purpose
of supporting the sidewalls or to prevent
ingress of unwanted liquids or gas. Also
called case; case off; seal off. Long.

Meek pipe. Unperforated pipe or casing set
in a borehole. Long.

bleak remises sbell. A reaming shell in

which no reaming diamonds or other cutting media arc inset on the outside surface.
Long.

blank repakmas. A laborer who prepares

electrocopper starting blanks for use
lytic refining tanks. D.O.T. Sapp.
blasts, ptessiag. Optical glass formed by

pressing into the eJugh shape and size re-

quired in the

finished

article. ASTM

C162-66.

SUNOS MM. A device used for locking the
cam on the camshaft in a stamp mill. A
wedging action is insured by means of a
brass taper bushing. Fay.

Bledo mt. This is a cut with a single V

where all the holes on one side are parallel
and meet the holes from the other side at
an angle that may be as low as 30°.
Longefors, p. 194.

Mast. a. The ignition of a heavy explosive
charge, particularly a large one in opencast or quarry work. See also blasting, a.
Nelson, b A miner's terms for compressed
air underground. Nelson. c. The operation

of blasting, or rending rock or earth by
means of explosive& Fay. d. An explosion

of gas or dust in a mire. Webster 3d. e.

Scot. A fall of water in the downcast

slime passing over them. The blankets are

shaft to produce or quicken ventilation.

to obtain the precious metal. Fay.

S. g. The operation of increasing the dia-

removed and washed from time to time,
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Fay. f. Synonymous with shot. Rice, George

blast
mond amwure on a bit face by removing
some of the matrix metal through the akasive action of grains of sand carried in a
high-pressure stream of air. Also called
sandblast. Long. h. A crystal formed during metamorphism, such as a porphyroblast. Webster 3d. I. A syllable indicating
the process of recrystallization during the
metamorphism of rocks. It is toed 11.1
suffix in idioblast and porphyroblast to indicate the form or relations of individual
crystals. The two-syllable termination biastic is used in wordls like granoblastic and
poikiloblastic to denote the textures of the

rocks produced by metamorphism and
recrystallization. The two- syllable

blasto appears in weeds such as

bMfitc:

granitic, blastophitic, and blastoporphyritic
to denote a relict structure, veiled but not

destroyed entirely by recrystallization.

Holmes, 1970. j. An increase in firing tetnperature of a kiln immediately before ending the firing operation. Bureau of Mines

Staff. k. The period during which a blast
furnace is in blast, that is, in operation.
Fey.

coke, and has a lower calorific value. Francis, 1965, v. 2, p. 383.
blest forams slag. The nonmetallic product,
consisting essentially of silicates and alu-

minosilkates of lime and of other bases,
which is developed in a molten condition

simultaneously with iron in a blast furnace.
ASTM C125-66.
blast gas Mum. A gas-burning furnace with
forced draft. Hess.

or cooled, depending on the temperature

of the fluid within the pipehle surface.
Strock, 10.

blot draft. The draft produced by a blower,
as by blowing in air beneath a fire or draw-

ing out the gases from above it. A forced
draft. Fey.

bisend. a. A term applied to a miner who

has been injured by an explosion of dynamite or gunpowder. Weed, 1922. b. Rent
by an explouve. Webster 2d.
Holm a. A device for detonating an explosive charge. The blaster usually censists of
a machine by which an operator may, by
pressing downward or otherwiae moolv:e/ a

pump. See also snorehole. Fey. c. An open-

cast or quarry blasting hole that takes a
heavy charge of explosive. Nelson.

blastbole Wt. In diamond drilling, a non-

coring bit. A plug bit. Pryor, 3.
Manhole chimp& A portable unit consisting

of a willed explosive teserve tank feeding

into an air-activated loading tube. The
equipment should be grounded to guard
against buildup of static electricity and
The blasthole charger permits rapid loaddrilled in any dir.-ction. Bureau of Mines

Staff.
blostbole drill. Any rotary, percussive, fusion-

piercing, churn, or other type of drilling
machine used to produce holes in which
an explosive charge is placed. Also called
shothole drill. Long.

bislang. drer. See churn-drill operator.

D.O.T. 1.
biselbole mmblne. Synonym for blasthole
drill. Long.
Explosive consisting of TNT, ammonium perchlorate, sodium nitrate, and
paraffin wax. Used in mining. Bennett 2d,
1962.

births. a. The operation of breaking coal,
ore, or rock by boring a hole in it, inserting

ul

ar explosive charge, and detonating or

called blasting machine. A.G.1. b. One who

explosive, b. Nelson. b. Cleaning or finishing metals by impingement with abrasive
particles moving at high speed and usually

transient electric current which is transmitted to an electric blasting cap. Also

sets off blasts in a mine or quarry. A shot
firer. Hess. e. See blasting unit.
blade helper. See powder monkey. D.O.T. 1.

bintes. Used in the anthracite industry to
describe many anthracite workers who are
certified miners, but who do not use their

past training, common sense, or instructions while drilling their holes and in
choosing tht amount and kinds of explosives used, with the result that much of
the coal is unnecessarily blown to bits.
Michell, p. 211.

blast furnace. A shaft furnace in which solid

fuel is burned with an air blast to smelt
ore in a continuous operation. Where the
temperature must be high, as in the production of pig iron, the air is preheated.
Where the temperature can be lower, as
in smelting copper, lead, and tin ores, a
smaller furnace is economical, and preheating of the blast is not required. ASM
Gloss.

last human dust A dust rectwered from
blast furnace gases, some of which is valuable for its potash content. Nees.

blot fumes gns. A low-grade producer gas,
made by the partial combustion of the coke

used in the furnace and modified by the
partial reduction of iron ore. The gas con-

tains more carbon dioxide, and less hydrogen, than normal producer gas made from

curtain A screen erected to prevent

damage to equint and :impair in the

bissaok. a. A hole for a blasting charge.
Standard, 1964. b. The boles through
which the water enten the bottom of a

ing of prilled explosives into blasthoks

ment, over which air is blown to be heated

b=cord.

distance from the shothole. See also shotfiring curtain. Nelson.
Westin ?me. a. A slow-burning fuse used in
blasting operations. Standard, 1964. b. A

which a blast is used, as in reducing lead
ore. Fey.

Mad eat Heat transfer surface, most frequently of an extended surface arrange-

quarries and tunnels. ASA C42.85: 1956.
blasting cosimonnds. Explosive substances
used in mining and quarrying. Hess.
blasting cord, sbotaring. See shot-firing blast-

blast Iowa. A hearth in connection with

possible accidental explosive detonation.

the air of a blowing engine passes. Fay.

tion for the firing of a blast in mines,

vicinity of the blasting point. It consists of
round timbers about 6 inches in diameter
and suspended from a cable or chain across

blast boo. A chamber into or through which

handle of the device, generate a

blasting switch
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bring it. Aiso called shot Bring. See also

canied by gas or liquid, or thrown from
a centrifugal wheel. ASM Gloss.

Weals agog. A commercial blasting agent
is a cap insensitive chemical composition
or mixture which contains no explosive in-

gredient and which can be made to detonate when initiated with a high strength
explosive primer. DuPont, 1966, p. 47.

Waft banal. A piece of iron pipe, usually
about one-half inch in diameter, used to
provide a smooth passageway through the

stemming for the minet's squib. It is recovered after each blast and used until

the roof. The curtain is erected a short

fine etre of gunpowder enclosed in the
center of jute, yarn, etc., for igniting an
explosive charge in a shothcle. See also
safety fwe:. Nelson.

blsotieg phoneme's.. An instrument that

provides a simple means for testing electric blasting circuits, enabling the blaster
to locate breaks, short circuits, or faulty
connections before an attempt is made to
fire the shot. With its use, misfires may

be prevented to a great extent To test a
circuit one wire should be placed on one
terminal of the instrument and the other
wire on the other terminal. If the needle
is not deflected, it indicates that the circuit

is broken; if it is an electric blasting cap
that is being tested, this should be dis-

carded. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, sec. A, p. 85.
Mains gelatin. A high explosive, consisting

of nitroglycerin and nitrocotton. It is a
strong explosive, and a robberlate, dastic
substance, unaffected by water. Fey. Taken

as a standard of explosive power. XS
3618,1964, sec. 6.

blastbeg Mk well driller. See churn-drill
operator. D.O.T. 1.

Wolin mecides. A portable dynamo that
generates enough electric current to detonate electric blasting caps when the machine rack bar or handle n given a quick,
downward push. Also called battery. Long.

See also dynamo exploder; MAI. 6 exploder; one-shot exploder. Nelson.

Mufti ust. a. A tightly warren covering of
heavy manila rope or wire rope, or chain,
made in various sizes, for spreading over
material to be blasted for preventing blasted fragments from flying. Fey. b. A commonly used mat that consists of discarded
heavy-duty tire casings cut into pieces

which are then laced together with discarded wire cable. Bureau of Mines Staff.

bleating aredie. A pointed instrument for
pierchig the wad or tamp of a charge of
explosive, to permit introducing a blasting
fuse. Standard, 1964.

Nasals oil. Same as nilyeerin. Fay.
Weft wider. a. A poer containing less

compound, which is ignited by electric
current or the spark of a fuse. Used for

nitrate, and in its place more charcoal than
blackpowder. Its composition is 65 to 75
percent potassium nitrate, 10 to 15 percent
t charcoal. In
sulfu_,r and 15 to 20
the United States, sodium nitrate is used

sensitive charge placed in the larger explosive charge by which the larger charge

plosive. See also gunpowder, black. Nelson.

destroyed. Fay.
blasting cep. a. A copper shell dosed at one
end and containing a charge ef detonating
detonating high explosives. Fey. b. A small

largely in place of the potassium mit.
Compare blackpowder. Fey. b. A low ex-

is detonated. B. C. 1. See also electric

birdie macaw usseiMmino. See reflection

bimang cap, waterprest arta. See water-

blanks dick. simple form of fuse. Fay.
gligliPlon A term used to include
electric blasting caps, ordinary blasting
caps, fuse, blasting machines, galvanometers, rheostats, etc., in fact, everything

detonator.

proof electric blasting cap.
Wallas cartridge. A cartridge containing an
explosive to be used in blasting. Fay.

Wading &mit. A blasting cittuit is a shot-

firing cord together with connecting wires
and electric blasting caps used in prerara-
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mechanism, blasting. Lewis, p. 146.

used in blasting, except explosives. Fey.

Wen mile& A switch used to connect a

power source to a blasting circuit. It

blind
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blasting switch
is

sometimes used to short-circuit the leading

wires as a safeguard against premature
blasts. ASA C42.3S: 1956.

blasting timer. An instrument that utilizes
a powerline as a source of electrical current and which closes the circuits of successive blasting caps with a delay time

interval. The timer provides for the circuits
of 15 charges and affords positive control
of the duration of intervals. Streefkerk,
pp. 46-47.
blasting tube. A tube of explosives, as nitroglycerin. for blasting. Standard, 1964.
Masan unit. A portable device including a
battery or a hand-operated generator designed to supply electric energy for firing
explosive charges in mines, quarries, and
tunnels. Also called blaster; exploder;
shot-firing unit. ASA C42.85: :936.
blastiog mit? single-shot. See singk-Xot
blasting unit.
blasting smit, nsultiple-shot. See multiple-shot

blasting unit.
blast sneer. An instrument to show the selocity of discharge from the nozzle Of 2
blowing engine. Standard, 1964.

blast made. A fixed or variable sized outlet
usually tapered of a blast pipe. Fay.

Ilastogranitk. A metamorphosed granitic
1-sck in which remnants of the original
granitic texture remain. Jo:gatemen, 0. I,

2d, 1939, p. 204.
binsioneter. See Nobel blastometer. Nelson.
blastophitk. A metamorphosed rock which
originally contained lath-shaped crystals

partly or entirely enclosed in augite and
in which part of the original texture remains. fohannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p. 204.
binstoporpkyritic. Applied to the tex-ums of
metamorphic rocks derived from porphyyritic
ritic rocks and in which the
character still remains as a reliPc7ehature,
veiled but not obliterated by subsequent
recrystlalization. Holmes, 1928.

blast pipe. A pipe for supplying air to furnaces. Zern.

blest rondos. Roasting conducted in a

Dwight-Uoyd machine, in which roasting
is accompanied by sintering. The charge
is placed in small boxes, ignited, and air
drawn through to burn off sulfur. C.T.D.
blatterkoble. Ger. Brown coal. Hess.
blasegns (bine gas). Synonym for bottle gas.
Lo ocg .

blasschlnumt. Ger. Blue mud. Holmes 1928.

blnow grond. S. Air. Blue ground; tile unoxidized part of the filling in diamond

pipes. Often misspelled blaauw grond. Hess.
An e: rlier name for the rocks now

called mylonites in Black Mountain, south
Cavennes, France. They resemble soapstone

but are pinitized feldspars and quartz;
thought to be altered arkoses. Hess.

blaze. a. Can. Cutting a long thin section
on both sides of a tree as a marker. Hoff-

man. b. A survey mark, for example, a

slash on a tree trunk, to guide an exploration party. Pryor, 3.
blazer. Eng. Siliceous clay suitable for making firebricks, Stourbridge. Arkell.

Manfred med. Sand that has become pale
because of bleaching. Schieferdecker.

bleacher. A settling tub for refining petroleum. Standard, 1964.

b1lag day. A day that possesses sigterior
decolorizing characteristics. Used in the

refining of mineral oils, petroleum, vegetable oils, and animal oas. CCD 6d, 1961.
bleaching powder; chloride of lime; chlorinated lime. A nearly white powder made

by passing chlorine over hydrated lime.
Believed to consist chiefly of compounds

to seep (or to bleed) into the opening.
A.G.I.

or mixtures of calcium hydroxide calcium
chloride, and calcium hypochloiite with
varying contents of available chlorine and
water. UseJ as a bleaching agent, a disinfectant, and a deodorant. Webster 3d.
bleb. a. A small, usually rounded inclusion

Needling valve. A cock, as in an airbrake

pyroxene. A.G.1. b. A bubble especially in
water or glass. Also, a small bit or particle

/Melberg Enure. See Carinthian furnace.

in quartzite). Webster 3d. c. A ceramic

of Gothland in the Baltic Sea. Hess.
blemish. In dry process enameling, an insignificant imperfection in the porcelain
enamel surface. ASTM C286-65.
blend coal. Term used among British miners

of one mineral in another, for example,
blebs of olivine poikilitically enclosed in

mechanism, the opening of which releases
air. Standard, 1964. See also bkcder. Fay.

bleed off. A coal mining term used when
feeders or blowers act as the means by
which ps is "bled off" or dissipated to
the adjoining strata or to the surface.
Kentucky, p. 24.
Fay.

of distinctive material (as of mercury ore

bleke. A calcareous earth found on the Isle

blister. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
blebbiag. Formation of blisters on decorated
ceramics; also known as frizzling. Bennett
2d, 1962 Add.
bled ingot. In steelmaking, an ingot which
has lost its molten center while cooling.
Standard, 1964.
bleed. a. To drain off water or entrapped air
from a piping system or container. Com-

for cannel coal intentratified with ordi-

pare bleeder, a. Long. b. To give off or
exude small amounb of droplets of water
or gas, such as from a stratum of rock or
coal. Long. c. To remove unwanted sir
or fluid from passages. Nichol'.

bleeder. a. A connection located at a low

place in an airline or gasoline or container
so that by means of a small valve the con-

densed water, or other liquid, can be

drained or bled off from the i'ne or container without discharging the air or gas.
Long. b. A fine adjustment valve (needle
valve) connected to the bottom end of a
hydraulic feed cylinder in swivel head of
a diamond drill. By means of the bleeder
the speed at which the hydraulic piston
travels can be minutely controlled. Long.
c. A pipe on top of an iron blast furnace
through which gas escapes. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

bleeder oldies. Widely used for draining
methane in coal mines in the United
States where the room-and-pillar method

is employed. Hartman, p. 33. They are
panel entries driven on a perimeter of

block of coal being mined and maintained
as exhaust airways to remove methane
promptly from the working faces to prevent buildup of high concentrations either
at the face or in the main intake airways.
They are maintained, after mining is completed, as recommended by the U.S. Bureau of Mines in preference to sealing the
completed workings. Bureau of Mines Staff. .

bleeder pipe. A pipe inserted in a seal to
relieve gas pressure from a sealed area.
Grove.

bleeder torbime. A steam turbine arranged
so that low-pressure steam for heating pur-

poses can be taken out between intermittent stages. Thus, the high-pressure boiler
steam does some work before it is taken

out for low-pressure heating service. Petroleum Age v. 11, April 15,1923, p. 39.
bleedims. a:Giving off of oil or gas from pore

spaces or fractures. Wheeler. b. Draining
liquid from a gasline, or water and sludge
from a tank of oil. Porter. c. The exudation of bituminous material on the roadway surface after construction. Fay. d. The
exudation of water from unhardened concrete. Taylor.

bleeding rock. Sandstone containing water.
741.M.E.

nary coal. Tornkeieff, 1954.

bkode. Without specific qualification, it
means zincblencle or the sulfide of zinc

(sphalerite), which has the luster and

often the color of common resin and yields
er. Th e darker
a white streak and
varieties are called brcrtack by the English

miners. Other minerals having tius

luster arc also called blendes, such as antimony blende, ruby blende, pitchblende, and
hornblende. Sphalerite (blende) is often
found in brrwn shining crystals, hence its

name among the :Terman miners, from

the word blenden, meaning to dazzle. Fay.
blended unconformity. An uncoaformity that
is not sharp becavse the original erosion

surface was covered by a thick residual

soil that graded downward into the underlOng rock. Morcoverl the younger rocks
above the unconfornuty may have incorporated sonit of the residual soil, making

the contact more vague. Billings, 1954,
p. 248.

bleeding. a. Mixing in predetermined and
controlled quantities to give a uniform
product. BS. 3552, 1962. b. In powder
metallurgy, the thorough intermingling of
powders of the same nominal composition
(not to be confused with mixing). ASM
Gloss.

blesding-bnch Stepwise changes in batch
composition to arrive at final change in
finished glass. ASTM CI62-66.
bleeding cooveyerr. A conveyor running beneath a line of ore bins or stockpiles, aed

so set that each bin or stockpile can deliver onto the conveyor at a controllable
rate from individual feeders. Pryor, 3. See
also paddle-type mixing conveyor screwtype mixing conveyor. ASA MI11.1-1958.

blending system. A coordinated system of
conveyors and allied equipment for the
purpose of blending bulk materials to obtain a product which will be uniform and
homogeneous having physical and chemical properties equal to the average of the
entire raw input. ASA MH4.1-1958.

bins person A form of pottery decoration

in which a white pattern was painted over
a dark blue background; the name derives

from the fact that the pattern generally
had a Persian flavor. Dodd.

Mk. A fault, in glassware, in the form of
an elongated bubble intermediate in size
between a seed and a blister. Gray blibe
consists of undissolved sodium sulfite.
Dodd.

Mick. Ger. Bright glow or flash, on gold

bleeding surface. Any face, such as the walls

rill at end of cupellation. Pryor? 3.
S. Afr. A house of galvanized iron.

fracture, that traverses a reservoir rock or
aquifer permitting the stored liquid or gas

blind. a. Not appearing in an outcrop at the

of a well or borehole or the sides of a
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Standard, 1964.

blind
surface, such as a blind veneer. Webster 3d.

Forest of Dean. See afterdamp. Fay.
c. Scot. To erect a stopping in a crosscut or other underground roadway. Fay.
d. To drill with the circulation medium
(water or drill mud) escaping into the
b.

sidewalls of the borehole and not overflowing the collar of the drill hole. Long. e. An

underground opening not connected with

other wcrvings nesiby and at about the

same elm -tn. Long.

baled mu; saboutcrop. The upper edge of
a lode or vein reef, near the surface but
covered by superficial deposits. Nelson.

blind bit. Synonym for noncoring bit. Long.
blind borehole process. A new method in the
underground gasification of coal. A bore-

hole is drilled to a blind end having no

outside connection. A tube of smaller diameter is inserted nearly the full length
through which air is passed to supply a
gasification reaction at the far cnd of the

hole. The hot gases return around the
outside ot the tube. Nelson.

blind coal. a. Eng. Coal altered by the heat
of a trap dike so as to resemble anthracite.
Fey. b. Eng. Anthracite and other kinds of
coal that burn without flame. Fay. See also
black coal; natural coke. A.G.1.
blind creek. Aust. A creek that is dry, except

in wet weather. Fay.
blind deposit. A deposit that does not extend
to the surface of bedrock. Hawkes.

blind drab. See rubble drain. Ham.

blind drift. a. A horizontal passage, in a
mine, not yet connected with the other

workings. See also blind level. Fay. b. An
inverted siphon for water in a mine. C.T.D.
blinde. Same as bknde. Standard, 1964.
blinded. Scot. Not opposite. Two ends (drifts
or entries) driven from opposite sides of
a plane and not opposite each other, but
nearly so, arc sak; to be blinded. Fay.
bibd ilmge. a. A flange which closes the end
of a pipe and produces a blind end (dead
end). Porter. b. A steel plate inserted
between flanges of a pipeline, thus cutting
off the line. Porter.
blind header. A concealed brick header in
the interior of a wall, not showing on the
faces. ACSG.

blind beadbg. See dead end. B.S. 3618,1963,

Hess. b. A le& showing no surface outcrop,

and one that cannot be found by any surface indications. See also blind lead. Fay.
blind outcrop. An outcrop buried under the
surface soil or sedimentary rock, only exposed by stripping overburden or pitting.
rrjor, 3, p. 283.
pig. Can. Illicit distillery. Hoffman.
blind pit. Lanc. An interior shaft fmm one
coalbed to another below. Hess. See also
drop staple.
blind riser. A riser which does not extend
through the top of the mold (as opposed
to an open riser which extends through
the sand to the surface of the mold). ASM

blind road; blind way. Mid. Any undergroune. roadway not in use, having stopars placed across it. Fay.

reader. A muffle furnace for roasting

ore Jut of contact with the products of

combustion. Standard, 1964.

blind seams. Incipient joints. Fay.
blind shaft. A sublevel shaft, connected to

the main (daylight to depth) shaft by a
transfer station. A winze. Pryor, 3.

blind shearing. Scot. A side cutting without

adherent slimes. In sieving, blocking of
screen apertures by particles. Pryor, 3. b.

blinds the screen mesh. Bureau of Mines

into the tile. Nichols. d. A layer of lean
mix concrete from 2 to 4 inches thick,
laid on soil in the bottom of a foundation
to provide a base on which to place rein-

same size as other sections. Hess.

blind dope. Secret working place underground, not marked on plans. l'ryor, 3.

blind vela. A vein that does not continue to
the surface. See also blind, a ; blind lode;

blind lead. Fay.
blind washer. An unperforated metal washer,
used in pipelines. Standard, 1964.
blip. Echo trace on radar or sonar indicator
screen. Hy.

albs mastoid. Massive, comxsatgl, fine-textured, fossilifeus
ro gray san
e varying
from almost white to brown. It may be
either Cambrian or Ordovician, or both,
at any given locality. It represents a period

of slow inetrmittent deposition of sandy
material. Found in New Mexico and in
Texas. Hess.
blister. a. In quarrying, an unconfined charge
of explosive used to bring down dangerous

a lens of incompressible sand directly overlying the coal. A.G.I. c. A defect in metal,

expansion of gas in a subsurface zone. Very
small blisters are called pinheads or pepper

blisters. ASM Gloss. d. Can. Copper as

a smelter product before it is refined. Hoff-

forcement. Ham. e. A glaze fault revealed

man. e. A defect consisting of a bubble

surface devitrification. Dodd.
blind Mat. An obscure bedding plane. Zern.
blind lead; blind lode. A vein having no out-

the porcelain enamel solidifies. ASTM
C286--65. f. An unbroken blister is usually
called a glass eye. ACSB, 3. g. A defect
on the surface of ceramic ware that occurs

by a reduction in gloss, and caul .d by

crop. Fay.

blind level a. One not yet holed through to
connect with other passars. Pryor, 3. b. A
cul-de-sac or dead end. Pry.), , 3. c. A level

for drainage, having a shaft at either end,
and acting as an inverted siphon. Fay.

blind lode. a. A blind lead or blind vein.

chalcopyrite. Fay.

blister furnace. A furnace for smelting ore
to blister copper. Hess.
blister hypothesis. A hypothesis proposed by

J. L. Rich (1951) as an explanation of

compressional mountains. Radiogcnic heat

expands and melts a limited portion of
the crust and subcrust causing a domed

regional uplift (or blister) on a foundation
of molten material having no permanent

Erosion and isottatic transfer
initiates a marginal downwarp which is

strength.

gradually filled with sediments (a geosyncline). Sliding of the crust away from the
center of the dome causes crumpling and
thrusting of the marginal geosynclinal
sediments. Repeated sliding produces tension across the top of the dome and block
faulting and copious emissions of lavas re-

blistering. a. The development during firing
of enclosed or broker macroscopic vesicles
or bubbles in a body, be in a glaze or other
coating. .4STM C242-60T. b. See secondary blasting; mudcap. Fay.
blister pearl. Pearly concretion attached to

on or near the surface, resulting from the

permeability of ion-exchange resins due to

Clot:.

blistered copper ore. A reniform variety of

so that the splice is smooth and of the

in the corresponding strands of the other

Staff. c. Compacting soil immediately over
a tile drain to reduce its tendency to move

blinding. a. In uranium leaching, reduced

on the cast surface that result from the
liberation of SO, and othcr gases. ASM

sult. Finally, as the magma beneath the
dome cools and congeals, sliding of the
crust ceases and the upwarped area sub-

A matting of, or stoppageby, fine materials
during screening which interferes with or

not return to the surface. Long.

blider copper. An impure intermediate product in the refining of copper, produced by
blowing copper matte in a converter, the
name being derived from the large blisters

undercutting. Fay.
biked splicing. Joining ropes or cables by laying out alternate strands of one and laying

ground that cannot be made safe by barring and that is too inaccessible to bore.
South Australia, p. 170. b. A protrusion,
more or less circular in plan, extending
downward into a coal seam. It represents
the filling of a streambed pothole woni
into the upper surface of the coal forming
material. Some blisters may have originated through differentially greater compaction of compressible mud surrouncFng

sec. 2.

blind bole. A borehole in which the circulating medium carrying the cuttings does

bloating phenomena
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that forms during fusion ancl remains when

during vitrification appearing as an en-

closed or broken bubble. Bureau of Mines
Staff.
blister bar. A wrought-iron bar impregnated
with carbon by heating in charcoal. Used
in making crucible steel. G.T.D.

sides. A.G.I.

the shell and therefore not true pearl.
Flattened, irregular, and sometimes contains clay, water, etc., and occasionally a

true pearl. Shipley.
blister tubber. One who removes blisters (air
pockets) from inside of green sewer pipes
by cutting them with knife. D.O.T. 1.
blister steel. Raw steel which has been cooled
very slowly and which has a blistered appearance. The blisters having been formed
by the efforts of gas to escape from within
the metal. Camm.
baiter wax. Same as blower wax. Tomkeieff,,
1954.

blitnobren. Ger. A fulgurite; a mass of
sand or rock, usually tubular, melted by

lightning. Hess.

Mk*. A basic lead chloride, PINC1102 or
PbwC18(0,0H)1.-., with x about 2.6, occurring as a fissure mineral at Langban,
Sweden. Hey, M.M., 1961.

bloat*. Roughened low spot on surface of

ground plate glass. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
bloat. A hamme2r swelled at the eye. Fay.

bloating. a. The expanding or swelling of
a ceramic shape during firing. Results in
defective ware and is generally caused by
overfiring or black coring. Bureau of Mines
Staff. b. Expanding nonmetallic raw materials such as clays, shales, perlite, slates,
etc., by rapid heating to produce a lightweight vesicular structure. Bureau of Mines
Staff. c. Swelling of a refractory when in
the thermoplastic state caused by a tem-

perature in excess of that for which the
material is intended, an exception being
the use of this property in onc type of

ladle brick. See also secondary expansion.
A.R.!.

bloating of refractories. Substantial swelling
produced by a heat treatment that causes

the formation of a vesicular structure.

ASTM C71-64.
bloating phenomena. The expansion of cer-
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bloating phenomena
tain no..metallic materials by heating until

the exterior of the particle or shape be-

comes sufficiently pyroplastic or melted to
entrap gasses generated on the interior by
the decomposition of gas-producing companies. Bureau of Mines Staff.

blobby veins. Eng. Veins carrying ore in
blobs. Yorkshire lead mines. Arkell.

block. a. A division of a mine, usually

bounded by workings but sometimes by
survey lines or other arbitrary limits. Fay.
b, A short piece of timber placed between
the mine roof and the cap of a timber set
and directly over the cap support. A wedge

driven between the roof and the timber
holds the set in place. See also blocking
and wedging. Bureau of Mines Staff. c.

and caves under its own weight. The

louken ore is drawn off from below, and
as the caved mass moves downward, duc
to continued drawing of broken ore from
below, it is broken further by pressure and
attrition. The overlying capping caves and
follows the broken ore downward. In thc
earliest applications of the caving method
the block was undercut on or immediately

above the haulage level, and the caved
ore was shoveled into cars in drifts driven
under the cave or soiled through it. This

system entailed the driving and maintenance of a large number of drifts to recover the ore and has been superseded by
caving to chutes or branched raises. At
present the block of ore is usually under-

A pillar or mass of ore exposed by underground workings. Ste also blocking out, a.
Nelson. d. The frame holding the pulleys
of a lifting tackle. Nelson. e. A short timber piece placed across thc rails at the top
of an incline to prevent mine cars running
down uncontrolled. Nelson. f. Portion of
an ore body blocked out by drives, raises,

cut sorm distance above the haulage level,

rounded by passages and forms a rectangu-

390,1936, pp. 12-15. Also called caving
system; Cumberland method of mining.
Fay. b. An underground mining method
introduced into the kimberlite mines in
the Republic of South Africa in 1955 re-

or winzes. so that it is completely sur-

lar panel. If its character. volume, and

assay grade are thus establithed beyond
reasonable doubt it ranks as proved ore in

the mine's astets. Pryor, 3. g. A blockshaped device used in haulage to stop cars,

wagons, or tubs, or to hold them against

a gradient. Mason. h. A pulley and its
case. Nichols, 2. i. The wedging of core
or core fragments or the impaction of cut-

tings inside a bit or core barrel, which
prevents further entry of core into the

core barrci. thereby producing a condition
wherein drilling must be discontinued and
the core barrel pulled and emptied to forestall loss of core through grinding or the

serious damage of the bit or core barrel.
Also called core block. See also grind, a.
Long. j. An obstruction in a borehole.
Long. k. A grooved pulley or sheave encased in a frame or shell, which is provided
with a hook, eye, clevis, or strap by which

it mhy be attached to an object. It is used
to change the direction of a pull applied
by a rope or cable, or, when used in pairs,
to exert increased force. Blocks are classed
as single, double, tripic, etc., according to
the number of pulleys contz;ned in a single
shell. Long. I. A sheave. Long. m. A mas-

ter mold, made from an original pattern,
from which case molds arc produced. See
also rubbing stone. ACSG, 1963.

so that by driving a number of inclined
branched raises a large undercut area can
be tapped at closely spaced points from
relatively few main-level haulage drifts,
which may be placed well below the influence of the pressure induced by the
caving block. With this system hand shoveling is virtually eliminated. BuMines Bull.

quiring little or no timbering. Cone-shaped
spaces are excavated in the kimberlite and
connected with concrete or steel-lined

haulage drifts below them. A horizontal
slice of the ore above these spaces is then
removed. As the roof falls it breaks. The
broken rock accumulates in these spaces
and is drawn off through the drifts by a
scraper, dumped into cars, and taken to
an underground crushing station. By this
method the ore is broken by gravity, hand

shoveling is eliminated, and the number
of working levels and loading stations is

reduced. I.C. 8200,1964, p. 62.
block caving into chutes. See chute caving.
block claim. Aust. A square mining claim
whose boundaries are marked out by posts.
Fay.

block coal. a. A bituminous coal that breaks
into large lumps or cubical blocks; also,
coal passing over certain sized screens in-

stead of through them, such as a 5-, 6-,
and 8-inch block. It is used raw, or without coking, in the smelting of iron. Found
in the Indiana coalfield. Fay; B.C.I. b. A
variety of tough coal, usually semisplint,

that breaks into crudely shaped blocks.

block amber. Natural amber, as it has been
found ; as distinguished from pressed am-

block diagram. A view of an imagincry rect-

ber. Shipley.
block and fail. Synonym for block and tackle.
Long.

two geologic sections had been drawn on

block and tackle. Two blocks with reeved
rope or cable. See also block, k. Long.
block bond. A style of bricklaying in which
the bricks are laid crosswise and lengthwise alternately. Standard, 1964.

block brazing. Brazing with heat from hot
blocks. ASM

block brick. A brick used to bond two adjoining or intersecting walls; larger than

standard or jumbo-size brick. ACCG, 1963.
block caving. a. A method cf caving in which
a thick block of ore is partly cut off from
surrounding blocks by a series of drifts, one
above the other, or by boundary shrinkage

stopes; it is then undercut by removing a
slice of ore or a series of slices separated
by small pillars underneath the block. The
isolated, unsupported block of ore breaks

A.G.I.

angular block of the earth's crust. It is,
as if, upon a rectangular block of wood

two adjoining sides and a map on the
top face, while the block itself had been
sketched

in a position, such that these

three faces were visible. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

blocked-out ore. a. Ore, the amount, content,
and mineability of which have been proven

by development work or by drilling developed ore. A.GJ. b. A body of ore exposed, explored, and sampled for valuation

purposes on all four sides of the panel

blocking out
cage or attached to the haulag.! cable.

D.O.T. 1.
block tasking. See fault block. A.G.I.
block Gelds. See felsenmeer. A.G.I.
block furnace. Same as bloornery. Fay.

block grease. Moderately stiff grease, prepared in blocks which fit into apertures
above bearings (tunnel lubrication). Pryor, 3.

block handle. A cup handle of the type that

is attached to the cup by a solid bar of
clay (which is, of course, integral with
the handle). See also open handle. Dodd.

block hole. a. A small hole drilled into a
rock or boulder into which an anchor

bolt or a small charge or explosive may be
placed. Long. b. Used by arillers, miners,
and quarrymen for a mcthod of breaking
undesirably large blocks of stone or boulders by the discharge of an explosive loaded into shallow holes drilled into the blocks
or boulders. Long. c A relief hole, designed
to remove part of the burden from a subsequent shot, used in coal mining. Fay.

blockholer. a. A person whose duty it is to
break up and reduce to safe and convenient

size, by blasting or otherwise, any large
blocks or pieces of rock that have been
blown down by the miners. Fay. b. See

jackhammer operator. D.O.T. 1.
block holing. The operation of drilling and

blasting a detached boulder or mass of

rock; the purpose being to reduce the mass
to dimensions more easily handled or transported, or cut for building purposes.
Stauffer.
block-in-course. Large stone blocks laid in
courses in dock walls, having bush-hammered faces and smooth bcds; such stones

are generally of varied lengths but con-

stant depth, often, 12 inches. Ham.
blocking. a. The pocess of shaping a gather

of glass in a cavity of wood or metal.

ASTM C162-66. b. The process of stirring
and fining glass by immersion of a wooden
block or other source of bubbles. ASTM
C162-66. c. The process of reprocessing
to remove surface imperfections. ASTM
C162-66. d. The mounting of optical glass
blanks in a shell for grinding and polish-

ing operations. ASTM C162-66. e. The
process wherein a furnace is idled at reduced temperatures. ASTM C162-66. I.

The process of setting refractory blocks in
a furnace. ASTM C162-66. g. A method
of bonding two adjoining or intersecting
walls, not built at the samc time, by means
of offsets and overhanging blocks. ACSG.
h. Obstruction of crushing zone by clayey

material or rock which refuses to break

down and pass to discharge. Pryor, 4. i. In
forging, a preliminary operation performed
in closed dies, usually hot, to position
metal properly so that in the finish operation the dies will be filled correctly. ASM
Gloss. j. In radiography, using diaphragms

made of lead or other dense material to
limit the cross section of the X-ray beam
so as to prevent excessive fogging of the
film because of secondary or scattered
radiation. Masks mounted over or around
the object being radiographed arc sometimes employed. ASM Gloss.

blocking and wedging. A method of hoiliproig

blocker. In bituminous coal mining, a laborer
who places wooden blocks under the wheels

mine timber sets in place. Blocks of
arc set on the caps directly over the post
supports and have a grain of block parallel
with the top of the cap; wedges are driven
tightly between the blocks and the roof.

a incline before they are run onto the

blocking out. a. Exposing an ore body by
means of development openings, on at

formed by driving, winzing, and raising.
Pryor, 3.

of minc cars to prevent their movement
at the tipple or the bottom of a shaft or

Bureau of Mines Staff.

blocking out
least three sides, in preparation for continuous extraction ; the opening of a deep lead
deposit. Aelson. b. As applied to coal reserves, to acquire coal and mining rights
in contigvous areas to form a continuous
area and in a desirable shape for planned
future mining. Bureau of Mines Staff. c.

Aust. Laying or staking out gold-bearing
gravel deposits in scpare blocks in order

to facilitate systematic washing. Fay.
block irsulation. Insulating black composed
of mineral wool, fiber asbestos, and a high
temperature binder. Bureau of Mines Staff.
block lava. Lava flows occurring as a tumultuous assemblage of angular blocks. Contrasted with pahoehoe, a lava with a comparatively smooth or ropy surface. Also
called aphrolithic lava; aa. Holmes, 1928.

block layer; madman; platelayer. A man
employed on the maintenance of nil
tracks underground. He is also responsible

for the laying of turnouts and junctions.

Nelson.

blocklehm. Ger. Boulder clay; drift. Hess.
blockmaker. See paving block cutter.
D.O.T. 1.

blockmaking. Applied to the various proc-

esses involved in roofing slate manufacture

which include drilling and wedging, cut-

ting, sawing, etc. AIME, p. 796.
block II !CIL Mica with a minimum thickness

of 0.007 inch and a minimum usable area
of
square inch, full-trimmed unless
otherwise specified. Skow.
block mil. See pan mill. Dodd.
block mold. A oae-piece mold. ASTM C162
66.
block mountain. A mountain carved by ero1

sion from a large, uplifted earth block
bounded on one side or both sides by fault
scarps.

A.G.I.

block movement. A general failure of the
hanging wall. In the gold mines of the
Union of South Africa and the Michigan
copper mines, block movements have been
experienced. Nelson.

block off. a. To fill and seal undesirable
openings, fissures, ar caving zones in a
borehole by cementation or by lining the
borehole with pipe or casing. Also called
blank off; case off; seal off. Lone. b. To
secure a mine opening against the flow or

escape of gas, air, or liquid by erecting
rock, concrete, steel, wood, or cloth barriers. Long. c. To erect barriers to prevent

men from entering unsafe areas in under-

ground workings. Long.

block ore. A local term in Wisconsin for
large, cubical crystals of galena. Fay.

block out. To delineate the area in which
a desirable mineral occurs by systematic
core drilling or by underground openings.
Long.

block pavement. The wearing surface of a
road formed of rectangular blocks of stone
or wood. Ham.

block rake. A surface blemish, having the

appearance of a chain, sometimes occur-

ring on plate glass. Dodd.

block reef. Aust. A reef that shows frequent
contractions and bulges. A wavy vein. Fay.

block reek (rake). A scratch imperfection
caused by cullet lodged in the felt in the
polishing operation. ASTM C162-66.
block riffles. These consist of timber blocks,

8 to 12 inches square, set in transverse

a strip of ordinary riffle scantling. Griffith,

S. V., p. 62.

Block's alloy. A high cobalt alloy containing
54 percent cobalt, 45 percent nickel, and
0.9 percent silicon. Campbell.
block 'egotism. A longitudinal welding sequence in which blocks of weld metal arc
built to a desired thickness with the intervening, longitudinal soace between them
being filled subsequently. ASM Gloss.
block spar. Feldspar ore requiring only hand
cobbing, grinding, sizing, and often magnetic treatment to be prepared for market.

AIME, p. 341.

block structure. Used in quarrying to describe

granite which has three sets of joints oc-

curring at right angles to each other.

Streefkerk, p. 30.
block system. a. A pillar mining system in
which a series of entries, panel entries,

rooms, and crosscuts are driven to divide
the coal into blocks of approximately equal
size which are then extracted on retreat.
Development openings are most commonly
driven between 15 and 20 feet wide. Pillars
are most commonly 40 to 60 feet wide and

from 60 to MO feet long. Woodruff, , a. 3,
p. 21. b. A system of control in which a
numb!r ot units, for example, powered
supports, are operated as a group. NCB.
block system of 'doping and filling. See overhand stoning; Brown panel system.
block test. A shop giving power output, efficiency, and fuel consumption of a motor.
Hess.
block tin. Solid, commercial tin. Bennett 2d,
1962.
block-tin lining. Copper vessels are lined or

coated with tin by the application of
molten tin upon clean copper with the aid
of fluxing. Such coatings are sometimes
called hot dippings. Tin is sometimes used
for coating lead sheet or lining lead pipe,

and owing to the method of fabrication,

these articles may be called two-ply metal.
Frequently tin is the metal chosen for making, holding, and conveying distilled water
and it is used in contact with some chemicals. CCD 6d, 1961.
block truer. See green truer. D.O.T. 1.

blockwork. Masonry employed in the construction of breakwaters or similar marine
structures, consisting of blocks weighing
from 10 to 50 tons, their function being
to absorb the impact of waves. See a/so
rubble mound breakwater. Ham.
blocky. a. Rock formations in which the core
produced tends to break and block or jam
inside the bit or core barrel. Long. b. Rock
that breaks away in thick blocks from the
roof of a mine working. Long.

blockyard. An area on a construction site
set apart for casting precast concrete components, which are then allowed to mature

and harden before use. Ham.

blocky rock. Rock ore that breaks into large
blocks. Sandstrom.
bliidite. See bloedite.
bloedite. A colorless, water-soluble, magncsium-sodium hydrous sulfate, Na20-Mg0
2S014-41-1,0; no cleavage; occurs in saline

deposits Also called blodite; astrakanite;
simonyite. Dana 6d, p. 946; English.
Bloman tube breathing apparatus. This differs from the smoke helmet in that there
is neither helmet nor bellows. Fresh air is

rows in the sluicebox; they are so arranged

passed to the wearer through a corrugated

broken, the idea being to prevent the development of longitudinal cracks, and is
is usual to separate the rows by means of

inhalation valve, an exhalation valve, and
a noseclip takes the place of the helmet.

that in contiguous rows the joints are

bloomery; bloomary
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reinforced rubber tube by means of a
rotary blower. A mouthpiece having an

It is held in position by straps attached to
a head harness. The mouthpiece can be
ieplaced by a full-face mask. This apparatus

is

fitted with an equalizing device

which enables the wearer to continue
breathing comfortably, even should the
rotary blower stop. Mason, v. 1, pp. 326
.727.

bloadia. A to-and-fro aerial ropeway, perhaps spanning an excavation. May be
equipped with rope system which allows
loads to be lifted from quarry and then
carried to side for discharge, the ropeway
then reversing its motion and returning
the carrier to the loading point. Pryor, 3.
blood meta Staff. A variety of blond,
light-colored clay ironstone from the Coal
Measures. Arkell.
blood agate. a. Flesh-red, pink, or salmoncolored agate from Utah. Shipley. b.Hemachatc. Shipley.

blood coral. A name sometimes applied to
intense red coral. Shipley.
blood ironstone. Hematite. Shipley.
blood jasper. Bloodstone. Shipley.
blood poisoning. A morbid state of the blood

caused by the introduction of poisonous

or infective matter from without, or the

absorption or retention of such matter pro-

in the body itself. Occasionally
caused by injuries, particularly in dirty
duced

mines or mills. Fay; Hess.

blood-red beat. A term almost as indefinite
as red heat. Bureau of Mines Staff.
bloodstone. A variety of chalcedony or jasper, dark green in color, inetrspersed with
small red spots. Used as a gem. Sanford.
Also called heliotrope.
bloodnipe. Derb. To draw blood, at a mine,
by any act of violence that one man can
inflict upon another. Fay.
blooey line. A pipe or flexible tube conducting cuttings-laden air or gas from the col-

lar of a borehole to a point far enough
removed from drill rig to keep the air

around the drill dust free. Long.
bloom. a. A mineral that is frequently found
as an efflorescence, cobalt bloom, for example. Also called blossom. Webster 3d.
b. To form an efflorescence; as, salts with
which alkali soils are impregnated, bloom

out, on the surface of the earth in dry

weather following rain or irrigation. Webster 2d. c. The fluorescence of petroleum
or its products. Webster 3d. d. A semifinished hot-rolled product, rectangular in
cross section, produced on a blooming mill.

For iron and steel, the width is not more
than twice the thickness, and the crosssectional area is usually not less than 36
square inches. Iron and steel blooms are
sometimes made by forging. ASM Gloss.
e. A surface film resulting from attack by
atmosphere or from the deposition of
smoke or other vapors. See aim smoked.

ASTM C162-66. f. A lump or mass of

molten glass. Webster 2d.

bloomer. The mill or equipment used in recbcing steel ingots to blooms. ASM Gloss.
bloomery; bloomary. a. A forge for making
wrought iron, usually direct from the ore.
The sides are iron plates; the hair plate
at the back, the cinder olate at the front,
the tuyere plate (through which the tuyere
passes) at one side (iv: upper part being
called in some bloomeries the merrit
plate), the forespar plate opposite the
tuyere plate (its upper part being the skew

plate), and the bottom plate at the bottom. Fay. b. A machine for making blooms
out of puddle balls; an establishment cot.-

taining such machines. Standard, 1964.

bloom book. A tool for handling metal

blooms. Also called blocm tongs. Fay.
blooming. The process of manufacturing
blooms of iron from the ore or from puddle
balls. Standard, 1964.

blooming mill. A primary rolling mill used
to make blooms. ASM Gloss.
blossom. The oxidized or decomposed out-

crop of a vein or coal bed, or any indicating traces of a coal bed or a mineral

deposit, visible at the surface. Fay; B.C.1.
blossom of coal. See coal smut. Fay.

blossom rock. Rock detached from a vein
but which has not becn transported. Fay.
blotched. Spotted effects, especially on stone
and other marble. Mersereau, 4th, p. 301.

blotter. In grinding, a disk of compressible

material, usually blotting-paper stock, used
between the grinding wheel and its flanges
to avoid concentrated stresses. ASM Gloss.

bloat. A mass of quartz, often mineralized,
that is frequently isolated and not connected with a vein. Fay.

blow. a. Aust. A large mass of quartz or
other gangue, isolated or forming a sudden

enlargement on a lode. Fay. b. Eng. To
blast with powder. Fay. c. The escape of
gas through a dam or stopping. Fay. d.
York. The breaking or falling of a mine
roof. Fay. c. Aust. The outcrop of the
top of a vein. Standard, 1964. See also
ironstone blow. Fay. f. A sudden escape
of gas from the strata or the coal into mine
workings. See also outburst, b. Nelson. g.

A large outcrop of ore, frequently low

charges them, ready for firing. Fay. d. One
who forms glass by blowing. ASTM C162 66. See alto glassblower; gaffer. D.O.T. I.

blowfly road. S. Staff. An intake, or fresh-

working face. Bureau ol Alines Staff.

blower system. A system in which the pres-

blowing-4p furnace. A furnace used for sinterinic ore and for the volatilization of lead

entrance and raises the pressure of the air
above atmospheric. Hartman, p. 80.

Mowing readlatios. Minc ventilation in
which the air flows from Lie fan at the

blower fan. A fan to direct part of an air
circuit through a tubing to a particular

sure generating source is located at the

blower wax. A pale yellow soft variety of
ozokerite which is squeezed out of the
veins under the influence of pressure of
the surrounding rocks. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Blow-George. Eng. A small hand-driven

fan operating in an iron case, introduced
in the Midland Counties about 1850. It
was used for auxiliary ventilation. Nelson.
blow bead. Part of a forming machine serving to introduce air under pressure to blow
any hollow glass article. ASTM CI62-66.
blowhole. a. An air bubble or void in a bit
crown or casting. See also airhole. Long.
b. A minute crater formed on the surface

of thick lava flows. Fay. c. A hole in a

casting or a weld caused by gas entrapped
during solidification. ASM Gloss.
blow in. Tr, put a blast furnace in operation.
See also blowing in. Fay.

blowing. a. The bursting of pots from too
rapid heating. ACSG, 1963. b. The shaping of hot glass by air pressure. ACSG.
c. Oxidation of molten me:al or matte in
a converter furnace, to remove carbon and
sulfur and convert impurities to slag.
Pryor 3. d. Eng. Blasting. Fay.

grade. Nelson. h. In blasting, a shot which
blows part of the unfired explosive out of
the hole. Pryor, 3. See also blown-out shot.
I. To fire shots. Mason. j. To lift; said of

Mowing cave. A cave from which air is

pressure. Mason. lc. The blast of air forced

inch. Weed, 1922.
blowing fan. A fan which forces or blows air
into the mine workings either through the
airways (a main fan) or through inbye air
pipes (an auxiliary fan). Nelson.
blowing furnace. A furnace in which glassware is held to soften it when it becomes

a floor which lifts due to gas or strata

through molten metal to refine it (as in a
Bessemer or other converter). The time
during which air is being forced through
molten metal to refine it. The quantity of

metal refined during that time. Webster 3d.
blow-and-blow machines. Machines in wh:ch
the glass is shaped in two stages, but each
time by blowing, as opposed, for example,
to pressing or sucking. C.T.D.
blow-and-blow process. The process of forming hollowware in which both the prelimi-

nary and final shapes are formed by air

pressure. ASTM CI62-66.

blow count. The number of blows that must
be delivered by a specific-weight, freely
falling drive hammer dropping a specific
distance to force a drive sampler 12 inches
into a soil material. Long.

blowdown. a. Eng. To bring down coal or
stone with explosives. Fay. b. To release
water from a fire-tube boiler at the beginning of a workshift thereby disposing of
sediment that may have accumulated. Bureau of Mines Staff.

blowdown fan. A fan that forces air into a
mine. Zern.

blower. a. A fan employed in foreine air
either into a mine or into one portion of

a mine. A portable blower, also known as
a tubing blower or room blower, is used
in ventilating small dead-end places like
rooms and entries or gangways. Jones. b.
The sudden emission of firedamp from the
coal seam or surrounding rock. Blowers
very considerably in violence and magnitude from small emissions which make a
hissing noise to severe outbursts. Nelson.

c. Eng. A man who blasts or fires shots
in a mine, or who drills the holes and

blowout
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blown out at the entrance. Schieferdecker.

blowing engine. An engine for forcing air
into blast furnaces under pressure, often
about 1 pound avoirdupois per square

stiff in working. Also called glory hole.

air road in a mine. Fay.
blowing took. A small set of blasting implements. Standard, 1964. Compare blasting
supplies. Fay.

and zinc. Fay.

portal towards the working face. Frankel,
s. 3, Art. 18:01, p. 1.
blowlamp. A portable apparatus for applying
intense local heat, used by painters, electricians, and plumbers. Also called blowtorch. C.T.D.
blow mold. The metal mold in which a blown
glass article is finally shaped. ASTM
CI62-66.
blown asphalt. A hard, friable solid obtained
by blowing air at high temperature through
mineral residual oils. Also known as oxidized asphalt, condensed asphalt, and
mineral rubber. CCD 6d, 1961.
blown away. See hollow neck. Dodd.

blown bitmnes. A special type of bitumen

produced by blowing air, under controlled
conditions, through hot bitumen. Nam.
Mown enamel. Ridges produced when porce-

lain enamel is blown while wet, during
spraying. Bryant.

blown glass. Glassware shaped by air pressure, as by mouth blowing or by compressed

air. ASTM CI62-66.

blown metal. Pig iron purified by blowing
air through it. Bureau of Mines Staff.
blown-ont shot. A shot which dissipates the
explosive force by blowing out the stemming instead of breaking down the coal.
It may be caused by insufficient stemming,
overcharging with explosive or s burden
which is too much for the charge to dislodge. Nelson.

blown petroleums. In roadbuilding, the semi-

solid: or solids produced by blowing air
through heated native liquid bitumens.
Hess.

blown (or eollan) sand. Sand which has

been produced, carried, deposited, or erod-

blowing house. Eng. An establishment in
which blast furnaces are operated. Used

ed by wind action. The mineral composition of blown sand depends, to a large
extent, on the rocks from which it was
derived. Blown sands are not well sorted.

blowing in. Starting a blast furnace. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
Mowing in cartridges. In Germany and Aus-

blowof. a. A valve or drain connection on

Webster 2d.

specifically for smelting tin ore. Fay.

tria, a method has been developed for

Webster 3d;

a steam or hot-water boiler so arranged to
draw off water and steam with any accu-

blowing in the cartridges of explosives with
compressed air through a metal tube which

mulated oil, grease, and dirt. Crispin. b.

crushed whln striking the bottom. The

blowout. a. A large outcrop beneath which

is inserted in the drill hole. The cartridges
are given a great velocity so that they are
method was originally employed for loading the chambers of sprung drill holes. In

recent years it has become adopted to a
certain extent for loading deep drill holes,

especially in fissured rock. Langefors, p. 88.

blowing iron. See blowpipe. C.T.D.
blowing machines. Machines for forming

molten glass into articles by the use of

air under pressure. C.T.D.
blowing on taphole. Blowing air through the
hole at casting, to clean the hearth of iron
and cinder. Fay.
blowing on the monkey. A flame blowing
from the cinder notch of a blast furnace.
Fay.
blowft pipe. A glassblower's pipe. Fay.
blowing pot. In pottery works, an apparatus
for distributing color over the ware before
burning. Fay.

Removal of dust and dirt from the surface

of dry (bisque) enamel, prior to firing.
Bryant.

the vein is smaller is called a blowout. Fay.

b. A shot or blast is said to blowout when
it goes off like a gun and does not shatter
the rock. A blown-out or windy shot. Fay.
c. A sudden or violent uncontrolled escape
of gas, oil, or water from the well due to
(1) the formation pressure being greater

than the hydrostatic head of the fluid in
the hole, and (2) the failure or lack of
mechanical means, such as blowout preventers, to control such an occurrence.
Bra ntly, 1. d. A great mass of quartz found

in gold quartz wins that may show as a
hill perhaps a hundred feet wide, but development may reveal a vein only a few

feet wide. Hoov, p. 101. e. The highpressure, sometimes violent, and uncontrolled ejection of water, gas, or oil from
a borehole. Long. f. Used by prospectors

and miners for any surface exposure of

strongly altered discolored rock associated,

or thought to be associated, with a min-

eral deposit. A.G.I. g. In drilling a well by
the rotary method, an unexpected volume
of gas under pressure sometimes "blows"
the mud-laden drilling fluid from the hole,

thus putting an end to drilling until controlled. The term is also used in standard
tool drilling when the flow of gas is sufficient to interfere with the drilling operation. A.G.I. h. Used by miners and prospectors for a large, more or kss isolated,
usually barren quartz outcrop. Known in
Australia as blow. Hess. i. A basin, scooped
out of soft, unconsolidated deposits by the

process of deflation. It ranges from a few
feet to wveral miles in diameter. Lees. j.
The cleaning of boiler flues by a blast of

steam. Fay. k. The rupture of a boiler

tube, steampipe, pneumatic tire, or other
container through faulty construction, excessive pressure, or other cause. Fay. I. To
put a bLIst furnace out of blast, by ceasing
to charge fresh matesials, and continuing
the blast until the contents of the furnace

have been smelted. Fay. m. To smelt the
iron-bearing materials in the furnace, adding domestic coke so that the stockline is

about normal. Camp, 6th ed., 1951, p. 336.
blowout plug. A sub (adapter) by means of

which the upper end of an inner tube of
a double-tube core barrel can be coupled
to the fluid-circulation system of a drill.
Long.

blowout preverder. A rotatable o stationary
device attached to drivepipe or casing at
the collar of a borehole, consisting of an

assemblage of bypass and gate or disk
valves which may be clmed around the
drill rods, or which can be closed completely if the drill rods arc withdrawn
from the borehole. Used to contain and

control the flow of liquids or gases under
high pressure encountered while drilling a
borehole. Long.
blowout shot. An improperly piaci or overcharged shot of black blasting p-mder in
coal (where used) which frequntly results
in a mine explosion. von Bernewitz.
blow-over. The thin-walled bubble formed
above a blow mold in a hand shop operation to facilitate bursting off. .4STM
C162-66.
blowpipe. a. A welding or cutting torch.

ASM Gloss. b. A small laboratory apparatus using a mixture of air under pressure
and utility gas in order to give a hot localized flame. Used in the blowpipe analysis
of minerals and for laboratory glassblowing and glass bending. C.T.D. See also
blowpipe reaction. c. A metal tube, some
4 to 5 feet long, with a bore of A to 3/4
inch and a thickened nose which is dipped
into molten glass and withdrawn from the

furnace. The glass is subsequently manipu-

lated on the end of the blowpipe and

blown out to shape. Also called blowing

iron. C.T.D.
blowpipe forme. A furnace fired by having
powdered fuel Mown through a pipe. Hess.
blowpipe reaction. a. The decomposition of
a compound or mineral when heated by

nation of the approximate composition of
minerals and ores. Blowpipe tests arc merely qualitative, that is, they indicate the
presence of the different constituents, but
not the proportions. It consists of a plain
brass tube capable of producing a flame
of intense heat which may either be oxidizing or reducing. Illuminating gas from
a Bunsen burner is the fuel commonly
used. The color, nature, and smell of the

encrustations suggest the nature of the
elements present. See also borax bead test.
Nelson.

blow*. A refractory-line d tank into which
pulp is blown after cooking. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

blows. Leic. Frequent and sudden risings
of quicksand in sinking through waterbearing ground. Fey.

Fey.

hive carbonate of copper. Same as azurite.

Fay.
hive chakedony. See sapphirine. Shipley.
blue chrysoprase. Chalcedony colored by in.
elusions of chrysocolla. Same as chrysocolla quartz; azurlitc; azurchaleedony.
Shipley.
Mee COAL a. In anthracite mining, impurities
occurring as bands of a bluish slaty color

with a carbon content almost as high as
that ut gomi anthracite, but not acceptable

because of a dull appearance. It is gen-

erally gobbed. Mitchell, pp. 209-210. b. A
metaphorical expression uwd to designate
winapower. Tomkeiefj , 1954.

blue copper. Synonym for azurite and coveline. Hey, 21, 1955.

blue copper embosses. Same as blue car-

bonate of copper. See also azurite. Fey.
blue coral. A variety of akori. Shipley.

kerosine or gasoline) that is pressurized
by a hand pump. Webster 3d.
blowtube. See blowpipe. Webster 3d. Also

bluish-way powder. Bennett 211, 1962.

tubes or including a fuel tank (as for
called blowiron.

blowup. a. Eng. An explosion of firedamp
in a mine. Fay. b. To allow atmospheric
air access to certain places in coal mines,
so as to generate heat, and ultimately to
cause gob fires. Fay.

blow well. Eng. A local term for artesian
well, in the eastern coast of Lincolnshire,
so called because the water often rushes

up violently. Fay.

blue. a. An assayer's term for a solution of
copper sulfate. Fay. b. Eng. Shale of a
bluish color, Northumberland and Durham. Also called bluestone. Nelson.

blue alezandrke. Incorrect name for alexandritelike sapphire. Shipley.

blue amber. Osseous amber with a bluish
tinge which is probably due to the presence of calcium carbonate. Tomkeieiff,
1954.

blue aaweallag. Heating hot-rollcd ferrous
sheet in an open furnace to a temperature
within the transformation range and then
cooling in air, in order to soften the metal.

The formation of a bluish oxide on the

surface is incidental. ASM Gloss.
blue asbestos. Crocidolite. Pryor, 3.

blue band. A thin, persistent bed of bluish

clay that is found near the base of the

No. 6 coal throughout the Illinois-Indiana
coal basin. A.G.I.

blue billy. a. Eng. The residuum of cupreous
pyrite after roasting with salt. Hess. b. Eng.
Calcium sulfide formed as a byproduct in

the Leblanc soda process. Hess. c. Eng.
The cinder left from burning pyrite for

sulfuric acid. Also called purple ore. Hess.
blue bind; bind. York. A rock usually smooth
to the feel; largely composed of indurated

clay whereas gray binds are more sandy.
Nelson.

blue-black ore. Corvusite, extremely highgrade vanadium ore with blue-black color.
Ballard.

the blowpipe, resulting in some charac-

Standard, 1964. b. A method of analysis

and more especially if the steel is worked
at the elevated temperature. Killed steels

teristic reaction, as a coloring of the flame
or a colored crust on a piece of charcoal.

ture within thc range of 300' to 650' F,

in mineralogy. Fay.
blowpipe spray welding. See spray welding.

are virtually free of this kind of brittle-

Dodd.

damp is present in the air. See also cap, e.

blow nod. See dune sand. Carson, 2, p. 82.
blowtorch; Mowlamp; blast lamp. A small,
portable blast burner supplied either with
gaseous fuel and air or oxygen through

blue.brick. See engineering bricks. Dodd.
blue Minions& Brittleness exhibited by some
steels after being heated to sonic tempera-

blowpfping. A rapid method for the determi-

blue Has
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ness. ASM Gloss.

blue cap. The characteristic blue halo, or tip,

of the flame of a safety lamp when fire-

blue dust. A byproduct of zinc reduction,
containing about 90 percent metallic ant

and 5 to 8 percent zinc oxide; a fine

blue earth. S. Afr. The pardv decomposed

kimberlite from the diamond-bearing pipes.

Also called blue ground. Hess. b. Ger. A

bluish Tertiary clay in which amber is
found on the Baltic coast. Hess.

blue elven. Corn. Usually, a basaltic rock.

Arkell. Synonym for greenstone. Fay.
blue ass. Synonym for bottle gas. Long.
Moe glass. Cobalt oxide is added to a sodalime glass. Cupric oxide gives a green blue.
CCD 61, 1961.

Owe gold. a. A gold-iron alloy containing
25 to 33.3 percent iron. Comm. b. A bluish collodial solution of gold prepared by
reducing e volution of gold chloride with
hydrazine hydrate. Comm.

blue ground. a. S. Mr. A miner's name for
the decomposed peridothe or kimberlite
that carries he diamonds in the South
African mines. Fay. b. S. Staff. Strata

of the coal measures, consisting principally

of beds of hard clay or shale. See also
bind, a; bluestonc, a. Fay. c. A material

of a bluish-green color that underlies the
yellow ground in kimberlite deposits. This
material is less altered than the yellow
ground. Usually the diamond is embedded
in the blue ground without much adhe-

sion. I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 31.
blue iron earth. See vivianitc. Fay.

Mae iron Ofe. See vivi- nitc. Bennett 2d, 1962.

blue kowtow. Synonym for crocidolite. Blue
asbestos. Fay.
bLejack. Same as blue vitriol; copper sulfate.
Webster 21. See also c.halcanthite. Fay.
blue jasper. See Swiss lapis. Shipley.
blue lobo. A fibrous or columnar variety of
fluorite found in Derbyshire, England.
Used especially for vases. IVebster 3d.

Mee lead. A tcrm for metallic lead in the
lead industry to distinguish it from lead
compounds with color designations, such
as white lead, orange lead, and red lead.
C.T.D.
blue lead (pronounced like the verb to lead).
a. The bluish auriferous gravel and cement

deposit found in the ancient river channels of California. Fay. b. The Tertiary
gold-bearing gravel deposits of the Sierra

Nevada mounatins. Webster 3d.
blue lead Oft (pronounced like the verb led).

An old name for a compact variety of
galena of a bluish-gray color. Fay.

hive Has. Limestones of the Lower Lias of
the Rhaetic beds, West of England. Arkell.

blue malachite
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bine malachite. Same as azurite. Standard.

Schaller.
blue-rock phosphate. The hard, bluish-gray,
Ordovician bedded phosphates of central

bluing. a. Subjeeting the scale-free surface

1964.

blue marl. Lower Lias clays. Arkell.
blue metal. a. A name commonly applied to
the common fine-grained, bluish-gray mudstone which forms the roots of many of the

coalbeils of England. A.G.!. b. A copper
matf . containing approximately 60 percsnt

copper See also bind; bluestone. Fay. c.
See blue powder, a.
blue moonstone. a. Bluish chalcedony. Ship-

Tennessee. Hess.

blue room. The first room in a baghouse. Fey.
blues. Eng. Limestones in the Purbeck
beds of battle, Stases. Also called bastard
blues; main blues. Arkell.

blue schod. a. The earliest name for octahedrite. Fay. b. Blue tourmaline. Fey.

blue shale. Ste blaes. Hess.

ley. h. A term frequently applied to fine

blue-sky law. a. A law enacted to provide for

taining up to 75 percent terrigenous ma-

tend to do a fair and honest business. Fay.
b. A state law making it a criminal offense

quality preeous moonstone of bluish tinge;
also incorrectly applied to chalcedony
artificially colored blue. Shipley.
blue mad. a. An ocean-bottom deposit conterials of dimensions below 0.03 millimeter.
The depth range occurrence is about 750
to 16,800 feet. Colors range from reddish

to hownish at the surface, but beneath

the surface, the colors of the wet muds are

gray to blue. A.G.!. b. A common variety

of deep-sea mud having a bluish-gray color

due to presence of organic matter and
finely cl;vided iron sulfides. Calcium carbonate is present in amounts up to 35
percent. A.G.1.
blue needles. Applied in the grading of quartz
crystals to needlelike imperfections, often

definitely oriented, which show up with a
bluish-white color under the carbon arc.
The coior is due to the selective scattering of blue light by the minute imperfections. AM, I.

blue ocher. Same as vivianite. Far.
blue oil. a. A mixture of heavy oils and paraffin, obtained in the distillation of ozocerite;

also a similar product from shPle oil.
Webster U. b. The oil produced from the

heavy oil and paraffin of the Scottish shales

by cooling and pressing for separation of
hard paraffin scale; it is refirrAl and fractionated into lubricating oils.
blue onyx. Incorrect name for single-colored
blue agate or chalcedony which is dyed
blue. Shipley.

blue opal. Synonym for lazulite. Fay.

blue peach. Corn. A slate-blue, very finegrained tourmaline. Fay.

blue pearl. Dark-colored pearl cf opaque
slate-blue color sometimes causti by a
layer of conchiolin near the surface. !ilso
may be caused by a center of mud or silt,
although recent investigation indicates that
the color is usually caused by various impurities in the aragonite (or calcite). See
also pearl. Shipley.
blue powder. A mixture of finely divit.ed and

partly oxidized metallic zinc formed by

the condensation of zinc vapor into droplets; also, any similar zinc lryproduct (as
dross, skimmings, or sweepings). Webster
3d.
blueprint. Ordinarily refers to copies of maps,
plans, or tests made by passing light through

the object to be copied while in contact
with sensitized paper which on development shows the pattern in white lines on
a blue background. This is the blueprint.
If a blueprint is used as the original, blue
lines on a white ground, known as a white-

print, is obtained. Frequently a very thin
sensitive paper giving white lines on a
black or dark-brown ground is used, giving a blackprint. Owing to the thinness of
the paper and the greater contrast b&ween

lines and ground, better whiteprints with
either black or blue lines are obtained.
Hess.

blue rock. Lapis lazuli from California.

the regulation and supervision of investment companies. in order to rmtect thr
public against companies that no not in-

to sell stock without a license from a
public official, who is charged with refusing to grant this license if he believes
the plan of incorporation to be illegal,
fraudulent, or unfair floor, pp. 263-264.

blue dipper. Same as slipper. A rkell.
bine spar. Lazulite; azure spar. Fay.

Window. a. S. Wales. Hard clay or shale.
See also bind. Fey. b. Same as
vitriol; copper sulfate. Fay. c. Also cgl%

Amherst stone because it is quarried near
Amherst. Ohio. A.G.1. d. A dense, hard,
indurated, fine-grained feldspathic sandstone, most of which splits easily into thin,

It is commonly dark, or
slate-gray, but the term is applied to all
varieties irrespective of color. A.S.T.M.
smooth slabs.

CI19-50.

e.

Eng. See blue. b. SAIRII,

Paper No. 61. f. Synonym for chalcanthite.
Hey 2d, 1955.
blue tak. Synonym for cyanite. Fay.
blue tops. Grade stakes whose tops indicate
finish grade level. Nichols.
blue vitro!. Copper sulfate; chalcanthite. Also
called copper vitriol. Fay.
bine water gas. Obtained by passing steam
over red-hot coke, in a cyclic process comprising two main stages: (1 ) gasmaking,

lock. Fay.

of a ferrous alloy to the action of air,

steam, or other agents at a suitable temperature, thus forming a thin blue film of
oxide and improving the appearance and
resistance to corrosion. This term is ordinarily applied to sheet, strip, or finished
parts. Used also to denote the heating of

springs after fabrication in order to improve their properties. ASM Gloat. b. A

process for whitening yellow lead glazes
by adding a small quantity of cobalt. Also
spelled blueing. C.T.D.
his* salts. A solution containing 9 pounds

of sodium hydroxide and 3 pounds of

sodium ohmic per gallon, used at 150' C,
to form an oxidized blue surface on steel.
Pryor, 3.

blew. To mix thoroughly, as slip. ACSG.
Mager. a. A wooden implement shaped like
a spatula, but larger than a shovel, used
in moting day with water; also a machine
for a similar purpose. Compare pug mill.
Standard, 1964. b. A cylindrical vessel
containing a rotating shaft with fixed
knives, used for amalgamating day with
water in making slips. C.T.D.
Munger loader. One who shovels feldspar,
flint, and various types of clay from bins
into weighing trucks or carts, setting lever
of each scale for its material, and pushes
carts to blunger (mixing machine) or to
conveyor hoppers. Also called cart hand;
clay woi...:er; mill loader; trucker. D.O.T. 1.

banger-machine operator. See clay maker.
D.O.T. 1.

blowing. The wet process of blending, or
suspending ceramic material in liquid by
agi:ation. ASTM C242-60T.
bluadng machine. A pottery machine used
for mixing clays. Crispin.
blunt-edge stones. See blunt stones. Long.
ithmted MOMS. See blunt stones. Long.

bhmtis. Derb. A dark tough vein filling that
dulls the drills readily. Fay.

which reduces the temperature of the
coke; and (2) blowing with air, which
raises the temperature of the coke. It is

bhating. Slightly rounding a cutting edge
to reduce the probability of the edge

pp. 386-387.

bhmt stones. Rounded, watenrom carbon,
or carbon whose sharp edges have been
rounded by repeated use, grinding, tum-

called blue water gas because of its blue
flame, a characteristic of the combustion
of carbon dioxide. Francis. 1965, v. 2,

chipping. ASM Gloss.

bling in a ball mill, or other artificial

blue whistler. Ark. A local term for a very
hard, dark-gray sideri.ic rock, so tough
that when stray pieces reach the rolls of

bloniatbiablight test. A test to determine

the bauxite zrusher fragments are thrown
out with r eh violence as to make a whistling sound. Hess.
blue-white diansond. A diamond which appears blue or bluish in transmitted white

currir.g during the glost-firing of pottery;
it is caused by traces of chromium in the

light or against a white background; it

relects white light when viewed edge up

means. Long.

the degree of attack of a vitreous enameled
surface after an acid-resistance test. Dodd.
Mashing. A pink discoloration sometimes oc.-

kiln atmosphere arising, for example, from

chrome-tin pink fired in the same kiln.

color, usually grayish or brownish, to some

See also chrome-tin pink. Dodd.
Blyth eintriator. Laboratory apparatus in
which mineral particles suspended in water
arc syphoned through vertical tubes of increasing cross section, the fraction failing
to rise under determined conditions of um
ward flow reporting as a subsieve fraction.

been found in Ceylon. Shipley.

BM Aareviation for board measure; bench
mark. Also abbreviated brn. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

at right angles to the table. Hess.

blue zircon. Zircon which, by heating, has
been changed from a naturally occurring
hues or tones of blue. No natural occurrence of zircon of any pronounced blue
color has even been authenticated, although it was once reliably reported that
very pate blue, almost white, zircon had
bluff. a. Any high headland or bank present-

ing a precipitous front. A.G./. b. A bold

bank of deposits along the shore of rivers
and lakes, inclining steeply on the water
side. A.G.1. c. A high vertical bank along
a river. A.G.1. d. A cliff or headland with
a broad precipitous face. A.G.1. e. A high,
steep bank or cliff. A.G.1. f. Altered coun-

try rock filling a lode. Analogous to mul-

Pryo- 3.

p. F-97 ; Zimmerman, p. 16.

P.M.A.G.A. apptratus. Used in the United
States for obtaining additional information

on the yields of coke, tar, and gas that
can be expected in high temperature prac-

tice. This is a vertical cylinder of mild
steel holding up to 2 hundredweight of

coal and operated at temperatures up to

B.M.A.G.A. apparatus
1,000' C. Francis, 1965, D. 1, p. 152.

IN Abbreviation for blowing sand. Zimmerman, p. 17.

boar. Scot. A boom, as in a derrick, lieu.

board. a. The Federal Coal Mine Safety
Board of Review. U.S. &Mines Federal
Mine Safety CodeBituminous Coal and

Lignite Mines, Pt. 1 Underground Mines,
October 8, 1953. b. See botd, a. Fay. c.
Lumber less than 2 inches thick and 4 or
more inches wide. Bennett 2d, 1962. d.
See workboard. Dodd.
Sam.:: as pillar-and-breast.
Fay.

board-sol-wda Same as bord-and-pillat; pillar-and-breast. Fay. See also Brown panel
system, b. Hess.

Ward cool. Eng. Coal having a fibrous or
woody appearance. Fay.

board foot. The amount of lumber 'n a sired
plank designated as 1 by 12 inches and
1 foot long. Actual width of I by 12 inches

is WA inches; thickness is dare-fourths
of an inch. Bureau of Mines Staff.

Word gales. York. Headings driven in
pain severally to the rise, out of which
banks or stalls are opened and worked.
Hess.

board hammer. A type of forging hammer
in which the upper die and ram are attached to boards that ar raised to the
striking position by power-driven rollers
and let fall by gravity. See also &opiummer. ASM Gloss.

bootleg. Eng. A bed of stone in the Chilmark quarry, Wiltshire. Aiken.
boardroom L One who segregates glazed and

baked tile according to pencil markings
(indicating shade variations) made by
boanlman H. Also called t0e segregator.
D.O.T. 1.

beanbags II. One who KIM and marks
glazed tile according to shade, to guide
boardman I in subsequent segregation of

boghead coal
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bob; balance bob; pomp bob; forking bolk
A triangular or four-sided frame of &Ivy
timber or of iron by which the horizontal
motion communicated by the engine (con-

necting rod) is altered to the inclined or
vertical motion of pump rods or a man
eneine. Used in connection with a Cornish

aorbz. Fay.

a. Aust. A catch placed between

the rails of the upline of an incline to stop
any runaway trucks. It consists of a bent
iron bar, pivoted in such a manner so that

the downhill cad is slightly heavier than
the uphill end, which is capable of being
depressed by an upcoming truck, but rise:
above the level of the truck mde as soon

as the truck is past. Also called monkey
chock. Fay. b. A spool or reel. Fay.

bobbies Jobs. Scot. An appliance formerly
used in pumping, the motive power being
water run into a box at the end of a beam
working on a center, the Frump rods being
attached to the other end. Fay.

bobblo Ums. One who winds bobbins with
wire, which is used to weave wire netting,
for embedding in sheet glass, using electrically powered winding machine. D.O.T.

the machine works. Fey.

glaze and dried from drying room to glostkiln placer. D.O.T. 1.

boards. Eng. Laminated shale over a coal
seam, Bristol and Somerset coalfield. Recorded since 1760 for coal shaped or
grained like boards. Also called boardstuff;

boardy clift. Arkell.

board-way's course. Eng. At right angles
to the cleat of the coal. Workings parallel
to the cleat are face-on. Hess.

boar's back. Synonym for hot:that:IL .A.G.I.
boot Synonym for bort. Long.
boort& Synonym for bort. Long.
boastlag. The rough dressing of stone with
a boasting chisel. Standard, .1164.
boasting chisel. A flat chisel with an edge
2 inches wide, used in dressing stone.
Standard, 1964.

boat. A gold dredge "ay.
boat coal. Penn. Coal which is loaded into
boats on canals, rivers, etc. Fay.

boat level. In Wales, a navigable adit. Fay.
264-972 0-68-9

as

laminations or numerous small and

widely distributed inclusions or fractures.

Often called sheen in transkicent to opaque
stones. Sl.ipley.
body mold. in the pressing of glass, that part
of the mold which gives shape to the outer
surface of the ware. Dodd.
body of coml. A tents frequently used to indi-

cate the "fatty?' flammable property in

coal, which is the basis of the phenomenon
called combustion. Fay.

body waves. Either transverse or tongi:udinal seismic waves transmitted in the interior

of an elastic solid or fluid and not related
to a boundary surface. A perfectly sharp

Boebrue "---moureper. A device for the compac-

timber. SMRB, Paper No. 61 .

bob plt. An excavation in which the balance
box, attached to the pump rods, works. Fay.

Bobrawka ganef. Classified in some gem
references as grossularite and in others as

demantoid, with the latter classification

predominating. Shipley. See also Uralian
emerald.
bob statics. See station. Fey, p. 646.
bobtail check. A slip of paper which informed

the miner that he had no money coming
to him at the end of a month's work. See

tion of test pieces of cement or mortar
prior to the determination of mechanical

strength ; it consists of a hammer, pivoted
so that the head falls through a definite arc
on the test piece mold to CallSe compaction
under standard conditions Dodd.

boekalte. An aluminum hydroxide. A10(OH ), orthorhomhic; grayish, brownish,
or reddish color; microscopic plates. In

bauxites of France. A dimorph of diaspore.
English; Dana 1, , p. 317; A.G.I.

Swam furnace. An early gas-fired Belgian
furnace with Boetius regenerators. Fay.

also snake statement. Korson.

ing, is omitted and in its place a shorter

board tamer. One who carries boards of
ware which have betm dipped in liquid

effect produced by internal structure, such

Paper No. 61. b. Eng. See btraking-off

into the roadside to support a bat. SMRP,

6one when a rate of working of 1 kilowatt
is maintained for 1 hour. The British unit
of electrical energy; kilowatt-hour. Nelson.

machine, usually about 5 feet, without
moving forward the board upon which

which it is made. ASTM C242-60. i. The
attribute of molten glass, associated with
viscosity and homogeneity, which is conducive to workability. ASTil C16246.
body appearauce (of a stone). The optical

distinction bet----n body waves and surface
waves is difficult to make unless the waves
are plane or spherical. A.G.1.

Sapp.

bobtall rig. One in which the standard end,
that is, the end comprising the machinery

boned rule. A graduated scale used in checking lumber for quantity. Crispin.
board rms. The amount of undercutting that
can be done at one setting of a coal mining

h. The .tructural portion of a ceramic
article, or the material or mixture from

bobby ref*. a. Eng. A short prop nicked

tile. Also called shade classifier; tile classifier. D.O.T. 1.

board of trade =ft; B.O.T. salt. The work

carryinf part of a truck or scraper. Nichols.
g A mixture of ceramic raw materials that
has teen compounded to produce a definite
ceramic product. Bureau of Mines Staff. .

supports, belt house, and standard enginehouse for cable tool drilling or beam pumpstructure is built. Hess.

Ikeda, producer. A furnace used for the
manufacture of producer gas. Fey.

Who. Originally applied to civilian scientists

carrying out research for the Royal Air

Force; now loosely applied to any research
scientist. NCB.

begone de mimosa Sp. Ore crusher. Hess.
bocca. a. A volcanic crater or vent. Stand-

bog. Celtic for soft. A wet, spongy morass

furnace by which the fused glass is taken
out. Fay.
boccarela. It. A anall mouth in a glass

bog bolter. A substance found in Irish peat
bogs and formerly believed to be a natural
hydrocarbon termed butyrite or butyrellite

ard, 1964. b. The round hole in a glass

furnace on either side of the bocca; a

nosehok. Standard. 1964.
bocco de logo. Sraz. Crystals of

green

tourmaline with pink centers. Shipley.
bock Mks. See Bull's kiln. Dodd.
bod; bait. Clay plug used to seal .ap hole

of cut:ilia and stop flow of molten iron.
Pryor, 3.

DOD Abbreviation for biochemical oxygen
demand. Zimmeman, p. 17.
bo 4' Abbreviation for barrels of oil per day.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 58.
bodger. A lever, tommy bar, or poker. Mason.

body. a. An ore body, or pocket of mineral
deposit. ::ern. b. Synonym for bit blank.

Long. c. The fluidity of a drilling mud

expressed in the number of seconds in

which a given quantity of mud flows

chiefly composed of decayed vegetal matter.
Fey.

but know known to be butter that had been
buried for ;me keeping and forgotten. Also
called fossil butter. Tomkeieff, 1954.

bog coal. Earthy brown coal. A.G.1. Sapp.
bog earth. A soil composed mostly of fine
siliceous matter and partialle decomposed
vegetal fiber. Webster 3d.
bops droclore; bogeostroklur. The structure
of glassy tuffs, composed largely of curved
shards of glass, formed by vesicular explosions in lavas or by the breaking of pumice
or other spongy, glassy rocks. Holmes, 1928.

boggIldite. A fluoride, isliwSrtAl5(P0,)F.,
from the Greenland cryolite deposit. Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.

bogbead camel. Cannel coal rich in algal
remains. See also torbanite. Tomkeieff,
1954.

ture in a Marsh funnel. Long. d. Synonym
for clinometer case. Long. e. A term used

to indicate the viscosity or fluidity of a

bogbead compel dude. A coaly shale rich in
fatty or waxy algae. A.G.1.
bogbead coal. a. A variety of bituminous Or
subbituminous coal resembling cannel coal

lubricating oil; for example, a heavy-body

in appearance and behavior during combos-

oil is thick and viscous and a light-body
oil is thin and fluid. Long. f. The load-

tion. It is characterized by a high percentage ot algal remains and volatile matte:.

through a given aperture, such as the aper-

boghead coal
1.7pm distillation it gives occeptionally

high yields of tar and oil. A.S.T.M. D

493-39. Set also torbanite; boghead mineral; parrot coal; isennine shale. b. A non-

banded coal with the translucent attritus
consisting predominately of algae, and

having len than 5 percent anthaxylon.
A.G.!.

bopjtead often& See boghead coal; torbanite. Fay.
bogbedke. Synonymous with torbanite. Tornktiell. 1954.
bogie; bogey bogy. a. A rail truck or trolley
of low height, used for carrying timber or

machine parts underground, or for con%vying the dirt hoppit from a smking pit
to the dirt heap. It may also be used as
a wagon spotter. Nelson. b. York. A

small truck or trolley upon which a bucket
is carried from the shaft to the spoil bank.
For. c. A weighted truck run foremost or

next to the rope in a train or nip. Fry.

d. A two-axle 'driving unit in a truck. Also
called tandem drive unit; tandem. Nichols.
bogie engine. An engine having its cylinden

and driving wheels on a pivoted truck

Standard, 1964.

bogie kar; truck climber kilo. An intermittent kiin of the box kiln type distinguished

by the fact that the ware to be fired is
set on a bogie which is then pushed into

the kiln; the bogie has a deck made of
refractory material. See also box kiln;

shuttle kiln. Dodd.
bog bum ore. a. Loose. porous form of limonite occurring in wet ground, often mixed
with vegetable matter, Fet0,.nH.O. Pryor,

3. b. A deposit of hydrated iron oxides
founi in swamps and peat mosses. Schieferdecker.

bedlam. a. A white powdery, calcareous deposit, precipitated thro;t4slant action on

and used in
the bottom of nnny
Portland cement manufacture. It is then
erroneously called marl, a tem which

woperly belongs to a calcatrous clay. Fey.
b . S'ee lake marl. Nelson.
bog utassese. Synonym for wad. Fey.
bog mock.
vernacular name for peat.
Tomkeieft, 195 f.

bog oak. Oak immersed in peat bogs, semifossilized and blackened to resemble ebony

by iron from the water combining with
the tannin of the oak. C. M. D.

bog ore. A spongy variety of hydrated oxide
of iron and limonite. Found in layers and
lumps on level sandy !nib which have been
coveted with swamp or bog. Includes bog
iron ore, bog manganese ore, and bog lime,
a calcareous deposit of similar origin. See
also brown iron ore. A Gi
bogaslorsidte. Chrysocoll... carrying carbon

dioxide as an impurity; from the Bogo-

slovsk mine, Penn, Russia. Weed, 1918.

bog peat. Peat consisting mainly of mosses.
Fronth, 1965, v. I , p. 12.
bowie. Same as Irayou. A.G.!.
bogsesite. A grayish, fine, granular to potphyritic intrusive rock containing plagioclase, augite, more or less hornblende, a
little biotite, and interstitial anakite.
hannsen. v. 4, 1938, pp. 220-228.
bogwoodl. Eng. Thc trunks and larger
branches of trees dug VD from peat bogs.
Fay.
Bohemia' clerystgite. Moldasite. Shipley.
Bohemia" dismiond. Rock crystal. Shipley.
Bobienden ganset. Yellowish-red crys:als of
the garnet pyrope. Occurs in large numbers in the Mittelgebirge, in Bohemia,
Czechoslovakia. C.T.D.

bojite
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B ohemian gem Mmes. Includes the following: garnet, ruby, topaz, pyrope, tori
quartz (gem-cut), and yellow quartz (gem
cut). Pryor, 3.
Bobensiso aim. Potash-lime glass; used for
hollowware. Bennett 2d, 1962.

B eheads ruby. A jeweler's name for ros

quartz when cut as a gem. Fay.
Bobemiso lopes. A Jeweler's risme for yellou
quartz when cut as A gem. Fey.
The net nugletic momen:
bobr
arhinIrroillam Clectron spins. VV.
boil. a. The sudden generation of steam

when molten iron runs over a cold o.

on the one side and transmitting the heat
to water (or steam or other fluid) within
the hoifer. Direct surface is that subjected
to direct radiant rays of the burning fuel;
wher heisting surface is termed indirect.
Strock, 10.

repre
othar horsepower. Boiler ho
lents the conversion of 3rsit.r p7unds is;
water per hour to steam at a pressure of
14.7 pounds per square inch (normal atmospheric pressure at sea level), and at a
teniperature of 212 F. Brandy, 2.

boiler piste. Steel sheets or plates tolled for
boiler or tank construction. Mersereaw,
4th, p. 426.

damp spot or object in a runner. It often
causes an explosion whereby molten iten
is scattered about. Fey. b. Bubbling reac-

boiler Mimi. The heating capacity of a

in steel, necessary in making clean, high

bollerroone. Can. OfSce from which tele-

tion between carbon and oxygen dissolved

quality steel. Camp, 6111 ed., 1951, p. 519.

c. An imperfection; a gaseous inclusion
larger in sire than seed; small bubbles.
ASTM CI62-66. d. The commotion caused
by gases escaping ftran the melting batch

ASTM CI62-66. e. In making plaster o:
Paris the point at which the heated gypsum powder giv-a off Dart of its water as
steam and the man moves like boiling
water. Hen.
boBer. a. Portion of a steam generator in
which water is changed to steam. Bureau
of Mines Sta . b. A sunken coral reef
where the sea breaks. Schieferdecker. c. A
skid- or wheel-mounted closed vessel, usu-

ally cylindrical, used to generate steam

for operating steampowettd machines, such

as pumps arsi drills. Long. d. A vessel in
which water is converted to pressurized
steam, ( I ) Cornish, a horizontal cylinder
with one longitudinal furnace, (2) flash,

coil of tube in which passing water is
evaporated, (3) Lancashire, a cylinder

with two furnace tubes and further tubes
for hot gases, and (4) water-tube, having
numerous tubes set slantwise in a heating
system, between a water-holding drum

below, and a steam-separating drum above.
Capacity is pound per hour o( steam evap-

orated at full lmd. Efficiency is ratio of
heat emitted to that in fuel. Plate, mild
steel. Scale, calcium, and other salts deposited on surfaces of plates and tubes.
Test, hydraulic-pressure test for water-

tightness. Pryor, 3. See also steam boiler.
boiler scalability. The number of days per
year that a boiler remains in service without shut down for cleaning or overhaul.
Francis. 1965, v. I, p. 135.

boiler bunter ask. A boiler designed especially for gas or oil and sold integrally

with the burner. Strock, 10.
boiler circulating pomp. A pump usually of
the single-stage, single-entry, overhung

type that must have low suction loss and
high-temperature features since it draws
water directly from the boiler droms at
high saturation pressure and temperature.

Sinclair, IV, pp. 125-126.

boiler caskets. In bituminous coal mining,
one who pushes coal-loaded cars from

tipple to boiler tient to maintain fuel
boiler eciany. Ratio of heat absorbed by
the water in the Wks to the total heat
supply. D.O.T. 1.

supplied to the boiler. Brandy, 2.
boiler feed. The water supplied to a boiler.
Hess.

boiler furnace. A furnace under a bor.er for
heating water. Hest.

boiler besting surface. That part of the in-

terior surface of a bmler subjected to heat
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steam boiler expressed in British thermal

units per hour. Nelson.

phone calls are made to solicit stock sales.

Hoffman.

bollet Sae. One of the tubes by which heat
from the furnace is transferred to the
water in a boiler. Fay.

bollery; balmy. In law, water proceeding
tram a salt well belonging to one not the

owner of the land. Standard, 1964.
boilimg. a. A defect visible in the fired norm-

la.n enamel that may take the form of
numerous blisters, pinholes, black specks,

dimples, or a spongy surface. ASTM

C286-65. b. Heated to the boiling point;
bubbling from the action of heat. Webster

3d. c. See puddling. Webster 2d.
boiling turoace. A water-jacketed reverbera-

tery furnace for decarbonizing iron by a
process in which the carbonic oxide escapes

with an appearance of boiling. Standard,
1964.

balms poke. a. The temperature at which

o liquid begins to boil or to be converted
into vapor by bubbles forming within its
mass; abbreviation, bp. It vanes with the
pressure. In water, under ordinary conditions, it is 212' F or 100' C, but it
becomes lower with lowered atmospheric

pressure. In ascending a mountain it is
lowered about 1' F ior every 550 feet of
ascent. Standard, 1964. b. The temperature at which crude oil, on being heated,
begins to give forth its different distillates.

The boiling points of crude oils and the
quantitift of distillates obtained at speci-

fied temperatures differ considerably. Fay.
c. The temperature at which a cooling gas
becomes a liquid. Hurlbut.

begin *rims. A spring or fountain which
gives out water at the boiling point, or

at a high temperature. Fay.
bolts, drovegb. Describes the appearance of
anall black specks on the surface of the
cover coat enamel after firing; this condi-

tion is often caused by the liberation of
gases from an unsatisfactory enameling

steel. Hansen.

boiling-miter reactor. A nuclear reactor in

which water, used as both coolant and
moderator, is allowed to boil in the core.

The resulting steam generally is used
directly to drive a turbine. DBL.
boils. Hard calcareous or siliceous nodules
of irregular shape, found in the shales and

underdays of the Coal Measures. Arial!.
balite. A name given by E. Weinschenk to
a vatiety of gabbro, which occurs in association with the graphite of northern
Bavaria, Germany. It differs from normal
gabbro in containing hornblende, in addition to augite, and the name is intended
to indicate a group of hornblendic gabbros just as norite implies throe with

hypersthene. The original bojite contained
brown hornblende, colorless pyroxene, and
reddish-brown biotite. Fay.
boke. a. Derb. A small stringer of ore

which soon dwindles out. Fay. b. Derb.

A break or split in a vein. Fay.
bokite. A mineral, KAI2Fe.V.*W30`072-30Hr.

0; black, massive material from shales in
the Balasauskandyk area, Kara-Tau, Kazakhstan, U.S.S.R. Hey, M.M., 1964;

Fleischer,

bold coast. A prominent land mass that rises
steeply from the sea. H&G.
Bolderberg beds. Be lg. The sands and
gravels of the Bolderberg Hill, representatives of the middle or Eocene Tertiaries,
and often referred to by geologists. Fay.

bole, a. Any of several varieties of friable
earthy clay usually colored red by iron
oxide and consisting essentially of hydrous

silicates of aluminum and less often of
magnesium. Webster 3d. b. Claylike min-

erals used in medicine; some have been

identified as halloysite. Holmes, 1928. c. A
bright red, waxy or unctuous decomposi-

tion product of basaltic rocks, having the

composition of lateritic clays.
Holmes, 1928. d. Any cylindrically shaped
object or mass. Webster 3d.
boleite. A deep blue pseudoisometric hydrous
oxychloride of lead, copper, and silver
from Bo leo, Lower California. A tetragonal form of percylite. Fay.
Bo ley gage. A vernier slide gage. Shipley.
gravimeter. Lindblad-Malmiquist
Bo Wien
gravity meter, for measuring variations in
magnitudes of earth's gravitational field.
Pryor, 3.
variable

Bolivian jasper. A red jasper from Bolivia.
Shipley.

boll. N. of Eng. An ancient measure for

coal containing 9676.8 cubic inches. Fay.
bollard. A cast-iron post anchored securely

into the masonry or concrete of a guay

wall as a mooring for vessel, or fixed to a
curb as a protection against traffic. Ham.
Bo 'ley's gold purple. A color that has been
used on porcelain. A solution of stannic
ammonium chloride is left for some days
in contact with granulated tin and is then
treated with dilute gold chloride solution.
The gold purple is precipitated. Dodd.

bollito. It. The frit or calcined ingredients

from which glass is made. Standard, 1964.
Bologna spar. See Bologna stone.
Bologna stone; Bolognian stone. The mineral
barite when found in roundish masses
composed of radiating fibers, being phosphorescent when calcined with charcoal.
Webster 3d.
boloretin. A variety of hydrocarbon similar
to fichtelite and found in peat. Tomkeie if ,
1954.

bolson. a. Sp. A flat-floored desert valley

that drains to a central evaporation pan
or playa. Fay. b. Mex. A pocket of ore.
Fay.

Bolsover experiment. Applied to a method
of working by single panels. Single 100yard panels are advanced, leaving 100yard-wide coal pillars between them. The
pillars are then worked on the retreat after
the advancing faces have reached a limit
line. Nelson.

bond
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hojite

with silk or other fabric with very regular
meshes, for sifting and separating flour of
wheat from the hull or bran. Usually dif-

ferent sections of its length are covered
with gradually decreasing sizes of mesh.
Standard, 1964. b. To sift or separate by
passing through a bolt. Standard, 1964.
c. In glassblowing, a cylindrical mass, as
a bolt of melted glats. Standard, 1964.
d. S. Staff. A short narrow heading connecting two others. Also called bolthole.
Fay. e. A mild steel rod used in roof bolting. See also slot-and-wedge bolt; wedgeand-sleeve bolt. Nelson.

bolted cable coupler. Two cable coupling
units with connecting pins, bolted together
to form a straight through connecting box.

B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.

bolted cable plug and socket. A plug and

socket desivned to be held together by onc
or more bolts or screws, or studs and nuts,

in such a way that they cannot be disengaged without the use of a tool. B.S. 3618,
1965, sec. 7.

bolthole. S. Staff. A short narrow opening
made to connect the main workings with
the airhead or ventilating drift of a coal
mine. Also called bolt. Fay.

bolthole brush A special round brush used
to remove bisque from small openings in
the ware. ASTM C286-65.

bolting. Separation of particles of different
sizes by means of vibrating sieves. Bennett

2d, 1962.

bolting silk. a. In oceanography, a silk cloth
of very fine and regular mesh, used in the

construction of tow nets for the smaller
members of the surface fauna. C.T.D. b.

Also used to cover a lap for polishing rock
and

mineral specimens for microscopic

examination. Bureau of Mines Staff.
boltonite. A colored variety of forsterite,
Mg2SiO4, crystallizing in the orthorhombic
system. Fay.

Bolton's reagent. An etching reagent for cast
iron which contains 78 volumes picric acid,
2 volumes nitric acid, and 20 volumes
water. Osborne.

bolt sleeve. A tube of asbestos cement, steel,
or manufactured board material, surround-

ing a bolt in a concrete wall, preventing

concrete from sticking to the bolt and acting as a distance piece for keeping shuttering in its correct position. Ham.
boltwoodite. A hydrous potassium uranyl silicate, K2(UO2)2(Si02)2(OH)2-5H20; analogous to sklodowskite with potassium in
place of magnesium; orthorhombic or
monoclinic; as yellow fibers from Utah.
Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
BOMAEC-30. An inexpensive, easy-to-build
incinerator developed by the U.S. Bureau
of Mines for the Atomic Energy Commission,
waste

that permits safe burning of solid
materials contaminated with low-

level radioactivity. The incinerator has a
combustion chamber fed with air from

ports near the top. Flowing in i rapid

circular motion around the inner wall, the
air descends to the bottom where it combines with the material to be burned. Combustion is initiated, and sometimes supple-

mented, with a gas-firing system. Gases
formed as the wastes are burned arc drawn

bolster. A plate to which dies may be fastened, the assembly being secured to the
top surface of a press bed. In mechanical
forging, such a plate is also attached to

through a pipe at the top of the chamber
and cooled with a water spray. Then they
are passed through two filter systems to

the ram. ASM Gloss.
bolt. a. A nearely horizontal cylinder or prismoidal frame, usually rotating, covered

where most of the radioactivity has been

remove traces of radioactive particles. The
clean gas is

discharged and the ashes,

concentrated, arc

removed and hauled

P(.1628

away in metal containers for disposal. 13J
reau of Mines Staff.
bomb. a. more or less rounded mass of lava
from a few inches to several feet in diameter, general!) vesicular, at least inside,
thrown from the throat of a volcano during an explosive eruption. Fay. b. An ellipsoidal, discoidal, or irregularly rounded
mass of lava ejected at a high temperature
during a volcanic eruption. Bombs range

upwards in size from the largest lapilli.
They are characterized by a well-defined

crust and arc often cellular or even hollow
internally. Holmes, 1928. c. The combustion chamber of a bomb calorimeter. Welster 3d. d. A missile containing an explosive, .as dynamite. Fay. e. A heavy-walled
ieaction vessel or autoclave. Used to carry

out reactions at high pressure and high

temperature. Hurlbut.
bomb calorimeter. A strong steel vessel used
for determining the heat produced during
combustion, for example, for determining
the calorific value of a fuel. Nels,m.
bombiccite. A transparent, colorless mineral,
found in lignite in Tuscany, Italy; it fuses

at 75°C, volatilizes at a higher tempera-.

ture, and is soluble in carbon disulfide, alcohol, and ether. Fay.
bombillo. Mex. Cartridge (as of dynamite).
Fay.

bombite. An amorphous, blackish-gray rock
from Bombay, India. It resembles Lydian
stone. Hess.

bonamite. A jeweler's trade name for an
apple-green smithsonite, resembling chryso-

prase in color, from Kelly, New Mexico.

Shipley.
bonanza. a. In miners' phrase, good luck, or

a body of rich ore. A minc is in bonanza
when it is profitably producing ore. Fay.
b. Part of a precious mineral deposit that
is especially rich. Bateman.

Bonaril. Trademark for a hydrolyzed polyacrylamide for use in foundry sands. CCD
6d, 1961.
bonattite. A mineral, CuSo4.31120, monoclinic. Partly dehydrated chalcanthite,
(CuSo2-5H20), from Elba. Spencer 21,
M.M., 1958.
bond. a. The cohesion or adhesion that develops between particles of ceramic materials in the unfired or fired state. Bureau

of Mines Staff. b. The overlapping of
brick in various ways in a structure so as
to provide strength. A.R.I. c. Tying the

various parts of a masonry wall by lapping
one unit over another; the pattern formed
by the exposed faces of the unit. The ad-

hesion of the mortar to the units is also

referred to as thc bond. ACSG. d. See adherence. ASTM C286-65. c. In grinding
wheels and other relatively rigid abrasive
products, the material that holds the abrasive grains together. ASM Gloss. f. In weld-

ing, the junction of joined parts. Where
filler metal is used, it is the junction of

the weld metal and the heat-affected base
metal. ASM Gloss. g. The link between
two atoms due to an electron pair resonating or rotating between them. If each atom
contributes an electron the bond is atomic,

and also homopolar (nonpolar). If held
unequally, it is heteropolar (polar), for
example, H20. If one atom contributes
both electrons, the bond is molecular. In
a coordinate bond each of two atoms contributes one electron to form a semicoval-

ent bond, or to a shared pair (covalent).
In a dative bond, one atom supplies both
electrons of bonding pair (also called a

bond
semipolar bond). In the ekctrostatic bond,
atoms lose or gain an electron, becoming
charged and bound. In a heteropolar bond,
the link is provided by valence electrons
so displaced as to set up polarity. In a
hydrogen bond, an H-atom links two electronegative atoms (a resonance effect). In
a hydroxyl bond, an H-atom links two oxygens resonantly. In a metallic bond, valence
electrons move freely in the elmental lattice. Pryor, 3. h. Thc cage used for lowering and raising men in a shaft. Also called
bont. Nelson. i. N. of Eng. Agreement
for hiring workmen. Fay. j. Forest of
Dean. A turn made by a winding engine.

Fay. k. N. Staff. A bed, band, or seam

of ironstone. Fay. 1. An electrical connection between any two consecutive rails of
an electric railway using the rails as a part

of the return circuit. Fay. m. To give or
cure an option upon (as a mine or other

property) by a lacnd tying up the property

the option has expired. Webster 3d.
n. The material which holds or binds together the crystals that make up a sharptill

ening stone or grinding wheel, more commonly spoken of in connection with arti-

ficial abrasives. Fay.
bondage system. See miner's bond. Nelson.

bond und lease; An agreement between a
mine owner and tributor which gives the

latter the option of buying the mine before
the lease expires. Nelson.
Bond and Wang theory. A theory of crushing
and grinding; the energy (h) required for
crushing varies inversely as the modulus

of elasticity (E) and specific gravity (S),
and directly as the square of the compressive strength (C) and as the appioximate
reduction ration (n). The energy in horsepower hours (hp h) required to crush a
short ton of material is given by the following equation, in which all quantities
are in feet per second (fps) units:
1)1
[0.001748C1 [(n + 2) (n
SE
h_
The theory is due to F. C. Bond and J. T

Wang. Dodd.

Bondaroy's yellow. An antimony yellow de-

veloped by Fourgeroux de Bondaroy in
1766: 12 parts white lead; 3 parts potassium antimonate; 1 part alum; 1 part sal
ammoniac. Dodd.

bond cast; honked. Arrival at colliery pit
bank too late to go down for shift work.
From bond, a name sometimes given to
winding cage. 13.-yor, 3.

bond clay. A clay of high plasticity and high
dry strength used to bond nonplastic ma-

terials; it may or may not be refractory.

A.C.I.

bond course. The course consisting of units
which overlap those below. ACSG.

bonded abrasives. Abrasive grains that are

closely sized, bonded, and pressed or molded into a wide variety of bonded abrasives,

such as grinding wheels. There are five

main types: (1) vitrified or ceramic shapes,
with a clay-feldspar bond, which is vitrified in ceramic ki/ns; (2) silicate wheels,
in which sodium silicate is the binder;

(3) resinoid wheels with hard synthetic

resin binders; (4) rubber or elastic wheels
with a hard rubber bond; and (5) shellac
bond wheels. AIME, p. 4.
bonded products. Products in which the abrasive and a bonding agent have been intermixed and processed into a relatively inflexibk unit body. ACSG, 1963.
bonded refractories. Refractories in which

the constituents are held together by a

boninite
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suitable bonding material, as distinguished
from fused refractories. Henderson, p. 264.

bonded roof. A term for the roof of a fur.

nace when the tranwerst joints in the roof
are staggered. See also ringed roof. Dodd.
bonder. a. A brick that is half as wide again
as a standard square (rectangular or arch);
such bricks are sometimes used to begin
or end a course of bonded brickwork. Dodd.
b. In mining, one who welds copper connections in place between the Joints of
track rails, used for trolley locomotives, to
complete the electrical circuit between the
sections of rails. Also called bondman; rail
bonder. D.O.T. I.
bonderizing. Phosphatic protective coating of
steel, produced by phosphoric acid and a
catalyst. Pryor, 3.

tiond failure. Same as adherence failure.

Bryant.
bond tire clay. See plastic fire clay. ACSG,

1954.

bone ash. The white porous residue containing chiefly tribasic calcium phosnhate from
bones calcined in air and used especially
in making cupels, pottery, and glass and
in cleaning jewelry; also, synthetic tribasic
calcium phosphate used similarly. Webster
3d.

bone bed. Applied to strata or layers that
contain innumerable fragments of fossil
bones, scales, teeth, coprolites, and other

organic remains. See also fishbed. Fay.

bone black; bone char; bone charcoal; animal black; animal charcoal. Black pigment
made by carbonizing bones. Used in a cementation reagent; an absorptive medium
in gas masks; a paint and varnish pigment ;

and in clarifying shellac. CCD 6d, 1961.
Contains chiefly tribasic calcium phosphate

and carbon, into which crushed defatted
bones are convetIed by carbonization in

1963.

closed vessels, and which is used especially

current carrying capacity of bolted rail

sorbent. Compare activated carbon; carbon
black; ivory black. Webster 3d.

bonding. a. The act of improving the electric

joints by welding a short piece of flexible
copper cable, or bond, to the end of each
rail at the joint, thus providing a lowresistance detour around the bolted rail
joint. See also crossbond, a. Kentucky, p.
246. b. The act of applying a bond. Jones.

bonding layer. A layer of cement mortar,
1/8

t

1/4 inch thick, which is spread on a

moist and prepared, hardened concrete
surface prior to p/acing fresh concrete.

Taylor.

bond length. The length of grip of a reinforcing bar. See also grip length. Ham.
Bond ley process. See metallizing. Dodd.

bondman. See bonder, b. D.O.T. I.
bond, metallic. The linkage between atoms
in metals, characterized by fairly mobile
electrons not firmly held to particular
atoms. A.C.I.

bond minder; may man; roadman. Eng.
A man in charge of the rolley way, or
main gangway. Fay.

bond (porcelain enamel). See adherence.
ACSG, 1963.

Bond's third theory. In crushing, the total

work useful in breakage that has been applied to a stated weight of homogeneous
broken material is invariably proportioned
to the square root of the diameter of the

as a black pigment and decolorizing ab-

bone breccia. A deposit (as in limestone
caves) of fragments of bones of vertebrates
often mixed with earth, sand, and calcium
carbonate. Webster 3d.

bone cave. A cave yielding fossil bones, an
ossiferous cave. Challinor.
bone china. a. A translucent china made from

a ^eramic whiteware body composition
containing a minimum of 25 percent bone
ash. ASTM C242-60. b. Soft porcelam of
high translucency having 0.3 to 2 percent
absorption, made with bone ash as a flux.

ACSG.

bone coal. a. Term used by British miners

for hard, compact canneloid coal. Also applied to shale partings in coal. Tomkeieff,

1954. b. The translation of the German

word, knabbenkohle. Tomkeie ft, 1954. c.
Coal with a high ash content, almost rock.
B.C.I. See also bone.

bone earth. Eng. The earthy or mineral
part of bonrs which consists chiefly of

calcium phosphate. Fay.
bone phosphate. The calcium phosphate of

bones and of phosphatic rocks, as of North
Carolina; so called in Commerce. Standard, 1964.
bone picker. See slate picker. D.O.T. I.

product particles. Pryor, 3.

bone porcelain. A body formed of china

'J r heating. A.R.I.

bone seeker. A radioisotope that tends to
lodge in the bones when it is introduced

bond strength. The strength of bond developed in a brick-mortar joint after drying

stone, china clay, and bone ash. C.T.D.

bond stress. Shear stress at the surface of a
reinforcing bar, preventing relative move-

into the body; for example, strontium 90,
which behaves chemically like calcium.

adhesion permissible bond stress normally
being abOut one-tenth of the compressive
stress in the concrete. Ham.

Bone Spring limestone. The basal dark limestone series found in the Guadalupe Mountains, N. Mex., and the Delaware Mountains, Tex. Hess.
bone turquoise. Fossil bone or tooth, colored
blue with phosphate of iron; widely used

ment between the bar and the concrete
surrounding it. Bond stress is helped by

bone. a. A hard coallike substance high in
noncombustible mineral matter ; often
found above or below, or in partings be-

L&L.

in the past and at the present as a gem

tween layers of relatively pure coal. Hess.
b. In the anthracite-coal trade, a carbonaceous shale containing approximately 40 to
60 percent of noncombustible materials.
Also called bone coal; bony coal. Hess. c.
A tough, fine-grained, gray, white, or reddish quartz. Hess. d. A layer of hard, impure coal which sometimes grades uniformly into the adjacent softer coal and sometimes is sharply separated from it. Bone is

stone. It is not true turquoise, and loses
its color in the course of time. Also called
odontolite. C.M.D.
boning. The procedure of setting out a slope
with the aid of boning rods; a check on
the amount of twist or winding on the

with the coal, the clay particles being well
distributed. Kentucky, p. 26.
bone amber. See osseous amber. Tomkeieff,

similar rods, to obtain the formation level
in excavation work. Hain.
boninite. A glass-rich basaltic rock containing

usually a mixture of clay shale particles

surface of timber or stone. Ham.

boning rod. A staff of timber about 4 feet
long made in the form of a letter T. The
shorter piece, held uppermost, is employed

for sighting and lining up with exactly

booster

boninite
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abundant phenouysts of bronzite and
fewer phenocrysts of olivine and augite.
The glass has the chemical composition
of labradorite and quartz. From the Bonin
Islands, Japan. A.G.I.
bonito. Mex. First-class silver ore, that is,

bony coal. See bone, b. Fay.
bony motorman. In bituminous coal mining,
one who operates a mine locomotive (mo-

bonnet. a. A covering over a mine cage
which serves as a roof to shield it from

bonze. Undressed or untreated lead ore.

as aying over 1,000 ounces per ton. Fay.
bonked. See bond cast. Pryor, 3.

objects filling down the shaft, thereby protecting the riders. Also called cage cover.
b. A cap piece for an upright
Fay;

timber. Zern. c. See bell mold. Pay. el.
Scot. Gas coal or shale overlying and
worked along with a coal seam. Fay. e.
Scot. A portion of a coal seam left for
a roof. Fay. f. The metal casing of a
miner's flame safety lamp, with openings

at the top and a hook for carrying the

lamp. The bonnet protects the inner gauze
from damage and from the impact of highvelocity air. See also safety lamp. Nelson.

g. Synonym for air dome. Long. h. The

access cover on the valve chest of a pump
or the steam chest on a steam engine. Long.
i. The bell-shaped dome extending above

the main body of a steam boiler. Also
called pressure dome. Long. j. A cover

used to guide and inclose the tail end of
a valve spindle. Strock, 3. k. A cap over

the end of a pipe. Strock, 3.
bonnet hip. See hip tile. Dodd.

tor)

to haul cars of bony (coal with a

high percentage of slate) to dump from

the picking tables where it has been segregated from coal of commercial value.
D.O.T. 1.

Nelson.

boobey. Som. A box holding 6 to 8 hundredweight of coal in which waste rock is
sent to the surface. Fay.
book clay; leaf clay. Clay deposited in thin
leaflike laminae. Fay.
booked mica. Lumps of mica in which lami-

nae have not been separated into thin

sheets. Pryor, 3.

book fashion. A method of arranging core

in a box. Core representing the shallowest
depth is placed in the first groove starting

at the left end of the box with the core

from the progressively deeper portions of
the borehole arranged as one would read
the words and lines in a book. Long.
book form; book-packed splittings. Splittings
arranged and supplied in the form of individual books or bunches, each book comprising consecutive splittings obtained from
the same piece of block mica or thins. Book

form splittings are generally dusted with
mica powder to offset residual cohesive
forces. Sk ow.

rim like a hatbrim for guiding haulage

book mica. Crystals of crude mica obtained
from the mine in various shapes and sizes.

sheaf. Hess.

book mold. A split mold hinged like a book.

bonnett roller. Eng. A veAical roller with a

ropes. Also called bonnet pulley; bonnet
bonney. Corn. An isolated body of ore. See
also bonny. Fay.
Bonnot de-airing machine. An apparatus in
which by a combination of working, dis-

integration, exposure to a vacuum and
pressure, the air is largely removed from
a mass of clay in order to increase strength,
density and freedom from flaws. Hess.

bonny; bonney; bunny. Corn. A mass of
ore adjacent to a vein, but not distinctly
connected with it; a great collection of

ore without any vein coming into or going
from it. Fay.
Bonnybridge fireclay. A fireclay occurring in
the Millstone Grit in the Bonnybridge district of Scotland. A typical analysis (fired)
is: 56 to 57 percent SiO3; 36 percent

A120.i; 3 to 4 percent Fe508; 0.75 percent
alkalies. Dodd.
Bononian. Lower Portlandian. A.G.I. Supp.

bont. a. Eng. The cage and winding rope
with attachments. Fay. b. Derb. A narrowing of a mineral vein. Fay. C. N. Staff.

One of the iron hoops used to brace the
outside brickwork of a bottle oven. See
also bottle oven. Dodd.

bontle. Mid. A hoisting :age full of men.
Fay.

bonus. As applied to an oil lease, a sum of
money paid by a lessee to the lessor in
consideration for the execution of a lease
as distinguished from the return or royalty

reserved by the lessor to be paid by the

lessee through the term of the lease. Ricketts, II.

bonus payment. Extra payment for work

done beyond a certain tonnage or yardage
set as being a reasonable task or standard.
A bonus payment is an incentive to speedy
advance of development work or increased
production. See also allowance; contract
work. Nelson.

bony. Coal containing slaty material in its
composition. Korson.

Also called books. Skow.
ASM Gloss.

bookstone. A laminated schistose rock. Synonym for bibliolite. Hess.

book structure. a. A peculiar rock structure
resulting from numerous parallel sheets of
slate alternating with quartz. Fay. b. Alternation of parallel slabs or slivers of rock

with quartz or other gangue mineral in
a vein. A.G.I.

book tiles. Flat, hollow shapes having two

segmental edges and resembling a book in

section. Fay.

book value. The sum at which the total
assets of a company stand in the books,
less

the sum of the external

liabilities.

Trukscott, p. 274.
boelles. N. of Eng. A miner's term for
brothers. Fay.
boom. a. A spar or beam projecting out over

the drill floor from the tripod or derrick,
by means of which heavy drill tools and
equipment may be moved and safely handled. Generally installed only when deep

or large diameter boreholes, requiring heavy

tools, are drilled. Long. b. A long, adjustable steel arm on a drill jumbo on which
drifter, or other type, pneumatic drills are
mounted. Long. c. A cantilevered or overhanging member or structure that supports
or contains the component parts of a conveyor. It may be fixed, hinged, or pivoted.
ASA MH4.1-1958. d. Any beam attached
to lifting or excavating equipment. See
also dragline. Nelson. e. A pipe fixed across
the last supports in a tunnel face to anchor
the tail sheave of a scraper loader installation. Nelson. f. In a revolving shovel, a

beam hinged to the deck front, supported
by cables. Nichols. g. Any heavy beam
which is hinged at one end and carries a
weight-lifting device at the other. Nichols.
h. Eng. A long beam which can be swung
laterally and vertically above its pivot. At
the far end of the pulley, the digging
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bucket, etc.. is mounted. Pryor, 3.

boom cat. See stripping-shovel operator.
D.O.T. 1.
boom conveyor. Any type of conveyor
mounted on a boom. ASA MH4.1-1958.
boom ditch. a. The ditch from the dam used
in booming. Fay. b. A slight channel cut
down a declivity into which is let a sudden

head of water to cut to the bedrock and

prospect from the apex of any underlying
lode. Fay.

boomer. a. In placer mining, an automatic
gate in a dam that holds the water until
the reservoir is filled, then opens automatically and allows the escape of such a
volume of water that the soil and upper
gravel of the placer are washed away.
When the reservoir is emptied the gate

closes and the operation is repeated. On a
smaller scale it may be used merely to
furnish water periodically for sluicing. Also
called automatic dam; flop gate. Hess. b. A
device, usually a pole resting on a fulcrum,

used to tighten a chain or line about a
loaded truck or wagon to load in place
while being hauled over rough roads. Hess.

c. Originally, an oilfield worker who migrated from one boom field to another;
now, commonly, a member of a drill crew
who works on one job a short time, quits,
and moves on to another locality to seek
employment. Also called drifter. Long. d.
A combination ratchet and lever device

used to tighten a chain or line about a

loaded truck or wagon to hole the load in
place. Long. e. A new sonar transducer,
expected to be especially helpful in the
exploration of bottom substrata. Hy.
boomerang sediment Corer. This (free-instru-

ment type) device can be dropped over
the Fide of a moving ship where it will

sink rapidly to the ocean floor, take a core
of sediment, release ballast and automatically return to the surface for retrieval.
It is designed for nighttime recovery. H&G.
booming. The accumulation and sudden dis-

charge of a quantity of water (in placer
mining, where water is scarce). In Cali-

fornia, the contrivances for collecting and
discharging water are termed "self-shooters," an idea suggested by the sudden and
violent manner in which the water makes
its escape. See also hushing. Fay.

boom man. In bituminous coal minin&, one
who manipulates the controls of a loading
boom (conveyor) to regulate the height of
the loading end of a boom, thus controlling
the flow of coal from shaking screens or
picking tables into railroad cars at the
tipple. Also called boom operator; loader
headman. D.O.T. 1.
boom operator. See boom man. D.O.T. 1.
boort. Synonym for bort. Long.

boose; booze. a. Eng. Lead ore which separates easily from its matrix and does not
have to be buddled, Durham, Yorkshire.
and Derbyshire. Hooson defines it as veinstuff and ore mixed. See also bowse. Arkell.

b. Derb. Gangue rock mixed with ore.
See also bouse. Fay.

boosework. York. Mincrs' name for lumps
of lead ore which are found there both in
the perpendicular fissures and in the bellies.

See also boose. Arkell.

booster. a. An explosive of special character

used in small quantities to improve the

performance of another explosive, the latter

forming the major portion of the charge.
Nelson. b. A pump or compressor inserted

in the column near the outbye end to increase the pressure. Nelson. c. Any device

or substance to augment or improve performance, volume, or force. See also booster

fan. Nelson.

booster conveyor. Any type of powered conveyor used to regain elevation lost in
gravity roller or wheel conveyor lines.

ASA MH4.1-1958.
booster drive. An auxiliary drive at an intermediate point along

a

conveyor.

ASA

MH4.1-1958.
booster fan. A fan installed underground to
improve or augment the ventilation in a
district. A booster fan is installed when
other means of improving the ventilation
would be v-my costly, or too slow or perhaps ineffective. A ventilation survey is a
legal obligation in Great Britain before
installing a booster fan. See also fan.
Nelson.
booster pump. a. A pump used to increase
the pressure of fluids, such as to increase

the pressure of water delivered to a drill
when the source pressure is too low to be
used for drilling operations. Compare line
pump. Long. b. A pump that operates in
the dischar3e line of another pump, either
to increase pressure, or to restore pressure
lost by friction in the line or by lift.

Nichols.

boosters. Those people who, as local property

owners, have a stake in the prosperity of
their town. Legends grow rapidly on mining soil,

and information advanced by

boosters should be looked upon with suspicion. Hoov, p. 221.
booster station. In long-distance pumping of
liquids or mineral slurries, an intermediate
pump station. Pryor, 3.
boost melting. See electric boosting. ASTM
C162-66.
boot. a. A projecting portion of a reinforced
concrete beam, acting as a corbel to support the facing material, such as brick or
stone; the lower end of a bucket elevator.

Ham. b. A leather or tin joint connecting
the blast main with the tuyere or nozzle
in a bloomery. Fay. c. A suspended enclosnre in the nose of a tank protecting
a portion of the surface and serving as a
gathering opening. ASTM C162-6 6. d.
Eng. A short pipe of leather through
which the water is drawn from a sump
into a sinking pump. Fay. e. The bottom
of a bucket elevator that receives feed for
delivery into elevating bucket. Pryor, 3.
f. Sheet-metal transformation pieces used
in warm air heating and connected to
horizontal round leaders on one end and
to vertical rectangular stacks on the other.

Strock, 10.
toother. A boulder from the boulder clay.
Blue boother is a boulder of limestone,
andesite, or similar rock. Arkell.

boothite. A blue, lighter than chalcanthitc,
hydrous sulfate of copper, CuSO4-7H20,
differing from chalcanthite in its larger
percentage of water. Monoclinic; usually
massive. From Leona Heights, Alameda
County, and Campo Seco, Calaveras
County, Calif. English.
booting. The ejection of balled drill cuttings
from the collar in long, tubelike masses.
Long.

bootit. Derb. A term used by miners for

loss, as "last reckoning I bootit it thirty."

Fay.

bord-and-pillar method
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booster

bootNck. a. A fishing tool used in drilling
wells. Hess. b. A piece of 1- by 4-inch
lumber that is 12 to 14 inches long with
a notched end that is elevated from the
floor. This jack, usually found in miners'

changehouses, is used by the miner to pull

off his boot. The miner stands with one
foot on the jack and places the heel of
the boot of the other foot in the notch
and pulls to take off the boot. Bureau of

borax bead test. A chemical test to disclose
the presence of certain metals in a sample.

A clear glassy bead of borax fused in a
wire loop will react chemically with the
salts of certain metals and yield colors that

help to identify the metal, for example,

Mines Staff.
bootleg. a. A hole, shaped somewhat like the
leg of a boot, caused by a blast that has

failed to shatter the rock properly. See
also gun, a. Hess. b. That portion or re-

manganese compounds produce a violet
bead, cobalt produces a deep blue, etc.
See also blowpiping. Ndson.

borax, dehydrated; borax, anhydrous; sodium

tetraborate. White; free-flowing crystals;

mainder of a shothole found in a face
after a blast has been fired. Also called
socket. Nelson.

bootlegger. One engaged in coal bootlegging.

Applies to the worker in bootleg holes as
well as the man who cleans the coal in
a small, impermanent breaker, and the
trucker who conveys the coal to market.
Bootleggers call
miners. Korson.

themselves

independent

bootlegging. The mining and/or selling of

Na3B407; hygroscopic; and it forms a partial hydrate in damp air. Used in the manufacture of glass, enamels, and other ceramic
products. CCD 6d, 1961.
borax glass. Vitreous anhydrous sodium tetraborate, Na3B4O7. ASTM C162-66. See also

borax.
borax, octahedral. See octahedral

English.

borax.

Borazon. Synthesized boron nitride that

is

the owner. Bureau of Mines Staff.
bootleg packer. To shut off water between
the lowest upper water sand and the first

reported to be as hard as diamond and
capable of withstanding higher temperatures. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 307.
Borcher's process. An electrolytic method
for refining silver. The anode consists of

oil sand, a truncated cone is made of canvas or leather, the small end of which fits

cent pure silver. The cathode of sheet

coal produced from coal owned by others
and without permission or knowledge of

the outside of the tubing and is wired to
it with the large end of the cone turned
upward. The material caving off of the

walls above catches on it and forms a
packer. Porter.
bopd Abbreviation for barrels of oil per day.
Also abbreviated BOPD. .BuMin Style
Guide, p. 58.
boracic acid. See boric acid. Hansen.
boracite. The cubic, or pseudocubic, borate

and chloride of magnesium, Mg3B7013C1,
occurring in hard glassy crystals, and softer
white masses, It is strongly pyroelectric.

Found in beds of gypsum and anhydrite
at Stassfurt, Germany. C.T.D.; Dana 17;

A.G.I.; Fay.
boral. A sandwich of boron carbide crystals
in aluminum, with a cladding of commercially pure aluminum. Concentrations of

up to 50 percent boron carbide on

be

a shielding material

obtained. Used

as

and containers

for fissionable material.

against the passage of thermal neutrons,
as in reactor shields; neutron curtains;
shutters for thermal curtains; safety rods;
CCD 6d, 1961.

Borascu. Borate ore. Bennett 2d, 1962.

borate. A salt or ester of boric acid; a compound containing the radical B03'. A.G,I.
borate glass. A glass in which the essential
glass former is boron oxide instead of
silica. AST M C162-66.
borates. See boron minerals.

borax. A mineral deposited by evaporation of
the waters of alkaline lakes, notably in

California, Nevada, and Tibet, China, A

hydrated sodium borate, Na2B407-10H30,
occurring as a surface efflorescence, or as
monoclinic crystals embedded in the lacustrine mud. Dana I 7 ; A.G.I.; Pryor, 3.
Main sources are borax and kernite. Chief
uses are for porcelain enamel work, glass,
laundering, dyeing, metal fluxing, welding,
brazing, medicine pharmaceuticals, and
agriculture. Pryor,3.
borax, anhydrous. See borax, dehydrated,
CCD 6d, 1961.
borax bead. In blowpipe analysis, a drop of

borax which when fused with a small

quantity of a metallic oxidt will show the
characteristic color of the element; for
example, a blue borax bead indicates the
presence of cobalt. Standard, 1964.

granulated alloys containing about 60 per-

r

silver is suspended in a cell with perforated
double walls on each side. The electrolyte
-is dilute nitric acid or a solution of nitrates,
preferably copper nitrate. Fay.

bord. a. Newc. A passage or breast, driven
up the slope of the coal from the gangway,
and hence across the grain of the coal. A
bord 4 or more yards wide is called a wide
bord, and one less than 4 yards in width
is called a narrow bord. Also spelled board.

Fay. b. A side gallery parallel with the
main road or drift. Standard, 1964. c. A
road with solid coal sides. Mason. d. A
narrow coal drivage in the pillar-and-stall
method of working. Nelson. e. A joint in a
coal seam. See also cleat, g. Nelson. f.
Eng. A road driven at right angles to
the main cleavage planes of the coal.
SMRB, Paper. No. 61.
bord-and-pillar; pillar-and-stall; post-andstall; board-and-wall; stoop-and-room. A

method of working coal seams. First bords
are driven, leaving supporting pillars of
coal between. Next, cross drives connect
the bords, leaving supporting coal as rectangular pillars. Finally, the pillars are

mined (extracted, won, robbed) and the
roof allowed to cave in. The bordroom is
the space from which bord coal has been
removed. Pryor, 3.
bord-and-pillar method. A system of mining
in which the distinguishing feature is the
winning of less than 50 percent coal on
the first working. It is more an extension
of the development work than mining.
The second working is similar in principle
top top slicing. The remainder of the coal
is won by a retreating system, the cover
being caved after each unit has been
worked. The term bord-and-pillar is not
used to any great extent in American
mining literature, but has a place in English literature. Various names have been
applied to this method, such as checker-

board system; Brown panel system ; follow-

ing up th s whole with the broken; Lancashire bord-and-pillar system;

modified

room-and-pillar working; narrow working;
North Staffordshire method; rearer method
of working inclined seams; rock-chute
mining; room system; room system with
caving; Warwickshire method of working
contiguous seams; wide or square work;
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bord-and-pillar method
and pillar-and-breast. Fay.

bord-and-pillar working. N. of Eng. A system of mining in which interlacing roadways are driven at right angles into the
seam, leaving small square or rectangular
pillars of coal of from 30 to 50 yards side

length, which are then wholly or partly
extracted by a small group. Also called

room-and-pillar; tub-and-stall; bord-andwa II. Trist.
bord-and-wall. See bord-and-pillar. Pryor, 3.

bord cleat. a. Eng. The main cleavage planes
or joints in a coal bed. SMRB, Paper No.
61. b. See main cleat. Mason, V. 1, p. 8.
bord course. Aust. A direction at right angles

to the main cleat or facing, that is, the

length of a bord. Fay.

bord drivage. A coal drivage in the pillarand-stall method of working. Nelson.
border fades. The outer or border zone of an

a different texture or composition from the interior owing
to more rapid cooling and possibly to
igneous rock mass that has

assimilation of substances frum the enclosing rock. Hess.

York. A heading driven generally to the

main cleats. Also called bord on face. ; elson. b. A coal face having a bearing co-

incident with the bord line. TIME. See
also bordways.

bord gate. a. A main gate leading and at
right angles to a bord face. TIME. b.
York. A heading driven generally to the
rise, out of which stalls are opened and
worked. Fay.

bord on face. See bord face. Nelson.
bordroom. a. A heading driven parallel to
the natural joints. Fay. b. The space excavated in driving a bord. Used in connec-

tion with the ridding of the fallen stone
in old bords when driving roads across
them in pillar working; thus, "ridding
across the old bordroom." Zern. c. Eng.
The width across an old bord. Fay.
bordroom man. A repairer who cleans and
erects supports in old workings in the bordand-pillar method of coal mining. Nelson.
bords and longwork. York. A system of

working coal. First, the main levels are
started on both sides of the shaft and car-

ried toward the boundary. Second, the

bord gates are worked in pairs to the rise
and continued as far as the boundary, or

to within a short distance of a range of

upper levels and other bord gates. Lastly,

the whole of the pillars and remaining
coal are worked out downhill to within a

few yards of the levels, and ultimately, all
the coal between the levels is removed.
Fay.
bordways. Eng. The direction of a place or
a face being taken at right angles to the
main cleavage planes of a seam. SMRB,

Paper No. 61.
bordways course. The direction at right
angles to the main cleavage planes. In
some mining districts it is termed "on
face." Zern.
bore. a. To cut a circular hole by the rotary
motion of a cutting tool. Long, b. A circular hole made by boring. Long. c. A tunnel,
especially during the time it is being excavated. Long. d. The inside diameter of a

cylinder, such as the inside diameter of
piston cylinders on a pump or reciprocating engine. Long. e. A hole or cylindrical
cavity produced by a single-point or multi-

point tool other than a drill. ASM Gloss.
f. A tidal flood that regularly or occasionally rushes with a roaring noise into the
mouths of certain rivers or into bays of

configuration or location, and
proceeds in one or more waves that often
present a very abrupt front of considerable
height dangerous to shipping. Webster 3d.
peculiar

bore bit. a. An obsolete name for core bit.
Long. b. As used by soil and foundation

testing engineers, any type of cutting head

or bit that is rotated to cut through or

boric acid; orthoboric acid
of borehole walls where drilling fluid is

lost. Quick-setting gypsum cement, with a
30- or 60-minute set, may be used. See
also mud flush, b. Nelson. b. The complete

filling of a borehole with cement to pre-

vent the entry of water into mine workings.
Nelson.
borehole spacing. The distance between bore-

take a sample of soil, overburden, or bedrock materials. Long. c. A rock-boring

holes drilled for exploration or sampling

chisel.

of coordinates or at the corners of equi-

Standard, 1964.

bored pile. A pile formed by pouring concrete into a hole formed in the ground by
an auger, into which a framework of light

generally lowered
before the concrete is pouted. Ham.
borehole. A hole with a drill, auger, or other
tools for exploring strata in search of minsteel

reinforcement

is

erals, for water supply, for blasting purposes, for proving the position of old

workings, faults, and for releasing accumu-

lations of gas or water. See also oil well.
Fay.

borehole cable. A borehole cable is one designed for vertical suspension in a borehole

or shaft and is used for power circuits in
the mines. (A borehole cable in mining
may also be a cable containing signal, tele-

phone, or control circuits). ASA M2.11963.

borehole casing. A steel pipe lining used in
when passing
a borehole, particularly
through loose, running ground. Flushjointed casing, that is smooth inside and
outside may be either screwed or welded.
The Swedish diamond core drill casing is
flush-jointed, whereas that of the United
States is usually coupled. A coupling adds
one-half inch on the 41/2-inch-diameter
casing,

to an inch on that of 20 inch

diameter. Nelson.

borehole deformation gage. A device for
measuring the change in diameter of a
hole. R.I. 5978, 1962, p. 3.
borehole logging. The determination of the
physical, electrical, and radioactive properties of the rocks traversed by a borehole.

B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3.
borehole logs. A record, made by the driller
or geologist, of the rocks penetrated in the
borehole. In the laboratory, a more detailed log is prepared giving particulars
relating to lithology, paleontology, water
analysis, etc. See also electric logs. Nelson.
borehole mining. The extraction of minerals
in the liquid or o'aseous state from the
earth's crust by means of boreholcs and
suction pumps. Boreholes are used for min-

ing petroleum, and for the extraction of
liquid solutions of salt, sulfur, etc. Nelson.
borehole pump. a. Strictly, any pump Nshich
can be suspended in a borehole; usually a
centrifugal pump suspended in a borehole

by its pipe range and driven by a shaft

inside of the pipe. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4.
b. A centrifugal pump, electrically driven,

and designed in the form of a vertical
narrow chamber. It may be used to provide
water,

for dewatering purposes; or for

borehole mining. See also sinking pump;
submersible pump. Nelson.
borehole samples. The samples of the rocks
obtained during boring. The diamond and
shot drill yield cores, while percussive drills
yield

sludge and chippings which are

examined to determine the nature of the
rocks passed through. Borehole samples
may also Le required during site investigations. See also exploratory drilling; soil
core. Nelson.
borehole sealing. a. The sealing or closing
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purposes. With bedded minerals, the holes
may be positioned at the intersection points

lateral triangles with sides from 100 to 500

feet apart. The spacing is closer with

patchy deposits. With metallic ores follow-

ing belts across country, the holes are
spaced along lines crossing the ore body
in order to yield cross sections of the ore
at definite intervals. In the case of known
and semiproved coalfields, boreholcs at Vito 1/2-mile intervals may suffice. Nelson.
borehole survey. a. The process of determin-

ing the course of, and the target point

reached by, a borehole, using one of several

different azimuth and dip recording apparatus small enough to be lowered into
a borehole; also, the record of the infor-

mation thereby obtained. Also called drillhole survey. Long. b. The process of determining the mineralogical, structural, or
physical characteristics of the formations
penetrated by a borehole using electrical
logging apparatus small enough to be low-

ered into a borehole; also, the record of
the information thereby obtained. Long.
c. Measurement of deviation from straight

line in diamond drilling. Made simply by

observing etch pattern of glass bottle containing hydrofluoric acid or consolidation

angle of cooling liquid wax; more accu-

rately, by a photographic record of plumblines, magnets, or by a gyroscope. Pryor, 3.
d. A survey to determine the precise posi-

tion of various points on the central axis
of a borehole. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.e.1.
A survey to obtain information about the
strata intersected by a borehole. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 1.

borehole surveying. Instrumental tests to determine the amount and direction of deflec-

tion of a borehole from vertical and horizontal planes. The instrument is lowered
into the hole and tested approximately
every 100 feet or so of depth. The data
obtained may be used to construct a scale
model showing the actual course taken by
the hole. See alsocrooked hole ; Oehman
and Payne-Gallwey instrument; oriented
core. Nelson.
bore journal. A tabular record of the characteristics and thicknesses of strata intersected by a borehole.

B.S. 3618, 1963,sec. 1.

a. Eng. Mud or fine cuttings
from a borehole. Fay. b. In rock drilling,

bore meal.

the sludge from a borehole. Pryor, 3.
borer. a. A tool (as a drill) used for boring.
Webster 3d. b. Eng. A piece of round
iron with a steel point, which is driven

into the rock to make holes for the purpose
of blasting. See also drill. Fay.

bore rod; boring rod. Term used primarily
by soil and foundation testing engineers
for the equipment customarily called a drill
rod by drillers and miners. Long.
Borgenet furnace. Belgium-type zinc furnace
with a single combustion chamber. Bennett

2d, 1962.

boric acid; orthoboric acid; boracic acid.

White; triclinic; 1-181:103; and very soluble

in water. Used as a flux in the manufacture cf cast-iron and sheet-steel porcelain-

boric acid; orthoboric acid
ennnel fr:ts. Hansen. On heating it loses
water and forms metaboric acid, 11$13204;

on further hating it forms tetraboric acid

or the so-called pyroboric acid, 11311401;

on heating at a still higher temperature,
it forms B200, anhydrous boron trioxide

or boric oxide. It occurs as tabular tri-

clinic crystals deposited near fumeroles,

and it also occurs in solution in the hot

lagoons of Tuscany, Italy. C.T.D.
boric oxide glass; boron oxide glass. A colorless, transparent glass or noncrystalline

powder; hard and brittle; slightly bitter;
B4O3; specific gravity, 1.83 to 1.88; boiling

point, above 1,500° C; soluble in alcohol
and in acids; slightly soluble in cold water

with decomposition; and soluble in hot
water. Used in the production of boron; in
the chemical analysis of silicates; in heatresistant glassware; and as a fire-resistant
additive for paints. CCD 6d, 1961.
borides. A group of special ceramic materials.
Typical properties are great hardness and
mechanical strength, high melting point,
low electrical resistivity and high thermal
conductivity; impact resistance is low but
the thermal-shock resistance is generally
good. For the properties of specific borides
sec under the borides of the following elements: aluminum borides; barium borides;
calcium borides; chromium borides; hafnium borides; molybdenum borides; niobium borides; silicon borides; strontium

borides; tantalum borides; thorium borCdEs; titanium borides; uranium borides;
vanadium borides; tungsten borides; zirconium borides. Dodd.
boiler. Corn. A drill. An instrument of iron
that is steel-pointed to bore holes within
large rocks, in order to blow them with
gunpowder. Hess.

boring. a. The cutting or drilling of a hole
for blasting, water infusion, exploration, or
water or firedamp drainage. See also percussive boring; rotary boring. Nelson. b.

The drilling of deep holes for the exploitation or exploration of oilfields. The term
drilling is used similarly in connection
with metalliferous deposits. C.T.D. c. Material removed by boring. Standard, 1964.

d. A machining method using single-point

tools on internal surfaces of revolution.

ASM Gloss.
boring bar. a. A rod, made in various lengths,

usually with a single chisel cutting edge,

fix hand drilling in rock. The blows are

given by a sledge hammer. Nelson. b. A

revolving or stationary bar carrying one
or more cutters or drills for boring. Fay.
boring bit. Derb. A sharp piece of steel at
the end of an auger stem or drill for cutting rock or other material by rotation of
the auger. See also bit, a; bore bit, b. Fay.
boring contract. An agreement entered into
between a producer and a contractor for
the sinking of oil or gas wells on a property. Fay. See also drill contract.
boring contractor. Synonym for drill contractor. Long.
boring head. a. The part of a drill machine
more commonly called swivel head by persons associated with the diamond-drilling
industry. See also swivel head, a. Long.
b. Synonym for drill bit. Long. c. The
cutting end of a boring tool, especially the
cutter head of a diamond drill. Webster

drilling master. See also log. e. Fay.
boring log. Synonym for drill log. Long.

boring master. A man in charge of a wellboring outfit. Fay.
boring rod. A rod made up of segments,
carrying at its lower end a tool for earth
boring or rock drilling. Webster 3d.
borings. Used by the soil and foundation

testing profession as a synonym for boreholes and/or the materials remov..11 from
a borehole. Compare cuttings, a; sample,
b. Long.
Borium. Hard-facir:g welding rod, consisting
principally of tungiten carbide. Bennett 2d,
1962.
Born equation. The free energy of solvation

of an ion is
1
Nee'
2r
N is the Avogadro number, z the ionic
valency, e its electronic charge, D the dielectric constant of the electrolyte and r
the ionic radius. Pryor, 3.

bornhardtite. A cobalt selenide, CosSei, cubic
(linnaeite group) ; from Trogtal, Hartz
(Harz) Mountains, Germany. Spencer 21,

M.M., 1958.
bornite. A valuable copper ore; a sulfide of
copper and iron, Cu5FeS4, crystallizing in
the cubic system. Also called erubescite;
horseflesh ore; peacock ore; variegated
copper ore; purple copper ore. Sanford;
Dana 17.
boroaluminate. See aluminum borate. Dodd.
Borod. Hard-facing welding rod composed
principally of tungsten carbide. Bennett
2d, 1962.
borolanitt. A hypabyssal rock, having a

granitoid texture and consisting essentially

of orthoclase and melanite with subordinate nepheline, biotite, and pyroxene. A
variety of melanite-nepheline syenite found
at Loch Borolan, Scotland. A.G.I.

Borolon. Alumina, A1203, prepared by fusing bauxite; specific gravity 4; used as an

abrasive and refractory. Bennett 2d, 1962.
boron. Element of atomic number 5, of group
III in the periodic system. A very soft,
brown, amorphous powder or yellow crystals; ignites in air; symbol, B; atomic
weight, 10.81; valence, 3; specific gravity,

2.45; melting point, 2,300° C; hardness
of monoclinic crystals, 9.3 Mohs' scale;
soluble in concentrated nitric acid and
sulfuric acid; and insoluble in water, in
alcohol, and in ether. Used as a catalytic
agent; in ceramics and in heat-resistant
glassware (a glass in which boric oxide,
B20,,, replaces the calcium oxide in ordinary lime-soda glass) ; in metallurgy (alloy

steels, cmieatation of iron); in semiconductors; and in abrasives (crystals). CCD

6d 1961; Handbook of Chemtstry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-103.

boronatrocalcite. See ulexite. Fay.
boron carb:de; tetraboron carbide. Probably

not a true compound, but instead a solu-

tion of varying amounts of carbon in a

slightly distorted boron lattice; 134C; black;
hexagonal rhombohedral crystals; ranking

next to diamond in hardness, 9.3 Mohs'
scale; and melting point, 2,350° C. Used

in powder form as an abrasive and in

molded form as an abrasion resister. CCD

6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-158.

drill head, a. B.S. 3618, 1963,

boron-edenite. A mineral, artificial NaCan-

boring journal. A book which contains an accurate record of the progress of the boring
work, day by day. It is usually kept by the

boron hydride indicator. Unit tests for up to
0.1 parts per million (ppm) of penta-

3d. d. See
sec. 3.

borosilicate glass
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Mg5(Sii.sa:).5011)2F2, containing 3.91 percent B203. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.

.1133

borane or deraborane in air and 0.1 parts

per million (ppm) of diborane. Detector
comprises a positive displacement hand
pump, reagent solution, a dry reagent, color comparison card and a calibration chart.

The number of pump strokes required to
produce on filter paper a color to match
reference standard is the index of'borane
concentration. Bests, p. 584.
boron metasomatism. The replacement of
minerals, as of a granite, by boron-bearing

minerals, such as tourmaline, axinite, or
rarely, datolite and danburite. A.G.I.
boron minerals. Many known minerals contain boron, but only a few are commercially valuable as a scrirce of boron. The
principal boron minerals are borax (tincal),
Na,1340r1OH:0; kernite (rasorite), Nat1340r41-120; colemanite (borocalcite), Car.
ulexite (boronatrocalcite),
BoOi1.5H2O;
CaNaBsOr8H20; priceite (pandermite),
5Ca0.6B203.9H20; boracite (stassfurtite),
Mg7C12/1180,3; and sassolite (natural boric

acid), 1-1,1303. Today the United States
furnishes the

bulk of world production

from deposits of sodium boron minerals.
Boron and boron compounds have numerous uses, including applications in glass,
ceramics, welding compounds, soaps and
detergents, plasters and paints, starches,
fertilizers, steel, nonferrous metals, atomic
reactors, radio tubes, solar batteries, abrasives, refractories, chemicals, plastics, motor

fuel, antifreeze, insulation materials, adhesives, drugs, and cosmetics. BuMines

Bull, 630, 1965, pp. 149, 151.

boron nitride. White; BN; hexagonal rhombohedral, crystals or powder; the powder
has a hardness of 2, Mohs' scale; sublimes,
about 3,000° C; and is anisotropic and
some properties vary according to the
method of preparation and the crystal

form. Used as a refractory; a high-temperature lubricant, as in glass molds; in
furnace insulation; and in molten-metal
pump parts. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
P. B-158.
boron oxide. See boric oxide. CCD 6d, 1961.
boron-phlogopite. A mineral. artificial KMg:rr.
BSi30,0F2. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
boron phosphate. BP04; specific gravity,
2.81; vaporizes at 1,400° C; related structurally to high-cristobalite. It has been
used as a constituent of a ceramic body
that fires to a translucent porcelain at
1,000° C. Dodd.
boron phosphide. Symbol, BP; melting point,

greater than 2,000° C but readily oxidizes,
which limits its potential use. Dodd.
boron silicides. See silicon borides. Dodd.

boron steel. The addition of about 0.003

prcent of boron confers increased hardenability to steels in the quenched and tempered condition. The addition of this

percentage of boron to low carbon, 0.50
percent molybdenum steel in the normalized condition gives double yield strength

and a 30-percent increase in tensile

strength, but boron has only a very slight
advantage when molybdenum is less than

percent. In amounts greater than
0.03 percent, boron causes difficulty in
forging. As much as 2 percent may be
0.35

added to steels used in nuclear engineering.
Ham.

borosilicate crown glass. An optical crown
glass containing substantial quantities of
silica and boric oxide. ASTM CI62-66.
borosilicate glass. Any silicate glass having
at least 5 percent of boron oxide, (B20s).

borobilicate glass
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ASTM C162-66.
boroto metal. Said to be a tin-lead-antimony
white metal in which colloidal graphite is

that decreases the diameter of the furnace
at the tuyeres. ASM Gloss. d. A trough in
which bloomery tools (or in copper smelt-.
ing, hot ingots) arc cooled, Fay.
bosh breakouts. Breakouts of the blast, gas,
or coke through the bosh brickwork of an
iron blast furnace. Fay.
bosh brkk. See hearth and bosh brick. ACSG.
bosh jacket. A water jacket used for cooling
the walls of a shaft furnace. Fay.

species. its major constituents are copper,
chlorine, and hydrogen oxygen. Its formula is Ct.o(OH)1C1r3H2O. American
Mineralogist. v. 36, No. 3-4, March-April
1951, p. 384; Mineralogical Magazine, v.
29, No. 211, December 1950, p. 280.
botanical anomaly. A geochemical anomaly
in which the chemical composition, eco-

Oval top, hollow, water-cooled casting extending from inside to the outside face of

bontanical prospecting. Prospecting in which
differences in plant growth or family plant

1951, p. 301.

and gravel. Pearl, p. 40.
botch. A worthless opal. Fay.

incorporated. Used as a Jeff-lubricating

bearing metal. Camm.
borotnngstic add; bor000tungstic add. A yellowish liquid above 45* to 51 C; %Os(WOO, 241120; specific gravity, 3.00.
Used in mineralogic assays. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-158.
borrow pit. A special classification usually

applied to material taken from some pit
near an embankment when there is insufficient excavation nearby on the job to

form the embankment. Borrow-pit excavation is therefore a, special classification,
usually bid upon as a special item in contracts. It frequently involves the cost of
land, or a royalty for material taken from
the land, where the borrow pit is located;
it also often requires the construction of a
suitable road to the pit. This type of excavation therefore usually runs higher in
cost than ordinary excavation. Hess.
borsella. An instrument for stretching or contracting glass in its manufacture. Standard,
1964.

bort. a. Diamond material unsuitable for
gems because of its shape, size, or color
and because of flaws or inclusions. It also
occurs in finely crystalline aggregates and
is usually crushed into finer material. Also
spelled boart; bortz; boort; boartz; borts;
bowr. I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 149. b. Originally the term was used as a name for all
crystalline diamonds not usable as gems;
later it was used to designate those diamonds not usable as gems or toolstones.
Currently the term commonly is applied
to low-grade industrials suitable only for
use in a fragmented form. See also fragmented bort. Long. c. Inferior, coarsely
crystalline diamonds, many of which contain black carbon or other minerals; used

for core drilling, cutting, and polishing
hard materials. Various types are: (1)
Stewartite bort and magnetic bortbort
picked up by a magnetic separator and
containing no visible iron; (2) hailstone
bortcement-colored bort that looks like
and has a concentric structure like a hailstone. The layers may be coarsely or finely

crystalline diamond; (3) framesite bort
bort somewhat more granular than common bort and has little trade value; it is
exceedingly difficult to saw; and (4) shot

bortbort in spherical form, and said to
be very hard and especially useful in drilling machinery. Hess. d. Formerly used to

mean the Brazilian carbonado or black
diamond. Hess. e. Industrial diamond.
ASM Gloss. f. Very hard, flawed or dis-

colored diamonds used in drilling and
glasscutting. Gordon. g. S. Afr. Rounded
forms of diamond with rough exterior and
radiated or confused crystalline structure,

but hardness equal to that of diamond.

Beerman.
bort bit. Synonym for diamond bit. Long.
borts. Synonym for boit Long.

bort-set bit. Synonym for diamond bit. Long
bortz. Synonym for bort. Long.
bortz bit. Synonym for diamond bit. Long.
bortz-set bit. Synonym for diamond bit. Long.

bosh. a. A tank or tub from which horses
drink. Fay. b. The section of the blast

furnace extending upward from the tuyeres
to the plane of maximum diameter. ASM
Gloss. c. A lining of quartz that builds up

during the smelting of copper ores and

bosh plates. A wedge-shaped, flat bottom,
the bosh walls of a blast furnace to cool
and protect the brickwork. Camp, 6th ed.,

bosh tank. A water tank which receives newly
cast copper shapes for rapid cooling.
Pryor, 3.

boss. a. A person in immediate charge of
a piece of work, as a mine foreman. Fay.
b. A master workman or superintendent;
a director or manager. Ricketts, I. c. Ark.
A coal mine employee not under the jurisdiction of the miner's union. Fay. d. The
enlarged part of a shaft on which a wheel
is keyed. Webster 3d. e. A cast-iron plate
secured to the back of a traveling forge

hearth. Fay. f. A swage or die used for
shaping metals. Webster 2d. g. A heavy
cylindrical piece of iron (usualiy cast or
steel)

;nto the top of which the stamp

stem fits and into the bottom of which the
shoe is inserted. It is the body of the hammer into which the handle fits and which

also gives heft to the blow. Also called
top head. Fay. h. Scot. Hollow. The
waste or exhausted workings of any mineral. To hole or undercut. Fay. i. A proturberant and often dome-shaped mass of
igneous rock congealed beneath the surface

of the earth and laid bare by erosion.
Webster 3d.

boss driver. One in charge of men or boys
who are driving horses or mules for hauling coal, rock, or ore at mines. Fay.
bossing. a. Scot. The holing or undercut-

ting of a thick seam, as of limestone, the
height of the undercutting being sufficient
for a man to work in. Fay. b. In ceramics,
the process of making a coat of color uniform, by dusting the color in boiled oil,
or applying it plentifully mixed with oil,
and tapping to smoothness with a boss;
ground laying. Standard, 1964. c. A coating of oil to be employed as above. Standard, 1964. d. A boss, or bosslike part.
Standard, 1964.

boss miner. a. A contract miner. Fay. b. In

Ohio, in 1883, a mine boss. Fay.
Boss process. Modification of the pan-amalgamation process; ore slurry flows continuously through a series of pans and settling
tanks. Bennett 2d, 1962.
bostonite. A rock occurring in dikes and having the mineralogical and chemical composition of trachyte, except anorthoclase
(and thlrefore soda) is abnormally abundant and dark silicates are few or lacking.

Named from Boston, Mass.; also found
around Lake Champlain and in neighbor-

ing parts of Canada. Fay.
bostonitic. Having the texture of a bostonite;

that is, laths of feldspar are so arranged
that they have little parallelism. Johann-

sen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p. 204.
bostrichites. An early synonyin for prehnite.
Hey, M.M., 1964.
B.O.T. See Board of Trade unit. Pryor, 3.

botallackite. Formerly thought to be atacamite, but has been shown to be a distinct

logical assemblage, or morphology of plants
indicates the presence of a mineral deposit.
Hawkes.

serve as a clue to the presence of metals
bencath barren rock or a covering of sand

botryogen. A vitreous hyacinth-red, translulent, hydrous magnesium ferrofemc sulfate.
crystallizing in the monoclinic system. Fay.

botryoid. A form in the shape of grapes.
Synonym for clusterite; grape formation.
A.G.I.
botryoidal. Having the form of a bunch of
grapes; usually applied to mineral aggregates. Webster 3d; Fay.

botryoidal stalactite. Round or semiround,
smooth nodular growths of calcium carbonate, usually occurring in clusters on

cavern walls. Synonym for botryoid; clusterite; grape formation. Schieferdecker.
botryolite. A radiated, columnar datolite
with a botryoidal surface. Standard, 1964.
bott. A plug of clay for closing the taphole
of a cupola or a blast furnace. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
Winger ware. Dark red stoneware. ACSG,
1963.

hotting. Thrusting a bott into the taphole to
stop a run of slag or metal. Fay.
bolting day. Prepared plastic refractory ma-

terial for use in the stopping of the tapholes in cupolas. A typical composition
would be 50 to 75 percent fireclay, up to
50 percent black sand, 10 percent coal
dust, and up to 5 percent sawdust. Dodd.

bottle blower. See glassblower. D.O.T. 1.
bottle-blowing-machine operator. See bottlemachine operator. D.O.T. 1.

bottle brick. A hollow clay building unit

shaped like a bottomless bottle 12 inches
long, 3 inches outside diameter (o.d.), 2
inches inside diameter (i.d.), and weighing 21/4 pounds. The neck of one unit is
placed in the end of another to build
beams, arches, or flat slabs; steel reinforcement car bc used. Bottle bricks have been

used in France (where they are known as
Fusees Céramiques'), in Switzerland, the
Netherlands, and in South America. Dodd.
bottle chock. A pulley with a wide-grooved
face for guiding a cable around a turn in
the track, an angle sheave. Zern.

bottle COM. Scot. Gas coal. Fay.

bottled gases. The liquefied peeróleum gases
propane and butane. These gases are liquefied at normal atmospheric temperature

(70° I') at pressures of 125 pounds per

square inch and 30 pounds per square inch
respectively and they are sold in cylinders

or tank cars in liquid form at about these
pressures. Liquid propane is sold mainly
for industrial use, because' of its higher
pressure, and butane mainly for domestic

use. Francis, 1965, v. 2, p. 420.
bottle gas. A gas consisting of volatile hydrocarbons, from propane to pentane, mixed

with hydrogen and methane under pressure. It withstands pressure and hence
may be transported in steel tanks under
pressure in liquefied form. May be used as

a fuel to operate combustion-type engines
under various
in lieu of gasoline. Sold
trade names but more commonly known
(or
as propane, butane, LP gas, blau gas
blue gas). Long.
for the manufacture
bottle glass. Glass used made
from a batch
of common bottles,
comprising essentially sand, limestone, and
alkali. A typical glass composition may be
taken as 74.0 percent Si Os, 0.6 percent

3d. r. The .-ontinuous and gently curved
or somewhat flat surface (as of earth, sand,
or rock) on which a body of water (river,
lake, or sea) lies. Webster 3d. s. In gem

bottom-discharge conveyor buckets are attached condnuously. ASA M114.1-1958.
bottom-discharge conveyor bucket. A veuel

Shipley.

stones, the pavilion.
bottom bed. Eng. Universally applied to
the lowest bed in a quarry; for example
Doulting, Somerset. Also used in Southeast
England for the basal bed of the Tertiary,
whether Thanet sand or Reading beds,

Als Os. 9.0 percent CaO, and 16,3 percent
Na,O. C.T.D.
basalt.
bottlelte. Ir. Tachylyte or glassy
A rkell.

generally rectangular or square in plan
and having a bottom consisting of an undercut gate. ASA M114.1-1958.
bottom drill. A flat-ended tw;st drill used to
convert a cone at the bottom of a drilled
hole into a cylinder. ASM Gloss.
bottom-dump car. See mine cars. Lewis, p.

resting on an eroded surface of the Chalk.
Arkell.
bottom belt conveyor; bottom loading belt.
A belt conveyor which carries the coal or

bottle jack. Eng. An appliance for raising

heavy weights in a mine. Fay.
bottle-machine operator. One who tends automatic machine which forms bottles from
molten glass. Also called bottle-blowingmachine operator; forming-machine operator; press-and-blow-machine operator.
D.O.T. I.
bottlemaking machines. These may operate

in various ways, the bottle being formed
the
in two stages, that is, the parison and
finished bottle. Widemouth ware may be
formed by pressing the parison and then
blowing and
blowing, narrow-mouth by
blowing or sucking and blowing. In the
last method, the glass is gathered by suction into the parison mold, in the other
two, it is dropped by hand or more probably by a feeding device, hence the terms
suction-fed device, suction-fed, feeder-fed
machines. C.T.D.
bottle oven. A type of intermittent kiln, usuin the firing
ally coal-fired, formerly usedsurrounded
by
of pottery; such a kiln was
a tall brick hovel or cone, of typical bottle
shape. Dodd,
botile rock. An old name for olivine and

ore on the lower strand, and often used
where height is limited. Nelson.
bottom benching. The method by which the
bench is removed from below as with a

obsidian. Arkell.

shaft.

stratum, rock, or floor on which a coal
seam lies. Standard, 1964. e. The landing
at the bottom of the shaft or slope. Fay.
operations.
f. The lowest point of mininggold
deposit
Fay. g. To underrun (as a
that is to be worked by the hydraulic
method) with a level for drainage. Webster

throw it
3d. h. To break the material and
clear from the bottom or toe of the borehole. Fay. i. Surface in a borehole parallel
to the face of a drill bit. Long. j. To place
a drill bit in contact with the bottom of a

222.

bottom-dump =viper. A carrying scraper
that dumps or ejects its load over the cut-

ting edge. Nichols.
bottom-dump .semitrallers. Suitable for trans-

power shovel. American Institute of MinEngineers. Technical
ing and Metallurgical1935,
p. 7.

Publication No. 604,
bottom board. a. Eng. The bottom ofbya
is unfastened
wagon or truck whichwhen
the wagon is
knocking off a catch
required to be discharged. Fay. b. A flat

bottle, specific gravity. A bottle designed to
determine the specific gravity or density
of a liquid, as compared to an equal
amount of water at the same temperature.
Hansen. See also pycnometer.
bottle stone. a. An old name for chrysolite,
or any other mineral, which can be melted
directly into glass. See also bouteillenstein.
Fay. b. Pitchstone. Arkell.
bottom. a. The floor in any underground
mining cavity. Fraenkel. b. To construct
the bottom of or for; said specifically of
underdraining a level. Standard, 1964. c.
a
To strike bedrock or clay when sinking
Standard, 1964. d. Penn. The

borehole. Long. k. To complete a borehole.
Long. I. A mass of impure copper formed
below the matte, in matting copper ores.
Weed, 1922. m. In metal melting furnaces,
this is usually the hearth or crucible. Buof a
reau of Mines Stall. n. The footwall
o. Barren
metalliferous deposit. Nelson.
bedrock. Nelson. p. The rock formation
below the alluvium on which the gold or
tin wash dirt is met with. Gordon. q. Lowlying land; especially, low-lying grassland
Webster

and fields along a watercourse.

bottom filler
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bottle gag

porting free-flowing materials over a rea-

sonably level haul route that permits a

high travel speed. They can be used where
the maximum flotation of a large single

is required and where dumping in
windrows over a wide area is practical.
tire

Carson, p. 348.

bottom dump truck. A trailer or semitrailer
that dumps bulk material by opening doors
in the floor of the body. Also called dump
wagon.
base for holding the flask in making sand bottomed.Nichols.
a. A completed borehole, or the
molds. ASM Gloss. c. A board placed on
point
at
which drilling operatioas in a
during
ramming.
the underside of a mold
borehole are discontinued. Long. b. Said
C.T.D.
of shafts and slopes on being driven to
bottom bounce. Technique by which sonar
completion when reaching base of coal
impulses are reflected off the ocean bottom
the
seam. Bureau of Mines Staff.
times
before
reaching
one or more
bottom emptying skip. A skip equipped with
target. Hy.
This gate cona bottom discharge gate.
bottom break. The break or crack that sepawhich in its closed
sists
of
a
hinged
flat
from
a
quarry
floor.
rates a block of stone
position stands practically vertical to the
Hess.
is operated by
the
bottom
of
a
flow of the material. Itlevers
bottom eager. A man at
forming a
meant
of
two
sets
of
stope or shaft in a mine to superintend
the
body of
togglg
joint,
one
set
fixed
to
the operation of the raising and lowering
the gate in
the
skip
and
the
other
set
to
Fay.
of the cage. See also eager.
such a manner that when the gate is closed
underground
bottom canch. In leveling an below
is turned over
a
bed.
the set holding the gate
roadway, a part taken out
preventing the coal
the
dead
center,
thus
Hess. See also canch, b.
load opening the gate. On arrival at the
bottom captain. Corn. An undereground boss.
Hess.

bottom coal. Coal below the undercut; it
may or may not be removed. Fay.
in the
bottom cut. a. A machine cut made
shot
bottom or floor of a seam before
cut, a. Nel-

firing. See also middle cut; top
son. b. A drill hole pattern. See also drag
cut, b. Nelson. c. In drilling and blasting
lines of
a tunnel, lower of two converging
horizontally spaced holes. Upper line is
draw cut. When blasted simultaneously a
wedge of rock is removed. Pryor, 3.

bottom cutter. A dinter; a coal cutter for
making floor cuts. Nelson.
bottom diameter. The diameter of a circle

surface, the skip is automatically discharged
by a roller on the link mechanism engag-

ing with curved guides, so opening the
bottom discharge gate and allowing the

to flow into the receiving pocket.
Sinclair, V., pp. 68-69.
bottom equipment. a. The tools or equipment
attached to the lower end of a drill string
and normally used at or near the bottom
of a borehole. Also, the nondrilling equipcoal

near the
ment placed and operated at orpump
unit

bottom of a borehole, such as a
equipment used
or strainer. Long. b. Mine
solely for work at the mine bottom, such
as rotary dump and switch motor (if used

to spot cars in rotary dump). Bureau of
a. In anthracite and bituminous
Equal to the pitch diameter minus the bottomer.
coal
mining,
one who is stationed at the
chain-roller diameter. J&M.
shaft
bottom
or at an intermediate shaft
bottom digger. In anthracite and bituminous
station
in
a
mine;
runs loaded cars into
who
digs
out
clay,
coal mining, a laborer
and pushes them
position
near
the
shaft
bottom
of
haulageearth, or rock from the
it
is
lowered
to his level;
on
a
cage
when
lowers
shovel and
ways with a pick and height
from
the
cage and
and
pulls
empty
cars
for the haultrack to give sufficient
station
sidings
for
distriruns them onto
ageway. Also called groundman. D.O.T. 1.
called bottom cager;
bution
in
mine.
Also
discharge
bit.
A
bottom discharge bit; face
bottom man; footman foot tender; stadiamond coring bit with inner tube of the
1. b.
tionman; station tender. D.O.T.
core barrel coming close to the crown of
at ,the bottom
Eng.
The
man
stationed
the bit. A series of holes drilled longitudithe proper loading
of a shaft in charge of
nally through the wall of the bit provides
hoisting of cages, etc.
of
cages,
signals
for
the flushing medium
a straight flew of directly
A cage or skip tender. Also called botfom
to the face of
past the core and
tangent to the seating curve at the bottom
of the tooth gap of a roller chain sprocket.

the bit. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3.

bottom-ckscharge bucket conveyor. A conveyor for earring bulk materials in a horizontal path consisting of an endless chain
to which roller-supported, cam-operated,

Mines Staff.

cager. Fay.
bottom filler. A man who fills a barrow with

ore, coke, or stone, weighs it, and then
places it on the cage or elevator to be
hoisted to the top of the furnace. Fay.

7:a
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bottom door. Eng. The lowest bed of Lies
limestone in the quarry, Barnstone lime
works, also at Stamford quarries, North-

zontal or nearly so. Zorn.
bottom lift. a. The deepest columns of a
pump. Zern. b. The lowest or deepen lift
or level of a mine. Zern. c. The deepest
lift of a mining pump, or the lowest pump.

ampshire.

bottom gate. The gate road at the lower end

of an inclined coalface. See also main
gate; tailgate; top gate. Nelson.

bottom heading (overhand bench). Method

of excavating tunnels, drifts, or other mine
openings. The bottom heading, which may

either be driven in successive stages or
holed through, is subsequently enlarged
by excavating the top section. Fraenkel.

bottom hole. A point at, or near, the bottom
of a borehole. Long.

bottom-hole contribudon. Sum of cash pay-

able upon reaching total depth under
terms of contract whether productive or

dry hole. Wheeler.
botiom-hole pressure. a. The load, expressed

in pounds or tom, applied to a bit or

other cutting tool while drilling. Long.
b. The pressure, expressed in pounds per
square inch (psi), produced at the bottom
of a borehole by the weight of the column

of circulation or other liquid in a bore-

hole. Long. c. The pressure, expressed in
pounds per square inch (psi), exerted by
gas or liquids ejected from the rocks at or
near the bottom of a drill hole. Long.
d. Pressure measured in a well opposite

the producing formation. If the well is
flowing, the flowing bottom-hole pressure"
will be obtained; if the well is not and has

not been producing for a sufficient time,

the pressure will be the "fully built-up", or
"static" bottom-hole pressure. Institute of
Petroleum, 1961.

bottom-hole temperature. The temperature
of the rock and/or other media encountered at or near the bottom of a borehole.
Long.
bottom Ice. Anchor ice. Webster 3d.

bottoming. a. The thinning out or ending of

an ore body. Bottoming of an ore body
may occur either with a structural thin-

ning out or with a dimunition of valuable
minerals with depth. So-called mineralogical bottoming may be due to the tempera-

ture or pressure gradients that existed

when thc minerals were deposited. Certain
minerals which are sensitive to these facton may often be used as indicators. Structural changes, such as the steepening of a

fault, may cause mineralogical changes.
Structural bottoming may be caused by a
weakening of fracturing with depth. Fractures and the compaction of breccia are
seldom single control factors. In cases
where the minable ore is coextensive with
intense fracturing, the lower limit of the
ore is of characteristic shape, ending in
blunt prongs with depth. Where a fault
intersects an ore body at depth, its influ-

ence on bottoming derends on its age rela-

tive to the mineraliz,tion. Pinching or

swelling of replacement beds, pinching out
with folding or termination of syngenetic
sedimentary deposits are all of a structural

nature. Lewis, P. 295. b. The ballasting
material for making a roadbed; ballast.

Standard, 1964. c. The act of fitting with
a bottom or performing some basal operation. Standard, 1964. d. The lowest layer
of foundation material for a road.
bottoming hole. The opening at the mouth

of a furnace, before which a flint-glass
article, in process of manufacture is ex-

posed for softening. Standard, 1964.

bottoming tap. A tap with a chamfer of 1 to
11/2 threads in length. ASM Gloss.
bottom joint. A joint or bedding plane, hori-

Fay.

bottom litter. One who digs up the bottom
of a drift, entry, or other haulageway to
gain headroom. Also called brusher; dirt
scratcher; groundman; ripper; stoneman.
Fay.

bottom loading belt. A bottom belt conveyor.
Nelson.

bottom maker. A laborer who relines bottoms

of ingot soaking pits with coke dust to
retard formation of oxide scale on hot

ingots. D.OT. .1.
bottom man. See bottorner, a andb. D.O.T. 1.

bottom peat. Peat found near lakes, rivers,
and smaller streams consisting of hypnum
and similar plants. Tomkeiell, 1954.
bottom pillar. A large block of solid coal left
unworked around the shaft. See also shaft
pillar, a. Fay.

boulder; bowlder
HOU. b. Steel sheets about three-eighths of
an inch thick formerly used at small mines

on wood beams spanning a auinp where
water-gathering sump is below coal level
at mine bottom. Bureau of Mints Staff. .

bottom dopeman. Set bottomer, b. D.O.T. 1.

bottom steam. The steam admitted to the
bottom of a still to prevent overheating
and decomposition of the heavier components or to increase the yield of light
hydrocarbons. Hess.

bottom stewards. York. Underground mine
officials. Fay.

bottom stone. See fire clay, d. Fay.
bottom sediments. In unconsolidated bottom
maierials, all naturally occurring unconsolidated matter which comprifes the sea
bottom and which consists of discrete particles of any size or origin. Hy.

bottom tile. One of several sizes of beehive
coke-oven fire clay floor tile. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

bottom water. In oil wells, the water that lies
below the productive sand and is separated

bottom plate. A plate supporting a foundry

from it. Compare top water; edgewater.

bottom pouring; uphill teeming. A method
of teeming molten steel from a ladle into
ingot molds. The steel passes through a

bott plug. A clay ball used for stopping thl
taphole in a cupola furnace. Mersereau,

mold. Webster 3d.

system of refractory fueclay tubes and

enters the molds at the bottom; the refractory tubes are of various shapestrumpet,
guide-tube, center brick, and runner brick.
See also trumpet; guide tube; center brick;
runner brick. Dodd.
bottom-pour ingot assembly. One comprising
hot tops, wood blocks, ingot mold, mold
stool, lateral outlet bricks, lateral bricks,

king brick, fountain bricks, funnel brick
and suitable metal supporting devices. Bureau of Mines Staff.

bottom-pour ladle. One poured through a

Fay.

4th, p. 479.
boft stick. A long stick used for inserting the
bott plug into the taphole to stop the flow
of metal. Mersereau, 4th, p. 479.
boucharde. Fr. A marble worker's tool with
which the surface of marble may be roughened or furrowed. Standard, 1964.

boudin. One of a series of sausage-shaped
segments in a boudinage structure. Schieferdecker.

boudinage. a. A French term for a linear
structure in which beds set in a yielding

matrix are divided by cross-fractures into
pillowlike or

sausage-shaped segments.

Mines Staff.
bottom reverberation. See reverberation. Fly:
bottom rock. Bedrock. Austin.
bottom roller. See return roller. Nelson.

Schieferdecker. b. Refers to disruption of
a once continuous layer by stretching and
flowage. See also pull-apart structure.
Pettijohn.
bougard marble. A dark gray and white mot-

of a coal seam, Lancashire. Arkell. c. Used
in connection with the Orford process for

Bouguer anomaly. The gravity value existing

sodium sulfide, the nickel sulfide separates

Bouguer correction. See Bouguer reduction.

still. Any residue accumulating in the bottom of a process vessel. NRC-ASA N1.1-

Bouguer gravity. Gravity values after latitude, elevation, and Bouguer corrections
have been applied. Used in gravitational

refractor; nozzle in the bottom. Bureau of

bottoms. a. Corn. The deepest mine workings. Fay. b. Eng. The bottom portion
separating nickel and copper as sulfides.
When the mixed sulfides are fused with

to the bottom. C.T.D. d. The material
drawn off from the bottom of a tower or
1957.

bottom sample. A sample obatined by collect-

ing a portion of material on the bottom
of a container or pipeline. Bennett 2d, 1962.

bottom sampler. In oceanography, one of
various types of apparatus which, when
lowered, are capable of piercing the sea
bottom and retaining a sample of the de-

posit when brought to the surface. See also
ocean depths. C.T.D.
bottomset bed. A layer of finer material carried out farther and deposited on the bottom of the sea or lake in front of a delta.
As the delta grows forward, the bottomset
beds are covered by the foreset beds. See
also forcset bed; topset bed. Fay.
bottom settlings. Earthy matter, inert organic

matter, or, in the case of Pennsylvania

tled marble with streaks and clouds of
yellow, brown, and pink; from Nassau,
Gcrmany. Fay.

after the Bouguer corrections to a level
datum have been applied. A.G.I.
A.G.I.

method of geophysicrl prospecting. Nelson.
Bouguer reduction; Bouguer correction. The

correction made in a gravity survey to

take account of the altitude of the station
and the rock between the station and sea
level. A.G.I.
honking. a. Scot. Segments of wood or other
material used for increasing the diameter
of a drum. Fay. b. Scot. To coil unevenly
on a drum; as, the rope or cable is not
bouking well. Fay.
boulangerite. A massive, metallic, bluish-gray,
lead-sulfur-antimony mineral, PbaSbSn;
orthorhombic. Dana 17.

boulder; bowlder. a. The word connotes a
sense of size and boulders probably may

be considered to be, in general, worn rocks
a foot or more in diameter. Hess. b. A frag-

petroleum, an emulsion of amorphous paraffin wax and water, which accompanies
crude oil. Fay.

ment of rock brought by natural means

the bottom of an oil still or a steam boiler.

and roundcd in shape. Fay. c. A detached

bottom sheets. a. The steel plates forming
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from a distance (this concept of transpor-

tation from a distance is not always involved in later usage) and usually large

boulder; bowlder
and rounded or much-worn mass of rock,
from 8 to 10 inches to 10 or more feet in
diameter. It is typically carried some dis-

tance from the parent rock by natural
forces and worn by a stream, ocean waves,
or is glacier, or by weathering in situ.
Webster 3d. d. A large rock fragment,

usually rounded by weathrring or abrasion,
having an average dimension of 1 foot or
more. ASCE P1826, e. A large rock which

must be broken down by blasting into
smaller pieces (secondary blasting) suitable for further handling. Fraenkel. f. In a
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till abraded to flatness by glacier movement. A.G.I. b. Boulders in till when
grouped in an approximately horisontal
plane and striated on their upper surfaces
in a common direction. 4.G.1 . c. A strand
thickly set with boulders released from the
till by wave erasion. A.G.I. d. A sheet of
boulders on a beach or on the bottom of
shallow water; derived from deposits of
boulder clay, destroyed by the waves.

Standr.,d, 1964.
boulder pop. An alarm given when a boulder
is ta bc broken up by a pop shot. Fay.

Bourdon preasure gage
ably formed by objects grazing against
bottom and rebounding. Pettsiohn.
bound. Corn. An area taken up for tin
minir ;; a tin bound. Standard, 1964.

boundary. a. A line between areas of the

earth's surface occupied by rocks or formations of different type and age; especially
used in connection with geologic mapping;
or
also, a line between two formations
cartographic units on a geologic map. Fay.

b. That which indicates or fixes a limit
or extent, or marks a bound, u of a territory. Webster 3d. c. A plane separating

two formations or other rock units.
in which the joints
general sense, any large, usually rounded, boulder quarry. A quarry
Supli. d. The limit, border, or the termiirregular,
5o
that
the
are numerous and
fragment of rock lying on the surface or
nation of a coal or mineral take; a line
stone has been broken naturally into comembedded in soil or overburden or in glaalong which workings must stop in he
paratively
small
blocks.
A
local
term
apvicinity of a fault or old waterlogged workcial water-deposited materials. Long. g. A
in
the
plied to certain marble quarries
rock that is too heavy to be lifted readily
ings. Also called march. Nelson. e. The
erosion
region of Knoxville, Tenn.? where
by hand. Nichols.
limit of working a mine. B.S. 3618, 1963,
cracks,
has
formed
many
large
cavities
and
lying
boulder belt. A belt of glacial boulders
sec. 1.
pin.
between
which
the
rock
stands
up
as
transverse to the directioa of glacial movewith boundary conditions. As used in strength of
nacles.
The
cavities
are
now
filled
ment. Standard, 1964.
materials, the term usually refers to the
clay. Fey.
boulder blasting. a. The breaking down of boulder
condition of stress, displacement or slope
rampart. See gravel ridge. Schieftrwhere
large stones a* quarries by small explosive
at the ends or edges of a member,
decker.
charges. See also secondary blasting. Nel- boulder
these conditions are apparent from the cirof
ridge.
A
beach
ridge
composed
cumstances of the problem. Thus for a
son. b. Secondary blasting of rocks too big
boulders. A.G.I. Supp.
beam with fixed ends, the zero slope at
to be moved conveniently in the mine's boulder
stone. It is well known to geologists
transport system. Pryor, 3.
each end is a boundary condition; for a
that the surface of the earth in all counboulder buster. a. A heavy, pyramidical- or
pierced circular plate with freely supported
tries is strewed with loose fragments of
conical-point steel tool, which may be atedges, the zero radial stress at each edge
derockthey are collected into extensive
tached to the bottom end of a string ef
is a boundary condition. Ro.
posits, filling up hollows in the subjacent boundary
drill rods and used to break, by impact,
fault. A major fault with a conof
hills,
and
strata,
or
forming
low
ridges
of colsiderable
displacement. A number
a boulder encountered in a borehole. Also
along one
r.re then called gravel bedsthey are also
called boulder cracker. Long. b. An explolieries
and
coalfields
are
limited
the
spread out into detached masses over
sive used to break rock fragments by blockside by such a fault. Nelson.
surface, and are then denominated boul- boundary
holing or mudcappin methods. Long.
films. Films of one constituent of
A.G.I.
stones.
der
boulder clay. a. The stiff, hard, and usually boulder till. See boulder clay. Pryor, 3.
an alloy surrounding the crystals of anunstratified clay of the drift or glacial
other constituent. C.T.D.
glacial
boultra:n. A train or line of
of the fluid at
period that contains boulders scattered boulder
extending boundary layer. The velocity
ders
of
the
same
sort
of
rock,
boundary is zero.
drift
through it. Also called till; hardpan;
the
surface
of
a
solid
from the source or parent ledge, perhaps
clay; drift. See also till; ground moraine.
There is, therefore, a region adjacent to
for many miles, in the direction the ice
the boundary in the fluid across which the
Fay. b. Glacial drift that has not been
moved. Fay.
subjected to thc sorting action of water
velocity of flow will vary from zero to
and therefore, contains mixed particles boulder wall. A gla.ial moraine built chiefly
maximum stream velocity. This region is
of boulders. Standard, 1964.
ranging from boulders to clay sizes. ASCE
termed the boundary layer, the thickness
boule. A fused mass of material, pear-shaped,
the viscosity
P1826.
of which is dependent upon
particularly as produced by the Verneuil
Roberts, I, p. 2.
boulder cracker. A heavy iron rod to be
and
velocity
of
the
fluid.
process. Sapphire (99.9 percent A110i) boundary map. A map for the purpose of
dropped vpon a rock encountered by
boules, about 2 inches long, are produced
the drill in a deep well boring. Standard,
delineating a boundary line and the adjain this way, and are used, for example, in
1964.
cent territory. A.G.I.
making thread guides, bearings, and gramboundary pillar. a. A pillar left in mines beboulderet. Suggesteo by Chamberlin for
ophone needles. See also Verneuil process.
rounded erratics from 6 to 15 inches in
tween adjoining properties. Fay. b. A pillar
Dodd.
diameter. See also cobble. A.G.I.
of coal left unworked along the limit of
in
3552, 1962.
boulder fan. A boul ler train, the width of boulet. A small ovoid. B.S.girl
a colliery take. Since nationalization
who collects
boundaries
to
which increases with the distance to which bouleur. Be lg. A small
Great Britain, the former
coal into heaps in the working places
the boulders have been transported. Standcolliery takings have been rendered obsounderground.
Fay.
ard, 1964.
lescent. Nelson.
boulder flat. A level tract strewn with boul- boulevard gas fluid. Highest gasoline of 76° boundary plane; interface. Plane separating
B used for street lamps. Hess.
ders. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
two media with different elastic properties.
boulder gravel. A deposit of uncemented Bou Iton process. A process for creosoting
Schielerdecker.
timber under pressure, in which the timber bound
boulders. A.G.I. Supp.
charge. An induced electrostatic
temis
dried,
subjected
to
a
vacuum
at
a
boulder bead. A fence cf piles driven in to
charge,
held by attraction of inducing
200°
F
perature ranging from 1400 to
which has opposite polarity.
resist the encroaching of the tide and
charge,
(60° to 93° C), and then put under preswaves upon a dike, or similar construction.
Pryor,
3.
sure with creosote. This process is particu- bounder. a. Corn. The owner of a small
Standard, 1964.
larly suitable for impregnating Douglas fir.
bouldering stone. Smooth, translucent flint
patch of ground called a "bound". Fay.
Ham.
pebbles, found in gravel pits, and used to
b. Corn. One who in early times, yearly
sides
of the
smooth the faces of emery wheels and bounce. a. A sudden spalling off
fixed or marked the bounds of tin mines.
of ribs and pillars due to excessive presglazers by abrading any large grains of
Standard, 1964.
sure; a bump. Zern. b. A heavy sudden bound
emery or other powder on their surface.
gravel. Hard, lenticular masses of
sound
often noisy blow or thump; also, the
Fay.
gravel
surrounded by soft gravel. These
The
rapid
of an explosion. Webster 3. c.
boulder 1110d011. A surface quarry worked
masses
may occur in the zone of the water
up-and-down reciprocating motion induced
only in detached masses of rock overlying
table
and
are sometimes mistaken for bedin a drill string by rod vibration, drill
the solid rock; sometimes contracted to
rock. Nelson.
string wrap-up, excessive volume or presmotion. Standard, 1964.
bounds. A track of tin ore ground. Nelson.
media,
or
the
running
sure
of
circulation
for
boulder opal. A term used by miners
Bourdon pressure gage. A tube, oval in cross
of a bit on and over small, loose materials
nodules of siliceous ironstone of concresection, which tends to straighten as the
on the bottom of a drill hole. Long.
tionary origin containing precious opal and
pressure inside is increased. In civil engicast. Casts of short grooves (up to
octurring in the opal-bearing sandstone bounce
neering it is very useful as an instrument
deepest
in
mid5 centimeters) widest and
and clay of Queensland, Australia. Shipley.
for
measuring pore water pressure in soil.
dle and fading out at both ends; presumboulder pavement. a. Surface of boulder-rich

Bourdon pressure gage
Ham.

Bourdon tube. Pressure gage, made from
elliptical curved tube which straightens

somewhat under pressure, and is made to

move a measuring needle over a dial.

Pryor, 3.

bourne. Springs which only flow at certain
times of the year, or only after a prolonged

Bowdilch's rule. Used in surveying to adjust
a closed traverse, which has been made by
compass. Angles and sides are assumed to
be equally liable to error. The correction
applicable to any line for an error. in latiiength of line
x total error
tude is,
perimeter of traverse

in latitude. Correction for errors in de-

spell of rainy weather, form temporary

parture is made in the same way. dam.
bow drill. A small drill operated by twisting
a bowstring around it and pushing the bow
back and forth. Used for performing glass

called regular b6urnes, and are generally
winterbournes. Others only come into CV.

bowels; bowel stones. Eng. Quarrymen's
name for large, coarsely botryoidal con-

streams, which are known as bournes, nailbournes, winterbournes, woe-bournes, !events, and gypsies, Some of them break out
every year at the same spot; these may be

istence after a season of great and prolonged rainfall, and these may be termed

occasional bournes. Challinor.

bournonite. A sulfide of lead, antimony, and
coprer, approximately PbCuSbSs; orthorhc:lbic. Also called wheel ore. Dana 17.

boury ugo'. Russian name for brown coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

bouse. N. of Eng. Ore mixed with veinstone; second-class ore which must undergo

further preparation before going to the
smelter. Also spelled boose. Pay.

bouse team. N. of Eng. The place where

bouse is deposited outside of a mine, ready
to be dressed or prepared for the smelter.
Fay.
Boussinesq equation. This is used to calculate

the influence of a concentrated load on
the back fill behind a retaining wall. The

3xPxd'x h,

horizontal pressures: a
2 x RI
where P is the vertical load, d is the hori-

zontal distance of P from the back of
the wall, h is the depth at which hori-

zontal pressure is being considered, and
R = Vd° h'. The effect of a concentrated load diminishes rapidly with increased depth. Ham.

and gems. Hess.

cretions in the Lower Cretaceous sands at
Stone, near Aylesbury. Also called doctor's
bowels, deadmen's bowels. Arkell.
bowenite. A fine-grained massive variety of
serpentine resembling nephrite (jade) in
appearance and sometimes sold as such;
hardness, 5 to 5.5; specific gravity, 2,6 to
2.8; mean r.tfractive index varies from
1.50 to 1.55. From China; New Zealand;
India ; and Rhode Island. Shipley.
bowenite jade. Same as bowenitc. Shipley.
Bowen's reaction series. A series of minerals,
in which any early formed, high-temperature mineral phase tends to react with the
melt, later in the differentiation, to yield
a new lower temperature mineral further
down in the series. Thus, early formed
crystals of olivine react with later liquids

to form pyroxene crystals; these in turn
may further react with still later liquids
to form amphiboles. There are two different series, a continuous reaction series and
a discontinuous reaction series. A.G.1.

bowing. a. Deviation from flatness. ASM

Gloss. b. A tendency in a length of coated
abrasive to curve, caused by excess moisture (expanding) or lack of moisture
(shrinking) on one side of the strip. Usu-

bout. a. Mid. A coil of rope upon a drum.
Fay. b. (Leic.) A dinner or other jollification given by the owners or lessees of a

tions. ACSG, 1963.
bowk. a. S. Staff. A small wooden box in

Derb. A method of measuring lead ore.

raising rock, etc., while sinking. Fay. c. A

colliery to their workmen in honor of some
special event. Also called do. Fay. c.
Nelson.

bouteillenstein; bottle stone. A peculiar green

and very pure glass, found as rolled pebbles. Also called moldavite and pseudochrysolite, the latter from its resemblance
to olivine. It is not solely a rock, as it may

be prehistoric slag or glass. Fay.
boutgate. a. Scot. A road by which

box
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the

miners can reach the surface. Fay. b. A
passage around a shaft at a landing. Fay.

c. A traveling road from one seam to

another. Fay.
bouton. a. Scot. a mass of roof consisting of
stone or shale, Fay. b. Scot. A projecting
stone in a shaft or underground road. Fay.
Bovey asphalt. A light-yellow, yellowishbrown, green, reddish, or striped resinous

hydrocarbon; gives off a resmy odor at

100° C; begins to melt at 121' C; is

liquid at 160° 0; and is soluble in alcohol
and more readily soluble in ether. Found
in Tertiary coal at Bovey, England. Hess.
Bovey coaL A kind of brown coal, or lignite
(of the Miocene period), burning with a
weak flame and generally a disagreeable
odor. It is found at Bovey, England, Webster 2d.

bow. a. Eng. The bent iron bar or handle
of a mine buck& Fay. b. A short, stout,
bowed piece of wood with a cutting wire
stretched between its ends; used in working clay in brickmaking. Standard, 1964.

ally prevented by proper storage condi-

which iron ore is hauled underground,
Fay. b. (Aust.) An iron bucket used for

noise made by the sracking of the strata
owing to the extraction of the coal beneath. See also thud. Fay. d. The noise
made by the escape of gas under pressure.
Fay. e. Bucket; kibble; hoppit, as used in
sinking. Mason. f. A large iron barrel used

for men's tools and debris when sinking
a shaft. C.T.D.
bowl. a. The bucket or body of a carrying
scraper. Nichols. b. Sometimes, the moldboard or blade of a dozer. Nichols. c. Stationary part of the Syrions crusher, which
surrounds the cone (the grating member).
Pryor, 3. d. Synonym for spider, c. Long.
c. See apout, d. ASTM C162-66.
bowl and slips. Synonym for spider and slips,
Long.
bowl centrifuge. A centrifugal device for dewatering, usually conical or bowl-shaped,

in which the containing surface is imperforsted. The greater density of the solid
particles causes them to collect preferen-

tially in contact with the inside of the
containing surface where they are discharged mechanically; the water usually
overflows from a position nearer to the
axis. B.S. 3552, 1962.

bowl classifier. In ore dressing, a hydraulic
classifier similar to a thickener, but differs
hi that the current carries the fine material
into the overflow; used to make separations at very fine particle size. Newton,

.38

p. 81.

bowlder. Variant and archaic spelling

of

boulder. Long.

bonier& a. The common paving stones. The
expression paving stones here clearly means

cobbles. Arkell. b. Large stones scattered
on the heaths, Arkell.

bowl metal. The impure antimony obtained
from doubling, that is, from the fusion of
antimony ore with iron or other antimony
conta;ning iron, so as to form iron sulfide,
thc removal of which eliminates both iron
and sulfur. Hess.

bowl mill. Grinding unit for soft material,

such as coal. A bowl rotates about its verti-

cal axis, the feed being crushed between
its wearing ring and spring-loaded rollers.

Products are air-classified. Pryor, 3.
bowls. Small concretionary nodules of impure
limestone in the Silurian of the Usk River,
Wales and England. Arkell.

bowl scraper. A steel bowl hung within a

fabricated steel frame, running on four or
two wheels. Its bottom edge digs into the
ground, the bowl being filled as it is drawn
forward by a tractor; soil is ejected at thc
dump by a tailgate, moved by wire ropes
or hydraulically. Towed scrapers transport
soil, in addition to spreading and leveling
it. Ham.
Howmaker test. A method of forecasting the
durability of refractory glasstank blocks
proposed by E. J. C. Bowmaker. The loss
in weight of a sample cut from the tank
block is determined after the sample has
been immersed for 3 hours in HF/H,SO4
at 100° C; the acid mixture is 3 parts by
volume HF (commercial 50 to 60 percent
HF) and 2 parts by volume pure concen-

trated %SO,. The test is no longer con-

sidered valid, Dodd.
bowr. Synonym for bort, Long.

bowralite. A pegmatoid rock consisting of
crystals of sanidine with subordinate soda
amphibole (arfvedsonite) and aegirine
from Bowral, Wales. Hess.

bowse. a. Lead ore as extracted from the
Nelson. b. Eng. Medium-quality
lead ore, Staffordshire. Vein matter v nich
has been wurked out or wrought and which
carries ore, bowse, or booze, Yorkshire lead

vein.

mines. See also boose. Arkell.

bowstring girder. A girder shaped in the
form of a bow and string, which may be

of steel, concrete, or timber construction.
Modern laminated timber girders can be
prefabricated up to a maximum span of

150 bet and have been developed flom

the Bcliast truss. Ham.

box. a. The part of a wheel which fits the
axle. Fay. b. The threaded nut for the

screw of a mounted auger drill. More commonly called boxing. Fay. c. A flask or

frame for sand molding. Webster 2d. d,
Eng. A vehicle in which coal is conveyed from the working places along the
underground roadways and up the shaft;
a hutch. Fay e. Tub, wagon, tram, or
corve. Mason. f. N. of Eng. See tension

end. Trist. g. A transmission. Nichols. h. A
dump body, Nichols I. The internal-

threaded portion of a coupling or connector. The DCDMA accepted standard
synonym for female thread. Long. j. To
place core samples in a lidded, traylike,
partitioned container for safekeeping after

they have been removed from the core
barrel; also, the container in which core
samples are placed after they have been
removed from a core barrel. Also called
core box; core tray. Gong. k. To drill bore-

holes at the four corners of a square area
at equal distances from a centrally located
and already completed borehole. Long. 1.
A unit in a sluice for washing gravel; a
suicebox. Hess. m. Eng. See let into.
SMRB, Paper No. 61.
box and pin. The female and the male members of a tool joint or a sucker rod joint
which form a screwed coupling. Porter.

BPL
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box

ducting the ventilation from place to place.
Fay. b. More or less hollow cuboic1^1 Ernenitic concretions. Arkell. c, Eng. Pebbles

of hard brown sandstone at the base o:
the Red and Coralline Crags in East

Anglia, containing remains of a fossil; so
called by the Suffolk phosphate diggers.
Arkell.
box feeder. A device for feeding clay to prep-

box annealing. Annealing a metal or alloy

aration machines. It consists of a large

in a sealed container under conditions that
minimize oxidation. In box annealing a
ferrous alloy, the charge is usually heated
slowly to a temperature below the transformation range, but sometimes above or

or by a conveyor of overlapping steel slats;
for plastic clay the feeding mechanism may

within it, and is then cooled slowly; this
process is also called close annealing or
pot annealing. See also black annealing.
ASM Gloss.

box barrow. A large wheelbarrow with upright sides. Webster 2d.
box bell. See bell scrcw. Hess.

box bill. a. A tool used in deep boring for
slipoing over and recovering broken rods.
Fay. b. See bell tap. Long.

metal box, open-topped, with the bottom
usually formed by a steel-band conveyor

The collier scooped the lumpy coal into
the box and discarded the small material
which had little market value. The use of
a box was compulsory at many collieries
until a few decades ago. See also fork-

remains; hence the name. Holmes, 1928.
box tap. See bell tap. Long.
box thread. The thread on the inside surfacc
of a coupling or tubular connector. Accepted by the DCDMA as the standard
term to be used in lieu of female thread.

of shovels, for hand filling coal into trams.

filled. Nelson,

box-flue checkerwork. See basket

weave

checkerwork. Bureau of Mines Staff.

floated and towed to the site chosen for
a foundation. This box will form an integral part of the permanent structure; it is
used :or bridge piers, because it enables
excavation to be done under reasonably

to economize in steel or reinforced con-

dry conditions. Ham.

of building flats, offices, and similar structures, using concrete slab floors supported
by load-bearing walls across the shortest
span of the building. It has been developed

boxcar roof. Popular name for the Kreutzer
roof. See also Kreutzer roof. Dodd.

boxcar shoveler. In bituminous coal mining,
one who shovels coal into far corners of

boxcars that cannot be reached by me-

chanical shovel. .D.O.T. 1.
box condenser. See box. Hess.
box culvert. A culvert square or rectangular
in cross section. Ham.

box cut. The intial eut driven in a property,
where no open side exists; this results in a
highwall on both sides of the cut, Austin.
box-cut method. A method of opencast mining of coal where the dip of the seam is
relatively steep. A boxlike excavation is
made to the dip, or at an angle to it, and
the coal seam worked to the right and left.

tangular close frame for lining shafts or

drives. Pryor, 3.

box to pin. The internal- and external-

box groove. A closed groove betwecn two

boxwork. Limonite and other minerals which
originally formed as blades or plates along
cleavage or fracture planes and then the
intervening material dissolved leaving the
intersecting blades or plates as a network.

rolls, formed by a collar on one roll, fitting
between collars on another. Fay.
box hardening. A process of case hardening
by cementation in an iron box. Webster 2d.
box heading. A heading driven through very
loose ground with close timbering. Nelson.
boxhole. Corn. A short raise. Hess.
boxing. a. A method of securing shafts solely

mechanical shovel or conveyor loader. Also
called boxcar loader operator; loader engineer; loader runncr. D.O.T. 1,

Long.

box timbering; plank timbering. Use of rec-

The term refers to the batch-type furnace
for firing enamelware, or smelting enamel
glass. Ewan. Dict.

conveyors adapted by portable or hinged
mounting for use in loading bulk materials
into boxcars. Some types operate at high
speeds and throw the materiels to the ends

thracite and bituminot.s coal mining, one
who loads coal into railroad boxcars by

Lonc.
box-thread bit. A bit having threads on the
inside of the upper end or shank of the bit
by means of which the bit may be coupled
to a reaming shell, core barrel, or drill rod.

box to box. The two internal-threaded ends
of a sub, coupling% or tubular connector

box furnace. a. A furnace in which, periodically, a load of ware is introduced,
fired, and removed. ASTM C286-65. b.

box girder. A hollow steel beam with a square
or rectangular cross section. Nichols.

of the car. ASA MH4,1-1958. b. In an-

flattened in form and generally a little
larger than the fist. Some enclose fossil

crete framework. Ham.

on all four sides, as the result of the zigzag
course of the canyon. Fay,

boxcar loader. a. Any of several types of

than ground sluicing. Nelson.

box stones. Eng. Masses of brown ferruginous or phosphatic sandstone, rounded or

box frame construction. A modern method

box canyon. A canyon from the bottom of
which four almost vertical walls appear

for conveying placer sand. The gold or
heavy minerals settle at the bottom. The
method is cleaner and requires less water

be a number of revolving screw shafts.
Dodd.
box filling. The use of metal trays, instead

box bottoms. Leic. Thc small coal or slack
produced by breakage in transit underg:ound, and by sorting at the surface, Fay.
box caisson. A large box of steel or concrete
with an open top, built on shore and

launched into a river or seaway to be

Box's formula. a. In hydraulics, the increased
head (he) needed to overcome fluid friction in delivering G gallons per minute
over L yards through a pipe of diameter D
GI
(inches) is: lit = ----. Pryor, 3, b. See
(3 D)'
friction loss, b,
box shear test. See shear box test. Ham.
box sluice. An open wooden channel or flume

by slabs and wooden pegs. Zern. b. Continuing a fillet weld around a corner as an
extension of the principal weld. Also called

an end return, ASM Gloss.
boxing-In. A mcthod of setting in a kiln so
that, for example, special refractory shapes

can be fired without being stressed and
deformed; also known as pocket setting.
Dudd.
boxing up. Packing ballast under sleepers to
raise a track which has subsided. Ham,
box klin. A relatively small industrial kiln
of boxlike shape and intermittent in operation. Dodd,

box loader. In the quarry industry, one who
loads brokcn rock into a large box, placed

piece. See also box, I. Long.

threaded ends of a sub, coupling, or tubular connector piece. Long.
box-type bit. Synonym for box-threaded bit.
Long.

Usually found on the ceilings of caves.

See also limonite boxwork.
boxwork texture. A texture showing a porous
aggregate with plates or septa which intersect ar. various angles leaving open boxlike
spaces. Schieferdecker.
hoydite. Local name for probertite. English.

Boyle's law. States that at a constant temperature, the volume of a gas varies inversely as the absolute pressure while the
density varies directly as the pressure,
(That is, if the pressure on a gas is doubled the density is also doubled, but the
volume is decreased to one-half of the
original volume.) H&C.
boylom. Staff, A bluish iron ore, See also
boilum. Arkell.

Boylston's reagent. A 5 percent solution of
nitric acid in absolute ethyl or methyl alcohol, used for the general etching of normal

on a small truck running on a narrow
gauge track, to be hoisted out of the
quarry pit. Also called grouter; rock

carbon steels. Osboinc.
Bozsin box. A box, with heat-insulated walls,

box dam. A cofferdam which completely surrov ids a given arca. Ham,

boxmaker. See boxer. D.O.T. I.
box metal. A brass, bronze, or antifriction
alloy used for the journal boxes of axles

ware through a vitreous-enameling fur-

rectangular in section. Ham.
boxed off. Inclosed or protected by a wooden
pipe or partition. Fay,

box pile. A steel pile made frim a pair of

Nelson,

box drain. A small brick or concrete drain,

boxer. In the stonework industry, one who

cleans and crates finished monumental and
building granite and marble for shipping.
Also called boxmaker. D.O.T. 1.
boxes. a. Penne, Wooden partitions for con-

loader. D.O.T.

or shafting. Fay,

steel sheet piles, channels, angle sections,
or rolled steel joists welded along their
lines of contact. Ham.
box scraper. See scraper. Lewis, p. 198,
box sextant. A compact type of sextant contained in a small metal box. Ham.
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containing a temperature recorder; it was
designed b)7 M. Bozsin to travel with the
nace. Dodd.

bp Abbreviation for boiling point. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 58.
BP Abbreviation for back pressure. Zimmerman, p. 14.
bpd Abbreviation for barrels per day. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 58.

BPL. Abbreviation for bone phosphate of
lime, the anhydrous calcium phosphate or
tricalcium orthophosphate, Cas(PO4),, in

which form are calculated most determinations of phosphorus in rocks to be used for
making fertilizer. The determination is
made of 13508 and multiplied by the factor
2.184 to convert it to the equivalent BPL.
Hess.

Br Chemical symbol for bromine. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964)
p. B-1.

Brabender Plastograph; Brabender PlastiForder. Trade names ; instruments designed
in the United States to assess the plasticity

of clays and other materials on the basis

of stress measurement during a continuous
shearing process. Dodd.
bracelanite. a. A variety of leucite tephrite,
having the chemical composition of certain
leucitites. Holmes, 1928. b. A dense basaltic
rock with rare phenocrysts and composed

of nearly 50 percent leucite, 8 percent
augite and nepheline, olivine, 4 percent
anorthite, magnetite, and apatite. Johannsen, v. 1, 9d, 1939, pp. 245-246.

Corn. The mouth of a shaft.
Webster 2d. b. A rigid piece, as of timber,

brace. a.

to hold something, as parts of a frame,
firmly in place; especially, (1) a framed
diagonal piece in an angle; (2) a strut;
and (3 ) a latent support acting in com-

pression. Standard, 1964. C. Scot. An old
measure of weight. The Hurlet brace was
equal to 4 hundredweight. Fay. d. A platform or landing at the top of a shaft. The

upper brace is the platform built in the
headgear above the shaft collar. Nelson.

e. A timber member in square-set stopes.
Nelson. f. A stiffening member running at
an angle, in the vertical plane, between
two legs of a drill tripod or derrick. Sometimes Improperly used to designate a stiffening member running in a horizontal
plane between two legs of a drill tripod

or derrick, which properly should be called
a grit. Long. g. A small handtool to which
may be attached a metal- or wood-boring

bit and by means of which the attached
bit may be rotated. Long. h. To shore up,

or to strengthen with planks Cr heavy timber. Long.

brace head. a. A cross handle attached at

the top of a column of drill rods by means

of which the rods and attached bit are
turned after each drop in chop-and-wash

operations while sinking a borehole arough
overburden. Also called brace key. Long.

b. A long handle used to turn C.se drill
string in percussive drilling, Also called
tiller. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3. c. An appliance for giving the blows to the chisel in

hand boring. It may consist of two arms
(single type) or four arms (double type)
made of oak or ash 21/2 to 314 feet in
length and secured together by bolts at

the center. Two or more men hold the
arms, lift and drop the rods and chisel

and while doing so gradually move around
in a circle to prevent the chisel from jam-

ming and to cut a circular hole. See also
hand boring. Nelson.
brace key. Synonym for brace head. Long.
brachiopods. The predominant bivalve shellfish of the Paleozoic, but they are still rep-

resented by modern species. Mason, v. I,
p. 26.

brachy SAIL The shorter lateral axis in the
crystals of the orthorhombic, monoclinic,
and triclinic systems. Webster 3d.

brachydiagonal. a. Of, or pertaining to the
shorter lateral crystallographic axis in the
orthorhombic and.triclinic system% Standard, 1964. b. The shorter lateral axis.

brake band
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Standard, 1964. c. See brachy axis. Fay.

brachypinacold. A pinacoid parallel to the
vertical axis and the brachydiagonal.
Standard, 1964,

brachypyramid. A pyramid, the intercept of
which on the brachyaxis is more than 1.
Standard, 1964.

brachytypons. In crystallography, comparatively short. Standard, 1964.
bracing. a. Diagonal or horizontal members
used to prevent swaying in conveyor-supporting structures. ASA MH4.1-1958. b.
Eng. See lacing, d. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
brackebuschlte. A black to reddish hydrated
lead-iron-manganese vanadinite, (Pb,Fe,Mni(V0.).1-1,0, crysatllizing in the monoclinic system. Standard, 1964.
Brackelsberg process. A proccss by which fine

ores are moistened with water to which
a binding medium is added and the wet
mass, without any heating, is rotated in a
drum till it forms into spherical lumps of
varying size. The moisture is then dried
out by evaporation and the product remains in the form of hard and very porous
balls of ore which are of great reducibility
as compared with sintercd ore or briquettes.
Osborne.

bracken glass. Old English glassware made
from a batch in which the ash from burnt
bracken supplied the necessary alkali. Dodd.

bracket. A platform over a shaft entrance.
Standard, 1964.
brackish water. Water in which salinity values

range from approximately 0.50 to 17.00

parts per thousand (960). Hy.
Bracklesham beds. Pale-colored clays intermingled with glauconite sand occurring in

parts of Southern England and worked

for brickmaking to the Southwest of London and near Southampton. Dodd.

brackly stone. Eng. Stone that is brittle,
broken, or full of cracks, Northamptonshire, Arkell.

braddisher. See brattice man. D.O.T. 1.
braddish man. See bra ttice man. .D.O.T. 1.

bradenhead. In oil-well drilling, an iron or

steel head screwed into the top of the

casing. The inner pipe projects up through
it .-ad is packed with some pliable substance, preferably rubber. The bradenhead
is used to confine gas between the tubing
and casing, or between tl.vo strings of casing, and has an outlet through which gas
may be piped away. More commonly called
stuffing-box casing head. Fay.
bradenhead gas. In oil wells, natural gas inclosed or confined by a bradenhead. It ap-

plies to all the gas that lies above the oil
and through which the drill must go to
reach thy lower and more profitable oil
sands. Fa a.

Bradford Waken A machine which combines
coal crushing and screening. It consists of
a revolving cylindrical screen 8 to 14 feet

in diameter and 15 to 22 feet in length.
It breaks the coal by gravity impact, which
on reaching the desired size, is discharged

through the plates. It can deal with ranof-mine coal up to 12 inches at a rate of

500 to 600 tons per hour, to give a product
size of below 1 Va inches, or accorcling to

the screen plates used. See also breaker;
screen. Nelson.

Bradfordlan. Uppermost Devonian, may be
transitional to Mississippian. A.G.1. Sapp.
Bradford preferential separation process. A
flotation process for the treatment of mixed
sulfides, in which certain mineral salts are

added such as thio3ulfates, to the water
used in the flotation cells. The addition of

the salt causes the zinc sulfide to be wetted
while the lead sulfide and pyrite float. The

separation of the zinc mineral from the

gangue is effected later. Fay.
bradleyite. A double salt of sodium phosphate
and magnesium carbonate, Na1P0.-MgC0s,

as very fine-grained material in saline oil
shale from Wyoming. Spencer 16, M.M.,
1943.

bradyseism. Slow movement of the ground
especially recognizable by an upheaval,
subsidence, or a shifting of shoreline.
Schieterdecker.

brae. a. Scot. A hillside, a slope, a bank,
a hill. Fay. b. Scot. An inclined roadway,
more commonly used in the compound
form, for example, pulley brae, cuddy brae.

Fay. c. Insufficiently charred wood, as in

charcoal burning. Standard, 1964.
Bragg angle. In crystallography, an identifying angle measured by placing crystals in
narrow X-ray beam, when its lattice layers
reflect the incidcnt ray on to photographic
plate. This produccs series of lines Nh=2d
sin 6. 6 is the glancing angle, d the spacing
apart of atomic or lattice planes, and h the
wavelength. n is the basic reflection. Pryor, 3.
braggite. A steel-gray 3ulfide of platinum and

palladium, (Pt,Pd,Ni)S, with 3 to 5 percent nickel. Tetragonal; minute grains.

Found in concentrates from the Bushveld
norite of the Transvaal, South Africa. This
is the first mineral to be discovered by

X-ray methods. English.
braided sling. A sling consisting of eight separate ropes plaited in pairs to form a braid.
Ham.
braided stream. a. A stream flowing in several dividing and reuniting channels resem-

bling the strands of a braid, the cause of

division being the obstruction by sediment
deposited by the stream. A.G.I. b. Where
more sediment is being brought to any part
of a stream than it can remove, the building of bars becomes excessive, and thy:
stream develops an intricate network of
interlacing channels. See also anastomosing, a. A.G.I.
braird. Scot. To increase the hcight of the
holding or undercutting. Fay.

brairding. Scot. Thc height of holing or
undercutting at front, Fay.
brait. A rough diamond. Fay.
braize. A variant of breeze. The dust of char-

coal which accumulates around the furnaces of charcoal works; coal dust; coke
dust. Fay.
brake. a. A device, either hand- or poweroperated, for applying resistance to the

drum or pulley and thus controls the move-

ment of mine cars or cages. A common
form is a brakeshoe, lined with friction

material, which is applied to the surface of
a wheel or drum, and thus retards or even
stops its movement. See also winder brake.
Nelson. b. Eng. A stout, wooden lever

to which boring rods are attached, It is
worked by one or morr men. Fay. c. N.
Staff. To lower trams on dips by means

of a wheel and rope. Fay. d. A device (as
a block or band applied, to the rim of a
whee' 1 to arrest the motion of a vehicle,
a machine, or other mechanism and usually
employing some form of friction. Webster

3d e. A device for slowing, stopping, and
holding an object. Nichols.

brake-and-stope feeder. One that utilizes a

brake-and-stope mechanism to effect separation and delivery of objects. ASA M114.11958.
brake band. The flexible steel-ribbon part of

a band brake. Sec also band brake. Long.
brake beam. A horizontal beam or rod on
a wagon or railroad car that operates the
brakeshoes. Webster 3d.

brake block. a. A device for checking by

friction the speed of a rope (as in a hoist).

Webster 3d. b. The part of a brake that

holds the shoe. Webster 3d.
brake brow.

brass
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brake band

Eng. A self-acting incline.

SM1?B, Paper No. 61.

brakedrum. A rotating cylinder with a machined inner or outer sur;ace upon which
a brake band or brakeshoe presses. Nichols.

brake hanger. One cl the bars or links Ms-,
pending a brake beam. Webster 3d.
brake holder. See brakeman. D.O.T. 1.
brake horsepower. a. The power of an engine
or other motor as calculated from the force
exerted on a friction brake or absorption
dynamometer applied to the flywheel or
the shaft. Webster 3d. b. Actual power out-

brake wheel. a. A hand wheel for operating
a brake, as on a vehicle. Webster 2d. b. A
wheel or pulley on which a friction brake
acts. Webster 2d. c. A heavy wheel provided with cams for controlling the movement of a triphammer. Webster 2d.
braking. N. of Eng. Working a winding engine. !Rios.

braking distance; stopping distance. The distance the train will travel after the appli-

cation of the brakes. It depends on the

speed, the weight of locomotive and train,
and the gradient. Sinclair, V, p. 226.

brale. A diamond penetrator of

specified

spheroconical shape used with a Rockwell
hardness tester for hard metals. This penetrator is used for the A, C, D, and N scales.
ASM Gloss.

put delivered by the crankshaft of an
engine. It is equal to the theoretical or

brammallite. A micaceous minera: differing
from Mite because it contains soda in excess of potash. Found in crevices in coal
measure shales from Llandebie, South
Wales. Also called sodium-illite. Spencer

mechanical efficiency. Abbreviation, bhp.

brances. See brass-3, a. Fay.

indicated horsepower multiplied by the
Brant ly, 2.

brake incline. a. An inclir e in which the full
trucks descend by gray ty and pull up the
empty ones. C.T.D. See also gravity haulage. b. Gravity plane, Pryor, 3.
brake-lining finisher. In the asbestos products
industry, one who performs the finishing
operation on asbestos lining stock. D.O.T.
brake linings. See friction elements. Dodd.

/.

brake magnet. One that (1) induces eddy
currents in a rotating drum, and (2) mag-

netically applies a friction load. Pryor, 3.
brakeman. a. One who attends to a brake or
brakes, as on a railroad car. Standard,

1964. b. Eng. The man in charge of a
winding (hoisting) engine for a mine.
Brakeman is usually used in the United
States; brakesman is the British usage, The
man in charge of hoisting engines, especially in the United States, is usually called
a hoisting engineer. Fay. c. In mining, a

laborer who rides on trains on trips of cars
hauled by locomotive or hoisting cable or
chain, and ',mists in their transportation to
surface of shaft bottom for hoisting; operates or throws switches; couples and uncouples cars, or attaches and detaches cars
to and from the cable; opens and closes
ventilation doors in mates; directs movement of the train by signaling motorman.
May be designated according to type of
hauling machine, as dinkey operator helper.

Also called brake holder; car rider; con-

ductor; dukey rider ; gang rider; motorman

helper; nipper; patcher; rider; rope conductor; rope rider; set rider; snapper; tailend rider; trailer; traits conductor; trainman; transfer car helper; trip rider; tub
rider, D.O.T. 1,

hrakepower. See brake horsepower. Fay.

brakeshoe. a. A wooden block or asbestosimpregnated lining attached to the surface
of a handbrake brought to bear on a flat
projecting surface on a hoisting drum, capstan, or wheel. See also band brake. Long.
b. A stationary portion of the brake capable
of being pressed against the brakedrum for
stopping the wheel. Shell Oil Co.

brake sieve. A jigger, operated by a hand
lever. Fay.
brakesman. Eng. See brakeman, b. Fay.

brake 'Ad?. Eng. See brake, b; break staff.
Fay.

brake stick. A stick of wood to provide leverage in operating the brake wheel of a railroad car. Bureau of Mines Stall.

16, M,M., 1953.

branch. a. Sons, An underground road or
heading driven in coal measures. Fay.
b. An underground roadway turned from
a level, etc. Fay. c. Com. A small vein
departing from the main load, and in
some cases returning. Fay. d. A turnout

where miners congregate to wait for empty
cars. In mines whcre the seams lie flat, a
spur track into a chamber from the gang-

,ay or heading. Korson. e, A

borehole

drilled at an angle diverging from a previously drilled borehole. See also wedging.
Long. f. An underground working place
or passageway leading away from a major
work area or main passageway. Long. g. In

ventilation surveys, a road between two
junctions. Roberts, I, p. 296. h. Part of a

See also manifold. Strock, 3.
branchwork. A branched system of cave passages in one level. Schieferdecker.

brandbergite. A granular igneous rock (described as aplitic) with aggregates of
biotite, minor arf vedsonite, and large orthoclase twins in a finc. grained micropagmatitic groundmass. bhannsen, v. 1, 2d,
1939, p. 245.

brandisite. A leek-green to dark green brittle
mica, 7Hs0.7Ca0.16Mg0.12A1,0r9Si02;

Mohs' hardness, 5; specific gravity, 3.0;
closely related to seybertite and xanthophyllite; occurs as monoclinic hexagonal-

shaped prisms in metamorphosed limestone.
Dana 6d, pp. 636, 638, 639.

brandric. 'T`erb. An iron guide at the foot
of a pump to make the chain enter and
prevent wearing. Fay.

brands. The leading (usually primary) producers of metallic antimony, copper, lead,

tin, and z:nc register their products

in

terms which show class, quality, or other
specified standard of interest to a purchaser. Pryor, 3.
brandschiefer. Ger. Oil shale. Tomkeieff,
1954.

brannerite. A complex, black, opaque titanate

of uranium and other elements in which

the weight of uran'um exceeds that of

titanium. Except for pitchblende, it is the
most radioactive opaque mineral known.

It contains approximately 43.8 percent

uranium oxides, 39 percent titanium oxide,
3.9 percent yttria earths, 4.1 percent thoria,
and small quantities of several other oxides.
Found in the placers of Stanley Basin,
Idaho. A monoclinic mineral, possibly
(U,Ca,Fe,Y,Th),TisOse; generally altered
externally and internally to brown, yellowbrown, and olive-green. Fay; Crosby, pp.
10-1

.

ventilation circuit from which no splits are
made. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2. i. The outlet or inlet of a fitting not in line with the

Brard's process. A method of testing the
weathering properties of stone by boiling
a sample in a solution of sodium sulfate

Strock, 3. j. In petrology, a subdivision of
an igneous rock series. A.G.I. SuPP.

rescence of the salt is a measure of the

run, but which may make any

angle.

and then allowing it to dry in thc air. The
amount of disintegratinn due to the effilo-

branch ell. a. Designates an elbow having a
back outlet in line with one of the outlets
of the run. Also called a heal outlet elbow.
Strock, 3. b. Incorrectly used to designate
side outlet or back outlet elbow. Strock, 3,

rock's resistance to weathering. Hess.
brash. a. A mass of loose or broken fragments
of rocks resulting from weathering or disintegration on the spot. Fay. b. Brittle. Fay.
brash ice. Small fragments of sea or river ice
less than 6 feet in diameter. Hy.
brashings. Brittle shale (the coal miner's
"slate") interbedded with thin coalbeds;

branch fault. A minor fault that branches
from a larger fault. Stokes and Varnes,

western Maryln id. Also called rashings;

branch COW. Term used among British miners

for cannel coal interstratified with bituminous coal. Tomkeiell, 1954,

1955.

branch headings. Headings which are turned
off the main level at intervals for development purposes. They may proceed to the

rise or chp and are adopted in longwall
and pillar methods of working. See also
opcning out. Nelson.

branch hole. See branch, c. Long.
branching. See deflecting. Long.
branching veins. Veins extending from the
main vein either into the hanging wall or
the footwall. Lewis, p. 411.
branchite. A variety of hydrocarbon found in
lignite. According to Hintz it is identical
with hartite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
branch maker. See junction maker. D.O.T. 1.

branch rattler. Term used among British
miners for an impure cannel coal, T ontkeisll, 1954.

branch rope. Aust. A district rope, used for
hauling skips in one section of a coal mine.

Hess,

branch tee. A tee having many side branches.
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also, the roof of the Pittsburgh coal in

wild coal. Hess.
brashy. Same as brs.sh. Webster 3d.

brasgue. Fr. A paste made by mixing pow-

dered chardal, coal, or coke with clay,

molasses, tar, or other suitable substance.
Used for lining hearths, crucibles, etc. Also
called steep. Webster 24.

brasgued andble. A crucible lined with
charcoal or lampblack, and used for the
reduction of oxides of metals to the metallic state. The crucible is prepared by ramming it full of lampblack or chas coal, and

then excavating a portion of its contents
and peisshing the lining with a \burnisher.

Fay.

bruguelng. A process sometimes used for the

preparation of the interior of a fireclay

crucible prior to its use as a container for
molten metal. The crucible is lined with
a carbonaceous mixture, it is then covered
with a lid and heated to redness. Dodd.
brass. Primarily an alloy of copner and zinc,
but other elements such as aluminum, iron,

manganese, nickel, tin, and lead are frequently added. C.T.D. See also brasses.

brassage. The minting fee for coining; now
commonly called seigniorage. Hess.

brass balls. Nodular pyrite. Fay.
brass binder. Corn. A thin pyritous grit. Fay.
brassel; brassil; brazil; brazzle. Mincrs' term
for iron pyrites; applied to coal scams containing pyrites. Also used for hard nodules
elsewhere, as at the base of the Tottcrnhoc
stonc, and sometimes applied to the Tot-

tcrnhoc stone itself or othcr hard rock
bands. Compare ratchel; raddlc ; rubble.
Arkell.

brasses. a. Term used among British miners

for iron pyrites found in coal and other
strata, as well as for pyritous coal Tomkeieff , 1954. Also called brass; brassyn;
brazil. h. Mineral impurities in coal, of

proofing material, for temporarily forcing
the air into the face of a breast or heading ;
also uscd in place of doors oa gangways;
then known as "sheets". Fay.

brattice man. In mining, one who builds
doors and bratticcs (ventilation walls or
partitions in undergroui,d passageways) of

canvas or wood by rough carpentry, or

erects by rough masonry or cement work,
partitions of stone, brick, or concrete to
control proper circulation of air through
passageways and to working places. Also
called airman ; braddisher; braddish man;
canvasman; doorman; ventilation man.
D.O.T, 1.

brattice road. A road through the goaf supported by chocks or timber packs. Foy.
brattke sheeting. A curtain or screen of flex-

consisting

ible material used to direct or control the
flow of ventilating air. Also called brattice

mainly of iron sulfides B.S. 3323, 1960.

brattke trick. Aust. A trick played on in-

yellow

metallic

appearance,

Brazil twin
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brass

c. Fitting!. of brass in bearing blocks. etc.,
for diminishing the friction of revolving
journals that rest upon them. Fay.
brassfounder's disease. A disease affecting the
general system, characterized by chronic
poisoning from inhalation of metallic
fumes, with symptoms like thosc of malarial fever. Standard, 1964.
brass furnace. One of two kinds of furnaces

for thc making and founding of brass,
such as (1) a reverberatory furnace for
large quantities of the alloy, or (2) a crucible furnace for small quantities. Fay.

brass ore. a. An early name for a mixture of
spahlcrite and chalcopyrite. Hess. b. Synonym for aurichalcite, a basic carbonatc
of copper and zinc. Hey 2d, 1955.

cloth; sheets. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

spectors whcn measuring the air in a mine,
the quantity of air being reduced in some
riistricts below its normal amount, in order
to increase it in the district being tested.

Usually effected by placing a piece of
brattice cloth across one of thc return
airways. Fay.

brattice up. See bratticc, d. Hess.

hrattice wall. Thc bratticed side of an air
course ot roadway. Fay.

bratticing; brattishing. A partition in a minc
to form an air passage. Fay.
brattish. A variation of bratticc. Fay.
braunite. A somcwhat variable manganese
silicate, approximately 3MnsaMnSia.
Sanford.

brass powder. a. A pulverized mixturc of
copper fillings and ocher. Standard 196'4.

braunkohle. Gcr. Brown coal. Hess.
bravaisite. A clay mineral containing mag-

brass rod. A drill rod made entirely of a

of doubtful structure; it has variously been

b. Pulverized brass fillings. Standard,

l'

4.

nonmagnetic alloy consisting essentially of
copper and zinc in variable proportions.
See also nonmagnetic rod. Long.
brassy bed. Eng. A bed in the Purbeck stone.
Arkell.
brassy top. Aust. The top part of the Greta
coal scam, in which there arc large quantities of sulfide of iron. Fay.
brassyn. See brasses. Tomkeieff, 1954.
brat COW. Thin seam of impure coal usually
containing carbonates and pyrites and fre-

nesium and potassium (Mg and K) and

stated to be a mixture of kaolinite and

illite or of montmorillonitc and illite. Dodd.
The 14 frammorks on
which crystals arc built. Hurlbut.
Bravais law. See Bravais rule. Pryor, 3.
Bravais lattices.

Bravais rule; Bravais law. In a crystal, the

faces which occur niost frequently and are
best developed conform to the lattice
planes with thc highest reticular density.
Pryor, 3.

coal, Scotland and North England. Prob-

bravoite. Yellow, paler than pyrite, of which
it is a highly nickeliferous sariety (18 percent nickel). Possibly (Fe,Ni)Ss; isomctric

brattice. a. A board of plank lining, or other
partition, in any mine passagc to confinc
thc air and force it into the working places.

braze. To solder with bras: or edler hard

quently found at thc roof of a scam

of

ably mcans rubbish coal. Arkell.

Its object is to keep thc intake air from
finding its way by a short route into the

(?). Grains and crystal fragments, disseminated through vanadium ores, Possibly
a mixture. From Minasragra, Peru; Mcch; Dana 17.
crnich, Germany.
alloys. Nichols.

return airway. Temporary brattices arc
often made of cloth. Also spelled brettice;
brcttis; brattish. See also brattice cloth.

braze-jointed. United by a brazed joint or

wood sometimes like a large chock, and

measured had orc in this dish. It had a
capacity of 8 quarts. and was chained at

Fay. b. Mid. A built-up pillar or cord-

serving a similar purpose. Fay. c. Planking
to support a wall or roof. Webster 2d. d.

To provide with a bratticc for separation
or support; often used with up. Webster
2d. c. An airtight partition in a mine
shaft to separate intake from return air.

Also called screen. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
f. Uscd as jumpers fur removing gas from
a roof cavity. Nelson. g. Ver.tilating partition, usually of tarred cloth, uscd to move

joints. Webster 2d.

brazen dish. Eng. The brass gage, or standard, used in thc Low Peak district, Derbyshire, about 1,500. The miners formerly

a certain public place. Fay.
braze welding. Welding in which a groove,
fil.let, plug, or slot weld is made using a
nonferrous filler metal having a melting

point lower than that of the base metal
but higher than 800° F The filler metal
is not distributed by capillarity. ASM
Gloss,

workings. Pryor, 3.

brazier. a. A large pan or tray for holding
burning charcoal, coal, etc. Haggar. b.

used to erect a brattice, &CI. b. A heavy
canvas, often covered with somc watcr-

brazil. Iron pyrites; also, coal containing
much pyritcs. Webster 3d. See also brass;

air through gassy or dusty underground

brattice cloth. a. Fire-resistant canvas or duck

One who works in brass. Webster 3d.

264. 972 0-68-10
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brassel; brasses.

Brazilian aquamarine. a. A greenish topaz.

Shipley. b. Aquamarine from various gembearing districts of Minas Geracs, Brazil.
Many arc of very large size, but until the
discovery of the process of heat treatment
to improve color, were not as fine blue as
Madagascar aquamarine. Shipley.
Brazilian cat's-eye. Chrysoberyl cat's cyc from
Minas Geracs, Brazil. It is inferior to
Ceylon cat's-eye, in that cat's-eye formerly
found in Ceylon was less translucent and

more gray brown to yellowish. Shipley.
Brazilian chrysoberyl. Chrysoberyl from near

Minas Novas, Brazil. It is often of large

and
Shipley.
size

finest

greenish-yellow

color,

Brazilian chrysolite. A jeweler's namc for
yellowish-green tourmaline, cut as a gem.
Fay.

Brazilian diamond. a. Rock crystal from
Brazil. Shipley. b. A tradc term for gem
diamonds from Brazil, which are in general
of

better color than those from South

Africa. Shipley.

Brazilian emerald. a, Green tourmaline. Shipley. b. A light yellowish-green beryl from
Bahia and Minas Geracs, Brazil. The one

from Bahia is probably too light to bc

gemmologically classed as emerald; specific gravity, 2.67 to 2.72. Shipley.

Brazilian gems. Include chrysolite, yellowgreen tourmaline; emerald, green tourmaline; ruby, rose spinel; and sapphire,
blue tourmaline. Pryor, 3.
brazilianite; brasilianite; brasilianita. Hydrous phosphate of aluminum and sodium,
Al3Na( Po,),(OH),, as yellow-green monoclinic crystals of gem quality, from Brazil.
Named from the locality. (Not the brazilianitc of J. Mawc, 1818 ( =wavellite).
Spencer 17, M.M., 1946.
Brazilian onyx. An incorrect trade tcrm for
onyx marble of superior color, from Argcntina. Shipley.
Brazlian pebble. A colorless transparent

quartz, such as is used for optical purposes. Fay.

Brazilian peridot. Green crystals obtained
from Brazil, having the typical color of
peridot (olivine) ; they are probably specimens of chrysoberyl. C.M.D.
Brazilian ruby. A light rose-red spincl, or a
topaz approaching a red color. Fay.

Brazilian sapphire. A blue variety of tourmaline. Fay.

Brazilian test; indirect test. A method for
thc determination of thc tensile strength
of rock, concrete, ceramic, or othcr material by applying a load vertically at the
highest point of a test cylinder or disk
(thc axis of which is horizontal), which
is itself supported on a horizontal plane.
The method was first used in Brazil for
testing of concrete rollers on which an old

church was being moved to a new site.
Compare brittle-ring tcst. Dodd.

Brazilian topaz. True topaz varying in color

from pure white to blue and yellow;
mincd chiefly in the state of Minas Ge-

rais Brazil. C.I.D.
brazilite. A variety of baddeleyite, Bureau of
Mines Staff.
brazilly coal. Coal rich in pyrites. Tomkeieff,
1954.

Brazil twin. A type of twin found in quartz
in which the two crystalline individuals
arc of opposite kinds, onc bcing righthandcd, the other left-handed, with a face
of the trigonal prism of the second order
as twinning plane. Since one is not de-

dyable from the other by any rotation,
there is no twinning axis. Hess.

brazing. joining metals by flowing a thin
layer, capillary thickness, of nonferrous
filler metal into the space between them.
Bonding results from the intimate contact
produced by the dissolution of a small
amount of base metal in the molten filler
metal, without fusion of the base metal.
Sometimes the filler metal is put in place

as a thin solid sheet or as a clad layer,
and tile composite is heated as in furnace

brazing. The term brazing is used where
the temperature exceeds some arbitrary
value, such as 800° F; the term soldering
is used for t(!mperatures lower than the
arbitrary values. ASM Gloss.

brazinga alloy. The same as brazing finer
metal. ASM Gloss.
brazing filler metal. A nonferrous filler metal

used in brazing and braze welding. liSM
Gloss.

brazing sheet. Brazing filler metal in sheet
form or flat-rolled metal clad with brazing filler metal on one or both sides. ASM
Gloss.

brazing solders. Alloys used for brazing. They

include copper zinc (50 to 55 percent
copper), copper-zinc-silver (16 to 52 perceot copper, 4 to 38 percent zinc, and 10

to 80 percent 3ilver),

also nidtel-silver

alloys. C.T.D.
brea. A viscous asphalt formed by thc evaporation of petroleum from oil seeps;
maltha, or mineral tar. Webster 2d.
breach.

a. An opening made by breaking

down a portion of a solid body, as a wall,

a dike, or a riverbank; a bmak; a gap.
Fay. b. The face of a level or drift. Fay.
c A large cave hole caused y undermining. Kc.rson.

breached anticline. An anticline that has

been more deply eroded in the center;
consequently, erosional scarps face in-

ward toward the center of the anticline.
A.G.I.
breached cone. a. When lava rises in a cinder

cone without an explosion ocurring, the
cone is at once broken through on one
side by the outwelling of the lava near

the ba3c, creating the characteristic horse-

shoe form of the breached cone. A.G,I.

b. A cinder cone in which lava has broken

through the side and carried away the

broken materials. A.G.I.
breaching. The breaking through of a bar.
S chief er(.' eck er.

bread-crust structure. The compact crust

around a spongy center in certain volcanic bombs. Johannsen, v. I, 2d, 1939,
p. 204.

breadth. Eng. A set of coal pillars formed
by rearer workings, North Staffordshire.
Nelson.

break. a. A plane of discontinuity in the coal
scam such as a slip, fracture, or cleat.

The surfaces are in contact or slightly
separated. See also break detector. Nelson.

b. A fracture or crack in the roof beds as

a result of mining operations. See also

induced fractures. Nelson. c. To split into

pieces or smash into parts or fragments
typically by a blow or stress and with
suddenness or violence; to separate; to
burst. Webster 3d. d. Scot. A reducthe day's wage. Fay. c. Can.
Local shear zone within which mines arc
tion a

found. Hoffman. f. A jointing plane in

a coal scam. C.T.D. g. To unscrew, as
rods, casing, drill pipe, etc. Long. h. To
separate core from solid rock at the bot-

breaking capacity
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Brazil twin

torn of a borehole by a tensional pull
applied to the drill string. Long. i. A fault
rupture, fracture, or discontinuity in rock
formations. Long. j. To twist open or
disconnect. Nichols. k. A short rest period. Nichols.

I.

In mineral processing,

optimum mesh of grind (m.o.g.), the
practical size range to which ore is reduced before concentration. Not synonymous with liberation mesh. Prpr, 3.
m. Eng. A fracture in the strata Induced
by the working of the coal. SMRB, Papr
No. 61.

breakage. a. Voluntary or involuntary division of a solid. B.S. 3552, 1962. ,b. Smail
material produced by involuntary brerkage during mechanical handling or processing. B.S. 3552, 1962.

breakage clause. Eng. A clause inserted in
some mining leases providing for an abate-

ment of royalty or allowance on weight
for certain weight of small coal or breakage sent out in every ton of large coal,

for example, 120 pounds in every collier's
ton of 2,640 pounds. Fay.
breakage of coal. See deg/ adation. Nelson,
breakaway chain. A chain that holds a tractor and a towed unit together if the regular fastening opens or breaks. Also called
safety chain. Nichols.

breakback. The fractures caused by the shattering of solid rock ledge back of the
drill holes in which the charge is placed.
Fay.

break circulation. To resume the movement
of drilling fluid

down the drill

pipe,

through the eyes of the bit, and upwa-ds

through the annulus. Brantly, 1.
break detector. A scraper capable of detecting
breaks in a shothole. Nelson.

breakdown. a. Of an emul.ron, the reunion
of the finely dispersed particles and their
separation from the medium which they
form an emulsion. C.T.D. Supp. b. The
sudden passage of current through an insulating materiall as soon as the voltage
exceeds a certa,n definite value called
the breakdown voltage. C.T.D. c. An initial rolling or drawing operation, or a series of such operations, for the purpose
of reducing a casting or extruded shape
prior to the finish reduction to desired
size. ASM Gloss. d. A preliminary press
forging operation. .4SM Gloss. c. Mechanical failure. Pryor, 3 .

breakdown of emulsion. The separation of
an emulsion into its constituents; in a
bituminous emulsion, these arc bitumenand water. Horn.

breakdown voltage. The voltage at which an
insulator or dielectric ruptures; or the
voltage at which ionization and conduction begin in a gas or vapor. H&C.

breaker. a. In anthracite mining, the structure in which the coal is broken, sized,
and cleaned for market. Also known as
coalbreaker. Fay. b. N. of Eng. A large
crack formed in the roof next to the goaf.
Fay. c.

Som. A coal miner or hewer.

Fay. d. In Italy, a collier who wedges
down coal and fills it into cars. Fay. c. A
slight :urrow across a road for drainage
Webster 3d.

f.

In the quarry industry,

one who inserts plug and feathers (wedge

and two metal strips on each tapering
side) in each hole drilled in stone, or along
a channel. Also called ledgeman. D.O.T. I.
g. A machine used for the primary reduc-

tion of coal, ore, or rock. Crushing generally refers to the finer reduction of the
material. Netion. h. A wave breaking into
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foam against the shore. Synonym
breaking wave. Schieferdecker.

for

breaker boss. A foreman who is in charge of
operations in an anthracite breaker where
coal is crushed, sized, and cleaned for
market. D.O.T. 1.

breaker boy. a. Now largely obsolete, formerly a boy employed in the breaker to
pick impurities from the coal. B.C.I. h.
See slate picker, a. D.O.T.].
breaker, castings. See breaker,

sprues.
D.O.T. 1.
breaker engineer. In aNhracite coal mining.
one who operates and maintains a power
unit and mechinery for crushing, sizing,
and cleaning coal in a breaker. D.O.T. 1.
breaker fismd. See slate picker. D.O.T. I.
breaker picker. See slate picker. .C.O.T. 1.
biiaker props. Strong rigid props set along
the sides of roadways, in longwall mining,
to cause the explosives to shear the rock
square with the roadway sides, rather than
allow the force to spread over the waste
arca. See also waste edge support. Nelson.
breaker repairman. In anthracite coal mining, a maintenance mechanic who adjusts
and repairs machinery in a breaker where
coal is

crushed, sized, and cleaned for

market. D.O.T. 1.
breakers. a. The row of drill holes above the

mining holes in a tunnel face. Stauffer.
b. Eng. See hrcrking-off timber. SMRB

Paper No. 61.
breaker, sprees. In the glass manufacturing
industry, one who removes sprucs from
bottom of molded and cast articles and
breaks apart castings, using chisel-shaped
steel mallet. Also called breaker, castings;
crack-off man; knocker-off. D.O.T. 1.

breaker worker. See slate picker. D.O.T. 1.
breaker zone. See surf zone. Schielardeeker.
breakes. Eng. Fissures in old coal workings.
SRe also break, c. Fay.
break-even point. a. Production level at which
total cost equals revenue. Pryor, 3. b.

Value or selling price of ore, metal, or
mined material wWch just balances total
cost of operations; conversely, maximum
unit costs above which there is no profit
at given market values. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

break facets. The triangular facets which
adjoin the girdle of a brilliant cut; the
16 above are called top break facets and

the 16 below, the bottom break facets.
Shipley.
break-in. a. Som. To commence to hole,

that is to undercut a coalbed. Fay; Hess.
b. To start drilling operations with a new

bit by rotating the bit slowly under a

light load for a short period of time before
full speed and load are applied to the bit.

Long, c. To round off sharp corners and
points on a carbon through use and re-

peated resetting in a bit. Long. d. To
operate any new machine at less than full
capacity for a short time. Long.

breaking. a. Eng. The breaking of poor or
dradgy ore by hand with flatirons, called

breaking hammers. Fay. b. Can. The poor
part of ore ready for crushing. Fay. c. Size

reduction of large paritcles. Also called
cracking% B.S. 3552, 1962.

breaking band. Scot. A method of setting
or fixing props in the workings, in lines
running diagonally to the line of the face
or wall. Compare breaking prop. Fay.
breaking capacity. The capacity of a switch,
circuit breaker, or other simIlar device to

break an electric circuit under certain
specified conditions.

breast eyes

breaking-down machine
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breaking-dcwn machine. Eng. A mechanical appliance, worked by compretsed air
or by hydraulic power, for briagha; down

latter a mere laborer's wage until

the coal after holing. Fay.
breaking-down rolls. A rolling mill unit used

for breaking-down operations; a rolling

he

becomes an experienced miner. Fay.

breaking wave. See breaker. A.G.I.
break in lode. A fault. Fay.

break in the reef. Aust. A fault in a

vein.

Hess.

mill used for reducing the sectional dimensions, mainly the thickness, of ingots,
billets, and other rough, semifinished products, as a preliminary step to subsequent
rolling operations. Henderson, p. 273.
breaking ground. a. The breaking and loosening of rock as a preparatory step to its
loading and removal. See also excavation.
Nelson. b. Attrition of ore deposit by hand,
explosive, or mechanical breaking methods

break line. a. The line in which the roof of
a coal mine is expected to break. Fay. b.
The line of complete extraction of coal.
Fay. c. A line roughly following the rear
edges of the pillars that are being drawn

tronsport and treatment. Pryor, 3.
breaking in. N. of Eng. See hcwing. Trist.
breaking-in shot. a. The first borehole fired

a borehole and unscrew them at points
where they are joined by threaded couplings to form lengths that can be stacked

to reduce it to pieces of ore suitable for

in "blasting off the solid" to provide a

or mined. Fay.

breakoff. a. Eng. A short narrow heading
driven from one road to another; a
breakthrough. Fay. b. Derb. An altera-

tion in the vein due to an intrusion of

barren rock, or to a fault. Fay.
breakout. a. To pull drill rods or casing from

Compare

space into which material from subsequent
shots may be thrown. Also called opening

in the drill tripod or derrick,

solid face, the first hole or group of holes

simultaneously.

process enameling, a defect characterized

breaking joint. a. The laying of brick in a
wall so that no two vertical joints in

boendaries. ASTM C286-65.
breakout biuelc. A block of steel made to fit

shot; buster shot. Pay. b. In blasting a

of a round to be fired

See also burn cut. Pryor, 3.

adjacent courses are in alinement. A.R.I.
b. The arrangement of masonry units so
as to prevent continuous vertical joints

in adjacent courses. ACSG.
breaking joints. Unscrewing drill rods, casing, etc., at points where they are joined
by threaded couplings. Compare breakomt,
a. Long.
breaking lag. As applied to electric blasting
caps, the time elapsing between the bridge
wire receiving the firing impulse and the
breaking of the circuit. Fraenkel, v. 3,
At t. 16 ; 10, p. 5.
breaking bad. Stress or tension steadily ap-

plied and just sufficient to break or rupture. W-bster 3d.
breaking-off timbers; breakers; bobby props.
Eng. Props, or props and planks, set to
prevent a charge of explosive spreading,
or set to break the roof off at a prearranged line when withdrawing supports
in the goaf. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

breaking piece. Part of a machine designed
to fail if overloaded, thus providing easily
replaceable safeguard. Pryor, 3.
breaking point. In rock crushers, a deliberate
weak link that yields if excessive strain
toggle,
is developed. May be a scarfed
weak cap bolts on alltman, a shearpin in
drive, or a clutch designed to fail at a
given load. Pryor, 3.
breaking prop. Ark. One of a row of props
of sufficient strength to cause the reek
above the coal ta break and so limit the
area of top brought down by brushing
shot. Compare breaking band. Fay.

breakings. Inferior cres arranged ready for
crushing. Nelson.
breaking strain; breaking strength; breaking

stress. The least load that will break a

rope. These terms are used indiscriminately

to mean the load that will break a rope.
The stress on a rope at the moment of
breaking is the breaking stress, and the
strain or deformation produced in the
material by this stress is the breaking

strain. Zara.
breaking stress. Same as fracture stress, a.
ASM Gloss.
breaking up. Clev. A, system of employment under which a skilled miner engages
an unskilled man, the former paying the

breaking joints. Long. b. An accidental
flow of metal through a hole in a furnace
lining. Bureau of Mines Stall. c. In dry

by an arca of blisters with

well-defined

the squara seatiaat of a drill bit and to

hold it with the rotary table while break-

ing the joint. Porter.
breakout gun. A hydraulic or compressed-air
actuated device attached to breakout tongs
used to couple or uncouple drill rods, drill
pipe, casing, or drivepipe. Also called
makeup gun. Long.
breakout tongs. A heavy wrench, usually me-

chanically astuated, used to couple or
uncouple drill rods, drill pipe, casing, or
drive pipe. Also called makeup tongs.

Compare chain tongs. Long.
break-pressure tank. A series of small open
tanks located at the level of the hydraulic

gradient of a gravity water main in un-

dulating country in order to reduce maximum pre.sure on the main. Ham.
breakrow. A row of timbers erected for the

purpose nf breaking the roof in pillar

mining. Hess.

break staff. The lever for blowing a blacksmith's bellows, or for working bore rods
op and down. Zern.

breakthrough. a. A passage cut through the
pillar to allow the ventilating current to
pass from one room to another. Larger
than a doghole. Also called crosscut;
room crosscut. Fay. b. The point at which
a drill bit leaves the rock and enters either

a natural or a manmade opening. Long.
c. An opening made, either accidentally

or deliberately, between two underground

breakup of matt glaze. The tcrm breakup is
applied more particularly to the glazes
containing rutile used on wall tiles. Some
of the added rutile dissolves in the glaze,
the yellow or brown titanates thus formed
subsequently collecting around the undissolved rutile crystals to give the marbled
effect known as the rutile break or breakup. Dodd.
breakup value. On exhaustion of an ore deposit or cessation of an exploitation, the
value on site of buildings, equipment,
stockpiles, untouched remanants of ore,
concentrates etc., in foundations of plant
and any Ater assets still having value
apart from their original use. Pryor, 3.

breakwater. A structure or contrivance, as
a mole, mound, or wall serving to break
the force of waves and protect a harbor

or anything exposa:1 to the force of the
waves. Fay.

breakway. The running back downslope of
a tram or trams (usually loaded) on an
inclined liaulage plane, due to the breakage of the rope or a coupling. Nelson.

breast. a. The face of a working. Fay b. In
coal mines, a chamber driven in the seam
from the gangway, for the extraction of

coal. Fay. c. In Italy, a Aall in a steep
seam from 12 to 18 yards wide. The stalls
are carried one above another from the

lowest level to the rise. Fay. d. Leic. To
take down or get a buttock (face) of coal
end on. Vey. e. That part of the loedplate
which is back of the crossheads in engines
of the Corliss type. Fay. f. The end, ;n
unmined rock, of an undergroand excavation, sometimes called the face; the vertical end surface of a block. Nelson. g. An

anthracite term for a place where coal
is mined; in the soft coal regions, it is
called a room. B.C.1. h. The side of the
hearth containing the taphole in a blast
furnace; the rammed matarial in which

the taphole is installed in a couple. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
breast-and-pillar. Penna. A system of work-

ing anthracita coal by bords ' 0 yards in
width, with narrow pillars 5 yarids wide
between them, holed through at certain
intervals. The breasts are woo,ad from

the dip to the rise. See also aord-and-

pillar. Fay.
breast auger. An auger supported by a breastplata against the miner's body. Used for
drillin ; holes in soft coal. Fay.
breast board. a. Planking placed between the
last se t of timbers and the face of a gangway cr heading which is in quicksand or
loose ground. Fay. b. The timbur or boards

placed horizontally across the face of an

excavation, or heading, to prevent the

workings. Long. d. In an ion-exchange
column used in leaching, the arrival of
traces of uranium in the final column
during the loading (adsorption) cycle.

inflow of gravel or other loose or flowing
material. Stauffer.
breast lr.sre. Scot. A borehole put in parallel
with the seam, made and kept in Enivance

sec. 2.

tapping water, letting off gas etc. Fay.
breast coal. The face of the Middle or main
layer of coal in a composite seam. Nelson.
breast drill. A small, portable hand drill customarily used by handsetters to drill the
holes in bit blanks in which diamonds are
to be set. '11,e upper end of the drill is
provided with a plate against which the
breast of the operator is pressed to force
the bit into the work. Compare brace, g.
Long.
breast eyes. Lanc. Openings leading from

Pryor, 3. e. See stenton, c. B.S, 3618, 1963,

break thrust. A thrust fault that cuts across
one llmb of a fold. A.G.I.
breakup. a. Eng. An excavation commenced
from the bottom of a tunnel heading and
carried apward, so as to form two interior

faces. Fay. b. Mid. To cut
away and remove the floor of an entry or
other opening. Fay. c. The thawing and

working

breaking of ice on a river or other body
of water with the advent of spring. Fay.
breakup, latest. Latest reported date that
landiast and pack ice begin to disintegrate
prior to final clearance. HeIG.

of a working place, for the purpose of
ascertaining the position of old works,

a working face to the surface. Hess.

breast beads. Natural joints in rock, coal, etc.
Fay.

breast holes. In driving a tunnel, holes blasted
after the bottom cut. Pryor, 3.

breasting. a. N. Staff. A short leading stall,
worked at right angles to and forming the
face of the main levels. Fay. b. A wide
heading or level. Fay. c. Eng. Taking
ore from the face or head of a drift. Fay.
d. In drift mining, breaking down the
gravel underground, and retreating towards the crosscut from which the drifts
were driven. uon Bernewitz. e. Eng. In
Cumberland, a place driven to open out
a longwall face. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

breast machine. A machine used for undercutting coal in which the main frame and
carriage are held stationary by roof jacks
while the cutter frame advances into 'le
kerf during the cutting operation. Since

cuts do not exceed 44 inches along the
face, it is necessary to relocate the machine

several times before the entire face can
be cut. Jones.
breastplate. A slightly curved iron plate fas-

tened to the end of a coal auger tc enable
the miner to press the auger forward with
his body. Fay.

breasts. The sloping parts joining the hearth
of an open-hearth furnace to the furnace
end: below the ports and adjoining brickwork. See t ;so banks. Dodd.

breast stopiaz!. A method of stoping em-

ployed on veins where the dip is not sufli-

cient for the broken ore to be removed
by gravity. The ore remains close to the
working fac ?. and must be loaded into cars

at that point. See also overhand stopping.
Fay.
breast timber. A leaning brace f rom the floor
of an excavation to a wall support. Nichols.

breast wall. a. Eng. A wall built to prevent
the falling of a vertical face cut into the
natural soil. Zern. h. The sidewall of a
glass tank furnace above the tank blocks.
Also called casing wall; casement wall;
jamb wall. Dodd. c. The refractory wall
between the pillars of a glassmaking pot

furnace and in front of the pot. Dodd.
breast wheel. A waterwheel onto which the
water is led at about axle height and

which acts partly hy impulse and partly
by the weight of the descending water
in the buckets. Compare overshot wheel;
undershot wheel. Webster 3d.

breastworker. In the construction industry,
one who works in a tunnel heading.
D.O.T. 1.
brcather. a. Eng. An apparatus enabling a
man to enter and explore underground
workings filled .with noxious gases. Fay
b. A device fitted in the wall cf an explosion-proof compartment, or connected by
piping thereto, which permits relatively
free passage of air through it, but which
will not permit the passage of incendive
sparks or flames in the event of gas ignition
inside the compartment. ASA C42.85:
1956.

breathing. Alternate expansion and contrac-

tion of air in breaks whicit allows fresh
oxygen to be dray n in ard oxidation to
proceed. Sinclair, 1, p. 28?

breathing apparatus. An appliance that enables mine rescuers to work in irrespirable or poisonous gases. It contains a
supply of oxygen and a regenerator which
removes the carbon dioxide exhaled from
the supply. See also Gibbs apparatus;

Proto apparatus; Simbal breathing apparatus; Wrg rescue apparatus. Nelson.
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breast heads

breathing cave. a. A cave in which air

is

alternately blown out and sucked in at the
entrance. Schieferdecker. b. A narrow part

in a passage through which air blows.

Schieferdecker.
breccia. a. It. A fragmental rock, the com-

means clinker, but it may refer to coke
breeze. Taylor,

breeze concrete. A concrete made of 3 parts
coke breeze, 1 part sand, and 1 part portland cement. It has poor fire-resisting
qualities but it is cheap and nails can be
driven into it. Nelson.

ponents of which are angular, and therefore, it is distinguished from a conglomerate in that its components are not waterworn. There are friction or fault breccias,
talus breccias, and eruptive breccias. Fay.
b. Any rock formation essentially composed of uncemented, or loosely con-

breeze oven. a. An oven for the manufacture
of small coke. Fay. b. A furnace designed
to consume breeze or coal duat. Fay.
breezing. Buckwheat anthracite coal or coarse
sand spread on seige before setting of pots.

breccia marble. Any marble composed of

bremsstrahlung. Literally, breaking radiation
in German. Electromagnetic radiation

solidated, small, angular-shaped fragmentsCompare broken ground. Long.

angular fragments. Fay.

brecciated. a. Rock composed of angular

fragments held together in a matrix. It

produces very beautiful rl'eets when
polished. Applied to certe a figures in

marble. Mersereau, 4th, p. 301. b. Fragmental roch, often a sign of favorable ore
conditions. Hoffman. c. Converted into,
resembling, or market' by a breccia. Webster 3d.

brecciated structure. Characterized by agglom-

eration of angular fragments. May be a
primary sedimentary structure related to
desiccation, slump, etc., also produced by

movement and other causes.
Pettijohn.
brecciated texture. A texture s'.owing rock or
tectonic

mineral fragments without notable rounding: the displacement usually is not great.

Schiele) decker.

brecciated vein. A fissure filled with fragments of rock and in the interstices of

which vein maver is deposited. Fay.
bretEgite. The form of calcium orthosilicate
tat is stable from about 8000 to 1,477' C
on heating, presisting down to 670° C on
cooling. See also calcium orthosilicate.
Dodd.
breeching.

a. Mid. Drawing loaded trams
downhill underground. Fay. b. The part
of a harness that passes around the breech

of a draft animal and enables him to
hold back a vehicle. Webster 3d. c. A

ghee...iron or sheet-steel casing at the end
of boilers for conveying the smoke from
the flues to the sraokestack. Webster 3d.
breeder reactor. Usually a reactor that creates more fissionable fuel than it consumes.

In some usages, a reactor that produces
the same kind of fissionable fuel that it
consumes, regardless of the amount. The
additional fissionable material is created
when neutrons are absorbed in fertile
materials. The process in both usages is
known as breeding. See also converter

reactor. L&L.
breeding. See breeder reactor. MIL.
breeding fire. S. Staff. Spontaneous combustion in a mine. See also gob fire, a. Fay.
breeding gain. See breviing ratio. L&L.

breeding ratio. The ratio of the number of
fissionable atoms produced in a breeder

reactor to the number of fissionable atoms

ASTM C162-66.

breithauptite. Nickel antimonide, NiSb. See
also niccolite. Fay.

emitted by charged particles when they

are slowed down by electric fielde in their
passage through matter. L&L.
brenner. Eng. A smelter, an old variant ticrived from the word burn; a burner. Fay.

Brenner gage. An instrument for the nondestructive determination of the thickness
of a coating of various enamel; it depends
on the measurement of the force needed
to pull a pin from contact with the enamel

surface against a known magnetic force

acting behind the base metal. Dodd.
brenston. See brimstone. Fay.

Bretonian. The Upper Cambrian strata of
the Atlantie seaboard of North America
(Cape Breton district) ; of the same age
as the Croixian of central and Western
United States. C.T.D.
Bretonlan orogeny. Post-Devonian diaatrophism. A.G.1. Supp.

Breton pan. Large steel mortar, in which
rolled a heavy steel pestle. Once used in
grinding and amalgamation of gold elm
Pryor, 3.
brettice; brettis. Derb. A crib of timber filled
with slack or waste. Fay.
brettice cloth. See brattice cloth, b. Fay.

brettis way. Derb A road in a coal mine,

supported by brattices built on each side
after the coal has been worked out. See

also Ix atticr c. Fay.
brettys. See british.

breannerite. A variety of magnesite containing iron carbonate; found in Canada,

central Europe, and India. Used in the

manufacture of magnesite bricks. C.T.D.
brevium. Occasional name for protactinium
234 (protoactinium 234) in the uranium
series. C.T.D. SupP. See also uranium Xs.
NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

brewster. Unit of photoelasticity; 1 brewster
is equivalent to a relative retardation cal
10-1"cmgdyn't. N.. led after Sir D. Brewster who, in 1816, demonsZeated that glass
becomes birefringent when stressed. Dodd.
brewsterltc. A silicate mineral belonging to
the tectosilicate group. E.C.T., v. 12, p. 277.

brewsterlinite. A liquid found in cavities in
chrysoberyl, some quartz, and topaz;
thought to be a hydrocarbon. will expand
and fill the cavities under the warmth of
the hand. Hess.

consumed in the reactor. Breeding gain
is the breeding ratio minus 1. See als-)

Brewster's law. The index of refraction of a

breedingstone. Pebbles joined by a sparry

brianchone luster. A luster decoration for

conversion ratio. L&L.

cement. Arkal.
breese. See breeze. Fay.
breeze..a: Coke of small size; the undersize
remanung after separating the smallest
size of graded coke. B.S. 1017, 1960, P. II.

b. Scot. Fine or slack coal. Fay. c. The
dust from coke or coal. Mersereau, 4th,
p. 364. d. An inafinite term that usually

4,
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crystalline substance is equal to the tangent
of its angle of polarization. Pryor, 3.

pottery ware distinguished by the fact that
the reducing agent necessary to form the
thin deposit of metal is incorporated with

the color so that a reducing atmosphere
in the kiln is not needed. The usual proce-

dute is to apply the metal as its resinate

dissolved in an organic solvent. Although
the easiest luster to apply, it is les. durable

than lusters produced in a reducing fire.
Dodd.
Briancon diamond. Quartz crystal from southeastern France, cut in Briancon. Schaller.

brick. a. A molded block of clay or other
material, usually fired and sintered together
to form a coherent mass. The standard
size building brick unit is 81/s X 41/4 X 214

inch, while the standard size firebrick unit

X VA X VA inch. However, many
firebrick consumers now prefer to use: a
9 X 41/2 X 3 inch brick us the standard
unit. A.I.S.I. No. 24. b. A solid masonry
unit of clay or shale, usually formed
while plastic into a rectangular prism and
is

burned or fired in a kiln. ASTM C43-65T.

c. A blocIr of bonded abrasive used for
rubbing down castings, scouring chilled
iron rolls, polishing marble, and work of
like nature. ACSG, 1.963.

brick, alumina; high-alumina brick. A refractory brick of a higher alumina content
than ordinary fire clay brick. It is made
from several alumina materials, such as
diaspore, bauxite kaolin, etc. A large use

of brick of this 'type is in the hot zone
portion of rotary lime, cement, or dolomite kilns as well as in the firing zone
of shaft lime kilns. High-alumina brick
is also used in certain portions of large
boiler settings and in ceramic kilns of
both the continuous and the periodic types;
ir. brief, it finds application under certain

types of conditions where the seevice is
very severe. See also refractories. CCD 6d,
1961.

brick and brick. A method of laying brick so
that the units touch each other with only
enough mortar to fill the surface irregularities. ACSG.
brick ax. A doub:e-enued ax for chopping off
bricks. Standard, 1964.

brickbat. A piece, usually half, of a brick.
Mersereat... 4th, p. 260.

brick bed; brick ledge. a. Eng. Blocks

of

hard stone used for walls. Arkell. b. Eng.
Limestones and shales with pig's dirt or

soft bed, and brick ledge. Arkell.
brick, chemical. See chemical stoneware.
CCD 6d, 1961.

brick clamp. A stack of bricks for burning,
in layers alternating with layers cf breeze,

or fine coal and cinders. See also brickkiln.
Stahdard, 1964.
brick clay. An impure clay: containing iron
and other ingredients. In industry the term
is applied to any clay, loam, or earth suit-

able for the manufacture of is-icks or
coarse pottery. Alse called brick earth.
C.T.D.

brick eoal. Eng. Small, dirty coal suitable
for brickkilns and similar purposes. Fay.

brick coffering. A thick brick lining, formerly

much used in circular shafts as a supyort
and to exclude water. See also coffering.
Nelson.

brick cutter. See brick-cutting machine operator. D.O.T. 1.

briclocutting machine operator. One who
cuts brie. s from column of moist clay,
using power-driven or hand-operated cutting machine. This machine is frequently

operate(' in conjunction With an auger

min and a pug mill, the same worker

tending the operation of all three machines
simultaneously (auger-mill operator; pugmill operator). When cutting tile is knowii
as tile-cutting-machine operator. Also called
brick cutter; cut-off man; tableman.

D.O.T. /.

bridge
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brick drier. An oven for drying green bricks,

so as to prepare them for burning. C.T.D.
brick earth. a. Loam used for making bricks.
A.G.I. SupP. b. Brownish loam consisting

of quartz and flint sand mixed with ferruginous clay. A.G.I. Supp. c. Any mate-

rial of an earthy nature suitable for
making bricks. Most brick earths consist
of an irregular mixture of pure clay with
sand and other ininerals. Nelson.
brickerite. A light-yellowish, colorless, white
arsenate of zinc and calcium, 4Zna3Ca0.-

2AssOs. It was later shown to contain
water and to be identical with austinite.
Minute, prismatic crystals, fibrous (resembling gypsum), and nodular. English.
bricker-up man. In the coke products indus-

try, a laborer who seals beehive oven
doors halfway after coke has been re-

moved by a coke-drawing machine, using
firebricks and loam. D.O.T. 1.
brickfield; brickyard. A field or yard where
bricks are made. Fay.
brick fuel. In Wales, patent fuel; synonym
for briquette. Fay.

bricking. The walling or casing of a shaft.
Fay.

bricking curb. A curb net in a circular shaft
to support the brick walling. Nclson.
brickhig scaffold; waning scaffold. A staging
(a platform suspended in a sinking shaft
on which the masons rtand when building
the brick walling. Sea also sinking and
walling scaffold. Nelson.

brickkiln. a. A structure of unburned brick
built into flues and chambers through
which heat passes from a fire below, burn-

ing the brick. Standard, 1964. b. A permanent structure, having stacks or chimneys, in which unburned bricks are burned

by heat from a central source. Standard,
1964. c. A pile of green bricks arched to
receive underneath the fuel for burning
them. Webster 3d.
bricklayer. a. One who lays firebrick in walls,

arches, a ld partitions of new glass tanks
or furnaces, or rebuilds old tanks from
blue prints or drawings, spreading mortar
on bricks, cutting bricks, and checking
accuracy of wall with level and plumb bob.
Also called furnace repairman. D.O.T. I .

b. One who repairs and rebuilds brickkilns
and fireboxes. Also called brickmason.
D.O.T. 1.

bricklayers' itch. An eruption of the skin of
the hands, from the irritation of lime in
laying bricks. Standard, 1964.

brick machine. An apparatus for molding
bricl,s. Fay.

brick-machine operator. A general term t sed
to to designate worker who operates an
auger mill, brick-cutting machine, pug
mill, or any combination of the three machines (auger-mill operator; brick-cuttingmachine operator; pug-mill opeiator.
D.O.T. 1.
brick-machine
D.O.T. 1.

tender.

Ste takeoff man.

brickmason. See bricklayer. D.O.T. 1.
Brickmaster Pericles& Trademark for magnesium oxide, periclase. Used in the manufacture of refractories. CCD 6d, 1961.
Edck, porcelain. Hard porcelain blocks of
special design, made for the lining of

lighter, and stronger than mahogany, oxblood, or rustic brown, paler than Tuscan

red, redder and deeper than russet tan,
and yellower, lighter, and stronger than

roan. Webster 3d. b. A moderate brown
that is redder, lighter, and stronger than
chestnut brown, bay, coffee, or auburn,
and deeper and slightly redder than toast
brown. Webster 3d.

br:ck saw. A mechanically driven abrasive
disk used for cutting brick. ACSG, 1963.
brick scratchers. A wire comb used for texturing brick as they are extruded in a
column. ACSG, 1963.

brick setter. See setter. D.O.T. 1.
brick sorter. See sorter. D.O.T. 1.
brickstone. Prot,. Eng. A brick. Fay.
brick walling. A permanent support for circular shafts. On reaching the rockhead,
a firm ledge is prepared to receive the

first bricking curb or ring. The curb

is

iixed correctly with reference to the centerline of the shaft. The bricks are then

built. upwards from the curb, the space
behind beinz firmly packed to the rock
sides with bricks and mortar. Concrete
is replacing brickwork as a shaft lining.

See also permanent shaft support. Nelson.
brickwork. Masonry of brick, either structural
or paving. ACSG, 1963.
brickwork bond. See bond. Bureau ot Mines

Stag.
brickyard. A place where bricks are made
and stored. Standard, 1964.
bridal. Staff. A contrivance used in coal

mining to prevent cars from overturning
upon steep inclined planes having a rise

of 1 foot in 3 or 4 feet. Hess.
bride cake; bright cake. A black highly
carbonaceous slickensided shale with Car-

bonicola shells, in the Adwalton stone or
Flockton thick coal; also, dirty smudgy

coal in the roof of the Stanley Main in
the Snydale-don Pedro area. Tomkeieff,
1954.

bridge. a. A device to measure the resistance

of a wire or other conductor forming a
part of a41 electric circuit. Fay. b. A piece

of timber held above the cap of a set

by blocks and used to facilitate the driving of spiling in soft or running ground.
Fay. c. See air crossing. Fay. d. Eng. A
platform mounted on whels, for covering
the mouth of a shaft when landing coal,

rock, or men at the surface. Fay. e. IDebris

that plugs a borehole at a point above

the bottom. Between the underside of the

bridge and the bottom of the drill hole,

the borehole is free of debris. Long. f. To

deliberately plug a borehole at a point

some distance above its bottom. Long. g. Re-

fers to the overburden used for spanning
lie natural gap between the highwall and
the spoil, when such is required to establish a temporary machine surface standing
area closer to the disposal area than that
provided by the virgin ground. Austin.

h. In an electric blasting cap, the wire
that is heated by electric current so as
to ignite the charge. Nichols. i. Some-

brick press feeder. One who tends power

times, the shunt connection between the
cap wires. Nichols. j. An obstruction in
an oil well. Nelson. k. In a CANT, a rock
slab in its natural position spanning a
passage from wall to wall and inclining

shape. When pressing weathered

a fallen block). Schieferdecker. I. A plankway or elevator used in ironworlung to

enamel-grinding mills. Han.ren.

press used for pressing moist cut brick Into
final

bricks, known as dry-clay-press operator.
Also called power-press feeder. D.O.T. 1.

brick-red. a. A variable color averaging a
moderate reddish-brown that is redder,
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less

than 45° from the horizontal (not

convey fuel or ore to the mouth of a
furnace. Webster 3d. m. A refractory bar,
or member, of fire clay placed across the

surface of the batch in a tank furnace
near the working end to hold back the

bright coal
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bridge
structures. Ham.

bridge wsll. A low separating wall usually
of firebrick 'n a furnace. such a wall in

scum, or gall. Mersereau, 4th, p. 328. n.
The structure formed by the end walls of
the adjacent melter and refiner compartments of a tank and the ce ers spanning

a reverberatory fv.rnace. Webster 3d.
bridge wall cover. Refractory blocks spanning
the space between the bridge walls. ASTM

C162-66.

bridgo wire. The fine platinum wire which

the gap between the endwalls. ASTM

bridge bearing. The support at a bridge pier
carrying the weight of the bridge. It may
be fixed or seated on expansion rollers.
Ham.
bridge break. The time which elapses beween
the application of current and the fusion

harness, mouthpiecL, and noseclip, .corrugated breathing tube? Briggs equalizing

is heated by the passage of an electric
current to ignite the priming charge of

bellows nor rotary blower but depends en-

an electric blasting cap, an electric squib,
or similar devices. Fay.
bridging. a. In crushing

practice, the ob-

taneous blasting caps. Street kerk, p. 44.

pier upon which the bridge bearing is

particles across direction of flow (of rock

of

bridge cup. The highest portion of a bridge
seated. Ham.

bridge conveyor. A conveyor which is sup-

ported at one of by a loading unit and
at the other end by a receiving unit in
such a way as to permit changes in the
position of either end without interrupt-

ing the operation of the loading unit.
NEMA MB1-1961.

bridge cover. See bridge wall cover. ASTM
CI 62-66.
bridged. A borehole plugged by debris lodged
at some point above the bottom of a hole.

The hole may be bridged deliberately by
ir troducing foreign material into the hole
or accidentally by rock fragments sloughing off the sidewalls of the borehole. / ong.

bridge deck. The load-bearing floor of a

b. Formation of arches of keyed or jammed

through aperture or of small particles
through filter pores). Pryor, 3. c. Arching of the charge acrcss the shaft in a

blast furnace or cupola. Bureau of Mines
Staff. d. Premature solidification of metal
across a mold section before the metal below or beyond solidifies. ASM Gloss. e. So-

lidification of slag within the cupola at or
just above the tuyeres. ASV Gloss. f. Welding or mechanical locking of the change in
a downfeed melting or smelting furnace.
ASM Gloss. g. In powder metallury, the
form. Aon of arched cavities in a powder
mass. ASM Gloss. h. Closing of a section
of a drill hole by loose blocks of rock or
by squeezing of plastic shale, etc. Bureau
of Mines Stag.

bridge, carrying and distributing the loads

bridging oxygen. An oxygen ion placed between two silicon ions, for example, in the

to form such decks in prestressed concrete,
welded steel, or aluminum alloy. Ham.

structure of a silicate glass. Dodd.
Bridgman sampler. A mechanical device that
automatically selects two samples as the
ore passes throagh. Fay.
brAlle bar. See bridle rod. Fay.
bridle cable. An anchor cable that is at right
Angles to the line of pull. Nichols.
bridle chains. a. The chains used for supporting the cage from the winding rope. Usu-

to the main beams. The present trend is

bridge operator. One who operates an ore
bridge of the Gantry crane type. Fay.

bridge over. Collapse of well bore around
the drill stem. Williams,

bridge pier. T .ie support for a br;dge, which
may be of masonry, concrete, steel, or timber; it mi.st be erected on a firm bearing

stratum so as to provide the necessary

stability, and therefore sometimes entails
deep excavation. Ham.

bridge rails. Aust. Rails made in the form

of an inverted U, generally in short lengths,

which are light to handle, and can be

brought within easy shoveling distance of
the face. Fay.

bridge the hole. Deliberate plugging of a
borehole at a point seme distance above
the bottom by introduction of some type
of foreign material or a plug. See also,
c and f. Long.

bridge thrust. The horizontal force exerted
by the arch of an arch bridge under load.
This force is resisted by a horizontal reaction at the abutment, or in a bowstring

girder by tension in the tie beam. Ham.
br.dge tramway. Consists of two steel bridge
trusses braced together so as to form between them a runway on which a bucket-

carrying trolley runs. The bridge is carried at or near the ends on steel towers
supported on wheels which operate on
rails running lengthwise of the storage.
The bridge thus spans the area over which

material may be piled, and the length of
this area is limited only by the length of
the track. Either of each end of the bridge
may have a hinged extension that may be
lowered to permit the trolley to run out

over a ship or barge. Pit and Quarry, 53rd,
sec. C, p. 56.
bridge truss. A truss designed to carry bridge
loads, which differ from those in building

deviation. Sinclair, II, p. 243.

Briggs equalizer. This consists of a head

C162-66.

struction of the receiving opening by two
or more pives wedged together, each of
which could easily pass through. Nelson.

the bridge wire when using instan-

similar arrangement of needle and electrodes at the surface and the needle then
reads the deviation and the direction of

ally four chains are used, one for each

corner, and are gathered together at their
upper ends to be connected to a detaching

hook by a spreader plate. The plate is

made large enough to receive the four D
links to which the respective chains are
attached. Nelson. b. Salety chains to support the cage if the shackle should breals,

or to protect a train of cars on a slope
should the shackle or drassbar fail. Fay.

bridle hitch. A connection between a bridle
cable and a cable or sheave block. Nichols.

bridle iron. A strong, flat iron bar 90 bent
as to support, as in a stirrup, one end of
a floor timber, etc., where no sufficient
bearing can be had. Webster 2d.

bridle rod; bridle bar. A steel tie bar used

to join the ends of two point rails

to

hold them to gage in the proper position.
Webster 3d.

bridle rope. A fixed rope supporting a jib or
boom. Ham.

brier. N. of Eng. A beam or girder fixed
across a shaft top. Fay.
brigadesman. Member of a Rand mine rescue

team equipped with Proto breathing apparatus. Pryor, 3.

Briggs clinophone. An instrument used in
measuring borehole deviation which transmits electrical signals, communicating to

the surface the position of a plumb bob
fitted with a needle relative to four elec-

trodes arranged N.S.E. and W., the needle
and electrodes being immersed in the
electrolyte.

Signals are matched with a
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device, 120 feet of reinforced air tubes,
and a strainer and spike. It has neither

tirely on the action of the equalizer for

comfortable respiration. The resistance to
breathing is so low that reasonably hard

work can be done by the wearer over a
period of 2 hours or more. The air sup-

ply tube is attached to the waist by a

strong leather body belt. Mason, v. 1, pp.

327-328.

Briggs stretcher carriage. A stretcher used as
an ambulance trolley in transporting casualties from underground workings. The
stretcher has rests which are supported by
coil and tension springs to protect the par
tient from bumps, and also an adjustable

wheel base which allows the carriage to
be maneuvered around sharp corners or
to remain firm and steady when attached
to the mine haulage system. McAdam, pp
105-106.

bright annealing. Annealing in a protective
medium to prevent discoloration of the
bright surface. ASM Gloss.

bright attritus. A field term to denote the
degree of lubter of attitul coal compared
to the brilliant luster of associated vitrain.
Ccmpare moderately bright attritus; moderately dull attritus; dull attritus. A.G.I.

bright-banded coal. Coal consisting of vitrain
and clarain, more or less durain, and minor

fusain. See also banded coal. Compare
dull-banded coal. A.G.I.

bright cake. See bride cake, Tomkeieff, 1954.
bright-cheay-red heat. Division of the color

scale generally given as about 815° C

(1,499° F). Bureau of Mtnes Staff.
bright coal. a. The constituent of banded coal

which is of a jet black, pitchy appearance, more compact than dull coal, and

breaking with a conchoidal fracture when
viewed macroscopically, and which in
thin section always shows preserved cell
structure of woody plant tissue, either of
stem branch, or root. Same as anthraxylon.
A.G.I. b. A coal composed of anthraxylon
and attritus, in which the translucent

cell-wall degradation matter or tranen.
cent humic matter predominates. A.G.i.
c. A banded coal containing less than 20
percent opaque attritus and more than 5

percent anthraxylon. Compare semisplint
coal,. splint coal. A.G.I. d. A type of
banded coal containing from 100 percent
to 81 percent pure bright ingredients
(vitrain, clarain, and fusain), the remainder consisting of clarodurain and durain.
ComPare semibright coal; intermediate
coal; semidull coal; dull coal. A.G.I. e. An
old mining term for lustrous coal. In 1931,
R. Thiessen defined this coal as being
composed of anthraxylon and attritus in
which the translucent matter predominates and thereby established the concept

of bright coal on a microscopic basis.

In 1948, B. C. Parks and H. J. O'Donnell
provided a quantitative definition based
on microscoptcal examination. According

to their d3finition, bright coal is a type

of banded coal composed microscopically

of more than 5 percent anthraxylon and
less than 20 percent opaque matter, the
measurements being made perpendicular

to the bedding across the entire thin section (2 to 3 centimeters in width). This
coal can consist entirely or in greater part
of anthraxylon; it can also be attrital
providing the content of opaque attritus
remains below 20 percent and the content
of translucent attntus may amount to 95
percent. In the Stopes-Heerlen nomenclature bright coal corresponds to th .; micro-

hthotypes vitrite, clante, and in part to

duroclarite and vitrinertite. Bright coal is
the most abundant of the three types of
coal. It occurs in all banded coals. IHCP,
1963, part I.
bright dip. A solution which produces,
through chemical action, a bright surface
on an immersed metal. ASM Gloss.
brightener. An agent or combination of
agents added to an electroplating bath to
produce a fine-grained lustrous deposit.
ASM Gloss.
brightening. See bfick. Fay.
bright glaze. A colorless or colored ceramic
glaze having high gloss. ASTM C242-60.

bright head. a. York. A smooth parting or
joint in coal; a plane of cleavage. Fay.

b. The principal cleat in coal. Arkell.
brightness; brilliance. The candlepower of a

light source divided by the area of the
source, and expressed in candles per square

inch or candles per square foot. Sinclair,
I, p. 200.
brightness meters. Visual-type portable photometers operated by visual comparison
of brightness. Since they can be calibrated
to indicate the photometric brightness of

mineral that the term brilliant is equivalent
to brilliant-cut diamond in trade parlance.

Erilliant-cut is also used for zivcons and
other stones. The standard brilliant has
58 facets; 33 in the crown and 25 in the
base. Anderson. b. A relatively clear nongem or industrial diamond having smooth
crystal faces that readily reflect light rays.
In a strict sense, brilliant is applied to a
cut gem diamond on which the facets are
so arranged as to refract and reflect the
maximum amount of light. Long.

brilliant-cut. The most popular cut for most
stones; with round girdle outline and usually 58 facets, sometimes less and often

more. See also full-cut brilliant. Shipley.
brimstone. A common name for sulfur. Fay.
brimstone frit. A lead bisilicate frit for glazes
made from 1913 until 1928 by Brimsdown

Lead Works, Middlesex, England. The
batch consisted of litharge, silica, and
Cornish stone. Although the frit contained
64 percent Pb0 its solubility, when tested

by the Home Office method then used,
was only 1 to 2 percent. Dodd.

brindled brick. A building brick made from
a ferruginous clay and partially reduced
at the top firing temperature; it has a high
crushing strength. Dodd.
brine. 1. Water saturated or strongly impregnated with common salt. Webster 3d. b. A
strong saline solution (as of calcium chlo-

the object viewed in the sighting telescope,

ride used in refrigeration). Webster 3d.
c. The water of an ocean, a sea, or a salt
lake. Webster 3d. d. A secondary liquid
cooled by refrigeration and circulated to
heat transfer for absorbing heat from air,

Roberts, II, p. 51.
Brighton emerald. Green bottle glass. Shipley.
bright plate. An electrodeposit that is lustrous
in the as-plated condition. ASM Gloss.
bright range. The range of current densities,

Brine is produced by the evaporation or

they are often called brightness meters.

other conditions being constant, within

which a given bath produces a bright plate.
ASM Gloss.
bright-red heat. Common term usually mean-

ing about a cherry-red heat. See also

cherry-red heat. Bureau of Mines Staff.
bright rope. Rope of any construction, whose
wires have not been galvanized, tinned, or
otherwise coated. Zern.

brights; bright coal. a. Coal which reflects

a large part of incident light, either in a
definite beam or by scattering. Two kinds
of bright coal are distinguished by M.
Stopes vitrain, which reflects an incident
beam in a definhe iirection and consequently appears light or dark according
as the beam is or is not reflected into the
eye; and clarain, which scatters the light
and show a silky :.,ster at whatevor angle
it is viewed. Tomkeieff, 1954. b. A commercial term for the larger sizes of bright

coal. B.S. 3323,1960.
bright sulfur. Crude sulfur free of discoloring
impurities and bright yellow in color. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 903.

bribe. Belg. A local name in Liege for a

coal closely resembling English cannel coal.
Hess.
brilliancy (ok a gemstone). The amount of

light reaching the eye as a result of (1)
reflections from the internal surface of
ftects (called total internal reflection);
and (2) reflections from the external sur-
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water, or other fluid. Strock, 10. e. A concentrated solution, especially of chloride
salts. ASTM STP 1o. 148D. f. Sea water
containing a higher concentration of dissolved salt than that of the ordinary ocean.

freezing of sea water, for, in the !atter
case, the sea ice formed is much less saline

than the initial liquid, leaving the adja-

cent unfrozen water with increased salinity. The liquid remaining after sea water
has been concentrated by evaporation until
salt has crystallized is called bittern. H&G.
g. A saturated solution of a soluble mineral
in water, used either as a nonfreezing
circulation medium or as a circulation
medium, which, being already a saturated
solution, will not dissolve a soluble mineral being cored, such us a salt brine used
as a circulation liquid when coring salt or
potash solution when coring potash. Long.
brine fields. The section of lard under which
quantities of rock salt or natural brine of
usable strength have been discovered and
a well or any number of wells, has been
bored for raising the brine. Kaufman,
p. 148.

Brinell hardness test. A test for determining

the hardness of a material by forcing a

hard steel or carbide ball of specified diameter into it under a specified load. The
result is expressed as the Brinell hardness
number, which is the value obtained by
by dividing the applied load in kilograms
by the surface arza of the resulting impression in square millimeters, ASM Cioss.

Brinell hardness i'.ester. a. In heat treating,
one who determines hardness of pieces of
metal by Brinell method; places piece on
table of machine and causes machine to
faces of the table and other facIts of a
press accurately made steel ball against
reflection;
luster;
gemstone. See also total
test surface with specified force; removes
scintillation. Shipley.
test piece from machine, measures indenbrilliant. a. The most effective form of cuttation made by steel ball with special
ting for diamond, and so usual for this

e 148

microscope, and determines hardness num-

ber of sample from chart that expresses
hardness in terms of diameter of impression produced under standard test conditions. Also called Brinell operator. D.O.T.

I. b. The machine or instrument used to

determine hardness. Burau of Mines Staff.

brine pit. A salt spring or well from which
water is taken to be boiled or to be evaporated to produce salt. Fay.
brine spring. A spring of salt water. Fay.
brine well. A cased drill hole penetrating a
salt formation through which water is introduced and brine pumped to the surface.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

bring back. Eng. To work away the pillars

of coal from the boundary toward the
shaft bottom. Fay.

bring in. Can. Develop a mine from prospect
s t a ge . Hoffman.

bring.ng in a well. The act of completing an
oil well and bringing it into production.
Nelson.

briolette. A diamond or other gem in the
shape of an oval pr pear and having its
entire surface cut in triangular facets.
Webster 3d.

briquette; briquet. a. A block of compressed
coal dust, used as fuel; also a slab or block
of artificial stone. Standard, 1964. Also
called coalette; eggette; boulet; carbonet.

Fay. b. In powder metallurgy, briquette

is synonymous with compact. Rolle.
briquetting. a. A promss by which coke

breeze, coal dust, iron ore, or other pulverized mineral commodities is bound to.

gether into briquettes, under pressure, with
or without a binding agent such as asphalt,
and thus made conveniently available for
furthcr processing or for commercial markets. Bureau of Mines Staff. b. A process
or method of mounting mineral, ore2 rock,
or metal fragments in an embedding or
casting material such as natural or artificial
resins, waxes, metals2 or alloys, to facilitate

handling during grinding, polishing, and

microscopic examinstion. Bureau of Mines
Staff.
brisance. a. Shattering power developed per

unit volume of an explosive. Bennett 2d,
1962. b. The shattering effect of an explosive. Hess.

briscale. It. A gypsiferous deposit occurring
at the outcrop of the sulfur deposits of
Sicily. Fay.

Briska detonator. An aluminum tube con-

taining a main charge of tetryl (tetranitromethylaniline). On top of this are initiating charges of lead azide, PbN1, and lead
styphnate, which are more sensitive than
the tetryl. A safety fuse fitted into an open

space at the top is used to set off the

detonator. Also called aluminum detonator.
Higham, p. 61.
brisket. Dev. Miners' tem for clay with
bands of lignite. Tomkeieff, 1954.

Bristol brick. Bricklike blocks of very fine

sand used for polishing and scouring;
scouring brick. Standard, 1964.

Bristol diamond. A fine, transparent variety
of crystallized quartz. Also called Irish
diamond. Fay.

Bristol glaze. A raw glaze contain;ng zinc
oxide, often used in terra cotta. ASCG,
1963.

Bristol metal. An alloy of copper and zinc
in the proportion of approximately 16
parts to 6. Standard, 1964.

Bristol recorder. An instrument which sys-

tematically records on a chart the performance of a hydraulic steel support, for

example, it will indicate when a support

is operating with a faulty valve. Nelson.
Bristol stone. a. Brick like blocks of very

fine sand used for polishing and scouring.

Fay. b. Bristol diamondssmall, well-de-

fined crystals of quartz from Bristol, England. Fay.
Britannia cell. In mineral processing, a pneumatic flotation cell 7 to 9 feet deep. See
also southwestern cell. Pryor, 3.

Britannia metal. Alloy of from 80 to 90 per-

cent tin with antimony, copper, lead, or

zinc or a mixture of these. Pryor, 3.
britching. Scot. See breeching, b. Fay.
british; bretty. Scot. A vai iation of brattice.
Fay.

British amber. A term which has ')een used
for amber washed ashore on the beaches
of England, probably from the Baltic Sea.
It is clear or cloudy, yellow or greenish

others in the material being crushed. See
also toughness. Pryor, 3. b. The quality of
a material that leads to crack propagation
without appreciable plastic deformation.
ASM Gloss.

brittle-ring test. A test to determine the behavior of a ceramic material under tensile
stress; a test piece in the form of an annulus is

loaded along a diameter so that

maximum tensile stresses develop on the
inner periphery o. the annulus in the plane
of loading. Compare Brazilian test. Dodd.
brittle silver ore. Synonym for stephanite. Fay.

brittle substance. A substance for which the

yield point and the point of rupture, lie
close together. Briggs, p. 188.

broach. a. To restore the diameter of a borehole by reaming. Long. b. To break down

the walls between two contiguous drill

holes. Long. c. The perpendicular grooves

yellow, and rarely wine color. Shipley.
British barilla. Black ash. Standard, 1964.

machined into the bit mold in which in-

lent temperature. Strock, 10.
British imperial gallon. A fluid gallon equal
to 1.2 U.S. gallons, approximately ; contain

a series of cutting edges or teeth that increase in size or change in shape from the
starting to finishing end. The tool cuts in
the axial direction when pushed or pulled

British equivalent temperature. See equiva-

277.42 cubic inches. There are 6.23 such

gallons per cubic foot. Nichols.
British Standard; British Standard Speclfica4,
tion. A numbered publication of the British

Standard Institution describing the quality

or dimensions of a product. By their use
engineers can reduce and define items in
their specifications. Abbreviation, BS. Nelson.

British Standard Institution; BSI. The British
authority for standardizing, by agreement
between all parties concerned, the methods
of testing, and dimensions of materials and
products as well as nomenclature and codes

of practice. There are similar organizations in other countries. Nelson.

British thermal unit. Heat needed to raise
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side and outside gage stones are set. Long.
d. A bar-shaped cutting tool provided with

and is used to shape either holes or outside
surfaces. ASM Gloss. e. A sharp-pointed
chisel, used especially for rough-dressing
stone. Webster 2d. f. A reamer. Fay. g. To
shape (a block of stone) roughly by chiseling with a coarse tool. Webster 3d.

brittle crack propagation. A very sudden

propagation of a crack with the absorption
of no energy except that stored elastically
in the body. Microscopic examination may
reveal some deformation even though it is

not noticeable to the unaided eye. ASM
Gloss.

brittle fracture. Fracture with little or no

plastic deformation. ASM Gloss.
brittle material. A nonductile material which
fails catastrophically under dynamic loading conditions. Ceramics are an example of
a class of brittle materials. H&G.
brittle Mk% Group of micas having brittle
laminae. Chief member is chlontoid, a
basic silicate of aluminum iron, and magnesium, Ha(FeMg)AloSi0,. Pryor, 3. See
also margante.
brittle mineral. a. An easily broken mineral;

not tough or tenacious. Fay. b. If a min-

eral breaks into fragments or powder under
a light blow or crumbles into a dust when

cut, it is brittle (for example, calcite and

quartz). Stokes and Varnes, 1955, p. 149.
brittleness. Of minerals, proneness to fracture

under low stress. A quality affecting behavior during comminution of ore, whereby one species fractures more readily than

generally across the strike. The distance
between each line of shots and the receiving line is chosen so that it will always be
greater than the double offset distance for
the refractor being followed. Generally the
distance should be only slightly greater so

that the primary refracted event will be
received as a second arrival. When this

spacing is used, the refracting point associated with the shot will be very close to
that associated with the detector and each
delay time will be approximately half the
intercept time. A single depth point (based
on half the intercept time) is then plotted

midway between shot and receiver. All
depth points are thus placed along the

broadstone bind. Eng. Shale or clay that

and removed with the aid of wedges. Ham.
See also channcler, a. c. Removing metal

broad veins. Where a broad vein apexes so
that the boundary line between two claims
spits the apex, the extralateral rights go
to the senior locator, who takes the entire

the holes is knocked out with a broach

broaching bit. A tool used to restore the dimensions of a borehole which has been
contracted by the swelling of the marl or
clay walls; also used to break down the
intervening rock betwen two contiguous

flexible or ductile, that is, that a stone will
crumble under a knife or hammer, but not
necessarily that it is fragile. Shipley.
brittle amber. Gedanite. Shipley.

ground rock salt. Kaufmann.
broadside shooting. A refraction type of seismic shooting used to determine the structure across the Itrike. The broadside lines
are ordinarily laid out in conjunction with
the standard-type profiles that run along the
strike. The shot points and detector spreads
are laid out along parallel lines which are

required line of breakage. The rock between

that the adjacent rock formation should
not be shattered by explosive. A line of
closely spaced holes is drilled along the

Britmag. Trade name; dead-burned magnesia made by the seawater process in
Great Britain. Dodd.

&road salt. A name used in England for

a mine working. Fay. b. A method of rock
excavation employed where it is important

stock from a workpiece with a broach.

brittle. A mineralogical term meaning not

come extensively used in the classification
of ore deposits that are not comprehended
by the definition of a vein. Such an occurrence is called a broad lode or zone. Ricketts, p. 129.

"control lines" which are located halfway
between the shooting line and the receiving
line. Dobrin, pp. 96-97.
broadstone. A paving slab, so called because
it is raised broad and thin from out of the
quarries, not above 2 or 3 inches in thick-

broaching. a. Trimming or straightening a

pound of water 1° F (equal to 252 calories). Symbol, Btu. Pryor, 3.

p. 328.

broad lode or zone. The term lode has be-

ASM Gloss.

drill holes. A reamer. Fay.

broad coke oven. A special design of oven,
used mainly for coking certain grades of
coal. Bureau of Mines Staff.
broad-flanged beam. A steel joist of specially

designed cross section, both useful and
economical as a unit in bridge design and

in kindred situations in structures. The
flanges arc almost as wide as the web. Ham.

broadgate. Eng. A main working. Fay.
broad glass. Window glass made by the Lorraine technique, for example, by slitting a

blown cylinder of glass and flattening it
onto an iron table. Haggar.

broad irrigation. A system of sewage disposal

ness. Arkell.

breaks up into large blocks or slabs. Fay.

width of the vein on the dip; that is, a

broad load that is bisected by the division
side line between two mining claims belongs to the claim having the prior location. Lewis, p. 34.

brob. a. A heavy spike, driven alongside the

end of an abutting timber to prevent its
slipping. Fay. b. Mid. A short, thick timber propper or sprag for supporting the
coal while it is being holed. Fay. c. An
English term for a wrought-iron spike
driven into bars and sills to steady the

head or foot of a prop. Stauffer.
brocade. A type of bronze powder consisting
of coarse metal flakes prepared from the
waste of metal-leaf factories. Camm.
Brocatelle marble. A variety of marble from
the French Pyrenees. The body of the stone
is fine, compact, and of light yellow color
traversed by veins and dull red blotches.

without the use of piped drainage. The
sewage flows over and soaks into the

The name is that of a coarse kind of

avoid an accumulation of sewage at any
point. This system is suitable only over

brochantlte. A mineral, Cu4(OH)eSO, common in the oxidation zone of copper sulfide deposits; monoclinic; emerald-green to
dark green color; formed by the decomposition of chalcopyrite. A.G.1.; Dana 17.
brockite. A mineral, (Ca,Th,Ce) Po4. }1,0, of

ground, which must be carefully leveled to
agricultural land or wasteland. Ham.

broad lode. Where two or more mining

claims longitudinally bisect or divide the
apex of a vein the senior claim takes the
entire width of the vein on its dip, if it is
in other respects so located as to give the
right to pursue the vein downward out-

tapestry, which the marble somewhat re-

sembles. Fay.

the rhabdophanc group. From the Wet

Mountains, Colo. Hey, M.M., 1964;
Fleischer.

side of the sideline. In other words, a

brockram. Eng. Miners' term for breccia,

between two mining claims belongs to the
claim having the prior location. Ricketts,

B rod. A former standard diamond drill rod

broad lode bisected by the division sidelines

Cumberland. Arkell.

having an outside diameter of 12%2 inches.

B rod
Superseded in 1954 by a new standard
drill rod designated by the letter name
BW. Long.

B rod bit. A Canadian standard noncoring
bit having a set diameter of 2.315 inches.
More commonly called 2%613 drill-rod bit.
Long.

broggerite. A thorium-bearing variety of
uraninite, (U,Th)02, occurring in octahedral crystals; specific gravity, 9.03. Webster 3d. Same as thorian uraninite. Crosby,
p. 53.

broggite. a. A variety of asphalt from Peru.
Tomkeieff, 1954. b. A variety of anthraxolite. Crosby, p. 66.

broil. Corn, A collection of loose rock fragments usually discolored by oxidation, and
indicating the presence of a mineral vein
beneath; outcrop; gossan. Also spelled
bryle; broyl. Fay.
broken. a. Eng.

That part
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of

a mine

where the mineral has already been partly

worked away, and where the remainder
in course of being extracted. Fay. b. The
dislocation of a vein by faulting. Weed,
1922. c. Term used to describe a mixed

sequence of deposits ; a broken sand usually has shaly layers in it. Wheeler. c. See
broken coal.
broken ashlar. Ashlar in which the stoncs are
rectangular, but of different sizes and
shapes. Webster 3d.

broken charge. A charge of explosive in a
drill hole divided into two or more parts
that are separated by stemming. Fay.

broken coal. In anthracite only; coal that
is small enough to pass through a 344 to
4 inch (square) aperture, but too large to

pass through a 294 or 22 inch mesh.
Smaller than steamboat, and larger than
egg coal. Fay. See also anthracite coal sizes.

broken ground. a. Eng. Faulty or unproductive measures. Fay. b, A shattered rock
formation, or a formation crisscrossed with
numerous, closely spaced, uncemented

joints and cracks. Compare loose ground,

b; breccia, b. Long. c. Rock or mineral
formations fragmented by blasting with

explosives, such as the broken material in
a shrinkage stope. Long.
broken in. a. A newly set bit, which has been

rotated slowly under a light load for a
short period of time for the purpose of

gradually removing the excess matrix and
forcing the diamonds to seat themselves.

See also break-in, b. Long. b. A carbon,
the sharp points and edges of which have
been rounded through use and repeated
resetting in a bit. See also break-in, c.
Long.

broken in stone. See broken in, b. Long.
broken-joint tile. A single-lap roofing tile of
a size such that the edge of one tile, when

laid, is over the center of the head of a
tile in the course next below. Dodd.

broken jud...N. of Eng. A large block of

coal in course of being worked loose from
the bed. Hess.
broken line. One which changes its direction
one or more times in its entire length1 or
it is a line made up of two or more straight
lines. Jones, 2, p. 81.
broken rangework. Masonry work made of
squared stones in courses of uneven heights.
Standard, 1964.
broken rock. See broken ground. Long.
brokens; robbery; robbing pillars. Eng. The
removal, or extraction of pillars previously formed in bord and pillar working.
In Durham and Northumberland the terms
robbery and robbing pillars imply incom-

p'ete extraction of the pillars. SMRB,

with a hammer or a gad in rock that is

Paper No.61.
broken seed. See seed. Dodd.
broken skip. Aust. A skip (car) from which
some of the coal has fallen off in transit
leaving only part of a skip load. Fay.

loose and liable to fall. Fay.
brontolith. A meteoric stone; a thunderstone.
Standard, 1964.
bronze. a. Any of the many copper-base
alloys in which tin is the principal alloying

shattered in use. Long. b. A diamond that,

elements. Also called tin bronze. Henderson. b. Any of the many copper-base alloys
having as its principal allgying element

element, with or without other alloying

broken stone. a. A diamond that has been

in use, has lost a portion of its mass by
cleaving action. Long. c. A diamond, the

any element other than zinc. The term

size and shape of which have been changed
by deliberate cleaving. Long. d. See crushed
stone. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 885.

usually is preceded by its principal alloying element as, for example, aluminum
bronze, silicon bronze, tin bronze, etc.

broken working. The working away or removal of blocks or pillars of coal formed

Henderson. c. All copper-base alloys containing alloying elements other than zinc
and in sufficient amounts to be predominant over the zinc in the alloy. Henderson.

by whole workings. Peel.

broken workings. See working the broken.
Nelson.

d. An alloy composed mainly of copper
and tin. Various other elements may be

brokes. Term used in the English ball-clay
mines for clay that will not cut into balls;

added in small amounts for certain specific

such clay is generally of low plasticity and
poor fired color. Dodd.
bromargyrite. A bromyrite resembling horn
silver and is associated with it. E.C.T., v.
12, p. 428.

purposes. A number of copper alloys are
referred to as bronzes although they contain no tin. The American Society for
Testing Materials has classified all copperbase alloys on a basis of composition ranges
of the principal alloying elements. Hender-

bromellite. A white, beryllium oxide, Bea
Hexagonal; dihexagonal-pyrarnidal crystals. From Langban, Sweden. English.
bromine. A nonmetallic element in group VII
of the periodic system, one of the halogens.
At ordinary temperature, it is a deep red-

son.

dish-brown liquid; gives off a poisonous
diatomic vapor (Bra) and has an irritating

bronze gold. Any bronze resembling gold in
colc,.. Standard. 1964.
bronze mica. Synonym for phlogopite. Fay.
bronze pearls. The variety of so-called black
pearls with a bronzelike color and sheen.

sea water and underground brines. Used

bronze steel. An alloy of copper, tin, and

Symbol, Br; atomic number, 35; atomic
weight, 79.909; valences, 1, 3, 5, and 7;

bedded in the lining of the bosh (princi-

smell. It is derived in large quantities from

extensively in synthetic organic chemistry.

orthorhombic; specific gravity, 3.12; melting point, 7.2° C; and boiling point,
58.78° C. C.T.D.; Fay; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-103.
bromine compounds. Used chiefly in the pro-

Shipley.

iron; used as gunmetal. Standard, 1964.
bronze tubes. Tubes of bronze or copper em-

pally) for the circulation of water to coun-

teract the intense heat. Mersereau, 4th,

p. 398.
bronze welding. Gas welding of copper, steel,
or other metals using a filler rod of silicon

brass alloy. This process is easier than

fusion welding because the temperature is
lower, yet it gc.nerally exceeds 850° C, and
the joint is therefore usually made under
carefully controlled conditions in a factory.

Der;ved

duction of antiknock gasolines.
from sea water at Wilmington, N.C., wid
from natural brine in Michigan. Barger.
bromlte. Same as bromyrite. Fay.
bromine. A mineral, BaCa(C0s)1, midway
between witherite and strontianite. Also
called alstonite. Webster 3d.
bromocyanide process. Recovering values
from refractory or special gold ores, in
which cyanogen bromide (CNBr), or a
chemical mixture forming it, is used for
treating the ore. Bennett 2d, 1962.
bromoform; tribromomethane; methenyi tribromide. A colorless, heavy liquid; CHBrs;

odor and taste similar to those of chloroform; and specific gravity, 2.8887. Used
in mineralogic analysis and in assaying.
CCD 6d, 1961.
bromyrite. A silver bromide, AgBr, containing 57 percent silver. Sectile; isometric.
Sanford; Dana 17.
bronchitis. An inflammation of the bronchial
tubes due; 'among other causes, to the inhalation of irritants, such as dusts. Common amofig miners. I.C. 7146, 1941, p. 1.
brongniardite. A lead-silver sulfantimonide,
PbAgaSbaSs. It contains 26.2 percent silver.

Sanford.
Brongniart's formula. A formula relating the
weight (w, oz) of solid material in 1 pint
of slip (or slop glaze), the weight (P, cr.)
of 1 pint of the slip, and the specific grav-

ity (S) of the dry solid material:

W = (P 20) X S / (S

1)

The formula was established for slop glazes

by A. Brongniart. Dodd.

bronquear. Mex. To hammer or to pry

Ham.

bronzite. a. A mineral consisdng of a ferrifer-

ous variety of enstatite often having a
luster like that of bronze, (Mg,Fe)SiOs;
orthorhombic. Webster 3d; Dana 17. b. It
is often used as a prefix to the names of

rocks containing the mineral. Rocks of the
gabbro family are the most common ones

having the prefix. Fay.
bronzite cat's-eye. Bronzite with a chatoyant
effect. Shipley.

bronzitite. An igneous rock composed en-

tirely of bronzite. Standard, 1964.
brooch. a. Corn. A mixture of various ores.
Fay. b. Synonym for broach. Long.
brooching. See broaching, a. Fay.

brood. a. Impurities as extracted with the
ore. Nelson. b. Corn. The heavier kinds
of waste in tin and copper ores. A mixture
of tin and copper ore. Fay.
Brookfield viscometer. An electrically operated rotating cylinder viscometer in which
the drag is recorded directly on a dial; it

has been used in the testing of vitreous-

enamel slips. Dodd.
Brookhill waffler. A coal cutter with the ordinary horizontal jib and also a shearing or
mushroom jib. In some cases, a flight
loader follows it along the face to load the
cut coal onto the,,face conveyor (named
after Brookhill colliery). Nelson.
brooidte. Titanium dioxide, TiOs. Identical
in composition with rutile, but occurs in
,

brookite
brown translucent orthorhombic crystals.
Fay.

brooming. The crushing and spreading of the

head of a timber pile not fitted with a

driving band when driven into hard ground.
Ham.

brora. Eng. In Sutherland, the imperfect
coal in the lower part of the oolite formation. Fay.

Brost ley tile. An old name for a plain clay
roofing tile; such tiles were made in the
Bros ley arca of Shr opshire, England. Dodd.

brosing; brosing time. Scot. Mealtime. Fay.
brothers. A rope or chain sling, the term
applying to both two- or four-leg types.
Ham.

brouse. Derb. A sort of coarse stopping,
made of small boughs of trees, and placed

in back of shaft timbers to prevent rock
from falling. Fay.

Lanc. An underground roadway
leading to a working place, driven either
to the rise or to the dip. Fay. b. A low

brow. a.

place in the roof of a mine, giving insufficient headroom. Fay. c. The highest margin of a height as viewed in profile. Webster 3d. d. A fault plane. Arid!. e. A term
used in Wales for landing, d. Nelson. f. A

hill or bank. Mason. g. Top of a mine
shaft. Also called pit brow. Pryor, 3. h.
Eng. A road going to the rise. SMRB,
Paper No. 61. i. Eng. In Durham and
Northumberland, the edge of a conch.
SMRB, Paper No. 61. j. Eng. See gate, b.
SMRB, Paper No. 61.

brow bar. Mid. A massive curb or beam
of timber fixed in the wall of the shaft

across the top of an inset or station. Also

called browpiece. Fay.
brow bin. An ore bin made by cutting away
the floor of the station close to the shaft.
Higham, p. 163.
Brown agitator. See Pachuca tank. Pryor, 3.
brown cannel. Another name for torbanite.
Tomkcieff, 1954.

brown clay. a. York. Hessle boulder clay.
Arkell. b. See red clay. H&G.
brown clay ironstone. Compact, often nodular masses of limonite with clay impurities.
Fay.

brown COAL a. A low-rank coal which is
brown, brownish-black, but rarely black.
It commonly retains the structures of the
original wood. It is high in moisture, low
in heat value, and checks badly upon dry-
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lignite is restricted to individual pieces of
wood enclosed in brown coal. Brown coal
may be subdivided into low-grade coal consisting of visible vegetable remains, and
high-grade brown coal, a compact, homo .
geneous, and tough rock. Tomkeieff, 1954.
d. Coal of the lowest rank, soft and friable,
and having a high, inherent noisture content. B.S. 3323, 1960. e. Unconsolidated
lignitic coal having less than 8,300 British
thermal units, (moist, mineral-matter-free).
ASTM D388-38.

brown face. Gossan from the tin lodes of
Tasmania. Fay.

brown hematite. A misnomer; the mineral
bearing this name is limonite, a hydrous
iron oxide, whereas true hematite is anhydrous. C.M.D. See also brown iron ore.

brown hems. Eng. Base metal mixed with
lead ore in a mineral vein, Derbyshire.
Arkell, p. 59.
Brown horseshoe furnace. A furnace of the
annular turret type for calcining sulfide
ores. Fay.
brown hyacinth. Vesuvianite. ShiPley.
Brownian movement; pedesis. A continuous
agitation of particles in a colloidal solution
caused by unbalanced impacts with molecules of the surrounding medium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. F-33,
brownies. See copperheads. Hansen.

brown iron ore; limonite; brown hematite;
bog iron ore. Its approximate formula is
2Fe:03-3H30, equivalent to about 59.8
percent iron. Probably a mixture of hydrous oxides. Sanford.
brown Ironstone clay. Clayey limonite. Hess.

brown lead ore. An early name for brown
pyromorphite. Fay.

brown lignite. a. Lignite lower in rank than
black lignite. It has a fixed carbon content
ranging from 30 to 55 percent and a total
carbon content ranging from 65 to 73.6
percent. A.G.I. b. Same as brown coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
brown matter. Brown matter is found in vary-

ing amounts in the attrital matter of all
splint and semisplint coals; it is occasionally present in the attritus of bright coals.
Cell-wall degradation matter and the con-

tents of cells which in thin section are

Brown muffle furnace. A mechanically raked

roasting furnace of the straight-line type
with a series of longitudinal combustion
flues placed under the hearth. Fay.
Brown-O'Hara furnace. A long, horizontal,
double-hearth furnace for the treatment
of lead ores. Fay.
Brown panel system. a. Same as pillar-and-

breast. Fay. b. Coal Mining by long rooms
opened on the upper side of the gangway.
The breasts are usually from 5 to 12 yarch

wide and are separated by pillars (solid

walls of coal broken by crossheadings for
ventilaticn) 5 to 12 yards thick. The pillars are robbed by mining from them until
the roof comes down and prevents further
working. Hess.

blown petroleum. A natural solid or semisolid product produced by the action of
air upon fluid bitumens. Fay.
brown rock. A type of phosphate rock result-

ing from the weathering of phosphatic

limestones. Found in Tennessee, and used
as raw material for fertilizer. CCD 6d,
1961.

brown sienna. See sienna. CCD 6d, 1961.
brown soil. A zonal group of soils having a
brown surface horizon which grades downwards into lighter colored soil and finally

into a layer of carbonate accumulation.

It is developed under short grasses, bunch
grasses, and shrubs in a temperate to cool,
semiarid climate. A.G.I.
brown spar. Any light carbonate that is col-

ored brown by the presence of iron carbonate, as ankerite, dolomite, magnesite, or

siderite. Standard, 1964.
brownstone. A ferruginous sandstone, the
grains of which are generally coated with
iron oxide. Applied almost exclusively to
a dark brown sandstone derived from the

Triassic formations of the Connecticut
River Valley. A.G.I. Used as a building
stone. See also sandstone. Fay. b. Eng.
Toadstone. Arkell.

Brown tank. A cylindrical tank or vat, tall
in proportion to its rliameter with the
bottom ending in a 60° cone. Within the
tank is a hollow column extending from
the bottom to within about 8 inches from
the top. The apparatus works on the airlift principle, the aerated pulp in the tube
flowing upward, and discharging at the

brown and semitranslucent. The term has
top while more pulp flows in at the bottom
no exact equivalent in the Stopes-Heerlen
to take its place. It is in reality a pulp
nomenclature. Constituents with a reflecagitator. Also called Pachuca tank. Liddell
tance between that of vitrinite and fusinite
ing. A.G.I. b. A light brown to seal-brown
2d, p. 390.
may correspond in part to brown matter.
substance intermediate between peat and
Some brown matter is identical with semi- brown tongs. A long-handled, plierlike device
bituminous coal; usually regarded as a
similar to a certain type of blacksmith
fusinite and massive micrinite. Synonym
variety of lignito, other varieties being
tongs used to handle wash or drill rods in
for semiopaque matter; semitranslucent
darker or black. It may be distinguished
place of a safety clamp in shallow borematter; brown cell-wall degradation matfrom peat: (1) many tissues and fibers
hole drilling. Also called adjustable pipe
ter. IHCP, 1963, pt. 1.
can be recognized in peat, but only a few
tongs; extension tongs; lowering tongs.
fibers or none in brown coal; (2) water brown metal coal. Eng. Term used among
Long.
Yorkshire miners for bituminous coal
can be squeezed out of fresh peat by manwhich when broken gives much brown or brown turf. An Irish name for the layer of
ual pressure, but not from brown coal; and
turf (peat) situated betwen the white turf
red dust. Tomkeieff, 1954.
(3) peat can be cut but brown coal cannot.
and the black turf and in composition
brownmillerite. A tetracalcium aluminoferThese are rough distinctions. Actually,
intermediate between these two. Tomkeieff,
rite, 4CaO.AllOrFes0s, first prepared by
there is no sharp distinction between peat
1954.
Hansen, Brownmiller, and Bogue, and
and coal. Some have attempted to assign
afterwards detected in portland cement, brown umber. A brown earthy variety of
it a higher rank by defining lignite as conl.monite. Fay.
and later in dolomite-silica firebricks.
taining 20 or more percent water, brown
browpiece. A heavy upright timber used for
Spencer 16, M.M., 1943.
coal between 10 and 20 percent water,
underpinning in opening a station for a
and bituminous coal less than 10 percent Brown-Mills apparatus. A, liquid-air breathlevel in a mine. Webster 3d. See also brow
ing apparatus that weighs about 40 pounds
water. Hess. c. A type of low-rank coal
bar. Fay.
when fully charged with 51/2 pounds of
intermediate between bituminous coal and
liquid air and 2 pounds of carbon dioxide browse. Ore imperfectly smelted, mixed with
peat, and comparatively high in water concinder and clay. Fay.
absorbent. It consists of a liquid-air content. In English-speaking countries, the
tainer or pack in a leather case enclosing brow-up. Lanc. An inclined roadway driven
terms brown coal and lignite are synonyto the rise. Also called brow; up-brow. Fay.
three concentric cases of cupronickel. Can
mous; whereas in Germany and other parts
be used for a period of 2 hours. McAdam, Brosburn oil shale. A Scottish shale that
of Europe, brown coal is restricted tO megayields 23 to 35 gallons of crude oil and
pp. 37-38; Sinclair, I, pp. 319-321.
seepically compact structural varieties, and
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33 to 40 pounds of ammonium sulfate per
ton. Fay.
broyl. Corn. See broil. Fay.
brucite. A hydrous magnesia;Mg0.1130 or
Mg(OH)2; which is one of many sources

Brunton oscillating Sampler. Consists of an
oscillating divider swinging back and forth
in a vertical plane beneath the feed spout.
This cutter or divider is suspended on a

for the purpose of dmitting cars where

of dead-burned magnesite. Used in the
production of basic refractories and in

welding-rod coatings. Lee.
brucile marble. A product of dedolomitiza-

tion; a crystalline metamorphic rock
formed by the action of intense heat on
dolomite or inagnesian limestone. C.M.D.

Bruckner cylinder. Pac. A form of revoking roasting furnace. See also Bruckner
furnace. Fay.
Bruckner furnace. Horizontal cylindrical furnace revolving on end trunnions. Pryor, 3.
brugnatellite. A flesh-pink basic hydrous car-

bonate of magnesium and iron MgCO3.

5Mg (OH), - Fe ( OH )3 . 41120. kicaceous,

lamellar. From Van Malenco, Lombardy,

Italy; Iron Hill, Colo. English.

bruise. A concentration of cracks in the surface of glassware caused by localized impact. Dodd.

Brulux system. An impulse system of oil
firing, particularly for the top-firing of

annular kilns, developed by A. A. Niesper
in Switzerland, in 1955. Dodd.

brulee. Can. Windfall of daed trees and

brush. Also called slash. Hoffman.
Brunauer, Emmett and Teller method. A pro-

cedure for the determination of the total
surface area of a powder or of a porous
solid by measurement of the volume of
gas (usually NO adsorbed on the surface

of a known weight of the sample. The

mathematical basis of the method was de-

veloped by S. Brunauer, P. H. Emmett
and E. Tellertherefore, the usual name

B.E.T. method. Dodd.
brunnerite. A blue to violet variety of calcite
that is found both as cuboid crystals and
massive. Standard, 1964.
Brunner's yellow. An antimony yellow recipe
given by K. Brunner in 1837; 1 part tartar
emetic, 2 parts lead nitrate, 4 parts NcCL.
The mixture is calcined and 'then washed
free from soluble salts prior to its use as
a ceramiccolor. Dodd.
bruno hand. See bruno man. D.O.T. I.
brunoing. A term used in Arkansas and Mis?
souri for pulling fine ore down from the
working place, especially with the hands.
From its similarity to the action of a bear.
Fay.

bruno Man. a. A terns used in Arkansas and

Missouri for one who removes fine ore

from a working place, especially when the

work is done with the hands. See also
brunoing. 'Fay. 'b. In -metal mining,' one

who loosens 'are, blasted from the working

face, with a pick or bar and pushes it
down from a pile into contact with the
scoop of a mechanical shovel or within

reach of other muckers, to assist in loading
cars. Also called bruno hand. D.O.T. I.
brunstone. A Scotch form of brimstone. Fay.
brunsvigite. An olive-green to yellowish-green
hydrous silicate of aluminum iron and
magnesium, 9 (Fe,Mg)0.2Aldr6Sidr8H3-

0. A chlorite near the metachlorite of the
Buchenberg. Cryptocrystalline. Fine scaly
masses. From Radauthal, Harz; Gerntany.
English:

Brunton. A small pocket cornpass with sights
and's- reflector attached,' used in sketching
mine workings,
as in mine examinations,
.
;or in prelimmarly surveis. Fay.
Brunton compass. Synonyin 'for Brunton.

horizontal shaft and swings through a 120°
arc. The size of the cut made by a Brunton

sampler can be changed bY changing the
speed of the cutter. Newton, Joseph. Introduction to Metallurgy, 1938, p. 467.
Bnuaion sampler. a. A mechanical sampling
device which automatically selects 1/625
part of the ore passing through the sampler. Fay. b. An oscillating deflector which
cuts through a falling stream of ore and
separates a fraction of it. Pryor, 3.
brush. a. N.S.W. To remove rock from the
roof or floor of an opening to increase the
height of working (coal mines) N.S.W.
b. In a coal mine, a road through the goaf,

gob, or worked-out areas packed with
waste. C.T.D. c. To clean up fine coal from
the floor. C.T.D. d. Mid. To mix gas with
air in a mine by buffeting it with a jacket.
Fay. e. Forest of Dean. A rich brown hematite. Fay. f. Mixed load into colliery tub of

large and small coal. Pryor, 3. g. To rip;
to enlarge. Mason. h. To remove bisque
in a definite pattern by means of a brush.
ASTM C286-65. i. A conductor arranged
to make electrical contact between a stationary and a moving surface. C.T.D.
brush, bolthok. See bolthole brush. ASTM
C286-65.

brush cast. See brush mark, b. Pettijohn.
brush cleaner. A device consisting of bristles
set in a suitable backing used for cleaning
a conveyor belt. It is usually of the rotary
type. See also rotary belt cleaner. ASA
MH4.1-1958.

brush coating. Layer or refractory mortar
applied to a brick wall with a brush. 'Bureau of Mines Staff.

brush discharge. In high-intensity electrical
fields, discharge from sharp points along a
conductor. Electricity concentrates at these
points and charges ambient molecules of
air which are then repelled, carrying away
charge. Phenomenon exploited in mineral

prt,cessing in high-tension separation.

Pryor, 3.
brusher. In mining, one who pries down rock

or slate from the roof of an underground
passageway to increase its height by using
a bar, or if easier, may dig up clay, rock,
or earth to lower the tracks the required
amount. Also called dirt scratcher; ripper ;
rockman; stoneman. D.O.T. 1.

brushes. a. A small round brush used to

remove bisque enamel from around boltholes prior to firing operation. ACSB, 3.
b. In edging or margin, a stiff-bristle brush
with metal guide used for the removal of
bisque enamel along edges of wart before
firing operation. ACSB, 3. c. In graining,
a brush used for the application of graining paste to an enameled surface to produce a natural-wood grain effect. ASCB, 3.

d. In stenciling, a flat hard-bristle brush
used to remove bisque enamel from the
stencil openings prior to firing operation.

the seam of coal is u.o thin or shallow for
the admission of cars. See also brush, a.
Fay. c. Cutting or blasting down the roof

of a coal seam. Arkell. d. Ripping; normally enlarging a road by taking down
the roof, but extended to sides and floor
as well. Mason. C. Eng. See conch, b.
SMRB, Paper No. 61. f. Removal of dry
enamel by brushing through a stencil or

along an edge to produc3 a design or
edging. Bryant. g. See brush, h. ASTM
C286-65.

brushing bed. Scot. The stratum brushed t.r
rippled. See also brush, a. Fay.

brushing shot. a. A charge fired in the air
of a mine to blow out obnoxious gases or

to start an air current. Fay. b. A shot so
placed as to remove a portion of the roof
to increase the height of a haulageway.

See also brush, a. Fay.

brushite. A nearly colorless mineral, CaHPO4.-

concisting of calcium hydrogen
phosphate in slender crystals or massive.
2H30,

Webster 3d.

brush mut. a. A surface imperfection found
on the exterior of some bottles; the marks
resemble a series of fine vertical laps and
are also known as scrub marks. Dodd. b.
Essentially a bounce cast with a crescentic
depression on the downcurrent end. The
depression is interpreted as the cast of a
small ridge of mud pushed up by the impinging object. Also called brush cast.
Pettijohn.
bnish ore. An iron ore in stalactitic forms
resembling a brush. Webster 3d. See also
brush, c. Fay.
brush plating. Plating with a concentrated

solution or gel held in or fed to an absorbing medium pad, or brush carrying

the anode (usually insoluble). The brush
is moved back and forth over the area of
the cathode to be plated. ASM Gloss.
brush rake. A rake blade having a high top
and light construction. Nichols.
brush treatment. A method of treating mine
timber in which the timber is painted with

a preservative or merely dipped into a
tank of preservative. Preservatives used

are creosote, zinc chloride, sodium fluoride,
and other chemicals. Lewis, p. 71.
bruskins. Mid. Lumps of coal weighing about

1 pound each. Fay.

kale. A rough or unpolished gem. Rarely
used. Hess.

bruting. A method of roughly shaping diamonds by rubbing one against another.
Hess.

BruzeWan. Lower middle Eocene. A.G.I.
Supp.

Bryanking. A process in which 99.99 percent
pure zinc is electrochemically deposited as
a coating on wire. Sinclair, V. p. 9.
Bryan mill. A three-roll (edge-roller) mill
of the Chilean type. Liddell 2d, p. 355.

kyle. a. Traces of a vein of ore in loose
earth on or near the surface. Nelson. b.

Corn. See broil. Fay.
bryozoan. One of the Bryozoa or moss animals. An exclusively colonial animal that
ACSB,3. e. A power-driven circular brush.
secretes a calcareous, horny, or membraThe article, from which the bisque enamel
nous covering in a multitudinous variety
is to be reinoved, is guided across the front
of forms and structures. A.G.I.
of the revolving brush. ACSB, 3.
bends book. A short, heavy hook. with -an ax LS Abbreviation for blowing snow. Zimmerman, p. 17.
handle, used by surveyors for cutting
BS; BSI Abbreviations for British Standard
brush. Fay.
and British Standards Institution. The Inbrushing. a. Scot. That part of the roof
stitution is responsible for the preparation
or floor of a seam removed to form road-,.
(through industry committees on which
' ways. Fay. b. Digging up the bottom or
interested parties are represented) of nataking down the top of an entry or room
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bucket elevator

lated from the pressure needed to force

bucket. a. A typically round and woodcn
vessel for drawing up water from a well.
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tional standards for Great Britain; copies

of these standards, and of any foreign

standard, can be obtained from the Insti-

tution at 2 Park Street, London, W. I.

Dodd.
B-scope. A cathode ray oscilloscope indicator

having a rectangular plot of (target) range
versus bearing. Spot brightness indicates
echo intensity. Hy.

b. s. gang. The production crew, which, by
maintaining pumping equipment, etc., in
repair, keeps producing wells in operation.
Hess.
BSI See BS. Dodd.

Me Abbreviation for brake thermal efficiency.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 58.

B to B Abbreviation for back to back. Zimmerman, p. 14.

Btu Abbreviation for British thermal unit.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 58.

bu Abbrevation for bushel. BuMtn Style
Guide, p. 58.

bubble. a. Air bubble in spirit level mounted
on theodolite or level. Pryor, 3. b. A globule of air or other gas in a liquid; also, a

vesicle of water or other liquid inflated

with air or other gas. A term used in

flotation. Fay.

bubble hoick. A lightweight brick developed
by the U.S. Bureau of Mines that is useful for nonload-bearing applications in allbasic furnaces. This refractory is made by
pressing and baking into bricks millions of
tiny bubbles formed when molten refractory materials are poured through an air-

blast. They are lighter than standard refractory bricks and more resistant to the

sudden, violent temperature changes known
as thermal shock. Bureau of Mines Stall.
bubble cap. A small, hollow, chemical stone-

ware hemisphere with serrations around
the bottom edge; used on stoneware trays
in deaciditying towers in the chemical industry. Dodd

bubble chamber. A device that marks the
paths of charged particles by photograph-

ing the train of bubbles they produce as
they move through certain superheated
liquids. See also cloud chamber; spark
chamber. L&L.

bubble glms. Glassware containing gas bubbles sized and arranged to produce a decorative effect. See also foam glass. Dodd.
bubble bear& peoceas. A process in which
powdered iron ore is reduced with hydro-

gen to sponge iron in a bubble hearth

furnace. The furnace has a flat, circular,
hollow hearth made of alloy steel which
is supplied with hot hydrogen gas under
pressure through small inlets that dot the
hearth. Ore is placed on the hearth and
hot hydrogen is bubbled through it. R.I.
4092, June 1947, p. 3.
bubble imp/endow. Small depressions, not
marked by raised rim, formed by gas bubbles; superficially resembling raindrop imziessions. Pettijohn.
e pickup. Method of testing small grains
of minerals to ascertain their response to
flotation collector agents. A bubble of air
is pressed down on particles under water,

the first bubble of air through the ceramic
when it is wetted with a liquid of known
surface tension. The method is used, for
example, in the testing of ceramic filters.
Dodd.
bubble puke. A pulsation attributable to the
bubble produced by a seismic charge fired
produces an identical unwanted seismic

times with a period proportional to the
cube root of the charge; each oscil/ation
produces an identical unwanted seismic

determination of the maximum size of pore

in a ceramic product; this size is calcu-

ster 3d, e. A float or paddle of a water
wheel or of a boat's side wheel or stern

i. Tubular coTitainers equipped with auger-

or other-type cutting edges used to make

borings in earthy or soft formation by

and partly on the aid of frothing reagents.
Pryor, 3.
bubble structure. Size and spatial distribution
of voids within the fired porcelain enamel.
ASTM C286-65.
bubble tower. A closed cylinchical Wwer arranged with shelves on which LI absorbing
oil through which distilled gas is caused
to bubble and the heavier fractions of gas
are absorbed. Porter.
bubbly clay. A clay which, because it con-

rotary methods. Long. j. An opcn-top can,
equipped with a bail, used to hoist broken
rock or water and to lower supplies and
equipment to men working in a mine shaft
or other underground opening. Long. k.
The top valve or clack of a pump. Zern.
I. One of the conveying units on a bucket
conveyor that lifts the material from a boot

causes bubbles if used in vitreous enamels.
Dodd.
bubbly rock. Cavernous breccia with cavities
between the fragments, Millstone grit,
Bwlchgwyn quarries, Denbigh, Wales. Ar-

will pass through the perforations and back

tains small amounts of organic matter,

kell.
bucaramangite. A resin resembling amber but

insoluble in alcohol and yielding no succinic acid. Fay.
buchite. A glassy rock resulting from the
fusion of a clay or shale block engulfed in
a magma. C.T.D.
Buchner funnel. A porcelain filter shaped to
support filter paper on a flat perforated
disk. Much used for vacuum filtration of
ore pulps. The residue on the filter is con.
veniently displayed for nine-point sampling. Pryor, 3.
buchnerite. A peridotite containing monoclinic and orthorhombic pyroxenes and
for which the name lherzolite has been
used. Holmes, 1928.

buchonite. An extrusive rock composed of
labradorite, titanaugite, and titaniferous
hornblende, with nepheline and sodic sani-

dine, and accessory biotite, apatite, and

opaque oxides. The ncpheline is commonly
altnred to analcite. The mafic constituents

compose about 50 percent of the rock. A
variety of tephrite. A.G.I.
buck. a. To break up or pulverize, as to buck
ore samples. Webster 3d. b. To bring or
carry, as to buck water. Webster 3d. c. A
name given to large quartz reefs in which

there is little or no gold. Gordon. d. In
anthracite coal yegions, to push coal down

a chute toward a mine car. Zern.

A

dead plate. ASTM C162-66. f. A spetial

bucker. a. Derb. A flat piece of iron with
a wooden handle, used for breaking ore.

bubbleinissare method. A technique for the

rim of a water wheel into which the water
rushes causing the wheel to revolve. Web-

for its continuity partly on the surfaceactive reagents borne by the mineral in
the air/water interphase of each bubble

support for.ware during the firing of porce-

means of control. Pryor, 4.

ster 3d. d. One of the receptacles on the

wheel. Webster 3d. f. One of the containers of an endless-belt type of conveyor.
Webster 3d. g. The piston of a well pump.
It a:ways contains a valve. It is connected
to and operated by the sucker rods. Fay.
h. Synonym fcr bailer, a; calyx, a. Long.

find

cates the pulp density and provides a

coal, ore, grain, gravel, mud, or concrete).
Webster 3d. c. The dipper or scoop at the
end of the arm of 'a bucket dredge. Web-

effect. A.G.I.

bubbles. Air introduced near bottom of flotation cell containing pulped ore forms coursing bubbles, which rise through the liquid
and emerge as mineralized bubbles forming
a semistable froth column. This depends

whether it has lifted any grains. Pryor, 3.
bubble pipe. Tube inserted in pulp at regulated depth, through which compressed air
is gently bubbled. The air pressure indi-

and then raised and examined to

Webster 3d. b. A vessel (as a tub or scoop)

for hoisting and conveying material (as

lain enamel on heavy ware. ASTM C286
65.

Fay. b. One who bucks or breaks ore. Fay.
c. A laborer who pushes coal down a chute
in pitching or inclined coal seams. Fay.
bucker helper. One who breaks ore. Bureau

of Mines Staff.

or bin when passing over the lower sprocket

and is dumped on passing over the upper
sprocket. The bucket is often made of perforated metal so that water entrapped

to the boot. Zern. m. A part of an excavator that digs, lifts, and carries dirt.
Nichols.

bucket auger. A 'lion helical auger incorporating a steel tube to help hold the
cuttings on the auger during withdrawal
from the drill hole. See also auger, a. Long.
bucket conveyor. A conveyor consisting of a

continuous line of buckets attached by
pivots to two endless roller chains running

on tracks and driven by sprockets. The

buckets are so pivoted that they remain in

an upright position at all times except

when tilted into a dumping position by a
cam or other device placed at any required
position on the track. B.S. 3552, 1962. See
also bucket elevator; gravity discharge

conveyor elevator; pivoted bucket conveyor. ASA MH43-1958.

bucket dredge. A dredge having two pontoons, between which passes a chain of
digging buckets. These buckets excavate
material at the bottom of the pond (paddock) in which the dredge floats, and
deposit it in concentrating devices on the
dccks. Pryor, 3.

bucket drill; bucket drilling. Originally developed as an aid in making excavations
for cesspools and septic tanks; now used
mostly in drilling holes for concrete piers
on construction jobs. The U.S. Bureau of
Mines has found the bucket drill useful in
obtaining samples of clay deposits and
contends that this type of equipment excels in recovering fairly undisturbed samples of unconsolidated material and can
be used for drilling holes up to 200 feet
deep. Bureau of Mines Staff.
bucket dumper. See Under. D.O.T. 1.
bucket elevator. An appliance for elevating
material, consisting of steel buckets fas-

tened .to an endless belt or chain. It is
usually set at steep angles, around 70°.
The load is picked up by discharge from a

chute or by a dredging action in a boot.
Its best application is in a plant where
space is restricted and the material is minus

2

inches in size. Nelson.

bucket elevator belt. A belt fabricated for

elevator use, to which elevator
bucket are attached. ASA MH4.1-1958.
bucket elevator, centrifugal discharge. See
bucket

centrifugal discharge bucket elevator. ASA
MH4.1-1958.
bucket elevator, continuous. See continuous
bucket elevator. ASA MH4.1-1958.
bucket elevator, double kg. See double leg
bucket elevator. ASA MH4.1-1958.

bucket elevator, gravity discharge. See grav-

ity discharge conveyor-elevator. ASA MH4.1-1958.
bucket elevator, internal discharge. See in-

bucket shell. Scot. The cast-iron or brass
frame of a pump bucket. Fay.
bucket sword. Eng. A wrought-iron rod to
which a pump bucket is attached, having
at its upper end a knocking-off joint. Fay.
bucket temperature. The surface temperature
of the sea as measured by a bucket ther-

mometer or by immersing a surface ther-

mometer in a freshly drawn bucket of
water. H&C.

bucket thermometer. A water-temperature
thermometer provided with an insulated
container around the bulb. It is lowered

into the sea on a line until it has had

ASA

time to reach the temperature of the surface water, then withdrawn and read. The
insulated water surrounding the bulb pre-

bucket elevator, perfect discharge. See positive discharge bucket elevator. ASA MH-

serves the temperature reading and is available as a salinity sample. H&G.
bucket tree. Eng. The pipe between the

ternal

discharge bucket elevator.

MI14.1-1958.
4.1-1958.

bucket elevator, pivoted. See pivotedbucket
conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.
bucket elevator, positive discharge. See posi-

tive discharge bucket elevator. ASA MH-

4.1-1958.

bucket elevator, super-capacity. See super-

capacity bucket elevator. ASA MH4.1

1958.
bucket factor. See fill factor. Woodruff, v. 3,

p. 499.

bucket gate. See bin gate.ASA MI14.1-1958.
bucket hooker. See can hooker. D.O.T. 1.

bucketing. Eng. The operation of removing
a wornout pump bucket or clack, and replacing it with a new one. Fay.
bucket-ladder dredge; bucket-line dredge;
ladder-bucket dredge. A dredge whose dig-

ging mechanism consists of a ladderlike
truss on the periphery of which is attached
an endless chain which rides on sprocket

working barrel and the windbore of a

pump. Fay.

bucket tripper. A device that tilts or turns
the buckets of a pivoted bucket conveyor
causing them to discharge. It may be fixed
or movable. ASA MH4.1-1958.

bucket wheel excavator; BWE. A continuous
digging machine originally designed and
used in large-scale stripping and mining
of East German brown coal deposits. Its
digging mechanism is essentially a boom

on which is mounted a rotating vertical
wheel having buckets on its periphery. As
the rotating wheel is pressed into the material to be dug, the buckets cut, gather,

and discharge the material onto a con-

veyor belt where it is moved to the mined
materials transport system. Bureau of
Mines Stag.

bucking. a. Derb. The act of breaking or

attached.

pulverizing ore. The bucking hammer or
bucking iron is a broadheaded hammer

bucket-ladder excavator. A mechanical exca-

used for this purpose, and the ore is broken
on a flat piece of iron (bucking plate). Fay.

wheels and on which buckets are

Bureau of Mines Stag.

vator working on the same principle as a
bucket-ladder dredge, but adapted for use
on land. C.T.D. See also trench excavator.
bucket lid. Scot. The flap of a bucket valve.
Fay.

bucket lift. The discharge pipe of a lifting
pump in a mine. Standard, 1964.
bucket Une. An endless line of digging buckets

on a dredger, or on a bucket elevator.
Pryor, 3.

bucket-line dredge. See bucket-ladder dredge.

Bureau of Mines Stag.
bucket loader. a. A form of portable, self-

feeding, inclined bucket elevator for load-

ing bulk materials into cars, trucks, or

other conveyors. See also bucket elevator;
portable conveyor, b. ASA MH4.1-1958.

b. A machine having a digging and gathering rotor, and a set of chain-mounted
buckets to elevate the material to a dumping point. Nichols.
bucket machine. See elevator pump. Fay.

bucket mounting. Scot. Leather or gutta
percha packing of a pump bucket. Fay.
bucket piece. Scot. The pipe carrying the
bucket door of a pump. Ray.
bucket pump. a. An iron or wooden recep-

tacle for hoisting ore, or for raising rock
in shaft sinking. Fay. b. A reciprocating
lift pump formerly much used 'in shafts
and sinkings. Nelson.
bucket rig. Synonym for rotary bucket drill.
Long.
bucket rods. Eng. Wooden rods to which
a pump piston is attached. Fay.
bucket sheave: A pulley attached to a Shovel

bucket, through which the hoist or drag
cable is reeved. Nichols, 2.

Bucky diaphragm
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bucket elevator

b. Sawing a long log into shorter pieces.
Nichols.

bucking hammer. A rectangular piece of cast
iron 5 or 6 inches across, usually rounded

fore and aft with an eye on the back and
with a wooden handle; used for grinding
ore on a cast-iron bupcking board. Hess.

bucking iron; bucking plate. An iron plate
on which ore is ground by hand by means

of a bucking han:Iner. Used extensively
for the final reduction of ore samples for
assaying. Barger.
bucking plate. See bucking iron.
bucking ore. A hand process of crushing ore.
Fay.

bucking tool. A dolly for supporting a rivet.
Ham.
bucklandite. a. A black variety of epidote

resulting from expansion of the sand. ASM

Gloss.
buckkrs; tacklers. Derb. Small chains put
around the coal when loaded in corves,
to prevent it falling off. Fay.
buckling. Producing a bulge, bend, bow,
kink, or other wavy condition in sheets or
plates by compressive stresses. ASM Gloss.
buckling length. The length of drill rod that

will withstand flexure or bending when
subjected to a specific feed pretsure or

compressional load. Long.
buckling load. The maximum load expressed
in pounds or tons ti.st can be imposed on

a string of drill rods, casing, or pipe, or
on a drill tripod, derrick, or mast without

the string;

also,

a part being bent or

buckled. Long.

Buckman table. Mechanized form of Cornish

ragging (racking) frame. Ore pulp is fed

gently over a number of parallel and

superimposed sluices or tables. At shorttimed intervals the feed is switched to a

parallel group, while the original tables

are tilted sharply back and washed clean
of settled mineral. Pryor 3.
buck plates. Steel plates at ends of tic rods
used to strengthen brickwork of furnace.

Pryor, 3.

buck quartz. Barren quartz veins. Also called
bull quartz. Bureau of Mines Staff. .

buck reef. A barren vein; bull quartz. Hess.
buckshot. a. Aust. Small concretionary nodules of iron oxide or manganese oxide in
soil. A.G.I. Supp. b. Synonym for shot.
See also shot, h. Long.
'wckshot cinder. Cinder from the iron blast
furnace, containing grains of iron. Fay.

buckshot gravel. Natural accumulation of
small, accretionary limonite nodules developed in soil. A.G.I. SuPP.
buckshot land; buckshot soil. a. Land or soil

filled with rounded lumps of the size of

buckshot, or which, by weathering, breaki

up into such lumps. Standard, 1964. b.
Land or soil containing many limonitic
nodules. Standard, 1964.
buckshots. Early nickname of Molly Maguires. Korson.

buckstay. An upright iron or steel brace rest-

ing upon or built intu a boiler setting or
furnace wall to support the brickwork.

Zern.

buckstone. Rock not producing gold. Compare buck quartz. Fay.
buck up. a. To screw two threaded members.
such as drill rods, together tightly. Long.
b. To shore up with lagging; to brace.

Long.
buckwheat; buckwheat coal. In anthracite
only. Buckwheat is divided into four sizes:
No. 1, or buckwheat; No. 2, or rice; No. 3.

having a tinge of green, and differing

or barley; No. 4. or barley No. 2, or silt
(sometimes also called culm or slush).

nearly symmetrical and not, like

Buckwheat No. 1 passes through a 1/2-inch

other epidote lengthened in the direction
of the orthodiagonal; from Achmatovsk,
Ural Mountains. Fay. b. Anhydrous allanite in small black crystals; from Arendal, Norway. Fay.
buckle. a. The bend in a piece of drill-stem

round punched plate and over a -inch
round punched plate. The American Insti-

from ordinary epidote in having the cry-

stals

equipment induced by excessive feed pressure. Long. b. The deformation of com-

ponent members of a drill derrick, tripod,

or mast, 'caused by attempting to hoist
too heavy a load or by zoplying excessive

strain when pulling on sttick casing, etc.
Long. c. A defect in a metal bar or sheet
characterized by a waviness which is usually transverse to the direction of rolling.
ASM Gloss. d. An indentation in a casting
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woven wire screen and over a 5/16-inch
woven wire screen, through a 9/16-inch

tute of Mechanical Engineers has recommended that buckwheat No. I shall pass
through 9/16-inch holes and over 5 /16-

inch holes, a scr2en with circular holes
being used. Fay. See also anthracite coal
sizes.

buckwheat slate. A friable slate (shale) that
requires careful timbering in headings

driven through it. It crumbles badly at

or near the surface of the ground. Fay.
Bucky diaphragm. An X-ray scatter-reducing

device originally intended for melical

,I.,.:;

radiography but also applicable to industrial radiography in some circumstances.
Thin strips of lead, with their width held
parallel to the primary radiation, are used
to absorb scattered radiation preferentially; the array of strips is in motion
during exposure, to prevent formation of
a pattern on the film. ASM Gloss.
buddagh. Ir. A highly carbonaceous, soft,
muddy looking fire clay, from Leinster.
Fay.

huddle. a. Circular arrangement in which
finely divided oret in water, is delivered
from a central point and flews gently to
the perimeter. The heaviest and coarsest
particles bed down while the lightest overflow. Several variants include concave

buddle with peripheral feed and central
discharge, and continuous buddies as differentiated from those which are periodically stopped and cleaned up. Pryor, 3.
b. To separate (ore) from slime or stamp
work by means of a huddle. Standard, 1964.

huddler. A workman who works an inclined
trough or plane for washing out the light
particles of a crushed ore. Sandstrom.
huddling. Washing. Zern.
buddies. Pans, with rapidly revolving agitators, into which tailings or water from
ore dressing passes before being finally run

pairs on the ends of railway cars in Europe.

Webster 3d. b. A rotating head covered
with felt or other soft material. It is supplied with a fine polishing powder and

is employed ta polish the surface of stone.
Fay. c. A pile of blasted rock left against
or near a face to improve fragmentation
and reduce scattering from the next blast.
Nicl.ols. d. A movable metal plate used

in tunnels to limit scattering of blasted
rock. Nichols. e. In the stonework industry,
one who uses a portable electric motor

with a felt buffing head and putty (polishing) powder to produce a lustrous finish
on marble and granite D.O.T.1 . f. A substance whose purpose is to maintain a constant hydrogen-ion concentration in water
solutions even where acid or alkalies are
added. ASM Gloss. g. The act of buffering.
Bureau of Mines Staff. h. A workman who

finishes ceramic ware by grinding with

small grinders or buffers to remove sharp
edges and other surface defects. See also
ware dresser. Bureau of Mines Staff. i. See
marble polisher. D.O.T.1.

buffer bar. The heavy iron bar of a railroad
car buffer. Webster 2d.

buffer beam. Scot. Beams fired in a shaft
to prevent pump rods from traveling too
far. Fay.

away. Gordon.

buffer block. A block serving as a buffer.

dressed ore obtained from the buddle. Fay.
b. Upgrading of tin dimes by gentle sluic-

buffer rope. Aust. A rope suspended between the cages in a shaft where rope

toddle work. a. Eng. Dressed and partly
ing in which a bed of retained material is
built up (buddled), while a lighter (tailing) fraction overflows. See also buddle, a.
Pryor, 3.

buddy. A partner; each of two men who
work in the same working place of a mine.
Sometimes spelled buddy. Fay.
Buddy. A shortwall coal cutter designed for

light duty such as stabling on longwall
power-loaded

faces and

for subsidiary

developments. Mason, v. 2, p. 576.

buddy system. In scuba diving, divers with
few exceptions should work in paint. This
is probably the greatest single aid toward
scuba safety, especially under unfavorable
conditions. The divers should remain in

sight of each other. In poor visibility,

they should use a buddy line 6 to 10 feet
long. H&G.

budgetary control. Economic factor in proc-

cess control, in which agreed costs are
established for a period concerning the
quantities and qualitieg involved in a

defined technical operation. The operation
must then he controlled within thL agreed
terms of reference. Pryor, 3.

baelschllite. A hydrous potassium and calcium carbonate, 31C4C0s.2CaC0s.6H:O.

Probably hexagonal; formed by the hydration of fairchildite in the fused wood ash

of burnt trees. (Not the butschliite of R.

Lang, 1914). Spencer 18, M.M., 1949.
buff brick. A light-colored brick usually light
cream to light tan. Bureau of Mines Staff.
buffed top. A term used for any stone which
is faceted below the girdle, with a slightly
convex surface above the girdle produced
by polishing on a buff instead of a metal
lap. Shipley.

buffer. a. Any of various devices, apparatus,
or pieces of material designed primarily
to reduce shock due to contact as: (1) an

apparatus on the end of a railway car
to close the space between adjoining cars
and to absorb shocks incident to car coupl-

ing and movement; and (2) a bumpertype shock absorber usually installed in

builder
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Bucky diaphragm

Webster 2d.

guides arc employed, so as to prevent the
cages from colliding. Fay.

Loag. b. Synonym for vug. Long.
bug dust. a. The fine coal or other mil:erial

resulting from a boring or cutting of a
drill, a mining machine, or even a pick.
Fay. b. Fine, dry, dustlike particles of

rock ejected from a borehole by a current
of pressurized air when compressed air,

instead of a liquid, is used as a cuttings

removal agent. Long. c. Fine coal or rock
material resulting from dry boring, drilling, or the use rh other cutting machines
in underground work places. Long.
bug duster. An attachment used on shortwall
mining machines to remove cuttings (bug
dust) from bar...k of the cutter and to pile

them at a point which will not interfere

with operation. ASA C42.85:1956.
bug dusting. Removing bug dust from the
undercut. B.C.I.
bugger. See machine scraper. D.O.T. 1.
buggeroo. N. Wales. A dolomite bed in thn.
Carboniferous limestone, Hunts quarry,
Porthywaen. A rkell.

buggied. Penna. Said of coal moved underground in a small car. Hess.
buggy. a. A small wagon or truck used for
short transportation of heavy materials (as
coal in a mine or ingots in a steel mill).
Webster 3d. b. A four-wheeled steel car
used for hauling coal to and from chutes.
Fay. c. A mine car of small dimensions,
sometimes used in thin beds. Hudson. d.
Slang for a shuttle car. B.C.1. e. Bug dust.
Mason.

buggyman. See barrowman. D.O.T. 1.
bug hole. a. A small cavity, in a rock, usually

buffer shooting. Same as blanket shooting.

lined with crystals. Fay. b. Synonym for

Fay.
buffer solution. One which maintains a nearly

bug light. Slang for a miner's electric cap

agents which produce this buffering effect
consist of a strong base and a weak acid,
or vice versa. Salts are of such acids as
acetic carbonic, and phosphoric, which

of hillocks separating creAs or ravines,

constant pH despite the addition of considerable quantities of acid or alkali. Re-

have fow dissociation. Pryor,

buffer stop. A heavy sleeper or bar set across

the track rails to stop cars at terminal

points on sidings. Nelson.

buffer thimble. A cast-iron bushing on the

end timber of the platform of a car.

Standard. 1964.
bulling. a. Developing a lustrous surface by
contacting the work with a rotating buffing

wheel. ASM Gloss. b. The final stage in
stone polishing that consists of polishing
the surface with revolving pads of papermill

felt supplied with putty powder

fine-grained tin oxide. Compare ironing,
a . emerying. AIME, p. 328.
bulling machine. A machine used for buffing
or polish:no. Fay.
buffing oll. A viscous oil used with polishing
or buffir 7 wheels. Hess.

buffing wb,e1 (buff). Buff sections assembled

to the required face width .for use on a
rotating shaft between flanges. ASM Gloss.

buff section. A number of fabric, paper, or
leather disks with concentric center holes
held together by various types of sewing
to provide degrees of flexibility or hardness. These sections are assembled to
make wheels for polishing. ASA I.Closs.

buff stick. A piece of stick , covered with
,leather or velvet and charged with emery
or othe.. powder. Used in polishing. Fay.
buff stone. See Cornish stone. Hess.
buff MM. A.stoneware made from clay and
other ingredients; it is not decorated. Fay.
buff wheel. A buffing wheel. Webster 2d.
bug. a. A bullet orgo-devil. See also bullet, b.
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vug. Long.

lamp. B.C.I.
bugor. An elevation of ground or succession
as on the shore of the Black Sea. Standard,
1964.

bugre. Braz. Pockets of yellow clay, r.:ch in
gold, found especially in contact with the

itabirites and quartzites. Fay.
Buhrer kiln. The zigzag kiln invented by J.
Buhrer. See also zigzag kiln. Dodd.
buhrmill. a. A stone disk mill, with an upper
horizontal disk rotating above a fixed lower
one. Grist is fed centrally and discharged

peripherally. Stones are dressed periodi-

cially, channels being cut to facilitate
passage. Also applied to other rubbing

mills, for example, conical porcelain or

steel ones in which a grooved cone rotates
in a close fit in a fixed easing. Also spelled
burrmill. Pryor, 3. b. A stone mill, consisting of one stationary stone and one Nolving stone, for grinding pigme.,t ,astes.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

buhrstone; burrstone; burstoue. a. Certain

varieties of porous open-tftxtured calcareous-cemented sandstone which,because of
the angular character of the sand grains,
are suita'.'e for millstones. Holmes, 1928.
b. A silicified fossiliferous limestone, with
abundant cavities which were formerly oc-

cupied by fossil shells. Its cellular character and its toughness occasioned extensive use of it as a millstone formerly. Fay.

buhrstoue mill. A grinding mill with two
horizontal circular tones, one revolving
upon the other as in an old-fashioned grain
mill. Mersereau, 4th, p. 234.

builder. a. A fire clay brick cull used for
bottom construction in kilns, ,or for hex-

ing brick,during burning. Bureau,of. Mines

Staff. b. A material, such as an alkali, a
buffer, or a water softener added to soap

builder
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bulk wide-area excavation

or a synthetic surface-active agent to pro-

bulb angle. A steel angle section which has
been enlarged to a bulb at one end. See

Examples: (1) Alkaliescaustic
soda, soda ash, and trisodium phosphate;
(2) bufferssodium metasilicate and bo-

bulking agent. Chemically inert materials for
in7reasing the volume of a composition, for
example, clay. Bennett 2d, 1962. Also

bulb edge. The heavy rounded edge or bead

duce a mixture having enhanced deter-

gency.

rax; and (3) water softenerssodium tri-

polyphosphate, sodium tetraphosphate sodium hexametaphosphate, and ethylene
tape, b. Crispin.
builders' tape. A long measuring tape of steel

or fabric contained in a circular case,

usually 50 or 100 feet in length. See also
tape, b. Crispin
builders up. Eng. Men who make packs and
set timber, in ironstone mines. Fay.
buildhouse. See bildas. Fay.
building. Som. A built-up block, or pillar
of stone or coal, to carry the roof. See also
cog. Fay.

building brick. A block of clay material usually fired to form a stable mass; used for
general building purposes. ACSG, 1963.
building clay. See brick clay. Dodd.
building lime. May be quicklime or hydrated

lime (but usually connotes the latter),

whose physical characteristics make it suitable for ordinary or special structural purposes. Boynton.

building sand. Sand used in erecting buildings, particularly for making mortar and

wall plaster. Hess.
building stone. a. Any stone used in masonry

construction, generally stone of superior

quality that is quarried and trimmed or
cut into regular blocks. A.G.1. Supp. b. Includes all stones for ordinary masonry construction, ornamentation, roofing, and flagging. Countless different kinds of rocks are

used. Practically all varieties of igneous,
sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks are

included, but a few varieties stand out
prominently because of their durability

and widespread occurrence. In its broader
sense, the term includes stone in any form
that constitutes a part of a structure; however, cut or rough-hewn blocks for exterior

walls are most widely used. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

building unit. As applied to structural clay
products, a unit, the specifications for
which include measures of durability,
strength, and other structural properties,
but not requirements affectirg appearance.
ASTM C43-65T.
build up. To increase the thickness of a mctai

part by welding additional metal to the

surface of the part. Long.
buildup sequence. The order in which weld
beads are deposited, generally designated
in cross section. ASM Gloss.
built-in. See fixcd. Ro.
built platform. See wave-built platform.
Schieferdecker.
built-up. a. See chunked-up. Fay. b. See bank!
up. Long.
built-up edge. Chip material adhering to the
tool face adjacent to the cutting edge dur-

ing cutting. ASM Gloss.
built-up mica. A composite material bnilt to
any desired thickness by alternating layers

of overlapped splittings and a suitabla;

binder, usu dly organic, and them formed
into sheets, plates, or special configurations
by heating, pressing, and trimming. Skow.
built-up work. 'Terra-cotta articles formed of
plastic clay in pieces or sections, generally
by hand. Mersereau, 4th, p 269.
bulb. The glass container holding the filament of :a electric filament lamp or the
electrodes of an electric discharge lamp.
C.T.D.

also beaded section. Ham.

of sheet-drawn glass. ASTM C162-66,

bulb of pressure. a. The arca of compressed
soil beneath a loaded foundation the lines
of equal vertical stress, of bulb ;live, be-

low a footing, obtained from the Boussinesq
equation. Ham. b. See pressure bulb. ASCE

PI826.
bulb opal. Menilite opal. Shipley.

called a filler. See also filler. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

bulk mining. A method of mining in which
large quantities of low-grade ore are
mined without attempt to segregate the
high-grade portions. Newton, p. 6. Compare selective mining, a.
sulk modulus. a. The number that expresses
a material's resistance to elastic changes

bulb trailer. A slip trailer made with a rub-

in volume; for example, the number of

Fay. b. Derb. Thc handle or bail of an

a specified change in volume. Leet. b.
Under increasing force per unit area a

ber bulb. See also slip trailer. ACSG.
bule. a. Eng. A bit of iron put around pistons.
ore bucket. Fay.

bulget finish. See finish. Dodd.

bulging. Expanding the walls of a cup, shell,
or tube with an internally expanded segmented punch or a punch composed of air,
liquids, or semiliquids such as waxes, rubber, and other elastomers. ASM Gloss.
bulgrim. Eng. Term used in Cumberland

for a parting shale in a coal seam. Tomkeie ff, , 1954. Same a. tom.

bulk. Brist. Run-of-mine coal in large quantities. Fay.

bulk beds. The main coal seams, South Ireland. Campare post, h. Arkell.
bulk density. a. The weight of an object or
material divided by its material volume
less the volume of its open pores. ACSG,
1963. b. The ratio of the weight of a collection of discrete particles to the volume
which it occupies. B.S. 3552, 1962. C. The
weight of a material, on being compacted
in a defined way, per unit volume (including voids). Taylor. d. The weight per unit
volume of any material including water;
the weight in pounds per cubic foot. Nelson. e. Synonymous with apparent density;
loading weight. ASTM B243-65.
bulk notation. The intentional raising as a
mineralized froth of more than one mineral

in one operation. Pryor, 4.
bulkhead. a. A tight partition of wood, rock,
and mud or concrete in mines for protection against gas, fire, and water. Fay. b.
A masonry diaphragm built across a subaqueous tunnel where compressed air is
used, as a precaution and to prevent the
flooding of an entire tunnel in case of an
accident. It is usually kept some distance

pounds per square inch necessary to cause

body will decrease in size but increase in
density. A.G.I.

bulk modulus of elasticity. The ratio of a
tensile or compressive stress, triaxial and
equal in all directions (for example, hydrostatic pressure), to the relative change it
produces in voiame. Ro.

bulk oil flotation. a. A flotation process in
which large amounts of oil are used. Fay.
b. In this process the separation of mineral
from gangue is accomplished by virtue of

the fact that minerals of metallic luster,
such as sulfides, or hydrocarbons, as coal
and graphite, are wetted preferentially by

oil in the presence of water and consequently pass into the interface between
oil and water; while gangue or rock is

wetted by water and remains in the medium. Mitchell, p. 570.
bulk oil separation. A concentration process
based on selective wetting of minerals by
oil in the presence of water and in the absence of air. E.C.T., v. 8, p. 935.

bulk pit excavation. Primarily excavation of
considerable length as will as of substan-

tial volume or bulk that must be hauled
from the site of operations. Also called embankment digging. Carson, pp. 28, 36.

bulk samples. Large samples of a few hundredweight or more taken at regular
though wklely spaced intervals. In the case

of coal, a car load may be taken at intervals for size analysis and dirt content. See
also grab sample. Nelm.
bulk specific gravity (specific mass gravity).
Ratio of the weight in air of a given volume of permeable material (including both
permeable and impermeable voids normal

in the rear of the working face, and is

to the material) at a stated temperature

is an emergency lock near the roof. Stauffer. c. A wall or partition erected to resist

ASCE P1826.

provided with two air locks one of them

ground or water pressure. Nichols. d. A
timber chock in metal mines. Nelson. e.

A watertight dam containing some form of
door or removable plate. B.S. 3618, 1963,

to the weight in air of an equal volume of

distilled water at a stated temperature.

bulk spreader. A machine '.or carrying and
spreading cement or other material in soil
stabilization. Nelson.

bulk strength. The strength per unit volume

4. f. The end of a flume, whencc

of an explosive and depends upon the

sectional thickness built into a wall for

obtained by multiplying the weight strength
of an explosive by its density and dividing
by the density of the blasting gelatin, which
is 1.55 McAdam II, p.17.

sec.

water is carried, in iron pipes to hydraulic
workings. Fay. g. A solid crib used to support a very heavy roof. See also cog; chock.
Fay. h. A panel of brick of lesser cross-

weight strength and density. Nelson. It is

ease of replacement or for entrance; to the
walled chamber. AISI No. 24.
buildng. a. The increase in volume of!a material due to manipulation. Rock bulks upon
being excavated; damp sand bulkslif loosely deposited, as by dumping, because the
apparent cohesion prevents movement of
the soil particles to form a reduced volume.
ASCE P1P26. b. The difference in volume
of a given mass of sand or other fine material in moist and dry conditions; it is expressed as a percentage of the volume in a
dry condition. Taylor.

bulk volume. A term used relative to the

density and volume of a porous solid, for
example, It refractory brick. It is defined
as the volume of the solid material plus
the volume of the sealed and open pores

present. Dodd.

bulk wide-area excavation. In this kind of

excavation, there is complete access to the
site from many directions, and the excavation banks can be sloped flatly on two or

more sides. Usually shallower in depth
than bulk pit e.,:r.avations but larger in
area. Compare bulk pit excavation. Car-

plate and

son, p. 28.

bull. a. An iron rod used in ramming clay
to line a shothole. Stauffer. b. Aust. See
drag, a and h; backstay. Fay. c. N.S.W.
To enlarge the bottom of a drilled hole to
increase the explosive charge. New South
Wales. d. One who purchases shares in the

hope that their price will rise. Hoot', p.
285.

Bullard Dunn Process. Electrolytic method
of descaling iron and steel and coating surface with protectivc layer of tin. Pryor, 3.
bull

bit. A flat dal! bit.

Fay.

bull block. A machine with a power-driven

revolving drum for cold drawing wire
through a drawing die as the wire winds

around the drum. ASM Gloss.
bull clam. A bulldozer fitted with a curved
bowl hinged to the top of the front of the
blade. Nichols.

bulldog. a. A type of drill-rod-foot safety
clamp built somewhat like a spider and
slips, but differing by having the slips or

movable jaws attached to, and actuated by,
a foot-operated lever. Long. b. A general
term applied to rod and/or casing safety
clamps having both fixed and movable ser-

rated jaws that contact and securely grip
the rods or casing. Long. c. A fishing tool
consisting of a steel body, tapered at the
top, on which slide two or more wedgeshaped, serrated face segments. Lowered

into a tubular piece of lost equipment, such
as casing, the serrated segments are pushed

upward toward the narrow part of the

body, and when the tool is raised, the segments are forced outward, securely gripping the lost equipment. Also called bulldog spear; casing dog; casing spear. Long.

d. To pull or move a drill machine or
auxiliary equipment by means of a block

and tackle or by power derived from a rope

used on the drill cathead or hoist drum.
Also called cat ; snake. Long: e. Roasted
tap cinder consisting of ferric oxide and

silica, derived from the puddling furnace.
It is a refractory material and is used for
fettling the puddling furnace. Osborne.
buldog damp. See bulldog, a. Long.
bulldog grip- A V-bolt threaded at both ends,
often used as a rope clamp. Ham.
bulldog spear. See bulldog, c. Long.
bulldoze. a. To level or excavate earth surface by means cf a heavy, adjustable steel
blade attached to the front end of a tractor
or a wheeled vehicle. Long. b. To reduce
broken rock by the use of explosives to a
size handy for raising to the surface. See
also mudcap; secondary blasting. Fay.

todldozer. a. A tractor on the front end of

which is mounted a vertically curved steel
blade held at a fixed distance by arms secured on a pivot or shaft near the horizontal center of the tractor. The blade can be
lowered or tilted vertical by cables or hydraulic rams. It is a highly versatile piece
of earth excavating and moving equipment

bullock gear
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bulk wide-area excavation
bars.

Railroad car

sills

are

formed with a bulldozer. ASM Gloss. d. A

cleaning blade that follows the wheel or
ladder of a ditching machine. Nichols. e.
In a machine shop, a horizontal press.
Nichols.

bulldozing. a. The blasting of large boulders
or pieces of broken ore on the surface or
underground to reduce them to a size suitable for handling and feeding to crushers.

Short holes are ordinarily drilled in the

blocks of ',tone or ore and are loaded with
a small carge of explosive. Sometimes a
stick of dynamite is laid on the rock and
covered with a double handful of mud and
then exploded, this is known as mudding.
In large mines this i3 done in special charnbers. Hess. b. The movement of ground or
ore by means of a curved plate or pusher

in front of a heavy gasoline-driven ma-

chine. Hess.

bulle. A gas bubblg- in a mineral-enclosed
cavity nearly filled by a liquid. Hess.

bulled hole. A quarry blasting hole, the bottom of which has been enlarged or chambered to receive a heavy explosive charge.
See also chambering. Nelson.
bull engine. A single direct-acting pumping
engine, the pump rOds forming a continuation of the pistol rod. Zern.

bulkr shot. a. Som. A second shot put in
close to and to do the work not done by
a blown-cut shot, loose powder being used.
Fay. b. Scot. a blown-out shot. Also cailed
buller. Fay.

Buller's rings. Buller's iring trial rings indicate the work done by heat by their contraction. Rosenthal.

bullet. a. A small, lustrous, nearly spherical
industrial diamond. Long. b. A conicalnosed, cylindrical weight, attached to a
wire rope or line, either notched or seated

to engage and attach itself to the upper
end of the inner tube of a whe-line core
barrel or other retrievable or roractable
device placed in a borehole. Also called

bug; go-devil; overshot. Long. c. A scraper
with self-adjusting spring blades, inserted

in a pipeline and carried forward by Me
fluid pressure, clearing away accumulations

and/or debris from the walls of the pipe.
Also called go-devil. Long. d. A bulletshaped weight or small explosive charge

dropped to explode a charge of nitroglyce-

rin placed in a borehole. Also called godevil. Long.

bulletin. a. A large tabulation sheet on which

the weight of each carload of coal each

miner sends out is entered. Also called coal
bulletin. Fay. b. A brief or condensed pub-

lic notice or announcement usually con-

cerning a matter of marked current interest
and issuing from a source that might reasonably be considered authoritative. Web-

ster 3d. c. A class of publications issued
by the U. S. Bureau of Mines; U. S. Geological Survey; etc. Fay.

especially useful in land clearing and leveling work, in stripping topsoil, in roadbuild-

bullets. Eng. Masses of marl full of fibrous
gypsum, as much as 15 feet thick, Derbyshire and Staffordshire. Also called balls;

bench cleanup and gathering operations.
Also called dozer. Bureau of Mines Staff.

bullfrog. See barney. Fay.

41 and ramp building, and in floor or

b. In nonmetal mining, a laborer who

breaks up large stones with a sledge hammer or pneumatic -drill so they will pass
through grizzly. (grating) .in limestone

mine. D.O.T. Supp. c. A horizontal ma-

chine, usually mechanical, having two bull
gears with eccentric pins, two connecting
links to a ram, and dies to perform bending,

forming, and punching of narrow

pillars. Arkell.

bull gear. a. A toothed driving wheel which
is the largest or strongest in the mechanism. Nichols. b. A gear or sprocket that
is much larger than the others in the same
power train. Nichols.

Bullgrader. Trade name for an international
(formerly Bucyrus-Erie) angling dozer.
Nichols.
bullhead. See key brick. Dodd.

bullheader. A bull-nosed brick used as a rowlock. ACSG, 1963.
bullhead rail. A track rail developed in Great

Britain, rounded at the top and bottom,
and supported by a cast-iron chair. Ham.

bullies. Fragments of country rock enclosed
in a mineral vein. Compare bulls. Arkell.
bulling. a. The firing of explosive charges in
the cracks of loosened rock. The clay stem-

ming is forced around the charge by a

bulling bar. See also bulled hole. Nelson.
b. Lining a shothole with clay. Stauffer.
bulling bar. An iron bar used to pound clay
into the crevices crossing a borehole which
is thus rendered gastight. Compare bull, a.
Fay.

bulling shovel. A triangular, sharp-pointed
shovel used in ore dressing. Also called
vanning shovel. Fay.

bullion. a. Uncoined gold or silver in the
shape of bars, ingots, or comparable masses.

Webster 3d. b. Concretion found in some
types of coal; composed of carbonate or
silica stainer; by brown humic derivatives;
often well-preserved plant structures form
the nuclei. A.G.I. c. Lanc. Nodules of
clay ironstone, pyrite, shale, etc. which
generally enclose a fossil. Fay. d. A semirefined alloy containing sufficient precious
metal to make recovery profitable. ASM
Gloss. e. Refined gold or silver, uncoined.
ASM Gloss. f. Flat glass of uneven thickness made by handspinning of a gob of glass
at the end of an iron rod. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

bullion balance. A sensitive beam balance of
heavy construction that is used for weighing bullion and specie. Webster 3d.
bullion bar. a. Refined gold or silver in the
form of Imrs of convenient sizes and weights

for handling and storage. Henderson. b. A
bar upon which the molten glass at the end

of a blowing tube

is

rested to assist in

bringing it into special shape. Fay.
bullion content. Bullion (gold or silver)

weight in a parcel of mineral or metal

changing hands. The mcjor value is that
of the carrier (for example. argentiferous
lead ), but payment is made both for this
and for the precious metal. Pryor, 3.

bullion point. The centerpiece of a sheet of
glass made by the old method of spinning
a hot glass vessel in a furnace until it
opened out under centrifugal action to a
circular sheet. The centerpiece bears the
mark of attachment to the rod used to spin
the sheet. The method is obsolete now, but
is revived for antique effects. C.T.D,
bunions. a. Eng. Usually calcareous concretions; occasionally ironstone nodules or
quartzite boulders, Lancashire. Nelson. b.
Eng. Coal balls. Spherical concret'onary
cement stones in the coal seams and
Lancashire. Arkell.

bull ladle. Usually the largest ladle in the

foundry. Bureau of Mines Staff.
bull mica. Large clurers of diversely oriented
and partially inteigrown crystals of muscovite with a Hifi: interstitial albite and
quartz. Skow.
bullnose; jamb brick. A building brick or refractory brick having one end face rounded
to join one side face. Such bricks built

above one another can be used to form
a rounded jamb, hence the alternative
name jamb brick. Dodd.

bullnose bit. A noncoring bit having a convex, helf-hemispherical-shaped crown or
face. Also called wedge bit; wedge reaming
bit ; wedging bit. Long. See also plug bit, b.
bullock gear. See horse gear. Pryor, 3.
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bull plugs
bull plugs. Plugs that are screwed into .'ae
end of an unfinished pipeline to keep out
dirt and small animals; made of a short
pipe nipple having one end closed by weld-

ing or pressed in oval form and the other
end threaded. Porter.
bull point. a. Synonym for boulder buster, a.
Long. b. A sharp-pointed steel bar. Long.
c. A large steel point driven with a sledge.

Fay.

bull pump. Corn. A direct single-acting
pump, the steam cylinder of which is
placed over the top of a shaft or slope,
and the piston rod attached to the pump
rods. The steam lifts the piston end pump

rods and the weight of these produces the
downstroke. Fay.
bull pup. A worthless mining claim. Fay.

bull quartz. A miner's or prospector's term

for white, coarse-grained barren quartz.
A.C.I.
bull reel. The churn drill winch that lifts
and lowers the drill string. Also called

spudding reel. Nichols.
bull rope. A heavy rope or cable from which
a

cable

drill and stem are suspended

and by means of which they are lifted and
dropped, or churned up and down, in
drilling a borehole. Long.
bulls. Eng. Ragged bulls, two or threc
layers of shelly limestone, which pass into
hard calcareous sandstone, in the Purbeck
bed of Sussex. Arkell.

bull's-eye. Labradorite with a dark sheen.
Shipley.

bull's-eyes. Nodules of pyrite in roofing slate.

Fay.
bull's-eye tuyere. A tuyere discharging in the
center of a hemispherical plate. Standard,
1964.
bull shaker. A shaking chute where large coal
from the dump is cleaned by hand. Zern.

Bull's kiln. A clamp of a type designed by
W. Bull in which the bricks to be fired

are set in a trench below ground level; this
type of kiln finds some use in India. Also
known as bock kiln. See also clamp. Dodd.

bull wheel. a. The large winding drum on

which the drill cable or bull rope of a

catc and fluoride, 2Ca(OH,F),..-SiOz. '1'riclinic. Pink spherules of nearly colorless
needles, radiating. Closely related to cuswrite. From Bultfontein mine, Republic of
Sou..1 Africa. English.

bumboat. A small boat equipped with a hoist

and used for handling dredge lines and
anchors Nichols.
bumicky. A stonemason's term for a combination of powdered stone and cement used
to fill crevices made by accidental chip-

ping, as of building stones. Standard, 1964.
bumming, a. Scot. Heaving or rising of the
pavement or floor. Fay. b. Emitting a hollow sound when struck. Fay.
bump. a. Any dull, hollow sound produced
in a coal seam or associated strata as a
result of mining operations. See also rock
bump; rock burst. Nelson. b. Rebound
caused by a sudden release of tension on

the drill stem when the core breaks or

snaps free of the bottom of the borehole.
Long. c. A sharp,upward blow applied to
the drivepipe, casing, or drill stem with a
drive hammer. Long. d. Sudden failure of
the floor or walk of a mine opening, generally accompanied by a loud report and
a sharp shock or jar. Long. c. The earth

tremor occasioned by a rock failure, when
that failure causes no damage to the workings. Spalding. f. A noise caused by a
break in the roof underground. The actual
movement due to the break. A sudden floor
uplift due to a break in the floor. Mason.
g. In coal mining, shock due to the move-

ment of coal. floor, or roof strata, with

sufficient violence to be heard and to shake

the workings. Pryor, 3.
bumped heads. Convex or concave. heads used
with boilers or tanks; dished heads. Hess.

bumper. a. A man who pushes loaded cars
or cans into the station for the hooker and
takes the empties away. Hess. b. A device

used to loosen the tools when drilling is
carried on without jars. Porter. c. A fender
for lessening the jar caused by the collision of cars or other moving equipment.
Jones. d. See catches, c. Fay. c. A machine
used for packing molding sand in a flask
by repeated jarring or jolting. ASM Gloss.

churn or cable-tool drill is wound. Long.
construcb. Large sheave at the top of the_minrz 'bumper post. Barriers of heavy steel
tion anchored at track endings. The barriers
shaft headframe over which the cage- or
effectively stop rolling railroad cars and
skip-hoist rope passes. Long. c. An underprevent their being thrown off center or
qv..
ground sheave wheel; particularly,
derailed. Also available are wheel stops
wheel around which the tail rope is passed
which engage the wheels of rolling cars.
beyond each terminal of a tail-rope haulThe stops are secured directly to the tracks
d.
A
reel
used
in
rope
age system. Fay.,
and can be used singly or in pairs. Bests,
drilling to accommodate the boring rope
p. 371.
by which the bit is suspended in the hole.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3. e. A large driving bumper-up. A skilled man who assists a riveting squad by means of a holding-up hamwheel or sprocket. Nichols. f. A driving
mer. See also holder-up; rivet catcher.
sprocket for a crawler track. Nichols. g.
Ham.
The pulley which rotates the camshaft of
in metal by
a stamp battery. Nelson. h. A large rope- bumping. a. Forming a dish
ASM,Gloss.
blows.
means
of
many
repeated
driven pulley horn the main shaft of a rig
b. Forming a head. ASM Gloss. c. Setting
used to raise and lower the bit or fishing
the seams on sheet metal parts. ASM
tool and sometin es the casing. Shell Oil Co.
d. Ramming sand in a flask by repeating
bully. a. A pattern of miners' hammer, varyjarring
and jolting. ASM Gloss.
ing from broad bully to narrow bully. Fay.
b. A slang term for a iaborer employed to bumping down. The consolidat;on of a mass
of metal powder by vibration before the
help a drill runner operate a drill; also
pressing operation. ASTM B243-65.
c.
A
deLong.
used for an oilfield laborer.
veloping heading driven to the dip, usually bumping post. A post placed as a buffer at
the end of a spur of railroad track. Webthe full dip of the coal seam and worked
by rope haulage. Nelson.
bullying. See springing, c. Fay.

bullymong. Eng. Soft, white marly lime-

ster 3d.

bumping table; jerking table. Old name for
shaking table. Pryor, 3.

stone, containing numerous fossils, Lincolnshire limestone, Essendine, near Stamford.

bumping trough. a. A sheet-iron trough hung
from Plugs so that it may be swung back-

Arkell.
bultfonteinite. A basic hydrous calcium sili-

ore in stopes where Ahe dip is such that

ward and forward and used for,bandling
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bunker coal
the ore will not "run." Fay. b. An appliance for handling broken rock in flat mine
stones. A shect-stv.1 trough is hung from

chains, and arrested at one end of its swing

by a bump stop. so that the ore slides
forward. Pryor, 3.
bump knocker. Ark. Local term used at
Spadra for a person who picks down portions of niachine-mined coal which have
not been shot down by blasting. Fay.

bumps. Sudden, violent expulsion of coal
from one or more pillars, accompanied by
loud reports and earth tremors. They occur
in coal mines where a strong, thick, massive

sandstone roof rests directly on the coal
with no cushioning layer of shale between.

The breaking of this strong roof as the

seam is mined causes violent bumps and

the crushing and bursting of pillars left

for support. T1,!.re are two distinctive types
of bumps: (1) pressure bumps, which ap-

pear to be due to the unit loading of a
pillar being too great for its bearing strength

and where the coal roof and floor are

strong, the pillar is ruptured suddenly and
with violence; and (2) shock bumps, which
are thought to be due to the breaking of
thick, massive, rigid strata somewhere
abovo the coalbed which causes a great
hammerlike blow to be given to the imme-

diate roof which it transmits as a shock
wave to the coal pillar or pillars. Kentucky,
pp. 24, 237; Lewis, pp. 37-38.

buna. A synthetic rubber based on butadienc

and acrylonitrile; butadiene and styrene.
Pryor, 3.
bunch. a. A small quantity of ore in a compact mass in a vein. Fay. b. A portion of
a pipe vein of greater thickness than the
rest of the pipe vein. Standard, 1964. c. A
small rich patch in a lode. Gordon.
bunched seismometers; multiple seismometers.

Group of seismometers located at short intervals at the same seismometer station and
electrically interconnected. Schieferdecker.

bunch of ore. Corn. An ore. body, usually
a small one. Ferv .

bunch of veins. A group of parallel or almost
parallel veins. Schiefer4cker.

bunchy. a. An ore body containing small

scattered masses or bunches of ore. Weed,
1922. b. A mine that is sometimes rich and
at other times poor. Hess.

bunchy reef. S. Afr, A succession of blows,
or outcrops, following a certain course. See
also blow, a and c. Fay.

band. An earth retaining wall. Austin.

banding. A staging of boards on stulls or

stemples, to carry deads. See also stull
covering, a. Fay.

bung. A stack or column of saggers, one
placed on another. The bung rests on setout bricks. Hess.
bung arch, 9-inch. A special bung brick with

only th-inch taper. Bureau of Mines Staff.
bung brick. A special type (quality, size, and
shape) of fire clay brick, used in roofs of
air furnaces. Bureau of Mines Staff.

bunk. A built-in frame that usually has low

sides and a canvas, mesh, or spring bottom,
and that serves as a bed or sleeping place.

Webster 3d. Common in mining and lum-

ber camps. Fay.

bunker. a. A vessel kir the storage of materials; the lowermost portion is usually con-

structed in the form of a hopper. Also
called bin. B.S. 35,32, 1962. b. A large bin
or compartment for. the storage of. bulk
materials. See also bin. ASA MH4.1-1958
bunker coal. -Applied to coal consumed by
.acean steamers. tugs. ferryboats, or other
.
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bunker coal
steam watercraft. Also called bunkers. Fay.
bunker conveyor. A high-capacity conveyor
which takes peaks of production from
another conveyor and discharges the mate-

rial when production drops. Such a conveyor may be laid under or alongside a
trunk belt near its discharge end. The floor

of the bunker comprises a slow-moving

steel plate conveyor operated by hydraulic
or other power. A movable plough plate

situated over the trunk belt diverts the

material sideways into the bunker conveyor.
Nelson.
bunker gate. See bin gate. ASA MH4.1-19511.

Bunker Hill screen. Funral-shaped rotating
screen set at an angle. Oversize works down

to neck of funnel for discharge and intersize passes through. Obsolescent. Pryor, 3.

bunkering capacity. The capacity of any
ing. It may be expressed as a tonnage or
ore during interruptions to normal working. It may be expressed as a tonnage or
as so many hours of normal production.

Bunkering capacity may be provided at the
surface and at critical poiras underground.
Nelson.
bunker oil. A heavy fuel oil formed by stabili-

zation of the residual oil remaining after
the cracking of crude petroleum. HW.
bunker plate. An iron plate covering a hole

in a ship's deck leading to the coal bunker.
Pay.

in which a simple mirror system enables
both sides of teh test plate, consisting of
a screen of opaque white paper on which
is a grease spot, to be view ed at the same
time. That portion of the screen on which
the grease lies is translucent to light, so
that there is a difference in brightness between the grease spot and its surrounding
ungreased paper. When comparing sources,

one on either side of the photometric

bench, the point of balance is such that,
as seen in the mirror, both sides of the
screen show (quality of contrast between
the grease spot and its white surround.
Roberts, II, p. 24. b. See grease-spot photometer. C.T.D.
Bunsen's extinction coefficient. The recipro-

cal of the thickness that a layer of glass,
or other transparent material, must have
for the intensity of transmitted light to be
decreased to one-tenth of its intensity as
it falls on the layer. Dodd.
Bunter sandstone. Eng. A sandstone at the
base of the Triassic system in Western

bunky.

Wis. In metal mines, a part-

ner; called a buddy in coal mines. Fay.
bunney. a. A mass uf ore nut lying in a regular vein. Nelson. b. See bonny. Fay.
banning. Eng. In lead mining, a floor or
staging of .-ood built across the lode over
thc miners' heads, and on which the refuse
was thrown, so that the mine, originally
begun as an open work, became covered
over for its whole length except the wind-

to gain access to minable grade material.
Frequently called overburden; cover. Bu-

it consists of pebble beds with sandstory
above and below. C.T.D.
buntknochig bernstein. The German name

Bureau of Mines Staff. j. Heavy burden is

English Midlands, where it is well exposed,

reau of Mines Staff. i. The charge of a
blast furnace exclusive of the fuel; also,
the ratio of the ore to thc total charge.

for mottled osseous amber. Tomkeieff, 1954

lining of a rectangular shaft. Bun tons may

See also dividers; wallplates. Nelson. b. A
timber placed horizontally across a shaft.

It serves to brace the wallplates of the
shaftlining and also, by means of plank

nailed to them, to form separate compartments for hoisting or ladderways. Fay.
bunton racking. Timber pieces used in the
support of rectangular shafts. See also wallplate. Nelson.

buoy. To keep from sinking; to keep afloat
in a liquid. A term used in flotation. Fay.
buoyancy. The reduction in weight of a body

when immersed in a fluid, equal to du

weight of fluid displaced bv the body. Ii
the latter floats, its weight equals the

weight of the fluid displaced; this is Archimedes' principle. Ham.

buoyant foundation. A reinforced concrete
foundation adopted when erecting strut-tures on fluid silt or mud. It is so designed

that the sum total of itr own weight and

of the loads to be carried is approximately
equal to the weight of soil or water which

buoyant unit weight. See submerged unit

Bunsen burner. A gas blamer consisting of

filled borehole. The apparent weight is the

a tube with a small gas jet at the lower

end, and an adjustable air" inlet by means
of which the heat of the flame can be controlled. Used as a source of heat for labora-

tory work and, in conjunction with an

incandescent mantle, as the usual form of
gas burner for illuminating purposes.
C.T.D.
bansenite. Native vitreous pistachio green
nickel oxide NiO; forms niinute octahedrons. Dana6d, p. 208.
A visual photometer
Buren photonleter.

stream of tin. Fay. g. See line of least

of Western Europe are divided. In the

lass opening. Also spelled bunding. Fay.
bunny. Corn. An isolated body of ore. Hess.
See also bonny.
Wm Eng. Geodes of chalcedony and qUartz
in basalt, near Tortworth, Gloucestershire.
Arkell.

burden. a. All types of rock or earthy materials overlying bedrock. See also cover, d;
mantle; overburden. Long. b. Valueless
material overlying the ore, especially such
as is removed by stripping. Frequently
called overburden. Webster 2d. c. The resistance that an explosive charge must
overcome in breaking the rock adjacent to
a drill hole in mining. Webster 3d. d. The
tonnage or cubic yards of rock, ore, or coal
which an explosive charge is expected to
break. Nelson. e. The distance between
the charge and the free face of the material to be blasted. Fay. f. Corn. The tops
or head of stream work, which lie over the
material that overlies and must be removed

be 6 by 5 or 6 inches square arid extend
across the shaft at intervals of 4 to 8 feet.
They serve to reinforce the barring and
also carry the cage guides. Rolled steel
joists arc now generally used as buntons.

tween the main belt system and the skip
winding in the shaft. See also bunker conveyor; gate-end bunker. Nelson.

from

resistance. Fraenkel. h. Barren or nonore

coming from the winding shaft. The provision tends to equalize the run of mine
going to the preparation plant and smooth
out any minor breakdowns in the plant.
bunker, underground, Arrangements, such as
high capacity supplementary conveyors,
staple pits, hoppers, or standage room for
cars. positioned at key points between the
faces and pit bottom. The object is to
enable costly power-loading machines to
operate continuously when there are surface or shaft delays. At one colliery a 250ton underground bunker was provided be-

with other rare-earth carbonates
Montana. Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.

Bunter series. The lowest of the three series
into which the rocks of the Triassic system

bunton. a. A steel or timber element in the

Nelson.

stone or buhr. Standard, 1964.
buratite. An aurichalcite containing calcium
monoxide, probably as a mechanical admixture. Weed, 1918.
burbankite. A mineral, (Ca,Sr,Ba,Ce,Na),(CO3), as pale yellow hexagonal crystals

Europe. Fay.

bunkers. A Wales term for bunker coal. Fay.
bunker, surface. A large capacity hopper or

standage room to store coal or mineral

Burgos luster

it displaces. Ham.

weight. ASCE PI 826.

buoyant weight. The apparent weight of a
string of drill tools suspended in a liquid-

weight of the drill string in air less the
weight of the liquid displaced by the drill
string 'when suspended in a liquid-filled

borehole. Long.
Buoyoucos hydrometer. A variable-immersion

hydrometer. The original instrument was
graduated empiricey ,to indicate the

weight of solids per unit volume of suspen-

a high ratio of ore to coke; light burden

is a low ore-to-coke ratio. Bennett 2d, 1962.
burden gage. See hole director. Higham, p. 79.
burdening the furnace. Determining the

proper proportions of ore, coke, and lime-

stone for the blast furnace charge. Mer-

sereau, 4th, p. 398.
Burdigallan. Upper Lower Miocene. A.G.I.

supp.
bureau. A specialized administrative unit;
especially, a subdivision of an executive
department of a goverenment. Webster 3d.
An example is the Bureau of Mines. Fay.

Bureau of Mines. A government agency in
the U.S. Department of Interior concerned
with conservation and utilization of Min-

eral Resources and with Health and Safety
regulations in the Mining Industry. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
Bureau of Mines brick. See dolomite brick.
Bureau of Standards; United States Bureau
of Standards. Official laboratories for defining and checking standards of quality,
performance, etc., of chemicals and apparatus. Pryor, 3 .

burette. A laboratory apparatus, consisting
typicaily of a graduated glass tube with a
small aperture and stopcock, that is used
for delivering measured quantities of liquid
or for measuring volumetrically the liquid
or gas received or discharged. Webster 3d.
buds. Shrop. The basalts on Clee Hill. Arkell.

burgee. a. Eng. Term used in Lancashire
for friable coal which breaks into smalls
on extraction. Tomkeieff, 1954. b. Small
coal suitable for furnaces or engines. Arkell.

c. Contaminated sand resulting from the
grinding of plate glass. Dodd.
Burgers vector. Dislokation

displacement.

The Burgers vector is parallel to a -crewdislocation line and perpendicular to an

edge-dislocation. VV.
burgle. See burgce, a ; burgy. Tomkeieff, 1954.

burgy. Lane. Slack, or small coal. Fay. See
also burgee, a.

sion it was subsequently developed for
particle-size analysis. Dodd.

Burgos luster. A red luster for porcelain

in a sOfter rock. Standard, 1964. t. A burr-

present. Word comes from Burgos, Spain.

bur; burr. a, A nodule or mass of flint rock

KIP

made by suitably diluting a gold luster with

a bismuth luster ; some tin may also be

Burgos luster
Dodd.
burial ground. A place for burying unwanted
radioactive objects to prevent escape of
their radiations, the earth acting as a
shield. Such objects must be placed in
wmertight, noncorrodible containers so that
the radioactive materials cannot be leached

out and get into an underground water
supply. Also called graveyard. NRC-ASA
N1.1-1957.

buried channel. An old channel filled and
concealed by glacial or other superficial deposits. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.

buried hill. A hill of resistant older rock over
which later sediments were deposited. The
overlying sedimentary beds have the form
of an anticline as the result of original dip,
unequal compaction, and other causes. The

term was first applied to the underlying
beds of the Healdton field, Okla.
buried outcrop. Blind apex. Pryor, 3.
buried placers. a. Old placer deposits which
have been buried beneath lava flows or
other strata. Fay. b. Deep lead. Pryor, 3.
buried rivers. Riverbeds which have been
buried below lava flows, glacial drift; or
alluvial deposits. Fay.
burk. A hard knot or lump in a vein. Possibly
a corruption of burl which means a knot,
lump, or an excrescence. Fay.

burkeite. A white, buff, grayish sulfatocarbonate of sodium, 2Na2SO4.Na2CO3. Ortho-

rhombic. Small flat crystals, and twins;
nodules. From Searles Lake, Calif. English.

burlap. A coarse-woven material of jute.
Used for wrappings, hangings, decorations,
etc. Cris Pin.

Burieigh; Burley. A miner's term for any
heavy two-man drill. The Burleigh was

the first successful machine rock drill. Hess.
hurler. Forest of Dean. Hand-picked lump
iron ore. Arkell.
burley clay. A clay containing burls, okilites,
or nodules, which may be high in alumina
or iron oxide. As used in Missouri it refers
to a diaspore-bearing clay usually averaging 45 percent to 65 percent A1203.

ACSB, I.

Burma fade. Same as Burmese jade. Shipley.
(feldspar)
Burma moonstone. Moonstone
from Burma, which during recent years has
included fine blue moonstone. Shipley.

Burma ruby. Trade term for the finest colored rubies whether er not from Burma,
where most of them are mined. Also called
Burmese ruby. Shipley.

Burma sapphire. A term often used for fine
royal blue sapphire whether or not from
Burma. Same as oriental sapphire. Shipley.
Burmese jade. Finest known jadeite, from
mines in Mogaung, a subdivision of the

Myitkyina district in upper Burma. The
term Burma jade is commonly used in the
Orient to distinguish it from any and all

varieties of nephrite (jade). Same as soda
jadeite. Also called Burmese jadeite.
Shipley.
Burmese spinet, Red spinel and flame spinel

found in perfect octahedra and fine gem
quality in alluvial deposits near Mogok in
upper Burma, in association with rubies
which are usually waterworn. Shipley.
burmite. Amber found in Burma. It is generally pale yellow, but reddish and dark
brown specimens are also known. Slightly
harder than Baltic amber. See also Chinese
amber. Shipley.

burn. a. To permit a bit to become over-

heated in use. Long. b. To calcine. Long.
c. To cut with a torch. Nichols. d. To pulverize with very heavy explosive charges.

burnishing
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Nichols. e. To heat or fire ceramic products
to obtain the desired degrees of vitrification. Bureau of Mines Staff. f. To heat

ceramic wares to a point at which they
take a hard stony or glassy texture. Hess.

burnable poison. A ncutron absorber (or
poison), such as boron, which, when incor-

porated in the fuel or fuel cladding of a
nuclear reactor, gradually burns up (is

changed into ncnabsorbing material) under
neutron irradiation. This process compensates for the loss of reactivity in a reactor
which occurs as fuel is consumed and poisonous fission products accumulate. L&L.
burn cut; shatter cut. a. A type of cut employed in underground blasting in which
the cut holes are drilled parallel to each
other and straight into the face, one or

More holes being left unloaded for the
others to break to. The cut is a compara-

tively simple one to drill, but the holes

must be parallel or the cut does not break
well. Lewis, p. 1966. b. A drill hole pattern
widely used in fast-moving tunnels. Holes
the face and
-are drilled in the center of
left uncharged and void, and serve as a
relief zone when the round is fired. The
void holes are drilled parallel and may be
either of normal or of larger diameter up
of
to 8 inches. There may be five or six
these void holes used, compared with one
or two of the larger holes. In large tunnels,
holes
a burn cut round may have up to 60

with a pull of up to 9 feet. All holes in

the round are drilled parallel and in line
with the tunnel. Nelson.
burned. a. Said of slate or other impurity
that adheres tightly to the coal. Similarly,

coal is said to be "burned to the roof"

when it is hard to separate the roof rock
from the coal. Fay. b. See burn. Long.
burned bit. As a result of high speed, excessive pressure, and poor water circulation,
sufficient heat may be generated at the bot-

tom of a borehole to cause a diamond
crown to soften, resulting in displacement
of diamonds and a ruined bit. Nelson.

burned cut. A cut made in the face of a

heading for which three or four holes are
drilled normal to the face and in a triangle
or square, 12 to 18 inches on a side, with
another hole in the center. One, two, or

three holes are loaded and shot, the others
relieve the pressure and induce breaking.
A cavity is formed to which other shots in
the face readily break. Used for espec;ally

tough ground. Also called Michigan cut;
woodchuck cut. Hess.
burned in. See burn in. Long.
burned-in grain bottom. One composed of
refractory grain, sintered into place to form
a monolithic hearth. Bureau of Mines Staff.
burned lime; burnt lime. Calcium oxide
(quicklime) formed from limestone, or
other forms of calcium carbonate, which
has been calcined at high temperature to
drive off the carbon dioxide. Shell Oil Co.
burner. a. A device that admits fuel and air
to control combustion. ACSG, 1963. b. A
person whose duty it is to tend a ceramic
kiln. ASCG, 1963.
burner block. A refractory block with one or
more orifices through which fuel is admitted to a furnace. ASTM C162-66.
burner reactor. See converter reactor. LtYL.
burn in. a. To run a bit with too little coolant
until the heat generated by the bit fuses
the cuttings, core, bit, and the bottom of
the borehole. Long. b. To deliberately run
a bit with reduced amount of coolant until
core is jammed inside the bit. See also dry

block. Long.
burning. a. In the processing of metals, the
heating of a metal sufficiently close to the
melting point to cause permanent injury.
Such injury may be caused hy the melting
of the more fusible constituents, by the

penetration of gases, such as oxygen, into

the metal with subsequent reactions, or
perhaps by the segregation of elements
already present in thc metal. Henderson.
b. In the processing of abrasive shapes,
refractories, and other ceramic materials,

the final heat treatment to which the mate-

rial is subjected in the process of manu-

facture for the purpose of developing bond
and other necessary chemical and physical

properties. Also called firing. Henderson.
c. In grinding, a change in the work being

ground, caused by the heii of grinding.

usually accompanied by su.:ace discoloration, and frequently producing etch cracks.
Henderson. d. The welding of lead; a term
commonly used by lead welders. Henderson. e. Oxidation which takes place so

rapidly that heat and light are released.
Crispin. f. Derb. An old method uf
working veins by softening them with fire.
See alsofiring, b. Fay.
burning bars; burning points; burning tools.
Equipment used to suspend or support
ware during the firing operations. ASTM
C286-65.
burning gravel. Eng. Farmers' name for
cobble gravel having so little interstitial

soil that the crops dry up in summer. Arkell.
burning house. The furnace in which sulfide
ores are calcined to form gaseous SO2 and
leave the metal oxide, or in the case of
noble metals, the metal itself. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

burning-in kiln. A kiln in which stain or
enamel color painted on glassware or sheet
glass

is fired to cause it to adhere more

or less permanently; usually of muffle type.

C.T.D.

burning marks. See pin mark ; point mark.
burning mountain. A volcano. Webster 3d.

burning-off. A fault in vitreous enameling

resulting from the apparent burning-away
of the ground coat; in reality, the fault is
due to the enamel having become saturated

with iron oxide. To prevent this, the fusion
temperature of the ground coat should be
raised by altering its composition. Dodd.

burning oil. A common name for kerosine.
Fay.
burning out. A loose term, usually used to
describe the action of furnace linings in
wearing away without a known reason.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
burning point. The temperature at which a
volatile oil in an open vessel will ignite
from a match held close to its surface. Formerly used to determine the safety of kero-

sine or other. illuminants. Standard, 1964.

burning points. See burning bars. ASTM
C286-65.
burning rate. The rate at which a liquid fuel
is burned in a pool. I.C. 8137, 1963, p. 76.
burning seate. See scale e. Arkell.
burning tool mark. A defect in the porcelain
,

enamel appearing on the surface opposite
to the point of contact with the supporting
burning tool. ASTM C286-65.

burning tools. See burning bars. ASTM
C286-65.
burning zone. See hot zone. Bryant.
burnishing. a. The operation of ,polishing
gilding, with bloodstone or agate, after the
ware comes out of the enamel kiln. C:T.D.
b. The smoothing of surfaces by ,tneans of
,

a hard tool or object, especially by rubbing%
Lowenheim. See also ball burnishing.
burnishing sand. A fine, rounded-grain silica
sand of uniform size between 65 and 100

mesh. Used in rolling down and burnishing gold decorations on porcelain. AIME,

p. 15
burn-off. The process of severing an unwanted
portion of a glass article by fusing the glass.
ASTM C162-66.
burn-off rate. See melting rate. ASM Gloss.
burno man. A laborer who gets ore ready for

a mechanical shovel or a hand shoveler.
Hess.

burn out. To salvage diamonds from a used
bit by dissolving the matrix alloy with an
acid or by use of an electrolytic process.
Long.

burnover. An underfired stock brick from
the outside of a clamp, such bricks are

usually retired. See also stock brick. Dodd.
Burnside apparatus. An apparatus for boring
towards old workings or water-bearing

strata, providing for control of water or

i
gas, which may ssue
therefrom. B.S. 3618,

1963, sec. 4.

Burnside boring machine. This machine has
been specially developed for boring in all
types of ground, and incorporates a very
important feature, that of contiolFng the
water immediately if it is tapped. In boring, the hole is first prepared for the recep-

the sea. Shipley.

burnt crown. Synonym for burnt bit. Long.
burnt deposit. A dull, nodular electrodeposit
resulting from excessive current density.
ASM Gloss.
burnt-in. In ceramics, said of colors that have
been applied under the glaze, and are fired
with it. Fay.
burnt-in sand. A defect consisting of a mix-

surface of a casting. ASM Gloss.

burnt iron. a. Iron which by long exposure
to heat has suffered a change of structure
and become brittle. It can be restored by
careful forging at welding heat. Fay. b. In
the Bessemer and open-hearth processes,
iron which has been exposed to oxidation
until all of its carbon is gone, and oxide
of iron has been formed in the mass. Fay.
burnt lime. Calcined limestone, [CaO.Mg0
(dolomitic), or Ca0 (calcitic), or a mixture of these]. ASTM C162-66.

burnt metal. Metal which has become oxidized by overheating, and is so rendered
useless for engineering purposes. C.T.D.
burnt ocher. Ferric oxide. Bennett 2d, 1962.

burnt ore. a. Roasted ore. Fay. b. Ferric
oxide. Bennett 2d, 1962.

burnt :Aide; oxidized shale. Carbonaceous

cannot be withdrawn, the two handwheels
arc screwed in ; this presses india-rubber

burnt stone. An antique carnelian, such as
is sometimes found in ancient ruins and

water should rush out and the borcrods

plugs on to the borerods and effects a
watertight joint. Mason, a. 1, p. 317.

burnt alum; dried alum; exsiccated alum.
Alum that has been dried at 200° C, and
powdered; AINI-4(SO4).2 or AlK(S(1)2.

A caustic. Webster 3d.
burnt amethyst. A term applied to artificially
colored yellow transparent quartz (topaz
quartz) which, unlike poorly colored yellowish quartz (citrine), is largely produced
by heating natural amethyst of brownish
hue. See also burnt stone. Shipley.
burnt bearing. A bearing which has become

overheated and melted owing to lack of
lubrication, improper lubricant, improper
fitting, or overloading. Hess.

burnt bit. A bit that has been overheated
and sometimes partially fused. See also
burn in. Long.

burnt borax; calcined borax; dehydrated

reau of Mines Staff.

has apparently been acted on by fire. Fay.
burnt stuff. Aust. An intensely hard, rocky
stratum underlying the surface soil. Standard
, 1964.
.
burnt topaz. Genuine topaz which has been
altered in color to pink topaz. Shipley.
burnt umber. A reddish-brown, manganese-

bearing, hydrated iron oxide; used as a

pigment. Hess.

burnup. A measure of nuclear reactor fuel

consumption. It can be expressed as either
the percentage of fuel atoms that have

undergone fission or the amount of energy
produced per unit weight of fuel fissioncd.
In the latter case, it is usually expressed a3
megawatt days per metric ton of fuel exposed. L&L.

burr. a. Eng. Generally, a compact sandstone with siliceous matrix, but may be
used to describe any rock especially hard

borax. A 'spongy mass; Na2B407; obtained
by calcining hydrated sodium borate. Bennett 2d, 1962. Used in glass, enamels, and
other'ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961.

to drill, Lancashire. Nelson. b. Derb. A

Webster 3d.

ing is called the burr. This burr must be

topaz quartz which has been changed from
the color of cairngorm (smoky quartz) to
topaz color. S le also burnt amethyst ; burnt
stone. Shipley.

the application of porcelain enamel and
may be spun off on a lathe, crimped to a
roll edge or ground off with a grinding
wheel. Also spelled buhr. Hansen. d. A
rotary tool having teeth similar to those

burnt brass. Synonym for copper sulfate.

burnt Cairngorm. A term applied to that

burnt coal. a. Coal altered by heat from an

igneous intrustion within or near the seam.
B.S. 3618, 1964,sec. 5. b. Sooty or cinderY
material arising from metamorphic 'action
of intrusive rock'on 'a coal seam. Pryor, 3.
:turzst copper. Copper oxide formed by. the
'exceisive heating of :copper in air. Bennett
1962.

burnt coral. A dark. brown or blackish coral

opening the proper connections and raising and lowering the leveling bottle, the
gas is passed through each pipette in turn
a sufficient number of times to insure the
complete absorption of the respective constituents that are absorbable; the remaining constituents being then determined by

ture of sand and metal cohering to the

compressed and powerfully gripped on the
sides of the borehole' to effect a sound and
reliable joint. If during boring operations

plates, and two wedges. When these are
properly adjusted the rubber washer is

ing carbon monoxide and the heavy hydrocarbons or illuminating gases. The last two
pipettes are used to absorb carbon dioxide
and oxygen. Gas is transferred from the
sample tube to fill the 100-cubic-centimeter
burette, and its volume is checked. By

discolored by having lain at the bottom of

shale which has remained for a long period
in a colliery tip and undergone spontaneous combustion and converted into a coppery slag material. It is sometimes used for
road and construction work. Nelson. Also
known in coal-bearing areas of Kentucky
and Alabama as "red dog" and sometimes
used in place of stone as road metal. Bu-

tion of a special rubber ring, two iron

bursting expansion
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hard knot or lump in a vein. A lump of ore
that is harder than the vein itself. Also
spelled bur; burk. Fay. c. The rough edge
left on sheet steel after punching or stamp-

completely removed from the article before

on hand files. ASM Gloss.

..

slow combustion. Lewis, pp. 731-732.

Burrell gas detector. A device to obtain a

safe, rapid, and accurate determination for

low percentages of methane inside the

mine. Complete combustion of the methane

takes place within the apparatus, and the

percentage is measured volumetrically. Fay.

Burrell indicator. An instrument for use in
a mine which takes a sample of air and
measures its contraction after the methane
in it has been burned. This contraction is
read on a scale and shows the percentage
of methane present. Zern.

burring. a. Passing over the face of a pulpstone with a special tool to develop a pattern for providing a freer cutting surface.
ACSG, 1963. b. See deburring. ACSG,
1963.

burrow. a. A refuse heap at a coal mine.

Zern. b. Tubular openings made by worms

and other animals. Usually preserved as

fillirp,s; may be vertical, horizontal, or inclined, and straight or sinuous. Pettijohn.
burrows. Dev. Sand with layers of concretionary stone used for building. Arkell.
burr rock. A term sometimes used to designate an aggregate of muscovite books and
quartz. Skow.
burrstone. See buhrstone.
burst. An explosive breaking of coal or rock

in a mine due to pressure. In coal mines
they may or may not be accompanied by
a copious discharge of methane, carbon

dioxide, or coal dust. Also called outburst;
bounce; bump; rock burst. BuMines Bull.
309, 1929, pp. 1, 13.

burster. a. A hydraulic mechanism which,
when inserted into a large diameter shothole, breaks down the strata by means of
pistons operating transversely. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 6. b. Scot. A shot in a coal
seam which has not been sheared or under-

cut. Equivalent to "shot off the solid."

Also called bursting shot. Fay. c. See
buster, a. Fay.
bursting. The phenomenon sometimes exhibited by refractories containing chrome ore,
when exeposed to iron oxide at high temperature, of having the exposed face swell

and grow until it breaks away from the

brick mass. A.R.I.
bursting charge. A small charge of fine pow-

der, placed in contact with a charge of
coarse powder to insure the ignition of

the latter. Fay.
bursting expansion. In the refractories industry this term has the specific meaning of
surface. disintegration of basic refractories

caused by the absorption of iron oxide.
The expansion that leads to this form of

failure results from solid solution of mag-

Burrell apparatus. A portable gas analysis

.netite (Fesa) in the chrome spinel that

for the' complete analysis of gases. The
combustion pipette is for determining hydrogen, methane, or, other explosive gas

tory test submits a test-piece cut to the

apparatus consisting of five pipettes; used

by slow combustion. The next two pipettes
are Francis aUtobubbler pipettesior absorb-

forms a major constituent of chrome and
chrome-magnesite refractories. A laborasize of a 2-inch cithe, to the action of 140
gram of mill-scale (crushed to pass a 30
B.S.' sieve) for 1 hour at 1,600° .C; the

bursting expansion
expansion is expressed as a linear percentage. Dodd.

bursthsg off. The breaking of the blow-over.
ASTM C162-66. See also blow-over.
bursting time. The time. between the application of an electric current and the setting
off of the explosive charge. In seismic

it may be necessary to take
into account the maximum difference in
prospecting,

timelag between the bursting of the earliest
and latest detonators in a series. In a series
firing current of over 1 ampere direct current, the maximum difference with submarine seismic detonators is always less than
1

millisecond. Nelson.

burst of whinstone. Scot. A bed or mass of
igneous rock at the surface of the ground.
Fay.
burstone. See buhrstone.
bursztyn. Polish name for amber. Tom1eieff,
1954.

Burt filter. A stationary, intermittent filter in
which the leaves are suspended vertically
in a cylindrical vessel set on a consideiable

incline. The leaves are therefore ellipses.
The slime cake is discharged by introducing air and water into the interior of
the leaf. There is also a newer Burt filter
of the continuous rotating drum type. Liddell 2d, p. 390.
burthen. Scot. The load of coal which the
bearers carry on their backs. Fay.

burton. a. Any of several arrangements of
hoisting tackle; usually one with a single
and a double block. Webster 3d. b. Stowage (as of casks) athwartships in the hold
of a ship. Webster 3d.
Burton A. Nongelatinous permissible explosive. Used in mining. Bennett 2d, 1962.
bury. Ir. Soft shale or clay; flucan. Fay.

bus bar. A heavy metal conductor, usually
copper, for high-amperage electricity. ASM
Gloss.

bush. a. Wooded or bush-covered, unculti-

vated, and unpopulated or sparsely populated areas, generally far removed from
cities. Long. b. To insert or attach a bushing. Long. c. To line a circular hole with
a ring of metal, commonly to take up wear
or to makc the hole fit more closely an
axle or pinion. Hess. d. A cylindrical stationary bearing on which a relatively hard
rotating part is carried, wcar of the latter
thus being minimized. Pryor, 3.

bushed. Can. Mental state brought on by
a protracted stay in the woods. Hoffman.
bushel. A measure of capacity. The imperial
bushel equals 2,218.192 cubic inches and
the Winchester bushel equals 2,150.42 cubic inches, which is divided into 4 pecks.

The bushel used in measuring charcoal

and coal contains 5 pecks, or 2.688 cubic
inches, being 20 pounds or less of charcoal,

and, in various 'localities, 80, 76, or. 72
pounds of coal. The Winchester bushel is

the standard for the United States. Fay.
bushhammer. A hammer having a serrated
face, as of rows of pyramidal points, for
dressing stone. Fay.

bushhammered surface. Term used to describe the surface. finishing of building

limestone that is rough and pitted. AIME,
p. 330:
bushing. a. Synonym for sub, c. Long. b. Cylindrical sleeve to fill in the space between

a small-size drill rod and the inside of a
swivel-head drive rod designed to take a
larger drill rod. Long. c: A fitting for the
purpose of connecting dissimilar-size pipes.

A sleeve-shaped plug having inside and
outside threads to suit the different pipe
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diameters. Long. d. A metal cylinder between a shaft and a support or a wheel,
that serves to reduce rotating friction and
to protect the parts. Nichols. c. A liner in
the orifice of any feeder for molten glass,
for example, the orifice ring of a gob
feeder or the unit through which molten
glass is drawn in making glass fibers.
ASTM C162-66. f. A bearing or guide.
ASM Gloss,

bush metal. An alloy used for journals, bearings of shafts, etc. Fay.

bushveld complex. A great intrusive igneous
body in thc Transvaal that has undergone
remarkable magmatic differentiation. Bateman.
basqueda de criaderos minerales. Sp. Localization of mineral fields. Hess.
Buss table; Ferrar:s table. Shaking table for
treatment of ore sands, or deck supported by
Ferraris truss moved by eccentric. Pryor, 3.

bustamente furnace. Cylindrical shaft furnace used to distill mercury from its ores.

Butters and Mein distributor
ruary 1942, p. 144.
butt. a. Opposite of face, coal exposed at
right angles to the face, and in contrast to
the face, generally having a rough surface.
Also called end in Scotland. B.C.I.; Fay. b.

The butt of a slate quarry is where the

overlying rock comes in contact with an
inclined stratum of slate rock. Fay. c.
Eng. A pack built on a longwall face between the gate-side packs. SMRB, Paper
No. 61. d. Eng. A softwood chock filled
with dirt. SMRB, Paper No. 61. c.

Eng. A pillar of stone erected to form
a gateway. SMRI1, Paper No. 61. f. A
flat surface at right angles to, and projecting outward at the base of a thread.

Long. g. To screw threaded members together until butts are firmly seated against
each other. Long. h. To bring two flat surfaces together. Long.

butt and collar joint. In sewer pipes and

drainpipe, a joint between two butt ends
covered by a collar. Hess.

containing lime. Fay.
buster. a. An expanding wedge used to break

butt and strapped joint. a. A joint having the
ends of two pieces of pipe united by and
riveted to a sleeve. The strap may be inside or outside, and may be single or double riveted. Hess. b. In boiler and tank
construction, the butt joint of two sheets
is covered by a narrow sheet called a strap

also for loosening scale on hot, ferrous forging billets. ASM Gloss.

butt cable. See hand cable,
butt cleat. a. A short, poorly defined cleavage

Pryor, 3.
bustamite. A grayish-red variety of rhodonite

down coal or rock. Pryor, 3. b. A pair of
dies, usually flat or with a simple-shaped
impression, used in press forging, for barreling or flattening a hot metal billet, and

buster shot. Same as breaking-in shot, a
Fay.
bustite. An achondritic meteorite composed
esssentially of enstatite, small amounts of
diopside and oligoclasc, and a little nickel
iron. Compare aubrite. Holmes, 1920.

bustle. a. York. Hurry in mining or work-

ing coal,, or in performing other colliery
work. Fay. b. A board put on the end of

a car to keep coal when going up or down
a steep slope. Fay.

bustle pipe; hot-blasting circulating duct. A
metal tube of large diameter which sur-

rounds a blast furnace at a level a little

above the tuyeres; it is lined with refractory material and distributes the hot air
from the hot-blast stoves to the pipes
known as goosenecks which in turn carry
the air to the tuyeres. Dodd.
but. Scot. Outwards; toward hte shaft; outbye. Fay.

butane. a. Synonym for bottle gas. Long.
b. C4H10; a hydrocarbon of the paraffin
series. Nelson.

butane flame methanometer; sigma recording

metbanometer. An instrument giving a

continuous record of the methan concentration in mine air. It uses a small flame
burning butane in a gauze-protected enclosure. Instead of observing the cap, then
mocouples are used to show the increased
temperature above the flame and the resulting signal is displayed on a recording

.milliammeter. The instrument runs for
at least a week and is accurate to about
0.05 percent methane. See also methane
tester type S.3. Nelson.

Butcbart table. A shaking table, toggle-actuated, with its deck supported in slipper bearings, and carrying curved riffles. Pryor, 3.
butler finish. A semilustrous metal finish produced with a soft abrasive wheel, similar
in appearance to the traditional handrubbed finish on silver. ASM Gloss.
butkrite. A monoclinic mineral occurring as
as oriented intergroWths with parabutlerite;
from Argentina. A hydrous sulfate of iron.
American Mineralogist, v. 27, No. 2, Feb.

.
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which is riveted to both sheets. Hess.

plane in a coal seam usually at right angles with the face cleat. Compare face
cleat, a. Fay. b. See end joint. Pryor, 3.

c. In mining, a lesser plane approximately

at right angles. Lewis, p. 542. See also

cleat. f. Kentucky, p. 23.
butte. An isolated hill or small mountain with
steep or precipitous sides and a top that is

fiat, rounded, or pointed. Usually has, a
smaller summit area than

mesa. Webster

3d.

butt entry. a. An entry driven at right angles
to the butt. B.C.I. b. The gallery driven at
right angles with the butt cleat. An end-on
entry. Fay. c. A gallery driven parallel with
the main cleat of the coal seam. See also
entry, c. Nelson.

butterball. Rounded segregation of pure carnotite, of clear yellow color found in the
soft sandstone of Temple Rock, San Rafael swell, Utah. Hess.
buttered joint. A thin mortar joint made by
aplying a small quantity of mortar with a

trowel along the edges of the face ol a
brick and laying it without a complete

mortar bond. A.R.I.
butterfly. a. Name applied to valves, the inside of which is designed like a damper
in a stovepipe. Long. b. In pumps, ,a double check valve with flaps that work on a
common diametral hinge. Long.
buttedly valve. a. A disk turning a diametral
axis inside a pipe. Used as a throttle valve

in petroleum and gas engines. C.T.D. b.

A valve consisting of a pair of semicircular
plates hinged to a common diametral spindle in a pipe; by hinging axially, the plates
permit flow :n one direction only. C.T.D.
buttering. a. Depositing weld metal on , the
face of a joint to increase weldability.
ASM Gloss. b. Placing mortar on the brick
or other masonry unit with a trowel before
laying. ACSG.
buttering trowel. Used for spreading mortar
on the brick before it is laid. Crispin.
butter rock. See haltrichite. C.M.D.
Butters and 1110111 distributor. A turbo distributor which spreads sand evenly around

a circular leaching tank in gold cyanidation. Pryor, 3.

Butters' finer. Plate-and-frame vacuum filter

into which ore pulp is drawn. Solids arc
retained on canvas leaves while filtrate is
removed through channels in the plates.
Works intermittentiy and has largely been
superseded by continuous drum filtration.
Pryor, 3.

buttgenbachite. A sky-blue, hydrous chloronitrate of copper, 16Cu0,2CuCl2Cu(NO3),
.191420; hexagonal. A felt of minute needles. From Likasi, Katanga, Republic of
the Congo. An.end member of the connellite-buttgenbachite series. See also connellite. English; Dana 7, v. 2, p. 572.
butt heading. See butt entry. Fay.
butt joint. a. See butt cleat, a. Fay. b. A joint
between two abutting members lying approximately in the same plane. A welded
butt joint may contain a variety of grooves.
See also groove weld. ASM Gloss. c. In a
pipe, flat ends that meet but do not overlap. Nichols.

buttock. a. A corncr formed by two coal
faces more or less at right angles, such

bypass ; byepass
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Butters and Mein distributor

cts

the end of a working face; the fast side;
any short piece of coal approximately at

right angles to thc face ; a rib, the rib side.
Mason. b. Eng. That portion of a working
facc of coal, next to be taken down. Fay.

c. The rib of coal exposed at one or both
ends of a longwall face, to enable a cutter
loader to commence its run; the coal removed by a cutter loader. See also stable,
b; web, a. Nelson. d. Coal which has
been undercut, and is ready to be broken.
Pryor, 3.

buttocker. Eng. One who breaks down the
coal that has been undercut by the holers;
a getter. Fay.

buttock getters. N. of Eng. Preparation getting machines which take the coal at right
angles to the face line on a buttock. Trist.
button. a. A globule of metal remaining in
an assaying crucible or cupel after fusion
has been completed. ASM Gloss. b. That
part of a weld which tears out in the destructive testing of spot, scam, or projection welded specimens. ASM Gloss. c.
Globule of lead formed during fire assay
of gold or silver ore. Pryor, 3.

button balance. A small, very delicate bal-

ance used for weighing assay buttons. Fay.
button metal. A composition, one-fifth copper
and four-fifths zinc, used for brass buttons.

White button metal contains 60 percent
copper, 30 percent zinc, and 7 to 10 percent tin. Standard, 1964.

button onyx. A name for an opel agate with
alternating bands of black chalcedony and
common opal. Also called button opal.
Shipley.

button pearl. A dome-shaped pearl with one
surface almost plane. Shipley.
button rope conveyor. See rope and button
conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

batton test. A test designed to determine
-'. relative fusibility of frit or powder. So
called because the completed specimens
resemble buttons. ASTM C286-65.

buttress.' A pier or projection built out from
a Wall to increase its strength and add to

its resistance o thrust, which may arise
from' earth or water pressure or from an

arch. Ham.
Buttress thread.' Screw profile in which front
face is normal to screw axis, and back face
is at angle of 450 . Pryor, 3.

butts. The unconsumed or waste portions of
finished electrodes. Chemical and Metal-

lurgical Engineering, v. 17, No. 4, July 26,
1922, p. 163.
butt seam welding. See scam welding. ASM
Gloss.

but shot. In coal mining, a charge placed so
that the face or burden is nearly parallel
with the borehole. Fay.

butt side. The side of the working face of a
coalbed in which the joints or cleats are

least pronounced as distinguished from the
face side in which the joints arc most pronounc ed. Hess.

butt strap. A steel plate covering a butt joint,
connecting two members by either riveting
or welding. Ham.

Butts Well No. 1. The first gushing oil well
ever struck; sunk in 1874 by the Foster

Oil Company on the Archy Buchanan
farm, Bradford oilfield, Pa.; yielded 70
barrels per day. Porter.

butt weld. A weld made between two abutting unscarfed ends or edges without overlapping. Both the pin- and box-thread portions of petroleum drill pipe generally are
butt-welded elearically to upset end tubing
to form a complete section of drill pipe or
rod. Long.
butt-welded tube. A tube made by drawing
mild steel strip through a bell, so that the
strip is coiled into a tube, the edges being
then pressed together and welded. C.T.D.

butt welding. Welding a butt joint. ASM
Gloss.

butty. a. A fellow miner, especially one who
works a breast in partnership with another
miner. A term in English mining for 200
years. Ko son. b. A comrade; a chum or

partner. Fay. c. Eng. In coal mining,
one who takes a contract, or is a partner
in a contract for working out a certain
area of coal. Also spelled buddy. Fay. d.

Mid. A man who sorts and loads the
coal, for which he is paid by the ton; a
butty banksman. Fay.

1954.

Buxton tests. Tests carried out in a gallery
at the Safety in Mines Research Station
at Buxton, England. The tests are made
to determine the liability of an explosive
to ignite gas or coal dust, before it can

be placed on the official permitted list.
See also permitted explosives, a. Nelson,

buying on margin. A purchase of shares in
which the purchaser supplies cash or collateral for a certain margin or percentage
of the cost, and the broker lends, or undertakes to borrow, the balance, charging
his client interest. Hoov, p. 285.

buying on option. Often prospectors devote
themselves solely to finding minerals, and
afterwards companies with sufficient cap-

ital take over the

partially exposed de-

pisits in order to open them up. Sometimes the deposit is taken over for ex-

ploitation for a trial period during which
time the prospector is paid a fee, with the
final decision to buy being left till later.

This is known as buying on option. Stoces,
v. 1, pp. 656-657.
buzzard. Eng. A small layer of inferior coal,
Lancashire. Tomkeiefl,1954.

buzz saw. A name often applied to a circular saw. CrisPin.
bw d-1 Abbreviation for barrels of water
per day. BuMin Style Guide, p. 58.
BWE Abbreviation for bucket wheel excavator. Bureau of Mines Staff .

BWG Abbreviation for Birmingham wire
gage. Zimmerman, p. 17.

Bwlchgwyn

quartzite. A quartzite from

Bwlchgwyn, Nort Wales, used as a raw
matedrial for silica brick manufacture.
bwpd Abbreviation for barrels of water

per day. Also abbreviated BWPD. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 58.
byard. A leather breast strap used by miners
in drawing carloads of ore or coal. Stand-

gang. Standard, 1964.

ard, 1964.
byat. See biat. Fay.
bye chains. In Wales, hauling ropes, or
chains for dip inclined planes. Fay.

the profits among themselves. Standard,

bye

butty collier. Eng. The foreman of a butty

butty gang. Eng. A company of men who
undertake work by contract, and divide
1964.
buttyman. a. A man in charge of others who
is paid for the whole job and himself pays
those under him. Mason. b. York. A contractor who mines coal. See also butty, c.
Fay.
buttyship. S. Staff. The prevailing mode of

working the "10-yard" coal seam. The

contractor mines, loads, and delivers coal
to place of sale, finding all tools, horses,
skips, corn, candles, powder, pit beer, etc.
The masters find timber, engine power,
and loaders at the boats. Fay.

butty system. In certain British coalfields,
during the early part of the 19th century,
the coal miners were not directly em-

ployed by the owners, but by a contractor,

called a butty, who engaged with the

mine owner to deliver coal or ironstone at
so much per ton. He employed the 'laborers required, using his own horses, and
supplying all the tools. Almost invariably
the butty invested in a public house or

general store where he paid his menthe
major portion of the wages coming back
to him across his own counter. See also
truck systern. Nelson.

butyl rubber. Synthetic material, copolymer
of butadiene and isobutane. Pryor, 3.
butyrellitv Same as bog butter. Tomkeieff,
1954.

butyrite. Same as bog butter. Tomkeiefl,

channel. A spillway loading water
around a reservoir when the latter is
filled to capacity. Ham.

byerite. Applied by Mallett to a so-called

mineral coal, somewhat resembling tor-

banite but differing from it in noi crackling in fire, in being heavier, and in melting and in intumescing when heated. It
yields a large amount of gas and tarry
oils. A.G.I.

byerlite, An artificial asphalt made from

petroleum by driving off the volatile ploducts. Webster 2d.
bye water. See bank water. Hess.
byework; bywork. Back work ; datalwork;
day work; day-wage work. Mason.
byeworker; byworker. Dataller, repairer;
day-wage repair work. Mason.

by heads. Term used when a well flows intermittently. Porter.
by-lead. See by-wash. Fay.

by-level. A side level driven for some unusual but necessary purpose. Zern.

byon. Gem-bearing gravel, particularly that
with brownish-yellow clay in which corundim, rubies, -sapphires, etc., occur. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

bypass; byepass. a. A short passage used to
get by or around a place it is not advisable to cross, for example, a mine, shaft.
Fay. b. A small passage to permit equali-

zation of the pressure on the two sides
of a large valve so that it may be readily

;
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opened or closed. Fay. c. An extra gas

anorthite. Feldspars of the plagioclase
series, ranging in composi tion from

page of the flow of gas when the valve
or chamber is closed. Fay. d. To pass to
the side of an obstruction in a borehole
by deflecting the hole. Also called drill
by. Long. e. An alternative path, in a
duct or pipe, ior a fluid to flow from one
point to another, with the direction determined by the opening or closing of

by-wash. A channel cut to convey the surplus water from a reservoir or an aqueduct, and prevent overflow. Also called

as in the bypass. Strock, 10. f. An arrangement of screens and chutes, or of
piping, allowing material to be passed

perform it are called byworkmen. Fay.

pipe passing around a valve or gas chamber used to prevent a complete stop-

Ab2oAmo to AbwAn22. English.

by-lead. Fay.

by-waters. Yellow-tinted diamonds. Bureau
of Mines Stall.

valves or dampers in the main line as well

bywork. Mid. Odd work, or that which is
paid for by the day, in connection with
the underground roads. The men who

around a given part of a flow line. Much
used to avoid feeding fine ore through a
relatively coarse crusher, thus reducing
load, wear, and chance of blockage.

which indicates that the basic unit that

Pryor, 3.

bypassing. Irregular fluid flow wherein gas

or water flows past a body of oil in a

reservoir instead of displacing it. Hess.
bypass valve. An auxiliary valve to relieve

the pressure on a sluice valve or to supply priming water to a pump. B.S. 361 8,
1963, sec. 4.

bypit. Scot. A pit nearer the outcrop than
the engine pit; an air pit. Fay.
byproduct. A secondary or additional product; for example, the more common byproducts of coal ovens are gas, tar, benzol,

and ammonium sulfate. Webster 3d; Fay.

byproduct coke. Coke manufactured with
attendant

recovery

of

byproducts,

in

ovens that are heated externally. ASTM
D121-62.

byproduct material. In atomic energy law,
any radioactive material (except source
or fissionable material) obtained in the
process of producing or using source or

fissionable material. Includes fission prod-

ucts and many other radioisotopes pro-

duced in nuclear reactors. L&L.
byproduct oven. A coke oven consisting of
a series of long, narrow chambers ar-

ranged in rows, and heated by flues in
which are burned a portion of the combustible gases generated by the coking
of the coal. All of the volatile products
are saved and collected as ammonia, tar,
and gas, etc. Fay.

byproducts of coal. The products obtained
from coal by destructive distillation and
other processes. Cooper.
byroad. Scot. A subsidiary road. Fay,

bysmalith. A more or less vertical cylindrical body of igneous rock that transects
the adjacent sedimentary rocks and has

been injected by pushing up the over-

lying strata along steep faults. A.G.1.
byssollte. A name unnecessarily coined for

a variety of quartz containing inclusions

of greenish fibers of, probably, actinolitc
or asbestos. Differs from bysolite, a mineral of no gemmological interest. See also
sagenitic quartz. Shipley.

bystromite. a. Monoclinic magnetic pyrites
as distinct from hexagonal pyrrhotine.
Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.. b. Magnesium

antimonate, MgS132(0,0H)o, ,tetragonal;
massive; pale blue-gray; from El Antimonio, Sonora, Mexico. Spencer 19,
M.M.; 1952.

bytownite. A. plagioclase feldspar having a
composition between labradorite and anorthite, AbooAnitAbioAnoo; triclinic. Dana
17.

bytownitite. An anorthosite in which . the
feldspart is essentially bytownite: Hess.

bytownorthite. A contraction of bytownite-

a. Abbreviation for the prefix centi-,

follows is multiplied by one-hundredth or
by 102. Zimmerman, p. 1 72. b. Abbrevia-

tion for centimeter, although cm is preferred. Webster 7d. c. Symbol for velocity;

speed of light; velocity of light; velocity
of sound. Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-95 ; Zimmerman, pp. 63, 115. d. Abbreviation for
concentration; symbol for percentage con-

centration ; volumetric concentration.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ed., 1964, p. C-74; Zimmerman, p. 28.

e. Abbreviation for calorie, but cal is gen-

erally used. BuMin Style Guide, p. 58;
Webster 3d. f. Symbol for specific heat;
with subscript p, as cp, the symbol for
specific heat at constant pressure and with
subscript v, as c,, the symbol for specific
heat at constant volume. Zimmerman, p.
100. g. Abbreviation for carat. Zimmerman, p. 21. h. Abbreviation for coefficient;
symbol for coefficient of induction; partial
capacitance coefficient. Zimmerman, pp.
25, 158. i. Abbreviation for capacity; capacitance. Webster 3d. j. Abbreviation for
curie. BuMin Style Guide, p. 59. k. Symbol for one of the three crystallographic
axes, (a, b, c). Conventionally the vertical
axis is the c axis. Bureau of Mines Staff.
I. Abbreviation for cathode circuit, conductor, coulomb, current. Webster 3d. n.

Abbreviation for cycle. BuMin Style Guide,
p. 59. o..Abbreviation for candle. BuMin

Style Guide, p. 58. p. Abbreviation for

cold. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. F-9 7. q. Abbreviation
for,core. Zimmerman, p. 30. r. Abbreviation for continental air mass. Zimmerman,
p. 29. s. Abbreviation for clockwise, cognate, color, contact. Webster 3d. t. Abbreviation for clearance. Zimmerman, p. 25.
u. Abbreviation for calm. Zimmerman,
p. 20. v. Abbreviation for circa, meaning
about or. approximately. Also abbreviated
ca; ca. Webster 3d. w. Symbol in hy-

draulics for the height of a wave after

reflection. Zimmerman, P. 118. x. With
subscript

1, as c1, and with subscript 2

as co, the symbols for Planck's first (ci)
and second (c2) radiation constants..Hand.
book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. F-95.

c a: Symbol for velocity; velocity of light

in a vacuum; speed of light ; speed of light
in a vacuum; velocity of sound or of other
waves; speed of sound. Handbook of

Chemistry .and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. F-98; Zimmerman, pp. 1 59;365, 166,
169, 170. b. Symbol for concentration of
solution; volumetric concentration. Also
enclosed in brackets as [c], the symbol for

concentration of solution. Handbook of

,104

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964.
p. F-98. c. Symbol for heat capacity per
atom; heat capacity per molecule; heat
capacity per mole; heat capacity per unit
mass or specific heat capacity; specific

heat. Also with subscript m, as c. the

symbol for heat capacity per atom and for
heat capacity per molecule. With subscript

p, as cr, the symbol for specific heat at
constant pressure and with subscript v, as
c the symbol for specific heat at constant
volume. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-98; Zimmerman, pp. 146, 157. d. As a subscript, the
symbol for critical; critical state; critical
value; critical properties; for example, pc
for critical pressure and te for critical
temperature. Zimmerman, pp. 168, I 72.
e. Symbol for one of the three crystallographic axes, (a, b, c). Conventionally the
vertical axis is the c axis. Bureau of Mines
Staff. f. With subscript 0, as Co, the sym-

bol for one of the unit-cell parameters,
a2, bo, co. Bureau of Mines Staff. g. As
a subscript, the symbol for cathode. Zimmerman, p. 168. h. Symbol for induction
coefficient; partial capacitance coefficient;

and with suitable subscript, the symbol
for partial capacitance or partial permittance. Handbook of Chemistry and Phys-

ics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-98; Zimmerman,
p. 1 51. i. Symbol in hydraulics for the
height of a wave after reflection. Zimmerman, P. 188. j. With subscript 1, as ci, and
with subscript 2, as co, the symbols for
Plancks' first (c1) and second (co) radia-

tion constants. Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-98.
C a. Chemical symbol for carbon. Hand-

book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
p. B-1. b. Abbreviation for centigrade;
Celsius. BuMin Style Guide, p. 58. C. Abbreviation for 100. Also the Roman numeral for 100, and when overscored as a,
the Roman numeral for 100,000. Zimmerman, pp. 55, 128. d. Abbreviation for
hundredweight, but cwt is generally used.
Also abbreviation for cental or short hun-

dredweight. BuMin Style Guide, p. 59;

Webster 3d; Zimmerman, p. 55. e. When
crossed by a central dash, as E, the symbol
for Cambrian. When the Cambrian symbol
is preceded by lowercase p, as pe, it is
the symbol for Precambian. USGS Sugg.,
p. 86. f. Abbreviation for concentration.

Zimmerman, p. 28. g. With the subscript
p, as Cp, the symbol for molecular specific
heat at constant pressure and with subsc.ipt v as C,, the symbol for molecular
specific heat at constant volume. Zimmerman, p. 100. h. Symbol for thermal conductance. Zimmerman, p. 108. i. Abbreviation for coefficient, and the symbol for
coefficient of flow in hydraulics; coefficient
of discharge; coefficient of resistance. Zim-

, merman, pp. 2.5, 26, 46. j. Abbreviation
for capacitance; capacitor, and the symbol

for electrostatic capacity. Zimmerman, pp.
V, 41. k. Abbreviation for corundum
(A1203) in normative rock calculations
made from quantitative chemical analyses
of rocks. A.G.1. Supp. I. Abbreviation for
concrete. Zimmerman, p. 359. m. Abbreviation for circle; circumference..Zimmerman, p. 129. n. Abbreviation for cylinder;
cylindrical lens. Zimmerman, p. 33. o.
Abbreviation for Cape in topography. Also
abbreviated c. Webster 3d; Zimmerman,
p. 21. p. Abbreviation for calm. Zimmerman. p. 440. q. Abbreviation for cloudy;

type. of significant

cloud.

Webster 3d;

cable reel
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Zimmerman, p. 440. r. Abbreviation for
contact flight in meteorology. Zimmerman,
p. 29. s. Symbol for grid-voltage source
for a vacuum tube. Zimmerman, p. 51.

C a. Symbol for concenration; normality of
a solution. Zimmerman, pp. 160, 173. b.
Symbol for total value of heat capacity;
heat capacity per mole, which is also indicated by using subscript M, as Cif. With

subscript p, as Cp, the symbol for heat
capacity at constant pressure and for molecular specific heat at constant pressure

and with subscript v, as Cr, the symbol
for heat capacity at constant volume and

for molecular specific heat at constant volume. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. F-98; Zimmerman, pp.
157, 170. c. Symbol for thermal conductance. Zimmerman, p. 147. d. Symbol for
coefficient; general coefficient; coefficient
of discharge; coefficient of resistance. Zimmerman, pp. 146, 148, 185. e. Symbol for

capacitance or permittance; electrostatic
capacity. Zimmerman, pp. 151, 171. f.
Symbol for compliance. Zimmerman, p.
152.

C. Degrees Celsius (formerly, and still
more commonly, known as degrees centigrade). Dodd.
Ca Abbreviation for circa, meaning about or
approximately. GPO Style Manual, p. 156.
Ca a. Chemical symbol for calcium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1. b. Abbreviation for cathode.
Zimmerman, p. 22.
CA Abbreviation for cold air. Also abbreviated ca. Webster 3d.

cab. a. A compartment for the driver in

a mine locomotive. All coal mine locomotives in excess of 10 tons weight must have

a cab at each end or an adequate center
cab. Nelson. b. Eng. A hard ferruginous
gouge or casing between the unaltered
country rock and the ore. See also casing,
a. Fay. c. Corn. A quartz vein poor in tin
ore. Arkell.

cabal glass. A special glass consisting solely
of calcium oxide boric oxide, and alumina,
hence its name. .i)odd.
caballa balls. Eng. Ironstone nodules worked

for iron in the Weald. Also called bulls.
Arkell.

caballing. If two water pipes of different
temperature and salinity characteristics
but having the same density are mixed the
resulting mixture will be slightly more

dense than either of the two types and

the mixture will tend to sink. This increase
in density is called caballing. Hy.
cabbage leaf marking. See frondescent cast.
Petojohn.

cabbie. To break up into pieces (as char-

coal iron) preparatory to the processes of
fagoting, fusing, and rolling into bars. Fay.
cab guard. On a dump 'truck, a heavy metal
shield extending up from the front wall of
the body and forward over the cab.
Nichols.

cabin. a. A. small roughhouse usually of

one room, such as a prospector's cabin.
Hess. b. A fireman's station underground
in a coal mine. C.T.D. c. A small room,
either on the surface or underground, for
example, a lamp cabin or a deputy's cabin.
Fay: d. A room or recess at the pit bottom
or inby and used by underground officials

for consultation and for writing reports.
See alsolamp station, a. Nelson.

cabinet projection. A method of representa-

tion of solid objects on a drawing. The

object is drawn in plan or elevation;'faces

perpendicular to this plane are drawn at
an angle of 450, the lengths drawn at this
angle being half-scale. Ham.

cable. a. Same as cable-laid rope; a fiber
cable consists of three hawsers laid up
left-handed. Zern. b. A ropelike usually

stranded assembly of electrical conductors

or of groups of two or more conductors
insulated from each other bur laid up together usually by being twisted around a

central core, the whole usually heavily insulated by outside wrappings; specifically,
a submarine cable. Webster 3d. c. A steel
rope for hoisting or for aerial trams. Fay.
d. A stranded conductor (single-conductor
cable) or a combination of conductors insulated from one another (multiple-con-

ductor cable). U.S. BuMines Fed. Mine
Safety CodeBituminous Coal and Lignite

Mines, Pt. 1 Underground Mines, October

8, 1953. c. A flexible rope composed of
many steel wires or hemp fibers in groups,

st twisted to form strands, several of
which are again twisted together to form
a rope. Also called wire cable; wire line;
wire rope; steel cable. Long. f. See cablelaid rope, c. Long. g. See armored cable;
electric cable. Nelson. h. A single concen-

tration of steel wires intended for prestress-

ing. Taylor. i. A nautical unit of horizontal distance, equal to 600 feet (100
fathoms) and approximately one-tenth of
a nautical mile. H&C.
cable belt conveyor. A conveyor using steel
wire ropes to take the tensile pull, which
in the conventional conveyor is taken by
the belt. Two-stranded steel ropes, one on
either side of the conveyor, are used for
this purpose. The belt sits on and is supported across the two ropes by means of
rubber shoe forms along the belt edges.
These belts can be of long lengths, high
capacities, and of higher lifts. Nelson.

cable clamp. A U-shaped steel rod with
threaded ends and a bar with nuts provided to clamp over two or more cylindri-

cal pieces to bind them together, as the
overlapped ends of two wire ropes. Also

called cable clip; clamp; clip. Long.
cable clip. Synonym for cable clamp. Long.
cable control unit. A high-speed tractor

winch having one to three drums under
separate control. Used to operate dozers

and towed equipment. Nichols.
cable coupler adaptor; flit plug adaptor.

Used to connect a cable coupling unit to
apparatus. It may either be separate from
or integral with the enclosure of the apparatus to which the cable coupling unit

is to be connected. B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.
cable coupling box. A cable-connecting box
to which the rubber sheath and/or armoring of the cable is attached. Inside the box
the ends of the conductors are connected

to the terminals of the apparatus or to

those of the adjoining cable by means of
mechanical clamps or soldered thimble
connectors. The box is filled with insulating compound poured in hot, which sets
into a solid mass, thus sealing the end of
the cable and so preventing moisture from
damaging the insulation. The body of the
box may be of cast iron, cast steel, or a
suitable nonferrous metal. Mason, v. 2,
p..435.
cable coupling unit; flit plug. A form of
detachable cable sealing box utilizing contact tubes and pins to facilitate ready

connection to, or disconnection from a
similar unit or other apparatus. B.S.. 3618,
1965, sec. 7.
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cable cover. A fired clayin this context
generally

(but erroneously) known as

principal

objects of these covers are to

earthenware, or concrete conduit for covering underground electric cables; the

give warning of the cable's presence and
to protect it from excavating tools. Dodd.
cable drill. a. A heavy drilling rig in which
a rope is used for suspending the tools in
the borehole. See also churn drill, b. Nelson. b. A churn or percussion drill rig,
consisting of a tower (derrick), wire rope
for moving tools vertically, a power unit,
and a rec:procating device. It drills holes
of up to 10 inch diameter vertically to
considerable depths. Can be light and mobile. Pryor, 3.

cable driller. In petroleum production, one
who supervises setup and drilling operations, and operates the controls of a cable
drilling rig which is used to drill oil and
gas wells; controls flow of well when it is
brought :n (first begins flowing) by capping it or regulating control valves; keeps
record .of nature and location of strata
encountered, number of feet drilled per
shift, and materials used. Also called cable
tool' driller ; driller; well driller. D.O.T. 1.
cable drilling. See rope drilling.
cable duct. A protective earthenware or con-

crete pipe through which electric cable

or prestressing wires arc pulled. The latter
are generally grouted into the ducts with
cement grout. Ham.
cable excavator. A long range, cable-operated machine which works between a head
mast and an anchor. Nichols.
cable, flame-resistant. See flamc-resistant
cable.

cable hook. A round hook with a wide beveled face. Nichols.
cable hooker. One who couples ho:st cable to

loaded cars in a clay pit and signals to

have cars drawn up inclined rails to mouth
of mt. Also called hookup man. D.O.T. 1.
cable-laid rope. a. An ordinary lay rope.
Nelson. b. A compound-laid rope consist-

ing of several ropes or several layers of
.trands laid together into one rope, as,
for instance, 6 by 6 by 7. H&C, p. 129.
c. A rope in which both the fibers forming
the strands and the strands themselves are

twisted to the left. Long. d. Wire cable
made of several ropes twisted together,
strands of hawser-laid rope, twisted right-

ed together without limitation as to the

number of strands or direction of twist. A
fiber cable-laid rope is composed of three
strands of hawser-laid rope, twisted righthanded. Zern.
cable lay. Of wire cable, several wire ropes
each composed of strands not limited in

number or direction of twist. Of fiber
cable strands of hvwser-laid rope twisted
right:handed. Pryor, 3.

cable length. A maritime unit of length
based on the length of a ship's cable and
variously reckoned as equal to 100 fath-

oms; one-tenth of the nautical mile of
6,080 feet ; or 120 fathoms. Webster 3d.

cable loader. Onc who sets up and loads
brick and tile onto a conveyor used for
transporting dried clay products to kilns

for burning. Also called deracker. D.O.T. 1.

cable railway. An inclined track up and
down which travel wagons fixed at equal
intervals

to an endless steel wire rope,

either above or below the wagons. Ham.
cable reel. A drum on which conductor cable

is wound, including one or more collector
rings and associated brushes, by means of

which the electric circuit is made between
the stationary winding on the locomotive

or other mining device and the trailing
cable which is wound on the drum. The
drum may be driven by an electric motor,
a hydraulic motor, or mechanically from

an axle on the machine. ASA C42.85 :
1956.

cable reel locomotive. A face or gathering
locomotive driven by a power cable connected to trolley wires. The cable winds
on a reel attached to the locomotive.

cable-tool cuttings. The rock fragments and
sludge produced in drilling a borehole
with a churn drill. Long.
cable-tool dresser. See tooldresser. D.O.T. 1.
cable-tool drilL Synonym for churn drill, a.
Long.
cable-tool driller. Synonym for churn driller,
b. Long.

cable-screw conveyor. A one-way or closed
circuit conveyor of which the propelling
medium is a flexible, torque transmitting
cable of which helical (screw) threads are

an integral part. Loads or load carriers

engage the thread and advance a distance
equal to one pitch each revolution of the
is

designed to be filled with insulating com-

pound to protect the insulation of the
cable from air or moisture. B.S. 3618,
1965, sec. 7.

cable selvage belt. A conveyor belt in which
the carrying section-1i composed of rubber
and fabric with attached intermittent transverse

supported by cables. The cables transmit
the driving force and the center portion
functions as the load-supporting medium.
ASA MH4.1-1958.
cable sheathing. A seamless lead tube formed

cadastral map. A map showing the extent,

cable-tool men. Men experienced in drilling
holes with churn-drill equipment. See also
churn drill. Long.

cable-tool operator. In petroleum produc-

tion one who removes obstructions from

boreholes or from producing oil or gas
wells, using a special string of tools attached to the cable. D.O.T. I . See also

churn driller.
cable-tool outfit. Synonym for churn-drill
rig. Long.

cable-tool rig. Synonym for churn-drill rig.
Long.

cable tools. The bits and other bottom-hole

tools and equipment used to drill boreholes
by percussive action, using a rope, instead

metal supports having both ends

of rods, to connect the drilling bit with

the machine on the surface. See also churn

drill. Long.

cableway. A system in which the carriers
are supported by a cable and are not de-

around telephone or telegraph cables in
order to protect them from dampness or

tached from the operating span. The travel
of the carriers is wholly within the span.
ASA MH4.1-1958. See also aerial cable-

antimony, but tellurium (about 0.1 percent) and calcium (about 0.04 percent)

cableway excavator. A slackline cableway

injury. The lead is ordinarily hardened by

are also said to have been used. Hess.

cable sheath, nonmetallic. A covering consisting of composition tapes, compound
jackets

of natural or synthetic rubber,

thermoplastic, or fiber braids applied over
the conductor assembly and insulation of
multiple conductor cables. I.C. 7962, 1960,
p. 21.

cable shield. A metallic shield consisting of
nonmagnetic material applied over the insulation of the individual conductors or
conductor assembly. I.C. 7962, 1960, p. 21.

cable speed. Rate at which a cable, under

load, may be wound on a hoist drum.

Commonly measured in feet per minute.
Also called hoist speed; line speed; rope
speed. Long.

way.

used for excavating a restricted area. Ham.

cableway transporter. A transporter crane

on which the track for the carrier is a
steel wire rope. Ham.

cabochon. A style of cutting in which the
top of the stone forms a curved convex
surface. The base may be convex, concave,
or flat. Anderson.

cabocle. A compact rolled pebble resembling

red jasper, supposed to be hydrous aluminum-calcium phosphate; found in the

diamond-producing sands of Bahia, Brazil.
Standard, 1964.
cabra stone. Fluorite. Shipley.

cabrerite. A hydrous arsenate of nickel, cobalt, and magnesium found in green crystals and in masses. Fay.

a specially formed band of metal generally

ca'canny; go slow. To work unreasonably
slow due to a dispute or grievance; to set

portable cables for mining equipment.
ASA C42.85: 1956. b. A man who splices
cable. Bureau of Mines Staff.

pected. See also stint. Nelson.
cache. Fr. The place where

cable splicer. a. A short piece of tubing or

a limit to the quantity of work performed
and below what might be reasonably ex-

used without solder in joining ends of
cable system. One of the well-known drilling systems, sometimes designated as the
American or rope system. The drilling is
performed by a heavy string of tools sus-

provisions,

ammunition, etc., are cached or hidden
by trappers,. or prospectors, in unsettled
regions. Fay.

United States, cadastral maps usually show
individual tracts of land, with corners,
length and bearing of boundaries, acreage,

ownership, and sometimes cultural and

drainage features. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

cadastral surveys. Surveys relating to land
boundaries and subdivisions, made to create or to define the limitations of titles,
and to determine units suitable for transfer. The term includes surveys involving
retracements for the indentification, and
resurveys for the restoration, of property
lines. (The term cadastral is practically
obsolete; use land survey or property survey.) Seelye, 2.

cadge. Derb. To attach the hoisting rope
to an ore bucket; also, to fasten tools in
the bucket with a rope to prevent them
falling out. Fay.
cadger. A little pocket oilcan for miners. Fay.
cadmia. a. An impure zinc oxide that forms

on the walls of furnaces in the smelting
of ores containing zinc. Standard, 1964.

b. Cadmium yellow. Standard, 1964. c. A
Greek name for calamine, of which calamine may be a corruption. Hess.
cadmium. Tin-white; malleable; ductile;
toxic bivalent metallic element; capable

of talcing a high polish; and it emits a
crackling sound when bent. Occurs in the

mineral greenockite (CdS) and also in

small a-nounts in ores of zinc from which
it is separated as a byproduct. Used chiefly in the protective electroplating of iron
and steel and in the manufacture of bearing metals. Symbol, Cd; hexagonal ; atomic

number, 48; atomic weight, 112.40; specific gravity, 8.642;.melting point, 320.9°
C ; and boiling point, 767° C. Webster 3d;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-I04.
cadmium acetate. [Cd (C2H,02) r3 MO] ,

molecular weight, 284.55; specific gravity,
2.01; forms co' 'less, deliquescent, mono-

clinic crystals that are highly soluble in
water and alcohol. It becomes anhydrous
when heated to 130° C and attains a specific gravity of 2.34 and a melting point
of 256° C; the salt decomposes at higher

temperatures. I.C. 7881, 1958, p. 22.
cadmium acetate hydrate. Colorless or white;

is closely related to zorgite. Weed, 1918.

1961.
cadmium antimonide. CdSb is a hard, brittle
alloy. Of interest as a semiconductor arid
it also has some promise for thermoelectric
applications. Lee.
cadmium blend. Greenockite, ddS. Hey 2d,
1955.
cadmium borotungstate. Yellow ; triclinic;
.2Cd0.13,03.9W0r18H2O. Used as Klein's
reagent for separating minerals. CCD 6d,
1961.
cadmium bromide. (CdBr,) ; a yellow crys-

imparted by an oscillating "walking beam"
through the suspension rope or cable. See
also churn drill. Fay.
cable-system drill. Synonym for churn drill,
a. Long.
cable-tool bit. A heavy, blum-edge chisel' bit

cacholong. An opaque bluish-white or paleyellow opal, containing a little alumina.

Also called spud; spud bit. Long.

ownership, value, etc., of land. In the

monoclinic; Cd(C/13C00)r31420. Used
in ceramics in iridescent glazes. CCD 6d,

nide carrying 7 to 36 percent copper. It

made from a cylinder of solid steel flattened and grooved longitudinally on two
sides and used as the cutting tool or bit
in drilling a borehole with a churn drill.

cadastral surveys. Seelye, 2.

cacheutalte. A lead, copper, and silver, sele-

pended from a flexible manila or. . steel

cable to which a reciprocating motion is

about 4 minutes. Nelson.

Staff. . Synonym for churn drilling. Long.

walking beam. Wheeler; Bureau of Mines

cable sealing box. A closed box to which

A standard cactus double rope grab for
shaft sinking has a capacity of about 20
cubic feet, weighs about 5,500 pounds,
and can fill a 5-ton capacity hoppit in

a steel line or rope and activated by a

tools suspended in the hole at the end of

cable screw. ASA MH4.1-1958.

dropped and contract to lift the load while
it is being : aised. It is used increasingly
for mechanical mucking in shaft sinkings.

cadacryst. Synonym for chadacryst ; xf. nocryst. A.G.I. Supp.
cadastral control. A system of established
monuments whose positions are accurately
determined and are used in all correlated

cable-tool drilling. Procedure of drilling with
a solid steel chisel-faced bit working vertically at the end of a string of solid steel

Nelson.

a cable can be attached and which

cadmium bromide
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cable reel

Fay.

.

cacoxenite. A hydrous phosphate of iron,
FePO,Fe(OH), 41/411,0, occurring. in

yellow or brownish radiated tufts. Fay.
cactus grab. &digging and unloading attach.ment 'hung from a crane or. excavator. It
consists of a split and hinged bucket fitted
with curved jaws or teeth which dig into
the, loose rock while the bucket ,is being
.

cadmium bromide
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cage mills

with a resinous to adaman.ine luster ; perfect cleavage; has the writzite structure ;
found as fine xenomorphic disseminations
cemeating sandstone. American Mineralo
ics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-159.
1.C. 7881, 1958, p. 23.
gist, v. 43, No. 5-6, May-June 1958, p. 623.
cadmium
oxide.
Yellowish-red
or
brownisha
white,
cadmium carbonate. (CdCO3) ;
cadwaladerite.
Hydrous basic aluminum chloto
brownish-black;
isometric;
Cd0.
red
crystalline powder, soluble in acids, potasride, Al (OH)2C1.4H20, as amorphous
Used as an addition agent for cadmiumsium cyanide, and ammonium salts but
grains in halite from Cerro Pintados, Chile.
plating Oaths. a pigment in ceramics; a
insoluble in water. It decomposes below
Spencer
16, M.M., 1943.
chemical
catalyst;
and
for
making
cad300° C. The salt zan be made by adding
Caen stone. A light cream-colored Jurassic
mium salts. CCD 6d, 1961.
*an alkali carbonate to a solution of anlimestone, chiefly from Caen, Normandy,
ratio. The ratio of the neutronother cadmium salt. Molecular weight, cadmium
largely used for building purposes as in
induced saturated activity in an unshield172.42; specific gravity, 4.26. I.C. 7881,
various English churches. Standard, 1964.
to
the
saturated
activity
of
the
foil
ed
1958, p. 23.
same foil when it is covered with cad- caeruleofibrite. Synonym for ceruleofibrite.
cadmium chloride. (CdC12); composed of
English. See connellite.
mium. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
colorless hexagonal crystals that are solucaesium.
A variant of cesium. Webster 3d.
cadmium
selenide.
CdSe;
molecular
weight,
ble in water and in methyl and ethyl
191.36; gray to brown or red; hexagonal; cafemic. A mnemonic term used collectively
alcohol. It forms hydrates with 1, 2, 4,
for the calcium, ferrous-ferric, and magspecific gravity, 5.81 (at 15° C, referred
and 5 molecules of water. Molecular
nesium constituents of rocks or magmas.
melting
point,
above
to
water
at
4°
C)
183.22;
melting
point,
568°
C;
weight,
A.G.I. Supp.
1,350°
C;
and
insoluble
in
water.
Bennett
boiling point, 960° C; and specific gravity,
2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry and cafetite. Orthorhombic radiating crystals in
4.05. I.C. 7881, 19.58, p. 23.
a pyroxenite from Africanda, Kola PeninPhysics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-160.
cadmium columbate; cadmium niobate.
sula, U.S.S.R.. approximating (Ca,Mg)metasilicate.
cadmium
silicate;
cadmium
antiferrois
an
Cd,Cb207 (Cd2Nb207)
(Fe,A1)2Ti,012:4H20. Named from the
CdSi02; molecular weight, 188.48; colorelectric and has low losses at high frecomposition,
Ca-Fe-Ti. Hey, M.M., 1961.
less;
orthorhombic;
specific
gravity,
4.93;
quency. Lee.
melting point, 1,242° C; and practically cage. a. Mining term for elevator. Kentucky,
cadmium copper. A variety of coppei conp. 329. b. The structure used in a mine
insoluble in water. Bennett 2d, 1962;
taining 0.7 to 1.0 percent cadmium. Used
shaft for the conveyance of men and maHandbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
for trolley, telephone, and telegraph wires
terials. Cages are usually designed to take
ed., 1964, p. B-160.
because It gives high strength in coldone or two cars per deck and may be
cadmium
sulfide;
cadmium
yellow;
greenockcondition,
combined
with
good
drawn
single or multidecktd. Where multidecked
ite.
a.
A
light
yellow
to
orange
powder;
conductivity. C.T.D.
cages are used, simultaneous or consecuhexagonal; CdS. Used in ceramic glazes.
cadmium cyanide. [Cd(CN)2]; obtained as
tive discharge of decks can he employed.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
a white precipitate when potassium or
The modern trend is towards consecutive
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-160. b.
sodium cyanide is added to a fairly condecking with power-operated cage unloadUsed with selenium in the production of
centrated solution of a cadmium salt. It
ing equipment. Cages can be either steel,
ruby glass and as a yellow colorant in
dissolves in an excess of the precipitating
composite, or all-alloy construction. An
enamels, Specific gravity, 3.9 to 4.8; meltreagent owing to formation of the complex
all-alloy cage is about half the weight of
ing
point,
1,750"
C
(at
100
atmospheres);
ion. The salt is slightly soluble in water
its all-steel equivalent. The cage is suspractically insoluble in water; and soluHe
and easily soluble in acids, and decompendf;c1 from bridle chains which in turn
in ammonium hydroxide and in acids.
poses when heated above 200° C in air.
are attached to the cappel of the winding
Occurs as the mineral greenockite, which
1.C. 7881, 1958, p. 23.
rope. Normally there are two cages in
is
recovered
as
a
byproduct
in
the
refining
cadmium fluoride. CdF2; molecular weight,
simultaneous operation in the separate
of
zinc
ores.
Used
with
selenium
and
sulfur
150.40; white; isometric; specific gravity,
compartments of the shaft and traveling
as the red coloring material for porcelain
6.64; melting point, 1,100° C; boiling
in opposite directions. Nelson. c. A strucsign enamels. Lee; Handbook of Chempoint, 1.758° C ; and soluble in water and
ture of elastic iron rods slipped into a
istry
and
Physics,
45th
ed.,
1964,
p.
Bin acids. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of
borehole
around the drill rods to stabilize
160.
c.
A
bright
yellow
pigment.
Bennett
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
and reduce tendency of rods to vibrate.
2d, 1962. d. Source of cadmium. Bureau
p. B-159.
Long. d. The container for the ball in a
of Mines Stall.
cadmium iodide. A dimorphic material,
ball valve. Long. e. Synonym for friction
cadmium
sulfoselenide.
A
pigment
prepared
(CdI2), with a molecular weight of 366.25.
head, e. Long. f. A wire guard or screeil
by adding seleniura to a solution of barium
The alpha form has a melting point of
in p!pes to prevent passage of solids. Long.
sulfide or nitrate, reacting the solution
385° C, boiling point of 713° C, and a
g. A circular frame that limits the motion
with
cadmium
sulfate,
and
calcining
with
specific gravity of 5.67. The beta form
of balls or rollers in a bearing. Nichols.
seleexcess
sulfur
to
remove
unreacted
has a specific gravity of 5.30. It is comh. The barrel or drum of a whim on
nium, which tends to darken and dull the
posed of lustrous white hexagonal scales
which the rope is wound. Fay.
product. BuMines I.C. 7881, 1958, p. 22.
that are stable in air. IC. 7881, 1958.
bar. Safety device which holds doors
cadmium minerals. Natural compounds con- cadmium telluride. CdTe; molecular weight, cage
shut or keeps trams in position. Pryor, 3,
240.00; black; isometric; specific gravity,
taining cadmium. Bureau of Mines Staff.
p. 65.
6.20 (at 15° C, referred to water -at 4°
cadmium niobate. Cd2Nb201; a ferroelectric
C); melting point, 1,041° C; and insolu- cage chains. See bridle chains. Nelson.
compound of potential value as a special
ble in water and in acids. Bennett 2d, cage cover. Scot. The iron sheets fixed above
electroceramic; the Curie temperature is
a cage to protect its occupants; a hood.
1962; Haadbook of Chemistry and Phys103 ° C. Dodd.
See
also bonnet, a. Fay.
ics,
45th
ed.,
1964,
p.
B-I
60
.
cadmium nitrate. [Cd(NO2)2]; forms white
guides. a. Conductors made of wood,
hygroscopic crystals that are soluble in cadmium titanate. CdTi02; a special ferro- cage
iron or steel, or wire rope, used for the
electric ceramic having the ilmenite strucwater, alcohol, and liquid ammonia. It
purpose of guiding the cages in the shaft
ture at room temperature; the Curie
can be made by dissolving cadmium metal,
and to prevent them from swinging and
approximately
220°
C.
temperature
is
nitric
acid
and
oicide, or carbonate in
colliding with each other while in motion.
Dodd.
evaporating to incipient crystallization.
See also fixed guides; rope guides. Nelson.
Molecular weight, 308.49; melting point, cadmium tungstate. CdWO.; molecular
b. Scot. Shoes, usually cast-iron, claspweight, 360.25; yellow crystals; slightly
59.4° C; specific gravity, 2.46. I.C. 7881,
ing the guides (see cage guides, a) in a
soluble
in
water
and
soluble
in
ammonium
1958, p. 23.
shaft and guiding the cage in its movehydroxide.
Used
in
fluorescent
paint.
Bencadmium nitrate tetrahydrate. White; neements in the shaft. Fay. See also cagc
nett 2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry
dles ; hygroscopic ; Cd ( NCO r4H20 ; and
shoes.
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-160.
soluble in, water and in alcohol. Used in
cage
iron. A cagelike core iron. Standard,
cadmium
yellow.
See
cadmium
sulfide.
ceramics for coloring glass and porcelain.
1964.
cadmium
zirconate.
Used
as
an
additive
to
CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry
barium-titanate-type ceramics because it cageman. See cager, a; hoistman. D.O.T. 1.
and Physics 45th ed., 1964, p. B-159.
acts as a depressant to the dielectric con- cageman helper. See cager helper. D.O.T. 1.
cadmium ocier. The mineral greenockite;
cage mills. Cage mills, also known as disstant in the Curie temperature. Lee.
used as a pigment. Standard,1964.
integrators, are used extensively for seccadmosellite;
kadmoselite.
A
black,
hexagocadmium orthophosphate. Cd,(P0a)s; moondary crushing of stone and gravel, and
nal
mineral,
'approximately
Cd(Se21252.12),
amorlecular weight, 527.14; colorless;

talline powder with . molecular weight of
272.24; specific gravity, 5.20; melting
point, 580° C; and boiling point, 963° C.

phous; melting point, 1,500° C; insoluble
in water. and soluble in acids. Bennett 2d,
1962; Handbook of Chemistry and Phys-
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calaverite

for reduction of slag, fertilizers, and the
like. Materials of high moisture content,
such as limestone chips from stockpiles,
are pulverized without plugging. The ma-

duced on the Caicos Islands, British West
Indies. Kaufmann.
Cainozoic. Synonym for Ccnozoic.

cake of gold. Gold formed into a compact

maintained. The cages, which ar the only
moving parts, are removed readily for repair of hardfacing. Pit and Quarry, 53rd,
Sec. B, p. 35.
cage a a whim. Corn. Thc barrel on which
the rope is wound; a drum. Fay.
cager. a. In mining, onc who directs station
operations and movement of cage used to
raise and lower men, mine cars, and supplies between various levels and surface,

erected for a memorial or mark, such as
a sepulchral monument or a landmark, or
to indicate the site of a cache. Standard,

cage mills

chines are of simple design and easily

working at top of shaft or at an intermediate level inside mine. May be designated as top cagcr; headman I when
working only at top of shaft. Also called
banksman; cageman; cage tender; on-setter ; shaft headman; skip tender. D.O.T. 1.

b. A power-operated ram for pushing mine
cars into or out of cages at pit top or pit
bottom. Nelson. c. One who supervises
weighing, and the sequence of sending up
components of a furnace charge, keeps
tally of the number of charges and signals
to the top filler when it is time to hoist.
Fay.
cager coupler. In bituminous coal mining.
one who works with a eager, coupling and
uncoupling cars at a shaft station. D.O.T. 1.
eager helper. A laborer who assists the eager
in operation of the cagc used to raise and

Supp.

cairn; cam. A mound or heap of stoncs
1964.

cairngorm. Smoky-yellow or brown varieties
of quartz, the colorirvi matter probably

due to some organic compound; named
from Cairngorm in the Scottish Grampians the more attractively colored varie-

ties being used as semiprecious gem stones.

Also called smoky quartz. C.T.D.

a. A cylindrical steel section of
shaft, used for sinking through runi ing

caisson.

or waterlogged ground. A horizontal caisson is uscd for tunneling through similar
ground, perhaps with pressure locks to aid
in keeping out water. Pryor, 3. b. A chamber, usually sunk by excavating within it,

for thc purpose of gaining access to the
bed of a stream or other body of water.
If the chamber is closed on top and the

mass ( though not melted) by distillation of
mercury from amalgam. Also called sponge
gold. Fay.

cakes of ore. Flattish masses of ore. Nelson.
cake silver. Name formerly given in England
to pure silver. Hess.

cake thickness. The measure of the thickness

of the filter cakc deposited by a drilling

fluid against a porous medium. Cake thickness and water loss constitute the determining factors of filtration qualities. Brantly, 1.
caking coal. Coal which softens and agglomerates on heating and after volatile matter

has been driven off at high temperatures,

produces a hard gray cellular mass of coke;
all caking coals arc not good coking coals.
Tomkeief I, 1954. See also coking coal.
caking index; agglutinating power. A labora-

tory method of indicating th.e degree of
caking, coking or binding together of a

coal when a sample is heated in a prescribed manner. Nelson.

cal. a. Corn. Wolframite; tungs tate or iron
and manganese. Frequently associated with

tin ore. Fay. b. Abbreviation for calorie.
Also abbreviated C and c. BuMin Style

water excluded by air pressure, it is called
a pneumatic caisson. Seelye, 1. c. A watertight chamber used in construction work

cala. A short and narrow ria formed in a

in excavating for foundations in the presence of great quantities of water. Fay.

calabashing. Panning tin gravels in a halfcalabash gourd. Used in prospecting and
alluvial mining in primitive conditions.

helper; cage-tender helper. D.O.T. 1.
cage runner. See hoistman. D.O.T. 1.
cage seat. Scaffolding, sometimes fitted with
strong springs, to take the shock, and on

atmospheric pressure. The trouble is caused

011181118CO. Mex. Large piece of rock, diffi-

also cage
pit bottom or other landing.
shuts. Fay.
cage sheets. Short props or catches on which
cages stand during caging or changing
cars. Zern.
cage shoes. Fittings bolted to the side of a

pressure under which he was working,-and

undcr water (as :n a harbor or river) or
as a foundation. Webster 3d. Also, used

Guide, p. 58; Webster 3d.

limestone coast. Schieferdecker.

lower men and supplies between various
levels and surface. Also called cageman

caisson disease. Pains in the joints and paralysis affecting workers in compressed air
who are subjected too suddenly to normal

Pryor, 3.
Calabrian. Lower pleistocene. A.G.I. Su pp.
calaite. The mineral turquoise. Fay.

cult to brcak up. Fay.
calamanco; calaminker. N. of Eng. Red or

which the cage rests wher reaching the

by bubbles of nitrogen accumulating in
the nervous system. The only satisfactory
treatment is to put the sufferer into a
medical lock to be recompressec to the

cage to engage the rigid guides in the
shaft. Usually there arc two for each
guide, one at the top and one at the bottom of the cage. The shoes are usually
aboitt one foot long and shaped to fit
closely round about three-quarters of the
guide, with sufficient clearance for fre2
movement but not sufficient co allow the
shoe to come off the guide. Nelson.

cage shuts. Som. Short props or catches
upon which cages stand during caging.

Called fallers in Lancashire. See also
chairs; dogs. cage seat. Fay.

cage stops. Equipment fitted on the cage
floor to hold the car in position while
traveling in the shaft. Spring- or rubbermounted stops are more commonly used.
See also keps. Nelson.

cage tail chain. Scot. A chain fastened to
haul a car
the bottom of the shaft cage
out of a short dip road. Fay.
cage tender. See eager, a. Fay.
cage-tender helper. See eager hel,.

D.O.T.].
cageway. A cage guide, or pat, *. a shaft
containing the guides. Standard, 1964.
caging. N. Staff. The operation of changing
the tubs or cars on a cage. Fay.

cagutte. A baguette; an oblong cut diamond.
Hess.

cahnite. A white hydrous boroarsenate of

calcium, 4CaO.BsOs.Ass08.4H50. Penetration twins of tetrahedronlike rphenoids.

Tetragonal. From Franklin, N.J. English.
calcos salt. Solar salt of various sizes pro-

then gradually to reduce the pressure.
This disease is also known as thc bends,

diver's paralysis, air embolism, and compressed-air sickness. Ham.

caisson sinking; drum shaft; drop shaft. A
method of sinking a shaft through wet
clay, sand or mud down to firm strata.
The cast-iron tubbing, attached ring by
ring on the surface, is gradually lowered
as the shaft is excavated. There is a special airtight working chamber at thc bottom of the lining. A cutting shoe at the
lower end of the tubbing helps it to penetrate the soft ground. The caisson method

is obsolescent,.being replaced by thc freezing method, etc. See also concrete caisson
sinking. Nelson.

calon. Sp. In the Southwestern United
States, a cailon or narrow gorge with steep
sides; a box gorge. Standard, 1964.
cake. a. Solidified drill sludge. Long. b. That

portion of a drilling mud adhering to the

walls of a borehole. Long. c. The solid

residue left in a filter press after the solution has been drawn off. Fay. d. See cake
of gold. Fay. e. To form in a mass as when
orc sinters together in roasting, or coal
cakes together in coking. Fay. f. In powder , metallurgy, a coalesced mass of unpressed metal powder. ASM Gloss.

cake bed. Som. A 5-foot bed of limestone;
used for inside work. Arkell.

cake copper. Copper cast in a round, cakeshaped mass. See also tough cake. Hess.

caked dust. Compaction or adherence of dust

particles to the extent that a light stroke
with a brush or a light airblast, as from
the mouth, will 'not cause the dust to be
dispersed. I.C. 8001, 1960, p. 2.

mottled Paleozoic marls and shales. Arkell.

calamin. To apply to (pottery) a wash made
from the pigment calamine. Standard, 1964.
calamine. a. A commercial, mining, and
metailurgical term comprising the oxidized
ores of zinc, as distinguished from the sulfide ores (blendes). Used by mineralogists
as the name of mineral species; American
mineralogists commonly call the hydrous

silicate of zinc, /11,0.2ZnOSi0a, by this
name, but inasmuch as British mineralo-

gists call the anhydrous carbonate, ZnCO3,
by the same name, some authorities advocate discontinuance of the use of the name

for distinct mineral species and the con-

finement of its use to a class of ores, which
was the original use and still is the commercial and technical use. Fay. b. A special
kind of so-called galvanized iron. Also
spelled kalamin. Standard, 1964. c. Some-

times used in Europe as a synonym for

smithsonite. A.G.1. d. Synonym for hemimorphite. Dana 17.

calamine stone. Eng. A carbonate of zinc;
smithsonite. Fay.

CallMillt violet. An indicator plant which
grows only on zinc-rich soils in the zinc
districts of Central and Western Europe.
Hawkes, 2, p. 4.
calamlte. An asparagus-green variety of tremolite. Standard, 1964.

calm coast. Coast, mostly of the longitudinal
type, formed by the submergence of small

valleys which have a rather steep grade,
so that, also under the influence of the

breakers, small, hemicircular bays are
formed. Schieferdecker.

calaverite. One of the gold telluride group
of minerals, AuTe,. Corresponds to the
same general, formula as. sylvanite 'and
krennerite. Pale bronze-yellow color ortinwhite, tarnishing to bronze-yellow on 'ex-
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calcareous grits. Sandy beds, intermixed with
or cemented by calcium carbonate. Fay.
calcareous iron ore. Siderite, FeCo3, containing some calcium. Hess.
calcareous marl. Unconsolidated material that

calcic series. Those igneous rock series having an alkali-lime index of 61 or higher.
A.G.I.
calciferous. Bearing, producing, or containing calcium, calcium carbonate, or calcite.

calaverite
posurc ; metallic luster; contains 40 to 43
percent gold, 1 to 3 percent silver. Found
in

the United States (California, Colo-

rado) ; Australia ; Canada. An important
source of gold. CCD 6d, 1961.

cak. Prefix meaning containing calcium carbonate. A.G.1.

cak-alkalic series. An igneous rock series
having an alkali-lime index of 55 to 61.
A.G.I.

calc-alkali rock. An igneous rock in which
the proportion of lime and alkalies (in
relation to the other constituents) is such
that the dominant minerals are feldspars,

hornblende, andlor augite, specifically, the
alkali minerals, such as feldspahtoids and
soda pyroxenes and soda amphiboles, arc

absent. The term includes granodioritc,

syenitc, diorite, and gabbro, and their volcanic analogs and excludes alkali and apilithic rocks and most peridotites. The term

is used rather loosely to contrzst a rock
that is not alkaline with one that is, and
it cannot be strictly limited by definition.
Holmes, 1928.

cakaphanite. A variety of diabase showing
patches of secondary calcium carbonate
embedded in a green groundmass. Webster 2d.
cakar. a. An oven, or reverberatory furnace

used in early glassmaking processes for calcination of the batch into frit. Webster 3d.
b. An annealing arch or oven. Webster 3d.
calcarenite. Suggested by Grabau for a limestone or dolomite composed of coral sand,
shell sand, or calcic sand derived from the
erosion of limestones. Fay.

calcareous. a. Like calcite or calcium car-

bonate, especially in hardness. Webster 3d.
b. Conthting of or containing calcium carbonate. Webster 3d. c. Containing calcium
or any calcium compound. Webster 3d. d.
Relating to rocks containing calcium car-

bonate. Webster 3d. c. Growing on lime-

stone or in soil impregnated with lime.
Webster 3d.

cakareous aagae. Algae that forms deposits
of calcium carbonate. Fossil calcareous

algae are found

in

the United States.

MacCracken.
calcareous clay. A clay containing the min-

erals calcite and/or dolomite in amounts
sufficient to cause obvious effervescence

with dilute HC1. If the carbonates are in

sufficient excess over Fe203, the clay fires
to a cream color and has a short vitrification range. ACSB-1.
cakareous crust; caliche. An indurated horizon cemented with calcium carbonate.
Schieferdecker.
carzareous deposit. A limestone, formed by

the accumulation of varied fossil (or recent) shell fragments, corals, micro-organisms, etc., in a matrix partly of organic
and partly of inorganic origin. Distinctive

types are determined either by characteristic fossils, peculiar structures, or by the
presence of particular compounds or impurities. Some degree of consolidation is
common to all calcareous denosits except
, the abyssal oozes. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

Vikareous dust. Limestone, quicklime, hy. 'drated lime, and cement dusts fall in this
class. These dusts are more or less soluble
in the body fluids, and are eventually absorbed.. They cause no chronic irritation

of the respiratory tract. ,Pit and Quarry,
53rd, Sec. B, p. 252.

cakareous glazes. Glazes in. which lime or
other calcium compounds are the main
fluxing agents. Rosenthal.

is mainly a mixture of calcium carbonate
and clay. AIME, p. 132.
calcareous oozes. a. Sediment consisting
mostly of the shells of one-celled animals
and which become chalk when hardened.
MacCracken. b. These contain more than
30 percent calcium carbonate, which represents the skeletal material of var;ous
plankton animals and plants. The calcareous oozes may be further divided into three
types, depending upon a characteristic type
of organism present in the sediment,
namely: (1) globigcrina ooze, in which

the calcium carbonate is in the tests of
pelagic foraminifera; (2) pteropod ooze,
containing conspicuous shells of pelagic
molluscs; and (3) coccolith ooze, containing large numbers of coccoliths and rhabdoliths that form the protective structures
of the minute Coccolithophoridac. H&G,

Webster 3d.

calcify. To make or to become hard or stony
by the deposit of calcium salts. Standard,
1964.

calcigenous. Forming a calx; said of certain
metals. Standard, 1964.

calcilutite. a. Suggested by Grabau for a
limestone or dolomite composed of calcareous rock flour, the composition of
which is typically nonsiliccous, though

many calcilutitcs contain an intermixture
of clay. Fay. b. A consolidated lime mud.
Webster 3d.

calcinable. Capable of being calcined or re-

duced to a friable state by the action of

fire. Fay.
calcination. a. Heating ores, concentrates,
precipitates, or residues to dccompose car-

bonates, hydrates, or other compounds.

ASM Gloss. The process differs from roast-

Tomkeieff, 1954.

ing because air is not supplied to the
charge during heating. The essential difference between calcining and roasting is
that roasting involves a chemical reaction
between the gas and the solids, but in calcination the surrounding hot gas serves

v. I, p. 13.

ton, pp. 284-285. b. A heat treatment to
which many ceramic raw materials arc

p. 73.
calcareous ores. Iron or..:s in which the gangue
consists mainly of carbonate of lime.
Osborne.

calcareous peat. Same as cutrophic peat.

merely to provide the necessary heat. New-

calcareous rocks. Rocks which arc wholly or
largely calcium (lime) carbonate. Mason,

subjected preparatory to further processing
or use, for the purpose of driving off volatile chemically combined components and
effecting physical changes. HW. c. To heat

calcareous sandstone. A sandstone containing a considerable proportion of calcium
carbonate. Fay.

calcareous sinter. See travertine. Stokes and

metals at high temperatures to convert

Varnes, 1955.

calcareous spar. Crystalline calcium carbonate. See also calcite. Fay.
calcareous tufa. A spongy, porous or vesicu-

lar deposit or calcium carbonate. When
the carbonate of calcium is deposited in
a solid form it is called travertine or calcsinter. Stalactites and stalagmites are of

them into their oxides. See also roasting.

Nelson.
calcinatory. See calciner. Fay.
caldne. a. Ore or concentrate after treatment

by calcination or roasting and ready for

smelting. C.T.D. b. To expel volatile mat-

ter by heat, as carbon dioxide, water of

this nature. Fay.
calcarinate. Cemented with calcium carbonate. A.G.1. SuPP.
calc-dolomite. Rock consisting of both calcite and dolomite crystals. A.G.I. ApP.
calce. Native calcium oxide, CaO, found on

sulfur, with or without oxidation; to roast;
to burn (said of limestone in making lime).
Fay. c. To disintegrate or make friable, as
with flint. Hess. d. A ceramic material or

limestone enveloped in lava and altered by
the heat of the lava. Hess.
calcedony. See chalcedony. Fay.
calc-flinta. A very fine-grained metamorphic

often fire clay, that has been heated to

mixture fired to less than fusion for use
as a constituent in a ceramic composition.
ASTM C242-60. e. A refractory material,

Mount Vesuvius, Italy. It formed from

rock of flinty aspect derived from a calcareous mudstone. The new minerals arc
in part due to pneumatolytic processes,

eliminate volatile constituents and to pro-

duce desired physical changes. ASTM
C71-64.
calcined aluminas. These arc avaiable in sev-

eral grades based on the degree of heat
treatment received. Traces of residual

water remain and they arc more easily

and include feldspars and lime-silicate min-

broken down by milling than other types
of alumina. They arc fluffier, less pure,
and usually contain less alpha phase than

erals, the latter being less abundant than
in a calc-silicate hornfels. Holmes, 1928.
calcia. The chemical compound, calcium
oxide (Cat)). Boynton.
caldborite. Calcium borate, Cas1310171 monoclinic. White radial aggregates in drill
cores from limestone skarn, from the Urals,
U.S.S.R. Named from the composition. See
also frolovite. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.

Mick. a. Of, peratining to, or containing calcium. Said especially of minerals, particularly feldspars, in which calcium is an
important constituent. Fay. b. Refers to
igneous rocks having an alkali-lime index
higher. A.G.I. Supp.

of 61 or.
calcidase. Proposed by Johannsen for the
calcic plagioclases from Ana) to Anloo, com-

monly called anorthite. The term anorthitc
would be reserved for the pure end-member. Obsolete. A.G.I.
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the tabular grades. They are normally produced in 100 mesh and finer sizes. Lee.

calcined bauxite. Bauxite from which the
water has been driven off by heating. Mersereau, 4th, p. 285.

calcined clay. Ball clay or china clay that
has been heated until combined water is
removed and plastic character of the day
.

is destroyed. CCD 6d, 1961.

calcined gypsum. Gypsum partially dehydrated by means of heat, having the approximate chemical formula, CaS040/2H30.
ASTM C11-60.

calcined kaolin. A claylike, mealy, white,

grayish or reddish aluminum silicate, used
in making potcelain. Crispin.
calcined refractory dolomite. Raw. refractory

dolomite that has been heated to a temperature sufficiently high and for a long
enough time to decompose the carbonate

structure and remove volatile constituents.
ASTM C71-64.
calciner. A furnace or kiln for roasting. Fay.
calcining. a. Roasting of ore in oxidizing
atmosphere, usually to expel sulfur or carbon dioxide. If sulfur removel is carried to
practical completion, the operation is
termed sweet roasting; if CO2 is virtually

removed, dead roasting. Pryor, 3. b. Reducing to powder by heating. Mersereau,
4th, p. 234.

calcining furnace. A furnace in which ores
or metallurgical products are calcined.
C.T.D. Also called calciner. Fay.

calcining of refractory materials. The heat
treatment to which raw refractory materials are subjected, preparatory to further

processing or use, kr the purpose of eliminating volatile chemically combined constituents and producing volume changes.
ASTM C71-64.
calcinite. A silicon-carbide preparation. Used
as an abrasive. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
calcioancylite. A brownish-yellow variety of
ancylite with the formula, (Sr,Ca)sCet(CO3) ( OH ) OHIO. The strontium is
partly replaced by calcium and some bar-

ium; from the pegmatites of thc Khibine

Peninsula, northern Russia. Also called calcium ancylite and incorrectly calciumcylit.
Hay 2d, 1955 ; Hess; Crosby, p. 94.
calciocelestite. A variety of celestite containing calcium. Standard, 1964.
calciocoplapite. The calcium member of the
copiapite family, CaFeB(SOB)e(OH)B-19H20, occurring at Dashkesan, Middle Caucasus, U.S.S.R. See also tusiite. Hey, MM,
1964; Fleischer.
calcioferrite. A yellow-green calcium-iron hydrous phosphate, 6Ca0.3FeBOB.4P,06.19HBO ; Mohs hardness, 2.5; specific gravity,

2.53; in scales (monoclinic ?) or as nod-

ules. Larsen, p. 81.
calciornotite. See tyuyamunite.
calciostrontianite. A strontianite,

(Sr,Ca)COB, containing 13.14 percent CaCOB;
from Brixlegg, Tirol. Dana 6d, p. 288.
calciovolborthite. A moderately radioactive

mineral, CuCa(VOB) (OH) ; possibly ortho-

rhombic; occurs either in flat, thin, green
or greenish-yellow crystals or in a form

that is gray and granular; found in the

Colorado plateau area in sandstone, associated with carnotite and tyuyamunite;
also found in the oxidized zone of deposits
containing vanadium minerals. Crosby, pp.
67-68; Hess.

calciphyre. A marble with conspicuous ca/cium andlor magnesium silicate minerals.
See also calc-silicate marble; limurite; magnesium marble; marble ; skarn; tactite.

calcium-chloride process
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limestone. Used as a flux in the manufacture of pig iron and steel. Principal sources

in the United States are
Michigan,
Crispin.

West

Pennsylvania,

Virginia, and Illinois.

calcite bubble. A hollow sphere of calcite
formed by the deposition of calcite around
a gas bubble. Schieferdecker.

calcite ledge. A ledge of calcite projecting
horizontally into a pool at its water level.
Schieferdecker.
calcite limestone. A limestone containing not

more than 3 percent of magnesium car-

bonate. ASTM C119-50.
calcite marble. A crystalline variety of limestone containing not more than 5 percent
of magnesium carbonate. ASTM C119-50.
calcite satin spar. See satin spar. Shipley.
calcite skin. A thin coating of calcite on clay
walls, formed by ascending solutions.
Schieferdecker.
calcitic dolomite. A carbonate rock composed

of between 10 and 50 percent calcite and
between 50 and 90 percent dolomite. A.C.I.

calcitite. A rock composed of calcite, for
example, limestone. A.C.I. Supp.
calcitization. Alteration of aragonite to calcite. A.G.I. Supp.
caldtrant. a. Refractory. Fay. b. Said of certain ores. Fay.

calcium. Silvery-white; rather soft; bivalent
metallic element of the alkaline-earth
group; quickly tarnishes in air; and when
heated burns with a brilliant light. Used
chiefly in alloys and in various metallurgical processes, often as a scavenger. It never
occurs uncombined in nature but is very
common in combination in certain minerals and rocks, especially as a carbonate

grains of silt size. A.C.I. Supp.

Orthorhombic calcium carbonate
(aragonite) is colorkss, white, yellow, reddish, bluish, or black; specific gravity,
tion.

2.930, ranging from 2.85 to 2.94; Mohs'
hardness, 3.5 to 4.0; transforms to calcite

at 520° C; decomposes at 823° C ; and
soluble in water, in acid', and in ammoHandbook

of

and of calcium metal. Bureau of Mines

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
pp, B-161, B-242. c. Source of quicklime

20° C) ; melting point, 851° C; boiling

calcium carbonate, precipitated. See chalk,
precipitated CCD 6d, 1961.
CilkilMI carbonate, prepared. See chalk, pre-

point, 1,487° C; decomposes water to form
hydrogen and calcium hydroxide; and specific ekctrical resistivity, 4.6 microhms per
cubic centimeter. C.T.D.; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 451h ed., 1964, p.
B-104.

acetate. Ca (CBH302)B; molecular
weight, 158.17; colorless; crystalline; soluble in water; and slightly soluble in ethyl
alcohol. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physks, 45th ed., 1964, p.

calcium

B-160.

calcium acrylate. A free-flowing white powder; (HBC:CHCOO)BCa; and forms a dihydrate which is also a free-flowing pow-

der. Used as a binder for clay products

and foundry molds. CCD 6d, 1961.
calcium-aluminum garnet. Same as grossu-

and green glasses. Lee.

by Na, K, Ba, Mn, Cu, Ni, Co, !ft. Syno-

nym for autunite. Spencer 19, M.M., 1962.
bicarbonate. A compound, Ca-

calcium

calcite crystals. Calcite is the essential con-

(HCO2),; molecular weight, 162; cannot
be isolated as a solid since it decomPoses
easily, thus all its reactions are carried out

and a minor constituent of many other
rocks. HW. More commonly known Ps

286.

stituent of limestone, chalk, and marble,

poses at 898.6° C; and soluble in water,
in acids, and in ammonium chloride solu-

essential constituent. Webster 3d. Symbol,
Ca; isometric atomic number, 20; atomic
weight, 40.08; specific gravity, 1.55 (at

calchim antimonate. CaO.SbBOB. Limited Use
as an opacifier in enamels and glazes. Lee.
Maim autunite. Artificially prepared autunite in which calcium can be replaced

cakite. A mineral having the composition,
CaCOB, which correseponds to a composition or 56.0 percent Ca0 and 44.0 percent COB. Specific gravity 2.71 for pure

45th ed. 1964, p. B-161.
calcium ciirbonate; chalk; calcite; aragonite.
a. White powder or colorless crystals;
CaCO3. One of the most stable, common,
and widely dispersed of materials. It occurs
in nature as aragonite, calcite, chalk, limestone, lithographic stone, marble, marl, and
travertine. CCD 6d, 1961. Referred to as
whiting, it has many uses in ceramics to
introduce calcia. Lee. Also used as a separator in glass firing. Kinney. b. Calcium
carbonate (molecular weight, 100.09) crystallizes in two crystal systems: Hexagonal
rhombohedral or hexagonal as calcite and
orthorhombic as aragonite. Hexagonal calcium carbonate (calcite) is colorless, white,
yellowish, or rarely pale gray, red, green,
blue, or violet; specific gravity, 2.710 (at
18° C) ; Mohs' hardness, 3; melting point,
1,339° C (at 1,025 atmospheres) ; decom-

and in most animals and plants as an

limestone fragments, the interstice's filled
with calcite, sand, or clay. The cement is
calcareous. Fay.

Used for the generation of acetylene and
for making calcium cyanamide. Webster
3d; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

nium chloride solution.

larite. Shipley.
calcium-aluminum silicate. This material,
known as calumite; is used to make amber

calchiltite. Limestone composed of calcite

copper. Hess.
calcium carbide. Tetragonal; CaCB; colorless
when pure; usually ranging from dark gray
to brown; and decomposes in water. Produced commercially by heating quicklime
and carbon together in an electric furnace.

(as in limestone), a sulfate, or a phosphate; in practically all natural waters;

A.C.I.
calcirudite: Suggested by Grabau for a limestone or dolomite composed of broken or

Worn fragments of coral or shells or of

calcium boride. COB. Used in deoxidizing

in solution. One of the chief causes of
temporary. hardness of water. Cooper, p.

Staff.

pared. CCD 6d, 1961.
calcium chloride; anhydrous calcium chloride.
A deliquescent salt; CaC12. Obtained from

brine wells, dry lake beds, and as a byproduct for making soda ash and other
chemicals. In the anhydrous state, it is

a white porous solid. Used as a drying and

dehumidifying agent. In a more or less
hydrated state, it is in solid, colorless flakes
or in a water solution. Used for controlling

dust; for melting snow and ice on roads;

for freezeproofing; in freezing mixtures; in

refrigeration brine; and in concrete as an
accelerator or an aid in curing. Webster
3d. Molecular weight, 110.99 ; colorless;
isometric; deliquescent; specific gravity,
'2.15 (at 25' C, referred to water at 4° C) ;
melting point, 772° C; boiling point, above
1,600° C; very soluble in water; and sol-

uble in alcohol, in acetone, and in acetic
acid. The common hydrates of calcium
chloride are calcium chloride monohydrate
(CaC1241,0); calcium chloride dihydrate
(CaCIr21120) and calcium chloride hexahydra te (CaCl2.61120) . Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-161. Anhydrous calcium chloride is the
source of calcium metal produced by electrolysis. Bureau

Of

Mines Staff. .

calcium-chloride prOcess. A method used to
consolidate floor dust in mine roadwayi in
which calcium chloride is applied with a
wetting agent. This wet calcium-chloride
process is widely used in Europe. Roberts,

I, p. 109.
calcium-chromium garnet. Same as uvarovite. Shipley.

calcium cyanamide. CaCN2; molecular

weight, 80.10; colorless; hexagonal .hombohedral ; and melting point, about 1,190°
C. Used as fertilizer. Bennett 2d, 1962.
calcium cyanide. Colorless crystals or white
powder gray-black (technical grade) ;
Ca(CN)2. Used for leaching gold and silver ores CCD 6d, 1961.
calcium &illuminate. Ca0-2A1203; melting
point, 1,705° C; thermal expansion, 5.0 x
10°. Present in high-alumina cement but
does not itself have cementing properties.
Dodd.

calcium ferrite. In the binary system, two
ferrites are formedCa0-Fe202; and 2CaO-Fe202; the former may occur in some
high-alumina cement. Dodd.

calcium fluoride; fluorite; fluorspar. Can;
colorless when pure and it is found in
nature as the mineral fluorite (fluorspar).

Webster 3d. Molecular weight, 78.08; isometric; specific gravity, 3.180, ranging

from 2.97 to 3.25; Mohs' hardness, 4;
melting point, 1,360° C; boiling point,

about 2,500° C; slightly soluble in water
and in acids; soluble in ammonium salt
solutions; and insoluble in acetone. The
mineral fluorite (fluorspar) is colorless,
often yellow, blue, green, and violet, and
rarely red. Handbook of Chemistry and

calcium sulfate dihydrate
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andradite.

calcium4ron garnet. Same as
Shipley.

calcium-lead. Lead hardened by a fractional
percent of calcium. Hess.

calcium lignosulfonate. Used as a binder for
nonmagnetic ores. See also lignosulfonates.
CCD 6d, 1961.
calcium-magnesium pyrophosphate. Ca2Mg2(P207)3; molecular weight, 476.88; a green

powder; insoluble in water; and soluble
in acid. Used in porcelains and enamels.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

calcium metasilicate; wollastonite. CaSiO3;
monoclinic; a brilliant white nonmetallic
mineral. Used as a filler for ceramics and
as mineral filler. CCD 6d, 1961.

calcium mica. See margarite. Bennett 2d,
1962.

calcium minerals. Naturally abundant and
widely exploited in industry. Main useful

ores are calcite, dolomite, anhydrite, gypsum. Apatite is mined for phosphorus,
fluorite for fluorides, colemanitc, and ulexite for boron. Pryor, 3.
calcium molybdate. Colorless; tetragonal;
CaMo02; specific gravity, 4.38 to 4.53; and

melting point, above 1,500° C. A small

addition promotes good adherence on cer-

tain enamels when used in conjunction
with antimony oxide. Lee; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-162.

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-161, B-243.
An important constituent of opal glass.
C.T.D.
calcium fluosilicate; calcium silicofluoride.
Colorless or white powder; tetragonal;
Ca Sin or CaSiF2.21-120 (calcium fluosili-

calcium monoaluminate. Ca0.Al202; melting
point 1,605° C. A principal constituent of
high-alumina cement. Dodd.
calcium montinorillonite. An artificially prepared clay mineral with calcium in place
of magnesium. Spencer. 16, M.M., 1943.

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-161.
Cakill111 45. Radioactive calcium; mass num-

lime saltpeter. Colorless or white; isometric; hygroscopic; Ca(NO2)2. Used in
explosives; in incandescent gas mantles;
and in fertilizers. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

cate dihydrate). Used in ceramics. CCD
6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry and

ber, 45; half-life, 165 days; and radiation,
beta. Used to study calcium exchange in
chzys; ion exchange. and diffusion of calcium in glass. CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

p. B-12.
calcium glass. See crown glass. Shipley.

Calcium hafnate. CaHf03; melting point 2,470 -2: 20° C; specific gravity, 5.73; ther-

mal expansion (10-1,300° C), 7 X 10'.
Dodd.

calcium hexaluminate. Ca0.6A1,03; melts
incongruently at 1,850° C to form corundum and a liquid. Dodd.

calcium nitrate; lime nitrate; nitrocalcite;

1964, p. B-162.
calcium orthosilicate;

dicalcium

silicate.

2CaO.Si02; melting point, 2,130° C. Occurs in four crystalline forms: a, stable
above 1,447° C; a, bredigite, stable from
about 800° to 1,447° C on heating;
1,447° to 670° C on cooling. f3 larnite,
stable or metastable from 520° to 670° C;
y, stable below 780° to 830° C. Material
in which a considerable amount of 2Ca0.SiO2 has been formed by high temperature
reactions, falls to a powderdustson

hydrated lime. CCD 6d, 1961.

cooling because of the inversion (accompanied by a 10 percent increase in volume)

slaked lime. Soft; white; crystalline powder; alkaline, slightly bitter taste; Ca-

stabilizer, for example, 13203 or P203. Calcium orthosilicate is a constituent of Port-

1961. Molecular weight, 74.09; colorless;
hexagonal; specific gravity, 2.230; no
melting point because it loses I-120 at

mite refractories. Dodd.
calcium oxide; calcia; quicklime. burnt lime;
lime; fluxing lime; pebble Thin. a. Ca0;
molecular weight, 56.08; colorless; isometric; specific gravity, 3.40; melting
point, 2,572° C; boiling point, 2,850° C;
and soluble in ethyl alcohol. Used in me-

calcium hydrate. See calcium hydroxide;

calcium hydroxide; calcium hydrate; hydrated lime; lime hydrate; caustic lime;

to the y-form at 520° C. The inversion
can be prevented by the addition of a

(OH)2. Used in metallurgy. CCD 6d,

land Cement and may be found in dolo-

580° C; slightly soluble in water; and

soluble in ammonium-chloride solution.

Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-I61.
Commonly sold as a white powder or in

a water suspension (milk of lime). Webster
3d.
calcium hypochlorite; calcium oxycidoride;

chlorinated lime; hypochlorite of lime;

bleaching powder; bleach. Ca ( C10) 11
41110 ; molecular weight, 215.06; colorless
crystals 'or white powder; deliquescent;
and soluble in water. Used as a bleaching

agent and as a disinfectant. Bennett 2d,

tallurgy. Bennett 2d, 1962. b. Source of
calcium 'metal. Bureau of Mines Staff

calcium phosphate. See apatite. Fay.
calcium phosphate, dibasic. dicaldum orthophosphate; secondary ddcium phosphate.

White; tasteless; triclinic; CaHP02.2H20
and. CaHPO4. Used in glass manufacture.
CCD 6d, 1961;
calcium phosphate, monObasic; calcium biPhosphate; moLocalcium orthophosphite;
,
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acid calcium phosphate. Colorless; pearly;
triclinic ; scales or powder; deliquescent in
air; CaH4(P02)2.H20. Used in glass manufacture. CCD 6d, 1961.

calcium phosphate tribasic; calcium orthophosphate; tricalcium orthophosphate; tricalcium phosphate. White odorless. tasteless; amorphous powder; Caa(P02)2. Occurs abundantly in nature as phosphate
rock, apatite, and phosphorite. Used in
ceramics in porcelains, potteries, enamels.
and milk glass. CCD 6d, 1961.
calcium phosphide. Ca1132; molecular weight,
182.19; red crystals; gray lumps; specific
gravity, 2.51 (at 15° C) and melting
point, about 1,600° C. lised for signal

Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed,, 1964, p.

fires.

B-162.

calcium plumbate; calcium orthoplumbate.
Orange to brown; crystalline; CaaPb02;
and decomposed by hot water or carbon
dioxide. Used in glass and as an oxidizing
agent. CCD 6d, 1961.
calcium potassium sulfate; kaluszite; syngenite. CaK2(S02)0120; monoclinic; specific
gravity, 2.60. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Caki11111 resinate. Yellowish-white; amorphous

powder or lumps. Used in manufacturing
porcelains and enamels. CCD 6d, 1961.

calcium silicates. The four compounds
wollastonite (CaO.Si02) ; rankinite (3Ca0.25i02) ; calcium orthosilicate (2Ca0.SiO2) ; and tricalcium silicate (3Ca0-SiO2). Dodd.
CaSi2; mocalcium silicide;
lecular weight? 96.25; specific gravity, 2.5;
and insoluble in water. Used in metallurgy
and in explosives. Bennett 2d, 1962 ;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-163,

calcium silicofluoride. See calcium fluosilicate. CCD 6d, 1961.

calcium stannate. White; crystalline; CaSn03-3%0. Used as an additive in ceramic
capacitors and in the production of ceramic

colors. CCD 6d, 1961. Melting point,

above 1,200° C. Lee.
calcium stearate. White powder; Ca (C22H23-

02)2. CCD 6d, 1961. Molecular weight,
607.04; crystalline; insoluble in water;

and insoluble in ethyi alcohol and in ether.
Used in waterproofing; in plastics; and in
concrete. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-163.

calcium sulfate; anhydrous calcium sulfate;
anhydrite. The natural anhydrous form is
the mineral anhydrite; CaS02. Molecular

weight, 136.14; colorless; orthorhombic be-

coming monoclinic at 1,193° C; specific
gravity, 2.960, ranging from 2.899 to
2.985; Mohs' hardness, 3.0 to 3.5; melting
point, 1,450° C; slightly soluble in water;
soluble in acids, in ammoniurn salt solutions, and in glycerol. The minval anhy-

drite is colorless, white, gray, black, brown,

or reddish. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-163, B-242.
calcium sulfate dihydrate; gypsum. The natural hydrated form of calcium sulfate is
the mineral gypsum; CaS02.2H20. Molec-

ular weight, 172.17; colorless; monoclinic;
specific gravity, 2.32; Mohs' hardness, 1.5
to 2.0; loses 21120 at 163° C; slightly soluble in water; soluble in acids, in ammonium salt solutions, and in glycerol. The
mineral gypsum is colorless white, and
often yellow, red, brown, or black. Hand.
book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, pp. B-163, B-243.

calcium sulfo-aluminates. Two compounds
exist: the high form 3CaO.A1203.3CaSO4.30-.12H30; and the low form, 3CaO.A1303.-

CaSO4.121120. Both forms may bc produced by reaction between 3CaO.A1203
and gypsum during the hydration of portland cement. The high form is also pro-

duced when cement and concrete are
attacked by sulfate solutions. Dodd.

calcium titanate; calcium metatitanate; pe-

rovsldte. CaTiO3; melting point, 1,9/5° C.
Used in high-potassium bodies either alone
or blended with barium titanate and other
alkali-earth zirconates and/or stannates.
Also used in conjunction with some barium
titanate-lead titanate piezoelectric compositions. Lee; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-I63.
calcium tungstate scheelite. GaW04; molecular weight, 287.93; colorless or white;

tetragonal; and specific gras ity, 6.06 (at
20° C). Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-I63.

calcium zirconate; calcium metazirconate.
CaZr03; soluble in nitric and in other
acids. Used as a chemical raw material.
CCD 6J, 1961. Melting point, 2,550° C.
Has favorable refractory characteristics;
low firing shrinkage; and is stable under
highly reducing conditions up to 1,750° C.
Used primarily in dielectric bodies. Lee :
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed, 1964, p. B-I63.
caklum-zirconium silicate. White solid; CaZrSiO3. Used in electrical resistor cera-

mics and as a glaze opacifier. CCD 6d,

1961.
calcladte. Hydrous chloride and acetate of calcium, CaCh.Ca(C311,02)2.101130, formed

as a fibrous efflorescence on certain limestones stored in wooden drawers. Named
from the composition, Ca,C1,Ac. SPencer
18, M.M., 1949.
calclithite. Limestone containing 50 or more

percent of fragments of older limestone
eroded from the land and redeposited.

A.G.I. Supp.
cakomalachite. A mixture of malachite and
calcite, and also, often, gypsum. An ornamental stone often sold az malachite. Shipley.

calcouranite. Synonym for autunite. Crosby,
p. 7.
calcrete. Suggested by Lamplug for conglo-

merates formed by the cementation of

surficial gravels bY calcium carbonate. Calcicrete was suggested by Bonney as preferable. Holmes, 1928.
calc-sapropel. A deposit composed of sapropel

(dominant) and remains of calcareous

algae. Tomkeieff, 1954.

calc-schbt. A metamorphosed limestone in
which calcite has recrystallized into elongated or platy forms, instead of the commoner granular form, thus creating a schistose structure in the rock. Hess.

calc-silicate hornfels. A fine-grained metamorphic rock containing a high percentage
of calc-silicate minerals. See also calcflinta; hornfels; limurite; pneumatolytic
hornfels; skarn; tactite. A.G.I.
calc-slIkate marble. A marble with conspicuous calcium and/or magnesium 'silicate
minerais. See also calciphyre; limurite;
magnesian marble; marble; skarn; tactite.
A.G.I.
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calcium sulfo-aluminates
calcspar.
Supp.

Synonym

for

calcite.

a series of diastrophic movements beginning perhaps in the early Ordovician

A.G.I.

calc tufa. Where evapuration goes on steadily
at the surface while water is being brought
up from below by capillary action, calcium

carbonate may become a cement to the
soil, or to the crumbling rock near the
surface, and a solid, porous, or spongy
deposit of calcium carbonate (calc tufa)
may arise by continued precipitation of

calcium carbonate in solution from lower

levels. A.G.I.
calculiform. Pebble-shaped. Webster 3d.
calculus. Branch of mathematics which deals
with rates of change by infinitesimal incre-

ments. Calculations from these of the corresponding change over finite increments.
Pryor, 3.

period and continuing through the Silurian period, as recorded in the rocks
in Scotland and in Scandinavia. A.G.I.

Supp.
Caledonides. A mountain system raised during the late Silurian to the early Devonian

time, particularly in Scandinavia and in
Scotland. A.G.1. Sup p.

caledonite. A green basic sulfate of lead
and copper of uncertain composition.
Sanford.

calerer. Eng. Diluvian earth, Suffolk. Arkell.
calfdozer. A smaller version of the bulldozer.
Ham.
calf line. A wire rope or cable wound on the
calf wheel of a churn- or rotary-drill ma-

chine and used in handling casing. Also
called casing line. See also calf wheel.

calcurmolite. The unnamed mineral, Ca(UO3)3(Mo04)3(OH)2.11H20, is named

from its

composition. Hey, MM, 1964;

Fleischer.

caldasite. A mixture of fibrous baddeleyite,
zircon, altered zircon, and other minerals.
A massive, light brownish-gray to dark
blue zirconium-bearing rock containing

usually 65 to 80 percent Zr03. Crosby,

p. 118; Heinrich, p. 125.
Caldecott cone. A conical tank used to settle
and discharge as a continuous underfiow

the ielatively coarse sand from an overflowing stream of mineral pulp. Another
similar arrangement is the Callow cone.
These, and others, are developed from

Long.

calf reel. The churn-drill wineh used for
handling casing and for odd jobs. Also
called casing reel. Nichols.

calf wheel. a. A short hoising drum with a
large-diameter driving sprocket, used to
wind up the casing line or calf line which
is multiple-reeved through the sheaves of
the crown and traveling blocks by means
of which casing and/or drill pipe is handled. Long. b. A reel used in rope drilling
to accommodate the rope by which the
casing is raised or lowered. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 3.

spitzkasten. Pryor, 3.

caliber. The inside diameter or bore of a

depression, more or less circular or cirque-

calibrate. a. To ascertain the caliber of, as
a thermometer tube. Webster 3d. b. To
determine or to mark the capacity or the

caldera. a. A large basin-shaped volcanic

like in form, the diameter is many times
longer than that of the included volcanic
vent or vents, no matter what the steepness of the walls or thc form of the floor
may be. There are three major types according to origin: Explosion caldera, collapse caldera and erosion caldera. A.G.I.

b. A very farge crater produced by a
violent explosion. Webster 3d.

calderhe. A variety of garnet containing the
manganous-ferric molecule, 3MnO.Fe203.3Si02. From Nagpur, Ind:a. English.

caldron. a. S. Wales. The fossil remains of

the cast of the trunk of a sigillaria that

remained vertical above or below the coal
seam. See also bell mold. Also called caldron bottom. Fay. b. A small depression
more or less circular, elliptical, or oval in
plan. Schieferdecker.
caldron bottom. a. Mud-filled prostrate trunk
of sigillaria in the roof of certain coal

seams. Thc trunk is a separate mass of
rock, with a fihn of coal around it. It is
liable to collapse without any warning

tube, pipe, or cylinder. Long.

graduations of, or to rectify the graduations

of, as a graduated measuring instrument.
Webster 3d. c. To standardize, as a measuring instrument, by determining the devi-

ation from standard, especially as to asc,!rtain the proper correction factors. Webster
3d.
calibrated block. See split block. Skow.
calichal. Mex. Second-class silver ore car-

rying from 150 to 1,000 ounces per ton).

At Pachuca, Hidalgo, the best or first-class
ore separated in the mine, the second-class
being known as azogues. Fay
caliche. a. In Mexico and southwestern
United States, gravel, sand, or desert debris

cemented by porous calcium carbonate;
also, the calcium carbonate itself. Fay. b.
Surface or near-surface deposits of soluble
salts precipitated by evaporation. Bateman.
c. Natural Chilean saltpeter. Bennett 2d,
1962.

calko marble. A local name for a Triassic

conglomerate from Frederick County, Md..

sound. Also called horseback. See also pot,
c;

bell mold; calthon. Nelson. b. Eng.

A cone-shaped mass with slippery surfaces
found in the roof of some scams. It some-

times comprises a ring of coal around a
core of material differing slightly from
the oridinary roof. Also called pothole;

kettle bottom. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
caldron process. Recovery of silver, in which

used in the columns of the old Chamber

of Representatives in the Capitol at Washington, D.C. Fay.
calientes. Mex. Silver ores, generally colo-

rados, with some iron sulfate, the result
of weathering. Hess.

California-bearing ratio. The ratio of the
force per unit area required to penetrate

caldron subsidence. The sinking of part of
the roof of an intrusion within a closed

a soil mass with a 3-squarc-inch circular
piston (having a 2 inch diameter approximately) at the rate of 0.05 inch per minute to that required for corresponding
penetration of a standard material. The
ratio is usually determined at 0.1-inch
penetration, although other penetrations

calc-sinter. Limestone deposited from springs

into a working surface .during the shift.

are sometimes used. ASCE P1826.
California eaes-eye. Compact fibrous serpen-

carbonate; 'travertine. Also. called calcareous tufa. Fay.

Caledonian. orogeny. a. Post-Silurian diastrophism: A.G./. Supp. b. In a broad sense,

and waters containing dissolved calcium

a slurry of the ore in a copper vessel

is

agitated with salt. Bennett 2d, 1962.

system 'of peripherial faults up which magmas have penetrated. Holmes, 1928.
vale. Mid. A specified number of tubs taken
Fay.

,

tine, exhibiting an indistinct light line or
chatoyant effect, and occasionally a fine

cat's-eye. Shipley.

California hyacinth. Hessonite. Shipley.

California iris. Kunzite (spodumene). Shipley.

California lapis. A misnomer for blue dumortierite quartz. Shipley.
California moonston. White or whitish chalcedony. A misnomer. Shipley.

California morganite. Morganite from California; some of fine color but more often
a salmon pink color. Shipley.

Californian jade. See californite.
Californian onyx. A dark, amber-colored and

brown aragonite used in ornamentation.
Standard, 1964.

Californian stamp. Crushing device operating on drop-weight principle. Five heads

operate in one mortar box, each stamp

falling 90 times a minute on its die. Moving parts are head, shoe, stem, tappet. Last
name lifted by cam. Once very important,
today obsolete. Pryor, 3.

California poppy. A local indicator plant for
copper in Arizona, observed over the out-

crop of the San Manuel copper deposit.

Here the distribution of this species is confined to copper.rich soil, and its population
density is closely proportional to the copper content of the soil. Hawkes, i, p. 313.

California pump. a. A rude pump made of
a wooden box through which an endless
belt with floats is operated; used for pump-

ing water from shallow ground. Zern. b.

See China pump. Hess.
California ruby. Garnet. Shipley.
California sampler. A drive sampler equipped

with a piston that can be retracted mechanically to any desired point within the

barrel of the sampler. Long.
California tigereye. Same as California cat'seye. Shipley.

California topaz. Topaz from thc Mesa
Grande and Ramona districts of southern
California. Usually pale blue to almost
colorless, but occasionally as fine in color
as any blue topaz. Shipley.

California turquoise. Variscite. Shipley.

California-type dredge. A single-lift dredge
with stacker. Buckets, which are closely
spaced, deliver to a trommel. The oversize
is piled behind the dredge by a conveyor
(stacker). Undersize is washed on goldsaving tables cn the deck ; tailings discharge astern through sluices. Bureau of
Mines Staff. .

californite. A compact, massive vesuvianite.
Used as an ornamental stone. Sanford. See
idocrase. Dana 17.
californium. A transuranic clement not occurring in nature. Atomic number, 98 and
the mass number of thc most stable known
isotope, 251. Produced by Seaborg, Thomp-

son, Street, and Ghiorso in 1950 by the
cyclotronic bombardment of curium 242

with high-energy (35 mev) alpha particles.
Symbol, Cf. Gaynor; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-91.

ailing. Mid. Conveying tubs into the stalls
out of turn, irregularly, so that each miner
is

not supplied with an equal number

during the day. Fay.

caliper. a. An instrument usea to measure
precisely the thickness or diameter of objects or the distance between two surfaces,

etc. Long. b. An instrument used in con-

junction with a microlog which, when low-

ered down a borehole, measures and records the internal diameter throughout its
depth. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3. c. An instrument consisting of a graduated beam
and at right angles to it a fixed arm and

a irovable arm which slides along 'the

calomel
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beam to measure the diameter of logs and
trees. Webster 3d. d. A device for measur-

ing the dimensions of an object, usually
with movable jaws which hold or contact
an 'object. When equipped with means for
accurate measurement of small units, it is

called a micrometer caliper or simply a
micrometer. Shipley.

caliper brakes. Brakes in which two brake-

shoes are curved to the brake path and

anchored near the centerline of the drum.
This gives an increased arc of contact but
does not increase uniformity of pressure.
This causes the brake linings to wear unevenly. Sinclair, V. p. 197.

caliper diameter. The distance measured
across the bottoms of two opposite tooth
gaps on a roller chain sprocket having an
even number of teeth, and measured between one tooth gap and the nearest oppo-

site gap for a sprocket with an odd number
of teeth. J&M.
caliper log. Continuous record of the variations in mean diameter or in cross-sectional
arca of a borehole with depth. Institute of
Petroluem, 1961.
calist. Eng. Hard sand intermixed with

defined period. Pryor, 3, b. Notification to
holders of incompletely paid-up shares requiring further payment. Pryor, 3. c. Corn.
Mock iron or call. Arkell.
callaghanite. A mineral, CutMgtCa (OH )14( CO3)2.2H20, blue monoclinic crystals in
dolomite rock from Gabba, Nev. Spencer
20, M.M., 1955.
callainite. An apple- to emerald-green, massive, waxlike aluminum phosphate, AIPOt
+2V2H20. Fay. Possibly a mixture of
wavellite and turquoise. American Mineralogist, v. 28, No.1, Jan. 1943, p. 64.
calla% A precious stone of greenish-blue color,

probably turquoise, referred to by Pliny in
77 A.D. Dana uses this as a synonym for
callainite, an emerald-green hydrated aluminum phosphate. Fay.
callen; kallen. Irony; especially used when
a lode is rich in soft iron ocher. Fay.
caller. N. of Eng. A miner who goes round

the villages about 2 hours before work

commences, to call the men who examine
the mine in the morning before the miners
enter. Fay.

calley stone. York. In coal mining, a kind
of hard sandstone, more or less argilla-

tubes during boring operations, until water

ccous. See also ganister, d. Fay.
calliard; galliard. N. of Eng. A hard smooth,

to fall away. Arkell.

callimus. Loose, stony matter found in the

gravel, which will stand without lining
from below rises up, which will cause it

calite. a. A heat-resisting alloy of aluminum,

nickel, and iron. Hess.

b.

Iron or steel

flinty gritstone. Fay.

cavities of caglestone. Standard, 1964.

calling course. Eng. The time for the men

treated by calorizing. Hess.
calk. a. To drive tarred oakum into the

to go to work. See also caller. Fay.
Mils. Eng. A shaly coal, Lancashire. Nelson.

on the shoe of a draft animal to prevent
slipping. Webster 3d. c. Limestone or
chalk. Arkell. d. To peen and draw metal

tor the support of a shaft or of a surface
structure, a greater width should be left
on the rise side of the shaft or structure
than on the dip side. Briggs, p. 76.
Callovian. Uppermost Middle or lowermost

seams between planks and fill with pitch.
Far. b. A tapered wedge or cone-shaped
piece of iron or steel projecting downward

toward and around a diamond being hand-

set in a malleable-steel bit blank. Also

called peen. Long. c. To wick. Long. f. A

variety of baryte. Hey 2d, 1955. g. In

metalworking, to close a joint or scam by

battering the edge of a plate or fitting.

Hess. h. To close joints in pipe with lead,
either as lead wool or as metal which has
been poured into the joint while melted,
and which is made watertight and gastight
by battering with a hammer and calking
iron, Hess.

calking. a. The process of peening and draw-

ing metal toward and around a diamond
being handset in a malleable-steel bit

blank, or the material used as backing

around the diamond. Also called Peening.

See also backing d. Long. b. Wicking.
Long. c. The process of driving oakum

or other spongy material into rock crevices
or into the seams between planks with
blunt-edge chisels; also, the material so
driven. Long.
calking iron. Synonym for calking tool. Long.

calking lead. Lead 99.73 percent pure; impurities: 0.015 percent arsenic, antimony,
and tin, together, 0.08 percent copper,
0.02 percent zinc, 0 25 percent bismuth,
0.02 percent silver. Bennett 2d, 1962.
calking tool. A bunt chisel or punch used in
calking. Long.

calkinsite. A hydrous carbonate
earths,

of

(La,Ce,Nd,Pr) 2 ( CO, ) 541120,

rare
as

minute pale-yellow orthorhombic plates
from Montana. An alteration product of

burbankite. Spencer 20, M.M., 1955:
calkstone. Eng. Alternative name for hassock.
Arkell.

call. a. Yield expected, or called for, as result

of treating a given tonnage of ore, for a
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Callon's rule. A rule stating that when a
pillar has to be left in an inclined seam

Upper Jurassic. A.G.I. Supp.
callow. a. The baring or cover of open workings. Fay. b. The stratum of soil above the
subsoil; the top or rubble bed of a quarry.
Webster 3d, c. A low-lying or marshy
meadow. Webster 3d.

Callow cone. A conical free-settling tank.
Pulp is fed centrally; the finer solid frac-

tion overflows peripherally and the coarser

is withdrawn at controlled rate via the

apex at the bottom of the cone. Pryor, 3.
Callow flotation cell. An early form of pneumatic flotation cell, still in limited use.

Air is blown in at the bottom of the tank
at low pressure, through a porous septum
such as a blanket, and mineralized froth

overflows along the sides while the tailings
progress to the discharge end. Pryor; 3.
Callow process. A flotation process embody-

ing the usual principles but in which agi-

tation is secured by air forced into the

pulp through the canvas-covered bottom
of thc cell. Fay.

Callows. Som. A name given to a thick coal
scam. Tomkeie

, 1954.

Callow screen. A continuous belt formed of
fine screen wire travels horizontally between two drums. Pulp is fed from above
and flows through together with the finer
solids, while coarser material is discharged
as screen passes over the end drum. Pryor, 3.
callys. Corn. See Killas, a. Fay.

calm. Scot. A light-colored shale or mudstone. Nelson.

calmstone; caumstone. Scot. Argillaccous
limestone or white clay used for whitening
hearths and doorsteps. Arkell.
calocar. A white earth or clay. Fay.

calomel. A mineral, 2 algiChj

colorless,

white, grayish- and yellowish-white, yellowish-gray to ash-gray, brown color. Occurs as a secondary mineral, and originally
found at Moschellandsberg, Bavaria, Ger-

seas. Leet.
calx. a. Powder

horn quicksilver; mercurial horn ore. Dana

many. Synonym for calomelite ; calomelano;

7, v. 2, pp. 26-27; Hey 2d, 1955; A.G.1.
calomelano. Synonym for calomel. Hey 2d,
1955.
calomel electrode. Half-cell used to measure
electromotive force; potential being that of
mercury and mercurous chloride in contact
with saturated solution of potassium chloride. Used in pH measurement. Pryor, 3.
calomelite. Synonym for calomel. Spencer 19,
M.M., 1952.
calorescence. The phenomenon of glowing
when a substance is stimulated by the heat
rays which lie beyond the red end of the
visible spectrum. Same as thermoluminescence. Shipley.

calorie. The gram calorie (or small calorie)

is the quantity of heat required to raise
the temperature of 1 gram of water from
15° to 16° C. The mean calorie is onehundredth part of the heat required to

raise 1 gram of water from 0° to 100° C.
Owing to slight variations of the specific
heat of water, these are not exactly equal.
The kilogram calorie (or large calorie)
equals 1,000 gram calories. C.T.D.
calorific intensity. The temperature of a fuel

attained by its combustion. Newton, p. 130.

calorific power. The quantity of heat liberated when a unit weight or a unit volume
of a fuel is completely burned. Newton,
p. 128.

calorifics. a. The science of heating. Standard, 1964. b. That branch of physics that
treats of heat, especially of the discarded
caloric theory. Standard, 1964.
calorific value. See gross calorific value; net
calorific value. A.G.1.

calorimeter. Any apparatus for measuring
the quantity of heat generated in a body

referring to the greatest deviation of side

produced by calcining a

edge from a straight line. ASM Gloss.

residue (as a metal oxide) left when a

where the center diameter has been in-

calcination or roasting. Webster 3d. c. Broken and refuse glass. Webster 2d.
calyou; condo; kaylowe; kaildo. Eng. Pebbles
for rubble walling. Arkell.

by the rolling pressure. ASM Gloss. d. A
vertical convex curve in a culvert barrel.

mineral ; lime. Webster 3d. b. The friable

mineral or metal has been subjected to

calyx. a. A steel tube attached to the upper
end of a core barrel having the same out-

C. Dodd.
colorizing. A process of rendering the surface

of steel or iron resistant to oxidation by
spraying the surface with aluminum and
800° to

1,000° C. C.T.D.

caltonite. An extremely compact, bluish-black
igneous rock related to olivine basalt, consisting of microphenocrysts of olivine and

augite in a trachytic groundmass of feldspar laths, augite, iron ore, and isolated
spots of analcite. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938,
p. 242.

calumetite. Azure-blue spherules and sheaves

of orthorhombic scales with good basal
cleavage, Cu(OH,C1)3-2H30; from the
Centennial mine, Calumet, Mich. Named
from the locality. Compare anthonyite.

Hey, MM, 1964; Fleischer.
calving. As applied to glacier ice, the process

by which a glacier that terminates in a
body of water brpaks away in large blocks.

Such blocks form the icebergs of polar

e. Outward lean of the front

wheels of a motor vehicle. Nichols.

camber girder. A normal H-section girder
which has been slightly bent. They are

See also steel support. Nelson.
camber of rolls. See caniber. ASM Gloss.
camber of sheet. See camber. ASM Gloss.
camber rod. The tensioning rod inserted
below a trussed beam. Ham.

to catch cuttings that are too heavy to

be flushed out of the borehole by the circulation fluid. Also called bucket; sludge
barrel; sludge bucket. Long. b. Synonym

for shot drill. Long. c. A pipe or tube
equipped with a sawtooth cutting edge,
sometimes used to obtain a core sample

Cambrian. The oldest of the systems into
which the Paleozoic stratified rocks are

ket, a. Long. d. In well drilling, a long

camel back. A miner's term sometimes ap-

of a formation being drilled. Compare bas-

cylindrical vessel which guides an annular
toothed bit. Its action is like that of a
diamond drill. A toothed cutter takes the
place of a diamond crown, and is rotated
by hollow flushing rods with a strong con-

divided; also, the corresponding oldest

period of the Paleozoic era. Fay.

plied to such structures as bells, pots, kettle
bottoms, or other rock masses that tend to

fall easily from the mine roof. Ste also
tortoise. A.G.1.

stant flow of water. A core is cut, pre-

Camelia metal. A high copper alloy used for
bearings containing 70.4 percent copper,
4.2 percent tin, 10.2 percent zinc, 14.7
percent lead, and 0.5 percent iron. Camp.

e. See sediment tube. B.S. 3618, 1963,

cameo. A layered stone (onyx, agate, opal,
etc.) or shell carved in relief to show the

served in a core barrel and brought to the
surface. The drills are made large enough
so that the holes are used as shafts. Hess.
sec. 3.

calyx boring. The process of drilling, and/or

the hole or core produced with a shot

drill. Long.

calyx drill; shot drill. A rotary core drill

which uses hardened steel shot for cutting
rock, and will drill holes from diamond
drill size up to 6 feet or more in diameter.
Drilling is slow and expensive, and holes

cannot be drilled more than 35° off the

calyx drilling. A method of rotary drilling

3618, 1963, sec. 2.

Nichols.

serves as a guide rod and also as a bucket

running from the inside of the tube to a
ring encircling the drill rod. The calyx

vaporized under given conditions. Used in
determining specific heat; latent heat; the
heat of chemical combinations; etc. Standard, 1964.
calorimeter room. A place at the surface of
the mine where drained firedamp is monitored or its heat content ascertained. B.S.

Calorite. Trade name. A pyroscope similar
to a pyrometric cone but cylindrical; they
are made for use between 500° and 1,470°

creased to compensate for deflection caused

used as roadway svpports where the sides
are strong enough to support them. They
may also be set on stone, concrete, or brick
walls built along the sides of the roadway.

vertical, as the shot tends to collect on the

tity of a solid liquefied or of a liquid

c. Sometimes used to denote crown in rolls

side daimeter as the core barrel. The upper
end is open except for two web members

or emitted by it, as by observing the quan-

heating to a temperature of

Campbell process
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lower side of the hole. Lewis, p. 84.

using a toothed cutting bit or chilled shot.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3.

calyx rod. A round drill rod used on a shot
drill, usually outside coupled and of larger
diameter than diamond drill rods. Long.
calzirtite. A mineral, CaZraTiOs; tetragonal;
from the East Siberian massif, U.S.S.R..
Named from the composition, calcium-zirconium-titanium. Hey, M.M., 1961.
cam. a. A rotating piece, either noncircular
or eccentric, used to convert rotary into
reciprocating motion, often of irregular
outline, and giving motion that is irregu-

lar in direction, rate, or time. Standard,
1964. In stamp mills, the cam projects
. from a revolving horizontal shaft and

raises the stamp by catching the lower sur-

face of the tappet or collar surrounding
the rod on which the stamphead is hung.
The upper side of the cam has an easy
curve, such as a parabola, so that when it
strikes the tappet it may rot jar it when
the lifting movement begins. Sometimes
called lifter or wiper. Fay. b. A device
mounted on a revolving shaft used for
transposing rotary motion into an alternating, reciprocating, or back an forth motion.
Crispin.

Cambay done. A variety of carnelian from
Cambay, India. Fay.

camber. a. A beam, bar, or girder bent like
a bow, hump towards the strata. Mason.
b. Deviation from edge straightness usually

264-972 0-68-12
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bell; Camm.

design in a layer of one color or colors and
the background in another color or colors.

Hess.

cameo ware. Fine pottery with figures

in

relief of a different color from the ground

as Wedgwood ware and jasper ware.

Standard, 1964.

camera lucid*. Mirror or prism attached to

eyepiece of microscope, enabling observer
to sketch the object displayed. Pryor, 3.
Cammett table. A side-jerk concentrating
table similar to the Wilfley table. Hess.
camouflage. The substitution for a common
element in a crystal lattice by a trace element of the same valence. A.G.1.
camoufiet. a. A cavity formed in a borehole
by the dentonation of an explosive charge
placed in the borehole. Also called cham-

ber. Long. b. A quarry blasting hole en.
larged by chambering. Nelson. c. In mil,

tary mining, an explosive charge designed

w shatter adjacent ground without disturbing the surface. Pryor, 3. d. In civil
mining, a small explosive charge used to

enlarge an excavation, to spring or chamber out a hole so that a bigger explosive

load can then be charged. Pryor, 3.
camp. A mining town. Weed, 1922.

campaign. a. The working life of a tank or
other melting unit between major cold
repairs. ASTM C162-66. b. The period
during which a furnace is continuously in
operation. Fay.

Campanian. Upper Middle Senonian. A.G.I.
Stipp.

campanile. A sodic-potauic variety of leucite
tephrite sometimes containing large phenocrysts of leucite; from Monte Somma,
Italy. Holmes, 1928.

campan marble. A pale,

yellowish-green

marble mottled with white. A dark green
variety of marble containing red blotches
is known as campan rouge. Fay.

Campbell process. Open-hearth process of
steel manufacture in which ore and pig
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canfieldite

on glass slides for microscopic examination.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
Canadian asbestos. See chrysotile. C.M.D.
Canadian pole system. A system of oil-well
drilling differing from the American cable

port. Also called ripping lip. Nelson.
canche. A trench with sloping sides and very
narrow bottom. Zern.
cancrinite. A hexagonal mineral, [(NalCa)-in
(C031120)0-1(AlSiO4)61, occurring
nepheline syenites. A.G.I.
cancrinite syenite. A feldspathoidal syenite
containing cancrinite as the dominant

Campbell process
iron are used as raw materials in a tilting

furnace. Bennett 2d, 1962.
camper. Scot. Coal slightly altered by whin;
dirty coal. Fay.
camphor. A translucent, volatile, white resin
made from an oriental evergreen. Extensively used in the manufacture of explosives; celluloid ; and disinfectants. Crispin.
camphor jade. A variety of white translucent
jadeite resembling crystallized camphor in
a?pearance. Shipley.
cam press. A mechanical press in which one
or more of the slides are operated by cams;
usually a double-action press in which the
blank-holder slide is operated by cams
through which the dwell is obtained. ASM

system, in that wooden rods screwed together are used instead of a rope. The

Canadian pole is A useful all-round prospecting rig, and it is particularly suitable
for regions where excessive caving makes
it necessary to have some positive method
of rotating the bit. Fay.
Canadian shield. The vast arca of Precam-

brian rocks having an areal extent of 2
million square miles in eastern Canada.
C.T.D.

Gloss.

Canadian testing machine. See Quebec standard asbestos testing machine. Sinclair,

tion work to hold back granular soils or

canadite. A nepheline syenite containing
albite, or a sodic plagioclase, as the principal feldspar and abundant mafic minerals which contain lime and alumina, that
is, normative anorthite ; the rock type is

camp sheathing. A retaining wall to support
piles and
a river bank, formed by timberfeet
apart.
walings, the piles being 6 to 10
Ham.
camp sheeting. A sheetpiling used in founda-

sand. Ham.
camptonite. A lamprophyre containing pyroxene, sodic hornblende, and olivine as
dark constituents, and labradorite as the
light constituent. Sodic orthoclase may be
present also. A.C.I.
camptospessartite. An igneous dike rock composed of a basic spessartite and titanaugite.
Johannsen, v. I ,2d,1939, p.246.
campyllte. A yellowish to brown variety of

mimetite crystallizing in barrel-shaped
forms. Fay. A source of lead.
cam shaft. In stamp battery, horizontal shaft
lift the
on which rotate the cams Avhich
five individual stamps in a battery. Pryor, 3.
camshaft. a. In stamp milling, a strong horizontal revolving shaft to which a number

of cams are attached in such a manner
that no two of them shall strike the tappets
at the same instant, distributing the weight
to be lifted. Fay, b. The shaft upon which

are located cams or lobes that open and
close the valves at the correct time. Shell
Oil Co.
camshaft bearings. The bearings that support
the camshaft in the engine block. Shell
Oil Co.
cam stick. In stamp battery crushing, a

square-sectioned wooden stick greased on
underside and leather-lined above, inserted
between cam and tappet as a stamp rises,
to facilitate jacking-up on finger bar.
Pryor, 3.
cansstone. a. Scot. A compact whitish limestone. Standard, 1964. b. Scot. A bluish-

white clay used for whitening purposes.
Standard, 1964.
caa. a. A term used in the tristate zinc and
lead district for a bucket used in hoisting.
A "can" ranges from 1,200 to 1,400

pounds capacity. BuMines Bull. 419, 1939,

p. 203. b. In a nuclear reactor, the con-

tainer in which fuel rods are sealed to

protect the fuel from corrosion and prevent gaseous diffusion products from escaping into the coolant. Ham.

Canada balsam; baham of Br; Canada turpentine. Yellowish liquid; pinelike odor;
and soluble in ether, in chloroform, or in
benzene. Obtained from Abies balsamica.
Used for lacquers and varnishes and as an

adhesive for lenses; instruments; etc. Its
refractive index (1.530) is approximately
the same as that of most optical glasses.

C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry and Phys-

ics, 45th ed., 1964, p. E-104. Used as an

adhesive for mounting small fragments and
thin sections of rocks, minerals, and fossils

W. E., p. 508.

intermediate between albite-nepheline syenite and shonkinite. Holmes, 1928.
canal. a. An artificial watercourse cut through
a land area for use in navigation, irrigation, etc. H&G. b. That part of a tank
leading from the relatively wide fining area
to the machine. ASTM CI62-66. c. See
chute, f ; ditch, j. Long.
CORM'S clay. A colloidal clay from British

Columbia, Canada. Particle size is very
small and therefore has great adsorption

feldspathoid. Holmes, 1928.

cand. Corn. Fluorspar, or fluorite occur-

ring as a veinstone; called by the Derbyshire miners, blue john. Also spelled cann;
kann. Fay.
C & D hot top. A hot top designed by W. A.

Charman and H. J. Darlington (thus the

name C&D) at the time, about 1925, when
they were both employed by Youngstown

Sheet & Tube Company, United States.
The hot top, which is fully floating, consists of a cast-iron casing lined with fire

clay or insulating refractories; a refractory

bottom ring is attached to the lower end

of the casing to protect the latter from
the hot metal. Dodd.
candelite. Another name for cannel coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

candite. Ceylonite, (pleonaste) the iron-magnesium spine!, (Mg,Fe)13.(Al,Fe)10s. Dana
6d, p. 220.
candle. a. The unit of light intensity defined
as the light given out in a horizontal direction by the flame of a sperm candle weigh-

ing one-sixth of a pound and burning at
the rate of 120 grains per hour. Mason,

capacity. Consists mainly of colloidal aluminum silicate, CCD 6d, 1961,

v. I, p. 244. b. See ceramic filter. Dodd.
candle coal. See cannel coal. Fay.
candle-foot. A unit of illumination. The light

carbon monoxide in mine air. At least
three birds should be taken by exploring
parties and the distress of any one bird

candlepower. a. 'the illuminating power of
a standard sperm candle. Used as a measure for other illuminants. Crispin. b. The

canary. a. Sometimes used by rescue teams
to give early indication of the presence of

is taken as an indication of carbon monoxide danger. A small cylinder of oxygen
may be carried for the resuscitation of an
affected bird. A good type of carbon monoxide detector is the most convenient and
reliable indicator. S. also P.S. dew:tor
tube. Nelson. b. Yellow diamond. Schaller.
canary beryl. Greenish-yellow beryl. Shipley.

canary ore. A yellow, earthy argentiferous
lead ore, generally pyromorphitet bindheimite, or mauicot, more or less impure.
Fay.

canary stone. A somewhat rare yellow variety
of carnelian. Fay.

mask*. A silicate and fluoride of calcium

and sodium, monoclinic; occurs associated
with fenalsite at Khibina, Kola Peninsula,

U.S.S.R. Named from the composition,

Ca-Na-Si. Hey, M.M., 1961.
Caeastotam. Lower Upper Silurian.
Supl.
CaaCellin &lift. A device, operated by
movement of the winder drum, which cancels signals shown on the shaft signal indi-

cator and enables fresh signal, to be re-

ceived. B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.

mech. a. A part of a bed of stone worked by
quarrying. Fay. b. Eng. Roof or floor
removed to make height and side removed

to make width. If above the seam it is
called a top canch; if below the seam, a
bottom canch. A canch on a roadway close
to the face is called a face canch; a canch

on a roadway outbye is called a back

Also called brushing; ripping.
SMRB, Paper No. 61. C. The face of the
roof ripping in a soadway. It follows that
the clinch is continually being excavated
and advanced. See also ripping face sup-

canch.
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given by a British standard candle at a
distance of 1 foot. Crispin,

British standard candle is defined as a
sperm candle, that burns at the rate of 120
grains of sperm per hour. Fay. c. The Hefner candle now used in the United States

as a standard is about 0.88 part of the
British standard. Hess. d. The luminous
flux emitted by a source of light per unit
solid angle in a given direction. It is ex-

pressed in tenns of the international candle
and new candle. C.T.D.
candle quartz. A faced quartz crystal having
a long prismatic and often tapering shape.

AM, I.

candle turf. A dirty, yellowish-white variety
of peat which has the consistency of soap,

and when dried is very flanunable and
burns with a clear, bright, steady flame.

Also called gas turf. Tomkeieff, 1954.
cane. Solid glau rods. ASTM C162-66.
camel. See cannel coal. Tomkeieff, , 1954.

cane marl. Local name for one of the low

quality fire clays associated with the Bassey

Mine, Littlerow and Peacock coal seams
of North Staffordshire, England. Dodd.
C111110wIlte. Eighteenth century English stoneware of a light brown color; it was a considerable advance on the coarse pottery
that preceded it but, for use as tableware,
caneware was soon displaced by white
earthenware. During the 19th and the
earlier part of the present century, however, caneware continued to be made in
South Derbyshire and the Burton-on-Trent
area as kitchenware and sanitary ware; it
has a fine textured cane-colored body with
a white engobe on the inner surface, often
referred to as cane-and-white. Dodd.

=Melaka. a. This name was first given to
an isometric silver sulfogennanate, believed
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to be a new species, but later it proved to

sapropelic origin of cannel coal was recognized at the beginning of the present cen-

canny. Corn. Applied to lodes containing

(b). English. b. A black, silver sulfostannate, 4AgsS.SnSs. In octahedrons. Isometric. From Aullagas, Colquechaca, Bo-

for sapropelic coal containing spores, in

livia. English.

stratification. It is generally dull and has
a mort or less pronounced waxy luster. It

eanfieldite
be identical with argyrodite. The namc
was then withdrawn and transferred to

Canfield's reagent. An etchant containing 1.5

grams cupric chloride, 5 grams nickel
nitrate, 6 grams ferric chloride, in 12 milliliters of hot water. It is used for revealing
phosphorus segregation in iron and steel.
Osborne.

cause. a. Braz. Canga consists essentially

of hard blocks and fragments of the rocks
of the iron formation, cemented with limonite. Where these fragments are pkntiful

and are derived from the hard ore out-

crops, canga forms a valuable ore, which
may run as high as 68 percent iron. Generally it is phosphoric, but there are considerable areas in which the phosphorus is
below the Beuemer limit. Hess. b. Braz.
A kind of auriferous glacial rock; in real-

ity an iron breccia. Also applied to

a

brown porous conglomerate. Fay.
can hoisting system. A method of hoisting in

shallow lead zinc mines in areas of the

United States. Instead of the conventional
enginehouse, opesation is controlled at the
top of the shaft. Onsetter below hooks the

can on, then signals by a lamp attached
to his wrist to the hoistman sitting above.

Can is hoisted, swinging free. At the surface

a tail rope is snapped to underside, a deflection plate is swung into place, and the
can is lowered. It capsizes and discharges
its load to the surge bin, is again hoisted.
freed of its tail rope and wound down the
shaft, where it is replaced by a full can.
Pryor, 3.

can booker. In metal mining, a laborer who
passes hook of hoisting cable through bail
(handle) of large can-shaped container or
bucket filled with ore or rock to be hoisted
from shaft bottom to surface. Also called
bucket hooker. D.O.T. I.
canister. a. Aust. A tin for holding blasting
powder. Fay. b. A hopper-shaped truck,
from which coal is discharged into coke
ovens. Fay
calp. Ir. A bluish-black to grayish-blue limestone. Standard, 1964.
cask; bask. a. Eng. A compact, fine-grained
sandstone with a calcareous or siliceous cement, Midland Counties. Nelson. b. Eng.
Similar to burr, often an ironstone, Lancashire. Nelson. c. York. A completely cemented, compact, and fine-gramed sandstone, or any fine-grained rock hard to drill.
Nelson. d. A hard, dark gray massive rock

consisting largely of ankerite, found in
some Coal Measures marine beds. B.S.

3618, 1964, sec. 5.
cask balls. York. Nodular masses of cemented

sandstone; sometimes also ironstone nod-

casket. a. Eng. The ocherous sediment in

mine waters, being bicarbonate of iron pre-

cipitated by the action of the air. Fay.

b. Rust; verdigris, or copper rust. Webster
2d. c. To rust; to corrode ; to tarnish.
Webster 2d.

cartel. See cannel coal. B.S. 3618,

contrast to sapropelic coal containing algae,
which is termed boghead coal. Viewed
microscopically, cannel coal shows no
is very compact and fractures conchoidally.

There are transitions between cannel coal
and boghead coal and it is not possible
always to distinguish macroscopically between cannel coal and boghead coal. Such
a distinction can, however, be easily made
with microscope except in high rank coals.

In American nomenclature, cannel coal
must contain less than 5 percent anthraxyIon. Cannel coal occurs in layers or lenses
up to several centimeters in thickness.
Thin seams consisting entirely of cannel

1964,

sec. 5.

camel bees. Staff. Carbonaceous shale in
character approaching an oil shale. Tomkeit', 1954.
camel coal. a. This is an old term for a coal
burning with a steady luminous flame. The

calcium carbonate and fluorspar. See also
cand. Fay.

canon. See canyon. Webster 3d.

cansa; chaplaha. Hydrated Brazilian hematite ore resulting from the weathering of
itabiritc. Osborne.

cant. a. To slip or turn over to one side. Fay.
b. An inclination from a horizontal, a ver-

tical, or another given line; a slope or a
bevel; a tilt. Webster 3d. c. To roll and
move logs or heavy sill timbers with a
cant hook. Long.

cantallte. A rhyolite pitchstone from Cantal,
France. Holmes, 1928.

cant dog. Eng. A handspike with a hook.
A cant hook. Fay.

caotharid luster. A ceramic luster having
green and blue itideccence like that of a
Spanish fly. Fay.

coal are known. It occurs widely but in

cant hook. A wooden lever with a movable
iron hook at the end, used for turning or

ogous term is parrot coal. See also sapropelic coal ; boghead coal. IHCP, 1963,
part I. b. A variety of bituminous or subbituminous coal of uniform and compact
fine-grained texture with a general absence

rolling logs or heavy sill timbers. Long.
cantilever. a. A support system in which one
end of a beam is fixed and the other is free.
Construction sometimes used to give grizzly
vibrating freedom. Pryor, 3. b. A lever-

limited amounts. Synonym for gayet ; anal-

of banded structure. It is dark gray to
black in color, has a greasy luster, and is
noticeably of conchoidal or shelllike fracture. It is noncaking, yields a high percentage of volatile matter, iRnites easily,
and burns with a luminous smoky flame.
ASTM D493-39.

camellie. Another name for cannel coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
cannelold. a. Coal that resembles cannel coal.

Tomkeieff, 1954. b. Coal that is intermediate between cannel coal and bituminous coal. Tomkeiell, 1954. c, Durain
laminae in banded coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
d. Cannel coal of semianthracitic or anthracitic rank. Tomkeieff , 1954.

cannel shale; camel slate. a. A shale in

which the mineral and the organic matter
are approximately in equal proportions.
Tomkeieff, 1954. b. A black shale formed
by the accumulation of sapropels accompanied by a considerable quantity of inorganic material, chiefly silt and clay. A.G.I.

type beam that is held down at one end,
supported near the middle, and supports
a load on the other end. Nichols.

cantilever crone. A transporter crane with
one or both ends overhanging. Ham.
cantilever grizzlies. Grizzlies fixed at one end

only, the discharge end being overhung
and free to vibrate. This vibration of the
bars is caused by the impact of the material. The diudvantage of the ordinary bar
grizzly is clogging due to the retarding

effect of the crou rods. This has been
overcome in the cantilever grizzly by elimi-

nating the tie rods except at the head end
where they are essential. The absence uf
these rods below the point of support also
aids in preventing clogging as it permits

the ban to vibrate in a horizontal plane
which keeps the material from wedging.
Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. B, pp. 118-119.
cmillever wall. A retaining wall, whose stability is provided by the weight of material
resting upon its heel. Ham.

cameo marble. Same as griotte marble, a

node Om. A cant or side piece in the head
of a cask. Standard, 1964. See also cants.

canning. a. A dished distortion in a flat or
nrarly flat surface, sometimes referred to

OMNI blue. A violet-blue ceramic color

reddish marble with white spots formed by
fossil shells (goniatites). Hess.

as oil canning. ASM Gloss. b. Enclosing a
highly reactive metal within one relatively
inert for the purpose of hot working with-

out undue oxidation of the active metal.

ASM Gloss.
emote:mite. A lead, bismuth sulfosalt ; mono-

clinic crystals as thin leafy blades; from
Vulcano. Lipari Island, Italy. American
Mineralogist, v. 38, No. 5-6, May-June
1953, p. 536.
S. Staff. A ferruginous nodule
occurring in a ftre clity; the name derives
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ules. dirket!.

cam. Corn. See and. Fay.

tury. The term cannel coal is now used

Arkell.

from the town of Cannock in that area.

Fay.

mad^ bY the addition of barium carbonate
to cobalt blue. A quoted recipe is: 40 per-

ctrt cobalt oxide; 30 percent feldspar;
20 percent flint; 10 percent BaC01. Dodd.

casionlic. A covellite that occurs in cubes

with cubic cleavage and it

is probably

pseudomorphous after chalcopyrite which

had replaced galena; Isom the Canton
mine, Ga. Hess.

cants. Eng. The pieces forming the ends

of buckets of a waterwheel. See also cantle
piece. Fay.

camtillos. Synonym for emerald. Hey 2d,
1955.

Dodd.
camooball NAL A mill for grinding tougFh

callve. Usually applied to brattice cloth,

a rotating th.um or chamber. See also ball
mill. Fay.

come door. A simple square frame of about

materials by attrition with cannoalls m

casnooler. Fr. See fireman. Fay.

camas pot. A small pot for glass melting.
Dodd.
cannon obot. See blown-out shot. Fey.

camoo-sbot grovels. Eng. Quatenary boulder
gravels in Norfolk, so named on account of

the size and roundness of the cobble&

I

which is a heavy canvas of cotton, hemp,
or flax, frequently fireproofed. 10nel.

2- by 2-inch pieces tied with diagonal strips

and covered with brattice; used for deflecting air currents at inby points where
the pressure is low. Nelson.

comma& See brattice man. D.O.T. I .
awe tables. Inciiited rectangular tables
covered with canvas. The pulp, to which
clear water is added if necessary, is evenly

...

canvas tables
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distributed across the upper margin. As it
flows down, the concentrates settle in the
corrugations of the canvas. After the
meshes are filled, the pulp feed is stopped,

the remaining quartz is washed off with
clear water, and finally the concentrates
removed (by hose or brooms). Liddell 2d,
p. 386.
canvas tube. See flexible ventilation ducting.
Nelson.

canyon. a. A precipitous valley; a gorge. Also
spelled canon. Fay. b. Mex. A mine-

level drift or gallery. C. de guia, a drift
along the vein. Fay. c. A deep valley with
steep sides located as a part of the ocean

floor. The deep floors of ocean canyons
contain sand and deep-sea mud. The Hud-

son Canyon is an example. It cuts the

continental shelf to a depth almost as great
as that of the Grand Canyon in northwest
Arizona. AlacCracken.
caolad AWL A form of cryptocrystalline silica

occurring at Cloyne, Cokinty Cork, Eire.

It has a specific gravity of 2.26 and

is

readily ground, without the need for precalcination, for use in pottery bodies. Dodd.
timber placed on
cap. z. A piece of plank or
top of a prop, stull, or post. Long. b. A flat

piece of wood inserted between the top of

the prop and the roof. Hudson. c. 'the

horizontal member of a set of timber used
as a roadway support. Nelson. d. The roof

or top piece in a three-piece timber set

cuit. The current in a capacitive circuit
should there be a sudden drop in mains
voltage, the capacitively controlled lamp
is less likely to be extinguished than the
inductively controlled lamp. Roberts, II,

expressed in terms of free air at intake tem-

that in an inductive circuit. Therefore,

p. 197.
capacitor. a. Electrical appliance working on
the condenser principle. Two conducting
plates are separated by an insulating layer.
When alternating current is applied the

capacitor is adjusted so that its leading

current balances the lag of the circuit giv-

ing a high-power factor. Pryor, 3. The
principal use for capacitors in mines has
been in improving the average power factor of the mine system in order to qualify
for a favorable power rate. The selection
of a suitable capacity is made by dividing

the number of

reactive kilovolt-ampere

hours registered by the number of hours
(730) in the average month. The selected
capacitor is then connected on the highvoltage lines, usually paralleling transformers to provide a discharge path. Occasionally capacitors will be used at individual motors, usually conveyor motors, to
relieve the powerline of excess amperes
and thereby provide voltage improvement.
Kentucky, pp. 261-262. b. An adjustable

electric appliance used in circuit with a
motor to adjust the power factor. Also

Nelsor. h. Decomposed veinstuff at the
outcrop of a lode. Gordon. i. S. Afr. A
mine when the vein matter is barren or
when the vein is pinched, or contracted,

of free air intake at sea level pressure.

in. *lo seal, plug, or cover a

borehole.

Long. n. An attachment riveted on the
end of a rope to which a chain may be
fastened. Fay. o. A fitting that goes over
the end of a pipe in order to close it and
thus producing a dead end. Fay. p. A fitted
or threaded piece to protect the top of a

pile from damage while being driven.

Niehols.

q. A pipe plug with female

threads. Nichols. r. In diamond cutting,

the sawed off apex of an octahedron. Hess.
s. See headtrec, d. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
t. Another name for crown. ASTM C162

66. u. A type of bottle closure. ASTM
CM2-66. v. To cut off the ends of a glass

cylinder. ASTM C162-66.
capacitamce. a. The ability to storc electrical
energy, measured in farads, microfarads,
or nucromicrofarads. H&C. b. In flotation, a property expressible by the ratio of
the time integral of the flow rate of material or electric charge to or from a storage,

divided by the related potential change.
Furl's:el:au, p.545.
capocidve coatroL An alternative to inductive control is to employ a capacitor in
series with the choke and therefore to
obtain a leading power factor for the cir-

Crispin.

capacity of air compressor. The actual

called capacitor. Pryor, 4.
capacity. a. As applied to diamond and rotary

is said to "in cap". Fay. j. Rock above coal
or ore. See alsocap rock. Fay. k. Barren
rock and/or soil covering an ore deposit.
Long. 1. Overburden consisting of unconsolidated material overlying or covering
bedrock. Also called cover ; mantle. Long.

be carried safely.

is less affected by changes in voltage than

used for tunnel support. Nichols. e. The
blue halo of ignited firedamp which shows
above the yellow flame of a safety lamp
when in air containing small quantities of
firedamp. The percentage of firedamp can
be roughly measured by the height of the
cap. Also called gas cap. Fay. 1% A detonator or blasting vsp. Nelson. g. The top
of a saddle reef; sometimes used synonymously with gossan to describe an outcrop.

capes

drills, the load that the hoisting and brak-

ing mechanism of a drill are capable of
handling on a single line, expressed in

amount of air compressed and delivered,

perature and at the pressure of dry air at
the suction. The capacity of an air compressor should be expres3ed in cubic feet
per minute. Fay.

capacity of car or tub. Cubic yard of solid
rock per car or tub. Fraenkel.
capacity of the market. As applied to mining,
the ability of the market to buy, especially

with regard to the quantity which can be
placed in the market, and to the prices
which can be obtained. Stoces, u. 1, p. 66.
capacity of the wind. The total amount of
detrital material of a given kind that can
be sustained (per unit volume of air) by
a wind of a given velocity. In the aggregate, wind transports more material than
water, although water at the same speed
of flow is capable of transporting much
larger particles. During a dust storm, the
wind may carry from 160 short tons up to
126,000 short tons per cubic mile of air.
A.C.I.

cap. Fay.
cap crimper. A plierslike tool for pressing
the open end of a blasting cap on the
safety fuse before placing in the primer.
See also capped fuse. Nelson.
cap board. Same as

cape. a. A diamond having a yellowish tinge.
Schaller. b. A point or extension of land
jutting out into the sea, either in the form

of a peninsula or merely as an angle or

projecting point on a coast. Schielerclecker.
Cape blue. Crocidolite asbestos found near
Nicola, Republic of South Africa. Pryor, 3.

footage as the depth to which the drill can
operate with different size bits. Long. b. As
applied to air compressors, the actual
amount of air compressed and delivered,
expressed in cubic feet per minute (cfm)

Cape chrysolite. Green prehnite from the
Republic of South Africa. Shipley.
Cape diamoad. One with yellowish tinge.
Pryor, 3.
Cape gaunt. A bright red-yellow almandite

Long. c. As applied to pumps, the volume
of a liquid the pump will deliver, expressed
in gallons per minute (gpm). Long. d. In
ore dressing, the capacity of a screen is the

mph kapel. a. Corn. A rock containing

measure of the amount of material that
can be screened in a given time, and is
measured in tons per square foot per hour
per millimeter ot aperture. Newton, p. 74.

e. The amount of material that a transporting agency such as a stream, a glacier,

or the wind can carry under a particular

set of conditions. Lea.
capacity curve. A graph showing the volume

of a reservoir at any given water level.

Ham.
capacity factor. a. Introduced by Vaughan,

and is the ratio between the breaking
strength of a winding rope and the load

suspended on it (excluding the weight of
the rope itself). He recommended that this
capacity factor should be 12 for all depths
down to about 5,000 feet. See also factor
of safety, a. Nelson. b. A method of assessing the size of rope. The capacity factor

of the rope is the static factor of safety
of the rope at the capping, that is, the
breaking strength of the rope divided by
the weight of the loaded cage or skip and
the suspension gear, comprising the chains,

or equivalent equipment, and a clstaching
hook. Sinclair, V , p. 15.
capacity-Sow cosveyor. See en masse conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

capacity issalados. The ability of mai onry

to store heat as a result of its mass, deassty,
and specific heat. ACSG, 1963.

capacity load. The maximum load which can

(garnet). Schaller.

quartz, schorl, and hornblende. See also
caple. Fay b. A wall of a lode; so called
by Cornish miners, and primarily when
the country rock adjacent to the lode itself has been more or less altered by the

same mineralizing agencies through which

the lode was formed. Also called cab. In
the United States, casing is sometimes
used synonymously. Fay c. A steel socket
used to cap a steel rope. For a hoisting
cage, molten white metal is poured in
around the wires. In Great Britain winding rope must be recapped biannUally, 6
feet of the old being removed each ume.
Pryor, 3.

Capell tam A centrifugal type of mine fan
in use from about 1860 to the early part
of the present century. It consists essentially of two concentric cylindrical chainben, each provided with six curved blades,
the convex sides of which faced the direc-

tion of rotation. The shell between the

two sets of blades contained openings to
allow the air to pass from the inner to the
outer chamber. It produced up to 400,000
cubic feet per minute. Nelson.
cape! lode. Corn. A lode composrd of hard
unpromising feldspar containing minute
particles of chlorite. See also cape!. Fey.
Cape May diamomd. A colorless and dear
quartz crystal from Cape May, N.J. Schaller.
Cape ruby. Brilliantly red garnet, gem stone.
Other varieties are carbuncle and Bohernian garnet. Pryor, 3.
capes. Scot. Movable sides and ends put on

capes
a hutch, wagon, or car to increase

its

capacity. Compare bustle, b. Fay.

cap head. Ens. A top for an air box used
in shaft sinking. Fay.

capillarhy. a. The quality or state of being
capillary. Webster 3d b. The action by
which the surface of a liquid, where it is
in contact with a solid, is elevated or depressed depending upon the relative attraction of the molecules of the liquid for

each other and for those of the

solid.

Especially observable in capillary tubes

where it determines the elevation or depression of the liquid above or below the

level of the liquid in which the tube is
dipped. Webster 3d. c. The ability of a

brick or other fired clay products to conduct liquids through its pore structure by
the force of surface tension. ACSG, 1963.
d. A phenomenon observable when making

borehole inclination surveys by the acidetch method, wherein the upper surface
of the dilute hydrofluoric acid is seen to
curve upward, forming a concave surface.
When the acid bottle is in a true vertical
or horizontal position, the concave surface

is symmetrical, and the resultant etch

plane is horizontal. When the acid bottle
is tilted, the concave surface is asymmetric

in shape; the resultant etch plane is not
horizontal, and the angle so indicated is
always greater than the true inclination of
the borehole. See also etch angle; capil-

Long.
capillarky cofferdam. The deduction of a
larity correction.

specific angular value from the apparent

angle, as indicated by the plane of the
etch line in an acid-survey bottle, to cor-

free-water elevation ir. which water is held

cap light, wet cell. These rechargeable, wet

capillary attraction is perceptible to the
eye. Standard, 1964.
midden' water. a. Water held above the
water table in soil by capillary force. Seelye, I . See also held water. Nelson. b. Water
that has been subjected to the influence
of capillary action. ASCE P1826.
less than 1.73
capillary waves. Small waves,

capped steel. Semikilled steel cast in a bottle-

crests and V-shaped troughs whose characteristics are governed primarily by the
forces of surface tension. It is believed
that these waves increase friction between
wind and the sea surface and contribute

of the cage to be connected by a pin

that the rise or fall of a liquid in it by

centimeter in length, having rounded

more to sea clutter on radar than other
waves. Hy.
capital expenditure. The amount of money
required for the purchase of the right to

bottles differing in size may be determined

mine a deposit, for its preliminary development, for the purchase of adequate equip-

borehole. Proper values to be deducted
from the apparent angles read on acid

by referring to charts, graphs, or tables
prepared for that purpose. See also capillarity-correction chart. Long.
capillarkparrectioa chart. A chart, graph.
or table from which tf.r. amount of capillarity correction may ix ascertained and
applied to an angle reading taken from an
acid-etch line in an acid bottle of specific
size to determine the true angle of inclina- ,

tion of a borehole surveyed by the acidetch method. Also called correction chart;

See also capillarity

correction. Lon .
capillarity

graph. A capillarityLong.
capillaritycorratioa bele. A capillarity-corcorrection chart.

rection chart. Loni .
capillary. a. The action by which the surface
of a liquid is elevated at the point at which

it is in contact with a solid (as in a lamp
wick). Shell Oil Co. b. Resembling a hair;
fine, minute, slender especially, having a
very small or thin beire usually permitting
capillary. Webster 3d. c. A mineral exhibiting a fine hairlike structure, for example millerite. Nelson.

capillari medals; rapillarky. The rise or
movement of water m the Interstices of a

soil or a rock, as the result of capillary
forces. ASCE P1826.

capillary attractisa. The combination force,

adhesion and cohesion, which causes
liquids, including molten metals, to flow
between very closely spaced solid surfaces
even against gravity. ASM Gloss.

capillary flow. See capillary migration.
ASCE P1826.

capilhay triage saw The sone above the

p. 142.

by capillary action. ASCE PI826.
capillary head. The potential expressed as
head of water that causes the water to
flow by capillary action. ASCE PI 826.
capillary migration; capillary flow. The
movement of water by capillary action.
ASCE PI826.
capillary movement. a. The rise of subsoil
water above the water table through the
channels connecting the pores in the soil.
Nelson. b. Movement of underground water
in response to capillary attraction. Nichols.
capillary pyrites. Same as millerite. Standard, 1964.
capillary red oxide of copper. A common
name for chalcotrichite, a form of cuprite.
Weed, 1918.
capillary rise; height of capillary rise. The
height above a free-water elevation to
which water will rise by capillary action.
ASCE PIt126.
capillary tube. A tube with so fine a bore

termine the true inclination angle of a

rect for capillarity effects and thereby de-

test-correction chart.

capping
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ment and plant to operate it, and for

working capital. Hoov, p. 154.
capital project. A development scheme which

is not financed by the revenue of a mine.
See also project. Nelson.
capital scrap. Scrap from redundant manufactured goods and equipment. This scrap

is collected and processed by merchants.
See also process scrap. Nelson.
capitaa; capatu. Mex. A mine captain; de
patio, a surface boss. Fay.

Capitals !borates.. Masswe white limestone

in the Guadalupe Mountains. It extends
into the eastern Glass Mountains and includes the Tessey, Gilliam, and Vidrio
deposits; however, the U. S. Geological
Survey considers Tessey limestone as a
distinct formation. Found in New Mexico
and Texas. Hess.

cap lamp. That term generally applied to
the lamp which a miner wears on his
safety hat or cap. For illumination only.
B.C.1. See also miner's electric cap lamp.
capk. Corn. A hard rock lining tin lodes.
See also capel. Fay.

cap light, dry eell. A seltcontained light
which permits free use of the hands and
may be suitable for gaseous or explosive
atmospheres. The headlamp, with focusing lens and bulb, is strapped to the head

or hat, and the dry cell battery unit can
be clipped to the belt. To prevent explosion. the bulb-socket ejects the bulb auto-

matically in case of breakage. Bureau of
Mines bulletins of permissible equipment
should be consulted for headlamps that
are approved for mine operations. Bests,
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cell cap lights are designed for workers
who need a self-contained light that will
not interfere with free use of the hands.
The battery is worn on the belt, and the
light unit, which is attached to the cap or
head, contains bulbs filled with krypton
gas. The head light either contains two
separate bulbs or a single bulb with two
filaments in parallel, thus assuring the
wearer of a constant source of light in the
event that one bulb or one filament burns
out.

Used by miners, repairmen, tank
Bests, p. 412.

workers, etc.

caporcianite. See la:unontite.
Cappeau furnace. A modification of the R-Ipp
furnace for calcining sulfide ore. Fay.
cupped fuse. A length of safety fuze with the

cap or detonator crimped on before it is
taken to the place of use. Nelson. See also
plain detonator.

capped quartz. A variety of quartz containing thin layers of clay. Fay.

top mold and covered with a cap fitting
into the neck of the mold. The cap causes
the top metal to solidify. Pressure is built

up in the sealed-in molten metal and
results in a surface condition much like
that of rimmed steel. ASM Gloss.
cappel; capping. A fitting at the end of the
winding rope to enable the bridle chains
through the clevis. In Great Britain, satisfactory results have been obtained from
white metal and wedge-type cappels. Normally, wedge cappels are manufectured
either in 1.5 percent manganese steel to

B. S. 2772, Pt. 2, 1956, or in 26/32 tons
tensile mild steel and are tested to a proof

load of 250 percent of the static load for
which they are required. See also G.11.H.
izappel; white-metal cappel. Nelson.
cappelenite. A very rare, weakly radioactive,
greenish-brown, hexagonal mineral,

(Ba,Y),SiB0,; found in veins in syenite

associated with wohlerite, rosenbuschite,
cataplefite, orangite, lavenite, elaeolite, and
sodalite. Crosby, p. 68.

CappelisSmith process. See Guggenheim
process.

Hess.

capper. a. One who separates the cylinder
of machine-blown curved window glass
from the Hewing attachment, cracking it
into proper lengths by the use of an deem,: cutting wire or by alternately applying
heat and cold. Also called corker; sealer.
D.O.T. I. b. In brickmaking, the man who
receives the filled molds as they come from
a brick machine; a molder. Standard, 1964.

cappice. Aust. A horizontal stick of timber
or bar of steel used for supporting a weak
roof. A variation of cap or cap piece. Fay.
cap piece. a. A piece of wood usually 24 to

36 inches long, 6 to 8 inches wide, and
2 to 6 inches thick, and is fitted over a

straight post or timber to afford more
bearing surface for the support. All single
posts, or timbers including safety posts,

should be covered with a cap piece to
provide additional bearing surface. Kenp. 140. b. Ark. Usually a piece of
t:vot:cks ,
split from a log. Fay.

eltta. The overburden Of rock deposit
ing a body of mineral or ore. Nelson.
b. The attachment at the end of a winding
rope. See also continental gland-type capping; interlocking wedge-type capping;
white metal cappel. Sinckir, 17, pp. 24-28.
c. The preparation of capped fumes. Nei.

son. See also safety fuse capping. Lewis,

p. 119. d. The fixing of a shackle or a
swivel to the end of a hoisting rope. C..r.D.
e. The operation of fastening steel rope to
a winding cage. Pryor, 3. f. The process of

sealing or covering a borehole and/or the
material or device used to seal or cover a
borehole. Long. g. The name given to a

method by which the spouting flow of a

liquid or gas from a borehole may be

stopped or restricted; also, the mechanism
attached to borehole collar piping and so
used. Long. h. The separation of a block
of stone along the bedding plane. Fay. I.
Sometimes a synonym for overburden. Fay.
j. In powder metallurgy, the partial or
complete separation of a compact into two
or more portions by cracks which originate

near the edges of the punch faces and
which proceed diagonally into the compact.
"ISM Gloss. k.

See

cap, a. Fay.

capping station. A special room or building
used solely for the preparation of capped
fuses. Nelson.

cap pot. In glassmaking, a crucible having a
lid or cap. Fay.

cap rock. a. 3arren vein matter, or a pinch

in a vein, supposed to overlie ore. Fay. b.
A hard layer of rock, usually sandstone, a
short distance above a coal seam. Fay. c.

The layer of rock adjacent to overlying

ore, generally a barren vein material. Webster 3d. d. A disklike plate over part of or
all of the top of most salt domes in the

Gulf Coast States and in Germany. It is

composed of anhydride, gypsum, limestone,
and sometimes sulfur. A.G.I. e. A comparatively impervious stratum immediately overlying an oil- or gas-bearing rock. A.G.!. f.
See caliche, a. A.G.I. g. Eng. The cap

rock of the alum shale, Estuarine sandstones on the Yorkshire coast. Arkeli

caprylic acid; octasok acid; octoic add.
Colorless; oily liquid; CHs(CHs),COOH;
and a slight unpleasant odor. Used in ore
separations and as a chemical raw mate-

rial. CCD 6d, 1961.
caw!. A capstan. Standard, 1964.

cap seat. The ledge inside the mouth of a
milk bottle. ASTM C162-66.

cap set. A term used in square-set mining

methods to designate a set of timber using
caps as posts, resulting in a set of timber

shorter than the normal set. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

cap sheet. Smooth or mineral surfaced roll
roofing for use as the top layer on a builtup rod. ASTM DI079-54.
cap sick. A light shot of explosive placed on
the top of a piece of shale that is too large
to handle, in order to break
cap mill. The upper horizontal beam in the
timber framing of a bridge, viaduct, etc.
Fay.

capstan. a. A poollike drum mounted on a
vertical exis used for heave hoisting or
pulling. It is operated by steam, electric
power, or hand pushes or pulls against
bars inserted in sockets provided in the
upper flange or head. Long. b. Sometimes
used as a synonym for cathead. Lots/.
capstan bar. One of the levers by which the
capstan is worked. Webster 2d.

capstone. In masonry, the uppermost or finishing stone of a structure. Fay.

owl& metal. A high lead alloy containing
92 percent lead and 8 percent tin. Campbell.

captain dresser. Eng. A manager of an oredressing plant. Fey.

captive aloe. Aust. A mine which produces

carbide miner
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coal or mineral for use by the same company. Nelson.

captive tonnage. The quantity of mineral
product from a mine produced solely for
use by the parent company ur subsidiary.
Bureau of Mines Staif.

o.

capture. a. Synonym for piracy. 4.0.1.
The substitution in a crystal lattice of a
trace element for a common element having a lower valence. A.G.!.
Or Abbreviation for carat. Zimmerman, p. 21.
car, a. A vehicle for use on a railroad, usually

mounted on trucks, and often provided
with mechanism for coupling, so as to
form part of a train. Standard, 1964. b. A

vehicle moving on wheels. Webster 3d. c.
A wheeled vehicle used for the conveyance
of coal or ore along the gangways or haulage roads of a mine. Zern. Also called

mine car; tramcar; tub; wagon; mine

d. A wheeled carrier that receives and supports the load to he conveyed. Generally attached to chain, belt, cable,
linkage, or other prreielling medium. See
also tray. ASA MII4 1-1958.
caracollte. A colorless, hydrous, lead-sodium
chlorosulfa te, perhaps Pb (OH) Cl.NasSO,
Occurs as crystalline incrustations. Fay.
caracoly. An alloy of gold, silver, and copper
wagon. Fay.

used first by the Caribs in making orna-

ments. Standard, 1964.
Caratiocism Lower Upper Ordovician. A.G.I.
Supp.

Carapella's reagent. An etchant consisting of

5 grams ferric chloride dissolved in 96

milliliters ethyl alcohol to which has been

added 2 milliliters of hydrochloric acid.
It is used in etching nonferrous metals and
manganese steels. Osborne.

carat. a. A unit employed in weighing diamonds, and formerly equal to 3-1/6 troy
grains (205 milligrams). The international
metric carat (abbreviated M.C.) of 200
milligrams was made the standard in the
United States in 1913, as it was the standard in Belgium, Denmark, Great Britain,
France, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands,
and Sweden. A cdrat grain is one-fourth

carit. Webster 3d. b. Employed to dis-

tinguish the fineness of a gold alloy, and
meaning one-twenty-fourth part. Pure gold
is 24-carat gold. Goldsmiths' standard is
22 carats fine, that is, it contains 22 parts
of gold, 1 part of copper, and 1 part of

silver. Fay. c. See karat. ASM Gloss.
caratage. Synonym for carat weight. Long.
carat count. The number of near-equal-size
diamonds having a total weight of 1 carat

or 200 milligrams; hence, 40 small diamonds weiglung 1 carat would be called
40-count diamonds, or 8 diamonds weighing 1 carat would be called 8-count diamonds. Long.

caratgoods. Diamonds averaging about I

carat each in weight. Long.
carat loss. Amount of diamond material lost
or worn away by use in a drill bit expressed
in carats. Long.
carat waled. Total weight of diamonds set

in a drill bit ewe-tied in carats. Also
called caratage. Long.

carbnerate. Salt of carbamic acid

(NH,COOH). Pryor,3.
carbsokedie. This term was introduced by
V. Hevia in 1960 to designate a microlithotype containing 20 to 60 percent by
volume of carbonate minerals (calcite,
siderite,, dolomite and ankerite), and was
adopted in 1962 by the Nomenclature Subcommittee of the International Commktet

for Coal Petrology. In coal preparation
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practice carbankerite, like carbopyrite and
carbargilite falls into the category of true
intergrown coal in as much as the mineral
carbonate is so intimately associated with

the coal that it is not possible to free it

by crushing. It appears therefore in

middlings. It is usually possible to free

the mineral carbonate deposits occurring
in cleat partings and fissures by crushing.
When carbankerite occurs in appreciable
proportions in cleaned coal it has its effect
as an inert material on coking and swelling properties, hydrogenation and gasification, but without giving rise to any special
trouble or difficulty. Carbankeritt. shows
no tendency to spontaneous combustion or
to produce dust. IFICP, 1963, part I.
carbapatlte. Same as carbonate apathe. English.

carbPrgUite. In 1955 the Nomenclature Subcon 'mince of the International Committee

for Coal Petrology resolved to use this

term for the microlithotype containing 20
to 60 percent by volume of clPy minerals,
mica, and in lesser proportions, quartz. In
coal preparation practice, carbargilite corresponds to true intergrown coal. The
mineral is so intimately associated with the

coal that

it

is impossible to free it

by

crushing. Carbargilite therefore appears in
middlings and may be a common constituent of steam-raising coals. If the propor-

tion of carbargilite in a coal is too high,

it will prove troublesome in carbonization,
hydrogenation and gasification. It has no
special tendency to form dust or to spontaneous combustion. INCP, 1963, part I.
carbons. The components of the bitumen in
petroleums, petroleum products, malthas,

asphalt cements, and solid native bitu-

mens, which are soluble in carbon disulfide but insoluble in carbon tetrachloride
Ur uhart, Sec. 2, p. 81.
a. A commercial term for calcium

carbide used in miners' lamps. Fay b.
Either the carbide compound of tuneten

or the bit-crown matrice and shaped pieces
formed by the pressure molding and sinter-

ing of a mixture of powdered tungsten
carbide and other binder metals, such as
cobalt, copper, iron, and nickel.

See also

cemented carbides; sintered carbides. Long
c. A compound of carbon with one or more
metallic elements. ASM Gloss.
carbide Irk A steel bit which contains inserts
of tungsten carbide. Nichols, 2.
carbide inserts. Shaped pieces of a hard metal
compound, sometimes inset with diamonds,
formed by the pressure molding and sinter-

ing of a mixture of powdered tungsten
carbide and other binder metals, such as
iron, copper, cobalt, or nickel. Inset into
holes, slots or grooves in bits, reaming
shells, or core barrels, the hard metal
pieces become cutting points or wearresistant surfaces. Also called carbide slugs.
Long.

A lamp that is charged with
calcium carbide and water and burns the

carbide lamp.

acetylene generated. Hass.
A waste lime hydrate byproduct

carbide Yoe.

from the generation of acetylene from cal-

duns carbide and may occur as a wet

sludge or dry powder of widely varying
degrees of purity and particle size. It is
gray and possesses the pungent odor of
acetylene. $oyntois.
carbide saber.

A pushbutton mining machine

with a potential range of 1,000 feet into
the seam from the highwall, a maximum

production of some 600 tons per shift, and

carbide miner
a recovery of 65 to 75 percent of the coal

within the reach of the machine. This

unit is a continuous miner working from

a control stand outside of the seam of
coal: The operator can control both the
rt!cal and horizontal direction of the

cutting heads as shown on an oscilloscope
screen. As the cutting head advances into
the Foal seam, it drags a series of conveyor

sections behind it, which in turn deposit
the coal into a truck on the outside of the
coal seam. Krumlauf, p. 8.
carbide of silken. An artificial abrasive made
by fusing coke, sand, salt, and sawdust in
electric furnaces. Discovered in an at-

tempt to make artificial diamonds. See
also Carborundum. Fay.

carbides. Compounds of carbon with iron
and other elements in steel; for example,
Fe4C (cementite), Fe4W,C, and CnCs.
C.T.D.

carbide sh IL Synonym for carbide inserts.
Long.

carbide teals. Cutting tools, made of tungsten chrbide, titanium carbide, tantalum
carbide, or combinations of them, in a

matrix of cobalt or nickel, having sufficient
wear resistance and heat resistance to permit high machining speed. ASM Gloss.

carbine!. a. Monovalent radical of primary
alcohol, CH,OH. Pryor, 3 b. Primary alcohol of the formula R.CILOH. Pryor, 3.

PAW. A contraction of the word carbon
with the mineral termination ite, applied

to botb diamond and graphitr; not in

current usage. Hess.

Caddie. Trade name ofr an exlposive. Hess.
carbk. Shrop. Thin-bedded shivery sandstone.

carbo. A Latin name for charcoal, later

transferred to fouil coal. Tomkeiell, 1954.
Carbo. Clay-bonded silicon carbide; used as
refractory. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Carboalsubs. Traci, name for fused aluminum oxide. See also alumina. Hess.
carbosainialls. Animal charcoal. Hass.
carbocernalte. A carbonate of calcium, strontium, sodium, and lanthanons (mainly lanthanum and cerium), (Na,Ca,Sr,Ln)Cos;
orthorhombic.

From Vuori-Yarvi, Kola

Peninsula. Named from the composition,
carbon-cerium-natrium. The name is uncomfortably Lear carbocer. Hey, M.M.,
1961.
umlro'smvs-. A variety of hydrocarbon contain-

gélose; jelly; vegetable jelly. TomkeieTh
1954 b. Same as ulrains. A.G.I.

carbohydrate. Any of a group of neutral

growth or stored for future use and which

carbonaceous. a. Coaly, containing carbon
or coal, especially shale or other rock containing small particles of carbon distributed

sans, some of which are formed by all
green plants and used immediately for

as a whole constitute a major class

animal foods characterized chemically as

hydroxy aldehydes or ketones and classified
into monosaccharides, disaccharides, trisac-

charides, and polysaccharides on the basis
of the number of aldehyde or ketone
groups present in one molecule. Webster 3d.

carboldL A name applied to the group of

pyrobitumens insoluble in carbon disulfide.
Tomkeiefl, 1954.

carbolic. a. Of, pertaining to, or derived
from carbon and oil; of or pertaining to
coal-tar oil. Standard, 1964. b. Of or pertaining to carbolic acid. Hess.

carbolic acid. White; crystalline; deliquescent; C41-16.0H; a burning taste; and an
odor resembling that of creosote. Contained in the heavy oil of coal tar, from
which it is distilled at between 1650 and
190 C. It is a caustic poison. Antidotes
are ensom salts, alcohol, and heat. Stand.
ard, 1964.
carbolite. A byproduct in iron smelting, consisting of calcium-aluminum silicon carbide, and used as a substitute for calcium
carbide. Standard, 1964.
Carbolos. See carbolite.

Carboloy. A trademark for a hard metallic

substance. Used especially for making cutting tools. Produced by sintering a cemented carbide, usually of tungsten, with cobalt
or nickel. Webster 3d.
carbolopost. Diamonds inset in pressure-

molded and sintered matrix metal composed of a cobalt-bonded, powdered tungsten carbide mixed with varying amounts

of other powdered metals, such as iron,

nickel, copper, or zinc. See also Carboloy.
Long.

Cubans. Trade name for a free-burning

coke made at medium temperatures, 680'
to 720' C. Ind. a Eng. Chem., v. 11, News

Ed. Dec. 10, 1933, p. 342.
carbons's. See stone molder. D.O.T. 1 .
carbon. a. A nonmetallic, chiefly tetravalent

supposedly as a result of occluded oxygen.

sublimes, above 3,500' C; and boiling
point, 4,827' C. Webster 3d; Handbook

From the Khibine Peninsula, Russia. Tomkeieff, , 1954.

Cadman'. Trade name for coke made by

lar and b made into briquettes which
ignite more easily than ordiwzy coke
Hess.

carbodynarJte. A form of dynamite in which
(*me charcoal
Webster U.

is used u the absorbent.

carbafessills. An old Latin name for foul

coal. Tomkeie , 1954.
Carbefru. Silicon carbide; product used for
highly refractory installations. Bennett 2d,
1962.

corbolmir. a. An amorphous carbonaceous
substance, a product of c:ccomposition of
plants and impregnating plant remains
which undergo transformatson into coal.
It is usumed to be present in coal in the
form of structureles:nclity. Synonym for
ental substance;
fundamental jelly; f

in diamond bits and

other tools. Also called black diamond;
,irhonado. See also diamond. Lung.

carbons. a. Corn. An irregular deposit or

the low-temperature distillation of highvolatile coal. The coke produced is granu-

found enclosed in a mineral kondrikite.

occasionally used

compounds composed of carbon, hydrogen.
and oxygen including the sugars, starches
dextrans, glycogens, celluloses, and pento.

element, occurring native in two crystal
systems, u diamond (isometric) and as
graphite (hexagonal); also occurring as
a constituent of coal, petroleum, and asphalt, of limestone and other carbonates,
and of all organic compounds; and also
obtained artificially in varying degrees of
purity. Symbol, C; valences, 2, 3, and 4;

ing about 8 percent of rare earths and

carbonated spring
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impregnation of tin ore found in connec-

tion with a tin lode. Arkell. b. Corn. A

large mass of rich ore sometimes called a
house. A rkell.

throughout the whole mass. Fay b. Carbonaceous sediments include original organic tissues and subsequently produced
derivatives of which the composition is

organic chemically. A.G.I.
carboaaceous coal. Coal in composition intermediate between a metabituminous coal
and anthracite. Tomkeisff, 1954.
carbonaceous rock. A sedimentary rock tha:

contains plant and animal residues and

products regardless of whether they were
original constituents or were subsequently.
introduced. The carbon may be contained
in chemical derivatives greatly altered

from the original organic form. As thus
defined, carbonaceous sedimentary rocks
include the coal series, saprerA, black

shale, oil shale, oil and asphalt, and mixtures and intergradations of these together
with rocks containing these materials in
appreciable quantities. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

carboaamous shale. A dark-coloied shale
containing carbonaceous matter. Tomkeieff, ,

1954 Su also bat; clod.
carboudo. Cryptocrystalline material composed of diamond. It is compact, opaque,

dark gray to black, lacking cleavage planes
and very tough. Usually occurs in rounded
maues, but is also found in angular broken

Principal source is the State of
Bahia, Brazil, but it occurs occasionally
pieces.

South America and in Africa.
It was formerly in demand for diamondelsewhere i

drill bits. I .C. 8200, 1964, p. 149.
carbonado bit. Synonym for carbon bit. Long.
carbon arc cutting. Metal cutting by melting

with the heat of an arc between a carbon
electrode and the base metal. ASM Gloss.
carboa arc welding. Welding in which an
arc is maintained between a nonconsumable carbon electrode and the work. ASM
Gloss.

carbea_.e. a. A compound containing thc

acid radical (COO of carbonic acid. Bases
react with carbonic acid to form carbonates. C.T.D. Sometimes used as a synonym
for calcareous; also, rarely, as a synonym

for carbon. Long. d. Can. Rocks high
in carbon dioxide, such u limestone, dolo-

mite, etc. Hoffman.

atomic number, 6; atomic weight, 12.011;

carboute apatite. A carbonate and phos-

of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

member of the apatite group containing
the carbonate radical. Same as carbapatite; both names are best withdrawn in

p. B-105. Its low neutron-capture cross
sectioe and low atomic weight make it
valuable as a moderator. The artificially

produced isotope, carbon 14, is radioactive

and is used as a tracer in biological and
organic chemical research. NRC-ASA N1.1-

1957. See also radiocarbon; radioactive

dating. b. Rand term for thucolite in banket ore. Pryor, 3. c. A gray-to-black, opaque,
tough, hard eryptocrystalline aggregate of

niamond aystals occurring in irregular
shapes and sizes. It is classed u an in-

dustrial diamond and formerly was used
extensively as a cutting-medium inset in
diamond-drill bits. More recently, only

phate of

calcium,

3CasPs0s.CaCOs. A

favor of dahllite or podolite. From Laacher
district, Rhineland, Germany. Euglish.

cutouts cyautrichite. Pale blue fibrous

aggregates, from northwest Kara-Tau,
U.S.S.R., CuA1s[(C08), (S0s)] (OH)u.2%0, give xray powder data corresponding to cyanotrichite, but contain carbon-

ate replacing a large proportion of the

sulface. Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
carboaseld 111Prilill. A spring of water containing dissolved carbon dioxide gas. They

are very common especiany in volcanic

countries, and sometimes contain so much

gas that if a little sugar is thrown into

the water, it effervesces like soda water.
Fay.
carbonated stone. An artificial stone in the
manufacture of which steam and carbon
dioxide are used to hasten hardening.
Standard, 1964.

carbonate hardness. Hardness in a water
caused by bicarbonates and carbonates of
calcium and magnesium. ASTM STP No.
I48-D.
carbonate leach. a. Metallurgical process for
dissolution of uranium values by means
of a sodium carbonate solution. Used on
Todilto limestone and otht.r high-lime ores,
Ballard. b. Dissolution of uranium with an
aqueous solution of sodium carbonate in
the presence of sufficient oxygen to render
uranium hexavalent and satisfy the equa.
tion 2U801+0,4- 18Na:C0a-f-611,06Na4.
UO2(C0i)0+ l2NaOH. Pryor, 3.
carbonate mineral. A mineral formed by the
combination of the complex ion (CCM'

with a positive ion. Common example:
calcite, CaCOs. Lest.

carbonate of barium. See witherite. Fay.
carbonate of calcium. See calcium carbonate;
calcite. Fay.
carbonate of strontium. See strontianite. Fay.
carbonate rock. Limestone, magnesian limestone, dolomite, or magnesite. Bateman.
carbonates. a. Ores containing a considerable
proportion of lead carbonate, often rich in

silver. Fay. b. Salts of carbonic acid, HsCOs.
Henderson. c. Eng. Carbonado. Hess.
carbonation. a. The process of introducing
carbon dioxide into a fluid. A.G.1. b. A
process of chemical weathering by which
minerals that contain lime, soda, potash,

to
or other basic oxides are convertedacid
carbonates by the action of carbonic
in water or air. A.G.I.

carboaatite. a. A high-carbonate rock derived from hot magmatic fluids A.G.I.
Supp. b. A sedimentary carbonate rock;

synonym for limestone; dolomite. A.G.I.
Supp.
carbon bit. A diamond bit in which thc
cutting medium is inset carbon. Long.

carbon black. A trade name for the

carbonite
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carbonated spring

finely

divided carbon produced from burning hydrocarbons, such as mineral oils, in conditions where combustion is incomplete. See
also gas black; lampblack. C.T.D.
carbon brick. Brick usually made from

crushed coke, bonded with pitch or tar.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

carboaceraoic refractory. A manufactured

refractory comprised of carbon (including
graphite) and one or more ceramic materials such as fire clay and silicon carbide.
IiW.
carbon deposidos. The deposition of amorphous carbon, resulting from the decom-

ing coal that has been undercut, topcut,
or sheared. Into one end of a seamless

high-grade Mo-steel cylinder 2 to 3 inches

in diameter and from 36 inches to 60

inches long is put a cartridge containing
a mixture of potassium perchlorate and

charcoal with an electric match. The othPr
end is sealed by a metal disc weaker than
the shell and held in place by a cap which
has holes at about 450 to the axis of the
cylinder. The cylinder is filled with liquid
carbon dioxide at a pressure of 1,000
pounds per square inch and inserted in
the borehole with the cap holes pointing

outward. The heating mixture is lit and
raises the gas pressure so that the disc is
sheared ; the carbon dioxide escaping
through the angular holes tends to hold
the cylinder in place, break and push the
coal forward. If the gas pressure is not
enough to break the coal, the cylinder, if
not properly set, will be blown from the
borehole. The cylinder can be used over
and over. It is claimed that a greater portion of lump coal is obtained than with

ordinary explosives. Some smelters loosen
slag in the same way. Hess.
carbon dioxide gas fire extinguisher. A port-

able appliance for putting out mine fires.

A charge of 2 to 15 pounds of carbon

dioxide is stored under pressure in a steel
container with a wheel or lever valve on
top. Carbon dioxide is released 411 a mixture of gas and snow. This appliance must
be recharged by the makers. See also flue
extinguisher. Nelson.

carbon dioxide indicator. These indicators

can determine the amount of carbon dioxide in tipt atmosphere of an enclosed place.
The instrument is portable for use in possible field operations. Models vary in size
depending on the operational range de-

manded. An aspirator bulb draws a test
sample of air or flue gas into an absorption column. Carbon dioxide is absorbed

by potassium hydroxide, and the reduction
of air pressure is recorded on a manometer
scale. Bests, p. 584.
carbon dioxide process. A method of bonding refractory grains by mixing them with
a solution of sodium silicate, molding to
the required shape and then exposing the
shape to COs. The process was first men-

tioned in British Patent 15 619 (1898),
but did not come into general use until

about 1955, when it began to be employed
in the bonding of foundry sands and cores.
T3e process has been tried for bonding
rammed linings in small ladles. Dodd.

carbon dioxide test. Same as dry ice test.
Shipley.

carbon dioxide water Ire extiagokber. A
portable appliance for putting out mine
fires. It consists of a copper-lined vessel
position of carbon monoxide gas into
containing water and a small copper cylincarbon dioxide and carbon within a critider of carbon dioxide, compressed to a
cal temperature range. When deposited
pressure of 60 atmospheres. When the
within the pores of a refractory brick, the
copper seal of the cylinder is broken, the
carbon may build up such pressure that
pressure of the gas released expels a jet
it destroys the bond and causes the brick
of water a distance of about 40 feet. This
to disintegrate. NW.
appliance is now preferred to the soda
carbon dioxide; carbosic-acid pm dry ice.
acid type. See also fire extinguisher. Nilson.
a. Heavy, colorless; irrespirable igas; C01;

it extinguishes a flame. It is formed in
mine explosions and in mine fires and

forms part of the afterdamp. Fay. b. Prod-

uct of complete combustion of carbon

fuels. Transported in liquid ;orm in steel
cylinders. Used in gaseous form as a fire
extinguisher and in solid form as dry ice.
&ulna.
prima dioxide biestiog. A method of blast-

carbon disollide; carbon Woad& CSs; when
pure, a colorless, volatile liquid; an unpleasant garlicky odor. Used as a solvent
for suifur, phosphorus, iodine, bromide,
camphor, gums, resins, waxes, and fats.
Crispin.
carboo electrode. A nonfiller-metal elettrode,
used in arc welding, consisting of a carbon
or graphite rod. Coal Age, o. 66, No. 3,
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Mar. 1961, p. 91.
carbonet. See briquette, a. Fay.
carbon flame. The white flame produced by
burning carbon. Webster 3d.
carbon fieck. See carbon spot. Long.

carbon 14. a. A radioactive isotope of carbon having the atomic weight of 14 and
that is produced by collisions between neutrons and atmospheric nitrogen. Useful in
determining the age of carbonaceous mat-

rial younger than 30,000 years old. The
half-life is 5,i00 years. A.G.I.; A.G.I.
'Supp. b. The half-life of carbon 14 has
also been determined to be 5,400 years

and 5,568 years. Bureau of Mines Staff.
carbon-14 dating. A method of determining
the age of an artifact by means of meas-

uring the rate of radiation of the carbon
isotope carbon 14 present in all organic
matter, The so.called half-life of carbon

14 has been determined at 5,568 years. If,
for example, a piece of charcoal gives off

radiation at half the rate of a modern

piece of charcoal, it is 5,568 years old.
An object giving off a different rate can
be dated by interpolation on the radiation
scale. Sandstrom.
carbon-free. Refers to metals and alloys which
are practically free from carbon. Hess.

carbon-hydrogen ratio; C/H ratio. A method
of classifying

coals by determining the

ratio which exists between the carbon and
hydrogen present in them. Thus, if a given
coal contain:: ;a0 percent carbon and 5 percent hydrogen, the carbon-hydrogen ratio

would be 80 to 5 or 16. Bituminous coals
have a carbon-hydrogen ratio between 14
and 17 and most antharcites between 24

and 29. See also anthracite. Nelson.
carbonic-acid gas. See carbon dioxide. Webster 3d.

carbonicola. A Coal Measures' freshwater

Shell in which the umbones are positioned
at some distance from the anterior end of
the shell. A fossil used for the correlation
of coal seams. See also Mollusca. Nelson.

carbonic-oxide gas. Set carbon monoxide.
Fay.
Carboalferous. a. Period or system of the

Paleozoic era, younger than Devonian and

older than Permian; equivalent to the

combined Mississippian and Pennsylvanian
periods. A.G.I. Supp. b. Formerly considered by the U.S. Geological Survey to be
the youngest Paleozoic division consisting
of Mississippian, Pennsylvanian, and Permian. Obsolete. A.G.!. Stipp.
Carboniferous limeatose. The earliest or oldest rocks of the Carboniferous system and

usually form the base of the

coalfields.

In most areas, these rocks consist of Ninestone, often crowded with marine fossils
(corals, brachiopods, and molluscs), but in
some areas the rocks include shales am.
sandstones, and in Scotland and Northumberland, England, workable coal seams.
Nelson.

carboalkatios; coaillication. Carbotification
is the process by which the vegetable substances of peat were transformed in the
partial absence of air, and under the influ-

ence of temperature and pressure throughout geological time into lignite and subseinto coal. INCP, 1963, part I.
le.
a. A native coke, occurring at the
caztly
Edgehill mines, near Riclunond, Va.; it is

more compact than artificial coke and
some varieties afford bitumen. Pap. b. Coal

altered by an igneous intrustion. Tomkeid 1954. c. Fossil coal. Tomktieff, 1954.
d. Very britde, black variety of bitumen,

carbonite
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infusible and insoluble in organic solvents,

containing about 85 percent carbon and

6 percent hydrogen. Tomkeiell, 1954. e. A
permissible explosive. Fay.

carbonitriding. Introducing carbon and nitro-

gnn into a solid ferrous alloy by holding
above Ac1 in an atmosphere that contains
suitable gases such as hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and ammonia. The carbonitrided alloy is usually quench-hard-

ened. ASM Gloss.
carbonization. a. In the coalification process,
carbonization characterizes the progressivn

haust; and in gas stoves. von Bernewiii.

carbon monoxide asphyxia. Underground
workers who survive the initial effects of a
mine fire or explosion are usually affected
in some degree, by carbon monoxide
asphyxia. Carbon monoxide causes asphyxia
because it combines with the hemoglobin
of the blood much more readily than oxy-

gen does, and the hemoglobin therefore
carry less and less oxygen from the lungs
to the body. The correct treatment of carbon monoxide asphyxia is to remove the
carbon monoxide from the blood by induc-

ing deep breathing of pure oxygen. Mc-

changes undergone by the preserved organic matter and the laiochemical decomposition products between the death of
the plant or animal and the stage of euentially complete reduction to residual car-

Adam, p. 98.
carbon monoxide detectors. A very satisfactory means of indicating carbon monoxide
content is afforded by the colorimetric

under water of organic material, plant or

aspirator bulb is squeezed. It is replacing
the older and similar, but less sensitive,

bon, in situ. A.G.1. b. The slow decay

animal, resulting in a concentration of

detector. Grab samples are taken as an

carborundum machine
carbon refractory. A manufactured refractory comprised substantially or entirely of
carbon (including graphite). HW .
carbon-set Wt. Synonym for carbon bit. Long.

carbon allicide. See silicon carbide.

carbon spot. Black fleck or flakelike nondiamond form of carbon inclusion in a
diamond crystal. Long.

carbon steel. Steel containing carbon up to
about 2 percent and only residual quantities of other elements except those added
for deoxidation, with silicon usually limited

to 0.60 percent and manganese to about
1.65 percent. Also called plain carbon
steel; ordinary steel; straight carbon steel.
ASM Gloss.

carbon test, color. An approximate determination of carbon by comparing the color

of a fluid with the color of a standard
solution. It is more rapid than the combustion method. Porter.

of the original tissue. A.G.1. c. The process
of decomposing a nonvolatile carbonaceous

Hoolamite type. A direct-reading scale and
greater accuracy are provided by the Hopcalite instrument, a continuous-type sampler employing an air pump. The develop-

carbon tetrachloride. Liquid; CC1s; strong
pungent odor; and is nonflammable. Used
for fire extinguishers; as a solvent for oils
and fats; and can be used to test activated

ducing atmosphere. B.S. 3323, 1960.

major factor in reducing deaths due to
carbon monoxide poisoning in mines.

carbon tragb. Carbon remains of plant life

carbon as a film of carbon showing more
or less distinctly the form and structure

substance, usually coal, into solid, liquid,
and gaseous products, by heating in a re-

carbonization of coal. There are two principal means of carbonizing coal. The first,
carbonization at low temperatures, has
been defined as the heat treatment of coal

in the absence of air at temperatures of
450° to 700° C., while the second, hightemperature carbonization, is the heat

treatment of coal at temperatures of 900°
to 1,200° C. Mitchell, p. 49.
carbonized. Converted into carbon. Fay.

carboahlmg. The reduction of a substance
to carbon by subjecting it to intense heat
in a closcd vessel. Crispin.

Carbon I. Coal tar pitch. Bennett 2d, 1962
Add.

carbon knock. A knock or pounding in a

gage or gasoline engine by carbon deposits
in the cylinders. The heated carbon causes

the fuel to detonate or explode and also

causes lipreignition", that is, it ignites the

fuel before the end of the compression
stroke. Porter.

carboa man. A laborer who replaces carboa
anodes, and adjusts electrical conductors
during electrolytic refining of magnesium.
D.O.T Supp.
carbos adaerii. Carbon forms with oxygen
and hydrogen many series of compounds,

which occur naturally as bitumens and
petroleums.

Amorphous

carbon enters

largely into the composition of coals. In

their approximate order of age, the carbon

minerals are petroleum, asphalts, peats,
brown coals, bituminous coals, anthracites,

graphite, and the diamonds (the oldest).
Nelson.

arias mosoxide; carbolic-acid gas. Colorless; odorless; very toxic gas; CO; that
burns to carbon dioxide with a blue flame.

Formed as a product of the incomplete

combustion of carbon (as in water gas and
exhaust gases from
producer gas; in

internal-combustion engines; and in the
gases from the detonation of explosives).
lised chiefly in the synthesis of carbonyls
(as nickel carbonyl in the refining of

ment of satisfactory detectors has been a

Hartman, p. 30. See also P.S. carbon monoxide detector; M.S.A. carbon monoxide
detector. McAdam, pp. 153-156.
carbon monoxide dhintegratiorn. The break-

down of refractory materials that sometimes occurs (particularly with fireclay
refractories) when they are exposed, within
the temperature range 4000 to 6004 C1 to
an atmosphere rich in carbon monoxide.

The disintegration is due to the deposition
of carbon around iron spots in the brick,
following the well-known dissociation reaction: 2C0 COI + C. Dodd.
carbon moaoxide liker. Any filter designed
to remove poisonous carbon monoxide gas
from the air to be breathed before it enters
the lungs. If sufficient oxygen is present
to keep an oil safety lamp alight, the filter
will give adequate protection against car-

bon monoxide or other poisonous gazer
produced by colliery explosions, -aline fires,
or other means. Two main types are avail-

able: (1) mining gas masks, and (2) selfrescuers. McAdam, p. 59.

carbon monoxide moaner. An automatic system for detecting and controlling concen-

trations of carbon monoxide. A typical
installation includes automatic air intake
tubes that feed air samples through a filter
to an analyzer cell, where the carbon monoxide concentration is indicated on a permanent gra_ph. Available with alarm attachments. Best; P. 584.

carbon monoxide poisoning. In diving this
type of accident usually occurs as a result
of contamination of the diver's air supply
by exhaust gases from an internal-combustion engine. H&G. Sao also carbon monoxide asphyxia. McAdam, p. 152.
Carbon oil. Trade name for kerosine. Fay.
carbosollte. Proposed by Wadsworth for carbonaceous rocks. Fay.

nal and higher alcohols, aldehydes, and
fonnates). Webster 3d. Four parts of carbon moDoxide in 10,000 parts of air is

carillon ratio. a. The fixed carbon percentage
in pure coal. Tonskeie 1954. b. The ratio
of the fixed carbon in any coal to the fixed
carbon phss the volatile hydrocarbons; expressed in percentage. A.C.I. c. The raeo
of the most common carbon isotope (Cu)
to either of the less common carbon isotopes (C° or C"), or the reciprocal of one

hour. This gas is formed during mine fires

generally refers to the ratio C" to C"

nickel), phosgene, and many organic compounds (as hydrocarbons for fuels, tnetha-

about the limit a man can stand for 1

of these ratios. If unspecified, the term

and after explosions; in automobile ex-
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charcoal. Hess.

found in sedimentary strata and often associated with uranium mineralization. Ballard.
carbon tube. A cylindrical glass vessel used

in the calorimetric determination of carbon in steel. Webster 2d. See also combustion tube. Fay.

carbonyl powder. In powder metallurgy, a
metal powder prepared by the thermal decomposition of a metal carbonyl. ASM
Gloss. Usually referred to by the name of
the metal, for instance, carbonyl iron. Bureau of Mines Staff.
Carimpermlan. Perrnocarboniferous. A.G.1.
Supp.

carbopyrke. This term was introduced by
V. Hevia in 1960 to designate a microlithotype containing 5 to 20 percent by
volume of iron disulfide (pyrite, marcasite
and melnikovite) and was adopted in 1962
by the Nomenclature Subcommittee of the
International Committee for Coal Petrology. Carbopyrite is widely distributed in

quantities which vary considerably. It is
generally particularly abundant in seam

having a marine roof and such occurrences
are sometimes useful in seam identification
and correlation. In coal preparation practice carbopyrite, like carbargilite and car-

bankerite, falls into the category of true
intergrown coal, the pyrites being so intimately associated with the coal that it is
generally impossible to free itby crushiag.

As an exception to this, pyrite occurring
in fine hair cracks is freed to some extent
by crushing and appears in the prepared
coal as manute spangles. In the normal
course of coal preparation carbopyrite remains in middlings, and, as a result, is a
common constituent of steam raising coals.

High sulfur in such coals furthers both

the format of deposits on, as well as corrosion of, the heating surfaces. In addition
it raises the SO, and SO, content of the
flue gases. IHCP, 1963, past I.

Carbormilum. Trade name fog 'sten, often
iridescent, artificial carbon siiclde, CSi.
Hexagonal-rhomohedral plates. It is produced in an electric furnace and used as
an abrasive and as a refractory material.
Is useful for sharpening teals. Identical
with moissanhe. Webster 2d; English.

carbominn machine. A machine provided
with carborundum wheels daigned to cut
moldinge, cornices, balusters, etc., from
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carborundum machine

bon, as in making cement steel. Fay.

stone. Fay.

carbosand. Fine sand that has been treated
with an organic solution and roasted in
order to produce a material that can be
sprayed onto oil slicks and aid in sinking
such slicks, thereby destroying the fire
hazard occasioned by the presence of oil
on water. CCD 6d, 1961.

carboxy; carboxyl. a. Monovalent, COOH
acetic group. Pryor, 3. b. Carboxylic acid
has general formula R(COOH).. Pryor, 3.

carboxyl. See carboxy. Pryor, 3.
carboxylic acid method. In flotation, a method
for treatment of various oxygen ores using
carboxylic acids as collectors with gangue
depressants to float base-metal minerals
from associated impurities. The process is

suitable for the carbonates or oxides

of

lead, copper, or zinc, somewhat less useful

with other lead minerals and with hemimorphite, and unsuitable for chrysocolla.

carburiAng; casehardening. Hard-surfacing
of steel by heating above critical temperature in inert atmosphere with source of
carbon (for example, cyanide salts), thus
forming a cementite casing above a tough
core (which has already been machined).
Pryor, 3.

carburizing flame. A gas flame which will
introduce carbon into some heated metals
as during a gas welding operation. A carburizing flame is a reducing flame, but
a reducing flame is not necessarily a carburizing flame. ASM Gloss.
carcass. The tension-carrying portion of the
conveyor belt. It may be comprised of
multiple plies of fabric or cord, simple
layers of cord or steel cable, bonded together with rubber friction. See also rubber conveyor belt. ASA MH4.1-1958.

car chalker. In bituminous coal mining, a
laborer who chalks on car number of room
Gaudin, 2, pp. 462, 464.
or working place from which coal is obcarboxymethykellulose; CMC. An organic
tained in order that a production record
compound that finds use in the ceramic
of all parts of mine can be maintained.
industry as an additive to glazes and
D.O.T. 1.
engobes to prevent friability before the car-changing
system. The arrangement in a
carboxymethylcellulose
fired
;
coating is
tunnel
for
changing
cars at the face. It
(CMC) has been added to vitreous-enamel
hand-operated
traverser
may
consist
of
a
slips to prevent settling. Dodd.
or some form of portable crossing from the
carboy. a. A wax bottle in which hydrofull to the empty rail track. In high-speed
fluoric acid is stored and transported.
tunneling, a small locomotive is often used
Long. b. A large glass bottle enclosed in
to link the tunnel haulage with the main
a box or in wickerwork, used mainly as a
or outbye haulage. See also cherry picker;
container in which corrosive acidU are
double-track portable switch. Nelson.
transported and/or stored. Long.
car
cleaner. In antnracite and bituminous
carbozite. A black liquid, made from a bitucoal
mining, a laborer who cleans mine
of
minous ore, used for the protection
(pit)
cars, in which coal is transported,
steel surfaces during transport and storage.
by shoveling out the fine coal and dust left
This fluid dries rapidly to a hard gloss,
in the bottom and scraping the dirt and
which is resistant to acids, alkalies, moisdust from the outside of the cars. May be
ture, sea air, and temeperatures up to
200° C. Osborne.

Car builder. In bituminous coal mining, one
who shapes and welds together angle iron
to make the body framework and undercarriages of mine cars. D.O.T. I .
carbuncle. A gem of a deep-red color, inclin-

ing to scarlet, found chiefly in the East
Indies. When held up to the sun it loses
its deep tinge and becomes the color of
burning coal. Formerly believed to be
capable of shining in darkness. A variety
of garnet, though the name includes also
the ruby and.the spine'. Fay.

carbaram. a. A hydrocarbon related to, or
identical with, thucholite, the ash of which

contains uranium, lead, and iron. Tornkeie 1, 1954. b. A variety of anthraxolite,
from pegmatites of Karelia, Karelo-Finnish
S.S.R. Crosby, p. 66.

=buret. a. Carbide. Webster 3d. b. To combine chemically with carbon. Webster 3d.
c. To enrich (a gas) by mixing with volans).
tile carbon compounds (as hy
See also carbureted water gas. Webster 3d.
mbereted Wraps. An odorless, flammable
gas, CIL Known in coal mines as firedamp or gas. See also methane. Nelson.
carbercted water gas. A fuel gas formed by

decomposing stram with hot coke, and

mixing this gas with oil vapor. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

carburetor. a. A device used on gasoline
=ilre, and some kerosine engines, for

ting air with gasoline or kerosine
vapor. Porter. b. The chamber of a watergas plant, lined with refractory material
and often filled with checkers on which
oil is sprayed to enrich the gas. Compare
superheater, b. Dodd.

carbariselisa. The process of imparting car-

designated as railroad-car cleaner at bituminous mines. Alsc called pit-car cleaner.
D.O.T. I .
car coupler. See coupler. D.O.T. 1.
car cutter. In metal and nonmetal mining,
one who uncouples one or more loaded
mine cars frcm a train and pushes them
onto a rotary dumper on which cars are
turned over to dump ore into storage bins
underground or at the surface. D.O.T. I .

card coaceatrator. A table made of two
planes having a flexible joint between
them dividing the table into two nearly
equal triangles, forming a diagonal hne
along which concentrates separate from
the tailings. Liddell, 2d, p. 386.

cardealte. A trioctahedral montmorillonoid
derived from biotite in soil-clay at Carden
Wood, Aberdeenshire, Scotland. A mixed
alteration product previously described
without name by G. F. Walker. Spencer
20, M.M., 1955.

Carder towel kW. A tunnel-kiln designed
in about 1928 by Carder and Sons, Drierley Hill, England, for the firing of stoneware at 1,200 C. Dodd.
cardiglis marble. It. A gray, clouded marble
obtained for ornamental purposes from
Corsica. Fey.

cardinal point. a. One of the four points
spaced at 90' Intervals around the face or
wan of a bit. Lone. b. Any one of the four
principal compass points, such as North,
South, East, and West. Long. c. Depend-

ing on the type of winding drum employed, a change in the speed of the

winding ropes occurs at certain definite
intavab cicupZr the winding cycle. These
ts are own as the
change-of
cardinal points or tiline winding cycle. Sin-

car-haul man
clair, V , p. 151.

car dispatcher. See motor boss. D.O.T. 1.
car distributor. See motor boss. D.O.T. 1.
Cardox. Trade name for an explosive device

used principally in coal mining. See also
carbon dioxide blasting. Bureau of Mines
Staff.
Cardox-Hardsocg auger. Trade name for a
track-mounted coal auger capable of drill-

ing and extracting coal up to about 30

inches in diameter and about 100 feet in
length. The frame is located to one side
of the auger section to reduce height and
the direction of drilling can be reversed
without moving. The auger is extended in
6-foot section. Nelson.

cardozWe. A baked mixtures of caustic soda
and lime, used in the container or regenerator of self-contained mine-rescue or oxygen-breathing apparatus to absorb the
exhaled carbon dioxide. It has the advan-

tage over straight caustic soda in that it
does not cake, liquefy, or solidify when
used. Lewis, p. 760.

Cardox-plant operator. In bituminous coal
mining, one who recharges steel shells
(tubes) known by the trade name Cardox
with metal shearing disks, electrical firing

elements, and liquid carbon dioxide to prepare them for blasting coal. D.O.T. 1.

Cando: shell. Steel shell used to contain
carbon dioxide in the Cardox blasting
method. See also carbon dioxide blasting.
Bureau of Mines Staff. .
Car drier. A drier in which ware is transported on cars. ACSG, 1963.

. a. A mine employee who co ncar
dupp.
trotsTermovement of cars to themining,
Grove. b. In metal and nonmetal
a laborer who runs cars down inclined
haulageways, either pushing the can down
the incline one at a time, or hooking a
cable to the cars and lowering them down
the incline. Also called dropper; load
dropper. D.O.T. I.
card table. A shaking table with a grooved
deck instead of nailed-on riffles. Used in
gravity concentration of sands. Pryor, 3.

card leader. In the ailYntos products industry, one who tends Nulling machine that
cleans asbestos, cotton, or other fibers;
arranges fibers parallel, and transforms

them from a roll or lap into a

ropelike

untwisted strand of cotton (sliver). Also
called allye tender; card feeder; card

hand; card operator; winder, D.O.T. I.
car damp. A tipple. Nelson.
car damper. a. A mechanical device for tilt-

ing a railroad hopper or gondola car over
sidewise and emptying its contents. Pay.
b. A person who unloads can by upending
or overturning them. Bureau of Miscall:ff.
card weight pipe. A term used to dedinate
standard or full weight pipe, which is the
Briggs standard thickness of pipe. Shock, 3.
car feeder. See car-haul man. D.O.T. 1.

car tier. See mucker, g. D.O.T. 1.
cares kapector. In petroleum production
and refining, one who inspects and gages
crude and refined petroleum for presence
of foreign substances before and after
transfer from terminal tanks to ship tanks.
D.O.T. 1.

aw hamar. See carman. D.O.T. 1.
car had. A pushe- chain conveyor used for

moving small oars, such as mine cars,
along a track. A form of tow conveyor.
See also pusher chain conveyor. ASA
Af H4.1-1958.

car-hael lam In bituminous coal mining,

one who operates the motor that drives a

ear retarder
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ear-haul man

S = 14N/[1;NKV (1p')]

car haul (endless chain or cable) to which
mine cars are clipped to convey them over

where p is the porosity of the bed of pow-

tipple or onto the cage at the shaft bottom.
Also called car feeder; feeder; feeder
chainman. D.O.T. 1.
car hooker. See coupler. D.O.T. I.

original application of this equation, P. C.
Carman used a simple apparatus, in which

the weighbridge on the approach to the

caries texture. A texture in ores where the
contact has alternating embayments. A.G.I.

carinate fold. In geology, an isoclinal fold.
Standard, 1964. See also isoclinal. Fay.

car inspector. In bituminous coal mining,
one who examines mine cars for defective

bodies, framework, undercarriages, or
wheels. D.O.T. I.
Carinthian furnace. a. A small reverberatory

furnace with an inclined hearth, in which
lead ore is treated by roasting and reaction, wood being the usual fuel. Fay. b. A
zinc distillation furnace with small, vertical retorts. Fay.

Carinthian process. A metallurgical method
for treating lead ore, the characteristics of
which are the smallness of the charge, the

slow roasting, so that for every part of
lead sulfide 1 part of sulfate and at least

2 parts of oxide are formed, the low temperature at which all of the operations
are carried on, and the aim to extract all
the lead in the reverberatory. The hearth
is inclined toward the flue and the lead a

collected outside the furnace. Fay.
atrial& Decayed, irregularly weathered.
Challinor.
car loader. a. See loader, c ; chute loader, b.

D.O.T. 1. b. See boxcar loader; loading
conveyor. ASA M114.1-1958.

Carlsbad twin; Karlsbad twin. a. A twin in
the monoclinic system with the vertical
axis as the twinning axis. Fa?. b. A twinned
crystal in which the twinning axis is the
c axis, the operation is a rotation of 180
degrees, and the contact surface is parallel

to the side pinacoid; common in the alkali
feldspars. A.G.I.
Carlson compass. A borehole-surveying device consisting of a gimbal-mounted open
frame, rigidly enclosing a graduated circle
inside of which is a gimbal-mounted compass. This aremblage. inserted in a glass
tube filled with a melted gelatin mixture,
is placed inside a tightly sealed bran tube
or clinometer. When the tube is lowered

into, and suspended at a point in a borehole for a suffiicent length of time to allow

of

the gelatin to set or jell, the position
the gimbal parts becomes fixed in the

solidified gelatin, thereby providing a
means whereby the compass course and

inclination of the borehole at a specific

point may be determined. Compare Maas

der, V is the kinematic viscosity of the
flowing fluid, and K is a constant. In his
liquids were used as permeating fluids.
Dodd.

carmand. Oxidized copper ore composed of
jasper, vein quartz, hematite, chryscolla,
and malachite, and showing red, brown,
blue, and green colors. Hess.

carineloite. Proposed by Lawson for a group
of alkalic andesites at Carmelo Bay, Calif.
The rocks have an unusually high content
of soda and contain ubiquitous iddingsite.
A.G.I.
carmentite. A variety of digenite. Weed, 1918.
Carmlchel-Bradford process. See blast roasting. Fay.
carmialte. A carmine to tile-red lead-iron-arsenate, perhaps Pb3AssOrl0FeAs04. Found

pure masses around petrified or carbonized
vegetal matter. It is of a secondary origin,

having been formed from the action of
meteoric waters on preexisting uranium

minerals. Used as a source of radium. Not
to be confused with carnotite (silicocarnotite). Crosby, pp. 11-12; Sanford.
Carnodte region. The area in western Colorado, southeastern Utah, and the Carrizo
Mountains of New Mexico and Arizona in
which carnotite is found. Hess.
Carnot's function. A function of a tempera-

ture of a source of heat which occurs in

the mathematical development of Carnot's

principle. It is numerically equal to the

reciprocal of this temperature on the absolute scale. Webster 2d.
carebblite. Potassium fluoride, KF, with some

NaCl, etc., NaC1 structure. Spencer 21,
M.M., 1958.

car oil. Black lubricating oils designated low

cold test, black oil, etc. Car oils are usu-

in clusters of fine needles; also in spheroidal
forms. Fay.

ally black lubricating oils of the same general character as summer black oil. Porter.
Carolina stone. A China stone used to some
extent in the United States pottery indus-

white, soluble, hydrous, magnesium-potassium chloride, KMgC1r6I-110, crystallizing
in the orthorhombic system; deliquescent.
Dana 17.

carpenter, bank. In bituminous coal mining,
one who works at the surface of a mine
repairivg mine car bodies, structures, bins,
and other equipment. D.O.T. 1.
carpenter, Mr. In bituminous coal mining,
one who builds and repairs the wooden
bodies of mine cars. D.O.T. 1.
A bituminous surface of appreciable

cam. Corn. Pile of stones acting as beacon.
Also known as cairn; kern. Pryor, 3.
carnalike. A massive, granular, greasy, milk-

carnallite plant operator. In ore dressing,
smelting, and refining, one who makes

carnallite flux used in magnesium refining,
by weighing carnallite ingredients accord-

ing to formula, and mixing them thoroughly, using a shovel. The mixture is
then melted in a furnace crucible and

poured into cooling pans. D.O.T. 1.
carnegielte. A feldspar sometimes known only
as an artificial mineral, found in a cinder

cone on the Island of Linosa, east of
Tunis, north Africa; a polymer of nephelite, Na20-A120r2S101; triclinic at low
temperatures; isometric at hilgh temperatures. English; Larsen, p. 1 4; Hey 2d,
1955.

carnelian. Orange-red or red, brownishorange, brownish-red, or brownish-yellow,

translucent to semitranslucent variety of
chalcedony. Less often yellow. It grades
into the more brownish-red or brownishyellow which is called sard. See also carnelian onyx. Shipley.

carnelian agate. Banded agate similar to carnelian onyx in coloring except bands are
not straight and parallel. Shipley.
calmed= onyx. Onyx with alternating bands
of white chalcedony and carnelian. Also,
in a broader sense, any true onyx, one or

more of the alternating band, of which
are carnelian adors. Differs from sardonyx.
See also carnelian agate. Shipley.

try. Dodd.

ckness, generally formed on top of a
airt.
roadway by the application of one or more
coats of bituminous material with gravel,

sand, or stone chips added. Also called
blanket. Fay.

carpho/ke. A yellow mineral crystallizing in
orthorhombic laths elongated in direction
of C, with prismatic cleavage at 68.50;
MnO.A1,0s.2SiOs.2H2O. Larsen, p. 171.

carphosiderite. A discredited term equal
either to jarosite or natrojarosite. American Mineralogist, v. 42, No. 7-8, JulyAugust 1957, p. 586.

car plucker. In anthracite, bituminous, and
metal mining, a laborer who moves rail-

road cars into position directly under loading chutes at breaker or tipple inserting
pinch bar under- car wheels and bearing

down or pulling up on it to force car

forward. Also called car shifter; car spotter; railroad-car shifter; spotter. D.O.T. 1.
pager. See pusher. D.O.T. 1.
Caf posher. See cars-to-drier man. D.O.T. 1.
carkgualm. An annealing arch for plate glass.
Standard, 1964.

car.

carr. Forest peat; wood peat.

Tomkeieff,

1954.

borehole compass. Long.
Eng. See capel. Fay.
carkos *ape. A teacup, the top half of Cambs. Lower Upper Triauic. A.GJ. Supp. cured.
Carrara marble. Any of the marbles quarried
which is cylindrical, the bottom half being
prevailing colors

approximately hemispherical but termination in a broad, shallow foot. Dodd.

MUM. a. In anthracite and

bituminous

car,

nipper. See car runner. D.O.T. 1.
Carnet cycle. An ideal heat engine cycle in
which the working substance goes through

coal mining, a worker who handles mine

the lour successive operations of isothermal

surface of a mine. May be designated accordinir to job, as brakeman, car cleaner;

compression, and adiabatic compression

or railroad cars underground or at the

car pincher car runner; pusher.

Also

called car Wandler. D.O.T. 1. b. In 'the
quarry industry, a laborer who hooks chain

couplings together to form trains of cars

loaded with rock, that are hauled up an incline and automatically dumped. D.O.T. 1.

Comma equation. A relationships derived
from Kozeny's equation, permitting deter-

mination of the specific surface, S, of a
powder from permeability measurements:

expansion to a desired point, adiabatic
expansion to a desired point, isothermal
back to its initial state. Webster 3d.

cam**. An orthorhombic mineral,

K.,-

(U0s)s(VO4)a-SH*0; bright yellow to

lemon- and greenish-yellow ; strongly radioactive ordinarily occurs in a Witture of
carnotite and tyuyamunite; it is widespread In Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, and

Arizona, where it occurs chiefly in crossbedded sandstones of Triassic or Jurassic
age, either disseminated or as relatively

t

near Carrara, Italy. The
are white to bluish, or white with blue
veins; a fine grade of statuary marble is
included. Fay.
car retarder. a. An appliance for reducing
or controlling the speed of mine cars. It
may take the form of a creeper with horns
which retract when the car may run freely
and again tripped into the operating Position at the beginning of a run. See also
hydrabrake retarder. Nelson. b. A car re-

tarder consists of a bmkeshoe located along

the track. On an electrical impulse, it is

forced against both sides of the car wheels
by compressed air. Control can be manual
or automatic. Used to control the speed
ot railroad cars in industrial yards. Bats,

car retarder
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cartridge brass

carriage. a. A term used with shaker conveyor supports. Carriages may be designated as ball-frame, wheel, or roller carriages, depending on their construction.

according to material hauled, as culm
runner; rock car runner. Also called car
dropper; car nipper; dropper; load dropper; mine-car dropper; runner. D.O.T. 1.
carry, a. Scot. The thickness of roof rock
taken down in working a seam. Fay. b.

from drying tunnel. Also called car pusher;
drier man. D.O.T. 1.
carstone. Eng. Hard ferruginous sandstones
.of Lower Cretaceous age. Arkell.

p. 371.

The carriage may or may not be attached
solidly to the conveyor troughs. Jones. See
also slope cage carrigal. b. Same as cage.
Korson. c. A sliding or rolling base or supporting frame. Nichols.

carriage bolt. An oval or buttonhead black
bolt with square neck which prevents the
bolt from turning while the nut is being
tightened, Crispin.

carriage mounting. One or more rock drills
mounted on a wheeled frame, used in tunneling. Pryor, 3.

carriageway. That part of a road which is
designed for vehicular traffic. Ham.

Carribel explosive. A new permitted explosive of medium strength, and can be used
in wet boreholes provided its immersion

time does not exceed 2 to 3 hours. The
maximum charge weight in British coal
mines is 24 ounces and can be used for

coal and ripping shots in conjunction with
short-delay detonators. Nelson.

car rider. A brakeman or laborer employed
to ride on a car to the dumper, or on cars
pushed from cradle, to apply brake, and

prevent hard bumping. A blast furnace

term. Fay.
carried interest; revisionary interest. A working interest participation in producing
property whereby the operator is reimbursed his investment out of oil before the

recipient receives a percentage share of
net income. Wheeler.

carrier. a. A rotating or sliding mounting or
case. Nichols. b. Containers traveling on
aerial ropeway. Pryor, 3. c. A substance,

such as a catalyst, by means of which

some element or group is transferred from

one compound to another. Webster 3d.
d. Electrons, electron holes, or positive

and negative ions which are mobile under
a potential gradient. VV.
carrier solvent. In uranium leaching, an inert
organic liquid (for example, kerosine) in
which the organic chemical used to extract
uranium from aqueous liquor is dissolved.
Pryor, 3.
carrier wave. The wave which is to be modulated. NCB.

carrigal. Scot. A wheeled bogie or platform
for the conveyance of coal cars or tubs,

in a level position, on a highly inclined

roadway. Fay.
carrollite. A sulfide of cobalt, CO5CuS4, with

small amounts of copper,i ron, and nickel;
crystallizes in the cubic system. C.M.D.

The thickness of seam which can be conveniently taken down at one working. Fay.

canyall; carryall scraper; scraper. A self-

loading carrier device with a scraperlike,
retractable bottom usually self-propelled
and used especially for excavating and
hauling unconsolidated or crushed rock

and earthy materials. Bureau of Mines Stall.
Carryall. Trade name for LeTourneau-West-

inghouse scrapers. Bureau of Mines Staff.
canyall scraper. See carryall. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
carry-in. Manual lehr loading. ASTM C16266.

carrousel has been applied to other forms
of conveyors, such as car type and pallet
type. ASA MH4.1-1958.

car runner. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, a laborer who runs cars down
inclined haulageways from working plates
to switches or sidings at the shaft or along
main haulageways. He may be designated

weight of screened coal (but in practice
varying from 12 to 15 hundredweight) by

which miners were formerly paid. Fay.
b. Som.; S. Wales. A tram with or without wheels for conveying coal underground
in thin seams. Fay. c. In the United State?,

a two-wheeled vehicle for carrying heavy
materials, or a lighter form for passenger

use; in the British Isles and in parts of

belt is the upper

point. The carrying

strand except in the case of a bottom belt
conveyor. Nelson. b. The belt on the run
which carries the load. See also carrying
run. ASA MH4.1-1958.

carrying capacity. The greatest amount of

electrical current that a conductor can

safely carry, expressed in amperes. The
various size wires, with their carrying
capacities, are arranged in a table in the
National Electrical Code. Crispin.

carrying gate. Derb. The main haulage road
in a mine. Fay.
carrying girder; carrying bar. Eng. See crossing balk. Also called carrying set. SMRB,
Paper No. 61.
carrying idler. a. In belt conveyors, the belt
idlers upon which the load-carrying portion of belting is supported. ASA MH4.11958. b. In live roller conveyors, the rolls
upon which the load is supported while
being conveyed. ASA MH4.1-1958.

carrying-in boy. One who carries finished

glassware in the lehr (oven). D.O.T. 1.
carrying roller. The conveyor roll upon
which the conveyor belt or the object being
transported is supported. ASA MH4.11958.

wheels or four wheels. Hess.

carting boy. Eng. A boy who pushes or

pulls carts of coal from the working face
in thin coal seams. C.T.D.
cartographer. One who prepares maps from
information supplied by a land surveyor.
Ham.
cartographic. Of or pertaining to a map. A
cartographic unit in geology is a rock or
a group of rocks that is shown on a geologic map by a single color or pattern. Fay.

cartography. a. The science and art of expressing graphically, by means of maps
and charts, the visible physical features of

the earth's surface, both the natural and
the manmade features. A.G.I. b. The science and art of map construction. A.G.I.
cartology. The mapping and drawing of
longitudinal sections, measuring intervals,

and plotting vertical sections of strata;
used widely by mine surveyors for corre-

lating coal seams. See

also correlation.

Nelson.

carton. A pasteboard box containing high

explosives, blasting cap, or electric blasting caps, a number of which are packed
in a wooden case for shipment. Fay.

carrying run. That portion of the conveyor

cartop. The refractory surface of a tunnel

in or on which material is conveyed. ASA
MH4.1-1958.
carry-off man. In the iron and steel industry,

cartouche. An ornamental framework used
in decoration sometimes enclosing an in-

a laborer who unloads steel sheets from
the pickling cradle machine carrier in
which they are submerged in an acid bath
for removal of scale and other impurities.

kiln car. ACSG, 1963.

scription or pictorial subject. Haggar.
cartridge. a. A cylindrical, waterproof, paper
shell, filled with high explosive and closed

at both ends. Used in blasting. Fay. b.

Also called pickling unloader. D.O.T. 1.

Short cylinders (about 4 inches long and
21/2 inches in diameter) of highly compressed caustic lime made with a groove

a glass tank. Bureau of Mines Staff.

along the side, used in breaking down coal.
See also lime carts:rlge. Fay. c. A cylindrical, waterproof, paper shell filled with cement or other material tizt.d in plugging or
sealing cavities or cavey ground encountered

cam. A Scottish term applied to the flat-

in a circular horizontal path. The terni

cage is in position to receive them. Nelson.
cart. a. Scot. A measure of 12 hundred-

cart hand. See blunger loader. D.O.T. 1.
carting. Som. Hauling coal underground in
thin seams. Fay.

carrying belt. a. The belt on which the coal
or ore is transported to the discharge

carrousel. A four-wheeled bogie fitted with
a rotating framework which carries two
sets of stillages for the handling of Lricks
from a dryer to a Hoffman type of kiln.
(Word is derived from the French word

carrousel conveyor. A continuous platform
or series of spaced platforms which move

of shafts, automatic stops are often installed, the cars being released when the

New England, it may have either two

carry-over. The unfused batch dust, blown
into the exit passages and regenerators of

for merry-go-round.) Dodd.

blocks may be used. At the top and bottom

carrying bar. Eng. See carrying girder.
SMRB, Paper No. 61.

carrot. a. A misspelling of carat. Long. b.
Sometimes used as a synonym for core,
especially in England. Long.

car stop. A contrivance to arrest the movement of a mine car. At the top of incline
haulages, wheel stopes, axle stops, or stop

lands in valleys. Fay.

car shifter. In the coke products industry,
a laborer who shifts railroad cars in a coke-

yard by inserting a pinchbar between the
car wheel and the rail and depressing the
pinchbar. See also car pincher; pusher. a.
D.O.T. 1.
car slide. The ramped loading platform for

in drilling a borehole. Long. d. A small

car spotter. A term used for the small hoist

4 or 8 ounces. The majrrity of shotholes
require a number of calricifes to make
up the exlosive charge. It is safer and
more efficient to use the larger cartridges
to reduce possible dirt gaps. Also called

a scraper loader. Nelson.

employed to haul a trip of einpty cars

under the loading end of a gathering conveyor or elevator. Also called tugger.
Jones. See also car pincher.
cars-to-drier man. One who transports green
clay products, stacked on handcars, to and
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metal container about the size of a 12-gage
shotgun shell, fitted with a screwcap. For-

merly much used by a hand bit setter as

a pocket-size diamond container. Long. e.
A single pellet of explosivel which may be

plug. Nelson.

cartridge braes. A copper-zinc alloy contain-

cartridge brass
ing about 30 percent zinc, highly ductile.
Pryor, 3.
cartridge fuse. A fuse enclosed in an insulating tube in order to confine the arc when
the fuse blows. Crispin.

cartridge pin. A round stick of wood on
which the Paper tube for the blasting car-

tridge is formed. Fay.
cart trade. Som. See land sale, c. Fay.

car trimmer. A person who adjusts the load
in a railroad car or mine car. Fay.
car-type conveyor. A series of cars attached

to and propelled by an endless chain or
other linkage running on a horizontal or

slight incline. ASA MH4.1-1958.

car nnloaden A form of portable drag-chain,
belt, or flight conveyor which can be
placed either beneath or over the railroad

tracks for the purpose of handling bulk
materials from hopper bottom cars. See
also portable conveyor. ASA MH4.I -1958.

caner. machine. In the stonework industry,
one who uses only pneumatic hammers
and no handtools in the carving of designs
and figures on the surface of granite or
marble blocks and slabs. D.O.T. I.
carving. a. Leic. A wedge-shaped vertiol

stream. Pryor, 3.

cascade sequence. A combined longitudinal
and buildup sequence in which weld beads
are deposited in overlapping layers, usually
laid in a backstep sequence. ASM Gloss.
cascade upgrading. See countercurrent decantation. Pryor, 3.
Cascadian orogeny. Post-Tertiary diastro-

phism that uplifted the Cascade moun-

tains of the Pacific Northwest. A.G.I. SuPp.

cascading. Movement of crop load in ball
mill rotating at such a speed that the balls

breaking fret- at top of rising load roll
quietly dowi, to the toe of the chargc.

With increased peripheral speed, motion
changes to turbulent cataracting and, still
faster, to avalanching when upper layer
of crushing bodies breaks clear and falls

freely to top of crop load. Pryor, 3.
cascadlte. A dark, biotite-olivine-augite dike
rock with abundant phenocrysts of biotite
and fewer phenocrysts of olivine and aught
in a groundmass composed principally ef
alkali feldspar. H olmes, 1928.

case. Long.

caser. In petroleum production, a member of
a crew of workers who run casing (pipes
which prevent walls of the well from cay

ing) into oil or gas wells or pull it from
wells with a pullinf machine, which is

essentially a hydraulic jack. Casing crews
work especially on cable drillin4 rigs where
the regular drilling crew consists of only
the cable driller and tooldreuer. On rotary
rigs the casing is usually run by the rotary

driller and other crew members. Also

called casing crew man; casing gang man;
casing man. D.O.T. I.
cams of spar. Eng. Intersecting veins of
quartz. Fay.
cash. Som. Soft shale or bind in coal mines.

Fay.

casber box. A metal box used to catch a
glass bottle after it has been severed from
the blowpipe in the old hand blown process. Dodd.

frames, of four pieces of plank each, placed

casing. a. Pac. A zone of material altered
by vein action and lying between the unaltered country rock and the vein. Fay.

the mine workings. Fay. b. One of the

side by side to form a continuous lining

a pack wall. Fay.

c. To line a borehole with steel tubing,

in galleries run in loose earth. Webster 2d.

carvoeira. A secondary igneous rock consisting of tourmaline and quartz. Johann.

such as casing or pipe. Long. d. A wooden

repairman.

borehole. Also called blank off; block off;

cashy bins. Scot. Soft coaly blaes with little

b. Leic. An airway between the solid and

D.O.T. I.

rock materials, gas, or liquids into the

case. a. A small flssure, admitting water into

cut or cutting at the side of a stall. Fay.

sen, v. I , 2d, 1939, p. 246.
car whacker. See mine-car

casing bowl and slips
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or pasteboard box in which dynamite,

cartons, or boxes of blasting caps, or coils
of fuse are transported and /or stored
Long. e. In a ferrous alloy, the outer por-

coherence. Fay.

b. A local Ohio term applied to thin slabs
of sandstone that split out between closely
spaced joints. Fay. c. Special steel tubing
welded or screwed together and lowered
into a borehole to prevent entry of loose

ASM Gloss.

rock, gas, or liquid into the borehole or
to prevent loss of circulation liquid into
porous, cavernous, or crevassed ground.
Long. d. Process of inserting casing in a

boxes. Long.

ing is joined with a coupling which has
the same outside diameter as the casing,
but has two male threaded ends. Flushjoint casing has a male thread at one end

Casagrande liquid limit apparatus. An appl;-

tion that has been made harder than the
inner portion, or rore, by casehardening

and cum mounted on a hard rubber base.

cased. a. A borehole lined with some form
of steel tubing, such as casing or pipeSee also case in; ce-se off. Long. b. Dynamite, cartons of blasting caps, or coils or
fuse packed in wooden or pasteboard

borehole. Long. e. Piping used to support
the sides of a borehole. Flush-coupled cas-

cased glass. Glassware with a superimpmed
layer of another glass having a different
composition and usually colored. The thermal expansions of the two glasses must be
carefully matched. Compare ply glass.

and a female thread at the other; no

ance te determine the liquid limit of a
soil. it consists of a brass dish, handle,

The dish falls through a distance of

1

centimeter per rotation. A sample of soil
1 centimeter thick is placed in the dish
with a groove 11 millimeters wide at the
top and 2 millimeters at the bottom. Th !

number of jars required to cause the

2-millimeter gap to close along one-half
of an inch is recorded. Nelson.

cascade. A process or apparatus, usually in
separation or purification, in which materials are paned through a multiplicity of
identical or similar relatively simple operations, in order to multiply the separation
or other effect that is achieved in a single
simple operation. An outstanding example
is the Oak Ridge diffusion plant for separating uranium isotopes by passing uranium

fluoride mixtures through an extended

series of diffusion cells, each of which

causes a slight enrichment of the desired
isotope. An ordinary bubble plate distillation tower is a much more frequently en(-Gun tered example. CCD 6d, 1961.

cascade coal dryer. A thermal process for
drying fine coal. An example of this type
is the Conreur dryer. Coal entering the
top of the drying tLwer is carried down
by a series of rollers, being permeated by

an ascending stream of hot air.

Fixed

batiks direct the air to facilitate mingling
The very finest particles may have to be
recovered by dry filters or wet scrubbers.
It treats coal with a top site ranging from
one-fourth inch to 2 inches. See also fluidized bed dryer. Nelson.

caeca& control. Externally impressed signal
series which connees several controllers or
resetting devices in series. Pryor, 3, p. 31.
flotation cell. Elementary type of
flotation cell, in which air is entrained by
plunging cascade of pulp, mineralized
bubbles being removed further down-

Dodd.
cased off. See case off. Long.

cased tin. Eng. Fine tin ore that is retreated by a gentle current of water flowing over the frame or table. Fay.
casehardened. A term sometimes used for
tempered glass. See also tempered glass.
ASTM C162-66.

casehardening. a. The geological process by
which the surface of a porous rock, espe-

cially a sandstone or a tuff, is coated by
a cement or a desert varnish, formed by

the evaporation of a mineral-bearing solub. Hardening a ferrous alloy
tion.
so that the outer portion, or case, is made

substantially harder than the inner portion, or core. Typical processes used for
casehardening are carburizing, cyaniding,
carbonitriding, nitriding, induction hardening, and flame hardening. ASM Gloss.
case is. Synonym for case, c. Long.

creels. An amorphous plastic made from the

albumen of milk by treating milk with

acid. Sometimes colored to imitate amber,
agate, malachi-4 tortoise shell, ivory, and
other decorative materials. Specific grav-

ity, 1.3 to 1.4; refractive index, 1.55 to

1.56. Shipley.
casement wail. See breast wall. Dodd.
case mold. Set mold. Dodd.

case off. To line a borehole with some form
of steel tubing to prevent entry of broken
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coupling is sued. B.S. 5618, sec. 3, 1963.
1. Corn. A partition of brattice, made
of casing plank, in a shaft. Fay. g. A struc-

ture of wood, metal, or .7,ther

material

which completely encloses the elevating or
conveying machinery elements to support

them, to afford safety protection, to protect from the weather, or to confine dust,
gases, or fumes arising from the material
being conveyed; or to form a part of the
conveyor in the same manner as a trough.
ASA M114.1-1958. h. Formwork for setting concrete. Nelson. i. Can. Steel pipe
enclosing diamond drill rods. Hoffman.
j. The steel lining of a circular shaft.
C.T.D. k. The larger diameter pipe ce-

mented in the hole, such as surface casing,
protective casing, and production casing.

Wheeler. I. A surface layer of glass of

another color ; also called flashing. Nagger.

m. Those stationary parts of a fan which
guide air to and from the impeller. B.S.
3618, M. 2, 1963.

casing arbor packer. A type of packer that
can be anchored within the casing. Long.
awing barrel. A joint of casing to which a
casing bit and alma is attached and used
like a core barrel. Long.

cashavbarrel reamirg abet Synonym for
casing reaming shell. Long.
anima blt. A diamond-set rotary bit designed
to bore out an annulus slightly larger than
the casing. It is withdrawn before the casing is inserted. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3.

mhos bowl sod slips. Synonym for casing
guider. Long.

casing catcher
slips or dogs to catch and grip casing if it

is dropped while being lowered into or

caslatkesid

lifted from a borehole. Also miscalled tubing catcher; tubing hanger. Long.
casing damp. A mechanical device designed
or suspension of
to facilitate the hoisting
casing in a borehole. Made by forming a
half circle in a heavy steel bar. When
the bars fit
iAted together, in pairs,
around the outside and tightly grip the
casing. Size of clamp is determined by outside diameter of the casing to be handled.
Long.
casing collar kick. Magnetically induced sig-

Long.

dialog hook. A hook connecting the hoisting
block and line to the links of the casing

casing spider. A holding device resting on
the drilling floor, consisting of two or more
serrated sliding wedges working inside a
heavy cone-shaped bowl or collar, used to

A drive
casing * Mesmer; Jur hammer.B.S.
3618,

makeup or breakout. Also called casing

suspend casing in a drill bole during

hammer used to extract casing.
1963,sec. 3.
casieg knife. Device similar to and used in

casing Arlin. The total amount of any given

emits Mae. Cable or wire rope wound on a
hoisting drum and used only to raise or
lower casing in a borehole. Abo called

casing at one end and drill ends or other
downhole drill equipment at the other end.
Long. b. A connection used in fishing with
a petroleum-type rotary dnll. Long.
casing solnallote. Synonym for casing sub.

weight used to drive casing down a borehole. Also called monkey. BS. 3618,1963,

sec. 3.

ming &helms& A heavy steel bushing or
swelled coupling screwed into the top of
a string of casing. The device serves to
protect the threads and acts as an anv;1
for the hammer when driving the casing.
Also called casing head. Long.

casing drive shoe; drive shoe. A hardened
steel shoe screwed to the lower end of the
casing to protect the casing when it is
driven down a hole by percussive means.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3.

ming elevator. A circular clamp made in

halves hinged at one end and closed fast

It is
with a latch at the other end.
chain links

equipped with two long heavir
that furnish a means of hanging it on the
hoist-line hook. Used to raise and lower
collared casing or pipe. Long.
casing Mug. An accessory threaded to fit

casing Compare casing coupling. Long.
using Mood. A rubber-ball-type check valve,
generally placed near the bottom of a iong
string of casing. Its use reduces the load
imposed on tht hoisting mechanism in
lowering casing into a wet boreho.e. A;so
called casing valve float valve. Long.
casing, Nosh coupled. See flush-coupled cas-

flush-ioint casing.

Long.

cuing head. a. Synonym for casing drivebead. Long. b. A fitting attached to top of

casing on an oil well to separate oil from
gas, to allow pumping and the chaining
of the borehole, etc. Also called Christmas

rich in oil

vapors. So named as it is usually collected,

or separated from the oil, at the casing
head. Frequently called combination gas
or wet gas. Foy.

.

coupled casincrre tent

Long.
casing dog. a. A lifting device consisting of
one or more serrated sliding wedges working inside a cone-shaped collar. Used to
grip and hold casing while it is being
raised or lowered into a borehole. See also
bulldog, b. Long. b. A fishing tool. See also
bulldog, c. Long.
coin drive hammer; drive ismanser A

tree_ Long.
animg-head gas. Natural gas

is the correseponding lateral pressure. Also
called casing dog. Fey.

fflad.Jol.:. See inserted-joint casing. Lgifie
Synonym for flusheasing,

elevator. L011

Mk*

nal produced during drilling as locator
passes the collar, thus monitoring depth
of drillin . Pryor, 3.
A short, threaded connector.
caring
usually pin threaded on both ends, by
means of whit+ two piece_ of casings may
be joined. Long.
casing crew Inas. See caser. D.O.T. I.
mein cotter. A tool used to cut off a length
of casing in a borehole at any desired
point below the collar of the bosehole.

cash% Ik Mot. See

the body, but when raised, the segments
remain stationary, and the weight of the
casing forces the thicker part to exercise
a pressure on the segments forcing them
outward. The greater the pull, the greater

absorption, compression, or refrigeration.
Also known as natural gasoline. A.G.!.
seellai boz. See stuffing box.

min catcher. A safety device equipped with

ing. Long.

cast
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arkag-heml gnsolbe. Thu liquid hydrocarbon recovered from casing-head gas by

same manner as a casing cutter. See also
casing cutter. Long.

bawl and slips. Long.

coin sub. a. A coupling threaded to %t

calf line. Long.

eitsisg of a reef. Aust. The abnormal veinstuff abutting on the solid red. See also
casing, a. Fey.

ass* off. Process of inserting a line of casing in a borehole. See

alto

case, c; case oft

Long.

mint pipe. Synonym for casing. Long.
codas point. In borehole drilling, casing
point is the depth to which the casing is
entered. Pryor, 3, p. 72.
cadag presume. The pressure built up in the

casing when closed at the top of the well.
It is usually measured by placing a pressure gage on one of the side outlets on
the casing head.

Porter.

casks paler. A screw or hydraulic jack used
to pull casing or drill rods stuck in a borehole. Long.

anima reaming shell. A sleeve designed to
serve as a reaming coupling between a
casing bit or set casing shoe and a joint
of corresponding-sne casing, which is being
used as a core barrel. Also called casingbarrel reaming shell. Long.

crag tipper. An expanding-type r.tting devire, which can be lowered into a cased
hole on drill rods or a line. Cutter is designed to rip longitudinal slits to free the
casing at a coupling or to perforate the
casing. Long.

cmhg shoe. A steel sleeve threaded to fit and
be coupled to the bottom end of diamonddrill casing as a cutting head and protector
when the casing is driven through overburden. The inside diameter of a specific
letter-name-range casing shoe (whether
plain or inset with diamonds or other cutting media) is always large enouigh to permit other downhole drill fittings having the
same letter-name-range designation to be
run inside and through the casing shoe.
When a casing shoe is set with diamonds
or other cutting media it is called a set
casing shoe, which should not be confused

with casing bit. Also called casing drive
shoe.

Compare casing bit ; set casing shoe.

Long.
coke-shoe hit. a. Synonym for vet casing

shoe. Long. b. Sometimes incorrectly used

as a synonym for casing bit. See also casing

bit. Long.

ming rpm An instrument used for recovering casing which has accidenatIly fallen

into the well. The "bulklog," which is the
most simple form of casing spear, consists

top, on
of a steel body tapered at thewith
set-

which slide two steel segments
rated edges. When lowered inside the casart
ing to be recovered the steel segments
pushed upward along the narrow part of
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size of casing inserted in a borehole. I.ong.

Long.
industsy, -r
cashes teller. In the petroleumbucket
or a
closely fitting, rubber-flanged
similar tool kt down in a well to determine the location of a kak in the casing.
easing valve. Synonym for casing float. Long.
auk* wall See breast wall. Dodd.

special swivel designed
asks water swivel. Athe
collar of a borehole

to fit on casing at
around the drill rods. Allows casing to be
rotated slowly while maintaining a flow of
water between drill rods and inside of casing in addition to the flow of water down
the inside of the drill rods. Primarily used
with Marinette expansion reamer. Long.
Camesallagan. Middle Upper Devonian above
Chemungian. A.G.l. Sapp.
Camel brown; Camel earth. A brOW13 earthy
substance found in peat and lignite beds
and used as a pigment; originally found
brown or
near Camel, Getmany. Cologne
Cologne earth is a similar substance originr-,- found near Cologne, Germany. Hess.

Cassels. Synonym for Chattian.
Sapp.
Camel Ws. See Kassel kiln. Dodd.

Camel's grafts. Barium manganate. Bennett

2d, 1962.
usually porcelain
amontele. A deep, mond,
dish with a handle used for heating sub-

stances in the laboratory. Webster 31.
onselle. A lightproof holder, used to contain
to

exponne
radiographic films during
X-rays or gamma rays, that may or may
filter
not contain intensifyine Iarensisoroften
screens, or both. A distinction
made between a cassette, which has positive means for insuring contact between
and
screens and film and is urially rigid, flexholder,
which
is
rather
an raposure
ible. ASIbf Gloss.
kassianite.
caudanite. Variant spelling of
Tomkeieff,I954.
Delaware County,
enohier. A feldspar from percent
of baryta.
Pa., containing several
Fay.
amaiterliq ibo ems. SnOt; tetragonal; usu7;
ally black in color; Molts' fardness, 6 to6.9.
gravity,
streak pink-white; specific
When pure contains 78.6 percent tin, but
is usually adulterated by other metals.
Pryor, 3.
cost. a. The mineral or other substance that
fills a hole which has been formed in a
rock try the solution of the original bard
material of which the shell or skeleton was
composed. A.G./. b. A natural mold which
has been filled naturally with some mineral

cast
substance. A.GJ. c. To form in a desired

shape by pouring molten metal into a
mad, as a bit mold, and allowing it to
ha rden. Long.

caslablit. A refractory mix containing heat
resisting hydraulic setting cement. A re-

fractory concrete. ,A.IS.I. No. 24.
enviable refractory. a. A refractory aggregate

which will develop structural strength by
hydraulic set after having been tempered
with water and compacted. A.R.!. b. A
mixture of a heat-resistant aggregate and
a heat-nsistant hydraulic cement ; for use.
it is mixed with water and rammed or
poured into place. NW.

castosIter-cast. Corn. The throwing up of

ore from one platform to another successively. See also shambles. Fey.

castnalloy tool. A cutting tool made by casting a cobalt-base alloy and used at machin-

ing speeds between those for high-wed
steels and sintered carbides. ASM Gloss.
castaolte. A chestnut-brown hydrous ferric
sulfate, Fest12300014,0. Fay.
mearmays. Sterile winsome. Fay.

cast Wt. A bit in which the diamond-set

crown is formed on a bit blank by pouting
molten metal into a prepared mold. Also
call-cl cast-wt bit; cast-metal bit. Long.
cast brick. See electrocast brick. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

Gastelbool powder. A kind of blasting pow-

der containing nitroglycerin and either

nitrobroz---eue or a picrate. mixed with other
onria ls. Webster U.
castellated. Formed like a castle, as a castel-

lated nut which has a portion of its length

turned and slotted for the reception of
cotter pins. Crispin.

by introducing a body slip into a porous
mold which absorbs sufficient water from
the slip to produce a semirigid article
ASTM C242-60T. e. N. of Eng. Payment
more than an agreed distance to the conveyor belt or tubs. Trist.
casting process. Usually used in referring

to copper- and nickel-base alloys. Long.
casting bort. Synonym for castings. Long.

cast* loam. A copper-base alloy used primarily to produce bit crowns by the casting
method. Long.

lake copper. It is obtained from a variety
of copper ores and from by-products of
brass foundries. Crbpie.

cast* cradle. An obvious cracking ten-

ing. As a result, the depth and moment

of the beam are increased by 30 percent.
Ham.
castallailed bk. a. A long-tooth, sawtooth bit.
Long. b. Diamond-set coring bit with a feet
large diamonds or. hard-metal cutting

mints set in the face of each of several
upstanding prongs separated from each
other by tleep watenrays. Abo called

wadded bit. Long.
easter. a. A wheel mounted in a swivel frame
so that it is steered automatically by move-

ments of its load. Nichols. b. In an automotive vehicle, the toe-in of the front
wheels. Nichols.

cashes. Derb. Said of a shaft when the air
issuing from it on a cool or frosty morning
contains visible vapor. Fay.

east gibe. In founding, the channel through
which the metal is poured into a mold. Fay.

antbote. Derb. A prospect hole not ex-

ceeding about 9 feet deep, the depth from

which waste material may be thrown by

an endless-belt conveyor to receive and cast

the molten pig iron into form as it comes
from the furnace. Mersereaa, 4th, p. 399.

cast* lona Synonym for casting alloy.

cast* over. a. A quarryman's term for an

hen. 4STM C78645.
cost-Inia Mans. Elbows, couplings, and other
small or irregular pieces for use in a pipe

operation consisting of making a cut with
a steam shovel, which, insteM of loadina
the material on cars, moves it to one side
forming a long ridge. Fay. b. The operation of reestablishing benches that have

mtem or for some other subsidiary use,
which have been molded from cast iron.

been covered or caved, and alit, cutting up

Hems.

a high bank into one or more smaller

cost-inn pipes. Cylindrkal iron tubes made
him iron containing so much carbon that,
as cast, it is not usefully malleable at any
temperature. They may be cast in fixed
molds or in whirling molds that compact

banks. Lewis, p. 399.

steelworks, it is the space utilized for cast-

the iron centrifugally. Hess.

castle; coals& Local term for the setting of
bricks on a dryer car, two-on-two in alter-

molds. Fay.

castiatpit rerrackaies. Specially shaped refractories (usually firrclay) for use in the

woe directions. Dodd.

and! 11111. Hexagonal nut, slotted at top to
petmit insertion of split pin in hole in bolt

casting of molten steel. Dodd.

casein plate; mama table. A flat iron table

on which nut is screwed. Pryor, 3.

main. See castle. Dodd.
cost asstris. Bit-cmwn matrix material formed

upon which molten glass is poured to flatten out. Mersereen, 4th, p. 328.
asthma. One of several terms (and/or letter
symbols) commonly used to designate low
quality drill diamonds. Long.

by pouring molten metal into a bit mold

and allowing it to harden. Long.
cast-metal Mt. Synonym for cast bit. Long.
castenebl asirts. Synoe-Yrn for east matrix.

castle sialoluage. a. Liquid shrinkage, the
reduction in vo:ume of liquid metal as it

Long.
castor. Same as castorite. Fay.

cools to the liquidus. ASM Gloss. b. Solidification shrinkage, the reduction in volume

castor mime. An oil. Used in ore flotation

of metal from the beginning to ending of
solidification. ASM Gloss. c. Solid shrink-

as a selective collector; and in rustproofing
rro,tal surfaces. Bennett 2d. 1962.
cashitite. A natutal, colorless silicate of

age, the redoction in volume of metal from

the solidus to room temperature. ASM

lithium and aluminum. Bennett 21, 1962.
ardor machine oil. A lubricating oil used for

Gloss. d. TotYl shrinkage, the sum of the
shrinkage in definitions a, b, and c above.

moderately heavy machinery. Hess.
cast set. a. A bit produced hy a casting process. See also cast bit. Compare hand set;
:Doer bit. Long. b. A surface-set diamond
bit oroduced by a casting process. Long.
castoet Mt. Synonym for cast bit. Long.

ASM Gloss.

MINN spot. A fault that sometimes appears
on the cast pottery as a vitrified and often
discolored spot on the bottom of the ware
strikes the plaster mold and is attributable

shape obtained by solidification of a sub.
stance in a mold. ASM Gloss. b. Pouting
molten metal into a mold to produce an
object of desired shape. ASM Gloss. c. A
process of shaping glass by pouring hot
glass into molds or onto tables, or rolls.
ASTM C162.66. d. Forming ceramic ware

tively. ASM Gloss.

cast inn mama A porcelain enamel specifically designed for application to cast

long.

ineots are cast. Fay.

maw a. An object at or near finished

white cast iron, malleable cast iron, and
nodular cast iron, the word cast is often
left out, resulting in gray iron, white iron,
malleable iron, and nodular iron, respec-

castle asociahre. A series of iron molds on

or as a semielliptical mark on the side.
It occurs where the stream of slip first

canaille. An impure vatiezved bomite, consulfides. Fay.
taining zinc, lead, and

exists in the alloy at the eutectic temperatufo For the various forms gray cast imn,

p. 399.

hand. Fay.

caniaome. The building in which pigs or

for erection on & site. Ham.

cent Iran. An iron containing carbon in excess of the solubility in the austenite that

dency in the enameled surface clue to
cracks in the metal. Hawn.
maws lour. See sand floor. Merserear, 4th,

ing the molten steel into cast-imn ingot

4th, p. 328.

can IN MIL Concrete which is cast in position in a structure as distinct from precast
concrete, which refers to elements made
independently on a construction site, or
in a factory and transported from there

anies copper. Inferior to electrolytic and

After this cutting operation the two heves
are arranged so that the crests of the cuts
meet; these are then joined by but: weld-

sdong the web in the form of a zig-rag.

castles taMe. See casting plate. Maltreats,
mounted on the outer edyfe. Used primarily
in the base metal industries for cast ingots,
anodes. etc. Bureau of Mines Staf
conietwbeel operator. In ore dressing, smelting, and refining, one who operates a large
rotating casting wheel to pour molten, nonferrous metal, such as copper or lead, into
molds mounted on the edge of the wheel.
D.O.T. 1.

castim alloy. Any alloy commonly melted
and used to produce bit crowns by the

beam formed by cutting a rolled steel joist

because of geometry and casting shrinkage.
ASM Gloss.

maw wired. A large turntable with molds

made to fillers when coal has to be shoveled

mike pit. The space in a foundry in which
the molds are placed and the castings
made. In the Bessemer and open-hearth

Canelisted beam Trade name for a steel

cast structure
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Mt atillog. The actual process of producing
a cast bit. Set also cast bit ; cast set. Long.

to local orientation of platy particles of

ceoloetthai anterial. South African term for
vety low quality dnll diamonds (usually

clay and mica in the body. The fault can
be largely eliminated by adjusting the de-

it has a fairly low fluidity. The fault is

Congos) used in diamond bits. Long.
steeL Steel as cast, that is, not shaped
by mechanical working. Originally apOied

maim strum. Stienes setup in a casting

cast structure. The internal physical structure
of a casting evidenced by shape and orien-

gree of &flocculation of the slip so that

to steel made by the crualsle process as
distinguished from that made by cementa-

also known as a flashing. Dodd.
eastift strahsa. Strains in a casting caused by
casting stresses that develop as the casting
cools. ASM Gloss.

Iss

tion of wrought iron. C.T.D.
.

to catalysis. Webster 3d. b. Cf or pertain-

tation of crystals and segregation of impurities. ASM Gloss.
ont-welid. To join (parts) by placing together
in a mold and muting molten metal between or around. Webster 3d.
cast-walded rail jobt. A welded joint between the ends of two adjacent rails, generally formed by the thermit process. Ham.
cementite. A copper-red, altered biotite, re-

ing to a catalyst. Webster 3d.
catalytk deposition. Deposition induced by a
catalyst, which is a substance that promotes a chemical action without taMng
part in it itself. Tuateman.

sembling cHntonite. English.
cat. a. S. Staff. A hard fire clay. Also

caned catch earth. Fey. b. Any heavy-duty
tracklaying tractor, equipped either with
or without a dozer blade. Long. c. To movt
a heavy piece of drilling equipment utilizing power derived from the cathead. See
also bulidoe. Long.
cats-. A prefix to indicate that the rock belongs to the deepest zone of metamorphism,
which is characterized by very b5b temperature, hydrostatic pressure, and relatively low shearing stress. Compare apo-;
kata- -

catch props
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cait altitclute

meta--; meso-. A.G.I.

Catacbdii. leock deformation accomplished
by fracture and totation of mineral grains
or aggregates. The same as granulation.

A.G.!. Sapp.

oatecissite. A cataclistic rock that has been
formed by shattering (or cataclasis) which
Ms been less extreme than in the case of
a inylonite. See also augen gneiss; autoclast.c schist; augen schist; crush breccia ;
crush conglomerate; flaser gabbro; flaser
gneiss Baser granite; mylonite; protoclastic ; protomylonite; stronalite. A.G.I.;

A.G.I. Sapp.
Madam. A breaking or rending asunder;
a violent disruption. Standard, 1964.

catalytic oethaanstater. A firedamp detector
depending upon the combustion or oxidetion of methane at heated filaments. Usu.
al:v the gas Es drawn through the awaretus by a rubber suction bulb, aiW the
filaments are heated by a battery in the

in a cage when hoisting. Pryor, 3. See also
jack catch.
catchall. A tool for extracting broken impleis the resistance methanorneter. See a/so
ments or junk from borehole* or yells; a
acoustic methanometer. Nelson.
fishing mol. Long.
catalytic Wadies. A process used by the catch
boob. A cistern, basin, or depression,
the
U.S. Bureau of Mines that converts
at
the
point where a gutter discharges into
incompletely burned hydmcarbons present
a
sewer,
to catch matters which would not
in automobile exhaust into harmless gases.
readily
pass
through the sewers. A metIt involves burning up the fuel remnants
woir
to
catch
and retain surface drainage.
with the aid of catalystschemical agents
Crispin.
being
conthat weed up reactions without
drAl. See grip. Ham.
sumed themselves. Bureau of Mines Staff. . caltb
calek cards. See cat, a. Fay.
est sod clay. Straw and clay worked together coacher. a. Eng. A safety or disengaging
to form a building or chinking material.
hook for prevention of overwinding. Fay.
Webster 3d.

catsloors. The theoretical calculation of minerals in rocks oc the catazone as indicated
by chemical analyses. It is approximately

equivalent to the CIPW norm.

A.G.1.

Movement of charged particles
in a fluid medium in response to an electric field. Metallic hydroxides and other
positive sols migrate to cathode and negatives ones to anode. See also electro-

phoresis. Pryor, 3.
canphoeite; adopiltorke; 'obtain; lob-

catacinstk. a. Of or pertaining to a texture
found in metamorphic rocks in which

tened in a direction pewendicular to the

pressure stress. Compare autoclastic. A.G.I.

v. 43, No. 7-8, faly-Aagast, 1958, pp.

rock in transit; for example, glacial action.

catapidite. A hydrous silicate, 114(Nase-a)ZrSisal, light yellow to yellowish-brown

b. Ref=rs to a coarse fragmentation of a

A.G.I. Sapp.
leys that descend in the same direction
toward which the underlying rock layers
dip. Opposite of anaclinal. Stokes and

catadisal. Of or pertainis 7 to streams or val-

NaCaFe;Fe" ( Si/Al ) 01*(OH )1; found in
southern Norway. American Mineralogist,
797-798; English.

color, crystallizing in thin tabular hexagonal prisms. Fay.

catapleilte snake. A porphyritic rock of tinguaite habit containing phenocrysts of
catapleiite, and occasionally of eudialyte,
Varnes, 1955.
in an aphanitic but holocryitalline groundcataclysms. Any violent and extensive submass composed of those minerals with
version of the ordinary phenomena of
allali feldspars, nepheline, and aegirine.
nature; an extensive stratigraphic catarHolmes, 1928.
trophe. Standard, 1964.
catered. A waterfall, usually of a great volcataclyaL See cataclysmic. Fay.
ume of water ; a cascade in which the verticataclyssuk. a. Accompanied with violent discal
fall has been concentrated in one sheer
the
ruption. Fay. b. Of or pertaining to
drop
or overflow. A.G.I.
nature of cataclysm; characterized by a cataract*.
Motion of crushing bodies in 3
Standard,
or
by
cataclysms.
cataclysm
ball
mill
in which some fail freely after
1964.
breaking
away from the top of the crop
bakcatalic. An amorphous plastic similar to
load and fall with impact to the toe of the

lite. ShiNe .
Catalinite. Shipley.
Catalina
cablinite. Beach pebbles from Santa Catalina
Island, Calif. Shiple .

catalog of abooed mbes. A record

of

plans of abandoned mines which gives the

location of the workings, the minerals
worked, the custodian of the plans, and
references as to the approximate extent
of the workings within specified 6-inch
ordnance sheets. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

catalysis. Acceleration or deceleration of a
reaction produced by a substance which
may be recovered practically unchanged
after the reaction. Webster 3d.
catalyst. A substance capable of changing the
rate of a reaction without itself undergoing any net change. ASM Gloss.
a. Causing, involving, or relating

ture or overwind. Pryor, 3. b. In coal
work, mien to a device for holding trarns

instrument. A new version of this principle

phorite; hatophorke. A soda-iron amphibole between barkevikite and arfvedsonite,

brittle minerals have been broken and flat-

book instead of an eye. Long. b. Synonym
for cathead. Long.
catbrab. Eng. son consisting of rough day
mixed with stones. A common field name
and minor locality name widely distributed in England. Arkell.
catch; laps; chains wisp, a. Projections in a
mine shaft which arrest cage, skip, or other
reciprocating systems in the event of frac-

load. Pryor, 4. See alto cascading.

catarbite. A native alloy of iron and nickel,
Fe:M. Standard, 1964.
catastrophe. a. In mining, a disaster in which
many lives are lost or much property damaged, as by a mine fire, explosion, inrush
of water, etc. Fa?. b. In geology, a sudden,
violent change in the physical conditions
of the earth's surface; a cataclysm. Standard, 1964.

cadowbrke. Proposed by. Lieber for a rock in
South Carolina that is an intimate mixture

b. Leic. See cage shuts. Fay. c. Strong
beams in mine shafts to catch the rods of
pumps in case of a breakdown. Fay. d.

Synonym for core lifter. Long.
catches. a. Catches or rests placed on shaft
t-_-thers, to hold the cage when it is brought
to rest at the top, bo.tom, cc any inter-

mediate landing. Also called latches;
chairs; keeps; dogs. Fay. b. Stops fitted on

a cage to prevent cm from running off.
Fay. c. Mid. Projecting blocks oft wood
dam-

attached to pump spears to
age in case of a brakdown. rerryv.en
clads feeder. An irrigating ditch. Ham.
catch gear. An appliance fixed in the head-

gear to limit the drop of the cage after
and moan overwind. The upward speed
inentum of the loaded cage (after its release from the rope) may be such that i:s
subsequent drop may be so severe as to
fracture the suspension gear, resulting in
the cage falling down the shaft. The
amount of drop is limited by catch gear
consisting of series of catches suspended
from beams supported on hydropneumatic

buffers to reduce the impact shock. The
cage is released by raising slightly and
retracting the catches. See also detaching
hook ; overwind. Neiron.
calcbmest arta. An intake area and all parts
of the drainage basin which drain into it
Fay.

catchment bade. The entire area from which
drainage is received by a reservoir or a
river. Webster 3d.

cakh phs. Eng. A strong oak or iron pin
fixed over and to the ends of the beam
of a pumping engine, which, in the event
of a broken spear, prevents damage to the
top or bottom of the cylinder. See also
spring beams. Fay.

catch pit. a. In mineral processing, sump in
a mill to which the floor slopes gently,
and into which all spillage gravitates or
is hosed for either return by pumping to
its place in the flowline, or for periodical
removal. Also called catch sump. Pryor, 3.

b. Synonym for sump, n. Long.

of talc and magnetite. Fay.

coach pals. Set of spring-loaded points in
upgrade railway line which close behipi
a rising train. If any rolling stock breaks
away it is then automatically diverted to

hook. Fay.

catch mops. Prom erected in the face to act
as temporary supports unbl the permanent

cat bank. Eng. An iron loop placed on the
underside of the center of a flat cod bow
(bucket handle), in which to insert the
ad block. a. A pulley block equipped with a

a siding. Pryor, 3.

catch props
supports are brought forward. Nelson.
A1100 called watch props; safety props.
C.T.D.

=kit scaffold. Eng. A platform in a shaft
a few feet beneath a working scaffold to

be used in case of accident. Fay.
caring-stir. See grip. Ham.

apron conveyor, placed around and connecting the front and back wheels of selfpropelled machines, furnishing a broad
track that allows the machine to traverse
tough, uneven, soft, or sandy country. If
the distance between the wheels hi con-

cathode pkiffing. Soo electrolytic pickling.

Hess.

cathode rays. Streams of electrons emitted
from the filament (called the cathode) of
a vacuum tube under the influence of high
voltage and which, by suitable means, can
be brought outside the tube. Crioin.
cathode-ray tube. A special form of vacuum
tube in which a focused beam of electrons
is caused to strike a surface coated with
a phosphor. This beam is deflected so that
it traces an orthogonal presentation of two
separate signals; a third independent signal may be presented as a variation of the
intensity of the electron beam, and in turn,
the fluorescent intensity. ASM Gloss.
cathode spot. A bright candescent spot on
the surface on a cathode, apparently an
active area through which current flows

siderable, idlers help to aline the track.

anchwIter drab. A surface drain to intercept and collect the flow of water from
adjoining land, 110 as to prevent it from
reaching a mio' or mine sidings. See also

subsurface drab ge. Nelton.
catch wings. Substantial wooden blocks placed

in mine shaft just below point reached by
reciprocating rod of Cornish pump at bottom of its stroke. Pryor, 3.

cat claw. A miner's term applkd locally in
Illinois to a bed of marcasite from 2 to 6
inches thick which sometimes occurs between the "clod" roof of a coal scam and
the more stratified shale above. The lower
surface of the marcasite bed is characterized by very irregular protuberances extending downward 1 to 3 inches into the
clod. Also called cat. A.G.1.
est day. Mid. Surface clay. Arkell.
cat cod. York. Coal with pyrites. Nelson.

cat dkL a. Detb. A hard fire clay. Fay. b.

Derb. Coal mixed with pyrite. Fay. c. Dab.

A kind of earthy scoria not unlike lava.

cat eye. An imperfection; an elongated bub-

ble containing a piece of foreign matter.
ASTM C16246.
nitrate. a. Small discontinuous veinlets of
pyrite, a number of which sometimes appear to radiate from a common center
that may be a small sulfur ball. In some
mining districts, this name is applied to
lenticular deposits of pyrite. Mitchell, p.
67. b. A miner's term for glistening balls
or nodules of pyrite in the face of coal.
Fey.

catfaced biotic. In New York and Pennsylvania. a bluestone quarryman's term for

a Man of waste situated between two
closely spaced open joints. Fay.

cat gold. An early name for gold-colored
mica. Fay.
althea& a. A small, deep-flanged, spool-like
winch or capstan mounted on the counter-

shaft of the draw works or hoisting drum
near the front and generally to one side

Far.

of the swivel head of a diamond drill.
It is used to wind a line when breaking

that are whiter than the clay, Derbyshire

or to operate a driver hammer. Also called
niggerhead. Long. b. Colloquial synonym

cat-dirt day. Eng. A kind of clay that is
short in cutting, and mixed with joints
lead mines. ArkeU.

cutest. Sp. To search for new mines; to prospect. Kern
catenary. That curve into which a uniformly
loaded cable will fall when suspended from
its two ends; such curves are seen in suspension brilges, cableways, and ropeways.
Horn.

catenary arch. A sprung arch having the
shape of an inverted catenary (the shape
assumed by a string suspended from two

points that are at an equal height from
the ground). The stress pattern in such
an arch is such, that tlyse is no tendency

for any bricks to slip relative to one another. Dodd.
catenary easpession. The overhead suspen-

sion of contact wire for electric traction
by vertical links of different lengths connected to a catenary wire above it. The
contact wire will thus be maintained at
a constant height. Ham.
Caterpillar. A tractor made for us z. on rough
or soft ground and moved on two endless

metal belts consisting of series of flat

or making up rod, casing, or pipe joints,

for drum, of the drill hoist. Long. c. A
small capstan. Long. d. A broad bully
hammer. See also bully, a. Fay. e. Eng.
A nodule of ironstone containing fossil
remains. Standard, 1964. f. A winch used

primarily to raise or lower casing. BS.
3618, 1963, see. 3.

cntbend maw A member of a doll crew who
manipulates the rope or chain wound and
snubbed around a cathead. See also cathead. a. Long.

cathead sheave. A sheave set on the topmost
part of a pile frame. Ham.

caltsedrul Ø. Rolled flat glass textured on
one side to resemble old window glass.
Compare antique glass. Dodd.

cathode. The electmde where electrons enter
(current leaves) an operating ytcw, such
as a battery, an electrolytic cell, an -ray

tube, or a vacuum tube. In the first of
these, it is positive; in the othe three,
negative. In a battery or electrolytic cell,
it is the electrode where reduction occurs.
Opposite of anode. ASM Gloss.

treads, one belt on each side of the machine, the belts being kept in motion by
toothed driving wheels so that the tractor

cathode compartment. In an electrolytic cell,

moves forward or backward with the revo-

per which has been deposited on the
cathode of the electrolytic bath of acidified copper sulfate solution. Such copper

lution of the belts; a trademark. Also

called caterpillar tractor. Webster 3d.

caterpillar chain. & short endless chain on
which dogs or teeth are spaced to mesh
with and move or be moved by a conveyor
chain. ASA M114.1-1958.

caterpillar dab dog. A dog or tooth attached to a caterpillar drive, chain to

the enclosure formed by a diaphragm

around the cathode. ASM Gloss.
cathode copper. Electrolytically refined cop-

is usually melted again in a furnace before
being marketed as electrolytic copper.
Comm.
cathode deposit. Metal precipitated on cathode by electrolysis. Pryor, 3.

provide the driving contact with the conveyor chain. ASA MH4.1-1958.

cathode edency. Current efficiency at the

caterpillar chain which engages and ptopels the conveyor chain. ASA M114.1-

in front of a cathode surface, characterized by a steep potential gradient thmugh
the region. DuMines Ball. 625, 1965, p.

caterpiller drive. A drive ecuipped with a
1958.

caterpillen. An endless chain of platri which
function as wheels for heavy vehicles. See
also crawler tracks. Nelson.

aiterpilier tread. An attaclunent

cationic reagents
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like an

cathode. ASM Gloss.
cathode fall. A very thin space-charge regim

VII.

cathode *kn. The portion of solution in immediate contact with the cathode during
electrolysis. ASM Glon.

264-972 0-69-13
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Dodd.

cathode protecdon. the of sacrificial anodes

to divert electrolytic corrosion from iron
structure with which they are placed in
contact so as to form a positive electrode.
Pryor, 3.

from the plasma. DaMines Ball.

625,

1965, p. VII.
cathode-spot mode. A particular mode of arc
operation as observed in laboratories ef

the Linde Co. The cathode spot is unusually bright and the arc is abnormally
constricted at the cathode terminus. The
same behavior has been called the "contracted mode." &Wines Ball. 625, 1965,
p. VII.

cathodic ckaniag. Electrolytic cleaning where
the work is the cathode. ASM Gloss.
cathodk conosios. Corrosion of the cathodic

member of a galvanic couple resulting
from the flow of current. DuMines Ball.
619, 1964, p. 206.

cathodic piddift. Electrolytic pickling where
the work is the cathode. ASM Gloss.
cotbodlic protection. Partial or complete protection of a metal from corrosion by making it a cathode, using either a galvanic
or impressed current_ ASM Gloss.

collide. A small hole dug in the surface of
the ground in which the base of a drilltripod leg is set. l.crag.

catholyie. The electrolyte adjacent to the
cathode in an electrolytic cell. ASM Gloss.

calks. a. The element or the positive ion

which appears at the cathode or negative
terminal in an electrolytic cell. Crispin. b.
itive charge. Hurlbut.
An ion having a
See clay adsorption,
cation clay
cation. ACSG, 1963.
Ca0011 excitant,. See base exchange. ACSG,
1963.

calks enlarge capadty. A measure of the
ability of a clay to adsorb or exchange

cations; usually expressed in milliequivalents of cations per 100 grams of dry clay.
ACSG,I963.
cationic collectors. In flotation. amines and
related organic compounds capable of producing positively chatged hydrocarbonbearing ions (hence the name cationic
collectors) for the purpose of floating miscellaneous

Gaudin, 2,

minerals, including silicates.

p.s.

cationic detergent. A detergent in which the
cation is the active part. ASM Gloss.
cationic rennet& In flotation, surfac.:-active
iubstances which have the active constituent in the positive ion. Used to flocculate
and to collect minerals that are not flocculated by the reagents, such as oleic acid

or soaps, in which the surface-active in-

gredient is the negative ion. Reagents used
are chiefly the quaternary ammonium
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cationic reagents
compounds; for example, cetyl trimeshyl

pyrite structure; from Shinkolobwe, Republic of the Congo. Spencer 17, M.M.,

catm A type or cable wrapped around a
cathead and used to spin up or spin out

catty. a. Any of various units of weight used

ammonium bromide. CCD 6d,1961.

1946.

in China and southeast Asia varying around

drill rods, casing, or pipe. Compare spinning chain; spinning cable; spinning rope.
Long.
radiate; Amnon& A red clay found in
southwestern Minnesota and formerly used
by the Indians for making pipes. Sanford.
cetera". A monadnock or a residual mount:in or a ridge which preserves a remnant
of an old oeneplain on its summit. Fay.
talowste. A general term for sedimentary
rocks because they were formed by deposition from above, as of suspended material. Compare anogene; hypogene. Fig.
cntosic escitasge. See ionic exchange. Dodd.

catwalk. A pathway, usually of wood or
metals that givi access to parts of large

flakes, silicoantimonate of manganese, iron,
and aluminum. 14(Mn,Fe)0.2(A1,Fe)s0s.-

caulifowerig. The tendency of a coal to
swell and open out when heated, thus

eistoptsile; katoprit. A black, red in thin
2SiOrSlorOs; monoclinic; minute tabular
crystals. From Nordmark, Sweden. English.

cat rake. A hydraulic broke or controller of
a Cornish pumping engine, first introduced
by Boulton and 'Watt. Pay.
CM MIL A low passage that requires crawling
to traverse it. Synonym for crawlway.

A.G.!.

cats. Scot. Burnt clay used for tamping in
wet strata. Fay.
eat salt. A granulated salt formed from the

bittern or leach brine used for making
hard soap. Fay.

cat mmpidre. A blackish or greenish-blue
Oriental sapphire (that is, true sapphire)
of some value as a cut gem stone, but not
of characteristic color. C.M.D.

cat's Ibraii. A sandstone traversed in every
direction by little branching veins of calcite. Fay.
cat sumps; cat scopes. Eng. Catheads; nod-

ules, Whitehaven, Cumberland. Arkell.
cat scratch. An imperfection; surface irregularities on glassware resembling the marks
of a cat's claws. ASTM C162-66.
cat'unye. a. A greenish, chatoyant variety of

chrysoberyl and quartz. Dana 17. The
oriental cat's-eye is the more highly prized.
Hess. b. Alternate term for tiger's-eye, the
silicified form of crocidolite asbestos some-

times polished and used as ornaments.

Sinclair, W .E., p. 483.

carneye eutatite. Enstatite with a chatoyant
effect. Shipley.

cars-bead. Ire. A nodule of hard gritstone in
shale. Compare cathead, e. Fay.

Catskill bede. An Old Red Sandstone phase
in the Upper Devonian of North America,
typically exposed in the Catskill Mountains

of New York, and reaching a thickness
of 5,000 feet of nonmarine red sandstones

capped by white sandstones in Pennsylvania. C.T.D.
catskinser. Operator of a crawler tractor.
Nichols.

cat's quartr. a. Same as cat's-eye. Fay. b. A
variety of quartz containing fibers of as-

A pounds or 600 grams; also, a Chinese
unit according to a standard set up in
1

1929 equal to 1.1023 pounds or 500 grams.
Webster 3d. b. A gold weight which equals
2.9818 troy pounds. Fey.
machines. Nichols.

amt. N. of Eng. A bucket or large basket
used in hoisting coal, Hess.

an*. a. Eng.; Scot. Chalk; limestone. Fay.
b. An English miner's term for barite, or
heavy spar. See also cawk, a and b. Fay.
could. Scot. A dam in a river; a weir. Fay.
exposing a surface out of all proportion
to the size of the original coal. See also
swelling number. Nelson.

cask. Synonym for calk. Long.
canikimr. a. Setting the edges of plates in a

riveted joint with hammer and caulking
tool to insure a tight joint. Crispin. b. In
general, making a joint tight or leakproof
by forcing plastic material between parts

that are not tightly fitted. Crispin. c. Synonym for calking. Long.
cammbe; ranch. In coal mining, removal of
part of root or floor to increase height of
roadway. Pryor, 3.

caraway. a. A raised road, across wet or
marshy ground or across water. H&C. b.
Eng. Rough causeway; calciferous sandstone, surface deeply undulated, Wealden
beds. Arkell.

caastle. Capable of destroying the texture of
anything or eating away its substance by
chemical action; burning; corrosive. Webster 3d.

caastk ammonia. Gaseous or dissolved ammonia. Standard, 1964.
candle dip. A strongly alkaline solution into
which metal is immersed for etching, neutralizing acid, or removing organic materials, such as grease or paints. ASM Gloss.

caustic eminittimmest. Effect on metal of
immersion in caustic alkaline solutions.
Pryor,3.
causticity. a. The property of burning or corroding flesh chemically, as by sodium or
potassium hydroxide. Porter. b. An excess

of lime in boiler feedwater compounds.
Porter.

munched ash. Combinations of soda ash
(Natal%) and caustic soda. (Na0H) in
definite proportions marketed for purposes
where an alkali is needed ranging in caus-

ticity between the two materials. Causti-

cited ash is usually designated by its caustic

soda content and the range of standard
marketed products embraces 7, 10, 15, 25,

36, 45, and 67 percent of caustic sods.
CCD 6d,196l.

bestos. Fay.

anutic lime. See calcium hydroxide. CCD

lith supposed to mark the locality of a
battle. Fay. b. One of the upright stones
which supports the grate in a fireplace.

caustic potash. Potassium hydroxide, KOH.

catstame. a. Scot. A conical cairn or mono-

Fay.
Cattennok 1Process. An early flotation process (1903) based on adhesion of sulfide

minerals to oil. Mineral oil or fatty acid

agglomerated heavy minerals into floccules
which were separated by classification from
overflowing gangue. Pryor, 3.
rattlerlie. Cobalt disulfide, CoSs, cubic with

6d, 1961.
Osborne.

caustic silver. See silver nitrate. Bennett 2d,
1962.

cams& sods. Sodium hydroxide; Na0H; deliquescent; a soapy feeA. and its solution in
water is strongly alkaline. A common re-

arra in the laboratory. Manufactured by
treating quicklime with a hot sodium carbonate solution. C.T.D. Very useful as a
de-enameling agent. The molten caustic
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dissolves such materials as enamels, sand,
or glass which contain a high percentage
of silica. Part goes into solution and part
form sodium silicate which is precipitated.

After the solution has removed enamel
equal to approximately 10 percent of the
weifht of the NaOH charge, the reaction

begins to slow down. The solution, which
becomes rich in NatO, is rejuvenated by
introducing dry steam, which combines

with the NatO to form NaOH; this

is

accomplished without danger. NaOH is a
primary ingredient in cleaning compounds
used in the preparation of metal for enameling. Lee.
caustk soda metbod. A water softening treatment usually carried out where the water
contains a fairly high proportion of t an-

porary hardness and a quite small portion of permanent hardness. In it, sum

carbonate reacts with the permanent hardness and the insoluble, are either filtered
or allowed to settle. Coops., p. 371.
asnatoliolitea. A general name for fossil combustible substances. Tomkeieff, , 1954.

caustobiolilk. This tenn designates a rock
with a fairly high content of organic car-

bon compounds or even pure carbon where

the latter is, like the carbon compounds,
of organic ongin. IHCP, 1963, Pert 1-

caustonft. Same as caustobiolites. Tomkeleff, 1954.
causolopkytolitk. Suggested by Grabau to re-

place caustobiolith. Not to be confused
with acaustophytolith. A.G.I.

causal metal. A cast iron containing nickel.
copper, and chromium; similar to nickel
resist. Camm.

cautionary ewe. A zone in which any unworked mineral lies within a specified distance from unconsolidated deposits or

other sources of danger, particularly gas

and water. B.S. 3618,1963, sec. 4.
=valor*. A plutonic igneous rock composed
essentially of oligoclase or andesine and
practically no other constituents. Compare
anorthosite; aplite. Johannsen, v. 3, 1937,
p. 145.
cave. a. Fragmented rock materials, derived
from the sidewalls of a borehole, that obstruct the hole or hinder drilling progress.
Long. b .The partial or complete failure of
borehole sidewalls or mine workings. Long.
c. Synonym for cellar. L.mg. d. To allow

the roof to fall without any retarding
supports or waste packs. Mason. e. A fall-

ing in of the roof strata, sometimes extending to the surface and causing a
depression therein. Also called cave-in.
Hudson. f. Collapse of an unstable bank.
Nichols, 2. g. A natural cavity, recess,
chamber, or series of chambers and galleries beneath the surface of the earth,

within a mountain, a ledge or rocks, etc.;
sometimes a similar cavity artificially excavated. Standard, 1964. h. Any hollow
or cavity. Standard, 1964. i. The ashpit in
a glass furnace. Standard, 1964.
cave coral. A small, stalked formation of calcium carbonate on the floor, the wall, or
the ceiling of a cave. Synonym for coral
formation. Schieferdecker.
cave deposit. An irregular deposit of material
in caves generally found in limestone, Fay.
of
caved Mopes. There are two distinct
caved stapes. In the first, the ore ist=sken
by caving Induced by undercutting a block

of ore. In the second, the ore itself is removed by excavating a series of horizontal or inclined slices, while the overlying
capping is allowed to cave and fill the
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eeladonite

amiss bole. A borehole in which fragments
of the material making up the walls of the
hole slough so much that the borehole
cannot be kept open without the use of

main A brass containing 82.6 percent copper and 17.4 percent zinc that is used to
braze steel. Campbell.
(nioCb Chemical symbol for columbium
bium). Zimmerman, p. 144.
Chr Abbreviation for California bearing ratio.

caved slopes
wace occupied previously by the ore. The
first type comprises the caving methods
of mining, while the second comprises the
top-slicing method. BuMines Bull. 390,
1936, p. 12.
cave bole. A depression at the surface, caused
by a fall of roof in the mine. Fay.

casing or cementation. Long.
caving& Fragments of borehole wall-rock material that fall into a borehole, sometimes

cave-in Collapse of walls or roof of mine

blocking the hole, and which must be

excavation. Pryor, 3.
cave-ie-heave. The partial OT complete collapse of the walls of a borehole. Brantly, I.

caries system. a. A method of mining in

caveL A stonemason's ax. Fay.
caveman. An odd job man around (ire-

quently under) a glan furnace. Dodd.
cave marble. A cryptocrystalline banded

de-

posit of calcite or of aragonite that can

be highly polished. Synonym for cave onyx.
A.G.1.
cave Gaye. See cave marble. A.G.I.
cave pearl. A smooth, rounded concretion of

ca/eite or aragonite formed by concentlit
precipitation around a nucleus. It is usually found in caves. Synonym for pisolite.
A.G.I.
Jiver. a. Eng. A thief who steals ore or coal
at a mine or the officer appointed to
guard a mine. Standard, 1964.13. A person
whose hobby is exploring caves. Also called
a spelunker. Schieferdecker.
caving. A large, natural underground cavity
or cave; a den; any cavity. Standard, 1964.
cavort limestoee. Any limestone occurring
in caverns especially the Mississippian
limestone cif Kentucky. Webster 3d.

cavernous. Containing cavities or caverns,

sometimes very large. Most frequently applied to limestones and dolomites. Fay.
caverns. Eng. Wide fissures in the Inferior
Oolite. Arkell.
cavil. a. N. of Eng. A lot, drawn quarterly

by a miner for his working place in the

mine. Fay. b. To draw lots at stated peri-

ods, by miners to determine the places in

which they will work for the following
per:od. Fay. c. A type of heavy sledge
with one blunt and one pointed end. Used

for rough shaping stone at the quarry.
Crispin.

cavilies. The drawing of lots for working
places (usually for 3 months) in the coal
mine. C.T.D..
caviling rules. N. of Eng. Rules or bylaws in
reference to cavils and wages. Fay.

cavils. Eng. Lots drawn quarterly or halfyearly by piece workers to detetsnine the
position of their working places. SMRB,

Paper No.61.
caving. a. A stoping method in which the
ore is broken by induced caving. This may
be achieved by (1) block caving, includ-

ing caving to main levels and caving to

chutes or branched raises; or (2) sublevel

caving. BuMines Bull. 390, 1936, p. 4.
b. In coal mining, the practice of en-

couraging the roof ovn the waste to collapse freely so that it fills the waste area
and thereby avoiding the need to pack.
Caving in coal mines is on the increase.
In metal mining, caving implies the dropping of the overburden as part of the system of mining. See also block caving;
sublevel caving; top slicing. Nelson. c. The
failure and sloughing in of sidewalls of
boreholes, mine workings, or excavations.
d. Fall of rock underground. Statis-

tical Research Bureau.

caving by rabies. See chute caving. Fay.
that will not
antes grated. Rock formations

stand in the walls of an underground opening without support such as that offered
by cementation, casing, or timber. Long.

washed or drilled out before the borehole
can be deepened. Long.

which the ore, the support of a great block
being removed, is allowed to cave or fall,

and in falling is hroken sufficiently to be
handled; the overlying strata subsides as
the ore is withdrawn. There are several
varieties of the system. Set also block
caving; top slicing and cover caving; top
slicing combined with ore caving. Fay. b.
Longwell coal mining in which excavated
space (gob) is left to collapse. Pryor, 3.
vtvies the back. See block caving.
as:ratios. The formation and instantaneous
co/tame of innumerable tiny voids or cav-

ities yrithin a liquid subjected to rapid
and intense pressure changes. Cavitation
produced by ultrasonic radiation is sometimes used to give violent localized agitation. That caused by severe turbulent flow

often leads to cavitation damage. ASM
Gloss.

cavitation damage. Wearing away of metal

through the formation and collapse of
cavities in a liquid. ASM Gloss.
cavkados stream. See cavitation damage.
ASM Gloss.
cavitadoe noise. The noise produced in a
liquid by the collapse of bubbles which
have been created by cavitation. Hy.
civilly. a. A natural underground opening or
void which may be small or large. Compare cave; cavern; vug. Long. b. A void
in a bit caused by a bubble of gas entrapped in the matrix material during the
manufacturing process. Also called vug.
Long. c. The bubble formed by a projec-

tile at water entry. Hy.
cavity-dabs deposit. A deposition of minerals
in cavities or rock openings. Bateman.
COMO MIL A wall built of masonry units so
arranged as to provide a continuous air
space at least 2 inches wide and not more
than 3 inches aide within the wall. The
facing and backing are tied together with

rigid metal ties. ACSG.
CAVU Abbreviation for ceiling and visibility
unlimited. Zimmerman, pp. 22, 383.
caork. a. Eng. Sulfate of barium heavy spar.
Fay. b. Scot. Chalk; limestone. Also spelled
cauk. Fay.
MOM Walls of a vein; chest. Hess.
c axis. a. The vertical axis of crystals in all
systems except the isometric or cubic system. Bureau of Mines Staff.

b. In struc-

tural petrology, the reference axis that is
at right angles to the plane of movement;

that is, in a pack of sliding cards, it is
the direction perpendicular to the cards.

A.G.I.
eay saubtone. Friable to firmly cemented
coral sand formed near the base of a coral

reef cay. Cay sandstone is horizontally
stratified nd reaches above high-tide level.
It is cemented by calcium carbonate de-

posited from fresh water. A.G.I.

Cameo. Upper Silurian. A.G.I. Supp.
Mum, In the Western United States, a native range horse; especially, an Indian
pony. Webster 3d.
Cazemovise. Lower Middle Devonian. A.G.I.
Supp.
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Nelson.
C/111 rado. A measure of the resistance to
freezing and thawing of a brick. It is the
ratio of the weight of water absorbed by

cold immersion (24 hours) to the weight
absorbed by immersion in boit:ng water
(5 hours) ; also known as the saturation
coefficient. ACSG.

cc Cubic centimeter. Also abbreviated eu cm

and cm'. Webster 3d.
Cd Chemical symbol for cadmium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. 8-1.
C-D prieciple. The convergence-divergence
Dodd.
principle used in the Frenkel mixer.
C. Chemical symbol for cerium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Phrits, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-l.
Cess Modems pm detaitor. This nonautomatic detector has the appearance of a
mine official's electric hand lamp. It indi-

cated on an illuminated scale percentages
of methane from 0-3 in steps of 0.1. When

a test for firedamp is to be made the

projecting front piece is turned part of a
revolution and this extinguishes the main
light and lights up the illuminated scale.
A sample of air is flushed into the detector by means of a small aspirator (or hand

pump); the button switch at the side is
operated and the percentage of firedamp,

if any, is indicated on the illuminated
scale. Cooper, p. 224.

cecilite. A leucitite characterized by an

abundance of melilite. Holmes, 1928.
cederite. A fossil resin resembling amber.

Identical with chemawinite. Obtained from
Cedar Lake, Saskatchewan River, Canada.
English. See also succinite.

ceekke. A leucitite composed of

leucite,

diopside, and phlogopite and commonly

containing pseudomorphi of serpentine
after olivine.
See contrast ratio. Dodd.

ceilles cavity. A concave solution opening
in a cave ceiling, a half-round or segmen-

tal trace of a tube remaining in the roof
or in the wall. Synonym for half tube.

Schieferdecker.
ceiling chsertel. A sinuous channel developed
in a cavern ceiling, a half-round or seg-

mental trace of a tube remaining in the
roof or in the wall. Synonym for half
tube. Schieferdecker.
ceiling pocket. A downward facing solution
cavity in a cave ceiling unrelated to the
joints. Schieferdecker.
edam' tube. A half tube developed in a cave
ceiling and elongated along a joint. Schitferdecker.
cells. a. The cliff! at the edge of a mesa; an
escarpment. A.G.I. b. The steeper slope of
the two slopes of a wold. if it ss a cliff, or
that part of this slope that is a cliff. See
also wold. A.G.!. c. Mex. In yenning

with a horn spoon or miner's pan, the
heaviest streak or concentrate that appears
at the edge.

Fay.

Mamba. a. A sea-green color. Celadon fleuri.
has raised decoration of this color. C.T.D.
b. Porcelain of pale or grayish-green color.
C.T.D.
celadoe wee. See celadonite.
COMMI0111*. A green mineral of the mica
group, high in iron content and generally

celadonite
occurring in

cavities in basaltic rocks.
A.G.I.
celandine green. See celadonite.

celedoske. Error for ccladonite. Hey 2d,

1955.
celeste blue. A ceramic color made by soften-

ing the normal cobalt blue by the addition of zinc oxide. Dodd.

celestialite. A variety of sulfohydrocarbon
which has bern found in iron meteorites.

Tornkeiel 193.

celestial precious stone. Olivine from a meteorite. SchIller.
celestial stone. Turquoise. Shipley.
celestine. See celestite. C.M.D.
celestite; celestine. A strontium sulfate, SrSO4;

orthorhombic. Dana 17. SrS0,, decomposes at 1,580' C. The mineral source of
strontium anci its compounds. Both the
mineral and the chemical are sometimes
used to impart iridescence to-glasses and
glazes. They have also been used as fining

agents in crystal glass. Lee.

celite; celitb. A constituent of portland cement clinkers. English.

Cell. a. A compartment in a flotation ma-

chine. Hess. b. One of the spaces in a
hollow clay building block. According to
the American Society for Testing and
Materials, a cell must have a minimum

dimension of at least v, inch and a crosssectional area of at least 1 square inch.
Dodd. c. A single element of an electric
battery, either primary or secondary. Crispin. d. Battery unit consisting of two
electrodes separately contacting an electrolyte so that there is a potential difference between them. Bennett 2d, 1962. e.
See galvanic cell; local cell. ASM Gloss.
cellar. Excavated arra under drill-derrick
floor to provide headroom for casing and
pipe connections required at the collar of
a borehole, or to serve as a covered sump.
Long.

cellar coal. Eng. Term used among Lanca-

shire miners for any coal seam lying a

short distance below a main seam in which
sumps or cellars are made. Tomkeiell, 1954.
COW' Stolle. A small, irregular rock fragment.
Fay.

cell feed. The material supplied to the cell
in the electrolytic production of metals.
ASM Gloss.

cefl-feed department foreman. In ore dressing, smelting, and refining, a foreman who
supervises workers engaged in concentrating, flaking, and drying magnesium chloride preparatory to obtaining magnesium
by electrolysis. D.O.T. Sapp.
cell furnace. A glass tank furnace in which

glass in the melting end and auxiliary
chambers is heated electrically. Dodd.

cellos. A nonflammable celluloid; specific
gravity? 1.26; refractive index, 1.48. An
amber imitation. Shipley.

cell plasterer. A laborer who seals an opening around a carbon anode, where it protrudes through the cover of a magnesium
refining cell to prevent leakage of chlorine
gas and to secure anode in position.
D.O.T. Supp.
cells. Hollow spaces enclosed within the
perimeter of the exterior shells and having

a minimum dimension of not less than
one-half inch and a cross-sectional area
of not less than 1 square inch. ACSG,
1963.

cells In parallel. When cells are connected so

that all the positive terminals are joined
together and all the negative poles joined
together a battery is so formed, and the

cement bacillus
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cells are said to he joined in parallel.

surrounds and binds together the larger

cells I. series. When cells arc connected so
that the positive termin2i ol one cell is
joined to the negative terminal of another
cell a battery is formed, and the cells are

HIV. b. Chemically precipitated material
occurring in the interstices between aliogenic particles of elastic rocks. Silica, carbonates, iron oxides, iron hydroxides, gyp-

Morris and Cooper, p. 248.

fragments or particles in sedimentary rocks.

said to be joined in series. Morris and

sum, and barite are the most common
cements. Clay minerals and other fine

Cooper, p. 247.

cell texture. A texture, showing a network
along grain boundaries, that may originate

elastic particles should not be considered
cement. A.G.I. c. A finely divided metal

cellular cofferdam. A cofferdam, with a

obtained by precipitation. The word in
this sense is generally used in combination; as, cement copper, cement gold, or
cement silver. Standard, 1964. d. The
substance in which iron is packed in the
process of cementation. Standard, 1964.
e. A material or a mixture of materials
(without aggregate) which, when in a

ting rings about 50

hesive properties, and which will harden

by segregation on exsolution. A similar
texture may form by the replacement of

organic forms, especially cell walls, by ore
minerals. Schielerdesker.
cellular. Applied to igneous rocks, especially

lavas containing numerous gas cavities.

Synonym for vesicular; scoriaceous. A,G.I.
double wall, consisting of steel sheet piling

plastic state, possesses adhesive and co-

space between the

an place. ASTM C11-60. f. A finch ground

arranged in in

feet in diameter.

lines of piling is filled with sand. Hem.
cellular concrete. A lightweight concrete
foam which may be made in several ways:

(1) by the addition of aluminum powder

to the concrete mix and applying heat

which sets hydrogen free to make the con-

crete cellular; (2) by whipping air into
the mix containing an entraining agent;

and (3) by adding performed foam to the
mix. Such foz.ns are made from a foaming

agent such as dried blood, a stabilizer

such as ferrous or aluminum sulfates, organic solvents, and a germicide, such as
chlorinated phenol or mercury salts. CCD
6d, 1961.

cellular glass. Foam glass; used as thermal
insulation. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
cellular pyrite. Marcasite. Fay.

cellular structure. See network structure.
C.T.D.

alkaloid. A plastic produced from a cellulose
base of two varieties, sometimes used for
imitations of amber, ivory, tortoise shell,

etc. The newer nonflammal.;e cellulose
acetate variety, or safety celluloid, has
specific gravity, 1.3 to 1.8; refractive index, 1.49 to 1.50. The old flammable cellulose nitrate variety has approximately

the same properties. Shipley.
cellulose. a. Woody fiber of plants, sometimes
coarsely ground and added to a drill-circu-

lation medium or to cement slurries as a
plugging agent. Long. b. The most abundant carbohydrate, C.113.0., with a chain
structure like that of the paraffin hydrocarbons. With lignin, an important constituent of plant materials, from which
coal is formed. Lees.

cellulose nitrates. See nitrocelluloses. CCD
6d, 1961.

aisles. A colorless silicate of barium and
aluminum, Ba(AlsSisOs) ; monoclinic. Crys-

tals and twins of many forms; usually

cleavable massive From Jacobsberg, Sweden; and Mariposa County, Calif. A feldspar. English; Dana 17.

Celsius. a. The centigrade thermometer or
scale; a common but an erroneous use.
Standard, 1964. b. A thermometric scale
divided like the centigrade, except that
the numeration runs downward; invented
by Anders Celsi is (1701-1744). Symbol,
C. Standard, 1964; BuMin Style Guide,
p.58.
cepbitic. An incorrect spelling of kelyphitic

of, or pertaining to, the rims or borders
of pyroxene or amphibole surrounding

olivine or garnet in some rocks, as observed
in thin section. Hess.

cement. a. The compact groundmass which
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powder which, in the presence of an appropriate quantity of water, hardens and
adheres to suitable aggregate, thus binding it into a hard agglomeration that is
known as concrete or mortar. Taylor. g.
To place cement in a borehole to seal off
caves or fissures or to fill cavities or caverns encountered in the process of drilling
borcholes. Long. h. Used in gold-mining
regions to describe various consolidated,
fragmental aggregates, such as breccia,
conglomerate, and the like, that are auriferous. Fay.

i. A hard alluvial deposit,

often a conglomerate. Gordon.

cementatios. a. To fill cavities or plug a drill
hole with cement or other material to stop

loss of water or entrance of unwanted
liquids, gas, or frIcented rock materials

called dental work.
into a borehole.
Long. b. The process by which loose sediments or sands are consolidated into hard

rock by injection of chemical solutions,
thin cement slurries, or self-hardening
plastic. Long. Also called cementing. c.
The introduction of one or more elements

into the outer portion of a metal object

by means of diffusion at high temperature.

ASM Gloss. d. Usually, the process of

raising the carbon content of steel by heating in a carbonaceous medium. Generally,

any process in which the surface of a
metal is impregnated by another substance.
Also called casehardening; carburization;
carbonization. C.T.D.

cementation box. The box of wrought iron
in which casehardening is effected. Fay.

ctatlo. sinking. A method of shaft sink-

ing through water-bearing strata by injecting chemicals or liquid cement into
the ground. A number of small-diameter
boreholes are put down around the shaft

(and about 80 feet ahead of the shaft

bottom), through which cement is forced
by means of pumps. The cement, when
set, seals the fissures and thus prevents
water inflows during sinking. The method
is most successful in strong fissured strata,
and least successful in loose alluvial de-

posits. See also grouting. Nelson.
cementation steel. Steel made by a process in

which bars of wrought iron are packed
into a sealed furnace together with charcoal. The resulting material is blister steel.
Comm.

cementation water. Water containing dis.
solved copper or iron sulfates or other
metal compounds. Stoces, v. 1, p. 478.
cement bacillus. This name has been applied
to the compound 3CaO-Alf0e3CaSO4-31-

KO, which is formed by the action of

sulfate solutions on Portland Cement and
concrete. Dodd.

cement barrel. Synonym for cement injector.
Long.

cement bond log. The problem of determining whether casing is properly cemented

in place has long been a thorny one. A

device, which is in all esesentials merely
an adaption of a continuous velocity kgging tool, has been developed to throw

light on the quality of a cement job. If
a singkdetecto: continuous velocity log
is tun in a cased or cemented hole, the

path of minimum acoustic travel time between transmitter and detector is generally
via the steel pipe. This path is generally
quickest because the travel time through
steel is about 17,300 feet per second. This
travel time is less than that through sandstone (unless their porosity is less than 5
percent) or through carbonate is:v*5 (unless their porosity is less than about 10

percent). Thus when drilling thmugh

most sand-shale sequences a vzlocity log
run after casing was set would be expected
to show a shorter and more uniform travel
time than if run through the saw: interval
uncased. lEyliie, p. 162.

ceases* bricks. Bricks made from a mixture
of Portland cement and sand or cinders.
Merserean, 4th, p. 260.

cement, dwaskal resisting. Portland cement
that is somewhat more resistant to chemical action than the regular grade because
of high tetracalcium aluminoferrate and
low tricalcium aluminate cottent, and also
because of additives such as water glass,
calcium soaps, or other materials. CCD
6d, 1961.

cement day. A clay rock containing a vary-

ing amount of calcium carbonate, and

used for the manufacture of cement. Nel-

son.

-

cement clinker. Portland cement as it come'
from the kiln. Bureau of Mines Staff.

cement contractor. A company Or person
available for hire by contract, using trained
men and special equipment to place large
quantities af cement in a borehole. Long.
cement copper. Copper precipitated by iron
from copper sulfate solutions. Ihneman.
cement deposit. The Cambrian conglomerate
old beaches or chanoccupying su

aring in the Black Hills,
nels. It is goff-tesed

S. Dak. Fay.

cement dust. Byproduct of cement manufacture; contains 6 to 9 percent ICs0; used
in fertilizers. Bennett 2d, 1962.

cemented carbide. Generally, a mixture of
powdered tungsten carbide and cobalt,
subject( I to pressure and heat to produce
bit crowns, small plates, cubes, or cylinders

of material having a much greater hardness than steel. Mixtures also may contain
small amounts of titanium, columbium or
tantalum carbide. Cobalt may be teplaced
by powdered nickel. See also carbide inserts. Also called sinterea carbide. Long.

cemented carbide tools. Tools made from
pulverized carbides fused into hard tips
for heavy-duty or high-speed cutting of
metals. Crispin.

cemented shale. Hardened shale, the mineral
particles of which are bound by siliceous,
calcareous, or ferruginous cement. Com-

Pare compaction shale. A.G.I. Sapp.

cementer, oil-well. In pew:ileum production,

one who directs and assists workers en-

gaged in cementing annular space between
gas- or oil-well sidewalls and steel casings,
to provide protection and control for un-

cement stabilization
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derground operations; recommends type
of cementing job for specific formations
and conditions. Also called oil-well cementer. D.O.T. I.

cement factor. The wei ht of cement per
cubic yard of hardened concrete. Taylor.
cement gold. Gold precipitated in fine particks from solution. Fey.

reined growl. A pumpable thin slurry consisting primarily of a mixture of cement,
sand, and water injected into rock formations through boreholes u a sealant. Also
called grout. Long.

cement grouting. The material used in and;

or the process of applying or injecting,
under pressure, a thin slurry of ,:ement

and fine sand into rods formations so seal
thi, joints, cracks, or fissures, or to stabilize and increase the strength of brecciated
or unconsolidated material. Also called
grouting. Long.
cement guin. a. Machine for mixing, wetting,

and ap:dying refractory mortars to hot
furnace walls. airean of Mines stet. b.

Synonym for cement injector. Long. c. A
mechanical device for the application of
cement, in the form of gunite, to the wsdls

or roofs of mine openings or building

walk Also called panne gun. Long.

cement, MILS. Ses high early strength ce-

ment. CCD 6d, 1961.
cementing. The ooeration of cementing the
casing into a hole to shut off water and
caving strata and to prevent the oil and
gas from migrating or blowing out. Shell
Oil Co. See also cementation. Long.

cementing fsace. A furnace or oven used
in the process of cementation. Fay.
cemendng material. See cement. Fay.
cementing oven. See cementing furnace.

cementing tool operator. In petroleum production, one who uses special tools and
techniques in performing more difficult
cementing jobs on oil- or gas-well boreholes or producing wells, such as sealing
permeable formations, or shutting off gas
or water flow by driving cement at high

pressures through palmated casings or
well liners to specified points (squeeze

cementing). Also called special tool operator. D.O.T. 1.
cementing trowel. A tool similar to the plas-

terer's trowel but often of heavier gage

stock. Crispin.
cement Injection. The process of injecting ce-

ment into a borehole by use of a cement

injector or by grouting. Long.
cement Wieder. a. A device consisting of a
lorg piece of steel tubing having a rupture

plate in the bottom and a piston in the

upper end. Cement placed in the tube between the rupture plate and the piston is
ejected into the borehole by bunting the
rupture plate when water prrsure, delivered through the drill rods, is applied to
the piston. Also called cement barrel; ce-

ment gun. Long. b. Mechanical device

connected to a high-pressure pump capable of injecting cement under high Et::sure into rock format:ons through a
hole. Compare grout injector, b; grout
machire. Long.

sesftft:. a. A compound of iro n and carbon, known chemically as iron carbide

and having tbe

t

approximate chemical

is characterized by
an orthorhombic crystal structure. When
it occurs as a phase in steel, the chemical
composition will be altered by the wai- ence of manganese and other mrMdeforming elements. ASM Gloss. b. Identi-

formula

FesC.
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cal with cohenite, the natural meteoritic

material. Hey 2d, 1955.
centenikions. Having the property 0( Or acting like cement, as certain limestones and
tuffs when used in the surfacing of roads.
A.G.I. sipp.

cement joggle. An indentation left in one
concrete block to correspond with a
notch in the adjoining block. When the
blocks have set, the cavity between them
is filled with concrrete, thus forming a
key and preventing relative movements.
Ham.
cement kiln. A rotating, refractory-line, horizontal, steel shell, for burning Portland
cement. Bureau of Mines Staff.

cement kiln boot The head, which may be
mobile or fixed, of a rotary cement kiln through the hood the burner passes anci
within the hood the clinker discharges
from the kiln to the cooler. Dodd'.
cement, low bent. A variety of pordand cement having higher tetracalcium aluminoferrate and dicalcium silicate content
and lets of tricalcium silicate and tricalcium aluminate than usual. The cement
sets with the evolution of much less heat.
CC1) 6d, 1961.
cesnad mill. a. A mill for crushing and grinding cement stone; also, a mill for grinding

the cinder after it comes from the kiln
Fey. b. A mill for grinding limestone and
shale to be fused into clinker for cement.

Hess.

cement miser operator. See concrete mixer

operator. D.O.T. 1.
censent-moditied soil. The addition of small

quantities of cement (1 to 2 percent) to
fine-grained soils

to reduce the liquid

limit, plasticity index, and water-absorption tendency. The effect of the cement

is to bring individual soil particles into

aggregations, thus artificially adjusting the
grading of the soil. St - also soil stabilization. Nelson.

rennet mortar. Made from 4 (or less) parts
of sand, 1 of cement, and adequate water.
Nelson.

cement paint. Paint based on portland ce-

ment with pigment, filler, accelerator, and
water repellant. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
cement pipe; concrete pipe. A hollow cylin-

der, with fitted ends formed by molding
a mixture of portland cement, water,
sand, stone or other hard material, and
permitting it to harden by natural proc-

ess prior to handling and use Hess.
clement ping. Hardened cement material filling a portion of a borehole. Long.

cement, anicksetting. See quid-setting cement. Long.

cement rock. A natural limestone rock containing the proper amount of day for cement manufacture. Mersereau, 4th, p. 235.
cement OM. Silver precipitated from solution usually by copper. Fay.
cemeni shirty. A pourable or pumpable mixture of water, cement, and the fine sand
having the consistency of a thick liquidlike heavy cream. Long.
cement stabilisation. The addition of cement

to a soil, which acts as a binding agent
and produces a weak form of concrete
called soil cement. The quantity of cement to be added depends upon the type
of soil. Cement can be used with most
types of soil, providing the clay fraction
is reasonably small ard other specified
impurities are not present. A small percentage of lime is usually added. With

very poor soils, cement stabilization may

be uneconomical or impracticable.

See

oho soil stabilization. Nelson.

cement steel. Same as cementation steel.
Standard,1964.

cement Mose; comest rock. a. Any

center prop; middle prop
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cement stabilisation

Nock

which is capable of furnishing cement when

properly treated Fey.. b. Scot. Argi Ilalimestone-magnestan. Nelson.
CC
cement tutor& A texture produced by cementation or replactment of cement in a
sandstone or coneknnerate by ore minerals. Schieferdec4er.

cement valve. A 411, flapper, or clack-type
valve placed at the bottom of a string of
casing, through which cement is pumped.
the valve doses
When pumping
and presents retucertsi e:1 cement into the
casing. &mg.

oenology. The branch of geoloy treating of
the terrestrial, fluviatile, and lacuMine deposits. Synonym for surface geology. A.G.I.
Osnmetanian. Lower Upper CrnaCrOUP.
A.G.I. Ssopp.

introduce serious inaccuracy. Pryor, 3.
center bore; centre bore. Synonym for set
inside diameter. Long.
center brick. A special, hollow, refractory
shape used at the base of the guide tubes
in the bottom pouring of molten steel.

The center brick has a hole in its umer
face and this is connected via the hollow
center of the brick to holes in the side

faces (often six in number). The center
brick distributes molten steel from the
trumpet assembly to the lines of runner
bricks. It is also sometimes known as a
crown brick or spider. Dodd.
ceulet Cailtaide In air velocity determina-

tion, the ratio of the mean velocity to
the velocity measured at the center. 'This
ratio is found to In dependent upon the
licynolds number. Roberts, I, p. 44.

aster content method. If a pitot-static tube
is to be used as a pennanent installation
for air velocity determination it is usual
to find the relationship between the mean

mineral. 2Ca0.(Ce,Y),O,COL4SiOs11,0;

velocity and the velocity at the position
chosen, usually the cent, e. for this, two
tubes are used. One is placed in the required position while the other tube is

matitic solutions. Crosby, pp. 97-98; Hess.
cresotrad. Applied to aphanitic and potphyr-

used to determine the velocity distnbution
across the conduit. The fixed-position tube

mlts; kainosOe. A very rare, weakly, radioactive, yellowish-Frown. orthorhombic
found in limy rocks metamorphosed by peg-

itic igneous rocks naving the habit or
suite of characteristics typical of fresh or
nearly fresh volcank rocks, such as those
of Recent and Teniary age. Crystals are
lustrous, and glass, where present, has
not lost its brilliancy by devitrification;
feldspars and
whereas in the old,r
glass have become dull and lusterless by
decomposition and devitrification. Rocks
having the older-looking, dense and compact habit are descnbed as paleotypal.
The two terms constitute an attempt to express the essential diffesences between the

two groups of aphanitic rocks variously

distinguished as Tertiary and pre-Tertiary,
fresh and altered, hypabyssal and volcanic;
differences that are recognized in the nomenclature of rocks by two groups of terms,
such as rhyolite and quartz porphyry, andesite and porphyrite, basalt and diabase.
Holmes, 1928.

serves to monitor the variation, if any,
in the flow velocity. Once the relationship
between the mean velocity of the airstream

and that iodicated by the fixed tube is
established then the latter tube is used
to meter the flow. This is known as the
center constant method. Roberts,

p. 44.

center core method. A method of tunneling

whereby the centa is left to the last for
excavation. Seedlifeffl.

coder country. Aust. The rock between the
limbs of a saddle reef. Fay.

taster cW. a. The borehole', drilled to inelude a wedge-shaped piece of trek and
which are fired first in a heading, tunnel,

drift, Or other working place. See also
center shot. Fay. b. A vertical cut or groove

made in coal at or near the center of a
working face to faalitate blasting. Grove.
center dielance. The distance between the
centers of the shafts of a chain drive.

MM.

Cosemok. The latest of the five eras into
which geologic time, as recorded by the
stratified nicks of the earth's crust, is di-

coder *Mag. Drilling a conical hole (pit)

Mesozoic era to and including the present.

round object; as the center point on the
end of a shaft preliminary to centering.

vided; it extends from the end of the
Also, the entire group of stratified rocks
deposited during the Cenozoic era. The
Cenozoic era includes the periods called
Tertiary and Quaternary in the nomen-

clature of the U.S Geological Survey.
Some European authorities divide it, on

a different basis, into the Paleogene and
the Neogene periods, and still others ex-

tend the Tertiary period to include the
whole. Fey.

medal. An English weight of 100 avoirdupois pounds, the same as the hundredweight in the United States. Standard,
1964.

center. a. A temporary timber framework up-

on which the masonry of an arch of reinforced masonry lintel is supported until
it becomes self-supporting. ACSG. b. To
force a ball of day into a centered position on a potter's wheel. ACSG, 1963.
center adjustment. In surveying, a system
which allows accurate final centering of
the theodolite above (or below) its station by sliding the whole instrument on
its stand (tribrach). Important with short
sights where small centering errors could

in one end of a wuripiece. ASM Gloss.
center bead. A device attached to a scale or
blade for use in locating the center of some
Crispin.

rester-bole Wring. The cleaning or lapping
of center holes. See alsr lapping. ACSG,
1963.

conterialcb elevator sod Mb& Synonym for
elevator, I. Long.

cuderises grinding. Grinding the outside or
inside of woripiece mounted on rollers
rather than on center. The workpiece may
be in the form of a cylinder or the frustum
of a cone. ASM Gloss.

a. A line marked on the roof of a
roadway to :ndicate the direction of the

central axis of the roadway. 85. 3618
1963, sec. 1. b. The plumbline, hung from
the roof of a mine roadway, used far

centrolling the direction in which the
roadway is driven. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

c. In U.S. public land surveys, the line

connecting opposite quarter-section or sixteenth-section corners. A.G.I.
centavos& In anthracite and bituminous

coal raining one who locates the centerline of underground openings in a mine,
such as entries, mono, and haulageways,
so that the miners can drive the openings
in a straight line without calling the
mine surveyor. D.O.T. F.

aster al pawky. a. Center of mass. Webster

3d. b. The single point in a body (as a
homogeneous spheie toward which every

partide of matter external to the body is
gravitationally attracted. Webster 3d. c.
The point or area of greatest concentration, significance, or interest; a predominating or controlling situation; a focal
point. Webster 3d. d. The center of mass
of a cut or a fill. Nichols.
centre of gravity of me sno. See cenuoid of
an area. Ro.

cosier of maw aster of bad& a. The point
that represents the mean position of the

mat;er in a body. Weoster 3d. b. The point
in a body through which acts the resultant misting force due to the body's inertia
when it is accelerated. Coincident with the
center of gravity. C.T.D. c_ In a cut or a
fill, a cross section line that divides its
bulk into halves. Nichols.

center of }remote. A point on an area under
equal overall pressure at which such pme-

sure can be calculated as in balance.
Pryor, 3.

coder of abets. Set torsional center. Ro.
center of symmetry. In crystaraphy, the
point in which the axes a planes of
symmetry intersect; in the normal group
of the uiclinic system, which has neither
planes nor axes of symmetry, the point
with respect to which equivalent opposite faces are symmetrical. Fey.

center of tanien. See torsional center. Ro.
center of trossit. a. Manufacturer's term for
either of the two vertical spindles (axes)

timber falsework

of the transit. The outer (hollow) MD*

used to support the parts of a masonry
arch during construction. Webster 3d. b.
The operation on lens elements wherein
the element is optically lined up with the

center revolves in a socket in the outer
center and is attached to the alidade or

cesintog antreing. a.

ads of rotation and the edges ground concentric with the optical axis. ASTM
CI62-66.

minima adjasbonat. In surveying, sliding
plate used for final close adjustment ot
vertical axis of theodolite above its station. May incorporate clamp and fineadjustment screws. Pryor, 3.

at dolt.

The fixing of the center
shaft at the site sespot of the
lected and the maintenance of the shaft
sinking along this plumb line during its

centeelag

entire depth. Nelson.

mining plug. A plug fitting both spindle
and cutter to insure concentricity of the

cutter mounting. ASM Gloss.

1.95

ter involves in a socket and is attached to
the graduated horizontal circle. The inner

portion of the instrument. Seelye, 2.

rsi.Te common point of intersection of the
vertical axis, the horizontal (cross) axis,

and the axis of the telescope tube. Seelye, 2.

ceder of twbt. See torsional center. Ro.
cosier pia; coder Odle. In a revolving
shovel, a fixed vertical shaft around which
the shovel deck turns. Nichols.

cooler plug. a. A small diamond-set circular
plug, designed to be inserted into the an-

nular opening in a core bit, thus converting it to a noncoring bit. Long. b. A
detachable, diamond-set pilot portion of
a pilot-type noncoring bit. Long.
center prop; Midas prop. a. Eng. A prop
set temporarily under the center of a

centrifugal separation
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center prop; middle prop

lishment set up In 1954 by the National

plank to support it before props are set
at the ends of the plank. SAIRB, Paper
No. 61. b. Eng. See tempotary prop, b.

Coal Board at Stanhope Bretby, near

SURES, Pa,er No.61.

land, to undertake
Burton-on-i rent,
the design and dewlopment of mining
equipment. The establishment costs the

computation of the necessary corrections

National Coal Board less than 0.1 per-

rester, rednctioa to. In triangulation, the
to allow for an eccentric setup (that is,
a setup in which the instrument dom not
occupy the point under signal). See/ye, 2.

center relL A horizontal roll at the center

of a troughing idler that has three or
more folk NEM.. Mal-1956.

resters. a. Framed supports, usually archshaped, upon which are placed the lagging
wards used, in building an arch, for

supporting the root of a tunnel. Stant/Pr.
b. Conical steel pins of a grinding r-13tidne
upon which the work is centered and totates during grinding. ACSC, 1963.

center allol. A shot in tile center of the face

of a room or ertry. Also called center

cut. fa

A method of casting molten

center

ich the molds an spur and

metal, in

centrifugal force helps to fill them. Pryor, .1.

coster.trace lane. one nr two approaches
used in plotting seismic reflection data

on time cross sections. Center-trace times

are the times picked on the two traces

from the respective detector groups nearest the shot ar.d on opposite ro.es. The
average of the two times for each reflection
is plotted at the shot-point poizitiea. The
points thus plotted for adjacent shot

points are connected by straight

lines.

Compere trace-by-trace plotting. Dobri3,
pp. 129,132.
ceetigrade. Symbol, C. Graduated to a scale

of 100; of or pertaining to such a scale.
On the centigrade thermometer the firm-

ing point of water is 0' (C) and "its

boiling point is 100' (C). If any degree

on the centigrade scale, either above or

below 0' C, is multiplied by 1.8, the re-

sult will be, in either case, the number of

degrees above or below 32' F, or the
freezing point of Fahrenheit. Standard,
1964.

castignele beat mit. The quantity of heat

required to intivase the temperature of 1
pound of water 1' C at atmospheric pressure. Approximatehr 454 gram calories.
Abbreviation, chu. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

cestigram A unit of mass and weight espial
to one hundreth of a gram; abbreviation,
cu. Webster 3d.

cesihnekr. A measure of length in the metric
system equal to one-hunereth of a meter;
0.3937 inch; abbreviation, cm. Crispin.
cestimeter, gram, gamed system Removed.

cestipoise. The one-hundredth part of a
poise, an absolute unit of fluid viscosity.
Viscosity of drill-mud fluid is sometimes
expressed

in centipoise units. See also

poise. Long.

central ask; cemtroklal mi. A central

axis

of an area is one that passes through the

centroid; it is understod to lie in the

plane of the area unless the contrary :s
stated. When taken normal to the plane
of the area, It is called the central polar
axis. Ro.

astral breaker. A breaker where the coal
from a number of mines in a district is
prepared. Central breakers, representing
the last word in mining technology, make
it economical for operators to abandon
many local breakers. !Corson.

mind depressims. See inner
Schieferdeeker.

depression.

Central Igaglagertag Eetabliinneat. An estab-

cent of its annual turnover. Nelson.

reseal empties. Volcanic eruption at a center as distinct from along a fissure; the
usual type of eruption at the present day.
Continued eruption at one center builds
volcanoes of the central type. Challinor

mind fats system. An indirect system of
heating in which the air is heated by
steam or hot water at a central location
and carried to or from the rooms to ic
heated by a fan and a system of ducts.
Also called hot blast system. Stroek, 10.

mistral beedIng 'WM a. A heating plant in
a building serving all or most of the
rooms in the building, as distinguished
from individual room heaters. Strock, 10.
b. A heating plant serving two or more
buildings. Also called district heating.
Strock, 10.

restrained central. Set remote control. Nelson.

centralizer. A device that lines up a drill steel
or string between the mast and the hole
Nichols.
central polar ash. See central axis. Ro.

centril rescue Wawa A central building

equipped for rescue work. It may serve
all Natiovel Coal Boanl collieries within a
radius of 15 miles, or by special regulation
within a greater radius not exceeding 20
mike The station contains, ready for immediate use, breathinc apparatut ancillary
equipment, and vehicles. It is al110 the
training center for the colliery rescue
workers. A scheme A station has a perma-

nent mident corps of trained men.

See

also rescue apparatus. Nelson.

mind vest. An opening in the earth's crust.
roughly circular, from which magnetic
products are extreded. A volcano is an
accumulation of material around a central vent. Lest.

cestrk. Having the material more or less
arranged either radially or concentrically
around centets, a crystal often forming
the center; said of rock texture. Standees',
1964.

cestrifugal blower. See blowing fan. Nelson.
centrifugal brake. A safety device on a mine
hoist drum that applies brake if the drum
speed exceeds the set limit Pryor, 3.
mattes/al caging. Casting molten metals in
a rapidly revolving mold. Bares* of Mines

cezLva clutches. Consists of a driving hub
having one or more weighted sections fit-

ted with friction lining on the outer radial surfaces that contact 4, driven hub
having a flange coverim that portion of
the driving hub containing the refillsl
elements. lipon starting, the radial ele-

ments of the drivhig hub have no appreciable drag, but upon accelerating to the
ting speed the force produced by
e centrifugal action increases rapidly
as the square of the speed and they grip
the driven element, thereby causing it
to speed up to the required speed of the

driving hub. Pit and Quarry, 53rd,
D, p. 72.

See.

cormcoellicient. Separation coefficient,

machine separating minerals by

use of centrifugal force F acting on a
particle of weight W. Ratio Fla. F =
',/gr where V, is the tangential Ye-

1.96

locity, p the gravitational acceleration, r

the radius of the rotation. In feet per pound
per second units Ca = (Vildgr). Pryor, 3.
cestrifsgal compremer. Series of low-pressure

but high volume fans which build up

steady higher pressure between entry and
Pryor, 3.
etrchauge becket elevator. A tyw
of bucket elevator using centrifugal discharge elevator buckets suitably spaced to
permit the free discharge of bulk materials.
See also bucket elevator; centhfugal &scheme elevator bucket. ASA MH4.1-1958.
centrifugel discharge elevator bucket. A

bucket designed to scoop material from
the boot of an elevator and discharge by
reason of the combined effect of centrifugal force and gravity. ASA MH4.1-1958.

centrifupl ha a. An earlier type of mine

fan ranging up to 40 feet in diameter. It
had up to eight blicks attached to the fan
wheel and revolves: imi6e a spiral casing.
When revolving it let up a region of low
ptessun, thus producing a difference in
abeolute ptessure between its inlet and
outlet which caused a flow of air through

the fan and therefore through the mine.
The modern counterpart of the centrifugal fan is the radial-flow fan Nelson b.
See radial-flow fan. BS. 3618, 1963, see. 2.

centrifugal Sher. See filter, b.

centrifugal force. The force exerted as a
material particle moving along a curve
reacts to die body that constreins the mo-

tion and is impelled by inertie to move
away from the center of curvature, the
forte being directed outwardly along the
radius of curvature (as a speeding automobile skidding off the outer edge of a
highway.
forte. Webster 31.

curved

Compare

centripetal

muirifugal governer. A speed regulating device used on engines by which the speed
of rotation affects the altitude of two rotating balls or weights, any variation in speed
causes the balls to assume a new plane of

rotation and at the same dine to cut off
or increase the flow of steam, gas, or oil.

Porter.
centrifugal pump. a. A fokm of pump in

which water is drawn through the eye of
a rotating impeller and di/chanted from
its periphery into a chamber of series of

passages of gradually increasing cross section. 'The kinetic energy given to the water
by its cenetrifugal discharge is thus largely
converted to pressure energy. BS. 36I8,

1963, see. 4. b. A centrifugal pump with
one impeller is calkd a single-stage pump.
For high heads several stages are used,
one impeller delivering water to the next
one, thus building up the head generated

in the pump. Stage p.unps, fitted with

guide vanes to direct the water, are called
turbine pumps. The volute pump, without
'Tide vanes, is gaining favor. Six- and
meht-stage centrifugal pumps are in operation at a number of mines. A stage pump
is limited to a MAXiMum head of about
300 feet per stage, but a head ranging

from 150 to 225 feet is more commonly
used. Lewis, pp. 637-638. C. See turbine
pump. B.S. 3618, 1963, MC. 4.

centrihyl replocemeat. The rtplacement of
a mineral by another mineral that begins
in the center of the host mineral and proceeds outwards.

centrilagel asperatiee. a. The separation of
particles of different kinds by centrifugal
action as used in cyclone separators and
centMuges. See also coal-preparation plant.

Nelson. b. The use of centrifugal force to
increase apparent density of finely divided
particles so as to accelerate their movement with respect to ambient fluid. Pryor,
3. c. Accelerated settlement of finely divided particles from pulp1 removal of
moisture, or classification into relatively
coane and fine fractions by centrifuging.
Performed on a laboratory scale in small
batches, and commercially in a hydrocyclone or centrifugal classifier. Pryor, 3.

centrifugal ventilatios. A mine ventilation
system in which the air is led through a
shaft in the middle of the field into the
mine and out again at the periphery of the
mining field. Stotts, v. 1, p. 529.
I.:mtrifuge. A rotating device for separating
liquids of different specific gravities or for
separating suspended colloidal particle:,
such as clay particles in an aqueous suspension, according to particle-size fractions,
by centrifugal force. Colloidal particles

that cannot be deposited from sunension
by gravity can be deposited by centrifugal
force in a supercentrifuge. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

centrifuge moisture egarivaknt. See moisture
equivalent. ASCE P1826.

centrifuging. a. Dewatering with the aid of
centrifugal force. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. Application of centrifugal force to mineral
treatment. Pryor, 4.

centripetal draleage. Drainage more or less

radially inward toward a center. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.

centripetal force. The force that constrains
a material particle to follow a curved path
and that acts inwardly toward the center
of curvature of the path causing centripetal

acceleration, as a railroad train is prevented from leaving the track on a curve
by the force exerted on the flanges of the
outer wheels by the outer rail. Compare
centrifugal force. Webster 3d.

centripetal pomp. A pump with a rotating

mechanism that gathers a fluid at or near
the circumference of radial tubes and dis-

charges it at the axis. Standard, 1964.
centripetal replacen-5....... The replacement of

a mineral by another mineral from the
periphery of the host mineral inward.
1964.

centrodbud. An uplift of strata which gives
them a partial quaquaversal dip. Standard,
1964

cestrodine. An area of sts.uifie.; rocks which
dipse toward a center. Hess.

caatrold. The center of arca of a section;
that point about whkh the static moment
of all the elements of area equals zero. See
also center of gravity. Ham.
centroidal axis. See central axis. Ro.

contraid of am arem center of gravity of an
me& That point in the plane of the area
about any axis through which the moment
of the area is zero; it coincides with the
center of gravity of the area materialized
as an infinitely thin homogeneous and uniform plate. Rt.,.

cestrombeee. The central core of the earth,
composed of heavy material and account-

ing for most of the mass of the earth.

Synonym for
Varnes, 1955.

barysphere.

Stokes

ceramics
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controsynnuatrkal. In crystallography, having symmetry around a center but lacking
a plane of symmetry or an axis of sym-

cephalopods. These have a head, mouth, and

tentacles as in a cuttlefish. The shell was

at one time a straight, hornlike trumpet

products; determines the temperature dt
which the shaped ceramic is to be baked

nites, but living species are coiled, like
most cephalopods, into a spiral shell like
the nautilus. Cephalopods are always marine. Mason, v. 1, p. 28.
car-agate. Yellow chalcedony. See also carnelian. Shipley.

and the manner in which it is to be glazed.
D.O.T. 1.
ceramic engineering. The application of the
fundamental sciences to the development
of ceramic wet-diets. Enam. Dict.
ceramk filter. A ccramic characterized by an

duced by combining a ceramic, such as
an oxide, carbide, nitride, boride, silicate
or silicide, with a metal or alloy. The combination is effected at high temperature:

are made from a batch consisting of prefired ceramic, quartz, or alumina together
with a bond, that, during firing, will vitrify

or dagger sheath, as in the extinct belem-

MIMI* cerium* metamks. Materials pro-

under controlled atmospheres using meth-

ods similar to powder metallurgy techniques; the product has properties that
differ from those of the components. Ceram.

als have good high-temperature strength
together with resistance to oxidation and
intergranular corrosion. Applications in-

clude gas turbine blades, and electrical
components. Osborne.

armlet. Substance formed of a mixture of
metal and ceramic, to give the requisite
conductivity to the latter. C.T.D. Supp.
ceramk. a. As a singular or plural noun, any
of a class of inorganic, nonmetallic prod-

ucts which are subjected to a high temperature durir.g manufacture or use.
ACSG, 1963. b. As an adjective, of or
pertaining to ceramics, that is, inorganic,
nonmetallic as opposed to organic or metallic, or pertaining to products manufactured
from inorganic nonmetallic substances,
which are subjected to a high temperature

during manufacture or use, or pertaining
to the manufacture or use of such articles
or materials, such as ceramic process or
ceramic science. ACSG, 1963.

ceramic basal& Applying enamel slip to
edge or trim of hollow ceramic articles.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
ceramic band. a. The cohesion and adhesion
that develops between the particles in a
ceramic body by heat treatment through
the formation of glassy materials providing

inner growth of new crystalline forms.
Bs rear of Mines Staff. b. In a ceramic
body, the mechanical strength developed
by a heat treatment which causes the cohesion of adjacent particles. P1W.

ceeansk cooting. a. A coating applied to ceramic ware which is primanly composed

of nonmetallic materials. It may contain
small amounts of metallic oxides for coloring purposes (that is, glazes, oxide coat-

ings, etc.). Bureau of Mines Staff. b. An
inorganic7 essentially nonmetallic, protec-

thre coating on met.* suitable for use at
or above red heat. A M C286-6$.
ceramk colorant. See color oxide. ASTM
C286-65.

caamk color glom An opaque-colored glass
of satin or gloss finish obtained by spraying
the day body with a compound of metallic

oxides, chemicals, and clays and firing at
high temperatures, fusing the glaze to the
body, making them inseparable. ACSG,
1963.

ceramic cones. See pyrometric cone. lieu.
ceramic eaSileer. One who conducts research
and directs the technical work in the manufacture of ceramic preducts, such as bricks,
pottery, and glassware; tests physical,

metry. Fay.

chemical, and heat resisting properties of
various materials used in manufacture;

propagalrd. Stokes end Varner, 1955.

conditions under which the product is to

The point, line, or place within the
earth from which earthquake waves are

be used; designs equipment and apparatus
to improve methods of producing ceramic

selects combinations of materials for use in
manufacture of ceramics- according to the
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interconnected pore system, the pores being
of substantially uniform size. Such ceramics

and bind the surfaces of the grains together.

The pore size of different grades varies
from about IC:: to 500u. The filters are
commonly available as tiles or tubes, the
latter sometimes being known as candles;
special shapes can be made as required.

Uses include filtration, aeration, electrolytic diaphragms and airslides. Compare
filter block ; sintered filter. Dodd.

MIMIC isdustries. Industries which manufacture products from nonmetallic materials
by heat treatment. These products include

brick, tile, terra-cotta, sewer pipe, drain

tile, lightweight aggregate, china, pottery,
porcelain, cement, plaster, glass, enamel,
refractories, electrical insulants, thermoinsulants. abrasives, ceramic coatings, etc.
Some of the nonmetallic material utilized
are clays, shales, silica, bauxite, diaspore,
kyanite, limestone, magnesia, gypsum, talc,
asbestos,

mica, zirconia, etc. Bureau of

Mines Staff.

ceramic ink. An ink containing a ceramic
pigment that develops its color on firing.
ALIO known as stamping, screening, or
printing ink. ASTM C286-65.
ceramkite. A porcelainlike, pyrometamorphic

rock consisting of basic plagioclase and
cordierite with accessory hypersthene and
a groundmass of glass. Webster 3d.

CeraliliC materials. Materials which contain
compounds of metallic and nonmetallic
elements. Examples: Mg0, BaTiOs, SiOa
SiC, clays, spinels, mullite, glasses, etc. VV.

MIMIC mosaic tile. An unglazed tile formed
by either the dust-pressed or plastic method,
of an inch thick, and
usually IA to

having a facial area of less than 6 square
inches and which is usually mounted on
sheets approximately 2 feet x 1 foot to
facilitate setting. Ceramic mosaic tile may
be of either porcelain or natural clay com-

position and may be either plain or with
an abrasive mixture throughout. ASTM
C242-60T.

MIMIC paste. A French term synonymous
with ceramic body. ASTM C242-60T.
MIMIC pebbles. Grinding media made from
very dense, tough porcelain, alumina, and
sillimanite. AIME, p. 14.
CellalliC reactor. A reactor constructed of fuel
and moderator assemblies of high-tempera-

ture-resistant ceramic materials, such as
metal oxides, carbides, or nitrkles. NRCASA N1.1-1957.

ceramics. a. The art and science of making
and using solid particles which have as
their essential components, and are composed in large part of, inorganic nonmetal-

lic materials. Bureau of Mines Staff. b.
Originally, referred only to ware formed
from clay and hardened by the action of
heat, and to the art of making such ware.
However, its significance has gradually
been extended by usage, and it is now
understood to include all refractory mate-
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mow hydroaldet ~km hydrate. A white
gelatinous pine sea ease , Approximate fOr
hrowe. or psnk
Cs(011)..
when impurities are present. soluble

mantle MOM. A type of architectural terracotta, characterized by larger face dimensions and thinner sections, ranging from
inches in thkkness. with ad
PA to

cerium dioxidc See cerium oxide. CCD 64.

NAM hydrate. Sit eerie hydroxide; cerous

and insoluble en water and in alkalies. Chief sourer is monazite sand Used
in pure form t. produce cerium salts; to
impart yellow color to glass. and AU 44
opacifying agent in glazes and enamels.
and in crude form in the flaming arc lamp

ceramic wbileware. A fired ware consisting

metals separable as a group from othcr

carom oulatet cerium oxalate. Yellowishwhite; ododess; tasteless, crystalline; Cer

sintered, or cemented metallic oxkles, ASM

Gloss.

hesion and anchored types. ACSG.

of a glazed or unglazed ceramic body which
is commonly white and of fine texture.

This term designates such products as
china, porcelain, scmivitreous ware and
earthenware. ASTM C242-60.

ceramist. A person devoted to the ceramic
art, whether as a manufacturer, a designer
and decorator, or as a student or connoisseur. Fay.

ceramites. A tcrm used by M. E. Wadsworth
including all fictile ceramic minerals. Fay.
cerargyrite; horn silver. Silver chloride, AgC1,
contains 75 percent silver. Perfectly sectile; isometric. Sanford; Dana 17.

ceratite. A type of ammonoid with sutures

in which the lobes are subdivided into subordinate crenulations although. the saddles
remain smoothly rounded and undivided.

cetratophyre. See keratophyre. Fay.
cereal. An organic binder, usually corn flour.
ASM Gloss.

cerhomili6e. florosilicate of calcium, beryl-

ilum, iron, thorium, and rare earths. Hey
2d, 1955.

ceria. See cerium oxide. CCD 6d, 1961.
cerianite. Minute, greenish-yellow octahedra

tairsing 83 to 90percent misch metal. floss.
I 96

.

hydroxide. CCD 64, 1961.
cerium metals. Any of a group of rare-earth
metals occurring with them and in addition
to cerium including lanthanum, praseodymium, neodymium, promethium, samarium,
and sometimes europium. Webster 3d.
cerium minerals. Rare earths; the important
one is monazite. Pryor, 3.
cerium nitride. CeN; produced by the action

cerium oxide; cerium dioxide; eerie oxide;
ceria. a. Ce0s; melting point, 2,800° C.
Used :n porcelain enamel as an opaelfice
and is introduced with titania to produce
a yellow color in glass. Alone it is one of
the best glass decolorizers and is also employed to make glass more stable to light
and other radiations. The oxides, CeOs
and Ces0s, are derived from monazite
sand. Lee. b. Pale yellow, heavy powder;

CeOsxH20. Used as an opacifier in glasses
and enamels (imparts yellow color) and in
the production of shielding glass. CCD 6d,
1961.

eerie oxide, hydrdted. See ceric hydroxide.

and insoluble in oxalic acid solution, in
alkalies, in alcohol, and ir. ether. Used in
isolating the metals of the cerium group.
CCD 6d. 1961.

near mountain tops or on high tablelands
where water is scarce. Fay.

certain rent. Same as dead rent. Fay.

certificate. A written declaration or testi-

monial. for example, a fire-boss certificate.
Miners frequently use the term in referring
to certificates issued to fire bosses, mine
foremen, etc. Jones.

certificated maneger. Eng. A superinttndent of a coal mine who has a certificate

glass; and as an opacifier in enamels. CCD
6d, 1961.

certified, A certified employee is one who

cerium sulfides. There are three sulfides:
CeS; melting point, 2,450' C. :I: 100° C;
CesS.; melting point, 2,050° C ± 75° C;
and Cc:Ss; melting point, 1,890° C ± 50°

cium and

The dry powder is a hydratcd oxide containing from 85 to 90 percent eerie oxide;

soluble in dilute sulfuric acid and in hydrochlork acid; very slightly soluble in water;

of competency or of service from the gov-

is brown. Used in ceramics; in polishing

M.M., 1958.

hydrate. A whitish powder when pure.

(C04).-911,0; decomposes upon heating;

white when pure and the commercial oxide

C. Special ceramic crucibles have been
made of these sulfides, but they can be
used only in vacuo or in an inert atmos.

'La),03 in excess. Crosby, p. 53.
eerie. Of, pertaining to, or containing cerium
in the tetravalent state; for example, eerie
oxide (Ce02). Webster 3d.
eerie hydroxide; eerie oxide, hydrated; cerium

CCD 64, 1961.

of Ns on Ce at 800° C or NH, on Ce at cerro. a. Sp. A hill or mountain. Fay. b.
Colom. Minz de cerro, ri placer mine
500° C. Dodd.

in carbonate rock. Cubic Ce0, with some
Th0s. Obtained from Lachner, Sudbury,
Ontario, Canada. Named from its relation
to thorianite and uraninite. SPencer 21,

cerian uraninite. Uraninite containing (a.:,-

Acids:

phere; such crucibles are suitable as containers for molten sodium, potassium, calother

highly electropositive

metals. The thermal shock resistance of
CeS is good, that of CesS3 poor, and that
of CesS, intermediate. Dodd.

Cermak-Spirek furnace. An automatic rever-

beratory furnace of rectangular form divided into two sections by a longitudinal

wall. Used for roasting zinc and quicksilver
ores. Fay.
cermal. See cermet. H&G.
cermet; cermal. A material or body consisting

of ceramic particles bonded with a metal.

According to the American Society for

Testing and Materials, the ceramic phase
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ernment. Hess.

has been granted a state certificate of competency for a given job. B.C.I.
certified apparatus. That which has been certified by the Ministry of Power as complying with the requirements for flameproof
enclosure or for intrinsic safety. B.S. 3618,
1965, sec. 7.

cendeite; coeruleite. A turquoise-blue hydrous arsenate of aluminum and copper,
Cu0.2A1103'AssOii-8H20; compact. Clayey
masses made up of excessively minute crystals. From Huanaco, Chile. English.
Cerulene. A trade name for a form of calcium

carbonate colored green and blue by malachite and azurite, and used as a gemstone.
From Bimbowrie, south Australia. English.
ceruleofibrite; caeruleofibrlte. Synonym for
Connellite. Hey 2d, 1955.
cernssite. A lead carbonate, PbC08. Orthrirhombic; color white to grayish adaman-

tine; Mohs' hardness, 3 to 3.5; specific

gravity, 6.55. Pryor, 3.
cervantite. A discredited term equal to stibiconite. American Mineralogist, v. 39, No.
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gem A drain. oohing forrawd of porous pipe
Along the foot of 4 (Whorl 1141
undentround tank lined with
lemol*

brickwork or concrete foe collertmg war

414r where no main dramasr syskin exists,
and requiring peroidical pumping out. The
more usuel name for it a cesspool. Thii
method of sewage collection is no longer

considered good plactice. and has been

superseded by the septic tank. ilarn.
A pit for the reception oe detention
ellillreetge. Crispin.

names number. An indication of diesel fuel
ignition quarty. The cetane number of a
fuel is the perrentare by volume of cetane
in a mixture of cetane and alpha methylnaphthalene which matches the unknown
fuel in ignition quality. American diesel oil
usually varies from 30 to 60 cetane. Nichols.

cotolith. A stony body, sometimes obtained
during dredging in deep ocean water, that
is the fused otic bones of whales. C.T.D.
mina*. Original spelling of ceylonite. Hey
2d, 1955.

Ceylon akzandrite. The unusually transparent alexandrite which occurs in Ceylon in
large sizes, often of 20 or more carats in

weight, after cutting. Shipley.
Ceylon cat's-eye. Chrysoberyl cat's-eye. Also
called Ceyonese cat's-eye. Shipley.
Ceylon chrysoberyl. Chrysoberyl from Ceylon, the principal source of that gem stone.

Most of it yieids cat's eye or stones with
a chatoyant effect, and if dark green,
exhibits more or less the changeable color

quality of alexandrite. Shipley.
Ceylon diamond. Colorless zircon. Shipley.

Ceylonese chrysolite. Trade name for fine,
golden-yellow chrysoberyl.

Ceylonese peridot. The trade name for a yellowish-green variety of tourmaline, approaching olivine in color ; used as a semiprecious gem stone. C.M.D.
Ceylonese ruby. True ruby does occur, rather
rarely, in Ceylon, together with much
commoner ruby spinel. Much of the gem

stone material sold under this name is

spinel. C.M.D.
Ceylonese zircon. True zircon occurs in Ceylon, but frequently this is not differentiated

from tourmaline of the same color. CeyIonian (sic) zircon is the name given by
jewelers to the fire-red, yellowish-green,
and grey zircons. C.M.D.
Ceylon garnet. Almandite from Ceylon.
Shipley.

Ceylon hyacinth. Hessonite garnet. Shipley.
ceylonite; ceyknite. A dark variety of spine!
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died. Eng Gravel; small stones whit h form
the bed of a river. Fay.
chsnaeryst. One of the relatively small crystals scattered as inclusions through a host
crystal (nikocryst) of another mineral.
hoisting rope by a noose,

as

11

fst

to a

a large rock or

piece of ore that cannot be placed in a

bucket. Fay.
chef. A piece of coal or ore with rock adhering to it. Mersereau, 4m, p. 352.
chafe. To wear away as by friction. Crispin.
chafery. A forge fire for reheating. Fay.
chafe* work. A local term used in Colorado
for annual labor on a mining claim. Fay.

chaff holes. Eng. Horizontal or gently inclined holes, 5 to 6 feet long and 2 to 8
inches in dia.neter, in the gristle bed, a
tufaceous limestone in the basal Purbeck
beds. The holes are branching and filled
with fossil wood. Arkell.
chaff peat. Peat formed from shreds and frag-

ments of vegetable material. Tomkeieff,
1954.

chafing fatigue. Fatigue initiated in a surface
damaged by rubbing against another body.
See also fretting. ASM Gloss.

chain. a. The portion of the machine that
does the cutting in the work of undercutting coal at the face of an entry. Fay. b. A
measuring instrument that consists of 100
links joined together by rings and is used
in surveying; a unit of length equal to 66
feet. See also Gunter's chain. Webster 3d.
c. A mechanical combination consisting of
two or more links; specifically, a closed

chain. Webster 2d. d. A circuit, as of a
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a seam when the lama it reached. the ma
rhhw is withdrawn Anil shifted to one ode.

where another cue a put in fey
chain brew way. An undrerground inclaned
plane worked by &A efUlless chain. Fey

shale beast dredgmr. A dredger with a
bucket Ladder. II es .
chide berhet loader: bock.. leader. A mobile
loader that uses a series of small buckets

on a roller chain to elevate spoil to the
dumping point Nichols.

thals cm*" An oil retaining sheet metal

en-

closure, around a chain drive. /AIM.

chain coal cutter. A coal cutter which cuts
a groove in the coal by an endless chain
traveling round a flat plate called a jib.
The chain consists of a number of pick
boxes. Each box holds a cutter pick
fastened into the box by a set screw or
similar

device.

The cced cutter

pulls

itself along the face by means of a rope

at a sp.,ed varying from 7 inches to 5
feet

or more per minute. The chain

travels around the jib at a speed varying

from 320 to 650 feet per minute. The
cut in the coal varies from 3'A to 71/2
inches high and up to 84 feet in length.
See also coal-cutter picks. Nelson.

chain compound. A hydrocarbon compound
in which hydrogen and carbon atoms are
linked in a straight line; for examp.e,
methane, ethane, and propane. Hess.
chain conveyor; scraper chain conveyor. a.
A convcyor comprising one or two endless linked chains with crossbars or flights
At intervals to move the coal or mineral.
The loaded side of the conveyor runs in

a metal trough while the empty side returns along guides underneath. The
material is transported on the conveyor
partly by riding on the chain and flights
and partly by being scraped along in the
trough. The chain conveyor is widely
used in coal mines and capacities range
up to 100 tons per hour with lengths of

galvanic battery. Webster 2d. e. A series of

about 100 yards. See also armored flexible
conveyor. Nelson. b. See drag chain conveyor; rolling chain conveyor. ASA MH4.1-

motion or power. General classes of chains

chain couplings. Consists of two hubs each

links pivotally joined together to form a
medium for conveying or transmitting
common to the conveyor art are: detachable, pintle, combination, roller, rivetless,
coil, inverted tooth, and bar link chains.
ASA MH4.1-1958. f. A towline or drive
belt made of inetrlocked links. Nichols.
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equipped with teeth upon which a ring
of chain is joined to form the driving

member. The chains may be of the roller
or silent type and should be inclosed in
a housing which will retain the lubricant.
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chats Wet. a A block and tackle in which
chain is used instead of rope. empos. h

Synonym for chain block. Los/.
chain-hoist engintsor. In anthracite coal minoperatet a chain hoist. used
ing. one

pull mine ears up a haulage slow
(incline). D'.0.T. I.

13

chain hydronsebtr. A type of hydrnmeter that
ccnstant depth by a chain
is operated
loading device similrr to that used sy.1
some analytical balances. It has been used

for the determination of the particle size
distribution of clays. Dodd.

chain lacing. The arrangement Gf block
positions in a cutter chain so that bits

inserted in these blocks will occupy cer-

tain positions %hile cutting. Jones.
chain-machine helper. See machine helper.
D.O.T. 1.
chain-machke operator. In bituminous coal
mining, one who operates a chain-driven
machine to ucdercut coal preparatory to

blasting it loose from the working face
with explosives. ttlso called chain driller.
D.O.T. 1.

chain machines. Coaf-cutting machines which
cut the coal with a series of steel bits set

in an endless chaia moved continuously

in one direction either by an electric motor
or a compressed-air motur. These machines
may be divided into four classes, known
as breast machines, shortwall machines,

;
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chain Mt Main underaround moulage road
through which tubs are lusu'.d by an

nd less chain. Pryor.).

chain rumen chain limp; chsiaman. Scot

A person on charge of. and who aceorn .
panics, cars, tripe or trains in mechanical
haulane. Fay.

chain !CMS& A screen made up of kniths
of chain hanging close together from a
bar: used for protection against furnace

heat while bars and other tools are pushed

through ynd manipulated during workin
on the. inside of a furnace for pot setting
or repairs. C.T.D.

chain-whim belt. A belt in which the carrying section may be made up of rubber
or fabric, woven metal, or other materia'
and along each edge of wtich is fastened
an endless chain with a suitable attachment. The chains carry the driving ten
sion. The center part functions only as
a loading supporting medium. ASA MH4.1-1958.
chain sling. A sling made of links of wrought
iron or 11/2 percent manganese steel. Ham.
chain structure. A structure or texture found
in a number of chrornite occurrences.
consisting of a series of connected chromite crystals somcwhat resembling a chain.

Schielerdecker.

chain survey. A survcy in which lengths
only are measured, no angular measure-

ments being taken. It is plotted by tri-

lead man and normally reads and records
the distances while the end or rear chainman merely holds the end of the tape at
a mark left by the head chainman. A.G.I.

hard wearing. It is the ideal method for

small areas and has been employed successfully for large surveys. Nevertheless it

Pryor, 3. c. In mining, one
who assists a mine surveyor in making
underground and surface surveys. Also
called lineman; rodman. D.O.T. 1. d. See
gaffer. Dodd.

chain, surveyor's. In measurement, 100 steel

has definite limitations when applied to
surveys of enc!osed or builtup areas.
Mason, v. 2, p.

links, with total length of 100 feet (engineers chain) or 66 feet (Gunter's chain).
Distance measured by chain or steel tape
is chainage. Pvyor, 3.
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chainntan. a. One who measures distances
with a tape. The head chainman is the

b. Leading man in chaining or survey of
boundary. In the United States, called
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working link plisse. of Ike chain. evelurnit.
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chairs wrench. Synonym for chain tons.. Lost

a. A -ass-inan support bolted so a
timber or concrete railway deeper, used
to hold A bullhead tail in politig,n. 11 oft.
b. A wooden chair of traditional de:ism
us-11 by a glassblower. Dodd. e. A team of

chair.

%.orkmen Producing handmade glassware.
Dodd,
stairs. a. Movable supports for the cage

:grangerl to hold it at the landing when

desired. Also calkd catches: dots: keens.
Foy. h. Proiections which can be set into
guides SO that the skip Or Cage descending

in the mine shaft is brought to rest at

Phe correct level. Pryor, 3.
chaluoldlte. An ellipsoidal body composed
of fragments of pumice ranging in size
from small grains to one-half-inch in
diameter, most of them have a nucleus
of looser texture, around which are concentric lavers of alternating densitv and
an outside layer of greater strength; a
pisolite. Also
mud. Hess.

called mud hall; drop of

chalcanthite. A hydrous copper sulfate, CuSO,.51-110. Blue vitriol. Soluble in water;
triclinic. Dana 17.
chakedonite; chalcedony. Fibrous quartz
with a negative elongation. Hess.

chalcedony. Broadly, a mixture of cryptocrystalline and hydrated silica, often with
radiating fibrous or botryoidal structure.
Forms include carnelian, sard, prase,
plasma, bloolstone, chrysoprase (when
colored as with nickel), agate, moss agate,
onyx, and sardonyx. Pryor, 3.

chalcedony moonstone. The white, or almost colorless, chalcedony. Gathered from

beaches in various parts of the world,

especially in California, it has been widely
sold as moonstone. It lacks adularescence
of genuine moonstone. Same as California
moonstone. Shipley.
chalcedony onyx. Chalcedony with alternating stripes of gray and white. Also called
chalcedonyx. Shipley.
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stilpnomelane Far
ektkopolo. The .sssoctation of ore deposits
s'

nr ty

ronnected with a phAse of miiuntain building atid ohitossisre Xs/toots, dock,.
ehakommeits. A hydrous cupric selenile. (:u-

Se0.+211.0. Occurs in small blue moos.clinic crystals. Fay.

chakomiklik. Bornitr, Wood. 1918.
chakomeephite. A vitreous hydrous calcium.
aluminum silicate. Standard.

1964.

&skewbald*. A mineral. NasCu(C00*-

311.0. probably monoclinic as a greenish
blue incrustation on anciene bronze objetts
from Egypt. Named from copper. nation.
1958.
and soda. Spencr
chakophacke. Liroconite. WeQd. 1918.
chakophaake; hydrotranklimite. A hydrous
manganese-zinc oxide. (Mn,Zn)0.2MnOi.21120. Sanford.

thalcopliik ekmeut. Any element which has
a strong affinity for sulfur, and which is
readily soluble in moi.en iron monosulfide ; an element commonly found in sulfide ores. A.G.I.

chakophyllite. A highly basic arsenate of
cooper, 7CuaAsi0.14I140, of various
sbades of green, occurring in tabular crystals of foliated masses. Fay.

chakopyrfte; copper pyrites. A sulfide of
copper and iron, CuFeS4 or CthaFe.S(ie.) ; brass-yellow color ; tetragonal;
Mobs' hardness, 3.5 to 4; streak black;
specific gravity, 4.1 to 4.3 ; contains 34.5
percent copper. Pryor, 3.
chakopyrrhotite. A brownish, brass-yellow,
iron-copper sulfide, FeiCuS., that is found
massive. Standard, 1964.
chakosklerite. A light, sislcin-green, hydrous,
copper-iron phosphate, Cs.0.3FesOs.2P4038%0. Occurs in sheaflike crystalline
groups as in crustations. Fay.
chakosfne. Chalcocite. Weed, 1918.

chakostibite. A lead-gray copper-antimony
sulfide, Cu4S.SbsSa. Also called wolfsbergite. Fay.

-Al641414441 ,

4.

4IK

chakotrichlte. A variety of cuprite in which
the crystals are slender and hairlilke. Fay.
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plostiye charge 9.3 MIL 1961, see 6
ramoufles tong. It To enlarge a
of A brirehnle Itv th. UM. of explosive..

Also called spring. Long. I. Corrupted form

the mitiere in a certain district, A bulletin

ni the word chamfer Loosg.
disolkorsoll-pillor. Penna. Soo breast.anif-

i4 the number of tubs (cars) sent out

chasedoer-ami-pillor meows A modifleatkm

board. Fey.
cloallikto os. N. of rot Keeping an account

a stall or room. Fay.
chalk Math Used frequently for making a

straioht line on a &or tor placement of
shafting, machinery. etc. A piece of string
coated with chalk is drawn taut between

two points along the floor. When raised
at a midpoint and allowed to snap back.
a straight chalk line is made on the floor.
Also called snap line. Crispin.

chalk, precipitated; calcium carbonate. precipitated. Fine ; white ; micr ocrystal line
powder ; odorless; tasteless; stable in air;

and specific gravity, about 2.7. For industrial uses, see whiting. CCD 6d, 1961.

chalk, prepared; drop chalk; calcium carbanate, prepared. Very fine; white to

,erayish-white.; powder; often formed in
conical drops; odorless; tastele.:;, and
stitble in air. Used in calcimine; polishing
powders; and silicate cements. For other
uses, see whiting; chalk, precipitated. CCD
6d, 1961.

chalk rock. A soft, milky-colored rock, such
as :oft limestone, calcareous tufa, diatomaceous shale, or volcanic tuff. Long.

chalkstone. Eng. A soft, generally whitish,
clayey parting in a coal seam. Arkel..

chalk up. a. To write up the daily (or shift)
drilling record. Long. b. To establish an
outstanding performance record. Long.

chalky; chalked. The condition of a porcelain-enameled surface that has lost its
natural gloss and become powdery. ASTM
C286-65.

chalky chert. An uneven or rough fracture
surface, commonly dull or earthy, soft to
hard, may be finely porous, essentially
uniform composition, resembles chalk or

201

pillar Fey.

of sublevel stoping by which a series of

sublevels are successively caved. Hem See
*tin sublevel sloping. h.
chamber blast. A lame-scale blast in which
explosives in bulk are placed in excavated
subterranean chambers. Also called :oyote
blast; wooher-hok blast. Webster 24.
chamber Maeda& 1.1,'sed in very heavy blast-

ing. where a great quantity of rock is to
be throws. down at one time by a correspondingly large charge. A tunnel or
drift is usually run to the site of the
chamber, and the latter is excavated and
charged. The drift is well packed with

earth and sand before firing. In such a
chamber, or series of chambers, as much
as

7,000 pounds of dynamite may be

placed, throwing down 350.000 tons of rock
at one blast. Stauffer.

chamber deposit. A cave filled with mineral.
See also chamber, c. Fay.

chamber dryer. A type of dryer in which
shaped clayware is placed in chambers
in which the temperature, humidity, and
air flow can be controlled; the ware remains stationary during the drying process. The Keller dryer is of this type, its
distinctive

feature being the system of

handling the bricks to be dried by means

of stillages and finger-cars. Dodd,
chamber dust. See flue dust. Fay.
chambered lode. So called when a portion
of the wall of a lode is fissured and filled
with ore. See also chamber, c. Fay.

chambered vein. a. A vein, the walls of
which are irregular and brecciated, particularly the hanging wall, owing to the
formation of the vein under low pressure
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Isedra in brines from Barber's Fla' salt dome.
Chambers County, Telas. Named from the

co 11 or other rock occupying an unusual
or foreign position in the strata. Fry.
chance owessree. Eng. Measures containing
balls of ironstone. Derbyshire. 4.441,

1

ehansheethe.

4n.1141., t:1, orrurring in tetr..-

144'.411114. 11.y. AI M. 1964; Flessiher,

chamben wigwag Mag. See subleNel anpina

chameleon*. A name proposed for a tars.
variety of tourmaline, olive green in
daylight. changing to brownish-red in
most artificial light. Shipley.
chameleon oatmeal. See potassium permanganate Bennet: 2d. 1952.
chameleon slow. Ilydrophane. Shipley.
chamfer. a. The beveled or rounded surfaces
formed by removing material from sharp
edges or corners. Brandy. 2. b. A relieved

angular cutting edge at a tooth corner
ASM Gloss. c. A small groove or furrow
Webster 3d.

chamfer angle. a. The angle between a
reference surface and the bevel ASM
Gloss. b. On a milling cutter, the angle
between a beveled surface and the axis of

the cutter. ASM Gloss.
cham/ering. Making a sloping surface on dr.:
edge of a member. Also called beveling.
Ste also bevel angle. ASM Glom.
chamob. a. A soft pliant leather prepared
from the skin of the chamois. Webster 3d.
b. A'.1 oil-tanned suede-finished leather
prepared from the flesher of sheepskins
Webster 3d. c. Used for separating excess

mercury from gold amalgam. Fay.
chamolshe. See chamosite.

chamoslte; chamo-Alte. A mineral member
of the chlorite group, approximately
(Fe",Mg,A1,Fe" ls(AlSis)0,0(OH),; monoclinic. An important constituent of many
oolitic iron ores. A.G.I.
chamotte. a. Fr. Burned clay used by zinc
smelters. Fay. b. The refractory portion of
a mixture used in the manufactum of fire-

Chalice promo. A method of cleaning coal

by using a quid mixture oi sand and
water which floats off a clean coa/ product

but allows slate and other impurities to
sink. Named after Thomas M. Chance,
American Mining Engineer. Webster 3J,
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The oroerts of changing
monkey. VIC.. at blase

furnaces. Far
ellasskag basair. 1.11 vn"nvm for changeboisee
Loac
ellassiad. M.414y. A heavy (:hineta- towwith an eve on which the handle fits, timed

in cutting soft rock and earth and for

stirring gravel in sluice hoses. etr
S Alt. In sampling. a ch.usnrl
4,pproximaseh f inches wide and
inch
deer is cut at right angles to the formation. The chips of rock recovered by this
tutting are taken as !he sample for that
particular specimen of ground. Boorman. h

Chance samd-Nolation process. A dc-nse-media

Afr. Formations associated with goldbearing conglomerate in the Witwatersrand system which are thought to repre-

refuse in an artificial dense medium of
sand suspended in water. The specific
gravity of this medium is such that the

samplir.g purposes. Pryor. d. A groove cut

process in which coal is separated from

merchantable coal floats while the refuse
sinks to the bottom, the separation being

of a float-and-sink
separatioi; with a heavy liquid like zinc
analogt us

to that

ch'Jride. Mi.'chell. p. 480.

Chance washer. A large, cone-shaped, wet
separator designed to produce three products, namely clean coal, middlings, and
refuse from raw coal which varies in size
down to about one-sixteenth of an inch.
A mixture of water and well-graded sand

is used and kept at a density of about
1.75. The agitation water enters at the

S.

sent ancient stream courses in which goldbearing gravels accumulated. Beerman. c.

Groove cut across an ore exposure for

along the line where rock or stone is to

be split. Webster 3d. e. Scot. & N. of Eng.
Gravel. Arkell. 1. Eng. Altered toadstone.
Derbyshire. Ar4ell. g. A stream bed eroded
in sedimentary formations and subsequently

filled with later sediments-fLvorable for
uranium mineralization in some formations.
Ballard. h. An elongated open depression
in which water may, or does, flow. Seely.. 1.

i. Cavity behind casing in a faulty cement
job. W!seeler. j. A communication path from

a transmitter to a receiver. NCB. k. In

metallurgy, a sow or runner. Webster 2d. 1.

base and keeps the sand in suspension.
The heavy shale sinks to the bottom and
the clean coal floats and passes over the
side. The Chance washer is used in many
new washery plants in Great Britain. It

An erosional feature that may be meandering and branching and Is part of

hour of raw coal. See also coal-prepara-

quences. See also channel cast. Pettijohn.

an integrated transport system. S e e also

washout, b. Pettijoltn. m. A linear erosional feaure similar to but larger than

can handle up to about 360 tons per

a groove. Best developed in turbidite se-

tion plant; cyclone washer. Nelson.
chanfer; chamfer. To bevel or slope an edge
or corner. Nichols.

n. The deeper part of a moving body of
water (as a river, harbor, or strait)
where the main current flows or which

change day. The day when drill crewmen
or a gang of miners are transferred from

202

affords the best passage. Webster 3d. o. An

especially tubular enclosed passage, as a
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4ted hit *mom
Pose' 1%1010

rmr'n

i.suoprotsed air w oh; the
thorn I. *vets hack soil

forth ,,n a track ith.dinarily ivied Itnly

In

tho Nitwit rock.. ouch as lotweitono. snow
stone, iso .14te %No cailled track channeler,

bar channels,. Ilet,

.t. ch.sonct cast Porronlits
elMarra14111 dopes& Pte deposit which hat
rcrumuleoull in
stream channel hecauae
of the stream
the trinsportmg c
ellmamall

hat been litauffieient to remove the, land
and other reolintents a* rapidly as they
have been delivered. A GI.
shasselbs. a. The s.t,on of the charge in
* Man furnace tit openino up irregular openings for the blast iherears 411 Minot Pat
h

In ion-r.sc hande tilted bed work, de-

velopment of passages in a resin column
through which the lickuors flow preferentially so that the resin Is efficiently loaded.
Pryor, 3 c. In cyanide sand leashing,
cracks in the sand bed through vhkh
cyanide solotion runs without proper

pereolating c:intact with man of particka
Pryor, 3,

channeliag machine. See channler. Fay.
chamsellagsaachins operator. a. In bitumi-

nous coal mining, one who operates a
coal.cutting machine to tut channels (a
few inches wide) in coal, after the overlying ground has been removed, to partly
detach coal in blocks so that it may be

broken loose more easily by blasting. Also
called channeler-machirte operator; channel-machine operator. D.O.T. 1. b. In the

qoarry indostry, one who 9ets up and

operates a track-1 .ounted machine that
cuts (drills) vertical channels (a few
inches wide) in quarrystone in which
wedges are driven to crack off a block

from the mass. Also called channeler-

operator; channeler runner;
channel-machine operator; channel-machine runner. D.O.T. I.
channel man. In ore dressing, smelting, and
refining, one who installs new channel
irons to form a supporting framework for
machine

a continuous anode. D.O.T. 1.
charmel sample. Material from a level groove

cut acrou an ore exposure in order to
obtain true cross section of mineral exposed. Pryor, 3. See also groove sample.

channel sampling. See trench sampling.
channel sand. A sand or a sandstone deposit-
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svvionith X- rave, chaeacesinstki at Ow
pletnent emitting the rays that appear In
addition

the continuous while radial von

why/novo. IA. volt*** 61 the X-ray tube

locreisited heron41 a critical value AS.,11
Glott

of suit or thorny shrubs or dwarf tries.

ellaraelevbehog assemmary mirsial. Synonym

diced iron outcrop, velum or iron Am. Fay

coal (ch.srbon gourd)
rm
amebas slesel-grm. Fr Steam coal Tomisieff. /911.

Wsbteer 14 Charactertstic of Meetro and
roothwestern United St.stes. Fay
chapeau de kr. French term for an cm-

chap**. Peculiar variety of coral reef,
the Braailian

coasl

on

growing in small *tat-

tered patches, often rising to the height
of 40 to SO feet sometimes attaining the
level of low water, at the top usually very
irregular and sometimes spread like mush.
rooms. Seltielerdeeker.

chapels!. a. A machine for raising water, or

for dredging, by buckets of an endless chain
passing between two rotating sprocket

wheels. Standard, 1964. b. A chain pump
having buttons or disks at intervals along
its chain; paternoster pump. Standard1964. c. A device for holding the end oi

heavy work, as a cannon, in a turning

lathe. Standard, 1964.
chapinha. See cansa. Osborne.

chaplet. Metal support for holding cores in
place within sand molds. ASM Gloss.

Chapman proms. A method of gold recovery,
in which cyanidation dissolves the metal
from an ore pulp, and the aurocyanide is
simultaneously sorbed by activated carbon.

This last is then retrieved by froth flota-

tion. Pryor, 3.
Chapman shield. A pair of vertical plates of
sheet iron or steel arranged with a ladle
between them, which can be moved longitudinally along the front of the furnace.
Its main purpose is to protect the laborer

from hte furnace heat. Fay.
chapping. Rough guess of distance separating
two approaching drives underground made
by knocking with a heavy hammer. Pryor,3.

chapra. A term used in Bihar, India for a
kind of hoe used in mines for scraping

,

.203

for varietal mineral A G I
Amino II sm. Fr ('.as coal. romkeaelf, 111
Ambles fiats. Fr Tenn for lenticular bandi
of solid coal interbedded with a
lerv

climb= de Ism. Fr Fogad coal. Tomasies.
/g74.

darks, ilasehanI. Fr Flame coal. Toetheie$,
1954.

cbarbos ilaashast 11 gm. Fr. Cas flame coal.
Tomheiejl, 1954.
clothes gram. Fr. Bituminous coal. Tonktrie a,
1954.

charbon maims. Fr. Semianthracite. Torn610. 1954.

cbarbos roes. Fr. Brown charcoal. produced
by an incomplete carbonization of wood.
Fay.

charbon sand. Fr Term for powdery coal
enclosing solid coal bands (charbon clair).
Tomktieff, 1954.

charcoaL A dark-colored or black porous
form of carbon made from vegetable or
animal substances (as from wood by char-

ring in a kiln or retort from which air is
excluded) and used for fuel and in various mechanical, artistic, and chemical
processes. Webster 3d.

charcoal blacking. Charcoal used in the pulverized form as dry blacking or in suspension with clay as a black wash and either
dusted or coated on the surface of molds
tim prove the surface. Osborne.
charcoal furnace. A furnace in which wood
or any other substance is reduced to charcoal by dry distillation. Standard,1964.
charcoal Iron. Sulfur-free pig iron made in

a charcoal furnace; has higher quality,
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'5 ,ed induotrv. one who lomds metal and
fi,e ,nto open-hearth furnace with an .4ev.
tric powered travelng charting m.achsne
,lin called charge,, furnace charing.

fuel elements. Ffms,
charge II. For an c,tpk'*ion, the nia'oimui,i

runner DO T 1. b. In or, dressing.
ornelting, and ri4ning. .'ne who load.,
copper or copper wrap in a reverberatory

,inalt

ekasi,

..4 Sens'r wc*rhm.sn troponothie for

roUp. P'i*'. I

h.(. In

a

Jljctnr with horiaontal

to rP*rge hoko at any particular level of

weight of charge which can be fltrd with-

causiniç an ignition in galkrv tests.
McA lain II, p. 42.
ch.rgem. a. A stallman. Ne1:ea. b. Mid.
siut

A man specially appointed by the manager
to fire shots and to look after the men who
drill the holes. A shot firer Fay. c. A la-

borer who moves a mixture of copper

concentrate. high-grade crushed ore, slag,
and fluxing inçredients, through a hopper

into charge pspes opening into a reverberatory furnace where smelting takes
place, using an air-pressure hose. Also
called f,eder. D 0.1'. Sispp. ci. ng. The
person in charge of the stonemen and
shifters in a district on the repairing shift.

SMRB, Paper No. 61.
charger. a. A remotely controlled device for
moving single wagons over a short distance
at a mine surface. It runs on a narrowgage track alongside the main rails and
uses a pair of roller arms which extend
to engage on either side of a wagon wheel.

Propelled by a guided chain engaging a
power-drive chain wheel, the charger can
position a wagon exactly where required.
Nelson. b. lb Iowa, a powder container
holding 1 pound. Hess. c. Corn. An

marhmn.
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furnace. DOT. 1.
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nuned P'v the subsequent rise of the pndsa-.

lIsm. mo a memo.sr, of sn.pdct strength or
mitch toisghneo.. 4'%'M f,hm.
at a
charred p. Prat artmflt.mllv dried
temperature that causes partial devompo'..
litton. aie.tg 21. 1962 .411,
The expulsion by hc.st of th"
volatile Constituents of wood. etc., leaving
more or less pure v'eget.al carbon. Faty.

th44j.

cbl .*JL... The plane to which soundings
on a chars are referred, usually low wnter.

fly.
charles. Mid. The tonnage price paid to
contract miners. Fair.

ckargg p.m. The iron pan adjusted on th"
enct of the charging peel for holding the
scrap and carrying it into the furna.e.

Ch44luul,rd dv .mgar. A civil engineer who
has been admitted to Corporate Membership of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

ckargg peeL A long arm or extension at-

charlir W$.r. Staff. A contractor who en-a
gages to work a steam, or sometimes
small mine at a tonnage price for the

Msrssr.ai.. 4th,p. 413.

tached to a charging machine for convey-

ing and dumping the scrap in the open
hearth furnace. Msrseisaw, 4th,p. 411.

chatgthg rack. A device used for holding
batteries for mining lamps and for connecting them to a power supply while the
batteries are being recharged. 454 C42.-

85:1956.
ebargimg scale. A scale for weighing the

various materials used in a blast furnace.
Fay.
cbarghsg slads.. A room underground or on
the surface equipped for charging and exchanging locomotive batteries. It may also
provide facilities for repairs. S.. alto locomotive garage. Nelson.

chark. a. To burn to charcoal or coke. Wib.

FJLiIf!

generally by examination. 11am.

owner, or owners1 the charter master find..
ing and paying the underground labor.
See aLto butty. c. Fay.

chales price. Price per ton of coal paid to
face workers (or hewing, and perhaps
loading and moving. I1ryor, 3.
value. The amount of charred oil
c
obtained from kerosine after burning in
a standard wick and lamp at a standard
rate for 24 hours. The weight of char is
estimated from that present in the upper

portion of the wick after washing with

light petroleum spirit and drying at 100
to 110. C. Char value should be less than
30 milligamns per kilogram of kerosine.
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An achoridrit. (meteoritic sSone
that a mainly n$ivine. lieu
thai. a. Applied to a chert conitksnwrate at
the h*w 4f the Pennsylvanian system in
parts of Kansas, Also applirul to the upper
and chertv part of the underlying Mssmsuppian limestone, A C 1, b. The finely

crushed gangue remaining after the e-

traction of lead and zinc minerals. From
Joplin, Mo, AG.!.
Cbat.a.a4gy
os. A low-phosphorus, copperfree pig iron produced from New York
State magnetite ore, 8rad. 41!t it, 1940,
p. 111.

Chatelier. DOdd.
chaioycy. The characteristic optical effect
Chaleler. Sir Le

shown by cat's eye and some other mitt-

It

caused by the reflection of light
from numerous, aImed, microscopic tubu-.
lar channels, perhaps as many as 250OO
erals

is

per square centimeter. When cut en cabochon such a stone exhibits a narrow
silvery hand of liht tnat changes its posation as the gem is turned. C.M.D.
chitoyant. Having a luster resembling the

changing luster of the eye of a cat
seen at night.
sistin

as

Se. afro cat's eye. Fay.

An ore-crushing machine, conof a pair of cast-iron rollers, for

chatrofler.

grinding roasted ore.

Fay.
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a$J*_ _ uWr.

standard form of this instrument uw, the
inwrfacr between two hquid. as its Lard
datum, uk. the two-liquid differential
manometer The two vertical limbs of the

V-tube are twu cylindrwal vessels which
arc usually of
inches in diameter and
spaced either II or 6 inchti apart. These
two end vessels are connected to a central
vessel. The end vessels are filled with distilled water and a quantity of oil (Nujol)
is introduced into the top of the central
vessel Inam the oil filler so that twa, oarfaces of separation are formed with water,
The oil-water interface above the tube in
the central vessel is in the form of a bubble. When a differential pressure is applied between the two end vessels, the
bubble changes in size, the image of which
may be observed either with a microscope

with cross wires or by optic.l projection
of the image onto a ground-glass
Roberts, 1, pp. 31.32.

screen,

Cha.(i...& The Upper Upper Devonian,
below Bradfordian. A.GJ. Ss.pp.

ds ThU. French hydraulic lime contaming about 20 percent clay. Be,*rii 2d.
1962.
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chases that seeks a

cbeckubad

U1.g Sri checkrrboarded.

.1.

Lo*.
chsckerbodsd. a. An

tea

in which borc-

holes have been placed at the intersect'ons

of equally spaced parallel lines laid out

on a square gild or checkerboard pattern.
Loag. b. An area divided into squares of
equal size by two grziups of equally spaced

parallel lines placed at right angles to
each other. Lo,tg.
cbeckerbod .jdva.
method. Fay.
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bord-and-pillar

checker bricks. See checkers. Dodd.
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checker coal.
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ex-

inhation precipitation, and cal-

cination. Pryor, 3.

bsaka$ Ih. A glass vessel usually having
a

round or a conical bodi t.td a neck

which can be grasped by a clampL Used to
heat liquids. l.*a.ii, 24, 1962.

chiakal less .a*IuL.her. A Are e,ttin-

guisher containin a chemical fosin that
is formed by mirnttg a suitable add sole-

tion with an alkali solution to Io,tn

bubbles containing carbon dioxide.

.*

f,*r*'rv tement. *n.Iv *ns,w4 peft$4k'n
mat.r.al rn.,taininq ehomical 140n10 that

e**s*

14ar'dennq at a temp4'rIlupe bupk,w
wlt,rh V4tV4&441O4I

beina his, above

014511 W'mperaPese 0*44

iheakaib iraud wr. That rtmbsiwd
c44em,eal4. apart el the
of .Viu.t .ts4.

molect,l. lii'.ao

P.

ehialual, pv.e_Ld s.4

der prisd'AcPd he the reduction of a metal
fr'm a initition of its talts either he

add,tisn of another ,netai higher in

,lecvr.imoqive tories. or hr other reducing

rnt. .4S7,II DW-63.

eLaki

pn1IIitd p_dir. In powder

metallurr, pow4er produced as a precipi.
ate

hemkal displacement. AiM Gl*'n.
&ieore of the tempo

sation and methods of isolation of metal,
fror their ores. l,is.,rt 24, 1962.
cheakal Ilp. emoving metal stock b-p

controlled selective chemical etching. AiM
614w.

a_... aiav. The inwatigation

t4

the chemical composition of alnerab; the
processes of their formation; and the
chanes the; undergo when acted upon

chemically. a-

rk,uj psM.t Improaring the

surface

luster of a metal by chesukil treatment.
ASM Cl.,:.
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chaal.14 LPJIIUL .$ term 4Wn used to

rile th. apparent .4444ti4'n of a ,s44u,e its
,elvont. tineethor with chemical arhon;
in, oa.smph'. acidi, baum. and iaIt-*. Cui...

iL.iuL&I

h ilasbiL

pottery prt*duct which is widu'lv eaphored
to rrmat acids and aihaliet. It is used
utonoth. ptpe. 4hpret'ks,. pumps etc 4pociAc gravit'. .1. hardness, scierosrope I

Seenew*re is made from ip i1 c1, 4'4ee
trsm lime and iron4. low in iand content4
with low ?emperatialel, and having su$cent plasticity to pr'emit turning in a
potter's wheel. CCD 64 1961.
ihe.LiI aahu& A sinqe capital letter, or
a cembinaticin of a capital lener and a
lowercase letter, which is used to repre'.
sent either an ares or a gres nasa of an
element; for eusspie. the nmbol for
sodium i. Na (from the Latin aatrhim),
C.T.D.

_____ wnr e----: A method of tflatlag hard water by adng selected chemical
substances which break down the oend-

ing imp*uhies, the residue being either

chemical water treatment
passed on in solution in harmless or less
harmful form, or driven off as a gas,
or precipitated for subsequent retention
in the incorporated filter. The general
reagents arc lime or soda or a combina.
tion of both with or without the addition
of zeolites or colloids. See also colloidal
water treatment. Nelson.
chemical weathering. The weathering of rock

material by chemical processes that transform the original material into new chemical combinations. Thus chemical weathering of orthoclase produces clay, some
siiica, and a soluble salt of potassium.
Leet.

chemihydrometry. Determination of flow rate

and channel taken by water by introduction of suitable chemical upstream and
measurement of dilution. (Radiotraccrs
and fluorescin also used for tracing flow
direction.) Pryor, 3.
chemiluminewence. Luminosity connected
with chemical changes in a luminous substance. Standard, 1964.

chemise. A wall built as a lining to an earth

bank. See also rcvet. Ham.
chemism. Chemical affinity or attraction,

especially considered as a manifestation
of energyi chemical properties or activities collectively. Standard, 1964,

chemisorption. Irreversible sorption, an adsorbate being held as product of chemical
reaction with absorbent. Activation energy
is relatively high. Pryor, 3.

chemist. A person versed in chemistry. One
whose buisness is to make chemical examinations or investigations: or one who is
engaged in the operations of applied
chemistry. Fay.

atmospheres for a period of at least 45

minutes. The apparatus was approved by
the U.S. Bureau of Mines and is accepted
for use in British mines under the following conditions: (1) It can be used for
emergency purposes provided that the
apparatus is used under the supervision
of trained rescue men; and (2) It can be
used by trained rescue men to enable them
to become familiar with it's use provided

that hard work is not undertaken. Mc-

Adam, pp. 51-53.
chempure tin. Purest commercially available
tin, 99.9 percent tin. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Chemungian. Middle Upper Devonian, below
Cassadagan. A.G.I. Supp.
chenevixite. A massive to compact dark-green
to greenish-yellow hydrous arsenate, per:laps Cu2(Fe0),As,0,-1-311,0. Fay.
Chenhall furnace. A gas-fired furnace for the
distillation of zinc from zincle aodres. Fay.
chenhr. A perched beach ridge on a chenier
pLin. Schieferdecker.

chenier plain. A plain of tidal marshes or
swamps along an open seashore, which is
zoned by cheniers. Schieferdecker.

Chenot process. The process of making iron
sponge from ore mixed with coal dust and
heated in vertical cylindrical retorts. Fay.
Chequer plate. A plate of steel or cast iron

which is perforated or patterned to pro-

vide a nonslip surface. Ham.

chequers; chequer bricks. See chcckers;
checker bricks. Dodd.

cheralite. A member of the monazite group
rich in thorium (Th0,31.50 percent ),
(Ce,La,Th,U,Ca) (P,Si)0,, as green monoclinic crystals in pegmatite from Travan-

core. Named from Chera (Kerala), an

other

ancient kingdom in southwest India. Spencer 20, M.M.,1955.
cheremchite; tscheremchite. A variety of sap-

obtained from oil and gas prospecting or well drilling operations to

structureless humic sapropel and algal

chemist, geochemlcal prospecting. In petroleum production, one who analyzes soils,
water,

.cek core materials, and

samples

detect presence of petroleum or gas deposits. D.O.T. 1.

chemist, glass. One who conducts research
in the chemistry of glass, and develops

in the
manufacture of glass products. Also called
glass technologist. D.O.T. 1 .
chemistry. The study of the composition of
substances and of the changes in composition which they undergo. The main
branches are inorganic chemistry, organic
chemistry, and physical chemistry. C.T.D.
and controls processes involved

chemist's COOL An old name given to a
particular kind of hard splint coal in

Scotland. According to Gresley, this name
is a corruption of chemises coal because
in the old days good quality coal used to

be carrind out of the mine by women in

their shifts or chemises. On the other hand
in the old Scottish tongue chemis chemy,

or chemise (an abbreviation of 'the Olcl

French chef més or chief mansion) means
the mansion or the principal dwelling of
an estate, and so this particular coal may
have acquired its name for being allocated
to the mansion. Tomkeieff, 1954.
chemites. A word employed by M. E. Wads-

worth to embrace all mineral chemical
materials. Fay.

Chemox apparatus. A self-contained, breath-

ing escape apparatus that weighs 13s
pounds, and that uses, in place of the

conventional cylinder of oxygen, a canister of chemicals which generate oxygen

when activated by the moisture in exhaled air. It gives the wearer complete

protection in toxic or in oxygen-deficient

chevron drain
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ropelic coal composed of a mixture of
remains. Tomkeieff , 1954.

cherkers. Forest of Dean. Ironstone nodules.
Arkell.
chernozem. Synonym for tchornozem; tschernosem. A.G.I.
cherry coal. a. A soft noncaking coal which
burns readily. Webster 3d. b. A deep black,

dull, or lustrous bituminous coal, with a
somewhat conchoidal fracture, readily
breaking. up into cuboidal fragments. It

ignites easily with a yellowish flame, making a hot, quick fire, and retains its shape
until thoroughly consumed. Its specific
gravity is much less than anthracite, about
1.30. Fay.
cherry opal. A reddish translucent opal from
Mexico. Shipley.
cherry picker. a, A fishing tool in the modi-

fied form of a horn socket. The lower

end or mouth is cut away on one side and
resembles a scoop; hence, because of its
shape, the device, as it is turned, works

from the advancing end. Pryor, 3 d. A
small derrick made up of a sheave on an

A-fram, a winch and winch line, and a hook.
Usually mounted on a truck. Nichols, 2.

cherry red. Applied to iron heated so that
the color is red like a ripe cherry. Mer-

sereau, 4th, p. 458.
cherry-red heat. A common term used on the
color scale, generally given as about 750°C
(1,382° F). Bureau of Mines Staff.
chert. a. Cryptocrystalline silica, di:tinguished

from flint by flat fracture, as opposed to
conchoidal. Pryor, 3. b. Ofter referred to
as chat; a very hard glassy mineral, chiefly

silica (SiOs). Wheeler.
Silicification, especially by

chertification.

chalcedony or by fine-grained quartz.
A.C.I.

chervetite. A mineral, P132V,0,; in small
monoclinic crystals at the Mounana uranium mine, Republic of Gabon. Hey, MM,
1964; Fleischer.
chesil. Eng. Shingle; gravel. Arkell.

Chesney process. A method for producing
magnesium metal and other magnesium
products from sea water by precipitation
with dolomitic lime as the means of separating the relatively small quantity of
magnesium from the large volume of sea
water. CCD 6d, 1961.
chessy copper. See azurite. CCD 6d, 1961.
chessylite. See azurite.
chest. a. A tight receptacle or box for holding gas, steam, liquids, as the steam chest
of an engine. Webster 2d. b. Scot. A tank
or barrel in which water is drawn from
the sump. Fay.

Chesterian. Upper Mississippian. A.G.!.

Supp.
chesterlite. Microcline feldspar from Chester
County, Pa. Schaller.
chesting. Scot. Drawing water by means of
a chest. See also chest, b. Fay.
chest knife. A tool used in hand-blown glassmaking for removing the moil from the
blowing iron ; the moils arc allowed to
crack off v.hilc the blowing irons are in
a receptacle called a chest. Dodd.
chestnut coal. a. In anthracitc only, coal
small enough to pass through a square
mesh of 1 inch to 1 TA inch, but too large

to pass through a mesh of five-eighths or

one-half of an inch. Known as No. 3 coal.
Fay. b. Ark. Coal that passes through a
2-inch round hole and over a 1-inch round
hole. Fay, See also anthracite coal sizes.
chevaliers. Eng. Ironstone nodules in the
Weald. Arkell.

chevee. A flat gem with a polished concave
depression. Bureau of MI,Ies Staff.

Chevenard dilatometer. An apparatus for

the measurement of thermal expansion; it
depends on the recording, by means of an
optical lever, of the differential expansion

of the test piece and that of a standard.
It firuls use in Western Europe for the

testing of ceramic products. Dodd.
around and behind an object that has
become partly embedded in the wall of chevick. Eng. Gravel consisting of fragments of Wealden shale, more or less
the borehole, thus engaging it where a
cemented with ferruginous matter, occurregular horn socket would fail. Long b.
ring on the surface round Morley: Surrey,
A small hoist to facilitate car changing
to a depth of 2 to 3 fcet, occasionally
near the loader in a tunnel. The empty
feet. The same as shrave. Arkell.
car is either lifted above the track (to

allow a loaded car to pass out beneath) or

swung to one side free of the track, The
equipment is fairly common particularly
for handling large cars. See qlso double-

track portable switch. Nelson c. In tunneling: a small traveling crane spanning tracks
which transfers an empty car to a parallel

track so that a loaded one can be drawn
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chevron crossbedding. Crossbedding that dips
in different directions in superimposed
beds forming a chevron pattern. Also called
herringbone crossbedding or zigzag crossbedding. Pettijohn.
chevron drain. A rubble-filled trench system

in the slope of a railway cutting, laid out
in herringbone fashion and leading the

chevron drain
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chimney draught

surface water into buttress drains arranged
along the line of steepest slope. Ham.
chevron fold. A very sharp fold that is usually small. A.G.I.
chevron mark. Linear row of chevrons, presumably pointing upstream. See also vibration mark; ruffled groove cast; herringbone
marking. Pettijohn,
chew. a. To grind into small fragments.

Chilean lapis. Pale to light blue lapis lazuli
containing veins of white matrix; often
tinged or spotted green and prominently

had a longer time to crystallize. Hess.
chilled dynamite. The condition of the dynamite when subjected to a low temperature
not sufficient to congeal it, but which seriously pffects the strength of the dynamite.

Long. b. To tear through material in a
borehole with a sawtooth or serrated bit.

Long. c. To gouge or deeply erode an
article, such as the surface of a bit, by

hard, sharp-cornered rock fragments. Long.

chews; chows. Scot. Coal loaded with a
screening shovel; middling-sized pieces of
coal. Fay.
chew up. See chew. Fay.

Chezy formula. A formula expressing the

relation between velocity of water, hydrau-

lic radius, and friction slope; thus V = C
RSf, in which V equals velocity, it equals
hydraulic radius, St equals sine of the
slope angle due to friction, and C equals
a coefficient. See also Kutter's formula;
lannine's formula. Seelye, I.

CH4. Marsh gas; an explosive gas consisting
of 4 atoms of hydrogen and 1 atom of
carbon. Bureau of Mines Stall.

chiastolite; made. A variety of andalusitc,
aluminum silicate, Al20o.SiCto, in which
carbonaceous impurities arc arranged in

a regular manner along the longer axis

of the crystal, in some varieties like the X
(Greek chi) hence the name. Sanf ord.
chiastolite slate. A fine-grained, metamorphosed, carbonaceous shale without any
prominent cleavage or schistosity and containing conspicuous crystals of chiastolitc.

vemcd with white or gray. Shipley.

Chilean mill; edge runner. A mill having
vertical rollers running in a circular enclosure with a stone or iron base or die.
There are two classes: (1) those in which

the rollers gyrate around a central axis,
rolling upon the die as they go (the true
Chile mill), and (2) those in which the
enclosure or pan revolves, and the rollers,
placed on a fixed axis, arc in turn revolved

by the pan. It was formerly used as a
coarse grinder, but is now used for fine

grinding. Liddell 2d, p. 356.
Chilean mill operator. In ore dressing, smelting, and refining, one who operates a battery of Chilean mills in which a lead, zinc,

copper, or gold ore is ground to a size

suitable for separation and concentration
of the valuable mineral by being crushed
between heavy rollers and the surface of
a metal grinding ring. Becoming obsolete.
D.O.T. 1.
Chile bars. Bars of impure copper, weighing
about 200 pounds, that arc imported from
Chile. They correspond to the Welsh blister copper, containing 98 percent copper.
Fay.

chileite. A hydrous lead and copper vanadate
containing 11.7 to 13.6 percent copper. It
is related to psittacinitc. Structure, earthy.

Formula, uncertain. From Chile. Weed,
1918.

chilenite. A soft silver-white amorphous silver
bismuthid, AgoBi. Standard, 1964. Bismuth
silver. Fay.

chicharra sampling. A sampling technique in

Chile niter; Chile saltpeter. A commercial
name for sodium nitrate; NaN0o. See also
sodium nitrate. C.T.D.
Chile saltpeter. See Chile niter.
chill. a. Derb. To test the roof with a tool
or bar to determine its safety. Fay. b. A
metal insert imbedded in the surface of
a sand mold or core or placed in a mold
cavity to increase the cooling rate at that

a dry stoper drill, Lewis, p. 343.
chickenfeed. An Alaskan term for fine gravel

on a gray iron casting, such as the chill
in the wedge test. ASM Gloss. d. To

H ess.

chibinite. A coarse-grained eudialyte sycnite
in which soda amphiboles arc more abundant than soda pyroxenes. It differs from

lujauritc in having a more granular texture and in containing less nepheline.
Holmes, 1928.

which the ore bodies arc sampled with

one-half inch more or less in diameter.
Bureau of Mines Stall.

chicken grit. Commonly composed of oyster
sh II, limestone, and marble, although
other materials, such as granite and feldspar, arc sometimes used. BuMines Bull.
630, :965, p. 886.
chicken ladder. A notched log or pole used
as a ladder. Bureau of Mines Staff.
chicot pearl. Same as blister pearl. Shipley,
chidder. Aust. Slate and pyrite mixed. Fay.
Chiddy's test. Cupellation assays for gold content of barren cyanide solution. The gold
(and silver) is precipitated together with
metallic lead as sponge on aluminum, This
metal is cupeled and gold prill is weighed,
Pryor, 3.
Chideruan. Uppermost Permian. A.G.I. Supt.

point, ASM Gloss. c. Whitc iron occurring
harden by suddenly cooling. Gordon.

chill casting. Pouring molten metal into

molds so made that it comes into contact

at desired places with metal; cooling, there-

fore, being accelerated and special hardness imparted. Pryor, 3.

chill crystals. Small crystals formed by the

rapid freezing of molten metal when it
comes into contact with the surface of a

cold metal mold. C.T.D.
chilled casting. A casting which has been
chilled, either by casting in contact with
something which will rapidly conduct the

heat from it, as a cool iron mold, or by
sudden cooling by exposure to air or water.

Fay.

chilled cast Iron. Castings of iron made in

molds or parts of molds that arc faced

chief of party. A civil engineer who is in

with iron or steel. The castings cool rapidly

chigura. A timber used in making a cribc.

centage of carbon, Mersereau, 4th, p. 426.
chilled contact; chilled zone. a. That part of
an igneous body that is finer grained and

charge of the surveying party in the field.
He is responsible to the chief engineei.
Crispin.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

chihlimbar. Romanian name for
Tomkeiell, 1954.

amber.

childrenite. A hydrous phosphate of aluminum, (Fe",Mn") Al (PO4) (OH)1.1.1110;
brown to yellowish-brown color; isomorphous with eosphorite. Hey 2d, 1955;
Dana 7, u. 2, pp. 936-938.

in these parts and so retain a larger per-

nearer the contact than the rest of the

igneous body. It is believed to have cooled
more rapidly than the main body of igneous rock and hence is finer grained. A.G.I

b. The border of an intrusive that was

suddenly cooled by contact with the country rock, and consequently of finer grain

than the interior of the intrusive which
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Fay.

chilled iron. Cast iron cast in molds con-

structed wholly or partly of metal, so that
the surface of the casting is white and
hard while the interior is gray. C.T.D.
chilled shot. In hard-rock boring with adamantine or Calyx drill, chilled iron or
steel pellets which are driven by the drill

bit and do the actual abrasive cutting

Pryor, 3.

chilled-shot bit. A flat-surfaced bit used with
hardened steel shot to drill rock by a milling action. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3,
chiled-shot drill. See shot drill. Neelson.
chilled-shot drilling. A method of rotary drilling in which chilled steel shot is used as
the cutting medium. B.S. 3618, 1963,sec. 3,

chillers. A piping system through which a
wax distillate is run to chill the wax and
thus make it separate from the oil, Bureau
of Mines Stall.

chill hardening. See chill. Fay.

chill mark. A wrinkled surface condition on
glassware resulting from uneven cooling in
the forming process. ASTM C162-66.

chill point. a. The temperature at which a
melted gelatin (used in a Maas compass)
starts to congeal. Long. b. The temperature at which a molten metal, lubricating

oil, or grease starts to congeal. Long.
chill time. Same as quench time. ASM Gloss.

clamming. Corn, Jarring a keeve to settle
concentrates; tozing. Hess.

chimney. a. An ore shoot. Compare chute, e.

Fay. b. A steep and very narrow cleft or
gully in the face of a cliff or mountain.

Fay. c, A pipelike more or less vertical natural vent or opening in the earth. Webster

3d. d. Eng. A spout or pit in the goaf

of vertical coal scams. Fay. c. A term used
in Virginia for limestone pinnacles bounding zinc ore deposits. Fay. f. A long, steep,
dipping or vertical, tubular-shaped subterranean

solution cavity or natural vent

sometimes encountered in rock formations.

It may or may not be filled with rocks,
rock materials, or minerals. Long. g. A

miner's term for a vertical or nearly vertical staple shaft between two coal seams.
Nelson. h. An ore body which is roughly
circular or elliptical in horizontal cross section, but may have great vertical extent.
Nelson. i. Usually, a restricted section in a

lode; rising steeply and unusually rich.
Pryor, 3 . See also pipe. j. Any extended

and continuous rich streak of ore in a vein,
especially if vertical. Standard, 1964. k. A
pit, canal, or crevice of decomposition in
strata, or its filling. Standard, 1964. I. A
cylindrial vent for volcanic rock, Standard,
1964. m. The column of igneous rock fill-

ing a pipe-shaped vent. Standard, 1964.
n, A vertical column of rock rising above
its surroundings. Bureau of Mitas Stall.

o. A flute or channel on a

vertical sliff

or between vertical walls. See also chimney
rock, a. Bureau of Mines Staff. p. A verti-

cal shaft in the roof of a cave, kW.

chimney arch. An arch in the base of a chimney used to admit a flue. ACSG, 1963.

chimney draught. The natural draught re-

sulting from a difference in weight of the
hot gases leaving the appliance and the
outside air at atmospheric temperature
coupled with any suction created by wind
sweeping past the chimney outlet, See also
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working diffieu!ty, a true channel sample
cannot be taken. Often used in preliminary prospecting. Pryor, 3.
chiral twin. See Brazil twin. Bureau of Mines
Stall,
chids; churrels. Scot. Coal that passes through

a screening shovel ; small coal free from
dross or dirt. Fay.
chiropterite. Bat guano. ALI. Supp.
chid; chirtt. Dcrb. See chert. Fay.
chisel. a. A tool of great variety whose cutting principle is that of the wedge. Crispin. b. A sharp, straight-edged drill bit.
Bureau of Mines Staff. See also bit. c. The
steel cutting tool uscd in percussive boring.
It ranges from 6 to 12 inches in length
with variously shaped bits to suit die nature of the ground. The chisel is made to
strike a serzes of blows at the bottom of
the borehole. Water or mud is circulated
to convert thc chippings into sludge and
to keep thc chisel cool. Nelson. d. ,vee
chesil. Arkell.
chisel bit. a. Synonym

for chopping bit.
Long. b. A percussive-type, rock-cutting
bit having a single, chisel-shaped cutting
edge extending across the diameter and
through the center point of the bit face.
Also called chisel-edge bit; chisel-point;
Swedish bit. Long.

chisel draft. Thc dressed edge of a stone,
which serves as a guide in cutting the
rest. Fay.

chisel-cdge bit. Synonym for chopping bit.
Long.

chisel-point Mt. Synonym for chopping bit.
Long.

chisel steel. A carbon sterl containing 1 percent carbon. It :s readily forged and used
for chisel making, iarge punches, miner's
drills, etc. Camm.
chisel worker. See stonecutter, hand. D.O.T. 1.

chi than. Chinese name for coal. Tomkeieff,
1954.

chitter. a. Lanc. A scam of coal overlying
another one at a short distance. Fay. b.
Derb. A thin band of clay ironstone. Fay.
chittering. A fault that may appear as 3
series of small ruptures along the edge or
rim of pottery ware, True ehittering is
caused by incorrcct fettling. Dodd.
chiver. See shiver. Arkell.

chkalovite. Sodium and beryllium silicate,
Na213e(Si02)2, orthorhombic, from the
Kola Peninsula, U.S.S.R. Spencer 15,
M.M., 1940.
chladnite, The group of achondritie meteorites composed essentially of enstatite. Brezina extended the term to include bronzite

stones of the diogenite group. To avoid

confusion, Prior proposed the term aubrite
to replace chladnitc as used by Rose and
Tschermak. Holmes, 1928.
chloanthite; cloanthite. An arsenide of nickel,
NiAsa, occurring in the cubic system; tinwhite to steel-gray color. This is a valuable
nickel ore, often associated with smaltite
and skutterudite. C.M.D.; Dana 17.
chloralumlnite. A hydrous aluminum chloride, AlC12-1-xH20, that occurs as a volcanic product. Standard, 1964.
chloramine. A tasteless disinfectant, NI-I2C1,
produced by the rea:tion of ammonia and
chlorine in water. Co7p:, p. 363.
chlorapatite. See apatite. Pay.
chlorargyrite. A chloride of silver occurring
in cubic crystals usually associated with
native silver. C.A.!! .D. See also cerargyrite.

chlorastrolite. A translucent mottled green
prehnite, or related mineral, with a chatoyant

effect. From the Lake Superior

region, especially on Isle Royale. Shipley.

chlorate explosives. Explosives with a potassium chlorate base, such as the French
cheddite which contains about 80 percent
potassium chlorate and 5 percent castor
oil with dinitrotoluene constituting nearly
all the remainder of the explosive. Potassium chlorate is also a constituent of the
Sprengal-type explosive. Chlorate explosives are characterized by a hot flame on
dctnation. Lewis, p. 112.

chlorate ion, Monovalent C103 ex ehloric
acid HC103. Pryor, 3.

chlorate powder. A substitute for blaekpowder
in which potassium chlorate is used in

place of potassium nitrate. This class of
explosive has received little attention because of greater sensitiveness to shock and

friction. Fay.

chloride. a, To follow a thin vein or discontinuous ore deposit by irregular workings,

intent only on extracting the profitable
parts and with no regard for development;
usually said of a lessee, sometimes of one

who works another's mine without permission. The term is said to have origi-

nated at Silver Reef in southwestern Utah

when the rich silver-chloride ores were

being worked. The thin seams were followed
by lessees with the least possible handling of

barren rock, hence the miner became a
chlorider, and his operations chloriding.
The words were later extended to similar
workers and their operations in other fields.

Fay. b. A compound of chlorine with

another element or radical. A salt or ester
of hydrochloric acid. Crispin.
chleride of lime, Bleaching powder or bleach-

ing lime; Ca0C12, Obtained by treating
lime with chlorine gas. Used as a bleach

and a disinfectant. Crispin.
chlorider. See chloride, a. Fay.
chlorides, Pac. A common term for ores containing chloride of silver. Fay.
chloride stick. A steel bar, usually octagonal,
about seven-eighths of an inch thick and
4 feet long, with each end sharpened, and

5 to 6 inches bent outward at 450. Used
for digging out bits of rich ore. A picky

poke bar. Hess.

chloriding. Mining thin veins. Statistical Research Bureau.

chlorldization; chlorination. An ore treatment using chlorine t) produce a metal
chloride,. also Platne:'s process (obsolete)

in which gold waa extracted as soluble
chloride after roasting and chemical attack. Pryor, 3.

chlorldize. To convert into chloride; applied
to the roasting of silver ores with salt,
preparatory to amalgamation. Fay,
chlorldizing roasting. The roasting of sulfide
ores and concentrates, mixed with sodium
chloride, to convert the sulfides to chlorides, C.7'.D.

chlorinated lime. See calcium hypochlorite.
Bennette 2d, 1962,
chlorination. a. Removing dissolved gases and

entrapped oxides by passing chlorine gas
through molten metal, such as aluminum
and magnesium. ASM Gloss. b. S. Afr.
Exposure of pulverized ore to chlorine.
Beerman.

chlorination process. The process first intro-

duced by Plattner, in which auriferous

ores are first roasted to oxidize the base
metals, then saturated with chlorine gas,
and finally treated with water, which removes the soluble chloride of gold, to be
subsequently precipitated and melted into
bars. Fay.
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chlorinator. A machine for feeding either
liquid or gaseous chlorine to a stream of
water. ASTM STP No. 148-D.
chlorine. A common nonmetallic univalent
and polyvalent element belonging to the
halogens. A heavy greenish-yellow, irritating, toxic gas of disagreeable odor.
Usually made by the electrolysis of aqueous solutions of sodium chloride. Used
chiefly as a powerful bleaching, oxidizing,
and disinfecting agent in water purification and in making numerous products
(as bleaching powder, chlorinated solvents,
military gases, and synthetic resins and
plastics). Symbol, Cl; valences, I, 3, 5,
and 7; atomic number, 17; and atomic
weight, 35.453. Webster 3d; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-106.

chlorine log. In effect, a simplified version
of a gamma-ray spectrometer log. It is
designed to respond to the chlorine content
of the formations surrounding a borehole.
Since almost all chlorine exists as soluble
chlorides in pore water, the log offers a
method of estimating the salinity of formation waters. This log has several different
trade names such as Saltilog; Chlorinilog;
Salinity log. Wyllie, p. 164.

chlorine minerals. Minerals containing chlorine, such as atacamite, boracite, apatite,
carnallite, cerargyrite, halite, mimetite,
pyromorphite, salammoniac, sylvite, sodalite, vanadinite, wernerite, etc. Fay.
Chlorinilog. See chlorine log. Wylie, p. 164.
chlorinity. a. The total amount in grams
of chlorine, iodine, and bromine contained
in 1 kilogram of seawater, assuming that

the bromine and iodine have been replaced by chlorine. 11:y. b. The number
giving the chlorinity in grams per kilo-

gram of seawater sample is identical with
the number giving the mass in grams of
atomic weight silver just necessary to precipitate the halogens in 0.3285233 kilogram of the seawater sample. Hy.
chlorite, a. In chemistry, anion C102-; chlorous acid is HCI02. Pryor 3. b. In geology,
the general term for hydrated silicates of
aluminum, iron, and magnesium, general
formula, (MgFe)2A1(AlSi2)012. (OH)s;
monoclinic; green color; Mohs' hardness,
1.5 to 2.5 ; specific gravity, 2.65 to 2.94.
Pryor, 3.
chlorite schist. A schist containing prominent

chlorite, the foliation being due to the

parallel disposition of the flakes. Other
minerals are generally present, such as
quartz, epidote, magnetite, and garnet, the
two latter being often in conspicuous wellformed crystals (porphyroblastic texture).
Holmes, 1928.
chlorite slate. A schistose or slaty rock composed largely of chlorite. Fay.

Mod& sand. A sand colored green by sandsize chlorite grains a3 one of the constituents. Fay.
chloride schist. A sehist containing chlorite.
Fay.

chloritization. a. The replacement bk conversion into, or introduction of c lorite.
A.G.I. b. The replacement by alteration
of ferromagnesian minerals to chlorite.
C.T.D.
chloritoid. A dark green brittle mica, (Fe",Mg) ( AliS11010 (OH),;monoclinic. Found

in metamorphic rocks. Dana 17 ; A.G.I.
thiormanganokaifte. A yellow chloride of po-

tassium and manganese, 4KCI.MnCl1.
Rhombohedral, Flat rhombohedrons. Erup-

tion of April 1906, Vesuvius, Italy. Est.,-

chip sampling
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chimney draught
induced draught. Nelson.

chimney effect. See stack effect. Strock, 10.
chimney-flue checkerwork. See basket weave
checkerwork. Bureau of Mines Staff.

water and through which an endless chain
of boards that just fit the trough is moved
upward, usually by a treadmill. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

chimney rock. a. A column of rock rising
above its surroundings or isolated on the

Chinarump. Petrified wood from Arizona.

ney. Fay. b. Gulf States. A local name
for any rock soft enough when quarried

tures). Glazed, vitrified. whiteware fixtures
having a sanitary seivice function. ASTM

face of a slope. Webster 3d. See also chim-

cut or

refractory
enough for domestic chimneys, and which
may or may not harden on exposure to the
air, as some limestone, siliceous bauxite
to be

sawn readily,

clay, or soapstone. Hess.

chimney shot. A local term in New York
applied to the effect of an overcharge of

explosive in a line of drill holes, the effect
being to throw the rock to some distance,
forming a deep trench. Fay.
chimney tile. Special tile for chimney flues
around which bricks or other masonry arc
laid. Mersereau 4th, p. 260.

chimney work. Mid. A system of working
beds of clay ironstone in patches 10 to 30
yards square, and 18 or 20 feet in thickness. The bottom beds are first worked out,
and then the higher ones, by miners stand-

Schaller.

china sanitary ware (sanitary plumping fixC242-60T.

arc least altered in the hard purple, alteration to secondary mica and kaolinitc being
progressively greater in the mild purple,

hard white, and soft white; thc purple

stoncs arc so colored by thc small amount

Foxdalc, Isle

of Man)

is

virtually free

from fluorine. Dodd.
Rosenthal.

Chinese amber. Sometimes correctly applied
to amber mined in Mama and marketed in
China, but more often applied incorrectly
to pressed Baltic amber and often to bakelite or other amber-colored plastics. Shipley.
Chinese blue; Mohammedan blue. The mellow blue, ranging in tint from sky-blue to
grayish-blue, obtaincd by the early Chinese
and Persian potters by the use of impure
cobalt compounds as colorants. Dodd.

the product of decomposition of an igneous

Chinese jade. A term correctly applied to

tensively in the manufacture of paper,
china, and refractories, and often as a raw

Chinese script. The angular microstructural
form suggestive of Chinese writing and
characteristic of the constituents "(Al-FeSi) and '(Al-Fe-Mn-Si) in cast aluminum
alloys. A similar microstructure is found

rock high in feldspar. Kaolin is used ex-

material to supply alumina and silica in

enamel frit compositions. Enam. Dict. Also
called kaolin; porcelain clay. C.T.D.
china-clay rock. a. Same as Cornwall stone.
Hess. b. Granite in its most knoliniAed
form in which all the feldspar is trans-

jadeite. Shipley.

in cast magnesium alloys containing silicon

as Mg2Si. ASM Gloss.
Chinese silver. An alloy used as an imitation

.zo

of silver containing 58 percent copper,

soft that it is readily broken in the fingere.
Arkell.

percent cobalt, and 2 percent silver. Camm,

forrrod into kaolinite and the rock

is

chinaman. A colloquial term for a loading

ramp. Nelson.
chinaman chute. Mine opening over haulage

level through which ore from the stopc
above is drawn to the waiting trucks as

planking is removed. Usually opening be-

Small, angular, and generally flat pieces
of rock or other materials. Long. d. An
imperfection duc to breakage of a small

chip breaker. a. A notch or groove in the

for example, hard purple, mild purple,
hard white, and soft white; the feldspars

chinaware. An expression describing porcelain, particularly porcelain tableware.

2;

a diamond or other material. Long. c.

Cornish stone is available in various grades,

arc Cornish stone and Manx stone. The

china. a. A glazed or unglazed vitreous ceramic whiteware uscd for nontechnical
purposes. This term designates such products as dinnerware, sanitary ware, and art-

ash). C.T.D.
china clay. (A1203.25i02.2H20), kaolin;
white, low plastic clay. A primary clay,

chip. a. Small fragment of a diamond, usually thin and tabular in shape. Long. b. To
break small fragments from the surface of

chip bit. A bit in which the major portion

of fluorspar present. Manx stone (from

ware, when they arc vitreous. See also bone
china ; American hotel china. ASTM
C242-60. b. The ceramic imitative of
porcelain. Fine pottery having a hard, sonorous, semitranslucent body, made chiefly
from kaoline, china stone, and bone (boile

and aluminum, 5NaF.3A1F3, crystallizing
in the tetragonal system and also occurring
in massive granular form. Fay.

china stone. a. Eng. White, cherty limestone of Carbonifes-ous age, Derbyshire.
Arkell. b. In Wales, a compact, finegrained, calcitic mudstone of Carboniferous age. Arkell. c. Partly decomposed granite, consisting of feldspathic minerals and
quartz; it is used as a flux in pottery
bodics. Examples irt the United Kingdom

ing upon the fallen debris; and so on
upward in lifts. See also rake. Compare
overhand stoping. Fay.

chiolite. A snow-white fluoride of sodium

17.5 percent zinc, 11.5 percent nkkel, 11

Chinese speculum metal. A reddish mirror
alloy containing 80.83 percent copper and
5.50 percent antimony. Camm.
Chinese wall. A calcite wall furled like cori ogated iron. Schieferdecker.

chingk. a. Scot. A gravel free from dirt.

fragment out of an otherwise regular surface. ASTM C162-66.

of the inset diamonds arc either diamond
chips or thin, tabular-shaped, low-grade

drill diamonds. Long.
chip blasting. Shallow blasting of ledge rook.
Nichols.

face of a too/ parallel to the cutting edge,
to break the continuity of the eiips. ASM
Gloss. b. A step formed by an adjustablr
component clamped to the face of the
cutting tool. ASM Gloss.

chip-crusher operator. In metallurgy, a laborer

who shovels scrap metal shearings into a
machine that automatkally crushes scrap
to reduce its bulk. D.O.T. Supp.

chip diamond. See chip, a. Long.

chipped. a. When referring to character of

diamond wear, it denotes loss of diamond
due to chips and fragments kaving been

broken away from the body of the diamond. Long. b. A surface pitted by loss

of material in the form of chips. Long.
chipped glass. A glass article with a chipped
surface produced intentionally. ASTM
C162-66.

chipper. Derb. One who chips the gangue
from the ore. An ore dresser. Fay.

chipping. a. The pronss of handsetting diamond fragments ir a bit. Long. b. To reduce in size by breaking away small frag-

ments from the parent mass. Long.

c.

Loosening of shallow rock by light blasting
or airhammers. Nichols. d. Removing

scams and other surface defects in metals

manually with chisel or gouge, or by a

continuous machine, before further processing. ASM Gloss. c. Similarly, removing

excessive though not defective metal. ASM
Gloss. f. Fracturing and breaking away of
fragments of a porcelain enameled surface.

ASTM C286-65. g. The process of removing thin extra glass prior to grinding.
ASTM C162-66,

chippings. Crushed angular stone fragments
ranging from IA t 0 1 inch in size. See
also aggregate. Nelson.

chippy. a. A miner's slang term for a small
piston. Bureau of Mines Staff. b. See rock

tween stulh below shrinkage stope. Pryor, 3,

See also shingle. Fay. b. That portion of
the coal seam stowed away in the goaves

pebbles cemented by chalcedony. Jaspilite,
quartz, and Chinaman pebbles resembling
those of King Solomon arc found in many
places. Hess.
china metal. a. Porcelain. Fay, b. York. Shale
baked to a hard, white, coarse, porcellaneous substance. Arkell,
China opal. Common opal resembling white
porcelain. ShiPley

chink. a. An opening, space, break, or hole
typically of greater length than breadth
(as between planks in a wall) ; a crack,
crevice, cranny, or interstice. Webster 3d.
small sonorous bodies struck with a slight
tap). Webster 3d.
chink-faceted pebble. A pebble that has been

chip sampling. a, The taking of small pieces
of ore or coal, with a small pick, along a

glazed ware by which the ceramic body is
fired to maturity, following which the glaze
is applied and matured by firing at a lower
temperature. ASTM C242-60T.

another rock fragment or ledge of bedrock,

tion. Reasonable care is taken to chip a
weight of material which corresponds to
the length of sample line. See also bulk
samples. Nelson. b, A variant of channel

Chinaman pebble. N.Z. A pebble or bo 21der made from a conglomerate of quartz

china process. The method of producing

China pump; Chinese pump. A slanting
wooden trough with the lower end in the

to help support the mine roof. Fay.

b. A short, sharp sound (as of metal or

subjected to a limited recurrent surface
rubbing against a limited surface arca of
so as to produce a smooth, distinct, and

often sharply limited facet, I. Geol., u. 51,
No. 5, July-Aug. 1943, pp. 353-358.

chinley coal. Eng. Lump coal which passes
over a screen ; usually the best coal. Fay.
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drill, b. Fay,

chips. Pieces of material removed from a

workpiece by cutting tools or an abrasive
medium. ASM Gloss.

chip sample. A regular series of ore chips

or rock chips taken either in a continuous

line across an exposure or at uniformly
spaced intervals. A.G.I.

line or at random, across the width of a
face exposure. The samples are usually

taken daily and often confined to explora-

sampling, in which, owing to extreme hard-

ness of rock, shape of deposit, or other

chlormanganokalite
lish.

chlorocalcite. See hydrophilite; baeumlerite.
chlorocyanic. Consisting of chlorine and cyanogen combined. Fay.
chloromelanite. A dark green, nearly black
variety of jadeite. Fay.
chloropal. A green, opallike hydrous silicate
of iron, Fe203.3S1025H20. Fay.
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Long. f. A block used under and against

an object to prevent ;r from rolling or
Nichols, 2.

chock and block. Newc. Tightly filled up.

choker hook; round hook. A hook that can

signed for placing between the rails to

choke vnive. A valve to regulate flow of
fluid from an oil well. Different choke

wood. Also used to denote a shaped piece
of wood provided with a handle and de-

chocolate. a. A very fine-grained mica schist
found in New Hampshire and used in the
manufacture of scythe stones, axestones,

chlorophyll coal. A variety of dysodilc from
which chlorophyll can be extracted by a%
cohol. Tomkeieff, 1954.

rhiorophyr. Proposed by Dumont for certain
porphyritic quartz diorites near Quenast,
Belgium. Fay.

chlorosis. The yellowing of thc leaves of
plants sometimes caused by a deficiency
of iron necessary in the formation of chlorophyll. Has been useful as a guide to ore
since nickel, copper, cobalt, chromium,
zinc, and manganese are all antagonistic
to iron in the plant mi,tabolism. Hawkes,

2, p. 313.

chlorosity. The number expressing chlorinity

as grams per 20° C liter. Obtained by

multiplying the chlorinity of a sample by
its densiv at 20° C. Hy.
chlorospinel. A variety of spincl, grass-green

in color, due to the presence of copper.
Contains iron replacing the aluminum,
Mg0 (Al,Fe ) 203. Also called magnesium-

*iron spinel. Fay.

chlorothionite. A copper and potassium dila-

rosulfate, CuCl2K2S0,. Occurs in b:ight
blue crystalline crusts on lava. An hi/eration product from Mt. Vesuvius, Italy.
Weed, 1918.

chlorotile. A green, hydrated copper arsenate,

Cus(As04)2.6H20, that crystallizes in thc

orthorhombic system. Standard, 1964.
chloroxiphite. A dull-olive or pistachio-green
oxychloride of lead and copper, 2PbO.Pb(OH)2.CuC12. Monoclinic. From Mendip
Somersetshire, England. English.

chlorutahlite. Srime as utahlite, the prefix
being added, no doubt, because of the
characteristic green color of the stone.
English.

chock. a. A square pillar for supporting thc
roof, constructed of prop timber laid up

hold back a tub or set of tubs. TIME.

earth in which a wheel of a truck-mounted drill rig is set to prevent the drill from
moving. Long.

chocking. The supporting of undercut coal
with short wedges or chocks. C.T.D.
and knife stones. Fay. b. A 7irown or
chncolate-colored drilling mud or rock.

Long.
chog. a. An English term for chocks, or blocks

spiked into the corner of a shaft to form
a bearing for the side-waling piece, or
the blocks uscd in headings to separate
the cap and poling board. Stauffer. b. A
block of wood for keeping pump trees or
other vertical pipes plumb. See ilso collar,
i; collaring, c. Fay.

choke. a. In crushing practice, a stoppage of
the downward flow in the crushing chamber. See also choke point. South Australia,

P. 101. h. aoking coil. Nelson. c. Aperture for controlling oil and gas volume.
Wheeler. d. A point in a cave or at the
base of a pitch blocked by the it- (lux of
clay, sand, gravel, or similar material.

discharge,

sticky

material, packed and

compacted fines, or bad control. Pryor, 3,
P. 81 .

chondri. The rounded and ellipsoidal grains
of :silicates which are characteristic of meteorites. In section, they suggest grains of
wheat or of barley packed together, a face
which suggested the Greek name. Fay.
chondrite. A general term for stony meteorites

which contain ehondrules embedded in a
finely crystalline matrix consisting essentially of pyroxenes (mainly enstatite or
bronzite), olivine, and nickel-iron with
accessory troilite, chromite, and oligoclase.

Glacs is sometimes present and it may be
abundant in the chondrules. Holmes, 1928.

chondrodite. A yellow-red mineral of the

humite group, Mg2(SiO4)2(OH,F)2; monoclinic. Commonly occurs in contact-metamorphosed dolomites. A.G.1.; Dana 17.

chondronite. A deep red, garnetlike stonc

laccolith. Fay.
chop. a. To break up and drill through boul-

it is again crushed. See also free crushing.

Fay.
chokedamp. a. A mine atmosphere that causes

choking, or suffocation, due to insufficient

choking, does not mean any single gas or
combination of gases. Fay. b. A name
dioxide. Fay. See also blackdamp.
choked crushing. a. In ore comminution, op-

erating at so high a rate of feed that the
crushing zone is choked, that is, it contains waiting material above the zone of
maximum comminution. Pryor, 3. b. Comminution in which the discharge arrange-

ments can restrict departure of ore even
when it has been broken to the release
size of the machine. Pryor, 4.

choke feeding. As deliberately used in roll
crushing of ore, feed at a rate greater than
can be discharged at the set of the machine, 80 that the rolls are sprung apart,

base to prevent movement of a drill or

sizes are used for different producing rates.
The choke is generally referred to as bean.
The size of opening is measured in sixtyfourths of an inch. Nelson.
choking. Stoppage of flow, due to obstructed

sometimes given in England to carbon

to the fact that the broken material cannot find its way from the machine before

under a mine-car wheel to_prevent movement of the car. Long. e. To wedge drillmachine runners or drill-truck wheels in
place by using chock blocks or wedges.

cog; nog; hydraulic chock. Fay. b. A

slide along a chain. Nichols.

oxygen. As applied to "air" that causes

A.G.I. e. An imperfection consisting of an
insufficient opening in the finish and neck
of a container. ASTM C162-66.
choke crushing. A recrushing of fine ore due

square pillar constructed of short rectangular blocks of hardwood, for supporting
the roof. Fay. c. Two blocks of hardwood
placed across the rail or between rails to
prevent tubs, cars, or wagons, from running down the incline. Fay. cl. A block of
wood, sometimes wedge-shaped, placed
under the ends of the runners on a drill

the center being filled with waste. Cornmonly called crib in Arkansas. See also

ols, 2.

found in the United States. Hess.
chondrule. A spheroidal aggregate, often radiated in texture, ranging from microscopic size to that of a walnut, and which
occurs in many stony meteorites. The chief
minerals are orthorhombic pyroxene, olivine, nickel-iron, troilite, and oligoclase;
in some cases, glass (maskelynite) of feldspathic composition is an important constituent. Holmes, 1928.
chonkole. A Malayan spade. Fay.
chonolith. An intrusive mass that is so irregular in form and its relationship to the
invaded formations is so obscure that it

choke fed. In comminution, rolls are choke
ftd when fed all of the material that they
will take, The product of choke fed rolls
is never so uniform as when free feeding
is used. Choke feeding is used only on
feed of about one-fourth inch diameter
or less. Compare free fed. Newton, p. 62.
or less. Compare free fed. Newton, p. 62
choke feed. A feeding arranfement in which
the potential rate of supp ying material at
the feed point exceeds the rate at which
the conveyor will remove material. ASA

in alternate cross-layers, in log-cabin style,

Pryor, 3, p. 81.

usually made of oak, ash, or other hard

chock blocks; chock lumps. Pieces of wood,
square or rectangular in cross section,

light when heated. Fay.
chlorophoenicite. A gray-green basic hydrous
Mn)O.As202.7H20. Monoclinic. Elongated
crystals. 1?rom Franklin, N.J. English.

choke point. Bottleneck of any crusher.
choker. A chain or cable so fastened that it
tightens on its load as it is pulled. Nich-

chock hole. A small depression dug in th:

arsenate of zinc and manganese, 10(Zn,-

the angle of nip is increased and the product contains oversize. Pryor, 3.

Fay.

chlorophaeite. A mineral closely related to
chlorite in composition and found in the
groundmass of tholciitic basalts where it
occupies interstices between feldspar laths,
forms pseudomorphs after olivine, or occurs in veinlets and anlygdules. The fresh
mineral is pale green, but when weathered,
it may be dark green, brown, or red. A.G.I.
chlorophane. A variety of fluorspar which

exhibits a bright green phosphorescent

chopping; chopping down

MH4.1-1958.
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cannot be designated a dike, a sill, or a

ders or other rock and earthy material

encountered in sinking a drivepipe or casing

through overburden by impact produced
by lifting and dropping a chopping-bittipped string of drill rods in a borehole.
Also to break lost core or other obstruction in a borehole in the manner described

above. Long. b. Som. A local term for
fault. Fay.
chop ahead. To break up boulders and other

rock material below the bottom of the

casing or drivepipe by using a chopping
bit attached to drill rods. See also chop, a.
Long.

chop feeder. A feeder in which a power-

operated, swinging quadrant gate delivers
material

at a predetermined rate. The

action is similar to the reciprocating plate
feeder. ASA MH4.1-1958.

chopper. A device, that is, a toothed disk,
used to interrupt a beam of light at regular intervals, or a similar device for interrupting signals. NCB.

chopping; chopping down. A term used to
describe the digging action of a dragline
when excavation takes place with the
bucket heel above the line of the cutting

lip. This term is usually used when re-

ferring to an operating method where the
dragline bucket excavates above the line
of the fairlead and fills above tub level.

chrome refractories
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chopping; chopping down

well. Shell Oil Co. See also casing head.
christobalite. Same as cristobalite. Standard,

heaters, etc. It contains about 6.0 percent
chromium and 1.0 to 1.5 percent alumi-

1964.

num. Comm.
chrome antigorite. Antigorite containing some
zsromium. Spencer 18, M.M., 1949.

chopping bit. A steel, chisel-shaped cutting-

ess) : 2KAu (CN)2 + 3Zn + 4KCN +
2H20 = 2Au + 2K2Zn(CN)4 + Kt2n02

chrome brick. A refractory brick manufactured substantially or entirely of chrome

string of drill rods and used to fragment,

+ 2H2. Pryor, 3.
chromadizing; chromodizing; chromatizing.
Forming an acid surface to improve paint
adhesion on aluminum or aluminum alloys,

Austin.

edged bit designed to be coupled to a

by impact, boulders, hardpan, and lost

core in a borehole. Also called chisel bit;

chisel-edge bit; chisel-point bit; long-shank
chopping bit. A straight chopping bit.
Compare cross chopping bit. Long.
choppy cross-lamination. Small-scale trough
cross-lamination. Pettijohn.

chord. a. In public land surveys the line of
a great circle connecting any two selected
corners on a base line, standard parallel,
or latitudinal township boundary. See lye,

2. b. Any straight line joining any two
points on the circumference of a circle.
Jones, 2, p. 102.

chordal effect; chordal action. The effect produced by the chain joint centers being
forced to follow arcs instead of chord^ of

the sprocket pitch circle. J&M,
chordal pitch. The length of one side of the
polygon formed by the lines between the
joint centers as the chain is wrapped on
the sprocket. It is a chord of the sprocket
pitch circle, and fs equal to the chain

Christy's equation. In reprecipitation of gold
by zinc from aurocyanide (cyanide proc-

mainly aircraft skins, by treatment with

a solution of chromic acid. ASM Gloss.
chromate. A salt ,,,r ester of chromic acid; a

compound containing the radical, Cra
A.G.I.

chromate treatment. A treatment of metal
in a solution of a hexavalent chromium

compound to produce a conversion coating
consisting of trivalent and hexavalent
chromium compounds. ASM Gloss.
chromatic aberration. See aberration. Shipley.
chromatic color. A hue, as distinguished from

white, black, or any tone of gray. Opposite of achromatic color. Shipley.

chromating. Performing a chromate treatment. ASM Gloss.

chromatite. A mineral, CaCr04; finely crystalline citron-yellow crusts from clefts in
limestones. Named from the composition.
Hey, MM, 1964; Fleischer.

pitch. J&M.

chromatites. Used by M. E. Wadsworth to
include mineral coloring matter, paints,

scribed as macropolyschematic. They are
the result of the injection of the crystallization products of intruding magmas into,
and/or the mixture of such material with,
the enclosing rocks, sedimentary or metamorphic. According to Sederholm, they
are a type of migmatite, but Niggli would

chromatograph. An instrument for analyzing
gases and vapors from liquids with boiling

chorismite. A general term for a group of
mixed rocks, the fabric of which is de-

restrict migmatite to the mixed rocks which

have originated by a process of partial or
incipient palingenesis or anatexis. Varieties of the chorismites include the phlebites, ophthaimites, stromatites, merismites,

miarolithites, and nebulites. A.G.1.
C-horizon. A layer of unconsolidated material, relatively little affected by the influ-

ene of organisms and presumed to be

similar in chemical, physical, and mineralegienl compositio- to the materia: from

which at least a portion of the overlying
solum developed. The C-horizon is not
strictly a soil, because it is little modified
by biological processes in soil formation,
nor is it a horizon, because it often has
an indefinite lower limit. It includes that

part of thc parent material of the soil
which is represented by weathered and

disaggregated, but otherwise little altered,
parent rock. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
chorometry. Land surveying. Standard, 1964.

C/H ratio. See carbon-hydrogen ratio.

chrismatine. See chrismatite. Tornkeiell, 1954.

chrismatite. A butyraccous, greenish-yellow
to wax-yellow hydrocarbon from Wettin,
Saxony, Germany. It has a specific gravity
of less than I and is soft at 55° to 60° C.
Fay.

christiansen effect. A dispersion phenomenon
observed in mineral grains under the microscope. The grain boundary appears bluish

on one side and reddish or orange on the
other when immersed in a liquid of the
same refractive index as the mineral for
certain colors or wave lengths of light.
Hess.

Christmas tree. The assembly of pipes and
valves at the top of the casing of an oil
well that controls the flow of oil from the

pigments, etc. Fay.

points up to 300° C. The gas chromato-

graph arranges the molecules of the gas in
increasing size, and as each gruup emerges
from the column, a detector measures the
quantity of each. Since all the molecules

of one type emerge after the same time
interval, it is possible to identify quickly

the constituents present. Sensitive detectors
can determine concentrations as low as 1
part in 1,000,000. Used in I.iy pro duct
plants and in the B.O.S. process. Nelson.
chromatographic analysis. Separation of components of mixture into zones, one or more

of which can be identified by color, etc.
(1) by adsorption .olumn, adsorbing from
solute in tube pac'.ed with cellulose, alumina, lime, etc.z, by electrochromatog-

raphy, passage of electricity across column
or paper strip down which solvent mixture
is

flowing, causing migration to side of

flow-line; (3) by electrophoresis, use of

electric current to aid migration and, (4)
by paper partition, separation into bands
as suitable solvent flows past drop of solution which contains compounds (qualita-

tive and quantitative analysis. Pryor, 3.
chromaventurine. Green glass containing
chromic oxide. Bennett 2d, 1962.

chrome. a. Same as chromium. Fay. b. Commonly used to indicate ore of chromium
consisting of the mineral chromite. Bateman. c. Sometimes loosely used to mean
to plate with chromium. Lowenheim.
chrome, alumina-pink. A ceramic color consisting principally of Cr202, A1203, and
ZnO; when usnd as a glaze stain, the glaze
should contain ZnO and little, if any,

Ca0. It is recommended that, for use

under glaze, the glaze should be leadless.
The color depends on diffusion of chromium into the insoluble A1208 lattice and
is normally stable up to 1,300° C. Dodd.
chrome-aluminum steel. A steel sometimes
used in Europe to resist th accumulation
of scale in the tubes ot lo motive super-
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ore. ASTM C71-64.

chrome chert. A variety of chert \vhich has
replaced the silicate minerals of a chromite peridotite, the more resistant chromite grains remain unaltered in the secondary siliceous matrix. Holmese, 1928.
chrome diopside. A variety of diopsidc. Dark
green specimens are seldom either transparent or cut as gems. Shipley.
chrome garnet. Synonym for uvarovitc. Fay.
chrome greens. Pigments which arc a mixed
precipitate of chrome yellow and iron
blue. By varying the proportions of yellow

and blue, a wide range of hues is pro-

duced. Chrome greens have excellent lightfastness and good opacity. Used extensiveI/ for almost all types of paints and

enamels. Iron blue is a highly oxidized
iron ferrocyanide and in the presence of
an oil that dries by oxidation the blue is
partially deoxidized, which means that it
loses some of its color or strength because
of this chemical reaction. Chrome greens
are widely used because of their brightness,
opacity, lightfastness, excellent strength,
and relatively low cost. CCD 6d, 1961.
chrome idocrase. An emerald-green variety

of vesuvianite, containing chromium.
Found in Black Lake, Quebec, Canada,

Ekaterinburg, Ural Mountains,
U.S.S.R. English.
chrome iron ore. Synonym for chromite. Fay.
chrome ironstone. See chromite.
chromel. A heat resistant nickel chromium
alloy used for burning bars. Hansen.
chrome-magnesiee brick. A refractory brick
that may be either fired or chemically
and

bonded, manufactured substantially of a
mixture of chrome ore and dead-burned
magnesite, in which the chrome ore pre-

dominates by wcight. HW.
chrome ocher. A bright green clay material,
containing 2 to 10.5 percent Cr202. Hess.
chrome ore. A rock having as its essential
constituent the mineral chromite or chrome
spincl, which is a combination of Fe0
and Mg0 with Cr202, A1202, and usually
a small proportion of Fe202. The composition, which is represented by the formula,

(Fe,Mg)0. (Cr,Al,Fe)202, is extremely

variable. Refractory grade chrome ore has
only minor amounts of accessory minerals,
and has physical properties that are suitable for the manufacture of refractory
products. HW . The steel industry consumes more than three-fourths of the
supply either in refractories or in the production of chrome alloys, and especially
stainless steel; the mineral is used also for

tanning leather and for chemical manufacture. Small amounts are mined in Cali-

fornia, but 99 percent of our supply is
imported, chiefly from the Republic of
South Africa, Cuba, and the Philippines.
Barger.

chrome pickle. a. Producing a chromate conversion coating on magnesium for temporary protection or for a paint base. ASM
Gloss. b. The solut .on that produces the
conversion coating. ASM Gloss,
chrome refractories. Refractories consisting
essentially of refractory grade chrome ore
bonded chemically or by burning. Chrome
refractories are nearly chemically neutral,

chrome refractories
but may react with strong acids or bases.

Henderson, p. 264.

chrome spinet. Another name for the mineral picotite, a member of the spine! group.
C.M.D.

Chrome Stainless. A trade name for a steel
containing 17 percent chromium, remainder iron with low carbon. Hess.
chrome-tin pink. A color for ceramic glazes.
The color is probably p -.duced by the
precipitation of fine particles of chromic

oxide on the surface of tin oxide in an

opaque glaze. Lime must also be present.
Dodd.

chrome tourmaline. A variety of tourmaline
obtained from the Ural Mountains,
U.S.S.R. (10.86 percent Cr203) ; and
Maryland (4.32 percent Cr203). Spencer
18, M.M., 1949.
chrome vesuvian. Same as chrome idocrase.
English.

chrome yellows. Yellow pigments of lead
chromate; PbCr01. A very light greenishyellow to the lemon shade to a medium
yellow. Medium yellow is about a normal

lead chromate, containing 95 percent or
more lead chromate, PbCrOi. The light
hues contain varying amounts of coprecipitated lead chromate and lead sulfate.
Chrome yellows are used in paints and
enamels, also calcimine, but not in casein
paints or finishes that are to be applied
to surfaces that are alkaline, such as cement or stucco. CCD 6d, 1961.

chrome, zircon-pink. About 70 percent of
the Sn02 used in chrome-tin pink can be
replaced by zircon without impairing the
color or stability. See also chrome-tin pink.
Dodd.

chromia. See chromium oxide. Bennett 2d,
1962.

chromic. Of, pertaining to, or containing
chromium in the trivalent state; for example, chromic oxide (Cr203). Webster 3d.
rhromic anhydride. See chromium trioxide.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
chromic iron. Chromite. Schaller.

chromic phosphate; chromium orthophosphate; chromium phospate. Violet triclinic

crystals; CrP01.6H20; soluble in acids;

and insoluble in water. Used in pigments.
CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-168.
chromic sulfate, hydrated. a. Violet; amorphous scales; Cr2(SO4)3.15H20; specific
gravity, 1.867 (at 17° C) ; and soluble in
water. Used in cerami (glazes and green

effects). CCD 6d, 1961. b. Violet; iso-

metric; Cr2(SO4)3.18H20; specific gravity,

1.70; and soluble in water and alcohol.

Used in ceramics (glazes and green effects).
CCD 6d, 1961.

chromite. Chrome iron ore, FeCr201; cubic;
iron-black color. Mohs' hardness, 5.5;
brown streak; specific gravity, 4.6. A commercial source of chromium. Chemical
grade has high purity. Metallurgical grade
(lumpy) is sufficiently coarse to be usable
in a blast furnace. When isure, 68 pt:reent
Cr203 but rarely exceeds 50 percent.
Pryor, 3.

chromitite. a. Chromite mixed with magnetite or hematite. Bureau 7/ Mines Staff.
b. An igneous rock composed essentially
of chromite. If over 5 percent of biotite
or pyribole are present, thct rock is known
as a biotite-chromitite, bronzite-chromitite, etc. Hess.

chromium. A steel-gray metallic element obtained from chromite (FeO.Cr203). Alloyed
with nickel in heat-resisting alloys and

chronic exposure
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with iron or with iron and nickel in stainless and hc.at-resisting steels. Also used as
a corrosion-resisting plating. Symbol, Cr;
valences, 2, 3, and 6; isometric and hexagonal; atomic number, 24; atomic weight,
51,996; specific gravity, 7.138 (at 20° C);
melting point, 1,890° C; boiling point,
2,482° C; and -9ecilic electrical resistivity,
13.1 microhrds per cubic centimeter (at
20° C. C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964. p. B-106.

chromium aluminke. CrAl; melting point,
2,160° C; and has good oxidation resistance. Lee.

chromium borides. At least three have been
described : Crti, CrB2, and Cr3B2. They
have high melting points; are very hard
and corrosionresistant; and may be suit-

able for use in jet and rocket engines.

CrB; orthorhombic; specific gravity, 6.2;
and Mohs' hardness, 9,5. CrB2; hexagonal;

specific gravity, 5.15; hardness, 2010

Knoop. Cr1132; may be crystalline; specific
gravity, 6.1; and Mohs' hardness, 9+.
Used as metallurgical additives; hightemperature electrical conductors; cermets;

refractories: and coatings resistant to attack by molten metals. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-167.

chromium carbides. These carbides, Cr2.1712,

Cr2C0 and Cr3C2, have melting points of
1250, 1665, and 1890° C respectively. Extreme hardness and excellent surr,ace finish
make these msterials suitable a.; precision
gauge blocks and they are aIso of interest
for a number of mechanical and chemical

uses. Lee.

chromium garnet. Uvarovite. Shipley.

chromlmn minerals. The only ore commercially exploited is chromite. Metal is used
in steel alloys, plating, photograph, dyeing.

Ore is used for refractory furnace bricks
in steel furnaces. Pryor, 3.

chromium nitride; chromium mononitride.
CrN; molecular weight, 66.00; isometric
or amorphous; decomposes at 1,700° C;
and insoluble in water. Bennett 2d, 1962;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45a,

ed., 1964, p. B-167.

chromium oxide; chromium

iesquioxide;

green stains or oxides and also a raw material in the manufacture of vitreous enamels. Hansen.

chromium plating, The production of a thin
layer of chromium on the surface of another metal by electrode position to protect it against corrosion. Thicker coatings
are used to resist wear and abrasion. See
also hard plating. C.T.D.
chremium sesquioxide. See chromium oxide.
CCD 6d, 1961.
chromium silicides. CrSi, CraSi, Cr2Si, and
CrSi2; melting points up to 1,710° C; ex-

cellent resistance to oxidation in air at
elevated temperatures; and great hard-

ness. Used as wear-resistant components

at high temperatures. Lee.
containing varying

chromium steel. Steel

amounts of chromium; very hard and

tenacious. See also stainless steels. Nelson.
chromium sulfate; chromk sulfate. Violet or
red powder; Cr2(501)3; specific gravity,
3.012; and insciuble in water and in acids.
Used in ceramics (glazes and green effects).
CCD 6d, 1961.

chromium trioxide; chromk anhydride. a.
01.03; molecular weight, 99.99; red; orthorhom1;i,-, deliquescent; specific gravity,

2.70; melting point, 196° C; and soluble
in water and in ethyl alcohol. Bennet 2d,
1962; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-167. b. Dark purplish-red crystals and soluble in ether.

Used in ceramic glazes and in colored

glass; in chromium plating; and in metal
cicaning. CCD 6d, 1961.
chromized iron; chromized steel. Iron or steel
that has been subjected`to burial in a mix-

of pure powdered chromium and
aluminum in an atmosphere of pure hydrogen at a temperature of 1,400° F. A
ture

high chromium alloy that withstands h;gh

temperatures and is highly noncorr,ve
in air is thus formed on the outside of
the iron or steel. Hess.

chrardzing. A surface treatment at elevated
temperature, generally carried out in pack,

vapor, or salt bath, in which an alloy is
formed by the inward diffusion of chro-

mium into the base metal. ASM Gloss.
chromography. Method of identification of
minerals. Polished section is placed in contact with photographic paper, a current is

chromic oxide; chromia; chiome green;
chrome oxide green. a. Cr203; melting
point, 2,4350 O. Chromium compounds
are u.;ed in glasses, glazes, and enamels
mainly to impart a green color. It is most
often introduced as chromium oxide or
potassium dichrconate, but the dichro-

bles svdfur printing. Pryor, 3.
chromometer. An instrument for determining

tin pinks or chrome greens. Lee; Hand-

Standard, 1964.
chromotography. A chemical process of separating closely related compounds by permitting a solution of them to filter through

mates of sodi:un and ammnnium and thc:
chromates of potasslum, so lium, and iron
are used occasionally. Chromium oxide
may be used in glazes to produce chrome-

passed, and ions migrating to the paper
are developed so as to produce a color
print suitable for microscrutiny. Resemthe color

of petroleum and other oils.

an absorbent so that the different com-

book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-167. b. Bright green; hexagonal; and insoluble in water, in acids, and

pounds become absorbed in separate colored layers comprising a chromatogram.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

chromus. Of, pertaining to, or containing
chromium in the bivalent state; for example, chromous chloride (CrCl2). Webster

in alkalies. Used in metallurgy; as pigments; and in ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961;

ed., 1964, p. B-167. c. A pigment that
consists of chromic oxide and it should

not be confused with chrome green. It is
made by burning sodium dichromate with
a reducing agent. The pure grade consists
of 99 percent Cr203; specific gravity, 5.20.
Used in limeproof plints and finishes that
are to be applied to cement surfaces. One

of the most permanent and indestructible
pigments available and is fast to strong
alkalies and acids. CCD 6d, 1961. d. A

green pigment used to some extent in
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H&C.

3d.

chromowulfenite. A red variety of wulftnite,
containing some chromium. Fay.
chron. Originally introduced to designate an
indefinite division of geologic time. More
recently, it has been proposed as the time

unit equivalent to the stratigraphiv unit,
subseries, and the geologic name; for example, Mohawkian. Hess.

chronic exposure. Irradiation over a long

period of time, either continuous or made
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chronic exposure
up of several shorter periods. NCB.

chronograph. An apparatus for electrically
recording explosion phenomena simultaneously with a continuous time record.
Rice, George S.
chronolithologk unit. Time-rock unit. A.G.I.
Supp.

chronostratigraphic unit. Geologic time unit;

in order of decreasing magnitude: Era,

period, stage, epoch, and age. A.G.I. Supp.
Chrustiov's hardness scale. A scale it is

claimed completes Mohs' scale in the re-

gion of high hardness. Osborne.
chrysoberyl. Beryllium aluminate, BeA1204;

orthorhombic; color green; Mohs' hardness, 8.5; streak, vitreous; specific gravity,

3.7. Gem varieties transparent. Pryor, 3.'
Known as cat's-eye when it has a chatoy-

ant luster. Fay.

chrysoberyl cat's eye. See cyrnophanc; cat'seye. C.M.D.
cbrysoberyllus. A confusing namc, rarely applied to greenish-yellow beryl. Shipley.

chrysocarmen. A red or brown copper-bearing ornamental stone from Mexico containing

light and dark blue as well

as

numerous green spots of, perhaps, azurite

and malachite. Shipley.

chrysocolla. Hydrated copper silicate, CuSiO3.2H20; usually encrusted rather than
crystalline; color, green to blue; Mohs'
hardness, 2 to 4; white streak; specific
gravity, 2.1. Pryor, 3.

chrysocolla quartz. A translucent chalcedony
colored by chrysocolla. Same as azurlite.
Shipley.

Chrysodor. Trade name for a green and

white stone with markings like marble.

Shipley.

chrysojasper. Jasper colored with chrysocolla.
Shipley.

chrysolite. A yellowish-green, sometimes
brownish or reddish, iron-magnesium sili-

cate. A common mineral in basalt and
diorite. When used as a gem, it is called
peridot. The name has at various times

been applied to topaz, prehnite, and apatite but is now used only to mean olivine.

Fay; Hess,

chrysolite aquamarine. Same as chrysolite
beryl. Shipley.

chrysolite beryl. A light yellowish-green to
light yellow-green beryl. Shipley.

chrysolite cat's eye. Chrysoberyl cat's

eye.

Shipley.

chrysolite chrysoberyl. A light greenish-ycllow to light yellow-green chrysoberyl.
Shipley.
chrysolite sapphire. A light yellow-green sapphire. Shipley.

chryeolite spinel. A light greenish-yellow to
light yellowish-green spine!. Shipley.
ish-green topaz. Shipley.

chrysolithus, A pale ycllowith-green beryl.
Schaller.

chrysopal. A translucent apple-grer.n common opal colored by nickel. Fron, Silesia.
See also prasopal. Shipley.

chrysophyrk. Applicd to a basalt containing ph:nocrysts of olivine. Hess.
chrysoprase. An apple-green chalcedony, the
color of which is due to nickel, Sanford.
Used as a gem. A.G.I.
chrysop:ase colored onyx. Sar...e as green
onyx. Shipley.

chrysoprase matrix. Chrysoprase with noticeable white or brown inclusions. Shipley.
chrysoquartz. Green aventurinc quartz. shiplay.

chrysotile. A metamorphic mineral, an as-

bestos, the fibrous variety of serpentine. A

churn-drill operator

silicate of magnesium, with tetrahedra

chunker Ii In bituminous coal mining, a

Chrystolon. Silicon carbide. Bennett 2d, 1962.

chunk glass. Rough pieces of optical glass obtained when a pot of glass is broken open.
Dodd.

arranged in sheets. Leet. Also called Canadian asbestos.
chrysotile asbestos. The fibrous variety of
serpentine. A.G.I.

chu Abbreviation for crntigradc heat unit.
NRCASA N1.1-1957.
chuck. a. The part of a diamond or rotary
drill that grips and holds the drill rods or
kelly and by means of which longitudinal
and/or rotational movements are transmit-

ted to the drill rods or kelly. Compare
automatic chuck. Long. b. The part of a
rock-drill machine that grips or holds the
dfill rod or steel. Long. c, To throw away
or discard. Long. d. A device for holding
work or tools on a machine so that the
part can be held or rotated during machining or grinding. ASM Gloss.

chuck block; chock block. The wooden block

or board which is attached to the bottom
of the screen so as to raise the depth of

the issue and act as a false lip

to the
mortar in stamp milling. Fay.
chuck bolt. Synonym for chuck screw. Long.

chucker-on; chuck-on. A device for auto.

matic rerailing of tubs or cars; ramp;
rerailer. Mason.

chucking lug. A projection forged or cabt
onto a part to act as a positive means of

laborer who arranges large lumps of coal
uniformly on flatcars as they are loaded
at the mine surface. D.O.T. 1.

chunk mineral. In Wisconsin, applied to
masses of galena as broken out of the
mine. Fay.

chunks. Random sizes of glass sheets which
are smaller than standard sizes of stocksheets. ASTM C162-66.
churchillite. Same as mendipite.

Frcm

Chwchill, Mendip Hills, England. Eng-

church
lish. Hz. A very rare, weakly radioact;ve

mineral, (Ce,Ca) (PO4 ).2H20 ; smokegray, tinged with flesh-red; possibly "sono-

clinic; occurs as coatings on siliceots rock
from a copper lode; from Cornwali, England. Crosby, p. 98; Larsen, p. 72.
churn; chump. A long iron rod used to hand-

bore shotholes in soft material, such as
coal. Proyr, 3.

churn driil; churn drilling. a. Portable drilling equipment, usually mounted on four
wheels and driven by steam-, diesel-, electric-, or gasoline-powered engines or motors, The drilling is performed by a heavy
string of tools tipped with a blunt-edge

driving or locating when the part is being
machined. ASM Gloss.
chuck nut. Synonym for chuck screw. Lo
chuck screw. A sct screw in the periphery of
a diamond-drill chuck body by means of
which a serrated jaw within the body of
the "huck may be made to grip and hold
the drill rod. Also called chuck bolt;
chuck nut. Long.
chuck up. A command indicating that drill

chisel bit suspended from a flexible manila

of a diamond drill and that they are to be
clamped in the chuck preparatory to re-

difficult and deep overburden or fractured
barren ground before coring operations
with a diamond drill. Also called American
system drill; blasthole drill; cable drill;
drill;
cable-tool
drill;
cable-system
rope-system drill: shothole drill; spudder;

rods a:e to be inserted in the drive rod

suming drilling. Long.
chuckie stone. One of the pebbles or cobbles

of sedimentary rock or of ignec ts rock
occurring as an inclusion in a coalbed.
One explanation for their occurrence is
that they were attached to roots Of floating trees rafted into the swamp d.rring
periods of high water.
chuco. Caliche deposit in Chile composed
mainly of sodium sulfate. A.G.I. Supp
chudobaite. A mineral, (Nall() (Mg,Z,1)2H(As04)2.1.1120, in anorthic crys'..a,s from
the second oxidation zonc at Tsumeb,
southwest Africa. Hey, M.M., 1961.
chuff brick. See salmon brick. AC.VG.
chukhronvite. A cubic mineral occuring in the

Kara-Oba molybdenum deposit, Central
Kazakhstan, approximates to 4Ja2Al2(Y,-

Ln)2(SO4) 2F22.20H20. Perhaps the same
as an unnamed cubic mineral from Green-

land described by 0. B. Boggild. Hey,
M.M., 1961

chump. Eng. To drill a shothole by hand.
Fay. See also churn.
chun. a. Derb. A clay or soft gouge betwenn
two hard walls. Fay. b. Eng. An open
chasm in a vein. Arkell.

chungkol. Malay. Heavy hoc used to stir
and loosen bed when sluicing alluvial tin
gravels, Pryor, 3.

chunked-up. Built-up with large lumps of
coal to increase the capacity of the car.
Also called built-up. Fay.

chunker I. In bituminous coal mining, a
laborer who loads large lumps of coal into
cars at working places in a mine by hand.

D.O.T. I.

or steel cable, to which a reciprocating
motion is imparted by its suspension from
an oscillating beam or sheave, causing the
bit to be raised and dropped, thus striking
successive blows by means of which the
rock is chipped and pulversized and the
borehole deepened; also, the act or process
of drilling a hole with a churn drill. Extensively used by the diamond-drilling in-

dustry to drive pipe vertically

through

spud drill; well drill. Long. b, A drilling
rig for putting down vertical holes in

plmation and quarry blasting. The rig
consists of a derrick, a steel wire rope
hung from the top of the derrick which

raises and lowe;:s the tools into the borehole, and the walking beam which imparts
the up-an-down movement to the chisel,
See also percussive drill. Nelson. c. A long
iron bar with a cutting cnd of steel, used
in quarrying, and worked by raising and
letting it fall. When worked by blows of
a hammer or sledge, it is r.alled a jumper
or jump drill. Fay.

churn driller. a. In bitumim as coal mining,
a term applied to a mine., hand driller,
or other worker when using a heavy,
chisel-edged, percussion drill for drilling
holes vertically in rock during shaft-sinking operations, by lifting, rotating, and
dropping the drill repeatedly to sink the
holes by shattering the rock. Almost obsolete, D.O.T. 1. b. A person experienced
in the use and operation of a churn drill
and equipment. Also called cable-too!
driller. Long.

churn-drill operator. In minin; and in the
quarry industry, one who drills holes wRh

a churn (cable) drill in rock and overlying ground of open-pit mines or quarries to obtain samples, or to provide holes
in which e);plosives are charged and set
off to break up the solid mass. Also called

,t11

blasthole driller ; blasting hole well driller;
clipper blast-drill operator; well driller
operator. D.O.T. 1
churn-drill outfit. Synonym for churn-drill
rig. Long.
churn-drill rig. A churn-drill machine, complete with accessory tools and equipment
required for specific drilling operations.
Long.

churning. Agitating the fluid metal in a mold

by moving a small, heated iron rod up

and down in the fi-eder in order to insure
solid castings. Crispin.
churns. Forest of Dean. ironstone Ns orkings
in cavern-shaped excavations. A rough
chamber-and-pillar system of working. Fay.

churn shot drill. A boring rig which cornbincs both churn and shot drillings. The
churn drill it, used for rapid penetration
in barren ground where no core is required. The shot drill is used for taking
cores along important rock formations.
Nelson.

chute. a. A channel or shaft underground, or
an inclined trough above ground, through
which ore falls or is shot by gravity from

a higher to a lower level. Also spelled

shoot. Fay. b. In Pennsylvania, a crosscut

connecting a gangway with a heading.
Fay. c. An inclined watercourse, natural
or artificial, especially one through which

boats or timber are carried, as in a dam.

Standard, 1964. d. A narrow channel with
a free current, especially on the lower
Mississippi River. Standard, 1964. e. A
body of ore, usually of elongated form, extending downward within a vein (ore
shoot). The two forms of orthography of
this word are of French and English origin respectively. Under chute, the original

idea is that of falling; under shoot, that
of shooting or branching. Both are ap-

propriate to the technical significations of
the word. An ore shoot may be considered

as a branch of the general mass of the
ore in a deposit, or as a pitch or fali of

vcrted to the inside of a bend, along a
trough between low ridges formed by

deposition on the inside of the bend where
water velocities were reduced. Also called
chute cutoff. Compare ncck cutoff. Leet.
chute attendant. See chute tender. D.O.T. I.
chute blaster. See pluggerman. D.O.T. 1.

chute boss. In coal mining, a foreman who
supervises the loading and draw'ng of coal

into and out of chutes, especially where

coal is mined from inclined beds. D.O.T. 1.
chute caving. The method involves both overhand stoping and ore caving. The chamber

is started as an overhand stope from the
head of a chute and is extended up until
the back weakens sufficiently to cave. The
ore body is worked from the top down in
thick slices, each slice being, however,

attacked horn the bottom and the working extending from the floor of the slice
up to an intermediate point. The cover
follows down upon the caved ore. Also
called caving by raising; block caving in
chutes. Fay.

chute checker. In metal mining, one who

keeps record of amount of ore drawn from

each raise or chute in an ore body being
mined by the caving method (lower part
of ore body is mined and developed with
a system of chutes so that the remaining
ore which sbughs, or caves, from lack of

support can be drawr off). Also called
tallyman. D.O.T. 1.

chute drawer. See chute loader, a. D.O.T. 1.
chute, grizzly, See grizzly chute. ASA MH4.11958.

trough operated mechanically in loading
coal undeiground. Hudson. h. A metal
trough in a breaker, along which the coal

slides by gravity. Hudson. i. A oteep, three

sided steel tray for the pasage of coal or
ore from a conveyor into mine cars. It is

designed to minimize degradation and

chute operator. In the quarry industry,
labover who loads barges with crushed
from a bin. D.O.T. 1.

chute puller. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, a laborer who loads coal or
rock from chutes or bins into mine cars,
railroad cars, trucks, or onto screens, rolls
or picking tables, opening and closing the

gate or door by hand or by means of a

lever. He may be designated according to
type of work, as railroad-car loader; screen
feeder; or slate-gate attendant. Also called
basket man; gateman. D.O.T. I.
chute, screen loading. See screen loading
chute. ASA MI14.1-1 958.

spillage of materials. Nelson. j. A string of
rich ore in a lode (used instead of shoot).
Nelson. k. Ore pass connecting stope with
haulage level. Pryor, 3. I. Stockpile with
withdrawing system su:h as belt conveyor.
Pryor, 3. m. An open trough through

chute system. A method of mining by which
ore is broken from the surface downward
into chutes and is removed through paslageways below. Hess. See also glory-hole

The

opens gates of finger raises (steeply sloping
openings) when ore is being drawn from a

which bulk materials or objects are diand

lowered

by gravity.

trough may be straight or curved. ASA
W14.1-1958. n. An inclined trough or

tube to guide sliding objects from a higher
to a lower level. Crispin. o. A high-velocity conduit for conveyirs to a lower level.
Seelye, 1.

p. An inclined drop or fall.

Soelye, 1. See also gate. q. As applied to
stream flow, refers to a new route taken

by a sticam when its main flow

is di-

natural seepage of water in an arid region.

Hess.

CM system. The name derives from thc

initials of the Commission Internationale
de l'Eclairage. It is a trichromatic system

of color notation that is being used, for
example, in the glass industry. Dodd.

Cimarron series. Red beds occuring above
the salt deposits in the Permian of Kansas. C.T.D.

elment fondu. A slow-setting, rapid-hardening

cement containing 40 percent lime, 40

percent alumina, 10 percent silica, and 10
percent impurities; specific gravity. Bennett 2d, 1962, Sometime called bauxite
cement.
ciminite. A volcanic rock composed essentially of sanidine and pyroxene with suburdinate calcic plagioclase and olivine. An
olivine trachyte. A.G.I.
cimita. A natural mixture of clay and feldsiva occurring in parts of Chile. The composition is not uniform but a typical analysis is: 58 percent Si02; 33 percent Al202;

1 percent Fe203; 4 percent alkali, and 4
percent H2O. Dodd.

Cincinnatian. Upper Ordovician. A.G.I.
Supp.
cinder. a. Or,e of the small commonly vesicu-

rock by operatinfj a hand winch to lower
a chute through which crushed rock flows

baffles and screens to cause the cuttings to
settle in the chute before reaching the
sump. Also called canal; ditch. Long. g. A

denaga. In southwestern United Statcs, a
moist or springy spot where thete is a

by meant of a lever. Also called car loader.
D.O.T. I.

who loads crushed rock from bins into
trucks or railroad cars by opening and
closing the chute or bin gates by hand or

unnecessarily foreign. Fay. f. A ditch or
inclined timber trough through which the
overflow water or mud frz,m a borehole is

conducted from the collar of the hole to
the sump. The chute may be fitted with

man. D.O.T. I. See also battery starter.

chute trammer. See chute loader, a. D.O.T. 1.
CI Abbreviation for cast iron. Zimmerman,
p. 200.

Cl/VINI Canadian Institute of Mining and

chute man. See chute loader; chute tender.

appiied to ore deposits, the other being

loaded into railroad cars (gondolas),
loosening clogged or blocked coal with a
crowbar or some other tool to start it
moving. Also called chute attendant; chute
is

chute loader. a. In metal and nonmetal mining, a laborer who loads ore or rock into
mine cars un.lerground by opening and
closing chute gates. Also called chute
drawer; c:tute man; chute trammer.
D.O.T. 1. b. In the quarry industry, one

ore. In England, ne orthography shoots is
,.xclusively employed and is the best as

rected

cinder coal
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churn-drill operator

system. Bureau of Mines Staff.

chute tapper. In metal mining, one who
body mined by t e caving method, to
o flow down raises
allow caved ore
through grizzlies (g atings made of heavy

metal beams) or heavy timbers to the

chutes on the haulage level. D.O.T. I .
chute tender. In bituminous coal mining, one
who tends chutes which convey coal from

tipple down a slope to a point where it

Pt§

Metallurgy. Statistical Research Bureau.
chnolite. A white, grayish, or reddish hydrotacate of aluminum, soft and claylike or
chilklike in appearance. Fay.

cinch; cinch work. In Nevada, the annual
assessment work required to hold title to
an unpatented mining claim. Bureau of
Mines Staff .

lar fragments of lava that are projected
from an erupting volcano, are about 1/4

to 1 TA inches in diameter, and are coarser

than volcanic ash and smaller than vol:anic bombs. Webster 3d. b. An unce-

mented volca: ic fragment that may range
from 4 to '52 millimeters in diameter.
Such fragments are usually glassy or
vesicular. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. c.
Eng. Inferior ironstone, North Staffordshire. Nelson. d. A derogatory synonym
for carbon. Long. e. Slag, particularly from
iron blast furnaces. Fay. f. A scale thrown
off in forging metal. Webster 3d.

cinder bank. Same as cinder dump. Also
indicates az, old dump as distinguished
from one in toe. Fay.

cinder bed. a. Eug. A stratum of the Upper
Purpeck series, almost wholly composed
of oyster shells; so named by the quarrymen from its loose incoherent composition. Fay. b. A layer of cinders beneath
a mold

to permh the escape of gas.

Crispin.

cinder block. A block closing the front of a
blast furnace and containing the cinder
notch. Webster 3d.
cinder breakout. The slag within the furnace
escaping through the brickwork; caused
by erosion, corrosion, or softening of brick
by heat. Fay.
cinder coal. a. Coal which has been cindered
by 'twat from an igneous intrusion. Maily

cinder coal
coal ..cams have been affected in this way
in Scotland and in Durham, England. See
also metamorphism. Nelson. b. Aust. A very

inferior natural coke, little better than ash.
Fay.

cinder cone. A volcanic cone composed of
cinders and scoria. Fay.

cinder cooler:. In a blast furnace, a watercooled casting, usually of copper, that is
pressed into the cinder notch. Henderson.

circular sawyer, stone
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nated it, Cross, Iddings, Pirsson, and Washington. Synonym for norm system. A.G.I.
circle. a.

In the cer,ral United States, a

nearly circular lead and zinc deposit de-

veloped 'a clayey chert breccias in old
sinkholes in Paleozoic limestone or in dolo-

mite (broken ground). Schieferdecker. b.

In a grader, the rotary table which supthe blade and regulates its angle.
Nichols. c. A plane figure bounded by a
ports

curved line called the circumference, and
every point of the circumference is equally

cinder crusher operator. In concrete products
industry, one who crushes coal einde.s for
use in the production of concrete products,
using conveying equipment and corrugated
steel crushing rollers. D.O.T. 1.

circle agate. Agate with circular marking3

which, in former practice, cinder was run,

circle brick. A brick with two opposite larger

cinder dock. A bed containing molds into

chilled, and then thrown into cars with
forks. Fay.

distant from a point within

the figure,

called a center. Jones, 2, p. 91.
Shipley.

faces curved to form parts of concentric
,:ylinders. Compare radial brick. Dodd.

cinder dump. A place where cinder ladles arc
emptied. Fay.

circle cutting drill. a. A pneumatic drill carried on rotating arms. Used to cut grind..

from the cinder notch of a furnace flows.

AIME, p. 333. b. Same as ditcher, b. Fay.
circle grinding. Ekher cylin-lrical or internal

cinder fall. The dam over which the slag
Fay.

cinder notch. The hole, about 5 or 6 feet
above .:he iron notch, and 3 feet below
the tuyeres, through which slag is flushed
two to three times between casts. See also
cinde r tap. Fay.

cinder pig. Pig iron made from a charge
containing a considerable proportion of
slag from puddling or reher.ting furnaces.
C.T.D.

cinder pit. Large pit filled with water into

which molten cinder is run and granulated
at cast or flush. Fay.
cinder plate. See bloomery. Fay.
cinder runner. A trough carrying slag from

skimmer or cinder notch to pit or ladle,

See also cinder notch. Fay.
cinder snapper. A man who removes cinder
skulls frfom cinder runners. Fay.

stones and pulpstoncs from the quarry.

grinding. ASM Gloss.
circle haul. In strip mining, a haulage system

in which the empty units enter the mine
over one lateial and leave, loaded, over
the lateral nearest the tipple. This system
is utilized where laterals are built into the

mine from the main road, whether outside
the outcrop or on the high-wall side of the
mine workings. This system reduces the

haul on the coal surface to a minimum,
except where there arc only two laterals,

one at each end of the workings. R.I. 3416,
1938, p. 9.
circle mica. Thumb-trimmcd block mica

larger than punch and of sufficient area
to yield a disk 2 inches in diameter free
of racks and open areas. Now included

cinder tap; cinder notch. The hole through
which cinder is tapped from a furnace.

in general term punch mica. Skow.
circl,: reverse. The mechanism that changes
the angle of a grader blade. Nichols.

cinder tub. A shallow iron truck with movable sides into which the slag of a furnace

various colors frequently seen in the sides
of shafts, on the pillars, faces, and roof of

Also called Lur nann front. Fay.

flows from the cinder runner. Fay.

cinder, volcanic. A fragment of lava, generally less than one inch in diameter,
ejected from a volcanic vent. Mather.
dnder wool. A fibrous glass obtained by the
action of a jet of air or steam upon molten
slag as it flows from a blast furnace. Commonly called mineral wool. Fay.

cinerite. Sedimentary material consisting of
volcanic cinders. A.G.I. SuPP.
cinnabar. Mercury sulfide, HgS; hexagonal;
color red; Mohs' hardness, 2 to 2.5; strwk

red; specific gravity, 8.1; 86.2 percent
mercury. Pryor, 3.
cinnabar matrix. A term applicable to various

varieties of minerals containing numerous
inclusions of cinnabar but especially to a

circles Ches. Wavy, undulating streaks of
rock salt mines. Fay.

circle shear. A shearing machine with two
rotary disk rutters mounted on parallel
shafts driven i!, unison and equipped with

an attachment for cutting circles where

the desired piece of material is inside the
circle. It cannot be employed to cut circles where the desired material is outside
the circle. ASM Gloss.
circle shear operator. In the iron and steel
industry, eine who cuts boiler plates and
other heavy metal sheets, rods, and plates
into prescribed sizes and shapes for assembly into objects, such as boilers and tanks
using a shear equipped with rotary blades.
Also called rotary shcarman; rotary shear
operator. D.O.T. 1.

circle spout. Eng. A trough or gutter around

See also cssonite; hessonite; hyacinth. Hess;
Dana 17.

p. 295.
circle system of firing. See rotary-hearth kiln.

merman, p. 21.

circuit. a. A conducting part or a system of
conducting parts through which an electric current is intended to flow. U.S. BuMines Federal Mine Safety CodeBitumi-

CIP. Abbreviation for cast iron pipe. Zim-

cipolino. A marble rich in silicate minerals
and characterized more particularly by
laters rich in micaceous minerals. Holmes,
1920.

apolletti weir. A measuring weir in which
the notch plate has a trapezoidal opening
tapering from the top, the side slopes being
1 horizontal to 4 vertical. Ham.
C.I.P.W. classification. From the initial letters

of the last names of the men who origi-

tance station cannot feed through to a
fault ; and in the circuit to each mining

sect;on to further isolate local faults. The
circuit breaker feeding such a mining section

is

called

a

sectionalizing

circuit

breer. Kentucky, p. 255. b. A switch that
automatically interrupts an electric circuit
under an infrequent abnormal condition
(as overload). Webster 3d. See also cutoff,

g. Fay.
circuits; roundabouts. Circular galleries made

at the different levels in a mine which

enable empty trucks to be pushed out of
the cage on one side and simultaneously
for the full ones to be pushed in on the
other side, thus ensuring a more rapid
journey of the cage. Circuits also aid the
circulation of the air. Stoces, v. 1, p. 237.
circuit tester. A galvanometer used for testing blasting circuits before firing by touching the terminals of the circuit to the posts

of the instrument. It is provided with a

silver chloride cell which generates such
a small current that a single cap may be
tested. Lewis, p. 124.

circuit voltage. Voltage is the greatest rootmean-square difference of potential between

any two conductors of the circuit concerned. ASA M2.1-1963.

circular arch. A roadway support consisting

of an H-section girder of circular form
and usnally made in three parts. The joints

arc secured by fishplates and bolts. This

type of steel arch is useful for withstanding
pressures from roof, sides, and floor. With

close lagging between the rings, the finished roadway resembles a tube. See also
steel arches. Nelson.

circular-arc method. See slip surface of failure. Nelson.
circular bin discharger. A revolving cone with

feeder fingers around the base periphery
connected at the apex through a universal

joint to a revolving arch breaker arm. ASA
MH4.1-1958.

circular coal. Arother name for eye coal.
Tomkeie fj, 1954.

circular cutting dril. See ditcher, b. Fay.
circular field. The magnetic field which surrounds a nonmagnetic conductor of electricity or which exists and is completely
contained within or also surrounds a mag-

netic conductor of electricity. Generally
applled to the magnetic field within any
magnetic conductor ,esulting from a current being passed ,hrough the part or
through a section of the part. ASM Gloss.

circular grading table. See rotary sorting
the inside of a shaft to cacth the water
table. Nelson.
running down the sides; a garland. Fay, circular kiln. A tunnel kiln in the shape of

Mexican variety of jasper. Shipley.

cintomite. Same as cinnamon stolle. Fay.
cinnamon stone. Grossularite, a limt. garnet.

device installed in the positive circuit to
interrupt the flow of electric current when
it becomes excessive or merely exceeds a
predetermined value. Circuit breakers are
provided at the substations to protect the
generatin. equipment between substations
to isolate a faulted section, so that a dis-

Dodd.

nous Coal and Lignite Mines, Pt. 1 Underground Mines, October 8, 1953. Synonym
for round trip. b. The course followed by
an electric current passing from its source

through a succession of conductors and

back to its starting point. Crispin.

circuit breaker. a. An overload protective
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a circle. ACSG, 1963.

circular mil. A unit used for the measurement of the arca of the cross section of
wires, tubes, and rods, being the arca of a

circle whose diameter is 1 mil; 0.000000785

of a square inch. It is equal to 0.7854 of

a square mil. One square millimeter equals
1,974 circular mills. Standard, 1964.
circular saw. A saw whose teeth arc spaced
around the edge of a circular disk running
upon a central arbor. Crispin.
circular sawyer, stone. In the stonework industry, one who saws large, rough blocks
of building or monumental limestone, mar.

circular sawyer, stone
blc, granite, sandstone, or soapstone into
slabs or smaller blocks with a diamond

toothed or abrasive circular saw. Also
called circular saw operator; stone saw
operator ; stone sawyer. D.O.T. 1.

circular shaft. A shaft excavated to the round
shape. The circular shaft is equally strong
at all points, is convenient for concrete
lining and tubbing and both can be made

relatively watertight, and offers the least
resistance to airflow. In Great Britain, circular shafts tend to be standardized at
diameters of 16, 1 ft, 20, or 24 feet with,
in special eases, shafts of 22 and 26 feet.
Nelson.

circular slip. A type of landslide which may
occur in embanbments or cuttings in clay
or homogeneous earth. See also slip surface
of failure. Nelson.

clack valve
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mud pump; slttsh pump. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 3.

circulating scrap. Scrap arising at steelworks
and foundries during the manufacture of

finished iron and steel or of castings. It
consists of the sheared-off ends of tolled
:Ind other worked products, rejected material, etc. See also capital scrap. Nelson.

circulating water. a. The water in the water
circuit. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. Synonym for
circulating fluid. Long.

circulation. a. The passing of any liquid or
gas to the end of the drill string and back
to the surface in the process of drilling
a borehole. Long. b. The movement of air
currents through mine openings. Long. c.
In rotary drilling, the process of pumping
mud-laden or other fluid down the drill
pipe, through the drilling bit, and upward

a mountain, usg.:-.1ly shaped like half a bowl

and often containing a small lake, caused
especially by glacial erosion, and usually
forming the blunt head of a valley. Webster 3d. See also corric.
cistern. a. In metallurgy, a settling tank for
liqu'.d slag, pulp, etc. Fay. b. An artificial

reservoir or tank for holding or storing

water or other liquids. Webster 3d. c. The
receptacle into which glass is ladled from

the pots to be poured over the table in
making plate glass or in casting glass; a

cuvette. Fay.
Citadur. Trade name; a high-alumina cement
made in Czechoslovakia. Dodd.

citrate. A salt or ester of citric acid. Webster 3d.

citric acid. Ca-1.07 occurs in a variety of
fruit, especially lemons. When extracted
and purified, it forms whitish crystals. A
10-percent solution of citric acid is used

circular tunnel kiln. The same as a straight
tunnel kiln, except that it has a movable,
circular platform instead of cars. Bureau

to the surface through the annulus between
the drill-hole walls and the drill pipe.

circulated gas-oil ratio. The number of cubic
Let of gas introduced into a well for gaslift operations, per barrel of oil lifted.
Porter.
circulating fluid. a. A fluid pumped into a
borehole through the drill stem, the flow

circulation fluid. The fluid pumped through
and to the end of the drill string and back
to the surface in the process of drilling 3

which closely resembles it in color though
not in other physic1 characters; it is of

circulation loss. The result of drilling fluid
escaping into the formation by way of

as, Bohemian topaz, Indian topaz, Madagascar topaz, Madeira topaz, and Spanish
topaz. Braziliar topaz is the true mineral.
Also called quartz topaz. See also false
topaz; smoky quartz. C.M.D.
citrine quartz. See citrine.
civil engineer. One whose work includes design, construction, and maintenance of
public works, highways, railroads, bridles,
steel framework of buildings, etc. Crirpin.
civil mean time. Averaged time, as indicated
by a clock which shows the mean solar
day. It differs from that of apparent day.

of Mines Staff.

of which cools the bit, washes away thc
cuttings from the bit, and transports the
cuttings out nf the borehole. Compare reverse circulation. Also called circulation
fluid ; circulation medium; drill fluid; drilling fluid. Long. b. The process of causing
a fluid to circulate in a borehole. Long.

circulating head. A casing to drill-rod coupling. When attached to the top of casing,
it is used during the process of pumping
cement slurries or circulating water through

the casing, forcing ''te fluid to fllow out
of the casing into the drill hole between
the outside of the casing and the walls of
the borehole. Also called stuffing box; tight
head. Long.

circulating load. a. In mineral processing,
use of closed circuit to cheek mineral issuing from a specific treatment, and to return
to the head of the treatment those particles
which do not satisfy the maintained con-

ditions for release to the next stage of

treatment. A 5/1 circulation load in a ball
mill, classifier means that five units arc
returned to the ball innl by the classifier
for each unit released to the following
stage. Use of such an arrangement-allows
the material in circulation to be reduced
more gradually to the desired state than
if it passed through once only and had to

be finished in that pass (open circuit).
The ratio between new feed and circulating load is an important factor in grinding
control in ball mills. Pryor, 3. b. In ore
dressing, oversize material returned to a
ball mill

for further grinding. Newton,

p. 70.
circulating medium. a. Any type of liquid or
gas used as a drill cuttings-removal and bitcoolant agent. Also called circulation medium; coolant. Compare circulating fluid.
Long. b. Medium in circulation in or out-

side the separa:ing bath, at or about thc
specific gravity of that in the separating
bath. B.S. 3552, 1962.

circulating pump. a. A pump (usually centrifugal) used to circulate water through
the condenser of a steamplant; a pump
used to circulate water in a coal washer
or ore concentration plant. Nelson. b. Thc
pump used to circulate mud or water
through the drilling column. Also called

A.G.I. d. The act of moving in a course,
not a circle, which brings the moving
thing, fluid, etc., to the place where its
motion began. Webster 2d.

borehole. Long.

crevices or porous media. Brantly, /.
circulation medium. Synonym for circulating
mcd ium. Long.

circulation of air; dadding. The controlled

flow of air to and from the faces to secure
adequate ventilation of all workings and

tray eling roads. Nelson.

circulation velocity. The speed, generally expressed in lineal feet per second, at which
a fluid or gas travels upward in a borehole
after passing the face of the bit. Long.
circulation volume. The amount of liquid or
gas circulated through the drill-string
equipment in drilling a borehole. The

amount of liquid circulated is expressed

in gallons per minute (gpm), and the
amount of a gas, as air, is expressed in

cubic feet per minute (cfm). Long.
circulator. In ore dressing, smelting, and
refining, a laborer who fills electrolysis
tanks with electrolyte preparatory to copper refining and maintains adequate circulation during the process. D.O.T. 1.
circumdenudation. Erosion (denudation) that,

in dissecting a land mass, has left a part
of the ground upstanding (a residual 'hill
of circumdenudation') by having worked
round it apparently fortuitously, such a

hill not being obviously due to the outcrop
of a resistant rock, though it may very likely
be capped by a hard stratum. Challinor.

circumference. A circle which includes all
points of a round object on or within the
plane of the circle. For example, the circumference of a cylinder or tube is the

shortest line or belt around the object.

Brantly, 2.

circumferentor. A surveyor's compass with
diametral projecting arms each carrying
vertical slit sight. Webster 3d.

cire perdue. A process uscd in metal casting
that consists of making a wax model (as
of a statuette), coating it with a refractory

to test the acid-resisting qualities of a porcelain-enameled surfa-. Hansen.
citrine; citrine quartz. Not the true topaz of
mineralogists, but a yellow variety of quartz,

much less value than true topaz. Known

under a variety of geographical names such

Pryor, 3.

C-.1 detonation. A detonation characterized
by the equivalence of the detonation
velocity to the velocity of sound in thc
burned gas plus the velocity of flow of the
burned gases. I.C. 8137, 1963, p. 76.
CI Chemical symbol for chlorine. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.

cl Abbreviation for centiliter. BuMin Style

Guide, p. 58.
clach. Term used among Scottish miners for
an impure cannel coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.

clack. a. The hinged, lidlike part of a check,
clack, or pump valve. Also called check ;

flap; flapper. Long. b. A clack or pump
valve. Long.

clack door. Eng. The opening into the valve
chamber to facilitate repairs and renewals
without unseating the pump or breaking
the connections. Also, an iron plate bolted
to the pipe to close the opening. Fay.
clack-door piece. Eng. A cast-iron pipe having

an opening in the side for access to the
clack or valve. Fay.

clack guard. Scot. A ring to prevent undue
opening of t'le clack. Fay.

clack lid. Scot. The flap of a cla ck or stationary valve. Fay.

clack piece. The casting forming the valve
chamber. Fay.

(as clay) to form a mold, heating until

clack seat. The rim or scat on which the
hinged lid or flapper of a clack valve

cir mil Abbreviation for circular mil (wire

clack valve. A valve having a lidlike piece
hinged on one side within a chamber that
permits the flow of a fluid or gas to proceed in one dircction only. :Jsually, the
check valve on the pickup end of a drill-

the wax meats and runs out of small holes
left in the mold, and then pouring metal
into the space left vacant. Webster 3d.
measure). BuMin Style Guide, p. 58.

cirque. A deek steep-walled basin high on

2184

closes. Long.
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cladc valve
pump suction hose is a clack-type valve.

Also called check valve; flap valve; flapper
valve; foot valve. Long.
cladding. a. Covering of one metal with
another so as to tailize their joint qualities
or to cheapen cost. The metals are usually

rolled together under high pressure and

temperature. Pryor, 3. b. The outer jacket
of nuclear fuel elements. It prevents corrosion of the fuel and the release of fission
products into the coolant. Aluminum, stainless steel, and zirconium are typical cladding materials. L&L.

ciadgy. A variation of claggy. Fay.
dad metal. A composite metal containing two

or three layers that have been bonded
together. The bonding may have been ac-

complished by corolling, welding, casting,
heavy chemical deposition, or heavy electroplating. ASM Gloss.
clad steel. Carbon or low alloy steel having
a layer of another metal or alloy firmly
bonded to it. Ham.

daggy. Nesvc. a. Adhesive. When the coal
is tightly joined to the roof, the mine is
said to have a claggy top. Also spelled
cladgy. Fay.
Pryor, 3.

b. Muddy or clayey dirt.

Cialbornian. Middle Eocene. A.G.I. Supp.
claim. a. The portion of mining ground held

under the Federal and local laws by one
claimant or association, by virtue of one
location and record. Lode claims, maxi-

mum size 600 by 1,500 feet. Placer claims
600 by 1,320 feet. A claim is sometimes
called a "location." See also mining claim.

Fay. b. S. Afr. Land on a mining field
to which a miner is legally entitled. A
Transvaal claim has an area of 64,025
English square feet (or 60,000 Cape square

feet). It is about 155 feet along the strike
of the reef, and 413 feet across the line, or
along the dip of the reef. An area of 1.44
claims is equal to a South African morgen.

(In Cape feet, the claim is 150 by 400

feet.) Mining maps are often designed in

squares of 1,000 by 1,000 feet, which,

therefore, contain about 16 claims meas-

ured horizontally. Beerman. c. In Australia,
a claim is defined as the portion of Crown

land which any person or number of persons shall lawfully have taken possession of

and be entitled to occupy for mining purposes. No land comprised in any mining
lease can be considered to be a claim. A

following the gold rush of 1849, as an out-

ships is about 30 inches long and weighs

the public lands and to have his claim

of stainless steel. The cast stainless steel
snapper jaws are closed by a heavy arm

growth of the desire of the prospector to
develop a mineral deposit discovered on

about 60 pounds. It is ruggedly constructed

confirmed by law. The min: g laws of the
United States arc based or this system,

actuated by a strong spring and lead

whereas most other mining cc untries follow
the concession system. Compare concession
system. Hoov, pp. 365-366.

clam. a. A clip; a haulage clip; an appliance
for attaching mine cars to a rope. Mason.
b. Eng. A bracket or support for a pump;

a clamp. Fay.. c. A clamshell bucket.

Nichols. d. To mud-in the cbor of a kiln.
ACSG, 1963.

clammer. A haulage hand who attaches tubs
to a rope by means of clams. Mason.
clamming. Local name for the brick and fire-

damp. a. A device to grip and hold in posi-

tion a piece or part or hold or bind to.

gether two or more parts, usually with jaws
or cheeks, at least one of which is movable.
Also incorrectly called clip. Compare cable

clamp. Long. b. Eng. A pile of cut and

dried peat. Standard, 1964. c. Two pieces
of wood or steel bolted around a pipe to
stop a leak. Also called cleat. B.S. 3618.
1963, sec. 4. d. A pile of ore for roasting
or of coal for coking. Fay. e. A device for

holding two pieces or parts of rope together
by pressure. Zern. f. See slips, d. B.S. 3618,

1963, sec. 3, g. A number of bricks piled
up in a particular form for burning. Webs:er 3d.

clamped. See fixed. Ro.

clamped roof layer. Roof layers in which the
edges are clamped, so that tho deflection

and deflection gradient at the edges are
zero. BuMines Bull. 587, 1960, p. 2.

clamping. The process of burning bricks in
clamp. See also clamp, g. Fay.
clamping screw. A screw fitted on a theodolite. It is used to clamp the vernier so that
the tangent screw can be used. Ham.
clamp kiln. A periodic, updraft, open-top
kiln of semipermanent construction, similar to a scove kiln except that it has walls
containing fire arches which are laid up
with scove brick. AC..7G, 1963.

clamp man. See carbon man. D.O.T. supp.
clamp, rail. See rail clamp.
p.
clamp screw. A screw that clamps the vernier

claim Jumping. The location of a mining

of a calibrated circle on a theodolite, so
that the fine adjustment (tangent screw)
can be used to complete alinement of the
telescope. Usually, in addition to the two

claim on supposedly excess ground within
the staked boundaries of an existing location on the theory that the law governing
the manner of making the original location
has not been complied with. Ricketts, I.
claims held in common. The phrase held in
common means a claim whereof there arc

which clamp vertical and horizontal circle,
there is a third which clamps together the
two horizontal plates. Pryor, 3.
clamant!. A twin-jawed bucket without teeth.

United States that grew up in the early
days of mining in Western United States,

larger compositional category for classifying igneous rocks; for example, the rhyo-

rell, 1926) to indicate consanguinity in
rocks. A.G.I.

need not be surveyed. A miner is required
to hold a miner's right before he can legally
mark out or work a claim. Nelson.
claimant. In the federal mining ls w, means
locator. Ricketts, I.

requirements as to all of them. Ricketts, I.
claim system. A system used mainly in the

similarities in composition. A.G.I. b. A

pottery kiln; sometimes spelled clamin. See
also wicket. Dodd.
clamming& Entrance to oven. Noke.

clamps. Split castings with recessed or spiral
grooves which serve as gripping surfaces.

one of them shall answer the statutory

winch. H&G.
dan. a. A clan of rocks is bound together bY

lite-granite clan. A clan may be defined
either by mineralogical or by chemical

claim is marked out by fixing in the ground

such claims shall be sufficient, means that
there must be more than one claim so held,
in order to make a case where work upon

weight. In the open position a foot device
extends below the jaws so that it strikes
the bottom fi.st. The impact moves the
arms up releasing the jaws which snap shut
trapping about a pint of bottom material.
The snapper is equipped with a tailfin and
may be lowered from the oceanographic

clay filling of the wickets of an old-type

posts at each angle of the claim, and it

more owners of a claim than one, while
the Ilse of the words claims held in common, on which work done upon one of

clarifier

usually hung from the boom of a crane
that,, can be either crawler or wheel
mounted. The bucket is dropped in the

open position onto the material to be excavated or handled. It is then closed, encompassing material between the hinged two
halves. Bureau of Mines Staff.

clamshell loader. A grab-type loader activated by cables. Used in mucking operations. Lewis, p. 186.

clamshell snapper. There are several sizes of
clamshell Snappers for taking small disturbed sediment samples. The largest of
those presently in use aboard Navy survey

compositional limitations. Also used (Ty-

clanger. Eng. See clauncher, a. Fay.

Clanny lamp. The safety lamp invented by
Dr. Clanny and first exhibited in 1813.
He improved the lighting power of the
lamp by substituting for the lower portion
of the gauze cover a glass cylinder to surround the flame, and a shield or bonnet to
protect the flame from air currents. Nelson.
clap-me-down. In inclined shaft timbering, a
joint in which the end pieces are checked
into the cap and sill for a distance of .zp-

proximately I inch, with a bevel on the

inner side. Higham, p.148.
dapotis. The wave pattern established when
waves are reflected by a barrier so that the
crests and troughs occur alternately in thc

same places with water particle motion
limited to vertical movement, while a

quarter wavelength away the particle motion is horizontal, back and forth. This is
a standing wave phenomenon. Hy.

clap sill. In hydraulic engineering, a miter

sill; the bottom part of the frame on which
lock gates shut; a lock sill. Fay.
clarain. This term ..eas introduced by M. C.
Stones in 1919 to designate the macroscopically recognizable bright lustrous constituent of coal, which in contrast to vitrain,

is intrinsically striated by dull intercalations. Nowadays the term is used to de-

scribe all finely striated bands of coal which

have an appearance intermediate between
vitrain and durain. As a general rule, clarain is the most widely distributed and
common macroscopic constituent of all

humic coals. IHCP, 1963, part I.
Clarendonian. Lower Pliocene or upper Miocene. A.G.I. Supp.
clarificant. A substance used for clarifying a
liquid; for example, isinglass or alum.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
clarification. a. The cleaning of dirty or
turbid liquids by the removal of suspended
and colloidal matter. See also recirculation
of water. Nelson. b. The concentration and
removal of solids from circulating water in
order to reduce the suspended solids to a
minimum. B.S. 3552, 1962. c. In leaching
process, removal of the last traces of solid
matter, usually from pregnant solution, for

example, gold-rich cyanide prior to pre-

cipitation. Near-colloids are sometimes adsorbed by diatomaceous earth, the resulting
liquid being described as limpid, sparkling,
gin-clear, and polished. Pryor, 3.

clarified amber. More or less cloudy amber

which has been clarified by heating in
rapeseed oil. Shipley.

clarifier. A centrifuge, settling tank, or other

clarifier
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elastic deformation

device, for separating suspended solid matter from a liquid. Hess.
clarifying tank. A tank for clarifying cyanide
or other solutions and frequently provided
with a filtering layer of sand, cotton waste,
matting, etc. Fay.

clarotelain. A rock-type coal consisting of
the maceral telinite and smaller quantities
of other macerals. Compare teloclarain.

densities are treated. Pryor, 3.
classification of crystals. Of 32 possible types
of symmetry, only eleven are found in

clarinite. a. The major maceral or micropetrological constituent of clarain. It is a
heterogeneous material that is generally

translucent in thin section, and in which
there may be intercalated lenticels of such
other ingredients, as xylinite, fusinite,
resinite, suberinite, periblinite,

collinite,

and ulminite. A.G.I. b. Strictly, not a
maceral, but may be used for repetitive
description. Tomkeieff, 1954.

clarite. In 1955 the Nomenclature Sub-committee of the International Conunittee for
Coal Petrology resolved to use this term
for the microlithotype consisting princi-

pally of vitrinite and exinite. It contains

at least 95 percent of vitrinite and exinite.
The proportions of these two macerals may
vary widely but each must be greater than

A.G.I.

clarotelite. A type of coal intermediate between clarite (predominant) and telite.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

darovitrain. A rock-type coal consisting of
the maceral vitrinite (collinite or telinite)
with smaller amounts of other macerals.
Compare vitroclarain. A.G.I.
clarovitrite. A type of coal intermediate between darite (predominant) and vitrite.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

clash. Scot. A thin slurry of clay and water.
Dodd.

clasolite. A rock composed of the fragments
of other rocks. See also elastic. Fay.

clasp. a. A snugly fitting ferrule for connect-

ing pump rods. Fay. b. Any of various

forms of releasable catch, for holding together two or more objects or complementary parts of anything. Webster 2d.

Crosby, pp. 12-13. Brown gummite; Mitchell County, N.C. English

ChM. A division of igneous rocks based on
the relative proportions of the salic (siliceous and aluminous minerals, quartz, feldspars, and feldspathoids) and femic (ferromagnesian minerals, pyroxene, amphibole,
etc.) standard normative minerals as calculated from chemical analyses. The descriptive terms--persalic, dosalic, salfemic, dofemic, and perfemic, corresepond to the
termsperfelsic, dofelsic, mafelsic, domafic, and permafic, which are based on the
relative proportions of the felsic and mafic
minerals actually present. The division of
igneous rocks into classes is analogous to
the less rigid division into hololeucocratic,
leucocratic, mesocratic, melanocratic, and

by the addition of hydrated lime, which

classical washout. A belt of barren ground

splits a batch sample of ground ore into
two equal streams as it falls across an

erosion channels are now filled with sandy
sediment. See also rock riders; rock rolls.

the proportion of inertinite, and neither
must exceed 95 percent. Distinction may
be made between spore cbrite, cuticular
dlarite, and resinous clarite. It is widely
distributed and very common, particularly

in clarain type coals and occurs in fairly

thick bands. IHCP, 1963, part I.
Clark circle system. See rotary-hearth kiln.
Dodd.
darkeite. A massive, dense, strongly radioactive mineral, occurring as an alteration
product of uraninite, (Na,K)s-2.(CaPb).Us07.yHi0; dark brown to reddish-brown.

Clark process. A process for softening water
precipitates calcium and magnesium bicarbonates. Webster 2d
Clark differ. A sample reducing device which

assembly of deflecting chutes. Pryor, 3, p.
^
329.
clarocollain. A rock-type coal consisting of
the maccral collinite and lesser quantities
of other macerals. Compare colloclarain.
A.G.I.
darocolite. A type of coal intermediate between darite (predominant) and collite.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

darodurain. A rock-type coal consisting of
the maceral vitrinite (tellenite or collinite)

and large quantities of other
mainly micrinite and exinite.

macerals,
Micrinito

and exinite are present in larger quantities
than vitrinite. Compare duroclarain. A.G.I.
clarodurite. The term clarodurain was introduced by G. H. Cady in 1942, and in the
modified form clarodurite was adopted by
the Nomenclature Sub-committee of the
International Committee for Coal Petrology in 1956 to designate the microlithotype
with maceral composition between that of
clarite and durite but closer to durite than

to darite. It occurs in fairly thick bands,

is widely distributed and, like duroclarite,

is a common constituent of most humic
coal. ISCP, 1963, part I.

clarofusain. A rock-type coal consisting of

the maccrals fusinite.and vitrinitc and may
contain all other macerals. Fusinite is present in a larger quantity than in fusoclarain.
Compare fusoclarain. A.G.I.'
clarofusite. A type of coal intermediate be-

tween darite (predoininant) and fusite.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

holomelanocratic types. Holmes, 1928.

or thin coal produced by the erosion of the
seam by rivers which flowed during or soon
after

the deposition of the coal. These

Nels rn.

classification. a. As applied to coal washing,
the process of separating particles of various sizes, densities, and shapes by allowing
them to settle in a fluid. Mitchell, P. 257.

b. The evaluation and

segregation of

trimmed sheet mica according to grades
and qualities. Skow. c. In powder metallurgy, separation of a powder into fractions according to particle size. ASM Gloss.

d. Grading of particles too small to be
screened in accordance with their size,
shape, and density by control of their settling rate through a flued medium (water,

common minerals. Each type can be referred to its set of axes. Classification
begins with symmetry classes, and con-

tinues by referring all crystals conforming
to a given set of axes into a crystal system.
The latter are cubic, tetragonal, hexagonal,
orthorhombic, monoclinic, and triclinic.
See also crystal. Pryor, 3.

classification of minerak. Chemically, follow-

ing Dana, eight types are ( 1 ) native elements; (2) sulfides, selenides, tellurides,
arsenides,

antimon id es ;

(3)

sulfo-salts ;

sulfarsenites, sulfantimonites, sulfobismuth-

ites; (4) haloids; (5) oxides; (6) oxygen
salts, carbonates, silicates, etc.; (7) salts

of organic acids; and (8)

hydrocerbon

compounds. Rutley classifies according to
group in accordance with the periodic
table as regards dominant economic constituents. Silicates are classified by structural arrangement of their SD, group.
Pryor, 3.

classification of soils. Soils are classified into
certain well-defined types dependent on the

size, shape, and nature of the particles

For a preliminary classification at the site,
it is generally sufficient to recognize the

main types, such as gravels, sands, silts,
clays, and peat. Later the gravels, sands,
and silts are subdivided into coarse, medium, or fine, according to particle size.
See also soil classification, for dominant
grain size, etc. Nelson.

classifier. a. A machine or device for separating the constituents of a material (as ore,
coal, sand) according to relative sizes and
densities thus facilitating concentration
and treatment. Webster 3d. Classifiers may
be hydraulic or surface-current box classifiers (spitzkasten). Classifiers are also used

to separate sand from slime, water from
sand, and water from slime. Fay. b. The
term classifier is used in particuier where
an upward current of water is used to remove fine particles from coarser material.
See also centrifugal separation. Nelson. c.
In mineral dressing, the classifier is a device that takes the ball-mill discharge and
separates it

into two portionsthe fin-

ished product, which is ground as fine as
desired, and oversize material. Newton,

p.70.
classifier dredge. A dredge in which the gravel

goes from the trommel to a classifier and
then to jigs. This type dredge has become
a strong competitor of the sluice dredge.
Lewis, p. 396.

slurry, or air). Under free Utling conditions (though a relatively quiet medium),
this is sedimentation when practiced dis-

classifier man. One who separates crushed

gravitate against a rising current of me-

and fine precipitated alumina particles
from rich liquor using hydroseparators,
thickeners, and classifiers, as a step in the

continuously on small quantities of material. With hindered settlement the particles
dium, the flow rate of which is so adjusted
that the desired heavy .or coarse particles

can fall to a bottom discharge, while the
lighter ones are upsWept at a higher speed

than is compensated by their falling rate
and overflow. In continuous free settlement, withdrawal of the settled fraction is
made through a spigot, or by means of
mechanically operated rakes or spirals,
while the light fraction overflows at the
upper discharge level of the sorting pool.
Classification is a sizing operation to some
extent for homogeneous particles of roughly
similar shape and a sorting operation when
particles of different sizes, shapes, and

ore into sands (coarse particles) and slimes
(fine particles) preparatory to further concentration of -metal. D.O.T. Stipp.
classifier operator. One who separates coarse

alumina-extraction

process. Also called
hydrate-thickener operator. D.O.T. 1.

classify. The separation of fragments of different dimensions into classes of different
size limits as effected in screens and classifi mi. Nelson.

claming. Sorting ore according to its quality.
Gordon.
ciao*. Consisting of .fragments of rocks or
of organic structures that have been moved

individually from their places of origin.

Compare detrital; fragmental. A.G.1. Stipp.

elastic deformation. One of the processes of

metamorphism that involves the actual

fracture, rupture, and rolling out of rock
and mineral particles. In some instances,
the crystal structure may be preserved but
the orientation of the fragments becomes
confused. In other instances, the rock may
be thoroughly pulverized. Stokes and
V ernes, 1955.

elastic dike. A tabular body of elastic material transecting the bedding of a sedimentary formation, representing extraneous
material that has invaded the containing
formation along a crack, either from below
or from above. Synonym for sandstone
dike. A.G.I.
elastic dispersion pattern. A pattern where
the dispersion is mainly caused by movement of solid particles. Hazokes, 2, p. 144.
elasticity index. A measure of the maximum
apparent grain size of a seoanent. A.G.I.
elastic rock. Any deposit which is composed
of fragments of pre-existing rocks, or of
solid products formed during the chemical
weathering of such older rocks. Examples
of sediments belonging to this group are

clay handler
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mineral; bentonite. b. It has three aspects:
( 1 ) a natural material with plastic properties; (2) an essential composition of particles of very fine size; and (3) an essential
composition of crystalline fragments of
minerals that are essentially hydrous aluminum silicates or occasionally hydrous magnesium silicItes. The term implies nothing
regarding origin but is based on properties,

texture, and composition, that are interrelated, for example the plastic properties
are the result of the constituent minerals
and their small grain size. A.G.1. c. Soil
consisting of inorganic material, the grains
of which have diameters smaller than
0.005 millimeter. A.G.I. d. According to
international classification, it has a grain
size less than 0.002 millimeter. C.T.D. c.

A general term applied to the material

added to water to prepare a drilling mud.
Long.

clay adsorption, anion. The adsorption of
anions either on basal OH surfaces, i.e.,

structural hydroxyis are replaced by other
anions, or on edges where unsatisfied posi-

gravel, sand, mud, and clay, and their

tive bonds occur. Exchange of edge hy-

cons& Fda ted sedimentary-rock equivalents,

clay adsorption, cation. The adsorption of

conglomerate, sandstone, and shale. The
elastic rocks are subdivided according to

the grain size or diameter of their constituent particles, and many schemes of
nomenclature have been based upon this

principk. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
clastic texture. Texture shown by sedimen-

tary rocks formed from deposits of mineral
and rock fragments. Leet.
clastomorphic. Applied to deuteromorphic
rock constituents, the shapes of which have
been modified by exogenetic processes, for
example, the rounded or angular grains of
a detrital sediment. Schieferdecker.
clatersal. Small diamond splints from which
diamond powder is produced by crushing.
Bureau of Mines Staff. .

clathrate. A texture found chiefly in leucite

rocks, in which the leucite crystals are
surrounded by tangential augite crystals in

such a way that it suggests a net or a
section oi a sponge, the felted mass of
augite prismoids representing the threads
or walls, and the clear, round leucite crystals, hte holes. Schieferdecker.

claudetite. The monoclinic phase of arsenic
oxide, As203. Hey 2d, 1955

clauncher. a. Eng. A tool for cleaning blast
holes. Also called clanger. Fay. b. Derb.

A piece of stone, that has a joint back

of it, which becomes loose and falls when
the heading has been driven past it. Fay.

Clausius unit. Unit of entropy (caloric per
degree). Pryor, 3.

clausthalite. Lead selenide., PbSc. Fay.

dant. a. Scot. A scraper with a long handle.
Fay. b. Mud or rubbish heaped together.
Standard, 1964.
clavalite. A belonite with a globular enlargement at each end. A.G.1. SuPP.
clay. a. A fine-grained, natural, earthy material composed primarily of hydrous aluminum silicates. It may be a mixture of clay
minerals and small amounts of nonclay
materials or it may be predominantly one
clay mineral. The type clay is determined
by the predominant clay mineral present
(that is, kaolin, montmorillonite, illite,
halloysite, etc.). Bureau, of Mines ,'Staff.
It is plastic when sufficiently wetted, rigid
when dried en masse, and vitrified when
fired to a sufficiently high temperature.
ASTM C242-60T. See also fire clay; clay

droxyis may also occur. ACSG, 1963.

cations either on basal surfaces where nega-

ing. Picks up scrap clay and returns it to

mill for reuse. Prepares and carries slip for
casting, putting clay, water, and other ma-

terials into blunger (mixer), and starting

machine. Also called scrapman. D.O.T. 1.

clay, clear. A natural, hydrous, aluminum
silicate which, when used as a mill addition in enamel millings, imparts very little
opacity to the fired enamel. Consequently.
this type of clay is used in enamels where
brilliance and depth of color are of prime
importance. Enam. Dict.
clay content. See shrinkage test. Nelson.
clay course. A clay scam or clay gouge found
along the sides of some veins. Fay.
claycrete. The weathered argillaceous layer
immediately overlying bedrock. A.G.I.
Supp.

day cutter. Cutting ring at entry to pipe

feeding into suction cutter dredge. Set of
cutting blades in dredge trommel, used
to break clay brought up by dredge
buckets. Pryor,3.

day dam.

a.

Mid. A stopping made of

puddled and well-beaten clay, from 12 to

36 inches thick, and rammed into the
roof, floor, and sides of the excavation
made to receive it. Fay. b. A stopping or
dam, wherein the seal against water is

tive charges occur, possibly as a result of
isomorphous replacements within the lattice, and/or adsorption on prism surfaces
where unsatisfied negative bonds may
occur. Basal surface adsorption predominates in three-layer clays while edge ad-

provided by puddled clay inserted between
brick walls or wooden planks. B.S. 3618,
1963,sec. 4.
clay dauber. One who seals kiln doors before

feeder, D.O.T. 1.
clay back. A back slip in a coal seam containing a clayey deposit. Nelson.

clay digger. See clay-mine loader. D.O.T. 1.
clay, domestic. Any clay mined in the United
States for domestic use. Bureau of Mines
Staff.
claydune. A dune composed of clay particles
heaped up by the wind. A.G.I.
dayer. Scot. A rod for forcing clay into
joints of strata in wet shotholes. See also
cliay iron. Fay.

sorption predominates in kaolin clays.
ACSG, 1963.
clay-and-shale feeder. See shale-and-clay

clay bals. See armored mud balls. Pettijohn.
clay band. Scot. A clay ironstone. Nelson.
clay band ironstone. Impure argillaceous carbonate of iron occurring in sandstones and
shales, either as definite layers or as nodules. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.

clay bank. a. A bank of clay. Webster 2d.

b. A brownish orange that is yellower and

paler than leather or spice and yellower

and light than gold pheasant. Webster 3d.
clay barrel. See triple-tube core barrel. Long.
day bit. A mud auger ; a mud bit; also, a bit
designed for use on a clay barrel. See also
clay-boring bit. Long.

clay book tile. Structural

clay tile with

tongue and groove edges resembling a book

in shape. Hess.

clay-boring bit. A special coring bit used on
split-inner-tube core barrels. Thickness of
bit face is reduced and inside shoulder is
not inset with diamonds, to allow a sharpedged extension of the inner barrel to extend through and project a short distance
beyond the face of the bit. Also called clay
bit; mud bit. Long.
clay building brick. Brick for normal con-

structional purposes; such brick can be

burning and kiln fi..eboxes after burning
and assists other workers in knocking out
doors and in unsealing fireboxes after
cooling. Also called dauber; plaster man.

D.O.T. 1.

clayey breccia. A breccia in which rubble
and silt each composes over 10 percent
and other material less than 10 percent
of the aggregate. A.G.I.
clayey soil. A soil in which clay is the basic
constituent. The clay contributes to

strength by cohesion, but detracts from

stability by volume change and by plastic
flow under load. Nelson.

clay feeder. See shale-and-clay feeder.
D.O.T. 1.
clay galls. a. Mud curls or cylinders formed
by drying and cracking of thin layers of
coherent mud; commonly rolled or blown
into sand and buried; flattened upon wetting forming a lenticular bleb of clay or
shale. Pettijohn. b. Eng. Clay gall pellets
of clay or mudstone, often ocherous, some-

times hollow, found especially in falsebedded oolitic limestones such as forest
marble. Compare cricks. Arkell.

made from a variety of brick clays. Relevant British Standards are B.S.-657 (Dimensions) and B.S.-1257 (Testing). The
United States Standards areASTM-C62
(Building Brick) ; ASTM-C216 (Facing
Brick), and ASTM-C67 (Sampling and

clay gouge. a. A thin seam of clay separating

rock from an open pit to a tipple or to

clay gun. Equipment used to fire a ball of
;ire clay into the taphole of a blast furnace. Pryor, 3. See also mud gun.
clay handler. A laborer who mixes fire clay

ore, or ore and rock. Weed, 1922. b. A
claylike material found in the brecciated
or gouge zone of a fault; also, sometimes
found in the walls or within ore veins.

Long.
clay grinder. See grinder. D.O.T. 1.
.
Testing). Dodd.
day ,carman. One ,who drives a &wall dump clay-grog mortar. See grog fire clay mortar.
A.R.I.
car- used for. transpbsting clay, shale, and .
.,crushing machine. D.O.T. 1.
.clay carrier. One who carries clay and molds
to ware former or to batter-out for mold,

clay stone

clay handler
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with water and heat-resisting materials to
form a plastc mixture suitable for making
condensers and retorts used in smelting
zinc ore to recover the zinc. D.O.T. 1.
clay, hi-set. The term applied to clays which
impart characteristic stiffness to enamel
slips. Enam. Dict.

into a thin, semiliquid form by operating
blunger (mixing machine). Also called
blunger machine operator clay mixer ;
clay washer slip maker; slip mixer; wet

clay hog. a. In a coalbed, a pinched place
filled with clay. Bureau of Mines Staff. b.

Mid. See wash fault. Fay.

clay holster. One who transfers damp clay
from storage cellar to clay shop where it
is formed into ware. D.O.T. 1.

clay hole. A cavity, in a rock, filled with
clayer material. See also clay pocket. Fay.
daying. Lining a borehole with clay, to keep
the powder dry. Fay.
claying bar. A :od or tool for lining a newly

made coal shot hole with clay to seal up
any breaks in the walls of the hole. The
hole is filled with clay to about one-third
of its length. The claying bar is driven in
by hammer to the limit and rotated by a
tommy bar in the eyelet at the outcr end
of the bar. See also scraper and break detector. Nelson.

clay iron. An iron rod used for ramming clay
into wet drill holes. Webster 2d. See also
bull, a; claying bar. Fay.

claying-up man. See bedder. D.O.T. I.
clay ironstone. a. A clayey rock heavily
charged with iron oxide, usually limonite;
commonly in concretionary form. A.G.I.
b. Clayey iron carbonate. A heavy compact

or fine.grained clayey-looking rock, occurring in nodules and uneven beds among
carboniferous and other rocks. It contains
only 20 to 30 percent iron, and yet much
of the iron produced by the United Kingdom is produced from it. Fay. c. Applied
to

sheetlike

deposits

of

concretionary

masses consisting of argillaceous siderite,
as occur with carbonaceous strata.
Schieterdecker.

dayite. A hydrous silicate of aluminum,

mixer.

1.

clay marl. A whitish, smooth, chalky clay ;
a marl in which clay largely predominates.
Webster 3d.

three-layer type, montmorillonite, in which

silicon

clay seam. A seam of clay in rocks also,
may be a fault gouge. Bureau of Mines

iron, magnesium, chromium, lithium, man-

clay shale. Shale composed wholly or chiefly
of argillaceous material. Fay.

the two-layer type, kaolinitet or of the

and aluminum ions have tetrahedral coordination with repsect to oxygen, while aluminum, ferrous and ferric
ganese, and other ions have octahedral

coordination with respect to oxygen or to
hydroxyl groups . Exchangeable cations
may be on the surfaces of the silicate layers, in an amount determined by the excess negative charge within the composite
layer. These cations usually are calcium
and sodium, but may also be potassium,
magnesium, hydrogen, aluminum, etc. The
most common clay minerals belong to the
kaolinite, montmorillonite, attapulgite, and
illite (or hydromica) groups. Mixed-layer
clay minerals are either randomly or
regularly interstratified intergrowths of
two or more clay minerals. A.G.I.

clay mortar-mix. Finely ground clay used
as a plasticizer for masonry mortars.
ACSG, 1963.

claypan. a. Aust. A shallow silted depres-

will bear much handling. When kneaded
in the hand, it does not crumble readily
but tends to work into a heavy compact

mass. Stokes and Vpnes, 1955.
clay, low-set. The term applied to those clays
which, when used in enamel millings, pro-

duce thin or runny slips, as compared to
normal consistency. Enam. Dict.
clay maker. On who blends and mixes the
various clays, as shipped from the mine,
264-972 0-68-15

Fay.

laboratory samples of clay. Ham.
ropel. Tomkeieff , 1954.

Staff.

clay shredder. A unit for the preliminary
preparation of plastic clay. The machine
consists of a hopper with a flat or conical
base; adjustable knives operate from a vertical, central, rotating shaft. The clay

falls from the shredder through slots in
the casing. Dodd.

clay size. That portion of the soil or of sediments that is finer than 0.002 millimeter
or finer than 0.005 millimeter in some instances. ASCE PI826.
clay slate. a. Slate derived from shale. A.G.I.

Supp. b. Very hard consolidated shale.
A.G.I. Supp. c. A variety of slate, the
cleavage planes of which lack the luster
found in slates, and thus approach phyl.

lite. The term also distinguishes argillaceous slates from slates derived from volcanic
ash. Holmes, 1928.

day soil. A fine-textured soil that forms very
hard lumps or clods when dry. When dry
clay soil is pinched out between the thumb

1955.

Clayspar. Trade name for a siliceous raw
material occurring in Scandinavia and

ing; parting. Fay. b. Seams of hardened
carbonaceous clay between or in beds of

barely sustaining its own weight. The moist
soil is plastic and will form a cast that

out grinding, but not chemically altered or
metamorphosed. Also called clay stone.

sion in which water collects after it rains.
Webster 3d. b. A stratum of stiff, compact,
relatively impervious clay which is not
cemented and, if immersed in water, may
be worked into a soft plastic mass. It dif-

clay kiln. A kiln or stove for burning clay.
Fay.
clay lath. British Standards 2705 describes
this as copper-finished steel wire mesh at

clay loam. A fine-textared soil that breaks
into clods or lumps which are hard when
dry. When the moist soil is pinched between the thumb and finger, it will form
a thin ribbon which will break readily,

to be incapable of using as a clzy with-

clay sapropel. Clay deposit containing sap-

size, crystalline,

clay parting. a. Clayey material bound be-

machine. Bureau of Mines Staff.

spars; indurated clay, sufficiently hardened

hydrous silicate with a crystal structure of

clay mineral. A colloidal

ber of English fire clays are found to

the intersections of which suitably shaped
unglazed clay nodules have been bonded
by a firing process. Clay lath provides a
stable, well-keyed base to cover the whole
of a surface with the minimum number
of joints; it is supplied to rolls or mats.
Dodd.
clay loader. A machine used for loading clay
transportation to the plant or a workman
responsible for operating a clay-loading

Arkell.

day rock. A rock composed of fine, argillaceous detrital material and chiefly that
derived from the decompeistion of feld-

clay sampler. A special tool for obtaining

fers from hardpan. Stokes and Varnes,

consist chiefly of clayite. English.

clay rag. Glouc. Stone found in claypits.

clay micronized. A term applied to clay that
has been processed through a micronizer.
Enarn. Dict.
clay mill. A mill for mixing and tempering
clay; a pug mill. Fay.

A1203.2Si02.2H20. This name has been

suggested for "colloidal kaolinite." A num-

any of the various clay beneficiation methods. Enam. Dia.

tween a vein and its wall. Also called cascoal. Hess.

claypit. a. A sump in which a drilling mud

is mixed and stored. Long. b. A pit or

sump in which the return fluid from the
borehole is collected and stored for recirculation. Long. c. A pit where clay is
dug. Fay.

clay plug. A sediment with much organic
muck deposited in a cutoff river meander.
A.G.I. Supp.

clay pocket. A clay-filled cavity in rock; a
mass of clay in rock or gravel. See also
clay hole. Hess.
clay press. A press used to squeeze water out

of slip, which is then dried and ground.
C.T.D.

clay products glazer. One who dips shaped
or molded clay products into a glaze solution that makes a hard shiny surface when
subjected to high temperatures in a kiln.
D.O.T. 1.
clay puddle. A plastic ruaterial produced by

mixing clay with about one-fifth of its

weight of watrx used to provide a watertight blanket, employed for lining canals

or in the cutoff walls of dams. Ham.
clay puddler. See batch mixer. D.O.T. I.
clay rigger. See pug-mill operator. D.O.T. 1.
clay, purified. Dry, powdered clay from which

natural impurities have been removed by

and fingers, it will form a long flexible

ribbon. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
clay soils. See sedimentation test. Ham.

containing approximately 95 percent SiOt,
2.5 percent A120, 1.5 percent K20, and
0.5 percent NasO. Dodd.
clay sponge. See ceramic sponge. Bennett 2d,
1962 Add.

clay-spray cutter. One who trims

colored

bands painted on surface of green ware to
specified

thickness by rotating ware on

wheel and cutting away excess band, using
carbide cutting tool. D.O.T. Supp.
clay staim. Yellowish-brown or rust-colored
films from deposits of clay minerals. Skozv.

clay state. A pottery article is in the clay
state when it is shaped but not yet fired.
Rosenthal.

day stone. a. Aust. A soft, earthy, feldspathic rock occurring in veins and having
the appearance of indurated clay. Fey. b.

One of the concretionary masses of clay
frequently found in alluvial deposits, in
the form of flat rounded disks either simple or variously united so as to give rise

to curious shapes. They are sometimes al-

most as regular as if turned in a lathe.

Fay. c. In spite of the several meanings,
the term is a good one and should be retained as applicable to indurated clay in
the same sense as sandstone is applicable
to indurated or cemented sand. The ap-

plication of the term to

concretionary

bodies should be abandoned and these
things given the correct name. The application to a partially weathered feldspathic

igneous rock should also be given up.

A.G.I.
clay stone porphyry. An old and somewhat
indefinite name for those porphyries whose
naturally fine groundmass is more or less

kaolinized, so as to be soft and earthy,
suggesting hardened clay. Fay.

clay substance. Does not exist in nature and

is a term used by ceramists for ceramic

calculations, designating theoretically pure
clay. Rosenthal.

clay temperer. See millman; wet-pan operator. D.O.T. 1.
clay thrower. See thrower. D.O.T. 1.

day vein. a. Structural features occurring

most frequently in areas where the coal
is folded to the extent that there are welldeveloped fractures and face cleats. A
clay underlying the seam where there is
considerable overburden is squeezed into
these voids. Where there features assume

any considerable linear extent, they re-

semble veins. Also called dirt slips. Kentucky, p. 24. b. Clay filling of a fracture

in a coalbed, usually from the roof but
may be from the floor. Ranges from a
filmlike trace to many feet in thickness
and may extend laterally for several hundred feet. May act as a barrier to migration of water and gases, such as methane.
The source material of the clay filling is
sedimentary in origin. Bureau of Mines
Staff. c. A body of clay, usually roughly

tabular in form like an ore vein, that

fills a crevice in a coal seam. It is believed
to have originated where the pressure was
high enough to force clay from the roof or

floor into small fissures and in many instances, to alter and to enlarge them. Also
called horseback. A.G.I.

day ware. a. Potter's term for shaped pottery before firing. Rosenthal. b. Everything made of clay. Rosenthal.

day wash. a. A deposit of clay transported
and deposited by water. Bureau of Mines
Staff. .

b. The agitation of an oil with

fuller's earth or some other clay to im-

prove the color or odor of the oil. Porter.

c. A thin emulsion of clay, and water,

sometimes used to strengthen the face of
the mold. Freeman. d. Clay thinned with
water and used for coating gaggers and

flasks. Crispin.
day washer. See clay maker. D.O.T. I.
clay-water pastes, yield point. See yield
point. ACSG, 1963.

day wining. The mining and processing of
clay raw materials. ACSG, 1963.

day with Mats. A deposit of mixed chalk

flints and clay in England that lies direct-

ly on the Chalk in many areas and is
often seen in potholes or in pipes. It
is usually ascribed to the effect of solu-

tion-weathering on the Chalk, but in many
instances, there may be an additional admixture of Tertiary materials. The clay is
reddish or brown, very tenacious, and
often nearly black at the base of the deposit,
becoming lighter and more sandy higher.
Unfortunately, the term has been loosely

applied to almost all the clay-ffint drift
deposits that rest on the Chalk. Holmes,

1928.
day worker, See blunger loader. D.O.T. I .
dead. Eng. To cover with planks. Fay.

deadieg. A lining or covering of boards,

planks, battens, or nonconducting material (as for lining a ship's cabin or a

mine shaft or for insulating a boiler or
engine cylinder); lagging. Webster 3d.

CIMIL a. N. of Eng.Free from firedamp

cleanup barrel
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clay stone

other obstructing material. Long. e. To

and grease solvents are sometimes used,
but must be followed by a boiling alkaline
bath treatment. Hansen. C. The removal
of grease or other foreign material from
a surface. Lowenheim. d. A general term
for the methods and processes of separating dirt from coal, or gangue from mineral. See also coal-preparation plant;

Free of foreign material. In reference to
sand or gravel, means lack of binder.

cleaning, coal. The treatment of coal to
lower the mineral matter (ash) content.

or other noxious gases. Fay. b. A coal seam
free from dirt partings. Fay. C. A diamond

or other gem stone free from interior
flaws. Hess. d. A borehole free of cave or

remove cave or other obstructing material
from a borehole. Long. f. A mineral virtually free of undesirable nonore or wasterock material. Long. g. Empty. Long. h.

Nichols.

i. To undergo or perform the

process of cleaning; to clean up; to make
a cleanup. Webster 3d.
Clean Air Act. An Act which became part
of Great Birtain's national legislation in
July 1956, although its main provisions

did not become effective until June 1,
1958. Its objective is to reduce atmospheric pollution to acceptable limits. Inter
alia, it empowers local authorities to de-

clare smoke control areas in which the

emission of any smoke from chimneys will

constitute an offense. See also chimney;
coal smoke; grit; smoke. Nelson.

clean bomb. A nuclear bomb that produces
relatively little radioactive fallout. L&L.
clean cutting. A rock formation the cuttingi

roughing. Nelson.

B.S. 3552, 1962.

cleaning, dry. The mechanical separation of
impurities from coal by methods which
avoid the use of a liquid. B.S. 3552, 1962.
cleaning of coal at the face. Means the removal of a visible impurity. Mitchell, p.
221.

cleaning solution. For laboratory glassware,

mixed sulfuric acid (concentrated) and
saturated sodium dichromate solution in

ratio 100/1. Prpor, 3.
cleaning, wet. The mechanical separation of
impurities from coal by methods involving
the use of a liquid. B.S. 3552, 1962.

deanout. a. To remove cave or other ob-

of which do not tend to mud up on the

a diamond- or other-type bit.

structing material from a borehole. Long.
b. A port or opening provided in the body
or base of a machine or other mechanism
through which accumulated debris may be

dean cuttings. Rock cuttings that do not

ckanout auger. See cleanout jet auger. Long.

also, rock cuttings not contaminated by
cave material or drill-mud ingredients

one who cleans out cave-ins of old wells,
using a special string of tools attached to
cable. He removes, cleans, and resets

face of
Long.

ball or adhere to the walls of the borehole;
Long.

cleaned coal. Coal produced by a cleaning
process (wet or dry). B.S. 3552, 1962.

cleaner.

a. Scot. A scraper for cleaning

out a shothole. Fay. b. One who selects
best grades of asbestos filter that have
been separated from rock, and picks out

all foreign matter. D.O.T. I. c. A solution,
usually alkaline, used to remove oils grease,
drawing compounds, and loose dirt from

removed. Long.

cleanout driller. In petroleum production,

screens or liners, used to exclude sand

and rock and prevent caving of oil- or gas-

bearing strata at the bottom of the well.

Also called cleanout man; fisherman; well
cleaner. D.O.T. I.
deanout Jet anger. An auger equipped with
water-jet orfices designed to clean out col-

metal as a step in preparing the surface

lected material inside a driven pipe or
casing before taking soil samples from
strata below the bottom of the casing.

for the retreatment of the concentrate

ckanout man. See cleanout driller. D.O.T. I.
cleanout tooldresser. In petroleum produc.
tion, one who sharpens, tempers, and re-

for porcelain enameling. ASTM C286-65.
d. A substance used to remove soil from
metal parts prior to pickling. ACSB-3.
cleaner cells; redeaner cells. Secondary cells
from primary cells. B.S. 3552, 1962.

cleaning plant. See coal washer, b; preparation plant. Pryor, 3.
CIMUICT MIL One who operates a battery of
cleaner jigs that separate the coarser

grains of ore from the finer particles by

agitation and screening in water. D.O.T. I.
cleaners. Materials that are used in the porcerlain enameling industry to clean the

metal are usually alkaline and can be

divided into groups as follows: (1) clean-

ing by chemical action, as with caustic
soda; (2) cleaning by emulsification, as

with soaps; and (3) cleaning by mechanical action as
materials. Lee.

with

insoluble abrasive

cleaners-ap. The men employed in removing

the debris from the cut made by a longwall coal-cutting machine. Synonymous
with Kummer. TIME.

deli bole. A borehole free of cave or other
obstnacting material. Long.

cleating. a. The retreatment of the rough
concentrate to improve its quality. Pryor,
4, p. 816. b. The process of removing oil,
shop dirt, and drawing compounds from
sheet iron parts prior to piclding. This is
usually accomplished by submerging the
ware in a boiling solution of alkalies compounded under various trade names. Oil
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Also called cleanout auger; M.P.F.M. jet
auger. Long. .

pairs the tools used in cleaning out oil
or gas wells. D.O.T. 1.

cleanser; clanger. Eng. An iron tube or
shell, with which a borehole is cleaned.

Fay.
cleansing. S. Staff. Clearing and making
fit for traversing old gate roads; carrying

out cuttings from the mine; clearing the
sumps at bottom of shafts. Fay.

clean toe. A sufficient shattering of the material that constitutes the toe to make its
entire removal possible without excessive
secondary blasting. Compare toe, c and d.
Fay.

cleanup. a. The operation of collecting all
the valuable product of a given period of
operation in a stamp mill, or in a hydraul-

ic or placer mine. Fay. b. The valuable

material resulting from a cleanup: Fay. c.

To load out all the coal a miner has
broken. Fay. d. An opportunity to clean
up. Fay. e. The cleanup, of sluices in

placer mining is a similar process which
occurs daily or more often. The gold, tin,
or other concentrate is shoveled out for

further treatment. Nauru. f. To police
and tidy up drill and premises around a
drill rig. Long.

demur barrel. One used to batch grind and
then amalagamate gold-bearing concen-

trates and hesidues. Pryor, 3, p. 87.

cleanup man. a, The man who performs the
operation described under cleanup, a Fay.
b. See wasternan. D.O.T. 1.
cleap. A cleaving crosswise of the bedding in
a coal seam: a cleat. Standard, 1964.
clear. a. Translucent diamonds with few

visible spots or flaws. Long. b. Water that

has not been recirculated in drilling and
hence is free of drill cuttings and sludge.
Also applied to return water when it contains little or no entrained cuttings or

sludge. Long. c. A safe working place.
Long. See also clean, a and b.

clearance. a. The space between the top or
side of a car and the roof or wall. Fay. b.
Technically, the annular space between
downhole drill-string equipment, such as
bits, core barrels casing,

cleve
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cleanup barrel

etc., and the

walls of the borehole with the downhole
equipment centered in the hole. Lot.yely,
the term is commonly and incorrectly used

as a synonym for exposure. See also exposure, a. Long. c. The amount of open
space around a drill or piece of mining
equipment in an underground workplace.
Long. d. The gap or space between two
mating parts. ASM Gloss. e. Space provided between the relief of a cutting tool
and the surface cut. ASM Gloss.
clearance angle. The angle between a plane

containing the flank of the tool and a
plane passing through the cutting edge
in the direction of relative motion between
the cutting edge and work. 'ISM Gloss.

dearance space. A space ir. pumps of the

clear filial. Transparent muscovite without
stains and with a smooth surface in reflected light. Bureau of Mines Stall.

clear span. The clear unobstructed distance
between the inner extremities of the two
supports of a beam. This dimension is always less than the effective span. Ham.

clear water reservoir. See service reservoir.
Ham.

cleat. a. Main joint in a coal seam along
which it breaks most easily. Runs in two

directions along and across the seam.
Pryor, 3. b. A small piece of wood nailed

to two planks to keep them together, or
nailed to any structure to make a support
for

something

ehe. Fay. c.

Eng.

A

wooden wedge four or five inches square
placed between the top of a post and the

underside of a bar or cap. Fay. d. Eng.
A piece (or pieces) of wood fastened to
pump spears for the purpose of steadying
them, and preventing them from wearing

where they pass through the collarhg,
and to prevent the edges of the spear

plates and bolts from iajuring the pumps.
Fay.

e. An attachment fastened to the

conveying medium to act as a pusher, sup-

port, check or trip, etc., to help propel

material, parts or packages along the nor-

mal path of conveyor travel. May be of
various sizes and shapes to suit the application. ASA MH4.1-1958. f. Systems
of joints, cleavage planes or planes of
weakness found in coal seams. The more
pronounced points are called face cleats
and are normally parallel to the line or

piston and ram types, usually quite small,
between the cylinder end and the piston

direction of regional folding. It is common
for a set of joints, which are approximately

which water can be raised on the suction
side is influenced by the volume of this

veloped and usually nearly at right angles

at the end of its stroke. The height to
space. Mason V. 2, p. 164.

clear ceramic glaze. The same as ceramic
color glaze except that it is translucent
or slightly tinted
ACSG, 1963.

with a

gloss finish.

clear ceramk glazed die. Facing tile whose
surface faces are covered by an inseparable, fire-bonded, translucent, or tinted
ceramic glaze of lustrous finish. ASTM
C43-65T.

clear day. A clay such as kaolin that is free
from organic matter and so does not give
rise to bubbles if used in a vitreous
enamel; such clays are used in enamels
when good gloss and clear colors are re-

parallel cracks or fissures a few inches
apart, to occur though not as well de-

to the face cleats. These are known as

butt cleats. Kentucky, p. 23. g. Coal seams
are usually intersected by a series of inclined joints which are often well. developed. These joints have received distinctive
names, such as cleat or slips though bord
is sometimes employed. Usually there are
two distinct systems of joints coursing at

roughly right angles to each other. The
term cleat or face cleat is applied to the
major joints and end cleats to the minor
joints. Nelson. h. Joints in coal more or
less normal to the bedding planes. B.S.
3618, 1964, sec. 5. i. See clamp. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 4.

quired. Dodd.

ckat spar. York. Crystalline mineral matter, often ankerite, occurring in the cleat

coal, working at distances of 3 or 4 yards
apart along the face. Fay. b. A reservoir
(in saltmaking) into which bring is con-

cracis of coal. Arkell.
cleartge. a. In mineralogy, the property

clearer. a. Eng. Miners who undercut the
veyed. Fay.

clear frit. A frit that remains essentially
transparent or nonopaque when processed
into a porcelain enamel. ASTM C286-65.
clear glue. A colorless or colored transparent
ceramic glaze. ASTM C242-60.
clearing. The removal of all standing growths,
whether of bushes or of trees. Cavson, p.
88.

ckarize mad grabble& Removal of

tree

stumps before excavation Itarts on a construction site. Ham.

clearing bole. A hole drilled to a slightly
larger diameter than the bolt passing
through it. The clearance for black bolts
is normally one-sixteenth of an inch. Ham.

dew melting. The process of keeping the
glass in a molten condition for a time
sufficient to permit the impurities or uncombined substances to settle. Fay.

possessed by many minerals of being rather

easily split parallel to one or more of the
crystallographic planes characteristic of
the mineral. Fay. b. A tendency in rocks
to cleave or to split along definite, parallel,

closely spaced planes which may be highly
inclined to the bedding planes. It is a secondary structure, commonly confined to
bedded rocks, developed by pressure, and

ordinarily accompanied by at least some
recrystallization of the rocks. Cleavage
should not be confused with the fracturing of rocks, which is jointing. Sa also
joint, a. Fay. c. In quarrying, the cleavage
of rocks is often called the nft. Nelson. d.

A fragment of a crystalline substance,

such as a diamond produced by cleaving.
Long. e. Severance of glass; maally. the
final separation resulting from scoring
with a lasscutter. Kinaty.
A compositional banding
cleavage

that is parallel to the cleavage rather than
to the bedding. It results from the mechanical movement of incompetent material,
such as argillaceous rocks, into the cleav-

age planes in a more competent rock as

sandstone.

Ordinarily,

the

argillaceous

bands are only a few millimeters thick.
See also segregation banding. A.G.I.

cleavage fracture. A fracture, usually of a
polycrystalline metal, in which most of
the grains have failed by cleavage, re-

sulting in bright reflecting facets. It is one
type of crystalline fracture. Contrast with
shear fracture. ASM Gloss.
cleavage plane. a. The crystallographic plane,
which can be likened to the grain in wood,
aim? which a crystalline substance, such
as diamond, may be split easily. See also
cleavage, d. Long. b. Any uniform joint,
crack, or change in quality of formation
along which rock will break easily when
dug or blasted. Nichols. c. The plane along
which the cleavage takes place. Fay.
cleavage& As used by the diamond-cuttin',
and diamond-bit-setting industries, the
more or less flat diamond fragments produced by splitting a crystalline diamond

along the octahedral plane. Such fragments are used primarily as a material

which special-shaped, diamondpointed cutting tools are produced. Long.
cleavage stepping. Small, sharp, subparallel
monoclinal flexures that distort the cleavage face into a series of broad low steps.

from

Skow.

cleavage sttucture. A structure within a
single grain or crystal, resulting from
mineral cleavage. Schieferdecker.
cleavage way. Rift; first way; reed. Arkell.

Cleave. a. Scot. One of two or more divisions of a seam, usually ironstone. Fay. b.

To split a crystalline substance, such as
a diamond, along a cleavage plane. Long.
deavelandite. A white, lamellar, variety of
albite. Dana 17.
cleaves. Eng. Soft red sandstone of the New
Red Samdstone formation, Radstock district. Arkell.

cleaving. Splitiing a crystal along a cleavage
plane. Hess.

clenvings. Eng. Divisions of beds of coal,

in the direction of the laminae

either

horizontal or inclined. Fay. See also composite seam.

cleaving way. Corn. A direction parallel to
the bedding planes of a rock. Compare
quartering way. Fay.
cledge. Eng. A clay or stiff loam; also, the
upper stratum of certain beds of fuller's
earth. Webster 2d.

cleft. a. Scot. To load cages at the shaft
bottom or at midworkings. Fay. b. Scot.
A haulage clip. Fay.

cleat coal. Scot. Coal as it comes from the
mine. See also run-of-mine. Fay.

ckeksmam ckekie. Scot. An early term for
the person who unhooked the baskets of
coal at the shaft mouth. Fay.
elect. Derb. See cleat, c. Fay.
Ckrid solution. A molecular mixture of thallium malonate and thallium formate. Used
as a heavy solution for the separation of

minerals. The solution has a maximum

density of 4.25 at 20°C. It Is prepared by
adding to one of two equal quantities of
thallium carbonate, fouric acid and to the
other malonic acid unth each is neutralised. The' two solutions are then mixed,

filtered and evaporated until almandite
floats. Hess.

deve. Eng. A steep hillside; a cliff. Standard,

clinometer
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cleve
1964.

cleveite. A variety of uraninitc containing a
large percentage of UO9, and also rich in
helium. Contains about 10 percent of the
yttrium earths. Fay.

Cleveland iron ore. Same as Cleveland ironstone. Bureau of Mines Staff.

Cleveland ironstone. A sandy oblitic siderite

bed of Lias age, mined for iron in the

Cleveland district of Yorkshire, England.

The ore is said to have averaged about
30 percent iron. Hess.

clevis. a. In coal mining, a spring hook or
snap hook used to attach the hoisting rope
to the bucket. Also called clivvy. Pryor, 3.

b. A U-shaped iron used with an iron

pin for connecting ropes to the drawbars
of cars or, when used with iron links, for
coupling cars together. Jones. Also used
as a connecting link between chains cr
lines or to hang a sheave in a drill tripod

pulp undergoing froth flotation, the prebalance of chemical energy
reached by the reacting electrical, physical, and chemical forces. Pryor, 4.
vailing

climatic peat. Peat produced through the

action of climate in a definite zone of the
earth. Climatic peat deposits are subdivided into blanket moss and hill (subAlpine) peat. Tomkeiell, 1954.
climb. The tendency of an inclined diamond-

drill hole to follow an upward-curving,
increasingly flat course; also, the tendency

of a diamond or other rotary-type bit to
drill a hole curved in the updip direction

when holes are drilled in alternating hardand soft-layer rock having bedding planes
that cross the borehole at an angle other
than990° to the face of the bit. Long.
climb cutting. Analogous to climb milling

and mass of the metal, and with the rate

of heating. C.T.D.

clinkstone. A feldspathic rock of the trap
family, usually fissile, and is sonorous

when stuck with a hammer. See

also

phonolite. A.G.I.

clinoamphibole. A group name for the monoclinic amphiboles. English.
clinoaugite. A collective name for the monoclinic pyroxenes. English.

dinoazi.s. The inclined lateral axis in the
monoclinic system, designated a. A.G.I.
clinochlore. A mineral member of the chlorite

group,

composition

( Mg,Fe" ) 4Al2 (A 12Si2 )

clinic. A.G.1.

approximately
( OH )11;

mono-

clinochrysotile; orthochrysotile. Monoclinic
and orthorhombn forms of chrysotile, as
determined by X-rays. Spencer 20, M.M.,
1955.

ASM Gloss.

clinoclase. A basic copper arsenate, 4[Cu3As04(OH)9]. See also clinoclasite. Fay;

splitting easily along the planes of deposi-

climbing forms. A type of formwork used for
the construction of reinforced concrete
walls for buildings. The formwork is
jacked up from bars anchored in the concrete, which is poured continuously until
completion of the work. See also moving
forms. Ham.
climbing ripples. Cross-lamination produced
by superimposed migrating ripples. Petti-

clift. Fay. b. A very steep, perpendicular,

climb milling. Milling in which the cutter

dinoclasite. A hydrous copper arsenate, CudAs909.3Cu (OH ) 2 or 6Cu0.As9093H20.
Color; internally, a dark verdigris green;
externally, a blackish blue-green; it crystallizes in the monoclinic system. Fay.
clinoenstatite. A monoclinic variety of pyroxene. Crystals elongatPd, parallel to C axis.
Typically magnesium metasilicate, MgSi-

clinch; clink bolts. Eng. Crossbolts under

statite, but grading, by substitution of increasing quantities of iron, into clinohy-

or derrick. Long.

cliachite. a. A ferruginous bauxite from Cliache, Dalmatia, Yugoslavia. English. b.
Colloidal aluminum hydroxide occurring
as one of the constituents of bauxite. See
also sporogelite. English.

cliff. a. Wales. Shale which is laminated,

tion. See also bind, a. Fay. Also called

or overhanging face of rock, earth, or
glacial ice of considerable height. Webster

3d. c. The strata of rocks above or between coal seams. Standard, 1964. d. A
high, steep face of rock, formed at the
seacoast.
decker.

Also called

seacliff. Schief er-

cliff corniche. See cliff overhang. Schieferdecker.

diffed coast. A coast formed by cliffs. Schief erdecker.

cliff glacier. A glacier which occupies a rela-

tively small depression in the side of a

mountain or in the escarpment of a
plateau. Fay.

cliff overhank; cliff cornkhe. The sapped
part of a cliff above the wavecut notch.
Schief er decker.

diffstone. A hard chalk found in England

and used in paint, as a filler for wood, and

in the manufacture of rubber. Bureau of

Mines Stall.

cliffstone Paris white. A special grade of

whithig made from a hard grade of English chalk. CCD 6d, 1961.

cliff. a. A cliff. Standard, 1964 See also cliff,
b. Fay. b. S. Wales. A general term used
to describe many types of shale. Nelson.

c. A strong, usually silty mudstone.
solete. B.S. 3618,1964, sec. 5.

dift guar. a. S. Wales. A hard, sandy shale.
Nelson. b. A banded or nonbanded siltstone. Nelson.

climate. a. The average course or condition
of the weather at a particular place over

a period of many years as exhibited in

absolute extremes, means, and frequencies
of given departures from these means, of
temperature, wind velocity and direction,
precipitation, and other weather elements.
Bureau of Mines Staff. b. The prevailing
set of conidtions .(as of temperature, humidity, or freshness of atmosphere) in any
place. Webster,3d. c. Climate has a profound effect on such geological processes as
weathering, stream erosion and deposition,

eolian erosian and deposition, glaciation,
soil formation and removal, coal forma-

tion, ane some ore deposition and conceatration. Bureau of Mines Staff. d. Of

john.

moves in the direction of feed at the point
of contact. ASM Gloss.

spear bolts to prevent the pump rods from
stripping. Fay.
clink basalt. Ire. Porphyry. Arkell.
clinker. a. Term used among British miners

for coal altered by an igneous intrusion.
Tomkeie ff , 1954. b. Eng. A compact,
marly, whitish stone, very good for lime
burning; has a glistening fracture. Arkell.
c. Eng. Ferruginous concretions in the
Lower Greensand, often so compact as to
ring under the hammer, and then called
clinkers by the quarrymen. Compare sun
bed. Arkell. d. Generally a fused or partly
fused byproduct of the combustion of coal,

but also including lava and portland cement clinker and partly vitrified slag and
brick. ACSG, 1963. e. Rough, jagged,
scoriaceous, spinose fragments of lava,

usually of basic composition and typically
found on the surface of a iava flow.
f. Vitrified or burnt matter thrown
up by a volcano. Fay. g. The agglomerated
semivitrified and mainly inorganic residue
of the combustion of solid ft..1. B.S. 3323,

1960. h. A scale of black caide of iron
formed when iron is heated to redness in

open air. Fay. i. A hard, burnt paving

brick used in Holland. Arkell.
clinker bar. A bar fixed across the top of an

ashpit for supporting the rods used for
clearing '.'ae fire bars. Fay.

clinker brick. A very hard-fired brick, fired
nearly to the point of complete vitrification and whose shape is somewhat distorted or bloated. ACSG.
clinkered dolomite. See double-burned dolomite A.R.I.
clinkering zone. That part of a cement kiln
which is in the temperature range (1,350°
to 1,600° C) in whicb the constituents react to form the clinker. Dodd.
cibkertill. Proposed for boulder clay baked
by the burning of lignite beds. Hesi.

clinks. Internal cracks formed in steel by
differential expansion of surface and interior during heating. The tendency for
these to occur increases with the hardness

Hey 2d, 1955.

09, that is, with the composition of enpersthene, MgFe ( SR), ) 2. English.

clinoenstenite. Winchell's name for the isomorphous series, MgSiOsFeSi09, of monoclinic pyroxenes, comprising clinoenstatite
and clinohypersthene. Compare enstenite.
Occurs in meteoric stones. English.

clinoferrosilite. a. The colorless or faintly
yellow iron metasilicate, FeSiO3, end member of the monoclinic pyroxene series, con-

taining up to 15 percent of the molecule
MgSi09. Occurs as minute needles in obsidian. From Africa; Wyoming; California; Iceland. English. b. A dimorph of
ferrosilite. Dana 17.

clinograph. An instrument for making a
borehole survey, that is, to determine if,
and in what direction, a borehole has deviated off the true vertical plane. See also
crooked hole. Nelson.

dinognarinite. Cesaro's name for a monoclinic form of guarinite. See also orthoguarinite. English.

clinohedrite. a. Breithaupt's name for tetrahedrite. English. b. A colorless to white,
amethystine basic silicate of zinc and calcium, 112ZnCaSi02; monoclinic; clinohedral -..rystals. From Franklin, N.J. English.

clinohumite. A member of the chondrodite
groi

Mg9(5iO4) 4 ( F,OH) j monoclinic.

Dana 17.
clinohypersthene. A monoclinic dimorphous
form of hypersthene. Typically, magnesium-iron metasilicate, MgFe(Si02)2.
English.
clinometer. An apparatus for measuring ver-

tical angles. It consists of a pendulum or
spirit level and a circular scale, and is to

be used with a steel chain or rope by

which it can be suspended between points

of different elevation. Jones. b. A boreholt-surveying device consisting of a rubber-stoppered, glass culture tube partially
filled with a dilute solution of hydrofluoric
acid enclosed in a watertight brass or steel

container, the upper end of which is

equipped with box threads fitting the pin
thread of a drill-rod coupling. When at-
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closed circuit

the Clinton formation of the East-Central
United States, with lenticular grains. Also
called flaxseed ore and fossil ore. Standard, 1964.
clip. a. A device similar to a clamp but
smaller and for the same purpose. Zern. b.
A hook for attaching a bucket to a cable.
Hess. c. Connector between underground

doanthite. See chloanthite. C.M.D.
clob. a. Eng. Peaty earth, Berkshire. Tornkeieff , 1954. b. Corn. Clod or lump of

haulage; operated by clipper. A clip
pulley has a broad rim into which studs
are set, to grip links of haulage chain.
Pryor, 3. d. Synonym for cable clamp;
clamp. Long. See also haulage clip; auto-

signed to ring or give an alarm at specified intervals. Used widely in burning

clinometer
tached to the lower end of a line of drill
rods and suspended at a point in a bore-

hole approximately 1 hour, the acid etches
the inside of the glass tube, forming what
appears to be a line where the upper sur-

face of the acid is in contact with the
tube. The inclination of that line is measured and with necessary connections for
capillarity indicates the dip of the borehole at the point where the clinometer
was suspended. In addition to the above
end or plain type, there is the line clinometer and a special type used with the
Hall-Rowe wedging device. Long.

clinometer case. The watertight brass or

steel tube encasing an acid bottle used in .
determining inclination of a borehole by
an acid-dip survey. See also clinometer, b.
Also called body; clinometer shell. Long.
clinometer rule. A simple angle-measeuring
device consisting of a folding rule, the two
arms of which are attached to either side
of a graduated hinge membe: and one arm
of which is equipped with a small spirit
level. Also called angle rule; degree rule.
Long.

clinometer shell. Synonym for clinometer
case. Long.

in-

clinophone. An exceptionally accurate
strument for borehole surveying, designed
particularly for use with the freezing and

cementation methods of shaft sinking, cap-

able of giving the slope of a borehole to
within one minute of arc. Ham.

clinoptiolite. A hydrous silicate of aluminum, calcium, sodium and potassium,

(Ca,Na2,K2)0.A1203.10Si02.71120; tabular crystals; monoclinic. A dimorphous

form of ptilolite. Identical with crystallized mordenite from Hodoo Peak, Wyo.
English.

clinopyrozene. A collective name for thc
monoclinic pyroxenes. English.
clinosklodowskite; klinosklodowskit. A mineral, Mg (1130 ) 2[UO2SiO4] 2.3%0, monoclinic; as distinct from sklodowskite, Mg
[UO2SiO3OHli.5H20, orthorhombic (?).
Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
chnostrengite. A mineral, Fe' "Po4.2H20,
monoclinic, dimorphous with orthothombic strengite. Synonym for phosphosiderite; metastrengite. Spencer 19, M.M.,
1952.

clinoungemachite. A niineral, monoclinic;
pseudorhombohedral.

Visibly

indistin-

guishable from ungemachite, but material

insifficient for chemical analysis. From
Chuquicarr. t; 1, Chile. English.
clinovarischt4 Pi mineral, A1Po4.2H20; monoclinic. Dimorphous -with orthorhombic
variscite. Synonym for metavariscite.

Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
clinozoisite. An epidote having the composition of zoisite, CasA1s(SiO4) (Si202) (OH) ;
monoclinic; crystals striated. Dana 17.
clint. a. A bare, level surface developed on
horizontal beds of limestone. A.G.I. b. A

hard or flinty rock ; a rocky cliff; a pro-

jecting rock or ledge. Webster 3d.

Clintonian. Lower Middle Silurian. A.G.I.
Supp.

clintonite. Synonym for seybertite; also used

as a group name for the brittle micas.
Hey 2d, 1955.

Clinton limestones; Clinton shales. The Middle Niagara series, wrIl-exposed in the Niagara gorge section and locally including
a'bedded iron ore at the base, which sup-

plies the ironworks at Birmingham, Ala.
C.T.D.

Clinton ore. A red, fossiliferous iron ore of

tub, car, truck, tram, and endless rope

matic clip; coupling; clam. e. The por-

tion of a brick cut to length. ACSG, 1963.
clip and shave. In forging, a dual operation
in which one cutting surface in the clipping die removes the flash and then an-

other shaves and sizes the piece. ASM

earth. Tomkeieff, 1954.
clobbering. A term applied to the decoration

of Chinese blue and white china with

flowers, etc., painted in enamel and fired.
C.T.D.

clock interval timer. A sp.!cial timepk

de-

operations in enamel shops. Enam. Dict.
clod. a. Soft shale or slate, in coal mines,
usually applied to a layer forming a bad
roof. Also called clot. Fay. b. A "clod of
dirt" of greater or less diameter; thin at
the edges and increasing in thickness to

the middle. See also kettle bottom. Fay. c.
Applied by miners to loosely consolidated'
shale commonly found in close conjunc-

Gloss.

tion with a coalbed. A.G.I. d. Eng. De-

Drop forged clips of either the U.-bolt or
the double-saddle type are recommended.
When clips of the correct size are properly applied, the method develops about

g. Nelson e. A hard earthy clay on the
roof of a working place in a coal seam,

clip method. The clip method of making
wire rope attachments is widely used.

80 percent of the rope strength. ASA

M11.1-1960, p. 24.

clipper. a. Eng. A hook for attaching the
bucket to the cable. Used in shaft sink-

ing. Fay. b. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, a laborer who engages and
disengages the clips, grips, or links by
which mine cars are attached to a hoisting cable or endless rope and hauled
along inclines or flat grades. Also called
chainer grabman; gripman; gripper.

D.O.T.1.
clipper blast-drill operator. See churn-drill
operator. D.O.T. I.
clipper man. In the iron and steel industry,
one who cuts end of skelp sheets (sheet
steel for making pipe) to a tapered point
and bends it into a cup shape by machine.
D.O.T. 1.
clipper-off. Aust. A workman who unfastens
the clip connecting a skip to a haulage
rope. Fay.
clipper-on. Aust. A workman who fastens
skips to a haulage rope with a clip. Fay.

clipping edge. That portion of a forging
where the flash is trimmed off. ASM Gloss.

clip pulley. Eng. A wheel containing clips
in the groove for gripping a wire rope.
Fay.

clip screws. See antagonizing screws. Pryor, 3.

clip tile. Tile designed as a base for steel Ibeams. The unit fits around the lianges
of the beam. ACSG, 1963.
dits. See lagging; lid; wedge. Nelson.
dive. Derb. See cliviss. Fay.

dives. Som. Fissile slate clay, that is, shale.
shale. Also called cliff; coal clives. So
called because of its easy cleavage. Arkell.

clIvIss. Eng. A bit of turned iron, with a
spring, for fastening a bucket to a rope.
Also called dive, divvy. A 'variation of
clevis. Fay.
divvy. 7..ng. See cliviss. A variation of clevis.
Fay.

do. A unit of clothing insulation defined as
the insulation necessary to keep a sitting
man comfortable in a normally ventilated
room at 70° F and 60 percent relative
humidity. In physical terms, it is equal to
42.7 British thermal units per square foot
per hour. Strock, 10.

.

cloam; doom. Old English clam; earth;
clay. It survives in dialects as cloam,
doom, earthenware, and pottery. Arkell.

posits interstratified with the coal, Yorkshire and Midland Counties. See also bat,

often a fire clay. C.T.D.
clod buster. A drag that follows a grading

machine to break up lumps. Nichols.
clod coal. Scot. Strong homogeneous coal.
Fay.

clod tops. Forest of Dean. Clay or shale beds
overlying seams of coal. Fay.

cloisonné. A method of surface dccoration
in which differently-colored enamels or
glazes are separated by fillets applied to
the design outline. For porcelain enamel,
the fillets are wire secured to the metal
body, while for pottery and tile the fillets
are made of ceramic paste, squeezed
through a small diameter orifice. ACSG,
963.

cloissone enamel. Porcelain enamel inlaid
between partitions of bent copper or gold
wire fillets attached to the base. Subsequent polishing of surface brings out the
design of the enamel artist. In effect, the
colors are separated by dllicate filigrees
of gold or copper. Enam. Dia.
clog. a. Mid. A short piece of timber about
3 hy 6 by 24 inches fixed between the

roof and a prop. Fay. b. A flat wedge

over a post. See also lid, a. Nelson. c. To
obstruct, hinder, or choke up; for example, the stoppage of flow through a pipe
by an accumulation of foreign matter, or

the filling up of the grooves in a file when
operating on a soft metal. Crispin. d.
Eng. Rock filling a fault. Arkell.
clog pack. York. See chock, a; nog, a. Fay.
close =Dealing. See box annealing.
close-burning coal. Coal which kindles quick-

ly and melts and runs together like bi-

tumen. Tomkeieff, 1954.
close-connected. Applied to dredges in which

the buckets are each connected to the
one in front without any intermediate
link. Fay.

close couple. An expression used to indicate
a very close integration between all phases
which have an effect on an operation; this
provides for maximum efficiency. Aust:n.
closed basin. A district draining into some

depression or lake within its area, from
which water escapes only by evaporation.
Webster 2d.

dosed circuit. a. A water circuit designed so

that the only water added is that neces-

. sary to replace the loss in the washery

products. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. In mineral

dreuing, a system in which ore passes
from comminution to a sorting device

which returns oversize for further treatment and releases undersize from the
closed circuit. Pryor, 4.
closed-circuit grinding. A size reduction proc-

ess in which the ground material

closing line; digging line
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closed circuit

is re-

moved either by screening or by classifier, the oversize being returnee to the
grinding unit. Typical examples Ai C, a dry

closed front. An arrangement of the blast
furnace without a forehearth. Fay.

dosed joint; incipient joint. A joint found
in rocks that causes a plane of weakness
known variously as a rift or gain. This

largely determmes the shape of the blocks

which may be extracted from a quarry.
BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 877.

swept ball mill, and wet milling in a ball
mill with a classifier. Dodd. See also circulating load.
dosed-circuit operation. Retention and retreatment of ore in part of flow-line until

closed400p control. A system to control the
speed of a winding engine. The principle
makes use of two or more control quantities, utilizing their amplified difference as
a feedback to the winder motor. The system can be applied equally well to alter-

comminution to reduce over-grinding by
passing intermediate particles repeatedly
through grinding systems, classifying the
product and returning oversize. Used in

closed pass. A pass of metal through rolls

pan with screens, dry-milling in an air

nating or direct current driven winders
and is a step towards semiautomatic or
fully automatic control. See also auto-

it satisfies criteria for release. Used in

matic cyclic winding. Nelson.

where the bottom roll has a groove deeper
than the bar being rolled and the top roll

concentration (for example, rougherscavenger-cleaner flotation) to retain a se-

has a collar fitting into the groove, thus
producing the desired shape free from

lected fraction of ore in circuit for re-

treatment (a middling), until it is either
upgraded to rank as concentrate or sufficiently denuded of value to be rejected as
tailing. Pryor, 3.

dosed-circuit television. System in which
elevision cameras relay pictures of condi-

tions at important points in the plant,

thereby aiding shiftsmen to watch inac-

cessible places and exercise extended control. Pryor, 3.

flash or fin. ASM Gloss.

closed porosity. See porosity. Nelson.

closed pots. Fire-clay pots for melting glass
with the top nearly closed to keep out the
products of combustion and other impurities. Mersereau, 4th1 p. 328.

closed pressure. The pressure on a gas well
that has been closed long enough to at-

the edge of the arbitrary map area on
which it
1955.

is

drawn, Stokes and Varnes,

dosed cycle. Cycle of operation of a heat
engine in which the same power fluid is
used repeatedly, as a steam engine that

condenses the steam for rense, ;nstead of
being used once and then discard:A, as in
a rocket or jet motor. Also applicable to a

cooling system in which the coolant is
cycled repeatedly through the source of
heat, itself being cooled in another part
of the cycle. Compare open cycle. NRCASA N1.1-1957.

closed-cyck reactor system. A system in

which the primary coolant flows to a heat
exchanger and then recirculates through

cloned foliation. The foliae appear mega-

Fay.

closed-spiral anger. A soil-sampling auger
made by spirally twisting a flat steel ribbon to form a tubelike, hollow-center, corkscrewlike device. Long.
closed system. See isochemical. Challinor.

closed top. See cup and ccne. Fay.
closed traverse. A traverse whose accuracy
can be checked by the fact that, when it

is closed, the angles should add up to
3600, and which ends at its starting point.

Ham.

from a washery durry so that the water

continuously. Nelson.
dose goods. Pure stones, of desirable shapes;
highest class of South African diamonds, as

assorted at Kimberly. Bureau of 'Mines
Staff.

close-pained. Having fine and closely arranged fibers, crystals, or particles. Webster 3d.

dose in a. To wall-in and roof-over the drill
platform for protection of workers from

rain and cold. Long. b. To shut off the

flow, as from an oil, gas, or artesian well.

rods. Schieferdecker.

dosed form. a. A crystal form that encloses

Long.

a finite volume of space. A.G. I. b. A crystal

close-joiated. Applied to rocks in which the

posifion relative to the planes of sym-

dose-johns cleavage. Synonym for strainslip
cleavage. A.G.!.
close mold. A two-part flask filled by pouring
through ingates. Standard, 1964.

joints are very close together. Fay.

form in which all the faces, having a like

metry or the axes of symmetry, yield an
enclosed solid. Fay.

closed frame. A mine support frame used

,

especiany in inclined shafts wherreoctrotecprestion is needed on all sides from

dose Ripple. A nipple the length of which
is' about twice the length of a standard
pipe thread and is. without any shoulder.

is usually effected by tenons, so that when
the pressure is exerted in a downviard direction the timbers interlock. &aces, v. 1,

close-packed hexagonal structure. An ar-

sure. This completely closed set is -provided i4t the bottom with a sill. The joint
fip. 150-151.

Porter.
closer. The last brick or tile laid in a course ;
may be a whole unit or one that is shorter

anal usually appears in the field of the

dose sheathing. Consists of planks placed

shortage of water, due to drought or cold.

scopically as a continuous felt of flakes or

turn bend in having the arms joined.

placers cannot be worked by reason of

than 1 percent in 10 minutes. Porter.
closed season. That portion of the year when

can be returned to the plant and used

sides in contact. A.G.!.

2-3.

dose return bend. A short, cast or malleable
iron, U-shaped fitting for uniting two
parallel pipes. It differs from the open re-

close sand. A sand so closely packed that it

closed dies. Forging or forming dies designed

dies, in which there is little or no restriction to lateral flow. ASM Gloss.
dosed fault. A fault in which the two walls
are in contact. A.C.I. Compare open fault.
closed fold. A fold in which compressive
stress was sufficient to bring the opposite

a separate air return. Fay.

close-poling. The placing of poles or plank
close together. See also poling, a. Fay.
close prospecting. Prospecting undertaken
after the existence of payable ground is
disclosed and localized by preliminary
prospecting. It is undertaken for valuation purposes to determine (1) the cubic
measurements of both overburden and
gravel, (2) the estimation of the gold or
other mineral contents, (3) the average
value of the area in pence, cents, carats,
or other unit, per cubic yard, and (4) all
possible information regarding the nature
of the overburden and gravel, that is,
whether it is clayey, free wash, etc., as
well as of the bedrock. Griffith, S. V., pp.

about 24 hours, but is sometimes several
days. The well must stay closed 4ntil the
pressure does not increase more rapidly

dosed-water drcuh. The separation of solids

within the die set, as opposed to open

C.T.D.

close place. Scot. A narrow drift without

wall. ACSG.
close-ranged. Screened or classified between

is

the core in a completely closed circuit.

to restrict the flow of metal to the cavity

related to a system of hexagonal cells.

usually

tain a maximum. The time

dosed contour. A contour line that is continuous on a map and does not intersect

tion of the atomic centers in space can be

Stroek, 3.

rangement of atoms in crystals which may
be imitated by packing spheres; characteristic of a number of metals. The disposi-

close maximum and minimum limits of
size or settlement. Pryor, 4.

has low porosity and makes a poor oil
reservoir. Hess.

side by side along a continuous frame. Its
use is to prevent local crumbling of less
compacted soils. Since crevices can exist
between planks, it should not be used
with fine silts or liquid soils which can
seep out through these cracks. Compare
skeleton sheathing; tight sheathing. Carson,
p. 244.
close sizing. a. In screening, choice of a
series of sieve sizes which closing restricts
the size range of each fraction of the material separated between its limiting and

retaining mesh. Pryor, 3. b. Sizing with
screens fairly close in size of aperture
(mesh). Pryor, 4.

close work. a. Driving a tunnel or drifting
between two coal seams. Fay. b. Scot.
See narrow work, e. Fay.

closet suite. A suite of ceramic sanitary ware
including the closet and the fhuhing cistern. Dodd.

close timbering. The setting of timber sets
and lagging bark to bark or very close together when shaft sinking or tunneling

through very loose ground or crushed coal
in thick seams. See also cribbing; forepoling. Nelson.
closing apparatus. Eng. Sliding doors or
other mechanical arrangement at the top
of an upcast shaft for allowing the cages

to pass up and down without disturbing

the ventilation of the mine. Fay.
closing error. When calculating or plotting
the distances, angles or coordinates of a
closed travene or one connecting two accurately located points, the discrepancy
between starting and finishing point. This
error is adjusted in proportion to the magnitude of angles and distances involved,
if it is below a tolerable limit. Pryor, 3.
dosing line; digging line. The cable which
closes the jaws of a clamshell or- orangepeel bucket. Nichols, 2.

closing rope
closing rope. Operating rope for

opening

and closing a grab. Ham.

closing stock. Quantity on hand at end of
an

accounting

period.

Opening stock

amount by which the sum of the angles

fall of roof. C.T.D. c. A tough fire clay.

amount by which the sum of the three

dumper. Heavy fall of roof in mine. Pryor, 3.
clunch. a. A clay or mudstone, with rootlets,
forming the floor of a coal seam. Synony-

measured around the horizon differs from
360°. Seelye, 2. f. Of a triangle, the

should be the closing stock of the pre-

angles of a triangle differs from the true
sum; that is, 180° plus the spherical ex-

and audit of concentrates on hand. Pryor, 3.

cess. Seelye, 2.

vious period. Used in mine storekeeping

closing the horizon. Measuring, at a triangulation station, the horizontal angles
between successive stations around the
horizon so as to return to the starting
point (the sum of the angles should equal

360°) ; measuring the last angle of the
series, closing on the starting point. Seelye, 2.

clost

Dense,

laminated, brownish-red

algal coal found in Irkutsk, U.S.S.R. It

consists of an accumulation of spheroidal
algal colonies of different sizes, among
which are disseminated great numbers of
desmid algae, belonging to the living
genus, Closterium. Tomkeieff, 1954.

closure meter. An instrument for indicating

the amount of closure that has taken
place. Spalding. Wall closure in mines is
measured by this instrument. Also called

clot. a. A group of ferromagnesian minerals
in an igneous rock, from a few inches to
a foot or more in size, commonly drawn
out longitudinally, that may be an altered
foreign inclusion or a segregation. Compare autolith; xenolith. A.G.I. Supp. b. A
cutoff section of a column of clay from
an auger machine to be used in a repress.
A.I.S.I. No. 24. c. Same as clod. Fay.
clothing. Eng. Brattice constructed of a
coarse, specially prepared canvas. Fay.

cloth oil. A name given to one of die distillates of crude petroleum (specific gravity,
0.875) that is used for oiling wood. Fay.
clot mold. The mold, in some types of stiff
plastic brickmaking machines into which
a clot of clay is extruded and from which
it

is then ejected prior to the final

re-

pressing. Dodd.

sag meter. Spalding, p. 76.

dotting. The sintering or semifusion of ores

fold. USGS Bull. 686, 1922, p.

cloud agate. Applied especially to light gray,
transparent to semitransparent chalcedony
with more or less rounded spots of darker
gray which resemble dark clouds. Shipley.
cloudburst treatment. A form of shot peening.
ASM Gloss.

closure. a. In a dome or anticline, the vertical distance between the lowest point on
the fold through which a closing contour
would pass and the highest point on the
xiii. b.

Used in structural geology, especially in
connection with potential oil structures, to
designate the vertical distance between the
highest point of a fold and the lowest contour that closes around the structure. It is

an approximate measure of the capacity
of a structural trap for oil and/or gas.

Stokes and Varnes 1955. c. A closed antisup p. d. Vertical
clinal structure.
distance between the top of an anticlinal
structure and the lowest level at which a
continuous encricling contour can be
drawn. A.G.I. Supp. e. Vertical distance

between the bottom of a depression and

the lowest point in its rim. A.G.I. Supp. f.
A portion of brick to cloft when required,
the end of a course as distinguished from
a half brick. A.I.S.I. No. 24. g. The relative inward movement of the two walls of
a stope. The commonly used terms "sag,"

settlement of the roof, and drop of the
hanging wall, are deceptive and in the
case of vertically dipping lodes are mean-

ingless. Spalding, p. 159. h. The differ-

t-nce in the relative position of the bottom
and the collar of a borehole expressed in
horizontal distance in a specific compass
direction. Long.
closure, user of. a. ei a traverses the amount

by which the computed position of the
last point of the traverse fails to coincide
with the initial point; that is, the length

.

CMI centrifuge
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of line necessary to close the traverse.
Frequently, also, the ratio of the linear
error of closure to the perimeter (also

known as the error of th-. survey). See lye,
2. b. Of angles, the amount by which the
sum of the measured angles fails to equal

the true sum. See lye, 2. c. of azimuths,
the amount by which the measurenient of
the azimuth of the firC line of a traverse,
made after completing the circuit, fails to
equal the initial measurement. Set lye, 2.d.

Of a level circuit, the amount by 'which
the last computed elevation fails to equal

the initial elevation; or the amount by
which the differences of elevation in a
circuit fail to add up (algebraically) to
zero. Seelye, .2. e. Of a horizon, the

during roasting. Fay.
cloud. See fog. Pryor, 3.

cloud chamber. A device that displays the
tracks of charged atomic particles. It is
a glass-walled chamber filled with a super-

saturated vapor. When charged particles
pass through the chamber, they leave a
cloudlike track much like the condensation trail of a plane. This track permits
scientists to see the paths of these particles and study their ;notion and interaction. See also bubble chamber; spark
chamber. MIL.
clouded agate. Chalcedony with irregular or
indistinct patches of color. Hess.

clouded ware. Pottery colored with, for example, manganese cobalt, etc., put on
with a sponge. C.T.D.
cloudy agate. A term loosely used for white
to gray chalcedony containing any cloudy
effect. Shipley.

cloudy amber. A trade classification which
includes translucent to opaque amber. Its
corrparative opacity is due to inclusions

C.T.D.

mous with fire clay; spavin. Also called
stone clunch. Nelson. b. A fine-grained,
often clayey rock which breaks readily
into irregular lumps. B.S. 3618, 1964,
sec. 5. c. A bluish hard clay. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 5. d. In coal mining, seat
earth, for example, that underlying the
seam of coal. Indurated chalk marl or fine
shale; tough fire clay. Pryor, 3.

clunch day. a. A provincial term for indurated chalk marl. A.G.I. b. A provincial
term for a sort of indurated clay which is
found dividing the coal seams. A.G.I. c.
A fine shale sometimes overlying a coalbed. It is soft and subject to deformation
by squeezing during mining, and therefore, does not make a good roof. A.G.I.

duster, gear. Two or more gears of different
sizes made in one solid piece. Nichas.
clustered carbide. Synonym for interspersed
carbide. Long.

clusterite. A round or semiround, smooth
nodular growth of calcite usually occurring in clusters. Synonym for botryoid;
grape formation. A.G.I.
cluster mill. A rolling mill where each of the
two working rolls of small diameter is

supported by two or more backup rolls.
ASM Gloss.

duster of veins. An aggregation of a number
of irregularly striking veins. Schielerdecker.
clutch. a. A device by which a haulage drum
can either be connected to the driving axle
or allowed to run freely and independently
of it. Nelson. b. A device which connects
and disconnects two shafts which revolve
in line with each other. Nicl.a's.
dutch brake. A device to slow the jackshaft
when a clutch is released, to permit more
rapid gearshifting. Nichols, 2.

dutch, engine; flywheel clutch. A friction
clutch in an engine flywheel. Nichols, 2.

clutch room. Aust. A chamber, generally
underground, in which there are friction

clutches that control the different haulage
ropes on the various districts. Fay.
clutch-shifted transmission. A constant-mesh
transmission in which power is directed

through gear trains by engagement of

friction clutches. Nichols.
Cm Chemical symbol for curium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.

of small bubbles. Shipley.

cm a. Abbreviation for centimeter. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 58. b. Abbreviation for

base. Schaller.

metric carat. Zimmerman, p. 68.
on' Abbreviation for square centimeter. BuMk Style Guide, p. 62.
CM Abbreviation for Coal Measures as de-

cloudy chalcedony. Chalcedony with dark
cloudy spots in a light-gray transparent
cloudy stains. In mica, cloudlike effects in
various colors. Skow.

dough. A sluice gate in a culvert. Ham.
dour. Eng. A small depression of roof extending into the coal. Fay.

claustonite. Scot. A mineral related to asphalt, occurring in patches in blue limestone and in blue flags at Inganess, Orkney. It is roluble in benzol and at a red
heat gives off a large amount of illumin-

ating gas. Pay.
clouts. Eng. Ironstone nodules in the Weald.
Arkell.

cloy. A plastk cement mixture: applied to
any claylike preparation. Standard, 1964.
clocking. The breaking of a rack by curved
fractures that pau beyond the limit of the
desired plane of separation. Fay.
dump; clench. -a. 'A bend in a roadway or
passage in a coal seam. C.T.D. b. A large

veloped in Great Britain. Nelson.
CMC See carboxymethylcellulose. Dodd.
CMI centrifuge. A fine-coal dewatering machine consisting of two rotating elements,

an outside conical screen frame and an

inside solid cone, which carries spiral hin-

drance flights. By a alight difference in
the number of teeth. in the gears the

screen element moves slightly facer, in the .

same direction, than the solid cone. Material enters the machine from the top,

falls on the solid cone where the cen-

trifugal force throws it against the screen.

It slides down the screen until it meets
the upper end of the hindrance flights,

and, in doing so, the water begins to pass
through the screen. The flights spiral

coal ball
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Co
downward, and as the screen moves slowly
around them in the direction of the downward pitch, the solids gradually find their

way to the bottom of the screen basket
and the zone of maximum centrifugal
force, tending to remove all of the water.
Kentucky, pp. 316-318.

Co Chemical symbol for cobalt. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.

Coade stone. A vitreous ware, used for archi-

tectural ornament, made in London by

Mrs. Coade from 1771 until her death in
1796; manufacture finally discontinued in
about 1840. The body consisted of a
kaolintic clay, finely ground quartz and
flint, and a flux (possibly ground glass).
Dodd.

coagulation. a. The binding of individual
particles to form flocs or agglomerates and

thus increase their rate of settlement in

water or other liquid. See also flocculation.
Nelson. b. The state of solute in a solvent,
or of a colloidal gel, resulting from clotting or curdling; the act of changing to a
curdlike condition. Fay. c. The coalescence
of fine particles to form larger particles.
ASTM STP No. 148-D.
coagulator. A soluble substance, such as lime,
which when added to a suspension of very

fine solid particles in water causes these
particles to adhere in clusters which will
settle easily. Used to assist in reclaiming

water used in flotation. Hess.
coak. Same as coke; calk. Standard, 1964.
coal. a. A solid, brittle, more or less distinctly
stratified, combustible carbonaceous rock,
formed by partial to complete decomposi-

tion of vegetation; varies in color from
dark brown to black; not fusible without
decomposition and very insoluble. The
boundary line between peat and coal is
hazy (see brown coal) as is the boundary
line between coal and graphite and the

mate analysis: (1) lignitecoals which
are distinctly brown and either markedly
woody or claylike in appearance. As it
comes from the mine, lignite generally
carries 30 to 40 percent water and its
heating value is low. When exposed to the
weather, much of the water is lost and
the coal slacks more readily than higher

rank coal and is more likely to ignite
spontaneously. Lignite gives

a

brown

powder and coal (except for cannel coals)
gives a black powder. Lignites contain a
large percentage of water and ash. Compare peat; brown coal; pitch coal; (2)
subbituminousdistinguished from lignite
by its black color and its lack of distinctly

woody structure and texturk and from

bituminous coal by its loss of moisture and
consequent slacking in the weather so that
it must be shipped in boxcars and must be
carefully watched to prevent spontaneous
combustion ; (3) bituminousa group con-

taining many types of coals only slightly

affected by weathering unless it is extended

over years, in which case they break into
fine prismatic pieces; not in platy pieces
like most lignite. The group has a maximum fuel ratio of about 3; fixed carbon
and volatile matter are about equal. Many
of the better bituminous coals and coke,
though they are not alone in this as some
semibituminous coals make excellent coke.

Cannel, block, and splint coals are varieties of

bituminous coal. Bituminous

coals have been subdivided by the U.S.
Geological Survey into those having a
calorific value less than 12,500 Btu in
air-dried samples and those having a
calorific value higher than 12,500 Btu;

(4) semibituminousa poor name for a

and coal. In the formation of coal, the

coal of higher rank than bituminous, although the name seems to imply the opposite meaning. It produces almost no
smoke when burned properly, and it is
called smokeless on the market. It breaks
into fine particles if handled much, and it

moss and other low forms of

ers. Its fuel ratio, 3 to 6, is high and its

boundary line between carbonaceous rock

vegetal vatter appears to have been very

is especially suitable for mechanical stok-

largely

heat efficiency is the highest of the coals;

plants, but in places, coal contains much
wood; the vegetal matter seems to have
first taken the form of peat, then lignite,
and then bituminous coal. The latter by
the loss of its bitumen has in some places
been converted into anthracite (hard coal)
and finally into graphite. Coal deposits
are usually termed beds and range from
a fraction of an inch to several hundred
feet in thickness. Colloqually, they are
called seams and veins. Tht. differences in

coals are due to age, pressure (folding
and/or depth of burial), and heat, which
may have been supplied by transecting
dikes or by movement in the rocks. It has

been suggested that coal when dried at
100° C should contain at least 50 percent
combustible material. Many schemes have
been offered for the classification of coals,
but all have difficulties as there are numer-

ous important variables including

fixed

carbon, volatile carbon compounds, water,
oxygen sulfur, ash, and coking properCes.

The al depends on the type of material
from which the coal was made, on the
sediment carried into the coal when being formed, and on the dissolved matter

brought in at that time or later. Campbell
divides coals into the following ranks or
classes, in which the fuel ratio quoted is
the quotient of the fixed carbon divided by
the volatile matter as shown by the proxi-

subjected to the classical factors of general
metamorphism, in particular those of tem-

perature and pressure. Coals are characterized by their type, determined by the
nature of the plant remains, and the conditions of deposition and by their rank.
The variations in rank are of gr;:atest importance in the classification of coals. Increasing metamorphism results in important changes in all the properties of coal.
Under the microscope, almost all coal
appears heterogeneous. The various constituents, called macerals, occur in charassociations,
microlithotypes,
which may include in more or less intimate
acteristic

mixture 0.20 percent by volume of mineral matter. The amount of mineral matter

which coal can contain and still .etain
its name depends on commercial consider-

ations which vary from one country to
another. The different bands recognized
by the unaided eye in humic coals are
lithotypes. The physiochemical
properties of the maceral vitrinite are
called

commonly used to characterize and classify

scientifically coals of the higher levels of
rank, that is, the hard coals. IHCP, 1963,
part I.
coal analysis. The determination, by chemical

methods, of the proportionate amounts
of various constituents of coal. Two kinds
of coal analyses are ordinarily made: (1)
proximate analysis, which divides the coal
into moisture (water), volatile matter,
fixed carbon, and ash. Percentage of sulfi

and heat value in British thermal units

per pound, each obtained by separate determination, are usually reported with the
real proximate analysis; and (2) ultimate
analysis, which determines the percentages
of the chemical elements carbon hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur. Other elements which may be present are considered

impurities and are reoprted as ash. Bureau of Mines Staff.
COW apple. a. Aust. A spheroidal form of coal
found occasionally in certain coalbeds.

thracite; its fixed-carbon content also falls

Synonymous with coal ball. Fay; A.G.I.
b. A spherical mass of coal up to 8 inches
in diameter found in coal seams. Apples
of large diameter have several concentric
skins and some show cone-in-cone structure. According to Smith and Masterson,
coal apples are found in coal seams
affected by igneous metamorphism. Tom-

fuel ratio of not less than 10 and not more

coal ash. Noncombustible matter in coal.

semianthracite and semibituminous. Above

coal auger. A special type of continuous
miner. It consists essentially of a large

(5) semianthracitea coal harder than
semibituminous but not as hard as an-

between the two and it has a fuel ratio
between 6 and 10. A small quantity of
this coal is mined in the United States,
and it is usually sold as anthracite; (6)
anthracitethis is a hard coal having a
than 50 to 60. It is a smokeless coal of
high fuel efficiency, though lower than

a fuel ratio of 60, the carbon in coal is

difficult to burn and approach?s graphite.
Coals are referred to according to use as
steam, gas, coking, smokeles: or bunker
coal. Lump coal is coal in large pieces.
See also high volatile coal; medium volatile coal; low volatile coal ; bituminous
coal. Fay; Hess. b. Coal is a combustible
sedimentary rock formed from plant remains in various stages of preservation by
processes which involved the compaction
of the material buried in basins, initially

of moderate depth. These 13asins ,are

broadly divided into limnic (or intracontinental) basins, and paralic basins which
were open to marine incursions. Ab the
underlying strata subsided progreuively,
anti more or lev regularly but sometimes
to great depths, the vegetable debris was

keieff, 1954.

Bureau of Mines Staff.

diameter screw drill which cuts transports,
and loads the coal onto vehicles or con-

veyors. The coal auger is uscd for (1)

winning opencast coal without stripping
overburden; (2) in pillar-and-stall mining; and (3) extraction of pillars or percentage of pillars, which would otherwise
be uneconomic to work. See also CardoxHardsocg auger. Nelson.

coal backer. Eng. A man who ib engaged
in carrying coal on his back from a ship
to wagous. Fay.

coalbagger. A laborer who fills bags with

coal for sale to customers. D.O.T. 1.
coal ball. Coal balls are nodules of spheroidal.

lenticular or irregular shape containing

petrified plant remains and in some cases
animal remains. They vary in size from
about 1 centimeter to 40 centimeters or

more; occasional specimens weight more
than 1 ton. Infrequently an entire seam
in a restricted area consists largely of coal
balls. Coal balls consist mainly of calcareous, dolomitic, sideritic, pyritic, or
siliceous material surrounding or impreg-

nating plant and animal remains. They
occur in brown coals (mainly sideritic
balls) as well as in coals of higher rank
generally lying within the coal seam but

occasionally in the roof. Calcareous, dolomitic and pyritic coal balls are commonly

found in seams having marine strata in
the roof. The distribution in seams is

is no parting between the coal and the

surrounding strata. The coal sticks to the

strata thereby creating one of the most
difficult coal blasting problems of dis-

lodging the coal that is burned to the top
or bottom. Kentucky, p. 179.

coal burster; hydraulic cartridge. An appliance for loosening coal by means of highpressure water and oil. It consists of a
round, stainless steel, bar with small tele-

scopic rams acting on a steel liner in a

shot hole. The !iar is connected to a handor power-operated pump placed near the

coal bank. An exposed scam of coal. Craigie,
v. 1, p. 537.

face. The high-pressure liquid from the
pump causes the rams and liner to exert
a pressure sufficient to loosen or break
down the coal. It is a safe method of coal
breaking without the use of explosives. It
has not, however, made the progress
originally anticipated. See also water in-

Craigie, v. 1, p. 537.
coal barrier. A protective pillar of coal. Se::

coal, caking test. a. In Roga's method, a
mixture of coal (at 0.21 millimeter) with

variable. They may occur in a broad zone

running through the coalbed or be dis-

tributed irregularly in nests. Synonym for
torf dolomite. IHCP, 1963, part I.

coal barge. A flatboat used to carry coal.
also barrier pillar. Nelson.

coal baron. The owner of a rich coal mine
or mines. Craigie, v. 1, p. 537.

coal basin. Depressions in older rock forma-

tions in which coal-bearing strata have

been deposited. Fay. See also concealed
coalfield; exposed coalfield.

Coal bearer. Scot. See bearers, a. Fay.
COM bearing. Scot. The ancient custom of
employing women to carry coal out of the
mine. Fay.

coMbed. A bed or stratum of coal. Coal

fusion. Nelson.

5 grams of specified anthracite (-0.4
millimeter) is located with 6 kilogram
weight for one-half minute in a filled

crucible fitted with a disk and lid. This
is then heated to 850° C, for 15 minutes,
screened on 1 millimeter and reweighed.
Abrasion tests and further screenings and
weighing follow. Pryor, 3. b. In Gray and
King's method, coal is slowly heated in a

tube and examined. If caking strongly,
further crushed samples are mixed in ratio
to electrode carbon until a hard and nonshrinking coke is obtained. Pryor, 3.

seam is more commonly used in the United
States and Canada. Fay.

CORI car. A car used in hauling coal in or

coal. Craigie, v. 1, p. 537.
Coal bit. See rotary bit. B,S. 3618,1964, sec. 6.

coal carbim ratio. Ratio of fixed carbon to

coalbin. A boxlike receptacle or space for

coal blacking. Iron founders' blacking made
from powdered coal. Webster 3d.

coal blasting. There are two methods of
breaking coal with explosives namely,

blasting cut coal, which is the method

most commonly used, and blasting off the
solid, or grunching. McAdam II, p. 95.
coal blossom. An outcrop of much weathered
coal. A.G.I. Supp. See also coal smut.
coal boat. A coal barge. Craigie, v. I , p. 537.
coalbox. Aust. Large bins for storing coal.
Fay.
coal brass. Iron pyrite in coal seams. Commonly used in the plural. Fay.

coalbreaker. a. A building containing the

machinery for breaking coal with toothed
rolls, sizing it with sieves and cleaning it
for market. Fay. b. A machine for breaking
coal. Fay. c. A person employed at breaking coal. Standard, 1964.
coal breccia. Coal broken into angular fragments by natural processes occurring within

the coal bed. Polished and slickensided

surfaces may be common. Stutter and Noe,
1940, p. 248.
coal briquettes. Coal made more suitable for

burning by a process which forms it into

regular square- or oval-shaped pieces.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
COW briquetting. See briquette. Nelson.

coal bump. Sudden outbursts of coal and
rock that occur when stresses in a coal
pillar, left for support in underground

workings, cause the pillar to rupture without warning, sending coal and rock flying

coal-cutter design
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coal bank

from a mine. Craigie, v. 1, p. 538.
coal carbonization. See carbonization of coal.

volatile matter. Bennett 2d, 1962.

coal carrier. One who or that which is employed to carry coal. A railroad is a coal
carrier. Fay.

coal cart. A cart for carrying coal. Craigie,
v. 1, p. 538.

coal chute. A trough or spout down which
coal slides from a bin or pocket to a locomotive tender, or to vessels, carts, or cars.

Fay.

coal claim. A piece of land having, or
thought to have, valuable coal deposits on
it, and legally claimed by one seeking to

run-of-mine coal and picks out slate, rock,
and other impurities. Also called flat trimmer; slate picker. D.O.T. 1.
coal cleaning; coal preparation; coal refining.
These terms, used in the order given, refer

to the sorting, picking, screening, washing, pneumatic separation, and mixing of
coal sizes to the best advantage for (and
requirements of) the market. Coal cleaning is commonly used because it defines
the operation of preparing coal for the
market. In coal cleaning, only those impurities that are mechanically mixed with
the coal are removed by we'. or pneumatic

(air) cleaning. Coal refinirs is incorrect;

refining refers to purifyinf- metals. Bureau
of Mines Stag.

coal cleaning equipment. Coal cleaning
equipment used to remove impurities from
the coal is mined, such as slate, sulfur,

pyrite, shale, fire clay, gravel, and bone.
ASA C42.854956.

coal cleaning plant; washery. A plant where
raw or run-of-mine coal is washed, graded,
treated to remove impurities, and reduce
ash content. Pryor 3.
coal clearing. The loading of broken coal at
the face into conveyors or mine cars. The
clearing shift is the coal-loading shift or

stint. Nelson. Usually the miner has a

measured task or stint (sten t) . Pryor, 3.

coal company. A company engaged in coal
mining; a business firm that deals in coal.
Craigie, v. 1, p. 538.

coal conglomerate. A conglomerate made of
fragments of coal. Tomkeieg, 1954.
coal constituent classification; Spackman
System. In the United States it is gen-

erally agreed that the maceral concept o;
the nomenclature Stopes-Heerlen System,
fails to comprehend the effect of the stage
of coalification on the nature of coal constituents. W. Spackman's interpretation of
the maceral concept incorporates the ideas

of variable coalification in suggesting a
skeletal framework upon which a systematic classification can be built. The maceral concept, as interpreted by Spackman implements the classification of the
products of coalification. In this scheme,
macerals possessing similar- chemical and
physical properties are assembled into

maceral groups which can, in turl, be

coal classification. The grouping of coals
according to certain qualities or proper-

by a comparatively restricted set of properties. Maceral groups
possessing similar characteristics can be
classified into maceral suites. IHCP, 1963,

ties, such as coal type, rank, carbon-hydrogen ratio volatile matter, etc. Nelson.

coal county. A county in which the chief

tween 10 percent and 13 percent lean

CORI cutter. a. The longwall coal cutter is
a power-operated machine which draws

nated; 20 percent to 30 percent, fat or

the seam a thin strip of coal, in preparation for shot firing and loading or a cutter

own it. Mathews, v. 1, p. 347.

coal classiiication systems. In all countries
the basis is content of volatile matter.
With 10 percent volatile, anthracite; be-

characterized

Part I.

industry is mining coal. Mathews, v. 1, p.
347.

coal, semianthracite or dry-steam coal; 14
percent to 20 percent, variously desig-

itself by rope haulage along the face,
usually cutting out from the bottom of

coking coal. A second parameter is calorific value, and a third caking and/or coking property. After World War II, an international working party chose three

loader. The bar and disk machines are
obsolescent and the chain coal cutter is

parameters, (1) volatile matter; (2) caking properties on rapid heating and, (3)
coking properties. Pryor, 3. See also ASTM

coal classification; Fuel Research Board/
National, Coal Board 'Classification; ECE
coal classification.

now almost universal. Nelson. b. See machineman, b. D.O.T. 1.
coal-cutter design. Most longwall chain coal
cutters .consist of three self-contained

units, namely (1) haulage; (2) motor;
and (3) jib-end section. This three-unit.

design makes assembly and handling relar
tively- easy as the units can be taken apart,

with explosive force. Bureau of Mines Staf. .

coal day. Clay found under a coalbed,

coal bunker. A place for storing coal, especially in steamships for furnace use. Fay.
coal burned to top or bottom. A condition
encountered in some mines in which-there

usually a fire clay. Bureau of Mines Staff.,

which is an advantage where shafts are

coal cleaner. In bituminous coal mining, a
a laborer who stands in a railroad car as
itis being loaded from tipple chutes,with

rather than send the entire machine to

small and roadways_ restricted. In a major
breakdown, it is easier to replace one unit

the surface for repairs. Nelson.
coal-cutter picks. The cutting points attached

to a cutter chain for making a groove in
a coal seam. The picks are made from
quality carbon steel or a hard alloy steel
and tipped with fused tungsten carbide or
sintered tungsten carbide or other hardwearing material. The advent of the coalcutter pick tipped with tungsten carbide
on a hcat-treated alloy steel shank has
resulted in marked improvements in drilling and a reduction in cutting delays. See
also chain coal cutter; double-ended pick;
duckbill pick; tungsten-carbide bits. Nelson.

coal-cutter team. The men in charge of a
coal cutter. A cutting team varies from
two to five with two to three about average. The leading man is normally stationed in front of the machine and is in
charge of the controls and his assistant
follows behind. See also back-end man.
Nelson.

coal-cutting machine. A machine powered by
compressed air or electricity which drives

a cutting chain or other device so as to
undercut or overcut the seam, or to remove a layer of shale. Precussive cutters

are used to bore holes or to make vertical
cuts (nicking, shearing) ; disk, bar, and
chain cutters carry small picks which
undercut the seam as the machine travels.
Pryor, 3.
coal-cuiting machine operator. See machineman, b. D.O.T. I.

Cog digger See coal miner; miner, h. Fay.
Mal digging. A place where coal is dug.
Craigie, v. 1, p. 538.

coal dish. A receptacle for holding burning
charcoal. Craigie, v. 1, p. 538.
COld distributor. A person or thing that distributes coal. An agent of the coal company that distributes coal to consumers.
Bureau of Mines Staff. .

coal drawing. The extraction, haulage, and
hoisting of coal from the face to the pithead. Nelson.

Mal drill. Usually an electric rotary drill of
a light, compact design. Aluminum and
its alloys usually are used to reduce the
weight. Where dust is a hazard, wet drilling

is employed. With a

horsepower

1

coal-handling foreman
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coal-cutter picks

electric drill, speeds up to 6 feet per
minute are possible. Light percussive

drills, operated by compressed air, and
hand-operated drills are also employed.
Nelson.

coal drill, electric. See electric coal drill.

Mal driller. In coal mfring, a worker who
uses a hand or power drill to drill holes

into the working face of the coal into

which explosives are charged and set off
to blast down the coal. D.O.T. 1.
coal drop. A broad, shallow inclined trough
down which coal is diseharged from a

wharf into the hold of a vessel. A coal

must coal be divided to be termed dust.
Some writers base the distinction on the
point whether it can be carried to con3iderable distance by air currents. Coal
that will pass through 100-mesh screens

(100 wires to the linear inch)

is fre-

quently accepted as representing mine

dust. For testing explosives at the Pittsburgh station coal passed through 100
mesh is taken as standard. In the foreign
galleries the practice varies between this

size and coal that passes through 200

mesh. Fay. b. The general name for coal
particles of small size. In experimental
mine testing, particles which will not pass
through a 20-mesh screen (1/32-inchsquare openings) are not considered as
coal dust. Rice, George S. c. The Bureau
of Mines has arbitrarily defined coal dust
as being that which will pass through a
20-mesh screen, based upon the fact that
particles coarser than 20-mesh have little
influence on the development of an explosion of Pittsburgh coalbed dust on
which many experiments have been made.

The mean diameter of some coal dust
particles is less than 1/2 mif:ron. Finely

divided dust in bulk flows and acts in
some respects like a liquid. R.I. 3631,
April 1942, pp. 2-3. d. The dust produced by the breakage and crushing of

coal underground and at coal preparation
plants. It is usually intermixed with a

varying proportion of stone dust. Coal
dust in mines presents two main dangers;

(1) explosion hazard, and (2) pneumo-

coniosis hazard. The explosibility of a coal
dust cloud depends upon its fineness, pur-

ity, and volatile content. The dust particles believed to be harmful from the

pneumoconiosis aspect are those of 5 microns and under. See also dust-free condi-

tions. Nelson. In mines, the most common explosive dust encountered is bi-

tuminous coal dust. The U.S. Bureau of
Mines has established that coal dust in
the absence of gas can explode and that
explosions can occur in any shape of mine

opening. Hartman, p. 49. e. A material
frequently used in sand molding. For all
classes of work, the coal should be of

fine grain and the volatile material should
not be less than 28 percent. A correct proportion of coal dust mixed with the sand
is stated to improve the skin of the casting
and promote clean stripping by imposing
a carbon film between' the molten metal
and mold face. It assists in preventing sand
scabs, and produces a more refractory sand

'

.

shales. Fay.

'

coal dust. a. A finely divided coal. There is

a diversity of opinion as to what the

term coal dust means; .that is, how finely

phere at high temperatures with pressure.
ASM Gloss.

coalescence. The union of particles of a

dispersed phase into larger units, usually
effected at temperatures below the fusion
point. ASM Gloss.
coalescent. joined together or running together. Fay.
coalette. Synonym for briquette. Fay.
cual exchange. A market for the sale of coal;
especially, a place for transactions in coal
on a large scale. Fay.

Coal face. a. The mining face from which
coal is extracted by longwall, room, or narrow stall system. Nelson. b. A working

place in a colliery where coal is hewn,
won, got, gotten from the exposed face of
a seam by face workers. Pryor, 3.

coal factor. See factor. Fay.

fauld. Scot. A storage place for coal.

Fay.

coalfield. An area of country, the underlying
rocks of which contain workable coal seams.

The distribution of coalfields was largely
determined by folding movements and the
subsequent denudation. The original coal
areas were clearly larger than the present
coalfields. See ab.o coal basin. Nelson.

coal fitter. Eng. A coal factor. Standard,
1964. See also factor. Fay.

Cold flat. A coal barge. Craigie, v. 1, p. 538.
COW notation. See flotation process; froth
flotation. Nelson.

Cold formation. a. A stratigraphic coal-bear-

ing unit in the coal measures. Fay. b. A
stratum in which
Craigie, v. 1, p. 538.

coal

predominates.

coal fuel ratio. The content of fixed carbon
divided by the content of volatile matter
is called the fuel ratio. According to their

fuel ratios coals have been classed: anthracite, not less than 10; semianthracite, 6 to

10; semibituminous, 3 to 6; and bituminous, 3 or less. Bureau of Mines Staff.

co:al gas. Flammable gas derived from coal

either naturally in place, or by induced
methods of industrial plants and underground gasification. Bureau of Mines Staff.

coal gasification, underground. See underground gasification.
coal getter. Eng. One who cuts, holes, hews,

coal gravel. A secondary deposit of coal con-

coal-dust explosion. A mine explosion caused
by the ignition of fine coal dust. It is con-

it. The flame and fotce of a firedamp ex-

coal dump. A place , where' coal is dump
' for future use: Mathews v. 1, p. 347.'
coal duns (Forest .of Dian). Coal measure

ting and sintering in a reducing atmo:,-

coal elevator. A building in which coal is
raised and stored preparatory to loading
on cars, ships etc. Mathews, v. 1, p. 347.

artificial drying of fine coal is not often
employed. Fine coal is removed from

washwater by dewatering classifiers, .or 'by
vacuum filtration. See 'also dryer; thermal
'drying, h. Nelson.

Mathews, v. 1, p. 347.
coalesced copper. Massive copper made from
ground, brittle, cathode copper by briquet-

or mines coal in a mine. A coal miner.

posit. Osborne.

sidered that an explosion involving coal
dust alone is relatively rare. It demands

or moisture is removed from fine coal. The

share of stock in coal-carrying railroads.

by coating the grains with a carbon de-

coal dryer.A plant or vessel in which water

chute. Fay.

wholly or chiefly employed in transporting
or supplying coal. Webster 3d. b. A laborer
employed in coaling. Web.iter 2d. c. A

the simultaneons formation of a flammable
dust cloud and the means of ignition within
plosion are the' coMnionest basic causes of
a coal-dust explosion; The advancing wave

:of the explosion stin up the dust on the
roadways and thus feeds the flame with

the fuel for propagation. See' also colliery

'explosion stone-dust barrier.'Nelso'nj

coal-dust iniex. Percentage of fines and dust
passing the 0.0117-iiich (48-mesh 'sieve).
Bennett 2d, 1962.*

,

colder.' a. Something (is 'a. railroad or ship)

Fay.

sisting of coal fragments of varying size
that have been removed from the place of
formation and redeposited.

coal bagger. N. of Eng. One who is employed in cutting or hewing coal in a mine.
A coal miner. Fay.

coal handler. a. One who loads or unloads
coal. Craigie, v. 1, p. 538. b. One who
supplies coal to the gas-producing ovens
in which coal gas is generated for use as
a fuel in furnaces in which ore is smelted
to recover the metal. D.O.T. 1.
coal-handling foreman. One who supervises
workers engaged in unloading coal from
barges into coal hoppers. He reads a scale

indicating the weight of the coal 'as it

enters the bunkers on a conveyor from'coal

tower. hoppers, and records the amounts
in a logbook for comparison with bills 'of
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coal pipe

charging coalships, in shoveling coal from

coalition. A voluntary joining of persons or
parties, for the purpose of combining their
resources, as in the support of some plan
or policy relating to mining operations ;

April 1966, Chapter 5.1, p. 45.
coal mine inspector. In miming, one who
examines the safety conditions of a mine
in regard to pit slope or underground

ships' bunkers to
passer. Fay.

coal jigger. See Baum washer; jig washer;

coal heaver
lading. D.O.T. 1.

coal heaver. One employed in the moving
or shoveling of coal, in loading or dis-

the furnaces; a coal

coalheugh. a. Scot. A mound of refuse about
old mines. Fay. b. Scot. A place where coal
is dug ; a coal mine. Fay.

coal hewer. Eng. A person who digs coal;
a collier ; a miner. Fay.
coal hiker. A laborer who carries coal, usually

a combination. Fay.

plunger jig washer. Nelson.
coal kiln. A kiln for making charcoal.
Craigie, v. 1, p. 538.
coal king. A coal baron. Mathews, v. I , p. 347.

coal land. Land of the public domain which
contains coalbeds. Fay.

in a basket or bucket, from the delivery

coal lateral. A railroad that parallels a coal

D.O.T. 1.
coal hill. a. A hill composed of or containing
coal. Craigie, v. 1, p. 538. b. Scot. Ground
occupied at a pithead or mine mouth for

coal leads. The thin veins of coal in a fault
zone. The evidence provided by the coal
leads may indicate the direction of the

colliery purposes. Fay.
coal hod. A coal scuttle. Craigie, v. 1, p. .538.

coal liquefaction; coal hydrogenation. The
conversion of coal into liquid hydrocarbons and related compounds by hydro-

truck to the customer's storage

place.

coal-hoisting engineer. In coal mining, one
who operates a hoist for raising coal to the
surface where separate shafts or compartments are used for handling coal and men.
D.O.T. I.

coalhole. a. A hole for coal (as a trap or

opening in a sidewalk leading to a coal-

bin) Webster 3d. b. Gr. Brit. A compartment for storing coal. Webster 3d.

CORI hulk. A vessel kept, usually at foreign
stations, for supplying steamers with coal.
Fay.

coal hydrogenation. See coal liquefaction.
CCD 6d, 1961.
coalification. Those processes involved in the

genetic and metamorphic history of coalbeds. The plant materials that form coal
may be present in vitrinized or fusinized
form. Materials contributing to coal differ
in their response to diagenetic and metamorphic agencies, and the three essential
processes of coalification are called incorporation, vitrinization, and fusinization.
See also carbonification. A.C.I.
coallfy. To change vegetal matter into coal.
Hess.

coaling. a. The making of charcoal. Craigie,
v. 1, p. 538. b. The action of loading with
coal. Craigie, v. 1, p. 538. c. A place where
charcoal is burned. Craigie, v. I, p. 538.
d. The process of supplying or taking coal
for use, as in coaling a steamer, etc. Fay.
e. Mid. Engaged in mining coal. Fay.
coaling shift. The shift on which coal is
produced. See also preparation shift. Nelson.

coaling station. A place where boats or
trains may get coal. Craigie, v. 1, p..538.
coaling-station dumper. In bituminous coal

mining, a laborer who. coals by opening
the chute door of a coalbin or by dumping
loaded mine cars from a trestle into tenders. D.O.T. 1.

coal inspector.. In bituminous coal mining,
one who inspects coal at the surface of a
coal mine, in coal cars, and at thc tipple
to maintain uniform standards in quality
of mined coal; visually, inspects coal samples removed from loadings to determine,
amounts of impurities, such as rock and
slate, mixed with the coal; and grades coal
according to percentage of impurities
found in coal samples. Also called tipple
inspector. D.O.T. 1.
Collate; sentkoke. A trade name for a smokeless fuel produced hy carbonizing coal at

a temperature of about 600° C. It has a
calorific value per pound of about 13,000
British thermal units, and is used for domestic purposes. See also coking coal;
smokeless coal.,Nelson.

Coalite process. See Parker process.

road. Mathews, v. 1, p. 347.

displaced seam. See also drag. Nelson.

genation

at elevated temperatures and

pressures. CCD 6d, 1961. In essence, this
involves putting pulverized bituminous

coal into an oily paste, which is treated

with hydrogen gas under appropriate con-

ditions of temperature and pressure to

form the liquid molecules of carbon and
hydrogen which constitute oil. Kentucky,
p. 45.

coal man. One who sells or delivers coal.
Craigie, v. I, p. 538. b. One who owns

coal property. Craigie, v. I, p. 538.
CORI master. Eng. The owner or lessee of a
coalfield or colliery. Fay.

coal measures. Strata containing coalbeds,
particularly those of the Pennsylvanian

period. A.G.I. Sup p.
Coal Measures. Used as a proper name for a
stratigraphic unit more or less equivalent to
the Pennsylvanian period. A.G.I. SuPP.
Coal Measure unit. The Coal Measure strata
disclose a rough repetition or cycle of dif-

ferent kinds of rock in the same regular
manner. Broadly, the cycle of strata upwards is coal, shale, sandstone, and coal.

This sequence is sometimes referred to as a
unit. Nelson.
coal measures plant. See coal plant.

coal merchant. One who selis coal. Craigie,
v..1, p: 538.

coal metals. Scot. Sirata in which coal seams
occur. Fay.

coal meter. Eng. One appointed to mperintend the measuring of coal. Fay.

coal mkrobiology. The study of micro-organisms whose activities are associated
with the formation and degradation of
coal. I.C. 8075, 1962, P. 2.

roof, timbering, haulage, ventilation, elec-

tricity, and machines and makes tests
with a safety lamp to detect gas and dust
hazards. Also called examiner; gas inspector . mine inspector; safety inspector.

D.O.T. I.
coal miner. One who digs coal. Fay.

coal mine regulations. National, state, and
local laws, or enforceable rules that gov-

ern coal mining. Bureau of Mines Staff.
coal mining. The industry that supplies coal
and its various byproducts. Nelson.
coal mining examinations. The examinations
held in Great Britain which must be
passed by every, person who wishes to hold

a colliery manager's (or undermanager's)
certificate. A candidate for a certificate
may submit himself for the old-style
six-paper examination, or the new-style
three-stage examination

of the

Mining

Qualifications Board or the joint examinations of the Board and the Institution

of Mining Engineers. Holders of appioved
degrees or diplomas, or certain other qualifications, who apply for a first-class cer-

tificate, are required to qualify only in

the subject of mining law. See also colliery
manager. Nelson.

coal mining explosives. The statutory requirements regarding the use of explosives in coal mines are very stringent. In
gaseous mines only permitted explosives
are allowed. See also explosive, b; blasting, a. Nelson.

coal mining methods. The methods of working coal seams have been gradually evolved
and progressively improved or modified as

knowledge and experience were gained
and power machines became available.
Over the years, a very large number of
methods of mining coal have been developed to suit the seam and local conditions,

and they may be divided, broadly, into
(1 ) long-wall, and (2) pillar methods of
working. See also method of working.

Nelson.

CORI 0111. a. The crude oil obtained by the
destructive distillation of bituminous coal.
Fay. b. That distillate obtained from such
a crude oil which is used for illuminating

purposeskerosene. Fay. c. Crude petroleum. Fay.

coal passer. A laborer who transports coal
or coke from storage bins or piles to place
of use. D.O.T. 1.

coal mine. Any and all parts of the property of a mining plant, on the surface or

coal pebble. Highly polished, spherical or

or indirectly under one management to
the mining or handling of coal. Fay. In
addition to the underground roadways,
staple shafts, and workings,. a coal mine

ily separated from the surrounding bed,
the laminations of which may continue

underground, which contributes, directly

incudes all surface land in use, buildings,
structures and works, preparation plants,
etc. Nelson. A colliery. See alio mine. Fay.
coal mine explosion. The burninp of gas and/
or dust with evidence of violence from
rapid expansion of gases. Bureau of Mines.
Instructions for Disaster, Fatal-Accident,
and Miscellaneous Health and Safety Reports, April 1966; Chapter 5.1, p. 45.
coal mine ignition. The burning of gas and/
or dust without evidence of violence from
expansion of ,gases. , Bureau of Mines. Instructions for Disaster, Fatal-Accident, and
Miscellaneous Health and Safety Report,

elliptical mass of bituminous or anthracite
coal, may consist of concentric shells, easthrough the pebble. Some pebbles are stri-

ated and slickensided. Coal pebbles are

only found where, eoalbeds have been in-

truded by dikes. Hess.
coal . picker. a. A laborer who picks over

dump or rubbish heap to salvage any good
coal. D.O.T.1. b. A laborer who removes
foreign material or, "bone" from coal passing over a picking table. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

coal pile. A heap of coal. Craigie, v. I, p.

539.
coal pipe. Eng. a. The carbonized annular
coating or bark of a fossil plant. Fay. b.
A very thin seam of coal. Fay. c. A fossil
tree stump reaching from a coalbed up in-
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coalpit
to the overlying rock strata indicating

rapid subsidence and burial of the standing tree. The inner casts of these stumps
usually consist of material differing from
the surrounding rock. Stutzer and Noe,

1940, p. 168. See also erratics.
coalpit. a. A -place-where charcoal is made.

Fay. b. Eng. A place where coal is dug.

A coal mine. Fay.
coal planer. A type of continuous coal mining machine developed in Germany especially for longwall mining. It consists of a
heavy steel plow with cutting knives, with
power equipment to drag it back and

forth across a coal face. A parallel conveyor receives and carries away the coal

as the planer digs it from the face. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
coal plant. A fossil plant found in coalbeds
or contributing its substance to the formation of coalbeds. Any plant species, the
residue of which has entered into the composition of coal under natural geological
conditions. Fay.
coal plough. a. This device carries steel

blades which shear or plane off the coal
to a limited depth and ploughs it onto the

face conveyor. The plough is hauled back-

ward and forward along the coal face by
steel ropes or chains operated by winches
in the gate roads and planes off a thickness of 11.8 inches to a height one-third
to one-half the seam thickness each time.
The coal is conveyed along the faceby
a double chain conveyor with doubl.:ended drive; the conveyor sections are
articulated to allow for bends in its tracks

flotation or simple

flocculation

coal saw
for the

fines. The average capacity of coal-preparation plants now being built in Great

Britain ranges from 500 to 600 tons per
hour. In the United States, plant capacities
vary from 500-2,000 tons per hour. See also
gravity concentration ; screen, a ; washery.
Nelson.

coal-preparation process. The process adopted
for cleaning and sizing coal for the market.

The selection of the best process for any
particular run-of-mine coal is a specialist
study. Many conflicting factors must be
weighed. The cost of a detailed investigation is well repaid in higher recoveries, in
flexibility, and in ease of operation and
maintenance. Nelson.
coal-preparation shift. On mechanized longwall faces, the shift during which coalcutting, boring, and shot-firing operations
are performed. Mason, v. 1, p. 119.
coal prints. N. of Eng. Thin films, or patches,
of coallike matter interbedded with shale.
Fay.
coal prospector. One who prospects or seeks
for evidence of coal. Mathews, v. 1, p. 347.
coal pulverizer operator. One who operates
by means of electrical switches, mechan-

ical levers and valves, a coal pulverizing
plant consisting of several interrelated

machines. The plant crushes, dries, and
pulverizes coal, and delivers the pulverized

coal either to a storage bin or to a blower

that supplies the fuel to a boiler or furnace.
D.O.T. 1.
coal puncher. a. A coal cutter of the reciprocating type, used for undercutting and

and are moved bodily forward at each
nicking coal. Also called pick machine.
passage of the plough, either by comFay. b. See pneumatic pick. Nelson.
pressed-air jacks or by means of a tor- coalrake. Derb. A seam or bed of coal. Fay.
pedo or trailer attached by rope to the coal rank. a. Cladsification according to deplough and an auxiliary drum on the
gree of metamorphism or progressive alterawinches. Its uses are limited to softer coal
seams, or to suitably prepared coal. Also
called kohlenhobel. Mason, v. 1, P. 123.
b. A cutter loader with knives to slice the
coal off the face. See also plough. Nelson.

coal pocket. a. A structure, bunker, or bin

for the storage of coal. Fay. b. An arrangement of bins to load trucks or rail cars by
gravity. ASA MH4.1-1958.

coal preparation. a. A collective term for
physical and mechanical processes applied

to coal to make it suitable for a particular use. B.S. 3323, 1960. b. The undercutting, shot-firing, or water infusion op-

t

erations at the face to prepare the coal

for loading by hand or machine. See also
preparation shift. Nelson. c. The various
processes where raw coal is dedusted,
graded, and rreated by dry methods
(rarely) or water methods, using densemedia separation (sink-float), jigs, tables,
flotation ; objective being the removal of
free dirt, sulfur, and other undesired constituents. Pryor, 3.
coal-preparation department. Gr. Brit. An

area department of the National Coal

tion, in the natural series from lignite to

anthracite; higher rank is classified accord-

ing to fixed carbon on dry basis; lower
rank according to British thermal units
on moist basis. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

b. The degree of maturity of the coal substance. See also rank, f. Nelson.
coal rash. Very, impure coal containing much
argillaceous material, fusain, etc. A.G.I.
Supp.

coal region. An area in which coal is mined
extensively. Craigie, v. 1, p. 539.
coal rith; coal ree; coal fauld. Scot. A sale
place for coal other than at a colliery. Fay.
CORI road. a. An underground roadway or
heading in coal. Zern. b. A railroad whose
principal business is the haulage of coal,
as from mine to industrial centers. Fay.
CORI room. a. Scot. A working face in stoopand-room workings. Fay. b. The open area

between pillars where the coal has been
removed. Bureau of Mines Staff.
coal royalties. Fees paid for coal leased
the proprietors of the mine by the owners
of the minerals below the surface. Peel.

Board which is responsible for the installa-

coal salad. In Wales, a mixture of various

graded coal and it functions in close touch
with the marketing department. Nelson.
coal-preparation plant. A plant for the clean-

ples from cars in the yard or from pul-

tion of new plants and tests and investigations. Its aim is to produce a cleaning and sizing of the raw coal before it
is loaded into railway cars or trucks. In
the case of large plants the trend is to
combine dense-medium washing for the

large

coal with washing in baums or

troughs for the smaller sizes and froth

be cleared of dirt and powder from top
to bottom of the seam being sampled.
Down the center of this cleared space, a
zone 1 foot wide is cut to a depth of at

least 1 inch in order to get perfectly clean

coal. A cut is then made up the center
of this zone to a depth of 2 inches and
a width of 6 inches; or, if the coal is soft,

to a depth of 3 inches and a width of 4
inches. Approximately 5 to 6 pounds of

coal will be obtained for each foot of thick-

ness of the seam. This should include all
bony coal included in the mining operation

and exclude all slate or partings which
are thrown out during the operation. The
sample obtained should be collected on
a waterproof cloth 6 by 7 feet and then
scre,rined, the lumps being broken in a
mortar, and all passed through a TA-inch
screen. Any impurities, such as slate or
pyrite, are crushed to one-fourth inch or
finer and thoroughly mixed with the coal.

The coarser materials should be evenly
distributed, the sample being then quartered, remixed, and requartered. When
the mixing is complete, the sample

should be placed in a can of 3 pounds
capacity, and the top screwed on and

sealed with adhesive tape. The can thould

be labeled with the name of the collector, the location, the date, and any other
information necessary for the analysis.
Kentucky, P. 408. See also groove sample;
sampling.

coal sampling, laboratory methods. There

are two methods, the choice depending on

whether the coal appears wet or dry:

(1) wilt a coal appears dry, the first pro-

cedure is to reduce the coal in the jaw
crusher to pass a 4-mesh sieve and reduce

the sample to 10 pounds weight, on the

larger riffle sampler. The 10-pound 4-mesh
sample is ground in a rollcrusher or coffee

mill to 20 mesfi. From various parts of
this sample, take with a spoon, without

sieving, a composite 50-gram total moisture sample which should be placed
directly in a rubber-stoppered bottle.
Thoroughly mix the main portion of the
sample, reduce on the small riffle sampler
to about 200 grams, and pulverize to 60
mesh by suitable grinder, disregarding loss
of moisture. After passing 60 mesh, the
sample is mixed and reduced to 50'grams
on the small riffle sampler. This final sample is transferred to a 4-ounce rubberstoppered bottle. Moisture is determined

on both the 60-mesh and the 20-mesh

samples. The following computation is
made: (1) the analysis of the 60-mesh

coal which has become partly air-dried
during sampling is computed to the drycoal basis by dividing each result by 1,
minus its contents of moisture. The analysis of the coal "as received" is computed from the dry-coal analysis by multiplying by 1, minus the total moisture

found in the 20-mesh sample; and (2)
when coal appears wet, the sample is

value, moisture, sulfur, or ash content.

spread on tarred pans, weighed, and airdried at room temperature or in a special
drying oven at 100 to 15° C above room
temperature. After it is weighed again,
this drying is continued until the loss of
weight b not more than 0.1 percent per
hour. The sampling is then completed as
under (1) for dry coal. Kentucky, pp.

the U.S. Bureau of Mines samplers is as
follows: A space of 5 feet in width should

CORI saw. A coal cutter employing a very
thin chain and bits, or saw, which cuts
a kerf 2 inches wide, in comparison with

sorts of coal. Fay.
coal sampler. In the light, heat, and power
industry, a laborer who collects coal samverized coal bunkers for testing by a fuels
analyst to.ascertain such properties as heat
D.O.T. 1.
coal sampling. The standard method used by
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409-410.

coal scares
normal chain and bit kerfs which are
5 to 7 inches wide. The coal saw is for
usc where hydraulic devices could be em-

ployed to break down the coal and thus
eliminate most or all of the shooting ordinarily required. Jones.

coal scares. Thin laminae of pyrite in coal.
Bureau of Mines Stall.

coal screener. In the iron and steel indus-

try, a laborer who operates sifters to grade
coal. D.O.T. 1.
coal scuffle. A strong metal pail or bucket,
or scooplike container, in which coal for
domestic use is carried. Craigie, v. 1, p.
539.
coal seam. A bed or-, stratum of coal.
Craigie, v. 1, p. 539. See also coalbed.
coal-seam correlation. The identification of

a coal scam; the linktng up or matching
of a seam exposed in different parts of
a mine or coalfield. A- coal seam may be

correlated by lithology, by fossils, by chem-

ical composition, or by its spore content.

Coal-seam correlation is very imoprtant

in exploration and in- penetrating faults.

See also correlation, e. Nelson.
Coal seat. Clay beneath coal. Bureau of Mines

Stall.
coal-sensing probe. A nucleonic coal-sensing
instrument which can measure the thick-

ness of coal left on the floor of a seam
when a cutter loader operates on a longwall face. The principle used is the meas-

urement of the density of the strata underlying the machine by a gamma-ray

backscattering unit. Gamma rays from the
radioactive source are scattered in all directions by the atomic particles in the coal

and rock. The amount of scattered ra-

diation eventually reaching the Geiger
counter is, approximately, inversely proportional to the density of the scattering
medium, that is, more will come back
from coal than from rock. Thus, as the
amount of coal between the source and
the underlying rock changes, so the amount
reaching the Geiger counter and the count-

ing unit (the ratemeter) will change and
consequently the output of the meter can
be calibrated in terms of the thickness of
thc floor coal. Nelson.

coal separator. A machine which separates
thc coal from dirt in the run-of-mine material. See also coal-preparation plant.
Nelson.

coalshed. Eng. A coalbed of only a few
inches in thickness and therefore unworkable. Fay.

coal sheugh. Scot. A coal mine. Hess.
coal sill. Cumb. A soft clay from coal measures used for slate pencils. Arkell.
coal sizes. The sizes by which anthracite
coal is marketed are as follows, diameter
of opening through which or over which
coal will pass. Crispin.

Through
4-1/2 in.
34/4 in.

Over

3-1/4 in.
2-5/16 in.
Egg
1-5/8 in.
Stove
2-5/16 in.
7/8 in.
Chestnut
1-5/8 in.
9/16 in.
7/8 in.
Pea
5/16 in.
No. 1 Buckwheat 9/16 in.
coal slime. A slurry containing particles of
such size range that 50 percent or more
(by weight) will pass a 200-mesh sieve.
Broken

coal washer
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Mitchell, p. 610.

coal sludge. A slurry that has been partly
dewatered by sedimentation, usually to

a dilution that will permit further dewatering by filtration. Mitchell, p. 610.

CORI slurry. Finely crushed coal mixed with

sufficient water to form a fluid. To use

coal slurry pumped through a pipeline as
fuel, expensive drying and dewatering
pretreatment has been necessary. Recent
tests indicate that coal slurry can be fired
in a cyclone furnace as it is received
from a pipeline, that is a coal and water
mixture. See also slurry:Nelson.
coal smits. York. Worthless, earthy coal. See
also coal smut. Fay.
coal smoke. A suspension of very fine par-

ticles in air. A coal which breaks down
easily when heated gives off its volatile
matter very easily and perhaps more
quickly than the available draught can
supply the air for combustion with the
result that dark smoke containing much
unburnt or partly burnt material is given
offa loss of fuel energy. See also smoke.
Nelson.

coal smut. Eng. An earthy coal stratum
at or near the surface. The outcrop of a
coal seam. Also called blossom of coal;
coal blossom.

Explosive; used in mines.
Bennett 2d, 1966.
coal split. See split seam. Nelson.
coal spragger. a. In bituminous coal mining,
Coal special.

one who sets short wooden props in a
slanting position (sprags) under the upper or overhead section of a bed of coal
to hold that section up while the lower
section is being mined, or wedges heavy
slanting props (sprags) against the coal
to prevent it from flying when broken
down by blasting. D.O.T. 1. b. One who
places short pointed wooden sprags between the spokes of a mine car wheel to
stop the car. Bureau of Mines Stall.

tion of coal tar; classified into light and
heavy oils. A light oil is one having a
specific gravity less than 1.000 and contains the coal-tar napthas. The heavy oils
sink in water and contain such compounds as creosote, anthracene, anthracene oil, etc. Porter.

coal-tar pitch. A dark brown to black residuum from the distillation of coal tar,
ranging from a sticky mass to a brittle
solid, depending on the degree of distillation. Most coal-tar pitch made melts
between 600 and 70° C. Used for waterproofing; roofing; paving compounds and
fillers; insulation; fuel briqueting; core
compounds; electrodes; pitch-coke; and
fuel. Hess.

coal tar, viscous. Amorphous, resinous phenolic residue from the manufacture of gas
from coal; specific gravity, 1.08 to 1.25;
and soluble in ethyl alcohol. Used in roofing compositions and in roadmaking. Bennett 2d, 1962.

coal testing. Evaluating coals by methods
other than chemical, such as determining
the relative values of different coals as
fuels by burning them under controlled
conditions in furnaces, or to determine
their gas and coke producing properties
by testing in a retort. Coal testing is frequently erroneously used, especially/ in coal

marketing, for coal analysis. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

CORI tipple. A tipple. Mathews, v. 1, p. 347.

coal tower operator. In the light, heat, and
power industry, one who unloads coal
from barges into coal tower hoppers, using an electric hoist to actuate the scoop
bucket traveling on a beam suspended
from

coal stone. a. Eng. A kind' of cannel coal.
Fay. b. A local name for the Kimmeridge
oil shale. Tomkeiell, 1954.

coal stove. A stove designed for burning
coal rather than wood. Craigie, v. 1, p.
539.

coal stripper. In bituminous coal mining,
a general term applied to a worker who
is engaged in mining coal in a strip mine,
one in which the coal is close enough to

the earth's surface to permit the use of

the coal tower

over the

barge.

D.O.T. 1.

coal trade. a. The mining and distribution
of coal. Craigie, v. 1, p. 539. b. Coal
merchants. Craigie, v. 1, p. 539.
coal train. A train loaded with coal. Craigie,
v. 1, p. 539.

coal trhnmer. In ore dressing, smelting,
and refining, one who operates a small,
electric-powered tram (car) to transoprt

coal from storage bins to roasting

fur-

naces where it is used as a fuel in roast-

the

ing ore to eliminate undesirable elements.

cars or trucks. Usually designated accord-

coal trimmer. One who is employed to stow

shovel;

either as cargo or supply for furnaces. Fay.
coal type. a. A variety of coal, such as
common banded coal, cannel coal, algal
coal, and splint coal. The distinguishing
characteristics of each type of coal arise
from the differences in the kind of plant
material that produced it. A.C.I. b. A
coal, particularly a bituminous coal, contains bands or layers which are dissimilar
and which are believed to have been
formed mainly from selected portions of
the plant material forming the seam.
These bands, which have been given the
terms vitrain, clarain, durain, and fusain,

power

shovels

in

stripping

back

ground and loading the coal into large
ing to particular jobs, as fireman, steam
groundman; power-shovel oper-

ator. D.O.T. 1.
coal substance. Coal excluding its mineral
matter and moisture. B.S. 3323,1960.

CORI tar. Tar obtained by the destructive
distillation of bituminous coal, usually in
coke ovens or in retorts and consisting of
(as benzene,
constituents
xylenes, naphthalene pyridine, quinoline,
phenol, cresols, lighl oil, and creosote)
that may be obtained by distillation.

numerous

Webster 3d.

coal-tar color. Color composed of or containing any substance derived from coal
tar, or any substance so related in its
chemical structure to a constituent of

coal tar as to be capable of derivation
from such constituent. Bennett 2d, 1962.

coal-tar creosote; creosote oil; liquid pitch
Oil. Dark, yellow to greenish oil obtained
from coal-tar distillation; specific gravity
1.030 to 1.080; boiling point 200 to 300°
C.; used as disinfectant, wood preservative. Bennett 2d, 1962.

coal-tar oils. Oils obtained by the distilla-
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D.O.T. 1.

and trim or shift coal on board vessels,

are the dieffrent types of coal in that
seam. Nelson.

coal vend. a. Eng. The general sale of
coal. Fay. b. The limited quantity of coal
to which each colliery was restricted by
a former combination of coal operators
on the Tyne river. Fay.
coal Wall. Scot. The coal face. Fay.

coal warrant. In Wales, a kind of fire clay
forming the floor of a coalbed. Fay.

coal washer. a. In the coal mining and

coke products industry, one who washes
coal, using equipment, such as launders,
shakers, screens, and conveyors to separate coal from slate, rock, and other impurities, usually by gravity separation.
May be designated according to equipment tended, as free-discharge washer operator; seal-discharge washer operator;

washer table man. Also called coal-washer
tender; wash-coal conveyorman; washerman ; washer operator. D.O.T. Supp. b. A
place where mined coal is jigged, sized,

and treated by sink-float methods or by
froth-flotation to remove ash, sha!le, sulfur and other unwanted products. The
resulting vend product is graded to size
and regulated for maximum ash content.
Also called cleaning plant; preparation
plant. Pryor, 3.

coal-washer tender. See coal washer, a.
D.O.T. 1.

coal washing. See washing apparatus. Fay.
coal wheeler. In the iron and steel industry,

a laborer who shovels coal into a wheelbarrow and pushes it to the furnaces.

D.O.T. 1.
coal-whipper. Gr. Brit. Onc (a:, a laborer
or a machine) that raises coal out f.sf the
hold of a ship. Webster 3 d.

coal wood. Wood to be burned for charcoal.
Craigie v. 1, p. 539.

coal work. a. N. of Eng. Headings driven
in coal. Fay. b. Scot. A colliery. Fay.

coal workings. A coal mine with its appurtenances; a colliery. Standard, 1964. Coal
works. Fay.

coalyard. A place where coal

is stored.

Creigie, v. 1, p. 539.

coaly rashings. Soft dark shale, in small
pieces, containing
matter. Zern.

much

carbonaceous

coarse; coose. A vein or the material that
comes from it when it is not rich, the
mineral being thinly disseminated through
it. Inferior; faulty. Fay.
coarse aggregate. Aggregate predominantly

retained on the No. 4 (4.76 millimeters)
sieve; or that portion of an aggregate retaincd on the No. 4 (4.76 millimeters)

sieve. ASTM C125-66.

coarse gold. Gold in large grains as distin-

guished from gold dust. Also called coarse
quartz gold. Mathews, v. I , p. 348.
coarse-grained. Applied to rocks composed of

large grains; used mainly in a relative
sense, but an average size greater than 5

millimeters in diameter has been sug-

gested. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

coane-grained soli. A soil in which gravel
and sand predominate. Coarse-grained
soils are those least affected by moisturecontent changes and most surface rain,

etc., becomes gravitational water. Nelson.
coarse jigs. The jigs used to handle the larger

sizes and heavier grades of ore or metal.
Weed, 1922.

coarse lode. A lode not rich. See also coarse.
Fay.
coarse metal. An iron-and-copper matte containing sulfur; a product of copper smelting in a reverberatory furnace. Standard,
1964.
coarsening. See grain growth. ASM Gloss.
coarse roll. A large roll for the preliminary

crushing of large pieces of ore, rock, or

coal. Used in stage crushing. Fay.

coarse sand. Sand with a diameter between
0.5 millimeter and 1 millimeter. A.G.L.

coast. A strip of land of indefinite width
extending along the seashore. Schieler-

cobaltic boride
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coal-washer tender
decker.

coastal plane. A low, level plain composed
of horizontal or of gently sloping strata
of elastic material. One of its margins is

the coast. It represents a portion of the
sea floor that recently emerged, and it
borders the pre-existing land which was

uplifted with it. Bureau of Mines Staff. .
coastal terrace. See marine terrace. Schief erdecker.

Coast and Geodetic Survey. A Bureau of the
U.S. Government charged with the topo-

graphic and hydrographic survey of the
coast and the execution of belts of primary triangulation and lines of precise
leveling in the interior. Fay.

coaster. Corn. One who picks ore from the
dump or abandoned mines. Fay.

coastline. a. Technically, the line that forms
the boundary between the coast and the
shore. A.G.I. b. Commonly, the line that
forms the boundary between the land and
the water. A.G.I.
coast of transverse deformation; composite
coast. A coast consisting of alternating
zones of submergence and emergence, con-

nected with zones of downwarping and
upwarping which are transverse to the

coast. Schieferdecker.

coast plain. A plain of denudation or a base
level. It makes a sea level, to which the
land has been reduced by subaerial forces.
The coast plain, not to be confused with

the ordinary coastal plain of uplifted
marine sediments is wave cut. A.G.I.

coast with tidal tilts. A coast in front of

which a shallow sea with numerous tidal
flats is situated, usually protected against
the open sea by an offshore bar. Schiefer-

ware is hung. Enam. Dia.
coating clay. A high-grade, smooth, grit-free,

white china clay for coating paper and
textiles. CCD 6d, 1961.

coatings. See ceramic coating and slip coating. ACSG, 1963.

coaxial cable. Electrical cable with inner
conducting wire covered by alternating
layers of insulating and conducting material. Pryor, 3.

coaxing. Improvement of the fatigue strength

of a specimen by the application of a

gradually increasing stress amplitude, usually starting below the fatigue limit. ASM
Gloss.

cob. a. Corn. To break ore with hammers

so as to sort out the valuable portion. Fay.

b. Derb. A small solid pillar of coal left
as a support for the roof. Fay.

coba. Uncemented sand and gravel underlying nitrate deposits in Chile. A.G.I.
B-107.

cobalt. A tough, lustrous, nickel-white or
silvery-gray, metallic element in group
VIII of the periodic system. Similar in
properties to iron, but harder. It is magnetic below 1,075° C and can take a high
polish. Symbol, Co ; isometric; atomic
number, 27; atomic weight, 58.933; valences, 2 and 3; sepcific gravity, 8.9 (at
20° C) ; melting point, 1,495° C; electric
resistivity,

6.35 X 10' ohm per cubic

and tensile
centimeter (at 20° C)
strength (commercial cobalt containing

carbon), 29 tons per square inch. Used extensively in alloys. C.T.D.; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-107.

decker.

cobalt aluminate; cobaltour aluminate;
Thenards blue. Co (Al02)2; molecular

paper for example, in which a layer of
abrasive particles is firmly attached to a

cobalt-ammonium sulfate. See

num oxide, and silicon carbide. AIME,

cobalt bloom. Hydrated arsenate, CosAs208.8H20. Pryor, 3. See also crythrite.
cobalt-bonded. Particles of a refractory ma-

coated abrasive. An abrasive product, sand-

paper, cloth, or fiber backing by means of
glue or synthetic-resin adhesive ASM
Gloss. The principal abrasives used for this
purpose are crushed quartz, garnet, alumip. 4.

coated chippings. Chippings of stone which
have been thinly coated with bituminous
substance for spreading over the wearing
surface of a road. Ham.
coated diamond. A diamond having a dull
coating, usually very thin. Bureau of
Mines Staff. .

coated electrode. A filler-metal electrode,
used in arc welding, consisting of a metal

wire with a light coating, usually of metal
oxides and silicates, applied subsequent to

the drawing operation primarily for stabilizing the arc. Contrast with covered
electrode. ASM Gloss.

coated macadam. Coarse road stone which
has been coated with tar'or bitumen. See
also tarmacadam. Ham.
coated ore. Cumb. Lead ore in luMps, covered
over with a crust of white spar and fibrous

lead ore, called by the miners coated ore.
Arkell.

coated products. Flexible abrasive products
where the paper cloth or fiber sheets are

coated on one side with abrasive bond
mixture. See also abrasiVe disk. ACSG,
1963.

weight, 176.89; blue; isometric; and insoluble in water. Bennett 2d, 1962.

cobaltous-

ammonium sulfate. CCD 6d, 1961.
cobalt arsenate. See cobaltous arsenate. CCD
6d, 1961.

terial, as powdered tungsten carbide, ce-

mented together with cobalt to form a
metallike mixture. Long.

cobalt carbonate. See cobaltous carbonate,
basic. CCD 6d, 1961.
cobalt-cemented. Synonym
bonded. Long.

for

cobalt-

cobalt chloride. See cobaltous chloride. CCD
6d, 1961.

cobalt-chromlum steel. A steel said to resist pitting and high-temperature deformation; has been used for valves of internalcombustion engines; contains 80 'percent
iron, 13.3 percent chromium, 3.7 percent

cobalt,- 1.5 percent carbon, 0.7 percent

molybdenum, 0.4 percent silicon, and 0.4
percent manganese. Camm.

Cobalt fluosillcate; cobaltous allicofluoride.
Pale red; hexagonal trigonal; CoSiFo.6H20; specific gravity, 2.113 (at 19° C);
and soluble in water. Used in ceramics.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed. 1964, p. B-I69.
cobalt glance. See eobaltite. Fay.
cobalt glass. Blue paste (glass) colored with
cobalt Shipley.

coated stone. A stone entirely covered by
some transparent material to improve its

cobaltk. Of, pertaining to, or containing

coat banger. Term applied to alloy crosspieces in a continuous furnace on which

cobaltk bulk; cobalt monoborlde. Crystal-

color. See also altered stone. Shipley.

cobalt in the trivalent state; for example,
cobaltic oxide (Cos08). Webster 3d.

line.prisms; CoB; specific gravity, 7.25 (at

18° C) ; soluble in nitrk acid; decomposes in water; and melting point, above
1,400°
1961.

C. Used in ceramics. CCD 6d,

cobaltic oxide; cobalt oxide. Steel-gray or

black; hexagonal or orthorhombic; Co20s;
soluble in conccntrated acids; insoluble in
water; and specific gravity, 4.81 to 5.60.
Used in coloring enamels, glazing pottery,
and as a pigment. CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-169.

cobaltiferous lollingite. See cobalt lollingite.
cobaltiferous wad. An impure hydrated ox-

ide of manganese containing up to 30
percent of cobalt. C.M.D.

cobaltite; cobalt glance. A silver-white to

gray mineral, CoAsS; metallic luster; contains 35.5 percent cobalt; Mohs' hardness,

5.5; specific gravity, 6 to 6.3; found in
Canada, Republic of the Congo, and

Sweden. Used in ceramics. An important

cobalt ore. CCD 6d, 1961.
cobalt lollingite. cobaltiferous

cobalt 60
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cobaltic oxide

lollingite.

Synonym of s;fflorite, which always contains iron, (Co,Fe)As2, and gives the same

X-ray pattern as lollingite. Spencer 16,

M.M., 1943.
cobalt melanterite. Same as bieberite. English

cobalt minerals. Minerals containing cobalt,
such as linneite, cobaltite, erythrite, and
smaltite. Fay.

cobalt molybdate. A molybdenum catalyst

(a gray-green powder). Used in petroleum
technology, in reforming and desulfurization. CCD 6d, 1961.

cobalt monoxide. See cobaltous oxide. CCD
6d, 1961.

cobalt-nickel compound. A product of the
refining of certain ores which contain cobalt and nickel. The compound is a mix-

ture of the oxides of cobalt and nickel
and is used in smelting dark colored

enamels which require both oxides. Enam.
Dict.
cobaltnickelpyrite. a. A name applied by
Vernadsky to a steel-gray member of the
pyrite group containing 11.7 to 17.5 per-

cent nickel and 6.6 to 10.6 percent (Fe,Ni, Co) Saj small, pyritohedral crystals; iso-

metric. Probably a mixture of siegenite
and pyrite. From Musen, Westphalia,

Germany. English. b. As applied by Henglein, a synonym for hengleinite. Hey 2d,
1955.

cobaltoadamite. A pale rose-red to carmine
variety of adamite in which cobalt replaces
some of the zinc. English.

cobaltocalcite. Replaces the generally ac-

cepted name sphaerocobaltite for rhombohedral Coal. Not the cobaltocalcite of
F. Millosevich, 1910, a red cobaltiferous

variety of calcite. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.

cobalt ocher. Synonym for asbolane; erythrite, a. Hey 2d, 1955.

cobaltocobaltic oxide; tricobalt tetroxide.
Steel-gray to black; isometric; molecular
weight, 240.80; Co204; insoluble in water,

in hydrochloric acid, and in nitric acid;
soluble in sulfuric acid and in fused so-

dium hydroxide; and specific gravity, 6.07.
Used in ceramics; pigments; catalysts; and
as a source of cobalt metal. CCM 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-169.

cobaltosphaerosiderite. A peachblossom red
carbonate of iron, manganese, magnesium,
cobalt and ealcitim; rhombohedral. Also
spelled cobaltospharosiderite. English.

cobaltous. Of, pertaining to, or containing

cobalt in the bivalent state. for example,

cobaltous oxide (Co0). Weester 3d.
cobaltous-ammonium sulfate; cobalt-ammonium sulfate. Ruby-red; crystalline; CoSo1(NH4) sSo4.6H20; soluble in water; insoluble in alcohol; and specific gravity, 1.902.

Used in ceramics; in cobalt plating; and

as a catalyst. CCD 6d, 1961.

cobaltous arsenate. cobalt arsenate; cobaltous orthoarsenale. cobalt orthoarsenate;
erythrite; cobalt doom. Violet-red; monoclinic ; Co3(As04)2.8H20; soluble in acids;

insoluble in water; and specific gravity,
3.178 (at 15° C). Used for painting on

glass and porcelain in light blue colors and
for coloring glass. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-168.
cobaitous carbonate; cobalt carbonate;
sphcrocobaltite. Red; hexagonal trigonal;

CoC0s; insoluble in water and in ammonia; soluble in acids; and specific grav-

ity, 4.13. Used in ceramics. The cobalt

carbonate of commerce is usually the
basic salt. See also cobaltous carbonate,
basic. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-168.
cobaltous carbonate, basic;" cobalt carbonate,
basic. Red-violet; crystalline; 2CoCO3.3Co(OH)s.H20; soluble in acids; and in-

200° C; slightly soluble in cold watei;

soluble in mineral acids; and insoluble
alcohol. Used in manufacturing cobalt pigments; in coloring glass; and in painting
on porcelain in light blue colors. CCD

6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-169.

cobaltous oxide; cobalt oxide; cobalt mo..1oxide. A grayish powder; green-brown
isometric crystals; CoO; soluble in acids;
insoluble in water; specific gravity, 6.45,
ranging from 5.7 to 6.7; and melting

point, 1,935° C. Used as a pigment in
ceramics; as a catalyst ; for the preparation

of cobalt salts; in porcelain enamels; and
in coloring glass. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-169. Also used as a coloring
medium in glass, glazes, and enamel; as a
decolorizer in glass and enamel; in combination with either manganese or selenium, usually the latter, for the purpose of
masking excess yellow color; and in ground

coat enamel to give it a tight grip on the
metal base. Lee.

cobaltous sulfate; cobalt sulfate. A red

in cold water. The cobalt car-

powder; hexagonal; Co501; soluble in
water; and specific gravity, 3.71 (at 25°
C). Used in ceramics; pigments; and
glazes; and in plating baths for cobalt.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry

3.348. Used as an absorbent for ammonia ; in gas masks; in electroplating;

cobaltous sulfate heptahydrate; cobalt sulfate heptahydrate; bieberite. Red to pink;
molecular
Co504.7H20;
monoclinic;
weight, 281.10; specific gravity, 1.948 (at
25° C, referred to water at 25° C); melting point, 96.8° C; loses 7H20 at 420° C;
and soluble in water, in ethyl alcohol, and

soluble

bonate of commerce. Used in manufacturing cobaltous oxide; cobalt pigments; and
cobalt salts. CCD 6d 1961.
cobaltous chloride; Cobalt chloride. Blue;
hexagonal; CoC12; hygroscopic; soluble in
water and in alcohol; and specific gravity,

as a flux for magnesium refining; as a
solid lubricant; as catalysts; and in barometers. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

1964, p. B-168.
cobaltous chloride

hexahydrate; cobalt
chloride bexahydrate. Ruby-red; monoclinic; CoC12.6H20; loses 6H,0 at 110°
C; soluble in water and in alcohol; and
specific gravity, 1.924 (at 25° C, referred
to water at 25° C). Used as an absorbent

for ammonia in gas masks; in electroplating; as a flux for magnesium refining;

as a solid lubricant; as catalysts; and in
barometers. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-169.
cobaltous

chromate; cobalt chromate.
CoCrOs; gray-black crystals; soluble in
acids, in ammonium hydroxide, and in

solution of chromium trioxide; insoluble
in water. Used in ceramics in tinting.
CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-169.

Also used with aluminum oxide and zinc
oxide to produce light stains in vitreous
enamel and, with the same oxides, to pre-

pare light green stains. Lee.
cobaltous nitrate; cobalt nitrate. Red; monoCo (NO2)2.61150 ; deliquescent ;
loses 31-120 at 55° C; soluble in water and
in acids; and specific gravity, 1.88. Used

clinic ;

in porcelain decoration; in cobalt pigments; and in the preparation of cobalt
catalysts. CCD 6d, 1961. Appears to be

desirable for light-colored, first-coat enamels for sheet iron. Lee.

cobaltous orthophoslinde octahydrate; cobalt orthophosphate octsbydrate. A reddish powder; Cos(PO4)2.811,0;

specific

gravity, 2.769 (at 25° C); loses 81150 at
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and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-170.

in methyl alcohol. dandbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-170.

Used in ceramics; pigments; and glazes;
and in plating baths for cobalt. CCD 6d,
1961. Also used in whiteware bodies to

impart a blue or blue-white color, and
sometimes used in -decorative work where

a soluble compound is needed to

make

solutions for spray work, as on art pottery.
Lee.

cobalt pentlandite. The cobalt analogue of
pentlandite, CosSs, from northern Karelia.
Hey, M.M.1, 1961.
cobalt-potassium nitrite; potassium cabaltinitrite; Fischer's salt; cobalt yellow. Yellow;
isometic; KsCo(NO2)0; molecular weight,
452.27; specific gravity, 5.18; slightly soluble

in water; and insoluble in alcohol

Used as a yellow pigment and in painting
on glass or porcelain. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-206.

cobalt praseochloride; cis-chloroaquotetrammine cobalt (III) chloride. Co (NI-13)414-

RO; molecular weight, 251.42; violet;

orthorhombic; specific gravity, 1.847;
soluble in water and in acids; and insoluble

in alcohol. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-170.

cobalt pyrites. See linncite. Fay.
cobalt sesquisullide; cobaltic semplisulfide.
Coks; molecular weight, 214.06; black

crystals; specific gravity, 4.8; and insoluble

in water. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-170.

cobalt 60. Radioactive cobalt of mass number 60. One of the most common radioisotopes. Half-life, 5.3 years; radiation,
beta and gamma. Cobalt 60 emits gamm.t
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coefficient of compressibility

cobbling. Eng. Cleaning the haulage road of
coal that has fallen off the trams. Fay.

cockles. Eng. Flat and broad blue stone,

cobalt skutterudite
rays which have about the same penetrating power as those from radium. Used for
radiographic testing of welds and castings;
and as a research aid in studying the
permeability of porous media to the flow
of oil, and the oil consumption in internalcombustion engines. CCD 6d, 1961.

cobalt skutterudite. The pure end member,
CoAs3, of the skutterudite series. Hey, MM,
1964.

cobalt steel. Alloy characterized by great
hardness and brittleness. Used in highspeed steel to improve cutting power.
Pryor, 3.
cobalt vitriol. See red vitriol; rose vitriol. Fay.
cobalt zincate. Green powder ; insoluble in

water ; and solable in acid. Used as a pigment. Bennett 2d, 1962.

cobbed ore. a. Eng. Ore broken from veinstone by means of a small hammer. Fay.
b. Ore from which as much barren rock
as practicable has been broken off with
hand hammers. Bureau of Mines Stag.
cobbe pan. Grinding pan. Pryor, E.
cobber. a. In the asbestos products industry,
a laborer who stands before a bench and

breaks asbestos fibers away from asbestosbearing rock with a light hammer. D.O.T.
1 b. In metal mining, a laborer who chips

gangue (waste rock) from lumps of orc
with a hammer, thus increasing the per-

cob COW. A large round piece of coal. Fay.

Coblentzian. Upper Lower Devonian. A.G.I.
Supp.

Coblenzian. Synonym for Coblentzian. A.G.I.
Supp.

cob mill. A type of grinder used to crush

large lumps of caked raw materials in the
enamel mixing room. Enam. Dia.
cobra stone. Chlorcphanc. Bureau of Mines

containing shells, used for building, Lower
Lias, Axminster. Arkell.

cockleshell. York. Black shale full of carboniAdwalton stone coal. Arkell.
cola shells

cockloft. Aust. A raise or crosscut in deep
lead operations to connect two sets of

workingsc at different horizons. Nelson.
cock metal. A soft alloy composed of 2 parts

copper and 1 part lead; used for making
taps and cocks. Fay.

cob wall. A wail built of unburned clay,

cocko. A piece of slate or bony. Korson.
cockpit. That part of a tractor or grader con-

cocarde ore. Fragments of rock encrusted

cockscomb pyrites. A crestlike variety of

Staff

sometimes mixed with straw, or of straw,
lime, and earth. Fay.
with metallic minerals. Also called sphere
ore. Hess.

coccolith. A minute calcareous body found
in chalk and deep-sea oozt. and constituting the skeletal remains of a coccolithophore. Webster 3d.
cocinerite. A silver-gray sulfide of copper and
silver, CudigS. Massive. Perhaps a variety

of stromeyerite. From Ramos, Mex. English.

cocite. A dark, fine-grained, yellowish-green
dike rock with prominent crystals of olivine
and diopside in a dense groundmass of
leucite, orthoclase, biotite, and magnetite.
Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 279.
cock. A device for regulating or stopping the

taining the operator's scat and controls.
Nichols.

marcasite. Webster 3d.

cocoa mat. A fabric of wood fibers used to
distribute water evenly over a smooth surface. Nichols.
coconut amine. Amine of coconut fatty acids;
an oil. Used in ore flotation as a selective

collector and used for rustproofing metal

surfaces. Bennett 2d, 1962.

coconut piece. A special shape of ceramic.
wall tile. Dodd.

cocopan. Term uscd in South Africa for the
rocker-dumping type of tipping truck. Hig
ham, p. 313.
cod. Newc. The bearing of an axle. Fay.

code a. A unified and coordinated body of

flow in a pipe, made by a taper plug that

law; esplcially, re-enactment, in improved
and systematic form, of previously exist-

corresponding to those in the plug. Porter.

prescription, or judicial decisions. Stand-

acters used to represent letters or words,

hammer to separate the mineral in a lump

cockade ore. a. Cockscomb pyrite; a form of
marcasite. Fay b. Crusts of different minerals deposited successively around rock
fragments. Bateman.
cockade structure. a. Concentric rings of
different sulfides (and gangue ?) surrounding inclusions. A.G.1, b. Applied to
successive crusts of unlike minerals deposited upon breccia fragments in a vein.
Fragments of rock or ore arc enclosed by
successive crusts of other minerals. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955; Schieferdecker.
cocker. To set supports herringbone fashion.

ores. Nelson.

cockering. Herringbone supports. A method

centage of valuable minerals and reducing

the amount of gangue to be handled in
treating the ore at the mill or smelter.
Also called coner man. D.O.T. 1.

cobber man. See cobber. D.O.T. 1.
cobbing. a. Rubble, as from furnace bottoms,
impregnated with copper. Standard, 1964
b. Refers to a crude separation at coarse
sizes, usually by magnetite methods. Bureau

of Mines Staff c. Hand concentration in
which lumps of concentrate arc detached
from waste, using a 3-pound chisel-edged
hammer. Term also used for whole sorting
operation. Pryor, 3.

cobbing board. A flat piece of wood used in
cobbing. Fay.

cobbing hammer. A special chisel type of
from the gangue in the hand picking of

cobble. a. Eng. Small lump coal. See also
cob coal. Fay b. A waterworn rounded
stone, especially of the size suitable fin.
paving. Also called cobblestone. Arkell. c.

A rock fragment between 64 and 256

millimeters in diameter; larger than a
pebble and smaller than a boulder, round-

ed or otherwise abraded in the course of
aqueous, colian, or glacial transport. Synonym for boulderet; cobblestone. A.G.I. d.

may be rotated in a body having ports
See also drain valve.

Mason,

of support by which a center suport of

beams or bars running longitudinally along

the roof of a road is supported systematically by slanted struts or props with their
feet spragged in the side of tl'e road, the
whole looking like a herringbone. Mason.
cockermegs; cockers; cockersprags. Temporary supports for the coal face. A short
crosspiece is held to it by two slanting

props, one hitched in the floor and the

A usually rounded or semirounded rock
fragment having an average dimension

other in the roof. Pryor, 3.
cockerpole. A piece of timber placed horizon-

fectly puddled ball which goes to pieces

abut against the roof and floor. Fay.
cockers. See cockermegs. Pryor, 3.

ranging from 3 to 12 inches. Long c.
Penna: In metallurgy of iron, an imperin the squeezer. Fay.
cobble gravel. Deposit of uncemented cobbles
or cobblestones. A.G.I. SupP.

cobble riffle. A sluice with a cobble-paved
bottom used in placer mining. It lasts
considerably longer than wood or cobblestone but a steeper slope is necessary for
the flow of material. Nelson.

cobbles. a. A graded size of anthracite below
large coalabout 5 inches. Nelson. b. Coke

tinplates so poor as to require complete
scrapping. Bennett 2d, 1962.

cobblestone. a. Synonym for cobble. A.G.I.
Supp. b. A rounded rock suitable for paving a street or road. A.G.I. supp.

tally between two inclined pieces which

cocker sands. Eng. Quicksands, Lancashire
and Kent. Arkell.
cockersprags. See cockermegs. Pryor, 3,

cockhead. Derb. A pack to support the roof.
It consists of slack or waste and is about

12 feet in width, surmounted by a few

lumps of coal. Fay.

cockle. a. Corn. Schorl or black tourmaline.
Fay. b. Any mineral occurring in dark, long
crystals, especially schorl. Webster 2d. c.
Eng. A black, thready mineral, seeming to
be a fibrous talc, Cornish tin mines. Arkell.
d. Eng. An ironstone nodule. Arkell. e.

Cornish name for hard siliceous rocks.
Arkell. f. Dev. Schorl rocks. Arkell.
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ing law, whether derived from statute,

ard, 1964. b. A system of signals or of char-

or in any way to communicate intelligence,
as a cipher code, naval code, or telegraphic
code. Standard, 1964. c. A system of rules

and regulations generally approved and
formally applied for conduct in particular
cases; as in the mining code. Standard,
1964.

codorous ore. A highly siliceous hematite
containing only a trace of phosphorus,
but high in potash. Osborne.

cod piece. Aust. A wooden fishplate used
for connecting the segments of a curb in
shafts. Fay.
cod placer. See placer. Dodd.

coe. Eng. a. A small cabin built over the
shaft. Fay. b. Derb. A small ore house,
Bureau of Mines Staff. .

coefficient. a. Something that unites in action

to produce an effect; a joint agent. Webster 3 d. b. Any of the factors (as constants)

of a product considered in relation to another factor (as a variable). Webster 3d,
c. A number that serves as a measure of
some property (as of a substance or body)
or characteristic (as of a device or process)

and that is commonly used as a factor in
computations. Webster 3d. d. Measure;
degree. Webster 3d. e. A prefixed number
to be used as a multiplier. Crispin. f. A
number indicating the degree of a quality
of a substance or material. Crispin.
cofficient of absolute viscosity. See coefficient
of viscosity. ASCE P1826.

coefficient of acidity. The figure expressing

the following ratio, calculated from the
molecular proportions of the constituents
of a rock or slag:

Number of atoms of oxygen in SiO3
Number of atoms of oxygen in the basic oxides
Holmes, 1928.

coefficient of active earth pressure. See coefficient of earth pressure. ASCE P1826.
coefficient of compressibility. a. A measure
of the deviation of a gas from Boyle's law.

coefficient of consolidation
See also Boyle's law. C.T.D. b. Change in

void ratio per unit of pressure change:.
P, yor, 3

coefficient of consolidation. In the consolidation of soils, we obtain a value for the
coefficient expressed in square centimeters
per minute, where the permeability is in
centimeters per minute. See also consolidation press. Ham.

coefficient of contraction. This is related to

the vena contracta, and is the ratio be-

tween the minimum cross-sectional arca of

a jet of water flowing through an orifice
under pressure, and the cross-sectional
arca of the orifice itself. Ham.
coefficient of discharge. Ratio of observed to

theoretical discharge. For a siphon thil
coefficient should be based on the area of
the outlet. Seelye, 1.

coefficient of earth pres ;are. The plincipal
stress ratio at a point in a soil mass. See
also active coefficient of earth pressure;
passive coefficient of earth pressure; at
rest (coefficient of earth pressure ). ASCE
P1826.

coefficient of elasticity. Same as modulus of

reflectance with thickness at infinitesimal
thickness of porcelain enamel over an
ideally black backing. ASTM C286-65.

coefficient of subgrade reaction; modulus

subgrade reaction. The ratio of load pee

unit arca of horizontal surface of a mass of
soil to corresponding settlement of the sur-

face. It is determined as the slope of the
secant, drawn between the point corresponding to zero settlement and the point
of 0.05-inch settlement, of a load-settlement curve obtained from a plate load
test on a soil using a 30-inch, or large:
diameter, loading plate. It is used in the
design of concrete pavements by the Westergaard Method. ASCE P1826.
coefficient of thermal diffusion; thermal dif-

fusivity. A thermal property of matter.

with the dimensions of area per unit time
A.G.I.
coefficient of thermai expansion (linear).
The fractional change in length of a body
per degree of temperature change. ACSG

Crispin.

coefficient of friction. a. The frictional resistance of each square foot of rubbing
surface when the velocity of the air current is 1,000 feet per minute. Nelson b. A
numerical expression of the relationship
between picsure and the resistance force
of friction. This relationship is subject to
many variables such as whether it is applied to holding friction, sliding friction,
rolling friction, or internal friction of a
bulk material; whether the surfaces in
contact are smooth or rough, the kind of

material composing those surfaces, if they
are wet or dry, lubricated or nonlubricated.
The coefficient of friction is used in deter-

mining the power necessary to drive a
machine, to determine the slope angles
used in hoppers, bins, chutes, and bunkers;

or to determine the maximum angle of
inclination for a conveyor. ASA MH4.11958.

coefficient of heat transmission. The quantity
of heat (in the United States, usually Btu)
transmitted from fluid to fluid per unit of

time (usually 1 hour) per unit of surface
(usually 1 square foot) through a material
or arrangement of materials under a unit
temperature differential (usually 1° F)

between fluids. Commonly used for building maetrials. Strock, 10.
coefficient of internal friction. The tangent

of the angle of internal friction. ASCE

coefficient of uniformity. The ratio of the
particle size for 60 percent finer by weight
to the effective diameter, the latter being

the particle size for 10 percent finer by

weight. Ham.
coefficient of utilization method. See Lumen
method of design. Roberts, II, p. 63.
coefficient of variation. A statistical term

which measures the relative variation of
a series of values from the mean or average value:

C=
X

where C equals coefficient of variation,
S equals standard deviation, and X equals

mean, average. Also called relative standard deviation. Bureau of Mines Staff.
coefficient of velocity. The rate of transfor

mation of a unit mass during chemical

reaction. Pryor, 3 .
coefficient of viscosity. a. The shearing force

per unit arca required to maintain a unit
difference in velocity between two parallel

layers of fluid a unit distance apart. Also
called coefficient of absolute viscosity.
ASCE P1826. b. ThC value of the tangential force per unit arca required to maintain unit relative velocity between two
parallel planes unit distance apart. Values
of viscosity in centimeter - gram - second
units arc: air, 0.00018; water, 0.01; and
glycerin, 11. See also viscosity. Nelson.

coefficient of linear expansion. The expan-

Coelenterates. The group of animals which
includes the jellyfishes, corals, and Hy-

Bureau of Mines Staff.
coefficient of permeability; permeability. Thc

coerdmeter. An instrument for measuring
the magnetic intensity of a natural or

P1826.

sion per ° C or ° F per unit of length.
rate of flow of water under laminar flow
conditions through a unit cross-sectional
arca of a porous medium under a unit hydraulic gradient and a standard tempera-

ture, usually 20° C. ASCE P1826.
coefficient of roughness. A factor in the Kutter, Manning, Bazin, and other, formulas

expressing the character of a channel as
affecting the friction slope of water or air

flowing therein. Seelye 1.
coefficient of scatter. The rate of increase of

in HF. Dodd.

coestead. Eng. A small building. See also
coc, a. Fay.

Coeur D'Alene lagging. See lagging, Lewis
p. 48,

coffeepot lamp. Aust. An ordinary coal
miner's open oil lamp, similar in shape to
a coffeepot. Fay.

coffee shale. Drillers' term in the Appalachian

basin for well cuttings of dark colored
shale chips mixed wih light-colored mud.
A.G.I.

coffer, cofer. a. Derb. To secure a shaft

cofferdam. a. A temporary watertight en..

son, p. 68.
coefficient of transmisslbllity. Se .. transmissibility coefficient.

material for each degree of temperature.

quoise group. Dana 6d, p. 846; American
Mineralogist, v. 43, No. 11-12, NovemberDecember 1958, p. 1224.
coesite. Named from L. Coes who first obtained this form of silica; produced at
5000 to 800° C and a pressure of 35 kilobars with specific gravity, 3.01; insoluble

of the friction between tire or track. Car-

coefficient of, C.T.D.

expresses the change per unit length of any

in fibrous crusts. A member of the tur-

coefficient of traction. Represents the percentage of the total engine power that can

be converted into forward motion by means

coefficient of expansion. The factor which

hydrous phosphate of aluminum; Gccurs

from leaking by ramming in clay behind
the masonry or timbering. Fay. b. Corn.
See mortar, b. Fay. c. A rectangular plank
frame, used in timbering levels. Fay. d. A

1963.

elasticity. ASM Gloss.

coefficient of equivalence. See equivalence,

cog
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droids. Hy.

artificial magnet. Bureau of Mines Staff.
coercive force; coercive field. The opposing

magnetic intensity that Must be applied
to a magnetized substance to reduce the
magnetic induction in the material to 0.
Compare coercivity. Webster 3d.

coercivity. The property of a material determined by the value of the coercive forcc
when the material has been magnetized to
saturation. Webster 3d.
cocruleolactite. A milky-white to light blue

floating dock ; a caisson. Standard, 1964,

closure (as of piles packed with clay or of
metal plates) from which the water is
pumped to expose the bottom of a body of
water and permit construction (as of foundations or piers). Webster 3d. b. A method
of shaft sinking through saturated sand or
mud near the surface. A cofferdam is an

evelosure, open to the air, which keeps
water out of thc shaft arca to allow excavation to proceed. The enclosin wall is

constructed by driving down strips of steel
with interlocking edges or concrete piles.

reinforced with steel. In general, cofferdams are only used for short lengths and

where piles can be driven into an impervious deposit, so that normal pumping will keep the shaft sufficiently dry for

working: See also drop shaft; drum, j ;

iron and steel sheet piling; piling, a. Nelson. c. A set of temporary walls designed
to keep soil and/or water from entering
an excavation. Nichols.

coffering. a. The operation involved in the
construction of dams for impounding

water. C.T.D. b. A method of shaft sinking
through loose, watery, or running ground.
It consists in lining the shaft with a thick

wall, made of brick and cement or brick
and hydraulic lime with puddled clay in
all cavities. Used for keeping back surface

water but the method is now somewhat

obsolescent. Nelson.

coffin. a. Corn. An old, open-mine work-

ing, in which the ore is cast up from plat-

form to platform. Standard, 1964. b. A
heavily shielded shipping cask for spent

fuel elements. Some coffins weigh as much
as 75 tons. L&L.
coffinite. A naturally occurring uranium min-

eral, U(SiO4)1-.(OH)4. (or USith with

appreciable (OH), in place of some Sith).
Specific gravity, 5.1 ; luster adamantine;
color black ; commonly fine-grained and
mixed with organic matter and other min
crals. Found in Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
and Arizona. An important ore of uranium
in some mines on the Colorado plateau.
CCD 6d, 1961.
coffin lid. See coal pipe, c.
cog. a. Straight timbers set in a large bunch.

They should be firmly set and as close

together as possible. Sometimes 12 to 20
are set at one location. Under conditions
.
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where single straight posts will not suffice

to control the top, and yet cribs are not
needed, the use of cogs may be advan.
tageous. May also be called a battery. Ken-

tucky, p. 142. b. A crib made of notched
timbers built up like a log house. A chock.
cob, corncob, or crib. If the timbers arz
squared instead of notched, the structure
is called a nog. It is ordinarily filled with
waste, and rocks are put between the timbers. Hess. c. A rock Intrusion. Fay. d. To
consolidate ingots or shape them by hammering or rolling. Hess. e. An inserted tooth

as in a cogwheel. Gears are often improperly referred to as cogwheels. Crispin.

.

cog-and-rung gin. One of the earliest appliances for hoisting the coal and water from
the mine. It was a windlass fitted with a
cogwheel and pinion arrangement, and
worked by a horse in much the same way
as horse gins are worked. Fay.

cogger. Eng. One who builds cogs. See also

A frictional soil, such as sand, gravel, or

coin Coconut husk fiber. Zern. Used in cer-

clean silt. Nelson.

coke. a. Bituminous coal from which the
volatile constituents have been driven off
by heat, so that the fixed carbon and thc
ash are fnsc1 together. Commonly artificial, but natural coke is also known, for
example, where a dike has intersected a

cohesion of soil. Strength of soil caused by
electrostatic attraction of particles and interstitial moisture. Shear strength of soil
in excess of that computed from angle of
internal friction. See also Mohr's diagram ;

Coulomb's equation. Bureau of Mines Staff. .
cohesive soil. a. A soil which when unconfined

has considerable strength when air-dried,
and which has significant cohesion when
submerged. ASCE P1826. b. A sticky clay
or clayey silt as opposed to sand. Nelson.

cohesive strength. a. The hypothetical stress
in an unnotched bar causing tensile fracture without plastic deformation. ASM
Gloss. b. The stress corresponding to the
forces between atoms. ASM Gloss. c. Same
as technical cohesive strength; disruptive
strength. ASM Gloss.
coll. The process of making clay objects by
building with ropes or coils of clay. ACSG,
1963.

cog. Fay.

cogging. a. The operation of rolling or forg-

ing an ingot to reduce it to a bloom or
billet. C.T.D. b. The propping of the roof
in longwall stalls. See also cog; nog. Also

spelled coggin. Fay.
cogging mill. a. A blooming mill. ASM Gloss.

b. Usually a two-high reversing mill consisting of two rolls, 2 to 4 feet in diameter,
between which the hot ingot is reduced
to blooms or slabs. Osborne, p. 357.

coggle. A rounded, waterworn stone, especially of the size suitable for paving; a
cobble. Also called cogglestone. Same as
cobblestone. Arkell.

cognate fissure. One fissure of a system of
fissures that originated at the same time
from the same causes as other fissures in
the same system. Cognate may similarly
apply to fractures and joints. Stokes and
Varnes 1955.

cognate inclusion. A xenocryst or xenolith
occuring in an igneous rock to which it is
genetically related. Synonym for cognate
xenolith; autolith. Holmes, 1920.

cognate xenolith. Synonym for cognate inclusion ; autolith. A.G.I.
cogwheel ore. A miners' name for bournonite.
PbCuSbS3. Same as wheel ore. Dana 17.

cohenite. The natural, meteoritic material,
Fe3C, the artificial being cementite. Hey
2d, 1955.

coherency. The continuity of lattice of precipitate and parent phase (solvent) maintained by mutual strain and not separated
by a phase boundary. ASM Gloss.
coherent precipitate. A precipitate in a stage
intermediate between a solute and a distinct phase, formed from a supersaturated
solvent even though the lattice may be dis-

torted. Such a precipitate has no phase
boundary. ASM Gloss.

cohesion. a. That property of like mineral
grains which enables them to cling together in opposition to forces tending to
separate them. Hess. b. Part of the shear
strength of a soil indicated by the term c in

Coulomb's equation, s = c

coke oven
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cog-and-rung gin

p tan 0.

See also apparent cohesion. ASCE P1826.

c. Force of attracCon between the molecules (or atoms) within a single phase.
Compare adhesion. ASM Gloss. d. The
soil quality of sticking together. Nichols.

coil breaks. Creases or ridges across a metal
sheet transverse to the direction of coiling,
occasionally occuring when the metal has
been coiled hot and uncoiled cold. ASM
Gloss.

coil building. A primitive method of shaping

clay vessels by rolling clay into a ropc
which is then roiled to form the wall of
the vessel; the inner and outer surfaces
of the roughly shaped ware are finally
smoothed. Dodd.

coil drag. A tool to pick up pebbles, bits
of iron, etc., from the bottom of a drill
hole. Fay.

colter. In metallurgy, one who winds nonferrous strips and sheets into coils as they
emerge from a rolling mill or slitting machine. Also called coiler operator. D.O.T.
Supp.

coil load. The total amount of heat, in British thermal units per hour, which must be
removed from the air by the cooling coils.
Hartman, p. 327.
coil weld. A butt weld joining the ends of

two metal sheets to make a continuous

strip for coiling. ASM Gloss.
coinage bronze. A copper-base alloy of from

2 to 4 percent tin and 1 to 2 percent zinc.
Used for copper coins. Bennett 2d, 1962.
coinage copper. See coinage bronze. Bennett
2d, 1962.

coinage metal. Alloy of 10 percent copper,
about 4 percent tin, 1 percent zinc, gold,
silver or nickel; used for minting coins.
Bennett 2d, 1962.,

coin gold. In the United States, an alloy
of 90 percent gold and 10 percent copper.
In Great Britain, an alloy of 91.67 percent.
gold and 8.33 percent copper. Bennett 2d,
1962.

coining. a. A closed-d;e squeezing operation,
usually performed cold, in which all surfaces of the work are confined or restrained,
resulting in a well-defined imprint of the

die upon the work. ASM Gloss. b. A restriking operation used to sharpen or
change an existing radius or profile. ASM
Gloss. c. In powder metallurgy, the final
pressing of a sintered compact to obtain
a definite surface configuration. (Not to be
confused with repressing or sizing.) ASM
Gloss.

cohesions] soil. A frictional soil, such as sand,
gravel, or clean silt. Nelson.

Coill silver. Coin silver is 900 fine silver and

confined has little or no strength when
air-dried, and which has little or no co-

coinstone bed. Cement stone band. Stone
suitable for coinstones, quoinstones, and

cohesionkss soil. a. A soil which, when unhesion when submerged. ASCE P1826. b.

the balance copper. BuMines Bull. 630,

tain metallurgical processes. Fay.

bituminous coalbed and has converted thc
bordering coal to natural coke. Sanford. b.
A derogatory synonym for carbon ; carbo-

nado; black diamond. Long.
coke breeze. The fine screenings from crushed

coke or from coke as taken from the
ovens, of a size taried in local practice

but usually passing a 1/2-inch or 3/4-inch
screen opening. ASTM D121-62.
coke bubbles; coke globules. Isolated particles of coke, more or less sperical and usu-

ally hollow, cooled while still in suspension,

retaining their own shape without aggre-

gation. They are usually found on the
floor after explosions. Rice, George S.

coke burner. In coke products industry, one
who controls the formation (burning) of
coke in beehive coke ovens, being respon-

sible for the quality of coke produced;

periodically observes the burning coal in
each oven, slowing down the process as re-

quired by sealing cracks in the bricked

doors with loam; and decides when coke
is ready for drawing from the color and
length of flame in the oven. D.O.T. 1.

coke coal. a. N. of Eng. Carbonized or par-

tially burnt coal found on the sides of
dikes. See also natural coke, a. Fay. b. Coal
altered by an igneous intrusion. Arkell.

coke crusher operator. In the coke products
industry, one who tends a mill (crusher)
through which coke is run to be crushed
to desired size. D.O.T. 1.

coke crust. A thin layer of coke of considerable area compared with its thickness,
deposited, while plastic, on some surfacc
to which it sticks. Rice, George S.

coke drawer. A mechanical device for drawing coke from an oven. Fay.
coke drawer, hand. In the coke products industry, a laborer who removes coke from
beehive ovens by hand. D.O.T. 1.

coke drawing machine helper. See scraper
out man. D.O.T. 1.

coke dust; coked dust. Coal dust which has

been coked by the heat of an explosion and
has assumed different forms under different

conditions usually found near the origin
of the explosion, and also where the ve-

locity of the explosion is low, as in a room
or wide place, always provided there is at
that point an excess of coal dust over that
needed for combination with oxygen. The
volatile matter of coal dust seems to burn
first and, if the coal is a coking coal, coke
is formed of one kind or another, depend-

ing on the position, temperature, size of
dust, and velocity of explosion. Rice,
George S.

coke iron. Iron made in a furnace using coke
as fuel. Webster 3d.
cokeite. a..Coal altered by an igneous intrusion. Synonym for carbonite, a. Tomkeieff,
1954..b. Natural coke formed by the action
of magma on coal, or by natural combustion of coal. Holmes, 1920.
coke man. In the foundry industry, a laborer
who unloads, stores, and conveys coke
within the foundry. D.O.T. I .

1965, p. 811.

coke mill. A mill used in the foundry for

cornerstones, used in building. Arkell.

coke oven. A chamber of brick or other heat-
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the grinding of coke for the production of
blacking. Osborne.

r.

coke-oven mason
resistant material in which coal is destructively distilled. Coke ovens are of two
principal types: (1) beehive ovens, which
were originally built round with a spherical top like an old-fashioned beehive. They

had an opening in the top and various

small openings for draft at the base. The
ovens were developed into banks (rows)
of joining cubicles, but the coke in long
columnar pieces is characteristic and is
still known as beehive coke. Tar, gas and
other byproducts are lost; and (2) byproduct ovens, which were built in rectangular form with the front and back removable but so arranged that it may be
luted to practical gastightness and all byproducts gaseous at the high temperatures
are pumped out. Hess.

coke-oven mason. In the coke products industry, one who builds and repairs brick
and stone beehive coke ovens; also con
structs hearths, straight and arched side
Walls, arched roof, door frames, leveling
bar brackets, and charging hole frames,
cutting the stone or brick to size and shape

with tools, such as chisels and hammers.
D.O.T. 1.

coke-oven repairman. In coke products industry, one who makes repairs on metal
parts of coke ovens to keep them in operating condition, dismantling and replacing parts with wrenches, hammers,

and screw jacks. Also called industrial

cold shut
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a shovel gang. Fay.

cokey pitch. At Lake Trinidad, asphalt that

has flowed over the land and has been

coked by brush fires. Abraham, 6th, 1960,
v. 1, p. 177.
coking. Distillation to dryness of a product
containing complex hydrocarbons, which
break down in structure during distillation,

such as tar or crude petroleum; the residue of the process is coke. Bennett 2d,
1962.

coking COW. a. The most important of the

bituminous coals, which burns with a

long yellow flame, giving off more or less
smoke, and creates an intense heat when
properly attended. It is usually quite soft,

and does not bear handling well. In thc
fire, it swells, fuses, and finally runs to-

gether in large masses, which are rendered
more or less porous by the evolution of the
contained gaseous hydrocarbons. Fay. b.

Coal which can be converted into useful
coke that must be strong enough to withstand handling. There is no direct relation between the elementary composition
of coal and coking quality, but generally

coals with 80 to 90 percent carbon on
a dry, ash-free basis are most satisfactory
A.G.I. Supp.

coking plate. A plate at the door of a furnace which uses bituminous coal, on which

fresh coal is placed and allowed to coke

before being spread on the fire. Fay.

furnace repairman. D.O.T. 1.
coke oven tar. Coal tar produced in byproduct coke ovens in the manufacture of coke
from bituminous coal. Urquhart, Sec. 2,
p. 81.
coke, petroleum. The solid residue remaining
after destructive distillation of petroleum
materials. The fixed or solid carbon con-

coking stoker. A mechanical stoker or de-

purity, petroleum coke is used extensively
in metallurgical processes . also, for the
Hall electrolytic process for aluminum.

the divide, especially if the valley slopes
rather steeply away from the divide. Fay.
colander shovel. An open wirework shovel
used for taking salt crystals from an evap-

coke picker. In the coke products industry,
a laborer who picks out foreign material,
such as slag and slate from coke before

Colbum process. The production of sheet

tent is 90 to 95 percent. Because of its
CCD 6d, 1961.

and after it has been loaded in the rail-

road cars. D.O.T. 1.
coke pig iron. Most common type of pig iron
made with coke as the reducing agent. Bennett 2d, 1962.
coke pitch. A black amorphous solid obtained

from the distillation of tar. Used in the

manufacturing of water gas, as fuel. Bennett 2d,1962.
coke plate. a. Tinplate made from coke iron.

b. Tinplate haVing lighter coating than
charcoal plate. Webster 3d. See also tin-

plate. Fay.
coke scrubber. An apparatus filled with coke

moistened with oil, used to purify street

gas, which is forced through it. Fay.

coke tinplate. Standard tinplate with the

lightest commercial tin coat; used for food
containers, oil canning. Bennett 2d,'1962.
coke tower. A high tower or condenser filled

with coke. Used in the manufacture of

hydroCaloric acid to give a large surface
for the union of a falling spray of water
with the rising hydrochloric-acid gas. Fay.
coke wave. Plot of swelling numbers against
volatile content. Bennett 2d, 1962.
coke wharf. Aust. A platform onto which
coke is pushed when discharged from 'an
oven. Fay.'

cokey. In Joplin, Mo., a shoveler; a mucker.
Fay.
coke), hetder. In Joplin, Mo., a foreman of

vice for firing a furnace which permits the
coal to ccke before feeding it to the grate,

thus burning the fuel with little or no
smoke.. Fay.

col. Fr. A saddle or gap across a ridge or
between two mountain peaks; also, in a
valley in which streams flow both ways
from a divide, that part of the valley at

orating brine. Fay.

glass by vertical drawing for about 4 feet
and then bending over a driven roller so
that the cooling sheet then travels horizontally. The process was invented by I. W.

Colburn in 1905 and subsequently perfected by the Libbey-Owens Company.

cutting cold metal. Standard, 1964.
cold-cracking. Cracks in cold, or nearly cold,
metal, due to excessive internal stress
caused by contraction. Such cracks may be
caused by the mold being too hard or the
design of a casting being unsuitable. Ham.
cold crushing strength. See crushing strength.
Dodd.

cold-draw. To draw (as metal) while cold
or without the application of heat. Webster 3d.

cold-drawing. The process of reducing the
cross-sectional diameter of tubes or wire
by drawing through successively smaller
dies without previously heating the mate-

rial, thereby increasing its tensile strength.
Steel wire for prestressing is made by this

process. Ham.

cold-drawn steel. Steel rods finished by draw

ing them through a die to reduce their

size and to give them better quality. Mer-

sereau, 4th, p. 426.

cold-drawn wire. Wire that has been drawn
through a die at normal temperature.
Taylor.

cold-extractable metal. See readily extractable metal. Hawkes, 2, p. 151.
cold extrusion. See extrusion. ASM Gloss.

cold furnace. N. of Eng. A drift driven into
an upcast shaft to convey the return air
into it instead of passing it over the furnace fire. This is done to prevent the ignition of the gas in the return air. Fay.
cold galvanizing. Application of powdered
zinc, in suspension in an organic solvent,

to iron articles. On evaporation of the
solvent an adherent coating of zinc remains. Pryor, 3.

cold head. York. Quarryman's term for the

coral bed in the Hambleton Oolite. Arkell.
cold nose. A mining exeprt who underrates
the value of mineral properties. Standard,
1964.

cold noser. See wildcatter. Long.
cold-nosing. a. Running an unhoused drill in
cold weather. Long. b. Synonym for wildcatting. Long.
cold pit. Leic. A downcast shaft. Called
cold because the fresh or cold air comes
down it. Fay.

cold-press. The act or process of subjecting
bit-matrix-powder metal mixtures in a

mold to high pressure before sintering
Long.

Dodd.

cold pressing. The process of compressing
metal or other powders in a die at room

the roof or side, in soft works, Derbyshire.

temperature to form a compact. Cold pressing is usually followed by sintering at elevated temperatures. NRC-ASA NI.1-1957.
cold-process cement. Another name for slag
cement. See also slag cement. Dodd.

colch. Eng. A piece of earth falling from
Arkell.

colcather. A redish-brown iron oxide left as
a residue when ferrous sulfate is highly
heated. UbSd formerly in polishing glass
and as a pigment. Webster 3d.

Colcrete. Trade name for a method of concrete placing whereby cement and sand
grout from a special mixer are poured or
pumped over coarse aggregate already in
position. It is suitable for mass concreting
and especially for work below water. Ham.

cokl bed. A platform in a rolling mill on
which cold bars are stored. Fay.

cold blast. Air forced into a furnace without
being previously heated. See also Gayley
process. Fay.

cold-calhode arc. An indefinite term descrip-

tive of any arc with a cathode that is not
candescent. BuMines Bull. 625, 1965, p.
VII.

cold chamber mac

a
A die-casting m-

chine where the meta chamber and plunger are not heated. ASK Gloss.
cold chisel. A chisel of tempered steel, used in

cold-roll. To roll (metal) without applying
heat. Webster 3d.
cold-rolled. Said of metal that has been rolled
at a temperature close to atmospheric. The

cold rolling of metal sheets results in a

smooth surface finish. C.T.D.
coldrolled steel. A low-carbon, cold-reduced
sheet steel. ASTM C286-65.
cold saw. A saw for cutting cold metal.
Mersereau, 4th, p. 426.
cold-short. A condition of brittleness existing
in some metals at temperatures below the
recrystallization temperature. ASM Gloss.

cold shot. A portion of the surface of an

ingot or casting showing premature solidification caused by a splash of metal during
pouring. ASM Gloss.
cold shut. a. A discontinuity that appears on
the surface of cast metal as a result of two

streams of liquid meeting and failing to
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cold soldering
unite. ASM Gloss. b. A portion of the surface of a forging that is separated, in part,

collapse caldera. A caldera resulting primarily from the collapse of the volcanic

ASM Gloss.
cold soldering. Soldering in which two pieces

matic support at depth, or, more rarely,
by the internal solution of the volcanic

from the main body of metal by oxide
arc joined without heat (as by means

of

a copper amalgam). Webster 3d.
cold stoking. In glassmaking, the operation

of lowering the temperature of the oven
until the glass attains the proper consistency for blowing. This operation follows

that of clearing. Fay.
cold treatment. Cooling to a low temperature,

often near 100°F., for the purpose of

cone occasioned by the withdrawal of mag-

conc. See also caldera. A.G.I.
collapse sinks. Caverns may become so enlarged by solution and erosion that they
may locally collapse, thus giving rise to
another class of sinkholes which may be
called collapse sinks. A.G.I.
collapse structures. Structures resulting from

the downhill sliding of rocks under the

influence of gravity to produce small klippe
or folds. A.G.I.

collectively screened
drilling of a borehole. Long. b. The process

of beginning the excavation of a mine
shaft or the drilling of rock-drill holes.
Long. c. Eng. Timber framing for supporting pump trees in a shaft. See also
chog. Fay. d. The term used to indicate
that metal passing through a rolling mill

follows one of the rolls so as to encircle it.
C.T.D.
collaring a hole. The formation of the front

end of a drill hole, or the collar, which

is the preliminary step in drilling to cause

the drill :.;it to engage in the rock. Fraenkel.
collaring bit. A fishtail-, spudding-, or othertype bit used exclusively for beginning a

obtaining desired conditions or properties,
such as dimensional or structural stability.

collapsing strength. The load expressed in

ASM Gloss.
cold-twisted bars. Rolled mild steel bars

in the collapse of a structure, such as a

collar joint. The interior longitudinal vertical ;oint in a multiunit masonry wall,

collar. a. In a mine shalt, the first wood

collar launder. Eng. The pipe at the top
of a lift of purhps for carrying water to

which have been twisted when cold to in .
creases their strength. Taylor.

cold type. A bituminous pavement which
may be mixed hot and laid cold or, as is
the usual case, mixed and laid cold. Pit
and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. E, p. 70.
cold welding. Solid-phase welding in which

pressure, without added heat, is used to

cause interface movements which bring the
atoms of the faying surfaces close enough
together that a weld ensues. ASM Gloss.

cold work. Permanent strain produced by an
external force in a metal below its recrystallization temperature. ASM Gloss.
cold-worked steel reinforcement. Steel bars
or wires which have been rolled or drawn
at normal temperatures. Taylor.
cold working. Shaping of metals at ordinary
temperatures; cold drawing, rolling, stamp-

pounds or tons, which, if exceeded, results

drill tripod, derrick, or A-frame. Long.

frame of the shaft ; sometimes used in ref-

erence to the mouth or portal of the tun-

nel. B.C.I. b. Supporting framework at top
of shaft from Ivhich linings may be hung.

Pryor. c. The tem applied to the timbering or concrete around the mouth or top

of a shaft, Lewis, p. 21. d. The bar, or

used for the production of rectangular sections. C.T.D.

g. The mouth of a mine shaft. Fay. h. A

flat ring surrounding anything closely. Fay.
i.

Scot. A frame to guide pump rods;

the fastening of pipes in a shaft. Fay. j. See

cap. Fay. k. The mouth or opening of a
head. Long. n. A sliding ring mounted on
a shaft so that it does not revolve with it.

cement kiln. Bureau of Mines Staff.

colemanite. A natural hydrated calcium

borate, Ca:80011.5H20; white or colorless;
white streak; vitreous to dull luster; Mohs'
hardness, 4 to 4.5; specific gravity, 2.26 to
2.48; found in California. One of the raw

materials in the United States for boric

acid, sodium borate, etc. CCD 6d, 1961.
Cole reagent. Solution of 10 gram stannous
chloride, 95 milliliter water, 5 milliliter
HC1 and 10 gram pyrogallol. Viscose silk
impregnated with this turns red to violet
in solution containing gold. Pryor, 3.
colgrout. Special cement-sand grout used in
Colcrete. It is poured or pumped through
3-inch-diameter pipes to consolidate aggregate previously placed in situ. Ham.
collain. a. A subvariety of euvitrain. It consists of redeposited ulmin compounds precipitated from solution and observable
microscopically. A.G.I. b. Approved by the
Heerlen Congress of 1935 as applicable to

vitrain in which plant structure

is not

visible. Adopted as collite, spelled collit

in German but retaining the ain ending
in English and French usage. Compare
ulmain. A.G.I.

collapse. a. The failure of a tripod or derrick
caused by overloading or improper struc-

tural design resulting in tripod breaking
or falling. Long. b. Complete cave-in of
walls of a borehole or mine workings. Long.

collapse breed& a. Breccia formed by the
collapse of the roof of a cave. Bateman.
b. Breccia formed by the collapse of the
roof of country rock above an intrusive.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

Aust. The first wooden frame around the

surface. Nelson. f. The beginning point of
a shaft or drill hole, the surface. Ballard.

c. The junction of a mine shaft and the

thus increasing strength. If carried

ing,

a cistern. Fay,

collar of shaft. a. S. Afr. Structure from
timber or other material keeping the top
of a shaft from falling in. Beerman. b.
top of a shaft. See also collar, c and g. Fay.
collars. In rolling mills, the sections of larger

ing. Within limits, in treatment of iron,

too far, brittleness results. Metal which is
brittle when cold is termed cold-short.
Pryor, 3.
cold zone. The preheating zone of a rotary

ACSG.

crosspiece, in a framed timber set. Stauff er.

borehole or the process of starting to drill
a borehole. Long. I. A pipe coupling or

copper, aluminum, induces work harden-

borehole. Long.

sleeve.

Long. m. Synonym for friction

Used in clutches and transmissions. Nichols.

o. A short fire-clay section used to join the
main (silica) part of a horizontal gas retort
to the metal mouthpiece. Dodd.
collar beams. See square-set stopcs. Nelson.
collarbound. Pipe held in a borehole by sediments or drill cuttings packed tightly above

and around the couplings of an outsidecoupled pipe or casing. Long.

collar buster. A cutting tool used to sever

casing aLoye the point at which it is collarbound or frozen in the borehole. Long.

collar clamp. A split clamp that can be

attached to a pipe collar for the purpose .
of stopping a leak. Porter.

collar crib. N. of Eng. A strong, polygonal,
wooden frame fixed in a shaft, upon which
the crib or wood tubbing is bedded. Fay.
collarea. a. A started hole drilled sufficiently
deep to confine the drill bit and prevent
slippage of the bit from normal position.
Bureau of Mines Staff. b. A borehole just
begun, in which a length of pipe has been
placed. Long. c. Pipe or drill rods coupled
together by means of threaded couplings,

the outside diameter of which is larger
than the outside diameter of the pipe or

rods. Long.

collared and heeled prop. Eng. A prop with

the top chamfered on the driving side
and hollowed out to receive a round bar.

SMRB, Paper No. 61.

collared casing. Ordinary pipe joined with
pipe collars or couplings. Long.

Collar hl. a. The act or process of beginning
a borehole. Long. b. To make a pot smaller
in diameter by pressure from the outside
while it is turning on the wheel. ACSG,
1963.

collaring. a. The process of beginning the

diameter separating the grooves in rolls

collar set. a. The main structure of timber,
steel, or concrete, to support and secure
the mouth of a shaft. Nelson. b. That at

the top of a shaft from which linings

(shaft sets) arc hung by means of hanging
bolts. Pryor, 3, p. 94.

collar socket. A fishing tool designed to slip
over and grip a casing or pipe coupling.
Long.

collar structure. A heavy wooden frame
erected at the mouth of a rectangular shaft

to provide a solid support for the timber
sets. A more permanent structure consists
of a concrete wall extending from two to
eight sets in depth. On this concrete mass
is bolted the bearer timbers which support

the top heavy set or collar set. The tenn
also applies to the heavy concrete ring at

the mouth of

a circular concrete-lined

shaft. Nelson.

collar stud. A stud threaded at one end and
having a short shaft or spindle at the
other, the two separated by a collar which

is an integral part of the stud, used for
carrying gears, levers, etc. Crispin.

collateral series. A radioactive decay series,
intiated by transmutation, which eventually
joins into one of the four radioactive decay
series; for example, americium 242 and its
immediate decay products in relation to
the uranium disintegration series. NRCASA N1.1-1957.

collecting agent; collector. A reagent added

to a pulp to bring about adherence between solid particles and air bubbles. B.S.

3552, 1962.

collecting rope. Aust. An endless rope used

for bringing skips from where they are
left by the main haulage system to the
bottom of the shaft. Fay.

collecting system. Every drain or sewer in
a sewerage system between the buildings
from which the sewage originates and the
sewage disposal works where it is treated.

See also sewerage. Ham.

.

collective flotation. Flotation in which all
metals arc collected in one concentrate.
Gaudin, 2, p. 5.

collectively screened trailing cable. A trailing cable with a metallic screen surround-

collective subsidence
ing all conductors. This type has now been
discarded in British coal mines and all

trailing cables used will be of the indi-

vidually screened type. Nelson.
collective subsidence. That condition in sedi-

mentation in which the particles and flocs
arc sufficiently close together to retard the
coarse fast-settling particles while the slow-

settling ones arc entrapped and carried

down with the mass. Mitchell, p. 611.
collector. A heteropolar compound containing a hydrogen-carbon group and an ion-

ized group, chosen for ability to adsorb
selectively in froth flotation process and

render adsorbing surface relatively hydrophobic. A promoter. Pryor, 4.
collet. a. The small horizontal plane, or face
at the bottom of the brilliant-cut gent
stone. Hess. b. A split sleeve used to hold
Nork or tools during machining or grinding. ASM Gloss. c. Same as culet. Shipley.

d. A flange on which a gem stdne is set.

Shipley.

collier. a. Eng. Strictly speaking, a man

who mines coal with a pick though commonly applied to anyone who works in or

about a colliery. Fay. b. Eng. A steam

or sailing vessel carrying a cargo of coal.

Fay. c. Eng. A coal merchant .or dealer
in coal. Fay. d. A miner responsibh for
working the coal from his stall, or stint,
on a longwall face and for setting supports

adequate for safety. A person must have
had some years experience at the coal face

as an assistant before he is entitled

to

become a collier. Colliers are usually paid
in accordance with a pricelist in force at
the mine. Also called hewer; stallman.
Nelson.

Collier. Explosive; used in mines. Bennett
2d, 1962,

collier's coal; house coal. A certain weight of
coal or a load of 1 ton, which is supplied

at agreed periods and either free or at a
cheap rate, to colliery workers who are
householders. Nelson.

I

collision waves
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collier's lung. See anthracosis. Fay.
collier's ton. Eng. A weight of often several
hundredweight in addition to the standard

ton of 2,240 pounds. In former times as
much as 28 hundredweight was reckoned

as 1 ton. Fay.
colliery. a. A whole coal mining plant, generally used in connection with anthracite
mining but sometimes used to designate the

mine, shops, and preparation plant of a
bituminous operation. BE.I. b. A coal
mine. Pryor, 3. c. A ship, or ships, used in
the coal trade. Standard, 1964.

colliery agent. Gr. Brit. A colliery chief

official with a status between the manager
and owner. Under private enterprise, the
colliery agent may or may not be a quali-

fied mining engineer. See also agent, c.

Nelson .

colliery bailiff. Derb. The superintendent of
the colliery. Fay.

colliery bow. See superintendent, colliery.

D.O.T. 1.
colliery carpenter. A full-time carpenter employed at a colliery who prepares the tim-

ber for ventilation doors and ventilation
regulators and may go underground to
erect them. He does all work involving

timber frames, formwork, etc. Nelson.
colliery clerk. In coal mining, one who keeps

all the records pertaining to the operation
of a coal mine. D.O.T. 1.
colliery consumption. That part of the coal
output at a colliery which is used for steam
generation and other purposes connected

with the working of the colliery itself.
Nelson.

level, generally a bench mark. The level

colliery explosion. An explosion in the work-

out by subtracting the staff reading from
the height of the instrument. This method
is convenient for obtaining the levels of

ings or roadways of a colliery as a result
of thc ignition of firedamp or coal dust or
a mixture of both. See also coal-dust explosion ; methane; stone-dust barrier. Nel-

of any other point can then be worked
several points from one setup of the instrument. Ham.

colliery officiai. The term, in ordinary usage,

collimation plane. The plane described by
the collimation axis during the revolution

officials on special duties. See also superior
official; underofficial. Nelson.

collimation position. The ideal position of
the line of sight of a telescope; that is, the

mine workings, and sections of the shafts

collimator. a. A fixed telescope with spider
lines in its focus, used to adjust a second

son.

refers to an overman or deputy and also

colliery plans. Gr. Brit. The maps of the

and scams being worked, which the colliery

manager must keep at the pithead office
in accordance with the Surveyors and

Plans Regulations, 1956, of the Act. Nelson.

colliery surveyor. A surveyor appointed to
carry out surveying work and to prepare
plans and sections of a mine, but who is
not the surveyor for the mine. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 1.
colliery warnings. Eng. Telegraphic mes-

sages sent from signal service stations to
the principal colliery centers to warn managers of mines when sudden falls of the
barometer occur. Zern.

colligative properties. These arc properties
only of solutions and include vapor pressure, freezing point, boiling point, and

osmotic pressure changes which occur with

changes in the characteristics of the solution. Seawater does not follow the general
rules of solutions, but departures arc proportional. Hy.

collimate. a. To bring into line, as the axes
of two lenses or of two telescopes; also, to
make parallel, as refracted or reflected
rays. Standard, 1964. b. To determine or
to correct the direction of the line of sight

(of a telescope) by the use of a collimator,
or by vertical reflection from the surface
of a basin of mercury. Standard, 1964.
collimating marks. In photographic mapping,
index marks to define the x and y coordi-

nate axes and the principal point of the

photograph. These marks are registered on
the negative either by metal points in the
frame of the camera or by marks engraved
on the pressure plate. Seelye, 2.
collimation. a. Alinement axially of parts of
optical system. Collimation error ;s one

due to line of sight of survey instrument
not coinciding with traversing gear, scales,
or leveling devices. Collimation line is line

of sight, passing through intersection of
crosshairs of reticule. Collimation method
is height-of-instrument method of leveling

whereby fore-and-aft readings are made

of a transit. Webster 2d.

optical axis See also line of sight. Seelye, 2.

telescope by looking through it in a reverse
direction with the latter, so that images of
the spider lines are formed in the focus of
the second telescope, as if they originated

in a distant point. Standard, 1964. b. A
device for confining the elements of a beam
within an assigned solid angle. NRC-ASA
N1.1-1957.
collinite. a. A

variety of euvitriLite. The

micropctrological constituent, or macerai,
of collain. It consists of completely jellified
pla,tt material precipitated from solution
and subsequently hardened. Compare ul-

minite. A.G.I. b. A variety of the major

maceral vitrinite. The micropetrological
constituent, or maceral, of structurcless
vitrain. Preserved plant structure is not

discernible. Term recommended by the

Heerlen Committee of 1935 as being perferable

to the term euvitrinite. Compare

telinite. A.G.I.
collinsite. A light brown hydrous phosphate

of calcium, magnesium, and iron. 2Ca0.(Mg,Fe)O.P205.2/2 H20. Fibrous nodules.
Triclinic. From Francois Lake, British Columbia, Canada. English.

Collins miner. A type of remote-controlled
continuous miner for thin scam extraction.
The coal scam is extracted in a series of
parallel stalls 6 to 7 feet wide and 100
yards long. Full extraction of the seam is
the objective. The extraction is controlled
entirely from the roadway at the entrance
of each stall, and the cutting unit carries
with it an automatically extending belt
conveyor, ventilation ducting and cables
for power and control. The equipment is
largely contained in a train of nine, railmounted bogies, sited in the central roadway from which the stalls are to be driven.
One bogey is the launching platform on
which the cutting unit is carried from one
stall to the next. The cutting unit, which
enters the
consists essentially of three
trepan heads feeding a short conveyor pass-

mediately so that rise or fall between fore

ing through the center of the machine and
discharging onto the belt extending to the

change in staff reading. Pryor, 3. b. Conversion of a divergent beam of energy or
particles into a parallel beam. ASM Gloss.
collimation axis. The straight line passing

and there are special instruments, such as
methanometers, coal-sensing device etc.

on leveling staff by instrument placed interstation and back station is shown by

through the optical center of the object

glass and the horizontal rotation axis perpehdicular to the latter. Webster 2d.
Collimation error. An error produced in surveying instruments when the line of sight

is out of alinement either horizontally or

vertically. Ham.

collinration line. The line of sight of a surveying instrument which passes through
the intersection of the cross hairs in the
erticule. Ham.

collimation method. In leveling, the height
-of the instrument is always known by tak-

ing the first sight on a point of known
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angle station' outby. The miner is controlled by one man in the control cabin

The machine wai conceived by n. E.
Collins of the National Coal Board of
Great Britain, and its production is the

result of teamwork which was coordinated
by the Central Engineering Establishment.

It is now undergoing trials. It is anticipated that the machine will eventually
'Produce in the region of 1,000 tons per
day working three shifts, and the man-

should not exceed 20 men. Nelson.
collision blasting. Blasting in Which different
sections of the rocks are blasted out against
each other: Langelors, p. 51.
collision waves. Two waves that arc propa-

gated in opposite directions through the
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color

colloidal concrete. Concrete of which the

collophanite. Synonym for collophane. Hey

collite
burned gases, and originating at the point
where two explosion waves meet. Fay.

collite. Another name for cuvi train, See also
collain. Tomkeieff, 1954.

collobrierite. Proposed by Lacroix (in 1917)
for a metamorphic rock composed of grunerite, fayalitc, red garnet, magnetite, and
some feldspar. A.G.I.
colloclarain. A type of coal consisting of the
maccral collinite and other macerals, and
in which the quantity of other macerals,
mainly exinite exceeds collinitc. Compare
clarocollain,

colloclarite. A type of coal intermediate between collitc (predominant) and diorite.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

collodion. A solution of guncotton in ether
and alcohol. It is deposited as a film on
the evaporation of ether. Standard, 1964.
colloform. a. Rounded reniform masses of
mineral which result from colloidal precipitation. A.G.I. b. A texture in minerals
that originated through solidification of
colloidal matter and consisting of a series
of concentrically curved or scalloped layers.
Schieferdecker.
colloid. a. A substance composed of extremely

small particles, ranging from 0.2 micron
to 0.005 micron which when mixed with
a liquid will not settle, but remain perma-

nently suspended; and the colloidal suspen.

sion thus formed has properties that arc

quite different from the simple, solid-liquid
mixture or a solution, (that is, salt in
starch,
water). Typical colloids arc
gelatin, swelling bentonite. Man, other
clays may be practically colloidal. Bureau
of Mines Stafj. b. A jellylike or gelatinous
substance, as the celloid formed when

ground bentonite is mixed with water.
Long. c. Extremely small particles of mate-

rial so finely ground that when mixed in
a fluid, the particles remain permanently
suspended. Long. d. A state of subdivision

of matter which consists either of single
large molecules or of aggregations of smaller

molecules. These particles of ultramicroscopic size may be solid, liquid, or gaseous

and are surrounded by different matter
which may also be solid, liquid, or gaseous.
Colloidal particles arc subject to flocculation and deflocculation depending on their

nature and the electrolyte added to colloidal suspensions. Colloidal properties of
an enamel frit, color pigment, clay, and
opacifier all work together in bringing

about the set-up of a liquid enamel so

important to good enamel workability, etc.

The clay addition is, of course, the most
colloidal of these materials but it is understood

that each other material, to the

minute extent at least, acts advantageously
in forming the proper liquid enamel t,et-up.

aggregate is
Taylor.

bound by colloidal grout.

colloidal fuel. A mixture of finely pulverized
coal and fuel oil, which remains homogeneous in storage. It has a high calorific

value aod is used in oil-fired boilers as
substitute for fuel oil alone. Nelson.

colloidal old; collaurin; collaurum. Col-

loidal gold particles dispersed in an aqueous suwension, ranging in color from blue
to red to yellow, depending on the particle
size. Bennett 2d, 1962; CCD 6d, 1961.
colloidal graphite. Graphite ground in oil or
water to produce a colloidal suspension.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
colloidal grout. A grout which has artificially
induced cohesiveness or ability to remain
in suspension. Taylor.

colloidal metal. A colloidal dispersion of a
metal; for example, colloidal gold. Bennett
2d, 1962.

colloidal mud. A drilling mud in which the
gelatinous constituents, such as bt ntonite,
will remain in suspension in water for a
long time. Long.

colloidal particles. Particles so small that
their surface activity has an appreciable
influence on the properties of their aggre

particle size, usually in the range of 10.4
to 1p-i, ,centimeter in diameter. ASTM
STP No. I48-D. b. A state of subdivision
of suspended matter in which the particle
size, ranges between 5 and 200 millionths
of a millimeter. .Bateman.

colloidal clay. A clay, such as bentonite,
which, when mixed with water, forms a
gelatinous-like liquid. Long.

deposits. A.G.I.
Colmol miner. A continuous miner for operation in coal headings. The coal is com-

pletely augcred by two banks of cutting
arms fitted with picks and rctating at 52
revolutions per minute. The arms rotate

in opposite directions to assist in gathering
up the cuttings for the central conveyor.

The cutting height is between 38 and 48
inches. The crawler tracks provide a continuous thrust on the picks and a cutting
rate of about 4 inches per minute is possible. Nelson.

Colmol mining machine. A machine in which

being stepped back to the outside of the

Hawkes, p. 260. b. A solution somewhere
between a suspension and a true solution.
Very minute particles arc suspended in the
liquid; for example, glue in water. Cooper.
colloidal state. One in which, following
grouping of the molecules of solute, these
cannot pass through a semipermeable membrane. Pryor, 3.
colloidal sulfur. Amorphous sulfur in a finely
divided condition. Prepared by the action
of dilute sulfuric acid on sodium thiosulfate or by the reaction of hydrogen sulfide
and sulfurous acid. Also prepared by mixing equivalent solutions of hydrogen sulfide
and &ulfur dioxide. Forms a clear yellow
solution containing very minute suspended
particles of sulfur; the addition of a little
alum immediately precipitates the sulfur.

Also called milk of sulfur. Cooper, pp.

277, 279.
colloidal water treatment. A method of treat-

ing hard water, involving the use of colloids, usually proprietary substances. They
arc either added to the feed water or introduced into the boiler. The colloid forms an

envelope around the solid particles, thus
preventing their adherence to pipework
or the boiler shell. See also chemical water
treatment; zeolite process. Nelson.

discs set close and rotating rapidly in oppo-

colloidal. a. Designating matter of very small

ACSB, I.

colluvium. Applied to loose and incoherent
deposits, usually at the foot of a slope or
cliff and brought there chiefly by gravity.
Talus and cliff debris arc included in such

medium containing dispersed solid particles
larger than simple molecules, but too small
to be resolved by the ordinary microscope.

and shows other special properties (as
Webster 3d.

debris, the material of avalanches. Fay.

colluvial clay. A clay transported down a
slope, either by gravity or wash, and deposited at or near the base of the slope.

the coal is hewed from the solid by ten

colloidal solution. a. Consists of a liquid

colloid chemistry. Study of dispersed phase
in dispersion medium at colloid sizes.
Pryor 3, p. 80.
colloid m1lL Grinding appliance such as two

lack of pronounced effect on the freezing
point or vapor pressure of the liquid).

diluvial; also, consists of talus and cliff

gate. ASCE P1826.

Hansen. e. A substance (as gelatin, albumin, or starch) that, when apparently dis-

solved in water or other liquid, diffuses not
at all or very slowly through a membrane

2d, 1955.

colluvial. Consisting of alluvium in part and
containing angular fragments of the original rocks. Contrasted with alluvial and

site directions, so as to shear or emulsify

material passed between them. Pryor, 4.
colloid minerals. Minerals deposited as grad-

ually, hardening gelatinous or flocculent

masses instead of assuming crystalline form.
Schieferdec ker.
Collum washer. Mineral jig with quick down-

stroke of plunger and retarded return.
Prynr, 3.

collopinme. The massive, cryptocrystalline

types of apatite that constitute the bulk
of phosphate rock and fossil bone. Dana,
17, pp. 373-374.
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rotating chipping heads in two rows of five,
each with the lower row in advance of the
upper. Each head consists of a bit supple:
mented by widely spaced teeth, each tooth

head. The circular kerfs made by the heads

overlap, and as the machine moves forward, the effect is to break the coal ahead

of the teeth into the free spaces, thereby

minimizing the production of fines. Mason,
V. 2, p. 547.
colog. Abbreviation for cologarithm. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 58.
Cologne earth; Cologne umber. An earthy

black or brown lignite used as a pigment.
Tomkeiell, 1954.

Cologne umber. See Cologne earth. Tomkeie fj, 1954.
cololite. A substance appearing to be the
petrified intestines of fishes or their contents, but more probably formed of worm

casts. Frequently found in the lithographic
slates of the oölite. Fay.
colophonite. A cloudy yellow-brown common
variety of andraditc garnet, rarely, if ever,
cut as a gem. Also a nongem variety of
vesuyianite. Shipley.
color. a. The shade or tint of the soil or rock
that indicates ore, for example, gossan

coloration. Fay. b. A partitcle of metallic
gold found in a prospector's pan after a

sample of soil or of crgshed rock has been
panned out. Prospectors say, for example,
the dirt gave so many colors to the panful.
Fay. c. Color is one of the most important
properties used in megascopic and microscopic determination of minerals. It de.,
pends upon the selective absorption of certain wavelengths of light by the mineral
during transmission or reflection. The color
of metallic (or metal-bearing) minerals is
a fairly constant porperty; whereas that'of
nonmetallic minerals is generally less so

owing to the pigmentation effect of impurities. The color of a massive mineral

is sometimes different from the color of its
powder or streak. Stokes and Varnes,1955.
d. The Munsell notation has come into
wide use for the designation of colors of
rocks and soils. In this system, a color is

specified by the three variables of hue

Coloradoan
(dominant spectral color), value (bril.
liance), and chroma (saturation or purity),

and written in the order and form: hue

value/chroma. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
Coloradoao. Middle Upper Cretaceous.
A.G.I. Supp.

Colorado aquamarine.

Aquamarine from

Mount Antero, Colo. It is usually pale blue
to pale blue-green, but occasionally of the
most valued color, pale light blue. Shipley.
Colorado diamona. Transparent smoky
quartz. Shipley.
coloradoite. Natural mercury telluride; Mohs'
hardness, 3; specific gravity, 8.6. Bennett
2d, 1962.
Colorado jet. jet from Colorado; of good
quality. Shipley.
Colorado lapis lazuli. Dark blue lapis lazuli
from the Sawach Range, Colo. Shipley.

Colorado ruby. An incorrect name for the

fiery-red garnet (pyrope) crystals obtained
from Colorado. C.M.D.
Colorado silver; Colorado metal. A misleading name for a German silver containing
57 percent copper, 25 percent nickel, and
18 percent zinc. Camm.
Colorado topaz. True topaz of a brownishyellow color obtained in Colorado, but
quartz similarly colored is sometimes sold
under the same name. C.T.D.
Colorado tourmaline. Pink, lilac, green, and

colorless tourmaline which, for a while
after 1906, was found near Royal Gorge,
Colo. Shipley.

color-aging. Term applied to slates whose
color may change somewhat in a relatively

short time.' Sometimes this improves the
appearance of the slate. In general, coloraging is not a weathering process that is
deleterious to the endurance of the slate.
AIME, p. 792.
color black. Finely divided carbon black.
Used as a pigment. Bennett 2d, 1962.

color buffing. Producing a final high luster
by buffing;
ASM Gloss.

sometimes called coloring.

color centers. Color absorption within a crys-

tal as a result of a point defect (vacancy,
interstitialcy, or substitution) which pro-

duces an electronic transition. VV.
color code. A system of standard colors for
identifying conductors for polarity, etc.,
and for identifying external terminals of
motors and starters to facilitate making
power connections between them. ASA
M2.1-1963.

colored frit. A frit containing a colorant in

order to produce a strong color in the
porcelain enamel. ASTM C286-65.

;

colored silica brick. Mottled silica brick.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
colored slates. The so-called colored slates
are quarried in slate belts extending from
Rutland County, Vt., into Washington
County, N.Y. They are of two geologic
ages, those of Ordovician age including the

red, bright green, and black slates, and
those of Cambrian age including green,
purple, and variegated slates. One type,
the sea-green slate, is gray or greenish
gray when first quarried, but after a few
years of exposure the color changes to a

4'4,'

due to abundant finely divided hematite.
AIME, pp. 793-794.

colorer. One who t.pplies glazes of various
colors to spaces marked on tile, using bulb

pen. D.O.T. 1.
color grade. The grade or classification into
which a gem is placed by examination of
its color in comparison to the color of
other gems of the same variety. Shipley.

colorimeter. a. Instrument or device for the
chemical analysis of liquids by comparison
of the color of the given liquid with stand-

ard colors. Webster 3d. Two major types
are.. used in the U.S. oil industry: The
ASTM colorimeter for analyzing lubricating oils, and the Saybolt colorimeter for
analyzing light oils. Shell Oil Co. b. An
instrument for measuring absorption characteristics of substances, gases, liquids, or
solids at selected electromagnetic spectral
frequencies, generally in the ultraviolet,
visible, and Infra-red region. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

colorimeter test. A method of estimating the
composition of mine-road dusts by comparing their color with a standard sample of
80 percent incombustible dust. Nelson.
colorimetric analysis. Method of chemical
analysis in which filtered solutions are
compared for color with known concentrations of compound imparting that color
to

the solution or with specially tinted

transparent films which have been suitably
calibrated. A colorimeter either compares
the colored test solution with a known
standard or measures the amount of monochromatic light transmitted through a colored liquid. Pryor 3.
colorimetric determination. An analytical procedure based on measurement, or comparison with standards, or color naturally pres-

ent in samples or developed therein by

the addition of reagents. ASTM STP No.
143-D.
calorimetric method. This method, for the

determination of incombustible matter,
may only be used in relation to mine roads

which have been stone-dusted with white
limestone dust (or other dust of white or
nearly white color), because it depends on
the contrast in color between the white,
or nearly white, stone dust and the black
coal dust. The samples which are lighter
in color are presumed to contain more

incombustible matter than the standard
dust and are not analyzed further on the
other hand those that are darker Ian the
standard dust are analyzed by one of the
approved chemical methods. At present,
the standard sample must contain 80 per-

cent incombustible matter, or some suitably
chosen higher percentage. Cooper, p. 419.
colorimetric value. An indication of the

amount of organic compounds present in
fine aggregate. Taylor.

color index. In petrology, the sum of the
dark or colored minerals in a rock ex-

type is greenish brown with irregular
purple patches giving a mottled effect. Red
slates associated with bright green varieties

pressed in percentages; especially applied
in the elauification of igneous rocks. According to the index, rocks may be divided
into leucocratic (color index, 0 to 30),
mesotype or mesocratic (color index, 30 to
60), and melanocratic (color index, 60 to
100). Shand recognized a fourth subdivision, hypermelanic (color index, 90 to
100). A.G.I.
coloring. Producing desired colors on metal
by a chemical or electrochemical reaction.
See also color buffing. ASM Gloss.

Washington County, N.Y. The red color is

water, a pane of ordinary window glass, or

buff or brownish gray. Another type, unfading green slate, maintains its greenishgray color indefinitely. The so-called purple slate is a purplish brown. A variegated

of Ordovician age occur near Granville,

columbium
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Devoid of any color, as is pure

a fine diamond; therefore, distinctly different from white, as-is milk, or white jade.
As only transparent objects can be colorless, and no opaque object can be colorless,

such terms as white sapphire and white
topaz are misnomers. Rock crystal is a
colorless variety of quartz; milky quartz it
a white variety. Shipley.

color measurement. There are two basic

methods of measurement: (1) spectrophotometers typified by the Beckman and the
Hardy instruments; (2) Tristimulus filter
method, typified by the colormaster, Hilger,

and Hunter instruments. The subject of
color measurement is important in the
ceramic industry, particularly for glazed
tiles, sanitary ware and vitreous enamel-

ware which may have to match. Dodd.
color azide. A nonmetallic or metallic oxide

(or a mixture) which is used to impart

color to ceramic ware, enamels, glasses,
and glazes. Bureau of Mines Staff.

Color play; play of colors. Prismatic colors

produced by the dispersion of light. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

color range. All colors shown by various
specimens of a mineral, an oil, or a rock.
Hess.

color ratio. The ratio of light (felsic) to dark
(mafic and heavy) minerals in an igneous
rock. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. Synonym
for color index.
C0i01% a. The specks of gold seen after the
successful operation of a gold pan, when
finely crushed ore has been panned to remove bulk of light mnerals. The residual
heavy fraction is then scanned for visual
evidence of gold by the prospector. Pryor,
3. b. In optical mineralogy, the colors of
doubly refracting substances as seen in
doubly polarized light (crossed nicols).
Fay; Hess. c. See metallic colors. ACSG,
1963.

color twist. Twisted colored glass rods as a
form of decoration within a wine glass
stem. Dodd.

coirake. A shovel used to stir lead ores during washing. Fay.
Columbia-Gel. Gelatinous permissible explosive used in mining. Bennett 2d, 1962.

Colsonbia group. A series of fluvioglacial
marine and estuarial deposits of sand and
gravel, overlying the Lafayette formation
along the Atlantic Coast of the United
States, south of New York, formed in the
Pleistocene during the final glacial retreat.
Fay.

columbke; tantalite; niobite. A natural oxide

of niobium, tantalum, ferrous iron, and
manganese, found in granites and peg-

(Fe,Mn) (Nb,Ta)10.3. Some tin
or tungsten may be present in the mineral.
Iron black to brownish-black color; streak,
dark red to black; luster, submetallic;
Mohs' hardness, 6; specific gravity, 5.2 to
matites,

7.9. Found in Maine, North Carolina;

Greenland; U.S.S.R.; Germany. A source
of niobium and tantalum. CCD 6d, 1961.
colunsbium; niobium. A white to steel-gray
metallic element in group V of the periodic system, occurring between arsenic
and antimony. Symbol, Cb (columbium)
or Nb (niobium) ; valences, 2, 3, 4?, and
5; isometric; atomic numbers 41; atomic
weight, 92.906; specific gravity, 8.57 (at
20° C) ; melting ;ooint, 2,468"-±10° C;
boiling point, 4,927° C; specific electrical
resistivity, 20 microhms per cubic centi-

meter; and insoluble in water and in

acids. Occurs in a number of rare minerals. Used in austenitic stainless steel to

combed
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columbium carbide
to intcrcrystalline
corrosion. C.T.D. Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 451h ed., 1964, p. B-123.
diminish susceptibility

The name niobium was adopted by the
International Union of Pure and Applied

Chemistry in 1950 after 100 years of controversy. Many leading chemical societies
and Government organizations refer to it
as niobium. Most metallurgists, leading

metals societies, and all but one of the
leading U.S. commercial producers still
refer to the metal as columbium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-123.

columbium carbide; nobium carbide. Black
crystals; lavendcr-gray powder; isometric;
CbC (NbC) ; molecular weight, 104.92;
insoluble in water and in all acids except
in nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid; melting point, about 3,500° C; hardness, 2,400
kilograms per square millimeter; and specific gravity, 7.6 or 7.82. Uscd in cemented
carbide tipped tools, certain special steels,
and in the preparation of columbium (niobiuni) metal. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
P. B-198.

placed between the column end and the

rock. Stauffer. b. The rising main or length
of pipe conveying the water from the mine
to the surface. Fay. c. See motive column.

Fay. d. A solid core cut from a borehole.
Fay. e. A supporting pillar. Webster 3d.
f. The water above the valve in a set of
pumps. Fay. g. Synonym for drill column.
Long. h. The drill-circulation liquid confined within a borehole. Long. i. A long
section of drill core. Long. j. The water

confined within a pipe above a pump.

Long. k. In borehole casing, a row of casing sections screwed together and forming
a whole. Stoces, v. 1, p. 85. I. A member,

such as a steel prop, primarily carrying

c. Columns, 9 to 14 centimeters in diameter and 1 to 1.4 meters in length, found
in some calcareoeus shales or argillaccous
limestones; oval to polygonal in section.
Columns are perpendicular to bedding.
Possibly a desiccation structure. Pettijohn.
d. A coarse structure of parallel columns
of grains, having thc long axis perpendicular to the casting surface. ASM Gloss.
columnar charge. a. A continuous charge in
a quarry borehole. Compare deck charge.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. b. Charge uniformly distributed in the principal part of
a straight drill hole. The degree of packing is smaller than for the bottom charge.
Fraenkel.

cylinder filled to half its height with resin

column drill. A tunnel rock drill supported
by a vertical steel column jacked tightly
between the roof and floor. It is being replaced by various types of drill mounting

formation caused by the union of a stalac-

column of mud. Synonym for mud column.

axial loads by means of compression
stresses. See also beam. Nelson. m. In ion
exchange, a rubber-lined or noncorrodablc

and air-leg supports. Nelson,
beads which rest on a bed of sand. Arranged usually in a series of two, three, column head. In the mushroom type of reinforced concrete construction, the enor four with pipes and valves permitting
largement of the column where it meets
fecd, discharge, flush, and circulation of
the slab. Ham.
solutions, according to whether the column
is stripping (loading) a pregnant solu- column load. A single continuous charge.
Carson, p. 320.
tion or being eluted. Pryor, 3. n. A cave

columbium chloride; columbium pentachloride; niobium Chloride; niobium penischloride. Yellow to white; crystalline;
CbCls (Nb05) ;*molecular weight, 270.17;
soluble in alcohol, in ether, in carbon tetrachloride, in hydrochloric acid, and in concentrated sulfuric acid; melting point, 194°

of plastic material, such as clay, shaped
by forcing it continuously through a die.

from tantalum and in the electrolytic prep-

columnar mellow. A geologic illustration that
shows in a graphic manner, and by use of

tite with a stalagmite. Synonym for sta-

lacto-stalagmite. Schieferdecker. o. A mass

Long.
column plpe. The large cast-iron (or
water is
wooden) pipe through which

conveyed from the mine pumps to the

surface. A mounting pipe; a rising main.
Fay.
column analogy. An analogy used in structural design as described by Professor columns of ore. Deposits of ore in lodes
C or 204.7° C; boiling point, 241° C or
having a small lateral but considerable
Hardy Cross. It is applied to equations
2.75;
deliques254° C; specific gravity,
vertical extent. An ore shoot. Fay.
for
slope
and
deflection
of
a
beam
subcent; and decomposes in water and in
jected to bending and those for load and colusite. a. Possibly a sulfide, arsenide, tellumoist air with the evolution of hydrogen
ride, and antimonide of copper, iron, molybmoment in a short column, loaded eccenchloride fumes. Used in the preparation
denum, tin, and zinc, (Cu,Fe,Mo,Sn,Zn)4trically. See also Hardy Cross method.
of pure columbium (niobium) and as an
(S,A5,Te,Sb),-4. Isometer:c; bronze-gray
Ham.
intermediate. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook
color; granular. Said to be a member of
columnar.
a.
A
mineral
with
a
structure
obof Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
the sphalerite group. From Butte, Mont.
scurely resembling prisms, for example,
p. B-198.
English. b. A variety of tetrahedrite conhornblende. Nelson. b. Composed of colcolumbium pentachloride; niobium penistaining 3.21 percent tin; from Japan.
umnlike individuals. Schieferdecker.
chloride. See columbium chloride. CCD
Spencer
19, M.M., 1952.
columnar coal. Coal with a columnar struc6d, 1961.
or
ture, usually due to thermal metamor- comagmatic. a. Applied to igneous rocks,
columblum-potassium oxylluoride; potassiumhaving
to
the
region
in
which
they
occur,
phism.
Tomkeieff
,
1954.
columbium oxylluoride; potassium pastaa common set of chemical, mineralogical,
floocolumbate; potassium osycolumbate; columnar crystals. Elongated crystals that
and textural features, and hence regarded
grew at right angles to a surface. C.M.D.
niobium-potassium ozylluoride; potassiumas having been derived from a common
niobium oxyfluodde; potassium pentalloo- columnar Jointing. Jointing that breaks the
parent magma. Essentially synonymous
rock
into
columns.
The
joints
usually
form
potassium
cmynlobate.
niobate;
Colorwith consanguineous. A.G.I. b. Igneous
a fairly well defined prism that is hexagless or white; monoclinic; lustrous plates
rocks having certain chemical or mineralonal in cross section. It is most characterisor leaflets; K4b0F5.1120 (KINb0F5.H2O) ;
ogical characteristics in common and
tic of diabase and basalt. Generally congreasy to touch; and soluble in water and
hence, regarded as derived from a comsidered
to
be
shrinkage
cracks
resulting
in concentrated hydrofluoric acid. CCD
mon
parent magma; consanguineousi may
from the cooling of th e. igneous mass in
6d1 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and
be
applied
to igneous rocks in a district or
which they occur. A.G.I. See also colPhysics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-199. Used in
region, but not necessarily to all the igumnar structure, b.
the separation of columbium (niobium)
aration of columbium

metal

(niobium

metal). CCD 6d, 1961.
columbotantalite. A noncommittal term for
members of the columbite-tantalite series.
Hey, M.M., 1961.
columbretite. An ash-gray lava, a variety of
feldspathoidal latite porphyry, composed
of phenocrysts of sanidine, and of aogite
and magnetite after hornblende. Thc com-

pact groundmau contains microlites of

oligoclase having corroded outlines filled
with analcite. Joltannsen, v. 4,1938, p. 168.
colunm. a. A round column set vertically or

horizontally in a heading and to it the

machine drill is clamped. This column is

provided with a head at one end, and a
shoe at the other end provided with a
screw for setting it up against the rock
walls. A column gives a firmer support,
as a rule, than the tripod also wed for
holding the drill. Blocks of tough wood are

Bureau of Mines Staff.

conventional symbols for different rock
types, the succeuive rock units that occur
throughout a given area or at a specific
locality. It may be accompanied by a very
brief description of lithology and by appropriate brief notations indicating the

tluckneu, age, and classification of the
rocks. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

columnar structure. a. A mineral possesses a
columnar structure when it is composed of
slender crystals of prismatic cross section,
as some amphiboles are. When the columns

are flattened, thc structure is said to bc

bladed. ROLL b. A structure common in
diabase and basalt dikes, rills, and lava
sheets. It consists of parallel, more or leu
regular prismatic columns generally trans.
vene to the rock mass and generally considered to be shrinkage cracks caused by
cooling. Fay. See also columnar jointing.

neous rocks in the district. Fay.

comagmatic region An area in which the
igneous rocks are of the same general
geologic age, have certain distinguishing

characteristics in common, and are ITgarded as comagmatic; a petrographic
province. Fay.

Comanche series. Thc Lower Cretaceous

series of rocks in the western Gulf region
of North America. Standard, 1964.
Comanchlan. Lower Cretaceous. A.G.!. Supp.
comb. Thc place, in a fissure which has been
filled by successive deposits of minerals
on the walls, where two sets of layers thus
deposited approach most nearly or meet,
closing the fissure arta exhibiting either a
drusy central cm*, or an Snterlocking of
crystals. Foy.

combed. A surface texture of narrowly

spaced lines produced on clay facing bricks
by fixing wires or plates above the extruding column of clay so that they comb its

combed finish tile

comeback
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surface. Dodd.

combed finish tile. Tile whose face surfaccs
are altered by more or less parallel
scratches or scarfs in manufacture to give
increased bond for mortar, plaster, or
stucco. ASTM C43-65T.

combed structure. In its simplest form this
structure consists of a fissure lined with
crystals on each side, having their bases
on the walls and their apexes directed toward the center. In some cases the fissure
is thus altogether filled up with two sets
of crystals meeting in the center. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

combed veins. See banded vein; comb. Fay.
combed ware. Decoration effected by means
of a toothed tool drawn across slip, over
a body of a different color. C.T.D.
combeite. A rhombohcdral mineral, Na,CasSioOld(OH,F):... In nephelinite from Kivu,
Republic of the Congo. Spencer 21, M.M.,
1958.

combination. A union of two or more elements. Crispin.
combination die. In die casting, a die having
two or more different cavities for different
castings. ASM Gloss.
combination drill. A drill equipped for cable-

tool and/or diamond-drilling operati9ns,
or for a cable-tool and/or rotary drilling

operations. Long.
combination driller. A driller versed in cabletool and diamond- or rotary-drilling techniques. Long.
combination electric locomotive. A mine
locomotive which can operate as a trolley

locomotive or as a battery locomotive.
While operating on the battery, it can be
used, under certain conditions, at the coal

face. Also it may be used on the main

trolley system where, due to
higher voltage, higher speeds are possible.
haulage
Nelson.

combination gas. Natural gas rich in oil
vapors. Wet gas. Also called casing-head
gas. Fay.

combination loagwall. See longwall, b. Fay.
combination mill. An arrangement of a continuous mill for roughing, and a guide or
looping mill for shaping. ASM Gloss.

combloatioa of =Whin and stoping. See
sublevel stoping, b. Fay.

combination rig. a. A rig comprising a complete cable-tool outfit and a complete
rotary outfit. Porter. b. Synonym for combination drill. Long.
combinatios sampler. A universal-type soilsampling device in which some of the constructional features of two or more specialuse samplers are combined. Long.
combination shot. A blast made by dynamite
and permissible:, or permissible explosives

and blasting powder in the same hole. It
is bad practice and in many States is pro-

hibited by law. Fay.
combination socket. A finishing tool. Long.
combination sloping. See combined overhand
and underhand stoping. Fay.

combinatioa-type decMc mine locomotive.
See electric mine locomotive.
combioed carbon. The part of the total
carbon in steel or cast iron that is present
as other than free carbon. ASM Gloss.
combined cyanide. The cyanide of a metal-

and from the top to the bottom. The modifications are distinguished by the support
used, as open stopes, stull-supported stopes,

or pillar-supported stopes. Also known as
stapes; combination stoping;
overhand stoping and milling system; back
and underhand stoping milling system. Fay.
combined shrinkage sloping and block cav
lag. In this method the ore body is worked
from the top down in successive layers of
much greater thickness than in top slicing.
The mass of ore is weakened by a series of
shrinkage stopes, which are extended up
between the ribs, pillars, or blocks, which
are subsequently caved. The intervening
combined

blocks are under cut and caved as in
block caving. The cover follows the caved

ore. Also called overhand stoping with
shrinkage and simultaneous caving. Fay.
combined side and lossgwaH doping. See
overhand stoping, b. Fay.

combined stopes. See combined overhand
and underhand stoping. Fay.

combined stresses. Any state of stress that
cannot be represented by a single component of stress; that is, one that is more

complicated than simple tensicin, compression, or shear. ASM Gloss.

combined system. A system of drainage i n
which a set of drains and sewers carries
both soil and surface water. See also sepa-

Webster 3d.
combustible carbon (in coal). The total carbon in the coal less that which is present
as mineral carbonates. B.S. 1016, 1961,
Pt. 16.
combustible gas indicator. The most common type of unit uses a heated platinum
wire to ignite combustible gases in the
sample. Heat of combustion changes the
electrical resistance of the wire, which in
turn affects the meter. Calibration is
usually in terms of percentages of the
Lower Explosive Limit of a particular gas,

conversion for other gases being made by
table. Although flame arrestors are built
into the combustion chamEzr orifices, hazardous locations normally require use of

tubes to carry the sample to a safe area
for measurement. Bests, p. 581.

combustible shale. Synonym for tasmanite.

worked as a shrinkage stope. The broken
ore serves to give lateral support to the

combustion. The action or operation of
burning; the continuous combination of
a substance with certain elements, such
as oxygen or chlorine, for example, ac-

the working of each slice the unit

is

sides of the unit and also serves as a
working platform from which the back is
reached. After working a unit the cover

is caved. No timber mat is used. Also
known as the Kimberley method. Fay.

combined twiardeg. A rare type of twinning

in which the twin operation can be described as composing a rotation of 180'
around the c axis with reflection over
1120. AM. 1.

comblied water. See chemically combined
water. Bureau of Mines Staff.

combinin weight. a. The relative weight of
an element that has the same combining
capacity as a given weight of another element, the stacdard now usually being 8
for oxygen but it was formerly 1 for hydro-

gen: 'The atomic weight divided by the
valence. Webster 3rd. b. The relative
weight of a radical or compound that com-

bines with a given weight of an element,
radical, or compound; especially, the

weight of a compound that reacts with

one equivalent of an element. Webster 3d.

comb rack. a. Refers to a bar of acid-re-

sistant metal used to space and separate
ware in a pickling basket. Enam. Dia. b.
A burning tool shaped like a comb. ASTM
C286-65.

comb ridge, a._Spires, most of which are
more than 2,000 feet above the adjacent
valley, surmount a narrow comb ridge,
which is a thin partition of rock, or a

Comb ridge was proposed for all such pal-

togill

conditions. B.S. 3323, 1960.

combustible. Capable of undergoing combustion or of burning. Used especially of
materials that catch fire and burn when
subjected to fire. Compare flammable.

from the top down in successive slices. In

In this method the ore body is worked

simultaneouAy from the bottom to its top

This term s'wnIfies the workings of

to the walls of a vein. Schieferdecker.

combustibility. An assessment of the speed
of combustion of a coal under specified

combined top slicing and shrinkage 'toping.

Compare free moisture, a. Cooper, p. 397.
combined overhand sod underbsed

cyanide complex ion. ASM Gloss.

A.G.I.

comb texture. A texture in which individual
crystals have their long axes perpendicular

combustible schist. Another name for carbonaceous or bituminous shale. Tomkeieff,

rate system. Ham.

gigantic arete. A.G.I. b. The coalescence
of cirques has produced a comblike palisade of sharp rock needles which constitutes the supine type of mountain ridge.
Such a ridge has, perhaps, most frequently
been designated by the term arete (fishbone), though in the Alps, the term grat
(edge) has been applied especially to the

combised moisture. Moisture in coal that
cannot be removed by ordinary drying.

isades of needles derived by this process.

smaller and lateral ridges of this type.

1954.

Fay.

companied by the generation of light and
heat. Standard, 1964. See also ignition
temperature.
combustion arch. A flat or curved refractory
roof over a furnace to promote combustion by reflection of heat. AISI, No. 24.

combustion chamber. a. The enclosure in

which fuel is burned. ACSG, 1963. b. Part
of a furnace or kiln. ASCG, 1963.
combustioa engiater. An engineer with practical training and knowledge of all kinds
of fuels and their combustion characteris-

tics. In general, he has not the technical
qualifications of the fuel technologist.

Nelson.
combusdon furnace. A long, narrow, portable

furnace used in the combustion method.
Fay.

combustion metbod. A method for the quantitative determination of certain elements
(such as carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen)
in

organic compounds by combustion.

Webster 3d.

combustion rate. The weight of fuel burnt
w.r square foot of grate area per hour.

Nelson.
combustion tubs. A glass tube especially de-

signed to withstand great heat as pro-

duced by the combustion method. Standard, 1964,
come-along. a. An open, fixed-jaw spanner
used to grip, hold, and lift rods, casing, or
piping. Compare lowering iron. Long. b.
A device consisting of two -mated jaws

so attached to a ring that a pull on the

ring causes the opposing jaws to close and
grip a wirel cable, or any cylindrical piece
of drill equipment. Long.
comeback. In enameling, comeback refers to
the length of time necessary for a furnace
to return to its peak temperature after the

introduction of a load of ware. Enam.
Diet.

comedown; comb dung. Softish stone occurring in the roof of a coal seam and easily
falling down when coal is removed. Arkell.
comendite. A sodic rhyolite containing alkalic amphibole and/or pyroxene. A.G.I.

come out. To withdraw or hoist the drill

string or tools from a borehole. Long.
comet. In Wales, a hand lamp with a long,
torchlike flame. Fay.

come-to-nature. The charge settling down

into a pasty mass after boiling. Mersereau,
4th, p. 443.
come water. The constant or regular flow of
water in a mine proceeding from old workings or from water-bearing rocks. Fay.

comfort air conditioning. Air conditioning

that controls the atmosphere which human
beings breathe. Hartman, p. 4.
comfort tore. Used to describe the effective
temperature in British mines that nor-'

mally falls in the range of 54° to 68° F
on the basic scale. Roberts, 1, p. 136.

coming out. The process of withdrawing or

hoisting the drill string or tools from a

borehole. Long.

coming up to grass; cOadag up to day. Eng.

Common terms used by miners for ate

word basset, or outcrop. Fay.

Comleyan. Lower Cambrian. A.G.I. Supp.
command. Grou of signals which initiates
a step in execution of a program. Pryor,
3, p. 31.

commencing operations. The performance of
some act which has a tendency to produce
an intended result. Ricketts? II.

commercial deposit. A deposit of oil, gas,
or other minerals in sufficent quantity for
production in paying quantities. Williams.

commercial dust. Impure gold dust. Bennett 2d, 1962.

commercial lbw. A flux sold under a trade
name; prepared for use in soldering, brazing, and welding. Crispin.
commercial Inenitt. This term includes granite, gneiss, gneiuic granite, granite gneiss,
and the rock species known to petrologists

as syenite, monzonite, and granodiorite,
species intermediate between them, the
gneiuic varieties and gneisses of corre-

sponding mineralopic compositions and the
corresponding varieties of porphyritic tex-

tures. 'The term commercial granite shall
also include other feldspathic crystalline
rocks of similar textures, containing minor
amounts of accessory minerals, used for
special decorative purposes, and known to
petrologists as anorthosne and laurvikite.
ASTM C11940.
commercial Moo buns& A bearing having

either ground or unground races and in

which the bore and outside diameter toler-

ances are held to thousandths of an inch
and the width tolerance to hundredths of
an inch. NEMA MB1-1961.

conmserdsly diposabh coal. A statistical
term referring to saleable coal, less colliery
consumption and coal supplied to em-

ployees. B.S. 3323, 1960.
commercial manible. A crystalline rock comof one or more of the

wing minerals: calcite, dolomite, or
od
rrpredominantly
serpentine, and capable of taking a polish.

T C119-50.
ASM
commercial Edw. A coal mine operated to
supply purchasers in general as contrasted
with a captive mine. Zeros.

osemercid ore. Can. Mineralized material
currently profitable at prevailing metal
prices. Hoffman.

compact
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comedown

C0131111treilli TUMMY. A quantity of oil, gas,

or other minerals sufficient for production
in paying quantities. Williams.

commercial quarry. a. Term that includes
quarries for aggregate and quarries for
the production of limestone for industrial
and agricultural purposes. Streefkerk, p.

16. b. Not owned or controlled by consumer. Contrasted with a captive quatry.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

commercial sampling. The American Society for Testing and Materials divides
coal sampling into commercial sampling

and special purpose sampling. Commercial

sampling procedures are intended to pro.

duce an accuracy such that if a large

number of samples are taken from a single
lot of coal, 95 out of 100 test results will
be within plus or minus 10 percent of the
average of these samples. Compare special
purpose sampling. Mitchell, p. 81.
commercial Mac. See speller. Nelson.
c0113111intne. To reduce solids to minute particles by crushing, grinding, or pulverizing.
coiCnIttn.

titian. a. The act or action of com-

common iron. The poorest quality of commercial iron. Standard, 1964.
common lead (pronounced like the verb led).
Lead having four isotopes (mass numbers
204, 206, 207, and 208) in the propor.
dons generally obtained by analyzing lead
from rocks and lead minerals which are
associated with little or no radioactive
material; commonly considered to be the
lead present at the time of the earth's
formation, as distinguished from lead produced later by radioactive decay. A.G.I.
common opal. Opal without play of color.
Most varieties are of no gemmological interest or importance, others because of
their color or markings are set in jewelry.
See also precious opal. Shipley.

C011111100s. Clay building bricks that

are made
without attention to appearance and intended for use in the inner leaf of cavity
walls or for internal walls. The crushing
strength of such bricks varies from about
1,500 to 6,000 per square inch, the water
absorption from about 10 to 30 wt., percent. Dodd.

commas salt. See halite; sodium chloride.

minuting or the fact of being couuninuted;
pulverization; trituration. Webster 3d. b.

Bennett 2d, 1962.
commas solder. Soft solder of about 60 percent lead, 40 percent tin, optional antimony to about, 1.5 percent. Bennett 2d,

ASM Gloss.

commuakatioa road. Scot. An underground
road between two coal mine shafts. Fay.
commutated curreat. Electric current of
constant strength of which the direction
of flow is reversed at constant intervals

The breaking, crushing, or grinding of
coal, ore, or rock. Nelson. c. In powder
metallurgy, the same as pulverization.

commission broker. A broker who buys and
sells on order for customers, who may be
scattered throughout

the country, and

who are reached by a network of branch

commission houses in various cities. Hoot',
p. 280.

commission 011. Uranium-bearing material
of 0.10 percent UsOs or higher, for which
the Atomic Energy Curnmission has an
established price. Ballard.

common beaded coaL The common variety
of bituminous and subbituzninous coal. It
consists of a sequence of irregularly alter.
nating layers or lenses of (1) homogene.
ous black material having a brilliant vitreous luster; (2) grayish-black, less brilliant,
striated material usually of silky luster;
and (3) generally thinner bands or lenses
of soft, powdery, and fibrous particles of
mineral charcoal. The difference in luster
of the bands is greater in bituminous than
in subbituminous coal. ASTM 1)493-39.

1962.

of time. Schieferdecker.

commutator. a. A contrivance for reversing
the direction of electric current in any circuit. Crispin. b. Apparatus to convert direct current into commutated current.

Schieferdecker. c. A cylindrical ring or

disk assembly of conducting members, individually insulated in a supporting structure with an exposed surface for contact
with current-collecting brushes and ready
for mounting on an armature shaft. Lowenheim.
commutator compoomd. Generally a mixture
of paraffin and beeswax, used to lubricate
the brushes and commutator of a dynamo
or motor, and to reduce sparking. Porter.

commutator-costrolled milk* Spot or projection welding in which several electrodes

comma booed. See American bond. A.RJ.

in simultaneous contact with the work;
function progressively under the control

for

of an electrical commutating device. ASM

rough work or for filling in or backing.
Crispin. Set also building brick.

commatift tramformer. A transformer re-

See banded coal.

cosmos brick. Brick such as is used

commen-krick clay. A red-to-brown burning
clay which usually has a high percentage
of fluxing impu:lues, is plastic enough for

shaping, and fires to a very hard and

strong solid with little warping or cracking at a relatively low temperature. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

commis goods; rejecdoms; rubbish. Terms
applied to the less desirable diamond material used for abrasive purposes. I.C. 8200,
1964, p. 3.

cowmen ion aid. Change in concentration
of an ion in a saturated solution through
addition d another electrolyte which yields
an ion in common with the solid substance

present in excess. The ion product re-

mains constant, but with the increase of
concentration of one ion that of the other
diminisnes correspondingly. Since the solu-

tion is already saturated, precipitation oc-

curs, the effect bdng a reversal of the
process of ionisation. Pryor, 3.

247, )1.

Gloss.

sembling a dynamo, but with a revolving

commutator. Webster 2d.
Como beds. In geology, a thin series of bedi
extending from Wyoming along the cast
base of the Rocky mountains into Colo-

rado, containing a rich land fauna

of

mammals and reptiles. The beds are referred either to the Upper Jurassic or the
Lower Cretaceous. Standard, 1964.
compact. a. In powder metallurgy, an object

produced by the comprestoon of metal

powder, generally while confined in a die,

with or without the inclusion of non-

metallic constituents. Synonymous with

briquette. See also compound compact;
composite compact. ASM Gloss. b. To
treat glass in a manner, such as by heattreatment, to approach maximum density.

ASTM C162-66. c. Marked by an arement of parts or units closely pressed,
grouped, or knit together with
slight intervals or intervening space.

no component particles or crystals can be

Webster 3d.

compacted yards. Measurement of soil or

rock after it has been placed and compacted in a fill. Nichols.

compacdag factor. The ratio obtained by

dividing the observed weight of concrete
which fills a container of standard size and
shape when allowed to fall into it under
standard conditions of test, by the weight
of fully compacted concrete which fills the
same container. Taylor.
compacting factor test. For freshly prepared
concrete made by weighing a container
filled under standardized conditions, therefore obtaining the specific gravity of the
mix. Pryor, 3.

compaction. a. Decrease in volume of sediments, as a result of compressive stress,
usually resulting from continued deposition above them, but also from drying and
other cause.. See also differential compaction. A.G.I. b. In soil mechanics, the densification of a soil by means of a mechanical manipulation. ASCE P1826.*c. Reduction in bulk of fill by rolling, tamping, or
soaking. Nichols, 2. d. The expulsion of air

from a soil mass and so achieve a high

density. This results in (I) increased bearing capacity; (2) reduced tendency to
settlement or deformation under load; and
(3) reduced liability to moisture changes,
that is, increased all-round stability. Compaction is normally specified as
density (pound per cubic foot)

compass points
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compacted yards

a soil
to be

achieved. Density measurement is necessary to assess progress and completion.
See also relative compaction. Nelson. e.
One stage in the process by which sediments are converted into rocks. Wheeler.
f. The process of inducing a closer packing of the aggregate particles in concrete
by the reduction of voids. Taylor.

compactioa curve; Proctor curve. The curve
showing the relationship between dry unit

(density) and the water content
of a soil for a given compactive effort.
weight

ASCE PI826.
compaction plant. Machines, such as ruilers,

to expel air from a soil mass and so

achieve a high density. Smooth-wheel rollers are best for gravels, sands, and gravelsand-clay soils with reasonably high mois-

ture contents. Pneumatic-tired rollers are
best for clays with reasonably high moisture contents and shttepsfoot rollers are the
best for clays with low moisture contents.

The economical limit beyond which further rolling gives only slight increase in
density is: pneumatic-tired rollers, 4 to 8
passes; amooth-wheel rollers, 8 to 16
passes; sheepsfoot rollers, 32 to 64 passes.
Nelson.

compaction shale. Shale that owes its strength
to compaction rather than to cementation.
Compare cemented shale. A.G.I. Supp.
compaction test; moisturedeasity test. A
laboratory compacting procedure whereby

a soil at a known water content is placed
in a specified manner into a mold of given
dimensions, subjected to a compactive effort of controlled magnitude and the resulting unit weight determined. The procedure is repeated for various water contents sufficient to establish a relationship
betwens water content and unit weight.
ASCE PI 826.

compact material. Material which can be
excavated with a pick, generally a granular soil with a rehtive compaction of 90

percent or more. Ham.
compact rock. A rock so closely grained that

recognized by the eye. Nelson.

companim beading. A subsidiary heading
driven alongside a main heading to act

as a return airway and sometimes for

bringing in supplies. Nelson.
company. a. Eng. A number of butty colliers,

or partners who work in a stall or room.

Fay. An association of persons for carrying

on a commercial or industrial enterprise
or business. Webster 3d.

company account. Drilling done by a company on its property using its own equipment operated by personnel working for

C.T.D.

comparator spectrum. A spectrum which con-

tains a number of sharply defined, well-

identified lines of standard wavelength

that is used as a standard of comparison
in studying other spectra. Usually photographed on the same plate above and below the photograph of the spectrum being
studied. Gaynor.
compartment. a. A separate division or section of anything. Webster 2d. Mining
shafts usually are divided into two or more
compartments or sections, separated by
framed timbers and planking. Fay. b. A

the company. Long.

space or division in a shaft formed by

company miner.

See also rectangular shaft, a. Nelson. c.
One section or unit in a coal- or mineral-

company driller. See company miner.
company drilling machine operator. See
company hand. See company man. D.O.T. I.

compare' house. A house in which a mine-

worker lives and pays rent to the coal
company he works for. Korson.

company man. A man who works for the

company by the hour or by the day, such
as tracklayers,

timbermen, drivers, and

eagers, as distinguished from miners who
work under contract, as by the ton, yard,
etc. He also brushes down the walls and
roofs when apparently dangerous and loads

the loose rock and debris into cars and

pushes them out to the haulageway. Fay.
complus). miser. In mining, one who drills,
blasts, and loads rock ur ore into cars in
a mine. He is usually enagaged in develop-

ment work, that is, driving underground

passages, to open up a vein for actual

mining, and prospecung for new deposits;
and is paid on a day basis and may receive
a bonus based on footage of advance. Also
called company driller; company drillingmachine operator. See also miner, j.
D.O.T. I.
compmy store. A retail store associated with
and usually owned and operated by an industrial company. Webster 3d. This type
of store is common in mining and lumber
camps. Fay.

comma,' weigkram. See master's weighman.
Nelson.

company work. Work for which miners arc
paid a fixed rate of wages per shift. See
also day wage. Nelson.

company wader. See company man. D.O.T.!.

comparator. a. In photographic mapping, a
device for measuring accurately the two
rectangular coordinates of the image of a
point on a photograph. Seelye, 2. b. An
apparatus facilitating comparison of test
material with known standard, or with
other substances. A comparator miscroscope has a duplicate optical system, so
that the observer sees two fields simultaneously (one with each eye). The Lovibond comparator has colored disks which
can be matched against colored liquids to
give approximate pH value, etc., using

the same principle as with a set of pH

color tubes in a more permanent and compact style. Pryor, 3.

comparator base. A carefully measured horizontal distance, usually one tape-length

long, used as a means of checWng and
comparing the tapes used in the field.
Seelye 2.

comparion

prism A small,

right-angled

prism placed in a front of a portion of the
slit of a spectroscope or a spectrograph for

the purpose of reflecting light from a

second source of light into the collimator,
so that two spectra may be viewed simultaneously. See also comparison spectrum.

cross buntons. The main compartments in
a winding shaft are two for cages or skips.
treatment plant. Nelson.

compass. a. An instrument for determining
directions, usually by the pointing of a

magnetic needle free to turn in a hori-

zontal plane, as, for example, the ordinary
surveyor's compass. Also, a dip compass,

for tracing magnetic iron ore, having a
needle hung to move in a vertical plane.

Fay. b. An instrument for describing circles, transferring measurements, and simi-

lar operations consisting in its simple form
of two pointed branches joined at the

top by a pivot, one of the branches generaly have a pen or pencil point. Webster
3d. c. A Maas or other compass device

used in borehole-survey work. Long.
compass and wedge. Term sometimes used

for a brick that has a taper both on the
side and on the face, for example a 9-inch
brick tapered 41/2/3;4 inches and 21/2/2
inches. Dodd.

compass defection. a. The difference, expressed in degrees, between the direction

a magnetic compass needle points and
true or astronomical north. This is termed
magnetic declinath..n. Lang. b. Differences,

expressed in degrees, between magneticnorth directions and the direction a magnetic compass points, owing to local magnetic interferences. This is termed magnetic deviation. Long.
compass direction. Direction as indicated by

a compass without any allowances tor

compass error. The direction indicated by
a magnetic compass may differ by a considerable amount Crom the true direction
referred to a meridian of the earth. H&C.
compam error. The amount by which a compass direction differs from the true direction. The error is usually expressed in de-

grees and is marked (-I- ) or minus ( )
according to whether the compass dim-

tion as read in degrees of azimuth is less
or greater than the true azimuth. The

error is to be applied according to sign

to the compass reading to obtain the true
azimuth direction. The compass error
combines the effects of the deviation and
variation of the compass. H&C. The error
is also expressed as number of degrees
east or west of true azimuth north. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
compass pokes. The four principal points of
the compassnorth, east, south, and west.
are called the cardinal points. Midway be-

tween the cardinal points are the intercardinal points northeast, southeast,
southwest, and northwest. Midway between each cardinal and intercardinal
point is a point with a name formed by
combining that of the cardinal and intercardinal point, the former being placed
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compass rule
as north-northeast, east-northeast,
and so forth. Midway between the points
already indicated are points bearing the
name of the nearest cardinal or interfirst,

cardinal point followed by the word by
and the name of the cardinal point in the
direction in which it lies, as north by east,

northeast by north, and so forth. In all,

there are 32 points separated by intervals
of I l'A°. Each of these intervals is subdivided into quarter points. H&C.
compass rule. The compass rule is most generally used for balancing a traverse. This

rule stater, that correction in latitude or
departure equals:
closure in latitude or departure X the side
perimeter (the length of traverse)
Corrections found by this formlua are al-

gebraically applied to the respective latitudes or departures. Staley, p. 65.

compass traverse. The framework for a sur-

vey in which a number of straight lines
are accurately measured by tape or pace,
their bearings being taken by a compass,
which should be of the prismatic type.
The latitude and departure of each line
is calculated and the necessary corrections

are made to provide a closed traverse.
11am.

compatibility triangle. Subsystem of compatible phases in a ternary system. VV.

compeb mill. A closed, horizontal, rotating,
steel cylinder containing compartments,
each having different-sized balls for grinding and pulverizing raw cement materials.
Mersereau, 4th, p. 235.
compensated grades. Grades which have
been reduced to keep total resistance the

same on curves and tangents. Urquhart,

Sec. 2, p. 26.

compensating diaphragm. Fitting added to

the telescope of a theodolite in stadia

work which varies the interval between
the stadia hairs when a sloping sight is
taken, in order that the horizontal distance from the instrument to the staff can
be calculated. See also stadia hairs. Ham.

iv
drive. In a four-wheel dre
compensa
truck, eainfreewheeling unit in the front

propeller shaft that allows the front wheels

to go farther than the rear on curves.

Nichols.

compensating error. Random error equally
liable to be plus or minus, and if of small
dimensions, reasonably likely to be compensated by. further errors. In contrast,

dam in order to meet the needs of those
who used the water before the dam was
built. Ham.

compensator. Instrument to determine the
voltage difference between two points in
the ground by the compensation method.
Schieferdecker.

competence. In hydraulics, she measure of
the ability of a stream to carry a piece of
rock. This is a guide in prospecting work,
when tracing alluvial deposits to their
source. Pryor, 3.

competence of a stream. Relates to the larg-

est fragment or boulder which a stream
can carry. A term used in tracing placers
or outcrops along streams. Nelson.

competent. a. Strata or rock structure cornbining sufficient firmness and flexibility
to transmit pressure, and, by flexure under
thrust, to lift a superincumbent load.
Standard, 1964. b. Streams able to transport debris of a given size. Standard, 1964.
c. Rock formations in which no artificial

support is needed to maintain a cavefree
borehole. Long. d. Rock capable of withstanding an applied load under given
conditions without falling or collapsing.
Long.

competent bed. a. A rock formation which,

because of massiveness or inherent strength,

is able to lift not only its own weight but

also that of the overlying rock. A.G.1. b. A
bed that has a physical characteristic such
that it responds to tectonic forces by fold-

ing and faulting, rather than by crushing

and flowing. A competent bed is relatively
strong; an incompetent bed, relatively
weak. B.S. 3618,1964, sec. 5.
competent rock. Rock which, because of its
physical and geological characteristics, is
capable of sustaining openings without

any structural support except pillars and
walls left during mining (stulls, light
props, and roof bolts are not considered
as structural support). BuMines Bull. 587,
1960, p.5.

complement. a. The complement of an arc
is 90° minus the arc. Zern, p. 54. b. See
rock fracture. Roberts, I, p. 111.

compkmentary dikes. Associated dikes (or
other minor intrusions) composed of different but related rocks, regarded respectively as the leaucocratic and the melanocratic differentiation products from a
common magma; for example, aplite and
lamprophyre; bostonite and camptonite.
Holmes, 1928.

systematic or biased errors all fall on same
side of cnrrect measurement and may
therefore accumulate and produce serious
discrepancies. Pryor, 3.

complementary forms. In crystallography,
two forms which, when combined geomet-

ropes. Ham.

complementary rocks. Suggested by Brogger
for the basic rocks, which, usually in the
form of dikes, accompany larger intrusions
of more acidic types and complement them

compensating rope. Balance weight ropes
having direct connection with hoisting

compensation. An amount paid, per week
or as a lump sum, in respect of incapacity
or death caused as the result of an injury
by accident arising out of, or in the course
of, a workman's employment. Nelson.
compensation, isostatic. A theory of equillib-

rium of the earth's crust assuming that
columns of rock and water standing on
bases of equal area have equal weights
irrespective of the elevatien and configura-

titat ut their upper surfaces. A.G.I.
compensation method. Procedure for determining the voltage difference between two
points in the ground by compensating this
voltage difference with a known and adjustable voltage difference. Schieferdecker.

don wakr. The quantity of water

anwatirmus, be allowed to pass through a

rically, produce a form having higher

symmetry. Fay.

in a chemical sense. Compare lampro-

component of coal
complete fusion. Fusion which has occurred
over the entire base-metal surfaces exposed
for welding. ASM Gloss,
complex. a. An ore is complex when it carries several metals difficult to extract.
von Bernewitz. b. Combination of two or
more compounds or ions (example, KsFe(Cn )0, ex 4KCN and Fe(CN)s). A complex ion is an electrically charged group

of atoms. Pryor, 3. c. An assemblage of
rocks of any age or origin that has been

folded together, intricately mixed, involved, or otherwise complicated. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.
complex crystals. Those having many crysstal forms and faces. Shipley.
complex fold. A fold which is cross-folded;

that is, a fold, the axial line of which is

folded. Fay.
complex gravitational crystallization differentiation. A complicated process of magmatic differentiation accomplished by the
combined effects of crystal settling, transport by convection currents, and gaseous
transfer. Schieferdecker.

complex ore. a. An ore containing several
metals. Bateman. b. Ores named for two

or more valuable metals such as lead-zinc
ores, gold-silver ores, etc. Newton, Joseph.
Introduction to Metallurgy, 1938, p. 205.

c. This term has no precise meaning. It
generally signifies an ore that is difficult or

costly to treat because of the presence of
unusual minerals, for example, a gold ore
with arsenic and antimony minerals, or an
ore containing two or more metals, or ore

composed almost wholly of several sulfide
minerals. Nelson.
complex steel. An alloy steel containing
more than two alloying elements, such as
high-speed tool steel. It contains more elements than quaternary steel. Fay.

complexhrg agent. A substance that is an
electron donor and that will combine with
a metal ion to form a soluble complex ion.
ASM Gloss.
complex ion. An ion that may be formed by
the addition reaction of two or more other
ions. ASM Gloss.
complex pegmathe. A pegmatite body characterized by pneumatolytic-hydrothermal
replacement and rare minerals. Schieferdecker.

complicated pneumoconiosis. A condition
superimposed on simple pneumoconiosis
by the effect of tubercle. Nelson.
compo. Eng. Fine-grained, loamy sand,
streaked with silty pariings. Arkell.

component. a. A constituent part, for example, a mineral is a component of a rock.
Webster 3d. b. An ingredient of a chemical system, the concentration of which in

the different phases is capable of inde-

pendent variation. Webster 3d. c. Any one
of the vector terms added to form a given

vector sum or resultant. Webster 3d. d.

phyre; oxyphyre; radial dikes. Fay.
complete analysis. One complete within re-

One of the independent substances present
in each phase of a heterogeneous equilib-

regards identification of each mineral species in a sample of ore, the establishment
of its formula and possibly stereostructure

system is the minimum number of chemical constituents which must be specified

quirement of a specific investigation, as

and the correct quantification of all zlemenu likely to enter the problem of devising a suitable method of treatment.
Pryor,3.
complete combustion. Occurs when the
products of combustion leaving the fur-

nace or appliance do not contain any

gaseous combustible matter. See also perfect combustion. Nelson.

rium. The number of components in

in order to describe the compcoition of

each phase present. A.G.1.

component of coal. The term component
was introduced in 1920 by R. Thiessen.
In discussing the various petronraphic lav-

ers or bands of banded bituminous coal,
he refers to these layers or bands as components of coal, which are petrographic
entities, recognizable visually as bands or
layers of coal that have distinctive physical
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composite
appearance and characteristic microstructural features from coal to coal. Therefore,
the component anthraxylon is described as
representing bright, glossy bands of coal

that under the microscope always show
traces of more or less well-preserved cellu-

lar tissues indicating its derivation from
woody plant material. Thiessen recognized

three components of banded bituminous
coalsanthraxylon, attritus, and fusain.
The term componcnt is somewhat comprrable with the term microlithotype of
the Stopes-Heerlen Nomenclature. IHCP,
1963, part I.
composite. Madc up of separate parts or elements; combined or compounded; not simple. Standard, 1964.

composite compact. In powder metallurgy,
a compact consisting of two or more adhering layers of different metals or alloys
with each layer retaining its original
identity. ASM Gloss.
composite cone. A volcanic cone, usually of
large dimensions, built of alternating layers of lava and pyroclastic material. Essentially, synonymous with stratified cone
and stratovolcano. See also volcanic cone.
A.G.I.
composite construction. A type of construction made up of different materials, for
example, concrete and structural steel, or
of members produced under different conditions, for example, in situ concrete and
precast concrcte. Taylor.

composite dike. A dike formed by two or
more intrusions of different ages into the
same fissurc. The adjective composite is
similarly applied to sills, laccoliths, and
other intrusions. Fay; Hess.

composite electrode. a. Fil ler-mctal electrode, used in arc welding, consisting of
more than one metal component combined
mechanically. It may or may not include
materiais which protect the molten metal
from the atmosphere, improve the properties of the weld, or stabilize the arc. Coal
Age, v. 66, No. 3, Mar. 1961, p. 91. b. A
tubular electrode having a flux-filled core.
ASM Gloss.
composite explosives. Explosives of this type
contain a mechanical mixture of substances
which consume and give off oxygen with
one or several simple explosives. Nobel's
extra dynamite (1879) is a good example

of this type. They can be regarded as

mixed explosives with an addition of one
or more simple explosives as sensitizers,
which makes for easier initiation of the

mixture and gives greater assurance of
complete transformation. The great ma-

jority of commercial explosives belong to
this category. Fraenkel, v. 3, Art. 16:0, p
31.

composne fold. A fold having smaller folds
on its limbs, regardless of dimensions.
A.G.I.
composite gneiss. A banded rock resulting
from intimate penetration of magma
(usually granite) into the country rocks.
See also injection gneiss; migmatite. A.G.I.
composite introsios. An intrusion composed
of two or more kinds of rock intruded at

different times but making use of the
same channel of injection. Stokes and

Verne:, 1955.
composite joint. A joint in which weleing is
used in conjunction with mechanical !clining. ASM Gloss.

composite map. A map on which several
levels of a mine are shown on a single

sheet. Horizontal projection of data from

compound lode

.

different elevations. McKilastry.

composite materials. Structural materials of
metal alloys or plastics with built-in
strengthening agents which may be in the
form of filamenis, foils, or flakes of a
strong material. H&G.
composite plate. An electrodeposit consisting
of layers of at least two different compositions. ASM Gloss.
composite sampling scheme. One in which
different parts, or stages, of the sample are

the living quarters of the Kaffir miners.

Fay. c. Composed or produced by the
union of two or more elements, ingredients,

or parts; a composite. Standard, 1964. d.

A combination of the atoms or ions of
different elements. The mechanisms by
which they are combined is called a bond.
Leet.

compound air lift. More than one air-lift
pump in series. Pryor,3.

composite seam. A coal bed consisting of
two or more parts that are in contact

compound compact. In powdcr metallurgy,
a compact consisting of mixed metals, the
particles of which are joined by pressing
or sintering, or both, with each metal par-

composite section. Projection of data from

compound compression; stage compression.

reached by differing methods. Pryor, 3.

where intervening strata have wedged out.
A.G.1. SOP.

various locations to a single vertical (or inclined) section. McKinstry.

composite sill. A sill composed of two or

more intrusions having different chemical
and mineralogical compositions. Billings,
1954, p.295.

composite stone. Same as assembled stone.
Shipley.
composite stones. A comprehensive term

which includes doublets, triplets, etc., in

.

ticle retaining substantially its original
composition. ASM Gloss.

In compound compression, the work of
compression is divided into two or more
stages or cylinders. In two-stage compression, air is compressed in the first or
low-pressure cylinder to a ccrtain point,
then forced into an intercooler where it
is cooled

to approximately its original

temperature, then passes into the second
or high-pressure cylinder, in which it ie
compressed to the final or delivery pres-

which a stone consists of two or more parts

sure. The ratio of compression in each

gether. Anderson.

equal to the square root of the overall
ratio of compression, that is, the square

either of the same or of different materials cemented or otherwise joined tocomposite vela. A large fracturc zone, up to
many tens of feet in width, consisting of
several parallel ore-filled fissures and converging diagonals, the walls of which and
the intervening country rock have undergone some replacement. Bat6man, 1950,

cylinder of a two-stage compressor

is

root of the final absolute pressure divided
by the absolute atmospheric pressure. In
three-stage work, the ratio of compression,

in each cylinder is the cube root of the

overall ratio of compression. Lewis, p. 666.

p. 112.

compound cradle. An apparatus composed
of three tiers of blanket tables, a shaking
table, and a quicksilver riffle for catching

gether in one wheel. ACSG, 1963.

compound curve. A continuous curve com-

composite wheel. A bonded product where
two or more specifications are bonded to-

composite working. N. of Eng. A system
of organization in which all members of a

team undertake all face tasks and share

in the common paynote.
composition. a. An aggregate, mixture, mass,
or body formed by combining two or more
elements or ingredients. Webster 3d. b.

The mineralogical or cnemical constitu-

tion of a rock. A.G.I. c. The elements
present in a substance and the propor-

tions in which they occur. C.T.D. d. An
alloying iagredient for hardening gold,
used in the jewelry trade, consisting of 2
parts copper to 1 part zinc. Hess.
compositioe brick. Scot. A common build-

ing brick made by the stitff plastic process

from clay and colliery waste; characteristically, it has a black core. Dodd.
composition face; composition plane. The
fact or plane by which the parts of a twin
crystal are united. Standard, 1964
composition of forces. If two or more forces

acting on a body can be replaced by a
single force the forces are said to have

been compounded. This is known as composition of forces. Morris and Cooper, p.
175.

composition plane. See composition
Standard, 1964.

face.

composed. a. A lubricant applied to the in.
side and outside of ropes, preventing corrosion and Usuening abrasion of the rope
when in contact with hard surfaces. Zern.
b. The walled or fenced enclosure of a
European residence or factory in India,
China, the Malayan settlements, or the
Republic of South Africa; also, a similar
enclosure containing a group of native
houses. Standard, 1964. Also used in the
Transvaal, Republic of South Africa, for

gold. Fay.

posed of two or more arcs of different
radii. Zern, p. 455.

compound die. Any die so designed that it
performs more than one operation on a
part with one stroke of the press, such as
blanking and piercing where all functions
are performed simultaneously within the
confines of the particular blank size being
worked. ASM Gloss.

compound dredger. A type of dredger com-

bining the suction or suction cutter ap-

paratus with a bucket ladder. C.T.D.
compound dynamo; compound motor. A direct-current electric machine in which

shunt and field winding are in a series.

Pryor, 3.
compound engine. An engine in which the

steam does useful work in two stages, that
is, first in a small high-pressure cylinder
and then in a larger low-pressure cylinder.
This compound arrangement gives higher
efficiencies than a single-cylinder engine.
Nelson.
compound fault. A series of closely spaced

parallel or nearly parallel faults. C.T.D.

compound foreset kid*. A cross-bedded
unit with tangential foresets and a concave
base. Pettijohn.
compound Order. A rolled steel joist strength-

ened by plates attached to the flanges by
riveting or welding. Ham.

compounding. Expanding the steam in tw,3
or more engine cylinders, in order to prevent the lowering of the efficiency of the
engine by condensation. Mason, V. 2, pp.
368-369.
compound lode. Veins seldom occur alone.
There are often a number of parallel de-

posits, or a series of intersecting veins.

Such a system is called a compound lode.

compound motor
Highom, p. 5.

compound motor. See compound dynamo.
Pryor, 3.

compound oils. Mineral oils which arc mixed
with animal or vegetable oils to increase
viscosity or adhesion. Porter.
compound oxides. Behave like a compound
ot two oxides, though they may not actually be so. Thus, triferric tetroxide
(Fe40,) behaves like a compound of fer-

rous and ferric oxidesFe0 and Fe,0,
and forms ferrous and ferric salts with
acids. Cooper.

compound proportion. A proportion between
two ratios, either or both having more
than one condition which affects the prob-

lem. In problems of this type, all of the
terms appear in pairs, with the exception
of one term, and this is always expressed
in the same units as the required term.
Jones, 2, p. 65.

compound rippk marks. Two or more sets
of ripple marks, one superimposed on the
other. Pettijohn.
compound rippks. Type of ripple marks resulting from simultaneous interference of
wave-oscillation with current action. Pettijohn.

compouad rolls. Two or more pairs of crushing rolls arranged above one another, the

upper pair acting as a primary crusher

and the lower pair as a secondary crusher.
Compound rolls find use in the size-reduction of brick clays. Dodd.
compound shalt. A shaft in which the upper

stage is often a vertical shaft, while the

lowe: stage, or stages, may be inclined and
driven in the deposit. In this type shaft, the

wind is divided into two or more stages,
and underground winding engines are installed to deal with the lower stages, with
transfer points and ore bins at the junction of two stages. Sinclair, V, p. 2.
compound shoreline. Shoreline, the features
of which combine elements of submerged

and emerged coasts as a result of sub-

mergence followed by emergence. Schieferdecker.

composed spiserulite. A spherulite which
appears to have been formed by the rapid
growth of rays of plumose spherulitic aggregates outwards from a central core and
the final radial growth of a denser layer

forming an outer spherical shell. Com-

pound spherulite4 are known with a diameter of more than 10 feet. Schieferdecker.
compound traesesiesios. A gear set in which
power can be transmitted through two sets
of reduction gears in succession. Nichols.

composed twim. In crystallography, individ ial crystals of one group united according to different laws. Standard, 1964.

composed vele. a. A vein or lode consisting
of a number of parallel fissures united by
cross fusures, usually diagonally. Fay. b. A
vein composed of several minerals. Fay.

composed vestilados. a. An arrangement of

a number of major ventilation systems
serving various large working areas and
served by more than two shafts and their
associated fans, but integrated to form one
ventilation system. Usually adopted in
large combined mines.. See also radial ventilation. B. S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2. b. Ven-

tilation by means f a number of splits,
which is now normal practice. See also

ventilation, c. Nelson.

composed-wound motor. A direct-current
motor which has two separate field wind-

ingsone connected in parallel and the
other in series with the armamature dr-

compressional wave
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cuit. Lowenheini,

comprehensive mechanization. N. of Eng.
Preparation-getting machines in conjunction with flexible armored (snaking) face
conveyors and power-assisted stonework.

The advancing of the conveyor and of

walking chocks are triggered by the passage of the cutter loader in recent experiments in the introduction of automation.
Comprehensive mechanization is still rare
in low seams. Trist.

compressed. Pressed together; onnpacted ;
or reduced in volume by pressure. Webster 3d.
compressed air. Air compressed in volume

and transmitted through pipes for use as
motive power for underground machines.
Compressed air is costly to transmit long

distances but has certain advantages,
namely, it cools the air at the working face
and is relatively safe in gassy mines.
Nelson.
compressed-air blasting; air shooting. A
method originated in the Unitcd States for

breaking down coal by compressed air.
Air

at a pressure of 10,000 to

12,000

pounds per square inch is conveyed in a
steel pipe to a tube or shell inserted in a

shothole. The air is admitted by opening a
shooting valve and is released in the hole
by the rupture of a shear pin or disc. The

sudden expansion of the air in the confined hole breaks down the coal. Advantages: (1) a high proportion of large
coal; (2) no danger of methane ignition;
and (3) no toxic or disagreeable fumes.
Nelson.

compressed-air dbease. See caisson disease.
Nelson.

a receiver at the other end of the pipeline.
The volumes of the receivers and pipeline
are calculated, and the system is assumed
to be free from any leakage. Without discharging into the pipeline, the compressor
is run for 1 hour or more until the metal
parts have attained normal operating
temperature. The discharge from the compressor is now switched to deliver air to
the pipe system, and the number of ravolutions required to bring the pressure in the
pipeline up to normal operating pressure
should be noted by a revolution counter.
The pressure and temperature in each part
of the system are recorded, that is, in the
first receiver, in the pipeline, and in the
second receiver, each being provided with
a thermometer and pressure gauge. The
volume of compressed air in each part of
the system is reduced to cubic feet of free
air and these volumes are totaled to give

the total free air in the system; and (2)

low pressure, a method in which the Compressed Air Society recommends that the

output from a compressor be measured
under low pressure as it flows from a
smooth nozzle. Lewis, pp. 679-680.

compressed-air plus. A plan showing the

position and details of certain compressed-

air equipment in the mine. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 1.

compressed-air turbines. Turbines used for
driving coal cutters, belt conveyors, and
similar duties. They are not so efficient in
their use of the air as piston engines, but
possess the merits of extreme simplicity

and robustness, and therefore are preferred for coal face use. Mason, V.2, p.
382.

compressed-air-drives' lamps. These lamps
are self-contained units and comprise a

strong alloy casing within which are a

compressed-air turbine anti a small alternating-current generator wiih stationary
windings and revolving field magnets. The

air enters the casing at one side, passes

throurgh a filter and then through a reducing valve which maintains a constant pressure of 40 pounds per square inch on the
turbine blades. The air escaping from the

turbine is used to scavenge the inside of
the lamp and remove any firedamp that
might have entered when the lamp was
not in use. It is finally discharged through

a series of holes of such a size that the
pressure inside the lamp casing is 2 to 3
pounds per square inch above atmospheric. Should this pressure be lost due to
the lamp glass being broken, the light is

extinguished automatically by a spring-

loaded diaphragm, which short-circuits

the generator unless held open by the

excess pressure. Also called air turbolamp.
Mason, v. 1, p. 259.
compressed-air katoxlcMion. See nitrogen
narcosis. H&G.
compressetair locomotive. A mine locomo-

tive driven by compressed air. It is very

safe and much used in gassy mines in

Europe. The air is brought down by pipeline from the surface to a charging station
near the pit bottom. See also locomotive

haulage. Nelson.
compressed-sir messurensent.

Compressed

air may be measured by two methoth: (1)
full pressure, a method in which the vol-

ume of air delivered by a compressor is
measured by noting the entire volume of
the compressed-air system or of the main
parts of the system, such as the receiver
at the compressor, the main pipelines, and

2g

compressed pellets. Blasting powders manufactured in cartridge form for use in small
diameter shotholes. These pellets are particularly useful for horizontal shotholes.
McAdam II, p. 13.
compressibility. a. Property of a soil pertaining to its susceptibility to decrease in
volume when subjected to load. ASCE

P1826. b. The compressibility of a substance is usually defined as the relative

change in volume per unit change in pres-

sure referred to an arbitrary initial pressure. Lewis, p. 580. c. In powder metallurgy, the reciprocal of the compression
ratio where the compact is made follow-

ing a procedure, in which the die, the

pressure, and the pressing speed are specified. ASM Gloss. d. A density ratio deterimned under definite testing conditions.
ASTM 8243-65. e. The reciprocal of the
bulk modulus. See also coefficient of cornpress;bility. C.T.D.
compression. a. In steam practice, the action

of the piston in compressing the steam

remaining in the cylinder, after the closure
of exhaust valves into the clearance space.

Fay. b. The point in the cycle of operations, or on the corresponding Indicator
diagram, at which this act occurs; also,
the period over which compression takes
place. Webster 2d. c. For steel wheel
rollers, the compacting effect of the weight

at the bottom of the roll, measured in
pounds per linear inch of roll width

Nichols. d. A system of forces or stresses

that tends to decrease the volume or to
shorten a substance, or the change of volume produced by such a system of forces.
A.G.I.

campnemismal wave; losgitedial wave. a.
A traveling disturbance in an elastic medium characterized by volume changes

(and hence density changes) and by particle motion in line with the dircction of
travel of the wave. 4.G.1. b. A longitudinal

wave (as a sound wave) propagated by
the elastic compression of the medium.
Webster 3d.

compression corn. See pressure-void ratio
curve.
compression eNciency. The ratio of the theoretical power required to compress air to
the actual power required in the cylinder.
The theoretical power may be computed
as either isothermal or adiabatic power,
and the compression efficiency is expressed
on the corresponding basis. Lewis, p. 663.

commodes fault. A fault resulting from
compressive forces in the earth's crust.
Schielerdecker.
coneprossioa Stage. That part of a beam

which is compressed; it is the upper part
at michpan of a simply supported beam,
and the lower part at the support of a con-

case of materials which do not fail in compression by a shattering fracture, the value

obtained for compressive strength is an

arbitrary value depending upon the degree
of distortion that is regarded as indicating

complete failure of the material. ASM
Gloss.

compreeive stress. A stress that tends to
push together the material on opposite

sides of a real or imaginary plane. Billings,
1954, p. 14.

compressor. a. A machine, steam or electrically driven, for compressing air for
power purposes. Small air compressors may

be compound steam and double-stage air.
Large compressors may be triple-expansion
steam and three-stage air and always used

compression-ignition engin. An internalcombustion engine in which ignition of the
liquid fuel injected into the cylinder is per-

cating, rotary, or centrifugal pump for
raising the pressure of a gas. C.T.D. c. A
machine which compresses air. Nichols.

portion of the preuure-void ratio curve
on a semilog plot. ASCE PI826.

compression of air. See isothermal compression; isothermal expansion; adiabatic compreuion; adiabatic expansion; compound
compression.

compression ratio. a. In powder metallurgy,
the ratio of the volume of the loose pow-

der to the volume of the compact made
from it. ASM Gloss. b. The ratio of the

volume of space above a piston at the bottom of its stroke to the volume above the

piston at the top of its stroke. Nichols.

c. The ratio of absolute pressure after and
before compression. Strock, 10.

competed= roll. The drive wheel of a steel
wheel roller. Also c311ed drive roll. Nichols.

strews& Resistance of material
to rupture under compression, expressed as
force per unit area. Pryor, 3.

comumg

compression subsidence. That condition in
sedimentation in which the flocs or particles are conceived to be in close contact.
further subsidence occurring as a direct
effect a compression resulting in the elimi-

nation of water from the flocs and interstitial spaces. The settling velocity decreases

r

original area of cross section. In the case
of a material which fails in compression
by a shattering fracture, the compreuive
strength has a very definite value. In the

with condensers. Underground rock drilh
require an effective air pressure of about
100 pounds per square inch. Nelson. See

formed by the heat of compression of the
air charge. C.T.D.
compression halm. The slope of thc linear

i;

material is capable of developing, based on

tinuous beam. Ham.
compromises gasolim. Natural or casing-head
gasoline made by compressing natural gas.

Hen.

with time of settling. Mitchell, p. 611.
compression tests. Tests performed during

concave fillet weld
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compression curve

also air compressor. b. Any kind of recipro-

compresew dodos repairer. A maintenance man in a factory or a mill who
maintains and repairs compremor station
structures and operating equipment, such
as steam and internal-combustion engines,
comprestirs, water pnmps, generators, and
boilers. D.O.T. 1.

Comptes sheorptioe. The absorption of a
photon in the Compton effect. NCB.

Comptom elect. When short homogeneous

X-rays are scattered by light elements their
wavelength is slightly increased, the scattered radiation containing usually both the
original and the modified wavelengths. For
an angle of scattering of 90% the increase in
wavelength is always 0.024 angstrom unit,
whatever the scattering element. The effect

handling corrections, the computer must
mark the records, read and plot times, and

otherwise maintain the flow of data.
Dobrin, p. 56.

computer, pithy prospecting. In petroleum
production, one who computes and interprets variations in gravity pull of different

earth formations, from the readings of a
gravity meter, torsion balance, or other

gravity measuring instruments recorded by
a gravity prospecting party, to disclose

indications of subsurface strata likely to
contain petroleum deposits. D.O.T. 1.

computer Wtper. In metal mining, one who
performs routine calculations from the
measurements recorded at various field
locations by a prospecting party searching

for petroleum or ore reserves, using an

integrator, a planimeter, mathematical formulas, charts, or other computational devices. May be designated according to kind
of prospecting done, as computer helper,
gravity prospecting. Also called chart clerk.

D.O.T. Supp.
computing tine. In computing time, when

notice is given in land office proceedings,
the first day is excluded and the last day
included. Ricketts, I.

carpet°, helper, ruby premed's's. In

petroleum production, one who performs
routine calculations from the measurements of gravity pull recorded at various
field locations by a gravity prospecting
party searching for petroleum reserves,
using an integrator, a planimeter, mathematical formulas, charts, or other computional devices. D.O.T. I.

computer, magnetic prospectbsg. In petroleum production, one who computes and

interprets variations in magnetic attraction
of earth formations, from the readings of

a magnetometer taken at different locations by a magnetic prospecting party, to
disclose indications of subsurface strata

favorable to further petroleum exploration
activities. D.O.T. I.

is due to the collision of a photon with
an electron and the consequent decrease
in the energy of the photon. C.T.D.
comptosite. An opaque variety of thomsonite from the Lake Superior region;

computer, seismograph. In petroleum pro-

competed ultimate beadg strength. See

phy which may reveal earth formations

duction, one who computes depths of subsurface rock strata from seismograph recordings, obtained by one or more seismic

prospecting parties, to provide data for

often cut cabochon as a curio stone. Shipley.

delineating contours of subsurface stratigra-

modulus of rupture in bending. Ro.

favorable to petroleum deposition. Also
called seismic coordinator. D.O.T. 1.

computed Oblate twisting strength. See
modulus of rupture in torsion. Ro.

computer. a. A generic term for machines
which can be used to solve mathematical
problems. The two principal classes of
computers are: ( I ) analog computers

site investigations to determine soil strength

which usc physical magnitudes to solve the
problems, and (2) digital computers which

appliance. Nelson.

are composed of dillies represented accord-

zone; tension zone. Nelson.

information to solve complex mathematical

cosestochite. A mineral, (Mg,Cu,Zn)S0.-

5H2O. containing 5.60 percent ZnO, 9.40

percent Mg0, 9.00 percent CuO, 39.07
percent H20; from the Comstock Lode.

Nev. Synonym for zinc-magnesia chalcanthite. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
concave. Hollowed or rounded inward like

perform the calculations using numbers
that represent the various quantities and

the inside of a bowl; having a shape that
curves inward; a curved recess. Opposite

compromise mot. The surface area affected
by compressive strain. See also neutral

ing to a predetermined code. Gaynor. An
analog computer acts on internally stored

comeve bit. a. A new design of tungsten

compressive force. A type of force such as

problems; and a digital computer computes information in digital form. It is
more accurate than the analog computer.

and particularly applicable to clay deposits. See also unconfined compression

the heavy weight of a building on its foun-

dation or the weight of a mine roof on a
prop, chock, or pack. Morris and Cooper.
p. 141.

compressive stress& a. The load per unit

of area under which a block fails by shear

or splitting. A.GJ. b. The load per unit

area at which an unconfined prismatic or
cylindrical specimen of soil will fail in .a
simple compression test. Also called unconfined compressive strength. ASCE P1826.
c. The Malth1311111 compressive stress that a

Crispit. b. In seismic prospecting, one who

with une or two assistants, carries on the
mutint work of transforming the "wiggly
lines" on the reflection records into the
form in which they are finally used. Where
corrected record sections arc prepared he

must compute the corrections and must
assemble the other information to be fed
into the playback Do that it will turn out
properly corrected records. In addition to

of convex. Webster 3d.

carbide drill bit for Percussive boring. The
cutting edge is concave, while in the con-

ventional type the edge is convex. The

new bit remains sharper for a longer period
before regrinding becomes necessary and
gives a higher penetration speed. Also
called saddleback tip. Nelson. b. See plug
bit. b. B.S. 3618, 1963,10C. 3.

ammo crembellibig. Crossbedding depos

ited on a lower concave surface. Also used

to describe crossbeddins with tangential

or concave foresets. Petnjohn.

coecave crown. Synonym for concave bit.
Long.

ammo net weld. A fillet weld having a

concave face. ASM Gloss.
concave inclined bedding. Crossbedding with
concave, generally tangential, foresets.
Pettejohn.

concavity. A concave condition applicable
to the width of any fiat surface. Light
Metal Age, o. 16, No. 9, October 1958,
pp. 11-24.

conchilite
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concave inclined bedding

pared with the volume of water added to
produce a dilute solution. Long. g. The
ratio of the dry weight of sediment to ;he
weight of water sediment mixture of which
it is part. Sediment concentration is commonly expressed in parts per million

(ppm). USGS Prof. Paper 462-F. h. The
process of increasing the dissolved solids

Pryor, 3.

concentration table. A table on which a
stream of finely-crushed ore and water

flows downward, and the heavier metallic
minerals lag behind and flow off in a separate compartment. Weed, 1922.
concentration units, solutions. Two types of
expression are used, which involve the

ally Permian and Trias strata, which re-

solute dissolved in a unit volume of solu-

quantity of solute, solvent, and/or solution: (1) group A, solute per solution in
grams per liter. Moles of solute per liter

in the basin. A good example of a concealed coalfield is that of Kent, in south-

concentratioa cell. An electinlytic cell, the
electromotive force of which is due to a
difference in concentration of the electrolyte or active metal at the anode and the

percent solute per solvent. Grams per 100
or gram percent. Weight of solute in solvent grams per liter. Moles of solute per

concealed coalfield. A coalfield which

is

totally buried beneath newer deposits, usu-

pose unconformably on the Coal Measures

east England. See also exposed coalfield.
Nelson.

concentrate. a. In mining, the product of
concentration. Used in plural form as
"arrangements for treating the concentrates were complete." Concentrates are
called ore at Joplin, Mo.; mineral at Mich-

igan copper mines; and tailings at Black

Hawk, Colo. Fay. b. In mining, to separate

ore or metal from its containing rock or
earth. The concenuation of ores always
proceeds by steps or stages. Thus the ore
must be crushed before the mineral can be

separated, and certain preliminary steps,
such as sizing and clauifying, must precede the final operations, which produce
the finished concentrates. Ricketts, I. c.
Can. Enriched ore after removal of
waste in beneficiation mill. Hoffman. d.
The clean product recovered in froth flota-

tion. B.S. 3552, 1962. e. To intensify in
strength or to purify by the removal of
valueless or unneeded constituents; con-

dense intensify. Standard,1964.
coacent;ated charge. a. The heavy explosive
charge loaded into the enlarged chamber
at the bottom of a quarry blasthole. Ste
also chambering, a. Nelson. b. Means that
the height of the charge is small compared
with the burden which can be given quantitatively. Langefors, p. 61.
coacentrate filter wierator. One who separates
mineral concentrates from water or chemical solutions prior of the smelting of the con-

centrate to recover the mineral. D.O.T. 1.
concentrated load. A load that is confined to
a very small area, a knife-edge load being

a particular type of concentrated load.

Ham.

concentratiag plant. See concentrator. Fay.
concentrating table. A device consisting of
a riffled deck, usually inclined in two directions to the horizontal, to which a differential reciprocatinif motion in a substantially
horizontal direction is imparted; the mate-

rial to be separated is fed in a stream of
water, the heavy particles collect between
the riffles and are there conveyed in the
direction of the reciprocating motion while
the lighter particles are borne by the cur-

rent of water over the riffles to be discharged laterally from the table. B.S. 3552,
1962.

cosca&ation. a. Separation and accumulation of economic mmerals from gangue.
See also ore dressing. Bateman; Fay. b. A
placer deposit is a natural concentration
of economic minerals. Bureau of Mints
aaff. c. Increasing the strength of aqueous
solutions by evaporating part of their
water. Fey. d. The area covered by the
diamonds as compared with the total area
of the cutting surface of a surface-set bit.
Long. e. The volume of diamonds, expressed in percent, compared to the total
volume of the crown of an impregnated
bit. Long. f. The percentage of acid cons-

per unit volume of solution, usually by
evaporation of the liquid; the quantity of
tion. ASTM STP No. 148-D.

cathode. Osborne.

coacentradon, chemical. Strength of

solu-

tion, expressed as a percentage (grams per
100 millimeters) ; molarity (moles per
liter) ; molality (moles per kilogram) ; Normality (equivalent grams per liter). A
mole is one gram molecule, the molecular
weight of the compound in grams. Pryor,3.

concentration criterion. The ratio between
the density in a liquid of two minerals
which are to be separated (Ms and Mi
being the heavy and light one respectively)
Ms

1

MI

1

of solution, or molarity. Gram equivalents

per liter, or normality; and (2) group B,
liter solvent, or molality. Pryor, 3.

concentrator. a. A plant where ore is separated into values (concentrates) and rejects (tails). An appliance in such a plant,

for example, flotation cell, jig, electromagnet, shaking table. Also called mill; reduction works; cleaning plant. Pryor, 3. Compare separator. b. An apparatus in which,

by the aid of water or air and specific

gravity, mechanical concentration of ores
is performed. A concentration plant. Fay.
c. A general term for a worker who tends
concentrating tables, vanners, and other

where water (S.G.I) is

types of equipment umd to separate valuable

the liquid. This ratio indicates the grain
size above which separation by gravity
methods should be commercially practi-

concentric. That which has a common center

C=

,

cable. Above 2.5

fine sands (down to

below 200-mesh) can be tabled. At 1.75
the lower limit is 100-mesh; at 1.5 about
10 mesh, and 1.25 only gravel sizes can be
treated. Pryor, 3.

concentration effect, law of. The rate of a
simple chemical reaction is directly proportional to the concentration of each re-

actant, raised to a power equal to the

number of molecules of the reactant in the

equation for the actual reaction. Set also
mass action, law of. Pryor, 3.

coscentration factor. A parameter used in

modifying the Bouuinesq equations to de-

scribe various distributions of vertical stress.
ASCE PI826.
concentration of output. Essentially, to se-

cure the maximum output of coal from the
minimum length of face with due regard

to safety and development. To measure
the degree of concentration at a colliery,
the following data are collected: (1) th..:
total length of coalface; (2) the total
length of main haulage roads; and (3)
the total output. In peneral, the greater

the dispersion of the workings, the greater
the unproductive manpower employed and
the higher the costs of production. Ste also
face concentration; geographical concerttration; overall concentration. Nelson.

concentration plant. Equipment for the recovering of valuable minerals from ores by
physical means, that is, by washing or flotation. C.T.D.

concentratioe rade. a. Weight or tonnaip.

ratio (K) of the weight of feed (F) to
the weight of concentrate (C) produced:

minerals from waste material. D.O.T. 1.
with something else. Webster 3d.

coscentric fold. See parallel fold. A.G.I.
concentric fractures. A system of fractures
more or kr.; concentrically disposed about
a center.
concentrkky. Adherence to a common cen-

ter, as in the inner and outer walls of a
tube or hollow shape. Light Metal Age,

v. 16, No. 9, October 1958, pp. 17-24.
coscentric pattern. Diamonds set in bit face
in concentric circles so that a slight uncut
ridge of rock is left between stones set in
adjacent circles. Compare eccentric pattern. Long.
concentric weathering. See spheroidal weathering.

concentric wheel. A bonded product con-

taining two or more concentric sections of
different (abrasive) specifications. ACSG,
1963.

coacertima structure. A sheet formed by the
repeated folding of a 1.,,d on itself, after
the manner of the bellows of a concertina
when shut up. The sheet is formed enitrely
of the one bed and thus the structure differs from ordinary isoclinal folding, where
distinct beds are involved. Challinor.
concessionary coal. Ste collier's coal. Nelson.
concessions. See concession system.

concession system. Under this system the
state or the private owner has the right
to grant concessions or leases to mine operators at discretion and subject to certain
general restrictions. It had its origin in the
ancient regalian doctrine that all mineral
wealth was the prerogative of the crown
or the feudatory lord and applies in almost
every mining country in the world except
the United States. Compare claim system.

K = , for a two-product treatment.

Norm, p. 365.
cone-babe. A bowl-shaped rock with a smooth

Pryor, 3. b. Grade, ratio (K) of grade of
valuable constituent in feed to grade of

It ranges from I inch to 3 feet in diameter.

valuable constituent in concentrate. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
concentration, stage. In ore treatment series

reduction of size, with removal of a finished product at each such reduction stage

or an irregular and scalloped outline. It
has growth lines parallel to the margin.

and from less than 1 inch to more than

3 inches in height. Composed of limonite
and guethite, and sometimes contains magnetite or manganite. It formed through the
activity of a hemispherical colloid cell.

.

conchoidal
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condenser operator

A.G.I.
conchoidal. Shell-shaped; the more com-

concrete mixer operator. In the concrete
products industry, one who operates a

fracture. Fay.
concholdal fracture. A fracture with smooth,
curved surfaces showing concentric undulations resembling the lines of growth on
a shell. Conchoidal fracture is well displayed in quartz and flint, and to a lesser
extent ni anthracite. See also even fracture.

concrete paver. A Concrete mixer for road
making which moves either along rails or
on crawler tracks, carrying a concreting

deposition after a sedimentary deposit has
been laid down. Cementation consolidates
the deposit as a whole but the concretion
is a body within the hint rock that represents a local concentration of cementing
material. The enclosing rock is less firmly
cemented than the concretion. Commonly
spheroidal or disk-shaped, and composed
of such cementing agents as calcite, dolomite, iron oxide, or silica. Leet.
concretionary. Tending to grow together.
Particles of like chemical composition
when free to move, combine, and form
nodules of various sizes "and shapes that
are called concretions. Clay and ironstone
nodules, pyrite balls, turtle stones, etc.,
are examples. Some greenstones also exhibit concretionary structure. Fay.

pact rocks, such as flint, argillite, felsite,
etc., break with concave and convex surfaces and are said to have a conchoidal

Nelson.

small, portable concrete mixing machine
to mix sand, gravel, cement, and water to
make concrete. Also called cement mixer
operator; concrete mixer; mixer; mixer
man; mixer operator; mixer runner; mixing machine operator; mixing man.
D.O.T. 1.

boom used to place the concrete. Ham.

concluded angle. Triangulation: The third

concrete pik. A precast reinforced or pre-

c,ilated from the other two angles. See lye, 2.
concordant. Intrusive igneous bodies, the

ground by a pile driver. This term also

angle of a triangle, not measured, but cal-

contacts of which arc parallel to the bed-

ding (or foliation) of the country rock.

stressed concrete

pile driven into the

applies to a cast in situ pile which is cast

in a hole bored in the ground. See also
in situ concrete piles. Ham.

concordant injection. An igneous mass in-

concrete plug. A thick layer of reinforced
concrete placed in the bottom of a shaft

concrete. a. An intimate mixture of stone,
sand, water, and a hinder (usually port-

and permanently lined. The plug resists
floor lifting and provides a clean, smooth

Billings, 1954, p. 290.

jected along bedding planes. Fay.

land cement) which hardens to a stonelike
mass. See also breeze concrete ; cement;
reinforced concrete; standard mix. Nelson.
b. A similar mass made with tar or asphalt
(rare). Hess.
concrete aggregate. Normal !as opposed to
lightweight) concrete aggregate includes
sand and gravel, crushed rock of various
types and slag. The nomenclature is given
in British Standards 812; the mineralogical composition is dealt with in American
Society for Testing and Materials, C294
and C295. Dodd.
COSMO blocks. a. Solid or hollow precast
blocks of concrete used in mines for lining
roadways and building construction, etc.
Nelson. b. The properties required of concrete blocks, both dense and lightweight,

are specified in the United Kingdom in
British Standard 2028. In the United
States, the properties required of a solid
concrete building block are specified in
the American Society for Testing and
Materials, C145; the properties of hollow
concrete blocks are specified in American

Society for Testing and Materials, C90
and C129; for methods of sampling and
testing see American Society for Testing

and Materials, C140 and C426. Dodd.
concrete breaker. A compressed-air tool, spe-

cially designed and constructed to break
up concrete. See also compressed air. Ham.

concrete brkk. A building brick made from
portland cement and a suitable aggregate
Dodd.

coacnte caisson slaking. A shaft-sinking
method

sometimes

used

through

soft

ground down to bedrock. It is similar to

caiuon sinking except that reinforced concrete rings are used and an airtight working chamber is not adopted. Nelson.
concrete Swishing machine. A machine used

in the construction of roads or airfield
runways. It is generally mounted on rails

and runs on flanged wheels, smoothing and

compacting the concrete to the required
shape. Ham.

concrete tether. A machine with a rotating

drum in which the constituents of coocrete
are thoroughly mixed. Mixer sizes are distinguished by two figures, as follows:

5/31A, 7/5, 10/7, and 14/10. The first.
always the larger, is the capacity of the
mixer in cubic feet of damp aggregate and
dry cement ; the second figure is the volume

of aggregate and cement after water has
been added. Ham.
264-972 0-68-17

after it has been sunk to the desired depth

sump. Nelson.

concrete precision index. Coefficient of variation of concrete. Bennett 2d, 1962.

concrete pump. An apparatus which drives
concrete to the placing position through

a pipeline of 6-inch diameter or more,
using a spe.cial

type of

pump. The latter can

reciprocating

force concrete

through such a pipe to a distance of 1,000

feet and lift it to a height of 100 feet.

The rate of placing is about 20 cubic
yards per hour for one pump. Ham.

concrete roofs. There arc many different
types of applications of concrete roofs, the
simplest being solid reinforced in situ slabs

for a maximum span of 20 feet. Hollow
precast reinforced or prestreued units are
suitable for spans between 15 and 35 feet,
being both lighter and thinner than solid

units. For large spans of about 100 feet
reinforced or prestreued beams can be
used with in situ or precast units as in-

filling. Where such beams are undesirable
an elliptical dome or shell design is suitable. See also precast concrete; prestressed
concrete. Ham.

concrete shaft liming. Set permanent shaft
support; shaft wall. Nelson.
concrete sprayer. A compreued air machine
for spraying liquid concrete on mine roadways. See also Aliva concrete sprayer.
Nelson.

Collefete spreader. A road-making machine
supported by the concrete forms, or running on rails set parallel to them. It

spreads the concrete evenly. Ham.
comet. vibrating machine. A machine which
travels with the work, similar to a spreader

or concrete finisher, vibrating up to 40

cubic yards per hour of concrete. Set also
vibrated concrete. Ham.
concrete vibrMor. Machine which helps the
aggregate to consolidate with minimum
interstitial porosity. Gives greater strength

as len water is incorporated in the mix,
and as consolidation is better than with

concretionary and nodular. Minerals, usuually monomineralic aggregates, which are
found in detached masses, the forms being
sometimes spherical, sometimes irregular,
for example flint. Nelson.

concretionary structure. a. A nodular or ir-

regular concentration of siliceous, calcareous, or other materials formed by localized

deposition from solution in sedimentary
rocks. C.T.D. b. A zonal texture characterized by concentric shells of slightly
varying composition and properties; norresult of variation during
growth; closely related to banded, gel, and

mally the

colloform textures. Schieferdecker.

concretor. A skilled worker who spreads and
levels concrete with or without formwork,
shaping it to cambers or falls if required.
Ham.

CINICIUTent heating. Using a second source of

heat to supplement the primary heat in

cutting or welding. ASM Gloss.
conausion. Shock or sharp airwaves caused
by an explosion or heavy blow. Nichols.

concussion table. An inclined table, agi-

tated by a series of shocks, and operating
at the same time like a buddle. It may be
made self-discharging and continuous by
substituting for the table an endless rubber cloth, slowly moving against the current of water, as in the Frue vanner. Fay.
Also called percussion table.
cond Abbreviation for conductivity. BuMin
Style Guide, p.58.
condenute. A product of condensation; es-

specially, a liquid obtained by the condensation of a vapor or gas. Webster 3d.
condensation. a. In hydrology, the process

by which water changes from the gaseous
state into the liquid state or solid state. It
is the reverse of evaporation. A.G.I. b. The
change of a substance from a vapor into a

colj:id state due to cooling. Cri.ipin.

Issation point. The temperature at
which the vapor changes into its liquid

state, for instance, steam into water. Morris and Cooper, p. 1C7.

condense. a. An apparatus for removing
heat from a gas (steam) so as to cause the

gas to revert to the liquid state (water).
ASTM STP No. 148-D. b. An apparatus

punning. Pryor, 3.

used for condensing vapors obtained during distillation; it consists of a condenser
tube, either freely exposed to air or con-

concrete mixer, and at the other end on
wheels. A concrete bucket travels along
hs lower member, running on a pair of

culates. C.T.D. c. An accumulator of
electrical energy. Cri.ipin.

commas, boom. A light steel truu supported on frames at one end dose. to a
overhead wheels. A bucket of 7 cubic feet
capacity can be carried on a boom 40 feet
long, weighing 400 pounds. Ham.
cotecredes. An accumulation of mineral mat-

ter that forms around a center or axis of

tained in a jacket in which water cir-

cosigner nealker. In ore dressing, smelting.
and refining, one who operates an auto-

matic machine in which fire clay condensers, used in smelting zinc ores, are

made. D.O.T. I.
coadeasss operator. In ore dressing, smelt-

condenser setter
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ing, and refining, one who recovers magnesium particles from dust-bearing gas,
using shock-chilling condensers and other
dust-collecting apparatus. Also called dust
operator. D.O.T. 1.
condenser setter. In ore dressing, smelting,
and refining, one who sets up condensers
in which zinc vapor is collected and condensed after being driven off by the ap-

temperature differential (usually 1°F) between the surfaces. Strock, 10. b. Conductance is the reciprocal of resistance, and is
measured by the ratio of the current flowing through a conductor to the difference
of potential between its ends. Lowenheim.
conducting materials, electrical. Materials
which allow a current to flow easily; such
as metals, the conductivity ranging from
silver, which is 1.06 times as effective as
copper, to steel, which has only about 0.1
times the conductivity of copper. In addition, there are many special alloys which
have a resistance of more than 50 times

plication of intense heat to the ore in

retorts in a zinc furnace. D.O.T. 1.

condensing lens. A lens for producing convergent light. Fay.

condensoid. The atmospheric contaminants
commonly called "fume," when consisting
, of solids, and "fog" when composed of
liquid dispersoids. I. C. 7210, May 1942,
p. 2..
condie. See waste, d.
conditioned sinter. A name given to sinter
with lime additions. The lime addition (8

percent in some plants) has lea to im-

provements in blast furnace performance
and economy. See also sintering. Nelson.
conditioner. An apparatus in which conditioning takes place. B.S. 3552, 1962.
conditioners. Those substances added to the
pulp to maintain the proper pH (measure

of acidity or alkalinity of the pulp) to

protect such salts as NaON, which would
decompose in an acid circuit, etc. Na1CO3
and Ca0 are the most common conditioners, since most flotation pulps should be
alkaline. Ncwton, p. 101.
conditioning. Stage of froth-flotation process
in which the surfaces of the mineral species
present in a pulp are treated with appropriate chemicals to influence their reaction when the pulp is aerated. Pryor, 4.
conditioning period, drilling. Time spent in
circulating a higher-than-normal volume
of fluid through the drilling string while

slowly rotating and lowering the string

from the last few feet above to the bottom
of a borehole to wash away any obstructing material before resuming coring operations. Long.

conditioning time, flotation. The period during which the pulp is agitated with a given
chemical, or combination of chemicals, in
the series of conditioning operations which
precede separation of various minerals in
the ore by froth flotation. Pryor, 3.

conditioning zone. a. Thc part of a tank
furnace for flat glass where the temperature of the glass is adjusted before it

flows into the forehearth or drawing chamber. Dodd. b. That part of the feeder, away

from the wall of a glass-tank furnace, in
which the temperature of the molten glass
is adjusted to that required for working.

Dodd.
condition lime. The infinite number of com-

binations of wet- and dry-bulb temperatures which will satisfy the requirements
of an air supply for a given room condition from what is known as the condition

line on the psychometric chart. Strock, 10.

condition the hole. To circulate a higherthan-normal volume of drill fluid while
slowly rotating and lowering the drill
string from a point a few feet above the
bottom to the bottom of the borehole to
wash away obstructing materials before
resuming coring operations. Long.

waded. Aust. See cundy, b. Fay.
cseisetalece. a. The quantity of heat (usually Btu) transmitted per unit time (usu-,
ally 1 hour) from a unit of surface
(usually 1 square foot) to an opposite

unit of surface of material under a unit

that of a copper conductor of the same

size. Mason, v.2, p. 393.

conduction. a. The transfer of heat through
matter by the communication of kinetic
energy from particle to particle rather
than by a flow of heated material. Compare convection. Webster 3d. b. The main-

tenance of an electric current through

metals by a general movement of conduc-

tion electrons; through electrolytes by a
movement of both positive . and negative
ions; or through gases by the passage of
cathode rays, ionized molecules, or anode
rays. Webster 3d. c. The flow of heat
through a body by the transfer of kinetic
energy from molecule to molecule without
gross mixing. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
Conductive Silver Preparation. Specially
compounded materials containing silver
powder in a suitable vehicle, with or without ceramic flux; can be coated on base

materials such as titanate bodies, mica,
porcelain, steatite, plastics, wood,
cloth and paper by stencil screenings
(squeegee), spraying, dipping, brushing,

glass

roller coating, banding wheel, or other

suitable method. Fixed by air-drying, bak-

ing at low temperatures, or firing at elevated temperatures. Used to produce ca-

pacitor electrodes, ceramic-to-metal solder

seals electrical shields, surfaces of high
conductivity on nonconductive materials;

as a base for electroplating on ceramic and
nonceramic surfaces. CCD 6d, 1961.
conductivity. a. The quality or power of

conducting or transmitting, as heat or
electricity. The reciprocal of resistivity.
Webster 3d. b. The relative ability of

materials to carry an electrical current.
Crispin.

conductor. a. Guides of rope or of rigid

construction to guide the cages or skips in
the shaft. Mason. b. A wooden cylinder,

12 to 13 feet long, used in the United

States when sinking a new oil well. The
conductor, which has a slightly greater
diameter than that of the first string of
casing, is inserted in the drill hole, and
extends from the bottom of the first casing to the floor of the derrick. The object
of the conductor is to guide the casing,
great care being taken to secure its absolute vertically in the first place. Fay. c.
A relatively short length of pipe driven
through the unconsolidated zone of top
soil as the first step in collaring a borehole. Also called conductor pipe; standpipe. Long. d. In petroleum drilling, the
piping carried through overburden to bedrock or the first string of casing placed in

a borehole. Long. e. See brakeman, c.

D.O.T. 1. f. A substance or a body capable of readily transmitting electricity, heat,
or sound. Webster 3d. g. A material which
offers a low resistance to the
e of
an electric current. C.T.D. h. Matg part
of an electric transmission, distribution, or

cone angle
wiring system which actually carries the
current. C.T.D. i. One of the wires forming the windings of an electric machine.

C.T.D. j. The metallic conductor in a
cable; it is invariably of copper surrounded
by an insulating dielectric material. C.T.D.
conductor-cable locomotive. An electric

locomotive having a cable on a reel and

connected both with the locomotive Motor

and the trolley wire in the entry, so that
the locomotive may be driven into an un-

wired room. Zern.
conductor casing. See standpipe, c. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 3.

conductor pipe. Synonym for conductor, c.
Long.

conductor string. See conductor, d. Long.
conduit. a. An airway. Zern. b. A natural or
artificial channel through which water or
other fluid passes or is conveyed; an aqueduct, a pipe. Webster 3d. c. A pipe,'tube,
or tile for receiving and protecting electric
wires nr cables (as for telephones or pow-

erlines). Webster 3d. d. Pipe or casing
placed in a borehole. See also casing, c;

drivepipe, a. Long. e. A pipe or tile carrying water, wire' or pipes. /Vichols.

conduit for eleciric cable.' See cable cover.

Dodd.
conduit bole. A flat or nearly horizontal hole
drilled for blasting up a thin piece in the
bottom of a level. Zern.

conduit pipe. Wrought-iron pipe used as
armor for electric wires. A tubular conduit. Fay.
cone. a. A device

used on top of blast
furnaces to enable charge to be put in
without permitting gas to escape. Also

called bell. C.T.D. b. The conical part of
a gas flame next to the orifice of the tip.
ASM Gloss. c. The conical hill or conical
mountain built by an active volcano. Explosive volcanoes build their cones from
debris, ranging in size from dust to huge

blocks, thrown out from the vent and

have steep slopes approaching or exceding
the angle of repose. Quieter volcanoes

that pour out lava have much gentler
Hess. d. A three-sided pyramid

slopes.

made of unfired ceramic materials whose
composition is such that when heated at
a controlled rate will deform and fuse at
a known temperature. It is placed inside

a kiln or furnace with ceramic ware to
indicate the temperature of the kiln and
the fired cond:tion of the ware. See also
pyrometric cone. Bureau of Mines Staff.

e. A solid with a circle for a base and
with a convex surface that tapers uniformly to a vertex. Jones 2, p. 119. f.

Geometric pattern formed by the recessed
portion of the face of a concave bit. Long.

g. Geometric pattern of the rock plug or
stickup left in the bottom of a borehole
drilled by a concave bit. Long. h. Beveled

copling device on a small diamond drill
or percussion rock drill by means of

which it may be attached to a drill column. Long.

C-one; C-1. A symbol commonly used to
designate the best quality drill-diamondgrade congers. See also congos; C-two.
Long.

cone angle. a. The angle included between
the opposite sides of the cone in a concave bit, measured in degrees. Long. b.
The angle that the cutter axis makes with
the direction along which the blades are
moved for adjustment, as in adjustable
blade reamers where the base of the blade
slides on a conical surface. ASM Gloss.

cone bit
cone bit. a. Synonym for roller bit. Long. b.
A cone-shaped rzoncoring bit, which may

some of the load-bearing characteristics
of silty or fine to medium-coarse sand

media. Long. c. Colloquial term, improp-

cone penetrator. A 30° to 60° cone having
a basal diameter approximately the same
size as an a-size diamond-drill rod used
to determine the force required to thrust
the cone downward into silty or fine to

be set with diamonds or other cutting

erly applied to bullnose bit. Long.
cone classifier. a. A hydraulic or free-settling

classifier of conical shape. Pryor, 3. b. A
conical sheet-steel vessel usually a 60°
cone, with the point at thc bottom, through
which water, clear or weighted, flows upward. Ore, coal, or other mineral matter

is fed in at the top. The current carries
the smaller particles or those of lowest
gravity over the rim and others settle.
Hess. See also Callow cone; Caldecott

cone; Allen cone ; Chance cone; Menzies
cone separator; Jeffrey-Robinson conc.
cope crusher; gyratory crusher. A machine
for reducing the size of materials by means
of a truncated cone revolving on its ver-

axis within an outer chamber, the
anular space between the outer chamber
tical

and cone being tapered. B.S. 3552, 1962.
See also gyratory breaker.
cone cut. A cut in which a number of central holes are drilled towards a focal
point and, when fired, break out a conical
scction of strata. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
cone equivalent pyrometric. Thc number of
that standard cone whose tip would touch
the supporting plaque simultaneously with
a cone of the material being investigated

when tested under standard conditions.

Hess.

cone-face bit. A cone or concare-face bit.
Long.

coue gear. A belt driven between two similar
cones. As the belt is moved by its striker
gear parallel with the axes of rotation, the
gear ratio is changed. Pryor, 3.
cone hip. See hip tile. Dodd.

cm-hi-cone coal. Coal showing a structure
known as cone-in-cone which consists of
a set of reentrant cones closely packed together. Tomkeieff, 1954.

cone-is-cone structure. a. A secondary structure occurring in marls, limestones, ironstones, coals, etc. It is a succession of small
cones of approximately the same size one

within another and sharing a common

axis. Holmes, 1928. b. Coal exhibiting a
peculiar fibrous structure passing into a
singular toothed arrangement of the particles is called cone-in-cone coal or crystallized coal. Fay.

cone maw. One who tends concs in which
fine materials (slimes) are separated from
coarser materials (sands) by the lifting effect of a current of water. D.O.T.!.
Cosemaughlan. Upper Middle Pennsylvanian. A.G.1. Supp.
coin of &previous. a. The depression, which
is approximately conical in shape, that is
produced in a water table or in the piezo-

metric surface by pumping or artesian
flow. A.G.I. b. The funnel-shaped depression produced in the water-level surface

around a pumped well. Legrand. c. The
dried up area of soil around a single underground suction point. 11:;chols. d. The
space enclosed between the water table,
at which water would stand naturally in
thc ground, and the position at which it in
fact stands owing to drainage or pumping
at some point in the vicinity. B.S. 3618,
1963, see. 4.

One of illeatIlte. See cone of depression, a.
coin penetradoo test. An in situ soil-testing
procedure whereby, through the use of a
cone penetrator, information may be obtained to allow an engineer to calculate

congenial
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materials. Long.

medium-coarse sands, and hence to obtain
information that a foundation or soils
engineer may use to calculate some of the

load-bearing capabilities of such forma-

tions. Also called cone penetrometer. Long.
cone penetrometer. A cone penetrator

equipped with a device that will register
the pressure required to drive the cone
downward into the formation being tested.

See also cone penetrator; penetrometer.

Long.

cone pulley. Stepped pulley, worked in con-

junction with similar one to which it is
connected by belt drive. To change gearing the belt is moved to the next larger
step on one pulley and the next smaller

on the other. Pryor, 3.

shape of a cone or cylinder where length
is greater than diameter and containing a
threaded bushing for mounting on a

grinder. ACSG, 1963.
Conferva peat. Peat derived from freshwater
algae (Conferva) and other water plants.
Tomkeie ff, 1954.

confidence interval. Term used in statistical
methodology. Limits of error of quantity
which is calculable from given data when
allowance

has been made for

known

chance variance in collection of such data,
are confidence limits. Space between is
confidence interval, within which lies the
true value, shot.n with sufficient precision

for the required purpose of the work in

hand. Pryor, 3.
configuration. In electrical prospecting, thv
relative position of the electrodes. Porter.
confined groundwater. Synonym for artesian
water. A.G.!.
confining bed. a. A watertight bed above or
below a stratum containing artesian water.
Fay. b. An impervious stratum above and/
or below an aquifier. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 4.

cone rock bit. a. A rotary drill, with two
hardened knurled cones which cut the confluence. A junction or flowing together
rock as they roll. Porter. b. Synonym for
roller bit. Long.

cone runner. In coal mining, one who operates gravity separation device, known as
cone, in which coal is separated from slate,
rock, or other impurities by action of
rising current of water, regulating flow of

coal and impurities into top of cone and

flow of water into the bottom so that

pressure will prevent coal from sinking and

carrying is off in overflow while rock or

slate sinks through opening at bottom.

Also called cone tender. D.O.T. 1.
cone sampling. Another name for quartering.
Pearl, p. 78.

cone sates test. A method for testing fineness of milled enamels. A given quantity
of liquid enamel is washed through a brass

screen in the form of a cone and graduated along the side. The degree of fine-

ness is reported as the depth of residue in
the bottom of the screen. This method has
been found considerably less accurate than
the present 50 cubic centimeter through

200 mesh method and has been almost
universally replaced by the latter. Enam.

Dia. See also screen test.
COW settler. Conical vessel fed centrally with
fine ore pulp. Undersize is discharged
through a flexible pipe (gooseneck), which
permits variation of hydrostatic pressure.

This apex discharge is thick and carries
the larger sized particles. The peripheral
top overflow is thin and carrieg the finer

fraction of the solids. Pryor, 3.

come street. A curved dike or sheet that is
part of a concentric set of curved dikes
or sheets that dip inward. Billings, 1954,
p. 311.
cone structure; corrugated Venewsurr----. Form

taken by asbestos seams, and especially

arnosite and crocidolite, resulting in varying fiber lengths. Sinclair, W. E., p. 483.

cone system. The method of preparation
whereby impurities are separated from an-

thracite in a metallic cone containing a

mixture of sand and water with a specific
gravity higher than tkat r; anthracite and
lower than the impunties. The anthracite

floats. The impurities sink. Hudson.
come tender. See cone runner. D.O.T. 1.
Conewsmons. Upper Upper Devonian.

A.G.I. Sapp.
cone witeeL A relatively small wheel in the

of streams; the place where streams meet.
Standard, 1964.

confluent.

a. A stream

that unites with

another; a fork or branch of a river; especially applied to streams nearly equal in
size, and distinguished from affluent.
Standard, 1964. h. Flowing together to
form one stream. Standard,1964.
conformability; conformity. The mutual relationship of comfortable beds. Fay.
conformable. Successive beds or strata are
conformable when they lie one upon another in unbroken and parallel order and
no disturbance or denudation took place
at the locality while they were being deposited. If one set of beds rests upon the
eroded or the upturned edges of another,

showing a change of conditions or a
break between the formations of the two
sets of rocks, they are unconformable. Fay.

conformable coast. See longitudinal coast.
Schieferdecker.

conformal map projection A map projcction on which the shape of any small area

of the surface mapped is preserved unchanged. Sometimes termed orthomorphic
map projections, orthornorphic meaning
right-shape. This is misleading because,
if the area mapped is large, its shape will

not be preserved, but only the shape of
each small section of it. The exact condi-

tion for a conformal map projection is
that the scale at any point be the same
in all directions. The scale may change
from point to point, but at each point it
will be independent of the azimuth.
Among the more important conformal map

projections are the Mercator, the stereographic, the transverse Mercator, and the
Lambert conformal map projections; the
last two are used in the State coordinate
systems. A.G.1.

MODAL Coba with a high salt content.
A.G.I. Sapp.
COMErlidial felapefatalre. a. The freezing

point. Bureau of Mines Staff. b. The
temperature at which an oil becomes a
solid or is reduced to a standard pasty
state. Tests on the congelation temperature
give different results as they do not agree

on the final consistency of the material.

Bureau of Mines Staff.
cosi' 'emal. Applied to rocks in which hides
became ore bearing. Fay.

conglomerate. a. A cemented elastic rock

containing rounded fragments of gravel or
pebble size. Monogenetic and polygenetic
types are recognized, according to the uni-

formity or the variability of the composition and the source of the pebbles. Holmes,
1928. b. Also referred to as pudding stone;
millstone grit. Hudson.

coeglomerste ore. Usually refers to uranium

ore mine from the Shinarump conglom-

erate formation. Ballard.

together of
diverse materials into one mass. Cha llinor.

conglomeration. The heaping
coogionserke.

A conglomerate

that

has

reached the same state of induration as a
quartzite. A.G.1.
coop bort. Congos used industrially as bort.
See also bort, congos. Long.

coop diamosid. See congos. Long.
Cougo emerald. Dioptase. Shipley.
Comm gum; Congo copal. Yellowish; amorphous solid; specific gravity, 1.06 to 1.07.

Used as a substitute for amber. One of

the hardest fossil resins. Bennett 2d, 1962.

cow rounds. Spherical- or near-sphericalshaped congos. See also congos. Long.

cows. a. Originally and commonly used as
a name for a variety of diamonds found

in the Republic of the Congo diamond dis-

trict in Africa and more recently as a descriptive term applied to all diamonds having the appearance and characteristics of
those produced in the Republic of the

Congo. Congos are white to gray green
and yellow, drusy-surfaced, opaque to
somewhat translucent diamonds, having
shapes corresponding to the many forms
characteristic of the isometric (cubic)
crystal system. At one time rongos were
considered fit only for use in fragmented
form, but a considerable number are now
used as tool stone and drill diamonds. See
also diamond. Long. b. Sometimes designates drill diamonds ranging from I to
8 stones per carat in size. ILO Torei4.

emigrants. A very light-co

,

coarsely

granular igneous rock compoeed mainly of
nepheline with small amounts of sodalite,

plagioclase, mica, calcite, and itmenite.
Holmes, 1928.

cssagnssnt forum. In

connecting section
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conglomerate

crystallography, two

forms which may each be derived from

the other by rotation about an axis of
symmetry. Fay.

coopment melding. A geologiic or metallurgical process in which a nary compound
melts at a certain concentration tq a liquid

of its own composition. Baredll of Mines

Staff.

congrseut transformation. An isothermal or
isobaric phase change in which both of
the phases concerned have the same composition throughout the process. ASM
Gloss.

Cooled... Lower Senonian.
cosical. Cone-shaped. In mineralogy, usually

an elongated cone as are most icicles.

Shipley.

cooks! drum. A winding drum cone-shaped
at each end, for balancing the load upon
the engine during winding operations. The
heavily loaded upgoing rope winds on the

small diameter while the lightly loaded

downgoing rope winds off the large diameter of the cone. See also winding drum.

istic shape of its breaking head. The included angle of the breaking head surfaces

is large and this larger angle greatly increases the ratio of discharge to feed are.s.

The large ratio permits crushed materials
to relocate themselves far enough apart to
prevent power-consuming clogging and
packing. Also, its higher gyrating speed

and the large discharge area make it

eminently suitable for the task of fine
crushing at a high capacity. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, sec. B, p. 29.

conical milL Hardinge ball mill. Pryor, 3.

conical refraction The refraction of a ray
of light at certain points of double-refracting crystalst so that on emerging from

the crystal it widens from an apex into a
hollow cone (external conical refraction),
or on entering diverges into a cone and
issues as a hollow cliinder (internal conical refraction). Standard, 1964.

cooks' roll. A crusher in which clay material passes between a moving set of rolls,
conical in shape. ACSG, 1963.

comichalcke. A pistachio-green to emeraldgreen bask arsenate of calcium and copper, CaCu ( As11) (OH), occurring reniform and massive, and resembling malachite. Dana 7, v. 2, pp. 806-807.
conk map projection A ma:s projection produced by projecting the geographic meridians and parallels onto a cone which is

tangent to, or intersects, the surface of
a sphere, and then developing the cone
into a plane. A.G.1.
cowing. a. Important method of obtaining a
true sample from a pile of ore. Material
is shoveled onto center of heap, so that it
forms a cone. The shoveler works around
and drops each load as vertically as possible.

Still working steadily around, be

next flattens the cones, and removes shovelfuls successively onto four separate heaps,

of which two are rejected. If the material
permits, he thus rejects two opposite quadrants and ptoceeds to rectme and requarter
the remainder. For good work, there must

oe a relation between the maximum indi-

vidual particle size and the weight (or

volume) of the sample pile. As the latter
shrinks it must be crushed to a smaller
size to permit accurate blending of the
various sired particles during mixing. See
also quartering. f'ryor, 3. b. The upward
intrusion of bottom water sometimes resulting when an oil well or a gas well is
overproduced, or insufficient back pressure is maintained on the well. Also, applied in a different sense to underground
gas storage reservoirs, referring to the
coned pressure gradient surrounding a
well during er shortly after input. A.G.I.
cooing and qourterMig. A method of sa:nple
reduction. See also quartering. Nelson.

cosjingate caner. In aerial photography, the
image point on a photograph of the prin-

cipal point of an adjacent overlapping
photograph. Seelye, 2.

collimated joinb. Two sets of related joints
that dip in different directions, such as
those resulting from compressional stresses.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

coued veins. a. Two sets of related

veins that dip in different directions. Bu-

Nelson.

rros of Mines Staff. b. Originally conjugated joints that were filled with vein

Pettijoh

casingste fon* wiles. A system of two in-

duction and is identified by the character-

conjoint, inepedance. Two impedances hav-

conical flute nob. Plain, conical flute casts.

conical bead gynitory ember. This crusher
is of the gyratory type for secondary Ire-

material. Bureau of Mines Sta ff.

tersecting sets of parallel faults. Seltieferdecker.

ing resistive components which are equal
and reactive components which are equal

in magnitude but opposite in sign are
known as conjugate impedances. H&C.
conjugate joie* systems. Sets of intersecting
joints which are sometimes perpendicular

or rectilinear, and often mineralized to
form vein syatems. Joint patterns, such

as these, are believed to be the result of
compressive stresses which were relieved

by joint formation rather than the formation of a single fissure. Lewis, pp. 411, 597.

conjugate layers. In solvent extraction, the

two immiscible solutions in equilibrium

with each other. NRC-ASA NI.1-1957.

Conklin magoetk separator. A conveying
belt which passes under magnets, below
which belts run at right angles to the line
of travel of the main belt. The magnetic
particles are lifted up against these crossbelts and are thus removed. Liddell 2d, p.
386.

Conklin process. A dense-media coal cleanting meing process in which the

dium consists of minus 27maesh magnetite (5.2 specific gravity) in water in
the proportions of 4.4 parts of water to I

part of magnetite, to get an effective spe-

cific gravity of about 1.9. An advantage

claimed for this process is that the medium

requires little agitation to keep it in suspension and that the medium is easily
removed from the clean coal and refuse.
Mitchell, pp. 494-495.

emote. a. Born, produced, or originated
together. Webster 3d. b. Applied to waters

(and extended to include CO, in lime-

stone and other volatile materials) buried

with fragmental and volcanic rocks and
remaining stagnant except as they are in -

rated in new minerals found in the
c
rcon"cf!)Holmes,

1928.

coorate water. Water :hat was deposited
simultaneously with the solid sediments,
and which has not, since its deposition,
existed as surface water or as atmospheric
moisture. Fey.

moseotbm. The operation of joining adjacent

electric blasting cap wires to each other,
to connecting and leading wires, in such a

way than an electric current will

flow

throug:- with the least possible resistance.
Fay.

amoecting corn. A curve introduced to connect a turnout with a side track. Zern, p.
474.

convecting frame. A device similar to a
but
guide frame for shaker con
with provision for insertion ofv2rpuller
rod. A connecting frame can be inserted

between any two standard trough sections

to serve as a substitute for a connecting
trough on single-arm electric or air devices. Jones.

connectiog ilk. For a roller chain, a pin
link made with one link plate easily detachable to facilitate connecting or disconnetting the two ends of a chain. f &M.

conoecting rod. A rigid rod that transmits
power front one rotating part of a machine

to another in reciprocating motion

(as

from a crankpin to a piston). Webster 3d.

coonectieg section. That part of a mining
belt conveyor which ix:insists of a framing
and the belt idlers supported by the framing, both of which carry the belt from the
intermediate section to the head section

and return the belt to the intermediate
section. The connecting section may or
may not be interchangeable with the intermediate section increments or parts.

consolidated drained test
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construction joint

1939, pp. 10.12. The Irwin consistomer
and the Bingham mobilometer are instruments used in the determination of mobility and yield values (consistency) of
enamel slips. Enam. Dia.
consolidated dralard test. A soil test in which
essentially, complete consolidation under
the confining pressure is followed by additional axial (or shearing) stress applied in
such a manner that even a fully saturated
soil of low permeability can adapt itself
completely (fully consolidate) to the

with time is obtained for each increment.
Nelson.
comolidatioa dame curve. A cunt that shows

metal or alloy and the proportions of each
type concerned. C.T.D.
emintitutional ask; coartitudoo coal. Ash rcsuiting from complete combustion of clean
coal. Fixed ash. originating in the vegeta-

changes in siren due to the additional
axial (or shearinst) stms. ASCE P1826.

comolltund hmendiate shear test. This is a
method of measuring the variation in

shear strength with the variation in a

load placed normal to the plane of failure.
It is applied to a soil which has been first
consolidated under the normal load. Set
also drained shear test; quick test. Ham.
consolidated ordiareals. Sediments which
have been converted into rocks by compaction, deposition of cement in pore
spaces and/or by physical and chemical
changes in the constituents.

Ily.

comsolidated asdraimed test. A soil test in
which essentially, complete consolidation

the relation between the degree of consolidation and the elapsed time after the
application of a given increment of load.
Also called time curve, consolidation
curve, and theoretical time curve. ASCE
P1826.

comolidatioa Middies. During closing of
bed or particles in the suction half of

conadtatiosal clime. Transformation of a

the mass of particles becomes too compact
for movement. Pryor, 3.
COM11111e. Mutually soluble or miscible in
all proportions. Webster 3d.

how the atoms in a molecule are arranged.

jigging cycle, interstitial burrowing down
of fastest aiming mudl particles behme

conspinsoos place. Open to view; catching
the eye; easy to be seen; manifest; obvious
to the sight; seen at a distance; exposed to

view; clearly visible; prominent and distinct; prominently; openly and convenient
to the public.

Ricketts, I.

coadaat. Any property of a substance, nu-

merically determined, that remains always
the same under the same conditions, as
the specific gravity; the melting point; the

freezing point; or the electrical conduc-

under the vertical load (in a direct shear
test) or under the confining pressure (in
a triaxial test) is followed by a shear at
constant water content. Also called consolidated quick test. ASCE P1826.

tivity. Standard, 1964.
C011itelha A group of copper-nickel alloys
percent copper with minor
45 to

the processes whereby loose, soft, or liquid
earth materials become firm and coherent.

in resistors rar,e=ermocouples. ASM Gloss.

consolidation. a. In geokgy, any or all of

Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b. In soil mechanics, it refers to the adjustment of a

saturated soil in response to increaaed
load and involves the squeezing of water
from the pores and decrease in void ratio.

Stokes and Verne:, 1955. c. The gradual

reduction in volume of a soil mass result-

ing from an increase in compressive stress.
See also initial consolidation; primary consolidation; secondary consolic:ation. ASCE

P1826.

consolidatiom carve. See consolidation time
curve. ASCE P1826.

cossolidatias bole. Borehole into which
chemical solutions or grout are injected to
cement or consolidate fragmental rock
material. Compare grout hole. Long.
essostsibllathss prem. Laboratorr equipment
for obtaining data on the voids ratio of a
clay sample, from which the coefficient of
ccnsolidation can be determined. Ham.

consolidation ratio. The ratio of the amount
of consolidation at a given distance from
a drainage surface and at a given time to
the total amount oi consolidation obtainable at that point under a given stress increment. ASCE P1826.
connslidation settlement. The gradual settlement of loaded clay. Nelson.

consolidation test. a. A test in which the

specimen is laterally confined in a ring and
is compressed between porous plates.
ASCE P1826. b. The test may be made in

an odometer. An undisturbed sample of
clay measuring 6 centimeters in diameter
and 2 centimeters thick is confined laterally in a metal ring and compressed between two porous plates which are kept
saturated with water. A load is applied
and the clay cansolidatn the excess pore
water escaping through the porous stones.

After each increment of load is applied,
it is allowed to remain on the sample until equilibrium is established, and a consolidation curve showing the deformation

tion from which the coal was formed, as
distinct from free ash, the entrained shale
trapped into the coal seam at time of deposition. Pryor, 3. See also inherent ash, a.

amounts of iron and manganese, and char-

acterized by relatively constant electrical
resistivity i

five of temperature; used

constant composition law. So definite pmportiom law.
COSMO( error.
159.

See biased error. Pryor, 3,

p.

constituent in an alley (for exanmle, austenite into arlite. Pryor, 3.

formula. One which shows

Pryor,3.
CONIOMPOWNII Water. Water definitely bound
into a hydrated crystal (for example,

CuS0,5/1t0). Pryor, 3.

magnetics diagram. A graphical representation of the temperature and compokition

limits of phase fields in an alloy system
as they actually exist under the specific
conditions of heating or cooling (synonymous with phase diagram). A constitution
diagram may be an equilibrium diagram.
an approximation to an equilibrium diagram, or a representation of metastable con-

ditions or phases. Compere equilibrium
diagram. ASM Gloss.
constrant. Any rertriction that occurs to the
transvene oantraction normally associated
with a longitudinal tension, and &at
hence causes a secondary tension in t'ae

transverse direction. ASM Gloss.
constriagesce. See Abbe number. Dodd.
C0111111reclioll. The number of strands in a
rope and the num'vr of wires in the strand.
These numbers should be separated by a

liver a certain weight per unit of time.

multiplication sign, thus 6 x 19 signifies
a 6-stranded rope having 19 wires per
strand. The division (or over) sign should
be used to denote the separate layers of
wires in the strand (thus, a 6 x 19
(12/6/1) rope indicates that its strands
have 12 wires laid over 6 wires laid over
1). Ham
coestutetion accosM. An account in mining
finr.ce to which all construction expenses
are charged. Many of the Lake Superior

ASCG, 1963.
candimat. a_ One of the ingredients which

copper mines summarize their finances so

that the cost of operation is divided into

A phase or combination of phases which
occur in a characteristic configuration in
an alloy microstructure. ASM Gloss.

expenses and the other for construction,
sometimes classed as capital account. ft
includes new buildings and machinery on

been commonly, and more or less consist-

constnntional. In gergogy, owing its form,

comstaal-weight feeder. a. An automatic de-

vice which maintains a constant rate of
feed of ore from the bin or stockpile to
the grinding circuit_ It is controlled by tilt
due to the weight of ore on a balanced
length of thc belt conveyor; by eleetrically
vibrated chute; by pusher gear; by timed

delivery from automatically loaded hoppers. Pryor, 3. b. A feeder intended to de-

make up a chemical system. ASM Gloss. b.

nankeen of attrilms. This term, although
it has its prevailing general usage, has
ently, used by the US. Bureau of Mines
since this conventional usage was adopted

by R. Thiessen in 1931. Constituents are

the petrographic entities of the attritus
which are recognizable in thin sections
only by the microscope. The following con-

stituents may be distinguished in coals:
translucent humic degradation matter;
brawn or semitranslucent matter; opaque
matter (granular; massive); resins and
resinous matter; spores and pollen; cuticles and cuticular matter; algae and

algae matter. The term constituent, which
applies mainly to the microscopic entities
composing the.attritus in the 1J. S. Bureau
of Mines termnology, is equally applicable
to the macerals of the Stopes-Heerlen system although its use has not been so
definitely restricted. 1HCP, 1963, Part I.
constilition. a. Structural arrangement of
linkage of dements in a substance. Pryor,

3. b. This term refers to the type of constituent or constituents present in a solid

two classes, one being for general working

the surface and frequently new mine openings. Weed, 1922.

position, direction, or general character to

building processes, such as accumulation by
deposition or by volcanic extrusion. Fay.

constructional land form. A land form created by the accumulation of material;
examples are volcanic cones, deltas, and
floodplains. The term also applies to

forms created by diastrophism, such as
fault blocks or folds. Stokes and Varner,
1955.
cosaMoctiossi phis. Constructional plains
t surface feaowe their origin and
tures principally to tLmucTinstribution and
deposition of earth material in sublevel
sheets along the streamways or at the
margin of the ocean, or to the dieribution
of lava sheets or other volcanic ejecta
aver the surface. A.G.!.
ronstraction OM. The vertical or horizontal
face in a concrete structure where concerting has been stopped and continued
later. The concrete on each side of the
vertical (or sloping) fares forming the

connecting trough
NEMA M81-1961.
consectim trough. A shaker conveyor trough

of standard kngth to which special lugs
Of plates have been attached to provide a

means of connecting the trough to the
driving arms of the conveyor drive unit.
All motion of the conveyor is transmitted
through the connecting trough. The term

drive trough is frequently used for this
special type of trough. Jones.

connectim trough support. The means of
supporting connecting troughs where they

pass over the drive unit. The support is
attached to the drive unit frame and is
designed to allow the connecting trough
freedom of movement in the direction of
the panline. Supports may be of the ball
frame, wheel, rolled, or rocker arm types.

cowed* lobe, Minting. a. A wire Remo IlY
of smaller gage than the shot-firing cord
and used for connecting the electric blasting cap wires from one dnll hole to those

of an adjoining one in mines, quarries,
and tunnels. ASA C42.85:19.56. b. A wire
of smaller gage than the leading wire
used for connecting the electric blasting
cap wires from one borehole to those of
an adjoining one. Fay.
connection. a. Adding a length of drill pipe
to the drilling shalt as drilling progresses.
Brant ly, 2. b. A connecting red to transmit
motion and force from the revolving crank
or eccentric to the slide of a press. ASM
Gloss.

convection box, electrkal. A boxlike en-

closure with removable face or plate within which electric connections between sections of cable can be made. ASA C42.85:
1956.

comedian um. See parting and connection
man. D.O.T. 1.

comet-tor, electrkal. Any device for holding
in electrical contact the ends of conducting

wires in such a manner that they may be
readily released when it is desired to disconnect them. CI irpin.
eus.--e'rn-sace. A blue hydrated copper chlorite.

possibly Cu(SO4)C14(OH).3}120, hexagonal; from Cornwall, England. An endmember of the connellite buttgenbachite
series. Synonym far caerukofibrite; cendeofibrite. Dana 7, v. 2, pp. 572-573.

Cowman marble. Dark green to grayish
gem quality serpentine. Shipley.
tunny. Eng. The same as coornbe coal, Nottinghamshire.

Tomkeiell, 1954.

commie. Isothermal construction line between
two equilibrated phases. VV.

conoplain. A gentle, conical plain that has
been partly built and partly cut and that
slopes outward in all directions. This form

is considered to be the normal one in a
mountainous arid region, differences of
topographic age being marked by differences in slope. A.G.].
conscope. a. A palariscope for examining
the interference figures produced by crystals in convergent polarized light. Webster
3d. b. In optical mineralogy, the instru-

ment or polarizing microscope used for
the study and observation of interference

figures and related phenomena, particularly for measuring the axial angle (2E).
A.G.1.

coonscopk. Tbe arrangement of a polarizing microscope for obtaining the interference figures of mineral& Hess.

OMNI countetkok corium system. A system,

the notable feature of which, is the provision of a reversed mud flush circulation

conoistometer
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which permits uninterrupted core recovery

in the rotary system of drilling. Sinclair,
If, p. 216.

conservative propertks. Those properties of
the ocean, such as salinity, the concentrations of which are not affected by the pres-

ence or activity of living organisms but

Conrad machke. Mechanized pit digger used

in checking of alluvial boring. 5 foot long
sections of tubing 24 inches in internal
diameter are worked into the ground from
their mounting on a tractor, the spoil being at the same time removed bi means of
a bucket or grab. In suitable ground 50

conservig agent. A reagent added to an ore
pulp to protect other flotation agents from
attack by substances present in the pulp.

consampoimous. Synonym for comagmatic.

ores in which vertical movement of water
is produced by low-pressure inflation and
deflation of rubber tubes just below

feet or more depth has been reached.
Pryor, 3.

Schieferdecker.
consanguineous association. Natural gmup
of sediments or of rocks of related origin.

A.G.]. Seipp.
coomowinity. The genetic relationship of
igneous rocks that were presumably derived from a common parent magma. Fay.
consespest. a. Pertaining to or characterizing
the earth movements which result from the
external transfer of material in the process
of gradation; opposite of antecedent.

Standard, 1964. b. Streams or drainage

patterns having a course or direction dependent on or controlled by the geologic
structure, or by the form and slope of the
surface. Fay.
consequent drainage. A river system directly

misted to the geologic structure of the
are:. in which it occurs. C.T.D.

contentent like. a. A constructional lake decreases in sifte by filling at the inlet and

cutting down at the outlet; while thus

dwindling away, it is a consequent lake.
A.G.]. b. Those lakes which occupy original depressions in a land surface. They
may be irregularities of the ocean bottom
which were preserved when it was lifted
above sea level. Other examples of this
type are lakes occupng depressions on
the surface of lava flows, depressions in
sand dunes, and depressions in the glacial

till or modified glacial drift. A.G.].
If considered on a
comemsent stns.. a.
basis of relationship to the rocks in which
they originated, the streams described by
Powell as superimposed would be called
consequent. Synonym for superimposed (or
superposed) stream; inherited stream; epigenetic stream. A.G.1. b. A stream which

follows a course that is a direct consle-

quence of the original slope of the surface
on which it developed. A.G.].
consertal. A textural arrangement in which

irregularly shaped crystals in juxtaposi-

tion are closely fitted together, interlocked,
or conserted. Fey.
countryman. Conzerving, preserving, guard-

ing, or protecting; keeping in a safe or
entire state; using in an effective manner
or holding for necessary uses, as mineral
resources. Hess.

cameraman of mew. a. The total energy
of an isolated system remains constant irrespective of whatever internal changes

which are as.7.ected only by diffusion and
advection.

Taggart, p. 846.
comet jig. Jig developed for Mesabi iron

screens. Pryor,

3.

branch road
rir4nd Fay.
in stoop-and-morn woAs.
consideration. a. Something given as recompense; as. a payment or a reward. Webc

yook. Scot. An unde

ster 3d. b. Price, motive, etc., of a contract. Pryor, 3. c. A money allowance
agreed to be paid in addition to the usual

pricelist, when miners are working in

abnormal places or conditions. See also
allowance.

Nelson. d. N. of Eng. Pay-

ment made to a man or a team to make
up earnings nhich are below an equitable

level or as compensation for extra work or
abnormal conditions. Trill.
consideration miner. A miner who, because
of abnormal working conditions is not paid
on a regular scale, but on a consideration
rate. Zell'.
consignment sainpling. The sampling of a
single consignment of coal or coke to a

specified accuracy. BS. 1017, 1960, Pt. 1.
censidence. a The capacity of fresh concrete, mortar, or cement paste to resist
deformation or flow. Taylor. b. Before the
workability and volume yield of a lime

putty can be determined under the condi-

tions laid down in British Standard 890,
Building Limes, the consistency of the

putty must be adjusted to a specified

standard value. This value is known as
Standard Plastering Consistence, and is
achieved by addition or removal of water.
Stowell.

conlst.

a. The degree of solidity or

fluidity of bituminous materials. Fay. b.
The relative ease with wlich a soil can

ASCE P1826. c. A property
of a material determined by the complete
flow-force relation. ASTM C 11-60. d.
be deformed.

The properties of a slip that control its

draining, flowing, and spraying behavior.

ASTM C 286-65. e. Percentage of solids
in pulp. Pryor, 3. f. Fluidity. Pryor, 3. g.

In concrete testing, the behavior with the
slump test or the weight with the compacting test. Pryor, 3. h. The condition (as of

a material) of standing together or re-

maining fixed in union; firmness. Webster
3d. i. A degree of density, viscosity, or resistance to movement or to separation of
constituent particles. Webster 3d.

comattocy loam. See

relative consistency.

may take place, energy disappearing in
one form and reappearing in another.
Webster 3d. b. The sum total of the energy
of the universe neither diminishes nor increases, though it may assume different
forms successively. Standard, 1964.
conservation of asters; hmiestructibillty of

consistency limits. The liquid limit, plastic
limit, and shrinkage limit. These all apply
to the water content of a clay, each in a
certain state as defined by British Standard 1377. Nelson.

acting substances equals the sum of the
weights of the producta; for example, 4
grams of hydrogen plus 32 grams of oxygen form 36 grams of water. Also called

urement of relaeve consistency of mineral
suspensions and other materials. It is cali-

water. When a chemical action takes
place the sum of the weights of the re-

conservation of mass. Cooper.

ASCE P1826.

Consistodyne. Trade name; a device for at-

tachment to the barrel of a pug for controlling the workability of the clay. Dodd.
comistomeler. An instrument for the meas-

brated in terms of viscosity with watersugar solutions. R.l. 3469, September,

construction way
joint is generally united by continuous
reinforcement

crossing the joint. When

stopping on a horizontal plane adhesion
is usually attained by well-roughening the
set concrete surface before pouring new.
Ilam.

eyeshade's's way. The temporary works em-

plord for transPort of men and materials
during construction of the finished or
permanent way. C.T.D.
coastruzlive posomakma. That possession whkh

the law annexes to the legal title or owner-

ship of property, when there is a right to
the immediate actual posoession of such
property but no actual possession. Ricketts, 1.

coastructhe waves. Waves

that build

contact rocks
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a

shoreline feature, such as a beach, a bar,
or a spit. Opposite of destructive waves.

Schieferdeeker.

cossaidag eagbeer. A specialist employed
in an advisory capacity. Normally, does not
manage or direct any operation, and is at
the service of the board rather than of the

company's administrative and executive
staff. Pryor, 3.

commit* =Wog esniseer. A highly qualified mining engineer with a wide background of experience in his particular field.

Ile may be asked by a client or company

to examine a property and prepare a
valuation, or to give advice
report
or expert evidtasce in cases of alleged
subsidence damasa.. Nelson.

comamable elecirode-arc melt*. A method
of arc melting in which the electrode itself
serves to supply the metal; this method
is commonly employed for melting titanium and zirconium. Newton, p. 510.
commie. To use up; to expend; to waste; as

in the chemical and mechanical /ma of

mercury in amalgamation. Fay.
coamemptiou change. That portion of a utility charge based on energy actually consumed, as distinguished from the demand
charge. Spook, ID.

contact. a. The place or surface where two
different kinds of rocks mem Applies to
vdimentary rocks. as the contact between
a limestone and a sandstone, for example,
and to metamorphic rocks; and it is espe-

cially applicable between igneous intrusicms and their walls. Fey. b. S. Afr. A
lode of considerable length and between
two kinds of rocks, one of which is generally an igneous intrusive. Fay. c. The
line of delimitation between a metalliferous vein and its wall, or country rock.
Standard, 1964. d. As used by drillers in
the Midwestern United S:ates, the upper
surface of the basement of igneous rocks
underlying the sedimentary rocks. Lorg.
e. The coming together (touching) of aro
or more specially arranged ends of electrical conductors to complete an electrical
circuit or circuits. Crispin.
contact aerator. A tank in which sewage is
treated by aeration with compressed air.
Ham.
C011be 111110e. a. The angle across die water
phase of an air-water-mineral system, used

to measure effect of surface conditioning.
Pryor, 4. The angle between the tangent

to the interface and the tangent to the

solid surface at any point alarm the line of
contact of the interface between two fluids
and a solid; usually measured inside the
water phase where water is involved. Maxi-

mum and minimum values, measured

under static conditions, termed advancing
and receding contact angles respectively,

are usually qualified by stating the phase
in which the angle is measured (for example. oil-advancing contact angle). B.S.
3552, 1962.

contact bed. In geology, a bed lying next to
or in contact with a formation of different
character. Fay.

contact brasher. A device for quickly and

automatically breaking or making an elec.
tric circuit. Crispin.
contact breeds. A brecci resulting from the
shattering of wall rocIL. Around laccolithic
and other igneous instrusive masses. The
breccia may consist of fragments of both

the wall rock and the intrusive. In some

instances, the outside of an igneous mass
may crystallize and later bc brecciated be-

fore the entire mass solidifies, the frag-

ments subsequently becoming welded togather or cemented by the still fluid parts
of the same magma.
contact deposit. A mineral deposit between

two unlike rocks, usually applied to an
ore body at the contact between a sedi-

tact-metamorphic deposit is used for this
type, it would not necessarily conflict with
the term contact deposit applied to any

ore body occurring along the boundary
between two formations or two kinds of
rock. Stokes and Varner, 1955.

mead unetamorgaism. a. Metamorphism
genetically related to the intrusion (or
extrusion) of magmas and taking place
in rocks at or near their contact with a
body of igneous rock. See also thermal
metamorphism. A.GJ. b. The changes that
take place along the contact of an igneous

rock and the enclosing rocks into which
it has been intruded, or the underlying
rocks over which it has been extruded.
Some of the cont&et-metamorphic changes

are the recrystalliz stion of limestone and
the formation of she typical lime-silicate
minerals of the contact zone. Metamorphism

produced by the heat of an igneous intrusion. Also called thermal metamorphism;
thermometamorphism; local metamorphinn. Fay. See also metamorphic aureok.

mentary rock and an igneous rock. Weed,
1922. A contact lode or contact vein. Fey.
contact erasion valley. A valley that has been

costact-metaaosnatk deposit. A deposit
formed by high-temperature magmatic
emanations along an igneous contact. Bate-

different sedimentary formations, between

contact ladasoneatism. a. A mass change in
the composition of the rock other than the
elimination of gases involved in simple

eroded along the contact between two
different kinds of rock, as between two
igneous and sedimentary rocks, along a
fault, or along an upturned unconformity.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

contact goaleaseter. A protractor for measur-

ing the angles between adjacent crystal
faces. Fay.

contact Ilse. The line of intersection of a
contact surface with the surface of an
exposure or with the surface of bedrock
covered by mantle rock; a contact line
may be exposed oi concealed. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955,

man.

metamorphism. USGS Prof. Paper 57,

1907, p. 117. b. Replacement of the contact rocks adjacent to an intrusive resulting from high-temperature emanations,
from a deep-seated magma, from which
constituents are carried out that combine
with some of the rock constituents to form
a suite of high-temperature minerals. Much
material is added. baseman.
contact mineral. A mineral formed by contact
metamorphism. Fay.

posit. contact vein. Fay.

calendar. A device for making and breaking an electric power circuit repeatedly.

is made for electrodes to be pressed firmly

coded plain. Deposition of a metal, with-

contact lode. See contact. b; contact decollect logging. In this type log, provision

ASM Gloss.

against the borehok wall. By doing this,
current flowing from the electrodes to the

out the use of an outside source of current,

traverse the mud. The path from the eketrodes through the mud filter cake which
sheaths permeable beds is also reduced to
a minimum. The electrode spacing of contact logging devices is very small by comparison with the spacings used in conventional logging devices. Consequently, contact logging devices see very much more
detail in the beds they pass through.

contact pressure. The unit of pressure that
acts at the surface of contact between a
structure and the underlying soil mass.

wall of the borehole no longer has to

Wyllie, pp. 98-99.

contact loggias deske. A contact logging
dasice consists of a spring bow very analgous to a section gage. On one arm of the

bow is a rubber pad shaped to fit the

curvature of the hole. In this pad, slightly
recessed. are three electrodes about onehalf inch in diameter and located at 1-inch
intervals. These three electrodes are used
to record two resistivity curves. One curve

is a three-electrode type with a spacing
oi PA inches and the second is a two-

electrode type with a spacing of 2 inches.
Wyllie p. 99.
contact iimetaassapitk. Applied to rocks and/
or minerals that have originated through
the process of contact metamorphism.

A.GJ.

comaci-metansorpbk deposit. An ore body
that formed along the contact of a mass
of igneous, country, or invaded rock, the

3re having been derived wholly, or in part,

from the intrusive mass. If the term con-

by immersion of the work in a solution
in contact with another metal. Lowenheim.

ASCE P1826.

contact print. A print on paper sensitive to
light, such as ferroprussiate paper, made by

placing a drawing or tracing in contact
with this paper, exposing it to light for
the required period. See also blueprint ;
photostat printing. Ham.

contact process. A process for making sulfuric
acid. Sulfur dioxide gas (obtained by burn-

ing pyrite) is purified by electrical precipitation. and is passed over a catalytic
agcnt to form sulfur trioxide which combined with water produces sulfuric acid.
C.T.D.

contact reef. S. Aft. The term generally de-

notes the Ventersdorp contact reef, that is,
gold-bearing conglomerate occurring

a

beneath the Ventersdorp lavas and frequently overlying Mineralized horizons of
the Witwatersrand System. Beerman.

coated restsbace. Transition resistance between an electrode and the ground. Schieferdecker.

contact rocks. Rocks produced by igneous intrusions along their contacts or walls. They

include both the border rocks of the intrusion and the metamorphosed or recrystallized portions of the intruded rocks, such
as products from shales, slates, or lime..

contact scanning
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stones; sandstones are less influenced by
intrusions. Lewis. p. 603. Also called
skarn); tactitc.
contact acamaing. In ultrasonics, a planned
systematic movement of the beam relative
to the object being inspected, the search
unit being in contact with and coupled to
this object by a thin Mm of coupling material. ASM Gloss.

chemical and physical analyses of oil,
using portable laboratory equipment. to
determine factors, such as excessive oil
viscosities hindering free passage ot oil
through pipd, or presence of oil contamination. D.O.T. 1.
Originating, arising, or becomae

Mini sine. Collector shoe, which maintains
contact between the conducting wire or
rail and thr: electric vehicle being powered. Pryor, 3.

contact twin. The simplest type of twin, in
which two portions of a crystal appear to
have been united alornivaencommon plane

after one portion has
1R0*
relative to the other portion. The plane
of contact (plane of union or the composition face) may or may not be the twin-

ning pkne. See also juxtaposition twin.
Fay.

contact vein. A variety of fissure vein, between different kinds of rock occupying a

typical fracture from faulting, or it may
be a replacement vein formed by mineralized solutions percolating along the con-

tact where the rock is usually more permeable and there replacing one or both

of the walls by a metasomatic process. Also
called contact deposit. Fay.
contact zone. See aureole.
container winding. This winding system maims

use of a coal receptacle on small rollers
which fits closely in the cage. During the
previous wind it is filled near the shaft,
and vimilarly it is emptied very quickly
at the surface and returned to the pit bot-

tim on the next wind. Sinclair HI, pp.
199-200.

containment. The provision of a gastight shell
or other enclosure around a reactor to confine fission products that otherwise would
be released to the atmosphere as a result

of a major accident. L&L.
coutumleaut. See impurity. Herman, p. 15.
contaminate. The, admixture or introduction
of undesired substances to a medium,
thereby reducing the value of the medium
or making it unfit for its intended Ilse. Example: cave material from nonore zones
admixed with sludge sample from an ore
zone. Long.

contaminated. Made radioactive by the addition of (sometimes) minute quantites of
radioactive material. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
contamination. a. The presence of any foreign

material in a drilling fluid which may tend

to change the properties of the drilling
fluid, such

as

cement.

anhydrite, salt.

shale cuttings. etc. Brant ly, 1. b. Applied
to magmas and denoting the addition of
foreign rock material, as by assimilation of
wall rock. A.G.I. c. The accidental introduction of foreign, deleterious matter at
any stage in the enameling process. This
may be caused by unclean mills, dirt. furnace scale, etc. Hansen. d. The presence

of unwanted radioactive matter, or the
soiling of objects or materials with radio-

active dirt. L&L. e. The act or process

of a substance being diluted or admixed
with another material, which may render
the original substance unfit for use. See

inglibroorrirdecm: made at the same time.
Examples include interbedded volcanic

rocks and sedimentary rocks (in contrast
with sills that are later than the enclosing
sedimentary rocks); segregation veins and
patches (compare schlieren) in ignecus
rocks; and dolomites produced from lime-

stones soon after the deposition of the

limestones. Generally, all rocks and fades

of them that were developed while the
processes of formation of the enclosing
rocks were still operating. Webster 3d;
Holmes, 1928.
contemporaneous deformation. Deformation,

especially folding and faulting, that takes
place while the rocks are being deposited.

In contrast to the folding and faulting

that take place long after the sedimentation.
contemporaneous erosion. Erosion of local
character that occurs while sedimentation
is taking place generally elsewhere. Stokes
and Varnes,195.5.

contemporaneous tilling. Methods of mining
where the stopes are filled as in filled
stood. Nelson.

the erosion of a highland area and deposited by a network of rivers to form an
Stipp.
extensive plain.

continental basin. A region in the interior of

a continent that may comprise one or
several closed basins. Webster 2d.

continental borderland. a. This term is appropriate when the zone below the lowwiter line is highly irregular and includes
depths well in excess of those typical for
continental shelves. Schierlerdecker. b. A
zone bordering a continent, below sea
level, that is highly irregular and includes
depths well in excess ot those typical of a
Ssipp. c. A tercontinental shelf.

raced area or a submerged plateau adjacent to a continental shelf but at greater
depth. A.G.!. Supp. d. Synonym for borderland.
Sapp.
continental deposit. A sedimentary deposit

laid down within a general land area in
lakes or streams or by the wind. as contrasted with marine deposits, laid down
in the sea. Fay.

continental drift. The hypothesis that the
continents can drift on the surface of the

earth because of the presumed viscosity of
the substratum, much as ice drifts through
water. For example, the supposed move-

ment of North America and South America away from Europe and Africa to which
they were once Joined according to the
hypothesis. A.G.I. Hess,

contemporary carbon. The average carbon

continental drift tlieory. A theory that all

mum natural proportion of carbon 14 and
has a radioactivity of about 16 disintegrations per gram-minute. A.G.I.
content. Something that is contained; the
thing, things, or substance in a receptable
or an enclosed space. Webster 3d. Often

mass that broke up and drifted apart.

of living matter. It contains the maxi-

used in mining, as ore content, mineral

content. copper content, etc. Fay.

cost bp Abbreviation for continental horsepower. BuMin Style Guide, p..58.

contiguous. a. Touching without fusion; applicable whether the parts are like or unlike. A.GJ. b. Touching along boundaries.
often for considerable distanc,3. Next to or
adjoining with nothing simila- intervening.

Synonym for nearby; close; not distant.

Touching or connected throughout. Syno-

nym for continuous; unbroken; uninterrupted. Webster 3d. c. Immediate preced-

ing or following in time or in sequence.
Without an intervening interval or item;
also, involving items so occurring or so
arranged. Near in time or sequence. Synonym for adjacent. Webster 3d.
COUtiglIOUS aline. Mining claims which have
a side or end line in common. Lewis, p. 31.

cortignons limonite. Limonite in the gangue
around and adjoining a cavity or a group
of cavities formerly occupied by ironbearing sulfide.
continent. a. A large landmass rising more or
less abruptly above the deep ocean floor.

It includes marginal areas that are shallowly submerged. At present continents
constitute about one-third of the earth's
Supp. b. A continuous exsurface.
tent or mass of land. One of the great divi-

'ions of land on the globe. Specifically, a
large body of land differing from an island
ar a peninsula in its size and in its struc-

also contaminate. Long.
contamination engineer. One who inspects oil
line systems, and analyses oil samples ex-

ture, which is that of a large basin bor-

tracted from piping, tanks, and pumping
units to ascertain and cerrect conditions
causing oil contamination, and to facili-

including .a terrestrial continent and the

tate flow of oil through system; makes

continental plateau

dered by mountain chains. Webster 3d. c.
A large segment of the earth's outer shell

adjacent continental shelf. Webster 3d.

continental alluvium. Alluvium produced by
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continents were at one time a single land
Mac Cracken.

continental geosyncline. A geosyncline filled
Supp.
with nonmarine sediments.
continental glacier. A glacier or ice sheet cov-

ering a large portion of a continent, as
the ice cap of Greenland: specifically, the
ice cap which covered the northern third

of the globe at the height of the glacial
epoch. Standard, 1964.

continental gland-type capping. A wire rope
capping method in which a rope-clamping
device is used instead of a capping. The
end of the rope is turned back upon itself
over a suitably radiused and grooved block.

and the short end of the rope is clamped
on to the main rope above the block. Sinclair, V, p. 28.
continental island. a. An island that is near
and geologic&Ily related to a continent. as
Great Britain. Webster 3d. b. A continental
island is merely a detached remnant of the

near which it lies and from
which it is separated in almost all incontinent

stances, by shallow water. The boundary
between deep and shallow water is the
100-fathom (600-foot) line, and nearly
all continental islands rest upon submarinc
platforms which are less than 100 fathoms
(600 feet) deep and run into the submerged continental shelf. A.G.1.
continental margin. The zone separating the
emergent continents from the deep sea
bottom. It generally consists of the continental shelf, the continental slope, and
Supp.
the continental rise.

continental ocean. That part of the deep
ocean overlying a layer of sial, as contrasted with true ocean floored by sima.
Supp.
continental plate. Thick crust underlying a
continent. A.G.1. Supp.
continental plateau. A broad protuberance of
the surface of the lithosphere, coinciding
approximately with a continent but includ-

ing also the continental shelf. Synonym

for cont:nental platform. Contrasted ssith
ocean basin. Webste, 3d; Fay.

continental platform. The rilatformlike mass
of a continent that stands above the surrounding oceanic basins. Synonym for con-

tinental shelf. A.G.1. Supp.
continental process. In copper smelting, the

reduction of copper ores in a shaft furnace, after roasting, if necessary. Also
called Swedish process; German process.
Fay; Hess.

continental rise. The submarine surface be-

yond the base of the continental slope,
generally having a gradient of less than

I to 1.000. occurring at depths from 4,500
to 17,000 fee. and leading down to abyssal plains. A.G.1. Supp.
continental rock. A rock unit deposited on
land as opposed to one deposited in sea

water which would be a marine rock. It
may be eolian, fluvial, lacustrine. palus-

trine. or volcanic. A.G.1.
continental sediment. A sediment deposi:-0

upon a continent (in the nonmarine environment). It may be of aqueous origin
(river, lake, or swamp) or of terrestrial
origin, (desert or glacial). Stokes and

Varner. 1955.
continental shelf. a. The gently sloping tread

around a continent, extending from the
low-water line to the depth of approximately 100 fathoms, at which depth there
is a marked increase of slope toward the
great depths. Shhieferdecker. b. The gently

sloping. shallowly submerged marginal zone
of the continents extending from the shore

to an abrupt increase in bottom inclination. The greatest average depth is less
than 60 feet, and the width ranges from

very narrow to more than 200 miles.

A.G.1. Supp. c. A component of the continental terrace. Bureau of Miner Staff.
continental slope. a. The declivity from the
offshore border of the continental shelf at
depths of approximately 100 fathoms (600

to oceanic depths. It is characterized by a marked increase in gradient.
A.G.1. b. Continuously sloping portion of
the continental margin with gradient of
more than 1 to 40, Inning at the outer
feet)

edge of the continenta shelf and bounded
on the outside by a rather abrupt decrease
in slope where the continental rise begins

at depths ranging from about 4,500 to
10.000 feet. Formerly considered to extend

to the abyssal plains. A.G.1. supp. c. A
of the continental terrace.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
continental talus. See insular talus. ll&G.
component

continental terrace. The zone around the con-

tinents, extending from low water line to
the base of the continental slope. 1181G.

continuity. a. The manner of joining floors
to beams, and of beams to beams and to
columns, so that they bend together when
loaded and thereby strengthen each other.

This objective is readily achieved with
welded steel or reinforced concrete but
is more difficult with othcr materials.
Ham. b. The concept that where there is
no change of state, seawater is incompres-

sible and the liquid matter is neither created nor destroyed. If there is any vertical
contraction in a volume of fluid therefore,
there must be a horizontal expansion, so
that the original voluume is maintained.
This is accomplished by motion resulting
in changes of the shape of the original
parcel of' water, fly.
continuous azimuth method. A method of
traversing by wh*ch the azimuth of the

continuous mining
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continental platform

survey lines is obtained from the instrument. BS. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

continuous beam. A beam covering several
spans in one straight line, constructed so
that a given load on one span will produce
on the others an effect which can be calculated. Such continuity is both safe and
economical where the supports are not
likely to settle. ilam.
continuous-bucket elevator. This type eleva-

by rupture. G.S.A. Memoir 6, 1938, p. 33.
continuous drier. A drier in which the ware
moves through the drying cycle in an uninterrupted flow pattern in contrast to a
batch drier. ASCG, 1963.
continuous driving. In this operation the same

personnel do the drilling, blasting, and
mucking while working continuously round

after round. They can in this wayexcept

for the time for ventilationbe at work

tor has the buckets so shaped and attached

during the whole shift. Continuous driv-

to the chain or belt that the back of each
serves as a discharge chute for the one
immediately succeeding it. They are so
close together as to be nearly in contact,

low and the mucking or the drilling and
blasting do not need more than a part of

so that but little spill occurs between them.
By locating the discharge spout some distance down from the top, this elevator will

ing is used when the advance per round is
the shift. Langefors, p. 206.

continuous elevator bucket. A bucket having
sides projecting beyond the front and

which when spaced continuously with

handle material that has a tendency to
pack in the buckets and requires time tt,
leave them so that it is not easily discharged centrifugally. This type elevator

other buckets forms a chute for the material discharged by the following bucket
ls they pass over the elevator head wheel.

should be loaded directly into the buckets

are

by means of a loading "leg" or chute

which fits closely around the buckets on
the uprun. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. C.
p. 34. See also bucket elevator: continuous
elevator bucket.

continuous-bucket excavator. An excavator

consisting of a series of buckets attached to

continuous chain, guided by two or
ladders. The buckets are drawn
against the bank face, taking a cut of
a

more

117h front, medium front and low front
-rms used to designate continuous

buckets having a relatively small or large

included angle between the front and back.
ASA MI14.1-1958.
continuous extraction. Extraction (leaching)

of solids by liquid which cycles continuously countercurrent to the material it is
depleting of the aought value (for example. gold in cyanide process), the pregnant liquid at a certain stage being
stripped of value and returned as barren

constant depth. while simultaneously the
machine moves slowly along the ground

solution. Pryor, 3.
continuous filament. See fiber. ASTM C162-

on a bench above or below the bank; often
used in opencast mining in soft deposits.

continuous filters. See Oliver filter; American

Nelson.

continuous casting. A casting technique in

which an ingot. billet, tube, or other
shape is continuously solidified while it
is being poured, so that its length is not
determined by mold dimensions. ASM
Gloss.

continuous chamber kiln. See transverse arch
kiln. Dodd.
continuous charge. A charge of explosive that

occupies the entire drill hole except for

the space at the top required for stemming.
Fay.
continuous clarifier. See continuous thickener.
Nelson.

continuous coal cutter. A coal mining machine of the type that cuts the face of the
coal without being withdrawn from the

66.

disk filter.

continuous-flight auger. A drill rod with continuous helical fluting. which acts as a
screw conveyor to remove cuttings produced by an auger drill head. Also called
auger. Long.
continuous furnace. A furnace in which the
charge enters at one end, moves through
continuously, and is discharged at the
other. Many methods are used for moving

the charge; they vary according to the
weight, shape, and nature of the stock
being treated. C.T.D.

continuous gradinrg. A particle-size distribu-

tion in whiLli all intermediate size frac-

tions arc present, as opposed to gap grad-

ing. Taylor.

nique whereby. the cuttings-removal agent
countercirculated through an inside
flush-coupled-type drill string to deliver

continuous kiln. a. A kiln which is loaded
and fired continuously, (that is, tunnel
kiln). Bureau of Miner Staff. b. A kiln in
which the waste heat from the hot brick
chambers is used to heat the wares in
other compartments still to be burned.

continuous-countercurrent decantation (CCD)

and delivers continuously below; a running
kiln ; a draw kiln. Fay.

cut. Fay.

continuous coring. A borehole-dnliing techis

both the cuttings and core produced to
a tray or container at the surface. Long.

Fay. c. A lime kiln that is fed from above

proms. A thickening process in which the
ore flows in one direction through the line
of thickeners, and the wash water flows
in the opposite direction. The spigot prod-

continuous mill. A rolling mill consisting of
a number of stands of synchronized rolls
(in tandem) in which metal undergoes

if it has been washed sufficiently; if not, it
is sent to a filter. Newton, p. 420.
continuous cutters. Coal cutting machines
such as the shortwall cutter, longwall cutter, and overcutting machines. They are

continuous miner. A mining machine de-

uct from the last thickerer is discarded

known as continuous cutters because a con-

tinuous cut can be made the full width
of the face without stopping these ma-

chines, while machines of the intermittent
variety must be frequently reset. Kiser, 1,
p. 2.
continuous deformation. Deformation accom-

plished by flowage of rocks rather than

successive reductions as it passes through

the various stands. ASM Gloss.

signed to reniove coal from the face and

to load thlt coal into cars or conveyors

without the nse of cutting machines, drills,
or explosives. Jones. ..See also Colmol
miner; Crawley-Wilcox continuous miner;

Goodman miner; Joy miner; Marietta
miner.

continuous mining. a. Mining in which the
continuous mining machine cuts or rips
coal from the face and loads it onto con-

veyors or into shuttle cars in a continuous
op2ration. Thus, the drilling and shooting

continuous mixer

contour, topographic
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return rope alongside. Nelson.

optiations are eliminated, along with the
necessity for working several headings in

contimous implies. Taking a sample from

order to have available a heading in which
loading can be in progress at all times.

regular intervals whenever the coal or

Woodruff, v. 3, p. 35. b. Methods of coal
mining using ploughs or similar machines,
have become known, broadly, as continu-

ous mining. The longwall machine and
conveyor are in th- same track which is

situated between the last row of props and
the face. The conveyor is moved forward
progressively as the coal is cut and loaded
by the machine. There are no separate or

cyclic operations as in conventional machine mining and the aim is to makc each
shift a continuation of the previous shift.
Where the conditions are favorable, faces
up to 250 yards in length may be so

each unit so that increments are taken at

coke is handled at the point of sampling.
BS 1017, 1960,Pt. I.
continuous sintering. Presintering, or sintering. in such manner that the objects are
advanced through the furnace at a fixed
rate by manual or mechonkal means.
Synonymous with stoking. ASTM B243-65.
continuous smelter. Any smelter which is fed

constantly and which discharges frit in a
continuous stream. The passage of the
material through the smelter is generally
effected by gravitational flow. Enam. Diet.
continuous spectrum. a. The band of all the

contour gradient. A line marked on the

Anderson, p. 354. b. The spectrum of a
wave, the components of which are con-

sites. A.G.I.

continuous phase. In an alloy or portion of
an alloy containing more than onc phase,
the phase that forms the background or
matrix in which the other phase or phases
are present as isolated units. ASM Gloss.
continuous precipitation. Precipitation from
a supersattrated solid solution accompanied by a grad,ial change of lattice param-

eter of the matrix with aging time. It is

characteristic of the alloys which produce
unit/0n precipitate throughout the grains.
See also discontinuous precipitation. ASM
Gloss.

continuous process of distillation. A petro
leum distillation process in which the
crude oil

flows

slowly by

gravitation

through a series of stills or retorts each
placed slightly lower than the preceding
one. Each still has a carefully maintained
temperature, and yields, therefore, continuously a product of given volatility.
Fay.

continuous profiling. A seismic method of
shooting in which seismometer stations are

placed uniformly along the length of a

linc and shot from holes Ai spaced along
the line so that each hole records seismicray paths identical geometrically with
those from immediately adjacent holes, so
that events may be carried continuously by

equal-time comparisons. A.G.l.
continuous rating. An electrical machine, or
other piece of apparatus, is said to be
continuously rated when it gives it. rated
output continuously without exceeding a
certain specified temperature rise or suffer-

ing any ill effects. Compare intermittent
rating. C.T.D.

continuous reaction series. That branch of

gent bending; wiper forming. ASM Gloss.

Found surface at a given constant slope.
If am.

frequency

coalmen& There are two general methods
in use: (1) the direct method, when the

continuous stream. A stream that does not
have interruptions along its course. It may
be perennial, intermittent, or ephemeral.
but it does not habitually have wet and

actual points of equal level are located on
the ground and surveyed, and (2) the indirect method, when the levels of the cor-

tinuously distributed over a
region. H&C.

dry stretches,

continuous stream conveyor. See en masse
conveyor. ASA MI14.1-1958.

continuous tank furnace. A glass furnace in
which the level of glass re rains constant
because the feeding of hatch continuously
replaces

the

glass

withdrawn. ASTM

CI62-66.
continuous thkkener: continuo= daillier. A
large cylindrical tank with a conical base.

Rakes rotate on a shaft and move the settled sludge towards the central discharge

to be drained or pumped away. Nelson.
continuous velocity log. A seismic log made
by instruments which record the velocity
of sound or of seismic waves continuously
over small intervals as the logging device
traverses a borehole and emtis sound which

traverses the walls of the hole. A.G.l.
continuo= vertical retort. A type of gas retort, built of silica or siliceous refractories.
Coal is charged into the top of the retort.

is extracted from the bottom, and
town gas is drawn off, the whole opera-

coke

ners of a grid system are obtained and

the contour lin-s interpolated. The control
being the nature and the steepness of the
arra to be contoured. Mason, V. 2, p. 730.
contour interval. a. The difference in elevavation between two adjacent contour lines.

A.G.!. b. The vertical distance between
the elevations represented by adjacent
contour lines on a map. Webster 3d.

coefour line, a. line on a map representing
a contour. A.G.I. b. Contour line and contour are synonoymous according to present

usage. A.G.1. c. A line connecting points
of equal elevation above or below a datum

plane such as sea level. It may be topographic or structural. A.G.l. d. Topographic
maps have contour lines and ate very useful

in showing the relief of a particular area.
Bureau of Mines Staff. e. A line on a mar
connecting points of equal thickness of
sedimentary units. Synonym for isopach
line. A.G.1. f. The recording of quantified
properties of sediments by contour lines
has been advocated. A.G.l.

contour melanin. Machining of irregular

tion being continuous. Continuous vertical
retorts are also used in the zinc industry,
in which case they are built of silicon carbide refractories. Compare horizontal retort. a. Dodd.
continuous weld. A weld extending continuously from one end of a joint to the other;
where the joint is essentially circular, completely around the joint. Contrast with intermittent weld. ASM Gloss.

contour map. a. A map showing the configuration of a surface by means of contour
lines drawn at regular intervals of elevation, as one for every 20 feet. A crowding
of the contour lines indicates steepness.

where strata arc folded or crumpled on a
large scale. If on a small scale, the strata

or structural, or th'ckness, or facies differences in the area mapped. A.G.I.
contour milling. Milling of irregular surfaces.
See also tracer milling. ASM Gloss.

contorted. Bent or twisted together; used
are corrugated. Fay.

contortion. The folding and bending to which

Bowen's reaction series comprising the
plagioclase group, in which reaction of
early-formed crystals with later liquids
takes place continuously, that is, without
abrupt phase changes. A.G.l.
continuous recording. In geoph!sics, the proc-

contour. a. The outline of an object. A.G.1.
Supp. b. A line connecting points of equal
value on a map or diagram, most commonly points of equal elevation on a map.

observations over selected eniods of time.
A.G.I.
enntkmous ropeway. An aerial ropeway which
operates on the same principle as the endless rope haulage. The loaded buckets are
hauled by an endless rope in one direction
and the empty buckets travel back on the

with the surface. Rice. d. An imaginary
line on the surface of the ground, every
point of which is at the same altitude.
Fay. e. A line or a surface at all points
of which a certain quantity. otherwise
variable, has thc same value (as lines of

ess of making uninterruptrd records of

gram prepared by the contouring of a
point diagram. Its purpose is to obtain
easier visualization of the results of the

other, produced by all incandescent solids.

blue, and violet, merging one into the

stream. IIam.

draw or to plot a contour. Webster 3d. h.
The profile or cross-sectional outline of a
bit face Long.
contour diagram. A type of petrotabric dia-

petrofabric study. A.G.!.
costae forming. See stench forming; tan-

worked. See also cyclic mining. Nehon.

continuous permafrost rose. A regional zone
predominantly underlain by permafrost.
There is no permafrost at widely scattered

formity to a contour. To provide (at a
map) with contours (contour lines). To

rainbow colors, red, orange, yellow, green,

COldhltIOUS mixer. A concrete mixer into
which the water, cement, and aggregate
are fed without stopping, and from which
the mixed concrete pours in a continuous

equal elevation on the ground or isothermal surfaces in a heat-conducting solid).
Synonym for contour line. Webster 3d. f.
Topographic maps have contours and are
very useful in showing the relief of a
particular area. Bureau of Mines Staff. g.
As a verb, to construct (as a road) in con-

rock strata have been subjected. Fay.

supp. c. A line drawn through

points of equal elevation on any surface.
It is the intersection of a horizontal plane

surfaces, such as those generated in tracer

turning, tracer boring, and tracer milling.
ASM Gloss.

Webster 3d; Fay. b. A map showing by
contours (er contour lines) topographic,

contour plan. A plan drawn to a suitable

scale showing surface contours or calculated contours of coal seams to be developed. These plans are important during the
planning stage of a project. Nelson.

(Mom race. A watercourse following the
contour of the country. Fay.

coatour, structnral. An imaginary line of
equal elevation on a selected stratigraphic
horizon, called the structural datum.
A.G.l.

coatovr, topographic. An imagi^try line on
the ground. all points of which are at the
same elevation above (or below) a specified datum surface. A.G.1.

contraband
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control, automatic volume

apalrabeed. In coal mining, a term meaning

the original area. C.T.D.
contraction joist. The designed break in a
structure to allow for the drying and tem-

Schieferdecker.
comint-rotolimy azIol fas. A modification of
the axial-flow fan. It consists of two impellers with aemfoil shaped blades which

cigars, cigarettes, pipes and other con-

tnvances for smoking, matches, and mechanical lighters. In Crest Britain, at
safety lamp mines, it is an offence to take
contraband below ground or to have contraband in one's possession below ground.

Workmen are searched periodically before
they enter the cage or spake at the beginning of the shift. Nelson.
costracilsel valley. A valley, the longitudinal

slope of which is counter to the dip of
the underlying strata. Bureau of Mints

Staff.
comInact. a. A bargain or agreement voluntarily made upon good consideration, between two or more persons capable of contracting to do, or forbearing to do, some

lawful act. Hoots p. 359. b. In mining.
applies to an agreement between operator

and workman to pay the latter so much
for excavating drift or stone.

Mfoot
ae men are known as contract miners

and are usually &Mei workmen. They

work harder than men on wages due to thr
incenth-e of higher earnings. Weed, 1922.
c. Agreement between contractor and em-

png company to construct, erect, install

and operate specified works under agreed
conditions. A cost-plus contract is one in

which the contractor undertakes a com-

prehensive activity, part of which he may
subcontract (or let out). A unit contract is
one in which company awards a restricted
part of job to the contractor. Pryor, 3
contract driller. See contract miner. a.
D.O.T. I.

contract drilling. Drilling work done fo- a

company or person by a person or company

furmshing the drilling equipment and labor for a specified cost, which is based
on the amount and type of work. Compare
companyaccount. Long.
contract drnma-machine operator. See contract miner, a. D.O.T. 1.
contract weir. A notch set in a dam narrower
than the width of a channel along which

water is flowing, and which is used to
measure the rate of flow. Such a weir has

end contractions. 11am.

contractios. a. The action or process of becoming smaller, shorter, or pressed together. For example, the contraction of a
gas on cooling. A decrease of size. The
quality or state of being contracted. Webster 3d. b. Shrinking. In changing from a
vitreous to a crystalline character, rocks
shrink. Contraction may account fot subsidtnce in certain areas. The whole globe
of the earth is believed by many to have

shrunk by cooling, an example of con-

traction. Fay.
contraction covities. The bulk of the contraction that accompanies the solidification
of metals is concentrated in the feeder
heads and risen, from which molten metal
flows to compensate for contraction in the
casting of ingot proper. When, however,

the supply of molten metal fails at cer-

tain points, contraction cavities are formed.
C.T.D.
contraction hypothesis. The theory that compression causing folding and thrusting is a

result of the shrinking of the earth. The

crust must decrease in size to accommodate
itself to the shrinking interior of the

earth. A.G.I.
rontractios in area. The difference between
the original cross-sectional area of a tenale test piece and the area at the point of
fracture. Usually stated as a percentage of

perature shrinkage of concrete, brickwork,
or similar material, thereby preventing the
formation of harmful cracks Ilam.
coatractim vein. A vein formed by the filling
of a fissure coined by contraction resulting

from the drying or cooling of the surrounding rock. Fey.

costract loader. In bituminous coal mining,
one who is paid a certain rate per ton or

car of coal mined, and employs one or
more loaders whom he pays out of his

earnings. D.O.T. 1.
coatract MIL See contract miner. a. D.O.T.I.

cootract raserger. An experienced man employed by the contractor responsible for
carrying out a building or civil engineering contract. Ham.
contract O&M a. In anthracite and bituminous coal mining, one who Aserates electric or compressed-air machines to drill
holes into the working face of coal or rock

for blasting, and shovels coal into cars

after blasting. A contract miner is usually
engaged in production work, that is, the
mining of coal only. and is paid on a tonnage basis. In anthracite regions. he is

rotate in opposite directions. The drive

is by means of a singk motor through differential gears, or two separate motor', one
for each impeller. They are placed in the

airstream and act as streamlined hubs.
These fans are available for auxiliary
ventilation in mines. See also axial-60w

auxiliary fan. Nelson.
contrast. A ratio expressing the geochemical

relief, computed as the ratio either of
maximum value to threshold, of maximum
to background, or of threshold to background values. Hawkes.

coutrasicd dilterandation. Introduced by
Nockolds who recognizes that, although
progressive fractionation is an important
mechanism of magmatic diffenntiation,

there is evidence that differentiation in
intercrustal magma basins yields two con-

trasted magmas. acidic and basic; hence
contrasted differentiation. He points out
that varying degrees of reaction between
these contraned magmas may produce intermediate rock types which resemble in
every way the intermediate types normally

paid the wage rate of a consideration miner

regarded as a result of progressive frae-

or sive that prevent his earning an amount

Contravec. Trade name; a system for the

when encountering obstructions of rock

in excess of a fixed or specified rate per
day. Also called contract drilltr; contract
drilling-machine operator; contract man:
contractor. D.O.T. I. b. In metal mining.
one who drills, blasts, and loads ore or
rock into cars in a mine. Is usually engaged in production work, that is, the
mining of ore only, and is paid on a contract basis (so much per ton, cubic yard.
or can of ore produced. D.O.T.!.
contractor. a. The person who signs a con-

tract to do certain specified work at a
certain rate of payment. In mining, the

contractor is an eorperie,med miner or a
hard-heading man. lie employs other men
and the work may proceed on a three-shirt
basis. Nelson. b. S. Aft. Mine worker under
taking special tasks on a contractual basis.
such as shaft sinking, development blasting.
etc. Beerman.

tionation.

blowing in of air at the exit end of s tunnel kila to counteract the normal convection currents. Dodd.

contribirlory neglipeace. In mining, means
that the law imposes upon every person

the duty of using ordinary care for his
own protection against injury. It is not

.nonymous with assumption of risk.
Ricketts, I.
control. a. Something that affords a standard
of comparison or a means of % erification.
such as a control experiment. Webster 3d.
b. A system of relatively precise field
measurements (as a traverse or a triangulation system) with which local sec-

ondary surveys may be tied in to insure
their essential accuracy. Webster 3d. c.
Any of the factors determining the nature
of geologic formations at a given place.
Webster 3d. d. In geology, the background

and the quantity of data which are re-

counsel ratios. The ration of the reflectance
of a coating over black backing to its reflectance over a backing of reflectance of
0.80 (80 percent). ASTM C286-65.

sponsible for the interpretation placed on a
map or a cross section. A.G.I. r. As a verb,

formed on the basis of an agreement be-

verify by comparison or by research. Webster 3d. f. An attempt to guide a borehole
to follow a predetermined course through

contrad wort. Work which is outside the
scope of the mine price list and is per-

tween a miner and the mine manager.
The agreement may be only verbal and

renewable weekly or monthly. Payment is
made according to performance. In developtnent work the contract rate is usually per
yard advance. There may be bonus pay-

ments for good work or for extra performance. See also piecework Nelson.

embalmet . A change in the direction of

bending of a structural member. It is the

point at which there is tem bending

moment. Ram.
contragnmiation. Stream aggradation caused
by an obstruction. Synonym for dam gradation. A.G.I.
contralode. a. Counterlode. Hest. b. See cross
course. Fay.

to check, to test, or to verify by counter
or parallel evidence or experiments. To

the use of wedges or by manipulation of
the drill string. Long. g. A mechanism by
which the speed or rate of an operation
may be regulated. Long. h. Points on the
ground, accurately fixed in position horizontally or vertically (or both), which are
used as accurate starting and closing
points for traverses. planetable surveys,
terrestrial or aerial photographic surveys, etc. A system of control points is
usually established by triangulation or
traverses, and by leveling. Seelye, 2. i.
That part of a conduit where the water
level gives a good indication of the rate
of flow. See also Venturi flume. Ham.

control assay. An arsay made by an umpire

coetrapooni shoreline. A shoreline on which,

to determine the basis on which a pur-

from benemh a loose marine cover; the result is a rejuvenation of the coastal forms.

control, automatic Totems. A device incorporated in seismic instruments to control

in the course of time the surface of the
resistant undennass has been resurrected

chaser shall pay the seller for ore. See also
umpire, b. Fay.

control chart
the amplitude of responses before their
recording, including the rapid recovery of
levels after an onset of
l the increase of sensitivity witehre
al:rmse
nt
decay of amplitudes received with time.
(salmi chart. Graph showing, horizontally,
the operating norm and also the upper anel

lower limits within which deviations must
be held. Should these exceed the permitted

variance, special tteps must be taken to
locate and correct the upsetting factor or
factors. Preor, 3.

COMM hider. The ratio between the minimum compressive strength and the average compressive strength. Taylor.

metre' heat A large gate valve designed to
provide a dear opening for the passage of

drilling tools into a borehole and to act
as a head or cap on the casing at the
collar of the borehole. Long.

entre' joists. Provision for the dimensional
change of different parts of a structure

due to shrinkage, expansion. temperature
variation or other causes, so as to avoid
the development of high stresses. See also
expansion pint. b. Taylor.
controlled etemosphere. An atmosphere circulated through, or contained in. a muffle
furnace or other heating unit, the oxygen
content of which is regulated or adjusted
to a level low enough to prevent oxidation
of liamonds during the sintering stage of

producing a diamond bit by a powder

metal process. Long.

costrolled along. A mining method utilizing

the advantages of longwalls but at the
same time without filling. In this method,
the working room in front of the working
face is protected by close lines of props
and cribs, which are portable and easily
talum to pieces. As the face pmceeth the
cribs are shifted as well as the props with

the face. leaving the mined-out room to
cas-e. This method is also called mining
with self-filling. Stotts, v. 1, p. 315.
controlled cooing. Cooling from an elevated
temperature in a predetermined manner
to avoid hardening, cracking, or internal
damage, or to produce a desired microstructure. This cooling usually iollows a
hot-forming operation. ASM Gloss.
controlled footage. The specified maximum
number of feet of borehole a single diamond- or other-type bit may be allowed
to drill in a specific-type rock, as predetermined by the drill foreman. Long.
controlled gravity COTIneyef. See controlled
velocity roller conveyor ASA MI14.1-1958.
controlled mosaic. A mosaic fitted to a con-

trol plot by rephotographing the component vertical photographs to compensate
for scale variations resulting from tilt and
for variations in flight altitude. A.G.I.
controlled-pressure cycle. A forming cycle
during which the hydraulic pressure in the
forming cavity is controlled by an adjust-

able cam that

is

coordinated with the

punch travel. ASM Gloss,

cootrolled powwow pawpaws. A process for by-

passing the ingot phase in iron and steelmaking. En eyclopaeflia Britannica. Britonnice Book of the Year, 1965. p. 457.

controlled production. Production of oil by
the manipulation of gas pressures so as to

produce a maximum quantity of oil and

a minimum of gas. Porter.
controlled rectifier. A rectifier in which means

for controlling the current flow thmugh
the rectifying devices is provided. Coal
Age, I.
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controlled spilling. When airways are arranged in paralkl and a prescribed quan-

thy of air is made to flow through each
branch. Ifermee, P. 131.

cretrolled 'left lest. A test in which the load

is so applied that a controlled rate of

strain results. ASCE P1826.

controlkd stress PAL A test in which the

stress to which a specimen is subjected is
applied at a controlled rate. ASCE P1826.
centrolled fitermeneciear reaction. See thermonuclear reaction. L&L.

controlled velocity rear renew. A roller
conveyor having mears to control the ve-

locity of the objects being conveyed. Stt
also roller conveyor. ASA MI14.1-1958.

centroller. Arty mechanical or electrical de-

vice which is part of or added to a machine or device for automatic regulation
or control. Bureau of Mimes Star.
costeallag rale. That at which the key mamachine in a series arranged for continuous ore processing is set to work. The control function may be for quantity passing
per time, ratio of sire reduction from feed
to discharge, or for a necessary physical
or chemical change of state of solid or
liquid phase of the process Pryor, 3.

contrail.' system. In flotation, that pottion

of an automatic feedback control system
which compares functions of a controlled
variable and a command and adjusts a
manipulated varitzb k. as a function of
the difference. It includes the reference

input elements, summing point, forward
and final controlling elements, and feedback ekments. Fnerstenau, pp. 542-543.

mufti mom One who maintains depth and
composition of ctyolite bath in aluminum
reduction pots within limits favorable to
efficient aluminum production. D.O.T. 1.

ailment meamial. Definition of function,
development of methods, statistical factfinding. correction of variations. Pryor, 3.
control on fracture. In quarrying, control on
fracture is based on the experimental determination of the type and the grade of
explosive, the loading ratio, and the pattern of boreholes. Streefkerk, p. 64.
cootrol pipe. A pipe of sufficient diameter
and length to contain a core barrel. The
umer end of the pipe is equipped with a
rM-stuffing box and relief valve, and the
lower end is coupled to the exposed side

of a control-head gate valve. Used to
enable a driller to remove core barrel from

borehole when a high-pressure flow of

water is encountered in drilling. Long.
cameral poled. Accurately located station (as
regards latitude. longitude and elevation)
to which survey can be tied. Essential in
air survey connection to ground. Pryor, 3.
costroll prodocticm. Design, loading and
regulating flaw, improving productivity.

conventional machine mining
went governed by the control system, in

order to apply a change or cortection.
NCB.

meant eke; clarcking slam testing sin. A
single size chosen to test the accuracy of

a sizing operation; may be the same as
the designated sire. .B.S. 3552, 1962.

entre' system. A system comrsed of a number of elements of any kin to control any
operation or equipment. NCB
nano' unit. A section which handles information transfers and arithmetic. Pryor, 3,
p. 31,

cestrol rave. A valve for controlling constant
flow in a pipeline irrespective of pressure;

also modifications of sudi a valve for dividing flows, or introducing other flows to
make up a given quantity of fluid. Nam.
ONIVIKtille. a. The transfer of heat by means

of thy upward motion of the particles of
a liquid or a gas which is heated from
beneath. Shell Oil Co. b. The circulatory
motion that occurs in a fluid at a nonuniform temperature owing to the variation of its density and the action of gravity.

The transfer of heat by this automatic
circulation of a fluid. Webiter 3d. c. A

process of mass movenx-nt of pc lions of

any fluid medium (liquid or gas) in a

gravitational field as a consequence of
different temperatum in the medium and
hence different densities. The process thus

moves both the medium and the heat.

and the trrm convection is used to sienifs
either or both. A.G.1. d. The flow of electricity by the motion of charged particles
of air passing off currents from a pointed
electrical conductor. Crispin.
comectional rain. Rain caused by convection
in the atmosphere. When surface layers of
the latter are heated, air laden with mois-

ture will rise in a convection current. In
rising, the air is cooled down to drwpoint

temperature when its water vapor will
condense to form a cloud. A convection
current may be so strong that a cloud will
be very high, when the proportion of

water will become so great that heavy
rain results. Thundery rain in a temperate
region is typical of convectional rain. Ham.
convection curtest. a. A stream of fluid pro-

pelled by thermal convection. Thermally
produced vertical air flaw. Webster 3d. b.

A transfer of material due to differences in
density, generally brought about by heating. Characteristic of t' e atmosphere and
of bodies of water. Dr g along the base of
the crust by convection currents generated

within the interior of the earth has been

suggested to be a cause of orogeny. A.G.I.

c. A closed circulation of material sometimes developed during convection. Con-

control rod. A rod, plate, or tube containing
a strong neutron-absorbing material (haf-

vection currents normally develop in pairs;
each air is called a convection cell. Leet.
I checkerworit. See pigeonhole
checkerwork. Bureau of Miner Staff.
coevenional coring. a. Cutting and recover-

power of a nuclear reactor. A control rod
absorbs neutrons, preventing them from

Long. b. As used by individuals associated

Pryor, 3.

nium, boron. etc.). Used to control the

causing further fissions. See also regulating

rod: safety rod; shim rod (which are types
of control rods). L&L.
control samples. In any continuous process,
samples taken often enough (whether by
liana or mechanically) so that the operation process may be guided by the samples and weights of the materials in-

volved. Newton, Joseph. Introduction to

Metallurgy, 1938, p 476,
control signal. A signal passed to the equip-

ing core by generally accepted methods
and standard diamond-drilling equipment.

with petroleum well-dnlling operations, to

cut and recover core using any type of
annular-shape cutting head other than a
diamond bit See also calyx, c. Long.
couvestimal machine nvhdog. A system of
mining established for many years in
Pritish coal mines. The longwall face is
undercut, blasted and loaded by hand on
to a face conveyor. The conveyor is then

moved forward ready for the next day,
the packs are built and the back props
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conveyor, belt-type
the coal particles in a pulp by means of
oil so that they are retained on a suitable
screening surface and thereby separated
from unflocculated material and the bulk
of the water. BS. 3552, 1962.
owes. Curving like the surface of a sphere.

emarestioual nimbi. The cycle of operations

conversioa coatis& A coating consisting of a
compound of the surface metal, produced
by chemical or electtochemical treatments
of the meral. ASM Gloss.
coinenke factor. A number facilitativsg statement of units of one system in corresponding values in another system. Pryor, 3.
cooversiou ratio. The ratio of the number of
atoms of fissionable fuel generated to the
number of atoms of fissionable fuel consumed in a conveyor reactor L&L.
consertal process. A German process whkh
cleans the coal and also reduces t1!e

the shot holes. charOng and shooting the

oil is added to a coal elurry containing SO

stilling tool support. Also hoWTI as cyclic
mining. Woodruff, v. 3, pp. 34-35.
cosnedional mud. A drilling fluid containing

coal particles become coated with oil and
hence ttsistant to water, whereas the shale
particles remain uncoated and easily
wetted. 8y high-speed centrifugine the

conventional milling
withdrawn. Such faces still produce about

60 pescent of the total output and

is

known as conventional machine mining.

It has the disadvantage that there art
limits to production because it is cyclic
mining, that is, it involves separate operations as enumerated above. Set also continuouse mining. Nelson.

connotional milling. Milling in which the

cutter moves in the direction opposite to

the feed at the point of contact. ASM

Gloss.

which includes tutting the coal, drilling

holes, loading the broken coal, and in-

essentially clay and water. Brandy, 1.

cooventionsl strain. See strain. ASM Gloss.
cooventiomal stress. See stress ASM Gloss.

convergence. a. Applied to the diminishing
interval

between

geologic horizons.

In

some instances, this is due to an uncon-

formable relationship and in other instances to variable rates of deposition.
See also isnpach. A.G.1. b. The line of
demarcation between turbid river water
and clear lake water, which denotes a
downstream movement of water on the
lake bottom and an upstream movement of

water at the surface. A.G.1. c. In refraction phenomena, the decreasing of the
dinance between orthoeonals in the dirrction of wave travel. ibis denotes an area
of increasing wave belittle and energy con-

centration. A.GJ. d. in paleontology, resemblance which cannot be attributed to a

direct relationship or to genetic affinity.

See also convergent evolution.
e.
In oceanography, an area or zone in which

the water sinks slowly downward from

the ocean surface. Schieferdecker. f. When
a coal seam is extracted on a longwall face.

the roof lowers and the floor lifts causing
a convergence of roof and floor, with consequent loss of height. Convergence is an

important factor in thin seam mining.
Nelson.

coovergence map. Ste isochnte map.
convergence recorder. An appliance for meas-

uring changes in vertical height usually

at the coalface. It consists of a telescopic
strut set between roof and floor and carrying a pen which records the movement on
a clockwork-driven chart. See also romom-

eter. Nelson.
convergent evolution. a. The process in which

phylogenetic stocks that are not closely
related produce forms that are similar in
appearance. Such forms are not as closely

related genetically as they appear to be.
Synonym for adaptive convergence.

b. The evolution toward a common adaptation when it occurs in forms which independently have developed similar adaptations and are fat removed from each other
in the scale of relationship.

canniest light. Light tending to one point
or focus. Fey.

converse lock joist. A joint, for wrought
pipe, that is made up with a cast-iron
hub. Fay.

convenion. A short conduit for uniting two
others having different hydraulic elements;

a erudition. Seelye,l.
couversion

burners.

Fuel-burning

devices

(usually oil or gas) intended for installa-

tion in a wide variety of boilers or furnaces. Strock, 10.

ture content to about 10 percent. Heavy

to 60 petcent of water. On mixing, the

coal/oil mixture is retained in the centrifuge while the shale particles pass out
with the water. The pmcess is not as efficient as froth flotation. Nelson.

Crispin.
convex Mew. Cabochon cutting. Shipley.

corms Mkt weld. A Cllet weld having a
convex face. ASM Gloss.

neves Iodise bedding. Crossbedding with
convex (upward) foresets. Prtetijohn.
coney. To impart ; to communicate; to transport. Crispin.
eseveyer. One who or that which conveys,
transports, transmits, imparts, or transfers,
or specifically; any mechanical contrivance

for conveying material in the working of

mills, elevators, etc., such as endless chains,

etc. Standard, 1964. See conveyor.

conveybg. Itydninik. Use of flowing water
or slow settling fluids based on water
mixed with suitable heavy minerals to
convey rock, coal, etc., in pipes. Pryor, 3.

convener. a. An apparatus for transforming
the quality or quantity of electrical enenry;
a term formerly applied to the transformer,
but now restricted to a machine utilizing
mechanical rotation. Standard, 1^64. b.
A furnace in which air is blown through a
bath of molten metal or matte, oxidizing
the impurities and maintaining the tem-

conveykag. pneumatic. Use of compressed air

used in converting copper matte. Fay. c. A
heat exchanger for transferfing heat horn

shaker, which, in conveyor mining, moves

perature through the heat produced by
the oxidation reaction. ASM Gloss. Also

steam to water. Strock, 10.

converter air. See primary air, a. Newton, p.
259.

convener foreman. A foreman who supervises
workers engaged in converting copper

matte to blister copper; and directs ac-

tivities concerned with charging convener,
blowing charge, pouring of slag and copper, casting of blister copper, and removal
of castings. D.O.T. Sapp.

couverter plant. A plant that takes up an
insoluble element from the soil, builds it
into its living structure, and at death returns it to the soil in soluble form. Thwker.

convener reactor. A nuclear reactor that
produces some fissionablz fuel, but less
than it connimes. In some usages. a re-

actor that produces a fissionable material
different from the fuel burned, regardless
of the ratio. The process is known as con-

to move fairly fine aggregates laterally

and/or vertically, as with small coal. cement, etc. Pryor, 3.
conveyor. a.. A mechanical contrivance gen-

erally electrically driven, which extends

from a receiving point to a discharge point
and conveys, transports, or transfers mate-

rial bciwcrn those points. ASA C4211:
195C. b. The apparatus, belt, chain, or

coal from the rooms and entries to

a

discharge point or to the surface. "Mother
conveyon" are the conveyors which receive

the coal from several unit conveyors in

rooms or entries. B.C.1. Set also armored
flexible conveyor; gate conveyor; shaker
conveyor, a; trunk conveyor. c. Included
are skip hoists and vertical reciprocating
conveyors; typical exceptions arc thor
devices known as industrial trucks, tractors, and trailers, tiering machines (trucktype), cranes, hoists, monorails, power
and hand shovels, power scoops, bucket
draglines. platform elevators designed to
carry passengers or the elevator operator,
and highway or rail vehicles. ASA MH4.11958.

conveyor air4ock. A ventilation stopping or
separation door through which a conveyor
has to run. It consists of at least two well-

built partitions, each with some form of

version in both usages. See also breeder re-

air-lock designed to pass the belt and yet

actor. L&L.
cannier skimmer. In ore dressing, smelting,
and refining, one who makes blister copper (high-grade crude copper) by oxidizing
iron and sulfur impurities in copper matte,
using a converter. D.O.T. Sapp.
comwerlimg. a. The
of removing impurities from mortrersmetal or metallic

conveyor be/t. A belt used to carry materials
and transmit the power required to move

compounds by blowing air through the
liquid. The impurities are changed either
to gaseous compounds, which are removed

to reduce to a minimum the leakage of
air and the raising of dust. An air-lock
chute is sometimes used. Nelson.

the load being conveyed. See also cord
conveyor belt; interwoven conveyor belt;
rubber conveyer belt; solid woven conveyor belt; steel band belt; steel cable conveyor belt; stitched canvas conveyor belt;
wire mesh conveyor belt. ASA M114.1-1958.

by volatization, or to liquids which are

conveyor belt frktion. See friction, a. ASA

removed as slags. E.C.T., a. 8, p. 937. b.
The process was applied to the metallurgy
of copper by Pierre Manhes. Air is blown
through molten copper matte in the presence of free silica. The iron is oxidized to
Fe0 which forms a slag with the silica; the
sulfur is oxidized and goes off as SOr.
Liddell 2d, p.493.

percent or more of that of the belt. Nelson.
conveyor betimes. See conveyor man.

to coal suitable for steelmaki.4 purposes

convt7or belt sag. See sag, d. ASA MH4.1-

converting coal. Mid. A local name given
at Sheffield. Fay.

Concerto! process. A process for flocculating

MR4.1-1958.
enweyor bell Joint The joining of two ends
of a belt conveyor to make a continuous
band without gaps or exposed ends. The
vulcanized joint is the best type and some
authorities give its strength as about 80

D.O.T.!.
1958.

cooveyor, belttype. A conveyor consisting of
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convolute ',alum convolute lamination;

between time and temperature during the
cooling of a material. ASM Gloss.
cooling-down period. a. The time elapsing
after a covered pot is opened before the

conveyor chain
an endless belt used to transport material
from one place to another. ASA C42.85:
1956.

conveyor chain. A chain used in the convey-

ing medium of conveyors. ASA MI14.1
1958.

coaveyor, chile-type. A conveyor using a
driven endless chain or chains, equipped

with flights which operate in a trough and
move material along the trough. ASA
C42.85: 1956.
couveyor creep. The downward slippage of
a conveyor on an inclined face. With powered supports, this movement is liable to

cause ram damage. Anchor stations are
necessary to arrest conveyor creep. See
also stell prop. Nelson.

conveyor dryer. An appliance in which the
coal or ore is moved through a chamber

containing hot gases on a perforated
plate or a heavy mesh, stainless-steel continuous belt. Nelson.
conveyor elevabw. A conveyor which follows

a path part of which is substantially horizontal or on a slope less than the angle of
slide of the material and part of which is
substantially vertical or on a slope steeper
than the angle of slide. ASA MH4.1-1958.
conveyor face. A longwall face on which the
coal is loaded direct onto a face conveyor.
The coal may be loaded by hand or mechanically. The face conveyor delivers its

load of coal into tubs or cars or onto a
gate conveyor. Nelson.

conveyor-feeder operator. Ste mill feeder.

D.O.T. Witt
. a. conveyor that at its extremity has a digging head that moves

cooveyor

with the conveyor and works its way under
the coal, which, by the unequal shaking of

the conveyor, is carried back to the car.
Also called shaking-conveyor loader. Zern.

b. One who loads on a conveyor. Zern.
See also loader.
conveyor man. a. One who sets up and tends
chain, belt, or shaker (reciprocating) conveyors to transpc7t coal or metal ore about

a tipple at surface or from working face
in mine. Also called beltman; loadingboom operator. D.O.T. 1. b. In the quarry
industry, one who tends an endless conveyor belt used to transport rock from the
crusher to storage bins. Also called conveyor beltman. D.O.T. 1.
conveyor-operator tripper. See tripper man.
D.O.T. Supp.

conveyor, Au*er-type. A conveyor designed
to transport material

along a line of

troughs by means of a reciprocating or

shaking motion. ASA C42.85:I956.
conveyor sidfter; flitter; pon shifter. A member of a team responsible for advancing the
face conveyor as the coal is worked away.
In many modern layouts, the armored conveyor is pushed forward by hydraulic rams.
Nels on.

couveyor speed. See speed, b. ASA MH4.11958.

couveyor track The path, parallel to the

face, occupied by a longwall conveyor. The
track is advanced everey turnover. Nelson.

coaveyor-tripper operator. See tripper man.

D.O.T. stop.

conveyor-type feeder. Any conveyor, such as
apron, belt, chain, flight, pan, oscillating,

screw, or vils.-ating, adapted for feeder

service. ASA MH4.1-1958.
conveyor, vilwating-type. A conveyor consist-

ing of a movable bed mounted at an angle
to the horizontal, which vibrates in such

a way that the material advances. ASA

C42.85:1956.

curly beadily; 41 bedding. Wavy or contorted laminations that die out both upward and downward within a given sedimentation unit. Peuijohn.

convolute current-ripple lamination. Deformed current-ripple cross-lamination.
Peuijohn.
coevolute lamination. See convolute bedding.
Pettijohn.
convolutional balk; roll up structure. A COrn .
paratively small, concentric ball formed in
association with convolute bedding. Fetajohn.
railway. Eng. A wooden brake formerly applied to one of the wheels of a coal wagon.
NIUt-

couvublon. A sudden and violent disturbance

of the order of the rocks; a terrestrial
catastrophe; cataclysm. Standard, 1964.

Cooke ekstrktor. A short column hydraulic
elutriator for sub-sieve sizes designed by
S. R. B. Cooke. Dodd.

mistake. An aluminosilicate of lithium with
the formula, 4(LiA14(Si,A1).0). (OH )4,
with about 3 percent silicon. Hey 2d, 1955.

cooked. a. Any medium, such as air, water,

gas, oil, mud, etc., used as a circulation

medium in drilling operation. Long. b. A
liquid used to dissipate the heat generated
by a cutting tool. Coolants most frequently
used are soda water, lard oil, kerosine, and
turpentine, or combinations of these. Crispin. c. In metal cutting, the preferred term
is cutting fluid. ASM Gloss. d. The liquid
used to cool the work during grinding and
to prevent it from rusting. It also lubricates, washes away chips and grits, and

aids in obtaining a finer finish. ACSG,
1963. e. Any fluid that is circulated

through a nuclear reactor to remove heat.
Common coolants are water, air, carbon
dioxide, and liquid sodium. Larl..
coolant fluid. Synonym for coolant. Long.
cookr. When used in the Portland Cement
industry, the term refers to the ancillary
unit of a cement kiln into which hot

clinker is discharged to ccol before it is
conveyed to the grinding isiant. nodd.
cooler arch. An opening of truncated-cone

cool enough to work. ASTM
C162-66. b. The period between fining
stage and the removal of the glass from

glass is

the furnace. ASTM C162-66.
cooling floor. A floor upon which hot ore is
placed for the purpose of cooling. Fay.
cooling load. The total amount of heat to be

removed from a space to maintain desired designed conditions. For mines in

operation, it is possible to meaesure thc
actual amount of heat generated in underground openings by observing temperature

changes in a known weight flow rate of
mine air. For projected mines and extensions of operating mines, the amount of
heat produced must be calculated, knowing
which of the sources of underground heat
is operative. Hartman, p. 346.

coolies power. The rate at which air will
remove heat from a body and may be

measured dry or wet. The cooliag power
of air, as determined by the kata thermometer, is one of the basic environmental
standards. Hartman, p. 302.
cooling-power thermometer. See katathermometer. Nelson.
cooling rate. See setting rate. ASTM C162-66.
cooling stresses. Residual stresses resulting

from nonuniform distribution of temperature during cooling. ASM Gloss.
cooling striae. Whorls of parallel lines seen
in most glass imitations of gems. Shipley.
cooling system of a rectifier. The cooling system of a rectifier is the equipment, that
is, parts and their interconnections, used

for cooling a rectifier. It includes all or
some of the following: rectifier water
jacket, cooling coils or fins, heat exchanger,
blower, water pump, expansion tank, in-

cooling tower. A device in which hot water
from a steam condenser or refrigerating

plant, is pumped to the top of a tower

and cooled by allowing it to flow downward in thin streams from one container
to another. Hess.

shape in tuyere breast of furnace. Thc

cooling zone. That part of the continuous
furnace in which the ware is allowed to

blown by a fan, through a nest of pipes,

cool lime. In multiple-impulse and seam
welding, the time interval between suc-

tuyere cooler is placed in it. Fay.
cookta. Coolers in which atraospheric air is

into a tower or chamber in which it comes

into intimate contact with fine particles
of water from atomizing nozzles. By the
evaporation of some of this water the air
rapidly becomes saturated at the wet-bulb
temperature, the remaining water running
off at the same temperature. This water is

collected and pumped back through the
nest of pipes, thereby cooling the air before it enters the spray chamber. The entering

air then has a lower dry-bulb

cool after firing. ASTM C286-65.

cessive heat times. ASM Gloss.
cookie. Absence of heat. Spalding.

coom. a. Scot. Wooden centering for an
arch; hence, the roof of a mine or roadway is said to be coomed when it is archshaped. Fay. b. Scot. Soot; the dust of
coal. Fay. c. See calm. Arkell.
coombe coal. Term used among British miners

for crushed coal or coal slack. Also used
in Nottinghamshire as a name of a bright

coal seam situated on the top of Hard
seam. Tomkeieff, 1954.

temperature than the atmosphere and,
since its moisture content ;s unaltered, the
wet-bufb is lower also. Spalding, p. 268.

Coombs' criterion. An empirical statistical
criterion for stopping extraction of factors

cooling. Applied to minerals which, like saltgive a sense of cooling when touched
the tongue. Hess.
cter,
agent. A chemical added to an excoo
plosive during manufacture to suppress or
inhibit the flame produced in blasting. B.S.
3618, 1964, see. 6.
cooling arch. A furnace for the anneahng of
glassware, which is placed in the furnace
and remains stationary throughout the
annealing. Compare lehr. Dodd.
cooling curve. A curve showing the relation

fluorite and sphalerite in alternate lightand dark-colored layers; occurs in the

g67

.z

sulating pipes, etc. C'oa1 Age. 1.

in factor analysis. Applicable only to analyses in which the table of correlations contains only positive or zero values. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
coontail ore. Banded ore consisting mainly of

Cave-in-Rock district of southern Illinois.
Supp.
Cooper-Hewitt lamp. An efficient lamp usu-

ally operated on 110-volt direct-cuirent

circuits. It consists of a glass tube, several
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eooperite
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orthot hoessbie and .901111t Irk. In Itaundm
unease!,
MU remise of the Bushveld,

Repubhc of South Africa. Not to be confused w'th cooperite of Adam, 1869, nor
with the trade name for an alloy of nickel,
sircoMum, tungsten, etc. English. b. Syn-

onym for trutrrnolite. 1hy 2d, 1955
Cooper's nom An anastomosing meshwork of
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Copedle. Trade name

a Canadian milli.

lye. Dodd.

ag ballank An oleoresin hems varsous

of t tOpit al America.
Used in many graining pastes. Ewen Diet.
uminous

trees

by miners, making four or three periods
to the day of 24 hours; a shift. See also

cupals are Philippine, Manila, and ponti.snali. The principal from, or hard, copals
are Congo and kauri. Yellow to red; semitransparent; brittle lumps; conehoidal
fracture; and vitreous luster. In general,

core, 1. Fay.

point on a line, in space, or on a given
plane or other surface; for example, latitude and longitade ate coordinates of a

point on the earth's surface. Webster 3d.
c. One of the linear or angular quantities
(usually two-dimensional) which designate
the position which a point occupies in a
given reference plane or system. A.G.I. d.

Graphic or Cartesian are two measure-

ments plotted at right angles. One, the Yaxis is vertical (the ordinate). The other is
horizontal (the X-axis or abscissa). They

are used to locate a point in a plane.
A series of such points, plotted with one or
both of the measured quantities changing is
a graph. Geometrical coordinates are used

in surveying to locate a point with reference to a north-south ordinate and eastwest abscissa. Pryor, 3.

coordinate bond. A convalent bond, typical
of coordination complexes, that is held to
consist of a pair of electrons donated by

only one of the two atoms it joins. Also
called dative bond; semipolar bond. Webster 3d.

coordinate valence. A special form of covalent

bond, in which the shared electrons are
contributed by one atom, for example, hydrogen ion H30±. Pryor, 3.

coordination complex. A compound or an
ion that contains a central, usually metallic atom or ion combined by coordinate
bonds with a definite number of surrounding ions, groups, or molecules, that
retains its identity, more or less, even in
solution, and that may be nonionic, cationic, or anionic. Webster 3d.
coordination number. a. The number of attachments being usually four or six to the
central atom in a coordination complex.
Webster 3d. b. A number used in classify-

ing various arrangements in space of constituent groups of crystals, the number being
a function of thc relative sizes and polarization properties of oppositely charged
ions forming the solid crystal lattice. Webster 3d. c. The number of atoms, ions,
groups, or molecules that can be directly
attached to a central atom. It refers commonly to the number of oxygen atoms that
can surround a central cation. A.G.I.
coordinator, geophysical. An interpreter who
coordinates geophysical data with geolog-

ical data in order to assemble more ac-

cooling auselsosis *dwelt is soar mato

301146/4 'Jed* It b A
hoeheast coal us the pees maws Named

copal. A dass of natural mains, both recent

coordinate. a. Any one of a set of variables
or parameters used in specifying the state
of a substance (as temperature, pressure,
or entropy) or the motion of a particle
(as position, velocity, or momentum).
Webster 3d. b. Any one of a set of numbers used in specifying the location of a

ow

deemed 111318 41011

minute curved and branching lines pro-

duced in rock by shearing under pressure.
G.S.A. Memoir 30. 1952, p. 31.
coor. Eng. A period of 6 or 8 hours' work

or emanate dal* ol wattled thmeastewe

ano loud The principal recent, or soft,

the copals have higher acid numbers than

the dammar resins. The soft copal, are
partly soluble in alcohol, chloroform, and
turpentine. The hard copals are nearly insoluble in the usual solvents but, on strong
heating, the resins lose 10 to 25 ;percent

of their weight and become- soluble in
turpentine and linseed oil. Found in the

East Indies, the Philippines, Australia, and
Africa. CCD 6d. 1961.
copallne. Same as copalite. Fay.
copalite. An oxygenated hydrocarbon resent-

bling copal, from the blue clay of High-

gate, near London, England. Fay.
Copaux-Kawecki fluoride process. A process
for converting beryl to beryllium oxide.
In this process, beryl containing 10 to 12
percent Be0 is crushed, ground in a wet
ball mill to minus 200 mesh, and filtered.
It is then mixed in batches with soda ash,

sodium silicofluoride, and sodium ferric
fluoride and made into briquets. The
dried, sintered, cooled,
are
crushed, and ground in a wet pebble mill
briquets

to which hot water is added, and the
slurry is pumped to a tank for leaching.
More watcr is added and the mixture is
agitated, leached, and allowed to settle.
The liquid, containing soluble sodium

beryllium fluoride, is decanted to separate
it from the solids, which contain aluminum
and iron oxides and silica. Causlic soda is
added to the heated solution to precipitate beryllium hydroxide, which is filtered
and calcined to convert it into beryllia.
BuMines Bull, 630, 1965, pp. 103-104.

cope. a. Derb. To contract to mine lead ore
by the dish, load, or other measure. Fay.

b. An exchange of working places

be-

tween miners. Also spelled coup. Zern. c.
Derb. A duty or royalty paid to the lord
or owner of a mine. Fay. d. Eng. A
superficial deposit covering or coating the
substrata. A cold, stiff, and wet clay.

Aiken, e. The upper or topmost section
of a flask, mold, or pattern. ASM Gloss.

copel, An alloy containing 55 percent copper

and 45 percent nickel, used for thermocouples. Newton, Joseph. Introduction to
Metallurgy, 1938, pp. 183, 349.

Copenhagen water, See normal water. Hy.

coper. Derb. One who contracts to mine

lead ore at a fixed rate; a miner. Fay.
coper, hand. In the stonework industry, one
who cuts large, irregular, rough-sawed

slabs of marble into two or more pieces and
shapes them to approximate specified dimarble coper.
Also called
mensions.
D.O.T. 1.
coper, machine, In the stonework industry,
one who cuts large marble slabs into blocks

beg of moo., Ake r ailed roper ~elbows

DOT /
IINPAIONA Offvflief. .frs roper. maelstrom
D0rr

cep& Gypsum, generally weathered Pay

uspinplite. A basic, feriae sulfate, perhaps.
2i-44145O*11MP Ala° called raw", coca,peras mire Fey,
mita& a. The tip or cover of a wall usually
made sloping to shed water b. In marble
works, the process ol trimming the edges
of slabs of stone. See also coping machine.

Fey. c. In quaming, the process a cutting
one slab into two without regard to the
d. Cutfinish of the edges. AIME, p.
ting or slotting stone with a thin abrasive

ASM Glatt. e. The material or
units used to form a cap or finish on top
of a wall, pier, or pilaster to protect the
masonry below from the penetration oi
wheel.

water horn above. ACSG. 1. Shaping stone

or other hard nonmetallic material by use
of a grinding wheel. ACSG. 1963.
coping and sawing foreman In the conework

industry, a foreman who supervises the
cutting of large blocks and slabs of stone
into smaller blocks and slabs preparatory
to milling and finishing the stone for

building or monumental purposes. D.O.T. 1.
coping machine. A machine, consisting of a

gearing and a carborundum wheel for
cutting and trimming marble slabs, as for
baseboards, tile, etc. Fay.

coping machine cutter. See coper, machine

D.O.T. 1.
coping machine man. Set coper, machine
D.O.T. 1.

coping machine operator. See coper, machine

D.O.T. 1.
coping out. The cutting away of the sand
face in the drag half of the mold to bring
it to the proper parting line. For any depression thus made, there is a corresponding projection of sand from the face of
the cope. Crispin.

coping saw operator. See coper, machine
D.O.T. 1.
coping tile. Special tile used for the top course
of a soaking pit. Bureau of Mines Staff.
coplaning. a. The process of moving the head

of a theodolite laterally until its vertical
axis lies in the produced vertical plane
common to two plumblines. Also called
alinement. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.

1.

b.

Slang for coplaning is "jiggling in". Bureau of Mines Staff.
coppaelite. A porphyritic volcanic rock composed of phenocrysts of augite in a holocrystalline groundmass of pyroxene, melilite, phlogopite, minor perovskite, and
minor apatite; from Coppaeli di Sotto,
Umbria, Italy. Holmes, 1928.
coppel. The same as cupel. Standard, 1964.
copper. A reddish metallic element in group
I of the periodic system. Symbol, Cu; valences, 1 and 2; atomic number, 29; atomic
weight, 63,54; specific electrical resistivity,
1.682 microhms per cubic centimeter (at

20° C). Copper and native copper crystallize in the isometric system. Native
copper frequently occurs in dendritic
clusters or in sheets or in plates filling
narrow cracks or fissures. Malleable; ductile; high electrical and thermal conductivity; good resistance to corrosion; spe-
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copper asdowastikr

9h4. p I-107

producers are United States. Chile. Peru.
Canada, Africa, and the LI 3S R CCD
1961.

copper acetaangaNe; amrle acettgarsoullen
copper acetate imetporsmate; Paris groom
An emerald-green powder ; ( (:si() )..Asyl

Cu(C111201),:. soluble in acids; and insoluble in water and in alcohol. C(D 61.
1961. Molecular weight. 1.013.77. t'sed
in pigments. Bennett 24, 1962; Handbook

of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed . 1964.
p. B-171.

copper amalgam. See amalgam. Heil.
copper arsonlie; cuprk angelic; copper orthoarseadte; Scheele's green. CuHA.O. ?)
molecular weight, 187.47; yellowish-green
powder; insoluble in water; and poisonous. Used as a pigment. Bennett 2d. 1962;
Ilindbook of Chemistry and Physics. 45th
ed.. 1964. p. B-171.
copperas. Hydrated iron sulfate ; FeSO4.7H10 ;

color. green; Molts' hardness 2; specific

gravity 1.9. Copper sulfate (blue) ; fer-

rous sulfate (green to yellow), and zinc
sulfate are sometimes incorrectly called

copperas. Pryor, 3.
copperasine. A sulfate of iron and copper resulting from the docomposition of copper
pyrites. Standard. 1964.

copperas stone. Synonym for pyrite, from
which copperas is often made. Fay.

copperas, white. See goslarite. C.M.D.

copper barilla. Bol. Native copper in granular form mixed with sand. See also coro-

coro; barilla. Fay.
copper bath. A solution of copper salt, as the

sulfate, used in electroplating. Standard,
1964.

copper-bearing steel. A steel which is highly
resistant to corrosion. It contains up to
0.6 percent copper. Nelson.
copper bit. A soldering iron. Hess.

copper bottoms. A metallic product of very
indefinite composition, made (usually) in
reverberatory furnaces by smelting rich
cupriferous substances without sufficient
sulfur to quite satisfy the copper present.
Fay.

copper brazing. Brazing with copper as the
filler metal. ASM Gloss.
copper calcine. Copper-bearing sulfide ore
which has been crushed, ground, and mechanically concentrated with or without
a part separation of pyrite from the copper sulfides by flotation. The concentrates
are then roasted. Hess.

copper carbonate; basic copper carbonate;
azurite; blue carbonate of copper; azure

copper; chessylite. 2CuCO3.Cu(OH),; molecular weight, 344.65; blue; monoclinic;
specific gravity, 3.88; Mohs' hardness, 3.5

to 4; and insoluble in water. Used as a

source of copper; a pigment; and in jewelry.
B. !meat 2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry
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hygroscopic . and
specific gravity. i 054 Used in refining
copper. gold, and silver. in recovering

yellow powder.

mercury from its ores bv the will process.
and in deetropl.sting copper on aluminum.
/9d

"Mchloride dthrksbn cup* chloride diak. Green; deliquescent; orthorhombic: (uC1,.2111,(). and specific gravity, .! 10
Used in refining copper. gold, and silver:
in recovering mercury from its ores by
the wet process; and in electroplating copper on aluminum. CCD 64. 1961.

copper compress operator. A laborer who
compresses copper scrap into bales for
use in charging refining furnaces, by operming a hydraulic ram. D.O.T. I.
copper concentrate. The product of any one

Of a number of forms of concentration
processes. Rirketts.l.

copper dipper. A metal dipper used in the
sampling of pickling solution'. ACSB. 3.
copper direct-firing procem. An ingenious
metallurgical process developed by the
of Mines for recovering
copper from low-grade complex ores. Lean
U.S. Bureau

ores--usually 95 percent or more quart-

sandstone, or limonite
rock-are crushed and mixed with a small
quantity of salt and coke. When the mixture is held at the reaction temperature
zite, limestone,

of 830' C for half an hour, the oxides

or sulfides reduce to metal that migrates
or segregates in the form of thin films or
flakes. These are later recovered by conventional flotation procedures. Bureau of
Mines Stall.

copper emerald. Dioptase. Shipley.
copper enamel. An enamel designed for application to prepared copper surfaces.
Enam. Dict.
copper flower. Any one of several indicator
plants that serve as guides when prospect-

ing for copper ores. See also Ocimum

homblei; Acrocephalus robertii; Gypsophila

patrini; California poppy. Hawkes, 2, p.
312.

copper fluoride dihydrate; cupric flaoride dihydrate. Blue; monoclinic; CuFs.2H20;
slightly soluble

in water; and soluble in

acids. Used in ceramics and enamels. CCD

6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physic., 45th ed., 1964, p. B-172.

copper iulminate.

Cu ( ONC)s; molecular

weight, 147.61. Used as a detonator in

coal mines. Bennett 2d, 1962.
copper glance. See chalcocite. Fay.
copperheads. Copper-colored spots, generally
in first coat on iron, and not easily covered
with second coat. Copperheads are spots of

excessive oxidation with red iron oxide

producing the color. Bryant.
copper ingots. Notched bars of commercial
copper used for casting purposes. The
notches are left for convenience in breaking up the bars. Mersereau, 4th, p. 505.
copperization. Impregnation with copper, or
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rcupper deposits (sone of usidiaeil en
alleialawfals.

ric hn.ent )

include

asurite.

copper metal, cuprite. and

c hrysocolla.

nose of the underlying tone

malachite

( that Ili

secondary sulfide enrichment ) include
bornite. chalcocite, chalcopyrite. covellite
The zone of primary sulfides (relatisely
low in grade) includes the t:naltered minerals bornite and chalcopyrite. Striking
advances in percolation-leac hing techniques now make it practicable to extract
copper from extremely low-grade deposits
more-or-less in situ, values of less than
pound per ton being reported as economic
1

in some of the disseminated ores (the so-

called porphyry.. Pryor. 3.

copper monoxide. See copper oxide. CCD

6d. 1961.
copper, native. Like those of gold and silver.
crystals of copper are of the cubic system.
but well-shaped cubes are quite exceptional, and even compiex crystals are rare.

The metal usually has the form of thin

plates filling narrow crevices in igneous
rocks, slate, or sandstone; these are often
dendritic. Mossy apregates are also com-

mon. particularly in the upper parts of
veins of copper ore. Native copper is usually dull and tarnished. It is seldom in

sufficient quantity to be worked. C.M.D.
copper nickel. See niccolite. Fay.

copper nitride. Dark green powder; CusN;

molzcular weight, 204.63; specific gravity.

5.84 (at 25° C. referred to water at 4°

C); decomposes at 300° C; decomposes in
cold water and in acids. Bennett 2d, 1962;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-173.
copper oleate; cupric oink. A brown powder
or greenish-blue mass; Cu(CisHsiOs)s; soluble in ether; and insoluble in water. Used
as an ore-flotation agent. CCD 6d, 1961.
copper ore. Rock carrying copper mineral or
minerals. Weed, 1922. See also chalcopyrite, atacamite; azurite; torbernite, linarite; malachite; tetrahedrite.
copper-ore germ. A mixture of various copper
minerals, such as green malachite, green
or blue chrysocolla, blue azurite, and red
cuprite. Schaller.
copper ore, plush. See cuprite.
copper ore, ruby. See cuprite.
copper oxide; cupric oxide; copper monoxide;
tenorite; melaconite; black copper oxide;
paramelaconite. CuO; meJecular weight,
79.54; black; monoclinic; specific gravity,
6.40; and insoluble in water. Bennett 2d,
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in plumbing and in the industries Crispin

1941; Handbook of Cheamtry and
Phytirt, 45th .4 , 1964. p 1-171. Sometimes used in the production of copper.

prevent Cuo and Nunn in the oxidised
Lone. Ir has a conchoidal fracture, and

acid on copper oxide in large quantities,
with evaporation and erystallieation. Crit-

rid,

orpech. A jet black to brownish pitchmaterial carrying from 12 12 to 84 22

Mut, poisonous crystals
ruby glass. Ls*
obtained by the action of dilute sulfuric

where- it occurs in large enowth pieces may
resemble obsidian or anthracite coal. It apparently may he A mixture of the hydrous

come soak; cupric Midst armlike; III-

oxidcs of copper and iron. oxide and car-

bonate of copper, oxide and silicate of

clipper. or more or less hydrated oxides of
copper and manganese. All the ...:arirties
r have more or less chalcedony mixed
wi th them. Item
copper pitch ore. A jet-black to brown mixture of several hydrous oxides (of copper,
iron, and manganese), often with silicates
and carbonates, in a more or less colloidal
state. The mixture imbraces chiefly the
minerals tenorite, chrysocolla, limonite,
malachite and a manganete oxide. Amorphous. English.
copper plates. Aust.; Pac. Sheets laid down
in fro'', of a stamp mill cleaned and
amalgamated with quicksilver, so that
when Lhe crushed ore and water flow over
:hem. the gold is arrested and amalgamate d. von Bernewitz.

copper powder. A bronzing powder made by

saturating nitrous acid with copper, and
precipitating the latter by the addition of
iron. The precipitate is then thoroughly

washed. Fay.
copper precipitate. More or less impure copper

which hat been precipitated from copperbearing solutions; it may contain iron and
arsenic ; cement copper. Comm.

copper-precipitation drum operator. In ore
dressing, smelting, and refining, one who

precipitates copper from mine water by
tumbling mine water and shredded tin
cans in a revolving drum. D.O.T. Supp.

copper pyrite. Chalcopyrite. Pryor, 3.
copper rain. Minute globules thrown up from
thc surface of molten copper, when it contains but little suboxide. Fay.
copper ruby glass. See ruby glass. Dodd.
copper segregation process. This process was
discovered in 1923 during experimental

work in which oxide copper ores were

being treated with coal to reduce the copper to the metallic state before leaching
with an ammoniacal ammonium carbonate
solution. The process involves heating the
oxidized ore with a reducing agent and a
halide salt at about 700 degrees C to

pin.

dhro

copper. a. Cu3; molecular weight.

9$ 60: black hexagonal or monoclinic;
specific gravity. 4.6; and Mohs' hardness.

1.5 to 2. Bennett 24. 1962; ilandbooll of
(:Itomittry and Phystcr, 45th ed.. 1964. p.
B-173, b. A sourer of copper. Bureau of

Miner Staff.

copper Mamie. CuTiO,. Sometimes added in

quantities up to 2 percent to BaTiO, to

increase the fired density. Dodd.
copper oraalle. See uranite; torbenite. Fay.
copper vitriol. See chalcanthite. Fay.
copper zanthate; copper ethylsaathogenate.

Cu (C.$11,0%),; molecular weight. 305.94;

yellow precipitate; insoluble in water and
in carbon disulfide; slightly soluble in
ethyl alcohol; and soluble in ammonium
hydroxide. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-174.

coppite. a. A niobium-containing mineral

used as raw material in the production of

ferroniobium. Osborne. b. A variety of
tetrahedrite. Hey 2d, 1955.
copraloy. A special alloy steel containing cop-

per as one of its elements. Mersereau, 4th,

p. 469.

coprecipitation. a. The process of precipitating together. Webster 3d. b. The carrying
down by a precipitate of substances that
are normally soluble under the conditions
of precipitation. A.G.I.

coprolite. a. The fossilized excrement of fishes,
reptiles, and mammals. Coprolites are

composed largely of calcium phosphate.
Holmes, 1928. b. The fossilized undigestible residue that has been eaten and passed
through the alimentary canal of some animal. A.G.I. c. Petrified excrement. A.G.I.
d. Synonym for fecal pellet ; castings. A.G.I.

c. Workmen's name, adopted from geologists, for phosphatic nodules worked for
fertilizer. Arkell.

copropel. Dark-brown or gray coprogenic
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:4, 1917, pp 401 .407
a. Aa a noun, an autechthonous
of
limertone fOnsleflnif
move or lew entire shells in situ Pottogoke.
14. /al?, p 402 Is A !disliked coqu4na.4 (; I r .A. an adjective. referring to

coquina, which is a depooit of shells or
ahell fragments. A G I.
eiwridoeit bimetaiwo. Linwstone consulting of,
and built mainly by. wdentury organisms
( for example, shell beds, crinoid beds, etc.)
and not swelling into moundlike or Imola*
forms. Synonym for biostrornal limestone.
The bedded charact..1 distinguishes it from
the moundlike or lenslike bioherm. See
also biost rJrne. Compare hioherm, The
fossils in

coquinoid limestones are pre-

dominantly unbroken. A.G.1.

conk**. a. An alteration product of uraainite
partly changed to gummite. Standard.
1'964. b. Synonym for uraninite. Crosby.

p, 53.
coral. a. A bottom-dwelling marine coelenterate, either solitary or, more commonly,
growing in large colonies of countless individuals. Bureau of Mines Staff. b. The
solid secretion and external skeleton of
coral polyps that is composed of calcium
carbonate, as calcite or aragonite, The
polyps have formed large fringing and offshore coral reefs, such as the Great Barrier
Reef of Australia, for example, and structurelcss, resistant masses of limestone.
Corals have been important rock builders
during all geologic times since the early
Ordovician period. Bureau of Mines Staff.
c. The calcareous skeleton of a coral or of
a group of corals. A.G.I. Supp.
coral agate. Any agate resembling fossilized
coral. More specifically, agatized or silicified coral, in which white coral skeletons
appear against flesh-red background. A
variety of beekite. Shipley.

coral cap. A thick section of reef coral overlying materials of noncoral origin. A.G.I.
coral, colonial. A coral in which the individ-

uals are attached together as a uait, and

do not exist as separate animals. A.G.I.
coral, comp.iund. The skeleton of a colonial
coral. A.G.I.
coral formation. A formation, generally de-

veloped on cave walls, nodular in form
with a rough or granular surface resembling coral. Synonym for cave coral. A.G.I.

coralgal. Refers to carbonate sediment de-

ooze, containing chitinous exoskeletons of

benthonic arthropods in addition to re-

rived from corals and algae. A.G.I. Sup's.
coral head. A massive mushroom or pillar-

worked organic matter. A.G.I.
copt. Eng. Irregular smooth surface of a vein
side, with rounded knobs, Yorkshire lead

Coraillan. Synonym for Lusitanian. A.G.I.
Supp.
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prt,pertws differing from thaw of the Our.
rminding Lost ASTM C16.7-66
Taledelbea. A plaot griyup, which I. now s* .
tin' I. includes the Comferales (pines and
firs) and 1he Cycadales (cycads). The
1:ofttallet were tall. slender trees which
often Attained heights of MO feet. For a
considerable height above the ground the
truok was devoid cif branches. The long.
straplikr leaves now form matted manes
among the Coed Measure fossil plants.

moats of cocas. Itic-ar the net. shy poiowle

curved. lamellar varsity of liver,
meal eto.
rolored cinnabar Ivan !dna, Alamos.
Sleadord. 1064

C4Inktit. Tede name for fused aluminum
oxide asseeatu el AiMei 5141

coral rag. Eng. The upper member DI th..
Middle ()Mite (Jurassic), so called because it consists, in part. of continuotri

beds of corals. (Of the most pout retaining
the position in which they grew and 00614

times forming masses IS feet thick. Fay
coral red. A ceramic color, One orm of coral
red consists of basic lead chromate; this
compound is unstable and the decorating
fire most t,e At a low temper:mire. Dodd

cora5 rad. a. A structure formed by reef.
building coral polyps, which precipitate
calcium carbonate from the sea water to
form their internal skrletons. A.G.I. b. A
mass of coral detritus which attains, or
nearly attains, the surface of the sea. 4.C.1.

c. A ridge or mound of coral Lmestone.

the top of which lies or, at the tim, of

its formation, lay near the sueface of the
ocean. It is composed primarily of cakium
carbonate secreted by marine organisms,
the most important of which are corals.
A.G.I. d. A complex of skeletal and shell
growths and accumulations. The framework is coral in place but a large part of
the reef may be the calcium-carbonate
debris of marine species other than coral.
Less than one-half of a reef may be composed of coral. The existence and the
growth of the reef depend on the success-

ful growth of corals constantly resisting
wave ex'osion.
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Nehon.

ford-belt conveyor. A rubber belt consisting
of spaced cotton duck cords embedded in
the rubber and protected at the top by a
breaker strip with thick rubber cover. The

bottom of the belt contains one or two
plies of heavy duct, to give transvene
strength. See also nylon belt. Nehon,

cord COSMO.' belt. A rubber conveyor belt
in which the carcass is composed of a

single ply, or multiple plies of cotton Of
synthetic cords acting as longitudinal tension-carrying members in combination with
plies of fabric to provide transverse strength
and to hold the cords togetlher. ASA PAH4.1-1958.

Corms detoonaat. Cordtex. Detonating fuse
used in blasting. Pryor, 3.

corded pahoeboe. A type of pahoehoe, the
surface of which is marked by a series of
small cordlike ridges, commonly alined par-
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.41 rontinoou fltmis so ramie
of mouations. Generally. a whole mouataia
province, tocludiag all the eithoeshame
mountain tanars and groups and the interior plateaus and basins. Specifically.
whew it is capitahsed as a proper name1

111114111110111. Sp.

the great mountainous region of western
North America. lying between the Great
Plains and the Pacik Ocean, and extendIna from central Mexico into Alaska, the
Cordillersn province, Fay. b. A group of
mountain ranges forming mountain system of great linear extent, often Consisting
of a number of MOre Of less parallel chains.

For eitample, the North American coedit.
!era includes all the mountains horn the

eastern face of the Rocky mountains to the
Pacific Ocean. Webster .74. c. A group of
mountain ranges includiwethe valleys,
Component
plains, rivers, lakes, etc.

ranges may have various trends but the
cordillera will have one general direction.
A mountain range, or a mountain system.
and, in some instances, the main mountain

axis of a continent. A.G.I.

Cordirie process. The refining of lead by conducting steam through it, while molten, to
oxidize certain metallic impurities. Fay.
cordite. An explosive compoune consisting of
cellulose nitrate and a restrainer, such as
vaseline, used chiefly as a propellant.
Standard, 1964.

cord of ore. About 7 tons, but measured by

wagonloads, and not by weight. The expression "cord" is a term used in some parts of

allel to the direction of flow. The cords

Colorado and applied only to low-grade
ore; the smelting ore is reckoned by the

like convolutions of the crust. The term

ton. Fay.
Cordtex. A detonating fuse suitable for opencast and quarry mining. It consists of an

are usually an inch or less in diameter and
may be superimposed on still larger roperopy lava is essentially synonymous. USGS
ituq. 994, 1953, p. 35.

coral-reef lagoon. A shallow body of water
forming the center of an atoll or separating a barrier reef from the shore. A.G.!.
coral-reef shoreline. A shoreline formed by
coral polyps building reefs upward from

minum, MiTiAls(AlSii0a), kund as an

explosive core of pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) contained within plastic
covering. It has an average velocity of
detonation of 6,500 meters per second
(21,350 feet). This is practically instanta-

morphic zones. Orthorhombic; color

by electric or a No. 6 plain detonator attached to its side with an adhesive tape.

influence which past subsidence of the sea

the United States it is found chiefly in
Connecticut and New Hampshire. Abo
found in Finland, Greenland, Malagasy

coral-reef coast. A coast Laving deposits of
coral and algae origin fringing the shore
and partly exposed at low tide. Shepard,
p. 76.

a submarine floor or outward from the
margins of any land area. Whatever the
bottom or elevation of the water surface

may have exerted upon the particular

forms assumed by coral reefs, does not
affect the fact that the present shorelines
of the reefs owe their existence to agencies

which operate independently of such
changes of level. A.G.1.

corder, Eng. The man who makes and repairs corves (small cars). Fay.

codlerite. A silicate of magnesium and aluaccessory mineral in granite, gmiss (cordierite gneiss), schists, and in contact metais

neous. Cordtex detonating fuse is initiated

different shades of blue; Mohs' hardness,
7 to VA; transparent to translucent; luster,
vitreous; specific gravity, 2.60 to 2.66. In

Nelson.
Cordtex relay. A new device to achieve short-

Republic, and Bavaria. Sometimes used as

delays, 15 and 20 milliseconds respectively.
Nelson.
corduroy. a. A ribbed and napped textile ma-

a gem. Also called iolite; diehroite; water
sapphire. Dana 17, p. 426.

cordierite-anthophyllIte rock. A pneumatolytie metamorphic rock consisting essen-

interval delay firing with Cordtex. A relay
is an aluminum tube with a delay device,
and is inserted in a line of Cordtex where
required. The relays are made with two

terial used for recovering coarse gold or
other heavy metal or mineral from a stream
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Nowetsolo put down hy a core
drtll
h A eagle hole cored with 4

slry sand core snored of delivering as
hole I loretiv from the pattern, In general.
the term is applied to atsv hole ir a coating

which is not bored or drilled in the shop,

oil,*

eon drsdng. Solution, moth as ethyl silicate,
used to form clear skin at surface of core
Pryor. t
eon drill. A .% mechanism designed to rotate and catoie an annular-shaped rocktoting hit to penetrate rock formations.
produce cylindrscal cores of the formations
penetrated, and lift such cores to the surface, where they may be collected and examined. See also adamantine drill: calyx
drill; diamond drill; rotary drill; shot drill.
Long. b. The act or process of producing a
cylindrical core of rock, using a core-drilling machine and equipment. Long. c. A

drilling machine equipped with a hollow
bit (core bit ) and a core barrel which by

rotation cuts out and recovers a rock core
sample. A C.I.Supp. d. A drill that removes
a cylindrical core from the drill hole. Compare diamond drill; short drill. Webster 3d.

core driller. Ste diamond driller. D.O.T. 1.
con-drill fittings. All pieces of equipment

used in drilling a borehole for the purpose

of collecting cores of the rock formation

penetrated, such as bits, core barrels, drill

rods, casing, drivepipe, other related or
accessory tools, and equipment. Long.

core drilling. a. Process of obtaining cylindri-

cal rock samples by means of annular-

shaped rock-cutting bits rotated by a borehole-drilling machine. Long. b. The process
of obtaining natural or undisturbed samples

of soil or rock by drilling. Three general

types of drills arc in use for deep holes, the
calyx shot drills, diamond drills, and rotary

drills. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b. Drilling with a hollow bit and a core barrel in
order to obtain a rock core. A.G.I.
core-drill operator. See diamond driller.

D.O.T. 1.
core-drill sampling. The act or process of ob-

taining cylindrical samples of rock in the
form of a core. Long.
core-dryer. A form in foundry work which
serves to retain the shape of a core while it
is being baked. Crispin.
cored solid solution. See coring. C.T.D.
core equipment. Bits, core barrel, and other
bottom-hole and drill-string equipment used
when core samples are being recovered from

rock formations through which a borehole
is drilled. Long.
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ore match. sample grabber lug ti Synonym for root Filcher Long
core gripper. synonym for coo. Mors faii4
colf-$10174114 CMI. yrk,nyus for lifter riu.
1.0%4

Corr "noodles. Material used in and or the
act or process of injectiog email fragments

of rock or (Witte sand into a core bawl to
wedge the Corr inside the barrel when no
core lifter is used, as when using straightwall bits or drilling with a shot drill. 1.04,1
core bead. Obsolete synonym for tore bit
I.ong.

core bole. A boring by a diamond drill or

another machine that is made foe the purpose of obtaining core samples. A.G.!. Sapp.

core bole driller. In petroleum production, one

who drills shallow boreholes and extract.
core samples of earth formations, using a
coring bit and barrel, to determine stratigraphy and locate petroleum deposits.

D.O.T. I.

core house. S)nonym for core shack. Long.

con intersection. The point in a borehole
where an ore vein or body is encountered,

as shown by the core; also, the width or
thickness of the ore body, as shown by the
core. Also called core interval. Long.
core intervaL Synonym for core intersection.
Long.
COI* iron. In founding, a strengthening iron
grate in a core. Webster 2d.

core jam. Synonym for core block. Long.
core library. A structure in which boxed cores
from numerous recorded localities are
stored and kept available for inspection and

study. Compare core house; core shack;
core shanty. Long.

core lifter; core spring. A spring clip at the
base of the core barrel which grips the
cole, enabling it to be broken off and
brought out of the hole. Also called core
catcher; core clip; core ;robber; core

gripper; core spring; ring lifter; spring

lifter; split-ring lifter. See also core cutter.

B.S. 3618, 1963, Sec. 3.

core-lifter adapter. A device used in Canada
between a straight-wall bit and core barrel

in which a core spring may be placed.

Usually used only to recover core when dry
blocking is inadvisable. Long.
core-lifter case. Synonym for lifter case. Long.
core-lifter wedges. The tapered sliding wedges
that grip and hold the core inside a wedge
core lifter. Long.

core loss. The portion of rock cored but net
recovered. Compare core recovery. Long.
core machine. In foundry work, a hand- or
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A14
Bonnet 14
eon pideor. a .1k, core-fishing device consomme

of a tube Atted intern.allv et ito lower end
with Hat, flextble spring lingers that permit
core to nier the whe but close when the
device is hoisted from he borehole, pre
venting its eirape. Also called basket rote
basket core extractor, core fisher ; core
grabber tong b. Synonym for core lifter
.

Long.

COM Am A cylinder containing chemicalls
treated sand and used for stemming shothole. in coal mines. Nelson.
COM piessinr. a. The Ilat pistonlike head on
the end of a bar nr rod of a core-extractor
device. Long. b. SYnonym for core ex
tractor. Long.

eon print. A projection on a pattern which
forms an itnpression in the sand and locates and holds the core in position while
the mold is being poured. Critpin.
COM pusber. a. A plunger used for extracting
a core from the core barrel. Bureau ol Mints

Stag. b. Synonym for core extractor. See
core extractor, a. Long.
core rack. a. A framework built to support
several tiers of core boxes. Long. b. Grooved

or partitioned tray, supported on legs or
sawhorses, on which core is placed when
removed from a core barrel for inspection
or temporary storage before bring placed
in boxes. Long.

core recovery. The proportion of the drilled
rock column recovered as core in core

drilling. A.G.I. SuPP. The amount with-

drawn generally is expressed as a percent-

age of the theoreticat total obtainable or
in general terms, as excellent, good, fair,
or poor. Compare core loss. Long.

core rod. In powder metallurgy, the part of
a die used to produce a hole in a compact.
ASM Gloss.
core run. Technically, the distance cored per

round trip, which is expressed in number

of feet or in relative terms, as short or
long. Core blocks may occur before the
core barrel is filled; the barrel then is

short of being full, resulting in a short core
run. Loosely, the amount of core recovered
per round trip. Long.
core sample. One or several pieces of whole
or split parts of core selected as a sample
for analysis or assay. Long.

cote sampler. A weighted tube for obtaining
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shield of a continent. Webster 3d. g. The
plug Of neek of a volcano. Webster 3d. h.
The central part of an anticlinal structure,
or of a domal structure, or of mountains
having a folded or a completely crumpled
structure. Webter 3d. i. A hard, unburned
central part of a piece of coal or limestone.
Also, an unburned or an overburned piece
of limestone in hydrated lime. Webster 3d.
j. A nodule of obsidian, flint, or other stone

from which flakes have been struck for
malting implements. Webster 3d. k. As a
verb, to take a core from, as a sample of

interior composition. For example, to core
an oil well; or to core a salt formation.
IVebster 3d. I. A specially formed material
inserted in a mold to shape the interior or
another part of a casting which cannot be
shaped as easily by the pattern. ASM Gloss.
m. In a ferrous alloy, the inner portion that

is softer than the outer portion, or case.

ASM Gloss. n. A body of green or dry sand
placed in the mold to form a corresponding
cavity in the casting. Freersan. o. The central part of a plaster mold of the type used
in solid casting. Dodd. p. The centrzi part
of a sand mold as used in foundries. Dodd.
q. A one piece refractory or heat-insulating

shape for use at the top of an ingct mold
and serving the same purpose as a hot-top;

this type of core is also sometimes called
a dozzle. See also hot-ttop. Dodd. r. One or

more members supported within an extru-

sion die to form holes in extruded brick or

tile. ACSG, 1963. s. The center of a nuclear

reactor containing the fuel elements and
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plane for frorki,rot circular
core boiler% When the right ewe.. sides of
the plane rest on the edge.* of the rust. Ilse
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gen-lies Plow

fertice of the rink (.o.ps

ten breaker. A Synolivm for roe, lifter Long
we inside
b. .4 sharpcornered pluglike

an annular-shaped hot, whoch breaks up any

core produced into pieces small enough to
br washed out of the borehole as cuttings
Long
core takbflr. 41. Sievelike tray or device on

has been deti.rmined by tire methods 1..o.,;
MOM. A system of proteccore balance
tion applier r(!ircircuits in an alternating-

or in which the core is ejected commis.
ously from the upper end of a drill string,
and is caught and held when core is re.

earthed and utilising a core balance uansformer to measure the earth leakage current. See alto earth fault protection. B.S.

tinuous core-drilling technique,. Long. h
Synonym for core lifter. Long. c. A steel

3618, 1961, fee. 7.

covered by counterflow or reverse-flow con.

spring fitted at the lower end of a soil
sampler to keep the sample from dropping

con balance system. See earth, fault protection. NrIvon.
cote balance transformer. A form of current
transformer, the primary windings of which
are connected in each phase (and neutral

out. Nelson. d. In deep boring, a ring of

out-of-balance current in the primary windings induces a voltage in a secondary winding. B.S. 3618, 1965. Sec. 7.
core barrel. a. A hollow cylinder attached to
a sprvially designed bit and which is used
to obtain and to preserve a continuous
section, or core, of the rocks penetrated in
drilling. A.G.1. b. A tube inside a drill pipe
and which is supported by a bit to receive
the core in core boring. Webster 3d.
core-barrel bit. Obsolete name for a core bit
that could be coupled directly to the bottom
cud of a core barrel. Long.
core-barrel head. The coupling unit between

core barrel as it is driven into the sea bottom and which closvs from the weight of
the simple within the tube to prevent loss

if any) of a circuit and are wound on a
common Core. The flux resulting front an

steel of wedge forto cut into vertical stripes
which encircles and rides on the core when

drilling, but wedges the core in the core

barrel when drilling ceases and the rods are

lifted. Nelson. e. A valvelike device which

permits a sediment sample to enter the

of sample while coring device is being
brought 10 the surface. Ily.

core-catcher case. Synonym for lifter case.
Long.

core clip. See core lifter. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 3.

core cutter; core lifter. An attachment at the
base of the core barrel which grips and
breaks the core at the bottom when the
rods are extracted. Nelson.

the single- or dual-tube, tubular body of
a core barrel and the drill-rod string. For

cored ammonium nitrate dynamite. The dynamites of this class come in cartridges 1
inches and up in diameter and in weight

used.

water resistance is considered good (the
gelatin core being responsible for this), but
their fume characteristics are rated as poor.
Besides providing increased water-resistance, these explosives tend to exhibit the
higher velocities characteristic of gelatin
explosives (10,500, 15,000 and 17,000 feet
per second), rather than the low and medium velocities characteristic of other

the swivel-type double-tube core barrel, the
core-barrel head also contains the bearing
mechanism to which the inner of the two
body tubes is attached. Long.
core-barrel rod. Synonym for guide rod. Long.
core basket. Synonym for core picker. Long.
core binder. Organic material added to
foundry sand to aid in formation of a strong
core for casting. Flour, linseed oil, starch
resins are among materials
Pryor, 3.
and

core bit. A hollow, cylindrical boring bit for

strengths from 20 to 70 percent. Their

straight ammonia dynamite. In addition,
the gelatin core assures propagation of
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Synonym
s,. rote yaltiber, A L14414
for tore lifter tong
core spline,. fool employing a chivel to split
core long tudinally in half. Carel,/ in
quarter, se-aiont One-half woodly 11 Al

eaasl nd the other half is retained and
erm Alm) Elt. V be applied to a
stored
diamond taw used Vie the same purpose

Lon,:

core spring. Synonym for role gamic Lon:
core-spring adapNr. Synonym for core-Idter
adapter Lone.
core-spring caw Synonym for lifter caw.
Long

lore slOrain. See core library. Lost.
core table. a. Tahk on which corr in boxes
or trays is placed while being examined or
logged. Lontr. b. See core rack. b. Long.

core Inf. A hole drilled with a core drill,
usually for the purpose of securing geologic

information and sometimes with the purpose of investigating geologic structure. Ste
also strat test. A.G.I.
core lethwe. In this texture, a second mineral

occurs on the inside of an area of another
mineral. Where the residual rim is at the
same time enclosed in a mass of the in-

vading mineral, the term atoll texture is
more appropriate. Synonym for atoll texture. Schielerdeeker.

core longs. A come-along-type open-end
wrench used to grip and handle core as it
is being removed from a large diameter or
extra-long core barrel suspended in a vertical position above the drill platform. Long,
core tray. An open or lidless core box. See
also core box; core rack, b. Long.
core tube. Synonym for inner tube, of a core
barrel. Long.

core-type spiral chute. A spiral chute having
a center core or column about which it is

fabricated, with the core serving as the
inside guard. ASA MH4.I-1958.

core values. Used in a general sense as a syn-

onym for core analysis; core assay. In a
strict sense the tcrm should not be used to
designate the mineral content of the core
sample unless the valuable mineral is gold,
silver, platinum, etc. Long.

core velocity. The zone of maximum air velocity in a mine roadway, usually at or near
the center of the road. Nelson.

core wall. In a battery wall those courses of

c.
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Coen& % vartAhle composition between the
center and surface hi unit of structure
loch as A dendrite, gram, or carbide par
tick resulting from nonequilthrtum growth
which occurs over a range of temperatore
Glum
ming bit. Synonym for core bit Virs4
coring devices. Coring devices are essentially
steel tubes that are driven into the ocean

floor bottom for the purpose a obtaining
and investigating a sediment sample or core
from a particular topography. Phleger.
Kullenberg, Ewing, Moore, Emery-Dietz
are some of the eortng devices used for this

purpose. II&G.
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cantata. Eric In itt netius rns k ssi s.,111, ml
from as lough, csittipar t. And hornlike tet.
tore .1141 hns,wro as asphantte Fay
canseite. A biotite hornfels formed during the
folding a ihak !toe atoi hornbill .4 Gi
smoothen. A translucent red variety of ekalcrdsistv

5.1rtotnym for Asnels.en

f'oeseliam furnace. A type of glass-melting
furn.sce in which the glass is heated by
direct electrical rrststance D,.dd.
COMMON 1111111111111010. Synonym for photicite

lley Td.1953.
Conliar. A point on a land boundary at which
two or moo- boundary lines tneet. It is
not the same ys a monument, which is the
physical ey tdence of the location of the
corner on the ground. .4.G I.

corner angle. On face milling cutters, the

angle between an angular cutting edge of

coring equipment. See core equipment. Lonc.

coring out. Forming of the interior portions

a cutter tooth and the axis of the cutter,
measured by rotation into an axial plane.

of foundry castings with coo.s. Crispin.
coring tool; corer. A tool which is used when
a core is required. In drilling, where speed

corner break. The separation of a block of
stone from a solid ledge by br.- ikinst it

is the aim, cores are not made. When, how-

ever, an important bed or horizon is approached, and detailed geological informa-

tion is required, the coring bit is inserted
and core drilling commenced. Nelson.
coring up. The placing of the cores in their
position in a foundry mold ready for casting. Crispin.
coring weight. The amount of feed pressure

that should be applied to a core bit to

obtain optimum results in the way of core
recovery and bit performance while drilling
a specific rock. Long.
Corinthian process. See Carinthian process.
Fay.
Coriolis force. Named after the French civil
engineer and mathematician, G. G. Coriolis. It is the apparent force, corresponding
to the Coriolis acceleration of a body, equal
to the product of the mass by the Coriolis
acceleration. It is caused by the earth's

rotation which deflects a moving body on
the surface of the earth to the right (clockwise) in the northern hemisphere and to
the left (counterclockwise) in the southern
hemisphere. As a result of the earth's rotation, it is responsible for the deflection

of projectiles to the right, the motion of
the winds to the right, and the spinning of

a vortex to the right in the
northern hemisphere, and all these motions
to the left in the southern hemisphere. Be.-

water in

4

ASAI Wort.

simultaneously along two faces meeting at
a corner. Fay.
corner-fastened tray conveyor. See suspended
tray conveyor. ASA MI14.1-1918.

corner-bung tray conveyer. See suspended
tray conveyor. ASA 411114.1-1958.

corner joint. A joint between two members
located approximately at right angles to
each other in the form of an L. ASAl
Gloss.

corner racking. Square or triangular strips of
pinewood fixed vertically down each cor-

ner of a rectangular shaft to secure and

stiffen the timber sets. Nelson.

corners. In Wales. bands of clay ironstone.
Fay.

corner wear. The tendency of a grinding

wheel to wear on a corner so that it does
not grind up to a shoulder without leaving
a fillet. ACSG, 1963.

cornetite. A peacock-blue, basic copper phos-

phate, Cui(P01)2.3Cu(OH)s; orthorhombic minute crystals and crusts. From Katanga, Republic of the Congo; Bwana
M'Kubwa, Northern Rhodesia. English.
cornice glacier. One of various shapes of glaciers on ledges on thc face of a cliff. Also

called cliff glacier. A.G.!,
corning. Scot. Mealtime. Fay.
Corning. Trademark for glass and glassware
of various compositions and physical properties, and accessories used therewith. CCD
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Arit.
china stone CCP 64. 061. b.C(.'D,
nado sem. Clifton-Morenci district.
COMPialft. a 'In find horirons of the tame age
6d.
in general
places that .ire
qoarts crystal from Cornwall.
Resembles
psilomelane
Englith
in the strata at different
separated by geologic
1961,
aspect.
Fin.
either
distant
of
a'r
by Boast from the
A.G.1. Su pp.
coalbeds in
coesubbusita. a. Proposed
corooke. Corona-bearing rock.
disturbances: to find which
classic name for (:ornwall. F.ngland. for a corporal. Mid. A district foreman in chars:p.m
of
a
coalfield
correone coalfield or
haulageways. Fay.
the same AS ) thole of
contact hornfels. consisting of Andalusite,
of
the
underground
spond
with
(or
are
reor to
mica, and quartz. Bonney suggestedhorn- corporation. A legal entity and can have no
another coalfield, Maoris. b. To plotsurveys
to tourmaline
than an individual in acthe
strktin
different
surveys,
greater
rights
arrange two
nonfissile
or the underground
fell Fay. b. A very fine-grained
quiring public lands. Hence a corporation.
of two different mines.
of quartz,
of its stockholdmetamorphic rock composed
the same base lire or
regardless
of
the
number
and
the
surface
on
hornfels;
!cp.
area
no greater
feldspar, and mica. See alto
Mown. c. To
en. may lawfully locate
to a common meridian.
the case of an inditynolite: proteolite; seebenite.
stratigraphic
relationthan
is
allowable
in
establish
a
definite
coreubite. A basic copper arsenate, Cue(A1example, to correlate
vidual. A corporation is a citizen of the
ship
between,
For
and
associated
002(OH)s. dimorphous was provisionit is incorporated and
state within which
the fossil faunas or the formations of rwo
presumed that all of its
with cornwallite. The name
it
is
conclusively
areas. Webiter 3d.
applied
ally given as cornubianite, earlier Spencer
stockholders arc citizens. Ricketts, I.
correlated. Belonging to the same stratigraphrock.
hornfels.
methane)
to a metamorphic
corpse light. A blue flame (due to
ic hori7on. Correlated strata, for exampie.
concen21. M.M.. 1958.
made in a miner's safety lamp whrn Pryor,
Webster 3d.
gelatinous
substan-e,
3.
commune. a. A yellow,
tration of dangerous gas is high.
a. The determination of th^
apparently in albumen with 97 percent corroding stream. When the debris supplied correlation.
equivalence
in geologic age and in stratiless than its capacity for
water; found in fissures in diatomite deto
a
stream
is
graphic
position
of two formations or other
posit of Luncburger Heide. Hanover, Gercarrying load, the stream abrades its bed
stratigraphic
units
in separated areas: or.
derived
downcutting,
or
demany. It may be an organic matter
thc
determination of the
and
is
a
corrading,
more
broadly.
Tonskeieg,
from the diatoms or a fungus.
in the geologic
A.G.1.
contemporaneity
of
events
grading
stream.
hydrous copper
of the surface
1954. b. A blue, green,glassy.
The
same fossils
corrasion.
a.
The
wearing
away
histories
of
two
areas.
The colloiof solid
silicate, CuSiO3.2H2O:
of the earth through the friction
constitute the chief evidence in problems
English.
or
air.
It
is
dal phase of chrysocolla.
material transported by water
of
of correlation. Fay. b. Determination
forming a
b. Mechanical
Cornwall. A county in Englandextremity
of relation to
one form of erosion. Fay.
synchrony
of
homotaxis,
or
of
such
peninsula at the southwestern
erosion performed by moving agents
the scale of geologic time: usually used in
glacial ice, by wind, by runGreat Britain renouned for its copper and
as
wear
by
the comparison of geologic formations or
been
worked
for
wearing
tin mines which have
ning water, etc. A.G.I. c. The abrasive
of fossil faunas or fossil floras belonging
and soil by the
centuries. Encyclopaedia Americana.
away
of
rocks
to different districts. Webster 3d. c. Corcornwailite. An emerald-green, massive, hyaction of material moved along by wind,
relations may be based on paleontologic
drous copper arsenate, CurAs2011.2Cu(OH),
waves, streams, or glaciers. One of the
or physical evidence. A.G.I. d. In seismic
Webster
3d.
4-}1s0. Fay.
several processes of erosion.
interpretation, the picking of correspondand
weathered
Cornwall stone. a. A highly
corrected effective temperature. The scales of
ing phases, obtained at two or rnore separock
used
to
take into considerapartly kaolinized feldspathic
effective
temperature
rated seismometer spreads, of those seismic
cereplace feldspar and -kaolin in some585,
tion the temperature, humidity and speed
events which appear to originate at the
BuMines
Bull.
ramic applications.
of the air. The effects of radiant heat can
1960, p. 284. b. A feldspar-quartz-kaolinite
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or to diminish by gradually separating or
destroying %mall particles or converting
into an eaeily distintegrated oubetancr .

especially, to eat away or to diminish by
acid or alkali reaction or by chemical

Altrr.ition. Weburrtl
anode& a. A diamond surface that has the

appearance of having been etched by acid.

tong. b. Eaten away, or with the surface

pitted by a corrosion liquid or gas. Long.
orroded crystal. A phenorryst that after crystallization is more or less reabsorbed or

attacked by the magma, or a crystal in a
vein or a pegmatite that is partly dissolved by later solutions. The process is
probably much the same in all three instance,. Hem

orroding lead. Lead of purity exceeding

99.94 percent, suitable for the production
of white lead. C.T.D.
orrosion. a. Erosion of land or rock; specif-

ically, the removal of soil or rock by the
solvent or chemical action of running
water. Compare corrasion. Webster 3d. b.
It is necessary to distinguish between the
wearing or denuding action of a river on
its bed and on its banks. The cutting

away and deepening of the bed is known
as corrosion, and the wearing away of its
banks is known as erosion. A.G.I. c. The
eating away of rock due to chemical solution. Corrosion is frequently used to denote chemical denudation. A.C.I. d. Chemical erosion, whether accomplished by
motionless or moving agents. A.G.I. e.
Gradual destruction of a material usually
by solution, oxidation. or other means attributable to a chemical process. Lower:helm.
orrosiun and gumming test. The complete
evaporation of gasoline under standard
laboratory conditions to determine the
quantity of tarry residue and the amount
of discoloration of the copper cup in which
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corrosion Me. The rate which A metal or
alloy is removed because of corrosion. 'This
may be repreesed in terms of lots in weight

or lose of thicknese in A given period of
time (Corrosion rates in terms of thickness change refer to the keg of metal
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coellandello. A oendotite compoerd of large
hilt Oaf IMP Crystal. with pink ditic.slly illoliv lor crystals .1 t: I
. 11841,11
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Stipp
rensadefile. A rock consisting of corundum
and iron oriole*. Sr 41.0 emery rock A G
consedopkilito. A rlilorite, (Mg,Fe).(Al,Fe)s.
,

H(), consisting of inagneiron. alionintini hydroxyl silicate.

ll'ebiler Id

corundum. An aluminum oxide, Als05, occurring c monis, As an accessory mineral in
the metamorphic rocks, such as crystalline )irnestone, mica-schist. gneiss. Rhombohedral. Color various: usually some

sh.ule of brown, pink, or blue. May be

white, gray, green, ruby-red, or sapphire-

in Kentucky. carry to the surface a con-

blue. Luster adamantine to vitreous. Trans-

siderable quantity of dissolved rock materials, such as salt, calcium carbonate, etc.,
the kaching of the soluble minerals from

specific gravity. 4.02. The colored and clear

the underground rocks may br so much
that the surface gradually sinks, forming
a swampy area. Generally, the rate of

granular impure variety is known as emery.

ablation of the district is so rapid that
the local downsinking. produced by the
profess of solution. results in a widespread
lowering of the surface. In rare instances,

as at the Big Bone Lick and at other
saline springs in Kentucky, a small area
of marsh land is produced. A.G.1.

corrosion surface; corrosion zone. Blackened,

pitted. irrrgular bedding surface found in
some limestones; attributed to submarine

solution or a sorption. Peuijohn.
corrosion zone. See corrosion surface. Feta,
john.
corrosive. Anything that corrodes, especially

a chemical agent, such as an acid; any-

thing that wears away or disintNrates. Fay.
corrosive water. AggressWe water, such as
water containing free COI, capable of dissolving calcium carbonate. Bennett 2d,
1962 Add.
corrugated. When on a small scale beds are
much wrinkled, folded, or crumpled, they
are said to be corrugated. On a larger

scale, they are said to be contorted. Fay.

corrugated friction socket. A fishing tool.
Long.

corrugated ripple mark. A longitudinal rip-

parent to translucent. Mohe' hardness. 9;

varieties form the gems sapphire, ruby.
oriental emerald, and oriental topaz. The
Artificial corundum is manufactured from

bauxite on a brge scale. This synthetic

material together with other manufactured
abrasives, has largely taken the place of

natural corundum as an abrasive. The

main use of natural corundum is for gem
stones such as ruby, and sapphire. Dana

17, pp. 290-292.
corundum cat's eye. Corundum with a bluish,
reddish, or yellowish reft-ction of light of a
lighter shade than the stone itself. Schaller.

corundum syenite. A medium-grained, light
yellow or place rose rock containing large
crystals of corunudm in a groundmass of
microperthitc. Accessory minerals are
quartz and biotite. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.
cone. A small tub or tram. The original corve
or corf was a wooden basket for carrying
coat from the face to the shaft bottom and
up the shaft. Nelson.

corvers. N. of Eng. Carpenters who make
corves (baskets). Also, formerly, one who
brought corves out of the mine, and kept
them in repair. Fay.

corrusite. A very rare, purplish, blue-black
to brown, weakly radioactive vanadium
mineral, Vs04.6V,Os.nH10; from the car-
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conamk. Of, from, or relating to the cosmos,

the extraterrestrial v is nest, or the universe in contrast to the earth alone Wskise
commie dust. a, Fine particles of ccernic or
meteoric origin, or the remains of small
meteorite* which have been decomposed on

parsing through the earth's atmosphere.
.4 C./ b. Very fine particles of solid matter
in any part of the universe, including
meteoric dust and zodiacal light particles
in the solar system. Webster 3d.

cosmic radiation. Radiation made up of eosin.: rays. ;Vebster 3.
cosmic ray. a. A stream of atomic nuclei of
heterogeneous, zxtremely penetrating character that enter the earth's atmosphere from
outer space at speeds approaching that of

light and with energies ranging from a few

billion to at least Ite billion electron volts
and that bombard atmospheric atoms to
produce mesons as well as secondary particles possessing some of the original energy.

Webster 3d b. Radiation incident on the

earth from outer space. A.G.I.
cosmic sediment. Particles of extraterrestrial
origin Teaching the surface of the earth.
These particles are found chiefly in deepsea sediments, in the form of black magnetic spherules. A.G.I.
cosmites. Used by M. E. Wadsworth to desig-

nate mineral decorative materials, ornamental stones, and gems. Fay.

cosmochemistry. a. The study of the distribution of elements in the universe. Schiele.decker b. The study of the chemical com-

position of and changes in the universe.
Webster 3d.
cosmogony. a. A part of the science of astron-

omy that deals with the origin and the
development of the universe and its components. Webster 3d. b. The creation, the
origination, or the manner of coming into

being of the world or the universe. A

theory of the origination of the universe.
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cotkulle. A fire-granwd honestone frosts /lel
cum. It is compact, yellow in color, and
contains minute ervstals of yellow manic,nese 0.Irnet with potash mica and onion a.
lane It mav be piepared for marketing by
cutting tit include A blue-gray phyllste for
additional strength or support Brady, p
cotidoi Nom Line; on A map or chart passing

through all points at which high waters

chanbel eroded by A flow of water to expose mineral deposits during prospecting
work. See also trenching, b. Schott c.

occur at the tattle time. The lines show the

Cornish, cothas, meaning dropped, and

high water for any point lying along the
line. lly.
cotter. a. Eng. To mat together; to en-

C:orn. Falkn or dropped tin. From th..
steam meaning tin. Fay.

costesoiag. a. The removal of soil and sub-

soil by a rushing of water, in order to
expose rock formations in prospecting for
reefs or lodes C.T.D. b. Proving an ore
deposit or vein by trenching across its outcrop at approximately eight angles. Weed.
1922

c.

Tracing a lode by

pits

sunk

through overburden to underlying rock.
Pryor, 3.

costean pit. Corn. A pit sunk to bedrock in

lapse of time, usually in lunar-hour intervals, between the mix n's transit of the

Creenwich meridian and the occurrence of

tangle. Frequently applied to a hard, cross-

grained, tough stone or coal, as cottered

coal. Fay I.. A tapered rod or pin, generally flat in section, used for wedging the

ends of rods or of strap ends over their
rods. Crispin.

cotterite. A variety of quartz having a peculiar m.:tallie pearly luster. Standard, 1964.
cotter pio. Usually a form of split pin ss:.:;:h

cost, fixed; overhead. That part of the out-

is inserted into a hole near the end of a
bolt to prevent a nut from working loose.

going whi,..h is constant, whatever tonnage
is mincu. Includes administrative manage-

conk. A retaining wall placed around a

terest. Pryor, 3.

to form a mold. ACSG, 1963.
conies. Leather strips of various widths. Noke.

prospecting. Standard, 1964.

ment, amortization, rentals, and fixed in-

costiug. For technical and financial control
of mining operations, special developments
from cost accountancy are used. They in-

clude budgetary control, stand:rd costing
and responsibili:y control and work by examining variances either of details in comparable accounting periods, or by compar.
mg estimated with actu:l costs. Pryor, 3.
cost, insurance nod freight. Tenn showing
that these items have been paid by the
shipper of concentrates, metal, ctc. Pryor, 3.

contra. Low-grade Chilean soduim nitrate.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

cut Abbreviation for cotangent. BuMin Style

Crispin.

model to hold poured plaster until it sets

cotton ball. See ulexite. Fay.
cotton chert. Synonym for chalky chert. Obsolete. A.G.I.

cotton fabric multiply belt. A rubber belt
consisting of a rubber cover and impregna-

tion and the cotton duct fabric. The rub-

ber cover protects the fabric from abrasion
and prevents the penetration of moisture

or oil. The rubber cover ranges up to

three-eights of an inch or more in thickness, depending on the material carried.
The belt contains about 40 percent rubber and 60 percent fabric. The strength of

the belt lies in the fabric. See also solidwoven fabric belt. Nelson.

cotton miner. Can. In Quebec, a miner employed in an asbestos mine. Fay.
cofton rock. a. A variety of chert with a
black, dense interior and a white or lightcolored exterior.

A.G.1.

b. A white

counterflow

271

cotton miner

to

slightly gray or buff variety of limestone
which has a soft, somewhat chalky, and
porous appearance suggestive of cotton.
Missouri cotton rock isusually dolomitic,
siliceous, and finc-grained Lower Silurian.
The term is colloquial. A.G.I.

cotton stone. A variety of mesolite. Fay See
also cotton rock.

Cottrell meter. This instrument applies the
veiling brightness method of producing
threshold conditions. When in use the
sighting telescope is directed towards some

critical detail of the visual task and the

veiling brightness is adjusted until It
matches the background. The grad!, nt

filter is then turned until the target detail
is at threshold visibility. Roberts, 11, p. 102.

Cottrell operator. In ore dressing, smelting,
and refining, one who recovers magnesium
dust particles remaining in magnesium

gas after processing, using a battery of

Cottrell electrical precipitators. Also called
agglomerato :. operator; dust operator.
D.O.T. 1.
Cottrell precipitator. An electrostatic device
whereby negatively charged dust or fume

particles are attracted to a wire electrode
positively charged encloseel in a flue, the
walls of which act as the other electrode.

Widely used for treating sulfuric acid mist,
cement mill dust, power-plant fly ash,
metallurgical fumes, etc. CCD 6d, 1961.
cotunnite. A sof t white to yellowish lead
chloride, PbCl2. Occurs in acicular crystals of the orthorhombic system and in
semicrystalline masses. Fay.
COs process. See carbon dioxide process,
Dodd.

coulch. Derb. A piece of earth falling from
the roof or side in soft workings. Fay.
coulee; coulie. a. A solidified stream or
sheet of lava extanding down the side of
a volcano, and often forming a ridge or
spur. Fay. b. A short, blocky, steep-sided
lava flow, generally of glassy rhyolite or
obsidian, issuing from the flank of a
volcanic dome or from the summit crater
of a volcano. A.G.1. c. Generally applied
throughout the northern tier of States to
any steep-sided gulch or water channel

and at times even to a stream valley of
considerable length. USGS Bull, 611,
1915, p. 42 d. A small often intermittent
stream. A dry creek bed sometimes run-

ning with water in a wet season, Webster
3d c. A steep-walled valley or ravine
varying widely in size and often having a
stream at the bottom. Webster 3d f. A
small valley or low-lying area. Webster 3d.
coulee lake. Sometimes lava is deposited
across a valley, and the river channel is
dammed. Volcanic dams are common, and
some important lakes were formed by them.
Geologists call a sheet of lava a coulee and,

therefore, a lava-dammed lake is called a
coulee lake. A.G.I.
coulomb. The practical meter-kilogramsecond (mks) unit of electric charge
equal to the quantity of electricity transferred by a current of I ampere in 1 sec-

ond; the standard in the United States.
Webster 3d Also called an ampere-sec-

ond. Newton, p. 453.
coulomb attraction. The attraction between

ions of opposite electric charges. A.G.I.
Supp.

coulomb damping. a. The dissipation of

energy that occurs when a particle in a
vibrating system is resisted by a force
whose magnitude

is

a

constant inde-

and velocity,
and whose direction is opposite to the
direction of the velocity of the particle.
Also called dry friction damping. H&C
b. See specific damping capacity. Lewis,
pendent of displacement

p. 569.

Coulombs law. a. In electromagneties, the

force between two poles is directly as the
product of their pole strengths and inversely as the square of the distance between them. Pryor, 3. b. In electrostatics,
the force between two charges in vacuo
is directly as the product of their magnitudes, and inversely as the square of the
distance between them. Pryor, 3.
coulometer. An electrolytic cell arranged to
measure the quantity of electricity by the
chemical action produced in accordance
with Faraday's laws. Lowenheirn.
coulsonite. A vanediferous iron ore assumed
to have the composition Fe0.(Fe,V)201.
Patches in magnetite. First named vanadomagnetite. From northeastern India. English.

coulter. A knife or wheel on a plow to cut
the sod when plowing. Mersereau, 4th,
p.285.

Coulter counter. A high speed device for
particle size analysis designed by W. H.
Coulter and now made by Coulter Electronics, Inc., Chicago. A suspension of the

particles flows through a small aperture
having an immersed electrode on either
side with particle concentration such that

the particles traverse the aperture substan-

tially one at a time. Each particle, as it

displaces electrolyte within the
aperture, momentarily changing the resistance between the electrodes and producing
a voltage plus of magnitude proportional
passes,

to practical volume. The resultant series
of pulses is electronically amplified, scaled,
and counted. Dodd.

counter. a. A gangway driven obliquely upwards on a coal scam from the main gangway until it cuts off the faces of the workings, and then continues parallel with the
main gangway. The oblique portion is
called run. Fay. b, An apparatus for recording the number of strokes made by a pump,

an engine, or other machinery. Fay. c. A
crossvein. Fay. d. An instrument for the
detection of uranium and thorium. Nelson
e. A contraction used for any device which
registers radioactive events, that is, alpha
counter, beta counter, Gieger-Mueller
countcr, scintillation counter. The term is

air or steam pistons. ASM Gloss.

counterbored coupling. A drill-rod coupling

which the opening at each end is
counterbored or tapered to an included
in

angle of 200 ; hence drilling fluid can flow
through the coupling with less turbulence
and loss of head than when pumped
through a standard drill-rod coupling. Also
called steamflow-rod coupling. Long.
counterboring. Drilling or boring a flatbottomed hole, often concentric with other
holes. ASM Gloss.
counterbracing. Two diagonal cross braces
provided in the panels of steel trusses anei
frames to withstand wind pressure and to
stabilize the structure. Ham .

counter chute. A chute through which the

coal from counter-gangway workings is
lowered to the gangway below. Fay.

counter coal. Coal worked from breasts or

bords to the rise of a counter gangway. Fay,
countercurrent. a. Arrangement in which ore,

or pulp, proceeds in one direction and is
progressively stripoed of part of its con-

tained mineral, while the enriched fraction
thus produced moves in the opposite direc-

tion, the results being central feed, with

discharge of high-grade concentrate at one
end of the process and low-grade or barren
tailing at the other. In countercurrent.

decantation (C.C.D.) the sand, slime, or
slurry moves through a series of washing
and settling operations while the wash
water or solvating liquid moves in the
opposite direction until it is sufficiently
rich (pregnant) to be discharged for
stripping of its value and return to the
sand discharge end of the semicontinuous
process. Pryor, 3. b. A current that flows

in a direction opposite to the normal flow.
The subsurface cold stream is an example.
MacCracken.
countercurrent braking. Braking accomplished by reversing the motor connections,
at the same time inserting appropriate
resistance in the rotor circuit to adjust
the negative torque to the desired value.
With this method complete control of

deceleration k obtained, even to a dead
stop. Its greatest disadvantage is that it is
expensive in current consumption. It is

unsuitable for winders sited at depth, owing

to the heat given out. Spalding, pp. 350-

351.

countercurrent circulation.

Synonym

for

counterflush. Long.

countercurrent decantation. The clarification
of washery water and the concentration of

tailings by the use of several thickeners
in series. The water flows in the opposite
direction from the solids, The final products are slurry which is removed as fluid
mud and clear water which is reused in
the circuit. Nelson.

used only for devices which
actually register number of events, but is
often erroneously applied to count rate

countercurrent pipe exchange. A heat ex-

counkr-arched revetment. A revetment to a
cutting in brickwork having arches turned
between counterforts in a similar manner
to a inultiple-arch dam. Ham
counterbalance; counterpoise. A weight used
to balance another weight or the vibrating

taining the chemical potential at a uniform level during a reaction. Newton,

correctly

meters which register events per unit time.
Bureau ol Mines Stag.

parts of machinery. Fay.

counter blow. In the blow-and-blow process
of shaping glassware, the operation during
which the prison is blown out. Dodd.
counterblow hummer. A forging hammer in
which both the ram and anvil are driven
simultaneously toward each another by
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changer, constructed of pipe, in which the
direction of the cold oil is opposite to that
of the hot oil. Porter.
countercurrent principle. A means of main-

Joseph. Introduction to Metallurgy, 1938,
p. 302.
county,* drain. The drain formed along the
foot of a canal bank or dam to both carry
away leakage and to strengthen the bank.
Ham
counterflow. In a heat exchanger, where the
fluid absorbing heat and the fluid losing
heat are so directed that lower and higher
temp,!rature of the one is adjacent to the
lower and higher temperature of the other,

respectively. Ordinarily, the one fluid is
flowing in the opposite direction from the

other, he.ice thc term. Strock, 10.
countertlush. Synonym for reverse circulation.
Long.

counterflush boring; reversed Bush boring.

A method of core drilling in which the
circulating fluid passes down the borehole

courthouse inspector
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counterflush

to the rocks surrounding and penetrated
by mineral veins or invaded by and surrounding an igneous intrusion. Holmes,
1920. c. The rock in which a mineral
deposit or an intrusion is enclosed. Synonym for country. Webster 3d. d. Tht
common rock of a region. Webster 3d. c.
The valueless rock surrounding a lode.

and returns up the inside of the rods,

Pryor, 4.
country sale. Scot. Sale of coal at the mine;
sale by cart, as distinguished from disposal

perpendicular to the inner side of a re-

County of Durham system. A combination
of the panel and room-and-pillar method
of mining. See also room-and-pillar. Fay.
coup. a. N. of Eng. To exchange cavils
(lots) with the consent of the foreman.

firoviding continuous recovery of the core.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3.
counterfort. A strengthening pier bonded and

taining wall, thereby stabilizing it against
overturning, and increasing its strength.
Ha 712.

counter gangway. A gangway driven obliquely across the workings to a higher
level, or a gangway driven between two
lifts and sending its coal down to the
gangway below through a chute. Fay.

counterhead. Mid. An underground heading driven parallel to another, and used
as the return air course. Fay.

counter ions. Those able to neutralize an-

chored ions of opposite polarity. Pryor, 3.
counterlode. A smaller vein running across
the main lode. See also countervein. Fay.
counterpoise. See counterbalance. Fay.
countershaft. a. A shaft which receives power
from a parallel main shaft, and transmits

it to another part of the main shaft or to
working parts. Nichols. b. A shaft that
allows one end of a main shaft to drive

the other through reduction gears. Nichols.
countersink. In a twist drill, the tapered and
relieved cutting portion situated between

the pilot drill and the body. Osborne,

countersinking. Forming a flaring depression
around the top of a hole for deburring, for

receiving the head of a fastener, or for

receiving a center. ASM Gloss.
counteryein. A crossvein running at approximately right angles to the main ore body.
Weed, 1922. See also counterlode. Fay.
counterweight. a. A weight used with a cylindrical drum to reduce the hoisting moment

of a single load. May be shaped like the
hammer of a piledriver, being made of
cast-iron sections or composed of a series
of round cast-iron disks contained within
a pipe in the manway side of the shaft.
Lewis, p. 243. b. A dead or nonworking
load attached to one end or side of a
machine to balance the weight carried on
the opposite end. Nichols. c. A working
part attached or positioned partly for the
purpose of improving machine balance.
Nichols.

countess. Slate, size 20 by 10 inches; a

duchess is 24 by 12 inches, and a princess
is 24 by 14 inches. Terms descriptive of

those trimmed for roofing. Pryor, 3.
counting assay. Approximate method of ana-

lysis, where particles of value and gangue
are similar in shape and size, and their
proportions can be assessed by inspection,
probably under a low-powered microscope.
Pryor, 3.

count rate; counting rate. Number of counts
per unit time. NCB.
count-rate meter; counting-rate meter. An
instrument which gives a continuous indi-

cation of the average rate of arrival of
pulses from a counter. NCB.

country. The name given by miners to the
rock in which the lode, vein, or reef is
situated. Gordon. See also country rock.
country hInk. Ark. A small mine supplying
coal for local use only. Pay.

country rock. a. The rock traversed by or

adjacent to an ore deposit. Fay. b. Applied

by rail or sea. Fay.

Fay. b. Scot. A bank, or face of a

heap

where debris is dumped. Fay. c. To over-

turn. Fay. d. N. of Eng. An informal

exchange of workplace, task, or shift time.

Trist.
couple. a. Mid. To conduct water down
the sides of shafts into water curbs or garlands. Fay. b. To connect or screw together.

Long. c. Synonym for double. See also

double. Long. d. Common term for thermo-

couple. See also thermocouple. Bureau of
Mines Staff. c. Two equal and opposite
forces that act along parallel lines. Webster
3d.
coupled. Connected together. Long.
coupled wave. A surface seismic wave of com-

plex motion in an elastic medium. It is

described only by mathematical explanation. Also called C-wave. A.G.I.
coupler. a. In mining, a laborer who connects
drawbar, hook, chain, or automatic coupling of mine cars underground and at the
mine surface to make up trips (trains) for
haulage. When coupling empty cars, he
is known as empty coupler. Also called
car coupler; car hooker; hooker; locomotive coupler; main-line coupler ; minecar coupler; motorman coupler ; snapper.
D.O.T. 1. b. See shackle, C. Nelson. c. See
shakier, Nelson.
couplet. Synonym for double. See also double.

Long.

couple up. Synonyr. for couple. See also
couple, b. Long.

coupling. a. A device for connecting tubs or
mine cars to form a set or journey. See also
automatic clip; shackle, c. Nelson. b. A
connector for drill rods, casing, or pipe
with identical box or pin threads at either
end. Compare sub, c. Long. c. A threaded
sleeve used to connect two pipes. Fay. d.
A device for joining two rope ends without splicing. Zern. c. York. An attach-

ment for joining a chain to the end of

a rope. Fay. f. The degree of mutual inter-

action between two or more

elements

resulting from mechanical, acoustical, or
electrical linkage. ASM Gloss. g. Occasionally used to mean any jointing device
and may be applied to either straight or
reducing sizes. Strock, 3. h. An arrangement for transferring electrical energy from
one circuit to another, in one or both
directions. C.T.D. i. A device for connecting two vehicles, as railway coaches. C.T.D.
j. A connection between two coaxial shafts,

conveying a drive from one to the other.
C.T.D.
coupling chains. Scot. Short chains connecting the cage with the winding rope, See

pils. as on a casting or forging. ASM
eocse

Aust. A small chamber, into
which an empty skip can be upset so as
to allow a full skip to pass when there is

coup-over.

only a single line. Called coup-up in Scotland. Fay.

coup plate. In coal mining, steel plate on
which tubs are turned from one set of

rails to another. Pryor, 3.
Course. a. To conduct the ventilation backward and forward through the workings,
by means of properly arranged stoppings

and regulators. Fay. b. Som. A scam of

coal. Fay. c. A progressing or proceeding
along a straight line without change of

direction. Webster 3d. d. To ventilate a
number of faces in series. B.S. 3618, 1963,

e. Corn. An unproductive vein
as opposed to be a lode. See also crosscourse. f. The horizontal direction of a
geologic structure. Synonym for strike.
Webster 3d. g. A channel through which
sec. 2.

water flows. Synonym for watercourse.

Webster 3d. h. An influx of water from one

direction. Standard, 1964. i. A horizontal
layer or row of brick in a structure. HW.
coursed blockwork. When concrete blocks
weighing from 10 to 50 tons are used in
construction, the blockwork is
laid in horizontal, bonded layers or courses.

coursed rubble. Rubble in courses of differing breadths. Standard, 1964.
coursed ventilation. Mine ventilation by the
same air current, that is, without splitting
of air. Nelson.

course of employment. In mining, means
where a miner is working within the pe-

riod of the employment at a place he may
reasonably be and while he is reasonably
fulfilling the duties of his employment or
is engaged in doing something incidental
thereto. Ricketts, I.
course of ore. a. A horizontal shoot. Nelson.
b. See chute, b; course, f. Fay.
course of vein. Its strike. The horizontal line
on which it cuts the country rock. Fay.
course stacking. The twthod of shovel operation in which no ground is hauled away.
The shovel simply stacks the ground on

the opposite side from the working cut,
or it may turn entirely around, dumping

the spoil on a bank behind. Lewis, p. 399.
coursing. The system of ventilation in mines,
as by doors, brattices, and stoppings. Standard, 1964.

coursing bubble. One rising freely through
cell during froth flotation. Pryor, 4.

coursing joint. The mortar joint between

two courses of bricks or stores, Bureau of
Mines Stag.

coursing pole. Rod used to keep courses
straight in bricklaying. Bureau of Mines
Stall.

coursing the air. See course, a. Fay.
coursing the waste. See course, a. Fay.

courthouse. A method used by companies
for checking the amount of refuse in coal.

The refuse is picked from a few cars of
run-of-mine coal daily, and when the
amount of refuse is considered unreasonable, it is shown to the miner and his
laborers. They may be suspended from
work if the amount and size of refuse

too high. Mitchell, p. 216.
courthouse inspector. In bituminous coal

also bridle chains. Fay.

mining, one who examines mine cars of

flanged pipes. Fay.

dirt, by the courthouse system (selecting
cars at random for examination), Rejects,
on basis of inspection, any group or lot

coupling tongs. Scot, A tool used in joining
coupon. A piece of metal from which a test
specimen is to be preparedoften an extra

coal for impurities, such as slate, rock, and

of cars containing too much impurity.

D.O.T. 1.
courtzilite. A form of asphaltum allied

crab
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courtzilite
to

gilsonite. Fay.
cousie. Scot. A self-acting plane. Fay.

cousie wheel. Scot. The drum or pulley on
a self-acting plane. Fay.

cousin Jack. Cornish miner, usually far from
home. Pryor,4+,

Couvinian. LoWer Middle Devonian. A.G.I.
Supp.
covalent bond. a. A nonionic chemical bond
formed by shared electrons, usually a pair

belonging originally each to a different
atom or both to one atom. Distinguished

from electrovalent bond. See also coordinate bond. Webster 3d. b. A linkage between two atoms in a molecule, with no
difference in electric cf,arge on the two
atoms. A linkage formed by the sharing
of electron pairs. A.G.I.
cove. a. A small sheltered inlet or bay. For
example, an irregular shoreline broken by

many coves, Webster 3d. b. A shallow
tidal stream or arm of the sea. A backwater near the mouth of a tidal stream.
Webster 3d. c. A deep recess or a small
valley in the side of a mountain. A level

area sheltered by hills or mountains. Webster 3d. d. A small bay or an open harbor.

Also applied to small areas of a plain or
a valley that extend into a mountain or
a plateau. A precipitously walled, cirquelike opening at the head of a small steep

valley produced by erosion of shale below
a thick massive sandstone, In Arizona and

New Mexico, a re-entrant in the border
of a mesa or a plateau is also called a
rincon (from the Spanish meaning an

inner corner). See also rincon. USGS Bull.

730, 1923, p. 87. e. A basin or a hollow
where the surface of the land has caved
in, as from the dissolving away of the

underlying rock by aqueous solution. Webster 3d. f. Scot. A hollow in a rock formation. Synonym for cavern. Webster 3d.
coveiline. See covellite. Pryor, 3.

covellite; covelline. A copper sulfide; CuS;
hexagonal; color indigo-blue; Mohs hardness, 1.5 to 2; specific gravity, 4.6. Copper

66.4 percent, Pryor, 3, Also known as

ment. Taylor.

cover brick. Common term for arch brick
used to line soaking pit covers. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

cover coat. The top or last coat of porcelain
enamel, as distinguished from the first or
ground coats. Some modern enamels are
one coal enamels, thus serving as ground
and cover coats simultaneously. Enam.

Dia.

covered electrode. Filler-metal electrode, used

in arc welding, consisting of a metal core
wire with a relative thick covering which
provides protection for the molten metal
from the atmosphere, improves the properties of the weld metal and stabilizes the

arc. Coal Age, v. 66, 'Io, 3, Mar, 1961,

p. 91.

covered pot. See pot, k. Dodd,
cover gap. The area in advance of mine
workings not adequately probed by pilot

holes to detect the presence of water-bearing fissures or structures. Long.
cover half. In die casting, the stationary half
of a die. ASM Gloss.
cover hole. One of a group borcholes drilled
in advance of mine workings to probe for
and detect water-bearing fissures or structures. Long.

covering bords. York. A series of bords
(rooms) formed on the side of a shaft
pillar, from which longwall working is
commenced. Fay.

covering formation. Very often beds con-

taining economic deposits of minerals arc
faulted, folded, and in part eroded. If
later they arc covered with other younger

layers which do not include economic

minerals or contain deposits of a different
kind from those found in the deeper
sequence, then this layer is spoken of as
the covering formation. Stoces, v. 1, p. 44.

covering power. a. The degree to which a

porcelain enamel coating obscures the underlying surface. ASTM C 286-65. b. The
degree to which a glaze hides or obscures
a ceramic surface. Bureau of Mines Staff.
c. The ability of a solution to give a satisfactory plate at very low current densities,
a condition which would exist in recesses

and pits. This term suggests

ability to

cover but not necessarily with a uniform
indigo copper.
coating, while throwing power suggests
cover. a. The thickness of rock, solid or inability to get a uniform thickness on an
coherent, between the workings and the
irregularly shaped object. ASM Gloss.
surface (or seabed), Nelson. b. The pattern
cover
line. T1,e point at which the overor number of drill holes (pilot holes)
burden mr..:ts the coal. B.C.I.
deemed adequate to detect water-bearing
to the weight of
fissures or structures in advance of mine cover load. The load duerock.
Isaacson, pp.
the superincumbent
workings. Compare arca cover. Long c,
73-74.
Shelter over and around a drill rig. Long.
d. Total thickness of material overlying cover mass. The material overlying the plane
of an angular unconformity. A.G.I. Supp.
mine workings or an ore body. Also called
cover rock. See cover, a.
burden ; mantle. Long. c. A loose term coversed
sine. The versed sine of the comfor overburden, B.C.I. f. Chiefly stratified
plement of thc arc. Zern, p. 55.
rocks overylying the basement, which de.
form by folding under the proper condi. cover stress. The stress induced by the cover
load only and which is uninfluenced by the
tions. Hess. fc. Eng. In Somerset, thidc
propinquity of any excavations. Isaacson,
cover and thin cover, two limestone bells
p 74.
used for paving. Arkell. h. The vertical
distance between any position in the strata cover wood. Eng. See lofting, SMRB, Paper
No. 61.
and the surface or any other position used
as Yeference. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5. i. In cover work. Lumps of copper too large to
pass the screen and which accumulate in
underground installations, the depth below
the bouom of the mortar of the stamp. Fay,
the surface that is leached by an opening.
The thickness of rock and soil that forms cove skirting. A special shape of ceramic wall
tile, Dodd.
the roof of an opening. Compare rock
covite. A plutonic rock composed of sodic
cover. A.G.I.
orthoclase, abundant hornblende and sodic
cover binding. Corn. See plank timbering.
pyroxene, nepheline, and accessory sphenc,
Fay.
apatite, and opaque oxides. A relatively
cover blocks; spacers. Small precast mortar
dark variety of nepheline smite. A.G.I.
blocks used inside formwork or shuttering
to ensure the correct cover to reinforce- cow. a, A kind of self-acting brake for in-

dined planes; a trailer. Compare cousic.
Fay. b. York. The finest crushed lead ore.
Also called coe. Arkell.

coward diagram. A chart which gives an
indication of the explosive potential of

any gaseous mixture, such as methane/air

or hydrogen/air, Nelson.
cowl. N. of Eng. A wrought-iron water barrel,
or tank for hoisting water. Fay.
Cowles process. Direct manufacture of aluminum alloys, such as copper aluminum,

from aluminum ores by reacting with

carbon in an electric furnace in the presence of the alloying metal. Bennett 2d,

1962.
cowp. Newc. To overturn ; to exchange working places. See also coup. Fay.
Cowper-Siemens stove. A hot-blast stove of
firebrick on the regenerative principle. Fay.
Cowper stove. See hot-blast stove. Dodd.
cowshut; cushat marl. Gray marl. Arkell.

cow stone. Eng. A local term for greensand
boulders. Fay.

cow sucker. A cylindrical heavy piece of iron

attached to a cable or wire line, making
it descend rapidly into a borehole when
the cable or line is not attached to a
string of drilling tools or equipment. Also

called bug; bullet; go-devil. Long.
coyote blasting; coyote-hole blasting; gopher-

hole blasting. A term applied to the

method of blasting in which large charges
arc fired in small adits or tunnels driven;

at the level of the floor, in the face of a

quarry or slope of an open-pit mine. Bureau
of Mines Stall.

zoyote hole. A small tunnel driven horizon-

tally into the rock at right angles to the
face Of the quarry. It has two or more
crosscuts driven from it parallel to the
face. It is in the ends of these crosscuts

that the explosive charge

is generally

placed, and the remaining space in the

tunnel is filled up with rock, sand, timbers,
or concrete, to act as stemming or tamping.
Same as gopher hole. Fay.
coyote-hole blasting. See coyotc blasting.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
coyoting. Pac. Mining in irregular openings

or burrows, comparable to the holes of
coyotes or prairie foxes; gophcring, Fay,
cp a. Abbreviation for candlepower; centipoise. BuMin Style Guide, p. 58. b. Abbreviation for chemically pure. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

C.P. Hemborn dust extractor. A dust trap
clean air flows inwards
around the outside of the drill rods, and
the dust and chippings arc extracted in
the airstream passing through the hollow
rods. It includes a drum-type dust container with filter units. The appliance

in which the

requires special rods and bits. Nelson.

cps Abbreviation for cycles per second, BuMin Stl'e Guide, p. 59.
Cr. Chemical symbol for chromium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1.

crab. a, Any of various machines or apparatus especially for raising or hauling heavy
weightg: as (1) a winch mounted (as on
skids) so that it cat be moved ; (2) the
part of an overhead traveling crane that
rolls along the track and carries the load;

and (3) a claw for anchoring a portable
machine. Webster 3d. b. A machine for
moving heavy weights. Especially, the
engines employed for lowering into place
the pumps, rods, pipes, etc., of Cornish
pitwork. See also crab winch. c. An iron
rod forked at one end, attached to loaded
coal cars coming up out of a slope. Fay.
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crabhole
d. A hoisting winch used to pull ladles,
cars, or iron plate in a boilershop. Also

called mule; car dumper. Fay. c. In photogrammetry the angle between the edge of

a photograph and the flight line. A.G.I.
crabhole. Aust. A hole, apparently waterworn, found in the bedrock under the
drift. Fay.
crab locomotive. A trolley locomotive fitted

with a crab or winch for hauling mine

cars from workings where a trolley wire is
not installed. Nelson.

crab operator. In bituminous coal mining,
one who maintains and operates a crab

(electric motor equipped with a drum
and haulage cable mounted on a small
truck) to pull loaded mine cars from
working places to haulageways in the mine.

D.O.T. 1.
crab rock. Eng. Breccia or brockram, near
base of New Red series, Barrow in Furness
district. Compare rabbit cyc; toad's-eye.
Arkell.

crab winch. An iron machine consisting of
two triangular uprights between which are
two axles, one above the other. These
machines are frequently used in connection
with pumping gear where mine shafts are
not deep. See also crab, b. Fay.

cracker. a. A coalbreaker. Fay. b. A manila

cable, usually 100 feet long, placed between

a string of tools and a wire cable to give

the desired elasticity. Porter. c. Used jocularly for miner. Korson. d. A machine for
the coarse crushing of pitch used as binder.
Mso called fixcd beater. B.S. 3552, 1962.

cracker boss. An official in charge of the

screen room in a breaker. Korson.
crackers. a. Eng. Thc so-called Portland

crackers, huge spheroidal doggers of calciferous sandstone, blue-hearted, on Shotover Hill. Also applied to big mudstone
scptaria in the Oxford and Kimmeridge
clays. Arkell. b. Eng. A subdivision of
the Lower Greensand in the Isle of Wight
containing large calcareous sandstone
crackers or doggers. Arkell.

cracket. N. of Eng. A tool used by miners
in mining coal. Fay.

cracking. a. A process in which relatively

heavy hydrocarbons (such as fuel oils and
naphthas from petroleum) arc broken up
into lighter products (such as gasoline
and ethylene) by means of heat, and usually pressure, and sometimes catalysts.
Webster 3d. b. A process of breaking down
organic compounds of high molecular
weight into compounds of lower molecular
wdght. Shell Oil Co. c. Breaking of bisque
enamels which usually results in tearing

in the fired enamel. Rough handling of
sprayed ware and low dry film strength

of the bisque enamel combine to promote
cracking of the dried surface. Enam.
d. Cracks that occur in ceramic ware during drying, firing, or cooling. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
cracking off. The severing of shaped glassware from the moil. See also moil. Dodd.
cracking of oil. A name given to the method
by which hydrocarbons of one composition
are reduced to lower members of the same
series, or converted into other hydrocarbons

during distillation. It originated about 50
years ago by the stillmen in the old Pennsylvania refineries and means just what its
connotation conveys, namely a part alteration, a!, distinguished from the more complete decomposition which would disrupt
the molecule largely into carbon and permanent gas. Cracking simply alter the
molecules to an extent that produces an

amount of low-boiling fractions that cannot

be obtained by simple distillation. It may
not be accomplished by any considerable
production of permanent gas, the product
being largely a liquid condensate, but of
different character from that obtained by
simple distillation. Fay.

crackle. a. A crazed or cracked surface on
art pottery or glass. To produce the effect
on pottery the glaze is compounded so
as to have a higher thermal expansion
than the body; the craze pattern is sometimes emphasized by rubbing coloring mat-

ter, such as umber, into the fine cracks.

With glass, the ware is cracked by quenching in water; it is then reheated and
shaped. Dodd. b. A cracked vitreous enamel, the surface appearing to be wrinkled

due to its mottled texture, can be produced by the wet process of application.
Dodd.

crackle breccia. A breccia, the fragments of
which are parted by planes of fission and
which have undergone little or no relative
displacement. A.G.I.

crackled. a. Glassware, the surface of which

has been intentionally cracked by water

immersion and partially heated by reheating before final shaping. ASTM C162-66.
b. A mottled textural effect in a wet process porcelain enamel resembling a wrinkled surface. ASTM C286-65. c. Enamel
characterized by a novel pattern-work of
surface resulting from special application

and handling. Enam. Dict.

crackled quartz. See crackled stones. Shipley.

crackled stones. Stones in the structure of
which numerous small cracks or fissures

have been produced by heating and sudden
cooling in water, at which time dyes may
be forced into :tie cracks producing stones
of various colors. See also Indian emerald.

Shipley.

crackled texture. A concentric texture in
which minute cracks have developed by
shrinkage during crystallization. Schieferdecker.

crackle ware. A term applied to glazed ware
in which the glaze shows extensive crazing.
ACSG,1963.

crack off. The process of severing a glass
article by breaking, as by scratching and
then heating. ASTM C162-66.
crack off man. See breaker, sprues. D.O.T. 1.
cracks. a. Scot. Vertical planes of cleavage
in coal. Planes at right angles to the
bedding. Fay. b. Irregular fractures within

the crystal that may be natural or may
arise from blasting, rough handling, or

other causes. Skow.

cracks of gas. Puffs or explosions of gas in
blast furnaces. Fay.
crack wax. A dark-colored variety of ozokerite showing a granular fracture. Tomkeieff,
1954.

Eng. A movable platform or
scaffold suspended by a rope from the

cradle. a.

surface, upon which repairs or other work

is performed in a shaft. Fay. b. Eng. In
the Midland coalfield, a loop made of a
chain in which a man is lowered and
raised in a shaft not fitted with a cage.

Fay. c, A wooden box, longer than wide,
provided with a movable slide and hopper,

and mounted on two rockers. It is used

for washing gold-bearing earths. See also
rocker. Fay. d, The part of a car dumper
in which the car rests when it is dumped.
Fay. c. To wash, as gold-bearing gravel,
in a mining-cradle, Standard, 1964. f. The
balance platform for thc cage in some
shafts at the bottom. Mason. g, Device by
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crandallite
means of which a small diamond or per-

cussive-type drill may be attached to a

drill column or arm. Also called saddle.

Long. h. Mounting for rock drill. Pryor, 3.
i. The trough-shaped metal support for a
mounu.d pneumatic drill. C.T.D. j. A
support bracket with a hinged connection
to its load. Nichols. k. A carriage. Nichols.
cradle dump. A tipple which dumps cars with
a rocking motion. Fay.
cradling. Scot. Stonc walling in a mine shaft.
Fay.

Craelius drilling machine. A small, fairly
light boring machine constructed by thc

Swedish engineer Craelius for shallow exploratory borings underground. It drills
in any direction (downwards, upwards,
horizontally, or obliquely) to depths of
from 200 to 1,000 meters, but usually only
50 meters. It uses coring or solid bits, with

or without flushing and can be driven
either by hand, any oil engine, compressed
air, or electricity. Stoces, v. 1, p. 83.

crag. a. A steep, rugged rocky eminence; a
rough broken cliff or projecting point of
rock. Webster 3d. b. A sharp, detached
fragment of rock. Webstei 3d.

craigmontite. A light-colored variety of nephcline sycnitc, containing in descending
order of abundance, nepheline, oligosclase,
and muscovite, with small amounts of cal-

cite, corundum, biotite, and magnetite;
from Craigmont Hill, Ontario, Canada.

Holmes, 1928.
craignurite. A glassy variety of rhyodacite.
A.G.I.
cramp. a. Rail bender; Jim Crow. Mason.
b. A short bar of metal having its two ends
bent downwards at right angles for insertion into two adjoining pieces of stone,
wood, etc., to hold them together. Fay.

c. A pillar of rock or mineral

left for

support. Fay. d. Derb. A fastening used
to keep pumps in place. See also clamp,
a. Fay. c. A contrivance for holding parts
of a frame in place during construction.

It usually consists of a steel bar along

which slide two brackets between which
the work is fixed, one of the brackets being

pegged into a hole in the bar while the

other is adjustable for position by means of

a screw. C.T.D. f. A locking bar of incorrodible metal used to bind together
adjacent stones in a course, and having
bent ends, one of which is fastened into
each stone. Also called a cramp iron.

C.T.D.
crampet. Eng. A bracket, See also cramp, d.
Fay.
crampon; crampoon. An appliance for holding stones or other heavy objects that are

to be hoisted by crane. It consists of a

pair of bars hinged together like scissors,
the points of which arc bent inwards for
gripping the load, while the handles are
connected by short lengths of chain to a

common hoist ring. C.T.D.
cranch. a. Derb. A pillar of ore left to
support the roof or hanging wall. See also

cramp, c. Fay. b. Part of a vein left un-

worked during previous mining operations
Nelson.
crandall. a. A stonecutter's hammer for

dressing ashlar. Its head is made up of
pointed steel bars of square section wedged

in a slot in the end of the iron handle.
Standard, 1964. b. To dress stone with
a crandall. Standard,1964.
crandallite. A hydrous phosphate of calcium
and aluminum, Ca0.2A1203.P8Ob.6H20;
probably orthorhombic; white to light

gray; compact to

cleavable

masses, or
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crane
Formerly called kalkwavellite.
From Tintic district, Utah; Dehrn, Nassau,
Germany. English.
crane. A machine for lifting and transporting
heavy weights, generally from above. Mersereau, 4th, p. 414.

fibrous.

crane bed. Eng. A pale, earthy limestone
with imperfectly formed oolitic particles.
Arkell.

crane board. N. of Eng. A return air course
connected directly with the furnace. Fay.
crane boom. A long, light boom, usually of
lattice construction. Nichols.

crane brae. Scot. A short incline in steep
working. Fay.

crane ladle. A pot or ladle sepported by a
chain from a crane; used for pouring
molten metals into molds. Fay.

craneman. a. Eng. One whose business it
is to hoist coal with the crane. Fay. b. A

man who operates any type of a crane. Fay.

craneman, kiln setting. One who operates
an overhead crane equipped with a setting
machine that grabs piles of brick and sets
them in kiln for burning. .D.O.T.1.

crane post. The vertical member of a jib
crane, to the top of.which the jib is con-

nected by a tie rod. C.T.D.
crane rope. Wire rope consisting of 6 strands
of 37 wires around a hemp center. H & G,
p. 129.

crane tower. That tower of a derrick crane

which carries the jib and crane machinery.
The two other towers are known as anchor
towers. Ham.

crank. a. Small coal, Wales. Fay. b. Term

used in the pottery industry in two related

senses: (1) a thin refractory bat used as

an item of kiln furniture in the glost firing
of wall tiles. A number of cranks, each
supporting one or more tiles, are built-up
to form a stack; the cranks are kept apart
by refractory distance pieces known as
dots; and (2) a composite refractory struc-

ture for the support of flatware during

glost firing and decorating firing; the crank
is designed to prevent the glazed surfaces
of the ware from coming into contact with
other ware or kiln furniture. Dodd.

crank angle. In the petroleum industry, (1)
the angle made by the centerline of the
crank with the centerline of the cylinders
or the centerline of the attached slider;
and (2) the angle through which the crank
turns in a unit time. Porter.

crank press. A mechanical press, the slides

of which are actuated by a crankshaft.

ASM Gloss.

crankshaft. The engine shaft that converts
the reciprocating motion and force of
pistons and connecting rods to rotary

motion and torque. Nichols.
cranny. Any small opening, fissure, or crevice,
as in a wall or rock. Fay.
crapply. York. A term applied to friable
rocks. Arkell.

thought by many investigators to have

its pipe out or leaks alongside the pipri and
washes the soil away from the weii until,
around the well, a pond or small lake is

Webster 3d. f. In blasting, the funnel of

cratogenic. a. Of or pertaining to a craton.
A.G.I. Supp. b. Formed in or in relation

pocks less than

1

mile in diameter to

walled plains nearly 150 miles across and

been caused by the impact of huge meteorites and by others to be of igneous origin.

rupture, which in bad rock may have very
steep sides and a relatively small volume of
broken rock. Stauffer. g. The formation
of a large funnel-shaped cavity at the top
of a well, resulting from a blowout or
occasionally from caving. Brantly, 1. h. In
machining, a depression in a cutting tool
face eroded by chip contact. ASM Gloss.
i, In arc welding, a depression at the termination of a bead or in the weld pool
beneath the electrode. ASM Gloss.
crateral; craterice; craterous. Of or belonging
to a crater. Webster 3d.

crater cone. A cone built up around a vol-

canic vent by lava which reached the
surface through that vent, either in a
molten state or ir fragmental condition.

roadway area measurement utilizing the

Sunflower apparatus. This instrument consists essentially of a graduated brass rod,
of adjustable length, which can be rotated

through 360° in a vertical plane. Radial
measurements are made from a central
a scale diagram of the roadway section is
prepared, or else the arca is calculated.

right angles to the holes. Langefors, p. 230.

Roberts, I, pp. 59-60.
craw coal. See crow coal. Fay.
crawl. a. A defect of glazes in which the glaze
draws up into droplets or globules, leaving
parts of the surface with insufficient glaze.
ACSG. b. Synonym for crawlway; cat run.
Schieferdecker.

These represent in principle a completely
new type of cut and make use of the crater
effect which is obtained in blasting a
single hole at a free rock surface. The

possibility of 2. uniform enlargement can

be counted OIL This means that if the

scale is enlarged so that the diameter and

depth of hole and length of the charge
are all doubled, for example, a crater of
double the depth 'II be obtained. The
number of holes can be increased instead

of increasing the diameter of the holes.
Langefors, p. 251.

cratered. Having a crater or craters. Full of
craters, as the cratered moon. Webster 3d.
crater fill. A mass of congealed lava in the
bottom of a volcanic crater. It is generally

of lenticular form and has pronounced

columnar jointing. Usually it is bordered
by cinders, talus, or weathered rock that
has fallen down from the crater wall.
crater lake. A lake, generally of freshwater,
formed by the accumulation of rain and
ground water in a volcanic crater or caldera having a relatively impermeable floor
and impermeable walls. Crater Lake, Ore.,
is an example. A.G.I.
craterlet. A little crater. Webster 3d.
crater lip. In explosion-formed crater nomenclature, the elevation increase at the crater
edge formed by (1) uplifting of strata and
(2) deposition of ejecta from the crater.
About 25 percent of the apparent crater
volume is deposited on the lip. Mining and
Minerals Engineering, v. 2, No, 2, February
1966, p. 65.

at the top of a volcanic cone or on the
flanks of a volcano. It is directly above
out of which volcanic materials are ejected.

orifice of a volcano that often appears ns
a funnel-shaped pit maintained by succes-

bottomed or pointed, inverted cone more
or less circular in plan. The diameter of
the floor is seldom over 1,000 feet; the
depth may be as much as several hundred
feet. It is primarily the result of explosions
or of collapse at the top of a volcanic conduit. See also crater; explosion crater; lateral crater; pit crater. A.G.I.
crater well. A gas or oil well which blows

the moon that. range in size from small

support. Arkell.
Craven Sunflower method. A method of mine

tunnel, that is, towards a free surface at

erally of considerable size. A.G.1. Supp.

thousands of formations on the surface of

craunch. A piece of a vein left uncut as a

road. From the data so obtained, either

a pipe or vent that feeds the volcano, and

a meteorite. Webster 3d. e. Any one of

more positive and negative areas of a craton. A.G.I. Supp.

several fully charged holes in which blasting is carried out towards the face of the

stone. Fay.
crater. a. In general, a bowl-shaped topographic depression with steep slopes and gen-

cone. Webster 3d. c. The flaring or bowlshaped opening of a geyser. Webster 3d.
d. A depression formed by the impact of

to a craton. A.G.I. Supp.

craton. A relatively immobile part of the
earth and generally of large size. Also
spelled kraton but craton is preferred in
the United States. A.G.I.
cratonic shelf. The zone lying between the

point in the airway, and at observed angles,
and these are taken to the periphery of the

A.G.I.

crater, volcanic. A steep-walled depression

sive explosions at the top of a built-up

formed. Bureau of Mines Staff.

crater cuts. These cuts consist of one or

craguelé. See crackle, a, Dodd.
crate dam. A dam built of crates filled with

b. The depression above or around the

crawling

In its simplest form, it is usually a flat-
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crawler. a. One of a pair of an endless chain
of plates driven by sprockets and used instead of wheels, by certain power shovels,
tractors, bulldozers, drilling machines, etc.,
as a means of propulsion. Also any machine mounted on such tracks. Bureau of

Mines Staff. b. Local term for an apron
feeder to a pan mill used in brickmaking.

Dodd.
crawler tracks; caterpillars. An endless chain
of plates used instead of wheels by certain
power shovels, continuous miners, etc. A
crawler-track machine is more stable and
can travel over softer ground. Nelson.

Crawley midget miner. A longwall cutter

loader taking a 4-foot 3-inch web in seams
22 to 28 inches in thickness and traveling

at 3 feet per minute. The machine is
single-ended and has four boring arms
spaced at about a 72-degree lag to each

other. These operate ahead of the periphery chain which clears any uncut and unloaded coal. The chain eludes flight pick
boxes for loading the coal. The machine
can be fitted with a sensing device which
automatically adjusts the vertical hcight
of the machine, See also coal-sensing probe.
Nelson.

Crawley-Wilcox miner. A continuous miner
for use in narrow headings in seams 22 to

46 inches thick, It has two augers, thc

diameters of which can be varied to suit

seam thickness, with picks on front cutting
edges and auger scrolls. The augers rotate
in opposite directions and the coal is dis-

charged onto a bridge conveyor and then
onto a chain conveyor. It can operate on
gradients up to 1 in 3 dipping and 1 in
..
21/2 rising. Nelson.
crawling. A condition very similar to tearing

which occurs when firing a sprayed enamel
coating over another coating already fired.
The characteristic of crawling is the aggregating of the top-coat into balls of irregu-

lar-shaped islands during firing, thus exposing the first coat between these islands.

May be caused by too heavy application,
improper drying conditions or too finely
ground enamel. Hansen.
crawlway. A low passageway that only per-

mits the passage of a man by crawling.

A.G.I.
craw picker. Scot. One who picks stones from

coal or shale. Fay.

craze. a. Corn. The tin ore which collects
in the middle part of the buddle middlings. Also called creaze. Fay. b. Hairlike

cracks appearing in a glaze. Also called

crazing. C.T.D.
crazeproof enamel. An enamel which will
not craze when given a severe thermal
shock test. Hansen.

crazing. a. The cracking of a surface layer
into small irregularly shaped contiguous
areas. Taylor. b. Almost invisible cracking
in a finished enamel surface, extending

down to the base metal. This condition
should not be confused with "hairlines".
Enam. Dict.
crazing pot. Popular name in the pottery
industry for an autoclave. Dodd.
cream. A rusty impure meerschaum. Fay.
cream bed. Som. Fine-grained, grayish limestone. Arkell.
creams. Sometimes designates a very high
quality drill diamond. Long.
crease. a. A limestone quarry in the side of

a mountain. Nelson. b. An old stream

channel. Fay.
crease limestone. Forest of Dean. Division
of the Carboniferous limestone containing
iron ore. Arkell.

creashy peat. Term used in Scotland for a
variety a highly bituminous peat. Tomkeie ff , 1954.

creasote. See creocsote. Bennett 2d, 1962.
creaze. Corn. Low-grade middling which ::ollects in middle zone in buddling. Pryor, 3.
crednerite. An iron-black to steel-gray metallic mineral with a black to brownish streak
and perfect cleavage, CuMn204. Dana 7d,

v.1, p. 723.
creedite. A colorless, purple hydrous sulfate

and fluoride of calcium and aluminum,
2CaF2. 2A1(F,OH) 3 . CaS002H20; monoclinic ; prismatic crystals, grains, and radi-

ating masses. From Wagon Wheel Gap,
Colo.; Tonopah, Nev. English.

creek. a. In maritime districts, a small tidal
inlet. Fay. b. In inland districts, a small
stream or branch of a river; a brook. Fay.
c. A stream of less volume than a river.
A small tidal channel through a coastal
marsh. Local in Maryland and Virginia,
a wide arm of a river or bay. A long shallow stream flowing intermittently or an
arroyo; local in the southwestern United
States. A.G.I.
creek claim. A claim which includes the bed
of a creek. Under the statute of Oregon,
a tract of land 100 yards square, one side

of which abuts on a creek or rather extends
to the middle of the stream. Fay.
creekology. a. An ironical term for unscientific methods of choosing drilling sites or
prospective oil or gas acreage and particu-

larly applied to selection based on the

general appearance of outcrops, topography, drainage, etc. A.G.1. b. The term was
derived from the primitive, unscientific
practice of locatin5 drilling sites for oil
wells along creeks in Pennsylvania in the
1860's and 1870's. Bureau of Mines Staff.
creek placers. Placers in, adjacent to, and at
the level of small streams. Fay.

creek right. The privilege of diverting water
for the purpose of working a creek claim.

creosote
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crawlway
Fay.

creel. Scot. A kind of basket in which coal

and rock are conveyed from the mine. Fay.
creep. a. A slow movement of rock debris or

soil due to gravity, down a slope for instance. It is usually imperceptible except
to observations over a long period. ASCE
PI826. b. The slow and imperceptible
movement of finely broken up rock material from higher to lower levels. Also the
material itself that has moved. A.G.I. c. An
imperceptibly slow, more or less continuous
downward and outward movement of slope-

forming soil or rock. The movement is
essentially viscous, under shear stresses that

are large enough to produce permanent
deformation but arc too small to produce

shear failure, as occurs in a landslidc.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955. d. Slow deformation that results from long application of
a stress. By many investigators, it is limited
to stresses below the elastic limit. Part of
the creep is a permanent deformation. Part
of the deformation is elastic and from this

part of the specimen recovers. A.G.I.
Eng. A squeeze or crush forcing the

pillars down into the floor which often give

the miner the impression that the floor is
rising, due to its being softer than the roof.

sidence of the surface caused by extensive
underground mining. Fay.
creep limit. a. The maximum stress that will
cause less than a specified quantity of creep
in a given time. ASM Gloss. b. The maximum nominal stress under which the creep
strain rate decreases continuously with
time under constant load and at constant

temperature. Sometimes used synonymously
with creep strength. ASM Gloss.
creep recovery. Time-dependent strain after
release of load in a creep test. ASM Gloss.
creep-rupture test. Same as stress-rupturc
test. ASM Gloss.
creep strength. a. The constant nominal stress
that will cause a specified quantity of
creep in a given time at constant temperature. ASM Gloss. b. The constant nominal
stress that will cause a specified creep rata
at constant temperature. ASM Gloss.

creep tests. Methods for measuring the re-

sistance of metals to creep. Time-extension
curves under constant loads arc determined. The methods used vary with respect

to the duration of the tests and the pro-

cedure adop:ed in estimating behavior during long periods of time. C.T.D.
creep wrinkles. Small microfolds or corruga
tions on the bedding plane, perpendicular

Any slow movement of mining ground.

to the direction of movement (slumping

material such as clay, due to alternate

creeshy; greasp blaes. Scot. Smooth-faced

Also called squeeze; pull. Compare thrust.
Fay. f. A gradual movement of loose rock

freezing and thawing, wetting and drying,
or other causes. Fay. g. To rise above the
surface of a solution upon the walls of a
vessel, as salt crystals in a voltaic cell.
Webster 2d. h. A very slow movement of
a winding engine, when the brake is not

sufficiently applied to hold it. Fay. i. A
very slow gradual movement of the drill-

hoist drum when the brake is worn or not
securely set. Long. j. See drag, q. Higham,

p. 104. k. The action of a belt in alter-

nately losing speed on the driving pulley
because of contraction in length due to
lowered tension whet., leaving, and gaining

speed on the driven pulley because of
stretching caused by the tight side tension.
ASA MH4.1-1958. 1. Very slow travel of

a machine or a part. Nichols. m.

Un-

wanted \ ming of a shaft due to drag in

or creep). See also crinkle marks; pseudoripple marks. Pettijohn.
nodules of shale or bind occasionally found
in the roof of some coal scams. Nelson.

creeshy clods. Peat which on drying breaki

into irregular clods which burn with a
clear bright flame like a lump of tallow
or grease. Tomkeieff, 1954.

Cremer kiln. A German design of tunnel kiln
that can be divided into compartments by
a series of metal slides to permit better
control of temperature nnd atmosphere.

The fired ware is cooled by air currents

through permeable refractory brickwork in
the kiln roof or by water-cooling coils.
Dodd.
Cremnitz white. White pigment consisting of

lead carbonate and hydrated lead oxide.

Bennett 2d, 1962.
crenitic. Derived from the Greek for spring.
Used by Crosby to describe mineral veins

which have been deposited by uprisinq

a fluid clupling or other disconnect device.
Nichols. n. Time-dependent strain occurring under stress. The creep strain occur
ring at a diminishing rate is called primary

springs. Fay.
crenulate shoreline; indented shoreline. Ungraded shoreline, showing many sharp

almost constant rate, secondary creep; that
occurring at an accelerating rate. tertiary
creep. ASM Gloss. o. A slow inelastic or

plastic &formation of concrete or steel

early stage of shoreline development.
Schieferdecker.
crenulation. A small fold with a wavelength
of a few millimeters that occurs chiefly in
metamorphic rocks. Synonym for wrinkle.

of a precipitate on the wet walls of a

creollue. A purplish epidotized basalt in

creep; that occurring at a minimum and

under continued stress. Taylor. p. The rise
vessel. C.T.D. q. The formation of crystals
on the sides of a vessel above the surface
of an evaporating liquid. C.T.D.

creeper. An endless chain, with projecting

bars at intervals which catch the car Axles
and haul them up an inclined plane. They

are used on the surface and arcvnd the
pit bottom. Creeners arc also used on
relatively flat roadways t- retard or propel

the cars as required. See also retarder.

Nelson.

clieper crane. A crane of high lifting capacity for building steel arch and cantilever
bridges. It generally travels along the top
chcrd of such a bridge during construction.
Ham.
creeping. Eng. The settling or natural sub-

headlands; typical of a shoreline in an

A.G.1.

Massachusetts. Hess.

creolite. Banded jasper from Shasta County,
California. Schaller.
creosote. a. A colorless to yellowish oily
liquid compound consisting of a mixture
of phenols distilled fi,m wood, and having
a smoky odor and burning taste. Staadard,
1964. b. To impregnate (wood) with creosote oil. Webster 3d. c. As used in wood

preservation, a distillate of ceal tar produced by high-temperature cubonization
of bituminous coal; it consistr, principally
of liquid and solid aromatic hydrocarbons,
and contains appreciable quant:ties of tar

acids and tar bases; it is heavier than

water; and hus a continuous boiling range
of at lehst 125° C beginning at about 200°

creosote, beechwood
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C. Also called creosote oil; creosote dis-

tillate. ASTM D32441.
creosote, beechwood. See creosote, wood-tar.
CCD 6d, 1961.
creosote coal-tar solution. A solution of coal
tar in creosote in various pro ?ortions.
Usually contains 20 to 40 percent of coal
tar. ASTM D324-41.
creosote, wood-tar; creosote, beechwood. A
colorless or faintly yellow, oily liquid; characteristic smoky odor; miscible with alco-

hol, ether, and fixed or volatile oils; and

specific gravity, 1.080. Used as an oreflotation agent. CCD 6d, 1961.

creosoting. The injecting of creosote into
timber which is to be exposed to the

weather, in order to increase its durability.
Crispin.
creosoting cyliuder. Strong wrought-iron cylinder in which railroad tics, etc. are exhausted el* their moisture and filled with
creosote pumped in under pressure. Crispin.

crept. bord. Eng. A bord or room more or
less filled up from the effects of creep. Fay.

crept pillars.

coal which
have passed through the various stages of
Eng. Pillars of

creep. Fay.
crescent cast. Sce current crescent. Pettijohn.
crescentic. Resembling or suggesting a cres-

cent, which is the shape or figure defined

sarily the same as the axis of a fold. See
also crest, b. A.G.I.
crest of berm. The seaward margin of the
berm. See also berm. Hy.
cresyl alcohol. Sec cresol. CCD 6d, 1961.
cresylic. Mixture of cresol isomers. Frother
and froth stabilizing agent in flotation
process. Emulsion stabilizer. Pryor, 3.
cresylic acid. The trade designation for commercial mixtures of phenolic materials
boiling above the cresol range. Consists of

phenols, cresols, and xylenols and higher
phenols in various proportions, according
to its source and boiling range. Used as a
flotation agent. CCD 6d, 1961.
Cretaceous. a. Frorr the Latin creta, meaning chalk. Applied to the third and final
period of the Mesozoic era. Extensive marine chalk beds were deposited during this
period. Bureau of Mines Staff. b. Of the
nature of chalk or relating to chalk. Fay.
c. Also the system of strata deposited in

diamctcr for a short distance at ends, A
foreign term, used on artesian we?1 casing.
Fay.

crest. a. The summit of any eminence ; the
highest natural projection which cruwns
a hill or mountain, from which the surface
dips downward in all directions, or in
opposite directions. A.G.I. b. The highest
point on an anticline. See also crestlinc.
A.G.I. c. The line connecting the highest
points on thc same bed in an infinite num .
ber of cross sections across a fold. Billings,
1954, p. 36. d. In oceanography, a narrow
rise. having an irregular longitudinal profile

and constituting the top of a sea-bottom
elevation. Sehieferdeeker.

crests! plane. The plane formed by joining
the crests of all beds in an anticline. See
also crest. A.G.I.
crested. Consisting of groups of tabular crystals forming ridges. Shipley.

crest gate. A gate for maintaining or lowering
water level, erected at the crest of a dam.
See also roller gate; sliding gate. Ham.

cresting. Trimming used on the ridge

of

or through earth after earthquakes. Webster 3d. c. A breach in thc levee of a river.
Webster 3d.

Supp.

crevet. A goldsmith's crucible. Hess.

Pac. A shallow fissure in the
bedrock under a gold placer, in which

crevice. a.

small but highly concentrated deposits of
gold are found. Fay. b. The fissure contain-

ing a vein. As employed in the Colorado

statute relative to a discovery shaft, a crevice is a mineral-bearing vein. Fay.
crevice corrosion. A type of concentrationcell corrosion; corrosion of a metal that is

caused by the concentration of dissolved
salts, metal ions, oxygen, or other gases,
and such, in crevices or pockets remote

from the principal fluid stream, with a

resultant building up of differential cells
that ultimately cause dup pitting. ASM
Gloss.

crevice oil. Oil occurri-.g in the cracks in
shale, as in the Florence, Colo., oilfield.
Porter.

crevicing. Collecting gold that is in the crevices of a rock. Fay.
crew loader. In bituminous coal mining, one

of a crew of loaders who shovels coal,
blasting from working face, onto a conveyor that transports it from the underground working place to a point where

it is loaded into mine cars. D.O.T. 1.
crib. a. A shaft-sinking curb. Also used for
a timber chock. Nelson. b. A structure
composed of frames of timber laid horizontally upon one another, or of timbers
built-up as in the walls of a log cabin. Fay.

c. A miner's luncheon. Fay. d. Erg. A
cast-iron ring in a shaft upon which tubbing is built up. See also wedging curb.
Fay. c. Eng. A wooden foundation upon
which the brick lining or walling of a shaft
is

built. Fay. f. An interval from work

tiled roofs. Same as hip roll. Fay.

underground for croust, bait, snack, downer,

infinite number of cross sections. Not neces-

g. A job. C.T.D. h. A drill base made of
timber stacked log-cabin fashion. Long.

crestline. In an anticline, the line connecting
the highest points on the same bed in an

Staff.

cribbing. a. The construction of cribs, or tim-

bers laid at right angles to each other,

sometimes filled with earth, as a roof support or as a support for machinery. B.C.I.
b. The close setting of timber suppor.3
when shaft sinking through loose ground.
The timber is usually square or rectangular
and practically no ground is exposed. The
methed is also used for constructing ore
chutes. See also barring; close timbering.
Nelson. c. A method of timbering used

primarily to rectify a mistake of removing
too great a percentage of the coal on the

the first. This is continued until the area
between the bottom and the roof is filled

crescentic fracture. A curved fracture made
by glacial ice that is convex upcurrent.
Pettijohn.

furnace bottom characterized by the fineness of the particles of dolomite uscd for
ramming; after it has been burned-in, the
hearth is very dense and resistant to metal
penetration. Dodd.
cressed. Reduced about one-eighth inch in

pack.

cribadura. Sp. Screening. Hess.
cribbe. Mex. Cribbing, including rock-filled
cribs to support the roof. Bureau of Mines

through massed ice, a glacier, a snow field,

crevasse; crevass. a. A break, opening, or
chasm of some width and considerable
depth. Webster 3d. b. A split or cleavage

have been deposited in a crevasse. A.G.I.
crevasse ridge. Fluvial material deposited in
a glacial crevasse and now occurring as a
more or less straight ridge rising above the
general land surface and extending parallel
to the direction of ice movement. A.G.I.

Crespi hearth. A type of open-hearth steel

lining the opening with timbers and boards.

Long. See also cog; curb, a; nog; chock ;

advance, and has the effect of replacing
part of thc coal. Some are made by using

crevasse filling. An elongate kame believed to

crescentic gouge. See gouge marks. Pettijchn.
crescentic lake. Synonym for oxbow.
crescentic scour mark. See current crescent.
Pettijohn.
crescent-type cross-bedding. Same as trough
cross-stratification. Pettijohn.
cresol; methyl phenol; cresyl alcohol. CH3CoHeOH. Used as a flotation agent. CCD
6d, 1961.

i. To support walls of an excavation by

the Cretaceous period. Fay.

by a convex and concave edge. Likc a

crescent moon. Webster 3d.
crescentic dune. Synonym for barchan. A.G.I.

Crimp and Bruges' formula

pkce, chop, snap, bit, or tiffin. C.T.D.

timbers in pigpen style; first laying timbers
onc way then placing other timbers across

and wedged tight. Others are made by
laying a layer of timbers first in one direc-

tion, then another layer across at right

angles to the bottom layer. Space oetwecn
the timbers in a layer varies according to

requirements. The hollow type are generally filled with gob. Kentucky, p. 142.
cribble. A sieve. Fay.

crib dam. A dam constructed of interlocking
rectangular sections of timber or precast
concrete, laid to a batter, and forming cells
which are filled with earth or broken rock.
See also gravity retaining wall. Hnm.
crib kettle. A dinner pail. Zern.
cribs. Segments of oak to encircle the shaft.
Peel.

cribwork. A construction of timbering made
by piling logs or beams horizontally one

above another, and spiking or chaining
them together, each layer being at right
angles to those above and below it. See
also crib, b. Fay.

crichtonite. A variety of ilmenite in which
the proportion of titanic oxide is less than
normal. Standard, 1964.

cricks. a. Som. Clay galls. Arkell. b. Vertical joints affecting only the lower strata
in a quarry. Arkell. c. Joints in slate with
an inclination opposite to the dip of the
rock. Arkell.

criggling. Term used in South Wales for a

carbonaceous shale or clay associated with
coal. Tornkeie ff, 1954.

Crilley and Everson process. A flotation

process in which the ore is crushed to 50

mesh and mixed with a thick black oil.
Boiling water containing enough acid to
give it a tart taste is then added. This
process was tried at Baker City, Ore. and
at Denver, Colo., in 1889. Liddell 2d, p.
406.

crimp. a. The flattening made by a crimper'
near the mouth of a blasting cap for holding the fuse in place. Fay, b. To fix detonator on blasting fuse by squeezing it with
special pliers. Pryor, 3. c. A tight bend in
metal made tinder pressure. Nichols.

Crimp and Bruges' formula. A formula connecting the rate of flow in a sewer with its
hydraulic mean depth and slope:
v = 124m0."Vi
where v is the velocity of dow, m is the
hydraulic mean depth, and i is the hydraulic gradient. The units a:.e in feet per

crimper
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second and feet. See also Barnes' formula.
Ham.
crimper. A tool specially made for fastening

crippling load. The load under which a long
column starts to bend. Hooke's law ceases

a cap to a fuse. Stauffer. See also cap

crimper.
crimping. a. The action of squeezing the open

end of a plain detonator, or detonating

relay, over a length of fuse. B.S. 3618, 1964,

sec. 6. b. Forming relatively small corrugations in order to: (1) set dcwn and lock
in a scam, (2) create an arc in a strip of

metal, and (3) reit.ce an existing arc or
diameter. ASM Gloss. c. An operation
wherein the metal around or along the

edge of the piece is shaped into the form
of a roll or curl. Hansen.
crimson night stone. Purple fluorite from
Idaho. Schaller.
crinanite. A rock composed of sodic plagioclase, much titanaugite and olivine, with

minor analcite, apatite, and opaque oxides.
The texture is ophitic. A variety of thera-

lite. A.G.I.
crinkle. A small fold, usually a fraction of
an inch in wavelength. A.G.I.

crinkled. A textural effect on a porcelain
enamel surface having the appearance of
fine wrinkles or ridges. ASTM C286-65.
crinkled bedding. Bedding or laminations displaying minute wrinkles; in carbonate rocks
crinkled bedding is believed related to

algal mats. Term also used for convolute
bedding. Petetijohn.

crinkled stone. A diamond with a shallowish,
wavy, or rough surface. Bureau of Mines

Stag.
crinkle marks. A series of sub-parallel corru-

gations of the bedding surface related to

very small-scale crumpled internal hminadons ascribed to subaqueous solifluction.
See also creep wrinkles. Pettijohn.
crinklbig. Drawing up of the enamel surface
into ridges. ACSB, 3.

crinoid. A marine invertebrate animal belonging to the phylum *z.chinodermata.
Fossil crinoids are found in rocks of Upper

Cambrian and all subsequent ages. Typically, they are attached by a jointed stem

and have a shape resembling a lilylike

plant; hence the name sca lily is commonly
applied. Crinoids were especially abundant
in the Devonian and Mississippian periods,

declined at the end of the Paleozoic era,
and achieved a secondary maximum in

the middle of the Mes.zoic era. About 650
species still exist. See also Crinoidea.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
crinoidal limestone. A marine limestone composed largely of fossil crinoid remains, such
as plates,

disks, and stems or columns.

Bureau of Mines Stag.
Crinoidea. a. A large class of chiefly tropical

or fossil echinoderms that have a more

or less cup-shaped body provided wit'. five
or more feathery arms that are commonly
bifurcated or many-branched and bearing
pinnules, a mouth lying between the arms

on the concave upper surface, and opposite the mouth us tally a long jointed stalk
fi:ced to the base of the body and having
its opposite end divided into rhizoid proc-

esses that anchor the animal to the sea

bottom. Webster 3d. b. A class of stemmed
or secondarily free echinoderms ith regu-

larly arranged body plates and arms that
continue the structures of the lateral body
plates. Range from the Ordovician pn.iod
to the Recent, See also crinoid. A.G.I.
Supp.

cripple. (Dialect) A swampy or low wet

ground usually covered with brush or

thickets. Webster 3d.

to apply at such a load, so that a very

slight increase of load causes a very large

increase of deflection. Ham.
crisis. An old and not much used term denot-

ing the stage of melting when the firing
could be reduced to allow the glass to cool

off and the last traces of bubble to dis-

appear. C.T.D.
crispite. Sagenite. Schaller. .
cristobalite. A mineral, like quartz, Si02, and
is present in many siliceous volcanic rocks,

both as the lining of cavities and as an

Important constituent in the fine-grained
groundmass. Tetragonal ( ?) ; pseudoisometric; colorless; luster, vitreous; translucent; stable only above 1,470° C; Mohs'
hardness, 7; specific gravity, 2.30. Hightemperature cristobalitc is isometric and
frequently forms in small octahedral crystals. In the United States, it is found associated with tridymite in the lavas of the
San Juan district, Colo. It is an important
constituent of silica brick. Dana 17, p. 485.

cristograhamite. Grahamite from the Cristo
mine, Huasteca, Mex. Fay.
cr:tch. Lime in its strong state; the stratum
above a stone bed ; critchy (stony). Arkell.
critical. See criticality. L&L.

critical angle. a. The angle at which a ray
of light in passing frora a dense medium,

such as a gem stone, into a rarer medium,
such as air, is refracted at 90° to the normal. Any rays reaching the intersurface at
angles greater than the critical angle are
unable to pass into the rarer medium, and
are totally reflected. Anderson. b. The
angle of incidence at which refracted light
just grazes the surface of contact between
two different media. A.G.I. Supp. c, See
stalling angle. Sinclair, I, p. 102.

critical area. In prospecting work, an arca
found to be favorable, from geological age
and structural considerations. See also favorable locality. Nelson.

critical area of extraction. The arca of coal
required to be woiked to caus3 a surface
point to suffer all the subsidence possible

from the extraction 43 a given seam. Nelson.

critical assembly. An assembly of sufficient
fissionable material and moderator material
to sustain a fission chain reaction at a lowpower level. This permits the study of the
behavior of all the components of the
assembly for various types of fissionable
material and for many different geometric
arrangements. L&L.

critical circle; critical surface. The sliding
surface assumed in a theoretical analysis
of a soil mass for which the factor of safety
is a minimum. ASCE P1826.

critical coefficient. The ratio of the critical
temperature to the critical pressure. Webster 3d.

critical cooling rate. The minimum rate of
continuous cooling just sufficient to prevent
undesired transformations. ASM Gloss.

critical current. As applied to electric blasting caps, the minimum current that can
be employed to fire detonators connected

critical minerals
damping constant and the undamped frequency of a seismometer or seismograph
are equal. After deflection, the moving

mass approaches rest position without overswing and the motion is said to be aperiodic.
A.G.I.
critical density. a. The density of a substance

at its critical temperature and under its

critical pressure. A.G.I. b. The unit weight
of a saturated granular material below
which it will lose strength and above which
It will gain strength when subjected to

rapid deformation. The critical density of
a given material is dependent on many
factors. ASCE P1826. c. In particle classification under approximately free conditions of fall through water, the minimum
ratio of solid to liquid at which the hindering effect conferred by the solid-liquid
mixture is effective. Pryo r, 3.

critical depth. A given quantity of water in
an open conduit may flow at two depths
having the same energy head. When these
depths coincide, the energy head is a minimum and the corresponding depth is
Belanger's critical depth. Seelye, 1.
critical distance. In refraction seismic work,

that distance at which the direct wave in
an upper medium is matched in arrival
time by that of the refracted wave from

the medium below having greater velocity.
A.G.I.
critical experiment. An experiment conducted
to verify the results of calculations relative
to the critical size and other physical data

affecting a reactor design. The power is

kept so low that equipment to remove heat
is not reequired. LeeL.
critical facility. A facility where critical experiments are conducted. Lea.
critical flow. A condition of flow for which
the mean velocity is at one of the critical
value:. See also critical velo:ity; subcritical
flow; supercritical flow. Seelye, 1.

critical height. The heights of vertical cuts
in a cohesive soil (for example, clay) at
which they will stand without supports.
Nelson.

critical hydraulic gradient. The hydraulic
gradient at which the intergranular pres-

sure in a mass of cohesionless soil is reduced to zero by the upward flow of water.
ASCE P18Z5.

criticality. The state of a nuclear reactor

when it is sustaining a chain reaction. See
also dry criticality; wet criticality. L&L.
critical mass. The smallest mass of fissionable,
material that will support a self-sustaining
chain reaction under stated conditions.
L&L.

critical material. A material that is vital to
the national defense, the main source of
which is within the continental limits of
the United States, and which may not be
produced in quality and in quantity suf-

ficient to meet requirements. A.G.I.
critical minerals. a. Minerals essential to the
national defense, the procurement of which
in war, while difficult, is less serious than
those of strategil minerals because they
can be either domcstically produced or

obtained in more adequate quantities or

in series so that the chance of a misfire
will be less than 1 in 100,000, Fraenkel,

have a lesser degree of essentiality, and for

critical current density. In an electrolytic
process, a current density at which an

st, ategic minerals; essential mineral, Hess.
O. Minerals or mineral associations that
are stable only under the cond;tions of one
given metamorphic facies and will change
upon change of facies. For example, in

v. 3, Art.16:10, p. 3.

abrupt change occurs in an operating variable or in the nature of an electrodeposit
or electrode film. ASIf

critical damping. The pea, t at which the
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which some degree of conservation and
distribution control is necessary. See also

Eskola's greenschist facies, sericite and

critical path schedule
chlorite, albite and epidote are critical

mineral associations because these combi-

nations cannot persist out of the field of

the greenschist facies, although any one of

the individual minerals may be found in
more than one facies. Schieferdecker.

critical path schedule. A methodical and
graphical means of programming work
with the aid of a line diagram, on which
are shown by one line per activity the
duration, cost and inter-relationships of all
activities comprising a pro:lct. Taylor.
critical point. a. The point at which the prop-

erties of a liquid and its vapor become

indistinguishable. It is generally synonymous with critical temperature. A.G.I. b.

The temperature or pressure at which a

change in crystal structure, phase, or physi-

cal properties occurs. The same as transformation temperature. ASM Gloss, c. In
an equilibrium diagram, that specific value
of composition, temperature, and pressure,

or combinations thereof, at which the
phases of a heterogeneous system are in
equilibrium. ASM Gloss.
critical potential. A potential which produces
a sudden change in magnitude of the current. ASM Gloss.
critical pressure. a. The maximum fccd pres.
sure that can be applied to a diamond bit
without damaging the bit or core barrel.

Long. b. The minimum load, in pounds
per effective diamond cutting point in a
bit face, at whkh the diamonds cut the

Crop
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flows. Magnetic solids adhere to underside
of belt and arc dragged clear. Pryor, 3.
crocoisite. See crocoite.
crocoite. An orange Siberian mineral consisting of lead chromate, PbCr04; monoclinic.
Also spelled crocoisite. A.G.I. Also called
red lead ore. Webster 3d.
crocus. A term used in the Milford, N.H.,
quarries to denote gneiss or any other rock
pheres. Standard, 1964,
in contact with granite. Fay.
critical strain. The strain just sufficient to
cloth. Cloth to which pulverized oxide
cause the growth of very large grains dur- crocus
of iron is glued; uscd for polishing. Crispin.
ing heating where no phase transformacrocus martis. A name used for impure red
tions take place. ASM Gloss.
ferric oxide pigments and polishing powand
critical stress. Maximum compressive
ders, usually produced by heating iron
tensile stress on boundary of opening. Busulfate containing calcium sulfate, lime, or
Mines Bull, 587, 1960, p. 2.
other inert filler. Also sometimes applied
circle.
ASCE
critical surface. See critical
more generally to other impure oxides of
P1826.
red or yellow color. CCD 6d, 1961.
critical temperature. a. That temperature
mainly
dbove which a substance can exist only in crocus of antimony. Brownish-yellow;
sodium or potassium thioantimonitc; Na3the gaseous state, no matter what pressure
SbSn or KnSbS3. Obtained as a slag in refinb. The temperature of
is exerted.
ing antimony. Webster 3d.
a substance in its critical state. The highest crocus
of Venus. An old name for cuprous
temperature at which it is possible to sepaoxide.
Used in making red glass and glazes.
(the
rate substances into two fluid phases
Hess.
vapor phase and the liquid phase). Web- crocus, red. A red pigment based on ferric
ster 3d. c, The transition temperature of
oxide but containing a large proportion of
a solid from one allotropic form to another
calcium sulfate or similar material. Similar
for
ex(as the Curie point of a metal,
to Venetian red. CCD 6d, 1961.
ample; or the temperature 573° C) at
which alpha quartz changes to beta quartz). c...1g balls; crogs. Eng. Large to immense
concretionary masses of limestone. Arlcell.
Synonym for transformation temp2rature. croha.
Belg. A local name in Liege for a
Bureau of Mines Staff. d. The temperature
coal
closely
resembling English cannel coal.
at which a change takes place in the physiBureau of Mines ..`:taff.
cal form of a substance; for example, the Croixan.
The rocks of the Upper Cambrian
change of Jiamond to thc amorphous form
age
in
the
Pacific province in North Amerof
of carbon begins at a temperature
ica, so named from St. Croix, Minn., the
1,800° F in presence of oxygen. Long.
type locality. C.T.D.
c. Synonymous with critical point if the cromaltite.
An alkali pyroxenite, containing
pressure is constant. ASM Gloss. f. The
aegirine-augite,
mclanite, and biotite; from
phase
temperature above which the vapor
the Cromalt HiPs, Assynt, Scotland. Holmes,
cannot be condensed to liquid by an in-

by its critical temperature and its critical
pressure. The former is the highest temperature at which that particular substance
can exist in the liquid state at any pressure. The latter is the vapor pressure at
the critical temperature. For example, the
critical temperature for carbon dioxide is
31° C and its critical pressure is 73 atmos-

rock. Below this load, the diamonds slide
on the rock surface without penetrating
the rock, and the diamonds polish, become
dull, and are rendered unfit for further use
in that particular ground unless reset.
Long. c. The pressure exerted by a substance in its critical stage, Webster 3d,
d. The pressure at which a gas may just be
1928.
crease in pressure. ASM Gloss.
liquefied at its critical temperature. C.T.D.
velocity Croning process C process). A shell-molding
critical
velocity.
a.
Reynolds'
critical
critical range. The range of temperature in
process. ASM Gloss.
is that at which the flow changes from Cronite
which the reversible change from austenite
#1. Explosive; used in mines, Benfriction
laminar
to
turbulent,
and
where
(stable at high temperature) to ferrite,
nett
2d,
1962.
the
first
power
ceases to be proportional to
pearlite, ard cementite (stable at low temcronstedtite. A coal-black to brownish-black
proportional to
of
the
velocity
and
becomes
varies
occurs.
The
upper
limit
perature)
hydrous iron silicate, 6[Fe"2Fe"
a higher powerpractically the square.is
with carbon content; the lower limit for
(OH)4J, with some replacemeni. of Fe"
Seelye,
1.
b.
Kenredy's
critical
velocity
slow heating and cooling is about 700° C.
by
Fe" Si ( ?) ; sometimes contains magneither
that in open channels which will
C.T.D.
nesium; structurally related to kaolinitc;
Belandeposit
nor
pick
up
silt.
Seelye,
I.
c,
critical rate. The rate of cooling required to
not a chlorite. Fay; Hey 2d, 1955.
ger s critical velodty is Eiat condition in crook.
prevent the formation of pcarlite and to
A self-acting apparatus for running
the
velocity
head
open channels for which
secure the formation of mai tensite in steel.
the
hudgcs
(boxes on runners) on inclines
See
also
equals one-half thc mean depth.
With carbon steel this means cooling in
in
step
coalbeds.
Bureau of Mines Stall.
critical depth. Sedye, 1.
cold water, but it is reduced by the addicraoked
hole.
A
borehole
which has deviated
correspondtinn of other elements, hence oil- and air- critical vrki ratio. The void ratio
from
the
vertical
or
from
the direction
ASCE
P1826.
ing to the critical density.
Horizontal and
h..rdening steels. C.T.D.
along
which
it
was
started.
subof a
critical slope. a. The maximum angle with critical vohtme. The specific volume
inclined diamond drill holes over 300 feet
stance in its critical state. Webster 3d.
the horizontal at which a sloped bank of crizzle.
in length arc liable to deviate badly. Holes
A roughness on the surface of glass,
soil or given height of soil will stand unwhich arc drilled vertically may also devi1964,
clouding its transparency. Standard,
supported. ASCE P1826. b. Synonym for
ate but not usually to the same degree.
of
the
crizzling. Fine cracks in thc surface
angle of repose. A.G.r.
A borehole may become crooked due to
glass, occasioned by local chilling during
critical speed. a. The speed at which a rotat(1) dipping strata of different hardness;
manufacture. C.T.D.
ing drill stein begins to vibi ate excessively;
(2) fault planes or shear zones; or (3)
Variety
hence by either decreasing or increasing crocidolite; blue asbestos; cape blue.lavenderdrilling
defects or inefficiency. See also
of asbestos; (OH)2Naf,FeBSi8022;
the rotational speed of the drill stem the
borehole
surveying. Nelson.
blue in color; suited for spinning and Croakes glass.
vibration may be reduced or alleviated.
Glass made with rare rlarths
weaving.
Bennett
2d,
1962
.
Long, b, The theoretical speed at which corcklolite opal. A common opal containing
having low transmission for ultraviolet
a ball is held to the inner surfacc of the
light. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add,
inclusions of crocidolitc. See also opal erookesite.
smooth ball mill liners by centrifugal force
a, A massive, compact, metallic,
cat's-eye. Shipley.
lead-gray selenide of copper, thallium, and
[76.6
corcidolik
quartz.
Tiger
eye,
Shipley
] where n equals revolutions per crockisy. A term covering all kinds of domessilver, (Cu,T1,Ag)2Se. Fay, b. Synonym of
n=
tammit Hey 2d, 1955.
tic pottery. C.T.D.
minute, and d the mill diameter in feet. Crockett
croot; coach. Som. A mealy white stone,
magnetic
separator.
Series
of
flat
Pryor, 4. c. A rotational speed that corremarted with ore, and soft, associated with
magnets of alternate polarity, with pre
sponds to a natural frequency of thc rotatthe lead ore, Mendips. Compare critch;
pieces pointed down and forming a coning member. AYM Gloss.
crouch clay. Arkell.
tinuous arc, below which is a continuous
critical state. An unstable condition of a subcrop.
a. The outcrop of a lode; or.the coal
in
a
tank
belt. This assembly is submerged
stance when on the point of changing from
of
poor
quality at the outcropping of a
which
pulp
with several hoppers through
a liquid to a vapor, or vice versa, defined
264-972 0- 68-19
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scam. Standard, 1964. b. As a verb, to

appear at the surface; to outcrop. Webster
3d. c. The roof coal or stone which has to

be taken down in order to secure a safe
roof in the workings. Fay. d. Corn. See
crop tin. Fay. e. To leave coal at the bottom of a bed. See also cropping coal. Fay.
f. To fine when the coal in a tub contains
too much refuse; it is done by deducting
a percentage of the weight, Standard,

1964. g. A defective end portion of an

ingot which is cut off as scrap. ASM Gloss.
crop coal. a. Coal of inferior quality near the

surface. Fny. b. N. of Eng. Coal remaining on the floor after face has been undercut, caused by the cutterjib rising from
the floor. Has to be taken up by picks. In
higher, wet seams may be deliberately left
to allow water to drain from the face into
the goof. Trist. c. The coal next to the roof
in a scam. Nelson.

crop fall. A caving in of the surface at the

outcrop of the bed caused by mining oper-

ations. Applied also to falls occurring at

points not on the outcrop of the bed.

Synonymous with day fall. Fay.
cropline. A line following the outcrop. Austin.

crop load. The mixture of crushing bodies,
ore particles, and water being tumbled in
the ball mill. Pryor, 4.
crop ore. Eng. First-quality tin ore, cleaneci
for smelting. Standard, 1964.

crop mit. a. Synonym for outcrop. Long.

/). To be exposed at the surface; referring
to bedrock surface exposures. See also outcrop. Fay.

cropper. Eng. A shot placed at the highest

side or edge of a shaft bottom. Fay.
cropping. a. Coal cutting beyond the normal
cutting plane. Mason. la. Portions of a vein
or other rock formation exposed at the surfac.i. Fay. c. An outcrop. St mdard, 1964.
d. The operation of cutting off the end or

props on the face. See also beam. Nelson.
cross:bearing. A check bearing on a survey
point not in the immediate sequence of
stations being located. Pryor, 3.

crossbedded. Having minor beds or laminae

A.G.I.

opening driven across the course of a

rails, and any special form of bar stock
crossbedding. a. The quality or state of benot rolled in the ordinary bar mill. ASM
ing crossbedded. A crossbedded structure.
Gloss.
Webster 3d. b. Lamination, in sedimentary rocks, confined to single beds and in- cross course. a.. A vein or lode, which intersects the main productive veins or lodes.
clined to the general stratification. Caused
Sometimes known as crossvein or cross
by swift local currents, deltas, or swirling
lode. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5. b. A contrawind gusts, and especially characteristic
lode. Fay. See also crossvein.
of standstones, both aqueous and eolian.
Fay. c. Crossbedding is generally trun- cross-course spar. Corn. Radiated quartz.
Fay.
cated by the overlying stratum. However,
at the base of the crossbedded formation, crosscut. a. A small pasageway driven at
right angles to the main entry to connect
the crossbedding is not truncated but it
it with a parallel entry or air course. In
app.nachcs the contact with the underArkar sas, also used instead of breaklying L;ratum in a broad tangential curve.
through. Fay. b. A tunnel driven at an
Forrester, p. 68. d. The arrangement of
angle to the dip of the strata, to connect
laminations of strata transverse or oblique
different scams or workings. Nelson. c.
to the main planes of stratification of the
A crosscut may bc a coal drivage. See
strata concerned. Inclined, often lenticualso pillar-and-stall. Nelson. d. An underlar, beds betv,een the main bedding
ground passage direcf4 across an ore
planes. It is found only in granular sedibody to test its width and value or from
ments. A.G.I. e. Should be applied to ina shaft to reach the ore body. See also
clined bedding found only in profiles at
level crosscut. Nelson. e. A horizontal
right angles to the current direction.
crossbedding, torrential. Fine, horizontally
laminated strata alternating with uniformly crossbedded strata composed of
coarser matelials. It is believed to have
originated under desert conditions of concentrated rainfall, abundant wind action,
and playa lake deposition. A.G.I.

crossbelt. A belt changed to run from the
top of one pulley to the bottom of another to produce a reversal of direction.

a working place, usually in back water.
The coal so left is termed "cropper coal."

cross-bladed chisel bit. Synonym for cross

cropping oat. The natural exposure of bed-

rock at the surface, That part of a vein
that appears at the surface is called the
cropping or outcrop. Fay.

crop tin. The chief portion of tin ore separated from waste in the principal dressing
operation. Fay.

crop upwards. Eng. In miners' parlance, to
rise. Fay.

a. A pipe fitting with four branches
arranged in pairs, each pair on one axis,
and the axes at right angles. When the

cross.

outlets are otherwise arranged, the fittings

are branch pipes or specials. Strock, 3.
b. See crosscut, from Wales. Fay. c. See
andre. Mason.

crossarm. a. The top member of a drill derrick of H-frame from which the sheave
wheel is suspended. Long. b. Horizontal
bar fitted between two drill columns on
which a small diamond or oth er type rcck
drill can be mounted. Compare sidearm.
Long.
cross assimlation. The simultaneous exchange

of matetial from the magma to the wall

rock and from the wall rock to the magma,

tending to develop the same phaiies in
both. A.G.I.

crossbar; collar; cap; roof bar. The horizontal roof member of a timber set on
mine roadways, or a flat supported by

Jones.

cross-country mill. A rolling mill in which
the mill stands are so arranged that their

stone. Webster 3d.

fied rock. For example, crossbedded sand-

Crispin.
crossbend test. A test in which fired or

Zern.

ceives ore or waste from a conveyor and
delivers it to another conveyor or a car.
tables are parallel with a transfer (or
crossover) table connecting them. They
are used for rolling structural shapes,

lying oblique to thr main beds of strati-

ertis of an ingot to remove the pipe and

other defects. C.T.D.
cropping COW. The leaving of a small thickness of coal at the bottom of the seam in

crossfAl nicols
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crop coal

vein or in general across the direction of
the main workings. A connection from a
shaft to a vein. Lewis, P. 21. f. In room

and pillar mining, the piercing of the

pillars at more or less regular intervals

for the purpose of haulage and ventilation. Synonym for breakthrough. Ken-

tucky, p. 332. g. In general, any drift

driven across between any two openings
for any mining purpose. Bureau of Mines
Stag. h. A level or tunnel driven through
the country rock, generally from a shaft,

cracking. ASTM C286-65.

to intersect a vein or lode. C.T.D. i. A
borehole directed so as to cut through a
rock strata or ore vein essentially at right
angles to the dip and strike of the rock

chopping bit. Long.

j. See stenton. B.S. 3618, 1963, Sec. 2.

bisque porcelain enamel panels are progmssively distorted by bending to determine the resistance of the coating to

crossbond. a. A bond connected from the
rail on one side of the track to the rail
on the opposite side. It should be provided about 200 feet apart along the en-

tire track, as well as at every switch latch
and just beyond every switch frog, to localize the adverse effect of an open rail or
defective rail joint. See also bonding.

Kentucky, p. 246. b. The bond in the

wall, obtained by the use of header brick,
to bond the stretchers of adjacent courses.
Sel also English crosibond. Bureau of
Mines Stag.
cross-breaking strength. See modulus of rupture. ACSG, 1963.

cross channel. A channel connecting two

successive lows, running transverse to the

beach. SchieferdecPer.

cross chopping bit. Vit with cutting edges

made by two chisel 'Ages crossing at right
angles with the intersection of chisel

edges at the center of the bit face. Used
to chop (by impact) lost core or other
obstructions in a borehole. Also called
cross bit; crors-braded chisel bit; cruciform

bit. Long.
cross conveyor. Any conveyor used for trans-

porting ore or waste from one room or
working place through a crosscut to an
adjacent room or working place. Used
principally where the cross conveyor re-

strata, a vein, or a related structure. Long.

k. A road connecting two other more important roads. Mason. 1. A double-handled
saw. Mason.

crosscut method (combined with removal
of pillars). See top slicing and cover caving. Fay.

crosscut method of working. See overhand
stoping. Fay.

crosscut tunnel. A tunnel driven at approximately right angles to a main tunnel, or
from the bottom of a shaft or other opening, across the formation to an objective

point. The term "crosscut" would seem
more appropriate as the term tunnel implies being open to the surface at both
ends, as a railroad tunnel. Fay.

crossed belt. A driving belt which has a

twist between the driving and the driven
pulleys causing a reversal of direction.
CrisPin.

crossed dispersion. In optical mineralogy,
the dispersion that produces an interference figure with color distribution symmetrical to the center of the figure. Fay.
crossed Wools. a. Two nicol prisms so arranged that their vibration planes are
mutually at, right angles. Pay. b. In optical mineralogy, an anisotropic crystal is
interposed between the meal pnsms to

observe its optical interference effects.

The petrographk microscope is normally

used with nicol prisms

(or equivalent
polarizing devices) in the crossed posi-

tion. A.G.I. c. Nicols is often capitalized
(crossed Nicols). Two nicol prisms placed

one in front of the other, or one below
the other, and so oriented that their
transmission planes for plane-polarized

light are at right angles with the result
that light transmitted by one is stopped
by the other unless modified by some intervening body. Webster 3d.

crossed off. A road or working place at the
entrance to which fencing or crossbars
have been erected to warn workmen not
to enter these places because of danger.
Nelson.

crossed twinning. a. Repeated twinning after two twinning laws, as in microcline.
Fay. b. Polysynthetic twinning, according
to two twin laws, and in which the composition planes of one type of twinning
intersect the composition planes of the
other type of twinning at right angles, or
nearly at right angles. Also called quadrille twinning. It is characteristic of microcline and pseudoleucite. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
crossel; crossil. Mid. Breccia or conglomerate. Arkell.

cross entry. a. An entry or set of entries,
turned from main entries, from which
room entries are turned. U.S. BuMtnes
Federal Mine Safety CodeBituminous

Coal and Lignite Mines, Pt. I Underground

Mines, October 8, 1953. b. A horizontal

galkry driven at an angle or at

cross-ripples
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crossed off

right

angles to a main entry. The meanings of
dcuble cross entry and triple cross entry
are as given for main entry. Nelson.
crosses and holes. Eng. In Derbyshire, the
discoverer of a lode secures it temporarily
by making "crosses and holes" in the
ground. Fay.

cross face. A coal face having a general direction between end and bord line. TIME.
cross facets. Same as break facets. See also

termed cross-folds, so that
cross-folding might apply in a restricted
sense to these cross-folds only. Challinor.
being then

cross frog. A frog adapted for railroad tracks
that cross at right angles. Webster 2d.
crossgate. a. A gate road driven at an angle

off the main gate in longwall mining, to
form new intermediate gates or new faces
inside

a

,listurbance. Well-sited

cross

gates result in reduction of inby conveyors and in roadway maintenance. Nelson.
b. Eng. See crossheading, d. SMRB, Paper
No. 61. c. York. Short headings driven on

the strike end at right angles to the main
gates or roads. Fay.
cross gateway. Aust. A road, through the
goaf, that branches from the main gateway. Fay.

cross-grained rock. A local term in Ohio
for certain sandstone beds that exhibit

cross bedding. Fay.
cross-grains. In mica, lines, striations, crenulations, or sharp folds that lie in the plane

of cleavage. They may result in tears or

breaks during splitting. Skow.
cross-grooves. Two or more intersecting sets
of groove casts. Pettijohn.
crosshair. a. In microscopes and surveying

instruments, the wire or hair crossing at
right angles in the exact line of the optic
center of the instrument. Also called cross

wire. Porter. b. Spider's thread mounted
in eyepiece of telescope of theodolite for
use in sighting. Pryor, 3.

crosshead. a. A runner or framework that
runs on guides, placed a few feet above
the sinking bucket in order to prevent it
from swinging too violently. Fay. b. A
beam or rod stretching across the top of
something; specifically, the bar at the

end of a piston rod of a steam engine,
which slides on the ways or guides fixed

to the engine frame and connects the

piston rod with the connecting rod. Fay.
c. See squaring shear. ASM Gloss.

girdle facets. Shipley.

crosshead guide. A guide for making the
crosshead of an engine move in a line

faulted strata. A.G.I.

crossheading. a. A passage driven for venti-

cross fault. A fault that strikes diagonally
or perpendicularly to the strike of the
crossfed grinding (surface). The amount of
horizontal feed of the wheel across the
table. ACSG, 1963.

cross fiber. a. In a vein, fibrous minerals

formed or occurring at right angles to the
vein walls; applied mainly to asbestos
veins. A.G.I. b. One of the three recognized forms in which asbestos fiber is
found in rock deposits. In this, the most
common form of deposition, the fibers,

closely packed together, are set at right
angles to the rock faces of the seam or

vein in which they occur. Sinclair, W. E.,
p. 35.
crossfired furm.:e. See side-fired furnace.
ASTM C162-66.

cross flucan. A name given by Cornish miners to clay scams crossing a vein. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

cross fold. A fold, the axis of which intersects the axis of another fold, generally
the lesser or younger of two folds. (In

structural petrology, efforts have bLen

made to distinguish different types of

cross folds by writing crossfold, cross-fold,
and (cross-)fold; but the usage is riot
standardized. A.G.I. SupP.
cross-folding. A system of folding in which

there are two told trends, more or less at
right angles. Usually one trend is dominant, the folds following the other trend

parallel with the cylinder axis. Standard,
1964.

lation from the airway to the gangway,
or from one breast through the pillar to
the adjoining working. Also called cross
hole; cross gateway; headway. Fay. 'b.
One driven from one drift or level across
to another to improve ventilation. Pryor,
3. c. A heading driven at an angle off the
main level to cut off stalls or intermediate
headings, and form new ones on the face

side of the heading. Also called oblique
heading;

cutting-off road.

Nelson.

d.

Eng. A road in longwall working to cut

off the gateways. Synonym for crossgate;
slope.

Also

called

crossbow;

crossend.

SMRB, Paper No. 61.

Lath-shaped crystals and grains. From
Berkeley, Calif.; Venzolasca, Corsica Island,
France. English.

cross joint. a. A joint in an igneous rock
oriented more or less perpendicular to

the flow lines. Synonym for tension joint.

A.G.I. Supp. b. A joint in sedimentary

rocks that crosses more prominent joints
at approximate right angles. A.G.I. Supp.
c. See head joint. ACSG.
cross-joint fan. A system of cross joints in

igneous rock, the joints diverging in a

fanlike mariner because of the arching of
the flow lines which are more or less perpendicular to the joints. G.S.A. Memoir
5, 1937, p. 97.

cross lamination. a. The structure commonly present in granular sedimentary

rocks that consists of tabular, irregularly
lenticular, or wedge-shaped bodies lying
essentially parallel to the general stratification and which themselves show a pronounced laminated structure in which the
laminae are steeply inclined to the general bedding. Synonym for crossbedding;
false bedding. A.G.I. b. An arrangement
of laminations, transverse to the planes
of stratification of the strata concerned.

They generally end abruptly at the top
but in general tend to become more or

less parallel to the bedding planes below.
A.G.I. c. Cross-stratification with foresets
less than 1 centimeter thick. Pettijohn.
cross latches. A cross switch. Hess.
cross lode. Synonym for crossvein. A.G.I.
cross measure. A heading driven horizon-

tally or nearly so, through or across in-

clined strata. Fay.
cross-measure borehole. A borehole drilled
at an angle through the rock strata generally for the purpose of firedamp drainage. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
cross-measure borehole system. See methane

drainage. Roberts, I, p. 77.
cross-measure drift. a. A development drift
driven across the strata from the surface
to intersect and work coal seams. Nelson.
b. A development heading driven from a

level in one coal seam to intersect and

work upper or lower seams. Nelson.
cross measure tunnel. A roadway or airway

driven across pitching measures on, or
nearly on, a level to reach a bed of coal
or other objective, or to drain off water.

Zern.
cross-off. Clev. To stack out; to wall off the
entrance to a goaf. Bureau of Mines Staff.
crossover. a. A stretch of track which con-

nects two parallel tracks, and enables a
train to pass from one track to the other.

Zern, p. 476. b. A pipe fitting with a
double offset, or shaped like die letter U

with the ends turned out. Used to pass
the flow of one pipe past another when
the pipes are in the same plane. Strock, 3.

b. See stenton. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

crossover tee. A fitting made along lines
similar to the crossover, but having at
one end two openings in a tee-head, the
plane of which is at right angles to the

tions cross each other. Fay. b. Eng. See air
crossing. Fay. c. A crosscut, Wales. Fay.
crossing balk; carrying bar; carrying girder.
Eng. The plank, balk, or girder set across
the entrance to a road to support one end

MSS poling. Short poling boards placed
horizontally to cover the gap between
runners in excavation trench timbering.

cross hole. a. A term used in Wales for a
short cut-through communicating with
two headings for ventilation purposes. Fay.

crossing. a. The place where two or more
lines of rails extending in different direc-

of the planks, balks, or girders set to the
roof of a roadway junction. Also called
crossing girder. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
crossite. A blue soda-amphibole intermediate between glaucophane and riebeckite.

plane of the crossover bend. Strock, 3.
crosspiece. a. The short piece of timber in
a wooden pillar (Jr crib. See also edger.
Fay. b. Synonym for crossarm. Long.

Ham,

cross-ripple mark. An interference ripple
mark consisting of roughly rectangular

cells. A.G.I. Supp.
cross-ripplas. A type of interference ripples.

Pettijohn.
crossroad. Scot. A main road driven at
a more mcderate inclination than directly

to the rise of the strata. Fay.
cross rolling. The rolling of sheet so that
the direction of rolling is changed about
900 from the direction of the previous

ness. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

crosstie. A timber or metal sill placed transversely under the rails of a railroad,
tramway, or mine-car track. Fay.
cross valve. a. A valve fitted on a transverse
pipe so as to open communication at will
between two parallel lines of piping. Much

drawn at right angles to the fold axis.

Webster 3d; Bureau of Mines Staff. c. A
piece of something cut off in a direction
at right angles to an axis. Webster 3d. d.
A view, a diagram, or a drawing representing such a cutting. Webster 3d. e. A
horizontal grid system laid out on the
ground for determining contours, quantities of earthwork, etc., by means of elevations of the grid points. See lye, 2. f. A
measure of the probability that a nuclear
reaction will occur. Usually measured in
barns. It is the apparent area presented
by a target nucleus (or particle) to an

used in connection with oil and water

pumping arrangements, especially on ship
board. Strock, 3. b. Usually considered as

an angle valve with a back outlet in the
same plane as the other two openings.
Strock, 3.

crossveln. a. A vein that crosses or intersects an older, a larger, or a more productive vein. itiebster 3d. b. An intersect-

ing vein. Synonym for cross lode. Fay.

oncoming particle. L&L.
cross-section. a. The verb is hyphenated

sections. Webster 3d.

cut by a plane. Bureau of Mines Staff.
cross-sectional method. An ore reserve estimation method in which assay and other
data are projected to predetermined

planes and the areas of influence of the
assay data are determined mainly by
judgment. This method is helpful not
only for ore reserve computations, but
also to mine planning. Krurnlauf, p. 81.

cross-section paper. Paper ruled in squares
for convenience in drawing and measuring. Nichols.

cross spread. Seismometer spread perpen-

dicular to the shooting line. Schieferdecker.

cross-spur. A vein of quartz that crosses a
lode. Fay.

cross staff. Box mounted on light staff, with
cross sighting slits, giving user two sighting lines at right angles. Pryor, 3.
cross-stone. Synonym for andalusite and
staurolite. Hey 2d, 1955.
c 'ass stoping. See overhand stoping. Fay.

()toss strata. Minor laminations oblique to
the plane of the main stratum which they
help to compose. Ballard.
cross-stratification. a. The minor laminations

are oblique to the plane of the main
stratum which they help to compose. See
also crossbedding, Standard, 1964; Fay.

b. The arrangement of layers at one or
more angles to the dip of the formation.
A cross-stratified unit is one with layers
deposited at an angle to the original dip

of the formation. Many investigators have

used crossbedding and cross lamination

froth toward the overflow lip of the cell.

more than 1 centim2ter thick and a cross
lamina is 1 centimeter or less in thick-

For example, the cross section of a fold

cross-sectional area. The area of a surface
cut by a plane passing through the body
and perpendicular to the long axis of the
body if one exists. If not, any such area

or gradational Ethology deposited at an
angle to the original dip of the formation
and separated from adjacent layers by
tion, or by abrupt changes in character.
Cross bed and cross lamina have been
used as synonyms for cross stratum, but
it is proposed that they be restricted to
a quantitative meaning. A cross bed is

earth explored by geophysical and/or geo.
logical methods. A.G.I. b. A cutting or a
section across. A section at right angles
to, especially the longer axis of anything.

ster 3d. c. To cut or to divide into cross

crowding. In power shovel nomenclature,
crowding is the thrusting of the dipper
stick forward over the shipper shaft; re-

surfaces of erosion, surfaces of nondeposi-

made with the work parallel to the axes
of the rolls. ASM Gloss.
cross section. a. A profile portraying an interpretation of a vertical section of the

ated. Webster 3d. b. To represent in cross
section. To make a cross section of. Web-

as synonymous with cross-stratification,
but it is proposed to restrict the terms
crossbedding and cross lamination to a
quantitative meaning depending on the

thickness of the individual layers or cross
strata. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
cross stratum. A single layer of homogeneous

rolling. ASM Gloss.
cross-roll straightener. A machine having
paired rolls of special design for straightening round bars or tubes, the pass being

but the noun is two words not hyphen-

crown flint glass
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crossroad

,
`,

c. It has also been applied to a vein which
crosses the bedding planes of strata. This
usage appears to be unnecessary and con-

flicts with the same term applied to in\ stances where two veins actually cross
each other. Fay.
cross 1111/1. Eng. A wall built to a face pack

parallel to the general line of advance

of the face. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

cross-wire weld. A projection weld made between crossed wires or bars. ASM Gloss.

crotch. A fitting that has the general shape
of the letter Y. Caution should be exercised not to confuse the crotch and wye.
Strock, 3.

crotch height. For a silent chain, the height
of the link crotch above the pitch line of
the link. J&M.
crouan. Corn. Granite, especially if soft
and decomposed. See also grouan; growan.
Fay.

crouch clay. Eng. White pottery clay. ComPare croot; crutch; critch. Arkell.
crouch ware. a. A kind of fine pottery made
in the 17th century. Fay. b. A salt-glazed
stoneware made at Burslem, England.
Fay.

crowbar. A heavy pinch bar of iron or steel
flattened to a chisellike point at one end,
used as a lever. Crispin.

crow coal. Certain earthy coal which contains very little bitumen and a large percentage of ash. Also called craw coal.
Fay.

crowd. a. The process of forcing a bucket
into the digging, or the mechanism which
does the forcing. Used chiefly in reference

to machines which dig by pushing away
from themselves. Nichols, 2. b. Used by
some drillers as a synonym for overfeed.
Long. c. As used by handsetters, the uneven calking of a diamond resulting in its
being pinched or forced out of its intended
position in a bit. Long. d. To place or set
diamonds too closely together in the crown
of a bit. Long.

tracting is the reverse of crowding. Carson,
p. 38.
crowding baffle. In froth flotation, a slanted
board used to direct the rising mineralized
Pryor, 3.

crowdirg barrow. A handbarrow for bricks;
it has a base and front, but no sides. Dodd.
Crowe process. The treatment of pregnant
cyanide solution to remove air before the
gold is precipitated. Nelson.

crowfoot. a. A V-shaped notch in an arch

block ; sometimes made in the bottom block

where this rests upon the wallplate. Stauffer. b. A tool with a sideclaw, for grasping
and recovering broken rods in deep boreholes. Fay. c. An iron claw or fork, to

which a rope is attached, and by which
the rods are lowered and raised when
changing the tools in deep boreholes. Fay.

d. Irregular or zigzag markings found in
Tennessee

marble. Also

called stylolite.

AIME, p. 331.

crown. a. A timber crossbar up to 16 feet
long, supported by two heavy legs, or up-

rights, one at each end. Crowns may be

set at 3-foot intervals and sometimes a roof

bolt is put up through the center of the
crown. Nelson. b. The elevation of a road
center above its sides. Nichols. c. Thc
curved roof of a tunnel. Nichols. d. As

used by the drilling and bit-setting industries in the United States, the portior of
the bit inset or impregnated with diamonds
formed by casting or pre:sure-molding and
sintering processes; hence the steel bit
blank to which the crown is attached is not
considered part of the crown. Long. e. The
topmost part of a drill tripod, derrick, or
mast. Long. f. Used in some countries

othcr than the United States as a synonym for bit. Long. g. The part of a furnace forming the top or roof. ASTM
C162-66. h. A contour on a sheet or roll

where the thickness or diameter increases
from edge to center. ASM Gloss. i. The top
section of a press structure where the cylin-

ders and other working parts may be
mounted. Alro called dome; head ; top

platen. ASM Gloss.
crown arch. The arched plate which supports
the crown sheet of the firebox of a boiler.
Fay.

crown bar. a. One of the bars on which the
crown sheet of a locomotive rests. Fay.
b. Strong timber, usually round, used in

supporting the roof of a tunnel in thc
English method of driving. Stauffer.
crown blast. The procedure of blowing air at
roof level into the exit end of a tunnel kilo
to counteract the natural flow of gases in
this part of the kiln. Dodd.
crown block. A pulley, set of pulleys, or

sheaves at the top of a drill derrick on
and over which the hoist and/or other

lines run. Also called crown pulley; crown
wheel. Long.
crown brick. See key brick ; center brick.
Dodd.
crown die. Synonym for bit mold. Long.
crowned pulley. In power transmission, one
with convex curve of driving rim, aiding
flat belt to remain centered. Pryor, 3.
crown fire. A firc burning in tree tops.
Nichols.

crown flint glass. An optical crown glass
bordering on optical flint glass because of

the addition of a substantial content of

1

lead oxide and with somewhat higher dispersion than optical crown glass. ASTM

C162-66. See also lead crown glass.
crown formation. Aust. Used in Bendigo
for the outcrop of saddle reefs crowning
the hills, from which points the reefs dip
in opposite directions. Fay.

barite.

Standard, 1964.

crozling coal. Eng. Term used in Derbyshire
for caking coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.

crozzle. a. To shrivel or cake with heat; to
burn to a cinder. Also spelled crozle. Webster 2d. Said of coal. Fay. b. Eng. Contorted noncarbonaceous shale, Coal Meas-

type, as opposed to lead glass (flint glass) ;

ures of Staffordshire and Derbyshire.
cinder. Crozzling of coal, means caking.

used for electric lamp bulbs. Also called

Arkell.

crown glass. a. Glass of the alkali-lime-silica

soda-lime glass. C.T.D. b. Glass of uneven

thickness and slightly convex (therefore,
producing some optical distortion), handmade by blowing and spinning. Compare
optical crown glass. Dodd.
crown gold. Gold that is eleven-twelfths fine

(91.67 percent pure gold). Used in the

minting of the crown of the rose from 1526

and adopted in 1634 as the standard for
other English gold coins. Webster 3d.
crown-in. The pressure of the overlying strata

causing falls of roof or creep in the floor

of a rock salt mine. Nelson.
crowning. The heaving or lifting of the floor
beds along a roadway to form a ridge or

crozzling. The fusing of burning coal. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

crucible; crucible furnace. The hearth of a
blast furnace, cupola, or open hearth ; a
refractory vessel for melting or calcining
metals, ores, etc. Bureau of Mines Staff.

crucible assay. See assay; lead button. Nelson.

crucible clays. Ball clays that are relatively
refractory, for use in producing crucibles
that will withstand high temperatures.
CCD 6d, 1961.
crucible furnace. See crucible. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
crucibles, clay. A pot made of fired refractory
clay, used to smelt small batches of enamel
or glaze mixes.

crown along the center line. Nelson.

crownings-in. S. Staff. The strata forming
the roof or cover. Fay.
crown life. Synonym for bit life. Long.
crown metal. Synonym for diamond matrix.
See also diamond matrix, a. Long.
crown mold. Synonym for bit mold. Long.
crown optical glass. A low-dispersion relatively low-index glass. Commonly used hi
the converging elements of lenses. Any
glass with a Nu-value of more than 55.0
(or between 50.0 and 55.0 if the index is
more than 1.60). VV. See also optical
crown glass. ASTM C162-66.

crown pulley. A pulley whose diameter

crump; bump
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crown formation

is

greater at the middle than at the edges of
its face. This crown tends to prevent the
belt from running off the pulley provided
the belt is not slipping. Crispin.

crown sheet. The plate that forms the top
of the furnace or firebox of an iniernally
fired steam boiler. Webster 3d.
crownstone. A hard, smooth, flinty gritstone.
Sec also ganister. Fay.
crown tree; crown. A piece of timber sct on
props to support the mine roof. Zern.
crown wheel. a. A cogwheel having the teeth
on the plane of the wheel's circle instead

of upon its circumference. Fay. b. One

driven by pinion, notably in drive of ball
mill. Largest wheel of any reduction gear.
Pryor, 3. c. Synonym for crown'block. Long.
crow's-foot. A clawlike tool used to withdraw
broken rods from a borehole. See also
screw bell; spiral worm. Nelson.
crowst. Corn. Miners' lunch; (elevenses).
Pryor, 3.
crowstones. a. Black cherts in the Carboniferous limestone. Arkell. b. Eng. Hard, siliceous sandstone beds in the Yoredale series

of the Yorkshire and Derbyshire coalfields,

and in the Jurassic of Yorkshire. In mining, crow is used to denote any poor or
impure bed, as of coal or limestone. Arkell.

Crozdale stretcher tram. A stretcher used as

an ambulance trolley in transporting casualties from underground workings. It is
similar to the Briggs stretcher carriage in
design, except for the adjustable handles
at each end of the tram! and the rubber-

tired wheels, which can be replaced by
pneumatic tires.for roadways not equipped

Enam. Dict.

v. 1, p. 302.

crude iron ore. The material, as mined,

prior to any processing for removing waste
constituents, though it may be crushed
and screened. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965,

p. 458.

crude mica. The crude crystals or books as
extracted from the mine. Skow.
crude mineral oil. Crude petroleum. Fay.
crude naphtha. Unrefined petroleum naphtha. Standard, 1964.
crude naphthalene. Solid product, consist-

ing essentially of naphthalene, obtained
on cooling crude intermediate fractions
from the distillation of coal tar and during purification of coal gas. Bennett 2d,
1962.

crude oil. a. Raw petroleum as it comes from

the earth. Mersereau, 4th, p. 198. b. A
bitumen of liquid consistency, comparatively volatile, and composed principally
of hydrocarbons, usually with traces of
sulfur, nitrogen, or oxygen compounds.
A.G.I.
crude oil treater. In petroleum production,

crucible steel. Steel made by melting blister
bar, wrought iron, charcoal, and ferroalloys in crucibles which hold about 100
pounds. This was the first process to pro-

one who treats crude oil from wells in
chemical, electrical, or centrifugal units

duce steel in a molten condition, hence the

crude ore. The unconcentrated ore as it

product called cast steel. Mainly used for
the manufacture of tool steels, but now

to remove sediment and water. Also called
dehydrator operator, dehydrator plant
operator, pumper, treater. D.O.T. 1.
leaves the mine. Schief erdecker.

replaced by the electric-furnace

crude-ore bin. A bin in which ore is dumped

process. C.T.D.
crucible swelling number. The number which

crude petroleum. A naturally occurring mix-

largely

defines, by reference to a series of standard

profiles, the size and shape of the residue
produced when a standard weight of coal
is heated under standard conditions. B.S.
1016, 1961, Pt. 16.
crucible tongs. Tongs used for handling crucibles.

C.T.D.

cruciform bit. a. Synonym for cross chopping
bit. Long. b. Percussive rock drill bit having four chisel-shaped cutting edges in the
form of a cross on the face of the bit. Also
called cross bit. Long.

crucite. Same as andalusite. Fay.
crude. A substance in its natural unprocessed
state. Crude ore or crude oil, for example.

In a natural state; not cooked or prepared

by fire or heat; not altered or prepared

for use by any process; not refined. Synonym for raw; crude oil. Webster 3d.
crude anthracene. Solid product containing
anthracene. Obtained on cooling the coaltar distillate collected above about 270° C.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
crude antimony. Antimony sulfide ore. Bennett 2d, 1962.
crude asbestos. Hand selected cross-vein material of longest fibres in native or unfiber-

ized form. It comes in chunks and must
be mechanically processed to develop the
usefulness of the fibre. Arbiter, pp. 6647.
crude asphalt; crude pitch. Raw asphalt as it
comes from the lake. Mersereau, 4th, p.
206.

crude benzol. Recovered from coke-oven gas
and from other coal gases produced'at high
temperatures, by scrubbing the , gas with
gas'oil, 'or creosote oil, or by absorption on
active carbon, after ,'tar vapors, water, and
ammonia' have been removed. A smill per-

centage of benzol is also present in coal
'tar, from which it may be recovered by

with tub track. McAdam, pp. 106-107.

distillation: Crude benzot may contain as
impurities sulfur compodnds (for exaMple,
carbon disulfide and thiophene), phenols,

eroylstone. A variety of finely crystallized

pyridine, indene, coumarone, naphthalene,

croyl. Eng. Indurated day with shells, Carboniferous of Grassington. Arkell.

and traces of scrubbing oil. Francis, 1965,

as it comes from the mine. Fay.

ture, consisting predominantly of hydrocarbons and/or sulfur, nitrogen, and/or
oxygen derivatives of hydrocarbons, which

is removed from the earth in liquid state
or capable of being so removed. ASTM
D288-57.

crude pitch. See crude asphalt. Mersereau,
4th, p. 206.
crude shale oil. The oil obtained az a distillate by the destructive distillation nf oil
shale. ASTM D38-57.
crude sulfur; brimstone. Elemental sulfur
that is 99.0 to 99.9 percent pure and is

free from arsenic, selenium, and tellurium.
BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 903.
crude tar. Bituminous product, viscous or
liquid, resulting from the destructive distillation of organic materials. Bennett 2d,
1962.
crude tar bases. Mixtures of thosc constitu-

ents of coal tar which can be extracted
from the lower boiling distillates by dilute mineral acid. Consists essentially of
basic compounds of the pyridine series.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
crudy asbestos. Refers to asbestos which has
been only partially milled, so that the
fiber has not been fluffed but only separated from the rock. Most of the asbestos
is still in the form of bundles of fibers
like spicules. AIME, p. 45.
crudey state. Fiber strands not fully opened
up or only partly fiberized. Sinclasr, W. E.,

p. 483.,
crumber. A bulldozer blade that follows the
wheel or ladder of a ditching machine to
clean and shape' the bottom. Nichols.

crumble coal. English translation of German
formkohle. Tomkeieff, 1954.
crumble peat. Friable earthy peat or peaty
earth. Tomkeielf,1954.
cramp; bump. Ground movement, perhaps
violent, due to failure under stress of
ground surrounding underground workings usually in coal, so named because of
sound produced. See also bump. Pryor, 3.

crumpled ball. Highly irregular, crumpledup masses of laminated sandstone, 5 to 25
centimeters across, flattened parallel to the
bedding as opposed to slump balls which
have smooth surfaces. Pettijohn.
crumpled mud-crack casts. Sand fillings (of
mud cracks) that display ptygmatic de-

formation or crumpling produced by adjustment of fillings to compaction of enclosing mud matrix. Pettijohn.

crup. A gradual settling of the measures
overlying a mine caused by the weight
crushing the pillars, or forcing them down

into the floor. A variation of creep. Fay.
crush. a. A general settlement of the strata
above a coal mine due to failure of pillars; generally accompanied by numerous
local falls of roof in mine workings. Fay.
b. A species of fault in coal. Fay. c.
Breakage of supports of underground
workings under roof pressure. Pryor, 3.
d. A casting defect caused by a partial
destruction of the mold before the metal
was poured. ASM Gloss.
crushability. The relative ease of crushing
a sample under standard conditions. B.S.
3552, 1962.

curl belt. A belt of intensely crushed rock.
Challinor.

crush border. A microscopic granular texture sometimes characterizing adjacent

feldspar particles in consequence of their
having been crushed together during or
subsequent to their crystallization. Fay.

crush breccia. a. A breccia produced by the
shattering of rocks along a fault. Fay. b.
A breccia formed essentially in situ by
cataclasis. See also cataclasite; crush conglomerate. A.G.I.
crush bursts. Rockbursts in which there is
actual failure at the face, accompanied

by movement of the walls. Higham, p.
208.

crush conglomerate. a. A conglomerate pro-

duced by the crushing of rock strata in
the shearing often accompanying folding.
Standard, 1964. b. Similar to a fault
breccia except the fragments are more
rounded in a crush conglomerate.
tectonic conglomerate. See also pseudoconglomerate; crush
breccia. A.G.I.

c. Synonymous with

cnish dressing. The process of using steel
rolls to form or dress the face of grinding wheels to any desired contour. ACSC,

1963.

crushed gravel. The product resulting from
the artificial crushing of gravel with sub-

stantially all fragments having at least
one face resulting from fracture. ASTM

crushed steel. A metallic abrasive made

AIME, p. 19.

crushed stone. a. The product resulting
from the artificial crushing of rocks,
boulders, or large cobblestones, sUbstan-

tially all faces of which have resulted
from the crushing operation. ASTM

C125-66. b. Term applied to irregular
fragments of rock crushed or ground to

smaller sizes after quarrying. Also called
brolcen stone. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965,
p. 885.

crushing. Gyratory breakers do not permit
any marked variation in the setting or in
the size of the product. Nelson.

by folding, faulting, or shearing. Fay.

crusher. A machine for crushing rock or

crusher slower. A machine which crushes
ripping stone in headings and projects it
through a pipe into gate side packs. It
may also be used for filling old roadways

other materials. Among the various types
of crushers are the ball-mill, gyratory
crusher, Hadsel mill, hammer mill, jaw

crusher, rod mill, rolls, stamp mill, and

or roof cavities. See also pneumatic stow-

tube mille. Fay; Hess.

ing. Nelson.

crusher-and-blender operator. In the coke
products industry, one who prepares coal

crush forming. Shaping a grinding wheel by
forcing a rotating metal roll into its face

for coking by mixing coal of various compositions and pulverizing it in mechanical
blending and crushing plant. D.O.T. Sup!).
crusher feeder. In quarry industry, one who

so as to reproduce the desired contour.
ASM Gloss.

crush gate. A gate in a development face

feeds broken rock into crusher after it is
dumped from trucks or cars, by pushing
it down a chute with a shovel or bar, or
by pushing it directly into crusher from
a platform. Also called crusher loader;
laborer, crusher; stone breaker ; trap man.
D.O.T. 1.
crusher foreman. A foreman who supervises
workers engaged in unloading, transporting, crushing, and storing ore. Oversees
activities, such as unloading of ore from
cars into bins, discharging of ore from
bins onto conveyor belts leading to crushers, crushing of ore to designated size,
selection of ore by mechanical samplers,
and transportation of ore by elevators and
belts to various bins or storage areas.

D.O.T. SuPp.
crusher laborer. A general term used to designate workers performing any one or a
combination of unskilled tasks, concerned
with crushing and grinding ore preparatory to concentration of metal. D.O.T.
Supp.
crusher loader. One who feeds crusher. Bureau of Mines Staff.
crusher 11111/1. a. In anthracite and bitumi-

nous coal mining, one who operates a
crusher through which large coal is run
to break it into smaller sizes. D.O.T. 1.
b. In quarrying, one who operates a
crusher through which broken quarry

rock is run to break it into crushed stone
for construction work. D.O.T. 1.

crusher operator. In the concrete products
and construction industry, one who operates an electric, gasoline, or steam-powered rock-crushing machine that may be
provided with screens to sift the material
and with a hose system to wash it. D.O.T.1.

crusher rolls. Steel or chilled iron

rollers

designed to be abandoned with a view to
localizing the crush effect consequent on
the winning of the coal immediately
above or immediately below the development face. TIME.
crushing. a. Reducing ore or quartz by
stamps, crushers, or rolls. Fay. b. The
quantity of ore so pulverized or crushed
at a single operation. Fay. c. Aust. The
equivalent of millrun. Fay. d. See comminution. e. Size reduction into relatively
coarse particles. B.S. 3552, 1962.
crushing bort. Diamond material with radial
or confused crystal structure lacking distinct cleavage forms. Color is faintly
milky to grayish or dark and is suitable
only for crushing into grit powder or dust.
Diamond fragments from cutting establishments

or recovered from waste are

trequently classed as crushing bort. The
Bakwanga mine, Republic of the Congo,
is the principal source of this material.
I.C. 200, 1964, p. 149.
crushing bortz. Synonym for bort. Long.
crushing cycle. The sequence of operations
in crushing a material, including, for example, the screening of the primary

product and the recirculation of the screen
overflow. B.S. 3552, 1962.
crushing drilling. A rotary drilling method

in which drilling is performed by the

crushing or grinding action of a roller bit
which rotates while being pressed against

the rock. Fraenkel, v. 1, Art. 8 : 30, p.

21. Also called roller-bit drilling.
crushing machine. A machine constructed
to pulverize or crush stone and other hard

and brittle materials; a stone crusher.

Fay.

crushing mW. Same as stamp mill. See also
crusher. Fay.

with parallel horizontal axes and periph-

crushing rolls. A machine consisting of two

thickness cannot pass between without

rolls are toothed or ribbed, but for ore

eries at a fixed distance apart so that
rocks, coal, or other substances of greater

heavy rolls between which ore, coal, or
other mineral is crushed. Sometimes the

crushing. Rolls may be toothed or ribbed,
but for rock, including ores, the surfaces

crushing strain. The strain which c',uses the

are usually smooth. Hess.

crusher rock. a. Term used in quarrying to
describe the weathered overlying rock that

from high carbon and crucible sheet steel
specifically treated to impart brittleness.

It is then crushed to sizes ranging from
2 to 200 mesh. After screening, each
batch is heattreated and separated into
25 sizes ranging from 20 to 200 mesh.

size pieces, which are fed back for re-

crushed vein. A mineralized zone or belt of
crushed material. The crushing was caused

C125-66.

crushed gypsum. Gypsum subjected to a primary crushing operation. ASTM C11-60.

crushing strength
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crumpled ball

occurs at most quarry operations and
which is sold for use as road base. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 888. b. The
total unscreened product of a stone
crusher. Shell Oil Co.

.

crusher-run stone. Rock that has been
broken in a mechanical crusher and
which has not been subjected to any sub-

failure
Crispin.

of a material by

compression.

crushing strength. a. The resistance which
a rock offers to vertical pressure placed
upon it. It is measured by applying graduated pressure to a cube, one inch square,
of the rock tested. A crushing r!:.ngth of
4,000 pounds means that a cu' 2n. inch of
the rock withstand. preuuh. to 4,000
pounds before crushing. The cruthing
strength

is greater with shorter prisms

cast. of jaw and roll crushers, the setting
controls the maximum size, and to some

and less with longer prisms. Fay. b. The
pressure or load at which a material fails
in compression; used for comparing the
strength of walling and lining materials,
such as concrete, masonry, stone, packs,

which prOduces 10 to 15 percent of over-

unit area, applied at, a specified rate, that
a material will withstand before it fails.

sequent screening process. Taylor.

crusher sefting; set. The distance between

roll faces or plates in a crusher. In the

.

their surface is generally smooth. Fay.

extent the grading of the, product produced. The, best setting is usually that

etc. Nelson. c. The maximum load per

crushing test
Typical ranges of value for some ceramic
materials are:
fireclay and silica refractories
2,000 to 5,000 pounds per square inch
common building bricks
2,000 to 6,000 pounds per square inch
engineering bricks, Class A
above 10,000 pounds per square inch
sintered alumina
above 50,000 pounds per square inch.
Dodd.

crushing test. a. A test of the suitability of

stone to be used for roads or building
purposes; a cylindrical specimen of the

stone, 1 inch in diameter and 1 inch long,
is subjected to axial compression in a
testing machine. C.T.D. b. A radial compressive test applied to tubing, sinteredmetal bearings, or other similar products
for determining radial crushing strength

cryptoexplosion structure
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often times a rhythmic deposition of crusts

of unlike minerals upon the walls of the
open space. Schieferdecker.

crustified vein. A vein which has been filled

with a succession of crusts of ore and

gangue material. Schieferdecker.
crust movement. An extensive movement of
the earth's crust. Fay.

crust of the earth. a. The exterior shell of
the earth. Synonym for earth's crust.
Schieferdecker. b. That part of the earth
lying above the Mohorovicic disconformity.
A.G.1.

crust stone. A fragile, flaky crust of calcite,
or of other minerals, covering portions of
cave walls. A.G.I.

crust s.ress. Pressure within the rocks of the
earth's crust. Fay.

crust torsion. A twisting stress in the earth's
crust. Fay.

(maximum load in compression). ASM
Gloss. c. An axial compressive test for
determining quality of tubing, such as

crut. A short heading excavated into the
face of a coal seam; a heading or drift
across the strata, or from one deposit to

Gloss.

another. Nelson.
crutch. See croot. Arkell.

soundness of weld in welded tubing. ASM

crush line. A line along which rocks, under
great compression, yield, usually with the
production of schistosity. Fa;..

crutt. N. Staff.; Som. A road or heading
driven in coal measures, turned from a
level, etc. Bureau of Mines Staff.

crush movement. Compression, thrust, or
lateral movement tending to develop shat-

cry. Sound made by rod of metallic

tered zones in rocks. Fay.
crush plane. A plane defining zones of shat-

cry-; cryo-; kryo-. Combining form from the
Greek kryos meaning icy cold. It is used
to indicate cold or freezing. Webster 3d.
Cryderman loader. A clamshell-type loader
activated by hydraulic cylinders operated

tering which result from lateral thrust.

Fay.

crush zone. A zone of faulting and brecciadon in rocks. Fay.
crust.

a. A hard layer on the surface of

A.G.I. Supp. b. The
outer layer of the earth, originally considered to overlie a molten interior, now
named in various wqs: Lithosphere, sial,
softer material.

tin

when bent. Pryor, 3.

from a traveling base suspended on the
stage. Used in shaft sinking operations.

Lewis p. 186.
cryocariide. See pearlite.
cryoconite. a. A fine-grained, almost powder-

with oxide of zinc, melted together. Also
called milk glass; fusible porcelain. Fay.
cryolite; synthetic; sodium fluoaluminate.

Colorless; monoclinic; Na3AIF6; specific
gravity, 2.90; melting point, 1,000° C;
soluble in solutions of aluminum and ferric

salts; slightly soluble in water; and refrac-

tive index, 1.338. Used in ceramics and
in the production and refining of aluminum from bauxite. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

1964, p. B-222.
cryolithionite. A colorless fluoride of lithium,
sodium, and aluminum, Li3Na3Al2F12. Isometric. Rhombic dodecahedrons, large.
From Ivigtut, Greenland; Ural Mountains,
U.S.S.R. English.

cryology. a. In the United States, the study

of refrigeration. A.G.I. b. In Europe, a

synonym for glaciology. A.G.I. c. The study

of ice and snow. A.G.I. d. The study of
sea ice. A.G.I.
cryoluminescence. The low-temperature increase of weak luminescence, or its development in normally nonfluorescent material. A.G.I. Supp.
cryopedology. The science of intensive frost
action and of permanently frozen ground,
including studies of the processes and their
occurrence and also the engineering devices which may be invented to avoid or

to overcome the difficulties induced by
them. A.G.I.
cryosphere. All of the earth's surface that is

permanently frozen. A.G.I.
cryoturbation. Frost action including frost
heaving. A. G. I. Supp.
crypt-; crypto-; krypt-; krypto-. Combining

form from the Greek kryptos, meaning

material above the Mohorovicic discontinuity, tectonosphere, etc. Commonly used

like substance found on the surface of
glaciers. Absorption of radiation by the

hidden, covered, secret, invisible, latent.
Cryptocrystalline, for example, means incrypthydrous. Refers to vegetable accumula-

solid earth, the lower limit of which may
be defined in various ways. According to

tion of cryoconite holes or dust wells.
A.G.1. b. It is formed as a result of the
differential melting of the ice. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

crytobatholithic. Refers to the first of six
stages in the erosion of a batholith. The
batholith is not exposed but its presence
is indicated by dikes, sills, and mineral
veins in the roof, or by areavof alteration

in a figurative and an imprecise sense.
A.G.I. Supp. c. The outer shell of the
one definition, the crust would be con-

sidered to be of the order of 19 miles (30
kilometers) to 31 miles (50 kilometers)
thick. Sometimes the term crust is used
synonymously with sial, in which case the
crust is about 19 miles (30 kilometers)
thick under those portions of the continents near sea level, abOut 31 miles (50
kilometers) thick under the higher mountain ranges, and absent under the Pacific
Basin. The term was originally based on

the idea of an outer solid erust resting
on a liquid substratum. A.G.I. d. Shrop.
A fine-grained white sandstone. Fay.

crustal instability. Synonym for tectonism.
A.G.I.

crustal plate. A portion of the earth's crust
bencath an oceanic or continental region.
A.G.l. Supp.
crustation. A thin mineral deposit coating
rock or forming a film on pools of standing water. A crustation is often composed
of calcite. A.G.I.

crust fracture. An extended fracture in the
earth's crust. Fay.
crustilicatIon. a. The layering of crusts of
different minerals deposited successively

on the walls of a cavity. Bateman. b. Suggested for those deposits of minerals and
ores that are in layers or crusts and which,
therefore, have been deposited from solution. Fay.

,

=stilled banding. A structure of certain vein

fillings resulting from a succession and

cryoconite causes ablation and the forma-

cry of tin. The peculiar crackling noise produced in bending a piece of metallic tin.
Fay.

cryogenic switching ekments. In information
processing, logical switching information
processing elements which utilize the variability of the transition to superconductivity as a function of magnetic field strength.
H&G.

cryogenic period. An informal designation for
a time interval in geologic history during

which large bodies of ice occurred at or
near the poles and the climate of the earth

was generally suitable for the growth of
continental glaciers. A.G.I.
cryohydrate. a. A salt that contains water of
crystallization only at a low temperature;
for example, a eutectic mixture of salt and
ice. Hackh's Chem. Dict. b. The solid that
separates as a result of the freezing of a
saturated solution. It is composed of the
solvent and the solute in the same proportions as they were in the saturated solution.
Henderson.
cryolite. Sodium-aluminum fluoride, Ns, ALF.);

compact, granular. Color leis to red-brown.
Mohs' hardness, 2.5; white streak; 'specific

gravity, 2.97. Contains 54.3 percent fluorine and 12.9 percent aluminum. Of outstanding valuein fusion of baUxite, melting
at low temperature. Pryor, 3:
cryolite glum A semitransparent or inilky-

white glass, made of silica and cryolite

visibly crystalline. Webster 3d.

tions laid down on a wet substratum in
contrast to those deposited under water.
Compare phenhydrous. A.G.I. Supp.

in the overlying rock. A.G.I.
cryptobatholithic deposit. A mineral deposit

in the roof of a batholith which has not
yet been exposed by erosion. Schiefer-

decker.
cryptobatholithic stage. A stage in the erosion

of a batholith. The batholith is not yet
exposed by erosion, and its presence is
only indicated by dikes, sills, and veins
occurring in what seems to be the roof

of a batholith. Bureau of Mines Staff.
cryptoclastic. a. Compact; composed of extremely small, broken, or fragmental particles that are barely visible under a
microscope. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b.
Composed of microscopic fragmental particles. Webster 3d.

cryptocrystalline. a. Crystalline, but so fine
grained that the individual components

cannot be seen under a microscope. Formed
of crystals of an almost unresolvable small
size, but not glassy; same as microcryptocrystalline. A.G.I.; Hess. b. Indistinctly
crystalline. Having a structure that, though
crystalline, is so fine that no distinct particles are recognizable even under the microscope. Webster 3d.
cryptoexplosion structure. This structure may
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cryptoflorescene
be the result of meteoric impact. Synonym
for cryptovolcanic structure. A.G.I. Supp.
cryptoflorescene. Term for soluble salts that
have crystallized in the interior of a clay
building product and are therefore hidden.
Dodd.

cryptographic. a. Having a graphic structure
of intergrowths that is so small that it
cannot be resolved by a microscope. Standard, 1964. b. Denoting a texture of rocks
that is so fine that thc individual constituents cannot be distinguished under a microscope. Usually the result of a crypto-crystalline intergrowth of quartz and feldspar.
A.G.I.

cryptohalite. A gray ammonium fluosilicate,
(NI-14)2.SiF6, that crystallizes in the isometric system. Standard, 1964.
cryptobydrous. The conditions under which

coal was formed. Decay under water in
swamps. Tomkeieff, 1954.

cryptomagmatic deposit. A mineral deposit
of supposed magmatic origin developed in
surroundings which do not reveal in any
way its relationship to a body of eruptive

parent rock. Schieferdecker.
cryptomelane. Potassium-manganese (barium-

manganate) giving an X-ray pattern distinct from psilomelane (barium-manganese

manganate). Spencer 16, M.M., 1943.
cryptomere. A fine-grained rock, the constituents of which are not determinable megascopically. Synonym for kryptomere; aphanite. fohannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p. 182.
cryptomerous. a. A very fine crystalline tex-

ture. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b. Of or
pertaining to cryptomere. Johannsim, v. 1,
2d, 1939, p. 182.

cryptoperthite. A submicroscopic lamellar

intergrowth of potassic and sodic feldspar.
The lamellae are detectable only by means
of X-ray diffraction or an electron micfo-

scope. See also perthite. A.G.I.;

Webster

3d.

Crypto system. Trade name for an impulse
system of oil firing, more particularly for
the top firing of annular kilns. Dodd.
cryptovolcank. Produced by completely concealed volcanic activity. Webster 3d.
cryptovolcank structure. A small, nearly cir-

cular area of highly disturbed strata

in

which there is no trace of volcanic materials to confirm a volcanic origin. Hence,
thz combining form crypto meaning hidden. A.G.I.
Cryptozoic. Eon of hidden life. Synonym for
Precambrian. A.G.I. Supp.

Cryptozok eon. Time of little or no visible

fossil remains. Bureau of Mines Staff.
crys ground. Limestone strata with occasional
beds or bands of iron ore. Nelson.
crystal a. A regular polyhedral form, bounded
by planes, which is assumed by a chemical

element or compound, under the action

of its intermolecular forces, which passing,

under suitable conditions, from the state

of a liquid or gas to that of a solid. A

crystal is characterized first by its definite
internal molecular structure and second,
by its external form. Fay. b. The regular

polyhedral form, bounded by plane surfaces, which is the outward expression of
a periodic or regularly repeating internal
arrangement of atoms. A.G.I. c. A body
formed by the solidification under favorabh,

a result of the internal structurc.
Webster 3d. cl. Quartz that is transparent
or nearly so and that is either colorless
or only slightly tinged. Also a piece of
this material. Also called rock crystal.
Webster 3d. e, A colorless transparent diamond. Webster 3d. f. Glass of superior
quality and often with ornamental cutting.
Synonym for flint glass. Also a piece of
this material. Webster 3d. g. As an adjective, consisting of or resembling crystal.
as

(as of galena) and a metallic electrode.
Webster 3d.

crystal diamagnetism. The abnormal ratio
of magnetization to the magnetizing force
responsible for it, as observed in some
crystals, such as those of bismuth, Hess.

crystal face. One of the several flat or plane
exterior surfaces of a crystal. See also
crystal. Long.

crystal flotation. The act or process of float-

ing of lightweight crystals in a body of
magma. Opposite of crystal settling. A.G.I.

Synonym for crystalline; clear; transparent.
Relating to or using a crystal. Webster 3d.
crysMI aggregate. A number of crystals grown

crystal form. The form or shape in which
crystals occur; the cube, the octahedron,

eye and each crystal is more or less perfect.

crystal form, ideaL One in which the like
faces are of the same size and shape.

crystal analysis. The study of the arrange-

crystal fractionation. Migmatic differentiation resulting from the settling out of
crystals from a melt. A.G.I. SuPp.
crystal glass, A colorless glass, highly transparent, frequently used for art or tableware.

together so that each crystal in the group
is large cnough to be seen by thc unaided
In gemmology it differs from a crystalline
aggregate, as a homogenous gem stone can
be cut only from an individual crystal of
a crystal aggregate. Same as crystal group.
Shipley.

ment of atoms, ions, or molecules in crystals, chiefly by X-ray methods aided by the
theory of their possible grouping in space.
Hess.
crystal axes. Imaginary lines passing through
a crystal in important symmetry directions,

intersecting in the origin at the center of
the crystal. The axes are usually three in
number, and they are chosen to act as a
frame of reference by means of which the
mtlative positions of the crystal faces can
be described. Anderson.

crystal axis. A reference axis used for the
description of the vectorial properties of a
crystal. There are generally three noncoplanar :axes, chosen parallel to the edges

of the unii cell of the crystal structure
so as to bz parallel to symmetry dircctions
if possible. A.G.I.

crystal bar. Hafnium produced by the van

Arkel and de Boer process. Thomas.
crystal bar process. See iodide process.
Thomas.

crystal boundaries. The surfaces of contact
between adjacent crystals in a metal. Anything not soluble in the crystals tends to
be situated at the crystal boundaries, but
in the absence of this, the boundary between two similar crystals is simply the

region where the orientation changes.
C.T.D.
crystal casts; crystal imprints. Fillings of
cavities left by solution or sublimation of
crystals embedded in fine-grained sediment.
See also ice crystal marks; ice crystal casts.

Pettijohn.
crystal chemistry. The study of the factors
that determine the forms in which solids
crystallize, and the relations between the
properties of solids and their structures.
A.G.I.
crystal class. One of the 32 crystallographically possible combinations or groups of
symmetry operations that leave one point,
or origin, fixed. A.G.I.

and others, Shipley.

Shipley.

ASTM C162-66.
crystal glazes. Devitrified glazes in which
crystallization has taken place. Rosenthal.

crystal grating. A diffraction grating for
X-rays or gamma rays utilizing the natural

spacing of a crystal lattice as the grating
space. Webster 3d.

crystal group. Same as crystal

aggregate.

ShiPley.

crystal habit. The habit of crystalline mineral
is described as prismatic (long to needleshaped) ; tabular to platy and scaly (micaceous). Intergrowths are given by specific
description. Pryor, 3.
crystal imkints. See crystal casts. Pettijohn.
crystal indicts. Numbers or other representations which indicate the inclination of a
crystal face to the crystal axes. Shipley.
crystal crystallo-. Combining form meaning
crystal. Webster 3d.

crystal lattice. a. The regular and repeated
three-dimensional arrangement of atoms

that distinguishes crystalline solids from all
other states of matter. Essentially the regularity displayed by a crystal lattice is that
of a three-dimensional mesh which divides
space into identical parallelepipeds. Imag-

ine a number of identical atoms placed
at the intersections of such a mesh; then

we have what is known as a simple lattice
(synonymous with Bravais lattice). A.G.I.
crystallic. Relating to crystals or crystallization. Webster 3d.
crystalliferous. Producing or bearing crystals.
Webster 3d.
crystalliform.

Having a

crystalline form.

Standard, 1964.
crystalline. a. Made of crystal. Webster 3d.
b. Resembling crystal. Webster 3d. c. Of

the nature of or relating to a

crystal.

Formed by crystallization. Having a regular arrangement of the atoms in a space
lattice. Opposite of amorphous. Having the

internal structure, though not necessarily

the external form, of a crystal; for example,

granite is only crystalline, but a quartz

wise regular lattice. Mosaic defects are
orderly blocks of regulai lattice that are

crystal is perfectly crystallized. Webster 3d.
d. Crystalline rock is composed of crystals
or fragments of crystals. Webster 3d. e.
Transparent, clear, or pure. Long.
crystalline aggregate. An aggregate of crystalline grains or fragments, such as granite,
not showing well-defined crystal forms.

imperfect particle. Pryor, 3.

Fay.
crystalline

crystal defects. Irregularities in a lattice
structure that affect resistance to crushing.
Microdefects are due to irregular distribution of ions. Macrodefects are incipient
strain areas or 'discontinuities in an other-

conditions of a chemical element, a com-

packed together to form a larger and

rangement of its atoms; especially, such a
body that has natural external plane face .

crystal detedor. A detector that depends for
its operation on the rectifying action of ihe
surface of contact between certain crystals

pound, or an isomorphous mixture and
having a regularly repeating internal ar-

crystalline chondrite

choodrite. A hard,

crystalline

stony meteorite of bronzite and olivine

With firm chondri breaking with the mass.
Hess.
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crystalline enstatite-anorthite
crystalline enstatite-anorthite chondrite. A

hard, crystalline stony meteorite of enstatite, anorthite, and nickel-iron with firm,
round, radial chondri that break with the
matrix. Hess.
crystalline form. The external geometrical
shape of a crystal. C.M.D.

crystalline fracture. A fracture of a poly-

crystalline meta: characterized by a grainy
appearance. Contrast with fibrous fracture.
ASM Gloss.

crystalline glaze. A glaze containing macroscopic crystals. ASTM C242-60.

crystalline grains. Minute crystals or crys-

talline particles which compose a granular

crystalline aggregate. Distinguished from
minute fiberlike crystals which compose
fibrous crystalline aggregates. Shipley.

crystalline granular texture. A primary tex-

ture due to crystallization from a fluid
(aqueous)

medium. Examples are rock

salt (halite), gypsum, and anhydrite.
A.G.I.

crystalline limestone. A marble formed by
the recrystallization of sedimentary limestone strata. As the result of recrystalliza-

referred to a definite mineral species.

Holmes, 1928. b. A small, rudimentary
or embryonic crystal that is not referable
to a definite mineral species. Fay. c. A
minute mineral form like those common
in glassy volcanic rocks. It is usually not
referable to any mineral species but it
marks the first step in the crystallization
process. Webster 3d. d. A single grain in

a polycrystalline medium. Also a crystallographically homogeneous domain within
such a grain. Webster 3d.
crystallitic. Of, pertaining to, or formed of,
crystallites, A.G.I.

crystallizable. Capable of forming or of
being formed into crystals. Webster 3d.
crystallization. a. The formation of mineral

crystals during the cooling of a magma
or by precipitation from a solution. Bateman. b. The process through which crystalline

phases separate from a fluid, a

viscous, or a dispersed state (gas, liquid
solution, or rigid solution). Holmes, 1920.
c. The process of crystallizing. A form
of body resulting from crystallizing. Webster 3d.

limestone increased in size and the en-

crystallization differentiation. a. Magmatic
differentiation by the separation of crys-

interlocking. Crystalline limestone or marble is either the product of metamorphism
or of diagenesis of sedimentary limestone
strata in most instances. See also marble.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
crystalline material. Same as crystal material.

which an originally, theoretically homogeneous melt, such as a magma, splits up
into constrasting parts which may eventually constitute separate bodies of different kinds of rocks (magma differentiates).

tion, the

calcite grains composing the

larged calcite crystals became mutually

Shipley.

crystalline qualtz. A term used to distinguish

all the varieties of quartz which are not

cryptocrystalline, such as rock crystal,
amethyst, citrine, cairngorm, rose quartz,
tiger eye, etc. Shipley.
crystalline rock. a. A rock composed of

minerals plainly in the crystalline state.
A.G.I. Supp. b. An inexact general term
for igneous and metamorphic rocks as

opposed to sedimentary rocks. A.G.I. Supp.

crystalline schist. A rock that has been entirely or partly recrystallized by metamorphism. It is named after its predom-

:nate mineral, for example, chlorite schist,
hornblende schist, mica schist, etc. Standard, 1964.
crystalline solution. Synonym for solid solution. Webster 3d.
crystalline tonstein. This type tonstein contains vermicular, prismatic or tabular ka-

olinite crystals and may be either light
or da.k in color according to the proportion of contained carbonaceous matter.

Occasionally granular kaolinite may also
be recognized. The crystals lie embedded

in either a finely crystalline or crypto-

crystalline kaolinite groundmass. IHCP,

1963, part I.
metamorphism. A molecular
change which renders an amorphous mineral body crystalline; as, limestone converted to marble. Fay.
crystallinity. a. The degree of crystallization
exhibited by an igneous rock; expressed
by such terms as holocrystalline, hypocrystallinic

crystalline, holohyaline, etc. Holmes, 1928.

b. The quality or the state of being cry-

stalline; tbe degree of crystallization. Webster 3d.

crystallite. a. A general term for a m:nute
body that does not react to polarized
light and that occurs in glassy igneous
rocks; for example, globulite, longulite,
margarite, trichite, and other forms of
incipient crystallization that cannot be

tals from the magma. Bateman. b. A
process of fractional crystallization in

Bureau of Mines Staff.

crystallization interval. a. The interval of
temperature (or less frequently, pressure)
between the formation of the first crystal
and the disappearanr:e of the last drop of
liquid from a magma on cooling. It usually excludes the late-stage aqueous fluids.
A.G.I. b. More specifically, when referring
to a given mineral, the range or the ranges
of temperatures over which that particular
phase is in equilibrium with liquid. In the
case of equilibria along reaction lines or
reaction surfaces, crystallization intervals,
as thus defined, include temperature
ranges in which certain solid phases are

actually decreasing in amount with decrease in temperature. A.G.I.

crystallizction magnetization. Chemical magnetization. A.G.I. Su Pp.

crystallization nucleus. A small particle of
any kind around which crystals begin to
form when a substance crystallizes. Bureau

of Mines Staff.

crystallization schistosity. Fissility resulting
from the preferred orientation of crystals
that grew in the easiest direction. G.S.A.
Memoir 6, 1938, p. 68.
crystallization systems. The 32 possible crys-

tal groups, distinguished from one another by their symmetry, are classified
uncle.. 6 systems, each characterized by
the relative lengths and inclinations of
the assumed crystallographic axes. These

are isometric, tetrarnal, hexagonal, or-

thorhombic, monoclinic and triclinic. Fay.

crystallize; crystalize. To cause to form

crystals or to assume crystalline form;
especially to cause to assume perfect or
large crystals. To cause to take a , fixed

and definite form. To become converted
into crystals. To assume crystalline form.
To solidify by crystallizing. To* deposit
crystals. To become fixed and definite in
form. Webster 3d.

crystallized. a. Erroneously used to describe

drill-string equipment or machine parts

crystallogeny
that have failed by fatigue fractures
caused by prolonged subjugation to vibration, bending, or twisting. Long. b. Converted from an amorphous or molten state

to a crystalline form. Long. c. Formed

into crystals. Definite in form. Webster 3d.
crystallized coal. See cone-in-cone structure.
A.G.I.
crystallized tinplate. Tinplate having crystals
formed by the action of diluted nitric and
hydrochloric acids. Standard, 1964. A

rather low grade of tinplate. See also

tinplate. Fay.
crystallizing force. The potentiality, or the
expansive force, by which a mineral tends

to develop its own crystal form against
the resistance of the surrounding solid
mass. This may be a differential force that

causes the crystal to grow preferentially
and more rapidly in one crystallographic
direction than in another. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
crystalloblast. One of the mineral components of a crystalloblastic rock or crystalloblantic rock mass. Webster 3d.

crystalloblastesis. Deformation accomplished
by metamorphic recrystallization. G.S.A.
Memoir 6, 1938, p. 34.

crystalloblastic. a. In a rock, of or relating
to any crystalline texture resulting from

metamorphism. Webster 3d. b. Denoting a

structure produced by crystals growing

in a solid solution. Webster 3d. c. A crystalline texture due to metamorphic recrystallization. A characteristic of this
texture is that the essential constituents
are simultaneous crystallizations and are
not formed in sequence, so that each may

be found as inclusions in all the others.

Johannsen v. I, 2d, 1939, p. 207.
crystalloblasilc series. An arrangement of
metamorphic minerals in an order of decreasing crystallization force so that crystals of any of the listed minerals tend
to assume idioblastic outlines at surfaces
of contact with simultaneously developed
crystals of all minerals 'occupying lower
positions in the series. This crystalloblastic
series corresponds closely to an arrangement in order of decreasing specific gravity. See also idioblastic. Bureau of Mines
Staff ; A.G.I.

crystalloblastic texture. a. The texture of
metamorphic rocks which ha4e recrystallized under condition.s of directed aressure, elevated temperature, and high viscosity in contrast to igneous rocks in which
successive crystallization of minerals oc-

curs under conditions of relatively low
viscosity and nearly uniform

pressure.

C.T.D.; Holmes, 1920. b. This texture
is correlated with a mode of origin in

which every individual crystal exerted its
own force of crystallization against a resistance offered by the enclosing medium and
its constituent competing crystals. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
crystalloceramie. Name under which Apsley
Pellatt patented his cameo encrtutations
or porcelain reliefs and cameos enclosed
in glass. Haggar.
crystallochemIcal element. An element essen-

tial to the composition and the structure
of a mineral. A.G.I. SuPP.
crystallogenesis. The production or formation of crystals. Webster 3d.
crysatilohndc. Crystal-producing. Webster 3d.

crystallogehi. a. The science and the theory
of the production of crystals. Standard,
1964. b. That branch of crystallography
that deals with the formation of crystals.

Webster 3d.

crystallogram. A photographic record of
crystal structure obtained through the use
of X-rays. Webster 3d.
crystallographic. Relating to or dealing with
crystallography or crystals. For example,
crystallographic textures and crystallographic axes. Webster 3d.
crystallographic axes. Three axes intersecting at right angles, the vertical one being

the X-axis and the two horizontal ones
the I' and Z. The position of a crystal

face is defined by the ratio of its intercepts
with these axes. Pryor, 3.

crystallographic direction. Refers to directions in the various crystal systems which
correspond with the growth of the mineral

and often with the direction of one of
the faces of the original crystal itself.

Shipley.

discoloraeons. Bands of
lighter or darker shades of the basic color
of the block of mica. Such bands generally
arc parallel to the crystallographic faces

crystallographic

of the crystal from which the block was

separated. Skow.
crystallographic notation. A concise method
of exxessing the relationship of any crys-

tal iace to the axes of reference in the

crystal. C.T.D.
crystallographic planes. Any set of parallel

and equally spaced planes that may be
supposed to pass through the centers of
atoms in crystals. As every plane must
pass through atomic centers and no centers must be situated between planes, the
distance between successive planes in a
set depends on their direction in relation
to the arrangement of atomic centers.
C.T.D.

crystallographic system. Any of the major
units of crystal classification, embracing
one or more symmetry classes. C.T.D.
crystallographic texture. Any texture in
which the crystallographic properties "of

the host mineral control the distribution
of mineral inclusions or veinlets. This
texture may be the result of replacement
as well as exsolution. Many types are
included, such as lamellar, triangular, etc.
Schieferdecker.

crystallography. a. The science of the interatomic arrangement of (solid) matter, its
cause:, its nature, and its consequences.
A.G.I. b. The science of crystals. and of
crystallization dealing with the system of
forms among crystals, their structure, and
their forms of aggregation. Webster 3d.

crystalloid. a. A substance (as a salt, for
example) that forms a true solution, in

solution diffuses readily through a mem-

brane, and is capable of being crystallized. Compare colloid. Webster 3d. b.
Formerly, it was considered to be the

antonym for colloid. Now it is known that

many colloids can be crystallized ad
many-crystalloids can be prepared in the
colloidal state. A.G.I. c. As an adjective,

having some or all of the properties of
crystal. Webster 3d.

crystalloidal. Having the properties of or
relating

a crystalloid. Webster 3d.

crystallology. The science of the structure
of crystals. it embraces crystallography

and crystallogeny. Standard, 1964.
crystallolunsinescence. The emission of light

by a substance during its crystallization.
Supp.
crystallomagnetk. Relating to the magnetic
properties of crystals and crystal structures. Webster 3d.

cubanite
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crystallogram

crystallothrausmatic. Designating a type of
orbicular rock in which early phenocrysts
form the nuclei of the orbicules. Schieferdecker.

crystallurgy. The process of crystallization.
Fay.
crystal material. Any substance possessing
crystal structure but no definite geometric

form visible to the unaided eye. Also
known as crystalline material. Shipley.
crystal mush. Partially crystallized magma.
A.G.I. Supp,
Crystalon; Crystolon. Silicon carbide product; used for refractory and abrasive
purposes. Bennett 2d, 1962.
cry stal optics. The science which treats of
the transmission of light in crystals. Fay.
crystal pattern. A space lattice of a crystal
structure. Hackh's Chem. Dict.
crystal properties. Optical include color,
streak, luster (submetallic, vitreous, resinous), diapheaneity transparence, (translucence, opacity), isotropy, refractive index,
polarizing quality. Physical include hardness, measured on Mohs' scale; cleavage,
characterized by appearance of cleavage

arrangement of atoms in a crystal. A.G.I.
b. The arrangement in most pure metals
may be imitated by packing spheres, and
the same applies to many of the constituents of alloys. See also face-centered cubic;

close-packed hexagonal structure. C.T.D.
crystal systems. a. A classification of crystals
based on the intercepts made on the crys-

tallographic axes by certain crystal faces
(or bounding planes). C.M.D. See also
crystallization systems. b. The six main
symmetry groups into which all crystals,
whether natural or artificial, can be
classified. Anderson.

crystal texture. The size and arrangement of
the individual crystals in a crystalline
mass. C.M.D.
crystal tuff. a. An indurated deposit of volcanic ash dominantly composed of intratelluric crystals blown out during a volcanic

eruption. The term should be restricted
to tuffs containing more than 75 percent
by volume of crystals. See also tuff. A.G.I.
b. The crystals usually are broken euhedra.

of the common phenocrysts of the lava.
and they may be sheathed in an envelope

plane along which crystal breaks most
readily and smoothly; fracture (even,

of glass. A.G.I.
crystal-vitric tuff. Tuff consisting of 50 to
75 percent of crystal fragments and 25 to

dielectric,

crystobalite. Crystal modification of quartz
which is formed by heating the clay silica
bodies at temperatures above 1,100° C.;

conchoidal), tenacity (brittleness, elasticity, flexibility); specific gravity; paramagnetism;

ferromagnetism;

constant, etched patterns or figures on
corrosion. Pryor, 3.

crystal recovery. The recovery of the original

50 percent of glass fragments. A.G.I. Supp.

it increases the thermal expansion and

properties in a crystal that has been distorted by stress resulting from continued
relief from stress, heating, or decrease in

decreases the danger of crazing. Rosenthal
Crystolon. A trade name for silicon carbide,
SiC. AIME, p. 18.
Cs Chemical symbol for cesium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

metal and a crystal (such as copper and
galena), or between two crystals (such as
zincite and bornite). It has marked Lni-

csc Abbreviation for cosecant. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 58.
csch Abbreviation for hyperbolic cosecant.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 39.
C.S. jar collar. A thick-wall steel collar, the

the speed of deformation. G.S.A. Memoir
6, 1938, p. 106.
crystal rectifier. A point contact between a

directional conductivity. C.T.D.

crystals. a. Geometrical forms, with plane
faces, of infinite variety, assumed by the
majority of minerals. Weed, 1922. b.
Trade term for fourth grade diamonds;
colorless diamonds. Hess. c. Australian
synonym for drill diamonds. Long. d.
Atomic structures with long-range order.
(Euhedral surfaces are liot required.) VV.
crystal sandstone. In siliceous sandstone it
may be that the deposited silica is pre-

cipitated upon the rounded or angular

quartz grains in crystalline position, thus
converting them outwardly into crystals.
Examination with a lens shows the crystal
forms and laces of the little regenerated
quartz grain:. The sandstone is known as
crystal sandstone.
crystal sedimentation. The settling of rxystals

in a liquid magma. Compare crystal settling. A.G.I. supp.

crystal settling. Gravitational sinking crystals from the liquid magma in which they
formed, by virtue of their higher density.
The settling may be aided by convection
currents carrying the crystal-laden magma
downward. A.G.I.
crystal soldered emerald. Same as soldered
emerald, but with rock crystal substituted
for beryl. Shipley.

crystal sorting. The separation by various unspecified processes, of crystals from a

magma, or of one crystal phwe from
another, during the crystallization of a

magma. 'A.G.I.

crystal spectrometer. An X-ray spectrometer
employmg a crystal grating. Webster 3d.
crystal structure. a. The periodic or repeated

p. B-1.

inside surface of which is tapered to fit

two serrated-face taper sleeves. The assembly may be fitted at any point over a casing

or pipe and serves as a drive collar in
sinking casing or pipe by driving and
choping. Also called self-tightening jar

collar; self-tightening jar coupling; Sim-

mons jar block, Simmons jar collar. Long.
CST Abbreviation for central standard time.
Also abbreviated C, Ct, c s t. Zimmerman,
pp. 23, 383.
ct Abbreviation for carat. Zimmerman, p. 21.
ctenold cast. Cast with form of an obliquelycut, longitudinally ribbed cylinder. Probably bounce casts made by equisetiform
plant steams. Very rare. Pettijohn.
C. T. Nozzle. Trade name; a refractory noz-

zle for steel pouring designed to give a
constant

teeming

rate

(therefore,

the

name). The nozzle consists of an outer
fireclay shell and a refractory insert of
different composition. Strictly spraking,

the term refers to a particular type of
insert developed for the teeming of free

cutting steels. Dodd.
C b C Abbreviation for center to center.
Zimmerman, p. 200.
C-two; C-2. Commonly designates the lowest

of two qualities of congo diamonds normally used as drill-grade diamonds Long.
cu Abbreviation for cubic. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 58.
Cu Chemical 'symbol for copper. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-I.
cubanite. In Cuba, a bronze-yellow sulfide

r
'

of copper and

iron mineral, perhaps
Cu Fes& or CuS.Pe2S3. Fay.
cubbling. Breaking up pieces of flatiron to

be piled or fagoted, heated, and rolled
Fay.

cubbyhole. A niche cut in the rib or wall

for the storage of explosive or detonators.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
cube. a. Scot. A ventilating furnace in a
min.:. Fay. b. The crystal form in the iso-

system that consists of six like,
mutually perpendicular faces and differs
from the geometric cube in that the six
m-..tric

faces need not be square but must bear like

relations to the internal structure of the
crystal. Webster 3d. c. A relatively rarc
crystal form of diamond having six equal-

area faces at right angles to each other.

unit cell is a cube, the eight comers of
which are the centers of the spheres or
solids involved. This is the loosest or most
open type of systematic packing. A.G.I.

cubic plane. A plane perpendicular to any
one of the three crystallographic axes of
the cubic (isometric) system; the Miller
indices are .i100}.. ASM Gloss.

cubic stock. Blocks of stone approximately

cubical in form as contrasted with thin
stock or slabs. Fay.

cubic system. The crystal system which has

the highest degree of symmetry; it embraces such forms as the cube and the
octahedron. C.M.D.

cubing rolls. Crushing rolls having projections and used for breaking down hard
slabby days into a cubelike product that

p. 116.

is more suitable for feeding to a secondary
grinding unit. See also crushing rolls. Dodd.
cubo-octahedron. A crystal form which has

shape. Sometimes called rooster coal. Fay.
b. Eng. Coal broken into cubes, of about

=Wife. A chloritic diabase passing locally
into chlorite schist. See also basic schist;
epidiorite; greenstone; greenschist; lavialite; metabasite; ophite; ophiolite; prasi-

Long.

d. A rectangular prism having

squares for its ends and faces. Jones, 2,

cube coal. a. A layer of hard greenish clay
found at the top of a coal seam in parts
of Pennsylvania and West Virginia. It
breaks readily into cubes of nearly perfect
1 foot on cach side, to suit certain trade.
Fay.

cubek. The oil content of sedimentary rock
in terms of barrels per cubic kilometer of
sediments. A.G.I.
cubem. The oil content of sedimentary rock
in terms of bail-els per cubic mile of sediments. A.G.I.
cube ore. Eng. An arsenate of iron,
6FeAS04.2Fe(OH)3+12H20, of an olivegreen to yellowish-brown color, and oc-

faces of both the cube and the dodecahedron. Shipley.

nite; timazite. A.G.I.; Holmes, 1920.
cuckhold. An iron tool for cutting off lumps

face and the waste, or in any waste. Nelson.

also cubic system. Shipley.

(-lb: centimeter. A measure of volume in the

metric system. One cubic centimeter is

equal to 0.061 cubic inch. Aibreviation, cc.

Enam. Dia.
cubic cleavage. Equally good cleavage in
three mutually perpendicular directions.
Fay.

cubic foot. A volume of a size equal to that

of a cube

1

foot on a side. Equal to

28.316 liters, or 6.2288 imperial gallons,
or 0.028317 cubic meter. Beerman.

cubic inch. A volume of a size equal to that
of a cube 1 inch on a side. Equal to 16.38cubic centimeters. Beerman.
cubicite; cubizite. Cubic zeolite; analcime.
Fay.

cubic meter. A volume equal to that of a
cube 1 mcter on a side. Equal to 35.315
cubic feet, or 219.97 imperial gallons.
Beerman.-

cubic packing. The manner of arrangement
of solid units in a sediment in which the

fine coal, more or less pure, and coal
dust and dirt. Fay. c. Anthracite fines
which will pass through a screen with
Va-inch holes. Nelson. f. Rocks of the

Carboniferous age in the southwest of
England, consisting of shales and sandstones with occasional thin

layers of

crushed coal or culm. Nelson. g. All coal
refuse finer than rice. Before a market
was developed for fine coal, it used to
culm banks are now being reclaimed. Kor-

waste accumulation of coal, bone, and

rock from old dry breakers. Mitchell,

culm bank; culm dump. The deposit on the
surface of culm usually kept separate from
deposits of larger pieces of slate and rock.
Hudson.

cuddy brae. Scot. An inclined roadway,

crystal; or referring to directions parallel
to the faces of a cube, as cubic cleavage.

Penna. The waste or slack of the Penn-

sylvania anthracite mines, consisting of

p. 610. i. In bituminous coal preparation,
culm corresponds to slurry or slime, depending upon the size distribution of the

cue spar. Same as anhydrite. Standard, 1964.

by small concrete beams, cast and tested on
site. Ham.
cubk. Having the form of a cube, as a cubic

emitting a disagreeable odor. Fay. d.

Also, cc and cm'. BuMin Style Guide, p.58.

et: cm Abbreviation for cubic centimeter.

used to counterbalance the tub or car on

conditions, using a mix of 1 part cement,
3 parts by weight of standard sand, and
10 percent by weight of water. Test cubes
are of 6-inch sides and are generally sent
to a laboratory for test at 7 and 28 days.
Such test cubes are normally supplemented

shale, or to fissile varieties of anthracite
coal. Rice. b. Small coal, particularly anthracite smalls. B.S. 3323, 1960. c. Eng.
Anthracite; a kind of coal, of indifferent
quality, burning with a small flame, and

son. h. In anthracite terminology, the

weight mounted on wheels; a loaded bogie,

a cube of mortar made under standard

C 1 62-66.

culLs. Brick rejected because of imperfection
in size, shape. or quality. AISI 141,.. 24.
culm. a. A veinacular term variously applied,
according to tne locality, t carbonaceous

cuckoo shots. Subsidiary shots in the roof
of a longwall working, between the coal

ores of Cornwall. Pharmacosiderite. Fay.
cube powder. Gunpowder made in large cubi-

Portland cement by testing to destruction

waste of materials. C.T.D.

cullet cut. Synonym for block reek. ASTM

be piled in banks and left for waste;

the hand moleing of building bricks. Dodd.

curring commonly in cubes with the copper

cube test. Determining the strength of a

article which will later be cutoff and
discarded or remelted. ASTM C162-66.
c. Waste glass used with the batch to
improve the rate of melting and to save

of prepared clay, from a pug, ready for

cuddy. a. Scot. A donkey. Fay. b. A lever
mounted on a tripod for lifting stones,
leveling up railroad ties, etc. Fay. c. A

cal grains and burning more slowly than
the small or irregular grains. Fay.

culture
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cubbling

an inclined roadway. Also spelled cuddie.
Fay.

worked in the same manner as a selfacting incline. Fay.

suspended solids. Mitchell, p. 610.

culm bar. A peculiar bar used in grates
designed for burning culm or slack coal.
Fay.

culm drker. In anthracite coal mining, one

who hauls cars nf culm (anthracite waste)
to the dumping or loading point. D.O.T. I.
with the apper end at the crest of a cliff.'
A hill or a ridge with a steep face on one culla footman. In anthracite coal mining,
one who works at the bottom of the plane
side and a gentle slope on the other.
(incline) up which cars of culm (anthraCommon in the southwestern United
cite waste) are hauled by a hoisting cable
States. Webster 3d. b. A landform comfor dumping. D.O.T. 1.
monly fout.d in regions of gently tilted
sedimentary rocks and consisting of an culm headman. In anthracite coal mining,
one who works at the top (head) of a
inclined upland, the slope of which conplane (incline) up which cars of culm
forms with the dip of a resistant bed or
(anthracite waste) are hauled by a hoistseries of beds and a relatively steep escarping cable for dumping. D.O.T. 1.
ment descending abruptly from its crest.
Webster 3d. c. See hogback; wold. A.G.1. culmiferous. Containing culm as coal. Standard, 1964.
cueva. Sp. A cave or grotto. Fay.
Cubism. Synonym for Bruxellian. A.G.I. culmination. a. Applied to the highest point
on the crown of a nappe. A.G.I. b. Portion
of a fold system, generally more or less
culasse. The part of a brillant-cut stone
at right angles to the folds, and away
below the girdk. Bureau of Mines Stall.
from which the folds plunge. A.G.I.
culbuteur. Be lg. A dumping apparatus which
turns completely over, or around, when cubit loader. In anthracite coal mining, one
who shovels culm (anthracite waste) into
emptying can. Fay.
mine cars for haulage. D.O.T. 1.
cukt; collet. The small lower terminus of a
brilliant-cut gem. It is parallel to the table. calm man. In anthracite coal mining, a gen-

cuesta. Sp. a. A sloping plain, especially one

Standard, 1964.
con, Equivalent of the English waster. Dodd.
collet. a. Broken glass that can be recharged
to the glass furnace. The word is derived
from the French collet, the little neck left

on the blowing iron when bottles were
'handblown; these collects were returned

to the glass' pot and remelted. Factoiy

cutlet or domestic cullet is from the same

glassworks at which it is to be used;
foreign cullet is from a 'different glassworks. 'Dodd. b. The portion of a glass

eral term applied to workers handling culen

(anthracite waste) as distinguished from
coal. Usually designated according to job,
as culm driver; culm engineer; culm footman; culm headman; culm loader; culm
runner. D.O.T. L
cuhn measures. The name for the shaly and
gritty formation containing them. Arkell.
culm- runner. See car runner. D.O.T. I
cultch. Broken bricks. Bureau of Mines Staff.

culture. Those features of the terrain tIlat
have been constructed by man, such as

roads, trails, buildings, and canals; also,

boundary lines and all names and legends.
See lye, 2.

culture tube. Synonym for acid bottle. Long.

cuiver. Som. A blue stone used for steps.
Arkell.

culvert. A covered channel, or a pipe of

large diameter taking a watercourse below

ground level. Also applies to a tunnel
through which water is pumped into, or
emptied from, a drydock. Ham.

cumbedandite. An ultramafic igneous rock
composed of magnetite, ilmenite, olivine,
and minor plagioclase. A.G.1.

Cumberland method of mining. See top

slicing and cover caving; top slicing combined with ore caving. Fay.

cumbraite. A dacite or rhyudacite containing calcic plagioclase (bytownite phenocrysts and labradorite groundmass) and
pyroxene in a glassy groundmass which
is potentially composed of andesine, sanidine, and quartz. A.G.I.
cumengeite. A light indigo-blue oxychloride
of lead and copper, PbC12.Cu (OH) 2 ;
tetragonal. Small crystals of pyramidal
form. English.
cumengite. a. Same as cumengeite. English.
b. Same as volgerite. English.

Cummings' sedimentation method. An ap-

proximate method of particle size analysis
having the merit of giving a weight and/or
size (weight/size) distribution directly.
Dodd.
cummingtonite. a. An amphibole, (Mg,Fe)7

(Si1022) (OH) j monoclinic. Same composi-

tion as anthophyllite but usually higher in
iron. Dana 17. b. Synonym for rhodonite.
Hey 2d, 1955.
cumulative curve. A curve relating the total
percentage (orciinate) smaller than a given
value (abscissa) into which the total statistical population has been subdivided (that
is, Apecific gravity less than a given value
or size fraction smaller than a given value).

Total ordinate equals 100 percent at the
upperrend of the range. Bureau of Mines

Staff.
cumulative error. Noncompensating, bias due

to error in method, personal equation, or
mechanism, which always operates either
to show shortfall or high result. Pryor, 3.

cumulative float curve. The curve obtaincd
from the result of a float and sink analysis
by plotting the zumulative yield at each
specific gravity against the mean ash of
the total floats at that spec:fic gravity.

cupping
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culture tube

spreading. A.G.I. Supp.
cumulophyre. Used by Cross, Iddings, Pirs-

from base metals which can be oxidized.
The metallic mixture is placed in a cupel,

rock in which the phenocrysts are arranged
in clusters or Li irregular groups. Schiefer-

in a blast of air. The base-metal oxides

son, and Washington for a

porphyritic

decker.

cumulophyric. Applied to glomeroporphyritic

texture in the widest sense, that is, when
the clusters of crystals forming composite
phenocrysts are not necessarily aggregates
of the same mineral. Synonym for glomeroperphyritic. Holmes, 1928; A.G.I.
cumulose. Pertaining to accumulations of
dead plant and animal remains that have
formed in place with relatively little detrital sediment; cumulose deposits include
peat, muck, and swamp soils. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

cumulose deposits. See cumulose.
cumulo-voicano. Synonym for cumulo dome.
A.G.I. Supp.

weight is plotted against the screen aper-

ture, usually both to logarithmic scale.
Pryor, 3.

cumulative sink curve. The curve obtained

from the results of a float and sink analysis

by plotting the cumulative yield of sinks
at each specific gravity against the mean

ash of the total sinks at that specific
gravity. B.S. 3552, 1962.

cumulite. Proposed by Vogelsang for a type

of crystallite formed of a more or less

rounded aggregate of globulites, usually
occurring in the groundmass of glassy volcanic rocks. A.G.L.
cumulo dome. A protrusion of viscous lava
from a volcanic vent with little lateral

copper and iron from solutions and is
also used in the analysis of other metals,
especially of the uranium group. Webster
3d.

cup fracture; cup-and-cone fracture. Fracture, frequently seen in tensile test pieces
of a ductile material, in which the surface
of failure on one portion shows a central
ASM Gloss.
cup grease. A heavy-bodied, semisoliri grease
used as a lubricant. Crispin.
cup gun. A spray gun with a fluid container

which coal has been worked out, partly
filled with dirt and rubbish between the
packs. See also goaf. Fay. b. Aust. The
passage under a roadway into which an
endless rope passes out of the way at the
end of its track. Also called conduct. A
variation of conduit. Fay. c. Any small pas-

sageway made to improve ventilation or
facilitate movement of materials. It is
generally m ide through a pack or along
the rib side of a longwall face. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 2.

cundforme. Fr. Wedge-shaped. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

cup. a. Sheet metal part, the product of the
first deep-drawing operation. ASM Gloss.
b. Any cylindrical part or shell closed at
one end. ASM Gloss. c. Synonym for cup
leather. Long.

cupaloy. A copper alloy containing 99.4 per-

cent copper, 0.5 percent chromium, and

0.1 percent silver. Hess.
cup-and-ball jointing. A cross jointing of columnar igneous rocks, in which one facc
of the joint is concave and the other face
is convex; as in the columns of the Giant's
Causeway, Ireland. Holmes, 1928.

cup and cone. A machine for charging a

shaft furnace, consisting of an iron hopper

with a large central opening, which is
closed by a cone or bell, pulled up into
then the cone is lowered to drop the mate-

in which the cumulative percentage of

Miner Staff.
cupferron. A colorless crystalline salt, CoK.N(NO ) ON111, that is a precipitant for

known as a cundered hole. Bureau of Mines
Stall.
cundy; cundie. a. Scot. The spaces from

centages of surfai..1 ,..:wes or pressure fluctuations exceeding any specified height and
period combination. Hy.

cumulative curve results of screen analysis,

type of reverberatory furnace known as
cupel. D.O.T. Sun,.
cupelo. A small shaft furnate. Bureau of

flat area of failure in tension, with au

it from below. In the annular space around

cumulative plot. Granhic representation of

are absorbed in the cupel, leaving the pure
metal to be decanted. CCir) 6d, 1961.
cupeller. One who refines gold and silver in

cundered. A lifter hole or a hole drilled to
throw the burden upward. Such a hole is

B.S. 3552, 1962.

cumulative frequencies (us and swell). Per-

which is a shaPow, porous cup, and roasted

this cone, the ore, fuel, etc., are placed,

rials into the furnace, after which it

is

again raised to close the hole. Fay.
cup and cone fracture. See cup fracture.
cup bailer. See batter-out II. D.O.T. 1.
cup coral. A solitary coral, as opposed to a
colonial coral. A.G.I.
cup& a. A small cup made of bone ash used
in gold or silver assaying with lead. A.G.I.
b. The hearth of a small furnace used in
commercial separation of precious metals
from lead. Webster 3d.

cupel dust. A powder used in purifying
metals. Also called coppel dust. Fay.
cupellation. a. The process of assaying for
precious metals with a cupel. A.G.I. SuPP.

b. Oxidation of molten lead containing
gold and silver to produce lead oxide
thereby separating the precious metals
from the base metal. ASM Gloss.

cupellation process. A process for freeing
silver, gold, or other nonoxidizing metals

exterior extended rim of failure in shear.

as an integral part. ASTM C286-65 .
cup handler. See handler. D.O.T. 1.

cupid's darts. See fleches d'amour. C.M.D.
cup jolly. See cup maker. D.O.T. 1.
cup leather. The shallow, cup-shaped pack-

ing disk or ring on a pump or hydraulic
piston made of leather or a resilient ma-

terial such as rubber-impregnated fabrics.
Long.
cup maker. One who forms cups of pliable

clay on revolving mold by pressing a

shaping tool, called a jolly, down into the
jollier.
clay. Also called cup
D.O.T. 1.
cupola. a. A cylindrical vertical furnace for

melting metal, especially gray iron, by
having the charge come in contact with
the hot fuel, usually metallurgical coke.

ASM Gloss. b. A dome-shaped preiection
of the igneous rock of a batholith. Many
stocks are cupolas on batholiths. Fay. c.
A circular kiln, with a domed roof, used

for burning brick. Fay.
cupola block. A modified circle brick. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
cupola brick. See key brick. Dodd.

cupola furnace. A shaft furnace used in
melting pig iron (with or without iron or
steel scrap) for iron castings. The lining
is firebrick. Metal, coke, and flux (if used)
are charged at the top and air is blown
in near the bottom. C.T.D.
cupola refractories. Destruction-resistant refractories as used in the cupola furnace.
Usually dense, stifr.mud fire clay brick

is used in the hot zone, but sometimes
natural silica stone and mica schist are

used. For extreme conditions of abrasion
and slag erosion, high-heat duty firebrick
may be more economical than intermediate heat duty firebrick. Patching mixtures
usually are of either silica sand and first
quality plastic fire clay or crushed refractory brick and plastic fire clay. Henderson,

pp 264-265.
cupped wire. Wire in which internal cavities
have been formed during drawing. C.T.D.
cupping. a. The first deep drawing operation.
ASM Gloss. b. The fracture of severely
worked rods or wire where one end has

the appearance of a cup and eie other
that of a cone. ASM Gloss. c. Pouring slip

over areas of a (porcelain enamel) part
during draining to produce uniform ap-

curium
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cuppy fracture
plication. ASTM C286-65. d. A convex
or concave arcing of a coated abrasive,
caused by an excess or lack of moisture

cuprokirovite. A variety of melanterite, (Fe,Mg,Cu)SO4.7H20, containing 3.36 per-

cuppy fracture. A condition occurring in
wiredrawing when too great a reduction

mine, Kirovgrad, Ural Mountains. See also
kirovite. Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.

in the backing and the bond. ACSG, 1963.

of area is attempted at each drawing thus

causing the wire to

lose

its ductility.

Sinclair, V, p. 3.
cuprene. (C2110)2; molecular weight, 180.23;
polymerization product of acetylene obtained by passing acetylene over reduced

copper at or above 180° C; a yellowishbrown solid. Used in explosives. Bennett

2d, 1962.
cupric. a. Used in naming copper compounds in which the copper has a valence

of 2, or is bivalent. CCD 6d, 1961. b. Of,
pertaining to, or containing copper in the
bivalent state; for example, cupric oxide
(Cu0). Webster 3d.
cupric borate. See copper metaborate. CCD
6d, 1961.

cupric chloride. See copper chloride. CCD
6d, 1961.

cupric oleate. See copper oleate. CCD 6d,
1961.

cupric oxide. Tenorite, when found in nature; copper monoxide in chemistry.
We--

cups

1918.

mu. Nielding or containing copper.

St..ridard, 1964.
cupriferous pyrite. See chalcopyrite. C.M.D.
cuprite; ruby copper ore; red oxide of copper.
A secondary mineral, Cu20; cdmson, scarlet, vermilion, deep or brownish-red color;
adamantine or dull luster; superior in

hardness to cinnabar and proustite and
differs from them in color or streak;

inferior in hardness to hematite; brownishred streak; specific gravity, 5.85 to 6.15 ;
contains 88.8 percent cuprous oxide, 11.2
percent oxygen; soluble in nitric and
concentrated hydrochloric acids. Found in
the United States, England, Germany,
France Siberia, Australia, China, Peru,
and BOlivia. A source of copper. CCD 6d,
1961.
cuproapatite. A variety of apatite from Chile
containing cjpper. Standard, 1964.
cuproauride. The gold cupride of Karabash,

Ural Mountains, is a mixture of 63 percent CusAu2 and AgAin. The former, as

a new mineral, is called cuproaride. Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
cuprocalcite. Apparently merely an intimate
mixture of cuprite and calcium carbonate;

Mohs' hardness, 3; specific gravity, 3.9;

cent Mg0 and 3.18 percent CuO, resulting from underground fires in the Kalata

cupromagnesite. A copper and magnesium
sulfate; crystallization monoclinic occurs
in crust on lava; bluish-green color. An
alteration product, occurring as incrustations, from Mt. Vesuvius. Weed, 1918.
cupromontmorillonite. Interpretation of the
Russian name medmontite. Spencer 19,
MM.,1952.

cuproplumbite. Sulfide of lead and copper,
near Cu2Pb2S3. Probably a mixture. Hey
2d, 1955.

cuprorivaite. Hydrous silicate of copper,

calcium, aluminum, and sodium, as !mall
blue grains from Vesuvius. Named ;rom
a supposed relation to rivaite. Spencer 15,
M.M., 1940.

cuprosklodowskite. A strongly radioactive,
grass green mineral, Cu ( UO2) S1201.6H20;
orthorhombic occurring as a secondary

mineral resulting from the alteration of
pitchblende; found associated with other

uranium minerals. Crosby, pp. 13-14.
cuprotungstite. A tungsten-bearing mineral,
CuW04-1-2H2O, also (CaCu)W04+2H20.
Its composition i2 va22able and may easily

be mistaken foi some

mineral of the

epidote group. Fay.

cuprous. Of, pertaining to, or containing
copper in the univalent state; for example,
cuprous oxide (Cu20). Webster 3d; Hess.
cuprous manganese. A variety of bog manganese containing appreciable percentages
of copper oxide, also frequently containing

cobalt oxide. Bennett 2d, 1962.
cuprous oxide. See copper oxide, red. CCD
6d , 1961.

cuprous sulfide; copper sulfide; chalcocite.
Black; orthorhombic; Cu2S ; melting point,

1,100° C; soluble in nitric acid; insoluble

in water; and specific gravity, 5.52 to
5.82. Occurs as the mineral chalcoeite.

A source of copper. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-173.

cuprozincite. A bluish-green basic carbonate
of copper and zinc, RCO2.R(OH)2, with.

R=Cu: Zn=9:2. A zinc-bearing malachite, botryoidal or earthy; monoclinic.

From Tsumeb, south west Africa. English.
cup wheel. A grinding wheel shaped like ,a
cup or bowl. See also flaring cup. ACSG,
1963.

tair .ag 6 percent CuO, from Chile. Spen-

curb. a. A timber frame, circular or square,
wedged in a shaft to make a foundation
for walling or tubbing, or to support, with
or without other timbering, the walls of

M.M., 1940.
cer
cuprodacloizite. A green to greenish-black

sill at the top of a shaft. Fay. c. In tunnel

vermilion-red color; soluble
chloric acid. Weed, 1918.

in hydro-

cuprocoplapfte. A variety of copiapite con-

hydrous vanadate of lead, zinc, and
copper, between descloizite and mottramite, 7 (Pb,Zn,CU)0.2V105.H,0 ; 6.74 per-

cent CuO, 12.24 to 14.85 percent .ZnO,
53.01 to 54.93 percent PbO, and 17.40
to 22.50 re.rcent V202; Mohs' hardness,
3.5; specific gravity, 5.9 to 6.2. Part of

the vanadium may be replaced by arsenic.
Found only in the oxidized zone; usually
in radiai mammillary or reniform masses.
Hess.

cuproferrite. Pisanite. Weed, 1918.
cuprojarosite; kuprojarosit. A variety of melanterite containing copper (4.40 percent

CuO) and magnesium (4.29 percent

Mg0). See also

M.M., 1940.

jarosite. Spencer

15,

the shaft. Fay. b. The heavy frame or

eulistruction, a ring of brickwork or of
cast iron, at the base of the shaft, surmounting a circular orifice in the roof
of the tunnel. A drum curb is a flat ring

of cast iron for supporting the brickwork
having the same diameter externally as
the shaft of brickwork. Temporary curbs

of oak are also used. Pay. d. An iron
border to the incorporating bed of a

gunpowder mill. Webster 3d. e. An iron
casing in which to ram loam molds for
casting. Webster 2d. f. The walls of a
chamber in which sulfuric acid is manufactured. Webster 3d. g. A wood, castiron, or reinforced concrete ring, made in

segments, forming a foundation for a
masonry or cast-iron circular shaft lining.

The curb is set on a firm ledge of rock

notched into the periphery of the shaft. It
may be removed at a later stage. Synonym
for wedging curb; bricking curb; crib. See
also foundation curb; water ring. Nelson.
h. A socket of wrought iron or steel for

attaching a ring hook or swivel to the
end of a rope used for mine hoisting or
haulage. C.T.D. i. A coaming around the

mouth of a well or shaft. Hess, j. See
binder. Mason. k. A shaft support ring
for walling or tubbing. Mason. I. The
border of a road at the edging to a verge
or footpath, made of precast concrete or
granite blocks. Ham.
curb bend. A special shape of wall tile. Dodd.

curbing. See curb, a; crib; cribbing; back
casing. Fay.

curb tubbing. Eng. A solid wood lining of
a shaft. Bureau of Mines Staff.

curf. a. Som. The floor of an underground
road which is being taken up. See also
canch. Fay. b. Synonym for kerf. Long.

curie. a. The unit of radioactivity. Defined
as the quantity of any radioactive nuclide
in which the number of disintegrations

per second is 3.70 X 10'. NRC-ASA
N1.1-1957. b. An earlier definition of the
curie was: The quantity. (in grams) of
radon in equilibrium with 1 gram of
radium, NRC-ASA N1.1-1957. c. The
basic unit that describes the intensity of

radioactivity in a sample of material. One
curie equals 37 billion disintegrations per
second or approximately the radioactivity
of 1 gram of radium. Lin.
Curie point; Curie temperature. a. The temperature at which there is a transition in
a substance from one phase to another
of markedly different magnetic properties.
Specifically, the temperature at which
there is a transition between the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases. Webster 3d. b. ThE temperature at which the
anomalies that characterizes a ferroelectric
substance disappear; either the upper or
the lower temperature limit of the ferroelectric statee. Webster 3d.

Curie's law. The susceptibility of a para-

magnetic substance is inversely proportional to the absolute temperature. A law
of magnetism that has been replaced by
the Curie-Weiss law, Webster 3d.
Curie temperature. The temperature of magnetic transformation below which a metal
or alloy is magnetic and above which it
is paramagnetic. ASM Gloss.

curing. a. Any process which keeps concrete
moist during the early stages of hardening.
Curing may be performed by (1) preventing the rapid evaporation of mixing
water; (2) periodical wetting of concrete;
or (3) a combination of both. Nelson. b.
The process adopted to insure the harden-

ing of concrete by preventing excessive
evaporation or extremes of temperature.
Taylor. c. The process during which polymerization takes place. Phillips.

curiol. A term in Costa Rica for jasper
blackened by enclosed manganese. Hess.

curite. A very rare, orange-red, strongly

radioactive, orthorhombic mineral, 2Pb0.5UO2.4H20, an oxidation product of
uraninite; found associated with torbernite,
soddyite, sklodowskite, fourmarierite, and
other secondary uranium minerals; at
times, found as complete pseudomorphs
after uraninite. Crosby, p. 14.
curium. A silvery metallic element, atomic
number, 96, discovered in 1944 by Seaborg, Parnes, and Ghiorso. They synthe-

curved fracture cleavage

curl
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sized curium 242 by helium-ion bombardment of plutonium 239. Named for Pierre
and Marie Curie. The only known valance
is 3; symbol, Cm; specific gravity, about

current density. The amount of current per
unit area of electrode. ASM Gloss.
current drift. Synonym for ripple mark.

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed. 1964, p.

used in a given process to accomplish a
desired result; in electroplating, the proportion used in depositing or dissolving

7. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957 ; HarAbook of

B-108. This very rare metal has been

A.G.I.
current efficiency. The proportion of current

isolated in extremely small quantities from
neutron-irradiated americium during work
on atomic-energy projects. The metal was
prepared by reduction of curium fluoride
(CmF3) with barium metal vapor at
1,275° C. Bureau of Mines Staff.

current electrode. A piece of metal con-

inside. Arkell.
curled bedding. See curly bedding. Pettijohn.

permit the passage of substantial electrical
currents into the surrounding earth.
A.G.I.
current leakage tester. See earth-fault tester.

nel coal which breaks with a conchoidal or
curly fractures. Fay. b. Eye coal.. Arkell.
curling. An enamel defect similar to crawl-

current lineation. See
Pettijohn.

curl. Eng. Gray calcareous grit, often blue

curley cannel; curly cannel. a. Eng. Can-

ing. Enam. Dict.
curistone. Shrop. Ironstone exhibiting conein-cone formation. Fay.
curly bedding. Small-scale deformation preserved in formerly unconsolidated or plastic sediments that is confined to a single
bed or a zone between undisturbed beds.
Usually formed by subaqueous slumping
or gliding.

Synonym for slip bedding.

A.G.I. See also convolute bedding.
curly coal. Coal which has a curly or conchoidal fracture. Compare wool. Arkell.
curly coal. a. Scot. A pumpherstone oil
shale. Its thickness is about 6 feet, and it
yields 20 gallons of crude oil and 60 to 70
pounds of ammonium sulfate per ton. Fay.

b. In the United States, any folded and
distorted oil shale. Fay.

curly stone. Shrop. Shale belonging to the
coal formation which on exposure to the
air hardens and assumes a peculiar form,
called cone-upon-cone.
called curlstone Arkell.
sometimes

Also

current. a. The part of a fluid body (as
water or air) moving continuously in a
certain direction. Webster 3d. b. The
swiftest part of a stream. Webster 3d. c.
A tidal or a nontidal movement, often

horizontal, of lake or ocean water. Synonym for drift. Webster 3d. d. Condition
of flowing. Flow marked by force or

strength. Synonym for flow; flux. Webster
3d. e. The velocity of flow of a fluid in a
stream. Webster 3d.
current bedding. a. A particular form of
crossbedding. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5. b.
Synonym for crossbedding. Hess. See also
false bedding. Fay.
current crescent; crescentic scour mark;
crescent cast. Small crescentic rounded
ridge, commonly with pit in center;

crescent convex up-current. A cast of a
horse-shoe shnped moat eroded on upcurrent side of an obstacle such as a peb-

ble, shell, etc. Pettijohn.
current cross ripple. One of thc ripples that

result from the interference of a current
with a pre-existing set of ripples. They
are formed only if the action of the current is sufficiently weak and of very short
duration. As there is no oscillation of the

current, there is no reason for a trans-

formation into the hexagonal pattern, and

the two sets of ripples may intersect at
any angle. A.G.I.
current decay. In spot, seam, or projection
welding, the controlled reduction of the
welding impulse from its peak current am-

plitude to a lower value in controlled
time to prevent rapid cooling of the weld
nugget. ASM Gloss.

metal. ASM Gloss.

nected to a cable which, when buried in

the earth in a shallow hole or lowered
into a well, provides enough contact to

Langef ors, p. 145.

-

parting lineation.

current mark. An irregular structure pro-

duced by erosion on tidal flats where the
falling tidal waten erode numerous channels

and leave uneroded areas as

flat

plateaus between channels. Channel fillings made during the burial of such surfaces may resemble casts of logs. Current
marks are also made in the beach zone on
the lee side of obstructions. A small depression begins at the obstruction and
extends downward toward the water. They
are common on beaches in the tidal zone
on the downshore side of pebbles, shells,
etc. A.G.I.
current meter. a. An instrument, as a galvanometer, for measuring the strength
of an electric current. Standard, 1964. b.
An instrument for measuring the velocity
of a current. It is usually operated by

a wheel equipped with vanes or cups
which is rotated by the action of the im-

pinging current. A recording device is

provided to indicate the speed of rotation
which is correlated with the velocity of
the current. H&G.

current tipple. A type of ripple mark produced by the action of a current flowing
steadily in one direction over a bed of
sand. A current ripple has a long, gentle
slope toward the direction from which
the current comes, and a shorter, steeper
slope on the lee side. Sand grains removed

from the gentle slope are carried to the

crest of the current ripple and are dropped
down the steeper slope, causing the ripple
to migrate slowly with the current, much

as sand dunes migrate with the wind.

Some investigators restrict the term ripple

mark to oscillation ripples and use the
term current mark for the asymmetrical

type. A.G.I.
current ripple mark. a. A common synonym

for transverse ripple mark. Pettijohn. b.
See water-current ripple mark. A.G.I.
current rose. A graphical representation of
currents, usually by 10 quadrangles, using
arrows of different length for the cardinal
and intercardinal compass points to show
resultant drift rani frequency of set for a
given period of time. Hy.

curry pit. Leic. A hole sunk from an upper
to a lower portion of a thick seam of coal
through which the return air passes from

are used to deflect the air from the entries

into the working rooms and are used to

hold the air along the faces. They are

usually made of a number of overlapping

strips of heavy curtain material which

should be of fireproof or fire-resistant ma-

terial. Also called check curtains. Kentucky, p. 93. See also blasting curtain. c.

Synonym for cover. Long. d. A thin sheet
of dripstone hanging from the ceiling or
projecting from the wall of a cave. Schieferdecker.

curtain arch. An arch of refractory brickwork that supports the wall between the
upper part of a gas producer and the gas
up take. Dodd.

curtain drain; intercepting drain. A drain
that is placed between the water source

and the area to be protected. Nichols.
curtain hole. Synonym for cover hole. Long.
curtain of COW. In Western Pennsylvania, a

thin pillar left in lieu of timbers for support. It also has the advantage ot being
a permanent wall and thus assists in directing ventilation. Fay.

curtains. Darkened areas in the ground coat
enamel, presumably the result of a boiling
or blistering condition during the ground
coat firing and often showing a bronzed
condition as from hard r.ring. Sometimes
called "loops" or "looping." Enam. Dict.

curtain wall. A nonbearing wall built between columns or piers for the enclosure

of a building but not supported at each
story. ACSG.
curtisite. a. A crystalline hydrocarbon, in
composition corresponding to C21H18. It is
found in a form of greenish deposits from
a hot spring in Californ_a. Tomkeieff,

1954. b. A discredited term equal to idrialite. American Mincraloeist, v. 41, No.
1-2, January-February, 1956, P. 168.

curvature, earth (correction for). An adjustment applied to a long line of sight in the
computation of difference in elevation.
Atmospheric refraction partially compensates for earth curvature. Hence, correction tables take both curvature and refraction into account. A.G.I.
curvature of gravity. A vector quantity calculated from torsion-balance data indicating the shape of the equipotential surface.

It points in the direction of the longer
radius of curvature. A.G.I.

curvahwe value. Quantity, determined by
the torsion balance, that is related to the
second derivative of the gravity potential

with respect to the horizontal coordinntes.
Schieferdecker.
curve. A smooth bend in a mine roadway or
railway. See also haulage curve; vertical
curve. Nelson.
curved brakes. A caliper or suspended post

type of brake for winding or other engines. The two brakeshoes are curved to

the brake path and anchored near the

center line of the drum. Nelson.
curved dbcharge trough. A short curved section of trough used on the discharge end
of a shaker conveyor which is located
alongside car tracks or another conveyor.

It permits discharge of the coal with a
minimum of spillage. ,fones.

the stalls to the airway. Fay.
cursing in work. Can. False affidavit of auessment work on mining claims. Hoffman.

curved fault. The fault surface is curved.

across an entry in such a way that it prevents the passage of the air current but
does not hinder the passage of mules or
mine can. Fay. b. In coal mines, curtains

rectly across the lower coarser parts of the

curtain. a. A sheet of brattice cloth hung

Schieferdecker.
curved fracture cleavage.

The cleavage

planes in graded beds that cut more di-

bed and curve to a more diagonal direction in the upper finer parts of the bed.
The curved fracture cleavage is convex

cut-chain brae
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curved jib
outward from an anticlinal axis. A.G.I.
supp.
curved Jib. A chain coal cutter jib with the
outer end bent upwards or downwards

through 900. Thus, the machine can make
a horizontal and also a vertical cut in one
operation. Curved jibs make coal preparation easier but their use is limited due to
the excessive strain and wear on the cutter
chain. See also multicut chain. Nelson.
curved line. One which changes its direction

constantly; that is, no part of the line is
straight. Jones, 2, p. 81.

curved ripple marks. Ripple marks with
crests which appear curved or crescentic

length between the explosive and the
tamping in which the gases formed by the
explosion can, expand and press on the

rock dust. Sometimes the space is left beside or above the cartridge or both above
and around it. Any of these spaces forms
a cushion. Zern.
cusp. a. A landform characterized by a projection with indentations of crescent shape
on either side (as along a shoreline or in
a mountain front). Webster 3d. b. One of

tube is curved in such a form that it

shaped troughs spaced at more or less
regular intervals along the beach face.

is

ing of the divisions on a velocity or flow
scale. This gage, while retaining the advantage of increased sensitivity at low differential pressures common to the In-

clined type, enables a wide range of flow
measurements to be made with one setting
of the instrument. It can be supplied with
a pressure, veloCity, or quantity scale, the
pressure scale being the most universal in
its application. Roberts, I, p. 28.
curve grease. A grease adapted for usc on
railroae curves. Porter.
curve resistance. This resistance may be

taken from one-half to 1 pound per ton

per degree of curve for that part of the

train on the curve. The degree of curve is
found by dividing 5,730 by the radius of
the curve in feet, since 5,730 is the radius
of a 10 curve. Lewis, p. 213.

curvette. A horst or a graben structure.
A.G.I. Sup!):

curvilinear fault. A fault with a curvilinear
displacement in the fault plane. Schieferdecker.

cusec. A unit of water flow or airflow and
equals 1 cubic foot per second. See also
modified Atkinson formula. Nelson.

beach

material

separated by crescent-

Also called beach cusp. A.G.1.
cuspate. Having a cusp; shaped like a cusp.
A cuspate shoreline or a cuspate delta, for
example. Webster 3d.
cuspate bar; cuspate barrier. A V-shaped bar
or barrier formed by the growing together
of two oblique spits. Schieferdecker.

cuspate barrier. See cuspate bar. Schieferalluvial material. Schieferdecker.

cuspate ripple mark. Asymmetric current
ripple marks with a somewhat barchanlike shape, the horns pointing into the
current. Also known as current mark;

buys ores for treatment or which treats
ores for customers. Hess. b. A plant receiving ore for treatment from more than

diameter than the cartridge. B.S. 3618,

blasting. Fay. g. A term applied where the
cutting machine has cut under the coal to

which the shothole is of substantially larger

Somerset, a staple or drop pit. Fay. e.
Scot. See buttock. Fay. f. Eng. The
depth to which a drill hole is put in for

1964, sec. 6.
cushion cut. A style of faceting gems in which

a depth of five feet and for a width of

is not tamped ,from the eiplosive to the

which excavation is made to formation
level and then filled back over a tunnel

after its lining has been constructed. Ham.
cut and fill. a. The construction of a road or

railway on undulating ground which is
partly excavation and partly fill. Nelson.

b. In a meander, the lateral planation that
occurs on one side of the stream is accompanied by deposition on the opposite
side of the stream. A.G.I. c. A structure
resulting from the removal of a small portion of a bed or lamina before deposition
of an overlying bed or lamina. A.G.I. d.
Small
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subsequen tly

which the ore is excavated by successive
flat or inclined slices, working upward
from the level, as in shrinkage stoping.
However, after each slice is blasted down
all broken ore is removed, and the stope

filled with waste up to within a few
feet of the back before the next slice is
taken out, just enough room being left
is

between the top of the waste pile and the

back of the stope to provide working space.

The term cut-and-fill stoping implies a

definite and tuiaracteristic . sequence of
operations: (1) breaking a slice of ore

from the back; (2) removing the broken
ore; and (3) introducing filling. BuMines
Bull. 390, 1936, p. 10.

cutback asphalt. Asphalt to which is added
a solvent to make the asphalt transportable or to permit its use for various purposes, for example, as a binder of an aggregate of stones and gravel in roadbisilding. As the solvent evaporates, the asphalt
hardens into a solid again. Williams.
cutback products. In roadbuilding, petroleum

or tar residuums which have been fluxed
with distillates. Bureau of Mines Staff.
catholic. The concave bank of a meandering

stream that is maintained as a steep or

even overhanging cliff by the impinging of
water at its base. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
cut chain. Scot. A system of working underground self-acting inclined planes from
several different levels, by means of chains
of various lenr.lis which are regulated ac-

Nelson. k. An excavation generally aPplied

a lode..Gordon. n. The group of, holes fired

channels

cut-and-fill sloping. A stoping method in

fifteen feet. Fay. h. The drill hole pattern
for firing a round of shots in a tunnel or
sinking shaft, for example, the bum cut.
Nelson. i. A machine cut in a coal seam,
for example, floor cut. Nelson. j. See stint.
to surface mining; to make an incision in
a block of coal; in undereground,,mining,
that part of the face of Coal that his' been
undercut. B.C.I. 1. In mining, when used
in conjunction with shaft and, drift, a surface opening in the ground intersecting a
vein. Ricketts, I. m. To drive to,or across

erosional

filled. Also called scour and fill; washout.
Pettijohn.

one mine. Pryor, 4.
custom ore. Ore gought by a mill or smelter,
or trcated for customers. Hess.

uct, and (perhaps) lost tailings. Pryor, 3.
custom smelter. A smelter which buys ores
or treats them for customers. Hess.
cut. a, To intersect a vein or working. Fity.
b. To excavate coal. Fay. c. To shear one
side of an entry or crosscut by digging out
the coal from floor to roof with a pick.
See also undercut, a. Fay. d. Eng.. In

cushion shooting. See cushion- shot.
cushion shot; cushioned shot. A shothole that

machine stoping of reef and for intersecting a reef. Beerman. r. To lower an existing grade. Nichols. s. An artificial depression. Nichols. t. To stop an engine, or
throttle it to idling speed. Nichols.
cutain. A Russian bituminous coal composed
largely of cuticles. Bureau of Mines Staff.
cut-and-carry method. Progressive die-fabricating method where the part remains attached to the strip or is forced back into
the strip to be fed through the succeeding
stations of a progressive die. ASM Gloss.
cut and cover. A method of construction in

somewhat abruptly and sharply concavely
constricted into an elongated, sharply
pointed tip. A.G.I.
custom mill; customs mill. a. A mill which

cushion. a. A course of some compressible
substance, such as soft wood, inserted between more rigid material. In mine support, it can be placed between the footwall or the hanging wall and the concrete,
or internally in the support. Spalding, p.
109. b. Same as die cushion. ASM Gloss.
cushion blasting. A method of blasting in
which an airspace is left between the explosive charge and the stemming, or in

cushioned /sammer. A power hammer striking a cushioned blow. Standard, 1964.
cushion firing. See water ampul stemming.
Nelson. See also cushion shot.
cushion idlers. Special idler rollers covered
with some form of shock-absorbing material, for example, rubber, and normally
used at ransfer points. Nelson.

cut, pyramid cut, burned cut, etc. Beerman. q. S. Afr. The term is used for

a point. Webster 3d. b. With an apex

terms of an appropriate contract, priced on
tonnage, complexity of operation, permissible losses, and specification of feed, prod-

sides and rounded corners. Sinkankas.

and direction of holes blasted first to provide a free face to which other holes may
break, for examples draw cut, horizontal

cuspidate. a. Having a cusp; terminating in

crysts of the manganese-iron minerals in a
feldspathic groundmass; from Cusel, Saar

the finished gem is roughly rectangular in
outline but with gently outward curving

it. Seelye, 2. p. S. Afr. In development
work the term cut refers to the location

linguoid ripples; cusp ripples. Pettijohn.

custom plant; custom mill. A mill, concentrator, or smelter which receives ore or
partly processed mineral for treatment in

basin, Germany. Holmes, 1928.

on the proposed subgrade vertically below

decker.

cuspate foreland. A triangular foreland of

cuselite. Light-colored varieties of biotiteaugite porphyry containing abundant phe-

nocrysts of andesine and a few pheno-

elevation of a surface point and a point

times a spacer is inserted and sometimes
a cartridge of untamped, finely ground

a series of naturally formed mounds of

possible to have approximately equal spac-

1964, sec. 6. o. Depth to which material is
to be excavated (cut) to bring the surface
to a predetermined grade; the difference in

coal or other rock to be broken. Some-

in plan view. Pettijohn.

curved-tube manometer. This is a modification of the inclined tube manometer. The

first in a round to provide addithnal free
faces for the succeeding shots. B.S. 3618,

mouth of the hole but has an untamped

,

cording to the level from which coal is
lowered. Fay.

cut-chain brae. Scot. An incline ,on which

cut coal
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cutter loader

cut chains are used. Fay.
cut coal. Scot. In stoop-and-room working,
coal cut on two sides where two rooms at
right angles to each other just meet. Fay.
cut gears. Gears with machine-cut teeth as
distinguished from cast gears. Crispin.
cut glass. Fine quality of glass articles produced by forming and afterward decorating with designs by grinding and polishing
on special wheels. Mersereau, 4th, p. 328.
cut glaze. A faulty glaze, spots or patches
being bare or only very thinly covered.
The common cause is contaminated arca
on the biscuit ware, that is patches of oil,
grease, dust, or soluble salts. A fault resulting in a similar appearance is knocking. See also knocking. Dodd.
cut holes. a. The first hole or group of holes
fired in a drift or tunnel face. Also known
as the cut portion of the blasting round.
Lewis, p. 164. b. In tunneling, easel's so
drilled and fired as to break out a leading
wedge-shaped hole and thus enable the
later holes in thc complete round of shots
to act more effectively. Pryor, 3. See also
drill-hole pattern.
cuticle. Waxy layer formed on outcr walls of

cutoff grade. a. In ore estimation, the lowest
grade that will meet costs. McKinstry, p.
473. b. The lowest grade of mineralized

cutter. a. A term employed in speaking of

posit, that is, rock of the lowest assay that

gaged in underholing by pick or driU. Fay.

cutinite. a. A variety of cxinite. The micropetrologic constitucnt, or maceral, of cuticular material. Compare sporinite. A.G.I.
b. Maceral of the exinite group consisting
of plant cuticle. A.G.I. Supp.
cutinite coal. This type coal consists of more
than 50 percent of cuticle, the fragments
of which occur cmbedded in gelito-col-

the charge has been wholly or partially
exposed to atiflosphere by reason ,A the

epidermal cells. A.G.I.

finite, fusinito-collinite and collinite of
fusinitic nature. In addition to cuticle,

spores, resin bodies and fragments of finely

fusinized and gelified tissue are present.

Leaf parenchyme and stem tissue, bordered by cuticle, may also be seen. Hand
specimens of this type of coal are grayish-

black, matt or semi-matt, finely striated

or sometimes even banded. It breaks angularly, and generally has high ash. Cutinite
coal occurs as thin bands in seams of different geological age and its use is largely
determined by the other forms of coal with
which it is associated. IHCP, 1963, part I.
cutlery marking. See silver marking. Dodd.

cutoff. a. In firing a round of shots, a mis-

rock that qualified as ore in a given deis included in an ore estimate. A.G.I. c.
Term sometimes used to define the assay

grade below which an ore body cannot be
profitably exploited. Pryor, 3.

cutoff hole. Missed hole resulting from the
failure of a blasting cap to detonate owing
to the breaking of a fuse or conductor or
to some other similar cause. Fraenkel.
cuto . machine man. See cutoff saw operator.
D.O.T. 1.
cutoff man. See brick-cutting machine operator. D.O.T. 1.

cutoff saw operator. In the stonework industry, one who operates an abrasive saw-

ing machine to cut off the ends of slabs
or blocks of marble, granite, and stone to
reduce them to specified length. Also
called cutoff machine man. D.O.2'. 1.

cutoff scar. Marks on the base of a glass
bottle made by the Owen's suction ma-

chine ; however, the scar is largely caused
during the final blowing operation. Dodd.
cutoff shot. A shot in a delay round in which

detonation of an earlier shot in the round.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
cutoff wheel. A thin abrasive wheel for sev-

ering or slotting any material or

part.

ASM Gloss.

cutout. a. The act or process of removing
diamonds from a used or dull bit by dis-

solving the crown metal by corrosive action of an acid or electrolytic dissolution.
Also, the diamonds recovered or salvaged
by such means. Long. b. Opening made in
a mine working in which a drill or other
equipment may be placed so as not to interfere with other mining operations. Long.

c. A place in a coal seam where part of
the coal has been removed by erosion and

the hollow or channel filled by sand or
shale. See also washout; low, a. A.G.I. d:

(Forest of Dean). See crut; branch, a.

Fay. e. Eng. A fault which dislocates

a seam of coal more than its entire thickness. Fay. f. A device (as a switch, circuit
breaker, valve, or clutch) for interrupting
or closing a connection. Webster 3d. g.

fire due to severance of fuse owing to rock
shear as adjacent charge explodes. Pryor,
3. b. A quarryman's term for the direction
along which the granite must be channeled,
because it will not split. Same as hardway.
Fay. c. See cutoff entry. Fay. d. The number of feet a bit may be used in a particu-

cut over. Mid. To cut a seam of coal in a

foreman. Long. e. Minimum percentage of
mineral in an ore that can be mined profitably. Long. f. A wall, collar, or other

density, or size) at which a separation into
two fractions is 'desired or achieved. B.S.

lar type of rock (as specified by the drill

structure intended to reduce percolation

of water along otherwise smooth surfaces,
or through porous strata. See lye, 1. g. A
device for cutting off; as a mechanism for

shutting off the admission of a working
fluid (as steam) to an engine cylinder.
Webster 3d. h. The point in the stroke of
the piston of a steam engine where the
entrance of live steam is stopped by the
closure of the inlet valve. Long. i. To
close, shut off, or terminate. Long. j. A
new and relatively short channel formed
when a stream cuts through the neck of
an oxbow. Webster 3d.

'

cutoff entry. An entry driven to intersect
another and furnish a more convenient
outlet for the coal. Also called cutoff. See
also entry, b. Fay.

See washout. Pettijohn.

longwall working, over or beyond the first
joint or cleat. Fay.

cut point. a. The point of intersection of a
drill hole and a fault plane. A.G.I. Supp.
b. The value of a property (for example,

3552, 1962.
cuts. Scot. Strips of coal worked off the sides
of pillars. Also called slices; skips. Fay.

cut shot. a. A shot designed to bring down
coal which has been sheared or opened on
one side. 'Fay. b. A shot which initially
breaks ground to provide a free face for
subsequent shots. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
cut sizes. Any flat glass sheet cut to specific
'dimensions. ASTM C162-66.
cut stone. a. Originally, an artificially broken
and shaped carbon ; now generally, a faceted

diamond used as an ornament. 'See also

gem. Long. b. Structural unit for limestone
that consists of blocks that are cut t6 specified dimensioni and surface tooled. AIME,

cuttable.Diamond material suitable'for cut-

q9a

ting into gems. I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 149.

any coal-cutting or rock-cutting machines;

the men operating them, or the men en-

b. A joint, usually a dip joint, running in
the direction of working; usually in the
plural. Fay. c. At Mount Pleasant, Tenn.,
an opening in limestone, enlarged from
cracks or fissures by solution, that is fill, d
by clay and usually contains valuable
quantities of brown phosphate rock. Fay.
d. A solution crevice in lim,...sione underlying Tennessee residual phosphate deposits. A.G.I. Supp. e. A joint in a rock
that is parallel to the dip of the strata.
C.T.D. f. A crack in a crystal that destroys
or lessens its value as a lapidary's stone.

Fay. g. On a hydraulic dredge, a set of

revolving blades at the end of the suction
line. Nichols, 2. h. An apparatus used for
removing scale from the inside of pipes.
Sinclair, IV, p. 32. i. A workman engaged
in grinding designs on glass. ASTM C162
66. j. One who cuts flat glass. ASTM
C162-66. k. The tool used in cutting glass.
ASTM C162-66. I. A device whereby the
material is severed from the original mass
by means of passing knives, wires; or similar equipment through the mass. ACSG,
1963. m. Synonym for underreamer lug.
See also cutting edge, b. Long. n. Applied
to closed or inconspicuous seams along
which the rock may separate or break
easily. BuMines I.C. 8182, 1963, p. 7.
cutter bar. That part of a chain mining machine that supports the cutting chain and
extends under the coal; the bar provides
the track for the cutting
B.C.I.

chain. Fay;

cutter chain. The endless chain carrying
picks which travels around the jib of a

chain coal cutter at a speed varying from
320 to 650 feet per minute. See also coal-

cutter picks. Nelson.
cutter-down. One who cuts excess glass from

stems of heated glassware, using pincers
(nippers) or a wooden stick. Also called
glass cutter-down; stem cutter. D.O.T. 1.
cutter dredge; suction cutter. In alluvial mining, one which loosens the alluvium by

means of a cutting ring, at the end of a
suction pipe through which the products

arc pumped up for treatment. Pryor, 3.
cutterhead pipeline dredge. A hydraulic
dredge in which the suction action is aug-

mented by a rotating propeller that operates at the point of suction. The cutterhead performs two functions: it cuts into
and loosens compacted soils and soft rock
such as coral, and it increases dredge
capacity by channeling the soils into the
end of the suction pipe. The efficiency of
a dredge is based on its capacity to handle

soils rather than water, and the cutter-

head serves to maintain an optimum ratio
of about 1 cubic foot of soil handled per
5 cubic feet of Water. Carson, p. 354.
cutter helper. See machine helper. D.O.T. 1.
cutter loader. A longwall machine thai cuts

and loads the coal onto a conveyor as it

travels across the face. Cutter loaders may
be grouped according to the 'thickneis of
web cut: as (1) thick web machines, such
as the A.B. Meco-Moore, which Cuts and
loads up to 6 feet; (2) medium web machines, which 'take about 21/4 feet, such
as the Gloster-getter; Anderton shearer,
and Trepanner; (3) narrow web or ploughtype machines, which take from 1 to '12
inches of coal during each.traverse of the

cutter, machine
face. Nelson.

cutter, machine. See machine man. D.O.T. 1.
cutter-off. One who cuts surface of window

glass with steel cutting wheel as contin-

uous glass sheet emerges from top of automatic drawing machine. Also called
window-glass cutter-off. D.O.T. 1.
cutter operator. See machine man. D.O.T. 1.

cutter plough; Schramhobel cutter plough.
A plough-type cutter loader developed for
use in hard coal seams. It has four horizontal stepped precutting blades, which

make a precut from 8 to 12 inches, to

weaken the coal immediately in front of
the machine. It can be single or doubleended, and is hauled along the face by
winches. The coal is loaded onto a panzer
conveyor which is advanced behind the

machine by compressed air rams. See also
plough. Nelson.
cut terrace. A shelf carved in the shore of a
lake by the action of waves and currents.

It is bounded on both its shoreward and
lakeward margins by steeper slopes; the
former inclines upward and forms a sea
cliff, the latter slopes downward and forms

a terrace scarp. The upper limit is a horizontal line marking the level of the water

at the time it was formed, and its sur-

face slopes gently lakeward. A.G.I.
cutter stall. N. of Eng. A small area of coal
flanking the mother gate which the cutter

cannot reach and which is removed by
hand. Usually this is made ahead of the
face line and so facilitates cutter turning
and provides easy access to the face when

the cutter is parked, at the mother gate
end. Trist.

cuttery. Scot. Much intersected with joints
or fissures, for example, cuttery sandstone.
Fay.

cut-through. a. Thirling; slit; a short connecting road. Mason. b. N. Staff. An
opening betwen headings every 18 to 20

yards in mines having a steep inclination.
See also dip, 1 and m. Fay. c. Aust. A
connection between bords, used for ventil-

ation and traveling purposes. Fay. d. A
passage cut through the coal, connecting
two parallel entries. Also called crosscut;
breakthrough. Rice, George S.

cutting. a. Eng. The end or side of a stall
next to the solid coal where the coal is
cut with a pick in a vertical line to facilitate breaking down; channeling. Fay. b.

The opening made by shearing or cut-

ting. Fay. c. Low-grade ore or refuse obtained from dressing ore. Fay. d. The operation of making openings across a coal
seam as by channeling, or beneath a coal
seam as by undercutting. Fay. e. Holing by

cut-work man
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being machined. See also coolant. Crispin.

cutting curb. A curb upon which a shaft is
built preparatory to forcing it into the

ground by means of heavy weights known
as kentledge in order to proceed with
excavation inside the shaft. Ham.
cutting down. a. The trimming of shaft walls
to increase its sectional

area. Zern. b.

Removing roughness or irregularities of a
metal surface by abrasive action. ASM
Gloss.

cutting drilling. A rotary drilling method in
which drilling is effected through the cutting action of the drill steel which rotates
while being pressed against the rock.
Fraenkel, v. 1, Art. 8 : 30, p. 21.

cutting edge. a. The point or edge of a
diamond or other material set in a bit
that comes in contact with and cuts, chips,

or abrades the rock. Also called cutting
point. Long. b. That part of a bit in actual

contact with rock during drilling opera-

in metal cutting to improve finish, tool
life, or dimensional accuracy. On being
flowed over the tool and work, the fluid
reduces the friction, the heat generated
and the tool wear, and prevents galling.
It conducts the heat away from the point
of generation and also serves to wash the
chips away. ASM Gloss.

cutting grain. The direction along a plane
on which a diamond can be most easily
abraded. Long.

cutting horizon. The position in a coal seam
in which a horizontal machine cut is made.
The normal cutting horizon is along the
bottom of the seam. See also bottom cut.
Nelson.
cutting list. The list of steel reinforcing bars
for reinforced concrete construction, showing diameters and lengths, from which the

contractor orders the reinforcement re-

quired. See also summary of reinforcement.

Ham.
cufting machine. A power-driven machine
used to undercut or shear the coal to facili-

tate its removal from the face. B.C.I.
cutting-machine operator. See machineman.
D.O.T. 1.
cutting motor. The motor in a cutting machine which provides power for the operation of the cutting chain. Is used only

electricity, employs two cuttermen.
h. Excavating. Nichols. i. Lowering a grade
Nichols. j. Scoring flat glass with a dia-

ACSG, 1963.
cutting-off cutter. See cutting-off table: Dodd.

motor. Jones.

wheel by cutting with a wire or string.

cutting-off road. A slant road in longwall
workings, out of which the stall gates are

branched parallel to the main road, and
which at certain distances cut off a range

.of stalls to the rear. Bureau of Mines Staff.

falls when the diamonds which are cemented into the cutter and setter are

cutting-off table; cutliatoff cutter. A frame

cutting chain. The sprocket chain which

erates automatically at a short distonce
from the mouthpiece of a pug. or auger
to cutoff clots or finished bricks or pipes

rubbed against each other. Fay.

carries the steel points used for undermining the coal with chain mining machines.
Fay.

cutting compound. Lard oil, soda water, or
any of the various coolants used on work

cubic yard of coal seam worked. See also

scam structure. Nelson.
cutting rate. a. Synonym for feed rate. Long.
b. The amount of material removed by a

grinding wheel per unit of time. ACSG,
1963.

circulating liquid; or cavings from the
borehole. Also called borings; drill cut-

cutting off. Removing a pot from the potters'

Producing cut glass. ASTM C162-66.
cutting bor. A box into which diamond dust

ing the coal, as so much per ton or per

inset as reamers. Long.
cutting flame. See oxidizing flame.
cutting fluid. A fluid, usually a liquid, used

cutting face. That part of a bit containing
the cutting points, excluding the points

tion of undercutting coal with a mechani-

mond or a steel wheel, and breaking it
along the scratch. ASTM C162-66. k.

ment rate for cutting, winning, and load-

cuttings. a. The particles of rock produced in

where the machine has more than one

cal cutter. The machine, which runs on

cutting price. Gr. Brit. The main item in
a coal miner's pricelist. It gives the pay-

tions. Long. c. The leading edge of a lathe
tool where a line of contact is made with
the work during machining. ASM Gloss.

hand or machine. Mason. f. Buttock; fast

side. Mason. g. N. of Eng. The opera-

off or for Flaking slots; such wheels generally have an organic bond. Dodd.
cutting oils. Any of the heavy oils or combination of oils used as a metal lubricant
in machining operations. The term does
not properly include those watery solutions used merely as coolants. Crispin.
cutting-out piece. A short length of trench
timbering which can be sawn out to facilitate striking of the timbering. Ham.
cutting point. Synonym for cutting edge. See
also cutting edge, a. Long.

carrying a tightly stretched Wiie, or a

system of such frames and wires, that op-

from the extruded columns. Dodd.

cuttIng-off wheel; parting wheel. A thin

abrasive wheel of the type used for cutting.
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a borehole by the abrasive or percussive
action of a drill bit; excess material
caused by the rubbing of core against core
or core against steel; erosive effect of the

tings; drillings; sludge. Long. b. The fragmental rock samples broken or torn from
the rock penetrated during the course of
drilling. A.G.I. c. Eng. See holings. SMRB,
Paper No. 61. d. See bug dust. Mason.

cutting sand. Is composed of sharp, solid
quartz grains and is used as the abrasive
for sawing stone. It is usually ungraded
and about equivalent to a No. 1 sandblasting sand. AIME, p. 15.
cutting shoe. A wedge at the bottom of tubbing in caisson sinking to assist penetration in soft ground. Nelson.

cutting shot. Ark. A shot put in beside a
cutting so as to blast some coal into it
and to shatter the coal beyond for aid in
making the next cutting. See also shot.
Fay.

cutting size. Synonym for set diametr. Long.

cutting speed. a. The linear or peripheral
speed of relative motion between the tool

and workpiece in the prindpal direction
of cutting. ASM Gloss. b. Synonym for
feed rate. Long.
cutting stones. Diamonds set in a bit face

having points or edges that will be in
contact with and will cut or abrade the
rock when drilling. Compare cutting edge;
reaming stones. Long.

cutting table. Mechanical unit upon which
the severing or slicing of a clay, column
is carried out. ACSG, 1963.

cutting tip. The part of a cutting torch from
which gas issues. ASM Gloss.
cutting tools. See tool tips. Dodd.
cutting torch. See torch. ASM Gloss.

cutting wheel. A cutting disk, the edge of
which is impregnated with an abrasive,
such as diamond dust or aloxite. It is

rotated at high speed and used to cut

rock specimens into suitable sections for
microscopic
Pryor, 3.

inspection after polishing.

aft clay. a. Plastic clay used for making
tobacco pipes. A cutty pipe is a short

tobacco pipe, also known as a cutty, that
is, short. Arkell. b. A variety of English
ball clay that was formerly used for
making tobacco pipes. Dodd.

cut-up. Scot. An excessive roof fall leaving
a large open space above. Fay.
cut-wodi man. One who cuts burned roofing

tile according to pattern, using a band
saw, and colors the tile, using a paint

spray gun. Also called special-shapes man.
. D.O.T. 1.

cuvette. a. Fr. A bowl or basin of pottery
or china; a flat-bottomed piece containing
a waterpot. Standard, 1964. b. The vessel
in which molten glass is received from
the refining pot and borne to the table
for casting and rolling. Standard, 1964..

c. A basin in which sedimentation is going
on. Challinor.
cuyamite. A dark dike rock consisting of 43

to 46 percent labradorite, 30 to 32 percent augite, 20 percent analcite, 4 to 8
percent magnetite, 0 to 8 percent haiiyne,

acid. Webster 3d. b. Potassium cyanide.

Webster 3d. c. Sodium cyanide. Webster
3d. d. As a verb, to treat with a cyanide;
as to subject to the cyanide process; to
treat (iron or steel) by immersion in
molten cyanide in order to produce a hard
surface (casehardening) by causing rar-

bon and nitrogen to be taken up in a

thin outer layer. Webster 3d. e. Usually
refers to cyanide solution in circulation
in a mill treating gold or silver ores. The
stock or solution is of two main types,
barren from which all possible vaIue has
been extracted, and pregs or pregnant,
which is charged with gold or silver and
awaits their removel. Pryor, 4.

with an open side to facilitate power

cyanide copper. Copper elect rodeposited
from an alkali-cyanide solution containing
a complex ion made up of univalent copper and the cyanide radical; also, the

Cuyuna. The name of an iron range in

cyanide hardening. Introducing carbon and
nitrogen into the surface of a steel alloy

and 0 to 8 percent hornblende. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 243.
Cuylen conveyor. A single-chain conveyor

loading. Sinclair, V, p. 305.

Minnesota. It is composed of the syllables,

"Coy" and "Una", the former being a

contraction of the given name of Cuyler
Adams who was active in the early development of that territory, and the last

syllable is the name of his dog "Una."
Fay.

CVR Abbreviation for continuous vertical
retort. See also continuous vertical retort.
Dodd.

C-wave. Synonym for coupled wave. A.G.I.
cwm Same as cirque. Sinclair, II, p. 32.
evit Abbreviation for hundredweight; either
100 avoirdupois pounds or 112 avoirdupois pounds. Fay.
Cyamite. Trademark for an ammonia nitrate
blasting agent which is not sensitive to the
shock of an electric blasting cap, rifle
slug, or primacord. The borehole must be

primed with regular dynamite to shoot.
CCD 6d, 1961.

Cyamon. Trademark for an ammonium
nitrate blasting agent which is designed
for safe handling in the field. It is not
sensitive to

a blasting cap,

cycle
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cuvette

rifle slug,

primacord, flame, or impact of heavy steel
weights. CCD 6d, 1961.
Cyamon Primers for Explosives. Trademark
for special primers sensitive to an electric
blasting cap and primacord, used to deto-

nate Cyamon blasting agents. CCD 6d,
1961.

Cyanamid. A trade name for a material

solution itself. ASM Gloss.

by heating in a bath of molten sodium
cyanide and usually followed by quench
hardening, Bureau of Mines Staff.

cyanide man. In ore dressing, smelting, and

refining, one who tends equipment in
which finely ground gold or silver ore is

treated with a cyanide solution to separate
free gold or silver from the gangue (waste
material). D.O.T. 1.

cyanide mill. A mill in which the cyanide
process is used. Webster 3d.

cyanide neutralizer. See neutralizer. Dodd.

cyanide process. A process for the extraction
of gold from finely crushed ores, concentrates, and tailings by means of cyanile

of potassium or sodium used in dilute
solutions. The gold is dissolved by the

solution and subsequently deposited upon
metallic zinc or by other means. See also

MacArthur and Forest cyanide process.
Fay.

cyanide pulp. The mixture obtained by

grinding crude gold and silver ore and
dissolving the precious-metal content in

a sodium-cyanide solution. CCD 6d, 1961.

cyanide slimes. Precious metals in the form
of finely divided particles precipitated
from cyanide solutions used in their extraction from ores. ASM Gloss.
cyanide solution. In commercial dissolution

of gold from its ores, a weak alkaline
aqueous solution of sodium or calcium

containing about 50 percent true cyanarhide (CH2N2) and 25 percent calcium
hydroxide (Ca(OH)2). Commercial Cyanamid is made by passing nitrogen over

cyanide. When first applied to the pulped
ore it is barren. When rich in gold it is
pregnant When contaminated to the

cyanamide. White; crystalline; CH2N2.

cyaniding. a. The process of treating finely
ground gold and silver ores with a weak
solution of sodium or potassium cyanide,
which readily dissolves these metals. The
precious metals are obtained by precipitation from solution with zinc. C.T.D. b. In-

a heated mass of calcium carbide (CaC2) ;
it contains 35 percent nitrogen. Fay.

Formed variously by the action of cyanogen chloride on ammonia. Standard, 1964.
cyanicide. Any substance present in a pulp
which attacks or destroys the cyanide salt
being used to dissolve precious metals.
Pryor, 4.
cyanklaion. A process of extracting gold and

silver as cyanide slimes from their ores

dilute solutions of
potassium cyanide or sodium cyanide. The
slimes are subsequently fused ancicast into
ingots or bullion. Henderson.

by treatment with

cyanidation vat. A large tank, with a filter
bottom, in which sands are treated with
sodium cyanide solution to dissolve out
gold. C.T.D.
cyanide. a. A compound of cyanogen usually

with a more electropositive element or
radical; a salt or an ester of hydrocyanic

point where it is no longer an efficient
solvent it is foul and is discarded or regenerated. Pryor, 3.

troducing carbon and nitrogen into a

solid ferrous alloy by holding above Act
in contact with molten cyanide of suitable
composition. The cyanided alloy is usually quench-hardened, ASM Gloss.
cyanite. See kyanite.

cyanochalcite. A phosphoriferous variety of
chrysocolla; from Nijni Tagilsk, Perm,
U.S.S.R. Weed, 1918.

cyanochrolie. A hydrous copper and potassium sulfate, CuSO4KIS04-1-6H50. carrV-

ing 14.3 percent copper. Crystallization,
monoclinic; color, clear blue. An alteration product from Mt. Vesuvius. Weed,
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1918.

cyanogen. a. A univalent radical; CN; pres-

ent in hydrogen cyanide and in other

simple and complex cyanides (as ferricyanides). Webster 3d. b. Colorless; flammable; poisonous gas; (CN)2; an odor like

that of peach leaves; variously formed

(as by heating mercuric cyanide) ; and it

polymerizes readily. Webster 3d.

cyanosite. Synonym for chalcanthite. Hey
2d, 1955.

cyanotrichite. A sky-blue to smalt blue,

minutely crystalline or spheroidal hydrous
sulfate of copper and aluminium, perhaps
4CuO.A1203503.8H20; 49.3 percent Co0;
a weathered zone mineral. Also called lettsomite. Dana 6d, p. 963.

cyanotype. A photographic picture,

as a

blueprint, made with the use of a cyanide.
Standard, 1964.
cyanuric chloride; cyanuric tzichloride.
Crystals; pungent odor; C3N2Cl3; cyclic;
specific gravity, 1.32; melting point, 146°
C; soluble in chloroform, in carbon tetrachloride, in hot ether, in dioxane, and in
ketones; and very slightly soluble in water

(hydrolyzes in cold water). Used in ex-

plosives. CCD 6d, 1961.
cybernetics. a. The riew science of coordina-

tion, communication, and control of all
operations within a mine or other undertaking. See also automation. Nelson. b.

The science of automatic control. Osborne.
c. The theory of control and communication in machines or animals. NCB.
cybotazis. A transient orientation of molecules in a liquid revealed by X-ray diffraction effects that are analogous to those
produced by crystals. Webster 3d.
Cycadopbytes. A phylum of Gymnosperms

having both fernlike and cycadlike assemblages, including the three great
Cycadofilidales (extinct), Bennettitales (extinct), and Cycadales (re-

groups

cent) ; found in coal. Bureau of Mines
Staft.
cycle. a.

N. of Eng. The complete se-

quence of face operations required to get
coal. Trist. b. The length of time between
the commencement, say, of two consecutive coal producing shifts; the sequence of
operations, say, between two consecutive
coal producing shifts. Mason. c. Two
alternations in alternating electric current. Mason. d. The sequence of opera-

tions before one operation or event is
repeated. Mason. e. An operation of a
number of events which when completed,
starts the same series of events over in
the same order. Thus a mechanical refrigeration cycle consists of compression,
condensing, expansion, evaporation, repeated over and over. Strock, 10. f. A
series of events that is repeated. Shell Oil
Co. g. An interval of time during which
one sequence of a regularly recurring
succession of events or phenomena is completed. Webster 3d. h. A series of changes,

usually but not necessarily, leading back
to the starting point. Webster 3d. i. The
period in which a continent or any part of
it is reduced from its initial form of uplift
to bar, level. The time necessary to wear
down a land anti deposit its waste under
the bordering sea. A.G.I. j. A periodic
repetition of a phenomenon. In enamels,
refers to the time required to load, fire,

and unload a charge in a furnace or
smelter.

Enam. Dia. k. In open-pot

practice iglass), the time between the

first fill o batch and the casting. ASTM

C162-66. I. A cycle is the complete sequence of values of a periodic quantity

that occurs within one period. H&G.
cycle, igneous. The usual sequence of igneous events. First there are lava flows,
then large intrusions, and filially dikes.
A.G.I.

cycle of denudation. The alternate uplifting

and wearing down by erosion, together
constitute a cycle of denudation; from
base level back to base level. Compare
cycle of erosion. A.G.I.
cycle of erosion. a. The complete series of
changes or stages through which a landmass passes from the inception of erosion

on a newly uplifted or exposed surface

through its dissection into mountains and
valleys to the final stage when it is worn

down to the level of the sea or to some

other base level. The cycle is usually sub-

divided into youthful, mature, and oldage stages. One type or many typcs of
erosion may be involved, and the landforms produced and destroyed depend to
a large extent on the climate, geographic
situation, and geologic structure of the
landmass. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b.
The sequence of changes in a landscape
from the start of its erosion by running
water, waves and currents, or glaciers

until it has been reduced to the base level
of erosion which limits the activity of
the agents concerned. Also called the
geomorphic cycle. Webster 3d.
cycle of marine erosion. See shoreline cycle.
Schieferdecker.

cycle of operations. In mining operations,
such as tunnel driving, shaft sinking, and

coal winning, there are certain tasks which

must be repeated in cyclic fashion. In
tunnel driving, they are (1) drilling the
round; (2) charging and firing; (3)
loading; and (4) supporting and track
extension. This cycle of operations is time
analyzed to achieve maximum efficiency

and speed. For longwall face work, see
cycle mining. Nelson.

cycle of sedimentation. a. A sequence of
related processes and conditions repeated

in the same order that is recorded in a

sedimentary deposit. A,G.I. SuPp. b. The
cycle of sediment formation, transportation, and deposition. A.G.I. Sun).
cycle skipping. An instrumental phenomenon
occurring in acoustic velocity logs. Very
briefly, it consists of intervals where the
velocity recorded drops sharply to very
low values and, equally sharply, returns

to a normal scale figure. Such a log is

spiky. Wyllie, pp. 144, 182.

cycle time. The tithe required for the dipper

of a mechanical shovel to push through
the bank and fill, swing to the haul unit,
unload, and swing back to the digging
position. Cycle time is established under
standard conditions of a 90° , angle of
swing and with an optimum depth, of cut.

Carson, p. 46.
cyclic. Applied to any action..or process that
,

after going through a 'certain course, or
aecompYishing a definite order of changes,

begins again the smile , course or order,

and ,19 on indefinitelY u'ntil some new in-

fluence stops or changes the action. Fay.
cyclic mining. A mining system in which
each shift, has a specific task to complete
on the conveyor face. If the task on any
shift is not completed in time, the following shifts are disorganized. In.general, the
face

cyclosteel
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cycle, igneous

is machine cut during the night

shift, shot-firing and hand-filling of the

coal occupied the day shift, and the afternoon shift was responsible for moving the

be carried through friction of the air.
Enam. Dict. b. A circular blowing ap-

conveyor and roof supports to the new

paratus for separating asbestos fibers from

line of face. See also conventional machine
mining; conventional mining. Nelson.

by fiberizing. Mersereau, 4th, p. 210. c. A

the rock after they have been loosened

classifying (or concentrating) separator

cyclic surge. In classification, periodic upset of correct separating density of pulp,

resulting in wrong release of _oversize from
the closed grinding circuit. Pryor, 3.

cyclic test. In batch testes of small quantities
of ore during development of method of
concentration, the retention of selected
fractions (usually middlings) for admix-

ture with fresh samples. Purpose is to

study effect of recycling minerals or solutions which they may have contaminated;

also to observe effect of increased con-

centration of such compounds on the
process as a whole. Pryor, 3.
cyclic twin. Composed of parts which appear

to have been alternately revolved 180°
upon nonparallel twinning planes. Depending on how many individual parts
are involved, they are called trillings (3),
fourlings (4), sixlings (6), and eightlings
(8). Fay.

cyclic twinning. The repeated twinning of
three or more individuals according to
the same twin law but with the twinning

into which pulp is fed, so as to take a

circular path. Coarser and heavier frac-

tions of solids report at apex of long cone
while finer particles overflow from central
vortex. Also called hydrocyclone. Pryor,
4. See also cyclone washer; centrifugal
separation; centrifuge.
cyclone angle. Included angle of conical section of hydrocyclone. Pryor, 3.
cyclone classifier. A device for classification
by centrifugal means of fine particles suspended in water, whereby the coarser
grains collect at and are discharged from
the apex of the vessel, while the finer particles are eliminated with the bulk of the
water at the discharge orifice. B.S. 3552,
1962.

cyclone dust collector. An apparatus for
the separation by centrifugal means of
fine particles suspended in air or gas.
B.S. 3552, 1962.

cyclone furnace. A forced circulation heat
treatment furnace. The gas circulates at

the rate of 176 feet per minute. The

axes not parallel. Often simulates a higher

furnace is designed to operate at a maximum temperature of 760° C. and is either
gas fired or electrically heated. Osborne.

order of symmetry than that of the un-

twinned crystal. A.G.I.
cyclic winding. See automatic cyclic winding. Sinclair, V, p. 124.

cycling. The process of injecting gas, from
which condensable hydrocarbons have

been removed, into an oil and gas reservoir
in order to maintain reservoir pressures and
thus prevent retrograde condensation and

In recycling, the
stripped gas is injected repeatedly and
the recovered vapors are extracted or
stripped on the surface. A.G.I.
Cyclo-cell. A trade name for a modified
form of froth flotation of coal, in which
losr of such

liquids.

agitation is achieved by submerged vortex
chambers which discharge a high-velocity

jet of agitation slurry in the form of a

cyclone overflow. A finer classified fraction,

which leaves via vortex finder of hydrocyclone. Pryor, 3.

cyclone separator. A funnel-shaped device
for removing material from an airstream

by centrifugal force. ASM Gloss.
cyclone size. Diameter of cylindrical section
of hydrocyckne. Also of inlet orifice diameter if round ; dimensions or area in square
inches if rectangle. Pryor, 3.
cyclone underflow. A coarser sized fraction
which leaves via apex aperture of hydrocyclone. Pryor, 3.
cyclone washer. Cyclone washing of small
coal originates from the Netherlands.

cyclograph. An electronic instrument in
which the piece of metal to be tested is

Clean separation is effected with the aid
of centrifugal force. The heavier shale
particles move to the wall of the cyclone
and are eventually discharged at the bottom while the lighter coal particles are
swept towards the central vortex and are
discharged through an outlet at the top.

instrument and also part of a tuned circuit; the test piece thus becomes the core
of the coil and produces measurable
power losses in the tuned circuit which
are used to produce cathode-ray oscillograms on screens incorporated in the instrument panel. The changes in the pat-

meter before cleaning. The separating
medium is water and ground magnetite,
the bulk of which is recovered and returned to the circuit. A 20-inch cyclone
has a feed capacity of about 50 tons per

hollow cone. Air admitted into this spray
is split into a multitude of uniformly
minute bubbles which disperse through
the cell. Many of these washers are used
in Pennsylvania. Nelson.

The washer may be used for cleaning coal
up to three-fourths of an inch. Tb v. coal
is normally de-slimed at about .0.5 milli-

inserted in a coil which is part of the

terns produced on the screen, as different
test pieces are inserted in the coil, indicate
changes in such properties as case depth,
core hardness, and carbon content. The
instrument is particularly useful for sorting steels according to chemical analysis
or heat treatment. Osborne.

hour of coal sized between one-half inch
and one-half millimeter. See also centrifugal separation. Nelson,
cyclonite. White; crystalline;

(CHO aNa-

(NO,),; a cyclic molecule; specific gravity, 1.82 (at 20° C); soluble in acetone;
insoluble in water, in alcohol, ill carbon
ietrachloride, and in carbon disulfide;
cycloidal tooth. A type o' gear tooth not
and slightly soluble in methanol and in
now in common use. The side of the
ether. A very powerful explosive, 1.5
tooth is machined with a compound curve
times as powerful as TNT. CCD 6d, 1961.
as distinguished from the involute tooth
,cyclopean stone. Blocks of hard unfractured
now in universal use. Crispin.
rock at least 4 feet in smallest diameter
cyclone. a. Refers to the conical-shaped apsuitable ,for constructing breakwaters.
paratus used in dust collecting operations
A.G.I. Supp.
and fine .grinding applications. In principle, the ,cyclone varies the speed of air cyclops agate. An eye agate with but one
eye. Shipley.
which determines whether a given particle will drop through force of gravity or cydosteel. Steel produced by blowing iron.
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cyclothem
ore powder. into a hot gas. C.T.D. Supp.
cyclothem. A series of beds deposited during a single sedimentary cycle of the type
that prevailed during the Pennsylvanian
period. The cyclothem, which ideally consists of 10 members (in western Illinois,
the fifth member is a coal layer), indicates
an unstable coastal environment in which
marine submergence and emergence occurred. A cyclothem ranks as a formation
in the scale of stratigraphic nomenclature.
A.G.I.

cyclotron. A particle accelerator in which
charged particles receive repeated synchronized accelerations or kicks by elec-

trical fields as the particles spiral outward
from their source. The particles are kent
in the spiral by a powerful niagnet. L&L.
cylinder. In hydraulic systems, a hollow

cylinder, which is subsequently split longi-

tudinally, reheated in a flattening kiln,
and flattened. ASTM C162-66.

cylinder wheel. A grinding wheel with a
comparatively large hole, Lypically severai

inches in height, used in surface grinding

where work is done by the side rather

than the peripheral surface of the wheel.

ACSG, 1963.

cylindrical drum. See parallel drum. Nelson.
cylindrical grinding. Grinding the outer surface of a part that rotates on centers or in
a chuck. See also index feed. ACSG, 1963.

cylndrical land. Land having zero relief.
ASM Gloss.
cylindrical map projection. A map projection
produced by projecting the geographic

cylinder of metal, containing a piston

meridians and parallels onto a cylinder
which is tangent to (or intersects) the
surface of a sphere, and then developing
the cylinder into a plane. A.G.I.
cylindrical mill. Same as tube mill. Stoces,

of fluid. Nichols, 2.

v. 1, p. 583.
cylindrical screen feeder. One type of feeder

piston rod, and end seals, and fitted with
a port or ports to allow entrance and exit
cylinder bushing. Different bore-size metal
sleeves replacing the liners in a pump
pressure cylinder, thereby changing pump
delivery from low pressure with high volume to a higher pressure with lower
volume or vice versa. Com Pare pump
liner. ',Ong.

cylinder clearance. The volume remaining
between the head of a piston and the end
of the enclosing cylinder with the piston
at the end of the stroke. In steam engines
the clearance is the lineal distance between the piston and the cylinder head.
Long.

cylinder cuts. In cylinder cuts the blasting
is performed towards an empty hole in

such a way that as the charges in the

first, second, and subsequent holes deto-

nate, the broken rock is thrown out of
the cut. The opening is successively and
uniformly (cylindrically) enlarged in its
entire length. Langef ors, p. 230.

cylinder displacement. The volume swept
out of a cylinder in one working stroke
of the piston. Long.

cylinder, graduated. a. A carefully gradu-

ated glass cylinder used for measuring the
volume of liquids in the laboratory. Shell
Oil Co. b. It is used in sedimentary
petrography in particle-size analyses for
determining the settling times and the
equivalent spherical diameters of microscopic and submicroscopic (colloidal)
mineral particles suspended in a fluid
medium that are settling according to
Stokes' law. The fluid medium is usually
water or a dilute aqueous solution. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

cylinder liner. A replaceable tubular insert
lining the prevaire cylinder of a piston
pump or the cylinder of a reciprocating
engine. Compare cylinder bushing. Long.
cylinder man. One who bakes lime bricks
and cinder blocks in steam-pressure cylinders to hasten chemical reaction of
hardening. D.O.T. I.
cylinder oil. Mixture of mineral 'oil with 5
to 15 percent of animal or vegetable oils.
Crispin.,

cylinder penetration test. This is similar to
the California bearing ratio test as origi.
nally developed by Porter in 1938 for the
design of highway pavement thickness,
but is used in particular relation to 'stabilized soils. Ham.
cylinder process. A process for manufacture
of window glass wherein molten glass is

blown afid drawn into the form of a

for plastic clay. It consists of a vertical
cylindrical screen through which clay is
forced by blades fixed to a vertical shaft
that rotates within the cylinder. This machine not only feeds, but also mixes and

are inferior to the conventional austenitic
chromium-nickel steels of the 18/8 type.
Osborne.

cyrilovite. Brown tetragonal crystals, 4Fe203.31'205.51/3H:0, in pegmatite from Cyrilov,

Moravia. Named from locality. Spencer

20, M.M., 1955.
cyrotolite. A yellowish to brownish mineral
containing zirconia, yttria, ceria, and

other rare earths; also contains appreciable amounts of uranium and thorium.
Found in pegmatites. Sanford; Crosby, p.
88.

cyst pearl. True pearl, which occurs in a sac
or pouch within the tissues of a mollusc
as distinguished from pearl which forms

outside of the tissues or mantle, such as
blister pearl, which is not a true pearl.
Shipley.

Czochralski's reagent. An etchant for iroti
or steel, consisting of a solution of 10 to

20 percent ammonium persulfate in water.
Osborne.

Czochralskl technique. A method of growing
single crystals of refractory oxides, and

of other compounds, by paing from the
pure melt; the compound must melt congruently. Dodd.

shreds the clay. Dodd.

cylindrical structures; sandstone pipes. Vertical structures in sandstones, a few centimeters to several decimeters in diameter
and several or more decimeters in length,
with structureless interiors, attributed to
rising water columns or spring channels.
Pettijohn.
cylindrite. A blackish lead-gray, sulfostannate and sulfoantimonate of lead, PbsSn4Sb2S14.

In cylindrical forms separating

under pressure into distinct shells or folia.
Massive. From Poopo, Bolivia. English;
Dana 7, v. 1, p. 482.

cylindroconical drum. A combination of a
cone and a cylinder. The ascending rope
is wound on the smaller diameter of the
cone at first, and as the engine reaches
full speed after the period of acceleration
the rope is wound on the larger cylindrical

part. For deep shafts the rope is wound

back on itself for the last part of the

hoisting period, thus reducing the width
of the drum. Lewis, p. 244. See also bicylindoconical drum.

cymogene. This term is archaic and should
not be used. ASTM D288-57.

cymoid loop. The splitting of a vein along
its dip or strike into two branches, both
of which curve away from the general
trend and then unite to resume a direction parallel to but not in line with the
original trend. See also cymoid structure.
A.G.I.
cymoid structure. A vein, or a vein-shaped

structure, shaped like a reverse curve. See
also cymoid loop. A.G.I.
cymophane. Synonym for cat's-eye. See
chrysoberyl. Dana 17.

cymrite. Barium aluminum silicate,

Ba-

A1Sis0e(OH), as hexagonal crystals from
the Benallt manganese mine, Wales.
Named from Cymru, the Welsh name for
Wales. Spencer 18, M.M., 1949.
cyprine. A variety of vesuvianite or idocrase,

of a blue tint, which is supposed to be
due to copper. Fay.

cypritic steel. A steel containing approximately 15 percent chromium and 9 percent dOpper. It is claimed to be resistant
to corrosion in the atmosphere and tap
water, but its corrosion-resistant properties

d a. Abbreviation for density. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 59. b. Abbreviation for specific
volume. Zimmerman, p. 100. c. Abbreviation for dyne. BuMin Style Guide, p. 59.
d. Abbreviation for deuteron. Webster 3d.
e. Abbreviation for daughter of a radioactive element. Webster 3d. f. Abbreviation for derivative or differential coefficient; differential; differential of; for
example, dx is the differential of x. Zimmerman, p. 132. g. Abbreviation for the
prefix deci-, which indicates that the basic
unit that follows is multiplied by one-tenth
or by 10-1. Zimmerman, p. 33. h. symbol for the spacing between successive
identical planes in a crystal lattice. The
list of d values obtained by X-ray methods
is characteristic for each crystalline substance and is used for mineral identification. A.G.I. i. Abbreviation for decomposes. Handbook for Ghemistr.? and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-97. j. Abbreviation for per unit of weight. Zimmerman,
p. 119. k. Abbreviation for penny referring
to a troy weight. Zimmerman, p. 80. 1.
Abbreviation for degree; dimensional.
Webster 3d. m. Abbreviation for distance.

Zimmerman, p. 37. n. Abbreviation for

day. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. F-97. o. Abbreviation

for dam, date, division, double. Webster 3d.
p. Abbreviation for drizzle; drizzling. Zim-

merman, p. 424. q. As a subscript, the

symbol for dissolution. Zimmerman, p. 172.

r. As a subscript, the symbol for dilution.
Zimmerman, p. 1.72. s. The symbol for
intreplanar distance in Bragg's law (nX =
2dsine, in which n is any integer, X is the
wavelength of the X-ray beam, and 0 is
the angle between the incident or the reflected X-ray beam and the diffracting
planes of the crystal). The distance expressed by d is also called the sPacing of
the Bragg planes in a crystal; the crystal
plane separation; the spacing between successive identical planes in a crystal structure; or the d-spacing. The list of d values

with the relative intensities of the corre-

sponding vectra obtained by X-ray diffrac-
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tion methods is unique for each substance
and is used to identify unknown minerals
and other substances. Bureau of Mines
Staff ; A.G.I.
d a. Symbol for density. Zimmerman, p. 169.
b. Symbol for interplanar distance in
Bragg's law; spacing of Bragg planes in a

crystal. Zimmerman, pp. 151, 152, 158,
162, 165. c. Symbol for distance between
corresponding points of a grating or for
grating space. Zimmerman, pp. 154, 157.
d. Symbol for dextro-; dcxtrorotary. See
also d-. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. C-74, F-97.
e. Symbol for differential operator. Zimmerman, p. 145. f. Symbol for diameter.
Zimmerman, p. 169. g. Symbol for dis-

tance. Zimmerman, p. 169. h. Symbol .for
distance between lens units in an optical
system. Zimmerman, p. 154.

d- a. Abbreviated prefix meaning dextro-

rotatory or dextrorotary. Usually printed
in italic; for example, d-tartaric acid.
Webster 3d. b. Abbreviated prefix which
generally, and according to convention,
refers to optical rotation (dextrorotatory
or dextrorotary), but which is sometimes
used to refer to dextral molecular configuration, for which the capital letter D-,
or the small capital letter n, is ordinarily

reserved. Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. C.-74, F-97;
Webster 3d. c. Lowercase d- and 1- mean
dextrorotatory and levorotatory, respectively, but the symbolic prefixes (±)- and

()- are preferred for these. CCD 6d,

1961.

D a. Symbol for deuterium or hydrogen 2.

Webster 3d. b. Symbol for Devonian. USGS

Sugg., p. 86. c. Abbreviation for dcn.4
and in parentheses, as (D), a symbol for

density. Zimmerman, pp. 34, 160. d.

vapor. Zimmerman, pP. 145, 153. e. Symbol for optical density; optical attenuation. Zimmerman, pp, 153, 161. f. Symbol for

the power of a lens

system;

refracting power. Zimmerman, p. 162. g.
Symbol for the angle of minimum deviation; angular dispersion. Zimmerman, p.
153.

D. a. Symbol for the abbreviated prefix indicating dextral or dextro-, meaning on or
toward the right. Having a similar configuration at a selected asymmetric carbon
atom in an optically active molecule to
the configuration of dextrorotatory glyccraidehyde (D-glyceraldehyde). The D
is usually printed in italic, as D or as a

semble a fingerprint pattern, as in some
orthoclase-nepheline intergrowths. Hess.

dad. N. of Eng. In coal minin, to mix
(firedamp) with atmospheric air to such
an extent that the mixture is incapable of
exploding. Also called dash. Fay.

tion of air. Nelson.

aldehyde or L-glyceraldehyde. However,

horizontal rolls so that a part could be
rolled on all sides in one operation. Os-

the lowest numbered

Daeves's reagent. An etchant used to dis-

for amino acids, D- or L- refers to the
configuration of

asymmetric center (alpha-carbon atom),
whereas for carbohydrates it refers to the
configuration of the highest numbered
asymmetric center. Lowercase d- and 1mean dextrorotatory and levorotatory,
respectively, but the symbolic prefixes

(+)- and ( ) - are preferred for these.

CCD 6d, 1961. c. Symbol generally refers
to dextral molecular configuration according to convention, but sometimes it refers
to optical rotation (dextrorotatory or dex-

trorotary) for which d- is ordinarily re-

and

Handbook of Chemistry
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-74.
dab sampling. Same as spot sampling. Sinserved.

clair, I, p. 255.

Symbol for diffusion coefficient and with

(1(2,Na2,Ca)2.5(A15Si22022).14H20. Dichi-

subscript v, as 13,, the symbol for diffusivity

ardite is therefore

a dimorph of mor-

denite. American Mineralogist, c. 46, No.
5-6, May-June 1961, p. 769 .
Dacian. Lower Upper Pliocene. A.G.I. Supp.

dacite. The extrusive equivalent of quartz
diorite (tonalite). The principal minerals
are plagioclase (andesine and oligoclase),
quartz, phroxene or hornblende or both,
minor biotite, and minor sanidine. All
these minerals may occur as phenocrysts

placement. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-98; Zimmer-

in a glassy or finely crystalline groundmass
of alkalic feldspar and silica minerals.
Biotite, sanidine, and hornblende are more
prominent in rocks transitional into quartz

202. 1. Abbreviation for double. Zimmer-

latite and rhyodacite. A.G.I.
dacitold. A volcanic rock having the chemical composition of dacite but free from
modal quartz. Holmes, 1928.
dacker. Eng. Insufficient ventilation of a
mine; dead air. Fay.
dacker of wind. Derb. Poor ventilation in

b. Symbol for diameter. Zimmerman, p.
145. c. Symbol for distillation rate. Zimmerman, p. 148. d. Symbol for coefficient
of diffusion of a fluid and with subscript
v, as Dv, the symbol for the diffusivity of

growth in which thin successive layers re-

Daeien mill. An early type of universal rolling mill provided with both vertical and

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-74. f.

dust. Zimmerman, p. 440. o. Abbreviation
for descend; descending. Zimmerman, p.
384. p. Roman numeral for 500, and overscored as D, the Roman numeral for
500,000. Zimmerman, p. ,128.
D a. Symbol for density. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-98.

dactylotype intergrowth. A mineral inter-

meric form of an organic substance. It
means that the substance has been correlated with the structure of D-glycer-

fructose. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-74; Webster
3d. b. A prefix signifying the stereoiso-

with some strontium and very small quanties of cesium and rubidium, (Naa,K2,Ca)-A14(Si205)5, from a pegmatite at San
Piero, Elba. Also called achiardite; zeolite
mimetica. Hess; English. b. A new analthe, formula
to
corresponds
ysis

man, P. 214. m. Abbreviation for day.
Zimmerman, p. 33. n. Abbreviation for

or vermicular aggregates closely packed in
a matrix of orthoclase. Holmes, 1928.

dadding. The circulation, control. and utilization of air produced by the ian to ventilate the mine workings. See also circula-

dachlardite. a. A white to colorless monoclinic zeolite, a hydrous silicate of potassium, sodium, calcium, and aluminum,

man, pp. 153, 154, 156, 158, 258. k.
Abbreviation for drop. Zimmerman, p.

its associates. The socialite has been altered

to pinitic mica and appears in threadlike

small capital letter D; for example, D-

Symbol for derivative for differential coefficient; for example, D2y is the derivative of--y with respect to x. Zimmerman,
pp. 34, 132. e. As a subscript, the symbol
for a line in the spectrum of sodium and
for sodium light; for example rap') is the
symbol for the index of refraction at 20°
C in sodium light. Handbook of Chemistry
of vapor. Zimmerman, p. 36. g. Abbreviation for diameter. Also abbreviated d.
Zimmerman, p. 35. h. Symbol for distillation rate. Zimmerman, p. 37. i. Symbol for
diopter. Zimmerman, p. 36. j. Symbol for
electric flux density; dielectric flux density; displacement flux density; electric
induction density; electric displacement;
electric flux displacement; flux density dis-

forming a symplectitc. Holmes, 1928.

dactylotype. A texttr al term applieC. by
Shand in 1906 to the intergrowth of
sodalite with orthoclase in borolanite and

a mine. Fay.

dactylite. A symplectite in which one of the
minerals projects fingerlike into the second
mineral. Schieferdecker.

dactylitic. A textural term applied to fingerlike projectionh from a continuous Crystal,
for example, ngers of biotite and the intercalated qu rtz between them, together

.
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tinguish carbides in chromium steels and
tungstides in high speed steels. The solution contains 20 grams of potassium
cyanide and 10 grams of potassium hydroxide in 100 milliliters of water. In the
cold it etches carbides in chrome steels

and tungstides in about 20 seconds but
about 5 minutes in boiling solution is required to color cementite. Osborne.

dag. a. Aust. A system whereby the earn-

ings of members of the Coal miners' Federation are practically equalized. Compare

darg. Fay. b. Corn. Hand ax. Pryor, 3.

c. Corn. Deflocculated Acheson graphite
used in aquadag, oil dag, etc. Pryor, 3.

dagger. Ark. A t-shaped iron about 4 feet
long, used to force an auger into hard
coal. The point is placed in a hole dug
in the floor while the miner drilling the
hole presses his brcast against the crossbar.

The end of the auger fits into any one of
a number of recesses in the stem of the
dagger. Fay.
Dagner condenser. A series of muffle-shaped
pipes through which distilled zinc is passed
for condensation. Fay.

dahamite. A name derived from Dahamis, on
the island of Socotra, and given by Pelikan

to a brown dike rock, having a compact
texture and red phenocrysts of tabular
albite or albite-oligoclase. The mineralogical composition obtained by recasting
an analysis was 43.8 percent albite, 2.8
percent anorthite, 12.2 percent orthoclase,
31.5 percent quartz, and

6.8 percent

riebeckite. The rock appears

to be a

variety. of paisanite. Fay.

dahlite. A carbonate-apatite mineral, or association, occurring as concretionary spherulites. Pettijohn, 2d, 1957, p. 202.
dahilite. A resinous yellowish white hydroia
calcium phosphate and carbonate, 2
Ca2P505.CaCO2.Y2H20; contains 39 percent P505; H. 5; G. 3.053. Hess.
Dahlstrom's Formula. Classification through
the hydrocyclone. Pryor, 3 .

daily manning sheet. A sheet which informs
the mine manager, on a daily basis, exactly
where his men are working on every shift;

which jobs are manned and which are
not; what output and 0.M.S. is achieved;

what overtime is worked; what allowances
have been agreed, and what is the approximate daily labor cost for each district and

for the mine. See also manpower deployment chart. Nelson.
daily report. See boring journal. Fay.
Dakota WC3. An aircraft equipped for carrying out airborne mineralogical searches.
The equipment includes 35 millimeter
cinecamera: magnetometer, scintillation
counter, and electromagnetic detector. All
instruments are used simultaneously during a survey. The camera provides a continuous photographic coverage of the survey country. The crew consists of four
men: pilot, navigator, and two techni-

cians. See also geophysical prospecting.

Nelson.

Dakotan. Lower Upper Cretaceous. A.G.I.
Supp.

dale. a.

Scot. A measure by which coal

was formerly sold in the east of Scot lana.
Fay. b. A river valley running between
hills or through high land. Synonym for
valley. Webster 3d.
dalk. See dauk. Arkell.
dalles. A plural noun from the French plural

of dalle meaning gutter. The rapids in a

river confined between the walls of a canyon or a gorge. Also, the nearly vertical
walls of a canyon or a gorge, usually containing a rapid. Locally used in the northwestern United States. Webster 3d; A.G.I.
Dalmation-type of coast. A drowned .ongitudinal coast, the mountain ranges of
which have become islands, whereas the
longitudinal and transverse valleys have
become straits. Schieferdecker.

Dalton's law. a. In a mixture of gases, the
total pressure is equal to the sum of the

pressures that the gases would exert separately. Standard, 1964. b. See law of multiple proportions. C.T.D.
dalyite. Potassium zirconium silicate, KsZrSie0v, triclinic, from Ascension Island, AtIan tic Ocean. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
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daily report

member unfit for service before the end
of its normal life. It may do this by producing excessive set, or by causing creep
to occur at an excessive rate, or by caus-

ing fatigue cracking, excessive strain hardening, or rupture. Ro.
damask. The etched or watered surface produced on polished (welded) steel by corrosion. Fay.

dam gradation. Synonym for contragradation.
A.G.I.

damkjernite. An igneous dike rock from the
Fen region of southern Norway. Possibly
a variety of tjosite Contains 32 percent
pyroxene, 23 percent biotite, 16 percent

nepheline, 8 percent epidote, 6 percent

orthoclase, 4 percent magnetite, 2 percent
titanite, 2 percent calcite, and 1 percent
apatite. lohannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 277.
damourite. A hydrous muscovite. Fay.
damuurite schist. A schistose metamorphic
rock composed largely or entirely of damourite. Fay.

damouritization. The process by which the
feldspars and other aluminous silicates of
a rock are transformed into damourite (a
variety of muscovite). Ordinarily referred
to as sericitization. Holmes, 1928.

damp. Any mine gas, or mixture of gases,
particularly those deficient in oxygen. Damp

probably derived from the German
dampf, meaning a fog or vapor. See also
afterdamp; blackdamp; chokedamp; firedamp; stinkdamp, white damp. Nelson.
is

in a mine. Fay.

damped balance. Has magnets or air dashpots to oppose beam oscillation and bring it
to rest rapidly. Pryor, 3.

solid ground and may be constructed with
steel doors to give access for small mine

such a way as to tend to oppose any

raise water for storage or diversion or to
create an hydraulic head. See lye, I. f. An
obstruction, generally artificial, across a
stream channel that serves to form a pond
or a lake. A.G.I. Supp. g. A barrier preventing the flow of water. Especially a

used on the moving part of an indicating
instrument. C.T.D. b. An adjustable iron
plate or shutter fitted across a boiler flue
to regulate the draft. C.T.D. c. A device
for damping out torsional vibration in an
engine crankshaft, the energy of vibration
being dissipated frictionally within the
damper. C.T.D. d. A mechanical modulating device. See also dampener, a. Long.
damper man. In the coke products industry,
a laborer who regulates dampers of pipes
leading to coke ovens. D.O.T. 1.
damping. a. In seismology, a resistance, contrary to friction, independent of the nature
of the contacting surface. Being proportional to the speed of motion, it diminishes
with the latter to nothing. Schieferdecker.
b. A force opposing vibration, damping
acts to decrease the amplitudes of successive free vibrations. Damping may result
from internal friction within the system,
from air resistance, or from mechanical
or magnetic absorbers. A.G.I. Compare

the ability to absorb vibrations. Long.

cars. Nelson. e. A barrier to confine or

changes in the angular velocity, tha is,
to prevent hunting. It is also sometimes

See also Lurmann front. Fay.

damaged-ground rent Eng. Usually double
agricultural rent for land occupied by engines, heapstead, shops, houses, railways,
etc. Fay.
damaging stress. The least unit stress, of a
given kind and for a given material and

condition of service, that will render a

damping down. In pyrometallurgy, reduction
of air supply to a furnace, to lower temperature or reduce working rate. Pryor, 3.

damping factor. The ratio of the damped

and the undamped frequency of a seismograph or seismometer. A.G.I.

damping ratio. a. The damping ratio for a
system with viscous damping is the ratio

of actual damping coefficient to the critical damping coefficient. Ils&G. b. The
ratio of two equiphase peak amplitudes

within one period of a damped seismograph
or seismometer. The ratio is always greater

than unity since the greater amplitude is
divider! by the succeeding amplitude.
A.G.I.

damping ropes. A term sometimes applied
to rubbing ropes. Nelson.

dam plate. In a blast furnace, the cast-iron

plate which supports the dam or dam stone
in front. See also dam. Fay.
damposcope. Scot. An instrument invented
by Professor Forbes, Glasgow, for detecting
firedamp. Fay.

dampproofing. The treating of a wall with
some impervious material to prevent
moisture from oozing through. Crispin.

carbonic-acid gas as to cause the lights

rush of water. The dam is keyed into

pond or a reservoir). Webster 3d. i. The
wall of refractory material, forming the
front of the forehearth of a blast furnace,
which is built on the inside of a supporting iron plate (dam plate). Iron is tapped
through a hole in' the dam, and cinder
through a notch in the top of the dam.

per unit velocity) to the moving mass. It
has the dimensions of a frequency. A.G.I.

a lower course by capillarity. ACSG.
damped. Eng. Suffocated by gas or foul air

material in a wall or floor to prevent the
entrance of moisture from the ground or

damper. a. A mass of metal, or a short-z. rcuited winding, placed on a machine in

confined or held by a dam (as a mill-

this term is by definition equal 1,0 one-half
the ratio of the damping resistance (force

damp sheet S. Staff. A large sheet placed

dampener. a. A mechanical modulating device used to reduce deleterious effect of
sharp line-pressure fluctuations on pressure gages. Also called damper; gage
saver. Long. b. A resilient material having

course to confine and to keep back flowing water. Webster 3d. h. A body of water

energy into heat. ASM Gloss.

damping constant. In damped seismographs

damp course. A course or layer of imperviou

dam. a. A barrier to keep foul air or water,
from mine workings. See also stopping;
bulkhead. Fay. b. A retaining wall or bank
for water. C.T.D. c. An airtight barrier to
isolate underground workings which are
on fire. C.T.D. d. A concrete seal or stopping built underground to prevent an in-

barrier (As a bank of earth or a wall of
masonry or wood) built across a water-

ternal friction, converting the mechanical

attenuation.

damping capacity. The ability of a metal to
absorb vibration (cyclical stresses) by in-

atie,
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as a curtain or partition across a gate road
to stop and turn an air current. Fay
dampy. Mid. Mine air mixed with so much

to burn badly or to go out. Fay.
dam shale. A Scottish oil shale. Fay.
damsite testing. Boreholes drilled to determine petrological and structural features
of the rock or overburden materials at or
near the area on which the foundations
of a dam will rest. Long.

dam stone. The wall of firebrick or stone in-

closing the front of the hearth in a blast
furnace. See also dam. Fay.

dan. a. Mid. A tub or barrel, sometimes
wheels, in

with and sometimes without
which mine water is conveyed along underground roadways to the sump or raised to
the surface. Fay. b. A small box or sledge
for carrying coal or waste in a mine. Fay.
danalte. A variety of mispickel or arsenopyrite, (Fe,Co)AsS, in which 5 to 10 percent of the iron is replaced by cobalt.

Monoclinic. C.M.D.; Dana 17.
danalite. A vitreoresinous, flesh-red to gray,
translucent sulfosilicate, (GIFeZnMn)7Si3. OnS, crystallizing in the isometric system.
It is a zinciferous variety of helvite. Standard, 1964.
danburite. A mineral, Callla(SiO4),, that is
cut for collectors; transparent to translucent; dark orange-yellow, yellowish-brown,
yellowish-brown to colorless, grayish color;

orthorhombic; Mohs' hardness, 7 to 7.5;
specific gravity, 3.0; refractive index, 1.630
to 1.636; phosphoresces reddish when

heated; fluoresces pale blue. It resembles
topaz, more in chemical composition and
physical properties than in appearance.
Shipley.

dancalite. An extrusive igneous rock that is
an analcite trachyandesite with feldspar
phenocrysts in a gray-brown groundmass.
Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 189.

dancer roils. Rolls for the control of the rate

^-7
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of travel of coiled strip through a pickling
bath in continuous operations. Osborne.
dander. Gr. Brit. A piece of slag; a calcined

soft, inferior coal; mineral charcoal. Fay.
b. Soft sooty coal found in face and back
slips or cleats; fine slack coal. C.T.D. c.
See danty coal. Tomkeieff, 1954. d. To reduce, as a metal, to a lowe: temper.
Standard, 1964.
danty. N. of Eng. Disintegrated coal. Fay.

cinder. Webster 3d.

dandered coal. Scot. Coal burned by, and
generally mixed with, trap rock. See also
natural coke. Fay.

dandered rock. Term used among Scottish
miners for coal altered by an igneous intrusion. Tomkeieff, 1954.

dandies. York. A miner's term for the lower
part of a coal seam. Tomkeieff , 1954.
dandy. Staff. A miner's term for black carbonaceous shale (bass) weathered brown
between the laminae. It is combustible
and can be used as an inferior fuel. Tomkeieff , 1954.

danger board. a. A barrier erected by any
employee tri denote a dangerous condition in a place, usually marked "DAN-

GER" and which can only be removed at
an official's direction. B.C.I. b. (Scot.) A
board on which notice is given, warning
against entering a dangerous part of the
mine workings. See also fireboard. Fay.

danger signal. A signal consisting of a board,
shovel, or other material with appropriate
markings thereon, placed in front of a
room or ertry containing an explosive

mixture of firedamp. Also, a placard to
indicate the location of dangerous machinery, electric wires, explosives, mine
openings, ctc. Fay.

dangler. The flexible electrode used in barrel
plating to conduct the current to the wor!.
ASM Gloss.

Danian. Lowermost Paleocene or uppermost
Cretaceous. A.G.I. SuPp.
Daniell cell. A primary cell with a constant
electromotive force of about 1.1 volts hav-

ing as its electrodes copper in a copper

sulfate solution and zinc in dilute sulfuric
acid or zinc sulfate, the two solutions

being sLparated by a porous partition.

Webster, 3d.
Danielson-Lindemann deflection test. A procedure for assessing the ability of vitreous

enamelware to suffer a small degree of

bending without the enamel cracking. The

procedure has been standardized by the
American Ceramic Society. Dodd.

Danish amber. Amber from the coasts of

Denmark. See also Baltic amber. Shipley.
Danish flint pebbles. Pebbles of superior
hardness, toughness, and uniformity found
on the shores of Greenland but marketed

through Denmark. For grinding media,
they have long been a standard and are
marketed in sizes ranging from 1 to 8
inches. AIME, p. 14.

clanks. Black shale mingled with 'fine coal.
Standard, 1964.
danks' puddler. A reVolving mechanical puddler. See also puddling. Fay.

dannemorite. A manganiferous member of
the cummingtanite-grunerite series from
Dannemora, Sweden; yellowish-brown to
greenish-gray, columnar or fibrous; specific gravity, 3.4 to 3.5. Dana 6d, p. 386.
Danner process. A mechanical process for
continuously drawing glass cane or tubing
from a rotating mandrel. ASTM C162-66.

danny. An open crack at the base of the
neck of .a bottle. Dodd.

D'Ansite. A tetrahedral mineral, MgS0,.3NaC1.9Na2S0; isotropic ; probably formed
in close association with vanthoffite. Amer-

ican Mineralogist, v. 43, No. 11-12, November-December 1958, P. 1221.

dant. a. Eng. In the Newcastle coalfield,

II

danty coal; danty metal; dant; dent. Eng.
Term used among Northumberland and
Durham mines for soft, sooty coal or coaly
shale. Tomkeieff, 1954.
danty metal. See danty coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
daourite. Same as rubellite. Shipley.

dap. a. A notch cut in a timber to receive
another timber. Zern. b. See legs. Kentucky, p. 141.

dapeche. Coallike organic material of unknown nature. Tomkeieff, 1954.

Dapex process. In leaching of uranium ores,

the stripping of the pregnant or royal
solution with dialkylphosphoric acid dis-

dating
sides. Osborne.

dark ground. Indirect illumination of stage
of microscope, causing objects to be brightly

displayed by oblique rays against a dark
background. Pryor, 3.

dark mineral. Any one of a group of rockforming minerals that are dark-colored
even in thin section. Synonym for mafite.
A.G.I. Stipp.

Darko. A trade name for a material made

by carbonizing lignite and pulverizing the
coke to pass a 60 mesh screen. It is used
for decolorizing oils, syrups, and other
liquids. Gasoline and other cleaning liquids

are treated with darko and caustic soda.
Hess.

dark-red heat. Next to the lowest color on
the color scale, generally given as about
650° C (1,202° F). Bureau of Mines Staff
dark red silver ore. Pyrargyrite. Pryor, 3.
dark ruby silver. See pyrargyrite. Fay.

solved in kerosine. Pryor, 3.
daphnite. An iron aluminum silicate. Osborne.

dark sulfur. Crude sulfur containing up to

darapskite. A hydrous sodium nitrate and sulfate mineral, NaNO3Na2S00-H20. Fay.

darlingite. A varietey of lydian stone from

dapple. External or internal surface irregularity in a glass container. Dodd.

1 percent oil or carbonaceous material and
is dark in color. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965,
p. 903.

Victoria, Australia. English.

Darby process. A method of carburizing

darrlinge. Ger. Residue of copper resulting
from the process of separating silver from

the molten steel with carbon in the form
of charcoal, graphite, or coke. Osborne.
Darco. U.S. Trade name for activated char-

dart valve. A drain for a well bailer that

open hearth steel which consists of treating

coal. Hess.

darcy. A unit of porous permeability in
physics equal to the permeability of a me-

dium through which, the rate of flow of
a fluid having one centipoise viscosity
under a pressure gradient of one atmosphere per centimeter would be one cubic
centimeter per second per square centimeter cross section. Compare Darcy's law.
Webster 3d.

Darcy's law. a. A statement in fluid dynamics: the velocity of flow of a liquid through

a porous medium due to difference in

pressure is proportional to the pressure gradient in the direction of flow. Webster 3d.
b. Applies to the velocity of the percolation

of rater in saturated soil. It is the product
of the coefficient of permeability and the
hydraulic gradient. Ham.
darg. a. A specified day's work, usually at
the coalface. See also stint. Nelson. b. A
task, or a fixed quantity of coal, agreed

to be produced per shift for a certain
price. C.T.D. c. Scot. To work by the

day. Fay d. Compare dag. Fay. e. A north
German name for meadow or moor peat
buried under clay. Tomkeieff, 1954. f. Peat
formed from marine vegetation. Holmes,
1928.

darger. Scot. One who works by the day.

Standard, 1964.
dark adaptation. When the eye experiences
a change in environment the retina alters
sensitivity to accord with the prevailing

conditions. If the change is to a higher

brightness level, decrease in retinal sensitivity is accomplished rapidly, but if the
change is to a lower level, increase in sensitivity of the retina takes time. Complete
adaptation to darkness may reqire from 30
to 40 minutes, varying for different individuals. Roberts II, p. 84.
dark-colored mineial. Synonym for dark mineral. A.G.I. Supp,
dark field illuminator. A device incorporated
in certain tyeps 'Of inverted metallurgical
microscopes by means of which 'the specimens may be obliquelY illuminated on all

copper by liquidation. Fay.

opens automatically when rested on the
ground. Nichols.

Darwin glass. Tasmanian tektite. A.G.I.Supp.
darwinite. A misnomer for whitneyite. Darea
sd, p. 45.
dash. N. of Eng. See dad. Fay.

dashing. Eng. Increasing the amount of air
in mines to prevent explosions of mine
.;ases. See also dad. Fay.

dashpot. a. An appliance for damping out
vibration. It consists of a piston attached
to the object to be damped and fitting
loosely in a cylinder of oil. See also hydrabrake retarder. Nelson. b. A similar device
for closing the valves in a Corliss engine,

actuated by atmospheric pressure or by a
contained spring. Webster 2d.

dasymeter. An instrument for testing

the

density of gases. It consists of a thin glass
globe, which is weighed in the gas or gases
under observation, and then in an atmosphere of known density. Osborne.
data for settlement. Agreed terms on which
payment for a consignment of mineral is
made. Pryor, 3.

dataller. A day wage rran in a coal mine,
for example, engine driver, laborer, pump

attendant, and sometimes repairers and
packets. Nelson.

datalling. Eng. Blowing (blasting)

down

roof in a mine. Fay.

data! worker. N. of Eng. A day-wage

worker employed in areas up to but not
at the face, for example, on the haulage.
Ttht.
data processing. A series of planned actions
motivated by input signals for a defined
purpose. Pryor, 3, p. 31.

datholite.. Synonym for datolite. Hey 2d, 1955.

dating. Any of a variety of methods used to
determine the age of a naturally occurring
substance or artifact. When a process is

known to proceed at a certain rate in a

material, leading to either the buildup or
to the loss of a component, the age may

be determined by an analysis that measures

the amount of the buildup or loss. These
processes may be either chemical or nuclear,

and the latter may be either spontaneous

dating
rays. Examples of
or induced by cosmic
the dating of ancient
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Dautriche test. See velocity of detonation.
davainite. A rock consisting essentially of
paramorphic
brown hornblende which is of
other minafter pyroxene, the amount

day stones
Humphrey Davy in 1815 for the protection
feature consisted
of coal miners. Its safety
the flame to
of a fine-wire gauze inclosing
contact
with mine
keep it from coming in
lamp;
safety
also
flame
safcty
gas. Fay. See
lamp.
and
Davy man. Newc. The man who trims
Fay.
repairs the Davy lamps.
davyne; davina. A colorless to white, translucent, vitreous to pearly silicate and carof uncerbonate of aluminum and calcium
tain composition but near cancrinite. Hess.
dawling. Derb. A failing ore body, both in
quality and quantity. Fay.
dawsonite. A basic carbonate of aluminum
ocand sodium, NaaAl(C0.3)s.2A1(OH)8,
curring in thin incrustations of white radiFay.
ating bladed crystals. furnace
used for the

the former include
bones from the known rate of deposition
when exposed to ground
erals, such as feldspar, being small. Holmes,
of fluoride in bonedating
of glass from its
waters, and the
1928.
Nuclear methods
degree of devitrification.
davidite. A moderately to strongly radioactive
berare
valuable
for
dating
have been uniquely
mineral containing titanium, iron,
remain
vanadium,
and
chromium;
of
such
processes
cause the rates
earths, uranium, brownish-black. Found in
the exunchanged within the range ofearth.
dark brown to
By
on
tremes of conditions found
pegmatites associated with quartz, biotite,
of
helium
or
of
measuring the quantity minerals, the age
ilmenite, rutile, iron, and copper sulfides.
lead in uranium-bearing
Also found in hypersthene gabbro and anat least the length of
scapolite, quartz,
of the substance,
or
orthosite accompanied by
as a
rutile, sphene, and
time that the substance has existedinfercalcite,
molybdenite,
By
tourmaline; it is obvious tl.:.t the mineralisolid deposit, may be calculated.applied
to
ence, this same measurement
zation
was introduced into the basic rocks
for
the oldest igneous rocks gives an age
by emanations from underlying granites.
pri- Dawson producer. A
the earth. CCD 6d, 1961.
This is the only known occurrence of One
manufacture of producer gas. Fay.
3.
semipolar
bond.
Pryor,
minerals
in
basic
rocks.
signify the surface;
dative bond. See
mary
uranium
primary uranium ore min- day. a. A term used to to day, meaning to
Lanc. Men who work underground,
of
three
known
for
example,
driven
b.
and are paid by the day; not contractors.
erals. Crosby, pp. 70-71; Bu Mines Bull.
daylight, therefore to the surface. Fay.
of the ground over
Fay.
.556.
1956.
p.
945.
calWales.
The
surface
boron and
greenish-yellow beryl.
datolite. A hydrous silicate ofusually
In the Derbyshire
in crys- davidsonite. A term for
a mine. Fay. c. Eng.found
near the surcium, CaB(SiO4) (OH) ;
coalfield,
ore
that
is
Shipley.
used
as
Davis cutter bit. Long.
coal or any useful
tals; monoclinic. The mineral is
Davis
bit.
Synonym
for
face.
Fay.
d.
Applied
to
1
a gem. Sanford; Dana 17.
Davis calyx drill. A rotary drill similar to the
rock found at or very near the surface, for
spethat
the
annular
Tomkeieff,
1954.
e.
In
datobte group. I stoup of minerals, theorthodiamond core drill except
example, day coal.
by
for
cies ot which are usually regarded as
groove is cut either by a steel chisel or
mining, generally a period of 8 hours
R'IR",(SiOs)2;
or
shot.
or
24
chilled
system,
hollow
rod
wing
silicates, HR'R"SiOs
three-shift
a plain
work on the
chiefly; R" = Boron,
length to
R' = Ca, Be, Fe,cerium)
When the core is ot iufficient
hours if referring to the output or to mametals, etc. All
is
added
to
the
it
the yttrium (and
be
withdrawn,
some
g,
chinery. C. T.D.
crystallize
in
wedged tightly day coal. The topmost stratum of coal; so
of the minerals of this group
mud flush, which becomes
Fay.
the monoclinic system.
between the core and base of the barrel.
called from its being nearest to daylight.
the core is broken
datum. A point, line, or surface with referWhen
the
rods
are
raised
Standard, 1964.
ending at
ence to which positions (as elevations) are
off and brought to the surface. Nelson.
day
drift. An adit, drift, or tunnel
(as
a
permanent
annular-shaped,
sawmeasured or indicated
3.
Davis
cutter
bit.
An
the surface. Pryor,
sea level
bench mark in leveling or mean
toothlike bit used on shot drills to cut core day eyes. In Wales, inclined planes driven
specifically, the
ineffecsurvey)
in
which
shot
is
in a topographical
in soft formations
from the surface to the coalbed. Fay.
assumed
Davis
mean low-water mark of all tidesadmitting
fall. Fay.
tive as a cutting medium. Also called
day fall. See cropheading
reckoning
but
not
or level in a mine
as a basis of
bit.
Long.
day
hole.
Any
surface. Fay.
rigorous scientific determination. Webster
Davis furnace. A long, one-hearth reverberacommunicating
with
the
heated by lateral fireplaces day level. Scot. A level driven from the sur3d.
tory
furnace,
datum level. The level (usually mean sea
for roasting sulfide ore. Fay.
face; an adit. Fay.
tha nearest confor
level or the mean level of from
for day shift. Long.
Davis magnetic tester. An instrument
which
altidaylight. a. Synonym
of
ores
and
siderable body of water)
underground
mine working
testing
the
magnetic
content
Weed, 1922.
b. When an
efficiency
of
wet
magnetic
tudes are measured in surveys.
is
said
to daylight.
surface
it
for checking the
plane used as a
meets the
ferrodatum plane. A horizontal reckon
maximum clear distance beseparators recovering magnetite and
Long.
c.
The
heights
or
reference from which to
a hydraulic
silicon in heavy-media processes. It consists
tween the pressing surfaces of usable
open
tube
set
between
the
depths. H&C.
surfaces
in
their
of
an
inclined
glass
press with the
level at which water
it
powerful electromagnet
bolster
is
supplied,
datum water level. The
pointed
poles
of
a
position. Where a
sample is
surface.
magnet.
The
ore
is first struck in a shaft sunk on a reef or
or permanent
shall be considered the pressing
gutter. Zern.
introduced into the water-filled tube and
See also shut height, ASM Gloss.lamps are
with
chopped
straw,
the
daub. Eng. Clay mixed
agitated to insure thorough washing of
daylight
daylight
lamps. Artificial
Lancashire.
Arkell.
used for plastering, zippeite. Crosby, p. 62.
lamps,
but with a special
arrested magnetics. The unit is continueither ordinary
consumption
dauberite. Synonym for
mercury
vapor lamps.
ously
rated,
having
a
power
blue glass casing, or these lamps
seam
drive being oneis made in
&ugh. a, Scot. The floor of a coal
of
230
watts,
the
motor
Considerable use of
work as
Nelson. b. UnderNelson.
industry
for
such
or where holing is done.
twentieth
of
a
horsepower.
the enameling checking production ware
clay, soft fire clay. Compare dauk. Arkeil. davisonite. A white hydrous phosphate of calmatching colors,
formed when
daughter element. The elementradioactive
etc. Many
cium and aluminum, 6CaO.A1502.2P,Oa.against standard color samples,
debotryoidal
crusts.
standardized
another element undergoes
5H02; stout fibers forming
plants and laboratories havelighting equipparent The
cay. The latter is called the
lamps for all
Probably hexagonal, From Fairfield, Utah.
on daylight equipment
daughter may or may not be radioactive.
is particularly valuEnglish.
ment.
'This
The
word
Revergen
is
CCD 6d, 1961.
cloudy
Hansen.
kiln.
able on dark or A minedays.
products of freshly Davis Revergen
of the open
extenddaughter products. Decayuranium.
mark.
A
gas-fired
kiln
or
drift
a
trade
daylight
mine.
Scot.
When all
flame does not come in
purified and isolated
Fay.
flame
type;
the
ing to the surface.
daughter elements are present in the same
actual contact with the ware. The com- dayman. A coal mine employee paid by the
takes place in
by
regenerators
paid by
amount, no further change elements.
bustion air is preheated
day as distinguished from those
The
below, the kiln. The
the quantity of daughter
contract. Also called com(hence
the
name)
the
piece,
or
by
Davis Gas Stove;
substance is then in equilibrium. Ballard.
design was introduced byEngland;
pany man. Fay. Miners who work underthe firm
dauk; &wit; douk. Eng. Tough; compact;
Companay, Ltd., Luton,
Bros., day pair. Corn.
absorbed
by
Gibbons
shift. Fay.
sandy clay. Fay.
has since been
ground during the day; the dayminers,
or
Dauphine diamond. Rock crystal (quartz).
of
drillers,
Ltd., Dudley, England. Dodd.
tire consisting of a day shift. A group
during
the
daylight
Davis
wheel,
A
railway
Shipley.
laborers, who work
wear resistant
Dauphine law. The law governing a twinning
Long.
soft plate and, boss, and amanganese
hours. Also called daylight.side.
system
comsteel,
Bureau of
observed in the hexagonal
tread
of
water
toughened
dayside.
Corn.
The
upper
monly shown by quartz in which two rightwithin. Osborne.
cast
integrally
Mines Staff.
hand or two left-hand crystals interpenedavreuxite. A hydrated mica in narrow plates day stones. Loose stones on the surface.
about
has
revolved
180°
crystals.
Hess.
trate after one
that looks like acicular
Arkell.
the twinning axis. Hess.
Davy lamp. A safety lamp invented by Sir
law.
Hess.
Dauphine twin. See Dauphine

364.;
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day tank
day tank. A periodic melting unit, usually designed to be emptied by each day of hand
gathering. ASTM C162-66.
day wage. A fixed rate of wages per shift, of
so many hours, irrespective of the amount
of work done. The day wage system applies
to men on varied work which is not amenable to piecework. Nelson. Also called daywork ; company work. Pryor, 3.
day water. Surface water. Webster 2d.

pare alive, d. Stoces, v. 1, p. 270.

dead air. a. The air of a mine when it contains carboaie-acid gas (blackdamp), or
when ventilation is sluggish. Fay. b. Stagnant air. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

dead annealing. Heating steel to a temperature above the critical range, holding at
that temperature, followed by very slow
cooling, in order to develop the greatest
possible commercial softness or ductibility.
Osborne.

daywork. All work other than that done by
the piece or contract, such as repairing

dead axle. a. A fixed shaft functioning as a

which the men are paid by the month.

dead band. In flotation, the range through

dazzling white heat. Division of the color
scale, generally given as above 1,540° C

dead beds. Unproductive strata or veins as
opposed to bearing or quick beds. Also
called dead veins. See also deads; barren

roads, handling cars, etc. Also called company work and does not include work for

Work performed by daymen. Fay.
dazed. Eng. Timber that is decayed is called
dazed timber. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

(2,804° F). Bureau of Mines Stall.
db Abbreviation for decibel. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 59.
de Abbreviation for direct current. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 59.

de (direct chill) casting. A continuous method

of making ingots or billets for sheet or

extrusion by pouring the metal into a short
mold. The base of the mold is a platform
that is gradually lowered while the metal
solidifies, the frozen shell of metal acting
as a retainer for the liquid metal below the

wall of the mold. The ingot is usually

cooled by the impingement of water directly on the mold or on the walls of the
solid metal as it is lowered. The length of
the ingot is limited by the depth to which
the platform can be lowered; therefore, it

often called semicontinuous casting.
ASM Gloss.
DCL fusion-cast refractory. A fusion-cast reis

fractory, for example, glass tank block,
made by a process that largely eliminates
the cavities liable to occur as a result of
shrinkage during cooling; the mold is
L-shaped and is tilted while it is being
filled so that the shrinkage cavities con-

centrate in the smaller leg of the L (the
lug), which is then sawed off and discarded. DCL = diamond cut lug. Dodd.

D-coaL A maceral made of substances which

predominate in the durainous bands of
coal. Applied to the microscopic coal particles found in the lungs of miners. Tomkeie ff , 1954.

Deacidite resins. Trade name of synthetic
ion-cxchange resins. Pryor, 3.

deactivation. a. In froth flotation, trcatment

of one or more species of mineral particles
to reduce their mdency to float; modification of action of activating agent for simi-

lar purpose. Pryor, 3. b. The process of

prior removal of the active corrosive constituents, usually oxygen, from a corrosive
liquid by some chemical means, such as
the controlled corrosion of expendable
metal. Henderson.
dead. a. Eng. In Cornwall, unventilated.
Fay.

b. Applied to a vein or piece of

ground, unproductive. Fay. c. Eng. The
creep, after subsidence or upheaval has
taken place to the full extent. Fay. d. An
unproductive mine. Pryor, 3. e. A term
used to describe wire rope that does not
spin. Sinclair, V, p. 6. f. Means at, or
about, zero potential, and disconnected
from any live system. Nelson. g. Said of
coal when it is under no pressure, and
without sound. When such a condition
exists, it does not warp and burst. Com-

hinge pin. Nichols. b. A fixed shaft or beam
on which a wheel revolves. Nichols.

which an input can be varied without initiating response. Fuerstenau, p. 545.

ground. Arkell.

dead-burned. a. The state of a basic refractory material resulting from a heat treat-

ment that yields a product resistant to
atmospheric hydration or recombination
with carbon dioxide. ASTM C 71-64. b.

Completely calcined. A.I.S.I. No. 24.
dead-burned dolomite. A specially sintered or
double-burned form of dolomitic quicklime,
which is further stabilized by the addition

of iron, that is chemically inactive and is
employed primarily as a refractory for lining open-hearth steel furnaces. Boynton.

dead-burned magnesia. A sintered product

consisting mainly of magnesia in the form
dense weather stable refractory granules.
Bureau of Mines Stall.
dead-burned magnesite. The granular product obtained by burning (firing) magnesite
or other substances convertible to magnesia
upon heating above 1,450° C long enoi igh
to form dense, weather-stable granules suitable for use as a refractory or in refractory
products. ASTM C 71-64.

deadline
pale dead color by acid, as to brass. Standard, 1964.

dead end. a. An entry, gangway, level, or
other mine passage extending beyond the

mine workings into solid coal or ore; a
stub. See also stub entry. Fay. b. Under-

ground passageway either blocked or not
holed through. Pryor, 3. c. Blind alley
underground. Pryor. d. The unworked end
of a drift or working. Hess. e. An unventilated underground mine passage extending
some distance beyond other mine workings
into solid rock. Long. f. The end of a drill-

ing line or cable made fast to some stationary part of the drill rig or to a dead-

man. Long. g. The closed end of a pipe or
pipe system. Long. h. A term used in coal
mining for the terminating of all electric
wiring (except cables to equipment) out
by the last crosscut where ample ventilation will reduce the possibility of an electric arc causing an explosion. This applies
to all wiring, whether trolley, feeder, lighting circuit, or otherwise. Kentucky, p. 245.
i. A cul-de-sac. Synonym for blind heading.

B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2. j. A passageway
blocked at one end. A.G.I.

deadened. Mercury which has become contaminated and will no longer amalgamate
freely with gold. Pryor, 3.

daedened mercury. See floured. Fay.
deadfall. A dumping platform at the mouth
of a mine. Standard, 1964.
dead glacier. A stagnant glacier; a fossil glacier. Fay.
dead ground. a. Rock in a mine that, although
producing no ore, requires to be removed

in order to get a productive ground. Fay.
6. A faulty or barren area of coal strata.

Fay. c. Ground devoid of valuable mineral,

ore, or coal. Nelson. d. In mining subsi-

dence, ground that has settled and no

dead-burned refractory dolomite. Raw refractory dolomite that has been heated

further movement is expected. Nelson. e.
Portions of ore deposit too low in value
to repay exploitation. Pryor, 3. f. The part
of a lode where there is no ore. Gordon.

sufficiently high and for a long enough

deadhead. a. To return to the commence-

with or without additives to a temperature

time to decompose the carbonate structure
so as to form calcium oxide and periclase
in a matrix that provides resistance to subsequent hydration and recombination with
carbon dioxide. ASTM C 71-64.
dead burnt. Calcination of limestone, dolomite, magnesite to point where associated
clay vitrifies and reduces slaking quality.
Pryor, 3.

dead-burnt plaster. Anhydrous CaSO, made
by heating plaster for 3 hours at 800° F.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
dead cave. A cave in which the formations
are dry ; a cave in which deposition and
excavation have ceased. A.G.I.
dead center. a. Perfectly alined and centered.

g. S. Afr. Barren ground. Beerman.

ment of a cut without excavating; usually
for the commencement of a new cut after
completion of its predecessor. Austin. b. An

extra length given to a cast object, as a
cannon, to put pressure on the molten
metal below so that dross and gases may
rise into it ; a sullage piece; a sinking head.

Standard, 1964. c. That part of a casting
filling up the ingate; a sprue. Standard,
1964. d. Can. Logs forced into the bottom of a waterway during timber drives.

Hoffman.
deadheading. Traveling without load, except

from the dumping area to the loading

cylinder engine cannot start itself because

point. Nichols.
dead hole. a. One that extends into solid coal
beyond the part that can be broken by the
. maximum safe charge of explosive. Zern,

may occur when the piston is at either end
of the stroke. Long. c. A stationary center
to hold rotating work. ASM Gloss.
dead chert. Synonym for chalky chert. A.G.I.
dead coal. a. A Kansas term for a noncoking
coal mined from strip pits. 'Fay. b. When

width at the point (toe), measured at right
angles to the drill hole, is so great that the
heel is not strong enough to at least balance the resistance at the point (toe).
Zern, p. 661,. c. A shallow hole in an iron
casting. Standard, 1964.
deading. Glouc.; Som. Same as deadwork, a.

Long. b. A position in which a single-

the crank arm parallels the centerline of
the piston and cylinder a condition that

p. 668. b. A shothole so placed that its

coal is allowed to stand fOr a length of

Fay.
deadllme. Decomposed chalk. Arkell.

dead or tough. Also called tough Coal.

deadline. a. A row of marked empty powder
kegs or other danger signal placed by the
fireboss to warn miners not to enter workings Containing gas. Fay. b. The part of

time, the weieght of the roof on the pillars,
caused by crush and creep, renders the coal
Mason, v. 1, p. 103.
dead-dipping. The act or process of giving a

a block-and-tackle cable from the traveling
block to the deadline anchor. Long. c. The
unused part of a pipe system. Long.

deadline anchor. The fixed point on a drill
rig or deadman to which a deadline of a
block and tackle is attached. Long.
dead load. a. The actual weight of all permanent construction comprised in a building.

Nelson. b. The downward pressure on a
structure caused by gravity only, such as
the weight of a long string of drill rods
suspended from the sheave in a drill der-

rick. Also called static load. Long. c. That
of structure and its permanent nondynamic
load. Also referred to as deadweight.
Pryor, 3.

dead lode. A lode not containing valuable
minerals in paying quantity. Fay.

deadman. a. A wooden block used to guard
the mouth of a mine against runaway cars.
Fay. b. A buried log, timber, concrete
block, or the like serving as an anchor to

which a pulling line can be attached. Long.
deadmen's graves. Aust. Grave like mounds
in the basalt underlying auriferous gravels.
Fay.
dead-mild steel. Steel containing 0:07 to 0.15

percent carbon. See also wrought iron.
Nelson.

dead pearl. Trade term for pearl with lusterless or dead white appearance. Shipley.
dead plate. a. A nearly horizontal iron plate,
at the mouth of the furnace under a steam
boiler, on which the bituminous coal
charges are laid to be partly coked before
they are pushed upon the grate where their
solid carbon is consumed. The gases evolved

on the dead plate pass over the grate and
are burned. Fay. b. In automatic production, a stationary plate receiving a glass
article awaiting transfer. ASTM C162-66.

deSris dam
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due to the fact that it has been worked

at excessively high temperatures, for example, 1,300° C to 1,350° C. Osborne.
dead-stroke hammer. A power hammer strik-

ing an uncushioned or inelastic

blow.

Standard, 1964.

dead time. In flotation, the interval of time
between initiation of an input and the
start of the resulting response. It may be
qualified as 'effective' if extended to the

start of the build-up time; 'theoretical'

if the dead band is negligible; and 'apparent' if it includes the time spent with an
appreciable dead band. Fuerstenau, p. 545.
dead true. a. A core barrel or drill rod that
does not oscillate or vibrate when rotated
at high speed is said to be dead true. Long.
b. Perfectly straight and centered. Long.
dead water. Standing or still water. Webster
3d.

deadweight. a. The unrelieved weight of any
inert mass; a heavy or oppressive burden.
Webster 3d, b. The weight of a vehicle in
carrier itself as distinguished from carried
or live load. Crispin. c. The difference, in
tons, between a ship's displacement at load

draught and light draught. It comprises
cargo, bunkers, stores, fresh water, etc.
C.T.D.

dead work. a. Work that is not directly pro-

ning and working the coal seam. The aim is

to keep the dead work per yard of face or

ton of coal to the minimum practicable

than actual coal getting and transport.

development of a mine when ro ore is
S. Afr. Necessary work to reach and exploit the valuable
portions of the mine. Shaft sinking, cross-

being raised. Gordon. g.

cutting, driving of levels, etc., belong to
dead work. Beerman.

dead zone. That part of the mined strata

marked degree of sulfate roasting. Pryor, 3.

which has completely settled down after

dead roasting. Sulfide ores are dead roasted
when all the sulfur possible to drive off by
roasting has been eliminated. Weed, 1922.

deaf COW. Term used among British miners

opening of a mine that is of no value for

deaf ore. Derb. Gouge containing small

dead rope. Aust. Same as buffer rope. Fay.
deads. a. Corn. The waste rock, packed in
excavations from which ore or coal has
been extracted. Fay. b. The barren rock
which incloses the ore on every side. The
wall rock. Fay. c. Refuse from a mine not

indicating that the main ore body is not

milling purposes. Waste rock. Fay.

containing ore. Gordon.

,

dead small. N. of Eng. The smallest coal
which passes through thc screening or separating apparatus. Fay.
dead-soft. The state of metal which has been

fully annealed. Light Metal Age, v. 16,
No. 9, October 1958, pp. 17-24.

dead steel. a. Fully killed steel which. sinks
quietly in the ingot mold during solidification. 13. The term is also applied to steel
which fails to respond to heat treatment

struction. Fay. b. A board or plank of
varying dimensions. In Canada, the standard size is 12 feet by 9 inches by 3 inches.

In England, the maximum width is
inches, and the maximum thickness

9
3

inches. Standard, 1964.

deal end. Eng. A plank less than 6 feet long.
Standard, 1964.

dealer. An operator on the stock exchange
who buys and sells on his own account

and who makes his profit from differences

in prices rather than from commissions.
Hoov, p. 281.
dean. Corn. The end of a level. Fay.

debacle. a. A great rush of waters, which
breaking down all opposing barriers, carries
forward the broken fragments of rocks and
spreads them in its course. Fay. b. A break-

ing up of ice in a river. A violent dispersion of disruption. Webster 3d.

ditioned with castor oil and paraffiin before
cascading flotation. Pryor, 3.
debiteuse. A slotted, floating clay block
through which glass issues in the Fourcault
process. ASTM C162-66.

Unfinished work. Fay; B.C.I. b. Unproductive or stone work; the handling of
stone or dirt as a preliminary step to win-

Mason. d. Work done by a contractor not
provided for in his yardage or tonnage
contract rates. Mason. e. Explorotory or
preparatory work, such as cleaning falls of
roof, removing rock, etc., during which
little or no coal is secured. Hudson. f. The

dead rock. The material removed in the

switches, levers, and valves. D.O.T. 1.

deal. a. Plank used in shaft and gallery con-

sary for exploration and future production.

other material which is not directly productive of coalthough it may be neces-

mineral. Fay.
dead reel. A storage reel. Nichols.
dead rent. Of a mineral lease, the rent which
must be paid whether or not minerals are
being extracted. Pryor, 3.
dead riches. Base bullion. Fay.
dead roast. a. A roasting process for complete

not allowing process to proceed to any

it is molded or pressed, manipulating speed

control and automatic clay feed control

De Bavay process. A method of froth flotation invented in 1904 in which a 40-mesh
sand was deslimed, acid washed and con-

dead quartz. Quartz carrying no valuable

Roasting to remove volatiles within specified temperature range. Pryor, 3. c. In
fluidization roasting, restriction of entering
air to permit oxidation of sulfides, while

a machine that removes air bubbles and
excessive moisture prom wet clay before

ductivethe removal of rock, debris, or

figure. See also unproductive development.
Nelson. c. Any kind of miner's work other

elimination of sulfur. ASM Gloss. Also
called sweet roast. Newton, p. 287. b.

extrustion, shredded plastic clay being fed
to the pug, or auger, via a de-airing chamber. Dodd.
de-airing machine operator. One who tends

subsidence. Briggs, p. 61.

for coal altered by an igneous intrusion.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

grains of valuable mineral. Considcred as

debitumenization. Used by Lyell and others

and referring to the removal of volatile
material from coal as a result of heat and

pressure. Obsolete. A.G.I.
Debianchol rotary furnace. A cylindrical refractory-lined shell, provided with a gas
flue leading to a recuperator at one end,

and a fuel and air port at the other. Air
for combustion is preheated in the recuperator, and oil firing is adopted. The fur-

nace may be used for melting gray iron
and nonferrous metals; it is claimed to

have many advantages, including simplic-

ity, low cost, close control and speed of
melting. Osborne.

deblooming. Masking the fluorescence of
mineral oils. Shell Oil Co.

deblooming agents. Mononitronaphthalene

and yellow coal tar dyes are sometimes

used for deblooming. Shell Oil Co.
debris. a. Rock fragments, sand, earth, and
sometimes organic matter, in a heterogene-

ous mass, as at the foot of a cliff. Fay.

b. The silt, sand, and gravel that flow from
hydraulic mines; referred to by miners as
tailings, slums, and sometimes slickens. See

far away. Fay.

also tailings. Fay. c. Any loose material

operation by the application of a partial

floating trash, suspended sediment, or bed
load, moved by a flowing stream; detritus.

de-air. To remove air from ceramic mixtures
during the dry pressing or plastic forming

caused by a shot, fall, smash, explosion,
etc. Mason. d. Any material, including

vacuum. A.I.S.I. No. 24.
de-aired brick. Brick molded or formed from
a mix which has been subjected to a par-

debris bag. A dirt-filled bag used for pack

tial vacuum during the process of manufacture.

,

de-alring. The removal of air from plastic
clay or body, from the moist powder in
dry-pressing, from casting slip, or from
plaster during blending. There are various
devices for submitting these materials to
a partial vactium during their processing.
De-airing is most commonly practiced in

Seelye, 1.

walls and chocks. See also sandbag. Nelson.

debris cone. A fan-shaped deposit of soil,
sand, gravel, and boulders built-up at the
point where a mountain stream meets a
valley, or otherwise where its velocity is
reduced sufficiently to cause such deposits.
See also alluvial cone. Seelye, 1.

debris dam. A dam in a watercourse that
retains sand and gravel. Ham.

debris deposits
debris deposits. Refuse from hydraulic mining operations. Fay.

debris slide. A small, rapid movement of

largely unconsolidated material that slides
or rolls downward to produce an irregular
topography. Leet.

deburring. Removing burrs, sharp edges, or
fins from metal parts by filing, grinding, or
rolling the work in a barrel with abrasives

t>
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which have preceded it. Pryor, 3.

S-e also half-life. L&L.

decay coefficient. In vibration, radioactive
emission or phosphorescence, a coefficient
u3ed in expressing intensity as a function
of time:

I = Ioc"

where I is intensity at time, t, Io is the

original intensity, and C is the decay coefficient. ASM Gloss.

deck. a. One of the separate compartments
or platforms into which a cage is divided
to hold cars. See also multideck cage. Nelson. b. The surface of a concentrating table.
Nelson. c. The refractory top of a car used
in a tunnel kiln or bogie kiln. Dodd.

deck charge. a. A charge which is divided
into several separate components along a

suspended in a suitable liquid medium.

decay constant. The constant ratio of the

ductivity on dilution, due to decreased

to the total number of atoms of the same
kind still intact at the beginning of that

quarry borehole. Compare column charge.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. b. A charge separated by stemming. Carson, p. 320.
decke; decken. See nappe. Mather.
decken structure. A series of great overthrust

decay curve. A graphic presentation of the
manner in which a quantity decays with

decking. a. The operation of changing the

Sometimes called burring. ASM Gloss.
Debye-Huckel theory. Strong electrolytes are
completely dissociated, and increase in conelectrostatic energy acting between the separated ions. Pryor, 3.

decarborane. A solid with a heating value of
28,200 to 29,300 British thermal units per
pound. Bu Mines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 151.
decahydrate. A compound of 10 molecules
of water. Webster 3d.

decal. See decalcomania. Enam. Dia.
decalcomania; decal. Picture or design on
glass, ceramic ware, or enamel surfaces
produced by transferring from specially
prepared paper. Enam.

number of radioactive atoms disintegrating
in any specified short unit interval of time
interval. Webster 3d.

time or, rarely, with distance through matter; usually refers to radioactive decay or
decay of electrical and acoustical signals.
ASM Gloss.
decay distance. The distance between an area
of wave generation and a point of passage
of the resulting waves outside the area. Hy.
decay heat. The heat produced by the decay
of radioactive nuclides. L&L.

iron on the heating (superheating) of iron
or steel, revealed by the darkening of the

decay period. Reciprocal of decay coefficient.
ASM Gloss.
Deccan basalt; Deccan trap. A fine-grained,
nonporphyritic, thoktiitic bvaltic lava, cov-

in temperature caused by the fast absorption of the latent heat of transformation.

India and consisting essentially of labra-

decalescence. A phenomenon, associated with
the transformation of alpha iron to gamma
metal surface owing to the sudden decrease

ASM Gloss.
decalescence point. See critical point. Pryor, 3.

decantation. The settlement of a solid from
a liquid. The principle is used in ore concentration and in coal-washing plants. See
also countercurrent decantation. Nelson.

decanter. a. A vessel used to decant or to
receive decanted liquids. Webster 3d. b. An

apparatus for sorting and classifying tailings from gold-washing operations. Fay.
decanting. In a compressed air caisson where
air-lock space is very limited, decanting is
the sequence of locking men through in
10 to 15 minutes from pressures higher
than 18 pounds per square inch. Immedi-

ately following, the men enter a larger
man lock specially designed for recompressing them to full working pressure and

then decompressing at the correct rate,

which varies from I to 5 minutes for each

pound per square inch pressure

above

atmosphere. See also caisson disease. Ham.
decarbonization. Surface decarbonization on

an enameling iron is the reaction taking
place which converts the exposed carbon
into carbon dioxide (gas) during the an-

nealing process. Hansen.
decarbonize. To remove carbon by chemical
reaction genrally with oxygen. Mersereau,
4th, p.
decarburization. The loss of carbon from the

surface of a ferrous alloy as a result of
heating in a medium that reacts with the

carbon at the surface. ASM Gloss.
decauville. A French name for an automatic

or balanced inclined tramway. Hess.
decay; a. The general disaggregation of rocks;
it includes the effects of both the chemical
and mechanical agents of weathering with,
,

however, a stress on the chemical effects.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b. The process

ering an area of about 200,000 square
miles in the Deccan region of southeast
dorite, clinopyroxene, and iron ore. Olivine
is generally absent, or is present in a minor
amount, usually near the bottom of flows.

Corresponds to the plateau basalt of the
Pacific Northwest and the Thulean province of western Scotland, northeast Ireland, and Iceland. A.G.I.
dechenite. Natural lead metavanadate,
(V03)3; molecular weight 405.11; yellow
to red; specific gravity 5.6 to 5.8; hardness
3 to 4. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Dechenne process. A method of removing

pipe and impurities from steel intended
for making tires and hoops. The anvil of

the forge hammer or press is provided with
a hemispherical hollow of suitable size; the
ingot, large enough for one disc, is placed
on it upside-down. The ingot is then flattened down to approximately the thickness

of the tire to be made, and the piped and
segregated metal is forced into the hollow
of the anvil. The disc is then placed on
a ring support, and the center is punched
out, the piped and segregated metal being
removed at the same time. Osborne.

decibar. The pressure exerted per square
centimeter by a column of sea water 1
meter tall is approximately 1 decibar. The
depth in meters and the pressuic in deci-

bars, therefore, are expressed by nearly

the same numerical value. Hy.
decibel. The unit for measuring sound intensity. Named in honor of Alexander Graham

Bell (1847-1922). When sound or noise

is created it gives off energy which is measured in decibels. Crispin.
decinormal solution. A solution used for titration which contains one-tenth gram equiva-

lent per liter:
Pryor, 3.
10
decision function. Rule made to control a
.

humus. Tomkeieff, 1954. c. The spontaneous radioactive transformation of one nu-

specific sampling investigation, which defines the point ,at which no further observations are to be made, and the nature of

different energy state of the same nuclide.
Every decay procesi has a definite half-life.

cessive decision function depends on those

of transformation of plant material into

clide into a different nuclide 'or into a

the decision which is to be agreed. In a
series of sampling operations each suc-

folds with nearly parallel and horizontal
axial planes. Fay.

tubs on a cage at top and bottom of a

shaft. Also called caging. Fay. b. Separating charges of explosives by inert material
which prevents passing of concussion, and
placing a primer in each charge. Nichols.
c. The multiple layer loading of ware for
firing. ASTM C286-65.
decking level. The level at which a cage
comes to rest at the pithead and pit bottom
for unloading and loading mine cars. The
distance from the upper to the lower decking level is the winding depth. Nelson.
deck load. A charge of dynamite spaced well
apart in a borehole, and fired by separate
primers or by a detonating cord. Nichols.
deck loading; spaced loading. A method of
loading quarry blastholes in which the explosive charges in each hole are separated
by lengths of stemming. This method enables the explosive to be distributed accord-

ing to the hardness of the beds. Usually
adopted in wellhole blasts. Nelson.

deck molding. Trimming made to match
cresting or ridging, on clay-tiled roofs and
used for the purpose of covering the planes
of a roof which has a flat deck. Fay.
deck screens. Two or more screens, usually

of the vibrating type, placed one above
the other for successive processing of the
same run of material. Nichols.

declaratory statement. In practical mining
operations, a term applied to the statutory
certificate of location, and a certificate or

statement of the location, containing a
description of the mining claim, verified

by the oath of the locator, performing,

when recorded, a permanent function. It is
the beginning of the locator's paper title,
is the first muniment of such title, and is
constructive notice to all the world. Ricketts, I.
declared efficiency. The efficiency assigned by
the maker under certain specified conditions. Nelson.

declination. a. The angle which the magnetic
needle makes with the geographic meridian.
It is said to be east or west, depending on

which way the north end of the needle

points, east or west of the geographic meridian. Fay. b. Angular elevation of a star
above celestial equator when truly north
of observer. Pryor, 3. c. Angular deviation
of magnetic compass from true North, observed in conditions where no local devi-

ation affects it. Pryor, 3. d. The angular

change in the course of a borehole induced
by deflection techniques, usually expressed
in degrees. Long. e. Sometimes a synonym
for inclination. See also inclination. Long.

declination maps. Maps on which isogonic
lines are shown. Mason, V. 2, p. 719.
'declining conveyor. A conveyor transporting
downs, slope. See also retarding conveyor.

can be avoided by limiting the time spent

ASA MH4.1-1958.

dedinometer. An instrument, often self-registering, for measuring or recording the declination of the magnetic needle. Standard,
1964.

decollement. The independent disruption, by
folding or faulting, of sedimentary beds by
sliding over the underlying rocks. A.G.I.
decollement structure. A term borrowed from

structural geology and applied to folded
strata that have slid over underlying, generally undisturbed beds. Pettijohn.

decolorizers. a. Materials added for the express purpose of improving the appearance
oi ti,e glass by hiding the yellow-green
color due to iron impurities. Actually they
increase the total absorption of light by
the glass and cannot be satisfactorily employed if more than a certain amount of
iron is present. C.T.D. b. Materials added
to clays or ceramic mixes to improve the
fired color, (that is, lime or magnesia will
neutralize part of the color of iron com-

pounds, if sulfur fumes are absent). Bureau
of Mines Staff.
decolorizing. The process of producing a colorless appearance in glass. ASTM C162-66.
decolorizing agents. Charcoals blacks, clays,
earths, or other materials of highly adsorb-

ent character that are used to remove undesirable color. CCD 6d, 1961.
decompose. a. To resolve or to separate into
constituent parts or elements, as by means
of chemical agents or by natural decay.

Especially, to cause to decay or to rot.
Standard, 1964. b. To become separated
into elements; hence, to putrefy; to decay;

to rot. Standard, 1964.
decomposed. Rock or ore altered and leached
by air and water. Weed, 1922.
decomposing furnace. A furnace used in the
conversion of common salt into sulfate of
soda, aided by the action of sulfuric acid.
Fay.
decomposition. The breaking down of min-

erals by themselves or in rocks through
chemical

processes,

deep level
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usually

related to

weathering. A.G.I.
decomposition potential. The minimum potential difference necessary to decompose
the electrolyte of a cell. ASM Gloss.
decomposition value. Minimum voltage at
which continuous electric current flows
through an electrolytic solution of normal
strength. Pryor, 3.
decompression. The process of reducing high

underwater and by controlling the

time

taken to ascend. McAdam, p. 163.
decontamination. The removal of radioactive
contaminants from surfaces, as by cleaning
and washing with chemicals. L&L.
decorated. Adorned, embellished, or made
more attractive by means of color or surface detail. ASTM C242-60T.
decorating tiring. The process of firing pottery ware after the application of colored
or metallic decoration; the temperature is

usually i00° to 800° C and this fixes the
decoration and makes it durable. See also

enamel firing. Dodd.
decoration. The process of firing in which the
burning fuel is supplied with sufficient oxygen to assume complete oxidation. ACSG,
1963.
decoration, underglaze. A ceramic decoration

gen when it is subjected to greater pressures than the normal atmospheric .pressure, and the deeper a man dives, and the
longer he stays underwater, the greater
becomes this abnormal charge of excess
nitrogen in the blood and body tissues.
On ascending towards the surface, the reduction in 'pressure causes the release of

bubbles of nitrogen, and, if the nitrogen is
released too quickly, it gives rise to pains
in the joints and muscles of the arms and
legs, called diver's bends. In more severe
cases, the bubbles may collect in the spinal

cord and produce diver's palsy; while in
acute cues, the nitrogen may accmulate
in the heart and cause death. This illness

deeds. N. of Eng. Debris or waste thrown
upon the spoil bank (dump). A variation
of deads. Fay.

de-electronation. Oxidation, by removal of
electron ( s ) during chemical reaction.
Pryor, 3.

de-enameling. The removal of porcelain
enamel from the base metal. ASTM
C286-65.

b. Workings below the level of the pit bottom or main levels extending therefrom.

ously glazed surface of ceramic ware.

ASTM C242-60T.
decorative stone. a. A stone used as architectural trimmings in columns, fireplaces, and
store fronts. It may sometimes be set as in
silver, or gold-filled jewelry, but then usually as curio stones, for example, mAlachite
and marble. Shipley. b. A term sometimes

used alternately with ornamental stone.
Shipley.

decoupling. A method for decreasing the
seismic effect of an undergrot:nd explosion.

The method involves the firing of the explosive in the center of an underground
cavity so that the surrounding earth is not
in close proximity to the explosive. L&L.
decrepitate. a. To roast or calcine (as salt)
so as to cause crackling or until crackling
stops. Webster 3d. b. A mineral is said to
decrepitate when it flies to pieces on being
heated. Hess.

decrepitation. a. The breaking up with a
crackling noise of maulsl substances when

exposed to heat, as when rock salt is
thrown upon the fire. Fay. b. Method of
differential disintegration of closely sized

mineral, part of which explodes and is

deccmpression illness. A condition among

from deep dives. The blood absorbs nitro-

rather low pressures. A.G.I.
dedusting. A cleaning process in which dust
and other fine impurities are removed.
Dedusting is accomplished both by pneumatic means and by screening, either wet
or dry. Also known as aspirating. Mitchell,
p. 716-717.

and matured with the glaze. ASTM C24260T.
decoration, overglaze. A ceramic or metallic
decoration applied and fired on the previ-

plied on the surfaze of an unfired glaze

setting. Pryor, 3.
decussate texture. A texture in which the axes
of contiguous crystals lie in diverse direc-

that is caused by ascending too quickly

takes place by contact metamorphism at

de-energize. To disconnect any circuit or device from the source of power. NCB.
deep. a. Corn. The lower portion of a

separable by finer screening. Pryor, 3. c.
Obsolete method of tunnelling, caded fire

underwater workers and mine rescue teams

marble or predazzite. Presumably this

applied directly on the surface of ceramic
ware and subsequently covered with a
transparent glaze. ASTM C242-60T.
decoration, inglaze. A ceramic decoration ap-

air pressure gradually enough so as not
to injure men who have been working in it.
Nichols.

b. The dissociation of dolomite to form
calcite and periclase, the latter usually
hydrating to form brucite, as in brucite

tions. This crisscross structure is moq

noticeable in rocks composed dominantly of

minerals having a columnar habit. A.G.I.
Dednox. Trademark for asphalt-gilsonite rail-

road protective coatings. CCD 6d, 1961.
dedolomitization. a. The recrystallization of
a dolomite or a dolomitic limestone consequent on contact metaMorphism; essentially involving the breaking down of the
dolomite into its two components, CaCOs
and MgCO3. The former merely recrystallizes into a coarse calcite mosaic but the
laiter breaks down further into i4g0 and
CO,. The MO' may occur in the rock as
periclase, much more commonly as brucite,

and when in the presence of silica, magnesium silicates such as forsterite are

fogmed. See also forsterite marble. C.M.D.

41.13

vein; used in the phrase "to the deep,"
that is, downward upon the vein. Fay.

Fay. c. Forest of Dean; Lanc. A vein,
seam mine, or bed of coal or ironstone.
Fay.d. Term used to designate ocean bottom depressions of great depth, usually

deeper than 6,000 meters. Hy.
deep cell count. A method for examining the
mineral particle content of drilling water.

In this method, a glass cell is filled with
the water, a little acid is added, and the
sample placed under a microscope. Dark
ground illumination is used which shows
up the suspended particles. The number of
these is counted, and this number, multi-

plied by a factor, gives the number of

particles per cubic centimeter. Higham, p.
257.

deep coaL Eng. Coal seams lying at a depth
of 1,800 feet or more below the surface.
Fay.
deep compaction. Vibroflotation sand piling,
or similar compaction method adopted for
consolidating granular soils such as sand
and gravel. Ham.

deep cut. Alternative name for cut

glass.

Dodd.

deep drawing. The process of cold working
or drawing sheet of strip metal by means
of dies into shapes involving considerable
plastic distortion of the metal; e.g., automobile mudguards, electrical fittings, etc.
C.T.D.

deep etching. Severe etching of a metallic
surface for examination at a magnification
of 10 diameters or less to reveal gross fea-

tures, such as segregation, cracks, porosity,
or grain flow. ASM Gloss.
deep hole. a. According to diamond drillers,

a term currently understood to apply to
boreholes 3,000 feet or more in depth.
Long. b. In petroleum drilling, a borehole

over 8,000 feet deep. Long.
deep-hole blasting. Blasting a quarry or opencast face by using small- or medium-diam-

eter holes drilled from top to bottom of
the face. Nelson.

deep lead (pronounced as the verb to lead).
Alluvial deposit of gold or tin stone buried

below a considerable thickness of soil or
rock. Fay.

,

deep level. a. Trans. The first mining prop-

erties developed from the surface were
estopped from trespassing beyond their side

-
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deflection angle

lines projected downward. The next mine
on the dip of the lode became known as
the "deep-level" mine or "deep." Fay. b.
S. Afr, The distinction of deep level and

deep unmanned submersibles. A jet-propelled
submersible designed to follow a prescribed

deflagration. a. An explosive combustion re-

changed with the times. Ultradeep is now
a mining level at a vertical depth of 9,000
feet and over. Beerman.

deep water. Water of a depth exceeding one-

deep level

ultradeep level is a vague one, and has

deep mining. The exploitation of coal or

mineral deposits at depths exceeding about
3,000 feet. It would appear that the deepest coal mine in the world is the Rieu du

Coeur colliery at Quaregnon, Belgium
(4,462 feet) with a rock temperature of

1 26° F, and it is planned to go even lower

to 4,650 feet. The deepest gold mine is

understood to be the Western Deep Level
in the Republic of South Africa at 10,200
feet, See also two-stage hoisting. Nelson.
deep penetration electrode. This is used for
the arc welding of heavy steel components.
It is economical of weld metal, quick in

action and it reduces the need for accurate edge preparation. See also welding.

underwater path for collecting oceanographic information or for mapping sea
bottoms. Abbreviation, dums. Hy.

half the length of the waves concerned.
Schieferdecker-

Standard, 1964.

action that moves through a mixture of
reactants at a speed less than that of sound

in the mixture; when unconfined, a de-

flagration may or may not produce significant overpressure. Bureau of Mines Stall.
b. The process of deflagrating; specifically,

deep well. A borehole put down through an
upper impervious bed into a lower pervious
one, from which a supply of water is obtained. Nelson.
deep-well pump. a. Any kind of pump delivering from a well, shaft, or borehole. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 4. b. An electrically driven
pump located at the low point in the mine

a chemical reaction producing vigorous

the surface. ASA C42.85, 1956. c. Consists

deflation. Removal of loose material by the
wind, leaving the rocks bare to the continuous attack of the weather. Webster 2d.
deflect. To intentionally change the course

to discharge the water accumulation to

of a series of centrifugal pump impellers
mounted on a single rotating shaft. The
casings are termed bowls and the impellers
are of the axial or mixed-flow type. Available

in capacities ranging from 25 to

10,000 gallons per minute. It can be used
in wells from 25 to 800 feet in depth and
from 6 to 24 inches in diameter. Carson,

evolution of heat and sparks or flame and

moving through the material, as blackpowder or smokeless powder, at a speed
less than that of sounddistinguished from
detonation. Webster 3d. c. To burn with
sudden and startling combustion. Describes
explosion of blackpowder, in contrast with
more rapid detonation of dynamite. Nichols.

of a borehole at a point some distance
below the collar. Also called wedge; wedge
off. Long.

p. 208.

deflected. A borehole, the course of which
has intentionally or unintentionally been
changed at some point below the collar.

deep scattering layer. Applied to widespread

from the motor head on the surface by

deflecting. The act or process of intentionally
or unintentionally changing the course of
a borehole at a point some distance below

vertically directed sound as in echo depth

sections, each usually 10 feet long. The
line shafting from the motor to the im-

Ham.
deep placers. Sandy or gravelly beds or bottoms of ancient streams long since covered
over by lava. Ricketts, p. 144.
deep sand. An oil sand which is located below
2,500 feet beneath the surface. Shell Oil Co.

deep-well turbines. This is a simple type of
vertical centrifugal pump having one or
more stages or bowls which are supported
means of screwed or flanged column pipe

strata in the ocean that scatter or return
sounding. These layers, which are evi-

dently of biological origin, are located at
depths ranging from 150 to 200 fathoms
during the day with most of them migrating to or near the surface during the night.
Abbreviation, dsl. Hy.

deep sea. Usually means the sea beyond the
continental shelf; particularly as deep-sea
floor. Challinor.

Deep-Sea System. See Benthic Division. Hy.
deep-seated rocks. See intrusive rocks.
deep-sealed vein zone deposits. It is estimated
that these deposits were formed at depths
of 12,000 feet or more beneath the earth's
surface and under conditions of temperature ranging from 300° to 5 75° C. The
deposits are commonly tubular or veinlike

in form, though some are irregular in

pellers is sectional to correspond with the
column section, and may operate in a sectional extra-heavy enclosing tube if oil is
used as a lubricant, or may be exposed to

the water when the pump is built to be
water-lubricated. Pit and Quarry, 53rd,

drillers as a synonym for deflecting wedge.

of

lift. Spalding.
deep workings. Workings on the lower .side

course. All such devices are basically long,

ing from depths below 5,000 feet in one

of a level in an inclined seam. See also
dip workings. Nelson.

in which a specified number of years elapses

defect. A condition that impairs the usefulness of an object or of a part. ASM Gloss.
deferred annuity. A special form of annuity

feet). Schieferdecker.

before the annuity begins. Lewis, p. 370.
deficient coal. Ark. Coal more difficult to
mine than the standard, and for which the

crush along the rib side and also accommo-

deficient place. Aust. A working place in

veying it to the surface. See also self-stow-

and for which they are given extra pay.

deep sinker. Aust. A tall drinking glass;
also the drink it contains, so called in
fanciful allusion to the shaft of a mine.
Fay.
deep underwater nuclear counter. An ultrasensitive radiation measuring device for
analyzing the sea's naturally occurring

radioactive sources. Consists of a radiation
detector contained in a pressure-tight sea
probe which is lowered on a cable over the
side of ship. Abbreviation, dunc. Hy.

Long.

deflecting wedge. A class of devices intention.

deep-sea terrace. The benchlike feature bordering an elevation of the deep-sea floor
at depths greater than 300 fathoms. (1,800

ing gate. Nelson.

deflecting plug. a. Synonym for base plug.
Long. b. Sometimes used by petroleum

be used. See also winding. Nelson. b. Hoist-

to flow. Hess.
Deerparkian. Middle Lower Devonian. A.G.I.
Supp.

dates dirt from the gate instead of con-

oven. Dodd.

shafts deeper than about 5,000 feet (gold
and metal mining), two-stage hoisting may

and over (coal mining). In the case

Appalachian Mountains; the copper-tourmaline veins in various parts of the world;
and the silver-lead-zinc deposits in British

deepside. The working of 5 to 1 0 yards of
the coal seam on the dip side of an advance gate. It gives some protection from

block is uppermost and this deflects or

spreads the stream of descending coal so
that it comes to rest more uniformly in the

deflecting core. The core removed from a deflected borehole. Long.

deerhorns. Tubing-head fittings that help to
bring a well under control when it starts

Columbia. Lewis, p. 274.

the collar. Long.

deflecting block; spreader block. A block of
refractory material, triangular in cross section, that is built into a coke oven below
a charging hole; .the sharp edge of the

Sec. E, pp. 92-93.
deep winding; deep hoisting. a. Broadly, shaft
winding from depths of about 3,000 feet

shape. Examples of this type are found in
the tin deposits of Cornwall, England, and
in Bolivia ; the gold quartz veins of the

Long.

miners are paid an extra price. Fay.

which men cannot make fair average wages,
Fay.

definite proportions law. A chemical compound always contains the same elements
in the same proportions by weight. Compare Dalton's law. Liddell 2d, p. 239.
deflagrate. To burn; burst into flame; specifically, to burn rapidly with a sudden
evolution of flame and vapor, as a mixture
of charcoal and niter thrown into a redhot crucible. Fay.

dellagrating mixture. An explosively combustible mixture, as one containing niter.
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ally placed in a borehole to change

its

tapered, concave metal plugs which can
be set at a predetermined point and bearing in a borehole to deflect or change its
course. Also called correcting wedge; de-

flecting plug; deflection wedge; Hall-Rowe
wedge; spade-end wedge ; Thompson wedge.
Long.

deflection. A change in the intended course
of a borehole produced intentionally or
unintentionally by various conditions encountered in the drill hole or by the operational characteristics of the drilling equip.
ment used. Also called deviation. Long.
deflection angle. a. The angular change in
the course of a borehole produced accidentally or intentionally. Long. b. In railroad surveying, the angle formed at any
point of a curve between the tangent and
a chord of 100 feet, and is, therefore, onehalf the degree of curve. Fay. c. In survey
traverse, the angle between the extension

of the line jutt completed and the next

one. Pryor, 3. d. An angle which x survey

line makes with the preceding line produced beyond the station occupied, and
differs from the included angle by 180°.
Mason V. 2, p. 745. e. In surveying, the
angle getween one survey line and the Pro-

longation of another survey line which

meets it. See also intersection angle. C.T.D.
f. Horizontal angle measured from the for-

ward prolongation of the preceding line,
right or left, to the following line. See lye, 2.

nose type, used to drill down past the

deflecting wedge when deflecting a borehole. Long.
deflection dial. The load indicating gage on
a penetrometer, which is a soil-testing device used to determine some of the load-

bearing characteristics of silt and sandy
soils. See also cone penetrator. Long.

deflection of plumbhne. The angle between
the actual direction of the plumbline and

decker.
paths. Schiefer.

deflection wedge. A wedge-shaped tool inserted in a borehole to direct the bit along
a prescribed course. Also called whipstock
(undesirable usage). B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.
3. Synonym for deflecting wedge. Long

deflectometer. An instrument for gaging any
deflections of a structure. Ham.
deflector. A device across the path of a conveyor placed at the correct angle to deflect

sol-gel transformation
known as thixotropy. Bran tly, 1.
defluorinated stone. China stone from Cornwall, England, from which the small
amount of fluoride present has been removed by flotation. Dodd.
defoaming. Eliminating foam. ASM Gloss.

deformation. Change in the form or in the
dimensions of a body produced by stress.
Elongation is often used for tensile strain,
compression or shortening for compressive
strain, and detrusion for shear strain. Elastic deformation is such deformation as dis-

appears on removal of stress; permanent

objects or discharge bulk material.

zontal and inclined in the direction of
airflow. Nelson.

deflector-wedge ring. An annular steel ring
attached to the upper end of a deflecting
wedge, having a slightly smaller diameter

deformation is such deformation as remains
on removal of stress. Compare set. See also
strain. Ro.

deformation bands. Parts of a crystal which
have rotated differently during deformation to produce bands of varied orientation
within individual grains. ASM Gloss.

deformation eutectic. The composition within
a system of two or more components which,
on heating under specified conditions, de-

velops sufficient liquid to cause deformation at the minimum temperature. ACSG,

than that of the borehole in which the

wedge is inserted, serving as a stabilizing
ring to hold and center the wedge in the
borehole. Also called rose ring. Long.

1963.

deformation of rocks. a. Restrictedly, the

distortion of rock masses by pressure, evidenced by foliation, mutual indentation of
pebbles in ccnglomerate, distortions of fossils, stylolites, etc. Standard, 1964. b. Any
change in the original shape of rock masses.
Folding and faulting are common modes
of deformation. Fay.

dellocculant. a. Any organic or inorganic ma-

terial which is used as an electrolyte to
disperse nonmetallic or metallic particles
in a liquid, (that is, basic materials such

as calgonate, sodium silicate, soda ash, etc.,
are used as deflocculants in clay slips).
Bureau of Mines Staff. b. A basic material,

such as sodium carbonate or sodium silicate, used to deflocculate. ACSG.

dellocculate. a. To disperse a clay suspension
so that it has little tendency to settle and

has a low viscosity, together with a lowwater content. ACSG, 1963. b. The dispersal of nonmetallic particles in a liquid
to form a suspension that has little tendency to settle. Bureau of Mines Staff.
c. To break up from a flocculated state;
to convert into very fine particles. Synonym for peptize.

deflocculathig. a. The thinning of the con-

sistency of a slip by adding a suitable elec-

trolyte. ASTM C 286-65. b. The process
of making clay slips or suspension using
electrolytes or deflocculants. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
dellocculatkag sweat; &dot:calm* dispenbur
agent. An agent that prevents fine soil particles or clay particles in suspension from
coalescing to form flocs. ASCE P1826.
deflocculation. A state of colloidal suspension
in which the individual particles are separate from one another, this condition being

maintained by the attraction of the particles for the dispersing medium (for example, hydration) or by the assumption

deformeter. An instrument used in scale

reversible gel-sol,

Also called a plow. ASA MH4.1-1958.

deflector sheet. A sheet of brattice or other
material erected in a roadway or face to
remove a firedamp layer. It is usually set
at an angle of about 450 from the hori-

late a gel to such an extent that it loses its
gel strength entirely, thus becoming a
Newtonian fluid, in which case it is known
as a sol. The relative contribution of hydration and electrostatic repulsion to the deflocculation of a suspension accounts in
large measure for the wide variation in
viscosities and gel strengths of suspensions
partially flocculated by different means;
drilling fluid by cement on one hand, and
by salt water on the other. Some suspensions can be deflocculated repeatedly by
mechanical agitation alone, thus giving a

represents the figure of the earth. Some-

fraction T-X graph separating two segments that correspond to different wave

between its crystal faces may differ widely

as for example, a partial flocculation of

that of the normal to the spheroid tnac

deflection point. Point of deflection on a re-

of like electrical charges by the particles,
thus resulting in their mutual repulsion,

or both. It is generally possible to defloccu-

deflection bit. A taper bit, generally a bull-

times called station error. See lye, 2.
deflection plug. Synonym for base plug. Long.

degrading stream
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deflection angle

deformation point. a. The temperature observed during the measurement of expansivity by the interferometer method at
which viscous flow exactly counteracts
thermal expansion. The deformation point

generally corresponds to a 'viscosity in the
range from 1011 to 10 poise:. ASTM
C 162-66. b. The temperature at which a
nonmetallic material melts and deforms.

See also fusion point. Bureau of Mines Staff .

deformation temperature. The temperature

at which, when a ceramic material

is

heated under specified conditions, the rate
of subsidence becomes equal to the rate of
thermal expansion. With glass, this temperature corresponds to a viscosity of 10"
to 10" poises. Dodd.
deformed bar. Reinforcing steel bar having
recurrent deformation with the object of
increasing the bond strength. Taylor.
deformed croadieddlmg. Croubedding with
foresets overturned or buckled in the downcurrent direction usually prior to deposidon of the overlying bed. Foreset dip angle
may also be altered by subsequent tectonic
.

folding. Petlijohn .

deformed crystal. A crystal bent or twisted
out of its normal shape, so that the angles

from those on the regular form. See also
distorted crystal. Shipley.

model analyses of a structure. The method

derives from research by Professor A. J.
Sutton Pippard, F.R.S., in Great Britain,
and from similar research in the United
States. Ham.
defrother. An agent, for example, butanol,
that destroys or inhibits froth. Pryor, 3.

deg Abbreviation for degree. Abbreviated °
when denoting measurement with temperature scales. BuMin Style Guide, p. 59.
degasification. Progressive loss of gases in a

substance leading to the formation of a

more condensed product. Applied primarily
to the formation of solid bitumens from

liquid bitumens, but also used in connection with caol formation. Tomkeieff, 1954.
degasifier. A substance that can be added to
molten metal to remove soluble gases
which might otherwise be occluded or entrapped in the metal during sofildification.
ASM Gloss.
degassing. a. Removing gases from liquids or
solids. ASM Gloss. b. In pyrometallurgy,
addition of deoxidants (phosphorus, aluminum, silicon, etc.) to remove hydrogen
from molten metals before casting. Pryor, 3.

degassing equipment. a. The equipment for
extracting the gas from an oil well drilling
fluid. The presence of gas reduces the density of the fluid. Nelson. b. The pumps and
equipment used in firedamp drainage.
Nelson.

degaussing. Method of demagnetization in
which substance is passed through a coil
which carries alternating current of progressively diminishing strength. Pryor, 3.

&goat*. The preliminary low temperature
(800° to 900° C) firing of feldspathic

porcelain, as practiced in Europe; the second (gloat) firing is at approximately
1,400° C. (French word meaning warming

as distinct from the high temperature,

grand feu, gloat firing.) Dodd.
degradation. a. The exceogive crushing of coal

during cutting, loading, and transporta-

tion. All face machines cause degradation,
and this has become a problem at collieries
where the market calls for the larger sizes.

The degradation of a coking coal is of

lesser importance. See also fragmentation.
Nelson. b. Breakage of coal incidental to
mining, handling, transport, or storage.
B.S. 3323, 1960. c. The general lowering
of the surface of the land by erosion processes, especially by the removal of material
through erosion and transportation by
flowing water. Fay.

degradation scrum. Screens used for removing the small sizes caused by breakage in
handling from sized coal just before it is
loaded for shipment. Degradation screening is necessary usually where a sized coal
is picked, mechanically cleaned, stored,

conveyed, or otherwise handled so that
breakage occurs after it is sized on the

main screens. This applies particularly to
domestic coal, which should reach the con-

sumer in as attractive a condition as possible. Mitchell, p. 818. -

degrade. To wear or scour by erosion. Webster 3d.

degraded late. Iuite that has lost much of
its potassium as the result of prolonged
leaching. A.G.I. Suns.

degrading aims. See corrading stream.

degradinite
degradhiite. In 1955, K. Asai proposed to the
Nomenclature Subcommittee of the Inter-

national Committee for Coal Petrology
that this term should be accepted to describe the most common constituent of the

Tertiary coals of Japan. Degradinite re-

sembles vitrinite and has no definite form.
It forms the groundmaaa of the hydrite of
Japanese Tertiary coals and encloses exinite, resinite, and sclerotinite. Micrinite,
fusinite, and semifusinite are less commonly
associated with it. IHCP, 1963, part I.
degraissant. See grit. ACSG, 1963.
degras. The grease obtained in scouring wool.
Used to increase the visccosity of lubricants,
and also in belt dressings. Crss Pin.

degreasing. Removal of oil and grease films
from metal surfaces before electroplating,
galvanizing or enameling. Pryor, 3.
degreasing machine. An electrically driven
machine including high-pressure pump and
special cleaning solution for removing
grease and oil from underground mine machines as a prevention of mine fires. ASA
C42.85:1956.
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degree of locking of a mineral is the percentage occurring in locked particles in
relation to the total occurring in the free
and locked forms. Gaudin, p.70.
degree of packing. Of an explosive, the load-

bined. ACSG, 1963.
dehydrator; dryer. A device or material which

per cubic decimeter. The degree of packing defined in this way is 6 percent greater

dehydroabletylamlne. This material is used

which is always known. Its unit is kilogram

than the density of the explosive in the
drill hole. Langelors, p. 110.

degree of saturation. a. The percentage of

the volume of water-filled voids to the total
volume of voids in a soil. Nelson. b. Ration

of weights of water vapor in air at given

conditions and at saturation, with temperature constant. Specific humidities are usually employed. Measured in percent. Hartman, P. 8. c. See percent saturation. ASCE
P1826.

degree of sensitivity. See remolding index.
ASCE P1826.
degree of size reduction. Ratio of the surface
areas of the broken or crushed material to
those of the feed material. B.S. 3552, 1962.

degree of sorting. The measeure for the

Standard, 1964. b. A 360th part of the
circumference of a circle; the principal

dtgree rule. Synonym for clinometer rule.

unit of measure for arcs and angles. Webster 3d.

degreeday. The product of I day and the
number of °F the daily mean temperature
is below 65° F. Thus on a day when the
mean temperature is 40° F, there are 25
degree-days. The degree-day unit is used
in eliminating the weather variable in determining heating load efficiency and in
predicting fuel consumption. Strock, 10.
degree-hour. The product of 1 hour and
( usually)

the number of °F the hourly

mean temperature is above a base point,
usually 85° F. Thus, in an {tour when; the

temperature is 92° F, theie is / degree-

hours on an 85° F base. The degree-hour
is used in measuring, roughly, the cooling
load in summer for cases where process
heat, heat from human beings, and humidity are relatively unimportant as compared
with dry-bulb temperature. Strock, 10.

degree of compaction. The degree of compaction of a soil sample. Ham.

degree of cossolidatioo; percent at consolidation. The ratio, expressed as a percentage, of the amount of consolidation at a
given time within a soil must to the total
amount of consolidation obtainable under
a given stress condition. ASCE P1826.
degree of curve. The number of degues at
the center of a circle subtended by a chord
of 100 feet. Occasionally, in highway surveying, it is defined as the central angle
subtended by an arc of 100 feet. Salo, 2.
degree of freedom. a. A possibility of motion
or change in any determining element of
position. No rigid body can possess any
more than six degrees of freedom. Standard, 1964. b. In any system, the number
of variables, such as temperature pressure,
concentration, etc., which can bis changed
independently without destroying any of
the phases. Standard, 1964.

degree of liberadoo. In mineral dreuing, the
degree of liberation of a certain mineral
or phase is the percentage of that mineral
or phase occurring as free particles in relation to the total of that mineral occurring
in the free and locked forms. Goodin, P. 70.

degree of lockke. In mineral dressing, the

drying. Pryor, 3. b. The removal of water,
as from fines in wet separation methods.
See also centrifuge. Nelson. c. Removal of
moisture, whether free or chemically com-

ing weight per unit of nominal volume,

degree. o. A unit space or a unit division
marked on various instruments, as thermometers and astronomical instruments.

delay cap; delay detonator

spread of grain-size distribution. Schielerdecker.

Long.

degrees Kelvin. Absolute temperature on the
centigrade scale, or degrees C plus 273.16.
Strock, 10.

degrees Rankine. Absolute temperature on
the Fahrenheit scale, or degrees F plus
459.6. Strock, 10.
Mhos filter. Plate-and-frame type of pressure
filter. Pryor, 3.
Dehottay process. A variation of the freezing

method of shaft sinking, in which liquid
carbon dioxide is pumped into the ground
instead of brine. See also Oetling freezing
method. Nelson.
dehrnite. A hydrous phosphate of calcium,
sodium, and potassium; hexagonal; crystalline crusts and minute crystals; grayish- to
greenish-white. The mineral from Dehrn,
Nassau, Germany is richer in sodium, conforming nearly to the formula 7CaO.Na80.213203.H:0, whereas the mineral found

near Fairfield, Utah is described as 14Ca0.2 ( Na,K )10.4P20..3 (1120,C01). See alto
soda-dehrnite. English.

dehumidification. The process of removing
moisture from mine air so as to increase
its cooling capacity-an important factor
in environmental health and comfort in

deep mining. See also dry kata cooling
power ; effective temperature. Nelson.

dehemidified air. Air dried artificially by
compression and re-expansion to increase
its cooling power in ventilating hot mines.
C.T.D.
dehydrate. To render free from water. Webster 3d.

dehydrated. Freed from water or lacking
water. 44STlif STP No. 148-D.

dehydrated stone. One from which the normal water content has been evaporated,
usually by natural processes. Shielay.

dehydrated tar. Brown, thick liquid. Used in
waterproofing. Bennett 2d, 1962.

dehydratioo

plieNg

spinster. In petroleum

production, one who removes water and

other impurities from natural gas in an
automatically controlled treating plant.
Also called gas dehydration plant attend-

ant. D.O.T. I.

a. Removal of 1180 from meleedettalraticorpound by heat or chemical action;

will remove
Strock, 10.

water from a

substance.

to stabilize the viscosity of ceramic inks. Lee.

dehydrogenation. The removal of hydrogen
from a chemical compound. Shell Oil Co.
dell. Scot. A tool for unscrewing broken rods
in a borehole. Fay.
deionlzation. Removal of ions from solution
by chemical means. ASM Gloss.

Deister table. Proprietary type of shaking
table used in mineral processing. Pryor, 3.
deKhotinsky cement. A thermoplastic cement

which is not attacked by water, sulfuric

acid, nitric acid, hydrochloric acid, carbon
disulfide, benzene, gasoline, or turpentine,
and is very little affected by ether, chloroform, or alkalies, but is readily dissolved
by ethyl alcohol. Used for cementing glass,
metal, and porcelain. CCD 6d, 1961.
dekorite. Bakelite. Shipley.
delafossite. An iron, coPper, and aluminum
oxide containing 3/.9 percent copper,
47.99 percent iron sesquioxide, and 3.52
percent aluminum sesquioxide. From Ekaterinburg, Penn, U.S.S.R. Weed, 1918.

De LsUre pkiling process. The pickling
liquor contains per liter, 1 gram mole of
ferrous sulfate, 1/2 gram mole of hydrochloric acid and 1 gram mole of sulfuric
acid. This solution is maintained at a constant temperature of 50° C to 55° C by
steam coils, and the ratio of the two acids
is maintained during the whole pickling
operation by appropriate additions of both
acids and the inhibitor which consists of
gelatin peptonized by hydrochloric acid.

Pickling is carried on until the total ferrous-sulfate concentration reaches 326 to
394 grams per liter, when the solution is

passed to the recovery plant. Osborne.
delatyalte. A variety of amber from Delatyn
in the Galician Carpathians, differing from
succinite in containing rather more carbon
(79.93 percent), less succinic acid (0.74
to 1.67 percent), and no sulfur. English.
De Leveed process. A method for the centrifugal casting of pipes. The pipes are cast
in a steel cylinder or mold, which revolves
in a hollow cylindrical jacket. The space
between the outside of the mold and the
inside of the jacket is filled with water.
The driving mechanism is a Pelton water

wheel, which is attached to the bell end

of the mold. Osborne.
delawarite. An aventurine feldspar from Dela-

ware County, Pa.; a pearly

orthoclase.

Hess.

delay active. In blasting, firing of a round
of shots in planned seequence so that cut
or relief holes are blown first. Delay-action

electric detonators have largely replaced
safety fuses for this purpose, successive
shots being separated by milliseconds.
Pryor, 3.

delay cap; delay attainder. A detonator

which explodes at a predetermined fraction of a second after the passage of the
current from the exploder. The original

delay detonator was of the safety fuse type.

Later, Nobels' Explosives developed the
gasless type of dthiy detonator, wherein
a special delay element containing a slowburning composition supersedes the safety

delay cap; delay detonator
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a series of shots. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
fuse. Delay detonators are ignited by an delay
rental. A payment, commonly made
electric current passing through the bridge
annually
on a per acre basis to validate
minimum
wire. To fire a single detonator a
a
lease
in
lieu
of drilling. Wheeler.
current of 0.6 ampere applied for one- delay time. Additional
time for any segment
twentieth of a second is necessary. See also
of
a
ray
path
over
the
time which would
short delay detonator. Nelson.
horizontal combe
required
to
traverse
the
delayed filling. Filling in which the minedhighest velocity
ponent
of
that
segment
at
out rooms are filled later, generally on a
encountered on a trajectory. For a layer
large scale and when the neighboring secof velocity Vo and thickness L overlying
tionse are already being mined. Stoces,
a substratum of velocity VI, the delay time,
v. 1, p. 275.
D = 2 L cos i/V0 where i = sin 'V0/V1.
delayed fishscallng. A fishscaling defect that
Synonym for intercept time. A.G.I.
porcelain
enamel
occurs after the final
deldoradite.
A deep-seated igneous rock conprocessing. ASTM C286-65.
sisting
of
light-colored nepheline syenite.
delayed neutrons. Neutrons emitted by radioohannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 77.
active fission products in a reactor seconds deleadIng.
Removal of the lead coating formed
or minutes after a fission takes place.
on
steel
during cold drawing through dies
Fewer than 1 percent of the neutrons arc
when
lead
is used as the lubricant. The
delayed, the majority being prompt neuremoval is usually effected by immersing
trons. lin.
in acid. Osborne.
delayed pillar extraction. A pillar method of delessite.
A chloritic mineral of scaly or short
working in which the coal pillars are not
fibrous
appearance filling cavities or seams
extracted until the whole workings have
in
basic
igneous rocks. Fay.
It
is
somebeen driven to the boundary.
Lanc. A vein, seam,
times adopted when a seam a short dis- deft a. Forest of Dean;
ironstone.
Fay. b. Eng.
or
bed
of
coal
or
simultaneously. Detance above is worked
layed pillar working increases the difficulty
of ventilation and the amount of deadwork

is increased due to the crushing of coal
pillars. Nelson.
delayed quench. One in which the material
is not quenched immediately on coming
from the solution heat-treat furnace. This
allows precipitation to proceed to a point

where mechanical properties and corrosion
resistance are lowered. Light Metal Age,
v. 16, No. 9, October, 1958, pp. 17-24.
delayed yield. A phenomenon involving a
delay in time between the application of

a stress and the concurrence of the corresponding yield point strain. ASM Gloss.
delay electric blasdag cap. An electric blasting cap with a delay element between the
priming and detonating composition to permit firing of explosive charges in sequence

with but one application of the electric
current. ASA C42.85, 1956. It detonates

about one or two seconds after the electric
current has passed through the bridge. It

is made in two kinds, first and second

delay, and is used in connection with regular, waterproof, or submarine electric blasting caps for blasting in tunnels, shafts, etc.,
where it is desirable to have charges fired
in succession without the necessity of the
blaster returning betweeen shots. Fay.

delay electrk ignitor. An electrical device

using a fuse as the delay element by which
it is possible with the use of a blasting cap

on each fuse to detonate a number of
charges in succession. Fay.

delay element. a. That part of a delay dew-

nator interposed between the fusehead and
the priming charge. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

b. The delay element of a detonator con-

sists of a thick-walled metal tube filled with
a composition which will burn at a uniform
rate. Thus the flash from the fusehead
ignites the upper surface of the column of
delay composition which then burns uniformly downwards and in turn ignites the
initiating composition of the detonator.
McAdam II, P. 57.
delay firing. The firing of several shots in
sequence, at designed intervals of time,
usually by means of delay detonators, dco-

nating relays, or sequence switches. B.S.
3618,1964, sec. 6.

delay inknal. The nominal period between
the firing of successive delay detonators in

Excavation; usually a mine; a quarry.

Webster 3d. c. A thin layer of coal or ironstone. Nelson.

&Thum Eng. A miner or workman in a

stone quarry. Fay.
delftware. A calcareous earthenware having
an opaque white glaze and monochrome
overglaze decoration. Originated in Delft,
Holland. ASTM C242-60.
delhayellte. Orthorhombic laths in a melilitenephelinite lava from Mt. Shaheru, Kivu,
Republic of the Congo; near (Na,K),CasAloSi130.0.18}1,0.3(Nas,Ks) (Cls,Fs,SO. ).

Hey, M.M., 1961.

delicate ene casts. See furrow flute cast.
Pettijohn.
deliquescence. The act or process of becoming liquid by the absorption of moisture
from the air. Certain salts have this prop-

erty; for example, calcium chloride. Crispin.
deliquescent. Capable of becoming liquid by
the absorption of moisture from the a;r.
For example, calcium chloride crystals.
Standard, 1964; Bureau of Mine: Staff.
delivery. a. The final act of any glass-forming
unit on a particular article; consists of

motion to remove the article from the

muld. ASTM C162-66. b. The process or
equipment used for directing charges or
gobs of glass to a forming machine. ASTM
C162-66. c. The point where the str-arn
of water issues from a pump or pipe. Peel.
delivery column. Ste rising main. Nelson.
delivery drift; °Make drift. A drift or edit
connected to a shaft from a point on the
surface at a lower level than the shaft top
and used as an outlet into which mine
pumps discharge, so reducing the height
through which the water must be lifted.
Also called jackhead. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 4.
delivery gate. Eng. A road into which a

face conveyor delivers the coal. SMRB,
Pepe, No. 61.
delivery table. a. A conmor which transports
material from the discharge of a machine.
ASA MH4.14958. b. A table to which a
chute discharges. ASA MH4.1-1958.

delivery valve. a. Usually a valve at the outlet of a delivery pipe. B.S.3618, 1963, sec. 4.
b. The sluice valve between a pump and its

delivery pipe or delivery column. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 4. c. Tile outlet valve
forming part of a reciprocating pump.
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delta shoreline; deltaic coast
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4.

dellenite. a. An extrusive rock between rhyolite and dacite in composition, and broadly;
the extrusive equivalent of granodiorite,
Webster 2d. Compare toscanite. Fay, b.
Synonym for plagioclase rhyolite. Webster
2d.

Delmontlan. Uppermost Miocene or lower
Pliocene. A.G.1. Supp.
delorenzlte. a. A moderately to strongly radioactive, black, orthorhombic mineral found

in pegmatite with strueverite, columbite,

ilmenite, tourmaline spessartite, and beryl.
Crosby, p. 15. b. A discredited term equal
to tanteuxenite. American Mineralogist, v.
45, No. 5-6, May-June 1960, p. 756.
delphInIte. A yellowish-green epidote from
France. Same as thallite ; oisanite. Shipley.

.!

,1

delphs. York. The working places in ironstone quarries. Nelson.

Delprat method. See overhand stoping, b.
Fay.

Delprat process. Pioneer method of froth

Bo-

tation, patented in 1903, later merged to
the Potter-Delprat process (1904). Ore
pulp, sulfuric acid and carbonates were
reacted in a wedge-shaped box. Tailings
underflowed and a froth rich in CO, and
carrying concentrates overflowed. Pryor, 3.

deldolte. A microcrystalline efflorescence,
CaSrV,07.3H2O, found on sandstone on
a dump of the Jo Dandy mine, Montrose

County, Colo. Hey, M.M., 1961.
delta. A plain underlain by an assemblage of
sediments that accumulate where a stream
flows into a body of standing water where
its

velocity and transporting power are

suddenly reduced. Originally so named because many deltas are roughly triangular

in plan with the apex pointing upstream.
Lea.

delta bedding. Refers to inclined bedding presumed to originate as foresets of small
deltas. Pettijohn.
delta clay. One which has accumulated in
the delta of a river. Such deposits are not
as common as clay deposits formed in other
ways. ACSB-1.

delta connected. A delta-connected power system is one in which the windings of trans-

formers or alternating-current generators
are connected to form a triangular phase
relationship, and with the phase conductors

connected to each point of the triangle.

I.C. 7962, 1960, p. 21.
delta ferrite. See ferrite. 'ISM Gloss.
deltaficatioa. The process of forming a delta
at the mouth of a river. Fay.

deltak. a. Pertaining to or like a delta. Fay.

b. Having or forming a delta. Fay
deltak deposits. Sedimentary deposits laid
down in a river delta. Hy.
delta iron. The polymorphic form of iron
stable between l .403 C and the melting
point (about 1,532 C). The space lattice
is the same as that of alpha iron and different from that of gamma iron. C.T.D.
deltalte. A discredited mineral term since it
is a mixture of crandallite plus hydroxylapatite. American Mineralogist, a. 46, No.
3-4, March-April 1961, p. 467.
delta metal. Brass containing about 1.8 percent added iron, characterized by high
tensile strength. Pryor, 3.
delta plaits. The plain formed by the accumulation of silt at the mouth of a stream or
by overflow along its lower course. It may
be called a delta plain or simply a delta.

A.G.I.
delta abonlim; dekak coast. Shoreline or

I

delta shoreline; deltaic coast
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coast, formed by deltas built up in the sea
(or in a lake). Schieferdecker.
deltoidal cast. See frondescent cast. Pettijohn
deltoid dodecahedron; dekohedron. An isometric hemihedral form of 12 faces, each
a quadrilateral, distributed as determined
by the tetrahedral type of symmetry. Fay.
delvin. Corn. A gray, talcky, slaty stone that
tinners call killas or raze. Arkell.
Demag cappel. A rope cappel used in Koepe

bottle. Dodd.
demineralization. 'a. Water softening by use
of zeolites or resins to remove cations.
Pryor, 3. b. Sff deionization. Lowenheim.
Demisunlit apparatus. Portable deionizing
appliance taking out cations and anions

dendritk texture. A texture in which the

winding, particularly in Germany. The
rope is led along the side of the eye and
secured by a hinged retaining arm lined
with rubber, and then turned round thc
eye and held in position by pressure exerted

by knee-action links. See also G.H.H. cappel. Nelson.

Demag drag-belt shuttle conveyor, Consists
of a single length of belting, half the length

of a double unit face, which is shuttled
backwards and forwards along the face

by means of low-type winches at each end

of the face, interlocked and fitted with

limit switches. The coal is ploughed off the
belt at the loader gate onto the gate conveyor. Sinclair, V, p. 305.
demagnedzatios. The process of reducing the

magnetism in a magnetized body. This
may be achieved by applying a magnetizing force which opposes that producing the
original magnetizing force or by exposing
the body to an alternating magnetic field
which is gradually reduced to zero. A permanent magnet may be demagnetized by
heating to a red heat or by rough usage.
Osborne.

demagnetize. a. To deprive of magnetic po-

larity, as in demagnetiziag drill rods by
applying heat or by laying them on the
ground. Long. b. To disperse by means of
a suitable magnetic field, solids in a dense
medium which have flocculated magneti-

cally. B.S. 3552, 1962. c. To deprive of
magnetic properties. Webster 3d.

demand charge. That part of a utilitsrieiVice
charged for on the basis of the possible
demand as distinguished from the eni.rgy
actually consumed. Strock, 10.

deassad factor. Ratio of the maximum demand to the connected load. Shock, 10.

demand meters. Instruments or meters for
measuring the maximum demand during
an agreed period of time, usually a month.

Coal Alf, v. 71, No. 8, August 1966, p.
270.

demand power; peak power. The maximum
amount of energy consumed in any consecutive number of minutes, for example,
15 or SO minutes, during the month. Demand is measured in kilowatts and is the
average rate of consumed energy during
the peak period. This method of establishing the maximum demand rate does not
penalize the company for very short peaks.

Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8, August 1966. p.
270.

&mastoid. A transparent, green variety of
andradite, having a brilliant luster and
used as a gem. Also called Uralian emerald. Dana 17, p.403.
Demme process. The hardening of the face
of a steel ingot by carburizing one side in
the casting mold. Standard, 1964.

deadderke. A phosphoriferous variety of
chrysocolla from Tagikk, Penn, U.S.S.R.
Weed, 1918.

in two successive stages. Pryor, 3.

meters. Philliarre
L Synonym for Denison
Dodson core

sand blast, have been described by Walther.

Deanhon method. A method of preparing
the surface of shafts and similar objects
in which the surface is threaded to hold
particles of molten sprayed metal. After

A.G.I.

demorphism. All the processes by which rocks
are broken down and decomposed. Johann-

sen, v. I, 2d, 1939, p. 172.
denspy. A mine or part of a mine which is
prone to outbursts and accumulations of
noxious gases. Nelson.

demulsibility. The rate of separation of the
components of an emulsion. API Glossary.
Breakdown into separate
phases of a relatively stable emulsion, by
such means as flocculation with a surfaceactive agent or removal of an emulsifying
agent. Pryor, 3.
demurrage. The detention of a vessel, rail-

demuldikation.

road car, or other vehicle beyond an

allotted time; usually by failure to unload
same within a specified number of hours
or days. Crispin.
dendrifonn. Resembling a tree; arborescent;

dendritic; descriptive of certain minerals.
Fay.

dendrite. a. A branching figure resembling

sampler. Long.

denaloglte. A mineral, (Mn,Zn)Tes0s; colorless to pale green tetragonal plates and
platy masses from Sonora, Mexico. Hey,
MM, 1964; Fleischer.
deanisealte. a. A hydrous phosphate of calcium and aluminum; found as white crusts
in variscite nodules. Sinkankas. b. Original
erroneous name for davisonite. Hey 2d,
1955.

cutting, the tops of the threads are knurled
to a depth of about 0.015 inch. No other
treatment is necessary. Osborne.

Dowel formula. A formula used for calculating the thickness of tubbing:
, where
1
NiT
t = R: R
t is the thickness of tubbing required in

centimeters, RI and R external and inter-

nal diameters of lining in centimeters,

T is the safe streu of 1,000 kilograms per
cubic centimeter, in cast iron, and P is the
water preuure in kilograms per cubic cen-

timeter. This may be simplified to the
2PR

approximate formula: t =

2T

3P

Sinclair, II, p. 318.

denouace. Mex. To offer for record legal

a tree produced on or in a mineral or stone
(as-iii' the moss agate) by an oxide of manganese or other foreign mineral; the mineral or stone so marked. Webster 3d. b. A

notice of a claim for a mining concession

or silver). Webster 3d.
dendritic. Branching like a tree; for example,
some crystallized native gold. Fay.

dere. a. Compact, fine-grained, lacking pore
space. Ballard. b. In optical glass, the subclass of a higher index of refraction. ASTM

crystallized arborescent form (as of gold

&nal& aisle. Agate such as mocia stone
and moss agate, which have inclusions of
iron or manganese oxide Arranged in forms
resembling trees, ferns, and similar vegetation. Shipley.
dendritic and arborescest A mineral in treelike or rnoulike forms, for example, manganese oxide. Nelson.

covering a described area of land, the
mining rights for which are held by the
government. Webster 3d. Set also denuncia. Fay.

CI62-66.

dere coaceete. Concrete weighing more than
120 pounds per cubic foot is designated as
dense. This does not necessarily indicate
strength. Ham.
demo graded aggregate. Graded mineral aggregate which contains a sufficient number

of very small particles to reduce the void

&add* drainge. In a region underlain by

spaces in the compacted aggregates to a
minimum. API Glossary.

tend in many directions without systematic
arrangement and are descsibed as dendritic
(treelike). See also insequent. A.G.I.

dean liquid. A homogeneous liquid or solution of specific gravity greater than that

horizontally bedded rock, the valleys ex-

deadride narking. Treelike markings, usually quite superficial, occurring on rock

surfaces, on joint faces, and on other fractures in rocks, frequently consisting of an

exide of manganese or an oxide of iron.

Less frequently, the appearance is caused

by the inclusion of a mineral of dendritic
habit in another mineral or rock; for example chlorite in silica to form moss agate.

C.M.D.
deodritk opal. Common opal with treelike
inclusions. Shipley.

demolish'. A glass container for wine or spir-

its; it has a narrow neck and a capacity
of over 2 gallons. The name is derised

gin, and possessing a typical dendritic

264-972 0-68-21

denier. A unit of yarn size, bared on the
number of grams in a length of 9,000

demoiselle. The eroded portion of an adobe
pillar extended up from the ground about
2 1/2 feet, and wherever small pebbles had
been included in the mud of adobe these
had locally protected the material behind
it and so yielded small hoodoolike headed
pillars directed toward the wind and about
3 inches in length. Such slender demoiselles resulting from the embedding of
harder nodules within rocks, the surfaces
of which have been drilled away by natural

demiddc powder. In powder metallurg!,

from the French Dame Jeanne, a popular
17th century name for this type of large

minerals have a branching treelike form.
Schielerdecker.
dendro:d. Dendritic ; arborescent. Fay.
dendrollte. Same as dendrite. Hess.

metal particles, usually of electrolytic enstructure. Also called arhorescent powder.
Henderson.

of water, which can be used in industry
or in the laboratory to divide coal into two
fractions of different specific gravities.

L.

3552, 1962.

deur media orparatiow. a. Heavy media separation, or sink float. Separation of sinking
heavy from light floating mineral particles

in fluid of intermediate density. Abbreviation DMS. Pryor 4. b. Separation of relatively light (floats) and heavy ore particles
(sinks), by immersion in a bath of intermediate density. This is the dense or heavy

media, a finely ground slurry of appropnate heavy material in water. Barite, ferrosilicon, and galena are in principal use.
Pryor, 3.

dare medium. A fluid formed by the artificial suspension in water of heavy particles

(for example, magnetite, barytes, and
shale), which can be used in industry or in
the laboratory to divide coal into fractions

of different specific gravities. B.S. 3552,
1962.

dense-medium jigging. This method involves
two essential features: (1) the circulation

in the jig of a 1.7 to 2.0 specific gravity
bone middling, approximately three-sixteenths of an inch to 0 in size, which fills
the interstices of the jig bed and in effect
converts the jig into a float-and-sink machine; and (2) the use of a suction stroke
to hold the medium in the bed and preve lt

its washing over with the coal. Mitchell,

especially for obtaining specific.gravity of

pearls as an indication, but not a proof,
of their genuineness (cultured pearls usu-

ally have a higher specific gravity). Shipley.
densitometer. An instrument for the measurement of the density of an image produced

by light, X-rays, gamma rays, etc., on a
photographic plate; used in some dustsampling instruments. Nelson.

density, a. The mass of a substance per unit
volume. Webster 3d. b. The quality or state
of being dense; closeness of texture or consistency. Webster 3d. c. The distribution
of a quantity (as mass, electricity, or
energy) per unit usually of space (as area,

covery. The collection, for reuse, of medium

length, or volume). Webster 3d. d. Although density is defined as mass per unit
volume, the term is frequently used in
place of unit weight in the field of soil
mechanics. See also unit weight. ASCE
PI826. e. The ratio of the mass of any
volume of a substance to the mass of al

solids from dilute medium, usually understood to include the removal, in whole or

example, water is used as the standard

p. 516.

dense-medium process. A process for the
washing of coal, in which the desired separation is effected in a dense medium. B.S.
3552, 1962.

dense-medium recovery; medium solids re-

in part, of contaminating fine coal and
clay. B.S. 3552, 1962.

dense-medium washer. A machine for clean-

ing coal and other materials which uses
a dense fluid in which the coal floats and
shale sinks. The fluid consists of water intimately mixed with sand, or finely ground

magnetite or even shale, and agitated to
maintain its consistency. The fluid has an

effective specific gravity ranging from 1.3
to 1.9. In general, coal from about 8 inches
down to 1 inch is washed by dense medium,
below 1 inch by Baum washer, and below
0.75 millimeter (where cleaning is necessary) by froth flotation. Magnetite as the
dense medium solid is paeferred as it can
be easily recovered by mdgnetic separators

and also the upper limit of the specific

gravity is higher (up to 2.0). See also coalpreparation plant. Nelson.
dense noncrystalline boatels. This type tonstein consists almost entirely of fine-grained
kaolin groundmass, showinif weak aggregate polarization, containmg here and
there Isolated corroded crystals of kaolinhe. Such bands are commonly more than

100 millimeters thick and light in color.
IHCP, 1963, part I.
dere rock. A rock with small, even grains
tightly compacted. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

&er. An alloy designed to impart density
and homogeneity of structure to any mix-

ture to which it may be added. Density,

equal volume of a standard substance; for

substance to which the ratio of a quantity
of a drill mud is compared. Long. f. Hav-

ing the quality of being dense, hard, or
compact. Long. g. Weight of a substance
in grams per cubic centimeter (at specified
temperature when close accuracy is needed).

For liquids and solids, it ecluals specific
gravity. Density fluids are heavy liquids
used in float-sink tests. Of a particle, the
true density is its mass (m) divided by
volume (v) excluding pores; its apparent
density is its mass divided by volumt

(m/v) including open but excluding closed
pores. Of a mass of particles (powder), the
apparent density is mass divided by volume

(m/v) ; the bulk density mass divided by
volume (m/v) under stated freely poured
conditions; and the tap density mass divided by volume (m/v) after vibrating otapping under stated conditions. Pryor, 3.
See also apparent density; bulk density.
densky COldratt The difference in density of

the valuable mineral and the host rock.

Lewis, p 350.
desolty-control desk*. An automatic device
to control the density of the medium in or

basket-type core lifter or core-retiming
device. Also called Denison core barrel.
Long.

darlscope. A name for a specific gravity

apparatus made in Vienna, and designed

the only radiation from the source which
reached the detector is that deflected back

from the formation by Compton scattering.
Dobrin, pp. 227-228.
density of dust cloud. The number of ounces

of coal dust per cubic foot (or grams per
cubic meter) of space, suspended in the

air or gases in a specified zone. Rice,
George S.

density of gases. The vapor density of a gas,
or its density relative to hydrogen, is the

number of times a volume of the gas is
heavier than the same volume of hydrogen,
the volume of both gases being at the same
temperature and pressure. CooPer.

density of seams. a. An indication of the
spacing of seams in the strata; the seam

density is said to be high if the seams are
close together, or low if they are widely
separated. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1. b. The
ratio of the sum of the thickness of a number of adjacent seams to the thickness of
an arbitrarily chosen sequence of strata.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

density ratio. In powder metallurgy, the ratio
of the determined density of a compact to
the absolute density of metal of the same
composition, usually expressed as a percentage. ASM Gloss.
deot. See danty coal. Tomkeiefl, 1054.
destalt A tooth-shaped projection formed on
a surface over which water flows, in order
to diminish the force of the flow. Ham.
dental alloys. Gold and silver base alloys with
platinum and palladium; used for bridges,
fillings, braces and similar work. Bennett
2d, 1962.
dental porcelain. Feldspathic porcelain,

shaped, tinted, and fired for use as false
teeth; the firing is sometimes carried out
in a partial vacuum to remove small air
bubbles and, therefore, insure maximum

density and strength. Dodd.

dental work. The act or process of

filling

cracks, crevices, or caverns encountered in

drilling a borehole with cement or grout;
also, the cracks, etc., so filled. Long.

density current. A current caused by differences in densities, for example, an excess
of evaporation, cooling, or dilution in a
restricted basin or an open sea. Schiefer-

denture clutch. A jaw clutch. Nichols.
delay coal. Same as danty coal. Tomkeieff,

medium process. B.S. 3552, 1962.

decker.

distribution. Hy.
density, dm The weight (dry) of a substance

w unit volume at a stated temperature.
Taylor.

testing work to obtain relatively undis- dimity logger. An initrument for direct
in

with a thin wall liner and a finger- or

18 inches away at the other end. The outer
wall of the logger is lined with lead shielding which has two slits so positioned that

demisted sill. A sill formed with notches to
break the force of a stream, thereby re-

deadly dieleibution. In vertical section the
stratification of the different water densities is stable. In a horizontal direction differences in density can exist only in the
6111111111$66/S. An apparatus used to determine
presence of currents. In the oceans, water
the relative density, or specific gravity, of
of a given density which sinks from the sea
a substance, such as of a drilling mud.
surface tends to spread at the depth in
Long.
which water of its density is found. The
demsimeiric curve; speak gravity cenve..4Ay
sound velocity pattern and the ray path
curve obtained from the results of a float
of the sound wave depend on the density
and sink analysis by plotting the yield oe

turbed corelike samples of soft rock and/or
soil formations. The inner tube is provided

tector, generally a Oeiger counter, about

entering the separating bath in a dense-

in the sense of a fine, close-grained structure, is essential to pressure-tight metal
parts. See also addition agent. Henderson.

floats or sinks against the specific gravity.
B.S. 3552, 1962.
Denison sampler. A large-size, swivel-type
double-tube core barrel designed for soil-

Denver cell
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measurement of formation densities

ducing scour. Ham.
1954.

denudation. The sum of the processes that
result in the wearing down of the surface
of the earth, including wear by running
water, solution, and wind action. The term

is wider in its scope than erosion, the restriction proposed by Lyell that limits it
to the action of running water has not been

generally adopted. Hess.

denude. To wear away or to remove overlying matter from and so expose to view,
as the underlying rocks. Standard, 1964.
degraded. Rocks exposed by denudation. Fay.

dementia. a. Sp. In Mexico and Spanish
America, the judicial proc .iedings by which

a person claims and secures the right to
a mine which he has discovered, or one

the title to which has been lost or forfeited

borehole'. This tool furnishes a log of back-

by the neglect of the owner to work it,

logarithmic scale makes it possible to read
densities directiy from the log. The logger
consists of a radiation source, usually co-

Denver ed. A flotation cell of the subaera-

scattered gamma radiation which is a
simple function of formation density. A

balt 60, at one end of the tool and a de-

410.;

or by his having violated the mining ordinances. Pay. b. A similar judicial proceeding by which waste or abandoned lands
may be preempted. Fay.

tion type, in wide use. Design modifications

Denver cell
include receded-disk, conical-disk, and
multibladed impellers, low-pressure air

attachments, and special froth withdrawal
arrangements. Pryor, 3.
Denver jig. Pulsion-suction diaphragm jig for
fine material, in which makeup (hydraulic)

water is admitted through a rotary valve
adjustable as to portion of jigging cycle
over which controlled addition is made.
Pryor, 3. Used in coal preparation for the

removal of sulfur from thickener underflow

material prior to its treatment by froth

flotation. Mitchell, p. 429; p. 431.
Denver mud. See bentonite. Hess.
deoxidation. The process of extracting the
oxygen content of a dissolved o'xide, or of
removing dissolved oxygen, with the aid
of a reducing agent. Henderson,
deoxidize. To remove oxygen by chemical
reaction, generally with carbon. Mersereau,
4th, p. 407.

deoxidized copper. Copper from which cuprous oxide has been removed by adding
a deoxidizer, such as phosphorus, to the
molten bath. ASM Gloss.
deoxidizer. A substance that can be added
to molten metal to remove either free or
combined oxygen. ASM Gloss.
deoxidizing. a. The removal of oxygen from
molten metals by use of suitable deoxidizers.
ASM Gloss. b. Sometimes refers to the
removal of undesirable elements other than

oxygen by the introduction of elements or
compounds that readily react with them.
ASM Gloss. c. In metal finishing, the removal of oxide films from metal surfaces
by chemical or electrochemical reaction.
ASM Gloss.

departure. The length of the projection of a
traverse course on a line perpendicular to
the meridian (length of course times sine
of bearing). Also called casting or westing. Seelye, 2.

dependent shot. A charge of explosives in a
borehole that depends for its effect upon
the result of one or more previously fired
shots. Buerua of Mines Staff.
dephlegmator; separator. An instrument used
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subject to income tax. A.G.1. SuPP.

deplettun, economic. The reduction in the

value of a mineral deposit as the minerals

reserves. Fay
depletion, physical. The exhaustion of a mine

or a petroleum reservoir by extracting the
minerals. Williams.

deployment of mampower. The allocation of
men to jobs at the beginning of the shift,
to replace absentees, to avoid delays, and
minimize discontent. See also manpower
deployment chart. Nelson.

depocenter. An area or site of maximum
deposition. A.G.1.

depolarization. Reduction of polarization by
changing the electrode film. ASM Gloss.
depolarizer. A substance which produces depolarization. ASM Gloss.
deposit. a. Anything laid down. Formerly

applied only to matter left by the agency
of water, but now includes mineral mattcr
in any form that is precipitated by chemical or other agencies, as the ores in veins.
Fay. b. Mineral deposit or ore deposit is
used to designate a natural occurrence of
a useful mineral, or an ore, in sufficient
extent and degree of concentration to
invite exploitation. Fay.

deposition. a. The process of natural accumu-

lation of rock material thrown down or

collected in svata by water, wind, or volcanic action; also, the material thus deposited. Opposite of denudation. Standard,
1964. b. The precipitation of mineral mat-

ter from solution, as the deposition of
agate, vein quartz, etc. Fay.

deposition efficiency. In welding, the ratio
of the weight of deposited weld metal to
the net weight of electrodes consumed,
exclusive of stubs. ASM Gloss.

deposition of sediments. A process whereby
rock debris, which has been suspended in
water, drops to the bottom out of suspension. This occurs when the transportation
velocity of the medium drops below the
minimum necessary to maintain suspension. Hy.

in the refining of petroleum to arrest the

deposition sequence. The order in which the
increments of weld metal are deposited.

Fay.

depotassication. The removal of potassium,

oil mechanically carried over by the vapor.

ASM Gloss.

depth of soil exploration
depressing agent. In froth flotation process,
one which reacts with particle surface to

render it less prone to stay in the froth,
thus causing it to wet down as a tailing
product. Depreuants act by complexing
elements at surface lattices of minerals
which might carry charge attractive to
conditioning agents; by destroying collector

coating; by surface modification of parti-

cles. Pryor, 3.
depression. a. The depression is enclosed on
all sides by elevations of the sea bed. A.G.I.
b. A low place of any size on a plain sur-

face, with drainage underground or by

evaporation; a hollow completely surrounded by higher ground and having no
natural outlet for surface drainage. A.G.1.

c. A lowering,

sinking or diminution.
A.G.I. d. In surveying, the angular dis-

tance of an object beneath the horizontal
plane that passes through the observer.
IVebster 3d.

depression contour. One of the contours representing a depression that has no surface

outlet. To distinguish them from other
contour lines, they are marked on the

downslope side with short transverse lines
termed hachures. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
depressors. Those substances (usually inorganic) whose presence in the pulp prevents
the anchoring of the collector molecules

on a mineral surface, and thus inhibits
flotation of the mineral. Contrary to activator. Newton, p. 100.

depth. S.

Afr. The word alone generally

denotes vertical depth below the surface.
In the case of incline shafts and boreholes
it may mean the distance reached from the
beginning of the shaft or hole, the borehole
depth or inclined depth. Beerman.

depth-controlled shoot. An ore shoot that

formed directly as a result of the decrease
in temperature or pressure, or both, in the
ore-bearing fluids as they migrated upward
through the earth's crust. Stokes and

V ernes, 1955.
depth gage. A gage used by woodworkers and
metalworkers for .testing the depth of holes
and recessed portions. Crispin.
depth indicator. A dial or other appliance on

a winding apparatus which indicates to

particularly from clay minerals. A.G.I.

the man in charge the position of the cage

Accomplished by forming a slag rich in

depp. Derb. The continuance of ore with

addition to any mark on the rope or drum.

C.T.D.

depreciation. a. Reduction of assets of a depth marker. A small metal tag or wooden
block placed in the core box at the bottom
working mine through rundown of ore
of the core recovered from each run, on
reserve, obsolescence, and wear and tear.
which is marked the depth at which the
Pryor, 3. b. The loss in value which ma-

dephosphorization. Elimination of phosphorus
from steel, in basic steelinaking processes.

lime. See also acid process; basic process;
Bessemer process; open-hearth process.

dephosphorizing. Removal of part or all of
residual phosphorus from steel in basic
smelting. Proyor, 3.
deplasafion. All phYsiographic processes which

Supp.

in the shaft. The indicator must be in

depth. Fay.

Nelson.

chinery sustains through age and through
wear and tear. Crispin.

tend to reduce the relief of a district, and
so eventually cause the topography to become increasingly plainlike in contour;
dominantly by subtracting material from

deprecietion hod. A fund set aside to replace
a piece of depreciable property when it is
woin out. Fay.

depleted 111111111.1111. Uranium having a lower

sulfide mineral, to sink through a froth, in
froth flotation. The mineral so sunk is said

in spent fuel elements or as byproduct tails
of uranium-isotope separation. Lea:
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-143.
depletion. The act of emptying, redw.ing, or
exhausting, as the depletion of natural resources. In mining, specifically said of ore

depressed coast. See depressed Ahoreline.
Schielardecker.

the area or areas affected. Hess.

=dent of uranium 235 than the 0.72 percent found in natural uranium. It is found

reserves. Fay.

depletion allowaime. A proportioP of income
derived from mining or otl production that
is considered to be a return of capital not

depressant. A chemical which causes substances, for example, a finely powdered
to be depressed. Nelson.

depressed Mote cads. Depressed, fiat, or weakly
developed flute casts. Pangolin.

e=

alanatilme; illtpaamill coed. Coast
undergone an absolute subsidence.

Schielerdecker.

water level; pareping water level.

deCsedlowest level ol ground water during
drainage or pumping. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 4.

core was cut in the borehole. Long.

depth micrometer. A precision gage with

micrometer adjustment, used to determine
the depth of holes, slots, counterbores, or

the distance from one surface to a lower
level, etc. Crispin.

depth of cut. The thickness of material removed from the workpiece in a single pass.
45M Gloss.
depth of focus. Depth of hypocenter below
the earth's surface. Schielerdecker .

depth el brim The depth to which the base

metal melted during welding. ASM Glo.s.
depth of pesstratioo. See joint penetration;
root penetration. ASM Gloss.
depth of soil exploration. The soil sampling
is usually carried down to include all deposits likely to have a bearing on the stability of mine structures. The shear tests
are made in each bed below the founda-

tion to a depth of at least I A times the
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breadth of the foundations. Hence, the
larger the loaded area the deeper is its

derailment. The accidental running of a tram
off the rails, usually due to stones or dirt
fouling the track. See alto wagon rerailer.

derrick. a. The framed wood or steel tower

also site investigation. Nelson.

Nelson.
derail unit. This device locks to rails to derail
cars. Wedge construction eliminates spik-

called a tower. Long. b. Any of various
hoisting apparatus employing a tackle
rigged at the end of a beam. Webster 3d.
c. Eng. In Cornwall, a digger; a miner.

depth of soil exploration
influence felt and the test: necessary. See

depth of stratum. The vertical distance from

the surface of the earth to a stratum.

A.G.I.
depth per bit. The length of borehole which
can be drilled with a steel bit until it must
be resharpened. Streefkerk, p. 15.

depth point. In seismic work, a position at
which a depth determination of a mapped
horizon has been calculated.

deputation work. Gr. Brit. When workmen
are selected by their fellow workmen employed at the same mine to interview the
management with reference to wage matters or disputes, or to accompany their permanent trade union official for the same purpose, it is called deputation work. Nelson.
deputy. a. An underground official in a mine

of coal, stratified ironstone, shale, or fire
clay, with statutory responsibility for the
safe and proper working of a district of the
mine. Also called examiner; fireman (undesirable usage). B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
b. Within limits, he is also in charge of the
men workingi n the district. Nelson. c.

Eng. In Northumberland and Durham,
the man who sets timbers or props in a
coal mine is sometimes called a deputy.

Nelson. d. N. of Eng. A junior

official

responsible for safety precautions and min-

ing operations in a face district. Trite. e.

N. of Eng. A man who fixes and withdraws the timber supporting the roof of
a mine, attends to the safety of the roof
and sides, builds stopping, puts up brattieing, and looks after the safety of the
miners. Fay. f. Eng. In the Midland
coalfield, an underground official who

looks after the general safety of a certain
number of stalls (rooms) or of a district,
but who does not set the timber himself
although he has to see that it is properly
done. Fay. g. A mine boss. Fay.
deputy overman. Newc. The man who lays

the plates and sets the timber for

the

miners, and has charge of a portion of the
mine. Fay.

ing. It protects workers in railroads and

mines against wild cars, switching cars or

sudden car movement. Some types are
equipped with a warning flag. Bests, p. 371.

derby. A massive piece, of intermediate size

(extending to more than 100 pounds),

usually cylindrical, of primary metal made
by bomb reduction such as uranium from
uranium tecrafluoride and magnesium. See
also biscuit; dingot. ASM Gloss.

derbylite. A black, brown antimonate and
titanate of iron. FeO.Sba0,.5Fe0.Ti08.
Minute prismatic crystals and twins. Orthorhombic. English.

Derby pocket safety ohmmeter. A circuit

tester which consists of a high-sensitivity
moving-coil instrument with a 1.5-volt dry

3618, 1963, sec. 3. f. A three- (or more)

legged framework for supporting drill rods

and tackle in deep boring; a temporary

shaft, over which passes a rope or cable,
to which is attached the kibble or cage
which is drawn up by a horse or a winding
engine. Cordon. j. A nonmobile tower
equipped with a hoist. Synonym for crane.

p. 65.
Derby Frem. Trade name; a machine for the
repressing of wire-cut building bricks. Dodd.

Derbyshire spar; Derby spar. Fluorite, found
abundantly in Derbyshire, England. Same
as fluorspar. Fay.

derbystone. Amethyst-colored fluorite. Shipley.

derivadve rock. A rock derived by erosion or
comminution of previously existing rocks
or rock material, as a sedimentary rock and

volcanic tufa. Standard, 1964. Compare

ingenite.
derived fessils. Fossils that are not native to
the rock in which they are found. For

each deputy's district and the meeting
deputy's qualifications. Gr. Brit. A deputy
must. hold either a colliery manager's or

sils. Nelson.
derived fuel. A fuel obtained from a raw fuel
by some process of preparation for use, for
example, coke, charcoal, benzol, and petrol.
Nelson.
derived neutral. A derived neutral is a neutral point or connection established by the

accurate tests for flammable gas with a
flame safety lamp, and possess a hearing
and first-aid certification. In addition, a

gether at the top. A winch is provided with
a rope running over a pulley fixed at the
top of the derrick so that the boring rods
can be raised quickly when it is necessary
to change the chisel or clean the borehole.
Nelson. e. The framework over a borehole,
used primarily to allow lengths of drill rod
to be added to the drilling column. B.S.

battery to flow through the circuit under
test. In use, the two ends of the circuit to
be tested are connected to the two terminals on the instrument, and the resistance
of the circuit is registered on the 0-300
ohm scale when the button on the side of
the ohmmeter is depressed. McAdam II,

case. Internal resistances are incorporated
in the instrument and connected so that it
is impossible for the whole output of the

Such fossils are manifestly older than the
conglomerate and are termed derived fos-

an undermanager's certificate or a deputy's
certificate, He must be capable of making

of three iron or wooden legs secured to-

three-legged headframe, or headgear, for
a shaft. Almon. g. Warwick; anchor prop

example, the pebbles in a conglomerate

station. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

Fay. d. A frame erected around the mouth
of a borehole for operating and handling
the boring tools. A simple derrick consists

battery providing the low operating current. The battery is housed in a separate
sealed compartment of the robust wooden

deputy's district plan. Gr. Brit. The plan
required by law, which shows the limits of

placed over a borehole to support the drilling tools for hoisting and pulling drill rods,
casing, or pipe. Sometimes incorrectly

may enclose fossils or fragments of fossils.

or anchor girder. Mason. h. A safety girder,
bar, or prop to stop a runaway on inclined
haulage roads; runaway warwick. Mason.
i. A pulley fixed on a scaffolding above a

Nichols.

derrick builder. Ste rig builder. D.0.7'. 1.
derrick Cir. A wrecking :sr or construction
car carrying a derrick. Standard, 1964.
derrick cellar. Synonym for celler. Long.
derrick crime. A crane in which the top of
the post is supported by fixed stays in the

rear and the jib is pivoted like the boom
of a derrick. Fay. See also derricking jib

crane. C.T.D.
derrick crowm. The topmost part of a derrick
on which the sheave wheel or crown block
is mounted. Long.

derrick floor. The working platform at the
base of the derrick, more or less level with
the collar of a borehole or at a level slightly

above the top of the casing or standpipe.
Long.

&nicking. Operating like a derrick in the
raising and lowering of the jib. Webster 3d.

derrkking jib crime. A jib crane in which
the inclination of the jib, and hence the

radius of action, can be varied by shortening or lengthening the tie ropes between
the post and the jib. C.T.D.
derrick irons. a. The crown block or sheave

wheel. Long. b. Hardware used in con-

coal face. Nelson.

dermal deformadme. A deformation in the
upper part of the sialic crust of the earth.

structing a framed wooden derrick. Long.
denicksame. In petroleum prcduction, one
who works as a crew member on a rotary
drilling rig, performing well drilling and
derrick rigging activities and assists in

United States to make proper surveys of
lode or placer mining claims, prior to the

Schieferdecker.
dermatitis. A skin disease caused by the application of dust or liquids. In coal mining,
the dusts may be coal or stone dust and

rotary derrickman. D.O.T. 1.
derrick pulley. A sheave or pulley mounted
on the crown of a drill derrick. Long.

hot mines having high wet-bulb tempera-

derrick Mose. Stone of sufficient size as to
require handling in individual pieces by
mechanical means, generally 1 ton up.
H&C.
Dery feel. In the United Kingdom, applied
to tyrs of gas oil suitable for use as fuels

deputy must have had not less than 5 years
practical experience below ground of which

not less than 2 years were spent at the

deputy surveyor; mineral surveyor. A person
appointed by the Surveyor General of the
issuing of a patent. Fay.

deputy system. N. of Eng. The 'plan of

having all the timbering in working places
performed by specially appointed deputies.
Set also deputy, e. Fay.
derril; deraikr. A safety device for derailing
tmirs cars, usually installed on grades to
protect miners working below. Similar devices are used on railroads. See also drop
log. Bureau of Mines Staff.

amines drag. See hackney. Nelson.

addition of a zigzag or gromding transformer to a normally ungrounded delta
power system. I.C. 7962, 1960, p. 22.

the liquids may be mine waters, oil or
grease, perspiration and acids or alkalis.
The majority of cases occur in deep and
tures. Mason, v. 1, p. 344.

demo**. Fluent basaltic lava characterized
by a smooth, billowy, or ropy surface and
ordinarily containing numerous spherical
vesicles. Synonym for pahoehoe. Obsolete.

A.C.I.

supervision of the drilling crew. Also called

derrick rope. The rope used for supporting
and hoisting the boom on jib cranes and
excavators. Ham.

for high-speed compression-ignition engines.
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The term is an ubbreviation of Diesel Engine Road Vehicle. Ham.
desalling; desalinizing. Any process for making potable water from sea water or other
saline waters. Distillation is the oldest
method. Reuse of vapors through compressive distillation or multiple-effect evaporation is practiced in order to limit heat consumption. Distillation with solar heat is
expensive because the large areas required
result in high equipment investments. Elec.
trodialysis is an inherently good method
because the energy is used to remove the
small proportion of salt from the relatively
large quantity of water instead of removing
the water from the salt. Its practical use
is restricted because of membrane deterioration, scale formation, and inefficient use
of energy. Other methods are freezing by
direct contact of refrigerant with sea
water; foam separation; liquid-liquid extraction; various nonelectric membrane

erts: (1) the polar ice and snow deserts,
marked by perpetual snow cover and intense cold; (2) the middle latitude deserts,
in the basinlike interiors of the continents,
such as the Gobi, characterized by scant
rainfall and high summer temperatures;
(3) the trade-wind deserts (notably the
Sahara), which have negligible precipitation and a large diurnal temperature
range; and (4) coastal deserts that occur
where there is a cold ocean current along
the western coast of the landmass, as in
Peru. A.G.I.

dead crust. Set desert pavement. A.G.I.

desert glass. Obsidian or moldavite. Shipley.

dual lands. All lands exclusive of timber
lands and mineral lands which will not,
without irrigation, produce some agricultural crop. Ricketts, I.

desired valve signal
Webster 3d.
deslerto, Mex. Desert. Fay.

design. A type of diamond-drill fitting that,

when standardized, has specific dimensions

and thread characteristics establishing interchangeability of parts made by different
manufacturers, and size by specific dimen-

sion of the set core-bit inside diameter.

characteristics supplement the
group characteristics that provide for integration of ranges. The design characteristics of drill fittings are established by the
Design

second letter in two-letter names and by
the third letter in three-letter names. Letters denoting design may establish interchangeability of all parts, as in the M-design core barrel, or only of certain parts,
as in the X-design core barrel. Compare
group, f; range, e. Long.

designated size. The particle size at which
it is desired to separate a feed by a sizing

processes; and ion exchange. CCD 6d,

desert pavement. a. Synonym for desert crust.
A.G.I. b. Applied by Free to a phenomenon
previously observed by others. When loose
material containing pebbles or larger stones

removing the sand and water from the

gradually accumulate on the surface, forming a sort of mosaic that protects the finer

without difficulty. The cutting bit is guided
upon its new course by the curved surface
of a deflecting wedge which is positioned
with the aid of a modified Oehman instru-

1961. These processes are called desalination. Bureau of Mines Staff.
demanding screen. A shaker-type screen for

is exposed to wind action, the finer dust
and sand are blown away and the pebbles

products of a Chance washer. Nelson.
de Sao ledge. A green amorphous hydrous sili-

material underneath from attack. A.G.I.

cate of nickel and zinc; contains 30.0 percent nickel and 3.2 percent zinc. Hess.

descallng. a. Removing the thick layer of

c. Where the vegetation or lack of it allows

the wind to comb the surface freely, a
curious pavement of stones results. A.G.I.

desed rat. In the Western United Stater, a

prospector, especially one who works and
lives in the desert, or who has spent much
time in arid regions. The name is derived
from a small rodent common throughout
inuch of the Great Basin and Southwestern United States. Fay.

oxides formed on some metals at elevated
temperatures. ASM Gloss. b. Removal of
calcareous encrustations from piping by
mechanical or chemical methods; pickling
of steel to remove oxides; cleaning boiler
tubes and plates. Pryor, 3.
desceasional ventilation; homotropal veaWa-

desert rose. A group of crystals formed in

downcast air is conducted to the top end
of the workings (in inclined seams) and it

ite, gypsum, or celestite. The first two

Um A ventilation system in which the

then flows downhill along the face. In deep

miner, the system helps to keep the faces
cool. Set also ventilation. Nelson.

descemioa theory. The theory that the material in veins entered from above. Fay.

desdointe. A vanadium ore, 4(Pb,Zn)0.V1O&H2O. Osborne.

descriptive gemmology. The classification,

composition, properties, trade grades,
sources, and the methods of recovery, fashioning, and use of gem minerals and gem

materials and their substitutes. Set also
gemmology. Shipley.

desmiptive mineralogy. That branch of mineralogy devoted to the description of the
physical and chamical properties of minerals. Fay.

deseamiag. Removal by chipping of surface
blemishes from ingots or blooms. Pryor, 3.
desert. a. Applied somewhat loosely to any
waste and uninhabited tract of land; but
strictly and more especially to wide, 'open,

and comparatively barren tracts. A.GJ.

b. A region in which few forms of life can
find sustenance. Thus, by reason of cold,
the vast expanse of ice in Greenland is a
desert; indeed, it is so inhospitable a dnert
that, in a large part of its area, no animal

or plant can live. The term, howevvr, is
commonly applied to those lands on which

there is so little rainfall that only a few

especially adapted animals and plants can

live. About one-fifth of the land surface

has an annual rainfall of less than 10

inches and, therefore, is desert. A.G.I. c. A

region so devoid of vegetation as to be

incapable of supporting any considerable
population. There are four kinds of des-

sand, soft sandstone, or clay. The crystals
are usually calcite and leu commonly baroccurrences are known as sand calcite and
sand barite, respectively. Hess.

desert varnish. a. A surface stain or crust of
manganese oxide or iron oxide, of brown
or black color, and usually with a glistening luster, which characterizes many exposed rock surfaces in the desert. It not
only coats ledges of rock in place but also
coats boulders and pebbles that are scattered over the surface of the ground.
MOS Bull. 730, 1923, p. 87. b. The thin
chocolate-brown or black deposit prevalent
on rock surfaces in desert regions. A.G.I.
c. A coating of iron oxides or of manganese oxides on rock surfaces. A.G.I.
desiccant. A substance having an affinity for
water. Used for drying purposes. Bennett
2d, 1962.

deskcats. To dry up; to deprive of or to

exhause of moisture; to preserve by drying.
Webster 3d.
desiccation A drying out ; used in connection

with sediments that lose water. Also applied to the process of evaporation from

bodies in =II regions, thus producing

evaporites. A.GJ.
desiccation cracks; desiccation insures. Cracks

in sediment produced by drying. See Oho
mud crack. Pittijohn.
desiccation lissems. See desiccation cracks.
Pettijohn.
desiccation nark. Synonym for mud crack.
Pettijohn.

desiccator. A short glass jar fitted with an
airtight cover and containing some desiccating substance (as calcium chloride),
above which is placed the material to be
dried or to be protected from moisture.

operation. B.S. 3532, 1962.
designed borehole deflection. The turning of

a borehole along a different course at
depth. This may be achieved, but not

ment. In petroleum drilling, much use is
made of holes that are deflected at a pre-

determined depth. The technique is known
as whipstocking. Nelson.
design horsepower. The specified horsepower
for a chain drive, multiplied by a service

factor. It is the value used to select the

chain size for the drive. J&M.
design load. The load generally taken as the
worst combination of forces and loads
which a structure is calculated to sustain.
The term is similarly applied to such projects as air conditioning. Ham.
design temperature. The temperature which
an apparatus or system is designed to (1)

maintain or (2) operate against under

most extreme conditions. The former is the

inside design temperature; the latter, the
outside design temperature. Shock, 10.

de:Ikeda'. a. The removal of silica from

a rock; the freeing of silica by the breakdown of silicates. A.G.!. b. The removal of
silica from a magma by reaction with the
wall rock, as with limestone, to form crystalline calcium silicates. A.G.!.

desilicolthation. The removal of silicon. In
the case of metals, the removal of the element silicon; in the case of minerals, the
removal of the oxide silica, SiOa. Bennett
2d, 1962.

desilkonize. To free from silicon or any of
its compounds. Fay.

desilkoniziag. A !practice of jetting oxygen
into pig iron before it is charged into
the steel furnace; this oxidizes and removes most of the silicon. Newton, p. 328.
desibtrization. The process of removing silver (and gold) from lead after softening.
Ste also Parke's process; Pattinson's process. C.T.D.
desilverized lead. Silver-free lead, as obtained

by Parkes or Pattinson process. Bennett
2d, 1962.

dediveriziag kettle. A circulating kettle 3 to
4 feet deep used for the desilverisation of
base bullion. Fay.

desired value; set poled. In Great Britain,
the independently set reference in a control system. Called reference input in the
United States. NCB.

desired mass signaL That which shows the

desired value of the process being controlled. Pryor, 3, p. 31.

desliming a, The removal of slimes from coal
or a mixture of coal and water, however
accomplished. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. Classification of a pulp into two fractions, relatively coarse and fine. Removal of primary
(nonvaluable) slimes before treating ores
for recovery of values. Pryor, 3.

desliming screen. A screen used for the removal of slimes from larger particles, usu-

ally with the aid of water sprays. B.S.

detonation
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desuing. Corn. See dissuing. Fay.

desulfurization of steel. The removal of a
high proportion of sulfur from steel by
calcium carbide. The bath is brought to
a good heat (1,550° to 1,570° C) and

lime and fluorspar are added to make fluid
basic elag. The calcum carbide, usually 50
to 100 pounds, is injected in powder form,
by means of a dispenser, directly into the
steel. The number of injections made depend upon the initial sulfur and the reduction required. Nelson.

desiturying. Fines removal by wet methods.

desulfurizt. To free from sulfur; to remove
the sulfur from an ore or mineral by some

B.S. 3552, 1962.
desmlne. See stilbite. Fay.

desulfurizer. A material for reducing the sul-

desmile. The amorphous groundmass, which
is transparent in thin sections, binding

desulfurirIng. a. Removal or reduction of

3552,1962.

together the constituents of bituminous
coal of high grade. Applies to the trans-

parent variety of residuum found in high-

grade coals. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Desmoinesian. Lower middle Pennsylvanian.
A.C.I. Supp.
desmoisite. A finely banded spilosite. See also
adinole; desmosite; schalstein; spilosite;

spotted slate. A.G.I.
desmodte. A finely banded spilosite.
desorption. The reverse process of adsorption
whereby adsorbed matter is removed from
the adsorbent. The term is also used as the
reverse process of absorption. NRC-ASA
N1.1-1957.

dessicatiou Drying out; loss of water from
any given subsi.rxe. Weed, 1922.
destressed area; destressed zone. a. In strata

control, a term used to describe an area
where the force is much less than would
be expected after considering the depth
and type of strata. Compare overstressed.

Mason, v. 1, p. 143. b. A region of low
stress behind the walls of a stoped-out

region. Isaacson, p. 109.
destreulag. In deep mining, relief of pressure
on abutments of excavation. Performed by
drilling laterally and blasting to loosen the
zones of peak stress. The peak load surrounding the scope walls is thus transferred

suitable process, as by roasting. Fay.

fur content of cast iron or steel in the
supola or smelter. Hansen.

sulfur in gas, chemicals, and steel. Pryor, 3.
b. Precipitation of soluble sulfides during
cyanidation of gold ores. Pryor, 3.
detachable bit. A drilling bit which is
threaded or tapered and is removable from

the drill steel; not formed as an integral
part of the drill steel. The all-steel bit can
be resharpened, but the tungsten carbide
insert type may be nonresharpenable. Also

known as rip bit or knockoff bit. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

detachable cable seams box. Designed so
that it can be disconnected and detached
from associated apparatus without disturb-

ing the sealing of the cable. B.S. 3618,
1965, sec. 7.

detached bead pulley. See head pulley, a.
detaching book. An appliance which releases
automatically the winding rope from the
cage should an overwind occur. The hook
is placed between the skip shackles, or the
cage slings, and the winding rope cappel.
A detaching plate is fitted to girders below
the winding sheave, and in the event of an
overwind, the hook becomes locked in the

plate, thus suspending the skip or cage,
while the winding rope is simultaneously
liberated. See also Ormerod detaching
hook ; King detaching hook. Nelson.

proetctive barrier is formed. Pryor, 3.

detail drawing. A large-scale drawing showing all small parts, details, dimensions, etc.

that has been shaped by erosion. Standard,

detailed mil survey. The final soil tests at a
site as guided by the general soil survey.

deeper into the undisturbed rock, and a

destructional. Pertaining to destruction or
shaped by destructive forces, as a plain

Nichols.

1964.

The tests may be performed in situ by

for example, sea cliff, river cliff, cuesta

sent to the nearest soils laboratory. See

destructional calf. A cliff formed by erosion;

scarp, ice-scoured wall, ice-quarried cliff,
fault-line cliff, and landslide scar. Stokes
and Varnet 1955.
destructive distilistion. The distillation of
solid substances accompanied by their decomposition. The destructive distillation
of coal results in the production of coke,
tar products, ammonia, gm, etc. C.T.D.
destrucdve testing. Testing methods, the use

of which destroy or .impair the part or

product insofar as its intended use is concerned, but which give proof or an indication of the strength or quality of similar
or duplicate parts or products. Such tests
involve the subjection of the test piece to
various influences, of destructive magni-

mobile laboratory units, or the samples are
also preliminary soil survey. Nelson.
detector. See seismometer. A.G.I.

detector, magnetic. See magnetic detector.
ASA MH4.1-1958.

detectoscope. A manufacturer's trade name
for (1) a misnamed hand apparatus which
both magnifies and illuminates stones from
above, thus actually making it more duq-

cult to detect inclusions, and (2) a gem-

testing instrument employing eight different color filters. Shipley.

detergency. Process in which liquid and/or
solid adherent matter is removed from a
solid's surface by use of a liquid (the detergent medium). Degreasing, cleansing,
scouring. Pryor, 3.

tude, such as impact, stress, pressure, cyclic

detergent. A chemical compound that acts to
clean surfaces and to keep foreign matter

testing. Henderson.

in solution or suspension. Nichols.
detergent on. A lubricating oil having special
sludge dispersing properties which is used
in some internakombustion engines. These
properties are usually conferred on the oil
by the incorporation of special additives,

movement, etc. See also nondestructive

destroctive wave. One of the waves that
erode a beach. Schiefe decker.

destructor. A plant which disposes of large

amounts of refuse, usually by burning.
Ham..

f
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which give it the ability to hold sludge
particles in suspension as well as to promote engine cleanliness. Ham.

detergents, synthetic. Materials which have
a cleansing action like soap but are not
derived directly from fats and oils. Synthetic detergents are surface-active agents
and have structurally unsymmetrical molecules containing both hydrophilic, or water-

soluble, groups and hydrophobic, or oilsoluble, hydrocarbon chains. Used in ore
flotation. Abbreviation, syndets. CCD 6d,
1061.

determinative gemmology. The science of
differentiating (1) between the various
gemstones, (2) and between gemstones

and their substitutes, and (3) between

such substitutes. Shipley.
determinative inclusion. In

determinative

gemmology, an inclusion, the nature of
which assists in the determination of the
exact identity of an unknown stone. Shipley.

determinative mineralogy. That branch of
mineralogy which comprises the determination of the nature, composition, and
classification of

minerals, by means of

physical tests, blowpipe analyses, chemical
analyses, differential thermal analyses,
X-ray diffraction, etc., and the examination of the crystallographic and the optical
properties. Fay.
detianing.- Treatment by chlorination of tin-

bearing scrap for recovery of tin as its
chloride. Pryor, 3.

detonate. a. To cause to explode by the application of sudden force. Standard, 1964.
b. To explode suddenly with a loud report.
Standard, 1964.
detonating fuse. A fuse consisting of high
explosive that fires the charge without the
assistance of any other detonator. Fay. It
consists of a high-explosive core of pentaerythritpl tetranitrate (P.E.T.N). enclosed
in tape and wrapped with textile countering yarns. Usually this fuse is then reinforced or completely enclosed in a strong
waterproof plastic outer cover. The finished
external diameter is normally about 0.2
inch. McAdam II, p. 59. Primacord is the
best known brand. Nichols. See also Cordtex; safety fuse. Nelson.

detosatirg gm. A gaseous mixture which explodes violently on ignition (as two volumes of hydrogen with one volume of
oxygen, forming water). Webster 2d.
demisting powder. Any powder or solid substance, as mercury fulminate, which, when

heated or struck, explodes with violence
and a loud report. Webster 2d.

detonating primer. A primer exploded by a
fuse, used to fire high explosiives. Fay.

detonating rate. The velocity with which the
explosion wave travels through the column
of charge. Streefkerk, p. 42.
&toasting relays. A device for obtaining
short-delay blasting in conjunction with
the detonating fuse. It consists essentially
of two open-ended delay detonators coupled
together with flexible neoprene tubing.

McAdam ii, p. 60.
detonating tube. A eudiometer for making

explosions. Webster 2d.
detonation. a. An explosive decomposition or
explosive combustion reaction that moves
through the reactant(s) at greater than

the speed of sound in the reactant(s) to
produce (1) shock waves and (2) significant overpressure, regardless of confinement. Bureau of Mines Star. b. The very

sudden change of unstable substances from

a solid or .liquid to a gaseous state with
the evolution of great heat and accompanied by.a sudden report. Fay. c. A violent chemical reaction resulting in flame

and preuure, such as an explosion of mercury fulminate. As used in connection with
a coal-dust explosion, it refers to an extremely fast violent stage, usually in a
limited area. Rice, George S. d. A chemical reaction which propagates into the
reacting medium at a supersonic rate. I.C.
8137, 1963, p. 76. e. An extremely rapid
explosion; the firing of an explosive charge
by fuse or electric detonator. Nelson. f. The
action of converting the chemickls in an
explosive charge to gases at a high pressure, by means of a self-propagating shock
wave passing through the charge. B.S.
3618,1964, sec. 6. g. The action or process
of detonating; specifically: a chemical reaction producing vigorous evolation of

are composed of minerals that have been

nomenclature uses the designation d with

transported, sorted and collected by natural agencies into valuable deposits. Such

for example, 2-d propane designates CH.-

released by weathering and later have been

minerals are usually of high specific gravity

and are resistant to abrasion and weathering. Examples are gold, diamonds, platinum,

tin (cauiterite), monazite, magnetite and
ilmenite, these kit two being the common
constituents of black sand. Lewis, p. 276,
detrital limestone. A limestone formed from
the debris of older limestones. A.G.I.

detrital mineral. Literally, any mineral, the
granulation of which results from detrition; but in sedimenatry petrology, the
term is restricted to the grains of heavy
minerals found in sand and other sedi-

heating, rough operation, and a charac-

teristic knock. Webster 3d.
detonation traps. Devices that prevent a deto-

nation initiated in one part of a system
from propagating to another. I.C. 8137,
1963, p. 22.

detonation velocity. When the explosiv c. detonates it is transformed into a glowing

mass of gas having a high pressure and
a high temperature. The speed at which

the reaction front moves forward through
a cylindrical charge is called the detonation velocity. Fraenkel, v. 3, Art. 16:01, pp.
13, 15.

debited= wave. An explosion wave pro-

ments are detritus. Pryor, 3.
detritus. a. Incoherent sediments produced
by the erosion of rocks through the various
geologic agencies. See also rock waste. Fay.

b. Fragmental material, such as sand, silt,
and clay, derived from older rocks by disintegration. The unconsolidated deposits
produced by the accumulation of detritus
are detrital sediments. A.G.I. c. A mixture
of minute vegetable debris which eventually becomes converted into coal. Tomkeie ft , 1954. d. Accumulation on the sea
bottom of particles worn from rocks by
mechanical means and broken organic ma-

terial. Hv.
detritus chamber. A tank through which sewage passes, allowing suspended solids to
settle on the bottom from where they can
be removed. Ham.

gressing with a permanent maximum speed
with reference to the mass of the detonat-

detritus slide. The slow downhill movement
of detritus, with clays and shales acting as

other words, without reference to the walls
of the passageway. It is not probahle that
a true detonation wave is obtainable with
coal dust. Rice, George S.
detonator. A device for producing detonation
in a high-explosive charge, and initiated

Detroit future. Soo Detroit rocking furnace.

ing substances or gaseous mixtures; in

by a safety fuse or by electricity. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 6. See also blasting cap; electric
detonator.

detonator POO. A container for carrying
detonators in mines. It is so constricted

that, when closed, a detonator or the leads

of a detonator cannot come into contact
with either the metal of the case or any
metal outside the case. Nelson.

Deems Soakkan process. A metal cleaning

process in which ultrasonic energy is combined with a chlorinated solvent vapor de-

greasing. The parts are immersed in the
cleaning solution which Is vibrated by
high-frequency sound waves above the
audible range. It is claimed that the results
are similar to hand wiping because of the
direct impact of the solvent on the surface.
Osborne.

detrital. Descriptive of minerals occurring in
sedimentary rocks that were derived from
preexisting igneous, sedimentary, or metamorphic rocks. Synonym for chistic; silogenlc.

detrital deposits. Placer or detrital deposits

Varnes, 1955.

deuteromorphic. Applied to crynals indicating that their shapes have been acquired
or modified by the action of mechanical or
chemical processes on the forms which they
originally possessed. Deuteromorphic forms

are described as (1) tectomorphic when

rounded

speed greater than that of soun adistincombustion engine that replaces or occurs
simultaneously with normal combustion
and is manifested by lou of power, over-

formed from pre-existing rocks. Stokes and

rocks. Stokes and Varner, 1955.

detrition. a. The processes involved in producing detritus and in removing material
from a land surface. A.G.I. b. Erosion of
rock by natural forces. The resulting frag-

mally rapid combustion in an internal-

CHDCHs. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

deuterodlorite. Diorite formed by the metamorphism of diabase or gabbro, wholly or
in part cataclastic. A.G.1. Supp.
deuterogenk. Relating to secondary rocks

minerals. C.T.D.

through a heavy liquid. See also heavy

heat and sparks or flame and moving

guished from deflagration. WebAer 3d. h.
A violent explosion. Webster 3d. i. Abnor-

a number which designates the carbon
atom to which the deuterium is bound;

the modifications are due to magmatic corrosion; (2) lytomorphic when due to
aqueous solutions; (3) schizomorphic when
due to cataclastic processes; (4) clastomorphic when due to denudation as in the

ments, and separated therefrom by passing

detrital rock. A rock composed of particles
or fragments eroded from pre-existing

through the material detonated, as a high
explosive such as dynamite or TNT, at a

developer
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slippage surfaces. See also soil creep. Nelson.

Bennett 2d, 1962.

Detroit rocking furnace. An indirect arc fur-

nace with graphite electrodes entering

horizontally from opposite ends, rocked

continuously on supporting rollers. Bennett
2d, 1962.

debnsion. A lateral deformation in which
particles of a body apparently slip past
each other as a result of shearing force.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

denteric. Alterations in an igneous rock produced during the later stages of the consolidation of the magma from which the
rock formed. Compare paulopost. The
term distinguishes such early magn2atic
alterations from the more strictly secondary changes produced during a later period
of alteration. Holmes, 1928.
deuterium. A hydrogen isotope, the nucleus

of which contains one neutron and one
proton and is therefore about twice as

heavy as the nucleus of normal hydrogen
which has only one proton. Deuterium is

often referred to as heavy hydrogen. It
occurs in nature as 1 part in 6,500 parts
of normal hydrogen. LEM. Its mass is

2.0147 ± 0.00007 atomic mass units. The
symbol D is often used to designate deuterium in compounds, as HDO for molecules of that composition. Official chemical

3/7k.
0%

or angular grains of a detrital

sediment; and (5) neomorphic when any

one of the preceding types has been regen-

erated by zones of secondary growth in

crystalline continuity. Holmes, 1928.
deuteron. The nucleus of the deuterium atom

that consists of one proton and one neutron and is used as a projectile in nuclear
bombardments, as with a cyclotron; symbols D or d. Webster 3d.
de Vithaire process. Selective removal of
sulfur from pig iron in the fused state by
contacting with a mixture of barium cyanide, lime, and carbon. Bennett 2d, 1962.
De-Vecchio linens. A method for the smelting of pyrites which entails the roasting
and magnetic concentration of the raw
material followed by reduction in a rotary
kiln or electric furnace. The product may
be briquetted and reduced in the blast furnace, but is better smelted in an electric
furnace. In France, the process is of importance in connection with the production
of sponge iron which is afterwards worked

up into steel in the basic open hearth or
electric furnace. Osborne.

develop. a. To open a mine and ore; more
or less, to search, prospect, explore. von
Bernewhr. b. To traverse a mineralized
body horizontally by drives ind verticailly
by shafts or winzes, in order to prove its
extent. C.T.D. c. To open up ore bodies
by shaft sinking, tunneling, or drifting.
Ballard.

developed blink. A Wank that requires little
or no trimming when formed. ASM Gloss.
developed on. Ore which is so completely
exposed that its yield with respect to tonnage and tenor is essentially certain and
which, in addition is available to hnmediate withdrawal gy the mining method
being employed. Forrester, p. 553.

developed reserves. a. The tonnage of ore
which has been developed, sampled, and
blocked out, or exposed on at least three
sides. In coal mining, the tonnage of coal
known to exist by development headings.
Also called assured mineral. Nelson. b.
Mineral reserves proved by underground
penetration. Truscott, p. 177.

developer. a. In photography, a procesnng
solution that reduces the exposed grains of
an emulsion to metallic silver, thus making
the image visible. ASM Gloss. b. In zero-

radiography, a dry powder used to make

the electrostatic image vnible. ASM Gloss.
In penetrant inspection, a material used
to draw the penetrant back to the surface,

c.

dewater
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developer

S. Afr. The deviation of a borehole

thus revealing the location of cracks or

d.

fissures. ASM Gloss.

development. a. To open up a coal seam or
ore body as by sinking shafts and driving
drifts, as well as installing the requisite
equipment. Nelson. b. Wcrk of driving
openings to and in a proved ore body to
prepare it for mining and transporting the
ore. Lewis, p. 20. c. The amount of ore in
a mine developed or exposed on at least
three sides. C.T.D. d. S. Afr. The work

imperfections which prevent the drilling
of a completely straight hole. Beerman.
e. Synonym for deflection. Long. f. The
distance, measured in a horizontal plane,

ground or reef and, in particular, to form
drives or haulages around blocks of ore
which are then included under developed

deviation and standard deviation. Pryor, 3.
h. The difference between an experimental
result and an arbitrary central value, usu-

done in a mine to open up the paying

ore reserves. Beerman. e. A geologic term,

applied to those progressive changes in

fouil genera and species that have followed
one another during the deposition of the
strata of the earth. Fay.

development drift; slant. A main tunnel
driven from the surface, or from a point
underground, to gain access to coal or ore
for exploitaiton purposes. Nelson.
development drilling. Delineation of the size,
mineral content, and disposition of an ore
body by drilling boreholes. Long.

development drivages. The shafts, tunnels,
laterals, crosscuts, and staple pits to prove
and render accessible the coal or ore to be
extracted. See also productive development; unproductive (development. Nelson,

development engineer. In bituminous coal
mining, one who operates a hoist to raise
and lower men, rock, and supplies during
development work (sinking shafts and
driving horizontal underground passages
prior to the actual mining of coal from
a seam). D.O.T. 1.
development gang. A team of men, working
to a fixed time schedule, and responsible

for having a new face, ready equipped
with roof supports, pipes, drilling machines,

etc., by the time the face in production

is worked out. See also dismantling gang.
Nelson.

development miner. See miner.
development plan. A plan showing the proposed developmer t of the mine workings,

and kept for operational purposes. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 1.

development rock. S. Afr. The rock broken
during development work in payable
ground, which contains both valuable and
barren rock and is, therefore, included in
the tonnage sent to the reduction plant of
a mine. Beerman.

development sampling. Sampling for the

establishment of reserves and conducted
primarily upon the exposures along the
development drivages. Nelson.

developmeat west; developmental
Work undertaken to open up ore bodies
as distinguished from the work of actual

work.

ore extraction. Sometimes development
work is distinguished from exploratory

work ou the one hand and from stope

preparation on the other.
Devereaux agitator. An upthrust propeller,

stirring pulp vigorously in a cylindrical
tank, used in leach agitation of minerals.

Pryor, 3.
deviste. To change the course of a borehole.
Compare deflect; walk; wander. Long.
deviating. Synonym for deflecting. Long.

devistion. a. Turning or wandering from the
proper course. Nelson. b. The departure
of a tunnel from its proper bearing. Nelson. c. The wandering of a borehole from
its intended course. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3.

is the result of rock conditions or technical

between two surveyed points in a borehole
or between the collar and any point below

the collar in a borehole. Also called dislocation; throw. Long. g. In statistical appraisal of a series of observations two
methods of measuring scatter are mean
ally the experimental mean value. B.S.
1017, 1960, pt. 1.

deviator stress. The difference between the
major and minor principal stresses in a
triaxial test. ASCE P1826.

devil. a. Aust. An automatic arrangement

for detaching a set of skips from the mainand-tail-rope haulage system. Fay. b. Drag;
backstay; trailer. Mason.
devilline. A dark emerald-greeen to verdigrisgreen hydrated basic sulfate of copper and
calcium, Cu'Ca(S0a),(OH)6.3H:0; mc no-

clinic. Dana 7, v. 2, pp. 590-591. Also
called herrengrundite; lyellite; devillite;

urvolgyite. Hey 2d, 1955.
devillite. Synonym for devilline. Spencer 21,
M.M., 1958.
devil's bed. See topgallant rag. Compare old
man. Arkall.
devil's dice. Cubes of brown iron ore, pseudomorphs of pyrites found in alluvial workings. Gordon.
devil's dirt. Old Eng. Ore difficult to assay
or treat. Hess.

devirs dough. A hard, gray-white siliceous
rock. Compare devil's bed; old man;
daugh; deux. Arkell.
devil's dung. Eng. Green-coated flints in
glauconitic silt, forming the Bullhead bed
at the base of the Thauet sand. Compare
bears' muck; cat dirt; pig's dirt. Arkell,
devil's pitchfork. A fishing tool used in drilling wells. Bureau of Mines Staff.
&vitrification. a. Deferred crystallization

which, in glassy igneous rocks, converts
obsidian and pitchstone into dull cryptocrystalline rocks (usually termed felsites)
consisting of minute grains of quartz and
feldspar. Such devitrified glasses reveal

good thermal shock resistance. Uses in-

clude radomes, high temperature bearings,
and domestic ovenware. See also radome.
Dodd.
devitrify. To destroy the glasslike character
of volcanic glasses by changing from the
vitreous state to the crystalline state.
Stokes aryl Varnes, 1955.
devitrite. A crystalline product of the devitri&cation of many commercial glasses; the
composition is Nas0.3Ca0.6SiOs; its field
of stability in the ternary system is small
and far removed from its own composition;
when heated to 1,045° C, devitrite decomposes into wollastonite and a liquid. Dodd.
devolatilitation. Progressive loss of volatiles
by the substance undergoing coalification
process. Tomkeieff, 1954.

Devonian. The fourth period, in order of

decreasing age, of the periods comprising
the Paleozoic era. It followed the Silurian
period and was succeeded by the Mississippian period. Also, the system of strata
deposited at that time. Sometimes called
the Age of Fishes. Fay.

Devonian syskm. The rocks formed during
the Devonian period, between the Silurian
and the Mississippian periods. In the type
locality in England, Devonian rocks are of
two faciesmarine, occurring typically in
Devonshire and Cornwall, England, and
continental
C.T.D.

(the Old Red Sandstone).

De Vooy's process; Barvoy's process. The

sink-float or dense-media process used for

coal cleaning. The separating fluid is a
clay-barite water pulp. Pryor, 3.

De Vries test. A test to give the relative
hardenabilities of deep hardening steels.
A I-inch-diameter bar 6 inches long is

end-quenched from the austenitizing temperature in a fixture so constructed that
the top of the bar is kept at approximately
650° C during the quench. This makes the

temperature in the bar a function of the

distance from the quenched end and allows

the steel in the bar to transform isothermally at the various temperatures. After

the bar has been in the fixture for an hour,
it is taken out and given an overall quench.
The austenitic areas in the bar then transform to martensite. The amount of trans-

formation at each temperature is deter-

mined by making hardness measurements

perlitic and spherulitic textures. C.M.D.

along the side of the bar and comparing
the hardness at each position with the

c. The change from a glassy state to a

the relative amount of transformation at

their originally vitreous nature by traces of

b. The process by which glassy rocks break
up into definite minerals, which are usually
minute and are chiefly quartz und feldspar.

maximum hardness. By comparing the loss
in hardness at various points with the temperature at those points during the quench

crystalline state after solidification. Fay.

any temperature can be estimated and thus
the relative hardenability of different steels
can be determined. Osborne.
Dewar.Redwood process. A method for cracking petroleum (1899) by the use of a suitable still and a condenser in free communi-

d. In ceramics, a surface defect manifested
by loss of gloss as a result of crystallization.
ASTM C286-65.
&vitrified glass. A type of ceramic material
that, while in the form of a molten glass,
is shaped by one of the conventional glassmaking processes, and is subsequently devitrified in a controlled manner so that the

finished product is crystalline. The crux
of the process is the precipitation, during
cooling of the shaped ware, of nucleating

agents previously added in small amounts
to the glass batch; the nucleated article i;
then heated to a temperature at which the
nucleated crystals can grow. Devitrified

glass products can be made in a wide

range of compositions; the properties can
therefore be varied, but typically the ware
is impermeable and has high strength and

cation with each other, that is, without
any valve between them, the space in the

still and condenser not occupied with liquid

being charged with air, carbonic-acid gas,

or other gas, under the required pressure
and the condense' being provided with
a regulated outlet for the condensed liquid.

A full description of the process is con-

tained in Sir Boverton Redwood's standard
work on petroleum. Fay.

&wafer. To remove water from a mine; an
expression used in the industry in place of
the more technically correct word, unwater. Hudson.

dewatering
dewatering, a. Removing water by pumping,

drainage, or evaporation. Nichols, 2. b.
The pumping out of a drowned shaft or

waterlogged workings as a safety measure
or as a preliminary step to resumption of
development in the area. Submersible
pumps may be used for dewatering. Nelson. c. See dewatering classifier. Nelson.
d. The mechanical separation of a mixture

of coal and water into two parts, one

which is relatively coal-free, the other relatively water-free, with respect to the origi-

nal mixture. Coarser coals are dewatered

by drainage hoppers and bins,

shaking

vibrating screens, conveyors and chutes
fitted with slots or stationary screens of
either wedge or round wire construction,

and perforated bucket elevators. The same
methods can be used for dewatering coal
minus one-half inch in size, and in addition centrifuges, vacuum filters, and sludge
tanks and other thickening devices in combination with centrifuges or filters are used.
Mitchell, p. 649. See also Bird centrifuge;
McNally-Carpenter centrifuge; CMI cen-

trifuge. e. In metallurgy, a process gen-

erally carried on only to the extent of producing a damp cake, in two steps: (1) in

thickeners, which remove most

diachronism
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of the

water, and (2) in filters, which receive the
thickened pulp and yield the damp mineral cake. If further dewatering is desired,

driers reequiring fuel for evaporation of
moisture are essential; Gaudin, p. 9. f. In
mineral processing, removal of part of the

liquid from a pulp. Performed in thick-

ener, classifier, hydrocyclone, settling bed or

cone, on filter, on screen (coal preparation). Pryor, 3. g. The process in which
solid material either submerged or containing liquid is conveyed or elevated in
a manner which allows the liquid to drain

off while the solid material is in transit.
ASA MH4.1-1958. h. The removal of
water from wet materials by means other

than evaporation. AS.3552,1962.
dewatering classifier. A settling tank for clarifying washer circulating water or for con-

centrating gold slimes before cyaniding.
The tank may have a continuously working rake which moves the sludge towards

the outlet pipe in the bottom. See also
dryer. Nelson.

dewatering coal. The removal of moisture
from coal after it has passed through the
washer. The coal is passed over vibrating
screens with usuLlly Vi-inch apertures, and

most of the water including the minus
1/2-inch coal, drains away. The plus 1/47inch

coal quickly drains to a free moisture con-

tent of less than 4 percent depending on

size. The minus 1/4-inch coal i: then passed

over high-speed vibrating screens with
1/2-millimeter aperture decks. The coarse
fraction, one-half inch to one-half millimeter usually is dewatered by this process
to a free moisture content between 10 and
15 percent. The product may be further
dewatered in centrifuges. Nelson.

dewaterkg elevator. Similar to the continuous bucket elevator, it is often used in
sand and gravel plants where the dredge
line discharges to a sump. The dewatering
elevator digs the material from the sump,
allowing the water to drain out through
perforations in the backs of the buckets

perforated buckets, which also often have

DFAnl re 2voia2.tion

the wear caused by excavating the gravel
from the strmp. The dewatering elevator
resembles in many ways the dredging elevator used on bucket-ladder dredges. Pit

df Stone Abbreviation for defluorinated stone.
bee also defluorinated. Dodd.

renewable manganese.steel lips to allow for

and Quarry, 53sd, Sec. C, pp. 34-35.

dewatering screen. A screen used for the
separation of water from solids. B.S. 3552,
1962.

dewaxing. Removing the exependable wax
pattern from an investment mold by heat
or solvent. ASM Gloss.
dew bed; dew atone. Eng. A grayish, bltr-centered, hard, crystalline, shelly stone,
used for road metal. It rests upon the
Yeovil le sands. Arkell.

deweyllte. A discredited mineral term since
it is a mixture of clinochrysolite (but in
some samples lizardite) and stevensite.
American 1. inesalogist, v. 47, No. 5-6,
May-June 1964, pp. 811-812.
dewindfite. A very rare, strongly radioactive,
canary-yellow, orthorhombic mineral, Pbe(UO2)5(PO4)4(OH)4.10H10, found associated with torbernite and other second.
ary uranium minerals. Crosby, pp. 15-16.
dewpoint. The temperature to which air
must be cooled, at constant pressure and
constant water vapor content, in order for
saturation to occur. Since the pressure of
the water vapor content of the air becomes
the saturation pressure, the dewpoint
also be defined as the temperature at
which the saturation pressure is the same
as the existing vapor pressure. A.G.1. Also
called saturation point.
dewpoint hygrometer. An instrument for determining the dewpoint; a type of hygrometer. It operates in the following manner.
A parcel of air is cooled at constant pressure, usually by contact with a refrigerated
polished metal surface. Condensation appears upon the metal surface at a tempera-

ture slightly below that of the thermo-

dynamic dewpoint of the air. The observed

dewpoint will differ from the thermody-

namic dewpoint depending upon the nature
of the condensing surface, the condensation

nuclei, and the sensitivity of the condensitz-detecing apparatus. H&G.
dextral fault. A tear fault (wrench fault), or
a fault with a considerable component of
tear (strike slip) motior., that shows relative displacement to the right on the distant side when viewed from either side.
The opposite is a sinistral fault. Challinor.
dextrin. a. A carbohydrate, (C.HIA05)., hydro-

lyzed from starch by dilute acids. Used in

flotation as depressant. Pryor, 3. b. An
intermediate product formed by the hy-

drolysis of starches. Industrially it is made
by the treatment of various starches with
dilute acids or by heating dry starch. The

yellow or white powder or granules are
soluble in water and insoluble in alcohol
and ether. It is colloidal in properties and
describes a class of substances, hence it has

no definite formula. Used for decorating
ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961.

while being elevated, and discharges to the

dextrogyrate; dextrorotatoty. Causing the
plane of polarization of radiant energy, as
light or radiant heat, to rotate to the right,
that is, clockwise, the light being propagated from the observer. Standard, 1964.
deziadfication. Corrosion of some copperzinc alloys involving loss of zinc and the

essential differences between this and the
regular continuous bucket elevator are the

ASM Gloss.
duning. See zur; dimming. Fay.

plant for further processing. The only

formation of a spongy, porous copper.

for drop forge. Zimmer-

ds Abbreviation for decigram. BaMin Style
Guide, p. 59.

&Hurt reagent. An etching reagent which
reveals not only thc macrostructure and
faults, such as piping, segregation, particu-

larly sulfur and phosphorus, and cracks,

but also slip lines in mild steel which have
been stressed beyond their elastic limit.
The composition is as follows: 100 milliliters of distilled water, 100 milliliters of
concentrated hydrochloric acid, 40 grams
of crystallized chromic acid, 16 grams of
anhydrous nickel chloride. The reagert is

prepared by dissolving the nickel salt in
the hydrochloric acid solution with gentle
heat. After cooling, the chromic acid is
added and the reagent is then ready for
use. Its action is very rapid, the duration
of attack varying from a few seconds to
one minute at most, and the solution should
be frethly prepared when required. Osborne.

diabantite. A chloritic mineral found filling
cavities in basic eruptive rocks, like basalt
and diabase. Fay.

diabase. a. In the United States a hypabyssal rock of the composition of gabbro but
having an ophitic texture and consisting
of labradorite laths in a matrix of augite

with magnetite a common accessory. Web-

ster 3d. b. In England, dolerite is used in
place of diaLase, and diabase is restricted
to an altered dolerite in which the original
pyroxene has been converted into t4condary nmphiboles, the plagioclase has been
more or less albitized, and the ilmenite
converted into leucoxene and magnetite.
C.T.D.

diabase-amphibolite. Amphibolite formed by

the dynamic metamorphism of diabase.

Compare metadiorite. A.G.1. Stipp.
diabaseporphyrite. A porphyry, the groundman of which is finely crystalline diabase
and the phenocrysts of which are primarily
plagioclase.

It is contrasted with augite

porphyrite, the phenocrysts of which are
primarily augitc. Fay.

diabask. Applied to a texture of igneous

rocks in which discrete crystals or grains
of pyroxene (usually augite) fill the interstices between lath-shaped feldspar (usually plagioclase) crystals. Characteristic of
diabases and some gabbros. Ophitic is
synonymous. A.G.1.

diablestic. Relating to the intergrowth of two
or more minerals; the intergrowth can be
parallel, radiate, or have some less regular
arrangement. Synonym for sieve texture.
4.0.1.
dlabolelte. A sky-blue oxychloride of copper
end lead; 2Fo(OH)s.CuCle; minute, tabular crystals; tetragonal; resembles linarite.
From Mendip Hills, Somersetshire, Eng1-md. English.

dlabrocbite. A metamorphic rock formed by
wet recrystallization or by partial fusion
but without any intimate penetration by
visible granitic material as in magmatite.

ion across time
disubroniam. The
planes by a geolc:gailcuircirnation. A bed of

sand when traced over a wide area may
occur in different time zones in different
places btcause it was deposited during a
long continued marine transgression. The
bed becomes younger in the direction in
which the sea advanced. Same as diachro-
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diachroniam
nous. C.T.D.

dischronom. Pertaining to or during the
period of the earth's existence, but differing in geologic age. A.G.I.; A.G.I. SuPP.
disclose. A line of rectangular fracture; applied by Daubree to explain the fact that
the lines of wealcneu in the earth's surface
are perpendicular to one another. Standard. 1964.

Otani. Crossing a fold; at. a diaclinal
river. Webster 3d.

Madre& structure. The structure exhibited
by varved clays and silts, in which each
sedimentation unit is marked by a gradation upward from coarse-grain size to fine-

grain size. Synonym for graded bedding.
A.G.I.

diadocbile. A hydrated ferric phosphate and

sulfate mineral, brown or yellowish in
color. Fay.

Magentas. a. Any change occurring within
sediments subsequent to deposition and

before complete lithification that alters the
mineral content and physical properties of

the sediments. Bureau of Mines Staff. b.
Recombination or rearrangement resulting
in a new product, as in the formation of

larger crystalline grains from smaller ones.
Webster 3d.
diagenedc deposits. Deposits consisting domi-

nantly of minerals crystallized out of sea
water, such as manganese nodules. H&G.
diaglypb. A marking or hieroglyph formed
during diagenesis. Pettijohn.

diagnostic mineral. a. Such a mineral as
olivine, nepheline, quartz, etc., which indicates an igneous rock is undersaturated or

oversaturated. There are also diagnostic

minerals in sedimentary and metamorphic
rocks. Synonym for symptomatic mineral.
A.G.I. b. A mineral, the presence of which

permits certain deductions pertaining to
the geologic history of the rock or sediment. Bureau of Mine, Staff.

diagonal bedding. Bedding diagonal to the

principal surface of accumulation. An obso-

lete synonym for inclined bedding. Pettijohn.

diagonal brace. A structural member in con.-

pression or tension, or both, at different
times. It is usually designed and used to

stiffen a frame agahnt windloads. Ham.
diagonal coast. Coast olAique to the direction

of the strike of the coastal formations.

Schieferdecker.

diagosal eyepiece. The specially designed
eyepiece for a prismatic telescope used in
surveying high altitudes. Harn.

diagonal fault. A fault that strikes diagonally

to the strike of the adjacent strata. Synonym for oblique fault. Billings, 1954, b.
141.

diagonal joints. a. joints diagonal to the
strike of the cleavage. Zern. b. In igneous

rocks, joints which occur at 45' to the
flow lints and are caused by shear. Lewis,
p. 603.

diatoms! landsman.. Synonym for mashedding. Pettijohn.
diagonal $ cour filth. Scour marks formed
by concentration of smaller scour marks,
generally longitudinal flutes, into distinct

rows which alternate with areas where
scour marks are less abundant or are

for oblique-slip fault. Billings, 1954, p. 140.

diagonal staple. N of Eng. A shallow pit

sunk in a sloping or diagonal direction at
the back of the main beam of a pumping
engine and in which the lever beam works.

mond. Long.
diammatiferoms. Bearing or containing dia-

in

Ilam.

diagram fattor. The ratio between the actual

mean effective pressure developed in a

steam-engine cylinder and the ideal pressure deduced from the hypothetical indicator diagram. C.T.D.

Astrid !bor. An open grid of diagonally

intersecting structural ribs spanning a floor

space. This form of construction may be
in steel, concrete, or prestressed concrete
and has the advantage of lightness combined with strength. Ham.

dial. a. A compass used for surface and

underground surveying. It is fitted with
sights,

spirit levels, and a vernier, and

mounted on a tripod. Pryor, 3. b. Corn.
To make a mine survey. Pryor, 3.
sensitive instrument which meas-

dial gage.

ures defle:tions of one-thousandth of an

inch or less Oy a needle moving on a graduated dial. Ham.

dialinv dialling. a. The process of running
an underground traverse with a mining
dial. C.T.D. b. Surveying, usually magnetic, using miner's dial. Pryor. C. The
operation of making a survey with the
dial. Fay.

Mite. High alumina refractory brick. Bennett 2d, 1962.

Mallet.. A dark green or tronze-colored

monoclinic pyroxene, which in addition to
the prismatic deavages, has others parallel
to the vertical pinacoids. Mohs' hardness,
4; specific gravity, 3.2 to 3.35. Used also

as a prefix to many rocks containing the

mineral. A.G.1.; Webster 3d; Fey.
dialiagke. A coarse-grained, deep-seated ultramafic igneous rock consisting essentially of
diallage with small amounts of other minerals in an accessory role only; essentially
monornineralic and a differentiation produnet of a gabbroic magma. C.T.D.

diallogite. Synonym for rhodochrosite. Hey
2d, 1955.

dialysb. The separation of substances in solu-

tion by means of semipermeable membranes (as of parchment, cellophane, or
living cells) through which the smaller
molecules and ions diffuse readily but
through which the larger molecules and
colloidal particles diffuse very slowly or
not at all. Such separations ale important
in nature (as in living organisms and in
soils) and have many applications (as in
blood fractionation or in the recovery of
sodium hydroxide in the manufacture of

viscose). lUsed espedally in the separation
of noncolloids from colloids. Webner 3d.
dim Abbreviation for diameter. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 59.

diusagnetk. Having a negative magnetic

permeability in vacuum, therefore, diamag-

netic particles are repelled by magnetic

diamagaefm. a. The prprxty of certain

strike-slip nor a dip-slip fault. Synonym

of science that deals with dia

reinforced and prestreued concrete.

ding; cerrent bedding; crossbedding. Fay.
diagonal basica. The principal tensile stress

for example, a fault which is neither a

slip is diagonal down or up the fault plane;

tend to set with the longer axis across the
lines of magnetic fore% Opposite of paramagnetism. Standard, 1964. b. That branch

diatoms! stratikation. Same as false bed-

diaramtelip fault. A fault in which the net

main direction of flow. Pettijohn.

pelled from both poles of a magnet and

tic
phenomena and bodies. Standard,n1=
dimmest. a. Obsolete English spelling of dia-

Fay.

field. Opposite of paramagnetic. Pryor, 3.
dimagnetk material. A material whose specific permeability is less than unity and is
therefore repelled weakly by a magnet.

absent. Arranged in rows diagonal to the

diamond ballas

ASM Gloss.

substances by virtue of which they are re-

mond. Long. b. French spelling of dia-

monds. Shipley.
diamantini. See glass frost. Dodd.

Dim& A trade name for a magnesia spine!
brick. Hess.

diamekr. The greatest distaace across a circle

or through a sphere, the line of distance
necessarily passing through the center of
the circle or sphere. Brandy, 2.

diametrk reedier circuit. A circuit which

employs two or more rectifying elements
with a conducting period of 180 electrical
degrees, plus the commutating angle. Cool
Age 1.

dismalogra soltste. See hydrazine sulfate.

CCD 6d. 1961.
dimadme suliste. See hydrazine sulfate. CCD
6d, 1961.

dilution. A local exepression used in Great
Britain to denote ammonium nitrate-diesel

oil mixtyres. Institution of Mining and
Metallurty. Symposium on Opencast Mining, Quarrying, and Alluvial Mining. London, 16-19 November 1964. Paper 12, p. 7.

diamond. a. A pointed wooden or iron ar-

rangement placed between rails, just before

a curve or switch, where tram cars are
liable to be derailed, to forte them to
remain on the rails. If the skips are traveling in one direction only, the diamond is
pointed at one end; if traveling backward
and forward on the same rails, both ends
are poir.ted. Fay. b. A diamond of industrial
grade used as the cutting element in drill
bits. Also called boart; bort; bortz; carbon;

congo. B.S. 3618, 1963, Sec. 3. c. The

hardest known substance composed of car-

bon crystallized in the isometric system,
the more common crystal forms being the
octahedron and rhombic dodecahedron.
The cube and some complex and combina-

tion forms of the isometTic system are
found, as well as rounded, distorted,
twinned, and cryptoaystalline forms. Although rery hard, cl;amond has excellent
cleavage and breaks readily under a blow,
yielding flat surfaces parallel to the octahedral planes. Diamonds urtially are classi-

fied as either gems or industrials on the

basis of color, shape, size, crystal form, and
the size and location of inclusions or other
imperfections. Diamonds sometimes also are
classified on a geographical basis, sueh as
Angolas, Brazilians, congos, Sierra Leones,

or Wert Africans. This does not strictly
mean that diamonds so classed come from

that specific geographical area but that
they are similar to stones characteristically
produced by mines in that locality. A

method for synthesizing diamonds has been
developex; and small industrial diatnonds
have been produced on a commercirl scale.

These synthetic diamonds are cc mmonly
called manmade diamonds. Long. See also
manmade diamond; natural diamond.
dialmosil bails. An important industrial variety of diamond. The stones are spherical
masses of minute diamond crystals arranged
more or less radially. They have no well-

defined cleavage planes and thus have
great resistance to abrasion. While the

term, ballas, was first applied to such
stones from Brasil, diamonds of similar

structure known as Cape and African
ballas are found. In color, ballas ranges
from white to varying shades of black.
While Cape and African ballas are not as
hard as the Brasilian, they include some
fine and unusual stones. Production is
small. Rarely, if ever, used for diamond

drilling but vety valuable for diamond
tools. Cam m ing.

diamond bit. A rotary drilling bit studded
with bort-type diamonds. A.GJ. Also called

boart bit; boart-set bit; bort bit; bort-set

'it; born bit ; bonr-set bit. Long.
dionsond-blt setter. See diamond-dnll setter.
D.O.T. 1.
diansond boring. Precision boring with a
shaped diamond (but not with other tool
materials). ASM Gloss.
diamond broker. A person who burs packet,
of diamonds from the marketing agency of
the Diamond Syndicate or other source, re-

sorts the diamonds, and acts as a retail
agent selling directly to consumers. Complete diamond buyer; diamond dealer. Long.
dimmed buyer. A person who buys diamonds

directly fmm the pauducer at or near thr

site where the diamords are found or

mined. Not to be confused with diamond
broker who is sometimes miscalled a dia-

diamond lose
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diamond ball=

a core lifter or other device. Crowning,
0. / 7.

dimmed coml. a. The number of diamonds
set in the crown of a specific diamond bit.
MOO CAM bit count; stone count. Long.
b. Sometimes incorrecdy used to indicate
the average size of the diamonds inset in
specific bit. See aho carat count. Long.
dimmed crown. The cutting bit in diamond
drilling. It consists of a steel shell containing in its face and edges small cavities into

which black diamonds lift set. In some
types of crown the diamonds can be re-

moved and rese: for further use. Grooves,
called waterways, are usually provided in
the face of the crown to allow the passage

of the drilling fluid. For surface-set bits

in diamond drilling, it

is recommended

that 2 to 20 stones per carat should be

used in soft ground (such as shale); 10 to

BO nones per carat in medium ground

(sudi as sandstone) ; and 20 to 150 stones

per carat in hard ground (such as granite). See also burned bit. Nelson.

dimmed cubic. With respect to atomic arrangements, similar to the diamond in having the two face-centered cubic arrangements of atom centers either of which is

displaced with respect to the other by one-

fourth of the diagonal of the unit cube.
Henderson.

m.md buyer. Long.

dimmed art. See pyramid cut. BS. 3618,

Long.

diamond cutter. a_ An individual skilled in
the art of shaping diamonds as gems.

diamood chlp. A fragment of a diamond
crystal. Also called chip; chip diamond

dbmond &ha A cutting chisel having a
diamond or V-shaped point. Fay.

dimmed cleavage. The plane along which

a diamond crystal can be lapin easily. The

four planes paralleling the faces of an

octahedron ate those generally referred to
as the cleavage planes, or diamond cleavage. All crystalline diamonds are more or
less brittle and will be fractured by a suf-

ficiently violent blow, but the irregular

surface of a fracture cannot be mistaken
for the brilliant flat surface produced by
cleaving. The carbon has no cleavage, and
in balks deavage is absent or very poorly
defined. Long.
slimmed cleaving. The act OT process of split-

ting diamonds into smaller pieces, which
may be more readily used as tool points,
gerns. or drill diamonds. Long.

dismood comestratIon. The ratio of the arra
of a single-layer bit face covered by the
inset diamonds or, in an impregnated bit,
the bulk proportion of the crown occupied

1964, sec. 6.

Long. b. A tool in which a single diamond.
shaped as a cutting point, is inset Long.
dimmed cutting. One of the three processes
by which diamonds are prepared for sage
as ornaments or in the arts, the others
being diamond cleaving and diamond polishing. Fary.

dimmed dealer. Synotun for diamond broker. Long.

dimmed dles. Industrial stones that have
been pierced to permit their use for drawing wire of a constant diameter. /.C. 8200,
1964, p. 13.

dimoid MIL A dnlling machine with a

chine using equipment and took designed

to recover rock samples in the form of
cylindrical corn from tocks penetrated by
boreholes. See also core drill; diamond
d rill. Long.
dimmed code& The act or pmcess of obtain-

ing a cote sample of rock material using

a diamond-inset annular bit as the cutting

tool. Long. This tubular bit and attached
core barrel are rotated at a speed under
controlled pressure by means of hollow
steel, flush-jointed, rods through which
water is pumped to cool th.. bit and remove rock cuttings. With the advance of
the bit, a cylindrical core of rock passes
up into the core barrel, where it is held by

mond drill. Long.

diamoed-drill men Members of a diamonddrill crew or pemons trained to perform
one or mom duties connected with the operation of a diamond drill. Long.
diasmod-drill operator. See diamond drillei.
D.O.T. 1.

dismond-drill pipe. Synonym for drill rod.
Long.

diamond-dial rod. Synonym for drill rod.
Long.

dlansond-drIll 111110. See diamond dnller.
D.O.T. 1.

core brought to
sample. T1
the wface in the core barrel. The cuttings
in the uprising drilling fluid will also pmvide sampling material. See also --ote re-

covery. Nelson.

dimmed-drill setter. One who cuts recesses
in head of diamond drilling bit, with hand
or power-dri.en metalworking tools, to pmpare it for receiving diamonds. Diamond
setting may be performed by a diamond
driller. Moo called diamond-bit setter; diamond setter. D.O.T. I.

diamond dust. a. Finely fragmented and
powdered diamonds used as a cutting,
grinding, and polishing abrasive or medium. Long. b. A diamond powder pmduced in the cutting of gems. Pryor, 3.
dimmed exposure. The proportional mass of
a diamond protruding beyond the surface

of a matrix metal in which the diamond

dimmed groove. A groove of %%section in a

called adamantine drill; core drill; diamond core drill; rotary drill. Long.

dimmed-drill new. The men needed to op-

diansond core din A rotary-type drill ma-

are rotated by various types and sires of
mechanisms motivated by steam, internalcombustion, hydraulic, compressed-air, or
electric engines or motors. Set alto dia-

sample of the rock penetrated. Diamond
drilling is a common method of mospecting for mineral deposits. A.G.I. Sapp. Also

which can be recovered to provide a more
or less continuous and complete columnar

Long.

diamonds inset in the crown of a diamond

ing borehole' using bits inset with diamonds as the rock-cutting tool. The bits

cuts a circular channel around a corz,

bit. Also called stone content ; stone weight.

diamond contest. The number of mrats of

probe. Long.

diamond &Mag. The act or process of drill-

is inset. Compare bit clearance. Long.
disamed grade. The worth of a diamond as
based on an individual sorter's interpretation of somewhat arbitrary standards of
color, presence of flaws, soundness, and

rotating, hollow, diamond-studded bit that

diammodkirill cover. Borehole' drilled with
a diamond drill and bits into rock surrounding an underground opening for the
purpose of detecting waterearing fissure

by diamonds. Long.

that bolts into rock, earth, and other minerals to obtain core samples. Also called
core-dnller helper; core-drill-operator helper d ia mond-poi n t-d rill-opera tor helper ;
dnll-runner helper; shot-core-drill-operator
helper; test-borer helper; test-hole-driller
helper; wash-driller helper. D.O.T. I.
diamoed drill-bok probe. See Geiger-Mallet

or structures. Compare cover. Long.

erate a diamond drill properly. Long.

roll. Pay.

disumediferoes. Any substance containing
diamonds; generally applied to nick or alluvial material containing diamonds but
also may be used in referring to other dia-

mond-impregnated substances, such as the
crown of a diamond-impregnated bit. Long.

dimmed impregnated. Having diamonds dis-

tributed thrmaghout a matrix. Compare

surface set. Long.

diamond Miler. One who sets up and opera tes a diamond drill that is used to obtain solid cores of strata dnlled through
so that the character of the ground. the
wealth of ore, or strength of material for
foundations may be determined. He may
set eiarnonds in the bit as they become

worn or chipped, or are lost (diamond-drill

setter). Also called core driller; core-drill
operator ; diamond-drill operator; diamond-drill runner; diamond-noint drill operator; shot-core drill operator; test borer ;
test-hole driller; wash driller. D.O.T. I .

ihmond-drer helper. One who assists in
the erection and operation of a core

shape. Long.

drill

diamond-impregnated bit. Synonym for impregnated bit. Long.

silsamed life. The amount of cutting a diamond will accomplish before being completely worn away by abrasion. In bits,
diamond life usually is expressed in the
number of feet drilled in a specific rock
before the inset diamonds become too
dulled to continue cutting or are lost by
roll out or completely worn away by abrasion. Long.

diamond loss. The difference between the
amount of diamond set in a bit and the
usable diamond salvaged from the same
bit when worn is considered the diamond

loss. The loss may be expressed in carat
per bit, in carat per foot drilled, or :n
carat per 100 feet of borehole driUed in a
specific rock. Long.

diamond matrii. a. A metal or metal alloy
forming the material in which the dia-

monds inset in a bit crown are embedded.

Also called biocrown metal; bit-crown
matrix; bit matrix; crown metal; matrix.
Long. b. The rock material in which diamonds are formed naturally and occur,

diaphragm
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diamond loss

to cut into the walls of

the borehole.

Nelson.

diamond salvage. 'Om recov.2 of fine diaers that are
mond fragments and
present in the swarf anluudge from diamond grindir/ operations, as well as material from diamond-pointed tools, wheel
dressers, diamond-drill bits, and broken
or discarded diamond wiredrawing dies
and tkrinding wheels. DiMiner Boll. 630,
1965, p. 307.

carat; a 40-diamond size means that there
are 40 diamonds having a total weight of
1 carat. Long.
diamond war. Same as corundum. Fay.
Arnow& per cant. The number a( relatively
equal size diamonds having a total weight
of 1 carat Also called stones per carat.
Long.
diamond system. Synonym for diamond drill;
diamond drilling. Long.

diamond tbs. Large bright crystals of cassiterite. Foy.
diamond took. a. Tools and equipment used
to dnll a borehole with diamond-set bits.

such 93 in kimberlite. LOng.

diamond saw. A circular metal disk having
diamonds or diamond dust inset in its cutting or peripheral edge. Employed to cut

tube through which air is_pulled by a suc-

rocks and other brittle substances. Long.
diamondiew splitter. Synonym for core saw.

diamond in a bit mold with greater facility

&mood inoyer. In the stonework industry,
one who uses a saw in which block diamonds are insettr.d in the teeth. D.O.T. 1.

or a shaped fragment of a diamond. Long
to the
c. A diamond, shaped or formed
contour of a single-pointed cutting tool,
for use in the precision machining of nonferrous or nonmetallic materials. ASM

monds are weighed with weight units calibrated in carats; scales vary from a folding SO-carat-capacity type, small enough to

dimmed-bode saw. A circular saw for cut-

diamond needle. A small-diameter hollow
metal tube attached to a flexible rubber

tion or vacuum pump. The suction created at the tip of the metal tube enables
a bit setter to pick up and place a small

than with tweezers.. Called a needk because the metal tube generally is made by

using a discarded hypodermic needle. Also

called diamond pickup needk; diamond
pickup tube; diamomnd pipe. Long.

diasstond orienstioa. The act or process of
purposely setting a diamond in a bit or
cutting tool in such a manner that a specific

crystal face or hard vector plane of the

diamond will be the face or plane in contact with the material being cut -w abraded
by the diamond. Long.

dimmend-partkk Mt. A surface-set or impregnated type of diamond bit in which
the inset diamonds are small frog nents
of diamonds. Long.

diamond patters. Manner in which the inset
diamonds are arranged or distributed
about the crown of a bit with or without
conforming to some predetermined geometric arrangement. Long.

diamond pickup aeedk. Synonym for dia-

mond needle. Long.
dimmed pickup tabs. Synonym for diamond
needle. Long.

disassand pipe. a. Term used for an occurrence of kimbedite in vokanic Pires large
enough and sufficiently diamondi erous to
be minable. The sire and shape of these
pipes depend on the position of the planes
of structural weakness in the country rock

regular.

through which the molten kimberlite passed.

They may be columnar, tabular, or ir-

in shape and where mining is deep

enough the diamond pipe is found to de-

crease in area antv assume a dikelike habit.

LC. 8200, 1964, p. 31. b. Synonym for
diamond needle. Long.

dissnond-poket bit. Synonym for mud bit.
Long.

diamood-poist

operabw. See diamond

driller. _DO.T. 1.

diamond powder. Same as diamon.: dust.

Lone.
dlionoed pressure. The proportional amount

Long.

dianoad scale. Instrument on which dia-

fit in a coat pocket when dosed, to those
large enough to weigh several thousand
carats at one time. Long.
dlainosthcope. An especially designed illuminator employing a gemstone holder of
special design, a binocular microscope,
and a combination baffle which affords ex-

amination of stones by either transmitted
light, or by reflected light incidcnt to all
pavilion facets only, and against either a
white or black background. It has the effect of eliminating most reflections from
the facets on the crown so that inclusions
(imperfections) may be easily observed
and identified. Used for both the identification of colored stones and the grading
of diamonds. Shipley.
diansomd scrap. As used in the diamond-a-D-

ing industrybroken diamonds and diamond fragments deemed unfit for reuse in

a diamond bit. In other industries using
diamond-pointed tools, any piece of diamond salvaged from a tool and deemed
unfit for reuse in the same kind of tool.
Long.

dimmed screen. A perforated metal or wirecloth sieve used to sort diamonds or fragments of diamonds according to size. Long.
dimmoadipet. Contains inset diamonds. Long.
Illassosd-sef bit. A rock-boring or rock-cutting tool, the cutting posints of which are
inset diamonds. Long.
diamonduet laserts. Small, shaped metallic
slugs inset with diamonds designed to be
brazed or welded into slots or depressions
machined in a metal bit or reaming-shell
blank. Long.

diamondset ring. A powdered metal-alloy
band encircling a reaming shell in which

of the total feed pressure applied to a

diamonds are inset mechanically. Long.
dimmond setter. Formerly, persons skilled in
the art of handsetting a diamond bit; also,
persons trained to set diamonds in a mold

bit. Also called pressure per diamond; pressure per stone; stone pressure. Long.

bit. A few are being trained currently

diamond bit theoretically home by an individual diamond inset in the face of the

dismenall-pyrianid huó, led. An inden-

tion hardness test employing a 136° diamond-pyramid indenter and variable loads
enabling the use of one hardness scale for
all ranges of hardness from very soft lead
to tungsten carbide. ASM Gloss. See aso

Vickers hardness test.
diamond quality. Synonym for diontond
grade. Long.
dimmed learner. A device to enlame a borehole, consisting of a length of pipe behind
the bit and core barrel, set with diamonds

to produce a so-called mechanically set

Long. b. Any toot, the cutting point of which
is a diamond, sometimes an inset whole stone

Gloss.

ting stone with points of the teeth of pieces
of diamonds. Mersereer, 4th, p. 301.

diamond hyenas. Sharp, pointed tweezers
used to pick up and manipulate single diamoods. Long.
diamond washer. An apparatus used for
washing diamondiferous gravel. It has a
bottom discharge with three coarse screens

above, each one being removable. The
shaker works in two bush logs, hollowed
out to suit, and embedded in the ground.

The screens are 8-,4-,2-, and I -millimeter
mesh, the 8-millimeter screen being on top
and the 1-millimeter screen at the bottom.
The shaker is worked by a man standing
on it at each end, and rocking it from side
to side by a peculiar motion of the legs,
the rocking motion begin ended each time
by a sudden sharp jerk to one side- In
West Africa the washer is commonly referred to as the shaker. Griffiths, S. V., pp.
8-10.
dismeed wear. Syncnym for diamond loss.
Long.
diamond wheel. a. A grinding wheel in which
crushed and sired industrial diamonds are
held in a resinoid, metal, or vitrified bond.
ASM Glou. b. Synonym for diamond saw.
Long.
dianstradiferons. See diomondiferous. Long.
Menke. Synonym for columbite. Crosby, p.
119.

dimplaneity. The quality or state of being diaphanous. Specifically, the ability of a

mineral to transmit light. Webster 3d.

Compare transparent; semitransparent;
translucent; opaque. Fay.

Allowing light to show or to

ani:tithrhinrCrugh. Webster 3d.

dinplhorlte. a. A mineral like freieslebenite in
composition, (Pb.Ags).Sb.Sn, or 5(Pb,Ags)S.2SlosSs, but orthorhombic in form.
Fay. b. Synonym for allagite. Hey 21, 1955.
diaphragm. a. A porous or permeable membrane separating anode and cathode compartments of an electrolytic cell from each

to han..1set, but the technique is rapidly

other or from an intermediate compart-

becoming a lost aft. Long.
diamond Aboe. a. A diamond-set washover
shoe. Long b. Term sometimes erroneously
applied to a diamond-set casing bit and/or
a set casing shoe. Long.
dimmed ske. According to the diamond.drilling and bit-setting industries, the size of a
diamond is always expressed in the number of nearly equal size diamonds having

ber made of rubber or similar material

a total weight of

1

carat; hence an 8-

diamond size means 8 stones neighing 1

ment. ASM Gloss. b. Universal die mem-

used to contain hydraulic fluid within the

forming cavity and transmit pressure to
the part being fanned. ASM Glom c. A
flexible partition between two chamben.
Nichols, 2. d. The crosshair ring or metal
piece holding the crouhairs or spider lines

in a telescope. Also called reticule. Seelye, 2.
e. In photography, a device for controlling

the amount of light passed by a lens and

diaphragm

(

for cutting out such rays as would tend
to mar the perfection of the image. Abo
called the stop. :eels, 2.
diaphragm jig. In the gravity concentration

where by a group of strata of less than
formation value. 4.01. c. A depositional

used to pulse water. The Bendelan, PanAmerican, Denver, and Comet arc exam-

by deposits of less than formation rank
elsewhere. There is no faunal or floral

of minerals, a jig with a flexible diaphragm

ples. Pryor, 3.

diaphragm pump. A positive displacement
pump used for lifting small quantities of
water and discharging them under low

heads. It has a plunger arm operating
either on an eccentric shaft or a rocker-

arm thrusting on a rubber diaphragm
stretched over a gdinder. As the diaphragm is deprmed the water and air

in the cylinder is fo;red out through the
discharge side of the pump. As the diaphragm is lifted, a vacuum is created in
the cylinder, and water is forced in. Carson, p. 202.
diaphragm-type washboa. A washbox in which

the pulsating motion is produced by the
reciprocating movement of a diaphragm.
BS. 3332,1962.

Naphthas*. Synonym

for retrogressive
metamorphism retrograde metamorphism.
See also diaph;horite. A.GJ.

disethorke. A cataclastic schist with characteristic minerals of upper deep magmas
which have developed at the cost of protogene minerals of lower deep magmas. Relict

structum may be present. Hess.

diaphthoritk. Relates to rocks which have
been affected by diaphtharesis. Schieferdecker.

din* fold. An anticline in which a motile
core, such as salt, has injected the more
brittle overlying rock. Synonym for piercing
fold; piercement fold. Billings, 1954, p. 59.

diastole*. Derived from a larger, parer.t
igneous mass, but differing from it in com-

position; said of certain dikes associated
with igneous intrustions. Contrasted with
aschistic. Fay.

diasphalteue; soft asphalt. Portion of bitu-

men soluble in ether or in carbon disulfide
but insoluble in a mixture of equal parts of
ether and alcohol. Bennett 2d, 1962.
diaspore. A natural hydrous aluminum oxide,
A1,03.1-1,0, occurring in bauxite and with
corundum and dolomite. White, gray, yellowish, and greenish ; luster, vitreous to
pearly; specific gravity, 3.35 to 3.45; Mohs'
hardness, 6.5 to 7. Found in Arkansas, Missouri, Pennsylvania; Switzerland; U.S.S.R.;
Czechoslovakia. Used as a refractory, abrasive. A possible source of aluminum. CCD
64, 1961.

dispose brick. A high-alumina brick manufactured substantially from diaspore clay.
A.R.I.
dindimge cisi. A rock consisting essentially of
diaspore bonded hy flint clay. Commercial

diaspore clap of the purest grade usually
contains between 70 and 80 percent alu-

mina after calcination. 11W.

dimporogelite. The colloidal form of aluminum hydroxide, MALMO. One of the
ingredients of bauxite. Also called sporogelite; clkhite. English.

diastatk.' Pertaining to or due to the movementi resulting from the forces which pro-

duce deformation of the earth's surface.
Fo,f.

4thaes. a. A break represented in other
often within the same formation,
a bed or series of beds. A.GJ. b. A depositional break of less magnitude than a disconformity and which is represented else-

dichroism
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break or a hiatus of assumed minor duration. A diastem represents an intraformational break and is therefore represented

change across the diastem. A.GJ.
diasteria. An asteria which exhibits a star by
transmitted light only. Of little or no impor (since as a jewel. See also asteria.
Shipley.
orasterism. Asterism seen by transmitted light.
See also asterism; epiasterism. Shipley.

&strophe. An event characterized by a deformation of the earth's crust. Standard,
1964.

diastrophism The process of deformatiun
that produces in the earth's crust its continents and ocean basins, plateaus an 1

mountains, folds of strata, and faults. Comb. Of or relating to diathermy. Webster Sd.
dlathermusous. a. Transmitting infrared radi-

ation. Webster 3d. b. Allowing the free

passage of the rays of hese. as a transparent
body allows free passage of light. Standard,

3d.
diathermic. a. Diathermanous. Webster 3d.
b. Of or relating to diathermy. Webster 3d.

diathermy. The generation of heat in tissue
for medical or surgical purposes by the
application of high-frequency electric currents of various wavelengths by means of
electmdes and other instruments. Webster
3d.
diatom. A microscopic unicellular plant
which has an envelope (frustule) or outer

skeleton of hydrated silica, close to opal in
compositors, and usually in two parts.
though scene have a ring-shaped frustule

and these grow in chains. They inhabit
both fresh water and salt water, and their
frustules form masses of diatomaceous earth
or shale attaining a thickness of thousar.ds

of feet. Hess.
diatomaceous. Formed from the silicious skeletons of diatoms. Shipley.

dlatomaftous earth. See diatomite. BuMincs
Bull 670, 1965, p. 314.
diatomic. a. Consisting of two atoms; having

two atoms in the molecule. Webster 3d.
b. Having two replaceable atoms or radi-

serving very fine markings. Standard, 1964.

diatom seprokol. A saprokol containing a
large amount of diatoms. Tomkeitff, 1934.

distress. A volcanic vent or pipe drilled

through enclosing country rocks (usually
flat-lying sedimentary rocks) by the explosive energy of the gas-charged magmas.
The diamond-bearing kimberlite pipes of
South Africa are examples. Holmes, 1920.

distodkkrophmel; dim!. CalsONI(NO4s;
molecular weight, 210.11 yellow crystalline or amorphous powder; and specific

gravity, 1.63. Used in blasting caps as a
substitute for mercury fulminate. Bennett
2d, 1962.

dibasic. An acid, such as HeS0s, that contains

2 hydtogen atoms which can be replaced
by 2 monovalent basic atoms. Pryor, 3.

dibbole. Eng. The lowest part of a mine,
ir.to which the water drains; a dump.
Standard, 1964.

dibonse. (Bala), a gas having a heating

value of 31,200 to 33,300 British thermal
units per pound. &Mines Bull. 383, 1960,
p. 143.

dibutyl butyl phomphouate. Colorless; liquid;
mild odor; C.H.P(0) (OWL) I ; stable;
insoluble in water ; miscible with most common organic solvents; specific gravity,

0.948 (at 20* C, referred to water at 4"

C); and Rash point, 310* F. Used in heavy
metal extraction and solvent separation ;
in gasoline additives; as an antifoam agent;
and as a plasticizer. CCD 64, 1961.
dibutyl carbiaol. 2-methy1-1-butanol; a frother
used in the flotation process. Pryor, 3.
dicaldom orthophosphate. See calcium phosphate, dibasic. CCD 6d, 1961.

dksichom silicate; dicalcium orthosilicate.
One of the components of cement; colorless; 2CaO.SiOe or CasSiOs; orthorhombic
or monoclinic; specific gravity, 2.97 to
3.28, depending on allotropic form; and
melting point, 2,130* C. Obtained as a
byproduct in electric-furnace operation.
Used to neutralize acid soils. See alto Portland cement. CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
13-163.

dice. a. Eng. Term used in Lincolnshire for

an oil shale. Tornkeseff, 1954. b. The more
or less cubical fracture of tempered glass.
ASTM C162-66.

cals. Webster 3d.

dice blocks. See throat. Dodd.
dice coal. Leic. Layers in a coal seam which
naturally break or split into small pieces

amorphous, hydrated, or opaline silica with
various contaminants, such as silica sand.

dice mistral. A Wisconsin term for small

diatomite; diatomaceous earth; kieselgahr.
A fossil accumulation of diatoms, usually
with some radiolana and smaller amounts
of foraminifera. Diatomite is essentially
clay minerals, iron, alkalies, and alkaline
earths. Unprocessed diatomite has a hardness of between 4 and 614 on Mohs' scale.

It is widely used as a filter medium, as

industrial filler, for thermal and acoustical
insulation, in ceramics, and numerous other
uses. The largest deposits in the United
States are in California. Erroneous nomenclature includes infusorial earth, infusonal

silica, and tripolite. &Mines Bull. 630,

1965, pp. 313-314.
diatom ooze. A deep-sea deposit, resembling
flour when dry, largely composed of the
frustules of diatoms and containing a small
but variable proportion of calcareous organisms and mineral particles. Holmes, 1928.
dlotomoss Having a single distinct diagonal
cleavage; applied to certain crystals. Standard. 1964.

diatom prism A prism attached to a microscope to give oblique illumination for ob-
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resembling dice. Fay.

cubic galena. Fay.
dkey. A term describing a rock which breaks

into small pieces resembling dice. BS.

3618, 1964, sec. 5.

dicey clay. Any clay or nudstone with a

cuboidal fracture, as in the Kimmeridge
clay. Arkell.

dkey COld. See dice coal. Tomkeieff, 1934

dicey coal. Corn. A lode possessing many
horizontal joints. Fay.

dkbrok colors. A term loosely used to refer
to either the two colors observable in a
dichroic stone or the three colon in a trichroic stone. Same as twin colors. See also
dichroscope. Shipley.

Mambas a. Pleochroism in which the colors
are unlike when a crystal is :bleed in the
direction of two different axes. Webster 2d.
b. The property of sotne bodies of differing
in color with the thickness of the transmit-

ting layer or of some liquids of differing
in color with the degree of concentration

of the solution. Webster 3d. C. The property of some surfaces of reflecting light of
one color and transmitting light of other
colors. Webster 3d.

dkitrolle. A hydrated, alunsinum-magnesiumiron silicate mineral, 11,(M4,Fe).AlSii/On.
Synonym for iolite; cordiente. Fay.

dichromate; bicknesate. A salt containing
the divalent CrI01 radical. lackh's Chem.
Diet.

dkbromak treatmeet. A chromate conversion
coating produced on magnesium alloys in

a buffing solution of sodium dichromate.
ASM Gloss.

dichromk. Containing 2 atoms of chromium
or their equivalents in the molecule. Web.
stet 3d.

dkhroscope. An instrument designed to detect two of die different colors emerging

from pleochreie (that is, dichroic or tri-

chroic) gems. Contains a rhomb of Iceland

spar and a tense system in a short tube,
and exhibits the two colors side by side.
Shipley.

dkkinsoalle. A green, hydrous phosphate
mineral, chiefly of manganese, iron, and
sodium. Fay.

Dkkinsoe's faille plane dowry. In

die lubrication
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1898,

Joseph Dickinson stated that the direction
of subsidence may be judged by analogy
from the slopes taken by faults and mineral
veins. He also advanced that in scams of

moderate inclination, a larger protective
pillar is required on the rise side than on
the dip side of any area to be supported.
See also dome theory. Nelson.

die. a. A piece of hard iron, placed in a

Gloss.

mortar to receive the blow of a stamp cr

diekcIrk. a. A material which offers rela-

mutter. Between the die and the stamp or
muller the ore is crushed. Fay. b. Various

electric current but through which magnetic or electrostatic lines of force may
pass. Most insulating materials, for ex-

in a pan to receive the friction of the
tools used to impart shape to material

primarily because of the sh.ape of the tool
itself. Examples are blanking dies, cutting
dies, drawing dies, forging dies, punching
dies, and threading dies. ASM Gloss. c. In
powder metallumyt the part or parts mak-

ing up the confining form into which a
powder is pressed. The parts of the die
may include some or all of the following:

die body, punches, and core rods. Synonym

for mold. ASM Gloss. d. Synonym for bell
tap. Long. e. The form used in the process
of manufacturing diamond-set bits by casting or powder metal methods. Also called

bit mold. Long. I. A tool used to cut
threads on bolts or piping. Long. g. A mold
used for forming ceramic shapes from plastic or semiplastic nonmetallic materials or

compositions. Bernie of Minn Stajf. h. A
metal case through which clay is forced
to impart the dimension and shape of the
unit; may be cored or solid; a metal form
for molding. ACSG, 1963.
die block. The tool steel block into which the
desired impressions are machined and from

which forging, are produced. ASM Gloss.
die body. In powder metallurgy, the stationary or fixed part of a die. ASM Gloss.
die maim& a. A casting made in a die. ASM
Gloss. b. A casting process where molten
metal is forced under high pressure into

tively high resistance to the passage of an

ample, air, porcelain, mica, and glass, are

diekctrics and a perfect vacuum would

constitute a perfect dielectric, NCB. b. An
insulator. A term applied to the insulating
material between the plates of a capacitor.
H&C.
dielectric cameral. The numerical expressions
of the resistance to the passage of an electric current between two charged poles.

It is the ratio of the attraction of two

oppositely charged poles as measured in a
vacuum to their attraction in a substance.

Hess. The dielectric constant, which corto permeability in magnetic mate;LIds
,rnis a measure of the polarizability of
a material in an electric field. This property determines the effective capacitance

of a rock material and consequently its
static response to any applied electric field,

either direct or alternating. The dielectric
constant of a vacuum is unity. For most
hard rocks it ranges from about 6 to 16
electrostatic units. For wet soils and clays
it is somewhat greater than this, extending
up to 40 or 50 electrostatic units. Dobrin,
pp. 341-342.

dielectric beads& A method of high fre-

quency heating in which the object to be
heated, which must be nonconducting, is
placed in a high frequency alternating field

where it is heated by the continually re-

the same chemical composition as kaolinite

the cavity of a metal mold. ASM Gloss.
C. Casting in permanent molds. Pryor, 3.
die-cadre alloys. Alloys that are suitable
for die casting, and which can be relied on

it differs only in the details of "tornic struc-

for accuracy and resistance to corrosion

drying of sand cores. Osborne.
dielectrics. Nonconductors of electricity may,
under the influence of neighboring electric

dkkile. A form of basic hydrated silicate of
aluminum, Ali ( Si40,)*( OH; m3H2O, of
with which it is grouped, and from which

ture and in certain physical properties.
C.M.D.; Dana 17.

diclisic. A crystal having two of the three
axes inclined to the third and perpendicular to each other. Standard, 1964.

didieriserk Um. A coal-fired tunnel kiln;
typically, there are four fireboxes, two on
each side. Dodd.

didymium. a. The name applied to commer-

cial mixtures of rare earth elements obtained from monozite sand by extraction
followed by the elimination of cerium and
thorium from the mixture. The name is
used like that of an element in naming
mixed oxides and salts. The approximate
composition of didymium from monazite,
expressed as rare earth oxides is 46 percent
lanzhana, Las0s; 10 percent praseodymia,

PrsOn; 32 percent neodymia, Nc1102; 5
percent samaria, Sm.°, ; 0.4 percent yttrium
earth oxides; 1 percent eerie, Ce0,; 3 per.
cent gadolinia, Gds0,; and 2 percent others.

The mineral bastnaesite could also be a
source of didymium mixtures. For uses, see

didymium salts. CCD 6d, 1961. b. The

name didymium has also been applied to
mixtures of the elements praseodymium
and neodymium because such mixtures were

once thought to be an element and was
assigned the symbol, Di. CCD 6d, 1961.

didynsinm inks. Salts derived from commercial didymium mixtures. Used for coloring
glass; decolorizing glass; and in metallurgical research. CCD 6d, 1961..

didymolite. A dark gray silicate of aluminum
and calcium, 2Ca0.3A1,08.9SiOs. Small
twinned crystals. Monoclinic. From Tatarka
River, Yeniseisk District, Siberia, U.S.S.R.
English.

when cast. Aluminum-, copper-, tin-, zinc-,
and lead-base alloys are those generally
used. C.T.D.
die clenrame. Distance between mating die
members. ASM Gloss.
die colter. Synonym for bell tap. Long.
die cauldos. A press accessory located beneath

or within a bolster or die block to provide
an additional motion or pressure for stamping operations; actuated by air, oil, rubber,
or springs, or a combination thereof. ASM
Gloss.

die earth. Eng. A local temi at Coalbmok
Dale for the Wenlock shale, because this
stratum lies beneath all the mining ground

of the districtthe minerals dying out, as

it were, at this stratum. Fey.
die foggier. A forging whose shape is determined by impressions in specially prepared
dies. ASM Gloss.

die forming. The shaping of metal to a desired configuration through the use of a
die and the force required. ASM Gloss.
Diehl process. Method of cyanidation of gold
ores in which cyanogen bmmide is used to
aid leaching of tellurides. Pryor, 3.

versed polarization of the molecules. It has

found application in the foundry for the

bodies, become electrically polarized by
induction. Such materials are known as
dielectrics. Their electromotive force is
called dielectric polarization or dielectric
induction. The strength of the electromotive force is determined by the dielectric
constant. Hess.

dielectric ',prudes. Method of ore treatment based on differences between dielectric constants of minerals suspended in an

intermediak nonconducting fluid, when
subjected to electric fields. Of limited use
in laboratory work. Pryor, 3.

dielectric strum& The maximum potential
gradient that a dielectric material can
withstand without rupture. Lowenheim.
die lines. Lines or markings on formed,
drawn, or extruded metal parts caused by

imperfections in the surface of the die.
ASM Gloss.

die lubricant. a. A solution that is used to
facilitate the flow of plastic clay through
a die or to prevent sticking of clay compositions to dies or molds during the forming process. See also lubricant; mold lubri.

cant. Bureau of Mines Staff. b. In powder
metallurgy, *lubricant applied to the walls

die holder. a. A plate or block, upon which
the die block is mounted, having holes or
slots for fastening to the bolster or bed of
the press. ASM Glou. b. In metallurgy,

of the die ahd punches to facilitate the

carriage of an extrusion press. D.O.T.

die lebricatiom. Machine oils of a light vari-

one who sets up and operates a die-holder

Sapp.
dieing smachime. A high-speed vertical press,

the slide of which is activated by pull rods
extending to the drive mechanism below
the bed. ASM Glou
die Wert. In powder metallurgy, a removable
liner or part of a die body or punch. ASM
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pressing and ejection of the compact. ASM
Gloss.

ety or soap sohltions are used for the lubrication of dies used in the forming of steel
shapes. The procedure eases the strain on

the metal and die and may prevent hairlining in the subsequent enameling process.

Machine oils should not be used to lubricate enamel ware blanks, due to difficulty
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differential grinding

from the distillation of petroleum. Its efficiency is measured by the so-called cetane
number. It is composed chiefly of aliphatic
hydrocarbons. Its volatility is similar to
that of gas oil. Also used in oil-base drilling muds. CCD 6d, 1961. See also gas oil.
diesel rig. Any drill machine powered by 3

Mines Bull. 619, 1964. p. 206.
difference be gage of drill bits. The difference

die lubrication
encountered in
baths. Hansen.

cleaning with alkaline

diesetile. A gray-white nickel arsenide,

NiAs; cubic crystals; isometric. From Radstadt, Salzburg, Austria. English.
die nippk. Synonym for bell! tap. Long.

dkate. Binding stone in Mexican masonry.
See also tizón. Fay.

die opening. In flash or uptet welding, the
distance between the electrodes, usually
measured with the parts in contact but
before welding has commenced or immedi-

ately upon completion of the eyrie. ASM
die presser. One who operates screw press or
hydraulic press to squeeze clay materials

into shape of electrical porcelain ware,
such as insulators. Also called former; tubemachine operator. D.O.T. 1.

die premiss. Term used in some sections of
the industry for dry pressing. See also dry
pressing. Dodd.

die radios. The radius on the exposed edge

of a drawing die, over which the sheet

flows in forming Jrawn shells. ASM Gloss.
db.*. a. Hard metal forms for receiving metal
and shaping articles, under pressure. Mer;erects, 4th, p. 426. b. The dies used for

drawing or stamping are made of chilled.
hardened tool steel. These dies will vary
in size and weight. Hansen.
die scriplag. Removing surface layers from
bar, rod, wire, or tube by drawing through
a sharp-edged die to eliminate minor surface defects. ASM Gloss.
diesel-electric locomotives. Diesel-electric locomotives are available in sizes ranging

from 10 tons up to the heaviest classes.

The electric drivr facilitates the use of full
engine horsepower at all locomotive speeds
and provides wide flexibility of control. Pit
and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. A, p. 114.
diesel engine. A type of internal-combustion

diesel engine. Long.

Pumping dry cement mixed
diesel
with iesel oil through casing perforations
to recement water-bearing areas and leave
oil-bearing areas unaffected. Wheeler.

diesel truck. In opencast mining, a powerful
and robust diesel-engined vehicle carrying
from a few tis over 100 cubic yards of earth

or rock. Also used in trackless transport

in tristatc mines. Pryor, 3.
die set. A standardized tool or tool holder consisting of a die base and punch plate for the

attachment of a die and punch, respectively. ASM Glum

dietheking. Forming ur :machining a depressed

pattern in a die. ASM aloes.
die steels Steels of the plat,. carbon or the

p. 815.
die stock. A contrivance for holding dies used
in screw cutting. Fay.

Dietert tester. An apparatus for the direct
reading of a Brinell hardness after impres-

sion without the aid of magnification or
conversion tables. After the impression is
made, the reading is taken by pressing
gently against the part so that the depth

pin guides itself into the center of the

impression. Brinell hardness is read directly

referred to water at 20 C). A high boiling

extraction processes and an extractant for

sill' 2d.

diesel boomer. A pile driving drophammer
operated by a type of diesel engine. Ham.

Diesel Wes An expression developed to
correlate aniline point and API gravity
GA

with cetane number. Diesel index =

100

where G is the API gravity of an oil, and
A is the aniline point of the oil. Francis,
1965, v. I, p. 29.5.

dieseling. In a compressor, explosions of mix-

tures of air and lubricating oil in "o. compression chambers or other parts of the air
system. Nichols.

diesel locomotive. A locomotive driven by a
diesel engine and widely ueed in mines for

the haulage of mine cars. It is at its best

when handling heavy loads along relatively
heavy gradients. A 100-horsepower diesel

locomotive, weighing 15 tons, can give

good continuous service. See also locomotive haulage. Nelson.

diesel oil. :se] for diesel engines obtained

gear reduction between the motor and the
rear wheels and compensates for the different distance traveled by each rear wheel
when turning corners. AP/ Glossary.
differential meateals. A selective fusion of
deeep-seated rocks. Schieferdecker.
differential compaction. a. The relative

change in thickness of mud and sand (or
limestone) after burial due to reduction

in pore space. Under loading the mud
compacts more than the sand (or limestone), accentuating the initial dip of the

the condition and nature of the sediments
involved. In addition to the physical compression, the forcing out of water and the
drying of sediments are important considerations. A.G.I. c. Assume that a hill com-

stroke-cycle design or the two-stroke-cycle
design. The efficiency of the diesel engine
(32 to 38 percent) is higher than that for
other engines. Named alter Rudolf Diesel,
a German mechanical engineer, who pat-

ented this type of engine in 1892. Web-

earth. Determined by a voltmeter. Fay.
differential. The unit which provides the main

machining, shearing, stamping, punching
and chipping. &Mines Balt 5.56, 1956,

ods of processing. Essentially, they are
steels used in making tools for cutting,

Diesel engines may be of either the four-

approximately follows the ideal diesel cycle.

next longer one of a set. Fraenkel.

difference of poteadal. The difference in
electrical pressure existing between any
two points in an electrical system or between any point of such a system and the

beds and developing conformable sections
which thicken and thin locally. A.G.!.
b. The compression in sediments produced

the combustion and expansion actuate a
piston. Thermodynamically, its operation

temperature sufficiently high to ignite fuel
injected directly into the cylinder, where

one length (change) of drro steel to the

high quality
alloy types, which must be
which is usually attained Irf special meth-

from the dial. The needle can be put back
to zero by means of an exterior control if
it becomes bent after long usage or when
it has been subjected to shock. Osborne.
dietbylem glycol dilogyi ether. Practically
colorless; liquid; characteristic odor; CM.O(Ce1-140),C.H.; slightly soluble in water;

engine in which air is compressed to a

in diameter of the bits when passing from

and specific gravity, 0.8853 (at 20° C,

point, inert solvent with applications in
uranium ores. CCD 6d, 1961.
dielloyiese glycol distant.. See diglycol
stearate. CCD 6d, 1961.
dietkyiene glycol mosostearate. See diglycol
monostearate. CCD 6d, 1961.

diethyl ettuipbosplusate. Colorless; liquid;
mild odor; Citl413(0)(OCAls),; miscible
with most common organic solvents; soluble in water; specific gravity, 1.025 (at

20° C, referred to water at 4° C) ; and
flash point, 220° F. Used in heavy metal
extraction and in solvent separation. CCD

6d, 1961.
die tripper. See leverman. D.O.T. 1.

dietzeite. A dark golden-yellow iodate and
chromate of calcium, 2CaO.Ww.CrOi.
Crystals

prismatic,

tabular ;

commonly

fibrous, or columnar. Monoclinic. From
Atacama, Chile. English.
Menke. Ste ilvaite. C.M.D.

die welding. Forge welding between dies.
ASM Gloss.

difference effect. The difference between the
local corrosion and the normal corrosion
of the anodic member of a galvanic couple.
The difference effect is positive when the
local corrosion is greater than the normal
corrosion and negative when it is less. Bit-

by the weight of the overburden and by

CZ%of

resistant rock 500 feet high is

under a sheet of homogeneous sedi-

ments that are 1,500 feet thick over the

surrounding lowlands and 1,000 feet thick
over the hill. Furthermore, assume that
these sediments, because of the compaction, decrease 20 percent in thickness. Over
the top of the hill, the sediments will lower
200 feet. whereas over the lowlands, the
surface will lower 300 feet. The sediments
are thus deformed into an anticline. A.G.I.
differential curvature. A quantity represented
by the acceleration due to gravity times the

difference in the curvatures in the two
principal planes, that is, g (141 1 /0),

where pl and p2 are the radii of curvature
of the two principal planes. A.G.I.
differential erosion. Unequal reaction to a
uniform process of erosion. Rocks vary in
their resistance, so that erosion is selective
in its effects and the more resistant rocks
stand out while the less resistant are more
rapidly worn away. It largely depends on
the relative hardness of the rocks, but relatively soft rocks may be resistant if much

of the rain sinks in instead of forming
erosive streams. Challinor.

differendal rank. It is very common that a
fault differs in the amount of movement
or displacement at different points along
the fault plane. It even may happen that
there is a displacement of many feet, or
even of hundreds of feet, along one sectior
of the fault, and practically no movement

whatever at a certain point, which has
served as the pivot. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

differential flotation. Separating a complex
ore into rwo or more valuable minerals and
gangue by flotation. Also called selective
flotation. ASM Gloss. These separate con-

centrates are made possible by the use of
suitable depressors and activators. Newton, p. 101.
differential grinding. Application of comminution in such a way as to accentuate dif-

fetences in grindability betwen the various mineral species in the ore. Therefore,

differential grinding
in suitable cases, the relatively tough mineral particles remain coarse while the more
friable ones are finely ground. Pryor, 3.

differential beating. Heating that produces
a temperature distnl.ution within an ob-

in such a way that, after cooling,
various parts have different properties as
ject

desired. 45411 Gloss.

differential pressure. The difference between
twod absolute Pressures. Roberts, 1, p. 18.
differential pressure ilowmeter. An instrument
for measuring water and water-ore slurries
in ore dressing and coal dressing processes.

It works on the principle that the rate of
flow is proportional to the square root of
the differential pressure between the upstream and downstream sides of a constriction in the pipe carrying the fluid to
be measured. The constriction is usually
an orifice plate, a Venturi tube, or a flow
nozzle. The meter gives the flow measure-

ment directly on a recording chart or in-

directly by transmitting either a pneumatic
or electrical signal for use at a remote
location. See also automation. Nelson.
differential-presenre stickling. A problem occurring when the drill string comes in con-

tact with the wall of the borehole in the
presence of a high differential pressure
into the formation. The severity of sticking depends upon the magnitude of this
pressure differential, the area of contact
between pipe and mud filter cake, and
the friction which must be overcome to

move the pipe. American Petroleum Institute, Drilling and Production Practice,
1963, p. 80.

differential pulley block. A lifting tackle used
by builders which comprises an endless
chain threaded over two wheels, slightly
different in diameter, turning on the same
shaft. As the diameters become closer so
the

lifting power increases. This block

prevents the chain from running back and

permits one mail to lift 1,000 pounds or
more in safety. Ham.

Mermaid pamplog eagioe. A compound
direct-acting pumping engine, generally of
the horizontal class. Fay.

differential relays. These relays operate on
current induction and are used to protect
alternating-current equipment from interiml faults in individual equipment or from
faults in sections of distribution system,
including transformers, various rotating
units, and transmission lines. When urd
on transformers, they operate on a fixed
tage of unbalance (approximately a
0-percent ratio) betv. oen the primary and

secondary windinp. 1 he principle of the
differential relay is that what enters must
leave, except that with transformers the
ratio will be different, but this difference
is compensated for by using current trans-

former with corresponding ratios. These
relays monitor the current of an electrical

system or equipment. When the rated percentage of unbalance is reached the relay
operates a breaker and interrupts service

until the fault is corrected. Coal Age, v.
71, No. 8, August 1966, p. 270.

differential midmost. The uneven lowering

of different parts of a building. When

differential settlement takes place, stresses

are ;nduced with the result that distortion
mai occur with attendant fractures. Such
fra :tures may become so serious that the
safety of the building in involved. Nelson.

diffcrential &mai analysis. A method of
analyzing a variety of minerals, especially

clays and other aluminiferous minerals.
The method i; bawd upon the fact that the
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application of heat to many minerals causes
certain chemical and physical changes and

are reflected in endothermic and exothermic reactions. By comparing the changes

in temperature of a mineral lowed at a
definite rate with that of a thermally inert
substance (alumina, for example) heated

under the same 'conditions, a curve or
pattern is obtained that is characteristic
of the particular mineral under examination. Henderson.

diffensdal thennograrimarn DTG. A technique for the study of the changes in
weight of a material when heated; it has
been applied/ for example, in following

the dehydration process of clay minerals.
Dodd.
differential weatherimg. When rocks are not

uniform in character but are softer or
more soluble in some places than in others,

an uneven surface may be developed; in
deserts by the action of the wind and in

humid regions by solution. Columns of

rock which have been isolated in any way
show the effect of differential weathering.

A.G.!.
differentiae. One of the different kinds of
igneous rocks formed as the result of rnagmatic diflerentiation. Bateman.
differendated. Applied to intrusions, such as
sills, dikes, lacroliths, batholiths, etc., that

are made up of two or more rock ypes

produced by the splitting of a parent
magma. Hess.

differentiated Me. A dike that consists of
more than one kind of rock because of
magmatic differentiation of an originally
homogeneous magma into two or more
fractions. Billings, 1954, p. 307.

differewthted sill. A sill that consists of more
than one kind of rock because of magmatic

differentiation of an originally homogene-

ous magma into two or more fractions.
Billings, 1954, pp. 295-296.

differendotios. a. A process by which two or

more rocks of different composition are
derived from a single body of magma.
Bateman. b. In mineral pmcening, separation of succession of mineral species from

mixture in ore pulp by flotation. Pryor, 3
diffracted won. One whose front has been

dig
on film, giving a means of identification
of a powder. Bureau of Mines Staff.

Manic A product of diffusion; as, the
material that passes through the membrane
in dialysisi alio, the liquid into which
such material diffuses. Webster 3d.

Term used to describe an anomaly
whose metal values are subdued and do

not show any pronounced focal point.

ilardes, 2, p. 15
diffuser. a. The inner shell and water passages of a centrifugal pump. Nichol,. b.
See gyve. B.S. 3618, sec. 2,1963.

diffuser chamber. A chamber in a turbine
pump consisting of a number of fixed
blades. The water on leaving the impeller
is guided outwards by these blades with

the minimum of eddying and swirling.

Nelson.

diffusion. a. The permeation ef one substance
through another, such as gas through gas,

liquid, or solid i solute through solvent;
liquid through liquid or solid; and finally
solid through sMid. The pressure conesponding to that exerted by dissolved material in its diffusion from a more concen-

trated to a less concentrated part of a

solution is called osmotic pressure. Holmes,

1928. b. Spreading of a constituent in a
gas, liquid or solid, tending to make the

composition of all parts uniform. ASM

Gloss. c. The spontaneous movement of
atoms or molecules to new sites within a
material. ASM Gloss. d. Migration due to
motion of particles of a given phase tend-

ing to increase volume occupied or to
penetrate adjacent phases. Usually mutual
across interphase. Unlike osmosis which
only affects movement of solvent molecules.
Pryor, 3. e. Flow relative to each other of
the constituents of a single-phase mixture.

Such relative flow may occur when the
different parts of the mixture are in disNRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

Masa conlier. a. An alloy coating produced at high temperatures by the inward

diffusion of the coating material into the

base metal. ASM Gloss. b.

Composite

electrodeposited toatings which are subsequently interdiffused by thermal treatment.
ASM Gloss.

changed in directk, by on obstacle or

Musks mildest. A factor of proportion-

diffraction. a. A modification which light

in grams diffusing across an arra of one
square centimeter through a unit concentration gradient in one second of time.

other nonhomogeneity in the medium by
a means other than reflection or fraction.
Hy.
undergoes in passing by the edges of opaque

bodies, or through narrow slits, or in being
reflected from ruled surfaces, in which the

rays appear to be deflected producing
fringe; or parallel light and dark or colored bands. Webster 3d. b. Diffraction is

the name given to that process which

allows sound waves to bend around ob-

stacles that are in their path. MTG. c.

ality representing the amount of substance

ASM Gloss.

Maio@ lame. A flame whose rate is controlled by a diffusive mixing process. I.C.
8137,1963, p. 76.
Mush* of pees. The property that all gases
possess of diffusing or spreading one into
the other. See also Graham's law. Nelson.
diffssios paler& A dispersion pattern result-

ing from upward movement of ions in

When seismic waves strike the corner
end of a reflecting or refracting surface,

vadose water. Hazokes.

source for radiating waves back to the sur-

meaning than this to the word sintering

Main. Term used for true solid

this corner will in itself terve as a point

state sintering by those who allow a wider

face. This radiation is known as diffrac-

itself,when used without qualification. See
also sintering. Dodd.

tion. Dobrin, p. 27.

diffraction grain. An optical device used to
analyze a beam of light or electromagnetic
wave into constituent wavelengths. In one

form, a pattern of equidistant fine lines
is ruled on a glass (transmission) or a
metal (reflection) surface. Pryor, 3.

diffradise emotifiag. A diffuse diffraction
ttern on a radiograph resulting from

-raying thin sections of crystallrne material. ASM Gloss.

dirnsctioo pattern. Diffracted X-rays recorded

dilleskIty. The relative rate of flow per unit
area of a particular constituent of a mixture divided by the gradient of composition temperature, or other property considered to be causing the diffusion. NRCASA N1.1-1957.

a. To mine coal; applied to bituminous
workings. See also gouge, C. Fay. b. To
excavate; make a passage into or through,

or remove by taking away material. Fay.
c. Crushed strata. Nelson.

dig-down pit

diluent
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dirdown pt smokes pit. A ph that is below
the surrounding area on all sides. Nichols
dipoles. A blue to black mineral associated

and in hydrocarbons; melting point, 54'
to 55' C: and specific gravity, 0.9333 (at
C). Used
20' C, referred to water at

Deformation that is a change in volume
but not in shape. Synonym for dilatation:

and waxes; as a temporary binder for

concomitant with the injection of magma.

CCD 6d. 1961.
dihedral. Having two sides, as a figure ; hay-

&kilos eels. One of the fat lenses in schist,
and thought to have been caused by the
bulging oi the schistose rocks under pressure transmitted by the mineralising solu-

with chalcocite, Cup.54; isometric. Dana 17.

as an emulsifying agent for oils, solvents,

digestion. Biochemical decomposition of organic matter whereby complex substances
are broken down and resolved into simple
and harmless matter. Kam.

abrasive powders for the manufacture of
abrasive and grinding wheelst and also as
a binder for clays for ceramic insulation.

digger. a. One that digs in the ground; as,
a miner or a tool for digging. IVebster 3d.
b. A man who is paid by the ton for coal
produced; a miner in the stricter sense.
Originally the digger mined or undermined

the coal; now the term is applied to the

ina two faces, as a crvstal. Fay.

dihedral angle. The angle of penetration of
one phase or grain between two adjacent
grains. VII. See also angle, a..

man who merely shoots out the coal. Fay.

ditydric skald; glycol. Alcohol containing
two hydroxy groups; for example, CHr

down from collieries of culm banks above.
Zern. d. In Butte, Mont., means the cloth-

dike; dyke. a. A discordant tabular body of
igneous rock that was injected into a fissure when molten, that cuts across the
structure of the adjacent country rocks,

c. A machine for removing coal from the
bed of streams, the coal having washed

ing miners wear undemround; a pair of
denim bib ov.!ralls and a denim jacket.
Bureau of Mines Staff. . See also miner.

D.O.T. 1.
digger edges. The formed serrated edges of
the buckets used for digging purposes on
a buck?t loader. ASA MI14.1-1958.
digger tools. The formed tools, interspaced
with the buckets of a bucket loader to aid
in digging action. ASA MH4.1-I 958.
digests. a. Mining operations in coal or other

minerals. Fay. b. Region; locality: quarters; lodging. Webster 2d. See also dig-

OH.CI-1,0H. Bennett 2d, 1962.

and which usually has aul:tilh angle of dip.

It should rot be conf

with a vein.

&rear of Mines Staff. b. An embankment

of earth or stone to prevent flooding b

Billings, 1954, p. 15. c. In volcanology,
the widening process of an initial fissure
A.G.!.

tions. Bateman, 1950, p. I II.
dilatometer. An instrument for measuring the
expansion or contraction in a metal resulting from changes in such factors as temperature or allotropy. ASM Gloss.
diligence. To prosecute drilling with due diligence to succ Is or abandonment means,

that there must be a product capable of
division between the parties in the proportions mentioned in the lease. Unless
this is done, drilling is not prosecuted to
success. The rule is that whatever, under
the circumstances, would be reasonably

expected of operators of ordinary prudence, having regard to the interest of

c. An embankment of earth around a drill
sump or tar.c. Long. d. An embankment

frith lessor and lessee, is what is required.
Ricketts, II.
dilleaborglk. An impure chrysocolla contain.
ing copper carbonate. Weed, 1918.

ing. Long.

dike. Corn. To separate (tin

the sea or by a stream; a levee. Webster ?d.

to impound a body of waobr or mill tail-

diked land; diked iamb; polder. A tract of

ore)

washing in a hand sieve. Webster 3d

bY

low land reclaimed trmn the sea or other

Meek& The washing of small ore in a fine

gings. Fay. c. A sudden erratic increase in

body of water by dikes. Schieferdecker.
diked marsh. See diked land. Schieferdecker.

dither: Corn. A fine hair sieve for tin ore.

tool caused by unstable conditions in the
machine setup. Usually the machine is
stalled, or either the tool or the workpiece
is destroyed. ASA( Gloss.

dikekt. A small offshoot or apophysis from

cutting depth or in the load of a cutting

dialog bit. According to English drillers, a
noncoring bit usually similar to a steel

drag or mud bit. Long.
digging cycle. Complete set of operations a
machine performs before repeating them.
Ni. hols, 2.

digging bebbt. See bank height. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

digging line. On a shovel, the cabk which

forces the bucket into the soil.

Called

crowd in a dipper shovel, drag in a pull
shovel, and dragline and closing line in

a clamshell. Nichols.
digging residance. The resistance which must

be overcome to dig a formation. This resistance is made up largely of hardness,
coarseness, friction, adhesion, cohesion,

and weight. Nichols, 3, p. 3-4.
diggings. a. Applicable to all mineral deposits

and mining camps, but as used in the
United States applied to placer mining

only. See also bar diggings. Fay. b. Superficial mining work. Pryor, 3.
digital computer. Machine which makes
mathematical computations by methods in

which digits are added or subtracted in
accordance with the coding signals to which
the machine is sensitive. Pryor, 3.

digital Indkator. A device that indicates the
magnitude of a measured quantity in digital numbers, usually in decimal or binar!
form. ASM Gloss.
diglycol nonosiearste; diethylene glycol
monostearate. Small, white flakin; available in regular or water-dispersible types:
C0linCOIMI-140C,H4011. Used as a temporary binder for ceramks and grinding
wheels and as a mold-release lubricant for
die casting. CCD 6d, 1961.

diens' dean* dieibylese glycol distearate.
A white, waxlike solid; faint fatty odor;

CnilsaCOOCirlis):0; disperses in hot
water: soluble (hot) in alcohol, in oils,
264-972 0-68-22

a dike. Standard. 1964.

dike ridge. A wall-like ridge created when
erosion mimes softer material from along
the sides ol a dike. Stokes and Varner,
1933.

dike ruck. The solidified igneous rock, which,

while molten, was injected into a fissure
in older rocks. Not to be confused with
rock forming a vein or sill. See also dike,
c. Long.

dike set. A group of parallel dikes. Billings,
1934, p. 307.

dike swarm. A group of parallel dikes, but
more numerous than in a dike set. Billings,
1034. p. 307.

dIk

dyikke; euslarkinr. To surround or

proect a tract of land or marsh with
dikes. Schieferdecker.

diktyoulle. A migmatite with a netlike structure. Schieferdecker.
dlikdoncy. a. The property of granular masses
of expanding in bulk with change of shape.

It is caused by the increase of space between the individually rigid particles as
thc7 change their relative positions. Fay.
b. The expansion of cohesionless soils when
subject to shearing deformation. ASCE

PI826. c. The property of a tilt which,
when a pat is shaken vigorously in the
palm of the hand, moisture will appear on

the surface but can be worked back by
pressing and squeezing. A day does not
exhibit this property. Nelson. d. Property
of certain suspensions in which resistance

to flow increases at a greater rate than
the increase in rate of flow; for example,
as in quicksand. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

e. Behavior whereby there is an apparent
decrease in the liquid content of a colloidal structure during mechanical agitation
(because of the volume increases). VV.
dilatation. See dilation, b. A.G.I.
diltddlooml wove. Synonym for P-wave; compressional wave. A.G.I.; A.G.!. Sapp.

dilation. a. The expansion of ice from the
freezing of water in fisSures. A.G.I. b.

sieve. Nelson.
Fay.

diVuing. Upgrading fine cassiterite by panning it in water in a close-meshed sieve.
Pryor, 3.

dilly. a. Any of various horse-drawn vehicles

(as a light wagon or cart). Webster 3d.

b. A haulage system on a short incline in

a mine. Webster 3d. c. N. of Eng. A

counterbalance mounted upon two pairs

of tram wheels by means of which the

empty tubs are carried up an underground
incline of a greater inclination than I in 3.
Fey. d. A self-acting incline handling light
loads. Nelson.

dilly boy. One who rides a dilly or attends it.
Fay. See also incline man.
dilly brow. Eng. See balance brow. SMRB,
Paper No. 61.

dilly bole. a. A small-diameter cased hole
alongside the borehole proper. The dilly
hole is as deep as the kelly or grief stem
is long and acts as receptacle in which the

kelly may be stored during round trips,
casing, or other operations in which it is
not used. Long. b. A small sludge-catchment basin placed between the collar of
the borehole and the main drill sump.
Lone.

dilly rider. In bituminous coal mining, a
laborer who rides and attends a dilly (light
wagon, truck, or water cart) used to haul
coal or water underground or at the sur-

face of a mine, loading, unloading, and

cleaning it. D.O.T. 1.

dibit. a. S. Wales. Rubbish coal or culm.
Arkell. b. S. Wales. Black argillaceous
rock, clod, or rashings. Arkell. c. A band
of inferior coal. Nelson.
dIhreat. a. That which dilutes or makes more
fluid; a fluid that weakens the strength or
consistency of another fluid upon mixing.

Fay. b. Waste rock in ore. Hess. c. In

solvent extraction, the inert liquid used to
dissolve the extractant. This must be practically immiscible with water; and the one
that is almost universally used is kerosine.

Newton, p. 440. d. See carrier solvent.

diorite-porphyrite
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diluent

whose dimensions are fixed by specification.

Pryor, 3.

Mob. Relatively weak in concentration; to
kssen the strength of by adding more
solvent. Critptn.

alluie edium. Medium of specific gravity
below that in the separating bath and
usually occurring as a result a spraying
the bath products for the removal of adhering medium solids. B.S. 3552, 1962.

dilation. The contamination of ore with barren wall rock in sopping. The assay of the
ore etre mining is frequently 10
lower than when sampled in place. reTseliorli.
Synonym for contamination. Long.
dihrviaL a. Pertaining to floods. Fey. b. Reiated to or consisting of diluvium. Fey.

dibsvloss. a. Sand, gravel, clay, etc., in surficial deposits. See also drift. Formerly,
according to some authors, alluvium was
the effect of the ordinary, and diluvium
was the effect of the extraordinary action
of water. Dihnium has passed out of use
as not precise, and mote specific names

Fey.

dimentlen rock. A granitoid and schistose
rock, found in Wales, lower than the
arvonian. Fey.

dimetrk splaso. &one as tetragonal system.

Shipley.
Ceramic whiteware made in a
dbmisig I. To determine the durability of dinnerware.
given pattern and in a full line of ankles

optical glass, the surface is subjected to the

action of air saturated with water vapor
at a definite temperature (usually 80' C)
for a specified period. Any dimming of

the surface is then observed. Dodd.
dlutorphino. The ptoperty of crystallizing in

two different crystal systems but being
chemically identical; for example, calcium
ca:bonate crystallizing as calcite (hexagonal rhombohedral) and as aragonite (orthorhombic). Standard, 1964.
dineeplate. An orange-yellow arsenic sulfide

mineral obtained as a vrlcank product

and closely related to orpiment. Standard
1964.

for the different kinds of material have dimplirsos. Having the same chemical com-

been substituted. Fey. b. Formerly applied

to the unsorted and sorted deposits of the

Glacial period, as contrasted with the

wateraorted alluvium. Compare alluvium.
Fay.

dimemiourd aualpie. In scale model analysis
of various structures affected by the flow
of liquids, the principle of dynamic simi-

larity applied to determine the relation-

ship between variables, such as speed and
density of fluid and the length of a scale
model compared with that of its full size
proto..ype. Ham.

olimembeal coonlisadon. Sizing of various
constructional units to make construction
easier. ACSG,1963.

dimenaosal orbited's. A preferred orienta-

tion that is shown by the shape of the
individual grains.

A. J.

almenloaal rated capacity. The weight of a
specified material per foot of belt length
which a belt conveyor will transport
NEMA MB1-1961.

abominable. The process of adjusting the
edge dimensions of a plate, by grinding
or lapping, to achieve maximum activity
and freedom from erratic activity and fre-

quency changes over a given range of
temperature. In AT and BT plates, these

effects depend on the extent of coupling
between high harmonics of the flexural

position but crystallizing in two diffetent

shallow indentation into sheet metal. ASA,

b. In aircraft, stretching metal into
a conical flange for the um of a countersunk head rivet. ASM Gloss.
DIN Abbreviation for Deutsche Industrie
Normen, that is, German Industrial Standards. C.T.D.
47oss.

Dinestion. Lower Carbonifetous. A.GJ. Sapp.
Dimas brick. A refractory brick, almost en-

tirely composed of silica from the Dinas
clay in the Vale of Neath, England. Fay.
Dim ruck. A natural rock ot sand of high
silica content, used as an acid refractory.
C.T.D.

dim*. A narrow valley; a shady glen or
hollow. Standard, 1964.
dingot. An oversized derby (possibly a ton or

more) of a metal produced in a bomb

reaction, such as uranium fmm uranium
tetrafluoride and magnesium. The term

sions. In ordinary practice, all plates are
arbitrarily cut to fixed dimensions and the
operator individually hand tailors each

and casting. See

optimum results; in ptedimensioning the
optimum dimensions are first fourA experimentally and are effected en masse
during manufacture before the finishing
operation. AM, 1.

abannion now Naturally occurring rock
material cut, shaped or selected for use in
blocks, slabs, sheets, or other construction
units of specified shapes or sizes, and used
for external or intenor parts of buildings,
foundations, curbing, paving, flagging,

bridges, revetments, or for other archi-

tectural or engineering purposes. This term
is also applied to quarry blocks from which

pieces Of fixed dimension may be cut.

Marble, granite, limestone, and sandstone
provide the bulk of dimension stone, although slate, diorite, basalt, and diabase,
are included. &Mines Bull. 630, 1965,
0. 876.

disseries work. Masonry consisting of stones

dimmer leather. A term locally applied to

complex sole markings, probably Including

both flute and load casts. Pettijohn.

ibt.

To cut into the floor of a roadway to

obtain more headroom Fraenkel.
Votes. A man employed .1n floor excavation
or dinting on a roadway. Nelson.

abaft bon. Excavating and removing a
layer of floor along a roadway to gain

headroom. Nelson.
aloctibearal. Refers to the structure of layeted

clay minerals in which only two-thirds of
the possible octahedral positions of aluminum are ocrupied by other cations. A.G.I.

hig(Si20.). Monoclinic. Color white to

iohn.

dimplbe. a. Stretching a relatively small

mode and the fundamental shear fre-

plate during the finishing process to achieve

comprising a dinner service. ASTM C242601.
Disollagellaies. See Protozoans. Hy.

crystal sptems. Compare trimorphous;
Su pp.
polymorphous; allotmpec. A.GJ.
An achondritic meteorite composed
dimple. A defect consisting of a shallow de- alogeolle.
essentially of bronzite with small amounts
pression in the porcelain enamel. ACSG,
of oligodase; the same as oligoclase chlad1963.
nite. Hohnes, 1928.
dimpled cumont mak. An obsolete name
used for interference ripple mark. Petti- diopeide. A calcium-magnesium silicate, Ca-

ingot for these metals is reserved for mas-

quency, as determined by the edge dimen-

abbey. A small locomotive used to move can
in and about mines and quarries. Fey.
Ankh* Using a hollow punch with a knifelike edge which acts against a wooden fiber
or resiliently mounted metallic plate for
cutting non-metallic materials and lightgage soft metals. ASM Gloss.

sive units produced in vacuum melting
also

biscuit; derby. ASM

Gloss.

Dimes megnetic sepankor. In its earlier form,
a mineral separator to which the material
was fed by a vibrating conveyor and passed
through successive zones of magnetic in-

fluence. The zones were covered by the

rims of rotating disks which became magnetized, carried the partides having magnetic suscepobility out of the fields, were

light-green; deepens with increase of iron.

Luster vitreous. Mohs' hardness, 5 to 6;
specific gravity, 3.2 to 3.3. Diopside is
found as a contact metamorphic mineral
in crystalline limestones. It as also found
in regionally metamorphosed oda. Occurs
in Connecticut and New York, and in
Italy, U.S.S.R., Austria, and Switzerland.
Transparent varieties have been cat ant;

used as gemstones. Dana 17, pp. 436-437.

diopside esirsepe. Fine green chrome diopside cat's-eye, from Burma. Shipley.
diropelde, bend. 'A synthetic diopside, CaMg%Os, produced in the electric furnace
and usecl as a refractory. Natural diopside
is a mineral and is also sometimes used
as a gemstone. CCD 64,1961.

AGO& Wein. A pymzene intermediate between jadeite arid diopside. From the
Tuxtla statuette, Tuxtla, southeast Mexico.
English.

diopeklite. A basic igneous dike rock consisting essentially of diopside and accessory
iron ore, pleonaste, garnet, etc. The original
rock contains about 95 percent chrome
diopside and 5 percrnt other constituents.
/ .Nannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 455.

(Wotan. A rare, hydrated silicate mineral of
copper, Cik(S40,..).614,0; trigonal. Found
occasionally, as nch emerald-green crystals, in association with other copper ores.
Also emerald copper. C.T.D.; Dana 17.

Mops*. The system used in lighthouses in

demagnetized, and dropped the concentrate beyond the edge of the belt. Now

which the rays of light from the flame are
collected and refracted in a given direction

netism; dried, finely crushed ore passes

dimes. a. A plutonic igneous rock composed
essentially of sodic plagioclase (usually
andesine) and hornblende, biotite, or pyroxene. Small amounts of quartz and orthoease may be present. A.G./. b. An intrusive rock, often called greenstone. Gordon.
dknite-apike. See aplite. Hess.
aiorite-porpbyrite. A porphyry, the ground-

made with rollers having an induced mag-

over the rollers in a thin stream from

which particles attracted by the magnets
are drawn out. Hess; Liddell 21, p. 386.
A crystalline eellowish hydrocarbon
melting at a low temperature and occurring in lignite. Tomkeiell, 1954.

dialtroses Mashie. Red-kown gas; black
liquid or solid, NAN; specific gravity,
1.447'; melting point, 102' C; soluble
in water; molecular weight, 76.02. Bennett 21, 1962.
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by a lens placed in front of the light.
Hagger.

mass of which is a finely crystalline diorite,
and the phenocrysts of which are isfuoanly
plagioclase.

It is contrasted with

horn-

1

blende.porphyrite, the phenocrysts of which

the
dip est. In cutting out blocks of stone,
angles to

dloahlt ore. A tenn which has been used

directly down a steep dip it becomes a

are primarily hornblende. Far.
Modals. An igneous sock consuting of dio.
rite-aplite. lohannren, v. 3, 1937 p. of.

cut which follows a line at right
the strike. Fey.
downhill so that
dip entry. An entry driven
water will stand at the face. If it is driven

somewhat in the Western United States
for manganese ore. Hess.

dip. a. The angle at which a bed, stratum,
or vein is inclined from the horizontal.

p. 499.
dipper demi. A *evolving shovel that has a

slope. See alto entry; slope. Fey.
dip equator. See actinic line. H&C.
dip
dip face. A face roceeding towards the

p. 20. h. The angle of a slope, vein,

rock stratum, or borehole as

dip switch
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dioriteporphyrite

measured

from the horizontal plane downward. Long.
.. A miner's word not found in the mining
act. The term there used withdownward
dip. The
course, which is synonymous

direction of the vein or lode as It goes

downward into the earth is called the dip.
t may vary from a perpendicular to the
earth's surface to an angle perhaps only a
few degrees below the horizon. The same
vein or lode may have different dips. Rick-

of the scam. Briggs, p. 23.

dip fault. A fault that strikes approximately
perpendicu:arly to the strike of the bed-

ding or cleavage. Billings, 1954, p. 141.
by a comdiploma eleasdig. Removing soil
position which produces two phases in the
cleaning tank, a solvert phase and an aqueboth
ous phase. Clig is effected by

solvent action and emulsification. ASM
diploid. A drift inclined along the dip of a

etts, p. 137. d. S. Mr. The inclination
of the reef or strata from the horizontal

push-type bucket rigidly fastened to a stick
that slides on a pivot in the boom. Nichols.
dipper Okk. a. The straight shaft which connects the digging bucket with the boom
on an excavating machine or power shovel.
Nichols, 2. h. Name for the standard revolving dipper shcnel. Nichols, 1.
hip. A device which unlatches the
nor of a shosel bucket to dump the load.
dlee

dippiadt. a. Wales. Same as dip. Fay. b. In
Scoiland it is called a dook. Fay. c. The
process of coating a metal shape by immersion in slip, removsl, and draining. In
dry pmcess enameling, the method of coating by immersing the heated metal shape
for a short time in powdered frit. ASTM
C286-63. d. Glazing by immersing the

coal wam. Webster 3d.
diplomatist,. In tunneling, a dipheading is one

position, measured at a right angle from
the strike. In the Republic of South Africa,
the dip is expressed as an angle ofofsoa
many degrees. In Rhodesia, the dip
gold lode may also be described by giving
a ratio of so many feet horizontally to so
many feet vertically. Beerman. e. The angle
Wheeler. f.

and direction of tilt in strata.
g. The full
To incline downhill. Mason.
inclination. Mason. h. The direction of
the true or steepest inclination. Meson. i.
The lower workings of a mine. Hudson.
j. The slope of layers of soil or rock. Nichols. k. To slope downward from the sur-

driven downward to the deep. Pryor, 3,

p. 132.
dipbead level. a. A mine lenl connecting an
engine shaft with the rooms or chambers.

Standard, 1964. b. The main level, drift,
or slope. Fay.

dipiewkarbazide. White; crystals (ColtNEINII),CO; decomposes in light; solob!e in alcohol and in benzene; insoluble

or other
face. Fay. I. Ena. A heading
underground way driven to the deep. Fay.
m. A dip entry, dip room, etc. A heading
driven to the full rise in steep mines. Fay.
See also apparent dip; full dip; true dip.
the angle
n. In terrestrial magnetism,
formed by the lines of total magnetic force

the earth's
and the horizontal plane at
surface; reckoned positive if downward.
Hy. o. In mines, the increase in depth of
a moored mine case, due to current force
against the case and cable. Hy.

dipead4salt structure. A structure in which
an inclined series of beds, dipping in one
direction, is cut by grayity (normal) faults
dipping in the opposite direction. Sometimes the result is superficial movements
uncle- gravity. A.G.!.
dip-arrow sap. A crude map used in the
field, showing the approximate position of

in water: and melting point, 173' C. Used
for the detennkation of copper and other
metals. CCD 6d, 1961.

dip Joist. A joint that strikes approximately
perpendicularly to the strike of the bed-

ding or cleavage. Billings, 1954, p. 107.
dip meter. a. An instrument used to record

the amount and direction of the dip of
strata exposed in the sides of a botehole.
&S. 3618, 1963, lee. 3. b. See Schlumberger dip meter. Sinclair, HI, p. 107.

dip needle. Synonym for dip compass. Long.
dipole. a. Coordinate valence link between

two atoms. Pryor, 3. b. Electrical symmetry of a molecule. When a molecule is
formed by sharing of two electrons between a donor atom and an acceptor, it is
more positive at the donor end and more
negative at the acceptor end, and has a
dipole moment of the onler of 10-'s electrostatic unit- Dipole moment is also the
couple required to maintain the dipole at
right angles to an electrical or magnetic

field of unit inetnsity. Pryor, 3.
dipole somesd. Product of the dipole charge
and hte dipole length. VV.

dip brazig. Brazing by immersion in a molten

dippa. Corn. A small pit sunk on a lode
to catch water; a pit sunk on a bunch

metal. ASMGloss.
dip eakolatioa. Any of a number of methods

dipped jobt. A thin joint made by dipping
the brick before laying in mortar of thin
consistency or by pouring a thin mortar

the structures. Hesr.

salt or metal bath. Where a metal bath
is employed it may provide the filler

of converting observed seismic arrival time
values to the dip of a reflector; most commonly the conversion of delta T values to
dip values by a conversion factor based

upon the geometry of the seismic array
and approximate seismic propagational
velocity. A.G.I.
dip coopans An instrument to measure magnetic intensity by means of a magnetic
needle fixed to swing in a vertical plane
so that it can readily be deflected downward by magnetic materials. Used to explore for subsurface deposits containing
piagnetic materials. May also be called dip
needle, dipping compass, dipping needle,

doodle bug magnetometer. Lomg.
dipearreeted map. A map that shows strati-

fied formations io their original position
before moment. billiard.

ore. Fay.

over a course of brick before laying the
next course. A.R.!.
dipper. a. A digging bucket rigidly attached
to a stick or arm on an excavating machine; also the machine itself. Bureau of
Mines Staff. b. N. cl Eng. A downthrow,
or a fault. Fay.
diner dredge. A dredge in which the matenal excavated is lifted by a single bucket
on the end of an arm, in the same manner
as in the ordinary steam shovel. Fay.

dredger. A
dipper dredger; dipperbecket
dredger consisting of a single large bucket
at the end of a long arm, swung in a

vertical plane by gearing. The bucket capacity may be up to about 12 cubic yards.
C.T.D.
dipper tarter. See fill factor. Woodruff, a. 3.
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Nichols, 2.

biscuit piece in a glaze slip. ACW. e.

Coating of metals by immersion in molten
zinc or tin. Pryor, 3.

dippimg needle. A needle, consisting of a steel

magnet, similar to that in a miners' dial,
but pivoted at the center so as to be frce
used to locate
to rotate vertically. It isdeposits
of engthe presence of shallow
netk ores. The ntaghetometer has now replaced the dipping needle for large-scale
prospecting work. See also geophysical
prospecting. Nelson. Synonym kr dip compass. Long.

dipping sow. Sonar equipment used by helicopters and hydrofoih. Hy.

dippiag weight. See pick-up. ASTM C286-65.

dip*. Eng. Same as dip, 1. Fay.
dip readies. An angular measurement taken
in an inclined borehole by using one of

smeral types of borehole-surveying devices
or techniques. Long.
between two
likp separation. The distance
parts of a disrupted bedding plane, meas-

ured in the fault plane parallel to its dip.

Schieferdecker.
of the shift (or
dip AK The component
fault dip. Fay.

slip) parallel with the

dip sboodag. Any system of seismic surveying

where the primary concern, both instrumental and computational, is the registration and computation of reflections for dip
values, with minor emphasis on correlation of records from shot point to shot
point.
dip side. a. Scot. Tin lowest side of ab.room
The
Fay.
or wall. Also called laigh fide.
fnxn
the
point
side dipping downhill away
of reference. Mason.

of the slip in the
dip sip. The component
dip of the fault plane.
ditection of the true
Schieferdecker.

slip
dipslip task. a. A fault in which the net dip.
is pracecally in the line of the fault

A.G.1. b. A fault where the relative movefault.
ment is vertical. See also oblique slip
Nelson.
in regions
dip dope. A landform developed
of gently inclined strata, particularly where
hard and soft strata are interbedded. A
surface which parallong, gentle slopingbedding
planes of the

lels the dip of the
strata below ground. C.T.D.
dip split. A current of intake air directed into
or clown a dip. Fey.

dipetrike symbol. The symbol used on geoof
logical maps to show the strike and dipfolifeature,
such
as
bedding,
some planar
ation, joints, etc. A.G.1.
of track
dip swilcb. Ark. A slant or piece
connecting the back entry or air course of
a dipping coal seam with the main entry

met current. See also alternating-current

or gangway. Fay.

dip tamiL a. Usually a metal lined bath con-

taining hquid enamel. Hawn. b. Set recirculating dip tank. ACSG, 1963.
dip ted. As used in the diamond-drilling industry, an angular measurement of the
inclination of a borehole taken with a
clinometer. See also acid-dip survey. Long.
dip throw. The component of the slip mea, .

wed parallel with the dip of the strata.
Far.

dip valley. A valley trending in the direction
of the general dip of the rock layers of the
region.

Contrasts with a strike valley.

Stoker and Varner, 1955.
dip workbag. a. The workings which are on
the lower side of the level or gate road in
an inclined scam. Dip workings may present water problems and require pumping.
Also called deep workings. Nelson. b. Underhand excavations in which miner works
downward and lifts spoil to removal point.
Not selfdraining. Pryor, 3.

dippe; Arpin. A variety of 'impolite censisting ot a mixture of the mesonite and
mariolite molecules. it includes thaw minerals with 54 to 57 percent silica and oc-

curs in elongated square prisms In schhts,
dionte, etc. Aho called mizzonite. C.T.D.;
Webster 34.
dipyrintios. The metamorphic process, sometimes involving pneumatolytic or allied

agencies, by which feldspars of a rock art
replaced by scapolite, called dipyre in the
United Kingdom. See also scapolitization.

Hem
direct-act* costroller. One in which an in-

creasing measured value in the input signal produces an increasing controller out-

put, and vice versa. Pryor, 3, p. 31.
dhect-actiag baselage. See direct-rope

direct labor
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dip switch

haul-

age. Nelson.

direct-sodas pomp. A pump in which the
water cylinder and piston are connected

by the same piston rod to the steam or air

eylinder so that the stream or air pressure acts straight through to the water
piston. Long.

dkect-octiag reciprocating ak mime. This
type is used to drive small pumps, the air
cylinder and the water cylinder having a
common piston rod, and the air supply to

its cylinder being controlled by a slide

valve operated off its own piston rod. its
simplicity and robustness makes it very
suitable for rough work such as draining
the working face of a cross-measure drift
or a heading. Mason, v. 2, p. 381.
direct arc faroace. One in which an am is
struck between an electrode and the material charged into the furnace_ Pryor, 3.
dkect attack. A method of effecting extinction of mine fim using water or the effluent of chemical fire extinguishers. When a
mine fire is readily accessible to the firefighting personnel, extinction of it may he
achieved by direct application of wine substance which will cool down the hot mass

below its ignitbn temperature, or, in the
case of oils, will arrest the volatilization
process by sealing or emulsifying the oil
surface. Mason, v. 1, p. 284.
direct chill conk& See dc (direct chill)
casting.

Mud AVM& An electric current flowing
in one direction only and sensibly fire
from pulsation. Abbreviation, dc. See alto
alternating current. Nelson.

direct-correat demob& Same as cathxlic
cleaning ASM Gloss.
ant-awed geoerator; dynamo. A generator for the production and delivery of di-

generator. Nelson.

direct-cycle reactor risks; siagle-cycle reactor system A nuclear power plant system

in which the heat-transfer fluid circulates
through the reactor and then passes directly to the turbine in a continuous cycle.

dked-dip-reading dead. See direct-reading
capillarity chart. Long.
directed practiad treble& The scheme intro-

duced by the National Coal Board of
Great Britain to train miners for managerial and other responsible positions in
the coal industry. See also ladder phn.
Nelson.

direct exparrioa. An arrangement of a re-

frigerant evaporator where the refrigerant
itself expands in an evaporator in the airstream. Strock, 10.
direct entombs. See extrusion. ASM Gloss.
dined lire. A method of maturing porcelain
enamel or ceramic wan wherein me produrts of combustion come in contact with
the ware. ASTM C286-65.
direct-fired furnace. A melting furnace having neither recuperator nor regenerator.
ASTAl C162-66.
dked-lired healer. A fuel-burning device in

which the heat from the fitl

is trans-

ferred through metal to air which is then
introduced to the space to be heated.
Strock, 10.
direct-11,A wok. A heater in which the flame's
heat is transfermd to metal cleates and
heated.
thence directly to the air to
A warm air furnace is direct fired; a
boiler is indirect. Strotk, 10.

direct Mag. a. The combustion of coal
effected by burning directly on a grateFay. b. A method of firing wherein the

products of combustion comes in contact
with the ware. ACSB, 3.
dhect iluellog. Flushing in which the water
rises along the rod on its outer side, that
is, between the walls of the borehole and
the rod, and with such a velocity that the
broken rock fragments are carried up by
this water current Stores, v. 1, p. 75.
direct Mabee. Thz system in which an engine with a single drum and rope draws
loaded trucks up an incline. The empties
run downhill dragging the tope alai. than.

C.T.D.
direct-heat drier. A drier in which heat is
received by radiation from floors, walls,
and roof. ACSG, 1963.
&eel idtiollos. The placing of the detonator
in the last cartridge to be inserted in the
shothole with the active end of the deto-

nator pointing inwards. This position tends

3618, 1963, Sec. 3. c. Curving a rotary
drill hole to avoid obstacles or to reach
side areas. Also called offset drilling.
Nichols.

lEvectioni drinks eagiseeer. In petroleum
production, one who directs use of special oil well drilling techniques and tools

to control direction of drilling and thereby
overcome certain production problems.
D.O.T. 1.
dkecdosal hydropbooe. A hydrophone the
response of which varies significantly with
the direction of sound incidence.

H.

directioosi load cast. Originally interpreted
as flowage cast but same as flute casts.
See also flute cast. Pettijohn.
directional overcorreat relays. Thew differ
from straight overcurrent relays in that
they are primarily used for ground protection. They are designed to measure fault

current in one or two sections. Whether
faults will cause flow in one or two directions is determined by system conditions.
The two-directional relay is used on transmission lines where ground-fault currents
flow in either direction. These relays provide directional as well as overcurrent pro-

tection. Other directional relays provide

phase protection. Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8,
dietro:si 1966, p.

270,

properties. Properties whose magnitude varies depending on the relation of

the test axis to a specific direction within
the metal. The vanation results from preferred orientation or from fibering of constituents or inclusions. ASM Gloss.
directional soliolikostims. The solidification of
molten metal in a casting in such a manner that feed metal is always available for
that portion that is just solidifying. ASM
Gloss.

directional work. See directional drilling.
Long.
dhection-Godieg toetbods. Electromagnetic
exploration methods in which one determines the direction of the magnetic field
associated with the currents. Schiele.decker.
dhectioa holicater. Any one of a number of
geophysical devices used I determine the
deviation

of a borehole from vertical.

A.G.!.
dinecOos of krigation. Direction of flow of
irrigation water. Usually at right angles to
the supply ditch or pipe. Nichols.
direcdoe of strata. a. The strilie or line of
bearing. Fay. b. The direction of the line
formed by the intersection of the indiv-

idual stratum with the horizontal plane.
The direction of this line is customarily
referred to north. See also strilte. Burma
of Mines Staff.

also inverse initiation. Nelson.

Arecibo of tat. The azimuth of the normal
to the axis of tilt. Seelye, 2.
dkoctioas Won. See intetference figure.

chiefly in triangulation. Seelye, 2.

C.T.D.
directivity. Sound energy which is confined
to a beam by mechanical and/or elec-

to minimize the risk of gas ignition. Ste

direction. Angle to the right (clockwise)
from an arbitrary zem direction. Used

direction. drib* a. The an of drilling a

borehole wherein the course of the hole is

planned before drilling. Such holes are
usualy drilled with rotary equipment, and
are useful in drilling divergent tests frotn
one location, tests which otherwise might

be inaccessible, as controls for fire and
wild wells, etc. A.G.1. b. Drilling in which
the course of a borehole is controlled by
deflection wedges or other means. The
technique of ditectional drilling is used:
(1) to deflect a deviated botehole back on
to course and (2) to deflect a borehole off
course, either to bypass an obstruction in

the hole or to take a second core. BS.

tronic means. Ity.
dkectivity We& A measure of the directional
properties of a transducer. It is the ratio
in dlecibels of the average intensity of mthe whole sphtre surrounding
l:ejector or hydrophone to the inten%Tilover
sity or response on the acoustic axis. Hy.
And labor. A method of carrying out mining works in which the owners, Board, or

Authority, carty out the scheme by employing labor and purchasing the necesmy equipment. The rnethocl is in contrast to work entrusted to outside contractors for performance at a fixed sum.

direct labor

and safety devices, the system may be

Nelson.

Aridly controlled vadshlo. In notation, that
variable whose value is sensed to originate
a feedback signal in a control loop. Ferro/fa no, 0. 543

dived method. A mouth-to-mouth method of
artificial respiration, and one which is still
very useful in cases where the asphyxiated
person is suffering from injuries in the ribs

or arms. The patient is laid on his back
and his air passages are cleared. A handkerchief, if available, is placed over the
patient's mouth, and while holding the

nostrils tight to prevent the escape of air,
the operator blows forcibly into the mouth
to inflate the lungs and simulate the action
of inhalation. Exhalation occurs naturally,

but if the patient's ribs are undamaged,

exhalation can be assisted by gentle pressure on his lower ribs. Also called inflation
method. McAdam, P. 92.

direct-on-face stoner. A new development in
pneumatic stowing in which the stowing
machine is located directly in line with the
stowing track, thus eliminating bends and
using the shortest possible pipeline. It can
stow material which the conventional type

cannot handle. The low air pressure required to operate the stower is supplied
by an inbye compressor. Nelson.

direct on steel. Finish coat porcelain enamel
applied to steel. Special steel is required
for white. Bryant.

Director. The director of the Bureau of Mines.

U.S. BuMines Federal Mine Safety Code
Bituminous Coal and Lignite Mines, Pt. I
Underground Mines, October 8, 1953.
direct oxidation. The reaction of metals with

dry gases, leading to the formation of oxide
or other compounds on the surface; it does
not occur to a pronounced extent execpt at

elevated temperature. C.T.D.

direct plot. In making a graph of particle
distribution (screen analysis), a plot in

which the abscissa shows the size and the
ordinate the percentage of sample of that
size. Pryor, 3.

direct quenching. Quenching carburized parts

directly from the carburizing operation,
ASM Gloss.

direct raw-water cooling system. A cooling
system in which water, received from a

constantly available supply , such as a well
or water system, is passed directly over the

cooling surfaces of the rectifier and discharged. Coal Age, 1.

direct-reading capillary chart A graduated

scale printed on transparent paper, which,
when used in the prescribed manner, en-

ables one to determine the true angle a

borehole is inclined from readings take,:
directly on the etch plane in an acid bot-

tle. This eliminates the need for a protractor or goniometer and for a capillar-

ity-correction chart. Long.
direct-reading tachometer. A tachometer used
on sloping sites, from which the horizontal

distance to a staff, and the difference in
level between the instrument and the observed point, may be read directly without need to measure the vertical angle.
Ham.

direct-rone haulage. a. A system of incline
haulage,

discharge chute
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comprising one rope and one

used on very steep incliues. Soo also balanced direct-rope haulage. Also called direct-acting haulage. Ne:,on. b. Ha...lag in
which a loaded truck is pulled up the dope
by a hoist while an empty one descends
perhaps passing halfway on s loop of single track. Also called brake incline; engine
plane. Pryof, 3.
direct mood!. That part of the runoff which
consists of water that has not passed beneath the surfact since it was last precipi-

dirty mdse. A casting containing an racessive amount of nonmetallic inclusions in
the body of the metal. Osbonu.

dirty coal. Scot. A coal seam with thick
partings of blaes or fire clay; a very ashy

coal. Far.
dirty finish. Soo finish. Dodd.

under an applied normal load is stressed to

2d, 1962.
dirty steel.

failure by moving one section of the soil
container (shear box) relative to the other
section. ASCE PI862.
direct stress. Stress which is entirely tensile
or entirely compressive, without any bt:nding or shear. Ham.
direct teeming; top pouring. The transfer of
molten steel from a ladle, through ore or
more refractory nozzles, directly into the
ingot muld. Dodd.
direct weighing method. Same as hydrostatic
weighing. Shipley.

dirigem. Copyrighted trade name for green
synthetic spine!. Shipley.
dirt. a. Eng. Clay, bind,

or other useless

waste produced in mining. Fay. b. N. of
Eng. Foul air or firedamp. Fay. c. In the
Wisconsin zinc district, ore and waste as
broken in the mines. Fay. d. Auriferous
gravel, wash, or paydirt. Fay. e. In Joplin,
Mo., crude lead-zinc ore. The concentrate
is called ore. Fay. f. The overburden, consisting of unconsolidated rock, glacial de-

or other earth material overlying
bedrock. Long. g. Material carrying valuable minerals in placer ground. Canadian
Mining Journal v. 61, 1940, col. 2., Par.
4, p. 649. h. Visible black specks causing
rejection on inspection. Usually dirt or
bris,

scale, but may be glass-eye blisters, or boiling from the grcund coat. Bryant. See also
specks, black.

dirt band: a. A layer of dirt interbedded in
a coal scam. See also composite seam.
Also called dirt parting. Nelson. b. A layer
of mineral matter lying parallel to the
bedding plane in a seam of coal and thicker than a parting. Also called shale band.
B.S. 3552, 1962, c. A band of deb144-filled
ice alternating with clearer ice in a glacier.
Fay. d. See dirt bed, a. Fay.

dirt bed. a. Eng. A thin stratum of soft,

earthy material interbedded with coal
seams. Also called dirt band. Fay. b. Old
soil in which trees, fragments of timber,
and numerous plants are found. Fay.
dirt bing. Scot. A debris heap; a waste heap.
Fay.

dirt-dump engineer. See dump motorman.
D.O.T. 1.
dirt fault. An area of crushed coal, or a partial or total replacement of the coal by a
soft, carbonaceous shale or slate with more
or less coal running through the mass in
thin stringers; not a true fault. Fay.
dirtman. See groundman. D.O.T. I.
dirt parting. See dirt band.
dirt picker. See slate picker. D.O.T. 1.

bottom by gravity. The drum incorporates

dirt scratcher. a. A person whose duty it is
to take down loose rock, clear away dirt,
and perform such other like work as requires no special skill or experience. Fay.

shaft when required. Direct-rope haulage
can be used on gradients from 1 in 15
upwards. With special hoist:r.g caniages

be grsywackes or fickle &mites. Pottijohn.
21, 1957, pp. 322-323.

dirty metal. Metal containing an excessive
amount of nonmetallic inclusions. Demon

dirt scraper. A road scraper or a grading

a clutch to allow it to run loose on the

My mime. Inexact term loe rocks that nay

tated out of the atmosphere. A.G.I.

dirtct shear test. A shear test in which soil

drum. The engine hauls up the journey of

loaded cars, then the empties are connected to the rope and returned to the

dIrt shaveler. Soo wastemas. D.O.T. /.
dirt slip. Soo clay vein, a. Kostisthy, p. 24.

shovel, used in leveling or grading ground.
Fay.

b. Sec brusher. D.O.T. 1.

:
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Steel containing an

excessive

amount of norraetallic inclusions. Osborne.

dirty ware. Forfign matter that occasionally
disfigures pottery ware as taken from the
kiln; potential sources of the dirt include

the atmosphere, both in the factory and
in the kiln, the placers' hands, the kiln

lining, and the kiln furniture. Dodd.
disability glare. The cause of impaired visibility in the neighborhood of a glare source
can be understood when it is remembered
that the instantaneous visual range is determined by the eye adaptation level. On
a low brightness scene unaffected by glare,
eye adaptation makes possible the recognition of small brightness differences all

over the field of view. If a glare source

is introduced into that field the eye adaptation level is raised, particularly in the

retinal area of the image of the glare

source, and the least brightness difference
which can be detected is higher than before. Consequently much of the field of
view which could previously be seen now
becomes invisible. Roberts, II, p. 93.
disappearing filament pyrometer. An optical
pyrometer consisting of a small telescope
with an electrically heated filament placee
in its focal plane. A hot surface within a
kiln or furnace is focused through the
telescope and the current supplied to the
filament is adjusted until the apparent
temperature of the filament and furnace
coincide, the filament then disappearing
in the general color of its background.
The corresponding temperature is read
from a scale on the instrument. Dodd.
disappearing highlight test. A test to determine the degree of attack of a vitreous
enameled surface after an acid-resistance
test. Dodd.

discard. a. The material extracted from the
raw coal and finally thrown away. Also
called dirt; stone. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. The
portion of an ingot cropped off to remove
the pipe and other defects. Also called
crop. C.T.D.

disc bit. Synonym for disk bit. Long.
discharge. a. The production or output from
crushing or processing machines, such as
ball mills, thickeners, or stamp batteries.
Nelson. b. The expulsion of the pulp from
a stamp-mill mortar. It is also used to
designate the distance from the bottom of
the screen to the top of the die, because
this figure determines, more than any other
factor, the rapidity of the e.cpulsion of the
pulp. Also called issue. Fey. c. Outflow
from a pump, drill hole, piping system, or
other mechanism. Long. d. The quality of
water, silt, or other mobile substances pass-

ing along a conduit per unit of time; rate
of flow; cubic feet per second; liters per
second; millions of gallons per day, etc.
Seelye, 1.

discharge chute. A chute used to receive and
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discharge chute

"Integriteir

direct material or ()boos from a conveyor.
Attn4.H938.
dbeharge ans. A curve whkts relates the
water level of &swing water to its dire

each change in the series representing an

A fold in which abrupt changes in geo-

tra:epottusasr c hang*. A.G 1.

bed to another, especially where alterna-

clumie. 11am.
discharge head. .1 be sum of static and
anise head. The vertical distance between

geneously distributed along the gage kr.gth.
It may occur. tinder 10Me CilCUMStaliftS,
either at the onset 01 Of during plastic
flow in metals not exhibiting a yield point.
ASM Glom

intake and flee delivery of pump is static
head. Allowance for friction, power loss,
propeller slip, and issuing velocity is made
for calculating the cverall discharge head.
Pryor, 3.
discharge statics. A place where bulk materials or objects are removed from a conveyor. ASA M114.1-1938.
discharge valve. A valve used to retard or

accelerate flow through a pipe, as distinct
from a stop valve. Ham.

discharge velocity. The rate of discharge of

a liquid (usually water) through a porous

medium per unit of total area perpendicular to the direction of flow. ASCE
P1826.

discharging arch. See relieving arch. ACSG.
discipline. Employee discipline implies sub-

jection to authority or instructions given
by a mine official. For management, it
connotes the right to direct and control
mining operations in an orderly, safe, and

efficient way. Nelson.
discission, space of. See space of discission.

discoidal. Of, like, or producing a disk. Webster 3d.
discolAh. A discoidal coccolith. Webster 3d.
discomfort glare. Circumstances may exist in
which glare discomfort is more apparent

than disability in a lighting installation.
For example. where mains lighting is installed on a hand loaded coal face, the
miner generally works with his head avert-

ed from the incident light, that is, with
his side or back to the line of lamps. It
is only when he turns to cast his spade
full of coal on to the conveyor that he

experience' glare effects. Since this periodic anu momentary exposure to the light
sources gives a series of glare shocks to
the visual process, and also since there is
no need to discriminate detail when casting from a shovel, discomfort is more important than disability here. Roberts, II,
p. 93.
disconformity. a. An unconformity between
parallel strata; compare angular unconformity. A.G.I. Supp. b. Such an uncon-

formity is marked by appreciable erosional
relief ; compare paraconformity. A.G.I.
Supp. c. Local contact plane in dike where
flow structures are discordant. A.G.I. Supp.

discontinuity. a. An abrupt change in the

physical properties of adjacent materials

in the earth's interior. Mather. b. Any
interruption in the normal physical structure or configuration of a part, such as

cracks, laps, seams, inclusions, or porosity.
A discontinuity may or may not affect the
usefulness of a part. ASM Gloss.
discontinuity lattice. See lattice. Pryor, 4.

discontinuous deformation. Deformation of
rocks accomplished by rupture rather than
by flowage. G.S.A. Memo 6, 1938, p. 33.
discontinuous precipitation. Precipitation,
mainly at the grain boundaries of a supersaturated solid solution, accompanied by
the appearance of two lattice parameters:
(1) of the solute atoms still in solution,
and (2) of the precipitate. See also continuous precipitation. ASM Gloss.
discontinuous reaction series. That branch
of Bowen's reaction series, including olivine, pyroxene, amphibole, and biotite;

'Madam The sonuniform 01455tic flow of a metal entailing a yield point
in which Sastre delormation Is inhomo-

dhwadft. A lack of parallelism between

contiguous strata; an unconformity. Standard, 1964; Fay.
dhcordirt. Used to describe an igneou9 rock
contact that cuts across the bedding or the
foliation of the adjacent older rocks. Billing!, 1954, p. 290.
discordant bedding. Synonym for crossbedding. A.G.I.
discordant inleedon. An igneous mass injected
arross bedding lanes. Fay.
An unconformable
discordant
stratification. See also discordance. Fay.
discovery. a. The term has a technical meaning in mining. It may be defined as knowledge of the presence of the valuable min-

erals within the lines of the location or
in such proximity thereto as to justify a

reasonable belief in their existence. But in
all cases there must be a discovery of mineral

in both lode and placer claims, as
from mere indications of

distinguished

mineral. in other words, in a lode location
there must be such a discovery of mineral
as gives reasonable evidence of the fact
either that there is a vein or lode of rock

in place carrying the valuable mineral;
or, if it be claimed as placer ground, that
it is valuable for such mining. Ricketts,
pp. 346-347. b. Pac. The first finding
of the mineral deposit in place upon a

mining claim. A discovery is necessary be-

fore the location can be held by a valid
title. The opening in which it is made is

called discovery, shaft; discovery, tunnel;

etc. The finding of mineral in place as

distinguished from float rock constitutes a
discovery. See also mine, m, for discovery
of amine. Fay.
discovery claim. The first claim in which a

mineral deposit is found, and when this

is within a gulch or on a stream the claims
are simply marked or numbered from the
discovery claim either by letters or figures
up or down the gulch or stream. Fay.
discovery vein. The mineral vein on which
a mining claim is based. See also secondary vein. Nelson.
discovery well. The well that discovered oil
or gas in a pool hitherto unknown. A.G.I.
discrepancy. The difference between results
of duplicate measurements. Seelye, 2.
disequilibrium assemblage. Associated min-

erals not in thermodynamic equilibrium.
G.S.A. Memo 73, 1958, p. 17.

dish. a. Derb. A rectangular box about 28
inches long, 4 inches deep, and 6 inches
wide in which ore is measured. Fay. b.
Corn. A measure holding 1 gallon, used
for tin ore dressed ready for the smelter.
Fay. c. Corn. The landowner's or landlord's part of the ore. Fay. d. N. of Eng.
The length or portion of an underground
engine plane nearest to the pit bottom,
upon which the empty tubs (cars) stand
before being drawn inby. Fay. e Aust.
A gold pan. Gold-bearing gravel or other
material

found by panning. Bureau of

Mines Staff. f. See pan, a and b. Long.
disharmonic fold. a. A fold that changes in
form with depth. Billings, 1954, p. 58. b.
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metric relations (Acta to% pasetng from one

tions of lastic and rigid beds occur. A.G.!.

(skim Folding in which meltvidual folds chaise in form or magnitude
with depth. Such changes cruy occur grad-

ually or aorupdy. &hogs. 104, p. 58.

dishing. Forming a shallow, concave surface,

the area being lane compared to the

depth. ASM (loss.
dialunaker. One who forms oval dishes on a
revolving mold with a shaping tool jigger)

and an eccentric (a device causing the
mold to move back and forth as well as
to rotate, so an oval shape will be produced). D.O.T. 1.
dish plate. Eng. A plate or rail concaved

to receive the front wheels of a tub to
secure it while teeming. Webster 2d.

dish wheel. A grinding wheel shaped like a
di:h. ACSG, 1963.
disinfectant. A gas, liquid, or solid used to
destroy disease germs. Crupin.
disintegrate. a. To break un by the action of

chemical and/or mechanical forces. A.G.I.

b. To separate or decompose into frag-

ments; to break up; hence, to destroy the
wholeness, unity, or identity of. Ballard.
disintegrating mill. A mill that reduces material by shredding rather than by direct
compression and shear. A pin disintegrator
has revolving disks from which protrude
steel pins capable of opening up appropriate material, for example, asbestos. Pryor, 3.

disintegration. a. The breaking up and crumbling away of a rock, caused by the action

of moisture, heat, frost, air, and the internal chemical reaction of the component

parts of rocks when acted upon by these
surface influences. Fay. b. That stage in
the decomposition of vegetable and animal

substances which takes place in the presence of oxygen and moisture and which
may be regarded as a slow combustion of
organic substance leaving no solid carbon
compounds and producing only volatile
substances, namely carbon dioxide and
water. Compare moldering; peat formation; putrefaction. A.G.I. c. The loosening
of mineral grains in the zone above fresh
rock. Legrand. d. The physical breakdown
of material, usually shale, as a result of
immersion an water or weathering. Also
called dissociation. B.S. 3552, 1962. e. In
powder metallurgy, the reduction of massive material to powder. ASTM B243-65.
f. Disruption of the structure of brick by
cracking. Bureau of Mines Stag. g. Radioactive breakdown in natural isotopes or
radioelements, resulting in the emission of
high-speed particles and rays. C.T.D. Supp.
disintegration constant. Decay constant. Webster 3 d.

disintegratIon index. A mcasure of the durability oi a hydraulic cement proposed by

T. Merrimen. The test involves shaking
with a lime-sugar solution followed by
titration of one aliquot against HC1 with
phenolphthalein as indicator and another
with methyl orange as indicator. The dis-

integration index is the difference between
the two titrations. The test was superseded
by the test now known as the Merriman
test. See also Merriman test. Dodd.
disintegrator. a. A mill for comminuting on
to a fine dry powder such as by impact
breaker. Nelson. b. A machine for reducing

by means of impact the particle size of
the coal or pitch bincter or both. Also
called beater. B.S. 3552, 1962. c. A ma-
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disismegratm
"lint used toe the aids eeduetion of ions.
ceramic materials. A move is rapidly re-

volved within a casing, both rotor and
casing having tined hammers which impact

visas ground. Compare
hammer mill, 4. D idd.
didalegralse tentlear. A machMe for crushing
soft materials which consists of a large,
smooth roll I perated at a low speed and

im the material

a small-toothed roll pp.-sled at a high
speed. 4C30, 1963.

disk. S. tappet. Pay.
disk-asd-cuip lords& A reagent dispenser used

in the flotation pi ticeu. Cups, mounted
around the periphery of a slowly rotating
disk driven by a fractional horsepower
motor, dip info a reservoir of zeagent and

upon rising deliver a closely controlled
quantity to the process, usually to ronditioners. Pryor, 3.

disk bit. A roller-type rock bit with smoothedged cutter disks instead of toothed es
serrated cones. The term is seldom used,
as the disk bit has been more or less replaced by serrawd-tooth roller-cone rock
bits. Long.

disk brake. A brake that utilizes friction between fixed and rotating disks, or between
disks and shoes. Nichols.

disk clutch. A coupling that can be engaged

to transmit power through one or more

disks squeezed between a backplate and a

movable pressure plate, and that can be
disengaged by moving the plates apart.
Nichols.

disk mai cutter. A coal cutter whose cutting
ur..t consisted of a disk or wheel, armed
at i's periphery with cutters. The first disk
machine, with detachable picks was patented in 1861. The disk coal cutter is
obsolescent. Nelson.
disk couplings. Consists of driving and driven
flanged hubs with projecting fingers or
lugs which mesh from alternate flanges

having licks, projecting fingers or lugs
which mesh with holes in the disk. In

some cases, the disk is replaced by a spider
section which meshes between the jaws of

the driving and driven hubs. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, Sec. D, p. 66.
disk fan. An axial-flow fan with a series of

blades fomied by cutting and bending flat
sheets or plates. When rotated the disk
imparts to the air a motion along the axis
of the fan shaft.

Sirock, 10.

disk feeder. a. A feeder consisting of a rotating horizontal metal disk under the open-

ing of a bin such that the rate of turning
or opening of the gate. governs the quantity delivered. ACSG, 1963. b. See rotary
table feeder.

ASA MH4.1-1958.

disk filter; American disk filter. A contimous
dewatering filter in which the membrane
(filter cloth) is stretched on segments of
a disk. These disks rotate through a tank

of slurry. The vacuum inside the disk

draws the liquid through the cloth to discharge; the solids forming a cake on the
filter cloth is lifted clear of the slurry
tank and separately discharged, by appli-

cation of air pressure behind the filter
cloth. Pryor, 3.

disk grinder. A machine on which rigid,
large, bonded abrasive disk wheels are
used. ACSG, 1963.

disk grinding. Grinding with the flat side of
an abrasive disk or segmental wheel. ASM
Gloss.

disk grizzly. See grizzly. Mitchell, p. 132.

disk mill. A laboratory grinding mill with
two circular plates almost parallel, of

whsch one is axed whde the other rotates.

Ore led centrally between the plates I.
ground and discharged peripheral/7. The
dish breaker (obtoleicent) had two rumshaped disks workbig in simaas lasition.

dive .reitreastbetted metal
sol. Mainly deecriptiye of colloidal dispersion. See abo disperse system. Pryor. 3.

dbrens system A two-phase system consist-

ing of a dispersion medium and a dishase ; a dispersion Webster 3d.

persed

a am.

Pryor. 3.
dkk wheel. A bonded abrasive product, which
may be mut-duerted, bolt-inserted, washer-

The ease with which
a dust is raised into suspension. .fintless,

mounted on a facepla;e for grinding on the
side opposite the inserts. AC$G. 1963.

dispersig arrid. a. A material that increatrs
the stability of a suspension of particles
in a liquid medium by deflocculation of

inserted, or plate-mounted, that can be

dislocatios. a. The shifting of the relative
position of a boulder in a borehole or of
the rock on elther side of a crack or fissure

cutting across a borehole. Long. b. The
offset in a borehole. Also called deviation;
throw. Long. c. A general term to describe
a break in the strata, fnr euample, a fault.
A washout is a disurbance but not a dislocation. Nelson. d. The displacement of
rocks on opposite sides of fracture. Pryor,
3. r In metallurgy, the structural defect
in metal or crystal, produced by distortion.
Pryor, 3. f. A linear crystal defect. VV.
dismartling gang. A team of men employed
in a pulling apart and removing machines,
equipment, and supports from a face which
has reased t..) be productive and has been
abandoned. See also development gang.
Nelson.

dismembered stream. When the normal cycle

I. p. 233.

the primary particles. ASM Gloss. See also
deflocculating agent. b. Dispersant, defloc-

culating or peptizing agent. One which

acts to prevent adherence of particles suspended in fluid, and delays sedimentation.
Pryor, 3. c. Reagents added to flotation
circuits to prevent flocculation, especially

of objectionable colloiefal slimes. &idium
silicate is frequently added for this purpose
and there is some indication that it has

value in coal froth flotation where a high
percentage of clay slimes is present. Mitchell, p. 574.
dispersion. a. The act or process of dispersing
or the state of being dispersed. Webster 3d.
b. A dispersed substance; a dispersed phase.
A system (as an emulsion or a suspension)
consisting of a dispersed substance and the
medium in which it is dispersed. Compare
colloid; disperse system. Webster 3d. c.

of stream development is interrupted by
the subsidence of the land, and the lower

The selective separation of a nonhomo-

vasion of the sea, some of the tributaries
tio longer join the trunk stream, but empty
by independent mouths. Thus, a single
stream system is dismembered. A.G.I.
dismembered valley system. Valley system,

mass, speed, or energy) ; especially, the
separation of light into colors by refracticn
or diffraction with the formation of a spec-

part of a river valley is drowned by in-

the main valley of which has been betrunked so far by cliff retreat, that now
the side valleys clebouch independently.
Schieferd.cker.
dismicrite. An inclusive term for very 'finegrained limestones of obscure origin; resembles snicrite but contains irregular
bodies of sparry calcite. A.G.I. Supp.
disordered solid solution. A condition when
the atoms in a solid solution are dispersed

at random; they do not take preferential
positions. Newton, P. 181.
dispatcher. a. An employee who controls or
keeps track of he traffic on haulageways
and informs underground workers by telephone when to move trains or locomotives.
B.C.I. b. See motor boss. D.O.T. 1.
dispatching system. A system employing radio,
telephones, and/or signals (audible or

light) for orderly and efficient control of

geneous emission in accordance with some

characteristic (as wavelength, particle

trum. A measure of the degree of dispersion for any region of the spectrum,

commonly being the derivative of the
separation with respect to the chosen
characteristic (as wavelength). Compare
dispersive power. Webster 3d. d. The scat-

tering of the values of a frequency distribution from their average. Webster 3d.
e. In optical mineralogy, the optical constants for different parts of the spectrum.
Fay. f. The fairly permanent suspension of
finely divided (undissolved )particles in a
fluid. API Glossary. g. The creation of a
dispersion by deflocculation. B.S. 3552,
1962. h. Variation of refractive index with
wavelength of light. See also R-value; Nuvalue.

ASTM C162-66.

halo. A region surrounding an ore

disrsion
rposit in which the ore-metal concentration is intermediate between that of the

ore and that of the country rock. A.G.I.
dispersion hardening. See precipitation hard-

the movements of trains of cars in mines.
ASA C42.85:1956.

ening. C.T.D.
dispersion medium; continuous phase; exter-

a pattern or the distribution of the metal
content of soil, rock, water, or vegetatien.
A.G.I.
dispersant. A dispersing agent; especially a
substance (as a polyphosphate) for promoting the formation and stabilization of
a dispersion of one substance in another.
Webster 3d.
dispersed element. One of the elements not
greatly enriched during the geochemical
cycle, and that formed few or no independent minerals; commonly present as
minor constituents in minerals of more
abundant elements and not concentrated

phase in a two-phase system in which the

dispersal pattern. In geochemical prospecting,

with any particular element. Examples are
gallium, indium, and scandium. A.G.I.
disperse medium. Homogeneous phase (gas,

liquid, or solid) through which particles
are dispersed to form a relatively stable

nal phase. The liquid, gaseous, or solid
particles of the dispersed phase are distributed.

Webster 3d.

dispersion pattern. Elements are distributed
in earth materials in characteristic pat-

terns which may be used as guides. A
dispersion pattern is classed as primary if

it is formed at depth by an igneous or
metamorphic process, or secondary if

formed at the earth's surface by weathering, erosion, or surface transportation.
Lewis, p. 297.
dispersion-strengthened metal. An intimate
combining of metals with nonmetallics in
which small amounts of some hard, stable
compound uniformly distributed as colloidal
particles, increases the elevated-temperature strength without appreciably changing
other properties. Encyclopaedia Britannica.

Brisaaasers Book al Me Year. 1963,

p.

dllipsialms power. The power of a traaspareni
medium to separate &Merest colors ol
light by rehaAaai as measured by the dif-

for two specified
widely &Ruing wavekngthe divided by
ference in refractivity

the refractiv.iy at some specifsed
mediate wavekngth. Webster 3d.

inter-

dlepersold. A body that has been dispersed
in a liquid Fay.
Dion. Trade name; ammossiumutyacrylate,
t in clay
soetimes
used as a deflocc
m
sl ins.

Dodd.

crystallography, a solid
bounded by eight isosceles triangles. Stand-

disphesold.

In

ard, 1964.
displaced on body. An ore body which has
suffered a disruption or displacement after
initial deposition, Geo/ogical mechanisms
such as folding, faulting, or igneous intrusion normally causes displacement. In some
cases, secondary enriched ore deposits arc

formed laterally at some distance from the
zone of leaching of the primary ore zone
and are often referred tu as displaced ore
bodice. The direction of flow of the pround
waters leaching the ore body are the displacing mechanisms in this instant. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
displaced outcrop. An outcrop that has moved
downhill during a landslide or soil creep.
Nelson.
displaced seam. A coal seam which has been
dislocated by a fault. Nelson.
displacement. a. The lateral movement of a
point, usually at the surface, during subsidence. Nelson. b. A general term for the

change in position of any point on one
side of a fault plane relative to any cor-

responding point on the opposite side of
the fault plane. Ballard. c. The word displacement should receive no technical
meaning. but is reserved for general use;
it may ue applied to a relative movement
of the two sides of the fault, measured in
any direction, when that direction is specified; for instance, the displacement of a
stratum along a drift in a mine would be
the distance between the two sections of the

stratum measured along the drift. The
word dislocation will also be most useful

in a general sense. Fay. d. For air compressors, the volume cisplaced by the net
area of the piston of the compressor multi-

plied by the length of the stroke in feet
and by the number of strokes made per
minute. For multistage compressors, the

displacement refers to the low-pressure cyl-

inder only. Lewis, p. 663. e. The volume
of liquid delivered by a single stroke of a

distillate oil
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sliiposslowetressithessed metal

and inci whose weight I such that it

tha consumerist of which, when the saw
permute is lowered. will recombine. lona.
sag die original body). Stassefard. 1964
c. To break to pieces. to decompose. fall

creates a buoyant force equal to the weight
ol the liquid dis?laced. This force is meas-

dirocialkm. The act ov process oi diseociat.

would sink in the fluid if riot supponed.
It is riaced ia a Boat chamber and supla such a way that as the liquid
rues around eh. displace/ float it

apart, en. Mottoes''s.

dissociated; as,
the process by which a chemical combina-

ing or the state of bssn

ured and since It is proportional to level,
the force measurement becomes a level

tion bresks up into simpler constituents

measurement. The device is used on sumps

usually capable of recombining under other

containing high gravity slunies. SII mho
automation. Neint:.
dlephscer. A large stone in concrete, (.:vn

or other forms of energy on gases and the

conditions. Especially the action of heat
action o( solvents upon dissolved substances.

Weboter 3d.
dlesodadas combat. Equilibrium constant
for a reaction proceeding in both direc-

referred to as a plum. flam.
displache traestonastiow. A change in crystal symmetry as a result of changes in bond

tions. showing for stated conditions a state
of balance between dissociation and reassociation. When used with respect to ionization, ionization constant. Of very low-solu-

length or bond angles (as contrasted to

recotutructive transformations). The shortrange order is unchanged; the long-range

order ir changed. VV.
cot. The quantity of mineral sold.

bility compounds, solubility product. In

disposal.
Fay.

Ostwald's dilution law the dissociation K is

disposal well. A well drilled or used for disposal of brines or other fluids in order to
prevent contamination of the surface by
such waves. A.G.!.

(1

V liters and m is the degree of ionization.
Pryor, 3.
dissociation tension. A property associated
with every oxide which measures the sta-

broken. Nelson.

disruptive. Applied to that kind of force

bility of the oxide; for example, when

exerted by an explosive that tends to shatter the rock into fragments. Fay.
disruptive strength. The failure stress under
hydrostatic tension. ASM Gloss.

equilibrium has been established at a given
temperature, the dissociation tension of the

oxide is numerically equal to the partial

dissected. Cut by erosion into hills and valleys or into flat upland areas separated
by valleys. Especially applicable to plains
or peneplains in the process of erosion after
uplift. Fay.
dissection. The effect of erosion in destroying
the continuity of a relatively even surface

by cutting ravines or valleys into it. Fay.
dissector. A person employed to classify defective pottery ware according to the nature
of the fault. Dodd.
disseminated. a. Fragments of mineral dis-

in a rock. Statistical Research Bu-

reau. b. To be scattered or diffused through ;
to be permeated with. Fay.
disseminated crystals. Crystals which are

found not attached to the mother rock;

sometimes with well-devloped faces and
doubly terminated. Shipley.
disseminated deposit. A type of ore deposit
in which the ore minerals occur as small
particles or veinlets scattered through the
country rock. Though not very abundant,
such deposits are sometimes of great size
and often form important sources of copper ore.

Nebon. See also disseminated ore.

synonym for offset deflection; doviation;
dislocation; throw. Long. g. The capacity
of an air compressor, usually expressed in
cubic feet of air per minute (c.f.m.). Long.
displacement micromanometer. See Hodg-

specks and veinlets through rocks and con-

son's micromanometer. Roberts, I, p. 36.
displacement pump. One in which compressed

air or steam, applied in pulses, drives out
water entering the pump chamber between
pulses, a nonreturn valve preventing reverse flow. Pryor, 3. See also air displacement pump.
displacement theory. In geology, continents
originally formed one large land mass,
which fractured- and drifted to present
dispersion. Pryor, 3.

displacement-type float. A device for measuring the liquid level in sumps or vessels. It
consists of a float, whose vertical height is
-greater' than the level range being meas-

regular size. Pryor, 4.
disseminated sulfide. Sulfide scattered

as

stituting not over 20 percent of the total
rock volume. A.G.I.
disseminated values. In ore, values fairly
regularly scattered as minute particles
through

the

gangue or other matrix.

Pryor, 3.
dissemination. Applied to dispersed crystallization of early formed crystals of ore minerals in deep-seated magmas and to dis-

persed formations of ore minerals in

m) V

where a molar weight has been dissolved in

disrupted seam. A coal seam intersected bj a
fault or where its continuity is excessively

persed

ins

K=

disseminated ore. Ore in which the valuable
mineral is faiely evenly distributed through
the gangue as crystals or aggregates of

pump piston. Long. f. Sometimes used as a

4th p, 235.

a

more general sense. Schieferdecker.

dissociate. a. To resolve (a complex) into
elements; to segregate. Standard, 1964.
b. To decompose gradually by the action
of heat in a confined space (a substance,

pressure of the surrounding oxygen. Newton, p. 148.
dissolution. a. The act or process of dissolving
or breaking up; as, a separation into component parts. Webster 3d. b. The taking
up of a substance by a liquid with the formation of a homogeneous solution. C.T.D.
dissolution, space of. See space of dissolution.
dissolving tank. A small tank used for dissolving solid cyanide and preparing a concentrated solution. Fay.

dissue. Corn. To break the rock from the
walls of a rich lode in order to move the
ore without taking with it much gang.
Standard, 1964.
dissuing. Corn. Cutting out the selvage or
gouge of a lode to facilitate the extraction
of ore. See also zur; resuing. Fay.
distance blocks. Wooden blocks placed in

between the main spears and the side
pump rods by which the proper distance
between them is adjusted. Fay.

distance lag; velocity lag. In flotation, a de-

lay attributable to the transport of material or the finite rate of propagation of
a signal or condition. Fuerstenau, p. 545.

distance piece. A block or similar device used
to maintain the correct position and spacing of reinforcing bars or of formwork during concreting. Ham.

distant admixture. Given by Udden to the
grade or grades, in a sediment containing
several size grades, most different in size

from the dominant (maximum) grade.
A.G.I.

distaxy. Unlike crystallographic orientation

in a mineral grain and its overgrowth.
G.S.A. Memo 50, 1952, p. 7.

distheric. Synonym for kyanite. Fay.
disthenite. A rock composed almost entirely
of kyanite (disthene) associated with
quartzite and amphibolite. Hess.
distillate. The liquid obtained by condensing
a vapor. Nelson.

distillate oil. Gasworks coal tar or coke-oven
coal-tar distillate, for example, creosote.

distillate oil
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Sennett 2d. I A,:
!he process ol decomposition
dirtilbsden.
whereby the wigtaal chcainous material et

airv muse buslifings. KoldirAy. a 188.
dinribettion. a. The thicknesses ol the walls of
glaas article over its entire MCA. AFT

certain fossils has lost tea nitrogers, anyeen,

and hydrogen, and Is now represented by
a Mess of carbonaceous material. Synonym
b. The process oi
for c.ubontration. A
heating a substance to the temperature at
vapor, then
which it is converted to
cooling the vapor, and thus restoring It

to the liquid state. Shell Oil Co. Ste alio

destructive distillation; fractional &gala .
non. c. A process of evaporation and re.
condensation used for separating liquids
into various fractions accordiug to their
boiling points or boiling ranges. C.T.D. d.
In pyrometallurgy, distillation involves the
taporization of metals or metallic compounds, and the subsequent recovery of

the vapor in condensers as a liquid or

solid. Distillation processes are used only
for metals or metallic compounds which
have relatively low boiling points, such as
mercury, cadmium, and zinc. E.C.T., r. 8,
p. 937.

distillation furnace. A reverberatory heating
furnace in which the charge is contained
in a closed vessel and does not come in
contact with the flame. It has a combus.
tion chamber in which the gases arc burned
around the retorts containing zinc ore,
the retorts resting on shelves inside the
chamtwr. Fay.

distillation, of petrokum. The process by
which heat is applied to the crude oil in

order that its constituents may pass off in
vapor, and by suitable arrangements subsequently collected in the form of a liquid.
Fay.
distorted crystal. A crystal whose faces have
developed unequally, some being larger
than others. Some distorted crystal forms
are drawn out or shortened, but the angle
between the faces remains the same. See
also deformed crystal. Shipley.
distortion. a. A change in shape due to stress
Challinor. b. The act of distorting; as, a
twisting or deforming out of a natural, normal, or original shape, form, or condition.
Webster 3d. c. Any deviation from the desired shape or contour. ASM Gloss. d. In
aerial photography, deformation of images

caused by tilt. If there is tilt but no relief,
displacements arc

radial from

the iso-

center, and their magnitudes depend on
the angle and direction of tilt. If both tilt
and relief exist, the combined displacements are not radial from any single point.
Se elye, 2.

distortional wave. Synonym for equivolumnar wave; secondary wave; shear wave; Swave; transverse wave. A.G.I.
distrene. A polystyrene plastic; specific gravity, 1.05; refractive index, 1.58. Adaptable to imitating amber. ShiPley.

ti61-66. h. Ste dlansund pattern. Long.
distribution bum The mine-type thstribuston
boa is a portable piece ol apparatus with
an enclosure through which an ekctric cir-

cuit is carried to one or more mat hine-

trailing eables from a single incoming feed
line, each trailing cable circuit being connected through individual over-current
prole% t r device,. 4.54 Al2,1-1963.
distribution curve. Graph showing cumulative
frequency as ordinate against variate value
as absi issa. Pryor. .1.
distribution of function. In management,

term replacing, Delegation of Authority.
with immediate responsibility placed at
point where control must be exercised.

PrYor. 3.
distribution rods. Small-diameter rods, usually at right angles to the main reinforcemen:, intended to spread a concentrated
load on a slab, and to prevent cracking.
Taylor.
distribution steel, Subsidiary reinforcement
in a reinforced .-oncrete slab, laid at right
angles to the main reinforcing bars to
maintain them in position during concreting, and to assist in distributing loads.
Ilam.

to be called a revolution. The

dignartlive !between A disturbance and
revolution ts very

asharary A l; I. .*e eh,

dadocation,

disturbed. a. Descriptive of an ore body that

has been faulted or broken. Hsu. b. Ore
body Waite defined wall, and characteristic

shape. Pryot, 3. c. Unsettled country

rot k.

cots

Bernelests.

disturbed plund. a. A general term for an
area which is geologically abnormal. Nelson.

b. An area where mining has caused the
ground to heave and deform. Bureau al
Moses Slat

disulfide. See bisulfide. Pryor, 3.

disused workings. Workings which are no

longer in operation but which are not

classified as abandoned. 8..' 3618, 1963,
sec. 1.
ditch. a. A drainage course in a mine, gen-

erally following a natural contour. B.C.1.
b. An artificial watercourse, flume, or
canal,

to convey water for mining. A

flume is usually of wood; a ditch, of earth.
Fay. c. Leic. To clog; to impede. Fay. d.
The drainage gutter along gangways and
openings in anthracite mines. Hudson. e.

A surface water channel cut to bring

mining water into cantrol. Pryor. f. A slot
cut in the earth's surface and left open.
Compare trench. Carson, p. 146. g. An
artificial channel, usually distinguished
from a canal by its smaller size. Seelye, 1.

distributive faulting. Faulting that is distributed over several planes of movement.
A.G.I.
distributive province. The environment em-

Nichols. i. In rotary drilling, a trough
carrying mud to a screen. Nichols. j. The

several smaller faults. Rice.

bracing all rocks that contribute to the

formation of a contemporaneous sedimentary deposit, including the agents responsible for their distribution. Schielerdecker.

distributor. a. A device for distributing the
charge when dumped into a blast furnace. Fay. b. An apparatus for directing
the secondary current from the induction
coil to the various spark plugs of a multicylinder engine in their proper firine order.
Compare timer. Webster 3d.
distributor box; distributor head. Box, which
receives feed from launder, pipe, or pump
and splits it into parallel mill circuits.
Box attached to deck of shaking table
which receives sands and distributes them
along top of deck at feed end. Pryor, 3.
district. a. In the States and Tereitories west
of the Missouri (prior to 1880), a vaguely
bounded and temporary division and or-

ganization made by the inhabitants of a
mining region. A district has one code of
mining laws, and one recorder. Ccanties
and county officers have practically taken
the place of these cruder arrangements.
Fay. b. A limited area of underground
workings. Fay. c. A coal mine is generally
divided into sections or districts for purposes of ventilation and daily supervision.
A district is usually under the stmervisicca

distributed load. A design load calculated
and distributed evenly along a structural
member. See also live load. Ham.
distributing magazine. A place or building,
either near the mine entrance or underground, in which explosives are stored
for current use. Only one day's supply
should be kept at such points. The main

of a coal mine served by its own roads and
ventilation ways; a section of a coal mine.

supply of explosives is kept in a magazine
generally a safe distance from the mine or

ent.a.gle

distributive fault. A fault that divides into

distributary. a. An outflowing branch of a
river, as occurs characteristically on a
delta. A.G.I. b. A river branch flowing
away from the main stream and not rejoining it. Opposite of tributary. Webster
3d.

Miele powder

of a deputy and ventilated by a split. .a
large or highly mechanized district may
have two or more deputies and an overman. Nelson. d. An underground section
C.T.D. e. See flat, j. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
district rope. Aust. A rope used for hauling
skips in a district or section of a colliery.
Fay.

disturbance. a. The bending or faulting of
a rock or stratum from its original position. Fay. b. Folding and/or faulting that
affects a large area but is not extensive

h. Generally, a long narrow excavation.

artificial course or trough in which the
drill circulation fluid is conducted from
the collar of the borehole to the sump;
also, to dump and discard contents of a
bailer, without taking a sample, into a
ditch leading away from the collar of a
borehole. Also called canal; chute. Long.
k. To shrow away or discard. Long.
ditchdigger. A laborer who shovels dirt, rock,
and rubbish from underground drainage
ditches into mine cars to keep ditches
open for flow of underground water. Also
called ditcher; ditchman; drainman.

D.O.T.].

ditch drain. A gutter excavated in the floor
of a gangway or airway to carry the water
to the sump, or out tn the surface. Fay.
ditched top. See sticky coal, b.
ditcher. a. A mobile tracked machine fitted
with an endless chain of buckets used for
shallow vertically sided trenching. Nelson.

b. A drill mounted on a frame that rotates about a central axis. It is used to
cut circular trenches for the production

of large grindstones. Also called circle
cutting drill. Fay. c. See ditchdigger.
D.O.T. 1.
ditching. a. The making of ditches. Standard,
1964. b. The digging or making of a ditch
by the use of explosives. See also propagated blast. Fay.

ditching car. A car provided with derricks
and scoops to excavate ditches, as in a
railway cut. Standard, 1964.
ditching dynamite. A 50-percent straight
dynamite designed for ditch blasting by
the propagation method. DuPont, 1966, p.
33.
ditching machine. An excavating machine
for digging trenches. Standard, 1964.
ditchman. See ditchdieger. D.O.T. 1.

ditch powder. A mixture of coal, sodium nitrate, sulfur, rosin, and about 10 percent
nitroglycerin. Used as a low-grade dynamite for loosening of earth in farm ditch-

owe msd in railroad escav *hon. deasess 21.
I '+6:

illeclo wows. The stair or oman* water fol-

ks ted in a dit, h b'er.
dikb wiring. The method of coossecsiree elec.
trtc blasting caps in such 4 way that she

tweets the specs& gravity elf the dispersion
medium and that of the homogeneous suspension. It a diver is placed under the owfate

of a tedamenting suspension, it will

descend to a level where its weight is
equal tor the weight of suspension dis-

end of the line of holes fay.

placed; la will then con iiaus 1,0 descend
at the same rate as the largest panicles

of the iteme:,,, formula XeN.C5..SM, X being
hydrogen. . ryl, or alkyl radical. Pryor. 7.

gravity and at a greater rate than all thr
particles in the suspension located above

two tree en.ls can be eonneeted at one

dilltieee. A flotation collector agent

at the level of its georneuical center 4

dithionalie process. A process for extracting
mangan-se ffOrn low.grade oxide ores. The
manganese ore is leached with dilute std.
f ir dioxide gas in the presence of calcium
dithionate solution, the manganese being
recovered from solution by precipitation

that level. Dodd

with slaked lime and then nodulized or

sintered. (Morns.
dkhiophosphates. In mineral processing. flotation collector agents, marketed as Aerofloats by the American Cyanamid Company. Pryor, 3.

dithizone. Diphenylthiocarbazone. Used in
geochemical prospecting to detect traces
of metal in ground semen Pryor, 3.
ditrolte. A coarse-grained, deep-seated rock.
falling in .he alkali-syenite subdivision.
Consists essentially of alkali feldspar, together with nepheline (elaeolite), sodalite,
and (usually) a small content of soda am
phiboles and/or soda pyroxenes. C.T.D.
diurnal "'nictitation& Variations occurring

within a 24-hour period and related

do.
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ditch powder

to

the rotation of the earth. Hy.
diurnal inequality. a. The departure easterly

or westerly from the mean value of the
declination for the day. Macon, v, 2, p.
719. b. In tides, the difference in height
and/or time of the two high waters or of
the two low waters of each day; also, thr

difference in velocity of either of the two
flood currents or of the two ebb currents
of each day. Hy.
diurnal variation. a. The daily variation in

the earth's magnetic field. A.G.I. b. In

tides, having a period or cycle of approximately 1 lunar day (24.84 solar hours).

diver's beads. See decompression illness. McAdam.

p. 163.

diversion. A channel so excavated as to diVet t a stream Or river away from 3 working site in order that construction might

safely proceed tocompletion. Ham.
diversion valve. A valve which permits flow
to be directed into any one of two or more
pipes. Nichols.

diversity factor. The ratio of the sum of the
individual maximum loads during a period
to the simultaneous maximum loads of all

the same units daring the same period.
Always unity or more. Strock, 10.

diversity ratio. The relationship between the
maximum and minimum illumination over
a given plane area. Nelson.
diver's palsy. Stt decompression illness. McAdam. p. 163.

diver's paralysis. Similar to caisson disease.
Ilam.

divide. a. The laud crest marking the boundary between adjacent watersheds; in
North America the Continental Divide separates the waters flowing into the Atlantic
Ocean from those flowing into the Pacific.
Sinkankas b. The watershed or height of
land from which the heads of streams flow
in opposite directions. Also called dividing
range. Fay.

divided cell. A cell containing a diaphragm
or other means for physically separating
the anolyte and catholytc. Lowenheim.

dividers; buntor C.-ess-steel or timber pieces

in a circular or rec:angular shaft. They
serve to divide the shaft into compartments

The tides and tidal currents are said to

and may also carry the.cage guides, etc.

ebb occur each lunar day. Hy.
divalent; bivalent. Having a valence of 2; for

dividing slate. A stratum of slate separating
two benches of a coalbcd; a parting. Fay.

and 3. Webster 3d.
diver. Small plummet, so adjusted as to den-

location of oil, gas, water, or ore deposits

be diurnal when a single flood and single

Nelson.

example, cobalt which has valences of 2

diviner. One who purportedly divines the

sity that by rising or falling it can be
used to show whether specific gravity of
pulp is above or below a desired control point. If pulp is opaque, diver can

diving apparatus. See Dunlop diving appara-

Initiate magnetic signal, or in a pulp containing magnetic material can carry radioactive marking material. Pryor, 3.
divergence. S. Afr. The departure of actual
values from normal values, etc. Beerman.
divergence loss. That part of the transmission loss which is due to the spreading of
sound rays in accordance with the geometry of the situation. For example, in the
case of spherical waves emitted by a point
source, the sound pressure at a point 20
yards distant from the sourcc will be only

half as great as the sound pressure 10
yards from the source. Hy.

divergent. Extending in different directions
from a point; radiating. Shipley.

diver method. A technique for the determination of particle size by sedimentation.
The specific gravity at a given depth in a
sedimenting suspension is determined by
means of small loaded glass divers of
known specific gravities in a range be-

in the earth; a dowser.A.G./.
tus; A.N.S. amphibian apparatus. McAdam, pp. 163-166.

diving bell. A watertight, bell-shaped steel
chamber which can be lowered to or raised

from a freshwater or seawater bed by a
crane. It is open at the bottom and filled

with compressed air, so that men can prepare foundations and undertake similar

construction work underwater. Ham.
diving saucer. A circular-shaped submersible
for undersea exploration. Already success-

fully put to use by Capt. Jacques-Yves

Cousteau, a French oceanographer. Hy.
divining; dowsing. A method of searching for
water or minerals by holding a hazel fork

(or other device) in the hands, and the
free end is said to bend downwards when
a discovery is made. In the Middle Ages,
the divining rod was closely associated with

the mine surveying profession. The water
diviner has not succeeded when submitted
to impartial scientific tests. Nelson.

divining rod. A forked piece of tree branch
considered by some to have magic properties when held in the hands of a dowser.

The branch is supposed so dip when held
over oil, gas, water, of ore deposits, depending upon the specialty of the dowser
Agricola dsscussed this method & explorauon in De Ile Metallic:1, published in 15%.

Synonym fur dowsing rod; wsggk nick.
A G.I.

flyblown *so A plane which divides 4
rod' into separate masses, large or small.
in the same way as a joint, or a fissure.
Fey.

dtvlike plc A structure dividing thr flow
between two or more laterals. Hans.

division nothod. One of three recogrized
methods for determining the average e-

locity of airflow in a mine roadway by

anemometer. This is the precise method
of determining the mean velocity of the
air current. The cross-sectional area is divided off, or is imagined to be so divided,
into a number of portions of equal area,
and the central velocity of each subdivision
is ascertained. The number of subdivisions
will depend upon the shape of the airway.
and the nature of the flow. This method
takes time, and is used only for very im-

portant work, such as fan testing. Compare single spot method; traversing method. Roberts, 1, p. 50.

Division Order. A statement issued by the
pipe line purchasing company setting out
the names and fractional participations of

the working interest and royalty owner-

ship under a producing property. Wheeler.
division rope. Aust. See buffer rope. Fay.

division wall. A wall of refractory bricks
between two adjacent settings in a bench
of gas retorts. Dodd.

divot. Term used in Northern England and

in Scotland for peat or turf. Tomkeill,
1954.

dixanthogen. A breakdown product of xanthate collectors (flotation agents) with
some residual value
Pryor, .7.

for that

purpose.

&unite. A nearly black hydrous arsenite and
silicate of manganese, MnSiOs.2MMOH)AsOs. Rhombohcdral. Aggregates of thin
folia. From Langban, Sweden. English.
dizzue. Corn. See dissuing. Fay.
djalmaite. A very rare, moderately to strongly
radioactive, yellowish - brown, greenishbrown, or brownish-black, isometric mineral, (U,Ca,Pb,Bi,Fe) (Ta,Cb,Ti,Zr)309.nH20, found as shining octahedral crystals
in granite pegmatite associated with columbite, magnetite, samarskitc, garnet, beryl,
tourmaline, and bismuth minerals; from
Brejauba Minas Geraes, Brazil. The tantalum analogue of betafite. Crosby, pp.

16-17; Spencer 16, M.M., 1943.
SuPp.
Djulfian. Upper upper Permian.
djurleite. A mineral, Cu.eS. Hey, MM, 1964;
Fleischer.
did Abbreviation for dekaliter. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 59.

dkm Abbreviation for dekameter. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 59.

dkrn2 Abbreviation for square dekameter,
BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.

D-link. A flat iron bar attached to chains,

and suspended by a rope from a windlass.
It forms a loop in which a man sits.when
lowered or raised in a shaft or winze. Fay.
D.L.T. reagents. Condensation products of
ethanolamine and higher fatcy acids, used
as flotation agents (collectors). Pryor, 3.
dm Abbreviation for decimeter. BuMin Style
Guide, P. 59.
do. Leic.; Derb. See bout, b. Fay.
do-. A prefix indicating that one factor domi-

doruses over another vioobire the ratios 7 so I
kNissi 5 to / ( 7 sad I 67) ; fur example,

with sulastaaces such as oil, wax. gutu .
patch.", sokkr, gum, or man, so camou-

des& a. the triSCi of Lau, between two
ur.uns immediately Alma these conflu-

AMC So MAC is luck hie a better gra4le

doralcic, dolernsc. Jod dosau. Nom

34. b. A drag for the wheel of a vehicle.
Webliff 3d. e. Scot. A hook.headed

stone. Also called dope. Long. b. A make-

J. Scot. A spring Look, moat commonly

shift, temporary repair. Long. c. As used
in the mining indium, to salt. Long.

door. Corn. Ihr earth; whence ore, the earth

doctor Undo. a. A thin, flexible, piece of steel
used tor smoothing a surface, for example,
for ckaning excess color from the engraved

of two IMAMS. Standaed, 1964

uQ metals. Fay.

&MM. Semiautomatic chamber dryer, consisting of rotating compartments, in which
the claywarr, as it comes horn the cup- or

plate-making machines, is dried on or in
Mr plaster molds. Rosenthal.
dobby wagon. York. A can for conveying
Waste material (rock, etc.) from a mine.
I ay.

dobie. a. An irregular shape of either raw
or burned material used sometimes in a
stage of the manufacture of refractories.
44.R.1. b. A molded block of ground clay
or other refractory material, usually crudely
formed, and either raw or fired. 111V.

c. The mudcap or adobe method of secondary blasting and/or breaking boulders
on the surface or in a borehole. See also

d. Synonym tor

adobe.

Long.

doble man. Set blaster. D.O.T. 1.

Dobson prop. An hydraulic prop which is
basically a self-containcd hydraulic jack
with an i.:,:gral pump unit built into the
prop. It is designed to yield at 25 tons and
has :-. setting load of 6 tons. Nelson.

Dobson support system. A self-advancing
support for use on longwall faces. One unit
embodies three props. The front prop,

which is attached to the face conveyor,
carries two roof bars side by side which
give cantilever support over the conveyor
track. The two rcar props are mounted on
a common floor bar and carry a single roof

bar which passes between the two front
bars. The front prop is attachcd to the
rear structure only by thc advancing ram
within the box structure of the floor bar.
Nelson.

dock. a. In New York and Pennsylvania, a
local term among bluestone quarrymen and

dealers for yards where the bluestone is

unloaded as hauled from the

quarries,

and reloaded for transportation by rail or
water to its destination. Fay. b. A crib for

holding loose or running rock from obstructing a track or passageway. Fay.

dock boss. In anthracite and bituminous coal
mining, a foreman who checks run-of-mine
coal (coal not sized, screened, or cleaned)
in mine cars or as it is dumped on picking

tables for removal of impurities by slate
pickers. Also called docking boss; gager.

D.O.T.].

docked. Alleged unfair or mistaken deductions from a miner's wages. Nelson.
docket. A pay ticket containing particulars
of shifts worked, coal filled, yardage driven,

and other work done, including the total
wages less deductions. Nelson.

docking. The immersion of building bricks in
water as soon as they are taken from the
kiln ; this is done only when the bricks are

known to contain lime nodules and is a

method for the prevention of lime blowing.
See also lime blowing. Dodd.
docking boss. See dock boss. D.O.T. 1.
docrystalline. Suggested by Cross, Iddings,
Pirsson, and Washington for hypocrystalline rocks in which the ratio of crystals to
glass is less than 7:1 and greater than 5:3.

Obsolete. Johannsen, v. 1, 1939, p. 208.
doctor. a. To treat a poor-quality carbon

grippeag, or fastening something. Webster

flage its detects, hence changing its appeae-

ence. Sramiard, 1964. b. The confluence

mudcap. Long.

dog Iron
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copper plate used in printing on pottery.

Dodd. L. A blade used for parting thin

ceramic 'sheeu or waters of the type used
in miniature condensers. Dodd.

doctor of sick mines. Ste grave robber. Moo,
p. 173.

dodor solution. A solution made by adding
litharge to a sodium hydroxide solution.
Used in sweetening petroleum distillates
(as naphtha) by reaction with any malodorous sulfur compounds (as mercaptans)
present. Webitre Jd.
document glass. An ultraviolet absorbing
glass used for protecting documents. ASIM

G162-66.
Dodd buddk. A round table resembling in

operation a Walley table, and also like the
Pinder concentrator except that it is convex instead of concave. The tables does not
revolve but has a peripheral jerking motion
imparted to it circumferentially by means
of a toggle movement. Liddell, 2d, p. 386.
dodecacalcium heptalumlnate. 12Ca0.7Aii0i;

melting point, 1,455° C. A constituent of
high aluminh hydraulic cement. This com-

spike ler fastening down Itat-bottumed

in use for attaching a sinking bucket to the

winding rope. Fay. e. An iron bar, miked
at she ei,ds, hith which timbers are held
together and steadied. Fay. 1. A short,
heavy iron bar, used as a drag behind a car

or trip ot cars when ascending a slope to
prevent them running back down the slope
in case of an accident ; a drag. Fey. g. .See
casing dog; pipe dog. Fay. h. Can. Slang
for hopeless

property or mining stock.

Hoffman. i. A heavy duty latch. Nichols.
j. To hold, grip, or fasten. Long. k. A nonstandard or poorly made tool or piece of
drilling equipment. Long. I. A round iron
rod, with the pointed ends bent at right
angles. Stauffer. m. A kind of nail with the
top bent at right angles instead of having
a head. Melton. n. A device attached to the
workpiece by means of which the work is
revolved. AC'SG, 1963. o. A trigger which

limits the advance of a traversing table.
ACSG, 1963.
dog-and-chabs. a. An iron lever with a chain

attached by which props are withdrawn.
Fay. b. See dog belt. Fay,.
dog belt. Mid. A strong broad piece of
leather buckled around the waist, to which
a short piece of chain is attached, passing
between thc legs of the man drawing a dan

(tub) in a mine. Fay.

pound was formerly believed to be pentacal-

dog clip. Aust. Same as clip. Fay.

cium trialuminate (5Ca0.3Ala0s). Dodd.

dogger. a. A concretionary mass of calcareous

dodecahedral cleavage. In the isometric system, a cleavage parallel to the faces of the
rhombic dodecahedron. Fay.
dodecahedral mercury. Native amalgam containing 75 percent mercury and 25 percent
silver. Fay.
dodecahedron. a. An isometric form composed
of 12 equal rhombic faces, each parallel to

one axis and intersecting the other two
axes at equal distances, specifically named
the rhombic dodecahedron. Fay. b. An iso-

metric form composed of 12 equal pen-

tagonal faces, each parallel to one axis and
intersecting thc other two axes at unequal
distances; specifically named the pentagonal dodecahedron of the.pyritohedron from

the occurrence of some pyrite crystals in
this form. Fay. c. Also called Brazilian
stone by diamond-bit setters because, before

discovery of the African diamond

fields, practically all diamonds, other than

carbon, produced in Brazil and used in

sandstone. A.G.I. Supp. b. An ironstone
concretion. A.G.I. Supp. c. Clev. A bed
of inferior ironstone overlying the main
warn. Fay. d. Scot. An irregular piece of

stony coal in a seam. Fay.
doggy. a. S. Staff. An underground super-

intendent, employed by the butty. Fay.

b. Eng. Haulage corporal. Mason.
doghole. A small opening from one place in

a coal mine to another; smaller than a

breakthrough. Fay.
doghole ndne. Name applied to small coal
mines that employ fewer than 15 miners.

The so-called dogholes are most numerous

in Kentucky, but there are many in Virginia and West Virginia. Bureau of Mines
Sirs( f.

dogholes. See doghole mine.

dog hook. a. Eng. A long hook for drawing
any empty wagon. Fay. b. A strong hook
or wrench for separating iron boring rods.
Fay. c. An iron bar with a bent prong,

diamond bits were dodecahedral-shaped
diamonds. Long.
dodecant. One of the 12 divisions into which
space is divided by the four reference axes
of the hexagonal crystal system. A.G.I.

used in handling logs. Fay.
doghouse. a. A term uscd in Joplin, Mo., for
a washroom; dryhouse changehouse. Fay.

Dodge crusher. Similar to the Blake crusher,

ture enclosing the drill platform and machine. Long. d. A small shelter in which
members of a drill crew change clothing.
Long, e. See forechamber. Fay. f. A small
boxlike vestibule on a glass furnace into
which the batch is fed, or which facilitates
the introduction and removal of floaters.
ASTM C162-66.
dog iron. A short bar of iron with both ends
pointed and bent down so as to hold together two pieces of wood into which the

Supp.

except the movable jaw is hinged at the
bottom. Therefore the discharge opening
is fixed, giving a more uniform product
than the Blake with its discharge opening

varying every stroke. Liddell 2d, p. 356.
This type of crusher gives the greatest
movement on the largest lump. Fay.
Dodge pulverizer. A hexagonal barrel revolv-

ing on a horizontal axis, containing perforated die plates and screens. Pulverizing

is done by steel balls inside the barrel.
Liddell 2d, p. 356,
DOFP. Direct-on finish process of vitreous
enameling. Dodd.
dog. a. Any of various devices for holding,
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b. A term used in Joplin, Mo., for a box
or platform on which a can or bucket rests
at the bottom of a shaft. Fay. c. The struc-

points are driven; or one end may be bent
down and pointed, while the other is
formed into an eye, so that if the point be

driven into a log, the other end may be
used to haul on. Zern.

dogleg
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desks. a. An abrupt, angular change in the
course of a boo-hole; also, the deflected

dabs. a. Called by Enghsh wnten swallow
hole, sinkhole, or cockpit. it is a rounded
hollow ranging from JO co 3,000 lett in
diameter and from 6 to 330 feet in depth.
It may be either dish-, funnel-, oe wellshaped. Besides being a simple basin, the

borehole drilied from a paresit hole to make

an additional intersection of a vein or
other structure. Long. b. An abrupt bend

or kink in a wire rope or cable. Long.

c. An abrupt bend in a path, pi;ong system, or road. Long.

dogleg severity. Same as deflection angk;
hole curvature. Long.

dog-ois; thig-on. Scot. To put the hutches
on the cage. This term probably had its
origin in the hooking of the bucket to the
rope by means of a og hook. Fay.

dogs. a. Eng. In th. plural; bits of wood
at the bottom of an or door. Fay. b. See
cage shuts. lay. c. Set dog. Fay. d. A tool
for gripping pipes and other round material or parts. Mason.

dog spike. A spike generally used to fasten
rails to the sleepers when laying track.
Their length should be one-half inch less
than the depth of the sleepee ;nto which
they are being pounded. Sinclair, V . p.263.
dog's teeth; dragon's teeth. A fault sometimes

found on th. edges of a rectangular extruded column of clay, the greater friction
at the corners of the die holding the clay

back relative to the center of the extruding
column; if this corner fr!ction is too great,
it results in a regular series of tears along
the edges of the column. Methods for cur-

ing the fault are increasing the moisture
content of the clay, improving the lubrication of the die, or enlarging the corners of

the die at the back of the mouthpiece.

Dodd.
dogstone. A rough or shaped stone used for
a millstone. Fay.

dog's tooth. Brick so laid that their corners
project from the face of floaters. ACSG.
dogtooth pearl. Tusklike baroque pearl.

Shipley.
dogtooth spar. A variety of calcite that occurs

in acute crystals resembling the tooth of

a dog. Webster 3d.
dogwatch, Aust. The night shift in a colliery.
See also graveyard shift. Fay.
dog whipper, Eng. A master hauler. Nelson.
dohyaline, Suggested by Cross, Iddings, Firs-

doline also occurs as a chimney communicating below with blind cavities, with
underground river courses, or with systems

of fissures, the first are known in France
as evens, and the second in Jamaica as
light holes. Synonym for dolma. A.G.I.
b. It. A funnel-shaped cavity which communicates with the underground drainage

system in a limestone region. A.G.1.
dollar. A unit of reactivity. One dollar is the

amount of reactivity in a reactor due to

delayed neutrons alone. LelL.
dollie. See dolly, h. Long.
dolly. a. Aust. An instrument used for
breaking and mixing clay in the puddling

tub. Fay. b. A heavy timber shod with
iron, and hung from a tree or other support and formerly used for crushing quartz.

Fay. c. To break up quartz with a piece

dolphin
gnvity, 2.83. In the United States is found
as masses of sedimentary rok in many of
the Middle Western States, and in crystals
in the Joplin district. Mo. Used as a building and ornamental stone, for the manufacture of certain cements. Dana 17, PP.
338-340. b. A term applied to those rocks
that approximate the mineral dolomite in

composition. Occurs in a great many crystal-

line and noncrystalline forms the same as
pure limestone, and among rocks of all
geological ages. When the carbonate of
magnesia is not present in the above proportion, the rock may still be called a magnesian limestone, but not a dolomite,
strictly speaking. Fay. c. A limestone con-

taining in excess of 40 percent of mag-

nesium carbonate as the dolomite molecule.
ASTM C119-50.

dolomite brick. Brick made mostly of dolomite and used for furnace linings. Hen.
dolomite, fused. A mixture of cubic crystals
of calcium and magnesium oxides, fused in
the electric furnace. CCD 6d. 1961.

dolomite marble. A crystalline variety of

of wood shod with iron, in order to be able
to wash out the gold. Fay. d. A trucklike

limestone, containing in excess of 40 percent of magnesium carbonate as the dolomite molecule. ASTM C119-50.
dolomitic. Composed of or similar to dolo-

Standard, 1964. e. A counterbalance weight
sometimes used in a hoisting shpft. Nelson.

dolomitk conglomerate. Som. Breccia conglomerate of Keuper age. Arkell.

platform, with a single roller attached,
used in shifting beams, lumber, etc., and
serving as a fixed roller when inverted.

mite. Fay.

f. A tool used to sharpen drills. Stauffer.
g. A unit consisting of draw tongue, an
axle with wheels, and a turntable platform

dolomitk lime. Lime containing 30 to 50

moved. Long. i. A stationary roller. Long.
j. See car. ASA MH4.1-1958. k. To concentrate (ore) by the use of a dully.
Standard, 1964.1. A wooden disk for stirring the ore in a dolly tub, in ore concen-

A limestone containing dolomite, but in
which the content of CaCOs exceeds that

to support a trailer gooseneck. Nichols. h. A
low wheel-mounted frame designed to support heavy pieces of equipment while being

tration by the tossing and packing process.
Standard, 1964. m. See dolly tub. Fay.

dolly dimples. A slight defect in cast-iron

percent magnesium and 70 to 50 percent
calcium oxide as contrasted with a lime

contain;ng 95 to 98 percent calcium oxide.
ASTM STP No. 148-D.
dolomitic limestone; dolomite limestone. a.
of MgCO3. Holmes, 1928. b. A calcareous
sedimentary rock ccntaining calcite or aragonite in addition to dolomite. C.M.D.
dolomitite. A rock composed of dolomite. See
also dolostone. A.G.I. Supp.
dolomitization; dolomization. The process by

vitreous enamelware, blisters in a leadless
enamel having almost completely healed.
Dodd.
dollying. N.S.W. The operation applied in
the field in which the vein or reef material
is first reduced to a powder in order that

which limestone, CaC0s, becomes dolomite, CaMg(C0s)s, through the substitu-

less than 3:5 and greater than 1:7.

fine powder is then washed in a prospect-

doit. Eng. Foulness, or damp air. Fay.
dol. Corn. Any part or share of the adventure or tin ore, as one-eighth, one-sixteenth,
one-thirty-second, or the like. Fay.
dolarenite. Dolomite rock composed of sandsized grains. A.G.I. Supp.

Wales, pp. 139-140.
dolly pot. A simple appliance to reduce small
quantities of ore to a fine form suitable for
washing. See also prospecting dish. Nelson.
dolly tub; kieve. A large wooden tub used for
the final washing of valuable minerals

45.7 weight-percent of MgCO3 in the mineral dolomite, considerable shrinkage occurs
that is expressed physically by the appearance of pores, cavities, and fissures that
may amount to as much as 11 percent by

son, and Washington for hypocrystalline
rocks that are dominantly glass, and in
which the ratio between crystals and glass
is

Obsolete. Johannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p. 208.

dole. A division of a parcel of ore. Also
spelled dol. Fay.

dolerine. A variety of talc schist containing
feldspar and chlorite as the chief varietal
minerals; from the Pennine Alps. Holmes,
1928.

dolerite. a. In the United States, a dark
igneous rock, the mineral constituents of

which are not determinable megascopically.

Webster 3d. b. A coarse basalt. See also

diabase. Webster 3d. Also called bluestone.
doleritic. See ophitic; diabasic. A.G.I.
dolerophanite. A breosn opaque anhydrous
basic copper sulfate, 2CuO.S0s; contains
53.1 percent copper; reported from Vesuvius. Larsen, p. 215.
dolina. One of the natur:-.1 funnelform water
tubes worn down vertically through limestone strata to underground drainage.
Satndard, 1964.

its free gold content can be tested. The

ing dish in the usual way. New South

separated by water concentration in ore

dressing. See also tossing; dolly. C.T.D.
dolly wagon. A wagon for the conveyance of
dirt from a mine. C.T.D.
dolly wheels. Pairs If wheels used to support

rods of a Cornish pump working on a

slope. Pryer, 3.
dololutite. A very fine-grained dolomite rock.
A.G.I. Supp.
doloma. Calcined dolomite, that is a mixture
of the oxides Ca0 and Mga Dodd.

dolomicrite. A dolomite rock consisting of
less than 2 percent allochems. A.G.I. SuPp.

dolomite. a. A carbonate of calcium and

magnesium, CaMg(C0s)s; rhombohedral;
usually some shade of pink or flesh color,
but may be colorless, white, gray, green,

brown, or black; transparent to translu-

cent; luster, vitreous, pearly in some varie-

ties; Mohs' hardness, 3.5 to 4; specific

tion of magnesium for some of the calcium.
If the conversion from a limestone formation to a dolomite formation is complete

and the MgCO3 content of the rock approximates the maximum percentage, the

volume of the original rock. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

dolomorphic. In an insoluble residue, a con-

dition in which calcite or dolomite has
been replaced by an insoluble mineral

which fills the rhombohedral dolomoldic
cavity in chert or in another matrix. A.G.I.
doioresite. A hydrous vanadium oxide, 3V10,.4H2O; rnonoclinic (pseudo-orthorhombic). Dark-brown alteration product of
montroseite in sandstone from the Colorado Plateau. Named for the Dolores River,
Colo. SPencer 21, M.M., 1958.
dolorudite. A dolomite rock consisting of

grains larger than sand size. A.G.I. Supp.
dolostone. Proposed by Strock for a sedimentary rock composed of fragmental, concretionary, or precipitated dolomite of organic
or ef inorganic origin. A.G.I.

dolphin. A fixed mooring in the open sea
formed of a number of piles, or a guide

for ships entering a narrow harbor mouth.

Ham.

doosahs
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door Moop

assais. A substructure its a ferrernagnetic

dam theory. Fayol, a Frenchman, in 11181
stated that strata movements caused by

deedinbug. a. The essential treatmee' pLiat
A small dredge set on a poritoots Thera

material within -ahich all of the ekmentary
m.orneta (electron spins) are held Aloud
in one direction by interatomic forces; if
isolated, a domain would be a saturated

magnet. ASA4 Glou.
doneadc. Relating to a dome; a horizontal
permanent

prism. Shipley.

dome. a. A symmetrical structural uplift hav-

underground excavations were limited by
a kind of dome which had for its base the
area of excavation, and that the movernents diminished as they extended upwards from the venter of the area. This is
known a, the dome theory. See also harmless depth theory; normal theory. Nelson

ing an approximately circular outline in
plan view, and in which the uplifted beds

domeetke. A renilorm and botryoidal, tin-

directions from the center, which is both
the highest point of the structure and

dominant vitrain. A field term to denote, in
accordance with an arbitrary scale established for use in describing banded coal,

dip outwards more or lets equally in all

locally of the uplifted beds. Bureau of
Mines Stall. b. A mountain having a

white to steel-gray copper arsenide, Quits;
also found massive and disseminated. Fay.

a frequency of occurrence of vitrain bands

smoohtly rour.ded sjmmit of rock that resembles the cupola or dome on a building.
A.G.I. c. An open crystal form consisting

comprising more than 60 percent of the
total coal layer. A.G.!.
doming. As result of stopc excavation a re-

sections of two sets of pinacoids and are
astride a symmetry plane. Formerly, considered to be an open crystal form which
parallels either one of the lateral axes, a
or b. and cuts the other latcral axis, b or a,
and the vertical axis c. Bureau of Mmcc
Staff. See also salt dome. d. In Morrison's

of as the dome. An inverted counterpart
exists in the footwall, the streu of the unsupported rock being traosfen-ed to the
stressed zone back of the stope face. If

of two parallel faces that truncate The inter-

pressure ring theory concerning large excavations, it is postulated that the stress con-

gion is set up above the open space, thought

the rocks have reacted elastically, there is
an expansion dome; when shear cracks are
set up it is a fracture dome. Pryor, 3.
domite. An extrusive rock composed essen-

tially of sodic sanidine with minor oli-

centration at the surface of an opening is

goclase, and biotite; commonly has a glassy

relieved and that the areas of higher stress
move back into the surrounding rock.
where stability is reestablished. This new
area is referred to as a dome, and it in-

quarta. 4.G.1.

cludes the surface between the fracture
zone and the area of maximum stress, the
stress being a function of the shape of the
dome.

Lewis, pp.

622-623. e.

Roof of a

furnace that is roughly hemispherical in
shape; the hood of a copper anode furnace.

Bureau of Mints Staff. f. An acoustically
transparent transducer enclosure, usually
streamlined, used with echo ranging or
listening devices to minimize turbulence
and cavitation noises arising from the passage of the transducer through the water.
Hy.

g. The steam chamber of a boiler.

Compare air dome. Long.
dome brick. A brick in which both the large
and the side faces are inclined towards
each other in such a way that, with a number of these bricks, a dome can be built.
Dodd.
dome plug. A refractory shape, usually made

of aluminous fireclay or of a refractory
material of still higher alumina content,

used in the top of the dome of a hot-blast
See also hot-blast stove. Dodd.
Domerian. Upper Charmouthian. A.C.I.
Supp.
domestic coal. a. Coal for use around colliery
in miners' houses or for local sale. :ern.
b. Sized coal for use in houses. Sarni. as
house coal. Zern. c. Coal used in country
stove.

of origin; not for foreign consumption.

gnoindmass and contains occult quartz. A

plagioclase bearing trachyte with occult

donarite. An explosive consisting of 70 percent ammonium nitrate, 25 percent trinitrotoluol, and 5 percent nitroglycerin.

Hackh's Chem. Dia.

donbassite. A group of hydrous aluminosilicates,

1-114AlsSisOw,

etc., with small amounts

of Fe, Mg, Ca, Na, closely resembling

pyrophyllite. Named from locality, Donetz
Basin, Ukraine, U.S.S.R. Spencer 16,

M.M., 1943.

donk. N. of Eng. Clay or soft earth, found in
crossveins and flats. See also doak. Fay.

donkey. a. A winch with drums which are
controlled separately by clutches and
brakes. Nichols. b. See barney. Also used

synonymously for 'donkey engine; donkey
pump; donkey hoist. Fay.

donkey engine, a. Eng. A small steam en-

Ole attached to a large one, and fed from
the same boiler; used for pumping water
into the boiler. Zern. b. Eng. A small
steam engine. Zern.

donkey engineer. In anthracite and bituminous coal mining, a general term for the
attendant of a small auxiliary engine,
powered by steam or compressed air, used

to drive pumps to drain sumps (pits in

which excess water is collected) or supply
water to boilers, or to operate a hoist for
a shallow shaft. Also called donkey runner.

D.O.T. 1.

donl:ey hoist. A small auxiliary hoisting drum

Zern.
domestic coke. Domestic coke is normally a
byproduct at coal-gas plants and commercial byproduct plants. The general characteristics of the coal, therefore are fixed by
the requirements for gas and coking coals.

and engine operated by steam, by compressed air, and sometimes by an electric
motor or an internal-combustion engine.
Long.
donkey pump. Any of several kinds of combii.ed pump and steam engine. It may be

Domestic coke varies great!), in quaiity,
dependent upon the coal locally available
and the quality f domestic fuel with

to supply water to a boiler, drain sumps,
etc. Fay.

which the coke competes. Coke containing
less than 10 percent ash is an exceptionally
good domestic fuel. Mitchell, p. 120.
domestic sampling. Routine sampling by mine

officials for systematic control of mining
operations. See also development sampling.
Nelson.

operated independently of the engine; used
donkey runner. See donkey engineer. D.O.T. I.

donkey winch; yarder. A two-drum towing
winch. Nichols.

donnick; donock; donnock. Variations of
dornick. Fay.

donor levels. Energy levels formed in the
energy gap by excess electrons. VV.

.
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is usually a hopper into which the dragline dumps its spoil and which may have
a grizzly arrangement, accotding to the

nature id the gravel. A water

supply

washrli the contents of the hopper into a

revolving ureen, feeding the fines over

riffled tables and rejecting the stones and
oversize by means of a stacker. This treatment plant or washing unit can be floated
in the excavation dug by the deagline and
is the ideal unit to install when small-scale

operations are to be carried out below
water level or where it is not necessary to
use dry opencast paddock methods. Harri-

son, p. 174. b. Aoy one of a large number
of unscientific devices with which it is
claimed water, mineral, and oil deposits
can he located. A.G.I. c. See douse; douser.
Long.
doodlebug's,. a. An operator of a small nonfloating placer dredge fed by a dragline or
a shovel. Bureau of Mints Staff. b. Set
douser. Long.
doodler. See machine scraper. D.O.T. 1.

dook. a. Scot. A mine or roadway driven
to the dip, usually the main road. See also
slope. Fay. b. Som. An underground inclined plane. Fay.
dook workings. Scot. Workings below the

level of tne shaft bottom. Fay.
door. a. A hinged or sliding frame or piece
of wood, metal, stone or other material,
generally rectangular, used for closing or
opening an entrance or exit, as to a house,
room, or other enclosure. Standard, 1964.
Doors are placed in air passages of mines

to prevent the ventilating current from

taking a short cut to the upcast shaft, and
to direct the current to the working face.

Fay. b. A mine door is used for the purpose of directing the air current from its
course on one entry so that it will traverse
another entry, and also, to permit haulage
equipment to pass through the first entry.
It is essential in the construction of a mine

door that it be hung so as to close with
the ventilating pressure. In other words,
the ventilating pressure will help to keep
the door tightly closed. All efforts should
be made to prevent leakage around the
doors and when possible they should be
hung in pairs to form air-locks to prevent
unnecessary loss of air by being shortcircuited. Kentucky, p. 88. Set also automatic door; air door; separation door;

steel separation door.
doorboy. See doorman. D.O.T. I.

door chr.in. Scot. A chain with adjusting

screw by which the bucket and clack door
of a pump are suspended. Fay.
doorheads. Scot. The roof or top of the workings at a shaft. Fay.

doorman. A laborer who opens ventilation
doors in underground haulageways to allow

trains and cars to pass to and from shaft
or surface. Also called doorboy; door

tender; door trapper; gateman; nipper;
trapper; trapper boy. See also brattice
man.

D.O.T. I.

door opening tile. Standard rectangular tile
for spanning door openings. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
door piece. The part of a pump which provides access to the valves. Peel.

doorstead. a. Eng. Upright timbers in the
sides of levels for supports. Fay. b. Doorway. Webster 3d.
door stoop. Scot. A pillar or block of mineral left around a shaft for its protection.

nly tc. material occurring ia
peat and soft brown coal. According to
R. Pusonte, dietincuon should be made

applicable

Fay.

*sae Issaiso. One whose dot, L ts to °Tom

and cigar a mine door before and alter
the passaite (if a train of mine cars, a
trapper. Z OIL

door tram& See done tender. Fey.

door4yro sampkv. A roil-sampliag tube or
barrel equipped with an auger-type cutting

shoe and made to be rotated to obtain
samples of sand, gravel, and other granu-

lar material. The body of the sampler is
essentially a tube in whIch a small opening
or window is machined and equipped with

between secondary true clopplerile, recent-

ly formed in fissures in soft brown coal,
and fossil doppkrtto (Zittavtea) originating at the pest stage of soft browc coal.
le is a black gelatinous material, awidifyIna as a result of losis of water to a bla:1t

dope. a. Absorbent material, as sawdust, in .

fusorial earth, mica, etc., used in certain

manufacturing processes, as in making
dynamite. Webster 2d. b. Heavy grease or

other material used to protect or lubricate

gravitates down and is moved to disc
h
area by slowly circling ploughs whilene
tivelv clear liquid overflows Pryor. 3.

gel; brown coal gel. IIICP, 1963, pare I.

b. A gel composed of ulmins (in peat)
derived (nen plant carbohydrates either

directly by ba..-!rial action, or by chemical
reactions between carbohydrates and amino acids produced by bacterial destruction
of proteins. It was also suggested that
dopplerite is the material that has impregnated vitrain and with later alteration, has
produced the luster and conchoidal frac-

ture of vitrain. It is further possible that

dopplerite sapropel. A variety of sapropel
which contains much humic acid. Tom-

etc. Long. d. To doctor a drill diamond.
See alsodoctor, a. Long. e. A rubberlike

Dordonlan. Synonym for Maestrichtian.
A.G.1. Supp.
dore. Gold and silver bullion which remains
in a cupelling furnace after the lead has

compound applied to granite surfaces be-

fore inscriptions are cut in the granite.
AIME, p. 328. f. A viscous liquid put
on pipe threads to make a tight joint.
Nichols. g. Slang for mold lubricant.
ASTM C162-66.
Doppler. A self-contained electronic system
that makes use of Doppler's principle of
frequency shift of waves emanating from
a moving source. In this system, a pulsed
or continuous wave is sent diagonally
downward fore and aft, and the frequencies are compared in order to obtain the

true ground speed. The heading is obtained from a special magnetic compass
and is maintained by a directional gyro
used as an integrating device. The distance

thus determined has a precision better
than one part in a thousand, which is

stifficient for most geophysical surveys.
Dobrin, p. 323.
Doppler effect. A shift in the measured frequency of a wave pattern caused by movement of the receiving device or the wave
source. The moving receiver will intercept

more or fewer waves per unit time, depending on whether it is moving toward
or away from the source of the waves. By
analogy, in a reactor, since fission cross
sections depend on the relative velocity of
the neutrons and the uranium atoms (neu-

tr)n movement can be considered wave
motion), vibration of the uranium atoms

in a fuel element due to the increased

operating temperature leads to the Doppler effect. This Doppler effect can vary
the reactivity of the reactor. L&L.
dopplerke. a. The term dopplerite was introis

dam macklas. Apparatus for testing the

abrasion resistance of a ceramic; the flat
ends of cylindrical test pieces are abraded
under standardized conditions by movement in contact with a specially graded
sand. Dodd.
Dortmund Hordes - Hotta. Union (DM)
method. See vacuum degassing.
Dosco mbar. A heavy, crawler-tracked, 200horsepower cutter loader designed for long-

wall faces in seams over -WI feet thick,

altered dopplerite may constitute the parent material of structureless vitrain. A.G.I.
c. An asphalt found in New Zealand and
some parts of Siberia, U.S.S.R. It resembles elaterite. Fay.

drill rods and/or open gears, chain and

sprockets, etc. Also called gunk; rod dope;
rod grease. Long. c. To apply a lubricant
to drill rods, rod couplings, open gears,

the rake sone and Ise raked up the slope

kohlen-dopplerit. Analogous terms are peat

pl

the strength of brown coal briquettes and
brown coal coke. Deppkrite can be used
as pigment in paints or coloring materials.
Synonym for torf-doppkrit; Weichbraun-

other gem stone is held while being cut.
Webster 3d.
dopatk. Applied by Cross, Iddings, Piruon,
and Washington to porphyritic rocks in
which the groundmats u dominant, the
ratio of groundmass to phenocrysts being
greater than 5:3 and less than 7:1. Johannsen, v. 1,2d, 1939, p. 208.

toward the high end of tha tank. The
heavier mistrials of saw ass se:tht Into

dopplente have a detrimental effect on

coa upgrading.
erties
Appreciable proportions of

1964. b. A device in which a diamond or

A nthe null desessed toe operation

si a closed-circuit iestagriediag MU& SII
alto tube m41. Dodd
Deo sake chamIlks. A mecaenwel cLassifier
Cu:1141MM( f aR inclined settling tank artd
raki,-type conveying *Via tine MN ham
nism. Fred introduced at the low end of
the tank tows over a distributing apron

amd out the tank, slime and liner sands
are carried over the rear wall in suspension. Taggart, 1943. see. 8. pp. 06-07.
DOR Ibicksaar. Large cylindrical vat with
peripheral overflow and central bottom
discharge. Ore pulp fed its at top center,

hile the sample is being taken. When the
sampler is removed from the ground, the
latch is rekased and the sample removed
through the door or window. Also called
window-eyep sampler. Long.
dop. a. A copper cup with a wooden handle,

in which a gem is soldered to be held
while being cut or polished. Standard,

PP ye.. 3.

Don

lustrous solid and chemically consists prin-

cipally of free humic acids or as humic
acid salts such as calcium humate. The
of dopplerite are v alueless for

a covering, which can be latched shut

duced by W. Haidinger in 1849. It

dyeing tank
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door stoop

and takes a buttock 5 feet wide. The
maximum cutting height is 71/1 feet. Dimensions: length 173/4 feet, width Wr

feet, and height 3 feet. The cutterhred

consists of seven cutter chains mounted
side by side and can be moved up and

down radially to cut the coal from roof

keiel f , 1954.

been oxidized and skimmed off. Fay.
Compare
dore bullion. Same as base bullion.
dore. Fay.
doreite. A lava of the andesite type containing almost equal amounts of potash and
soda. Considered to establish a transition

to floor. It delivers the coal onto the face
conveyor by a short cross conveyor. Capac-

ity is over 400 tons per machine and over

4 tons output per man per shift. Nelson.
dose. a. A special charge used in a blast furnace, designed to cure furnace troubles.
Fay. b. The amount of ionizing radiation

energy absorbed per unit mass of irradiated material at a specific location, such
as n part of the human bod, Wasured
in reps, rems, and rads. L&L. c For ioniz-

between latites, shoshonites, and andesites.

ing radiation the following toms have
been internationally defined: .-.1sorbed
dose, exposure dose, and integral absorbed

Hess.

dore silver. Crude silver containing a small
amount of gold, obtained after removing
lead in a cupelling furnace. Same as dore
bullion; dore metal. ASM Gloss.
Dorfner test. A test for stress in glazed ware
proposed by J. Dorfner; a cylinder of the
ware is partly glazed and the shrinkage of
the glazed portion is noted. Dodd.
Dor' furnace. A regenerative zinc-distillation
furnace with heat-recuperating chambers
at the ends of the furnace instead of beneath the combustion chamber. Fay.
dorgalite. An igneous rock consisting of an
olivine basalt. Johannsen, v. 3, 1937, p.
282.
dormant volcano. See volcano. A.G.I.

dose. The word dose is frequently used

to refer to any one of the above terms
according to the context. NCB.
dosemeter; dosimeter. Any instrument which
measures radiation dose. NRC-ASA N1.11957.
dosemk. Applied by Cross, Iddings, Pirsson,

and Washington to porphyritic rocks in
which the phenocrysts are dominant, the

ratio of groundmass to phenocrysts being
greater than 1:7 and less than 3:5 Schieferdecker.
dose, permissible. The amount of radiation

which may be received by an individual
within a specified period with expectation
of no harmful result to himself. (Super-

Dorn effect. The electrophoretic potential
difference of a liquid resulting from the
fall of particles through the liquid. Hess.

sedes the term tolerance dose.) For longcontinued X-ray or gamma-ray exposure

dornick. a. A roundish stone or chunk of rock

usually of a size suitable for throwing by

hand. Webster 3d.

b. A boulder of iron

-

of the whole body, it is 0.3 r per week
measured in air. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

opening both ways out of a mountain

dose rate. The radiation dose delivered per
unit time and measured, for instance, in
rems per hour. See also dose. LEFL.

Dorr agitator. Circular tank equipped with
bottom rakes, central air lift, and rotating
launder at top. Used to aerate and stir
pulp during cyanidation of gold ores.

dosing siphon. Automatic siphon for emptying the contents of a dosing tank. Ham.
dosing tank. A tank into which partly treated
or raw sewage flows. When a prescribed

ore found in limonite mines. Webster 3d.
dorr. A name proposed for glacial troughs
range, regardless of submergence. Hess.

ji17

dosimeter. See dosemeter.

dosing tank
quantity has collected, it is automatically
discharged for treatment. Ham.
dot. A small refractory distance piece for
separating cranks and setters. See also
crank; setter. Dodd.
dot agate. White chalcedony with round, colored spots. Shipley.
dot chart. a. Graphical aid used in correction
of station gravity for terrain effect, or computing gravity effects of irregular masses;

can be used also in magnetic interpretab. A graphical,
tion. A graticule.
transparent chart used in the calculation
of the gravity effects of various structures;

dots on the chart represent unit areas.

A.G.!.
dot holes; dots. Eng. Small holes or openings
in a vein, Derbyshire. Arkell.
dottling. The setting of pottery flatware horizontally on thimbles. See also thimble.
Dodd.
double. In rotary drilling, o pieces of drill

rod left fastened together during raising

and lowering. Nichols. Also called cotiple;
couplet,

double A. One of several terms (or letter

symbols) used to designate medium-qual-

ity drill diamonds. Long.
double-acting hammer. A forging hammer in
which the ram is raised by admitting steam

double-bevel groove weld. A groove weld in

which the joint edge of one member is
beveled from both sides. AS M Gloss.

double block. a. A pair of multiple-sheave
blocks reeved with rope or lines; a block
and tackle. Long. b, Two pulleys or small
sheaves mounted on a single shaft within
a frame or shell. Long.
double bond. In organic chemistry, a double

linkage between two atoms of the same
element; for example, ethylene;

Cl-h. One link is frequently stronger than
the other. Crispin.
double-branch elbow. A fitting that, in a
manner looks like a tee, or as if two
elbows had been shaved and then placed
together, forming a shape something like
the letter Y or a crotch. Strock, 3.
double-burned. Burned at a high temperature. This does not mean two firings.
AISI, No. 24.
double-burned dolomite. a. Dolomite, with

additions of oxides of iron, burned at a
high temperature. A.R.I. (This does not

mean two firings.) b. Clinkered dolomite.
AISI, No. 24.
double-cavity mold. A mold possessing two
cavities for simultaneous fabrication of
two articles of glass. ASTM CI 62-66.
double-cavity process. Any glass-forming

or air into a cylinder below the piston,
and the blow intensified by admitting

process that uses two charges of glass and
forms them simultaneously. ASTM C162-

double-acing pump. Scot. A pump which

double clutching. Disengaging and engaging
the clutch twice during a single gear
shift in order to synchronize gear speeds.

steam or air above the piston on the downward stroke..ASM Gloss.

discharges at both forward and backward
stroke. Fay.

double-action die. A die designed to perform
more than one operation in a single stroke
Of the press. ASM Gloss.
double-action forming (or drawing). Forming

or drawing where more than one action
is achieved in a single strokr of the press.
AS M Gloss.

double-action mechanical press. A press having two independent parallel movements
by means of two slides, one moving within

the other. Tot inner slide or plunger is'
usually operated by a crankshaft, whereas
the outer or blank-hoIder slide, which

dwells during the drawing operation, is
usually operated by a toggle mechanism

or cams. ASM Gloss.
double-action press. A press for handling two
operations for each revolution of the press.

It carries two rams, one inside the other,
so actuated that one motion immediately

follows the other. Crispin.

.
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double-action pump. A pump whose water
cylinders are equipped with intake arc'.
discharge valves at each end; hence liquid
is delivered by the pump on both the forward and the backward strokes of the
pump piston. long.
double arch. Two separate parallel arches,
built on the same skew or on two skews
with faces in the same plane. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

double bank. a. To take up a claim parallel

with and adjoining another claim con-

taining an auriferous vein or deposit. Fay.
b. Working with double sets or relays of
men. Fay.
double-bank cages. In Wales, cages having

two decks, or a multiple of two, so that
decking (caging) may be performed 'at

two levels or banks. Fay. Also called multiple-deck cages.
double-base powder. Ballistic powder containing nitrocelluloge plus nitroglycerin, chiefly.

Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

66.

double-entry zone test
age level and forming a double-deck gang-

way. Chutes are constructed at intervals
for ore transfer into mine cars. Nelson.

double decomposition. The name given to a
chemical reaction in which two compounds

take part, both are decomposed and two
new rubstances formed by an interchange
of radicals. Also called double replacement. Cooper.

double-diamond bottom. Ark. An arrangement of track at the shaft bottom consisting of two parallel tracks (one to each
compartment of the shaft) with a double
crossover track between them. Fay.

double dipping. Glazing by twice dipping a
pottery shape into a vessel filled with glaze.
ACSG, 1963.

double-divided oven. See Wilputte oven.
double.double unit conveyor. A longwall conveyor layout in which the center or main
gate serves two double units one on each
side. The gate belts from each double unit
deliver the coal onto cross-gate belts which
in turn deliver to the main gate conveyor
and then by trunk conveyor or cars to the
pit bottom. Single or double units are
usually preferred. Nelson.
double draining. A defect evidenced by flow-

ing of the slip on the ware which occurs
appears that draining has been

after it

completed. ASTM C286-65.

double drill column. A pair of drill columns
connected by a heavy horizontal arm on
which a rotary- or percussive-type drill
machine can be mounted. See also drill
column. Long.

Nichols.

double drum. Hoisting device having two

See also roller bit. Long.

double-drum hoist. A hoist with two drums

doubk-cone bit. A roller-type bit having two
serrated, cone-shaped cutting members.

double core barrel. a. A core barrel with an

inner tube to hold the core. The inner

tube does not rotate during drilling, thereby giving a better core recovery. Nelson.
b. Synonym for double-tube core barrel.
Long.

double core-barrel drill. A core drill having

an inner tube that is suspended on ball

bearings and thus may remain still while
the outer tube revolves. It is designed to
bring out a core from a delicate material

with a minimum of breaking or other
damage. Fay.

double corkscrew. A fishing tool having a

pair of projecting, intertwined, corkscrewshaped prongs used for removing broken
drill steel or other obstacles from drill
holes. Bureau of Mines Staff.

double-crank press. A mechanical singleaction press of such width that the slide
is operated by a crankshaft having two
crankpins to which two connections are
attached. ASM Gloss.
double crib. Eng. Two crib sets are placed
back to back to form a two-compartment
crib-lined raise. This technique is employed

in weak ground in place of a

double compartment separated by only a
single dividing member. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

double crossover. See scissors crossover. Hen.

double-cut file. A file having teeth formed

by two lines of cuts intersecting with ea..11
other. Ham.
double-cut sprocket. For double-pitch roller
chains, a sprocket having two sets of effec .
tive teeth. Tooth spaces for the second set

are lamted midway between those of the
'first set. f&M.
double-deck gangway. A method of silling or
working out 10 feet or 80 above the haul-

cable spools or drums rotating in opposite
directions. Long.

which can be driven separately or together

by a clutch. See also main-and-tail haulage. Nelson.

double-duo mUl. Has two pairs of rolls,
mounted in one stand, one pair of rolls
being higher than, and in advance of the

other. Osborne, p. 357.

double-ended. A term applied to any cutter
loader which can cut bo..b ways on a
longwall face without turning at each end.
This requires cutting units at both ends
of the machine and duplication of other
essential parts. Nelson.

ssoubleended pick; reversible pick. A diamond-shaped coal-cutter pick which is
held in a special holder-and chain. Both
ends of the pick are used and then discarded. The type is used widely in the
United States. See also coal-cutter pkks.
Nelson.

double-engine plane. Loads are raised or lowered on a slope by a itationary engine and

wire rope, as in an inclined shaft. There
is a double track, or three rails and turnout; the descending trip assists the engine
to raise ascending trip, thus eliminating
dead load, except rope. Peele, v. I, sec. 11,
p. 42.

double entry. a. A pair of entrit in flat or

gently dipping coal so laid out that rooms
can be driven from both entries. twin
entries. See also entry, b. Fay. b. A:system
of ventilation by which the air current is
brought into the rooms through one entry

and out through a parallel entry or air

course. Fay. c. See main entry, b, Nelson.
dOnbk-entry room-and-pillar mining. See
room-and-pillar. Fay.

double-entry sone test. A test in which coal
dust is p.aced in each of two connected
parallel entries. Rice, George S.
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double extra heavy
double extra heavy. Synonym of double cxtra
strong. Long.

double extra strong. A certain class of very
thick walled pipe, which sometimes is used
as a drivepipe; often incorrectly called

double extra heavy or extra heavy pipe.
Long.

double-face ware. Ware which has a finish

coat on both surfaces. ASTM C286-65.
double-fagoted iron. See fagoted iron. C.T.D.
double-frit glaze. A glaze containing two frits
of different compositions. As an example,

a glaze may contain a lead frit and a

leadless frit ; the glaze is therefore rendered

highly insoluble by the inclusion in the
second frit of those constituents liable to
increase lead solubility. Dodd.

double glazing. a. Glazing with two panes
separated by spacers and a layer of dehydrated air which prevents misting. C.T.
D. Supp. b. Two coats of glaze applied
one over the other. ACSG, 1963.
double-gob process. See doublc-cavity process. ASTM C162-66.

double hammer; duplex hammer. A forging
device striking on opposite sides, as of a
bloom. Standard, 1964.
doublehand drilling. Manual rock drilling

with a long handled sledge hammer requirir.g both hands. A second man holds
the drill and turns it between strokes.
Two or even three strikers may work
together. Pryor, 3.

doublehanded gear. Nowc. Heavy drilling
tools which require two men to use them.
Fay.

doubleheader. Applied to quarry equipment
consisting of two independent channeling
machines on a single truck, operated by
one man. Fay.

double headings. The driving of two coal
headings, parallel and side by side, for
development purposes. Usually a pillar 10

to 20 yards wide is left between them.
Formerly it was the practice at many coal
mines to drive only one heading from

which the stalls were turned off right and
left. Two headings simplify ventilation
and provide a second egress in an emergene y. Nelson.

double helical bag conveyor. Closely spaced
parallel tubes with right and left hand
rounded helical threads rotating in opposite

directions on which bags or other

objects are carried while being conveyed.
ASA MH4.1-1958.

double-hydraulic feed. A diamond-drill hydraulic-feed mechanism having two parallel pressure cylinders with piston rods
connected by means of a yoke to the drive
rod between the two cylinders. Long. Also
called double-cylinder feed.
double-Image prism. A prism made of Iceland
spar (optical calcite) giving two images

of equal intensity but polarized at right
angles to each other. Standard, 1964.

double-inlet fan. A centrifugal fan in which
air enters the impeller on both sides. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 2. Also called doublewidth fan.
double intakes. See two intakes. Nelson.

double jack. a, A two-hand heavy hammer,
usually weighing about 10 pounds. Compare single jack, a. Long. b. A double or
twin-screw drill column. Long.

double jacking. Can. Rock drilling by hand
performed by two men, one holding the
steel bit and the other swinging the sledge
hammer. Hoffman.

double4 groove weld. A groove weld in

which the joint edge of one member is in

the form of two J's, one from either side.
ASM Gloss.

double jigback. An aerial ropeway in which
two parallel track ropes are used, each
carrying a carriage. See also jigback. Nelson.

double-leg bucket elevator. A type of buckct

elevator having the carrying and return
runs enclosed in separate casings between

double-sighting
chines are flexible enough to produce top
size ranging from 6 to 14 inches. Mitchell,
pp. 200-202.
double-roll crusher. A machine for breaking
down ore, rock, or coal and to discharge
the crushed material below. It consists of

heavy iron or

steel cylinders

revolving

toward each other, the surfaces of which
may be smooth or toothedusually the

the head and boot. See also bucket ele-

latter. The smallest type can deal with

vator. ASA MI143-1958.
double leg en masse conveyor. An en massc

take 20 inches. The crushed material varies

conveyor or elevator in which the carrying and return runs are operated in separated parallel and adjacent casings. ASA
MI14.1-1958.

double load. A charge in a borehole separated

by a quantity of inert material for the

purpose of distributing the effect, or for
preventing part of the charge blowing out

at a scam or fissure, in which case the
inert material is placed so as to include
the scam. Fay.

double mast. See A-frame. Long.
double-men. See double-pick. Fay.

double meridian distance. The sum of the
perpendicular distances from the two ends

of any line of a traverse to the initial, or
reference, meridian. Seelye 2.

double packing. A form Of strip packing
which removes the localized high roof

pressure from the vicinity of a roadway
into a region in the goaf. It consists of
two parallel pacl.i, r.djacent to, and on
each side of, the roadway, with the packs

immediately at the roadsides built of such
a width as to offer less resistance than
wider and stronger packs (called buttress

packs) more remote from the roadway.
The principle of double packing was developed by Dr. D. W. Phillips in Grcat

Britain. Compare single packing. Nelson.
double parting. A bypass for mine cars. See
alsd junction. Nelson.

double pearl. A pearl formed of two distinct

pearls united under a nacreous coating.

Shipley.

double-pick; double-men. Corn. Two men

who use one pick, one during the day,
and one at night, so that the pick is kept

constantly at work. Fay.
double-pitch roller chain. A roller chain hav-

ing double the pitch of a standard roller
chain, otherwise having standard pins,

lumps up to 8 inches and the largest will

from about 6 to 1 /2 inches and under.
It is often used for crushing coal for mechanical stokers or as a first step in preparing pulverized coal for firing boilers.
See also spring-roll crusher. Nelson.

double-roll press; Belgian press. A press in
which pressure is applied by the mating
of one or more pairs of indented rolls of
equal diameter, revolving in opposite directions. B.S. 3552, 1962.
double-roll verge tile. A single lap roofing tile
having a roll on both edges so that verges
on the two sides are similar. Dodd.
double-room system. See room-and-pillar.
Fay.

double rose cut. Form of cutting consisting
of two rose-cut forms joined along their
bases. See also rose cut. Shipley.

double-round nose. The cross-sectional view
of the cutting face portion of a corir.g bit

when its profile is a full half circle, the

radius of which Is one-half the wall thickness or kerf of the bit face. Long.
double-round nose bit. See double-round nose.
Long.

doubles. Som. The repeated folds or overlaps of the coal strata in the Radstock
district. Fay.
double-screened ground refractory material.
A refractory material that contains its
original gradation of particle sizes resulting from crushing, grinding, or both, and

from which particles coarser and finer
than .two specified sizes have been removed
by screening. ASTM C71-64.

double-seal manhole cover. A manhole cover

cast with two parallel flanges around its
edges which fit into corresponding recesses

in the supporting frame and into which

they are bedded in grease or similar sealing
compound. Ham.
double setting. A leveling procedure whereby

bushings, and rollers. J&M.
double-pulley-drive conveyor. A conveyor in

observations are duplicated by resetting
the instrument to detect errors of meas-

drive conveyor and. (2) dual-drive con-

double-slhear steel. Steel that has bcen twicc
welded and drawn out. Standard, 1964.
double-shell tile. Tile with double faces separated by short webs. See also single-shell

which power is transmitted to the belt by
two pulleys. Examples are (1) tandem-

veyor. NEMA MB1-1961.
double-reading theodolite. A theodolite with
which it is possible to observe? from one
position, the readings of the diametrically

opposite points of both horizontal and

vertical circles. C.T.D.
double reduction. Two sets of gears in series
that both reduce speed and increase power.
Nichols.

double-refracting spar. Same as Iceland spar.
Fay.

double refraction. Refraction shown by certain crystals that split the incident ray
into two refracted rays, polarized in perpendicular planes. See also birefringence.
Standard, 1964; A.G.!.
double-roll breaker. A coalbreake, which,.in
the main, relies on the impact of special
teeth for the bulk of reducing, rather than
on the compression between the rolls. An
important feature is adjustment, which
may be made during operation. The ma-

urement immediately. Also called dual
setting. BS 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

tilc. ACSG, 1963.

double shift. a, Two sets of men at work, one
set relieving the other. Fay. b. To employ
two shifts of men, or to work double shift.
Fay.
double-shift places. At collieries where there
is only one recognized coal-winning shift
in the 24 hours, it is a general practice to
have double shifts (and sometimes treble)

of workmen in development headings which
require a speedy advance. Nelson.
double-sighting; The method of do%ale-sight-

ing consists in reading once with the telescorn normal and once with it inverted,
ana taking the mean of the two values
thus obtained. It eliminates the effect of
certain instrumental errors and reduces
the personal error of observation. Urquhart,
sec. 1, P. 27.
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double sintering
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douse

double sintering. Process of roasting rich orc
in which the ore is sintered at a rapid rate
to partially reduo2 the sulfur content, followed by crushing the resultant mass and

loaded cars take one track outwards while

double-welded joint. A butt, edge, tee, corner,

sintering again at a slower rate. Benneu
2d, 1962.

double sling. A chain or rope sling which is
also termed a two-leg sling. Ham.
double-spaced neutron log. This method em-

ploys two neutron logging tools with different spacings between the source and the
detector or two detectors in the same tool
at different spacings. The spacings usually
differ by 6 to 10 inches. The long-spaced

log is run slowly and with a large time
constant so that its statistical variation is
not excessive, for the counting rate is much

lower than that of the regular-spaced log.
This technique has ,proved to be a potent
technique for discriminating gas sands
from oil sands in Venezuela. Wyllie, p. 149.

double spiral cut. A cylindrical drill-round
cut whose spiral hole pattern gives the
widest opening and permits opposite holes
to be ignited successfully. This gives the
best cleaning oi the opening and safety in
the advance is increased, since one section
of the double spiral can give breakage irrespective of the other. Langefors, p. 244.

double stall. An earlier system of working
thick seams in South Wales. Two narrow
stalls are turned off the heading and after
advancing some 8 to 12 yards (so as to
leave a pillar of coal next to the heading)
are connected and the coal between them
worked as a single face. Double stalls are
intermediate between pillar-and-stall and
longwall. Nelson.

double standard. A brick (particularlz a refractory brick) that is twice as wi e as a
standard square, for example, 9 by 9 by 3
inches. Dodd.

double-sweep lee. A tee made with easy

curves between body and branch, that is,
the center of the curve between run and
branch lies outside the body. Strock, 3.
doublet. An assembled stone of two portions,
bound together by a colorless cement or
fused together. If both portions arc of the
species being imitated, it is a genuine

doublet; if of one portion it

is a semi-

genuine doublet; if it contains no portion
of the species being imitated, it is a false
doublet; if no portion is a genuine mineral, then it is an imitation doublet. The
stone to which this term is most generally
applied is a sernigenuinc doublet of glass

with a thin garnet top. See also hollow
doublet, Shipley.

double-tape fuse. Fuse of superior quality, or

having a heavier and stronger covering.
Zern.
double-thread method. A procedure fnr determining the coefficient of thermal expansion of a glass by forming a thread by

fusing a fiber of the glass under test to a
fiber of a glass of known expansion; from
the curvature of the double-thread, when
cold, the coefficient of expansion of the
glass under test can be calculated. Dodd,

the empties take the other inwards. The
shovel loader niay be used to tow the
switch as the tunnel advances. A simple
traverser is usually preferred. Nelson.

double-trolley system. A system of electric
traction where, instead of the running
rails, a second insulated contact wire is

used for the return or negative current.
It avoids trouble due to stray earth currents. C.T.D.
doubk-tube core barrel. A core barrel consisting of two nesting tubes attached to a
common headpiece threaded to connect to
a drill rod. The inside tube holds the core,

and the bottom e:a3 of the outside tube
is threaded to connect with a reaming
shell to which a coring bit is fitted. A
narrow annular space is left between the
tubes; through this the cuttings-removal
fluid is conducted from ti drill rod to
the face of the bit and front there to the
outside of the outer tube. The core enters
the inner tube, where it is protected from
the wash effec ts of the circulating fluid
except for a short space between Me lower

end of the inner tube and the face of the
bit. Numerous kinds of both rigid- and
swivel-type double-tube core barrels arc

manufactured. Long.
doubk-tube core barrel, rigid-type. A doubletube core barrel having both the inner and
the outer tubes rigidly coupled to a common headpiece. Long.
double-tube core barrel, swivel-type. A double-tube core barrel having the upper end

of the inner tube coupled to the corebarrel head by means of an antifriction

device, such as a roller or ball bearing ;
hence, the inner tube tends to remain stationary when the outer tube, which is
rigidly coupled to the core-barrel he..d .
is rotated. Long.
double-tube rigid barrel. Synonym of doubletube core barrel, rigid type. Long.
double-U groove weld. A groove weld in
which each joint edge is in the form of two
J's or two half-U's, one from either side of
the member. ASM Gloss.
double-unit conveyor. ,` longwall conveyor
layout fr.:m 200 to 280 yards long, devel-

oped between two tailgates with a main
gate in the center of the face. The main
gate conveyor is served by two face conveyors .And may act as an intake or a return airway. The tailgates may serve as
supply roads. This form of layout is favored as it enables the maximum tonnage
of coal being obtained with the minimum
of roadway excavation and maintenance.
also
Nelson.
See

double-double unit conveyor.

double-unit longwall face. N. of Eng. Two

adjacent longwall faces, usually each of the

same length, on either side of a main or
mother gate. In northwest Durham, each
face is usually 80 to 90 yards making 160
to 180 yards in all. Trist,

or lap joint in which welding has been

done from both sides. ASM Gloss.
double wkket. A method of working in which

rooms are driven from adjacent headings
to meet at thcir extremities. Zern.

double-wing auger. An auger with two flights

or screws on the discharge end. ACSG,
1963.

double working. N. of Eng. Two hewers
(miners) working together in the same
heading. Fay.
doubling. a. Scot.

Thickening of a scam

sometimes due to its being folded over or

doubled. See also doubles. Fay. b. A process

for the treatment of antimony salfide or
crude antimony containing the sulfide by
fusing it with iron or other antimony containing iron so as to form an iron sulfide,
the removal of which eliminates both iron
and sulfur. Webster 3d.

doubling time. The time required for a

breeder reactor to produce as much fissionable material as the quantity typically contained in its core plus the quantity ticd up
in its fuel cycle (fabrication, reprocessing,
etc.). Estimated to be from 10 to 20 years.
L&L.

doubly plunging fold. A fold that plunges in
opposite directions from a central point.
In a doubly plunging anticline, the plunge
is away from this point ; in a doubly plunging syncline, the plunge is toward this
point. Billings, 1954, pp. 49-50.
doubly refractive. Possessing the property of
double refraction. Shipley.
doubly terminated crystals. See termination.
Shipley.

douce. Same as douse. Long.
doucer. Same as douser. Long.
doudng. Same as dousing. Long.
doucing rod. Same as dousing rod. Long.
dough. Same as daugh, b. Arkell.

doughnut. The cylinder of coal formed by
a coal auger. Nelson.

Douglas furnace. A horizontal, revolving cylindrical furnace having a central flue. Fay.

Douglas process. See Hunt and Douglas
process. Fay.

douk; douke; dowk. Eng. A soft clay found
in veins. ,3robably derived from the Saxon

deagan, meaning to knead or mix with
watzr. Fay.

doup out. Scot. To connect a drift with one
formerly driven in stoop-and-room workings, Fay.

dour holing. Scot, Difficult undercutting in
hard coal or stone. Fay.

douse. a. Commonly used by drillers as a
synonym for scientific (geophysical) devices, such as the seismograph, torsion balance, magnetometer, dip needle, etc., used

to locate and delineate subsurface structures in which water, oil, or minerals may
occur. Also called doodlebug; doodlebugger; douce; doucer; dowse; dowser. Long.
b, To locate and delineate subsurface structuri I in which water, oil, or minerals may

double-V groove weld. A groove weld in

occur by the use of various scientific de-

ing of two parallel lines of steel sheet-

Long, c. Comnionly used by drillers as a

to insure both stability and water tight-

tree limb, or other nonscientific contrapdons, supposedly useful in locating sub-

double limber. In Wales, two props and a bar
placed across the tops of them to support

which each joint edge is beveled from both
sides. ASM Gloss.
double-wall cofferdam. A cofferdam consist-

vices, such as the seismograph, torsion balance, magnetometer, dip needle, etc. Also
called doodlchugging; doucing; dowsing.

Double timber was the recognized mode

piling, the space between being backfilled

synonym for devices, as divinin? rod, forked

rings. Nelson.

ness. Ham.

the roof and sides of a heading. Fay.
of support prior to the advent of steel

double-track portable switch. A tub-changing
arrangement for a tunnel face. The doubletrack loop is superimposed on the tunnel

track and equipped with ramps, clamps,
and spring switches so arranged that the

double wedge cut. A drill-hole pattern consisting of a shallow wedge within an outer

wedge and is often used to obtain deep

pull in hard rock. Nelson. See also wedge
cut.
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surface formations containing water, oil, or
minerals. Also called divining rod; doodle-

bug; douce; doucer; doucing rod; dowse;
dowser; dowsing rod. Long. d. To supposedly locate and delineate formations
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Dowty hydraulic tub retarder

downcast shaft. The shaft down which the
fresh air enters the mine or workings. See

Nichols.
downsucking. The immersion of large masses
of the sialic crust into the substratum and

douse
bearing water, oil, or mineral by use of a
divining rod or other nonscicntific contraption. Also called doodlebugging; doucing;
dowsing. Long. e. To beat out or extinguish

leap. Fay.

also upcast shaft. Nelson.

an ignited jet of firedamp. Also spelled
douce ; dowse. Fay. f. To search for deposits of ore, for lodes, or water, by aid

downcomer. A pipe to conduct something
downward; such as (1) a pipe for leading
the hot gases from the top of a blast furnace downward to the dust collectors and

plunge into a liquid, as in quenching a
piece of hot metal during a hardening

flue system, and (2) a tube larger in diameter than the water tubes in some watertube boil2rs to conduct water from each
top drum to a bottom drum under the influence of thermal circulation. Webster 3d
downculting. See climb cutting. ASM Gloss.
downdip. Parallel to or in general direction
of the dip oi a bed, rock stratum, or vein.

of the dousing or divining rod. Fay. g. To

process. Crispin.
d9user. a. Synonym for douse. See also douse,
a. Long. b. Commonly used by drillers as

a name for a person skilled in the use

of

geophysical devices. Also called doodlebugger ; doucer; dowser. Compare douse,

a and b. Long. c. Commonly used by

drillers as a name for a person supposedly
having the ability to locate formations in
which water, oil, or minerals occur by the
use of c4..iining rod or other nonscientific
contraption. Also called doodlebugger;
doucer; dowser. Compare douse, b and c.
Long.
dousing rod. Commonly used by drillers as a

Long.

downdraft. A downward current of air or

other gas (as in a mine shaft, kiln, or

carburetor). Webster 3d.
downdraft kiln. An enclosed periodic kiln,
round or rectangular. Hot gases from the
fireboxes pass to the crown and are then
pulled down through the ware by the draft
and discharged into a stack. ACSG, 1963.

forked tree !imb, or twig (usually witch

downdraw. The process of continuously drawing glass downward from an orifice. ASTM

tions bearing water, oil, or mineral. Also
called divining rod; doodlebug; dowsing

downdrift. In a mine drift, the direction of
predominant water movement. Bureau of

name applied to a wooden ward,

rod,

hazel) suppo.tedly useful in locating forma-

rod. Compare douser, b and c. Long.
doverite. A fluocarbonate of yttrium and calcium, YtFCO2.CaCO3, as fine-grained aggregates giving an X-ray pattern similar to

that of synchysite. From an iron mine at
Dover, Moiris County, N.J. Named from
locality. Contains about 45 percent rare-

earth oxides. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958 ; BuMines Bull. 585,11)60, p. 970.
Dow cell. The Dow electrolytic cell is a steel

C162-66.

Mines Staff.

downer. a. Som. A rest or cessation from
work, say half an bout, taken during a
shift or turn Fay. b. See crib, f. C.T.D.
downfall. S. Staff. A dounthrow. Fay. See
also downcast ; downleap.

downfeed. In surface grinding, the rate at
which the grinding wheel is fed into the
work. See also surface grinding. ACSG,
1963.

shell about 16 feet long, 5 feet wide, and
6 feet deep. The electrolyte contains about
60 percent NaCl, 15 percent CaCl2, and
25 percent MgCli; it is maintained at a

downgrade. a. To classify a substance as

trolled firing underneath the cell. Newton,
p. 481.
dowels, a. Round, headless iron pins, inserted
halfway into each of two abutting timbers
to prevent slipping. Stauffer. b. Short rods,
extending approximately equally into two
abutting pieces of concrete, to increase the
strength of the joint. Taylor.

welding. ASM Gloss.
downhole. a. A borehole drilled at any angle

temperature of 700° to 750° C by con-

Dowex. Proprietary name (Dow Chemical

Company) of ion-exchange resins, notably
Dowex 50, an acid polysterene cation exchanger, and Dowex -3, a basic anion exchanger. Pryor, 3.
dowk. N. of Eng. Dark-colored clayey
material forming part of a vein, Standard,
1964. See also douk. Fay.

Dow metal. Magnesium alloys (electron)
containing aluminum, maganese, silicon,
and possibly zinc. Pryor, 3.

down. Eng. Underground; in the pit. Fay.

down brow. Lanc.

It

dip incline undz,-.

ground. Fay.
downbuckling. A downwarping by lateral
compression of the entire thickness of the

crust, which causes the formation of a

major geosynclinal downwarp at the surface. and the immersion of large masses of
sialic matter into the substratum. S chieferdecker.

downcast. a. The shaft through which the

fresh air is drawn or forced into the mine;
the intake. Fay. b. That side of a fault on
which the strata have been displaced downwards in relation to the upthrow or upcast
side. C.T.D. c. Eng. A fault which throws
a coal scam downwards. See also down-

lower quality than warranted. Lcng. b. To
reduce the value by the addition of a diluent, as in adding waste rock to ore. Long .

downhand welding. Same as flat-position

inclined downward in a direction below
the horizon. b. In a borehole. Compare

downholc equiprnent. c. Sometimes used as
the collar. Long.
downlenp. Mid. A dislocation of strata
equipment used inside the borehole below
the collar. Long.
downleap. Mid. A dislocation of strata
which has caused a coal scam to be abruptly
cutoff and brought below its original level.
See also downhrow. Fay.
downmilling. See climb milling, ASM Gloss.

downs. Eng. The rounded, dry, and un-

wooded chalk hills of Kent, Surrey, Sussex,
and adjacent counties. Pay.
Do1w972.cell. See Downs process. Bennett 2d,

downset. Scot. A short drift to the dip. Fay.

downslope ripple. A ripple that migrates

its melting or solution therein. Schiefer-

aecker.
downtake. See downcomer.
down-the-hole drill. A percussive or hammer

drill in which the bit-driven mechanism is

located immediately behind the drill btt
and is small enough in diameter to permit it to enter and follow the bit down
into the hole drilled. Bureau of Mines Staff.

down-the-hole extensometer. A device used

to measure differential strains in a drill
hole. Bureau of Mines Staff.

downthrow. a. The wall of a fault that has
moved relatively downward. Downthrown
is preferred by the U.S. Geological Survey. A.G.I. b. The amount, measured vertically, of downward displacement of beds
caused by a fault. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.
downthrow fault. A fault which has displaced
the strata downwards relative to the workings approaching it. It would be an up-

throw fault to workings on the opposite

side. Nelson.

downthrow side. The lower side of a fault
after displacement has occurred. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 5.

downtime. a, Drilling time lost in repair,
fishing, ceirc iting operations, or moving
rig from one iiole to another. Long. b. Ap-

plies to any piece of mining equipment
which is nonoperative for any reason. Bu-

reau of Mines Staff. c. Production time
lost through mechanical breakdown, adjustment, maintenance, lack of power or
of feed. Pryor, 3.

Downtonlan. Uppermost Silurian or lowermost Devonian. A.G.I.' Supp.
downward continuation. Interpretation method in which the values of a component of
the magnetic field at lower levels are computed from the values at the surface.
Schieferdecker.

downward course; course downward. In min-

ing, the course of the vein from the surface downward, Bureau of Mines Staff.

downward enrichment. A term which

is

synonymous with secondary enrichment, as

the latter has applied to enrichment of ore

bodies by the downward percolation of
waters. Fay.

downward percolation. See sand leaching.

downwarp. Opposite of upwarp. A.G.I.
Dow process. A process for the production

of magnesium by electrolysis of molten

magnesium chloride. ASM Gloss.
dowse. To use the divining rod (as in search
of water or ore). Webster 3d. See douse.
Fay.

dowser. A divining rod for dowsing; also,
one who uses a divining rod. See also divining rod. Webster 3d; Fay.
dowsing. Searching for water, oil, or minerals
with a dowsing rod. A.G.I. Supp.

down a sloping surface. Pettijohn.
downslope time. In resistance welding, time
associated with current decrease using
slope control. ASM Gloss.
downspouts. Lalic. Pipes fixed down the sides
of a shaft for conducting water from one
level or sumo to another. Fay.
Downs process. Method of producing sodium

ilowsing rod; dowzing rod. Som. See divin-

central carbon electrode, rising through the
bottom, releases chlorine which is collected
through a collecting dome while side cathodes permit the collection of liquid sodium.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

Dowson producer. A furnace used for the

from fused sodium chloride, in which a

downstream face. The dry side of a dam.
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ing rod; dowser. Fay.

Dow's mining salts. A mixture of NaBr and
NaBrO, used in extracting gold from tellurides. Hess.

Dowson gas. A mixture of producer gas and
water gas obtained by passing steam and
air over heated coal or coke in a Dowson
producer, Bureau of Mines Staff.

manufacture of producer gas. Fay.
Dowtherm. Organic liquid with a high boiling point. Used in heat exchange. Pryor, 3.

Dowty hydraulic tub retarder. A retarder
which consists of lengths of steel channel

Dowty hydraulic tub retarder
with attached rubbing strips which operate

on the face of the wheels above center.
The action is controlled by a hydraulic
cylinder containing opposed pistons. The
hydraulic pressure is supplied from an accumulator, in which pressure is maintained

by means of a 5-horsepower electric motor-

driven pump which is sufficient for 10 retarder unit, Mason, v. 2, p. 529.
Dowty prop. A prop which is in effect a

hydraulic jack of tubular
steel con:zuction and consisting of two
tubes, the upper one telescoping into the
lower. The upper (or inner) tube acts
both as a reservoir for the oil and as a
container for the pump, yield valve, and
self-contained

other accessories. Nelson.

Dowty roofmaster. A self-contained, oiloperated steel support for use oa a mechanized longwall face. It has support frames

constructed of rigid roof and floor members supported by yielding hydraulic props.

Two and three prop units are connected
alternately to the armored conveyor by

means of jacks mounted in the floor mem-

bers, to carry long and short cantilever

roof beams respectively. See also self-advancing supports. Nelson.
doz Abbreviation for dozen. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 59.

dozer Abbreviation for bulldozer; shovel
dozer. Nichols, 2. See also bulldozer.
dozer shovel; shovel dour. A tractor
equipped with a front-mounted bucket that
can be used for pushing, digging, and
truckloading. Nelson.
dozzle. See core. Dodd.
dph Abbreviation for diamond pyramid hard-

ness. Also abbreviated D?H. BuMin Style

Guide, p. 59.

D.P.N. Diamond pyramid hardness number.

drag
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Draeger escape apparatus. A self-contained,
oxygen-breathing apparatus that weighs
21.A pounds, and is carried on the back

of the wearer. It gives protection for

1

hour against all poisonous gases or shortage of oxygen. The main parts .of the apparatus are protected by a reintorced aluminum case, and, when the apparatus is
not being used, the facepiece and corrugated breathing tube lie inside the lid in
the space above the oxygen cylinder and

the potash canister. To be used, all the

wearer has to do is to open the lid, put on
the facepiece, and shoulder the apparatus;
the oxygen supply is automatically turned
on when the lid is opened. McAdam, pp.
55-57.

Draeger self-rescuer. A German made appa-

ratus that is well protected against me-

Fay.

dradgy lode. Eng. A lode through which
the mineral is so thinly disseminated as to
be scarcely worth the expense of dressing.
Such lode, ore stuff, or stone is called

dragy. Fay.

Draeger breathing apparatus. A long-service,
self-contained, oxygen-breathing apparatus
with an entirely lung-governed oxygen

enable a man to do hard
work for a period of 5 hoursi in doing
normal work, the apparatus will last for
7 hours, and, in the event of a rescue
feed. It will

brigade being trapped, it will sustain the
men for 18 hours if they were to sit down
and rest. The apparatus proves more efficient than the wearer, because it is doubtful if rescue brigades could work for 5
hours under the conditions which exist
after underground explosions or fires. It
weighs 40 pounds, and is carried on the
wearer's back inside a light metal protecting case with hinged doors. McAdam, pp.

pecting party. He plots maps and diagrams
from computations based on recordings of
seismograph, gravimeter, magnetometer,

and other petroleum prospecting instruments, and from prospecting and survey-

ing field notes. D.O.T. 1.
draft stabilizer. A device to maintain a constant draf t
Strock, 10.

in

a

fuel-burning device.

or sprag. Fay. b. An appliance to be at-

carded. McAdam, pp. 68-70.
. term used in Wales for allowance

draft. a

coal; aoout 360 pounds per week to every
householder. Fay. b. hi general, the act of
drawing, or the thing drawn. Webster 2d.

(as a room, ventilator, furnace, or chimney. Webster 3d. e. The area of an opening or group of openings for discharge of
water; as, the draft of a turbine wheel.
Webster 2d. f. A survey line in a traverse.
Also called leg. B.S. 3618, sec. 1, 1963. g.
The pressure difference causing flow of a
fluid, usually applied to convection flow,

Guide, p. 59.

the data obtained by a geophysical pros-

pull open the top of a rubber bag covered
with layers of paraffin wax and aluminum
foil. The i^lf-rescuer is then pulled out of
this bag and is ready for use. Because of
this protective covering, the respirator can
bt stored for several years without underqoing deterioration. Each month the filter
is cleaned and its condition is checked by
weight. If it weighs more than 1 percent
above the required 35 ounces, it is dis-

the two parts of the case fall apart and

ous paste of lorolamine (lorol being a mix-

Drachenfels trachyte. A trachyte containing
phenocrysts of sanidine and oligoclase in
a groundmass of lath-shaped microlites of
orthoclase with sparing biotite, hornblende,
and magnetite. Holmes, 1928.
dradge. Corn. The inferior portions of ore
separated from the best ore by cobbing.

topographical surveys, from well logs, and
from geophysical prospecting. D.O.T. 1.
draftsman, geological. In petroleum production, one who specializes in drawing subsurface contours in rock formations frum

draft tube. The steel casing through which
water leaves a turbine after having given

c. A quantity drawn, or drawn forward,

ture of primary straight-chain alcohols).
D.P.Q. is lauryl trimethyl ammonium bromide. Others include D.P.Q.B., D.P.C.,
D.PN. and D.P.L.A. Pryor, 3.
dr Abbreviation for dram. BuMin Style

ing and interpreting data obtained from

chanical damage by an elaborate covering
cf protection layers. The entire apparatus
is enclosed by an outer steel case of two
parts and secured by a steel band. When
the red end of this band is pulled sharply,

Bennett 2d, 1962.

D.°. reagents. Flotation reagents made by
DuPont are: DP. 243 a 50 percent aque-

draftsman but specializes in making maps,
diagrams, profiles, and cross sections to
represent geological stratigraphy and locations of oil and gas deposits, by correlat-

up, or out, especially at one time. Webster
2d. d. A current of air in a closed-in space

such as chimneys, and usually measured in
inches of water. Strock, 10. h. Resistance
to movement of a towed load. Nichols, 2.

i. The angle or taper on the surface of a
punch or die or the parts made with them
which facilitates the removal of the work.
ASM Gloss. j. The change in cross section
in rolling or wiredrawing. ASM Gloss. k.
Taper put on the surfaces of a pattern so
that it can be withdrawn successfully from
the mold. ASM Gloss.

draftage. A deduction made from the gross
weight of mineral when transported, to
allow for loss. Zern.

draft engine, Corn. An engine used for
pumping. Fay.

draft gage. An instrument used to measure
the small pressure differentials below atmospheric; for example, an inclined manometer to measure the pressure difference

between a flue and the atmosphere for
combustion control. ACSG, 1963.

draft hole. An opening through which air
is supplied to a furnace. Fay.

drafting. An operation consisting of drawing
or attenuating slivers, reducing them to
finer sizes. Phillips.

draftsman, geological. In petroleum produc-

tion, one who performs the dudes of a

a8t2

up in energy. Ham.
drag. a. A wooden or iron bar placed between
the spokes of the wheels of trams to check
their speed upon an inclined way. A brake

tached to the rear of a loaded train of
cars to prevent the cars from running

down the incline or grade in case the cable
should break. Fay. c. The frictional resistance offered to a current of air in a mine.
Fay. d. Fragments of ore torn from a lode

by a fault. Such fragments are scattered
along the line of the fault and are usually inclosed within crushed or brecciated
pieces of the rock traversed by that fault.
Secondary mineralization along the fault

may obscure the true character of the drag
in which case the difference in associated
minerals may prove suggestive. Fay. e. An
iron blasthole cleaner; drag twist. Standard, 1964. f. A runnerless sled for drawing
rough heavy stone, etc.; a stoneboat.

Standard, 1964. g. A heavy iron bar attached behind a trip of mine cars when
ascending a grade to prevent them from
running away in the event of an accident
causing cars to become uncoupled. Hudson. h. Backstay; trailer; devil. Mason. i.
A bar hinged to rake off trucks, which
fouls the track and derails the last one if
they begin to run backward. Pryor 3. j.
The flexuring of strata associated with
faults. In a normal fault, the coal seam
often bends upwards on the downthrow
side and downwards on the upthrow side.
Thus, drag is an indication of direction of
displacement of the beds. Also called terminal curvature. See also coal leads. Nelson. k. A haulage drag. See also backstay.
Nelson. I.

Pulling a bucket into the dig-

ging, or the mechanism by which the pull-

ing is done or controlled. Nichols, 2. m.
Resistance created by friction. Long. n.
The uptilted or downtilted curve in rock
beds or strata adjacent to a fault. Long.
o. Distortion of beds adjacent to a fault.
Ballard. p. The lower part of flask. The

mold having been prepared in the two

parts of the flask, the cope is put upon the
drag before casting. After casting, the flask
is opened by removing the cope. Fay. q.

In an inclined stope, the weight of the

arch block is resolved into two components, one at right angles to the dip, which
tends to close the opening, and one parallel
to the dip, which tends to produce movement of the hanging wall with respect to
the footwall. This movement is known as
drag, or creep. Higham, p. JO. r. The re-
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drag
sistance to shrinkage during the firing process of the foot or base of a ceramic article,

resting on the kilt, slab or sagger. ACSG,
1963.

dragade. See drag ladle. ASTM C162-66.

drag argle. The angle at which the leading
surface of a cutting plane or point meets
the surface to be cut. If less than 90°, the
angle is said to be negative; if over 90°,
it is called a positive rake or drag angle.
Compare rake. Long.

dragbar; backstay. Aust. An iron bar fas-

tened to the back of a skip to prevent the
latter running down hill in case the hauling rope breaks. See also drag, b. Fay.
drag bit. a. A noncoring or full-hole boring
bit, which scrapes its way through strata
which must not be too hard. It may be a
two-, three-, or four-bladed pattern with
various curves and cutaways. The drilling
fluid passes down through the hollow drill
stem to the cutting point. See also roller
bit. Nelson. b. Various kinds of rigid steel
bits provided with fixed (as contrasted to
the movable or rolling cutting points of a
reiler bit) and sometimes replaceable cutting points, which are rotated to drill boreholes in soft to medium-hard rock formations. See also diamond-point bit; fishtail
bit ; mud bit. Long.

drag bolt. A coupling pin. Standard, 1964.
drag Ibrake. On a revolving shovel, the brake
which stops and holds the drag (digging)
drum. Nichols, 2.

drag breccia. Fragments of rock in the brecciated zone of a fault. Long.

drag bucket. A bucket widely used in sampling sea-floor rock deposits in all depths
up to and exceeding 30,000 feet. See also
drag dredging. Metro, p. 245.

drag cable. In a dragline or hoe, the line
that pulls the bucket toward the shovel.
Nichols.

drag chain. a. A chain used to make fast
a wheel of a vehicle or wound around a

downwards to cut a wedge along the floor,

several centimeters in width and depth.
Presumed to be formed by stone or chell
pulled along the mud bottom by attached

Nelson. c. A cut in which the cut holes are
angled in the vertical plane towards a parting in order to breakout the ground along

algae. Term proposed to designate grooves
formed by dragging objects and to exclude

the other holes being drilled to break to
the cut holes. Also called horizontal cut.

the parting. Drag cut rounds are suitable
for small drifts 6 or 7 feet wide or where
shallow pulls are sufficient, but the drag

cut does not find much application in

large-scale drifting practice, McAdam 17,
p. 120.

drag dips. Local changes of attitude brought

about by drag near a fault. Stokes and

Varnes, 1955.
drag dredging. A method in which the bucket

is lowered to the sea floor and dragged

over the ocean floor for some distance in
order collect samples. Dredge and trawl
hauls normally can only give a rough indication of heavy or light concentrations of
the minerals within an area. Mero, p. 155.
drag engineer. See slope engineer. D.O.T. 1.

drag fault. In the stationary block, caused
by the overthrusting movement. Schieferdecker.

drag folds. In a narrow sense, minor folds
that form an incompetent bed when the
competent beds on either side of it move
in such a way as to subject it to a couple.
The axes of the minor folds are perpendicular to the direction in which the beds
slip; the acute angle between the main
bedding and the axial planes of the drag
folds indicate the direction of the shear.
In a broad sense, used for any fold that is
a subsidiary part of a larger fold. A.G.I.

dragged. A surface texture on clay facing
bricks produced by a tightly stretched wire
contacting the column of clay as it is extruded from the pug in the wire-cut process; this texture is also known as rippled.
Dodd.

drag in. Water or solution carried into another solution by the work and the associated handling equipment. ASM Gloss.

skid runner oi, a drill to act as a braking
device. Long. b. The endless linked chain
to which flights are attached in a chain-

drag ladle. To produce cullet by ladling
glass from the mclt into water. ASTM

drag-chain conveyor. A type of conveyor

dragline. A type of excavating equipment
which casts a rope-hung bucket a considerable distance, collects the dug mate-

and-flight conveyor. Jones.

having one or more endless chains which
drag bulk materials in a trough. ASA
MH4.1-1958. See also drag conveyor.
C.T.D.

drag classifier. Inclined trough which receives
ore pulp, and classifies it into settling solids and relatively fine pulp overflow. The
settled material is continuotuly dragged

up slope and out by a continuous belt,

perhaps provided with transverse scrapers.
Pryor, 3.

drag coefficient. A factor representing the
ratio of the aerodynamic drag acting especially on an airfoil to the product of
the airspeed and the area of the airfoil.
Webster, 3d.

drag conveyor; drag-chain conveyor. A conveyor in which an endless chain, having
wide links carrying projections or wings,

dragged through a trough into which
the material to be conveyed is fed; it is
used for loose material. C.T.D. See also
is

chain conveyor. Nelson.

drag cut. a. A cut on which groups of holes
are drilled at increasing heights above
floor level and at increasing angles from
the free face. The shots are fired to break
out successive wedges of strata across the
width of the face. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
b. A drill-hole pattern widely used in highspeed drilling. The cut holes are inclined

drag striae; striation cast

CI62-66.

rial by pulling the bucket toward i;self on
the ground with a second rope, elevates the
bucket, and dumps the material on a spoil
bank, in a hopper, or on a pile. Bureau of
Mines Staff. See also excavator.

grooves formed by sliding objects (slide
marks). See also groove cast. Pettijohn.
dragon. S. Staff. A barrel in which water is
raised from a shallow shaft cay.
dragonite. A fabulous stone said to be obtained from the head of the flying dragon.
Quartz crystals, found in gravel, which have

lost their brilliancy and angular form, and
consequently their identity, were formerly
thoLght to have had the origin indicated
above. Fay.

dragon's blood. Deep red; amorphous lumps;
melting point, 120° C; soluble in alcohol,
in ether, and in volatile and in fixed oils;
and insoluble in water. Used as a pigment
and in coloring plasters, marble, and stoneware. CCD 6d, 1961.
dragon's-skin. A part of a fossil stem (genera
Lepidodendron and Sigillaria) with the
leaf-scar pattern suggesting scales. so
called by miners and quarrymen. Wibster
2d.
dragon's-tail. A towed thermistor chain used
to measure sea temperature. Comparatively new, it is being used with apparent
success. Hy.

dragon's teeth. See dog's teeth. Dodd.
drag operator. See dragman. D.O.T. 1.
drag ore. Broken fragments of ore disrupted
from the faulted ends of an ore bod7 and

contained within the fault between the

faulted portions. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

drag out. Solution carried out of a bath by
the work and the associated handliug

equipment. ASM Gloss.
drag-out loss. Misplacement of relatively fine
material due to its adherence to a coarser

fraction being settled and dragged out in
mechanical classification or heavy-media
separation. Pryor, 3.

drag-over mill. See pull-over mill.
drag rake. Synonym for negative rake. L
drags. Steel bars with a hook at one end and
prongs at the other, which are inserted in
the drawbar at the rear of the tub ascending an incline so as to prevent it running
back. Mason, v. 2, pp. 529-530.
tirag sawyer. .See ripsawyer. D.O.T. 1.
drag scraper. a. A. digging and transporting
device consisting of a bottomle,ss bucket
working between a mast imd an anchor.
Nichols.

b. A towed bottomless scraper

dragline boom. A crane boom used with a

used for land leveling. Called leveling drag
scraper to distinguish from cable type.

engineer.
D.O.T. 1.
dragline excavator. A mechanical excavating
appliance consisting of a steel scoop bucket which is suspended from a movable jib;

dragshovel. A shovel equipped with a jack
boom, a live boom, a hinged stick, and a
rigidly attached bucket, that digs by pulling toward itself. Also called hoe; back-

cavated, it is dragged towards the machine
by means of a wire rope. C.T.D.

drugsman. N. of 2,ng. A man employed as
a pusher of tubs (cars) in underground

ordinarily consists of A scraper attached to

an endless cable or belt operated by a

dragstaff. .\ pole projecting backward and
downward from a vehicle, to prevent it
from running backward. See backstay;

back and forth by the operator at the

drag-stone mill. A mill in which ores are

drag bucket. Carson, p. 104.
dragline engineer. See slope

after biting into the material to be ex-

dragline scraper. An apparatus for moving
soil, gravel, or other loose material. It
drum or sprr -Act wheel, and can be drawn

drum. Bureau of Mines Stall,
drag loader. See dragman. D.O.T. I.
drawnan. In metal mining, one who operates

a scraper loading machine, known as a
drag, to load ore into cars or chutes. Also

called drag loader; drag operator. D.0.7'. 1.
even
grooves, varying from near microscopic to

drag mark. Cast of long, narrow,

Nichols.

hoe; puPshovel. Nichols.
working places. Fay.

drag, b. Fay.

ground by means of a heavy stone dragged
around on a circular or annular stone bed.
Webster 3d. See also arrastre. Fay.
drag stones. Sol millstone. Barge,.
drag Arias; striation cast. Essentially a microgroove cast and presumed to form in same

manner as the large groove casts. Pettijohn.

drag technique. A method used in manual
arc welding where the electrode is in contact with the assembly being welded with-

out being in short circuit. The electrode
is usually used without oscillation. ASM
Gloss.

drawbar
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rail track, The trench may be lined with
precast concrete sections to a carefully

Maynard Davies and developed at the

for drainage purposes. It may collect surface waters or water from old workings

in contrast to the horizontal shaft in the

laid gradient. Nelso:I.
drainage tunnel. A tunnel constructed mainly

Central Engineering Establishment of the
National Coal Board of Great Britain. A
shearer drum is carried on a vertical shaft
Anderson shearer. Nelson.

drag twist. A spiral hook used for wiping a
blast hole with hay before charging with

and thus prevent it seeping down to active workings at lower levels. A central
drainage tunnel may serve several mines

draper washer. Vertical. current separator

drain. a. A conduit or open ditch for carrying
off surplus ground or surface water. Closed
drains are usually buried. See lye, 1. b.

drain casting; hollow casting. Forming ce-

ally formed through the union of a row

an open porous mold, and then draining
off the remaining slip when the cast has
reached the desired thickness. ASTM

draping. Warping induced in the beds overlying a reef, believed to be caused by dif-

black powder. Stauff er. See also corkscrew.

The movement of porcelain enamel as it
flows from a piece to give a smooth coat
during draining. Bryant.
drainage. a. Mine drainage usually implies
gravity flow of water to a point remote

from mining operation. See also drain tunnels; water hoists. Nelson. b. Drainage to

prevent water from entering the soil and
causing it to soften and endanger superimposed structures. Nelson. c. The process of removing surplus ground or surface

water by artificial means. See lye, 1. d. The
manner in which the waters of an area are
removed. See lye, 1. e. The arca from which
waters are drained; a drainage basin. Seelye, 1. f. Much of the water that falls on

the surface is drained away by running
down the slopes to the lowest places to

which it can flow, hence, the surface wa-

ter bodiesstreams, lakes, and swamps,
taken collectively, have come to be known

as the drainage, and the individual water
bodies as drainage features. A.G.I.
drainage area. a. A term applied to that arca
of a reservoir contributing oil or gas to a
well, It is a poor descriptive term because
it suggests gravity rather than pressure as
the agent of movement. It is inexact because any such arca is affected by thickness, porosity, permeability, and pressure.
A.G.I. b. The arca (square meters, acres,
etc.) of a drainage basin. See lye, 1. c.

Catchment area; drainage basin. See lye, I.
drainage basin. a. The arca from which water
is t arried off by a drainage system; a watershed or a catchment area. Seelye, 1. b.
See basin, c. Fay.

drainage divide. A drainage divide is the rim
of a drainage basin. It is the boundary between adiacent drainage basins. The term

watershed has been used to mean both

basin and drainage oivide, and the uncertainty of meaning entailed by tl)is ch.uble
usage makes the term undesirable. A.G.I.

drainage head. a. The furthest or highest
spot in a drainage arca. Nichols. b. Dif-

ference in elevation between two points in

an area to be drained. Bureau of Mine;
Staff.

drainage hole. Synonym for drain hcle. Long.
drainage level. See water level. Nelson.

drainage pallern. The configuration in plan
view of the stream courses in any given

and thus reduce pumping charges. Nelson.

ramic ware by introducing a body slip into

C242-60T.

drained shear test. A shear test on a clay
sample after completed consolidation un-

der normal load, carried out in drained

conditions. The strengths given by drained
tests are higher than those from undrained
tests. Nelson.
drain hole. a. A borehole drilled into a waterbearing formation or mine workings

through which the water can be with-

drawn or drained. Long. b. Any hole provided in the base covering or housing on

a machine through which oil or liquids

can be withdrawn. Long.

draining. a. The part of the dipping or flowcoating process in which the excess slip
flows from suitably positioned ware. ASTM

C286-65. b. The process of removing excessive slip from plaster molds in forming
slip-cast ware; also the removal of excessive

streams and bodies of impounded surface

water that are tributary to it. A.G.I.
drainage trench. A channel cut alongside
a mine roadway toprovide for drainage
and enable the proper ballasting of the

hoisted in a given time. See also draft, c.
Fay. b. The pressure required to supply

air to a furnace and to remove the flue

gases from the furnaces. Natural draught
is produced by a chimney, while artificial
draught is produced by fans and i. controlled by the speed of the fans. variation
in the pitch of the fan blades, or by
dampers. Francis, 1965, v. I, p. 137.

dravite. According to Kunitz, one of the three

chief varieties of tourmaline. It is a com-

plex borosilicate of magnesium and sodium,
and may be referred to as magnesium tour-

maline. Used as a gemstone. C.M.D.
draw. a. So. Staff. Strictly speaking, the
distance on the surface to which the subsidence or creep extends beyond the workings. Fay. b. The effect of creep upon the

horizontal distance on the surface ahead
of the coal face influenced by subsidence.

all ore has been mined) in such manner
that water will be drawn off and the sand
left for filling purposes. D.O.T. 1. b. See
ditchdigger. D.O.T. 1.

drain tile. a. Pipe of burned clay, concrete,
etc., in short lengths, usually laid with

opcn joints to co:lect al.:4 remove drainage

water. Seelye, 1. b. Tile of circular cross
section designed to conduct and control

ground water. ACSG, 1963.
drain tunnels. A method of disposing of mine

water. Long tunnels have been driven in
some mining districts for the purpose of
passing under the lower workings of several

mines and tapping the water for the entire
group. Where topographic features permit,

a drain tunnelmore properly Lolled an
aditmay also be driven to serve a single

Stokes and Varnes4 955.

stream or a body of impounded surface
water, together with all other surface

ferential compaction rather than by tectonic
influence. Schieferdecker.
draught. a. S. Staff. The quantity of coal

recovery of valuable minerals) in back filling (filling of working places from which

or pipes (mixture of waste minerals and
water resulting from treatment of ore for

Lewis, It. 632.

the arca drained by a river system through
a valley system is a drainage basin. A.G.I.
b. A drainage system consists of a surface

of stalactites.

pillars of a mine. Fay. c. To draw the

mine. The chief advantages of a drain tunnel lie in saving the cost of pumping and
eliminating the danger of the mine being
flooded through failure of the pumps.

drainage system. a. A stream and its tributaries constitute a drainage system, and

drapery. Curtainlike forms of travertine, usu-

glaze from bisque ware after dipping. Bureau of Mines Staff.
drain line. A nonuniform thickness of coating
appearing as a line or streak in dipped or
flow-coated ware. ASTM C286-65.
drainman. a. In metal mining, a. laborer who
regulates flow of tailings, through flumes

area. Such self-explanatory terms as radial,

dendritic, trellis, and rectangular are applied to common types of stream patterns.

(obsolete) used to separate shale from coal.

Pryor, 3.

drain valve. Small petcock or valve through
which unwanted liquids that collect in a
pipe system or mechanism are drained.
Long.
Drake's well. The first successful oil well
drilled in this country, by Edwin Drake at
Titusville, Penn., in 1859. Mersereau, 4th,
p. 198.
drakonite. An extrusive igneous rock consisting of a plagioclase-bearing alkali trachyte.
fohannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 35.

dranyam. A new cutter loader devised by

pillars; to mine out the pillars, or to pull
or rob them after the rooms are worked

out. In Arkansas, called pull. Fay. d. Scot.
The distance that mineral is hauled by
trammers. Fay. c. To raise ore, coal, rock,
etc., to the surface; to hoist. Fay. f. To extract timber or steel from the waste or old
roads. See also sylvester. Nelson. g. The
See also angle of draw. Nelson. h. To wind

said of hoisting or winding; to haul.

Mason. i. The break in the strata from the
coal face to the surface; ..he angle between
this break and the vertical. Masrn. j. To
transport by hand; to put; to tram. Mason.
k. To allow ore to run from working places,
stories, through a chute into trucks. C.T.D.
I.

To withdraw timber props or srrags

from overhanging coal, so that it falls
down ready for collection. C.T.D. re. To

collect broken coal in trucks. C.T.D. a. To
remove broken ore by gravity flint stones,
chambers, or ore bins by aid of chutes or

conveyors. Pryor, 3. o, In metallurgy, to

remove pattern from foundry mold (flask).
An internal fissure in a casting, caused by
inadequate feeding during its solidification.
Pryor, 3. p. To pull bit-blank metal toward
a diamond by peening and calking when

handsetting a diamond bit. Long. a. A
small valley or a gully. Nichols. r. See pull.

Lewis, p. 622. s. In geology, a sag or
tioughlike part of the land surface leading
up from a stream valley to a gap between
two hills. Legrand.
drawability. A measure of the workability of
a metal subject to a drawing process. This
term is usually expressed to indicate a
metal's ability to be deep-drawn. ASM
Gloss.

draw a charge. a, Remove explosives. Zern.
b, Removing the coke from an oven. Zern.
drawbar. a. A bar that is used to connect a
steam locomotive and tender and is secured

drawbar
in the drawhcad of the locomotive by a

pin. Webster, 3d. b. A bar or heavy beam
under the body of a railway car and projecting at the end for coupling cars. Some
arrangement for coupling is placed at the
outer end, and an arrangement of springs
at the inner end, to lessen recoil in starting, coupling, etc. Standard, 1964. c. In a
tractor, a fixed or hinged bar extending to
the rear, used as a fastening for lines and
towed machines or loads. Nichols. d. In a
grader, the connection between the circle
and the front of the frame. Nichols. e. A
submerged clay block used to define the
position of sheet glass during &awing.

ASTM C162-66.
drawbar horsepower. The power available at
the tractor drawbar for moving the tractor
and its towed vehicles forward. It is gen-

erally between 80 and 85 percent of the
power developed by the engine. Carson,

p. 68.
drawbar pull. a. The pull a tractor can exert

on a load attached to the drawbar. Depends on power, weight, and traction.

Nichols. b. The effort exerted by the locomotive on the train; it is the tractive effort
less the force req ;ired to move the locomotive. The track resistance of the loco-

motive is ordinarily taken as 20 pounds

per ton of locomotive weight. Consequently
20 = 480
the drawbar pull would be 500

pounds per ton weight for a locomotive
with steel wheels. Lewis, p. 213.

draw bead. a. A bead or offset used for controlling metal flow. ASM Gloss. b. Riblike
projections on draw rings or hold-down
surfaces for controlling metal flow. ASM
Gloss.

drawbench. The stand that holds the die and
draw head used in the drawing of wire, rod,
and tubing. ASM Gloss.
drawcut. a. In underground blasting, cut
holes that are inclined upward. Lewis, p.
165. b. In rock blasting, bottom cut. Pryor,
3. c. See drag cut. Nelson.

drawdown. a. The lowering of the water table
or piezometric surface caused by p.omping
(or artesian flow), A.G.I. b. Vertical distance the free-water elevation is lower or
the rLduction of the pressure head due to

the removal of free water. ASCE P1826.
c. Difference, in feet, between the stat:c
water level and the pumping water level
of a wall. Legrand. d. The difference between the static and the flowing bonciahole pressure. Institute of Petroleum, 196,'.

drawer. a. Scot. A man or boy who takes
ore or rock from the working face to the
shdt, or terminus of the horse or haulage
road. Onc who pushes trams or drives a
horse underground. Fay. b. Derb. A man
who hoists ore or rock by means of a windlass, or otherwise, from a shaft. Fay. c. Putter; trammer; wagoner; a person who
moves tubs either manually or with a machine. Mahon.

draw firing. Removal of the load from thc

furnace for a short time prior 1.o the completion of burning to equalize heating of
all areas. Also called draw burning. Bryant.
draw gang. A group of men employed to cut
and handle glass as it comes from the lehr.
ASTM C162-66.
drawgear. The term includes drawbars,
chains, shackles, detaching hooks, etc., used
in haulage, winging, and hoisting. Nelsou.

drawhead. Set of rolls or dies mounted on
a drawbench for forming a section from

strip, tuHng, or solid stock, See also Turk'shead rolls. ASM Gloss.

dredge
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draw hole. An aperture in a battery through
which the coal or ore is drawn. Fay.
drawing. a. Recovering the timbers, chocks,
etc., from the goaves. This work ;s commonly performed with the use oi the dog
and chain. Fay. b. Knocking away the
sprags from beneath the coal after holing.
Fay. c. Raising coal through a shaft or slope.

Fay. d. In hydraulic mining, throwing th.:
water beyond the dirt to be removed and
causing it to flow toward the giant. Compare goosing. Fay. c. Removing or pulling
out the crown bars in a tunnel. Stauffer.
f. The term used in Lancashire, England,
and Scotland for tramming. Nelson. g. The
movement of tubs. Pryor, 3. h. Forming
recessed parts by forcing the plastic flow
of metal in dies. ASM Gloss. i. Reducing
the cross section of wire or tubing by pulling it through a die. ASM Gloss. A misnomer for tempering. ASM Gloss. k. Continuous forming of sheet, .tubc, or fibrous
glass from molten glass. VV.
drawing a jud. a. N. of Eng. Bringing down
the face of coal, by withdrawing the sprags.
Fay. b. See jud, d. Fay.

drawing an entry. Removing the last of the
coal from an entry. Fay. '
drawing chamber. The part of tank furnace
for flat glass from which the sheet of glass
is drawn. Dodd.

drawing compound. A substance applied to
prevent pickup and scoring during drawing
or pressing operations by preventing metalto-metal contact of the work and die. ASM

drawins down. Reduction of cross section of
steel by forging. Pryor, 3.

drawing engine. Eng. A winding or hoisting
engine. Fay.

drawing lift. The lowest lift of a Cornish
pump, or that lift in which the water rises
by suction (atmospheric pressure to the
point where it is forced upward by the
plunger). Fay.

drawing-machine operator. One who observes

out by use of explosives, and the roof
allowed to fall. Kentucky, p. 151. See also

sylvester.

draw kiln. Scot. A limekiln in which the
process of calcination is carried on con-

tinuously, the raw limestone and fuel being

put in at the top and the lime withdrawn

at the bottom. Fay.
drawknife. A curved, two-handled knife used
in digging clay. Nichols.

drawlift. Same as drawing lift. Fay.
drawman. See grizzly worker. D.O.T. 1.
draw marks. See scormg; galling; pickup; die
lines. ASM Gloss.

drawn. The condition in which an entry or
room is left after all the coal has been

removed. Fay. See also rob. B.C.I.
drawn clay. Clay that is shrunk or decreased
in volume oy burning. Fay.
drawn glass. Glass made by continuous mechanical drawing operation. ASTM C16266.

drawn shell. An article formed by drawing
sheet metal into a hollow structure having

a predetermined geometrical configuration.

ASM Gloss.

drawn stem. See stemware. Dodd.

drawn tube. A tube produced by drawing
a tube bloom through a die. Light Metal
Age, v. 16, No, 9, October 1958, pp. 17-24.

Glossary of terms used in the alyminurn
extrusion industry.

drawpiece. Any drawn part. ASM Gloss.

drawpin. A removable pin that attaches

a

load to a drawbar. Nichols.

drawplate. A circular plate with a hole in the
center contoured to fit a forming punch,
used to support the blank during the forming cycle. ASM Gloss.

drawpoint. a. A spot where gravity fed ore
from a higher level is loaded into hauling
units. Nichols. b. Heavy chisel cut across

the face of a bit blank a short distance

from a diamond to serve as a starting point

for calking the metal toward and around
a diamond being handset. Long.

the progress of a continuous flat sheet of
window glass from the glass-melting tank

draw radius. The radius at the edge of a die
or punch over which the work is drawn.

chine (the sneet of glass passes in a continuous flow through a series of adjustable

draw ring. A ring-shaped die part over the

to the top 4 an automatic drawing ma-

asbestos rolls), making adjustments to rolls
to prevent warping and breakage of sheet.
Also called flat-drawing-machine operator,
window glass. D.O.T. 1.
drawing road. Scot. An underground passage
along which ore is conveyed. Fay.
drawings. Diagrams made to a definite scale
and according to engineering principles of
projection and so on. The drawings issued
with the tender documents show the works

to be carried out in accordance with the

contract as definitely and in as much detail
as is possible. The drawings may be supplemented from time to time by the issue
of general and detailed drawings. See also

machine drawing. Nelson.
drning small. When a winding rope, from
the effects of wear and tear, has become
less in diameter or in thickness from that
cause, it is said to be "drawing small." Fay.
drawing timber. The removal of timbers and
supports from abz.ndoned or worked out
mine areas. This work is highly specialized
and should be attempted only by the mo
experienced men. Generally, timbers are

pulled by a timber puller which permits
under a safe roof while
the operator to
doing this work. In some cases, where so
much weight is testing on the timber that
it cannot be removed safely, it must be shot

ASM Gloss,

inner edge of which the metal is drawn by
the punch. ASM Gloss.

draw slate. A soft slate, shale, or rock approximately 2 inches to 2 feet in thickness,

above the coal, and which falls with the
coal or soon after the coal is removed. Fay.

draw tongue. A bar hinged to a towed ma-

chine, fitted with some device for attaching
it to a tractor. Nichols.

draw trials. Ceramic test pieces drawn from
a kiln at various temperatures Buree.0 of
Mines Staff.

draw wood; draw trees. Scct

To extract

and recover mine timbers. Fay.

draw works. a. In rotary drilling, that part
of the equipment functioning as a hoist
to raise or lower drill pipe and in some

types, to transmit power to the rotary table.
A.G.I. b. A countershaft and drum substituted in rotary drilling for the band wheel,
calf wheel, bull wheel, and sand reel used

in the cable-tool method as a means of

handling dr:II-string-equipment casing and
drivepipc in the course of drilling a borehole; modern designs provide gears for
several speeds. Long.

dredge. a. Large floating contrivance utilized
in underwater excavation for the purpose
of developing and maintaining water depths
in canals, rivers, and harbo: r; raising the
level of lowland areas and improving drain.

.1

age; constructing dams and dikes; removing overburden from submerged ore bodies

prior to open-pit mining; or to recover
subaqueous

deposits

having commercial

value. Dredges exist in a variety of modifications using dippers, clamshells, bucket
ladders, scrapers, and hydraulic systems as
means of excavation, and they may or may
not be self-p opened. Also called dredging
machine. Bureau of Mines Staff, b. Any
apparatus used for excavating underwar.
C.T.D. c. A large raft or barge on which
are mounted either a chain of buckets or
suction pumps and other appliances, to
elevate and vosh plluvial deposits and
gravel for gold, tin, platinum, diamonds,
etc. C.T.D. d. A type of bag net used for
investigating the fauna of the sea bottom
where it is too rough to admit of trawling.
C.T.D. e. See dradge. Standard, 1964. t.
Very fine mineral mattcr held in suspension
in water. Fay. g. In dry process enameling.

the application of dry, powdered frit
to hot ware by sifting, and (2) the sieve
used to apply powdered porcelain enamel
frit to the ware. Also called dredging.
(1)

ASTM C286-65,

dredge boat. a. A bor t bearing a dredging
machine, especially one used in dredging

river chai.nels and in mining gold-bearing

sand and gravel. Fay. b. The hull of a
dredge. Hess.

dredge claims, The bed of an unnavigablc
river is open to location and patent as public land, when the opposite banks thereof
have not passed into private ownership.
Proprietors bordering on such streams, unless restricted by thc terms of their grant
from the government, hold to the center
of the stream, notwithstanding the running
of meander lines on the banks thereof, as
the true boundary of the land is the thrcad
of the stream. Ricketts, p. 144.
dredgeman. See dredgemaster. D.O.T. I.

dredgemaster. In metal mining, one who

supervises and operates a dredge which is
used to mine metal-bearing sands or gravels

(gold, tin, or platinum) at the bottom of

rivers, and streams.
dredgeman. D.O.T. 1.
lakes,

Aiso

called

dredge Rat. Very dark brown pulplike neat
drcdged from the bottoms of ponds .ind
lakes; dries to hard mass without evident

vegetable structure. Tomkeie$, 1954.
dredge pump. A heavy-duty-type pump with
chrome-carbide or manganese steel liners

and impellers. In silts or rounded sand

grains their life is often a matter of months,
but where sharp-grained sands or large
gravel sizes are being har died, casing and
impeller

drier
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lives may be figured in hours.

Carson, 2, p. 64.

dredger. a. A vessel specially equipped for
dredging. See also bucket-ladder dredge;
dipper dredger; grab dredger; sand-pump
dredger; suction-cutter dredger. C.T.D. b.
One who dredges. Webster 3d. c, A dredging machine. Webster 3d.
dredger excavator. An excavato7 working on

the same principle as the bucket-ladder
dredger but designed to work on land.
C.T.D.

dredge sump. N. of Eng. A small reservoir
at the bottom of a shaft, in which the
water collects and deposits any sediments
or debris. Fay. See also settling pit.
dredging. a. The act of using a dredge. Fay.
b, The material brought up by a dredge.
Fay. c. A form of excavation conducted

under water C.T.D. d. The removal of

soils from under watcr, using the water as

a means of transportation to convey the

soils to final positions. It might be consid-

ered a variant of loose bulk excavation,
and, without the prcsence of water, the
excavation might be handled by similar
methods. Carson, p. 28. e. S. Afr. Washing alluvial deposits on a large scale by
means of dredgers. Beerman. f. N.S.W.

Raising silt, loose sand, etc., in a scoop or
by suction. Used for such minerals as alluvial gold and tin. New South Wales.
dredging conveyor. A scraper partially immersed in a vessel containing liquid and
used for removing any solids which may
settle therein. B.S. 3552, 1962.
dredging machine. See eredge, a. Fay.
dredging pump. A punip for drawing up silt,
loose sand, etc., as in dredging. Fay.
dredging sump. A tank, forming part of the
water circuit, in which slurry or small coal
settles and is removed continuously by
means of a scraper chain or scraper buckets. Also called drag tank; smudge sump.
B.S. 3552, 1962,

dredging tube. The large tube of a dredging
machine that operates by suction. Standard, 1964.
dredging well. The owning through a dredging vessel in which the bucket ladders work.
See also bucket-ladder dredger. C.T.D.

dredgy ore. Curn. A rock impregnated with
or traversed by minute veins of mineral.
Also called dradgy ore; drady trade. Fay.
dreelite. A variety of barite. Fay.
dreigas. A mixture of producer gas, blast furnace gas, and coke oven gas, that is drei

(meaning three gases), for the firing of
open-hearth furnaces. Used in Germany.
Osborne.

concentration of ores. Barger. b. The shaping of dimension stone. Barger. c. Eng.

In the Midland coalfield, trimming and
cleaning up a stall face after the loaders
have left off v,,crk, Fay. d. The separation

from a lump of coal of adherent inferior
material by chipping with a hammer or
by other similar means. B.S. 3552, 1962.
c. Can. Developing claims to take them
out of wildcat class. Hoftman. f. S. Afr.
Sorting, cleaning, and concentrating ores
for metallurgical purposes. Beer man. g.
See ore dressing. Nelson. h. Removing
dulled grains from the cutting face of a
grinding wheel to restdre cutting quality.
ACSG, 1963. i. To alter the cutting face
for ,Tinding special contours. ACSO, 1963.

dressing amalgamation plates. The process
of softening the amalgam, in amalgamation, by the addition of mercury. The
amalgam is then removed with a scraping
tool and fin-dly the copper plates ale again
coated with mercury. Nelson.

dressing a mine. I. method of fraud carried
out by a representative of the seller, by

systematically mining cut all the low-grade
or barren spots in the vein, leaving only
the high-grade spots exposed. This method
is used on deposits of lead, zinc, and

copper whcre thc values are in the form
of sulfides or other minerals distributed
in a coarse and irregular manner in the
vein.

It may also be used in a gold or

silver roine if the seller is familiar enough
with the difference between high- 2nd lowgrade ore, In a mine dressed for sale, there
is a lack of straight lines which is in itself

suggestive. The back or top of a drive

or stope will have a billowy appearance,

ing in a hard-surfacing alloy. See also
face, b; hardfar,e, a. Long. c. To recalk

which is thc result of gouging out the lowgrade places. Hoof), p. 80.
dressing floor. The floor, place, or ya d where
ores are rough dressed or sorted. Fay.
dressing works. See concentrator; ore dressing. Fay,
Dressler kiln. The first successful muffle-type
tunnel kiln was that built by Conrad
Dressler in 1912. The name is now applied

to its original shape and sharpness by forging or grinding. Crispin. f. The f Trowing

by the Swindell-Dressler Corp., Pittsburgh,
Pa. Dodd.
drewite. A variety of calcium carbonate precipitated from seawater by bacterial action.
English.

drcikanter. A borrowed German term for
three-faceted pebbles shaped by sandblast-

ing. See also ventifact; faceted pebble.
A.C.I.

Dresbachian, Lower Croixan. A.C.I. Supp.
dress, a. To sort ore. Gordon b. To resurface
worn teeth on a roller or other bit by weld-

thc worn face of a handset diamond bit.
Long. d. To resharpen and restorc to size
the bits used in cable-tool drilling. Long.
e. To dress a tool means to restore a tool

on a millstone face, Webster 2u. g. To

clean ore by breaking off fragments of the
gangue from the valuable mineral. See also
ore dressing. Fay.

dressed rocks. Same as roehes moutonnées.
Standard, 1964.
dresser. a. Mid. A tool used by colliers

and banksmen for splitting large lumps
of coal, and for cleaning coal for the
market. A nooper, Fay. b. A tool or apparatus for cutting and dressing the furrows on the face of a millstone. Pay. c.
A person skilled in the art of heating,
shaping, and sharpening churn-drill bits.
Also called tool dresser. Long. d. The

superintendent of pdrsons employed in
picking, washing, and dressing ore, Fay.
c. In the plural, those persons engaged in
ore dressing, Fay. f. A 'ool using rotating
metal cutters for truing, shaping, and
dressing of grinding wheels. Three types
are the Bell, Huntington, and Star dressers.
ACSC, 1963,

dressing. a. Originally referred to the picking, sorting, and washing of ores preparatory to reduction. The term now includes
more elaborate proccsses of milling and

to

a variety of kilns designed and built

dribble. Material which adheres to the conveying medium ard, being carried beyond
the discharge point, drops off along the
return run. ASA MH4.1-1958.
dribbling. In underground excavation, fall
of small stone and debris from roof, warn-

ing that a heavy fall may be imminent.

Pryor, 3.
driblet. A term applied to pyroclastic masses

of lava, mostly larger than lapilli, which
assumed their characteristic forms while
plastic, and chiefly as a consequence of
forces acting at the time of detachment
from the magma or at the time of landing
during flight. The term spatter is essen-

tially synonymous. A.C.I.
driblet cone. A small, fantastic cone, formed
by the adhesion of congealing driblets of
liquid lava from a volcanic blowhole:
opposite of cinder cone. Synonym for
hornito. Standard, 1964; A.G.I.
dried calcium sulfate. See plaster of 7.aris.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
drler. An oven used for removing v.ater from
damp molded ware by heat, supplemented

usually with forced circulation of air,

drier feeder
drier feeder. a. One who places wet ceramic

ware in a drier. Bureau of Mines Stall.
b. One who lifts freshly enameled parts,
such as those used in the manuLeture of
stoves, from a conveyor with a long hook
and transfers them to the drying-oven
conveyor. D.O.T. 1.

drier man. In salt production, one who tends
operations of rotary dricrs through which
crushed salt is run to drive off contained
moisture prior to grinding, examining thc
sa'.c discharged from the driers to see
that evaporation of moisture is complete.
D.O.T.1.

drier tender. One who wraps damp burlap
sacks around refractory blocks in drying
room to prevent drying of the block centers
before the outsides. D.O.T.1.

drier white. A term given to superficial
coloration of clayware during drying; thc,

most common cause is adherence of soluble

salts to the surface of the ware. See also
kiln white. ACSG,1963.

dries. Seams in the rock, which are usually
invisible in the freshly quarried material,
but which may open up in cutting or on
exposure to the weather. See also dry, b.
Fay.
drift. a. A horizontal passage inderground.
A drift follows the vein, as distinguished
from a crosscut, which intersects it, or

a level or gallery, which may do either.
Fay. b. In coal mining, a gangway or

entry, above water level and generally on
the slope of a hill, driven horizontally into
the coal scam. Fay; B.C.I. c. A horizontal
opening in or near an ore body and paral-

lel to the course of the vein or the long
dimension of the ore body. Beeman. d. A

passageway driwn in the coal from thc
surface, following the inclination of thc
bcd. Hudson. c. N. of Eng. A heading
driven on thc strike of thc coal seam. Fay.
N. of Eng. An inclined roaiway
driven in stone either underground or

f.

from the surface to the workings. Trist.
g. Forest of Dean. A hard shale. Fay.
h. To make a drift; to drive. Webster 3d.
i. A horizontal gallery in mining and civil
cnginecring driven from one underground

working place to another and parallel to
the strike of the ore. It is usually of a
relatively small cross section, Larger sections are usually called tunnels. Fraenkel.
j. A heading driven obliquely through a
coal scam. C.T.D. k. A heading in a coal

mine for exploration or ventilation. C.T.D.
I. An inclined haulage road to the surface.
C.T.D. m. Usually an inclined tunnel

drift mine
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sand, or clay,
transported by a glacier and deposited by
or from the ice, or by or in water derived
from t'.e melting of the ice. Generally
used of the glacial deposits of the Pleistocene epoch. Same as detrital deposits. Fay.
u, A flat piece of steel of tapering width
as boulders, till, gravel,

used

to remove taper shank drills and

other tools from their holders. ASM Gloss.

v. A tapered rod used to force mismated
holes in line for riveting or bolting. Sometimes

called a driftpin. ASM Gloss. w.

Aerial photography. Apparent rotation of
aerial photographs with respect to the
true line of flight, caused by failure to
orient the camera to compensate for the
angle batween that line and the direction

in which thc airplane is heading. Seelye, 2.
x. In geophysics, a time variation common
to nearly all sensitive gravimeters, due to

slow changes occurring in the springs or
mountings of the instrumental systems;
this variation is corrected by repeated
observations at a base station and in other
ways. A.G.I. y. Speed of current flow

downwind. Hy.
driftage. a. In Great Britain, any place driven
in a mine. Zern. b. In England, also called
drift. Zern.
drift and pillar. N. Staff, A system of working
coal similar to the room and pillar system.

ages or tunnels. Long.
drifter bar. See drill column. Long.
driftter drill. The heaviest form of hammer
drill made in various sizes depending upon
the severity of thc work to be done. The
heaviest type weighs over 200 pounds and

is used for holes up to 20 feet in depth.
Must be mounted on a column or bar.

Lewis, p. 87.

drift driller. In metal mining, one who operates a heavy, mounted, compressed-air,
rock-drilling machine in driving drifts
(horizontal passages running parallel to

,he vein opened up to facilitate mining

of the ore). D.O.T. 1.

drifter drill operator. See driller, machine.
D.O.T.I.
drift frame. See square sets. Staufier.

drift gravel. Gold or tin-bearing gravel lying
on slate or granite and covered with basalt.
von Bernewitr.

drift indicator. Various types of mechanical
or photographic devices used to determine
the compass bearing and inclination of the
course of a borehole. Compare clinometer;

Long.

drift angle buildup. The rate of the increase
in the drift angle which is generally expressed as the number of degrees increase
for a specific drilled footage; for example,
2° per 100 feet. Long.
drift band. Ill. A thin band or layer of

place of origin. Hy.

Maas compass. Long.

drifting. a. The coal mining term for the

scam. Fay.

driving of underground tunnels through
stone. McAdam II, p. 119. b. Opening a
drift; driving a drift. See also drift. Fay.
c. Tunneling along the strike of ore.
Pryor, 3, p. 140. d. Tunneling; crutting.

sufficient uniformity to be distinguished

when they will run by gravity but not

soft earthy material occurring in a coal

drift bed. In geology, a layer of drift of
from associated ones of similar origin; a
drift stratum. Fay.

firift bedding. A term pi oposed to replace
false bedding. An obsolete term for in-

clined bedding. Pettijohn.
driftbolt. a. A halt for driving

out other

bolts or pins. Webster 3d. b. A metal rod
for securing timbers resembling a spike
but with or without point or head. Webster

3d.

drift clay. See boulder clay. A.G.I.
drift coal. Same as allochthomous coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

drift copper. Native copper found in gravel
and clay, far from the original ore body,
from which it has been carried by glaciers.

its intended direction or target. Compare
walk. Long. q. A tool used for flattening
dents or straightening the inward bulges
in casing or other pieces of tubular equipment. Long. r. S. Afr. The alluvial
material on top of bedrock. Beerman. s.

origin ; glacial or fluvioglacial deposit. Fay.

drill hole to the vertical. See also inclination (which is measured from the horizontal). Cumming. t. Any rock material, such

An air-driven, percussive rock drill; also
called leynei ; liner. Long. d. A person
skilled in the use of air-driven, percussive
rock drills and other processes utilized in
excavating horizontal underground pass-

borehole from vertical and/or its intended
course. Long. b. See also deflection angle.

drift angle. a. The angular deviation of a

may be in stone or coal. If the coal scam
outcrops in a valley, the drift may be
driven down in the scam. See also drift
mining; footwall drift; hanging wall drift.
Nelson. n. N.S.W. A passage driven
through country rock to intersect a scam
or vein. New So 1th Wales. o. N.S.W.

In oil well surveying, the angle from a

only working a short period of time at
each place. Compare boomer. Long. c

drift ice. Any ice that has drifted from its

drift coalfields. Coalfields formed by forests

Loose sand which tends to flow. New South
Wales. p. The deviation of a borehole from

laborer who travels from place to place,

Fay.

from the surface to the coal scams to be
developed. It serves the same purpose as
a shaft but is considerably cheaper. A drift

drifter. a. An excavator of mine drifts.
W ebster 3d. b. A drill crewman, miner, or

on higher ground bting carried away by
floods into lakes. Mason, v, 1, p. 4.

Weed, 1922.

drift curvc. Graph of a series of gravity

valles read at the same station at different
times and plotted in terms of instrument
reading versus time. A.G.I.
drift deposit. Any accumulation of glacial

drifted. a. A borehole, the course of which

has deviated or departed from the intended
direction or did not reach its intended
target. Long. b. Inward-bulged casing that
has been straightened by the use of a drift.

See also drift, q. Long. c. A horizontal

underground passage parallel to or along
a vein or related structure. Long.
Drift epoch. Same as Glacial epoch. Fay.
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Mason. c. Cars, locomotives, etc., drift

attain a dangerous speed. Zern. f. Deviating from the intended direction, such as
a borehole during the process of drilling.
Long. g. Excavating a horizontal underground passage parallel to or along a
vein or related structure. Long. h. Straight-

ening inward bulges in casing by using
a special tool. Long.

drifting back. N. Staff. The operaton of

mining the pillars toward the pit bottom
as soon as the cross headings are driven.
Fay.

drifting curb. A wooden frame forced down-

ward through quicksand, having pknks
driven at the back of it to keep out the

sand and water. Fay.
drift line. Line of drifted material left on the

shore, marking the highest stage of the
flood. Schieferdecker.

driftmau. In bituminous coal mining, one
who is engaged in driving a drift, a horizontal passageway underground following
the coal vein in a mine. D.O.T. 1.

drift map. A map showing the distribution

of various glacial and fluvioglacial deposits,
generally called drift. Fay.
driftmeter. A device used to determine devia-

tion cs- drill pipe from the vertical as well

as the depth at which deviation occurs.
A.G.I.

drift mine. a. A placer or gravel deposit

worked by underground mining methods.

Webster 3d. b. One opened by a drift.
Pryor, 3, p 140. c. A mine that opens
into a horizontal or practically level scam

drift mine

driller
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of coal. This type of mine is generally the
easiest to open as the mine opening enters
into the coal outcrop. Kentucky, p. 330.

drill; churn drill; core drill; diamond
drill; rock drill; rotary drill; shot drill.

core barrel or bit, the weight of which
is used to impose the major part of the

alluvial deposits by underground methods

drills include singlehand, double-hand
(worked manually) ; percussion drills

outside diameter as the bit or core barrel
on which it is used. Not to be confused

through an adit or a shallow shaft. Wheel-

pressed

transporting the gray& to a sluice on the
surface. If relatively large, the deposit is

Alluvial drills include Banka (hand) and

drift mining, a. A term applied to working

of mining. The paystreak, varying from
2 to 8 feet, sometimes greater, is reached

barrows or small cars may be used for

removed in a system of regular cuts or

slices taken across the paystreak, working
generally in a retreating fashion from the
inner limit of the gravel. Drift mining
is more expensive than sluicing or hydraulicing; consequently it is used only in
rich ground. Lewis, p. 390. b. The working of relatively shallow coal scams by

from the surface. The drifts are
generally inclined and may be driven in
rock or in a seam. Drift mining may be
drifts

Long. b. To make a circular hole with a
drill or cutting tool. Long. c. Types of

(jackhammer, drifters, stopers) using comair; and rotary drills (diamond
shot, calyx) powered by air or electricity.
churn (power). Pryor, 3.

drillability. a. The relative speed at which a
material may be penetrated by a drill bit.
High drillability denotes easy penetration
at a fast rate. Long. b. The specific value

of the drilling properties of a rock ex-

pressed in terms of the drilling rate under
certain technical conditions. Fraerkel.

drill ahead; drilling ahead. a. To sink

a

borehole into solid or unconsolidated rock
material, such as overburden or glacial till,
to a considerable depth below the bottom

load required to make the bit cut properly.
A drill collar is usually of nearly the same

with guide rod. Long.

drill colunm. a. A length of steel pipe
equipped with a flat cap at one end and
a jackscrew on the opposite end by means
of which the pipc can be %edged securely
in a vertical or horizontal position across
an underground opening to serve as a base

on which to mount a small diamond or
rock drill. Also called bar; drifter bar:
drill bar; jack bar. Long. b. Synonym for
drill stem. Long.

drill contract; drilling contract. An agreement between a drilling contractor and a
second party

specifying the

conditions

viewed as intermediate between opencast

of the casing or drivepipe. Long. b. To

under which boreholes arc to be drilled
for the second party. In soil- and foundation-testing work, a drill or drilling con-

See also development drift. Nelson.
drift net. In occanography, a form of gill net

c. To drill boreholes in advance oi mine

Long.

coal mining and shaft or deep mining.

used for fishing at or near the surface;
allowed to drift with the tide; used espe-

cially by herring boats or drifters. See also
gill net. C.T.D.
drift peat. A peat deposit associated with or
embedded in glacial drift. Fall.

drift salt. Fluffy, flaky salt particles due to
wind and wave action which produce a
mist over the surface of solar salt ponds.
The mist contains minute particles of salt
which are driven to the lee shore, and
deposited as a scale. Kaufmann.

drift scratches. Marks on the surface of
solid ledges of rocks, supposcd to have

b!en produccd by the grinding action of
masses of soil, gravel, and rocks, during

restart or resume drilling operation. Long.
workings to explore for or locate old mine

workings or a water-bearing formation.
Long.

drill bar. A drill column that is set horizontally instead of vertically in an undergronud workplace. Long.
drill base. Metal or wood framework on
which a drilling machine is mounted.
Long.
,

drill bit. One of a numbe: of different types

of detachable cutting tools used to cut
circular holes in rock, wood, metal, etc.
Also called drill crown in Africa and
England. Long.

drill boom. An adjustable arm projecting
from a drill carriage to carry a drill and
hold it in position. B.3. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

glacial movement. Fay.

drill bort; drilling bort. Synonym for drill

may form the anchorage for the timber

drill bortz; drilling bortz. Synonym of drill

drift set. A strong timber set in a drift which
sets of the stope above. Nelson.

drift sheet. A sheetlike body of glacial drift,
continuous or discontinuous, deposited during a single glaciation (for example, Cary
drift sheet) or during a closely related
succession of glaciations (for example,

Wisconsin drift sheet).

drift slabs. Slabs of more than ordinary
length, used especially for holding back
dirt, sand, and water from a shaft. Fay.

drift slicing. Side slicing as a method of
stoping massive deposit. Alternative to top
slicing. Pryor, 3.

drift stope. The excavation of the development drift together with the stope in
overhand stoping. Employed in cases where
the flanging wall is strong. Nelcon.
drift stoping. See sublevel stoping. Fay.

drift theory. That theory of the origin of
coal which holds that the plant matter
constituting coal was washed from its
original place of growth and deposited in
another locality where coalification then
came about. See also allochthonous coal.
A.G. I.

driftway. See drift, a. Fay.
driftwood peat. Peat formed from driftwood.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

driggoe. Corn. The lower pump in a set
or tier; the working piece. Also called

drigger. Fay.
drikold. See dry ice. Pryor, 3.

drill. a. Any cutting tool or form of apparatus
using energy in any one of several forms
to produce a circular hole in rock, metal,

wood, or other material. See also calyx

diamonds. Long.
diamonds. Long.

drill by; drilled by; drilling by. Same as
bypass, d. Long.

drill cable; drilling cable. In a strict sense,
the term should only be used to designate
the heavy rope or cable used -ts the connecting link between the drill stem and
the walking beam on a churn drill. However, the term now is commonly used to
signify any cable or wire rope used in
hoisting drill rods, casing, and other borehole-drilling equipment used with a drill

machine, such as a calyx drill, diamond
drill, etc. Also called drilling line; drill
line. Long.

drill capacity. The lineal feet of drill rod
of a specified size that a hoist on a diamond or rotary drill can lift or that the
associated brake is capable of holding on
a single line; also sometimes used to designate the size of a drill machine, based on
the depth to which it is capable of drilling.
Long.

drill carriage; jumbo. A movable platform,
stage or frame which incorporates several
rock drills and usually travels on the

tunnel track; used for heavy drilling work
in large tunnels. See also drill frame.
Nelson.

drill casing. Synonym for casing. Long.

drill change. The limiting depth of drilling

with any one size of bit, after which a

smaller bit must be used. Nelson.
drill collar; drilling collar. A length of
extra heavy wall drill rod or pipe con-

nected to a drill string directly above the

tract commonly is called a boring contract.

drill contractor; drilling contractor. Owner
of an equipped drill machine who will,
under specified conditions and for an
agreed price, drill boreholes for another
party. A contractor doing soil- and foundation-testing work commonly is called a
boring contractor. Long.

drill control; drilling control. A mechanism
that is regulated manually or set to control

automatically the speed at which a bit

penetrates rock being drilled. Long.
drill core. A solid, cylindrkal sample of
rock produced by an annular drill bit,

generally rotatively driven but sometimes
cut by percussive methods. See also core.
Long.

drill cradle. The metal channel on which a
heavy drill is fed forward as drilling
proceeds. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

drill crew. Men needed to operate a drill
machine properly. Long.

drill crown; drilling crown. Synonym for
drill bit; drilling bit. Long.

drill cuttings. Synonym for well cutting%
A.G.I. Supp. See also cuttings; sludge.

drill dr:Tick; drilling derrick. See derrick.
Long.

drili diamonds. Industrial diamonds used in
diamond-drill bits and reaming shells for
coring, cutting, or reaming rock. Drill
diamonds usually contain obvious inperfections and inclusions, although the finer
grades approach toolstones ia quality. Also
called drill bort; drilling bort; drilling
diamonds; drillings. Compare toolstones.
See also industrials. Long.

drill doctor. A mechanic or shop that sharpens and service3 drill bits, tools, and steels.
Nichol3.

drilkd extrusion ingot. A hollow extrusion
ingot made by drilling a cast solid extrusion ingot. ASM Gloss.
drilled well. A well sunk by means of drilling

tools th4t may extend to depths of more

than 20,000 feet. A.G.I. Supp.
drill engineer. See driller, machine. D.O.T.1.
driller. a. A person who has acquired enough
knowledge and skill to enable him to oper-

ate and to assume the responsibility of
operating a drill machine. Also called drill-

man; drill runner; runner; tool pusher.

Long. b. The man in charge of the rig and
crew during one tour and who handles the
drilling controls. Brandy, 2. c. A drilling
machine. Standard, 1964. d. Can. Property being diamond drilled as compared to

one undergoing underground development.

Hoffman. e: N. of Eng. Uses an electric

or pneumatic twist drill to make shotholes
in the coal. Shotholes in the gateway
caunches are usually put on by the stoneman. Trist. f. See cable driller. D.O.T. 1.
driller helper. See prospecting driller helper.
D.O.T. 1.
driller, machine. a. In anthracite and bituminous coal mining, one who operates a compressed-air or electric rotary drilling machine in working places in a mine to drill
holes into the working face of coal so that

the mass may be broken up by blasting
with explosives that are inserted and set

off in the holes. Also called drill engineer;
drillman ; power driller. D.O.T. 1. b. In

the quarry industry, one who operates a

heavy, mounted, compressed-air, percussion

rock drilling machine on a ledge or the
floor of a quarry to drill holes into the

working face ot the rock so that the mass
may be broken up by blasting with an explosive that is inserted and setoff in the
holes. May be designated according to type

drill log; drilling log
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drill hole. a. A hole in rock or coal made
with an auger or a drill. Bureau of Mine

driven machine for boring shot holes or
boreholes, in coal, ore, mineral, or rock.
See also drifter drill; percurive drill;

drill-hole counting. When the results of a

drilling machine operator helper. In metal
mining, one who shovels up loose ore or
rock in the working place to facilitate
setting up and operating drill. Also called
drill operator helper. D.O.T. 1.
drilling mud. A suspension, generally aqueous, used in rotary drilling and pumped
down through the drill pipe to seal off
porous zones and to counterbalance the
pressure of oil and gas; consists of various

Staff. b. Technically, a circular hole drilled
by forces applied percussively; loosely and
commonly, the name applies to a circular
hole drilled in any manner. Long. c. Used
by diamond drillers as a synonyri for borehole. Compare borehole. Long.

survey indicate a possible ore deposit, test

holes may be drilled and a special adaptation of a scintillation counter, called a
drill-hole counter, may be lowered in the
hole in an attempt to locate, outline, and
assay an ore- body/ The drill-hole counter
can distinguish between formations by their

radiation intensity. Dobrin, p. 392.

drill-hole pattern. The number, position,
depth and angle of the shot hoies forming

the complete round in the face of a tunnel

or sinking pit. A good drill-hole pattern

will ensure the maximum possible pull and
the fragmentation for easy loading without
excessive scatter of material. Nelson.
drill-hole record. A description of the bore-

of drill or mounting used, as drifter drill
operator or tripod drill operator. Also

hole based on the daily logs from the

driller's mud. A mineral-laden fluid used as

drill-hole returns. The circulation fluid and
entrained cuttings overflowing the collar
when drilling a borehole. Long.

called drillman; stone driller. D.O.T. 1.

a circulation medium when drilling a bore-

hole with a diamond- or rotary-drilling
machine. See also mud. Long.

drill extractor. Tool for retrieving broken
piece of drill from borehole. Pryor, 3 .

drill feed. Thc mechanism for advancing the
drill bit during boring. Nelson.

drill fittings. Devices, parts, and pieces of
equipment used downhole in drilling a
borehole. Also called downhole equipment.
Long.

drill floor; drilling floor. A plank-covered
work area around the collar of a borehole

at the base of a drill tripod or derrick.
Long.

drill fluid; drilling fluid. Usually water or

mud-laden water (sometimes applied to
compressed air, natural gas, or oil) circulated through a drill string to keep the bit
cool and to wash cuttings produced away
from the bit face. Also called circulation
fluid; fluid circulation. Long. See also circulating fluid.

drill footage. The number of lineal feet of

borehole drilled, usually expressed in numLong.
ber of feet per

drill frame. A drill wounting often made at
the mine to suit the tunnel requirements.

It usually comprises two or three arch

girders strapped together to form a replica
of the tunnel shape but smaller in size. The
structure is moumted on wheels and pro-

vision is maec for clamping the drills to

various parts of the frame according to the
drill-hole pattern in use. It contains a cen-

tral op' ning to allow the passage of the

loading machine, cars, or conveyor. Nelson.
drill free; drilling free. A cOndition occurring

when the bit is no longer cutting because
it is being held suspended above the bottom of the borehole by the drill rods or by
a blocking or upstanding piece of core.
Also called drill off. Long.

drill gage. The width across the cutting bit

or diameter of the drilled hole. With tungsten-carbide bits it is possible to drill long
holes without the loss of gage. Nelson.

drill head; swivel head. a. The assembly
which applies the drilling pressure and
rotation to the drill rods. Also called boring head. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3. b. Obsolete synonym for drill bit. Long.

driller and the samples and the report of
the geologist. Nelson.

drill-hole survey. See borehole survey. Long.

drill in; drilling in; drilled in. a. The act or
process of setting or advancing casing or
pipe through overburden with a drill
machine by rotating a bit-shod string of
casing or pipe. Long. b. To drill through
the cap rock into an underlying oil-, water-,
or gas-bearing formation. Long.

drilling. a. The act or process of making a
circular hole with a drill. See also drill.
Compare boring. Long. b. The operation of
tunneling or stoping, whether with a

compressed-air rock drill, a jackhammer,
or a drifter. C.T.D. c. Use of a compressedair rock drill to prepare rock for blasting.
Pryor, 3. d. The operation of making deep
holes with a drill for prospecting, exploration, or valuation. Pryor, 3. e. Two general
methods of drilling have come to be recognized: (1) percussion systems, which consist of breaking up the ground by means

of a sharp-pointed instrument of a particular form, which is made to strike the
ground in a series of blows; and (2)

rotary systems, which aim at the extraction

of a core or permit all the disintegrated

material to be washed away. Fay. f. Commonly used in prospecting for, and in the
development of, ore or coal lands. Fay.
drilling column. The column of drill rods to
the end of which the bit is attached. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 3.

drilling Auld. The thick fluid kept circulating in a borehole to clear the chippings
and cool the chisel, etc. See also mud
flush. Nelson.

drilling jig. a. A device very accurately made
of cast or wrought iron which becomes a

guide for the drilling of holes. The work

is fastened in the jig, and the

drill is

guided through holes drilled in the face
of the jig itself. The use of a jig makes
interchangeable work easily obtainable.

Crispin. b. A portable drilling machine

worked by hand. Fay.
drilling llfe. See bit life. Long.
drilling line. In a churn drill, the cable

that supports and manipulates the tools.

Nichols.

drilling machine. A hand-operated, or power-

rotary drill; rotary-percussive drill. Nelson.

substances in a finely divided state among
which bentonite and barite are most common. Oil may be used as a base of water.
A.G.I. Supp.
drilling-mud weighting materials. Class name

to materials which are added to
drilling mud to control gas, oil, water,
given

or formation pressures and to aid in main-

taining the walls of the open hole. CCD

6d, 1961.

drilling pattern. A plan showing the location,

direction, length, and firing sequence of
the drill holes in a round. Fraenkel.

drilling platform. Auxiliary equipment for
drilling at tvAghts above head level. The
drilling platform is generally assembled
and dismantled for each series of drilling
operations. Fraenkel.

drilling pressure; drill pressure. See bit load.
Long.

drilling rate. a. The depth of penetration
achieved per unit of time with a given
type of rock drill, bit diameter, air pressure, ete. Also called penetration rate,
Fraenkel. b. The overall rate of advancement of the borehole. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 3.
drillings. a. Synonym for drill diamonds.
Long. b. Incorrectly used as a synonym for
cuttings. Long. c. Sometimes designates drill
diamonds ranging from 4 to 23 stones per
carat in size. Long.

drilling thrust. See bit load. Long.
drilling time. a. In rotary drilling, the time
required for the bit to penetrate a specified thickness (usually 1 foot) of rock. The
rate is dependent on many factors. A.G.I.
b. The elapsed time excluding periods

when not actually drilling, required

to

drill a well. A.G.I.
drilling tools. An assembly of tools including
the bit, drill pipe, etc., used in well drilling. Shell Oil Co.
drilling tower; drill tower. Synonym for derrick. Long.

drilling up. Preliminary digging out the clay

in the taphole of a furnace. This is done

usually by hand, air, or electric drill. Fay.
drilling weight; drill weight. Total weight,
expressed in pounds or tons, applied to a
bit while drilling. Also called bit load;
bit thrust; drilling pressure; drilling thrust.
Long.

drill jars; drilling Jars. a. A loose-fl:ting or
sliding connector in a drill stem by means

of which a sharp, jarring blow can be
delivered to a string of drill tools to
dislodge the string when it is stuck in a
borehole. Long. b. Incorrectly used as a

synonym for drive hammer. Long.
drill line; drilling line. Sometimes used as a
synonym for drill cable; drill string. Long.
drill

log; drilling log. The record of the

events and the type and characteristics of
the formations penetrated in drilling a
borehole. Also called boring log. Compare
log. Long.
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drill machine; drilling machine

flush-coupled rods connecting the bit and

drill machine; drilling machine. A portable

core barrel in a borehole to the swivel
head of a rotary-drill rig on the surface.
Unit lengths of rod are usually 10 feet

mechanism used in drilling boreholes, drill
holes, or wells. Also called drill; drill rig.
Long.

drill frame, and the drill carriage. Nelson.
drill mud; drilling mud. Water mixed with

clay (usually bentonite) and sometimes
other material such as ground barite, oil,
etc., used as a rotary and/or diamond-drill
circulation medium. Compare circulation
fluid; drill fluid. Long.

drill off; drilling off. Used by rotary and
diamond drillers as a synonym for drill

feed length of the feeding device. Frasnkel.
drill stem. a. In standard drilling, a cylindri-

coupled to a reaming shell threaded to
couple directly on a drill rod instead of

a core barrel. Long.
drill-rod drive quill. Synonym for drive quill.
Long.
drill rope. A left-lay, plant-fiber rope, usually
about 11/4 inches in diameter, used on

diamond drills in drivepiping operations
in lieu of the wire hoisting line, as it can
be wrapped around the hoist drum or cat-

head to manipulate a chopping bit or

drive hammer more easily than can a wire
ho!-ting cable. Long.

driven drill. D.O.T. 1.

drill runner. a. The tunnel miner who normally handles the rock drills for blasting

remove an obstruction in a borehole by a
drilling operation. Long. b. To complete a
borehole or group of boreholes. Long. c.

purposes. Nelson. b. See driller. Long.
drill-runner helper. See diamond-driller helper. D.O.T. 1.
drill sampling. a. A method of sampling a de-

of an ore body or petroleum reservoir by

posit by means of a drill or borehole. The
boreholes may be spaced at the comers of
squares or triangles at distances according

drill out; drilling out. a. To penetrate or
To determine location and areal extent
a number of boreholes. Long.

drill output. The volume of rock (in tons)
corresponding to the footage drilled per

to the nature and extent of the deposit.

See also exploratory drilling; soil sample.
Nelson. b. The sampling of gravel deposits
or extensive low-grade ore deposits by usc
of drills. Hoov, p. 38.

hour. Street kerk, p. 15.

drill over- drilling over. a. The act or. process

of ?

drilling around the outside of

casing or drill-string equipment stuck in
a borehole, using a washover shoe or a
bit and core barrel. Long. b. To drill down

drill series. Synonym for drill diamonds. Long.

drill shack; drill shanty. The shelter enclos-

ing the working area around the collar

over core lost in a borehole. Long.

drill pattern; drilling pattern. The placement
of a number of borcholes in accordance to
a predetermined geometric arrangement.

of a borehole, Compare changehouse. Long.

drill shanty. See drill shack. Long.

drill sludge; drilling sludge. See cuttings.

Lewis p. 98.

will be or has been set up. Long.
Long.

drill speed; drilling speed. May be used by
drillers as a synonym for drill bit revolutions per minute; drill rate; feed rate; feed
rat's(); feed speed; rate of penetration. Long.

and slate. May be designated according drill stand. See drill rig, b. B.S. 3618, 1964,

drill steel.'a. Steel made either by the cruci-

ble procea or id the electric furnace, as

these methods give the best control of raw
materials and the resultant composition of

Long.

drill rate; drilling rate. a. The number of

feet of borehole drilled in a specified interval of time; for example, drilling rate
was 80 feet per day. Long. b. Price, expressed in ' dollars, per .foot-. of borehole

the steel. Various analyses of drill steel
come within the following range: 0.68 to
0.90 percent carbon 0.15 to 0.30 percent
manganese, 0.01 to 0:03 percent sulfur, 0.01

to 0.03 percent phosphorus; and trace to

completed in accordance with terms speci-

fied in a drill contract. Long. Synonym

.for feed rate. Long.

0.30 percent silicon..Drill.steel is compoted

of .tiny crystals cane& microconstituents,
and these crystals of which there are sev,-eral kinds, change from one kind to anothere at certain temperatures, even though

,

drill rig. a. A drill machine complete with
all tools and accessory equipment needed
to drill boreholes. Also called drilling 'rig.
Long. b. Any means of supporting a rock
drill at its work..B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
See also drill mounting.
drill rod; drilling 'rod. Hollow, externally
.

cal bar of steel or iron screwed onto the
cable tool bit to give it weight. A.G.I. b.
In rotary drilling, a string of steel pipe
screwed together and extending from the
rig floor to the drill collar and bit at the
bottom of the hole. The drill pipe transmits the rotating motion from the rotary
table to the bit and conducts the drilling
mud from the surface to the bottom of
the hole. A.GJ. See also drill string.

drill-stem test. A test of the productive capa-

city of a well when still full of drilling

mud. The testing tool is lowered into the
hole attached to the drill pipe and placed
opposite the formation to be tested. Pack-

ers are set to shut off the weight of the
drilling mud, and the tool is opened to
permit the flow of any formation fluid into

the drill pipe, where it can be measured.
A.G.I.

drill string; drilling string. a. The assemblage

of drill rods, _ore barrel and bit or drill
rods, drill collars, and bit in a borehole,
which is connected to and rotated by the
drill machine on the surrace at the collar
of the borehole. Also called drill stem.
Long. b. As used by cable-tool or chum
drillers, the assemblage of bit, stem, rope,

or cable in a borehole connected to the
walking beam of the churn drill on the
surface. Long.

drill sump. See sump, n. Long.
drill thrust; ,frilling thrust. See bit load. Long.

drilling. Long.
drill tripod. See tripod. Long.
drill water. See drill fluid. Long.
Drinker method. See Schafer-Nielsen-Drinker
method. McAdam, p. 89.
drink time. Eng. Mealtime. Fay.

drill platform; drilling _platform. Synonym

to type of machine, as radial drill operator.
D.O.T.,1
drill pressure; drilling pressure. See bit load.

necessary for drilling a hole to a certain
depth The length increment is usually determined by the wear of the bit and the

grinding and may stand from 4 to 7 or 8
regrinds, with occasional rehardening.

drill site; drilling site. Spot where drill rig

for drill floor; drilling floor. Long.

sizes consisting of starter and follower bits,

drill time; drilling time. Amount of time,

sharpening detachable bits and for making
shanks. Detachable bits are sharpened by

drill pipe. ln rotary drilling, the heavy steel
pipe rotated to give motion to the drilling
bit, and through which circulation of
drilling fluid is maintained. A.G.I. b. A
petroleum driller's term for drill rods.
drill press operator. In the stonework industry, one who operates an upright drilling
machine to drill holes into finished blocks
and slabs of stone, such as marble, granite,

rod stem. B.S. 3618,1964, sec. 6.

drill shamming machines. Machines for

Long.

Long.

Nelson. c. Hollow steel connecting a percussion driil with the bit. Nichols. d. See

operations. Also called diamond-drill pipe;
diamond-drill rod; drill pipe. Compare
drill pipe. Long.
drill-rod bit. A noncoring bit designed to be

is applied to rods used in a similar manner on rotary rigs in petroleum-drilling

free. See also drill free. Long.

drill operator, pneumatic. In stonework industry, one who drills holes in slabs or
blocks of building stone for the insertion
of wire or rods in mounting or fastening
them in place, using a compressed air

of shank, shaft, and bit. It forms an important part of jackhammers and drifters.
drill-sieel set. A series of integral drill-steel

member of a drill cr-w. Long. c. See driller,
machine. D.O.T. 1.
drill mounting; drill rig. An appliance to

Four main types of drill mountings arc
in use, namely, the post, the air leg, the

for boring in coal, ore, or rock. It consists

long wad composed of two threaded parts,
(a short pin-threaded coupling and a boxthreaded length of heavy-wall steel tubing)
connected together. The term "drill pipe"

drillman. a. Synonym for driller. Long. b. A

provide a feed pressure and a support for
the drilling machine usually in tunnels.

drip feeder

the steel is in the solid form; and these

.

changes have a marked effect on-the physical, characteristics of the 'steel. 'Letois,.pp.

.93-94. b. A round or hexagonal steel rod

expressed in hours per shift or percent of
shift time, that bit is on bottom and

drip. a. A name given to an apparatus at-

tached to natural-gas wells to exclude from
the mains any liquid, such a.y oil or water,

that may accompany. the gas. It usually

consists of four iron tubes placed vertically,

the inner two being cdnnected by a cross

tube. During the passage of the gas through

this apparatus, the liquid becomes separated and accumulates in a tube called a
tail piece, from which it is blown out from

time to time. Any opening arranged to

take a liquid from a line carrying gas, as
condensation from a steam line. Fay. b.
The slope or inclination of a stratum.
Standard, 1964 c. . A projecting piece of
material so shaped as to throw off water
and prevent its running down the face of
the wall or other surface of which it, iva
part. ACSG.

drip blower. In., petroleum production, one
who opens valves at well and at low points

along natural gas lines to draw off the
. or a waste recovery system. D.O.T. I.
, natural gasoline into drums, a tank truck,

drip feeder. a. Oil reservoir set to discharge

A

drive shaft
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drip feeder
lubricant at steady rate in drops per
minute. Pryor, 3. b. Reagent feeder sometimes used in flotation process to meter

the blows of a drive block are delivered
when casing is being driven or an attempt
is being made to jar loose stuck casing or

dripping fault. A fault down which small
quantities of water seep into the mine
workings. A dripping fault is a hazard as

as a synonym for drive shoe; drive ham-

chemicals into pulp. Pi yor, 3.

mining operations may loosen or open the
fault fracture and cause an inrush of
water. Nelson.
drip-point grid tile. Patented acid-resisting
tower packing which has maximum effective contact surface. Bureau of Mines Staff.
dripstone. a. A drip, as along an eaves, made
of stone. Webster 3d. b. Calcium carbonate
in the form of stalactites and stalagmites.
Webster 3d.
drip valve. See feed-control valve. Long.

drivage. A general term for a roadway,

heading, or tunnel in course of construction. It may be horizontal or inclined but

a drill-rod string. Long. c. Incorrectly used

mer. Long.

drive tit. A type of force fit. ASM Gloss.
drive gear; drive gears. a. The gear at the
end of a diamond-drill motor drive shaft,
which engages and rotates the diamonddrill swivel-head bevel gear; the latter in
turn rotates the swivel-head drive rod.

Long. b. Equipment used primarily in driving pipe or casing. Long.
drive hammer. A heavy sleeve-shaped weight

used as a hammer or piledriver for driv-

ing pipe or casing into overburden or

other soft rock materials. Also called an-

vil; anvil block; drive block. Long. See also
casing drive hammer.
drive-hammer extension. An annular-shaped

not vertical. Nelson.

piece of heavy steel, which is made to be

inclination, as in a drift, adit, or entry.

block when a heavier-than-normal drive
block is needed. Also called drive-block

drive. a. To excavate horizontally, or at an
Distinguished from sinking and raising.

Fay. b. Aust. A level, drift, or tunnel in
a mine. Fay. c. A tunnel or level in or
parallel to and near a mineralized lode or
vein as distinct from a crosscut, which
only gives access normal to the lode.
Pryor, 3. d. An underground passage for
exploration, development, or working of
an ore body. It may be taken along the
lode or parallel to it. Drives are made at
appropriate levels below the surface. In

dicate the position of the drivehead or

heads. Nelson. b. A heavy iron cap or angular coupling fittcd to top of pipe or casing to receive and protect the casing from
the blow delivered by a drive block when

casing or pipe is driven through overof a diamond- or rotary-drill machine.
Long.

through overburden or broken rock for-

head attached to rods connected to a drive
sampler used in soil-sampling operations.

ing with a drive hammer or by a com-

which the pulldown lines can be attached

drive cap; driving cap. See drive head, b.
Long.

Heavy, thick-walled casing,
which is stronger than standard casing, and

drive cming.

hence may be driven through overburden
or material with less danger of being dam-

aged than standard casing. Long.
drive chain. The chain used to convey power

and motion between the speed reducer of

the power unit and thc head shaft on a
chain conveyor. Jones.

drive chuck. Mechanism at lower End of a
diamond-drill drive rod on the swivel
head by means ,of which the movements

of the drive rod can be imparted to the
drill string. Also called chuck. Long.

drive damp. A collar fitted on a churn drill
string to enable it to be used as a hammer
to drive casing pipe. Nichols.

drive collar. a. Extra thick walled pipe or

casing coupling against which the blow of
a drive block is delivered when driving or
sinking drivepipe or casing. Long. b. An
oversize rod or casing coupling on which

shoe. Long.
drive pulley. Applied to the pulley or drum
driven through gearing by some source of
power and which, through contract friction, drives a conveyor belt. Drive pulleys
are frequently placed in tandem to pro-

vide a greater surface contact with the

belting. The term driving rolls is also used
for such pulleys. Jones.

drive quiff. a. The sleeve fitting around and
imparting rotational movement to the
drive rod in the swivel head of a diamonddrill machine. Long. b. A term sometimes
incorrectly used as a synonym for drive
rod. Long.

driver. a. A person who drives a horse or

stalls with hammers and wedges, after the

to an appliance such as a conveyor. Nelson.

bination of all three procedures. Long. g.
To excavate a horizontal underground
passage or tunnel. Long. h. Any powertransmission system, such as belt drive,
gear drive, chain drive, electric drive, etc.
Long. i. To dig or make a tunnel. Nichols.
j. To hammer down piling. Nichols. k. See
driving. C.T.D.
drive block. See drive hammer. Long.
drive-block extension. See drive-hammer extension. Long.

on the bottom end of a drivepipe. Also
called drive shoe; pipe drive shoe; pipe

conveyor. The expressions head-end drive,
intermediate drive, and cail-end drive, in-

extension. Long.

drivehead yoke. A heavy steel ring fitted
around a jar rod and resting on a drive-

mation by chopping, washing, or hammer-

pipe while being pulled from well. Fay.

drivepipe shoe. A drive shoe threaded to fit

drivehead. a. The driving mechanism for a

burden or other material. Also called drive
cap; driving cap. Long. c. The swivel head

f. To advance or sink drive pipe or casing

Long. b. A device for holding the drive-

mule in a mine. Fay. b. One who controls
the movements of a locomotive motor car,
or the like. Webster 2d. c. Eng. A bit of
iron for forcing the wood into a blasting
hole. A tamping iron. Fay. d. Eng. A bit

attached to the bottom end of a drive

a working mine, the ore from stopes above
the level descends to the drive below,

along which it is transported towards the
shaft or main entry. Nelson. e. The means
by which mechanical power is transmittcd

guide the pipe or casing being driven.

The ring is equipped with two links to

and by means of which the sampler

is

forced slowly and steadily downward into
the material being sampled. Long.
drive jack. See jack.
driven cast-In-place .pile. Reinforced concrete

map who breaks down the coa: in the

holing is finished. A miner. Fay.
driver boss. A person in charge of the drivers
in a mine. See driver, a. Fay.

drive rod. a. Threaded hollow shaft in the
swivel head of a diamond-drill machine

through which the energy supplied by the
drill motor is imparted to the drill string.
Also called drive spindle; spindle ; spindle
rod. Long. b. Synonym for jar rod. Long.
drive-rod bushing. A metal sleeve used to fill
the annular space between a drill rod and

the inside of the upper end of a drive

rod or feed screw on thc swivel head of a
diamond-drill machine. The sleeve steadies
the drill rod and reduces its tendency to

wabble or vibrate inside the drive rod.
Long.

drive sample. A dry sample of soft rock

material, such as clay, soil, sand, etc., obtained by forcing, without rotation, a

short, tubular device into the formation

cast by driving into the ground a

being sampled by hydraulic pressure or the
piledriver action of a drive hammer. Long.

crete. The concrete is consolidated into

drive sampler. A short tubelike device designed to be forced, without rotation, into
soft rock or rock material, such as clay,
sand, or gravel, by hydraulic pressure or
the piledriver action of a drive hammer

pile

steel casing which is then filled with con-

place by a hammer, and the casing

is

generally withdrawn immediately after
placing the concrete. Ham.
driven pile. A timber, reinforced concrete, or

steel pile driven to a specified set, by a

drophammer, a steam hammer, or a diesel
hammer. Ham.

driven well. A well which is sunk by driving

a casing, at the end of which there is a
drive point, without the aid of any drill-

ing, boring, or jetting device. Fay.
drivepipe. a. A thick-walled outside-coupled

pipe, fitted at its lower end with a sharp

steel shoe. It may be driven through overburden or other material by repeated; pile-

driverlike blows delivered to the Upper
end of the pipe by a heavy drive Pock.

Long. b. Casing pipe driven into deep drill
hole to hold back water or prevent caving.
In shallow drilling of alluvials, bottom

pipe of string which may be battered

down. Drivehead and drive shoe are also
used in this work. Pryor, 3. c. Pipe driven
short distance into dumps or unconsolidated 'ground to obtain samples. Pryor, 3.
drivepipe riig. a. A heavy sleevelike device

attached to a drill floor to steady and

to procure samples of material in as nearly
an undisturbed state as possible. Long.

drive sampling. The act or process of obtaining dry samples of soft rock material
by forcing, without rotation, a tubular device into the material being sampled by
pressure generated hydraulically, mechanically, or by the piledriver action of a drive
hammer. Long.

drivescrew. The threaded drive rod in a

gear-feed swivel head on a diamond drill.
Long.
drive section. That section of a belt conveyor which transmits power to the belt.
It consists of a framework, the driving
pulleys or rolls, and the gearing necessary
for driving the pulleys.jones.
drive shaft. a. Main driving shaft on which
the drive and conveyor sprocket wheels or

pulleys are mounted. This shaft is connected to the drive unit through a coupling, sprocket wheel, gear, or other form
of mechanical power transmission. ASA

MH4. 1-1958 b. A shaft used to support
the end of a conveyor screw in a trough
end and as a driving connection between
a conveyor screw and the power transmitting meáium. ASA MH4.I-1958.

drive shoe. a. A sharp-edged, heavy wall
sleeve or coupling of rolled, cast, or forced

steel, not set with diamonds, attached to
bottom end of drivepipe or casing to act
as a cutting edge and protector for pipe
or casing being driven into overburden or
other rock material. Long. b. Sometimes
incorrectly used as a synonym for casing
shoe bit and/or pipe-shoe bit. Also called
easing shoe, pipe shoe. Long. See also casing drive shoe; drivepipe shoe.

drive sleeve; driving sleeve. Synosiym for
drive hammer. Long.

drive spindle. Synonym for drive rod. See
also drive rod, a. Long.

drive tube. Synonym for drive rod; drive
sampler. Long.

drive unit. The mechanism which imparts
the reciprocating motion to a shaker conveyor trough line. The term is frequently
shortened to drive, such as shaker drive,
uphill drive, ec. Pones.

drive wedge. A metal wedge, driven into a
wooden or soft-metal base plug in a borehole that acts as a fixed point on which

c. No. of Eng. A chute down which coal
is run into keels or boats. Fay. d. To allow
the upper lift of a seam of coal to fall or
drop down. Fay. e. Eng. The quantity of
coal brought down at one cutting. Fay. f.
Scot. The apparatus by which mineral is

drop elbow. A small sized en that

Fay. g. Scot. To work the upper portion of

drop-forge. To forge between dies by a drophammer or punch press. Webster 3d.

been worked. Fay. h. Scot. To stop work.

drop forging. A forging made with a drop-

let down a blind shaft to a lower level.

a thick seam after the lower portion has
Fay.

i. The vertical displacement in a

downthrow fault; the amount by which

the seam is lower on the other side of the
fault. C.T.D. j. In an air lift, the distance
the water level sinks below the static head
during pumping. Lewis, p. 687. k. The
small downward descent of the upper section of a drill rod, casing, or pipe into a
lowerlike section when the threads of the
box- and pin-threaded parts match, so that
upper and lower sections may be screwed
together without cross-threading. Long. 1.

Long. n. To lower drill-string equipment

into a borehole. Long. 0. A defect in a

ing of a tunnel or level (a drive) in a

arched roof of a furnace, brick conduit or
like structure. Dodd.

mineralized lode or vein, as distinct from
making one in country rock (crosscutting).
C.T.D. c. Breaking down coal with wedges
and hammers. C.T.D. d. -A long narrow
underground excavation or heading. Fay.
e. Eng. In the Bristol coalfield, a heading

drop ball. A method of breaking oversize

driving cap. Steel cap placed above line of

casing pipes of drill hole to protect threaded top of pipe while driving them deeper.
Driving shoe gives protection to the bottom pipe of line. Pryor, 3.

driving head. The driving mechanism of a
belt conveyor. It consists of an electric
motor or compressed-air turbine connccted

through a train of reduction gearing to

the drum or drums. Motion is imparted to
the belt by the frictional grip between it
and the drums. The whole is contained in
strong covers. Sinclair, v, p. 286.
driving helmet. See driving cap. Ham.

driving on line. The keeping of a heading
or breast accurately on a kiven course by
means of a compass or transit. In Arkansas,
called driving on sights. Fay.
drongs. See klippen. Hess.
drop. a. Large, funnel-shaped masses of rock

hanging from the roof down into a coal
seam. They usually occur in numbers,
and are often arranged in rows in some
general direction. They often have a flange

on two sides suggesting they are casts of
hollows connected by a large crack. Slight
bedding parallel to the sides and horizontal in the cen!er gives the appearance of
their having originated from quicksand
running in, as in the case of infilled sandblows in many earthquake areas. Raistrick
& Marshall, 1939, p. 94. b. To lower the
cage to receive or discharge the car when
a cage of more than one deck is used. Fay.

screws to a ceiling or wall for framing
timbers. Strock, 3.

hammer. ASM Gloss.

drophammer. a. A forging hammer that depends on gravity for its force. ASM Gloss.
b. A pile driving hammer that is lifted by
a cable and that obtains striking power by
falling freely. Nichols. c. Synonym for drive
hammer. Long.

drop log. A timber which in an emergency
can be dropped by a remote control across

a mine track at the top or bottom of an
incline to derail cars. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

drop on. Portable rail crossing used to transfer wagons from one track to another. Ham.
drop out. See roll out. Long.

below the general inner surface of the

the head of a timber pile to prevent brooming. Ham.

holes so that they may be fastened by wood

Long. m. To lose equipment in a borehole.

soft rock, for example, a driller may say
the bit hit a cavity and dropped 6 inches.

pare sinking; raising. Nelson. b. The mak-

driven through rock. Fay.

side. The wings have small countersunk

drop of a hanging wall. See closure. Spald-

casting due to a portion of the sand dropping from the cope or other overhanging
section of the mold. ASM Gloss.
drop arch. An auxiliary brick arch projecting

driving band. The steel band fixed around

is fre-

quently used where gas is put into a building. These fittings have wings cast on each

The sudden descnt of a bit that occurs
when a bit encounters a cavity or cuts
through a hard rock and enters a very

may be set and oriented. Long.
driving. a. Extending excavations horizontally or near the horizontal plane. Com-

and by means of which a deflection wedge

dropping stones
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drive shaft

ing, p. 159.

drop of water. A rounded (waterworn), col-

orless, and transparent pebble of topaz.
Schaller.

dropped coa. Pieces of core not picked up
or those pieces that slip out of the core
barrel as the barrel is withdrawn from the
borehole. Long.

drop machine brick. Brick formed by dropping a clot or slug of q prepared mix considerable distance (approximately 15 feet)
into a mold after which the extra material

weigh from 30 hundredweight to 2 tons

is slicked off the top. AISI, No. 24
drop machine silica brick. Silica brick formed

and are dropped from a crane on to the
oversize stone. The drop height varies
from about 20 to 33 feet. The method is

a prepared mix a considerable vertical distance into a mold. A.R.I.

stones left after quarry blasting. The balls

(many use old cones from gyratory breakers)

economical and avoids secondary blasting.

Nelson.

drop-bottom bucket. A bottom-opening container used for placing concrete. Ham.
drop-bottom cage. A cage so designed that
the middle section of the floor drops a few

inches when the cage is lifted from the

keps. The mine car is thus kept stationary
and secure. Nelson.
drop-bottom car. A mine car so constructed
that all the haulage motor has to do is to

pull the loaded trip across the dump. A

trigger trips the flaps in the bottom of the
car, allowing the coal to drop out, and a

second one closes the flaps as the car
leaves the dump. Kentucky, p. 212. See
also mine cars .

drop boxes. Boxes placed at intervals along
tailings line to compensate for slope in excess of that required to keep the pulp moving gently through its launders or pipee.
Pryor, 3.

drop chalk. See prepared calcium carbonate.

drop clack. A valve made to drop into the
lower end of a working barrel of a lifting
pump when, from any cause, the iower
valve ceases to act and the door piece is
underwater. Standard, 1964.

drop cut. The initial cut made in the floor
of an open pit or quarry for the purpose
of developing a bench at a level below the
floor. Bureau of Mines Staff.

drop doors. Hinged doors dosing the bottom

of the cupola furnace which drop down
to allow the furnace to be cleaned..Mersereau, 4th,,p. 479.

by automatically dropping a quantity of

drop mold brick. See drop machine brick.
AISI, No. 24.

drop molding. The process of forming brick
by dropping a clot or slug of a prepared
mix a ccnsiderable distance (approxi-

mately 15 feet) into a mold after which
the extra material is slicked off the top.
AISI, No. 24.

drop penetration test. Sec dynamic penetration test. Ham.

dropper. a. A spar dropping into the lode.
Zern. b. A feeder. Zern. c. A branch leav-

ing a vein on the footwall side. Zern. d.
Water dropping from the roof. Zern. e.
The small deposit or stalactite left by the

water that has dropped or is still dropping
from the roof. Zern. f. A branch vein pointing downwards. See aiso leader. Nelson. g.
See car runner; car dropper. D.O.T. I.
dropping. Molding by heating in a mold
without the use of pressure. ASTM C16266.

dropping bottle. Laboratory reagent bottle
so constructed as to deliver contents one
drop at a time. Funnels and pipettes can
be similarly equipped. Pryor, 3.

dropping pillars and top cot;l. Aust. The

second working, consisting of drawing the
pillars, and in thick seams breaking down
the upper portion of the seam that was left
temporarily in position. Fay.
dropping point. A test made on greases which
will show their heat resisting properties.
Also called melting point. Shell Oil Co.

droppings. Drops of water falling from the
roof into a /gangway or breast. Korson.
dropping stor Eng. Stalagmites. Arkell.

drop pit
drop pit. A shaft in a mine, in which coal is
lowered by a brake wheel. Fay.
drops. Drops of 12 inches or more in a line
of sluices which are formed by allowing

the discharge end of one box to rest on

the head of the succeeding sluice, instead
of telescoping into it. This method insures
a drop of 12 inches or more (depending

on the depth of tha sluice box) at thc

end of each sluice, which usually is suf-

ficient to disintegrate fairly stiff clay. Griffith, S. V., p. 61.
drop shaft. A monkey shaft down which earth

and other matter are lowered by means
of a drop (that is, a kind of pulley with
brake attached) the empty bucket is
brought up as the full one is lowered.
Zern.

drop-shaft method. This sinking system con-

sists in the use of a cutting shoe on the
bottom of a shaft lining which is being
continually augmented as the shoe dcscends, the material inside the lining being
excavated. Sinclair, II, p. 299.

drop sheet. N. of Eng. A door made of

canvas, by which the ventilating current
is regulated and directed through the
workings. See also curtain. Fay.
drop shot. Shot made by dropping or pouring melted lead as opposed to such as are
cast, as buckshot and bullets. Fay.
drop stamping. See drop forging. C.T.D.
drop staple. Eng. An interior shaft, connecting an upper and lower seam, through
which coal is raised or lowered. Fay.

dropstone. A stalactitic variety of calcite.
Fay.

drop sulfur. Granulated sulfur obtained by
pouring melted sulfur into water. Standard,
1964.

drop tee. One having the same peculiar wings
as the drop elbow. Strock, 3.

drop throat. See submarine throat. ASTM
C162-66.

drop tin. Granulated tin obtained by pouring
melted tin into wtaer. Standard, 1964.
drop warwicks. Steel joists hinged to a sub-

stantial cross joist in the roof which are
held up by a stirrup during normal running. If a tram runs away down the incline, the stirrup is disengaged by means

of a wire operated from the top of the

incline; one end of the hinged joist falls
into the rail track and arrests the runaway.
Mason, v. 2, p. 530.

drop ways. Openings connecting parallel

passages that lie at different levels. A.G.I.

drop weight. Synonym for drive hammer.
Long.

drop weights. A method of breaking oversize

stones

after primary blasting at a

quarry. See also drop ball. Nelson.

drop zinc. Zinc in globular form. Standard,
1964.
dross. a.

Small coal which is inferior or
worthless, and often mixed with dirt. Nelson. b. Refuse or impurity formed in melted
metal. A zinc-and-iron alloy forming in a

bath of molten zinc, in galvanizing iron.
Standard, 1964. c. The scum that forms

on the surface of molten metals largely because of oxidation but sometimes because

of the rising of impurities to the surface.
ASM Gloss.

dross biog. Pile of refuse from a washer. Zern.

dross coal. Scot. In cannel coal districts,
common or free coal. See also free coal,

d. Fay.

drossy coal. Derb. Coal containing pyrite.
Fay.

drusy
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drown. a. The failure of a cement slurry to
set properly in a borehole because of its

by means of valves arranged to admit or

b. To flood or mix with an excessive

drum head. N. of Eng. A short heading

being admixed with too much water. Long.
amount of water. Long.

drowned; drowned out. Flooded; said

of

mines underwater. Fay.
drowned coast. Sec shoreline of submergence.
Schieferdecker.
&owned level. a. A level that is underwater.
Hess. See also blind level, c. Fay. b. Part of

a drainage drift which, being below both
discharge and entry levels, is constantly
full of water. Also called inverted siphon.
B.S. 3618,1963, sec. 4.

drowned valleys. Valleys of a dissected land

surface, the lower parts of whiah have
been inundated by the sea as a result of
submergence of the land margin. A.G.I.
drowned waste. Old workings full of water.
Fay.
drub. a. Eng. Slate, Somerset coalfield. Arkell.
b. Eng. Shale, slate, dross, or rubbish,
Yorkshire coalfield. Arkell.
drub coal. York. Miner's term for coaly shale
or impure coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
drug. a. Carbonaceous shale. Time. b. York.

sector of a circle, which is opened or closed

release water. Ham.

formed to the rise of a level, or bank head,
in which the drum of a self-acting inclined plane is fixed. Fay.
drum-head process. A process used in Europe

for the shaping of flatware; it was developed on account of the shortness of the
feldspathic porcelain body. A slice of the

pugged body is placed on a detachable
drum-head which fits on the batting-out

machine. Thc drum-head, with the shaped
disk lying on it, is then removed and inverted over the jigger-head, the bat then

being allowed to fall on the mold for its
final jiggering. Dodd.

drum horns. Wrought-iron anns or spokes

projecting beyond the surface or periphery

of flat-rope drums, between which the

roper coil or lap. Fay.
drumlin. Oval-shaped hill composed of glacial drift, with its long axis parallel to the

direction of movement of a former ice
sheet. Mather.

Miner's term for coaly shale. Tomkeiell,

drumman. See slope engineer. D.O.T. 1.
drumming. The process of sounding the

druggon. S. Staff. A square iron or wooden
box, used for conveying fresh water for
horses, etc., in a mine. Fay.
druidical stone. Synonym for graywether.

drummy. a. Loose coal or rock that produces
a hollow, loose, open, weak, or dangerous

1954.

druid stones. Eng. Sarsen stones, so called

because used in Stonehenge and other supposed Druid temples and circles. Arkell.
drum. a. The large cylinder or cone on which
the rope is coiled when hoisting a load up

a shaft. C.T.D. b. A cylindrical or polygonal rim type of wheel around which
cable, chain, belt, or other linkage may
be wrapped. A drum may be driven or
driving. The face may be smooth, grooved,

fluted, or flanged. ASA MH4.1-1958. c.
Eng. In the Lancashire coalfield, a brick,
iron, or wooden cylinder, used when sinking i'Shaft through sand. Fay. d. See running the drum. Fay. e. A metal cask for
shipment of oil, gasoline, etc. Fay. f. The
spoollike part of a hoisting mechanism on
which the cable or wire line is wound.
Long. g. A container having a liquid capacity of 55 gallons. See also barrel,. d.
Long. h. In a conical mill, the cylindrical
central section. Pryor, 3. i. Winding drum
used to hoist cages and skips through mine

shaft. Pryor, 3. j. A general term for a
roller around which a belt conveyor is
lapped. It may be a driving-, jib-, loop-,

roof of a mine to discover whether rock
is loose. Fay.

sound when tapped with any hard sub-

stance to test condition of strata; said especially of a mine roof. Fay; B.C.I. b. The
sound elicited when bad (loose) roof is

tested by striking with a bar. Hudson.
drum or drop shaft. See caisson sinking. Nelson.

drum pulley. A pulley wheel used in place
of a drum. See also Koepe system. Fay.

drum rings. Cast-iron wheels, with projections,

to which are bolted the staves or

laggings forming the surface for the hoisting cable to wind upon. The outside rings

are flanged, to prevent the cable from

slipping off the drum. Fay.
drum runner. S ee incline man. D.O.T. 1.

drum screen. A screen in the shape of a

cylinder or truncated cone, turning on its
own axis, used in sewage treatment. Ham.
drum separator. A slowly rotating cylindrical
vessel which separates run-of-mine coal
into clean coal, middlings, and refuse. It
consists of different and adjustable specific gravities. The low gravity medium in
one compartment separates a primary float
product (clean coal), the sink material

being lifted and sluiced into the second
compartment where middlings and true

tension-, or a holding-down drum. Nelson.
k. See haulage drum; winding drum. Nel-

sinks (stone) are separated. Nelson.
drum shaft; drop shaft. See caisson sinking.

mouth of a port in a glass-tank furnace.
Dodd. m. A wooden former of the type

drum sheave. Aust. a. A cylindrical drum
placed vertically on the inside of a curve,
against which the main rope of a mainand-tail-rope system moves when round-

son. I. Term sometimes applied to the

that was used in making the side of a

sagger by hand. Dodd.
drum curb. See curb, c. Hess.

drum counterweight rope. Balance rope dinet from drum drive. Ham.
drum feeder. See roll feeder. ASA MH4.11958.

drum filter. Cylindrical drum, which rotates
slowly through trough-shaped bath fed
continuously with thickened ore pulp. Segments of drum are successively connected
to vacuum tank, low-pressure compressed
air, etc., to aid formation and distharge
of

filter

Pryor, 3.

cake and removal of filtrate.

drum gate. Spillway gate, in the shape of a

Nelson.

ing the curve. Fay. b. A vertical idler. Hess.

druse. a. A cavity lined with crystals, particularly if a rather small cavity; it may
be in a vein or rock, such as a small solu-

tion cavity, a steam hole in lava, or a

lithophysa in volcanic glass; in mining, it
is known as a vug, especially the larger
ones it is not a geode, which is a hollow
nodular concretion that can be separated
from the enclusing rock. Hess. b. The crust
of crystals lining a small cavity in a rock.
Hess.

drusy. a. Cavities in mineralized veins or
lodes. Nelson. b. Covered with minute crys-

drusy
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tals. Fay.
drusy cnvities. Geodes. C.M.D.
drusy mosaic. A crystalline mosaic produced
by the deposition of minerals from solution

drycleaned coal. Coal from which impurities
have been removed mechanically without
the use of liquid media. B.S. 3323, 1960.
dry cleaning. The cleaning of coal or ore by

sedimentary particles. A.G.I. Supp.
drusy structure. See miarolitic structure.
C.M.D.
dry. a. Miner's changehouse, usually equipped
with baths, lockup cubicles, and means of

by water currents. Appliances for the dry
cleaning of coal were first introduced
about 1850 and since that date a variety
of methods haw.; been developed. See also
Kirkup table. Hatt5n.

in cavities other than the pores between

drying wet clothing. Pryor, 3. b. Scot.

A Joint in the roof of a coal seam, which
cannot usually be discovered until the roof
falls. Fay. c. A borehole in which no water
is encountered or a borehole drilled without the use of water or other liquid as a
circulation medium. Also called dry hole;
duster. Long. d. A borehole that did not
encounter mineral-, oil-, or gas-producing
formation. Also called blank hole ; dry
hole; duster. Long. e. A drying house. Web-

ster 2d. f. Desiccated, in vacuum or with

use of gentle heat to remove moisture
without changing structure of material
treated. Absolute drying is not possible owing to tenacity cf capillary sorption. Pryor,

3. g. A metal containing too large a proportion of oxygen; not sufficiently poled;
said of copper in process of refining. Standard, 1964.

dry air. Air with no water vapor. Strock, 10.

dry amalgamation. Treating ores with hot
dry mercury. Fay.

dry ash-free N. An analysis expressed on

the basis of a coal sample from which the
wtal moisture and the ash have in theory
been removed. B.S. 3323, 1960.

dry assay. The determination of the quan-

tity of a desired constituent in ores, metallurgical residues, and alloys, by methods
which do not involve liquid means of separation. See also assay; wet assay. Nelson.

dry block; dry blocking. The intentional act
or process of running a core bit without
ci -.dating a drill fluid until the cuttings

a: and inside the bit wedge the core

solidly inside the bit. Long.
dry blower. See dry washer. Hen.
dry blowing. A process sometimes used where
water is scarce. The separation of free gold
from the accompanying finely divided material is effected by the use of air currents.
See also dry cleaning. Nelson.

dry body. An unglazed stoneware type of
body. The term has been applied, for example, to cane ware, jasper ware, and
basalt ware. Dodd.

dry-bone ore. A miner's term for an earthy,

friable carbonate of zinc, "smithsonite. Often frequently applied to the hydrated silicate, so-called calamine. Usually found associated in veins or beds in stratified calcareous rocks accompanying sulfides of
zinc iron, and lead. Fay.
dry iss. See changehousc man. D.O.T. 1.
dry-bulb temperature. Temperature of air as

k

indicated by a standard thermometer, as
contrasted with wet-bulb temperature de-

pendent upon atmospheric humidity. Bennett 2d, 1962.
dry-belb thermometer. A thermometer with
an uncovered bulb, used with a wet-bulb
thermometer to determine atmospheric humidity. The two thermometers constitute
the essential parts of a psychrometer. H&C.

dry casting. A method of casting in which
the molds are Made of sand and afterwards
dried. Fay.

dry cen. A primary cell which does away
with the liquid electrolyte so that it may
be used in any position. Crispin:

air currents as opposed to wet cleaning

drycleaning table. An apparatus in which

drycleaning is achieved by the application
of air currents and agitation to a layer of
feed of controlled depth on the table sur-

face. B.S. 3552, 1962. See also Kirkup
table.

dry coal. Coal containing but little hydrogen.
Fay.

dry copper. Underpoled copper from which

oxygen has been insufficiently removed
when refining, so that it is undesirably

brittle when worked cold or hot. Pryor, 3.
dry coke. A laboratory term applied to coke
which has been dried to constant weight
in accordance with definite prescribed
methods. In the case of lump coke the
temperature shall be not less than 1040 c,
nor more than 200° C; in the case of coke
passing a 250-micron (No. 60) sieve, the
temperature shall be not less than 104° C,

nor more than 110° C for a period of 1

hour. ASTM Dl21-62.
dry criticality. Reactor criticality achieved
without a coolant. L&L.
dry cyaniding. Same as carbonitriding. ASM
Gloss.

dry density. The weight of a unit volume of
a dry sample of soil, after the latter has
been heated at a temperature of 105° C.
Nam.

dry density/moisture ratio. The relationship
between the density of a sample of soil in
a dry state and its moisture content for a
given degree of compaction. Such relationship can be determined from a curve which
will reveal the optimum moisture content.
Ham.

dry diggings. a. Placers not subject to overflow. Fay. b. Placer mines or other mining
districts where water is not available.
Standard, 1964.
dry disk. A machine for finishing the faces
of abrasive wheels. ACSC, 1963.

dry distillation. See destructive distillation.
Fay.

dry dock. A dock into which a ship is water-

borne. After the dock gates have been
closed, the water is pumped out of the
dock, allowing the ship to rest on keel
blocks in readiness for maintenance and

repairs to hull and superstructure. See also
graving dock. Ham.
dry drilling. Drilling operations in which the

cuttings are lifted away from the bit and
transported out of a borehole by a strong

current of air or gas instead of a fluid.
Long.

dry doctor. Compressed-air drill which traps
and removes drilling dust instead of sludging it with added water. Pryor, 3.

dry edging. Rough edges and corners of
glazed ceramic ware due to insufficient
glaze coating. ASTM C242-60T.

dryer. a. An apparatus 'for drying ores1 or
finished products. Dryers are -of various

types, such as revolving, cylindrical, zigzag, tower, and cast-iron plates. Fay. b.
A heated place, such as a cabinet, chamber, tunnel, or shaft, in which ceramk: raw

materials or ware are heated to remove
water or moisture; the many types vary in
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size, shape, and source of heat. ACSG,
1963.
dryer scum. See scum. Dodd.

dryer white. A white scum which forms on
brick during drying. Fay. See also efflorescence.

dry fatigue. A condition often appearing in
wire rope and often caused by shock loads

in winding. These shock loads are produced by picking up the cage from the
pit bottom with slack chains or by lifting
heavy pithead gates or covers. Sinclair, V,

pp. 12-13.

dry fineness. The fineness of a sample of
foundry sand from which the clay has not
bcen removed and which has been dried
at 105° to 110° C. Osborne.

dry-foot. Ware with no glaze on the foot.
ACSC, 1963.

dry friction damping. See coulomb damping.
H&C.
dry gage. See drag ladle. ASTM C162-66.
dry galvanizing. A process in which steel is
fluxed in hot ammonium chloride and sub-

sequently dried by hot air before being
passed through a bath of molten zinc. Ham.

dry gas. A natural gas consisting principally

of methane (CHO and ethane

(C2116),

and devoid of the heavier hydrocarbons.
Usually produced from a formation that
does not contain petroleum or condensate.

Also applied to gas that has been produced

and from which liquid components have
been removed. A.C.I.

dry grinding. Any process of particle size
reduction carried on without the liquid

medium. Enamel frits for the dry process
industry are ground dry, whereas water
millings, containing clay and other mill additions, are used in the wet process. Enam.
DLL

dry We. a. A drill hole in which no water
is used for drilling, as a hole driven upward. Standard, 1964. b. A well in which
no oil or gas is found. Fay. c. Blasting hole
driven without use of dust-allaying water.
Pryor, 3.

dry-hole contribution. a. Payment, by someone not financially interested in an oil
lease, to aid in the drilling of a test well,
that is due whenever a specified depth I.

reached without the discovery of oil in
paying quantity. Benefit is derived from
the geologk information so obtained.

A.C.I. Supp. b. Cash contribution usually
on a footage basis in support of a test well
payable if venture is a dry hole. Wheeler.
dry hone. An artificial razor hone in which

the sharpening crystals or grains are so
blended with the bond that good results
can be obtained without the use of lubri-

cants. Fay.
dryhouse. See changehouse, b. Long.
dryhouse man. See changehouse man.
D.O.T. 1.
dry ice; drikold. Solid carbon dioxide. Pryor,3.

dry ice test. A test for the detection of glass
imitations. If a crystalline substance such
as a gem mineral be placed in contact
upon a piece of dry ice (solidified carbon
dioxide COI), a squeaking noise can be
heard. This is not true of noncrystalline
substances, such as glass and plastic. Shipley.

.

drying. a. The removal of water from ores,
concentrates, or fluxes and in some cases
from air by, heat. Drying of solid material
is commonly accomplished by bringing the

hot solids in direct contact with hot air
or gases and evaporating the water. B.C.T.,
v. 8, p. 936. b. Removal by evaporation,
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of uncombined water or other volatile sub-

stance from a ceramic raw material or

product, usually expedited by low-temper-

ature heating. ASTM C242-60T. c. The
removal of water from a solid by thermal
means in the presence of air. Francis,
1965, v. 2, p. 780.

drying crack. A defect characterized by a
fissure in the (porcelain enamel) bisque.

ACSG, 1963.

drying-machine operator. One who dries

newly formed ware or decorated ware in
drying machine. Also called drier man;
pot drier. D.O.T. I.

drying off. The process by which an amalgam

of gold is evaporated, as in gilding. Fay.
drying oven; porcelain oven. An oven for
firing porcelain. Standard, 1964.
drying-room man. See drying-tunnel man.
D.O.T. I.
drying shrinkage. a. The shrinkage of concrete caused by evaporation. More precisely, it is the difference between the
length of a specimen cut from concrete,
which has been matured and subsequently

saturated, and its length when dried to
constant length, the result being expressed
as a percentage of the dry length. Taylor.

b. Ceramic ware (and particularly clayware) that is shaped from a moist batch

shrinks during drying; the drying shrinkage
is usually expressed as a linear percentage,
for example, the drying shrinkage of china

clay is usually 6 to 10 percent, that of a
plastic ball clay is 9 to 12 percent. To

state. Fay. b. In chemical analysis, the
treatment of the compound with dry re-

agents, as blowpiping in qualitative analysis and assaying in quantitative analysis.
Standard, 1964. c. In magnetic-particle inspection, a method in which a dry powder
is used to detect magnetic leakage fields.
ASM Gloss.

dry-milled fire clay. Fire clay ground in a
dry pan and passed over a screen. Bureau

of Mines Stafl.
dry-mill man. See dry-pan operator. D.O.T.].

dry mineral matter free basis. An analysis
expressed on the basis of a coal sample

from which the total moieure and the
mineral matter have in theory been removed. B.S. 3323, 1960.

dry Wahl& In dry mining every effort is
made to prevent the ventilating air pick-

ing up moisture, and throughout the ventilation circuit there is a wide gap between
wet- and dry-bulb temperatures. Dry-bulb
temperatures are therefore comparatively
high. Spalding.

dry mix. a. A mix containing little water in
relation to its other components. Taylor.
b. See dry process. ASTM C242-60T.
dry Orti. A name given at lead and copper
smelters to ores which contain precious
metals (gold and silver) but insufficient
lead or copper to be smelted without the

addition of richer lead or copper ores.

Newton, Joseph. Introduction W Metallurgy, 1938. pp. 205-207. See also natural
ore.

produce ware (for example, electroceramics or refractory bricks) of high dimen-

dry pack. Concrete or mortar which is just

shrinkages must be low; this is achieved
by reducing the proportion of raw clay

members and consolidated by ramming

sional accuracy,

the drying and firing

and increasing the proportion of nonplastic
material in the batch, which is then shaped
by dry-pressing, for example. Dodd.
drying-tunnel man. One who tends a number
of drying tunnels in which moist brick and
tile products are dried several hours or as

much as 2 or 3 days prior to their being

baked. Also called drying-room man; drykiln operator. D.O.T. I.
dry janitor. See changehouse man. D.O.T.] .

dry joint. Positive separation at the plane
of contact between adjacent structural
components to allow relative movement

arising from differences in temperature or

shrinkage. Ham. b. One made without
gasket, packing, or smear of any kind, as
a ground joint. Strock, 3.

dry kata cooling power. A measure of the

rate of heat loss from the bulb of the kata
thermometer. Although the cooling power

as obtained by this instrument is not a

measure of the capacity of an atmosphere
to cool the human body, nevertheless, it is
useful for comparing different atmospheres

and provides a convenient index of the

damp, often described as semidry, used as
filling or grout for joining two structural

with a suitable tool. Ham.
dry-packed concrcte. A mix sufficiently dry
to be consolidated only by heavy ramming.
Taylor.

dry pan. A pan-type rotating grinding machine, equipped with heavy steel rollers or
mullers which do the grinding, and having
slotted plates in the bottom through which
the ground material passes out. 111Y.

dry-pan charger. One who auists dry-pan
operator by dumping dry shale, clay, or
brick in measured quantities in dry pans

that grind them preparatory to mixing and
molding. May be designated according to

brick or tile product for which the dry
pans grind material, as dry-brick-pan
charger. Also called dry-pan feeder.

D.O.T. I.
dry-pan operator. One who tends and superloading of a battery of dry pans and
screens used for grinding and sifting clay
preparatory to temperirg and molding.
Also called dry-mill man. D.O.T. 1.
dry peat. Peat, formed under drier conditions

than moor peat, and onsisting of con-

drymas. A man in charge of the building

nected, thickly laid humic masses which
can be cut with a knife. It shows numerous plant remains recognizable with the
naked eye. Stutzer and Noe, 1940, p. 91.
dry placers. Gold-bearing alluvial deposits
found in arid regions. In some deposits
die gold is in the cementing material that
binds the gravel together. Because of the
lack of water, various machines have been
devised for the dry washing of these de-.
posits; such machines commonly include
some form of pulverizer and jigs or tables
which use compressed air instead of water

Fay. See also changehouse man. D.O.T. 1.

dry-powder extinguhber. An extinguisher

comfort condition of a working place in a
mine Experience indicates that a face will
be reasonably comfortable for working if
the dry kata cooling power is above 7 and
the air velocity above 200 feet per minute.
See also effective temperature. Nelson.

dry kiln. A kiln used to dry greenware at
lowest possible heat. ACSG, 1963.

dry-kiln burster. See kiln burner. D.O.T.] .
dry-klin operator. See drying-tunnel man.
D.O.T. 1.

in which workmen change their cloihes.

dry method. a. The method of mixing the

raw materials of Portland cement in a dry

in their operation. Lewis, p. 390.

containing a chemical powder that is noncorrosive, nontoxic, nonfreezing, and a

dry return
nonconductor of electricity. It is shot out

of the container by the detonation of a
small charge placed in the head of the con-

tainer. This type of extinguisher can be
easily recharged at underground fires by
unscrewing the head cap, refilling the container with more powder, and fitting a new
expellent cartridge to the head cap before
replacing it. Used as effectively as the car-

bon dioxide gas extinguisher in fighting

fires involving flammable liquids, or where
there is danger of electric shock. McAdam,
pp. 120-123.

dry press. A mechanical press for forming
brick from slightly moistened granular material. A.R.I.

dry-premed brkk. Brick formed in molds
under high pressures from relatively dry
clay (5 to 7 percent moisture content).
ACSG, 1963.

dry-pressing. The shaping of ceramic ware
under high pressure (up to 14,000 pounds
per square inch), the moisture addition
being kept to a minimum (5 to 6 percent)
or, with some materials, eliminated by the
use of a plasticizer, for example, a stearate.
Dry pressing is used in the shaping of wall

and floor tiles (when it is often referred
to as dust pressing), most high-grade refractories abrasive wheels,

the Fletton

type of building brick (the moisture content for pressing is in this case 19 to 20
percent), and many articles in the electroceramic industry. The process is also some-

times referred to as semi-dry pressing.

Dodd.
dry-press process. A method of forming claywares by using slightly moistened clay in
pulverized form and pressing it into steel
dies. Fay.
dry process; dry mix. a. A method of treating
ores by heat as in smelting; used in opposition to wet process where the ore is
brought ir.to solution before extraction of

the metal. See also wet process. Fay. b.
The process of making Portland cement

in which the raw materials are ground and

burned dry. Mersereau, 4th, p. 235.

c.

Process whereby dry powdered enameling

materials are applied to a preheated surface. VV. d. The method of preparation of
a ceramic body wherein the const.tuents

are blended dry, following which liquid
may be added as required for consequent
processing. ASTM C242-60T.

thy process enameling. A porcelain enameling process in which the metal article is
heated to a temperature above the maturing temperature of the coating (usually,
1,600° to 1,750° F), the coating materials
applied to the hot metal as a dry powder,
and fired. ASTAI C286-65.

dry puddling. A process of decarbonization
on a siliceous hearth in which the conversion is effected rather by the flame than
by the reaction of solid 0- fused materials.
As the amount of carbon diminishes, the

mass becomes fusible and begins to coagu-

late (come to nature), after which it

is

worked together into lumps (puddle balls,
loups) and removed from the furnace to
be hammered (shingled) or squeezed in
the squeezer, which presses out the cinder,

and compacts the mass at welding
heat, preparatory to rolling. Silicon and
phosphorus are aiso largely removed .by
puddling, pauing into the cinder. See also
puddling. Fay.

dry return. A condensate line in a steam
heating system carrAng both water and

air, usually located above the boiler water-

dry return
line. Strock, 10.

dry rods. Scot. Pump rods outside the delivery pipes or rising main. Fay.

dry rot. A rapid decay of timber which
causes its substance to be reduced to a fine
powder. Crispin.

dry rotary drilling. See dry drilling. Long.
dry-rubbing test. A test to determine the
degree of attack of a vitreous enameled

surface after an acid resistance test. Dodd.

dry rubble. Rough stone laid into a wall
without mortar. Crispin.

dry running. To unknowingly or knowingly
drill with a bit when the flow of the coolant and cuttings-removal fluid past the bit
has been inadvertently or deliberately cut
off. Compare dry block; dry drilling. Long.
drys. See dry, b. Fay.

dry sample. A sample obtained by drilling

procedures in which water or other fluid is
not circulated through the drill string and
sampling device; hence the in situ characteristics of the sample have not been altered
by being mixed with water or other fluid.

Compare drive sample. Long.

dry-sample banvL Short, tubular devices
used to obtain dry samples of soil and other

soft rock material. See also dry sample.

Long.

dry sampler. a. Various auger and/or tubular devices designed to obtain. unwetted

samples of soft rock material, such as clay,
sand, soil, etc., by drilling procedures

wherein water or other fluid is not circu-

dry unit weight. The weight of soil solids
per unit of total volume of soil mass. Also
called unit dry weight. ASCE PI826.

dry Ma A rock wall set up without ce-

menting material. See also drystone. Fay.
dry-walling. Obsolescent method of supporting underground workings, by use of waste
rock built into rough Walls. Pryor, 3.
dry-wall method. See overhand stopping, b.
Fay.

dry wall stone. Thin-bedded limestone and
sandy beds. Suitable only for mortarless
fencing walls. Arkell.
dry wash. See wash, q. Fay.
dry washer. a. A machine for extracting gold

from dry gravel. It consists of a frame in
which there is a rectangular bellows made
of canvas; the upper part of the bellows
is made by a plane set at an angle of about
20°, across which are riffles. On the top
of the machine is a screen or. which gravel
is shoveled. The screened gravel falls to a

riffled plane from which it feeds to the
riffles on the bellows. The screen and upper

riffles are shaken by an eccentric worked
with a crank, and the same crank actuates
the bellows which blow the dust from the
gravel passing over the riffles. The gold is
caught behind the riffles. Only gravel in

which no moisture can be seen can be

worked successfully by a dry washer. Hess.
h. A man who operates a dry washer. Same
as dry blower. Hess.

dry weight. The weight per unit area of the

lated during the operation. Com Pare drive
sampler. Long. b. A person skilled in the
art of dry sampling. Long.

bisque. ASTM C286-65.
dry well. a. A deep hole, covered and usually
lined or filled with rocks, that holds drain-

ple; dry sampler. Long.

well; a duster. Hess.
D-shell molding. A modificatioi, of the normal shell molding process based upon the
use of sand and a special oil which serves

dry sampling. The act or process of obtaining dry samples of soft rock material with
various auger or tubular devices utilizing
dry-drilling techniques. See also dry samdry sand. a. A stratum of dry sand or sandstone encountered in well drilling. A nonproductive sandstone in oilfields. Fay. b.
Green sand dried in an oven to remove
moisture and strengthen it (a dried-sand

mold is a mold of green sand which is
treated as above). Freeman.

dry sand mold. A mold made of sand and
then dried. ASM Gloss.

dry screening. The screening of solid ma-

terials of different sizes without the aid of

water. B.S. 3552, 1962.

dry season. In tropics, period characterized
by low rainfall. Pryor, 3.

dry separation. The elimination of the small
pieces of shale, pyrite, etc., from coal by a

blast of air directed upon the screened

coal. See also wind method. Fay.

dry sharpening stone. A stone so constituted
that its crystals break away from its binding material so rapidly that the particles
of steel have no c.lance to fill the pores
of the stone. Sandstone and coarse gritted
scythestoncs are good examples. Fay.

dry spray. A defect confined to sprayed ware
manifesting itself in the fired porcelain
enamel as a rough, sandy texture. ASTM
C286-65.

dry steam cold. Coal of rank just below anthracite. B.S. 3323, 1960.

drystone. Composed of stones not cemented
with mortar, as a drystone wall. Fay.
dry strength. The mechanical strength of a
ceramic material that has been shaped and
driei but not fired; it is commonly measurer! by a transverse 'strength tc.i. Dodd.

dry sweating. A process by which impure
blister copper is exposed to long oxidizing
heating below fusion point. Standard, 1964.

duck's-nest tuyere
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age water until it soaks into the ground.
Nichols. b. An unproductive oil or gas

as the b;nder. Such a mixture can be

handled by normal core-blowing equipment and molds are in effect produced by
., core-making technique. For this purpose
a pattern which provides the desired cavity form, is employed in conjunction with

a contour plate. The latter follows, generally, the f.arai of the pattern, but need
no, duplicate that form with any partic-

ular accuracy. Sand, treated with the binder oil, is blown into the space between pattern and contour plate and the spacing of
the two determines the average thickness
of the shell. Local incidental variations in
thickness are not important, but variations
may be deliberately introduced when it is
desired to obtain greater shell strength
over certain areas. Alternatively, the con-

motor. NEMA MB1-1961.

dual haulage. In strip mining, the use of two

types of haulage at the same mine for
transporting coal from the face to the preparation plant. Usually, coal is transported

from the loading shovel to a transfer station by motorized units, and rail haulage

is used to haul the coal from this point

to the preparation ^law. R. I. 3416, 1938,
p. 19.
dualin. A variety of dynamite consisting of
4 to 5 parts nitroglycerin, 3 parts sawdust,
and 2 parts potassium nitrate. Webster 2d.
dual-purpose reactor. A nuclear reactor de-

signed to achieve two purposes; for ex-

ample, to produce both electricity and fissionable material. L&L.

dual rope. York. A hemp capstan rope upon
which men ride in a mine shaft. Fay.
dual setting. See double setting. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. I.

clobbers. Corn. In clay mining, men who

keep the strakes or guillies clear. Hess.
Dubb's asphalt. See sulfurized asphalt. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Duchemin's formula. The wind pressure per
square foot (N) on an inclined surface is
2 sin a

N = F 1 + sin' a

F being force of -wind in pounds per square

foot normal to a surface and a the angle
of the inclined surface. Pryor, 3.

duchess. Slate
Pryor, 3.

size

(24 by

12

inches).

duck. A fabric material, usually of woven
cotton but of synthetic fibers also, used to
construct conveyor belts and filter cloths.
Pryor, 3. Duck is manufactured in several
strengths, expn ssed in terms of weight, as
28 oz. duck etc., which is the weight of a
linear yard of 42-inch-wide fabric. Generally increased longitudinal strength is provided by having a heavier yarn and greater

count in the longitudinal warp threads
than the transverse filler threads. ASA
MH4.1-1958.

duckbill. The name given to a shaking-type
combination loading and conveying device, so named from the shape of its loading end and which generally receives its
motion from the shaking conveyor to which
it is attached. B.C.I.

duckbill loader. See shaker-shovel loader.
Nelson.

duckbill operator. In bituminous coal mining,

one who operates a small power shovel
that has a round-nosed scoop, called a
duckbill, to load coal into cars in a mine.

Dodd.

D.O.T. 1.
duckbill pick. A duckbill-shaped coal-cutter
pick which is forged by the roller type of
machine from dies and is the type largely
used today. The machine shaping of the
pick ensures uniformity. It gives a constant
clearance as the point wears down and is
particularly suitable for fused-carbide tip-

used for conveying coal for home consump-

duckfoot. A pipe bend at the bottom of a

tour plate may be of such a form as to
provide reinforcing ribs on the shell.
Osborne.

DTA, See differential thermal analysis. VV.
DTG. See differential thermogravimetry.

D-truck. Aust. A low side-opening truck,
tion, and from which the coal has to be
shoveled. Fay.

dual-cycle reactor system. A nuclear system
in which part of the steam of the turbine

ping. Nelson.

shaft column or rising main fitted with a
horizontal base sufficiently strong for the
weight of the rising main to rest upon it.

cycle systems. L&L.

Also called duckfoot bend. ILS. 3618, 1963,
sec. 4.
duckfoot bend. See duckfoot. B.S. 3618,1963,
sec. 4.
duck nurchine. An arrangement of two boxei,

belt drive mechanism in which the conveyor belt is in contact with two drive pulleys,

deck's-nest Were. One having a cupped

is generated directly in the reactor and
part in a separate heat exchanger. A combination of the direct-cycle and indirect-

dual-drive conveyor. A conveyor having a

each of which is driven by a separate

264-972 0-68--24

age. t;

one working within the other, for forcing
air into mines. Zern.

outlet. Standard, 1964.

ducktownite., A term used in Tennessee for
an intimate mixture of the minerals pyrite
and chalcocite. Fay.

ducon Abbreviation for dust concentrator,
which is a device used to collect dry cuttings ejected from a borehole in which air

or gas is used as a circulation medium.
Lo!

pipe or air passage for ventilation in
duct.
a mine. Mersereau, 4th, p. 352.
duct fan. An axial-flow fan mo-Anted in, or

intended for mounting in, a section of
duct. See also tube-axial fan; vane-axial

fan. Strock, 10.
ductile. a. In mineralogy, capable of considerable deformation, especially stretching,
without breaking; said of several native
metals and occasionally said of some tellurides and sulfides. A.G.I. b. Pertaining to
a substance that readily deforms plastically.
A.G.I. C. Capable of being permanently

drawn out without breaking; such as, a
ductile metal. Webster 3d.

ductile cast iron. High carbon ferrous product containing spheroidal graphite. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
ductile crack progagation. Slow crack propa-

gation that is accompanied by noticeable
plastic deformation and requires energy to
be supplied from outside th body. ASM
Gloss.

ductile iron. See nodular cast iron. ASM
Gloss.

ductility. a. The ability of a material to deform plastically without fracturing, being
measured by elongation or reduction of
area in a tensile test, by height of cupping

in an Erichsen test or by other means.

ASM Gloss. b. The capacity of a metal to
elongate, when under pull from the ends,
without cracking or breaking. Weed, 1922.
c. Minerals are ductile when they can be
drawn out into wires, and these properties
belong only to metallic minerals and, of
those, only to native metals. Ductile minerals are always malleable. Nelson.

ductility test. A test on asphalt to determirz
its capability of being permanently drawn
out or stretched. API Glossary.

ductilometer test. A reverse bend test for

strip and wire. It differs from conventimial
tests in the method of bending, the specimen being gripped along its entire length

save for a short central portion which is
bent freely through a specified angle. The

Dulong's formula
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ducktowMte

dumalite

Mines Staff. .

A suitable mercury salt solution contains
about 50 grams of mercury chloride in a
liter of a dilute solution of hydrochloric
acid at 6° B, saturated with ammonium

Du Lite presets. A method for blackening
steel surfaces such as rifle barrels or camera parts. The process is one of simple immersion and the coating consists essentially
of moiybdenum and iron oxides. The corrosion resistance may be enhanced by impregnation with oil or wax. Osborne.
dull. a. Brist. Slack ventilation; insufficient

chloride. Osborne.

due. The amount of royalty or ore payable to

the lord of the manor or owner of the

soil. Fay.

dues. Corn. See due. Also called dish. Fay.

air in a mine. Fay. b. As applied to the

duff. a. Fine dry coal (usually anthracite)
obtained from a coal-preparation plant.
The size range is three-sixteenths of an

degree of luster of minerals, means those
minerals in which there is a total absence
of luster, as chalk or kaolin. Fay.
dull attritus. A field term denoting the degree of luster of attrital coal as it compares
to the brilliant luster of vitrain associated
in the same locality. Compare bright attritus medium-bright attritus. A.G.I.
dull-banded Md. Coal consisting of vitrain
and durain with more or less minor clarain
and minor fusain. Compare bright-banded
coal. A.G.I.
dull coal; dulls. a. Any coal which absorbs
the greater part of incident 'Light instead

inch to zero inch. See also slack. Nelson.
b. Smalls, usually with an upper size limit

of three-eights of an inch (9 to 5 milli-

meters). B.S. 3323, 1960. C. Term used
among British miners for a fine mixture of
coal and rock. Tomkeieff, 1954. d. Aust.
The fine coal left after separating the
lumps; very fine screenings; dust. Fay. e.
Coal dust and other unsaleable small coal
produced in anthracite mines. Pryor, 3.
duffer. Aust. An unproductive claim or mine.
Hess.

Duff furnace. A furnace used for the manufacture of producer gas. Fay.
dully. a. Scot. Soft; inferior. Fay. b. Buggy;
cuttings; gummings; kirvings. Mason.
dufrenite. A hydrous iron phosphate mineral
containing approximately 27.5 percent
POI, 62 percent Fes0s, and 10.5 percent
H2O. Exact composition doubtful. Sanford.
dufrenoysite. a. A native sulfarsenide of lead,
Pbv4s2.Sa. Sanford; Hey 2d, 1955. b. Synonym for binnite. Hey 2d, 1955. c. Synonym for sartorite. Hey 2d, 1955.

duftite. There are two minerals of the composition PbCuAs04(OH). Duftite alpha is
orthorhombic and the X-ray powder pattern

is very similar to those o. descloizite and
mottrarnite; isomorphous with mottramite;
space-group Pnma (D:). Dnftite beta is

orthorhombic, disphenoidal, and forms a
complete series of solid solutions with conichalcite, CaCuAs0,(OH) ; isomorphous
with conichalcite; space group P212121

(D24). M. Fleischer says it would be pre-

ferable to drop the terms duftite alpha
and duftite beta, to restrict the name duftite to what is called here duftite alpha,
and to rename duftite beta. American Mineralogist, V. 42, No. 1-2, January-February
1957, p. 123.
duggk. Corn. See trail. Fay.

of reflecting it. Stopes recognizes two kinds

of dull coaldurain and fusain. Tom-

keieff , 1954. b. The constituent of banded
coal macroscopically somewhat grayish in
color, of a dull appearance, less compact

than bright coal, and breaking with a

rather irregular fracture. It consists mainly
of two kinds of material; thin black bands

interlayed by a lighter colored granularappearing matter. Microscopically, it is
shown to consist of smaller anthraxylon
constituents together with a few other

constituents, such as cuticles and barklike constituents embedded in a general
matrix, the attritus. A.G.I. c. A variety of
banded coal containing from 20 to 0 percent of pure, bright ingredients (vitram,
clarain, and fusain) , the remainder consisting of clarodurain and durain. Com-

cient cutting or abrading at which time

the coated abrasive should be discarded or
shifted to lighter work, regardless of its
appearance. ACSG, 1963.
dullness. A lack of normal gloss on the
enamel surface. Bryant.

dull-red heat. Division of the color scale,
generally given as about 700° C (1,292° F).

pecting, sample washing, and manual concentration of cassiterite. Pryor, 3.

brought up to the shaft. Fay.

dokey. a. A platform on wheels on which
trams are placed in a horizontal position

Dudzeele pitmen. A method of treating

shallow wooden bowl for -washing gravel
for tin or gold. Bureau of Mines Staff.
dulang mine. A small alluvial deposit worked
with dulangs.,Bureau of Mines Staff.
dulling IMMO& A woman who washes for

English Wen lock Upper Silurian. PaY.

metals intended to be drawn or rolled, in
which they are first coated with lead by
amalgamating the surface, preferably by

treating with a solution of mercurrsalt

and then dipping them into molten lead.

to be raised or lowered on very steep selfacting inclines. Nelson. b. A set of trams
traveling on an inclined haulage road underground. Nelson.
dukey rider. a. In Wales, a boy who accom-

panies the trams upon an incline plane.
Fay. b. See brakeman c. D.O.T. 1.

Maw. In the Malay ieninsula, a batea or

tin or gold with a dulang. Bureau

of

dumb bolts. Scot. Bolts at joints of singleplated pump rods, at right angles to those
through the plates to prevent the latter
from tearing the wod. Fay.

dumb huddle. A buddle without revolving
arms or sweeps, for concentrating tin ores.

Nelson.

dumb'd. Choked or clogged, as a grate or
sieve in which the ore is dressed. Fay.

dumb drift. a. A passage leading from an

airway to a point in a shaft some distance
above an inset to allow the ventilating current to bypass a station %%here skips or
cages are loaded. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
b. A roadway driven through the waste in
longwall mining to provide packing ma-

terial. Nelson.

dumb fault. a. A break in strata caused by
a current of water eroding a portion of it

during the general period of its deposition.
Fay. b. An unconformity. Hess. c. A term
used by miners for a washout. Nelson.
dumb furnace. A ventilating furnace in which
the foul flammable air from remote parts

greater area of mineral land than is allowed by law to be appropriated by a
single person, and any location made in

pursuance of such a scheme or device is
without legal support and void. Ricketts,
p. 449.

dummy maker. In bituminous coal mining,
a laborer who fills paper cartridges (cylinders) with clay, adobe, or rock dust, used

for stemming (tamping clay or other material on top of explosive:) drill holes in

the working face to be blasted down.
1;(1.
dupm.mOy.Tros.

A road driven forward in the
waste of a conveyor face for the -ole pur-

netic and electrical

Bureau of Mines Staff.

shaped like a section of the surface of a
sphere and used as a miner's pan in pros-

Dulong and Petit's law. That the

specific

heat of an element multiplied by its atomic
weight is approximately constant and equal
to 6.2. Osborne.

Dulong's formula. A formula for estimating
or calculating the heating value of coals.
To obtain Bntish thermal unie per pound,

the formula is: Low calorific power equals
0

) 4,000S

14,600C + 61,500 (H
8
W). To obta;n calories
1,050 (9H
per kilogram, the formula is: Low calorific power equals 8,100C -I- 34,203 (H
80 ) 2,200S 586(9H W).
Newton, p.130.

dummy. a. N. Staff. A low truck on four

pic iron or some other heavy material;
employed in steep coalbeds as a balance
weight to bring up an empty tub or car.
Fay. b. A paper bag filled with sand, clay,

etc., for tamping or for separating two

charges in a double-loaded borehole. Fay.
c. A short piece of core or core-size cylinder of rubber or other material placed in
the core lifter in an empty core barrel to

guide the first part of a newly cut core
into the core lifter. Also called dummy

core; guide core. Long. d. A mechanical
device, operated by the blower's feet, for
wetting, raising, opening, and closing the
paste mold in mouth-blowing glassware.
ASTM C162-66. e. A cathode, usually
corrugated to give variable current densities, that is plated at low-current dmsities to remove preferentially impurities from
a plating solution. ASM Gloss. f. A substi-

tute cathode that is used during adjust-

ment of operating conditions. ASM Gloss.

dummy, block.' In extrusion, a' thick unattached disk placed between the ram and
billet tc prevent overheating of the ram.
4SAI Gloss.

dummy core. See dummy, c. Long.
dummy elevator. A second elevator for boosting tailings to higher stacking levels. Bureau of Mines Staff.

.

dummy. gate. N. of Eng. A small 'gate made
on the face between the mother gate and
tailgate for 'the purpose of getting stone to
make strip packs for roof support (when

tention of the owner with which

it is

placed on the dump, is controlling in arriv-

ing at a solution of the question whether
the ore after having been extracted and
placed in the dump is personally or realty.
Ricketts, I. p. The place of deposit of
debris from an excavation. Stauffer.
dump bailer. A bailer used in boretiole-cementation work, provided with a valving
device that empties the contents of the
bailer (cement) at the bottom of a borehole. Also called liquid dump bailer. Long.

foreman who is in charge of dumpers work-

ing in a breaker where coal is

crushed,

properties of steel

dumpcart. A cart having a body that can

oscillating circuit, the readings of the cyclo-

dumped fill. Excavated material transported
and dumped in a heap, generally to pre-

samples under test. It is essentially an extremely sensitive oscillator. The test coil
which is placed about the specimen while
a fatigue test is in progress is part of the

(PO4 )2(OH) 4.31110 ; occurs filling cavities
in masses of torbernite. Crosby, p. 17.

passes from the tubs direct to the railway
wagon. It is used in small mines where the
coal is sold as loaded underground or at

the owner of the property extracts the ore
from the ground, and the purpose and in-

sized, and cleaned for market. D.O.T. 1.

dumb screen. A chute in which there are
no meshes or bars for separating the coal,

ings. Hoffman. o. The intention with which

measuring and recording changes in mag-

Du Mont cyclograph. An instrument for

of the mine enters the upcast higher up
than the hot gases from the fire. Webster

and down which the run-of-mine coal

Hudson. n. Can. Accumelation of excavated rock at a mine, which may be,ore
or waste. Term also applied to mill tail-

dump boss. In anthracite coal mining, a

graph being a function of the losses in the
specimen. Osborne.
dumontite. A very rare, strongly radioactive,
yellow, orthorhombic mineral, Pla2(U0s),-

2d.

Long. I. To discard. Long. m. A large heap
of culm, rock, or refuse, usually the waste
product resulting from breaker operations.

pose of securing stone for packing Airposes.
Nelson.

France, Malagasy Republic, Brazil, Mexico,

operation and will finally result in ineffi-

trams are running down the incline, and
as the cage descends the loaded cars are

ducts, ventilation. See ventilation ducts.
Ductube. Trade name for a plastic or rubber
tube inflated by compressed air to form
cable ducts in concrtte. After the concrete
has set, it is deflated and withdrawn. Ham.
dodgeoulte. The mineral annabergite with
about one-third of the nickel replaced by
calcium. Fay
Dudley rock. A fossiliferous limestone of the

barge, frequently used to take dredged material from a dredger to the dumping
ground. Ham.

wheels running upon rails and loaded with

dulls. See dull coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
dulong. A Malayan term for hardwood pan

of the wire. Osborne.
ducting. Sections of air duct. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 2. See also ventilation tubing.

dumb barge. A barge similar to a hopper

duntiny
dummy locator. One whose name is used by
a locator to secure for the latter's benefit a

occurs to some degree during any abrasive

edges of abrasive grains through use. It

dukeway. Som. A method of hoisting coal
on an incline from the working face to the
pit bottom by a rope attached to the winding engine at surface in such a 'way that

while the cage is going up, the empty

resembles clinochlore. Hess.

pare bright coal, d.; semibright coal; intermediate coal; semidull coal. A.G.I.
dulling. The wearing away of the cutting

of bends to fracture varies inversely with

the angle ot Lent'. The constant of proportionality and the (extrapolated) angle
of bend at which thc wire does not fail,
are indices of the mechanical properties

dumasite. An uncertain green chlorite lining
small cavities in volcanic rocks; some what

goaf roof is supported and not allowed to
cave). Trist.
inglos.
. Pslating with dumnw cathodes.

mines where the coal is conveyed by wagon
to a central coal-preparation plant. Nelson.
dumb screw. Scot. A screwjack. Fay.

dela. A gold-washing dish used in Jashpur,
India. Fay.

1928.

Dumont's blue. Another name for smalt. See
also smalt. Dodd.
dumortierite. An aluminum borosilicate, (Al,Fe)703(B03) (5iO4)3, occurring in schists
and gneisses and, more rarely; in pegmatite
dikes. Orthorhombic; blue, greenish-blue,
violet, pink color; transparent to translucent ; Mohs' hardness, 7; luster vitreous;

deformed length is approximately equal to

1.5 times the diameter, and the number

chntudite. A variety of trachyandesite. Holmes,

duplex pump
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specific gravity, 3.26 to 3.36. Found in

and in the United States in California,
Nevada, New York, and Arizona. Used
exte::;ively in spark-plug porcelain and in

the manufacture of

special refractories.

Dana 17, pp. 413-414; CCD 6d, 1961.
dumortierite quartz. A massive, opaque variety of quartz (aggregate) colored by
intergrown crystals of dumortierite. Deep
blue to violetish blue, sometimes dull or
blackish blue. Shipley.
Dumoulin process. A method whereby copper

is deposited on a rotating mandrel and

later stripped off as a long strip, which is
then drawn into wire without recasting.
Liddell 2d, p. 493.
dump. a. A place where the ore taken from
a mine is tipped. Gordon. b. A spoil heap
at the surface of a mine, or a pile of small
coal or duff stored for future reclamation.
Nelson. C. The point where a face conveyor discharges its coal into mine cars.

Nelson. d. A pile or heap of ore, coal,

culm, slate, or rock. Fay. e. The tipple by
which the cars are dumped. See also tipple. Fay. f. To unload a car by tipping it
up. Fay., g. Calif. The fall immediately
below a hydraulic mine:,Fay. h. The fall
available fci d1sposal of refuse at the

mouth rof a: mine. Fay. i. Eng. A deep
hole in. the aed of a strearn or pond.- Web-

ster. 2d. j. To empty, asin removing core
from a core barrel or. Ore froina mine car.
Long. k. A pile or heap of waste rock material or other nonOre refuse near a mine.

be tilted or a bottom opening downward
for emptying the contents without handling. Webster 3d.

established lines and grades. Should be
kept free of tree stumps, organic matter,

trash, and sod if any future use of the

filled area is contemplated. Carson, p. 362.

dumper. a. A wheeled car with an elevated
turntable on which is a track. A mine car
run on the upper, horizontally revolving
track can be dumped sidewise or endwise.
Used for the disposal of refuse on a rock
or slate dump. Also called hurdy girdy.

Zern. b. A highly mobile truck

which

transports severed ore or dirt to dumping
site, if necessary over very rough ground.
Also called dumping wagon. Pryor, 3. c.
The man in charge of the loading of coal
at the dump end of a conveyor. Nelson. d.
A tippler. Nelson. e. A dump truck. Nelson.

f. One that dumps; such as, a durnpcart,
dump truck. Webster 3d. g. Scot. A tool
for keeping a borehole circular. Fay.
dumper, bead. In bituminous coal mining,
a foreman in charge of unloading or
dumping operations at the mine surface.
D.O.T. 1.
dump hoistman. In bituminous coal mining,
one who operates a hoisting engine that
drives a haulage cable by means of which
cars of rock, slate, or other refuse are
hauled up an incline to be dumped. Also
called inclined-rock-dump hoistman; rockdump hoistman rock hoistman; slate-hoist
engineer; slate hoistman. D.O.T. 1.
dump hook. A chain grabhook having a lever
attachment for releasing it. Webster 3d.
dump house. The building where the loaded
mine cars are emptied into the chutes. Fay.
dumping bucket. A lifting bucket with a tilt
or drop bottom. Standard, 1964.
dumping wagon. See dumper, b. Pryor, 3.
dump leaching. Term applied to dissolving
and recovering minerals from subore-grade
materials from a mine dump. The dump
is irrigated with water, sometimes acidifiei,

, which percolates into and through the

dump, and runoff from the bottom of the
dump is collected and mineral in solution
is recovered by a chemical reaction. Bu-

reau of Mines Staff.
duplex pump. A positive displacement pump
, with two water or liquid cylinders side by

side and geared so that the piston strokes
in the cylinders alternate. Such a pump
may be either single or double action, depending on the number and placement of
intake and discharge valves on the cylinder and may be designed so as to deliver
a low volume of liquid at high pressures.
Compare centrifugal pump; rotary pump;
triplex pump. Long.
dumpling. A mass of ground left undisturbed
until the final stages of excavation, when it

is removed. In the intermediate stages it
may be used as a support for timbering to
the excavations. Ham.

to faults and dikes, Kettlewell. Ark' ll.

Du lop diving apparatus. A self-contained
diving apparatus fitted with twin cylinders,

and capable of allowing the wearer to

operate in depths of up to 80 feet for 1 Yr,
hours when using a breathing mixture of

60 percent oxygen and 40 percent nitrogen charged at a pressure of 120 atmospheres. A mouthpi...ce and nose clip are
used with this apparatus, and goggles can

tures are the solid floor and the space

duplex compressor. Two compressors, side by
side, and made in the combination of sim-

glacier. Standard, 1964.
dump motorman. In bituminous coal mining,
one who operates a mine locomotive (motor) to haul cars of dirt, rock, slate, or

between the two lines of chambers. Dodd.

of an underground mine. Also called dirtdump engineer; refuse engineer. D.O.T. 1.
damp room. Space available for disposing of
waset from a mine. Bureau of Mines Staff.
dump skip. A skip with an attachment that
dumps the load automatically. Fay.
dump truck. A truck or semitrailer that carries a box body with a mechanism for discharging its load. Nichols.
dump wagon. A large-capacity side- bottom-,
or end-discharge wagon (or skip; on tired

wheels or crawler tracks; usually tractor
towed. Nelson.

dumpy level. A surveyor's level with a short
usually inverting telescope that is rigidly
fixed to a table and capable only of rotary
movement in a horizontal plane. Webster
3d.

dun beds. Eal. Four bands of blue-centered
limestone in the Lower Lias, Bath. Arkell.
dun cow. Eng. A bed of stone in the Swanage
quarries. Arkell.

dundasite. A white basic carbonate of lead

and aluminum, Pb (A10)1 (CO2)2.41-110.

Spherical aggregates of tufts of minute,
radiating needles. From Dundas and Mt.

Read, Tasmania; Trefriw, Carnazvonshire,
Wales; Wens ley, Derbyshire, England.
English.

dun dicks. Term used among miners in the
English Midlands for fairly strong banded
dull and bright coal with a dirty appearance. Tomktieff, 1954.

dundy. Term used among Scottish miners
for coal altered by igneous intrusion. Tom-

keie ff , 1954.

dune. A hill or ridge of loose diffting sand
or volcanic ash heaped by wind. Hess.

dune sand. A fine-grained sand with wellrounded particles, which has been accumu-

lated by the winds from more mixed deposits and blown into shifting heaps. Also
known as blow sand. Carson, 2, p. 82.

dunpunoulte. A variety of diorite containing
corundum and nepheline. A.G.I.

dungy drift. Som. A name of a coal seam
at Me Ils. Tomkeieff, 1954.

dunite. A peridotite consisting almost wholly
of olivine containing accessory pyroxene
and chromite. A.G.I.
Dunkard teeth& Continental strata, including

thin coal seams, similar to the Pennsylvanian, but of Permain age, occurring in
North America. Strata of the same age

are marine in Kansas, but include marginal
. red beds with gypsum, and thick salt de-

posits were formed later in the Kansas
Basin. C.T.D.

dun lime. Eng. Altered limestone adjacent

light. Osborne.

McAdam, p. 166.
Dunnachie kiln. A gas-fired chamber kiln designed by J. Dunnachie. The first such kiln

was built at Glenboig, Scotland, in 1881
for the firing of firebricks. Important fea-

ether refuse to the dump at the surface

ferent currents simultaneously. The combined currents set up magnetizing forces
essentially at right angles to each other
and so timed as to produce a moving field
in the part. While magnetized, the part is
usually sprayed with fluorescent magnetic
particles which have been found effective
in the location of even the smallest defects. It is then inspected under black
duplex breaker. A breaker having more than
one crushing chamber. Fay.
duplex channeler. A type of 6hanneling machine which cuts two channels simultane-

be worn to keep water out of the eyes.

dump moraine. A kind of terminal moraine
consisting of material dropped either from

the surface or from the interior of the

DuPont process
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dunn bass. Lane. An argillaceous shale LI

coal mines. See also bind, a. Fay.
Dunnet shale. An oil shale, from 4 to 12 feet
in thickness, found in Scotland; it yields
from 24 to 33 gallons of crude oil per ton.
Fay.
duns. Glouc. Argillaccous shale. See also cliff,

a; bind, a. Fay.
dunstone. a. Derb. Ironstone in beds or

seams. Fay. b. In Wales, a hard kind of
fire clay, or underclay. Fay. c. Derb. A
local term for certain magnesium lime-

stones of a yellowish dun or cream color,
occurring near Matlock. Fay.
dunt; dunting. A crack, or the formation of
cracks (which may be invisible), in ware
cooled too rapidly after it has been fired.
Dodd.
dunted. Said of ware which cracks after firing

in the biscuit oven. C.T.D.
dunting. See dunt. Dodd.
dun whht. A hard compact stone sometimes
found in coal seams. Nelson.
Duobel. Trademark for high-velocity permissible explosives furnished in seven grades

based upon velocity and cartridge count;
poor water resistance. Used for mining
coal where lump coal is not a factor. CCD
6d, 1961.

duoflex checker system. A checker arrangement for hot-blast stoves. The gas used is

only partially cleaned and may contain
from 0.5 to 1.5 grains of dust per cubic

meter of gas. The top zone of the checkers
is formed of straight-walled vertical pas-

ously. Fay.

ple 'item and simple air cylinder, simple
steam and compound air cylinders, or
compound steam and compound air cylin-

ders. Lewis, p. 671.
duplex hammer. See double hammer. Fay.

duplexing (duplex process). Any two-furnace
melting or refining process. ASM Gloss.
duplex pick A coal-cutter pick which allows
a cut to be made in either direction without turnirs the pick. It is drop forged with
a tip of fused tungsten carbide. Nelson.
duplex pump. Displacement pump for handling pulps. Two cylinders are so geared
that one piston falls while other rises. Can
lift small tonnages to good heights. Pryor, 3.
duplex steel. Steel produced by first refining

in a Bessemer converter and afterward

completing the process in fir open-hearth
furnace. M rsereau, 4th, p. 407.
duplex Talbot process. A combination of the
duplex and the Talbot continuous process.
Molten steel from the Bessemer converter,
already freed of its carbon, silicon, and
manganese contents, is charged into the

Talbot furnace. As this molten

steel is

poured through the oxidized slag, the phos-

phorus is removed almost immediately.
Sometimes pig iron is poured in afterwards

which raises the carbon content of the
bath and aids in its deoxidation. A portion

of the heat can usually be tapped about
an hour after this addition. Osborne.

duplex wire. Two insulated-copper leading
wires wrapped together with paraffined
cotton covering. Fay.

duplicate sampling. The placing of alternate

sages, and the middle zone of vertical
passages in each of which two opposite

samples of coal or ore in different con-

formed of vertical passages in each of

period. Nelson.

walls are continuously curved and the other
two are straight, while the bottom zone is

which all four walls are continuously
curved. Osborne.

duo mill. A mill used in the manufacture of
seamless steel tubes. It consists of a number of stands, each containing one pair of
rolls. The rolls have a semicircular groove

cut in each; the size of these grooves
Jiminishes as the tube passes from one
stand to the next and thus gives the required reduction. Successive roll axes are

tainers which are then analyzed separately.

Each container thus holds a subsample

taken at intervals throughout the sampling

duplicating. In machining and grinding, reproducing a form from a master with an
appropriate type of machine tool, utilizing
a suitable tracer or program-controlled
mechanism. ASM Gloss.
duplication of coal. Cases when the coal seam
is double thickness due to geological causes:
-

(1) by means of a bedding glide; (2)

during the formation of a washout, entire
masses of the coaly matter may be lifted

set at 90° in order to roll out any fins

by the water current from its bed and

rolls is driven through gearing from one

undisturbed coalbed and so produce a

which may be formed. The whole series of

main motor. Osborne.
Duovac method. A magnetic particle testing

technique which involves the use of a

m wing magnetic field which magnetizes

the part under test in many directions.

Electrical contact heads set up a circular
field

in the part, and another device,

usually a coil, produces a longitudinal field.

In order, to produce the moving field, the
power supply provides two or more dif-

floated raftlike and redeposited upon an
duplication of the seam of limited extent.

Nelson.

Dupont process. A heavy-liquid minerals

separation process in which organic liquids
of h:gh, specific gravity, known as parting

liquids, are used. Their specific 'gravities

range from 1.00 to 2.96, have very

low

viscosities, and therefore, serve ideally for
the medium in the sink-and-float separation of solid materials. This process is used

to clean run-of-mine anthracite,

dust collection
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refuse

banks, or mixtures of the two. The sizes of

coal that can be cleaned are No. 1 buckwheat, and larger. This includes sizes up
though broken. Mitchell, pp. 475-476.
duporthite. A fibrous, hydrous: magnesiumaluminum silicate; flexible in thin fibers

like asbestos; found in serpentine. Hess.
durability. a. The capacity of a gem to withstand the effects of abrasion, impact, and
chemical action. Pearl, p. 122. b. As applied to foundry sand, refers,to the rate of
deterioration of the sand in Use due to the
dehydra tion of its contained :clay. Osborne.

durain. The term was introduced by M. C.
Stopes in 1919 to designate the macro-

scopically recognizable dull bands in coals.
Bands of durain are characterized by their

gray to brownish black color and rough
surface with dull or faintly greasy 'luster;

reflection is diffuse; they are markedly less

fissured than bands of vitrain, and generally show granular fracture. In humic
coals, durain occurs in bands up to many
centimeters in thickness. Widely distrib-

spores are most conspicuous, and the minutely fragmented nature of all else is
characteristic. Mincrinite, exinite, cutinite,
resinite, collinite, xylinite, subennite, and
fusinite may be present. A.G.I.
durionizing. A process, of electrodepositing
hard chromium, on the wearing surfaces of
parts as a protection against wear by friction. Osborne.
Durtron. A high-silicon iron having a typical

composition of iron, 0.08 percent maxi-

mum carbon, 0.35 percent manganese, and
14.5 percent silicon. Henderson.
durit. Ger. Name for durain. Tomkeieff, 1954.
durite. In 1955, the Nomenclature Subcommittee of the International Committee for

Coal Petrology resolved to use this term
for the microlithotype consisting princi-

pally of the following groups of macerals:
inertinite (micrinite, fusinite, semifusinite,
and sclerotinite) and exinite, particularly
sporinite. Durite contains at least 95 percent inertinite and exinite. The proportions
of these two groups of macerals may vary
widely, but each must be greater than the

uted, but with exceptions not abundant.

proportions of vitrinite and neither must
exceed 95 percent. Durite E and durite I
connote durites rich in exinite and inertin-

ing 3.5 to 5.5 percent copper, 0.5 to 0.8
percent magnesium, 0.5 to 0.7 percent

ite, respectively. It is found in many coals,
in fairly thick bands, principally in durains

IHCP, 1963, part I.
duralumin. An aluminum-base alloy containmanganese, and up to 0.7 pea-r.ent silicon,

which can be cast, forged, and rolled hot
or cold. It is capable of age-hardening, for
example, precipitation hardening at room
temperature, after quenching from about
520° C, but precipitation is more marked
and the process is accelerated if aging is
carried out at a temperature of about 150°
C, that is artificial aging. Osborne.

durangite. An orange-red, fluoirsenate of
sodium and aluminum, Na(AlF)As04, occurring in monoclinic crystals. Fay.
duration curve. Curve showing the quantity

of flow through a river during a stated

period, for purposes of power generation.
The area under the curve shows the total
quantity which flowed down the river in
the time under observation. Ham.
durbachite. A plutonic rock consisting largely
of orthoclase, biotite, and hornblende, with
subordinate plagioclase, and accessory
quartz, apatite, sphenc, zircon, and opaque
oxides. Mafic constituents constitute about
half the rock. A dark biotite-hornblende
sycnite. A.G.I.

durfeldtite. A lead, silver, copper, manganese, and iron sulfobismuthite, 3(Pb,Ag,Cu,Mn,Fe)S.Sb2S3. occurs in acicular crys-

tals;. luster, metallic; light gray color;
Mohs' hardness, 2.5; specific gravity, 5.4;
found in Peru. It is related to stylotypite.
Weed, 1918.

durgy. Corn. Anything low or short. A variation of durgan, a dwarf. Fay.

duricrust. The case-hardened crust of soil
formed in semiarid climates by the precipitation of salts at the surface of the
ground as the groundwater evaporates.
Contains aluminous, ferruginous, siliceous
of calcareous material. A.G.I.

durinite. a. Strictly speaking, this is not a
maccral, but the name can be used for
repetitive description. Tomkeieff, 1954. b.
The major maceral, or micropetrological
constituent of durain. It is a heterogeneous
material, generally semiopaque in thin section, being a matrix of minutelj, macerated
fragments which may be resolved generally,
,but even in thinnest sectioni leaVes a residium often opaque. All parts of Plants may
be included but (with feW exceptions)

and the duller type of clarain, generally
common. IHCP, 1963, part I.
durn. Corn. A frame of timbering, like a
doorframe. Also spelled durns; durnz;
durnze. Fay.

durodarain. A rock-type coal consisting of
the maceral vitrinite (telinite or collinite)

and large quantities of other macerals,

mainly micrinite and exinite. Micrinite is

present in lesser quantities than is true with
clarodurain. Compare clarodurain. A.G.I.

duroclarite. a. 1 his term was introduced in
1956 by the Nomenclature Subcommittee
of the International Committee for Coal
Petrology to designate the microlithotype
with maceral composition between those of

dante and durite but closer to darite than
durite. Further specification is That the
proportion of vitrinite must exceed that of
inertinite. It occurs in fairly th.:.ck bands,
and is widely distributed and, like clarodurite, is a common constituent of most
humic coals. The technilogical properties
of duroclarite are intermediate between
those of darite and durite, but because of
the predominance of vitrinite over inertinite they resemble those of darite more
closely than those of durite. IHCP, 1963,
part I. b. Coal microlithotype intermediate
between clante and durite; vitrinite, exinite, and inertinite each exceed 5 percent
and the last is less abundant than vitrinite.
Compare clarodurite. A.G.I. Supp.
durofusain. Durain in which the conglomerate elements consist for the greater part
of fusain. Compare fusodurain. A.G.I.
durokawimeter.. A magnetoinductive testing
instrument for acceptance testing of light
alloys, which is claimed to detect faulty
heat treatment, cracks in castings, and variations in chemical composition. Osborne:

duroline pipe. Steel pipe coated .With lowlime cement ; used with corrosive solutions.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

durometer. With this instrument, a

10-

Millimeter steel ball is released' froth an
iris diaPhragm and dropi onto ,the specimen by gravity. The surface of the specimen is inclined at 45° 'to the horiiontal,

and deflects the rebounding ball onto a

calibrated horizontal glass plate. The litter

3.1C)

carries paper covered with carbon paper
so that the rebounding ball marks the distance of rebound, and this represents the
hardness. Osborne.

durotelain. Telain with minute inclusions of
durain. Compare telodurain. A.G.I.
durovitrain. Vitrain with minute inclusions
of durain. Compare vitrodurain. A.G.I.
durox dynamite. Ammonia dynamite; used
in mining rock, salt, talc, etc. Bennett 2d,
1962.

Durville process. A casting process that involves rigid attachment of the mold in an
inverted position above the crucible. The
melt is poured by tilting the entire assem-

bly, causing the metal to flow along a

connecting launder and down the side of
the mold. ASM Gloss.
dussertite. A member of the jarosite group,

BaFe3(As04)2(OH)5.H20. American Mineralogist, v. 28, No, 1, January 1943, p. 63.

dust and fume monitor. This instrument is
designed to provide a continuous record
of dust, fume and gas concentrations in
work environments, over an extended

period of time. Air being sampled is drawn
through a filter tape at measured rates up
to 8 liters per minute by means of an oilless diaphragm pump. The filter is used
for subsequent laboratory analysis. Different models have sampling periods ranging
from 15 minutes to 1 hour. Bests, p. 579.
dust barrier. See stone-dust barrier. Nelson.
dust bell. The seal at the bottom of the dust
catcher, dust leg, or water-seal valve, which

is opened periodically to drain flue dust

from the system. Fay.
dust-box tender. One who c' 3vels and sweeps

up loose clay which has spilled around
machines and stores it in a dust box or
hopper for reuse. Also called hopper tender;
scrapman. D.O.T. 1.

dust catcher. a. A device attached to the
collar of a borehole to catch or collect
dry, dustlike rock particles produced in
dry-drilling a borehole. Compare ducon.
Long b. Any device in which dust is collected or extracted from furnaces gases,
etc. Bureau of Mines Staff.

dust chamber. a. An inclosed flue or chamber filled with deflectors, in which the
products ot combustion from an ore-roasting furnace are passed, the heavier and
more valuable portion settling in the dust
chamber and the volatile portions passing
out through the chimney or other escape.
Fay b. Room air system, flue or dust
extractor, where larger particles can drop
out of stream of gas and be periodically
removed. Used in conjunction with cyclones, electrostatic precipitators, and bag
filters. Pryor, 3.

dust cloud. Coal ty: other dust particles
carried in suspension in the air by currents and eddies. Rice, George S.
dust coat. An enamel coating sprayed thin

and relatively dry. Enam. Dict.
dust collecting buckets. Portable buckets are
approved by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for
overhead drilling operations using fluted
augers. The unit consists' of a collecting
bucket, a hanger assembly, and a rubber

hood: The auger is placed through the
bucket and the unit is held to the mine

roof by the hanger 'assembly. The rubber
hood provides a dust seal between- the

bucket and the mine roof. The bUcket

can be disassembled easily after each operation. Bests, p. 374.

dust collection. Removal from atmosphere

of mill or from transfer points where dust
is thrown up. Partially closed ventilating
systems are used, which incorporate bag.
filters, Cottrells, cyclones, washing chambers, and spray towers. Pryor, 3.
dust collector. An apparatus fur separating
solid particles from air or gas and accumulating them in a form convenient for
handling. B.S. 3552, 1962. Used in conjunction with local-exhaust systems for
auxiliary ventilation and for this purpme
is occasionally mounted directly on loading and continuous mining machines. Also

used for cleaning recirculated air in the
main ventilation system. It removes contaminants of the particulate type from an
airstream before discharge into the main
airstream. It is designed to clean the air
of dusts, smoke, mists, fumes, pollen, etc.,
but is employed in mining mainly for

dusts. Hartman, p. 67. See also velocity

reducing collector; fabric-type dust collector; dust catcher; ducon.
dust consolidation. The binding of coal dust
on roadway surfaces to prevent it becoming airborne by any disturbance. One
method is to spread calcium chloride over
the dust so that it absorbs water and forms

a pasty cake which does not rise into

suspension when men travel on the roadway. See also stone dust. Nelson.

dust counter. A portable apparatus (as the
Koltze tube, an impinger, etc.) used to
measure dust concentration in a mine or
mill, as a health precaution. Pryor, 3.
dust counting microscope. The microscope
is especially equipped and adjusted for
the quantitative analysis of dust samples.
Typical models magnify 100 times and
include a substage lamp for correct illumination and counting cells to hold samples.
Also available are microscopes with sampling pumps and sample slides all combined
in one assembly. Useful for quick, on-the-

spot surveys or for tentative checking of
dust control effectiveness. Bests, p. 579.

dust devil. A. small whirlwind containing
sand or dust seen e:;pecially in tropical
deserts. Also dust whirl. Webster 3d. See
also dust storm. Fay.

duster. a. In Wales, a man employed in
cleaning tramways of dust and dirt in and

about mines. Fay b. An unproductive

borehole drilled in the hope of discovering
economically useful amounts of water,
mineral, oil, or gas. Long c. A drill crew

member who drifts from job to job and
stays at any one place for such a short
period of time that the dust kicked up
by his feet when he first started to work
has hardfly settled before he quits and

,

drifts on to another drilling job. Compare
boomer; drifter. Long d. See dry hole.
Brantly, 2.

dust explosion. An explosion which consists
of a sudden pressure Hie caused . by the

very rapid combustion of airborne dust.
Ignition of suspensions of combustible

dusts can occur in the following ways:
(1) initiation. by flame or spark, (2)
propagation by a gas explosion or blasting, and

,

(3) spontaneous combustion.

Little
known about the last-named.
mechanism, whiuh is relatively, rare in
!nines. The most frequent causes of Major
coal mine explosions in the United ,States

dust-sampling impinger
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dust collection

des suspended in gas or ambient air. B.S.

dust extractor. An appliance to collect or
precipitate suspended dust. Dust extraction is often necessary at coal-preparation

plants, loading stations, and also underground. The. appliance may be a cyclone,
fabric filter, spray tower, scrubber, or an
electrostatic separator. See also dust pre7

roads. Fay.

dustless zone. A section of the mine entry
from which dust has been removed as
completely as possible by scraping or
sweeping, aided by a compressed-air blast.
Rice, George S.

cipitator; dust trap. Nelson.

dustman. One who dumps the dust catcher

laboratory of the furnace. Fay.

dustpan dredge. A dredge containing a suction head that is pushed over the underwater ground much as a dustpan would be.
About 8 inches high, the dustpan may be

dust firing. The burning of cml dust in the

dust-free conditions. In Great Britain, the
arbitrary standards laid down by the Na-

tional Coal Board in 1949 as representing
comparative dust-free conditions in coal
mines. These are as follows: stone dust,
450 particles per cubic centimeter (size
range, 0.5 to 5.0 microns) ; anthracite, 650
particles per cubic centimeter (size range,
1 to 5 microns) ; and coal, 850 particles
per cubic centimeter (size range,. 1 to 5
microns). Nelson.
dust gold. Pieces of gold under 2 to 3 pennyweigb:s ; very fine gold. Fay.

dust hazard. Refers to the discomforts that
may result from constakt exposure to dust,

particularly those of a siliceous nature.
En am. Dict.

or loads the dust at blast furnaces. Fay.

from 20 to 40 feet long and is supplied
with jets along its face to stir up the
bottom surface. Carson, 2, p. 56.

dust particle counter. This automatic, direct
reading, photoelectric dust counter measures the airborne dust concentration in
number of particles per cubic foot. It is
self-contained, comprising a remote test
head, connecting cable and meter. This
instrument can be permanently installed,
incorporated into a recording or warning
system or used in the field. Bests, p. 589.

dust plan. A plan kept with the book in

which stone-dust samples are recorded. It

dust hood. a. A cover for any receptacle (for

example, bunker) or apparatus (for example, screens) designed to prevent the
escape of dust. B.S. 3552, 1962 b. The
flared inlet end of a system of trunking
erected to remove dust by air suction to
a point where it can be collected. B.S.
3552, 1962.

dust hopper. A hopper placed underneath
the scraper, rapping roller, or other belt

cleaner, to collect the dust and dirt as

shows the sampling zones in each roadway,

distinguished by color, letter, number, or
mark, and identified with that roadway.
The plan is required at every British coal
mine employing 100 persons or more below ground. Nelson.

dustplate. A vertical iron plate, supporting
the slag runner of an iron blast furnace.
Fay.

dust precipitator. On a larger scale, sinter

plant gas may be cleaned by precipitators

it is removed from the belt; any tank or
vessel to receive and retain dust. Nelson.
dusting. a. Spontaneous falling to a powder,
particularly of material containing a large
amount of calcium orthosilicate, which
suddenly expands wheri it is cooled from
red heat. See also calcium orthosilicate;
dust. Dodd b. In dry-process vitreous enameling, synonym for dredging. Dodd c.
In wet-process vitreous enameling, a defect
during spraying resulting in localized con-

centrations of almost dry slip. Dodd d.
The cleaning of an applied coating of
vitreous enamel slip after it has dried,

preparatory to firing. Dodd e. Applying a
powder, .such as sulfur to molten magnesium,, or graphite to a mold surface. ASM
Gloss. f. The disintegration of a material
caused 'by inversion, an example being a
product containing dicalcium silicate
which, on cooling, changes from the beta
to the gamma crystal form. Sometimes
erroneously called slaking. A.R.!.
dusting' clay. Any finely divided pulVerized
clay that can serve as a diluent, a carrier,

or an extender in the preparation 'of insecticide dusts' and which aids' in the

adhesion of the inseMicide to foliage. CCD
6d, 1961.
dusting loss. a. Shortfall in expected weight

of sands or, finely ground materials due
to wind :action or loss when transported
in open trucks. Pryor, 3 b. In laboratory

samplinip the loss ,of part of a saniple

, undergoing test, through leakage of parti'des into the atmosphere. Pryor, 4.

today are electric arcs, open flames, and
explosives. Hartman, pp. 48749 See, also

Onstlitioff. ReinoVal .of dust from cliy enamel

dust extraction., The removal of. solid parti7

duet-Whig oft. Crude oik,, heavy asphalt

coal-dust explosion.

oils, tars, solutions of petroleum asphalt
in gas oils, liquid asphalt, and emulsions
of oils and water, used for laying dust on

3552, 1962.

prior to firing ,USually witba'wool duster.
Bryant.:

.

with very high efficiencies. The dust is
precipitated in a dry state, suitable for
pelletizing and feeding back onto the
sinter strand. See also thermal precipitator.
Nelson.

dust pressing. See dry-pressing. Dodd.

dustproofing. A surface treatment, as with
oil or calcium chloride solution, to prevent
or reduce the dustiness of coal in handling
B.S. 3552, 1962;

dust recovery; dust collection. The accumulation in a convenient form for handling
of solid particles suspended in air or gas.
B.S. 3552,1962.

dust-reducing spray compound. This, substance forms a crustlike coating over ma-

terials which are liable to cause' air pollution problems if Subjected to erosion. The
substance is sprayed on the stoCkpile and

may include coloring matter to identify
treated areas. It is designed to make no
appreciable change in materials. Used to
reduce dust from the commercial or industrial qualities of a large variety of outdoor
storage of ccal, sulfur, metal ores, etc.
Bests, p. 591.

dust sampling. The taking of air samples to
assesi its degree of dustiness, either on a

or on Particle count, in a known
volume of air. Numerous instiuments have
been developed for this purpose. Dust
sampling is also necessary to assess the
efficiency .of, stone dusting. See also automatic dust, sampler; kcinimetee; size selecior; thernial,precipitator.. Nelsai;
dust-sampling impinger. 'A portable instru',ment for:getting dust siniples hi:Oiler that
eorrectiiemeasures can' be taken',for :dust
. control and the, prevention Of respiratory
mass

.

,

diseases. Dust' laden air is imPinged in
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dust-sampling impinger
or electrical suction devices. Dust counts
are made from the collected air at lahr.sratories with microscopes and counting cells.
Bests, p. 579.

dust sand. All grains from .025 to .04 millimeter in diameter which are washed out
by a stream having a velocity of 1,5 millimeters per second. A.G.I.

dust storm. Any wind which picks up and

fills the air with dust. In the drier regions,
such storms may pick up and carry sand
(sand storms) and fine gravel. The loesses

of China and the Missouri River region
have been formed by dust storms that

wetting effectiveness of water by breaking
the surface tension and permitting the

every cubic foot of water per minute used,

cubic yards of gravel per 24 hours for

water compound mixture to thoroughly

or in other words, 1 cubic foot of water
per minute will treat 11/2 cubic yards of
gravel per 24 hours. The duty of giants

cover the treated area. Bests, p. 597.

so that it does not produce a wet film.
Bryant.

dusty tinplate. Tinplate from which the dust
-from the branning machine has not been
completely removd. Osborne.

Dutch bond. The arrangement of brick
forming a modification of Old English
bond, made by introducing a header as

the second brick in every alternate stretching course with a three-quarter brick
beginning the other stretching course. This
gives alternate stretcher and header cours-

dust suppression. The prevention or reduction of the dispersion of dust into the

air, for example, by water sprays. B.S.

es

3552, 1962.

son.

duty of giants. It is usually stated to be P/2

ond typt. is an agent for increasing the

dusty spray. Dusting of enamel from a gun

carried the dust long distances. Hess.

dust-suppression jib. A coal-cutter jib designed to conduct water through ducts, or
other arrangement, to the back of kerf,
to suppress dust and reduce the gas-ignition hazard. See also whale-type jib. Nel-

moisture from the air. The sec-

absorbir

sampling flasks by manual, compressed air,

Dy

with alternate stretchers in vertical

alinement, AISI, No. 24.

Dutch drop. A haulaKe term used at Anaconda, Mont., for flying switch. Fay.

Dutch kiln. An early type of updraft intermittent kiln for the firing of bricks; it
had a number of small chimneys in the
roof. Dodd.

dust-suppression man. A man employed in
coal mines to apply measures to allay coal
dust on mine roadways and along the coal
faces. He may also be in charge of dust

dutch mattress. A mattress constructed of
timber and reed to protect a riverbed or

dust-suppresslon system. With this system,
dust can be suppressed before it becomes
airborne. A series of nozzles discharge a

dutch oven. A combustion chamber built

materially reduce the amount of water or
other liquids necessary to saturate fly ash
and eliminate dust. The compound also
aids in the diffusion of the liquid dust

Dutch sieve bend. Stationary screen with
close-spaced wedge wire bars across wet

suppression in rock cirivages. See also rock
dust. d. Nelson.

chemical compound in a fine spray to

suppressant, allowing it to penetrate deeper
into the material. This system can be used

slabed from scour. Ham.

Dutck metal. Low brass, especially in the
form of foil; imitation gold leaf. Also

called Dutch leaf ; Dutch gold. Webster 3d.

outside and connected with a furnace. HW
See also forechamber.
Dutch penetrometer. See penetrometer. Long.

pulp feed, set around arc of circle. Pryor, 3.
Dutch State mines process. A sink-float pro-

cess used principally for coal cleaning.
The process uses a water suspension of
loess (a natural claylike material) in

at any point in the handling of bulk
materials, wherever dust is a hazard. Bests,
P. 597.

dusttight. A case so constructed that dust

will not enter the enclosure. ASA M2. 1-

special trough-tylie

painted in colors (usually in blue) with
inscriptions and designs; often used for

1963.

dust trap. An appliance for the dry collection

of dust during drilling in rock. The rock
chippings, dust, and air are sucked from
the borehole through a rubber hose to a

decorating chimney pieces and firepinces.
Standard, 1964.

warp wire, over the second and third warp

wires, under the fourth and

fifth, etc.

Henderson.

tubes penetrating the ice to a depth of

eter. A.G.I. b. A pit in glacier or sea

duty. a. A measure of the effectiveness of a
steam engine, usually. ,expressed in the
number, of foot-pounds (or kilogrammeters) of useful work obtained from a
given quantity of fuel. Fay,h.:Of a Cornish
pumping engine, the number of pounds of

and sink down into the ice. A.G.I.
dust wetting agent. Chemical compounds
, which aid in the control of dry dusts such
as coal and silica help prevent explosions

That part of the ore which belongs to the
lord or owner of the mine, usually every
thirteenth dish. See also due. Fay.
duty , cycle. For electric resistance' welding

They range in size from tubelets which
would scarcely more than admit a lead
pencil up to wells a foot or more in diam-

ice produced when small dark particles
on the ice surface are heated by sunlight

and respiratory injury to workers. These
compounds are of two types. One kind is
used in a ,dry state and controls dust by

cubic yards of gravel that can be broken
down and sent through the sluice by 1

miner's inch of water for 24 hourc. It

depends upon the height of the bank, the
character of the gravel and the bedrock,
the grade of the bedrock, the type of
sluice, and the pressure of the water. In
well-rounded gravel without large stones,
the duty of the miner's inch is from 41/2
to 6 cubic yards of gravel for 24 hours,
Under less favorable conditions, the duty

may range from 2.8 to 4.6 cubic yards
for 24 hours: Lewis, p. 387.

duty ore. Corn. The landlord's share of the

ore. Fay.
duxite. A dark brown, opaque resin from the
lignite at Dux, Bohemia. Similar to muckite, walchowite, and neudorfite. A.G.I.
D-valve. A valve used to control the admission and exhaust of steam in the cylinders
of some steam engines. API Glossary.
DVM creep limit. Stress producing a creep
rate not exceeding 10" millimeters per

millimeter per hour in the 25th to 35th
hour. Osborne.

DVM test piece. An impact test piece designed for use at low temperatures. It is

55 millimeters times 10 millimeters times
10 millimeters and carries a rounded notch

3 millimeters deep and 2 millimeters in
diameter.,Osborne.

dwarf Brinell tester. A portable ball hard-

ness tester in which.the load is applied by

means of a 'vice or lever. It carries a

Special lens for measuring the diameter of
the impression and from which the Brinell

hardness value can be read directly. Osborne.
dwarf wall. Walls or partitions which do

Dwight-Lloyd machine. Sintering machine
in which feed moves continuously on
articulated grates pulled along by chains
in belt-conveyor fashion. Controlled com-

duttonite. A vanadium hydroxide, VO(OH) 2

.

S. V., p. 95.

duty of the miner's inch. The number of

the third and fourth warp wires, and the
second shute wire crosses under the first

dust well. a. Perhaps the most interesting
feature of the surface of the glacier (Igloodahonuyne glacier) was its numerous

6 to 8 inches, or occasionally a little more.

the nature of the gravel bedrock, head of
water obtainable, size of jet, etc. Griffith,

not extend to the ceiling; also, interior
walls between the topmost ceiling level

weave in which the first shute wire crosses
over the first and second warp wires, under

the dust is extracted through the hollow
drill rods. See also C.P. Hemborn dust
extractor; Holman dust extractor ; wet

dust wells, a phenomenon which Nordenskjold brought pointedly to public attention some years since. They ate cylindrical

such as the height of the gravel banks,

dutch twill. A type of wirc cloth weave; a

drum-type container with filters. The drum
is discharged and the filters renewed
periodically. In some of the newer types,

drill. Nelson.

separators provided

with drag conveyors. E.C.T., v. 7, p. 297.
Dutch tile. A flat enameled earthenware tile

varies considerably with local conditions,

or V,04.2H20; monoclinic; minute pale-

brown scales; pseudoorthorhombic. An alteration product of rnontroseite in , sandstone from Colorado. Spencer 21, M.M.,
1958.

.

,

,

and the finished roof level. ACSG.

bustion on these grates causes the minerals
to sinter. Pryor, 3.
Dwight-Lloyd process. Blast roasting in which
air currents are drawn downward through
the ore mass. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Dwight-Lloyd roaster. A multihearthed cir-

cular furnace, through which horizontal
.rabbles revolve and move the 'feed across
each hearth,' so- that it falls peripherally to
the- one below and then 'works 'inward to
central discharge for next hearth below.
Rising' heat and air prcivide the roasting
'conditions. Pryor, 3.'

water raised I.. foot high with a. consumption of 112 , pounds of coal. Fay. c. Derb.

Dwight-Lloyd sintering. See Dwight-Lloyd

equipment, the percentage of time that
current flows during a specified period. ,

. by a flocculent colloidal structure. Tom-

ASM,Gloss.

`

girk

process. Bennett 2d, 1962.

dy; dytorn dyjord. Swedish name for reddish sapropel (organic ooze) formed by
precipitation of humic' substances from
brown-colored water. It is characterized
keieffi 1654.

Dy Chemical symbol for dysprosium. Hand-

dynamothermal metamorphism
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book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1.

dynamic electrode potential. The electrode
potential measured when current is passing between the electrode and the elec-

two well-marked subdivisions. Fay.

dynamic geology. Dealing with the causes

Dyas. The Permian series of strata in part
of Western Europe where it comprises
dye absorption; dye penetration. A test for
porosity in ceramic products that are
nominally non-porous. It is applied, for
example, to porcelain insulators for which
British Standard 137 stipulates that there
shall be no sign of dye penetration after
a fractured specimen has been immersed
for 24 hours in a 0.5 percent solution of
fuchsine in alcohol under a pressure of

trolyte. Lowenheim.

and processes of geological change. A.G.I.

dynamic head. a. That head of fluid which
would statically produce the pressure of
a given moving fluid. Standard, 1964. b.
Total pressure measured in head. Strock,
10.

dynamic load. a. An alternating or variable
load. Osborne. b. See live load. Long.

2,000 per square inch. Dodd.

dynamic loading. Loading from units (particularly machinery) which, by virtue of
their movement or vibration impose

a more valuable stone. Usually fade or

stresses in excess of those imposed by their
dead load. Taylor.
dynamic magnification. Factor indicating

dyed stones. Minerals which are artificially
dyed to improve their color or to imitate
discolor. Shipley.

dye line print. A contact print which has

the magnification as a function of V, the

dye penetrant. Penetrant with dye added to
make it more readily visible under normal
lighting conditions. ASM Gloss.
dye penetrant inspection. Used for detecting
surface porosity or cracks, more particularly in nonmagnetic substances. The part
to be examined is cleaned and coated

periods of vibration of the ground and the

dynamic metamorphism. Metamorphism pro-

dye which is still held in the defects and

dynamic method. See Young's modulus of

dye penetration. See dye absorption. Dodd.
Dyer method. A procedure for shaping the
socket of a clay sewer-pipe. Dodd.

dynamic meter. The specific work unit, 10'
dyne centimeters per gram, necessary to
lift the unit mass 1 meter agairst the force

dyestone. See Clinton ore. Fay.
dyestone fossil. Same as dyestone; fossil ore.
Fay.

dynamic penetration test. See penetration

largely replaced the blueprints. Pryor, 3.

with a dye which penetrates any small
cracks or openings. The surface is then
wiped clean and coated with a white
powder. The dry powder soaks up the
thereby indicates their position. Ham.

dyestone ranges. Applied to the outcrop of
Clinton iron ores extending through Mary-

land, Virginia, West Virginia, and into
Tennessee. Fay.

dying out. Applied to veins that gradually

get narrower and narrower until they
cease entirely. Also called tailing out. Fay.

dying shift. The graveyard or night shift.
Pryor, 3.

dyke. The British spelling of dike. See also
dike. Hess.
dyking. See diking. Schieferdecker.

dYn Abbreviation for dyne. BuMin Style
Guide p. 59.

Dynamagnite. Dynamite with magnesia alba
as absorbent. Bennett 2d, 1962.

dynamic. Forces tending to produce motion.
Nichols.

dynamic balance. A condition of rest created

by equal strength of forces tending to
move in opposite directions. Nichols.

dynamic braking. A method of retarding an

electric winder or haulage in which a
direct current is injected into the alternat-

ing-current winder motor stator during
the deceleration period; the motor then

acts as an alternator and the negative load
of the winding cycle is absorbed as electric
power and wasted as heat in the controller.
Compared with reverse current braking, it
saves power, but the energy dissipated in
braking is again wasted in the rotor resistance. See also electric braking. Nelson.
dynamic creep. Creep that occurs under con.

ditions of fluctuating load or fluctuating

temperature. ASM Gloss.
dynamic damping. Usually found in seismo-

graphs or seismometers where damping
of motion is desired that is in proportion

to the velocity of the moving mass. A.G.I.

indicator magnification, T and T,. the

vibratory stress. Osborne.

dynamic stress. Stress which is suddenly
applied and thus tends to produce motion
in the part under test, as in the Izod test.

Osborne.
dynamite. a. An industrial explosive which
is detonated by blasting caps. The principal explosive ingredient is nitroglycerin
or specially sensitized ammonium nitrate.
Diethyleneglycol dinitrate, which is also ex-

plosive, is often added as a freezing point

depressant. A dope, such as good pulp,

and an antacid, as calcium carbonate, are
also essential. See also blasting gelatin.
CCD 6d, 1961. b. A general term relating
to explosives in which the principal constituent, nitroglycerin, is contained within
an absorbent substance. B.S. 3618. 1964,
sec. 6. c. Nitroglycerin absorbed in kieselguhr, a powerful blasting explosive. Originally contained 75 perecnt nitroglycerin.
Pryor, 3. d. A composition of detonating

pendulum respectively, and a factor related to the damping. This factor is not
constant as it depends on both periods of

character containing nitroglycerin. Detonat-

decker.

and which are not dynamite. There are
other compositions of matter containing
nitroglycerin which are not dynamite, but
we cannot have a dynamite which does
not contain nitroglycerin. The strength

vibration (the resonance effect). Schiefer-

duced exclusively or largely by rock deformation, principally folding and faulting. Synonym for dynamometamorphism.
A.G.I.

elasticity. Lewis, p. 566.

of gravity. Hy.
test. Nelson.

dynamic pUe formula. A formula by which
the safe load on a pile is calculated from
the energy of the hammer blow and the
penetration of the pile under each blow.

ing character is used with intention, because nitroglycerin enters into the com-

position of mixtures which are propellants,

varies according to the percentage of nitroglycerin contained. At present the absorbents are fibrous organic materials; oxy-

genating compounds added to the nitroglycerin also have some absorbtive power.

Frequently called giant powder. Fay. e.
To charge with dynamite. Webster 3d. f.

To blow up or shatter with dynamite.
Webster 3d.

dynamite gelatin. Dynamite made by gelatinizing the nitroglycerin with collodion
cotton before the addition of the absorbent.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

Hiley's formula is of this type. Ham.

dynamiter. One who uses, or is in favor of
using, dynamite or similar explosives for

method. In this method, a series of outboard engines are mounted on opposite
sides of the vessel to give it extreme ma-

unlawful purposes. Fay.
dynamo. A machine for converting mechanical energy into electrical energy by magnetoelectric induction. A dynamo may also
be used as a motor. Webster 2d.
dynamo exploder. A powerful exploder usu-

dynamic positicining. A deep water drilling

neuverability. Position is maintained by

automatic centering in a circle of sonar
reflectors placed around the drilling target, either on the bottom or suspended
by taut wire buoys. Several drilling ships
are now equipped with this facility. In-

stitution Of Mining and Metallurgy, Symposium on Opencast Mining, Quarrying,
and Alluvial Mining, London, 16-19 November 1964, Paper 7, p. 5.
dynamic regional metamorphism. Metamorphism which results in the formation
of metamorphic rocks, such as schist and
gneisses. Lewis, p. 604.
dynamics. Mathematics

concerned

with

forces not in equilibrium and therefote,

exhibiting free 3r potential energy. Electro-

dynamics has to do wit% electrons; tIrrmodynamics, with atoms and molecules.
Particle dynamics is that of moving
masses. Pryor, 3.

dynamic similarity. This principle states that
if a scale model of an hydraulic structure

operates at a speed corresponding pre-

cisely with that of the full size structure,
then resistance, R, density, d, length, 1,
and velocity, v, are related as follows:
RI
di x 1 x vi!
.

It1

See also dimensional

CIS X l? X v2

analysis. Ham,

dynamic strength. Resistance to impact or

s
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ally operated by a vertical rack, which,
on a downward movement, drives an
armature. At the end of the stroke of the
rack bar an internal short-circuiting device

opens and the current generated by the

rapidly revolving armature passes into the
shot-firing circuit. Two exploders in com-

mon use, Nobel's 30-shot and the Army

Mk VII, operate in this way. See also
exploder. Nelson.

dynamogranite. Augen gneiss containing
much microline and orthoclase. A.G.I.
dynamometamorphism. Same as dynamic
metamorphism. Fay.

dynamometer. Appliance used in engineer-

- ing to measure power either as output,

input, or transitional. Pryor, 3.
Dynamon. A permissible explosive of the ammonium nitrate group. Stoces, v. I, p. 119.

Jynamo steel sheet. Sheet made from steel
of low hystersis loss (for example, silicon
steel), as used in the manufacture of
transformers and other electrical ma-

chinery. Osborne.
dynamothermal. Pertaining

to

processes

within the earth involving pressure and
heat that bring about changes in rocks.

Bateman.
dynamothermal metamorphism.

Metrunor.
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phism resulting from combined effects of
heat and directed pressure. A.G.I.
dyne. The fundamental unit of force in the
centimeter-gram-second (cgs) system; the
force which, applied to a mass of 1 gram
second, would give it a velocity of
for
centimeter per seconu. It equals about

Zimmerman, pp. 15, 64, 132. b. Symbol

1

1

1.02

milligrams, or about 1/64 grain.

Standard, 1964.
Dynobel No. 2. A high strength, low density
permitted explosive; no water resistance.

It is used for coal blasting in a machinecut seam of medium hardness in dry conditions. Nelson.

dyscrasite. A natural antimonide of silver,
AgsSb;

color and

streak,

silver-white ;

luster, metallic; usually tarnished ; Mohs'
hardness, 3.5 to 4; specific gravity, 9.74;
found in Germany, France, and Canada.

An ore of silver. CCD 6d, 1961.

dyscrystalline. Descriptive of igneous rocks
whose mineral grains are too small to be
seen without a microscope, refers to the
groundmass of a porphyry. A.G.I. Supp.
dysluite. Zinc-managanese-iron, brownish
gahnite from Massachusetts and New Jersey. Shipley.
dysodile. A fine-textured carbonaceous sedi-

for kinematic elasticity. Zimmerman, p. 40.

sound-energ7 density. Zimmerman, p. 99.
q. Abbreviation for estimate; estimated;
estimated ceiling height. Zimmerman, pp.
42, 440. r. Abbreviation for engine; engi-

merman, p. 40. d. Abbreviation for energy.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. F-95. e. Abbreviation for

neer; engineering. Webster 3d; Zimmerman, p. 41. a. Abbreviation for equatorial;
equatorial air mass. Zimmerman, pp. 6,
42. t. Abbreviation for enamel. Zimmer-

breviation for evaporation. Zimmerman, p.
42. g. Symbol for partial pressure of water

entrance. Webster 3d. w. Abbreviation for

c. Abbreviation for electron; symbol for
the charge of an electron; electronic
charges. BuMin Style Guide, p. 59; Zim-

erg. GPO Style Manual, p. 157. f. Abvapor. Zimmerman, pp. 118, 425. h.

Symbol for quantity of electricity, especially of an electrostatic charge. Zimmerman, p. 87. i. Symbol for single electrode
potential. Zimmerman, p. 40. j. Symbol

for terminal voltage between lines; instantaneous value of an alternating voltage. Zimmerman, pp. 107, 117. k. Ab-

breviation for efficient; efficiency. Webster

I. As a subscript, the symbol for
effective. Zimmerman, p. 378. m. Abbreviation for eccentricity of application of
load; symbol for the eccentricity of a curve
and of a conic section. Zimmerman, pp.
39, 129. n. Abbreviation for exposure.
Web er 3d. o. Abbreviation for error.

3d.

Webster 3d.

ment deposited in deep water under an-

e a. Symbol for an electronic charge; elec-

dysprosium. A rarc earth element or lan-

sign to that of an l!le ct ron. The symbol
e (minus e) is used to denote the negative charge of the electron. Zimmerman,

aerobic conditions. A.G.I. SupP.

thanide having atomic number 66. A lustrous silvery metal; hexagonal; valence,
3 ; atomic weight, 162.50; specific gravity,
8.536; melting point, 1,465° to 1,505° C;
boiling point, 2,600° C; reacts slowly with
water ; and is soluble in dilute acids.
Symbol, Dy. See also rare earth metals.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-108,

B-1 74.

dysprosium oxide; dysprosla. A rare earth
oxide ; white; Dy203; isometric; spccific

tronic charge equal to and opposite in

p. 152, 155, 169. b. Symbol for the base of
the natural (Naperian) system of loga-

rithms, being the xth root of the expression 1 + x, as x approaches the limit 0,
and having the approximate numerical

value 2.7182818+. Zimmerman, pp. 145,
151. c. Symbol for kinematic elasticity.
Zimmerman, p. 185. d. Symbol-for the co-

efficient of resilience; coefficient of restitution. Zimmerman, p. 152, 1964. c. Symbol
of quantity of electricity, especially an elec-

gravity, 7.81 (at 27° C) ; and melting
trostatic charge. Zimmerman, p. 171. f.
point, 2,340° ± 10° C. Used as a nuclearWith subscript, the symbol for single elecreactor control-rod component and a neutrode potential. Zimmerman, p. 171.
tron-density indicator. Lee; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. e- Prefix denoting absence or lack of; for
example, estriate means not striated. A.G.I.
B-174.
dystome spar. Synonym for datolite. Fay.
E a. Abbreviation for east; eastern. BuMin
dystomic. Having an imperfect fracture or
b. Abbreviation for earth. Webster 3d. c.
cleavage. Fay.
Chemical symbol fi,.st suggested for Eindysynbribite. A name given by C. U. Shepard
steinium, but Es has replaced it. CCD, 6d,
to a mineral or rock in St. Lawrence
1961. d. Abbreviation for energy; symbol
County, N.Y., which contains a hydrated
for internal energy for any weight; insilicate of aluminum and potassium and
trinsic energy for any weight. Zimmeris related to pinite; the name means hard
man, pp. 41, 58, 59. e. With subscript k,
to crush. Compare parophite. Fay.
as Ek, the symbol for kinetic energy and
dzhalindite. A yellow-brown alteration prodwith subscript p, as E9, the symbol for
potential energy. Zimmerman, p. 41. f.
-ict of indite, In(OH)s. See also indite.
Abbreviation for elasticity; symbol for
Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
Young's modulus of elasticity; Young's
dzhezkazganite. An incompletely described
mineral from the Dzhezkazgab copper ores,
modulus; modulus of elasticity. Webster
3d; Zimmerman, pp. 40, 121. g. Symbol
Kazakhstan, U.S.S.R., containing 40 to 50
for oxidation-reduction potential. Webster
percent rhenium and 15 to 20 percent
3d. h. Symbol for electrode potential and
copper, probably an alloy or a sulfide; apwith a subscript, the symbol for single
pears to be amorphous to X-rays. Named
electrode potential. Zimmerman, p. 40.
from the locality. Hey, M.M., 1964.
i. Symbol for the electromotive force
dzhu. Corn. To cut ahead on one side of a
of voltaic cells. Zimmerman, p. 40. j.
face, so as to increase the efficiency of
Symbol for voltage; for terminal voltage
blasting on the remainder. See also dissubetween lines; direct or effective value of
ing; hulk, a. Fay.
an alternating voltage. Zimmerman, pp.
107, 117. k. Symbol for electric intensity;
electric field strength. Zimmerman, pp.

e a. Symbol for the base of the natural
(Naperian) system of logarithms, being
the xth root of the expression 1 + x, as x
approaches the limit 0, and having the
approximate numerical value 2.7182818+.

earth

154, 156.1. Symbol for illumination. Zsmmerman, p. 56. m. Abbreviation for evaporation; evaporativity. Zimmerman, pp. 42,
n. Abbreviation for eccentricity.
Webster 3d. o. Symbol for entrainment
ratio. Zimmerman, p. 42. p. Symbol for

424,

man, p. 214. u. Abbreviation for edge.
Zimmerman, p. 237. v. Abbreviation for
end, for example, E in E to E for end to
end. Zimmerman, p. 202. x. Symbol for
sleet. Zimmerman, p.98.

E a. Symbol for energy; energy in general;

total energy; intrins% energy. Zimmerman,
pp. 145, 155, 170. . With the subscript

k, as Ek, the symbol for kinetic energy;
the symbol for
potential energy; and with the subscript
v as E., the symbol for energy of vibra-

with the subscript p, as E

tion. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. F-98; Zimmerman, p.
155. c. Symbol for sound-energy density.

Zimmerman, p.

189.

d.

Symbol for

Youngs' modulus of elasticity; Young's
modulus; modulus of elasticity. Zimmerman, pp. 160, 167, 366. e. Symbol for

electromotive force; electromotive force of
voltaic cells. Enclosed in parentheses, as
(E), also a symbol for electromotive force.

Zimmerman, pp. 155, 171, 258. f. With
subscript, the symbol for single electrode
potential. Zimmerman, p. 171. g. Symbol
for direct voltage; effective value of an
alternating voltage. Zimmerman, p. 148.
h. Symbol for evaporation. Zimmerman, p.
148. i. Symbol for illumination ; illuminance
or the amount of illumination. Zimmerman,
pp. 158,190.

eaglestone. A concretionary nodule of clay
ironstone about the size of a walnut that
the ancients believed an eagle takes to her
nest to facilitate egg-laying. Webster 3d.
Same as aetite. Fay.

ear. a. The inlet or intake of a fan. Fay.

b. Derb. A small iron loop or ring fixed
on the sides of tubs, etc. to which side
chains are attached. Fay.

miring. The formation of scallops (ears)

around the top edge of a drawn part caused
by differences in the directional properties
of the sheet metal used. ASM Gloss.

earlandite. A pale yellow to white hydrated

calcium citrate, Ca3(C611507) .4H20. Finegrained nodules. In the seeiments of Weddell Sea, Antarctica. English.

early magmatic deposits. Deposits of magmatic origin formed during the early
stages of magma solidification. Bateman.
early magmatic ore deposit. Straight magm?dc deposits resulting from ore (mineral) crystallization and accumulation dur-

ing a stage earlier than the crystallization of the rock silicates. Schieferdecker.
ears. The crosspiece forming two projections,
one on each side of a sprag, near to the

handle. The ears prevent the sprag, or
drag, which is used to lock the wheeh of

tubs or trains on inclines, from falling
through the spokes. C.T.D.

ear shell. The popular name for Haliotis.
See also abalone. Shipley .

earth. a. The solid matter of the globe in
distinction from water and air; the
ground; the firm land of the earths' surface. Fay. b. Loose material of the earth's
surface; the disintegratee particles of solid

matter in distinction from rock. Fay. c.

Material which can be removed and handled economically with pick and shovel

or by hand, or which can be loosened and
removed with a power shovel. A.G.I. d.
See soil. e. Soft shaly or clayey ground
when sinking through the coal measures.
Fay. f. See ground.

earth amber. A term rarely used to distinguish mined amber from sea amber.

Also to describe amber, the outer portion
of which has deteriorated in luster, trans-

parency, and color. Shipley.

earth auger. a. A hand-boring tool for testing
clays, soils or shallow deposits. See also
auger. Nelson. b. A dry-sampling device
consisting of a helical-fluted rod encased

by a cylindrical tube. The fluted rod is

earth wave
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earth

designed to cause the supply to a circuit
or system to be interrupted when the leak-

age current to earth exceeds a predetermined value. Also called earth leakage

protection. B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.
earth fault tester. An apparatus used to pre-

water.

vent or reduce current leakage to the
ground when blasting in conducting ore

bodies, in wet shale or clay, and in underblasting, especially i n salt water.
The apparatus has no battery and can be
used when loading the hole to check if the
conducting wires have become damaged
during this operation. Langefors, pp. 145146.

equipped with cutting edges, and the
cuttings collect and are retained within
the tube. Long.

earth flax. An early name for asbestos. See

keie fj, 1954.

earth foam. The mineral aphrite. A foliated
pearly variety of calcite near argentine.
The softer varieties approach chalk. Fay.
earthing a conductor. Establishing an electrical connection between a conductor and
the earth. An important safeguard in electrical installations. Nelson.

earth balsam. A variety of asphalt. Tom-

earth borer. An auger for boring into the
ground, working in a cylindrical box to

retain the cut earth until the tool is with-

drawn. Standard, 1964.

earth coal. a. A name sometimes given to
lignite. An earthy brown coal. Fay. b.
Mineral coal, as distinguished from charcoal. Webster 3d.

earth color. A pigment of mineral origin;
for example, red iron oxide. Bennett 2d,
1962.

earth current. A light electric current ap-

parently traversing the earth's surface but
which in reality exists in a wire grounded

at both ends, due to small potential diferences between the two points at which

the wire is grounded. Standard, 1964.
earth dam. One built of gravel, earth, broken
rock, sand, silt with impervious clay core
or facing. Pryor, 3.

also amianthus. Fay.

earthflow. A combination of slump and
mudflow. Leet.

earthing system. An electrical

which all the conductors are earth. Nelson.

earth leakage protection. A protective system which operates as a result of leakage
of current from electrical machines to
earth. For electrical apparatus in mines,
the usual method of leaking protection is
known as the core balance system. This
depends for its action on the balance of
the currents in three phases. When a fault
occurs, the balance is disturbed and the
resulting magnetic effect in the transformer core induces a current in the secondary circuit, so energizing the tripping
coil and operating the tripping mechanism
on the circuit breaker. It may be operated

earth din. An earthquake. Standard, 1964.
earth drill. An auger. Nichols.

earthed. Means connecting to the general
mass of earth in such a manner as will
ensure at all times an immediate dis-

charge of electrital energy without danger.
Nelson. See also grounded.

earthed system. Electrically, one with one
neutral point or pole connected to earth.
Pryor, 3.
earthenware clay. A plastic, fine textured
clay, nearly free from lime and gypsum
(as they cause blistering) ; air shrinkage
less than 8 percent; slakes in a few minutes or requires grinding which is usually
too expensive; no cracking in air; tensile
strength, 125 pounds per square inch, or
more; incipient vitrification reached between cones 010 and 05; vitrification at
least two cones higher; color, burned
usually, not important unless very bad;
fire shrinkage, 9 percent maximum. Hess.
earthfail. A landslide. Webster 3d.
earth fault. Electrical short circuit from live
conductor to earth. Pryor, 3.

earth fault latchout. A feature of an earth

fault protective system which requires the

earth fault relay to be manually reset.
B.S. 3618, 1965, sec.7.

earth fault lockout system. An electrical

system whereby a circut is monitored to
prevent application or restoration of sup-

by a leakage current as low as 5 percent

of the full load current of tthe circuit.
Nelson.

earth metal. A metal whose oxide is classed
as an earth. Webster 3d.
earth movement. A differential movement of
the earth's crust ; elevation or subsidence
of the land. Webster 3d.
earth-moving plant. A vast variety of conwhich includes
struction equipment,
various forms of dozers, excavators, scrapers, scarifiers, and graders. Oversize pneumatic tires, diesel engines, and hydraulic
or compressed air servo devices have con-

tributed greatly to advanced designs in

ing the insulation fault at low, voltage
without polarization. This instrument is

more informative in checking detonators in

loaded holes than the insulation meter.

Langefors, p. 146. .
earth fault protection. A system of protection

the earth,

setup by a

transient disturbance of the elastic equilib-

rium of a portion of the earth. A.G.I.

earthquake period. The period during which
a district is subjected to earthquake shock
without any long pause. Ham.
earthquake-proof constructions. Buildings of
sufficiently strong construction to withstand
even heavy shocks. Schieferdecker.

earthquake regipn. Area in which the earthquake is observed. Schieferdecker.

earthquake sounds. Sounds in air generated
by earthquake waves of audible frequencies. Leet.

earthquake waves. The wave motions, in the

materials of the earth, originating at the
seismic focus; seismic waves. Chan:nor.

earth return circuit. A telegraphic circuit
using one transmisison wire, the return
current passing through the earth and
thereby encountering a low resistance.
C.T.D.
earth's crust. The external part of the earth,
accessible to geological investigation. The
use of this term does not necessarily im-

ply that the rest of the earth is not also
solid. Fay.

earth sculpture. See land sculpture. Fay.
earths, green; terre verte. Collective name for

various pale bluish-green earths formed by
the disintegration of minerals principally
those of the hornblende type. Used as pigments. They are somewhat deficient in

body and intensity of hue and are now
largely replaced by manufactured pigments. CCD 6d, 1961.

earth slide. A term applied to the downslope

movement of a part of an earth embanlcment when the distance moved is sufficient
to break up the blocks and pulverize the
earth enough so that the major 'Sart of the
moving mass moves in a somewhat fluid
manner. Compare earth slump. Bureau of
Mines Staft.

earth slope. The angle of superficial slope
naturally assumed by rock debris, earthy
detritus, etc. when piled up in mounds or
ridges. Stanclard,1964.

earth slump. A term applied to downslope
movement of part of an earth embankment
in blocklike masses without other apparent
deformation than the change in level.

Compare earth slide. Bureau of Mines

Staft.
earth's magnetic poles. Areas in the higher
latitudes where the lines of magnetic force
converge. Hy.

this field. Ham.

earth stone. A term sometimes applied to
mined amber to distinguish it from sea

sometimes termed "bone phosphate," de-

amber. Shipley.
earth-tide correction. There are two methods

earth of bone. Eng. A phosphate of lime
rived from bones by calcination. Fay.
earth oil. Same as petroleum. Webster 3d.

earth pillars. Synonym for hoodoos; pillar.
A.G.I.

earth pitch. Mineral tar, a kind of asp'salt.
Webster 2d.

earth pressure. The pressure or force exerted
by soil on any boundary. See also active
earth pressure; passive earth pressure; at
rest (earth pressure). ASCE PI826.

earth pulsation. A slow undulation of the
earth's crust so gradual and. slight as to
escape ordinary
1964.

ply if an earth fault exists. B.S. 3618,

1965, sec. 7.
earth fault meter. An instrument for measur-

system in

propagating in

observation. Standard,

earthquake. a. A local trembling, shaking,
undulating, .or sudden shock of the sur,

face of the earth, ,sometimes accompanied

by fissuring ,of by permanent change of
level. Earthquakes are most common in
volcanic regions, but often occur elsewhere. Fay. b. Groups of elastic waves

5

of correcting for the tidal effect. One is
to construct daily charts of the tidal variation in gravity with time from readings
on a stationary instrument and to correct
all readings in the field by means of such
charts. The other method is for the observ-

er to return to the base station so often

that earth-tide effects will be fully incorporated into the instrumental drift curve.
Dobrin pp. 234-235.
earth tilting. A slight movement or displacement of the surface of the ground as in
some forms of earthquakes. Fay.
earth tremor. A slight earthquake. Standard,
1964.

earth wave. Any. . elastic vibration of the
earth, either from natural causes such as
earthquakes and storms, or created artificially: by traffic blasting, seismic exploration, etc. Seismologists recognize two main

N

groups of earth waves: (1) body waves
which are propagated in all directions
through the elastic body of the earth, and
(2) surface waves which require discontinuities such as the rock-air interface at
the earth's surface for their propagation.
Body waves are of two types, P (for primary) compressional or longitudinal waves,

and S (for secondary) transverse or shear

waves. Among the surface waves arc a

variety of transverse and rotational types,
such as Rayleigh (R) , Love (Q), hydrodynamical, and coupled waves. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

earth wax. See ozocerite.

earthwork. An excavation or an artificial
banking of ground. Ham.

earthy. a. In mineralogy, roughish to the

touch ; dull and lusterless. Standard, 1964.
b. Consisting of minute particles loosely
aggregated; claylike, dull. Shipley.
earthy breccia. Proposed by Woodford for an
aggregate of angular fragments in which
rubble (diameter greater than 2 millimeters), sand, and silt clay are each present in proportion greater than 10 percent.
A.G.I.
earthy brown coal. A brown, friable mineral,
sometimes forming layers in beds of lignite.
In general, it is not a true coal, for a considerable part of it is soluble in ether and
benzol, and often in alcohol. See also leucopetrite; bathvillitc. Fay.

earthy calamine. An early name for hydrozincite. Fay.

earthy coal. See earth coal, a. Fay.
earthy cobalt. Asbolan, asbolite, black cobalt
oxide. Wad with up to 40 percent cobalt
oxide. Streak black and shining. Pryor, 3.
earthy fracture. A fracture resembling that
of a lump of hard clay. Fay.
earthy lead ore. A variety of cerussite. Fay.

earthy lignite. A lignite with no apparent

structure and is soft and friable. See also
woody lignite. Nelson.

earthy manganese. a. Wad. Hess. b. See bog
manganese. Bennett 2d, 1962.

easement. a. An incorporeal right existing
distinct from the ownership of the soil,

consisting of a liberty, privilege, or use of
another's land without profit or compensation; a right-of-way. Fay. b. A legalized
permission granted by the owner to allow
movement of drilling equipment across his
land and/or to allow borehole-drilling operations to be conducted thereon. Long.
c. Right, nrivilege, or grant of use legally
recognized, which affects ownership of land,

for example, a right-of-way. Pryor, 3. d. In
surveying, an easement curve is a transition
curve. Pryor, 3.
easement curve. Commonly known as a transition curve. Ham.

easer. One of a number of holes surrounding
the cut and fired immediately'after it. B.S.
3618, 1964, sec. 6.

easer holes. Holes drilled 'around the cut 'to
enlarge the cut area so that the trimmers
may break out the 'ground to the required
dimensions. The positioning and number of
the easer holes will depend upon the pat-

-"tern of the cut shots. McAdam II, pp.
124-12.5,

easing air. The air that is 'adMitted. through

the feed holes of an annular kiln' at one
stage in the firing of fletfon bricks;. the
purpose is to check the rapid rise of temperature coniequent on' the ignition of the
organic matter present in such brkks.
Dodd.

echelon; en echelon
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East African pearl. See African pearl. Shipley.

eastern method. See pick and dip.
casting. In surveying, departure or easterly
distance from a north-south survey line or
datum point. Pryor, 3.
Eastman survey instimment. Various models

of a particular make of mechanical and

photographic borehole-drift indicators; the
single-shot models are small enough to be
used in EX diamond-drill holes. See also
drift indicator. Long.

easy fired. Clayware, particularly earthenware, is said to be easy fired if it has been
fired at too low a temperature and/or for
too short a time. Dodd.

easy way. Scot. Easiest plane of splitting

in granite, Aberdeenshire. Compare hardway; second way. Arkell.
eat out. a. N. of Eng. To turn a heading or

holing to one side in order to mine the
coal on the other side of a fault v.:diout
altering the level course of the heading.
Fay. b. Said of a seam when the district
or working place reaches a fault, or the
boundary of old workings, or any other bar-

ren part of a mine. C.T.D.
eaves course; eaves tile. A course of special
size roofing tiles, eaves tiles, for use at the

eaves of a roof to obtain the correct lap.

Dodd.
eaves tiles. See caves course. Dodd.
Ebano. Trade name for a residual pitch from
Mexican petroleum. Fay.

ebb. Gr. Brit. Shallow; for example, a coal
seam is ebb when near the surface; the
shaft is ebb which is sunk to it. W Thster
3d: Fav.
ebb-and-flow structure. In sedimentary rocks,
a structure characterized by an alternation

of crossbedded and horizontally bedded
layers thought to be the result of deposi-

tion during the ebb and flow of tides.
A.G.I.

ebb channel. Tidal channel in which the ebb

currents arc stronger than the flood currents. Schieferdecker.

ebb current. The movement of the tidal
current away from shore or down a tidal
stream. Schieferdecker.

ebb tide. A nontechnical term referring to

that period of tide between high water and
the succeeding low water; falling tide.
Compare flood tide. A.G.I.
&bit. A nonstandard and now obsolete size
of core bit. Long.

eboulement. Fr. Adapted from the French
for sudden rock falls and earth slips in
mountainous regions. Fay.

ebuliscope. An instrument for observing the
boiling point of liquich, especially for
determining the alcoholic, strength of a

mixture by the temperature at which it
boils. Osborne.

ebullifion. The act, process, or state of boil-

inz or bubbling up. Webster 3d.
E casing. Never standard, and now an obso-,
,lete size of casing: See also Mesabi E cas,

ing. "Long.
eccentric. a.' A device for converting con,

,

,

tinuous Circular into reciprocating ,rectilinear motion, consisting of, a disk mounted out of center on a driv,ing shaft, and
surrounded by a collar or strap cOnneeted
with ,a rod. 'Rotation .of thedriving shaft
gives .the rod a back-and-forth motion.
Standard, 1964 b. A wheel or Cain with
an off-center axis of revolution. Nichols
c. A device used on engines far chinging
the rotary 'motion of the crankshaft' into
a' reciprocating motion on 'the slide valve

33*

Crispin d. Coupled rotating system in
which C.-Le two members are not coaxial,
so that they are rhythmically displaced to

a controlled extent at each revolution.
Pryor, 3.

eccentric bit. A modified form of chisel used
in drilling, in which one end of the cutting

edge is extended further from the center
of the bit than the other. The eccentric
bit renders underrearning unnecessary. It
is very useful in hard rock. Fay.

eccentric-bit load. A bit subjected to a load
unevenly distributed and concentrated on
one part of the perimeter of the bit face.
Also called eccentric-bit pressure; eccentric load; eccentric thrust. Long.
eccentric-bit pressure. See eccentric-bit load.
Long.

eccentricity. A bad or component of a load
normal to a given cross section of a member is eccentric with respect to that section
if it does not act through the centroid. The

perpendicular distance from the line of
action of the load to either principal central axis is the eccentricity with respect to
that axis. Ro.

eccentric load. A load imposed on a structural member at a point distant from the
center of the member, whureby a bending
moment is created equal to the load multiplied by the arm. Ham.
eccentric pattern. A mode of arranging dia-

monds set in the face of a bit in such a
manner as to have rows of diamonds
forming eccentric circles so that the path

cut by each diamond slightly
that of the adjacent stones.

overlaps
Compare

concentric pattern. Long.
eccentric press. A mechanical press in which
the eccentric and strap are used to move

the slide, rather than a crankshaft and

connection. ASM Gloss.
eccentric signal. Triangulation: Signal placed

at some point other than directly over

the triangulation station, and not in line
with the station and the instrument. Seelye, 2.

eccentric station. Triangulation : Point where

an instrument is placed for the measurement of horizontal angles when it is not
practicable to set up directly over the

actual station. Seelye, 2.
eccentric thrust. See eccentric-bit load, Long.

ecdemite. A bright yellow to green lead

chlorarsenite, perhaps Pbats207.2PbC12, oca mineral in erical or massive
curring

form and as an incrustation. Also called
heliophyllite. Fay.

ECE coal classification. This system utilizing
proximate analysis was devised by the Coal

Committee of the Economic Committee
for Europe. It, is based partly on the National Coal Board Code system and partly
upon the ASTM coal classification. The
parameters 'used are caking and coking
properties for coals containing less than
33 percent,of volatile matter, and calorific
value on the moist, ash-free basis (30° C,
96 percent humidity) for coals containing
more than 33 percent of volatile matter.
Francis, 1965,
P. 36.
echadero. Mex. Level place near a mine,
where ore Is cleaned, piled, weighed, and
loaded. Alio called patio'of the mine:Fay.
echar planing: Mex. Gobbing; packing; filling with waste material. Pay.

echelon; en echelon. An arrangement of
faults, veins, etc., in which' the individuals

are staggered like the treads of a stair'case. Ballard.
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echelon cell

edgewise structure

echelon cell. Wedge-shaped glass cell used

most cases, a maximum depth of about

edenite. A light-colored aluminous magne-

echelon faults. Separate faults having parallel but steplike trends; the group having

ness of about two feet. The minimum

On) (OH,F)2; monoclinic. A variety of the
mineral hornblende. Dana 17.

in absorption spectrography. Pryor, 3.

one more or less general direction but

with the individuals parallel to each other
and at an angle to that direction. Thought

to be the result of torsion in a region of

differential diastrophism. A.G.I.

Echinodermata. The thorny skins, such as
starfish, sea urchins, and sea lilies. These
creatures have a nervous system as well
as a sort of stomach. Mason, V. 1, p. 26.
echinold. One of a group of invertebrates (a
class of the echinodermata) which includes
the sea urchines and their close allies.
A.G.I.

echo. An acoustic signal which has been

reflected or otherwise returned with suffi-

cient magnitude and time delay to be
detected as a signal distinct from that
directly transmitted. Hy.

4,000 feet is taken, and a minimum thick-

varies according to
quality and workability. Nelson.
economic geology. a. The science of locating
and processing ores. Hurlbut b. Study of
economic thickness

minerals in connection with their utility
and possible profitable extraction. Also,

study of earth and rocks as these effect

echo ranging. Locating underwater objects
by sending sound pulses into water. Target
range is derived by mewaring transit time
of sound pulse. Hy.
echo sounder. In oceanography, a sounding

apparatus, used in sea water, for determining autoraatically the depth of sea
beneath a ship. It makes use of echo

delay, and i! operated generally by transmitting an impulse of sound and obtain-

ing an indication of the time elapsing

before the return d the echo. C.T.D.
eckermannite. An dkali-amphibole, Na4Mg2-

AlFe"(Si4011)2(0,0H,F)s, containing
11.30 percent Na20, 2.41 percent K20;
from Norra Karr, Sweden. Spencer 17,
M.M., 1946.

eckrIte. A variety of soda-amphibole near
arfvedsonite in its optical characters but
near glaucophane in chemical composition. From Eqe, W!st Greenland. Spencer
19. M.M., 1952.

ecliptic. The apparent yearly path of the
sun in the heavens. Gordon.
eclogite. A coarse-grained, deep-seated ultramafic rock, consisting essentially of garnet

(almandine-pyrope) and pyroxene (om-

phacites). C.T.D.
ecology. The study of animals and plants to
gain knowledge regarding their environ-

ment. The knowledge is also helpful to
the mining geologist. Nelson.

economic boiler. An improved form of the
Lancashire boiler, in which the hot gases

econ nine mineral. Any mineral having a
commercial value. See also ore. Fay.

economic ratio. The ratio betwcen steel and
concrete in reinforced concrete work, which
allows the safe strength of both to be
developed. Nelson.

economic stripping ratio. A ratio that indicates the economics of opencast mining.

the ore per ton in pounds; B equals the
production costs per ton of ore through

A

B

. The ratio is a limiting one, for only
if the overall stripping ratio is
C
less than that given by the formula will

the pit be profitable. For a steeply inclined ore body the ratio will rise to an
uneconomic figure fairly rapidly as the

ratio of waste to ore increases. Nelson.
economizer. An arrangement to preheat the
feedwater before it enters the steam boiler.
The water flows through a bank of tubes
placed across the flue gases as they leve
the boiler. Nelson.

economy brick. A brick whose nominal
dimensions are 4 x 4 x 8 inches. ACSG.
ecoshatigraphy. The study and classification

of stratified rocks with respect to their

origin and environment of deposition.
A.G.I. Supp.
eddy. A circular movement of water. Eddies
may be formed where currents pass ob-

structions or between two adjacer t currents vowing counter to each other. Hy.
eddy-current brake. Arrangement by which
internal currents are induced in a mass
of metal as it moves relative to a magnetic field. Pryor, 3.

eddy-current testing. A nondestructive testing method in which eddy-current flow is
induced in the test object. Changes in
the flow caused by variations in the object

are reflected into a nearby coil or coils

for subsequent analysis by suitable instrumentation and techniques. ASM Gloss.
eddy flow. See turbulent flow. Ham.
eddy los& Energy lost by eddies as distinct
from that lost by friction. Ham.
eddy markings. Circular or semicircular

markings on bedding planes that may

either by concentric or overlap. Pettijohn.
eddy rock. York. Quarrymen's and 'well

sinkers' term for false-bedded rocks. Arkell.
eddy's theorem. States that the bending

of combustion pass from the main furnace
flues through banks of small fire tubes.

moment at any point in an arch is equal

equal evaporation, it is only about half
the length of a Lancashire boiler. Nelson.
economic coal reserves. The reserves in coal
seams which are believed to be workable
with regard to thickness and depth. In

of thrust and the center line of the arch.

The boiler occupies less space and for

edge coal. a. Steeply inclined coal seams.
Nelson. b. Eng.; Scot. Highly inclined
An old name for a vertical coal seam. Also
called rearing mine. Tomkeieff, 1954.

to the k eti ne d metal stage, but excluding
the stripping costs; and C equals the
stripping costs per ton of overburden.
Thus, the economic stripping ratio equals

useful in locating sediment traps, drowned
river valleys, and in the case of submerged
beaches, geomorphic forms. Mero, pp. 20,
22.

which glass is drawn in the Pittsburgh
process. See also Pittsburgh process. Dodd.

geology. von Bernewitz.

and dissimilar rock contacts to a depth

sediment. The depth below sea level of
the contact between the unconsolidated
sediments and the bedrock or between
rocks of different densities can thus be
determined. The graphs are especially

deep and containing the slot through

seams of coal, or those having a dip greater

projects. Pryor, 3. c. The
practical application of geologic theories
to mining; really mining geology. See also

echogram. A graphic recording of various
sonic devices which shows ocean bottom
of 1,500 feet into the sediments. An echo
is generated by the primary sound impulse
at each marked change in density of the

edge bowl. A hollow bowl about 7 inches

engineering

It is based on: A equals the value of

profiles and delineates the bedding planes

sium-calcium amphibole, Ca2NaMg5(AlSi7-

to the product of the horizontal thrust

and the mertical distance between the line
Ham.

edelfall. A German term for a shoot of precious metal ore. Schieferdecker. ,
Edenian., Lower Cincinnatian. A.G.I. Supp.

than 30°. Also called edge seam. Fay. c.

Edge Coal Group. A subdivision of the
Lower Carboniferous rocks of the Midland

Valley of Scotland. So named from their
steep dip where they plunge underground,
off the Pentland anticline to form the

East Lothian coalfield. dow frequently
known as the Limestone Coal Group.

C.T.D.
edge dislocation. See dislocation. ASM Gloss.

edge joist. A joint between the edges of two
or more parallel or nearly parallele members. ASM Gloss.

edge lining. The painting, by hand or ma-

chine, of a colored line around the edge of
pottery. Dodd.

edge mill. An ore-grinding machine of the
Chile mill type. Webster 3d. Also called
edge runner and chaser. Fay.

edge preparation. The trimming of plate
edges by mechanical shearing or flame-

cutting equipment in prepat.ation for welding. Ham.
edger. a. The long piece c..: timber in a
wooden pillar or crib. See aiso crosspiece.

Fay. b. In forging, the portion of a die
which generally distributes the metal in
portions required for the shape to be

forged, usually a gathering operation. A
rolling edger shapes the stock into various
solids of revolution; a ball edger forms a
ball. ASM Gloss.

edge rails. Scot. Rails of rolled iron or steel

on the upper edge of which the

wheels

run. Fay.

edge-runner mill. A crushing and grinding
unit depending for its action on heavy
mullers, usually two in number, that rotate relative to a shallow pan which forms
the base; the pan bottom may be solid or

perforated. Compare end-runner mill. Dodd.

edge seam mining. The working of steeply
inclined coal seams, many features of
which are comparable to metal mining.
See also stope. Nelson,

edge skew. A brick modified so that one
side is inclined at an angle other than 90°
to the ends. A.R.!.

edgestone. A sandstone used for curbing,

sills, caps, and coping. AIME, p. 333.
edgewater. The water surrounding or bordering oil or gas in a pool. Edgewater usually
encroaches on a field after much of the oil
and gas has been recovered and the pressure has become greatly reduced. A.G.I.
edge well. A well so located as to be at the

edge of oil or gas accumulation or at the
edge of a lensed reservoir ; a well at or
near the contact of oil and/or gas and

water. A.G.1.
edge wheel. See edge mill. Fay.
edgewise conglomerate. A conglomerate consisting of small, flat pieces of (usually calcareous) rocks packed in such a manner
as to lie steeply inclined with reference to
the bedding plane of the stratum. A.G.I.
edgewise structure. An arrangement of more

effective screen aperture
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edgewise structure
or less tabular pebbles set at varying and
steep angles to the bedding; some such arrangements have been attributed to sliding. Pettijohn.

edging. a. In forming, reducing the flange
radius by retracting the forming punch a
small amount after the stroke but prior to
releasing the pressure. ASM Gloss. b. In
forging, removing flash that is directed upward between dies, usually accomplished
in a lathe. ASM Gloss. c. In rolling, work-

ing metal where the axis of the roll

is

parallel to the thickness dimension. ASM
Gloss. d. Grinding the edge of flat glass to
a desired shape or size. See also centering.
ASTM C162-66. e. An operation in
enamel work that improves the appearance
and utility of edges of porcelain-enameled
parts such as brushing the edges or applying black overspray on edges. The process

of removing dried cover coat from the

edge of a piece of ware to expose an underlying enamel. Edging may also denote
the application of colored enamel to the
edge after brushing. Enam. Dia.
edging brush. A stiff-bristled brush with
metal guide, used to remove bisque from
edges of ware before the firing operation.

through nearness to whin, the broken

edges of which show bright circular spots

morc or less distinct, like eyes. Fay.
effective acoustic center. The effective acous-

tic center of an acoustic generator is the

point from which the spherical sound
waves, observable at remote points, appear
to diverge. Hy.

effective area of an orifice. The cross sectional area of an orifice, through which
liquid flows, multiplied by the coefficient
of discharge, a constant depending upon

the shape of the orifice. Ham.
effective band width. In a measuring system,
selectivity responsive to energy distributed
in a spectrum, the effective band width is

given in terms of a hypothetical system

which satisfies two requirements: (1) over

its assigned frequency band it has a uniform response equal to the maximum response of the actual system; and (2) the
width of this uniform response band is
such that, if frequency is plotted to a
linear scale, the areas under the responsefrequency characteristics of the hypothetical and of the actual systems will be equal.
Hy.

edingtonite. A white, grayish-white or pink,

effective belt tension. That portion of the
total tension in a conveyor belt effective
in actually moving the loaded belt. It is

mineral, perhaps BaAl2SisOio+31.120. Fay.
edinite. Prase. Shipley.

side tension and slack side tension. The

ASTM C286-65.

hydrous barium and aluminum silicate

edisonite. a. Titanic acid, rutile, occurring in
golden-brown, orthorhombic crystals. Fay.

b. A name proposed for a mottled blue
turquoise. Shipley.

Edison magnetic separator. Early type of
machine in which ferromagnetic particles
falling past a magnet were relatively deflected. Pryor, 3.

Edison tl.ree-wire system. See three-wire system. Kentucky, p. 251.
edolite. A feldspar-mica-hornfels, sometimes
with cordicrite and/or andalusite. See also
astite; aviolite; hornfels; keralite; lyptynolite . proteolite seebenite. A.G.I.

E.D.T.A. method. This method for determining hardness of water which is based
on the use of disodium dihydrogen ethylene diamine tetraactetate is fundamen-

tally a colorimetrie test and is an advance
on the soap method. It gives more accurate results, is simple and quick to use and
requires no great skill. It also has the ad-

vantage of distinguishing accurately between calcium and magnesium hardness,
which is necessary for water treatment
control. cooper, pp. 378-379.

eduction pipe. The exhaust pipe from the
low-pressure cylinder to the condenser.
Fay.

eductor. A device for utilizing the cavitation produced at a pipe constriction. It is
a pump that is able to pump air as well as

water, using water as an operating medium. The eductor consists of a pipe orifice through which water is pumped at a
high velocity. Carson, p. 228.

often referred to as horsepower pull. Effective tension is the difference between tight
components which become effective tension

when added together include the effort to

move the load, the effort to rotate the

idlers, any snub or bend pulleys, and the
takeup assembly, to overcome the resistance created by any sag of the belt between idlers or the internal resistance of
the material as it is displaced slightly
when passing over the idlers,'to operate a
tripper if the conveyor is discharged by
such means, and to lift the material if the
conveyor is inclined upward from the
loading point. ASA MH4.1-1958.

effective breaking force. A product of the
weight, strength kid the degree of pack-

On low-voltage systems the sustained voltage above ground, appearing on the frames
of power utilizing equipment during existence of a ground fault, will not be greater
than 35 volts; except when ground circuit
check systems requiring higher voltage are
used, a maximum of 100 volts for a duration of 0.2 second is permissible. When

bonded or mechanically connected track
is available, such track is considered the
grounding medium for direct current

equipment only. ASA M2.I-1963.

effective height of a column. A value taken
in

calculating

slenderness rat;o which

varies from 0.70 times the actual height
of the column fully restrained in position
and direction to twice the column height
for a column fully restrained at one end

and free at the other. Ham.
effective horsepower. The amount of useful
energy that can be delivered by an engine.
Crispin.
effectively

grounded. A term meaning
grounded through a grounding connection
of low enough impedance (inherent, intentionally added, or both) that fault grounds,
which may occur, cannot build up voltages
exceeding limits established for apparatus,
circuits, or systems. ASA M2.1-1963.
effective multiplication factor. See multiplication factor. L&L.
effective permeability. a. The observed permeability of a porous medium to one fluid
phase under conditions of physical interaction between this phase and other fluid

phases present. A.G.I. b. A measure of
the ability of a rock to transmit a given
fluid when the rock contains more than
one fluid. Institute of Petroleum, 1961, pp.
20-21.

effective piece weight. The weighted average

weight of the pieces of sink material as
found by separating a civen coal product
at any required specific gravity. This is
usually done by dividing the sink pieces

into a sufficient number of groups, or cells,
so that the weights of the pieces included
in a group do not differ widely. Mitchell,
p. 102.

ing, calculated per volume of a given drill
hole. Langefors, p. 118.
effective depth. The distance in a beam or
slab between the center of the tensile re-

effective pillar area. The area of solid coal
within the fractured and crushed edges of
the pillar. The supporting capacity of a

compression. Taylor.
effective diameter. a. The effective diameter
of an excavation is the size of that excava-

effective porosity; effectire drainage porosity.

inforcement and the extreme surface in

tion within its stress ring; it includes not
only the actual hole in the rock but the

destressed loose and semiloose rock which
surrounds it. Spalding. b. Particle diameter
corresponding, to 10 percent finer on the
grain-size curve. Also called effective size.
ASCE P1826.
effective drainage porosity. See effective porocity. ASCE P1826.
effective force. The force transmitted through

a soil mass by intergranular. pressures.
ASCE PI 826.

effective

grounding. In

mining,

effective

coal pillar diminishes progressively as the
fracturing extends deeper with the passage
of time. Nelson.

a. In hydrology, often used in the same
sense as specific yield. It is the ratio of the

volume of water, oil, or other liquid which,

after being saturated with that liquid, it
will yield under any specified hydraulic
conditions to its own volume. A.G.I. b. The

property of rock or soil containing intercommunicating interstices, expressed as a
percent of bulk volume occupied by such
interstices. A.G.I. c. The ratio of the volume of the voids of a soil mass that can
be drained by gravity to the total volume
of the mass. ASCE P1826.

effective presort. See effective stress. ASCE

progresses step by downWard steti,, meeting hot gases produced toward discharge
end from burning pyrite. Pryor, 3.
eelgrass. A submergent 'marine plane Zosterm marina', which has long narrow leaves.

grounding means that the path to, ground
from circuits, equipment, or conductor
enclosures is permanent and continuous
and has carrying capacity ample to, conduct safely, any currents liable to, be imposed. upon it. The patif"to ground associated with high-voltage alternating-current systems , will have impedance low
potential above ground to
enough' to
a' maximum of:100 Volts' during the flow

altered

operation of the circuit protective devices.

effective screen aperture. The cut point (equal

Edwards roaster. Furnace with series of hodkontal stepped hearths each equipped with
stirring rabbles. Used to sweet-roast or
desulfurize pyritic ,concentrates, notably

gold-bearing sulfides. Moist to wet feed

eenie

coal. Scot.

Coal

slightly

of groimd fault current and to facilitatt

-er378

P1826.

effective rake. The angle between a plane
containing a tooth face and the axial plane

through the tooth point as measured in
direction of chip flow through the tooth
point. Thus,' it is the rake resulting from

the cutter geometry as well as, the actual
direction Of the chip flow. ASM Gloss.
effective rote. See nominal rate. Fay.
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effective screen aperture
errors or partition size) at which a screening process operates in dividing the _mate-

rial treated into two size fractions. B.S.

3552, 1962.

effecdve screening area; open area. Total
area of the apertures expressed as a per-

centage of the useful area of a screen. B.S.
3552, 1962.
effective size. See effective diameter. ASCE
P1826.
effective sound pressure. The effective sound
pressure at a point is the root-mean-square
value of the instantaneous sound pressures
over a time interval at the point undcr
consideration. In the case of periodic sound
pressures, the interval must be an integral
number of periods or an interval which is
long compared with a period. In the case
of nonperiodic sound pressure, the interval
should be long enough to make the velue
obtained essentially independent lf small
changes in the length of thc interv 1. Hy.
effective span. The distance between the centers of supports, or the clear distance between supports plus the effective depth of

the beam or slab, the lesser value being

taken. Taylor.
effective stress; effective pressure; intergranukr pressure. The average normal force per

unit area transmitted from grain to grain
of a soil mass. It is the stress that is effective in mobilizing internal friction. ASCE

P1826.
effective teeth. The number of sprocket tecth

that engage the chain rollers during one
revolution of the sprocket. Applies to
sprockets for double-pitch roller chains.

J&M.
effective temperature. A measure of warmth

which is often employed to assess the health

and comfort cooditions of mine workings.

By refrence to a chart, any combination
of dry- and wet-bulb temperatures and air
velocity can be expressed in terms of effec-

tive temperature. Two scales of effective
temperature have been devised: (1) a basic
scale applicable to person stripped to the
waist (that is, hot mines) ; and (2) a normal scale applicable to normally clothed
workmen (that is, normal mine conditions).

effusive

c. The efficiency of management as a whole

is determined by the results obtained, that
is, in making the mine a profitable concern
with a low accident rate. Nelson. d. The
efficiency of any machine is the ratio of the
useful work output from the machine to

the work input to the machine. This is

load-bearing members are arranged in such
a way that the weights and forces are trans-

ment of process, p,,rcentage reporting as

a dcsignated fraction of the total in thc

effloresce. To change on the surface, or

With respect to a physical quantity which
may be stored, transferred or transformed
by a device, the ratio of the useful output
of the quantity to its total input is its
efficiency. Hy. h. A very useful factor in
comparing machines. It is a comparison
between the brake horsepower and the indi-

crystallization on exposure to the air. Webster 3d.
efflorescence. a. In geology, the formation of
crystals by the evaporation of water from
solutions brought to thc surface by capillarity. Efflorescence is of considerable importance in arid and semiarid regions where
crystals of gypsum, calcite salt, mirabilite,

arbitrarily) as 100 percent. Pryor, 3. g.

cated horsepower. That is, efficiency equals
BHP

times 100 percent. Mason, v. 2, pp.
351, 353. i. The efficiency of a luminous
source is the ratio of the total luminous
flux emitted to the total power consumed.
IHP

In the case of electric lamps, it is expressed
in lumens per watt. Sinclair, I, p. 200.

efficiency engineer. A technical officer who
examines processes, methods, and operations in a mine, mill, or smelter, and connecting links with a view to their improvement of maintenance at an agreed operating standard. Today tcnds to be absorbed
into Work Study Group, doing operational
rescarch. Pryor, 3.

efficiency miner. A term frequently applied
to a boss miner, or a contract miner. Fay.

efficiency of a rectiffer. The ratio of the
power output to the total power input.
Coal Age, 1.

efficiency of screening. The weight of underflow (excluding oversize) expressed as a
percentage of the total weight of material
below the reference size in the feed. B.S.
3552, 1962.

Theoretical yield at the ash

Actual yield of clean coal x 100

efficiency

Nelson.

content of the clean coal.
The efficiency of separation thus expresses

nozzle and the point where the jet . eaches

as a percentage what proportion of the

nozzle and begins to break up into drops.
The effective throw of a jet should be 34

ticular washer. The theoretical yield is

overburden. ASCE P1826.

effervescence. Evolution of gas in bubbles
from a liquid. Shipley.
effervesce. To bubble and hiss (as of ferment.

ing liquors or carbonated; water). Webster
3d.
efficiency. a. Mechanical efficiency is the ratio

of work output to work input. Nelson. b.
Labor efficiency is measured, in terms of
output per hour, or, per shift. Maximum
efficiency is attained by a worker when he
accomplishes the maximum amount of.work

with the least physical exertion. Nelson.

mitted to the foundations by the cheapest
means consistent with safety and perma-

feed is spoken of as efficiency, but strictly
this is improper usage. Pryor, 3. f. Statistically, the variance percent, of a measured
performance from a norm stated (perhaps

and the air velocity above 200 feet per

feet. Sinclair, I, pp. 278-279.

per unit of length. See also volumetric efficiency. Nelson.

efficient structure. A structure in which thc

minute. See also dry kata cooling power.

effective unit weight. That unit weight of a
soil which, when multiplied by the height
of the overlying column of soil, yields thc
effective pressure duc to the weight or the

further enlargement would not produce a
significant reduction in pressure absorbed

to that put into a powered system. In assess-

efficiency of separation. In coal washing this
maybe expressed as:

a maximum height of 5 feet above the

the efficient airway size is that above which

usually expressed as a percentage. Morris
& Cooper, p. 147. e. Ratio of output energy

In general, a working place underground
is reasonably comfortable if the effective
temperature is below 70 (normal scale)

effective throw. The distance between thc

efficiency performance. Any measure of the
accuracy of a separation. B.S. 3552, 1962.
efficient airway size. For a given air quantity,

float coal obtained by float-and-sink analysis will be recovered in practice by a par-

derived by plotting the cumulative yield of
the recceitituted feed coal against the appropriate cumulative ash content and reading off the yield corresponding to the-ash
content of the clean coal actually obtained.
Nelson.

effickncy of sizing. The weight Of material
correCtly placed above or below the reference size, expressed as a percentage of the
weight of correinonding material in the
feed, B.S. 355,2, 1862.
efficiendy, Organic; efficiency, recovery. The.
ratio-(normally eXpressed as a pereentagc: )
betWeen the acttini yield' of aslesired prod.

nency. Nelson

throughout to a whitish, mealy, or crystal-

line powder from the loss of water of

natron, etc., form in cracks beneath particles of fragmental rocks loosening them
and allowing them to fall or to be blown

away by the wind. Hess. b. White to gray,
soluble salt deposits which have a crystalline appearance that develops on thc sur-

face of ceramic ware after a period of

exposure to the weather. Bureau of Mines
Staff. c. A whitish powder, sometimes
found on the surface of masonry by deposition of soluble salts. See also scum; scumming. ACSG. d. To dry or crystallize into
a white powder. ACSG.
efflorescent. In mineralogy, forming an incrus-

tation or deposit of grains or powder that
resembles lichens or dried leaves; not uncommonly due to loss of water of crystallization. Fay.

efflorwick test. A test for the likelihood of
the formation of efflorescence on a clay
building brick. A cylinder, made by shaping and firing a red, clay known to be free
from soluble salts, is allowed to absorb any
soluble salts dissolved by distilled water

from the crushed sample to be tested; the
clay cylinder it then dried and examined
for efflorescence. Dodd.

effluent. a. Apphed by Dana to those igneous

magmas which discharge from a volcano
by way of a lateral fissure. See also superflu-

ent ; interfluent. Fay. b. A liquid, solid, or
gaseous product, frequently waste, dis-

charged or emerging from a process. ASTM
STP No. 148-D.

effluent cave. A cave to be entered at the
lower end where a stream issues or is
known to have issued. Schieferdecker.

effluent seepage. Seepage out of the lithosphere. A.G.I.
efffnent stream. A stream 'or reach of a stream

is effluent with respect to ground water if
it receives water from the zone of saturation. A.G.I.
effusion. The digging out from the eaith, as
of fossils, etc. Fay.

effusion. That property of gases whieh allows
them to pass through porous bodies that i ,
the flow of gases through larger holes than

those to which diffusion is strictly applicable. Osborne.

possible! Yield

effusive. In petrology, poured out or erupted

(based on the . reconstituted feed);:both
actual and theoretical products having the

state, before so idification : said of 'a certain

uct and the theoretically

same percentage of ash. B.S. 3552;1P62.

on the sutfacç of the earth in a molten

class of volcaic igneous rocks.. See also

exti u sive. Fay.

effusive period. The period in the development of an effusive igneous rock between
its appearance at the earth's surface and
its solidification. Standard, 1964.
efydd. A Wales term for copper. Fay.

egg coal. a. In anthracite coal which passes

through 3A- to 3-incl; round holes and

over 27As-inch round holes. See also anthracite coal sizes. Jones. b. In bituminous coal,

pieces which pass through 4-inch round

elastic axis
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of CuO.Ca0.4SiOs in a glassy, blue to
green matrix. It was used to form molded

objects in ancient Egypt and in Achae-

menid Iran. Also used in powdered form as
a pigment for frescoes. ACSG, 1963.
Egyptian emerald. Emerald from the ancient
Egyptian mines of Gebel Sikait, Gebel Zar-

bara in northern Etbai, near the Red Sea,

which were rediscovered in 1818, but principally produce cloudy stones of light color.
Shipley.

holes and over l'A-inch round holes (sizes

Egyptianized clay. A clay to which tannin
has been added in order to make it more

field). Jones.

plastic. CCD 6d, 1961.
Egyptian jasper. A variety of jasper occurring

are not uniform but vary with the coaleggette. See briquette. Fay.

egg hole. Derb. A notch cut in the wall of
a lode to hold the end of a stempel. A
hitch. Fay.

egg-shaped sewer. An ovoid-shaped sewer
placed with its smaller radius down, this
shape giving a satisfactory flow when the
sewer is nearly empty. Ham.

eggshell. a. Very thin translucent porcelain.

ACSG, 1963. b. In porcelain enamel, a

semimatte, glaze or porcelain enamel surface resembling eggshell in texture; sometimes a defect. ACSG, 1963.
eggshell finish. A practical description of

matte surface texture in glass or enamel

surfaces. A desired feature in some ground
coats. Enam. Dict.
eggshelling. The texture of a fired glaze sirnilar in appearance to the surface of an eggshell. ASTM C242-60T.
eggshell porcelain. The bodiless porcelain of

china, in which the clay body appears as

a transparent membrane between two coats
of thin, bright glaze. C.T.D.
eggshell turquoise. Turquoise with a crackled
appearance due to a fine, irregular arrangement of matrix which appears like cracks
in an eggshell. Shipley.
eggstone. Same as oolite. Standard, 1964

E glass. A fiber glass of low alkali content

1 percent Na20). Dodd.
egiestonite. A brownish-yellow, darkening on
exposure to black, oxychloride of mercury,
Hg4C120. Minute, modified deodecahedrons ; isometric. Terlingua, Tex. English.
eglomise. Back painting or gilding of glass.

It is usually protected by metal foil, varnish, or a sheet of glass. The name is derived from an 18th century French picture
framer, Glomy, who used the technique.

Haggar.
egress. a. The provision of two or more exits
from a confined space containing machinery to minimize the risk of a person being
trapped in the event of an outbreak of fire
or escape of steam or noxious gases. The
same applies to mine workings. Nelson.
b. A place of exit. Jones.
egueiite. A yellowish-brown basic hydrous

phosphate of ferric iron with a little calcium and aluminum, 5 (FeP0i):.1 /3 Car
(PO4)1.2Fe(OH)a.201.120; amorphous;
small nodules with fibrous lamellar structure. From Eguei, Sudan. Engla.

Egyptian alabaster. Banded calcite found near

'Thebes, Egypt. Same material as onyx
marble. Shipley.

in rounded pieces scattered over the surface of the desert, chiefly between Cairo
and the R,ed Sea ; used as a broochstone

Weed, 1922.

eisen platinum. See ferroplatinum.
eisenwolframite. Synonym for ferberite. Hey,
M.M., 1961.

eitelite. A hexagonal mineral, Na0D.Mg0.2CO3; from an oil well in Utah. Spencer
20, M.M., 1955.

ejecta; ejectamenta. Material thrown out by
a volcano, such as ash, lapilli, and bombs.

Egypt, from which turquoise has come since
Biblical times; usually greenish blue, some-

ejector. a. A device which is mounted in
such a way that it removes or assists in

turquoise found on the Sinai Peninsula,

A.G.I.
ejectamenta. Synonym for ejecta. A.G.1.

ejected block& The larger fragments of a
volcanic breccia, generally derived from
the internal or subjacent rocks of a volcano, and often highly metamorphosed.
Hess.

removing a formed part from a die. ASM
Gloss. b. A cleanout device, usually a
sliding plate. Nichols. c. A device in which

times fine blue and unusually translucent.
Shipley.
Ehrhardt powder. Any of a series of explosive
mixtures containing potassium chlorate,

a high velocity jet acts to entrain me-

chanically a second fluid to withdraw it
from some region of like pressure and to

together with tannin, powdered nutgalls,

or cream of tartar. Used for blasting, shells,

deliver with low turbulence the mixture to
a region of higher pressure. Strock, 10.

etC. Fay.

EHV See extra high voltage.
Eichhorn-Lkbig furnace. A handworked muffle furnace. Fay.

cold
weather by Canadian gold miners. Hoffman.

eiderdown. A sleeping bag used

in

Eimco drill jumbo. The rocker shovel of the
Eimco loader is used to support a horizontal drill bar on which the drills or drifters
are mounted. The bar is a pneumatic cylinder with telescopic stinger. grips at each
end. This bar is damned to the lip of the

bucket of the rocker shovel, raising or

lowering of the bar being accomplished by
means of the bucket elevating mechanism.
On the stinger arms, clamps are provided
to prevent the arms from retracting should
the air supply fail. The load is carried on
the stinger ends and no vibration is trans-

ejector half. In die casting, the movable
half of a die containing the ejector pins.

ASM Gloss.

ejector rod. A rod used to push out a formed
piece. ASM Gloss.

eka-. A prefix denoting the element occupy-

ing the next lower position in the same

group in the periodic system. Used in the

naming of new elements and unstable

radioelements. C.T.D.
ekanite. A mineral, (Th,U) (Ca,Fe,Pb)2Sis020; metamict, recrystallizing on heating
to a tetragonal phase. From Eheliyagoda,

Raknapura District, Ceylon. Hey, M.M.,
1961.

ekerite. An arfvedsonite granite comparatively poor in quartz, containing soda
microcline and microperthite, with arfvedsonite and aegirine. The rock is normally
equigranular but passos marginally 'into
ekerite porphyry. Hess.
ela. A Ceylonese term for a drain, as around
a gem pit. Bureau of Mines Staff. .

mitted to the loader. The bar is made in

a full range of sizes for drifts from 6 to 17
feet wide. Mason, V. 2, pp. 602, 604.
Eimco rocker shovel. This shovel is widely
used for stone loading. Various models are
available to meet particular conditions of

tracx gage, mine car size or headroom

elaeolite; eleolite. A massive form of the

mineral nepheline, greenish gray or, when
weathered, red in color, usually shapeless,
but in some South African syenites exhibiting the hexagonal prismatic form of
is best known by the
nepheline. C.T.D.
rock name eledite syenite, a synonym for

available. The loading bucket, mounted on

a rocker arm, is pushed forward into the
pile of debris; the rocker arm is then actuated to swing the loaded bucket :over the
rocker carriage and to deliver the bucket
load into a mine car or, in the case of one
of the models, on to a variable-speed belt
conveyor which in turn delivers into the
mine car. The machines operate on,a rail
,track and, swivelling on ,the carriage, can

sweep across the width of the heading..On
raising the bucket for discharge, the device
- is,sclf-centering. Mason,,V. 2, pp. 607-608.
einkanter. A pebble with a face Cut by wind-

melting point, 285° F (ball and ring).

angles to the wind. Hess.
einsteinium. A transuranic element, not found
in nature. Atomic number,*99; mass ,num-

CCD 6d,1961.
Egyptian blue. A frit containing.many crystals

1961.

eisener hut. Ger. Name for iron hat or gossan.

and for other ornamental purposes. C.T.D.
Also called Egyptian pebble.
Egyptian pebble. Synonym for Egyptian jasper. Fay.
Egyptian peridot. Term properly applied only
to peridot from St. John's Island in the
Red Sea. Shipley.
Egyptian turquoise. Term properly applied to

Egyptian asphalt. A. glance pitch found in the
Arabian desert between the Me River and
the Red Sea. Specific gravity,' 1.10 (at 77°
F) ; contains oVer 99 percent nonmineral

content; soluble in carbon disulfide; and

ber of the most stable isotope known, 254.
Discovered in 1952. Produced by the bombardment of uranium 238 by nitrogen nuclei. Symbol, Es or E. Gaynor; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-109; Webster 3d.
Eirich mixer. An underdriven wet pan mixer.
Dodd.
eisenchrysotile. See greenalite. Hay, M.M.,

nepheline syenite, but the latter it preferable. See also nepheline syenite. Fay.

elastic. Capable of sustaining stress without
permanent deformation; the tenn is also

used to denote conformity to the law of
stress-strain proportionality. An elastic
streak or elastic strain is a stress or str in

blown sand. The face is formed at right

.1380

.

within the elastic limit. .'2o.
elastic aftereffect. A lagging elastic recovery,
r of minor proportions, following a decrease
in or removal of the load. See also anelass'
ticity. ASM Gloss.
elastic axis. The elastic axis of a beam is the
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elastic axis
line, lengthwise of the beam, along which
transverse loads must be applied in order
to produce bending only, with ao torsion
of the beam at any section. Strictly speak-

ing, no such line exists except for a few
conditions of loading. Usually the elastic
axis is assumed to be the line that passes
through the elastic center of every section.

The term is most often used with refer-

ence to an airplane wing of either the

shell or multiple-spar type. Compare torsional center; flexural center; elastic center. Ro.
elastic bitumen. See elaterite.
elastic boundary. The boundary of an underground opening which requires no support.

The material around this boundary may
be considered to be in the elastic state and

no pressure need be exerted against the
boundary to prevent the material from
fracturing and falling into the opening.
Woodruff, v. 1, p. 38.

elastic center. The elastic center of a given

section of a beam is that point in the
plane of the section lying midway between

the flexural center and center of twist of

that section. The three points may be

identical and are usually assumed to be so.
Compare flexural center; torsional center;
elastic axis. Ro.
elastic constants. a. Certain mathematical
constants that serve to describe the elastic
properties of matter. A.G.!. b. Modulus of
elasticity, either in tension, compression,
or shear, and Poisson's ratio. ASM Gloss.
elastic curve. The curve assumed by the axis

of a normally straight beam or column
when bent by loads that do not stress it

beyond the proportional limit. Ro.
elastic deformation. A nonpermanent de-

formation, after which a body returns to

its original shape when the load is re-

leased. Often limited to that deformation
in which stress and strain are linearly re-

lated in accordance with Hooke's law.
A.G.I. See also deformation.
elastic design. Design of a structure based on
working stresses which are about one-half

to two-thirds of the elastic limit of the

material. For redundant frames, this
method of design is replaced by the plastic design. Ham.
elastic discontinuity. Boundary between strata
that reflects seismic waves. A.G.I. SuPP.
elastic energy. See strain energy. Ro.
elastic flow. Flow which decreases logarithmically with time. Lewis, p. 579.
elastic hysteresis. Erroneously used for mechanical hysteresis. The effect is inelastic.
ASM Gloss.

elasticity. The property or quality of being
elastic, that is, ill) elastic icoody 'returns to
its original form or condition after a displacing force is removed. A.G.I. See also
Hooke's law.
elasticity of bulk. a. The property possessed

by all substances by which they tend to
recover their original volume after being
compressed Gi extended. Hess. b. The elasticity for changes in the volume of a Atody

caused by changes in the pressure acting

on it. The bulk. modulus is the ratio of
the change in pressure to the fractional
change in volume. See also elasticity.
C.T.D.

elastidty of form. The property possessed
by solid bodies by which they tend to recover their original form after being distorted. A perfectly rigid body cannot be
deformed by any stress. Holmes, 1928.

elastic limit. a. Of rock, yield point; maxi-

mum stress from w?-ich it Can recover apparently unchanged. Also called its elastic
deformation. If stressed beyond this point
there is disruption or permanent deforma-

tion. Pryor, 3. b. That point or amount
of force at which a material will not re-

turn to its original length when subjected
to a straight pull. When a string of drill
pipe is pulled and stretched beyond a

point at which it will not return to its

original length, it may be said to have been
pulled beyond its elastic limit. Branily, 2.
Compare proportional limit; apparent elastic limit; yield point; yield strength. c. The

greatest stress an elastic solid can sustain
without undergoing permanent deformation. Webster 3d. d. The greatest stress for
which the strain of an elastic body is proportional to the stress. Webster 3d.
elastic mineral. A mineral which yields to a
bending stress, but when released, it returns to its former position (a plate of
white mica). Stokes and Varnes, 1955, p.
149.

elastic mineral pitch. Elaterite. Fay.
elastic modulus. Modulus of elasticity. Webster 3d.

elastic rail spike. A form of rail fastening,

of which many designs are available. Ham.

elastic ratio. The ratio of the elastic limit to
the ultimate strength. Ro.
elastic rebound. The recovery of elastic
strain. A.G.I.
elastci rebound theory. Faulting arises from
the sudden release of elastic energy which
has slowly accumulated in the earth. Just
before the rupture, the energy released by
the faulting is entirely potential energy

stored as elastic strain in the rocks. At
the time of rupture the rocks on either

side of the fault spring back to a position
of little or no strain. This theory was proposed by Harry Fielding Reid. A.G.I.
elastic scattering. See scattering. LOIL.
elasite solid. A solid that yields to applied

force by changing shape or volume, or

both, but returns to its original condition
when the force is removed. The amount of
yield is proportional to the force. Leet.
elastic state of equilibrium. A state of stress
within a soil mass when the internal resistance of the mass is not fully mobilized.
ASCE P1826.

elastic strain. Deformation per unit of length
produced by a load on a material, which
vanishes with removal of the load. Ham.
elastic strain energy. See strain energy. ASM
Gloss.

elastic surface waves. Waves which travel

only on a free surface where the solid
elastic materials transmitting them are
bounded by air or water. Leet, 2, p. 69.

elastic waves. Mechanical vibrations in an
elastic medium. ASM Gloss.

elastic zone. In explosion-formed crater nomenclature, the remote zone that undergoes no measurable permanent defortnation. Mining and Minerals Engineering, v.
2, No.12, February 1966, p. 65.
elaterite; elastic bitumen. A massive, amorphous, dark-brown hydrocarbon ranging
from loft and elastic to hard and brittle.

It melts in .a candle flame without de-

crepitation, his a conchoidal fracture, and
gives a brown streak. Is obtained from
Colorado and Utah. Sometimes known as
mineral caoutchouc. See also wurtailite.
Fay; Crispin.

Elau type E' lamp. This lamp is now in use
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electrical engineer; electrician
in France and North Africa. It includes a
three-cell nickel-cadmium battery of volta-

bloc type of 10 ampere-hours capacity,
and represents a revolutionary change in
alkaline cap lamp design in that the bat-

tery is hermetically sealed. No topping-up

or flushing-out of the battery is needed

and maintenance is thereby eased. Roberts,
p. 264.
elbaite. a. A hypothetical molecule assumed

to be present in tourmaline expressed by
the formula lisNa,LisAlsBah2Siv102. The

pale red tourmaline from San Piero in

Campo, Elba, is nearly pure elbaite. English. b. Synonym for rubellite. Hey 2d,

1955. c. Synonym for ilvaite. Hey 2d,
1955.

elbow. a. A fitting that makes an angle between adjacent pipes. The angle is always
90°, unless other angle is stated. Also
called ell. Fay. b. An acute bend in a lode.
Fay.

el conveyor. A trough-type roller or wheel

conveyor consisting of two parallel rows of
rolls or wheels set at a 90° included angle,
with one row providing a sloped carrying

surface and the other acting as a guard.

See also roller conveyor; wheel conveyor.
ASA MH4.1-1958.

El Doradoite. A. locally coined trade name
for a blue quartz, sometimes cut as a gem

stone. From El Dorado County, Calif.

Shipley.

electret. An electrical analogue of a perma-

nent magnet; a material that is permanently electrified and exhibits electrical

charges of opposite sign at its extremities.

In order to retain their charge for a long
period (days or weeks) ceramic electrets
must be polarized at high temperature;
materials that have been treated in this
way include the titanate dielectrics. Dodd.
electric air drill. A type of tripod drill operated by compressed air supplied by a
portable motor-driven compressor that accompanies the drill. Fay.

electrical conductivity. The numerical equal

of the reciprocal of resistivity. The unit

of conductivity in mhos per centimeter. Hy.
electrical dipole. Displaced center of positive
and negative charges. VV.
electrical discharge machining. Machining in

which metal is removed by an electrical
spark in a dielectric fluid. ASM Gloss.

electrical disintegration. Metal removal by
an electrical spark acting in air. It is not
subject to precise control, the most common application being the removal of
broken tools, such as taps and drills
hence, the shop name tap buster. ASM
Gloss.

electrical double layer. Helmholtz layer.

Zone which surrounds a particle in aqueous
suspension or other electrolyte. Transition
zone between the monomolecular zone of
shear immediately coupled ionically to the

discontinuity lattice at the particle's surface and the normal aqueous phase whicli
exists from 50 to 5,000 angstrom beyond.

This zone of change contains a superconcentration of ions drawn from the nor-

mal population of the liquid phase. See
also zeta-potential. Pryor, 3.
electrical energy. The energy of moving electrons. Leet.
electrical engineer; electrician. An engineer.

in charge of all electrical plant and associated labor at a mine or colliery. He has

an assistant in charge of all the under-

ground electrical equipment, operations

and labor. The electrical engineer is under the authority of the colliery manager.
Nelson.

electrical heat. When a current flows in a
circuit which contains resistance, heat is
produced and the resistance and conductors of the circuit are raised in temperature. The-electric fire and the filament
lamp are good applications of this. The
heat produced is proportional to the

square of the current, that is, twicc

thc

current produces four times the heat. Ma-

son, V. 2, p. 395.

electric braking
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electrical engineer; electrician
ity

of a rock material to store electric

charge, and it must be taken into consideration when high-frequency alternating
currents are introduced into the earth, as
in inductive prospecting techniques. Electrical methods are more frequently used in
searching for metals and minerals than in
exploring for petroleum, mainly because
Most of them have proved effective for

only shallow explorations. Dobrin, pp. 339340.
electrical prospecting engineer. In petroleum
production, one who designs ane develops

electrical interloi:k. A device or contact incorporated in the control circuit and actuated by some other device to cause or
prevent a function under certain predetermined conditions of operation. I.C.

electrical and electronic instruments and
equipment used in petroleum prospecting
with the seismograph, magnetometer, or
other instruments which detect and measure various physical properties of the
earth's crust. Also called electrical engi-

electrical line splicer. In petroleum production, one who splices single or multiple
conductor cables used in lowering electrical testing or surveying instruments into
oil or gas wells or bore holes. Also called

neer, geophysical prospecting. D.O.T. 1.
electrical protection. Protection is provided

8149, 1963, p. 19.

cable splicer. D.O.T. 1.

electrically suspended gyroscope. Foilwrapped coils around the gyro create the
magnetic fields used to bring the rotor up
to operating speed and then are de-ener-

gized, allowing the rotor to operate in

coasting condition. Abbreviation, esg. Hy.
electrical method. A geophysical prospecting

method which depends on the electrical
characteristics of rocks. There are three
main methods, namely, measurement of

by fuses or other suitable automatic circuit-interrupting devices for preventing

damage to circuits, equipment, and personnel by abnormal conditions, such as
overcurrent, high or low voltage, and single phasing. ASA M2.1-063.
electrical puncturing. A rock fracturing tech-

nique widely applied to secondary fragmentation in quarries. Puncturing, which
is similar to arcing in a gas, is characterized by an almost instantaneous action and
is accompanied by a mechanical weakening

of the dielectric and a lowering of the
resistance of the puncture path. If, after

natural potentials, resistivity methods, and
inductive methods. Measurable natural potentials are only found in association with
sulfide ores. The resistivity and inductive

puncturing, a high frequency current con-

sistance of a section of the earth. See also

dielectric is transformed into a good conductor along the puncture path. Further
intensive heating will give rise to thermal
stresses sufficient to fracture the rock.
Mining and Minerals Engineering, v. 1,
No. 5, January 1965, p. 183.
dectrical resistance inclinometer. An instrument to indicate when a long hole in a

methods both measure the electrical regeophysical prospecting. Nelson.

electrical plan. A plan, drawn to the same

scale as the working plan, which shows the
position of all electrical apparatus installed
underground except signals and telephones.
Nelson.

electrical porcelain. A hard fired vitrified

whiteware designed to act as an electrical
insulator, as in spark plugs, power terminals, etc. Enam. Dict.
electrical potential. Energy required to carry
unit charge from an infinite distance to a
given point. Pryor, 3.

electrical precipitation. The removal of suspended particles from gases by the aid of
electrical discharges. The electrical current

used may be alternating or direct. The

alternating current agglomerates the suspended particles into larger aggregates
causing rapid settling, especially if the
gases are quiescent. The direct current is
used when large volumes of rapidly moving gas, such as occur in smelter flues, are
treated. The suspended particles within a
strong electric field of constant polarity
become charged and are then attracted to
a plate (electrode) of oppos:te charge.
Fay.
electrical prospecting. Prospecting that makes
use , of three fundamental properties of
.

rocks. One is the resistivity, or inverse
conductivity. This governs the amount of
current that passes through the ,rock when
a specified potential difference is applied.
Another is the electrochemical activity
with respect to electrolytes in the ground.
This is the basis of the self-potential

method. The third is the dielectric constant. This gives information On the capac264-972 0-68-25

tinues to pass between the contacts, the

action of the conduction current and electric field will rapidly heat the rock, leading to thermal puncture in which the

coal seam is deviating intO the roof or
floor. It may be used in underground gasification and pulsed-infusion shotfiring. It
uses, inter alia, a pellet of mercury to indi-

cate the gradient by its position along a
tube. Nelson.
electrical recistance strain

gage. An ap-

pliance for measuring strain and may be
employed in roof-control research. It makes
use of the change in electrical resistance

of a thin wire when stretchee under the

influence of strata strain. See also acoustic
strain gage; mechanical extensometer. Nel-

son.

electrical rock fracture. A rock fracturing
technique in which electrical 'energy' is

used directly in fracturing the rock either
by heating it in a variable electric or electromagnetic field set up in the rock by a
high-frequency electric current, or by the
direct puncturing 'of the rock' by an electric current. Mining and Minerals Engi'neering, u. 1, No. 5, January 1965, p. 182.
electrical slate. Slate principall-r of the mica
varietY. It should' have high mechanical

and dielectric strength, be readily ma-

chinable, and have low porosity. BuMines
Bull. 630, 1965, p. 882.
electrical steel. A special steel used for making 'sheets for motors, dynamos and transformers. The steel has low carbon, sulfur,
phosphorus and manganese contents, With

silicon ranging from 0.3 to 4.3 percent,
depending on the particular application.
Electrical steel sheets are sold with guaranteed electrical properties and are made
in add open-hearth furnaces. Calcium sili-

cide is used to reduce sulfur contents to
the low limits specified for the steel. Nelson.

electrical system. A system in which all the
conductors and apparatus are electrically
connected to a common source of electromotive force. Nelson.

electrical twinning. A type. of twinning in
quartz in which the two or more intergrown parts are related as by a rotation of
180° about the common Z = c axis. The
separate individuals of the twin are either
all right-handed or all left-handed. Electrical twinning cannot be detected by optical tests but can be recognized by etching,
X-ray study, pyroelectric tests, or by the

distribution of the x (5161) or s (1121)

faces. Also known as Dauphine twinning;
orientational twinning; 180° twinning.
AM, 1.

electrical well logging. The process of re-

cording the formations traversed by a
drill hole, based on the measurements of
two basic parameters observable in un-

cased holes; namely, the spontaneous potential

(S.P.) and the resistivity of the

formations to the flow of electric currents.

The detailed study in situ of the formations penetrated by a drill hole, based on

measurements made systematically by low-

ering an apparatus in the hole responding
to the following physical factors or parameters: (1) the resistivities of the rocks;
(2) their porosity; (3) their electrical
anisotropy; (4) their temperature; and

(5) the resistivity of the drilling muds.

A.C.1.

electric arc-furnace melter. In the iron and
steel industry, one who supervises the operation of a battery of electric arc furnaces

in which metal is melted and purified.
D.O.T. 1.
electric axis. See piezoelectric axis. Hess.

electric battery. See galvanic cell. H&C.
electric bell. A simple signaling device in
which pressure on a button causes a current, provided by a Leclanché cell, to flow

through a small electromagnet. This in
turn attracts a strip of soft iron attached
to a hammer, the movement of which

strikes a blow on a bell. Nelson.
electric blasting. The firing of one or more

charges electrically, whether electric blasting caps, electric squibs, or other electric
igniting or exploding devices are used.

Fay.

electric blasting cap. a. A device for detonating charges of explosives electrically. It
consists essentially of a blasting cap, into
the charge of 'which a fine platinum wire
is stretched across two protruding copper

wires,' the whole fastened in place by a
composition sulfur plug. The heating of
the platinum wire bridge by the electric

current ignites the explosive charge in the
cap, which in turn detonates the high ex-

'plosive. Fay. b. Detonator fired electrically. Pryor, 3. c. See electric detonator.
Nelson.

electric boosting. An auxiliary method of
adding heat to the glass in a gas- or oilfired tank by passing electric curren

through' the molten Wass. ASTM C162-6 .
electric braking. A system in which a brak ,
ing action is applied to an electric motor'

los

electric mine locomotive

electric braking
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by causing it to act as a generator. Nelson.
electric cable. The conducting wires through

electric eye; electric ear. The former is a

tamination. Sound ingots with high yield

material in ore bin, etc.; the latter is a

method possesses extreme flexibility it is
possible to make small as well as relatively

photoelectric cell arranged in connection
with monitoring flow, turbidity, height of

which an electric current is conveyed to
points in and about a mine, where it is
required for ligking or motive power. See

also armored cabk. Nelson.
electric cable reel mine locomative. See electric mine locomotive.

electric calamine. Zinc silicate, or calamine;

so called on account of its strong pyro-

electric properties, and to distinguish it
from smithsonite. See also calamine. Web-

microphonic signal using noise level to
check loading of ball mill. Pryor, 4.

electric-eye method. A method of finding
large diamonds in which the dry crushed
ore is screened to remove minus PA-inch
material and -passed in a thin layer on a
moving belt. The belt passes through a
band of intense polarized light which, if
reflected from a large diamond, actuates a

ster 2d.

electric cap lamp. This lamp consists of a

photoelectric cell. The impulse can stop

around the miner's waist and is connected

attention to the presence of a large diamond. It is expected that this device can
also be used for separating smaller dia-

the belt, sound an alarm, or otherwise call

flat portable battery that is strapped

by an insulated cord to a small electric
light and reflector that is fastened on the
front of his cap. With this lamp, the
miner's hands are always free and the
light is directed on the spot where he is
working. There are two types of electric
cap lamps: those with the lead or acid
battery and those with the alkaline or

monds. I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 74.

electric furnace. A furnace using electricity
to supply heat. Mersereau 4th, p. 458.

electric funaces for melting and refining
metals. Several types of electric furnace
are used in the metallurgical industries,
both ferrous and nonferrous; all these furnaces aie lined with refractory materials,

Edison battery. Both types have been ap-

proved by the U.S. Bureau of Mines.

Lewis, p. 735. See also flame safety lamp;
safety lamp.
electric cement. Cement consisting of resin,
beeswax, and red ocher. Used for cementing brass to glass. Bennett 2d, 1962.
electric charge. A property of matter resulting from an imbalance between the num-

the larger furnaces generally being bricked,
the smaller furnaces usually having a
monolithic refractory lining which is
rammed into place. The chief types of such
furnaces are: direct arc, in which the elec-

ber of protons and the number of elec-

trons in a given piece of matter. The

electric coal cutter. A coal cutter operated
by an electric motor; used in coal mines.
C.T.D.

electric coal drill. An electric motor-driven
drill designed for drilling holes in coal for
placing blasting charges. ASA C42.85:-

a fusehead assembly replaces the safety

fuse and, when an electric current

passed through the fusehead, it ignites a
flashing composition which, in turn ini-

tiates the explosive charge in the deto-

nator. A typkal modern electric detonator
consists of four main components, namely:

(1) the detonator tube containing the explosive charge; (2) the fusehead; (3) the
neoprene plug closure; and (4) the leading wires. McAdaM II, . 53.

electric drill. A mechanically operated drill
employing neither compressed air nor
steam, , but driven by an electric motor.
Used chiefly in mining operatiOns. Fay.

electric ear. System used to control grinding
rate in a ball mill; a microphone listens to
the grinding sound and maintains this by
varying the rate of,,new feed to the mill.
Pryor, 3.
electric emerald. A glass imitation of emerald. Shipley.
electric exploder. A former, designation for
electric blasting cap. Fay.
electric explosion-tested mine locomotive. An
electric ,; mine loComotive equipped with
explosion-tested equipment. ASA C42.85:1956.

which the driving power is supplied by
electric motors, supplied

either from a

ranged to operate from an overhead trolley wire, from a third rail alongside the
running rains, from a storage battery
mounted on the locomotive chassis or
even the combinations of trolley or third

rent is sent from the battery through
these conductors, the resulting spark fires

the priming, then the fulminate and the
charge of the explosive proper. Stauffer.
electric gathering mine locomotive. An electric mine locomotive, the chief function of

which is to move empty cars into, and to
remove loaded cars from, the working

is

lamp. Nelson.
electric locomotive. a. A locomotive in

naces). Dodd.

by a plug, the latter holding the ends of
the wires near to but not touching each
other. At this plug is a small amount of a
sensitive priming. When an electric cur-

1961.

electric crab reel mine locomotive. See electric mine locomotive.
electric detonator. In the electric detonator,

and this form has been widely developed.
Standard, 1964.
electric lamps. See cap lamp; hand electric

locomotive.

taining fulminating mercury, in which are
fixed two insulated conducting wires held

starting and controlling an electric motor
on a mining belt conveyor. NEMA MB1-

and has no use in the arts. In motion it
called dynamic or current electricity

is

high frequency (I- f. induction furnaces)

electric fuse. A metallic cup, usually con-

electric controller. The device used for

tion, a mutual interaction of force betwet.c
such localities is observed. Recent investigations indicate that it is .discrete or
granular in nature and that there may be
two kinds, positive and negative. In general, its effects differ according to whether
it is at rest or in motion. At rest it is
called static; is usually produced by friction; manifests itself chiefly in attractions
and repulsions and in violent discharges
like lightning; does not produce currents;

battery (battery locomotive), from a diesel-driven generator mounted on a vehicle (diesel electric locomotive), or from a
contact wire or rail ( track electrification).
C.T.D. Also called a motor and used in
mine haulage. Fay. See also electric mine

or at low frequency (1.f. induction fur-

1956.

large ingots. Osborne.

electricity. A material agency which, when
in motion, exhibits magnetic chemical,
and thermal effects and whial, whether
in motion or at rest, is of such a nature
that when it is present in two or more
localities, within certain limits of associa-

tric current passes through the charge; indirc:t arc, in which the arc is struck
between the electrodes only; induction
furnace, in which the metal charge is

heated by eddy-currents induced in it.
Inductior. furnaces may be operated at

electron has a negative charge; the proton,
a positive charge. Like charges repel each
other; unlike, attract. Leet.

and no pipe are produced, and as the

places. ASA C42.85:1956. See also gathering locomotive.
electric haulage mine locomotive. An electric
mine locomotive used for hauling trains of

cars, which have been gathered from the
working faces of the mine, to the point of

delivery of the cars. ASA C42.85:1956.
electric hoist. See electric winder.
electric-hoist man. See hoistman. D.O.T. 1.

electric horsepower. Equal to 746 watts.
CrisPin.

electrician. A person appointed, in writing
by the. manager of the mine to supervise
the working and maintenance of electrical
apparatus in the mine. See also electrical
engineer. Nelson.
electrician's solder. Rosin fluxed tiri-lead alloys with a low melting point. Bureau of
Minei Staff.
electric ingot process. A continuous method
of melting and casting metal with progret
sive, solidification. The molten metal is
completely protected from the atmosphere.
There ,is minimUm segregation, and as no
refraCtOry.linings are used there is no con.

,

b. The electric locomotives
used in pit and quarry service are ar-

rail with battery. Pit and Qua-ry, 53rd
sec. A, p. 114.

electric log. The log of a well o:r borehole
obtained by lowering electrodes in the
tide and measuring various electrical
properties of the geological formations
traversed. Electrical current is introduced
by a number of methods. A.G.I. See also
microlog.

electric logging. a. A technique originally
devised by the Schlumberger brothers, in
which electrical measurements are made,
and recorded at the surface, while a series
of electrodes or coils is caused to traverse

a borehole. The resulting curves can be
used for purposes of geological Correlation, and under favorable circumstances

also for the recognition of some rock
propertks and for indicating the nature
and amount of the fluids in the pores of

the rock. Institute of Petroleum, 1961. b.
The act dr process oç taking resistivity,
porosity, electrical aniso rpy, etc., measure-

ments in a borehole us g an electromagnetic teleclinumeter or other electrode device. Also called electrical logging. Long.
electric master fuse. See multifuse igniter.
Nelson:

electric mine locomotive. An electric locomotive designed for use underground; for
example, in such places as coal, metal,

and salt mines, tunnels, and in subway

constrUction. The following types are defined by the American Standards Association: (1) combination type-a locomotive Which receives power' either from

a trolley wire distribution system or from
a storage battery carried on the locomu-

the change of resistance in the wire will
be a mcasure of the change of strain in

tive which receives its power supply from
a storage battery mounted on the chassis
of the locomotive; (3) trolley typea locomotive which receives its power supply

electric rotary drill. A hand-held rotary

tive; (2) storage battery typea locomo-

from a trolley wire distribution system;
(4) 'pernianent tandem typetwo locomo-

tive units permanently connected together
and provided with one set of controls so
that both units can be operated by a single

operator; (5) separate tandem typetwo

locomotive units which can be coupled to-

gether and operated from one controller
as a single unit, or else separated and
operated as two independent units; (6)
crab

reel typea locomotive equipped

with an electrically driven winch,' or crab

reel, for the purpose of hauling cars by
means of a wire rope from places beyond

thc object. Isaacson, pp. 209-210.

drill driven by an electric motor and may
be used in rock or coal. It may be of 'fancoole'd design with several rod speeds to
suit different rocks. The use of aluminum
or aluminum alloys is not favored where
methane is liable to be present. This drill
produces considerably len dust than the
percussive drill. Nelson.

electric shock. Accidents from electricity are
common in and around mines. Electricity
causes shock by paralyzing the nerve center that controls breathing or by stopping
the regular beat of the heart. Some symptoms of electric shock are sudden loss of
..
consciousness, absence of respiration or
respiration that cannot be detected, weak

pulse, and probable burns. Kentucky, p.

the trolley wire; and (7) cable reel type
a locomotive equipped with a reel for
carrying an electric or conductor cable
which is used to conduct power to the

362.
electric-shovel-crane man. See shovel-crane

age mine locomotive; electric permissible
mine locomotive; electric gathering mine
locomotive. ASA C42.85:1956,
electric motor. See motor. Nelson.
electric mule. Electric motor. Korson.

rent of fairly high voltage to be carried

locomotive when operating beyond thc
trolley wire. See also', locomotive; electric
locomotive; mine locomotive; electric haul-

electric permissible mine locomotive. An
electric locomotive carrying the official

man. D.O.T. I.
electric shovels. Most of the larger modern
machines are electrically driven and are
equipped with the Ward-Leonard system
of control, which allows alternating curto the shovel over a very flexible electric
cable. This cable is usually carried on a

sled back of the shovel or on a reel on
the shovel base. The current drives an
alternating current motor, which is con-

approval plate of the U. S. Bureau of

nected to, and drives, direct current generators, one for each of the operations of

electric polarization. Dipole effect given to
electrically neutral atom when its component electrons are displaced in an elec-

cuit. The field in each circuit is regu-

Mines. ASA C42.85:1956.

tric ficld. Pryor, 3.

electric powder fuses. These fuses were designed so that electrical shotfiring methods
could be used for initiating blasting powder. The powder fuse consists of a thick
paper tube containing a small charge', of

blasting powder, with an ordinary lowtension fuseh'ead fixed at one encl. On
passing electric current through the fusehead it flashes and sets off the blasting
powder in the tube, which can then ini-

tiate the main charge of blasting powder in the shot hole. McAdam II, p.
59.

electric precipitation. The collection of sus-

pended dust by causing the particles to
become electrically charged in such a
manner, as to attract each other and to

form aggregates so large as to cause them
to settle. Bureau of Mines Staff.
electric prospecting instruments. Geophysical prospecting instruments which measure the electrical characteristics of rocks.
Nelson.

electric resistance. The opposition of an
electric circuit to the flow of current.
Kentucky, p. 263.

the shovel, and an exciter. Each direct
current generator and the direct current

motor which it drives are in a closed cir-

lated by magnetic contactors or by rotat-

ing controls actuated by master controllers
at the operator's position. Pit and Quarry,
53rd, Sec. A, pp. 91-92.

electric slope engineer. In bituminous coal
mining, one who operates a hoist powered by electricity to haul loaded and
empty cars along a haulage slope to surface of mine. D.O.T. 1.
electric sponge. An electric centrifugal pump

consisting of a small vertical centrifugal
pump so designed that it will draw water

electric squib. A small shell containing an
explosive compound that is ignited by the

electric current brought in through the
lead wires. Used for firing single small
holes loaded with black powder. Lewis,

p. 117.

electric steel. Steel made in the electric
furnace. Mersereau, 4th, p. 458.
electric storage battery locomotive. See battery locomotive. Nelson.

cemented to a paper membrane which
can be attached to the surface under investigation. The ends of the wire grid
are spot welded to a metal strip for the
terminal connections. The use of these
gages depends upon the fact that cer-

electric system. A system that includes all
electric equipment and circuits that per-

of an object subject to variable strain,

or by the passage of a large

current

through the junction; used m uniting
steel rails, tubing, etc. 5.3 also thermite.
Fay.
electric wheel. A wheel containing the motor

and all the required gearing so that it is

an independent drive unit. A vehicle may
be equipped with four such units to obtain four-wheel drive. Woodruff, v. 3, p.
511.

electric winder. A winder or hoist driven by
a direct current or alternating current
electric motor. The direct current motor
with Ward-Leonard control is perhaps the
most common for winders of about 1,000
horsepower and over. The electric motor
is very suitable for the Koepe winder because it provides a uniform driving torque
which minimizes the possibility of rope
slip. Nelson.

electroacoustic transducer. A transducer for
receiving waves from an electric system
and delivering waves to an acoustic system or vice versa. Hy.

electroanalysis. Use of electrolysis or conductometery in instruments, such as a
polarograph, or a spectrograph (sorption
or emission) in quantitative and qualitative analysis. Also deposition of metal on
a weighted cathOde in the gravimetric
method of electroanalysis. Pryor, 3.
electrobrightening. A process of reversed
electrodeposition which, in certain conditions, results in anodic metal taking on a
high polish. C.T.D.
electrobronze. To electroplate with bronze.
Standard, 1964.
electrocast brick. A refractory material made

by fusing refractory oxides in an electric
furnace and pouring the molten material
into molds to form finished shapes. A.R.!.
electrocast process. A method of producing
refractory materials in the desired form
by mixing the raw materials in the requisite proportions, heating to fusion in an
electric furnace, and casting. Osborne.
ekctrocement. Cement made by adding lime

to molten slag in an electric furnace.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
is only 2 or 3 inches deep. It is
placed in the water at the bottom of a ekctroceramics. A group of ceramic materials of various compositions having elecshaft and lifts the water up to a horitrical and other properties that render
zontal centrifugal pump placed about 50
them suitable for use as insulators for
feet above. Lewis, pp. 186-187.

electric survey. See electric log; electric

tain alloys show a linear relationship between applied strain and electrical resistance, so that if a wire constructed from
one of these alloys is fixed to the surface

locomotive.

electric welding. A process of welding in
which the parts to be joined are heated
to fusion by an electric arc (arc welding)

if it

electric resistance strain gage. This gage

consists essentially of a grid of fine wire

electrochemistry
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electric mine locomotive

logging. Long.

tain to operation of the mine and that
are under the control of the mine officials. ASA M2.1-1963.

electric traction The haulage of vehicles by
electric power, derived from overhead

wires or third rail, storage batteries, or

from diesel-driven generators mounted on
the vehicles. Ham.
electric trolley locomodve. See electric mine

power lines and in many electrical components. In terms of tonnage made, electrical porcelain is the most important;
more specialized types include cordierite,
steatite, titanate ceramics and zircon porcelain. Dodd.

electrochankal. Chemical action employing
a current of electricity to cause or to sustain the action. Crispin.
electrochemical COITOdOe. Corrosion which

occurs when current flows between cathodic and anodic areas on metallic or-

faces. ASM Gloss.

electrochemkal equivalent. The weight of
an element, compound, radical, or ion involved in a specified electrochemical reaction during the passage of a unit quantity of electricity, such as a faraday, an
ampere-hour, or a coulomb. Lowenheim.
electrochemical series. Same as electromotive force series. ASM Gloss.
electrochemistry. a. Technique that uses
electrical action to promote chemical
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change. Pryor, 3. b. That of electrolysis,
ion behavior in ionizing solvents. Pryor,
3, p. 80.
electrocoliper. To plate or cover with copper by means of electricity. Fay.
electrode. a. Conducting body that is brought
ground.
in conducting contact with theby
which
Schieferdecker. b. The conductor

current enters and leaves an electrolyte
when subjected to an externally impressed
potential. H&G. c. A conductor (as a metallic substance or carbon) used to establish
electrical contact with a nonmetallic portion of a circuit (as in an electrolytic cell,
an
a storage battery, an electron tube, or
Webalso
anode;
cathode.
arc lamp). See
ster 3d. d. In arc welding, a current-carrying rod which supports the arc between the
rod and work, or between two rods as in
twin carbon-arc welding. It may or may

not furnish filler metal. See also bare electrode; carbon electrode; coated electrode,
ASM Gloss. e. In resistance welding, a part
of a resistance welding machine through
which current and, in most cases, pressure
are applied directly to the work. The electrode may be in the form of a rotating
wheel, rotating roll, bar, cylinder, plate,
clamp, chuck, or modification thereof. ASM
Gloss. f. An electrical conductor for leading current into or out of a medium. ASM

with a solution ; the reaction consists of the
addition of electrons from the electrode to
a substance in the solution, or the removal
of electrons by the electrode from a substance in solution. A.G.1.
electrode ring. Special refractory shapes, in
the roof of an electric arc steel furnace,

forming an opening through which an
electrode is inserted. See also bull's-eye.
Dodd.

electrode skid. In spot, seam, or projection
welding, the sliding of an electrode along
the surface of the work. ASM Gloss.
electrode spacing. Distance between succes-

sive electrodes. Schieferdecker.
electrodialysis. Dialysis accelerated by an electromotive force applied to electrodes adjacent to the membranes. Useful in removing
electrolytes from naturally occurring colloids. Webster 3d.
electroendosmosis. The movement of fluids

through porous diaphragms caused by the
application of an electric potential. Lowenhelm.

electrolytic machining
ment of ions instead of electrons with the
liberation of matter at the electrodes; a
liquid ionic conductor. Webster 3d. b. A
substance (as an acid, base, or salt) that,
when dissolved in a suitable solvent (as

water) or when fused, becomes an ionic
conductor. Webster 3d. c. For ceramic
applications, an electrolyte is a substance

capable of dissociating partly or completely
into ions in water. For clay dispersions, the
basic electrolytes promote dehocculation
while the acidic electrolytes produce the
opposite effect, flocculation. Lee.
electrolytic. Of or relating to electrolysis or
an electrolyte; produced by electrolysis.
Webster 3d.
electrolytic brightening. Same as electropolishing. ASM Gloss.
electrolytic cell. a. An assembly, consisting of
a vessel, electrodes, and an electrolyte, in
which electrolysis can be carried out. ASM
Gloss. b. A voltaic cell to which an external
electromotive force greater than the electromotive force developed by the voltaic
cell is impressed across the electredes.
H&G.
electrolytic cleaning. Removing soil from
work by electrolysis, the work being one of
the electrodes. The electrolyte is usually
alkaline. ASM MOM
electrolytic conduction. The conduction of
electricity accompanied by the actual transfer of matter (migration of ions), which is
shown by the occurrence of chemical
changes at the electrodes. C.T.D.
electrolytic copper. Copper which has been
refined by electrolytic deposition, including

electroestraction; electrowinaing. The application of electrolysis to recover metal from
its salts. Nelson.
electrofiltratioa. The electromotive force set
up between the two sides of the sheet when
an electrolyte is forced through a sheet of
some pervious solid dielectric. This electromotive force is proportional to the presGloss.
sure, to the electrical resistivity of the
electrode burnoff rate. The rate at which an
liquid, and inversely proportional to its
electrode is consumed by an arc in units
viscosity. Lewis, p.321.
of mass per time per arc power. Bu Mines eketrodltration potential. Potential that is
Bull. 625, 1965, p. VII.
set up when a solution is forced through
cathodes which are the direct product of
electrode cable. Same as electrode lead. ASM
a porous medium. Schieferdecker.
the refining operation, refinery shapes cast
electroforming. Making parts by electrodepoGloss.
from melted cathodes, and, by extension,
Gloss.
electrode configuration. Pattern in which the
sition on a removable form. ASM
fabricators' products made therefrom. Usufusion
in
an
electrodes are set up. Schieferdecker.
electrolusion. The process of
ally when this term is used alone, it refers
electrode consumption rate. The rate at
electric furnace. See also fusion casting.
to electrolytic tough pitch copper without
which an electrode is consumed by an arc
Dodd.
elements other than oxygen being present
of
zinc
in units of mass per time per arc current. electrogalvankring. The electroplating
in significant amounts. ASM Gloss.
BuMines Bull. 625., 1965, p.
upon iron or steel. ASM Gloss.
electrolytic
corrosion. Galvanic action caused
electrode deposidoe. The weight of weld electrographic. The effect of cathode rays on
by electrical contact of two different metals
by
which
the
metal
belength
metal deposit obtained from a unit
a metal surface,
in presence of Pn electrolyte, so that an
comes less sensitive to the action of etching
of electrode. ASM Gloss.
electromotive force is set up. Pryor, 3.
vapors. Hess.
electrode force. The force between electrodes
electrolytic deposition. a. The production of
potential.
electrokiaetic
potential.
See
zeta
welding.
in spot, seam, and projection
a metal from a solution containing its salts
Webster 3d.
ASM Gloss.
by the passage of an electric current through
plating
where
Immersion
electrode holder. A device used for mechani- electroless *dim.
the solution. In electrorefining, the operaa chemical reducing agent changes metal
cally holding the electrode and conducting
tion is carried out in an electrolytic cell in
ions to metal. ASM Gloss.
current to it. Coal Age, v. 66, No. 3, Mar.
which
the metal is deposited upon the
which
is
electrolemisescence. Luminescence
1961, p. 92.
cathode
or starting sheet. Henderson. b.
activated by an electrical potential. VV.
electrode lesd. The electric conductor beSame
es
eleetrodeoosition. ASM MOIL
resulting
tween the source of arc-welding current electrolysis. a. Chemical change
electrolytic
diesodatiosn ilakaii0111 Eluociaelectric
current
from the passage of an
and the electrode holder. Coal Age, v. 66,
don
in
a
solvent
of molecules of the disb.
Gloss.
through an electrolyte. ASM
No. 3, Mar. 1961, p. 92.
solving
substance
as cations and anions.
Transfer or transport of matter through a
electrode melting rate. The rate at which an
Pryor,3
conducting
ions.
The
medium by means of
electrode is consumed by an arc in units
electrolytic dimolselon. The act or process of
medium may consist of fused slats or conof mass per time. BuMines Bull. 625, 1965,
dissolving the diamond matrix metal in the
free
moveducting solutions which permit
p. VII.
crown of a bit utilizing the chemical dement of ions toward the countercharged
electrodeposition. The deposition of a subcompositional effects of a direct electrical
Faraelectrodes immersed in the system.
stance upon an electrode by paging electric
current on a mxal object submerged in an
day's laws state: ( I ) the weight of material
current through an electrolyte. Electroplatacidic solution. Long.
changed at each electrode is proportional electrolytic
ing (plating), electroforming, electrorefinfrom. A very pure iron produced
electricity
passed
through
to the quantity of
ing, and electrowinning result from electroby
an
electrolytic
process. It has excellent
weights
of
matethe solution, and (2) the
deposition. ASM Gloss.
magnetic
properties
and is often used in
rial changed at the different electrodes are
electrode potential. a. The potential differ.maanet
cores.
Crispin.
weights
of
proportional to the equivalent
ence at the surface of separation between
electrolytic lead. Lead refined by the Betts
the substances changed. Electrolysis causes
the electronic and electrolytic conductors
Drocess; has purity of about 99.995 to
of
chemical decomposition when passage
which make up the electrode. In the termi99.998 percent lead. C.T.D.
a current causes ions to move toward oppo- electrolytic
nology of corrosion it is sometimes called
maddelenc. A combination of
sitely charged electrodes, where they may
the open-circuit potential. Bu Mines Bull.
grinding
and
machining where a metaldeposited,
or
be discharged, liberated,
619, 1964, p. 206. b. The potential of a
nded
abrasive
wheel, usually diamond, is
chemically reacted. Pryor,3.
half-cell as measured against a standard electrolyte.
the
cathode
in
physical
contact with the
a. A nonmetallic electric conducreference half-cell. ASM Gloss.
anodic workpiece, the contact being made
fused
solid)
tor (as a solution, liquid, or
underneath the surface of a suitable eleclectrode reaction. The chemical reaction
in which current is carried by the movein contact

taking place at an electrode
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electronation

electromagnetic damping. Commonly found
in seimometers of the induction type. It may

brations not requiring any known material
medium for their propagation, for example,
gamma rays, X-rays. Nelson.
electromagnetism. Every electric current generates a magnetic field which is in a plane
perpendicular to the current. The strength
of the field is proportional to the current
and in the case of a long, straight wire is
inversely proportional to the distance from

electrolytic machining
trolyte. The abrasive particles produce

grinding and act as nonconducting spacers
permitting simultaneous machming through
electrolysis. ASM Gloss.

electrolytic pickling. Pickling where electric
current is used, the work being one of the
electrodes. ASM Gloss.

electrolytic polishing. To produce a smooth
bright surface on (metal) by immersion as
an anode in an electrolytic bath. Webster
3d,

electrolytic powder. In powder metallurgy,

powder produced either by electrolytic

deposition, by the pulverization of an electrodeposit, or from metal made by electrodeposition. ASM Gloss.
electrolytic process. a. A process employing
the electric current for separating and depositing metals from solution. The process

has many modifications and is used for
(1) recovering metals as tin from scrap,
(2) refining as of copper for electroplating,
(3) recovering metal from ore as by a com-

bination of leaching, and (4) electrolytic
deposition. Fay. b. As used by the diamond-

bit-setting industry, the process in which
the chemical decompositional effects of
subjecting metal objects immersed in an
acidic solution to a flow of direct electric
current is utilized to dissolve the metal in
the crown of a worn diamond bit to free
and salvage the diamonds. Long.

electrolytic protection. See cathodic protection. ASM Gloss.

electrolytic reduction. Removal of oxygen (or
decrease of its active valency in the case of

positive element) by electrical means.

Pryor, 3.

electrolytic refining. Suspension of suitably
shaped metal ingots as anodes in an electrolytic bath, alternated with sheets of the
same metal in a refined state which act as
starters or cathodes. Impurities remaining
on the anodes are detached as anode slime,

or are dissolved in the electrolyte from
which they must be systematically removed
(stripped). Pryor, 3.

electrolytic's. The extraction and refining of
metals by the use of electric currents.
Newton, p. 449.

electrolytic solution pressure. Equilibrium
between electrostatic attraction and ionic
diffusion when a metal is immersed in an

electrolyte which contains its ions. Pryor, 3.
electrolytic wkebar. Copper ingot electrolyti-

cally refined and suitable for rolling into

wire. Pryor, 3.
electrolytic zinc. Zinc exceeding 99.9 percent
purity, produced by electrodeposition.
Pryor, 3.

electrolyze. a. To decompose a compound,
either liquid, molten, or in solution, by an
electric current. ASTM STP No. 148-D.
b. To subject to electrolysis. Webster 3d.
electromachiming. a. Electrical discharge ma.

chining. ASM Gloss. b. Electrolytic ma-

chining. ASM Gloss.

electromagnet. A core of magnetic metal (as
soft iron) that is surrounded wholly or in
part by a coil of wire, that is magnetized
when an electric current is passed through

the wire, and that retains its power of

attraction only while the current is flowing. Webster 3d. See also magnet, d.
electromagoetic brake. One in which rubbing

surfaces arc pressed together when electric
current is passed through a solenoid; also,
system in which magnetic attraction is set

up when one component acts as an electromagnet. Pryor,3.

be used in mechanical seismographs by

employing a copper plate moving between
two permanent magnets. Induction seismometers depend upon voltage generated

by motion of coil in the magnetic field.

A.G.I.
electromagnetic detector. An instrument used

in aerial geophysical prospecting for the
direct detection of conducting ores, such
as the sulfides of copper, zinc, nickel and
lead. An alternating electromagnetic field

of suitable frequency is created in the area
explored. Transmitted by the aircraft, this
field is received by the conducting body in
the earth and reradiated with some change
in phase. The resultant field is picked up
by the bird, towed behind the aircraL, and
compared with the transmitted field. The
phase shift is measured automatically and
recorded as a profile during flight. See also
geophysical prospecting. Nelson.

electromagnetic geophone. The simplest and
most widely used type of geophone. It con-

sists of a coil and a magnet, one rigidly
fixed with respect to the earth and the
other suspended froni a fixed support by

a spring. Any relative motion between the
coil and magnet produces an electromotive
force across the coil's terminals which is
proportional to the velocity of the motion.

Dobrin p. 41.
electronagnetic ladoctiom A wire cutting
lines of force of a magnetic field has induced in it an electromotive force. Crispin.
electromagnetic methods. Group of electrical

exploration methods in which one determines the magnetic field that is associated

with the electrical current through the
ground. Schieferdecker.

electromagnetic prospectiog. A geophysical
method employing the generation of electromagnetic waves at the earth's surface ;

when the waves penetrate the earth and

impinge on a conducting formation or ore
body, they induce currents in the conduc-

tors which are the source of new waves

radiated from the conductors and detected
by instruments at the surface. A.G.I.
electromagnetic radiatioa. Radiation consist-

ing of electric and magnetic waves that
travel at the speed of light; for example,
light, radio waves, gamma rays, and
X-rays. All can be transmitted through a
vacuum. LAIL.

the wire. This principle is important in
magnetic prospecting insofar as it forms

the basis for certain types of geomagnetic
instruments. Dobrin, p. 268.
electromechanical transducer. A transducer
for receiving waves from an electric system
and delivering waves to a mechanical system or vice versa. Hy.

electrometallurgy. A term covering the various
electrical processes for the industrial work-

ing of metals; for example, electrodeposition, electrorefining, and operations in
electric furnaces. C.T.D.
electrometer. a. An instrument for measuring
small quantities of electricity. Used to de-

termine the position and polarity of the

X axes in blanks, etc., by measurement of
the electric charges released by slight pressure. Also known as squeeze meter; polarity

indicator; piezometer. AM, 1. b. A cali-

brated electroscope. Hess.
electrometric titration. A hydrogen electrode

is immersed in the acid solution under
test, and is connected to a calomel elec-

trode; pH change is observed during titration with alkali, and electromotive force

(EMF) is plotted against volume of this

alkali. A pronounced inflection is shown at
neutral or change point. Pryor, 3.

electromotive force. Something that moves
or tends to move electricity. The amount
of energy derived from an electrical source

per unit quantity of electricity passing

through the source (as a cell or a generator). Webster 3d. Abbreviation, emf.
eleCT01110the force series. The elements can
be listed according to their standard elec-

trode potentials. The more negative the
potential, the greater the tendency of the
metals to corrode but not necessarily at

higher rates. This series is useful in studies
of thermodynamic properties. A hydrogen
gas electrode is the standard reference and
is placed equal to zero. All potentials are

positive or negative with respect to the
hydrogen electrode. Also known as the
emf series. H&G.

electromagnetic separation. a. Process used

electron. One of the constituent elementary
particles of an atom. A charge of negative

dry en crushed ore, wet on ore pulps.

coulomb and having a mass when at rest
of about 9.107 x 10 gram or 1/1837
that of a proton. The mass sometimes is
thought to reside wholly as energy in the
electrostatic field of the particle, in which

to remove ferromagnetic minerals or metals
from relatively nonmagnetic ones, using a
field or flux of suitably controlled strength
to effect the differentiation. It is performed

Pryor, 3. b. The use of electromagnets to

remove ferrous products or tramp iron

from bulk materials, as they travel along
a conveyor, over a drum, or into a revolv-

ing screen. See also electrostatic separator;
tramp iron. Nelson.
electromagnetic spectrum. The entire range

of electrical energy, extending from the
extremely long rays of radio and electricity

at one end to the extremely short X-rays
at the other. The visible spectrum (visible
light) is included. Shipley.

electromagnetic swabs. The act or process

of using a geophysical method of systematically measuring electromagnetic waves in

a specific area of the earth's surface or in

an area adjacent to boreholes. See also
electromagnetic prospecting. Long.

electromagnetic wens. A wide range of vi-
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electricity equal to about 1.602 X 10'

case the radius of the electron must be

about 10" centimeter and the electron has
a magnetic moment and an angular momentum believed to result from the spin
of the particle. Webster 9d. Electrons surround the positively charged nucleus of

the atom and determine the chemical

properties of the atom. Lin.

electron dimity. Ability of oxidizing agent to
capture electrons and therefore modify a
substance. Relative strength with which an

atom holds adjacent valence electrons.
Pryor, 3.

eledromstion. a. Addition of one or more
electrons to an element during chemical
reaction, therefore reduction. Pryor, 3. b.
Deelectronation, or oxidation is removal of
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electronation
one or more electrons. Pryor, 3.

electron beam furnace. A furnace in which

metals are melted in a vacuum at very
high temperatures by bombardment with

electrons. HW.

electron beam melting. A melting process in
which heat is supplied by a beam of electrons directed at the metal in high vacuum.
Thomas.

ekdron capture. A type of radioactive transformation in which an electron from one
of the inner shells of an atom is captured
by the nucleus; especially important in the

transformation K" A'. A.G. .

describe

electron compound. A term used to
intermediate phases of metal systems that
have both a common crystal structure and
a common ratio of valence electrons to
atoms. Thus, CuZn, CuiAl, CuiSn, and
FeAl all have the body-centered cubic
structure and an electron-to-atom ratio of
three to two. ASM Gloss.
electron diffraction. Registration of scattering

of stream of electrons due to their impact
on nuclei in atoms of crystal lattices. The
beam is directed slantwise on the surface
examined, in high vacuum. Pryor, 3.
electro-negadve. Descriptive of element or
group which ionizes negatively, or acquires
electrons and therefore becomes negatively
L....aged anion. In electrolysis moves to
anode. Pryor, 3.

electroaegative potential. The potential of an
electrode that is relatively active or anodic
with respect to other electrodes and is
made of material that is at the active end
of the emf or galvanic series. The sign of
potential is negative. BuMines Bull. 619,
1964, p. 206.

electron gas. Mobile electrons, as in metal lattice structure. Pryor, 3.
electroa boles. Electron-deficient sites which

provide acceptor energy levels. These are
positive charge carriers. VV.
electronic canary. See electronic CO detector.
electronic ceramics. Inorganic, nonmetallic

products which are subjected to a high
temperature during manufacture or use
and whose properties make them of value
in applications in the field of electronics.
Electronic ceramics (or ceramics for electronics) have been broadly classified into
the areas of linear dielectric, nonlinear di-

electric, magnetic, semiconductor, and composite. ACSC. 1963.

ore reaches a predetermined level on a
probe, a change in electrical capacity
causes the unit to operate a warning signal
to inform the operator that the ore level
is at the maximum safe height. Alterna-

tively, the device will shut down the feeder

or conveyor if desired. Nelson.

electroalc liquid dennity instrument. The instrument consists of a glass float on the
end of a thin rod suspended in the liquid.
The float-rod is supported by means of two
flat springs so that tt is constrained to precise vertical motion. The float-rod assembly carries a coil similar to the voice-coil
of a dynamic loud speaker and a differential transformer core. Vertical movement

of the float is detected by the electrical
response of the differential transformer.
The coil moves in a strong, radial, magnetic field and when the float is buoyed up

by the liquid, the reaction force between

the coil and the field is used to pull it

down. Thus, balance is achieved at a null
position by adjusting the coil current while
observing the null indicator. H&G.

electronic log. The record of log of a borehole obtained by lowering a gamma ray,
Geiger-MUller, or scintillation probe into
the hole and measuring the gamma Tay
emissions of the various rock formations
traversed by the borehole. Long.

electronic logger. Various devices that, when

lowered into a borehole, are capable of
detecting and recording the intensity of
the gamma rays emitted by radioactive
substances in the rock formation traversed

by the borehole. Also called gamma-ray
probe; Geiger counter; Geiger-Muller
counter; Geiger-Muller probe; Geiger
probe; radiation detector; scintillation

counter; scintillation probe; scintillometer.
Long.
electronic logging. The net or process of logging a borehole with an electronic logger.
See also electronic logger. Long.
electronic microscope. An instrument similar
to the ordinary light microscope, but producing a much magnified image, which is

received on a fluorescent screen and is
recorded by using a camera. Instead of a
beam of light to illuminate the material,
a parallel beam of electrons is used. Its
magnification is up to about 100,000.
Nelson.

electronic palladium. Palladium metal with

lectroak CO detector; electronic emery. A

fluxes and vehicles for application on green

ing carbon monoxide in mine air. It records the amount on a meter, and when

temperatures and permit multiple laminations of electroded ceramic sheets used for
capacitor manufacture. CCD 6d, 1961.
elledrooks. The utilization based on the phenomena of conduction of electricity in a
vacuum (thermionic valves), in a gas
(thyratrons) and in semiconductors (transistors). NCB.
electronic sentry; detection device. A device
for mounting on any direct current mobile

portable, lightweight instrument for detect-

the carbon monoxide is present in dangerous proportions it gives audible and visible

warning. The device uses a combination
of physical, chemical, and electronic techniques. Nelson.

electronic eller. An air cleaner in which matter in the airstream is electrically charged,
then attracted to surfaces oppositely
charged. Strock, 10.
electronic golds. Special preparations for con-

ceramic bases that are fired at extreme

mining machine that receives its power
through a portable cable. The device cuts

ductive coating applicauons in ceramics

off the power from the machine and its

tion is required. Used for applications on
semiconductors (transistors, diodes, etc.),

fault, short circuit, or break in the cable,
and prevents electrical flow as long as the

CCD 6d, 1961, p. 546.
electronic higb-level intik:dor. An electronic
device to enable the maximum capacity of
a bin to be utilized while obviating dam-

electronic sorties. See La Pointe picker.

where resistance to strong acids and migra-

special capacitors, and printed circuits.

age to conveyors and other equipment.

Probes from the device are situated at the
desired positions within the bin. When the

trailing cable in the mot of a ground
trouble exists. Nelson.

Pryor, 3.
electronic tramp kon detector. An appliance
to prevent large pieces of tramp iron from
entering the primary breaker when the ore
feed is by conveyor. The applilance is
straddled across the conveyor and when
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tramp metal (magnetic or nonmagnetic)

of dangerous size passes under the detector
it automatically stops the conveyor and

sounds an alarm, and will not restart motion until the tramp material is removed.
Nelson.

electronic weighing. See weighing-in-motion
system. Nelson.

electron microscope. One using a stream of
electrons instead of light to throw shadow
of opaque object on a fluorescent viewing
screen. Enlargements are practicable up to

400,000 diameters with a hundredfold

depth of focus as compared to light micro-

scopes. See also microscope. Pryor, 3.

electron-shared bond. See covalent bond.
Hurlbut.

electron shell. Group of orbital (extra nuclear) electrons moving at same average
radius from atomic nucleus, and arranged
in accordance with principal quantum
numbers. Pryor, 3.
electron volt. The quality of kinetic energy
gained by an electron when it is accelerated through a voltage difference of 1 volt.
L&L.'

electro-osmosis. a. A filtering of liquid con-

ductors, under the influence of electric
current, through porous or semipermeable

partitions with a speed that is independent
of their thickness but varying with their
nature and section. Taylor. d. Diffusion of
a substance through a membrane in an
electric field. If electromotive force is ap-

plied to a colloidal solution and soluble

particles are held by a membrane, the dispersion medium migrates in the opposite
direction to that which would be taken by
the soluble particles. Pryor, 3. c. Pressure
of a solution against electric potential.
4.0.1. Supp.
electropbosuk; catapboresis. Movement of
colloid particles toward an oppositely
charged electrode through a solution.
Pryor, 3.

electroplate. To plate with an adherent continuous coating by electrodeposition; especially, to plate with a metal. Webster 3d.
electroplatiog. Electrodepositing metal (may
be an alloy) in an adherent form upon an
object serving as a cathode. ASM Gloss.
ekdropmemnatic Nightie& Where compressed
air is available this is a convenient and
safe method of lighting since the well glass
surrounding the bulb is flushed out with
compressed air by a special valve before
the self-contained generator commences to
run; afterwards the exhaust from the tur-

bine is passed through the lamp fitting
with a small back preuure of 11/2 to 2

pounds per square inch, preventing ingress
of methane. The equipment can he used
underground where the use of electricity
is prohibited and for both roadway and
face lighting. Sinclair, I, pp. 226-227.
electropoliskisg. Enhancing the surface finish
by preferential dissolution of metal at the
anode. The current density and hence solution rate, is greatest at sharp points. ASM
Close.

electropositive. a. Positively charged; having
more protons than electrons. An electropositive ion in a cation. Pryor, 3. b. Term

used to describe substances ;hat end to
pass to the cathode in electrolysis. Myrsereali 4th, p. 533.
eledropeisidve potential. The potential of an
electrode that is relatively noble or cathodic with respect to other electrodes and is

made of material that is at the inactive
end of the emf or galvanic series. The sign
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of the potential is positive. Bu Mines Bull.
619, 1964, p. 206.
electroretlnhig. The process of anodically dissolving a metal from an impure anode and

depositing it in a more pure state at the
cathode. Lowenheim.

electroscope. Any of various instruments for
detecting the presence of an electric charge

on a body, for determining whether the

charge is positive or negative, or for indicating and measuring the intensity of radiation by means of thc motion imparted to
charged bodies (as striPs of goldleaf) suspended from a metal conductor within an
insulated chamber. Webster 3d.
electrostatic bunching. Flocculation of particles during dry screening due to binding
electrical forces at their surfaces. Pryor, 4.
electrostatic capacity. Quantity of electricity
needed to raise system one unit of potential. Pryor, 3, p. 68.

electrostatic ckaning process. A method of
cleaning small sizes of coal, namely, 2 milli-

meters to 0.1 millimeter by passing the
material over a Flow ly rotating roller
through an electrostatic field of high voltage existing between the earthed roller and
an adjacent wire. The coal and impurities
are electrified to relatively the same extent,
but the coal loses its charge very slowly
and is carried further round by the roller

than the impurities and separation is ef-

fected with reasonable efficiency. Nelson.
electrostatic dust and fume sampkr. An accurate means of collecting even very fine
particles for analysis. Dust, fume, or mist
particles, including metallic fumes, are
drawn into the portable samples, preionized, and precipitated electrostatically in a

collecting cylinder. This equipment permits

prerise quantitative and qualitative analysis so that proper measures for safeguarding
workers and processes can be taken. These

units should never be used in explosive
atmospheres. Bests, p. 579.

electrostatic precipitator. The most efficient
of the dust samplers, the electrostatic precipitator is a medium-volume instrument.
Air is drawn through a metal tube serving

as a collecting surface (the anode) in
which a platinum wire mounted axially

acts as the ionizing and precipitating electrode (the cathode). A potential of about
10.000 volts direct current is maintained

across the tube and wire. The assembly
mounting and collecting tube contains a

small fan to induce air flow. Hartman, p.54.
electrostatics. Science of electric charges captured by bodies which then acquire special

characteristics due to their retention of
such charges. In electrostatic separation.
dry mineral particles acquire charges as
they pass through a high-voltage field. They

are then deflected from their natural falling path in accordance with the attraetion
or repulsion due to the influence of their
retained charge as they pass other chanted
bodies. Electrostatic bunching is particle
cling during the laboratory screening of dry
material in which frictional electric charge
is set up. Pryor, 3.

eledrostatk separates. a. A FOCeSS of ore
concentration based upon the electrostatic
principle that like charges repel and unlike

charges attract one another. Henderson.
b. A method of separating materials by
dping feed material between two elec.
trWes, positive and negathe, rotating in
opposite directions. Nonrepelled materials
drop in a vertical plane; susceptible mate-

rials are deposited in a forward position

elevation
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somewhat removed from the vertical plane.
ASM Gloss. c. Another name for high tension separation. Pryor, 3, p. 208.

electrostatic separator. A vessel fitted with
positively and negatively charged conductors and may be used for extracting dust
from flue gas or for separating mineral dust
from gangues. Nelson.
electrostatic spraying. A process in which
particles that are to be sprayed are given
an electrostatic charge opposite to that on

the ware to be sprayed; this attracts thc
sprayed particles to the ware. Although

technically applicable to vitreous enameling, this method of spraying has so far been
little used in the ceramic industry. Dodd.
electrostatic strength. As applied to electric
blasting caps, a measure of the detonator's
ability to withstand electrostatic discharges
without exploding. Fraenkel, v. 3, Art.

16:10, p. 5.

electrostatic transducer. A transducer which
consists of a capacitor and depends upon
interaction between its electric field and
the change of its electrostatic capacitance.
Hy.
eleetrostenolysis. The deposition of metals
in capillary pores of diaphragms when solu-

tions of the metals are electrolyzed. Hess.
ekctrostrktion. a. A deformation caused by

electrical stress. Standard, 1964. b. The

phenomenon wherein some dielectric mate-

rials experience an elastic strain when
subjected te an ekctric field, this strain
being independent of the polarity of the

field. H&C.
electrotape; microdist. A phase comparison
base line measuring system similar to tellurometer and geodimeter. It is similar to
tellurometer in that radar frequencies are

0.4 percent and zinc less than 31/2 percent). Pryor. 3.
element. a. A substance which cannot be decomposed into other substances. 4.0.1. b.
A substance all of whose atoms have the
same atomic number. The first definition
was accepted until the discovery of radiostill useful in a
qualitative sense. It is no longer strictly
correct, because (1) the natural radio-

activity (1896), and is

active decay involves the decomposition of

one element into others, (2) one element
may be converted into another by bombardment with high-speed particles, and
(3) an element can bc separated into its
isotopes. The second denition is accurate,
but has the disadvantage that it has little
relevance to ordinary chemical reactions
or to geologic processes. A.G.!.

ekmentsl carbon. Carbon made from peat
coke by calcination; used for dry-cell electrodes. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

ekmental sulfur. Sulfur in the original elemental condition, such as flowers of sulfur.
Shell Oil Co.

ekmeatary cell; unit cell. The simplest form
which includes all the characteristics of a
crystal. It is repeated indefinitely to form
the lattice structure of a crystal. Hess.
elementary molecule. One consisting of a
combination of like atoms, for example, O.
Pryor, 3.

ekmealary particle. Originally applied to any

particle that could not be further subdivided; now applied only to protons, electrons, neutrons, antiparticles, and strange
particles, but not to alpha particles and

used whereas in the geodimeter light waves

deuterons. L&L.
elemeat, chemical. A substance that cannot
be separated by ordinary chemical means
into substances different from itself. Shell

megacycle crystal as the basis of their meas-

element, !loser. In structural petrology, a

are employed. All three systems use a 10

Oil Co.

urement so one period or lane width is 15
meters in the electrotape and tellurometer

fabric element of rodlike form where one
dimension is much greater than the other

to the method of measuring. H&C.
electrotecimics. The science of the methods,
processes, and operations in which t:ectricity is applied in the industrial arts. Also

element 182. Named nobelium; symbol, No.
See alio nobelium; actinide elements. CCD

and is 7.5 meters in the geodimeter due

called electrotechnology. Standard, 1964.
electrotbermks. A term describing those
processes in which the electric current used

for producing metallurgical reactions is
used solely for its heating effect. E.C.T.,
v. 8, p. 938. compare electrolysis.

electroteming. Electroplating tin on an object. ASM Gloss.
electrotypieg. Electroforming, as applied to
printing plates. Lowenheim.
ellectrovalat bond. Valence bond created be-

tween atoms by transfer of one or more

electron. The atom losing an electron

(donor) becomes positively charged. The

receiving atom becomes negatively chargred
and they are combined (compounded) by the

rrsulting electrostatic attraction. Pryor, 3.
ellectrowimieg. Recovery of a metal from an
orr by means of elettrochemical processes.
ASM Clots.

electrowon tungsten. See tungsten directf rom-ore process.

ekctrosn. Old name of amber, a fossil gum;

two. A.G.I.

6d, 1961. The acceptance of the name
nobelium was apparently premature. Hand-

blok of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. 8-109.
element Some. Opal. Shipley.
teethe. The massive or coarsely crystalline

variety of nepheline. Dana 17, pp. sot-507.
Angle syenite. See nepheline syenite.
elephant ear. A fine-grained, flat sponge used
in finishing pottery. ACSG, 1963.
aphant jasper. A dark to light-brown jasper
with scattered small, black dendritic memsions. Shipley.

elephant's trunk. See hydraulic ejector. Ham.
Eters ware. Fine unglazed stoneware made

first by Elers in Staffordshire, England,

about 1690. ACSG.
eke Abbreviation for elevation. &Min Style
Guide, p. 59.
elevante. Mex. An overhand stope. Fay.
elevating conveyor. Any conveyor used to

discharge material at point higher than

that at which it was received. Term is spe-

cifically applied to certain underground
mine conveYors. ASA MH4.1-1958.

also, a gold-silver alloyt occurring naturally
with up to 26 percent silver. Pryor, 3.

elevatieg grader. A grader equipped with a

contains from SS to 88 percent gold.

banks or into vehicles for transport. Nelson.

collecting device and elevator, by which the

electrum metal. An alloy of gold and silver;

loosened material can be loaded to spoil

Pryor, 3.
Flekken alloys. Alloys based on magnesiUm,

See also belt loader.
elevation. a. A particular height or altitude
above a general level; as, the height of a
locality above the level uf the sea; ol a

the additional elements being aluminum
(3 to 12 percent), manganese (less than
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elevation
building, etc., above the level of the ground.

A.G.1. b. In the United States, the term

to height in feet above
c. Altitude above sea
mean sea level.
level of the following useful reference
generally refers

locapoints: (1) ground level of a drillingtop
of
tion; (2) derrick floor; and (3)
rotary or kelly bushing (from which the

depth of the hole is usually measured).

Wheeler. d. In an air lift, the distance the

water is raised above the surface. Lewis,
p. 687.

elevation correction. In gravity measurements,
the corrections applied to observed gravity
values because of differences of station ele-

with a pin thread by means of which it

may be coupled to the upper end of a stand
of drill rods. Its diameter is greater than
that of the drill rod to which it is attached,
and hence it provides a shoulder that can

be grasped by an elevator. When each
stand of rod is provided with an elevator
plug and an elevator is used in lieu of a

rod-hoisting plug, the handling of rods is
facilitated and a round trip can be made
in less time. Also called rod plug. Long.
elevator pump. An endless band with buckets
attached, running over two drums for draining shallow ground. Zorn.

eluant
/ and in phase. Schieferdecker.
Ellis vaulter. Vanning machine with gyratory
movement. Pryor, 3.
elluvlal. A term used by British geologists to
indicate residual deposits as distinguished
from alluvial- or stream-moved deposits.
Hess.
Elinor. Bg. A plunger-type jig of either
single or mulitple compartments. Its distinguishink features are: (1) an automatic

control in the form of a cylinder that measures the specific gravity of the mixture of
coal and refuse; (2) the refuse draw is a
star gate under the overflow lip in each
e.ompartment, which extends the full width

elevator rope. A rope used to operate an eleof the jig; and (3) the hutch is commonly
Zern.
collected with a screw conveyor and disvation to reduce them to any arbitrary Elkvator.
of
pyrope
found
ruby.
Scot.
A
variety
charged through the refuse elevator. Used
reference or datum level, usually sea le.:el.
the
trap
tuff
in small garnetlike grains in
both for treatment of nut and slack sizes
The corrections consist of (1) the free-air
Elie,
in
Fife.
Fay.
of Cincraig Point, near
of bituminous coal. Mitchell, pp. 423-424.
correction, to take care of the vertical de- Elihu Thompson process. A method of elecincrease
of
elevation,
Elmore
process. This inventor's bulk-oil proccrease of gravity with
tric welding of iron. Fay.
ess (1902) mixed finely ground pulped ore
and (2) the Bougeur correction, to take ellquate. a. To liquate; smelt. Webster 3d.
with equal quantities of oil in a vessel with
care of the attraction of the material beb. To part by liquation. Webster 3d.
some crude surface-active agent, and then
tween the reference datum and that of the ellquation. See liquation. Fay.
overflowed the oil, now loaded with the
individual station. In seismic measurements,
bitumen
formed
a. A variety of
valuable mineral. These were then sepathe corrections applied to observed reflec- elkerite.
of
petroleum.
through a slow oxidation
rated by centrifuging and washing. In the
tion time values due to differences of staapplied
to
a
Tomkeiefl, 1954. b. A name
Elmore vacuum process a thick aqueous
tion elevation in order to reduce the obserrich in oxygen
subgroup
of
pyrobitumens
datum
or
ore-pulp was mixed with a little oil, diluted
vations to an arbitrary reference
and partly soluble in alkali. They resemble
and subjected to vacuum which caused air
fiducial plane. 4.GJ.
coal
and
probably
reprean earthy brown
to be released from solution and rise to
elevator. a. A device for raising or lowering
sent a product of intense weathering of
form a mineralized froth, which overflowed
tubing, casing, or drive pipe, from or into
bitumens. Tomktieff, 1954.
Fay.
b.
An
from
the separating vessel. Pryor, 3.
well. Set also casing elevator.
elithornite. A hypabyssal igneous rock con- elongated piece. One in which the ratio of
endless belt or chain conveyor with cleats,
augite
syesisting of a labradorite-bearing
the length to width of its circumscribing
scoops, or buckets for raising material.
nite. fohannsen, v, 3, 1937, p. 92.
rectangular prism is greater than a speciWebster 3d. c. A cage or platform and its ell. A sleeve curved at an angle for going
building
or
fied value. ASTM C125-66.
hoisting machinery, as in a
around corners. The most common is the eloagate
someirregular watts. Elongate,
mine, for conveying persons or gocds to or
or
usually
45
90° ell, but other angles,
intermediate in
Engwhat
irregular
scour
marks
from different levels. Webster 3d. Inused
60° are available. Kentucky, p. 119.
to
size between channels and flutes. Pittijohn.
land called a lift. d. An apparatus
ell
balls; died balk. S. Wales. Ironstone in elongation. a. A term that is both general
from
shuttle
facilitate the removal of coal
elkd
coal.
dirket.
shale above the ell coal or
and specific. Generally, the extension of
cars or low conveyors into mine cars. &C.f.
A lavender to rose calcium sultest at any specia material in the tension yield
e. A vertical or steeply inclined conveyor. ellestadite.
fate and silicate, containing chlorine and
point elongaB.S. 3552, 1962. f. A type of conveyor for
fied
point,
(for
example,
fluorine and minor amounts of CO, and
extension of a materaising coal, stone, ore, or slurry, usually
tion).
Specifically,
the
Ps01
tension test. H&G.
PIO& It is a sulfate-apatite, with
rial at rupture in the the
at the coal preparation plant or mill. Noralmost entirely replaced by SO, and Si0s.
increase in the
..nally it comprises a series of steel buckets
b.
In
tensile
testing,
Hexagonal; crystals and stringers. The end
measured after fracture of the
attached to an endless chain. It has a
gage
length,
member of the apatite group, resembling
specimen within the gage length, usually
capacity up to 120 tons per hour. See also
wilkeite. From Crestmore, Calif. English.
bucket elevator. Nelson. g. A cage hoist.
expressed as a percentage of the original
drawn proporNichols. h. A machine that raises material ellipse of stress. An ellipse,
gage length. ASM Gloss.
tional to the principal stresses in a plane elpasolik. An isometric, colorless mineral,
buckets.
on a belt or a chain of smalllatch
resultant
stress
at
any
block
at a point, shows
4(K,NaAlF,), distinct from cryolite; no
Nichols. i. A hinged circle or
angle through the point. Harn.
provided with long links to hang on the
cleavage, fracture uneven, has the luster of
spihoistlike hook and used to hoist collared ellipsoidal. A structural term applied toresult
cryolite; isotropic. From Pikes Peak region,
v. 33, No.
laic and similar rocks which, as a
pipe, drill pipe and/or casing, and drill
Colo. American Mineralogist,
1948,
p.
84.
of the .:enditions under which they consolirods provides' with elevator plugs. Some
1-2, January-February
dated, are disposed in a series of sacklike *Me.
large elevators are fitted with slips for use
A white to brick-red basic hydrous
as
pillow
structubular
or
pillowlike
masses;
nane
silicate of sodium and eirconium, HsNa,Zron uncollared or flush-outside
ture. Holmes, 1928.
equipment. Long. j. A term sometimes and
(SiOs).. Crystals crude-prismatic; usually
incorrectly used as a synonym of lifting bail. ellipsoid at strain. An ellipsoid that reprefibrous columnar. 0.thorhombic. From
given
point
sents the state of strain at any
Long. Set also hydraulic dredge; vertical
Narsarsuk. Greenland; Kola Peninsula,
in a body; it has the form assumed under
Russian Lapland. English.
reciprocating conveyor.
streu by a sphere centered at the point in Ebbw; MACS. S. Afr. The uppermost sabelevator bucket. A vessel generally rectanguquestion. Ro.
division of the Witwatersrand system. Beerlar in plan and having a back suitably
represents
shaped for attachment to a chlin or belt ellipsoid of aka& An ellipsoid that point
in a
of gold by
the state of stress at a given
and a bottom or front desiped to permit
Ekner's equatiom. In dissolution
solution (the cyabody; its semiaxes are vectors representing
discharge of material as the bucket passes
dilute
aerated
cyanide
the principal stresses at the point, and any
nide process for gold extraction), this
over the head wheel of a bucket elevator.
reads:-4Au+8NaCN-1-0.-1-21140 = 4Naradius vector represents the resultant stress
ASA M114.1-1958.
the poiat.
on a particular plane through (one
Au(CN)s+4Na 3H. Analogous equation is
elevator cep. See elevator bucket. ASA
prin.
For
a
condition
of
plane
stress
given for silver. Other mechanisms have
MH4.1-1958.
cipal stress zero) the ellipsoid becomes the
been suggested by Janin and Bodlaender,
elevator drudger. A dredger fitted with a
ellipse of stress. Ro.
the latter requiring two stages of reaction
bucket ladder. Ham.
in which the
elliptical
speak&
Opening
setting
of
with the intermediate formation of hydroelevator kin. A kiln into which a
vertcial cress section h an ellipse. BnAfiner
below;
the
ware
is
set
gen peroxide. Pryor, 3.
ware is raised from
Ball. 587, 1960, p. 2.
Ennis
nistisod. Electrical exploration method
(outside the kiln) on a refractory base elliptical
in which the
polarization.
Manner
by
jacks
in
which
an electrical transient is sent Into
which is subsequently elevated
intensity and direction of an electrical or
of
this
Ire
the
earth
and the change in shape of this
into the firing position. Kilns
function of time,
magnetsc
field
change
as
a
the
finng
transient
is
studied. Schielerdecker.
have been used, for example, in
that results from the superposition of two elomat. Liquid used to displace captured ions
of abrasive wheels. Dodd.
alternating fields that differ in direction

devote, pkg. A short steel plug

provided

from the zeolite or resin on which they are
held; also, in ion exchange processes, solution used for elution. Pryor, 3.
eluate. In the ion exchange process, pregnant
solution eluted from loaded resins. Pryor, 3.
elutheromorphic. Relates to new mt-erals
which have been formed during metamorphism and which are independent of preexisting minerals as regards to their shapes.
The word is contrasted with pseudomorphic which applies to minerals which take
their forms from the minerals which they
replace. Schieferdecker.
elution. In the ion exchange process, removal
af uranium or other ions from loaded resins
by suitable chemical solution (eluant).
Pryor, 3.

elutriate. To subject to elutriation. Webster
3d.

elutriation. a. Purification or sizing by wash-

ing and pouring off the lighter or finer
matter suspended in water, leaving the
heavier or coarser portions behind. Fay.

b. In powder metallurgy, classification of
powder particles by means of rising stream
of gas or liquid. ASM Gloss. c. Laboratory
classification in which sands are sorted in
rising columns of fluid, under precise conditions of control. Pryor, 2. d. A process of
washing, decantation, and settling which
separates a suspension of a finely divided
solid into parts according to their weight.
It is especially useful for very fine particles
below the usual screen sizes and is used for
pigments, clay dressing, and ore flotation.
CCD 6d, 1961. e. The desorption of ions
from an ion exchanger. NRC-ASA N1.11957.

elutriator. An appliance for washing or sizing
very fine particles, based on the principle

that large grains settle at a faster rate

through a liquid than small grains of the
same material. The medium is commonly
an upward current of water. Nelson. See

complete removal of material in solution.
A.G.I.
eluviation, chemical. A process in the formation of soil in which decomposition occurs

and certain products thus liberated are

translocated in true or colloidal solution to
be deposited in other horizons, under the
influence of water movements within the
soil. A.G.I.
eluviation, mechanical. The removal from soil
of the finer fractions of its mineral content
by washing down to lower levels. A.G.I.
eluvium. Atmospheric accumulations in situ,
or at least only shifted by wind, in distinc.
tion to alluvium, which requires the action
of water. Fay.
elven. Cornish term for pneumatolized granite
rocks containing tourmaline, fluorite, or
topaz. Pryor, 3.

elvan course. A plutonic dike; an elvan dike,
Fay.

elve. The handle of a miner's pick. A variation of helve. Fay.
emaidine. Same as cmildine. Shipley.
emanation. a. The escape of radioactive gases
from the materials in which they are

formed; for example, radon from radium
and krypton and xenon from a substance
undergoing fission. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

b. A name given to clement 86 or radon;
symbol, Em. The names radon and emanon

are also used. The naturally occurring
radon isotopes of mass numbers 219, 220,
and 222 are known as actinon, thoron, and
radon, respectively. The longest-lived isotope is radon 222, half-life, 3.825 days.
NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
emanatioa deposits. The group of ore deposits
of gaseous magmatic origin. Sehisfs:deektr.

mentions. The release.' gaseous products
of magmatic fluids, which may contain
elements found in hypogene mineral deposits. Schisferdecker.

emaaatioas, snagmatk. A combination of vola-

also hydrosizer. Pryor, 3.
eluvial. Formed by the rotting of rock in place

tile and nonvolatile materials given off by

eluvial gravels. Those gravels resulting from
the disintegration in situ of the rocks which
contributed to their formation, in contrast
to alluvial material, which is transported

ties. The term usually includes both ague.
ius liquids and gases, and both the pegrna.
titic and the hydrothermal fluids. Ss. also
mineralizer. A.G.'.
emaaations, volcanic. Volatile or nonvolatile
materials emitted from volcanoes, fumeroles, or lavas at the earth's surface, usually
consisting of a mixture of water vapor and
one or more of the other volcanic gases.

to a greater or leu depth. Fay.

away by water and deposited elsewhere.

Some gem deposits are eluvial. Nelson.
eluvial horizon. The layer from which mate-

rial has been remwed in solution or in
water suspension and in which silt and

sand-sized particles have become concentrated. Sehislerdseker.

eluvial ore deposit. A residual ore deposit

almost formed in situ but mostly displaced
by creep. Synonym for eluvial placer.
Sehislerdseksr.
elurlal plecen. Placer minerals concentrated
near the decomposed outcrop of the source
deposit by rain wash, not by stream action.
Batsman.

Antal& Sands and gravels weathered in situ
from local rocks. Perhaps moved by wind,
but not by streaming action. Pryor, 3.
eleviatioa. The movement of soil material
from one place to another within the soil,
in solution or in suspension, when there is
an excess of rainfall over evaporatljz. Horizons that have lost material through eluvia-

don are referred to as eluvial and those
that have received material as illuvial.
Eluviation I.-ay take place downward or
sidewhe according to the direcuon of water
movement. As used, the term refers especially, but not exclusively, to the movement
of colloids. whereas, kaching refers to the
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eluant

a magma at various stages in its history,
and with various compositions and densi-

A.G.I.
embamking. See diking. Sehielerdeeker.

ball to a given depth in a rock. This gives
a direct indication of the resistance of the

formation to embedment by a propping

material and the effect of the rock on proppant deformation. American Petroleum In-

stitute. Drilling and Production Practice,

1963, p. 138.
embolite. a. A chlorobromide silver mineral,
Ag ( Cl,Br) ; sectile ; isometric. Sanford;

Dana 17. b. The chief silver ore in some
of the Chile mines; occurring as yellow-

reen incrustations and masses. C.T.D.
Mex. To become barren by
pinching out, etc. Fay.
embost. To decorate, ornament or reinforce
with raised surfaces. Usually effected by
stamping in metalwork for enameling.
Enam.
embossed. A decoration in relief, or excised
on the ware surface. ASTM C242-60T.
embossing. Raising a design in relief against
a surface. ASM Gloss.
embossing die. A die used for producing embossed designs. ASM Gloss.
embrechite. A migmatite in which the structural features of the usual crystalline schists
ens

are still preserved, although often partly

obliterated by metablastesis (recrystallization and growth of preferred minerals or
mineral groups). Includes augen gneisses,
banded gneisses (phlebites), and the like.
A.G.I.
Embrey wanner. Variation from the Prue with
inclined deck and end shake. (Obsolete).
Pryor, 3.
embeittlemext. Reduction in the normal ductility of a metal due to a physical or chemical change. ASM Gloss.
Emends. A trademark name for a yellowishgreen synthetic spincl. Shipley.
emerald. Variety of berylgem stone. Green
color due to trace of chromium. Oriental
emerald is a colored corundum gem.
Pryor, 3.
emerald copper. Same as dioptase. Fay.
emerald cut. A rectangular step-cut faceted
gem with corners beveled and all surfaces
covered by a series of rectangular facets or
steps. Sinkanktu.
emerald filter. Same as emerald glass. Shipley.

emerald glass. a. Any green glass, such as

used in the manufacture of imitation stone.
Shipley. b. A glass of emerald color made
by fusing berrl; specific gravity, 2.5; refractive Index, 1.52. Shiplsy. c. The usual
trade name for a color filter through which
genuine emeralds and some other genuine

broken rocks, such as a dike or railroad

stones appear reddish to violetish while
glass imitations and some genuine stoncs
appear green. Same as beryloscope. See

whose top is higher than the adjoining

emeraldine. A coined name for green-dyed
chalcedony. Also, a name for a dark-green

embankment. a. Artificial ridge of earth and
grade across a valley. 4.0.1. Supp. b. A fill
surface. Nichols.

embalbolitlik. The fourth stage in erosion of
metalliferous batholith, when exposed areas
of intruding rocks are nearly equal to the

areas of invaded rock. See also crypt°.
batholithic. A.GJ.

embalbolitkic depor:t. A mineral deposit

found in or outsicle the rim of an intrusive
rock complex of which the exposed area is

nearly equal to the areas of the invaded

rock. Sehisfsrdseker.
embayed coast. A coast with many projecting
headlands, bays, and outlying islands. It
usually results from submergence. Stokes
and Vernet, 1955.
embayment. A deep depression in a shoreline
forming a latge, open bay. Fey.
embedment power& A measure of the maxi-

mum pressure required to embed a steel

jeo

also Walton filter; detectoscope. Shipley.

dye for fabrics, of no gemmological interest.
Shipley.
emerald lade. Semitransparent to translucent

jadeite of emerald color. Also called im-

perial jade. Shipley.
emerald malackite. Same as dioptase. Shipley.

emerald matrix. Any rock embedded with

emerald, especially one composed of feldspar and quartz. Shipley.
emerald nickel. See saratite. Pay.
emerald triplet. a. An assembled stone usually
consisting of a crown and pavilion of rock
crystal bound together by green transparent
cement. Sometimes green or colorless beryl
is used for the crown and occasionally also
for the pavilion. Glass is often used for the
pavilion, and sometimes for the crown as
well, bIt the trade still calls it an emerald

triplet. See also triplet. b. A triplet consist-

ing of (1) a thin plate of red garnet for
the table, (2) rock crystal for the body,
and (3) given glass for the lower part.

Rare. Shipley. c. A term that is loosely and
incorrectly used to designate green doublets.
Shipley.

emeralite. A light-green tourmaline from
Mesa Grande, Calif. Shipley.

emerandine. Dioptase. Schaller.
emerged bog. A bog which grows normally
above the water level, drawing up the water
by its sponginess, and becoming much

thicker than an immersed bog. Standard,
1964.

emerged coast. See shoreline of emergence.

emf. See elecromotive force. Pryor, 3.
emildine. A spessartite garnet that contains

yttrium, but no chromium, and little or
no magnesium; from southwest Africa.
English.

emilite Identical with emildine. English.

eotision spcdrum. A spectrum regarded as

empire method. See Banka method. B.S.

characterizing the body that emits the
rays rather than one through which they
pass. Standard, 1964.
emissivity. The ratio of radiant energy

emitted by a body to that emitted by a

perfect black body. A perfect Hack body
has an emiuivity of 1; a perfect reflector,

consisting of epidermal and cortical tissues
lacking vascular tissues, for example, rose

Emley photometer. An instiument designed
primarily for assessment of the plasticity
of building plaster; it has also been used
for the testing of clay. The material to be
tested is placed on a porous disk which is
mounted on a vertical shaft; as the shaft
revolves, it rises, pressing the sample
against a conical metal disk, the motion
of which is resisted by a lever. Equilib-

prickles.

safety door. Nelson.

emergency Ughdeg. The Act requires that
safety lighting be provided in all place:
lighted by electricity where a lighting failure would cause danger. Such plhees include coal handling and preparation plants
and wheever there is moving machinery.
The requirement is generally satisfied by

using batteries as the emergency power

source. Nelson.

emergeacy winding. An arrangement to wind

men in a shaft in cases of a lengthy and

widespread failure of electrical supply from
electricity board networks. For this purpose
transportable winders with diesel or diesel-

electric drives of sizes from 100 to 200
horsepower ma be used. A typical equip-

ment consists of a towing vehicle and trailer
which carrit: the electiic winder complete.
The 100-horsepower, dircet-current, motor-

driven winder is fully equipp,e) to meet

statutory requirements. In cases where the

cages in the shaft are beyond the lifting
power of the winder, a plummet cage,
accommodating 6 to 7 men, is used. Nelson.

Algae and sea grasses which are
at least partially exposecl at lowest low
water. Ily.

ornery. An impure mineral of the corundum
or aluminum oxide type used extensively
as an abrasive before the development of
electric-furnace products. ASM Gloss.
Ensery-Diets gravity corer. A sampling device capable of working even under moderately adverse sea conditions. The corer
weighs about 650 pounds in air and con-

sists essentially of a shaft, weights, and
coring tube. H&G.
A polishing process in which a
tscroll, in combination with carboreialliisirtilig.
undum powder as an abrasive, is applied
in finer grades to the surface being polished. This process usually follows ironing and precedes buffing. AIME, p. 328.
emery rock. A rock containing corundum

11W.

rium is reached when the force of the

sample under test against the metal disk
is equal to the stress acting through the
lever; the average relative tangential force

for the first 5 minute period is taken as

an index of plasticity. Dodd.
enunonke. A variety of strontianite in which
the stronium is partially replaced by calcium. Standard, 1964.
emnammite. Probably a hydrated ferric tellurite. In thin yellow-green scales. Fay.
Emory picker. A chute with narrow openings
for the cleaning of coal. The slate travel-

ing slowly because of friction falls into
the openings and thus is removed from
the coal which rolling freely down the incline is carried over the narrow gaps.

Zern.

Emperor Press. Trade name; a dry-press

brickmaking machine of the rotary table

Dodd.
eissAkysara. A swelling or inflation due to
abnormal presence of air in the tissues.
Subcutasieous emphysema i the presence
of air in the tissues just under the skin.
When seen in diving, it usually involves

the skin of the neck and nearby areas.
Mediastinal emphysema is the presence of
air in the tissues in tae vicinity of the

heart and large blood vessels in the middle of the chest. Unless extreme, neither
of these conditions is likely to cause serious difficulty. If emphysema is extreme,
air embolism will usually be present also.
H&C.
ail. a. A light, hand-operated
Eligitril drill for testing placers from 100
to 125 feet deep, though it is more commonly used for shallower holes. It con-

sists of a string of 4-inch cuing, to the

ing or polishrnnge.ritandard, 1964.

lower end of which is screwed a toothed
cutting shoe. To the upper part, projecting above the ground is fastened a round
steel platform on which men stand while
operating the drilling tools. The casing
can be turned by men or a horse on the
end of a long sweep fastened to the plat-

Long.

casing is loosened and brought to the sur-

and iron ores. See also corundolite.
emery stale. A mixture of gun shellac and
emery, or emery And clay used for emery
wheels. Fay.

emery wheel. A wheel coated with enrry,
stone; used for grindor made of

E Mesabi casing. See Mesabi E casing.

string of rods. Special tools are made for
drilling in difficult ground. Because of its
light weight, this is an economical drill
for deposits in remote regions difficult of
access. Lewis, pp. 74-75. b. A term often

misused as a synonym for churn drill.

ground or place. A.G.I.

an emissivity of 0. Strock, 10.
emissivity, thermal. The capacity of a material for radiating heat; commonly expressed as a fraction or percentage of the
ideal black body radiation of heat which
is the maximum theoretically possible.

emergeacy door. See steel separation door;

face by a drill pump on the end of a

eminence. A mass of high land; a high

Schielerdecker.
emergence. a. A term which implies that part
of the ocean floor has become dry land but
does not imply whether the sea receded or
the land rose. A.G.I. b. Point at which an
underground stream comes to the surface.

A.G.I. c. In paleobotany, an outgrowth,
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form. The core of material inside the

Long.

3618, 1963, sec. 3.
empirical. Relying on or proceeding on the
information derived from experience and
observation for lack of other knowledge.
Proceeding strictly experimentally or by
the trial and error method. Webster 3401.
empirical formula. The simpleit formula of
a compound which expresses its composition by weight. Cooper.
emplace. a. To move to a particular position, said of intrusive rocks. A.G.I. Sapp.
b. To develop in a particular place, said
of ore deposits. A.G.I. supp.
emplacement. A process by which igneous
rock intrudes or an ore body is developed
in older rocks. A.G.I. Supp.
emplectite. A sulfide of copper and bismuth,
(CulliiiS,), sometimes used as a source of
bismuth, occurring at Tannenbaum and
elsewhere as thin striated gray metallic
prisms intimately associated with quartz.
C.M.D.

switching. See emplectite.
. A pale bronze silver telluride;
eilliegre!efine granular; massive; probably
identical with muthmannite. From Empress Josephine mine, Kerber Creek district, Colo. English.
empties. Empty mine or railroad cars. Empty
railroad cars are called "fiats" in Arkansas.
Fay.

empty. An empty car, truck, tub, box, or
wagon. Mason.

empipar puller. In binuninous coal min-

ing, a laborer who pulls empty cars from
cage or detaches them from hoisting cable
when hoisting of loaded cars is done on
one side of the shaft or haulage slope
and lowering is done on the other. D.O.T.
1.

empty-cell proms. The creosoting of timber under pressure but without applying
an initial vacuum. Air will thereftire remain in the wood cells, so that total absorption of the preservative is low. Ham.
empty coupler. See coupler. D.O.T.!,

Any winding or hauling rope

:ith

the load upon it has been remr
euroy
moved. Fay.
empty track. A track for storing empty mine
cars. Fay.

empty trip. Applies to empty coal, ore, and
waste cars returning for another load.
Fay.

mapyrical. a. Of or pertaining to combustion; rare usage. Standard, 1964. b. Having a combustible principle, as coal; rare
usage. Standard, 1964.

COLL N. of Eng. Earnings per manshift.
F.msian. Upper Lower Devonian. A.G.!.
Supp.
Ems method. The condensation of dust and
fumes from calcining furnaces by use of
large flues F"-.4 with parallel rows of
sheet iron.

emu Abbrivation for electromagnetic unit.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 59.
emoidlicadon. a. The phenomenon of holding finely divided particles of a liquid in
suspension with the 1,ody of another liquid.

Shell Oil Co. b. In metal cleaning, the sus-

pending of finely divided matter, for example, mineral oil or grease, in an alkaline solution assisted usually by agitation
and heating. Hansen.

emulsifier. a. Synonym for mud mixer. Long.

b. A machine for mixing water, oil, or
resins with a saponifying or other agent
to form an emulsion. Long. c. A sapontying or other agent added to water and
oil or water and resins, causing them to
form an emulsion. Long. d. In penetrant
inspection, a material that is added to
some penetrants, after the penetrant is
appliecl, to make a water-washable mix-

ture. ASM Gloss.
emulsifying agent. A material in small quan-

tities that increases the stability of a dis-

persion of one liquid in another. ASM
Gloss.

emulsion. a. Milkification. A liquid mixture
in which a fatty or resinous substance is
suspended in minute particles almost equivalent to molecular dispersion. Fay. b. A

combination of water and oily material

made miscible with water through the ac-

tion of saponifying or other agent. Fay.
c. A suspension of one finely divided liquid

phase in another. ASM Gloss. d. The
mud-laden fluids used in petroleum drilling often contain substances that are
emulsified; hence diamond drillers often
refer to mud used in diamond drilling as
an emulsion. Long.

emulsion breaking rate. In uranium technology, rate of disengagement of phases
(aqueous and organic carrier). Pryor, 3.
emulsion darner. A cleaner consisting of
organic solvents dispersed in an aqueous
medium with the aid of an emulsifying
agent. ASM Gloss.

emulsion injection. An artificial cementing
process in which bituminous emulsion is
injected

into soils with a particle size

equivalent to that of coarse sand, ranging
mg from 2 to 0.6 millimeters. Ham.
emulsion texture. A texture showing minute
blebs or rounded inclusions of one mineral,
irregularly distributed in another mineral.
Sclueferdecker.

camisole!. Colloidal soluble with water or
other liquid as dispersion metlium, the
product having a lower surface tension
and a higher viscosity; differs from a suspensoid in that it is reversible (able to re-

turn to soluble after evaporation). Pryor,3.
amiss*. Proprietary wetting agents used in
froth flotation. Range includes quaternary
ammonium compounds with aliphatic sub-

pyridinium salts; unidentified
cationics. Pryor, 3.
mantel. Glassy coating for metals. VV. See
also porcelain enamel. ACSG, 1963.
stituents;

end arch
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enamel, cast-iron. See cast-iron enamel.
ASTM C286-65.
enamel, chalkboard. See chalkboard enamel.
ASTM C286-65.
enamel clay. Ball clays which are capable of
floating nonplastic enamel slips so that

they will spray and dip more evenly.

Enamel clays usually contain some alkali
and must be as low as possible in carbon.
CCI) 6d, 1961.

enamel color. A ceramic color for the on-

glaze decoration of pottery. Dodd.
enamel, copper. See copper enamel. ASTM
C286-65.

enameled brick. Brick with a glazed or
enamellike surface. Crispin.

enamel firing. In the British pottery industry, this term is synonymous with decorati 'a firing. Dodd.

enamel furnaces. Usually recuperative muffle
furnaces for burning enameled ware. Bureau of Mines Staff.
enansellag. Production of hard glazed finish

or coating on metal or ceramics. If by
fusion vitreous enameling. Pryor, 3.

ename114 iron. A very low-cart:on lowmetalloid, open-hearth, cold-rolled, sheet
steel, produced specifically for use as a
base metal for porcelain enamel. ACSG,
1963.

eaamel kills. a. A muffle kiln for firing
painted and gilded ware. C.T.D. b. A kiln
for enameling porcelain. Also called enameling kiln. Standard, 1964.
darnel, hmalnesceat. See luminescent enamel. ACSB, 3,

enameloven feeder. One who hangs parts
on a moving conveyor that lowers the
parts into a vat of enamel, lifts them out,
and carries them through a drying oven
(enamel-oven unloader). Also
hanger; oven loader. D.O.T. 1.

called

enamel, porcelain. A vitreous coating applied to a metal base by .proper application and firing. Exam. 10,st.

enamel gunplay. See scrapings. ASTM
C286-65.

enamel smelting furnaces. Rotary oil-fired
furnaces or small tanks for making enamel

hit. Bureau ol Mines Staff.
enamels, reclaim. See reclaim. ASTM C28665.

enamelware. Any of the varied steel, aluminum, or copper shapes that have been

coated en porcelain enamel. The products
of the kitchenware industry are commonly

refereed to as enamelware. Enam. Dist.
esamelware beadier. One who puts a decorative coating on the beading of enameled ware by hand. Removes utensil
from conveyor. Dips finger tips covered

mantel, aluminum. See aluminum enamel.

with rubber finger stalls an vat of enamel
and rubs enamel onto beading. Dips handle into enamel. Returns utensil to con-

half of which (the tube being held ver-

enamel wiper. One who removes cooking
utensils and other ware, that have been

ASTM C286-65.
emmel-back hdimg. Glass tubing, the back
tically)
colored

is seen to consist of white or
See also ply glass. Deed.

See bmding enamel.

aumel,

ASTM C286

.

mod, blackboard. See chalkboard enamel.
ASTM C286-65.

mumel brick day. Similar to clays used for
manufacture of buff face bricks. See also
brick day. CCD 6d, 1961.
enamel bricks. Fine quality of glazed bricks.
Afersereau, 4th, p. 260.
enamel lumber. See brusher. D.O.T.!.

enamel Weer. See oven tender. D.O.T.!.

veyor. D.O.T. 1.

dipped in enamel, from the dipping tongs
and stands them on needle pants. Wipes

enamel from rim to
of another color, and s

aricles

enargite. A natural copper arsenic sulfide,
GusAsS4, found in metallic veins. May
contain some antimony. Grayish-black to

iron-black color; grayish-black streak; lus-

ter, metallic; Mohs' hardness, 3; specific
gravity, 4.45. Found in Montana, Utah,
Colorado; Peru; Yugoslavia. An ore of
copper and arsenic. CCD 6d, 1961.
en cabochon. A style of cutting used in the
case of certain gemstones, notably garnets
(carbuncles), and those gems which depend for their beauty largely upon minute
orientated inclusions, such as cat's-eye,
crocidolite, star ruby, and star sapphire.
Such stor.es are not faceted, but a smoothdomed surface is produced, the plan of
the stone being circular or oval. C.M.D.
encampsnado. Mex. A shaft which does not
reach the lower level of the mine. Fay.

encapillar. Mex. To start work in a new

gallery. Fay.
encapsulation. The sealing of an electronic
component, particularly of a semiconductor, generally with a ceramic sealing compound. Compare potting material. Dodd.
cicadae. a. Applied to the end-fixing of a

beam built in at its ends. Ham. 13. See

fixed. Ro.
eliCandic. A term loosely applied to articles

decorated with impressed designs filled

in with colored slip and then fired. C.T.D.
encaustic tiles. Ceramic tiles in which a pattern is inlaid with colored clays, the whole
tile then being fired. Dodd.

embeds. Bras. A kind of hoe used by gold
washers. Fay.

eadave. An outcrop of one rock group entirely surrounded by that of another rock
group. Certain outliers and inliers, and a
wind-ow, might be called enclaves; but the

term is chiefly useful when the time and
structural relationships between the two
groups are uncertain. Challinor.
taciosed switch. An electric switch that is
totally enclosed to guard against contact
and flash harards. Bureau of Mines Staff.
eaciosure wall. An exterior nonbearing wall
in skeleton frame construction, anchored
to columns, piers, or floors, but not necessarily built between cc.lumns or piers or
wholly supported at each story. ACSG.
eacrinkes. a. The original and general term

for the crinoidea. 4.GJ. b. Crinoid coquina. 4.GJ.

eacroachment. a. To work coal or mineral
beyond the boundary which divides one

mine area from another; to work coal

from a barrier pillar which has been left
as a safety measure. Also called trespass.

Nelson. b. The advancement of water,
replacing withdrawn oil or gas in a :eservoir. A.G.I.

forms. Marine life which forms

surface on submerged objects by
e'fint7
attachment fouling. Hy.

ead. a. Solid rock face at termination of
tunnel. Pryor, 3. b. The secondary cleavage more or less at right angles to the
bord or face cleat. Mason. c. nre extrem-

ity of a drive. Gordon. d. A direction

oven. Also

parallel to the main natural line of cleat
or deavage in coal. Also called end line.
TIME. e. Scot. A room or working place
facing the ends or secondary joints of a

emantioasorphom. In crystallography, similar

Also called butt. Fey. 1. Eng. The inner

hence, one the mirror image of the other.
A.GJ.

end arch. A brick shape used for the construction of arches and sprung roofs; the

on hooks for transfer to

caned cleaner and wiper; dipper helper;
enamelware wiper: wet cleaner; wsper
and cleaner. D.O.T. 1.

in form but not superposable related to
each other as the right hand is to the left,
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seam, that is, in the line of the main joints.

extremity of a heading or stall. Fay. g. Eng.
See headways. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

end arch
large faces are inclined towards each other

in such a way that one of the end faces

is smaller than the other. Dodd.
end bands. Half-tile, made by cutting whole

tile longitudinally, and used where the
roof butts against a vertical surface. Fay.
end-bearing piles. See bearing piles. Nelson.
end-bump table. A mechanically operated,
sloping table by which heavy and light
minerals are separated. The end motion

imparted to the table tends to drive all
minerals up the slope of the table, but a

flow of water carries the quartz and other
light minerals down faster than the mechanical motion carries them up. The
heavy minerals settle to the bottom and

finally reach the upper end and are de-

livered into a proper receptacle. The Gilpin County, Imlay, and Golden Gate concentrators are the chief types. Liddell 2d,
p. 386.

end clearance angle. See clearance angle.
ASM Gloss.

end cleat. a. The minor joints in a coal seam
coursing at about sight angles to the ma-

jor joints. See also cleat. Nelson. b. See
end joint. Pryor, 3.
end clinometer. A clinometer designed to be
fitted only to the bottom end of a drill-

rod string as contrasted with a line clinometer that can be coupled into the drillrod string at any point between two rods.

Long.

ead-coestructioe the. Tile designed to receive its principal stress parallel to the

axes of the cells. ASTM C43-65T.
end coetractioe. Contraction of water area
flowing over a weir, in which the notch
is narrower than the stream in which the
weir is placed. See also contracted weir.
Ham.

endogenic
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sthene, and accessory magnetite and zircon.
rock

tension carriage. Nelson.
endlichite. A variety of the mineral vanadin-

right angles to the main cleats in the seam.

endlines. The boundary lines of a mining

A medium.grained, gray plutonic

with conspkuous blue quartz. Hess.
end face; face on end. A coal face that is at
Nelson.

eud feather. See feather brick. Dodd.
end-fired furnace. A furnacc with fuel supplied from the end wall. ASTM C162-66.
end flow. Flow of metal at the ends of steel
rails when in service, caused by impact
and the pressure of railroad wheels. Bennett 2d, 1962.

endgate. a. Gate at the front end of a car as
it travels toward the dump. This gate hag
hooks which are engaged at the dump by
stirrups which lift it, so that when the
dump pitches forward the coal slides under the uplifted endgate and is discharged
onto a chute or over a dump pile. Zern.
b. A gate leading to and at right angles to
an end face. Also called ending. TIME.
endgate car. A mine car constructed with
one hinged end that lifts up as the car is
tilted down, permitting the coal, ore, and
waste to run out. Kentucky, p. 211. See
also mine cars.

endgate books. See endgate. Zern.
ead pain; grak cad. Corn. A highly jointed
part of a granite mass. Arke 11.
audio& a. A road driven at right angles to

emboss. A pillar method of worlcfnc,..-s'ee also

narrow work, b. Nelson.
eadlopside. A contraction of enstatite diop-

side for a clinopyroxene intermediate in
composition between enstatite and diopside. Spencer 16, M.M., 1943.

end joint. A joint at right angles to the face

eod-cut die. Tile designed to be laid with

aiding; chair. A device for hauling coal in
which a chain passes from the engine

the axes of the cells vertical. ACSG.

end cutting-edge angle. The angle of concavity between the face-cutting edge and
thc face plane of the cutter. It serves as
relief to prevent the face-cutting edges
ft.om rubbing in the cut. ASM Gloss.

ealdhcharge dppkr. A framework to dis-

charge the coal or mineral from a minc car
er a wagon by elevatin4 the rear end and

d4iver the load from ns front end onto
a screen, chute, or bunker below track

level. See also tippler. Nelson.
ead-demp car. Su mine cars. Lewis, P. 222.
tad dompiNg. Process in which earth is

pushed over the edge of a deep fill and
allowed to roll down the slope. Carson, p.

362.

end dump truck. See rear dump truck.
adds nitrocellulose; high-grade gnecotton.

Gsolls,0tN0a)11; molecular weight,

1,143.56; Ake fibe,s; and soluble in acetone. Used in shelis and in mines. &seam 2d, 1962.
eadefflosite. Synonym for bournonite. Hey
2d, 1955.
eudellite. A miheral, Al1Si101(OH)4.2H10,
having a structure in which kaolinke-type
layen alternate with single layers of water
molecules; related to halloyute. Compere
hydrohalloysite; hydrokaofin. American
Mineralogist, v. 21i. No. 1, January 19431
O. 1.

Wed plastometer. S.. Garek-Endell plastometer. Dodd.

esinhke. A rock of tht charnockhe series
composed of quartz, plagioclaw, hyper-

claim which cross the general course of the

vein at the surface. If the side lines cross
the course of the vein instead of running
parallel with it, they then constitute endlines. When a mining claim crosses the
course of the lode or vein instead of being
along such lode or vein, the endlines are

those which measure the width of the

claim as it crosses the lode. Fay.
codIlnes not parallel. Extralateral rights are
allowed on a claim whose endlines con-

verge, but they are not allowed in case
the endlines diverge. Converging endlines

on a claim would have the disadvantage

of giving the owner of such a cla;rn a continually diminishing length of vein on
working down the dip. Lewis, p. 33.

end-member. a. One of two or more relatively simple compounds or substances occurring in a mixture. A.G.I. Supp. b. One
of two or more distinctive forms between
which more or less gradual and continuous
variation occurs. A.G.I. Supp.
tad sniffle& A method of machining with a

rotathig peripheral and an end cutting
tool. See also face milling. ASM Gloss.

the end cleat. Mason. b. Eng. An adit ead monist. A ridgelike accumulation of
drift built along the margin of a valley
driven in a direction with the grain of the
glacier or ice sheet. USGS Prof. Paper
coal. Fay.

end coune; on-end. Scot. At right angles
to, or facing, the end joints. Fay.

ite in which the vanadium is partly replaced by arsenic. Dana 17.

cleats in a coal seam. Also called end cleat;
butt cleat. Pryor, 3.

along one side of the road around a pulley
at the far end and back again on the other
side of the road. Empty cars, attached to
one side of the chain by various kinds of

262, 1955, p. 112.
asdobotholititk. The fifth stage in erosiol8
of a (metalliferous) batholith in which the
invaded rocks lie only as islands or roof

pendants. See also cryptobatholithic. A.G.I.

eadobstbolititic deposit. A mineral deposit
found in or near an island or roof pendant
of invaded rock (very often in a small cupola of intrusive rock in a roof pendant),
of which the exposed areas are reduced to
small remnants surrounded by invading
rock complexes. Schiefordecker.

Korson.
endiess-chain haulage. See endleu-rope haulage. Fay.
miles rope. A rope that moves in one direction, one part of which carries loaded cars
from a mine at the same thne that another

eadoblastic structures. Those Minute structures produced in individual host crystals,
either by the separation from solid solution of oriented and usually intersecting
sets of crystal needles, plates or rods, or
oriented film and roughly euhedral negative cavities, filled or empty. The term
does not appiy to larger inclusions in crystals, for which the expreuion poikilitic has
long been used. Hess.
asdoeasyme. An enzyme that remains within
the cell that produced it. I.C. 8075, 1962,

zern.
makes rope haulage. A popular form of rope
haulage in British coal mines, although it

god of coal. The direction, or section, at

clips or hooks are hauled into the mine;
loaded cars attached to the other side of

the chain are hauled out of the mine.

Eart brings the empties into the mine.

p. 63eadoergle. Synonym for endothermic. NRCASA N1.1-1957.

travels continuously in one direction at a
speed of about 256 miles per hour. The

right angles to the face; sometimes called
the butt. Fey.
mime,. See endogenetic, b. Hess.
eadoseaelic. a. Pertaining to rocks resulting
from physical and chemical reactions, their
o4in being due to forces within the materiA. In general, they are nonelastic, chemical predpitates formed by solidification,
precipitation, or extraction of the mineral
matter from the states of igneous fusion,
aqueous solution, or vaporization. Compare
authigenic. A.G.I. b. Applied to processes

is normally used on relatively fiat road-

ree-ks, ore deposits, and landfonns which
owe their origin to such processes. Opposite of exogenetk. Synonym for endogenk.

is gradually giving way to locomotive haul-

age. Two rad tracks are used, one for the
empty tubs traveling inbye and one for the
loaded tubs being hauled outbye simukaneously. The endleu steel rope passes
round a pulley, which is rotated by an engine through suitable gearing, and around

a return sheave at the inbye end of the
haulage road. The tubs are attached singly

or in sets at regular intervals. The rope

system is capable of hauling over long distances, but requires wide roadways to accommodate the double track. The system
%-itys. There are severe practical problans

on steep gradients. Su also haulage dip;
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that originate within the earth and to

Holmes, 1920.
eadogesde Su eudogenetic, b.

endogenous
endogenous. Formed by processes interior to
the earth's surface, as by aqueous deposi-

tion in veins: said of mineral or rock
masses. Synonym for endogenetic; endogenic. Opposite of exogenous. Standard,
1964; A.G.I.
endogeospheric elements. The group of elements probably belonging to the interior
of the earth (siderophile elements, chal-

cophile elements, and a specific part of
the lithophile elements). 'This group is

act as dividers, the posts become the end
plates. Fay.

end point. a. The temperature at which the
last portion of oil has been vaporized in
ASTM or Engler distillation. Also called
final boiling point. Shell Oil Co. b. That
at which titration or other chemical action is deemed complete. Pryor, 3.

end-port furnace. A furnace with ports for
fuel and air in the end wall. ASTM
C162-66.

more or less identical to the metallogenic
earlier classifications.

end-product The stable nuclide that is the
final member of a radioactive disintegra-

endoglyph. A hieroglyph found within a

end runner. See riser brick. Dodd.
end-runner mill. A small grinding unit, primarily for laboratory use, operating on the

elements of the
Schieferdecker.

single layer. Pettijohn.
endometamorphism; endomorphism.

The
modification produced in an igneous rock
due to the partial or complete assimilation

of portions of the rocks invaded by its

magma; a phase of contact metamorphism
in which attention is directed to the
changes suffered by the intrusive body instead of to those produced in the invaded
formations. See also endomorphic. Holmes,
1920.

endomorph. A crystal of one species enclosed
in one of another. Webster 3d.

endomorphk. Pertaining to or characteristic
of contact metamorphism that takes place
within the cooling eruptive rock; resuaing

from the reaction of the wall rock upon

the peripheral portion of an eruptive rock

mass. Fay.
endomorphism. See endometamorphism. Hess

eadomorpbous. Of, or pertaining to, endomorph. Shipley.
ead-on. Working a seam of coal, etc., at right

angles to the cleat, or natural planes of

cleavage. Fay.

md-on worldng. Working of coal seam at

right-angles to the natural cleats, joints or

slips. Pryor, 3.

endoscope. In gemmology, an instrument
which affords a magnified image of the
drill hole of a pearl. Used to distinguish
between genuine and cultured peul. A

modification of it directs onto the walls of

the drill hole a tiny beam of light, the
subsequent path of which through the

pearl reveals whether the structure of its
core is concentrk (real pearl) or parallel

(cultured pearl). See also pearl micro-

scope. Shipley.
endoecopic stage. A special microscope stage
used for distinguishing between drilled

genuine and cultured pearls. Incorponnes

the principle of the endoscope. Shipley.

eisdomsesis. The transmission of a fluid in-

ward through a porous septum or parti-

tion which separates it from another fluid
of different density. Opposite of =osmosis.
Fay.

emosiotk. Of or pertaining to the flow or

diffusion of water or solunons through the
invWble pores of a rock inward to fissures.

Fay.

eadostradc forneation. Bedding in days resulting from alternating, desiccation, and
saturadon by groundwater. Hsu.

eadothumk. AccompanW by the absorption of heat. C.T.D. Opposite of exothermic.

asdotlAnolle nudes. A chemical reaction
that takes place with absorption of heat.

The dehydration of kaoliuite Is a reaction

of this type. Dodd.
eadpiece. Corn. Ste waUplate. Fey.

sad plate. Set sideplate. In timbering, where

both a cap and a sill are used, and posts

engine barrel
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tion scries. NRC-ASA NI.1-1957.

principle of the pestle and mortar; the

runner is set eccentrically in the mortar,
which is mechanically driven. Compare
edge-runner mill. Dodd.
ends. York. Headings which are driven on
the end or end-on. Fay.
end skew. A brick so modified that one end
is inclined at an angle other than 900 to
the two largest faces. A.R.I. See also skew

brick.

end slicing. See top slicing combined with
ore caving. Fay.

ead span. A span which is a slab or a continuous beam at its interior support only.
Ham.

end thrust. The thrust exerted from the end
of a structural member. This term is also
applied particularly to the end thrust of a
centrifugal pump towards its suction end,
resisted by a thrust bearing. Ham.

endure emerald. A coined name used for

glau imitation sold by a particular distributor and still sometimes used for any glass
imitation of emerald. Shipley.
endurance. The ability of a metal or a fabricated structure to recover from or to withstand repeated streu hsadings or fluctuations. Pryor, 3.
endurance link. Limiting stress below which
specimens can withstand hundreds of

millions of repetitions of stress without

fracturing. Considerably leu than the nip-

ture strength. Also called fatigue limit.

with reference to (1) a faulting structure
resembling a series of steps, in which the
fault planes dip in the same general direction and at about the same angle, and (2)
the repeated parallel occurrence of lenticular ore bodies or veinechelon veins.
Nelson.
enelectrite. Minute, colorless, monoclinic,
lath-shaped crystals, presumably a hydro-

carbon; found in chemawinite (variety of
amber), Cedar Lake, Manitoba, Canada.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

energizing coil. Primary coil that is used in
the inductive methods to set up the electric currents in the earth. Schieferdecker.
energy. a. The ability of a body to perform
work. Shell Oil Co. b. The capacity for
producing motion. Energy holds matter together. It can become mass, or can be derived from mass. It takes such forms as
kinetic, potential, heat, chemical, electrical, and atomic energy,

and can be

changed from one of these forms t3 another. Leet. c. Kinetic energy ii that due
to motion, and potential energy is that
due to position. In a stream the total energy at any section is represented by the
sum of its potential and kinetic energies.
Seelye, 1.

energy absorption. A term that is both general and specific. Generally, it refers to the
energy absorbed by any material subjected
to loading. Specifically it is a measure of
toughness or impact strength of a material;
the energy needed to fracture a specimen

in an impact test. It is the difference in
kinetic energy of the striker before and
after impact, expressed as total energy
(foot-pound or inch-pound) for metals
and ceramics, and energy per inch of
notch for plastics and electrical insulating materials. II&G.

energy band. Energy spectrum of valence
electrons in a polyatomic material. Con-

duction is not significant if the energy band
is filled. VV.
energy efficiency. The product of the current
efficiency by the voltage efficiency. Lowenhe:m.

energy gap. Forbidden part of the energy

endurance ratio. a. Ratio of the endurance

spectrum of valence electrons. If the lower
energy band is filled, electrons must be
activated across this gap before electronic
conduction is realized. VV.

endurance sirens*. Th.: highest streu re-

energy level. The distance from an atomic

ance strength of that material for that

energy of rupture. The work done per unit
volume in producing fracture. It is not

limit to the ultimate static tensile strength.
Ro. b. Same as fatigue ratio. ASM Gloss.

peated application or reversal of which a
material can withstand without rupture
for a given number of cycles is the endur-

number of gcles. Unleu otherwise spec-

ified, reversed bending is usually implied.
Compare endurance !unit. Ro.

endwall. a. The brick, concrete, or stonework construction at the sides of an excavation built to carry a flat or arched
roof. Also called sidewall. Spalding, p.
160. b. The vertical refractory wall, furthest from the furnace chamber, of the
downtake of an open-hearth steel furnace.

Dodd. c. One of the two vertical walls
terminating a battery of coke ovens or a
bench of gas retorts; it is generally con-

structed of refractory bricks and heat insulating bricks with an exterior facing of
building bricks. Dodd. d. Compare gable
wall. Dodd.

en echelon. a. Parallel structural features
that are offset like the edges of
on a roof whea viewed from thaelbstrse.
4.G.I. b. In steps; in echelon. A term wed

,P94

nucleus at which electrons can have orbits.
May be thought of as a shell surrounding
the nucleus. Leet.
practicable to establish a definite energy of
rupture value for a given material, because
the result obtained depends upon the form

and proportions of the test specimen and
the manner of loading. As determined by
similar tests on similar specimens, the en-

ergy of rupture affords a criterion for

comparing the toughnen of different materials. Ro.

enforced order teller. See Frenkel mixer.
Dodd.
engine. a. A machine by which power is ap-

plied to the doing of work, particularly
one that converts sonie motive energy,
especially heat, into mechanical power.
St.rndard, 1964. b. Eng. A collier's term

for enkinehouse or building, arching, etc.,

within whkh a steam engine

Fey.

is fixed.

mime barrel. Scot. A large water barrel

k

engine barrel
used in sinking shafts. Fay.

engine boy. A young person in charge of
the drive for a face conveyor; he starts
and stops the conveyor according to the
supply of empty cars at the discharge end.

Nelson.

engine distillate. A refined or unrefined petroleum distillate similar to naphtha but
often of higher distillation range. ASTM
D288-57.

engineer. A person who is trained in or who
follows as a calling or profession a branch
of engineering (as civil, military, electrical,
mining, or structural engineering). Webster 3d.

enriched uranium
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are raised and lowered by a rope attached
to an engine; a plane. In Arkansas, lim-

ited to planes down which coal is lowered. When the coal is hoisted, the plane
is known as a slope. Fay. d. A roadway,
horizontal or inclined, on which tubs or
cars are hauled by rope haulage. Nelson.
e. Direct rope haulage. Pryor, 3. f. Eng.
A mechanical haulage
Paper No. 61.

road.

SMRB,

engine road. Scot. A haulage road worked
by engine power. Fay.

large charge of lead ore, a quick roasting,
a high temperature throughout, and the

aim to extract all the lead in the rever-

beratory. The hearth 'inclines toward the
middle of one of the sides, the lead collects in the furnace and is tapped at intervals into an outside kettle. Fay.
English pink. See chrome tin pink: Dodd:
English process. In copper smelting, the
process of reduction in a reverberatory
furnace, after roasting, if necessary. Fay.
English salts. Epsom salts. Webster 2d.
English translucent china. Ceramic tableware, etc., introduced in 1959 by Doulton Fine China, Ltd., in contrast to English bone china. It is feldspathic, but differs from continental porcelain in that it

engine seat. Scot. The platform or foundation to which an engine is fastened. Fay.
engine shaft. Usually the principal shaft in
a mine, and the one at which the hoistengineered brick. A brick whose nominal
ing and pumping are done. Fay.
dimensions are 3.2 by 4 by 8 inches. ACSG.
is biscuit fired at a higher temperature
tenter. N. Staff. A braireman. Fay.'
engineering geology. a. The application of engine
than the glost fire. Dodd.
engine-turned
ware.
Ceramic
bisque
ware
engineering
practhe geological sciences to
English tubbing. A form of tubbing with
lathe.
that
is
lined
or
fluted
in
a
special
that
the
tice for the purpose of assuring
outside flanges, for lining circular shafts
ACSG.
geologic factors affecting the location, de- engine-turning
sunk through heavily watered strata. See
lathe.
A
lathe
having
an
ecsign, construction, operation, and maintealso tubbing. In England, cast iron began
incise
deccentric motion and used to
nance of engineering works are recognized
to be .used as a shaft lining at the beginoration on pattery ware before it is fired.
and adequately provided for. A.GI. b. A
ning of the 19th century and was mainly
Dodd.
branch of geological science, forming a enginewright.
due to the initiative of Mr. Buddle, Senr.
whose
Mid. A practical man
link between geology and engineering, parNelson.
to
inspect
the
duty about a colliery is
ticularly civil and mining. It provides a
appliances. English white. See prepared calcium carmachinery,
ropes,
and
other
basis of theory to guide engineering pracbonate. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Fay.
tice where earth or rock materials are di- englacial.
English
zinc furnace. A furnace in which
as
enEmbedded in a glacier,
rectly or indirectly involved. See also minis
reduced and distilled from calzinc
body
of
glacial drift; being within the
ing geology; soil mechanics. Nelson.
cined
ores
crucibles. Fay.
a glacier, as an englacial stream. Web- engobe. Slipincoating
Engineering News formula. A pile driving
applied to a ceramic
ster 3d.
2Wh
body
for
imparting
color,
opacity, or other
P
=s
till. See till. Fay.
formula which is as follows:
with a
+ c englacial
characteristics
and
then
covered
English amber. See British amber. Shipley.
the
pile;
glaze.
Bennett
2d,
1962
Add.
where P is the allowable load on
English and Turner factors. See thermal engorgement. The clogging of 'a furnace.
W is the weight of a drophammer, or
expansion factors for glass. Dodd.
singlethe weight of the moving parts of a
Fay.
bond. A bond which is made of engrafted
valley system. Valley system conacting steam or airhammer; h is the dis- English
stretchers
and
headalternate
courses
of
sisting
of
originally independent rivers,
tance through which a drophammer falls
half
brick
piece
soap
or
ers with a on,
contracted
to one system in consequence
or the stroke of a steam or airhammer,
AISI,
closer, next to the corner header.
of negative movements of the sea level.
expressed in feet; s is the average peneNo.
24.
tration per blow for the last few blows, English brilliant cut. A cushion-shaped brilSchieferdecker.
expressed in inches; and c is a constant,
engraving.
The process of carving figures,
liant with eight star facets, eight upper
equal to 1.0 for a drophammer and 0.1
letters,
etc.,
upon glass by abrasive means.
break facets, eight lower break facets, four
for a steam or airhammer. The values
ASTM
C162-66.
pavilion facets,a table, and a culet. See enhydrite. A mineral (as nodules of chalcedfor P and W are expressed in the same
also star cut. Shipley.
The
forunits, in either pounds or tons.
ony) having cavities containing water.
copper process. Obtaining copper by
mula as written includes a safety factor English
Standard, 1964.
reducing copper ores in a reverberatory enhydrous.
of 6. Urquhart, Sec. 8, pp. 63, 65.
Containing water; having drops
furnace. Bennett 2d, 1962.
engineering psychology. See human engiof
included
fluid; as, enhydrous chalcedof
EngEnglish crossbond. A modification
neering. Nelson.
ony.
Standard,
1964.
lish bond in which stretcher courses break enigmatite. Set aenigmatite.
engineer's chain. Has a hundred links, each
Mines
joints
with
each
other.
Bureau
of
1 foot long. Gunter's chain, formerly mlIch
enlarging shots. Boreholes driven after the
Staff.
used in land surveys, is 66 feet long and English
face of the rock has been unkeyed, and
cupellation. A method of refining
has a hundred links, each 7.92 inches
two or three free faces have thus been
silver in which a small reverberatory furlong. Crispin.
provided.
Stauffer.
bed
and
a
fixed
loof
nace with a movable
engineer's transit. Theodolite. Pryor, 3.
comprising
cupelled is en masse conveyor. A conveyor
used.
The
bullion
to
be
is
Fay.
engine keeper. Scot. A brakeman.
a series of skeleton or solid flights on an
is recharged
gradually
and
the
silver
engineman. a. Eng. One who works a windendless chain or other linkage which opfined in the same furnace where the cuing, hauling, fan, pumping, or other enerates in horizontal, inclined, or vertical
pellation is carried on. Fay.
paths within a closely fitted casing for the
gine. See also engineer. Fay. b. The man English
the
disfurnace. A small furnace for
carrying run. The bulk material is conin charge of winding engine. Also c-.11ed
furnaces
tillation
of
zinc.
The
English
veyed and elevated en masse in a suubrakesman. Peel.
differ from other types by distilling the
stantially continuous stream with a full
engine s1t. Eng.; Scot. A shaft used entirely
of
per
ascenzinc per ciescensum Instead
cross section of the casing. ASA MH4.1for pumping purposes. Fay.
sum. Fay.
1958. Also called chain conveyor.
enfine plane. a. A lystem of rope haulage Englishite.
calcium,
A
hydrous
phosphate
of
in which the loads are raised or lowen
masse feeder. See conveyor-type feed=
potassium and aluminum, 4Ca0.1(20.ered on the slope by a steam or electric
ASA
MH4 1-1958.
ortho4A 180,.4P06.14H80 ; probably
hoist. In the simplest form only one track
Enochkin sines. The middle portion of the
white.
rhombic;
highly
cleavable
layers;
and one rope are required, and power is
thick Jurassic succession of Alaska, conFound near Fairfield, Utah. English.
used for rassIng the load. Double engine English
sisting of shales, sandstones, and 'conglomkiln
Ms. A transVense arch chamber
planes have two separate tracks or three
erates; represented in northwest Alaska by
with a system of flues and dampers above
rails and a passing turnout. Lewis, p. 225.
a very gre2t thickness of plant-bearing
the chambers permitting any two chamcontinental strata. C.T.D.
b. Eng. An underground way, either level or
designed
by
bers to be connected. It was
dipping inbye and outbye, or both (unduenriched
uranium. Uranium in which the
firing
of
buildA. Adams in 1899 for the
lating), along which the cars are conveyed
percentage
of the fissionable isotope, uraing bricks made from highly bituminous
nium
235,
has
been increased above the
to and from the workings by engine power.
clays. Dodd.
See also endless chain; endless rope; main
0.71
percent
contained
in natural uranium.
lead
English method. A method of smelting
Chemistry and PhysLea;
Handbook
of
rope; tail rope. Fay. c. A passageway
a
ore in which the characteristics are:

haymg a steep grade along which cars

1-CS95

enriched uranium
ics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-143

enrichment. a. The action of natural agencies which increases the metallic content
of an ore. Secondary sulfide enrichment
refers

to the formation of new sulfide

minerals which contain a larger percentage of the metals. Fay. b. See isotopic
enrichment. L&L.
enrichment, secondary. Silver, copper, and
other lodes decompose at the surface, and

the sulfides become converted into oxysalts, which are carried deeper into the
lode by descending waters. In the zone
immediately between the weathered outcrop and the unaltered sulfides, that is,
in the zone of secondary enrichment,
chemical action takes place between the
descending waters bearing oxysalts and
the unaltered sulfides, resulting in the formation of a new series of minerals whose
members are often very rich in the valu-

able metal of the lode. As a result of

this chemical concentration workable ore
bodies may result from rather low-grade
ores. Set also gossan; mineralization; zones
of lode. Nelson.
enrockment. A mass of large stones thrown
into water to form a base (as for a pier).
Webster 3d.
-ensayar. Sp. To assay. Fay.,
ensaying. Assaying. Hess.
Ensign-Bickford hot-wire lighter. A fuse

lighter similar to a Fourth-of-July sparkler, that burns for 2V2 minutes, sufficient

time to light 30 to 50 fuses. The lead

splitter is a lead tube about one-eighth
inch in diameter filled with a slow-burning powder that burns at the rate of 36

seconds per foot with a hot splitting
flame. Lewis p. 120.
Ensign-Bickford master fuse lighter. A shell,
similar to a shotgun cartridge, which con-

tains an ignition compound in the base.
As many as 7 fuses can be pushed into
the shell until the fuses contact the ignition compound. The lighting of one fuse
which burns into the shell sets off the compound and ignites the other 6 fuses.
Lewis, 120.

Ens lin apparatus. This apparatus for the

determination of the water-absorption capacity of clays was originally designed by

0. Ens lin for testing soils. It consists of
a U-tube, one arm of which is connected
via a 3-way tap to a calibrated horizontal
capillary tube; the other arm ends in a
funnel with a sintered-glass base on which
is placed a weighed sample of clay. Water

is allowed to contact the sample and the
amount absorbed is read from the capil-

lary tube. The result is ; expressed as a

percentage of the weighr of the dry clay.
Dodd.
enmity. The penetration of sound into any
particular part of the sea. Hy.
enstatite. A mineral, MgO.SiOt, of the same
composition as compounds which ma.y be
formed in slags in service. Bureau of Mines

Staff.
enstatite cat's-eye. Enstatite which, when ca-

bochon cut, has a chatoyant effect, but
not a well-defined eye. Shipley.
enstadifels. See enstatofite. Hess.
enstatolite. A coarse-grained, yellowish- or
greenish-gray igneous rock consisting essentially of enstatite with some chrotnite
grains; also, talc, chlorite, and magnesite. Hess.

enstenite. Winchell's name for orthorhombic
pyroxenes

of the

isomorphous

entry driver
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series,

MgSiOrFeSiOa. Compare clinoenstenite.
English.
enterolithk structure. Small folds resulting
from changes in volume due to chemical
changes in a rock. A.C.I.
enthaipy. a. Heat contained per unit mass
(h) : h = u pv, where u is internal

energy and pv is flow work (pressure
times volume). Pryor, 3. b. Total heat

content of air; the sum of the enthalpies of

dry air and water vapor, per unit weight
of dry air. Measured in British thermal
units per pound. Hartman, p. 8. c. For
most engineering purposes, heat content
or total heat above some base temperature. Specific enthalpy is ,ie ratio of
total heat to weight of substance. Strock,
10.

entombment. The act or fact of burial of a
rock body of distinctive form and origin
by rocks of a different kind. Challinor.
ento6litk. Applied to o6litic structures that
have formed through the filling of small
preexisting cavities by successive coatings

on their walls. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
entrained-bed carbonization. A U.S. Bureau
of Mines process in which coals generally
unsuitable for making coke strong enough

to perform satisfactorily in conventional

blast furnace practice, are made suitable.
Using entrained-bed carbonization, such
coals are processed to yield a char, as well
as useful coal tars and oils. The char, in
turn, is mixed with similar coals to obtain a metallurgical-fuel blend. Bureau of

Mines Stall.
entrainment. a. The suspension of liquid
droplets, gas bubbles, or fine solid particles being carried by a stream of fluid.
NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.b.A physical carrying along of fine droplets of brine in the
stream of vapor. Kaufmann, p. 225.
entrance head. The head necessary to promote flow into a conduit or similar structure. This comprises both entrance loss
and velocity head. Ham.

entrance lock. Lock providing entrance for
vessels to a dock in which the water level
differs from that outside. Ham.

entrance loss. The head lost in friction and
turbulence of water at the inlet to a conduit. Ham.
entrenched meander. Streams which have
reached the advanced stage of one cycle
hold their co irses in the second cycle, and
cut down in the old meanders; the result

is a meandering stream in a young val-

ley. These conditions constitute entrenched
meanders. Srnonym for intrenched meander. A.C.1.

entropy. a. A measure of the unavailable

energy in a system, that is, energy that
cannot be converted into another form of
energy. A.C.I. Supp. b. A measure of the

mixing of different kinds of sediment,.
high entropy is appraoch to unmixed
sediment of one kind. A.C.I. Supp. c.
Ratio of amount of heat added to air to
the absolute temperature at whkh it is
added. Measured in British thermal units
per degree Reaumur. Hartman, p. 8. d.

Specific entropy is the ratio of entropy to
weight of substance. Strock, 10.

entropy change;

p

S.

Quantity of heat

absorbed from surmundings, divided by
absolute temperature. Pryor, 3.
entropy mak E.U. 1 calorie divided by degree divided by mole. Entropy change
being latent heat absorbed divided by
temperature at which change occurs, the

entropy of fusion divided by mole of ice

at 0* C., is

=

1437
273. 2

=
= 5.26 EX.
S

5.26 cal. x deg. 'I x mole

This can only be calculated directly in a
reversible process such as change of state.

Pryor, 3.
entry. a. In coal mining a haulage road,
gangway, or airway to the surface. Fay.
b. An underground passage used for haulage or ventilation, or as a manway. Back
entry, the air course parallel to and below an entry. Distinguished from straight
entry, front entry, or main entry. Dip en-

try, an entry driven down hill so that
water will stand at the face. If it is driven

directly down a steep dip it becomes a
slope. Cob entry, a wide entry with a
heap of refuse or gob along one side. Slab

entry, an entry

which is widened or
slabbed to provide a working place for a
second miner. Double entry, a system of

opening a mine by two parallel :ntries;
the air current is brought into the rooms
through one entry and out through the
parallel entry or air course. Cutoff entry,
an entry driven to intersect another and
furnish a more convenient outlet for the
coal. Single entry, a system of opening a

mine by driving a single entry only, in

place of a pair of entries. The air current
returns along the face of the rooms, whkh
must be kept open. Triple entry, a system of opening a mine by driving three
parallel entries for the main entries. Twin
entry a pair of entries close together and

carrying the air curren in and out, so

laid out that rooms can be worked from
both entries. Also called double entry.
Fay. c. A coal heading. To develop a coal
mine in the United States, one or more
sets of main entries are driven into the
take. Each set consists of four to eight
coal headings, connected at intervals by
crosscuts. From these, and usually at right

angles, butt entries, three to six in number, are driven at intervals of up to 1,500
yards. Between the sets of butt entries,
face entries, three to iour in number, are
driven at intervals of up to 500 yards to
form a block or panel. 'The entries to split
the panels may be 12 to 20 feet wide and
at 50 to 100 feet centers. Each entry is
made as productive as possible and productivity is often higher in the entry work
than in pillar extraction. See also pillar-

Nelson. d. As applied in the appropriation of public land means that act
by which an individual acquires an incepand-stall.

tive right to a portion of the unapproof the country. Ricketts, I.
e. Scot. The beginning of a lease. Fay.
entry air course. A passage for air parallel
to an entry. Fay, p. 20.
entry conveyor. See underground mine conpriated soil

veyors; entry table. ASA MH4.1-1958.

entry driver. A combination mining ma-

chine designed and built to work in entries and other narrow places, and to load
coal as it is broken down. An undercutting frame and two vertical shearing
frames serve to undercut and shear the
sides of the coal, so that the ram
equipped with bars and operated by hy-

draulic jacks, can break down the coal.
The height at which the ram operates
against the coal, %hen the undercut and
shearing are completed, is adjustable. A
conveyor in the undercutting frame car-
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epidote

mike crombedding. Croubedding produced
by wind. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
Wind-deposited accumulatoken deposit.

Ste aho asteria; diasteria. Shipley.
eplasterism. Asterism seen by reflected light,

entry driver
ries the broken down coal back to another
conveyor mounted on a turntable se that

the coal can be loaded into a mine car,

or slate can be deposited on the gob side

of

entry. The entire

machine is
mounted in a pan. Kiser, 1, p. 28.
the

entry driver operator. In bituminous coal

mining, one who operates a type of coal
cutter known as a heading machine, that
is adapted ..to the driving of underground
haulageways iii ^oaf from one part of the
mine to another or to the surface. Also

called entry drivisg machine
D.O.T. I.

operator.

entry driving machine operator. See entry
driver operator.

D.O.T. I.

entryntan. a. A miner who works in an entry. Fay. b. One who enters upon public
land with intent to secure an allotment
under homestead, mining, or other law.
Webster 3d. c. In anthracis.- and bituminous coal mining, one who is engaged
in driving a laulageway, airway', or passageway from one place to another in the
mine or to the surface. Also called heading driver. D.O.T. I.

entry stumps. Pillars of coal left in the
mouths of abandoned rooms to support
the road, entry, or gangway until the
entry pillars are drawn. In Arkansas,
these pillars are called entry stumps even

when the rooms are first driven, before
any pillars are pulled or the rooms abandoned. Fay.

entry table. A conveyor which

transports

material to the feeding position of a machine. ASA MI14.1-1958.
envelope. a. The outer part of a recumbent
fold; especially used to contrast the sedimentary cover of a recumbent anticline with

the crystalline cone. A.G./. b. A metamorphic rock surrounding an igneous in-

trusion. A.G./. Supp. c. In a mineral, an
outer part separate in origin from (later
than) an inner part. Challinor.
envelope kiln. Alternative name, particularly in the United States, for top-hat
kiln or shuttle kiln. See also top-hat kiln;
shuttle kiin. Dodd.
environment. The aggregate of all the surrounding conditions, influences, or forces
affecting a locus of sedi.nentation. Schieferdecker.

eo. Indicating the dawn or beginning of
an epoch, as Eocene. Standard, 1964.
Eocene. a. An epoch of the Tertiary be-

tween the Paleocene and Oligocene and
strata of that age; considered by some to

be the oldest Tertiary and includes the
Paleocene. A.C.1. Supp. b. Originally,
the older Tertiary included Oligocene.

Synonm for Eogene. A.G.1. Sup,.
Eocryptozoic. Early Precambrian. A.G.1.

Supp.
Eogene. The lower of two Cenozoic subdivisions, consisting of Paleocene, Eocene,
and Oligocene. Compare Neogene. A.G.1.

Supp.
Mallon. The process by which wind modifies land surfaces, both directly by transportation of dust and sand and by the
work of sandblasts, and indirectly by wave
action on shores; eolic gradation. Stand-

ard, 1964.
eollso. a. Of, relating to, formed by, or deposited from the wind or currents of air.
Eo Han was formerly spelled aeolian. See

also eolian rock. Fay. b. Applied to sand
dunes which have been accumulated by
the wind. Gordon.

as in star ruby or sapphire which is cut

tions, weh as loess and dune sand. Stokes

cabochon to reveal the asteria. Shipley.
eplbatbolithk. The third stage in which ero-

eollanite. Introduced by Say les for all consolidated sedimentary rocks which have
been deposited by the wind. A.G 1.
ION= marble. A name given by Hitchcock

sion has exposed small parts of the barren
core below the dead line. See also cryptobatholithic. 4.C.1.

and Varnes, 1955.

to the crystalline tranular limestone of
Mount Eolus, Vt. Fay.
collar placer. A placer concentrated by

wind action. Bateman.
'Wan rock. A fragmental rock, composed
of wind-drifted materials. For example,
the drift sandrock, the common building
stone of Bermuda. Fay.
eolkh. Dawn stone. Oldest known stone im-

plements, believed to have been devel-

oped by early man. Found in gravels.
Pryor, 3.
eolotropk. See aeolotropic.
eon. A period of existence; an age. Used

by some geologists to subdivide all geotime into two broad categories.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
logic

Eopakozok. Formerly used for the earlier
portion of Paleoroic time, including the
Cambrian, Ordovician, and Silurian. Obsolete. A.C.1.
itosite. Trade name for a mse-colored Tibet
stone.

Shipley.

eosphorke. A pink to rose-red mineral with
the formula, (Mn",Fe")Al(P0.) (OH)s.ILO; isomorphous with childrenite. Hey

2d, 1955; Dana 7,

v.

2, pp. 936-937.

Eiitvös balance. A sensitive torsion balance
for measuring variations in the density of
the underlying rocks and that records the
horizontal gradient of gravity. Webster 3d.

Eiitviis unit. The unit of measurement in

work with Eötvös torsion balance having
the dimensions of acHeration divided by
length, fo:- the gradient atilt differential
curvature values. For t,_gradient, 1
gallons per
Eiitviis unit (1E) = I x
horizontal centimeter. A.G1.N
Eoroic. Precambrian; Prepaleozmc. Formerly

applied to the rocks now included in the
Archean and Kgonkian systems and the
corresponding geologic periods, being in-

tended to supplant An* when it was

learned that the Azoic rocks contain some
fossil remains. Obsolete. Fay.
epaulet. A style of cutting gents. Hess.

epehk. Applied to shallow seas that cover
or have covered lame pans of, continents
without being disconnected from the
ocean. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
epeirogenk. Of or relating to epeirogeny.
Webster 3d.
epeurugussy. The &formation of the earth's
crust by which the broader features of relief (as continents, ocean basins, and
greater plateaus) are produced. Compare
diastrophism. Webster 3d.
ephemeral stream. A stream which flows in
direct response to precipitation. Fay.
a. A prefix indicating alteration. A.G.I.

b. A prefix indicating that the rock be-

longs in the uppermost rone of metamorphism; that is, it originated under moderate temperature, low hydrostatic pressure, and powerful stress. See also apo-;
cata-; kata-; meso-; meta-. A.C.I. c. A
Greek prefix signifying on or upon. A.G.I.
epiasteria. An asteria which, cut cabochon
and in the correct crystallographic direction and observed by reflected- light, exhibits the optical phenomenon of a star.

epibatholithk deposit. A mineral deposit
found in or outside the outer rim of an

intrusive body of which small parts of the
barren core are already exposed by erosion. Sehieferdeeker.
elgialibalkbk stage. When erosion has gone
deep enough to expose small parts of the
barren rock that lies below the dead line.
A.G.I.
epibeathk dredge. This bottom sampler developed by Scripps Institution consists of

a pair of sheet-metal skis attached to a
light framework for a silk or nylon net.
A sheet of heavy canvas fastened beneath

the net protects it from tearing. Removable taken in front of the net stir up the
bottom as the dredge advances, permitting the net to capture the creatures contained in the sediment. A bottom-walking
wheel connected to a small veederroot

counter indicates the distance over the
bottom the device travels during a haul.
The epibenthic dredge is lowered in the
ocean with an ordinary hydrographic
winch, and will go as far down as 4,500
feet. Collecting speed of the dredge is
only 2 knots eliminating wire angle problems. HEETG.

eylbeatbos. In oceanography, animals and

plants found living below low tidemark
and above the hundred fathoms line.
C.T.D.

epkenter. Point on the earth's surface directly above the focus of an earthquake.
Mather.
epicentral MAL Area surrounding the epicenter. Schieferdecker.
epkiastk. Consisting of the consolidated
dt.ritus of preexistent rocks not volcanic.
Standard, 1964.
epkontioental. Situated upon a continental
plateau or platform, as an epicontinental
sea. Fay.
epkustalline. Both sedimentary and crystalline in character; ssid of strata. Standard,

1964.
epidermal
fecting

deformation. Deformations af-

the outer cover of the earth's

crust, such as slumping, volcanotectonic
collapse, sliding, compressive settling, etc.
Schieferdecker.

ads. See athlete's foot. Sin-

e P :Ilear,ihr 195.

epidiabase. Metamorphosed diabase with
amphibolitized augite. A.G.1. Sapp.
epididymite. A colorless basic silicate of sodium and beryllium, HNaBeSi201; orthorhombic. Crystals tabular, striated. From
Langesundfiord,
Narsarsuk, Greenland;
Norway. E.Iglish.

epidiorik. A doleritic or basaltic rock in
which the augite has suffered alteration

to hornblende, so that the rock approaches
the composition of a diorite. Distinguished

from diabase by the less mareme altera-

tion of the feldspars.. Holmes, 1920.
ephlosite. A rock consisting of epidote and
quartz and sometimes containing gold.
Banded epidosites are sometimes used for

ornamental stones. CCD 6d, 1961.
epidote. A basic silicate of aluminum, calcium, and iron. One form is Ca,(A101-1)

epidote
(A I Fey) (SiOi),; monoclinic ; Molts' hard-

ness, 6 to 7; specific gravity, 3.25 to 3.5;
and a common secondary constituent of
igneous rocks. Pryor, 3.
epidotization. Metamorphism in which *dote is formed from other minerals. Webster 3d.

epigene. a. Formed, originating, or takiag
place on or not far below the surface of
the earth. Webster 3d. b. A crystal that
is not natural to the substances in which
it is found. Compare pseudomorph. Webster 3d; Fay.
epigene reikf. Includes hills, ridges and
peaks, valleys, gorges, and canyons, cer-

tain plains and plateaus, basins of vari-

ous sorts, and other minor features sculptured into or constructed upon hypogene
or preexisting epigene featum by the action of the external or epigene agents, like
rivers, winds, glaciers, oceans, and otherN
which effect the surface of the earth and

the outermost zones of the lithosphee.

Stokes and Vernet, 1955.

'pigeon's. The change in the mineral character of a rock due to outside influences.
Compare metamorphism. As applied to
ore deposits, epigenetic deposits we young-

er than the country rock containing them.
Webster 3d; Fey.
epigenetk. Produced on or near the earth's

for exampk, epigenetic disintegration, epigenetk valleys, etc. In petrography, it is usually applied to mineral deposits of later origin than the enclosing
surface,

rocks, or to the formation of secondary
minerals by alteration. Contrasted with
syngenetic. lohannsen, r. I, 2d, 1939, p.
175.

epigenetic deposit.

a. A mineral deposit

formed later than the enclosing rocks. Deposits of this nature are formed in openings in

the rocks or hy replacement.

Stokes and Vernes, 1955.

b. Deposits

formed subsequently to the enclosing rock
by the mother liquor penetrating into sur-

rounding rocks and depositing minerals.
Most mining districts containing epigenetic deposits we commonly characterized

by the presence of intrusive igneous rocks,

complex folding and deformation of the
geologic structure of the district, and by

alteration of the country rock through

the chemical acti.-,n of the circula.ing mineral solutions. These deposits can be classified

into six groups: (1) contact-meta-

morphic deposits; (2) pegmatite deposits;
(3) deposits of the deep-seated vein zone;
(4)
zone;

depoits of the intermediate Amin
(5) deposits of the shallow vein

zone; and (6) surface deposits formed by
springs of magmatic origin. See also deepseated vein zone deposits; intermediate
vein zone deposits; shallow vein zone deposits; spring deposits; contact-metamorphic deposit; pegmatite deposits. Lewis,
pp. 273-275.

epigenetic *done. Drainage by streams
whose cooties were determined by the
conditions of an older, higher land surface
now eroded. Stokes and Vernet, 1955.
epigenetic me deposit. A term generally applied to ore (mineral) deposits of later
origin than the enclosing rocks. Schiele',
decker.
epigenetic

pattern. A dispersion pattern
formed by the subsequent introduction of

metal from an outside source. Harekes,
2, p. 26.

epigenetic stream. Proposed by Richthofen
264-972 0-66-26
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equation, chemical

for what is now referred to as superposed
stream. Obsolete. 4.0.1.
epigenic. Epigene. Hess.
epigenite. Decribed as a steel-gray metallic

epsilon strvdure. A Hume-Rothery desi tion for structurally analogous cl
phases or electron compounds, like Cans,
that have ratios of seven valence electrons
to four atoms. Not to be confused with the
epsilon phase as indicated on a constitution diagram. ASM Gloss.
epsomite. A mineral composed of hydrous
magnesium sulfate. MgSO4.7H10; orthorhombic. Sanlord; Dana 17.
epos, salt. Same as epsomite. Fay.

mineral with a black streak and an un-

even fracture, 4CuSsiFeS.AseSs; Mobs'
hardness, 3.5. Hess.

epiglypbs. A hieroglyph on top of a bcd.
Pettijohn.

epbseritic anirooment. The marine bottoms
to a depth maximum 20 fathoms. Sehielerdeeke

epipbeds. See apophysis. Fey.
epinfasiden.- In oceanography,

plankton
found in depths of less than one hundred
fathoms. C.T.D.
Upper Perini's. and Triassic. A.G.I.

A colorless zeolite, chemically
similar to heulandite; hydrated silicate of
calcium and aluminum, aystallizing in the

eq.s. explosive. An unsheated exploiive incorporating coolinq agents, which ts equivalent

in safety (relating to the ignition of methane/air mixture) on a charge/weight basis
to an explosive having a sheath of cooling
agents around it. Abbreviation for equivalent-to-sheated explosive. BS. 3618, 1964,
sec. 6.

equal angle. A metal angle section
leg of equal length. Ham.

each

monoclinic system. C.M.D.

eares net. A type of projection of poina

curved folia with pearly luster. From ju-

equal-mon ad point; wolf ad polo!. The

epistolbe. A white, hydrous siliconiobate
and titanate, chiefly of sodium; monoclink; rectangular plates; commonly in
lianehaab, Greenland. English.

galaxy. Induced orientation of the crystal
lattice of an electrodeposit at the plane
of contact with the undisturbed underlying metal. ASM Gloss.

epitbensal. Applied to hydrothermal deposits formed at low temperature and
e=1.

Bateman.

deposit. A deposit formed in
and along fissures or other openings in
rocks by deposition at shallow depths
from ascending hot solutions. A.G.!.
zone of metaepitome. a. The
morphism in Gmulxinrint's system for the
classification of metamorphic rocks. Groben-

on a sphere to a- flat surface (circle). The
arras of every actuate desire on the projection are equal. A.G.I.

density at which equal portions of the feed
matenal are wrongly placed in each of two
products of a specific-gravity separation.
BS. 3552, 1962.

size at
which equal portions of ae feed material
we wrongly placed in eacii of two prod-

sisal-errors site. The separation

ucts of a sizing operation. BS. 3552, 1962.

equal expedition, rule of. If two oil was
under similar conditions produce equal

guar tities during any given year, the quantities they produce thereafter, on the average, will be approximately equal, regardless
of their relative
A.G.I.
Particles possessing
equal-failing
equal terminal velocities. They are the
oversize material and form the underflow
of a classifier. See also Stokes law. Nelson.
equalization of winding load. The balanoing

mann's original scheme was extended by
Niggli, in whose epizone are also included
the products of low-temperature contact
metamorphism near the outer boundary of
of the weight of the winding rope which
an aureole, and rocks that have been afvaries consicknxbly during a winding cycle.
fected by low-temperattne hydrothermal
See also balance rope; winding; winding
metasomatism involving int-oduction of
drum. NeLeon.
magmatically derived material. Schieferdecker. b. The upper zone of metamorph- equalizing bed. Bed of ballast or concrete in
the bottom of a trench on which pipe ate
ism. The distinctive physical conditions in
laid. Ham.
this zone are moderate temperature, lower
hydrostatic pressum, and powerful stress. equal lay. Ropes of which the layers of wires
in strands have all been laid to the same
The rocks characteristically produced inlength of lay. Also known as parallel lay.
clude mylonites and cataclastic nicks genHam.
erally, phyllites, chlotite schists, talc whist',
porphyroicls, and in part marbles and must. Applied to crystals having the same
or nearly the same diameter or the same
quartzites. 4.GJ. c. The metamorphic endimensions in all directions; cquant crysvironment characterized by low temperatals may be polyhedral, spheroidal, or irture and hydrostatic pressute, with or with regularly anhedral. .A.G.I.; Sehielerdecker.
out high stress, resultingi n chemical and
mechanical metamorphism; characterized elm* ekment. In structural petrolm a

by hydrous silicate minerals. A.G.I.
epm Abbrivation fot equivalents per million.
&Win Style Guide, p. 59.
epocb. a. A geoloec time unit conesponding
to a series; asuWivision of a period; formerly used for other smaller divisions of geo-

logic time. A.G.!. Sapp. b. In terrestrial
magnetiwn, a period of time over which

magnetic elements are considered; usually
10 years. Hy.
epoxy. Compound in which an oxygen atom
is joined across two carbons, for exarnpk,
epoxypropane. Pryor, 3.
epoxy resign. Resins that are finding increasing use in the ceramics industry. Used in
tile installations, in ceramic fiber laminates,
in printing inks, in adhesives, in coatings,
in potting materials, and as casting materials. Lee.

fabric element of approximately egad 'dimensions.

equitke. In a chemical reaction no matter
is created and none is destroyed. Hence,

the same numbers of the same atoms exist
after the change as before it, but after the
change they are not combined together in

the same way as they were before the

change took place. This fact can be best
expressed by means of statements involving
only formulae and symbols: such state-

ments are known as equations. Cooper.
&ended. Expression which shows
elantias of reacting compounds and.resulting products (change of state). Conforms
with laws of conservation of mass. An ionic

equation expresses ion-reaction, for example,
ba+-4

SO4=.

BaSO,

equation, chemical
the arrow showing mversibility tending toward equilibrium. p__9or, 3.

equation of motion. The Newtonian law of
motion states that the product of mass and
acceleration equals the vector sum of the
forces. In meteorological and oceanographic use7 both sides of the equation of motion

are divided by man to give force per unit
man. The fo:ces consklered in ocean currents are gravity, Coriolis force, pressure
gradient force, and frictional forces. Hy.
equation of state. One connecting pressure

(p), volume (v) and temperature (t) for

a substance. Pryor, 3.

equator. The great circle midway benveen
the two poles and dividing the grain into
two polar hemispheres. A.G.I.
"qui. A combining form meaning equal, or
equally, from die Latin aequus (equal).
Webster 3d.

',dared projection. Projection from the center of a sphere through a point on its surface to a plane tangent at the south pole
so constructed that areas between meridians and parallels on the plane are equal
to corresponding ones on the surface of the
xithere. A.G.1. Sapp.
ed crystals. Polyhedral crystals formed

by spontaneous crystallization in the interior of a mass of metal in a mold. Distinguished from columnar crystals and chill
crystals. C.T.D.

equiased stele Newham. A structure in

which the grains have approximately the
same dimensions in a:1 directions. ASU
Gloss.

',Ettore'. Applied to the crystals of equigranular rocks, when they have the same,
Or nearly the same, shape. Schieferdecker.

equigranular. A textural term applied to

rocks, the essential minerals of which are
all of the same order of size. Holmes, 1920.

equilawant. An adjective applied to a force
that will balance two or more other forces.

Riling:, 1954, p 10.

equilibrium a_ When two or mote forces act

upon a body in such a manner that the

body remains at rest the forces ate said .'o
be in equilibrium, or in a perfect balance.

Morris and Cooper, p. 173. b. Chemkal
equilibrium is reached when a reversible
miction is proceeding at the same rate in

each direction. Metastable equilibrium is a
steady unsatisfied state which will undergo

further change on addition of the phase

necessary to complete its stability. Physical
equilibrium can connote stable coexistence
of a substance in two or more phases, such

as solid, liquid, and/or vapor. Pryor, 3. e.

A state when a fixed proportion of daughter

elements or gamma-ra4letrenitters are present

in norm! amounts.
normal stage in
decay of uranium fmm an isolated, pure
state, about a million years. It is only at
this stage ar thereafter that radioactivity
will indicate correct proportions of uranium on a counter. Ballard.
equilibrium diagram. A graphical representation of the temperature, pressute, and com-

position limits of phase fields in an alloy
system as they exist under conditions of
complete equilibrium. In metal systems,
pressute is usually considered constant.
ASM Gloss. See also constitution diagram.
equilibrium eutectic. The composition within
any system of two or more crystalline phases

which melts completely at the minimum
temperature, or the temperature at which
such a composition melts. ACSG, 1963.

equilibrium moisture content. The moisture
content of a soil when the water is static.

equivalent orifice
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Nelson.

equilibrium midden* of coal. The moisture
content retained at equilibrium in an atmo iphere over a saturated solution of
potassium sulfate at 30' C, and 96 to 9r
percent relative humidity. When the sample, before such equilibrium, cr.intains total
moisture at or above the equillnium moisture, the equilibrium moisture may be con-

sidered as equivalent to inherent or bed

moisture; and any excess may be considered

as extraneous moisture. ASTM D121-62.
equiplanatima. From the Latin aequus mean-

ing equal and the Latin planus meaning

a plain. Equiplanation includes all the

physiographic processes which tend to reduce the relief of a region and cause the
:opography eventually to become more
plainlike in contour without involving any
loss or gain of material, that is, the quantities of material remain apparently equal,
or are not increased or decreased by the
plain-producing process or processes. Mate-

shapes, diameters, and density that fall
through water at an equal velocity. Usually
used in the plural. Fay. c. Weight (gram)

of element combining with or displacing

1 gram of hydrogen. %Veight of compound

dissolved in one liter of normal (N) solution (which could combine with 1 gram
hydrogen or 8 grams oxygen). Pryor, 7.
d. The figure which expresses the volume
of a refractory shape, as compared to the
volume of a 9 by VA by 21,4 inch standard
9-inch brick. Bureau of Mines Staff.
equivalent abeorplion. With any sound-absorbing substance, the surface area which
absorbs sound energy at the same rate as

that of a known test unit. Has.

equivalent beeding =omen!. A bending moment which, acting alone, would produce

in a circular shaft a normal (tensile or
compressive) stress of the same magnitude

as the maximum normal stress produced
by a given bending moment and a given
twisting moment acting simultaneously. Ro.

rial may be exported from certain districts

equivalent drcult. An ekctrical network the

progress, but this export takes place independently of the equiplanating. A.GJ.
equipment ilovribeet. A diagram indicating,

preferably by symbols, the units of plant

frequency response of which is identicll to
that of a uartz oscillator plate. AM, 1.
equivalent
s. The diameter of a hypothetical sphere composed of material having the same specific gravity as that of the

will rise to the same elevation in piczo-

terminal velocity as the actual soil particle.
Also called equivalent size. ASCE PIP^5.
equivalent evaporalion. The quantity of water

during the time that equiplanation is in

to be used in the various operational steps
carried out within a coal-preparation plant.
B.S. 3552, 1962.
equipoteatial lime. a. A line along which water

metric tubes. ASCE PI826. b. A line along
which the potential is everywhere constant
for the attractive forces concerned. Bureau

of Mines Staff.

equipper:EV*14w method. A technique used
in electrical prospecting requiring artificial

currents. It is based on the principle that

actual soil particle and of such sire that
it will settle in a given liquid at the same

which would be evaporated by a given
apparatus if the water is received by the
apparatus at 212° F, and vaporized at that
temperature under atmospheric pressure.
It is expressed in pounds per hour. Strock,
10.

equivalent timid. A hypothetical fluid having

if two electrodes are inserted in the ground
and if an external voltage is applied across

a unit weight such that it will produce a

through the earth from one electrode to the

actual

current flows is homogeneous in its electrical properties, the flow lines will be regular

with depth and the wall friction is neg-

them, there will be a flow of current

other. If the medium through which the

and, in a horirontal plane, symmetrical
about the line joining the electrodes. Any
inhomogeneities in these properties will

cause distortions in the lin.s of current
flow. Such distortions indicate the existence

of buried material with higher conductivity
than its surroundings, so that it attracts

the flow liftes toward itself, or with lower
conductivity so that it tends to force the
lines into the surrounding medium. Dobrin,
p. 345.
equelpotmetial surface. A surface on which the

potential is everywhere constant for the

attractive forces concerned. A.G.!.

Equisetales. Trees which were well represented in the Coal Measures forests by the

type known as Calamites. The tree was
straight, growing up to 50 feet and more
in height, and reproduction was by means
of spores formed in slender cones attached
to the smaller branches. Nelson.
equity. The loss or gain in performance considesed as an annuity whose term is the life
of the machine. Lewis, p. 374.

equivalence, coellideat of. A factor used in
converting amounts of aluminum, iron, and
manganese into equivalent amounts of zinc,

in relation to their effect on the constitution of brass. C.T.D.
equivalent. a. In geology, wrrcspunding in
geologic age or in stratigraphic position;
applied to formations, etc. Fay. b. Applied
to mineral grains or particles of varying
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pressure against a lateral suppott presumed

to be equivalent to that produced by the

toil. This simplified approach

is

valid only when conditions of deformation
are such that the pressure increases linearly

lected. ASCE P1826.
eqdvalent foot-candle. See foot-lai ibert. Sin-

clair, I, p. 200.
equhalent freadling diameter. See equivalent particle diameter. Dodd.
',evilest grade. In textural classification, it
refers to the arithmetic mean sire. A G.I.
equivalent length. The resistance of a duct
or pipe elbow, valve, damper, orifice, bend,

fitting, or other obstruction to flow expressed in the number of feet of straight
duct or pipe of the same diameter which
would have the same resistance. Strock, 10.

equivalent molecular unit In the Niggli calculation of the molecular norm, the sum

of all cations in the formula of a given

mineral. Thus, NatO.A1102.2SiOs equals 6
nepheline equivalent units, because there

are 6 cations in the formula. A.G.1.
equivalent of a bine. The number of parts by
weight of the base which, by reaction with

an acid, bring about the replacement of

1 part by weight of hydrogen. Cooper.
equivalent of as add. The number of parts
by weight of the acid which contain 1 part
qvaweight of replaceable hydrogen. Cooper.

lent of a ink. The number of par 3 by
weight of the salt, produced by the replace-

ment of I part by weight of hydrogen in
the corresponding acid. Cooper.
equivalent

orifice. A term suggested by

Murgue which compares the resistance of
air of a mine to the resistance of a circular

equivalent orifice
opening in a thin plate through which the
same qua silty of air flows under the same
pressure its in the mine:
0.00039Q = 0.00089Q = 53Q2
E.O.

=

VP
VP
where E.O. equals the equivalent orifice
in square feet ; Q equals flow of air in cubic

Y.O. equals inches of
water gage; P equals pressure in pounds
rr square foot ; and Q, equals flow of air
in kilocusecs. The formula is based c a
vena contracta of 0.65 for the flow through

feet per minute;

the orifice. Lewis, . 712.
Seq equivakat fry:equivalent perils*
falai diameter. A concept used in evaluating the size of fine particles by a sedimentation process; it is defined as the
diameter of a sphere that has the same
density and the NtIlle free-falling velocity
in any given fiuid as the particle in question. Compare particle size. Dodd.
equivaled properties low. See law of equivalent proportion.
equivalent radios. The radius of a spherical

particle of density 2.65 (the density of

quartz) which would have the same rate
of withers/Weil given nide. A.G.1.
equivalent

Ordinary per-

mitted explosives to which extra common
salt has been added and which appear to
have the good effects of actual sheathed
explosives. Used in many mines. Cooper,
p. 347.
equivalent temperable,. A composite of mean

radiant temperature and air temperaturei
also defined as the mean temperature
the environment effective in controlling
the rate of sensible heat loss from a black
body in still air when the surface temperature and size of the black body are
eomparabk to those of the human body.
Where the enclosure surface (mean radiant
temperature) and air temperatures ate

equal, this temperature is also the British
equivalent temperature; when not equal
the British equivalent temperature is that
temperature a t which a body with an 80°
F surface temperature will lose sensible

heat at the same rate as in the given
Strock, 10.

environment.

equivaleat twistimg mommd. A twisting moment which, acting alone, would produce

in a circular shaft a shear stress of the

same magnitude as the shear stress produced by a given twisting moment and a
given bending moment acting simultaneously. Ro.
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erbium. A silvery metallic element of the rare

earth group. Found in euxenite and in

erosional unconformity
Erinide. A trademark name for a yellowish
green synthetic spine!. Shipley.

the same minerals as dysprosium (gadolin-

Medd. A casein plastic used for molding

Er; valence, 3; hexagonal; atomic number,
68; atomic weight, 167.26; specific gravity,

inferior gem imitations. Specific gravity
about 1.33; refractive index about 1.51
to 1.54. Shipley.

he, fergusonite, and xenottme). Symbol,

9.051; melting point, 1,497' C; boiling
point, 2,900' C; insoluble in water; and
soluble in acids.

C.T.D.; Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 451h ed., 1964, pp.
B-109, B-174.
erbium family. The rare earth elements dysprosium (atomic number, 66), holmium
(atomic number, 67)1 erbium (atomic num-

ber, 68), and thulium (atomic number,
69). They are a subgroup of the yttrium
family. Hess.

many common objects and sometimes for

edoebakita. A bluish-green to greenish-blue
halide of copper, 2(CuC12.2/120]. Fracture
conchoidal; luster, vitreous. Identical with

antofagastite. Dana 7, a. 2, pp. 44-46.
micelle. A hydrous silicate of calcium,
sium, sodium, and aluminum, HICaltStAbSi202r.51420; color, white- orthorhombic; agg-regates of wooly fibc:nt. A zeolite
near 'White in composition. From Durkee,

Orern. English. See also offretite. Miner-

; Er2(C1084.10l120; decomposes at

alogscal Magazine, r. 33, No. 256, March
1962, pp. 66-67.
eritaborms pest. Peat composed mainly of
eriophonsm or cotton grass, also coctains

metals are used to separate the letter from

moss, heather, etc. Tornieieff, 1954.
edam. A metamorphic schist comoosed essen-

of Chemistry and Physics, 4Sth ed., 1964,
p. B-174.

tries. Eng. Earnest money. Fay.

erbium onside. A reddish microcnstalline
gcgjeCl; and insoluble in water and in
dilute acids. Oxalates of the rare earth
common metals. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook

erbium oxide; erbia. Pink; transforms to isometric at 1,300' C; Er202; readily absorbs
moisture and carbon dioxide from the atmosphere; specific gravity. 8.64; specific
heat, 0.065; infusible; insoluble m water;
and is slightly soluble in reineral acids.

tially of augite. Standard, 1964.

E rad bit. A Canadian standard, noncoring
bit having a set diameter of 1.460 inches.
More commonly called l'/ t driil-md
Long.

etude. To wear away, as land, by the action

CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry

of water. Also, to produce or to kern by
erosion, or by wearing away, as glaciers
erode U-shaped valleys, Stokes and Vitrall,

for infrared absorbing glass; as a phosphor
activator; and in microwave (mites. Lee.
erbium EMMY octabrinde. Pink; monoclinic;
Ers(S02)2.81120; soluble in water; specific
gravity. 3.217; and loses 81420 at 400' C.

endible. Capable of or subject to being
eroded (as by the action of water and
wind). Webster 3d.

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-174. Used

Used to determine the atomic weight of
the rare earth element, erbium. CCD 6d,
1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. 8-174.
erdkoble. Ger. Earth coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
enlol. Ger. Petroleum. Tomkeieff, 1554.
eremeyrdk. A hexagonal, vittrous-lustered
mineral, AlB02; colorless to pale yellowish-

brown; conchoidal fracture; no cleavage;
found as single crystals on Mt_ Soktuj, Nett-

schinsk district. eastern Siberia, U.S.S.R.

Dana 7, r. 2, pp. 330-332.

An absolute centimeter-gram-second
(egs) unit of work representing the work
done by a force of 1 dyne acting through

erg.

a displacement of 1 centimeter in the direction of the force. Compare joule. Webster

3d.
ergouourks. Tne study of man in relation to
his worling environment. See also human

1955.

mad* stress. The shear stress of water Bowing across a sloping land surface. Its symbol is F1. A.G.1. Sapp.
ense. Descriptive of a margin which appears

eroded, or gnawed, or of a jageedness
that is too small to be considered fringed,
or too irregular to be regarded as toothed.
A G.1.

erosible. Synonym for cmdible. Webster 3d.
maim a. The group of physical and chemical processel oy which earth or rock material is kweened or dissolved and removed

from any part of thc earth's surface. It

includes t.se processes of weathering, solution, corrasion, and transportation. The

mechanical wear and transportation arc
effected by rain, running water, waves,
moving ice, or winds, which use rock frag-

ments to pound or to grind other rocks
to powder or sand. Fay.1). It includes all
processes by which earthy matter or rock

of it, chosen according to some convention.

Edam Middle Devonian. A.G.1. Sapp.
Edam wormy. Early Devonian diastrophism.

is loosened and removed from place to
place. In the United States, erosion inchides weathering, corrosion, and trans-

equivolumt ar wave. Synonym for distortional

Sapp.
Meade. Boracite containing up to 2.32 percent MnO. Spencer 21, Af.M., 1958.

by the abrasive action of moving fluids,

of sheet metal, restrained except at the

particles or matter in suspension. When

equivalent weight. It equals the molecular
weight of the substance or a submultiple

wave; secondary wave; shear wave; S-wave ;
transverre wave. A.G.1.

Er Chemical symbol for erbium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. 8-1.

era. a. A large division of geologic time; spe-

cifically, a division of rologic time of the
highest order, comprising one or more
periods. The eras generally recognized are
Proterozoic, Paleozoic,
the Archeozoic,
Mesozoic, and Cenozoic. Fay. b. The Am.
Comm. Strat. Nomen. recormnended (1954)
that Early Precambrian be substituted for
Archeozoic and Late Precambrian for Proterozoic.

Ferny. Abbreviation far extraordinary ray.
A.G.1.
ebb. See erbium oxide. CCD 6d,1961.

engineering. Nelson.

Ericbsea test. A cupping test in which a piece
center, is deformed by a cone-shaped spher-

ical-end plunger until fracture occurs. The
height of the cup in millimeters at fracture
is a measure of the ductility. ASM Gloss.
Eriersou telepbeee. A telephone used in mine
rescue stations. This portable signaling de-

vice consists of a base station unit connected by a flexible twin-core cable to an
advance station unit, and signals can be
sent to and teceived by both units by means
of buzzers. The base party can speA to the
advance party, and thz loudspeaker on the

advance-station unit conveys the instructions to all members cf the rescue team.

McAdam, p. 176.

portation. USGS Ball. 730, 1923, p. 88.
c. Destruction of me.tals or other materials
usually accelerated by the presence of solid

corrosion occurs simultaneously, the term

erosion-corrosion is often used. MM Gloss.

d. The wearing away of a &id substance

by repeated impact action of a solid, liquid,
of gas.

ASTM STP No. 148-D.

eroska, accelerated. Erosion at a rate higher
than is considered to be normal and natural
for the site. It is generally caused by man,
usually through the reduction of the vegetal cover. A.G.I.

erosionl flood plata. A flood plain that has
been created by the lateral erosion and
the gradual retreat of the valley walls.
Lea.

useenformity. The surface separat-

erosional 'inconformity
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ing older rocks, that have been subjected
to erosion, from the young-t sediments or
sedimentary rocks which cover them.
A.C.I.
enrolment wonky. That part of a lacuna re-

erosive. a. Having the property of wearing
away or corroding; corrosive. Fay. b. Wearing away; acting by crosion. Fey. C. Having the power of accomplishing erosion.
Stokes mad Vous, 1955.

sulting from erosion of formerly existing
rocks at an unconformity. A.C.I. Snpp.

(rosin caldera. A large amphitheaterlike volcanic depressicm resulting from the enlarge-

ment of a caldera or a crater by erosional
Processes. An example is the Papenoo caldera of
erosios charnel. See classical washout. NetJOU

ITOAMPCURVAM. This is the combination of

erosion phenomenon and corrosion phenomenon which produces a high rate of
local attack of the base metal. Since many
materials are corrosive resistant because

of a productive oxide film adhering to

their surface, when corrosive fluids stnite
this film it is eroded away leaving the base
metal unprotected from corrosion. H&C.
'rosin cycle. The succession of stages
through which a newly uplifted landman
must pass before it is worn down to a pentplain or t) a surface near sea level. In the
juvenile stages, the surface is sharply cut

by canyons; in the mature stages, it may
disappear and the topography be characterized by high, steep hills and fairly open
valleys; and in the old-age stages, the land
is so wore down that the streams meander

sluggishly across a lowland. Stokes and

Varna, 1955.

erosioa fault scarp. Where erosion has acted

unequally along a fault on account of the
difference in hardness between a crushed
zone and an intact rock, the resultant cliff
may be termed an erosion fault scarp. See
alio fault-line scarp. Obsolete. A.G.!.
amnia geologic Donn of. The process on or
in a given land form undisturbed by the
activities of man and his agents. 4.6.1.

eosin grooves. Appear to be the longi-

tudinal ripple marks. Closely spaced lines
of straight-sided scour marks. Fettijohn.
'rosin Jokingly. The mass of material eroded

per unit area per unit time. Its symbol is
c,. A.G.I. Sapp.
erosion of refractories. Mechanical wearing
away of the surfaces of refractory bodies in

senice by the washing action of moving
liquids, such os molten slags or metals.
IIW.
erosion propegoisality factor. The ratio of
erosion intensity to erosion stress. A meas-

ure of the quantity of material removed
per unit of applied eroding force. Its symbol is k.. A.G./. Sapp.
erosion ramp. A sloping belt of reef rock

immediately above the reef flat where marine erosion is active on an atoll islet.

erosion scarp. A scarp produced by the
agents of erosion. 4.G.1.

A term applied to worm castings.

Petti ha.

erratic. a. One of the large waterworn and
iceborne blocks or boulders which are
scattered generally over the higher and
middle latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. A.C.I. h. A rock which has been
transported from a distance, generally by
ice. A.G.,. c. A transported rock fragment
different from the bedrock on which it lies,
either free or as part of a sediment. Generally applied to fragments transported by
glacier sce or by floating ice_ A.G.I.

erratic away. An assay of a sample that

shows a distinctly higher (or lower) value
than the assays of other samples in its
vicinity. A.C.I.
erratic Modos. Eng. See erratic. Rounded erratic blocks are called boulders. Fay.
erratks. a. A term applied to coal and rock
pebbles, boulders and fossil tree trunks
found in, or associated with, coal seams.
The study of these enatics throws valuable light on the origin and formation of
ci-oal warns. Nelson. b. Stones, ranging in
size from pebbles to large boulders, whkh
were transported by ice, and on melting,

were left stranded on alien soil and far
from their original source. As with the

Coal Measures enatics, they furnish valuabk evidence on the Ice Age. Nelson.
error. Difference between observed or cakulated value and the true one. Pryor, 3.
error bird. Statistically, range of determined

values inside which the correct value is
presumed to lie. MI samples or determina-

tions inside this band are taken to be
valid experimentally. Pryor, 3.
error curve; tromp error carve. A partition
curve drawn to defined conventional scales

with the portion showing recoveries over
30 percent reversed to enclose an error
arca. BS. 3552, 1962.
mar of traremes. See closure, error of. See-

lye, 2.
error signal. A signal in an automatic control system which represents the discrepancy between the desired and the actual
performance, and which is used to apply
the necessary corrections. Ncn.
enthescite. Bornite. Pryor, 3.

eraptiors. The emission or ejection at the
earth's surface, through a crater, pipe, or

fissure, of such material as lava, h=ted

water, gases, mud, stones, and dust. It is
characteristic of volcanoes and geysers
and is usually mote or less sudden, violent, and explosive. Fay.

eruption, Totemic. The emission or ejection
of volcanic materials at the earth's surface

from a crater or pipe or from a fissure.

erosion surface. a. A land surface shaped by
the disintegrating, dissolving, and wearing

Central eruptions are those in which volcanic materials are emitted from a cen-

other terrestrial and atmospheric agencies
Fay. b. An area which has been flattened
by subaerial or marine erosion to form an
area of relatively low relief at an elevation
close to the basekvel (sea level) existing
at the time of its formation. Relics of such
surfaces may now be found far above sea
level owing to the falling baselevel, below
the present ocean surface. MPG.

the formation of a volcanic cone. Fissure
eruptions are those in which lava or pyroelastic materials emanate from a relatively
narrow fissure or a group of fissures, commonly building lava plains and lava plateaus. The character of volcanic eruptrons
varies from relatively qniet outpourings of
fluid lava, as i most Hawaiian eruptions,

action of streams, ice, rain, winds, and

erosion thrust. A thrust fault along which
the hanging wall moved across an erosion
surface.

4.6.1.

tral vent or pipe or ordinanly result in

to violent explosions accompanied by showers of volcanic ash, like that of Krakatao in
1 883. A.G.1.

eruptive. a. Applied to igneous rocks that

escarpment
reach the surface of the earth in the molten state. A.G.'. slop. b. Refers to ma-

terial thrown out by a volcai ). A.G.,.

Seipp. c. Sometimes applied to any igneous

rock, but this usage is not recommended.

1.6.1. Sapp.

eruptive Wreck. Synonymous with volcanic
breccia.

4.61.

vele. A vein filled by the eruption
willrgeneous material from below. Standard,
1964.

'Whale. a. Synonym for erythritol. CCD
6d, 1961. b. Cobalt bloom. A natural hydrated cobalt arsenate, Cor(A10,)i8H2O,
found

in oxidized pans of cobalt and

arsenic-bearing veins. Crimson, peach, red,

pink, or pearl gray in color, with adaman-

tine or pearly luster. Contains 313 psrcent cobalt oxide. Soluble in hydrciehie
acid; Mohs' hardness, 13 to 23; specific
gravity, 2.91 to 2.93. Found in California,
Colorado, Idaho, Nevada Ontario, Canada. Used for coloring glass and ceramics.
CCD 61, 1961.

erythrocalcite. A hydrated copper chloride,
CuCli-l-nH.O. An alteration product from
Mt. Vesuvius. Weed, 1918 Synonym for
eriochakite.

en amen. A ferruginous hydraulic Cement
formerly made in Germany; it has now
given place to Ferrari cement. See alxs
Ferrari cement. Dodd.
Engebirgbra wormy. Early Upper Carboniferous diastrophism. 4.6.1. Snpp.
Fa Chemical symbol for Einsteinium. Hand-

book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. 11-1.

escalator dame. In a contract likely to require labor over a substantial period, a
chute providing for readjustment of agreed

payments in the evrrir of defined events,
tor example, change in wage rates.
Pryor, 3.
escape. a. Eng. A second or additional shaft

by which the men may get out of the
mine in case of accident to the other
shafts. Also an upcast; escape pit; escape-

Fay. b. A wasteway for clischarging
the entire flow of a stream. Seelye, I.

way.

escape apparatus. An apparatus used to give
underground workers adequate protection
against carbon monoxide and other mxious
gases at mine fires and explosioas. There

are two main types available: (1) simple,
lightweight, self-eontained breathing sets
which can be used in poisonous atmospheres or in atmospheres deficient in oxygen, and (2) carbon monoxide filters
which give protection against carbon mon-

oxide poisoning but can only be used

when the atmosphere contains sufficient
oxygen to support life. McAdam, p. 48.
escape dame. Provision in contract absolving signatory from penalty in specific circumstances.

Pryor, 3.

escape shaft. A shaft driven especially to
permit egress from the mine in case of
emergency. B.C.I.
iscloproxy. An opening through which the
miners may leave the mine if the ordinary

exit is obstructed. Fay.
east See esker. Fay.
escarpmeut. a. A cliff or a relatively steep
slope separating level or gently sloping
tracts. Fay. b. In gently inclined strata,
the abruptly truncated and clifilike outcrops of the resistant beds are called es-

4.61. c. The steep face presented by the abrupt termination of ;trate.
carpments.

Esehka's mixture
Eschkes sublime. A mixture of 2 parts magnesium and I part dried sodioso carbo-

nate; used as a reagent for clititinis.g

sellur in coal or coke. lfackh's Chem. Dia.
achyake. A columbate of rare earths, (Ce.
Ca,Fe',Th)(Ti,Cb)10.. An end member
of the isomorphous eschynite-priorite series; orthorhombic; black to brown color;
moderately to strongly radioactive. Found
in nepheline syenite and in the nepheline-

free miascitc, with feldspar, zircon, and
samarskite, at Miask, in the Ilmen Mountains, U.S.S.R.; also found in gold sands
in Norway and in granite pegmatite in
Silesia. Also spelled aeachynite. Crosby, pp.

18-19; Fronde!, p. 179.
escrow. A deed or bond, money, or a piece
of property delivered into the keeping of

a third party by one party to a contract
or sometimes taken from one party to a
contract and put in trust to be returned
only upon the perfmmance or fulfillment
of some condition of the contract or to
insure such performance of fulfillment by

some other disposition. Webster 3d.
est Abbreviation for electrustrictive force.

&Min Style Guide, p. 59.

esiar. Ste esker.
eskeboraite. A mineral, pethaps Fe Se. (Fe,

Cu)Se. or (Cu.Fe),.,Se. Very similar to
pyrrhotite in physical properties, but much
softer. Magnetism highly variable according to orientation. Optically hexagonal or

pstudohexagonal. but the X-ray pattern
is cubic, similar to that of sulvanite.
American Mineralogist, v. 39, No. 7-8,

faly-Aaput, 19.54, pp. 69:4592! v. 46, No.
3-4, March-April, 1961, p. 467.
alien mean esker; mar. a. A glacisfluviatile
landfonn, which is most commonly called
an esker in the United States. It is also
called os (singular) and osar (plural) in
the United States, having been derived
from the Swedish as (singular) and asar
(plural). Also spelled eschar; asar. Barton
of Mines Staff. b. A long. winding gravel
ridge deposited in the bed of a subgla:ial
stream. C.T.D. c. A long, narrow, often
sinuous. ridge or mound of sand, gravel,
and boulders deposited between ice walls
by a stream flowing on, within or beneath
a stagnant glacier. Compare 'came. Webster 3d. d. A serpentine ridge of gravel
and sand. It is often associated with kames

and is taken to mark a channel in the
decaying

ice

sheet,

through

which

a

stream washed much of the finer drift.
leaving the coarser gravel between the
ice walls. A.G.I.
esker delta; osar delta. Wben a glacial
stream, on emerging from its ice tunnel,
enters a lake, it builds a delta with the
load of sediment that it carries. With
the disappearance of the ice dam the
lake is drained, but the delta remains,

crosses hill and valless just the same as
the osars (eskers), and these topographic
relations are inconsi dent with the hypothesis that they are valley drift, though
an the valleys their situation is such that
the) must have been subject to the action
of dreams, often were eroded by them,

and often were overlain by valley drift.

eskaleite. Chromium oxide, Cro Os, isomor-

phous with hematite, from Outokumpu,
Finland. Essentially identical with merumite. which has priority, but merumite
was imperfectly described and was believed

to bc hydrated; the name eskolaite is to
be preferred. lig, M.M., 1961.
esmseraldite. A medium coarse-grained to a
medium fine-grained igneous rock with a
hypautomorphic grawhar texture. The essential minerals are telartz and musco.
%ite, with muscovite usuis.;!to less abundant

than quartz. Feldspar, if pre-ent, does not
exceed 5 percent. /abdomen, a. 2, 1932,

p.

17.

Esperanto dawdler. A classifier of the freesettling type in which the settled material
is removed by dragging it up an inclined
plane by means of a continuous belt of
flat blades or paddles. It is continuous in
its operation. Liddell 2d, p. 391.
esphmade. A broad bench or trrrace border-

ing a canyon, especially in the plateau

areas of the southwestern United States.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

espley ruck. A conglomerate or breccia with
rapid lateral passage through grit to fine

a particular type of rock, being required
by the definiticn of that rock type; applied
to the characteristic in a particular rock.

Fay.
essandal ejecta. a. Pyroclastic detritus, wheth-

er loose or indurated, which is of immediate, juvenile, magmatic origin. A.G.!.
b. Fresh magmatic material thrown out 'in
liquid form by a volcano. Synonymous
with 'uvenik ejecta. A.G.1.
adsaral. a. One of those mineral
constituents of a ,rock that are necessary
to its classification and nomenclature. An
essential constituent is not necessanly a
major constituent, for the presence in a
rock of minor amounts of such minerals,
as nepheline, olivine, or quartz may affect
its classification. See also accessory mineral.

b. A mineral essential to national
defense for which no great difficulty of
procurement during war is anticipated,
but which requires constant surveillance
because future developments may necesIn .941, essential minerals of the United
, helium.
States included arsenic,
troleum, phosphates, potash, sulfur and

pyrite, uranium, zinc, and zirconium. Hess.
essexite. a. A coarse-grained, plutonic igneous

It is associated with au esker or an esker-

rock that is essentially an alkali gabbro,
having a preponderance of soda. Named

sheet at the same time. A.G.1.
esker lake; osar lake. A lake which owes its
existence and outline to the presence of
an esker or of eskers.
esker fewace; Isar terrace. The sediment,

from Essex County, Mass. C.T.D. b. A plutonic rock composted essentially of plagioclase, hornblende, biotite, and titanaugitt,
with subordinate alkali feldspar and nepheTine. An alkalic gabbro. A.G.l.
esskohle GC?. Steam coal. Tomlteieff, 1954.

osar

terraces

(esker

terraces),

p. 39.

established dime. Sand can only be moved
by the wind when it is dry and when only

a little vegetation is growing on it. In a
humid climate, the prevailing moisture

and the favorable conditions for the growth
of vegetation are factors that tend to arrest

the advance of sand dunes. When these
conditions become dominant, the dunes
are soon covered with vegetation and their
movement stopped. They become established dunes. A.G.I.
Estates Department. Gr. Brit. Each Area of
the National Coal Board has an Estates
Department for matters covering the many
houses and farms owned by the Boatd.

It performs its duties much in the same
way as a good estate agent would for a

landlord. A further duty of the d
ment is the investigation of subsiTeanrcte

damage claims by property owners. Nelson.

cased. An undt rground stream in a karst
region. A.G.1. Sapp.
esterellite. A name given by Michel-Levy to
a variety of diorite porphyry from Esterel,
France. The rock shows some peculiarities of chemical composition which have
given it special interest in dixussions relating to differentiation. Fay.
estimate. An approximate figure, based on

&avers. Eng. Necessary supplies; especially
wood that a tenant is allowed to take from
the landlord's premises for the necessary

iron, lead, magnesium, mcOlaYenum, pe-

like chiin of deposits made in tlw ice

time. Also abbreviated cst. Zimmerman,

the English Midlands. Arkell.
mimed. In petrology, necessarily present in

Marl group of Upper Coal Measures in

delta. A.G.1.

mho tam ow tam A small plain of gravel
and sand built at the month of a subglacial tunnel or of a channel in the ice.

nite; called hyacinth when used as a gem,
though the term more properly belongs to
zircon. Sanlord; Dana 17.
Esr Abbreviation for Eastern Standard

rough application of experience cum men-

sitate reclassification as strategic or critical.

it win extend up to the delta. Such an
esker-fed delta may be called an esker

emosdle. A cinnamon-colored v:riety of hesso-

sandstone; cement usually ferruginous with
some lime and alumina. Characteristically
developed arsid variegated clays of Etruria

and if an esker was built in the ice tunnel,

termed

estuarine deposition
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tal arithmetic to a emblem at an early
of discussion. Not a firm, basic

stage

datum. Pryor, 3.

fuel or implements used by himself and
his resident servants or for necessary repairs. Webster 3d.
estramaimile. A massive variety of apatite
found in Estramadura, Spain. A phosphate
ore. Hey 2d, 1955; English.

estuarine. Of, relating to, or formed in an
estuary. Webster 3d.
estaadae day. A clay deposited in depressed
valleys, or estuaries of the sea, or in lakes.

It

is represented by certain Wisconsin
types, those of the Hudson River Valley,
and by many Columbia clays along the
AtlaAtic Coast. USGS Prot. Paper 11,

1903, p. 19.

abash* delta. A delta built into a preexisting estuary. A.G.1. Sapp.
estaarisse deposit. A mixed deposit of organisms and sediments of both marine

and fluviatile origin. Along river channels, they grade upstream into typical

freshwater river-channel deposits; seaward,

they grade into marine deposits, and laterally, they grade into deposits consisting
of mud-cracked clays, silts, some sands,
and at times, peat. A.G.1.
sidewise deposition. Sedimentation in the
environment of an estuary. The deposits
differ from those which form in a deltaic
environment, chiefly in their relationship

to the strata of the adjacent land, and
they are usually of finer grain size and

of more uniform composition. Both estuarine and deltaic deposits are characterized by brackish water and by their containing land-derived animal and plant remains. C.T.D.

estuarine sand. Sand produced by the precipitation of inely divided fragmental material carried dawn by the rivers to the sea.
Estuarine sands are frequently laminated.

Although silica is the chief constituent of
estuarine sands, clay is often present.
A.G.I.

estuary. a. The mouth of a river where the
tide meets the river current. Webster 3d.
b. An arm t.4 the sea at th e. lower end of
a river. Webster 3d. c. A drowned river
mouth caused by the sinking of the land

near the coast, or by the rising of the
ocean surface. Webster 3d. d. A drainage
channel adjacent to the sea in which the

tide ebbs and flows. Some estuaries are the
lower courses of riven or smaller streams.

others are no more than drainage ways
that lead sea water into and out of coastal
swamps.

A.G.!. Stepp.

estuary coast. A coast showing many estuaries. Schieferdeckr r.
ems Abbreviation for electrostatk unit. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 59.

ETC. English translucent china. See also
english translucent china. Dodd.

etch. To attack the surface of glass with
hydrofluoric acid or other agent, generally
for marking or decoration. ASTM CI62-66.
etch angle. The angle formed between the

true horizon and the actual plane of the

etch ring in an acid bottle as measured before capillarity corrections are applied.
Also called apparent angle. Compare apparent dip. Long.
etch dellialltre Removing soil by dissolving
away some of the underlying metal. ASM
Gloss.

etch =dm Shallow cracks in hardened

containing high residual surface
stresses, produced on etching in an embrittling acid. ASM Gloss.
etched. a. Applied to a rough, frosted sursteel,

face, as of minerals or of sand grains.
A.G.I. b. Pitted or corroded in such a
manner that a pattern of pits or lines is
produced that is related to the crystal
strucvne or to the tectonic structure. See
also frosting. A.G.I. c. Weathered so that
the surface is roughened. See also centering. ASTM CI62-66. d. Treated by etching. ASTM C162-66. e. Ceramic surfaces
so affected by acid, alkalis, or other chernicab as to have lost gloss to a slight extent.

or taken on a rough surface, are said to
have been etched. Enam. Diet.

etch Awe; ekhing figure. A marking consisting usually of a minute pit produced
by a solvent (or an etchant) on the crystal

face of a mineral and revealing its crystalline or molecular structure. Webster 3d.
etching. a. A process of engraving in which

thc lines are produced by the action of an
acid or a mordant. Fay. b. Used in studying the composition and structure of metals
and crystals. Fay. c. The frosting or roughening of the surface of a sand grain or of
a crystal by means of a solvent. A.G.1.
etching add. See hydrofluoric acid. Long.

etching pits. Small cavities formed on the
surface of metals during etching. C.T.D.
etch llne. A line of demarcation between
the etched and unetched portions of the
inside of an acid bottle, used to determine

the inclination of a borehole by sin aciddip survey. Long.

etch method; etchirs method. A method,

using a soda-lime glass tube partially filled

with a dilute solution of hydrofluoric arid,
of determining the angle at which a bore-

meanie
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estuarine sand

hole is inclined at any specific pnt of its IIetindite. a. leucite nephelinite. A.G.1. b. An
course below the collar. See abo acid-dip
survey. Long.

etch pattern. Regular surface marking developed by oolvent action on smooth surface of alloy or crystal, and characteristic
for that specific substance. The reagent

used is an etchant, usually of an acid

in water or alcohol. Pryor, 3.
etch period; etching period. See etch time.
Long.
etch r*. Synonym for etch line. Long.

etch time; etch* time. The time required
for a dilute solution of hydrofluoric acid,
of a specific strength, to etch the inside

of an acid bottle enough so that the line of
demarcation between the etched and unetched portions of the acid bottle is clearly
discernible. Long.
etch tube. Synonym for acid bottle. Long.

extrusive igneous rock intermediate in composition between kucitite and nephelinite.

One composition was 42 percent titanaugitc, 29 percent nepheline, 15 percent leunt
cite, 7 percent magnetite, and 7
sphenz, perofskite, and apatite. )1;71ten, v. 4, 1938, p. 367.
Etrommitina. Synonym for Strunian. A.G.I.
Supp.

Etruria mad. A brick clay occurring in the
Carboniferous system and used

for the

manufacture of bricks and roofing tiles.
particularly in the Midland, and North
%Vales. These clays have a high iron con-

tent; they fire to a red color under oxidizing conditions but tinder reducing condi-

tions they fire to thc blue color of the

well-known Staffordshire engineering brick.

in illuminating gas. crupin.

Dodd.
Drowns ware. Basalt ware having an encaustic decoration, mainly in red or white
in imitation of early Italian Etruscan

etc. Ctiffin.

dile. a. N. of Eng. Waste. See also atdc.
a. Foy. b. To intend; to appoint; to arrange. See also attle. h. Fay.
Mega N of Eng. Earnings; %ages. Fay.
dtringite. A hexagonal mineral, ICau,A1,21

ethane. Colorless; gaseous; CA.; contained
in the gases gwcn off try petroleum and
ethanol. See ethyl alcohol. C.T.D.
ether. Colorless; liquid; (C7114,O. Made by
treating alcohol with sulfuric acid. Chiefly
used in the manufacture of smokeless powder and as a solvent for gum., fats, waxes,
ether ares. See axes of elasticity. Fay.
ethical gemmology. The study of the correct
and incorrect nomenclature of gems, with
emphasis on names and terms which may
mislead or deceive purchasers. Shipley.

etbmolith. A crosscutting intrusive body of
plutonic rock that narrows downward and
is funnel-shaped. A.G.f.
ethyl alcohol. A colorless, volatile, flammable

liquid, calico, which is in fermented and
distifled liquors. Also called ethanol. API
Gloss. See also alcohol.

dhylese. Colorless; flammable; unsaturated;
gas; C,11.. Contained in illuminating gas.
Crirpm.
efhys'le-o--"--mmene. Used as an electrolyte to

transform coal into a tan-gray substance
with a relatively high hydmgen-to-carbon
ratio. BlirCa4 of Mines Staff.
ethylene dibromide. The chief compound of

pottery. Dodd.

(Ss.S41-17.)03.11(

Awl.

Mineralogical

Magazine, e. 33, No. 256, March1962, pp.
59-64.

ea Abbrniation for entropy unit. BstMin
Style Guide, p. 59.

en-. From the Greek neuter of eys meaning

good. A combining form meaning well.

good, most typical. Webster 3d.
Es Chemical symbol for europium. Hand-

book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

1964, p. B-I.
eu-amochtbony. Applies to plant remains
which are now found in the exact place
and more or less in the correct relative
positions in which they grow, for instance,
roots, stumps, and even entire trunks.
IHCP, 1963, part 1.
nibbling'. A collective name for fluid, viscid, and solid bitumens that are easily
soluble in organic solvents. Petroleum, oze-

bromine used with tetraethyl lead as a

kerite. elaterite and asphalt are exampl,s.

on cylinders, valves, and spark plugs of
gasoline engines. Also used as a reagent

encakite. A silver and copper selenide carrying 23.3 percent copper and 43.1 percent
silver. Crystallization, isometric; luster,

gasoline antiknock fluid. Acts as a scavenging agent, preventing lead from depositing

in the synthesis of dye and pharmaceutical
intermediates, as an anesthetic, sedative.
and antispasmodic agent, and as a solvent

for gums and waxes, It is being used increasingly in fumigation preparations for
control of insects and pests in soil and
seeds. &Miner Ball. 585, 1960, n. 151.
ethylene glycol. A highly explosh e liquid,
Cat (NO,) 2 ; somewhat volatile; nonfreezing; explosive base. Used as an antifreeze.
Lewis, p. 104.

ethyl ordtoollicate; ethyl dikate; tetraethyl
odhosilicate. a. Colorless; liquid; (GM).
Si0,; molecular weight, 208.22; specific
gravity, 0.9357; boiling poirt, 1633° C;
insoluble in water; and soluble in ethyl
alcohol. Used in manufacturing weatherproof mortars and in hardening stone.
Bennett 2d, 1962. b. Flammable; faint
odor; hydrolyzed by water to an adhesive

form of silica; and flash point, 125 k. Used
as a preservative for stone, brick, concrete.

plaster; to weathernmof and to acidproof

mortar and cements; and for refractory
bricks and other molded objects. CCD 6d,
1961.
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Tomkeieff, 1954.

metallic; sih-er-white to lead-gray color,

Mobs' hardness, 2.5; specific gravity, 7.5;
streak, shining; also occurs massive and
granular. From Smaland, Sweden ; Copiapo, Chile. Weed, 1918.
encalyphos oil. Frothing agent used in flotation. Essential oil distilled from leaves of
eucalyptus trees. Pryor, 3.
maim's*. An emerald-green basic sulfate of
potassium, sodium, and copper, 4(K,Na),
SO4.6CuS0..3Cu (OH)7. A thin incrustation

on lava. Orthorhombk. From Vesuvius,
Italy. England.
euchrolte. A vitreous, bright emerald or
leak green, transparent to translucent hydrous copper arsenate mineral, CusAs,0,.-

Cu(OH),1-61120, crystallizing in the orthorhombic system. Fay.

endue. A natural basic aluminum-beryllium

silicate, &AL( Si 0, )2( OH ),; colorless,
light blue, or green; vitreous luster; Motu'
hardness, 7.5; specific gravity, 3.05 to 3.10.
Found in Austria, Russia, Brazil, Peru, and
Tasmania. Used in gem stcnes. CU) 6,1,
1961.

mud*. Similar to eudialyte, but optically

eucolite
negative. Crosby, p. 99.
matte. A variety of gabbro composed essentially of bytownite or anorthite, augite.
hypersthene, and minor olivine. An olivine

gabbro containing a highly calcic plagioclase. A.6.1.
eocryptfte. A lithium mineral, LiNO.AhOs.2SiOt. When heated, the beta form expands in one direction and contracts in
another direction; it is a constituent of
special ceramic bodies having sere thermal
expansion. Dodd.

eocrystallime. A textural term meaning well
crystallized and applied to igneous rocks,
such as granites. which are well crystallized. A.G.I.
eudialyte. An optically positive, rare, weakly
radioactive, hexagonal mineral, (Ca.Na,Ce.
etc ):, Er.Fe,Cb.etc.):S400( (OH,Ci ) ; pale

pink. carmine, red. ot brown; found in

nepheline syenite and granite, commonly
associated with arfvedsonite, sodalite, feklspar. aegirite, catapleiite, and astrophyllite.
See also eucobte. Crosby, pp. 99-100.

endidyntite. A white, tabular monoclinic mineral with 1 perfect and 1 impeifect cleavage; Na:0.2Be0.6SiONH:0; lamellar twinning always present; Mohs' hardness, 6;
specific gravity. 2.55. Larsen, p. 104.
eudiometer. An instrument for the volumet-

ric measurement and analysis of
Webuer 3d.

gases.

eodyalite. See eudialyte.
togeosyncline. An orthogeosyncline in which

volcanic rocks are abundant. A.G.I.
eugranitk. Resembling or pertaining to normal granite, as eugranitic texture. Same
as granitoid. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
eshedmi. In petrology, bounded by its own
crystal faces; automorphic; said of some
minerals in a crystalline rock and con:rasted with subhedral and anhedral. Fey.
nitrite. An achondrite (stony meteorite) that
is chiefly augite and anorthite; abbrrviated
as eu. Hest.

'Wale. A name derived from the Greek
words for desired rock and given by Rosenbusch to one which filled a gap in his classification of rocks. The same rock had been
previously named venanzite. Fay.

Euler crippling stress. The crippling load,
P. of a strut divided by its cross-sectional
area. A. calculated from the formula,
Its

=

where E is Young's modulus,

k is the radius of gyration of the section,
and
is the effective length of the strut.
1

See also slenderness ratio.

1m.

&deism methods of merest measurement.
A measurement of the rate of flaw past a
geographically fixed point; current meter
methods. Hy.

Euler velocity field. The Euler method asslimes that the velocity of all particles of
the fluid has been defined. On this assumption the velocity field is completely
described if the components of the velocity
can be represented as function of the co-

ordinate and time. MPG.
Orthopyroxenes containing 70 to 90
mole-percent of 1'e Si0.. A contraction of
eulysite,

a rock in which the mineral

occurs. Spencer 18, M.M., 1949.
Es littoral tom See Benthic division. Hy.
enlysfte. An iron-manganese-rich metamorphic rock characterized by the presence
of manganiferous fayalite, and often containing hedenbergite, iron-rich hyoersthene,

grunerite, garnet, and magnetite. A.G.!.
cvlyiffe. A silicate of bismuth, Bit ShOls, oc-
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eutectic point

cursing usually in minute dark brown or
grayish tetrahedral crystals. Fey.
eumutite. Brownish-yellow fossil resin with
pleasing odor that occurs in brown coal.

eustratite. A compact, lamprophyric dike
rock with rare pheno-rysts of olivine and

Tomketelf, 1954.

corroded hornbknde and still fewer green
augite and feldspar phenocrysts in a partly
glassy geoundmass. This glass has the
chemical composition of potential sanidine
and nepheline. Johannien, v. 4, 1938, p.

. A black, hollow copper cylinto the surface temperature of a human being. The heat loss
from the cllinder in a given environment
is equivalent to that lost by a human being;
thus, equivalent temperature. Strock, 10.
euphyllite. A white sodium-potassium mica

Eutaw group. A subdivision of the Cretaceous

that is intennediate between muscovite and
paragonite. Standard, 1964.
mite. Applied to compact felsitic rocks

at tt 7 top of the group. C.T.D.
entaxk. Of or relating to stratified ore de-

elicta=electrically

without phenocrysts, having the comp°.

1 78.

in the Southern United States,
hint between the Tuscaloosa, which it
overlap@ northwards, and the overlying
system

Selma chalk. The Tombi:tbre sand occurs
posits. Opposite of ataxic. Webster 3d.

of suartz porphyry or porphyry.
Also used in a wider sense to cover all
aphanitic rocks of granitic composition

Moak. Applied to a structure of certain

gadolinite, samarskite. and xenotime. Sym-

tions of magma which were drawn out
together in a siscous state and formed
a heterogeneous mass by welding. The
term is most appropriately used in de-

sition

whether porphyritic or net. 1.G.1.
'seraphim a. A metallic element of the ran
earth group, contained in black monazite,

bol Eu; isometric; atomic weight, 151.96.
C.7 .D. b. Cray metal; atomic number, 63;
valences. 2 and 3; melting point, 826' C;

boiling point, 1.439' C; specific gravity,
5.259; insoluble in water; and stable in
air and in water. The most sparsely dis-

tributed of the terbium family of

rare
earths. Isolated by the electrolysis of its

anhydrous trichloride in a bath of fused
alkali chloride. Bennett 2d. 1962; Hand.
book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, O. 8-110.

europium chloride. EuCh; molecular weight,
258.32; yellow needles; melting point,

850° C; and spec.iSc gravity. 4.89 (at
20° C). Benneu 2d, 1962; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1 74.

europium@ oside; mewls. Rare earth aside;
pale

rose; Eu:01; melting point, above

1.300° C; and specific gravity, 7.42. Used

as a nuckar-control-rod material and in

fluorescent glass. Lee; Handbook of Chemistry and Physs-s, 45th cd., 1964, p. 8-175.

europium sulfate. Eu:(so)s.811:0; molecular weight, 736.23; pale rose crystals; no
melting point because it loses 811:0 at
375' C; soluble in water; and specific grav-

ity, anhydrous, 4.95. Bennett 2d, 1962;
Handbook of Chemiary and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. 8-175.

eusopmpell. A well-matured organic ooze.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

esseope. A grain size comparator. 0:5orne.

eusbcy; costa& chew. a. A worldwide
change of sea level, contrasted with local

diastrophic uplift or subsidence of

the

land. Webster 3d. b. A simultaneous, world-

wide change of sea level caused by a
change in the volume of the sea water that

resulted from either the melting of continental ice sheets (continental ice caps) or
their formation. Bartell of Mines Staff.
mintage. a. Pertaining to a simultaneous,
worldwide change in sea level. A.G.1.
b. Pertaining to a real, worldwide change
in sea level, and not to a relative change
in sea level resulting from local coastal
subsidence or elevation. A.G.!. c. Relating

to or characterized by eustacy. See also
eustacy. Webster 3d.

eustatk movements. Absolute movements of

the sea level (due to changes in the capacity of ocean basins, to changing climatic circumstances, etc.), having a great
influence on the development of coasts.
Sthieferdecker.

.
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volcanic rocks with a streaked or blotched
appearance due to the alternation of bands
or eiongates1 lenses of different color, cowor texture; the bands, etc., having
c'ttlion,
ejected originally as individual por-

scniing the structure of a majority of

welded tuffs. Holmes, 1920.
eutectic. a. As a noun, an alloy or a solution
having its components in such propostions

that the melting point is the lowest pos-

sible with those components. Webster 3d.
b. The characteristic microstructure re-

sulting from the solidification of a metal

of a eutectic composition. Webster 3d. c. As

an adjective, relating to a eutectic or to its

composition (eutectic mixture) or to the
temperature at which it melts or freezes
(crystallizes) which is the eutectic point.
Webster 3d. d. An isothermal rn-ersible
reaction in which a liquid solution is cc- vetted into two or more intimately mixrd
solids on cooling, the number of solids
formed being the same as the number of
components in the system. ASM Gloss.
c. An alloy having the composition indicated by the eu:ectic point on an equilibrium diagram. ASM Gloss. f. An alloy
structure of intermixed solid constituents

formed by a eutectic reaction. ASM Gloss.
eutectic alloys. Such alloys as aluminum and

silicon, cadmium and bismuth, cadmium
and zinc, silver and lead.
arc made
up of two metals entirely TollUole in each
other when liquid but on setting or freezing the crystals of the indiv;dual metals
form. Crispin.

eutectic &mtge. The transformation from

the liquid state to the solid state in a eutec-

tic mixture. It involves the ..imultaneous
crystallization of two components in a
binary system and of three in a ternary
system. C.M.D.
eutectic melting. Melting of localized micro
arras whose composition corresponds to
that of the eutectic in the system. ASM
Gloss.

twieclk mhdlare. A discrete mixture (not a
compound)
which have

of two or more minerals
crystallized

simultaneously

from the mutual solution of their con-

stituents, the two or more minerals being
in definite proportions. Simultareous crystallization sometimes gives rise to graphic
texture, but it does not necessarily do so,
as the development of graphic intergrowth involves other factors besides eutectic proportions. Stokes and Lames,
1955.
eutectic pollee; enkctk temperature. The
lowest melting temperature obtainable

eutectic point
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with a mixture of components. provided
the components do not form solid solutions. A.G.I.
*Mc& ntio. The ratio of aolid phases crys-

CCD 6d. 1961.
assisk. a. Relating to a rock frocks that includes black shales and graphitic aedi-

tallizing from the eutectic liquid at the
eutectic temperature.

It

is

such as to

yield a gross composition for the crystal
mixture that is identical with that of the
liquid. Most frequendy stated in terms
of weight-percent. A.G.I.
eutectic structure. The particular arrangement of the cemstituents in a eutectic
alloy which arises from their simultaneous

crystallization from the melt. Stt alio
graphic texture. C.T.D.

mitt* system A binary or ternary alloy

system in which one particular alloy solidi-

fies at a constant temperature which is
loner than the beginning of solidification
in any other alloy.

mlecik tenspeealsm. The lowest melting

temperature in a 'elks of mixtures of two

or more components. 11111.

esdectie kxel estectold testate. Inter-

growths of minerals, either along crystallographic or bkb boundaries. resembling
thow precipitated from eutectic solntions.

meats of various kinds. Webster 3d. b. Ap-

plied to a restricted circulation (barren

,Wsin) environment, Of to the sediments
deposited in such an environment. A GJ.
*mimic balm A poorly ventilated basin, such
ita the Guff of Xarabugas on the Caspian
Sea. A.G.I.
essilik deposition. Deposition in a deep and
nearly Isolated sea in which the muds
ate rich in organic matter, but where

the deeper waters are often toxic and.
except for anaetobic bacteria, no life is
found. The Black Sea is an example.
A.GJ.
ev Abbreviation for electron volt. Mafia
Style Guide, p..59.

evaluate. To ix a valuation, but not to
et=Shipley.

The fixing of a evaluation, not a .
appraisal. Used in prefetence to the word

valuation which is often confused with
appraisal. Shipley,

Reams cell. A nitro-oxygen cell with iron
electrodes and sodium chloride electrolyte.
Osborne.

eutectofeisite. See entectophrte. Hess.

mileciaid. a. An isothermal mersibk traction in which a solid solution is converted
into two or more intimately mixed solids

on cooling, the number of solids fottr.xl
being the nine as the number of components in the system. ASM Glom b. An
alloy having the asmposition indicated by
the eutectoid viint on an equilibrium dia-

gram. ASM Gkss. c. An alloy structure

of intermixed solid constituents farmed by
a eutectoid reaction. ASM Gloss.

mintold testere. A graphic texture with
each grain showing the complicated graphic
intergrowth. Schielerdecker.
artecropisyre; eateetofelsite. A whitish.

earthy. tufllike rock made up of fine, inter-

locking aggregates of quartz and orthoclase. Hess.

eels:room In mineralogy, having distinct
cleavage; cleaving readily. Fay.

entropisk. Applied to a lake which is rich
in dissohed nutrients, but is frequently
shallow and has season's! oxygen deficiency
in the stagnant bottom waters. Webaer 3d.

eutropkk peat. Peat rich in plant nutrients,

. nitrogen, potassium, phosphorus, and cal-

cium. Synonymous with cakareous peat
Tomkeiefl, 1954.

earthmia. Structureless vitrain; collite; xylovitrain. Vitrain that is shown mkroscopically to consist of cornpktely jellified and
hardened plant material showing no cellular structure whatever. It can tie further
differentiated into two subvarkties based
on the mode of formation. Compare provi-

emosite. A rare, weakly radiciactise, massive
mineral. Als(P0i)(OH)..6H2O; calm .%s to

milky white, sometimes with a bluish,
greenish, or yellowish tinge; varieties high
in iron are brown, reddish-brown, or color-

less: found associated with limonite and
allophane. Small amGunts of uranium have
been found in some specimens of es-ansite.
Crosby, pp. 120-121.

mapoeryst An individual primary evapotite
grain. A.G.I. Sapp.
evapecrystie. Refers to the primary texture
of evaporites in which no linearity or laminations of grains is evident. A.G.I. Stipp.
evapolenik. Refers to primary nonporphyritic roughly laminated texture in evaporites. A.G.I. Sapp.
evapoporpbymerystk. Refers to a textute in
evaporites in which larger primary grains
occur with a finer matrix. A.G.I Supp.
evaporate. a. To convert into vapor. A.G.I.

b. To pass off a vapor; to give forth

vapor; to undergo evaporation; to convert
from a liquid state into vapor; to draw off

in vapor or fumes; or to expel moisture

from, as by heat, leaving the solid portions
or residue. Webster 3d.

evaporated. A liquid converted to its vaper
by the application of treat or reduced pt
sure. ASTM STP No. 1484).
evaporating dish; evaporating pass. A shallow dish of glass, porcelain, or metal used
in processes requiring evaporation. Fay.

even-crested ridges
rate of Evaporation from a land or water
surface in contact with the atmosphere, to

the evaporativity under existing atmospheric conditions. It is the talk of actual
to potential rate of evaporation, and it is
generally stated as a pear/stage. Alm
called relative evaporation. A.G.I.

lire ceatrilage. A batch-separating

ev aliell
is

in wh:ch a mixture to be separated
introduced into the centrifuge as a

liquid. The vapors ate removed from a
point near the axis of the centrifuge, having been separated by diffusion through
the centrifuloil field. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

t51p01Illthlt mak* a. The conversion of
sensible heat to latent heat with addition
of moisture and practically no charge in
total heat content of air. Hartman, p. 320.
b. Cooling by the evaporation of water;

heat for which is supplied by the air;

feasible where the wetslb deptersion is
marked, and consequently widely used in
dry climates. Strock, 10.

enellibrins. With a sling pry-

engrimrtlerr,, when the wet-bulb temperature
finally retches a stable point. Strock, 10.

evapon. The rate of evaporation under

the existing atmospheric conditions from
a surface of water that is chemically

pure and which has the same temperature
as the atmosphere immediately above it.
Alto called potential rate of evaporation.
A.G.! ,
emporke. a. One of the sediments which is
deposited from aTieous solution as a result of extensive or total evapneatson of
the solvent. A.G.I. b. One of the salts that

results from the evaporation of ocean
water or of saline lakes. Bateman. C. Rocks,

such as anhydrite, rock salt, and potash
salts, formed by evaporation of lakes or
was. BS. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.
evaporite-solutioss breccia. A breccia which

can be demonstrated to have resulted
from the solution removal of evaporites.
A.G.I.

en*

i. An outlet passage of grad-

ually increasing cress-sectional area leading

from a fan. BS. 3618, se:. 2, 1963.

ma* ciasney. A passage of gradually in-

creasing area through which the whole of
the air discharged by a fan must pass The

velocity of the air is gradually reduced
and much of the kinetic energy is transformed into equivalent pressure energy.
Also called expanding chimney. Nelson.
See wellies'. An artificial respiration method
which requires the use of a specially de-

sired rocking stretcLer. Tbe patient is
p ced face downwards on the stretcher
and strapped securely in porition. The

evaporation. a_ The change by which any
substance is converted from a liquid state
into and carried off in vapor. 3pecifically,
the conversion of a liquid into vapor in
order to remove it wholly or partly from a

push-pull action of the diaphragm can be
induced artificially by rocking the patient

tory and expiratory movements should not

or maceral of euvitrain. Further divisible
into two subvarieties, ulminite and collinite. See also collinite, b. Compete provitrinite. A.G.I.

solids dissolved in or mixeo' with it. Compare distillation; sublimation. Webster 3d.
b. The process of evaporating or concentrating by conversion of a part into vapor.
Webster 3d. C. In hydrology, the process

in Brazil. Benyett 2d, 1962.

temperature below the boiling point. A.G.I.

even-tome ashlar. Structural unit for limestone that consists of blocks of uniform
height for each course, ar.migh succeeding courses rta.y vary in thickness. AIME,

train. It is subdivided into collain and

ulmain. A.G.I.; Tomkeleff, 1954.
eirritrlaite. A variety of the major maceral
vroinite. The nocrtmetrological constituent

ersnawn*. Radioactive radium minet 11 found

mistake; lormskile. A rare-earth mineral,
( Y,Ca,Ce,I.1,Th ) ( Nb,Ta,Ti )20.; col or,
brownish-black ; luster, brilliant to vitreous;
Motu' hardness, 5 to 6; specific gravity,
5 to 5.9. Found in Notway, Malagasy Republic, Canada, and Pennsylvania. A
source of uranium, niobium, and tantalum.

liquid of higher boiling pornt or from

by which water becomes a vapor at a

d. The act of drying or concentratiog.

Crispin.
evaveratkia gage. A graduaied vessel of glass

for determining the rate of evaporation of

a liquid placed in it, in a given time and
exposure. Fay.

evaporation opportunity. The ratio of the
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from a position of 500 above to 50 below the horizontal. The change in position should be made promptly, but the
number of complete cycles of inspifa-

exceed 10 per minute. A memos' indicator is attached to the side of the rocking stretcher to ensure the operator of
keeping the correct timing. McAdam, pp.
87-89.

p. 330.

eves-aested ridges. a_ Applied to high Appalachian ridges, the tops of which are at
almost a common level, indicating that A
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resulting horn that excavation. Nelson.
excavator. The term embraces a large number of powet-operated dining and loading
machines. These arc used increasingly in
opencast mining and in quarrying. Nelson.
Varia-qs an the grab, skimmer, trencher,
rotary dagger, bucket wheel, and grader.
Pryor, 7. See also bulldozer; continuousbucket excavator; dragline; power shovel;
walking dragline. Nelson

super-normal 7nergy levels; excited state
of particle, Me in which surface is not in
equilibrium with ambient fluid. Pryor, 3.
excited state. The state of an atom or nucleus

even-erested ridges
plain reconstructed by filline the surface
depressions to the level of the rklge tops
is an old peneplain. Also called evenskyline; even-crested summit
crested
areas; even-crested up:ands; acrordant

summit levels. A.C.1. b. The general acsummit levels in a steam of
high topographic relief, suggesting that
the highest reconstructed plain is a peneplain that resulted from a previous cycle
cordance

of erosion. A.G.1.

ma fracture. A fracture surface which is
flat or nearly flat, as in chen. Nelson.
eseniset esseead. Peridot, which loses some

of its yellow tint by artificial light, ap-

pearing mom greenish. Shipley.
freebies Paraffin wax, Gallo, as white, optically biaxial scales in a vein of sulfide
ores from the district of the Evenki peo-

Lower Tunriska riser, Sibetia,
U.S.S.R. Spencer 20, M.M., 19.5$.
matt. seismic. Applied to any definite phase
change or amplitude difference on a seisple,

mic record. It may be a reflection, a vefraction, a diffraction, or a random signal.
A.G./.
entgbde. A tract of swampy land t covered
mostly with tall grass. A swamp or an in-

undated tract of low land. It has local

usage in the southern United States. 4.G.1.

(vetted* temps. N. of Eng. Natutel jets
of firedamp or small blowen which continue to bum as long as gas is given off.
Fay.

Evens* proems. An earfy flotation process
using from 6 to 20 percent ml and up to
I percent acid, peented by Carrie Ever-

son, whose husband was a pioneer in this

field. Pryor, 3.
eviite. Honsbiende gabbro containing labradorite or brownite as the only light-colored mineral. The hornblende must be pri-

mary and not mantic_ Compare bojite.
A.G.1. Supp.
nolutismary operative. A method of process

operation which intmduces tightly con-

trolled variations designed to transfer laboratory-proved improvements into changes

leading to better cotnmercial preduction.
Pryor, 3.

evolution sulfur. Sulfur 'itesent in a substance as a sulfide, so that on the application of moderate heat or acids, a gaseous sulfur compound is given off. Ness.
ex-. Prefix denoting absence or lack of; for
example, exstipulate means without stipules. A.C.1.

examiner. a. A metal or coal mine deputy.
The ventilation- and dust-suppression officials, woritmen's inspectors, and others
may also be .alled examiners. Nelson. b.
The official who inspects the workings before and during the shift. Mason. See also
coal mine inspector; fire boss; metal mine
inspector; fireman; deputy.

eicambion. Scot. An exchange of land at
minerals_ Fay.

escavadei cableway. Cableway fitted with a
bucket suitably designed for excavating.

ffam.

excavation. Digging and removing sm1; blast-

ing, breaking, and loading of coal, ore,
or rock in mines. Continued excavation
implies continued loading and clearing
away. See also lsydraulic mining pick;

excavator base machine. A tracted prime
mover to which can be fitted a variety of
front-end r.cavating and lifting appliances.

exceitent fumes. Fumes that contain a mini-

mum of toxic and irritating

chemicals.

Nichols.

esevpdes; reservation. A erservation or exception of the minerals in a tract of land
conveyed is a separation of the estate in
the minerals bore the estate in the surface,

and it makes nu difference whether the
word used is excepted or resetved. Ricketts, 1.

excess fir. In practice, compiete combustion
cannot be obtained without slightly more
air than is theoretically necessary. The
amount of this excess air varies with the

design and mechanical condition of tie

applia_xe, but ranges fmm IS percent Irpwards. Nelson.

enema hydrogen& premsre; hydrostatic excess povssere. The pressure that exists in
pore water in excess of the hydmstatic pressure. ASCE P1826.
excessive amomns of dent. Means bituminous

coal dust in the air in such amount as to
create a potential explosion hazard. To be

a potential explosion hazard, a cloud of
bitumingus coal dust must contain at least

0.04 ounce of dug per cubic foot of air,
which is so dense that visibility wall be
very low and breathing difficult. &Mines

Coal-Mine Inspectors' Manual, Jane 1966,
pr. 3-166, p. 41.
excessive beetles. A mining claim in excess
of the width allowed by law. Fay.
excess reedivity. Reactivity over and above
that needed to achieve criticality. Excess

reactivity is built into a reactor (by using
extra fuel) in order to compensate for fuel
burnup and the accumulation of fission-

pmduct poisons during operation. Set also
.
reactivity.
excleaugeable bases See ionic exchange.
Dodd.

estclesente capacity. The capacity to exchange

ions as measured by the quantity of ex-

changeable ions in a soil. A.SVE P1826.
mimes' capadty, asks& See anion exchange
capacity. ACSG, 1963.

exchange capacity, cation. See cation exchange capacity. AC,SG, 1963.

eldtatios The addition of energy to a system, thereby transferring it from its ground

state to an excited state. Excitation of a

nucleus, an atom, or a molecuk can result
from absorption of photons or from inelastic collisions with other particles or systems.
NRC-ASA N1.1-1937.

excitatime amele. An electrode that is used
to maintain an auxiliary arc in the vacuum
tank. Coal Age, 1.
mindless equipmeet. The equipment used
for starting, maintaining, and controlling
the arc. Coal Age, 1.

pneumatic pick_ Nelson.

excitation time. The minimum time for which
electric current must flow in the fusehead

any excavation within which a structure
might be disturbed by rock movements

3618, 1964, sec. 6.
excited. Excited atom, one with electrons at

mama* defonisadoe. The zone around

er a detonathr to insure its ignition. BS.

when it
energy.

more than its normal
energy is usually re-

Trins,:::.

leased eventually as a gamma ray or pho-

ton. L&L.

exciter. An auxiliary generator that supplies
enetgy for the field excitation of another
electric machine. Lozoesheim.

euchssUto ans. The area immediately furrounding r nuclear reactor where human
habitation is prohibited in order to assure
safety in the event of accident. L&L.
exclusive prespectbk &ease; E.P.L. Grant
of right to prospect a designated area for
a limited period. Pryor, 3.
amnion; power excersioe. A sudden, rapid
rise in the power level of a reactor caused
by supererititalily. Excursions are usually
quick_y supptesscd by the reanor's negative temperature coefficient and/or by con-

trol mds. L&L.
exampled dais. A mining title on which
exemption from otherwise essential activity
has been granted. Pryor, 3.

ezmnptkess. Exemption laws are grants of
privileges to debtors, wh;ch may
aiaved by contract or surrender or by

Cr:fI
neglect to claim before sale. Ricketts, I.

esfoliate. a. To peel off :rt concentric layers,
as some rocks weather. The conartionary
structure cr some gemstones is brought
out in this way, the weathered surface
showing rounded masses with the successive

spherical layrn falling off. Fay. b. To peel
off in shret'... thin layers, or plates, as bark
from a c trunk. A.G.1. c. To swell up
and to open out into leaves or plates in a
direction at right angles to the leaves or
plates, thus opening like a book or extend-

ing like an accordion. For example, vermiculite exfoliates when it is heated and
extends its individual crystals into curving,

wormlike or accordionlike a

tes of

plates. Fay; Bureau of MinesgSgLer
exfoliation'. a_ The phase of weathering that

involves the breaking loose of thin concentric shells, slabs, malls, or flakes from
rock surfaces. Webster 3d. b. The breaking

off or peeling off of scales er lamellae, as
concentric sheets from rock surfaces by
the action of either physical or chemical
forces. A.GJ. c. A type of corrosion that
progresses approximately parallel to the
tester surface of the metal, causing layers
of the metal to be elevated by the fonnation of corrosion product. ArtIr Gloss. d.
The property of some hydrous silicates, notably vermiculite, of permanently expanding

concertina-wise when rapidly heated to a
temperature above that at which water is
evolved. Compare bloating; intumescence.
Dodd.
exfoliation douse. a. A large, rounded, domal
feature produced in homogeneous igneous

rock by the process (4 exfoliation.

b. An exfoliation dome is produced by
mailing which may result from -Iternate
freezing and thawmg, from the heat of
forest fires, or from the removal of over-

Igze.rock pressure by erosion. The large,
shaped, igneous-rock structures in
Yogemite National Park, Calif., are classic
examples col exfoliation domes. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
exbalatios. a. Any vapor or gas arising from
substances or surfaces exposed to the atmos-

cttrera. Fay. b. Any gas or vapor formed
th the surface of the earth and escap-

nation. Fay. c. An exhaling or sending

rial derived from plant exines. A.G.I.
Sapp.
exinonigritite. Nigritite derived from spore

exhaust fan. In coal mining, a fan which
sucks used air from a mine and thereby

existent corner. A claim corner whose position is evidenced by a monument or its accessories as described in the field note record, or whose location can be identified by
the aid oi acceptable testimony. Seelye, 2.
exit table. See runout table. ASA M114.1-

ing either through a conduit or fissure, or
from molten lava or a hot spring; an emaforth, as of steam or vapor. Something thet
is exhaled or given off or that rises in the
form of gas, fumes, or steam. For example,
a foul exhalation from thc marsh. Webster 3d.
causes fresh air to enter by separate entries
to repeat the cycle. B.C.!.

exhausting auxiliary fan. suction fan. An
auxiliary fan which exhausts ak from the
face of a tunnel through ducting or piping

and discharges it into the return side of

the airway off which the tunnel branches.
See also auxiliary ventilation. Nehon.

exhaustion. a. In mining, the complete re-

moval of ore reserves. F'sly. b. The process
of completely extracting from a substance
whatever is removable by a given solvent.
Fey.

exhaust puriffer. Attached in the exhaust

manifold of diesel motots up to four cycles,
this purifier reduces noxious and irritating

fumes in mines and othes enclosed spaces
such as tunnels. The purifier consists of a
heavy steel shell enclosing the catalytic
act;ons that burn hot gases to carbon diox-

ide and water vapor. Purified gases are
fed through a water-filled tank and condensed. Bests, p. 374.

'shunt system. A system in which the flue
and chimney or blower arrangement are
used to remove air or gases from a kiln

exines. Tomkeieff, 1954.

1958.

exo-. A combining form from the Greek exo
signifying out of, out, outside of, outside,
or outer. Webster 3d.
exeunt. The exterior mild of a fossil.
Supp.
exogene. See exogenic. Hen.

exhumed topography. Monadnock:, mounhic forms buried
tains, or other t
under younger roc
erosion. A.G.1.

a:

exogenic. Same as exogenous.

nating from or due to external causes.

rived from the processes of erosiuo or

term with Ls present meaning designating
the fnllowing group of maceralssponnite,
cutirite, alginite, resinite. The macerals

memoirs dome. See volcanic dome. A.G.I.
exogenous inclusion. See accidental inclu-

C. A. Seyler in 1932, however, used the

to the outside, as a foraminiferal test.

(about 80 percent and about 9 percent respectively). In coals with 18 to 25 percent

volatile matter, exinite is more resilient

than the vitrinite; in coals with more than

25 percent volatile matter, it has even
greater resilience than micrinite. Exinite,

therefore, increases the strength of bands
in which it occurs and in broken coal concentrates in particles greater than 1 millimeter. 1HCP, 1963, part I. b. The micropetrologic constituent, or maceral, of spore
exines and cuticular Platter. See also spofinite; cutinite.
'shield. A coal constituent similar to mate-

exesniosis. The process of osmosis in an
outward direction. C.T.D. Compare endounosis.

or formed with the evolution of heat.
Webster 3d.

cellular material obtained by controlled
processing of molten blast furnace slag

Synonym for exogenetic; exogenic.
C
site of endogenous. Webster 3d. c. AVed.

est in ielatile matter and in hydrogen

by rivers that flow into the ocean. Opposite of endorheic region. A.G.!. Sup!).

Holmes 1920.
ezogtiC
ene ruck. A rock formed by processes
owing their origin to the eAternal part of
the earth. Schieferdecker.

Opposite of endogenetic; endogenic.

represented by the exines of spores in coal.

matter exinite is the maceral group rich-

exorbeic region. A region that is drained

from other regions. Fay.
exotk limonite. Limonite precipitated in
rock other than that which formerly con-

exinite; liptInite. a. M. C. Stopes in 1935
used the term exinite for the constituent

the technological behavior of pure exinite.
By comparison and extrapolation it has
proved possible, however, to deduce that
in coals with more than 35 percent volatile

exomorphism. See exometamorphism. Hell.

earth, such as weathering and denudation,
and to rocks, ore deposits, and landforms
which owe their origin to such processes.

tact with an adjacent igneous intrusion.

Little information is so far available on

or

nating at or near the surface of the

produced by metamorphism through con-

necessarily exines but appear to have similar technical properties. The term liptinitr
was introduced by A. Ammosov in 1956.

endometamorphism

exothermic reaction. A reaction that proceeds with the evolution of heat. A.G.1.
exotic. That which has been introduced

of fragments ol older rocks and owing its
origin chiefly to agents acting from without. A.G.I. b. Applied to processes origi-

ing the wall of certain spores. Webster 34.
b. The spore coat. A.G.1. Sapp.

grouped under the term exinite are not

contrasted with
endomorphism.

Opposite of endothermic; endothermal.

Bateman, 1950, e. 83.

Webster 3d. b. Composed of materials de-

ventilation. BS. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

ifications produced in the invaded rocks
by intrusions which transverse them; contact metamorphism in the usual tense as

exogenetic. a. Pertaining to s. rock composed

exist. a. The outer of the two layers form-

workings by suction. Opposite of forced

Fay.

exometamorphism; exomorphisas. The mod-

nose= effed. An effect induced upon the
invaded rocks by the igneous intrusion.

exposed again by

in which the fan draws air through the

of the intrusion; opposite of endomorphic.

exosphere. Space beyond the earth's atmosphere. It begins at a height of about 1,000
kilometers. 4.61. Supp.
exothenniq exothermal. Characterized by

exogenic differentiation. Chemical differentiation during a cycle of rock weathering
and sediment transportation and deposition. A.G.1. Sapp.
exogenite. A secondary mineral deposit .4
differing composition from the enclosing
rock and younger than the enclosing rock.
It often occurs as an incrustation filling a
cavity. A.GJ.
exogenous. a. Produced from without; origi-

or drier. ACSG. 1963.
exhaust vestilation. A system of ventilation

expansion bend
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sion.

exogenous lava dome. Synonym for shield
volcano. A.G.1.

exogeospberk element. One of the group of

typical elements of the atmosphere and
of the lithosphere; the atmophile elements and the more typical lithophile
elements. Schieferdecker.

exogeosywline. a. A parageosyncline that
lies along the cratonal border and obtains
its sediments from erosion of complementing highlands ir the orthogeosynclinal belt

that fies outside of the craton. A.G.1. b.
A transverse basin extending from an orthogeosyncline into a craton. Webster 3d.

exoglyph. A hieroglyph on surface of bed as
opposed to internal hieroglyph (endoglyph). Pettijohn.
exoffIlllok rnestenoffrank shadowffral&
The impression made on a sensitized surface by X-rays passed through an object.
Hess.

eitometamorphig exomorphk. A descriptive
term for those changes which a::: produced
wall rock
by contact metamorphism in
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tained the iron-bearing sulfide. A.G.!.
expanded blast furnace slag. The lightweight
with water, or with water and other

agents, such as steam or compressed air,
or both. ASTM C125-66.

expanded day. Sec lightweight expanded
clay aggregate. Dodd.
expanded foot. The lobe or fan of ice formed
where the lower portion of a valley glacier
leaves the confining walls of a valley and

expands onto a level surface. A.G.!.
expander. An inert material, such as carbon
or barium sulfate, added to the active ma-

terial in accumulator plates in order to

pievent shrinkage of the mixture. C.T.D.
expanding. A process used to increase the

diameter of a cup, shell, or tube. See

also bulging. ASM Gloss.
expanding cement. Hydraulic cement of
special type produced from clinker, gypsum, and blast furnace slag, es experimentally developed in France by Professor Lossier. This expands during setting

and initial hardening, and the expansion
can be controlled. Ham.
expanding cutter. See expansion cutter.
Long.

expanding electrode test. A geophysical test
based on the resistivity method to determineunderground geological structure.
expanding metals. Alloys of bismuth, which
expand on cooling and solidifying; for ex-

ample, 2 parts antimony to

1

part bis-

muth. C.T.D.
expaniing plug. See expansion plug. Long.
expanding reamer. A reamer which is capable of slight adjustment in diameter by
means of a coned 'nternal plug acting in
a partially split length of the tool. Nelson.
expanding waterway. A chnnnel or groove
incised into and across the face of a bit,

the depth and/or width of which gradually increases from the inside to the

outside walls of the bit. Long.
expansion. Synonym for dilatation. Schieferdecker.

expansion bend. A bend in a pipeline that
takes up movement due to temperature
change and that prevents damage. Pryor,3.
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For example. to esplon a mi..eral deposit

espaanie ties. A Clay containing a sub-

spleitedes. a. The process of winning or
producing from the earth the oil, gas,

espandan des. Imaginary donw of rock
abose sinderground wOI

unulor inverted dome below the tow

to ass unssissgorted ground, but is
owing to expansion
partially destre
due

and peripheral transfer of load. Pryor, 3.
expausioa Amore. In petrography, one of a
system of irregularly radiating lIssum
which ramify through feldspars and other
minerals adjacent to olivine crystals that
have been replaced by serpentine, Expan-

sion fissures are characteristic of norites
and gabbros. The alteration of olivine to
serpentine involves a considerable increase

in volume, and the stresses that are pro-

duced as the result of this increase in
volume are relieved by the fissuring of the
surrounding minerals, A.G.! .

expansion tit. A fit easily made by plac!ng a
cold (subzero) inside member into a
warmer outside member and allowing an
equalization of temperature. ASM Gloss.
expansion joint. a. In conteyors a joint construction arranged to permit sliding of
joining members, yet providing continuity
of support for the conveying medium. Its
is to accommodate chaage in
length caused by expansion or contraction, chain slack, or takeup movement.
ASA MH4.1-1958. b. Permanent joints
between different parts of the work,
purpose

inches of clay lightly tamped and linalh'
by welbpacked stemming. rap.

stantial amount of montmorillonite, and
whose tendency to expand depeneh largely

upon the percentage of this clay which it
contains. Carson, 2, p. 90.

ex pane. Partisan; evidence from one side
only. Pryor, 3.

expected tonnage. The calculated tonnage
of recoverable ore in the mine. Ltivii, p.
519.

expending beach. A beach formed with the
chief aim of absorbing wave energy. Ham.

experimental beryllium oxide reactor. Used
to test fuel elements, it is intermediate
step toward development of a propulsion
system using a gas-cooled atomic reactor.
Abbreviation, ebor. Hy.
experimental face; trial face. A ncrmal long-

wall face on which new machines, such
as a cutter loader, may be put to work

tu gain experience and perhaps improved.
Such trials may disclose weaknesses and
they would also indicate thc best support
system, turnover and other operating factors. See also standby face. Nelson.

formed to allow small relative movements

expert. One who has acquired special skill

development of serious stresses. See also

through professional training or practical

normal to the joint to occur without the

control joints. Taylol. c. A joint arranged
between two parts to allow these parts to
expand with temperature rise, without distorting laterally; for example, the gap left
between successive lengths of rail, or the
joint made between successive sections of
carriageway in road construction. C.T.D.

d. Eng. A special pipe joint used in long
pipelines to allow for expansion; for example, a horseshoe bend, a corrugated
pipe acting as a bellows, a sliding socket
joint with a stuffing box. C.T.D. e. A device

for overcoming the motion of ex-

pansion and contraction in pipes due to
heat or cold. In steam and hot water
heating systems, the expansion joints in
risers are of the (1) sliding sleeve type

or (2) sylphon bellows type. The latter
are preferable on low-pressure systems up
to 15 pounds pressure. Crispin. f. An open

joint left for thermal or permanent expansion of brick in furnace construction.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
expansion loop. Either a.bend like the let-

in or knowledge of a particular subject
experience; a specialist. Webster 3d. Often

applied to a mining engineer, as a mining expert. Fay.

explode. a. To undergo rapid combustion

with sudden release of energy in the form

of heat that causes violent expansion of
the gases formed and consequent produc-

tion of great disruptive pressure and a

loud noise; as, dynamite explodes. Webster 3d. b. To burst violently as a result

of pressure from within; as, a steam boiler
may explode. Webster 3d.
exploder. a. A cap or fulminating cartridge,
placed in a charge of gunpowder or othei

explosive, and exploded by electricity or
by a fuse. Also called detonator. Fay. b.
Electric shot-firing apparatus specially designed to provide a source of electric en-

ergy of sufficient power to fire electric

detonators. Each type of exploder is designed to fire a specific number of shots
in series, and exploders are rated accordingly, for example, single-shot exploders,
30-shot exploders, and 100-shot exploders.
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minerals, or rocks which have been found
as the result of exploration. A G 1, h. The
extraction and utilization of ore. Pay.
explersdass a. The search for coal, mineral.
or ore by ( I) geological surveys; (2) geo-

prospecting (may be ground,
aerial, or both); (3) boreholes and trial

physical

pits; or (4) surface or underground headings, drifts, or tunnels. Exploration aims
at locating the presence of economic de-

posits and establishing their nature, shape,

and grade and the investigation may be
divided into ( I) preliminary arid (2)
final. See also preliminary exploration.
Also called prospecting. Nelson. b. Work
involved in gaining a knowledge of the
size, shape, position, and value of an ore
body. Lewis. p. 20. c. A mode of acquiring rights to mining claims. Fay.
exploration company. A prospecting and development syndicate, with large financial
resources that enable it to maintain a considerable staff and carry on simultaneous
operations in many fields. !boy, p. 253.

exploration drilling. Drilling boreholes by
the rotary, diamond, percussive, or any
other method of drilling for geologic information or in search of a mineral deposit.
Long.
exploration syndicate. A syndicate made up
of a group of people who organize for the

purpose of engaging an intelligent prospector or young engineer-geologist, outfitting him with transportation and sampling equipment, and sending him to the
mining districts to prospect and to investigate likely claims. Hoov, pp. 252-253.

exploratory drift. A drift that is driven in

an ore deposit for the purpose of exploring the deposit both horizontally and ver-

tically to see whether or not it will be
worth working. Stotts, v. 1, p. 70.

exploratory drilling, The putting down of

boreholes from the surface or from underground workings, to seek and locate coal
or mineral deposits and to establish geological structure. Exploratory drilling is
frequently done from underground workings,

the holes being drilled upwards,

horizontally or downwards as required. For
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xploring *WI exploring Owe. The work.
me drift approaching old workings whose
exact position is uncertain. bored as a
prec.ststion Asteanst on unexpected holing
Peel

by rupture of a ronfining medium Sereer

.110,41. St40. I Sudden velem, of energy
Accompanied by increase in pressure and,
or volarne. See alio coal mine expleesion.
Ifo,ofea of Mines Staff.

exploriog beading. a. A heading driven hori*oniony upwards or downwards from mine
workings for exploration purposes. Nelson.

expioskna breccia. A deposit f coarse, indurated. volcanic debris containing blocks
torn from the walls of a volcanic vent and

workings as a special safeguard when approaching waterlogged workings whose
posmon is uncertain. See also inrush of
water, Nelson. c. A heading driven ahead
in an area intersected by faults or washouts to explore the ground and regain the
(Pimpled coal seam. Nelson.
exploring mine. Scot. A working place driven
ahead of the others to explore the field. A
prospect. Fay.
explosibility curves. Curve lines drawn
through coordinating points, indicating ignition or propagation, in which the rectilinear coordinates of the diagram are fac-

The absence of magmatic ejecta indicates
that the explosions which save rise to this

h, A heading driven in advance of the

tors of volatile fixed carbon ratios, total

incombustible, density of dust, size of dust

particles, and firedamp, if any, in the air

current. Rice, George S.
explosibility limit. The addition

of inert

dust to coal dust decreases itS explosibility, and when enough has been added
an explosion cannot occur. The point at
which explosion cannot occur is said to be
the explosibility limit of the coal in ques-

tion. Rice, Gforge S.
explosible. Capable of being exploded. Web-

ster 3d.
explosimeter. a. An instrument for testing
explosibility by measuring the concentration of combustible gases and vapors in
air. Webster 3d. b. An instrument for
measuring low concentrations of combustible gases and vapors in air; it is designed

to indicate 100 percent for lower explosive-limit mixtures; it must be calibrated
for each gas- or vapor-air system for which

it is to be used. Bureau of Mines Stag.

explosion. a. A violent and rapid chemical
reaction, usually accompanied by a loud
report in which a large volume of gas at a
high temperature is produced. See also
colliery explosion. Nelson. b. A rapid oxidation, accompanied by heat and flame,
of firedamp, coe, dust, or other strongly
flammable material, resulting in a great

lying in a matrix of comminuted rock.

type of rock are of phreatic origin. A.G./.
explosion caldera. A '7aldera resulting primarily from a violent volcanic explosion

which blows out a huge mass of rock,
leaving a broad, deep basin in its place.

Relatively care and small in size compared
to collapse calderas. An example is Bandaisan

in Japan. where phreatic eruptions

were followed by enormous avalanches that

left an amphitheaterlike basin. A.G./.
explosion crater. A volcanic crater formed
by a violent explosion, commonly devel-

oped along rift zones on the flanks of
large volcanoes and occasionally at the
summit of volcanoes. It is distinguished

from ordinary craters at the top of volcanic cones and from pit craters, which

are produced largely by collapse. Synonymous with explosion pit.
explosion dust. The dust deposited from ihe
cloud raised by the explosion which settles

after the explosion has died down, only
part of which may be traversed by the
flame. Sinclair, I, p. 266.
explosion-hazard investigation. The investigation ot a mine to determine the possibility of an explosion occurring by reason
of the kind, size, purity, and dryness of the
coal dust along the mine passages and the

presence or absence of firedamp. It also
determines the degree of the hazard of an

explosion from natural conditions and of
one arising through the neglect or ignorance of the mine personnel. The purpose
of such investigations is to make specific

recommendations for reducing that hazard to a negligible point by appropriate
methods and continued diligence. Rice,

George S.
explosion pit. Synonymous with explosion
crater. A.G.I.

explosion pressure. The pressure developed
at the instant of an explosion. Streefkerk,
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namely, internal rsplosions
inethone-eir mixtures, with of without coal
dust present, withiost igniting torrounding
explosive metheine-asr ni.xtures, end tstth-

of Miner

oust d.unaeha ls5 the enclosuro sir discharge,

of flame 43.1 .$1 1.1963

expissinn-gensit moomes. 11,e V. !II Bureau
of Mines has applied th term "explosion

A4 III perproof to nwitors construeted
vent the ignition of gas surrounding the

motor by any sparks, Rashes, or taplosions

of gas or of gas arid coal dust that may
occur within the motor casing. Fey.

xplosion-prone stopping. Sandbag stopping,
strengthened by incorporating arched
girders or rolled steel joists, suitably placed

and anchored into the roof and floor or
sides of the mine road, placed across the
shortest dimension of the road. Macon. V.

1. pp. 287-288.
explodoos from molten ir00. An explosion
caused by molten iron coming in contact
with water or wet material. Fay.
explosion-tested equipment. In explosion-

equipment. housimts for electric
parts are designed to withstand internal
explosions of methane-air mixtures without causing ignition of such mixtures that
surround the housings. ASA M23-1963.
explosion tuff. A tuff, the constituent ash
particles of which have been dropped directly into place after being ejected from
a volcanic vent. The term distinguishes
such tuffs from the more ordinary types
which are washed into place. Holmes,
tested

1920.

explosion wave. a. From the French, onde

explosive, and coined by Bertholet, signifying that wave or flame which passes

through a uniform gaseous mixture with a
permanent maximum velocity. The rate of
the explosion wave is a definite physical
constant for each mixture. The explosion
wave travels with the velocity of sound in
the burning gas which itself is moving
rapidly forward en masse in the same direction, so that the explosion wave is

propagated far more rapidly than sound
travels in the unburned gas. Fay. b.

Strictly speaking, a detonation wave. Rice,
George S.
explosive. a. Any mixture or chemical com-

pound by whose decomposition or combustion gas is generated with such rapid-

ity that it can be used for blasting or in

firearms, for example, gunpowder, dynamite, etc.

Fay. b. A substance which

undergoes a rapid chemical change, with
production of large volumes of gas. High
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permitted explogiVP

witniting mine gases. 'The ovine may he
4441iimi chloride and sodium bicarbonate.

Eitplorshs D. AmmonMm picrate. Elexiters
.M. 1962.
explbsivs drills& A technique developed for
aerp-hole drilling iii cspecially strong and
abrasi%.:- rocks. In this method, a series of
sin.s11 underwater explosions are used to
break the cock at the bottom of the hole.
the fragments from each explosion being
washed away by the flushing water. The
explosive used is in the form of a liquid
which is transported down the hole unmixed in nonexplosive chemical components which are then automatically mixed
in correct proportions for maximum sensi-

tivity at the drill head. Since the energy
is liherated a; the bottom of the hole
there is no enemy loss with depth and

since she explosion is. underwaterr the
shock wave is transmitted with maximum
efficiency. Mining and Minerals Engineering, v. 1, No. 5, January 1965, p. 183.
explosive dusts. Dusts which are combustible
when airborne. They include metallic dusts
(magnesium, aluminum, zinc, tin, iron),
coal

0.011111100 1111111ft
,...8..40.44t.4R .4

(bituminous, lignite), and sulfide

ores. Hartman, p. 41.

explosive factor powder factor. The ratio
between the burden of a shothole in tons

or cubic yards and the weight of explosive

charge in pounds, that is, tons (or cubic

yards) per pound of explosive. The factor

is dependent on the rock and the frag-

mentation required, but 5 tons per pound

is about average in quarry blasting. To

minimize secondary blasting, some quarry-

men prefer a factor of about 3 tons per
pound. See also blasting. Nelson.

explosive force. A force represented with
separate values for the heat liberated by
the explosive decomposition and the detonating rate. Streelkerk, p. 42.

explosive forming. Shaping metal parts in
confined die cavities where the forming
pressure is generated by an explosive
charge. ASM Gloss.
explosive fringe. See flammable fringe. B.S.
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Alled powder factor.

e xplosives. Cunpowder black powder.
KNOi, sulfur and carbon. Nitrate mixtures. nitrates other than pa.ussium Chlo-

rate mixtures, contain K.CI04 Dynamites,
contain nitroalycerin. Guncotton, nitested

or other nitro-compounds. Permitted safety. may be wed in coal mita..

cellulose

(Cardox, airdox. Picrates, contain picric
acid. To-nitro-toluene (T.N.T.). Pryor, 3.
explosives casting. In explosives casting, large

amounts of low-cost ammonium nitrate
mixtures are loaded into medium-sized
drill holes in a usual ratio of more than 1
pound of powder per cubic yard of overburden. The explosive charges are detonated through millisecond delay electric
blasting caps. When the shot is fired, a

large part of the overburden is blasted into
the pit away from the high wall and up on
the spoil pile where it attains a favorable
angle of repose. Woodruff, v. 3, p. 467.
explosive sensitiveness. The ease with which
an explosive will detonate or explode. An
explosive must be sufficiently insensitive to
withstand any shocks which may occur in
handling or transporting, but, at the same

time, it must detonate when initiated by
an ordinary detonator, and also transmit

the detonation wave from one cartridge to
another in a shor hole. Nelson.
explosive shuttering. This method consists
in soaking the ore thoroughly in water and

then heating to 180° C under a pressure
of 150 pounds per square inch. The pressure is then suddenly released, and the
absorbed water is converted to steam
which disrupts the ore. Explosive shattering is sa'd to be more effective than ordinary crushing and grinding in liberating
mineral particles without harmful overgrinding. Newton, Joseph. Introduction to
Metallurgy, 1938, p. 238.

explosive store; powder house. A surface
building at a mine where explosives and
detonators may be kept. In Great Britain,
the store must be licensed by the local
authority either for gunpowder or mixed
explosives. It must be at certain minimum

distances from other buildings and the

.
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the surfaces of which are intended
to be left exposed or painted, the surface
may be 111444.44h. chmhird, or. riwgbeesed.
Dodd.

The proportional mat, of
diamond or tither cutting medium pro

exposers.

.

eroding beyond the surface of the metal ill
which :t is inset in 11.e face of the bit
Sometimes incorrectly called clearance
Long h. In geology, the condition or fact
of being exposed to view, either naturally

or artifically. Also, that part of a rock. a
bed, or a formation which is exposed; an

outcrop. Fay.
exposure dose. F.xpressed in roentgens, is a
measure of the total ionization that the
quantity of radiation could produce in air.
BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 747.
exposures. S. Mr. Portions of the pay ore exposed in development operations, etc.
Beerrnan.

expression rolls. A pair of steel rolls which,

when rotated, will force a clay column

airough a die or along a cutting-off table

(as in shaping of bats for roofing-tile manufacture). Compare crushing rolls. Dodd.
ruiccation. Drying by draining; forced evaporation of moisture. Bennett 2d, 1962.
exsolution. a. The separation of individual
minerals in solid solution when the temperature is lowered. Bateman. b. Solid
solutions of some pairs of minerals form
only at high temperatures and become unstable at lower temperatures. When these
solid solutions cool slowly, one mineral
may separate out of the other at a certain
point in the cooling-temperature curve.
This is unmixing, or exsolution. Bateman,
1950, p. 32.

exsolutional. Applied to those sedimentary
rocks that solidify from solution either by
precipitation or by secretion. A.G.I.

exsolution mineral. One of the unmixing
minerals that form through exsolution

from other minerals by cooling and are

mostly included in them. Schieferdecker.

exsolution texture. The texture of any intergrowth of minerals formed by the exsolution of one or more guest minerals from a
host mineral by unmixing under certain
conditions of cooling. The term comprises:
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intended eanomposne stnam. A 44 sne.4114//f,:.
stream 4i4 .V4 snis seaward sla * newly
eincrigril coastal plain that rine-4th the

(our., of an silkier stressu with headwater.
in the .441 land behind the ....stoat plain
.1 /: I
tended bead pulley. See head pulley, a.
sUluedad organs. When a region near the
submerged contisea is uplifted Irnd
nental shelf became. part 0! the coastal

plain, the streams of the older land are
entenclo-d across it. A.G.I.

xtaider. A tioneral substancz used e, dilute and cheapen paint but which 4140

may be useful in facilitating the suspension of the pirment, increasing moisture
resistance, giving a dull finish, thickening primers for filling porous surfaces,
improving abrasion resistance, or improving brushing qualities. Extenders include
asbestos, barise, calcite (w'Ating), celestite,

clay, diatomaceous earth, 'dolomite (siliceous ), gypsum, magnesite, mica (in-

cluding ser cite), quartz (including trip-

oli),

slate

flour, talc, verrniculiqe, and

witherite. BuMines 1.C. 7264, Decenther
1943, p. 19; Hess.
extensible conveyor. A conveyor which is
capable of being lengthened or shortened
while in operation. NEMA MB1-1961.
extensible discharge trough. Consists of two
or more shaker conveyor troughs, nested,

to be installed on the discharge end of
the pan line so as to provide for adjustment of the position of the discharge point
After adjustment, they are locked in
place. Jones.

extensional fault. A normal fault believed
to have resulted from the stretching of
the earth's crust. A.G.I. Supp.
extension barrel. Synonym of extension core
barrel. Long.

extension core barrel. A core barrel, the
length of - Which may be increazed by
coupling similar sections. Long.
extension couplir4. Coupling consisting of a

threaded tubuiar section around which a
loose- or tight-fitting ring is placed. The
coupling connects the core barrel to the
first drill rod. Also called guide-ring
coupling. Long.
extension fracture. One of the fractures that
form parallel to a compressive force. In a
sense, they are tension fractures. Billings,

1954, p. 96.

extension joint. One of the joints that form
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Ham.
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tween bands t.f ore which are mined toaether. Beerman.
extinction. a. In optical mineralogy, the ar-
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removal 4 coal or ors from
W. 15 Th. vpisration of A metal or vallieble muwrel from an wry. t.r emicontroto
Joo 4/11. percentage straction Nohow c
Percentage of ore body actually levered
4041 removed to urface Pryor. 1 al 9
Afr Extracting Metal from ore, awn impressed As a percentage Iseresois

e

t'led

in relation to all processes that are used
in obtaining metals from their ores
Broadly, these peaty,t involve the break-

ing down of the ore both mechanically
crushing )

and (hem:rally

dee 'impose

lion), and the separation of the metal
from the associated gangue. Extraction

metallurgy may be conveniently divided
into ore dressing, pyrometallurgy, hydrometallurgy, and electrometallurgy. Bure,nt

tion, by the imperfect transparency of the
medium, or otherwise. Fay. b. A position

1 Miner Stet I. A designation for that
part of th metallic content of the ore

at which a birefrinfent substance on the
stage Of a polarizing microscope with
crossed nicols is dark, even though the
line of sight is not parallel to an optic

process, WI the extraction W13 85 percent,
Compare recovery. Fay. a. The process of
dissolving and separating out specific con-

axis; also the darkness thus obtained.
A.G.1. c. When a birefringent mineral is

examined between crossed Nicol prisms
or Polaroid disks and no light is transmitted the mineral is said to be in a posi-

tion of extinction. There are four such
positions during a complete rotation of

360'. Anderson.
extinction angle. The angle through which a
section of an anisotropic crystal must be

revolved from the trace of a kncwn crystallographic plane or direction to the position of maximum darkness or extinction
under the petrographic microscope. It is
diagnostic in the identification of a mineral grain.

Fay;

extinction direction. a. In optical mineralogy,

which is obtained by a final metallurgical

stituent. of a sample by treatment with
solvents specific for those

constituents.

ASTM STP No. 148-D. h. In refining,

this term usually applies to solvent ex-

traction which consists of separating by
solvent or solvents the desired part from
the undesired material. Shell Oil Co. i. In
chemical engineering, the operation wherein
a liquid or solid mixture is brought into

contact with an immiscible or partially
miscible liquid to achieve a redistribution
of solute between the phases. NRC-ASA

N1.1-1957.
extraction metallurgy. Primary work of producing metal from ores or their concentrates. Pryor, 3.
extraction naptha. A naptha suitable for ex-

the position of extinction of a mineral

traction purposes. ASTM D288-57.
extraction ratio. Ratio of the mined area to
the total area. BuMines Bull. 587, 1960,

of Minos Staff. b. One of two

extraction tower. A tower containing packing, baffle plates, or sprays arranged so
as to provide intimate contact between

grain expressed in angular degrees with
respect to a crystallographic axts, a crystal face, a cleavage trace, or a twin plane.
Bureau

directions in a crystal that are parallel
to the vibrztion planes of the crossed
nicols

of the

petrographic microscop....

A.G.1. Supp.
extinctive atmosphere. An atmosphere created behind mine seals when the supply

of oxygen is completely cut off thereby
bringing combustion to an end. Roberts,
p. 99.
extinct volcano. See volcano. A.G.J.
extine. The outer coat of a pollen grain.

411

p. 2.

the immiscible or partially miscible phases
in an extraction process. NRC-ASA N1.11957.

extraction ventilation. The ventilation of a
tunnel face (or mine) by an exhaust fan.
See also exhausting auxiliary fan. Nelson.
extraction water. Superheated water pumped

into wells to melt and to extract molten
sulfur from salt domes. G.S.A. Memoir
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Mg. % reunite tile with
entra,a
glaar that is sufficiently durahle for
duty doors and all other surfaces m-

ink Nod(ling, pros tiled that there is no
wriotis abrasion or impact. Dodd.

extra styaasaittr. Differs from straight dynamite in that A portion of the nitroglycerin
ontent is replaced with sufficient ammomum nitrate to maintain the grade
atrength. mlnotactured in grade strengths
to fit) percent. It is lower in
of from
velocity and water resistance than straight
dynamite. but is leu sensitive to shock
and friction and lets flammable. Carson.
p. .708. See alto low-density explosive.
Kentucky, p. 165.
extra-flexible hoisting rope. A rope consist-

ing of 8 strands of 19 wires each with a

large hemp center. 11&G, p. 129.
extraglacial deposit. A sedimentary deposit
laid down by glacial waters beyond the
margin of the ice. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

extrahaxardous. Unusually dangerous; specifically used in insurance in classifying
occupational risks, as mining is extrahazardous. Fry.
extra heavy. When applied to pipe, means
pipe thicker than standard pipe; when applied to valves and fittings, indicates goods

suitable for a working pressure of 250

pounds per square inch. Strock, 3.
extra-heavy drill rod. Sometimes used as a
synonym for drill collar. Long.
extra-heavy pipe. A class of thick-walled
pipe usually designated as double extra
strong by pipe manufacturers. Sometimes
used in lieu of drill rods in wash-boring
operations in sinking pipe through deep
overburden. Long.
extra-heavy wash rods. See extra-heavy pipe.
Long.
extra high voltage; EHV. A developmeot in
the electric utility industry which permits

a half-million volts to be jammed into a

conductor and carried to distant places on
a single new transmission line (6 were

previously required). This development

makes possible greatcr use of mine-mouth

generating plants, reduces the price of
electricity, and thercby makes coal morc
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c, Ash arising (wit mineral matter associated with, but not inherent in,
Swop.

coal. B.S. 3323, 1960. d. Ash in coal derived from inorganic material deposited
with coal or in cracks in vial. Tomkeieff,
1954.

exhume", coal. See extranecuts ash. Pryor, 3.
extraordinary ran E-ray. a. In optically urd-

axial crystals, the ray of polarized light
which vibrates in a plane that includes
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flay

mouthpiece of A
forming A rod ov A
tube. which fan he cut to the desired
length Roseaelld

ntrusies Mkt. A cast or wrought metal
Glom
slug used for estrusion.
ntrust's defect. A defect of 11nv in extruded products caused by the oxidized

ou.er sur(ace ol the billet flowing into the
center ci! the extrusion. It normally oc-

curs in the last It) to 20 percent of the

extruded bar. Also called pipe: core. ASM
Glom
xtrusion begot. A solid or hollow cylindrical
casting used for extruding into rods, bars,
shapes. or tubes. ASM Glos%

extrusive. a. Pertaining to igneous material

poured out on the surface of the earth
in a molten state and to fragmental material of all sizes erupted from volcanic

vents. Lava flows and tuff beds are common examples. Stokes end Varner, 1955.

the vertical crystallographic axis and has
the direction of its vibration constantly
changing as the direction of its path

b. An extruded rock or body. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955. c. Of, relating to, or

vary, and its index of refraction will not
in general obey the sine law. Fay; Bureau
of Mines Staff. b. In optically uniaxial
crystals, the ray of polarized light that

extrusion. Synonym for effusive.

through the crystal changes. Thus, the
velocity of the ray will correspondingly

vibrates at an angle to the basal pinacoid and the refraction of which varies

with that angle. A.G.!.
extrapolation. Projection of a graphic curve
beyond the line of points established from
plotting data. Pryor, 3.
extra-special improved plough. A grade of

wire rope used flr winding with a ten-

sile strength of between 115 and 125 tons

per square in. Mason, v. 2, P. 461.

extra-strong pipe. Synonym for double extra
strong. Long.
extraterritorial rights. Sometimes affect employment in alien countries by giving immunity from some laws. May affect working conditions. Pryor, 3.

extravasation. The eruption of molten or
liquid material from the earth, as lava
from a vent, water from a geyser, etc.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

extruded hole. A hole formed by a punch

41?

produced by geologic extrusion, such as
volcanic eruptions and other extrusive
phenomena. Extrusive rocks formed after
lava reached the earth's surface. An igneous rock mass produced by geologic
Con-

trasted with intrusive. Fay; Webster 3d.
extrusive igneous body. Magma extruded
upon the earth's surface, forming lava
flows. Bateman.

extrusive rock. Air/ igneous rock derived
from a magma or from magmatic materials that was poured out or ejected at
the earths' surface, as distinct from an
intrusive or plutonic igneous rock which

has solidified from a magma that has
been injected into older rocks at depth
without reaching the surface. Synonymous
with effusive rock; volcanic rock.

exudation. The action by which all or a
portion of the low melting constituent of

a compact is forced to the surface dur-

ing sintering. Synonymous with sweating.
ASTM B243-65.
exudation vein. See segregated vein.

exude. a. To dischArge gradually through
pores or small openings, as liquid, gum,
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loop at one end And threaded at the
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C41411 characterised

the occurrence of 'mall circular or
elliptical stroctural diskl Of f yes arranged
in parallel planes either in. or normal te
the bedding, and having shiny surfaces
that reflect light like small mirrors. The
by

incLvidual eves usually have a central point

aroond which frequently appear several
circular tones which are Pent like the rim
of a plate. Radiating striae are noticeable.
bring more distinct on the edat and finer
in the center. A.G./.
eyed stnschree. Synonym for augen structure. A.G.1.

eyektting. Displacing mstenal about an open-

ing in sheet or plate se that a lip protruding above the surface is formed. ASM
Gloss.

eye of a shaft. See eye, a. Fay.
eyes. Derb. Small cavities lined with crystals,
in the alabaster rock, Chellaoton quarries.
Arkell.
eyesight. A window or other opening in a
tuyere through which the operator can
see into the melting zone of the blast furnace. Mersereau, 4th, p. 399.
eyestone. Eng. An agate which shows in the
center a spot or spots more highly colored than the concentric layers. Fay.
eykometer. a. A device for making static
measurements of the yield value of a mud
fluid. Hess. b. An instrument for the de-

termination of the yield point of clay
suspensions. Dodd.

ezcurrite. Hydrous sodium borate, 2Na20.
5B202.7H20, with characters very similar
to those of kernite (Na211,02.4H20). Associated with kernitc, borax, tincalconite

in the Tincalayu mine, province of Salta,
Argentina. Spencer. 21, M.M., 1958.

ester'. Sp. Am. A green jasper with reddish
veins; a kiad of bloodstone. Fay.
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36. 189 b Symhol for

coefficient

r4 friction; friction factor. Zirisrettpuen. p
146. c. Symbol for function: for rumple.

/(s) is the function of t. Ziwsmernive. p
132. d. Symbol for distribution function
Zimmerman. p. ;56. e. Symbol for activity

coefficient; molar concentration; activity
coefficient on :1 motal basis. Zimmermait.
pp. 145. 170. f. Symbol for relative humid-

ity. Handbook of Chemistry end Physics.
45th ed.. 1964. p. F-98. g. Symbol for focal
length; focal length of object space. The

symbol r is used for fo,:al length of image
space. Zimmerman. p. 156. h. Symbol for
the relative aperture of a photographic lens.

Also the symbol // is used. Webster 3d. i.

Syrabol for fugacity. Zimmerman. p. 145.
p.
j. Symbol for acceleration. Zimmerman.
169. k. Symbol for degrees of freedom in
Gibbs' phase rule and in kinetic theory.
Zimmerman, p. 153. I. As a subscript, the
symbol for filament. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-98.
a. Chemical symbol for fluorine. Zimmer-

man, ft. 144. b. Abbreviation for Fahrenheit
BtaMin Style Guide, p. 59. c. Abbreviation
for force. Also abbreviated f. Webster 3d;
Zimmerman, p. 47. d. Symbol for concentrated force; load. Zimmerman, p. 47. c.
Symbol for free energy. Zimmerman, p. 48.
f. Abbreviation for friction. Zimmerman.
p. 48. g. Abbreviation for farad; Faraday:

faraday; symbol for Faraday's constant.
Zimmerman, pp. 44, 171, 203. h. Abbrcvia.

tion for function; for example, F (x) is
the function of x. Zimmerman, p. 132. i
Abbreviation for fuel. Zimmerman, p. 204
j. Symbol for luminous flux. Zimmerman,
p. 65. k. Abbreviation for fine. Webster 3d.
I. Abbreviation for fire. Zimmerman, p.
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fabric. The sprcsal arrantrment and ortenta.
lion of rorlt components. whether crystalt
of sedimentary particles, as determined lit
their sises, shape.. etc. A GI. Supp.
fahricate. .to assemhle. construct. or manufacture. Hansen.
tabdestios. The cutting, ponching. stamping.
or otherwise forming trimmed sheet mica
into shapes for use in end-products. Skoir.

IF abbe sysilem May lr dew. pilled

fabric axes. See axes, fabric.
fabric, depositional. In structural petrology.
a depositional fabric results from deposition
of unconsolidated rock components from a
fluid medium, as in undeforrned. unrnetamorphosed sediments or in igneous rock
gravity differentiates. A.G.1.

fabric element. A rock component, ranging
from an atom or an ion to a mineral grain

or a group of mineral grains in pebbles.
lenses, layers, etc., that acts as a unit in
response

to

deformative

forces.

A.G 1.

Supp.
fabric growth. Used in structural petrokgy.

A growth fabric results where the oricatation of the fabric elements is independent
of stress and resultant movement. For example. growth from the walls of a Fssure,
growth in a pressure shadow, Etc. A.G.1.
fabric habit. The relations between th. shape

of a mineral grain and its lattice stcucture.
A.G.I. Supp.
fabrics. Asbestos cloth after weaving. Sinclair,
W.E., p. 483.
fabric-type dust collector. This type of collector utilizes a fabric or cloth to remove
the dust particles from the air. The basic
idea is the same as that employed in
vacuum cleaners, but there %s usunlly an

automatic or self-cleanin? h:ature for recovering thc dust. Fabric-type dust col-
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face-eltatered. fir latime to a crystal spat e 141
tiCr In which rsrh cubic unit cell has an
.11

611

rat h

the center and at the corners og

Lice WbIttr

face clitat. a. A welldefined joint or eleavac
plane in a coal seam. Compare butt rlz.at
Ss
fact- Fay. h. 'The maior joints in
.1

coal seam. SI/ alto cleat, Neffort.

starting point in figuring drilling and blast.
ing. NirAelr. p. The width of a roll crusher.

Planes of easiest breakage. Lfzru, p. 541
11.
The principal cleat in coal. Fact* or

with the bottom of a borehole when drilling
is in progress and which cuts the traterial
being drilled. Also called cutting face:
working face. Long. r. To cover or build up
a surface. such as the face or cutting poin:s

wall of coil facing the miner working in
the direction of a boarilway (a gallery at
tight angles to the principal cleat). Also

q. That part of a bit in contact

of a bit, with a layer of metal usually applied by a welding method. S f f also dress:
hard face. Long. s. The bottom of a drill or
borehole. Long.

t. The principal frontal

surface presenting the greatest area such
as the face of a pile 3f material, the point
at which material is being mined. etc. ASA
MI14.1-1958. u. The outer surface of a

pulley in contact with a belt: the outer

surface of a gear, toll, or drum usually expressed in terms of inches of width. ASA
MI14.1-1958. v. In structure, the original
upper surface of a stratum especially if it
has been raised to a vertical or a steeply
inclined position. A.C.I. Supp. w. In crystallography, the plane surface of a crystal.

A.C.1. SuPp. x. As a verb, to be directed
toward younger rocks, for example, overturned strata and structures face downward. A.G.I. SuPP. y. The exposed surface
of a wall or masonry unit. ACSG. z. The
surface of a unit designed to be exposed in
the finished masonry. AC'SG, 1963. aa. The

part of a wheel that does the grinding
ACSG, 1963. bb. In a lathe tool, the surface against which the chips bear as they
are formed. ASM Gloss.
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hewing face primarily means the vertical

called face: facing. ArAtIl.
fore concentration. The ratio of pithead output (tons) to length of face (yard) or
tons per yard of face. The management
objective is to keep this figure as high as
practicable. See afro concentration of output. Nelson.
face conveyor. a. Any type of conveyor employed at the face. In coal mines. belts are

widely used. with the trend towards armored conveyors with machine mining.
Nelson. b. A conveyor, generally 10 to 100
feet in length. used parallel to the face
in room and pillar mining to move material
along the face to a room conveyor. Face

conveyors may or may not be sectional:
those conveyors which are 20 feet or less
in length are usually nonsectional. NEMA
MBI-196i'. c. Any conveyor oted parallel
to a working face which delivers coal into
another conveyor or into a car. Jones. d. A
mechanical conveyor at the face of a working upon which coal is loaded by hand.

Grove. e. See underground mine conveyors.
ASA MI14.1-1958.
faced crystal. Applied in the trade to a natural mass of quartz bounded by one or more
of the original crystal faces. AM, I.
face deputy. A deputy in metal mining. Net-

264-972 0-68-27

414

Vt.

big

Ilmormor. t'llod 154 1.4554K4 &ming wolf.,

It has one blunt end and one cutting end
Croats
fare hemokm. a. The tranagrottation of mined

coal from the working face to an intermediate hatitage It is aeromplished by
ihuttle cart conveyors, loromotivre, and
mine ears, or by eotntnations of ouch
eqopment Woodruff,
.1, p 12 b 3If
ortolan, hatilairc Xentreny. p 210
face Wen. The vertical height of a quarry
or opencast face from top fo toe, that is,
the height of overburden and coal, ore, or
stone A face height is chosen that can be
reached by the excacator sn that all srsling of lome material can he ac.o.nplished
by the machine, thus eliminating the necessity for men to go over the face on ropes
to bar off loose ground. Where the height

exceeds this figure, a form of benching
may be adopted. Nefion.

face left. Ste face right. Pryor, 3.
facellke. Original spelling of phacellite. Hey

U. 1952.

face loading pan. A shaker conveyor pan or
trough which has been widened for one
half of its length to provide a greater loading surface when used at the face. Pees.
fareman. Stt miner. D.O.T. 1.
face mechanisation. On a longwall face, the
term implies the use of some type of cutter
loader with perhaps self-advancing supports, giving a quickei turnover and higher
productivity. In the case of a rock drivage
the term would mean the regular use
a shovel loader. See also conventional
machine mining. Nelson.

face milling. Milling a surface that is perpendicular to the cutter axis. ASM Mom
face of hole. The bottom of a borehole. Long.
face of weld. The exposed surface of an arc

or gas weld on the side from which the

welding was done. ASM Gloss.
face-on. a. When the face of the breast or
entry is parallel to the face cleats of the
seam. See facc, b. Fay. b. Working of a
mine in a direction parallel to the natural
cleats. Compare end-on.

C.T.D. Supp.
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face signaling. The system for transmitting
signals fn)tts pnints n a cony ryor face to
the operator at the control panel near the
main st....te. On some plough faces, the
ery
signals in, th.. .41N et4414. .441. iffaced
yard,. F.ach switch contams a push
"..)

which transmits the signals to a lockout
dr,icr which stops the conveyor and
pkiugh and it cannot be reat.srted until
the catch is released. See alio signalling
system. .Vekin.

face slip. a. The front slip of a coal seam.
Fay. b. An inclined joint in coal sloping

river
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facies map. t mar, showing ;he distrihot,,,,
4 litforent types of sediment in far '.7441
0471 1irring ssoth,
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I designated geologic unit

stones where recovery of a greater amount

/
related facies .f
hy facies
tacks strike. The dire, lion indirat-d

ing. Shipley.

lades suite. tll broadly related facies. tn.

-I weight is intne important than flirt mum brilliancy. See alto grinding; polish-

face transfer point. Ste transfer point. Nelion.
face waling. A waling fitted across the end
of a trench and held in position by the
ends of the main waling's. 11am.

contours .4 (:

Supp

ex.smple, all marine deposits

.4

I Sapp.
.

lacks tract A system of different but geneti.
rally interconnected facies. The term originally included the areas of erosion which
furnithed sediments to the areas of deposi-

away from the hewing face. Arkell.
face stone. A diamond inset in the face portion of a bit. Compare kerf stone. Long.
facet. a. The polished plane surface of a cut
gemstone. Fay. b. One of the small plane

face wall. A wall built to sustain a face cut

hind it. Zeta.

set n in coal seams: they may t"'r confined to

other precious stones in cutting, especially

colliers. conveyor shifters. face packers.

rocks. See also cleat. Fay. b. A powdered
substance (as graphite) applied to th,.

into ;he earth in distinction to a retaining
wall. which supports earth deposited be-

surfaces produced on a diamond or on

face worker. A miner who wcrks regularly
at the face. In a coal mine it means

to enhance its brilliance and beauty. A
similar surface on other material, as one

facieology. The study of facies. A.G.1. Stapp.

cut on a pebble by natural forces. Webster

3d. c. Any nearly plane surface abraded
on a rock fragment, as by glaciatior., for
example. A.G.1. d. Asymmetrically scalloped rock surfaces. Synonym for flute.
A.G.1. e. As a verb, to cut facets upon.

etc. Nelson.

fades. a. The aspect belonging to a geolagic
unit of sedimentation, including mineral
composition, type of bedding, fossil content. etc. Sedimentary facies are areally
segregated parts of differing nature be-

longing to any genetically related body

Webster 3d.

of sedimentary deposit. G.S.A. Mem. 39,

plane faces as distinguished from cabochon

general appearance or nature of one part
of a rock dy as contrasted with other
parts; (2) part of a rock body as differentiated from other parts by appearance
or composition; and (3) a kind of rock
distinguished from other more or less related kinds. In stratigraphy: (I) a stratigraphic body as distinguished from other
bodies of differing appearance or compo-

facet cut. A type of cut gem bounded by
cut or other unfaceted cut. Also called
faceted cut. See also facet; cutting. Shipley.

faceted boulder. The boulders are ground
flat on one or more sides, according as

they have been forced to turn in their

bedding of ice, and the surfaces are scored
with sets of parallel scratches. Such
faceted and ice-scratched boulders are

1949, p. 8. b. In petrography: (I) the

tion. A.G I, Stapp.
facing. a. Aust. The main vertical joints often

the coal. or continue into the adjoining

face of a mold or mixed with sand that
forms it. tu give a smooth surface to the
casting. Webster 3d. c. A face slip or joint
as opposed to a back slip. The plane is
incined towards the observer from floor to

roof. Nelson. d. Applied to the original
direction of a layer. A.G.1. c. In machining. generating a surface on a rotating
workpiece by the traverse of a tool perpendicular to the as:s of rotation. ASM
Gloss. f. In founding, special sand placed
against a pattern to improve the surface
quality of the casting. ASM Gloss. g. Any
material, forming a part of a wall, used as
a finishing surface. ACSG.

facing brick. A brick made especially for

facing purposes, often treated to produce
surface texture and made of selected clays
or otherwise treated to produce desired

.
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factor of stress coacentratioa. Irregularities
of fortn such as holes. ss rew threads.
notches. sharp shoulders, etc., when present
in a beam. shaft or other member subject
to lo.ulintr, may produce high locabzed
stresses. This phenomenon is railed stress

concentration. and the form irregularities
that Calls(' it are called stress raisers. TIL.

ratio of the true maxinium stress to the

stress ralculated by the ordinary formulas
of mechanics (flexure formula, torsion
formula. etc.). using thc net seztion but
ignoring the changed distribution of stress.
is

.kit I

.

II

r

n

0 to

..

'

.4

ItII

,v
4.<h

the factor of stress concentration for

the particular type of stress raiser in question. Ro.

factor of utilization. The ratio of the allowable stress to the ultimate strength. For
cases in which stress is proportional to load.

the factor of utilization is the reciprocal
of the factor of safety. Ro.
factory scrap. The scrap mica resulting from

cutting, punching, or stamping trimmed
sheet mica into shapes for use in various
cnd products. Skow.

faddom. Eng. A fathom, 6 feet. commonly
uscd as a measure by miners. Fay.

fade. Attack of the surface of glass causing
an oily or whitish surface. ASTM C162-66.
fadeometer. An instrument used to measure
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1937

fahlboad. x term originally used by Gertuan

miners to indicate ccrt.on hands of schii
1"4e nw" impkrikoated with finely do. iskil
sulfides hut not .ilwass rkh enongh t..
work A.n.

fahiers. 1:rr. A gray copper ore. Sometimes
called fah! ore Fat. Ssnontin (sir t. tea hedritr ; rennantite. .4 t:
fahilte..% variety of fahlers. far.
Isidore: gray copper ore. A gro.up of niiner
consisting

essentially of sulfantinunides or sulfarsen.
ides of copper. Substitution of iron. rine,
siker. mercury, and lead is known for part
of the copper. and of bismuth for arsenic
and antimony. See alto retrahedrite: tennantits.. freibergite; schwauite. CCD 6d.

/96/.
fahlum metal. A white alloy containing 40
percent tin and fiti percent lead. Used in
the manufacture of cheap jewelry. Crispin.
fahlunite. An altr red form of iolite. Fay. Synonym for cordiertre. Hey 2d. 1955.

Fahrenheit. Gabriel Fahrenheit, a German
physicitt (1686-1726). His name is given
to the commonly used thermometer scale
in whici. the freezing point of water is 32°
and the boiling point is 212'. Crispin. To
convert trorn the Fahrenheit scale to the
centigrade scale, subtract 32 and multiply
by 5/9. Symbol. F. C.T.D.
Fahrenwaid. machines. These include (1) a
hydraulic classifier and (2) a flotation cell
marketed as the Denver Sub A. Pryor, 3.
faience. a. Originally the French name for
the earthenware made at Faenza, Italy, in
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fair. One

several terms toted tn detignate

drill diamond I one.
fairchildke. .% potassium and rakilim

hnnate. KA:Os.CaCO., hexagonal. formed

by thc fusion of wood-ash n biant trees
On hydration it yields burtsehliite and
calcite. Spencer 18, M M . 1949
faidieldite. A triclinic, pearly to suoadamantine lusteled mineral. Ca,(MnFel ( P0,1,.
211,0, isomorphous with col)insite; white,
also greenish-white. pale craw-yellow,
salmon-yellow color; uneven fracture:
found in pegmatite at Branchville, Fairfield County. Conn.: also found as an alteration of dickinsonite and as pseudomorph
after rhodochrosite. Dana 7, v 2. pp. 720721 ; Hey 2d, 1955.
fairing. The shaping of an object, to enable

the airstream to slip past it without tur-

bulence, is known as fairing. It is usually
carried out by additions af metal sheeting,
brickwork, or coy crete. Spalding.

fairlead. a. A bloA, ring, or strip of plank

with holes th-..f serves as a guide for the
running rigarig or for any ship's rope and
keeps it from chafing. Webster 3d. b. A
device which lines up cable so that it will
wind smoothly onto a drum. Nichols, 2. c.

Applies to the swivel pully on the drag
rope of a dragline excavator. Ham,

fanlight day. A Cretaceuus clay of the Hastings, England, area that finds use in mat,ing building bricks. Dodd.
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.% secondary cleavage suçerposwa$ on a

e-kavage. F.y. r. A weak t'ie*vagr that is
at an angl. to the slary cleavage. orne 1*
fracture cleavage. Minuta folding, of parallel-arranged conStituents. a. in micaceou
ilates. may yield a plane of weakness par-

allel to the limbe of the folds. causing a
cleavage that has been called in part false
cleavage. AG.!. d. Closely spisced surface;.

a millimeter or so apart. along which a

.ictive material) that settles to earth after
a nuclear explosion. Fallout takes tw

rock spists. The surfaces are either minute

the denser particles injected inko the at-

fake d1o.d Several natural ninerals are

(nrm: (I) Local fallout that consists of

faults or the short limbs of small folds.
.4.G.I.

sometimes completely colorless and. w'en

the face of a working place. C.T.D. h. To
crumble or break up from exposure to the
weather; clays, shale,, etc.. fall. Fey. i. To
break down; to collapse. F.y. j. Descent

mosphere by the explosion. They descend
to earth within 24 hours near the site of

cut and polished, make brilliant

dreds of miles). depending on rnrteorologi-

Working by falls. A system of workin a
thick seam of coal by calling or breaking
down he upper part after the lower por-

cal conditions and on the yield of the detonation. (2) Worldwidc fallout that consists of lighter particles which ascend into

fringrnt and can easily be distinguished
from true diamond. C.M.D.

tion has been mined. Compare caving system. Fey. I. A precipitous descent of water.
A cascade, a cataract, or a waterfall. Web.ter 3d. m. The flow or descent of one body
of water into another. A.(.J.

earth by atmospheric circulation. They arc
then brought to earth, mainly by rain and

from a higher to a lower level. Fey. k.

fall block. A block pulley which rhes and

falls with the load in a hfting tackle. Ham.
fatkrs. a. Movable supports for a cage. Also
called fangs; keps. Nelson. b. Lanc. Synonym for cage shuts. Fiy.
falling. Scot.; N. of Eng. An overlying stratum which falls or comes down as the mm-

the, detonation and in an area extending
downwind for some distance (often hun-

the upper troposphere and stratosphere and
are distributed over a wide area of the

snow, over periods ranging from months
to years. L&L.
fall ridder. See bordroom man. C.T.D.

fall (able. A hinged platform to cover the
mouth of a shaft. Nelsois.
fall zone. The region of waterfalls or rapids
in a river where it passes from the older

interior lard to the inner margin of the

417

gems.

These include zircon, white sapphire, and
white topaz. All three, however, are birefake doublet. See doublet. S.upley.
fake emerald. Green fluorite. Shipl.y.
fake squifibelom. The growth of a .-wtastable
or monotropic phase under conditions apparently indcatmng true equilibria, as in the
development of andalusite crystals wiere
sillimanite actually represents the stable
phase. A.GJ.
fake esker. An eslierlikc landform composed
of till instead of water-laid drift. Bsreaae o/
Mines Staff.

fake fomik. Mineral structures imitating organisms. Mason, v. 1, p. 23.
false galeaa. Spha)erite. Webster 3d. An obso-

fan efficiency

fiilse galena

411

!etc term for blende. C.T.D.
false gate. A gate carried forward in the scam

falsework. Usually temporary framework,

thickness only (which must be over 3

feet), with cut-throughs as required to the
main gate. The false gate has a short conveyor which takes the face conveyor coal
and delivers it to the main gate conveyor
through a crosscut a short distance behind
the face. This layout enables the main gate
rippings to be worked on three shifts.
Nelson.

false gossan. a. The oxidized outcrop of a

basic rock, such as basalt, or of an iron ore.
also gossan. Nelson. b. Transported

See

iron, precipitated by reacting rocks, may
form an iron-stained area that resembles a
true gossan. Bateman, 1950, p. 254.
false hyacinth. Same as hessonitc. Shipley.
false indication. In nondestructive inspection,
an indication that may be interpreted
erroneously as a discontinuity. ASM
false lapis. a. Lazulite. Shipley. b. Blu ,-dyed
agate or jasper. See also Swiss lapis. ship..
ley.

false lapis lazuli. Lazufite. Schaller.
false lead. Blende (zinc blende). C.M.D.

false leaders. A steel mast placed on the
ground and held upright by guy ropes. Its
function is both to guide a pile during driving and to hold the weight of a steam pilehammer above it. See also hanging leaders.
Ham.
faise-leg arches. Temporary arch legs used

adjacent to the face conveyor in an advance gate to allow the conveyor being
moved forward and still maintain the gate
supports. The conveyor side\half-arch is
temporarily replaced by propsand crossbars (false legs). When the conveyor has
passed the half-arch is bolted back in position. Nelson.

false mud cracks. Some polygonal patterns,
such as those formed in soils, and some
fucoidal networks resemble those produced
by drying and therefore have been called

false mud cracks. See also parting cast.
Pettijohn.

false nephrite. A misnomer for serpentine,

Transvaal jade, or other green mineral

similar in appearance to nephrite. Shipley.
false part. In founding: a part of a flask used

temporarily in forming a mold, Standard,
1964.

false ruby. Some species of garnet (Cape
ruby) and some species of spine! (balas
ruby, ruby spinel) possess the color of the
ruby. C.M.D.

false sapphire. Blue fluorite. Shipley.

false set. a. A light, temporary lagging set
of timber supporting the side and roof
lagging until the drive is advanced suffi-

ciently to allow the heavy permanent set tO

be put in when the false set is taken out
and used again in advance of the next
permanent set. Engineering and Mining
Journal, v. 139, No. 4, April 1938, p. 55.

b. A temporary support for forepoles used

in driving a tunnel in soft ground. Also

called horschead, Nichols.

false stratification. An earl; term for crossbedding. Rarely used in t e United States.
Pettijohn.
false stull. A stull so placed as to offer support or reinforcement for a stull, prop, or
other timber. Fay.
false superposition. An overturn in strata, as
the older rocks have been thrust over the
newer ones. Standard, 1964.

false topaz. A yellow variety of quartz resembling topaz. Fay.
false wiring. Same as curling. ASM Gloss.

bracing, or support used as an aid in construction and removed when construction
is completed. Crispin.

Falter apparatus. Apparatus designed by A.

H. Falter for the determination of the
softening point of a glass by the fiberelongation method as defined by J. T.

Littleton. See also softening point. Dodd.
falun brilliants. Name for theater jewelry

made of a lead-tin alloy. Shipley.
famatinite. A copper-antimony sulfide mineral, 3Cu2S.Sb2S5, containing 43.3 percent
copper. Sanford.

Famennian. Upper Upper Devonian, below
Strunian. A.G.1. Supp.

famille rose. A series of red colors obtained
from gold (purple of Cassius). ACSG.
famille verte. A series of green colors ob-

tained from chromic oxide used in the
18th century on decoration of china or

porcelain. ACSG, 1963.

family. When a number of genera agree in
certain major structural characters, they
are grouped together to form a family.
See also order. Nelson.

family of igneous rocks. Subgroups, under

clans, in the classification of igneous rocks,
for example, the syenite family. A.G.I.
lamp. a. Cumb. Decomposed limestone, but
in some other districts, a very fine-grained

siliceous bed, Fay. b. Newc. Soft, tough,
thin shale beds. Fay.

fan. a. A ventilator to exhaust or blow the

air current necessary to circulate the mine
roadways and workings. Until about 1930,
mine fans were of the centrifugal or radialflow type with an efficiency up to 65 percent. Axial-flow fans then became popular
because of their higher efficiency (up to 80
nercent) and smaller size. Because of their
noise, axial-flow fans are not usually practicable to obtain a pressure of more than
4 to 5 inches water gage per stage, whereas
for new coal mines, fan pressures of 12 to
15 inches water gage may be needed. For
such pressures three-stage fans are required
and they are costly. During the last decade,
or so, radial-flow fans have been greatly
improved and are as efficient as the best
axial-flow fan. Modern

radial-flow fans

have an efficiency approaching 90 percent
and arc generally favored for pressures ex-

ceeding about 5 inches water gage. It is
now general practice to install two fans
at collieries, one to act as a Mandby. See
also acrofoil-vane fan. Nelson, b. To drill
a number of boreholes each in a different
horizontal or vertical direction from a
single-drill setup. Long. c. A dispersion
pattern that spreads predominantly to one
side of the source of material. Hawkes. d,
An accumulation of debris brought down
by a stream descending through a steep
ravine and debouching in the plain beneath, where the detrital material spreads
out in the shape of a fan, forming a section of a very low cone. See also alluvial
fan. A.G.I.

fan blower. A rotating fan for producing a
current of air. It may be used for carrying
off fumes as of chemicals, for ventilating,
and for forced draft in furnaces, CrisPin.
fan characteristics. The behavior of a fan
under various conditions cannot be expressed in simple mathematics but may be

graphically by suitable curves,
known as the fan's characteristk curves or
characteristics, The variables of interest
are pressure, volume flowing, power consunied, fan speed, fan efficiency, and mint
shown

resistance. Roberts, I, p. 187.

fan cleavage. Cleavage which, if studied
over a large enough area, dips at different

angles so that, like the ribs of a fan, it
converges either upward or downward.

A.G.I.

fan cut. A cut in which holes of equal or
increasing length are drilled in a pattern
on a horizonal plane or in a selected
stratum to break out a considerable part

of it before the rest of the round is fired ;
the holes are fired in succession in accordance with the increasing angle they form
in relation to the face. B.S. 3618, 1964,

sec. 6.

fancy. A term that has been applied to semiprecious stones prized for other qualities
than intrinsic value. Bureau of Mines Staff.
fancy agates. Agates showing delicate markings and intricate patterns. Shipley.
fancy lump coal. a. Soft coal from which all
slack and nut coal has been removed. Fay.
b. Ark. Semianthracite coal of larger size
than grate coal. Fay.

fancy sapphire. a. A sapphire of any hue
other than blue or colorless, although
colorless is included by somc. Shipley. b.

An incorrect term under which assorted
lots of sapphires and sometimes as many
as a dozen other mineral species of almost

every conceivable color are sold. Shipley.
fancy stone. a. A variety of a gemstone which
is less often encountered commercially,

such as a fancy sapphire. Shipley. b. An
unusually fine gemstone, particularly a
diamond of unusually fine color grade.

Shipley.

fan della. A gently sloping alluvial deposit
formed where a steep stream runs from a

mountain gorge or canyon out upon a

more open valley or lowland. A.G.I.
fan drift. a. The short tunnel connecting the
upcast shaft with the exhaust fan. In the
case of a forcing fan, the fan drift is connected to the downcast shaft. Surface
(gallery-type) drifts are being favored at
a number of British collieries. These are
quite as efficient and often cheaper to
construct than the conventional tyre of
drift in which the shaft mountiAg is situated approximately 60 to 80 feet below the
shaft collar. Modern fan drifts conduct
very large volumes of air and are designed
to achieve streamline flow as far as practicable. See also ventilation, reversal of. Nelson. b. The enclosed airtight passage, road,
or gallery from the mine to the fan.

Mason. c. The passage or duct for the intake of a ventilating fan on a mine. C.T.D.
d. An airway leading from a mine shaft, or
airway, to a fan. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

fan drift doors. When there arc '.wo fans at
a mine it is necessary to install isolation
doors for each drift leading to each fan,
in order to prevent the working tan drawing air from the outside atmosphere. With
modern fan layouts*, the fan drift may be
16 feet or more square and pass 6001000

cubic feet per minute of air and sometimes
more. Modern fan drift doors can be fixed
in any position from full-open to full-closed
and can be manipulated by one man from
outside the fan drift. Doors of the butterfly type arc often used and can be opened
manually or by power. Nelson.
fan drilling. See fan, b. Long.
fan efficiency. The ratio obtained by dividing
useful power output by power input.This
is expressed as a percentage. Fan efficiency

is understood to mean that airpower

calculated from volume flowing and total

farsundite
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fan efficiency
pressure, on thc assumption that the air
does not change in volume. The velocity
pressure, present in the air leaving the
evasé, is considered as a loss. The power
input is that supplied to the fan shaft and
thus includes the loss in the fan bearings
but excludes all losses in thc drive, Roberts,
I, pp. 185-186.
fan-efficiency tests. See overall ventilation
efficiency; thermometric fan test; volumetric efficiency. Nelson.
fanega. Mex. A variable unit of dry measure,
usually 90.815 liters; of superficial measure

usually 3.5663 hectares. Fay.
fan engineer. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, onc who maintains and operates a fan system that forccs frcsh air into
or exhausts foul, dust-laden air from underground workings for ventilation. May,
according to type of machinery, regulate
and control the temperature and humidity
of the air. Also called fan-engine engineer ;

fanner ; fan runner; fan tender. D.O.T. I .
fan exhaust. An electric fan used for the removal of enamel dust from the spray
booth, or fumes from thc pickle room, thus
safeguarding thc health of the worker.
Enam. Dict.

standing in the process of the degradation
of the fan. A.G.I.

fanner. Scot. A small portable hand fan.

See also Blow-George. Fay. See fan en-

gineer. D.O.T. 1.
Fanning's equation. Frictional pressure drop

(P pi) of fluid flowing in a pipe is
A pf = 2f

v'

[

1

d
[ g
where f is a function of the Reynolds number, v = rate of flow, g is acceleration duc
to gravity, 1 and d arc length and diameter
of pipe. Pryor, 3.
Fann vi3cosimeter. A specific make of viscosime ter. See also viscosimetcr. Long.

fan rating. The head, quantity, power, and
efficiency to be expected when a fan is
operating at peak efficiency. Hartman; p.

183.
fan runner. See fan engineer. D.O.T. 1.
fan scarp. A fault scarplet or little fault
scarp entirely in piedmont alluvium or in
an alluvial fan. A.C.I.

fan shaft. a. The ventilating shaft to which
a mine fan is connected. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 2. b. The spindle on which a fan impeller is mounted, B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.

2.

fan fold. An anticlinal fold ;n which the
two limbs dip toward one another, or a

fan shooting. A refraction type of seismic

to form a vacuum. Hcncc, a pump has

when less than normal, may indicate the
presence of relatively shallow salt masses
(salt domes) encountered by seismic ray

syncline in which the two limbs dip away
from one another. Billings, 1954, p. 42.
fang. a, Scot. The power of a pump bucket

"lost the fang" when so much air passes
the bucket that a vacuum cannot be made

until water is poured on the top of thc

bucket. b. Derb. An air course, cut in the
side of the shaft or level, or constructed
of wood. Fay. c. In Wales in the plural,
cage shuts. Fay. d. Kcp. Nelson.
fang bolt. Uscd for attaching ironwork to
timber. The nut is a plate with teeth which
bite into the wood. To tighten, the bolt is
turned while the nut remains stationary.
Crispin.

fanging; fanging pipes. a. Eng. Wooden air
pipes used in mine ventilation. See also
fang, b. Fay. b. See bratticc, a. C.T.D.
fanglomerate. a. Proposed by Lawson for an
ancient alluvial fan deposit at Battle
Mountain, Nev., which has been firmly

cemented since depos.:

A.C.1. b. A

fanglomerate is composed of heterogeneous
materials which were originally deposited

in an alluvial fan but which since deposition have been cemented into solid rock.
USGS Bull. 730, 1923, p, 88.

&Ahead. The arca on an alluvial fan close
to the apex. A.G.I.
fan laws. The general fan laws arc the same
for either axial-flow or centrifugal fans.
These laws arc as follows: (1) air quantity varies directly as fan speed; quantity
is independent of air density (twicc thc
volume requires twice the speed) ; (2 )
pressures induccd vary directly as fan speed

squared, and directly as density (twice the
volume develops four timcs the pressure) ;
(3) the fan-power input varies directly as
the fan speed cubed and directly as the air
density (twice the volume requires eight
times the power) ; and (4) the mechanical
efficiency of the fan is independent of the
fan speed and density, BuMines Bull. .589,
1960, p.24.
fanman. One who controls operation of an
electri: fan for cooling kilns after burning
and also for building up kiln fires before
burning. D.O.T. 1..
fan mesa. A remnant of an alluvial fan left

shooting in which a fan of detectors is laid
out from a single shot point. Arrival times
of refraction impulses at the. detectors,

paths. A.G.I.; A.G.1. Supp.

fan static pressure. a. The total ventilating

the air

pressure reciuired to circulate
through a mine less the natural ventilation

pressure. Also called fan useful pressure.
Nelson. b. Thc difference between the fan
total pressure and the fan velocity pressure.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

fan structure. An arrangement of closely
folded strata such that the axial planes of
the folds dip on each side of a mountain
pass or range toward thc central axial

plane of the range itself, so that the whole
has a structure, in cross section! resembling

that of an opcn fan held upright. Fay.
fan tender. See fan engineer. D.O.T. 1.
fan test. A fan test compriscs observations of
air quantity, total pressure, and powcr,
while thc fan is running at a known
constant speed. Roberts, I, p. 206.
fan-topped pediment. A pediment with a thin
(50- to 200-foot) covering of alluvial fans.
A.G.I.
fan total head. Equal to the fan static head
p/us the velocity head at the fan discharge
corresponding to a given quantity of air
flow. Hartman, p. 181.
fan total pressure. The algebraic difference
between the mean total pressure at the fan
outlet and the mean total pressure at the
fan inlet. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
fan velocity pressure. The velocity pressure
corresponding to the average velocity at
the fan outlet. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
fan width. Centrifugal fans arc referred to as
single or dcuble width, depending on the
construction of the impeller. A double

width fan has two impellers mounted side
by side and rigidly coupled on the same
shaft. This has the same effect as operating
fans in parallel and produces approximately twice the quantity of a single width
fan. Hartman, p. 177.
P.A.Q. Fair average quality. Hess.
farad. The practical meter-kilogram-second

(mks) unit of capacitance equal to the

capacitancc of a capacitor between the

plates of which appears a potential of 1
volt when it is charged by 1 coulomb of
electricity. The unit is the standard in the
Unitcd States. Abbreviation, f. Webster 3d.

faraday. Thc quantity of electricity transferred in electrolysis per equivalent weight
of any clement or ion, being equal to about
96,500 coulombs per gram equivalent.
Webster 3d.

Faraday effect. The rotation of the plane of
polarization produced when plane-polarized light is passed through a substance in
a magnetic field, the light traveling in a
dircction parallel to the lines of force. For
a given substance, thc rotation is proportional to the thickness traversed by thc
light and to the magnetic field strength.
C.T.D.

Faraday's law. a. The amount of chemical
change produced by an electric current
is proportional to the quantity of electricity. Lowenheim. b. The quantities of
different substances liberated by a given
quantity of electricity are proportional to
their chemical equivalent weights. Lowenheim.

fare. In Wales, standing coal, or coal unholed or uncut. Fay.
Far East Rand. S. Afr. The area between
Boksburg and Heidelburg, Transvaal, limited in the north and cast by the outcrops
or sub-outcrops of thc Main reef, but not
yet limited in the south, Beerman.

farewell rock. The highest rock formation
of the Millstone grit of South Wales, Eng-

land, occurring immediately beneath the
Coal Measures. Sincc all workable coal
scams occur in the overlying Coal Meas-

ures, it is useless to search for coal in these
rocks, hence the mincrs' tcrm farewell
rork, Nelson.
farmers' drill. A straight-fluted twist drill,
used on soft metals, Crispin.

farmout. Donation of acreage in support of
a drilling deal. Wheeler.
faro. a. A small atoll.shaped reef with lagoons a few meters to 30 meters deep,
forming part of a barrier or atoll rim. In
some places, the rim consists of a row of
round or oblong faros with hardly any
normal reefs in between them, A.G.I. b. A
small angular reef forming part oi a barrier or atoll. A.G.I.
Farrar process. Method of case-hardening
iron by usc of ammonium chloride, manganese dioxide and potassium ferro-cyanide.
Pryor, 3.

farren wall. A cavity wall (4-inch cavity) for
house construction. Dodd.
farringtonite. A monoclinic phosphate mineral, essentially Mg3(PO4)2, but with iron
and silicon prcscnt; occurs as colorless to
wax-white to yellow material peripheral to
olivine nodules; from Saskatchewan, Canada. A meteorite. American Mineralogist,
v. 46, No. 11-12, November-December
1961, p. :513.
farrisite. A name derived from Lake Farris

in Norway, and applied by Brögger to a
very peculiar rock, which occurred only

in one small dike. The rock is finely granular in texture and consists of some sod()
bearing tetragonal mineral related to melilite, together with barkevikite, colorless
pyroxcne, biotite, serpentine pscudomorphs
after olivine, magnetite, and apatite. Fay.
far set. Mid. To timber and sprag the far
end of a stall, preparatory to holing. Fay.
farsundite. A hypersthenc-hornblende granite.
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position and held together with cotton

Hess.

fascicular schist. A schist with elongated ferromagnesian minerals lying in a plane but

otherwise unoriented. G.S.A. Memoir 6,

1938, p. 70.

fascine. a. Fr. A fagot; a bunch of twigs and
small branches used for forming foundations on soft ground. Fay. b. Bunches of

branches and twigs laid on bad roads.
von Bernewitz.

faserkohle. German name for fusain. 7 om1954.
fashioned gem stone. One which has been cut
and polished. See also fashioning (of
gems). Shipley.
keieff ,

fashioning of gems. Includes slitting, cleaving, cutting, polishing, and other operations employed in preparing lough gem
material for use in jewelry; also the determination of the proportions. Shipley.
Fashoda garnet. Dark-red to brownish-red
pyropc garnet from Tanganyika, Africa.
Shipley.

Fashoda ruby. a. Iron-rich pyropc garnet
from Tanganyika, Africa. Same as Fashoda garnet. Shipley, b. In the trade, refers
usually to any rcd garnet. Shiple).
fasibitikite. A gray variety of riebeckiteaegirine granite containing cucolite and
zircon from Ampasibitika, Malagasay Re-

public. Holmes, 1928.
fasicular. Relating to or consisting of bundles.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
fasinite. A crystalline rock composed mainly

of augitc and nepheline, with subsidiary

olivine, biotite, etc. It is chemically equivalent to bcrondrite, and differs from bekin-

kinite by the absence of hornblende and
analcitc. Holmes, 1928.

fasrige. The components of the rocks arc
largely threadlike or rodlike, and are arranged

in

approximately

parallel

lines

(pirallel-fasrig) or unoriented (verworrenfasrig, as in gypsum, asbestos, etc.). Subdivisions arc kornig-fasrig with very short
unoriented rods, as in amphibolite, some
gypsum, etc., and schiefng-fasrig, with
longer individuals, interwoven in planes,
as in hornblende schist, etc. Synonym for
fibrous. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
fassaite. See augitc.
fast. a. Eng. In the Lancashire coalfield, thc
first hard bed of rock found after sinking
through sand or quick ground, upon which
a wedging crib is generally laid. Fay. b.

When a heading or bord end is not in
communication with another one by a
breakthrough, but has only one open end,
it is said to be fast or called a fast place.

Fay. c. Having a solid side more or less
at right anqles to the working face. Mason.

d. A heachng or working place which is
driven in the solid coal, in advance of
the epen places said to be in the fast.
C.T.D. c. A hole in coal which has had
insufficient explosive used in it, or which
has required undercutting. C.T.D. f. A
heading or stall driven in the fast or solid
coal, with rib sides. See also narrow stall.
Nelson.

fast break. In magnetic-partkle inspection,
an interruption of the current flowing in
the magnetizing coil such that the collapsing field induces eddy currents and strong
magnetization in the test part. ASM Gloss.

fast breeder reactor. A nuclear reactor that
operates with fast neutrons and produces
more fissionable material than it consumes.

L&L.

fast cord. It consists of three central paper
strings coated with a black powder corn-

countering. These are then enclosed in an
extruded layer of plastic incendiary composition and finished with an outer plastic
covering. The overall diameter of fast
igniter cord is approximately 0.10 inch,
McAdam II, p. 61.

fast country; fast ground. Solid or undis-

turbed rock. The same as fast. Arkell.
fast-delay detonation. A loosely applied term

for any method for the firing of blasts

involving the use of the blasting timer or
millisecond delay caps. Street kerk, p. 17.
fast end. a. The part of the coalbcd next to
the rock. Fay. b. A gangway with rock on
both sides. See also loose end, a. Fay. c.
The limit of a stall in one direction, or
where the face line of the adjoining stall
is not up or level with, nor in advance of,
it. Fay.

fast feed. See fast gear. Long.
fast-feed gear. See fast gear. Long.

fast gear. a. As used by drillers in referring

to the feed gears in a gear-feed swivel
head, the pair of gears insatlled in the
head that produces the greatest amount of

bit advance per revolution of the drill
stem, Also called

fast feed ; high feed.

Long. b. As used by drillers in referring
to the

speed at which the drill motor

rotates the drill stem or hoist drum, the
transmission gear position giving the fastest
rotation per engine revolutions per minute.
Long.

fast ice. Sea ice which remains fast, generally
in the position where it originally formed,
by being attached to a shore, or to

grounded icebergs or growlers. Schiefer-

decker.

fast junking. See junking, b. Fay, p. 372.

fast line, That portion of the cable or wire
line, reeved through a bloa and tackle,
that runs from the stationary block to the
hoisting dium on a drill machine. Compare deadline. Long.

fast-needle survey. A dial survey adopted to
overcome the difficulty of loose-needle
surveying in the presence of local magnetic
influences. The bearings of lines arc derived from those immediately preceding
and the survey is oriented from a correct

magnetic bearing or other known basc.
Mason, v. 2, P. 725.

fast neutron. A neutron with energy greater
than 0.1 million electron volt. See also
thermal neutron. L&L.

fast place. Scot. A drift or working place in
advance of the others. Fay.

fast powder. Dynamite or other explosive
having a high-speed detonation. Nichols.

fast reactor. A reactor in which the fission
chain reaction is sustained primarily by
fast neutrons rather than by thermal or
epithermal neutrons. Fast reactors contain
little or no moderator to slow down the
neutrons from the speeds at which they
first arc ejected from a fissioning nucleus.

L&L.

fast shot. Newe. A charge of powder exploding without the desired effect. Fay.

fast side. a. Scot. The side not sheared in a
room where shearing is done on one side
only. Fay. b. 1 he rock adjoining the coal.
Arkell. c. The side which has a solid side.
Mason. d. The end of the face where there
is a solid face more or less at right angles.
Mason. c. Eng. That Part of a face which
has solid coal on one side. Also called rib
side. SMRB,Paper No. 61.

fast wall. Eng. The wall in which bearing
doors are placed, Fay.
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fatigue life
fat. a. A white or yellowish substance forming the chief part of adipose tissue. It may
be solid or liquid; is insoluble in water;
and when treated with an alkali, the fatty
acid unites with the alkaline base to make
soap. Fay. b. A term used in flotation.
Fay, c. Rich, high-grade ore. Fat coal is
high in gas-producing volatiles. Pryor, 3.
fatal accident. As defined by the U.S. Bureau
of Mines the accident shall be considered
a fatal coal-mine accident when less than
five persons arc killed and property damage is slight (except ignitions and mine
fires). Bureau of Mines, Instructions for
Disaster, Fatal-Accident, and Miscellaneous Health and Safety Reports, APril, 1966,
Chapter 4.1, p. 32.
fat amber. Opaque yellowish amber. Shipley.
fat boys; fatters. Boys or men employed to
lubricate axles of tubs or wagons and rollers of haulage gear. C.T.D.

fat clay. a. Clay of relatively high plasticity.

Opposite of lean clay. A.G.I. b. A finegrained clay, which in the plastic state,
can be readily formed with pressure, but

shows slight swelling when the pressure is
released. Usually very sticky. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
fat coal. A coal which contains a relatively
high percentage of volatile matter. Nelson.

fat concrete. A concrete containing a large
proportion of mortar. Taylor.
fathogram. A continuous profile of the depth
obtained by echo soundings. A.G.I.
fathom. a. Corn. Six feat, A fathem of mining ground is six feet square by the whole
thickness of the vein, or in Cornish phrase,

a fathom forward by a fathom vertical.

Fay. b. A measure used for sea depths and
sometimes for shaft and rope lengths. Nelson. c. In alluvial deep-lead mining, a
square fathom is a section of wash 6 feet
by 6 feet on the bottom with a height de-

pending on the depth of wash extracted.
If the height is 3 feet the fathom would
contain 108 cubic feet. Nelson. d. In lead
mining, sometimes a volume of 6 feet by

6 feet by 2

feet. Nelson. c. Sometimes
given as the unit of performance of a rock
drill, that is, fathoms per shift. Nelson. f.
In mining, fathom is a 6-foot cube of rock,
or alternately 6 feet by 6 fcct by width of
lode on which contract payment may be

based, Cornish custom. Pryor, 3. g. In
general mining, the volume of a 6-foot
cube; in gold mining, often a volume 6
feet by 6 feet by the thickness of the reef.
C.T.D. h. S. Afr. Mining reports referring
to fathoms usually mean square fathoms.
Beerman. i. A unit of linear measurement
that equals 6 feet or 1.828 meters. CrisPin.

fathomage. Scot. Payment made to miners
per fathom driven or cut. Fay.

fathometer. An instrument used in measuring

the depth of water by the time required
for a sound wave to travel from surface
to bottom and for its echo to be returned.

It may he used also for measuring the

rise and fall of the tides in offshore localities. H&C.
fathom tale. Corn. See tutwork, b. Thil. name
probably arises from the payment for such

work (tutwork) by the space excavated,
arid not by the ore produced. Fay.

fatigue. Of metals, failure under repeated
stress. Notch fatigue is premature failure
initiated at a notch, scratch, or blemish.
Pryor, 3.
fatigue life. The number o,r cycles of stress
that ran be sustained prior to failure for a
stated test condition, ASM Gloss.

fatigue limit
fatigue limit. The maximum stress below

which a material can presumably endure
an infinite number of stress cycles. If the
stress is not completely reversed, the value
of the mean stress, the minimum stress, or
the stress ratio should be stated. ASM
Gloss.

fatigue of metals. A deterioration in the
crystalline structure and strength of metals

due to repeated stresses above a certain

critical value. See also annealing. Nelson.
fatigue range. The maximum range ol stress
which a metal will withstand indefinitely.

When the maximum stress in tension
equals that in compression, the fatigue
range is twice the fatigue limit. The mean

stress, or half the range, must be stated
to define the fatigur conditions. Ham.

fatigue ratio. The ratio of the fatigue limit

for cycles of reversed flexural stress to the
tensile strength. ASM Gloss.
fatigue strength. See endurance limit. Ro.
fatigue strength reduction factor. Alternative
term for factor of stress concentration in
fatigue. Ro.

fatigue test. A test made on a material to
determine the range of alternating stress

to which it may be subjected without risk
of ultimate failure. By subjecting a scrie:
of specimens to different ranges of stress,
while the mean stress is constant, a stressnumber curve is obtained. C.T.D.
fat lime. a. A pure lime (quick or hydrated),
distinguishing

it from an impure or hy-

draulic lime; it is also used to denote a
lime hydrate that yields a plastic putty

for structural purposes. Boynton. Compare

lean lime. b. Lime containing more than
95 percent calcium oxide. It hydrates very
rapidly, with a great evolution of heat and

voluminous powder formation. Also called
rich lime. Bennett 2d, 1962.

fat lute. A mixture of pipe clay and linseed
oil, used for filling joints, apertures, etc.
Fay.

fat mortar. A mortar containing a high percentage of cementitious components that
tends to be
trowel. ACSG.

sticky and adheres to the

fat stone. Name for nepheline. Its fractured
surfaces have a greasy luster. Shipley.

falters. Sec fat boys. C.T.D.

fatty amber. Same as flohmig amber. ShiPley.

fatty luster; greasy luster. Having the bril-

liancy of a freshly oiled reflecting surface,
characteristic of slightly transparent minerals, such as serpentine and sulfur. Nelson.
Fauck's boring method. An earlier percussive

boring method used largely on the Continent for exploration, etc. The cutting
tool is given a rapid but very short stroke
and the hole is flushed by water passing
down through the hollow rods. No beam
is used, but thc rope to which the boring
tools arc suspended has an up-and-down
motion imparted to it by an eccentric. The

arrangement gives up to 250 strokes per
minute with a stroke length as low as 31/4
inches. Nelson.

Faugeron kiln. A coal-fired tunnel kiln of a

design proposed in 1910 by E. G. Fau-

geron; the distinctive feature is the division

of the tunnel into a series of chambers
by division walls on the cars and drop
arches in thc rouf. Such kilns have been
used for the firing of feldspathic porcelain.
Dodd.

fauld. a. The tymp arch or working arch of
a furnace. Fay. b. Scot. Same as fold.
Standard, 1964.
faulding boards; folding boards. Catches in
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a mine shaft to facilitate the stopping of

the cage at intermediate coal scams. C.T.D.

fault. a. A fracture or a fracture zone along
which there has been displacement of the
two sides relative to one another parallel
to the fracture. The displacement may be
a few inches or many miles. A.G.I. b. A.
break in the continuity of a body of rock.
It is accompanied by a movement on one
side of the break or the other so that what
were once parts of one continuous rock
stratum or vein arc now separated. The
amount of displacement of the parts may
range from a few inches to thousands of
feet. Various descriptive names have been
given to different kinds of faults. See also
closed fault; dip fault; dip-slip fault; distributive fault; flaw fault; gravity fault;
heave fault; hinge fault; horizontal fault;
longitudinal fault; normal fault; oblique
fault ; oblique-slip fault; open fault; overlap fault; overthrust fault ; parallel-displacement fault; pivotal fault; reverse
fault ; rotary fault; step fault; strike fault;
t,trike-slip fault; thrust fault ; transcurrent
fault; translatory fault; underthrust fault;
vertical fault. Fay. c. See epigenetic ore
deposit; growth of faults. Nelson. d. In
coai mining, a sudden thinning or disappearance of a coal scam. Also known as
a want or pinchout. Kentucky, p. 21. c. A
displacement of rock formations along a
plane or zone of fracture in which one side
is termed upthrown; the other, downthrown. Wheeler. f. Eng. A dislocation or
displacement of the strata. Also called
hitch ; step; trouble. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

fault-angle valley. The original or

subse-

quently modified valley at the junction of
the descending backslope of one tilted

block and the scarp of the next upland
block. A.G.I.

fault basin. A region depressed relatively to
the surrounding region and separated from
it by bordering faults. A.G.I.

fault coal. Aust. A name used for inferior
coal in the Clermont district, Queensland,
which occurs not only near faults, but also
away from them. Fay.
fault coast. The essential feature of a fault
coast is a fault scarp separating a higher-

standing earth block, which, after faulting, forms the land, from a lower-lying
block, which, after faulting, is depressed
below sea level. It may be a level sea floor,

or it may be a land surface with low,

moderate, or strong relief. The vertical

displacement on the fault may be small or
great if the pre-faulting surface has low
relief, but, if the pre-faulting surface has
strong relief, a continuous fault coast can
be formed only by a vertical movement of
hundreds, perhaps thousands, of feet; that
is, the movement must be sufficient to
submerge the ridges of the downthrown
block. A.G.I.

fault complex. An intricate system of interconnecting and intersecting faults of the
same or of different ages. A.G.I. Supp..

fault deflection. A deviation in the course
of a fault caused by its interception by
another fault. Schieferdecker.

fault dip. The vertical inclination of a fault
plane, or a shear zone, measured from the
horizontal plane. Fay.
fault drag. Distortion of the bedding which
may occur in the vicinity of a fault plane.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.

faulted mountain. Synonymous with block
mountain. A.G.I.
fault embayment. A depressed region in a
fault zone or between two faults invaded

by the sea. The Red Sea and Tomaks
Bay on the San Andreas fault in California arc examples. A.G.I.

fault escarpment. See fault scarp. A.G.I.
fault fissure. The fissure produced by u fault,
is filled afterward by a
deposit of minerals. Fay.
fault fold. A fold accompanied by steep

even though it

fault bench. Irregular benches arc produced

faults that arc parallel to the fold and

may be undulating or hummocky and need
not be horizontal along their length. There
may be a slight depression, and sometimes

fault gap. A depression between the offset
ends of a ridge developed on a resistant
rock layer that has been displaced by a

on the sides of hills and mountains by
certain kinds of faulting. Thbir surfaces

a saddle, between the outer edge of such
a bench and its inm.r edge where it meets
the hillside. See also fault terrace. A.G.I.

fault block. a. A mass bounded on at least
two opposite sides by faults. It may be

elevated or depressed relatively to the adjoining region, or it may be elevated rela-

tively to the region on one side and de-

pressed relatively to that on the other side.
A.G.I. b. A body of rock bounded by one

or more faults. A.G.I. c. The displaced
mass of rocks on either side of a fault
plane See also footwall; hanging wall.
Nelson.

fault block mountain. See block mountain;

fault block. A.G.I.
fault breccia. a. The assembly of brokenfragmcnts frequently found along faults.
b. The crushed rock produced by the fric-

tion of the two walls of a fault iubbing

against each other. Schieferdecker. c. See
breccia; gouge; leather bed. Nelson.

fault bundle. A group of faults. Fay.
fault casing. A layer of hardened clay lining the fault plane and often showing
groovings and striae due to the rock
movement along the fault plane. Arkell,
fault cave. A cave developed along a fault
or a fault system. Schieferdecker.
fault cliff. Synonymous with fault scarp.

arc contemporaneous with the folding.
A.G.I.

transverse fault. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
fault gouge. Finely ground material filling,
or partly filling, a fault zone. It is some-

times a slippery mud, which coats thc

of the fissure or cements the
breccia. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
fault groove. One of the undulatiarif deeper
than fault striae but similarly formed.
They record larger movements and have
greater significance as indicating the direction of movement. Stokes and Varnes,
surfaces

1955.

fault growth. Fault development by countless slippages along the fault plane. See
also growth of faults. Nelson.
fault hade. The inclination of the fault plane
from the vertical plane, usually expressed
in degrees. Nelson.
fault heave; fault shift. The amount of lat-

eral movement of the strata at a fault.
The fault throw and heave arc essential

elements of a fault and form basic values
when exploring and driving to recover the
disrupted coal seam. Nelson.

faulting. The movement which produces
relative displacement of adjacent rock
masses along a fracture. Fay.
An isolated exposure of the
rock in a region of thrust
faulting. It is surrounded by rocks of the

fault hiller.
overridden

is thus separated
from other surface exposures of rock like

overriding block and

itself. Stokes and Varnes, 1.955.
faultline; fault trace; fault outcrop. The

intersection of a fault surface or a fault

plane with the surface of the earth or
with any artificial surface of reference.
Com Pare fault trace; fault trend. Fay.

faultline coast. A type of wave-straightened

Faust jig
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shore, or has submarine slopes which are

a continuation of the land slopes. Shep-

ard, p. 73.
fault-scarp shoreline. If faulting develops a
true fault scarp on any land surface,
and depression of the land or elevation
of the sea level partially submerges this
land surface in such a manner as to
bring the sea level to rest against the

See also wave-straightened coast.

scarp, there will result a fault-scarp shore-

faultline scarp. a. A scarp which has been
produced by differential erosion along an

fault set. Two or more parallel faults within
an arca. A.G.I.

coast.

A.G.I.

old faultline. A.G.I. b. A scarp that is

the result of differential erosion along a
faultline rather than the direct result of
the movement along the fault. See also

obsequent faultline scarp; resequent faultline scarp. Billings, 1954, p. 155.
faultline-scarp shoreline. This shoreline is
the result of several geologic events: Faulting to bring weak beds opposite resistant
beds, peneplanation of both weak and re-

line. A.G.I.

fault shift; fault heave. The lateral movement of the rocks at a fault. In a normal
fault it represents the barren ground on
a plan of the area (coal mining). Nelson.
fault shoreline. When the block on the
downthrown side of a fault is so far depressed as to permit the waters of sea
or lake to rest against the fault scarp,
it is a fault
coast. A.G.1.

shoreline. See

also fault

sistant beds to a common level, uplift to
permit erosion os. the weak-rock arca to
a lowland with resulting exposure of a

fault smash. A mining term to describe the
crushed ground along and in the vicinity
of a fault plane and applies particularly

the sea against the faultline scarp. The
faultline-scarp shoreline differs from the
fault shoreline because it was caused by
submergence and not by recent faulting.
It differs from the fault-scarp shoreline

diagnosis more difficult. Nelson.
fault space. The space between the walls of
an open fault. Fay.

faultline scarp by this differential erosion,
and finally, partial submergence to bring

the partially submerged surface
was caused by differential erosion and not
by faulting. Bureau of Mines Staff A.G.I.
faultline valley. A valley that follows the
because

line of a fault. Fault valleys are usually
straight for long distances. Stokes and

Varnes, 1955.
faultline-valley shoreline. A rectilinear shoreline indirectly dependent upon faulting
may result from the partial submergence

of a valley which has been eroded along

the crushed zone of a fault, or along a

narrow strip of infaulted weak rock. A.G.I.
fault mosaic. An arca divided by intersecting faults into blocks that have settled in
varying degrees. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
fault mountain. Synonym for mountain of
dislocation, A.G.I.
fault outcrop. Synonymous with fault line;
fault trace. Bureau of Mines Staff.
fault plane. a. The plane along which faulting has taken place. Compare fault surface. Schieferdecker. b. A fault surface
without notable curvature. A.G.I.
fault plate. The surface along which a fault
has occurred. See also hade. Ham.
fault ridge. A relatively elevated elongated
fault block lying between two faults with
approximately parallel strikes. A.G.I.
fault rock. The crushed rock produced by

the friction of the two walls of a fault

ribbing against each other. Fay.
fault scarp; fault escarpment; fault cliff. a.
A relatively steep, straight slope of any
height owing its relief directly to the
movement along the fault, even though
erosion may have greatly scarred the. initial topography. Billings, 1954, pp. 153155. b. The cliff formed by a fault. Most
fault scarps have been modified by erosion since the faulting occurred. A.G.I.
c An escarpment that coinciden more or

less closely with a line of faulting, the

escarpment occurring on the high side of
the dislocation. A.G.I.
fault-scarp coast. A straight coast produced

by recent faulting. Such a coast has no
continental shelf, has deep water near

to thrust faults. The fault smash tends
to obscure the fault pattern and makes

fault striae. The scratches on faulted surfaces caused by forced movement of par-

or projecting hard points against
the fault walls. They may indicate the
direction of movement on the fault.
ticles

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
fault strike. The direction, vith iespect to
North, of the intersection of the fault
surface, or of the shear zone, with a horizontal plane. A.G.I.
fault stuff. Rock filling a fault; fault breccia.
Arkell.

fault surface. The surface of a fracture along
which dislocation has taken place, and if
without appreciabie curvature, it is called
a fault plane. Nelson. Compare fault plane.
fault system. a. A system of parallel or nearly parallel faults. Schieferdecker. b. It con.,

sists of two or more fault sets that were
formed at the same time. A.G.I.
fault terrace. a. A terrace formed by two

parallel fault scarps on the same declivity,
thrown in the same direction. Fay. b. One

of the terraces on a slope resulting from
step faulting in which the downthrow is

arm of the sea which floods a fault trough.

The coasts of the Gulf of California and
the Red Sea are examples. A.G.I.

fault vein. A mineral vein deposited in a

fault fissure. Fay.
fault vent. A volcanic vent located on a
fault. Fay.
fault walls. That portion of the fault blocks
at the fault plane. See also footwall;
hanging wall. Nelson.
fault wedge. A wedge-shaped block of rock

between two faults. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

faulty structure (of stones). Irregularities of
crystallization; also subsequent breakage
or separation between the atomk planes,
such as a cleavage crack, cloud, or feather.
Shipley.

fault zone. a. A fault, instead of being a

single clean fracture, may be a zone hundreds or thousands of feet wide. The fault
zone consists of numerous interlacing
small faults or a confused zone of gouge,
breccia, or mylonite. Billings, 1954, p.
125. b. The ground or mass between the

fault walls in the case of an open fault;
the broken and smash ground along the
fault plane. The fault zone may provide
important evidence regarding the direction and amount of fault throw. See also
closed fault ; coal leads; shear zone. Nelson.

fauna. a. All the invertebrate and vertebrate

animals of any given age or region. All
the plants are similarly called its flora.
Fay. b. The animals of any place or time
that lived in association with each other.

The limitations of any fauna are relative. They may be interpreted broadly
as of the fauna of a continent or of a
geologic period, or restrictively as of the
fauna of a small area of the sea bottom
during a single season. A paleontologic
fauna consists only of those animals whose

remains are preserved as fossils. A.G.I.
Supp.
faunal. Of, or pertaining to, a natural assemblage of animals. A.G.I.
faunizone. a. A succession of stratified rocks

characterized and delimited by the nature of its contained fossil fauna. A.G.I.
b. A biostratigraphic unit characterized

by the presence of a particular fauna
that may have either time or environ-

mental significance. Compare assemblage
zone. A.G.I. Supp. c. A biostratigraphic

unit consisting of various more or less

systematically on the same side of several
parallel faults. Billings, 1954, p. 196.

overlapping biozones. It has dominantly

placement of. the rocks due to faulting.
The most important faulting feature from
the mining aspect. Nelson.
fault trace. a. The line of intersection of a

faunule. Proposed by Fenton in 1928 for
a diminutive fauna. Applied in paleon-

fault throw. The amount of vertical

dis-

time-stratigraphic
SuPp.

significance.

A.G.I.

fault and the earth's

tology to an association of animals found
in 71 single stratum or in a succession of
strata of limited thickness. A.G.I.
(Rusted ore. Eng. Refuse lead ore which undergoes a second dressing. Fay.

rows in the ground, by diagonal ruptures
of the turf, etc. A.G.I.
fault trap. A trap, the closure of which re-

faustite. The zinc analogue of turquoise,
(Zn,Cu)A1ti(P00,0118.5H20, containing
7.74 percent ZnO, 1.61 percent CuO;

fault plane with the earth's surface. Com-

pare fault line; fault trend. Fay. b. The
intersection of a

as indicated by the dislocation
of fences, roads, etc., by ridges and fursurface,

sults from the presrice of one or more
faults. A.G.I.

fault trellis drainage pattern. A trellis pat-

tern found where a series of parallel faults
have brought together bands of resistant
and weak rock. A.G.I.
fault trough. A relatively depressed fault
block lying between two faults with approximately parallel strikes. A.G.I.
fault-trough coast. A coast along a narrow

,
<
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fausteds. Eng. The waste left in the sieve
as separated from the ore. Fay.

fine-grained, apple-green

masses;

from

Nevada. Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.
Faust jig. A plunger-type jig, usually built
with multiple compartments. It has three
distinguishing features: (1) plungers on
both sides of the screen plate, which are
accurately synchronized; (2) the refuse
is withdrawn through kettle valves near
the overflow lips in the respective com-

partments; and (3) the hutch is commonly

discharged periodically by the operator by

means of suitable hand valves operated
horn the working floor. This jig is used
extensively on slack sizes of bituminous
coal. Mitchell, pp. 422-423.
novelle. A system of drilling, that was invented in 1846 by an Englishman, Beart,
and a French engineer, Fauvclle, providing for the continuous removal of the
detritus from the well by means of a
water flush or current of water. All the
water-flush system now in use arc modifications of the Fauvelle system, which has
long ceased to be employed in its orig-

inal form. Fay.
favas. Braz. In the diamond fields, brown
pebbles, consisting of a hydraded phosphate, or of titanium and zirconium ox-

ides, and regarded as good indications
of the possible presence of diamonds. Fay.

favas de zirconio. Braz. Rounded pebbles
of baddeleyite. Hess.

locality. The experienced prospector always seeks a favorable locality,
which may be in the neighborhood of a
mining district or else in a locality that
contains favorable rocks and structures
and appears as if it might contain the

favorable

mineral sought.
Nelson.

feed cylinder
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See also critical arca.

f-azis. In structural petrology, the axis of
rotation, normal to t, around which a

in which porphyroblastic crystals of hornblende tend to form stellate groups on the
planes of schistosity. See also amphibolite; garbenschiefer. A.G.I.
feather bed. a. Eng. Hard, bituminous, pink.
ish limestone, crowded with shells. Arkell. b. Eng. Irregular, compact shell lime-

stone of variable thickness, in the Middle Purpeck beds of Swanage. Arkell.
feather brick. A specially molded brick of
the shape that would be produced by
cutting a standard square diagonally from

one edge. This could be done in three
ways to produce a feather end (or end
feather), a feather-end-on edge, or a
feather side (or side feather) depending
on whether the diagonal terminates, for
a 9 by 4/2 by 3-inch brick, at a 41/2-inch
edge, a 3-inch edge, or a 9-inch edge.
Dodd.

feather combing. A method of decoration
in which a fine point is lightly drawn
across

slips

superimposed

of

different

colors in the wet state. ACSG, 1963.
featheredge. a. The thin end of a wedgeshaped piece of lock or coal. Fay. b. A
passage from false to true bottom. Zern.
c. Eng. The thinning off of a portion of
the roof strata due to false bedding.
SMRB, Paper No. 61. d. A sharp edge,

such as that produced when a brick is

cut lengthwise from corner to corner to

gliding plane may be bent. G.S.A. Mem.

produce a triangular cross section. ACSG,

fayalite. A silicate of iron, Fe2SiO4, belonging to the chrysolite group; orthorhombic.
Dana 17.
fayance. See faience.
fayence. See faience.

featheredge brick. A brick so modified that
one of the hugest faces is inclined from
one side to the opposite side (where the
thickness is reduced to one-eighth inch).

6, 1938, p. 89.

faying surface. The surface of a piece of
metal (or a member) in contact with
another to which it is or is to be joined.
ASM Gloss.

1963.

ACSG, 1963.

feathered tin. Pure tin in a granulated condition; granulated tin is prepared by
pouring the molten metal into cold water.
Standard, 1964.

Fayol's theory. See harmles, depth theory.
Briggs, p. 54.
FCC (diamond) lattice. A unit cell in which
there is one atom at each corner of the
cell, one in the center of each face, and
four interior atoms disposed along oppos-

feather end. See feather brick. Dodd.
feather ends. Firebricks with tapered ends.

from the top and bottom respectively.
Newton, p. 177.
F-coal. Coal material that predominates in
fusain bands. It occurs as microscopic particles in the lungs of miners. A.G.I, SupP.
Fe. Chemical symbol for iron. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

feather joint. One of a series of joints that
branch at a.I angle from a larger joint

ing diagonals each a

distance

of a/4

p, B-1,

fea; fey. Shrop. Workable measures, usually
ironstone. Arkell.
feasibility

studies. In mineral processing,

amenshility tests. Pryor, 3.
feasible ground. Ground that can be easill

worked, and yet will stand without the

support of timber and boards. Fay.

feather. a. To blend the edge of a new

smoothly into the old surface.
Nichols, 2. b. A slightly projecting narrow rib lengthwise on a shaft, arranged
to catch into a corresponding groove in
anything that surrounds and slides along
the shaft. Zern. c. See plug and feathers.
Fay. d. A fault, in glass, of feather-like
appearance and caused by seed produced
by foreign matter picked up by the glass
during its shaping. See also seed. Dodd.
e. A fault in wired glass resulting from
bending of the transverse wires. Dodd.
feather alum. See alunogen; halotrichite.
material

Fay,

feather amphibolite. A metamorphic rock

Osborne,

feather gypsum. Same as satin spar. Shipley.
feathering. a. Featherlike figures appearing
in defective glazes. C.T.D. b. See plug

and feathers. Fay.

or fault. A.G.Z.
feather ore. See jamesonite.
feather quartz. Quartz in imperfect crystals,
the bases of which meet at an acute angle
along a central plane so that a cross section somewhat resembles a feather. Hess.
feathers. Two long wedge-shaped pieces of

steel or imn which arc inserted at

the

back of a drill hole in coal, between which

a long wedge is driven up, forcing the
feathers apart, and thereby breaking down
or loosening the coal. See also plug and
feathers. Fay.

feather shot. Copper granulated by being
poured molten into cold water. Webster
3d.
feather side. See feather brick. Dodd.
feathers of litharge. Crystals of litharge.
fecal pellet. The excrement, mainly of invertebrates. It occurs especiuliy in mod-

em marine deposits, but it also occurs as

a fossil in sedimentary rocks. Usually it
fecal pellet is of simple ovoid form and
measures 1 millimeter or less. More rarely,

it is rod-shaped with either longitudinal
or transverse sculpturing. Also called a
casting. A coprolite is of similar origin
but it is much larger. Bureau of Mines

Stall; Pettijohn, 2d, 1957, p. 220.
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federal mine inspector. See mine inspector.
fee. a. Mid. To load the coal, from a head-

ing into cars. Fay. b. Property, as min-

eral land. Fay.
Forward motion imparted to the
cutters or drills of rock-drilling or coalcutting machinery, either hand or automatic. Fay. b. In stonccutting, sand and
water employed to assist the saw blade
in cutting. Fay. c. The longitudinal movements imparted to a drill stem to cause
the bit to cut and penetrate the formation

feed. a.

being drilled.

Long. d. The distance a

drill stem on a diamond drill may be advanced into the rock before the rods
must be rechucked; for example, a driller
may say a drill is equipped with an 18-

inch feed, meaning that the bit may be
made to drill a maximum distance of 18

inches each time the drill stem is chuckedup in the drive rod of the swivel head.
Long. e. A mechanism which pushes a

drill into its work. Nichols. f. The process

of supplying material to a conveying or
processing unit. Nichols. g. Material for
treatment supplied to an appliance or
plant. B.S. 3552, 1962. h. The water supply which is pumped into a boiler at
boiler pressure by the feed pump. Nelson.

i. See drill feed. Nelson. j. That treated
for removal of its valuable mineral contents. Also, feed to any machine or process along a mill's flow line. Also called
mill-head ore. Pryor, 3. k. The material,
as ore, upon which a crusher or grinding mill operates. The material supplied
to a furnace or other metallurgical process. Fay. I. The rate at which a cutting
tool or grinding wheel advances along or

into the surface of a workpiece, the direction of advance depending upon the
type of operation involved. ASM Gloss.

feedback. In automatic control of a process,

control of an earlier stage by means of

variance registered at a later stage. Pryor,
3.

feedback control system. A control system,
comprising one or more feedback control loops, which combines functions of
the controlled signals with functions of

the commands to tend to maintain prerelationships between the commands and the controlled signals. NRCscribed

ASA N1.1-1957.

feed boot. A small surge hopper mounted
at the input end of some machines to
simplify loading and to maintain an even
supply of material. See also feeder; plate
feeders. Nelson.

feed check valve. A nonrcturn valve in the
delivery pipe between feedwater pump
and boiler. C.T.D.
feed ..ontrol. System of valves or other mer
ch iu:^al device controlEg the rate at
which longitudinal moN ements are

im-

pIrted to the diamond- or rock-drill stem
,nd/or the cutting teeth on a coal-cutting
machine. Long.
feed-control valve. A small /alve, usually a
needle valve, on the outlet of the hydraulic-feed cylinder on the swivel head of a
diamond drill used to control minutely
the speed of the hydraulic piston travel

and, hence the rate at which the bit

is

made to penetrate the rock being drilled.
Also called drip valve; needle valve. Long.
feed cylinder. A hydraulic cylinder and piston mechanism, such as that on a diamonddrill swivel head to transmit longitudinal
movements to the drive rod and chuck to
which the drilling stem is attached. Also
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feed cylinder
called hydraulic cylinder. Long.
feed-end blocks. In rotary kilns, special fire

clay shapes or rotary kiln blocks so in-

stalled as tc reduce the kiln diameter. Bureau of Mines Sta§.
feeder. a. Very small fissures or cracks
through which methane escapes from the
coal. As working faces are advanced, fresh

feeders are encountered in each fall of
coal. Kentucky, p. 70. b. A small stream
of gas escaping from a coal crevice.
Korson. c. Any flow of water or gas entering a mine. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4. d.
A small vein carrying ore running into a
larger one. Also called jeader, Gordon. e.
A conveyor or bunker structure for delivering coal or other broken material at
a controllable rate. See also feeder conveyor; plate feeders. Nelson.

f. A cable

of high current carrying capacity which
connects power stations to substations.

Nelson. g. A flow of water from the strata
or from old workings, Nelson. h. See
Lofco car feeder. Nelson. i. A conveyor
adapted to control the rate of delivery of

bulk material, packages or objects, or a

device or mechanism which controls. separates, or assembles objects. ASA MH4.11958. j. A blower of gas, as in a coal
mine. Fay. k. Synonymous with feeder
vein. Bureau of Mines Sta§. I. A spring

or a stream. Fay. m. A mechanical de-

vice for regularly producing and delivering gobs of glass to a forming unit. ASTM
C162-66. n. In fotindry, feeder is a runner
or riser so placed that it can feed molten
metal to the contracting mass of the cast.
ing as it cools in its flask, therefore preventing formation of cavities or porous

structure. The feeder bead, or hot top,
is a similar reservoir of excess metal at

the top of a vertically poured ingot. In a
casting the feeding head may be stirred
during cooling by pumping action of a
feeding rod. Pryor, 3.

feeder and catchers tables. A pair of re-

versible conveyors, entry and exit, which
provide for repeat feeding of metal being
ocessed through a rolling mill. ASA
MH4.1-1958.
feeder chainman. See car-haul man. D.O.T.
1.

feeder channel. TLe part of the forehearth
of a tank furnace, producing container

glass or pressed glassware, that carries the
molten glass from the working end to the
feeder mechanism. Dodd.

feeder circuit. A feeder circuit is a conductor or group of conductors and as-

sociated protective and switching devices
installed on the surface, in mine entries,
or in gangways, but not extending beyond
e limits set for permanent mine wiring.

ASA M1'.1-1963.
feeder connection. The opening or surround-

ing blocks in a furnace wall to receive

the channel leading to the feeder. ASTM

feel

molten glass in the feeder channel. Dodd.

feeder head. See hot top. C.T.D.
feeder nose. See feeder spoilt. Dodd.
feeder opening.

See

feeder

connection.

ASTM C162-66.

feeder plug. See feeder gate. Dodd.
feeder process. See gob process. ASTM
C162-66.

feeder sleeve; feeder tube. A cylindrical

tube that surrounds the feeder plunger

in a glass forming machine. Dodd.
feeder spout; feeder nose. The part of the
feeder in a glass tank furnace containing
an opening in which the orifice ring is
inserted;

it forms the end of the fore-

hearth. Dodd.

feeder trough. In a duckbill, the trough
which is attached to the conveyor pan
line and serves as a base on which the
feeder trough rides. Jones.
feeder tube. See feeder sleeve. Dodd.

feeder vein. A small vein joining a larger
vein. Fay.

feed gear; feed gears. The gearing or a-semblage of three to four pairs of matched
gears in a gear-feed swivel head of a dia-

mond drill by means of which the drill
string coupled to the feed screw is made
to advance and penetrate the formation.
Long.

feed grinding. See crossfeed grinding; down-

feed; indexfeed, ACSG, 1963.
feedhead. Synonym for swivel head. Long.
feeding. a. Conveying metal stock or workpieces to a location for use or processing,
such as wire to a consumable electrode,
strip to a die, or workpieces to an assembler. ASM Gloss. b. Pouring additional
molten metal into a freshly poured mold
to care for volume shrinkage during
progressive setting. Freeman.

feeding baffle. A door or gate which can
be opened or closed -to regulate the discharge of Material from a hopper, bin,
or chute. Nelson.
feed materials. Refined uranium or thorium
metal or their pure compounds in a form

suitable for used in nuclear reactor fuel
elements or as feed to uranium-enrich-

ment facilities. LeeL.
feed nut. The threaded sleeve fitting ?round
the feed screw on a gear-feed drill swivel
head, which is rotated by means of paired
geats driven from the spindle or feed
shaft. Rotation of feed nut causes the
feed screw and attached drilling stem to

advance, With a 300-pair of feed gears
engaged, the feed nut revolves 300 times
to advance the drill stem 1 inch. Long.

pressure. Long. c. Pressure, expressed in
pounds per square inch (psi), required
to force-feed water into a steam boiler.
Long.

feed pump. The pump which provides a
steam boiler with feedwater. Nelson.

feed quill. Synonym for feed nut ; sometimes

improperly used as a synonym for feed
screw. Long.

feed rate. Rate at which a drilling bit is

advanced into or penetrates the rock formation being drilled expressed in inches
per minute, inch per bit revolution, number of bit revolutions per inch of advance, or feet per hour. Also called cutting rate; cutting speed; forward speed;
penetration feed; penetration rate. Long.
feed ratio. The number of revolutions a

drill stem and bit must turn to advance
inch when the stem is
attached to and rotated by a screw- or
gear-feed-type drill swivel head with a
particular pair of the set of gears enthe drill bit

1

(Example. When a screw-feed
swivel head of a diamond drill equipped
with three pairs of gears, having a feed

gaged.

ratio of 100, 200, and 400, is operated

with the 100-pair engaged, the drill stem

must revolve 100 times to advance the

bit 1 inch, if the 200-pair is engaged,
the drill stem rotates 200 times per inch
advanced, and if the 400-pair is engaged

the stem must rotate 400 times to ad-

vance the bit I inch). Long.
feed regulator; feeder. A mechanical device
for controlling the rate of supply of feed.
B.S. 3552, 1962.
feed screw. The externally threaded drillrod drive rod in a screw- or gear-feed
swivel head on a diamond drill, sometimes incorrectly called a feed quill or

feed spindle. Long.

feed shaft. a. A short shaft or countershaft
in a diamond-drill gear-feed swivel head
rotated by the drill motor through gears

or a fractional drive and by means of
which the engaged pair of feed gears is

driven. Long. b. See fire piilar. Dodd.
feed speed. Normally used by drillers to denote feed ratios. See also feed ratio. Long
feed spindle. Synonym for feed shaft; sometimes incorrectly used as a synonym for
drive rod and/or feed screw. Long.
feed travel. The distance a drilling machine
moves the steel shank in traveling from
top to bottom of its feeding range. Nichols.
feedwater. Water which is often purified,
heated to nearly boiler temperature, and
deaerated before being pumped into a

feed off. The act or process of applying feed
pressure to a drill bit by allowing the
hoist line to pay out slowly when the drill
stem is suspended from the hoist line and

steam boiler by the feed pump. Nelson.
feedwater heater. An apparatus for heating
water becore it is fed to a boiler. Standard, 1964.
feed wheel. See regulating wheel. ACSG,

stream of ore. See also weightometer. Pryor,

fee engineer. One who (usually a mining
engineer) looks after the interest of the

rotated by a kelly. Long.
feedometer. Device which weighs a passing
3.

C162-66.
pan; little pug. A horizontal container
feeder conveyor. a. A short auxiliary con- . feed
which delivers the feed to the press at
veyor designed to receive coal from the
a uniform rate. B.S. 3552, 1962.
face conveyor and load it onto the gate
which carconveyor. Also called stage loader. See feed plpe. A main line pipe;toone
the point of
ries a supply directly
also gate-end loader. Nelson. b. Any conuse, or to secondary lines. Crispin,
veyor which transports material to another conveyor. NEMA MB-1961. c. A feed pressure. a, Total weight or pressure,
expressed in pounds or tons, applied to
short conveyor belt that supplies material
drilling stem to make the drill bit cut and
to a long belt. Nichols.
penetrate the formation being drilled.
feeder-fed bottle machines. See bottle-makLong. b. Pressure, expressed in pounds
ing machines. C.T.D.
per square inch, required to force grout
feeder gate; feeder plug. A shaped refracinto a rock formation. jompare injection
tory used to adjust the rate of flow of
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1963.

owner of mineral rights. His specific du-

ties are to check up the amount of ore

mined by the lessor (operator) ; see that
no undue waste is permitted, and that
royalties are paid according to contract.
Fay.

feel. a. S. Staff. To examine the roof of

a scam of coal with a stick or rod by
poking and knocking it. Fay. b. The act
of listening to the action of the engine

and pump and occasionally feeling the intensity of the vibration of the drilling
string to determine or judge how efficiently

the bit is cutting. Long.

feigh. Refuse or dirt from ore or coal. C.T.D.

Feinc filter. Drum filter of vacuum type in
which a parallel system of strings takes the
place of the usual closely fitted filter

felty
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feel

rock, or to replace other rock-forming

minerals with feldspars. A.G.I.
feldspathoids. A collective term including
several minerals, aluminosilicates of sodium, potassium, or calcium, that are simi-

cloth. These strings are led off on the

lar in composition to the feldspars, but

carry their charge of filter cake to a
sharp turning point, where this is de-

most common, others an.. melilite, hauynite,

descending side of the drum's cycle, and

tached while the strings return through
spacing combs and rollers to the drum.
Pryor, 3.

feinig. A jewel diamond having its grain

in regular layers. Compare naetig. Brady,

4th ed, 1940, p. 164.

feinkohle. Same as formkohle. Tomkeieff,
1954.
fekes. a.

Scot. Shale and slate. See also

faikes. Fay. b. Scots colliers' term for post

stone or freestone bands. Arkell.
feldspar; felspar. One of a group of rockforming minerals which includes micro-

cline, orthoclase, plagioclase, and anorhtoclase. Mobs' hardness, 6; specific gravity,
2.5 to 3. Industrially important in glass
and ceramic industries. Orthoclase (K.A1.S6014) becomes soda orthoclaso on partial
replacement of potasium by sodium. Other
formulas include albite (Na.M.Si308) and
anorthite (CaAl2Si20,3). Pryor, 3.

feldspar convention. See rational analysis.
Dodd.

feldspar jig. A small coal washer to deal
with the 1/2 to 0 inch range. It works
on the same basic principle as the Baum

contain less silica than the corresponding
feldspar. Leucite and nepheline are the
noscan, and sodalite. The German equivalent feldspat vertreter, which means feldspar substitute, indicates the chief occur-

rence of these minerals; they take the
place of feldspars in igneous rocks that
are too low in silica for feldspar to form
or that contain more alkalies and aluminum than can be accommodated in the
feldspars. A.G.I. Compare lenad; foids;
feloids.

feldstone. A rock having a fine granular
structure, and composed chiefly of feldspar and quartz. Cordon.
felite; felith. A constituent of portland cement clinkers. English.
felith. See felite.

fell. a. Eng. A tract of waste land; a moor.
Standard, 1964. b. A barren hill or upland level; high, rocky ground, now 1:ttie used except in proper names of hills
Standard,1964. c. One of the many names
for lead ore, formerly current in Derbyshire, England. See also riddle. Fay. d.
The finer pieces of ore which pass through

the sieve or riddle in sorting. Standard,
1964.

washei, but in view of the small-size material a feldspar (specific gravity 2.6) heel
is provided on the perforated grid plates

Fellenius' circular arc method. Failure of a
clay slope involves slipping of the earth

straight through the perforations. Stratification of the raw feed takes place in the
usual way. Nelson.
feldspar sunstone. Sunstone. Schaller.
feldspar-type washbox. A washbox to clean
small coal, in which tin; pulsating water
is made to pass through a layer of graded
material, for example, feldspar, situated
on top of the screen plate. B.S. 3552,

after a considerable length of Gothen-

to prevent the bulk of the feed passing

1962.

feldspathic. Containing feldspar as a principal ingredient. Fay.
feldspathic emery. Is similar to spinel emery

but contains in addition from 30 to 50
percent plagioclase feldspar. Pure mag-

netite often i found in streaks within this
mass. AIME, p. 7.
feldspathic graywacke. a. High-rank graywacke (of Krynine). Pettijohn, 2d, 1957,
pp. 328-329. b, A graywacke containing
a quantity of feldspar as individual grains
or in small fragments of rock. Bureau 04
Mines Stall.
eldspathic sandstone. A sandstone containing from 10 to 25 percent feldspar grains
and which is intermedi,tc between a pure
quartzose sandstone a id an arkose. Synonym for subarkose; arkosic sandstone.
A.G.I.

feldspathic tawite. An igneous rock, intermediate in composition between tawite

and a sodalite

syenite composed essentially of sodalite and alkali feldspar ( the

former being predominant) with aegirine.
Holmes, 1928.
feldspathides. See feldspathoids,

feldspathization. The introduction of feldspars into a rock, or the replacement of
other rock-forming minerals by feldspars.
A.G.I.

feldspathize. To introduce feldspars into a

on a circular arc. Research was andertaken in Sweden on this type of failure
burg harbor had slipped into the sea in
1916.

This circular

method

arc

was

worked out by Petterson and developed
by Felienius in 1927. Ham.
fell heap. Derb. A pile of ore and rock as
it comes from the mine, placed in a convenient place for dressing. Fay.
fells shale. A Scottish oil shale, which yields

from 26 to 40 gallons of crude oil and

from 20 to 35 pounds of ammonium sulfate per ton. Fay.
feloidf. A group of minerals comprising the
the feldspars and feldspathoids. English.
felsenmeer. a. German for sea of rock. Above
the limit for the growth of trees (the

treeline or timberline), rock destruction
proceeds with great rapidity, as is indicated by the wild and chaotic confusion

of pieces of rock. There is no equivalent Engliih term ',or felsenmeer. It is
pre-eminently

characteristic

of

lofty

mountain slopes. A.G.I. b. Any consid-

erable area, usually fairly level or of only
gentle slope, which is covered with moderate sizt: or large blocks of rock. Synonmous with block fields; stone fields. A.G.I,
felslc. A mnemonic adjective derived from
(fe) for feldspar, (1) for lenads or feldspathoids, and (s) for silica and applied
to light-colored rocks containing an abundance of one or all of these constituents,
Also applied to the minerals themselves,
the chief felsic minerals being quartz,
feldspars, feldspathoids, and muscovite.

Synonym for acid (as applied to igneous
rocks) ; silicic. A.G.I.

felsic mineral. A feldspar,

.7,

',11d3pathoid,

or a silica mineral, such as q 41.rtz. A mne-

monic term derived from feldspar, lenads

or feldspathoids, and silica for the feld-
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spars, feldspw.hoids, and quartz which are

actually preeent in an igneous rock. Felalso applied to a rock composed
predominantly of a mineral or minerals of
this group of minerals. Not synonymous
with salic Schielerdecker.
sic is

felsiphyric. Synonym for aphaniphyric.
A.G.I.
felsite. a. 1 finely crystalline, igneous quartzfeldspar rock with or without phc:nocrysts.
It i3 composed of microscopic feldspar,
quart.c, and glass. Synonymous with petro-

silex. Fay. b. An igneotn rock with or

without phenocrysts, in which either the

whole or the groundmass consists of a

cryptocrystalline aggregate of felsic minerals, quartz and potassic feldspar being
those characteristically developed. When
phenocrysts of quartz are present, the
rock is called a quartz felsite, or, more
commonly, a quartz porphyry. A.G.I. c.
Field term for any fine-grained acid igneous rock whose exact composition has
not been determined. Ballard.
felsitic. A textural term ordinarily applied
to dense, light-colored igneous rocks com-

posed of crystals that are too small to

be readily distinguished with the unaided
eye. In this sense, the term is essentially
synonymous with microcrystalline. Occasionally, it is used as a microscopic term
and applied to the groundmass of porphy-

ritic rocks which are not glassy but are
too fine-grained for the mineral constituents to be determined with the micro-

scope. In this sense, it is synonymous with
cryptocrystallinc. The terms microcrystalline and cryptocristalline are preferred.
Johannsen, v. I, 2d, 1939, p. 211,
felsitic rock. A fine-grained, light-colored

igneous rock, including rhyolite and felsite, and also andesite if it is light colored. Compare basaltic rock;
rock. A.G.I.

granitic

felsitoid. Having a felsitic appearance, with
an exceedingly compact aphanitic texture.
Applied to metamorphic rocks. Fay.
felsöbanyite. A massive snow-white hydrous
aluminum sulfate mineral, 2A1203S08.1

0H20. Fay.

.

felsophyre. A contraction of felsite porphyry.

A general term for a quartz porphyry
having a felsitic or a cryptocrystalline
groundmass. A.G.I.

felsophyric. A textural term proposed by

Vogelsang and applied to porphyries having a felsitic or cryptocrystalline groundmass. A.G.I.
felspar. A British spelling of felspar following an error by Kirwan, Hess.
felstone. A very compact and uniform kind
of feldspar. See also felsite. Fay.
fdted. Synonym for felty. A.C.I.

felt papers. Used as sheating papers on

roofs and side walls for protection against
dampness, heat, and cold. Those used for

roofing are often impregnated with tar,
asphalt, or chemical conipounds. ermspin.

felty. A textural term applied to dense,

holocrystalline igenous rocks or to the
dense, holocrystalline groundmass of porphyritic igneous rocks consisting of tightly
appressed microlites, generally of feldspar, interwoven in irregular, unor: mted
fashion. If, as is characteristic of manv
andesites and trachytes, the crowded microlites of feldspar are disposed in a sub-

parallel manner as a result of flow, and
their interstices are occupied by microcrystalline or cryptocrystalline mater;a1,

felty
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the texture is called pilotaxitic or trachytic. Synonym for felted. A.G.I.
female. a. The recessed portion of any piece

fences. An accomplice of the high grader

of work into which another part fits

is

called the female portion. Crispin. b. Synonym for box. Long.
female thread. Synonym for box thread.
Long.
femic. A mnemonic adjective derived from
(fe) for iron and (m) for magnesium.
Applied to the group of standard normative minerals in which these elements are
an essential component, including the
pyroxene and olivine molecules and most
of the normative accessory minerals (mag-

netite, ilmenitc, and hematite). The corresponding mnemonic adjective for the
ferromagnesian minerals actually present

in a rock is mafic. A.G.I.
femic minerals. Geologically, those which

contain iron and magnesium as calculated in the United States scheme of rock
classification. Pryor, 3.

feminine. Refers to rubies of a pale tine.
Hess.

femmer. Fragile, weak, or slender as in the
case of a thin, soft roof bed over a coal
seam Nelson.
femolite. Colloform material with formula
near (Mo,Fe.) S2, with iron near 6.5 percent gives a weak X-ray pattern near
that of molybdenite, from which it shows
minor differences. A superfluous name for
an inadequately characterized substance.
Hey, M.M., 1964.
fen. a. Low peaty land covered wholly or
partly with water. Webster 3d. b. Ground

wet enough to be more or less thickly

overgrown with reeds and other aquatic
c. Low swampy land;
vegetation.
a moor; a marsh. A.G.I.
fenaksite. A pale-rose monoclinic silicate of
ferrous iron and alkalies from a pegmatite associated with an ijolite-urtite Intrusion at Khibina, Kola peninsula,
U.S.S.R. Named from the composition,
iron.sodium-potassium-silicon. The name
is ce.sily confused with phenakitc. Hey,
M.M., 1961.
fence. a. A guard around exposed and moving parts of machinery. It ensures that
personnel working near the machine cannot inadvertently contact any moving parts,
so rreventinK accidental injury to hands
or feet. Nelson. b. A timber barrier across
the entrance to abandoned, unventilated,
or unsafe workings. Nelson. c. Aust. An
obstruction, such as a bar or cross sticks,
placed across an undeiground passage

past which men have no right to travel.
Fay. d. Aust. To make a drive (trench)
around the boundaries of an

alluvial

claim, to prevent wash dirt from being
worked out by adjoining claim holders.

Fay.
fence diagnm. Three or more geologic sections showing the relationship of wells to
sub- ,trface formations. The seal/ c diminish with distance from the fmcground
to give proper perspective. When several

sections are used together, they form a
fencelike enclosure, hence the name. Sim-

ilar in some respect to a block diagram,
but it has the ..tdvantage of transparency
which is not possible in a block diagram.
A.G.I.

who generally sells or disposes of the stolen

high-grade ore, since the high grader can

rarely send his metal to the mint with-

out committing himself, and will not ordinarily go to the trouble to steal unless
there is some market for the stolen material. Hoov, p. 493.

fender. A thin pillar of coal /adjacent to

the gob, left for protection while driving
a lift through the main pillar. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

fender pile. Usually a free standing timber
pile, driven into the seabed or riverbed
just adjacent to a berth. Its function is to
absorb impact from a berthing vessel.
Ham.

fend off; fend-off bob. Eng. A beam hinged

b. A variety of shonkinitc or dark nepheline syenite containing orthoclase-nepheline pseudomorphs after leucite; named
for Fergus County, Mont. Holmes, 1928.

fergusonite. An oxide of yttrium, erbium,
niobium, and tantalum, (Y,Er) (Nb,Ta)
04; sometimes containing small amounts
of other rare earths, and uranium, zirconium, thorium, calcium, iron, and titanium. Found in pegmatites. Color gray,
brown, or black; luster, dull to vitreous;
streak, brown or gray; Mohs' hardness,
5.5 to 6.5; specific gravity, 5.6 to 5.8.
Found in North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, Texas, Norway, Sweden,
and Africa. A rare-earth mineral. CCD
6d, 1961.
fermentation. The process of decomposition

of carbohydrates with the evolution of
carbon dioxide or the formation of acid,

at one end (the other end having a free
reciprocating motion) fixed at a bend in
a shaft or upon an inclined plane, to
regulate the motion of and to guide the
pump rods passing round the bend. Fay.

or both. Tomkeieff, 1954.
fermium. A synthetic radioactive element

fenite, a. A hybrid aegirine sycnite produced
by the action of iolite magma on granite.

drogen-bomb explosion. Fermium has since

A.G.I. Supp. b. A contact-altered coun-

try 'rock around a carbonate plug. A.G.I.
SuPp. c. An igneous-rock hybrid between
the ijolitc-melteigite series of rocks and
the biotite-granite country rocks of the
Fen area, Norway. Composed of 70 to 90
percent alkali feldspar, 5 to 25 percent
aegirine and subordinate alkali horn-

blende, sphene, apatite, and calcite re-

ported as primary. Johinnscn, v. 4, 1938)
p. 32.
F2noscandia. An ancient stable region in
northwestern Europe. A.G.I. Supp.
fen peat. Peat that accumulated in stagnant
or in slowly flowing water. Tomkeieff,
1954.

fenster. German for window. An erosional
break throug:t an overthrust sheet or
through a large recumbent anti-line
through which the rocks beneath the

thrust sheet are exposed at the surface.
The term fenster or window has 3orne-

times been used erroneously hi the United
States for areas in which the normal
stratigraphic succession has not been disturbed by fault.ng, but where older
strata are enposed along the eroded crest
of an anticline. Synonym for window.
A.G.I.
ferberite. An iron tungstate mineral, FeW04;
monoclinic. Applied to the wolframites
which carry little or no manganese. Ferbeiite contains 76,3 percent tungsten trioxide, WO.I. Sanford; Dana 17. Synonym
for eisenwolframite. Hey, M,M., 1961.

FereN law. States that the strength (S) of
cement or concrete is related to its mixing ratio by the equation S = K[c/
a)1° where c, w and a are
w
(c
the absolute volumes of the cement, water

and Jr in the mix. This relationship was
proposed by R. Feret at the beginning
of the century. Dodd.
ferganite. A very rare, strongly radioactive,

possibly orthorhombic, sulfur-yellow translucent mineral, U2(VO4)2.6H20, found associated with other uranium minerals.

Ferganite may be a leached or weathe-ed

product of tyuyamunite. Crosby, p. 20.
A vanadium ore. Osborne.
ferghanite. Same as ferganitL, English.

fence guards. S. Staff. Rails fixed around fergusite. a. An intrusive rock composed essentially of pseudoleucite and subordinate
the mouth of a shaft, or across the shaft
alkalic pyroxene, with accessory opaque
at a landing to keep people and objects
from falling in. Fay.

Ferraris table

oxides, olivine, apatite, and biotite. A.G.I.

with atomic number 100 that was dis-

covered in the debris from the 1952 hy .

been prepared in a nuclear reactor by irradiating californium, plutonium, or einsteinium with neutrons, in a cyclotron by
bombarding uranium with accelerated
oxygen ions, and by other nuclear reactions. Named for Enrico Fermi. It has
chemical properties similak to those o( the
rare earth erbium. Symbol, Fm; mass

number of the most stable isotope, 253.
See also actinide elements. CCD, 6d,
1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-)2, B-I 10.
fermorite. A pinkish-white to white hydro-

fluoarsenate and phosphate of calcium and
strontium, consisting lat.gely of the ar-

senic ana!ogue of apatite, 3[(Ca,Sr)2(P,As )208]

(OH,F ) 2.

Crystalline masses.

Hexagonal. From Sitapar, India. English.

fernandinite. a. A dull green hydrous calcium vanadyl vanadate, Ca0.V202.5V202.
141120. Cryptocrystalline fibrous. Massive.
From Minasragra, Peru. English. b. A
'vanadium ore. Osborne,
ferralitic soil. Tropical soil characterized by
a large content of iron oxide. Compare
laterite. A.G.I. SuPP.

Ferrari cement. A sulfate resistant cement

principally of 3CaO.Si02,
2CaO.Si02, and 4CaO.A1202.Fe203. Tie
sulfate resistance results from the formation of a protective film of calcium ferrite
around the calcium aluminate crystals
formed by hydrolysis of the brownmilconsisting

lerite. Dodd.
Ferraris furnace. a. An inclined reverberatory furnace for calcining sulfide ore.
Fay. b. A gas-fired, heat-recuperative fur-

nace for the distillation of zinc ore. Fay,
Fermis screen. A screening machine, utilizing inclined supports, developed in wauthem Europe for screening small sizes of
ore and sand. The wooden screen frame
is set horizontally and supported %-n flexible wooden staves inclined at about 65°
from the horizontal. The, connecting rod
also is inclined to the screen frame, so as
to be approximately at right angles to
the supports. Mitchell, p, 136.
Ferraris table. An ore-concentration table
consisting of a plane rubber belt traveling between rollers furnished with broad

flanges to keep the belt in line. It has a
slope from side to side. The feed i8 at
the upper corner, and washing is by jets
directed across the table. Liddell 2d, p.

metallurgy as a source of iron; in

386.

Ferrals truss. Supporting batten used originally as a slanting support under shaking screen. When the screen was pushed

forward the radial motion of the truss

caused it to rise slightly, giving a throwing motion to the load and aiding the
gravity-assisted return as the reciprocating action of the screen vibrator was reversed. Principle used in such shaking
tables as the James. Pryor, 3.

ferrate. Any of various classes of compounds

containing iron and oxygen in the anion
or regarded as so constituted: As (1)
a strongly oxidizing dark red salt analogous to the chromates and sulfates and
formed in various ways (as by heating
iron filings with a nitrate), or (2) ferrite.
Webster 3d.

Ferrel's law. A statement of the fact that
currents of air or water are deflected by
the rotation of the earth to the right in
the northern hemisphere and to the left
in the southern hemisphere. A.G.I. See

also Coriolis force.
ferreto zone. Reddish brown or reddish zone
in permeable near-surface material that is

produced under conditions of free subsurface drainage by the deposition of
secondary iron oxide. A.G.I. Supp.
ferric. Of, pertaining to, or containing iron
in the trivalent state; for example ferric
chloride (FeC1). Standard, 1964.

ferric chloride; ferric trichloride; iron chloride; molysite. Black-brown; hoxagonal;
FeC13; specific gravity, 2.898 (at 25° C) ;

melting point, 306° C; decomposes at
315° C; and veiy soluble in water, in
alcohol, in ether, and in glycerol. Used to
produce decorative surface effects on ceramics and it is an oxidizing, chlorinating,

and condensing agent. CCD 6d, 1961;

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 196S., p. B-182.
ferric chremate; iron chromate. Yellow pow-

der; Fe2(Cr04):1; soluble in acids; and
insoluble in water and in alcohol. Used in
metallurgy and in ceramics (color). CCD

6d, 1961.
ferer ferrocyanide. See Prussian blue.
ferric flutAide; iron fluoride. Green, orthorhombic; FeF:1; melting point, above 1,000°

C; soluble in acids and in water; and specific gravity, 3.52. Used in ceramics. CCD

6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry end
Physics, 451h ed., 1964, p. B-182.

ferric furnace. A high. iron blast furnace,
in the upper part of which crude bitumi-

nous coal is converted into coke. Fay.
ferric hydroxide. A brown flocculent precipitate which dries to the oxide, Fe (OH):1;
specific gravity, 3.4 to 3.9; melting point,
loses water below 500° C; soluble in acids;
insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether.
Used in water purification and in manufacturing pigments. CCD 6d, 1961.
ferricopiapite. A variety of copiapite

ferritic stainless steels
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in

which X in the formula X(OH)s.Feui

(504)n.nH20 is mainly fen.c iron. Simi-

/arly, ferrocopiapite ond magnesiocopiapite

when X is mainly ferrous iron or magnesium. Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
ferric oxide; ferric oxide, red; red iron trioxide; iron sesquioxide; red iron oxide;
hematite; red hematite; red iron ore;
rouge. Dense ; red-brown to black; hexagonal trigonal; FC1101; specific gravity, 5.12

to 5.24; melting point, 1,565° C; soluble
in acids; and insoluble in water. Found
in nature as the mineral hematite. Used in

gas

purification; as a laboratory reagent; as a
laboratory reagent; as a catalyst; and in
polishing. CCD, 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physiz.s, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-183 .

Ferric oxide, red. See ferric oxide. CCD, 5d,
1961.

ferricrete. a. A soil zone more or less cemented by iron oxide. A.G.I. Supp. b.

Pocket word for ferruginous concreted

gra :el. A variety of calcrete with ferruginous cement. Compare silcrete. Arkell.
ferricrust. The ha-d cruet of an iron-bearing concretion. Schieferdecker.
ferric vanadate; ferric metavanadate; iron
metavanadate. Grayish-brown powder;

Fe(V03)3; soluble in acids; and insoluble

in water and in alcohol. Used in metalluegy. CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-184.

ferricyanide process. A wet scrubbing process for removing hydrogen sulfide from
fuel gase; in which sodium ferricyamde
is used as A scrubbing medium. This reacts with hydrogen sulfidt. to form the
ferrocyanidc, which is then oxidized to
reform ferncyanide, precipitating sulfur.
The sulfur is recovered by filtration. Fran.
cis, 1965, v. 2, p. 428.

ferride. A member of a group of elements

that are related to iron. The group includes

chromium,

cobalt,

manganese,

nickel, titanium, and vanadium, besides
iron. A.G.I.
ferrielectric. Unbalanced orientation of electrical dipoles. In'ermcdiate betwe^n ferroelectric and antiferroelectric. VV.
ferrierite. A colorless to white hydrous silicate of aluminum, magnesium, and so=
dium, A1a(Si205)5R'3.6H20, with
: 1 : 1. A magnesium zeoMg : Na, : Ha

lite related to mordenite. Spherical aggregates of thin, blade-shaped crystals. Orthorhombic. From Kamloops lake, British Columbia, Canada. English.
ferrifayalite. A mineral, (Fe,Fe,Mn)5-.SiO4,
with 32 to 47 percent Fe303 and 27 to 12
percent FeO, from the Cherkassk massif,
Kuraminsk, Siberia, U.S.S.R. The homogeneity of the material is doubtful, and
the name premature. Hey, M.M., 1964.
ferriferous. a. Synonym for .errugincus. Con-

taining iron. A.G.I. b. Applied to rocks

containing iron minerals, such as hematite,

limonite, and siderite. Bureau

Mines

Staff.

ferrilite. A variety of common trap rock or
diabase. Fay,

ferrimagnetic material. A mat ..ial

which

macroscopical/y has propertier similar to

those of a ferromagnetic material but

which microscopically also resembla an

antiferromagnetic material in that some of
the elementary magnetic momenti are
alined antiparallel. If the moments are of
different magnitules, the material may still
have a large resultont magnetization. ASM
Gloss.

ferrimagnetism. Unbalanced orientation of
magnetic moments. Intermediate between
ferromagnetism and
VV.

antiferromagnetism.

ferrimolybdite; molybdlc ocher; iron molybdate; molybdite. A natural hydrated molybdate of iron, Fe2(Mo04)3.8H50; color,
yellow; luster, silky to earthy, usually occurs as fibrous crusts. Found in New Mexico, Arizona, California, Nevada, and
Pennsylvania. CCD 6d, 1961.

ferrinatrite. A hydrated sulfate of sodium
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C..

and ferric iron, Naje(SO4)3.3H20; grayish-t..hite, whitish-green color; brittle;
splintery fracture; luster, zitreous. Found
in Atacama Desert, Chile. Formerly called

ferronatrite, but name changed since the
mineral to which that names applies is a
ferric, not a ferrous sulfate. Dana 7, v. 2,
pp. 456-457; English.
ferrisepiolite. Group name to include gunnbjarnitc and xylotile. Hey, M.M., 1961.
ferrisickierite. A dark-brown phosphate of
manganese and iron, 12R0.5Fea03.9P205

with R = Mn" and lithium. An inter-

mediate member of the series triphylite-

ferrisicklerite-heterosite, in which iron pre-

dominates over managnese. From Varu-

trksk, Sweden. English.
ferrisymplesite. An amber-brown hydrous arsenate of ferric iron, 3Fe203.2As208.16H20;

fibrous. From Cobalt, Ontario, Canada.
English.

ferrite. a. Pure, or nearly pure, metallic iron,
as a crystallin constituent of manufactured

iron and steel. English. b. Native iron,
such as the terrestrial iron from Disko

lybdatc of iron, Fe2(Mo04):1.8H20; color,
Island, Greenland. English. c. Ferruginons
pseudomorphs after olivine. English. d. An
amorphous iron hydroxide, occuring in

many rocks in red or yellow particles.

English. c. Used alternatively as a mineral
or chemical name for g.cen to brown needles, Ca2A1Fe05 to Ca2Fea05, present in
basic slags. Those of the composition Ca2AlFe02, are identical with brownmilleritc.
Spencer 19, M.M., 1952. f. A solid solution of one or more elements in body-centered cubic iron. Unless otherwise designated (for instance, as chromium ferrite),
the solute is generally assumed to be carbon. On some equilibrium diagrams there

are two ferrite regions separated by an
austenite arca. The lower arca is alpha
ferrite; the upper, delta ferrite. If there is

no designation, alpha ferrite is assumed.
ASM Gloss. g. In the field of magnetics,

substances having the general formula

M++0.M2+++03, the trivalent metal often
being iron. ASM Gloss. h. Allotropic iron
as the alpha ferrite is stable below 912° C,
soft, magnetic, with body-centered cubic

lattice, and dominates the structure of
wrought iron. Gamma ferrite is stable
from 912° to 1,400° C, and is nonmag-

netic, dissob es carbon to form a solid solution with face-centered cubic lattice.
Ferrites are also compounds of trivalent
iron with such divalent metals as cobalt,
nickel, and manganese, and are used where
special magnetic hysteresis is needed. They
also include mixed oxides of iron, manganese, aluminum, etc., which might be
called ferromagnetic ceramics, as they are
made by firing, as with pottery. Thus produced they have special insulating quali-

ties as they do not carry eddy currents
when responding to external magnetic
fields, a property valuable in very high.

frequency transformers. The name ferrite
is also loosely applied to some iron ores.
Pryor, 3.
ferrite spinels; ferritspinelle. A coPective
name for minerals of the magneatt series,
ferrite compounds, RFe20.(R.=Mg,Fe,Zn,Mn,Zn), in the spincl group. Spencer
20, M.M., 1955.
ferritic stainless steels. Steels that contain
from 18 to 30 percent chromium, that arc

not hardenable by heat treatment, and

that are magnetic. The mechanical properties of these alloys lie between those of

the martensitic and the austenitic alloys.
Since these steels do not have excepti-inally high mechanical properties, they
arc used in applications where the best
combination of mechanical properties and
oxidation or corrosion resistance is desired.
Henderson, p. 378.

ferritization. The metasomatic alteration of
other minerals into ferrite. Fay.
ferritspinelle. See ferrite spincls.
ferritungstite. A pale yellowish to brownishyellow hydrous tungstatc of ferric iron,
Fe20...W02.6H,20. Microscopic hexagonal

plates; ocherous. Hexagonal. Deer Trail
district, Washington. English. The original material from the Deer Trail district
contained jarositc intimately mixed with
the ferritungstite, both minerals being very
fine grained. New data obtained on ferri-

tungstite from Mineral County, Nevada,

show that it is tetragonal, commonly
dipyrarniclal, with the formula Ca2Fe2.-

'(WO,)7.9H20. American Mineralo42, No. 1-2, January-February
gist,
1q57, p. 83.
ferriturquoise. A variety of crystallized turquoise containing 5 percent Fe201, from
Lynchburg, Va. Spencer 16, M.M., 1943.
ferro-. A combining form, denoting (1) deriv.

vation from iron or a composition con-

taining iron and (2) specifically, the
presence of iron in the ferrous condition.
Standard, 1964.
ferroactinolite. A hypothetical molecule. CanFe"bSi20:2(OH)2, to explain the composition of the amphibole group. Spencer 18,
M.M., 1949.

ferroalloy. All alloy of iron that contains a
sufficient amount of one or more other
chemical elements to be useful

as an

agent for introducing these elements into
molten metal.. usually steel. ASM Gloss.
ferroalluaudite. Synonym for varulitc. Hey,
M.M., 1964.
ferroan dolomite. Dolomite in which not
more than 60 percent of the magnesium
has been replaced by iron. A.G.I. Supp.
ferroantigorite. A hypothetical molecule,
H4Fe"SiO0, corresponding to antigorite,
H,Mg2Si202, to explain the composition
of the chlorites. Described as iddingsitc
pseudomorphous after fayalitc. English.
ferroboron. A boron iron alloy containing

0.20 to 24 percent boron. Boron alloys
arc marketed in a number of grain sizes.
BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 151. A
boron iron alloy containing from 0.20 to
24 percent foron. BuMines Bull. 585,

1960, p. 143.

ferrocarpholite. A mineral,
orthorhombic; analogous

J-11FeAl2Si2012;

to carpholite

with iron in place of manganese. Spencer
19, M.M., 1952.
t'errochrome. An alloy of iron and chromium.
Pryor, 3.
ferrocoke. A mixture of coke and iron made
by coking a mixture of coal with an iron
oxide such as limonite, magnetite, or
ilmenite. Hess.

ferrocoke process. In this process. coal of
suitable type and size is blended with
finely crushed iron ore or fine ore concentrates and carbonized in the usual way.
The resulting coke conto.ins metallic iron

and is used in the blast furnace as part
of the nrxmal burden. Osborne.

ferrosundiusite
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ferroconcrete. A term which is being replaced
by reinforced concrete. Nelson.
ferrocopiapite. See ferricopiapite. Spencer 15,
M.M., 1940.
ferroeckermannite. The hypothetical amphi-

bole end-member Na3Fe"4A1Sig032(OH)2.

magnets arc aligned parallel in volumes
called domains. The unmagnetized condition of a ferromagnetic material results
from the overall neuttalization of the
magnetization of the domains to produce
zero external magnetization. ASM Gloss.
b. The three substances, iron, nickel, and

The polarity can be reversed by an ex-

than any other susbtances, that they arc
placed in a group by themselves; they arc
termed fei:.,agnetic substances. Merri-

Hey, M.M., 1964.
ferrodenite. A hypothetical molecule, NaCa2Fe5"AlSi7022(OH)2. to explain the composition of the amphibole group. Spencer
18, M.M., 1949.
ferroelectric. Spontaneous electrical polarization with L11 dipoles in the same direction.

cobalt, arc so considerably more magnetic

ternal electrical field. VV.
ferroferrilazulite. Artificially produced monoclinic iron phosphate approximating .to
Fe"Fe2" '(P0,) 2 ( 0 H ) 2, isomorphous with

man.
ferromagnetic substance. A substance such as

Later named barbosalitc. At high temperature it changes over to a tetragonal modification, lipscombitc. Spencer 20, M.M.,

ferromagnetism. Spontaneous magnetic orien-

lazulitc with Fe in place of Mg and Al.

1955.

ferroferrite. The name suggested by Stead
for a constituent consisting essentially of
pure iron. He further suggested that when
iron is associated with large quantities of
an clement with which it forms solutions
such as phosphorus, nickel, aluminum,

manganese, silicon, chromium, and vanadium, the constituents so formed should

be known as phosphoferrite, nickelferrite,
aluminoferrite, manganoferrite, silicoferrite, chromoferrite, and vanadoferrite.
Osborne.
ferrogabbro. A gabbro in which the pyroxene
or olivine, or both, arc exceptionally high

in iron. A.G.I.
ferrohastingsite. A variety of hastingsitc rich

Fe0 being considerably more
than double Mg0. This is the original
in iron,

Hastings
County, Ontario, Canada. English.
hastingsitc from

Dungannon,

ferrohexahydrite. A name for the hypothetical monoclinic end-member, FeSO4. 6H2
0. Hey, M.M., 1961.
ferrohortonolite. Members of the olivine group
containing 70-90 mol. percent of Fe2SiO4.

Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
ferrohypersthene. Members of the enstatiteorthoferrosilite series between hypersthcne
(80-50 mol. percent enstatite) and orthoferrosilite (12-0 percent En). Compare

iron hypersthene. Spencer 16, M.M., 1943.
ferrolite. a. Wadsworth's name for rocks com-

posed of iron ores. Fay. b. A name for a
black iron slag, said to be satisfactory for
fashioning into gemstones. Shipley.

ferronlagnesian. Containing iron and magnesium. Applied to certain dark silicate
minerals, especially amphibole, pyroxenc,
biotite, and olivine, and to igneous rocks
containing them as the dominant constituents. Fay.
ferromagnesian silicate. A silicate in which

the positive ions arc dominated by iron,
magnesium, or both. Leet.
ferromagnesito. An iron-bearing variety of
magnesite used for refractories owing to
its ability to bond under heat. CCD 6d,
1961.

ferromagnetic. a. Of, or relating to, a class
of substances characterized by abnormally
high magnetic permeability, a definite
saturation point, and appreciable residual
magnetism and hysteresis. Iron, nickel,
cobajt, and many alloys are ferromagnetic.
Webster 3d. b. Refers to those paramagnetic materials having a magnetic permeability considerably higher than 1. They
arc attracted by a magnet. A.G.I.
ferromagnetic material. a. A material that in

general exhibits the phenomena of hysteresis and saturation and whose permeability is dependent on the magnetizing
force.

Microscopically,
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the

elementary

iron which is vastly more magnetic than
any other susbtancc. See also lifting magnet; magnet. Nelson.

tation of all magnetic moments in the
same direction. The orientation can be
reversed by an external magnetic field.
17V.

ferromanganese. A ferroalloy containing man-

ganese as the special additive. Bureau of
Mines Stall.

ferromatic prop. A hydraulic prop of continental origin, employing the system of
hydraulic injection. The prop is extended
and set by injecting water-emulsion fluid
under pressure from a central power pack
via hose extending along the coalface.
Nelson.

ferromiyashiroite. The hypothetical amphibole end-member Na3Fe-2Al2Si7022(OH)2.

Hey, M.M., 1964.
ferromolybdenum. A molybdenum-iron alloy

produced in the electric furnace or by a
thermite process. It is used to introduce
molybdenum into iron or steel alloys and

as a coating material on welding

rods.

BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 597.

ferronickel. A nickel-steel alloy used for rheo-

stats and coils. Crispin.
ferrophosphorous. An iron of high phosphorous content used in making steel for tinplate. Crispin.
ferroplatinum. A dark gray to almost black,
native platinum alloy containing sufficient
iron to be attracted by a magnet. Analyses
show 16 to 21 percent iron, 71 to 78 per-

cent platium, and more or less iridium.
Same as iron platinum; cisen platinum.
Hess.

ferroprussiate

paper.

Specially

sensitized

paper so treated that it can be used for

producing blueprints. Ham.
ferrosalite. A variety of the clinopyroxene
salitc (sahlitc), rich in iron. Spencer 16,
M.M., 1943.
ferroselite. Iron sclenide, FeSe2, orthorhombic, resembling marcasite, from Tuva,

Siberia, U.S.S.R. Named from the com-

position. Compare achavalitc; eskebornite.

Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
ferrosilicon. Alloy of iron and silicon, used
in steel and corrosion-i.esistant cast iron.
With 15 percent silicon, forms the solid
constituent of the separating fluid in
dense-media baths, t'iis concentration giving good grain strength, rust resistance
and amenability to cleaning by use of
wet magnet. Pryor, 3.
ferrosiiite. A pyroxene, Fc9(Si200). Identical
with iron-hypersthene. Minute needles in
obsidian. From Lake Naivasha, Kenya,
east Africa. English; Rice; Dana 17.
ferrospinel. a. Sriinel with iron as the chief

trivalent ion. VV. b. Synonym for her-

cynite (of Zippc). Hey, M.M., 1961.
ferrosundiusite. The hypothetical amphibole
end - member

Na9CaFe2+8A14Sio0,i(OH)2.

Hey, M.M., 1964.

ferrotschermakite
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fettkohle

ferrotschermakite. A hypothetical molecule,

ferro-vanadium. Alloy used in shock-resistant
car steels. Pryor, 3.
ferrox. A mixture of about 90 percent hydrous

tite, zircon, xenotimc, and orthite. Crosby,
pp. 71-72.
fertile material. In nuclear technology, anv
substance which is not capable of sus-

Ca2Fes"Fe2"Al2Si6022(OH)2, to explain

the composition of aluminous amphiboles.
See also tschermakite. Spencer 17, M.M.,
1946.

ferrotungsten. A ferroalloy containing tung-

iron oxide and 10 percent Portland ce-

ment used for desulfurizing producer gas
or other gas. The ferroit is granulated so
that the gas readily passes through a mass
of it. Hess.

taining a chain reaction but which can
be converted into a fissionable material

chloride (FeC12). Bennett 2d, 1962. b. Of,

production of permanent magnets. Os-

bivalent state. Standard, 1964.
ferrous alloying elements. The various ele-

ferruccite. A sodium fluoborate, NaBF4. Minute crystals. Orthorhombic. From Vesuvius, Italy. English.
ferruginate. a. Cemented with iron minerals,

in a nuclear reactor. Uranium 238 (whkh
can be -.onverted to plutonium 239) and
thorium 232 (which can be converted to
uranium 233) are fertile materials. CCD
6d, 1961.
fervanite. A very rare, weakly radioactive,
probably monoclinic, golden-brown mineral, Fe4V402.5H20, found in coatings
and fracture fillings; associated with hewettite, steigerite, carnotite, and tyuyamu-

ferruginous. a. Containing iron. Synonym for

Fery radiation pyrometer. An instrument in

sten as the special additive. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
ferrous. a. Designation for iron salts in which

the iron is bivalent; for example, ferrous

pertaining to, or containing iron in the
ments used for alloying with steel are:

nickel, manganese, vanadium, silicon, zirconium, chromium, tungsten, molybdenum, beryllium, copper, titanium, aluminum, and uranium. Camm.
ferrous ammonium sulfate; iron-ammonhim

sulfate; Mohr's salt. Light green; monoclinic; Fe(SO4). (NH4)2SO4. 61120; decomposes at 100° to 110° C; soluble in
water; insoluble in alcohol; and specific
gravity, 1.864 (at 20° C, referred to

water at 4° C). Used in metallurgy.

CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-150.
ferrous fluoride octahydrate; iron fluoride
octahydrate. Green crystals; FeF2.8H20;
loses 8H20 at 100° C; soluble in acids;
slightly soluble in water; soluble in hydrofluoric acid; insoluble in alcohol and
in ether; and specific gravity, anhydrous,
4.09. Used in ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ed., 1964, p. B-182.

ferrous metal. A metal with iron as its major
constituent; relatively heavy, usually mag-

netic, and in most of its forms, quite

strong. See also nonferrous metal. Nelson.
ferrous Gnetallurgy. The metallurgy of iron
and steel. Newton, p. 8.
ferrous mineral. Any mineral having a con-

siderable portion of iron in its composi-

tion. Shipley.
ferrous oxide. This lower oxide, Fe0, tends
to be formed under reducing conditions;
it will react with Si02 to produce a material melting at about 1,200° C, hence
the fluxing action of ferruginous impurities present in some clays if the latter are
fired under reducing conditions. Melting point, 1,420° C; specific gravity, 5.7.
Dodd.

ferrous sulfate heptahydrate; iron sulfate
heptahydrate; copperas; green copperas;
melanterite. Green; monoclinic; FeSO4.-

7H20; often brownish yellow from oxidation and efflorescence; soluble in water;
slightly soluble in alcohol; sdecific gravity,

1.89; and it loses 6H20 at 90° C and

7H20 at 300° C. Used in metallurgy in
producing electrolytic iron; in precipitating gold from its solutions; and in etch;ng aluminum. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-183. Used in water purification and
in Prussian blue. Bennett 2d, 1962.
ferrous sulfide; iron sulfide; iron protosulfide;

iron sulfuret; iron monosulfide; troiHte.
Dark brown or black; metallic; hexagonal; FeS; soluble in acids; insoluble in
water; specific gravity, 4.75 to 5.40; and
melting point, 1,193° to 1,199° C. The
manufactured sulfide is used for generating hydrogen sulfide; in ceramics; and in
making other sulfides. See also pyrite.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-183.

ferroxdure. A sintered oxide consisting mainly

of the oxide BaFei2019, and used for the
borne.

generally limonite. A.G.I. Supp. b. As a
verb, to stain with iron. A.G.I. Supp.
ferriferous. Fay. b. Descriptive of rocks
having a red color but not necessarily an

abnormally high iron content. A.G.I.
Supp.
ferruginous chert. A sedimentary deposit con-

sisting of chalcedony or of fine-grained
quartz and variable amounts of hematite,

magnetite, or limonite. USGS Monograph
19, 1892, pp. 192-193.
ferruginous deposit. A sedimentary rock con-

taining enough iron to justify exploitation as iron ore. The iron is present, in
different cases, in silicate, carbonate, or
oxide form, occurring as the minerals
chamosite, thuringite, siderite, hematite,

limonite, etc. The ferruginous material

may have formed contemporaneously with

the accompanying sediment, if any, or it
may have been introduced later. C.T.D.
ferruginous manganese ore. A term used by
the Bureau of Mines for those ores containing 10 to 35 percent manganese.
BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 554.
ferruginous ores. Gangue, principally oxides
of iron. Newton, Joseph. Introduction to
Metallurgy, 1938, p. 205.
ferruginous rocks. Rocks of this group are
usually carbonate of iron which has partially or wholly replaced limestone. Mason, V.1, p. 13.
ferruginous sandstone. A sandstone rich in
iron as the cementing material or as
grains, or both. Fay.
ferruginous schist. A schistose rock notably
high in iron. See also basic schist; itabirite; jaspilite; schist; taconite. A.G.I.

ferrule. a. A metal ring or cap on the end
of a cane, handle of a tool, post, or the
like, to strengthen or protect it. Standard, 1964. b. A bushing or thimble inserted in the end of a boiler flue or the
like, to spread it and make it a tight
joint. Standard, 1964. c. A short pipe
coupling. Standard, 1964. d. As used by
drillers in Africa and the United States,
a synonym for case; casing. Long.

fersmanite. See fersmannite.
fersmannite; fersmanite. A brown titaniumbearing silicate, monoclinic, Ca4Na2TiSi20184 Dana 17, pp. 413, 601.
Fersman's law. Parallel orientation of feldspar prism edges 'with the edge between
two adjacent rhombohedral planes of

quartz in graphic granite so that the c

axis of the quartz forms an angle of 42°
16' with the c axis of the feldspar. Hess.
fersmite. A very rare, weakly radioactive,

possibly orthorhombic, black mineral, (Ca,
Ce,Na) (Nb,Ti,Fe,Al) 2 ( 0,0H,F)e, found
in sycnite pegmatites; associated with microcline, plagioclase, biotite, pyrochlore,
alkali hornblende, apatite, sphene, riagne-
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nite. Crosby,
Osborne.

p. 121. A vanadium ore.

which the heat radiated from the hot

body is focused, by means of a concave
mirror, on to a small central hole behind
which a small thermocouple is placed in
front of two small, inclined, mirrors. The
instrument is sighted on to the hot body
and focused by rotating a screw until tile
lower and upper halves of the image coincide; the electromotive force generated
by the thermocouple is indicated on a
galvanometer. The instrument, once focused, gives continuous readings and may
be connected to a recording indicator.
Osborne.

festoon. A type of cross lamination resulting
from (1) the erosion of plunging troughs

having the shape of a quadrant of an

elongated ellipsoid, (2) the filling of the
troughs by sets of thin laminae conforming in general to the shape of the trough
floors, and (3) the partial destruction of
the filling laminae by subsequent erosion,
producing younger troughs. A.G.I.
festoon bedding. Crossbedding tangential to
the lower stratification plane and truncated at the top, with a curved upper
surface giving a wedge-shaped appear-

ance. Ballard.
festoon crossbedding. See festoon cross lamination. Pettijohn.
festoon cross lamination. a. Elongate, semiellipsoidal, crosscutting erosional troughs
filled in with conformally laminated
strata. Same as trough cross-stratification.
Pettijohn. b. Crossbedding deposited. on
a concave surface. Pettijohn.
festooned pahoehoe. A type of pahochoe, the

surface of which is marked by ropy festoons, which are convex in the direction
of lava flow and which are the result of
drag caused by the flowing of the liyuid
lava beneath the plastic crust. USGS Bull.
994, 1953, p. 35.
fetch. The unobstructed distance which the
wind can travel to any point when raising waves. See also Stevenson's formula.

Ham.
fetid. a. Having the odor of hydrogen sulfide

or rotten eggs. The odor is elicited by .
friction from some vz ,.:ties of quartz and
limestone. Fay. b. Having a disagreeable
odor caused by the occurrence of certain
bituminous substances or of hydrogen sul-

fide. Thh odor is apparent when some
varieties of limestone and quartz are.
broken or are rubbed vigorously. A.G.I.
Supp.

fetid calcite. A variety of calcite. Hey 2d,
1955.

fetid sandstone. See stinkstone. Fay.
fettkohle. Ger. Medium volatile coal. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

fettle
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Fidler-Maxwell kiln

fettle. a. To cover or line the hearth of (a

ing; insulating electrical wire and motors;
insulating jet motors; sound deadening.
CCD 6d, 1961.
Fiberglas. Trademark for a variety of products made of or with glass fibers or glass
flakes including mats and rovings used
for reinforcing organic and inorganic
materials such as polyester and epoxy
resins, bitumens, etc., for protecting underground pipelines against corrosion;
coarse fibers in the form of packs used
for filtering gases or liquids as in heating

fibrous gypsum. Satin spar. See also fibrous
calcite. Shipley.

reverberatory furnace) with fettling. Web-

ster 3d. b. To clean and smooth (as a
metal or plastic) after casting or molding.
Webster 3d. c. To remove fins, mold

marks, and rough edges from dry, or

nearly dry, ware. A.C.S.G., 1963.
fettler. One who removes excess dried glaze

from dipped tile with sandpaper and
knife. Also called tile edger. See also

finisher. D.O.T.!.
fettling. a. N. of Eng. Cleaning up any underground roadway, etc. Fay. b. Protecting

the bottom of the open-hearth furnace
with loose material, such as ore sand,
etc.; also, the material So used. !fenderson. c. The removal of extraneous por-

tions, such as flash and sprue, from castings and forgings. Henderson. d. The removal, in the clay state and usually 'by
hand, of excess body left in the shaping
of pottery ware at such places as seams
and edges. Compare scrapping. Dodd.
e. The process of repairing a steel-furnace hearth, with dead-burned magnesite
or burned dolomite, between tapping and
recharging the furnace. Dodd. f. Finish-

ing the surface of a ceramic article in

white hard clay state with a tool, or
smoothing it with tow (towing). Rosenthal.

feying. A local term in the English brick
industry for the cleaning up of a clay pit
floor after an excavator has been at work.

Dodd.

FFI log. See free fluid index. Wyllie, p. 157.
fiard. An irregular inlet, formed by glacial
scour in a low rocky coast. Schieferdecker.
fiards. Small, glacially excavated bays which
dissect, in a great number, glaciated low
rocky coasts. Schieferdecker.

fiasco. An ignominius failure of any kind;
a complete breakdown. Said of a mining
venture which has resulted in failure.
Fay.

fiasconite. An igneous rock that is an anorthhite-leucite basanite with 13 percent anor-

thite, 17 percent leucite, 48 percent augite, 15 percent olivine, 3 percent nephelite, and 1.7 percent iron ores. Johannsen,
v. 4, 1938, pp. 307-308.

fiber. a. The smallest single strands of asbestos
or other fibrous materials. Mersereau,

4th, p. 210. b. An individual filament

made by attenuating molten glass. A continuous filament is a glass fiber of great

or indefinite length. A staple fiber is a

glass fiber of relatively short length (generally less than 1 7 inches). ASTM
C162-66. c. Ceramic fibers are made from

a batch consisting of alumina and silica
(separate or already combined as kaolin
or kyanite) together with a borosilicate
flux; zirconia may also be present. Other

types of ceramic fiber are made from

fused silica and from potassium titanate.
These fibers are used in the production
of lightweight units for thermal, electrical, and sound insulation; they have also
been used for high-temperature filtration,
for packing, and for the reinforcement of
other ceramic materials. Dodd.
Fiberfrax. Trademark for ceramic fiber made
from alumina and silica. Available in
bulk

as blown, chopped and washed;

long staple; paper ; rope; roving; ,blocks;
inert to most acids and unaffected by hydrogen atmosphere; resilient. Used in
high temperature insulation of kilns and
furnaces; heating elements; burner blocks;

rolls for roller hearth furnaces and pip-

and ventilating systems and chemical processes. CCD 6d, 1961.
fiberizing. Beating asbestos rock into fiber or

separating the fibers. Mersereau, 4th, p.

210.
fiber rope; hemp rope; Manila rope. A rope
made from vegetable fiber such as common hemp, sisal, or jute. The rope is
nonkinking and therefore is sometimes
used for hoisting in prospecting windlasses. Nelson.

fiber stress. A term used for convenience to
denote the longitudinal tensile or compressive stress in a beam or other member subject to bending. It is sometimes
used to denote this stress at the point or
points most remote from the neutral
axis, but the term stress in extreme fiber
is preferable for this purpose. Also, for
convenience the longitudinal elements or
filaments of which a beam may be imagined as composed are called fibers. Ro.
fibroblasfic. a. That texture of metamorphic
rocks resulting from the development of
n.inerals with a fibrous habit during recrystallization. Schieferdecker. b. Synonymous with nematoblastic. A.G.I. Supp.
fibroferrite. A mineral with a probable composition of Fe (SO4) (OH). 51-120 for fully
hydrated material. It occurs as fine-fibrous

crusts and masses. Color, pale yellow or
straw-yellow to nearly white; also greenish-gray and yellowish-green to pale green.

Dana 7, v. 2, pp. 614-615.
fibrolite; sillimanite. One of three crystalline
forms of aluminum sillicate, Al2SiOg, the
others being andalusite (low temperature)
and kyanite (high temperature). Sillimanite occurs commonly as felted aggregates of exceedingly thin fibrous crystals,
hence the name fibrolite, in contact metamorphosed aluminous sediments such as
mudstones, shales, etc. Crystals of a pale
sapphire blue are used as gems. C.T.D.
fibrolite cat's-eye. A pale greenish fibrolite
with fibrous inclusions which, when cut,

produces a chatoyant effect but not a

well-defined cat's-eye. Shipley.
fibrolithold. A substitute for celluloid. Shipley.

fibrous materials. Any tough material of
threadlike structure employed to prevent
loss of circulation or to restore circulation in porous formations. Brantly, 1.

fibrous peat. a. Peat composed of the fibrous

remains of plants. It is fibrous, spongy,

moderately tough, and nonplastic. It :ioes

not shrink much on drying. Also cailed

woody peat. See also pseudofibrous peat;
amorphous peat; mixed peat. Tomkeieff,
1954. b. Firm, moderately tough peat in

which plant structures are only slightly
altered by decay. It shrinks little on drying. Francis, p. 149.
fibrous silica. An extracted glass filament
which has a very high silica content with
traces of iron, calcium and magnesium.
The fibers can be proauced in a batted
form or spun into thread and woven into
cloths, tapes, sleevings and other textile
materials. Thermal and chemical properties are similar to those of vitreous silica.
CCD 6d, 1961.
fibrous structure. a. In forgings, a structure
revealed as laminations, not necessarily
detrimental, on an etched section or as a

ropy appearance on a fracture. It is not
to be confused with the silky or ductile
fracture of a clean metal. ASM Gloss.

b. In wrought iron, a structure Consisting
of slag fibers embedded in ferrite. ASM
Gloss. c. In rolled-steel plate stock, a uniform,

fine-grained structure on a frac-

tured surface, free of laminations or shale-

type discontinuities. As contrasted with
part (a) above, it is virtually synonymous
with silky or ductile fracture. ASM
Gloss. d. If the crystals in a mineral aggregate are greatly elongated and have a
relatively small cross section, the structure or texture is fibrous. The fibers may
parallel, as in corcidolite and somebe
times in gypsum and cerussite. When the
fibers are very fine, 'hey may impart a
silky luster to the aggregate, as in crocidolite and satin-spar gypsum. There is
also a feltlike type. Fibrous crystals may
radiate from a center, producing asteriated or starlike groups, either coarse or
fine, as frequently observed in pyrolusite,
wavellite, natrolite, and tourmaline, and
sometimes in stibnite and other mine.-als.
Also called fibrous texture. C.M.D.

fibrous texture. A texture marked by elongated

blades with serrated or fibrous edges, resembling a feather or a plume. Schieferdecker.

fibrous wax. A fibrous ozokerite. Tomkeieff,
1954.

fibrous. a. Applied to minerals that occur in
fibers, as asbestos. Stokes and Varnes,
1955. b. Synonym for asbestiform. Bureau
of Mines Staff. c. Consisting of fine
threadlike strands, for example, satin spar.
Nelson.
fibrous aggregate. A crystalline aggregate
composed of closely packed fibers. Takes
a good polish. Shipley.
fibrous anbraxylon. Thin strands of anthraxy-

ficidelite. Crystalline scales of a white, translucent hydrocarbon having approximately
the composition, Cali, that occurs in

in thin sections. Bureau of Mines Staff.

anti carved clay work. C.T.D.
fictive temperature. The transition temperature between a supercooled liquid and a
glass. VV.
Fidler-Maxwell kiln. A straight tunnel kiln
designed to be fired with gas, coal, or oil;
a distinctive feature was the use of castiron recuperators in the cooling zone.

Ion having the appearance of threads

fibrous calcite. Transhicent caleite composed
of fibrous crystals, which, like fibrous
gypsum, with which it is often confused,
causes a silky sheen. When cut cabochon,
it produces a girasol or chatoyanf, effect,
but not a true cat's-eye. Also like fibrous
gypsum, it is called satin spar but less
correctly. Shipley.
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fossil wood. It is soluble in ether but not
in alcohol. Tomkeieff, 1954.

fictile. a. Molded, or capable of being molded

into the form of an art work or artifact.
Webster 3d. b. A piece of fictile ware.
Webster 3d. c. Made of earth or clay; of
or pertaining to pottery. Standard, 1964.
d. Said of all thrown, modeled, molded,

Dodd.

filament winding
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fidler's gear
fidler's gear. Lifting tackle designed for laying

down the angles, stations, distances, ob-

blockwork of a jetty or quay wall below

field capaciiy. The amount of water held in
a soil by capillary action after gravitational water has percolated downward
and drained away. It is expressed as the
ratio of the weight of the water retained
to the weight of' the dry soil. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.
field classification of rocks. A classification
of rocks made in the field. It is based on
features distinguishable in hand specimens by using a hand lens, a knife, an
acid bottle, etc. The classification may
be refined or modified by subsequent examination with a microscope or other

heavy blocks at any angle, used in the

water level. Ham.
fiducial interval. A measure of confidence in

precision of a set of sample data. For a
given numerical value of fiducial interval,

the number of samples required from a
given deposit to give an accurate measure of its value can be determined. Lewis,
p. 350.

fiducial mark. a. An index line or point. A
line or point used as a basis of reference.

In photogrammetry, index
marks rigidly connected with the camera
lens through the camera body and forming images on the negative which defines

A.G.I. b.

the principal point of the photograph.
A.G.I.

fiducial point. a. In surveying, accurately
established reference point to which field
measurements are tied. Pryor, 3. Triangulation point; bench 7,.ark.
fiducial time. A time on a seismograph record

that may be marked to correspond, by

employing necessary corrections, to a datum plane in space. A.G.I.
fiducial-time correction. In this method, the
corrected times are used instead of depths.
The application of an assumed or measured velocity distribution and the change
from directly determined times to calcu-

late depths is made only as a final step
on those times which, from correlation
with other times or from general geologic information, are considered to be of
sufficient interest
depths. A.G.I.

to be

converted to

fieg. In Wales, a term for a crack in the roof,

often letting in water. Fay.

field. a. A section of land containing, yielding,
or worked for a natural resource. For

example, a coalfield, an oilfield, or a diamond field. Webster 3d. A large tract or
area, as large as many square miles, containing valuable minerals. See also coalfield. Fay. b. A large, unbroken expanse

of sea ice. Webster 3d. An area of drift
ice of such an extent that its limits cannot be seen from the ship's masthead.
Synonym for ice field. Schieferdecker. c.

The scene of observation, as of actual

phenomena. outside of a laboratory. Geol-

ogists working in the field, for example.
Webster 3d. d. The usually circular area
visible through the lens system of an optical instrument, such as a microscope.
Webster 3d. e. A region of space in which
a given effect (as gravity, magnestism, or
electricity) exists and has a definite value

at each point. Webster 3d. A region or

space traversed by lines of force (as gravitational, magnetic, or electric). Webster

f. The immediate locality and surroundings of a mine explosion. Fay. g.
As an adjective, it means . made, con2d.

ducted, or used in the field. For example,
field

geology,

field map, field method,

etc. Webster 3d. h. A colliery, or firm of
colliery proprietors. Fay. i: Outdoor surveys or investigations as in field geology.

Nelson. j. The expanse or area of wall

between openings and corners, composed
for the most part of stretcher units.
ACSG. k. S., Afr. Synonym for goldfield.
Fay.

field ampere turns. The number of windings
multiplied by the nuinber Of, ampheres
surrounding an electric .field.' Pryor, 3.
fieldbook. A book used in surveying, engineering, geology, etc., in which are set

servations etc. Fay.

techniques that are generally used in a

laboratory. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
field compaction trial. Tests carried out under
site conditions to determine the best combination of (1) type of compaction plant ;
(2) thickness of loose soil layer; (3) num-

ber of passes; and (4) moisture content
(where variation is possible) in order to

achieve the highest possible soil densities.
Nelson.
field drain. The more usual term applied to
agricultural drains. Ham.
field-drain pipe. An unglazed, fired clay pipe,
generally 3 inches or 4 inches in diameter

and about 1 foot long, for the drainage

of fields; occasionally these pipes have a
flattened base, or longitudinal ribs, to facilitate alignment during laying. Dodd.
field engineer. In petroleum production, one
who directs civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering activities concerned with

production and transmission of natural

gas, gasoline, and oil, and with provision
of utilities at an oilfield, or gasfield or in
a pipeline system. D.O.T.1.
field focus. The total area or volume which
the source of an earthquake occupied. If
a fault is the source, the focus is the
local fault surface, and is called the field

because it is inferred from the area of
shaking, as observed in the field. A.G.I.

field geology. a. The study of rocks and rock
materials in their natural environment

and in their natural relations to one another. Field geology seeks to interpret the
surface features and their relationship to

underground structures, and forms the
basis of coal and mineral prospecting,
particularly in regions where geological
maps are not available. See also subsurface geology. Nelson. b. Points to practical work in the open field, as distinguished from the researches which may

be carried on in the library or laboratory.
Challinor.
field ice. Synonym for sea ice. A.G.I.

field investigation. In reference to experimen-

tal-mine tests, the investigation made at
a mine when a large sample is taken for
testing at the experimental mine, this investigation including the taking of road
dust, rib dust, mine air, and standard coal
samples, and the noting of conditions affecting the safety .of the mine. Rice,
George S.

fieldite. A zinciferous variety of tetrahedrite.
Weed, 1918.
field-laboratory operator. One who analyzes

mine water for acid, copper, and iron
content by removing samples of water
that flow to and from the precipitation
drum, and who perfonns routine chemi-

cal (tests. D.O.T. Supp.
field map. A map made in the field and bear-

: ing observations of various lunds upon
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which the final map is based. Stokes and
Varnes 1955.
field moisiure equivalent. The minimum water

content expressed as a percentage of the
weight of the oven-dried soil, at which a
drop of water placed on a smoothed surface of the soil will not immediately be
absorbed by the soil but will spread out
over the surface and give it a shiny appearance. ASCE P1826.
field moisture equivalent of soils. See moisture equivalent. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
field of veins. An area traversed by numerous veins. Schieferdecker.
field-reversal hypothesis. The concept that

the earth's magnetic field has been re-

versed periodically. A.G.I. Supp.
field rivet. See site rivet. Ham.
field seismologist. See observer, a. D.O.T. 1.

field setter. A person skilled i n the art of
handsetting diamond bits, working at or

near the site of one or more operating
drills to set bits to be used. Long.

fieldwork. Work done, observations taken, or
other operations as triangulartion, leveling, making geOlogical observations, etc.,

in the field or upon the ground. Fay.

fierry. To split, as slate. Hess.
fiery. Containing an explosive gas; said of a
gaseous mine. Fay.
fiery dragon. Derb. Toadstone. Arkell.
fiery heap. Eng. The deposit of rubbish and
waste or unsalable coal which ignites
spontaneously. Fay.

fiery mine. a. A mine in which the seam or
seams of coal being worked give off a
large amount of methane. Fay. b. One in
which there is danger of explosion due to
coal dust or flammable gas. Pryor, 3. c.
A gassy mine; a mine where gas ignitions
and outbursts have occurred in the past.
Nelson.

fifth wheel. a. The weight-bearing swivel connection between highway-type tractors and

semitrailers. Nichols. b. An unnecessary

machine or person working on a job.

Nichols. c. A wheel used to automatically
operate the dump mechanism of mine ore
cars. Bureau of Mines Staff.
fighting. Eng. Said of a ventilating current
when the motion of the air is first in one
direction and then in another, due to the
weight or pressure of the ventilating cur-

rent of air in a mine becoming equal or
nearly so in both the downcast and up-

cast shaft:. Fay.
Figuier's gold purple. A tin gold color, produced Iv a dry method; it has been used
for porcelain decoration. Dodd.
figure cuts. See V-cuts. Skow.
figured glass. Flat glass having a pattern on
one or both surfaces. ASTM C162-66.
figure stone. Agalmatolite. Webster 3d.
Fijian soapstone. A soapstone of a post-Ter-

tiary age found in the Fiji Islands, in
which no fossil has yet been discovered.
Standard, 1964.

filamented pahoehoe. A type of pahoehoe, the

surface of which has a lacy or filamented
appearance caused by the bending over
and laying down of innumerable threads

of lava produced by the escape of gas
bubbles from the surface. Most of the
threads have fallen back on the surface
of the flow and are commonly alined in
the direction of flowage. This is the

commonest type of pahoehoe surface, and
generally it i s superposed on the ropy,
hummocky, or entraillike forms. USGS
Bull. 994, 1953, p: 35.
filament winding. Basically filament winding

filament winding

blocks and marks them for most economical cut, using a rule, straightedge, and
crayon. checks slabs after they have been

is the technique of coating small filaments of materials, usually glass, with a

resin, usually an epoxy. Filament windings
are used to especially impart higher compression

sawed from blocks to see that they conform to correct measurement. D.O.T. 1.

strengths and better corrosion

f. A mineral used for a specific purpose in
a manufactured product but which is not
an essential constituent. A.G.I. g. A min-

resistance to sea structures. HIsIG.
filar micrometer. In its usual form consists of

an ocular containing a fine wire which
can be moved across the field by means

of a thumbscrew

eral substance added to a product to increase the bulk or weight of the product,

for the purpose of

or to dilute expensive materials, and often

measuring size. HIss.
file hardness. Hardness as determined by the
use of a file of standardized hardness on
the assumption that a material which
cannot be cut with the file is as hard as,
or harder than, the file. Files covering
a range of hardnesses may be employed.

also to improve the product. Any inert
material that is added to obtain the

weight or the bulk needed to give the desired composition or physical condition.
Such mineral matter as clay, talc, or ti-

tanium dioxide that is added to paper
in papermaking to increase the opacity
and to improve the printing quality, or

ASM Gloss.

filiform. See wiry. Nelson.
filiform texture. Threadlike crystals of one

dry limestone dust or the dust from another suitable rock used in the surface
mixture of sheet-asphalt pavement or ex-

mineral embedded in another mineral.
A.G.I.

amples of fillers. Webster 3d. h. A moist,
puttylike mixture of inorganic materials
used to fill holes in iron castings to insure an even surface for enameling.
Enam. Dict. See also plugging com-

filigree. a. Delicate ornamental work, used

chiefly in decorating gold and silver. Crispin. b. Naturally occurring native metals
(for example, gold, silver or copper) in
lacelike form. Bureau of M:nes Staff.
filite. A smokeless powder used in Italy. Webster 2d.
fill. a. Any sediment deposited by any agent

to fill or to fill partly a valley, a sink, or
other depression. A.G.!. b. Manmade deposits of natural soils and waste material.
ASCE PI826. c. Material deposited or
washed into a cave passageway. Fill is
generally prefixed by a work describing
its dominant grain size; for example, sand
fill, silt fill, clay fill, gravel fill, etc. A.G.I.
d. Material used to fill a cavity or a passage. An embankment to fill a hollow or

pound. i. A nonreacting additive to the
molding compound to change its physical characteristics, such as increasing bulk,

reducing shrinkage, improving strength,
and increasing heat resistance and dielectric strength. BuMines R.I. 5971,
1962, p. 3.
fillcr and drayer. A man who fills tubs at the

coal face and pushes them to the main

haulage road. C.T.D.
filler clay. A clay used in a crushed or ground

state for purposes other than for the

production of ceramic materials or products, and generally behaving as an inert
ingredient. While such clays may sometimes change the properties of the prod-

a ravine, or the place filled by such an
embankment. Also, the depth of the fill-

ing material when it is in place. As a
verb, to make an embankment in or to

uct, they are themselves unchanged in

raise the level of a low place with earth,
gravel, or rock. Webster 3d. e. The unit

compounding for use. Filler clays may or

ASTM C162-66. f. Tailings, waste, etc.,
used to fill underground space left after
extraction of ore. Termed hydraulic fill,
if flushed into place by water. See also
pack, c. Pryor, 3. g. Eng. To load trams
in the mine. Fay. h. An earth or broken
rock structure or embankment. Nichols.

class of filler clay. ACSB-1.
filler, head, Iz stonework industry, a foreman
who supervises a crew of workers engaged
in moving and preparing marble for cut-

charge of batch into a tank or pot.

i. Soil

that has no value except bulk.

may not be white. See also rubber and
paper clay, each of which is a particular

ting with gang saws. D.O.T. 1.
filler-in. See painter, hand. D.O.T. 1.
filler-joist construction. A floor, or roof, constructed with rolled steel joists 6 by 3

inches in section or smaller, spaced at

Nichols. j. Soil or loose rock used to raise
a grade. Nichols.

filled bitumen. Bitumen containing a filler
consisting of finely powdered Portland
cement or hydrated lime. Ham.
filled slopes. Stopes which have been filled
with barren stone, low-grade ore, or sand
after the ore has been extracted. See also
meta! mining. Nelson.
filled valley. A valley in a wide basin in an
arid or a semiarid region containing abun-

dant alluvium in the form of fans, flood
plains and lake deposits. A.G.I. Supp.

filler, a:The men or boys who shovel coal or

ore into tubs or onto a face conveyor.
The shift on which ,the fillers work is

known as the filling shift or coaling shift.
Nelson. b. One who works in the stopes
putting the filling waste into place in the

mined-out rooms, transports the waste,
and serves the tipping and filling machines. Stoces, v. 1, p. 649. c. One who
fills. Mason. d. A coal getter during his
two years' training. Mason. e. In the
stonework industry, one who prepares
marble blocks for sawing; measures graded

film flotation
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from 18 to 30 inches apart and supported
on main-span beams. The voids between
the joists may be filled with plain or re-

inforced concrete, or with hollow tiles
or woodwool slabs (for roofs) covered by

appropriate concrete topping. Ham.

filler metal. Metal added in making a brazed,
soldered; or welded joint. ASM Gloss.
filler wires. Small wires in a strand for spac-

ing larger wires and supporting them in

position. Ham.
fillet. a. A radius (curvature) imparted to
.

inside meeting surfaces. ASM Gloss. b.
A concave cornerpiece used on foundry
patterns. ASM Gloss. c. The concave
curved junction of two surfaces which
would otherwise meet at an angle. Fillets, are used at reentrant angles in the
design of brick shapes, to lessen the danger of, cracking. HW. d. Rounded corner
in square or rectangularly shaped openings. BuMines Bull..587, .1960, p. 2.
fillet weld. A weld,,approximately triangular
in cross section, joining two surfaces es;sentially, at right angles to each other in
,

a lap, tee, or corner joint. ASM Gloss.
fill factor. The approximate load the dipper
actually is carrying expressed as a percentage of the rated capacity. The fill
factor is commonly cdled the dipper fac-

tor for shovels or the bucket factcr for

draglines. Woodruff, v. 3, pp. 499-500.
filling. a. Eng. The places where trams are
loaded in the workings. Fay. b. The waste
material used to fill up old stopes or
chambers. Weed, 1922. c. Allowing a mine

with water. Weed, 1922. d. The
loading of tubs or trucks with coal, ore
or waste. C.T.D. f. Loading of mineral
to fill

into mine trucks; shoveling onto conveyors; gob stowing; packing old stopes
with waste. Pryor, 3. g. Clogging of the
abrasive coat by swarf. It may be reduced

in many operations by using an opencoat construction or a lubricant. See also
swarf. ACSC, 1963.

filling deposits. a. A general term for deposits
filling preexisting cavities, replacing the
term "crustified deposits" proposed by

Posepny. Fay. b. Replacement deposition.
Bureau of Mines Stall.

filling material. a. Material such as waste,
sand, ashes, and other refuse used to fill

in worked-out areas of excavation. Stoces,
v. 1, p. 207. b. Backfill. Bureau of Mines
Stag.

filling-out. Aust. Shoveling into skips and

taking to the surface, as filling-out burning material when a small fire occurs in
a mine. Fay.
filling pieces. Rocks of such size as to fi1 the
open spaces between crib timbers, etc.
Fay.

filling point. The level up to which a glass
bottle has the nominal capacity. ASTM
CI62-66.
filling system. See sublevel stoping, b. Fay.

filling up; silting up. Of a bay with mud or
sand. Schieferdecker.
filling-up method. See overhand stoping, b.
Fay.

fill off. See strip, d. Mason.
fill terrace. a. Part of a former alluvial valley
floor built upward by deposition of valley-

sediments. A.G.I. Supp. b. Comprises a series of terms, including, alluvial terrace, glacial terrace, and others,
which are formed after the rejuvenation
of a stream-filled valley or a valley surface made by aggregation. A.G.I.
film. a. A term used in flotation meaning a
coating, layer, or thin membrane. Fay.
filling

b. A thin layer of a substance, at the
most, a few molecules thick, generally
differing in properties from other layers
in contact with it. C.TD.

film badge. A package of photographic film
worn like a badge by workers in the nuclear industry to measure exposure to
ionizing radiation. The absorbed dose

can be calculated by the degree of film
darkening caused by the irradiation.
L&L.

film coefficient. The heat transferred by con-

vection per unit area per degree tem-

pelature difference between the surface
and the fluid. Also called unit convection
conductance; surface coefficient Strock,
10.

hiat flotation. Early stage in development of
modern flotation process for concentra-

tion of minerals, notably sulfides. The
containing pulp Was agitated with oil
which then floated up1 carrying selected
minerals. This mineralized filth was then
overflowed or skimmed off. Pryor, 3.

film mica
split from the
film mica. Knife-trimmed mica
better qualities of block mica to any specified range of thicknesses between 0.0012

and 0.004 inch. Skow.
film, unimolecular.
Surface coating at interface between solid
and fluid, one molecule thick and continuous over an appreciable area. Pryor, 3.
of
film sizing; reverse classification. Sortingsursuch flattish
mineral particles onshaking
tables in acfaces as sluices and
of
the particles
cordance with the sizes
moved by a flowing film of water, which
exercises transporting force proportional
to flow.
to the cross section exposed
film, monomolecular;

Pryor, 3.
film-sizing tables. A table used in ore dressing

by means of a
for sorting fine material
These
tables may
film of flowing water.
tables, from

be considered as surfaceremoved before
which the products arc that the washthey have found a bed, so
ing is always done on the same surface;
also building tables or buddies, on which
the products are removed after they have
the relative
formed a bed. These usefilm
of water
transporting power of a
flowing on a quiet surface, which may be
either rough or smooth, to act upon the
particles of a water-sorted product. The
smaller grains, of high specific gravity, are
moved down the slope slowly or not at all
undercurrent; the larger
by the slow
grains, of lower specific gravity, are moved
rapidly down the slope by the quick upper current. Liddell 2d, p. 387.
of the
film strength. The relative resistance
damage. ASTM
bisque to mechanical
G286-65.

film, unimolecular. See film, monomolecular.
Pryor, 3.
solids or
filter, a. A device for separating
suspended particles from liquids or fine
air. An
dust from ventilating or coolingairborne
collect
electrical air filter canfrom
about 60 to
contaminants ranging
See
also
vacuum
under 1 micron in size.

filtration. Nelson. b. In ore treatment,
separating device incorporating a separatare reing membrane on which solids
tained. The plate-and-frame filter is intermittent in action, and has channeled
separated
plates covered by membranes,
fill as pulp is
by spacing frames, whichdrawn
out, apforced in and filtrate is
pliance being opened and emptied periodically. The drum filter is a horizontal
drum rotated slowly through a semicircustirred by
lar tank in which pulp is lcept applied
to
reciprocating paddles. Vacuum

of drum draws filtrate through
filter doth at surface, leaving a cake
inside

which, after emergence and perhaps washon the
ing with sprays, is scraped offThe
leaf
down-running side of the drum.
used
to
clarify
filter is intermittent, and quantities of
liquids or separate small
gold
suspended matter, for example,
slimes after precipitation with zinc from
cyanide solutions. Membrane, perhaps
precoated with diatomaceous earth, dips
into liquid being treated. Genter filter is
an assisted thickener. A round tank receives pulp, which is drawn to suspended
socks or membranes distended by wood
balls, to which a cycle of vacuum followed
by blow-back is applied automatically.
Cake formed during vacuum period is
sloughed off, falls to bottom of tank and

as underlow
is gatheTed and removed
by means of slowly rotating rakes. The

filter press
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bag filter is used to remove dust and free
particles from gas streams. The centrifugal filter acts by use of centrifugal force.
Pryor, 3. See also filtration. c. A layer, or
of pervious maa combination of layers,
terials designed and installed in such a
manner as to provide drainage and yet
prevent the movement of soil particles by
flowing water. Also called protective filter.

of a borehole, or on a filter paper in filtration tests on mud. Institute of Pe-

troleum, 1961.
filter cake texture. The physical properties of
a cake as measured by toughness, slickness, and brittleness. Brantly, 1.
filter candle. A porous ceramic tube, which
may be rounded and closed at one end,
made with a high porosity and of substantially uniform pore size. Dodd.
bed
of
sand
ASCE P1826. d. A porous
filter
cloth. The fabric used as a medium for
that separates mator of other material
filtration;
for example, nylon cloth, blandissolved imter held in suspension, orfrom
finely woven wire mesh, or
ket
cloth,
a
liquid
purities or coloring matter
finely
woven
glass thread. B.S. 3552, 1962.
or a gas that is passed through it. Webster filter correction. In seismic work, a correction
3d. e. As a verb, to subject to the action
of recorded times made necessary by the
or a gas
of a filter; to pass a liquid of
use of different filters in the instramentapurifythrough a filter for the purpose
tion. The correction simulates the use of
both.
To
act
as
a
ing, or separating, or
a constant filter. A.G.I.
fluid by means
filter, to remove from aWebster
filtered light. A term commonly used to refer
3d.
f.
An
of a filter, to percolate.
through a
to light which has passed
electric device in seismic instruments that
which
absorbs
the
colored glass (a filter)
characpermits selection of frequency
hues, allowing those of
rays
of
some
ground
moteristics appropriate for
other hues to pass through. Shipley.
g. In
tion it is desired to record. A.G.I.
containhig the pulp
radiography, a device, usual's), a thin me- filter feed trough. A tank fitted with an agibeam
of
radito
be
filtered,
generally
tallic layer, inserted into a
solids in the pulp
tator to maintain thewhich
ation so as to modify the transmitted specthe drum or
in
suspension,
and
in
trum of radiation. It may be used to endisk of a rotary vacuum filter is partially
hance or reduce contrast, or to minimize
immersed. B.S. 3552, 1962.
ASM
undesirable scattered radiations.
glass. Glass, usually colored, used in
Gloss. h. In compressors, cleaners for the filter
goggles,
helmets, and hand shields to exintake air which should be free from dust
clude
harmful
light rays. ASM Gloss.
in
the
compressor.
A
to minimize wear
differential damping of
made
by
building
filtering
effect.
The
simple screen can be
vertical
oscillation of water
pressures
or
of
an intake box with panels of %-inch mesh
depth, dependparticles
with
increasing
with
cheese
cloth.
wire screen covered
period. At a given
20
x
20
inches
ing
upon
the
wave
One type, made of frames
depth longer waves are damped less than
and giving an effective opening 18 x 18
shorter waves. Hy.
inches or 21/2 square feet, contains metalsuch as sandlic filaments coated with a viscous fluid. filtering stone. Any porous stone,
water
is filtered.
of
800
cubic
stone
through
which
Each frame has a capacity
683.
Lewis,
p.
Fay.
feet of air per minute.
i. In photography, a glass or gelatin plate filter loss. The amount of fluid delivered

placed in front of, in, or back of the
lens, to modify on the film or plate the
effect of light, of different colors, or of
some particular color. Seelye, 2. j. Re-

sistances, inductances, and capacitances,
or any one or combination of these, which
allows the comparatively free flow of certain frequencies or of direct current while
blocking the passage of other frequencies. An example is the filter used in a
power supply, which allows the direct cur-

rent to pass, but filters out the ripple.

Hy.
filter aid. a. A low-density, inert, fibrous, or

to increase
fine granular material usedquality
of filthe rate and improve the
tration. ASM Gloss. b. Diatomaceous
earth, used either to coat a filter cloth
layer which can
or as a thick filteringits
load of cake
be ploughed off with
from a rotating drum filter. Pryor, 3.
filter bed. a. A pond or tank having a false
bottom covered with sand, and serving
to filter river or pond water. Fay. b. A fill
of pervious soil that provides a site for
A general name
a septic field. Nichols. c.similar
bed used
for a contact bed or any
for filtering purposes. G.T.D.
filter block. A hollow, vitrified clay masonry
unit, sometimes salt-glazed, designed for
trickling filter floors in sewage disposal

through

a permeable membrane in a

specified time. Brantly, I.

material. Graded granular material
which permits water to pass through it
but retains solid matter. Ham.
filter-operator helper. One who assists the
concentrate-filter operator by regulating
flow of concentrate from the pipeline.

filter

.D.O.T. Supp.
sampler
filter paper sampler. A high-volume
filter of
using a plain or pleated fibrous
various materials and weaves to collect
dust particles as air is drawn through the

instrument by a suction pump. In one
instrument, the air flow is maintained
constant (at one of three selected rates),
the filter.
even when dust begins to clog
Very high efficiencies can be attained
with special filter materials (fiber glass,
membranes). Hartman, p. 53.

filter-plant foreman. A foreman who supervises workers engaged in extracting water
from concentrate, using settling tanks and
filter machines, and in loading filtered
concentrate into railroad cars. D.O.T.
Supp.

filter press. a. A form of pressure filter, noncontinuous in operation, used in coal
preparation for the removal of water
from slurries, tailing and similar products. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. A filter consistplants. AGSG, 1963.
ing usually of a serits of rigid corrugated
filter cake. a. The compacted solid or semi(as
plates with intervening filter mediumthat
solid material separated from a liquid
cloth)
assembled
in
a
framework
so
and remaining on a filter after pressure
the suspension to be filtered can be
filtration. Institute of Petroleum, 1961.
forced under pressure into the assembled
b. The laynr of concentrated solids from
press and the solids can collect as cake
behind
on
the
walls
the drilling mud left
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fineness modulus

between the plates. See also plate-andframe filter. Webster 3d.

filtration rate. The measure of the amount
of filtrate from a drilling fluid passing
through or into a porous medium. Filter

fine annealing. Annealing to an extremely low

of crystals. A process similar to squeezing water out of a sponge. Bateman. b.
The process of the straining out of liquid
tallized and then is subjected to pressure
by earth moements, etc. Bateman, 1950,

fimmenite. A variety of spore peat. Tomkeieff,
1954.

ASTM C162-66.
fine chemicals. Chemicals produced in relatively small quantities for use in limited
quantities; for example, silver nitrate.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
fine coal. English translation of German feinkohle. Tomkeieff, 1954.
fine cold asphalt. A wearing course of bitu-

ring in pressed or blown glassware, in
the form of a thin projection following
the line between the parts of the mold.
Also called flash. Dodd. c. The feather
edge obtained when cutting flat glass.

fine flake salt. A fine size of grainer salt with
thin, delicate flakes. Kaufmann.
fine gold. a. Almost pure gold. The value of
bullion gold depends on its percentage of
fineness. See also fineness; float gold. Fay.

magma from the interstices of a mush

when an igneous rock has partly crysp. 51. c. A process of magmatic differentiation in which a magma having
crystallized to a mush of interlocking crys-

tals in liquid becomes compressed, permitting the liquid to move towai d regions

of lower pressure and hence t) become

1

stress and uniform index of refraction.

loss and cake thickness constitute the determining factors of filtration qualities.
Brantly, 1.
Filtrol. Trade name for bentonite. Hess.
filly. Som. A local term for firedamp. Fay.

filter pressing. a. Squeezing out of a residual

separated from the crystals. A G.I.
filter pump. An aspirator for ha stening the
process of filtering by creatin; a partial
vacuum. Standard, 1964.
filter sand. Sand suitable for us( in filtering
the suspended matter from water. A.G.I.
filter stick. Short glass tube with filtering
septum used in laboratory sampling. Pryor,

3.
filter-type

respirator. A protective device
which removes dispersoids from the air
by physically trapping the particles on
the fibrous material of the filter. I t offers
no protection against gases or vapors or
atmospheres deficient in oxygen. Many
workers, however, are subjected to dusts,
fumes, and mists in sufficient quantity to
impair health Common examples are the
dusts of cement, coal, flour, limestone,
silica, and asbestos encountered in mining, grinding, and crushing operations;
the metallic fumes of welding, smelting,
and refining processes; and the mists
formed by the disintegration of a liquid
in such work as spray-coating, atomizing,
and chromium-plating. The U.S. Bureau

of Mines tests and approves this type
of respirator for one of the three dis-

tinct classes of dusts, fumes, and mists,
for various combinations of those

or

classes. Bests, p. 100.
filter well. A system used in the lowering of
ground water. Ham.
filtrate. The liquid product from the filtration
process. B.S. 3552, 1962.
filtration. a. A process for separating solids
from liquids by allowing the liquid to
pass through a finely woven cloth or
gauze which retains the solids, using
vacuum or pressure to accelerate the separation. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. Commercially,
the separation of relatively clear filtrate
from pulp, with arrest of solids or_ suitable membrane, usually moved continuously so as to discharge a ribbon or filter

cake. All metallurgical filters contain a
canvas (or other fabric) diaphragm

which serves as the filtering medium, and
the filtrate is forced through the filter

cloth either by suction or preuure. The
clear liquid passes through, and the suspended solids remain on the filter cloth

in the form of a filter cake. Pryor, 2;

Pito:ton, p. 104.
filtrAdon differentiation. a. A difference in
rock cha,.acter resulting from a filtration
effect during intrusion. Hess. b. See filter
pressing. A.G.I.
filtration qualities. The filtration characteristics of a drilling fluid. These qualities are
inversely proportional to the thickness of

filter cake deposited on the face of a

porous medium and the amount of water
allowed to escape from the drilling fluid
into or through the medium. Brantly, I.

fin. a. The thin sheet of metal squeezed out
between the collars of the rolls in a roll
train. Fay. b. A fault, sometimes occur-

ASTM C162-66.

final controlling element. In flotation, that
controlling element which directly changcs

the value of the manipulated variable.

Fuerstenau, P. 543.
fmal drive. A set of reduction gearing close
to or inside of a drive wheel. Nichols.
final exploration. The detailed investigation

of a coal or mineral area on which a
preliminary report was favorable. The

final exploration of an area may involve
a costly boring program, surveys, and
sampling. See also preliminary exploration. Nelson.

final set. The time required for a hydraulic
cement to develop sufficient strength to
resist a prescribed pressure. In the usual
Vicat needle test, this stage of the setting
process is defined as that at which the
needle point will, but its circular attachment will not, make a depression on the
surface of the cement. Dodd.
final setting time. The time during which a
fresh

paste of cement and water will

stiffen by a given amount. See also initial
setting time. Ham.
finandranite. A coarse igneous rock consisting
of potassium-rich syenite composed of 88

percent microcline and 9 percent torendrilcite (amphibole) with some biotite,
ilmenite, and 3 percent apatite. Johann-

sen, n. 3, 1937, p. 13.
find. a. Eng. A sinking or driving for coal,

etc., attended with success. Fay. b. A

thing found or discovered; especially, a
valuable discovery; as, a find of minerals.
Standard, 1964.

findlIngs quartzite. A compact, cemented

quartzite of a type occurring in Germany
as erratic blocks, hence the name, which
is the German word for foundling. This
type of quartzite, which is used as a raw
material for silica-brick manufacture, is
composed of about 60 percent of quartz
grains set in 40 percent of a chalcedonic

matrix. In Germany, the term is being
displaced by the more informative term
cemented quartzite. Dodd.

fine. Sometimes used to designate high-quality
drill diamonds. Long.

tine adjustment screw. A tangent screw on a
theodolite. Ham.

fine aggregate. a. Aggregate in which the
largest particles have a diameter of less
than one-fourth inch. Shell Oil Co. b. In
the crushed stone industry, fine aggregate

is commonly regarded as the material

passing a %-inch sieve and almost entirely passing the No. 4 sieve. AIME,
p. 286. c. Aggregate which passes a 3/16inch British Standard test sieve and con-

tains only so much coarser material as
may be specified. Taylor.

men and tine aggregate which may be
spread or compacted when either cold
or warm. Ham.

b. In placer mining, gold in exceedingly
small particles. Hess.
fine-grained. Descriptive of rocks composed
of small grains. Generally the term is used

only in a relative way, but an average
size of less than 1 millimeter has been

suggested. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
fine-grained rocks. Rocks in which the crystals

are very fine-grained or else the whole or
part is glass. These are the volcanic rocks.
Mason, v. 1, p. 11.

fine-grained soil. Soil consisting mostly of clay

and silt, more than 50 percent by weight
smaller than 0.074 millimeter in diameter.
A.G.I. Supp.
fine grinder; pulverizer. A machine for the

final stage of size reduction, that is to
-100 mesh. Such machines -nclude ball
mills, tube mills, and ring-roll mills. Dodd.

fine grinding. Fine grinding is usually performed in a mill rotating on a horizontal
axis and containing balls, rods, or pebbles (grinding media) which serve to
grind the ore in the mill. The different
mills used in fine grinding are known as
ball mill, pebble mill, Hardinage mill,
tube mill, etc. Newton, p.65.

fine industrials. Synonym for toolstones. Long.

fine material. All sediment finer than 0.062
millimeter; also called wash load. USCS
Prof. Paper 462-F.
fine metal. The higher grades of copper regulus or matte obtained in the English process of copper smelting. Included are

the following four varieties which are
distinguished by appearance and copper
content: (1) blue, containing about 60
percent copper; (2) sparkle, about 74 percent copper; (3) white, about 77 per-

cent copper; and (4) pimple, about 79

percent copper. Fay.
fineness. a. The degree of purity of gold, for
example, gold 950 fine contains 950 parts

of pure gold, and 50 of other matter.

See also carat. Nelson. b. Parts per thousand in purity. Bureau of Mines Staff. c.
The proportion of pure silver or gold in
jewelry, bullion, or coins often expi essed
in parts per thousand and being in United
States silVer, coin nine-tenths or .900 fine
and in English gold, coin eleven-twelfths
or .91661 fine. Webster 3d. d. A measure
of the sPecific surface area or particle-size
distribution. Taylor. e. The state of subdivision of a substance. C.T.D.
fineness hctor. A measure of average particle
size obtai:ied by summing the products of
the reciprocal of the size grade midpoints

times the frequency of iisticles in each
class expressed as a decimal part of the
total frequency. A.G.I.

fineness modulus. a. An empirical factor obtained by adding the total percentages of

a sample of the aggregate retained on
each of a specified series of sieves, and

dividing the sum by 100. AIME, p.
289. b. One-hundredth of the sum of the

cumulative values for the amount of ma-

terial retained on the series of Tyler or
U.S. sieves including half sizes up to 100
mesh. Example:
4 mesh

On
On

2 percent

"

13

On 16
On 30 "
On 50 "

35
57
76
93

8

On 100

"

"

-

Sum = 276 -s- 100 = 2.76 fineness

Dodd.
fineness of enamel. A measurement of the
degree to which a frit has been milled in

wet or dry form, usually expressed in

grams residue retained on a certain mesh

screen from a 50-milliliter or a 100-gram

ASTM C286-65.

fine raggings. Eng. Pieces of ore deposited at
the bottom of a sieve. Fay.

finery. A furnace or hearth in which best
quality bar iron is produced from white
pig iron (used particularly in Sweden).
C.T.D.
fines. a.

Very small material produced in
breaking up large lumps, as of ore or
coal. Zern. b. Small pieces of rock and
dirt that fall from the mine roof, and

generally, though not always, precede a
falling of heavy material and conse
quently signify danger. Fay. c. In general,
the smallest particles of coal or mineral
in any classification, process, or sample of
the run-of-mine material. See also anthracite fines. Nelson. d. Coal having a maxi-

mum particle size usually less than onesixteenth inch (1.6 millimeter) and rarely
above onc-eigth inch (3.2 millimeters).
B.S. 3552, 1962. e. Coal with a maximum
particle size usually less than one-eighth
inch (3.2 millimeters) ; also applied in a
general sense to the content of fine material in a coal. B.S. 3323, 1960. f. Clay
or silt particles in soil. Nichols. g. The
finer-grained particler of a mass of soil,
sand, or gmvel. See lye, 1. h. In hydraulic
sluicing, til¼ material that slowly settles
to the botom of a mass of water. See lye, 1.
i. The fine fraction of a sediment or the
product of rock crushing, particularly
that which passes through a grading sieve.

A.G.I. Supp. j. The fraction of sand and
gravel finer than 0.074 millimeters in
particle diameter. A.G.I. Supp. k. The
portion of a soil finer than a number 200
U.S. standard sieve. ASCE P1826. 1.
The product passing through the screen
when the material from the zinc boxes of
a cyanide mill is rubbed over a sieve. See
also shorts.

Fay. m. Ores in too fine or

pulverulent a condition to be smelted in
the ordinary way. Standard, 1964. n. Sand

grains that are substantially smaller than
the predominating size in a batch or lot
of

foundry

sand.

mesh; for the other, -20 mesh.) Bureau
of Mines Staff.
fine sand. All grains between 0.25 and 0.125
millimeter in diameter. A.G.I.
fine silt. See silt grade. C.T.D.
fine silver. Pure silver, 1000 parts fine or 100
percent silver. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965,

p. 811.
fines removal. The removal of fine particles
from a feed material, by either wet or
dry methods, to facilitate treatment or
utilization of the remainder. B.S. 3552,
1962.

modulus.

sample.

ASM Gloss.

fink truss
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fineness modulus

o.

In

powder metallurgy, the portion of a
powder composed of particles which are
smaller than a specified size, currently
less than 44 microns. See also superfine,.
ASM Gloss. p. Fine particles of any
ceramic material (that is, this term is
relative to the produce being made.
Some products may require some -325
mesh material; others -20 mesh. "Fines"
as related to one product would be -325

fine zinc. A name given to the highest grades
of commercial spelter or zinc. Camm.
finger. a. A pair or set of bracketlike projections placed at a strategic point in a drill
tripod or derrick, generally at a level with
one of the work platforms, to keep a
number of lengths of drill rods or casing
in place when they are standing in the
tripod or derrick. Also one of the flexible
prong parts of a basket lifter. Long. b.
One of the cutting edges on a finger bit.
See also finger bit. Long. c. A minor
structure radiating from a major structure. A.G.I. Supp.
finger bar. a. Aust. An iron rod attached to
a cage with the end bent in such a way
as to keep the skips from running off the
cage while being raised or lowered. Fay.
b. Pivoted length of wood used to support unit in stamp battery when hanging
up. See also cam stick. Pryor, 3.
finger basket. See basket, a. Long.
finger bit. A steel rock-cutting bit having
fingerlike, fixed, or replaceable, steel-cutting points affixed. Long.
finger board. A board with projecting dowels

or pipe fingers located in the upper part

of the drill derrick or tripod to support
stands of drill rod, drill pipe, or casing.

Compare finger. Long.
finger-car. A small four-wheeled bogie having

two uprights from which project pairs

(usually 10 in number) of fingers; these
can be raised or lowered by a lever and
cam. Finger-cars are used in the Keller
system of handling bricks. See also Keller
system. Dodd.

finger chute. Steel rails hinged independently
over ore chute, to control rate of flow of
rock. Pryor, 3.
finger coal. Natural coke occurring ;n small
hexagonal columns where coal was altered
by an igneous intrusion. Stutzer and Noe,

1940, p. 299.
finger pip. a. A fil.shing tool designed to
recover a broken drill rod or dropped

tool from a borehole. Long. b. Eng. A
tool used in boring for gripping the upper
end of the rods. Fay.
fingering. a. The lateral dividing of a sa d
body or other rock unit into two or more
bodies. Applied also to dividing streaks
of porosity, some of which are more or
less permeated with fluid. A.GJ. b. The
intrusion of water in the form of a finger
or a tongue when oil is removed. A.G.I.
c. The movement of fluids along a nonuniform front, by which the displacement
of one fluid by another is more rapid at

one point than at an adjacent point.
A.G.I.

finger lake. One of several, associated, long,

narrow rock basins occupied by lakes.
A.G.I.
Fingerlakesian. Lower Upper Devonian.
A.G.I. Supp.
finger lifter. A basket-type core lifter. Long.
finger raise. Steeply sloping openings permit-

ore

to

flow down

ting

caved

level.

Bureau of Mines Staff.

raises

through grizzlies to chutes on the haulage
finial. Ornamental pieces of burned clay used

for finishing off the joining of the ridge
line with the hips, ridge line at gables,
or top of a tower. Fay.

fining. a. The conversion of cast into malle-

able iron in a hearth or charcoal fire. Fay.
b. See refining. Fay. c. The process by
which the molten glass approaches freeundissolved gases. ASTM
dom from
C162-66. d. The act of making clear or

pure; as, the fining of a precious metal.

Crispin.
fining agent. Substance which aids expulsion
of bubbles in glass manufacture, for example As:03; substance that forms a quicksettling precipitate with suspended matter

and thus clarifies a liquid, for eomple,
albumen. Bennett 2d, 1962.

fining time. Shortest tern-i required to produce

a glass free of bubbles varying with the
composition and the temperature of treat-

Bennett 2d, 1962.

ment.

quality, or
appearance of a metal. ASAI Gloss. b.

finish. a. The surface condition

Stock on a forging to be removed when
finish-machined. ASM Gloss. c. Any
aftertreatment performed on fibrous glass
products previous to their end use. Phillips.
the

d. The part of a bottle for holding
cap or closure. ASTM C!62-66.

e. Stage in melting process after glass appears free of seeds. ASTM C162-66.

finish coat. Final porcelain enamel coating.
It may be a one-coat finish. ACSB, 3.
finished steel. Steel that is ready for the market and has been processed beyond the
stages of billets, blooms, sheet bars, slabs,
and wire rods. ASM Gloss.
finisher. a. A person having charge of a fur-

nace during the melting and fining of
the glass. ASTM C162-66. b. The workman who does the final work, such as
polishing or putting the hanclie or foot on
a piece of ware. ASTM C162-66. c.

One who removes rough edges from green
ware, such as plates, cups, or handles, and
smooths it with sponge. Also called fettler;
shaper; sponger. D.O.T. 1. d. See also
glazing machine operator. D.O.T. 1.
finish grade. The final grade required by specifications.

Nichols.

finish grinding. The final grinding action on a
workpiece where the objectives are surface

finish and dimensional

accuracy.

ASM

Gloss.

finishing jig. The jig used to save the smaller
particles of ore in a concentrator or stamp
mill. Weed, 1922.

finishing lime, A type of refined hydrated
lime, milled in such a manner that it is
suitable for plastering, particularly the

finish coat. Putty derived from this hy-

drate possesses unusually high plasticity.
Boynton.
finishing rolls. The last roll, or the one that
does the finest crushing in ore dressing,
especially in stage crushing. Fay.

finishing temperature. The temperature at
which hot working is completed. ASM
Gloss.

finish machining. Analogous to finish grinding. ASM Gloss.
finish mold. See neck mold. Dodd.
finish tik. Tile with a face that may be used
as a finished wall. ACSG, 1963.
fink truss. A frequently used symmetrical steel
roof truss effective over a maximum span

of 50 feet. Ham.

fin-neck bolt
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fin-neck bolt. Similar to carriage bolt. Uscd
through wood or through wood and metal.

processes of scorification, cupellation, etc.
Standard, 1964.
fireback. The back wall of a furnace or fireplace. Fay.
fireball. The luminous ball of hot gases which

Two fins under the head prevent turning while the nut is being tightened or

loosened. Crispin.

finned tube. Extended (grilled) surface in
the form of fins on tubes or pipe. Strock,
10.

firmemanite. A gray, olive-green to black
chloroarsenite of lead, PbCl(Asta,),.
Prisms and crystalline crusts. Hexagonal.
From Langman, Sweden. English.

Finnish amber. Amber from the shores f
Finland. See also Baltic amber. Shipley.
fiord; fjord. a. A long, deep, arm of the sea,

occupying a portion of a channel having high steep walls, a bottom made uneven by bosses and sills, and with side

streams entering from high-level valleys
by cascades or by steep rapids. .A.G.I.
b. A narrow, deep, steep-walled inlet of
the sea that was formed by the submergence of a mountainous coast. Fay. c.
A sea-occupied segment of a glaciated
trough. A.G.I. d. Where the sea enters a
deeply excavated glacial through after the
melting away of the glacier, a fiord results. A rise of sea level may occur and
allow the sea to enter glaciated valleys,
or it may increase the depth of water in
true fiords; but it is not necessary to assume such a rise to account for fiords.
Along with or since the rise of sea level
that drowned the valleys of many coasts
after the Ice Age, fiord regions rose isostatically as they were relieved of a great
load of ice. It is clear that glaciers have
excavated troughs far below set level;
and it is in general such troughs that have

been entered by the sea as the glaciers

melted forming fiords. A.G.I.
fiord coast; fiorded coast. A glaciated coast,

characterized by a partial submergence
of glacial troughs. Schieferdecker.

fior di persicor. A whitc marble with veins
and clouds of purple or red, from Albania.
Fay.

fiord lake. A lake in a glacially excavated
rock basin of a U-shaped valley at low
elevation. A.G.I. Supp.
fiord shoreline. A shoreline characterized by
the development of numerous fiords; as,

for example, the west coast of Norway.
Stokes and flames, 1955.

fiord valley. A deep, narrow channel occupied

by the sea, and extending inland often

r as far as 50 or 100 miles.
c.orste. Siliceous sinter, named from Mount
Santa Fiora, Tuscany, Italy. An opal occurring near hot springs. Pay.

fire. a. To blast with gunpowder or other
explosives. Fay. b. A word shouted by
miners to warn one another when a shot
is fired. Fay. c. Eng. A collier's term for
the explosive gas in mines. Fay. d. To
explode or blow up. The expression "the
pit has fired" signifies that an explosion
of firedamp has taken place. Fay. e. Fuel
in a state of combustion, as on a hearth,

in a grate, furnace, etc. Fay. f. Flashes
of spectrum colors from the facets of a

cut stone, due to diepersion. See also

dispersion. Anderson. g. The manifestation of rapid combustion, or combination
of materi:ds with oxygen. Leet.

fire agate. a. A glass imitation of fire oral.
Shipley. L. Same as goldstone. Shipley.
fin assay. The assaying of metallic ores, usually gold and silver, 1Jy methods requiring
furnace heat. It commonly involves the

forms a few millionths of a second after
a nuclear explosion. L&L.
fire bank. The spoil heap at the surface of
a colliery, when burning or heated by
spontaneous combustion. Nelson.

fire bars. Cast-iron bars forming a grate on
which fuel is burnt, as in domestic fires,
boiler furnaces, etc. C.T.D.
fire blende. Pyrostilpnite. Fay.
fireboard. A blackboard on which the fire
boss indicates every morning, by chalk

marks, the amount of gas in different

parts of the mine. Fay.
fire boss. a. A person dcsignated to examine

the mine for gas and other dangers. In

certain states, the fire boss is designated
as the mine examiner. U.S. BuMines Fed.

Mine Safety CodeBituminous Coal and
Lignite Mines, Pt. I Underground Mines,
Oct. 8, 1953. b. A state certified supervisory mine official who examines the
mine for firedamp, gas, and other dangers before a shift comes into it and who
usually makes a second examination dur-

ing the shift; in some states, it is used
loosely to designate assistant or section

foreman. B.C./. c. A colliery deputy. Nelson. d. Also called examiner; fire viewer;
gas boss; gas man; mine examiner. D.O.T.
1

firebox. a. A chamber (as of a furnace or
steam boiler) that contains a fire; specifically, the compartment of a steam locomotive in which tbe fuel is burned. Web-

ster 3d. b. One of the small refractory
lined chambers, built wholly or par* in

the wall of a kiln, for combustion of the

fuel. Dodd.

firebreak. A strip across the area in which
either no combustible material is employ ed, or in which, if timber supports
are used, sand (not waste rock) is later
filled and packed tightly round them.
Where timber is not used in stope supports, the firebreaks are simply stretches
in the le,,els or winzes ih which timber
lagging is replaced by some other substance, such as steel or concrete. Spalding, p. 226.

fire breeding. S.

Staff. Said of any place

underground showing indications of a

gob fire. Fay.
firebrick. a. Bricks made from a very refrac-

tory clay to withstand intense heat. Marsereau, 4th, p. 260. b. An aluminosilicVe
brick of fire-clay composition. VV.

fire bridge. The separatin,-, low wall between

the fireplace and the hearth of a rever-

beratory furnace. Fay.
firebug. See mine patrolman. D.O.T. 1.
fire chamber. That part of a furnace which

contains the fuel, as in a puddling furnace. Standard, 1954.

Fire-Chek Keys. Trade name; pyrometric
cones made by Bell Research, Inc., E.

Liverpool, Ohio. Dodd.
fire classificafion. The following explains the
National Fire Protection Association classifications. Class A fires are defined as those
in ordinary solid, combustible materials,
such az coal, wood, rubber, textiles, paper,
and rubbish. Class B fires are defined as
those in flammable liquids, such as fuel or
lubricating oils, grease, paint, varnish, and
lacquer. Clau C fires are defined as those
in (live) electric equipment, such as oil-

firedamp
filled

transformers, generators, motors,

switch panels, circuit breakers, insulated
electrical conductors, and other electrical
devices. I.C. 8149, 1963, p. 22.
fire clay. a. A clay that is high in alumina or
silica; diffusion is not less than cone 19
(1,515° C). Fire clays may be sediresidual, plastic or nonplastic,
mentary
and are dominantly coml. ad of kaolinite.
The classification of fire clays may be related to the composition, fiscal characteristics,

refractoriness,

use,

association

with other materials, etc., such as plastic

clays, nonplastic fire clays, highalumina fire clay, siliceous fire clay, flint
clay, coal measure fire clay, sagger clay,
fire

high-heat duty fire clay, etc. Bureau of
Mines Stafj. b. An earthy or stony mineral aggregate which is composed essentially of hydrous silicates of aluminum
with or without free silica. It is plastic
when sufficiently pulverized and wetted,

rigid when subsequently dried, and of

sufficient purity and refractoriness for use

in commercial refractory products. IlW.
c. Formerly used for almost any soft non-

bedded clay immediately underlying a

coalbed many of which are not refractory. Compare underclay. A.G.I. Supp.
d. Soft, unbedded, gray or white clay,
high in silica and hydrated aluminum
silicates, and low in iron and alkalies.
Fire clay forms the seat earth of many

coalbeds and has value as refractory clay.
Also called bottom stone. Raistrick
and Marshall, p. 22. e. A stratum of rock

found in anthracite mines which disintegrates on exposure to air. Hudson.
fire clay brick. A refractory brick manufactured substantially or entirely from fire
clay. 11W. See also first quality fire
clay brick; second quality fire clay brick;
third quality fire clay brick. AISI, No. 24.

fire clay goods. Mainly composed of fire clays

with the addition of opening materials
such as grog (granulated fire clay or
sand). Rosenthal.

fire clay mineral. A poorly crystallized (partly
disordered) kaolinite. A.GJ.
fire clay plastic refractory. A fire clay mate-

rial tempered with water end suitable for
ramming into place to form a monolithic
furnace lining that will attain satisfactory physical properties when subjected
to the heat of furnace operation. ASTM

C71-64.
flrecoat. A film produced on metallic surfaces

by oxidation due to the action of heat.

Standard, 1964.
fire crack. A fissure formed in metal during
the process of reheating or that of annealing. Standard, 1964.
fire cracks. Cracks in ware caused by local
temperature shock. ASTM C162-66.
fired. a. Eng. Said of a mine when an explo-

sion of firedamp has taken place. Fay.
b. Said of one who has been discharged

from work. Fay.
firedamp. a. A combustible gas that is formed

in mines by decomposition of coal or
other carbonaceous matter, and that consist chiefly of methane; also the explosive
mixture formed by this gas with air. Webster 3d. The gas is contained in the coal

and often given off in large quantities,
and explodes upon ignition when muted
with atmospheric air. Fay. Also called
marsh gas; methane. b. A stone, brick,

or concrete airtight stopping to isolate an
underground fire, and to prevent the inflow of fresh air and the outflow of foul
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firedamp
air. See also

seal. Also called firewall.

Nelson.

firedamp alarm. An instrument which gives
a warning signal when the methane content in the atmosphere exceeds a known
value, Roberts, I, p. 83.
firedamp cap. A sm ol cap which forms over
lamp when sufficient
the flame of a saf
firedamp (methane) is present. C.T.D.
firedamp, dangers of. Firedamp is dangerous
because (1) it may cause suffocation, and
(2) it may cause an explosion. The presence of firedamp in mine air reduces the
oxygen available for breathing. If a flame

safety lamp will not burn in the atmosphere there is danger of suffocation

through oxygen deficiency. Firedamp explosions have beer, the cause of the worst
coal mining disamers in history. See also
methane. Nelson,
firedamp detector. Usually a portable device
to detect the presence and determine the
percentage of firedamp in mine air. See
also inethanorneter; sampling instrument.
Nelson.

firedamp deteclors, automatic. See Ringrose
firedamp alarm. Naylor Spiralarm. Sinclair, I, pp. 28-29.
firedamp detIctors, nonautomatic. See Ceag

Montlucou gas detector; McLuckie gas

S.M.R.E. firedamp recorder;
M.S.A. methanometer. Sinclair, I, pp. 29-

detector;
31.

firedamp drainage. The collection of firedamp

from coal measures strata, generally into
pipes, with or without the use of suction.
Also called methane drainage. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 2.
firedamp drainage drill. A heavy compressed-

air operated percussive, rotary or rotarypercussive drillirg machine for putting up
the boreholes in firedamp drainage. See
also Hausherr DK9/51 drilling machine.
Yelson.

firedamp explosion. An explosion of a flam-

mable mixture of firedamp and air. See

also colliery explosion. Nelson.
firedamp fringe. The zone of contact between

the goaf gases and the ventilation air

current at the face. Roberts, I, p. 229.
firedamp layer. A sheetlike accumulation of
firedamp under the roof of a mine roadway where the ventilation is too slug-

gish to dilute and remove the gas. Although the term is new, the hazard existed

since the earliest days of coal mining. A
firedamp layer may be specified as one
in which the gas is 5 percc_'.t or over and
of a length greater than the width of the
road in which it occurs. Nelson.
firedamp migration. The movement of fire-

damp through the strata os goal of a

mine. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
firedamp pressure chamber. A method of
firedamp drainage in coal mines without
boring. When old gobs are drained, pressure chambers are built at the intake to,
and at the return from, the worked-out
district.
sealed

These areas or chambe:s are

off and the

pressure controlled

either manually or automatically. The

gas is drawn from the chambers in pipes
passing out through the main return. The
method provides a supply of gas and the
underground conditions are safer. Nelson.
firedamp probe. A flexible rubber tube connected to a rod, which can be thrust into
roof cavities and breaks so that a sample
of the air may be transferred to a methan-

ometer and its firedamp content deter-

mined. An aspirator attached to the

methanometer is used to pump the air
sample into the instrument. Nelson.
firedamp reforming process. Methane has
twice the calorific value of town's gas,

fireman, tail rope
immediate call; generally instructed in
use of self-contained oxygen breathing apparatus. Also called fireman or helmet

man. D.O.T. 1.

and in some cases, the gas obtained from
firedamp drainage has to be modified by
catalytic reforming before it can be passed
into the mains. When mixed with steam
and passed over a nickel catalyst, methane
is converted to a mixture of hydrogen and
carbon monoxide, and when this is
blended with pure methane a gas having
similar properties to town's gas is produced. Nelson.
firedamp tests. Tests to detect the presence

firefighting plan. A plan showing the positions

consists of a small blue flame with a spot
of yellow !Wit in the middle. At the top
there is a f...nt halo of paler blue known

tion of gas-charged lava (normally basaltic) fron-, a volcanic vent, either a localized central vent or a fissure, forming
a fountain of molten rock. Lava fountains are a common type of eruption in
Hawaii. They issue from fissures along
rift zones on the flanks of Mauna Loa,
and commonly reach heights of 300 feet

and concentration of firedamp in mine
workings. When carrying out a test with
a safety lamp, the flame is lowered until
it is about one-eighth inch high. It then
as the fuel cap, which must not be mistaken for a small gas cap. When firedamp
present it forms a faint bluish gas

is

cap over the testing flame. The lowest
percentage that can be estimated in this
way is from 1 to 1% percent. As the
percentage of gas increases, the gas cap
gradually grows upwards, and at 2 percent it forms a triangle, about as high
as the testing flame is wide. When the

gas percentage increases further, the triangle gets taller and taller. See also flame
safety lamp. Nelson.
fire decorating. The process of firing ceramic

or metallic decorations on the surface of
ceramic ware. ASTM C242-60T.

fire division wall. Any wall which subdivides

a building so as tc, resist the spread of

fire, but is not necessarily continuous

through all stories to and above the roof.
See also firewall. ACSG.

fired on. Decoration fused into the surface
of glazed pottery or glassware. Dodd.
fire door. a. The door or opening through
which fuel is supplied to a furnace or
stove. Fay. b. A fireproof door in a building or in a mine, as a door to enciose an
area in which there is a mine fire. Fay.
firod stone. Same as heated stone. Shipley.
fired zircon. Any zircon, the original natural

of items of firefighting equipment. Separate plans are used for surface buildings
and underground workii:gs. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 1.
fire finished. Glassware that has received its
final surface gloss by heating the ware,
usually in a flame. Dodd.
fire flooding. Sec in situ combustion.
fire foam. A nonflammable blanket of foamed
material (for example, alum, soda, and

glue) usnd to extinguish fires where water
would make matters worse, or where sealing off of oxygen is practicable. Pryor, 3.
firefountaining. As a noun, the rhythmic erup-

and even 1,000 feet in extreme cases. The
coalescing of lava fountains along a fissure produces the so-called curtain of
fire. A.G.I.
Firefrax. Brand names for series of air-setting
and heat-setting cements, made from fire
clay or kaolin, able to withstand high
temperatures; used in laying and repair-

ing firebricks, furnace linings, etc. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

flee glost. See glost firing.
fire grate. The grate which holds the fuel in
many forms of heaters and furnaces. Fay.
fire-heavy. Eng. Words marked upon the scale
of a mercurial barometer to indicate when

much firedamp may be expected to be
given off in the mine, and to show that
extra vigilance is required to keep the
ventilation up to its full strength. Fay.

fire inspector. See mine patrolman. D.O.T. I.
fire kiln. An oven or place for heating anything. Fay.

fire lamp. a. Eng. An iron basket on three
legs, or hung by chains from posts, in
which coal is burnt to give light to miners

color of which has been changed or enerely eliminated by heating. The induced

where gas is not used. Fay. b. An iron
bucket or basket of fire suspended in a

colors often fade. Shipley.
fire engine. a. Scot. A name formerly given
to the steam engine. Fay. b. Eng. A
pump worked by hand for throwing water

draught or ventilation through the workings. Fay.
fireman. a. Eng. A man whose duty it is to

upon gob fires. Fay.
fire extinguisher. A portable or wheeled appa-

ratus for putting out small fires by ejecting fire extinguishing agents that may
consist of water alone, water and chemicals (as soda-acid solutions or foam), or
chemicals alone (as carbon tetrachloride,
carbon dioxide, or dry chemicals). Webster 3d. See also air foam extinguisher;
carbon dioxide gas extinguisher; chemical foam extinguisher; dry-powder extinguisher; foam fire extinguisher; sodaacid extinguisher; water/carbon dioxide
extinguisher.

fire fare. The surface of refractory walls exposed to direct heat of a furnace. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
fire feeder. a. An apparatus for feeding the
fire of a furnace. Fay. b. A stoker. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

firefighter. In metal mining, one who is
trained in fighting fires at the surface and
especially underground, being subject to

pit shaft

(shallow mine) to create a

examine with a safety lamp the underground workings, to ascertain if gas is
present, to see that doors, bratticing, stop-

pings, etc., are in good order, and generally to see that the ventilation is effi-

cient. See also fire boss; fire fighter. Fay.

b. In a metal mine, a miner whose duty
it is to explode the charges of explosive
used in headings and working places.

C.T.D. c. In a fiery mine the official who

checks the underground explosive risk.

Pryor, 3. d. In a coal mine, an official responsible for safety conditions underground. See also deputy. C.T.D.
fireman, fan. In bituminous coal mining, one
who tends and fires the boiler generating
steam for driving fans used for mine ventilation. D.O.T. 1.
fireman, tail rope. In bituminous coal mining,

one who fires the boiler supplying steam
for the engine which powers the tail-rope
haulage system, a type of cable haulage

used to raise and lower cars along an

firing impulse

fireman, tail rope
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incline between the surface and a level
in a mine. D.O.T. 1.
fireman, tipple. In bituminous coal mining,
one who fires the boiler which generates
steam for driving the machinery at the
tipple where coal is prepared for market.
D.O.T. 1.

tension, fabricators products made therefrom. Usually when this term is used
alone, it refers to fire-refined, tough pitch
copper without elements other than oxygen being present in significant amounts.
ASM Gloss. See also fire refining.
fire refining. a. The refining of blister copper
by oxidizing the impurities in a reveratory
furnace and removing the excess oxygen
by poling. May be used as an alternative
to electrolytic refining, and in any case

fireman,

washer.

D.O.T. 1.

See

fireman,

washery.

fireman, washery. In anthracite coal mining,

one who tends and fires the boiler generating steam for driving the machinery
in a coal-washing plant where coal is
cleaned and separated from slate and
other impurit:es to prepare it for market.
Also called tiroman washer. D.O.T. 1.

fire marble. See lumachelle. Fay.
firemarks. a. Tiny indentadons similar in ap-

pearance to pinholes, resulting from firing the enamel coating at a higher tem-

perature or for a longer length of time

than necessary. ACSB-3. b. In clayware,
any defect in the appearance of a product resulting from direct contact with
flame. ACSG, 1963.
fire opal. A hyacinth-red opal which gives out
firelike reflections. Fay.

fire-opal glass. Translucent glass imitating
fire opal, usually has a specific gravity
of 2.4 or more. Shipley.
lire over. To allow a melting unit to idle at
operating temperature. A.S.T.M. C16266.

fire pan. York. See fire lamp, b. Fay.
fire patrolman. See mine patrolman. D.O.T. 1.
fire pillar. One of the vertical shafts, beneath
r .1 fireholc, left in a setting of bricks
. a top fired kiln. Also called feed shaft.

Jodd.

fire pit. See lava pit. A.G.J.

fire point. Minimum temperature at which

oil will burn continuously, as distinct from
flashpoint. Pryor, 3.
fife-polish. To make glass smooth, rounded,

or glossy by heating in a flame. Bennett
2d, 1962 Add.
fire polishing. The polishing of glassware,
decorated with a pressed pattern, by
holding it in a glory hole. C.T.D.
firepot. The vessel which holds the fire in a
furnace. Webster 3d.
fire prevention officer. A suitable person appointed by the manager of a mine to inspect all fire-fighting appliances and
equipment on the surface and underground. The equipment may include mobile pumps, hoses, extinguishers, etc.
There are commonly fire stations on the
surface and underground. There may be
fire Itydrants underground every 250 yards

alon,1 main roadways to within about 50

yards of the face. See also mine fires.
Nelson.

fireproofing. a. The act or process of making
a thing fireproof. Webster 3d. b. The materials used in the process. Webster 3d.
c. A general name applied to thoce forms

used in the construction of floor arches,
partitions, etc., for fireproof buildings.

Fay.
fireproofing brick clay. See hollow brick clay.

C.C.D. 3d, 1942, p. 195.

fireproofing tile. a. Tile for use as a protection
for structural members against fire.

A.S.T.M. C43-65T. b. Tile designed for
use in exterior or interior walls, partitions,

or columns where faces of the units are
exposed. ACSG.

fire-refined copper. Copper which has been

refined by the use of a furnace process

only, including refinery shapes and, by ex-

fire styth. See fire stink. Fay.

fire tile. A tile, used in a furnace, which is
unaffected by great heat. Standard, 1954.
fire travel. The movement of the zone of
highest temperature around the gallery
of an annular kiln. A typical rate of fire
travel is one chamber per day, often a
little faster. Dodd.
fire trier. Mid. A fire viewer. Hess.

fire-tube boiler. See Lancashire boiler. Nelson.

fire up. A command to start operating a drill

carrkd out as a preliminary to this.

either to collar a borehole or to restart

process. Impurities are removed by in-

fire viewer. A person whose duty it is to
examine the workings of a mine with a

is

C.T.D. b. Includes a number of processes
used for the removal of impurities from
impure metals produced by the smelting

troducing air into the molten metal or exposing the metal to air, and by the addition of various fluxes and the removal of
impurities as gases, drosses, or liquid
slags. Lead, tin, and some types of impure copper are also fire-refined. E.C.T.,
v. 8, p. 937.
fire resistance. This term has at times been

used indismiminately to denote the resistance of a material to ignition or to
the spread of flame. In the relevant British

Standard 476, part 1, the meaning is
restricted to the performance of com-

plete elements of a building structure
without regard to the performance of the
materials of which they are composed. In
the United States, fire tests for building
construction and materials are the subject

of American Society for Testing Materials-E119. Dodd.
fire rib. S. Staff. A solid rib or wall of coal
left between workings to confine gob
fires. Fay.

fire runner. In bituminous coal mining, one
who enters mine immediately after blasting to search for any fires that might have
been started by blast. Also called shotfirer runner; shot runner. D.O.T. 1.
fire sand. a. Refractory oxides or carbides
used for furnace linings. Bennett 2d, 1962.

b. A sand so free from fluxes that it is
highly refractory.

Freeman.

See

also

foundry sand; furnace sand.

fire scale. Intergranular copper oxide remaining below the surface of silver-copper
alloys that have been annealed and
pickled. ASM Gloss.

fire seal. a. A strip across an arca through
which neither fire nor noxious gases can
penetrate. It involves not only sealing of
stopen but levels also. Spalding, p. 226.
b. See sealing; explosion-proof stopping.
Mason, v. 1, p. 287.
fire setting. An ancielt incthod of tunneling

through rock. A fire was built against
the face of the rnirzral, which was then

tvenched with water, thus causing cracking. Pryor,_3.

fire, single. The process of maturing an unfired ceramic body and its glaze in one
firing operation. A.S.T.M. C242-60T.
Also called "one fire."
fire stink; gob sfink. The smell given off when

heating or spontaneous combustion oc-

curs in the waste or ehewhere under-

ground. Nelson.
firestone. a. Pyrite which was formerly used
for striking fire; also, flint. Webster 3d.
b. A stone or rock capable of withstanding a considerable amount of heat with-

out injury. C.T.D. c. Synonymous with
fire clay. Fay. d. In a slag hearth, a plate
of iron covering the front of the furnace
except for a few inches of space between
it and the bedplate. Webster 2d.

alati\

work on the first working shift of a day.
Long.

safety lamp. A fire boss. Fay.

firewall. a. A wall to prevent the spread of
fire usually made of noncombustible materials; especially a wall completely sepa-

rating two parts of a building from the

basem, .t to three feet above the roof and
consisting of fire-resistive material and

having all openings protected by automatically closing fire doors. Webster. b.
A wall to retain oil in case of its escape
from a tank or to prevent the spread of

burning oil. Webster 3d.
firewatch miner. In metal mining, one who

goes through a mine with his supetior
after each shift and looks for possible
fire hazards. He works as a regular miner

durins- the shift, but reports later, and
makes his inspection after the shift has

left the mine. D.O.T. 1.
firing. a. The process of initiating the action

of an explosive charge or the operation
of a mechanism which results in a blasting action. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. b.
(Eng.) In the Derbyshire coalfield, the

application of heat by building fires upon

hard strata in order to soften them, preliminary to the use of the pick. See also
fire setting. Fay. c. The act or process of
applying fire or intense heat to anything;
as, in stoking. Standard, 1964. d. In mining, the igniting of explosive charges.
Bureau of Mines Staff. e. High-temperature treatment that sinters particles into
a coherent product with desired properties. VV. f. The controlled heat treatment of ceramic ware in a kiln or furnace,

during the process of manufacture, to

desired properties. ACSG,
1963. g. The process of heating ware to
mature the applied coating into a porcelain enamel or a ceramic coating. ACSG,
1963. Sec also burning. h. Starting up a
furnace or kiln. Bureau of Mines Staff.

develop the

firing a mine. Eng. Maliciously setting fire to
a coal mine. Fay.

firing behavior. The changes in appearance
and properties of ceramic ware when
heated. ACSG, 1963.
firing cable. See shotfiring cable. Nelson.
firing circuit. See shotfiring circuit. Nelson.

firing cycle. The time required for firing
(burning) the porcelain enamel. Or, more

particularly, the chart of time and temperature for a burning operation. Bryant.
firing expansion. The increase in size that
sometimes occurs when a refractory raw
material or product is fired; it is usually
expreued as a linear percentage expansion from the dry to the fired state. Firing expit.nsion can be caused by a crystal-

line conversion (for example, of quartz
into cristobalite, or of kyanite into mullite phis cristobalite), or by bloating. See

also bloating. Compare after-expansion.
firing Impulse. As applied to electric blasting

firing impulse
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caps, the minimum impulse or current

first. Sometimes used to designate high-quality

free from blemishes. Compare lump; seconds. Dodd.
first side. The surface of plate which is ground
and polished first. ASTM C162-66.
first water. Gems, particularly diamonds, of
the highest value irrespective of size, are
said to be of the first water. In diamonds,
the term applies to stones which are
flawless, without color or are almost blu-

drill diamonds. Long.
first aid. a. Emergency, crude repair of a bit

required to fire a detonator. Fraenkel, v.
3, Art. 16:10, p. 5.
firing key. A special key which fits the exploder used in electric firing of blasting
charges; carried by authorized shot firer.

made by a drill runner at the drill site.

Long. b. The assistance or treatment given
an injured workman immediately after,

or as soon as possible after, the injury

Pryor, 3.
firing line. Scot. An appliance used in former
times for clearing a room of firedamp. A

occurs. Long.
first arrival. The primary or first impulse re-

corded by seismographs. In the refraction method of seismic prospecting, the

prop being set up near the face, a ring

was fixed in it near the roof, and a cord
or wire passed through the ring. Attaching his lamp to one end of the cord, the
miner withdrew to a distance, and pulling the cord raised the lamp to the height

quantity observed is the time between the

initiation of the seismic wave by an explosion and the first disturbance Indicated

necessary to explode the accumulated firedamp. Fay.
firing machine. a. A designation for the elec-

tric blasting machine. Fay. b. An apparatus for feeding a boiler furnace with
coal. A mechanical stoker. Fay.
firing point. Eng. That point at which firedamp mixed with atmospheric air explodes. The percentages of gas vary from

causing the disturbance is that wave

which has traveled the minimum time
path between the shot point and the detector. A.G.I. Also called first impetus;
initial impulse;
decker.

initial kick.

Schiefer-

first break. See weight break. Briggs, p. 162.

first bye. A diamond with a faint greenish

6 to 13 percent, with the maximum explosibility at about 11 percent. Fay.

firing range. a. The range of firing temperature within which a ceramic composition
develops properties which render it commercially useful. ASTM C242-60.

by a seismic detector at a measured distance from the shot point. Since first
arrivals only are considered, the wave

b.

The time-temperature interval in which
a porcelain enamel or ceramic coating is

satisfactorily matured. ASTM C286-65.
firing shrinkage. The decrease in size that
usually occurs when ceramic ware is
fired; it is usually expressed as a linear

percentage contraction from the dry to
ill,- fired state. Firing shrinkage always
occurs with shaped products containing
plastic -lay and often amounts to 5 to 6

percent. Compare after-contraction. Dodd.
firing temperature. The peak (top) temperature reached during firing. Normally con-

sidered as the setting for the furnace.

Bryant.
firing time. The period during which the ware

remains in the firing zone of the furnace
to mature the coating. ASTM C286-65.
firkin. In England, a measure of capacity,
usually one-fourth barrel. Standard, 1964.

firm. Corn. A solid shelf of rock; the same as
bedrock. See also shelf. Fay.
firmament stone. Precious opal. ShiPley.
firm clay. Clay or silt which can be spade dug

and molded by squeezing in the hand.

Ham.
firmly bound carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide
contained in calcium carbonate or in dis-

solved carbonate anions. A.G.I. Supp.

firn. a. More or less compao.ted snow-ice occurring above the snowline; it consists of

tint. Schaller.
first-class conduction. Electrical conduction
by the transfer of free electrons. The flow
of electricity through a lirst-class or metallic conductor is a director flow of free
electrons. Also called metallic conduction.

Newton, Joseph. Introduction to Metallurgy, 1938, p. 22, 439.

first-class lever. A bar having a fulcrum (pivot

point) between the points where force
is applied and where it is exerted. Nichols.

first-class ore; shipping ore. An ore of sufficient

value to admit of selling

to a

smelter or reduction plant. See also second-class ore. Nelson.

first helper. One who tcnds an open-hearth
furnace in which scrap iron is melted and
purified to make steel; keeps records pertaining to weight of charges, time consuri-md in melting operations, and furnace
temperature. Also called melter assistant;

open-hearth furnace operator. D.O.T. 1.

first impetus. See first arrival. Schieferdecker.
first man. Leic. The head butty or coal getter

in a stall. Fay.
first mining. In the room-and-pillar method,

that part of the coal that is won from

the rooms as distinguished from the sec-

ond part which is the extraction of the
remaining pillars. Stoces, v. 1, p. .749.

first-of-the-air. a. Ark. That part of the air
current which has just entered a mine,
or working place; the intake air. Fay.

b. Ark. The working place of a mine,
or the split, which is nearest the intake, or

small rounded crystalline grains formed
from snow crystals. Also called névé.
C.T.D. b. Snow above the glaciers which
is partly consolidated by alternate thawing and freezing, but has not yet become
glacier ice. A.GJ. c. Compacted, granular
but still pervious, snow with a density
usually higher than 0.4 but lower than
0.82. It is considered by some to be any
mow that has survived one or more ablation seasons. Firn may later become glacial ice. A.G.I.
firn basin. The accumulation arca of a glacier. A.GJ.
firn field. a. A mass of firn which is not part
of a glacier. A.G.I. b. The accumulation

received the first of the air. Fay.
first order geosyncline. An extensive belt of

synonymous with firn basin. A.G.I.
firnification. The process by which snow is
changed into firn. A.G.I.

firsts. a. N.S.W. The hest ore picked from
'a mine., New South Wales. b. Pottery
ware that ,has been selected as virtually

area of a glacier. In this sense, it

is

_major geosynclines such as that of the

Alpine system. A.G.I. Supp.
first order nappe. An overturned, generally

recumbent anticlinal fold in which the
middle part of the overturned limb is replaced by a thrust fault. .A.G.I: Supp.

first-quality fire clay brick. A trade term usu-

ally indicating fire clay brick of the high
duty class, as classified by A.S.T.M.
A.R.I. See also high-heat duty fire clay

brick.
first ripping. The 'ripping work carried out as

the roadway is being formed and driven

forward. See also 'second ripping. Nelson.

ish-white. A slight amount of color detracts from the value and they are said

to be off color. Nelson.
first way. Rift; reed; cleavage way. See also
easy way. Arkell.
first weight. The first indication of roof pressure which takcs place after the removal
of coal from a seam. C.T.D.
first working; advance working. The removal

of the coal in driving the entries and
rooms. Kentucky, p. 332. Compar: sec-

ond working.
firth. a. A narrow arm of the sea. Webster 3d.

b. The opening of a river into the sea.
Synonym for estuary; frith (a variant
spelling). A.G.I.

fir-tree bit. A rotary bit in which a number
of cutting edges are arranged behind a

pilot bit to enlarge the hole to the -equired diameter. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

fir-tree crystal. A type of dendrite. ASM
Gloss.

Fischer-Tropsch process. Hydrogenation of
carbon monoxide to form hydrocarbons
from coal or natural gases. Pryor, 3.
fish. a. Eng. To catch up a drowned clack by
means of a fish head. See also fish head.
Fay. b. To join two beams, rails, etc.,
gether by long pieces at their sides. Zern.

c. To pull up or out from, or as from

some deep place, as if by fishing. Said
of recovering lost or broken well-boring
tools. Fay. d. The article recovered and/
or the act or processes involved in the recovery of lost drilling tools, casing, or
other articles from a borehole. Also called
fishing. Long. e. Any foreign material in
a well which cannot be removed at will.
Brantly, 2.
fish backs. A term aplied to groups of closely
spaced fractures in marble deposits. Fay.
fishbed. In geology, a deposit containing the

remains of fishes in predominant
quantity among those of other marine

'fossil

animals. Also called bone bed. Fay.
fish bellied. Said of (1) steel girders with a
convex lower edge; and (2) long straightedges, which are convex upward; such a
form results in greater resistance to bending. C.T.D.

fished Joint. A rail joint made by means of
fishplates. Ham.

Fisher subsieve sizer. An apparatus using a
gas permeability method for detennination of the average particle diameter of

powders. A sample equal in weight
(grams) to the true density of the material, is compacted between two porous
plugs in a metal tube, to a known porosity. Air or a suitable gas, under a con-

stant pressure head, is passed through the
compressed sample and rate of flow measured by a calibrated flowrneter. The
average particle diameter of- the powder
is indicated directly on a self-Calculating

chart by the liquid height in one arm of
the flowmeter tube. No dispersion is required and the results are unaffected by
parade shape. Osborne.

fisheye. a. A little-used name ior moonstone,
also for opal with a girasol effeci. Ship=

ley. b. A popular trade term for any

'
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and silt to be forced into the separations
in such a manner that, after the coalifica-

transparent faceted stone so cut that its
center is lacking in brilliancy. Shipley. c.

tion has taken place, a cross section shows

A diamond cut too thin to present the

maximum effect of brilliancy. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
fisheye stone. A hydrated calcium silicate in

splayed and ragged coal separated by

placed by potassium. Synonym for apo-

bit. Also called fishtailing. Long. c. In
roil forging, the excess trailing end of a
forging. It is of:ten used, before being
trimmed off, as a tong hold for a subse-

sandstone wedges. Raistrick and Marshall,

pp. 81-82. b. The act or process of rotatively drilling a borehole with a fishtail

which part of the calcium may be rephyll i te. Fay.

fish head. Scot. A tool for extracting clacks
(valves) from mine pumps. Fay.
fishing. a. In drilling, the operation by which

lost or damaged tools are secured and
brought to the surface from the bottom
of a well. Fay. b. The operation of attempting to recover a piece of drilling
or other equipment broken off or lost from

the drilling tools and left in the hole.

A.G.I.
fishing jars. Jars having a longer stroke than
drill jars. They are used in jarring loose
a drilling string or casing stuck in a borehole. Long.
fishing job. Foreign material or tools in the
hole which must be removed. Brant ly, 2.
fishing salt; fishery salt. Coarse-grained salt
produced in various ways, usually grainer
or solar salt. Kaufmann.
fishing spear. A square-shaped, long-tapered

tool, screwed on the end of either lefthand-threaded or rosined rods and used
to fish or recover drill rods from a borehole one length at a time. Long.

fishing string. A length of drill rods (usually
either left-hand-threaded or with the
couplings rosined) used in fishing operations. Long.
fishing tap. A thread-cutting tool to cut

threads inside a casing or other hollow
part that is to be fished from a borehole.
Long.

fishing tool. a. A tool to recover or overcome
broken bits or other harmful objects from
the bottom of a borehole. Pieces of metal
are sometimes recovered by the use of a
strong magnet attached to the drill string.
See also screw bell. Nelson., b. Apparatus

of various types used on che end of a
drill string to fish or remove from the

hole lost pieces of drilling equipment or
tramp iron. Long.
fishing-tool operator. In petroleum production, one who extracts lost equipment
and removes other obstacles that are encountered in the borehole while drilling

oil or gas wells, or that obstruct flow from
producing wells, by devising methods and
directing use of special tools. Also called
oil well fishing-tool operator. .D.O.T. 1.

fisholate. Specially shaped steel plates for
joining the end of one rail to the next
rail in the track. The fishplates are fixed
(one on each side) to overlap the rail

quent forging operation. ASM Gloss.
&Mail bit. A rotary bit used to drill soft for-

mations. The blade is flattened and divided, the divided ends curving away
from the direction of rotation. It re-

sembles a fishtai!. A.G.I. Also called drag
bit.
fishtail bolt. Anchor bolt having a split tail,
cast into concrete or bedded in masonry.
Ham.
fishtail mica. See A-structure. Skow.
fishtail structure. A coal seam structure sometimes observed along the fringe of a

washout. It was probably produced by
the water forcing open layers of the

coaly mass and the injection of fine sand
or silt into the splayed partingsthe veins
of coal branching out like a fishtail. Nelson.
fissile.

a. Capable of being split, as

schist,

slate and shale. See also fissility. Fay;
A.G.X. b. Synonym for fissionable. Fissile

is used more in England and in Canada
than in the United States. N.R.C.-A.S.A.

fissile rock. A rock which splits into thin
layers, no matter to what cause that
splitting is due. See also slate. Nelson.
fissility. The quality of being fissile. Webster 3d. b. The property of rocks characterized by separation into parallel lami-

nae, as slate, schist, etc. Webster 2d. c.
The property of splitting easily along
closely spaced parallel planes. A.G.I.

believed, to have been separated parallel
to its bedding,Termitting wedges of sand

and dip. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
fissure theory. The earliest theory to explain

the occurrence of oil or gas in pools on
anticlines. Proposed by Hunt in 1861, it
assumes that the arching of strata caused
them to bre-k along the crest of the anticline, thus producing numerous small fissures. In 1878 Carll first pointed out that
oil occurred in porous beds rather than
in fractures or fissures. A.G.I.

fissure vein. a. A cleft or crack in the rock
material of the earth's crust, filled with
mineral matter different from the walls
and precipitated therein from aqueous
solution, or introduced by sublimation or
pneumatolysis. Fay. b. A mineral mass,
tabular in form, as a whole, although

frequently irregular in detail, occupying
or accompanying a fracture or a set of
fractures in the enclosing rock. This min-

eral mass has been f rmed later than
the couhtry rock, either through the filling of open spaces along the latter or
through chemical alteration of the adjoining rock. Fay. c. A fissure in the
earth's crust filled with mineral. Fay.
d. A fissure vein or lode may have in

least two parts of comparable size, ac-

companied by the ejection of two or

three neutrons and occasionally other partidies. A.G.I.
fissionable.. Capable , of ,undergoing fission,

addition to the clear fissure filling of
mineral a considerable amount of decom-

posed wall rock, clay, etc. See also

.

fission-product elements. Radioactive isotopes

of a coalbed that is considered to have
resulted from a washout during the peat
stage. The more or less leathery ;peat is

fissure eruption. See eruption, volcanic. A.G.I.
fissure system. A group of fissures having the
same age and approximately parallel strike

splitting of an atomic nucleus into at

being half-moon-shaped particles somewhat resembling the scales of a fish. Fish

fishtail. a. An abrupt and ragged termination

fissured clay. A clay such as London clay,
having a network of joints which open
in dry weather. See also intact clay. Ham.

fission. a. The splitting of an atomic nucleus
(as by bombardment with neutrons) especially into approximately equal parts, resulting in the release of enormous quantities of energy when certain heavy
elements, such as uranium and plutonium,
are split. Also called nuclear fission. Contrasted with fusion. .Webster 3d. b. The

chip or particle of the fired coating liter-

also delayed fish scaling; process fish
scaling. A.S.T.M. C286-65.

fissure cave. A cave developed along a fissure.
Schieferdecker.
fissured. Synonym for fractured. A.G.I.

ness. A.G.I.
fissile material. See fissionable material. L&L.

fissionable material. Any material readily fis-

scale is a ground coat defect but often
does not occur until the cover .coat has
been applied and burned. Hansen. See

fissle; fistle. The sound which is heard in a
coal mine when the floor is rising because
of pressure. C.T.D.
fissure. a. An extensive crack, break, or fracture in the rocks. A mere joint or crack
persisting only for a few inches or a few
feet is not usually termed a fissure by
geologists or miners, although in a strict
physical sense it is one. Where there are
well-defined boundaries, very slight evidence of ore within such boundaries is
sufficient to prove the existence of a lode.
Such boundaries constitute the sides of
a fissure. See also vein; lode; fissure vein.
Fay. b. A high, narrow, relatively straight
passageway in a cave. A.G.I.

N1.1-1957.

usually by the action of neutrons, but

ally jumps from the surface, the chips

cesium 137. L&L.
fission yield. The quantity of energy released
by fission in a nuclear explosion as distinct from that released by fusion. L&L.

fissile bedding. Bedding which consists of
laminae less than 2 millimeters in thick-

ends and bolted through the rails. Nelson.
fish scale. A defect, sometimes occurring in

sheet steel enamelware where a small

fied from slow neutron fission. N.R.C.A.S.A. N1.1-1957. They are of medium
atomic weight, and almost all are radioactive; for example, strontium 90 and

also of. protons, deutrons, alpha particles,

electrons, and gamma radiation. A.G.I.

sioned by slow neutrons; for" example
uranium 235 and plutonium 239. Riff.

of atomic numbers 35 to 60, inclusive.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

fission-product poisoning. The absorption or

capture of neutrons by fission products

in a reactor, decreasing

its' reactivity.

fission 'products. The: nuclides produced by

the fission of a heavy element nuclide,
such as uranium 235 or plutonium 239.

.Thirty-five fission-product elements from
zinc through gadolinium have been identi-

449,

sure; lode; -vein. Fay.
fistie. See fissle. Fay.

fis-

,

fit. a. The amount of clearance or interference between mating parts is called actual fit. Fit is the preferable term for the
range of clearance or interference which
may. . result from the specified limits on
the dimensions (limits of size) of the
shaft and hole. ASA B4.1-1955, Preferred Limits and Fits for Cylindrical
Parts, standardizes on the names for 740
.

classes. and sizes of fits each with a defi-

nite range of dearance or, interference

as a result of the given tolerances on hole

. and shaft. The standard gives 9 classes of
running and sliding fits for 21 size ranges,

11 classes of clearance locations fits for
21 size ranges, 6 classes of transitional

fits for 13 size ranges, 2 classes of interference locational fits for 21 size ranges,
and 4 classes of force and shrink fits for

A process by which dye colors are made
permanent. Standard, 1964.
fix-bitumens. A group name for all authigenic, nonfluid bitumens; divided into
stabile protobitumens and metabitumens.

already fired clay body. ASCG. See also

Tomkeieff, 1954.
fixed; clamped; built-in; encastri. A condition

40 size ranges ASM Gloss. b. The adjustment of a glaze to a clay or to an
glaze fit.
filcher. Corn. To stick fast, as a drill. Fay.
fikhered. Said of a drill hold sufficiently

crooked to make a drill stick. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
fitchering. Corn. In drilling of short holes,
jamming of bit in drill hole. Pryor, 3.
fit state. In Great Britain, adequate ventilation in a mine. Mason, v. 1, p. 183.
fittage. Newc. Expenses incurred in selling
the coal. Fay.
fitter. a. Broadly, a skilled man who can rerepair and assemble machines in an engineering shop. In coal mining, there is at
least one fitter employed underground

on each shift. His main duties are the

maintenance and repair of machinery,
such as coal cutters, conveyors, pumps,
haulages, etc. See also mechanic. Nelson.
b.

Eng. The person who sells coal at

the shipping port. A coal factor. See also
factor. Fay.
fitting. a. Scot. The whole machinery, plant,

and works of a

colliery. Fay. b. Scot.

Selling coal, as the business of a fitter.
Fay. c. Hand or bench work involved in
the assembly of finished parts by a fitter.
C.T.D.
fitting maker. See junction maker. D.O.T. 1.
fitting office. Newc. The office for the trans-

action of business relating to coal sales,
at the shipping port. Fay.

fittings. a. Auxiliary and accessory tools and
equipment needed to drill a borehole
using either percussive churn, rotary, dia-

mond, or other types of drills. Long. b.
Denotes the pieces to be attached to pipes

support at the ends of a beam or
column, or at the edges of a plate, which
prevents the ends or edges from rotating
in the plane of bending. It does not imply

longitudinal constraint. Compare held. Ro.
fixed ash. a. The fine mud or silt washed in
by water during the formation of the coal
seam. Mason, v. 2, p. 644. b. See inherent
ash.

works which is virtuallyunrealizable apart
from its use in producing mineral which

can be sold. Includes earthworks, shafts
and tunnels, hydroelectric schemes of
purely local value specific to the mine.
Pryor, 3.

fixed carbon. a. In the case of coal, coke, and
other bituminous materials, the solid resi-

due other than ash, obtained by destructive distillation, determined by definite
prescribed methods. ASTM ,D121-62.
b. A calculated figure obtained by sub-

tracting from 100, the sum of the per-

centages of moisture, volatile matter, and
ash. B.S. 3323, 1960. c. That part of the
carbon which remains when coal is heated
in a closed vessel until the volatile matter
is driven off. It is the nonvolatile matter
minus the ash. Fay.

iixed-cistern barometer. See Kew-type barom-

eter. Roberts, I, P. 19.
fixed clip monocable. An aerial ropeway in

which a moving endless rope both supports and transports carriers which are
permanently fixed to it. The length of
the line may be several miles. Individual

loads are limited to about 2 hundred-

tiles. In the United Kingdom, called fittings; in the United States, tmnmers. See

come partly or wholly attached to the
mainland by landward migration or by

Fitz Mill. A type of fine grinding unit used,

for example, in the preparation of the
body for sparking plugs. trade name

silting up of the enclosed lagoon or tidal
flat area. Schieferdecker.

fixed electrode method. A geophysical survey-

ing method used in self-potenlial system
of prospecting in which one electrode remains stationary while the other is
grounded at progressively greater distances

&ding. A. twinned crystal formed by fivefold
cyclic twinning. A.G.I. SupP.

from it. The method indicates the mineral sought directly beneath the greatest
anomaly and has been extensively and
successfully used to prospect both min-

a position. A.G.I. b. To fettle or line

fixed-feed grinding. Grinding where the wheel

W. J. Fitzpatrick Co. Dodd.

fix. a. The position on a map of a point of
observation obtained by surveying processes. Also, the act of determining such
with a fix or fettling, consisting of ores,
scrap, and cinder, or other suitable substances, the hearth of puddling furnace.
Fay.

fixation. a. The act or process by which a

fluid or a gas becomes or is rendered

firm or stable in consistency, and evaporation or volatilization is prevented. Specifi-

cally, that process by which a gaseous
body becomes fixed or solid on uniting
with a solid body, as the fixation of oxy-

gen or the fixation of nitrogen. Fay. b.
A state of nonvolatility or the process of
entering such a state; as, the fixation of
a metal or the fixation of nitrogen in a
nitrate by bacteria. Standard, 1964. C.

tyred rollers running on 6- by 4-inch steel
channel guides. Guide shoes may be fitted

to act as alternative guides in case of
breakdown of rollers. Fixed guides are
used when shaft space is limited, that is,

when the clearances do not permit the

use of flexible or rope guides. Nelson.
fixed needle traverse. In surveying, one made
with compass fitted with sight line which
can be moved above a graduated horizon-

tal circle, so that the azimuth angle can
be read as with a theodolite. Used for

rough work where the local existence of
magnetic material might deflect a swinging (loose) compass needle. Pryor, 3.

fixed capital. That sunk in installation and

weight and total capacity seldom exceeds
about 15 tons per hour. See also normal
monocable; single jig-back. Nelson.
Special sizes and shapes of wall and floor. . fixed coastal barrier. A barrier which has be-

so that it can be struck as a complete
unit without being damaged. Ham.

a shaft. The cage shoes travel along the
guides and therefore prevent the cage
from swinging and doing damage in the
shaft. Some skips are fitted with rubber-

of

to connect them or provide outlets, etc.
Long. c. Small auxiliary parts of an engine or machine. C.T.D. d. Boiler accessories, as valves, gauges, etc. C.T.D. e.

also oddments. Also called trimmers.
Dodd.
fit-up. Formwork for concrete which is framed

flabby cast
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fixed-position welding. Welding in which the

work is held in a stationary position.
ASM Gloss.
fixed rent. Scot. The minimum yearly rent for

use of a mineral field. Fay. See also minimum rent. Nelson.
fixed retaining walls. Walls which arc rigidly
supported at top and bottom. Such walls
have to withstand a pressure much
greater than that due to earth pressure on

a free retaining wall. Ham.

fixed screen. A stationary inclined or curved
panel, commonly of wedgewire, which is

used to remove a large proportion of

water and fines from a suspension of coal
in water. B.S. 3552, 1962.
fixed wrench. A wrench the jaws of which are

:.igidly fixed and not adjustable; also, a
rod-pulling wrench made by welding the
movable jaw to the handle of a discarded
Stilson or pipe wrench in such a position
that the distance between the two jaws
of the wrench is about one-eighth inch
greater than the diameter of the rod on
which the wrench will be used. Long.
fixing block. A building unit that may be
made of clay, lightweight concrete or

breeze, and that is sufficiently soft to permit nails to be driven in but sufficiently
nonfriable to hold the nails firmly in
position. Clay fixing blocks are made to
have a high porosity, the pores being of
controlled size. Dodd.
fixing moment. Bending moment required at
the end support of a beam to fix it so

that it will not rotate. Ham.
fixture. An article which may or may not
actually be affixed to the freehold as, for
instance, engines, boilers, hoisting works,
mills, pumps, electric hoist firmly bolted

to the substructure upon which it rests,

eral ores, such as pyrite, chalcopyrite and
galena and insulating material like cinnabar and stibnite. Sinclair, II, pp. 194-195.

the superstructure and engine house sufficiently affixed to the soil for mining purposes, a gallows frame together with
the gallows and transformers forming in-

is fed into the work, or vice versa, by
given increments or at a given rate.

tanks, pump

ASM Gloss,

fixed-flexible-type carrying idler. Consists of
a flexible-type carrying idler mounted in
a rigid frame which fixes the position
of the points or roll support. NEMA
MB1-1961.

fixed ground water. Ground water held in
saturated material having interstices so
small that it is permanently attached to
the pore walls, and is usually not available as a source of water for pumping;

tegral parts of one mechanism. So, derricks, belt houses, wells, oil-well casing,

lead and silver, 5PbS.Ag:S.4SbiSa. Deeply
striated prisms. Monoclinic. From Kisbanya, Romania. English.

flabby cast. A fault sometimes encountered

in the casting of pottery ware. The article appears satisfactory as cast but sub-

sequently deforms, either as a result of
a thixotropic effect or because the in-

terior of the casts is still fluid; if the

A.G.I.
fixed guides; rigid guides. Wood bars or steel

rails fixed vertically to cross buntons in

house, camp house, and

bunkhouse, affixed to the land become a
part of the realty. Ricketts, p. 377.
fizelyite. A dark lead-gray sulfantimonite of

.

cause is thixotropy, the amount Of sodium
silicate (Na) and Na2COs used as &floc-

'.'

:.^ry!--..,7.-mr,s-

17.

flabby cast
culant should be increased; the second
cause is most common in the casting of
thick ware and is prevented by increas-

ing the casting rate. Dodd.
flabellate. Resembling a fan in shape. Webster 3d.
flag. a. Sandstone or sandy limestone rocks,
usually more or less micaceous, which are
fissile along the bedding planes, splitting
into slabs. Sometimes misnamed slates
because used for roofing rather than pav-

ing. .4rkell. b. A track signal or target.
Zern. c. Ches. A bed of hard marl overlying the top stratum of a salt bed. Fay.

d,. A thin slab of stone. See also flagstone. Fay.
flagger. In bituminous coal mining, a laborer

who attaches a flag to the rear car of a
loaded train of cars (if flag is missing
at end of haulage trip, it denotes train
has lost one or more cars, and all motormen are warned). Also called flagman.

D.O.T. 1.
flagging. a. In geophysical work, the use by
surveyors of flags of cloth, paper, or plas-

tic to mark instrumental or shot locations. A.G.I. b. A pavement of large

stone slabs. A.G.I. Supp. c. Slabs of slate
used for paving porches, patios, terraces,
verandas, walkways, and for stepping
stones. A.I.M.E., p. 797.
flagging a squib. Uncoiling the end of the
paper which is impregnated with sulfur
or some other combustible substance. Flagging the squib permits more time to

elapse from the ignition of the unrolled

paper and the firing of the charge of

powder. Fay.
flaggy. a. Capable of being split into parallel-

faced slabs thicker than slates. Fay. b.
Strata from 10 to 100 millimeters thick.
A.G.I.

flagman. See flagger. D.O.T. 1.

flags. Thin-bedded hard sandstones that can
be used for flagstones. A.G.I. SupP.
flagstaffite. Colorless, transparent, orthorhombic crystals identical with terpene hydrate,
C10F11002.H2O, found with resin in the

radial cracks of fossil pine trees. Tom-

keieff, 1954.
flagstone. A rock that splits readily into slabs
suitable for flagging. Fay.

Sandstone which splits along thc
grain. C.T.D.
flail. A hammer hinged to an axle so that it
can be used to break or crush material.

flaikes.

Nichols.

flajolotite. A discredited term equal to tripuhyite, probably FeSba, American Mineralogist, v. 39, No. 3-4, March-April

1954, p. 405.
flake. A fiat fragment of a rock or a mineral
with maximum dimension of less than 4
millimeters. A.G.I.
flake copper. Very thin scales of native copper. Weed, 1922.
flake mica. Finely divided mica recovered

from mica and sericite schist and as a

byproduct of feldspar And kaolin benefici-

awn. See also scrap mica. Skow.
flake powder. In powder metallurgy, flat or
scalelike particles, relatively thin. ASM
Gloss.

flake sulfur; float sufur. Pyrite occurring as
thin flakes on the natural cleavage sur-

faces of coal that floats readily on the

surface of the wash water in the washing
process, Mitchell, p. 67.
flake white. A name sometimes given to pure
white lead. Fay.
flaking. a. Thin chips or slivers that break

flame spraying
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from a ceramic surface. Bureau of Mines
Staff. b. The breaking of small chips from
a refractory face, particularly chrome ore
containing refractories. This may be allied
with bursting. A.I.S.I. No. 24.
flambe. A form of lusterware, usually red or
yellow, with flamelike splashes of blue,
violet, and other colors, giving changing
tints in different aspects. C.T.D.

flambe glaze. A flow glaze with copper, which

gives a variegated effect. A.C.S.G., 1963.
flamboyant structure. The optical continuity
of the crystals or grains as disturbed by a
divergent structure caused by slight differences in orientation. A.G.I.
flame. A burning mixture of a combustible

gas (or vapor) and air. Solid fuels burn
with a glow, but with little flame. Flames
are normally hot, but under some condi-

tions are cool. Principal types of flame
are: luminous, nonluminous, long (lazy)

flames, and short flames. Francis, 1965, v.
2, p. 436.
flame coal. High volatile bituminous coal that

burns with a bright flame. A.G.I. Supp.

flame coloration. See flame reaction. Fay.
flame-coloration tests. In mineral identifica-

tion, qualitative tests made by moistening powdered material with Hcl, placing a few grains on platinum or nickelchrome wire, and noting any color imparted to blue Bunsen flame. Sodium

gives a strong yellow flame; calcium light

red; strontium crimson; barium green.

potassium lilac ; copper blue-green. Pryor, 3.

flame cutting. Steel and other metals can be
cut with an oxyhydrogen, oxycoal gas, or
oxyacetylene flame up to a thickness of

about 40 inches. Modern flame cutting

profiling machines operate to close tolerance. Ham.

flame drill method. Another name for jet

piercing. AIME, p. 326.
flame gun. A large blowtorch using kerosine
for fuel. Nichols.
flame hardening. A method for local harden-

ing in which the steel is heated by a

mechanically operated oxyacetylene blow-

pipe which traverses the object to be
hardened at a predetermined rate.
Quenching is often carried out .by a jet
of water following immediately behind,
also mechanically controlled. The hard-

ened layer may vary in depth from a

mere skin to 0.25 inch, according to the
material being treated. Ham.
flame inhibitor. A substance, such as hexachloroethane, used for coating limestone
dust for use in stone-dust barriers. The
inhibitor is dissolved in the waterproofing agent. Tests have indicated its effectiveness in preventing or reducing the
propagation of coal-dust explosions. Nelson.

flame kiln. A limekiln burning wood. Standard, 1964.
flameless combustion. Term sometimes used
for surface combustion. See also surface
combustion. Dodd.

flame opal. a. Opal in which red play of
color occurs in more or less irregular
streaks. Shipley. b. A flash opal with red
as the predominant color. Shipley.
flame photometry. The spectrum measurement of a substance heated to incandescence in a flame. A.G.I. Supp.
flame plating. This process, developed by
Linde Air Products Company, is the application of a thin coating of refractory
material to a surface by the introduction
of the plating powder, oxygen, and ace-

tylene in o a chamber where the explosive gas mixture is detonated, the plating
powder thus being melted and projected
on the inner surface of the chamber and

on any object within it. Dodd.
flameproof. A term descriptive of electrical
machines, switches, and fittings demanded
legally for usr.

in fiery mines in Great

Britain. Enclosing boxes with accurately
fitted wide flanges are used. Pryor, 3. See
also explosion proof. C.T.D.
flameproof construction. A flameproof enclosure for electrical apparatus, is one
which, under normal working conditions,
will withstand the internal explosion of
a flammable gas which may exist within
it, and which will prevent the transmis-

sion of a flame capable of igniting an

explosive atmosphere outside the equipment. Roberts, II, p. 141.
flameproof enclosure. An enclosure for electrical apparatus which will withstand,
without injury, any explosion of the prescribed flammable gas that may occur
within it under practical conditions of
operation within the rating of the apparatus (and recognized overloads, if any,
associated therewith), and will prevent

the transmission of flame such as will

ignite the prescribed flammable gas which
may be present in the surrounding atmos-

phere. See also certified apparatus. B.S.
3618, 1965, Sec. 7.
flame reaction. The characteristic coloration
that certain chemical elements or their
compounds impart to a nonluminous
flame (as yellow from sodium or green
from copper). Webster 3d.
flame recorder. Synonymous with photographic-paper recorder. Rice, George S.
flame-resistant cable. A portable cable that
will meet the flame test requirements of
the U.S. Bureau of Mines. ASA C42.85,
1956.

flames. Drag phenomena, occurring in the
lower limb or in the autochthonous sedimentary cover, caused by overthrust folding. Schieferdecker.
flame safety lamp. A lamp, the flame of which
is so protected that it will not immediately

ignite firedamp. The original flame safety

lamp was developed by Sir Humphrey

Davy in 1815 and there are several varieties. The flame is generally surrounded
by a cylindrical covering of wire gauze.
An explosive or flammable mixture of gas
entering the lamp will be ignited by the
flame, but the flame of combustion will
not pass through the cool gauze and ig-

nite the gas outside the lamp. The illuminating power of these lamps is slightly
more than 1 candlepower, and they will

burn for an entire shift with one filling.
Each lamp is generally provided with a
relighting device, and with a magnetic
lock to prevent the lamp being opened in
the mine. The chief disadvantage of this
lamp is its low illuminating power. Fay;

Lewis, pp. 734-735. See also safety lamp;
electric cap lamp.
flame spectrum. The spectrum obtained by
volatilizing substances in a nonluminous
flame. Webster 3d.
flame spine!. Intensely bright orange-red rubicelle. Shipley.
flame spraying. The process of coating a surface

(of metal or of a refractory) by

spraying it with particles of oxides, carbides, silicides, or nitrides that have been
made molten by passage through an oxyacetylene or oxyhydrogen flame; the coat-

ing material can be fed into the flame

either as a powder or as a continuous rod.
The object is to provide a thin protective
coating, usually to prevent oxidation, as

in the flame spraying of alumina on to

steel. Dodd.
flame straightening. Correcting distortion in
metal structures by localized heating with
a gas flame. ASM Gloss.
flame structure. a. Load cast showing some
evidence of some horizontal slip. A.G.I.

Stipp. b. Load cast in which part of an
underlying layer has been squeezed irregularly upward into the overlying layer.

A.G.I. Supp. c. The mud plumes sepa-

rating the downward bulging load pockets

or load casts of sand at sand-shale inter-

face. Also described as streaked-out rip-

ples. Also called antidune; load wave.
Pettijohn.

flame test. The use of the characteristic coloration imparted to a flame to detect the
presence of certain elements. A.G.I.
flame trap. A device, consisting of a pack of
thin stainless-steel plates set with a gap
between each equal to one-fiftieth of an

inch, placed in the air intake pipe of a

engine to guard
against possible emission of sparks or extreme heat. Mason, v. 2, p. 448.
flaming coal. Coal containing from 70 to 75
compression-ignition

percent carbon and yielding from 50 to
65 percent powdery coke. It burns with
a smoky flame with little or n.) agglomeration (or binding). Nelson.

flammability (dust cloud). The flammability

of a dust cloud is its ability to promote

a spreading inflammation away from the
source of ignition. Sinclair, I, p. 250.
flammable. Capable of being easily ignited

and of burning with extreme rapidity.

This adjective is now used technically in
preference to inflammable because of the
possible ambiguity of the in- prefix. For
example, certain equipment cannot be
used for safety reasons in coal mires in
which flammable gases are present. Web-

d. A circular metal plate that drives a
grinding wheel. ASM Gloss. e. A foundry molder's tool for forming flanges.
Webster 3d. f. A plate to close a pipe
opening or other orifice; a blank flange.

Standard, 1964. g. A rib or offset on a

casting. Crispin. h. The circular faces of
couplings or of pipe fittings. Crispin. i.

The turned edge of a metal shape or
plate which resists bending strain. Crispin. j. A ridge that prevents a sliding motion. Nichols.

flange bolts. Newc. Bolts for fastening pumps,

or pipe flanges, together. Fay.
flanged bottom. An imperfection; an offset
bottom of a bottle. ASTM C162-66.
flanged finish. See finish. Dodd.
flange wheel. A truck or nolley wheel having

a flange or flanges at the edge to keep it
from leaving the rail. Crispin.
flank. a. Another term for a limb of a fold.
Also synonymous with leg; shank; branch;
slope. Billings, 1954, p. 34. See also limb.

b. The end surface of a tool that is adjacent to the cutting edge and below it
when the tool is in a horizontal position

as for turning ASM Gloss.
flank bore. See flank hole. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 4.
flank hole. a. A hole bored ahead of a working place, when approaching old workings. C.T.D. b. A borehole to detect
water, gas, or other danger, driven from
the side of an underground excavation
in a line not parallel with the center line
of the excavation. Also called flank bore;
flanking hole. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4.
flanking hole. A shothole drilled at an acute
angle to the coal face for the purpose of
trimming it. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
flanking hole method. Holes bored into the

face at an angle which may vary from
300 to 600 to the line of face and 6 feet
to 7 feet in length. The distance between
shot holes, the angle of the hole, and the

charge, depend to a great extent on the
hardness of the coal. As the coal grows

ster 3d.
flammable fringe; explosive fringe. In a sys-

harder the burden on each shothole must
be reduced by placing the shotholes

and a flammable gas are present, that region in which the two gases have mixed
to produce a gas capable of propagating
flame. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

flanking moraine. The term moraine origi-

tem where air (or other reactant gas)

flammable mixture of gases. A mixture which,

when once ignited, will allow flame to
be self-propagated throughout the mixture, independent of and away from the
source of ignition. In coal mines1 it is

only when the methane and air are
mixed in certain definite proportions that
the mixture is flammable and explosive,
and will allow flame to spread in all directions. See also limits of flammability.
Nelson.

flammkohle. Ger. High volatile coal; coal
that burns with a strong flame. Hess.

flampard. Derb. A very rough, granularstructured stone. Arkell.

flamper. Derb. Clay ironstone in ' beds or
seams. Fay.
flamricii screen. See resonance screen. Nelson.

flan. Shrop. A dark slate. Arkell.

fang. Corn. A two-pointed pick used by
miners. Fay.

flange. a. Eng. In the Derbyshire coalfield,
a place where the Vein turns out of its
course. Fay. b. Applied to a vein widening. Fay. c. The projecting annular rim
around a cylinder, used for strengthening,
fastening, or positioning. ASM Gloss.

flaser structure
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closer together and reducing, the angle
of the hole to 'the face. McAdam II, p.
109.

nally defined an accumulation of ice-borne
rock rubbish dropped at .he terminus,
or along the sides, of an Alpine glacier.

The term lateral moraine has established
usage, as applied to a mountain glacier,
and it should not be applied to the sidelong or flanking moraines left by lobes or
tonguelike projections of an ice sheet.
An appropriate term is flanking tnoraines.
A.G.I.
flank production. Usually applied to the oil
obtained around the periphery or flank
of a geologic feature, as from the drapgedup and severed reservoirs on the flanks

of a salt plug. A.G.I.
flanks. Outer edges of a carriageway, also
referred to as shoulders. Ham.
flans. Slirop. Stony pieces of coal that will
not burn. Arkell:
flap. a. A gravity-collapse strUcture. A bed

that has slid down the side of an anticline and bent over so that it is now up-

side down. A.G.I. b. Same as clack, a
Long. c. The hinged, flat disk mounted
inside the lower end of a split- or othertype dry-sample barrel that closes and
hoids the sample within the barrel when
it is withdrawn from a boring. Long.

flap door. Ncwc. A maiihole door. Fay.

flapper. a. A laborer who flattens copper
starting sheets by beating them against

a rigid steel or copperplate with a wooden
paddle to remove folds, buckles, and
creases which tend to cause short circuits
during electrolytic copper refining. D.O.T.
1. b. Sec clack, a. Long.
flapper topped air crossing. Eng. An air cross-

sing fitted with a double door or valve

giving direct communication between the
two air currents when forced open by the
blast of an explosion. Fay.
flapper valve. See clack valve. Long.
flapping. a. Striking through the slag-covered

surface of molten copper with a rabble
blade just before the bath is poled to
hasten oxidation. ASM Gloss. b. Striking the surface of molten copper with an
iron scraper or rabble to increase the
surface exposed to the air. Mersereau, p.
482.

flaps. Eng. Rectangular wooden valves about

24 by 18 by 14 inches thick, hung vertically to the framework of the air cham-

bers of a ventilator. A flap valve. Fay.

flap seat. See clack scat. Long.
flap trap. A nonrcturn valve to prevent flooding. Ham.
flap valve. Nonrcturn valve formed by hinged

flap, which rises as fluid is drawn up
through a pipe or chamber and falls

back on its seating to prevent return flow.
Pryor, 3.
flare bed. The refractory-lined duct that conveys gas from the producers to the comistion chambers in a setting of horizontal gas retorts. Dodd.
flared column head. Circular concrete column
expanding to a cone shape below a floor
slab, as seen in mushroom construction.
Ham.

flare header. A brick fired on one end to a
darker color than the face. ACSG.
flare-type bucket. A dragline bucket with a
,bowl of aluminum alloy covered top and
bottom with steel wearing plates. Sides
and back are of steel plates, and manganese steel

is used for the lip and teeth.

This bucket has no arch; thus weight is
minimized. The sides are flared, permitting heaped loading, and the bucket
dumps backward, not forward, thereby

giving a somewhat longer dumping range.
Lewis, pp. 533-534.
flaring cup. A cup wheel with the rim extend-

ing from the back at an angle so that
the diameter at the outer edge is greater

than at the back. See also cup wheel.
ACSG, 1963.

flaser gabbro. A cataclastic gabbro in which
are preserved lenses (phacoids, augen) of
undeformed rock. See also allalinite; gabbro schist; mylonite; zobtenite. A.G.I.
flaser gneiss. A cataclastic rock, usually of
igneous origin with lenses (placoids, au-

of undeformed rock. See also augen gneiss; hartschiefer; kakirite; mylonite; stronalite. A.G.I.'

gen)

flaser granite. A cataclastic granite with lenses
(phacoids, augen) of undeformed rock.

See also augen gneiss; mylonite; strona-

lite. A.G.I.
flaser structure.' a.. A siructure developed in
granitoid rocks and especially in gabbros
by dynamic metamorphism. Small lenses

of granular texture are set in a scaly
aggregate that fills the interstices between

them. It appears to have been caused by
shearing that has crushed some portions
more than others, and that has developed

flaser structure
a kind of rude flow structure. Fay. b. A
structure developed in gneisses, gabbros,
etc., by dynamic metamorphism. Small
lenses of granular material are separated

by wavy ribbons and streaks of

finely

crystalline, foliated material, usually aggregates of parallel scales in wavy or in
bent lines. A.G.I. c. Lenticles of fine sand
or silt, commonly aligned and usually
crossbedded, which superficially resembles
the flaser structure of some mylonites and

other sheared metamorphic rocks. Pettijohn.
flash. a. Ches. A subsidence of the surface due

to the working of rock salt and pumping

of brine. Fay. b. In forging, the excess
metal forced between the upper and
lower dies. ASM Gloss. c. In die casting, the fin of metal which results from
leakage between the mating die surfaces.

ASM Gloss. d. In resistance butt weld-

ing, a fin formed perpendicular to the

of applied pressure. ASM
Gloss. c. The formation, by surface fusion

direction

or vitrification, of a film of different texture and/or color on clay products or on
glassware. In the firing of clay products,
flashing may occur unintentionally; it is
then a defect because of its uncontrolled

that are intentionally
flashed make possible pleasing architectural effects. Flashed glassware is made
by fusing a thin film of a different glass
(usually opaque or colored) on the surface of the ware. Dodd. f. In structural
nature.

flat-back arch
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Bricks

brickwork, a sheet of impervious material
secured over a joint through which water

might otherwise penetrate. Dodd. g. A

fault in glassware. See also fin, b. Dodd.
h. The fin of excess body formed during
the plastic pressing of ceramic ware, for
example, electrical porcelain; it is removed by an auxiliary process. Dodd., i.
Alternative name for casting spot. See
also casting spot. Dodd.
flashboard. See stop log. Ham.
flash box. A box in which a light source, an
electromagnet, and a telescope are all

mounted in the pendulum apparatus of
gravitational recording. A.G.I.

flash-butt welding. A resistance welding proc-

ess which may be applied to rod, bar,
tube, strip, or sheet to produce a butt

joint. After the current has been switched

on, the two parts are brought together
at a predetermined rate so that discontinuous arcing occurs between the two

parts to be joined. This arcing produces
violent expllsion of small particles of
metal (flashing) and a positive pressure
in the weld area excludes air, minimizing oxidation. When wfficient heat has
been developed by flasig, the parts are
pressed together so that all fused and
oxidized material is extruded from the
,

weld. Ham.
flash coal dryer; suspension dryer. An appli-

ance in which the moist coal is fed into

a column of upward-flowing hot gases and

moisture removal is virtually instantaneous. Suspension dryers are widely used in
the United States for drying coals from
one-half inch downwards in size. See also
Cascade coal drier; Raymond flash dryer.
Nelson.

firing cycle to develop the desired color.
ACSG, 1963.

flashed glass. A term sometimes applied to
glass colored by the application of a thin
layer of densely colored glass to a thicker,
colorless, base layer. C.T.D.

flashes. Shallow lakes created by the removal
of coal. Briggs, p. 11.
flash fire opal. Same as flash opal. Shipley.
flash flood. A sudden flood resulting from a
cloudburst. A.G.I. Sup p.
flashing. a. Firing a kiln under reducing conditions to obtain certain desired colors on
clayware; colors may be affected by adding manganese, salt, or zinc. ACSG,
1963. b. A thin impervious material

placed in mortar joints and through air

spaces in masonry to prevent water pene-

tration and/or to provide water drain-

age. ACSG, 1963. c. Applying a thin
layer of opaque or colored glass to the sur-

face of clear glass or vice versa. See also
striking. ASTM C162-66. d. In glassmaking, the reheating of partially formed
glassware in a flashing furnace, to restore the plastic condition and to smooth
rough edges. Fay.

flashing furnace. A furnace for reheating
glass. Fay.
flashless nonhygroscopic powder. Smokeless
powder containing flash-reducing substances, such as mineral salts, metals, etc:,
and rendered nonhygroscopic by .a coating. Abbreviation, FNH powder. Bennett
2d, 1962.

flashlight powder. Two parts of", powdered
magnesium with one part of potassium
chlorate. Crispin.

flash marks. a. Discoloration on the surface
of a brick resulting from the adherence

of fly ash or the impingement of a reducing flame during burning. A.R.I. b.

Cross-set marks due to flashing reduction
penetrating to certain sections of the
brick. ACSG, 1963.
flash opal. An opal in which the play of color

is limited to a single hue. Shipley.
flashpoint. a. The minimum temperature at
which sufficient vapor, is released by a
liquid or solid to form a flammable vaporair mixture at atmospheric pressure. I.C.

8137, 1963, p. 76. b. The temperature

ess in which the weld is produced over
the entire abutting surface by pressure
and heat, the heat being produced by
electric arcs between the members being
welded. ASM Gloss.

flask. a. A tinned vessel in which a miner
carries oil for his lamp, or beverage for

his lunch. Fay. b. In foundry work, a

molding box which holds the sand into
which molten metal is poured. Top half
or part is its cope, bottom is drag, furnished with locating lugs. Pryor, 3. c.
An iron bottle in which quicksilver is
sent to market. It contains 76% pounds.
Fay. d. A necked vessel for holding liquids; especially, a broad, flattened vessel of metal or sometimes glass. Webster
3d.

flasrig. A German term for a texture found
in gneisses, gabbros, etc., and caused by
dynamic metamorphism. Short layers or
small lenses of granular texture alternate
with still thinner (flaser) layers composed
of aggregates of parallel scales in wavy or
bent lines. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
flat. a. Eng. In the Derbyshire coalfield, a
district or set of workings separated by
faults, old workings, or barriers of solid
coal. Fay. b. N. of Eng. A siding or sta-

tion underground; a parting. Fay. c. In
Arkansas, a railroad car of the gondola
type for shipping coal. Fay. d. In mine
timbering, horizontal crosspiece or cap
used in roof support. Pryor, 3. c. Of a
mining lode, one less than 15° from hori-

zontal in its

dip. Pryor, 3.

f. A flat

coal seam. Korson. g. N. of Eng. In
single place workings, the area served by
one or more putters. Trist. h. Eng. Any
passbye to which the putters or trailers
bring the full tubs. SMRB, Paper No.
61. i. Eng. Thc area of working places
from which coal is brought to the same
passby. SMRB, Paper No. 61. j. Eng.

with air under the prescribed conditions.
Francis, 1965, v. I, p. 2 71. c. The temperature at which petroleiun, being

heated, begins to evolve vapor in such

SMRB, Paper No. 61. Also called
k. In the Wisconsin and Illinois zinc
district, flat is used for the horizontal
joints or bedding planes along which ore
has formed. A.G.I. I. Eng. In Derbyshire

small fame a momentary flash occurs due

or ore deposit, which is auxiliary to a

supervision

of

a

deputy

overman.

quantity that on the application of a

coalfield and N. Wales, a horizontol vein

to the ignition of the vapor. Also called

main vein. Also, any horizontal portion
of a vein which is not horizontal else-

flashing point. Fay.
flash plate. A very thin final electrodeposited
film of metal. ASM Gloss.
flash radiography. High-speed radiography in

which exposure times are short enough
to give an unblurred photograph of moving objects, such as fired projectiles and
high-speed machinery. ASM Gloss.

flash roast. a. Rapid removal of sulfur as

finely divided sulfide mineral is allowed to
fall through a heated oxidizing atmcmhere.
Pryor, 3. b. Also called suspension roast.
Newton, p. 289.

flashed brick. a. Variegated colored brick
produced by the flashing process. Bureau

pare false set.
flash test. A trial to determine the flash point

ducing conditions near the end of the

flash welding. A resistance butt-welding proc-

The area of working places under the

specified instrument for sufficient vapor to
be given off to form a flammable mixture

flash set. The setting of cement during or
immediately after mixing. Taylor. Com-

of Mines Staff. b. Brick subjected to re-

in front of the fireboxes; its purpose is to
direct the hot gases towards the roof of
the kiln and to prevent the flames from
impinging directly on the setting. Dodd.

to which an oil must be heated in a

flashed. Clear glass encased with a thin layer

of glass of another cold. Nagger.

flash wall. A continuous wall refractory brickwork built inside a downdraught kiln

of volatile oils, such as kerosine. Standard, 1964.

Co
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where. Fay. m. A dull diamond bit. Long.

n. Synonym for made. Long. o. A level
surface of land with little or no relief ;
a plain. A tract of wet, low-lying level
land. Webster 3d. p. A general term
meaning smooth, or even; a surface of
low relief. See also tidal flat. A.G.I.
flat arch. a. An arch in which both outer and
inner surfaces are horizontal planes. H.W.

b. In furnace construction, a flat structure spanning an opening and supported
by abutments at its extremities; the' arch
is formed by a number of special tapered
bricks, ,and the brick assembly is held in
place by their keying action. Also called

a jack Arch. HW. See also suspended arch.
flat-back arch. r!. 9- by 6-inch special arch
brick,' one large face of which makes an

flat-wall-tile pressman

flat-back arch
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angle other than 90° with the edge faces.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
flat-back slope. An overhand stoping method
in which the ore is broken in slices parallel with the levels. Also called longwall

flat-lying gravity fault. See plane of stre tching.
flat-lying joints. Joints occurring in some
igneous rocks. The origin of such joints
is somewhat uncertain. Lewis, p. 603.
flatman. N. of Eng. One who links (couples)

stope. Fay.

flat belt corn eyor. A type of belt conveyor

in which the carrying run of the con-

veyor belt is supported by flat belt idlers
or by a flat surface. ASA MH4.1-1958.
flat belt idler. An idler consisting of one or

the cars together at the flats, or levels.

See also flat, b. Fay.
flat mass. Synonym for blanket deposit. A.G.I.
Supp.
flatness. a. A measure of the shape of a pebble

more rolls supporting the belt in a flat

given by the sum of the long and the

position. ASA MH4.1-1958.
flat bit. A. dull diamond or percussive-type
rock-cutting bit. Long.
flat-bottom crown. See flat-face bit. Long.
flat coal. Coal that is flat and hence not suitable for the market. Mitchell, p. 182.

b. A measure of the shape of a pebble
given by the ratio of the radius of cur-

flat coals. Scot. Seams of coal lying horizontal

or at a low angle of inclination. Fay.
flat course. A course of brick laid in a wall
with their largest faces horizontal. A.R.I.
flat cut A manner of placing the boreholes,

for the first shot in a tunnel, in which
they are started about 2 or 3 feet above
the floor and pointed rlownward so that

the bottom of the hole shall be about level
with the floor. Fay.
flat double cabochon. Same as lentil. Shipley.
flat drawn. Sheet glass made by the vertical
drawing process. Dodd.
flat drill. A rotary end-cutting tool constructed

from a flat piece of material provided
with suitable cutting lips at the cutting
end. ASM Gloss.

flat edge trimmer. A machine for trimming
notched edges on shells. The slide is cam
driven

to obtain a brief dwell at the

bottom of the stroke, at which time the
die, sometimes called a shimmy die, oscillates to trim the part. ASM Gloss.

flat ends. Thin cleavages from the faces of
a diamond crystal. Bureau of Mines Staff.
flat face. See flat-face bit. Long.
tiat-face bit. A diamond core bit the face of
which, in cross section, is square. Also
called flat-bottom crown; flat-nose bit;
square-nose bit. Long.
flat gel. A condition wherein the ten minutc
gel strength is substantially equal to the
initial gel strength. Brandy, 1.
flat glass. A general term covering sheet glass,
plate glass and various forms of rolled
glass. ASTM C162-66.

flat hole. A borehole following a near horizontal course. Long.
flat idler. A belt idler that supports the belt
in a flat position. NEMA MB1-1956.
flatiron. A triangular-shaped, sloping-mesa
type of hogback ridge, often occurring in
series on the flank of a mountain. A.G.I.
flat jack. A hollow steel cushion formed of
two almost flat discs, welded around the
edge, which is inflated under controlled
pressure. Jacks of this type were used by
Freyssinet in the construction of the Plougastel bridge. See also jack. Ham.
flat joint. In igneous rocks, a joint dipping

at 45° or less and randomly oriented

with respect to other joints. G.S.A. Mem.
5, 1937) p. 39.
flat-joint pointing. A pointing in which the

mortar is flush with the surface and is
lined with the point of the trowel. Standard, 1964.

flat lad. Eng. Same as craneman, a. Fay.
flat lode. A lode which varies in inclination

from the horizontal to about 15°. Fay.
flat-lying. Said of deposits and coal seams
with a dip up to 5°. Stoces, v. 1, p. 56.

intermediate diameters of the pebble divided by twice the short diameter. A.G.I.
vature of the most convex portion of the

flattest face to the mean radius of the

pebble. A.G.I.
flatnose bit. See flat-face bit. Long.
flatrose shell. A cylindrical tool with a valve

at the bottom, for boring through soft

clay. Fay.
flat of ore. A horizontal ore deposit occupying
a bedding plane in the rock. See also flat.
Fay.
flat-position welding. Welding from the upper
side, the face of the weld being horizontal.
Also called downhand welding. ASM Gloss.
flat rails. Scot. Tramrails. Fay.

flat rods. A series of horizontal or inclined
connecting rods, running up upon rollers,

or supported at their joints by rocking
arms, to convey motion from a steam en-

gine or water wheel to pump rods at a

distance. Fay.
flat rope. A steel rope made up of a number
of loosely twisted four-strand ropes placed

side by

side,

the lay of dr: adjacent

strands being in opposite directions to se-

cure uniformity in wear and to prevent
twisting during winding. The strands are
sewn together with steel wire. At one
period, fiat ropes were widely used but
round strand ropes are now preferred.
Nelson.
flats. a. Eng. Subterraneous beds or sheets of

traprock or whin. Pay. b. Eng. Tracts of
coal seams which lie at a moderate inclination in districts containing highly inclined beds, North Staffordshire coalfield.
See also flat. Fay. c. Narrow decomposed
parts of limestones that are mineralized.
Fay. d. Flatcars. Zern. e. Thin, flat pieces
of diamond crystal. Hess. f. Small flat

areas on diamonds inset in a bit crown
caused by abrasion during contact with
the rock drilled. Long. g. Synonym for

macles. Long. See also macle.
flats and pitches. a. In the Upper Mississippi
lead and zinc district the term is applied
to the nearly horizontal solution openings

in the Galena dolomite (flats) and the
interconnecting inclined

joints or

frac-

tures (pitches) in which the ore has been
deposited. A.G.I. b. Applied to certain ore
bodies of characteristic form that occur in
regions of bedded sedimentary rocks.

Such ore bodies have a steplike form

with the flats following nearly horizontal
bedding planes and the pitches following
steeply dipping joint planes or fractures.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
flat sheet. a. An iron sheet, laid at rail junctions, crossings, and ends underground, on
which tubs or trucks can be turned.
C.T.D. b. A steel plate laid on the floor
at the face of a tunnel or heading before
blo.sting

to provide a smooth floor for

shoveling the broken rock into tubs. Nel-

son. c.

Synonym for blanket deposit.

AGI Supp.

flat slab. Reinforced concrete slab designed
to span in two directions. Ham.
tiabspiral auger shoe. A flat-faced dry-sample-

cutting device consisting of a short tube
of which one-half of the bottom end is
equipped with a short, flat, spiral web,
tipped with a cutting edge. Compare
Iwan auger shoe. Long.
tlatstones. More correct term for the Stonesfield slate and similar flags. Arkell.
flaffened strand rope. A wire rope designed

to give a greater wearing surface than
ordinary round ropes and yet have about
the same strength and flexibility. They
have roughly some 50 percent more wear-

ing surface than ordinary round ropes,

owing to the Lang lay of wires. They are
made in several forms. Lewis, p. 249.
tiattened-strand triangular rope. A wire rope
of the flattened-strand construction in
which the strands are triangular in shape.
Zern.

flattener. One who takes a cylindrical piece
of glass like a wide tube, cracked longitudinally, and, after heating it to soften-

ing in a furnace, flattens it out to form
a sheet. An old process only used for

making special types of sheet. C.T.D.
tiattening-furnace. A furnace in which split
cylinder glass is flattened out into sheets.
Standard, 1964.
flattening, plane of. In structural petrology,
the pebbles or grains are flat and perpendicular to the greatcat principal stress axis.

The plane of schistosity is called a plane
of flattening. A.G.I.
flattening test. A quality test for tubing in
which a specimen is flattened between
parallel plates that are closed to a specified height. ASM Gloss.
flatter. a. A man who uncouples empty tubs
or trucks and couples on full tubs, to

make up sets at the inbye sidings or

putter's flat. C.T.D. b. A kind of hammer
used by blacksmiths. Crispin. c. Aust. See
flatman. Fay. d. See slick sheet, a. Pryor,
3, p. 172. e. See stoner. Dodd.
flatting. a. Derb. Hauling coal underground
with horses and boys. Fay. b. York. Horizontal vein of spar or barytes in the lead
mines. Also called flatting bed. Arkell.
c. A process for truing-up handmade fire
clay refractories while they are still only
partially dried. Handmaking is now little
used except for some special shapes. Dodd.

flatting mill. a. A rolling mill for breaking
down bar metal to a sheet form. Standard, 1964. b. A roller mill for flattening

grains of metal and reducing them to

dust. Standard, 1964.
flatting stuff. York. Minerals from flatting
beds. Arkell.

flat-topped ripple mark. Ripples with flat,
wide crests separated by narrow troughs.
Pettijohn.

flat trimmer. a. A workman who stands in a
car in which coal is being loaded from a
chute, whose duty it is to pick out slate,
sulfur, and other impurities found in the
coal. Fay. b. See also coal cleaner. D.O.T. 1.

flat trimmer, head. In bituminous coal mining, a foreman who is in charge of men
picking impurities from coal as it is

dumped into railroad cars at the mine

surface. D.O.T. 1.
flat vein. Same as flat, 1; vein, i.
flat wall. Corn. A local term for footwall. Fay.
flat-wall-tile pressman. One who tends a bat-

tery of automatic presses that form flat

1

flat-wall-tile pressman
wall tile from tempered clay. Also called
tile-press tender, automatic. D.O.T. 1.

flatware. Plates saucers, dishes, etc. Compare
hollowware. Dodd.

flatware presser. One who presses clay by
hand into the hollow of a mold to form
ware of oval or irregular shape, such as
pudding dishes, comb and brush trays,
and bonbon dishes. Also called ware pres-

ser. D.O.T. I.
flatwork. Derb. A horizontal mineral vein
without connection with the surface. Arkell.

flatwork finisher. Onc who smooths plates,

dishes, and other ware by setting piece
on whirler which revolves it, and holding
knife against it to remove rough marks.
D.O.T. 1.

flatworking. Scot. A working of moderate
inclination. See also flat, I; flat lode.
Fay.

flaw. a. A crack or inclusion in a diamond;
also, internal twinning in a diamond.
Long. b. A steep, transverse fault along
which the displacement has been parallel
to the strike of the fault. That is, a steep,
transverse strike-slip fault. Compare tear
fault. See also flaw fault. A.G.I. c. In dry
process enameling, a defect of the ware
that is cause for rejection. ASTM C286-65.
flaw fault. A rare type of fault, described by
Suess, in which the strike is transverse
to the strike of the rocks, the dip is high

and varying from one side to the other
in the course of thc fault, and the rela-

tive movement is practically horizontal
and parallel with the strike of the fault.
See also flaw. A.G.I.
flawless. Used to describe a diamond which
is free from all internal and external
blemishes or faults of every description
under skilled observation in normal, natural, or artificial light with a 10-power
loupe, corrected for chromatic and spherical aberration. Hess.
flaxseed coal. A fine size of anthracite coal.

Webster 2d.
flaxseed ore. An oolitic iron ore in which the
oolites have been somewhat flattened

parallel to the bedding plane so that they
are disk-shaped rather than spherical.
A.G.I.

fleak. Derb. A thatched cover to protect the
miners while breaking and washing ore.
Fay.

fleaking. Eng. Thinning the pillars of coal

before abandonment. A variation of flake.
See also flitching. Fay.
fleches d'amour. Acicular, hairlike crystals of

rutile, a crystalline form of oxide of titanium, Ti02, embedded in quartz. Used

as a semiprecious gem stone. Also called
love arrows, the literal translation of
fleches d'amour. C.M.D.
fleck; flake. To scale or peel off suddenly;

applies to shaley beds in the roof or to

coal slab at the face. Nelson.
flecked. A variation in the solid color of an
enamel or glaze secured by the addition
of sized particles of frit of a different

color. ACSB-3.
fleckschiefer. An argillaceous rock in which
there has been incipient production of

new minerals as a result of low-grade

metamorphism. See also spotted
A.G.I.

slate.

fled. Said of pottery in which cracks have
appeared after removal from the biscuit
oven. C.T.D.
fleek. Mid. Coal or other rock is said to
"fleek off" when humps or masses of it
264-972 0-68-29
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fall from a slip or fault in the workings

without giving warning, or without much
labor in cutting. A variation of flake.
Fay.
fleet. The movement of a rope sidewise when
winding on a drum. See also fleet angle.
Zern.
fleet angle. a. The included angle between the
rope, in its position of greatest travel

across the drum, and a line drawn perpendicular to

the drum shaft,

passing

through the center of the head sheave or
lead sheave groove. ASA M11.1-1960,
p. 35. b. Of hoisting gear in mine shaft's
headworks, the angle between the sheave
and extreme paying-off position on the
winding drum; in good practice below 30 .

Pryor, 3. c. As used by diamond drillers
and miners, the angle between the two

ends of a hoist drum as a base and the
sheave wheel in a drill tripod or derrick
or the headframe pulley as the apex.
Long. d. As used by petroleum drillers,
the side angle at which the rope or cable

approaches the crown block sheave or
pulley. Long. e. The maximum angle be-

tween a rope and a line perpendicular

to the drum on which it winds. Nichols.
f. Aust. The angle between the two ends

of a winding drum as a base, and the
headframe pulley or sheave as the apex.

Fay.
fleet wheel. a. A grooved wheel or sheave that

serves as a drum and about which one
or more coils of a hauling rope pass.
Zern. b. Surge wheel. Mason.

fleischerite. A mineral, PbsGe"( SO) ( OH )4.-

4H2O; hexagonal; from Tsumeb, South-

west Africa. Hey, M.M., 1961.
Fleissner process. A thermal drying, batchtype process, in which the action of highpressure steam on a lump of lignite produces the following effects: The lump is
heated inside and out to an approximately

unform temperature by its envelope of

condensing steam. As the temperature
rises and the pressure increases part of the
colloidal water is expelled from the lump

as a liquid. The lump shrinks as wther
leaves and the cells collapse and when

the pressure is lowered more water leaves
by evaporation caused by the sensible heat

stored in the lump. When the pressure is
lowered further by vacuum, additional
moisture is evaporated, which cools the

lump. Mitchell, p. 702.
Fleming's rule. A simple rule for relating the

directness of the flux, motion, and electromotive force in an electric machine.
The forefinger, second finger, and thumb,
placed at right angles to each other, represent respectively the directions of flux,
electromotive force, and motion or torque.

If the right hand is used the conditions

are those obtaining in a generator (Fleming's right-hand rulc), z.snd if the left hand
is used the conditions are those obtaining

in a motor (Fleming's left-hand rule).
C.T.D.

Flemish bond. The arrangement of bricks

'made by alternating headers and stretchers
in each course. The position of each head-

er being in the center of the stretcher

above and below. A.I.S.I. No. 24.
Flemish brick. A hard, yellow paving hrick.
Standard, 1964.
flenu COSI Belg. A long-flame smoky variety
of bituminous coal occuring abundantly
in the Belgian coalfields. Similar coal is
found in Wales. Fay.
fierry. To split, as slate. Standard, 1964.

fletton. An English building brick made in
the Fletton district, near Peterborough,
by the semidry process from Oxford clay;
this clay is shaly and contains much organic matter, which assists in the firing
process. The crushing strength varies from

about 2,000 to 4,500 pounds per square
inch and the water absurption from about

17 to 25 percent weight. Dodd.
fleurus diamond. Quartz crystal. Schaller.
Fleuss apparatus. The first practical form of
self-contained breathing apparatus, which

wat. developed by H. A. Fleuss in 1879.
Compressed oxygen, carried in a copper
cylinder, was used in the apparatus; was
used at Seaham colliery in 1881. Nelson.
flexibility. a. The ability to be bent repeatedly, within limits, without cracking or
breaking. API Glossary. b. The property of

bending, as shown in some minerals by
experimenting upon their plates or lam-

inae. A flexible mineral remains bent after

the pressure is removed, as in talc, selenite, etc. Nelson.
flexible. a. As applied to the characteristic
of tenacity in minerals, it means that the
mineral will bend without breaking, and
will remain hent, as talc. Fay. b. Bends
without breaking and has no tendency to
return to its original form. A.G.I. c. Capable of being flexed. Capable of being
turned, bowed, or twisted without breaking. Webster 3d.
flexible cam. An adjustable pressure-control
cam of spring steel strips used to obtain
varying pressure during a forming cycle.
ASM Gloss.
flexible coupling. A coupling used to connect
shafts of adjacent rotating machines where
flexibility is desirable, as in making a con-

nection between a motor and a speed re-

ducer in a chain conveyor power unit.
The metal outside flanges are secured to

inner flexible disks by bolts. Jones.
flexible ducts. See ventilation ducts. Roberts,

I, p. 225.

flexible guides. See winding guides. Sinclair,

V. p. 46.
flexible joint. Any joint between two pipes
that permits one of them to be deflected
without disturbing the other pipe. Fay.
flexible mineral. A mineral which yields to
the bending stress and stays bent ; for example, asbestos. Stokes and Varnes, 1955,

p. 149.

flexible pavement. A waterproof top layer for

a road or aircraft runway made of bituminous material which is assumed to

have no tensile strength. Ham.
flexible sandstone. a. A fine-grained itacolumite. Standard, 1964. b. A sandstone,
thin slabs of which will bend noticeably
without breaking. Hess. c. Synonymous
with itacolumite. A.G.I.
flexible silver ore. Same as sternbergite. Fay.
flexible-type carrying idler. Consists of one

or more idler rolls arranged to form a
catenary trough. This may be accomplished by mounting a single roll on a
flexible shaft or by linking a series of
rolls with individual rigid shafts. NEMA

MB1-1961.

flexible ventilation ducting. Flexible tubes
made from fabrics coated with rubber or
polyvinyl-chloride (P.V.C.) for auxiliary
ventilation. The ducting is made in lengths
of 25, 50 and 100 feet, every length having a spring steel wire coupling ring sewn
or welded into each end, and can be supported from a wire running along the roof.
The advantages of flexible ducting over
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flexible ventilation ducting
metal tubes are: (1) can be stored in a
much smalkr space; (2) less weight; (3)
can conform to moderate bends much

easier than metal pipes, and (4) cost of
fixing is only a fraction of that incurred
with metal pipes. See also ventilation tubing. Nelson.

flexible wall. Reinforced concrete retaining

wall having a stem designed as a cantilever, as a beam or as both. Ham.
flexing. The bending of the conveyor belt
which takes place as it wraps around the
pulleys. The ply nearest the face of the
pulley is under the minimum stress and

the ply farthest from the face is under the
maximum stress. Flexing stresses increase
with a decrease in pulley diameters. ASA
Mh4.1-1958.
Flexlok. A patented circle brick, with book
ends, used in domestic furnaces, cupolas,

on marshy ground, it must be determined
accurately. A.G.I.
flexure fold. See fold, flexure. A.G.,.
flexure folding. In the narrow sense it refers
only to the bending of strata. In 6ie broad
sense, it includes flexure-slip folding. See
also flexure-slip folding. A.G.I.
flexure-slip folding. a. Folds in which the in-

dividual strata not only bend but algo

slip past one another. Billings, 1954, pp.
89-90. b. Movement in a layered rock in

which competent bands are folded but slip-

ping occurs along deformed s-planes in
incompetent bands. The most common
type of deformation. ,:.G./. SuPp.

deflection diagram as follows:
1.3

EF

P

1, (for rectangular specimen)

0.425 12

P (for round specimen)
Y
d'
where EF = flexural modulus of elasticity,

Lr

psi

slope of initial straightline portion
= of curve on load-deflecting diagram,
pound /inch

L = span, inch
b = specimen width, inch.
H&G.
flexural rigidity. Second moment of the section of a beam multiplied by its Young's
modulus. Ham.

flexural slip. Movement in relatively competent rocks in which the bending of layers dominates over the slip between them.
G.S.A. Mem. 6, 1938, p, 155.
flexural strength. See modulus of rupture;
transverse strength.

flexure. a. A bending or folding of strata
under pressure. Standard, 1964. b. A bend
in a rock. Hess. c. A general term for individual folds, warps, tilts, bends, or

turns in rock strata. A flexure may be a
broad open fold of large dimensions or
a small closely compressed fold. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955. d. Synonymous with

fold. A.G.I. e. A broad domical structure.
A.G.I. f. A slight folding. A.G.I. Supp.
flexure correction. A correction necessary in
pendulum observations of gravity. The
vibrating pendulum produces oscillations
of the receiver case, of the pillar, and of
the surface soil. Rather complex coupled
vibration phenomena arise and the period
of the pendulum itself changes. Numerous
methods have been suggested to correct
for this influence or to eliminate it. Since
the correction is of the order of 10- to 40
x 10-' sec. on solid rock or Cement and
may increase to as much as 500 x 10 sec.

largely composed of well-crystallized ka-

olin that breaks with a conchoidal fracture, similar to flint, hence the name.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

flint fire clay. A hard or flintlike fire clay

tometer bench between the lamps under

brightly lit than the other, a flickering

of elasticity of a material in the flexure
test. It may be calculated from a load-

purposes. Fay.

flint clay. a. A flintlike clay which when
ground develops no plasticity. A.G.I. b.
A very hard refractory clay which is

work inside a box placed on the pho-

of a plaster of Paris disk with the edges
bevelled. The disk is rotated by clock-

and acid tank linings. Bureau of Mines

center; elastic center; ebstic axis. Ro.
flexural modulus of elasticity. The modulus

source of silica by earthenware and porcelain manufacturers. See also chert. Fay;
Dana 17, p. 601; Rosenthal b. Pulverized
quartz of any type. Hess. c. Shrop. Finegrzined sandstone suitable for building

flint-enameled ware. Rockingham-type pottery with a glaze flecked in yellow, brown,

Staff.

twist of the section. Compare torsional

cined and ground and used as a main

flicker photometer. A photometer consisting

test. The eye sees the two sides of the

flexural center; shear center. With reference
to a beam, the flexural center of any section is that point in the plane of the section through which a transverse load, applied at that section, must act if bending
deflection only is to be produced, with no

flinty crush rock

disk in rapid succession and if one is more

effect is produced. By altering the position
of the instrument until this flickering disappears, the point where the illumination

on the two sides of the disk is equal may
be found with considerable accuracy. Mason, v. 1, p. 248.
flight. a. The metal strar or crossbak attached

to the drag chain of a chain-and-flight

conveyor. Jones. b. Plain or shaped plates
suitably made for attachment to the propelling medium of a flight conveyor. ASA
MH4.1-1958. c. A term sometimes applied
to one conveyor in a tandem series. ASA
MH4.1-19.58. d. The screw thread (helix)
of an auger. Nichols.
flight conveyor. A type of conveyor comprising one or more endless propelling media,

such as chain, to which flights are at-

tached and a trough through which material is pushed by the flights. ASA
MH4.1-1958.
flight conveyor, reciprocating. See recipro-

cating flight conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

flight line. In an aeromagnetic survey or in
other airborne geophysical surveys, a line
drawn on a map or a chart to represent
the course over which an airplane has been
flown, or the course over which it is to be
flown. A.G.I.

flight loader; Lansbton flight. A standard
coal cutter which has been modified to
enable it to load prepared coal on to a
face conveyor. The flights are short plates
or boxes fitted into special holders in the
ordinary cutter chain. The flights are ar-

ticulated and held in position by loose

pins to allow easy attachment and detachment. When loading, the jib is angled
forward 10 to 30 degrees and the flights
push the coal along the floor on to the conveyor. For a jib 4 feet 6 inches long, four
flights are commonly used. Face lengths

up to 200 yards can be loaded by this

method. Degradation of coal is high. Nelson.

flight pattern. In an aeromagnetic survey or
in other airborne geophysical surveys, the
planned flying route used. A.G.I.
Binders diamond. A Tasmanian term for a
variety of topaz. Fay.
flInt. a. A variety of quartz, a cryptocrystal.
line substance composed of silica, Si01. It
is very tough and breaks with a conchoidal

and blue; patented at Bennington, Vermont. ACSG, 1963.

occurring as an unstratified massive rock,
practically devoid of natural plasticity and
showing a conchoidal fracture. ASTM
C71-64. See also flint clay.
flint glass. a. A glass in which lead and potassium replace a considerable part of the
lime and soda of ordinary glass. This gives
a . softer, more fusible more lustrous and
brilliant glass with high refraction and low
dispersion and therefore of use as an opticial glass. CCD 6d, 1961. b. A term used by
the container industry for colorless glass.
ASTM C162-66.
flintkote. An emulsion of petroleum asphalt
in water for the protection of steel against
the action of seawater. Osborne.

flintiess stoneware. Defined in the Pottery

(Health and Welfare) Special Regulations
of 1950 as: stoneware the body of which
consists of natural clay to which no flint
or quartz or other form of free silica has
been added. Dodd.
device in which flints on a
flint mill, a.
revolving wheel produce a shower of sparks

incapable of igniting firedamp, and once

used to light miners at work. See also
steel mill, a. Fay. b. In pottery works, a
mill in which flints are ground. Webster

2d. c. Floating instrument platform in use
in the Pacific Ocean. Similar in design to
seagoing platform for acoustic research,
and 1,s2d as a base for oceanographic research. Flip is manned and can drift with
currents. Hy.
flint optical glass. An optical glass with high

dispersion and high index of refraction,

usually forming the diverging elements of
an optical system. Any optical glass possessing a Nu-value less than 50.0; or any
optical glass with a Nu-value between 50.0

and 55.0 having a refractive

index- less

than 1.60. ASTM C162-66.
flint pebbles. Colloidal quartz stones, found

on the coasts of France, Belgium and
England. They are rounded and have

chemical and physical properties suitable
for use in ball mills. Enam. Dict.
flint, potter's. Ground sand, very low in iron
content. Enam. Dict.
Flintshire furnace. A reverberatory furnace
with a depression, well, or crucible in the
middle of the side of the hearth used for
the roasting and reaction process on lead
ores. Fay.

Flintshire process. Method of smelting ga-

fracture and cutting edges. Of various
colors, white, yellow, gray, and black.

lena concentrates in reverberatory furnace,
with a crucible well in its hearth. Pryor, 3.
flint shot. Clean, dry, sharp sand; used in
sand blasting. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

Northern France, and Belgium are cal-

ware. C.T.D.
flinty crash rock. A black flinty product of

Mobs' hardness, 7; specific gravity, 2.65.
Flint pebbles from the coasts of England,

flint ware. An alternative name for 'stone-

r

flinty crush rock

floating strainer
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part of an automatic refuse extractor
which is suspended in a washbox to in-

floater hole. An opening in a tank through

erally structureless, but occasionally shows
traces of incipient crystallization. See also
buchite; hartschiefer; mylonite; pseudotachylyte; trap-shotten gneiss; ultramylonite. Holmes, 1920.
flinty slate. A common slate containing more
than the normal percentage of silica. Fay.

material on the screen plate. B.S. 3552,
1962. k. Used by drillers to describe the
tendency of the bit in a flat-angle bore-

b. Fire clay blocks floating in the batch
of a tank furnace to keep the gall out of

stable or quasistable state and one un-

drilling fluid out of the casing or rod string
when lowered into a borehole. Also called
float valve. Long. m. To lift a material by

dynamic metamorphism associated with
mylonite, and representing a fritted or
partly fused variety of mylonite. It is gen-

flip-flop. a. A trigger circuit which has one
stable state, and which undergoes a com-

plete cycle of change in response to a

single triggering excitation. NCB. b. A glass

decanter with a thin base. Dodd.
flipping turn. System of pulleys incorporated

in the return-side tracking of belt conveyor, which turns it through 180°, so

that any adherent abrasives do not conie
in contact with idler pulleys. Pryor, 3.
flit. a. To move, dismantle, or re-erect conveyors. Sinclair, V, p. 286 b. N. of Eng.
Move or transport (applied to coal-cutting equipment. Trist. c. See flitting.
T.I.M.E.
flitch. N. Wales. A flat, elongate, galena ore
body, found in the lead mines. Arkell.
Hitching. a. Widening of underground roadway by removing rock from sides. Pryor, 3.

b. The working of 2 to 5 yards or more
of the rib side coal in a narrow stall or

heading. See also skipping, Nelson.
tlit plug. See cable coupling unit. B.S. 3618,
1965, sec. 7.
flit plug adaptor. See cable coupler adaptor.
B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.
ffitter. Collier who moves a coal cutter to a
new working place; to flit is to shift equipment. Pryor 3.
flitting. Aust. Conveying a coal-cutting machint, from one plaLe to another. Fay.
flitting wagon. A low truck or trolley used in
pillar methods of working to transport face

machines from one heading or bord to

another. Nelson.
float. a. The term float or float rock means
bunches, blotches, pieces, or boulders of

quartz or rock lying detached from, or
resting upon the earth's surface without
any walls. When found upon the unappropriated public domain it belongs to
the findcr. Ricketts. I. b. Debris from a

lode transported from the original site and

found on (or near/ the surface. Hoov, p.
94. c. Also, fine gold and minerals ifoat
in panning and other operations causing
losses. von Berniwitz. d. Used by miners
and geologists 1ur pieces of ore or rock
which have fallen from veins or strata,
or have been separated from the parent
vein or strata by weathering agencies. It
is not usually applied to stream gravels.
Float is also used as an adjective. Fay.
Also called floater; float mineral; float
ore. e. Scot. Intrusive traprock either at
the surface or between strata. Fay. f. Eng.
A clean rent or fissure in strata unaccompanied by dislocation. Fay. g. A timber
platform, faced with boiler iron on both
sides, and provided with rings at the
corners for lifting. It is used in Shaft work

to prevent the crushing of the bottom

timbers by flying fragments of rock. Stauf_

ter. h. Values so fine that they float on

dicate variations in the layer of heavy

hole to follow an increasingly flatter course

as the depth of the borehole increases.
Long. I. Voious forms of ball-and-seat
valves commonly inserted in casing and
rod strings in such a manner as to keep
the buoyant action of a strong current or
flow of a liquid medium; also, that material buoyant enough to float on the surface of a liquid medium. Long. n. In mineral concentration, term used in connection with response of a specific mineral to
flotation process. Pryor, 3. o. The very fine

dust which does not settle out of the air
current in the pulverizing machinery but
is

strained out of the air by fine cloth

bags. Also used to designate the fine dust
collecting on the roof and timbers in any
mine. Rice, George S. p. The floating part
of an apparatus for indicating the height
of water in a steam boiler or other vessel.
Fay. q. A floating metal air container for
indicating the height of liquid in a tank.
C.T.D.
floatability. In mineral concentration, word
used in connection with response of a specific mineral to flotation process. Pryor, 3.
float-and-sink analysis. Use of series of heavy
liquids diminishing (or increasing) in density by accurately controlled stages for the
purpose of dividing a sample of crushed
coal into fractions either equal-settling or
equal-floating at each stage. The floats at
a given specific gravity are defined as the
percentage floating at that density and
the sinks have a defined higher density.

Each product (minus one density and

plus another) is ignited after weighing and

the ash content is found. From this testing, a washability curve is drawn which
relates density with ash content, in the
form of cumulative float, sink and specific

gravity curves. The ash curve plots ash

against density for successive fractions.
Te densimetric curve plots specific gravity against cumulative weight. The Mayer
curve (M-curve) plots cumulative weight
against that of a constituent (for example,
ash). Pryor, 3.
float coal. Small, irregularly shaped isolated
deposits of coal imbedded in sandstone or

in siltstone. They appear to have been
removed from thc original bed by washout during the peat stage and to have been
carried a short distance and redeposited.
Also called raft. A.G.I.
float copper. a. In the Lake Superior region,
fine scales of metallic copper, especially
produced by abrasion in stamping, which
do not readily settle in water. Fay. b. Of
rock or vein material, found as a loose

fragment some distance from the

vein

outcrop or bed. Webster 2d.

float dust. Fine particles of coal suspended in
the air. Bureau of Mines Staff.
floater. a. A single fragment of float. Long.
b. Synonym for float valve. Long. c. British

the surface of the water when crushed or
washed; for example, float gold. C.T.D.

term for float. Also called float mineral;
float ore. Fay. d. A refractory shape that

by its own weight, or to be held from digging by upward pressure of a load of dirt
against its moldboard. Nichols, 2. j. That

glass in a tank furnace in order to hold

i. In reference to a dozer bladeto rest

is allowed to float on the surface of molten

back any scum that may . be
Compare ring, f. Dodd.
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present.

which floaters are placed. ASTM C162-66.
floaters. a. N.S.W. Loose fragments of rock,
ore, and reef in the soil. New South Wales.

the working end (for the same purpose as
the bridge). Mersereau, 4th, p. 328.

float glass process. A process for making
sheet glass introduced in 1959 by Pilkington Bros. Ltd., at St. Helen's, England. A
ribbon of glass is floated on molten tin,

the product being sheet glass with truly
parallel surfaces, both fire polished. Dodd.

float gold; flour gold. Particles of gold so
small and thin that they Coat on and are
liable to be carried off by the water. Fay.
floating. a. Descriptive of the relations of
large sedimentary particles that are not
in contact with each other and which are
contained in a much finer grained matrix.
A.G.I. SuPp. b. Descriptive of quartz sand
grains more or less sparingly disseminated

in limestone. A.G.I. SupP. c. The equal
spreading of plaster, stucco, or cement
work by means of a board called a float.

Crispin.
floating agent. As used in the vitreous enamel
industry, this term is the equivalent of the

English term suspending agent. See also

suspending agent. Dodd.
floating bloc'k. Synonym for traveling block.
Long.
floating cable. In seismic operations in watercovered areas, a cable connecting geophones suspended by floats. A.G.I.
floating calcite scales. Floating scales built
up of srr. ll calcite rhombohedrons.
Schieferdechr.
floating control system. As used in flotation,

a system in which the rate of change of
the manipulated variable is a continuous
function of the actuating signal. Fuerstenau p. 549.

floating dock. An open-ended structure built

up of steel plates, which can be floated
or submerged by means of air chambers
as required for ship repairs. Ham.

floating foundation. See buoyant foundation.
Ham.
floating harbor. A system of floating booms

moored so as to give breakwater protec-

tion against waves. Ham.
floating light. Cymophane. Schaller.

floating opal. Small pieces of gem opal,

placed in glycerin in a transparent, dropshaped or spherical glass container, for
use principally as a drop on a neck ornameat. Shipley.
floating peat. Peat composed of floating
plants. Tomkeieff, 1954.

floating pipeline. A pipe supported on pontoons which is used for removing spoil
from a suction dredger. Ham.
floating reef. Masses of displaced bedrock
lying among alluvial detritus. See also
float. Fay,
floating sand grain. An isolated sand grain,

particularly in limestone, that is not in

contact with other scattered sand grains.
A.G.I. Supp.
floating spurs. Aust. Short-lived, flat quartz
veins. Fay.
floating strainer. A buoyant pump suction
end which draws its water from near the
surface of the free-water level and thus
pumping almost clear water. A floating
strainer may be used in dealing with

bodies of water other than in properly
constructed sumps. Nelson.

floating-tube barrel. Synonym for double-

tube core barrel, swivel-type. Long.
core barrel. Synonym for
double-tube barrel, swivel-type. Long.

floating-tube

float mineral. Small fragments of any ore

carried away from the ore bed by the

action of water or by gravity .alone, often

leading to the discovery of mines; also,
metallic particles detached in stamping
ore, and suspended in water. Standard,
1964. See also floater, c; float ore; float.
float ore. Fragments of vein material found
on the surface, and usually downstream
or downhill from the outcrop. Fay.

float rock. See float, a. Long.
floats.

a. Fractions with a defined upper

limit of specific gravity and so described,
for example, floats, 1.40 specific gravity.
B.S. 3552, 1962. b. As applied to asbestos,
the fibers recovered from the precipitation
of the dust in either filters, cyclone collectors, or other media. The fibers are fine
and light and of varying lengths. Sinclair,
W. E., p. 288.

floatstone.

a. A cellular quartz rock. The

honeycomb quartz detached from a lode
is often called floatstone by miners. Fay.
b. A variety of opal thP..: floats on water;
found in light, spongy, concretionary or
tuberous masses. Standard, 1964. c. A
bricklayer's rtbbingstone for working out
the defects in a brick that has been cut.
Standard, 1964.
float sulfur. See flake sulfur. Mitchell, p. 67.
float switch. A switch actuated by a float for
starting or stopping a pump motor as the
level of the water rises or falls. Ham.
float test. Method for determining the consistency of bituminous materials. Institute
of Petroleum, 1961.
float valve. a. Synonym for a ball-and-seattype apparatus inserted in a pipe, casing,
or drill-rod string being lowered into a.
borehole. See also float, 1. Long. b. A
valve operated by a float. Long.
floc. a. A loose, open-structured mass formed
in a suspension by the aggregation of
minate (colloidal) particles. ASCE P1826.

b. A small aggregate of tiny sedimentary
grains. A.G.I. Supp, c, A flocculent mass
formed by,the aggregation of a number of
fine suspended particles. Synonymous with

floccule. Webster 3d.

flocculant. An agent that induces or pro-

motes flocculation, or produces floccules
or other aggregate formation, especially
in clays and soils. For example, lime alters

the soil pH and acts as a flocculant in
clay soils. An acid reagent is also used

as a flocculant. Webster 3d.
flocculate. a. As a verb, to cause to aggre-

gate or to coalesce into small lumps or
loose clusters or into flocculent mass or
deposit. For example, the calcium cation
tends to flocculate clays. Compare coagulate. Also,

to aggregate or to coalesce

into small lumps or loose clusters or into

a flocculent mass or deposit. Especially

applicable to colloids, clays, and soils. For
example, certain clays flocculate readily.
Webster 3d. b. As a noun, something that
has flocculated. A flocculent particle or
mass; a floc ; a floccule. Webster 3d. c. A
teim used in the flotation process. Fay. d.
To thicken a clay suspension by addition

of an acid. ACSG. e. The addition of a
suitable electrolyte to a clay suspension
to cause the clay particles to agglomerate
and settle. Bureau of Mines Staff.
flocculating. a. The thickening of the consistency of a slip by. adding .a suitable

flood casting
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floating-tube barrel

electrolyte. ASTM C286-65. b. The agglomeration of clay particles in a clay
suspension by adding an electrolyte. Bureau of Mines Staff.
flocculating agent; flocculant. a. A reagent
added to a dispersion of solids in a liquid
to bring together the fine particles to
form flocs. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. A substance which produces flocculation, as,
for example, the Inorganic acids, and

which thereby promotes settling. Fay.
flocculation. a. The gathering of suspended
particles into aggregations. Opposite of
deflocculation. Fay. b. The process of
forming flocs. ASCE P1826. c. The act or
process of flocculating. A product of flocculating; a cluster; a conglomeration; or
an aggregate. Webtser 3d. d. Coalescence
of minute particles into floccules (often
consisting mainly of water) to accelerate
settlement as part of dewatering or thickening of a pulp. Appropriate chemicals
are used to promote adhesion. P.-yor 2.
e. Agglomeration of the separate colloidal
particles of a suspension into bunches or
flocs with a loss of colloidal properties. In
drilling fluid a flocculating agent such as
brine may cause the clay particles to flocculate with the result that the solids settle
out. Flocculation may give rise to enormous increases in gel strength. Brantly, 1.
floccule. A small loosely aggregated mass of
material suspended in or precipitated from
a liquid. One of the flakes of a flocculent
precipitate. Synonymous with floc. Webster 3d.
flocculent.

Resembling

wool,

therefore,

wooly. Coalescing and adhering in flocks.
A cloudlike mass of precipitate in a solu-

ticn. From the Latin floccus, meaning a
lock of wool. Fay.

flocculent deposit. An aggregate or precipitate of small lumps formed by precipitation. Hy.
flocculent structure. An arrangement composed of flocs of soil particles instead of
individual soil particles. ASCE P1826.
flock. Any small tufted or flakelike mass of

matter floating in a solution, especially
if produced by precipitation. Standard,
1964.

flocs. Aggregates resulting from flocculation.
B.S. 3552, 1962.
floc test; water test. A test for the durability
of hydraulic cement, 1 gram of the cement

is shaken with 100 milliliter of water in

a test tube which is then placed on its
side and allowed to stand for 7 days; if

'he amount of floc formed is very small,
the cement is considered to be durable.
Dodd.
Flodin process. A direct process for the
manufacture of steel, by means of which
iron with a carbon content from 0.2 percent upwards can be produced by smelting, in a specially constructed electric
furnace, a mixture of hematite and coal,
or charcoal, the process being continuous.

The 'reduced metal accumulates at the
bottom of the furnace from which it is
tapped. Both sulfur and phosphorus are
reduced to a low figure without additional refining, while the manganese and
silicon contents are controlled in the same
way as in the ordinary open-hearth process. It is claimed that the steel produced
is superior in quality both to open hearth

and Bessemer steel, and it is suggested
that this superiority is due to the small
amount of slag, and relative absence of
gases. Osborne.
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floe. a. A piece of sea ice, other than fast
ice from 10 meters in diameter to ice
field size. Schieferdeecer. b. An area of
ice, other than fast ice, the limits of
which are within sight, as distinct from
an ice field. Also called a sea floe. A.G.I.

c. A mass of floating ice some 100 feet
to 5 miles across, that is not fast to any
shore, that .was formed by the breaking
up of the frozen surface of a large body
of water. A.G.I. Supp. d. Loose ganister
or other rock, accumulated at the base of

a slope. Bureau of Mines Staff.
6. The great stratified masses of
salt ice that lie grounded along the shores

floe-berg.

of the Polar Sea are nothing more than
fragments broken from the edges of the
perennial floes. We called them floebergs, in order to distinguish them from,

and yet express their kinship to, icebergs.
A.G.I. b. A thick mass of floe ice heaped
together by the collision of floes with each
other or with the shore. A.G.I.
floe ice. Floating ice of much greater thickness is sometimes seen, but it is doubtful

these great thicknesess represent the
ice formed by the freezing of undisturbed
if

sea water. The ice formed in winter is
often broken up in the summer into float-

ing pieces, floe ice; and the floe ice is

sometimes crowded together in ice packs.
A.G.I.

floe rock. Rock occurring in or taken from
a body of talus; usually refers to ganister.
A.R.I.

floe till. See till. Fay.
fioetz; flotz. A bed or stratum. As used by
Werner, means a layer or bed enclosed
conformably in a stratified series, but differing in character from the rocks in which

it occurs. Fay.
flohmig amber. A fatty amber, resembling
goose fat; full of tiny bubbles, but not as
opaque as cloudy awber. Shipley.

flohmig bernstein. German name for an oilylooking dim amber. Tomkeieff, , 1954.
floitlte. A rock that contains biotite together

with the typical minerals of the green-

schist facies. A.G.I.
floocan. See flucan. Pryor, 3.
flood. a. Any relatively high streamflow

which overtops the natural or artificial
banks in any part of a stream or river.
A.G.I. b. A rising and overflowing of a
body of water that covers land that is
not usually under water. Webster 3d. c.
An outpouring of considerable extent, as
a flood of lava. A great stream of lava that
flows in a steady course. Webster 3d. d.

The flowing in of the tide. The semidiurnal
swell or rise of water in the ocean. Oppo-

site of ebb. The hiEhest point of a tide.
Webster 3d. e. In sedimentary petrology,
a term implying the occurrence of a particular species so far in excess of all others
as to constitute almost a pure concentrate.

A.G.I. f. As a verb, to cover or to cause
to be covered with water or 3ome other
fluid. To fill an oil sand with water to
displace and to expel the oil. Webster 3d,
flood basalt. See plateau basalt. A.G.I.
flood basin. The tract actually covered by
water during the highest known flood, or
the flat area between the sloping low
plain on one side and the river land on
the other side. It is occupied by heavy
soils and commonly has either no vegetation or a strictly swampy vegetation.
A.G.I.
flood casting. Term used in the British sani-

flood casting
se;
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flot

tan, ware industry for the process of slip
casting in which excess slip is removed

d. That parr of any underground gallery
upon which a person walks or upon which

a sharp distinction between floor tiles and
floor quarries, but the former are always

sections of the pottery industry, the proc-

form underground. Fay. f. The upper sur-

and do not normally exceed 6 by 6 inches

the mold by draining. In other

a tramway is laid. Fay. e. A plank plat-

to merely as casting; in
the United States, the pr6cess is known

face of the stratum underlying a coal
seam. C.T.D. g. The bottom of a coal

from

ess is referred

as drain casting. Dodd.

flood channel. Tidal channel in which the
flood currents are stronger than the ebb
currents. Schieferdecker.

flood current. The movement of the tidal

current toward the shore or up a tidal
stream. Schieferdecker.

flooded suction. See suction head. Pit and

Qurtrry, 53rd, Sec. E, p. 82.
floodgate. a. Eng. A gate to let off excess of
water in flood or other times. Zern. b. A

gate for regulating the flow of water, as
in a raceway. Standard, 1964.

flooding. The drowning out of a well by
water that sometimes results from drilling
too deeply into the sand. A.G.I.
flooding point. The limiting flow rate in twophase countercurrent flow through a col-

umn above which the column is inoperable due to irregular flow. NRC-ASA NI.11957.

flood plain. a. The flat ground along a stream,

covered by water at the flood stage. Fay.
b. All great rivers annually flood portions
of level land near their mouths, and cover
the level land with sedimentary deposits.
The whole arca flooded is called the flood
plain. A.G.I. c. A strip of relatively
smooth land bordering a stream, built of
sediment carried by the stream and dropped in the slack water beyond the influence of the swiftest current. USGS Bull.

730, 1923, p. 88. d. That portion of a
river valley, adjacent to the river channel,
that is built of sediments during the pres-

ent regimen of the stream and which is
covered with water when the river overflows its banks at flood stages. A.G.I.

flood-plain clay. Any clay underlying the

flood plain of a river. ACSB-I.
flood-plain meander scar. Any and all fea-

tures on a flood plain that mark the
former course of a stream meander. A.G.I.
flood plain of aggradation. A flood plain
formed by the building up of the valley

floor by sedimentation. Leet.
flood-plain scroll. One of the

patches of

material having curved crescentic shapes
originating from deposition along the inside curve of river meandeis, and incor-

ported in large numbers into the
plain. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

flood

flood-plain splay. A small fan often com-

posed of coarse material and formed when
an overoladed stream br.eaks through

either an artificial or a natural levee and
deposits due to a decrease in velocity.
A.G.I.

flood tide. a. The flow, or rising toward the
shore, is called the flood tide, and the
falling away, ebb tide. A.G.I. b. That
period of tide between low water and the
succeeding high water; a rising tide.
A.G.I.

flookan; flucan. A vein of clayey material;
a vein of fine material and water which

will run into

underground workings if

not stopped. C.T.D.
floor. a. 'The rock underlying a stratified or
nearly horizontal deposit, corresponding
to the foot wall of more steeply dipping
deposits. Fay. b. A horizontal, flat ore

body. Fay. c. The bed or bottom of the
ocean. A comparatively level Valley bottom; any low-lying ground surface.

seam or any other mineral deposit. Arkell.
h. Plank-covered or steel-mesh-covered,

level work area at the base of a drill
tripod or derrick around the collar of a
borehole in front of the drill. Long. i.
Loose plank laid parallel with rock drift at

the heading before blasting a round of
holes to make easier the loading of broken

rock by shovels. Bureau of Mines Staff.
floorboard. A thick wooden-plank member
of a drill or other work platform. See also
floor, h. Long.

floor break. The break or crack which separates a block of stone from the quarry
floor. Fay. Also called floor cut. Hess.
floor brick. A brick having mechanical, thermal, and chemical resistance to the conditions to which it is likely to be exposed
when used in an industrial floor. Dodd.

floor burst. A type of outburst generally

occurring in longwall faces and preceded
by heavy weighting due to floor lift. Gas
evolved below the seam seems to collect
beneath an impervious layer of rock, and
a gas blister forms beneath the face, giving the observed floor lift. Later, the
floor fractures and the firedamp escapes
into the mine atmosphere. Roberts I., pp.
72-73.

floor clamp. Synonym for safety clamp in
drilling boreholes. Long.

floor cut. a. A machine cut made in the

dirt immediately below the coal
seam. See also bottom cut. Nelson. b. is
cut by means of which a block of stone
floor

is separated from the quarry floor. See also
floor break. Fay.

flooring stone. Staff. Gypsum mixed with
blue or green earth. Aiken.
floor lift. The upward heave of the floor
beds after a coal seam has been extracted.
See also creep. Nelson.

floor penetration. The breaking up or cutting into a friable floor by timber or

supports. Footblocks or sills are
sometimes used to increase the bearing
area and reduce floor penetration. Nelson.
floor quarry; quarry tile. A heavy ceramic
flooring material. Floor quarries (as distinct from floor tiles) are usually made
by a plastic process. They are relatively
thick (1 inch) and generally not less
than 8 by 8 inches in size. They are hard
fired to produce a body resistant to heavy
abrasion and to attack by most industrial
liquids, hence their wide use for factory
floors. In the United Kingdom, the term
is floor quarry, while in the United States,
quarry tile is used. Dodd.
floor sand. Used foundry sand mixed with
some new sand and coal dust. Bennett 2d,
steel

1962.

floor sill. A large timber laid flat on the
ground or in a level, shallow ditch to

fastened the drill-platform
boards or planking. Long.
floor-stand grinder. An offhand grinder
mounting either one or two wheels on a
horizontal spindle fixed to a metal base
attached to the floor. ACSG, 1963.
floor station. A survey station secured in the
floor of a mine roadway or working face.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.
flOOr tile. a. Ceramic tiles, normally unglazed, for flooring. It is difficult to draw
which are
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dry pressed, and they are relatively thin
in size. Dodd. b. One of the refractory

shapes used in the construction of a gas
retort; a group of these titles is laid horizontally to brace the retorts of a vertical
setting and to limit the combustion flues.
Dodd. c. Term used for a hollow firedclay block for use in the construction of
floors and roofs. Dodd.

floor trader. A free-lance dealer operating
solely for his own profit through anticipating the trend of the stock market.
Hoov, p. 281.
flop gate. An automatic gate used in placer
mining when there is a shortage of water.
This gate closes a reservoir until it is
filled with water, when it automatically

opens and allows the water to flow into
the sluices. When the reservoir is empty
the gate closes, and the operation is repeated. Fay.
flora. All the plants collectively of a given
formation, age, or region. Compare fauna.
Fay.
floran tin. Corn. Tin mineral scarcely visible

in the rock; also, tin ore stamped very

small. Fay.
florencite. A very rare, weakly radioactive,
pale yellow, hexagonal mineral, CeA13
(PO4)2(OH)0, found in schists and placer
sands; also known from pegmatites associated with fluorite and microcline. Isomorphous with hamlinite ; from Brazil.

Crosby, p. 100; Hess.
florescence. The rapid reproduction of plankton. See also plankton bloom. Hy.

Florida phosphate. Phosphate rock from

Florida, usually fluorapatite ( CaF) Ca4
(PO4)2, encountered as land pebble, hard
rock, soft rock, or powder. CCD 6d, 1961.

Floridin. a. A trade name for fuller's earth
worked by the Florindin Company at
Quincy and Jamieson, Fla. English. b.

Used in decolorizing petroleum and vegetable oils. Fay. Also spelled Floridine.
floridite. Applied at one time to phosphate
rock from Florida. Hess.
florite. Activated bauxite; A1203.3H20 or
Al (OH)3, made by heating selected bauxites under controlled conditions to produce
a porous and adsorptive material similar
in many respects to activated alumina.
E.C.T., v. I, p. 646.
florizone.

a. A zone characterized by its

flora. A.G.I. Supp. b. A biostratigraphic
unit characterized by the presence of a
particular flora that may have either time

or environmental significance. A.G.I. Supp.
florspar. See fluorite.

fibs ferri. A coralloid variety of aragonite.
Fay.

nosh. Corn. A rude mortar, with a shutter
instead of a screen, used under stamps.
Fay.

flospinning. Forming cylindrical- conical-,
and curvilinear-shaped parts by power
spinning or flowing metal over a rotating
mandrel. ..1.SM Gloss.

floss. a. Fluid, vitreous cinder, floating in a

puddling furnace. Fay. b. A floss hole.
Webster 3d. c. White cast iron for con-

verting into steel. Webster 2d.
floss hole. a. A small dcor provided at the
bottom of a flue or chimney for the re-

moval of ash. Osborne. b. A tap hole.

Fay.

flot. a. Ore lying between the beds or at

certain definite horizons
Arkell. b.

in

the strata.

Eng. Veins that branch off

laterally, Alston Moor lead mines. Arkell.

flotagen. Collector agent used in flotation
process, based on mercapto-benzthiozole.
Pryor, 3.
flotation. a. The method of mineral separation in which a froth created in water by
a variety of reagents floats some finely
crushed minerals, whereas other minerals
sink. A.G.I. Supp. Formerly the term
flotation with descriptiye adjectives was
used for all processes of concentration in
which levitation in water of particles
heavier than water was obtained. Thus,
if some particles were retained in an oil

layer or at the interface between an oil
layer and a water layer, the process was

spoken of as bulk-oil flotation; if the particles were retained at a free water surface
as a layer one particle deep, the process
was skin flotation; and if the particles
were retained in a foamy layer several
inches thick, the process was froth flotation. Froth flotation is the process that
has survived the test of time, and the
term flotation is now used universally to
describe froth flotation. Gaudin 2, p. I.
See alo bulk flotation ; bulk-oil flotation;
film flotation; differential flotation; selective flotation; skin flotation. b. The weight
supporting ability of a tire, crawler track,
or platform on soft ground. Nichols.

flotation agent. A substance or chemical

which alters the surface tension of water
or which makes it froth easily. See also
depressant. Nelson.

flotation cell. Appliance in which froth flotation of ores is performed. It has provision for receiving conditioned pulp,

aerating this pulp and for separate discharge of the resultinir mineralized froth
and impoverished tailings. Types of cell
include agitation (impeller, and splashing,

now obsolete) ; pneumatic (in which air
blown in agitates pulp), such as Hallimond laboratory cell, Callow, McIntosh,
Forrester, Southwestern and Britannia;

vacuum cells (Elmore and Clemens obsolescent) ; subaeration with mechanized
stirring and pressure-input air (M.S. cell,
Agitair) ; subaeration, self-aerating mechanized cell (Fagergren, Denver, M.S.S.A.,
Humboldt, Boliden, K. & B., eic.). working parts of cell may include feed entry,
inivtller, middling return pipe, hood,
standpipe, circulating ports, baffles (including crowding baffle), adjustable weir,
lining plates sand-relief ports, skimming

paddle, froth launder. Pryor, 3.

flotation man. In ore dressing, smelting, and
refining, one who tends flotation machines
which arc used to separate valuable minerals from gangue (waste material) in
finely ground ore by causing the mineral
to float in a liquid pulp while the gangue
remains submerged. Also called flotation
operator. D.O.T.].
flotaflon middlings. Flotation products which
may be re-treated. B.S. 3:52, 1962.

flotation of crystals. The act or process of
floating

flow cleavage
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flot

lightweight crystals in a body

of magma. Opposite of crystal settling.

See also crystal flotation. A.G.I.
flotation oil. Oil, such as creosote oil, pine
oil, or turpentine. Used to wet a particular
component of a powdered ore and cause
it to concentrate in an airy froth. Bennett
2d, 1962.
flotation plane. Plane of a liquid surface in
which a body floats. Hess.

flotation process. See flotation.

flotation reagents. Those used in the frothflotation process. They include pH regula-

tors, slime dispersants, resurfacing agents,
wetting agents, conditioning agents, collectors, and frothers. Pryor, 3.
flotation regulator. An acid or an alkali used
to control the pH of flotation solutions.

Bennett 2d, 1962.
flotation time. The time necessary to make
the separation into concentrate and tailing
depends on such factors as particle size
and reagents used, and must be known
for determination of the size and number
of flotation cells in the plant. Fuerstenau,
p. 365.
Flotol. A synthetic reagent of the general
nature of pine oil, used as frother in flotation process. Pryor, 3.
flotz. Ger. See floetz. Fay.
flour copper. a. Very fine scaly native copper
that floats on water and is very difficult
to save in milling. Weed, 1922. b. See also
float copper. Fay.
floured. The finely granulated condition of
quicksilver, produced to a greater or lesser

extent by its agitation during the amalgamation process. The coating of quicksilver with what appears to be a thin film
of some sulfide, so that when it is separated into globules these refuse to reunite.

Also called sickening; flouring. Fay.
floured mercury. See floured. Fay.

flour gold. The finest size gold dint, much

of which will float on water. See also float
gold. Fay.
flour gypsum. Same as gypsite. New South
Wales, p. 54.
flouring. Subdivision of mercury to the point
where globules are minute and cease to reunite, leading to loss. This is due mainly
is
to excessive shearing when mercury
mixed with gold-bearing ore as it is being
ground. Pryor, 3.
flour salt. Very fine-grained vacuum pan salt.
Kaufmann.
floury soil. Fine-grained soil having the
appearance of clay when wet, but powdery
when dry. Ham.
flow. a. That which flows or results from
flowing. A mass of matter moving or that
Incs moved in a stream, as a lava flow. Fay.

b. The movement of a fluid, such as air,
water, or magma (lava). A.G.I. c. The
plastic deformation of solids. Synonymous
with solid flow rock flowage; plastic flow.

A.G.I. d. A tabular-shaped body of lava
that consolidated from magma on the
surface of the earth. A.G.I. e. In ceramics,
the flux used to cause color to run and
blend in firing. Fay.
flowability. A characteristic of a foundry
sand mitxure which enables it to move
under pressure so that it makes intimate
contact with all surfaces of the pattern
or corebox. ASM Gloss.
flowage. An irreversible and permanent de;
formation of rocks without fracture. A.G.I.
sup p.
flowage cast. Structures thought to be formed
by the flowage of mobile, hYdroplastic

sand over the uneven bottom in the direction of slope. May be transverse, longitudinal, or multidirectional. Those, which
seem to be produced by a combination of
lOad-casting and current-oriented flow,
have been termed flow cast. They are related to flame structures. Pettijohn.
flowage differentiation. The retarding effect
produced by relatively stationary walls on
the movement under the influence of pres-

sure of a mush of crystals in a magmatic
liquid, which may give rise to magmatic
differentiation and also to the concentration of ore minerals. Schielerdeckv.

flowage fold. a. A minor fold that is the
result of the flowage of rocks toward a
synclinal axis, toward which the minor
folds are overturned. A.G.I. b. A fold in
which the layers of rock are thinned at

the crest of the fold and are thickened at
the trough of the fold. A.G.I. Supp.
flowagn structure. A rock structure, the ap-

of which indicates that the
material was in a state of flow immediately

pea-rance

before consolidation. Also called fluidal
structure. Fay.
flow-and-plunge structure. a. A variety of
false bedding, consisting of short, obliquely

laminated beds deposited irregularly, at
yaEous angles of slope, the result of tidal
action, accompanied by plunging waves.
Fay. b. A term which has been applied to
cross-lamination. Pettijohn.
flow banding. A structure of igneous rocks
that is especially common in silicic lava
flows. It is due to the movement or flow
of magmas or lavas. It exists as an alternation of mineralologically unlike layers.
A.G.I.

flow blue. A deep cobalt blue which was
used for underglaze printing on pottery.
As the name indicates, the color tended
to flow into the glaze giving a blurred

effect; this result was Obtained by placing
flow powder in the saggar containing the
ware, chlorine evolved from the powder
and combined with some of the cobalt,
therefore rendering it slightly soluble in
the glaze. See also flow powder. Dodd.
flow bog. A peat bog, the surface of which
is likely to rise and fall with every increase
or decrease of water. The water may come
from rains or springs. Fay.

flow brazing. Brazing by pouring molten filler
metal over a joint. ASAf Gloss.
flow breccia. A type of lava flow, usually
of silicic composition, in which fragments
of solidified or partly solidified lava,
produced either by explosion or by flowage,
have become welded together or cemented

together by the still fluid parts of the

same flow. Holmes, 1920.
flow-button test. See fusion flow test. Dodd.

flow cast. a. The rolls, lobate ridges and
other raised features produced and pregiven

served in the overlying sandstone are
the designation flow cast because they represent the filling of the negative features
produced by the flowage of the soft underlying sediment. See also load cast. PettiJohn. b. Load casts modified by horizontal
flowage of the burden during or after
emplacement. See also flowage cast. Petti-

john. c. A roll, a lobate ridge, or some
other raised feature produced on the
underside of a sand layer by the sand
having flowed into a depression in the

underlying, soft hydroplastic sediment. The
underlying rock, which is typically coal
or mudstone, preserves no diagnostic structure. A.G.I.

flow channel. The portion of a flow net

bounded by two adjacent flow lines. ASCE
PI826.
flow characteristic. The rate at which a metal

powder will flow through an orifice in a
standard instrument, and/or according to
a specified procedure. Rolle.
flow cleavage. a. Cleavage that depends on
the parallel arrangement of the mineral
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constituents of the rock and which developed during rock flowage. Compare frac-

ture cleavage. Fay. b. That variety of

rock cleavage that is the result of the solid
flow of the rock. See also foliation. A.G.I.
flow coating. The process of coating a cera-

mic or metal shape by causing the slip
to flow over its surface and allowing it
to drain. ASTM C286-65.
flow curve. A graph of points obtained in
a test for liquid limit. This shows number

of blows on the horizontal, logarithmic

scale and moisture contents on the vertical,
arithmetic scale. The point of intersection
between the flow curve and the 25-blows
vertical line is the liquid limit. The flow

curve takes the form of a straight line.

Ham.
flow earth. Material on a slope characterized

by local derivation and lack of sorting.

A.G.I. Supp.
flower agate. a. Any moss agate. Shipley.
b. Translucent chalcedony from Oregon.
Contains inclusions of minerals, some-

times red, brown, or yellow and green,

flow structure

surface. Fay. b. A well that discharges

water or oil at the surface without the
aid of a pump or some other lifting device.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955. c. A well in

which the fluid is flowing to the surface
because of pressure or entrained gas.
A.G.I.
flow, lava. See lava flow. A.G.I.

flow layer. a. A rock layer differing mineralogically or structurally from the adjacent
layers and which was produced by flowage before the complete solidification of

the magma. A.G.I. Supp. b. A parallel

orientation of flow elements in an igneous

rock that results in a banded structure.

Certain minerals are segregated into such
layers or into very flat lenses of contrasting
appearance. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

flow line. a. Any internal structure in an

igneous rock produced by the orientation
of crystals. See also flow structure; flow
texture. A.G.I. Supp. b. The path that a
particle of water follows in its course of
seepage under laminar flow conditions.

ASCE P1826. c. Distinguishable differences

arranged in flowerlike forms, often of
both red and green colors. Shipley. c.

A term often applied to any moss agate

(as of color, texture, or arrangement of
crystals) indicative of flow having taken
place in a plastic solid (as wrougitt metal

or mocha stone with flowerlike markings.

or an igneous rock formation). Webster 3d.

Shipley.

d. The hydraulic grade line. Seelye,

flower of iron. See flos ferri. Fay.
flowers. See mottling (of silica refractories).
Dodd.
flowers of sulfur. A light yellow, pulverulent
modification of sulfur formed when sulfur
vapor is condensed. Standwd, 1964.
flower stone. a. Flower agate. Shipley. b.
Incorrect term for beach pebbles of chalcedony. Shipley.

flow failure. Failure in which a soil mass
moves over relatively long distances in a
fluidlike manner. ASCE P1826.
flow folding. Folding in incompetent beds
which offer so little resistance to deformation that they assume any shape impressed
upon them by the more rigid rocks sur-

rounding them or by the general stress
pattern of the deformed zone. Synonym

for ptygmatic folding. A.G.I.
flow gneiss. A gneiss, the structure of which

was produced by flowage in an igneous

mass before complete solidification. A.G.I.
Supp.

flow gradient. A drainageway slope determined by the evelation and distance of

the inlet and outlet, and by required
volume and velocity. Nichols.
flow hole. See throat. ASTM C162-66.
flowing film concentration. In metallurgy, a
concentration based on the fact that
liquid films in laminar flow possess a
velocity which is not the same in all depths
of the film. There is no flow at the bottom

1.

e. A conduit, as a pipe laid on the hydraulk gradient. Seelye, 1. f. Flowage line.
Seelye, 1.

flow-line arch. A structure in massive igneous

rock similar to a schlieren arch but indicated by more or less obscure flow lines

rather than by flow layers. G.S.A. Mem. 5,
1937, p. 69.
flow machine. A machine used in glassmaking; molten glass flows into it from a feeder
under the action of gravity. Dodd.
flow mark. a. A small channel cut in a sedimentary surface by water currents. A.G.I.
Supp. b. The impression of such a channel
preserved in the overlying sediment. A.G.I.
Supp. c. A small ridge formed on the upper
surface of muddy sediment by a water current. A.G.I. Supp. d. See flute cast. Pettijohn.

flowmeter. a. A device installed in a drillingfluid circulation system that registers the
number of gallons of liquid circulated per

minute and also indicates when the flow

past the bit ceases. Lor g. b. A device which
registers rate of flow and perhaps quantity

of gases, liquids, and fluid pulps. Used in
mineral dressing to measure rates and
quantities of pregnant solutions in cyanide

and to control liquid additions to pulp:

Pryor, 3.
flow net. A graphic representation of the flow

but maximum at or very near the top

lines and the equipotential lines used in
a study of seepage phenomena. ASCE

layer upon another. By this principle

flow powder. A mixture formulated to evolve

resulting from the internal friction of one
lighter particles are washed off 'while the
heavier particles accumulate and are in-

termittently remOved. This is the stationary

table known for thousands of years. Vanners and round tables have been developed
from this basic principle, whereas bumping
and shaking tables jointly utilize flowing
film and other principles. Gaudin, p. 280.
flowing furnace. A reverberatory with inclined hearth, used in Cornwall, England,
for treating roasted lead ores by the precipitation process. Fay.
flowing slope. See solifluction. A.G.I.

flowing well. a. A well in which pumping is

not necessary to bring the fluid to the

P1826.

chlorine at the temperature of the glost
firing of pottery and used in the production of flow blue. For ware covered with a

lead glaze, a suitable composition is 22
percent NaCI; 40 percent white lead; 30
percent CaC0s, and 8 percent borax. For
use with a leadless glaze, a suitable mixture is 15 percent NaCI; .,55 percent
MgCls. 15 percent KnOs, and 15 percent
CaC08. See also flow blue. Dodd.
flow process. See gob process. ASTM C162

flow, psendovbcons. The type of solid flow

which takes place under a strain and a
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stiess too low to produce gliding flow, and
produces instead intergranular movement

and dimensional orientation for the most
part. A.G.I.
flow rate. a. Weight of dry air flowing per
unit time. Measured in pounds per hour.
Hartman, p. 8. b. In powder metallurgy,
the time required for a powdered sample

of standard weight to flow through an

orifice in a standard instrument according
to a specified procedure. ASM Gloss.
flow mck. Canister found loose on the side
of a mountain. A.I.S.I. No. 24.

flow roll. a. A rounded mass of sandstone
projecting

into underlying

argillaceous

sediment either filling an eroded depression or produced by differential settling
and compaction under overburden load.
A.G.I. Supp. b. Pillow-sized and pillowshaped bodies of sandstone which characterize certain beds. Presumed to form by
deformation, perhaps a product of largescale load-casting or of subaqueous slump.

See also ball-and-pillow structure; flow

structure; slump ball; pseudonodules;
storm roller. Pettijohn.
flowsheet. A diagram showing the progress of
coal or ore thmugh a preparation or treatment plant. It shows the crushing, screening, cleaning, or refining processes to which
the material is subjected from the run-of-

mine state to the clean and sized prod-

ucts. The size range at the various stages
may also be shown. Nelson.
flowsheet, liquids. A flowsheet to indicate the
flow liquids throughout a series of operations. B.S. 3552, 1962.
flowsheet, materials. A flowsheet principally
concerned with solid materials. B.S. 3552,
1962.

flowsheet, weighted. A materials flowsheet
including a statement of the capacity in

tons per hour at principal points in the
plant. B.S. 3552, 1962.

flow side. The failure of a sloped bank of
soil in which the movement of the soil
mass does not take place along a welldefined surface of sliding. ASCE P1826.

flow stage. That stage in the solidification of
a magma when it is still sufficiently fluid
to flow as a liquid. A.G.I.

flowstone. a. A coating on the floor or on

the wall of a cave, consisting of a sheet of
deposited by slowly
flowing water. Schieferdecker. b. These
accumulations assume forms that closely
resemble masses of ice, and some of the
cascades in stone are large and impressive.
To distinguish this material from that decalcium carbonate

posited by dripping water, it has been
called flowstone. USGS Bull. 760, 1925,
p. 110. c. A deposit of travertine which
has been deposited where water has been
flowing in a very thin sheet over rocks.
The term is applied chiefly to such aqueous deposits in caves. Webster 3d.
flow stress. The uniaxial true stress required

to cause plastic deformation at a particular value of strain. ASM Gloss.

flow strechIng. The orientation and possible

deformation of crystals with their long
axes in the direction of plastic flow in

metamorphic rocks. G.S.A. Mem. 5, 1937,
p. 10.
flow structure. a. A structure of igneous

rocks, generally but not necessarily restricted tO volcanic rocks, in I which the
stream lines or flow lines of the magma

are revealed by alternating bands or layers of differing composition, of differing
crystallinity, or of differing texture, or by
a subparallel arrangement of prismatic or
tabular crystals. Holmes, 1920. b. A structural feature that forms when a magma is
solidifying into an igncous rock and while
it is sufficiently liquid to flow. See also
linear flow structure; planar flow structure. A,G.I. c. A structure due to the alinement of the minerals or the inclusions of
an igneous -ock so as to suggest the swirling curves, eddies, and wavy motions of

a flowing stream. Fay. d. An oriented
structure that developed in rock during

flow. Webster 3d. e. A structure of igneous
rocks which is caused by flow in a magma
during crystallization. The flow may pro-

duce alternating bands of different com-

crystallinity, and texture, or a
paralld orientation of prismatic and tabular crystals. Synonym for fluidal structure; fluxion structure. Schieferdecker. f.
position,

See

ball-and-pillow structure. Also re-

ferred to as flow layer; flowfold; sand-

stone flow. Pettijohn.
flow surface. The plane separating adjacent
flow layers. G.S.A. Mem. 6, 1938, p. 44.
flow symmetry. The symmetry of movement
comparable to the symmetry of equal and
interchangeable parts located with reference to a center or one .or more axes or
planes. See also axial symmetry; isotropic
symmetry; monoclinic symmetry; orthorhombic symmetry; polar symmetry; tetragonal symmetry; triclinic symmetry. A.G.I.
Supp.

flow test. A test for the consistency of con-

crete in terms of its tendency to spread
when placed on a metal table and jolted

under specified conditions. Dodd.
flow texture. A texture common in the glassy
groundmass of extrusive rocks, especially

lavas, in which the stream lines or flow

lines of the once molten rock are revealed
by a subparallel arrangement of prismatic
or tabular crystals or microlites. Synonym
for fluidal texture. A.G.I.
flowtill. Superglacial debris (ablation moraine) that moved laterally as a mudflow
from glacial ice to an adjacent lower surface. A.G.I. supp.
flow unit. One of the nearly contemporaneous
subdivisions of a lava flow (usually basal-

fluidity
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both walls, and somctimes in the center.
Fay.
fluccan. See flucan. Pryor, 3.
fluctuate. In tidal information, generally refers to variations of the water level from

mean sea level that are not due to tideproducing forces and are not included in
the prediction heights of the tide. Hy.

flue. a. S.

Wales. A furnace, such as a

large coal fire at or near the bottom of an
upcast shaft fcr producing a current of
air for ventilating the mine. Fay. b. A tube
or passageway in a steam boiler for hot
gases or water (depending on whether
boiler is a fire-tube or water-tube boiler)
Bureag of Mines Staff. c. Lanc. Shale
Arkell. d. A British term used in the same
sense as the term tube is used in the
United States, Fay. e. A passage or channel through which the products of com-

bustion of a boiler or other furnace are
taken to the chimney. C.T.D.

flue bridge. The separating low wall between

the flues and the labGlatory of a rever-

beratory furnace. Fay.
flue brush. A brush made of pieces of wire

or steel used to cleanse the interior of a

flue from scales and soot. Fay.

idle cinder. Iron cinder from the reheating
furnace, so called because it runs out from
the lower part of the flue. Fay.

flue dust. Dust passing into the flues of a
smelter or metallurgical

furnace

and

which, unless caught, passes out of the
chimney. It is composed of particles of
unchanged or oxidized ore, volatilized lead

that has been converted into oxide, car-

bonate and sulfate ash, and fuel, volatilized
products of arsenic, zinc, bismuth, etc.
Hess.

flue liner. A fire clay shape for use in the
flues and chimneys of domestic heating
appliances. Dodd.
flue lining. Low-grade fire clay pipe of cylindrical or rectangular cross section used for
lining flues. Fay.
flueHite. A white orthorhombic mineral with
one indistinct cleavage, A1F3.H20. Larsen,
p. 98.
flue plate; flue sheet. A plate in a boiler for
supporting the ends of flues. Webster 2d,
flue tops. A form of burned clayware, of ten

of ornamental character, placed on the
top of chimney flues. Fay.

tic) which consists of two or more parts
which were poured one over the other
during the course of a single eruption. In
cross section, a typical flow unit has a
lenticular form, ranging from about 100
to 300 feet wide and from 10 to 30 feet

fluid. a. As an adjective, having particules
which move easily and change their relative position without a separation of the
mass and which yield easily to pressure;
capable of flowing; liquid or gaseous.
Webster 3d. It differs from a solid in that
it can offer no permanent resistance to
change of shape. C.T.D. b. The distinction between fluid and plastic is generally

flow velocity of water in soil. The vector
point function used to indicate the rate
and the direction of movement of water

stress. A.G.I. c. As a noun, a substance
that alters its shape in response to any

thick. Longitudinally, the flow unit may be
as much as one-half mile long.

through soil, the volume moving per unit

of time, and the area normal to the di-

rection of net flow. A.G.I. Supp.
F.L.P. In Great Britain, tests of every type

of apparatus are made in explosive atmospheres before it is approved and allowed

to use the official ktters F.L.P. (flame-

proof). Mason, v. 2, p. 432.
flucan; flookan. a narrow band of crushed

rock or clayey material found along a

fault zone or vein of ore. See also breccia;
gouge; selvage; pug. Nelson.
fiucany lode. A lode having flucan on one or

in the degree of deformation under a given

force however small, that tends to flow or
to conform to the outline of its container,
and that includes gases and liquids and,

in strictly technical use, certain plastic solids
and mixtures of solids and liquids capable
of flow. Webster 3d.

fluidal. Relating to or characteristic of a
fluid, or relating to or characteristk of
flowing motion. For example, the fluidal
arrangement of the components of a

metamorphic rock. Webster 3d.
fluidal structure. The oriented arrangement
of mineral grains (in an igneous rock)
caused by a movement or flow in the mass
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when it was partially crystallized. Also
called flow structure; fluxion structure.
Fay.

fluidal texture. a. A texture of a rock in
which the arrangement of the minute
crystals shows the lines of flow of the

rock material while molten. Webster 3d.

b. See flow texture. A.G.I.
fluid catalytic cracking. A cracking process
first introduced commercially in 1936.
Basically, it converts a heavy oil fraction
into a high-grade motor spirit by a process
of thermal decomposition with the aid of
a catalyst. The product of this process is
then fractionally distilled to separate
out motor-spirit fractions, fuel-oil blending
components and gases. The latter can be
used as feedstocks for the manufacture of
petrochemicals. See also fractional distillation. Nelson.
fluid circulation. See drill fluid. Long.
fluid clutch. A hydraulic coupling which does

not increase torque. Nichols, 2.
fluid column. The number of feet of drilling fluid standing in a borehole while the
drill is operating and/or the number of
feet of drilling fluid remaining in a borehole with the drill string withdrawn. Long.

fluid contact. The surface in a reservoir
separating two regions characterized by
predominant differences in fluid saturation.

Because of capillarity and other pheno-

mena, the fluid-saturization changes is not
ndcessarily abrupt or complete, nor is the
surface necessarily horizontal. A.G.I.
fluid conveyor coupling. A device for over-

coming the starting resistance of a conveyor fed by a constant-speed motor. It
is used to allow the motor to reach full

speed before starting the conveyor. Nelson.
fluid cut. See fluid wash. Long.
fluid drive; fluid dutch. An automotive power
coupling that operates on a hydraulic

turbine principle, the flywheel of the engine having a set of turbine blades connected directly to it and driving them in
oil thereby turning another set of turbine
blades attached to the transmission gears
of the automobile. Webster 3d.
fluid energy mill. A size reduction unit depending for its action on collisions between
the particles being ground, the energy being
supplied by a compressed fluid, (for example, air or steam) that enters the grinding
chamber at high speed. Such mills will give

a product of 51.L or less; they have been
used for the fine grinding of frits, kaolin,
zircon, titania, and calcined alumina, but

the energy consumed per ton of nulled

product is high. Dodd.
fluid flow. See Raleigh's law. Lewis, p.. 7.
fluid-fuel reactor. A type of nuclear reactor
(for example, a fused-salt reactor) the
fuel for which is in fluid form. LectL.
fluidimeter. An instrument devised by J.

Joshua Phillips for determining the fluidity
of oils at various temperatures. Fay.

fluid inclusion. See inclusion, fluid, A.G.I.
fluidity. a. The quality, state, or degree of
being fluid: a liquid or gaseous state.

Webster 3d, b. The physical property of
a substance that enables it to flow and
that is a measure of the rate at which it
is deformed by a shearing stress as cbntrasted with viscosity: the reciprocal of

viscosity. Webster 3d. c. In mineral transport, term not confined to liquids and

slurries, but also used for finely divided
solids which flow readily in air currents,
fluosolids reactors, or through dry ball
mills. Pryor, 3.

fluidity factor
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fluidity factor. The relation between the

a wave reflected from the surface of the
fluid requires to come back to the surface
of the ground. A.G.1.
fluid lubricated. The core barrelhead bear-

flumIng. See flume, c and f. Fay.
flummery; flummery stone. N. Wales.
Smooth porcellanous limestone, Carboni-

densities of a fluid and the suspended solid

particles which in part determines the
sorting of transported sediment. A.G.I.
Supp.
fluidization. a. A roasting process in which
finely divided solid materials are kept in
suspension by a rising current of air (or
other gas). This produces a fluidized bed
which provides an ideal condition for gassolid reaction because each solid particle
is in constant motion and in contact with
the moving gas stream on all sides. The
solid material must not contain pieces so

large that the gas stream will not keep
them in suspension and the temperature

must be kept low enough that there is no
fusion or agglomeration of the particles.

, Newton, p. 292. b. A bed of coal is fluidized

when it is made to float by the upward
movement of a current of liquid or gas.
In such a bed friction between particles
is zero and they become highly mobile.
Fluidization is used in the calcination of

various minerals, the coking of petroleum
pitch, in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, and in
the coal industry. Nelson. c. The process

in which gas passes through loose fine-

grained material, mixes with it, and causes
it to flow like a liquid. It may occur at the
time of a volcanic eruption, as in a glowing
avalanche. A.G.1. Supp.

fluidized bed. A cushion of gas between a

powder and a porous ceramic

support,

which is generally in the form. of slabs;

a current of air or hot gases is forced
through the porous ceramic under pressure.
The principle is used as a method of
conveying powders along a slightly inclined porous ceramic trough; the powder
can be simultaneously dried and/or calcined. Dodd.

fluidized bed dryer. A cool dryer which

depends on a mass of particles being fluidized by passing a stream of hot air through

it. As a result of the fluidization, intense

turbulence is created in the mass including
a rapid drying action. The coarse dry coal
is withdrawn from the opposite side of

the chamber. Fine particles in the feed
become entrained in the air and are extracted in a cyclone, while the finest particles may need removal by dry filters or
wet scrubbers. The dryer has a high capa-

city and many are in use in the United

States. See also cascade coal dryer; flash
coal dryer. Nelson.

fluidized bed reactor. A nuclear reactor in
which the fuel is in the form of small
pellets suspended in an upwardly moving
stream of liquid or gas coolant. L&L.
fluidized roasting. Oxidation of finely ground
pyritic minerals by means of upward cur-

rents of air, blown through a reaction

vessel with sufficient force to cause the

ings and/or other rotating members in
a drill string cooled and lubricated by
water or mud-laden fluid circulated as
the drilling fluid. Long.

fluid measure, apothecary's.
1 minim
= 0.059 cubic centimeters
(one drop)
60 minim
= 3.55 cubic centimenters
(one dram)

8 fluid drams = 28.4 cubic centimeters

20 drams

(one fluid ounce)

= 568 cubic centimeters

(one pint).
Pryor, 3.
fluid passage. Synonym for waterway. Long.

fluid pressure. a. The force wit.'t which a
stream of drilling fluid is ejected from a
pump, usually expressed in pounds per
square inch. Long. b. The force, expressed
in pounds per square inch, exerted by the
weight of the column of drilling fluid

measured at any given depth in a borehole. Compare bottom-hole pressure b and

c. Long. c. The pressure exerted bj, fluid
contained in rock. A.G.I. Supp.
fluid ton. Thirty-two cubic feet. A unit to

correspond with the short ton of 2,000

pounds, and of sufficient accuracy for many

hydrometallurgical, hydraulic, and other
industrial purposes, it being assumed that
the water or other liquid under consideration weighs 62.5 pounds per cubic foot.
Fay.

fluid volume. The amount of drilling fluid
circulated through the drill string, generally expressed in gallons per minute.
Long.

fluid wash. The wearing away of core and
parts of a drill string or bit exposed to
the erosive forces of the rapid passage of
the circulated drilling fluid. Also called
fluid cut. Long.
flukan. Same as Flucan. Fay.

fluke. A rod used for cleaning drill holes
before they are charged with explosives.
Fay.
fluken.

a. Corn. Gouge clay. Arkell.
A crossvein composed of clay. Arkell.

b.

flume. a. An inclined channel, usually of
wood and often supported on a trestle,
for conveying water from a distance to be
utilized for power, transportation, etc.,
as in placer mining, logging, etc. Fay. b.
A milltail. Fay. c. To transport in a flume,

as logs. Fay. d. To divert by a flume, as

the waters of a stream, in order to lay

bare the auriferous sand and gravel form-

ing the bed. Fay. e. An open trough or

channel, made of wood or other material,
used for conveying water. Also called
launder; sluice ; race. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 4. f. A ravine or gorge with a stream
running through it. Fay.
flumed. The transportation of solids by suspension or flotation in flowing water.
ASTM STP No. 148-D.

bed of material to expand (boil). Reaction
between mineral and air is maintained at
a desired exothermic level by control of
oxygen entry, by admission of cooling
water, or by added fuel. Pryor, 3.
fluid-lcvel measurement. A reflection seismic
measurement in boreholes. The problem of
determining the distance from the top of
the well down to the surface of the fluid
in the annular space through which fluid

flume man I. In metal mining, one who

tubing has been solved by the application
of the principle used in reflection prospecting. A sound wave is sent down the well in
the annular space between the tubing and
the casing, and the time is measured which

separating the gold, platinum or other

is pumped between the well casing and

lays and repairs wooden pipes or flumes
used to convey water in and about a mine.
D.O.T. 1.

flume man H. In metal mining, a laborer
who patrols flume line (usually a wooden
structure along a hillside) used to convey
water to placer workings for washing and

metals from the gravel in Which it

is

found. Also called flume tender,. D.O.T. 1.
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flume tender. See flume man II. D.O.T. 1.
ferous limestone, Hunts quarry, Porthywaen, and Vale of Clwyd. Arkell.

fluobaryt. A compact mixture of fluorite and
barytes. Hey 2d, 1955.
fluoborite. A colorless hydrofluoborate of
m ag nesi um, 3Mg0.13203.3Mg(F,OH )
Prisms. Hexagonal. From Norberg, Sweden;

Sterling Hill, N. J. English.
fluocerite. A very rare, weakly radioactive,
hexagonal mineral, (Ce,La,Nd)F2, found
in pegmatites associated with gadolinite
and allanite; commonly found with bastnasite; its color is pale yellow, becoming

yellowish and reddish brown by alteration.
Crosby, p. 101.
fluor. Synonym for fluorite. Fay.
fluoramphibole. Artificial amphibole with
fluorine replacing the hydroxyl of hydroxyl
amphibole. English.

fluorapatite. An apatite containing fluorine
as: (1) apatite in which fluorine predominates over chlorine, hydroxyl, and carbonate; and (2) calcium phosphate fluorine, Ca2F(P02)2. Webster 3d.
fluoradvedsonite. A variety of arfvedsonite
rich in fluorine; (Na,Ca)2.5(Fe,Fe,M05( OH )2. Hey, M.M., 1964.

Fluorbarite. A trade name for a fluoritebarite mixture used in glassmaking. A.G.I.
Supp.

fluor crown glass. An optical crown glass
containing a substantial quantity of fluorine and having a very low index of refraction and low dispersion. ATSM C16266.

fluoredenite. A mineral, artificial NaCa2Mg2(SimAlo.5021)2F2. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.

fluometry. See fluorimetry. Pryor, 3.

fluorene. An organic compound, C13,H10,

formed through burning of pyritous shale
in Bohemia, Czechoslovakia. Later renamed kratochvilite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
fluorescence. a. The emission of visible light
by a substance exposed to ultraviolet light.
It is a useful property in examining well
cuttings for oil shows and in prospecting

for some minerals. A.G.I. supp. b. The
absorption of radiation at one wavelength,
or a range of wavelengths, and its reemission

as radiation of longer, visible

wavelengths. ASTM STP No. 148-D.
fluorescent. Having the property to produce
fluorescence. Long.

fluorescent lamp. a. Commonly and improperly designates an electric lamplike device
emitting ultra-violet radiations or black
light. Long. b. A glass globe or tube the

inner surface of which is coated with a
fluorescent substance that produces visible
light when excited by an electrical current.

Long.

fluorescent light. Light produced by a fluorescent lamp. See also fluoresceg:tray-Long.
fluorescent magnetic-particie
on. Inspection with either dry magnetic particles
or those in a liquid suspension, the particles
being coated with a fluorescent substance
to increase the visibility of the indications.
ASM Gloss.

fluorescent penetrant Inspection. A type of
nondestructive testing wherein a penerating type of oil or other liquid with which
has been combined fluorescent material
particles

is applied over a surface and

flowed into cracks, crevices, or other sur-

face defects or irregularities, the excess
removed and the article examined under

the ultraviolet light. Henderson.

fluorescent screen. A screen that emits visible
or actinic light when it is exposed to

X-rays or gamma rays. It usually consists

of a piece of cardboard coated with a

phosphor. ASM Gloss.
fluorisectorite. The end-member K1Mg.-1Li:SO:310E2, where x is between Vs and
%. Hey, M.M., 1964.
fluoride. A compound of fluorine with one
other element or radical. A.G.1.
fluorimetry; fluoremetry. Method of analysis
based on intensity of fluorescence measured
when using ultraviolet light. Pryor, 3.

fluorine. A nonmetallic element, the lightest
of the halogens, isolated as a pungent, corrosive gas that is pale greenish yellow.
It is extremely reactive, being the most
electronegative (nonmetallic) of the ele-

Symbol, F ; valence, 1; atomic
number, 9; atomic weight, 18.998; and
density, 1.696 grams per liter (at 0° C
and 1 atmosphere). C.T.D.; Webster 3d;
ments.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ed., 1964, p. B-110. Small quantities in
water supplies promote resistance to dental

decay. C.T.D. Supp.
fluorine minerals. Minerals containing fluorine, such as apatite, amblygonite, chondrodite, cryolite, iiorite, lepidolite, topaz,
and others. Fay.

fluorite; fluorspar; florspar. A natural calcium fluoride, CaFg, occurring in veins
either alone or with metallic ores. It is
the principal ore of fluorine and is weakly
radioactive. Color yellow, green, purple,

pink, red, blue, violet, white, or brown;
isometric; luster, vitreous; Mohs' hardness, 4; specific gravity, 3.18. Found in
Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee, New Hamp-

shire, Colbrado, New Mexico, Arizona,
Nevada, Utah, Montana, Texas, California, Washington; Canada, Mexico, England, Germany. Used as a flux in open
hearth steel furnaces and in gold, silver,

copper, and lead smelting; manufacture of
hydrofluoric acid; manufacture of opalescent glass; emery wheels and certain
cements. Dana 17, pp. 325-328; CCD 6d,
1961; Crosby, p. 123.
fluormagnesiorichterite. The synthetic amphibole end-member NaiMgeSi3O=F2. Hey,
M.M., 1964.
fluormica. Group name for the fluorite-rich
micas, natural or artificial. Compare fluorphlogopite. Hey 2d, 19,55.
fluormka-fluoramphibole ceramic process.
A process developed by the U.S. Bureau of
Mines for making strong, machinable
ceramics of high dielectric strength for

potential use in aircraft radomes, brake

blocks, grinding wheels, and similar applications. The process involves varying the
proportions in synthetic fluonnica-fluoram-

phibole mixtures to obtain ceramics that
are not only strong and durable, but also

can be machined and formed easily. Bureau
of .Mines Staff.
fluorogen. A substance which induces fluorescence in another substance with which
it is mixed. Bennett 2d, 1962.

fluorographic method. A method involving
exposing soil samples to ultraviolet light
and recording the emitted light on a
light-sensitive medium. The densities of
the recorded sample images are measured
by a transmission photometer. A.G.J.
fluorologghsg. A logging technique based on

the principle that the rocks overlying an
oil accumulation have anomalously high
fluorescent intensities. The logs are pre-

flush.set
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pared by plotting the fluorescent intensity
of well cuttings against depth. A.G.I.
fluorometer. A device for measuring the
intensity of fluorescence. Bennett 2d, 1962.
fluoroscope. An instrument consisting of a
fluorescent screen and a source of ionizing
radiation. Used to examine the image

formed by opaque objects placed in the

beam. ASM Gloss.
fluoroscopic screen. A fluorescent screen that

has an emission in the portion of the

spectrum to which the eye is most sensitive

and hence, can be viewed directly. ASM
Gloss,

fluoroscopy. An inspection procedure in
which the radiographic image of the subject is viewed on a fluorescent screen,
normally limited to low-density materials

or to thin sections of metals because of the
low-light output of the fluorescent screen
at safe levels of radiation. ASM Gloss.
fluorosis. A chronic poisoning resulting from

the presence of 0.9 miligrams per liter
or more of fluorine in drinking water.

Teeth become brittle, opaque white with
a mottled enamel. Bureau of Mines Staff.
fluorphlogopite. A variety of phlogopite in
which fluorine replaces hydroxyl, F21(Mgs(AlSis)010.

English. See also fluormica.

fluorspar. See fluorite.
fluortaeniolite. Original, incorrect spelling of
fluortainiolite. See also fluortainiolite, Compare tainiolite; taeniolite. Hey, M .M., 1964.
fluortainiolite. The end-member KMpLiSi,01(4'2. Hey, M.M., 1964.
fluortremolite; fluoretremolite. Artificially
produced tremolite containing 9.03 percent

fluorine in place of hydroxyl. Spencer 15,
M.M., 1940.
fluosilicates. Salts of fluosilicic acid, 11:SiFo.

Magnesium fluosilicate is used as a concrete hardener and in magnesium casting.

Zinc fluosilicate is used as a concrete hardener. Copper fluosilicate has a similar use
and barium fluosilicate is used in ceramic
operations. Lead fluosilicate is used in the

electrorefining and in the plating of lead.
The zinc, magnesium, copper, and lead
fluosilicates are soluble, in contrast with
the sodium and potassium salts. See also
sodium fluosilicate; ammonium fluosilicate.

CCD 6d, 1961.
fluosilicic acid; hydrofluosilicic acid; silicofluoric acid; sand acid. Transparent; colorless; fuming; corrosive; liquid. 11:SiFs.xlis0; and soluble in water. Used in
ceramics to increase hardness; in the
manufacture of sodium, ammonium, magnesium, zinc, copper, barium, lead, and
other fluosilicates; and in building (hard-

ening cement, plaster of Paris, concrete
flooring, preserving masonry). CCD 6d,
1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. B-175.
fluosolids system. A method of roasting applied to finely divided material, in which

air with sufficient strength is blown through

a heated bed of mineral to keep it fluid,

while reaction is controlled by continuous
adjustment of rate of feed, cooling water,
added fuel (including oxygen in air).

Train of appliances includes instrument
controls, air compressor, dust-collecting
cyclones, and feed pump. Pryor, 3.
Miura°. See floran tin.

flush. a. To operate a placer mine, where
the continuous supply of water is insufficient, by holding back the water and

releasing it periodically in a flood. Webster

3d. b. To fill underground spaces, as in

coal mines, with material carried by water,

which after drainages forms a compact
mass. Webster 2d, c. fo clean out a line
of pipes, gutters, etc., by letting in a
sudden rush of water. Zern. d. The splitting of the edges of stone under pressure.
Zern. e. Forming an even, continuous
line or surface. Zern. f. Eng. A small
flash due to ignited firedamp, Midland
coalfield. Fay. g. See hydraulic mine filling. Fay. h. Any sudden flow of material

or water into underground workings. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 4.
flush-coupled. Provided with couplings the
outside diameter of which is the same as
that of the unit pieces on which the coupling is fitted. See also flush-coupled casing.
Long.

flush-coupled casing. A length (usually 10
feet) of steel tubing one end of which is
provided with a short coupling having pin
threads on both ends. The outside diameters of the coupling and the casing tube
are equal, and the inside diameter of the
coupling is usually about three-sixteenths
of an inch smaller than the inside diameter of the casing tube. Long.
fiush head. See water swivel. B.S. 3618, 1964,
sec. 6.

flushing. a. A drilling method in which wa-

ter or some other thicker liquid, for instance a mixture of water and clay, is
driven into the borehole, through the rod
and bit.-The water rises along the rod on

its outer side, that is between the walls

of the borehole and the rod, and with such
a velocity that the broken rock fragments
are carried up by this water current (direct

flushing) ; or water enters the borehole
around the rod and issues upwards through
the rod (indirect flushing). Stoces, v. 1,

p. 79. b. In a colliery, diversion of ventilation to clear foul atmosphere; a dangerous

method. Pryor, 3. c. In oil-well production, use of gravitated ground water to
force oil or gas to the surfskce, Pryor, 3.
d. Hydraulic stowing. Nelson.
flushing fluid. See drill fluid and flush. Long.
flush joint; flush-jointed. Two similar mem-

bers joined in such a manner that either
or both the outside and inside surfaces of

the two members are flush. Long.
flush-joint casing. Lengths (usually 10 feet)
of steel tubing provided with a box thread
at one end and a matching pin thread on
the opposite end. Coupled, the lengths
form a continuous tube having a uniform
inside and outside diameter throughout its
entire length. Long.
flush-joint drivepipe. Thick-walled drivepipe,
lengths of which are threaded and coupled
together in the same manner as flush-joint
casing. See also flush-joint casing. Long.
flush-joint pipe. a. A pipe or casing threaded
and coupled together in the same manner
as flush-joint casing and flush-joint drivepipe. Long. b. As used by individuals associated with the petroleum-drilling industry, a pipe threaded and coupled together
in such a manner that the inside surfaces
are flush and the outside surfaces are en-

larged, forming a shouldered junction.

Long.

flush out; ilusiting out. See flush.

flash production. The yield of an oil well
during the early period of production. Fay.
flush-set. A bit or reaming shell in which the
inset diamonds or other cutting points do

".:!
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not protrude beyond the metal holding

them in place. Long.
flush water. Water used to assist the flow of
materials in chutes or launders. B.S. 3552,
1962.

flute. a. A groove parallel or nearly parallel
to the axis of a cylindrical piece, such as

the grooves of a split-ring core lifter or

the grooves in a core-barrel stabilizer ring.
Also applied to grooves or webs following
a corkscrewlike course around the outside

surface of a cylindrical object, like the
spiraled webs on an auger stem or rod.

Long. b. Asymmetric scallopped rock surfaces. Drapes of dripstone or of flowstone.
A descriptive term used in a commercial
cave. Synonymous with facet. A.G.I. c.
Discontinuous grooves and pockets, 2 to

10 or more centimeters long, formed on

bedrock by action of turbulent flow of water. A loosely used synonym for flute cast.

Pettijohn.
flute cast; scour cast; scour finger; vortex
cast; lobate rill mark; turboglyph. A sole
mark, a raised subconical structure, the up-

current end of which is rounded or bulbous, the other end flaring out and merg-

ing with the bedding plane. Formed by

filling of an erosional scour or flute. Pettijohn.
fluted core. Core the outside surface of
which is spirally grooved or fluted. Also
called corkscrew core. Long.
fluted coupling. A type of stabilizer. Long.
flutes. Substantially parallel depressions, cut

in a glass article or molded in while the

glass is plastic, for the purpose of decoration. C.T.D.
fluthwerk. Ger. Searching for ore in streams

and riverbeds. Fay.
fluting. a. Smooth, gutterlike channels or
deep, smooth furrows worn in the surface

of rocks by glacial action. Fay. b. A peculiar method of surface decay by which
granite or granite gneisses are left with a
corrugated or fluted surface. In a large
subangular fragment of granite, one side
contains a dozen of these little channels,
from 1 to 4 inches deep and from 3 to 10
inches apart from center to center. These
channels run straight down the face of the

rock. A.G.I. c. Forming longitudinal recesses in a cylindrical part, or radial receues in a conical part. ASM Gloss.

fluvial. a. Of or pertaining to streams and

rivers; produced by stream or river action,
as a fluvial plain. Webster 3d. b. Applied
to sand and gravel deposits laid down by

streams or rivers. Such deposits are of

fluvial origin. von Bernewitz.
fluvial cycle of erosion. The continuous se-

ries of changes involved in the complete
reduction of a region to base level by the
action of streams and rivers or by running
water in general. Stokes and Varna, 1955.

Synonym for fluvial geomorphic cycle.
fluvial geomorpitk cycle. The normal cycle

of erosion by streams and riven, leading

to the formation of a peneplain. A.GJ.

Synonym for fluvial cycle of erosion.
iluvistile. Growing near or belonging to
streams or rivers; produced by the action
of a stream or a rher. Synonym for fluvial.
Standard, 1964.
Iluviatile depot A sedimentary deposit laid
down by a stream or a river. Fay.

luviatila mod. Fluviatile sands are usually
sharp and consist of irregular fragments

of numerous sizes. Quartz is usually the
predominant mineral, but other minerals
may be present in various proportions according to the conditions under which the
rivers or streams are derived and acconling to the treatment that such minerals

have undergone during transportation.
A.G.I.
fluvlo-aeollan; fluvlo-eollan. Produced or

caused by the action of streams and wind.
For example, fluvio-aeolian geologic forma-

tions. Webster 3d.
fluvloglaclal. See glaciofluvial. Webster 3d.

fluvioglacial drift. Drift transported by waters emanating from a glacier. Webster 3d.
fluvlolacustrine. Of or pertaining to sedimentation partly in lake and partly in
stream waters or to deposits laid down under alternating or overlapping lacustrine
and fluviatile conditions. Webster 3d.
fluvlamarine. a. Formed by the joint action

of a river and the sea. For example, a

deposit at the mouth of a river. Synonym
for estuarine. Fay. b. Of or pertaining to

a deposit brought into the sea from the
land, and there rearranged by the waters
of the sea. Such a deposit often contains
the remains of land animals, freshwater

animals, and marine animals. A.G.I.
fluvioterrestrial. Of or pertaining to the land

and the fresh waters of the earth; not

marine. Standard, 1964.
fluviovolcank. Of or relating to the com-

bined action of volcanoes and streams; for
example, beds of fluviovolcanic ash. Webster 3d.
flux. a. In ceramics, any readily fusible glass
or enamel used as a base or ground. CCD
6d, 1961. b. In physics, the rate of flow or
transfer of electricity, magnetism, water,
heat, energy, etc., the term being used to
denote the quantity that crosses a unit area
of a given surface in a unit of time. CCD
6d, 1961. c. In chemistry and metallurgy,

a substance that promotes the fusing of

minerals or metals or prevents the formation of oxides. For example, in metal refining an addition of some mineral to the
furnace charge is made for the purpose of
absorbing mineral impurities in the metal.
A slag is formed which floats on the top
of the bath and is run off. CCD 6d, 1961.
d. In soldering and brazing, a substance
which is applied to the portions to be

united and which, on the application of
heat, aids in the ready flowirg of the solder and prevents the formation of oxides
while the solder unites with the two parts
to form a tight joint. CCD 6d, 1961. e. A
substance added to a solid to increase its
fusibility. C.T.D. f. A substance to reduce
melting temperature. Hurlbut. g. The intensity of neutron radiation. It is expressed
as the number of neutrons passing through
1 square centimeter in I second. L&L.
h. Any chemical or rock added to an ore
to assist in its reduction by heat, such as
limestone with iron ore in a blast furnace.
von Bernewitz. i. In metal refining, a material used to remove undesirable sub-

stances, like sand, ash, or dirt, as a molten
mixture. Also 'used as a protective covering for certain molten metal baths. Lime
or limestone is generally used to remove
sand, as in iron smelting; sand, to remove
iron oxide in copper refining. ASM Gloss.
j. A bituminous material, generally liquid,

fluxing
used for softening other bituminous materials. Urquhart, sec. 2, p. 81. k. Any substance or mixture which lowers the normal
vitrifying temperature of a ceramic body
or composition, (that is, fluorspar, nephdine syenite) calcium oxide, etc.). Bureau
of Mines Staff. I. An easily fusible mate-

rial, such as borax, lead, lime, or silica,

used in mixing enamels or glazes. C.T.D.

m. Passage across a physical boundary,
such as carbon dioxide from the atmosphere to the hydrosphere; or across a
chemical boundary, as carbon dioxide from

the atmosphere to organic matter. A.G.I.

Supp. n. State of change. A.G.I. supp.

o. As a verb, to cause to become fluid; to

treat with a flux, especially in order to

promote fusion; to become fluid. Webster
3d.
flux blocks. Refractory shapes which are
used in contact with molten glass in furnaces. A.R.I.
flux box. Refractory furnace blocks used in
contact with glass in melting. ACSG.
flux factor. A factor for assessing the quality of steelworks grade silica refractories.
It is defined in the American Society for

Testing and MaterialsC416 as the percentage of AlsO, in the brick plus twice
the total percentage of alkalies; for first
quality (Type A) bricks, the flux factor

must not exceed 0.50. Dodd.
ilux gate; flux valve. A device based on the
earth-inductor principle and used to indicate the direction of the terrestrial magnetic field. Webster 3d.
flux-gate magnetometer; saturable reactor.
The essential element of this instrument,
which is used for detailed studies of the
earth's magnetic field on a local basis, is
the flux-gate. This consists of two identical

saturable cores of high permeability, oppositely wound with identical coils. An
alternating current in these coils magnetizes them first with one polarity, then
in the opposite sense. If an additional
field is present, such as the earth's field,

it will add to the flux in one coil while
decreasing that in the other. As a result,

the voltage drop across the two coils will

differ. The amount of this difference is
proportional to the unvarying field, which
can therefore be measured by noting the
average voltage difference between the two
halves of the flux gate. This can be done

to an accuracy of about =0 gamma. In

use, a part of the earth's field is balanced
out by an additional winding surrounding
both cores and carrying direct current. In

airborne use, the recording flux gate is
kept aligned with the magnetic field by
the use of two additional flux gates. When

these are at right angles to the earth's

field, they generate no voltage, but if they

depart from this position, they can be
made to generate voltages which operate

motors returning them to proper alignment. In this fashion, the recording element is held always parallel to the total

field. H&C.
fluziog. a. Fusion or melting of a substance
as a result of chemical action. HW. b. The
development of the liquid phase in a
ceramic body under heat treatment by the
melting of low fusion components. Bureau

of Mines Staff. c. Treating with a flux
especially in order to promote fusion or
softening. Webster 3d.

foam fire extinguisher
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fluxing lime
fluxing lime. Lump or pebble quicklime used
for fluxing in steel manufacture. The term
may be applied more broadly to include
fluxing of nonferrous metals and glass. It
is a type of chemical lime. Boynton.
fluxing ore. An ore containing an appreciable

often recovered for use as a constituent in
commercial products. Webster 3d. b. Finely divided material (which may have pozzolanic properties) from the precipitators
near flues of power stations using pulverized coal. Also called pulverized fuel ash.

mainly because it contains fluxing agents
which are revired in the reduction of
richer ores. Weed, 1922.
fluxing stone. Consists of pure limestone or
sometimes dolomite and is used in iron
blast furnaces and foundries. Usually material below 2 inches in diameter is eliminated. The most desirable size is between
4 and 6 inches. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965,

flyback. The recycling period of the saw-

amount of valuable metal, but smelted

p. 886.

fluxion banding. Banding in rock consisting
of flow layers. G.S.A. Mem. 5, 1937, p. 15.
fluxion structure. a. Includes such structures
as flow lines, parallel orientation of phenocrysts, banding, elongation of vesicles, etc.
Synonym for flow structure; fluidal structure. Fay. b. Structure in rocks involving

one or more swirl axes. A.G.!. Supp. c.
Internal structure of igneous rocks indicating flowage of magma. The orientation
and arrangement of cry:- .1.3 into flow lines,

for example, is a fluxion structure. A.G.I.
Supp.; Bureau of Mines Staff.
fluxion swirl. The structure seen in thin sections of tectonites cut normal to B, indicating rotation. G.S.A. Mem. 6, 1938, p.
138.

flux lin block. A refractory block for use in
the upper course of the walls of a glass
tank furnace. The flux line is the surface
level of the molten glass and attack on the
refractories is more severe at this level than
beneath the molten glass. Dodd.
flux lines. a. Imaginary lines used as a means
of explaining the behavior of magnetic and
other fields. Their conccpt is based on the

pattern of lines produced when magnetic
particles are sprinkled over a permanent
magnet. Sometimes called magnetic lines
of force. ASM Gloss. b. Set metal line.
ASTM CI62-66.

flux oil. Oil of low volatility suitable for

Taylor.

tooth-modulated frequency modulated oscillator. H&G.
flycatcher. Aust. A weir to which boards cov-

ered with gunny sacking are attached to

catch float gold. Hess.
fly cutting. Cutting with a single-tooth milling cutter. ASM Gloss.
fly doors. N. of Eng. Doors in working roadways, opening either way. Fay.
fly dope. Insect repellent containing oil.
Ho§man.

fly gate. An opening in a chute that can be
opened or closed at will. In a chute for
coal, a fly gate may be inserted so that if
rock is deposited in the chute, it may be
trapped out by opening the fly gate. Zern.
Flygt pump. A submersible pump developed
in Sweden. It is available in a 1-inch discharge hose size and in a 3-inch size. The
1-inch pump produces about 5,000 gallons

per hour at a 20-foot total static

head,

operating on a 110-volt, single-phase alternating current. Carson, p. 206.
flying ant. Spring-loaded pair of catch hooks
used to aid in retrieving broken or discon-

tinued pipes in shallow alluvial drilling.
Pryor, 3.

dying arch. In a modern glass tank furnace
the double walled bridge built across the
furnace to separate the working end from
the melting and refining end; the flying
arch is independent of the general furnace
structure. Dodd.

flying cradle. Eng. Ste cradle, a and b. Fay.
flying reef. Aust. A broken, discontinuous,
irregular vein. Fay.
flying veins. A series of veins which overlap

one another or even run into each other,
one end having the appearance of .a
branch. Nelson.

softening bitumen or natural asphalt. Institute of Petroleum, 1961.

flyrock. The rock fragments which are
thrown and scattered during quarry or

aid of a flux. ASM
flux process. Manufacture of thin or terne-

ful work in fracturing the rock, it is re-

flux oxygen cutting. Oxygen cutting with the

plate, in which molten zinc chloride, with
or without ammonium chloride, is used as
flux on the surface of the fused metal pot.
Bennett 2d. 1962.

flux spoon. A small ladle for dipping up a
sample of molten metal for testing. Fay.

Aux stone. Limestone, dolomite, or other rock
used in metallurgical processes to lower the
melting temperature of ore. A.G.!.

fly. a. In Montana, a gate or door in a hopper for diverting ore, rock, or coal from
one bin or conveyor to another. Fay. b. A
piece of canvas drawn over the ridgepole

of a tent, doubling the thickness of the
roof, but not in contact with it except at

the ridgepole. Fay. c. The flap or door of
a tent. Fay.
fly ask. a. Fine solid particles of noncombustible ash with or without accompany42
combustible particles carried out of a
of solid fuel by the draft and deposited
in quiet spots within a furnace and fluei
or within a boiler setting, or carried out

of a chimney with the waste gases and

tunnel blasting. If more explosive energy
is available than can be used in doing useflected in severe concussion and excessive
throw. Flyrock indicates that the explosive
factor needs adjustment. Nelson.
flys& The widespread deposits of sandstones,
marls, shales, and clays, which lie on the
northern and southern borders of the Alps.
Although consisting largely of sandy and
calcareous shales (hence the namein reference to their fiuile character), the flysch
also contains beds of sandstone and conglomerate. A.G.!.

flywheel. A heavy wheel used in a rotating
system to reduce surges of power input or
demand by storing and releasing kinetic

energy as it changes its rate of rotation.

Pryor, 3.

FIN Chemical symbol for fermium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p.

hap Abbreviation for formation pressure.
Also abbreviated FMP. Da Min Style Guide,
p. 59.

Inn Abbreviation for formation volume he-

tor. Also abbreviated FMV. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 59.
ftsp Abbreviation for fusion point. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 59.
loath. Eng. Nearly synonymous with the old
Cornish word, "pock," "pokkin," to push.
A narrow level is called a "foaching little

level." When a miner has not obtained

what he considers a full price for his contract he would be likely to say " 'twill do

'pon a foach," namely, it will do on a
push. Fay.
foal. Newc. A young boy employed in putting coal. Fay.
foam. a. A collection of minute bubbles resulting from strong agitation of a liquid
and forming a frothy, somewhat adhesive,
and ,isually whitish mass. Standard, 1964.
b. To gather, emit, or produce foam; froth.
Standard, 1964. c. A layer of bubbles on
the surface of molten glass. ASTM C162
66. d. A suspension, often colloidal, of a
gas in a liquid. C.T.D.
foam drilling. A method of dust suppression.
in which thick foam is furced through the
drill by means of compressed air and the
foam and dust mixture emerges from the
mouth of the hole in the form of a thick
sludge. With this method the amount of
dust dispelled into the atmosphere is almost negligible and the amount of water
used is about 1 gallon per hour. Approxi-

mately 30 to 50 feet of drilling can be

done with one filling of the unit. Mason,
v. I , 304.
foamilrive process. A process developed by

the U.S. Bureau of Mines that utilizes

detergent-type chemicals to increase thc
effectiveness of gas- and water-injection
treatments to obtain higher petroleum production from old oilfields. Th.1 foam, pro-

duced by Die mixture of thes. chemicals
with gas and water, when injeLed in sufficient amounts into an oil-bearing formation, acts like an underground broom that
is swept through the pores of oil-bearing
formations by the water, gas, or other substance injected. Bureau of Mines Staff.
foamed day. Lightweight cellular clayware

for heat and sound insulation. Foam is
generated in a clay slip, either mechanically or by a chemical reaction that
evolves gas bubbles, and the slip is then

caused to set. Some insulating refractories
are made by this process. Dodd.
foamed concrete. a. Lightweight concrete in
which the lightness is obtained by the for-

mation in the plastic mix of bubbles of
air or gas which are retained on setting

and hardening. Taylor. b. See aerated concrete. Dodd.
foam fire extinguisher. A portable appliance
useful for fighting underground fires. Foam

extinguishers are of two types:

(1) the

chemical foam type in which two chemical
solutions, an acid solution (aluminum sul-

fate) and an alkali solution (sodium bi-

carbonate), and foam-forming compounds
are contained in the inner and outer concentric compartments respectively of the
extinguisher; they are mixed by breaking
a seal and inverting the extinguisher, when
a stream of thick foamy fluid, consisting
of a mass of small bubbles, results which
forms a blanket over the burning material
and also produces a cooling effect which
assists in extinguishing the flame, and (2)

foam fire extinguisher
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the air foam type in which the air foam

equal to 21 hundredweight of 112 pounds
avoirdupois. Fay. b. Eight pigs of cast
iron. Webster 2d.
foddom; faddum. Scot. Fathom. Fay.
fog; mist; cloud. Dispersion of liquid as min-

is produced mechanically. The outer container is filled with water and into it is

placed a sealed cylindrical container in

which is a charge of foam compound and
a small charge of compressed carbon di-

oxide. When operated, a knob is struck

sharply and the cylinder is punctured thus
mixing the foam compound and the water
which is aerated by a special nozzle as it
exudes. Sinclair, 1, pp. 280-281.
foam glass. Cellular glass, in the form of
blocks, usually made by mixing powdered
glass with a gasifying agent (for example,

carbon or a carbon compound) the
ture then being heated for a short time to
fuse the glass and trap the evolving gas

bubbles. Foam glass is used as a structural
heat insulating material. Compare bubble
glass. Dodd.
foaming. In a boiler, the carryover of slugs
of water into the piping, due to dirty water. See also priming. Strock, 10.
foaming agent. A material that tends to
stabilize a foam. ASM Gloss. The same as
frothing agent.
foaming earth. Synonym for aphrite. See also
earth foam. Fay.

foam injection. The injection of foam into
shotholes and connecting breaks to displace
any firedamp present and to minimize further firedamp emission into the shotholes,

thereby reducing the risk of ignition of
the gas during shot firing. B.S. 3618, 1964,
sec. 6.

foam line. A line in a tank dividing the
foam-covered area from the clear area.
ASTM C16:?-66.

foam plug. A secondary method of fighting
underground fires, devloped in Great Britain in 1956. It consists of filling the fire
area with soap bubbles which are moved

forwaid by the air current. The foam is
produced by passing the air current
through a cotton net, saturated with a
dilute solution of detergent, which

is

stretched across the mine roadway. The
air passing through the net forms bubbles
1/2 to 1/2 inches in diameter which honey-

comb and form a plug of foam which
tends to quench the fire and reduce its
temperature to a point where it can be
attacked ditctly and without protective
clothing. See also high expansion foam.
Nelson.

foam spar. Same as aphrite. Fay.
foamy. Applied to the structure of a vesicular
rock in which the partitions between the

vesicles form a fine network. Schielerdecker.

foamy amber. Frothy amber. Almost opaque
chalky white amber. Will not take a polish.
Shipley.

f.o.b. See free on board. Pryor, 3.
focal spkere. The theoretical sphere enclos-

ing the focal region of an earthquake.
A.CJ. Sapp.

foam. In seismology, the source of a given
set of elastic waves. The true center of an
earthquake, within which the strain energy
is first converted to elastic wave energy.

A.CJ.
focmed logging hakes. Logginig devices
which are designed to focus thew lines of
current flow. Wyllie, p. 80.

fodder. a. N. of Eng. A unit employed in
expressing weights of metallic lead, and

foliation

ute droplets in a gas. No sharp dividing
line from dust. Formation is aided if condensation nuclei are present (dust par-

ticles, electrically charged gases, or ions).
Pryor, 3.
foge. Corn. A forge for smelting tin. Fay.
fog quenching. Quenching in a fine vapor or
mist. ASA! Gloss.

folds. Proposed by Johannsen, derived by
contracting the word feldspathoids, and

used in his classification of igneous rocks
to indicate that group of minerals. A.G.1.
fofg. A crack or a break in the roof. C.T.D.
foil. Metal in sheet form less than 0.006
inch in thickness. ASM Gloss.

Foil back. Trade name for an assembled

stone. There are thr2e kinds of Foil back :
(1) genuine Foil back, a genuine pmstone

backed with colored or silver foil to improve its color or brilliancy, or both; (2)
false Foil back, one in which a stone of a
different species is backed with a color to
imitate a more desirable one; and (3)
imitation Foil back, one in which glass is
substituted for a stone. See also lacquer
back. Shipley.

foiling. A thin leaf of metal silvered and

burnished and afterwards coated with
transparmt colors; employed to give color
or brilliancy to pastes and inferior stones.
See also Foil back. Shipley.
foil stone. An imitation jewel. Fay.
fold. a. The structure of rocks or strata that
have been bent into a dome (anticline),
a basin (syncline), a terrace (monocline),
or a roll. This structure is observed mainly
in mountainous regions, and is characteristic of both the altered and the unaltered

sedimentary rocks. Strictly, a strong flexure

of a stratum, with steeply inclined sides.
Loosely and more commonly, any flexure
of a stratum. Fay; Standard, 1964. b. A
bend or an undulation in layered rocks
caused by compression. Litman. c. A bend
in strata or in any planar structure. A.G.I.
d. See lap. ASTM CI62-66.

fold axis. See axis. A.G.I.
fold breeds. Breccia that has been produced
by sharp folding of thin-bedded, brittle
layers between which there are incompetent plastic beds. Synonym for riebungsbreccia. Pettijohn, 2d, 1957, p. 281.

fold coast. A coast, the configuration of
which

is

controlled

by

folded

rocks.

Shepard, p. 73.
kid sNr. ma. Where a folded bedding surface is cylindrical, that is, has a degree of
regularity such that it may be considered
as being generated by a line moving in

space parallel to itself, the direction of
this line (one way and the opposite) is

the fold direction of the surface. Manna..
fold fault. A fault formed in causal connection with folding. A.G.I. supp.
fold, liezere. A type of fold, microscopic to
orogenic in size, in which movement took
place normal to dr: axial line and parallel
with the limbs, producing notable shortening. The thickness of the sliding prisms
forming the limbs varies directly with the
amplitude of the resulting fold. A.G.!.
folding. a. The folding or bending of strata
is usually the result of compression that

causes the formation of the geologic structures known as anticlines, synclines, monoc. lines, Isoclines, etc. The amplitude (that

is, the vertical distance from the crest to
the trough)

of a fold ranges from a

fraction of an inch to thousands of feet.
C.T.D. b. There are four principal ty es
of folding recognized by geologists: 1)
flexure folding: (2) flow folding; 3 )
shear folding; and (4) folding due to
vertical movements. Folding, with its accompanying processes, almost invariably

creates problems in the design of underground installations because it involves
weakening of rock structures and may
cause anomalous stress conditions to exist.
Lewis, pp. 592-593.

folding boards. Scot. a. Shuts; a shifting

frame on which the cage rests, in or at
the top of a shaft. Fay. b. Synonym for

chairs; dogs; keeps; keps. Fay. Also called
faulding boards. c. In some small coal
mines, also referred to as cage fans.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
folding door. A door used to cover the shaft
top during sinking, and operated by steam,

compressed air, or hydraulic power. Balanced weights may be incorporated to
assist in opening the doors. Nelson.
folding rule. A collapsible instrument used
for measuring. Crispin.
fold mountals. A mountain resulting chiefly
from large-scale folding of the
crust. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

earth's

fold aspire. A recumbent fold, the reversed
middle limb of which has been completely
sheared out as a result of the great horizontal translation. A.G.I.
fold system. A group of folds showing common characteristics and trends and presumably of common origin. A.G.I.
folia. a. Close, often wavy bands, or laminations, up to 4 inches in thickness, of un-

like mineral composition. The rocks in

which they appear are said to be foliated.
Mather. b. Thin flakes or leaves; lamellae.
Shipley.
foliaceous. Consisting of thin (leaflike) lami-

nae of a mineral substance. Having the
form or thinness of a foliage leaf or a
plate. Synonym for foliated. Webster 3d.
foliate. Suggested by Bastin in 1909 as a
general term for any foliated rock. A.G.1.
foliated. :. Leaflike, such as micaceous or
schistose rocks. von Bernewitt. b.. The

moaning is similar to that of laminated,
but the latter term generally indicates a

finer or more parallel division into layer:.
Foliated is applied instead to the approximate parallelism of the layers in such
rocks as gneiues and schist:. Synonym for
foliaceous. Fay.

foliated coal. Coal occurring in thin plates
or layers. Fay.
foliated structure. Used in a broad sense includes the textural or structural properties
of certain rocks which permit them to be
cleaved or parted along approximately
parallel surfaces or lines. In this sense, the
term includes bedding fissility and schistosity. McKinstry, p. 641.
foliate team. A texture of platy minerals in
parallel arrangement. Sehtelerdeeker.
foliation. a. The banding or the lamination of
metamorphic rocks as distinguished from
the stratification of sedimentary rocks. Fay.
b. A crystalline segregation of certain minerals in a rock, in dominant planes, which
may be stratification planes (stratification

foliation), joint pl sues (joint foliation),

footlambert
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foliation
shear planes (cleavage foliation), or frac-

Folks In process. A method for the sintering

(faulting foliation). Standard, 1964. c.
Th2 arrangement of minerals normally

blast furnaces in which continuous sintering (nodulizing) is carried out in a rotating tube furnace; at the discharge end is
arranged a special tuyere comprising two

ages in parallel planes; due to their de-

furnace axis, the outcr tube having one

ture planes under the strain of flexure

possessing a platy habit (such as the micas,
the chlorites, and talc) in folia or leaves,
lying with their principal faces and cleav-

velopment under great pressure during regional metmorphism. C.T.D. d. The lazninated structure resulting from segregation

of the raw materials for the burden

of

concentric close-ended tubes parallel to the

nozzle near its closed extremity, the other

having a number of nozzles protruding
through the outer tube. The inner tube

of different minerals into layers parallel
to the schistosity. 4.0.1. e. Considered

supplies air heated to 6500 to 800° C; the

describe parallel fabrics in metaincrphic
rocks, and considerable ambiguity attends
their current use. A.G.I. f. More or less
pronounced aggregation of particular constituent minerals of a metamorphic rock

heated by the time it emerges from the
nozzle. These jets are directed upon the

synonymous with flow cleavage, slaty cleavage, and schistosity by many writers to

into lenticles or streaks or inconstant bands,

often very rich in some one mineral and
contrasting with constituent lenticles or
streaks rich in other minerals. McKinstry.
g. The ability of certain rocks to fracture
along parallel surfaces. Lewis, p. 599.

foliadon, azial-plane. See axial-plane foliation.

Supp.

Folkston. marl. Eng. A stiff marl, varying
in color from light gray to a dark blue;

also known as gault. It abounds in fossils.
Fay.

follower. a. Chainman at rear end in chain-

ing survey. Pryor, 3. b. A drill used for
making all but the first part of a hole the
latter being made with a drill of larger
gage, known as a starter. Fay. c. A piston
that maintains a light pressure against a
variable amount of fluid in a container.
Nichols.

follower chart. A table showing the size of
casing or pipe that should be placed in a
borehole drilled with a specific-size bit
and/or which sizes of casing or pipe can
be nested inside each other. Long.

follower rail. The follower rail of a mine
switch is the rail on the other side of the
turnout corresponding to the lead rail.
Kiser, 2, p. 34.
following. Scot. An overlying stratum which
falls or comes down as the mineral is extracted from under it. Fay.

following clod. Scot. A thin argillaceous layer

situated between a seam of coal (below)
and limestone (above). Arkin.
following dirt. a. A thin bed of unconsolidated dirt; a parting between the top of a

coal seam and the roof. See also pug.

C.T.D. b. See following stone. Nelson.
following-in. Eng. Said of a shift arriving at
a working place before the previous shift
has finished work. Fay.
following stone. a. A bed of shale which occurs immediately over a coal seam and
falls as the coal is worked. It causes a high

proportion of stone in the run-of-mine

cold. Ste also clod. Also called following
dirt. Nelson. b. Eng. See ramble. SMRB.
Paper No. 61.
following-op bmk. York. A breadth of about
6 yards of coal taken off the working face.
Fay.

following-up tbe whole with the broken. See
bord-and-pillar method. Fey.

followup tag. The cardboard tag placed in

the cartons, boxes, or caws of blasdng sup-

plies, used for identifying the date and
place of manufacture. Fey.

outer ones carries cold air, which

keeps

the inner tube from softening and becoming deformed and itself becomes somewhat
material to be sintered. The fine iron-bearing material is mixed with a proportion of
fuel; under the intensive action of the hot
air blast, the fuel raises the temperature of

the mixture sufficiently for sintering to
occur, whereupon the material is discharged from the furnace. Osborne.
tondo. See high-alumina cemcnt. Ham.

font. A reservoir above the mold for fusion.
casting refractories; molten material from

the font helps to fill the pipe. See alto

pipe. Dodd.
Fontainebleau limestone. See sand calcite.

fool's gold. Pyrite (Fe Ss). Pryor, 3.

foot. a. Corn. An ancient measure containing
2 gallons or 60 pounds of black tin. Fay.
b. The footwall. Fay. c. A foot is 12 inches

in length on the vein including its entire
width, whether 6 inChes or 60 feet, and
its whole depth down toward the earth's

center. Standard, 1964. d. In

tamping

rollers, one of a number of projections
from a cylindrical drum. Nichols. e. The
bottom of a slope, a grade, or a declivity.
The lower part of any elevated landform.
The foot of a hill, the foot of a mountain,
etc., for example. A.G.I. f. The base of a
ceramic shape. Bureau of Mines Staff.
foot-acre. See acre-foot. Fay.

footage. a. The payment of miners by the
running foot of work; alio, the sum given.
Standard, 1964. b. Compare yardage;

cordage. Fay. c. The number of feet of
borehole drilled per unit of time, or that
required to complete a specific project or
contract. Long. c. So. Afr. Distance covered in development operations. The fol-

lowing distinctions arc made: (1) total

footage advanced or developed is the distance covered by driving on and off reef,
including the distance of shaft sinking in
some mines; (2) footage on reef, the dis-

tance covered on the reef horizon, and

more cr less in agreement with (3) footage
sampled, namely, the distance over which
samples have been taken and assayed; and
(4) footage payable and unpayable, which
is determined from the assays on the basis

of an estimated limit above which the
mining of such ore would be payable.
Boorman.

footage block. See marker block. Long.
footage bonus. Wage payments in aedition
to regular wage given to drill-crew members for each foot of borehole completed

in excess of a specified number of feet
drilled in a stated length of time. Long.

footage cost. The total or overall cost of

I foot of a specific-size borehole
under conditions existing at the place
where the drilling is done. Long.

drilling

footage per bit. The average number of feet
of borehole specific types of bits drill or
can be expected to drill in a certain rock
before the bit becomes dulled and is repla,:ed, discarded, resharpened, or reset.
Long.

foot ale. Derb. Ale bought with the first

day's wages after a man begins work. All
the miners join in a jollification. Fay.
foot blocks. Eng. Flat pieces of wood placed
under props, in tunneling to give a broad
base, and thus prevent the superincumbent
weight from pressing the props down. Fay.
foot blower. A man who blows a small ball

which is applied to the stem of a glass
article and then opened out to form a
foot. C.T.D.

footboards. Wooden boards, hinged together,

for hand shaping the foot of glass stemware. Dodd.

foot-candle; lumen per square foot. The

unit of illumination. The illumination in
foot-candles of an object or surface is the
candlepower of a light source divided by

the square of the distance of the light

source from the object or surface. Sinclair,

I, p. 200.

toot caster. One who shapes glass foot (base)

of Stemware or other tableware. Cuts off
required amount of molten glass from gob
(mass of molten glass) held by gatherer
with shears and attaches to stemware.
Shapes foot by hand, using a clapper (two
pieces of carbon fastened together with a
hinged joint). Smooths and finishes the
foot with a wooden buffer. D.O.T. I.

foot clamp. Synonym for safety clamp. Long.
footed.. A hydrous basic copper oxychloride
containing 55.3 percent copper. It is closely related to tallingite. Crystallization,
monoclinic; color, deep blue. From Bisbee,
Ariz. Weed, 1918.
foot-forming feeder. One who inserts glass
stemware into a machine that automatically forms the bases on the stemware and
burns off the excess glass from the stems.
D.O.T. 1.
foothill. a. A distinct lower part of a mountain. One of the hills or minor elevations

of a mountain range which lies next to

the adjacent lower land and forms a

transition between that and the higher

portions. Fay. b. One of the lower subsidiary hills at the foot of a mountain, or of
higher hills. Commonly used in the plural.
A.G.I.
foot bole. Holes cut in the sides of shafts or

winzes to enable miners to ascend and

descend. Zern.
footbook. S. Staff. The large hoisting-rope
hook that is attached to the skip. Far.
foothook chide. S. Staff. A strong chain at
the end of the rope, and connected with
the foothook. Fay.
footing. a. The characteristics of the material
directly beneath the base of a drill tripod,
a derrick, or mast uprights. Also, the material placed under such members to producr

a firm base on which they may be set.
Long. b. The material on which the floor
sills of a drill floor are set. Long. c. That
portion of the foundation of a structure
that transmits loads directly to the soil.
ASCE PI826. d. Ground, in relation to its

load-bearing and friction qualities. Nichols.
c. A spreading course or courses forming
the foot or foundation of a wall. Standard,
1964.

foodambert; equivalest took:mile. The unit
of luminance, and is the brightness of a
perfectly diffusing surface of 100 percent
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footlanthert
reflection factor when its illumination is I
lumen per square foot. Sinclair, I, p. 2u0.

foot lid. Eng. See solepiece. SMRB, Paper
No. 61.
footman. In salt production, a laborer who

adjusts height of gate in chute leading

from crusher by means of a lever, to regulate flow of crushed rock salt into vibrating
screens which separate salt into various
sizes prior to shipment or refining.

D.O.T. I.
footmark. See marker block. Long.

footpiece. See sill, e. Fay.
foot phis. The hinge which attaches the boom

to a revolving shovel. Nichols.

foot-pound. A foot-pound is the amount of
energy required to lift one pound a vertical distance of one foot. Abbreviation, ft.lb. Brant ly, 2.

foot poundal. The work done by a force of
1 poundal acting through a distance of I
foot. Nelson.

foot-pound-second system; fps system. In
this, the foot (0.3048 meter) is a measure

of length; the foot-pound is work required
to lift 1 pound a height of I foot; and the
foot-poundal, the force needed to accelerate

1 pound for 1 foot in I second. Pryor, 3.
foot ridding. Dinting. Mason.

footrill; futterili footrall. a. Eng. The en-

trance to a mine by means of a level driven

into a hillside, An adit. Fay. b. A dip
road, up which coal is brought. Fay. c.

Direct drive into underground workings,
either level or downsloped, not connected
with surface by shaft. Pryor, 3.

foot rod. Scot. An iron rod at the foot of

pump rods to which the bucket is attached.
Fay.

foot screws. The three screws connecting

the tribach, of a theodolite or other level,
with the plate screwed to the tripod head.
Ham.
foot section. A term used on both belt and
chain conveyor work to designate that por-

tion of the conveyor at the extreme opposite end from the delivery point. In
either type of conveyor, it consists of a
frame and either a sprocket or a drum on
which the chain or belt travel, plus such
other devices as may be required for adjusting belt or chain tension. Jones.
foot shoe. A special pipe or casing shoe
equipped with a device, such as a float
valve, used on the bottom end of casing or
pipe to be floated into a borehole. Long.
foot leader. Ste bottomer. D.0 T. 1.
foot valve. a. A clack, or ball-and-seat-type
valve placed at the bottom end of an upstanding liquid-pipin0 aygem to allow

liquid to enter but not escape from the

system. Long. b. Nonreturn (check) valve
at suction end of pump piping. Pryor, 3.
c. A nonreturn valve immediately above
the strainer in a centrifugal pumping in-

stallation. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4. d. A
check valve in the inlet end of a pump
suction hose. Nichols.

footwalL a. The wall or rock under a vein.
It is called the floor in bedded deposits.
Lewis, p. 21. b. Opposite wall from hanging wall. BdIod. c. S. Afr. The wall on

the lower side of a met, lode, or fault.

Beerman. d. Can. The underside of vein

or lens in relation to dip cf ore deposit.

Hoffman. e. The wall rt 4-1 underlying the
lode. Hot% p. 94. f. In metal mining, that
part of the country rock which lies bWow
the ore deposit. Fraenkel.

tootwall drift. In the United States, a hori-

zontal gallery driven in the footwall of a
vein. Nelson.
footwall drive. A tunnel just below *the ore
body. Pryor, 3, p. 177.

footwall of a fault. The lower wall of an

inclined fault plane. Ballard.
footwall shaft. See underlay shaft.

footway. System of ladders and solars by
which men can enter or leave the mine.
Pryor, 3.
foot-yard. In Pennsylvania, a miner's measurement of length, such as the distance a
working face is advanced. With the heel
of one foot on a mark a short step is taken
and the tip of the forward toe marks the
foot-yard. The next measurement is taken
by placing the first foot against the toe of
the second and repeating the first step and
so on. The foreman checks measurements
with a rule. Hes.).
Foraky boring method. A percussive boring
system comprising a closed-in derrick over
the crown pulley of which a steel rope is
passed from its containing drum. The boring tools are suspended from the end of
the rope and are moved in the hole as required by means of the drum. A walking
beam, operated by a driving mechanism,
gives the boring tools a rapid vibrational
motion. Improved methods of boring are
now available. Nelson.
Foraky freezing process. One of the original
freezing methods of shaft sinking through
heavily watered sands. Although the principle is the same today, the process has
been improved in many respects. See also
freezing method. Nelson.
foralite. A marking in standstone and other
sedimentary formations that pouibly was

caused by the burrowing of a worm. A
boring in a stone. Standard, 1964.

foram. Abrbeviated term for foraminifer that
is comn.only used. A.G.I. Supp.

foraminifer; (plural) foraminlfen. One of

the forazninifera. A.GJ. Supp.
foraminifers. a. A subdivision of the phylum
protozoa with skeletons known as tests
which nre usually microscopic in size,
commonly trade of calcium carbonate,

more rarely of sand, foreign particles of
chitin, and which consist of one or more
chambers. A.G.I. b. A subclass of the sar-

Unicellular animals mostly of
miscroscopic size that secrete tests, composed of calcium carbonate or build them
of cemented sedimentary grains, that consist of one to many chambers arranged in
a great variety of ways. Most of them are
marine. They range from the Ordovician
period to the Recent. A.G.'. Supp. c. They
are important microfoss;ls in well logging,
because of their long range. their wide distribution, and their small size which percodina.

mits their recovery as complete fossils from

well cuttings. Bureau ol Mines Stall.

forbesite. A dull,

grayish-white, hydrous
nickel-cobalt arsenate, 11,(Ni,Co):As,0.-181110, having a fiibrocrystalline structure.
From Atacama, Chile. Fay.
forble. Four lengths of drill rod or drill pipe
connected to form a section, which is han-

dled and stacked in a drill tripod or derrick as a single unit on borehole round

trips. Also spelled fourble. Long .
forble board. A board or platform located in
the upper part of the derrick at a suitable
elevation so that a man can easily manipulate equipment used to raise or lower drill
rods or pipe when same hre being handled
in stands of four joints each. Also spelled
fourble board. Long.

force of crystallization
force. Influence which, when brought to bear
on a body, changes its rate of momentum.
Attractive, accelerating, repulsive. Measured in dynes (centimeter, gram, second)
or poundals.
Mass x velocity
Force =
time
Tryor, 3.

force-aparts. A structure similar to ball-andpillow structure. See also ball-and-pillow
structure. Pettijohn.
forced auxiliary ventilation. A system in

which the duct delivers the intake air to

the face. The outstanding advantage of this

system is that the air leaves the duct at

considerable velocity and can be made to
sweep the face without the duct being extended unduly close to it. The forcing system may be used with flexible ducting and
simplifies arrangements for protecting the
duct from blasting. For use ni collieries the
forcing system has the added advantage
that the fan motor always works in intake
air, and no special arrangements abe...t fan
drive are necessary. Roberts, 1. pp. 219220.

forced-caving system. A stoping system in
which the ore is broken down by large
blasts into the stopes that are kept partly
full of broken ore. The large blasts break
ore directly into the stopes and have the
further effect of shattering additional ore,
part of which then caves. BuMines Bull.
419, 1939, p. 228.

forced-cut meander. A meander in which
deposition on the inside of the meander
equals erosion on the outside of the meander. Consequently, the width of the
channel remains constant. A.G.I. SuPP.

forced draft. A draft produced by a fan or
a similar device which blows air under
moderate pressure into the combustion
space of a furnace. API Glossary.
forced drop shaft. Method of sinking shaft
through waterlogged ground by means of
series of caissons forced down hydraulically.

Developed in Germany and now superseded. Pryor, 3.

forced produciion. To work a mine so as to
make it produce a greater output than can
be maintained. Fay.
forced ventilation. A system of ventilation

in which the fan forces air through the

workings under pressure. R.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 2.

forced vibration. Vibration of a structure,

generally caused by engines or machines,
sometimes by wind. See also free vibration. Ham.

force fan. A blowing fan. Fay.
force lines. Stress fields can be represented
by lines each of which represents a definite

force, so that their distance apart is a
measure of the intensity of stress. The
conception is similar to that of a magnetic field represented by lines of force.
Spalding.

force of blow. The effective diameter of the
piston or hammer, its weight, distance of
travel and the air_pressure during the forward movement. The energy of the blow
in foot-pounds is equal to:
'AMV'

64.4
where M = the mass; W = the weight in
pounds; V = the velocity of the hammer
in feet per second. Lewis, p. 91.

force of ayttaNzatios. The force by which

a growing crystal tends to develop its own
crystal form against the resistance of the

surrounding solid mass. Schieferdecker.

force of friction. See friction. Morris and

the shoreward face of a beach ridge. A.G.I.
Supp.

Cooper, p. 187.
force (or drive) oscillator. An instrument to

foretield. Newc. The face of the workings.
The forefield end is the end of the work-

crystal. A slowly varying frequency is applied to the crystal from a signal generator
and the resonant frequency voltage developed across the crystal is measured with a
vacuum tube voltmeter. AM, 1.
force piece. Timber placed diagonally across

foretield end. Derb. The farthest extremity
of mine workings. Fay.
forehammer. Scot. A sledge hammer; commonly applied to the hammer used by a

determine the resonant frequency of a

a shaft or drift for securing the ground.

Fay. b. See foreset. Pryor, 3.

force pump. a. A pump consisting of a
plunger or ram, the up-stroke of which
causes the suction valve to open and the
water to rise in the suction pipe. On the
down-stroke of the plunger, the suction
valve closes and the contained water is

forced through the delivery valve into the
rising main oi discharge pipe. Nelson. b. A
pump in which the water is lifted by the
force due to atmospheric pressure acting
against a vacuum. Crispin. c. &pump that
forces water above its valves. Zern.
forcer. a. A small hand pump used in Cornish
mining. Standard, 1964. b. The solid
piston of a force pump. Standard, 1964.
forcherite. An orange-yellow opal colored

with orpiment. Standard, 1964.
forcing fan; blowing fan. A fan which blows

ings farthest advanced. Fay.

blacksmith's assistant. Fay.

forehand welding. Welding in which the
palm of the principal hand (torch or electrode hand) of the welder faces the direction of travel. It has special significance in
gas welding in that it provides preheating.

Contrast with backhand welding. ASM
Gloss.

forehead. Scot. The face of a mine or level.
Fay.

foreheadway. Eng. See headway, a. Fay.
forehearth. a. A projecting bay in the front
of a blast furnace hearth under the tymp.
In open-front furnaces, it is from the forehearth that cinder is tapped. See also dam;
tymp. Fay. b. An independent settling reservoir into which is discarded the molten

material from the furnace and which is
heated from an independent source. The
heavy metal settles to the bottom and the

light slag rises to the surface. Fay. c. A
section of a furnace, in one of several

forms, from which glass is taken for formor forces the intake air into the min..:
ing. ASTM C162-66.
workings as opposed to the exhaust fan. foreign
coal. Coal received at a preparation
A mine exhaust fan may become a forcing
plant from a colliery other than that to
fan (with reduced efficiency) when the
which the plant is attached. B.S. 3552,
ventilation is reversed in an emergency.
1962.
Nelson.

forcing lift; forcing set. Scot. A act of pumps

raising water by a plunger; a ram pump.

Fay.

forcing set. A pump for forcing water to a
higher level or to the surface. C.T.D.
ford. A passage across a stream where die
water is not too deco for wading or for
the movement of land vehicles. A.G.I.

Ford cup. An orifice tme viscometer. It has
been used to a limited extent in the testing
of the flow properties of ceramic suspensions. For Ford cup No. 4 (the commonest
size) the following conversion applies:
time in seconds
absolute viscosity in

27

times specific gravity. Dodd.

ford.. An elongated, comparatively narrow
inlet typically formed by submergence of
a subglacial channel in formerly glaciated
area. Schieferdecker.

forebay. a. A reservoir or pond at the head

of a penstock or pipeline. Seely*, 1. b. The
water Immediately up stream of any structure. Seelye, 1.
forebreast. Scot. The working face of a mine.
Fay.

forechamber. An auxiliary combination for
gas-fired boilers, that provides incandescent
surface for lighting gas instantly when

turned on after being shut off for any

reason. Also called Dutch oven; doghouse.
Fay.
foredeep. A long, narrow, crustal depression,
or furrow, bordering a folded orogenic belt
or Wand arc on the convex side, commonly

on the oceanward side. A.GJ.

fore &Wt. The one of a pair of parallel

headings which is kept a short distance in
advance of the other. C.T.D.
foreign& a. A coastal dune or ridge, parallel
to the shoreliae, produced by offshore
winds. A.GJ. b. A dune developed along

f oreset
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foreigners. See furreners. Arkell.
foreign inclusion. a. An inclusion in an igne-

ous rock or in a magma derived strictly
from the invaded country rock. Stokes and

Varnes, 1955. b. A fragment of country
rock enclosed in an igneous intrusion.

A.G.I. Supp.
foreland. a. A promontory; a jutting of high

land into the tea. A.G.I. b. At the be-

ginning of an erosion cycle the waves attack the coast at all points, cutting or
nipping back the initial form of the land

into a cliff; while at a later stage trans-

portation of material along the shore begins
and the waste from the edge and bottom of
the land, together with the river sediment,

is built out at certain points in front of

the olth.r mainland in deposits of various
shapes, which are appropriately grouped
togetrier under the general term forelands.
A.G.I. c. In folded mountain ranges three
zones may be distinguished: (1 ) the rigid,
unyielding mass which is not folded, (2)
the zone of folding, and (3) the zone of

diminishing action, where the folding grad-

ually dies out or ends in a fault. The side
of the range toward which the overturned
folds incline is called the foreland, and it

may be either the unfolded mass or the
zone of diminishing action. A.GJ. d. A
promontory or cape; a point of land extending into the water some distance from

the line of the shore; a headland. A.GJ.

e. Land built out seaward by marine proceues. A.G.I. f. The relatively stable area,
lying in shallower water, represented by
the continental platform. A.GJ. g. The re-

sistant block towards which the gowndinal sediments move when compressed.

A.G.I. h. In its structural meaning, the
ngion in front of a series of overthrust
sheets. A.G.1.

toothed obeli: The part of the relatively

stable continental region that extends in-

ward from the hingebelt of a geosyncline.
A.G.I. Supp.
forelimb. The steeper dipping side of an
asymmetric anticline produced by lateral
thrusting. A.G.I. Supp.
forelimb thrust. A thrust fault cutting strata
on the steeply dipping flank of an asymmetric anticline. A.G.I. Supp.
forellenstein. A plutonic rock that has been

described as an olivine gabbro with no

pyroxene. Synonymous with troctolite.
A.G.I.
forel scale. The basic scale for measuring seawater color. Hy.

foreman. The head man; chief man; especially, the overseer of a body of workmen.
Standard, 1964. See also bank boss; mine
foreman; buss.

Foreman series. A nonmarine formation of
Upper Jurassic age occurring in the Cordilleran geosyncline, as in northern Califor-

nia. Marine invertebrates occur in certain
beds. C.T.D.

foremine; foreset mine. Scot. A mine (entry

or room) driven toward the rise of the
strata. Fay.

foreovennan. a. Senior overman on a shift.
Mason. b. N. of Eng. Official responsible
for the working in a scam during the first
(fore) shift of the day. Next in seniority
to the undermanager. Trist.
forepole. A pointed board or steel strap with

a sharp edge, which is driven ahead in

loose ground kr support purposes. See also
spile; spill. Nelson.

forepoling. a. A system of timbering for a
very weak roof. It is done by setting a
bench of timbers and placing boards or
long wedges above the header, and as the
next bench of timbers is placed at the inbye end of the wedges, other like wedges
are driven in under the first wedges and
over the second header. This extends the
wedges in advance of the header until the
wedges can be driven far enough to permit

the setting of another three-piece set of
timbers. By its use coal has been worked
from under clay and shale that amounts
to almost dirt. Kentucky, p,p. 141-142. b.
The act of driving the poling boards beyond the last set of timbers, thus forming

a roof for further advance. Stauffer. c.
Small pieces of timber or round poles

driven over collars or cross timbers or behind legs of timber sets in advance of the
working place to support small pieces of

loose rock in caved or broken ground.

Hudson. d. No. of Eng. A meihod of roof
support in which horizontal bars arc sup.
ported by a cantilever arrangement in front
of the foremost supports on the face or in

a gate. Trist. c. A method of securing

loose ground by driving poles, plank, etc.,

ahead of and on the top and sides of the
timbers. See also spile. Ballard. f. The

driving of poles or 2 inch boards above cap

of last four-piece frame or set, to hold up

weak roof until a permanent set can be
put in. Used in weak, running, or watery
ground. Also called :piling. Pryor, 3.

forepoling girders. Two or more

heavy

straight girders set over and in advance of

the last permanent support in a tunnel.

They provide protection to the workmen
until there is space to erect another support. See also bonehead. Nelson.

formal. The steeply dipping talus

slope

commonly found on the seaward side of an
organic reef. A.G.!.

!trowel. a. To set a prop under the fore or
coal-face end of a bar. TIME. b. Timber

foreset
set used at working face for roof support.
Also called force piece. Pryor, 3. c. Temporary forward support; a middle prop under a bar. Mason.
foreset bed. a. One of the series of inclined
layers formed as new sediment moves down

the steep frontal slope of a delta. See also
bottomset bed; topset bed. Fay. b. One of
the inclined, internal, systematically arranged layers of a crossbedded unit.
Pettijohn.
foreset bedding. Synonym for crossbedding.
Pettijohn.
foreshaft sinking. The first 150 feet or so of
shaft sinking from the surface, during
which time the plant and services for the
main shaft sinking arc installed. Sometimes, the main sinking contract does not
commence until the foreshaft has been

seam in distinction from pillar drawing.

forging stock. A rod, bar, or other section

forfeiture. a. Loss of some right, privilege,
estate, honor, office, or effects in conse-

fork, a. Corn. Bottom of drainage sump.

Zern. Advance workings. Fay.

quence of a crime, offense, breach of con-

dition, or other act. Wabster 3d. Forfeiture of a mining claim takes place by operation of the law without regard to the
intention of the locato!' whenever he fails
or neglects to preserve his right by com-

plying with the conditions imposed by law,

and is made effectual by one who enters
upon the ground after the expiration of
tl'e time within which the annual labor
may be done, and completes a location
before resumption of work by the original
locator. Fay. A forfeiture of a mining
claim consists in the consequence attached

by law to certain facts, and the intention

completed. Nelson.

of the claimant as to whether or not a

hewers (miners) who go into the mine

terial, and in this respect a forfeiture
differs from abandonment. Compare aban-

foresight. a. In coal mining, first or morning
shift. Pryor, 3. b. Eng. The first shift of

from 2 to 3 hours before the drivers and

loaders. Fay.
foreshock. a. One of the initiating shocks pre-

ceding the principal earthquake. Schifferdecker. b. An earthquake which precedes
a larger earthquake within a fairly short
time interval (a few days or weeks), and

which originates at or near the focus of
the larger earthquake. A.G.'.
foreshore. The lower shore zone between
ordinary low- and high-water levels. Compare backshore. 4.C.1. Supp.
foresight. a. A sight on a new survey point,
made in connection with its determination; or a sight on a previously established

point, to close a circuit. A.C.I. b. In a
transit traverse, a point set ahead on line

to be used for reference when resetting the
transit on line or when verifying the alinement. Seelye, 2. c. An observation of the

distance and direction to the next instrument station. Seely., 2. d. In leveling, the
foresight is often called a minus sight because it is subtracted from the height of
instrument to obtain the elevation of the
point. It is not, however, essentially a
negative 9uantity. Sealy., 2. Set also level-

ing practice. e. To sight on a foresight

hub; also incorrectly used as a synonym
for foresight hub. Long. f. Any sight or

bearing taken with a compass,

transit,

theodolite, or level in a forward direction.
Long.

foresight bib. A stake or mark placed by a
responsible individual at some distance in

front of a drill to be used by a driller to
point and line up a drill to drill a borehole in a specific direction. Also called
front hub. Compare backsight hub. Lon:.
foreslope. The slope extending from the

outer margin of an organic reel to an arbitrary depth of 6 fathoms (36 feet). A.C.1.
Supp.
fore4par plate. See bloomery. Fay.
forest lasarble. An argillaceous limestone or

marble which when cut in certain directions shows dark coloring matter so arranged as to be imitative of woodlands and
forests. Alto called landscape marble. Fay.

forfeiture in fact exists is wholly imma-

donment. Fay. b. Penalty incurred in accordance with governing laws and regulations when mining concessions, claims,
leases, rights, are not adequately, safely,
and consistently developed and exploited.
Pryor, 3.

forge. a. An open fireplace or hearth with
forced draft, for heating iron, steel, etc.;
as, a blacksmith's forge. Standard, 1964.
b. A hearth or furnace for making wrought

iron direct from the ore; a bloomery.
Standard, 1964. c. Eng. That part of an

ironworks where balls are squeezed and
hammered and then drawn out into puddle bars by grooved rolls. Fay. d. To form
by heating in a forge and hammering; to
beat into some particular shape, as a mass
of metal. Fay. e. A plant where forging is
carried out. C.T.D.
forge doder. The dross or slag from a forge
or bloomery. Fay.

forge iron. Pig iron used for the charge of
a puddling furnace. Merstreau, 4th, p.
443.

forgemaster. The owner or superintendent
of a forge or ironworks. Fay.
forge pigs. Pig iron suitable for the manufacture of wrought iron. C.T.D.
forge roll. One of the train of rolls by which
a slab or bloom of metal is converted into
puddled bars. Fay.
forge scale. A loose coating of oxide which
forms on heated iron during the process of
forging; hammer scale. Standard, 1964.

forge take. In iron puddling, the series of
two pairs of rolls by means of which the
slab or bloom is converted into bars. Fay.

forge weldhog. A group of welding processes

in which the parts to be joined together

are heated to a plastic condition in a forge
or other furnace and are welded together

by applying pressure or blows. Horn.
forging. Plastically deforming metal, usually
hot, into desired shapes wtth compressive
force, with or without dies. ASM Gloss.
forgiag press. A press, usually verticals used
to operate dies to deform metal plastically.

e. An appliance used in free-fall systems of
drilling which serves to hold up the string
of tools during connection and disconnec-

tion of the rods. Fay. f. Eng. To pump

water out of a mine. A mine is said to be

in fork, or a pump to have the water in
fork, When all the water is drawn out of
the mine. Webster, 2d. g. A tool with a
long wooden handle and prongs for loading lump coal. C.T.D. h. A double-pronged

clip on a tub or wagon for the haulage
rope or chain. C.T.D. i. A two-pronged
lever used to slide flat belt from power-

drive over to idler pulley (loose pulley).
Pryor, 3, p. 43. j. A two-pronged rod or
yoke used to slide shifting collars along
their shafts. Nichols. k. One of the major
bifurcations of a stream; a branch. A.G.I.
1. In seismic instruments, a tuning fork of
precisely known frequency used to record
time lines on seismograms. A.G.1. m. A
strong fork of two or more prongs used to

slip under a stack of brick to lift and

transport the stack. ACSC, 1963.
forked center. A center with taper or straight
shank and V-head for holding cylindrical
objects in position during drilling and
other operations. CrisPin.
fork-filled. Aust. Coal filled into skips with a
fork, having the prongs alv,ut PA inches
apart. This separates the bulk of the slack

from the round coal, which should not

contain more than 10 percent of fine coal.

Fay.

forkbead. A wheel-guiding frame with a

swivel connection to the machine or vehicle that rests on it. (A caster frame.)
Nichols.

forklift buck. A powe:-driven truck having
a forward-projecting steel fork. It is used
to raise, transport, and lift heavy packages, sometimes contained on a pallet for
stacking or loading at a height. Ham.
fork-tbe-bole. To drill a second hole from

some point within a completed borehole by
deflection methods and equipment. Long.
fork buck. An industrial truck provided with
a brick fork for transporting brick. ACSG,
1963.

form a. All the faces of a crystal that have
a like position relative to the planes of
symmetry, the axes of symmetry, etc. All
those planes, the presence of which are
required by the symmetry of crystal when
one of them is present. Fay; Standard,
1964. b. Any container in which plaster is

poured over a pattern to make a mold.
Crispin. c. The retainer which gives required shape to the poured concrete and
is removed after the concrete has set.
Crispin.

formability. The relative ease with which a

metal can be shaped through plastic

draulic, for flat die forgings and larger

formaldebrie; oyetIykae ozometbase;

forest peat. Peat consisting mainly of the
remains of trees that grew in low wet

forging ramie. Temperature range in which
a metal can be forged successfully. ASM

forehead. Set trench. 'A.G.'.
forewirkg. Newc. The first working oi a

forgo( rolls. A machine used in roll forging.
Also called gap rolls. ASM Gloss.
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Pryor, 3. b. Eng. In the Derbyshire coalfield, a piece of wood supporting the side
of an excavation in soft ground. Fay. c.
Scot. A tool used for changing buckets.
Fay. d. A prop with a Y-shaped end. Fay.

deformation. Ste also drawability. ASM

closed die forgings; hydraulic or steam hy-

swamps. Tomktieff, 1954.
forestop. Derb. To forepole. Fay.

used to make forgings. ASM Gloss.

Mechanical presses are used for smaller

forest mots peat. Peat formed in forested

areas. Francis, p. 149.

formaldehyde
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closed die forging's. ASM Gloss.
Gloss.

Gloss.

tarok aldehyde; methemal. Colorless; gas;
HCHO; suffocating pungent odor; poisonous; melting point, 92* C; boiling point,

21* C; specific gravity, 1.075 to 1.081;
soluble in water, in alcohol, and in ether;
and it polymerizes easily. Usually handled

methanol, which acts as an inhibitor of the
polymerization. Used as a hardening

formation drilling. Boreholes drilled primarily to determine the structural, petrologic, and geologic characteristics of the

1961 .

formation factor. The electrical resistance
of a rock saturated with an electrolyte,

as an aqueous solution, with or without

agent; a reducing agcnt, as in the recovery of gold and silver; and as a
corrosion inhibitor in oil wells. CCD 6d,

overburden and rock strata penetrated.
Also called formation testing. Long.

formanite. A moderately radioactive, tetragonal mineral, (U,Zr,Th,Ca) (Ta,Cb,Ti)04,
containing much more tantalum than co-

divided by the resistivity of the electrolyte.
There is an inverse linear relationship between the formation factor and the poros-

series

known as the formation resistivity factor.

lumbium. It is an end-member of the

isomorphous

fergusonite-formanite

formula weight
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formaldehyde

which occurs in granite pegmatites, especially those rich in rare earths, columbium,

tantalum, and beryllium; it is frequently
found as a detrital mineral in placer deposits. On fresh surfaces, it is brownishblack or velvety black. Alteration results
in an externally gray, yellow, brown, or
dark brown color. Crosby, pp:20-21.
format. An informal rock stratigraphic unit
bounded by marker horizons believed to be
isochronous surfaces that can be traced
across facies changes particularly in the
subsurface, and useful for correlations between areas where the stratigraphic section is divided into different formations

that do not correspond in time value.
SuPP.

formation. a. As defined and used by the

U.S. Geological Survey, the ordinary unit
of geologic mapping consisting of a large
and persistent stratum of some one kind of
rock. Also, it is loosely employed for any
local and more or less related group of
rocks. Fay. b. In Dana's Geology, it is applied to the groups of related strata that
were formed an a geologic period. Fay. c.
Any assemblage of rocks which have some

character in common, whether of origin,
age, or composition. In chronological geol-

ity and permeability of the rock. Also
A.G.J.

formation fracturing; hydraulic fracturing.
A technique to open up cracks in an oil
reservoir rock, which involves the application of high hydraulic pressure and the injection of a propping agent, such as sand,
into these cracks. The fractures increase
the overall permeability of the rock. Insti-

tute of Petroleum, 1961.

formation level. Level of the ground surface
after completion of excavation. Ham.
formation resistivity factor. The ratio of the
resistivity of the saturated rock to the resistivity of the saturating water in a completely water-saturated clean rock. Insti-

tute of Petroleum, 1961.
formation room. A room in a cave where
there is an unusual amount of cave formation or a room having dripstone in a cave
that is otherwise barren of it. A.G.I.

formation Merin. Color bands in synthetic

corundum or spine!, which, since they are
always distinctive and almost always
curved, differ from the straight color zones

in genuine. Also called formation striations. Shipley.
formation testing. a. Synonym for formation
drilling. Long. b. Measurements made in
a borehole to determine the porosity, oil

ogy, formations constitute the units, and

production capabilities, etc., of a specific

several formations may make up a system.
Often, the word is loosely used to indicate
anything that has been formed or brought
into its present shape. Fay. d. A genetic

borehole has been drilled. Long.

unit formed under essentiay uniform conditions, or under an alternation of conditions, and assumed to be limited in horizontal extent. 4.0.1. e. A sedimentary
formation is a lithologically distinctive
product of essentially contiruous sedimentation selected from a local succession of
strata as a convedent unit for purpose of
mapping, description, and reference. 4.01.

f. Something naturally formed, commonly
differing conspicuously from adjacent objects or material, or being noteworthy for
some other reason. 4.GJ. Sum!. jr. In
stratigraphy, the primary unit m lithostratigrapby consisting of a succession of
strata useful for mapping or description.
Most formations possess certain distinctive

lithologic features that may indicate genetic relationships. Ordinarily, the upper
and lower boundaries of a formation are
determined lithologically but they may be
unconforrnities or be determined by the
occurrence of index or guide fossils. The
age or time value of a formation is not
necessarily the same wherever it is recog-

nized. Formations may be combined in
groups or subdivided Into members. A.G.I.
Supp. Is. A secondary mineral deposit
formed by the accumulation, dripping, or
flowing of water in a cave. Also, the
talline deposit formed from flowing, As:ping, or standing water in a cave. A secondary cave deposit, such as a stalactite,
stalagmite, etc. 4.01.; A.G.I. Sup).

stratum

or horizon through which the

formation water. Water naturally occurring
in sedimentary strata. Compare connate
water.

A.G.I. Supp.

form contour. A topographic contour deter-

mined by stereoscopic study of aerial
photographs without ground control or by

other means not involving conventional
surveying.

A.G.I. Sup).

HCOOH; pungent penetrating odor; dangerously caustic; soluble in water, in alcohol, and in ether; specific gravity,
1.2201 (at 20° C, referred to water at 4°

C) ; melting point, 8.3° C; and boiling

point, 100.8° C. Used in electroplating;
in silvering glass; and in ore flotation.
CCD 6d, 1961.
formic aldehyde. See formaldehyde. CCD
6d, 1961.
forming. a. The shaping of hot glass. ASTM
CI62-66. b. The shaping or molding of
ceramic ware. ASTM C242-60T.
forming hood. The chamber of the forming
equipment in which glass fibers are formed
and collected. ASTM C162-66.

forming-machine operator. See bottle-machine operator. D.O.T. I.
forming rolls. Rolls used in forming flat
glass. ASTM C162-66.
formkohle. German name for a variety of

incoherent brown coal, apparently without
any cementing material whatsoever. It is
suggested that this coal was formed

through the redeposition of the original

coal. Same as feinkohle; klarkohle; riesel-

kohle. Tomksieg, 1954. Ste also crumble
coal.

form lining. Selected materials used to line
the concreting face of formwork, in order
to impart a smooth or a patterned finish
to the concrete surface.

Ilam.

form oil. Oil or emulsion used to minimize
the sticking of concrete to molds. Institute
of Petroleum, 1961.

formes marble. A high grade of marble

of a dark gray and white color, variously
mottled and blotched with yellow and red,
from Nassau, Germany. Fay.
form stop. The end of a section of shuttering for concrete. Ham.
form stripper. In concrete products industrY,
a laborer who removes wooden or steel

forms from concrete walls, beams, molded
concrete products, or similar concrete work

after the concrete has hardened. Also
called crew stripper; form wrecker; rod

puller. D.O.T. 1.
form tool. A single-edge nonrotating tool,
circular or flat, that produces its inverse
or reverse form counterpart upon a workpiece. ASM Gloss.

form energy. The potentiality of minerals to

formula. The formula of a compound is

ratio of the modulus of rupture of a beam
having that particular section to the
modulus of rupture of a beam otherwise
similar but having a section adopted as
standard. This standard section is usually
taken as retcangular or square; for wood
it is a 2- by 2-inch square with edges horizontal and vertical. 'The term is also used
to mean the ratio, for a given maximum
fiber stress within the elastic limit of the
actual resisting moment of a wide-flanged
beam to the resisting moment the beam
would develop if the fiber stress were uniformly distributed across the entire width

atoru of each element are in one molecule

develop crystal form within a solid medium, such as a rock. A.G.I. SuPp.
form factor. The term pertains to a ber.m
section of given shape and means that

of the flanges. So used, the term expresses

the strength-reducing effect of shear lag.
Ro.

form grinding. Grinding with a wheel having a contour on its cutting face that is a
mating fit to the desired form. ASM
Gloss.

formic acid; median* acid; hydrogen car-

holy* acid. Colorlen; fuming; liquid;
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arrived at by: (1) writing the symbols for
the elements making up the compound;
and (2) following the symbols with the
appropriate figure, showing how many
of the compound. Also called molecular
formula. Cooper.

formulate. To reduce to or express in a

formula; to state definitely. Kinney.
formulation; formulas. Statement of molecular weight of compound; percentage com-

position and atomic weight of each constituent element. Formula refers to smallest possible portion of compound concerned. Structural formulas show presumed linkage by valence bonds. Use of
sign = shows either equilibrium or a pmsibility of reversible reaction. Sign N+ or
N shows one positive or one negative
charge on atom N (electronic formula).
Formula weight Is gram molecular weight,
or mole. Pryor, 3.

formula weight. The weight, in grams,
pounds, or other units, obtained by adding

the atomic weights of all the elemental

constituents in a chemical formula. LowestAden.

formwork. Temporary casing erected to contain concrete during its placing and subsequent hardening. See also concretor;
shuttering. Ham.
form wrecker. See form stripper. D.O.T. 1.
fornacite. An olive-green basic chromoarsenate of lead and copper. Small prismatic
crystals on dioptase. Monoclinic (?).
English.
Forrester machine. Pneumatic flotation cell,
in which low-pressure air is blown down

line of pipes into trough box, aerating
the pulp and delivering a mineralized
froth along the overflow, and tailings to
an end weir. Variants are the Southwestern, and the Britannia. Pryor, 3.

forsterite. A magnesium silicate mineral,
MgsSiO4, occurring in white crystals at
Vesuvius; in greenish or yellowish embedded grains at Bolton, Mass., as boltonite. Orthorhombic. See also olivine. Dana
17.

forsterite ceramic. Any ceramic ware in

which forsterite, (2MgO.SiOs), is the essential crystalline phase. 4CSB-4.
forsterite marbk. A characteristic product of
the contact metamorphism of magnesian
(dolomitic) limestones containing silica of
organic or inorganic origin. The dolomite
dissociates into magnesia, CO, and CaCO3.

The magnesia combines with the silica to

form forsterite, while the calcium car-

bonate recrystallizes as marble. Also called
ophicalcite. C.M.D.
forsterite porcelain. A vitreous ceramic white-

ware for technical application in which
forsterite, (2MgO.SiOs), is the essential

crystalline phase. ASTM C242-60.
forsterite wIdteware. Any ceramic whiteware

in which forsterite, (2MgO.SiO3), is the
essential crystalline phase. ASTM C242-

60.

surface of rough diamonds. Hess.

fossa. An extensive geosyncline developed

along the margin of a continent. 4.0.1.

Supp.
fosse. a. A depression or an unfilled area between the terraced ice contact of glacial
sand plains and morainal mounds forming
a belt within the ice-covered field. 4.0.1.
b. A ditch, a moat, or a trench between a

glacier and a moraine or a rock wall.

A.G.!.
fame lake. A long, narrow depression that is
sometimes found between a moraine and

Fortschritt PIV/6 boring machine. A port-

able machine for boring from underground workings for firedamp drainage or

for exploration. It weighs 6 hundredweights, consumes 250 cubic feet per minute of air, and its drilling rate varies from
30 feet per hour in sandstone to 80 feet
per hour in shale. The machine is widely
used in Germany. Nelson.
forward dealing. Purchase of stocks, notably
metals, for delivery at agreed future. date
and price. Pryor, 3.
forward speed. See feed rate. Long.
foshagite. A hydrous calcium silicate, %Car(Si 048.2H2O, found as a white, compact,
fibrous, orthorhombic mineral filling veins
in idocrase; from Crestmore, Calif. Probably an altered hillebrandite. Mineralogical Magazine, a. 20, No. 110, September
1925, p. 453.
fosbalimsite; foshallasite. A white, basic hydrated calcium silicate, 3Ca0.25i0s-31130;

from the Rola peninsula, U.S.S.R. Related to foshagite and centrallasske and
named from a combination of these names.
Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.

foss. A sort of meandering furrow on the

from

New South

Wales.

fossil plain. A plain which, after coming
into existence as a plain of erosion, has
been buried by sediment and long afterward reexposed by renewed erosion. See
also fossil erosion surface; fossil peneplain.
A.G.1.

sec. 5.
fossil wax. See ozocerite.
fosterite refractories. Refractories made from

mine another's digging. Fay. c. A troublesome person. Fay.
fossicker. a. One who searches for small

b. Ste connate wate. B.S. 3618, 1964,

or plant of past geologic ages that have
been preserved in the earth's crust. Webster 3d. b. The remains or traces of animals or plants which have been preserved
by natural causes in the earth's crust, and

olivine and magnesia, and consisting essentially of fosterite, including about 50
percent magnesia, 39 percent silica, 6 percent ferrous oxide, and 5 percent of other
oxides. They are semibasic. Henderson, p.

buried since the beginning of historic time.

in a stratum. Possibly they were derived

Foster's formula. An empirical method of
determining the radius of a shaft pillar.
Foster's formula is: Radius (ft.) = 3VDT,
where D = depth in feet, and T = thick-

4.0.1. Supp.

fother. a. N. of Eng. A measure of coal

excluding organisms which have been

4.0.1.

from more than a single fossil community.

C.T.D.

glauberite,
Schaller,

fossil. a. Originally, a rock, mineral, or other
substance dug out of the earth. Now, any
remains, impresion, or trace of an animal

fosskk. a. Aust. To work out the pillars of
abandoned claims, or work over waste
heaps in hope of finding gold. Standard,
1964. b. Eng. In gold mining to under-

fortification agate. Agate with parallel zigzag lines which are heavier than in topo-

the United States. See also Tepee Butte.

fossil pineapple. Opal pseudomorph after

amounts of mineral. C.T.D. b. One who
picks over old mine workings. Fossicking
is casual and unsystematic mining. Pryor,
3. c. Aust. A sort of mining gleaner who
overhauls old workings and refuse heaps
for gold that may be contained therein.

ground moraine upon which the ice stood
when the outwash plain was being formed.
A.G.I.

fossil assemblage. Fossils naturally associated

graphic agate. Shipley.
Fort Pierre shake. Marine shales containing
shell banks of lamellibranchia (lucina) deposited during Cretaceous (montanan)
times in the region of the Great Plains of

fossil ore. Fossiliferous red hematite. Fay.
fossil paper. See mountain paper. Fay.
fossil peneplaln. See fossil erosion surface;
fossil plain. A.G.!.

fossil resin. A resin found in a geoiogic deposit; for example, amber, copalin, posepnyte, and flagstaffite. Fay.
fossil salt. Same as rock salt. Fay.
fossil soil. a. Residuum on an unconformable
rock contact which may have the character of a soil. Schieferdecker. b. A soil developed upon an old land surface and later
covered by younger formations. A.G.1.
fossil trees. In the shale roof of certain coal
seams are found prostrate fossil trunks of
Sigillaria and other trees and sometimes
the mud-filled stumps of the same trees in
an upright position. See also pots. Nelson.
fcasil turquoise. Same as odontolite. Shipley.
fossil water. a. Forest of Dean. Selenite filling joints in Coal Measure rocks. Arkell.

an outwash plain. It is a remnant of

forstid; (mad ore. Derb. Light waste left
after washing ore. Arks 11, p. 42.

foul gas
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formwork

fossil butter. See bog butter.

faun coal. Same as mineral coal or stone

coal. Coal occurring in the form of layers

or seams among stratified rocks. Tomkeieff,
1934.

fossil community. Fossils that in life were
ecologically related among themselves.

4.0.1. Supp.

fossil copal. See copalite. Pay.
fossil coral. Same as beekite. Shipley.

fossil erosion surface. An eroded surface
covered by younger sediments, and again
exposed by erosion at a later period.

4.0.1.

fossil farisa. See bergmehl, b. Pay.
fossil flour. Infusorial earth. Fay.

fossil fuels. Coal, petroleum, and natural
gas. Pearl, p. 18.

toadl ice. a. Ice remaining from the geologic past. A.G.!. b. Underground lenses
or seams of ice in permafrost regions.
4.0J. c. Crystal of selenite. Arkell.
fossiliferous. Containing organic remains.
Pay.

fossitios. A term used to cover all the
processes involved in the burial of a plant
or animal in an accumulating sediment,
and in the ultimate preservation of the

265.

ness of lode in feet. Higham, p. 110.

(17% hundredweight), being an ordinary
cartload for one horse. Fay. b. Any of the

various units of weight for lead; espe-

cially a modern unit equal to 191/s hundredweight. Webster 3d.
fotmal. Eng. A mass of lead weighing 70
pounds. Standard, 1964. See fother, b.
Fotoceram. Trademark for crystalline ceramic articles made by processing chemically sculptured glass. These products are

utilized primarily for high-temperature
electronic components such as circuit

boards. CCD 6d, 1961.
Foucault current. In electricity, an eddy current. Webster 3d.
foul. a. A condition of the atmosphere of a
mine, so contaminated by gases as to be
unfit for respiration. Impure. Fay. b. In a

coal seam, place where the seam was

washed out during deposition, leaving barren area. Pryor, 3. c. In a cyanide process, a foul solution is one so contaminated
(by soluble sulfides, ferrosalts, nickel,
chromium, etc.) that it must either be
discarded, or regenerated before return to
circuit. Pryor, 3.

foul-air duct. A suction line in a tunnel
ventilation system. Nichols.

whole, or part or trace of it. Nelson.

foul coal. Eng. Faulty, or otherwise unmar-

earthy deposits. Shipley.

foul gm. Coke-oven gas or natural gas containing appreciable amounts of hydrogen
sulfide and similar contaminants. CCD 6d,

foodlbs. To turn into a fossil. Webster 3d.
fomilized. Preserved by burial in rock or

fossilized wood. Same as petrified wood.
Shipley.

4'44

ketable coal. Fay.

1961.

fouling
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fouling. The assemblage of marine organisms
that attach to and grow upon underwater
objects. Hy.
fouling position. The point on any rail be-

foundation testing. Boreholes drilled for pur-

pose of obtaining samples by means of
which the characteristics of overburden
and/or the rock on which the foundation
of a structure will rest can be determined.

yond which a wagon or mine car cannot
proceed without becoming an obstruction
to another wagon or car traveling on the

foundation wall. That portion of a loadbearing wall below the level of the ad-

of a seam, caused, for example, by numerous lypes or small hitches. Fay. b.

jacent grade or below the first floor beams
or joists. ACSG.
founder. a. Eng. The first shaft sunk upon a
vein. From this the miner possesses, and

intersecting rail. Nelson.
foulness. a. Scot. An impurity in a seam;
an irregularity in the physical character

Eng. Firedamp. Fay.
fouls. a. Eng. A condition in which seams of
coal disappear for a certain space and are
replaced by some foreign matter. See also
fault. Fay. b. The cutting out of portions
of the coal ieam by wash outs or barren
ground. C.T.D.
foul solution. In gas making, a solution of
sodium carbonate or bicarbonate loaded
with 112S and other impurities absorbed
in washing illuminating gas. Hess.

Also called foundation sampling. Long.

four-piece set
fountain. a. A spring of water issuing from
the earth. The point of origin or head of a
stream or a river. See also gusher. Webster 3d; Fay. b. Usually a flow of water
rising in a jet above the surrounding sur-

face; a spring; the source of anything.

A.G.I.

fourbie. a. In rotary drilling, a unit of four
drill pipes left coupled together. Nichols.
b. Synonym for forble. Long.

layes out, his ground. Fay. b. One who

fourble board. Synonym for forble board.
Long.
four by four (4 x 4). A vehicle with four

founder breccias of the superincumbent
beds are produced on a scale commensu.

up from the melt tank in a ribbon, rolled
flat, annealed, then cut to the desired size
and shape. The rolling and annealing are
done while the glass is in the vertical po-

founds or practices the business of founding; one who makes castings; as, an iron
founder. Standard, 1964.
founder breccia. Where beds of soluble rocks
have been in part or wholly removed by
the chemical action of ground water,
rate with the extent of the ablation.
Synonymous with collapse breccia. A.G.I.

foundermere. Derb. The first 32 yards of

wheels or sets of wheels, all engine driven.
Nichols.
Fourcault process. A method of forming
window glass. The molten glass is drawn

sition. CCD 6d, 1961.
fourchite. An olivine-free monchiquite. A.G.I.

Four Corners Region. The general region

where Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New
ground worked. Fay.
Mexico meet. This is the only place in the
foundershaft. The first shaft sunk. See also
United States where four States have a
founder, a. Fay.
common corner. A.G.I. Supp.
Arkell.
founders
shares.
The
few
shares
issued
to
the
found. a. Eng. When sinking or driving to
four-cut
surface. Term used to describe the
individuals organizing a stock company. In
find or prove a coal seam, as soon as it is
surface
finish of building limestone that is
companies owned outright by other comencountered it is said to have been found.
made
with
a planer tool having four
panies, founders shares are issued to as
Fay. b. To form in a mold, as articles of
corrugations to the inch. AIME, p. 330.
required
to
inmany
individuals
as
are
bit. See roller rock bit. B.S. 3618,
cast iron, by melting the metal and pourcorporate and hold the offices required for four-cutter
ing; cast. Standard, 1964. c. The name
1963,
sec.
3.
corporate management, as the laws do not four-cycle engine.
An engine in which four
for the melting operation which the raw
permit
a
corporation,
which
is
an
artificial
materials undergo in a furnace. C.T.D.
complete strokes of the piston are required
corporation,
or
to
person, to form another
foundation. a. Mid. The shafts, machinery,
to complete the cycle. In this engine the
serve as a director of another corporation.
burned gases remaining in the cylinder
building, railways, workshop, etc., of a
Weed, 1922.
mine, commonly called a plant. Fay. b.
after the exhaust value has been opened
process
of
casting
founding.
The
act
or
The ground upon which a substructure is
and part of the hot gases removed by exmetals. Fay.
supported. Taylor. c. The lower part of a
pansion are expelled in part by a separate
stones. Scot. Erratic boulders.
structure that transmits the load to the foundling
inward stroke of the piston, and a fresh
Compare
knurs
and
fundlers.
Arkell.
charge is drawn into the cylinder through
earth. ASCE PI826. d. The base and/or foundry. A commercial establishment or
the underlying support, either natural or
the inlet port by a separate outward stroke.
building where metal castings are proGenerally speaking, one event occurs durartificial, on which a building, dam,
duced. ASM Gloss.
ing each of the four strokes of this cycle;
or other structure is constructed. Long. e. foundry
clay.
A
plastic
clay
of
varying
reSee base rock, a and b. Long.
that is, considering the stroke by which
bonding
sistance to heat but with good
foundation bolt. A fastener for connecting a
the charge is drawn into the cylinder as
make
quality, used for mixing with sand to
structure or machine to a permanent base.
the first stroke, the mixture is compressed
foundry molds. ASCB, 1. See also fire clay.
during the second stroke, ignited at the
See also anchor bolt. ASA MH4.1-1958.
foundry
coke.
a.
Coke
strong
enough
to
foundation coefficient. Indicating how many
end of the second stroke, expands during
withstand the pressures in cupolas and
times stronger the result of an earthquake
the third stroke, and the exhaust gases are
blast furnaces. Also called metallurgical
expelled during the fourth stroke, after
is in a certain rock than would have been
2.5
inches.
coke.
Hess.
b.
Coke
larger
than
which the conditions are the same ai at
the case in undisturbed crystalline rock
Bennett 2d, 1962.
under equal circumstances. Schieferdecker.
first and the cycle is complete. Zern, pp.
foundation curb. A construction in a sinking foundry facings. Finely pulverized materials
331-332.
of
used in foundries to give the surface
shaft which will provide support for the
mill. Contains four rolls arranged
molds a smooth finish, so that castings four-high
concrete lining. It consists of a wedgehorizontally, one above the other, that is,
cooling.
easily
after
may be removed
shaped excavation around the shaft in
two small-diameter working rolls supported
BuMines Bull. 556, 1956, p. 329.
solid ground which is filled up completely
by larger diameter back-up rolls above and
with wet concrete. Steel shuttering is used foundry flask. Wooden or metallic container
below. Osborne, p. 357.
2d,
for
sand
of
a
casting
mold.
Bennett
four-leg sling. A sling of chain, rope, or wire
and the concrete filled in behind. Also
1962.
called foundatk.n canch; foundation crib. foundry
rope having four hooks suspended from
gate. Opening in a foundry mold,
See also curb; permanent shaft support.
one link. Ham.
into which molten metal is poured in fowling.
A twinned crystal consisting of four
Nelson.
casting. Bennett 2d, 1962.
foundation investigation. A branch of soil
individuals.
Standard, 1964.
mechanics involving the drilling and test- foundry salt. A German term for salt prefourmarkrite. A very rare, strongly radioin
pared
at
Heilbronn
by
fusing
rock
salt
ing of the deposits underlying a proposed
active, red to golden-red or brown, orthoa two-stage Siemens furnace. On the
foundation. It includes the estimation of
rhombic mineral, possibly Pb0.4UO3.from
upper stage the fused salt runs away
5H2O, found as an a.teration product of
bearing capacities, settlements and the
lower
stage
most of the impurities. On the
most suitable type of foundation for the
uranite and associated with torbernite,
the
melt
is
blown
with
compressed
air,
prevailing soil conditions. See also depth
kasolite, and curite. Crosby, p. 22.
chemically
treated,
cooled
in
rotary
pans
fournetfte.
Apparently merely a mechanical
of soil exploration. Nelson.
with rakes, and screened to produce foodfoundation plate. A plate to which a pump,
mixture
of
tetrahedritc and galena. Weed,
stuff-quality salt. Kaufmann.
an engine, or a motor, is bolted. A sole- foundry
1918.
=rd. Sand used by founders in
plate. Crispin.
line. A single rope or cable reeved
making sand molds. Foundry sands may be four-part
foundation sampling. Synonym for foundaaround
pulleys so that four strands condauified broadly as follows: molding
tion testing. Long.
nect the fixed and the movable units.
sand,
racing
sand,
molding
sand,
core
foundation soil. The upper part of the earth
Nichols.
loam, gravel, high-silica nee) molding four-piece
mass carrying the load of the structure.
set. Squisred timber frame used in
sand,
and
parting
sand.
Hess.
ASCE P1826.

foulstone. Derb. Marl riddled with fibrous
gypsum, into which the gypsum seams
sometimes pass suddenly, Keuper marls.

four-piece set
underground driving to give all around
support to weak ground. A cap is sup-

ported by two posts on a sill-piece or sill.
Pryor, 3.
four-stage compression. Air compression in
four stages with intercoolers between
stages. Ham.
four-strand rope. See shroud laid rope. Zern.
four-stroke cycle. A cycle in which air or an
explosive mixture is drawn into the cylinder of an internal-combustion engine on a
suction stroke, is compressed and ignited
on a compression stroke, burns and performs useful work on an expansion stroke,
and expels the products of combustion on
an exhaust or scavenging stroke. Webster
3d.

four-way dip. In seismic operations, a dip
determined by spreads placed in four directions from a shot point. Three are essen-

tial, and the fourth serves as a check.
four-wheel Jimmie. Penn. A four-wheel rail-

road car made of wood. It was the first

type of car made for the transportation of
anthracite. Fay.
fowlerite. A zinc-bearing variety of rhodonite. Dana 17.
foxbench. Eng. Iron pan. Compare sentur.
Arkell.

foxes. Eng. A bed

in

the Wealden iron

mines; probably red nodules. Arkell.

Fox Hills sandstone. An acolian sandstone
which succeeds the Fort Pierr shales in
the Cretaceous succession of Wyoming.
C.T.D.
fox mold. Eng. A provincial name for the
reddish greensand colored by an oxide of
iron. Fay.
foxtall. a. A grass, with sharp barbed seed,
common in mining regions of California
and other western States. Fay. b. S. Wales.

The last cinder obtained in the Welsh

process of refining iron in a charcoal forge.

Standard, 1964.
fox wedge. Eng. A long wedge driven between two other wedges with their thick
ends placed in the opposite directions.
Also called stob-and-feather; plug-andfeathers. Fay.
foyaite. a. A widely distributed variety of
nepheline syenite, which was described
originally from the Foya Hills in Portugal.
Typically, it contains about equal amounts

of nepheline and potash feldspar, associated with a subordinate amount of a

colored mineral, such as aegirine. C.T.D.
b. Synonymous with, and perhaps a preferable name for, nepheline syenite. A.G.I.
fp Abbreviation for freezing point. Bu Min
Style Guide, p. 59.
fpm Abbreviation for feet per minute. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 59.
fps a. Abbreviation for feet per second.
&Min Style Guide, p. 59. b. Abbreviation
for foot-pound-second (system). BuMin
Style Guide, p.59.
Abbreviation for foot-pound-second
unit. BuMin Style Guide, p. 59.
fgcy Abbreviation for frequency. BuMin
ipso

Style Guide, p. 59.
Fr. Chemical symbol for francium. Handbook of Chemistry and Phyfies, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1.
fractffe. Pertaining to cleavage or breakage,

as in a rock. Standard, 1964.
fraction. a. A portion of an unconsolidated
sediment (such as a recent marine mud),
or of a crushed consolidated rock sample

fracture
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(such as a coal sample), or of a crushed
ore or mineral sample. The fraction has
been separated by some method, and is

distinguished in some manner, from all the
other portions (or fractions) comprising
the whole sample being analyzed. A fraction is commonly defined by its particle
size (grain size). The particle size or
grain size of a fraction is given as below

a maximum or an upper limit, or in a

range between a maximum or an upper
limit and a minimum or a lower limit, or
above a minimum or a lower limit. For
example: The submicron fraction, the

minus-5-micron fraction, the l-to-2 millimeter fraction, the plus-I-inch fraction,
etc. The size limits of a fraction are not
always expressed in units of linear measurement, but sometimes as sieve numbers
in a standard sieve series; or in terms of
the screen meshes of the sieves used (the
minus-100-mesh fraction, for example);
or in more general, descriptive size designations (such as the clay fraction, the silt
fraction, or the sand fraction). Also a
fraction may be separated and defined on
the basis of its mineral content, its specific
gravity or density, its magnetism or lack
of magnetism, or its solubility or insolubility in acid. Bureau of Mines Staff. b.
That portion of a powder sample which
lies

between two stated

particle sizes.

Synonymous with cut. ASTM 8243-65. c.
One of several portions (as of a distillate
or precipitate) separable by fractionation

and consisting either of mixtures or of

pure chemical compounds. Webster 3d.
fractional crystallization. a. The formation,
at successively lower temperatures, of the
component minerals in a magma, coupled
with the tendency for the components
which crystallize at high temperatures to
separate, on account of their high specific
gravity, thus concentrating in the lower
parts of the magma body. C.M.D. b. The
separation of a magma into two phases,
crystals and liquid, possibly followed by a
gross separation of the two phases from
each other by other processes, such as filter
pressing, gravity settling, etc. A.G.I.

fractional cryAdlization of salts. a. Controlled crystallization of saline waters by

means of which different salts ate crystallized out at different temperatures. Bate-

man. b. In the evaporation of bodies of

saline water, concentration of the soluble
salts occurs, and when supersaturation of

any salt is reached, that salt is precipitated. The least soluble salts are precipi-

tated first, and the most soluble last. The
solubility of a given salt, and therefore its
deposition, is affected by temperature and
by the presence of other salts in solution.
Bateman, 1950, p. 183.
fractional distillation. A distallation process
for the separation of the various components of liquid mixtures. An effective sepa-

ration can only be achieved by the use
of fractionating columns attached to the
still. C.T.D.

fractional horsepower motor. An electric
motor rated at less than one horsepower.
See also universal motor. Ham.
fractional sampling. Mechanical sampling
with equipment which selects samples of
uniformly graded material without segregation. Ham.

fractional selection. A method of sampling
ore when shoveled out of a railroad car

in which every fifth or tenth shovelful
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may be taken for a sample. Newton; p. 29.
fractional shoveling. A method of sampling
sometimes used at points where coal or
mineral is loaded or unloaded by shoveling. Every tenth (or other number) shovelful is deposited separately as sampling
material. Nelson.

fractionate. To separate (a mixture, as a

liquid, by distillation) into fractions having more or less fixed properties but not
necessarily definite compounds. Applied
also to mixtures of rare earths. Standard,
1064.

fratAionating column. A vertical tube or column attached to a still and usually filled
with rings or intersected with bubble
plates. An internal reflux takes place, re-

sulting in a gradual separation between

the high-boiling and low-boiling fractions
inside the column, whereby the fractions
with the lowest boiling point distill over.
The efficiency of the column depends on
its length and on the number of bubble
plates used. C.T.D.

fractionation. a. The act or the process of fractionating (being separated or being di% ided

into fractions), or the state of being fractionated. For example, the crystallization
with falling temperature of successive min-

erals from a silicate magma. Webster 3d.
b. The separation of a substance from a
mixture. For example, the separation of
one isotope from another of the same element. A.G.I. Supp. c. The separation of
a particular mineral species from a
crushed rock which is a mixture of min-

erals, or the separation of particles of a
specific particle-size range from an un-

consolidated sediment which is a mixture
of particle sizes. Bureau of Mines Staff.
fractography. Descriptive treatment of fracture, especially in metals, with specific
reference to photographs of the fracture
surface. Macrofractography involves photo-

graphs at low magnification; microfractography, at high magnification. ASM
Gloss.

fracture. a. The character or appearance oi
a freshly broken surface of a rock or a
mineral. The peculiarities of the fracture
afford one of the means of distinguishing
minerals and rocks from one another.
Fay. b. The manner of breaking and the
appearance of a mineral when broken.
The fracture is a distinguishing characteristic for certain minerals; the conchoidal fracture of chalcedony, for example.
A.G.I. c. A break in a rock formation due
to intense folding or to faulting.
d. A break in the continuity of a body of

rock not attended by a movement on

one side or the other and not oriented in
a regular system. Bu Mines Bull. .587,
1960, p. 2. e. A general term to include

any kind of discontinuity in a body of

rock if produced by mechanical failure,
whether by shear stress or tensile stress.
Fractures include faults, shears, joints,
and planes of fracture cleavage. McKimtry. f. The nature of the broken surface
of a solid substance when this does not
follow a cleavage ply e. The commonest
type of fracture is conchoidal (shell-like).

typkal of glass, quartz, and to a lesser
extent of several other gem stones. Fibrous minerals, such as jade, show a splintery fracture. Anderson. g. A break in the

enamel surface with part of the enamel
being removed. Bryant. h. Hard-rock explosive. Pryor, 3.

fracture capacity
fracture capacity. A measure of the flow
rate of fluids through a natural or artificially induced fissure. American Petroleum Institute. Drilling and Production
Practice, 1963, p. 139.

fracture cleavage. a. The capacity to part

along parallel planes, usually in intersecting sets, along which there has been either

incipient fracturing or actual fracturing

followed by cementation or welding. 11;4
structure is developed in shearing planes.
It may or may not be accompanied by a

parallel arrangement of minerals. Compare flow cleavage. Fay. b. The capacity
to part along closely spaced, parallel surfaces of fracture or near-fracture, commonly in a single set, but occasionally in

intersecting sets. The surfaces of breakage
are independent of parallel arrangement
of mineral particles. Also it does not per-

vade the entire mass and affect all pani-

cles as does flow cleavage. A.G.I. See also
joint. Lewis, p. 593.
fractured. a. Broken by interconnecting
cracks. A common structure in limestone
oil reservoirs, and reported in some shale
reservoirs. Synonymous with fissured.

A.G.1. b. Rock cracked or broken into
fragments along planes other than joints
or bedding. Long.

fractured formation. Ste fractured ground.
Long.

fractured ground. Rock formation shattered
and crisscrossed with fissures and fractures. Compare broken ground. Long.

fracture dome. The fracture dome is the
zone of loose or semiloose rock which exists in the immediate hanging or footwall

of a stope. In some mines it may extend

into the walls for a considerable distance.

In a rock burst it becomes greatly ex-

tend-d. Spalding. See also doming
fractured wee. A mass of rock cut by many

small irregular fractures, the mass as a

whole being more or less tabular. Stoker
and Varner, 1955.
fracture mesh. A regular meshwork of fractures in two planes developed by shearing.

G.S.A. Mem. 50, 1952, p. 29.

fracture porosity. Porosity resulting from the
presence of openings produced by the

breaking or the shattering of an other-

wise less pervious rock. A.G.I.
fracture spring. A spring, the water of which
flows from relatively large openings consisting of joints or other fractures in rocks.
A.G.I.

fracture stress. a. The maximum principal
tnie stress at fracture. Usually refers to
unnotched tensile specimerm ASM Gloss.
b. The (hypothetical) true stress which

will cause fracture without further de-

formation at any given strain. ASM Glom
fracture eistem. Group of fractures (faults,
joints, or veins) consisting of one or more
sets, usually intersecting or interconnected.

System usually implies contemporaneous
age for all of the sets, but vein system is

sometimes used for all veins in a given
mine or district regardless of age or origin. McKinstry.

fracture test. Breaking a specimen and examining the fractured surface with the
unaided eye or with a low-power microscope to determine such things as composition, grain sire, case depth, soundness, or presence of defects. ASA! Glcds.
fracture wear. The wear of individual abrasive grains in a grinding wheel by fracture, as well as fracture of the bond posts

Francis turbine
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holding the grains in place. 445M Gloss.

fracturing. a. The process of breaking a
fluid-bearing strata by injecting a fluid
under such pressure as to cause partings
in the strata rock. A.G.I. b. The process
of increasing the permeability of strata
near a well by pumping in water and
sand under high pressure. The hydraulic
pressure opens cracks and bedding planes,
and the sand introduced into them serves
to keep them open when the pressure is
r.duced. A.G.1. Supp.

fragile. Brittle, easily broken or destroyed.
Hansen.

fragment. A piece of a rock or of a mineral. A breccia is composed of angular

rock fragments broken by an eruption, by
faulting or by folding. von Berner:rite,.

tragmentaL a. Formed from fragments of
preexisting rocks; breccias, for example.
Clastic is synonymous. Fay. b. Consisting
of fragments of minerals, of rocks, or of
both. A.G.I. c. Consisting of broken material, particularly that which has been

moved from its place of origin. A.G.1.

Supp.
fragmental deposit. P. deposit that includes

posed of boards slightly inclined, over
which runs a small stream of water to
wash off waste from slime tin; r. huddle.
Also called rack. See also tin frame. Fay.

frame and skid mounted. Drill machine

mounted on a wood or steel framework
base, the bottom member of which is a
sled-runnerlike-shaped piece. Long.

frame dam. Eng. A solid, watertight stopping or dam in a mine to keep back and
resist

the pressure of a heavy head of

water. Fay.

framed dam. A barrier, generally built of

timber framed to form a water face, supported by struts. Seelyt, 1.

frame ground. a. The connection of the
frame or housing of an electrical maground. Grove. b. See
grounding conductor. ASA M2.1-1963.
framemaker. One who makes wooden frames
chine to the

or gates to be used in packing sewer

pipe securely in boxcars or trucks. Also
called gaternaker. D.O.T. I.
frame set. The legs and cap or crossbar ar-

ranged so as to support the roof of an

underground passage. Also called framing; set. Fay.

epiclastic and pyroilastic rocks. That is,
a deposit which cons:os of fragments of

framesite. A variety of black bort from South
Africa showing minute brilliant points pos-

of grain size, and resulting from the normal disintegration of rocks, or from the

framesite bort. See bort, c. Hess.

rocks or minerals covering the whole range

sibly due to included diamonds. Tomkieff, 1954.

shattering by volcanic action. C.TJI.
fragmental peat. Peat conlisting of vegetable debris partly weathered and transported by water or wind to form a new

frame tubbing. Eng. Solid wood tubbing,
entirely composed of rings or curbs of
wood about 6 by 8 inches square built
up in segments, and wedged to keep it

deposit. Tomkeieff, 1954.
fragmental rock. Synonym for elastic. A.G.I.
fragaseneol texture. A general textural term
applied to rocks composed of fine materials or of sandy, conglomeratic, bouldery,

frame weir. A movable weir built up of
timber and cast iron or steel. Ste alto

and brecciated materials. The texture of
dastir rocks. A.G.I.

fragmentary. a. Applied to rock masses composed of the fragments or debris of other
rocks; nearly synonymous with breccia or
breccioconglomerate. See also breccia.

A.G.I. b. Applied to rocks consisting of
accumulations of particles which did not
form together but which are fragments

that have been broken off their parent

watertight. Fay.

suspended-frame weir. Hem.
framework. Load-carrying frame of a structure, which may be of timber, structural
steel, precast and prestressed concrete, or
a combination of these. Ham.
framing-sbop foremms. In r-Aal mining, one
who supervises workers engaged in cutting timber and lumber for use in under-

ground and surface mine construction
work and in treating timbers for fireand
D.O.T. Sapp.
proofing

preservation

purposes.

masses and have been brought together fraiaing table. An inclined table, used in
separating ore slimes by running water;
by some external agency. The coherence
of the particles is caused either by mea miner's frame. Standard, 1964.
chanical compression or by a cement of France screen. A traveling-belt screen in
which the screen cloth is mounted on a
some other substance. A.G.I.
fingrientatios. a. The breaking of coal, ore,
series of separate pallets, thus avoiding
bending the screen as it goes over the
or rock by blasting so that the bulk of
load,
pulleys. Liddell 2d, p. 391.
small
enough
to
is
material
the
handle and transport. Fragmentation franctralite. A hydrous vanadate, (Ba,Pb)
(U0,),(VO4)5.5H2O; orthorhombic, as
would be at its best when the debris h
yellow impregnations in sandstone from
not smaller than necessary for handling
Franceville, Gabon. Named from locality.
and not so large as to require hand breakSpencer 21, M.M., 1958.
ing or secondary blasting. See also degradation. Nelson. b. Index of the degree franciake. A bleaching earth obtained from
German deposits. Also known as siliconof breaking up of rock after blasting.
Froenkel. c. Sections or shards of glass
ite; tonsil. Hess.
Francisca formation. Jurassic rocks charflied__trether. Kinney.
acteristic of the Pacific coastal ranges of
borL Low-grade industrial diaCalifornia and composed of sandstones,
monds crushed into sized particles for
use in impregnated bits, grinding wheels,
cherts, serpentines, and glaucophane

and as a polishing medium. See also bort.
Long.
framboidal testers. A texture in which pellets form spheroidal aggregates resembling a raspberry. Schieferdecker.
frame. a. In trench excavations requiring
timbering, the stru's separating the boards,
together with the waling's which they hold,
form a frame. Hem. b. Eng. A table com-

schists. Sinkankas.

Funded furnace. A furnace for the treatment of roasted blende and other fine ore.

It consists of a series of superimposed
muffles formed by arches of magnesia
brick and built into the walls of the fur-

nace and communicating with a common
condensation chamber. Fey.
Prmeds turbine. A water turbine operating

on a low and medium head, often installed in large hydroelectric schemes.
Water enters the turbine radially and
leaves axially. Ham.

francium. An element, atomic number 87,
the heaviest alkali metal, discovered in
1939 by Marguerite Perey and named for
her country, France. She isolated fran-

cium 223 (actinium K) from its parent,
actinium 227. At least eight other fran-

cium isotopes are known, possibly nineteen exist. Symbol, Fr; valence. 1; and
the mass number of the most stable isotope, 223. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.

1964, p. 8-Ill.

franckeite. A blackish-gray to black sulfo.
stannate and sulfantimonate of lead,
5PbS.2Sn&SbiSi; hexagonal or orthorhombic ( ?). In imperfect, radiated folia.
From Poopo, Bolivia. English.

Francois s&bg process. The cementation
sinking method. The process was introductml into Great Britain in 1911. See

also cementation sinking. Nelson.
fralkwilte. A colorless apatite. Hess.
Sapp.
Franconian. Middle Croixan.
frigallibIlky. The degree of faclity with which

a rock ciin w broken, or yields to the
hammer. Fay.

frangible. Capable of being broken; breakable; brittle; fragile. Webster 3d.
fraaja. Port. Pay streak. Fey.
Frugal pile. Proprietary name for a driven
cast in situ pile with a bulb foot, which
has the advantage of giving additional
load-bearing capacity in soft ground.
Ham.
f rawilWa. A mineral resembling magnetite,
(Fe,Mn,Zn)(FeMn)204; black color; metallic or dull luster; Molts' hardness
6 to 6.5; slowly soluble in hydrochloric
acid; only slightly magnetic; frequently
associated with red :incite and yellow to
green willemite; specific gravity, 5 to 5.2;
found in New Jersey. Zinc is recovered
as zinc white and the residue is smelted
for spiegeleisen. Also has been ground for
dark paints. CCD 6d, 1961.
Framb process. a. A process for mining sul-

fur in which superheated water is forced
into the sulfur deposit, for the purpose of
melting the sulfur. The molten sulfur is
then pumped to the surface. This method

is used extensively in Louisiana and Texas.
Fay. b. A desulfurizing process which con-

sists of distilling oil over lead oxide, followed by refining with sulfuric acid. Fay.
Firm& selfaa. Native sulfur mined by the
Frasch hot-water process. &Wines Ball.
630, 1965, p. 903.
Frames aimed process. A dense-media
process in which a dry, specific-gravity
separation of coal from refuse is achieved

by utilizing a flpwing dense medium intermediate in density between coal and
refuse. The dense medium is formed by
bubbling air through a mass of dry sand,
30 to 80 mesh in size. The air dilates and
fluidizes the sand mass, causing it to be-

have somewhat as a heavy liquid. The

coal floats on the aerated sand mass and
the refuse sinks. Mitchell, p. 529

Frasnims. Lower Upper Devonian. A.G.:.
Sapp.

Frambefer Mts. Dark absorption

free coal
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lines

which can be seen crossing the bright con-

tinuous spectrum of light hem the sun,
due to the alisorption of light by vapor

of elements in the chromosphere. First
observed by the German physicist Fraunhofer, who designated the principal lines

by the letters of the alphabet. The principal lines are as follows (wavelengths in
Angstrom units) A, 7,606: B, 6,870; C.
6,563; D. 5,893; E, 5,270; F, 4,861; G,
4,308; H, 3,969. Anderson.
trout:pay bottles. This water-sampling device is messenger actuated. It is designed

to allow free flow while in the cocked
position on the downward traverse. When
the desired sampling point has been
reached, the closures are messenger ac-

tuated, resulting in isolation of the sample on the return traverse. Frautschy bottles may be attached to the hydrographic
wire at intervals and in such a manner
that release of a single messenger from
the surface will actuate the entire series.
In thh way samples from several depths

may be obtained in a single operation.
HEVG.

(rasa

Ice. Fine spicules of ice and thin

plates of ice formed in turbulent water,
such as rapidly moving streams or turbulent seawater. It is always found in
an open channel, where the current is
flowing too swiftly for the border ice to
meet aver the surface. It is often called
slush ice. It is surface-formed ice, which
cannot remain attached and freeze into
a surface sheet. It occurs in varying degrees of fineness, depending on the degree

of agitation of the water. A.G.I.

freboldite. Cobalt seknide, CoSe ; hexagonal ;

pyrrhotine group, artificial. Spencer 21,
M.M., 1938.

Frederkian cat. A style of cabochon cut
with one or two Min of facets around
the girdle, frequently applied to chrysoprase. Shipley.

frederkik. An argentiferous, plumbiferous,
and stanniferous variety of tennantite;
from Sweden. Weed, 1918.
Fredericluksigian. Upper Lower Cretaceous. A.G.!. Sapp.
free. a. Native, uncombined with other ele-

ments, as free gold or free slyer (native

gold or native silver). Fay. b. Coal is

said to be free when it is loose and eas-

ily mined, or when it will run without
mining. Fay.

free acidity. Acidity to methyl red. Free

vation of the station with respect to sea
level. Also called free-air correction.
A.G.1.

free-sir correctioa. See free-air anomaly.
A.G.!.
free alkali. Uncombined alkali. API Glossary.

free ascent. When a diver or swimmer's air

supply fails or runs out, an emergency
ascent becomes necessary. The ideal
method for making an emergency ascent
is accomplished by floatir_g to the sur-

face by means of natural buoyancy or

assisted buoyancy from a life jacket. While

ascending with no life jacket, air is exhaled continuously at such a rate that
buoyancy is maintained, but the exhalation is sufficient to prevent overexpansion
of the lungs. Free ascent, as this proce-

dure is termed, is difficult for the untrained individual. H&G.

free ask. Pieces of shale from bands in the
seam and from the roof and floor, pyrites
veins and nodules, mineral partings within the coal, etc., or all useless material
inevitably broken down with the seam in
the process of getting it. Most of the free
ash or dirt can be removed by washing
processes. Malen, v.2, p. 644. Compare
inherent wh.
free-blow& See offhand glass. ASTM C-15266.

freeboard. The vertical distance between
normal water level and the crest of a dam
or the top of a flume. Ham.

free-burning coal. a. A bituminous coal
having so little fusibility that enough air
for rapid combustion can flow between
the lumps and high enough in volatiles
and fixed carbon to burn readily. Hess.
b. Coal which does not cake in the fuel
bed and which has a high volatile matter. B.S. 3323,1960.

free-burring gas coal. Good burning coal
suitable for gas extraction.
1954.

Tomkeiel,

free caboa a. In coal analysis, the approximate percentage of carbon removed with
the volatile matter as opposed to fixed
carbon which is the carbon not removed
with the volatile matter. Bureau of Mines
Sta b. The part of the toul carbon in

steel or cast iron that is present in the
elemental form as graphite or temper carbon. ASM Gloss.

acidity of mine water is considered to be

free cwboa in tan. Organic matter which

ists in the form of acid, both ionised and

is insoluble in carbon disulfide. Urgahart,
Sec. 2, p. 81.

that portion of the total acidity that ex-

It is a measure of the aggressiveness with which the water will
enter into chemical reaction. It indicates
the rate at which chemical reaction wiH
un-ionized.

occur but does not define the total capac-

ftve ceeteatke. Iron carbide in cast iron or
steel other than that associated with ferrite in pearlite. C.T.D.

free chalk. Eng. A variety of soft marly
chalk, Sussex. Arkell.

ity of the water to produce chemical

free circulation. The circulation of a doll-

pheric pressure and temperature. The con-

stricted by obstructing materials in the
borehole or inside the drill string. Long.
free cfeek. Scot. The right of a miner to
get hutches (can) without waiting his

change. &Mines T.P. 710, 1948, p. 2.
free absittaace. The reciprocal of blacked
impedance of a transducer. H&C.
free ak. a. Air under conditions of atmosditicm of the air at the intai -.. ot tile ownpressor, whateve,. the 'emperature and
barometric pressure met be. Lewis, pp.
662-663. b. The total ate of open space
in a grille through hich air can pass.
Strock, 10.

free-At ammaly. The diftvence at any point
on the earth betwmis the measured grav-

ity and the graivity calculated for the

theoretical gravity at sea level and a freeair coefficient determined only by the ele-

ing fluid the flow of which is not re-

turn. Foy.

free coal. a. Term in use among British
miners for bright coal with a good fracture, as opposed to splint or gas coal.

Tomkeie I, 1954. b. So. Wales. Free-burn-

ing coal, in composition midwat komm

bituminous and anthracite. Arkeu. c. Scot.

Coal on which lordship or royalty is not
paid. Fay. d. Scot. Coal easily broken or
which burns freely. See also free-burning
coal. Fay.

free meshing. Crushing under conditions of
speed and feed such that there is plenty

of room for the fine ore to drop away

from the coarser part and thereby, escape
further fine crushing. See aho choke
crushing. Fay.
free-cutting brass. Alpha-beta brass contain-

ing about 2 to 3 percent lead, to im-

prove the machining prorrties; used for
engraving and screw machine work. C.T.D.

free-cotting steel. Steel in which the phosphorus is increased to 0.15 percent and
the sulfur to 0.2 percent, to induce a certain degree of brittleness which facilitates
rapid machining. C.T.D.
free cyanide. The cyanide not combinri in
complex ions. ASAf Gloss.
freedbebarge washer operator. See coal
washer, a. D.O.T. Seipp.
freedom, degrees of. Variancenumber of
independent variables in a system which

must be relatively fixed in order to define it clearly.

F = (C 4- 2)

P

where C is number of components and P

number of phases. Equilibrium is defined in terms of the smallest number of
independent variables in the system. Pryor,
3.

freedom to mine. The law by which sny
bndy has the right to mine certain minerals when he has prospected for them,
and filed an application for the right to
mine them, in the prescribed way. This
conception was originated in the Jihlava
mining law dated 1249 at Jib lava, Bohemia, Crechoslovakia. Stotts, v. 1, p. 31.

free-drainage level. An adit. A level which
drains through an adit. Fay.

free efectron. An electron within a substance, not attached permanently to any
atom, an electron liberated from an atom
by, for example, ionization. Gaynor.
free end. See free face. Zern, p. 668.
free energy. (F) or thermodynamic poten-

tial F = H

TS where H is heat con-

tent, T, absolute temperature, and S, entropy. Not measurable directly, but its
changes can be. Free energy decrease
chemical reaction measures

the drag exerted by the still fluid through
which it descends. Pryer, 3.

free inipedaece. The input impedance when
its load terminals are short-circuited. H&C.

cussive boring designed to reduce the vibration and jarring effects when the downward movement of the chisel is suddenly

dish of ore to the lord (owner) of the

free-falling device. A sliding piece in per-

arrested by striking the bottom of the
borehole. The lower portion (which is attached to the chisel) es free to slide up
and down in a slot provided in the upper
part of the joint. When the chisel strikes

the bottom of the hole, the slot allows
the rods to continue the downward move-

ment without being jarred by the blow
of the chisel. Nelson.

free fed. In comminutkm. rolls are said to
be "free fed" when fed only enough material to keep a ribbon of ore between
the rolls. This results in a remarkably
uniform product. Compare choke fed.
Newton, p. 62.

free fall. a. An arrangement by which, in

deep boring, the bit is allowed to fall
freely to the bottom at each drop or
downstroke. Fay. b. The process of operating the drill. Often called Russian, Canadian, and Galician free fall. Fay.

free-fall MB. Synonym for churn doll.
Long.

free rallies. a. In ball milling, the peripheral

to be influenced primarily by the weight
of the overlying material, the relation of
the opening of the rock masses around it
(depth of ovetburden, etc.), by the physical characteristics of the surrounding
rock, and by tectonic forces. An hypothesis for stress fields misting in underground rock before a mine opening was
propoied by R. D. Mindlin in 1939. This
hypothesis assumes that stresses within the

earth at different depths may be approximated bv one of three stress fields. They
arc: (1) hydrostatic stresses acting on
each unit of the solid, a state of materials
at depth probably greater than those now

mined; (2) lateral restraint accompanying the appikation of the gravitational
field, an approximation of the forces acting at an invonediate depth within the
earth; and (3) no appreciable lateral restraint on a unit of the solid, the state
of some materials in the immediate vicitiity of the surface. Lewis, pp. 611-612.

lation. Long.

ard, 1964.

free flak' lodes; FF1 log. The FFI is essen-

tially the true porosity of a formation if
the formation is clean and highly permeable. As a formation becomes less permeable eitho because it becomes dirtier
(contains Trott clays) or contains smaller

pores the FFI diminishes. This occurs
even though an electrical log would not
show a resistivity increase or a neutron
log a smaller Porositr. Wruie, P. 157free gold. Gold uncombined with other substances; plater gold. Fay.

freeload 'doom Mond grinding. The

method of grinding in which the object
to be ground is held by hand against an
abrasive wheel. Dodd.

speed at which part of the crop load

free bawl. The distance every cubic yard is

falling velocity of a particle is that at

tional charge for haul. Nichols.
freehold. S. Afr. Fufl ownership, as distinct
from ownership of mineral rights or sur-

breaks clear on tite ascending side., and
falls clear to the toe of the charge. F'ryor,
3. b. In sedimentation analysis, the free

which its effective weight is balanced by

bottom, release their heavy ballast weights,

and then float back to the surface where
they can be retrieved with their acquired
payload (for example, a sediment core).
free level. Eng. An adit. Fey.

Freessan-Nkhols roaster. A unit involving
flash roasting applicable primarily to
pyrite flotation concentrates. E.C.T., v.
13, p. 233.

freeinilling gold. Gold with so clean a sur-

free-flowing rokmo. A volcano from which
the flow of lava is moderately constant
and with a minimum of violence. Stand-

exposed surface of a mass of rock, or of
coal. Also called free end. Zern, p. 668.

that are designed to initially sink to the

tite in pearlite. C.T.D.
fret field stress. The stresses existing in rock
before the excavation of any mine opening. In general, these stresses are known

energy which can be completety converted

rock is free to move under the force of the
explosion. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. c. The

min.. Fay.

freeing of ore. Derb. Cutting out soft material from one side of the vein in order to
make it easier to mine the ore. Fay. Also
called rrsuing. Hess.
free instruments. A category of instruments

free-ndlling. Applied to ores which contain
free gold or silver, and can be reduced by

free flow. a. A condition of flow through or
over a structure not affected hy the tailwater level. Seelye, 1. b. See free circu-

into work in a reversible change at constant temperature. Pryor, 3.
free face. a. A longwall face with no props
between the conveyor and the coal. See
also prop free front. Nelson. b. A surface
in the vicinity of a shothole at which the

free* a swear. Eng. The giving of the first

free ferrite. Ferrite in steel or cast iron
other than that associated with cemen-

(F) in

driving force of reaction. This decrease
is the maximum work obtainable as remit of change in any syoem. It shows the

free retaining wail
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free crushing

entitled to be moved without an addi-

face rights only. Beerman.

crushing and amalgamation, without roasting or other chemical treatment. Fa;..

face .hat it readily amalgamates with mercurv after liberation by comminution.
Pryor. 4.
free-milling ore. Ore containing gold wh"ch
can be caught with quicksilver. Stat:s.ical
Research Bureau.

free miner, a. Can. A person or associat on
holding a license and thereby authori.
to prospect on unoccupied lands and to
carry on mining operations subject to any

othzr conditions imposed by the law. A
licensed miner. Webster 3d. b. Foetst of
Dean. A man born within the Hun.ired
of St. Briavek, in the county of Gloucester,

who has worked a year and a day in a
mine. Fay.

free mobture. a. Moisture in coal that can
be removed by ordinary air drying. Com-

pare combined moisture. Cooper, p. 397.
b. The part of the total moisture which is

lost by a coal in attaining approximate

equilibrium with the atmosphere to which
it is exposed. BS. 3323,1960. c. Moisture
not retained or absorbed by aggregate.
Taylor. d. See moisture content. Nelson.
e. Moisture removable by air-drying under
standard conditions. Also called surface
moisture. BS. 3352,1962.
free needle survey. Traverse by magnetic
compass and line measurement. See also
fast needle survey. Pryor, 3.
free on boar* f.o.b. a. Price of consignment
to customer when delivettd with all prior

charges paid, onto a ship. Pryor, 3. b.
Free on rail (f.o.r.) describes similar delivery to rail. Pryor, 3.

free pardcks. Particles of ore consisting of
a single mineral. Gaudin, p. 70.
free period of a aeimograpb. The time for
one complete swing of the seismograph
mass when all damping is removed and the

earth is quiet A.GJ.
free-pbtor coorpresser. A compressor of

modern design without any important rotating parts. ffam

free-piston drive :Alder. A drive-sample
barrel in whicl. a piston is free to move
upward with the top of the sample during the actual dry-sampling operation.
Long.

free aelaaft wall. A retaining wall which

tilts slightly so that movement at the top
is

about one-half peteent of the wall

height. Ham.

free-running piston
free-make piston. A piston not connected
with a rod, that does its work by hammerlike blows. Nichols.

free settling. As opposed to hindered settling in classification, free fall of particle
through fluid media. Pryor, 4.
free share. Som. A certain proportion of a
royalty on coal, paid to lessor by Ince.
Fay.
free silica. Quartz occurring in
Mason, v. 1, p. II.

granites.

free sound field. A field in a homogeneous,
isotropic medium free from boundaries. In

practice it is a field in which the effects

of the boundaries are negligible over the
region of interest. Hy.
free spilt. In parallel flow, the branch with
the highest drop originally. Hartman,

131-132.

freestone. a. Any rock. especially a sandstone, that may be cut freely in any direction without a tendency to split. Fay. b.
A sandstone which breaks freely. A.G.I.
free streaming. A firedamp roof layer flowing
under the action of buoyancy without ventilation. RS. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
free valence. Unsatisfied valence bond.
3.

Pryo,r

free vibration. Vibration occurring at the
natural frequency of a structure. as distinct from forted vibration. Ham.

free wall. The wall of an ore vein filling

scales off cleanly from the gouge. Schiefer-

deck,r.
free water. a. Water that is free to move
through a soil mass under the influence of

gravity. Also called gravitational water;
ground water; phreatic water. ASCE
P1826. b. Water in soil in excess of hygroscopic and capillary water; also termed
gravity water. Seelye, I. c. The quantity
of water removed in drying a solid to its
equihrium water content. NRC-ASA NI.11957. d. Ste held water. Pryor, 3.

free-water elevation; water table; ground
WNW smface; ground wake elevation.
The elevation at which the pressure in the

water is zero with respect to the atmospheric pressure. Also called free-water surface. ASCE P1826.

free-water level. The surface of a body of
water in contact with the atmosphere, that
is, at atmospheric prenure. Nelson.

free way. A direction of easy splitting in a
rock. Fay.

free weir. A weir that is not submerged
thae is, in which tail water is below the
crest or the flow is in nowise affected by
the elevation of the tail water. Seelye, 1.
free-wheeling chr does. Consists of a series

of rollers or tarns tending to roll

free

pumps or drill rods during a borehole-

cementation operation. Long. d. The act
or process of drilling a borehole utilizing
a drill fluid chilled to minus 30 to
40' F, as a means of consolidating, by
freezing, the borehole wall materials and/
or core as the drill hit penetrates a watersaturated formation, such as sand, gravel,
etc. Long. c. To solidify, as of a molten
harge in a furnace. Weed, 1922.

freeze-and-tbaw action. The weathering process caused by repealed cycles of freezing
and thawing. Synonym for frost action.

A.G.I.

freeze costing. A process for making intricate shapes of special ceramic material,
for example, turtx-supercharger blades.
Refractory powder, with a small proportion of binder, is made into a thick slip,
which is cast into a mold and then froze-1,
the cast is then dried and sintercd. Dodd.
freeze-fa. a. Used in much the same sense
as freeze, a and b. b. Applicable when
drill rods become fastened by solidification

or freezing of the drilling fluid in a borehole drilled in permafrost. Long. c. To

become or be fixed in ice. Long. d. Synonym for freezeup. Long.
freeie proofing. A surface treatment, as
with calcium chloride solution, to prevent
or reduce cohesion of coal particles by ice
formation during freezing weather. BS.

3552, 1962.

freeze sinking. Use of circulating brine in

Pit and Quarry, 53rd,

to become lodged in a borehole by reason
of caving walls, or impaction of sand, mud,

or drill cuttings, to the estent that they
cannot be pulled out. Also called bind;
seize. Long. b. To burn in a bit. See also
burn-in, a. Long. c. The premature setting
of cement, especially when cement slurry
hardens before it can be ejected fully from

between the solidus and the liquidus for a
given composition. Synonymous with cry,tallization interval. A.G.I.
freezing method. A method of shaft sinking
through loose waterlogged sands, which
arr not suitable for the cementation sinking method. Rings of lined borehole' are
rut down outside the proposed shaft and
in them a very cold solution, such as brine,

is citculated until an ice wall has been

formed sufficiently thick to enable sinking
to proceed normally. The method consists
of the following stages: ( I ) forming a pro-

tective wall of ice, with its base in an
impervious deposit; (2) maintaining the
ice

wall until the sinking and lining of

the shaft has been completed, and (3)
thawing out the ground without damage
to the shaft. The freezing method has
been mivrd, largely due to the successful

Use of bulk concrete, backed by corrugated

sheets in place of tubbing, for lining the
shaft through the frozen ground. This is
followed by wall grouting. Freezing was
introduced originally in 1883 by F. H.
Poetsch.

See also chemical soil consolida-

a liquid solidifies. Pure water has its freez-

stone in which sample specimens are put
in a special refrigeration unit and exposed
to repeated cycles of freezing and thawing to determine potential damage_ These
tests are widely used by highway departments and in private construction. AME,
p. 289.
freeze-up. a. The process and/or season of
the yea: when surface waters become
frozen with no prospect of thawing for
the remainder of the winter. Long_ b.
Can. The descent of winter when waterways are frozen. Hoffman. c. In bail milling, du theoretical rate of revolution at
which the contents of the mill are centrifugally held at the circumference. Pryor,
3.

freezing. Consolidation of fine-grained water-

logged soil, enabling excavation to proceed, can be effected by freezing. The
process, which dates from 1862, is particularly suitable for shaft sinking. See
also Dehottay process. Ham.

freezing at depth. The adoption of the freezing method to sink a shaft through a waterbearing deposit known to occur at a certain depth. At a point about 20 feet above
the water, the shaft is belled out to about

Sec. D, p. 72.
freeze; freetimp frozen. a. To permit drilling tools, casing, drivepipe, or drill rods

freaft interval. That temperature interni

freeze-thaw tests. Tests performed on crushed

to that shafts can be sunk through them,
established and lined. Pryor, 3.

driven element must be rotated ahead of
the driving member, as in two-speed drives-,
or where two independent sources of

low a surface is known as the surface freezing index. ASCE PI826.

tion; silicatization process. Nelson.
freezing overburden. See freeze, d. Long.
freezing point. a_ The temperature at which

freezing-and-thawing fest. A test intended to
determine the resistance of a brick to the

automatic. This type is used when the

ing any given freezing season. The index
determined for air temperatures at 4.5 feet
above the ground is commonly designated
as the air freezing index, while that determined for temperatures immediately be-

system of pipes to freeze waterlogged strata

when rotated ".n one direction and to roll
into positive 4riving contact when rotated
in the other direction. The action is fully

power are used.

Fremont test
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destructive for-ces of freezing cycles_ ACSG,

1963.

twice the diameter, to accommodate a
ring of holes to freeze the water-bearing
rock. Normal sinking is then Tenoned.
Nelson.
freezing Wes. The number of degree days
between the highest and lowest points on
the cumulative degree days-time curve for
one freezing season. It is a measure of the
combined duration and magnitude of
below-freezing temperature occurring dur-

470

ing point at 0° C or 32° F under normal
atmospheric pressure.

A.G.I. b. The freez-

ing point of sea water is that temperature
where an infinitely small arnourt of ice is
in equilibrium with the solution. This initial freezing point depends on the chlorinity of the sample_ Hy.
freering process. See freeze, d. Long.
freedng salt. Coarse rock salt, to be mixed
with crushed ice as a rrfrigerant. Kaufmann.
Freiberg amalgamation. See barrel process.
Fsy.

freiberdte. A variety of fahlore containing

up to 18 percent silver; usually steel-gray,
sometimes iron-black; streak reddish; spe-

cific gravity, 595 Found in Idaho, Colorado, Nevada; Germany. CDD 6d, 1961.
freledebenite. A lead-silver sulfantimonide
mineral; approximately 5 (Pb,Ag4S.2Sb,S,,

containing 24.5 percent silver. Stanford.
freirinite. A lavender to turquoise-blue basic
hydrous arsenate of coppes, calcium, and
sodium, 6(Cu,Ca)0.3Nam0.2AstOs.6H20.
Probably tetragonal; fine flakes. Formerly
called lavendulan, from which mineral it
is distinct. Department of Freirini, Chile.
English.

Fremont etching reagent. An etchant consisting of 10 grams of iodine and 20 grams

of potassium iodide in 100 milliliters of
water. Osborne.
fremonlite. A white sodium montebrasite. A
hydrofluophosphate of aluminum, sodium,

and lithium, (Na,Li)Al(OH,F)PO4; monnclinie nt triclinic. Large rough aystals;
cleavable masses. Originally called natramblygonite, and later natromontebrasite.

From Canon City, Fremont County, Colo.
English.

Fremont tat. A type of impact test in which
a beam specimen notcd with a tree-

tangular groove n broken by a falling
Fart. C.T.D.

chalk. A variety of soapstone or

steatite. See alio talc. CCD 6d, 1961.

French cliff. A hard variety of chalk found
in the Seine valley of Prance; used in England in the manufacture of bleaching pow-

der. Hest.
French drain. A covered ditch containing

a layer of fitted or loose stone or other
pe:vious material. Nichols.

French process. A proceis in wnich zinc is
distilled and the vapor burned to produce
the oxide; the purity of the oxide is con-

trolled by the purity of the metal. This

posure. Bureau of Mines Staff.

the cirques intersect from opposite sides

occurrence of various values in a series of

which rise on precipitous walls from a
terraced floor. This ultimate product of
cirque sculpture by glaciers is called a

plot of group frequency against ob-

fretting; fretting corrosion. Action that results in surface damage, especially in a

of a seismic amplifier for various frequencies at a given filter setting. A.G.1.
frequency table. One showing frequency of
observations, from which frequency distribution can be determined. Alternative
is

served fact, called a histogram. Used in
statistical research, a histogram can be
smoothed to form a frequency curve.
Pryor, 3.

fresh. An adjective applied to rocks and
rock materials in a variety of ways. It
usually designates a rock surface newly
exposed by fracturing, and it means that

imitation stones. Shipley.

jected to any surface weathering and is a
more or less unaltered sample of the rock.
A mineral in fresh condition means that it
possesses its inherent properties in an un-

Frasier nod pump. Spiral ribbon of steel
enclosed between two steel disks, mounted

on horizontal hollow shaft into which pulp
picked up perpherally is discharged during slow rotation. Pryor, 3.
Freakel defect. Result of movement of an

ion from its lattice position in a crystal

to an interstitial place, under the influence
of vacant lattice points in the crystal's int
tenor. Should the ion migrate to the surface a Schottky defect results. Pryor, 3.

Frenitel miser. A screw type, enfordd order, mixer of much smalkr pitch than the
usual shaft mixer; it operates on the
convergence-divergence (C-D) principle.
Dodd.

brute. Mex. Brrast of working or face of
drift; f. de guia, main or haulage level in
a mine. Fay.
frenzied. S. Staff. Said of coal crushed by

the creep or subsidence of the cover. Fay.
freq. Abbreviation for frequency. BuMin
Style Guide, p. .59.
frequency. a. The number of repetitions of a
periodic process in a unit of time. Webster

3d. b The number of compelte waves

which pass a given point per second, or
the number of complete vibrations per
second, or revolutions per second, made by

a vibrating particle. A.G.1. c. In elec-

tricity, the number of cycles per second,
and depends on the number of pairs of
poles., that is, north and south, that a coil
passes per second. This is therefore equal

to the revolutions per second of the generator multiplied by the number of pairs
of poles in the field. Mason, v. 2, p. 419.

d. Rate of vibration or alternation of a

steadily oscillating system. Pryor, 3.
frequency corm. The curve representing the

form to which the frequency distribution

tends as an increasing number of observations is obtained. Ham.
frequency diagram. A diagram showing the

frequency distribution drawn in such a
manner that the area under the curve
corresponds to the frequency. Ham.

frequency distribution. The numerical or

quantitative distribution of objects or material in a series of closely related classes
generally selected on the basis of some
progressively variable phyiscal character.
A.G.1. Sapp.

frequency factor. In crystallography, the
number of different families of planes havins' the same form. Henderson.

frequency rate. The rate of occurrence of
accidents as determined by multiplying the

actual number of injuries in any given
period by one million and dividing the
product by the number of man-houn ex-

removes all traces of the earlier upland, for

frequency response. The percentage response

procen is used for making pharmaceuticalgrade zinc oxide. Newton, p. 362.

French stases. A deceptive term for glass

friction
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the surface thus exposed has not been sub-

impaired state. If the original or primary
minerals are not altered by subsequent
processes, they are considered to be fresh.

A fresh nick is ore in which the minerals
that compose it are fresh. When a mineral

in a rock is altered or is decomposed as
the result of certain forces acting upon it,
it breaks down usually into one or more

and yield palisades of sharp rock pinnacles

fretted upland. A.G.1.

corrosive environment, when there is relative motion between solid surfaces in con-

tact under pressure. Ste also chafing fatigue. .4SM Gloss.

fretOng bed. Eng. Loose, sandy limestone
with green sand, Portland beds of Chicksgrove, Tisbury, Wiltshire. Arkell.
fretwork. A structure produced by honeycomb weathering consisting of small pits
in a rock surface that become fewer as
they grow larger and deeper. A.G.1. Sun,.
mineral, NaFeeT401..
Hexagonal, black crystals in the syenite of
Katzenbuckel, Odenwald, Germany. Hey,

fiudeubirgile. A

M.M., 1961.
Fseadeubmg plates. Iron plates suspended
in dust chambers for the purpose of set-

tling dust and condensing fumes that

escape from the furnace with the gases.
Fay.

Freundlitsch adsorption isotherm. Empirical

new minerals, each one in its own way being as fresh as the original mineral.
Stokes and Varnes, 1953.

ken where y =
equation for fluid. y
weight or volume adsorbed by 1 gram of
adsorbent; k and n are empirical constants; and c the concentration of ad-

deleterious gases. Pure air. Fay.

sorbed substance in external phase at equi-

fresh air. Air free from the presence of
fresbuir base. An underground station, located in the intake airway, which is used
by rescue teams during underground fires
and rescue operations. The base should be
as close to the firr as safety will permit,
should be adequately ventilated, and
should be in constant touch with the surface by telephone. Nelson.
fresh-air breathing apparatus. See air-tube
breathing apparatus. McAdam, p. 71.
freshet. A sudden rise in a stream or river,
caused by heavy rains or melting snow in
the mountains or highlands. Fay.

fresh ke. a. Ice formed from fresh water.

A.G.1. b. Young ice. A.G.1. c. Ice that has
been salty but now is fresh. A.01.

fresh wafer; freshwater. a. Water with less
than 0.2 percent salinity. A.G.1. Sill. b.
Water which contains little impurities and
the taste of which is not appreciably affetter; by these impurities. Fresh waters
often include certain river waters, springs
and deep wells. Such water is usually safe
to drink. Cooper, p. 361.
freshwater limestone. a. A lirnetsone formed
by direct precipitation in fresh water.
A.G.1. b. A thin, dense nodular, relatively
onfossilifetous limestone underlying coalbeds. It is closely related to undertlay, and
Wilson suggested the term underclay limestone. A.G.1. c. Synonym for undertlay
limestone. A.G.1.

freshwater sediments. Include all the main
types of sediments that accumulate in
freshwater environments, and cover the
whole range of grain size. Lacusttine deposits, fluviatile deposits, and fluvioglacial
deposits fall into this category. C.T.D.
Fresnel ellipsoid. The ellipsoid, the lengths
of the axes of which are proportional to
the velocities of tight vibrating penile! to

X, Y. and Z. A.G.I. slop.

fretted ice. Sharp ice ridges rising above the
surface of a continental ice man. A.01.
fretted uphold. Continuation of the process
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librium in interface. Pryor, 3.

freyalite. A rare

radioactive silicate of
thorium, the cerium metals, and other elements; found near Brevik, Norway. Webster 2d; Crosby, p. 48.
Frey Autonsatk Cutter. Trade name; a machine for cutting and extruding column of
clay into bricks by one or more horizontal

wires that cut downwards while the clay
is moving forward. Dodd.

friability. a. Tendency for particles to break
down in size (degrade) during storage and
handling under the influence of light physical forces. Pryor, 3. b. An assessment of
the ease with which a coal can be broken
into smaller pieces. BS. 3323, 1960.

friable. a. Easy to break, or crumbling naturally. Descriptive of certain rocks and
minerals. Fay. b. A mineral is friable when

it may be crumbled between the fingers.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955, p. 149. c. Easily

crumbled, as a rock that is poorly cemented. A.G.1.

friable alumina. A medium pure alumina

which fractures more readily than regular
as readily as white
alumina. See also regular alumina; white

alumina but not

alumina. ACSG, 1963.
friable amber. Gedanite. Shipley.
frinbie formation. A rock that breaks easily
or crumbles naturally, hence a formation
from which good core cannot be obtained
easily. Long.
friction. a. A widespread force which slows
down movement and causes heat. Mason,
v. 1, p. 141. b. A force which opposes the

sliding of one surface over another surface. When two bodies move over each
other so that rubbing occurs a resistance
force is set up. This force is due to the
friction and is called the force of friction
or frictional resistance. Morris tif Cooper,
p. 187. C. A special rubber compound
used to impregnate and hoed together the

plies of the belt carcass. Also used as a

1

fringing reef
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friction
term to express as a measurement the

strength of the ply bond; for example, 1619 pound friction, which means the force
necessary to separate the plies of a oneinch test stop. See also coefficient of friction. ASA AH14.1-1958. d. See hydraulic
friction. Sir:grit;.
. Electricity developed by
frictional el
rubbing (with a cloth) amber, tourmaline,
topaz, diamond, and some plastic imitations. Shipley.

frictional force. The force required to overcome friction when a tact of tubs or a run
of wagons is hauled along a level track at
uniform speed. For ordinary pit tubs the
irictional force is about 40 pounds per ton
load, and for mine cars or wagons about
28 pounds per ton load. This resistance is
sometimes called traction. Morris and
Cooper, p. 192.
frktiosol grip. A mine locomotive relies for
its tractive capacity on the frictional grip

or adhesion between the wheds and the
rails of the track, and its magnitude depends on locomotive weight and the coefficient of friction between the wheels and
track only. In this context, the coefficient

of friction between wheels and track is

usually termed the coefficient of adhesion.
Nelson
frictional *Woo. The ignition of firedamp
in coal mines by frictional sparks, such as

the rubbing of sandstone against sandstone or sandstone against roof bolts. See

also gas ignition. Nelson..

frictional resistaace. See friction. Morris and
Cooper, p. 187.
frktioaal soil. Clean gravel, soil, or sand in
which the shear strength is chiefly determined by the friction between the pa.-tides. See also Coulomb's equation. Ham.
friction brake. A brake operating by friction
between two surfaces rotating or sliding on
each other. Nichols.
frktion breccia. Angular rock material pro-

duced by earth movements which crush
and break the rock on the two sides of a

fault. Synonymous with fault breccia. Fay.
frktion dutch. a. A means for engaging the

drive of a press to the crankshaft, the

torque being transmitted through fraction
by forcing together two or more surfaces
of unlike material. ASM Gloss. b. This

clutch consists of four major parts: the
driving hub, the driven hub, the friction
or gripping elements, and the mechanism
which controls the gripping action. The
gripping element may be an expanding

ring keyed to one hub and frictionally engaging the other as controlles; by the lever
and shifter arrangement; or the gripping
elements may consist of one or more friction plates or disks gripped between alternate friction surfaces, one group rotating
with the driving hub, the other with the
driven hub. It is properly termed a clutch
when used to allow the connection of a
shaft to a sprocket or pulley mounted on
the clutch hub, and a clutch coupling
when used to connect two shafts. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, see. D, p. 71.
friction, coellicield. The ratio of ihe tangential force of sliding frictiim between two
surfaces to the force, normal to the surfaces, which prenes them togethr. Ness.
See also coefficient of friction. ASA Mil4.1-1958.

frktion coneonterate. See crush conglomerate. A.G.1.
frktion disk. a. One of a pair of disks on

4

either side of the gear driving the feed
nut in a gear-feed swivel head. The disks
are held against the gear by compression
Trings, the tension of which may be adjusted to vary the torque at which the

Long. e. That part of Ole hydraulic-feed
yoke on a diamond drill containing the
bearings connected to and by means of

from being subjected to more than thc

friction low. a. Head loss in linear flow

disks will slip and acts similar to an overload throwout clutch preventing the bit

amount of torque determined by the preset
compression applied to the disks by the
compression springs. Long. b. One of the
disks in a clutch used to engage or disengage a motor, at will, from the mechanism driven by the motor or engine. Long.
frktion element. Some clutches and brakes
for use in severe conditions are now lined
with cermets. Among the materials used

arc corundum and stllimanite as the ceramic component, and molyiarlerum, chromium, iron and copper allcors as the
metallic bond. Dodd.
an
frktion factor. The friction factor
airway is found by determining the .'-op
in total pressure over a measured length.
Assume that the two cross-sectional areas
at the ends of the test length ate A and
B and that air flows from A to B. If the
two sections are of equal arta, the mean
velodty is the same at each section, and
the drop in total pressure is equal to the
drop in static pressure, which can be measured by connecting two pitot tubes, one
by equal
at A and one at B, to the gage
lengths of tight rubber tubing. If the areas
the differential
A and B are not equal,corrected
by the
static pressure must be
difference in velocity pressures. The quanat the
tity of air flowing is determinedlength,
measuring station beyond the test
and the respective velocities at A and B
and their resultant pressures are calculated. If the velocity at B is tl:c smaller,is
the difference in velocity pressures If
added to the differential static pressure.
the velocity at B is the greater, the difference in velocity pressures is subtracted

from the differential static pressure. Lewis,
pp. 720-721.
frktion feed. Longitudinal movements or advance of drill stem and bit accornplisEed

by friction devices in a diamond-drill
swivel head as opposed to a system consisting entirely of meshing gears. See also

friction disk. Long.
friction bend. a. The additional pressure that
the pump must develop to overcome the
frictional resistance offered by the pipe,

by bends or turns in the pipeline, by

changes in the pipe diameter, by valves,
and by couplings. Carson, p. 211. b. Friction head in prises is commonly calculated
by the Hazen and Williams formula. See
also Hazen and Williams formula. Lewis,
p. 647. c. The head or energy lost as the
result of the disturbances set up by the
contact between a moving stream of water
and its containing conduit. In laminar flow
the friction head is approximately proportional to the first power of the velocity; in
turbulent flow to a higher powerpractically the square. For convenience, friction
losses are best distinguished from losses

due to bends, expansions, obstructions, impacts, etc., but there is no recognized line
of demarcation between them, and all such
losses-are often included in the term fric-

tion losses. Seelye, 1. d. The pressure required to overcome the friction cteated by
the flow of a confined liquid, such as the

flow of a drill fluid through drill rods.
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which the thrust of the hydraulic-feed pistons is transmitted to the drive rod in the
drill swivel head. Also called cage; collar.
Long.

through ducts of constant area. Nartmen,
p. 78. b. For determining the loss of head
by friction, Box's formula is probably the
most practical one, expressed as folbws:
GI X L
Friction head in feet
243 X Di'

G equals gallons per minute; L equals
length of range in yards; D equals diam-

eter of pipe in inches. To keep down fricticmal

losses, bends should be properly

shaped, have a radius of curvature as

large as possible, and sudden changes of
diameter, either increasing or decreasing,
should bC avoided. Mason, v. 2, p. 629.
friction pile. A bearing pile supported en-

tirely by friction wsth the surrounding
earth. Ham.

frictioo preag friction-screw press. A machine for dry pressing; a plunger is forced

into the mold by a vertical screw,

the

screw shaft being driven by friction disks
or rollersdownwards for pressing by one
disk and upwards for release of pressure
by a second disk on the opposite side of the
driving wheel. This type of press is used

for special shapes of tiles and sometimes
for making silica refractories, etc. Dodd.

&kilos-screw press. See friction press. Dodd.

friction slope. The friction head or loss per

unit length of conduit. For most conditions

of flow the friction stope coincides with
the energy gradient, but where a distinc-

tion is made between energy losses due to
bends, expansions, impacts, etc.. a distinction must also be made between the friction slope and the energy gradient. Friction slope is equal to the lsed or surface
slope only for uniform flow in uniform
channels. Seelye, 1.

friction socket. A tubular-shaped or slightly
inside-tapered fishing tool. The inside surfPlce of the tool is nearly covered with circular pinged protuberances, which, when
driven over the lost drill tools, wedge the
tools in the socket. Long.
friction wieder. See multiple friction winder.
Nelson.

friction yielding prop. See mechanical yielding prop. Nelson.

friedelite. A massive, cleavable to closely
compact, hydrated manganese silicate,
IL(MnCI)Mn4Si.Clio. Fay.

frig-bob saw. A long handsaw used in Bath
stone quarries. C.T.D.
trigger. An ornament or glass object rack
;as a test of skill, or as an experiment. Frigrgers are often unusual in shape. They include parasols, bellows, fountains, birds,
groups of figures. a village pump and
bucket, etc. Haggar.
frigidite. A variety of tetrahedrite. Hey 2d,
1955.
frijol. Mex. A miner's term for a red conglomerate. Fay.

fringe. A collective term for a thin sprinkling of isolated or grouped erratics in
front of the extreme terminal moraine of
a glacier. Standard, 1964.
reef or a shore
Moiled red. a- A fringing island
or part of
reef, whether skirting an
a continent, is generally narrower than a

fringing reef

front bay
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barrier reef. The absence of an interior
deep-water channel and the close relation

4.0.1. sNpp. g. As a verb, to partly fuse.
A.G.I. Stepp.

sections of telluride ore from Montbray,
Quebec, Canada. Spencer 18, M.M., 1949.

in horizontal extension with the probable

frk basket. A skeleton or perforated con-

frolovite. Hydrous calcium borate, CaB4O4.-

land are essential points of difference be-

is discharged from a smelter. The frit

dull; with calciborite in limestone skarn
from Novo-Frolov copper mine, Turinsk

either a fringing reef or a barrier reef,

or some other rustproof alloy. &am. Did.
frit brick. A lump of calcined glass materials brought to a pasty condition in a
reverberatory furnace preliminary to the
perfect vitrification in the melting pot.

slope beneath :he sea of the adjoining
tween a fringing reef and a barrier reef.
A.G.I. b. A reef which closely encircles or
forms a fringe around the land. A.G.I. c.
A cor,", reef around lands or islands that
rests on the bottom along the shores is

according to its position. A fringing reef
is attached directly to the shore, whereas
a barrier reef is separated from the shore
by a channel of water. A.G.I. d. A frintiing coral reef is formed, the inner margin
of which is composed of a belt of materials

which

have

become

subaerial

through thr actions of wind and waves.
Its outer margin consists of submerged
coral rock and living corals. A.G.I. e. A
reef attached to an insular or a continental short. A.G.I. f. In oceanography, a
platform of coral formation extending out
from the land. See also coral reef. C.T.D.

fringe Inner. a. Water occurring in the
capillary fringe. 4.0.1. b. Water in the

rone immediately above the water table.
It may consist solely of capillary water.
or it may be combined with gravity water
in transit to the water table. See lye, 1.
Frisbie's feeder. A device whereby a bucket
of coal is forced up into the eye of a pot
furnace from below. C.T.D.
friscber ring. A. type of ceramic ring for the
packing of towers in the chemical industry. Dodd.
frisket. A stencil, usually of paper, stuck to
the ware to protect it from slip or glaze.
ACSG, 1963.
frk. a. A glass which contains fluxing material and is employed as a constitutent in a
glaze body, or other ceramic composition.
ASTM C242-60. b. Calcined flint, sand, or
glass, ground finely after fusing, and used

tainer used to catch frit under water as it

basket is generally made of stainless steel

Fay.

flit, dear. See clear frit. ASTM C286-65.
frit, colored. See colored frit. ASTM C28665.

frills. Another spelling of firth. Synonymous
with firth. Also synonymous with estuary;
fiord. A.G.I.
frit maker. See glaze maker. D.O.T. 1.

flitting. a. In fire assay, heating the charge
(powdered ore, flux, etc.), to near melting
point, or pasty state. Pryor, 3. b. A type of
contact metamorphism characterized by

partial fusion carried to the ..int where
the silica begins to act on the

form-

ing an imperfectly melted or fritt mass.
A.G.I. c. Sintering in the presence of a
liquid phase. ASTM 8243-65. d. The proc-

ess of quenching and shattering molten
glass into sma frit particles. Enom. Dia.
fritting furnace. A furnace for melting glassmaking materials. Standard, 1964.
fatting zone. See soaking area. Dodd.

frizzling. A fault liable to develop during the
firing of pottery ware that has been decorated with lithographic transfers; if the
varnishes are burned away too rapidly in

the early stages of the enamel fire, the
color is liable to crack and curl up. To

in the ceramic industry and applied to a

frog. a. The point of intersection of the inner
rails, where a train or tram crosses from
one set of rails to another. The frog is in
the form of a V. See also turnout. C.T.D.
b. A combination of rails to arranged that
the broad tread of the wheel will always
have a surface on which to roll, and that
the flange of the wheel will have a channel through which to pass. Zern, p. 472.
c. A shallow place for mortar in the upper
face of a brick. Webster 3d. d. A depression in the bed surface of a brick; sometimes called a panel. ACSG, 1963.

nary fusing, the original properties of the

constituents are changed; thus, the soluble

materials become insoluble and the infusible materials fusible. Accordingly, the
substances which could not otherwise be
used in a glaze batch, but which are abso-

lutely necessary for the best results, can
be used. Other advantages offered by fri:-

ting are minimizing danger to health of
workers when using lead salts, inducing
better suspensicn of heavy products in the

batch, more e'en distribution of constituents of the batch; ability to fire the

glazed ware at a lower temperature. Most
of the glazes used on dinnerware and sanitary ware contain frit. See also glazes.
CCD 6d, 1961. e. As a noun, the material
of which glass is composed. A.G.I. Supp.
f. As a noun, a semifused stony mass.

ticles betome oiled and attach themselves
to, and are floated by, gas bubbles. Calcite

is added to the ores when needed. Minerals Separation Ltd., bought this patent
in 1903. Liddell 21, p. 407.

front. a. A designation for the mouth or

paste. See also soft paste. Dodd.

clays of the Jurassic strata; normal thickness of 32 feet with a low iron content of
18 to 25 percent. It is limey and is thus
suitable for use with the siliceous Northampton sand ironstone and foreign orr of
high iron content. See also maristone ore.

or infusible. By frittirg, that is, prelimi-

a sulfide ore is agitated in water with a
little oil and sulfuric acid, the sulfide par-

of the fluxing constituents are prefused.
ASTM C242-60. See also sintered glass.
frkted porcelain. Alternative name for soft

duced by fusing a mixture of some or all
of the constituents of a glaze or enamel
and quenching it in water. This process
will render insoluble any soluble materials
originally present, will insure greater
homogeneity, and will make toxic comsemifused mass, the conititutents of which
originally were soluble or insoluble, fusible

1958.

Froment process. A flotation process in which

frkted ow. A glaze in which a part or all

in body pastes or glazes so as to reduce, by
chemical combination, any tendency of
the ceramic materials to dissolve in water.

pounds nonpoisonous. Lee. d. A term used

district, northern Urals. Spencer 21, M.M.,

froadelke. A dufrenitelike mineral, Mn"Fe" °.(F04),(OH),, isomorphous with
rockbridgeite with Mn" in place of Fe";
orthorhombic, as radially fibrous manes

prevent this fault, the layer of size should
be thin and the rate of firing between 200'
and 400 C should not greatly exceed 1°
per minute. Dodd.
Frodingbam ore. Stratified ironstc.ne found

C.T.D. Supp. c. A glassy material pro-

31/2H2O, white with a frrayish tint; luster,

in north Lincolnshire in the lower lias

Nelson.

frog rammer. A compacting hammer operated by a diesel piston and guided man-

ually by a workman. Ham.
frog size. A track haulage term for any dis-

tance from the point of the frog to the
spread divided by the width of the spread
at the place where the measurement was
taken. Kentucky, p. 235.

frobbersite. Iron telluride, FeTe,, isomorphous with marcasite, found in polished

.
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from Brazil. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952;
Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.

collar of a borehole. Fay. b. See face, d.
Fay.

c. The working attachment of a

shovel, as dragline, hoe, or dipper stick.
Nichols. d. In connection with concepts
of granitization, the limit to which diffusir ions of a given type are carried. The
simatic front, for example, is the limit to
which diffusing ions carried the calcium,
iron, and magnesium which they removed
from the rocks in their paths. The granitic

front is the limit to which diffusing ions
deposited granitic elements. Lett. e. A
metamorphic zone of changing mineraliza-

tion developed outward from a large ex-

panding igneous intrusion. Compare basic
front. A.G.I. Supp.
front abutment pressure. The release of en-

ergy in the superincumbent strata above
the seam induced by the extraction of the
seam. Sinclair, II, p.130.
fronta apron. a. Same as apron; outwash
plain. Fay. b. Farther from the former face
of the ice lie sheets of sand so arranged as

to afford a nearly horizontal surface to

which I have given the name frontal
aprons. A.G.I.
frontal geosyndiee. The geosyncline closest

to the continent in a composite mobile

belt. A.G.I. Stipp.

frontal getters. N. of Eng. Preparationgetting machines which shear off the coal

in thin slices along the whole length of
the face. Trist.
frontal hammer; frontal helve. Eng. A forge

hammer lifted by a cam, acting upon a

"tongue" immediately in front of the hammerhead. Fay.

frontal 11101111ille. Synonym for terminal moraine A.G.I.

frontal plain. A subaerial deposit that consists of material carried forward from the
glacial moraine by streams and spread as
a veneer or mantle over the older fonna-

tions in front of the ice.

frontal terrace. A shelflike body of stratified
drift associated with the kame aggregations of a valley. A.G.I.
front-and-back shift. Aust. A system in which
one of a pair of miners comes to work 2

hours before the other, while the latter
remains 2 hours after the first has gone
home; the objett being to keep the trainmen going, who work 10 hours, against
the miners' 8 hetirs. Fay.

front bay. A large irregular bay connected

with the sea through passes between barrier islands. A.G.I. Sapp.
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frozen

right angles. It is commonly 15 to 25 feet
in diameter. A.G.!. Sapp.
frost crack. An opening in soil prcduced by
the development of an ice wedge. A.G.1.

frost thrusting. Lateral soil movement resulting from freezing. A.G.1. Sapp.
frost weathering. The mechanical disintegratiou of rocks and other earth materials brought about by frost action. Synonym for frost wedging. A.G.I.
frost "redden. Synonym for frost weather-

frontdescent cast
frontdeannt cast; cabbage led

deltoids! cast. The flat casts areilluttf;
a
several decimeters long. resembling cer-

tain shrubs or large cabbage leaves. The
spreading foliage is always directed downcurrent. Pettijohn.
front-end emdpment. Those attachments to
a crane which enable it to work as an excavator, a skimmer, a backacter, or similar
machine. Both the jib and its fittings are
included as equipment. Ham.
front-end loader. a. A tractor loader with a
digging bucket mounted and operated at

the front end of the tractor. Nichols. b.

A tractor loader that both digs and dumps
in front. Nichols. See also tractor shovel.
front entry. See entry. Fay.
front bob. Synonym for foresight hub. Long.

frost intennontsce basin. An intermontane
basin located continentward from the main
belt

of overthrusting in a mobile belt.

A.G.I. Sapp.
froadamd. Synonym for foreland.

A.G.1.

Sapp.

front pinacoid. Synonym for orthopinacoid.
See also pinacoid. A.G.I.
front range. The outermost range of a mountain system. A.G.1 Sapp.
front-to-back chanksbaft press. A mechanical

press in which the crankshaft and other
drive shafts are positioned in a front-toback direction. ASM Gloss.
froodfte. A monoclinic palladium bismuthide.
From the Frood mine, Sudbury, Ontario.
Named from locality. Hey, M.M., 1961.
frovt. a. A light, feathery deposit of ice

caused by the condensation of water
vapor, directly in the crystalline form, on

temperatures of
which are below freezing. The process is
the ame as that by which dew is formed,
except der occurs only when the temperature of the object is above freezing. Frost
terrestrial objects,

the

is designated at light, heavy, and killing
by the U.S. Weather Bureau. A.G.I. b.
The occurrence of temperatures belaw
freezing. A.G.I.

frost action. a. The alternate freezing and
thawing of moisture in materials and the
resultant effects on these materials and on

the structures of which they are a part or

with which they are in contact. ASCE
P1826. b. The weathering process caused
by repealed cycles of freezing and thawing.
Synonymous with freeze-and-thaw action.
A.G.1.
Mist-active soii. Soil which undergoes
changes in volume and bearing capacity as

a result of freezing and thawing. In general, fine sand, silt, and some varieties of
chalk are frost-active. Nelson.

frost agate. Gray chalcedony with white
markings which resemble frost or snow.
See also frost stone. Shipley.

frost boil. a. The softening of soil occurring
during a thawing period due to the libera-

tion of water from ice lenses or layers.

ASCE PI826. b. A hole formed in flexible
pavements by the extrusion of soft soil and

melt waters under the action of wheel

loads. ASCE P1826. c. The breaking of a

highway or an airfield pavement under

traffic and the ejection of subgrade soil in
a soft and soupy condition caused by the
melting of ice lenses formed by frost action. ASCE P1826s

frost circle. A circular crack developed by
freezing in horizontal thin-bedded limestone cut by two sets of joints meeting at

Sapp.

frost-crack polygon. A nonsorted polyrn

produced by low-temperature contraction
of frozen ground. USGS PP 264-F, 19$i,

p. 138.

frost creep. Soil creep :es.1ting from frost
action. A.G.I. Sapp.
frosted. Surface-treatei to scatter light or
to simulate frost. ASTM C162-66.
frost dam. See glass lost. Dodd.
Frost gravimeter. An made balancr-type
gravity meter consistini oi a mass at the
end of a nearly vertical arm, supported
by a mainmring inclined to the vertical
at about 45'. The beam rises and falls
with gravity variation, but it is restored
to its normal position by a sensitive weighing spring teruioned by a micrometer
screw. A.G...

frost besting. a. The raising of a surface

by the accumulation of ice in the underlying soil. AS 7E P1826. b. The lifting of
a surface by the internal action of frost.

It generally occurs after a thaw, when
the soil is filled with water droplets and

when a sudden drop in temperature below freezing changes the droplets into ice
crystals. This transformation involves ex-

pansion, and consequently, causes an up-

ward movement of the soil. A.G.1.
frost hillock. The marked upward bulzing
sometimes present in the center of each
polygon in cellular soils. A.G.1.
frosting. A lusterless, ground-glass, or mat

surface imposed on the surface of rounded
quartz grains becasoe of innumerable close

contacts with other similar grains. Generally believed to be caused by wind ac-

tion.
frost line. The maximum depth to which the
ground becomes frozen. It may be given
for a particular winter, for the average of
several winters, or for the extreme depth
ever reached. In the United States, frost
penetrates on the averagt to about 1 inch
in the South and up to over 60 inches in
Minnesota and Maine. A.G.!.
frost mound. A general term for knoas, hummocks, and hills associated with frozen

ground. The term includes earth hummocks, falsen, and pinges. A.GJ. Sapp.

frost pin. A short heavy iron pin used by
surveyors to make a hole in frozen ground
so that a wooden peg may be driven with-

out breaking. Fay.
frost polygon. See polygon ground. A.G.1.
frost scar. A small patch of bare soil produced by frost action. USGS Bull. 974-C,
1951, p. 66.
Frost's cement. An early form of hydraulic
cement patented in England in 1811 by
James Frost; it was made from two parts
chalk to one part clay. Dodd.
frost soil. A surface soil layer disturbed by
freezing and thawing. A.G.1. Sapp.
frost splitting. The breaking of rock by water
freezing in the cracks in the rock. A.G.1.
Sapp.

frost sliming. Frost heaving and thrusting in
the surface zone of annual freezing and
thawing. It does not involve mass movement. USGS PP 264-F, 1955, p. 138.
frost stone. A local trade name for chalced-

ony found near Bantow, Calif., in 1912,
which contained white inclusion thought
to be opal. Shipley.
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ing. A.G.I.

fro* foam. In the flotation process, a collection of bubbles resulting from agitation,

the bubbles being the agerry for raising
(floating) the particles of ore to the surface of the cell. Hess.
frotbem frotben. a. Substances used in flotation processes to make air bubbles sufficiently permanent principally by reducing

surface tension. Hess. Common frothers

are pine oil and cresylic &cid. Newton,
p. 98. b. Chemical agent added to pulp

before flotation, to promote transient froth

in cell. Pryor, 4.
frothets. Ste frother.
froth Rotation. a. A flotation process in
which the minemls floated gather in and

on the surface of bubbles of air or gas
driven into or generated in the liquid in
some convenient manner. See also film
flotation. Fay. b. The separating of finely

crushed minerals from otte another by
causing some to float in a froth and
others to sink. Oils and various chemicals

are used to activate, make floatable, or
depress the minerals. C.T.D. c. A process

for cleaning fine coal in which the coal.
with the aid of a reagentt becomes attached to air bubbles in a liquid medium
and floats as a froth. B.S. 3552, 1962.

frothing neat; frotber. a. A reagent used

to control the size and stability of the air
bubbles in the flotation process. BS. 3552,
1962. b. A chemical used in the flotation
process to aid collector-coatei mineral
particles to cling to risen air bubbles. The
froth thus formed is transient, and should

penist only long enough to permit its removal from the flotation cell. Terpenes,
pine oil, cresyls, amyl alcohol, and akohol derivatives are among those used. The

DuPont B-series are byproduct fractions
from butyl alcohol manufacture, with high
boiling points. The American Cyanamid
frothers AC mix these with oils. The Dow
Chemical Company markets polyproylene
glycol methyl esters (Dowfruths) which
are water soluble. Pyer, 3.

frothing collector. A collector which also
produces a stable foam. Bennett 2d, 1962.
froth promoter. A chemical compound used

with a frothing agent. Increases greatly
the recovery of a mineral in a flotation
process. Bennett 2d, 1962.

frothy amber. Same as foamy amber. Shipley.

Fronde number. A ratio used in wale model
analysis, which should be the same in the
model as in the full-size project. It is the
velocity squared divided by length multiplied by the acceleration of gravity. See
also Reynolds number. Ham.

Froude's curve. In surveying a curve with
offset y

y=

61 r

x being the distance from the tangent

point, 1 length of transition, and r radius
of circular arc. Pryor, 3.

from. a. Congealed by cold; affected or

crusted over by freezing. Webster 3d. b.
Immovable by reason of expansion conic-

quent upon imperfect lubrication; said of
a journal and its bearing. Standard, 1964.

c. Said of vein material which adheres
closely to the inclosing walls. hy.

frozen coal. Coal whi-h adheres strongly to
the rock above or below it. See also
stkky coal Fay.
frozen ground. Ground that has a temperature of 32' F er lower, or of 0° C or lower,
and which generally contains a variable

quantity of water in the form of

fuller
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frozen

ice.

Bureau of Mines Slat A.G.1.
frozen ore. See frozen, c. Fay.

froten pipe. A pipe held immovable in a

clays and sands in California. Tomkeleff,
1954.

fuel. a. Any combustible material which
gives off heat. Hawes. b. A substance
which can be economically burned to pro-

duce heat energy for domestic or industrial purposes. l'uels include compounds
of cat ',on and hydrogen and exclude other
sube.ances which can be burned, such as

mr.goesium and aluminum metals. Fuels
can be subdivided into recent plant fuels,

fossil fuels, such as prat and coal, and
products of distillation of plant or fossil
fuels. Accerding to their state of aggre-

well by caving' which have settled around
it. Institute of Petroleum, 1961.

gation, fuels can be subdivided into solid,
Iiqiüd, and gaseous fuels. Tomkeiet 1954.

from stocks. Stores, developments, stockpiled ore, etc., on which money has been
spent hut from which no financial realization can for the moment be obtained.
Pryor, 3.
from op. To be in a solidified state; also,

briquettes industry, one who tends a machine that automatically molds ingredients
into fuel briquettes. Also called briquette
molder; fuel-briquettes press operatca;
molding machine operator; package-coal

an article lodged inside a borehole so
tightly that it cannot be pulled. See also
freeze. Long.

hums vein. A vein in whkh one wall grrdes

into the country rock and the value of

the mineral peters out on the frozen side.
Nelson.

fronts wall. The boundary surface of a vein

filling which adheres tenaciously to the

wall. Schieferdecker.
hedge:Meier. An irgillaceous sediment which
has undergone low-grade metamorphism
so that the new minerals form spots suggestive of grains of wheat. See alto fleckschiefer ; knotted slate; knotenschiefer ;
maculose; spotted slate. A.G.1.
Froe vamser. An ore-dressing apparatus con-

sisting essentially of a rubber belt travel-

ing up a slight inclination. The material

to be treated is washed by a constant flow
of water while the entire belt is meanwhile

shaken from side to side. Other vannen

of the sideshake type are the Tulloch,
Johnston, and Norbom. Liddel 2d, p. 387.

frusta. Scot. Brittle; having unusually little
tenacity; soft and easily broken up. Fay.
frustule. The siliceous shell of a diatom,

consisting of two vames, one overlapping
the other. A.G.1.
ft. Abbreviation for foot. BuMin Style Guide,
p. 59.

ft L. Abbreviation for foot-Lambert. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 59.
ft lh. Abbreviation for foot-pound. BuMfn
Style Guide, p. 59.
ft2. Abbreviation for square foot. BaMin
Style Guide, p. 62.
Fech's gold purple. A tin gold color, produced by a wet method; it has beer; died
in the decoration of porcelain. Dodd.
feeble, dye. An analine-type dye which -is
used in alcohol solution to test the porosity of ceramic bodies. The material is also
sometimes used as a dye for body iden-

tification prior to firing. Lee.
fecluite. A bright green variety of muscovite with up to 5 percent Crs01 - A member of the mica family. Hey 2d, 1955.

fecold. Commonly vplied in the past to
any indefinite marne- found on a sedimentary rock that could not be referred

to a described fossil genus. It was derived
from the marine alga, Focus, which it was

supposed might leave such a marking if
burred under favorable conditions. A.G.I.

remits. Bitumen derived from the hydration of fucose pentosane and found among

machine 'render. In the fuel

molding machine operator. D.13.7-. 1.

fuel-briquelles pres operator. See fuel-briquettes machine operator. b.O.T. I.

fuel cell battery. A chemical Lanny, with
perhap sodium, chlorine, and
among invedients, which will haTteluelrl
generating tendencies. Hy.

the dry, mineralmatter-free basis and cok-

ing power of clean material (containing
not above 10 percent ash) as determined
in the Gray-King assay. The volatile matter is calculated to the dry, mineral-tnatterfree basis after correcting the ash to mineral mattPr. Francis, 1965 a. 1, pp. 3446.
fugadly. Change in chemicid equilibrium of
a system in response to altering conditions in a heterogeneous mixture. Quantitative measure of escaping tendency of a

liquid or solid. Pryor, 3.
fugklVr alr. Applied to air moving through
the fan that never reaches ti e working
faces. It leaks through poor stoppinp,
around doors and so on, back into the

returns without moving anywhere near the
active sections. Surveys of some mines

show that up to 80 percent of the air
moving through the fan never reaches the

working faces. Coal Age, a. 71, No. 8,
August 196'7 p. 212.

foilelve cous. One of those substances

which were present in the magma before
crystallization set in, but were for the

greater par lost during the pmcess of
crystallization, so that they do not com-

monly appear as rock constituents. 4.G.1.
Fulbood. Proprietary varieties of fuller's

supplying fuel for nuclear power reactors.

earth supplied to foundries for use in
green sand mixtures, for example, Ful-

ical processing to recover the fissionable
material remaining in the spent fuel; re-

dried and ground under controlled conditions, while Fulbond No. 2 is modified to
obtaii. greater strength. Osborne.

fuel cycle. The series of steps involved in

It includes original fabrication of fuel
element!: iieir use in a reactor; chem-

enrichment of the fissionable material,- and
rrfabrication into new fuel elements. L&L.
feel ecosomiter. A feedwater heater consist-

ing of pipes around which the gases of
combustion from a furnace pass. Standard, 1964.

bond No. I is a natural fuller's earth

fulcrum A pivot for a levet. Nichols.
fulcrum jack. See jack.

falaaratios. A sudden glistening of molten
gold or silver at the close of cuppellation.
ComPare blick. Standard, 1964.

Mow*. A little tube of glassy rock that

fuel elNdeocy. The ratio of the heat produced by a fuel for doing work to the

has been fused from all kinds of other
rocks and unconsolidated sediments by

ducing heat which is developed by the

for lightning. Fay.
full. An elevation of the foreshore parallel
to the trend of the beach. Schieferdecker.
foll-Monatic *dog. Electroplating in which

available heat of the fuel. This efficiency
is determined by the nonheat-fonning materials in the fuel and the nonwork-pro:
fuel. Brandy, 2.

feel element. A rod, tube, plate., or other

geometric form into which nuclear fuel is
fabricated for use in a reactor. LelL.
fuel feeder. A contrivance for supplying a
furnace with fuel in graduated quantities.
A mechanical stoker. Fay.

fuel gas. Gas used for heating or cooking,
as distinguished from illuminating gas.
Standard, 1964.

feel ol. Any liquid or liquefiable petroleum
product burned for the generation of heat

in a furnace or firebox, or for the gen-

eration of power in an engine, exclusive

of oils with a flash point below 100' F
(38° C), tag closed tester, and oils burned

in cotton or woolwick burners,. ASTM
D288.57.

fuel pomp. A pump which supplies mpra-

sured quantities of fuel injected into each

cylinder of a combustion engine at the

lightning strokes. Fulgurites are especially
common on exposed crags on mountain
tops. The term is derived from the Latin

the work is automatically conveyed through
the complete cycle. ASM Gloss.
foll-cell process. A pressure-preserving process in which timber is first subjected to a

vacuum to extract all air and moisture
before the r reservative is introduced under
pressure. 1 ne trade names processes known

as Cekure or Tanalith, which use wood
preservative sale, operate on this principle. See also empty-cell process. Ham.

full-cut brilliant. The term correctly used for
a brilliant-cut diamond or coloted stone

with the usual total of 58 facets, which
total consists of 32 facets and a table

above the girdle and 24 facets and a culet

below. On colored stones the girdle is
usually polished, but not on diamonds.
See also standard brilliant. Shipley.

moment required for combustion. Mason,

fall Ammeter. Synonym for full gage; full

a. 2, p. 447.
fuel Mb. The ratio cf fixed carbon to vola-

f'tal ilp. The maximum angle which an in-

tile matter in coal; the carbon ratio. A.G.I.
Sapp.

fuel reprocesshap reproceaslog. The processing of teactor fuel to recover the unused
fissionable material. L&L.

Feel Research Bosed/Natiooml Coal Bond

size. Long.

clined bed makes with the horizontal plane.
See also true dip. Nelson.

faller. a. A blackimithing set hammer with
a longitudinally half-round peen or a form
of bottom tool with a sirmlar working end
sometimes used in conjunction with the

dasthicatiao. A coal classification =

first for grooving and spreading iron; also,

upon the volatile matter, expressed upon

groove or fluting. Standard, 1964. b. In

utilizing proximate analysis and

.
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a groove made by such a tool or any

fuller
preliminary forging, the portion of die
that reduces the cross-wctional area between the ends of the stock and permits
*he metal to move outward. ASM Glom.

fulkrhog. The act of calking a riveted joint
to make it steam tight. Ham.
fuller's ear& a. A fine earth resembling clay,
but lacking plasticity. It is mudi the same
chemically as clay, but it contains a higher
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fundamental fault zone

applied to deflection
full size. Long. c.
drilling, the branch borehole is the same
diameter as the parent hole. Also called
full size. Long.
fall gamic Synonym for full gage. Long.
fulibole bit. knonym for noncoring bit.

fulsurite. Synonymous with brown coal or
lignite. A.GJ. Slop.
fumarole. a. A hole in a svkanic region,

Long.

fuLbae sim. a. Used by some diamond
drillers as a synonym for full gage. Long.

orizing oils and fats by retaining the color-

b. As used by petroleum field drillerst a
bit having a minimum outside or cutting
diameter of 71/4 inches. Also called full

material which has adequate oil decolor-

fulkadias bit. Stotonym for double-round

percentage of water. It is high in mac.
nesia, and it has the capaSility of decol-

ing matter. Fay. b. Any clay or claylike

izing and purifying properties in its natural state to be used for oil refining. Bureau of Mines

Star.

Fuller's podia( carve. A method of graphical representation of particle size anal-

ysis; the grain size (in fractions of an
inch) is shown on the abscissa and the
cumulative percentage on the ordinate.
Oriainally, the concept of ideal grading
curves was introduced, these being selected to be ellipses with straight lines
tangent to them; more strictly, the ideal
cun-es are parabolas having the form d =
AD/10,000, where d is any selected par-

ticle diameter, D is the diameter of the

largest particles and P is the percentage
finer than d. Dodd

Menke. A term used in Wales for pulverized slate used with asphalt for road construction. !less.
full-face blasts. The standard type of heading

blast consists of a straieht in or main
drive, at right angles to the rock face, and

a back drive at right angles to the main
drive and parallel to the face. The main
drive is normally driven at quarty floor
level to a depth of 0.6 times the height of
rock Rome the back drive. Apart from exc-eptional

circumstances,

the

maximum

depth of the main drive should be 50 feet,

so that with faces over 85 feet high the

0.6 ratio should not be used, but the main
drive limited to 50 feet. McAdam 11, pp.
153-154.

full-face &Iva" The English method of

size. Long.

nose bit. I ong.
full-redims crows. Synonym for double-round
nose Lit. Long.
full-rumal mom. Synonym for double-round
nose. Long.
fulls. Full boxes, can, tubs, wagons, or trams.
MAHAL

full-seam whims. A mining system, brought
on by the advent of mechanical loading
and mechanical coal cleaning, in which the
entire section is dislodged together and thc
coal separated from the rock outside of the

mine by the cleaning plant. Kentucky, p.
180.

full sire. See full gage; full-hole size. Long.
full subsidence. The greatest amount of sub-

sidence which can occur as a result of
mine workings. See oho percentage subsidence. Nelson.

full teeter(10). A condition of teeter in which
the maximum degree of fluidization of the
suspension is

attained but withbut dis-

ruption of the bed. B.S. 3552, 1962.

full-tide cofferdam A cofferdam which is
sufficiently high to hold back tidal water
from an excavation at all states of the
tide. Ham.
full trailer. A towed vehicle whose weight
rests entirely on its own wheels or crawlers.
Nichols, 2.

full-triunued mica. Rifted mica trimmed on
all sides with all cracks and cross grains
removed. Skow.

full trimmer. See riftet-trimmer. D.O.T.
Sapp.

blasting used for adits, tunnels, and drifts.
The full section is drilled and then blasted
in or_ operation. Fraenkel.

full-wave twiner. A rectifier which changes
single-phase alternating current into pulsating unidirectional current, utilizing both
halves of each cycle. Cod Age, I.

ment it is now possible, in suitable condi-

fully developed solos. In coal mining, a mine

full-face iris& With modern drilling equip-

tions, to drill small-diameter holes from
top to bottom of the face, and where this

can be done considerable advantages as to

cost and efficiency can be obtained as

compared with the bench method. In high
faces of 50 feet and upwards it is not
always easy to drill vertical holes to give
small burdens because of the break-back
of the rock at the crest of the quarry face.

It is therefore recommended that larger
bunlens be taken and that the vertical

holes be supplemented by breast holes at
quarry floor kvel. These holes are intended
to permit concentrated explosive charges

to blow out the toe rock, while the explosive in the vertical holes brings down
ene rock from the face. McAdam 11, P.
147.

full gage. a. A cylindrical or tubular object,
such as a bit or reaming shell, the outside
and/or inside diameters of which are the
size specified. Also called full size. Long.
b. A borehole the inside diameter of which
is uniform enough to allow a new-condi-

when all development work has trached
the boundaries and further extraction will
he done on the retreat. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

fully died. Applied to a member of a structural frame which has a fixed end. Ham.
fulminate. a. An explosure compound of mercury, HgC,N,02, which is employed for thc

caps or exploders, by means of which

charges of gunpowder, dynamite, etc., arc

fired. Fay. b. To make a sudden loud

from which gases and vapors issue at high

temperature. Webster 3d. b. The exhala-

tion from a fumarole consists of water
nitrogen, hydrogen, free hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric acid, and silicon
fluoride. Compare solfatara; mofette; sofficoo Fay. c. A hole or a vent from which
fumes or vapors issue; a spring or a geywr
which emits steam or gaseous vapor. Usually found in volccoic areas. A.G.1.
vapor,

fumarolk. Of or pertaining to fumaroles or

vents near volcanoes from which volcanic
gases escape. Bateman.

fume. a. The gas and smoke more especially
'he noxious or poisonous gases given off by

the explosuin or detonation of blasting

powder or dynamite. The character of the
fume is influenced largely by the completeness of detonation. The degree of confine-

ment of the charge and the size of the
detonator has a great influence on the
character of the fumes produced. Fay.
b. Consists of metals or metallic compounds that have been volatilized at the
high temperatures of the furnaces, con-

densed at lower temperatures, and carried
by furnace gases into the clues. Sulfur trioxide and elemental sulfur, driven off from
furnaces and condensed, are also classed

as fume. In general, all the volatile con-

stituents of the orr Lharge arr represented.
The fume frrquently contains appreciable
amounts of silver, which is decidedly vol-

atile under certain ceriditions. The particles of fume are very fine and an under
the stress of certain physical forces, so
they do not settle easily, as most of the
flue dust does, but in large proportion.

pass through the stack with the gases and
spread over the surrounding country, unless special preventive methods arc used,
as is now generally done. See also metallurgical fume. Fay. c. Air carrying certain
chemical contarnments of very small size

ranging from one tenth to one micron in
diameter. Strock, 10.
fume cloud. Used chiefly in Hawaii to denote
a vapor cloud that rises from a lava foun-

tain, a lava flow, or a lava lake. LUGS

Ball. 996-B, 1953, pp. 50-51.
fame cupboard. Synonym for fume hood.
Long.

fumed slice; carbon wbift; sca white. Very
finely divided silica. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
fume hood. A canopy or glass-door cabinet

through which a strong draft of air is
to collect and carry away thc

pulled

noxious fumes or gases evolved in the

process of salvaging worn diamond bits by
dissolving the bit-crown metal with an acid

by
orfne

cgmethod. Also call ed
anelecrtrtin.

noise; to detonate; to conolode. Webster 3d.

fumes. Usually smoke from an explosion.

c. A salt of the highly explosive fulminic

faectNichols.

acid. San,Istrom.
Muth* mid; isocyask acid;

carbonyl

mime; (sibyl ethos. C=N.OH; molecular weight, 43.02; unstable volatile comperund; an unpleasant odor; and it poly-

merizes easily. The silver and mercury salts
are used as explosives. Bennett 2d, 1962;

The replacement of
plant or equipment because of (1) obsolescence through improvement in technology, (2) cessation of the demand the
structure was designed to serve, or (3) inadequacy of the plant. Hoots, p. 148.

fumlameNtal. A term applied to the oldest

filloPPlie- Lead sulfantimonide, 2PbS.3Sb1S1;

known rocks. Gordon.
fuadamestal complex. See basement com-

mineral sometimes with a bluish or bronzy

fuadsmeatal funk rose. A zone of faulting

CCD 6d, 1961.

monoclink. A kad gray, bright metallic

plex. Fay.

tion bit to follow portions of the hole

tarnish; f- nd in Romania and Hungary.
Mineralogical Magazine, o. 22, No. 134,

within an orogene separatinf zones of different structural composition. Schiefer-

borehole site without reaming. Also called

September 1931, p. 620.

decker.

drilled by other bits cutting the same X-
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fundamental form. Synonym for unit form.
A.G.I. supp.
fundamental frequency. The lowest component frequency of a periodic quantity.
ASM Gloss.
fundamental jelly. Structure less

colloidal

jelly which forms the base of coals and
assumed to have been produced by the
decay of plant materials. Tomkeiell, 1954.

fundamental mode of vibration. That mode
of a system having the lowest natural frequency. H&G.

fundamental particle. Synonym for elementary particle. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
fundamental rocks. Those rocks forming the
foundation, substratum, basis, or the support of other rocks. Now not used. Fay;
Hess.

fuNdamental strength. a. The maximum

stress that a substance can withstand, re-

gardkss of time, under given physical

conditions, without rupturing or plastically
deforming continuously. Billings, 1954, p.

24. b. The load at which creep begins.
A.G.I. c. In rock mechanics, it it generally considered to be equivalent to the

yield point, for most rock materials. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
fundamental substance. Same as fundamental
jelly; carbihumin. Tomkeieff, 1954.
fungus. A plant not possessing roots, stems.

or leaves, without chlorophyll, and typically growing on live or dead organic
matter made by other plants. The group
includes fungi

that cause decay, fungi

that cause diseases, and common molds.
I.C. 8075 1962, p. 63.
fungus subterraneus. An old name for elaterite. Tomkeieff, 1954.

funkular railway. A railway which nego-

tiates a steep gradient, and where the cars
are operated by cables and winches Ham.
funnel. The gate or pouring hole of a mold.
Standard, 1964.
funnel box. A square funnel forming one of
a series of gradually increasing size, for
separating metal-bearing slimes according
to fineness. Standard, 1964. See also spitzkasten. Fay.
funnel brkk. Funnel shaped fire clay piece
used in the bottom-pour ingot assembly to
lead metal to the fountain brick. See also

bottom-pour ingot asymbly. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
funnel intrusion. Synonym for
A.G.!.

furnaces
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fundamental form

lopolith.

funnel joint. A joint in a system of joints
that are mote or less concentrically arranged about some center and the Joints
dip toward the center. A.G.I.
funnel pluton. A pluton having the general
shape of an inverted cone. Most funnel

plutons consist of layered gabbroic rocks.
G.S.A. Mem. 5, 1937 p. 92.
funnel sea. A gulf or 1;ay, which is narrow

at its head and wide at its mouth and

from its head to its
which deepens ra
mouth. It resemb?idly
es a funnel split lengthwise. For example, the Guif of California,
the Bay of Biscay, and the Bay of Fundy.
A.G.I.
fun-tvo-ka. Coolies cooperativeiy working tin
mines or other projects, in Malaya. Hess.

OCH:CHCH:CCHO; changes to reddish
brown upon exposure to light and air; and
has a penetrating odor somewhat similar
to that of benzaldehyde. Furfural forms
condensation products with many types of
compounds; for example, phenol, amines,
and urea; soluble in alcohol, in ether, and
in benzene; 8.3 percent soluble in water at
20' C; specific gravity, 1.1398 (at 20' C,

referred to water at 4' C); melting point,

38.7' C; and boiling point, 161.1' C

(at 760 mm.) Used in bituminous or concrete road construction and in the refining of rare earths and metals. CCD 6d,

1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. C-333.
furfuraldebyde. See furfural. CCD 6d, 1961.
forge.. A round rod used for sounding a
bloomery firr. Fay.
furious cross-lamination. Foreset beds which
are themselves crossbeddeo. Also called
doubly cross-laminated. Pettijohn.

furlong, a unit of distance that equals one
eighth statute mile; 40 rods; 220 yards;
or 201.17 meters. Webster 3d.

furnace. a. A structure in which, with the
aid of heat so produced, the operation of
roasting, reduction, fusion, steam-gcneration, desiccation, etc., arc carried on, or,
as in some mine:, thc upcast air current is

heated, to facilitate its ascent and thus aid
ventilation. Fay. b. Eng. A large coal firr
at or near the bottom of an upcast shaft,
for producing a current of air for ventilating a mine. Fay. c. Anthracite mines formerly were ventilated by a furnace erected
at the bottom of an air shaft. Being lighter,
the heated column of air rose and the other
air taking its place produced the necessary
ventilation through the mine. Korson. d.
Structure in which materials are exposed
to high temperatures. Fuels used to maintain this include alcohols, paraffins, gas,
coal, hydrogen, electricity, wood and sul-

fur. A furnace

is

batch type when its

contents are treated in successive charges.
and continuous when a stream of material

through, being changed during
transit. The main types arc the arc, which

passes

uses the heat of an electric arc; the blast
furnace, the crucible furnace, a laboratory appliance for heating small charges,
or, if large, for melting metals held in
bigger crucibles; the induction furnace,
heated by electrically induced currents;
the muffle, in which

the

material is

placed in a sleeve not in direct contact

with the heating atmosphere, so that close
control of entering and departing gas is
possible; the reverberatory, in which heat
developed on the roof is reflected on to a
horizontal bed below; the revolving fur-

nace, a horizontal cylinder; a roasting
furnace in which material is oxidized,
kilned to drive off carbon dioxide or
heated to remove moisture. See also
cupola; converter. Proyor, c. Either thc
combustion space in a fuel burning device

or a direct fired air heater. In the latter
case, not to be confused with a boiler.

salts and other material (sediment) upon

Strock, 10.
furnace, box. See box furnace. ASTM
C286-65.
furnace brazing. Brazing in a furnace. ASM

hoar. Port. To bore or drill for a blast. Fay.
hook. Branching like a fork; forked. Webster 3d.
fortural; turfuraidebyde. When very pure, a
colorless mobile liquid; C4H1OCHO or

furnace bridge. A barrier of firebricks or an
iron-plate chamber filled with water,
thrown across the furnace at the extreme
end of the fire bars to prevent fuel from
being carried into thc flues and to quicken

fur; furring. Eng. A deposit of chemical
f he inner sides of pumps, boilers, etc. Fay.

Gloss.

the draft by contracting the section of tlycurrent of hot gas. Fay.
furnace burner unit. Warm air furnace sold
integrally with the burner. &rock, 10.
furnace cadmia. See furnace cadmium. Bennett 2d, 1962.
furnace cadmium; furnace cadmia. The zinccadmium oxide which accumaltes in the
chimneys of furnaces smelting zinciferous
ores. Fay.
furnace charger. a. A weighing apparatus for
feeding into a furnace mouth the proper
proportions of ore, fuel, ctc. Standard,
1964. b. In the iron and steel industry, a

laborer who operates a compressed air-

driven arm to push stock steel rails into a
heating furnace. See also charging man.
D.O.7'.1.; D.O.T. SuPp.
furnace chrome. A mortar material prepared
from finely ground chrome ore, suitable
for laying brick or for patching or daubing
in furnaces. NW.

furnace coal. As applied to anthracite, a
formerly used term for broken coal. See

also anthracite sizes. Hess.
furnace, continuous. See continuous furnace.
ASTM C286-61T.
furnace conveyor. The conveyor which

moves material through a furnace.

ASA

MH4.1-1958.

furnace gases. See gases, furnace. Hansen.
furnace holding-the-iron. A condition of thc
furnace by reason of which it gives much
less than normal amount of iron at casting
although the feeding may have been regular. The taphole runs iron slowly, and the
anicunt of cinder is somewhat scanty.
Compare furnace losing-the-iron. Fay.
furnace linings. Refractory materials used to
protect the walls of the furnace from reac-

tion with its molten contents (abrasive,

melting or chemical). Three divisions are
(1) acid refractories rich in silica (flint,
ganister, fire clay), which react with basic
oxides; (2) neutral refractories (chromitc,
graphite) and, (3) basic refractories, rich
in oxides of calcium and magr.esium, and
low in silica. Pryor, 3.

furnace losing-the-iron. Escape of iron from

the hearth of a blast furnace into the

foundation beneath,

indicated by de-

creased quantity of iron at casting, and
appearance of slag at tapping hole. Fay.
furnace magnesite. A mortar material pre-

pared from finely ground dead-burned
magnesite, suitable for use as a joint ma-

terial in laying magnesite brick, and for
patching or daubing furnace masonry.
HW.

furnaceman. One whose sole occupation is
to attend a furnace. Fay. See also teaser.
furnace, porcelain enamellnig. The types and
capacities of enameling urnaces are numerous. Among those in use are the continuous, box, fullmuffle, and semimuffle
furnaces. Fuels commonly used are coal,
gas, oil, and electricity. Used for properly

fusing enamel on enamel ware at

1

the

temperature specified and in the time required. Hansen.

furnace refining. Purification of molten metal

by treatment in a reverberatory furnace;
term is most commonly used in connection

with the refining of copper. Bennett 2d,
1962.

furnace repairman. See bricklayer. D.O.T.].

furnace na-out table. See run-OUt table.
ASA MH4.1-1958.

Weans. See box furnace; continuous furnace; continuous tank furnace; direct-

fired furnace; end-fired furnace: end-port

1

furnace*
pot furnace, recasperatise furnace; regenerative furnace; semimuffle furnace; side-fired furnace, side-port furnace;
furnace
tube

furnace; U-type furnace. ACSG,

1063.

furnace sand; ke land. Sand used to line
furnace bottoms or walls, particularly in
open-hearth steel furnaces. CCD 6d, 1961.
furnace shaft. An upcast shaft used in mine

ventilation where a furnace is

fused-easa brick
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employed.

some authors. Set

also furrow

flute cast.

Pettsjoka.

furrowed. Haying deep grooves or stri.ations.
Shipley.

furrow U.S. cant delksk Sate casft andel

cast; ea anark. Cast of furrowlike dep ressions, with up current noses similar to
flute casts, but differ in being much longer

and separated from parallel, adjacent furrows by narrow septa which appear as

furnace sprayer. In ore dressing, smelting,

grooves in the cast. If the up current
terminations are missing, the structure is

inner surfaces of furnace walls and roof

furtherance. a. In coal mining, extra pay-

Fay.

and refining, a laborer who sprays the

with slurry of silica, water, anti fireclay to
protect brick, using compressed-air gun.
Also called slurry man; sprayer. D.O.T.
Supp.
furnace stack.

A chimney built over a fur-

nace for increasing the draught. Fay.

furnace ventilation. A ventilation system of

the earlier days of mining whereby a large

coal fire was kept burning in a furnace
near the bottom of the upcast shaft. The
fire heated and thus reduced the density
of the air with the result that the colder
and heavier air column in the downcast

shaft flowed downwards into the workings

and thus a measure of ventilation was
established. Nelson.

furnace volume. The cubic contents of the
combustion space of a boiler bounded by
the grates, direct heating surface, and
tube sheet. Strock, 10.

furnaclte. Same as fornacite. English.
furnisher. A man who furnishes money or

machinery to a party of miners, and so
becomes entitled to a share of the profits.

Fay.
furreners; foreigners.

Dark, ovoid inclusions
of country rock in granite. Same as

heathen. Arkell.
furring. A method of finishing the inside of

a masonry wall so as to provide an air
space for insulation, to prevent transmittance of moisture; and to level up irregularities in

the wall surface. It may

consist of wood or metal strips attached to

wall to which lath is applied or clay tile
units to which plaster is applied directly.
AOC.
furring brick. Hollow brick for lining or
furring the inside of a wall. Usually of
common brick size, with surface grooved
to take plaster. Fay.
furring tile. Tile for lining the inside of
walls and carrying no superimposed loads.
ASTM C43-65T.
furrow. a. A marking made by glaciers or

called a furrow cast. Pettijolsn.

ment in respect of abnormal working conditions, or made for performance of extra
duties. Pryor, 3. b. Payment for dead work
performed by coal miners. Bureau of Mines
Staff. c. Newc. An extra price paid to
miners when they also haul the coal Fay.

fusaln. a. This term

was introduced by

It is recognized
macroscopically by its black or gray-black
color, its silky luster, its fibmus structure and its extreme friability. It is the
only constituent of coal which marks and

Grand'Eury

in 1882.

blackens objects with which it comes in
contact. Fusain may include a high proportion of mineral material, which
strengthens it and reduces its friability;
it retains, however, its silky luster. In
macroscopic description of seams, only
those bands having a thickness of several
millimeters are recorded. Microscopic examination shows that fusain consists in
the main of fusite. Fusain occurs as wide
bands and lenses in almost all humic coals.
It is widely distributed, but not abundant.

IHCP, 1963, Part I. b. The term was
first used in the United States by J. J.

Stevenson as a synonym for mineral charcoal. In the Thiessen-U.S. Bureau of
Mines system, fusain is a component with

a minimum band width of 37 microns.

Microscopically, fusain closely resembles
wood charcoal, usually being soft, friable,
and black, and disintegrating readily into

a black powder when roughly handled.
A hard variety exists, impregnated with

mineral matter. Examined microscopically

in thin sections fusain is usually opaque
(black) although in very thin sections it
may be slightly translucent and dark red

in color. It frequently shows well-pre-

served plant cell structure in which the
lumens may be empty or may be filled
with mineral matter. As by definition fusain must have a minimum thickness of

floors and the continental platforms. A.G.I.

e. A depression between beach ridges.
Also called a swale or a slash. A.G.I.

furrow cast. a. An impression on the under-

side of a sedimentary rock layer of a furrow in the surface of the underlying bed.
A.G.1. Supp. b. Rill mark and load-casted
longitudinal ripple mark according to
264-972 0-68-31

20,000 feet per second. These high speeds
have special value in simultaneous firing
right through the charge. Electric fuse is
of wire, melting when zxcessive current
passes through the circuit in which it is
incorporated, thus cutting off the supply
a electricity and preventing further damage through overload or overheating.
Prycr, 3. d. A slow-burning traia of powder used in blasting operations. Hudson.
e. Can. Casing prepared with combustible

materials by which dynamite

is deto-

nated. Fusing is term applied to fighting

fuse. Also called spitting. Hoffman. f. See
detonating fuse; safety fuse. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 6. g. An overcurrent protective
device with a circuit-opening fusible mem-

ber directly heated and destroyed by the
passage of overcurrent through it. U.S.
Bu. Mines Fed. Mine Safety Code-Bit.
Coal & Lignite Mines, Pt. I Underground
Mines, Oct. 8, 1953. h. To liquefy by
means of heat; to melt. Kinney.
fuse auger. An instrument for regulating the
time of burning of a fuse by removing a
certain portion of the composition. It has
a moveable graduated scale which regulates the depth to which the auger should
penetrate. Standard, 1964.
fuse blasting cap. A small cylinder of copper, closed at one end and charged with
a fulminate. The end of the fuse is inserted in this cap, for firing a charge.
Stauffer. See also detonator.
fuse cutter. In metal mining, one who cuts
blasting fuse to standard lengths; inserts
fuse in open end of detonators or caps,

and attaches it by squeezing the open ends

with a pair of crimpers (special pilers).
D.O.T.1.

alumina. Aluminum oxide,
Bureau of Mines Staff.

A1203.

fused-alumina brick. Refractories composed

centimeters thick and 3 to 4 meters or
more long (lenses). It is widely distrib-

fused aluminas.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b. A scratch or
a groove resulting from the digging out of
material, as on a fault surface. A.G.I. c.
A relatively narrow but sharp downwarp.
A true geosyncline, part of the welts and

comparison to the ordinary, more or less
equidimensional depressions of the ocean

and has a burning speed of 17,000 feet
per second. Cordtex and Primacord are
wrapped in textile, and have a speed of

tritus. Fusain occurs as microscopically.
fine inclusions, but also in much grosser

form as bands and lenses up to 15 to 20

or the geanticlinal-geosynclinal
couples. A.G.I. d. An elongated depression
in the earth's crust of a depth excessive in

so doing to convey heat into an explo..
sive charge. The miner's safety fuse, insented by Bickford in 1831, is either slow
or instantaneous. In it a fabric cover
encloses a train of combustible material.
The detonating fuse (Cordeau dentonant)
is trinitrotoluene in a thin lead sheath,

fused

by faulting. A plowed depression of linear
dimesions, but wider than a line, and hol-

furrows

to
tube containing a compound designed
burn at a regulated linear speed, and in

37 microns, fragments of fusinite less than

37 microns are counted as opaque at-

lowed out by the removal of material.

with or V IlthOut a blasting cap. fey. b.
Any of various devices, as a tube, casing,
cord. (ir the like, filled or impregnated
with cornbustibk matter, or a kind of
detonator, by means of which an explo.
sive charge is ignited. Webster 2d. c.

uted in the humic coals of the Carboniferous but only in small quantities. IHCP,
1963, part I. c. Coal material having the
appearance and scructure of charcoal. It
is friable, sooty, generally high in ash
content, and consists mainly of fusite.
A.G.I. Supp.
fusainization; fusainisation. The formation

mainly of electrically fused alumina. Bureau of Mines Staff.

Are usually produced by
heating a mixture of calcined bauxite

coke and iron borings to above 3,600° F
in an electric arc furnace. Some TiO, may
be added to increase grain toughness. Tab-

ular and fused aluminas are available in
grain sizes from one-half inch to minus
325 mesh. Lee.

fused bath electrolysis. Extraction of metals

by electrolytic decomposition of their fused

of fusain. Tomkeieff, 1954.
fuse. a. A core of black powder wrapped

salts; extraction of metals from electro-

tween each, or on the outside, to pro-

fused beryl. Same as beryl glass. ShiPley.
fused-cast brick. Electrocast brick. Bureau

with hemp or cotton threads or tape, with
various waterproofing compounds bevide a uniform burning speed of the powder core for the firing of explosives, either

lytically decomposable

compounds dis-

solved in substances inert under the conditions of electrolysis. Bennett 2d, 1962.

of Mines Staff.

fused-east rein/Swim Refractories formed
PP, electrical fusion followed by casting
and annealinir HiSP
famed cement. See alurniaous

cement. Hest

fused elestrolyle. Molten compound which
conducts and is decomposed by electricity;

used in the manufacture of such metals

as aluminum. magnesium, sodium, and calcium. Bennett 2d. 1962.
fused assgassia Fused electric furnace mag-

nesia. not subject to grain growth. Bureau of Mine, Staff.

fused alp. A terminal connection, with a
fuse. used -xi portabk electrical mining
machinery. Greve.
fused quartz; qui Is glass. A term commonly

used to denote the transparent form of
silica glass made from clear pieces of

quartz as contrasted to fused silica by
which is ordinarily meant the translucent
or nearly opaque forms made from quartz
sand. Hess.

fused refractories. Refractories in which the
constituents are held together by heating

either to the point of fusion or coalescence. Henderson, p. 265.

fused-salt reactor. A type of reactor that
uses molten salts of uranium
fuel and coolant. LOIL.

for both

fused salts. Salts, that is, ionic compounds,
in the molten state. High temperatures
arc usually involved in maintaining the
molten state. Sodium chloride is the principal ingredient in many fused salts. Used
in the production of alkali metals and
other metals by electrolysis, aluminum,
calcium, sodium, magnesium, titanium,
zirconium, columbian (niobium), and tan-

talum; as a base for circulating liquid

fuels in nuclear reactors; in fluxing and
descaling metals; and as
agents. CCD 6d, 1961.

heat-transfer

fused silica. See silica glass. VV.
fused stone. a. Any gem substitute produced

by means of fusion; especially synthetic
stone or glass. Shipley. b. An assembled
stone such as soldered emerald. Shipley.
fused trolley tap. A specially designed holder

with enclosed fuse for connecting a conductor of a portable cable to the trolley
system or other circuit supplying electric
power to equipment in mines. ASA C42.85:1956.

fuse gage. An instrument for cutting time

fuses to length. Standard, 1964.
fuseheud. That part of an electric detonator
consisting of twin metal conductors,
bridged by fine resistance wire, and surrounded by a bead of igniting compound
which burns when the firing current is
passed through the bridge wire. B.S.36I8,
1964, sec. 6.

fuse lighter. A device for facilitating the

ignition of the powder core of a fuse.

One form is in the shape of a carpet tack
covered with a powder composition; another form is in the shape of a cord, which
when ignited burns and maintains a "coal
of fire" in contact with the exposed powder in the fuse. Fay. See also cheese stick.
South Australia, p. 40.
fuse lock. A friction lock by which a miner
may fire the free end of a blasting fuse
by a lanyard, Standard, 1964.
fuseplug. a. A plug fitted to the fuse hole
of a military projectile to hold the fuse.
Webster 3d. b. A fusible plug that screws
into a receptacle, used as a fuse in electrical wiring. Fay. c. A plug of fusible
mctal inserted in a steam boiler so as to

lusinisation
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fused-east refraetoriei
prever

any danger that might arise from

overheating due to low water. Pay.
The quality of being fusible or
conve rtible from a solid to a liquid by
heat. AdacCrarken.

risibility, coal ads old coke ask The characteristic points of fusibility of a specimen prepared and heated under standard
conditions are deformation temperature,
hembphere temperature, and flow temperature. B.S. 1016, 1961, Pt. 16.

fusibility of clay. The temperature at which
sufficient of its ingredients have fused to
cause the whole mass to lose its shape.
This is really the softening temperature.
Nelson.
fusibility scale. A list of minerals arranged

in the order of their fusibility. The fusi-

bility scale of von Kobel! is; ( I) stibnite; (2) natrolite; (3) almandite; (4)
actinolite; (5) orthoclase; and (6) bronzite.

Fay.

fusible. Capable of being fused; especially,

capable of being liquefied by heat. Webster 3d.

fusible

alloys. Alloys which will melt at

definite low temperatures. Crispin.

fusible metal. Any alloy, usually one containing bismuth, which melts at a comparatively

low

temperature.

Standard,

1964.

fusible plug. An insert of metal with low

melting point placed in boilers, sprinklers
and other devices to melt when the temperature becomes dangerously high, so
that the melting will relieve pressure, allow water flow, or otherwise tend to alleviate the dangerous condition. Strock,

10.
fusible

porcelain. Same as

cryolite glass.

Standard, 1964. Also called hot-cast por-

celain. Fay.
fusible quartz. Eng. A term occasionally ap-

plied by the older mineralogists to ob-

megaspores.
lfustniJed tissue is
rare Hand specimens of this type of coal
are black, homogeneous in appearance.

sional

and break with a block fracture. The
coal has low ash Fusinito-collinite coal
occurs as thin bands in seams or differem
geological age. is noncaking, and is used,
like other fusinitic types of coat, as fuel.

IIICP. 1963, part I.
fusiakolosttellsile coal. This coal consists
of more than 50 percent of relatively fine,
more or less fusinized fragments of tissues
exhibiting weakly defined cell structure or
complete lack of structure. It may also
contain subordinate microcomponents of

the vitrinite and liptinite groups. Hand

specimens are. black and matt, very friable, and of fibrous structure. The ash is
always low. Fusinito-posttelinite coal occurs in seams of different geological age,
and is particularly common in the lower
Jurassic in beds up to one meter or more
thick. These coals are noncaking and are

chiefly used as fuels in briquette form.

IHCP, 1963, part I.

fusinito-precollinite coal. This coal consists
of more than 50 percent of an accumulation of very fine, virtually structureless,
fragments of tissue more or less fusinized

which appear in transmitted light as a

or opaque micrinite
groundmass. Coarse fragments of tissue are
semitranslucent

rare. Because they are closely packed the

more or less opaque microcomponents form a dark background when viewed in
thin section. Numerous microspores and
cuticles, as well as scattered resin bodies,
platelike cells from cortical tissue, streaks
of translucent collinite and fine inclusions of gclified structured components

show up well against the dark background. Hand specimens of this type of
coal arc black and matt or semimatt,
homogeneous, or finely striated with a

sidian. Fay.

fibrous structure; the ash is low. Fusinito-

canic bomb shaped like a spindle and

mon in the lower Jurassic as beds up to
1 meter thick. It is a noncaking coal and

fusiform. Shaped like a spindle, tapering
toward each end. Webster, 3d.
fusiform bomb. A type of rotational vol-

precollinite coal occurs in seams of different geological age and is particularly com-

usually bearing an ear at each end. Synonym for spindle-shaped bomb. A.G.I.

is used chiefly as fuel in briquette form.

fusing point. The degree of heat at which
any substance begins to melt or liquefy.
Hansen. See also melting point.
fusinite. a. A constituent showing well-defined cellular structure of wood or sclerenchyma. The cell cavities vary in size and

shaperound, oval, or elongated. Bogen

structure is common. Occurs as discrete
lenses, thin partings or bands, and as small
dispersed fragments; is widely distributed;
common. The physical and chemical properties of fusinite vary only slightly in coals

of different rank, and consequently its
technological properties are fairly con-

stant. IHCP, 1963, Part I. b. The major

maceral, or micropetrologic constituent of
fusain. It consists of wood (xylem or lignified tissue) of which very little is left
but woody tracheids or thick-walled elements so highly carbonized as to contain

only traces of ulmins. A member of the

inertite group. A.G.1.; A.G.1. Supp.
fusinito-collinite coal. This type of coal consists of more than 50 percent of material
(micrinite) which is opaque or only semitranslucent in transmitted light. Gelified
inicrocomponents are present in only small
quantities. Components witn recognizable

form are mainly microspores and occa-
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IHCP, 1963, Part I.
fusinito-telinite coal. This type coal consists
of more than 50 percent of coarse stem

and rhizome tissues which have been meta-

morphosed into fusinite and semifusinitc,
and show well-defined cell structure. By
transmitted light it is reddish brown to

dark brown or black. The fragments of
stem tissue arc generally closely packed

forming, as it were, aggregates. In a number of instances fusinito-telinite is bounded
by bands of vitrite; occasionally it is embedded in a homogeneous groundmass

(collinite). Isolated microspores, cuticles
and resin bodies also occur in this type
of coal. The parent material of this type
of coal was wood tissue. Hand specimens
are black and matt, rather friable and
soft, with a distinctive fibroi!s structure.
Fusinito-telinite coals invariably have low
ash and occur in seams of any geological

age, being particularly common in the
lower Jurassic in seams up to 100 meters
thick. These coals are noncaking and arc
used chiefly as fuels in briquette form.

IHCP, 1963, part I.

fuslnIzatIon. The process

in

coalification

which results in the formation of fusain.
See also coalification. Compare incorporation; vitrinization. A.G.I.

-

fusluoid
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hrimaid. Fusion and walla/ material in coot
A G 1 Slopp

balsa. a. the set or the process of

lying or renderina plague by heat.
transition 01 a substance from the solid
state to

the liquid

state

Synonym for

duetted dowawajd against the rock,
superheating a circular area. A fonow-

trig frt of water cools the heated roils
caunng it to contract and span, at:, if
partially molten, to granulate. The resulting steam evacuates the spall from

Wee.oter 3d. b. The quality or
state of lf.swinst induced by this process.
A union by melting. A combination of

the hole aad also keeps the burner from
melting. Also commonly, although incorrect4, called jet piercing. See also Linde

ing together. For example, cement is a
fusion formed from exact proportions of
shale and limestone. Webster 3d. c. The
union of atomic nuclei to form heavier
nuclei, resUlting in the release of enormous quantities of energy when certain
light elements unite, as in the combination of heavy-hydrogen nuclei to form
helium nuclei that takes plate in the sun
or in a hydrogen bomb. Also called nu-

fuslots-pierdog drki. A machine- designed to

melting

ingredients achieved by heating and mix-

clear fusion. Contrasted with fission. Webster 3d.
fusion button test. See button test. ACSB-3.
fusion cast basalt. An abrasion resistant

material made by fusing natural basalt

and casting the molten material into molds
to form blocks. Having a Mohs' hardness

of 8 to 9 and a crushing strength of 70,-

000 pounds per square inch, these blocks

can be used for industrial flooring and
also, the lining of bunkers, chutest and
other equipment where abrasion is se-

vere. Dodd.
fusion casting. A process for the manufacture of refractory blocks and shapes of
low porosity and a high degree of crystallinity; the refractory batch is electrically
fused and, while molten, is cast into a

mold and carefully cooled. The usual types

of fusion cast refractory are those consisting of mullite, corundum, and zirconia,

in various proportions; such refractories
find considerable use as tank blocks for
glass-melting furnaces. Dodd.
fusion flow. The relative flow of various
glasses or frits in the molten state. ASTM
C286-65.

fusion flow test. A method for the evalua-

tion of the fusion flow properties of a

vitreous enamel or of a glaze. Dodd.
fusion method. A method used to remove
certain impurities from diamond comen-

trate with a particle size of 0.5 to 1.0

millimeter. The material, mixed with 10
times its weight of flake caustic soda, is
placed in crucibles and put in a furnace
where a temperature of 650° C is maintained for 45 minutes. After furnacing,

the material is rinsed to remove the caustic soda and boiled in a glass beaker
containing a solution of 1 part hydrochloric acid and 4 parts water. After further rinsing, the diamond, free from satellites, is dried on a hotplate. I.C. 8200,
1964, p. 75.
fusion of clay. The stage on heating a clay

when the material is changed from the

to the liquid state, but complete
liquefaction occurs so gradually with most
clays that a fusion range and not a fusion
point is obtained. Nelson.
fusion piercing. A method of producing vertical blastholes by virtually burning holes
in rock. The burning device is essentially
a long blowpipe consisting of three tubes
solid

equipped with jets at the bottom end.

Two of the tubes carry kerosine and oxygen which, when jetted together and ignited, generate a flame having a tempera-

ture of about 4,000° F. This flame

is

drill. Long.

use the fusion-piercing mode of produring holes in rock. Sometimes incorrectly
called a jet drill. Also called Linde drill.

See also fusion piercing. Long.

ina takes place. Most refractory mate-

rials have no definite melting points, but
soften gradually over a range of temperatures. HW.
fusion tedooite. Igneous rock consolidated
from a flowing magma. G.S.A. Mem. 6,
1938, p. 40.
fusion test. See pyrometric cone equivalent;
button test. A.R.1.
fusion test, button. See button test. ASTM
C286-65,
fusion welding. Welding, without pressure,

in which a portion of the base meta/ is

melted. ASM Gloss.

fusion zone. The area of base metal melted

as determined on the cross section of a

weld. ASM Gloss.
fusite. a. In 1955 the Nomenclature Sub-

committee of the International Committee for Coal Petrology resolved to use
this term for the microlithotype consisting
principally of the macerals fusinite, semifusinite and sclerotinite. Two varieties of
fusite are distinguishablea fragile and
powdery fusite and hard consolidated fusite in which the cavities are filled by
minerals,

vitrain with vitrain being predominant

( lleerkn Comm. of 1935). Comps,*

vitrofusain. A.G I. b. Coal consisting of a

mixture of vitrain with fusain /raiment,.
A.G.1.

fueovitrite. A type of coal intermediate between fusite (predominating) and vitrite.
See also fusoclarite. Tomkeiti, 1954.
fusolisei furnlinid. a. Any of an important
moup of extinct, marine, one-celled animals (class Sarcodina, phylum Protcraoa)

fusion point. The temperature at which melt-

various

aad bream with Wain being predominant.
A G.I.
fissositenin. a. Preferred. Coal consistiag of
matenal transitional between fusain and

carbonates,

sulfides,

kaolin, and other clay minerals. Wide.ly
distributed, but in general not abundant.
Occurs in fine bands and lenses of varying thickness. The soft variety of fusite
concentrates in the very fine particle sizes.

Hard fusite distributes itself in various

sizes (depending on the thickness of the
original bands or lenticles in the seam),
but not in the fines. This form of fusite is
usually discarded in the middlings and refuse. IHCP, 1963, part I. b. A coal microlithotype containing 95 percent or more
fusinite, plus semifusinite, plus sclerotinice. Schielerdecker; A.G.I. Supp. c. Synonym for fusain. A.G.I. Supp.

fusitoid. A fusitlike material found in dull

coal in patches and streaks. Tomkeieff,

that have left an extensive fotsil record
for late Paleozoic time. Owing to their

small size, they are easily recovered from

well cuttings and have proved to te of
great value in the correlation of sedimentary rocks. Stokes and ;fames, 1955.
b. Any fossil belongbig to one of the sev-

eral genera of the Fusulinidae; a foraminifer shaped like a grain of wheat.
Fusulinids are important index fossils, or

guide fossils, in the Pennsylvanian and
Permian systems. A.G.1. Supp.

Futuran. A trademark name for a phenol
aldehyde plastic; used as imitation amber.
Shipley.

future ore. See possible ore. Forrester, p. 554.
fuze. Pronounced as though spelled "fuzee."

Originally the device used for exploding
the charge in a projectile and later used
as a designation for an electric blasting
cap. Now known as an electric blasting
cap. A variation of fuse. Fay.

fuzze. Eng. Straws, reeds, or hollow vegetal
substances filled with powder. See also fuse,
a. and b. Fay.

fuzzy texture. A defect characterized by a
myriad of minute bubbles, broken bubbles,

and dimples in the porcelain enamel surface. ASTM C286-65.

fe Abbreviation for fluid volume. BuMin

Style Guide, p. 59.

Fyrite. A trade name for a portable instrument for measuring the carbon dioxide
content of air. The air, particularly flue
gas, is pumped into the instrument by a
rubber bulb, is trapped, and the Fyrite
is turned bottom-side up and back again.
This causes a solution of caustic soda to
mix with the gas sample and combine with

the CO:, causing a decrease of gas vol-

ume so that the fluid is drawn up into
a graduated tube in a quantity proportionate to the CO, absorbed, al4c1 the per-

centage of CO, can be read directly from
a scale.

Hess,

1954.

fusoclarain. A coal rock type consisting of
the macerals fusinite and vitrinite, and it
may contain all other macerals. Fusinite
is present in a smaller quantity than in
clarofusain. ComPare clarofusain. A.G.I.
fusoclarite. A type of coal intermediate between fusite (predominating) and darite.
TomkeieS, 1954.
fusoduraln. a. Durain in which much of the
microconglomeratic elements
fusain. Compare durofusain.

consist

of

A.G.I. b.

Judged obsolete by the Heerlen Congress
of 1935. A.G.I.
fusotelnin. a. Coal consisting of a mixture of

telain with minute inclusions of fusain.
Compare telofusain. A.G.I. b. Accepted

by the Heerlen Congress of 1935 to designate material transitional between telain

.
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g a. A unit of force applied to a body at
rest equal to the force exerted on it by
gravity. One of several such units applied to a body when accelerated; for
example, when an airplane pulls out of
a dive or makes a sharp turn. Webster 3d.

b. (1) Abbreviation for gravity; acceleration due to gravity; acceleration of gravity.

GPO Style Manual, I. 157; Zim-

merman, pp. 51, 129. (2) Designation

for gravity in formulas. A.G.I. c. Abbreviation for gram. BuMin Style Guide, p.
59. d. Abbreviation for grain in weight.
Webster 3d. e. Abbreviation for gage (or
gauge). Also abbreviated G. Zimmerman,
p, 49. f. Abbreviation for gauss. Webster

Id

g

Abbreviation fur vibes's. Zimmer-

Man. # 50. h. Abbrevi.stion tV Ink geoup.

Wfb our /d. i. As A subscript, the symbol
for saturated vapor; dry saturated vapor.
Zonmernsaa, pp 94, 11% j Symlva for
radius of wire Zimmerman, p. 120. It.
iimotic coefficient. ZimmerSymbol f

mem p. 77,

a a. Symbol /Jr gravity; standard eravity

ii

the at riaasphere ; gravitational accekration;
acceleration due to gr.wity ; acceleration -of

eravity. The acceleration of gravity equals
980.66S centimeters per second per second,

or per second squared (cm see'll. The
acceleration of free fall is represented by
(minus itr.! . Handbook of
the symbol

Ctemistry and Phytics, 4.5rh ed.. 1964,
F-99; Zimmerman. pp. 145, 150, 174.

p.
b.

Symbol for electric conductance. Zimmerman, pp. 132. 154. c. Symbol br Gibbs'
function (or thermodynamic potential):

Gibbs' function per atom; Gibbs' function
per molecule; Gibbs' function per mole;
Gibbs' function per unit mass. Zimmerman,
pp. 157. 174.
G a. Symbol for gravity; accekrat:on due to
gravity; gravitation co.tstant ; Newtonian

gravitational constant. Handbook ol Chem-

istry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-97;
Zimmerman,

pp.

gagatization
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197, 204. h. Abbreviation

for gram. Zimmerman, p. 204. c. Abbreviation for gas. Zimmerman, p. 49. d. Abbre-

viation for gold, but the chemical symbol
Au is generally used. Webster 3d. c. Abbreviation for gravel. Zimmerman, p. 51. f.
Symbol for conductance; ekctric conductance. Zimmerman, p. 28. g. Abbreviation
for the prefix giga- which multiplies the
basic unit that follcws by 1 *oillion or by
10'. BuMin Style Guide, p. 62. h. Abbreviation for Greenwich (England) time, which
is the time at the Prime Meridian. Zimmerman, pp. 51, 386. i. Abbreviation for glass.

Zimmerman, p. 214. j. Abbreviation for
gulf; Gulf. Also abbreviated g. Webster 3d.

k. Symbol for total sediment discharge.
Zimmerman, p. 36. I. A phase designation

in earthquake seismology and which is ap-

plied to Love waves of very long period
(from 25 seconds to several minutes),

which, when detectable, are the first (fastest) surface waves on seismograms of dism. Symbol for
tant earthquakes.
modulus of elasticity in shear. Zimmerman,

pp. 40, 70. n. Symbol for mass velocity.
Zimmerman, p. 115. o. Abbreviation for
generator. Zimmerman, p. 50. p. Symbol
for diameter of wire. Zimmerman, p. 120.

q. Abbreviation for grid, grid of a vacuum
tube. Zimmerman, pp. 51, 204. r. Symbol
for Gibbs' function (or thermodynamic
potential). Also given as g. Zimmerman,
pp. 50, 108.
G a. Symbol for gravitational constant ; Newtonian gravitational constant. Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
F-99; Zimmerman, p. 157. b. Symbol for
specific gravity. Zimmerman, p. 175. c. As
a subscript, the symbol for gas or vapor.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ed., 1964, p. F-99; Zimmerman, p. 168.
d. Symbol for gravel. Zimmerman, p. 340.
e. Symbol for conductance; electric con-

ductance. Zimmerman, pp. 152, 254. f.
Symbol for total sediment discharge.
Zimmerman, p. 185. g. Symbol for

rigidity; modulus of elasticity in shear;

shear modulus of elasticity; shear modulus.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. F-99; Zimmerman, pp. 154,
165, 183 , 368. h. Symbol for mass velocity;

MAU- duly ;Yf unit

4'

rou-sec meal

arra per

unit time. Zinsmorrnas, pp. 175, 367. i
Symbol for Gibbs' free energy; Gibbs' function t ot thermodynamic potential) ; Gibbs'

foneiion per mole; total value of Cobb.'

function. Also the rembol for Gibbs' function per mole has the subscript M. as Gr.

Handbook of Chemistry and Phyrier, 450
ed.. 1964, p. F-98; Zimmerman, pp. 141,
157, 170, 174.
p Abbreviation for gage (or gauge). Webster 3d.

Ga Chemical symbol for Fallium. Handbook

ol Chemistry and Phystes, 43th ed.. 1964.
p. 8-1.

pb. A hook; specifically, in steam engines,
the hook on an eccentric rod, catching on
the rockshaft pin, in a valve motion.

Standard, 1964.

gabble. Scot. A hook on the end of a chain
or rope; a coupling. Fay.
gabbro. a. A fine to coarse, dark-colored crys-

gsddin
sv, gaatdm4 issach.ne Standard.
/
gaeillg eedlikee. slot gadder Fry
aadast. A tool for holding the stern of a piece

of ware which is in coune of trstamert.
C T.D.

pdellnikt. A black. grrenish-black, or brown,
rare accessory mineral, Yarellea(SiO0s0i.
Crystals often prismatic, rough, and come ;
fracture conchoidal or splintery. Brittle;
luster, vitreous to greasy. A complex silicate

of glucinum, iron, and the yttrium and

cerium rateearth metals. Occurs in pegmatiles. Monoclinic ; weakly radioactive. SanIssrd; Crosby, p. 101 ; Dana 17.
'gadolinium. A rare silvery-white metallic element; trivalent; and a member of the rare

earth group. Only known in combination
and obtained from the same sources as

europium. Symbol. Gd; hexagonal; atomic
number, 64; atomic weight, 157.25; specific gravity, 7.895 and 7.8, dependin5 on

talline igneous rock composed mainly of

form; meltirg point. 1,312' C; boiling

calcic plagiozlase (labradonte or anorthite),
clinopyroxene, and sometimes olivine. Mag-

or reacts slowly with water; soluble in

netite, ihnenite, or both, and apatite are
accessory minerals. A gabbro containing an

orthorhombic pyroxene is called a norite.
Fay. b. A granular igneous rock composed
of calcic plagioclase, pyroxeae, and olivine,
is an olivine gabbro. Bateman. c. A plutonic
rock consisting of calcic plagioclase (commonly labradorite) and chnopyroxene, with
or without orthopyroxene and olivine. Apatite and magnetite or ilmenite are common
accessories. A.G./.

gabbroid. The texture typical of basic plutonic rocks in which completely allotriomorphic grains dominate the fabric. Schieferdecker.
gabbro schist. A gabbroic rock that has been
rendered schistose by cataclasis. See also
flaser gabbro; zobtenite. A.G.J.
gabion. A bottomless wicker cylinder or basket, from 20 to 70 inches in diameter and

from 33 to 72 inches high; used in engineering, when filled with stones, to form
the foundation of a jetty. Standard, 1964.

gablack. Derb. See gavelock. Fay.
gable-bottom car. See mine cars. Lewis, p.
222.

gable-rake tile. The full-flanged tile used at
the verge of open gables. Fay.
gable tile. A roofing tile that is half as wide
again as the standard tile. Gable tiles are
used to complete alternate courses at the
verge of a tiled roof. See also verge. Dodd.
gab lever. A device for disengaging the gab,
on the eccentric rod of a steam engine,
from the rockshaft. Standard, 1964.
gable wall. The charging end wall of a glassmelting furnace. ASTM C162-66.
gabronite. A bluish-gray variety of altered
wernerite. Fay.
gad. a. A steel wedge used in mining. Gordon.
b. A small, steel wedge used for loosening
seamy rock. Stauffer. c. A heavy piece of.

steel, 6 or 8 inches long, with a narrow

chisel point for cutting samples, breaking
out pieces of loose rock, etc. A moil is. a
gad with a round point. Hess. d. A small
iron punch with a wooden handle used to
break up ore. Fay. e. A metal spike. Webster 2d. f. To break or loosen with a gad,
as rock. Webster 3d. g. A percussion drill;
a

jumper. Standard, 1964.

gadder. In quarrying, a small car or platform
carrying a drilling machine, so as to make
a straight line of holes along its course in

getting out dimension stone. Also called
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point, about 3,060' C; insoluble in water
dilute acids; and has the highest neutron

absorption cross section of any known element, 46,00 barns. C.T.D.; Handbook of

Chemistry crid Physics, 45th ed., 19(4, pp.
B-111,8-175.
gadolinium oxide; gadolinia. White; isometric; GcliOs; specific gravity, 7.407 (at
15° C) ; melting point, 2,330' C; slightly
soluble in water; soluble in acids; hygroscopic; and it absorbs carbon dioxide from
the air. Purities up to 99.8 peecent gado-

linium oxide are obtained. Used for nu-

clear-reactor control rods; neutron shields;
catalysts; dielectric ceramics; and special

CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

glassts.

B-175.
gad steel. Flemish steel; so called because
wrought in gads or wedges. Fay.
gae. Scot. A fault, slip, or dike. See also gaw,
a. Fay.
gaffer. The head workman, foreman, or blower
of a glass hand shop. ASTM C162-66.

gaffer hauler. a. E. Wales. A master hauler.
Nelson. b. The man in charge of horse or
or pony traffic between the face and the
mechanical haulageway. C.T.D.
gag. a. Eng. An obstruction in the valve of
a pump which prevents it from working.
Fay. b. A fuller used to straighten railway
rails. Webster 3d. c. Derb. Any piece of

timber used temporarily to reinforce other
timber until proper timbering can be done.
Fay. d. Eng. Chips of wood in a shaft bottom, or sump. Fay. c. A metal spacer to be
inserted, so as to render a floating tool or

punch inoperative. ASM Gloss.
gagarinite. A hexagonal mineral, Na2Ca2Y3Fir..H20 and Na,Ca2Y3(F,C1)iii for the cryptocrystalline variety and the crystalline variety, respectively; color creamy, in some
cases yellowish or rosy; dull to vitreous
luster; occurs in albitized granites and asso-

ciated quartz-microcline veins of one of
the granitic massifs of Kazakhstan and in
analogous rocks of other regions of the
U.S.S.R. Alters easily and is replaced by
aggregates of tengerite, synchisite and yttro-

fluorite. American Mineralogist, V. 47, No.
5-6, May-June 1962, p. 805.
gagat; gagath. German name for jet. Tontkeieff, 1954.
gagatite. Jetlike coalified plant material preserving cellular structures. Tomkeieff , 1954.
gagatization. a. The process of transforming
wood into a dense and pitchlike material.

gagatlaailon
roasAistf. /9454 b. Sometimes applied to
11enote the impregnation, das.ag coal formation, al wood fragments with dissolved
products of plant decomposition. Applied,
though not very correctly. hecaose Ragas,
or jet originates in es %imam way by the
saturation of wood with organic substances,
primarily hydrocarbons. Stutter and Noe.
1940, p. 270.
gap. a. Spae,ng a tracks or wheels. Nrcholi.
b. The nominal size of an aggregate. It is

the miniraum site of sieve through which
at least 95 percent of an aggregate wdl
pass.

Taylor. c. The thickness or diameter

of sheet or wire. The various standards arr

arbitrary and difler, ferrous from nonferrous products and sheet from wire. ASM
Gloss. d. Various instruments used tot
measuring, indicating, or regulating the
capacity, quantity, dimensions, pov.er,
amount,

proportions,

etc., of anything ;

hence a standard of comp:rison. Long.

e. The act or process of accurately aleasuring the diameter, length, thicknets, etc., of
an article. Long. f. The size, amount, pressure, etc., as determined by gage. Long.

g. A guide to determine the size of a
thrown pot. ACSG.
gage cock. A small cock in a boiler at the
waterline, to determine the water level.

Fay.
gaged brick. a. A brick that has been ground
or otherwise produced to accurate dimensions. ACSG, 1963. b. A tapered arch brick.
See also arch brick. ACSG, 1963.
gage diameter. The diamcter of an object as
determined by measurement and/or size as
compared to a standard. Long.
gage door. A wooden door fixed in an airway

for regulating the supply of ventilation
necessary for a certain district or number
of men. Also called regulator. Fay.

gage factor. The percentage change of resistance divided by the percentage strain. For
strain gages in common use this amounts
to about 2.2. Isaacson, p. 210.
gage glass. The glass tube, or pair of flat glass

plates, fitted to a water gage to provide a
visual indication of the water level in the
tank or boiler. See also water gage. C.T.D.

gage height. The elevation of a water surface
above or below a datum corresponding to

the zero of the staff or other type of gage
by which the height is indicated. Seelye, I.
gage length. The original length of that por-

tion of the specimen over which strain,

Galena llsnetoae
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uts t nes, but may be defined
stardord, and narrow Harm
f
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broad,

gag. Ow a. Scot. A standard ring for mesa.,
uring 6ockets ol coal or ore. Fey, b. A circular metal ring, the insiese diameter of
which is a spec ik standard rase. Commonly
produced in sizes corresponding to the
standard outside set diameters oil bits and
reaming shells. Also called gaging ring.

Lony.
gap saver. See dampener, a. Lang.
tome she. The wiJth of a drill bit along the
cutting edge. Nichol,.
nano sloe.. Any onc of several diamonds set

in the crown of a diamond bit in a plane
parallel with and projecting slightly beyond

the inside and/or outside walls of the bit.
Long.
gagger. An irregular-shaped piece of metal

used for reinforcement and support in a
sand mold for metal castings. ASM Gloss.
gaging. a. A heap of rubbish placed at the
entrance of a disused roadway underground. C.T.D. b. S. Staff. A small em-

ban!, -lent of slack or rubbish, at the entrain_ to a heading, to fence it off. Fay.

c. A measurement of discharge correspond-

ing to a certain stage. Seely., I. d. The
recognized term in the building trade for
the addition of an agent to a mix to modify
its properties, notably its set. If cement or
a gypsum plaster (normal or retarded calcium sulfate hemihydrate, for example) is
added to a lime-sand mix to accelerate its
set, the latter is known as a gaged limesand mix or, more specifically, as a limesand mix gaged with cement (or gypsum
plaster). Conversely, if lime is added to
a cement-sand mix to retard its rate of set,
or improve its workability and other properties, the mixture is called a cement-sand
mix gaged with lime. Stowell.

gaging of cement. The process of mixing

cement with water. For the preparation of
a cement paste of standard consistency
prior to testing, British Standard 12 stipulated that the time of gaging shall be 3 to
5 minutes. Dodd.
gaging station. A selected section in a stream
channel equipped wtih a gage and facilities
for measuring the flow of water; a place on
a stream where data is gathered by which
continuous discharge records may be developed. Seelye, 1."

gag press straightener. In the iron and steel
industry, one who straightens steel rails by

gage loss. The diametrical reduction in the
size of a bit or reaming shell caused by
wear through use. Long.

operating a gag press. D.O.T. I.
gahnite. a. A green, zinc-bearing spincl,
ZnAl20i; isometric. Fay. b. Synonym for
idocrase. Hey 2d, 1955. See also zinc
aluminatc.

gage pressure. a. Pressure as read on an ordi-

gahnospinel. A blue magnesium-zinc spinet

change of length, and other characteristics
are measured. ASM Gloss.

nary spring- or Bourdon-type gage. It is
usually expressed in pounds per square
inch. It is the absolute pressure minus that
exerted by the atmosphere. Its abbreviation

is psig (pounds per square inch, gage).
Webster 3d. b. The pressure at a point in
a fluid above that of the atmosphere. Compare absolute pressure. Webster 3d.
gager. In the iron and steel industry, one who
determines whether iron or steel bars,
sheets

or wire are being rolled to plant

specification, so that the rolls may be adjusted to reduce the metal the desired
amount for each pass, using calipers to

check the thickness (gage) of the various
products.

D.O.T. 1.

gage, railway. The distance between the inside edges of rails, which varies in different

containing up to 18.2 percent zinc, approaching gahnite in composition; a gem
from Ceylon. English.

gaillet; galet; gallet. Belg. A local name in
the Borinage district for a coal closely resembling English cannel coal. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
gailletins. Belg. Round coal. Fay.
gain. a. A cutting made in the side of a roadway underground to facilitate the construction of a dam or air stopping. C.T.D. b. A
notch, mortise, or groove (as in a timber

or wall) for a girder or joist. Webster 3d.
c. A crosscut in coal mining. Fay. d. See
closed joint. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p.
877. c. The ratio of the output power,
voltage, or current to the
voltage, or current. H&G.
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input power,

pion ea* pm, sea Shrop. A name of

cowl or coal seam. Tonliesog. 1934
gain gars. Scot. The movable machinery Of
4 mill . going gear. Standard. 1964
gable. Port. A hoisting cage. Fay

phi. Scot. See gkaiat; ilseet coal. Fey

pill coal Scot. See

ghost coal. Tomkeso
1954
ph. a Eng. A journey or trip Fey. b. Eng

Two buckets of water carried by a yoke
on the shoulders. Webster 24.

phe. Eng. Variation of gate; a road. Fay.
gabs. a. A siliceous rock, containing some
clay, found in the Ardennes and Meuse
Valley, France. It has been used as a pozzolana. See also pozzolana. Dodd. b. Finegrained, porous, micaceous sandstone ctin-

tain;n4 much soluble silica. The typical
nize
a variety of the malmstone in the

Upper Greensand. Arkell.
a. Corn. A hard, rusty gossan. Fay. b. A
unit of acceleration that equals I centimeter
per second per second. It is used especially

pl.

to express values of gravity. The word is
not an abbreviation and it should not be
confused with the abbreviation for gallon.
A milligal is 0.001 gal. A.G.1.; Webster 3d.
c. Abbreviation for gallon. BuMines Style
Guide, p. 59.
galactite. A variety of white natrolite occurring in Scotland in colorless acicular crystals. Fay.
galalith. A casein plastic of various colors,
used

in imitations of amber, coral, jet,

ivory, and tortoise shell. Shipley.
Galatom. Trade narne for diatomaceous
earth. Bureau of Mines Staff.
galaxite. A black manianese aluminatc,

MnAl20.; minute grains; isometric. A

From Galax, Alleghany County,
N.C. English; Dana .17, p.601.

spinel.

gal d'' Abbreviation for gallons pci day. Bu-

Min Style Guide, p. 59.

gale. a. Forest of Dean. Land assigned by the

Crown for coal mining; royalty paid for
this assignment; license. The holder is a

Pryor, 3. b. The royalty paid in
English law for the right to work a mine;
also, the right itself. Webster 3d. c. A grant
of land in English law; also, the land
granted. Webster 3d.
galeage; galiage. Eng. Royalty from mineral
land. Fay.
gale alidade. A lightweight compact alidade,
with a low pillar and a reflecting prism
through which the ocular may be viewed
galec.

from above. As used by some geologists, it
is commonly equipped with the Stebinger
drum. See also Stebinger drum. Synonym
for explorer's alidade. A.G.I.

galee. A coal miner having a gale in the

Forest of Dean, England. Standard, 1964.
galeite. A mineral, Na2S0,.Na(F,C1), trigo-

nal; the same as schairerite, but with a
difference in the X-ray pattern, the two

perhaps intergrown as a polycrystal. From
Searles Lake, Calif. Spencer 21, M.M.,
1958.
galena; galenite. A lead sulfide, PbS; the

commonest ore of lead, containing 86.6
percent lead. Occurs as gray cubic crystals,

often associated with zincblencle, in mineralized veins. Argentite, silver sulfide,
which is isomorphous with galena, may be
present to the extent of two or three ounces

per ton, but may rise to 1 percent. When
freshly broken, galena has a bright silvery
appearance, from which it has been called
lead glance. Isometric. Fay; Sanford; A.G.I.
Galena 13mestone. A Silurian formation in

ftorn

galleabitg. Small pieces of rooting tile bedded
in the tap course of single lap ales to give

pcnded nest biettom of -dub during sinking
It carrs.-s pan ut the equipment in use Ansi
t an be raised or lowered Mt requsred during

sulfide,

gaithryware; gallyware. Sixteenth century term

blasting

Ilhsaiss and adjoining tases. Named

Ca krui. Ill. Wo ittsf U.
gaining. Synonym lot galena. Fey
galmolsiamaties.

a. A kad bismuth

galvanizing
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a level bedding foe the ridge tam. Dodd

PbS LA, containing 27.5 percent kad and
55 4 percent biunuth. It is indistinctly crystalline, also massive, foliated, or radiated.
Molts' hardness. 3 to 4, specific gravity,
6.88 to 7.145. A vein mineral from Nordmark, Sweden. An argentiferous variety
from Colorado is known as alaskaite. A
sekniferous variety known as selenbkiwismuthalanz, from Falun. Sweden, carries

12.43 to 13.61 percent selenium, and is perhaps 2PbS.8ia.S.8iaSe.. Heu. b. A lead gray

to tin white metallic mineral with a grayish-black streak ; PbS.BiaSs; Mohs' hard.
ness, 3 to 4; specific gravity, 7.14 to 6,88.

lieu

gating. Royalty. A variation of galeage. Fay.

Gallitzin-type seismograph. A vertical seis-

mograph consisting of a horizontal beam

hinged at one end and weighted at the

other, supported by a spring attached below
the line connecting the hinge and the center of gravity of the weight in order to
lengthen the period (increase thc sensitivity)
of the system. A.G.1.

pll. a. Eng. Rent to the Crown for an area

of mineral property. C.T.D. b. Scot. A dike.

See also gaw; gull. Arkell. c. Layer of

molten sulfates floating upon molten glass
in a tank. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
gallatin. The heavy oil of coal tar used in the
Bethell process for the preservation of timber. Also called dead oil. Standard, 1964.
galleried cave. A cave in which passages occur
at two or more distinct levels. A.G.I.
gallery. a. A horizontal or a nearly horizontal

underground passage, either natural or
artificial. Stokes and Varner, 1955. b. A
subsidiary passage in a cave at a higher
level than the main passage. A.G.I. c. In
mining, a level or drift. Fay. d. A tunnel
or passage in a coal mine. C.T.D. c. A drift

for the early tin-gLued earthenware , the
name derives eitler Iron, M.' importation

of the wan in Meditertanean ealkys or

from the use of the tin-glared tiles in ships'
galleys. Dodd,-

sailiard. Eng. Very hard, close-gramed grit
stone. of which the grains are nearly confluent A rksil.
galliard ban& York. Large ironstone concretions found in sandstone. Arkell.
galling; seizing. a. Developing a condition on
the rubbing surface of one or both mating
parts where excessive friction between high
spots results in localized welding with subsequent spalling and a further roughening
of the surface. ASM Gloss. b. In powder
metallurgy, the impairment of the surface

of a compact and/or the die parts due .o

friction. Rolfe.
saline. Grains and inclusions in germanite.

renierite. blende, and other ore minerals
from Tsumeb, Southwest Africa, contain

copper, gallium, and sulfur, and are identical with artificial CuGaSi; tetragonal, related to chalcopyrite. Also from the Kipushi

mine, Katanga, Republk of the Congo.

The name refers to its being the first mineral with gallium as an essential constituent. Hey M.M., 1961.

gallium. A, rare metallic clement that is widely

distributed in nature but occurs only in

tiny quantities in any of the minerals that
contain it. It occurs in zinc ores, bauxite,
and certain iron ores. Gallium is silvery,
gray, or bluish-white; orthorhombic; and
has the remarkable property for a metal of
melting at about 30 C. Used as a backing
for special optical mirrors; in high-temperature thermometers; and as a nonpoisonous substitute for mercury in dental

alloys. Symbol, Ga; valences, 2 and 3;

advanced gallery. Stauffer. f. A subsurface
collector for percolating water. Seelye, 1.
g. A passageway, as in a dam. Seelye, 1.

atomic number, 31; atomic weight, 69.72;
specific gravity, 5.907 (at 20° C) ; melting
point, 29.78° C; boiling point, 2,403° C;
insoluble in water and in alkalies; and soluble in acids. Gallium, mercury, cesium,

Seelye, 1. i. Underground road. Mason.
gallery furnace. A retort furnace used in the
distillation of mercury. Fay.
gallery of efflux. Eng. A drainage tunnel or

Rolfe; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, pp. B-111, B-175.
gallium arsenide. Dark gray; GaAs; isometric;

or adit. In France, it is another name for
the heading of a tunnel, usually called

h. An underground conduit or reservoir.

adit. Fay.

gallery testing. Gallery testing of explosives
was developed from investigations which

were carried out in the latter part of last
century into the causes of colliery explosions. The testing conditions were designed
to resemble those existing underground as

closely as possible and so thc tubular gallery was devised. The standard tests were
also developed to reproduce what was considered to be the most dangerous condition,

namely, a blownout shot discharging into
the most easily ignited mixture of firedamp
and air. It was felt that the maximum
danger would occur if the flame and hot
gases from the explosives were shot into
the explosive mixture without having to do
any useful work, as the gases from the explosive charge would then be at their maximum temperature and pressure. This test

condition is achieved by firing light charges
without any stemming and heavier charges
with only 1 inch of stemming. McAdam II,

p. 34.
gallery work. Pottery, especially of a coarse
kind. Standard, 1964.

and rubidium are the only metals which
can be liquid near room temperature.

and melting point, 1,240° C. Used in

microwave diodes and in high-temperature
rectifiers and transistors. Lee; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1961 , p.
B-175.

gallium oxide. Gas03; melting point, 1,795°
:12 15° C. Dodd.
gall of glass. A neutral salt skimmed off the
surface of melted crown glass. Also called
sandiver. Fay.

gallon. The standard gallon of the Unitcd

States contains 231 cubic inches, or 8.3359
pounds avoirdupois of distilled water at its

maximum density and at an air pressure
of 30 inches of mercury. The English imperial gallon contains almost exactly 1.2

U.S. gallons. Abbreviation, gal. Webster 3d.

galloper. York. Small vein striking off from

main vein; not a cross thing or a north

vein. Arkell.
Galloway boiler. A steam boiler which differs
from the Lancashire boiler only in the design of the furnace tubes. Nelson.

Galloway sinking and walling stage. See
sinking and walling scaffold. Nelson.

Galloway stage. Multidecked platform sus-

mucking, wall concreting, eti

Pr yor,

PISOWIL N of Ens; A frame propping th-

roof of a mine .onsisting of two upnghts
and a crouptece Standard. 1964.
gallows triune. a Eng. The frame supporting
pulley, over which the hoisting rope
passes to the engine. Ste also headfram,
Fay. b. Th.r incorrect term for headirame
tog Bernealls.
ganows timber. A timber framework or set
for roof support. C.T.D.
gallyware. See galleyware. Dodd.
mime. Synonym for calamine. Hey 2d, 1955.
gal age Abbreviation for gallons per min-

ute. BuMin Style Guide, p. 59.
gal see.' Abbreviation for gallons per second
BuMin Style Guide, p. 59.
gait; putt; golt. a. Eng. See Folkston(' marl.
Fay. b. Firm compact clay; brick clay. Hess.
galvanic cell. A cell in which chemical change
is the source oi electrical energy. It usually

consists of two dissimilar conductors in
contact with each other and with an electrolyte, or of two similar conductors in con-

tact with each other and with

dissimilar

electrolytes. ASM Gloss.
galvanic corrosion. a. Corrosion associated

with the current of a galvanic cell con-

sisting'of two dissimilar conductors in an
electrolyte or two similar conductors in dissimilar electrolytes. Where the two dissimi-

lar metals are in contact, the resulting

reaction is referred to as couple action.
ASM Gloss. b. The corrosion above normal
corrosion of a metal that is associated with

the flow of current to a less active metal
in the same solution and in contact with
the more active metal. WOG. c. The corrosion of the anodic (Electronegative)
member of the galvanic couple that is related to the galvanic current by Faraday's
law. BuMines Bull. 619, 1964, p. 106.
galvanic couple. This usually consists of two
dissimilar metals in electrical contact with
each other and with an electrolyte. BuMines Bull. 619, 1964, p. 106.
galvanic electromagnetic methods. Electrical
exploration methods in which electric current is introduced in the ground by means
of contact electrodes and in which one
determines the magnetic field that is associated with the current. Schieferdecker.
galvanic series. A series of metals and alloys
arranged according to their relative electrode potentials in a specified environment.
Compare electromotive series. ASM Gloss.
galvanize. To coat with zinc. Fay.
galvanized iron. Sheet iron with a coating of
zinc. Nelson.

galvanized rope. Rope made of wires that
have been galvanized or coated with zinc
to protect them from corrosion. Zern.
galvanized sheets. Iron or steel coated with
zinc. Fay.

galvanized wire. Zinc-coated wire. Ham.
galvanizing; hot dip galvanizing. Immersion
of clean steel or iron in bath of molten zinc
for purpose of forming a protective coating.
This sacrificial coating causes the zinc to be
preferentially corroded when the clad metal
is in contact with an electrolyte. Sherardizing is process of heating iron articles with

zinc duct to temperature where a strong
adherent coating is formed. Electrolytic
galvanizing is the electrodeposition of
a suitable metal (for example, zinc, or tin)
on the iron. Pryor, 3.

v ammeter
gahatoosertar. .es instrument fit measucag
A small -Ie. tei . current or foe detecting its
presence or as direction by means of the
menemenb of a magnetic needle or of a
clisl in a magnetic firkl that irgisters usu
Ala on s WAle r.r by
moving bram of
light reflected from a mirror attached to thr
tu-edle or the coil
Warts,' 7d, String
(wiry ) or mirror galvanometers are used
in oscillographs and other instruments of
s

applied geophysics. A.0 I.
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obtained when a suitable detector is ncovyil

itic gravity, 4 0, refractive index (single ;

1 PI t4Alith A borehole bsetaisto of Pertio/sisest.

1.79 so I H4 . birelnstgrnre appronimatel.

/96/.
itaatawray burr. Synonym for gamma-ray
probe Long

pinata-ray logikg. a. The. as t or procrss of
obtaining, by means of a gantrna-ray probe,

a record of the intensities of gamma rays
emitted by the rock strata penetrated bv
borehole. Compare electronic logging.
Long b. This type nf logging ran be carried

lalvaaaacope. An instrument employed for
detecting an eke tric current and showing
its direction. It dares from a galvanometer
in being only qualitative. Standard. 1961,

out in either a cased or uncased hole. in
.env type of drilling Ibuid, or in dry holes.
It can be used in a hole into which WA
water has 'Hokin rendering the resistivity

galvanothennometcr. An instrument for meas-

curves valueless. Shales, marine clay. and
potash arc generally more radioactive than
..oulstones, limestones. coal, and salt. Marine bands are generally, but not invariably.
characterized by high qamnia-ray counts.
Though the rate of ganuna-ray emission is
erratic and recording must be- carried out
slowly, speeds of up to 1,000 feet per hour

uring the heat generated by an electric
current or for measuring the current by

the heat that it generates. Standard, 1964.
Gamachlass.
Upper Cinc inna tian. A.G.i.
Supp.

gamapirite. A vanadate of barium, iron, and
manganese, Rae( Fe,Mn ) sVeOls(OH
dark-brown monoclinic needles in manganese ore; from Camagara ridge, Postma-burg, Republic of South Africa. Named
from locality. Spencer 17, M.M., 1946.
Causal. Gamma alumina. Used in metallographic polishing Bennett 2d,1962.
gamella. Braz. A wooden bowl. about 2 feet
wick at the mouth, and 5 or 6 inches deep,
uscd for washing gold out of thy auriferous

material collected in sluices and in river
sand. Fay.

gamma. The common unit of magnetic intensity. It equals 10 oersted. A.G.I.
gamma-gamma log. A borehole measurement
of gamma rays originating in a gamma-ray
source in thc instrument and scattering

back from the rock information to a detector shielded from the source. The amount
of scattering is proportional to electron
density and, therefore, proportional to mass
concentration so that the measurement.

after certain corrections, yields a density
log of the formation penetrated. A.G.I.
gammagraphs. A radiograph produced by
gamma rays. ASM Gloss.

gammagraphy. In the United States a term
for inspection of gamma rays. Osborne.
gamma iron. The face-centered cubic form of
pure iron, stable from 1,670° to 2,550° F.
ASM

gamma radiation. Emission by radioactive

have been attained. Sinclair, III, pp. 104gamma-ray probe. A gamma-ray counter device built into a watertight case small

enough in diameter to be lowered into a
borehole. Long.

gamma rays. lligh-cnergy. short-wavelength,
electromagnetic radiation emittA by a nucleus. Energies or gamma rays are usually
between 0.010 and 10 million electron
volts. X-rays also occur in this energy
range but arc of nonnuclear origin. Gamma
radiation usually accompanies alpha and
beta emissions and always accompanies fission. Gamma rays are very penetrating and
are best attenuated by dense materials like

lead and depleted uranium. L&L.
gamma-ray spectrometer. An instrument for
determining the energy distribution of
gamma rays. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
gamma-ray spectrometer log. A log which
measures the relative quantities of potassium, thorium, and uranium present in the

rocks penetrated by a borehole. Wylie,

p. /C4.
gammi -ray well logging. A method of logging
boreholes by observing the natural radioactivity of the rocks through which the hole
passes. It was developed for logging holes
which cannot be logged electrically because
they arc cased. A.G.I.

substances of quanta of energy comspond-

gamma structure. a. A thrust sheet with an

much shorter wavelength than Eght. They
may be detected by gamma-ray Geiger
counters. A.G.I.
gamma-ray counter. An instrument capable
of detecting and recording the intensity of
gamma rays emitted by a radioactive substance. Compare Geiger-Mueller counter;
scintillation counter. Long.
gamma-ray detector. An instrument on ships

ing abruptly downward. A.G.L SuPp. b.
overthrusting or overfolding in one direc-

ing to X-rays and visible light but with a

for identifying and measuring abnormal
gamma ray concentrations in the ocean
areas, as would result from nuclear powered

vessel refuse and nuclear waste dumping.
Hy. See gamma-ray counter. Long.
gamma-ray inspection. The method consists
of placing a radioactive source at a given

distance from one face of the part to be
radiographed and a photographic film in
a light-proof cassette between intensifying
screens against the other face; the whole is
left in position for a suitable exposure
time, after
Osborne.

which the film is developed.

gamma-ray log. Strip recording of the intensity of natural radioactivity versus depth,

Rassiglo aY

underlying low-angle thrust plane steepen-

tion only. A.G.I. Supp. c. A Hume-Rothery
designation for structurally analogous
phases or electron compounds that have
ratios of 21 valence electrons to 13 atoms;
generally, a large complex cubic structure.
Not to be confused with gamma phase on
a constitution diagram. ASM Gloss.
gamma sulfur. A third allotropic (mono-

clinic) form of sulfur. From the Island of
Vulcano, Italy. English.
gamma uranium. The allotropic form of
uranium that is stable above 775° C. It has

a body-centered cubic (isometric) structure. Uranium is of importance as the ultimate source of the two slow-neutron fission-

able nuclides, uranium 235 and plutonium

zero. Rarely fashioned as A tem SAipldry

pag. A MO To gee. to move along. Fay

b. A train or set of mine fAtI or trams Frey

c

A mine. Fay. d. A set of miturs. Fay

r Ciannue. Standard. 1%4 .
mai art. F.ng The side of a mine Fay.
Gass car. A car vshich may br loaded with
a block of stone and nlaced beneath the
blades of a gang saw. It is a modern substitute for the stationary saw bed. Fay.
gaus drill.
t of drills in the same machine
ore-rated together. Standard, 1964.
parer. a. Mid. One who is employed at cc.nvrying minerals along the gangways in or
about a mine, the employment of which is

known as ganging. Fay. b. A work gang
foreman. Webrter 3d.

pas tilkr. In the stonework industry, one

who attaches and detaches crane slings or
hooks to and from blocks or slabs of granite, marble, and stone in loading the stone

on gang saw cars or trucks and pulling

them under the gang saws. D.O.T.!.
ganggestein. In German mining terminology,
the detached pieces of morc or less altered
country rock enclosed in ore veins. Not to

be confused with the petrographic term
ganggestein. Schieferdecker.

gang miner. In bituminous coil mining, one
who works in a group which pools its earn-

ings regardless of the typc of work performed (drilling, undercutting, blasting, or
loading coal). D.O.T. I.
gang mold. Two or more molds in one frame,

for forming several refractory brick in onc
operation. Bureau of Mines Staff,
gang rider. a. Eng. A lad who rides with or
upon the trams of an underground engine
plane, to give signals when necessary. and
to operate any levers, c.kvises, couplings,

rtc. A trip rider. Fay. b. Guard; train
attendant. Mason. See dukcy; brakeman.
gang saw. Consists essentially of a series of
soft stecl blades set in a frame that has a
backward and forward motion, and is used

to cut granite, limestone, marble, and sand-

stone. This saw will make parallel cuts of
any desired spacing. AIME, p. 327.
gang sawyer. In stonework, one who cuts
large, rough blocks of limtstone, marble,
granite, slate, or sandstone into slabs or
smaller blocks with a gang saw to produce
stone of suitable size for succeeding milling
operations. Also called gang saw operator;
mill sawyer; power saw operator; stone saw
operator; stone sawyer. D.O.T. I.
gangsman. See ganger. Fay.
gangue. a. Undesired minerals associated with
ore, mostly nonmetallic. Bateman. b. The
nonrnetalliferous or nonvaluable metalliferous minerals in the ore. The veinstone or the
lode filling. Fay. c. The minerals associated
with the ore in a vein. Fay. d. The fraction

of ore rejected as tailing in a separating

process. It is usually the valueless portion.
but may have some secondary commercial
use. Pryor, 4. c. Can. Waste. Rock associated with ore but having no mineral content or value. Hoffman.

gangue mineral. A nonmetallic, or a worthless metallic, mineral associated with ore
minerals. Schieferdecker.

239. See also alpha uranium; beta uranium.
NRC-ASA N1.1-1957; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-I43.

gangway. a. A main haulage road underground. Hudson. Frequently called entry.

gamma zircon. That type of zircon which

of any enclosed place, as in a mine. Fay.

possesses lower properties than the alpha
and beta zircon. Amorphous or nearly so,
due to deteriorated crystal structure; spe-
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Fay. b. A passageway or avenue into or out

c. A passageway driven in the coal at a
slight grade forming the base from which
the other workings of the mine are begun.

Kart.* d. Penna. Generally cossfined to

gapernelo4 aggrognes. Aggregate which cow

anthraiite mines. Jana. r An devated
roadway CTD f Eng A wooden bridge.

WSW particles of both large ar.d IrT140 atries,

gnogorny cabin. A r.tble. designed to be in.
stalled horuuntally (or nearly so) for
power circuits in mine gangways and entries. ASA 1:42.85: 1956.
U. Eng A brittle limestone. Standard.
/964

Taylor
saimpsdlug. An aggregate grading in which
certain intermediate rites of particles are
wholly or substantially absent. 1 aylor.
gap of S. ookrop oIa bed. The gap between
the two outcropping pans of a faulted bedding plane, measured in the strike of that
bedding plane. Sis alio fault gap; faultline gap. Schieferdecker.
gap pocklqt. A method of packing for road
maintenance which consists of gate sidr
packs of 3 to 5 yards wide, next a gap of
at least the width of the road, and finally
a large pack 5 to 7 yards wide. The waste
packs are made at least 2 yards wide and
not ICU in width than twice the thickness

NrVeralak I smith- ld Fay

pollster; giuushiter. a. A mixture a ground
quart, and fire clay used in lining
conSerters.

optrnet rock
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ittunOrwaY

Bessemer

Standard, 1964. b. A highly

re fracton siliceous sedimentary rock used

for the iaanufarture of refractory brick.
A typica: analysis: 91i 20 percent Si02.
0 '10 percent Fer0,. 0.90 percent A140.,
0.1 5 percent Ca0. and 0.10 percent MgO.
Found in Pennsylvania, Virginia. Wiscon-

sin. Ohio. and in Great Britain. CCD 6d,
1961. c. A fine-grained quartzite used in

the manufacture of silica brick. Webster 3d.

bit sry whit la pantries of certain intermed:.
ate sues are wholly or substant:ally absent.

of the seam. The gaps provided in strip
pa, king are kept clear of supports and

d. A local name for a fine close-grained
siliceous clay that occurs under cenain
coalbeds in Derbyshire. Yorkshire, and
North of England. Fay.
gank. Derb. A red or yellow vein filling ex-

allow the roof to break up and tiow towards
them. This puts the strata in tension over
the roads and reduces fracture and crush.
Mason, v. 1, p. 93.
gap test. The gap is the greatest distance at

tending through joints or fissures. Considered as a sign of ore nearby. Fay.
gannen. N. of Eng. A road (heading) down
which coal is conveyed in cars running

a receiving cartridge (receptor). The same

upon rails. Fay. An inclined gangway in
a coal mine. Standard, 1964.

gantlet; gauntlet. A narrowing of two sirgle
railway tracks almost into the space of one,
as on a bridge or in a tunnel, without

which, under certain given conditions, a
priming cartridge is capable of initiating
explosive is usually used both as primer
and receptor, although the gap distance in

such a case will also be affected by any
change in strength which may occur in the
explosive. The gap test czn be carried out
with the cartridges unconfined or confined.

breaking the continuity of either track by
a switch, the two tracks overlapping each

for example, in tubes, in air, or in water.
The test gives, for example, information

othcr. Standard, 1964.
gantry; gauntry; gauntree. a. A frame erected
on a gold dredge for supporting different

garbenschlefer. a. A slate characterized by

parts of the machinery. Fay. b. A bridge
or platform carrying a traveling crane or
winch and supported by a pair of towers,

trestles, or side frames running on parallel
tracks. Webster 3d. c. A structure supporting a number of railroad signals for several
tracks. Webster 3d. d. An overhead structure that supports mz chines or operatin:1
parts. Nichols. e. An 1.2w:ad extension
a shovel revolving .1., nue that holds
boom line sheaves. Nichols. f. A temporary
erection having a working platform used
as a base for building operations or for the
support of cranes, scaffolding, or materials.
C.T.D.
gantry crane. See portal crane. Ham.
Gantt chad. Construction program for major
engineering works, set out in graphic form.
Down the vertical axis in sequence are set
,

out the items concerned. The abscissa shows

the period covered in days, or weeks, and
the period allowed for each item marked
by a horizontal line. The chart displays the
inter-relation between the items, and aids
in ensuring that no item is so delayed as
to impede progress on a later one which
depends on it. Pryor, 3.
gap. a. Any deep notch, ravine, or opening in
a ridge or in a mountain chain, or between
b. Any
ridges or between mountains.
deep, sharp notch in a mountain ridge. A
watzr gap is a notich or a pass which penetrates to the base ot the ridge and affords
a passage or valley for a large stream or

river. AL.!. c. See wind gap. d. The root

opening in a weld joint. ASM Gloss.
gape. Maximum aperture at entry to a coarse
crushing machine at which the largest piece

of rock fed to it can be gripped and acted
on by the breaking system. Pryor, 3.

about changes in the explorivc doe to aging,
moisture, temperature, etc. Fraenkel, v. 3,

Art. 16:01, p. 17.

concretionary spots suggestive of caraway
seeds. A.G.1. b. Homb1ende garbcnschiefer
is characterized by hornblende porphyroblasts in a granoblastic. groundmass of
quartz and feldspar. See also amphibolite;
feather amphibolite; fleckschiefer; fruchtschiefer ; knotenschiefer; knotted slate.
maculose; spotted schist; spotted slate.

A.G.I.
gard. Eng. Gravelly sand; a variation of
garde. Fay.
garde. Corn. Tailings, composed of clay and
sand, from tin dressing works. Fay.
garden tile. Structucal units made in molds
and placed as stepping stones through a
garden or patio. ACSC, 1963.

garden wall bond. Any bond particularly
suited to a wall two tiers of brick thick.

A bond consisting of one header to three
stretchus alternately in every course.
24.

A.I.S.I.
Gardner crusher. A swing and hammer
crusher, the hammers being flat U-shaped
pieces hung from trunnions between two
disks keyed to a shaft. When revolved, cen-

trifugal force throws the hammers out
against the feed and a heavy anvil inside
the crusher housing. Liddell 2d, p. 356.
Gardner mobilometer. An instrument for the
evaluation of the flow properties of vitreous-enamel slips. It consists of a plunger

ending in a disk, which may be solid or

may have a standardized system of perfora-

tions; the plunger is inserted in a tall cylinder containing slip and is loaded so that it
descends through the slip; the time taken
to fall through a specified distance is a
measure of the mobility of the slip, Dodd.
Garels-Endell plastometer. Consists of two
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disks between which

cylinder of cLy

Num-red , the upper disk IA rotated whde

the lower disk la *lowly raised by a revolv
mg drum , a stress/deformation curve is
recorded. Dodd

gorgasins. Suggested bv Viola and de Stefan,
lot a dik riwk in the ltadsn province of

Foggia, which in the middle, with prevailing alkali feldspar, contains both auglo
and amphibole, that is vogesite; on the
edges it contains biotite, hornblende, olivine, and remesables kersanite. Fay.

Gargastaa. Upper Aptian. .1.G.1. sop.
familia. Bral. A compamively coarse, clay.

ferruginous conalomerate in
which diamonds and carbonado' are found
in the plateau region of Bahia. Hem
Es-merited.

garing kilo. S. Afr. A native term applied to

any type of crocidolite yielding commercial
fiber. Literal translation, cotton stone. Bu-

reau of Miner Staff.

garland. a. A channel fixed around the lining
within a shaft in order to catch the water
draining down the shaft walls and conduct
it by pipes or water boxes to a lower level.
Also called water curb; water ring; water
garland. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4. b. Eng. A
wooden, rectangular frame, strengthened
with iron cornerplates, for keeping the coal
upon the top of a car. Fay. c. A frame to
heighten and increase content of a truck.
C.T.D.

garnet. A group of silicate minerals including
several species with related chemical struc-

ture. Isometric. Garnets are not always

pure but may contain thc molecules of two
species giving rise to intermediate types,
as the gem rhodolitc. Several principal garnets are: almandine (iron aluminum),
abrasive and gem, precious garnet; pyropc
(manganese aluminum), gems, Arizona
ruby, Cape ruby, etc.; spessartite (manganese aluminum), used as a gem, sometimes
called hyacinth; grossularitc (calcium aluminum) ; andradite (calcium iron) ; uvaro-

vite (calcium chromium) ; essonite, gem
variety of grossularite; rhodolite, isomor-

phous mixture of two molecules of pyropc
and one molecule of almandine. Garnet
from contact metamorphosed limestones IS
usually grossularite andraditc, from pegmatites, usually spessartite, from schists,
usually almandine pyrope, from lornberlites,
usually pyrope. Fay; A.G.1.
garnet blende. Synonym for sphalcritc, commonly called blende. Fay.
garnet doublet. a. A term correctly applied to
the most common doublet, that with a very
thin top of red garnet, regardless of the
color of the doublet. Shipley. b, Any doublet
of dark red color regardless of whether any

portion of it is garnet. This is more cor-

rectly called a garnet-top doublet. Shipley.
garnetite. A contact metamorphic rock con-

sisting chiefly of garnet. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

garnetization. The introduction of garnet into
a rock, or the formation of garnet in a rock
from other minerals in the rock. A process
commonly associated with contact metamorphism.

garnet jade. A jadelike variety of grossularite,
from Transvaal, Republic of South Africa.
Also called Transvaal jade; South African
jade. English.
garnetoid. Substances (silicates, phosphates,
etc.) which have structures similar to gar-

net, including hydrogarnet, grossularoid,

plazolite, griphite, and berzeliite. Spencer
16, M.M., 1943.
garnet rock. A rock composed essentially of

garnet rock
it nee Synonymous with gain-tite Fay.

gangs Ask Sas *hell (tuttata). Shepley

garaistiar. A 1(ft-en. hydrous rut kel-magneuum
tat.
(Ni,%fg Sit)._
aneorPhoui
I., erten, of genthite Sanford; Darla 17

garrets*. florosa

te ,
114, Ca , M walla BOAC S100,101 IL. 2 HA ). arn.s11 monoclinic crys-

tals related to datolae, from an oil boring
at Onray. Utah. Spenser 21, M.M., 1958.
parrossik. A tentative name for a Zeolite feLted to phillipsite, occurring in the basalts
of

the Carron plateau, County Antrim,

ire. NAM d from locality. Hey, M.M., 1961.
impala A mixture of finely ground glass and
quartz, produced in the grinding of plate
glass. Used as a substitute for feldspar in

ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961.
gatt. a. In mining, a mixture of atmospheric
air with firedamp. Standard, 1964. b. The

term normally used be miners to designate
any impure air, especially explosive combinations. B.C.I. c. The term generally
applied to denote firedamp. B.S. 3618,
1963, see. 2. d. The mixture of natural
explosive gases met with in most coal
mines. C.T.D. c. Any aeriform liquid other

than atmospheric air, such as gaseous carbon dioxide (blackdamp), carbon monoxide

(whitedamp), methane (firedamp), and
thc common combustible petroleum-product gases. Compare acetylene; bottle gas.
Long. f. Abbreviation for gasoline. Long.
See atto manufactured gas; natural gas.

g. A fluid (as air) that has neither independent shape, nor volume but tends to

expand indefinitely. A substance at a temperature above its critical temperature and
therefore not liquefiable by pressure alone.
Webster 3d. h. A fluid of low density and
of high compressibility. The specific recognition of a gas as distinct from a liquid of
the same composition requires the simultaneous presence of both phases at equi!ibrium. See also fluid; liquid; vapor. A.G.I.
i. As a verb, to affect or to treat with gas.
To subject to the action of gas. Webster 3d.
gas adsorption method. A technique for the
determination of specific surface; variants
of the method include the Brunauer, Em-

mett and Teller method and the Harkins
and Jura method. See also specific surface;
Brunauer, Emmett and Teller method;
Harkins and Jura method. Dodd,
gas alarm. Device or signal system which
warns underground workers of dangerous
concentration of firedamp. Pryor, 3.
gas analysis. An analysis of mine air to give
information regarding the oxygen content

of the air, the presence of explosive or

otherwise undesirable gas or gases. It is
a valuable aid in following the changes in
mine air during fires and after exp!osions.
Lewis, p. 731. See also Burrell appa atus.
gas and mist sampler. This instrument is designed primarily for the automatic collection over a 24-hour period of one sample
per hour of airborne material such as sulfur
dioxide, ammonia, fluorides, and some

acids; it can be adapted to thc collection
of many other air contaminants. A fixed
volume of air is drawn through a special

impinger. At the end of the period, tha collecting fluid is discharged into a tube and
is analyzed later. Bests, p. 578.
gas barren. A barren tract of ground, devoid
of vegetation, un to several acres in extent,
characterized by escaping yolcanic gases

and deposits of sulfur, and underlain by
rocks (usually acid volcanic rocks) in an
advanced state of decomposition. It occurs

in regions of hot spring activity and is

gaseous trassater
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urin,- drilling Unless .s
drilling dual es abla to release entratned
CO before returning to the well that fluid

formed through proceu of acid leaching
tV thr surface rocks. .4 t; /

Of itas enir.tened

Finely dreaded catbon M.& by the incomplete combustion or the thermal decomposition of natural gas. Used as a reinforcing
agent in rubber products. CCD 64. 1961.

twill become 11.Is Cut and the hydrostatic
head of the fluid column will be reduced

cpas Magic earbots Naas Assad Wad.

pase bola. Ses fire boss.

D.O.T. 1.

lias babbles. Bubbles seen as inclusions in
glass, synthetic corundum, and nnthetic
spine!, which meal their difference from
genuine corundum, spine!, and most other
genuine gems, in which inclusions are more
angular. Shipley.

gas cap. a. The faint bluish flame that appears over the testing flame of a miner's oil
safety lamp when a percentage of firedamp
is present in the mine air. McAdam, p. 151.
See abo cap, e. b. The free gas occurring
abovr the oil in a reservoir. It OCellts when-

ever more gas is available than will dissolve in the associated oil under the existing
pressure and temperature in the reservoir.
gas-cap drive. The force exerted by the energy
of expanding gas of a gas cap. It is used to
produce oil from the reservoir. A.C.I.

gas carbon. Hard form of carbon obtained
as a byproduct in the manufacture of coal
gas; used to make graphitic crucibles and

A thick drilling fluid will gas cut more
easily than a thin one, 'Brandy, I. b. See

roof cutting. Kentueky, p. 145.
gm cyaniding. A misnomer for carbonitriding
.1.S'M Glom

cycling trecyclisg). A sreondary-recosery
process Involving injection into the reservoir of the gas or a cation of thr gas pro-

duced with the oil from that reservoir.

When pressure is maintained, gas cycling
may be one of the means employed. A.G.!.
pa detector. A device to show the presence
of firedamp, t'c., in a mine. Standard,

1964. See alio safety lamp; Burrell gas

detector; Methanometer; eudiometer. Fay.
gas drain. a. Eng. A heading driven in a mine
for the special purpose of carrying off firedamp from any working. Fay. b. A tunnel
or borehole for conducting gas away from
old workings. C.T.D.

gas emission. The release of gas from the
strata into the mine workings. BS. 3618,
1963, Jet.. 2.
gas-emission rate. The quantity of firedamp
discharged, from the strata and coal seams,

carbon electrodes. Bennett 2d. 1962.

into the ventilating air of a coal mine.

into the surface layers of mild steel by
heating in a current of gas high in car-

tonnage basis. Gas emission varies with (I)

gas carburizing. The introduction of carbon
bon-usually hydrocarbons or hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide. C.T.D.
gas centrifuge process. A method of isotope
separation in which heavy atoms arc separated from light atoms by centrifugal force.

L&L.
gas classification. The separation of powder
into particle size fractions by means of a
gas stream of controlled velocity. ASTM
B243-65.
gal COW. a. Any coal that yields a large quan-

tity of illuminating gas as on distillation.
It should be free from sulfur and other impurities. Fay. Sce also fat coal; bottle coal.
b. Good gas coals for use in coal-gas retorts
and commercial byproduct plants ral.ge

from 33 to 38 percent in volatile matter.
They should be low in sulfur because onefourth to one-half of the sulfur of the coal
passes off as hydrogen sulfide with the gas,

and city regulations commonly prescribe
30 grains per 100 cubic feet as the maximum proportion of this constituent allow:
able. Mitchell, p. 120. c. A bituminous coal,
such as cannel or parrot coal, used in gas
making. Gordon. d. A coal suitable for the
manufacture of town gas and coke. B.S.
3323, 1960.
gas coke. Coke formed in gas retorts as distinguished from that made in a coke oven.
Webster 3d.
gas concrete. See aerated concrete. Dodd.
gas conductor. A pipe for leading combustion

gases from the mouth of a blast furnace
to a hot-blast stove. Fay.
gat, constant. The constant R in the perfect
gas equation, PV = RT. Strock, 10.
gas-cooled reactor. A nuclear reactor in which
gas is the coolant. L&L.
gas cut. Term used to describe the fluffy mixture of gas-bearing drilling mud recovered
in testing. Wheeler.

gas-cut mud. In oil-well drilling, mud introduced into the hole which has been lowered

in effective density by natural gas rising
from the strata traversed. Pryor, 3.
gas cutting. a. The retention by drilling fluid

6

The rate may be expressed on a time or

the rate of advance of the workings; (2)

the face operation such as cutting, blasting,
loading, etc.; and (3) the barometric reading. Nelson.

gas enclosure. A gas inclusion in a stone,
such as can be found in all synthetic corundum. Shipley.

gas engine. An internal-combustion engine
similar to a gasoline engine but using natural or manufactured gas instead of gasoline vapor; broadly, an internal-combustion
engine. Webster 3d.
gaseous. a. Having the form of or being gai;
of or relating to gases. Webster 3d. b. Lacking substance or solidity. Webster 3d.
gaseous diffusion. A method of isotope sepa-

ration based on the fact that atoms or

molecules of different masses will diffuse
through a porous barrier at different rates.
The method is used to enrich uranium with
the uranium 235 isotope. L&L.
gaseous dispersion pattern. A dispersion pattern that may be detected by analysis of
either of soil air, of gas dissolved in underground water, or of gas condensed in the
rocks and soil. Hawkes, 2, p. 70. Gaseous
dispersion patterns of interest include those
of hydrocarbons and some noble gases re-

sulting from nuclear decay of radioactive
elements. Lewis, P. 301.
gaseous fuel. Includes natural gas and the
prepared varieties, such as coal gas, oil
gas, iron blast furnace gas, as well as producer gas, etc. Newton, p. 248.

gaseous place. A place that is likely to be
dangerous from the presence of flammable
gas. Fay.
gaseous reduction. The reduction of metallic compounds to metallic particles using
a reducing gas. Henderson.
gaseous transfer. a. The process in which

selective transport of magmatic substances
is accomplished by gases rising from lower
to higher levels. It has bean suggested as

an important process in the formation of
certain mineral dePosits described as
pneumatolytic. Schieferdecker. b. The
process by which a magma differentiates

pithe Jab

mob?

by the seTruation of 3 gaseous phase whic's
than moves !Claus e to the fllagTA.11 A G I

gas evolaidon. The liberation of gas in the
form of bubble t during the soltdification
the fact that
of metals It may be due
the solubility okf a gas is less in the solid
and liquid metal respectively. as when
hydrogen is evoked by aluminum and its
alloys, or to the promotion of a gas-forming reaction, as when iron oxide and carbon in molten steel react to form carbon
monoxide. Ste alio blowholes; unsound.
nen. C.T D.
gas explosion. A major or minor explosion
of firedamp in a coal mine, in which coal
diet apparently did not play a significant
part. Set alto coal-dust explosion. Afehon.

gas fleld. A district where natural gas

is

produced in commercial quantities. Web-

ster 3d.

gas fire radiant. The radiants for gas fires are

made of refractory material having good
resistance to thermal shock. The usual

composition is

a mixture of clay and

crushed fused silica; this is shaped and
then fired at about 1,000' C. Dodd.
gas tiring. The combustion of coal effected by

burning in such a way as to produce a

is then burned
secondarily in the laboratory of the far-

co-nbustible gas, which
nacc. Fay.

gas flame coal. Coal containing 35 to 40
percent

volatiles

(dry,

ashless

basis).

Tomkeieff, 1959.

gas flotation. See crystal flotation. A.G.1.

gas fluxing. a. A process in which the addition of gaseous materials acts as a flux to
b. A rapid uppromote melting.
streaming of free, juvenile gas through a
column of molten magma in the conduit
or pipe of a volcano, the gas acting as a

flux to promote the melting of the wall
rocks. Synonymous with volcanic blow-

piping. A.G.I.
gas generator. Chemical plant for producing
gas from coal, for example, water gas by
alternating combustion of coal and reduction of steam. C.T.D.
gas grooves. Hills and valleys in electrolytic
deposits caused by streams of hydrogen or
other gas rising continuously along the
surface of the deposit while it is forming.
Henderson.
gash. A vein, wide above, narrow below, and

terminating in depth, within the formation it traverses. See also gash vein. Fay.

gash fracture. One of the open gashes diag-

onal to a fault or to a fault zone. It is a

tension fracture.
gashouse coal tar. Coal tar produced in gas-

house retorts in the manufacture of illu-

minating gas from bituminous coal. Urqu-

hart, Sec. 2, p. 81.

gash vein. a. A mineralized fissure that extends only a short distance vertically. It

may be confined to a single stratum of
rock, and it is a comparatively shallow
vein. See also gash. Fay. b. A deposit
filling a nonpersistent opening that has
fair width but which soon ends when followed along its strike or dip.

locomotive
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c. The

term is frequently erroneously employed
to designate small wedge-shaped fissures

in stressed, brittle rocks. The term originally applied by Whitney, however, designates vertical solution joints in limestone.
Solution is essential, or they are not gash
veins. They are confined to single forma-

tions, seldom reach 200 feet in depth, and
widen and narrow conspicuously. In some
respects, they resemble fissure veins. They

are comm:41 in lirnesume egions. Those in
the Upper Mississippi Valley Mile the
first described The filling* Aft ch.srac-

tensed by crustification, large suss, and
beautiful crystals: and they consist of
lead, tine, silver-lead, copper, fluorspar.
and barite. Bateman, 1950, p. 1.33. d. A
simple fissure across the bedding 14 the

rocks, without any throw or slide of the
roc ks.

Gordon.
Convenion of coal to gaseous

fuel without leaving a combust:Me residue.

B.S. 3323, 1960.
gasilicadon ot coal, underground. See underground gasification.

ignition. The setting on fire of a small
or large accumulation of firedamp in a
coal mine. The ignition may be caused

gets

by a safety lamp, electrical machinery, explosives, frictional sparking, etc. Nelson.
gas indicator. A pocket device for the rapid
determination of the percentage of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere of mines, boilerrooms, blast furnaces, etc. Fay, p. 55.
gas inspector. a. In the coke products industry, one who maintains gas pressure within
prescribed limits

in collecting main to

minimize leakage of gas or air through

oven walls by adjusting governors. He also
supervises such operations as weighing and
charging coal, and cleaning area and
equipment on top of battery. D.O.T. Supp.
b. See coal mine inspecor. D.O.T. 1.
gasket. a. A flat sheet of asbestos compound,
sometimes sandwiched between thin copper sheets. Used for making gastight joints
between engine cylinders and heads, etc.

C.T.D. b. Jointing or packing material,
such as cotton rope impregnated with
graphite grease. Used for packing stuffed
boxes on pumps, etc. C.T.D.
gas laws. Those of Gay-Lussac, Boyle, and
Charles are combined in the equation
PV = RT, where P is pressure, V is volume, R is the gas constant, and T is the
absolute temperature. These laws apply
only to a perfect gas and are modified by
Van der Waals effects. Pryor, 3. See also
Boyle's law; Charles's law; Gay-Lussac's
law.

gas lift engineer. In petroleum production,
one who controls the operation of a gas
recovery system and compressors to retain
natural gas that separates from petroleum
and force it back into wells to flow (force)

oil artifically to surface. Also called compressor

engineer; compressor

operator,

field; gas plant booster; gas plant engineer; gas plant operator; pressure plant
engineer. D.O.T. 1.
gas lime. Slaked lime; used to take the carbon dioxide, carbon disulfide, and hydrogen sulfide out of gas. Bennett, 2d, 1962.
gas locking. A condition occurring in pumps
where the trapped fluid is compressed. and

then expands without letting any additional fluid into the pump barrel. Gas lock-

ing increases the temperature which decreases pump efficiency. American Petro-

leum Institute. Drilling and Production
Practice, 1963, p. 150.

gas-logged strata. Rock formations, usually
in coal mines, which contain a relatively

high proportion of methane. When de-

is practiced, the
buoyancy pressure of the firedamp opposes

scensional ventilation

the ventilating pressure across the district

with a tendency for bed separation cav-

ities to become gas-logged or contain
firedamp of high concentrations. The same
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may apply to waste cavities with an natihe return. Sefion.
oral nut
gamma& An underground offic ial who es-

amines the mine for firedamp and has

charge of its removal. See 4110 fife boss;
fire viewer, Hem
gas mask. An air-purifying device which by
such processes as ox;dation, chemical com-

bination. or absorption ffffieve toxic gases
from the inspired air ol the wearer. Its
use is limited to conditions where there is
sufficient oxylen to support life, and
where, by the candards set by the U. S.
Bureau of Mines, the total toxic contam-

ination is not over 2 percent by volume

for most gases. According to the chemical
canister used it is adapted to protection
against acid gases, organic vapors, ammonia, phosphine, and carbon monoxide,
either singly or in various combinations,
and by adding special filters provides protection against dusts, fumes, mists, fogs,

Bests, p. 100. See also !pining gas mask; M.S.A. all-service gas mask;
Puretha gas mask.
gas, natural. See natural gas. Fay.
gasoclastic. Applied to fine sediments moved
by gas pressure in mud volcanoes. A.G.1.
and smokes.

gasogene; gazogene; gasogen. A portable
contrivance for producing gas by the action of acid on a carbonate. The gas is
used for aerating water. Hesl.

gas oil; diesel oil; solar oil. A petroleum
distillate obtained after kerosine; flash

point, 168° F. Used for carburcting water
gas in gas plants and for driving road and

stationary diesel engines. C.T.D.

gas-011 ratio. The number of cubic feet of
gas produced with each barrel of oil.
gas-oil ratio, reservoir. The number of cubic

feet of gas per barrel of oil originally in
the reservoir.

gas-oll surface. A surface that forms the
boundary between a body of petroleum
laid an overlying body of natural gas.
gasol. A product condensed from casing-

head gas by applying a pressure of 850 to

900 pounds per square inch at ordinary
temperature. Specific gravity, 0.5; and 1
pound of the liquid produces 7 cubic feet
of gas. Fay.
gasoline. a. A refined petroleum naphtha
which, by its composition, is suitable for
use as a carburant in internal-combustion

engines. ASTM D288-57. b. A volatile
flammable liquid obtained from petroleum

which has a boiling range of approxi-

mately 85° to 420° F, and is used as fuel
for spark ignition internal-combustion en-

gines.

Shell Oil Co. c. In Great Britain,

spelled gasolene; in the United States and
Canada, commonly abbrevia ted to gas.
Hess.
gasoline locomotive. A mine locomotive that
is comparable to the steam locomotive in

radius of travel, and which has a speed
of 3 to 12 Miles per hour when used in

mines. It is far safer than the steam locomotive in gassy mines bccause it has no
open fire. Normally 4 to 6 percent of the
exhaust gases is CO, and under very bad
conditions of carburation, this fraction can
rise up to 13.5 percent. For continued
breathing, the concentration of CO should
be less than 1: 20,000 and should never
exceed 0.01 percent. Precautions should be
taken against leakage at the carburetor and
when charging tanks. Stoces, v. 1, pp. 180181.

gasoline plant engineer
gasoline plant engineer. In petroleum production, one who compresses natural gas
to high pressure for extraction of natural
gasoline or for loading into gas cylinders
for use as fuel. D.O.T. 1.

Tall metal chambers (gas
holders) fitted with a roof which rises or
falls wth the entry or removal of gas. The
roof is weighted so that the gas is compressed, thus enabling it to pass along
gas mains and pipes at a suitable pressure

gasometers.

(about 8 inch water gage) for efficient
combustion. Cooper, pp. 391-392.

gasoscope. An apparatus for detecting the
presence of dangerous gas escaping into a
coal mine or a dwelling house. Fay.

gas phase. Any chemical substance in the
form of gas, as contrasted with the liquid
or solid form, is in the gas phase. A.G.I.

gas pickling. A method of preparing sheet

steel for vitreous enameling by treatment,
while hot, with gaseous HCI. Dodd.
gas pipe. Mid. A short wo iden pipe about 4
by 4 in-.:hes inside, having its upper end
open to the roof, and the lower end open-

ing into the bratticing so that any gas

given off in the roof may be carried away
as formed. Any pipe for conveying gas.
Fay.
gas pit. A small circular pit with a surrounding mud mound formed by the escape of
gas bubbles (of methane generated during
the decomposition of organic debris) from
the surface of a mud bar. Large craterlike
pits are formed in submerged mud and silt
bars as the result of erosion in the vicinity
of active gas bubble agitation. A.G.I.
gas plant booster. See gas lift engineer.
D.O.T. 1.
gas plant engineer. See gas lift engineer.
D.O.T. 1.

gas plant operator. See gas lift

engineer.

D.O.T. I.

gas plating. Thc same as vapor plating. ASM
Gloss.

gas pocket. a. A cavity in the rocks containing gas, generally above an oil pocket.
Mersereau, 4th, p. 198. b. In metallurgy,
a cavity caused by entrapped gas. ASM
Gloss. c. In cast iron will cause enameling
difficulties, but this condition may be overcome by first properly annealing the casting. Hansen.
gas pool. A connected, natural underground

accumulation of natural gas under one

pressure system in the pore spaces or other
voids in the rock. A.G.I.

gas pore. A gas bubble in a mineral. Standard, 1964.
gra pressure. The pressure exerted by the
explosive gases after an explosion. Streefkerk, p. 42.

gas producer. A furnace in which coal is
burned for the manufacture of producer
gas. There are two types, namely: (1)
The step-grate, natural-draught generator,

which is but a development of the ordinary firebox and (2) the shaft furnace,
with or without a grate and worked by
a natural or forced draft. The latter type
is idwit'e.al in many respects with a blast
smelting furnace. The principal producers
are Boctius, Dawson, Dowson, Duff,
Hegeler, Mond, Siemens, Smythe, Swindell, Talbott, Taylor, Wellman, and Wilson. Fay.

gas ratio. The ratio of the volume at atmospheric pressure of the gas developed by an
explosive to the volume of the solid from
which it was formed is called the gas ratio
of an explosive. Many commercial explo-

gastrolith
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gives have a gas ratio of about 8. Ammo-

nium nitrate plus fuel oil has a ratio of
about 20. Lee:, 2, p. 10.

gas retort. A .-efractory structure used for
the conversion of coal into coke with the
simultaneous

distillation

of

town

gas.

There are two typescontinuous vertical

retort and horizontal retort. In the United
Kingdom, the refractories used must meet
the specifications issued by the Gas Council in collaboration with the Society of
British Gas Industries and the British

Coking Industry Association. See also continuous vertical reort; horizontal retort.
Dodd.
gas reveirser. In the iron and steel industry,
one who reverses gas vaives by manipulat-

ing levers to throw hot combustion gases
from one side of the furnace to the other,
to keep the furnace heat evenly distributed, and to prevent burning out on one
side. D.O.T. I.

gas rig. A borehole drill, ether rotary or
churn-drill type, driven by a combustiontype engine using a combustible liquid,
such as gasoline, or a combustible gas, such

as bottle gas, as the source of the moti-

vating energy. Long.
gas sand. a. A sandstone or other rock containing natural gas. Webster 3d. b. The
reservoir rock, or that portion of such
rock, in which gas is contained. A.G.I.
gassed. See gassing, f.
gas separator. See gas trap. Fay.

gasser. A well that yields gas, including an
oil well that produces much gas. Webster
3d.

gas shale. Bituminous shale yielding gas on
dry distillation. Tomkeiell, 1954.

gas-shielded arc welding. Arc welding in

the arc and molten metal are
shielded from the atmosphere by a stream
of gas, such as argon, helium, argon-hydrogen mixtures, or carbon dioxide. ASM

which

Gloss.

gas show. a. A gas cap over the flame of a
miners' flame safety lampusually a small
gas percentage. Nelson. b. A surface indication of the escape of natural gas from
underground reservoira; of importance in
oilfield exploration. C.T.D.

a. Absorption of gas by a metal.
ASM Gloss. b. Evolution of gas from a
metal during melting operations or on

gassing.

solidification. ASM Gloss. c. The evolution
of gas from an electrode during electrolysis.
ASAI Gloss. d. The evolution of gas which
takes place in an accumulator towards

the end of its charging period. C.T.D.

e. Act or process of causing something to
interact with gas. Webster 3d. f. The deliberate or inadvertent poisoning of persons exposed to noxious gases or fumes.
Webster 3d. g. The formation of gas bubbles in the milled porcelain enamel slip.

ASTM C286-65. h. The occurrence of

certain surface imperfections on enamelware, such as poor gloss or blisters, as a
result of a gassy furnace. ACSB-3.
gassing of copper. A process which denotes
the brittleness produced when copper containing oxide is heated in an atmosphere
containing hydrogen. The hydrogen dif-

tuses into the metal and combines vith

oxygen, forming steam which cannot diffuse out. A high steam pressure is built up

at the crystal boundaries and the cohe-

sion is diminished. C.T.D.
gas spectrum. a. The spectrum, consisting of
bright lines or bands, obtained by dispersing the light from a glowing gas or vapor.

Webster 2d. b. An absorption spectrum

obtair.ed by passing light through a gas or
vapor. Webster 2d.
gas spurt. One of the little heaps that occur
on the surface of certain strata containing
organic matter. Gas spurts are believed to
have been caused by the escape of gas during the early formative stages of the strata.
Webster 3d.

gas streaming. A process of differentiation
in which the formation of a gas phase at
a late stage in t!In crystallization results in
by the escaping gas
of residual liquid from among

partial expulsim:,
bubbles,

the nctwork of crystals. 4.G.I.
gassy. a. A coal mine is rated gassy by the
U. S. Bureau of Mines if an ignition occurs or if a methane content exceeding
0.25 percent can be detected, and work
must be halted if the methane exceeds 1.5
percent in a return airway. Hartman, p.
23. b. A mine is said to be gassy when it
gives off methane or other gas in quantities which must be diluted with pure air
to prevent occurrence of explosive mixtures. B.C.I. c. A gassy furnace is a serious
hindrance to the production of good
enamelware. A furnace may become gassy

through leaks in the muffle, which allow
gaseous products of incomplete combustion to enter the burning chamber. Blisters or a smoky, fogged appearance on the
ware may result, if this avoidable condition is encountered. Hansen.
gassy mine; fiery mine. A coal mine where
the gas emission rate is high; a safety
lamp mine. Nelson.

gassy surface. A defect characterized by
poor

gloss and

fuzzy surface texture.

ASTM C286-65.

gas tank. a. A large tank for holding supplies of gas. Hess. b. A gas trap. Fay.

gas tar. Coal tar condensed from coal gas,
consisting mainly of hydrocarbons. Distillaton of tar provides many substances,
for example, ammoniacal liquor, benzoic,
maphtha, and creosote oils, with a residue
of pitph. Dehydrated, it is known as road
ter, and used as a binder in road making.

C.T.D.

gas tracers. Slowly movilig air currents can

be directly observed by using smokes. These
may range from simple dust clouds,

through various chemical smokes, to more
refined techniques employing gas and
radioactive tracers. Various chemicals have
been used, including stannic chloride,

titanium tetrachloride, and pyrosulfuric

ucid. These materials give off white fumes
when their vapors come into contact with
atmospheric moisture. The method of common use is to carry the chemical in sealed
glass phials which can be smashed when

an observation is to be made. Roberts, I,
p. 230.

gas trap. One of many devices for separating
and saving the gas from the flow and lead
lines of producing oil wells. The mixture
of oil and gas is allowed to flow through

a chamber large enough to reduce the
velocity of the mixture to the point at
which the oil and gas tend to separate.
The gas seeking the top of the chamber,
is drawn off free of oil, while the oil is dis-

charged at the bottom. Also called gas
separator; gas tank. BuMines T. P. No.
209, 1919, pp. 5-6.
gastrolith. Highly polished,

well-rounded

pebbles associated with saurian skeletons.
They are believed to have been stomach
stones. Synonym for stomach stone. A.G.I.

gastropod. a. A member of thc phylum Mollusca, class Gastropoda. Usually it has a
calcareous exoskeleton or shell, which is
coiled asymmetrically and has no internal
partitions. A.G,1. b. Any member of a
large and important class of mollusks that
typically possesses a coiled, single-chambered shell. Marine, freshwater, and terrestrial forms exist, and the group has fossil

representatives in the Cambrian system
and in all younger rocks. The gastropods
arc extremely numerous at the present,
and they have been important throughout

the Cenozoic era. Snails are the commonest gastropods. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
gastunite. The names gastunite 1, gastunite
la, gastunite lb were given by H. Haber-

landt and A. Schiener (1951) to three
imperfectly characterized uranium min-

erals. Gastunite lb proves to bc betauranotile, while gastunite la has since been described under the namc of haiweeite; gastunite 1 appears to be a lower hydrate of

haiweeite, but is not identical with the
dehydrated haiwecite named metahaiwee-

ite. Unfortunately, R. M. Honca has described another mineral, distinct from any

of the three named by Haberlandt and
Schiener, under the name of gastunite ;

this fourth gastunite proves to be identical

with weeksite. In view of the prior uses
of gastunite, the name weeksite is to be

preferred. Honca also describes artificial
analogues, ammonium-, hydronium-, potassium-, and sodium-gastunitcs. Hey, M.M.,
1961.

gas turbine. A device ior the conversion of
the energy of hot gases, derived from internal combustion, into rotary motion of
a machine element. The efficiency increases with operating temperature and
is at present limited by the safe temperature, at which heat-resisting alloya can be
used. There has been much research on
the possible use of ccrmets and other special ceramics in these turbines, particularly
in the blades. Dodd.
gas turf. Same as candle turf. Tomkeieft,
1954.

gas watchman. In bituminous coal mining,
one who makes morning examinations for
gas before men enter minc. D.O.T. 1. See
also fireman ; fire boss; fire viewer; gasman.
gas water. Water through which coal gas has

been passed, and which has absorbed the
impurities of the gas. Fay.
gas-water surface. A surface that forms the
boundary between a body of ground water

and an overlying body of natural gas.
A .G.I.
gas welding. Welding with heat from a gas
flame. ASM Gloss.

gas well. a. A well that produces chiefly
natural gas. Webster 3d. b. A deep boring
from which natural gas is discharged. Fay.
c. A well having such a pressure and volume of gas and close enough to a market

that the gas can be produced commercially. Fay.

gateway longwall
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gastropod

lary or supereapillary voids, or both, that
are full of natural gas under pressure
considerably excceding the atmospheric
pressure. Fay.

gatch. A plaster used especially in Persian
architectural ornamentation. Webster 3d.
gatchers. Corn. The final sludge or leavings
from a tin-ore concentration plant. Fay.
gate. a. Eng. Gateway or gate road. A road
or way underground for air, water, or
general passage; a gangway. Fay. b. Eng.
A road packed out in longwall goaf. When

ripped in the waste to provide packing
material on a conveyor face, it is called

a dummy gate. Also called gateroad; gateway; main brow; trail road. SMRB, Paper
No. 61. c. The apparatus at the bottom of
an ore chute for filling car:. Also called
a chute, Spalding, p. 159. d. Synonym

for swivel hcad. Also, the swivel ring of
the swivel hcad of a diamond drill. Long.
e. An opening cut into the cope through
which the molten metal is poured into the
mold. Freeman. f. The closing piece in a
stop valve. Standard, 1964, g. it valve
contrclling the admission of water to a
waterwheel or conduit. Standard, 1964. h.
The portion of the runner in a mold
through which molten metal enters the
mold cavity. Sometimes the generic term
is applied to the entire network of connecting channels which conduct metal into
the mold cavity. ASM Gloss. i. A refractory slab lowered in the forchearth channel

for shutting ofi the flow of

glass.

interlocked with the cover of the main

compartment so that it cannot be removed
unless the switch is in the off position; or
it may be fitted with contacts enabling
the mechanism to be earthed before work
is undertaken on it. Mason, v. 2, p.
438.
gate-end unit. See gate-end box. B.S. 3618,
1965, sec. 7.
gate interlock. A system designed to prevert
shaft conveyances from being moved, or
action signals being transmitted, unless all

shaft gates are closed. B.S. 3618, 1965,

sec. 7.
gate maker. See framemaker. D.O.T. I.
gateman. See chute puller; doorman. D.O.T.
1.

gate road bunker. An appliance for the storage of coal from the fare conveyors during
pcaks of production or during a stoppage
of the outbye transport. It may consist of
a length of conveyor chain running in
high-capacity pans arranged under the delivery end of thc gate conveyor. When the

1,

p. 117.

gate chamber. The recess formed in a lock
wall to house a ship caisson or other lock
gate when open. Ham.
gate conveyor. A gate road conveyor which
carries coal from one source or face only,
that is, from a single-unit or double-unit
face. See also face conveyor; gathering
conveyor. Nelson.

gated. Describes that part of the molding
process wherein the floating slag is separated from the molten metal. Castings to
be enameled should be gated, at a point
where any roughness will be least prominent in the finished article. Hansin.

gated pattern. A pattern

designed to in-

clude gating in the mold. ASM Gloss.

gate end. The coal face or inby end of a

gate. See also gate, a. Fay.
gate-end box; gate-end unit. A flameproof
enclosure primarily for use at or near the
coalface and designed to line up with
similar boxes to form a control board. A
gate-end box may contain bus bars, isolators, switches, contactors, transformers and
protective devices, for the control of
motors, lighting and other equipment. See
also gate-end section switch. B.S. 3618,

gate-end loader. A short conveyor designed
to receive the coal from the face conveyors

Wcbster 3d.
gas zone. A formation which contains capil-

rompartments, thc smaller of which contains a hand-operated isolating switch and
thc main busbars. Thc isolating switch is

face belt to the gate belt. Mason, v.

A scraper feeder, consisting of an elevating chain conveyor driven by the gate belt,
is often used to transfer the coal from the.

and to prevent water entering thc gas
sands. D.O.T. 1.

proof casing divided into two separate

Gater Hall device. See Barratt-Halsall fire-

gate-end feeder. A short conveyor which

gasworks. A plant for manufacturing gas.

contactor for usc with coal-face machinery. The essential features are a flame-

ASTM C162-66.
gate belt conveyors. Conveyors usually from
26 to 30 inches wide and troughed so as to
centralize the load and minimize spillage.

gas well plugger. In petrolum production,
one who in addition to pulling out and
reco ,ering casing in old wells, plugs the
entire depth or the lower portion of abandoned wells with concrete to prevent the

draining of surrounding gas-bearing strata,

gate-end plate. Mid. A large rhcc t-ir on plate
about 4 feet 6 inches square and one-half
inch thick, upon which trams (mine cars)
are turned around upon coming from the
working face to be taken along the gate or
roadway. A kind of turntable; a turnsheet.
Fay.
gate-end section switch. A form of gate-end
box incorporating a circuit breaker to control and/or isolate part of an electric system. B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.
gate-end switch. A flameproof motor-starting

1965, sec. 7.

feeds the coal from the face conveyor on
to the gate conveyor. See also feeder conveyor. Nelson.

and elevate it to such a height as to be
convenient for delivery into mine cars.

Nelson.
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mouth. Dodd.

gate road. a. Eng. A road connecting a stall
with a main road. Standard. See also gate,
a and b. Fay, b. A road through the guaf
used for haulage of coal from longwall
working. Pryor, 3.

trunk conveyor cannot handle the coal

from the gate conveyor, the bunker chain
is slowly drawn back carrying about 1 ton
of coal per yard of chain. "fhe bunker is
later discharged by teversing the process.
Sea also bunkcr, underground. Nelson.
Gates canvas table. A large form of inclined

canvas table in which the pulp is

first

classified, then distributed along the upper

edge of the table. The concentrates are

caught in the warp of the canvas and

after this is full, treatment must be stopped
while the concentrates are swept or sluiced
off. Liddell 2d, p. 387.

gate shufter. A oaddlelike implement used
to shut off the flow of metal from a mold

and divert it to other molds. Standard,
1964.

gate side pack. A pillar consisting of tightly
rammed material enclosed in walls of
stone, built on each side of the gate road.
See also double packing. Nelson.

gate valve. A valve with a sliding disk or

stop gate, which when opened allows the
flow to move straight through the valve
mechanism. Also called ttop-gate valve;
straightway valve. Long.

gateway. a. A road thrcugh the worked-out
area (goaf) for haulage in longwall working of coal. Also called gate road. C.T.D.
b. Mid. See gate, a and b. Fay.
gateway longwall. N. of Eng. A continuous

gateway longwall
coal face served by gateways (in Durham
about

12 yards apart). A small group

works in each gateway down which the
coal is remmed by tubs. Trist.

gather. a. To assemble loaded cars from several production points and deliver them to
main haulage for transport to the surface
or pit bottom. B.C.I. b. Derb. To drive a
heading through disturbed or faulty
ground in such a way as to meet the scam
of coal, at a convenient level or point on
the opposite side. See also cat out. Fay. c.

geanticline
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mining, one who operates a mine locomotive to haul loaded mine cars from working places to sidings, for the formation of

larger trips (trains) to be handled by a

haulage cable or a main-line locomotive.
Also called relay motorman. D.O.T. 1.
gathering mule. The mule used to collect the
loaded cars from the separate working
places, and to return empties. Fay.
gathering peat. Scot. A peat used to maintain
a fire all night, hot cmbers being gathered
about it. Standard, 1964.

To take molten glass from a furnace for

gathering pumps. Portable or oemiportable

(gathered) is called a gather also. Dodd.

encountered while opcning a new mine, for
extending headings or entries in an operat-

shaping; thc amount of glass so taken
gatherer. One who dips iron rod into molten
glass, removing a specified amount on the
end of the rod. Blows on pipe to begin in-

flation of glass and then hands pipe to

glassblower

for

completion of blowing.

D.O.T. 1.

gathering area. The arek., usually down the
regional

dip from a hydrocarbon trap,

from which the oil or gas may have migrated updip into the trap. A.G.I.
gathering arm loader. A machine for loading
loose rock or coal. It has a teactor-mounted

chassis, carrying a chain conveyor the
front end of which is built into a wedgeshaped blade. Mounted on this blade are
two arms, one on either side of the chain

conveyor, which gather the material from
the muckpile and feed it on to the loader
conveyor. The tail or back end of the conveyor is designed to swivel and elevate

hydraulically so that the coal or stone can
be loaded into a car or on to another con
veyor. See also loader. Nelson.
gathering coal. Scot. See gathering peat. Fay.
gathering conveyor. a. Any conveyor which

is used to gather coal from other con-

veyors and deliver it either into mine cars
or onto another conveyor. The term is frequently used with belt conveyors placed
in entries where a number of room conveyors deliver coal onto the belt. Jones.
b. Generally 500 feet or greater in length.
It receives material from rooms or entries
and transports it to a car loading point or
to another conveyor. Sometimes known as
a mother conve)or or an entry conveyor.
NEMA MB1-1961. c. A gate conveyor

which carries coal from more than one
source or face. See also geel plate con-

veyor; truck conveyor. Nelson.
gathering ground. Sec catchment area.
gathering haulage. That portion of the haulage system irnmcdiately adjacent to the
face. In longwall mining, the face belt or

tuhs and track along the face constitute
the gathering haulage system. Wheeler,

i.
gathering hole. An opening in the working
end of a glass tank furnace, or in the
H.R., p.

wall of a pot furnace to permit the gathering of molten glass. bodd.
gathering Iron. The iron used in taking
viscid glass from the melting pot. Standard, 1964.

gathering locomotive. See gathering motor;
electric gathering mine locomotive.
gathering mine locomotive. See gathering
motor; electric gathering mine locomotive.
gathering motor. 1, lightweight type of electric locomotive used to haul loaded cars
from the working places to the main
haulage road, and to replace them with
empties. Fay. Also called gathering locomotive, See also electric gathering locomotive.

gathering motorman. In bituminous coal

pumps that arc required when water is

Hibsch to a lcucocratic dike rock of porphyritic texture and trachytic habit. The
phenocrysts arc hornblende, augitc, and
abundant plagioclase. The groundmass is
about 80 percent feldspar rods, with the
remainder, magnetite grains, small grains
of hornblende, augitc, biotitc, and a small
quantity of colorless glass. Gauteite is regarded as a complementary dike roek to
neighboring camptonitcs, and it is believed
to correspond to deep-seated monzonitc.
Fay.

gauton. Scot. A watercourse cut in the floor
of a mine or working. Fay.

gnu. The wirc mesh used to prevent the
passage of flame from a flame safety lamp
to the external atmosphere. B.S. 3618,

ing mine, for pumprooms or rib sections
lying in the dip, for collecting water from
local pools, or for sinking a shaft. They

gauze lamp. Scot. A (so-called) safety lamp,

enough for it to flow into a station pumping

It is a kind of Davy lamp, with a gauzc top

should discharge water at a point high

plant or into a drainage ditch or tunnel

carrying water outside a mine. They may
also discharge directly on the surface.
Either reciprocating or self-priming cen-

trifugal pumps may be employed as gathering pumps. BuMines Bull. 570, 1957, p. 1.
gathering rod. See gathering iron. Fay.

gathering zone. Suggcsud by Finch for the
space above the ground water level. See
also zone of discharge; static zonc. Fay.
gatton. Scot. See gauton. Fay.

gaudefroyite. Black hexagonal prisms, Ca,M"na...[(B03),(CO3) (01,(OH))3]; from
Tachgagalt, Morocco. Hey, MM, 1964;
Fleischer.

Gaudin's equation. An equation for the particle size distnbution that can be exepected
when a matcnal is crushed in a ball mill or
rod mill ; it is of the form P = 100(x/D)m,
where P is the percentage passing a sieve
of aperture x, D is thc maximum size of

particle, and rn is a constant which is a

measure of dispersion. The equation, holds
good only if thc ratio of sin of feed to size
of balls is below a critical value which, for
quartz, is 1 :12. Dodd.
gauge. See gage. Fay.
gaul. An old Irish name for coal. Tomkeiefi,
,

1954.

gault. a. To cover

oil) with clay obtained
from the subsoil. Webster 2d. b. Eng. See
folkstonc marl. Fay. c. Eng. Clay. Applied
to the Albian formation between the Lower
and Upper Greensand which underlies
parts of the Fens. Also, the name is used
for watercourses cin` in the clays, for example, Sutton Gault, and the Gault, near
Chatteris. Arkell.

gault clay. A calcarcoas clay with a short

vitrification range used for making build-

ing bricks in southeast England. Bricks

made from this clay are generally porous
and cream colored, but in a few localities
red bricks arc made from it. Dodd.

gauntree; ganntry. See gantry. Fay.

gauslinite. A local name for burkeite. From
Searles Lake, Calif. English.

gauss. The unit of magnetic field intensity
equal to 1 dyne per unit pole. The preferred term for this unit is oersted. One

1963, sec. 2.

formerly used in the Scotch coal mines.

about 3 inches in diameter, and has no

brass frame to strengthen it and no glass.
Fay.

gavel. A mason's setting maul. Standard,
1964.

gavelock. Eng. An iron poker or lever; a

crowbar. Also spelled gablack. Fay.
gavia. A term used in Spain for a primitive

method of carrying ore in baskets on men's
shoulders up inclined shafts in which steps
were cut. Fay.
gaw. a. Scot. A narrow vein of igneous rock

intersecting the strata. Fay. b. A small

channel cut for drainage purposes; furrow;
trench. Webster 3d.
gawl. An irregular or uneven line of coal face.
C.T.D.

gayet. French name for sapropelic coal, such
as torbanitc or cannel. Tomkeiefi, 1954.
gayeterk. Bclg. Second quality coal remain-

ing after the large pieces have been re-

moved. See also gayette. Fay.
gayette. Belg. Large picked coal. A variation

of the Freneh, gaillette. Fay.

Gayley process. The process for the removal
of moisture from the blast of an iron blast
furnace by reducing the temperature of the

blast current so that the moisture is deposited as snow. Webster 2d. The use of

the dehydrated blast effects great fuel economy, and promotes regularity in iron-smelting operations. Fay.
Gay-Lussac's law. When gases react, they do

so in volumes which bear a simple ratio
to one another, and to the volumes of their
products if these arc gaseous, temperature
and

pressure

remaining constant.

Also

called law of gaseous volumes. Cooper.
Gay-Lussac's tower. a. In sulfuric-acid making, a tower filled -vith pieces of coke over
which concentrated sulfuric acid trickles

down, and meeting the gas issuing from
the lead chambers, absorbs its nitrous anhydride, which otherwise would be lost.

Standard, 1964. b. Compare Glover's tower.
Fay.

gaylussite. A hydrous carbonate of sodium
nd calcium mineral, Na2Ca(C0a)g.5H20;

before the official adoption of the oersted
in 1932. See also gamma; oersted. A.G.I.;
Webster 3d,

,nonoclinic. Dana 1 7.
GCT Abbreviation for Greenwich civil time;
Greenwich conservatory time, Zimmerman,
pp. 51-441.
Gd Chemical symbol for gadolinium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-I.
Ge Chemical symbol for germanium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

gauteite. A name derived from the Gaute
Valley, central Bohemia, and given by

geanticline. a. A broad uplift, generally referring to the landmass from which sediments

oersted equals 10° gammas, Gauss was used

gaussbergite. An igneous rock similar to orendite but carrying augite and olivine in
place of phlogopitc and having a glass base.
Johannsen, v. 4, 1918, p. 262.
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1964, p. B-1,

in a geosyncline arc derived. A.G.I. b. A
major uplifted arca from which sediments
are eroded. Ballard.

gear. a. Eng. In thc Derbyshire coalfield, a
general name for all dcads when cut out
of the wholes. Formerly called work. Arkell.

b. Eng. A set of workmen's tools. SMRB,
Paper No. 61. c. The moving parts or appliances collectively that constitute some
mechanical ,whole or sct, linked meshing,
and fitted together, and serving to transmit

motion or change its rate or direction.
Commonly used in the plural. Hess. d. A

gear wheel. Hess. c. Synonym for feed gear..
Long. f. The accessory tools and equipment

required to operate a drill. Long. g. A set
of enmeshing-toothed rotating parts or cogwheels designed to transmit motion. Long.
h. A toothed wheel, cone, or bar. Nichols.

geared coupling. Consists in effect of two

hubs with external gear teeth which mcsh
with a two-piece cover sleeve with internal
teeth. The sleeve retains the lubricant. Pit
and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. D, p. 66.
geared press. A press whose main crank or
eccentric shaft is connected by gears to the
driving source. ASM Gloss.

gear feed. Synonym for screwfeed. Long.
gear-feed head. Synonym for screwfeed swivel
head. Long.
gear-feed swkel head. Synonym for screwfeed
swivel head. Long.
gearhead. N. of Eng. The motor drive, switch
gear, and unloading device of a conveyor
belt. Face conveyor gearheads may stand

in the mothergate or in a caunch at the

side of the gateway. Trist.
gearman. One who rides on a donkey. C.T.D.
gearman, head. In ore dressing, smelting, and
refining, one who tends a coarse or primary
crusher that brcaks large lumps of ore into
a smaller size so that it may be run through
smaller crushers or shipped to a plant for

extraction of the valuable metal or minerals. D.O.T. 1.
gear motors. Consisting of a preassembled

motor and geared speed reducer, gear

motors have a single mounting and provide
a highly efficient means of obtaining practically any speed below 1,550 revolutions
per minute for motors up to 75 horsepower.

The motors may bc alternating current or
direct current, either open or enclosed, and
the units are adaptable to most operating
conditions. These units are suitable for
any application where slow speeds arc required. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. D, p. 13.
gear pump. A type of positive-displacement
pump consisting of two tightly enmeshing
gears within a close-fitted shell. When the
gears are rotated at high speed the pump
is capable of delivering a liquid under high
pressure, as the pressurized oil delivered to
the hydraulic-feed cylinders on a hydraulicfeed drill. Long.

gear ratio. The relationship between the
speeds of the first and last shafts, respectively, of a train of gears. If a certain force
drives a machine at a given speed and the
output shaft runs at one-tenth of the speed

of the input shaft, then the output force

will be 10 times the input. If the gear ratio
of a motor-driven machine be 10 to 1, then

the turning force of the last shaft will be
10 times that of the motor, apart from force
used up in friction. Mason, v. 2, p. 353.

gears; pair of gears. a. Two props and a
plank, the plank being supported by the

props at either end. Zern.

gel
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b. Toothed

wheels for transmitting motion. Zern. c.

Staging and rails erected at quays over coal

chutes. See also double timber. Fay. d. Eng.

A plank supported by a prop at each end.
SMRB, Paper No. 61.
Geary sampler. See Gcco sampler. Pryor, 3.
Gebhardt survey Instrument. A borehole sur-

veying instrument often used to test the
verticality of the freezing holes in shaft
sinking. A vernier scale is used to determine the positions of the pendulum points
at successive points and by summating the

results an accurate plan of thc course of

the borehole can be prepared. An accuracy

of within 3 inches may be expected in a

freezing hole of about 600 feet. Nelson.
Geco sampler. Straight-line cutter designed
to traverse a falling stream of orc or pulp
at regular intervals, so as to divert a representative sample to a holiing vessel. A
moving chute or other deflecting device is

driven across the stream of mineral by
mcans of motor and chain. The cutter of
the Geary-jannings sampler is carried on
a sturdy traversing screw. Driving gear is
controlled by a timing mechanism and is
automatically reversed after cach cut and

left ready for the next (return) cut. Pryor, 3.
gedanite. A brittle fossil resin sometimes

classed as amber, but not by thosc who
specify the presence of succinic acid as a

requirement, although Schlossmacher men-

tions a trace of it in gedanite. It lacks

toughness and ability to take as high of
a polish as succinite. Rarely used as a gem
except for beads. Mohs' hardness, 1.5 to 2;

specifif: gvavity, 1.06 to 1.07. See also fossil

resin; Baltic amber. Shipley.
Gedinnian. Lower Lower Devonian. A.G.1.
Stipp.

gedrite. A variety of anthophyllite in which
aluminum is present in a considerable
amount. Dana 17, p.444.
gees. York. Miner's term for coal made of

alternating hard and soft laminae with
smut partings. Tomkeieff , 1954.

geest. a. High, gravelly land; gravel. Standard, 1964. b. A name proposed by DeLuc
in 1816 for the immediate products of rock
decay in situ. It is a provincial word for
earth in Holland and northern Germany.
Compare laterite; saprolitc. Fay.

gefarht. Ger. The course or direction of a
lode. Fay.

geg; gag. Scot. A piece of stone or other
obstruction preventing the proper closing
of a pump valve. The valve is said to be

gegged when so obstructed. Fay.
gegen ions. Those produced by dissociation of
a colloidal electrolyte; of opposite sign to

the colloidal ions. Pryor, 3.

gehlenite. A tetragonal silicate of calcium and
aluminum ; an end-member of an isomorphous series collectively known as melilite.
C.M.D.

tube. A gas-filled chamber usually consisting of a hollow cylindrical cathode and a

fine wire anode along its axis. It is operated with a voltage high enough so that a
discharge triggered by a primary ionizing
event will spread over the entire anode
until stopped by the reduction of the field
by space charge. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
Geiger-Miiller probe. A Geiger-MUller co inter

encased in a watertight container, 1.4 oich
can be lowered into a borehok and uscd
to log the intensity of the gamma rays
emitted by thc radioactive substanccs in
the rock formations traversed. Also called
electronic logger; Geiger probe. Long.

Geiger-Miiller survey meter. Designed for
general survey work and locating low intensities of contamination, this battery-powered

detector will respond to beta and gamma.

The Geiger tube is mounted in a hand

probe or is built into the instrument itself.
Has headphones as well as a visual scale.
Removable shielding devices permit the
counting of gamma alone. Applications include mineralogical surveys, checking cloth-

ing and apparatus, locating small spills,

following tracer elements, etc. Bests, p. 606.
Geiger probe. See Geiger-Muller probe. Long.
Geiger test; Geiger testing. The act or process
of using a Geiger-MUller probc or counter
to measure the intensity of the gamma rays

emitted by the radioactive substance contained in rocks traversed by a borehole.
Long.
geikielite. A bluish- to brownish-black titanatc
of magnesium and iron, (Mg,Fe)TiO3;
hexagonal; rhombohedral ; usually in rolled
pebbles. From Belangoda and Ra7.wana districts, Ceylon. Engltsh.
geine; gein. An old name for the soil humus.
Tomkeieff , 1954.

geisotherm; geisothermal. Same as

isogeo-

therm. Standard, 1964.

Geissler tube. a. A sealed and partly evacuated glass t.,be containing electrodes. Used
for the study of electric discharges through
gases. Standard, 1963. b. A gas-filled discharge tube having various shapes and usually a narrowly constricted portion in which

the luminosity is intensified. Webster 3d.
gel. a. A form of matter in a colloidal state
that does not dissolve but remains suspended in a solvent from which it fails to

precipitate without the intervention of heat
or of an electrolyte. Fay. A gel offers little
resistance to liquid diffusion and may contain as little as 0.5 percent of solid matter.
Some gels (for example, gelatin ) may con-

tain as much as 90 percent water, yet in
their properties are more like solids than
liquids. C.7'.D. b. Colloidal solution in
which the dispersed phase is absorbed by
the solvent so as to form a meshwork of

Geiger counter; Geiger-Miiller counter. a. An
ionization chamber that records the number
of radioactive particles impinging upon it
per minute, thus detecting radioactive sub-

micelles, having the viscous structure of a

detects gamma rays given off by radioactive

ery), and (3) stable (such as silica gels

stances. Bateman. b. An instrument that

substances. It consists of a discharge tube
which responds to the ionization produced
by the rays in a gas which fills the tube.
A.G.1. c. An ionization chamber with its
vacuum and its applied potential so adjusted that a gamma ray or other ionizing
particle through it causes a momentary
current to flow. The surge of current can
be amplified and counted so as to measure
the intensity of radioactivity in the vicinity
of the chamber. A .O.I.
comter tube; Geiger-Muller
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jelly. Three types of gel arc (1) the' unstable, typified by thixotropic systems with
very labile meshworks, (2) the meta stable
(for example, gelatins with elastic recov-

which arc irreversible between liquid and
solid form). Pryor, 3. c. A colloidal suspension in such a state that shearing stresses
below a certain finite value fail to produce
permanent deformation. The minimum
shearing stress which will produce permanent deformation is known as the shear or

gel strength of the gel. Gels commonly

occur when the dispersed colloidal particles

have a great affinity for the dispeish,g
medium, that is, arc lyophilic. Therefore,
gels commonly occur with bentonite in

gem

gel
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watcr. Brant ly, I. 1. A colloid in a more

gel coalite. High explosive; used in mines.

solid form than a so'. As a semisolid, apparently homogeneous substancc that may
clasticand jellylike (. s gelatin) or more
or less rigid (as silica 0) and that is
formed by coagulation of a sol in various
ways (as by cooling, by evaporation, or by
precipitation) with an electrolyte). Or as a
precipitate.
Webster 3d. c. As a verb, to changc into or

nonhomogenjeous

gelatinous

take on the form of a gel; to bccomc more
solid; to set. Webster 3d.
Gelamite. Trademark for a semigelatin high
explosive of relatively high wcight strength
of 65 percent; very good water resistance.
Uscd in underground mining, in quarrying,

in construction, and in general blasting.

CCD 6d, 1961.
gelatin; gelatine. a. A hard, transparent,
tasteless colloid obtained from animal connective tissues, such as skin, hoof, and
horns. The dried material swells on contact
with cold watcr to a jellylike mass or dissolves in hot water to form a firm jellylike
mass on cooling. Gelatin dissolved in hot
water is used commonly in borehole survey-

ing with a Maas compass. Compare agar.
Long. b. Commonly used as a synonym for
gelatin dynamite. Long.
gelatin borehole tube. A device uscd in borehole surveying. A tubc, containing a compass floating in molten gelatin, is lowered
to thc point in the borehole at which its
verticality is required. It is left in position
until

the gelatin scts and is thcn with-

drawn. The compass indicatcs thc dircction

and a small plumb bob shows thc angle
of dip. Nelson.

gelatin dynamite. A high explosive which
varies in composition; consists mainly of
nitroglycerin, with sodium nitratc, meal,
collodion cotton, and sodium carbonate.
Pryor, 3. It is dense, plastic, and more

water-resiviant than straight or extra dynamitc. Its relatively high velocity makes it
ideal for hard, tough rock, for wct conditions,

or for actual underwater blasting.

Car.lon, p. 308. Commonly uscd by drillers
to shatter boulders encountered in driving
pipe through overburden, especially in
water-filled or saturated ground. Also commonly called gelatin. Long.
gelatin extras. Explosives in which a .portion

Bennett 2d, 1962.

Gelex dynamite. A scmigelatin exploske.
Uscd in gypsum, limestone, and metallic
ore mincs. Bennett 2d, 1962.

gelignite. A general term relating to explosives of thc gelatin type in which there is
a proportion of wood, metal, and oxygencontaining salts. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
Gelignite. Explosive consisting of nitroglyc-

erin, ammonium nitrate and nitrocotton;

used for blasting and initiating less sensitive
explosives. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Gelite I.L.F. High explosive ; used in mines.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

gelitocollinite coal. This type coal is characterized by a predominance (over 50 percent) of a groundmass (collinitc) translucent in thin sections, resulting from
comdlete dccomposition in thc process of
gclification of thc original plant material.
As a rule, thc collinite material occurs as
homogeneous

floecular

masses.

Gelified

componcnts showing structurc arc

only

rarely rcprcscntcd in the form of lenses and
thin strips of vitrinized wood fibcrs, gelified

fragments of bark, and leaf parenchyme

tissue. Fusinizcd inclusions arc rare. There
may bc occasional concentrations of homo-

geneous, opaque particles and fine fragments of fusinizcd tissue, sometimes also
coarse lenses of sentifusinite and fusinitc.

The proportion of lipoid microcomponents
varies from a single inclusion to the maximul
permitted in thcsc
gelitJcoals. Occasionally this type of coal
may contain algae of the pila type. Hand
specimens arc generally semilustrous with
a uniform coarsely banded structure, and

break with a typical, slightly conchoidal
fracture. This coal may have low or high
ash, and occurs in scams of different geological agc as distinctive bands within a
seam or as cntirc s:-.ams of varying thick-

ness. Mcdium rank gclitocollinite coals arc
valuable for coking. IHCP, 1963, part I.
gelitoposttelinite coal. This coal is characterized by a preponderance (more than 50
percent) of fragments of gelified tissue less
than 0.2 millimeter in size. Thc individual
fragments takc different forms surh as lenticular, ribbonlike, angularly romd and

round. Thcir outline may also cccur in

of thc nitroglycerin is replaced with ammonium nitrate. The explosive velocity is
reduced but the substantial resistance to

gelitoposttelinite coals in minor amounts,
All thc structurcd components arc distinct
by reason of thcir somewhat darker color-

',rater is retained. Less expensive than gelatin dynamites. Carson, p. 308.

groundmass, varying in amount in different
eases. Gelitoposttelinite coal is distinguished

gelatinization. Solubility with thc formation
of jellylike silica. Fay.
gehdin.pad printing. See Murray curvex machine. Dodd.
gelatins. A general term relating to explosives
in which a principal constituent, nitroglycerin, is given a gelatinous consistency
by mixing it with nitrocotton. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 6.

gelation. The formation of a 3e1 from a sol.
Webster 3d.
gel cement. Cement to which a small percent-

age of bentonite has been added cithcr dry
or mixed with water. Such an addition par-

ticularly adapts the slurry for use in ce-

menting casing and recovering lost circulation because, it reduces loss of slurry to
thc formation, makes for a more homogene-

ous mixture, increases the water-cement
ratio, reduces loss of water to thc formation, and sets in substantially the same
volume as occupied when placed. Brantly, I.

ing and arc embedded in a transparcnt

from gelitotelinite coal by more marked
fragmentation of thc plant material and a
higher degree of gclification. In hard coals,
gelitoposttelinite coal is generally lustrous

or semilustrous and in brown coals scmimatt or sometimes ,.:van matt. It is usually
finely striated. This coal may have high or

nizcd microcomponents as well as some

opaque matter also occur in this type of
coal. Gelitoprecollinite coal is lustrous or
scmilustrous in hard coals and sernirnatt to
matt in brown coals. It is finely striated or
homogeneous to thc unaidcd cyc and breaks
with a slightly conehoidal fracturc. It may

have high or low ash and occurs in seams
of different geological agc as bands within

scams or as entire scams several meters

thick. Medium rank gelitoprecollinite coals
:tre valuable for coking. IHCP,1963, part I.
gelltotelinite coal. This coal contains 50 percent or more of gelified, vitrinitic components. The size of the constituent entities
generally varies between 0.2 and 1.0 milli-

meter although coarscr forms (1.5 to 2.0

millimeters) arc also sccn. Fusinized tissuc
is not common and liptinitc is insignificant.
Gclitocollinitic material is prcscnt in greater
or lesser amounts. Wood gelitotelinite coals
and parenchyme gelitotelinite coals are distinguished according to thc preponderance
of the type of original plant tissue. Wood
gelitotelinite coal consists largely of indi-

vidual fragments of stcms and rhizomes,
wood tissue predominating. Thcy are in-

variably low in ash. Parenchyme gelitotelinite coals consist chiefly of cuticle-bordered

leafy material; thc parenchyme tissue

is

markedly gelificd. Hcrc and thcrc the leafy

material may be closely packcd forming
aggregates; at other timcs it is found in
varying quantities cmbcddcd in a transparent groundmass. Parenehyme gelitoteli-

nite coals may have high or low ash. In

hand specimens gelitotelinite coal is black
and in hard coals, lustrous or scmilustrous;
in brown coal it is matt or semimatt. Gelitotelinite coal shows sharp-edgcd, stepped
fracture and occurs in scams of different
geological age, both as bands within scams

or as entire scams up to several meters

thick. Compared with othcr gclitic types of

coal, gelitotelinite coals of medium rank
arc characterized by very high caking power

and because of this arc valued for coke

making. IHCP, 1963, part /.
Gelobel. Trademark for gelatin-type permissible explosives that have high density and
high water-resistance ratings. Used for coal
mining where high strength, high velocity,
concentration of charge, and water resistance arc desired. CCD 6d, 1961.
gélose. The colloidal product of plant decay

that becomes the principal constituent of

coal. Tornkeiefl, 1954.
Olosic coal. Coal rich in gélose; for example,
algal coal. Tornkeiel), 1954,
gélosite. Constituent of torbanitc, consisting
of bircfringent pale yellow microscopic
crushed spheres. Tomkeiell, 1954.
gel strength. The ability or thc measure of the
ability of a colloid to form gels. Brantly, 1.
gem. a. A general term including any precious

or semiprecious stonc, as diamond, ruby,

logical age as bands within scams or as

topaz, etc., especially when cut or polished
for ornamental purposes. Fay. b. Archaeo-

form a gelified mass with honeycomb struc-

graved stone, for example? an intaglio or a
cameo. Fay. c. Mineralogically, one of the
orders of minerals used by Mohs that are
distinguished by their hardncss (enough to
scratch quartz), transparency, nonmetallic
luster. They arc generally lorilliant and
beautiful. Fay. d. As used by drillers and
bit setters, a small, virtually flawless, lustrous, nearly spherical, industrial-grade
diamond, which on rare occasions may be
used as a drill diamond. Also called bullet;

low ash. It occurs in scams of different geo-

entire scams several meters thick ; gehtoposttelinite coals of medium rank arc valuable for coking. IHCP, 1963, part I.
gelitoprecoMnite COM. This coal consists of
more than 50 percent of very fine gelified
fragments of tissue, which, although having
lost their original cell structure, have morc
or less retained their shape. The outline of
the fragments is rather indistinct, and
where decomposition has been sufficiently
marked, individual fragments overlap and

ture. Minor amounts of lipoid and fusi-

logically, the term is restricted to an en-

gem grade. c. A diamond free of flawsas

geochemical momaly
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gem
far as can be determined by a trained observer with the aid of a 10-power magnifying glassand having a color and other

characteristics that do not deleteriously
affect its value for usc as a faceted ornamental (gem) diamond. Long.
gem color:. The most desirable color for a

stone of its particular variety. Perfection
color. Shipley.
gem crystal. A crystal from which a gem can
be cut. Shipley.
gem grade. See gem, a and b. Long.
gem gravel. A scdimcnt of gravel grade containing appreciable amounts of gem minerals. It was formed by the disintegration
and transportation of preexisting rocks, in
which the gem minerals originated. They
are placers of a special type, in which the
heavy minetals arc not native gold or cassiterite (Sn09), but such gem minerals as

garnets, rubies, sapphires, etc. As nr,I..st of

the gem minerals are heavy and chemically
stable, they remain near the point of origin,
while the lighter constituents of the parent
rocks are washcd away, resulting in a natural concentration of the valuable components. C.T.D.
gemmary. a. The science of gems. Standard,

1964. b. A house or receptaclt for gems
or jewels; also, gems collectively. Standard,
1964. c. An engraver of gems. Standard,
1964.

gem material. A term useo particularly to

mean (1 ) any synthetic or other important
substitute for a gemstone, or (2) any rough

mineral from which a gemstone can bc
fashioned, such as a piece of uncut jade.
Shipley.

gem mineral. Any mineral species which
yields either a gem variety or individual

specimens which meet the qualifications of
a gem. Shipley.
gemmological polariscope. See Shipley polariscope. Shipley.

gemmoiogist. One who has mastered gemmology. Shipley.

gemmology (U.S.); gemology (Eng.). The
study of gems. A.G.I.

Gemolite, A trademark for an illuminator
designed especially to illuminate inclusions
(in gemstones) more effectively. Employs
either monocular or binocular microscope.
Shipley.

with

reducing ore

to designated

size.

D.O.T. Supp.
general drawing. A drawing showing elevation plan, and cross section of the structure, also the borings for substructure and
the main dimensions, etc. Nichnls.

general geology. The branch of geology

treating of the problems of dynamic geology in relation to the geologic history of
the earth. Schieferdecker.
generalized section. A drawing showing characteristics of various distinct weas grouped
together in one section. Schieferdecker.
general manager. Imports general authority
to perform all reasonable things in conducting the usual and customary busi-

ness of his principal. Ricketts, 1.
general shear failure. Failure in which the
ultimate strength of the soil is mobilized
along the entire potential surface of sliding before the structure supported by the
soil is impaired by excessive movement.
ASCE P1826.
general soil survey. A goneral investigation
of superficial deposits. The sampling procedure may include at4 ers, borcholes, and
trial pits: and tests are made to cover

soil identification. This ,type of survey aims

at establishing soil prOfiles and locating
areas requiring special investigation. See
also detailed soil survey; preliminary soil
survey. Nelson.
generated heat. Heat resulting from
grinding operation. ACSG, 1963.

the

generating station. A station in Vaich electric generators are operated by prime
movers. Fay.

generation. In petrology, all those crystals,
of one or several species, that form at the
same period of the cooling and solidification of an igneous rock. The same spe-'n.s may have one, two, or very rarely,
three generations. Fay.
generator. a. A source of electricity, especially one that transforms heat or mdchanical work directly into electric energy, as
opposed to a voltaic battery. See also dynamo. Standard, 1964. b. A vessel, chamber or machine in which the generation

of a gas is effected, as by chemical action. Standard, 1964. c. In a water-gas
the refractory-lined chamber in
which fuel is gasified by blowing in steam

plant,

to a central discharge. In the body of the
tank hang radially mounted tube frames
covered with filter cloths (socks). These
are connected with a central valve and
timing mechanism, so set that vacuum is

applied for from one to ten minutes to

remove filtrate, after which the gathered
soEds are displaced by a brief flush-back
so that they fall to the raking zone. Pryor, 3.

gentbelvite. The zinc end-mer.7_,er, Zn.Bea
Sin0,,S, of the helvine group. Named from
helvine and after Professor William Genth
of Philadelphia, who in 1892 described,
under the name danalite, a single crystal
containing 85 percent of this component.
Spencer 17, M.M., 1946.
genthite. A hydrous, nickel-magnesium silicate mineral, theoretically TNi0.2Mg0.
3SiO26H20, but the nickel content is variable. Sanford.

gently inclined. Said of deposits and coal
seams with a dip of from 5° to 25°.
Stoces v. 1, p. 56.
genuine doublet. See doublet. Shipley.

genuine pearl. A natural pearl in contrast

to a cultured pearl. Shipley.
genuine triplet. See tripl,tt. Shipley.
genus. A group of two or more species of
animals or plants; plural, genera. Shipley.
geo. In Iceland, a narrow inlet walled in by
steep cliffs. Fay.
geo-. Prefix from the Greek ge, meaning

land, of the land, or earth. Pryor, 3.

geobotanical indicators. Some plants develop
peculiar diagnostic symptoms that can be

interpreted directly in terms of probable

excesses of a particular element in the soil.

Geobotanical indicators are either plant
species or characteristic variations in the
growth habits of plants that are restricted
in their distribution to rocks or soils of
definite physical or chemical properties.

They have been used in locatingand mapping ground water, saline deposits, hydrocarbons and rock types, as well as ores.
Hawkes, 2, pp. 305-306.
geobotanical prospecting. Prospecting in
which visual observation of plants is used
as a guide to finding buried ore. Whereas
biogeochemical methods require chemical
analysis of plant organs, the geobotanical
methods depend on direct observations of
plant morphology and the dititribution of
plant species. Hawker, 2, p. 290.

better qualities of fine pearls, which possess a rose or other particularly desirable
orient. Does not include white pearl. Ship-

and air alternately. Dodd.
generator gas. Producer gas. Webster 2d.
genesis. In gemmology, the origin or formation of a natural gem mineral, Shipley.

to

genetic classification. Any classification based

mean an iridescent pearl, really spherical,

on manner of origin or line of descent.

growing plants disclose measurable amounts
of chemical elements whose quantity is too

decided and desirable orient, such as pink
rose. Shipley.
gem quality. Possessing the qualifications of
a gem. Shipley.
gem species. A gem-bearing mineral species.

Genetic classifications are set up to deal
with fossils, rocks, and minerals. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.
genetic halo. A geochemical anomaly, resulting from primary dispersion. Hawkes.
Geneva ruby. An artificial ruby. Fay.
geniculate. A term meaning knee-shaped

Shipley.
gem stick. A stick on the end of which a gem

In minerals, for example, rutile TiO, crys-

geocerain. See geocerite. Fay.
geocerellite., A white, brittle, alcohol-soluble
oxygenated hydrocarbon which melts at
82° C. Fay.
geocerin. See geocerite. Tornkeieff 1954.
geocerlte; geocerain; geocerin. A flaky waxlike hydrocarbon, approximately C.,H5301,

gem pearl. a. A term often used for those

ley. b. A term more specially used

with maximum luster of even intensity,
free from all visible blemishes and of a

is cemented while being cut. Standard,
1964.

gem stone. A term that includes pearl, amber, coral, jet, or any stone of any variety
of a gem mineral, which is of sufficient

beauty and durability for use as a personal ornament. See also decorative stone;
ornamental stone; gem matc:ial.

gem variety. That variety of a mineral spedes which yields gemstones. Shipley.

general-crusher foreman. In ore dressing,
smelting and refining, one who directs
and coordinates all operations concerned

and applied to certain types of crystal.

tals may sometimes be twinned on the
second order pyramid (101) so that they
are bent at a sharp angle. Such twinned
crystals are said to be geniculate twins.

Merritnan.
Genite A. Nongelatinous permissible explosive; used in mining. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Center filter. A filter utilized in coal-wash-

ing plants for the recovery of fine coal

particles. Bureau of Mines Staff.
Center thickener. Cylindrical tank with obtuse conical base around which raking
gear moves slowly, pushing settled sludge

.
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geobotany. a. The use of vegetation as a
guide to ore deposits. Metals and other
elements may modify the appearance of
foliage. Also, it has been shown that collecting and analyzing selected parts from

small for direct detection. The expert in-

terpretation of the data and trends may
prove of value to the prospector. Nelson.

b. The study of plants as related spe-

cifically to their geologic environment.
Hawkes, 2, p. 305.

occurring in brown coal. Identical with
leucopetrite. See also geomyricite. Tonikeieff, 1954; Fay.

geochnnical anomaly. A concentration of
one or more elements in rock, soil, sediment, vegetation, or water markedly different from the normal concentration in

geochemical anomaly

geographical cycle
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a naturally occurring material. Lewis, p.

the surroundings. Sometimes applied also
to abnormal concentrations of hydrocarGeochemical anombons in soils.

296.
geochemical prospection method. A prospec-

mary anomalies while those originating on

tion of the tenor of a trace element or

alies originating at depth are called pri-

the surface are called secondary anomalies. Lewir, p. 296.

geochemicai balance. Term relating, for instance, to the ratios of distribution of the
total amount of a chemical element lib-

erated by rock weathering, and transported to the ocean, between sea water
and sea-bottom sediments. Schieferdecker.

geochemical classification. The division of

chereical elements into associations as they
are found in nature. Schieferdecker.
geochemical coherence. The phenomenon of

the intimate occurring together of certain
chemical elements in nature, as, for example, the group of the lanthanides, zirconium-hafnium, niobium-tantalum, etc.
Schieferdecke).

geoc! emical cycle. The sequence of stages
in the migration of elements during geologic changes. Rankama and Sahama distinguish a major cycle, proceeding from
magma to igneous rocks to sediments to
sedimentary rocks to metamorphic rocks
and possibly through migmatites back to

magma, and a minor or exogenic

cycle

proceeding from sediments to sedimentary

rocks to weathered material and back to

sediments again.
geochemical environment.

Pressure, tem-

perature, and the availability of the most
abundant chemical components are the
parameters of the geochemical environment that determine wh i.

mineral phases

are stable at any given point. On the basis
of these variables, it is possible to classify
all the natural environments of the earth
into two major groupsprimary and secondary. The primary environment extends downward from the lower levels of
circulating meteoric water to the deepest
level at which normal rocks can be formed.

It is an environment of high temperature

and pressure, restricted circulation of
fluids, and relatively low free-oxygen con-

tent. The secondary environment is the
environment of weathering, erosion, and
sedimentation at the surface of the earth.
It is characterized by low temperatures,
nearly constant low pressure, free movement of solutions, and abundant free
oxygen, water, and CO,. Huwkes, 2, pp.
10-11,

geochemical exploration. Exploration or pros-

pecting methods depending on chemical

analysis of the rocks or soil, or of soil gas,
or of plants,

geochemical landscape. The pattc rn, in any
given area, in which the net ehect of all
the dynamic forces concerned in the movement of earth materials will be reflected

in the overall pattern of distribution of
the elements. Hawkes 2, p. 22.

geochemical mapping. The systematic collec-

tion and processing of a very large number of samples accompanied by the proper
presentation and interpretation of the resulting analytical data. Hawkes 2, p. 351.
geochemical prospecting. a. The search for
concealed deposits of metallic ores by analyzing soils, surface waters, and/or organisms for abnormal concentrations of
metals. A.G.I. b, The search for petroleum
accumulations by analyzing soil gases for
hydrocarbons.

c. Any method of

mineral exploration based on a systematic
measurement of the chemical properties of

tion method consisting in the determina-

trace elements in natural vegetation, soil,
surface waters, etc., as an aid in mineral
prospecting. Schieferdecker,

geochemical province. a. A segment of the
earth's crust whose chemical composition
is s;gnificantly different from the average,
and is identified by comparison of the
composition of igneous rocks. Lewis, p.
300. b. An apparent local variation in the
original composition of the earth's crust.
Hawkes.
geochemical relief. Relief determined by geo-

graphical variations in the levels of concentration of the elements. Geochemical
relief is defined not only by the contrast
between high and low values but also
by the homogeneity of their distribution.
Hawkes, 2, 9. 22,
geochemical suney. A survey involving the
chemical analysis of sy stematically collected samples or rock, oi1, plants, or
water; this expression may be further
modified hy indkating specifically the material sampled, as, for exampie, geochemical soil survey. Hawkes.

geochemistry. a. The study of the relative
and absolute abundances of the elements

and of the atomic species (isotopes) in the
earth ; the distribution and migration of
the individual elements in the various

parts of the earth (the atmosphere, hydrosphere, crust, etc.), and in minerals

and rocks, with the object of discovering
principles governing this distribution and
migration. Geochemistry may be defined
very broadly to include all parts of geology that involve chemical changes, or it
may be focused more narrowly on the distribution of the elements, as in Mason's
definition; the latter is commonly understood if the term is wed without qualib. A prospecting method
fication.
which seeks to locate mineral deposits by
the detection, in the overlying soil, of very

small quantities or traces of the metals

which may or may not have a shell of

chalcedony, others are composed of limonite, colemanite, celestite, barite, or other
minerals, and most have been formed in
shales or other soft rocks. Distinguished
from vugs which are residual or solution
cavities in veins or rocks, and may be
crystal-lined. Fay; Hess. b. The cavity in
a geode. Webster 3d.
geodepression. A long, narrow depression,
not necessarily filled by sediments. A.G.I.
geodesist. One who employs surveying and
geodetic instruments, such as transits, theodolites, and other engineering instruments,

in setting up and improving network of
triangulation over the earth's surfuce, in
order to provide fixed points for tre in

making maps. D.O.T. 1.
geodesy. a. A branch of applied mathematics
that determines by observation and measurement the exact positions of points and
the figures and areas of large portions of

the earth's surface, the shape and size of

the earth, and the variations of terres-

trial gravity and magnetism. Webster 3d.
Also called geodetics. b. Survey which includes corrections for the surface curvature

of the giobe. Pryor, 3.

geodetic coordinates. Latitude and longitude
as calculated on the spheroid. Seelye, 2.
geodetic& See geodesy. Fay.
geodetic surveying. That very accurate
method of surveying which takes into consideration the spheroidal form of the
earth's surface. Used in topographic and
hydrographic work. Crispin.
geodimeter. An instrument which employs

an electronic method of measuring distance by measuring the time it takes a
modulated light wave to travel from the
master unit to a mirror and to return.
H&C.

geodynamic. Of, pertaining to, or noting
the forces or processes within the earth.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
geofault. A large fault directly affecting 0-.,:.

relief of the earth's surface, on land or

beneath the sea. Challinor.
geoflexure. A large flexure directly affecting the relief of the earth's surface. Chal-

concerned. Compare microgas survey. Nelson.

geofraction. A fracture passing thrcugh the

time. Standard, 1964,
geochronologic unit. A unit of geologic time,
for example, period and epoch. A.G.I.

geognosy. a. A branch of geology that deals

geozhronic. Of oi pertainirg to geological
SuPP.

geochronology. The study of time in relationship to the history of the earth, or a
system of dating developed for this pur-

linor.

entire thickness of the solid crist. Schieferdecker.

with the materials of the earth and its

general interior and exterior constitution.
Webster 3d. b. An old term for absolute
knowledge of the earth, as distinct from

(sometimes

called absolute age) involves dating of

geology, which includes various theoretical
aspects. C.T.D.
geogony. A science or a theory of the forma-

geologic events in years. Relative chronology involves the system of successive eras,

tion of the earth. Webster 3d.
geographical concentration. The ratio of face

periods, and epochs used in geology and

length in yards (X) to length a main

time. A.C.I.
geochronometry. The measurement of geologic time. A.G.I. Supp.
geoehrony. Geologic chronology; the system
of time divisions used in geology. Webster 3d.
geogronite. A mineral, Plx,(Sb,As)2SA, consisting of a usually massive lead-gray lead
antimony arsenic sulfide. Webster 3d;
Dana 17. Orthorhombic.
geode. a. A hollow nodule or concretion, the
cavity of which is commonly lined with
crystals of calcite or qitartz; some are

haulage roads in yards (L), that is .

pose.

Absolate

chronology

paleontology. Literally, the science of earth

lined with smooth chalcedony or limonite. Mst are formed of crystalline silica

264-972 0-68-32
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X

L
See also concentration of output. Nelson.
geographical cycle. Every landform passes
through a comparatively systematic series
of changes from its youth, when its form is
defined chiefly by constructioaal processes,
\Ipast its maturity, when the ?musses of
ubaerial

sculpt are have carved a great

ariety of moldings and channelings, toward

its old age, in which the accomplishment
of the full measure of denudation reduces
the mass essentially to baselevel, however
high it may have been originally, It has
become accustomed to call this unmeasured

time a geographical cycle. Synonym for

cycle of erosion. See also geomorphic cycle.
A.G.I.

geographic or true north. The northerly direction of the geographic meridian at any
terrestrial point. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. I.
geography. The science that trcats of the

surface of the carth, including its form and
development, the phenomena that take
place thereon, and the plants, animals, and
peoples that inhabit it, considered in relation to the earth's surface; also, a book or
treatise on the above subject. Fay.
geohydrology. The sckncc dealing with the
charactcr, sourcc, and mode of occurrence
of underground water. Schieferdecker.
geoid. The figure of the earth considered as
a mcan sea-level surface extended continuously through the continents. A.G.I.

geolith. A rock stratigraphic unit. A.G.I.
Supp.

geologian. An old term for geologist. Fay.
geologic; geological. The generally preferred
usage is as follows: geologic data; geologic
investigation or survey; geological organi-

zation, survey, or society; geological era;
and geological time. A.G.I.

geologic age. The time of ,:xistence of a fossil
organism or the occurrence or duration of
a particular event as stated in terms of the
conventional geological time scale. Any
event not datable in terms of years is usu-

ally given a relative geologic agc. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.
geological agent. A force or instrument by
means of which a geological process operates. Challinor.
geological formations. Groups of rocks of
similar character and age. Fay.
geological horizon. A particular bed of rock
or its equivalent, generally used as referring to the bed containing a fauna or flora
under consideration. Less often, used to
mean igneous rocks of a particular period
of time. L ess.
geological ore. Ore that, so far as geological
conditions show, may be present. Hess.
geological province. An arca throughout
which geological history has been essentially the same or which is characterized
by particular structural or physiographic
features. Schieferdeckei.
geological aection. a. A natural rock cut.
Sthiefordecker. b. The representation of
such on paper. Schielerdecker.
geological survey. A systematic investigation

of an arca determining the distribation,

structure, composition, history, and interreladons of roec units. Its purpose may be
either purely scientific or economic with

special attention to the distribution, re-

serves, and potential recovery of mineral
resources. Stokes and Varnes,
Geological Survey. A Federal or Statc governmental organization that undertakes
such investigations. Stokes and Varn6s,
1955.

geological time. The time extending from the

end of the Formative period of cart't history to the beginning of the Historical
period. It is conveniently divided into several periods, each bcing the time of formation of one of the systems into which thc

stratigraphical column is divided. Thus,

the Carboniferous period is the interval of
time during which the rocks includ:ng the
Carboniferous limestme, Millstone Grit,
and Coal Measures in Britain, and the Mississippian i..nd Pennsylvanian strata in the,
United :Rates, were in the process of formation. The complete list of periods from

geomagnetic pole
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the oldest to the youngest is: Precambrian,
Cambrian, Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous, Permian, Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous,
Tertiary, and Quaternary. The position of
any rock in this time seequence is fixed by
the fossils it contains. The absolute meas-

urement of geological time is a baffling

problem, but the ages of igneous rocks can
be measured by highly specialized chemical
methods, one being based on the estimation

of the minute quantities of helium spontaneously generated in certain radioactive
minerals (see pleochroic halos). Baron G.
de Geer has used the examination of the
laminations in varve clays to measure the
time which has elapsed since the Pleisto-

cene glaciation. C.T.D.
geologic chronology. The system of time divisions used in geology. Synonym for geochrony. Schieferdecker.
geologic column. A diagram showing the subdivisions of part or all of geologic timc or
thc rock formations of a particular locality.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
geologic drilling. Drilling done primarily to
obtain information from which the geology
of the formations penetrated can be determined. See also geology. Compare formation testing. Long.
geologic fonnation. See formation. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

geologic high. Sometimes .sed in oilfields to

indicate a later geological formation regardless of elevation ; oppoiite of geologic
low, which refers to earlier formations.

Compare topographic high. Fay.

geologic legend. Attached to geological maps
is a legend which shows the correct sequence
of formations. The oldest formation is shown

at the bottom, the youngest at the top. This
constitutes a geological column. Any symbols and any colors may bc used to represent rocks of different geological pedods.
Nevertheless, certain standard colors have
been adoptcd by the U.S. Geological Survey and other national surveys. The U.S.
Geological Survey prefers explanation to
legend. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
geologic low. See geologic high. Fay.
geologic map. A map upon which geologic
information is plotted. Thc distribution of
the formations is shown by means of symbols, patterns, or colors. Thc surficial de-

posits may or may not be mapped sepa-

rately. Folds, faults, mineral deposits, etc.,
are indicated by appropriate symbols.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
geologic mineralizen Substance that promotcs
mineral concentration and crystallization
cluring solidification of rock-forming material, particularly in pegmatite dikes. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
geologic section. A graphic representation,
made from actual observations or inferred
from other evidence, of underground geologic conditions along a given line or plane

of the earth's crust. Stokes and Varnes,
1955,

geologic structure. See structure, b. Nelscn.
geologic survey. A survey or invebtigation of

the character and structure of the earth,
of the physical changes which the earth's
crust has undergone or is undergoing, and
of the causes producing those changes.
A.G.I.

geologic thermometer. A term applied to
known temperature limits within which
certain minerals or mineral aggregates must
have formed ; based t. the thermal data

relating to the fus:on points of rodcsand
minerals, and the invercion or transition
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points of allotropic modifications of rockforming compounds, and in general, to the
equilibrium conditions and stability ranges
under different conditions of pressure for
various minerals, allotropes, solid solutions,

eutectics, and other mineral aggregates.

Holmes, 1928.
geologic time unit. Thc time unit corresponding with a timc-stratigraphic unit ; for example, period, epoch, or age. A.G.I. SupP.

geologist. a. One who studies the constitution, structure, and history of the earth's

c,-ust, conducting research into the formatbn and dissolution of rock layers, analyz-

ing fossil and mineral contcnt of layers,

and endeavoring to fix historical sequence
of development by relating characteristics
to known geological influences (historical

geology). D.O.T 1. b. One versed in the

science of gcoloa or cngagcd in a geological study or investigation. Also called by
drilers core snatcher; rock hound; sample
grabber; sniffer. Long.
gedlogist, petroleum. One who explores and
cha.-ts stratigraphic arrangement and composition of earth i order to locate gas and
oil deposits. Identifies strata encountered
in well drillings by studying well logs, analyzing cores and cuttings, and interpreting
data obtained by electrical or radioactive
well logging or other subsurface surveying
opera tions. Evaluates results of geophysical
prospecting and prepares surface an i subsurface maps and diagrams to show stratigraphic arrangement and composition of
earth, and probable deposits of gas and oil.

D.O.T. 1,

geologize. To study geology or make geological :nvestigations; to discourse as a geologist. Seokes and Varner, 1955.
geology. A science that deals with the history

he earth and its life, especially as rein the rocks. Three principal
branches or phases are usually distinguished : (1) structural, or geotectonie,
of

corded

geo'.ogy, treating of the form, arrangemenr,

and internal structure of the rocks; (2)

dynamic geology, dealing with the causes
and processes of geological change ; and
(3) historical geology, aiming to give a
chronological account of the events in the
earth's history. Webster Pd. Other subdivisions arc: (1) economic 7cology, which
deals with thc applications of the science
in industrial relations and operations; (2)
legal geology, the application in litigation
of the facts and prindples of geology, particularly its subdivisions, mineralogy, economic geology, and mining geology ; (3)
mining geology, a subdivision of economic
geology concerned with the application of

geologic facts and principles to mining;
and (4) stratigraphie geology, a study of

the succession of the beds of rock laid down

during the progress of geologic ages. Fay.
geomagnetic electrokindograph. A current

measuring device dependent upon

the

principle that an electrolyte moving through
magnetic field (the earth's) will generate
an electric current. Abbreviation, GEK. Hy.

geomagnetidan. One who sets up magnetic
observatories and stations in order to chart
the earth's magnetic field, and applies data
obtained to problems in the fields of telephony, telegraphy, radio broadcasting, navigation, mapping, and geophysical prospecting. Also called terrestrial magnetician.
D.O.T. 1.
geomagnetic meridian. See magnetic meridian. H&G.

geomagnetic pole. Pole of the earth's mag-

geomagnetic pole
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nctic field located about 4,000 miles above
its surface, does not correspond to the surface magnetic pole; one is at 781/20 north,
69° west and the other at 781/2° south, 111°
Supp.
cast.
geometrical effects. A tern to describe the
effects of bed thickness and borehole diameter on the magnitude of S.P. deflections.
Wyllie, p. 41.

magnetic properties of the rocks. There are
four main methods employed in geophysical
prospecting, namely, gravitational, magnetic, electrical, and seismic with several
modifications of each. Nelson.
geophysical prospector. One who studies
structure of subsurface rock forrnations in

Georgian. Lower Cambrian. A.G,I. Supp.
Georgian glass. Reinforced fire-resisting building glass. Bennett 2d, 1962.

geometrk mean diameter. The

diameter

equivalent of the arithmetic mean of the
logarithm frequency distribution. In the
analysis of beach sands it is taken as that
grain diameter determined graphically by
the intersection of a straight line through
selected boundary sizes (generally points
on the distribution curve where 16 and 84
percent of the sample by weight is coarser)

and a vertical line through the median

diameter of the sample. H&G,
geometrk progression. Series of numbers increasing by multiplication, which uses a
constant factor. Pryor, 3.
geometry. That branch of mathernatks that
deals with the relations of points, lines,
angles, shapes, areas of surfaces, and volume of solids. Jones, 2, p. 80.
geomorphk. Of or relating to the form of the
earth or its surface features; resembling
the eirth. Webster 3d.
geomorphic cycle. The term geomorphic cycle
is used here instead of the old term geographical cycle which is less accurate.
Synonym for geographical cycle; cycle of
erosion. A.G.I.

geomorphogeny. That part of geomorphology
which treats of the origin and development

of the earth's surface features. Fay.
geomorphologist. A specialist in thc study of
the origin and development of the :arth's
surface features. Hess.
geomorphology. A science that deals with the

land and submarine relief features of the

carth's surface and seeks a genetic interpretation of them through usi..g the principles

of phyisography in its descriptive aspects
and of dynamic and structural geology in

order to locate petroleum deposits, using
such physical and electrical testing instruments as seismograph, gravimeter, torsion
balance, magnetometer, pendulum devices,
and electrical-resistivity apparatus to measure various characteristics of the earth.

May bo designated according to type of
equipment used, as electrical prospector,
gravity prospector, magnetic prospector,
and seismic prospector. D.O.T 1.
geophysical site investigation. 7 he measurement of the various physical properties of
rocks at a site and interpreting the information in terms of geologic structure and
nature of deposits. Of the various established geophysical methods of investigating
sites, the electrical resistivity method is the

best known. It may be used to contour

concealed rock surfaces and detect discontinuities. The geophysical method is particularly useful for making a rapid survey

of a large site, especially when used in
conjunction with borcholes or trial pits.
Nelson,

geophysical survey. The exploration of an
arca in which geophysical properties and

relationships unique to the arca arc mapped
by one or mon. geohysical methods. A.G.I.
geophysicist. One tiho studies seismic, gravitational, electri,.al, thermal, and magnetic
determine structure and
phcn omcna
earth, and forces causing
composition
movement a ad warping of surface, Investi-

gates origiu and activity of glaciers and

volcanoes, and the course and phenomena
of earthquakes; charts ocean currents and
tides; takes measurements concerning shape

and movements of earth, and acoustic,
optical, and electrical phencmena in the
atmosphere; and locates iietrcleum and

it:, exploratory phases. Webster 3d.
geomyrkin. See geomyricite. Fay.
geomyrkite. A waxlike, white mineral, melt-

mineral deposits. May specialize in a particular phase of the work, as exploration,

absolute alcohol and ether; its composition
(CsiF18.02) is near that of certain vegetal

geophysics. The science of the earth with
respect to its structure, composition, and

ing at about 80° C, and soluble in hot
waxes. Fay.

geonomy. The science of the physical laws of
the structure and development of the earth.
Standard, 1964.

geophone. A detector, placed on or in the

ground in seismic work, which rcsponds to
the ground motion at thc point of its location. Synonym for seismometer; seismo-

graph; geotector; pickup; jug; tortuga.
A.G,I.

geophysical. Relating to the physics of the
earth. Fay.

geophysical logging. The lowering of equipnent into a borehole and recording continuously or intermittently various types of
physical information. N. merous types of
geophysical logs can be recorded, the more

common being rate of penetration, temperature, gamma-ray, electric, and caliper

(for hole diameter). Nelson.
geophysical prospecting. Prospecting for minerals, mineral fuels, or the nature of earth
matcdals by measuring the various physical
properties of the rocks, and interpreting the
results in terms of geologic feature or the
economic deposits sought. Physkal measurements are taken at the surface of differences in the density, electrical resistance, or

administration, research, consulting, design,
or teachi. g. D.O.T. 1.

development. It is a branch of experimeatal

physics dealing with the earth, including

its atmosphere and hyd:osphere. It includes
'he sciences of dynamical geology and physical geography, and makes use of geodesy,
geology, seismology, meteorology, oceanography, magnetism, and other earth sciences

in collecting an: interpreting earth data.
Geophysical methods have been applied

successfully to the identification of under-

ground structures in the earth and to the
search for structures of a particular type.,
as, for example, those associated with ohbearing sands. A.G.I.

geordie. a. Scot. A coal miner. Webster 3d.
b. Scot. A coal miner's safety lamp. Webster 3d,
geordie turnout. Aust. A turnout (switch),

from a heading to a bord, made of iron
bars of square cross section instead of ordinary T-rails, so that the same turnouts can

be uscd to the right or left by simply revereng them. Fay.

georgiadesite. A white, brownish-yellow, chloroarsenate of lead, Pbs(As04)2.31ThG12;
orthorhombic. Small hexagonal crystals.
Occurs on lead slags. From Laurium,
Greece. English.
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geosphere. The solid portion of the earth,
including water masses; t the lithosphere
plus the hydrosphere. Above the geosphere

lies the atmosphere and at the interface

between these two regions is found almost
all of the biosphere, or zone of life, H&G.
geostatic. Capable of sustaining the pressure
of superincumbent earth. Fay.
geostrophic motion. Motion which is unaccelerated and frictionless is geostrophic or
earth-tuned. The direction of geostrophic
flow is along the isobaric lines and is pro-

portional in speed to the spacing of the

closer lines indicating greater
speed. Hy.
geosutures. Large mobile zones between more
isobars,

rigid blocks formed in the course of early

geologic time. Schieferdecker,
geosyncline. a. A large, generally linear trough

that subsided deeply throughout a long

period of time in which a thick succession
of stratified sediments an:1 possibly extrusive volcanic rocks commonly accumulated.
The strata of many geosynclines have been
folded into mountains. Many different
kinds have been differentiated and named.
Supp. b. The arca of such a trough.
Supp. c. A stratigraphic surfa cc that
subsided in such a trough. A,G.I. Supp.
geotechnical processes. The name given to
those processes which change the p.operties
of soils, And which include compaction,
electro-osniosis, freezing, ground-water low-

ering, and injection. Ham.
geotechnics. a. The engineering behavior of
all cuttings and.slopes in the ground. This
term is gradua7.iy replacing the term "soil
mechanics". Institution of Mining znd
Metallurgy. Symposium on Opencast Mining, Quarrying, and Alluvial Mining. London, 16-19 November, 1964. Paper 17, pp.
1-2. b. A science of making the earth more
habitable. Webster 3d.
geotechnology. A term including earth sciences, mineral economics, mineral engineering, and mineral technology. Bennett
2d, 1962.

geotectonie. Of or relating to the form, ar-

rangement, and structure of the rock masses
of the earth's crust. Synonym for structural.
Webster 7d.
geotector. Synonym for geophone, A.G.I.
geothermal; geothermk. Of or relating to the
heat of the earth's interior. Webster 3d.
geothermal gradient. The change in tempera-

ture of the earth with depth, expressed

either in degrees per unit depth, or in units
of lepth per degree. A,G.I.
geothermal steam. Steam drawn from deep
within the earth. There are currently about
90 known places in the contineatal United

States where geothermal steam could be

harnessed for power, and these arc in California, Idaho, Nevada, and Oregon, Bureau
of Mines Stall.
geothermic Jegree. The average distance into
the earth equivalent to an increase of one
degree ir. temperature, Standard, 1964.
geothermic gradient. See strata temperature.
Roberts, I.
geothermometer. A thermometer designed to
measure temperatures in deep-sea deposits
or in boreholes deep below the surface of

the earth; a geologic thermometer. Web-

ster 3d.

geotomor. A major updoming of the surface
of the earth's crust due to physicochemical
reactions occurring at depth. Schieferdecker.

gerasimivskite
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,gerasimovskite. The niobium analogue of
belyankinitc, occurring in an ussingitz pegmatite from the Lovozero massif, Kola
Peninsula, U.S.S.R. Hey, M.M.,
gerhardite. A basic copper nitrate containing
52.9 percent copper. Crystallization, orthorhombic. Cleavage, yields flexible laminae.
Tenacity, fragile and sectile. Mohs' hardness, 2; specific gravity, 3.426; luster, vitreous, brilliant; color, deep emerald-green;
strcak, light green; transparent; soluble in
dilute acids. From Jerome, Ariz. Weed,

corper called fine metal; (5) roasting the
fine metal; and (6) melting and obtaining
black copper. Fay.
German silver. An alloy of copper, zinc, and

abbreviated GGOR. BuMin Style Guide,
p. 59.
ggpd Abbreviation for gross gas produced.

1918,

german. A straw tube filled with gunpowdcr
and used as a fuse. Not used in coal mines.
C.T.D.

germanate-pyromorphite. Artific:al Pb2(PO4)2Ge04; apaiitc family. Hey,M.M., 1964.
German cupellation. A method using a large
reverberatory furnace with a fixed bcd and
a movable roof. The bullion to be cupelled

ir all charged at once and the silver is not
rcfincd in the same furnace where the
cupellation is carried on. Fay.
German cut. See pyramid cut. Fraenkel, v. 1,
Art. 6:02 p. 27.

nickel. Crispin.

German steel. A metal made from charcoal
iron obtained from bog iron or from sparry
carbonate of iron. Fay.
German tubbing. A form of tubbing, with
internal flanges and bolts, for lining circular shafts sunk through ..icavily watered
strata. Where conditions arc favoiable, concrctc is replacing tubbing as a shaft lining.

See also English tubbing. Nelson.
germination. See grain growth, ASM Gloss.

gersdorffite. A sulfarscnide of nickel mineral,
NiAsS or NiS2.NiAsa; isometric. Iron and
sometimes cobalt replaces more or less of

the nickel. It is usually massive gnd has

a silver-white to steel-gray color. Dana 17.
Gerstenhofer furnace. A shaft furnace, filled
with terraces or shelves, through which
crushcd ore is caused to fall for roasting.
Fay..

gerstityite. Sodium sulfantimonite and sulfarsenite, Na2As2Sb2S17.6H20, as red spher-

German gold. Amber. Shipley.
germanite. A dark, reddish-gray sulfarsenite

ules, monoclinic ( ?) with borates in clay
prom Kramer, Calif. Spencer 21, M.M.,

12 (Cu,Fe )S.As2S3.2GeS2; isoinetric; usually
massive. From Tsumcb, Southwcst Africa.

get. a. Eng. To work away or excavate by
mining either under or above ground. Fay.
b. The producc or output, in tons, of a
colliery or mine during a certain period.

of copper, iron, and germanium, 5Cu2S.English.

germanium. A grayish-white, rare metallic
element occurring in a few minerals and
in coal. One source is the mineral argyroditc, a double sulfide of germanium and
silver. The main use of the metal, which
has exceptional properties as a semiconductor, is in the manufacturc of solid rectifiers oi diodes in microwave detectors and,
in a highly pure state, in transistors. Sym-

bol, Gc; valences, 2 and 4; isometric ; atomic

number, 32; atomic wcight, 72.59; specific
gravity, 5.323 (at 25° C) ; melting point,

937.4° C; boiling point, 2,830° C; insoluble in water and in alkalies; and soluble

ill hot sulfuric acid and in aqua regia.
C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry and Phys-

1958.

Fay.

get cleanup. Ark. To have an opportunity to
load out all thc coal a miner has loosened.
Fay.

getter. a. Eng. A miner who gets out coal or
ore. Standard, 1964. b. Substance uscd to
combinc with thc residual oxygen in an
electric bulb or tube. Its use is called gettering. Pryor, 3.
getting. a. Eng. Cutting, mining, and loading

coal, etc., in a mine. Fay. b. Thc actual
process of digging clay, by hand or by excavator ; gctting and transporting form the

successive stages of winning. Dodd.
getting-in-the-top. Eng. Cutting out and timics, 45th ed., 1964, pp, B-112, B-176.
bcring the crown of the excavation for the
germanium dioxide (insoluble). Ge02; tetragtunnel. Fay.
onal; molecular weight, 104.59; specific getting rock. S. Staff. Clay ironstone in the
1,086°
±
5°
gravity, 6.239; melting point,
roof of a cor: scam, which is worked in
C; insoluble in watcr and in hydrochloric
conjunction with thc coal. Fay,
acid; and slightly soluble in ammonium geversite. A mineral, PtSb2, cubic with pyritehydroxidc. Handbook of Chermstry and
type structure, intergrown with native plat.
Physics, 45th ed,, 1964, p. 1,177.
inum
at the Drcikop mine, Transvaal, Remelting
germanium dioxide (soluble). Ge02;
public
of South Africa. Hey, M..11., 1961.
point, 1,115° C. This oxidc is a glass geyes. Same
as jays. Tomkeieft, 1954.
former and piovides some unique proper- geyser; gushAr.
A volcano in miniature, from
lower
ties; for example, greater dispersion,
nd steam arc erupted
which
hot
water
melting temperature; and highcr transmisperiodically
instead
of lava and ashes dur
sivity for infrared radiation. Some germaing the waning phase of ./olcanic activity.
nium oxide complexes and solid solutions
Named from the Great C eyser in Iceland,
Colorhave ferroelectric properties. Lee.
though thc most familiar example is prob(at
25°
C)
;
less; specific gravity, 4.228
ably (Ad Faithful in Yellowstone F'ark,
hexagonal; soluble in alkalies; and slightly
Wyo. The eruptive force is the sudden exUsed
as
an
soluble in acids and in water.
pansiot which takcs place when locally
CCD
ingredient of special glass mixtures.
heated water, raised to a temperature above
6d, 1961; Hanibook of Chemistry and
boiling point, flashes into steam. Until thc
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-177.
momcnt of cruption, this had been pregermanium nitride. Ge2N4; decomposes at
vented by thc pressure of the superincumhigh
800° C. A special clectroceramic of
resistivity. Dodd,
German lapix. See Swiss lapiz. C.M.D.

German process. See Continental process.
German reduction process. This process con-

sists in: (1) roasting thc ore; (2) melting
and obtaining a mattc with 30 to 40 percent copper called coarse metal; (3) roast-

and
ing the coarsc metal; (4) melting
obtaining a matte with 60 to 70 percent

bent column of water in the pipc of the
geyser1 which is usually terminated upwards

by a sinter crater. C.T.D.
geyser basin. An arca in which geysers arc
groupcd. Standard, 1964.

geyserite. A hydrated form of silica, a variety
of opal, deposited around some hot springs
or geysers. Fay.
ggor Abbreviation for gross gas-oil ratio. Also
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Also

abbreviated GGPD. BuMin Style

Guide, p. 59.
ghaist. Scot. The white ash or cinder of shale
of shaly coal. Fay.
ghaist coal. Scot. A coal which burns with a
fixcd, whitc, incandescent light. Arkell.

G.H.H. cappel. A type of rope eappel uscd

with the Koepe winder, particularly in Germany. It consists mainly of two plates held
together by bolts, incorporating a dead cyc
and wedge block. Thc rope is laced around
this wedge and is self-tightening as the load
increases. See also Demag cappel, Nelson.
ghizite. A glassy variety of an analcitc and
olivine-bearing basalt. A.G.I.
ghost. a. S. Staff. A blue cap on a candle or
lamp. Fay. b. Scot. See veal. Fay.
ghost coal. Scot. An incandescent coal which,

in burning, yields a fixed white light.

Standard, 1964. Also called gaist. Fay.
ghost crystal. A crystal within which may be
seen an early stage of growth, outlined by

a thin dencsit of dust or other mineral
deposit. C.M.D.

ghost reflection. In the seismic rcflcction
method, a special type of multiple reflection. This is thc reflection which takes
place when thc energy traveling upward

from thc shot is reflected downward by the
base of the weathered zonc or by the earth's
:,urface. The reflected ',Ilse follows thc primary downgoing pulse by a time interval
determined by the dcpth of the shot below

thc weathering (or thc free surface) and
the velocitv of the material above the shot.
For norml shooting depths this interval
will rangc from 0.010 to 0.020 seconds.

Dobrin, p. 143.
ghost town. Deserted mining camp, or one in
which only a few people remain after clos-

ing down of a oncc busy community.
Pryor, 3.
ghoul. See grave robber. Hoov, p. 275.
ghurr. a. A tcrm used by alchemists for the
mineral substance which in time is supposcd to ripen and become real orc. Glauber,
the alchemist (from whom we gct Glauber's
salts, sulfate of soda) tells us that in Germany, thc miners know when the orcs arc
not grown to perfection, and usually say
they have come too soon ; they then shut
up thc mine again for some years until it is
ripened and grown to perfection. Also
called thurr; mother of metals. Fay. b.
Gougc clay in a vein. Arkell.
giallo antico marble. A yellow marble used by
the ancient Greeks and Romans; hence the
namc giallo antico or antique yellow. The
sourcc is Algeria. Fay.

giant. The nozzle of a pipe used to convey
water for hydraulic mining and for the

purposc of distributing or properly applying
and increasing the force of the water.
Ricketts, I. See hydraulic monitor. Bureau
of Mines Stall.
giant granite. See pegmatite. Fay.

giant kettle. One of thc numerous very large
potholes (moulins) on the coast of Norway,
probably formcd by englacial waterfalls.
Standard, 1964.
giant powder. a. A blasting powder consisting
of iitroglycerin, sodium nitrate, sulfur,
rosin, and sometimes kiesclguhr. Webster
3d. b. Nitroglycerin absorbed by an inert
filler such as kieselguhr. Pryor, 3.
Giant's Causeway. A sheet of columnar basalt
covering large arcas where the structure is
finely displayed in thc close-fitting hexago.

nal pillars distinctly marked, and varying
in diameter from 15 to 20 inches, with a
height of 20 feet in some places. It forms

a prominent cliff on the north coast

gin race
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of

Ireland. Fay.
giant tender. See nozzleman. D.O.T. 1.

gib. a. A temporary support at the face to

prevent coal from falling before the cut is
complete, either by hand or by machine.
B.C.I. b. Scot. A sprag; a prop put in the
holing of a scam while being undercut. Fay.

c. A piece of metal often uscd in the same
hole with a wedge-shaped key for holding
pieces together. Zern.

gib and key. Scot. A two-part tightening

wedge, one part, the gib, being fixed while
the other part, the key or cotter, is adjustable lengthwise. Standard, 1964.
gibber. In geology, a faceted pcblife or glyptolith; a dreikanter. Fay.
gibbers. S. Aust. Float fragments of rock. The
surface of the tableland is strewn with the
mantle of hard siliceous stones or gibbers
characteristic of the terrain. Hess.

Gibbs adsorption theorem. A solute which
lowers the surface tension of its solvent
tends to concentrate at the air/liquid interphase, and vice versa. Pryor 3.
Gibbs apparatus. A compressed-oxygen breath-

ing apparatus used widely in the United
States. The capacity of the oxygen bottle
is 270 liters at a pressure of 135 atmos-

pheres. The oxygen supply is sufficient for

a minimum time of 2 hours and the flow
is automatic. Caustic soda is used in the
regenerator. The apparatus, which weighs
about 35 pounds, is carried by a harness

strapped to the wearer. Nelson.
gibbsite. The monoclinic hydroxide of alumi-

num material, Al (OH)3. This mineral is
a principal constituent of many bauxites.

Specific gravity, 2.3 to 2.4; Mohs' hardness,
2.5 to 3.5. Dana 17, pp. 603, 317.

Gibbs' phase rule. See phase rule.
Gibraltar stone. A light-colored onyx marble
found at Gibraltar. See also Mexican onyx.
Shipley.

gibs. See sprags. C.T.D.
gibsonite. Scot. A fibrous, pink thomsonitc
from Renfrewshire and Dumbartonshire.
English.

gieseckite. An aluminosilicate of magnesium
and potassium, sometimes with appreciable

Fea Hey 2d, 1955.
gieseckite porphyry. A nephelite porphyry
from Greenland, whose nephelite phenocrysts arc altered to the aggregate of muscovite scales, which was called gieseckite

under the impression that it was a new

mineral. Liebenerite porphyry is the same
thing from Predazzo, in the Tirol. Fay.
giessenite. Fine orthorhombic needles, P1NCuBioSbi.BS30, occur in dolomite near Giessen in the Binn valley, Valais, Switzerland.
Named from ,the locality. Hey, M.M.,
1964; Fleischer.

gig. a. Scot. A winding engine. Fay. b. Eng.
A small sump. See also sump. Fay. c. Eng.
A two-storied box or cage for use in a mine
shaft; also, a kibble. Webster 2d. d. A mine
cage or skip. C.T.D. e. Gravity or self-acting haulage. Also called ginney, Mason.
gig house. Scot. A winding-engine house. Fay.

Gliard and Dubrul factors. See thermal expansion factors for glass. Dodd.
gilbert. Magnetomotive force at a given point

is definable as work required to bring a
positive unit pole to that point from an
infinite distance. The gilbert is the magnetic potential agaidst which an erg of

work is done when the unit pole is thus
transferred. Obsolete. Pryor, 3.
gilbertite. A variety of muscovite. A secondary mica. Hey 2d, 1955.

gild. To wash over or overlay thinly with

gold; coat with gold, either in leaf or powder, or by electroplating; as, to gild a chandelier. To overlay with any other substance
for the purpose of giving the appearance of
gold. Standard, 1964.
gilder. See liner. D.O.T. 1.
gilder's white; gilder's whiting. Coarser grades

of whiting or natural chalk. Bennett 2d,
1962.

gilding. Depositing a layer of gold by electroplating, or coating with gold leaf or powder
by hand. The term is often applied to coating with bronze powder or liquid. Crispin.
gilding metal. High-copper red brass, with 90

to 97 percent copper and zinc as the remainder; used fcr jewelry and cartridge

cap fabrication. Fennctt 2d, 1962.
gillespite. A red silicate of iron and barium,

Webster 3d.
gin. a. Eng. A drum and framework carrying

pulleys, by which the ore and waste are
raised from a shallow pit; a whim. Also
called horse gin. A contraction of engine.

Fay. b. A pump worked by a windlass.

Standard, 1964. c. A pile-driving machine.
Standard, 19d4. d. A small, hand-cranked

hoist. Long. c. A drum framework and
pulleys for hoisting mineral from a shallow

shaft. C.T.D. f. Horse gear for hoisting
through mine shaft. Pryor, 3. g. An old
form of hoiseng engine. Mason.
giu beam. S. Staff. A timber crossbar carrying

the pulley wheels over the top of a headframe. Fay.

gin block. A simple form of tackle block
attached to a gin. Standard, 1964,
ginging. The process of lining a shaft with
bricks or masonry; the lining itself. C.T.D.

gingoni. Derb. Walling up a shaft, instead
of timbering, to keep the loose earth from
falling. Fay.

Fe0.Ba0.4Sia. Tetragonal. From Dry gin hand. One who assists pressman I by perthe
Delta, Alaska; Mariposa County, Calif.
English.

Gil lie's process. A flotation process based
upon the principles of the Fotter-Delprat
process but embodying some unique appa-

ratus. The process never had any commercial success. Fay.
gill net. In oceanography, a fixed vertical net,
having the headrope buoyed and the bottom rope weighted, in the meshes of which
fish become entangled by their gill covers.
C.T.D.
Gilman heat-treating machine. An automatic
heat-treating machine used for tempering

and hardening of drill bits at the mine.

Lewis, p. 97.
Gilmore needle. Apparatus for the determination of the initial and final set of portiand

cement. It consists of two loaded rods
which slide vertically in a frame; the rod
(needle ) for the determination of initial
set is one-twelfth inch in diameter and
weighs one-fourth pound; the needle for
the final set is one-twenty-fourth inch in
diameter and weighs 1 pound. Compare
Vicat necdle, Dodd.

Gilpin County table. See end-bump table.
Fay.

gilsonite; uintaite; uintahite. a. An asphaltitc
or solidified hydrocarbons; found only in
the United States, in Utah and Colorado.

One of the purest (99.9 percent) natural
bitumens. Mixes well with the fatty acid
pitches in all proportions. Color in mass,

black; conchoidal fracture; bright to fairly
bright luster; brown streak. Specific gravity
1.05 to 1.10 (77° F) ; hardness (Mohs'

scale) 2; penetration 0 (77° F). On heating in flame, softens and flows; trace to
percent mineral matter. Soluble in all
1
proportions of carbon disulfide. (Usually
melted in a varnish kettle, but also soluble
in a lukewarm bath of naphtha under me-

chanical agitation.) Used in acid, alkali
and waterproof coatings; lacquers, and
japans; wire-insulation compounds; mineral wax; paving; waterproofing; also used
as a source of petro-chemicals in some refineries. CCD 6d, 1961. b. A solid asphaltum found in place, in a vein, lode, or rock.

Fay.
gime. Eng. A hole washed in an embankment

by a rush of water through a leak. Standard, 1964.

glm peg. A cranked iron support in a lapidary's mill for th, block into which the
gem stick is struck. Also called gem peg.
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forming unskilled duties entailed in
feeding and unloading of a brick press,
such as shoveling silica mud in path of
bucket conveyor that feeds press, pushing
empty rack cars in position for off-bearer
who removes formed bricks from press, and

pushing away filled rack cars, D.O.T. 1.

gin horse. A horse working a gin or mill.
Standard, 1964. See gin, a. Fay.
ginnel(s). a. Cumb. Unshapely guts fringing
the more irregular iron-ore bodies. Arketl.
b. Cumb. An opening or crack in the rocks.
Arkell.

ginneter. N. Staff. a. A tcrrn used in the potteries for a woman whose job it is to grind

from china ware, after it has been taken

from the glost kiln, any adhering particles
of refractory material from the kiln furniture. Compare sorting. Dodd. b. From Ginnet, an old term for a tool used by carpenters to remove excrescences from wood.
Dodd.

ginney. a. A journey set or train of tubs,
trams, or trucks, or a self-acting incline,

in a coal mine. C.T.D. b, In Nova Scotia,
a prop. Fay.
ginney tender. A man working on an endless
chain haulage. C.T.D.
ginny carriage. Eng. A small railway truck
for transporting constructive materials.
Standard, 1964.
ginny rails. Eng. Track rails for ginny carriages. Fay.

ginorite. A white hydrous calcium borate,
Ca2B14028.8H20 ( ?). Monoclinic, Minute
plates aggregated into
masses. From Tuscany, Italy. English.

lozenge-shaped

gin pit. A shallow mine, the hoisting from

which is done 'ay a gin. Fay.
gin pole. a. The center pole of a drill tripod.
Lung. b. A pole used to support hoisting
tackle. Lon C. The pole or bar on the
top of a &ill derrick to which a pulley
tackle is fastened and used to hoist and

place 1:le crown block on top of a drill

derrick. Long. d. Any one of the three poles

of a hoisting gin. Webster 3d. c, A single
pole held in a nearly vertical position by
guys that support a block and tackle used
for lifting loads. Webster 3d. f. A vertical,
wooden, or steel mast rigged with block
and tackle, together with rope or steel
cable, by which mechanical power is employed to raise heavy weights to a desired

position. Used in place of a crane, Crispin.
gin race. a. Eng. A wide excavation near the
top of an underground inclined plane in

which a gin is fixed. Fay. b. The circular
path which a gin horse travels. Standard,
1964. Also called gin ring. Fay.
gin ring. See gin race.
gin tackle. A tackle arranged for use with a
gin; especially, a combination of a double
with a triple pulley block which multiplies
by five the power exerted. Standard, 1964.

gin wheel. The cylinder of a gin or winch.
Standard, 1964.
giobertite. See breunnerite. Bennet 2d, 1962.

Gipsy winch. A small winch that may be
attachcd to a post, working either by a
rotary

motion or by the

glacial till (till)
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gin race

reciprocating

action of a handle having a pair of pawls
and a ratchet. Standard, 1964.

giraffe. a. A cagelike mine car especially
adapted for inclines, having the frame

higher at one end than at the other. Standard, 1964. b. A mechanical appliance for

receiving and tripping a car of ore, etc.,
when it arrives at the surface. Fay. c. A

multiple-deck skip. Fay.
girasol. a. A name which has been applied to
moonstone, fire opal, and an almost trans-

parent opal with a bluish floating

light.

Shipley. b. Describes any gem variety which

exhibits a billowy, gleaming, round, or
elongated arca of light which floats, that is,
moves about as the stone is turned or as

the light source is moved. When the elongated light forms an uneven or indistinct
band the stone is said to have a chatoyant

effect. Only when the band is sharp and

distinct is it a cat's-eye. Shipley. c. A name
for glass spheres used in the manufacture
of imitation pearls. Shipley.
girasol chrysoberyl. Cymophane with girasol
effect but lacking true chatoyancy. Shipley.
girasol opal. An opal with blue to white body

color and a red play of color as well.
Shipley.

girasol pearl. An imitation pearl with a glass
base. Shipley.

girasol sapphire. A sapphire with a floating

cloud of light or with a wide indistinct
light band. Often incorrectly called sap-

phire cat's-eye. Shipley.
Girbotol process. A wet scrubbing process for
removing hydrogen sulfide from fuel gases

in which aqueous solutions of aliphatic

amines dissolve H2S and CO2, from gases.
The dissolved gases may be recovered by
boiling. Ethanolamines are the amines used
in the Girbotol process, and diethanolamine
is the preferred reagent, since monoethanolamine reacts irreversibly with COS and triethanolamine has low adsorptive capacity
(though 112S is absorbed preferentially).
The solution used contains 15 to 30 percent
diethanolamine. Absorption takes place in
packed towers and regeneration is by steam
in a bubble-cap tower. Francis, 1965, v. 2,
p. 429.
girder. A main beam, usually of steel or reinforced concrete but may aiso be of timber.
Ham.

girdle. a. N. of Eng. A thin bed of stone

exposed in a shaft or borehole. Fay. b. Eng.
A thin stratum of coal, Newcastle coalfield.
Fay. c. A thin sandstone stratum. Standard,

1964. d. Flattened lenticles or nodules of
any hard stone in softer beds. Sometimes

extended also to beds. Arke 11. e. The outer
edge or periphery of a fashioned stone; that

portion which is usually grasped by the
setting or mounting; the dividing line between the crown and pavilion. In most
diamonds it is left unpolished. On emeraldcut diamonds, on almost all colored stones,

and on some brilliant-cut diamonds, pol-

ished girdles are placed. On the latter these
often consist of a series or more or less flat

glacial-deposition coast. A coast consisting of
glacial deposits. Schieferd ecker.

the stone. Hess.

glacial drift. Boulders, till, gravel, sand, or
clay transported by a glacier or its meltwater. Mather. See also drift.
Glacial epoch. The Pleistocene epoch, the

polished surfaces which are more or less
accurately termed girdle facets. Shipley.
f. The line which encompasses a cut gem
parallel to the horizon; or which determines the greatest horizontal expansion of

glacial deposits. Synonym for glacial drift.
A.G.I.

break facets, or (2) a term more or less

earlier of two cpochs comprised in the
Quaternary period; characterized by the
extensive glaciation of regions now free

polished flat surfaces which often are placed

glacial erosion. The erosion of earth and

girdle facets. a. In a brilliant-cut stone, (1)

in traditional trade usage, the same as

correctly applied to the polished or partly

on a polished girdle. Shipley. b. In other
styles of cutting, especially emerald cut,
the girdle is usually polished, producing
well-defined rectangles or other parallelograms in contrast to the outline of those
on brilliants, which are usually uneven and
unsymmetrical in comparison. Shipley.
Girond process. In this process, fluorspar,
soda ash, carbon, lime, and mill scale were

thrown on to the bottom of a hot ladle,
and thus sintered. On tapping the steel
from the open hearth furnace into the
ladle the resulting boil removed part of
the phosphorus. Osborne.

girth; girt. a. A brace member running horizontally between the legs of a drill tripod

or derrick. Long. b. In square-set timbering,

a horizontal brace running parallel to the
drift. Long. c. A small girder. Standard,
1964.

Gish-Rooney method. An artificial-current

conductive direct-current method of measuring ground resistivity which avoids polarization by continually reversing the current
with a set of commutators. A.G.!,
gismondite. A mineral, CaAlaSi4012-1-4H20.
In pyramidal crystals, pseudotetragonal.
Colorless or white, bluish-white, grayish,
reddish. Fay.
giumarrite. A variety of amphibole monchiquite. Holmes, 1928.

Giuetian. Upper Middle Devonian. A.G.I.
Sup p.

Gjer's soaking pit. A cavity lined with refrac-

from ice. Fay.

rocks produced by glacier ice charged with

detritus, and aisisted by glacial streams.

See also glaciation. Standard, 1964; Fay.
glacial geology. The study of features result-

ing from glacial erosion and deposition.
Opposite of glaciology, the study of the
physics, form, and regimens of glaciers.

A.G.I.

glacial .groove. A large furrow cut by the
abrading action of rock fragments con-

tained in a glacier. A.G.I.
glacialism. The study of glacial action and
history, especially with reference to the
theory of a past continental glacier. Standard, 1964.
Glacialite. Trade name for a white clay from
Enid, Okla., marketed as a fuller's earth.
English.

glaciallzed. Subjected to the action of ice.
Standard, 1964.
glacial overburden. Glacial-drift materials
overlying bedrock. See also glacial drift.
Long.

Glacial period. The time during which
glacial ice flowed southward over a considerable part of the northern hemisphere.
The Pleistocene time. Hess.

glacial planing and polishing. The leveling

and smoothing of rock surfaces by ice erosion. Standard, 1964.
glacial sands. These are really of fluvio-

glacial origin and appear to have been
formed by the action of water derived

tory material used in metal working to

from the melting of ice upon the material
brought down as a direct result of ice ac-

the necessity of reheating. Fay.
glaceramic. Term that has been used for devitrified glass products of the type most
commonly known as pyroccram. See also

ular than those formed by running water.

enclose large ingots, in order to preserve
them at a high temperature, and thus avoid

pyroceram. Dodd.
glacial. In geology, pertaining to, characteris-

tic of, produced, deposited by, or derived
from a glacier. Fay.
glacial action. The grinding, scouring, pluck-

ing, and polishing effected by the ice,

armed with rock fragments frozen into it;
and the accumulation of the rock debris
resulting from these processes. The extent
to which meltwaters derived from the ice
arc responsible for both aspects of glacial
action is an open question. C.T.D.
glacial boundary. The boundary line of the
utmost extension of the lower margin of
glacier land ice in any region, often extend-

ing beyond the outer terminal moraine.

Standard, 1964.
glacial denudation. Disintegration of rocks
consequent upon glacial conditions. The
extent to which the crormous amount of
erosion in the Pleistocene period was directly the work of ice is a disputed question, some believing that ice affords a protective covering, and that the erosion is
effected by meltwaters, chiefly during the
retreat of the ice sheets. C.T.D.

tion. Glacial sands are generally rather
coarse and irregularly graded. Boswell
found range from .1-25 millimeers. The
grains are fairly angularmuch less reg-

A.C.I.
glacial scoring. The scratching and grooving
of a rock surfacc by glacial erosion. Fay.
glacial scratches. See glacial striate. Fay.
glacial soil. Soil composed of boulder clays,
moraines, etc., which were formed by the

action of ice during the Pleistocene age.
Institution of Mining and Metallurgy.
Symposium on Opencast Mining, Quarry-

ing, and Alluvial Mining. London, 16-19
November 1964, Paper 17, p. 2.
glacial stream. Applied to a stream of water
flowing from a glacier. A.C.I.

glacial striae. a. Usually straight, more or
less regular, scratches, commonly parallel
in !ets, on smoothed surfaces of rocks, due
to glacial abrasion; synonym for glacial

scratches. Fay. b. Curved, crooked, and

intermittent gouges, of irregular depth and
width, and rough definition, on certain
rock surfaces, sometimes due to abrasion
by icebergs. Fay.
glacial terrace. A glacial deposit rearranged
in terrace form by water. Standard, 1964.
glacial till (till). Material deposited by
gladation, usually composed of r. wide
range of particle sizes, which has not been

subjected to the sorting action of water.

ASCE P1826.
glaciate. To overspread with glacial ice, or

from the combined action of ice and
water. Standard, 1964.

glaciated. Covered by and subjected to the

glacioffuvial. Of, pertaining to, produced by,
or resulting from combined glacier action
and river action. Standard, 1964.
glaciolacustrine. Of, relating to, or coming

action of a glacier. Fay.
glaciated coast. Coast the features of which
have been modeled by glacial influences.

water from the melting of a glacier. Webster 3d.

to produce the phenomena of planation,
rock scoring, drift, etc. Standard, 1964.

Schieferdecker.
glaciation. Effect on surface of land over

which glacier has moved. Includes ero-

planing, polishing of
rocks, releveling, change of drainage system, and lakes. Pryor, 3.
glacic. Same as glacial. Fay.
sion, deposition,

glacier. A stream or sheet of ice, formed
by the compacting and recrystallization
of great thicknesses of snow. If sufficiently
large, glaciers flow down mountain valleys
or outward across country in all directions
from a center of accumulation, as in

Greenland. When glaciers reach the sea,
they break off and form icebergs, the size
of which are proportional to the thickness
of the glaciers. Fay; Hess.
glacier burst. The sudden release of a reservoir of water which has been impounded
within or by a glacier. Fay.
glacier cataract. The passage of a glacier
over a declivity in its bed. Stokes and
Varnes, 19,55.

glaciere. Fr. An artificial or natural cavity,
in a temperate climate, in which a mass
of ice remains unthawed throughout the
year; an ice glen. Standard, 1964.

glacier grain. a. The granular texture of
glacier ice. Fay. b. One of the grains of
ice in a glacier. Fay.

glacier ice. If the body of ice developed
from snow becomes great enough, it begins to spread or creep out from its place
of accumulation. Ice thus moving is glacier ice. A.G.I.
glacierized. Pertains to terrain covered by
glacier ice. This is a British usage. Most
American writers prefer glacier covered.
A.G.I.
glacier meal. See rock flour. Fay.
glacier milk. The milk-white water, charged
with fine white sediment, that issues from
beneath glaciers. Standard, 1964.
glacier mud. The pulverulent material, pro-

from lakes deriving much or all of their

glacioEgy. That branch of geology which
treats of glaciers, the deposits formed by
them, and the results of their action in

modifying topography. Fay.
glaciomarine. Of, or relating to, processes
or deposits which involve the action of
glaciers and the sea, or the action of glaciers in the sea. Fay.
glacon. A fragment of sea ice ranging in size
from brash to a medium floe. Hy.

glacure. Fr. A thin glazing on fine pottery.
Standard, 1964.
gladite. A lead-gray sulfobismuthite of lead
and copper, 2PBS,Cu2S.5BisSs. Prismatic
crystals. From Gladhammar, Sweden.
English.

gladkaite. A quartz lamprophyre containing
andesine and hornblende and in smaller

quantities both micas and epidote, has

been called quartz spessartite. From Gladkaia Sopka, Northern Urals, U.S.S.R.
Hess.

glady; glad& Dev. Variegated black and
white clay often associated with stoneware
clays. Arkell.

glance. A term used to designate various
minerals having a splendent luster, as

silver glance, lead glance, etc. Fay.
glance COW. a. A term for anthracite. Fay.
b. A compact black variety of brown coal
(pitch coal). Tomkeiell, 1954. c. Bright
coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
glance cobalt. Same as cobaltite. Standard,
1964.

glance copper. Same as chalcocite. Standard,
1964.

glance pitch. A black asphaltite with a black
streak and brilliant conchoidal fracture

appears to be intermediate between, the
native asphalts and grahamite; consid-

ered to have been derived from a different
character of petroleum than gilsonite. See
also manjak. Abraham, v. 1, 6d, 1960, p.
230.

duced by glacial erosion, that is washed
out from beneath a glacier and deposited
at lower levels by glacial streams. Also

gland. a. Scot. A malleable iron band surrounding a pipe or log and tightened by
means of bolts. Fay. b. The outer portion

that is in the intermediate stage between

bore of the box, and bearing against the
packing. Standard, 1964. c. The fixed
engaging part of a positive-driven clutch.
Standard, 1964. d. A bar hooked at both
ends for clamping the parts of a molder's

called glacier silt. Standard, 1964 .
glacier snow. The compacted mountain snow

ordinary snow and glacier ice; nevé.
Standard, 1964.

glacier table. A block of stone supported
above the surface of a glacier on a pedestal of ice. Webster 3d.

of a stuffing box, having a tubular projection embracing the rod, extending into the

flask. Standard, 1964 .

glacier theory. The theory that large ele- gland bridge. Scot. A bar or strip of iron to
vated portions of the temperate and frigid
zones were covered during the early

Quaternary, and perhaps during some

earlier epochs by slowly moving ice sheets
and glaciers, that transported vast masses
of drift to lower latitudes, assisted bY ice-

bergs drifting along the coast. No longer
a theory, but accepted as' fact. Standard,
'1964; Fay.
glad(); A combining form frequently Used
With ' other words to denote formation by
or relationship to glacier& The usage is

self-evident in such words as glacioaqueous,

glaciofluvial, glaciomarine, and glaciolacustrine. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
gladoaqueous. Pertaining to or resulting

glass colors
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which a gland is sometimes bolted. See
also gland, a. Fay.
glangey grays. Som. Hard sandstone mixed

or striped with coal. Arkell.
glanzkohle. German name for bright coal or
pitch coal. Tornkeieff, 1954.
glare. One of the major factors in the visual
environment is the existence of glare. The

range of brightness which the eye ran
discern at any given time is 'determined
by the eye adaptation level, and is
bounded by the upper extremes' of glare
and thelower extreme of a minhrium dis-

cernible brightness;- or brightness' thresh.old. Roberts, 11,. p.
glarimeter. See Ingersoll glarimeter. Dodd.

glasbachlte. Zorgite. Weed, 1918.
glass. a. A product of fusion which has

cooled to a rigid condition without crystallizing. By general definition, glass is in-

organic. The most common (but not ex-

clusive) glass-forming compound is SiOs,
which may dissolve a considerable quantity of other oxides within its structure. The
most typical structural characteristic of glass
is the presence of short-range atemic order,
and the absence of long-range order. See
also optical crown glass; enamel; flint

optical glass; frit; glaze; plate glass; py-

rex; silica glass; tempered glass. VV. b. A
term sometimes used for porcelain enamel

or frit. ASTM C286-65. c. The amorphous result of the quick chill of a fused
lava. See also obsidian; volcanic glass.
Fay. d. Eng. A collier's word for a dial.
Fay.

glass agate. A name applied to transparent,
to semitransparent, slightly gray chalcedony; also, even less correctly to obsidian.
Shipley.
glass block. Building blocks made of glass
for use in walls. Mersereau, 4th, p. 328.
glassblower. One who dips end of blowpipe
into molten glass, gathering the exact
amount for the given article on the end of
the pipe, and blows through pipe to elongate glass ..nd slightly inflate it with air.
Swings blo vpipe and rttached glass into a
mold of proper shape. May be designated
according to article blown, as bottle
blower. Also called blower. D.O.T. 1.
glass-bonded mica. See mica, glass-bonded.
Dodd.
glassblowing. The shaping of hot glass by
air pressure. ASTM C162-66.
glass-bonded mica. A material consisting of
fine particles of mica embedded in a glass
binder. Skow.
glass, borosilicate. See borosilicate glass.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
glass breaker. One who breaks off sheets of
window glass at top of glass-drawing machine, trimming uneven borders with steel
cutter. D.O.T. 1.
glass buffer. See glass polisher. D.O.T. I.
glass, cased. See cased glass. Bennett 2d,
1962 Add.
glass, cellular. See cellular glass. Bennett
2d, 1962 Add.
glass ceramic. A material melted and formed

as a glass, then converted largely to a
crystalline form by controlled divitrifica-

tion. Phi/tips.
glass-cloth screens. A device of clothlike material woven from glass fibers which is attached to a metal frame to form a box- or
basin-shaped receptacle. The device, which
takes the place of a metal screen in a distributing basin, is for filtering out impurities from the incoming stream of molten

aluminum before the metal reaches the
molds. Light Metal Age, v. 16, No. 9,

October 1958, pp. 17-24.
glass-cloth skins pans. A device consisting of
glass cloth attached to a metal frame

which replaces the birdbath in casting of
sheet ingot. The glass-cloth material is the
same as that described under glass-cloth
screens. Light Metal Age, v. 16, No. 9,
October 1958, pp. 17-24.
glasi-coated steel; glass-lined steel; glassed
steel. Designations generally applied to a
class of porcelain enamels which have
high resistance to' chemical attack at elevated temperatures and pressures. ASTM
C286-65.

.

glass colors. This term is applied to cherai-
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cals or mixtures used to confer special

glass, heat-strengthened. See heat-strengthened glass. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
glossies. Octahedral diamond crystals (trans-

glass, textile. See texele glass. Bennett 2d,

glass bottles and jars. ASTM C162-66.
glass, Crookes. See Crookes glass. Bennett
2d, 1962 Add.
glass cutter-down. See cutter-down. D.O.T.

parent). Hess.
glass inclusion. In crystals of igneous rocks,
an inclusion of glass or some lithoid substance. Standard, 1964.

transmit light through an otherwise opaque
structure. ACSG, 1963.
glass-to-metal seal. Metal components varying in size from fine wires to heavy flanges
are sealed to glass for many purposes, for
example electric lamp bulbs and radio
valves. Metals that have been uset: for this
pus-pose include platinum, copper, wolfram,
molybdenum, and alloys such as ironchromium, nickel-iron, and nickel-iron-cobalt. Dodd.

glass colors
properties on glass. CCD 6d, 1961.
glass container. A general term applied to

1.

glass cutter, machine. One Who cuts glass
into oval or circular shapes by machine.
Adjusts machine to produce desired shape
and manually guides cutting tool sus-

pended by a steel rod over the

glass.

D.O.T. 1.
glass, document. See document glass. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

glass driller. One who, using an electric

drill, drills holes in glass lamp shades to

permit the attachment of metal frames
or fixtures. D.O.T. 1.

glassed steel. A trade name used by seg-

ments of the chemical industry for porcelain enameled steel. ACSG, 1963.
glass electrode. A glass membrane electrode
used to measure pH or hydrogen-ion activity. ASM Gloss.

glassen. To coat with or as with a glaze.
Standard, 1964.

glass enamels. A series of finely ground

basically lead borosilicate, intimately blended with colored ceramic pigments. Different grades give characteristics of acid resistance, alkali resistance,
sulfide resistance, or low lead release to
meet requirements for various uses. Firing
range 1,0000 to 1,400° F (537.8° to 760°
C). Used for fired-on labels and decorations on glassware, glass containers, illuminating ware, architectural -glass, and
signs. CCD 6d, 1961.
glass etcher. One who mixes baths of hydrofluoric acid, and dips glass into them so
that portion of the glass not covered with
wax will be eaten away (etched). D.O.T.
fluxes,

1.

glass eye. A defect consisting of a large bubble or blister with clear glass over the top.
Bryant.
glass fiber. Generic name for a manufactured
fiber in which the fiber-forming substance

is glass. A continuous filament or staple

fiber having unusual resistance to heat and
chemicals. It is the strongest fiber known

and is perfectly elastic up to its ultimate

strength. It is attacked by hydrofluoric acid
and alkalies; resistant to most other chemicals and solvents. Colored by resin-bonded
pigments or by dyeing an applied protein
film. Nonflammable. Is used for electrical
insulation; plastic laminates. CCD 6d,
1961.

glass formers. See network formers. VV.

glass frost. Very thin glass that has been

crushed for use as a decorative material.
Compare tinsel. Dodd.
glass furnace. A furnace for fusing together
the materials of which glass is made, or
one for remelting glass frit and making it
ready for working. Standard, 1964 .
glass gall. A saline whitish scum sometimes
cast up from glass in fusion. Webster 3d.
glass grinder. One who grinds and bevels the

edges of automobile window glass to a

smooth finish, holding the glass against a
revolving grinding wheel and moving the
glass about as needed to remove roughness
and sharp edges from portions to be left
, exposed in the finished car, producing a
much finer finish than glass rougher.
D.O.T. 1.

glass lava. An undesirable name for obsidian. Shipley.

glassmakers soap. A decolorizing agent for
glass, such as manganese dioxide or white
arsenic. Hess.

glass metal. The fused and refined material
of which glass is made. Fay.
glass meteorite. An undesirable name for
moldavite. Shipley.

glass opal. Hyalite. Shipley.
glass, phosphorus. See phosphorus glass. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

glass polisher. One who inspects glass for
flaws, after it has been cut to the desired
shape, and repairs small defects. Repairs

1962 Add.
glass tiff. Calcite. Fay.

glass tile. Tile made of glass, designed to

glass transformation. The transition from a
supercooled liquid to a true glass. VV.
glass-transformation temperature. Temperature below which the relaxation time for
some degree of freedom is long compared
with the duration of an experiment. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

glass tube. Synonym for acid bottle. Long.
glass vial. Synonym for acid bottle. Long.
driven sand and pumice grinding wheels glassware
finisher. See ware finisher..D.O.T. 1.
and cloth or felt buffing wheels. Also called
glass wool. A fibrous woollike material comglass buffer; glass smoother. D.O.T. 1.
posed of fine filaments of glass intermingled
glass pot. A fire clay and grog, or sillimanite
like ordinary wool. Used in chemical labcrucible, used in melting glass. Bureau of
oratories; also in some producer-gas ?lants
Mines Staff.
as a dust-filtering agent, and widely used
glass products inspector. One who visually
in insulation and air filters. CCD 6d, 1961.
examines finished glassware, such as dishes glassy.
Applied to diamonds which lack briland automobile light lenses, for blisters,
liancy. Hess.
cracks, strains, and other obvious defects. glassy
feldspar. Two varieties of potash feldD.O.T. 1.
spar
occur as transparent colorless crystals,
glass pull. Quantity of glass delivered by a
sanidine
and adularia. Transparent yellow
furnace in a given time. Bennett 2d, 1962
orthoclase also occurs but is very rare.
Add.
C.M.D.
glass quartz. A little-used name for rock crys- glassy
texture. The texture of natural glass or
tal. Shipley.
slag in which crystal structure is absent or
glass ream. Smear or gob of nonhomogencous
weakly developed. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
glass within a glass sheet. Bennett 2d, 1962 glauberite. A sodium-calcium sufate mineral,
Add.
NasS0,.CaS0,. San f ord.
glass rock. A pure cryptocrystalline Trenton Glaubees salt. See mirabilite. Fay.
limestone in northern Illinois and southern glaucocerinite. A sky-blue ultrabasic hydrous
glass by grinding and buffing, using power-

Wisconsin. Fay.

glan rougher. One who grinds the edges of
glass for automobile windshields, rear win-

dows, and other glass that does not need
perfect edges, to a rough finish, holding,
pressing, and turning piece against rotating wheel on a stationary base or using a
portable grinding tool. Also called glass
sealer. .D.O.T. 1.

glass sand. A sand suitable for making glass.
The principal component is quartz. A typical analysis is 99.41 percent SiOs, 0.21 percent Al20s, 0.07 percent Fe203, 0.07 percent CaO, 0.68 percent Mg0. Found in
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Missouri, Illinois, and Maryland. CCD 6d,
1961.

glass schorl. Axinite. Shipley.
glass sealer. See glass rougher. D.O.T. 1.

glass seam. A joint plane in a rock that has
been recemented by deposition of calcite
or silica in the crack. Fay.
glass, silica. See silica glass. Bennett 2d, 1962
Add.

glass smoother. See glass polisher. D.O.T. 1.
glass spar 20-mesh. A feldspar produced for
the flat

glass manufacturing indust7;

(milk bottles, mason jars, etc.). AIME, p.

341.

glass spar 40-mesh. A feldspar produced for
the flat glass

manufacturing industry.

AIME, p. 341.
glass stone. A glass imitation stone; also, a
term applied to axinite. Shipley.
glass technologist. See chemist, glass.
D.O.T. 1.

0081

502.

sulfate of zinc, aluminum, and copper,

ZnIsAlsCus(S0,)s030.341-1s0. A fibrous-bot-

ryoidal coating on adamite. From Laurium,
Greece. Near zincaluminite. English.
glaucochroite. A delicate bluish-green, violet,

pale pink silicate of calcium and manganese, CaMnSiO. In embedded, prismastic
crystals. Orthorhombic. From Franklin,
N.J. English.
glaucodot. Sulfarsenide of cobalt and iron,
(Co,Fe) AsS. In orthorhombic crystals. Also

massive. Luster metallic. A grayish tinwhite mineral. Fay.

glaucolite. A variety of wemerite having a
blue or green tint. Standard, 1964.

glauconite; greensand. Essentially a hydrous
silicate of iron and potassium, but the material is usually a mixture and consequently
varies much in composition, K2(Mg,Fe)2Alo(Si,010)s(OH)u; monoclinic. The pot-

ash ranges from 2.2 to 7.9 percent. See

also marl. Sanford; Dana 17.
glauconitic sandstone. A quartz sandstone or

an arkosic sandstone rich in glauconite

grains.
glaucophane. A silicate of sodium aluminum,
iron, and magensium, essentially NasMgaAl2(Sis023) (OH,F)s; monoclinic. One of
the monoclinic amphiboles. Dana 17; Fay.
glaucophane schist. An amphibole schist in
which glaucophane is abundant along with
some epidote, quartz, and mica. Sinkankas.
glaucopyrite. A variety of lollingite containing cobalt. Standard, 1964.

glaze. a. Term for a glaze made essentially
from a fusible clay. Dodd. b. A term used
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globigerina ooze

in proportions according to specific chemical formulas. D.O.T. 1.
glaze mixer. See glaze maker. D.O.T. 1.
glazer. See glaze dipper. D.O.T. 1.

glide direction. The direction of gliding

glaze
in the ceramic industry. According to the
sense in which it is used it may mean: (1)
A vitreous coating on finished pottery or
enamelware, (2) the mixed and powdered
dry materials of the batch to be used for
producing the vitreous coating, or (3) an
emulsion of these materials suspended in
water (wet glaze). Glazes may consist of
common salt or feldspar but are more
usually mixtures of native silicates such
as feldspar, kaolin, or Cornish stone with
flint, sand, cullet, chalk, borax, soda,
white lead, red lead, or litharge. CCD 6d,
1961. See also bright glaze; clear glaze;
crystalline glaze; fritted glaze; mat glaze;
opaque glaze; raw glaze; semimat glaze;
slip glaze; vellum glaze; frit. ASTM

C242-60. c. The rounded and polished

surfaces produced on the exposed portion
of diamonds inset in a bit when the bit is

rotated at a high speed and subjected to

a feed pressure much too low to make the

bit cut at its optimum penetration rate.
The bit is prematurely dulled and made
unfit for additional use in that specific
rock formation. Also called polish. Long.

glazed. a. Diamonds inset in a bit, the exposed surfaces of which have been
rounded and polished by underfeeding at
a high rotational speed. See also glaze;
polish. Long. b. Containing considerable
silica; said of pig iron, which is thus made

brittle and difficult to puddle. Standard,
1964.

glazed bricks. Bricks coated with a glossy
surface made by fusing on a glazing material. Mersereau, 4th, p. 261.
glazed ceramic mosaic tile. Ceramic mosaic
tile with glazed faces. ASTM C242-60T.
glazed extra-duty tile. Tile with a durable
glaze that is suitable for light-duty floors
and all other surfaces on interiors where
there is no excessive abrasion or impact.
ACSG.
glazed interior tile. A glazed tile with a body
that is suitable for interior use and which
is usually nonvitreous, and is not required
or expected to withstand excessive impact
or be subject to freezing and thawing conditions. ASTM C242-60T.

glaze dipper. One who applies a thin coat
of glaze to bisque tile by dipping the tile

into a glazing vat with a pair of hand
tongs. Also called glazer. D.O.T.1.

glazed pot. Generally a new pot coated inside with a thin layer of glass to protect
it from the raw batch. ASTM C162-66.

glazed tile. Tile with a fused impervious

facial finish composed of ceramic materials, fused into the body of the tile which
may be a nonvitreous, semivitreous, vitreous, or impervious body. The glazed sur-

face may be

clear,

white, or

colored.

ASTM C242-60T.
glaze St. The stress relationship between the
glaze and body of a fired ceramic product.
ASTM C242-60T.
glaze grinder. See glaze maker. D.O.T. 1.
glaze handler. One who filters, tests, stores,
and issues glaze mixtures used as finish
coating for ceramic ware. D.O.T. 1.
glaze kiln. A kiln for firing glazed ceramic
ware. Standard, 1964.
glaze maker. a. One who operates mills for

mixing and grinding glaze and sagger

washes and prepares frit for firing. Also

called disintegrator man; frit maker; glaze
grinder; glaze mixer; pulverizer; slip-room
foreman. D.O.T. 1. 'b. One who mixes
and grinds ceramic tile-glazing materials

glaze stains. Finely ground calcined oxides
of cobalt, copper, iron, and manganese
used for coloring ceramic glazes. CCD 6d,
1961.

glazier.

a. A general term applied to a

worker who cuts, smooths, and polishes
glass. Also called glass cutter-down; glass
grinder; glass polisher. D.O.T. 1. b. One

who applies glaze to pottery. Standard,
1964.

glazing. Dulling the abrasive grain,s in the
cutting face of a wheel during grinding.
ASM Gloss.

glazing barrel. A rotating barrel in which

gunpowder is glazed with graphite. Standard, 1964.
glazing-machine operator. One who removes

rough spots, air bubbles, and other blemishes from glass kitchen utensils. Places
utensils on a disk which rotates through a
gas flame, and by manipulating valves,
regulates color and intensity of flame. Also
called beveler; finisher; smoother. D.O.T.

1.

glazing stone. A smooth, hard stone composed mostly of flint, used by polishers
to glaze the face of a finishing wheel when

iron or steel articles, not plated, such as
carpenters' chisels, drawshaves, etc., re-

quire a high Finish. Hess.
glazy. Vitreous; glassy; dull. Having a glazed
appearance as the fractured surface of
some kinds of pig iron. Fay.

glebe. a. Gr. Brit. A tract of land containing mineral ore. Standard, 1964. b. Obso-

lete term for a clod of earth, an ore, or

an earthy mineral. Arkell.
Gleeds. A glowing coal or small coke such
as that used in nailmaking. C.T.D.
gleet; glet. Slime, ooze, slimy alluvial deposits. Arkell.
gleg parting. a. Scot. The easy parting of one
stratum from another. Fay. b. Sharp;
smooth or slippery. Webster.
glei; gley. A soil horizon in which the mate-

nal is bluish-gray or blue-gray, more or
less sticky, compact, and often structureless. It is develowd under the influence

of excessive moisture. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

glen. A small valley; a secluded hollow

among hills; a dale. Standard, 1964.
Glenboig tire clay. A fire clay occurring in
the Millstone grit in the region of Glenboig, Lanarkshire, SLotlanci. A typical
analysis (raw) is 50 to 51 percent Si02;
33 percent A1202; 2.5 percent Fe,03; 0.5
percent alkalies. The pyrometric cone
equivalent is 32 to 33. Dodd.
glenmuirite. An igneous rock occurring as a
sill consisting of orthoclase-beaiing meso-

cratic teschenite. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938,

p. 194.
Glen Rose limestone. The calcareous member of the Trinity succession in the United
States, reaching 650 feet in Arizona.
C.T.D.

glessite. A brown resin occurring with suc-

cinite on the shores of the Baltic Sea;
specific gravity, 1.015 to 1.027. Fay.

glesson. An obsolete name for feather, a
type of imperfection in gems. Hess.
gky. See glei.
glide. a. The same as slip. ASM Gloss. b. A
noncrystallographic shearing movement,
as one grain over another. ASM Gloss.

along glide planes in a mineral. A.G.I.
glide line. In single-crystal deformation, the
possible direction, or directions, of movement in a glide plane; in a tectonite, the
direction of movement in an s-surface in-

dicated either from field observation or
from interpretation of preferred orientation of the fabric. See also structural
petrology. A.G.I.

glide plane. a. In single-crystal deformation,

a lattice plane on which translation- or
twin-gliding takes place; in a tectonite,

an s-surface characterized (in a statistical
sense) by a preferred orientation of one

or more fabric elements which indicate
movement in the s-surface. Synonym for
slip plane. See also structural geology.
A.G.I. b. The common plane of the two

axes of a twin crystal. Hess. c. Slip plane
or parting of mineral specimen. Direction
along which slip may occur under suitably directed pressure; due to weakness
of bond in crystalline structure along one
of the three axes. Pryor, 3.
gliding. a. A change of form by differential
movements along definite planes in crystals without fracture. Fay. b. The formation of twin crystals. Hess.
gliding planes. Directions parallel to which
a slipping of the molecules may take place
under the application of mechanical force,
as by pressure. Also called glide planes;
slip planes. Fay.

glimmer. German for mica. See also glist,
a. A.G.I.
glimmering. As applied to the degree of
luster of minerals, means those that afford
an imperfect reflection, and apparently
from points over the surface, as flint or
chalcedony. Compare glistening. Fay.
glimmerite. An igneous rock consisting essmtially of biotite. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938,
p. 441.
glimmerton. A micaceous clay. Synonym for

illite. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.

glinite. A group name for clay minerals from
clay. ComPare clayite. See also chasovrite.
Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.

gist a. Corn. mica. Fay. b. A gleam; sparkle. Fay. c. Eng. A dark, shining mineral
resembling black tourmaline. Standard,
1964.

glistening. As applied to the degree of luster
of a mineral means those minerals affording a general reflection from the surface,

but no image, as talc or chalcopyrite.
Compare glimmering. Fay.

glister. To increase the heat of (a brickkiln) by stirring the fire and supplying
fuel. Standard, 1964.
gilt. Scot. The slime of a riverbed. Standard,
1964.

OIL An ancient British name for coal. Tomkeiell, 1964.

globe thermometer. A thermometer in a

hollow spherical black globe, the readings

from which show a higher value, due to
radiation, than a conventional thermometer so that the globe device measures the

effectual radiation temperature. Strock 10.
globe valve. A valve with an approximately
spherical chamber, inside of which a bevel

disk is pressed against a bevel-ring seat

to close the valve. Long.
globigerina ooze. A widespread, deep-sea deposit

largely composed of the shells of

foramnifera, among which globigerina is
especially abundant. Other calcareous remains are present (about 10 percent), together with an inorganic residue (about 3

11rol^

globigerina ooze
or 4 percent) having the composition of
red clay. Holmes, 1928.

globosphaerite. Proposed by Vogelsang for
a spherulite composed of radially arranged
globulites. Johannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p.
178.

globular. In petrology, a textural term syn.
onymous with spherulitic. A.G.I.
globular pearlite. See granular pearlite.
C.T.D.

globular powder. Particles having approximately spherical shape. Orborne.
globular transfer. The term describes the
transfer of metal as relatively large drops
or globules during consumable-electrode
arc welding. Also known as drop transfer,

or more specifically as large-drop transfer.
Bu Mines Bull. 625, 1965, p. VII.
globulite. a. A tiny globular body of mineral
crystallite. Webster 3d. b. A tiny, rounded,
incipient crystal form visible in some volcanic glasses when they are examined in
thin sections under a microscope. Fay.
glockerite. A mineral, 2Fe203.S03.6H30.
Massive, sparry, earthy, or stalactitic.

Color, brown to ocher-yellow to pitch

black; dull green. Fay.
Glomax. Brand name for purified koilinite;
used as pigment extender. Bennett 2d,
1962 Add.
glomerophyric. A term suggested for the texture of cumulophyric rocks in which the
clusters or irregular groups of crystals consist of equant individuals. Schieferdecker.

glomeroplasmatk. A term applied to the
texture of granites or gneissose rocks in
which the individuals of a certain mineral, such as biotite, are locally concentrated into conspicuous open clusters, and
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intervals of 50 feet or at any other convenient distance. The excavation of the

ore begins at the top of the chute, and

broken ore is removed by loading it out
from the chutes into cars on the haulage
level. The ore block is worked from the
top down. The method is similar in principle to underhand stoping. Also called
milling system; chute system. Fay.

gloss. A glazed surface which has a shiny,
lustrous finish. Crispin.
gloss coal. A variety of brown coal, compact, deep black, with conchoidal fracture
well developed, possessing a resinous to
glossy and metallic luster. It is the hardest
and most compact of the lignites; its specific gravity varies from 1.2 to 1.5. Fay.
gloss point. When a layer of glaze powder is
heated, a temperature is reached at which
the surface changes its appearance from
dull to bright; this temperature has been
termed the gloss point. Dodd.
gloss white. A suspension in water of coprecipitated aluminum hydroxide and barium
sulfate. Used as a pigment or an extender.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
gloat. In ceramics, lead glaze used in the
manufacture of pottery. Standard, 1964.
gloster-getter. A cutter loader designed for
continuous mining taking a medium web
of 2 feet 6 inches. It consists of a cutter
section with horizontal and vertical jibs
and gummer to which is attached a loading chute or plough which turns the cut
coal onto the conveyor alongside. To reverse the direction of cutting, the vertical
shearing jibs are swung around from one
side of the horizontal jibs to the other,
and reversal of the horizontal cutter chain
is by means of the reversible motorthe
chains being provided with double-pointed
picks. The minimum height at which the
machine can cut is 2 feet 8 inches. The
yield of small coal is rather high. Nelson.
glost tiring. Kiln firing of bisque ware after
glazing. VV.
glost-klin drawer. See bisque-kiln drawer.
D.O.T.1.
glost-kiln placer. One who sets glazed ware
in saggers and stacks saggers in glost kiln
for firing. Also called glost-kiln setter; kiln

glycerol monoacetate

alternative name of beryllium-glucinui
Hey, MM, 1964; Fleischer.
gluconic acid; glyconlc acid; dextronic ad
glycogenic acid. Colorless or nearly cola
less or light brown; needles oi a syrm
liquid ;

CH,OH (CHOH )4COOH; mi
acidic taste; melting point, 125° to 12(
C; soluble in water; and insoluble in alc,
hol and in ether. Used in cleaning ar
pickling metals. CCD 6d, 1961; Hand
book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ea

1964, p. C-336.
glue. A gelatinous substance extracted fro
animal carcasses, organs, hides, and bone
Used in mineral processing as a coagular

after acid leach of uranium-bearing or
pulps. Glues are also derived from oth(
sources, but these have no direct use i
mineral treatment. Pryor, 3.

gluing rock. A fel ruginous clay lying abov
a coal stratus, and which may be mine,

at the same time as the coal. Standam
1964.N. Staff. Carbonaceous undercla)
glum.

Also, a name for one of the local bands o
clay band ironstone. Arkell.
glum metal. A soft-weathering stone. Arkell
glushinskite. Oxalate of Magnesium, a
orthorhombic plates in chalky clay in ar
unspecified Arctic locality. Hey, M.M.
1964.

glut. a. Newc. A piece of wood, used to fil
up behind cribbing or tubbing. Fay. b. A
wooden wedge used to hole open a clefs
in splitting logs. Standard, 1964. c. A
small brick or block to fill up a course,
also, an unburned pressed brick. Standard,
1964.

glut arch. A brick arch below the firemouth
not into closed groups as in glomeroporof a pottery bottle oven for the admission
phyritic texture. Holmes, 1928.
of primary air and the removal of clinker.
glomeroporphyritic. A term applied .(ci igSee also bottle oven. Dodd.
neous rocks in which the phenocrysts are
gathered into distinct clusters or clots.
glyceride. A compound ether of triatomic
Synonym for cumulophyric. A.G.I.
alcohol glycerin. Shell Oil Co.
glycerin D; diglycerin. Used in manufacglomerule. Aggregation of minute particles
in aqueous suspension due to the formaturing low-freezing dynamite. Bennett 2d,
1962.
tion of flocs. See also flocculation. Pryor,
3.
glycerol; glycerin; glycerine; glycyl alcohol.
glomming. Another name for high grading.
Clear; colorless or pale yellow; syrupy
Hoov, p. 490.
liquid; C3113(OH)3; sweet, warm taste;
gloom. A stove for drying gunpowder; drymolecular weight, 92.10; hydroscopic; speing oven. Standard, 1964.
hand. D.O.T. 1.
cific gravity (anhydrous), 1.2653; melting
glory hole. a. A funnel-shaped excavation gloat oven. a. A furnace in which biscuit,
point, 18.6° C; boiling point, 290° C with
the bottom of which is connected to a
decomposition; flash point, 177° C; soluble
after being dipped in slip, is fired and so
in water and in alcohol (aqueous solutions
raise driven from an underground haulage
glazed. C.T.D. b. In ceramics, a glazing
level. The ore is broken by drilling and
are neutral); and insoluble in benzene.
kiln. Standard, 1964.
Used in explosives, as a binder for ceblasting in benches around the periphery glost-ware carrier. One who carries finished
cf the funnel. This process is also called
ments and mixes, and as a lubricant and
whiteware from glost warehouse to decmilling, and the excavation termed a
a softener. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
orating room. Also called ware carrier;
mill hole or simply a mill. Lewis, p. 403.
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
ware stripper. D.O.T.1.
b. A vertical pit, material from which is glove box. A sealed box in which workers,
P. C-338. Obtained as a byproduct in the
fed by gravity to hauling units in a shaft
manufacture of soap and candles. Used in
using gloves attached to and passing
under the pit bottom. Nichols c. A comthe manufacture of munitions and as an
through openings in the box, can handle
antifreeze liquid. Crispin. Sometimes
bination of opencast with underground
certain
radioactive
materials
safely.
L&L.
added to clay to increase and to maintain
mining system, in which quarried material Glover's tower. In sulfuric-acid works,
a
gravitates or is moved to a short shaft,
the pliability and workability of the mass.
tower
through
which
the
acid
from
the
On
firing, glycerol volatilizes without leavfrom the bottom of which it is delivered to
Gay-Lussac tower trickles and yields niing a resdue. It is added to the soluble
underground transport system. Pryor,
trous
anhydride
to
the
gases
entering
the
3. d. Can. Large open-pit excavation.
metallic salt solution to control its densky
lead chambers, at the same time cooling
and its slipperiness. Glycerol has other
Hoffman. e. An opening through which to
them. Standard, 1964.
ceramic uses, such as in glass-etching
observe the interior of a furnace. Stand- glow. a. The incandescence of
a heated subard, 1964. f. A subsidiary furnace, in which
pastes and cements, as a bonding agent in
stance, or the light from such a substance;
abrasives, and in the preparation of cearticles may be reheated during manufacwhite
or
red
heat;
as, the glow of melted
ture. C.T.D.
ramic decalcomania. Lee.
iron or the glow of embers. Standard, glycerol
monoacetate; monoacelin; aceths.
glory-hole system. A method of mining using
1964. b. The light of phosphorescent minC1-120HCHOHCHIOOCCHa; molecular
a system of haulageways beneath the block
eral. Hess.
weight, 134.13; colorless oil; specific grayof ore, which has had its top surface ex- glow stone. Chalcedony. Shipley.
ity, 1.206 (at 20° C, referred to water at
posed by the removal of the overburden. gludne.
CaBe4(P0.),(OH)4./sH,o, massive
Over the haulageways are chutes that exC); boiling point, 158° C (at 165
and
encrusting,
with
moraesite
from
a
tend up to the surface, and are spaced at
mm); and soluble in water and in ethyl
locality in the Urals. Named from the
alcohol. Used in manufacturing dynamite.

glycerol monoac.,Aate
Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics 45th ed., 1964, p. C-339.
glycerol trinitiate. See nitroglycerin.
glycogenic add. See gluconic acid. CCD 6d,
1961.
glycol; 1,2-ethanediol; dihydroxyethane;
ethylene glycol; ethylene alcohol; glycol
alcohol; glycohol alcohol. CH2OHC112OH; molecular weight, 62.07; colorless
liquid; specific gravity, 1.1176 (at 15° C,
referred to water at 15° C) ; melting point,

13.2° C: boiling point, 197.2° C; and
soluble in water and in ethyl alcohol.
Used as an explosive; as an antifreeze
liquid; and as a solvent for waxes and
resins. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. C-309.
glyconic add. See gluconic acid. CCD 6d,

1961.
glycyl alcohol. See glycerol. CCD 6d, 1961.

glyptic. In mineralogy, exhibiting figures.

Standard, 1964.
glyptogenesis. The process of sculpturing of
the lithosphere through the agency of the
atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, and
pyrosphere. Schieferdecker.
glyptograpby. a. The art, process, or operation of engraving on precious stones or the
like. Standard, 1964. b. A description of
or treatise on gem engraving; the knowledge or study of engraved gems. Standard,
1964.
glyptolith. A faceted pebble polished by wind
action. Fay.

goffau; goffen
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movements of a viscous magma during

crystallization. Holmes, 1928.
gneissose structure. A composite structure

through the gob after the filling has settled. C.T.D.

gob pile; gob dump. a. A pile or heap of

granulose bands and lenticles, which are

mine refuse on the surface. Grove. b. An
accumulation of waste material such as

in texture. The foliation is interrupted;

gob-pile orator. A more or less unflattering

due to the alternation of schistose and

dissimilar both in mineral composition and

and while a gneiss may split along a plane
of schistosity, it does so less readily than
a schist, and exposes a much roughez fracture surface. There can be all transitions

between schistose, granulose, and gneissose
structure. Schieferdecker.

c
gnomonic projection. An azimuthal projetion of a part of a hemisphere showing the
earth's grid as projected by radials from a

point at the center of the sphere onto a
tangent plane so that all straight lines
represent arcs of great circles, thereby

making this projection valuable for navigation when used in conjunction with the
Mercator projection. Webster 3d.
goaf; gob. a. That part of a mine from which
the coal has been worked away and the
space more or less filled up. Fay. b. The
refuse or waste left in the mine. Fay.
guiding. Same as goaf, f. Fay.
goaves. Old workings. Fay.
gob. a. A common term for goaf. Fay. b. To
leave coal and other minerals that are not
marketable in the mine. Fay. c. To stow
or pack any useless underground roadway

with rubbish. Fay. d. To store underground, as along one side of a working

rock or bone. B.C.I.

term applied to a talkative miner, used

much in the same sense as "soapbox orator." B.C.I.
gob process. Glass delivered to a forming
unit in gob form. ASTM C162-66.
gob road. Eng. A gallery or road extended
through goaf or gob. Fay.
gob-road system. Eng. A form of the longwall system of working coal, in which all
the main and branch roadways are made
and maintained in the goaves. Fay.
gob room. Space left for stowing gob. Fay.
gobs. Measured portions of molten glass fed
to machines making glass articles (bottles, jars, etc.). C.T.D. Sun).
gob stink. a. Aust. The odor from the burning coal given off by an underground fire.
Fay. b. The odor given off by the spontaneous heating of coal, not necessarily in
the gob. Also called stink. B.S. 3618,1963,
sec. 2. c. A smell indicating spontaneous
combustion or a fire in the goaf or gob.
C.T.D. d. Used among British miners for
gases accumulating in the gob or goaf
space in mines in which coal has been extracted. Tomkeieff, 1954.

G.M.B. Eng. Good merchantable brand, as
applied to copper by the Metal Exchange.

place, the rock and refuse encountered in
mining. Hudson. e. The material so
packed or stored underground. Hudson.

Fay.
gmelinite. A white pesudohexagonal zeolite
closely related chemically to chabazite but
rarer in occurrence, ( Na,Ca ) (Ala (A1,Si ) -

gob-up. Eng. See gob c, d, and i. Fay.
gob wall. A rough wall of flat stones built to
prevent the piles of gob from obstructing
the pasuge of ail. Fay.
go-devil. a. A device used to scrape and de-

Also called goaf. C.T.D. g. A pile of loose
waste in a mine, or backfill waste packed

scale pipes carrying solids, pulps, sludges,
slurries and other deposit-forming liquors.
Typically, a torpedo-shaped body equipped
with scraper vanes or wire bristles, forced

f. The space left by the extraction of a
coal seam into which waste is packed.

GMT. Abbreviation for Greenwich mean

in stopes to support the roof. Ballard. h.
Coal refuse left on the mine floor. Korson. i. To fill with goaf, or gob; to choke;
as a furnace is gobbed, or gobs up. Web-

gnamma hole. Shallow and deep holes in

by a feeder. ASTM C162-66. k. A portion of hot glass gathered on a punty or

Si1300.20H20. Dana 17.

time. Zimmerman p. 51.
gmv. Abbreviation for gram-molecular-volume. Zimmerman, p. 51.

the interior of western Australia formed in
rocks, the chief of which is granite. They
frequently contain water, and form almost
the only natural surface supplies. A.G.I.
gnarly bedding. Synonym for disturbed bed-

ding. See 'also curly bedding; convolute
bedding. Pettijohn.

gnat stone. Dendritic quartz (moss agate or
mocha stone) with small black inclusions.
Shipley.
gneiss. A . metamorphic rock of coarse grain
size, characterized by a mineral banding,

in which the light minerals (quartz and

feldspar) are separated from the dark
ones (mica and/or hornblende). The

layers of dark mherals are foliated, while
the light hands are granulitic. C.T.D.
gneissic; gneissoid. Having the appearance
or character of gneiss. Fay..
gnebsic cleavage. Rock cleavage in which
the surfaces of easy breaking, if developed

at all, are from a few hundredths of an
inch to half an inch or more apart. Leet.

gneissic quarizite. A metamorphic rock intermediate between gneiss and quartzite.
gneissose. a. Resembling gneiss. A.G.I. Supp.

b. Having composite structure of alter-

nating schistose and granulose bands and
lenses which differ in mineral composition
and texture. A.G.I. Supp.
gneksose gradte. A general term for granitic
rocks with gneissose structure, due, not to
metamorphism, ' but to the ccinstrained

ster, 2d. j. A portion of hot glass delivered

pipe. ASTM C162-66.

gobber. a. Any device used for gobbing waste

material. Jones. b. A man employed to
pack rubbish or waste into the gob. C.T.D.

Gobber. Trade name for a cutting machine
provided with a conveyor for gobbing the
unusable cuttings formed during the cutting operation. Jones.
gobbet. A block of stone. Standard, 1964.
gobbin. Leic. A contraction of gobbing. See
also goaf ; gob. Fay.

gobbing. The act of stowing waste in a

mine. Jones. Synonymous with gobbingup. See also gob. Fay.
gobbing slate. A thick layer of slate between

two seams of coal. The lower seam is
mined and the upper seam and the slate
shot down, the coal loaded out and then

the slate gobbed. Fay.
gobbing the bone. Cleaning up slate. !Corson.
gob dump. See gob pile. Grove.
gob entry. A wide entry with a heap of refuse
or gob along one side. Fay.
gob fire. a. Fire originating spontaneously

from the heat of decomposing gob. Also
called breeding fire. Fay. b. A fire occurring in a worked-out area, due to ignition
of timber or broken coal left in the gob.
c. Fire Caused by spontaneous
heating of the coal itself,, and which may
be wholly or partly concealed. Mason, V.
1, p.283.
gob hauling; gob rood. A roadway driven

through the piping by compressed air or
water pressure. May carry radioactive
isotopes to aid in its location if jammed.
Variations include hooked scrapers pulled
through by rope; inflatable balls enclosed

by chains, the ball being prodded and
punctured if it lodges, and then flushed

out; wooden balls with projecting spikes.
Pryor, 3. b. An apparatus or cutter used
for removing scale frorn the inside of
pipes. Whece the deposit is soft, such as
ocher, it may be removed periodically by

using such a cutter or go-devil in the
pipes. Sinclair, IV, p. 32. c. A special
spiral apparatus that is sent through a
pipeline to clean out the sediment. Merse-

reau, 4th, p. 198. d. An iron rod dropped
down a well to explode a charge of nitroglycerin. Mersereau, 4th, p. 198. e. A
rude sledge upon which one end of a log

is borne, the other end trailing on the
ground; tieboy; also, a rough, strong
wagon used in the woods and about quarries. Standard, 1964. f. See bullet, b, c, d.
Long.

go-devil plane. In the United States, a term
for gravity haulage. lVelson.

Godfrey furnace. A furnace with an annular
hearth for roasting sulfide ores; used in
Wale,. Fay.
goethite; gothite. An orthorhombic hydrated

oxide of iron, Fe0 (OH), externally re-

sembling limonite. One of the commonest
minerals, typically formed as a weathering
product of iron-bearing minerals. Dana 17.
goffan; goffen. a. Corn. A surface working in

which the material is thrown from one

platform to another. Hess. b. Corn. A long
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goldbeaters' mold. A pack composed of several hundred goldbeaters' skins, having
between them partly beaten goldfoil to be
hammered out into goldIeaf. Standard,

gold-filled. Covered on one or more surfaces

goffan; goffen
narrow surface working. See also coffin.
Fay.'

gog. Eng. A bog. Standard, 1964.

gogo. A term used in the Philippines for a

plant whose juice is said to catch fine gold.
Fay.
Gohi iron. Copper-bearing iron, very low in

impurities and in carbon (0.02 percent

maximum), containing about 0.25 percent
copper. Bennett 2d, 1962.
going. Scot. Working, for example, a going
place. A room in course of being worked.
Fay.

going bord. a. A roadway to the coal face in
bord and pillar working. C.T.D. b. Eng.
The bord or headway used as a main road

for conveying the tubs to and from the

face to a flat. See also flat, a. Also called
going headway. SMRB, Paper No. 61. c.

N. of Eng. A bord (room) down which
coal is trammed, or one along which the
coal from several working places is con-

veyed into the main haulage. Fay.
going concern. One that continues to transact its ordinary business. Ricketts, I.
going headway. A headway or bord laid with
rails, and used for conveying the coal cars
to and from the face. Zern.
going in. The act or process of lowering the
drill string, a string of pipe, or casing into
a borehole. Long.

going off. A borehole, the course of which
is deviating from that intended. Also

called drifting; walking; wandering. Long.
going road. A working place in a coal mine
which is being pushed forward, as distinct
from an old or disused place. C.T.D.
Golconda. An ancient and famous group of
diamond mines on the Kistna River,

India, where the Koh-i-noor and other

world famous diamonds were found. Hess.
golcondas. Diamonds from India. Hess.
gold. a. A heavy, soft, yellow, ductile, malle-

able metallic element in group I of the

periodic system. Symbol, Au; valences, 1

and 3; isometric atomic number, 79;

1964.

goldbeaters' skin. The prepared outside mern-

brane of the large intestine of cattle used
for separating the leaves of metal in goldbeating and sometimes as the moisturesensitive element in hygrometers. Webster
3d.

goldbeating. Process of converting gold sheet
into fine goldfoil by hammering; the gold

sheets are separated by vellum or goldbeaters' skin during the hammering operations. See also goldbeaters' mold. Bennett 2d, 1962.
goldbrick. a. A worthless brick that appears
to be made of gold. Webster 3d. b. Some-

thing that appears to be valuable but is

actually worthless. Webster 3d.
gold, ceramic decorating. Gold in the form of

powder, paste, or liquid for application

on ceramic materials. Combined with suitable fluxes and vehicles for particular ap-

plication. CCD 6d, 1961.

gold chloride; gold trichloride; Rorie chloride.
Red crystals; AuC13; decomposes at 254°

C; sublimes at 265° C; specific gravity,
3.9; soluble in water, in alcohol, and in
ether; slightly soluble in ammonia; and

insoluble in carbon disulfide. Used in gold
plating; in ceramics (enamels, gilding, and
painting porcelain) ; in glass (gilding, ruby
glass)

and in the manufacture of finely

dividea gold and purple of Cassius. CCD

6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-177.
gold cupride. Synonym for cuproauride; auricupride. Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.
golddigger. One who digs for or mines gold.

This word is almost exclusively used to
designate placer miners. Those engaged in

mining in solid rock are called quartz

miners. Fay.
golddiggings. A region where gold is found
mixed with sand or gravel. Standard, 1964.

atomic weight, 196.967; specific gravity,
See diggings. Fay.
19.32 (at 20° C) ; melting point, 1,063°
C; boiling point, 2,966° C; specific elec- gold dust. Particles and sometimes pellets and
flakes of gold, obtained in placer mining.
trical resistivity, 2.42 microhms per cubic
Webster 3d. An impure dust is sometimes
centimeter; insoluble in water and in
called commercial dust. Webster 2d.
acids; and soluble in aqua regia, in potas-.
sium cyanide solutions, and in hot sulfuric golden beryl. A clear, yellow variety of beryl,
prized as a gem stone. Heliodor is a variety
acid. Most of the metal is retained in gold
from Southwest Africa. C.M.D.
reserves but some is used in jewelry. Gold
is commonly alloyed with varying percent- Golden Gate table. See end-bump table. F ay.
ages of copper and silver. White gold is golden ocher. a. A native ocher. Standard,
1964. b. A mixture of light yellow ocher,
usually an alloy with nickel, but in dentischrome yellow, and whiting. Standard,
try this alloy contains platinum or palla-

dium. C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-112,
B-177. b. Occurs as native gold and in

tellurides. Usei in gold plating; amal-

gams; gilding; anodes; and in laboratory
ware. CCD 6d, 1961; Han,lbook of Chem-

istry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-112.

gold amalgam. a. A variety of native gold
containing mercury. Standard, 1964. b.

See amalgam, c. Fay.
gold-and-silver assayer. See assayer. 1 .0.T.
Supp.
gold argentkle. Synonym for electrum. Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.

gold-bag washer. In ore dressing, smelting,
and refining, a laborer who recovers black

mud from bags in which silver anodes

were suspended during electrolytic refining process by washing and brushing them
in series of tanks. D.O.T. Supp.
goldbeater. One who makes goldleaf. Standard, 1964.

1964.

golden reef. Altered nonfibrous form of
amosite. Sinclair, W.E., p. 484.
golden sapphire. Yello. to greenish-yellow

sapphire. Shipley.
golden stone. Greenish-yellow ptridot. Shipley.

gold fever. A mania for seeking gold; applied
specifically to the excitement caused - by

the discovery of gold in California in

1848-49. Standard, 1964.
goldfield. A region where gold is found.
Standard, 1964.
goldfieldite. A dark lead-gray copper sulfantimonite in which part of the antimony is

replaced by bismuth (and arsenic) and
part of the sulfur by tellurium (17 per-

cent), 5CuS.(Sb,B4As),(S,Te)s. Crusts;
massive. From Goldfield Nev. A tellurian
tetrahedrite. American ifineralogist, v. 32,
No. 3-4, March-April 1947, p. 254;
English.

with a layer of gcld alloy to form a clad
metal. By commercial agreement, a quality

mark showing the quantity and fineness
of gold alloy may be affixed which shows
the actual proportional weight and karat
fineness of the gold alloy cladding. For
example, one-tenth 12K gold-filled means

that the article consists of base metal

covered on one or more surfaces with a

gold alloy of 12-karat fineness comprising

one-tenth part by weight of the entire
metal in the article. No article having a
gold alloy coating of less than 10-karat
fineness may have any quality mark affixed. No article having a gold alioy portion of less than one-twentieth by weight
may be marked gold-filled but may be
marked rolled gold plate provided the
proportional fraction and fineness desig-

nation precede. These stands do not neces-

sarily apply to watch cases. ASM Gloss.
gold-film glass. Glass incorporating a thin
gold film which can be electrically heated
for demisting and deicing. C.T.D. Supp.
goldfoil. Gold beaten or rolled out very thin;
gold in sheets thicker than goldleaf. Webster 3d.

gold glass. A term sometimes applied to goldstone. Shipley.

gold hydrate. See gold hydroxide. CCD 6d,
1961.

gold hydroxide. gold hydrate; auric hydroxide. Brown ; Au (OH )3; sensitive to light;
soluble in hydrochloric acid, in solutions
of sodium cyanide, and in alkali hydroxides; and insoluble in water. The hydroxide is probably a hydrated trioxide of gold,
Aus0s, and it loses water easily. Used in
gilding liquids; in porcelain; and in gold
plating. CCD 6d, 1961.
goldichite. Hydrous potassium ferric sulfate,
KFe (SO02.41130, as pale-green monoclinic crystals from the decomposition of

pyrite. From Utah. Spencer 20, M.M.,

1955.
Goldich's stability series. Mineral species differ widely in their resistance to weathering
processes. This series summarizes the relative resistance to weathering of the common rock-fcrming silicates and indicates

that the mintrals crystallized at the high-

est temperatures, under the most anhydrous conditions, are more readily
weathered than those that crystallized last
from the lower temperature, more aqueous
magmas. As a general rule, the closer the
conditions of crystallization approximIte
those now prevailing at the earth's surface,

the more resistant is the mineral in the
weathering environment. The

Goldich

stability series also applies to the same
minerals when they are of metamorphic

origin. Hauthes, 2, pp. 80-81.
gold jewelry. Jewelry made wholly or principally of solid gold; r :o designates goldfilled or gold-plated jewelry. Shipley.

gold latten. a. Very thin sheet gold. Fay. b.
Any thin sheet brass or other metal gilded.
Fay.
goldkat. Extremely fine layers of gold formed

by beating or rolling between layers of
goldbeaters' skin; used for gilding works
of art, fabrics, and books. Bennett 2d,

1962.
goldleaf electroscope. An electroscope con.ist-

ing of two narrow strips of goldleaf suspended from the lower end of a brass rod,
at the top of which a brass disk is fixed.
The leaves are supported in a metal case
by a jilug of ebonite or some other goed

goldleaf electroscope
insulating material. Whenever the leaves
have acquired a potential, they separate.
Morris and Cooper, p. 230.
goldmanite. A garnet, (Ca3V,A1,Fe)2(SiOt) 3,

from the Laguna uranium mining district,
Albuquerque, N. Mex. Hey, M.M., 1964;
Fleischer.
gold matrix. Gold in a matrix of milky quartz.

Same as gold quartz. Shipley.
gold milling. A general term applied to the
treating of ore to recover gold and silver
therefrom. Bureau of Mines Staff.
gold mine. a. A mine containing or yielding
gold. It may be either in solid rock
(quartz mine) or in alluvial deposits

(placer mine). Fay. b. Any investment
yielding or furnishing great profit. Fay.
gold 198. Radioactive gold of mass number
198. Half-life, 64.8 hours; radiation, beta
and gamma; and radiotoxicity, moderately

hazardous. Available in gold metal, colloidal gold, and gold-sodium thiosulfate.
Used to locate the solidification boundary
in continuously cast aluminum and to
determine metallic silver in photographic
materials. The decay product of gold 198
is stable mercury, mercury 198, which
may be distilled from aged, neutron-irradiated gold for the fabrication of monoisotopic mercury arc light sources. See also

radiogold. CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-72.

gold opal. Opal which exhibits only an overall color of golden yellow. Shipley.
gold oxide; gold trioxide; auric oxide; auric
trioxide. Brownish-black; Au203; decomposed by heat, losing one oxygen at 160°

C and three oxygens at 250° C; soluble
in hydrochloric acid; and insoluble in

water. Used in gilding liquids and in

porcelain. CCD 6d, 1961.
gold paint. Paint pigmented with gold powder; really a bronze powder. Bennett 2d.
1962.
gold pan. See pan, c., d. and i.
gold panning. See panning. Nelson.
gold poachers. Roving and enterprising free-

lance miners and prospectors. Hoov, p.
495.

gold point. The melting point of pure gold,
1,063° C. Used as one of the fixed reference points on the temperature scale.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
gold-potassium chloride; potassium aurichloride; potassium ehloroaurate dihydrate.

Yellow; orthorhombic AuC13.KC1.2H20 or
K[AuC14].211.20; and soluble in water, in

alcohol, and in ether. Used for painting

porcelain and glass. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-206.
gold premium. S. Afr. The excess of the price

of gold in a given market over the value
fixed by statute or calculated over th..:
exchange rate of money. Beerman.
gold purple. The purple of Cassius. Webster
2d.
gold quartz. Milky quartz containing inclu
sions of gold. Same as gold matrix.

Shipley.
gold-quartz ores; siliceous ores. Gold-bearing

ores from which the sulfides have been
removed by the leaching of groundwaters

so that the ore consists almost entirely
of quartz gangue, some iron oxides, and

free gold. Newton, p. 19.
gold ruby, glass. See ruby k;lass. Dodd.
gold sapphire. Lapis lazuli containing flecks
of pyn..e. See also golden sapphire. Shipley.
gold saving table. This table consists of a series

Gone!! air elutriator
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of narrow sluices from 2 to 3 feet wide
set side by side on grades of from 1-1/8
to 1-1/2 inches per foot. These tables extend first transversely from beneath the
trommel and then are turned at right angles to extend longitudinally to the rear
of the dredge where they empty into tail
sluices that carry the material some dis-

tance back of the dredge. before discharging it into the pond. Lewis, p. 393.
Goldschmidt's law. The structure of a crystal
is determined by the ratio of the numbers
and sizes, and the properties of polarization of its structural units. Pryor, 3.
Goldschmidt's mineralogical phase rule.
Under natural rock-forming conditions,
the probability of finding a system with a
variance (degrees of freedom) of less than
two (temperature and pressure) is small.

Any given natural mineral assemblage,
igneous or metamorphic, seems to be the
stable one over a range of temperature
and pressure. Thus, with a variance of
two, the phase rule is reduced to a special

case, P = C, in which the maximum

number of phases possible is equal to the
number of components. A.G.I.
Goldschmidt's process. a. The thermite proc-

of welding. See also thermite. Fay.
b. Aluminothermy. Webster 3d. c. The
ess

removal of tin from scrap tinplate by dry
chlorine. Hess.
gold scouring. Alternative term for burnishing. Dodd.
gold sheil. See Abyssinian gold. Bennett 2d,
1962.

goldsmith. a. An artisan who makes vessels,
jewelry, or other articles of gold. Webster

3d. b. A manufacturer of and dealer in

articles of gold. Wei,ster 3d.
goldsmith's window. Aust. A slang term for
a rich mining claim. Standard, 1964.
gold-sodium chloride; sodium-gold chloride;
sodium aurichloride; sodium chloroaurate.
Yellow; orthorhombic; NaAuC14.2I-120;
decomposes at 100° C; and soluble in

water, in alcohol, andi n ether. Used in

staining fine glass and in decorating por-

celain. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook

of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

B-221.

gold solder. A solder usually composed of
gold, silver, copper, zinc, or brass. CCD
6d, 1961.
gold standard. S. Afr. A fixed price relation
between gold and the currency of a country, with only narrow margins between
the buying and selling prices of gold.

Beerman.
goldstone. Aventurine spangled close and fine
with particles of gold-colored material.
Webstel 3d. See also aventurine. Fay.
goldstone glaze. An aventurine glaze; a quoted
composition is: 198.7 parts white lead;

83.4 parts feldspar; 8.0 parts whiting;
11.2 parts ferric oxide; and 41.4 parts
flint. This glaze matures at cone 04.

Dodd.
gold telluride. Minerals containing tellurium
forming tellurides of gold and silver, for
example, sylvanite, calaverite, and petzite.
Statistical Research Bureau .
gold-tin precipitate. See gold-tin purple. CCD
6d, 1961.
gold-tin purple; purple of Cassiusr gold-tin
precipitate. Brown; insoluble in water and
soluble in ammonia. Used in the mantifac-

ture of ruby glass; in coloring enamels;
and in painting porcelain. CCD 6d, 1961.

gold topaz. a. Heat-treated topaz quartz.

Shipley. b.
Shipley.

Naturally colored citrine.

gold trichloride. See gold chloride. CCD 6d,
1961.

gold trichloride, acid. Yellow to red; crystals;
AuC12.HC1.41-F20 or HAuC14.41120; de-

composed by hent; and soluble in water,

in alcohol, and in ether. Used in gold
plating;

ceramics (enamels, gilding,
and painting porcelain) ; in glass (gilding,
ruby glass) ; and in the manufacture of
finely divided gold and purple of Cassius.
CCD 6d, 1961.
gold trioxide. See gold oxide. CCD 6d, 1961.

gold wash. A place where gold is washed;

used chiefly in the plural. Standard, 1964.
gold washer. a. A sweater of gold coin. Fay.
b. One who recovers gold by washing (as
in a cradle) ; also, an apparatus for this
purpose. Webster 3d.
gold washing. Act or process of washing aurif-

erous soil for gold; also a place where
this is carried on. Webster 2d. See also

diggings. Fay.

gold work. a. The act or art of working in
gold. Webster 3d. b. A place where gold

is mined, washed, or worked. Fay.
goie. a. A ditch. Standard, 1964. b. A hollow
between hills; a vale. Fay. c. A sluice or
floodgate. Standard, 1964.
goliath crane. A portal type of crane having

a lifting capacity of 50 tons or more,
with the crab traveling along the horizontal beam. See also portal crane. Ham.

Gommesson method. A specialized method of

surveying a borehole, utilized when a

magnetic compass cannot be used because
of local magnetism. The instrument itsed

is essentially a rigid tube, up to 30 :eet
long, which i lowered info a borehole.
The tube fits the borehole closely and
contains a fine wire under tension. The
difference between the arc of the tube,
when bent at a crook in the borehole and

the chord of the wire is indicated by a

stylus marking, which can be measured.
The dip is read by etch tubes, and a directional orientation taken at the surface
is carried down the hole by precise aline-

ment of the tube and rods as they are
lowered into the borehole. Long.

gompholite. See nagelfluh. Fay.

gondite. A metamoric rock consisting of
garnet (spessartite and quar. See also
collobrierite; eulysite. A.G.I.
Gondite. A spessartite-quartz rock, probi bly
produced by the metamorphism of manganiferous sediments, and named after
th Gonds of the Central Provinces of

India, where the Gondite series occurs.
Holmes, 1928.

Gondite series. A series of manganiferous

metamorphic rocks belong to the Dharwar
system of India, and characterized by the
presence of spessartite, rhodonite, and
quartz. Holmes, 1928.
gondola. a. A large flat-bottomed riverboat

of light build. Standard. 1964. b. A railroad car with no top, -flat bottom, fixed
sides, and sometimes demountable ends

that is used chiefly for hauling steel, rock,
or heavy bulk commodities. Webster, 3d.
gondola car. Type of open freight truck used

in the United States for mineral trans-

port. Pryor, 3.
Gonell air elutriator. A down-blast type of
elutriator designed by H. W. Gonell and
which has Jound considerable use in Europe for assessing the fineness of portland
cement. Dodd.

gone off. A borehole that has deviated from
the intended course. Long.
gong metal. An alloy from which Oriental
gongs are made, as one of 78 parts copper and 22 parts tin. Fay.
goniometer. a. An instrument for measuring
the a gles between crystal faces. The contact &,niometer, accurate to 0.5°, is used

for elementary purposes; but for more
precise work, a reflecting goniometer is

necessary. It utilizes the reflection of light

by crystal faces, arranged vertically and
successively brought into alinement by
rotating the crystal on the turntable of the
instrument, the angle of rotation being
accurately measurable by appropriate
scales. C.T.D. b. An instrument used to
measure the angle of the etch line on an
acid-dip-survey acid bottle or the angle of

bedding planes relative to the long axis
of a drill core. See also protractor. Long.
gonnardite. A white hydrous silicate of calcium, sodium, and aluminum, CaNa4Als
Finely fibrous, radiating
spherules. Orthorhombic. Probably identi-

Sii700.141-170.

cal with metathomsonite. From Puy-de-

Dome, France. English.
gonyerite. hi chlorite rich in manganese (MnO
33.83 percent) and poor in aluminum
( Al20,0.58 percent), from Langban, Sweden. Spencer 21, MM., 1958.
Gooch crucible. A porcelain crucible, the bottom of which is perforated with numerous

small holes, used as a filter in chemical
laboratories, the bottom being packed
with washed asbestos wool. It is used to
increase the speed of filtering, generally
in conjunction
Osborne.

with

a

filter pump.

good. A term sometimes used to designate
medium-quality drill diamonds. Long.
good clean hole. As applied to oil-well drill-

ing, a hole free from those things the
presence of, which would render the well

incapable of use as a well. Ricketts, II.

good delivery. Under metal exchange rulings,
description of metal delivered at an agreed

purity or of a defined quality. Pryor, 3.

gooderite. An igneous rock containing 79 per-

cent sodaclase, 11 percent biotite, 3 percent nephelite, 3 percent microperthite,
and 2 percent calcite. Johannsen, v. 4,
1938, p. 57.
goodletite. Aust. The matrix rock in which
rubies are found embedded. .5tandard,
1964.

good levels. Corn. Levels nearly horizontal.
Fay.

Goodman duckbill loader. The duckbill
assembly consists of six major units: a
shovel trovgh to which is attached the
shovel

head fitting inside

the feeder

trough; an operating carrier which controls the connection or coupling between
the feeder and shovel troughs; a sliding
shoe which moves to and fro on the floor
of the seam; a swivel trough and a pendulum jack. Thc function of the duckbill
is to gather the coal and load it into the
shaker conveyor pan column. The shovel
is forced into the prepared coal by the
forward motion of the pan colt inn. As
the shovel is propelled forward, the coal

is conveyed back along the shovel trough
and then to the pan column. Mason, v. 2,

p. 544.

Goodman loaders. a. The Goodman electrcihydraulic power shovel is designed for

loading coal where the seams are 6 feet
or more in thickness. It is moved from
place to place by its own power on chain

charge heigH (the hydrostatic head) can

threads and will pass through crosscuts

adjusted to give desired degree of
classification of feed. Pryor, 3. e. A bend

53 feet wide and 5 feet high. The scoop,

be

swung around a vertical axis, for a complete circle thrust radially forward and

in a pipe such that the sides are approximately parallel. Hess. f. An arched connection, usually between a tractor and a
trailer. Nichols, 2. g. See bustle pipe.
Dodd.

which holds half a ton of coal, may be
back, raised and lowered, and made to dis-

charge its load into a car. Kiser, 1, p. 36.
b. The Goodman entry loader is especially
adapted for use in thin seams. From its
position in the neck or entry of a room,
a telescoping, fan-shaped apron extends

goose silver ore. See goose dung ore. Fay.

goosing. In hydraulic mining, driving the
gravel forward with the stream from the

giant. Opposite of drawing. Fay.
go-out. A sluice built into a tidal embankment
for impounding tidal water. Ham.
gopher; gopher drift. An irregular prospecting drift following or seeking the ore with-

into the room and rests on the bottom.

A box scraper is slid to the working face

where it is made to gather at one time

as much as 1,500 pounds of coal, and

move it onto the apron and back through
an inclined trough into a car. The scraper
is operated by means of wire ropes and
can be drawn on to the chute which can
then be telescoped for changing its location. Kiser, 1, p. 37.

grade or section. Fay.
gopher hole; coyote hole. Horizontal opening

in wall of quarry, perhaps chambered or

tee-headed in preparation for blasting.

Also, an irregular pitting hole made when

prospecting. Gopherirqg is random pros-

for driving coal headings in medium to
thick seams. It has a rated capacity of

pecting by such pits or by gopher drift.
Pryor, 3.
gopher hole blasting; tunnel blasting; coyote
blasting. Terms applied to the method of
blasting in which large charges are fired
in small adits driven into the face of the
quarry at the level of the floor. Similar
to snakehole blasting on a large scale.
A crosscut is commonly driven at the

7 tons per minute. The machine is crawlermounted and equipped with two triple-arm

rotating cutting units and a chain conveyor. The cut coal is discharged on to
the chain conveyor which delivers into
shuttle or mine cars. A 100-horsepower
motor drives the cutting units, while a

50-horsepower motor powers the hydraulic
system that controls all other movements.
Also called Goodman-type 500 miner.

end of the adit, and one or two intermediate crosscuts may also be used to

hold the powder. Coyote blasting is best
adapted to faces from 80 to 175 feet
high, where the surface is irregular and

Nelson.

good merchantable braad; G.M.B. Metal exchange classification of copper metal.
Pryor, 3.
good roasting. Complete roasting of an ore to
the limit of its oxidizability. Bennett 2d,

where a large tonnage of rock is to be

broken at one blast. Lewis, pp. 160-161.

gophering. a. A method of breaking up a
sandy medium-hard overburden where
blastholes tend to cave in. A series of shal-

1962.

goods. A tradc term for a lot, parcel, or shipment of diamonds without regard to qual-

low holes are made by a bar and an explosive charge fired in each. The debris
is removed and the holes deepened and
further charges fired until the holes are

ity, composition, or quantity. I.C. 8200,
1964, p. 149.
good-shooting coal. Ark. Coal that can be
shot '`off the solid" with a large proportion of lump coal and little slack. Fay.
goongarrfte. a. A sulfobismuthite of lead,

deep enough to take sufficient explosives
to break the entire deposit. Nelson. b. The
haphazard working of the easiest and
richest portions of an ore deposit by miners
with little or no capital. Nelson. c. Pros-

4PbS.Bi2S3. Fibrous to platy masses. Prob-

ably monoclinic. From Lake Goongarrie,
West Australia. English. b. A discredited
mineral term since it is a mixture consist-

pecting in any and every way, without

any apparent definite object, or searching
for float in surface soil, or for ore underground. von Bernewitz. d. Prospecting
work confined to digging shallow pits or
starting adits. Term used from similarity
of this work to the crooked little holes dug

cosalite and galena. American

Mineralogist, v. 35, No. 3-4, March-April
1950, p. 336.
goose. a. Forest of Dean. A water barrel or

tub. Fay. b. Scot. A platform carrier for
handling coal autos or cars on steeply
inclined roads. Fay.

in the soil by gophers. Weed, 1922. e.
Can. Digging smil holes to locate or extract ore. Hoffman.

gooseberry stone. A pale, yellowish variety of

goose dung ore. An inferior grade of iron

gopherman. In metal mining, one who extracts ore located in pockets or other
parts not accessible for machine drilling
in an open-pit mine. D.O.T. I.

swivel to which the water hose is con-

gor; gore. York. Sticky, dirty clay. Arkell.
gorceixite. A brown basic phosphate of brrium

garnet included under the term grossularite. Fay.

goose brae. Scot. See cuddy brae. Fay.

sinter containing silver. Also called goose
silver ore. Fay.
gooseneck. a. The bent-tube part of a water

gor Abbreviation for gas-oil ratio. Also abbre-

nected. Long. b. A T-shaped connection

and aluminum (with small amounts of

viated GOR. BuMin Style Guide, p. 59.

for supplying water to the top end of

ivuh rods in penetrating overburden. It
is fitted with pipe handles by means of

which the wash rods may be turned.
Long. c. A bent pipe or tube having a

swivel joint, so that its outer end may be
revolved. Standard, 1964; d. A delivery
pipe for underflow (spigot discharge) of
spitzkasten, desliming cone, etc. Swiveljointed so that pressure differential between overflow plane and underflow dis-

aoe-
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ing the collapsing load for a given column. C.T.D.

Gordon's rule. A rule by which the capacity
of hydraulic elevators is computed. It is
as follows:

M=

.

calcium, cerium, and iron), BaA13(OH) 7
P207 (?). Microcrystalline; in rolled pebbles (favas). Belongs to the hamlinite
group. From diamond-bearing sand of
Minas Geraes, Brazil. English.
gordonite. A hydrous phosphate of magnesium
and aluminum, MgO.AlsOs.PrOs.9140;
monoclinic; glassy, lath-shaped crystals,
forming crusts; colorless; Found near Fairfield, Utah. English.

Gordon's forms& An empirical formula giv-

HxN

where M = cubic yards of material lifted
per hour
H = available head of water in feet

N = units of flow of water of

1

cubic foot per second
C = the efficient working height of
the elevator, taken as head H
in hundreds of feet multiplied
by 15.

out regard to maintenance of a regular

Goodman mitier. A continuous miner designed

ing of

Gordon's formula

Gordon's formula

500

gone off

Lewis pp. 387-388.
gordunde. A variety of peri.loti.e consisting
essentially of olivine and subordinate py-

roxene with minor pyrope, picotite, and

opaque oxides. A garnet-bedring wehrlite.
A G.I.
gorge. a. A narrow passage between hills; a

ravine. Standard, 1964. b. A jam; as, an
ice gorge. Standard, 1964.

gorgeyite. Hydrated sulfate, K7SO4.5CaSO4.1-1% 1130, small tabular monoclinic crys-

tals with glauberite, and etc., in salt deposits at Ischl, Upper Austria. Spencer

20, M.M., 1955.
gorguiho. A diamond-bearing quartz and clay
gravel of Brazil. Hess.
gor sand. Eng.. Sharp yellow sand, Lincolnshire. Arkell.

gorse. A barrel or tub for carrying water

underground. C.T.D.
goruchy slanetz. Russian namc for oil shale
or bituminous shale. Tomkeieff, 1954.
goshenite. A colorless, white, or bluish beryl
from Goshen, Mass. Schaller.
Goskar dryer. A chamber dryer for bricks and

designed by T. A. Goskar.
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ground into tubs or trains. C.T.D. c. Eng.
Said of a worked out or exhausted mine,
Midland coalfield. Fay. A term used in
the quarrying industry from time immemorial. Getting (or winning) is the act
of obtaining limestone in the form of discrete, handleable lumps or fragments from
the massive, continuous deposit, and the
resulting material is known as stone-gotten. Stcwell.
Gottifnies kiln. The original electric multipassage kiln; it was introduced in 1938 by
two Belgians, R. Gottignies and L. Gottignies. See also multipassage kiln. Dodd.

taining hydrogen sulfide, HA. Fay.
Gouy layer. Modification of the Helmholtz
concept of the electrical double layer
which surrounds a particle immersed in an
electrolyte. In Gouy's view there is only
one diffuse layer. The ionic atmosphere
near the surface of the particle is highly
charged, but this ionization diminishes
gradually outward into the ambient liquid.
See also Debye-Huckel theory. Pryor, 3.

gotzenite. A mineral, (Ca,Na,A1)7(Si,Ti) 454.15

F3.3 ; triclinic; rinkite group. In nephelinitc

from Kivu Republic o: the Congo. Spencer 21, Al:M., 1958.
gouffre. A large hole opening downward into
a cavern in a limestone region. Mather.
gouge. a. A layer of soft material along tl

wall of a vein, favoring the miner, by

enabling him after gouging it out with a

pick, to attack the solid vein from the

side. See also selvage; flucan. Fay. b. Can.
A narrow band of gold-bearing slate next

to the vein, which can be extracted by a

thin, long-pointed stick, Nova Scotia. Fay.
c. To work a mine without plan or system.

Fay. d. To contract the face of (a mine

working) by neglecting to keep the sides
cut away. Standard, 1964. e. The clay or
clayey material in a fault zone. Also called

clay gouge. Nelson. f. Parting layer of
soft material between the true lode and
the enclosing host rock. Crushed rock
along a fault slip. See also gut. Pryor, 3.

g. A chisel. Arkell. h. To gouge, to cut

with a chisel. Arkell. i. See salvage. C.T .D.

gouge angle. The angle at which the surface

of a cutting edge is inclined in relation
to the surface of the material being cut.

chamber has a false floor and a false roof;
air enters the chamber via the space above

negative rake; positive rake.
Long.
gouge channel. See channel cast. Pettijohn.

corresponding space below the false floor.
Dodd.
goslarite. Native white vitriol or zinc sulfate,
ZnS047H20. Fay.
go slow. See ca'canny. Nelson.
gossan. A ferruginous deposit filling the upper
parts of mineral veins or forming a super-

cial plucking on bedrock surface. Petti-

tiles

Each

the false roof and is withdrawn via the

ficial cover on masses of pyrite. It con-

sists principally of hydrated oxide of iron,
and has resulted from the. oxidation and
removal of the sulfur as well as the copper, etc. Also spelled gozzan. Synonym

for iron hat. Fay.

gossaniferous. Containing or producing gossan. Fay.
gossany lode. A lode filled with gostan. Fay.
goth. Staff. Sudden bursting of coal froin the
face, owing to tension caused by unequal
pressure. Zern.

Gothic groove. A groove of Gothic-arch section in a roll. Fay.
1,othic pitch. See pitch. Dodd.
;White; goethite. A hydrous oxide mineral of
iron, Fe70,H70. Fay.
goths. Staff. Sudden hurstings of coal from
the face, owing to tension caused by unequal pressure. Zern. The term "airblast"
is sometimes used in metal mines, especially in South Africa. Fay.
got-on-knobs. S. Staff. A system of working
thick coal, being a kind of bord-and-pillar
plan, the main roadways being first driven
to the boundary. Fay.
gotten. a. An abandoned or exhausted mine.

C.T.D. b. Coal ready to be filled under-

S te also

gouge clay. Clay infillings in a mineral vein.
Compare gouge. Arkell.
gouge marks; crescentic gouge. Crescentic
marks concave up-current formed by glajoh R.

gouge rake. Synonym for positive rake. Long.

gouge slip. A shaped piece of oilstone on
which the concave side of the cutting

edge of a gouge may be rubbed for sharpening purposes. C.T.D.
gouging. In placer mining, an operation similar to ground sluicing. Also called booming. Fay.
gouging shot. A gripping shot or opening shot
used

to make the

first

opening in a

straight-room face, or to start a break-

through. See also shot, e. Fay.
gouging test. A procedure for the evaluation

of the resistance of a vitreous enameled
surface to mechanical wear. In the procedure laid down in a Special Bulletin
issued by the Porcelain Enamel Institute
(Washington, D. C.), a small steel ball is
rolled on the enamel surface under various loads. Dodd.
Bounce. Corn. A frame made of boards in
which small tin ore is washed in a stream
of water. A strake. Fay.

gouttes d'ean. Literally 'drops of water';
pingos d'agoa; an old term applied to
the whitest of the Brazilian topaz crystal,

which when cut and polished rival diamond in brilliancy, but lack the fire of
the latter gem. C.M.D.

goutwater. Forest of Dean. Mine water con-
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government ownership. The statutes asserting

paramount title in the United States to
mineral lands are in harmony with the

laws of practice of other countries on the
same subject. Ricketts, I.
governor. a. A device for regulating the speed

of an engine or motor under varying
conditions of load and pressure. Standard,
1964. b. A device for regulating the flow

or pressure of a fluid, as gas or water.

Standard, 1964.
governor, engine. A device that holds the en-

gine speed constant regardless of load.

Shell Oil Co.
gow. Scot. A blacksmith. Standard, 1964.
gowan. Decomposed granite. Standard, 1964.
gow caisson. A device for sinking shafts of
small diameter through silt or clay without excessive loss of ground. Ham.
gowerite. A mineral, CaBe010.5H2O, monoclinic, from Furnace Creek, Death Valley,
Calif. Hey, M.M., 1961.
gowk. Northumb. Rider. Arkell.
gowl. Derb. To break down, as the roof and

sides are said to gowl or gowl out when

they fall. Fay.
goyazite. Perhaps CaafilloP2023.9H20. In small

rounded grams. A yellowish-white mineral
from Brazil. Fay.

Goyder and Langhton process. A flotation
p:ocess (1905) that was a variation of the
Potter-Delprat process. It was used at
Broken Hill, New South Wales. Liddel,
2d, p. 407.

gozzan. Eng. See gossan. Fay.
gpd Abbreviation for gallons per day. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 59.
gph Abbreviation for gallons per hour. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, sec. E, p. 82.

gpm Abbreviation for gallons per minute.
BuMine Style Guide, p. 59.
gpr Abbreviation for gas production rate. Also

abbreviated GPR. BuMin Style Guide, p.

59.
gps Abbreviation for gallons per second. Bu-

Min Style Guide, p. 59.

gr Abbreviation for grain. BuMin Style Guide,

p. 59.
grab. An instrument for extricating broken
boring tools from a borehole. Fay.
Grabau process. A method of obtaining aluminum from cryolite. Fay.
grabbing crane. An excavator consisting of a

crane carrying a large grab or bucket in

the form of a pair of half-scoops, so

hinged as to scoop or dig into the earth
as they are lifted. C.T.D.
grab buckets. Consists of a digging device
which in closing, bites into the sediment
and contains it inside the closed shell.
The bucket and load are then hoisted to
the surface where the shell is opened to
the load. Includes clamshells,
orangepeels, and other variations. Mero,
p. 245. See also grabbing crane; grab

dump

dredger.

grab-camera. An ocean floor sampling system

incorporating a large sediment grab with
a deep-sea camera. HEIM.

grab dredger. A dredging appliance consisting

of a grab or g:ab bucket suspermled from

the jib head of a crane, which does the
necessary raising and lowering. Also called
a grapple dredger. C.T.D.

graben. A depressed segment of the earth's
crust bounded on at least two sides by
faults and generally of considerable length
as compared with its width. Webster, 3d.
See also trough fault.
grab equipment. A clamshell bucket fitted
with teeth to assist digging. Nelson.

grabhooks. Hooks used in lifting blocks of
stone. They are used in pairs connected
with a chain, and are so constructed that
the tension of the chain causes them to
adhere firmly to the rock. Fay.
grab iron. See grab. Fay.
grabroan. See clipper, b. D.O.T. 1.

grab sample. a. A rough and random mode
of sampling. The samples may be taken

from the pile broken in the process of
mining. It is often used to estimate the
approximate value of material lying
broken in stopes or headings or of ma-

terial coming from the mine. All portions

of the ore exposure are not equitably
represented by grab sampling. See also

chip sampling. Nelson. b. A sample taken
at random from a pile, truck, or car of
ore or coal. Ballard.
grab sampling. Collection of specimens of ore

more or less at random from a heap,
scatter pile or passing load. Used in connection with examination of the charac-

teristic minerals in the deposit rather than
for valuation. Pryor, 3.
gradall. Essentially a hydraulic backhoe

equipped with an extensible boom that
performs the three separate functions of
excavation, backfill, and grading. Carson, p. 161.
gradation. a. In geology, the bringing of a

surface or a stream bed to grade, through
erosion, transportation, and deposition by
running water. See also aggradation. degradation. Fay. b. The proportion dmaterial of each grain size present in a
given soil. ASCE P1826.
grade. a. The classification of an ore accord-

ing to the desired or worthless material
in it or according to value for example,
a gold ore that contains 1 ounce gold
per ton would be a high-grade ore, while
one containing 4 pennyweights per ton

would be a low-grade ore. Nelson. b. See
rank. Nelson. c. A particular class of
workman in a mine, namely, collier, engineman, timberman, repairer, and laborer. Nelson. d. To prepare a roadway

of more uniform slope. Fay. e. An ore
which carries a great or comparatively
small amount of valuable metal is called
a high- or low-grade ore. Fay. f. The de.
gree of strength of a high explosive. Those

above 40 percent nitroglycerin are arbitrarily designated as high-grade dynamites and those below 40 percent strength
as low-grade dynamites. Fay. g. In assay-

ing, the percentage of the sought valUe
or of each valuable species in the ore.

Pryor, 3. h. In surveying, the gradient of a
traveling way, slope, sluice, etc. Pryor, 3.

i. Of gravels and road metal, the graded
aggregate states the percentage weight of
material of each particle size specified.
Pryor, 3. j. The average assay of a tona
nage of ore. The percent rise or fall of
roads, ditches, tunnels, drifts, etc. Ballard. k. To sort and classify diamonds,

such as drill diamonds, into quality group-

ings, each group containing diamonds

having somewhat similar characteristics

gradient
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deemed to affect their fitness for use in a
specific manner; the least fit are considered as constituting the lowest quality
or grade. Long. 1. The quality group into
which diamonds are sorted, such as poor,
good, or excellent. Long. m. The rate of
incline or decline in terms of degrees from
the horizontal, percent of rise to the horizontal distance, or in inches of vertical
projection per foot of horizontal projection. See also gradeline. ASA MH4.11958. n. The size of trimmed sheet mica
based on the maximum usable rectangle

that can be punched or stamped from

the piece. Skow. o. The slope of a road,
channel, or natural ground. Seelye,

1.

p. The finished surface of a canal bed,
road bed, top of embankment, or bottom
of excavation. Seelye, 1. q. Any surface pre

pared for the support of a conduit, paving,
ties, rails, etc. Seelye, 1. r. Elevation of fin-

ished surface of an engineering project.

Seelye, 2. s. Actual elevation, as crown of

road at grade 59.50; or, sewer line, grade
21.19 (at station 1 + 50.00. Seelye, 2. t.
Rate of slope or degree of inclination, as, a
2 percent grade. See also gradient. Seelye,2.
u.

Usually the elevation of a real or

planned surface or structure. Nichols. v.
In geology, that slope of the beci of a
stream, or of a surface over which water
flows, upon which the current can )ust
transport its load, without either eroding
or depositing. Fay. w. A term used to
designate the extent to which metamorphism has advanced. Found in such combinations as high- or low-grade metamorphism. Compare rank. Leet. x. The
strength of bonding of a grinding wheel;
frequently referred to as hardness. ACSG,
1963. y. Index of friability of bonded
abrasive products. VV.
grades]. In geology, brought to or established

at grade, through the action of running

water carrying a load of sediment by eroding or degrading at some places and de-

positing or aggrading in other places.

Fay.
graded aggregates. Aggregates in which there

is a continuous grading in the sizes of
mineral fragments from coarse to fine.

A.P.I. Glossary.
graded bedding. A type of stratification, each
stratum of which displays a gradation in
grain size from coarse below to fine above.

Synonym for diadactic structure. A.G.I.
See also sorted bedding.
graded coal. One of the three main size
groups by which coal is sold by the Na-

tional Coal Board in Great Britain. It
consists of coal screened between two
screenswith an upper and lower limit

varying from a top size of 2 or 136 inches
to a bottom size of % to % inch. See
also large coal; smalls. Nelson.
graded filter. Superimposed layers of coarse

gravel, fine gravel, coarse and fine sand
arranged so that the gravel will not be
clogged by the action of water flowing
through the sand. Ham.
graded profile. See profile of equilibrium.

A.G.I.
graded sand. A sand containing some coarse,

fine, and medium particle sizes. It is not
a uniform sand. Ham.
graded sediment. a. In geology, a sediment
consisting chiefly of grains of the same
size range. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b. In
engineering, a sediment having a uniform
or equable distribution of particles from
coarse to fine. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
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c. A general term for loose or cemented
detrital sediments in which the allogenic
grains lie mainly within the limits of a
single grade. Hess.

graded shoreline; smooth shoreline; straight
shoreline. A shoreline showing no promon-

tories or bays; typical of an advanced

shoreline development. Schieferdecker.
graded shore profile. Shore profile which has
reached its profile of equilibrium, typical

of the stases of maturity and old age of
the shoreline cycle. Schieferdecker.

graded stream. A stream having a smooth
gradient, without cascades or rapids.
Mather.

graded unconformity. A nonconformity as
between granite and a basal arkose where
no sharp plane of contact can be recognized. Pettijohn, 2d, 1957, p. 325.

gradeline. a. The baseline from which elevations are measured. ASA MH4.1-1958.
b. A line that defines the intended grade
of a roadway that is being driven. Such a

line is used to control the gradient of a
roadway. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

grade of coal. A term to indicate the nature
of coal main'; as determined by the

amount and nature of the ash and the

sulfur content. The term grade is sometimes used as a synonym for rank. Tom-

keieff, 1954.
grader. a. A self-propeiled or towed machine
provided with a row of cutting or digging
teeth and (behind) a blade to spread and

level the material. It is used for cutting
topsoil at open& ,st pits and for leveling
spoil. Nelson. b. A machine with a centrally located blade that can be angled
to cast to either side, with independent
hoist control on each side. Nichols. c. One

who or that which grades; a person, implement, or apparatus employed in grading streets, etc. as, a road grader. Standard, 1964. d. A trommel-type airswept circular screen used in asbestos milling where
the fine rock and fibre dust are eliminated

through medium size perforated plates.
Arbiter p. 69.
grade resistance. The force, due to gravity,
that resists the movement of a vehicle up
a slope. Carson, p. 72.
grade scale. A subdivision of an essentially

continous scale of particle sizes into a

series of size classes. See also Wentworth
scale. A.G.I.
grade scale, Atterberg. See Atterberg scale.
grade scale, Phi. A logarithmic transformatino of the Wentworth grade scale based
on the negative logarithm to the base 2

of the partide diameter. A.G.I.

grade scale, Tyler standard. See Tyler standard scale.
grade scale, Udden. See Udden scale.
grade scale, Wentworth. See Wentworth scale.

grade stake. A stake indicating the amount
of cut or fill required to bring the ground
to a specified level. Nichols.

gradient. a. The inclination of the rate of
regular or graded ascent or descent (as
of a slope, roadway, or pipeline. Webster 3d. b. A part (as of a road or pipeline) tnat slopes upward or downward;
a portion of the way that is nr)t level;

slope, grade, ramp. 1Webster 3d. c. The
rate of increase or decrease of a variable
magnitude, or the curve that represents
it. Webster 2d. d. The rate of change of
a quantity with distancei for example,
the temperature gradient in a metal bar
is the rate of change of temperature along
the bar. C.T.D. e. The space rate of de-

gradient
crease of a function. The gradient of a
function in three space dimensions is the
vector normal to surfaces of constant
value of the function and directed toward
decreasing values, with magnitude equal

to the rate of decrease of the function
in this direction. The asctndent is the

negative of the gradient. H&G. f. Often
loosely used to denote the magnitude of
the gradient or ascendant (that is, without regard to sign) of a horizontal pressure field. See also slope. H&G.

gradienter. A surveyor's instrument consisting

of a small telescope mounted on a tripod
and fitted with a spirit level and a graduated vertical arc; used for determining
grades, etc. Standard, 1964. Also called

grading instrument. Sometimes spelled
gradientor. Fay.
gradient hydrophone. See pressure gradient
hydrophone. H&G.

gradient of equal traction. The gradient at
which the tractive force required to pull
an empty tram inby (slightly uphill) is
equal to that required to pull a loaded
tram outby. This was formerly termed
horse haulage gradient. In general, haulage roads are graded about 0.5 percent
in favor of the loaded trams. Nelson.
gradient of gravity. Partial derivative with
respect to distance in a horizontal direction of the acceleration of gravity, for
which purpose the acceleration of gravity
is considered as a scalar. Schieferdecker.
gradient post. A post or stake indicating by its

height or by marks on it the grade of a
railroad, highway, or embankment, etc.,
at that spot. Webster 2d. A grade stake.

Fay.
grading. a. The degree of mixing of size classes

in sedimentary material; well graded implies more or less uniform distribution
from coarse to fine, poorly graded implies
uniformity in size or lack of continuous
distribution. Compare sorting. A.G.I.
Supp. b. The relative proportions of the
variously sized particles in a batch, or the
process of screening and mixing to produce a batch with particle sizes correctly
proportioned. A batch with a grading for
low porosity will contain high proportions
of coarse and fine particles and a low proportion of intermediate size; if a particular
particle size, for example, the medium

is excluded from the batch, this is
said to be a gap grading. Dodd. c. In the
abrasives industry, the process cf testing
size,

to determine the grade of a wheel; testing
machines are available for this purpose.
See also grade. Dodd. d. The commercial

operation of sorting coke between two
screens such that the ratio of the larger
to the smaller screen aperture does not

exceed 2.5 to 1; the coke which has been
so sorted. B.S. 1017, 1960, Pt. H.
grading curve. A curve giving the grain size
of a sample of soil plotted to a logarithmic scale horizontally, with percentages
plotted vertically to an arithmetic scale.
Any point on the curve reveals percentage by weight of particles in the sample

of a size smaller than the given point.

Ham.
grading instrument. A surveying level with a
telescupe which can be raised or lowered

te set out a required gradient accurately.

Ham.
grading test. See screen analysis. Fay.
graduate. A glass flask marked with lines indicating the volume of its contents in milliliters (cubic centimeters) ; 1 milliliter (or
264-972 0-68-33
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cubic centimeter) of water weighs 1
1
gram, or nearly 151/2 grains; 1,000 grams

of water weigh as much as

liter of
water. Graduates range in capacity from
1

25 to 2,000 milliliters (cubic centimeters).
von Bernewitz.
graduated gkssware. Glassware that is marked

with one or more graduations for vol-

umetric measuring purposes. ASTM C16266.

graduated tile. Roofing tile for covering curved

surfaces, such as a round tower, circular
bays, and other circular roofs. Fay.

graduation. The method or system of dividing

a graduated scale; also, one of the equal
divisions or one of the dividing lines in
such a scale. Standard, 1964.
graduator. a. An apparatus for evaporating
a liquid by causing it to flow over large

surfaces while exposed to a current of
air. Standard, 1964. b. A dividing en-

gine. Standard, 1964.
Graf sea gravimeter. A balance-type gravity
meter (heavily overdamped to attentuate
shipboard vertical accelerations) which

consists of a mass at the end of a hori-

zontal arm that is supported by a torsion
spring rotational axis. The mass rises and
falls with gravity variation but is restored to near its null

position by a

horizontal reading spring, tensioned with
a micrometer screw. Difference between

actual beam position and null position

gives an indication of gravity value after
micrometer screw position has been taken
into account. H&G.
grafting spade. Eng. A long narrow spade for
digging clay. Fay.
grafting tool. A very strong curved spade used

in canal digging. Standard, 1964.
praftonite. A salmon-pink, usually dark from
alteration, phosphate of iron, manganese,
and calcium, (Fe,Mn,Ca),P208. Rough
composite crystals, interlaminated with

triphylite. Monoclinic. Near Grafton and

North Groton, N.H.; near Greenwood,

Me. English.
grahamite. A hydrocarbon resembling albertite

in its jet-black luster; occurring in veinlike masses. It is soluble in carbon disulfide and chloroform but not in alcohol,
and is fusible. Has a conchoidal fracture
and is brittle. Specific gravity, 1.145.
Sanford.

Graham pressure surveying apparatus. A
barometric surveying instrument which is
free from the many defects of the aneroid

barometer. The apparatus records the

pressure on the manometer. Roberts, I, p.
233-234.

Graham ratio. The amount of carbon monox-

ide produced, when expressed as a ratio
over the oxygen absorbed, varies with the
temperature of oxidation of coal and also
with the time of exposure to oxidation.
This ratio (CO produced/02 absorbed)
can therefore be used as an index of the
rate of oxidation in a mine. Roberts, I, p.
102.

Graham's law of diffusion. The relative rates
of diffusion of two gases are inversely proportional to the square roots of their densities. Cooper.
grail. Gravel or sand; anything in fine particles. Standard, 1964.
grain. a. A second direction of splitting, less

pronounced than the rift and usually at
right angles to it. Fay. b. In petrology,
that factor of the texture of a rock composed of distinct particles or crystals which

depends upon their absolute size. Fay. c.
(Eng.) Of coal, the lines of structure or
parting parallel with the main gangways
and hence crossing the breasts. Fay. d. A
unit of weight that equals 0.0648 gram;
0.000143 avoirdupois pound; and 0.04167
pennyweight Abbreviation, gr. Fay. e. In

troy weight there are 480 grains to the
ounce. Not to be confused with the pearl

grain, which is one quarter of a metric

carat. Anderson. f. A cleaned and screened

anthracite product 3/8 inch by 1/E inch.
See also anthracite fines. Nelson.

grainer. A shallow tank for the evaporation of

of brine. The usual form of grainer is a
steel trough, 150 feet long, 12 to 15 feet
wide, and 22 inches deep. In it are hung

steam pipes, and brine is evaporated without boiling. Bureau of Mines Staff.
grainer medium salt. Grainer salt screened to

give a mixture of coarse and medium

sized flakes

excluding very coarse and

very fine. iaufmann.
grainers. Diamonds which in weight will cor-

respond to fourths of a carat; a diamond
weighing one-half carat is a two-grainer;
one weighing three quarters is a threegrainer; a diamond of one carat in weight
is a four-grainer. Hess.
grainer salt. Salt produced by the grainer
process of surface evaporation from brine.

Product has a characteristic flaky shape
consisting of hoppers and hopper fragments. Kaufmnnn.
grain fineness number. A weighted average
grain size of a granular material. The
American Foundrymen's Society grain

change in pressure of a constant volume
of air maintained at a constant tempera-

fineness number is calculated with prescribed weighting factors from the stand-

brass vessel which is immersed in a quartsized vacuum flask filled with crushed ice.
This vessel is connected by a small-bore

the manometer is open to atmosphere

grain gliding. Thc movement between individual mineral grains. G.S.A. Mem. 6,
1938, p. 128.
grain gold. Gold that has become granular in
the process of heating. Fay.
grain growth. Tile solid state enlargement of

ize the pressure at the beginning of a

Cally monomineralic rock like limestone

ture. The instrument includes a sealed

capillary tube, via a two-way tap, to one
side of a manometer. The other side of

ard scrcen analysis. ASM Gloss.

while the two-way tap allows the vessel
itself to be open to atmosphere, to equal-

some crystals at the expense of others
producing a coarser texture in an essen-

survey. A side tube containing a closelyfitting plunger connects with the bottom

Lnnunonly termed recrystallization.
grakung. A process for producing a decorative

of the U-tube, so that, by moving the
plunger up, or down, the left-hand leg of

finish by transferring a pattern to the
porcelain enamel surface by means of

vessel

rolls. ASTM C286-65.
graining board. A specially constructed board
used in the graining process. Hansen.

the constant volume by means of the
plunger and measuring the change in

fluxes, and oils. ASTM C286-65.
graining paste thinner. A mixture of oils used

the U-tube may be brought to the zero

line. This brings the air in the sealed
to constant Volume. Changes in
pressure are thus recorded by restoring

graining paste. A mixture of color oxides,

graining paste thinner
to thin out graining paste. Hansen.
graining roll. A specialized type of roll used

for transferring the grain pattern to the

porcelain enamel. ASTM C286-65.
grain magnesite. Granular magnesium oxide
obtained by dead-burning magnesium carbonate or hydroxide. A.R.I. See also deadburned magnesite.
grain marks. Lines on the facet surfaces, the
result of imperfect polishing. Hess.

grain size. a. A term relating to the size oi
mineral particles that make up a rock or
sediment. A.G.I. b. For metals, a measure

of the areas or volumes of grains in a

polycrystalline material, usually expressed

as an average when the individual sizes
are fairly uniform. Grain sizes are reported in terms of number of grains per
unit area or volume, average diameter,
or as a grain-size number derived from
area measurements. ASM Gloss. c. For
grinding wheels, see gra size. ASM Gloss.

d. The size or size distribution of refractory particles determined usually by sieve
analysis. A.R.I.
grain-size analysis; mechanical analysis. The
process of determining graduation. ASCE
P1826.

grain-size classification. A scheme of rock
classification based upon the average size
of certain chosen components; thus, each
clan comprises coarse- medium-, and
fine-grained members. C.T.D.

grain spacing. The relative position of the

abrasive particles in a grinding wheel. See
also structure number. ASM Gloss.
grain tin. a. The granular or nodular form of
cassiterite, tin oxide, Sn02; also known

as stream tin. Henderson. b. Metallic tin

of high grade obtained by charcoal reduction. Henderson.
graith. a. N. of Eng. To replace, repair, dress,

or put in order. Probably a variation of
grade. Also called grathe. Fay. b. A set
of tools, picks, shovels, wedges, hammers,

etc., used for work underground. C.T.D.

gram; gramme. The unit of mass in the metric
system. Originally intended to be the mass

of 1 cubic centimeter of water at 4° C,

but it is defined as one-thousandth of the
mass of the International Prototype Kilogramme, a cylinder of platinum-iridium
kept at Sevres, France. Abbreviation, g.
C.T.D.

gram-atom. a. The atomic weight of an element expressed in &rams. Hackk's Chem.
Dict. b. The quantity of an element, the

naass of which in grams is equal to its

atomic weight. C.T.D.
gram-centimeter. A unit of work; the work

done in raising the weight of 1 gram
vertically 1 centimeter, 981 ergs. Abbre-

viation, gcm. Standard, 1964.

gram-degree. Same as calorie. Standard, 1964.

gram equivalent. The gram equivalent of an

element is the weight in grams of that

element which combines with, or displaces

1 gram of hydrogen (or 8 grams of oxygen). See also equivalent weight. Cooper.
gram-molecular volume. The volume of any
gas occupied at normal temperature and
pressure by its gram-molecular weight. It
is 22.4 liters at normal temperature and
pressure. Abbreviation g.m.v. Cooper.

gram-molecular weight. 1-he molecular weight

of a substance expressed in grams. One

gram-molecular weight of a gas measures
22.4 liters in volume under standard conditions.' Crispin.
gram-molecule; mole;. ma Molecular weight

of a compound in grams, derived from

granitoid
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that of hydrogen which, though 2.016, is

expressed as the whole number 2. The

gram-molecule, for example of H2504 is

2 + 32

(4 x 16) = 98. Pryor 3.

grampus. The tongs with which bloomery
loups and billets are handled. Fay.
gram weight. Pull of gravitation on a mass of

one gram. This varies slightly with the

syenite, granitite, and all varieties of
granite itself. Fay.
granite gneiss. a. A coarsely crystalline,
banded metamorphic rock of granitic
composition. A.G.I. b. A primary igneous

gneiss of granitic composition. See also
augen gneiss flaser granite; gneiss; orthogneiss.

acceleration (g) due to gravity differences
in various localities, but is approximately
981 dynes. Pryor, 3.
granat. Ir. Coarse quartzose grit. PresumZly
obsolete variant of granite. Also an obsolete form of garnet. Arkell.
granate. a. Sp. Garnet. Fay. b. Mex. Crystallized cinnabar. Fay.
Granby car. A popular type of automatically

granitelle. A granite with comparatively little
mica, so that it consists almost entirely of
quartz and feldspar; same as binary gran-

7Si02.11 (A1,Fe)203.7 ( Mg,

ironware, coated with an enamel sug-

ite. It has also been used by Irving for

augite granite. Fay.
granite pegmatite. See pegmatite. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.
granite polisher. In the stonework industry,
one who polishes the flat, rough-sawed
surfaces of blocks and slabs of granite to
dumped car for hand or power-shovel
a
lustrous finish by machine. Also called
loading.; In this type car, a wheel attached
polishing machine operator; stone grinder.
to the 'side of the car body engages an
D.O.T. 1.
inclined track at the dumping point. As granite
porphyry. Practically, a quartz porthe side wheel rides up and over the
phyry
with a coarsely crystalline groundinclined track, the car body is automatimass and preponderating phenocrysts.
cally raised and lowered, activating a sideThe chief phenocrysts are, however, feld,
door operating mechanism which raises
spar. Fay.
the (too:, permitting the car to shed its granite
tectonics. The structural features of
load. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. A, p.
plutons and the relationship between
112. See also mine cars.
them. A.G.I.
Grand Canyon series. The Precambrian rocks graniteware.
a. A fine, very hard pottery reexposed in the lowest parts of the Grand
sembling ironstone china. Standard, 1964.
Canyon, Colo. C.T.D.
b. Pottery having a variegated surface
grandidierite. A bluish-green basic silicate of
resembling or suggesting the markings of
aluminum, ferric, and ferrous iron maggranite. Standard, 1964. c. A kind of
nesium, etc.,

Fe,Ca) 0.2 (Na,K,H)20. Large elongated
crystals;

orthorhombic.

Resembles sap-

phirine. From Andrahomana, Malagasy

Republic. English.
grandite. A name suggested for garnets, the
chemical composition of which is between
grossularite and andradite. Shipley.
grand slam technique. The technique of multiple log interpretation. See also shallow
investigation laterolog. Wyllie, p. 192.
graniform. Formed like a grain; composed of
grains or granules. Standard, 1964.
granilite. A crystalline igneous rock composed

of more than three ingredients. Obsolete.

A.G.I.
granite. a. A coarse-grained igneous rock con-

taining megascopic quart:, averaging 25
percent, much feldspar (orthoclase, microdine, sodic plagioclase) and mica or
other colored minerals. in a wide sense,
granite includes alkali granites, adamellites, and granodiorites, while the granite clan includes the medium- and finegrained equivalents of . these rock types.
Because of its extreme hardness, granite
is used largely for heavy engineering,

works, and road metalling.
C.T.D. b. A light-colored crystalline rock
composed chiefly of quartz and feldspar;
generally produces a light-colored soil;
called by some drillers white granite and
by others sand rock. Legrand. c. Loosely
used for any light-colored, coarse-grained
igneous rock. A.G.I. .Supp. d. A German

building

definition limits the term granite to one

composed essentially of quartz with equal

parts of biotite and muscovite micaibut
quarrymen customarily include with the

granites, quartz-diorites, syenites, quartzporphyrites, gabbros,schists, and gneisses.
BuMines Bull. 630,1965, p. 876.
granite aplite. See aplite. C.T.D.
granite carver. See stone carver. D.O.T. 1.

granite family. The group of crystalline,
homogeneous, or nonfoliated rocks resembling granite, such as syenite, quartz

511016

gestive of granite. Webster 3d. d. A onecoat porcelain-enameled article with a
mottled pattern produced by controlled
corrosion of the metal base prior to firing.
ASTM C286-65.
graniteware, white. See ironstone ware. ACSG,
1963.

granite wash. The material eroded from outcrops of granites, syenites, diorites, granodiorites, monzonites and their finegrained or aphanitic equivalents and redeposited, forming a rock having approximately the same major mineral constituents as the original rock.
granitic. Characteristic of, composed of, pertaining to, or resembling granite. Fay.
graniticoline. Growing upon or attached to
granite, as lichens. Fay.
granitic rock. A name generally applied to

rocks resembling granite in appearance
and composition, but also (not recom-

mended) to mafic or even ultramafic rocks.
A.G.I. Supp.
granitification. Synonym for granitization.
A.G.I.
granitite. Biotitic granite. It is the commonest

of the granites. Fay.
granitization. A term used in somewhat different connotations by different authors,

but in general, referring to the produc-

tion of a granitic rock from sediments by
an unspecified process. Some would limit

the term to the production of granite in

place, without the formation of a notable
amount of liquids; others would include
all granitic rocks formed from sediments
by any process regardless of the amount
of liquid formed or any evidence of movement. The precise mechanism, frequency,
and magnitude of the process are still in
dispute. Also spelled granitisation. A.G.I.
granitold. A term applied to the texture of
holocrystalline igneous or metasomatic
rocks, such as granites, in which the, constituents are mostly anhedral or xenomor. phic and of uniform size. A.G.I.

.77'7
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granitoid arkose. Grains of quartz, lamellar
ence that the metal has crystallized is not
feldspar, and mica, more or less disposed
justified. ASM Gloss.
as in granite; feldspar dominant. This granularity. In petrology, the feature of rock
rock does not differ from granite except
texture relating to the size of the constituthat it is evidently formed by aggregation.
ent grains or crystals. Expressed by such
A.G.I. SupP.
terms as fine- medium-, or coarse-grained;
granny bonnet. Term sometimes used for a
phanerocrysalline, microcrystalline, etc.
bonnet hip tile. See also hip tile. Dodd.
Essentially synonymous with grain size.
granoblastic. a. The texture of metamorphic
A.G.I.
rocks composed of equidimensional ele- granular pearlfte; globular pearlite. Pearlite
ments. A.G.I. b. A term applied to secondin which the cementite occurs as globules
ary texture due to diagenetic change
instead of as lamellae. Produced by very
either by crystallization or recrystallizaslow cooling through the critical range,
tion in the solid state, in which the grains
or by subsequent heating just below the
are of equal size (equigranular): A.G.I.
critical range. C.T.D.
grauodiorite. A plutonic rock consisting of granular powder. In powder metallurgy, parquartz, calcic oligoclase or andesine, and
ticles having approximately equidimenorthoclase, with biotite, hornblende, or
sional, nonspherical shapes. ASM Gloss.
pyroxene as mafic constituents. Grano- granular quartz. Same as quartzite. Fay.
diorite is intermediate between quartz granular structure. Exhibited by a mineral
monzonite. and quartz diorite, and conshowing crystalline grains, but not extains at least twice as much plagioclase as
ternal crystal faces; for example, marble.
orthoclase. A.G.I.

granofels. A field name for a medium- to
coarse-grained granoblastic metamorphic

rock with little or no foliation or lineation. A.G.I. Supp.
t

granolith. An artificial stone of crushed granite and cement. Webster 3d.
granolithic concrete. Concrete suitable for

use as a wearing surface finish to floors,
made with specially selected aggregate of
a suitable hardness, surface texture, and
particle shape. Taylor.

granophyre. A quartz porphyry or finegrained porphyritic granite characterized
by a groundmass with micrographic (granophyric ) texture. A.G.I.

granophyric. A texture in igneous rocks char-

acterized by the irregular intergrowth of
blebs, patches, and threads of quartz in
a base of feldspar. It is similar to graphic
and micrographic but differs from these
textures in that the intergrowth of quartz
and feldspar is more irregular. A.G.!.
grant. Eng. A tract of land leased or ceded
for mining purposes. Fay.
grantsite. A dark olive-green to greenish-black
mineral,
2NasO.CaO.V504.5V203.8H20:

monoclinic; luster silky, pearly, to subadamantine; occurs as fibrous aggregates
that coat fractures or form thin seams in
sandstone or limestone; found near
Grants, Valencia County, N. Mex., and

in Montrose County, Colo. American Mineralogist, v. 47, No. 3-4, March-April 1962,
p. 414.

granular. Composed of, like, or containing
grains or granules; specifically, in igne-

ous rocks, composed of grains of constitu-

ent minerals, all of which were formed
during one definite stage of the crystallization. Opposite of porphyritic. Standard,
1964.

granular alert. One of the main types of
chert. Compact, homorneous composed

of distinguishable relatively uniform-sized
grains, granules, or druses, uneven or
rough fracture surface, dull to glimmering

luster, hard to soft, may appear, saccharoidal. Formerly referred to as crystalline
chert. Synonym for crystalline chert.

A.G.I.
granular fracture. A type of irregular surface

produced when metal is brolcen, that is
characterized by .a rough;, grainlike appearance as differentiated from a smooth
silky, or fibrous, type. It can be subclassi-

fied into transgranular and intergranular
forms. This type of fracture is frequently
called crystalline fracture, but the infer-

C.M.D.

granular texture. A texture due to the aggregation of mineral grains of approximately equal size, whether in elastic, igneous, or recrystallized rocks. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

granular tonsteln; Graupen tonstein. This
type of tonstein consists predominately
of kaolinite grains of lighter or darker

shades, often -. surrounded by collinite.
These grains show a cryptocrystalline to
finely crystalline structure; the cryptocrystalline material is isotropic. IHCP,
1963, part. I.
granulate. To form into grains or small particles, as gunpowder or zinc. Standard,
1964.

granulated. In ceramics, stippled with a
brush in imitation of granules; spotted;
mottled. Standard, 1964.
granulated aluminum. Aluminum powder
which has not been coated with a lubricant; relatively large masses of aluminum,

such as are used in alloying with other
metals. Bennett 2d, 1962.
granulated blast furnace slag. The glassy,
granular material formed when molten
blast furnace slag is rapidly chilled, as by
immersion in water. ASTM C125-66.
granulated chert. A type of granular chert
composed of rough, irregular grains or
granules of chert tightly or loosely held
together in small irregular masses or fragments. A.G.I.
granulated metal. Small pellets produced by
putting liquid metal through a screen or
by dropping it onto a revolving disk and,
in both cases, chilling with water. ASM
Gloss.

granulated salt. Vacuum pan salt, of characteristic cubic shape. Also a name given
to Southern mined rock salt of the same
or slightly coarser size. Kaufmann.
granulated slag. Molten slag broken up into
granules and quick quenches. Three general methods of granulation are: (1) run-

ing the molten slag into a pit of water;
(2) using a jet of high-pressure water

to breakup the stream of molten slag as it

falls into the pit; and (3) using a mechanical revolving device with relatively

small amounts of water. Camp. 6d, 1951,
P. 279.
granulated steel. Steel made from pig iron

by a process in which the first step is

the granulation of the iron, Fay.
granuliging machlne. a. An apparatus for
reducing a powder cake to gunpowder.
Pay.)). A device for reducing metal or slag

5ixt
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in a liquid form to fine grain. In a common method, the hot metal is dropped
on the face of a rapidly revolving disk,
which scatters it centrifugally in minute

particles. Fay.
granulating mill. Old namc for ball mill, par-

ticularly the Hardinge type when oper-

ated to produce sharply granulated sands.
Pryor, 3.
granulation. a. In metallurgy, the state or

process of being formed into grains or
small particles. Fay. b. The process of

separating into various sizes the particles
of blasting powder. Fay. c. The crushing
of a rock under such conditions that no
visible openings result. Kemp, 6d, p. 217.
d. The production of coarse metal particles by pouring the molten metal through

a screen Into water, or by violent agita-

tion of the molten metal while solidifying.
ASTM B243-65. e. See kerosine flotation.
Mitchell, p. 572.
granulator. a. A rock breaker which converts

large stone into small aggregate. Ham.
b. A machine that produces body raw

material in the form of grains with a

minimum of fines. ACSG, 1963.

granule. a. A little grain; a small particle.
Webster 3d. b. Granular mineral products

used primarily to form a protective and
decorative coating on composition roof-

ing. A.G.I.
granule gravel. Deposit of uncemented
granules. A.G.I. Stipp.
granules, roofing. See roofing granules.
ACSG, 1963.

granule texture. Generally oval or rounded
grains in a matrix but grains are not of
elastic origin and lack internal structure.
Used especially for the round or oval
grains in iron formations. A.G.I.
granulite. a. A metamorphic rock composed
of even-sized, interlocking, granular minerals. A.G.I. b. A metamorphic rock belonging to a high-temperature facies char-

acterized by the presence of mica and

hornblende. Coarse and fine bands alternate and produce a regular planar schistosity. A.G.I. c. In French literature, the
term has been used as a synonym of muscovite granite. See also charnockite;
gneiss; kinzigite; leptite; leptynite; quartzite. A.G.I.
granulitic. a. A textural term applied by
Judd (1886) to basaltic or doleritic rocks
in which discrete crystals of augite and/
or olivine fill the interstices between a
network of plagioclase laths. In this sense,
the term is synonymous with intergranular. A.G.L b. A term proposed by MichelLevy (1874, 1889) and applied to igneous rocks with a holocrystalline-granular
texture in which there is a xenomorphic
development of most of the constituents.
In this sense, the term is synonymous
with panidiomorphic granular. A.G.1. c.

A structure due to the production of

granular fragments in a rock by crushing.
Holmes, 1920.
granulitic texture. The texture of a granulite,
sometimes referred to as .granulose or
granoblastic, is an arrangement of shapeless interlocking mineral grains resembling
the granitic texture but developed in
metamorphic rocks. C.T.D.
granulitization. a. The process is ,regional
metamorphism of reducing the compon-

ents of a solid rock to grains. If the reduction of the size of the particles goes
farther, rock flour or mylonite is produced. C.T.D. b. This results from crush-

ing at a stage when recrystallization was
still possible, and the process is therefore,
in some sense, intermediate between the
protoclastic and the cataclastic. All the
minerals are broken down; but while the
feldspar (and quartz if present) makes a

grating
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Used as a moderator in nuclear reactors.

grasshopper conveyor. See oscillating con-

L&L.

grasshopper engine. Scot. A beam engine
having one end of the beam supported on
a rocking fulcrum. Fay.
grass roots. A miner's term equivalent to thc

graphite base carbon refractory. A manufactured refractory comprised substantially
of graphite. ASTM C71-64.
graphite bisulfate; blue graphite. A substance

veyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

surface. From grass roots down is from
the grass roots to the bedrock. Fay.

simple mosaic, the hornblende, with a

resulting from the susper:.ion of graphite in strong sulfuric acid. Bennett 2d,

tle imperfect prisms or fibrous patches.
Harker applies the term to gneisses.

graphite brick. A ceramic material normally

discovered in surface croppings, easy of
exploitation, and capable of financing its
own development as it went along. Loov.

nym of botryoid; clusterite. A.G.I.
grapevine drainage. See trellised drainage.

also carbon refractory. ACSG,1963.
graphite paint. A mixture of graphite, boiled

grass-roots mining. Inadequately financed
operation, depending on hand-to-mouth
existence. Mining from surface down to
bedrock. At grass; at surface. Also known
as mining on a shoestring. Pryor, 3.
grate. a. A screcn or sieve for use with
stamp mortars for grading ore. Webster
3d. b. A frame, bed, or a kind of basket
of iron bars for holding fuel while burning. Webster 3d.

superior force of crystallization, forms lit-

A.G.I.
grape formation. Clusters of smooth, nodular,
calcareous deposits on cavern walls. Syno-

1962.

made from mixtures of coke and pitch
that is formed and heat-treated to develop a graphitic crystal structure. See

A.G.I.

graph. Diagram which shows as a line the
relation between two variables, at their

linseed oil, and a small amount of drier.
A very good paint for ironwork. Crispin.
graphiflc. Containing graphitc or carbon.

point of intersection from a vertical (ordinate) scale and a horizontal (abscissa).
Other graphic systems give multidimensional information regarding such rela-

graphitic carbon. The portion of the carbon
in iron or steel that is present as graphite; distinguished from combined carbon.

tions, by use of more than two axes as in
nomograms and triangular graphs. Pryor,

Webster 3d.
graphitic steel. Alloy steel made so that part
of the carbon is present as graphite.

3.

Graphalloy. Composition consisting of
graphite impregnated at high pressure

with a metal, such as copper, lead, silver, or cadmium; used for bearings and
similar purposes. Bennett 2d, 1962.

graphic. An intergrowth of two minerals in
such a manner, that in certain cross sections, one has a form suggesting cuneiform

writing, hence the name; quartz in feldspar is the commonest graphic intergrowth and known as graphic granite;
quartz in garnet and tnurmaline are similar. Hess.
graphic formula. In chcmistry, a structural
formula in which the bonds connecting

the constituents of a molecule are de-

picted. Pryor, 3.
graphic gold; graphic tellurium. Crystals of
naturally occurring sylvanite ore; a mixed
gold-silver telluride, occurring in regu-

larity so as to give the appearance cf

written symbols. Bennett 2d, 1962.
graphic granite. A variety of binary granite

in which the quartz if, disposed in the

feldspar in such a way, that in cross section, it has some resemblance to Hebrew

and cuneiform writing, and from this

circumstance derives its name. Fay. See
also corduroy spar.
graphic intergrowths. See graphic granite.
graphic ore. Same as sylvanite. Standard,

graphitite. A variety of shungite or graphite
rock which does not give the so-called,
nitric acid reaction. Tomkeieff, 1954.
graphitization. Formation of graphite in iron

or steel. Where graphite is formed during solidification, the phenomenon is

graphitization; where
formed later by heat treatment, secondary
graphitization. ASM Gloss.
called

primary

graphitizing. Annealing a ferrous alloy in
such a way that some or all of the carbon is prccipitated as graphitc ASM Gloss.

grapbitoid. Variety of shungite which will
burn in the Bunsen flame. Tomkeieff,
1954.

grapholite. A variety of slate suitable for
writing on. Standard, 1964.
graplin. See grapnel, b. Fay.

grapnel. a. An implement used to recover
lost core, drill fittings, or junk from a
borehole. Also called grappel. Long. b.
A small anchor with four or five &Ices
or claws used in dragging or grappling
operations. Webster 3d. c. A heavy tongs
used in handling large logs, stones, etc.
Standard, 1964.
grappel. See grapnel, a.

grapple. A clamshell-type bucket having three

or more jaws. Nichols.
grapple drrige. a. A drcdge using an orange-

1.

mineral intimately intergrown with an-

graptolite. Graptolites are the greatest value

graphic section. A drawing which shows the
sequence of strata. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.

graphic tellurium. See graphic gold. Fay.
graphic texture. A rock texturc in which one
other occurs in a form simulating ancient
writing, especially runic characters; pro.
duced by simultaneous crystallization of
two minerals present in eutectic proportions. See also runite, C.T.D.
graphite; plumbago; black lead. a. C; molec-

and holding
grapnel. Long.

an object

fast. See also

to itratigraphers for dating the Ordovi-

c:an and Silurian systems. A graptolite is
an animal oi lowly organization, extinct
since the Silurian period, belonging to a
class Graptolithina, of the phylum Coelenterata. C.T.D.

ular weight, 12.01; black, dark gray, or

grass. Corn. The surface over a mine. Bring-

gravity, 1.9 to 2.3; Mohs' hardness, 1 to
2; sublimes at 3,652° to 3,697° C; boiling point, 4,200° C; insoluble in water,
in acids and in alkalies; and soluble in
molten iron. One of the allotropic forms

the mine. Fay.
grass captain. Eng. An overseer of the work-

steel-gray; hexagonal; greasy feel; specific

of carbon

found in

nature. CCD 6d,

1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Phys-

)

ASM Gloss.

peel bucket and operating on the clamshell principle. Carson, p. 353. b. See
grab dredger. C.T.D.
grappling iron. A fishing tool consisting of
several iron or .steel claws for grasping

1964.

'\

von Bernewitz.

ics, 45th ed 1964, pp. B-105, B-163,
B-243. b. A very pure form of carbon.

ing ores to grass is taking them out of

men above ground. A surface foreman.
Fay.

grass crop. Scot. The outcrop of a vein. Fay.
Grassellis. High explosive; used in mines.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

grasshopper. A tool used to aline and butt
pipes preparatory to welding. Long.

.tr

grass-roots deposit. The old fabulous deposit,

P. 5.

grate bar. a. A bar forming part of a fire

grate. Standard, 1964. b. One of the bars
forming a coarse screen or grizzley. Fay.
grate coal. Formerly, coal passing through

bars 3% to 4% inches apart and over
2%-inch round holes. In Arkansas the
bars are 7 inches apart and the holes are
3 to 3% inches in diameter. Fay.

grater. A laborer who rnplaces grates on conveyors after roasted lead ore has been
dumped into cars, using hooks. Lead ore
is loaded on grates and conveyed through

a furnace in which the sulfur is driven
off by roasting prior to the ore being
melted to separate and recover the lead
in another furnace. D.O.T. 1.
grate room. A compartment of a glass fur-

nace, with grated bottom for holding the
fire. Standard, 1964.

grate surface. The area of thc surface of thc
grate of a steam boiler, or any part of it.
Standard, 1964.
grathe. To repair, or put in order, the plant
in a coal mine. C.T.D.
grather. See changer and grather. Hess.
graticule. a. A network of lines representing
geographic parallels and meridians form-

ing a map projection. A.G.I. b. A tem-

plate divided into appropriately designed
blocks or cells, for graphically integrating a quantity such as gravity. Graticules
are much used in computing terrain corrections and the gravitational or magnetic
attraction of irregular masses. A.G.I. c.

System of lines ruled on plane glass,
photographically fixed, or of hairs

stretched across it, by means of which a
telescope can be aligned on its target in
surveying, or in optical work with a micro-

scope, the plan area dimensions of material under scrutiny can be measured.
For particle count several types of graticule exist, with rectangles or circles for

comparison purposes with the grains resting above them. Pryor, 3.
grating. a. A coarse screen made of parallel

or crossed bars to prevent passing of

oversized material. ASA MH4.1-1958. b.
A series of parallel and crossed bars used
as platform or walkway floors or 3
coverings for pits and trenches over which
traffic can pass. Generally are removable
to permit access to conveying equipment
for servicing. ASA MH4-1.1958. c. A
series of parallel and/or crossed bar units

fastened to or propelled by the conveying medium, used for carrying large lumpsize bulk material or objects. Usually used

grating
to permit passage of air for cooling or

heat to maintain temperature. ASA MH-

4.1-1 958. d. The plate of perforated metal,
or wire sieve, fixed in the openings in

mortar of stamp mills; a heavy scretn.
Fay. e. The act of sorting ores by pass-

ing them through grates. Standard, 1964.
gratonite. A sulfarsenate of lead, PboAsiSvs,
as rhombohedral crystals from Peru. Spencer, M.M., 1940.

Graupen tonstein. See granular tonstein.

IHCP, 1963, part I.
gravel. a. Small stones and pebbles or a mixture of sand and small stones; more specifically, fragments of rock worn by the
action of air and water, larger and

coarser than sand. Fay. b. Rounded or
semirounded particles of rock that will
pass a 3-inch and be retained on a No.
4 U.S. standard sieve. ASCE P1826.

c. Loose, rounded fragments of rock, between 1 and 2 millimeters in diameter.
A.G.I. d. Consists of rock grains or fragments with a diameter range from 76 millimeters (3 inches) to 4.76 millimeters

(retention on a No. 4 sieve). The indi-

vidual grains are usually more or less
rounded. A.G.I. e. Accumulation of uncemented pebbles; synonym for pebble
gravel. Compare boulder; cobble; granule
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grave robber; ghoul; dodor of sick mines.
Various terms applied to the new engineer called in to rehabilitate a wrecked
mine. Hoov. p. 275.
grave wax. See hatchettite. Fay.
graveyard shift. A term used in the Western
States for the night shift, usually beginning at 11 or 12 p.m. and relieved by the
day shift. See also dying shift; dogwatch.
Fay.

gravimeter; gravity meter. a. An ins'rument

gravity API. The gravity, scale developed by
the American Petroleum Institute to express the density of liquid petroleum prod-

ball, pendulum or spring gravimeter. The
latter type of gravimeter based upon the
principle of the weighted spring and
where the length or measured variations

in the length of this spring are a func-

tion of the gravitational field at different
lccations are the type widely used today.

See also Graf sea gravimeter. H&G. b.
An instrument for determining specific

gravities, particularly of liquids. See also
hydrometer. Standard, 1964. c. An instrument which measures variations in the
density of underlying rocks. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 3.

gravity differences of relatively small areas.
MacCracken.

mine. Beerman. See also gravel pit. Fay.

tained. Standard, 1964.
gravel plain (Wndra) placers. Placers along

the coastal plain of the Seward Peninsula, Alaska. Fay.

gravel powder. Very coarse gunpowder.
Standard, 1964.
gravel pump. A centrifugal pump with renewable impellers and lining, suitable for
pumping a mixture of gravel and water.
Rubber is sometimes used as lining to the
pump and pipes owing to its high resistance to abrasion. Ham. See also sand
pump.

gravel pumping. This method of alluvial min-

ing consists of (1) excavating and breaking up the gravel bank by using giants or
monitors, (2) washing the disintegrated

material into a sump, excavated in the
bedrock, (3) elevating the mixture from

the sutnp to an elevated line of sluices by
means of a gravel pump, and (4) sluicing
the gravel for the recovery of its mineral
content. Griffith, S.V., p. 104.
gravel rampart. See gravel 'ridge. Schieferdecker.
gravel ridge; boulder ridge; gravel rampart;
boulder rampart; shingle rampart. Loosely
compacted rampart of reef rubble. Schieferdecker.
gravel stone. A pebble; a calculus. Webster
2d.

gravel trains. Deposits leading away from
the front of a glacier and deposited by
streams fed by the melting ice. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.

gravel wall. War. The junction of a coal

seam with overlapping, or unconformable,
rocks. Fay.

gravity calculated for any given station
and the value (corrected for topography,
elevation, etc.) actually measured for
that station. The anomalies reflect variations in density of the underlying rocks,
and hence, may be used for estimating

ally by one of three methods; dropped

Hess.
gravel deposits. See alluvial deposits. Nelson.
gravel mine. S. Afr. A mine extracting gold

gravel pit. A pit from which gravel is ob-

witz.

gravity anomaly. The difference between the

the location of some mineral deposits and
geologic structures, such as anticlines,
buried ridges, or salt domes. Stokes and

measuring variations in the magnitude of
the earth's gravitational field. Measurements of gravity are accomplished gener-

gravimetric. Measured by weight. ASTM STP
No. 148-D.

from sand or gravel; also called placer

gravity. The force by which substances are
attracted to each other, or fall to earth.
See also law of gravitation. von Berne-

to measure the value of gravity or for

gravel; may or may not include interstitial sand ranging from 50 percent
(Willman, 1942) to 70 percent (Folk,
1954) of total mass. A.G.I. supp.
gravel bank. A natural mound or exposed
face of gravel, particularly such a place
from which gravel is dug; a gravel pit.

gravity-discharge conveyor

gravimetric analysis. Chemical analysis in

which the amounts of the constituents

are determined by weighing. Webster 3d.
gravimetric soundings. Measurements made
by the use of gravimeters which measure

gravimetry. The measurement of gravity or
gravitational acceleration, especially as
used in geophysics and applied geophysics.

A.G.I.

gravitation. See law of gravitation. Fay.
gravitational constant. The constant y in the
law of universal gravitation. Its weight is
6.673 ± .003 x 10-ecm3/gm. sec. . A.G.I.
gravitational differentiation. The production

of igneous rocks of contrasted types by
the early separation of crystals, such as

olivine, pyroxencs, etc., which, sinking on
account of their high specific gravity, be-

come concentrated in the basal parts of

instrusions. The ultramafic rocks, such as

peridotites and picrites originate in this

way. C.T.D.
gravitational method. A geophysical prospect-

ing method which measures irregularities

or anomalies in gravity attraction produced by differences in the densities of
rock formations, and interpreting the results in terms of lithology and structure.
Nelson.

gravitational prospecting. A method of geophysical prospecting, which embraces the
mapping of variations in the earth's gravitational field. See also gravimeter. Ham.
gravitatiomd separation. The separation of
oil, gas, and water in a reservoir rock in
accordance with their relative gravities.
A.G.1.

gravitational theory. One of the migration
theories which assume oil and gas to move

because of their buoyancy or lower specific gravities relative to that of the associated, water. A.G.I.
gravitational water. See free water. ASCE
P1826.

gravitometer; gravity meter. Instrument for
measuring variations in earth's gravitational field. Wheeler.

Varnes, 1955.

ucts. In this scale, water has a gravity
API; and liquids lighter than

of 10°

water (such as petroleum oils) have API
gravities numerically greater than 10.
Shell Oil Co.

gravity-arch dam. A dam which derives its
resistance to the pressure of water from
both an arching effect and its own weight.
See also gravity dam. Ham.
gravity balance. Sensitive weighing system
in which a beam rides on a fulcrum, and

supports a load of unknown weight at
one end which is counterbalanced by
weights at the other. Pryor, 3, p. 35.
gravity bar. A 5-foot length of heavy halfround rod forming the link between the
wedge-orienting coupling and the drill-rod
swivel coupling on an assembled Thompson retrievable borehole-deflecting wedge.
Long.

gravity-bar screen. See bar screen. Mitchell,
p. 129.
gravity battery. A two-fluid battery in which
there is no porous cup and in which the
fluids are separated by their different specific gravities. Standard, 1964.
gravity classifying. The grading of ores into
different sorts and the separation of waste
from coal by the difference in the specific

gravity of the minerals to be separated.
Stoces, v. 1, p. 584.

gravity-collapse structure. A structure in
stratified rocks, produced on the limbs of
simple folds as a result of collapse under
the force of gravity. Challinor.

gravity concentration. Separating grains of
minerals by a concentration method operating by virtue of the differences in density of various minerrls; the greater the
difference in density between two minerals, the more easily they can be sepa-

rated by gravity methods. The laws of
free and hindered settling are important
in the theory of gravity concentration.

Newton, p. 88.
gravity conveyor. Continuous belt, system of
rollers, or inclined chute down which
loaded material gravitates without the

application of power. Pryor, 3. See also

roller conveyor; wheel conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

gravity correction. Tilt. tape correction which
must be made to a tape for which weights
are used to apply tension. This correction
is

necessary only for the most predse

work. Ham.

gravity dam. A dam depending solely on its
weight to resist the water load. Seelye, 1.
gravity-discharge conveyor elevator. A type
of conveyor using gravity-discharge buckets attached between two endleu chains

and which operate in suitable troughs
and casings in horizontal, inclined and

o
-

gravity-discharge conveyor
vertical paths over suitable drive, corner,
and takeup terminals. ASA MH4.1-1958.
gravity-discharge conveyor.elevator bucket.
to contain
An elevator bucket designed
material on vertical lifts and scrape material along a trough on horizontal runs.
Discharge is effected by gravity. ASA MH4.1-1958.
gravity fault. a. A fault along which the

graywacke quartzite
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gravity prospecting. Mapping the force of
gravity at different places with a gravimeter (gravity meter) to determine differences in specific gravity of rock masses,
and, through this, the distribution of
masses of different specific gravity. Leet.
gravity railroad. A railroad in which the cars

descend by their own weight; and inclined railroad. Standard, 1964.

gravity retaining wall. In similar manner to
hanging wall has moved down relative
from
a gravity dam, this is prevented
weight. See also
to the footwall. See also normal fault. Billoverturning
iv
its
own
ings 1954, p. 143. b. Sometimes recrib darn. Ham.
striCted to those faults that are the result gravity
road. Any road on which cars will
of withdrawal of support, either below
descend
by gravity. Jones.
1954, p. 143.
or on the side. Billings,
gravity roller conveyor. See roller conveyor.
when
the
weight
of
gravity feed. Applicable
ASA MH4.1-1958.
the drill rods is great enough to impose gravity
screen. A perforated steel plate, set
an adequate pressure on a bit to make
large coal or
at
an
angle, over which
gravity to effect
it cut properly. Long.
other
material
slides
by
buckets
gravity-feed containers. Arc metal
a primary classification. Nelson.
containing liquid enamel and suspended
of
gravity
segregation. Variable composition
above the spray booth, from which the
settling
ingot
caused
by
the
a
casting
or
enamel slip will flow, by gravity, to the
out of the heavier or rising of lighter
spray gun. Hansen.
constituents before or during solidification.
instrument
for
measgravity gradiometer. An
ASM
Gloss.
uring the gradient of gravity. A.G.I.
gravity separation. Treatment of mineral parThe
water
that
would
gravity ground water.
between
ticles which exploits differencessizes
and
drain from a given soil zone if the zone
gravities, their
their
specific
of
action
part in sepwere subject to the unimpeded
shapes
also
playing
a
minor
as the
gravity. 'The term is indefinite
aration. Performed by means of jigs, clasperiod for
quantity is dependent uponother
sifiers, hydrocyclones, dense media, shakfactors.
draining, temperature, and
ing tables, Humphreys spirals, sluices,
Seelye, 1.
vanners, buddies. Gravitational force also
incline. A system
gravity haulage; self-acting

other methods

fracture due to the presence of flake

graphite; often called gray iron. ASM
Gloss.

gray chondritic metegray chondrite. A firm bronzite
and olivine
orite composed of
with chondrules of various shapes which
break with the matrix. Hess.

gray cobalt. Smaltite. Fay.
gray copper. See tetrahedrite. Fay.
gray copper ore. Sce tennantite; tetrahedrite;
fahlore.
gray dogs. York. Laminated rock with coaly
streaks. Arkell, p. 51.
deficient in
gray durain. Durain relatively,
spores, but contains high proportions of
in
fusinite and material intermediate
composition between fusain and vitrain
(micrinite). Has a low oil yield. Francis,

1965, v. 1, p. 42.
gray granite. Eng. Quartzite; from Nuneaton.
Arkell, p. 51.
grayheads. Aust. Joints in the rolling coun-

of New
try of the Southern Coalfield
South Wales, which run parallel with the
longer axis of a roll; these joints are

generally coated with a whitish substance.
Fay.
gray hematite. See specularite. Fay. which
gray iron. Pig iron or cast iron in
in
nearly all the carbon not included
carbon.
graphitic
pearlite is present. aswhite
iron. C.T.D.
See also mottled iron;

grayite. A thorium phosphate containing a
little lead, calcium, and minor uranium
and rare earths. gives an X-ray pattern
like that of rtabdophane, and when

plays a smaller part in most
of haulage in which the set of full cars
of separation. Pryor, 3.
heated above 850° C, a monazite-type
is lowered at the end of a rope, and gravity
solution. A solution used to separate
pattern. American Mineralogist, v. 47,
gravity force pulls up the empty cars, the
constituents
of
rocks
the different mineral
No. 3-4, March-April 1962, pp. 419-420.
around
a
sheave
at
the
rope being passed
by their specific gravities, as the solution Gray-King coke type. The type of coke or
speed
of
the
haultop of the incline. The
of mercuric iodide in potassium iodide
carbon residue obtained under the preon the
age is controlled by a band brake
having a maximum specific gravity of 3.19.
scribed conditions of the Gray-King carsheave. Many forms of this type of haulStandard, 1964.
bonization
assay. B.S. 3323, 1960.
but
difficulties
arise
when
age are in use,
of the weight, per Gray-King test,
gravity,
specific.
The
ratio
Method of assessing the
is
availderailments occur as no power
substance to
unit
of
volume,
of
a
given
coking
property
of coal; 20 grams are
able for rerailing the set. Nelson.
the weight of the same unit volume of
heated
in
a
silica
tube to 600° C and
made
in
the
direcgravity inclineu. Openings
water. The specific gravity of water is
is compared with
deposit.
The
gradithe
residual
product
tion of the dip of the
1 and of substances lighter than water, it
series ranging from noncoking
a
standard
ent of the gravity incline is determined
is less than 1. Shell Oil Co.
(type A) to highly coking (G), all of
by the dip of the deposit. The ore mined gravity stamp. Unit in stamp battery which
which
have the same volume as the origthem,
usually
to
weight on to a
is transported through
directs
a
heavy
falling
Stoces,
v.
I,
inal.
Cokes
which expand (swell) on cokthe next lower level drive.
die on which rock is exposed for crushing.
ing
receive
a subscript indicating the dep. 233.
Pryor, 3.
gree of swelling. Pryor, 3.
gravity instruments. Devices for measuring 7avity stowing. A method of stowing in interm for coal
gray maggie. Scot. Miner's
the differences in the gravity force or acclined conveyor faces, in which the maintrusion.
Tomaltered
by
an
igneous
points.
They
celeration at two or more
terial is brought into the upper gate
(1) a static
kid',
1954.
arranged
to
are of two principal types: angular
(usually the tailgate) and
dismanganese. See manganite.
type in which a linear or
slide down on trays which are moved gray
nulled
by
an
gray
manganese ore. See manganite.
placement is observed or
Nelson.
forward as each track is filled.
of a grayish color. Fay.
opposing force; (2) a dynamic type in gravity takeup. See tensioning devicebelts. gray metal. Shale
gray ore. Corn. Copper glance. See also tetrawhich the period of oscillation is a funcNelson.
hedrite. Fay.
tion of gravity and is the quantity di- gravity
tube. An instrument used to measure
gradient
measurgray
post. Eng. Sandstone of a gray color.
rectly observed; or (3) a
mud.
Long.
the
specific
gravity
of
drilling
torsion
Fay.
ing type, for example, Eotvos
gravity. water. a. Water that moves through
of sapphire
gray sapphire. The gray variety
balance. A.G.I.
gravity. Seelye,
soil
under
the
influence
of
asteriated.
if
only
a
gem
through
which
popular
as
gravity main. A pipeline
of water as disI.
b.
A
gravity
supply
flows
downhill
by
Shipley.
water from a reservoir
tinguished from a pumped supply. Seelye,
Gray's tester. An instrtiment used for detergravity. Ham.
1.
mining the flashing point of heavy oils.
gravity meter. Sensitive electrical device for gravity wheel conveyor. See wheel conveyor.
through
Fay.
measuring gravitational variations
ASA MH4.1-1958.
clamp-fired stock brick that is
different geologic formations; used in oil gray
antimony trisulfide; stib- gray stock. A
antimony.
See
offcolor. See also stock brick. Dodd.
prospecting. Bennett 2d, 1962.
nite.
laid
at
such
an
graystone.
A gray to green compact rock,
gravity plane. A tramline
grayback. a. Aust. A local name for minor
down
hill
similar
to
basalt, consisting of feldspar
angle that full skips running
cleats that cross the main cleat. Fay. b.
and
augite.
Standard, 1964.
will pull up the empties. Fay.
grains
of
quartz
Corn. A rock with large
A term applied to ingraywacke;
grauwacke.
gravity plane rope haulage. See self-acting
in a compact black matrix of tourmaline.
durated
sedimentary
rocks thief!), Paleorope haulage .
granite. Hess.
Also
known
as
black
or
zoic, consisting of unsorted detritus of the
gravity potential. The work required
grayband. A variety of sandstone for sidegrain size of sandstone but containing
gamed in moving a unit mass from sea
walks flagstone. Standard, 1964.
level.
fragments of feldspars and ferromagnesian
level to a point above or below sea
beas. N. of Eng. A stratum formed by a
minerals. C.T.D.
The unit ni m.t.s. system is one dynamic gray
mixture of shale and sand. Fay.
metamorphosed graydecimeter. H&G.
iron that gives a gray graywacke quartzite. A
gray
cast
iron.
A
cast
gravity process. See gob process. Dodd.
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graywacke quartzite
is still clearly discernible. A.G.I.
graywacke slate. Micaceous and sandy, fine-

paratus for concentrating minerals, such
as diamonds, which adhere to grease. It

so called. Standard, 1964.
grayware. One-coat mottled enamelware.

pulp is flowed. Bureau of Mines Staff.
grease wheeler. In the iron and steel industry, a laborer who transports prepared

wacke whose origin

grained, slaty, or shaly rocks: formerly

Hansen.

graywether. One of numerous fragments or
blocks of sandstone and conglomerate,
covering large tracts in Dorsetshire and
Wiltshire, England, supposed to be remnants of decomposed Tertiary strata and
superstitiously regarded by the unlearned.
Standard, 1964. Also called druidical
stone; sarsen stone; saracen stone. Fay.

gray zone. A typical gray section of used
silica brick, composed principally of large
crystobalite crystals. Bureau of Mines

Staff.

graze burrs. Eng. Good blue building stone,
Lower Lias, Axminster. Arkell.
grease. a. This term should be applied only
to fatty or oily matter of animal origin;
but mixtures of mineral oil with lime and
soda soaps constitute well-known lubricating greases. Fay. b. Animal fat when
soft; also, anything oily or unctuous. From

the French term, graisse. Fay. c. Term
used in the flotation process. Fay. 3. As

is a shaking table coated with
grease or wax over which an aqueous

usually

grease in a wheelbarrow from grease house

and distributes it through the rolling department. D.O.T. 1.

greasing truck. An electrically driven service

vehicle to transport greases and oil for
servicing the underground mine machinery. It may include a compressor, air
storage tank, and fittings to place lubricant at the proper points in the mining
machinery. ASA C42.85:1956.

greasy. Applied to the luster of minerals.
Having the luster of oily glass, as elaeolite. Fay.
greasy blaes. Scot. See crceshy. Fay.
greasy clods. Scot. Term in use in Aberdeenshire for mud peat. Tomkeieff, 1954.

greasy feel. Some minerals are greasy or
soapy to the touch; for example, talc,
sometimes called soapstone. C.M.D.

greasy gold. Fine gold. Fay.
greasy luster. As if smeared with oil or

grease; occasionally observed in quartz

used in engineering for lubrication or protection of metal surfaces is an emulsified
oil or saturated fatty acid combined with

and some varieties of bcrpentine. Nelson.
greasy quartz. Milky qua,t.z. Fay.
great circle. Circle described upon a sphere,

Additives may be incorporated for special
purposes, for example, colloidal graphite.
Pryor, 3. e. A semisolid form of lubricant,
composed of emulsified mineral lubricating

center. Pryor, 3.
great COW. Scot. Large pieces of selected

known as: cup grease, railway wagon
axle grease, rolling mill grease block

wood. Fay.
Great Coal Age. Another name for the Coal
Measures or the Pennsylvanian. So called
because the greatest coal deposits of the
world are found in formations of this age.
Kentucky, p. 5.

a suitable alkaline base to form a soap.

oil and soda or lime soap. Greases are

grease, etc.;

largely used in industrial

plants, especially where leakage of lubri-

cants must be prevented, and for lubrication under water. C.T.D. f. Thick oil.

Nichols. g. A solid or semisolid mixture of
oil with soap or other fillers. Nichols.

grease box. A journal box or axle box in
which grease is used as a lubricator.
Standard, 1964.

greased-deck concentration. A process

green earth of Verona
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in

which separation is based on selective adhesion of some grains (diamonds) to quasisolid grease with adhesion of other grains
to water. Gaudin, p. 334.
grease-monkey. Synonym for oiler. See also
oiler, f. Long.
grease pot. The third of a series of vats used

in tinning sheet iron or steel. Standard,
1964.

greaser. a. A person who oils or greases the

mine cars. Fay. b. An automatic apparatus which greases the axles of skips
as they pass. Fay. c. A slang name for a
Latin American, especially, a Mexican.
Webster 3d.

grease-spot photometer. A simple mcans of
comparing the intensities of two light
sources. A screen of white paper, rendered
.partially translucent by a spot of grease,
is illuminated normally by the two sources,

one on each side. The position of the
screen is adjusted until the grease spot

is indistinguishable from its surroundings,

when the illuminations on the two sides
may be assumed to be equal. Also called
Bunsen photometer. C.T.D.
grease stone. A name for steatite, Shipley.
grease table. a. A concentration device used
in a process based on the fact that diamond surfaces are preferentially oil wettable. E.C.T., v. 8, p. 935; b. An ap-

the plane of which passes through its

coal. In the East of Scotland, the coal
was formerly divided into four grades;
great coal, chews, lime coal, and pan-

Great Diurnal Range. The difference in
height between mean higher high water
and mean lower low water over a 19-year

but before it has been dried and fired.
Dodd.

green acids. Mixed sulfonation products from

refinery cracking processes; used in
detergency and as main constituent of a
oil

series of flotation agents chiefly concerned

with the concentration of iron minerals.
Pryor, 3.

green agate. Zonochlorite. Schaller.
greenalite. a. A green hydrated ferrous silicate, 2H20.3Fe0.4SiO2, found as granules

in the cherty rock associated with iron

ores of the Mesabi Range, Minn. Resem-

bles glauconite but contains no potash.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b. Synonym for
eisenchrysotile. Hey, M.M., 1961.
greenalite rock. A dull, dark green rock of
uniform fine-grain and conchoidal fracture, containing grains of greenalite in a
matrix of chert, carbonate minerals, and
amphiboles. Stokes and
ferruginous
Varnes, 1955.
Grecnawalt process. A system of sintering
powdery metalliferous ores. Osborne.

sintering machine. An intermittent or batch-type machine used for
concentrating iron ore for use in blast
furnaces. It follows the same principles
as the Dwight-Lloyd sintering machine
for making sinter, the major difference
being that the Dwight-Lloyd machine is

Greenawalt

a continuous operating machine. Mitchell,
p. 114.

green beryl. A term applied to the lighter
green varieties of beryl as distinguished

from the full green emerald and the light
blue-green aquamarine. Shipley.
green brick. Brick which have not received
the kiln burn to which they will be subjected. A.R.I. Unfired bricks.
green briquette. See green compact. Bennett
2d, 1962.

Greenburg-Smith impinger. A dust sampling
apparatus evolved by the U.S. Bureau of
Mines which makes use of the principle

of impingement of the dust-laden air at
high velocity on a wetted glass surface,

period. Also called Diurnal Range. Hy.
Great Falls converter. A pear-shaped vessel
that resembles the Bessemer converter. It
has been largely supplanted by the cylindrical (Peirce-Smith) type converter.

together with that of bubbling the air

Greathead shield. A tunneling device invented by J. H. Greathead, first used in
London in 1869, and still widely used
today. His invention included a circular
cutting edge forced through the Found
by hydraulic jacks, a cast-iron lining assembled by bolts, and grouting behind
the lining with the aid of compressed air

the dust-collecting device. See also midget

Newton, p. 348.

and a special mixer. Ham.
Great Ice age. See Pleistocene period. C.T.D.

great salt. Salt in large lumps or crystals.

Kaufmann.
Great Tropic Range. The difference in height

between tropic higher high water and
tropic lower low water. Also called Tropic

Range. Hy.

greave. A ditch. Fay.

greek. a. Scot. Grit; thc texture of a hard
rock; coarse sandstone. Fay. b. Any
coarse-grained hard rock, such as coarse

sandstone. Arkell.
greek *masonry. A style of masonry in which

each alternate stone is of the full thickness of the wall. Standard, 1964.
green. a. In powder metallurgy, unsintered.
ASM Gloss. b. Not fully processed or
treated. Webster 3d. c. Ceramic ware in
the condition after it has been shaped

51,4

through a liquid medium. This apparatus

consists essentially of a hand pump or
electrically driven blower, a flowmeter, or

other suitable means of measuring the
air passed through the instrument, and

impinger. R.I. 2392, Sept. 1922, p. 2.
green carbonate of copper. See malachite.
green chalcedony. Usually some cryptocrys-

talline variety of quartz stained green.

Also may be chalcedony of natural green
color. Shipley.
green charge. A mixture of ingredients for
gunpowder before the intimate mixing in
the incorporating mill. Webster 3d.
green cinnabar. A green pigment consisting of
the fired oxides of cobalt and zinc. Webster 3d.
green coal. Aust. Freshly mined coal. Fay.
green compact; green briquette. Compressed

powdered metal prior to sintering, in

powder metallurgy. Bennett 2d, 1962.
green concrete. Concretc which has set but
not appreciably hardened. Taylor.
green cOpperas; green vitriol. The mineral
melanterite, hydrous ferrous sulfate, Fe' S041-71130. Fay.
green copper carbonate. Same as malachite,
Cu3CO3(OH)2. Dana 17, p. 602.
green earth. a. Green sedimentary material,
generally glauconite. A.G.I. Supp. b.
Chlorite; a variety of talc. Fay
green earth of Verona. See celadonitc.

greener. A very strongly marked cleavage
plane in the coal seam which is specially
utilized in the working of the coal. Arkell.

green feldspar. Synonym for amazonstone;
microcline. Fay.

green garnet. The demantoid variety of andradite garnet. The green grossularite
garnet is usually known as gooseberry

garnet. Also a misnomer for enstatitc.
Shipley.

green glass. A chromium compound is used
with ordinary glass. Cupric oxide gives
blue green. CCD 6d, 1961.
green gold. An alloy of 25 percent silver and
75 percent gold. Crispin.
green hole. A furnace taphole in which clay

is not properly set, and through which
the drill may break and let iron out un-

expectedly. Fay.
greenhouse. In ceramics, a moderately
warmed building for partly drying green
pottery. Standard, 1964.

green iron ore. The mineral dufrenite, ap-

and is used as a water softener and as a
source of potash. Webster 3d. b. A highly
siliceous sand that contains a little magnesia and alumina mixed with about one-

twelfth of its bulk cf powdered coal or

charcoal and is used when dampened for
making foundry molds. Webster 3d.

Greensand beds. In general, any beds of
Cretaceous or Tertiary containing a green
iron-potassium silicAte; specifically, the

Lower Cretaceous of England, whether

the green silicate or not.
Standard, 1964.
greensand casting. Metal cast in sand mold
which has not been subjected to baking
or drying. Bennett 2d, 1962.
greensand core. In metal casting technique, a
a sand core which has not been subjected
to drying. Bennett 2d, 1962.
containing

greenspnd makl. Sand or marl containing

glauconite. See also greensand; marl. Fay.
greensand mold. See greensand casting. Bennett 2d, 1962.

proximately, FePO,Fe(OH) 3. Fay.

greensand of Peru. An early synonym for

analogy to "blue john." English.
Greenland spar. See cryolite. C.M.D.
green lead ore. See pyromorphite. Fay.

form of sand. Fay.
greensands. Zeolites. Bennett 2d, 1962.
greenschist. A metamorphesed basic igneous
rock which owes its color and schistosity
to abundant chlorite. See also basic schist;
cncalite; epidiorite; greenstone; metabasite; ophiolite ophite; prasinite. A.G.I.
Green's economizer. An apparatus for preheating the feedwater before it enters the
boiler, consisting of a number of vertical
iron pipes through which the feedwater
is pumped very slowly and around which
circulates the hot gases before leaving the

green John. Green fluorite. Named from
green marble. A commercial term for serpmtine. Fay.
greera mineral. Same as green carbonate of
copp:r. malachite. Fay.
Green Mouhiains disturbance. Synonym for
Vermontian orogeny. A.G.I. Supp.
green mud. A deep-sea terrigenous deposit
characterized by the presence of a considerable proportion

Grenville series
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greener

of glauconite and

CaCO2 in variable amounts up to 50 percent. Holmes, 1920.

green ocher. A yellow ocher mixed with

potassium ferrocyanide. Standard, 1964.
greenockite. See cadmium sulfide. CCD 6d,
1961.

green oil. In the Scottish shale-oil industry,
the once-run crude oil after chemical
treatment. It is distilled in the first-stage
oil stills and is fractioned into naphtha,

light oil, heavy oil, and heavy oil and

wax. Fay.
green onyx. A widely accepted, but otherwise
incorrect term fot artificially colored green
chalcedony. Not as light green as chrysoprase. Shipley.
greenovite. A rose-colored variety of sphene

with up to perhaps 3 percent, MnO. Hey
2d, 1955.

green-pipe inspector. See press-pipe inspector.

D.O.T. 1.
green-pipe off-bearer. See off-beare r. D.O.T.
1

green quartz. A name sometimes used for

green transparent fluorite. Shipley.
green rock. Staff. Basalt. Arkell, p. 51.
green roof. A miner's term for a roof which
has not broken down or shows no sign of
taking weight. Fay.
greenroom. A chamber for the reception of

unburned and undried pottery or newly
made cloth. Standard, 1964.

green rouge. Chromium oxide and used
chiefly as a polishing agent for platinum
and stainless steels. AIME, p. 20.

.

green salt. a. Uranium tetrafiuoride. L&L.
b. A wood preservative consisting of. cop-

per, arsenic, and chromium compounds.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
.

greensand. a. A sedimentary deposit that con-

sists largely of dark greenish grains of
glauconite often mingled with cl w or
sand, occurs abundantly in the Cre-

taceous often little or not ai all cemented,

atacamite,

because found there in the

boiler flues. The tubes are fitted with

scrapers outside; these travel slowly up
and down and remove soot deposited by
the flue gases. Mason, V.2, p. 356.
green silicon carbide. See silicon carbide.
ACSG, 1963.
green spot. A fault that occasionally becomes
serious in the manufacture of sanitary
fireclay and glazed bricks. The green spots
are comparatively large and frequently of
an intense color. The usual causes are the
presence of chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) in the

raw clay or accidental contamination by
a particle of copper or copper alloy, for .

example, a chip off a bronze bearing.
Dodd.

green starstone. Chlorastrolite. Shipley.

greenstone. a. An old field name for those
compact, 4igneous rocks that have developed enough chlorite in alteration to give
them a green cast. They are mostly diabases and diorites. Greenstone is partially
synonymous with trap. It is often used as
a prefix to other rock names. The term is
used frequently when no accurate determination is possible. Fay. b. Includes rocks

that have been metamorphosed or otherwise so altered that they have assumed a
distinctive

greenish color owing to the

presence of one or more of the following
minerals: chlorite, epidote, or actinolite.
ASTM C119-50. c. Freshly quarried stone
containing quarry water. Arkell. d. Can.
Generalized name given to Precambrian
lavas. Hoffman.
green strength. The mechanical strength
(tuually measured by a transverse test)

of ceramic ware in the green state. See

also green.
green fkr. See Barbados tar. Bennett 2d, 1962.
.

green top. Freshly exposed roof which is unknown in quality. Kentucky, p. 137.

green truer. One who reduces green (un-

51)?,;

baked) clay blocks to standard size by
chipping and stoning fiat surfaces. Also

called block truer. D.O.T. I.
green verditer. See verditer, b. Fay.
green 'vitriol. A ferrous sulfate; copperas,
melanterite. Also called martial vitriol.
Standard, 1964.
greenware. Damp, recently made, unburned
pottery, requiring to be dried before
firing. Standard, 1959.
greenware carrier. One who sets greenware
on board and carries it on head or shoul-

der to kiln shed for firing, or to liner

or ceramic sprayer. Also called emptier;
hustler; jigger helper. mold runner; ware
carrier; ware stripper.D.O.T. I.
green washing. A cleaning process that is
finding increased usage, instead of the
usual whitewashing of underground stables. The use of green washing has been
found to be more restful, to reduce eye

strain, and to keep nervous ponies in

better condition. Sinclair, V. p. 350.
Greenwell formula. A formula used for calculating the thickness of tubbing:
HD

T = 0.03 +

50,000
where T is the required thickness of tub-

bing in feet, H is the vertical depth in

feet, D is the diameter of the shaft in feet,
and 0.03 is an allowance for possible
flaws or corrosion. Sinclair II, p. 317.

Greenwich Mean Time; G.A.T. The time

related to zero at midnight at Greenwich or to twelve noon the latter being
the moment (zero + 12) at which the

sun crosses dr: meridia,.i of longitude at
that geographical point (longitude 0). For
Great Britain, Greenwich Mean Time is

local mean time when British summer
time is not in operation. Pryor, 3.
greet. Sand and grit. See also grit. Arkell.
greet stone. a. Eng. Coarse or gritty sand-

stone, Yorkshire coalfield. Arkell. b. Eng.
Soft beds of the Lincolnshire limestone.
Arkell.
greigite. Thiospinel of iron, Fe354; cubic;
minute grains and crystals in clays from
the Kramer-Four-Corners area San Bernardino County, Calif. Hey, M.M., 1964;
Fleischer.
greillade. Fr. Iron ore in coarse powder mixed

with charcoal dust for reduction by the

Catalan process. Webster 2d.
greisen. a. A granitoid but often cellular

rock composed of quartz and muscovite
or some related mica, rich in fluorine. It
is the characteristic mother rock of the
ore of tin, cassiterite, and is, in most
cases

a result of the contact action of

granite and its evolved mineralizers. Fay.

b. A Pneumatolytically altered granitic
rock composed largely of quartz, mica,

and topaz. The mica is usually muscovite
or lithium mica, and tourmaline, fluorite,
rutile, cassiterite, and wolframite are common accessories. A.G.I. c. A coarsegrained, tin-bearing rock containing muscovite, quartz, topaz, or tourmaline.
A.G.I.
greisenization. The process by which other
rocks are converted into greisen. A.G.I.
grena. Uncleaned coal or ore. C.T.D.
grenate. Garnet. Standard, 1964.
Grenville series. Enormous sheets of lime-

stone, marble, and dolomite with interbedded quartzites, sometimes graphitic,
and hornblende schists; over 90,000 feet
in thickness; occurring in Ontario and
Quebec, Canada, and in the Adirondacks,

Grenville series
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and is considered to be the equivalents of
the Huronian series. C.T.D.
grenz. Horizons in coalbeds resulting from
temporary halting of the accumulation of
vegetal material. They are frequently
marked by a bed of clay or sand. Raistrick
and Marshall, p. 54.

forms of grid are electrical power, gas

grind. a. The act or process of continuing to
drill after the bit or core barrel is blocked,
thereby crushing and destroying any core
that might have been produced. Also
called grinding. Long. b. To reduce to a
powder by friction as in a mill. Webster

greon. Eng. Gravel or sand. Occurs in the
Isle of Grain, Kent. Arkell.
gres cerame; grass de flandres. Fr. A fine
German stoneware usually with a salt
glaze, not made specially in Flanders but

grid, etc., used to interconnect sources of

main supply. Pryor, 3. k. A set of sur-

veyor's closely spaced reference lines laid
out at right angles, with elevations taken
at line intersections. Nichols. I. A system
of rectangular coordinate lines, usually
superimposed on the projection lines of a
topographic map, the Y-axis coinciding
with some selected geographical meridian.
It is much used for military purposes.
Seelye, 2.

in Coblenz and Cologne. Standard, 1964.
gres de flandres. Fr. See gres cerame. Standard, 1964.
Gresham's law. When two or more coins are

gridaw. The framing at the top of a shaft
for the pulley wheels or sheaves for the
hoisting rope. C.T.D.

circulated and the other's hoarded.
Similarly, cheap imitations tend to replace

amount of the convergence of the me-

equal for the purpose of discharging a
debt, but unequal in intrinsic value, the
one with the lowest intrinsic value will
be

goods held to standard of quality which
are costly to maintain. Pryor, 3.

greve. A ditch or trench. Fay.

grew coal; grew!! coal. Staff. Miner's tcrm
for a coal seam which passes gradually
into the roof rock or the floor rock.
Tomkeiefi, 1954.

grewt. An earth of different color from that
of the main deposit, found in searching
for mines on the banks of rivers. Standard, 1964. Also spelled greut. A variation
of groot, meaning soil. Fay.
Grey Billy. N.S.W. Local name for a hard
capping of quartzite overlying the opal-

grid azimuth. The angle that any given line
makes with a north-and-south grid line.
It differs from the true azimuth (except
at the central or initial meridian) by the
ridians. Seelye, 2.
grid distance. The plane distance between
two points, as determined from the grid
(x, y) coordinates. It may be greater or
less than the corresponding ground distance. Seelye, 2.
griddle; riddle. a. Corn. A miner's sieve to

separate ore from halvans. Fay. b. To

screen ore with a griddle. Fay.
gridiron twinning. See crossed twinning. Fay.

gridiron valve. A slide valve having many
ports corresponding to ports in the seat.
Standard, 1964.
grief joint. Synonym for kelly, b. Long.
grief stem. Synonym for kelly, a. Long.

bearing deposits. New South Wales, p. 93.
grey wether. Eng. See gray wether. Fay.
grib. A recantangular layout of straight lines

grieve. a. Scot. A weigher; a pit headman;
a hiil salesman. Fay. b. A manager; an
overseer. Webster 3d.
griff. Eng. A steep, rocky glen. Standard,

grib bearing. The angle between a grid line,

Griffin mill. A grinding mill in which a vertically suspended rolling disk rotates, and

drawn at regular intervals, useful in locating points on a plan. Ham.

usually a line running in a north-south
direction, and some particular direction.
Ham.

gribble. A marine borer of the class Crustacea.
Ham.
grid. a. A wire bottomed mining sieve.

1964.

under the influence of centrifugal force

bears on ore passing between it and a

ttationary bowl, crushing the passing ore

on its way to a peripheral discharge.

Pryor, 3.

Standard, 1964. b. Electrodes which are
placed in the arc stream and to which a

Griffith's theory. Griffith's theory of failure is

I. c. The imaginary lines by means of
which the surface of an area is divided
into squares when a checkerboard placement of boreholes is followed. See also
checkerboarded. Long. d. A grated opening. Zern. e. A section of electrical resistance, usually made of cast iron.
Zern. f. A battery plate somewhat
1:4e a grating; specifically, a zinc plate

terials is due to the presence of small

control voltage may be applied. Coal Age,

in a primary battery, or a lead plate,
either perforated or furnished with depressions, for retaining the active material in a storage battery. Standard, 1964.

g. In surveying, a triangulation scheme

which covers its area with accessible fixed
stations located at prominent points, pre-

ferably in such a relationship that a network of acute-angled triangles can be

based on the assumption that the low

order of tensile strength in common ma-

cracks or flaws. Actual stresses may oc..
cur around these flaws which are of the
order of magnitude of molecular cohesion values, while the average tensile
strength may be quite low. MOhr's theory
predicts that failure of materials is due to
failure in shear, whereas Griffith's theory
postulates that it is due to failure at crack
tips. Lewis, pp. 610-611.

grikes. a. Joint fractures widened by solution,
occurring in limestone terranes, of which
they are characteristic, the surface in
some cases resembling a much-crevassed

glacier. C.T.D. b. Vertical fissure developed by solution along a joint. A.G.I.
grillage foundation. A type of foundation
suitable for sustaining heavy concentrated

drawn between points which must be

loads from columns, comprising two layers

triangulation with an accurately meas-

base foundation. Hamm.
grille. A covering over an inlet or outlet with
openings through which fluid passes.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

mutually visible. A theodolite is mounted
at each such point and the angles of these
triangles are accurately measured. Scalar
relationship is obtained by connecting the
ured base line set out on the flattest available ground. Pryor, 3. h. In alluvial
sampling, a rectangular or other regular
pattern of pits or borehole!. Pryor, 3. i. A
system of vertical and horizontal lines by
means of which (map reference) a point
can readily be located. Pryor, 3. j. Other

of rolled steel joists laid at right angles
to one another. The concentrated loads
are thereby spread over a large area of

GrHlo furnace. A mechanically fed muffle
furnace. Fay.
grimes. a. A series of fractures in a seam,
accompanied by pulverization of the coal.
C.T.D. b. S. Wales. See bell mold. I, ay.

SIS

3d. c. To polish or sharpen by friction.
Webster 3d. d. The size of particles ob-

tained by grinding. Webster 3d.
grindability. a. The effect produced on representative pieces of ore by applying standard methods of comminution, assessed
comparatively in terms of size reduction
and power used. Pryor, 4. b. Grindability

of coal, or the ease with which it may

be ground fine enough for use as pulverized fuel, is a composite physical property
embracing other specific properties, such
as hardness, strength, tenacity, and fracture. Mitchell, p. 42. c. Relative ease of
grinding, analogous to machinability.
ASM Gloss.

grindability index. A measure of the grindability of a material under specified grinding conditions, expressed in terms of volume of material removed per unit volume
of wheel wear. ASM Gloss.
grinder. One who or that which grinds, as
a worker who crushes or pulverizes materials (as stone, clay) usually by machine
or a worker who shapes, smooths, or cleans
roughly finished articles by means of abra-

sives or grinding wheels. Webster 3d.
grinder-mill operator. a. In ore dressing,
smelting, and refining, one who mixes raw
materials, such as bauxite, lime, soda ash,

and starch, entering the alumina-extraction process to produce a slurry of proper
chemical composition, using a ball mill.
Also called ball mill operator. D.O.T. 1.
b. In ore dressing, smelting, and refining,

one who grinds ore and separates fine
particles from coarse particles in a ball

mill and classifier arranged in continuous
series. I) O.T. Supp.
grinders' alihma, rot, or phthisis. Disease of

the lungs consequent upon inhaling the

metallic dust produced in grinding operations. Standard, 1964.

grinder, tubes. In metallurgy, one who removes scratches, pits, and other defects
from nonferrous tubing, using a pneumatic belt grinder. Also called belt
grinder; tube grinder. D.O.T. supp.

grinding. a. Size rcduction into relatively fine
particles. B.S. 3552, 1962. See also com-

minution. b. Arbitrarily divided into dry
grinding performed on mineral containing only moisture as mined and wet grind-

ing, usually done in rod, ball or pebble
mills with added water. Pryor, 3. c. Removing material from work with a grinding wheel. ASM Gloss. d. A defect
caused by the removal of a sliver of metal

from the bar during rolling. Osborne.
grinding aid. An additive to the charge in a

mill or rod mill to accelerate the
grinding process; the additive has surball

face-active

or

lubricating

properties.

Grinding aids find particular use in the
grinding of portland cement clinker, but
in the United Kingdom, their use is precluded by the conditions laid down in
British Standard 12. Dodd.
grinding bed. A machine for grinding stone
slabs, consisting of a laterally moving table

on which the slab is placed, and a heavy
rotating iron disk, whose lower surface
abrades or polishes the upper surface of
the stone. Standard, 1964.
grinding bench. A stone slab on which to

fasten by plaster of Paris, in a level posi-

tion, a plate of glass the upper surface
of which is to be ground or polished.

Standard, 1964.
grinding coolant. A liquid, usually water, but
often emulsions of oil and water, used to
prevent excessive temperature rise due to

friction between the grinding wheel and
the work. Henderson.

grinding cracks. Shallow cracks formed in the

surface of relatively hard materials because of excessive grinding heat or the
high sensitivity of the material. See also

grinding sensitivity. ASM Gloss.

grinding cycle. The sequence of operations
in grinding a material, including, for example, the screening of the primary prod-

uct and the recirculation of the screen

overflow. B.S. 3552, 1962.
grinding fluid. Cutting fluid used in grinding.
ASM Gloss.

grinding lathe. A lathe of special construction in which the work revolves on dead

centers while acted on by an emery wheel.
Standard, 1964.
grinding lubricant. A liquid, usually an emul-

sion of oil and water, used in fine grind-

ing to float off or otherwise aid in the

removal of both spent abrasive particles

from the grinding wheel and the material removed from the work surface.

Such material, if permitted to remain at
the working surface, tends to ball up and
reduce the cutting speed and impair the
quality of the work. Henderson.
grinding machine. Any machine on which a
grinding wheel is operatively mounted.
ACSG, 1963.

grinding media. The balls (generally porcelain) or other materials such as flint pebbles, used in a ball mill to grind frit into
porcelain enama Bryant.
grinding mill. A machine for the wet or dry
fine crushing of ore or other material. The

three main types are the ball, rod, and
tube mills. The mill consists of a rotating cylindrical drum and the ore enters
one hollow trunnion and the finished
product leaves the other. Modern practice
indicates ball mill feeds of one-half inch,

three-fourths inch, and 1 inch for hard,
medium, and soft ores respectively and
the products range from 35 to 200 mesh
and finer. See also open-circuit mill. Nelson.

grinding pan. Arrangement in which a heavy

steel disk (the muller) bears as it rotates
horizontally above a fixed wearing plate
in a shallow cylindrical pat,. Ore is fed

centrally and discharged peripherah1. Obsolescent, the main use being to amalgamate auriferous concentrates. Pryor, 3. See
also dry pan.
grinding pebbles. Pebbles, usually of chert or

quartz, used for grinding in mills, etc.,
where contamination with iron must be

avoided. A.G.I.
grinding plate. a. A piece of steel or iron by
the medium of which ore is ground
against another hard surface. Fay. b. A
heavy cast-iron disk rotating on a verti-

cal axis, used to grind or polish plate
glass. Standard, 1964.

grinding sensitivity. Susceptibility of a metal-

away from the adjacent free face, or may

microstructure, hydrogen content,
and residual stress. ASM Gloss.

669.
gripping Eliot. A shot so placed that the point

lic material to form grinding cracks. it
can be affected by such factors as h;relness,

grinding slip. a. A frec-cutting oilstone or
whetstone; a hone. Standard, 1964. b. A
shaped piece of oilstone on which the
curved sides of the cutting edges of tools
may be rubbed for sharpening purposes.
C.T.D.

grinding stress. Residual stress, generated by
grinding, in the surface layer of a metal-

lic material. It may be tensile, compres-

sive, or a combination of both. ASM Gloss.
grinding sat. A mill for grinding flints or clay

used in making porcelain. It is a form of
the arrastre. Fay.
grinding wheel. A disk, or comparable symmetrical shape, of bonded abrasive material. The abrasive is either alumina or
silicon carbide; the bond may be of the
vitrified ceramic type, or it may consist
of sodium silicate (here called a silicate
bond), resin, rubber, or shellac. A standard marking system for grinding wheels

was adopted many years ago by the

Grinding Wheel Manufacturers' Association of America; in 1952, this system was

also adopted in the United Kingdom as
British Standard 1814. Dodd.
grindlet. A little ditch or drain. Standard,
1964.

grindstone. A large, circular, revolving stone
used for sharpening tools and instruments.
It is made from a tough sandstone of fine
and even grain, composed almost entirely
of quartz, mostly in angular grains which
must have sufficient cementing material
to hold the grains together but not enough
to fill

the pores and cause the surface

to wear smooth. Sanford.
grindstone grit. A kind of gritty rock from
which grindstones are made. Standard,
1964.

gringo. In Spanish America, any one of English blood or speech; a contemptuous

epithet. Standard, 1964.

griotte marble. A Freach marble of a beautiful
red color and often variegated with small

dashes of purple and spots or streaks of
white, as in the variety locally known as
griotte oeil de perdrix from the French
Pyrenees. Fay.

grip. a. A small, narrow cavity. Fay. b. To

turn into the side of a working place.
Fay. c. A notch cut into the side of a

mass of stone, into which a wedge may
be driven to separate the mass. Also
called side shear. Fay. d. Scot. A pick.
Fay. e. An apparatus attached to a car
for clutching a traction cable. Webster
3d. f. A gripsack or valise. Webster 2d.

g. Eng. To dig trenches or drains in.

Standard, 1964. h. A grappling tool for
drawing up well-boring rods. Standard,
1964.

grip length. The length of straight reinforcement bar, given in bar diameters, which
is required to anchor a bar effectively in
the concrete surrounding it. See also lap.
Ham.

gripe. A strap brake or ribbon brake on a

grinding ratio. The ratio of the volumes of
metal removed from the work and from
the grinding wheel. ASM Gloss.

hoisting apparatus. Standard, 1964.
griper. Eng. A Thames coal barge or collier.

the boundary of a metal surface to permit the corner of the wheel to overhang

gripper. a. A claw of a submarine dredger.
Standard, 1964. b. See clipper, b. D.O.T.

grinding relief. A groove or recess located at
during grinding. ASM Gloss.
grindings. Synonym for cuttings. Long.

grizzle
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grinding bench

Pay.

gripman. See clipper, b. D.O.T. 1.
1.

gripping hole. One whose direction isinclined

be defined as one whose width at the
toe is greater than at the heel Zern, p.
or inner end of the hole is considerably
farther from the face of the coal to be
broken than is the heel or outer end of

the hole. Sec also shot? c. Fay.
grip the rib. When a cut is so made by a min-

ing machine or a shot is so placed by a
miner that the cut or shot enters the coal
beyond the proper line of the rib, it is

said to grip the rib. Zern.
grip wheel. A wheel, thc periphery of which
is fitted with a series of toggle-jointed,

cast-steel jaws that grip the rope auto-

matically. Zern.
griqualandite. A mineralogical name for the
yellow silicified crocidolite which appears
in parallel layers in tigereye. Shipley.

grisaille. From the French word meaning
gray shading, a method of decorating, at
one time used on pottery vases, etc., in
which different shades of gray were used
to produce the effect of low relief. Dodd.

grisley. See grizzle. Tomkeieff, 1954.
grison stone. A gray freestone. Fay.

grisou. Fr. Firedamp. Fay.
grist. S. Wales. A black, coaly stratum, indi-

cating a probable bed of coal not far

off. Fay.
grit. a. Sand, especially coarse sand. A.G.I.
Supp. b. Coarse-grained sandstone. A.G.I.

Supp. c. Sandstone with angular grains.
A.G.I. Supp. d. Sandstone with grams of
varying size produdng a rough surface.
A.G.I. Supp. e. Sandstone suitable for
grindstones. A.G.I. Supp. f. In archeology,

a noncommittal term for tempering material when the archeologist is unable to
identify the material used or finds it essentially fine gravel. Sometimes referred
to as aplastic or by its French term, degraissant. ACSG, 1963.

grit chamber. A small tank for collecting

detritus. Ham.
grit colledor. An adaptation of any of several
types of conveyors used for removing
heavy solids from settling tanks or basins.
See also bucket elevator; flight conveyor;
reciprocating flight conveyor; screw conveyor; V-bucket conveyor elevator. ASA
MH4.1-1958.
grit number. See mesh number. ACSG, 1963.
grit size. Nominal size of abrasive particles in

a grinding wheel corresponding to the
number of openings per linear inch in a
screen through which the particles can
just pass. Sometimes called grain size.
ASM Gloss.

gritter. a. An implement for spreading surface dressing or nonslip grit over a road
surface. Ham. b. In the stonework industry-, one who smooths the rough-sawed or

bed-rubbed surfaces of marble slabs or

blocks on a gritting machine preparatory
to polishing. Also called gritting machine
operator. D.O.T. 1.
grifting. a. The process of forming a smooth

surface on blocks of marble, or other
natural stones, by means of abrasive blocks

known as rubbing blocks. Dodd. b. In

quarrying, a process that gives a smoother
surface than rubbing. It is accomplished

with silicon carbide or aluminum oxide
abrasive bricks attached to revolving buffer heads. AIME, p. 332.

gritting machine

D.O.T. I.

operator.

See

gritter.

grizzle. a. Eng. Inferior coal with an admix-
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grouder

matic flotation cell, obsolete. Pryor, 3.
Gröndal separator. Early wet magnetic sepaator. Horizontal drum rotated, lightly
submerged, in flowing pool of pulp. Strip

lent 28 to 29. Dodd.
gross calorific value. a. In the case of solid

grizzle
ture of iron pyrite. Fay. b. A second-rate
brick that is underburned, gray in color,
and deficient in strength. Webster 3d.
grizzlies. Iron or steel bars uscd to sort or
separate the rock ore as it falls into the
ore chutes. Ricketts.
grizzly. a. Guardrails or covering to protect
chutes manways, winzes, etc., in mines.
Fay. b. A device for the coarse screening

or scalping of bulk materials. See also

bar grizzly; grizzly chute; live roll grizzly.
ASA MH4.1-1958. c. A rugged screen
for rough sizing at a comparatively

large size (for example, 6 inches or 150
millimeters); it can comprise fixed or
moving bars disks, or shaped tumblers
or rollers. B.S. 3552, 1962.

grizzly chute. A chute with a bar grizzly
which separates the fine from the coarse
material as it passes through the chute.
ASA MH4.1-1958.

grizzly, live roll. See live roll grizzly. ASA
MH4.1-1958.

grizzly man. Sce grizzly worker. D.O.T. 1.

grizzly worker. In metal mining, a laborer
who works underground at a grizzly (a
grating constructed of heavy iron beams
or timbers) over a chute or raise heading
to a storage bin or haulage level, dumping Ore from cars through grizzly, and
breaking oversized lumps with a sledge
hammer so that they will pass through
grizzly. Also called draw man; grizzly man;

monkey; screen ape. D.O.T. 1.

Groenwall process. A method of electric production of steel directly from iron ore
in which the ore is ground to pea size and

roasted in a rotary kiln. The roasted ore
is

treated in another kiln, where it

is

mixed with finely ground coal. The tem-

magnets on drum's periphery lifted out

the magnetic material. Pryor, 3.
grönlandite. An igneous rock consisting of
enstatite hornblendite with 73 to 90 percent hornblende and 5 to 20 percent en-

statite. Iohannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 447.
groove. a. Derb. The place whcre a miner is
working. Miners are (1747) called groov-

ers. Fay. b. A mine, from the German,
grube. Fay. c. The long, tapered, halfround slot in the deflection wedge that

acts as a guide in directing the bit to follow a new course in deflecting a borehole.
Any of the spiral depressions on a cylindrical object, such as the spiral depression
on the surface of fluted core or the rifling
in a gun barrel. Long.
groove angle. The total included angle of thc
groove between parts to be joined. Thus,
the sum of two bevel angles either or both
of which may be 0°. ASM Gloss.
groove cast. Roundcd or sharp-crested rectilinear ridges produced by filling of grooves.

Also called mud furrow. See also drag
mark; striation cast. Pettijohn.

grooved drum. Drum having a grooved sur-

face to support and guide a rope. Ham.

groove face. Thc portion of a surface or surfaces of a member included in a groove.
ASM Gloss.
groover. N. of Eng. A miner. Standard, 1964.
groove ruffling. See ruffled groove cast. Pettijohn.
grooves. A term applied to any straight linear
depression which, unlike mos t channels

placed in the brick lining. From this kiln

has a uniform cross section and deptg
and great length. Grooves include drag
marks and slide marks, Applied also to

soft iron. The metal is then refined in an
ordinary electric steel furnace, where the
composition and quality can be regulated.

cast; drag mark; slide mark. Pettijohn.
groove sample; channel sample. A sample of
coal or ore obtained by cutting appropriate grooves along or across the road exposures. The groove itself is generally cut

perature of this kiln is kept at 800° to
900° by means of nichrome resistors

the materials are charged into an electric shaft furnace and smelted to steel or
Osborne.

grog. Burned clay. It is used to reduce the
shrinkage of plastic clays and to give additional porosity. Grog enables refractory goods to withstand sudden changes

of temperadie. It is often obtained by

grinding old firebricks, or by burning a
high-grade fire clay in a shaft kiln out

contact with fuel and grinding the
product to a coarse powder and removing
of

the dust. Nelson.

grog fire clay mortar. Raw firc clay mixed
with calcined fire clay, or with broken
fire clay brick, or both, all ground to suitable fineness. ASTM C71-64.
groin. Eng. A structure of piling, sometimcs
with a stone apron at the end, to accumulate sand and shingle on a beach, and to

act as a breakwater. Standard, 1964.
groining-in. Thc cutting and fitting of brick
to fill into the volume common to two
intersecting cylinders. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

gromet. Eng. Lincolnshire term for a jetty
coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.

glacial grooves in bedrock. See also groove

by means of a hammer and a pointed
steel termed a moil. The groove cut is
something like 4 inches wide by 1 inch

deep or smaller. Truscott, pp. 10-11.
groove weld. A weld made in the groove between two members. The standard types
are: square, single-bevel, single flare-bevel,
single flare-V, single-J, single-U, single-V,
double-bevel, double flare-bevel, double
flare-V, double-J, doublc-U, and double-V.
ASM Gloss.

groove yellow. N. of Eng. A matc or fellow
workman in a mine. Standard, 1964.
groroilite. A nearly black carthy manganesc
or wad, streaked with dark red markings,

occurring in parts of Europe. Standard,
1964.

grorudite. A hypabyssal rock with trachytoid
texture containing phenocrysts of alkalic

feldspar and aegirine and much quartz.

A hypabyssal variety of aegirine-rich sodic
granite. A.G.I.
gros morceaux. Beig. Coal in very large
lumps. Fay.

grommet. a. An endless wire rope or strand,

Grossalmerode clay. A refractory clay from
Grossalmerode, about 10 miles east south-

diameter at any point. Ham. b. Circular

east of Kassel, West Germany. These clays

made up without increasing its mean

washer madc of hemp and red lead, used to
make a tunnel lining watertight. Also applied to a coil of rope placed on top

of a dolly used for pile driving. Ham.
Gröndal flotation cell. Early type of pneu-

are of tertiary origin. They have been

used for making glass pots for five cen-

turies. Aluminous clays are worked in the
district but, typically, the Grossalmerode
clay contains (raw) 70 percent SiOs, and
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18 percent A1203; pyrometric cone equiva-

fuels and liquid fuels of low volatility, the

heat produced by combustion of unit
quantity, at constant volume, in an oxy-

gen-bomb color' meter under specified con-

ditions. ASTM D407-44. b. The amount
of heat liberated by the complete combustion of unit weight of coal under specified conditions; the water vapor produced during combustion is assumed to
be completely condensed. B.S. 3323, 1960.

c. At constant pressure, the number of
heat units which would be liberated if

unit quantity of coal or coke was burned
in oxygen at constant pressure in such a
way that the heat release was equal to the

sum of the gross calorific value at constant

volume and the heat equivalent of the
work which would have been done by the
atmosphere under isothermal conditions
had the pressure remained constant. B.S.
1016, 1961, Pt. 16. d. At constant volume,

the number of heat units measured as

being liberated per unit quantity of coal
or coke burned in oxygen saturated with
water vapor in a bomb under standard
conditions, the residual, materials in the
bomb being taken (suitable corrections

having been made) as gaseous oxygen,
carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide and nitrogen, liquid water in equilibrium with its
vapor and saturated with carbon dioxide,
and ash. B.S. 1016, 1961, Pt. 16.
gross cut. The total amount of excavation in
a road or a road section, without regard
to fill requirements. Nichols.

gross heat of combustion. Same as gross calorific value. A.G.I.
gross porosity. In weld metal or in a casting,

gas holes, or globular voids that
are larger and i n greater number than
pore,

obtained in good practice. ASM Gloss.
gross recoverable value. The part of the total
metal recovered multiplied by the price.
The proportion recovered varies with the

ore and the method used. See also net

unit value. Nelson.
gross ton. The long ton of 2,240 avoirdupois
pounds. Webster 3d.
grossularite. A green, calcium-aluminum garnet, Ca3A13(SiO4),; isometric. Same as

cinnamon stone. Dana 17. Also called

gooseberry stone. C.T.D.
grossularold. Group name for hibschite and
plazolite, 3CaO.A 1 203.2Si02.2H30, related to and associated with grossular, in
which 211,0 replaces SY:N. Compare garnetoid; hydrogarnet. Spencer 16, M.M.,
1943.

gross unit value. The weight of metal per
ton (long or short ton) as determined by
assay or; analysis, multiplied by the mar-

ket price of the metal. Nelson.

gross wt Abbreviation for gross weight. BuMin Style Guide, p. 59.
grothite, A variety of titanite. Crosby, p. 112.
grotto. A small cavern or a cavernlikc apartment or retreat, natural or artificial; espe-

cially, a cavern having some attractive
features as beautiful stalactite formations,

or rockvork. Standard, 1964.

grouan. Corn. Gravel, rough sand. Also called

gowan. Hard grouan is granite or moorstone; soft grouan, the same material in
a lax and sandy state. A grouan lode is

any tin lode which abounds with this
gravel. Fay.

grouder. Corn. A mixture of grouan and
clay, used for scouring woodwork. Fay.

ground. a. Any rock or rock material. Long.

b. As used by miners, any specific part
of a mineral deposit, or the rock in which
a mineral deposit occurs. Long. c. The
mineralized deposit and the rocks in
which it occurs, for example, payground,
payable reef; barren ground, rock with-

out value. C.T.D. d. Rock at the side

of a lode; country. Gordon. e. Commonly
used in the United States to denote earth.
C.T.D. f. A ground is a conducting connection, whether intentional or accidental,
between an electrical circuit or equipment and either earth or some conduct-

ing body, serving in place of the earth.
Also called earth. ASA M2.1-1963. g.
The earth, particularly its surface or upper part. A.G.I. Supp. h. Land, particularly a region or area. A.G.I. Supp.
ground air. The air contained in the upper
layers of the subsoil; it has a variable
composition,

including carbon dioxide,

ammonia, and other gases resulting from
oxidation of organic matters, and may be
noxious. C.T.D.
ground bailiff. Eng. An inspcctor or superintendent of a mine. Standard., 1964.
ground beam. A reinforced concrete beam,

usually at ground level, which forms a
foundation for the walls of a superstruc-

ture. Ham.
ground block; ground crab. Eng. A species
of capstan used for lowering the sinking
pumps. Fay.

ground boss. a. A mine foreman. Hess. b.

See mine captain. D.O.T. 1.
ground burnt lime. Refers to ground quicklime used for agricultural liming. Boynton.
ground circuit. An electric circuit completed
by the ground; an earth circuit. Standard,
1964.

ground damp. A clamp on the negative

cable terminal of portable electrical equip-

ment used to make conncction with the

return rail circuit. Grove.
ground coal; grounds. Scot. The bottom of
a coal scam. Fay.
ground coat. The initial coat of a porcelain
enamel. VV.
ground. coat boiling. See boiling. ASTM
C286-65.

ground-coat reboiling. Evolution of gas during refiring of the ground coat. ACSB-3.
ground conductor. See grounding conductor. ASA M2.1-1963.

ground connection. Connection of the work
lead to the work. Coal Age, v. 66, No. 3,
Mar. 1961, p. 92.
ground control. a. The regulation and final
arresting of the closure of the walls of a
stoped area. Spalding. b. In photogrammetry, correlation of photographs taken

from an airplane with points on

groundsel
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ground

the

ground accurately fixed for latitude and
longitude. Pryor, 3. c. See control. See lye,

2.

ground crab. See ground block. Fay.

ground detector. A device, as in a central

power station, to indicate where a ground
connection, entailing loss of electricity,
has taken place. Standard, 1964.
grounded. a. Means that the system, circuit,
or apparatus referred to is provided with
a ground. Also called earthed. ASA M2.1-

at key points to insure a common potential and eliminat danger to personnel.
a power circuit and normally is connected
to ground. It differs from a ground wire
in that a grounded power conductor nor-

mally carries the load current while the
equipment it serves is in operation. BuMines. Coal-Mine Inspectors' Manual,
June 1966, pi. 3-18e, p. 53.
ground fire clay. Fire clay or a mixture of
fire clays that have been subjected to no
treatment other than grinding or weather-

ing, or both. ASTM C71-64.
ground fire clay mortar. Ground fire clay
for use as a refractory mortar in laying
fire clay brick. A.R.I.

ground form. The crystalline form of any
crystal system which is bounded by natural faces, all of which intersect the crystal axes. The ground form of the isometric
system is the octahedron. Hess.
ground geophysical anomaly. A geophysical
anomaly related to ore that is mapped instrumentally at the surface of the ground.
Hawkes, 2, p. 320.
groundhog. See barney. Fay.
groundhog kiln. Term for an art potter's kiln
(usually fired with solid fuel) partly
buricd in a convenient hillside to support
the roof and conserve heat. Dodd.

using a pick and shovel. Also called dirt-

man; sod hog. D.O.T. 1. c. See bottom
digger. D.O.T. 1.
groundmass. The relatively fine, crystalline
or glassy portion of a porphyritic rock as
contrasted with its phenocrysts. Not to be
confounded with basis as will be seen by
referring to the latter. Fay.
ground moraine. In geology, the irregular
shcet of till deposited partly beneath the
advancing glacier and partly directly from
the ice when it melts away. Fay.

ground movement. Subsidence due to the
caving or collapse of underground workings. Pryor, 3.
ground noise. Seismic disturbance of the
ground not caused by the shot. Schieferdecker.

ground plate. a. A groundsill. Standard,
1964. b. A bedplate supporting railroad

sleepers or tics. Standard, 1964. c. In electricity, a metal plate in the ground form-

ing the earth connection of a metallic
circuit. Standard, 1964.

ground pressure. a. The pressure to which
a rock formation is subjected by the
weight of the superimposed rock and rock
material or by diasfrophic forces created

ground ice. Spongy ice which sometimes
forms on the bottom of either running or

by movements in the rocks forming the

earth's crust. Such pressures may be great
enough to cause rocks having a low .com-

still waters. Webster 2d. It often has stone
and mud attached to its bottom. Also
called anchor ice. Fay.
grounding. a. In marble working, the act or
process of polishing marble with emery.
Standard, 1964. b. Ground laying. Standard, 1964. c. See ground, f. Fay.
grounding conductor. In mining, a grounding conductor is a metallic conductor used

to connect the metal frame or enclosure
of an equipment, device, or wiring system with a mine track or other effective
grounding medium. (The mine track is
considered to be an effective grounding
medium for direct current only.) Also
called ground conductor; safety ground;
frame ground. ASA M2.1-1963.
grounding transformer. See zigzag trans-.
former. I.C. 7962, 1960, p. 23.
ground layer. One who applies solid colors
over glaze by dusting color on ware covered with a varnish. D.O.T. 1.
ground laying. a. In ceramics, the process of
applying a coat of boiled oil to procelain
ware, to receive the colored enamel; bossing; grounding. Standard, 1964. b. Cover-

pressional strength to

deform and be

a borehole or
other underground opening not adequately
strengthened by an artificial support, such
as casing or timbcr. Also called rock pressure. Compare bottom-hole pressure, c.

squeezed into and close

Long. b. The weight of a machine di-

.

vided by the area in square inches of the
ground directly supporting it. Nichols.
ground prop. The puncheon between the
lowest frame and a foot block in a timbered exacavation, used to support the
weight of the timbering. Ham.
ground rent. Eng. Rent paid for the surface
of:cupied by a colliery plant. Fay.

ground return. That part of an electric circuit as the earth, or metallic conductors
intimately associated with the earth, and
which is practically at earth potential at
all points. Fay. See also earth return circuit. C.T.D.

ground roll. a. Low-frequency, low-velocity

ing a surface with an even coat of color,
usually by dusting powder over an oiled
surface. C.T.D. c. Application of a uni-

inteface waves encountered in seismic prospecting commonly arising from the ground
air interface in which case they are known
as Rayleigh waves. They often more or
less completely mask desired signals and

form background color. ACSG, 1963.
ground lime. Som. Black lias as opposed to
building lime or blue lias. Arkell.

by the shot. Also called ground wave.

ground log. A device for determining the
course and speed made good over the
ground in shallow water; consisting of is

lead or weight attached to a line. The
lead is thrown overboard and allowed to

conducting body which serves in place of

nite Mints, Pt. I Underground Mines, October 8, 1953.
grounded circuit. Electrical system earthed

ground magnetometer. A magnetometer primarily suitable for making observations of
magnetic field intensity on the surface of
the earth.

the earth. U.S. BuMines Federal Mine
Safety CodeBitumnious Coal and Lig-

in mining, a mucker. Webster 2d. b. In
bituminous coal raining, a laborer who
moves overburden (dirt) and coal in a
strip mine within reach of power shovel,

Pryor, 3.

grounded power conductor. An insulated
or bare cable that constitutes one side of

rest on the bottom. The course being
made good is indicated by the direction
the line tends and the speed by the
amount of line paid out in unit time.

1963. b. Connected to earth or to some

groundman. a. A man employed to work on
the ground, as in digging or excavating;

H&C.
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means to minimize them must be used.
A.G.I. b. Seismic surface wave generated
Schieferdecker.

ground rope. Scot. The rope connecting
hanging pumps to a ground crab. Fay.
grounds. a. Ground coal. A.G.I. b. Nailing
strips, usually wood, placed in masonry
walls to which trim or furring is attached.

ACSG.

ground wand and sandstone. A form of silica
used for pottery, porcelain and tile manu-

facture, and as an abrasive. Produced in
Illinois, New Jersey, and Ohio. Barger.

groundsel. A bed piece or foundation timber

supporting a timber superstructure (as a
wooden house or a set of mine timbers).

-

groundsel
Also spelled groundsill. Webster 3d.
groundsill. See groundsel.
ground sluice. a. A channel or trough in the
ground through which auriferous earth is
sluiced for placer mining. Webster 3d. b.

To wash down a bank of earth with a

stream of water. Fay.
ground sliucing. To strip ground downslope
by means of a directed stream of water to
excavate placer material and transport it
to a riffled trough in which the valuable
mineral is recovered. Compare hydraulicking. Bureau of Mines Staff.
ground spears. Wooden rods (one on each

side of the pump) by which a sinking

pump is suspended. Fay.
ground state. Condition of an atom with its
orbital electrons at minimum energy, or
unexcited. Lowest possible energy level of
a system. Pryor, 3.

groundstone. A foundation; groundwork.
Fay.

ground water. a. The water which permeates,
in an unbroken sheet, the rock masses of
the earth, filling their pores and fissures.

Fay. b. That water of atmospheric origin
which saturates rock openings beneath the
water table. Bateman. c. See free water.
ASCE P1826. d. Water at, and below, the
watel table; basal or bottom water; phreatic water. Used also in a broad sense to
mean all water below the ground surface.
See lye, 1. e. Water derived from wells or
springs, not surface water from lakes or
streams. ASTM STP No. I48-D.
ground-water discharge. The return of
ground water to the surface. Fay.
groundwater divide. The crestline of a water
table. On the opposite sides of this line,
the water table slopes in opposite directions. Compare watershed. Fay.
ground-water elevation. Water free to move

in response to gravity. Bureau of Mines

Staff. See also free-water elevation. ASCE
P1826.

ground-water hydrology. The branch of the
science of hydrology that treats of ground
water, its occurrence and motions, its relationships and depletion; the properties
of rocks that control grcund water movement and storage; and methods of investigation and utilization of ground water.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
ground-water level. The level below which
the rock and subsoil, down to unknown
depths, are full of water. Fay. Also called
ground-water table; water table. Long.
groundwater lowering. The process of lowering the water table so that an excavation
can be carried out in the dry. This is done
by means of well points. Ham.
ground-water province. An area characterized by the similarity of the principal occurrences of ground water within it. Leet.
ground-water soil. See hydromorphic soil.
Hatv kes, 2, p. 109.

groundwater surface. See free-water elevation. ASCE P1826.
ground-water table. See ground-water level.
ground-water tracers. The water seeping into
shallow workings or shafts may be traced
to the surface source by means of tracer
dyes or salts. These substances, however,
may be leached out of the water by the
soil or strata. Some radioactive isotopes
are better tracers because of the high

sensitivity with which they can be detected. Tritium, an isotope of hydrogen,
is unique because it can be used to label

the actual water molecule to be traced

grout machine; grouting
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and is not chemically removed by the

strata. Nelson.

ground waves. Vibrations of soil or rock.
Nichols. See also ground roll.
ground wire. A bare or insulated cable used
to connect the metal frame of a piece of
equipment to the mine track or other
effective grounding medium. BuMines.
Coal-Mine Inspectors' Manual, June 1966,
pt. 3-18e p. 53.
groundwork The foundation work of a structure. Standard, 1964.

ground zero. The point on the surface of
land or water vertically bllow or above

the center of a burst of a nuclear weapon.
L&L.
group. a. In general, an association of any
kind based upon some feature of similiarity or relationship. A.G.I. Supp.

b. In

stratigraphy, a lithostratigraphic unit consisting of two or more formations. A.G.I.
Supp. c. A more or less informally recognized succession of strata too thick or inclusive to be considered a formation.
A.G.I. Supp. d. A subdivision of a series;
compare stage. Obsolete. A.G.I. SuPP. e.
A number of shots sufficiently close together to be treated in common in respect
to preparation for firing. B.S. 3618, 1964,
sec. 6. f. An integrated grouping of
ranges of diamond-drill fittings wherein

boreholes drilled with one range can be

cased and continued with the next smaller
range. The second letter in two- and threeletter names is called the group letter because in combination with the range letter
it establishes specific dimensions for all
diameters affecting the nesting of casings.
The group characteristics established are:
set reaming-shell outside diameter, casing
outside diameter, and casing-coupling in-

side diameter. In two-letter names the

group letter also may establish the design
characteristics affecting core size and interchangeability of parts. Compare range,
e. Long. g. A vertical column of the periodic system, containing elements having
similar properties. C.T.D. h. Metallic

radicals which are precipitated together
during the initial separation in qualitative
analysis. C.T.D. i. A number of atoms

A coarse kind of plaster or cement usually

studded with small stones after application, sometimes used for coating walls of
a building. Webster 3d. c. A pumpable

slurry of neat cement or a mixture of neat
cement and fine sand, commonly forced
into a borehole to seal crevices in a rock
to prevent ground water from seeping or
flowing into an excavation, to seal crevices

in a dam foundation, or to consolidate
and cement together rock fragments in a
brecciated or fragmented formation. Also
called cement grout. Long. d. The act or

process of injecting a grout into a rock

formation through a borehole. Long. e. A

cementitious component of high watercement ratio, permitting it to be poured
into spaces within masonry walls. It con-

sists of portland cement, lime, and aggregate, and is often formed by adding water
to mortar. ACSG, 1963.
grout box. A conical box formed of expanded metal, cast into concrete, and having an anchor plate at its foot to receive
a foundation bolt. Ham.
grout core. Core obtained by drilling into
and through formations into which grout
has been injected and allowed to set.
Long.

grout curtain. An area into which grout has
been injected to form a barrier around an
excavation or under a dam through which
ground water cannot seep or flow. Long.
grouted macadam. A road constructed of
coarse aggregate, having the voids filled
with bituminous or cement grout. See also
Colcrete. Ham.
grouter. a.

In the stonework industry, a

laborer who maintains the floors, equipment, machinery, and yard in a clean and
unobstructed condition, using shovels,
brooms, buckets, and wheelbarrows to collect and remove stone scraps, dirt, and

debris to dump for disposal or to remove
steel shot from under gangsaws and store
it in suitable containers to be washed and
reused. Also called mucker. D.O.T. 1. b.
See box loader. D.O.T. 1.
grout hole. A borehole drilled for the express purpose of using it as a means by

which grout may be injected into the

which occur together in several com-

rock surrounding the borehole. Compare

ageway drive built in the solid rock under-

grout-hole drilling. The act or process of
drilling holes into which grout is to be

pounds. C.T.D.
group keel; subdeposit kvel. A main haul-

lying the group of seams which it has to
serve, or in the floor of a thick deposit. It
is preferable to construct the main haulageway as a subdeposit drive, because
drives in the deposit suEz.r froin pressure

as soon as mining has progressed a certain
distance. Stoces, v. 1, p. 228.
group phenomena. Properties of the crystalline state which apparently cannot be considered as properties of single atoms, but
arise from the agglomeration of atoms into
groups, each consisting of a definite nuniber of atoms (10' to 10°). The stability of
the atoms thus arrayed is greater than that
among groups. Hess.

grouse. Eng. Alternative name for grout.
See also grozzle. Arkell.

grouser. a. A temporary pile or heavy iron-

shod pole driven into the bottom of a
stream to hold a drilling or dredging boat
or other floating object in position. Fay.

b. A ridge or cleat across a track shoe,
which improves its grip on the ground.
Nichols, 2.

gxout. a Applied to waste material of all
sizes obtained in quarrying stone. Fay. b.

consolidation hole. Long.

injected. Long.

grouting. The act or process of injecting
grout into crevices of a rock, usually
through a borehole drilled into the rock
to be grouted; also, the grout thus injected. Long.
grout injection. An act or process of forcing
grout into crevices in rock formations,

usually through a borehole, by pressure
pumps. Long.

grout injector. a. Synonym for cement injector. Long. b. A machine that mixes the
dry ingredients for a grout with water and

injects it, under pressure, into a grout

hole. ComPare grout machine. Long.

groutite. A jet-black mineral, HMn02, a

member of the diaspore-goethite group;
from the Cuyana range, Minn., where it
occurs associated with iron ores; brilliant
submetallic to adamantine luster; orthorhombic, wedge-shaped crystals; exhibits
strong pleochroism. American Mineralogist,
v.

32, No. 11-12, November-December

1947, pp. 654-659.,
grout machine; grouting machine. A mecha-

nism by which grout may be pressure-

v.1,1,7,1,

grout machine; grouting

guard ring
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injected into a grout hole. The machine
is essentially a closable cylindrical container large enough to hold the neat cement slurry made with one bag of cement.

The slurry is placed inside the container
and compressed air or steam allowed to
enter the top of the container forcing the
slurry out of the bottom of the container
through a cjuick-opening plug valve into
the grout pipe and grout hole. The process is intermittent, requiring the refilling
of the container after each batch of slurry

has been ejected. Compare grout injector,
b. Long.
grout off. To seal off flow of water by grout
injections. Long.

grout pipe. A tube or pipe firmly anchored
in the collar of a grout hole through which
grout is injected into the hole. Long.

grout-pipe drill mounting. A drill mounted
on a framework clamped or attached to
a grout pipe. Long,
grove; groove. a. Eng. A drift or adit driven
into a hillside from which coal is worked.
See also groove, a, b. Fay. b. Corn. Mine;
bal. Hess.

grovesite. A chloritelike mineral from the
Benallt manganese mines, Wales. (Mn,Mg,Al)3(Si,Al)3(0,0H )0, near pennantite, but with X-ray pattern similar to

berthierine and cronstedtite, suggesting a
kaolin- rather than a chlorite-type struc-

ture. SPencer 20, M.M., 1955.
growan. Corn. A term in the china clay industry for incompletely and unevenly decomposed granite. Dodd.

growan stone. a. Corn. Moorstone. Arkell.
b. Granite or any coarse grit or sandstone.

See also growder. Arkell.
growder. Corn. Decomposed granite. Arkell.
growl. a. The noise heard when strata is be-

ing subjected to great pressure. C.T.D.

b. Mid. Goal pillars are said to growl when

they are undergoing a crushing weight.

Fay.

growler board. A notched or fingered plank
or light timber used to aline ends of pipe
being screwed together, as when laying a
waterline. Long.
grow-on. Quarrymen's term to designate

the place where the sheet structure dies

out, or the place where two sheets appear
to grow onto one another. Fay.
growth. a. Scot. The rate of entrance of

water into a pit or mine working. Fay.

b. An increase in dimensions of a compact

which may occur during sintering (converse of shrinkage). ASTM B243-65. c.
As applied to cast iron, the tendency to

increase in volume when repeatedly heated
and cooled. C.T.D. d. See make of water.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4.
growth factor. A compound having a stimulatory effect on the growth of an organism.
I.C. 8075, 1962, p. 63.

growth of faults. The present considerable
displacement of large faults probably represents the accumulated results of countless small intermittent slippages along the
fault plane. This is why geologists refer

to the growth of faults. See also fault.

Nelson.

groze. Scot. To turn a chisel in the bottom
of a borehole, by which means the borer,

from a sense of feeling and hearing, knows
when a change of strata occurs. Fay.
grozing iron. a. A steel tool for cutting glass.
Webster 3d. b. A bulbous tool for smood,ing the soldered joints of lead pipe. Webster 2d.
,

grozzie. Leic.; Derb. Alternative name for

grouse or grout, breccia or conglomerate.
Arkell.

grubbin. See gubbin. Fay.

grubbing. The removal of the root system
incident to the surface growth. Carson, p.
88.

grube. Ger. A mine, Fay.

grub saw. A saw made from a coarsely

notched blade of soft iron, provided with
a wooden back; used, with sand, for sawing stone by hand power. Standard, 1964.

grubstake. In the Western United States,
supplies or funds furnished to a mining
prospector on promise of a share in his
discoveries. So called because the lender
stakes or risks provisions so furnished.
Webster 3d.

grubstake contract. An agreement between
two or more persons to locate mines upon

the public domain by

their joint aid,

effort, labor, or expense, and each is to
acquire by virtue of the act of location
such an interest in the mine as agreed

upon in the contract. Fay.
gruell. Ir. Coal. Standard, 1964.

grueso. Sp. Lump ore. The term is :n use
at the quicksilver mines of California. Fay.

gruff. Eng. A pit or shaft. Fay.

grummel. Mid. Clay or marl. Arkell.
grunauite. An impure nickel sulfide (polydimite) carrying copper, lead, cobalt, iron,
and bismuth, copper ranging 1.69 to 11.56
percent in tenor in published assays.
Weed, 1918.

grunching. a. Blasting coal out of the solid
face as opposed to blasting coal which has
been undercut by hand or by coal cutter.
Nelson. b. Aust. Shooting fast, that is,
shooting in the solid. Fay.

Grundite. A trade name for an illite-type
clay used for bonding foundry sands, pro-

duced in Grundy County, Ill. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
grundy. Granulated pig iron used in making
granulated steel. Webster 2d.
grunerite. A silicate mineral belonging to the
inosilicate group and a major constituent
of amosite, (Mg,Fe)764021(OH),. E.C.T.,

v. 12, p. 278; v. 2, p. 136.

grunstane. Scot. A grindstone. Standard,
1964.

grunter. a. A hooked rod to aid in supporting a crucible. Standard, 1964. b. A
founder's term. Fay.
grupiara. Brazil. A diamond and carbonado
bearing deposit above the present high
water level. Hess.
grus. An accumulation of fragmental products derived from the weathering of granite in its passage from solid rock to soil.
Com Pare arkose; saprolite. Stoices and

Varnes, 1955.
grush. Finely crumbled rock. A term usually
applied to disintegrated granite. Arkell.
G.S.A. Abbreviation for Geologkal Society
of America. Williams.

Gshelian. Upper Upper Carboniferous below Uralian. A.G.I. Supp.

G stone. A name that has been used for

pyrophyllite. See also pyrophyllite. Dodd.
g-t. Abbreviation for gross ton. Zimmerman,
p. 51.

guadalcazarite. Sp. A variety of dnnabar

containing zinc. Standard, 1964.
Guadalouplan; (Guadeloupe) group. Strata,
referring to the Permian, occurring in
Texas and New Mexico; they comprise
the Delaware Mountain series below and
the Capitan limestone above. C.T.D.
guag. Corn. A place from which the ore has
been extracted. A variation of gwag. Fay.

Also called gunis. C.T.D.

guairona. Peru. Guardrails at mouth of a
shaft. Fay.
guanapite. A variety of oxammite found in

guano. From Guanape Islands, Peru. Tomkeieff, , 1954.

guanidine nitrate. White; granules; 112NC(NH)NH2.HNO3; soluble in water and
alcohol; slightly soluble in acetone; and

melting point range, 206° to 212° C.

Used in the manufacture of explosives and

as an ingredient of explosive mixtures.
Guanidine nitrate itself is not explosive.
CCD 6d, 1961.

guanidines. Group of compounds derived
from CH3N3. Pryor, 3.

guano. A substance that is found on some
coasts or islands frequented by sea fowl,
is composed chiefly of their partially decomposed excement, is rich in phosphates,
nitrogenous matter, and other material for

plant growth, and has been used extensively as a fertilizer. Webster 3d.

guard. a. A support in front of a roll train
to guide the bar into the groove, sometimes called a side guide. Fay. b. A fixture or attachment designed to protect or
secure against injury. Webster 3d. c. To
protect from danger; to shield; to defend.
Webster 3d. d. In a compressor check
valve, a backing or retaining plate for the
movable part. Nichols.
guard board. A board placed along a trolley
wire or other uninsulated wire carrying an
electric current to prevent accidental contact with the wire. Grove.
guarded. Guarded means covered, shielded,
fenced, enclosed, or otherwise protected
by suitable covers or casings, barrier rails
or screens, or mats or platforms to remove
the likelihood of either dangerous contact

or approach by persons or objects to a

point of danger. ASA M2.1-1963.
guard electrode log; shielded monoellectrode.
A resistivity log obtained in borehole surveying by means of an instrument having
a focused current system. A rirg-shaped
central current electrode is sh;.elded by
two long metal bars on either nide, these
bars being maintained at an equal potential. The current is thereby made to flow
from the central electrode into the forma-

tions in a direction perpendicular to the
borehole, thus insuring dee.per current
penetration 'in the bed at the level of the
electrode and minimiiing the influence of
adjacent beds and of the borehole itself

on the measurement. A.G.I.
guard lock. A lock separating a dock from
tidal water. Ham.
guard magnet. Permanent, or electromagnet
used in crushing system to arrest or remove tramp iron ahead of the crushing
machinery. Pryor, 3.

guardplate. A plate in front of an iron furnace covering the taphole through which
the slag is drawn out. Standard, 1964.

guardrail. a. An additional rail placed beside
the rail in service, to compel the flange of

the wheels to run close to the latter in

crossing over frog

points or entering

switches. Fay. b. A safeguard to prevent
accidental injury to persons who may
come near, working machines or too near
the edge of an elevated work platform.
Guardrails generally are two rails made
of 14-inch pipe, one set at 42 inches and
the other at 21 inches above the floor. The
two rails, with supporting posts, constitute
the guardrail. Compare bellybuster. Long.
guard ring. An arrangement in thermal con-
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gulch claim

Gulbal fan. A centrifugal fan, introduced
about 1860, with 8 or 10 straight blades
which are not set radially. An important
feature developed by Guibal and since
copied by others, is the expanding chim-

guide runner. A runner driven ahead of

guard ring
ductivity apparatus designed to insure that
heat shall flow, through the sample actually under test, in a direction perpendicu-

lar to the hot and cold faces, that is, no
heat flows through the sides of the test
piece. Dodd.
guards. See hoods. ACSG, 1963.
guard tube. In chemical analysis one containing a suitable reagent for removing moisture, gas, etc., from a gas which is being

drawn into or is emanating from a react-

ing vessel. Pryor, 3.
guarinite. See orthoguarinite; clinoguarinite.
Hey 2d, 1955.
guarnacdne garnet. A trade term for yellowish-red garnet. Same as vermeille garnet.
Shipley.

guayaquillite. A pale yellow, amorphous,
nonresinous, oxygenated hydrocarbon,
from near Guayaquil, Ecuador; it has
the specific gravity 1.092, begins to fuse
at 70° C, and is soluble in alcohol. Fay.
gubbln. Clunch or clod with ironstone nodules. Arkell,

ney, which gradually reduces the velocity
of the air as it leaves the fan. Nelson.

guide. a. See guide coupling. Long. b. A
pulley to lead a driving belt or rope in a
new direction or to keep it from leaving
its desired direction. Long. c. The tracts
that support and determine the path of
a skip bucket and skip bucket bail. ASA
MH4.1-1958. d. The tracts that guide the
chain or buckets of a bucket elevator. ASA

MH4.1-1958, e. The runway or members
paralleling the path of the conveyor which
limits the conveyor or parts of a conveyor

to movement in a defined path. ASA
MH4.1-1958.

guide bracket. A steel or iron bracket fixed

to a bunton to secure rigid guides in a

shaft. Sle also fixed guides. Nelson.
guide core. See dummy. Long.

gobble stone; gub. Eng. A rough, round

guide coupling. A short coupling with a

gublin bat. A black, fissible substance, an
iron ore, in which a bituminous shivery

'is attached a reaming bit. A guide coupling
serves to couple a reaming bit to a reaming
barrel. Long.

stone which will not lie evenly in a wall or
building. Variant of cobblestone. Arkell.

earth abounds. Arkell.

gublin ironstone. Staff. An iron ore, hard,
blackish, and spotted with white, Coal
Measures, Dudley. Arkell.
gudgeon. a. An iron pin for fastening together

blocks of stone. Webster 3d. b. Eng. A

bit of wood used for roofing a mine. Fay.
c. The bearing of a shaft, especially when
made of a separate piece. Standard, 1964.

d. A metallic journal piece set into the
end of a wooden shaft. Standard, 1964.

e. A reinforced bushing or a thrust absorbing block. Nichols.
gudmundite. A silver-white to steel-gray sulfantimonide of iron, FeSbS. Isomorphous
with arsenopyrite; elongated crystals; orthorhombic. From Gudmundstrop, Sweden.
English.
guejarite. Synonym for chalcostibite. Hey 2d,
1955.
guerinite. CA51-12(As004.9H20 in spherulitcs
and rosettes on a specimen labeled wapple-

rite from Daniel mine, Schneeberg, Saxony, and one labeled pharmacolite from
Richelsdorf, Hesse, southwestern Germany.
Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.

guest element. A trace element substituting

a common element in a rock mineral.
Schieferdecker.

gueulefte. In glassmaking, the back door of
an annealing oven. Standard, 1964.
gug. Som. A self-acting inclined plane underground; sometimes called a dip incline.
Fay.

Guggenheim process. A process for thc
manufacture of sodium nitrate from the

Chilean nitrate ore, caliche, in which heat
is efficiently utilized and handling costs are
kept to a minimum. CCD 6d, 1961. Also
called Cappelin Smith process.
guglafte. A mineral, Ca2BeSi3Ov, tetragonal,
in skarn rocks near Gugia (presumably in
China). A member of the melilite family

near mcliphane but containing little sodium or fluorine; an unnecessary namc.

Named from the locality. Hey, M.M., 1964;
Fleischer.
gubr. See kieselguhr. Fay.

guhr dynamite. An explosive prepared by
usually mixing 3 parts nitroglycerin and
1 part kieselguhr. Other proportions may
be used. Fay.

projecting reamer guide or pup to which

guided bend test. A test in which the specimen is bent to a definite shape by means
of a jig. ASM Gloss.
guide fossil. Any type of organic remains that
is sufficiently widespread and abundant, in
a more or less restricted thickness of beds,

to have value as an indicator of geologic

horizon and age. Synonym for index fossil.
A.G.1.

guide frame. A frame designed to be held
rigidly in place by roof jacks or timbers,

and with provisions for attaching a shaker
conveyor panline to the movable portion
of the frame, which can be used to prevent
jumping or side movement of the panline.
Jones.
guide idler. An idler roll with its supporting
structure so designed that when it is
mounted on the conveyor frame it guides

the belt in a defined horizontal path us-

ually by contact with the edge of the belt.
NEMA MB1-1956.
guide mill. A small hand mill with several

stands in a train and with guides for the
work at the entrance to the rolls. ASM
Gloss.

guide pile. A heavy square timber driven

down vertically to guide steel sheet piling.
Ham.
guide plate. Scot. A cast-iron plate containing
grooves or ridges to guide hutches or cars
onto rails. Fay.
guide pulley. A loose pulley used to guide a

driving belt past an obstruction or to

divert its direction. C.T.D.
guide ring. A longitudinally grooved annular
ring made almost full borehole size, which
is fitted to an extension coupling between
the core barrel and the first drill rod. Also
called ferrule. Long.
guide-ring coupling. Synonym for extension
coupling. Long.
guide rod. A heavy drill rod coupled to and
having the same diameter as a core barrel
on which it is used. It gives additional

rigidity to the core barrel and helps to

prevent deflection of the borehole. Also

other runners to guide them. Ham.

guides. a. Wood, steel, or steel wire rope
conductors in a mine shaft to guide the
movement of the cages. See also cage
guides; winding guides. Nelson. b. Timber
or metal tracks in a hoisting shaft, which
are engaged by shoes on the cage or skip

so as to steady it in transit. In collieries

rope guides are sometimes used. Pryor, 3.
c. The holes in a crossbeam through which

the stems of the stamps in a stamp mill
rise and fall. Fay. d. Corn. Crossveins in
the St. Just district. Fay. e. A boring rod
having an enlargement or wings fitted to
it to suit the size of the borehole for
steadying the rods when a considerable
depth has been attained. Fay. f. In a steam
engine, a crosshead guide. Standard, 1964.
g. A pulley to lead a driving belt or rope

in a new direction, or to keep it from

direction. Standard,
1964. h. A curved plate directing a sheet
of water apainst the buckets of a waterwheel. Strndard, 1964. i. In a rolling
leaving its desired

mill, a wedge-shaped piece held in the
groove of a roll to prevent the sticking of

the br.r by peeling it out of the groove.
Wnea the guide is held by a hanger or
coluiterweight against the underside of

tke roll, it is called a hanging guidc. Fay.
imade tube. a. A tube for grinding a bit or
drill. Standard, 1964. b. A fire clay tube
having a spigot and socket, for use in the
trumpet assembly in the bottom pouring
of molten steel. Dodd.
guiding bed. A thin layer of coal or carbonaceous shale which continues into the
barren ground where a fault or nip-out
has occurred in a coal seam. The layer
may be a guide to the position of the

displaced seam. See also coal leads. Nelson.
guildite. A dark chestnut-brown hydrous sulfate of copper, iron, and aluminum, 3 (Cu,Fe)0.2(Fe,A1)103.7S01.17H10. Habit, cubic; monoclinic. From Jerome, Ariz. English.

'Mks. Corn. Worked-out cavities in a mine.
Fay.

guillotine. A machine for breaking iron with
a falling weight. Fay.

'ninth°. Port. A winch or drum. Fay.

guinea bed. War. The shelly, conglomeratic
basement limestone bed of the Lower Lias.
So called because the stones, if dry, ring
when struck. Arkell.
guinea gold. Twenty-two carat gold, of
which guineas were coined. Standard,
1964.

g ulch. a. A ravine or a small, narrow valley.
Hess. b. A deep or precipitious cleft in a
hillside. Webster 3d.
g ulch claim. a. One laid upon and along the

bed of an unnavigable stream winding

through a canyon, with precipitous, nonmineral, and uncultivable banks, wherein
have accumulated placer deposits, which
are embraced within the location. Mattes,
pp. 145-146. b. A location upon surveyed
land upon and along the bed of a stream,
whose banks are enclosed or surrounded

by precipitous cliffs, barren of mineral, the
boundaries of the location embracing and
following the opposite shores. Ricketts, ffrP.
145-146. c. A location laid upon and slaw

called core-barrel rod; oversize rod. Compare drill collar. Long.

the bed of an old river channel or gravel
deposit lying beneath the surface of the

roller. Nichols.

gulch claim cannot practicably be con-

guide roll. The front or steering wheel of a

guide rope. A cage guide. Stan 4ard, 1964.

earth. As, under the circumstances, a

formed to legal subdivisions, it is sufficient

gulch claim
if

it conforms as near as is

reasonably

practicable. Ricketts, pp. 145-146,
gulching. a. N. Staff. The moving and cracking noise underground due to the settling
of the mine roof. Fay. b. The noise which
generally precedes a fall or settlement of
overlying strata in a coal mine. C.T.D.

gulf. a. A large deposit of ore in a lode.
Fay. b. A profound depth (in river or
ocean); the deep. A.G.I. c. A relatively
large portion of sea, partly enclosed by
land.

Gulf airborne magretometer. See Gulf-type
(Vacquier) magnetometer.
gulfe Joints. Eng. Wide vertical fissures, often

widening towards the surface, and up to
100 feet wide, encountered in the Oo lite
quarries in Northamptonshire. Also called

gulls; gullies; gutters. Arkell.
Gullian. Upper Cretaceous. A.G.I. supp.
Gulf-type (Hoyt) gravimeter. A meter consisting of a mass suspended at the end of

a spring, the latter so designed that its

extension will cause the mass to rotate. By
this means the linear displacement of the

spring is converted into an angular deflection which is more easily measured.
The design also minimizes the sensitivity
to seismic disturbances and the basic instrument is therefore well suited for underwater observations. A.G.I.

Gulf-type (Vacquier) magnetometer. A flux
gate or saturable reactor type of recording magnetometer. Used primarily in aircraft and there includes means for keeping the measuring element aligned in the
direction of maximum intensity (that is,
total field). In this case it records variations in the total field regardless of variations in its direction. Sometimes used in
the sense of including the equipment for
establishing the position of the aircraft as
well as the magnetometer itself. A.G.I.
gull. Eng. A large fissure or chasm in strata,
especially limestone, generally filled with

earth or higher strata. They arc called

gulls, gullies, or gulfe joints in Northamptonsh:re and Oxfordshire; gullies in Port-

land, and gullets in the coal mines of

Northumberland. Compare guts. Arkell.

gullet. a. An opening in the strata. Fay. b.

A narrow working cutting used for a dirtcar track. Sitandard, 1964.

gully. a. A small watercourse with steep
sides, usually cut out of clay or earth.

Fay. b. A small ravine. A.G.I. c. A metal
tramrail or tram plate. Fay.
gully sucker. A tanker lorry equipped with
apparatus for sucking silt out of road gullies. Ham.

gully trap. The water seal provided in a
gully to prevent the escape of foul gases
from the drain. Ham.
gulpb of ore. A large concentration of ore
in the lode. A variation of gulf. Fay.

gum. a. See gumming:. Nelson. b. Small coal

broken out by a coal cutter. Also called
gummings. See also duff. Pryor, 3. c. Small

coal, slack, or duff. C.T.D. d. Scot. Very
small coal, for example, that which will
pau through a screen having a mesh of
one-fourth inch or less; slack; screenings.
Fay. e. N. Z. See kauri resin. Fay. f. A
group of substances generally of plant
origin which are gelatinous when moist,
hardening when dry, and which may or
may not be soluble in water. Gums are
widely used in the manufacture of varnishes, lacquers, and similar products. API
Glossary.

guniting
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gum ;mime. A recent fossil resin, often containing insects; sometimes mistaken for
amber. Shipley.
gum arable; acacia; senegal gum. Yellow or
white; powder or lumps; derived from the
dried juice exudate of species of acacia;
and soluble in water. Used in adhesives,
in polishes, and in ceramics. Bennett 2d,

1962.
gum asphaltum.

A natural brown-black

low, orange, reddish-yellow to orange red
or hyacintn red, reddish-brown to brown-

ish-black and black; the dark material

apparently represents an early stage in the
alteration of uraninite. Found in pegmatites and veins, it is an alteration product
of uraninite, which is widespread. Crosby,
p. 23. b. Hydrated oxide of uranium and

lead, or thorium, calcium, or two or all
of these; other constituents (Fe,AI,Mn,Cu,P,Si) are probably unessential. The
name is to be regarded as an indefinite
generic term; much of the material is

amorphous solid. Used as a general waterproofing agent and in making tanks watertight. Bennett 21, 1962.
gumbed. American name for ozocerite.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
gumbellte. A variety of hydromuscovite.

probably mixtures or amorphous gels, but
some contain or consist of curite. Hey 2d,
1955. c. Synonym for halloysite. Hey 2d,

a sticky mud when wet. Fay. b.

gummy. Applicable when rock or formation
being drilled produces cuttings and sludge,
which tend to fill the waterways of a bit

Dana 6d, p. 692.
gumbo. a. A name current in the Western
and Southern States for those soils that
yield

In southwest Missouri, a puttylike clay
associated with lead and zinc deposits.

Fay. c. In Texas, a clay encountered in
drilling for oil and sulfur. Fay. d. The
stratified portion of the lower till of the

Mississippi Valley. Fay.
gumbo clay. a. Fine-grained clays which are

extremely sticky in the plastic state and
very tough

when

partially dry. They

show excessive shrinkage when dried or
fired and have little ceramic value. Gumbo clays are often colored with carbonaceous material. Bureau of Mines Staff. b.
A series of fine-grained highly plastic and
tough clays which are chiefly used in the
manufacture of railroad ballast. They

cannot be used for brickmaking due to
their high shrinkage on burning. Found
in the west-central states of the United
States. CCD 6d, 1961.

gum boot brigade. Itinerant miners who
bartered gum boots for liquor. ICorson.
gumboil!. _Leached deoxidized clay contain-

ing siliceous stones; the product of thorough chemical decomposition of clay-rich
till. It is gray to dark-colored, thoroughly
leached, nonlaminated, deoxidized clay,

very sticky and breaking with starchlike
fracture when wet, very hard and tenacious when dry, and is chiefly the result
of weathering of drift. A.G.I.
gumbrine. Same as fuller's earth, and similar to floridine from Gumbri, near Kutais, Georgia Transcaucasia, U.S.S.R.
Spencer 17,
1946.
gumdigger. N.Z. One that digs fossil kauri
resin. Webster 3d.
gum dynamite. Explosive gelatin. Standard,
1964.

gummed-in. See stuck. Long.
summer. a. A man who clears the fine coal,
gum, or dirt from the undercut made by

a coal-cutting machine. C.T.D. b. N. of
Eng. See scuflier. Dist.

gummer bar. A T-shaped bar attached to a
coal cutter by a bracket in such a way that
it

is carried along the floor cut a few

inches clear of the cutter chain. The bar
keeps the gumminp in contact with the
cham and thus increases the quantity

brought out of the cut. See also gum

stower. Nelson.
guassulogs. a. The small coal or dirt produced
by the picks of a coal cutter. Also callee.

gum. Nelson. b. N. of Eng. Su kkvings.

Trisr. See also buggy.
gmandss spade. A long-handled shovel used
by a glimmer. C.T.D.
gummIte. a. A strongly radioactive mineral,

U0s.nHs0; probably orthorhombk; yel-
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1955.

or to adhere massively to the borehole
walls or drill-stem equipment. Compare
sticky. Long.

gums. A general term applied to a large

group of substances of vegetable origin,
usually exuded from trees and bushes;
used in oil-well mud flush to redlice loss
of fluid. Nelson.

gum stower; gum flinger. A device, consisting of rotating paddles, attached to a chain
coal cutter to fling or stow the dirt gummings over the conveyor into the waste.

The device is often used in thin seams
where a floor cut is made and as a result
the coal loaded out is much cleaner. Nelson.

gum tragacantb. A vegetable gum used in
powder form as a binder and suspending
agent in brick glazes, etc. Also used for
the same purpose in porcelain enamel sign
work, etc. Hansen.

gum a. A borehole in which the charge of
explosive has been fired with no other
effect than to blast off a small amount of
material at the mouth of the borehole;
also called a bootleg or John 'Odges. See
also blown-out shot. Fay. b. Applied to
the explosion of a charge in a borehole,
which simply enlarges the hole without
rending or splitting the rock. Stauffer. c. A

bent bar of iron for connecting a horse's
shaft to a tub or train. C.T.D.
gunboat. A self-dumping box on wheels,
used for raising (or lowering) coal in
slopes; a moniter, a skip. Fay.
guncotton. A nitrocotton of the highest nitra-

tion or containing the greatest possible

percentage of nitrogen. Sometimes called

insoluble cotton. It is used as a bunting
charge for submarine mines and for demolishing bridges and other structures in
warfare. Fay.

gun drill. A drill, usually with one or more
flutes and with coolant pauages through
the drill body, used for deep-hole drilling.
ASM Gloss.

gunk See guag. C.T.D.
goalie. a. Cemen

rayed onto mine timbers

to make them fire'riithigvon Bernewits.

b. A mixture of sand and cement, sprayed

with a pressure gun onto roofs and ribs
to act as a sealing agent to prevent erosion

by air and moisture. B.C.,. c. To cement
with a cement gun. Fay.
mite gum See cement gun, c. Long.
junking. a. Pneumatically applied portland
cement mortar, or gunite. The spraying of
mine roadways with concrete to give a
measure of support, present a smooth surface to the air current, and prevent weathering. The loose material is first removed
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guy rope

loader; perforator loader. D.O.T.].
gunpowder, black; blackpowder. A mixture
of potassium nitrate (saltpeter), sulfur,

shape and often in parallel series, following the major joints of the country rock.
Compare gull. Arkell.
gutta-percha clay. A very sticky, fine-grained
clay. A.C.I. Supp.
gutter. a. A gob heading. Nelson. b. A drain-

guniting
and the fresh surface then sprayed by
means of a cement gun. A wire netting

reinforcement is sometimes placed against
the ground which becomes embedded in
the concrete. See also Aliva concrete
sprayer. Nelson. b. The treatment of timber

with portland cement and sand sprayed
from a cement gun. Expanded metal lath

or chicken wire is first nailed to the timber

before the coating of cement is applied.
As a protection against decay, gunning is
effective only as long as the coating of
cement remains unbroken and covers the
entire surface of the timber. Lewis, p. 71.

gunk. a. Used by some drillers as a synonym

for rod dope; rod grease. Long. b. Any

gummy substance that collects inside the
working parts and hinders the operation
of a machine or other mechanical appara-

tus. Long. c. A slang term denoting an
undesirable nondescript material usually

semisolid. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
gunmetal. A copper-tin alloy (that is, bronze)

containing 88 percent copper, 10 percent

tin, and 2 percent zinc (admiralty gunmetal); or 88 percent copper, 8 percent
tin, and 4 percent zinc. Lead and nickel
are frequently added, and the alloys are

used as cast where resistance to corrosion
or wear is required; for example, in bearings stearnpipe fittings, etc. C.T.D.
gunmetal pearl. a. The variety of so-called
black pearl; the color and luster of which
resembles polished gunmetal. Shipley. b. A

gunmetal imitation of such a pearl. A
misnomer. Shipley.

gunnbjarnite. a. A mineral, (Fem,Al):03.3(Mg,Ca,Fe")0.6Si033H10, orthorhombic, as black micaceous plates in basalt;
from east Greenland. Spencer 19, M.M.,

1952. b. A ferrian variety of meerschaum.
American Mineralogist, v. 42, No. 11-12,
November-December 1957, p.920.
gunned shot. Scot. See blown-out shot. Fay.
gunner. A Kansas term for a blown-out shot.
gunalce, See gunnies, b.
gunnies.

a. Corn. In

and charcoal in varying proportions. A

typical composition:

70 to 75

percent

saltpeter, 10 to 14 percent sulfur, and 14
to 16 percent charcoal. It is designated
according to grain size: Mealed; superfine

grain (PPG); fine grain (FG) ; large or
coare grain (LG); large grain for rifles
(RLG); and mammoth. CCD 6d, 1961.

gunpowder paper. Paper spread with an
explosive compound. It is rolled up for

use in loading. Standard, 1964.
gunpowder press. A press for compacting

meal powder before granulating into gunpowder. Standard, 1964.
gunpowder, white; white powder. A mixture
of 2 parts potassium chlorate 1 part potassium ferrocyanide, and 1 part sugar. CCD
6d, 1961.
gun r ampling. See pipe sampling. Truscott,

p. 149.
Gunter's chain. A chain that is 66 feet in
length and divided into 100 links, each
7.92 inches long. It is built up of 100
lengths of iron or steel wire (Nos. 8-12

standard wire gage), each looped at both

ends and joined together by three oval
rings. This gives flexibility to the chain.
Swivels are introduced at the brass handles
and sometimes in the middle to eliminate

twisting. The chain is convenient to handle, and its length is a basic unit for the
following measurements of 1ength and
area: 1 chain equals 22 yards; 10 chains
equal 1 furlong; 80 chains equal 1 mile;
and 10 square chains equal 1 acre. Mason,

v. 2, p. 712.
gur. A potable white liquor found in ironstone. Arkell.

g ur COW.

Eng. A name of coal found in

Shropshire. Tomkeieff, 1954.
gurdy. Scot. An arrarrement of three pulleys

with brake for sell-acting inclines. Fay.

Burin:dile. A snow-white variety of dolomite,

mining, measure of

breadth or width, a single gunnie being

3 feet wide. Standard, 1964. b. Corn. The
vacant space left where the lode has been
removed; a crevice. Also spelled gunniss;
gunnice. Fay.
gimp:sing. The application of monolith-forming refractories by means of air-placement
guns. HIV.
gunaingke. The zinc member of the kieserite
family (Zn,Mn) (SO4).H2O, as efflorescences

on blende from the Keno Hill and Galena
Hill area, Central Yukon, Canada. Hey,
M.M.. 1964; Fleischer.

gunning the pits. Agitation of the drilling
fluid in a pit by forcing a portion of the
fluid under pressure through a constricted
tube or gun, jetting it into the main body
of fluid. Brandy, 1.
Gunnison graaite. A type of granite found
at Gunnison. Colo. Sandstrom.

punks. Corn. See gunnies, b. Fay.
gun of wood. Derb. A hollow plug. Fay.
gun perforator. A device used to perforate
casing and cement in a well by shooting
steel bullets or shaped charges through
them. Institute of Petroleum, 1961.
gen-pedorator loader. In petroleum produc-

containing a large proportion of calcium.
Standard, 1964.
guriet. a. A mason's pickax having one cut-

ting edge and a point. Standard, 1964.
b. A picicax having a sharply pointed peen

and a bladed peen for cutting. C.T.D.
gurnsy. A mine level; working. Standard,
1964.

gusher. Oil well with a strong natural outflow; a geyser. Pryor, 3.

suss. a. A rope used for drawing a basket of

coal in a thin seam. C.T.D. b. Brbt. A

short piece of rope by which a boy draws
a tram or sled in a mine. Fay.

g usset. A V-shaped cut in the face of a
heading. Stauffer.

Gusto multiplough. A number of small

ploughs attached to a rope or chain which

cut backward and forward on the face.
They operate in conjunction with an

armored conveyor. See also multrplough.
Nelson.

Gusto scraper hos. An arrangement of
scraper boxes with cutting knives attached
to the face side. See also scraper box
plough. Nelson.

g ut. To rob, or extract, only the rich ore of
a mine. Weed, 1922.

through tubing:, casings, and earth forrna-

Guthek kW. A variant of the Belgian kiln,
a trousth replacing the transverse grate;
the design was patented iy H. Guthrie in

drilling or producing operations, working
either m shop or at well site. Also called

guts. Cumb. Narrow to broad more or less
upright bands of iron ore of fairly regular

tion, one who loads explosive powder into

sur perforators used in shooting holes
lions of oil or gas wells to aid in well

1877. See also Belgian kiln. Dodd.
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age trench. Nelson. c. A small airway
made through a goaf or gob. C.T.D. d.
Candles or dips, when subjected to the

warm air of a mine, waste away very

rapidly, and are said to gutter. Fay. e. In
deep lead mining, the lowest portion ot
a deep lead filled with auriferous wash
dirt. Engineering and Mining Journal. v.
139, No. 4, April 19311, p. 55. f. Lowest
and usually the richest portion of an
alluvial deposit. Statistical Research bureau. g. Aust. The dry beP of a river of
Tertiary age containing alluviai gold; also
called bottom. Webster 3d. h. A channel
or gully worn by running water. Webster
3d.

gutter coal. Eng. Miner's term in North
Staffordshire for a soft variety of coal
which can be cut with a sough or gutter.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

guttering. a. The formation of more or less
vertical breaks at or toward the centerline
of a roadway, as a consequence of which

falls occur along the groove or gutter.
TIME. b. A channel cut along the side
of a mine shaft to conduct the water back
into a lodge or sump. Fay. c. A process of
quarrying stone in which channels, several

;nches wide, are cut by hand tools, and

the stone block detached from the bed by
pinch bars. Fay.
gutters. Eng. Wide vertical fissures in the
Oolitc quarries, Northamptonshire; also
called gulls; gullies; gulfe joints. Arkell.
gutter stone. Stone for gutters. Arkell.
gutter-up. Mid. A roof fall which extends to
an excessive height. See also cut-up. Fay.
gutty flat. Eng. A sheetlike ore body, Cumberland ironstone field. Arkell.

Gutskow's process. A modification of the
sulfuric-acid parting proccu for bullion
containing large amounts of copper. A
large excess of acid is used; the silver
sulfate is then reduced with charcoal, or,

in the original

process, ferrous sui:ate.
Liddell 2d, p. 493.
guy. A wire line or rope attached to the top
of a drill derrick or pole and extending
obliquely to the ground, where it is fastened to a deadman or guy anchor. Long.
b. A rope that holds the end of a boom
or spar in place. Long.
guy anchor. l'he object to which the lower
end of a guy is attached. Also called deadman. Long.
guyaquIllite. A soft pale yellow bituminous
substance soluble in alcohol and alkalis.
Tomkeiefl, 1954.
guyed. Held upright and steadied by one or
more guys. Long.
guy Yee; guy Wes. A guy or several guys.

See also guy. Long.

guyot. A ibst-topped submarine mountain

rising from the floor of the ocean like

a volcano but planed off on top and
covered by an appreciable depth of wate-.
Lett.

guy der. A ring on the head block or top

of a drill pole, derrick, or tripod to which
guys are attached. Long.
guy rope. a. Galvanized rope consisting of
6 strands, 7 wires each, and a hemp core.
H&G p. 130. b. A rope holding a structure
in a desired position. C.T.D. C. Ste guy.
Long.

guy strand rope
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guy strand rope. Galvanized 7-wire strand.
H&C, p. 130.
guy wire. See guy. Long.
guy-wire slide. A mechanism attached to a
guy that a drillman, tripodman, or derrick-

man can grasp and slide to safety in an

emergency. Long.
G-value. The basis of a method of calculation

for compounding slips and glazes, the
V-value being the granu of suspended

cubic meter of
G = SP/ 100, where S is
solids per

suspension.
the specific

gravity, of the suspension, and P is the
percentage of solids in the suspension.
Dodd.

GVC Abbreviation for glazed vitrified clay;
term applied to glazed clay pipes. Dodd.
gwag. a. Corn. Rubbish. Webster 2d. b. An
old mine working. Webster 2d.
gweeon. Aust. Aboriginal stone hatchet. Webster 2d.
gwytbyen. S. Wales. A mineral vein or seam.
Fay.

punkt. Synonym for deweylite. Fay.
gymple. See single-jack. Hess.

gyprock. a. A driller's term for a rock of

any kind in which he has trouble

in

making a hole. A.G.I. b. A rock composed
chiefly of gypsum. A.G.I.

gyreous; gyriferous. Resemb4p, contain-

ing, or consisting of gypsum. ebster 3d.
gypsifkatioa. Alteration of anhydrite to
gypsum. A.G.I. Supp.
gypsite. See gypsum.
Gypsophila patriot. A copper flower or copper indicator plant auomated with copper

in the Rudny Altay deposits of central

Asia. Gypophila patrini, or kachim, grows
so selectively on copper-bearing rocks that
even small copper bearing dikes may be
marked by a strong growth of this copper
indicator. Hawker, 2, p. 312.
gypsum. A natural hydrated calcium sulfate,
CaS0,.21130; white or colorleu, sometimes tinted grayish, reddish, yellowish,
bluish, or brownhh. White streak; pearly,
silky, or vitreous luster; specific gravity,

to 2.33; Molts' hardneu, 1.5 to 2;
loses PA ILO at 128* CI; and 21110 at
163* C. Insoluble in water- soluble in
2.31

ammonium salts, acids, and ;odium chloride. About one-fourth of the total is sold
uncalcined, chiefly for portland cement

retarder and agncultural use. Calcined
material is used on a large scale for tile
and plasters, including special plasters,

such as plate glass and pottery. Aho used
in metallurgy and paints. See also gypsum
cements. CC1) 6d, 1961.

backlog board. A sheet or slab
an incombustible core, euentially
arm
gypsum, suerne'd with paper on both sides
auving

and designed to be used as a base layer,
or a backing material, in multilayer construction. ASTM C11-60.

gypsum cave. A cave formed by the solution

of gypsum or containing incrustation of
gypsum. A.G.I.

gypsum cements; plaster or Pang Kneel

cement; Parise cement; Martin's cement;
Mack's comet. A group of cements which
consist enentially of calcium sulfate and
are produced by the complete or partial
dehyclraion of gypsum. CaSO4.2H10.
They usually contain additions of various
sorts, these additions causing the differen-

tiation by special names. For example,
Keene's cement contains alum or aluminum sulfate. Mack's cement contains sodium

or potassium sulfate. Martin's cement con-

tion relative to the true north. H&G. b.
In underground surveying a specialized

tains borax. CCD 6d, 1961.

gypsum concrete. A combination of aggregate, or aggregates with calcined gypsum
as a binding medium, which after mixing
with water sets into a conglomerate mass.
ATSM C11-60.
gypsum fiber concrete. Gypsum concrete in
which the aggregate consist of shavings,
fiber, or chips of wood. ASTM CI 1-60.
gypsum flower. Curved; twisted crystal
growths of gypsum resembling flowers.
A.G.I.
gypsum fonnboard. A sheet or slab having
an incombustible core, essentially gypsum,
surfaced on the exposed side with a fungus-

resistant paper and on the reverse side

with paper suitable to receive poured-inplace gypsum concrete. ASTM C11-60.
See also gypsum wallboard.

gypsum lath. A sheet or slab having an in-,
combustible core, essentially gypsum, surfaced with paper suitable to receive gypsum
plaster. ASTM C11-60.
gypsum molding plaster. A material consisting essentially of calcined gypsum for use

form of this compass is used to transfer an

azimuth bearing from the surface to the
underground workings and survey lines;
also, for a survey or for boreholes larger in

diameter than 6 inches. Pryor, 3. Also

called meridian indicator.
gyrolite. A white, usually fibrous member of
the zeolite group of minerals, with a micaceous cleavage, 4Ca0.6Si02.5(H,Na,K)g0.
Larsen, p. 80.
gyroscopic-ciloograph method. A method for
measuring borehole deviation which photographs time, temperature and inclination
from the vertical on 16 millimeter film and
can take one thousand readings descending

then ascending the hole as a check. The

gyroscope maintains the casing on a fixed
bearing. Sinclair, II, p. 243.
gyroscopk compass; meridian indicator. An
instrument which indicates the direction of
geographic (or true) north, using the prop-

in making interior embellishments, cor-

erties of a rapidly rotating mass, one of
whose axes is constrained by the earth's
gravitational field. This instrument has

partition tile or block. A gypwm

application to mine orientation and borehole surveying. B.S. 3618, 1953, sec. I.

been developed in its most precise form for

nices, as gauging plaster, etc. ASTM C1160.

lYibitirling unit in form of tile or block for
use in nonbearing construction in the
interior of buildings and for the protection

gyitja. a. A Swedish name for black or brown
sapropel (organic ooze). Tomkeieff, 1954.

b. A sapropeic black mud in which the
organic matter is more or !en determinable,
characteristic of eutrophic and oligotrophic

of columns, elevator shafts, etc., against

fire. ASTM C11-60.
gypsum plaster. See gypsum cements. CCD

6d, 1961
gypsum plate. In microscopic examination
with polarized light, a transparent plate
used to produce a purple interference
effect. Pryor, 3.

gypsum sbeaddag board. A sheet or slab

having an incombustible core, euentially
gypsum, surfaced with water-repellent paper. ASTM C11-60.
gypsum wallboard. A sheet or slab having
an incombustible core, euentially gypsum,

lakes. A.G.I. c. A natural solid hydrocarbon, tasmanite. A.G.I. Supp.

h a. Abbreviation for hot; heat. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
F-97. b. Symbol for enthalpy (heat content)

per unit weight; heat content for unit

weight; total heat. Zimmerman, pp. 42, 53.
c. Symbol for coefficient of heat transfer
for an individual surface; individual coefficient of heat transfer; surface coefficient of
heat transfer. Zimmerman, pp. 26, 53, 57,
104, 111. d. Abbreviation for henry. BuMin Style Guide, p. 59. e. Abbreviation for
height; high. Webster 3d; Zimmerman, p.

surfaced with paper suitable to receive

decoration. ASTM CI1-60. See also gypsum formboard.
gypsum wedge. A thin, wedge-shaped piece
of selenite. Fay.

gypsy spool; catbead. A capstan winch.
Nichols.

53. f. Symbol for depth. Zimmerman, p.
34. g. Abbreviation for hundred. Zimmer-

Pryor, 3.

fixes hect- and hecto-, which multiply die
basic unit by 100 or by 10'. Zimmerman,
pp. 53, 127. i. Symbol for one of the Miller

gyraspbere cnuber. Heavy-duty fixed path
cone crusher; a variant from the standard
cone crusher. See also Symons crusher.

man, p. 55. h. Abbreviation for the pre-

gyratory. a. More or less eccentric, as in

indexes (h, k, I). Zimmerman, p. 151. j.
With the suhscripts 1, 2, and 3, the symbols for the Bragg reflection indexes (hh
hs, h3), which expressed in terms of the
Miller indexes (h, k, I) are in = nh, h, =
nk,. and ha = nl. Zimmerman, p. 151. k.

certain rock crushers. von Bernewitz. b. A
widely used form of rock breaker in which

an inner cone gyrates in a larger outer

hollow cone. C.T.D.
gyrators breaker; gyratory amber. k primary
crusher built on the principle of the oldfashioned coffee mill. It consists of a vet-tical spindle, the foot of which is mounted

in an eccentric bearing within a conical
shell. The top carries a conical crushing
head revolving eccentrically in a conical
maw. There are three types of gyratories
those which have the greatest movement
on the smallest lump, those that have
equal movement for all lumps, and those

that have greatest movement on the largest
lump. Liddell 2d, p. 356.
gyratory amber. See gyratory breaker.

gyrocompor. a. A compass that is actuated
by a rapidly spinning rotor which tends to

plaft its axis of rotation parallel to the
earth's axis of rotation. It Indicates direc-

Syrnbol for Planck's constant. Zimmerman,
p. 82. 1. Abbreviation for head; with subscripts, the symbol for head in hydraulics.
Zimmerman, p. 52. ra. Abbreviation for
hour. Zimmerman, p. 130. n. Abbreviation
for half, horizon. Webster 3d. o. Abbrevia-

tion for hail. Zimmerman, p. 52. p.
breviation for harbor. Zimmerman, p. 52.
Is

a. Symbol for heat content; total heat.

Zimmerman, p. 173. b. Symbol for enthalpy
(heat content) ; specific enthaipy; enehalpy
per atom; enthalpy i)er incleculei enthalpy

per unit mass; enthalpy per unit weioht.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, i5th
ed., 1964, p. F-99; Zimmerman, pp. 145,
155, 173, 368. c. Symbol for individual coefficient of heat transfer; surface coefficient

hafnium
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of heat transfer; heat-flow rate per unit
area, per degree, across a boundary surface.

Zimmerman, pp. 147, 173, 366. d. As a
subscript, the symbol for heater. Handbook

of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed, 1964,
p. F-99. e. Symbol for altitude. Zimmerman, pp. 150, 365. f. Symbol for height.
Zimmeiman, pp. 157, 183. g. Symbol for
depth. Zimmerman, p. 183. h. Symbol for
thickness. Zimmerman, p. 184. 1. Symbol

hour angle. Webster 3d.

lifaanel depth rule. A rule of thumb for estimating the depth of a magnetic body, valid
if

the body may be regarded as mag-

netically equivalent to a single pole. The
depth of such a pole is equal to the hori-

zontal distance from the point of maximum

vertical magnetic intensity to the points

where the intensity is one-third of the
maximum value.

for one of the Miller indexes (h, k, 1).

Haarmann plough. See scraper box plough.

in terms of the the Miller indexes, (h, lc, 1)

Huse syskm. A system of shaft sinking
through loose ground or quicksand by _piles
in the form of iron tubes connected to-

Zimmerman, p. 158. j. With subscripts 1,
2, and 3, the symbols for the Bragg reflection indexes (hi, hi, hi), which expressed

are lu=nh, ii2=nk, and hi=n1. Zimmer-

man, p. 158. k. Symbol for Planck's constant. Zimmerman, p. 161. 1. Symbol for
the degree of hydrolysis of a solution. Zimmerman, pp. 153, 158. m. Symbol for head
in hydrodynamics; with various subscripts,

the symbol for various kinds of head in
hydraulics. Zimmerman, p. 157.

H a. Chemical symbol for hydrogen; symbol
for the atomic mass of hydrogen. The sym-

bols for hydrogen 2 (deuterium) are /1'

and 111, and for hydrogen 3 (tritium) arc
111 and 'H. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-95; Webster
3d; Zimmerman, pp. 55, 144. b. Symbol for

magnetic forcc; magnetizing force; magnetic intensity; magnetic field intensity;
magnetic field strength. Zimmerman, pp.
65, 66, 156, 159, 259. c. Symbol for en-

Nelson.

gether by webs. Their downward movement
is facilitated by water under pressure which
is forced down the tubes to wash away the
loose material from underneath their
points. Nelson.

Huse furnace. A muffle furnace of the McDougall type, the hearths being separated
by suitable flues through which the products of combustion from thc fireplace are
made to pass. Fay.
Haas tester. An instrument for obtaining the
flashing point of petroleum. Fay.
Haber process. Production of ammonia by
direct combination of nitrogen and hydro-

gen at 600° C and under 200 to 300 at-

mospheres pressure in the presence of
catalysts. Bennett 2d, 1962.
habit. a. In crystallography, the characteristic
form, as determined by the faces developed

thalpy. Zimmerman, p. 41. d. Abbreviation
for heat content for any weight; total heat.
Zimmerman, p. 53. e. Abbreviation for
hard; hardness. Webster 3d; Zimmerman,
p. 52. f. Abbreviation for henry; symbol

and their shapes and relative proportions,
of the crystals of a given mineral from the

specific heat to pressure, cl p). Zimmerman,

many. As the relative size of a crystal

for Henry's law constant (the ratio of

p. 54. g. Abbreviation for humidity. Zimmerman, p. 55. h. Symbol for weiqht of
water vapor per unit weight of dry air and
with subscript S as H., the symbol for the
saturation weight of water vapor per unit
weight of dry air. Zimmerman, pp. 94,118.
i. Abbreviation for head; symbol for total
head in hydraulics. Zimmerman, pp. 52,
53. j. Abbreviation for heavy. Zimmerman,
p. 214. k. Abbreviation for horizontal. Also
abbreviated h. Webster 3d; Zimmerman, p.
470.1. Symbol for irradiancy. Zimmerman,
p. 59. m. Abbreviation for haze. Zimmerman, p. 52. n. Abbreviation for Hawaiian
standard time. Zimmerman, p.387.
II a. Symbol for magnetic force; magnetizing
force; magnetic intensity; magnetic field
strength. Zimmerman, pp. 171, 254. h.
Symbol for enthalpy (heat content); enthalpy per mole; total heat; total enthalpy;
total value of enthalpy. Also with subscript

M, as ffm, the symbol for enthalpy per
mole. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. F-99; Zimmerman, pp.
145, 155, 173, 366. c. With subscripto, us
H., the eymbol for the solvent present in
crystallization. Zimmerman, p. 148. d. Sym-

bol for angular momentum. Zimmerman.
pp. 365, 367. e. Symbol for Henry's law
constant (the ratio of specific heat to pressure, c/ p. Zimmerman, p. 147. f.
for humidity and with the subscript R as
HR. the symbol for relative humidity. Zimmerman, p. 147. g. Symbol for tot-) head
in hydraulics. Zimmerman, p. 165.h. Symbol for irradiance; irradisncy; radijat flux
densie Zimmerman, pp. 158, 190.
ha Abbkviation for hectare (100 arts).
Zimmerman, p. 53.

HA Abbreviation for high-angle; hot air;

same general rugion of geologic association.

Fay. b. In the crystals of a given species
there is constancy of angle between like
faces, but the forms of the crystals may be

changes, the habit may vary indefiintely.
See also form. Fay. c. In petrology, a term
connoting the sum of the external charac-

teristics or a mineral or rock. In its application to rocks, the terms implies more than

structure or texture, including also, other
features which control the outward appearance, such as lustert degree of alteration,
and fracture. Habit may be described
broadly by general terms, such as cenotypal

and paleotypal; or particularly by terms

referring to the appearance of well-known
types, for example, tinguaitic habit, aplitic
habit, permatoid habit, etc. Holmes, 1928.
habit plus. The plane or system of planes of
a crystalline phase along which some phenomenon, such as twinning or tnotformation, occurs. A.S.M. Gloss.

llabla kiln. A zigzag kiln (designed by A.
Habla, a Czechoslovakian) that may be
archless or with a permanent fiat roof ; top

pile up edgewise for the purpose of drying,
as green molded bricks. Standard, 1964.
d. A place where bricks arc set to dry; also,

a pile of green bricks. Standard, 1964. e.
A sharp blade on a long handle used for

cutting billets in two. Fay.
hackbarrow. A barrow for taking bricks from
the molders to the hacks. Webster 3d.

hacker. See hacker. D.O.T. I.

hack hammer. A hammer resembling an adz,
used in dressing stone. Webster 3d.
hacking. a. The operation of picking a grindstone or an abrading wheel to remove the

glaze. Standard, 1964. b. The use of two
thin masonry courses instead of one as
thick as both of them. Standard, 1964. c.
In gem cutting, a series of cuts in a metal
lap to serve as receptacles for the abrasive
powder. Standard 1964. d. The procedure
of stacking brick in a kiln or on a kiln car.

ACSG. 1963. e. Laying brick with the bottom edge set-in from the pleue surface of
the wall. ACSG, 1963.
hacking board. A board on which to pile unburned dried bricks. Standard, 1959.
Wickham. A miner's pickax or hack. A chisel
or similar tool for cutting metal, as wire,
into nails. Fay.

hackle marks. Fine ridges on the fracture

surface of glass, parallel to the direction of
propagation of the.fracture. ASTM C16266.

hackly. Applied to metals, rocks, or minerals

that fracture with sharp, jagged points.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

badly fracture. A mineral's habit of breaking along jagged, irregular surfaces with
sharp edges. Ltet.
hacksaw. A, hand- or power-driven, fine-tooth

saw with blade unoler tension in a bowshaped frame for cutting metal or other
hard materials. Webster 3d.
hacksaw structure. Irregular, saw-shaped
terminations of crystals or grains due to
intrastratal solution. A.C.I.
bade. a. The angle of inclination of a vein
measured from the vertical; dip is measured from the horizontal. Fay. b. To deviate from the vertical (as of a vein, fault, or
lode). Webster 3d. See also fault hade.
Hadfield's margamene steel. See managanese
steel. C.T.D.

had*. The direction of a slip or fault.
Arkell.

had* side. Derb. The wall under r vein;
opposite of hanging side. Arkell.

Hebei an Early form of autogenous grinding mill, in which comminution resulted
from the fall of ore on ore during the rotation of a large-diameter horizontal cylinder. Pryor, 3.
haematite. See hematite.

fired with fine slack; output 25,000 to linumatocoadte. A marble stained red by

50,000 bricks per week. Dodd.
hachure. A shading made of short lines used
in map making to indicate hills or changes
in elevation. Hess.
hachure map. One that represents the relief

by means of hachures or small straight
lines which run directly down the slopes

and, therefore, transverse to the direction
4 the ecntour lines The use of hachures
alone does not permit portraying the relief
as accurately es does the use of contours,

but hachures perhaps convey to the average
person a little better idea of what the

ountry looks like. Stokes and Vernet,

1915.

hack. a. N. of Eng. A pick or tool with which
colliers cut or mine the coal. Fay. b. A set
of bars in a tailrace. Standard, 1964. c. To

zlh

.
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hematite, rosso antico. Hess.
Hemlock and Schroeder process. A method

for the recovery of sulfur as liquid sulfuraous anhydride from furnace gases. Fay.

hafnium. Element of atomic number 72 in
group IVb of the periodic table; a silvery
metal resembiing zirconium; symbol, Hf;
valerce, 4; hexagonal; atomic weight,
178.49; speak gravity, 13.31 (at 20 C) ;

melting point, 2,150' C; boiling point,

5,400* C; insolubk in water; and soluble
in hydrofluoric acid. Found in most zirconium ores. It differs from zirconium in

that it has 3 high thermal neutron =or
section (115 barns). Used in the manu-

facture of tungsen filaments, and primarily

as a control element in nuclear reactors.
CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp.

half-trimmed mica
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hafnium
B-113,

B-178.

hafnium carbide. HfC; isomctric; specific
gravity, 12.20; and insoluble in water.
Has a high thermal neutron absorption

cross section and a very high melting point,

3,890° C. It is the most refractory binary
composition known. Used for nuclear-reactor control rods. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-178.

hafnium nitride. Yellow to brown ; isometric;
HfN; molecular weight, 192.50; and melt-

ing point, 3,305° C. It is the most refrac-

tory of all known metal nitrides. Handbook

of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
pp. B-113, B-178.

hafnium oxide; hafnium dioxide; hafnia.
White; isometric; Hf03; molecular weight,
210.49; specific gravity, 9.68 (at 20° C);
melting point, 2,812° C; boiling point,

about 5,400° C?; and insoluble in water.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. 8-178. In commercial Zr03
refractories, a small quantity of hafnium
oxide is beneficial because of its lower
thermal expansion, its higher inversion

temperature, and its smaller volume change
during inversion. Lee.
hafnium silicate. A compound analogous to
zircon, therefore, the suggested name hafnon. It can be synthesized from the oxides
at 1,550° C. Thermal expansion (150° to

1,300° C), 3.6 X 10'. Dodd.

hafnium Menet.. Special refractory compositions have been made by sintering mixtures
of Hf01 and TiO3 in various proportions.
The melting point of these sintercd bodies
was approximately 2,200° C; there ap-

peared to be a phase change at

about

1,850° C. Some of the compositions had
negative thermal expansions. Dodd.
hafnon. See hafnium silicate. Dodd.
hag. a. Scot. A cut ; a notch. Fay. b. To cut
as with an ax; to cut down the coal with

thc pick. Fay. c. N. of Eng. A quagmire
oi pit in mossy ground; any broken ground
in a bog. Fay.

hagendodite. A mineral, (Na,Ca)(Fe,Mn)r

(PO) j triclinic ( ?) ; greenish-black. Close
to varulite and huhnerkobelite, with iron
greater than manganese or sodium greater
than calcium. From Hagendorf, Bavaria,
Germany. Named from locality. Spencer
20, M.M., 1955.
bagger. See hewer. C.T.D.
IdiWte. Vanadium hydroxide, V303.V,03.3H30=V303( OH ) s, as black monoclinic
crystals in sandstone from Wyoming. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
hag principle. The system under which the
skilled miner employs an unskilled helper.
Hagging implies sweating. C.T.D.

Helmer furnace. A continuously working

shaft furnace for roasting quick:Rver ores.
The fuel is charcoal, charged fit alternate
layers with the ore. The Vall' Alta furnace
is a modification, having the iron tubes of
the Alberti. Fay.
halms. In Wales, a term for iron. Fay.

haidiagerke. A colorless mineral forming
crusts with I highly perfect cleavage,
2cao.m.o..31110; mow hardness, 1.5 to
2.5; specific gravity, 2.85; from Joachim-

stal and Wituchen. Larsen, p. 110.
Haigh Via. A type of chamber kiln designed
by H. Haigh; at is U-shaped with an open
space between the two hnes of chambers,
permitting the chambers to be fired from
both sides. In one such kiln, as used at a
brickworks, the chambers are 12 to 15 feet

wide, 16 feet long, and 10 feet high; this
particular kiln is gas-fired at 1,150° C.
Dodd.
hail imprints. Larger but otherwise similar
to raindrop impressions. Also called hailstone imprints; hail pits. Pettijohn.
hailstone bort. Variety of bort built of concentric shells of clouded diamond and
cementlike material. Tomkeieff, 1954. See
also bort, c. Hess.
Haimanta. Onc of a series of beds of great
thickness and varying lithological character, overlying the crystalline schists, and
underlying the Lower Silurian, in the
Himalayan Mountains. Fay.

hair amethyst. Sagenitic amethyst. Shipley.
hair copper. See chalcotrichite.
hair crystal. Same as hairstone. Shipley.
hairline. a. Fine cord on the surface of glassware. See also air line. Dodd. b. A fault
sometimes seen in vitreous enamelware.
Thc hairlines arc a series of fine cracks that
have healed in the later firings (therefore
differing from crazing). The cause is ex-

cessive stress in the enamel. Dodd. c. A line
of separation sometimes found near the
center of thick ceramic ware that has been
shaped by solid casting. Dodd.
hairline cracks. Minute, irregular cracks that
are barely noticeable until mica is split into
films, resulting in production of torn films.
Skote.

hair mks. The accumulation of slivers of
mica formed by ruling into very narrow
ribbons. Skow.
hairpin furnace. U-type furnace. The work
enters, makes a 180° turn and leaves the
furnace in a position parallel to thc entrance. Enarn. Dirt.

hair plate. See bloomery. Fay.

hair pyrites. Same as millerite.. Standard,
1964.

hair salt. a. Epsomite when in silky fibers.
Webster 3d. b. Synonym for alunogen.
Webster 3d.
bairstone. Quartz thickly penetrated with
hairlike crystals of rutile, actinolite, or
some other mineral. Webster 3d.
hair zeolite. Synonym for fibrous zeolite,
which may be natrolite, scolecite, or mesolite. Fay.
halweeite. A mineral, probably monoclinic,
pale yellow. Appears to be identical with

squeezing; a half-made bloom.
Standard, 1964.
half bound Cos. Carbon dioxide contained in
bicarbonate ions in solution. A.G.I. Supp.
before

half-brillant. Shaped like a single-cut brilliant. Standard, 1964.
half carnelian. Yellow carnelian. Shipley.

half-cell. An electrode immersed in a suitable
electrolyte, designed for measurements of
electrode potential. ASM Gloss.

half-course. A drift or opening driven at an

angle of about 450 to the strike and in
the plane of the seam. Fay.

half-edge seams. Scot. Highly inclined seams;

seams lying at the inclination of 1 in

1.

Fay.

half end. York. See horn coal, a. Fay.

half facets. Same as break facets; cross facets.

See also girdle facets. Shipley.
half-finish. The first cover coat of enamel in
a two cover coat system. Bryant.
half headers. Term applied to material that
amounts to a large cap piece. They arc
used by sawing a header in two and placing
one or more timbers under the half header
on the same side of the track. Two timbers
are generally placed under the half header
and the end allowed to extend out over the
haulage. The term half header should not
be applied to regular cap pieces. Kentucky,
p. 140.

half-lattice girder. See Warren girder. Ham.

half-life; radioactive half-life. a. The time

in which one-half of thc atoms in a radioactive substance disintegrate. Half-lives
range from millionths of a second to billions of years. L&L. b. The time in which

the quantity of a particular radioactive

isotope is reduced to one-half of its initial
value. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
half-life, biological. Thc time required for a

biological system, such es a man or an

animal, to eliminate by natural processes
one-half the quantity of a substance which
has entered it. L&L.
half-marrow. Newc. Young boys, of whom
two do the work of one loader. Fay.

half mask. The part of a mine rescue, or

oxygen-breathing apparatus which covers
the nose and mouth oiJiy, and through
which the wearer breathes the oxygen furnished by the apparatus. Fay.

ban saw. Eng. A scaffold filled up nearly

1961.

one-half the sectional area of a shaft. Fay.
half-perIod. See half-life. Pryor, 3.
half-pilise wall. Eng. See split wall. SMRB,
Paper No. 61.
half-pitch. Dipping or rising 18 inches to the

of their manufacture. C.T.D.

half-round nose. See medium-round nose.

gastunite. From above the Haiwee reservoir, Coso Mountains, Calif. Named from
locality. See also gastunite. Hey, M.M.,

hake. A hack built to dry tiles hi the course

Malta& The German term for semifusain

or vitrifusain. Tomkeiell, 1954.
haillopal. Common or nonprecious opal. Hess.
halt-and-half. Solder made of equal parts of
lead and tin. Webster 3d.
hallf-aad-balt plait; halfead half-plaae.

yard. Fay.

--Long.

half set. In mine timbering one leg piece and
a collar. Fay.
half-socket pipe. A subsoil drain of which
only the lower half is socketed. Ham.
half-value thickness. The
Scot. In a direction midway between half-t
thickness of a specified substance which,
plane course and end course. See also halfwhen introduced into the path of a given
course. Fay.
beam of radiation, reduces the observed efkelt bilk. Eng. A mine prop cut into
fect to one half. NCB.
halves longitudinally. Set also balk, b. Fay.
ball-tide
cofferdam. .1 cofferdam in the sea
half-bat. A building brick of half the normal
or
in
a
tidal estuary which must be delength; also called a snap-header. Dodd.
watered
after every full tide. Ham.
h alf bemirp. Bearings such as are used on
half
tide
level;
abeam tkle lnel. A plane midrailway cars where the load is constantly
way
between
mean high-water level and
heavy
to
in one direction and sufficiently
mean
low-water
level. Schielerdecker.
hold the journal against the bearing. halftrack. A heavy
truck with high speed
Crispin.
crawler
track
drive
in the rear and driving
h all bladed. Scot. Two ends driven off a
wheels
in
front.
Nichols.
plane, one on each side and not opposite halVerfaueed mica. Rifted mica trimmed on
each other by half their width. Fay.
two sides, with at least two-thirds of the

h alIbioar. A round mass of puddled iron
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pieces trinuned on two adjacent sides, thc
balance of the pieces trimmed on the two
parallel long sides, and no cracks extending into the arca by which the piece is
graded. Thc foregoing does not apply to
sizes 6 and 51/2, on which at least onc of

any two trimmed sides must be free of

cracks and no cracks may extent into the

arca by which thc piece is graded. Thc
mica shall be capable of permitting the
cutting of rectangles of accepted sizc and
quality with a weight loss not to exceed
60 percent based on the total inspection
sample. Skow.

half tube. A trace of a tube remaining in a
roof or wall. A.G.I.
half-turn socket. A borehole fishing tool hav-

ing jaws bent in a half circle to engage
lost tools that lean to one side in a bore-

hole. Long.
half-value distance. Thc horizontal distance
between the points of maximum and half-

hnilenflintold. Of or resembling halleflinta.
Fay.

halold. a. In chemistry, of, pertaining to,

riffles arc sloped toward the wash-water

chloride). Fay. b. Pertaining to, containing, or derived from one of the halogens.
Fay. c. A compound of one of the halogens with a metal; in this sense, more

except that the tops of thc riffles arc in the
same plane as the cleaning planes and the

haloklite. Wadsworth's name for rock salt.

samples under closely controllable condi-

not been kiln-dried, and in salt exposed to

in ore testing, for examination of small
tions of flotation. Pryor, 3.

Hallinger shield. A tunneling shield of Hungarian design, successfully employed for

tunneling at Dortmund and undcr the

Danubc. It is valuable for working in very
soft ground, it incorporates a mechanical

excavator and does not entail the use of
timbering to protect the miners. Ham.

geologic feature which causes the anomaly.

halloysite. A claylike aluminum silicate,
Al4 (Si4010) (OH)., resembling kaolinite
but amorphous, and containing more wa-

A.G.I.

of absorber that will reduce the intensity of

H2411,fgls(Al.Fe)4Sio0u, that crystallizes in

the monoclinic system. Standard, 1964.

ter. Mohs hardness, 1 to 2; specific gravity,

one-half of cach cycle. Coal Age, 1.

2.0 to 2.2. Used to some extent in whitewares (translucent china) and in refractories. Dana, 17, p. 602; CCD, 6d, 1961.
Hall process. Standard method for manufacturing aluminum; the purified oxide is
dissolved in fused cryolitc and then eke-

See also half-value distance. A.G.I.

Hall-Rowe wedge. A tapered concave metal

radiation to one-half; it is useful in esti-

mating radiographic exposure. ASM Gloss.
half-wave rectifier. A rectifier which changcs

single-phase alternating current into pulsating unidirectional current, utilizing only

haff width. Twice thc halfvalue distance.
half work; MR wark. Eng. When the day's
work is half over, or when by reason of
poor tradc conditions, half time is workcd.
Fay.

halides. Fluorides, chlorides, bromides, and
iodides. C.T.D.
Halifax hard bed. A siliceous fire clay of thc
lower coal measures extensively workcd in
Yorkshire, England. /t contains (fired) 68
to 74 percent Si02, 20 to 25 percent A1103,

2.5 to 3.0 percent Fes0s, and 1.0 to 1.5

percent alkalies. Dodd.
Hallofidae. A family of gastropods, with deep

oval shell with a row of perforations and
a flat lip; ormers or ear shells. Shipley.
Hallo& A genus typical of Haliotidae; an
ear shell. Shipley.

balite. Impure common salt, NaCI; cubic
crystals; Mohs' hardness, 2 to 2.5; white
streak; specific gravity, 2.2. Also called

rock salt. Pryor, 3. Occurs widely dissemi-

nated, or in extensive beds and irregular
masses, precipitated from sea water and
interstratified with rocks of other types as
a truc sedimentary rock. Lest.
liable. Composed partly or wholly of halite.
A.G.I. Supp.
Halkyn Pg. Moving-screen jig, first used at
Halkyn, in North Wales, to treat galena
ore. Similar in principle to Hancock jig.
Pryor, 3.
ball. A large room or section of a passageway.
Synonym for chamber. A.G.!.

Sw. A dense, compact, meta-

morphic

rock consisting of microscopic

quartz and feldspar crystals, with occasional phenocrysts and sometimes horneblende,
chlorite, magnetite, and hematite. It is
associated with gncisws, but is of obscure
origin. Fay.
ki111411ittrelst. a. An old term for leptite or
granuhte. A.G.I. b. A term formerly used

in Sweden for rocks that are now called
leptites. Holmes, 1928.

containing, or resembling sea salt (sodium

side. Liddell 2d, p. 387.
Hall furnace. A modification of the Wethey
farnace for roasting sulfide ore. Fay.
Hainan. Pleistocene. A.G.I. SuPP.
Halimond tube. Miniaturc pneumatic flotation cell, operated by hand. Widely used

hallite. A yellow to green variety of mica,

half-value layer. In radiation, thc thickness

ions. API Glossary. b. Elements that react
with metals to form salts. Hurlbut.

Hallett table. A table of the Wilfley type,

maximum values in a symmetrical anomaly,

usually either gravity or magnetic. It is
useful in estimating the depth of thc

hammer
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trolyzed. Bennett 2d, 1962.

plug or wedge that can be set in a drill

hole at a predetermined dcpth and bearing
to deflect or straighten an off-course borehole. Long.

Hall's facton. For calculating the thermal

properly spelled halide. Fay.

Fay.
halophIlic bacteria. Solt-tolerant bacteria, in-

variably present in solar salt, which has

air or to unsanitary conditions for long

periods. Kaufmann.

halophyte. A plant which grows in alkali
soils or salt marshes. A.C.1.

halotrichlte, A hydrous sulfate of iron and
euminum, FeSO4Al2(SO4)+24H20, occurring in yellowish, silky fibrous forms.
Fay. Also called iron alum; butter rock.
C.M.D.

haloxylin. A mixture of yellow prussiate of
potash, niter, and charcoal used as an explosive. Fay.

baker. N.Z. A miner working on his own
account. Fay.

balurgIte. A new

mineral accompanying
strontioborite, without any description.

Hey, M.M. 1961.
balvanner. COrn. A dresser of impure or inferior ore. Fay.

llama ore; balvans. Corn. Term for ores
much mixed with impurities. Upgraded by

the halvanner, a man who treats inferior
ores. Pryor, 3.

halvans. See halvan ore. Pryor, 3.
ham. A hard mass or knot of quartzitic silt-

stone ranging in size from I foot or less
to 10 feet or more occurring in the axis

expansion of a glass. See also thermal expansion factors for glass. Dcdd.
balls kiln. An annular kiln designed by G.
Zehner of Wiesbaden, Germany, with permanent walls dividing the chambers; there
arc openings at the ends of these partition
walls to give a zigzag fire travel, but there

of a tight fold. A.G.I. Supp.
hamberglte. A grayish-white or colorless
mineral, Bes(OH)B0s. Mohs' hardness,

walls. The name derives from thc halllike
appearancc of the long narrow chambers.
Dodd.
halmrolysb. a. A group name for thc proceues by which ions are removed from solution in sea water. A.G.I. b. The chemical
rearrangements and replacements that
occur while the sediment is still on the sea

Shipley.
haute. One of the two curved wood or metal
pieces which together fit around the
padded collar of a draft horse or mule to

are also large trace holes through these

floor. A.C.I.

halo. In geochemical prospecting, diffiusion
into surrodnding ground or rocks of a sufficiently 1.itgh concentration of thc sought
mineral to aid in its location by chemical
methods. Pryor, 3. See also pleochroic halo.
halocUste. A steep ascendent of salinity. This
has an effect on refraction of sound waves,
since sound velocity increases with increasing salinity. Hy.
halogenatioa. The process of chemically combining with a halogen (bromine, chlorine,
fluorine, and iodine 1. API Glossary.
halogenpyroasorphite. A gmup name for the
artificial compounds Pbs(X0)2, where Z

:s a halogen and X is P, As, or V. Hey,
M.M., 1964.

babies& a. Members of the family of very
active chemical elements consisting of
bromine, chlorine, fluorine, and iodine.
Chemically, the halogens resemble each
other closely, all being monovalent, nonmetallic, and capable of forming negative

1580

7.5; specific gravity, 2.35; refractive index,

1.55 to 1.62; birefringence, .072; orthorhombic. The colorleu variety is from the

Malagasy Republic, and is cut as gems for

collectors only. Looks like rock crystal.

which the trace or draft chains are at-

tached. Zern.
Hamilton group. The highest division of the
Middle Devonian rocks of North America,

consisting of marine sandy shales and

sandstones succeeded by deltaic flagstones
(Hudson River bluestone). C.T.D.

haallnite. A vitreous, colorleu gluciniumaluminum fluophosphate crystallizing in
the hexagonal system. Slandard, 1964.

basumada. A desert surface developed on

bedrock, or bedrock covered by a thin veneer of pebbles, the sand and dust having
been swept away by the wind. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

bammaritt. A reddish steel-gray sulfobismuthite of lead and copper, 2PbS.CusS.2BisSa (?). Short needles. Monoclinic ( ?).
From Gladhammar, Sweden. English.

Isamism. a. Synonym for drive hammer.
Long. b. To pound or drive with piiehammerlike blows delivered by a drive
hammer. Long. c. The -.1..trp, pulsating

noises in a pipe caused by fluctuaung flows
of liquid or sras through the pipe or by the
rapid expansion or contraction of :he pipe
from sudden changes of temperature of the

hammer
liquid or gas flowing through a pipe system. Long.

hammer and plate. A signaling apparatus. A
gong. Fay.

hammer beam. a. A short beam projecting
laterally from the inside of a wall, and
serving as a tie beam. Standard, 1964. b.
A short cantilever beam projecting into a
room or hall from the springing level of
the roof, strengthened by a curved strut

underneath, and carrying a hammer-beam
roof. C.T.D.
hammer breaker. An impact type of breaker
consisting of a number of swinging bars

or steel hammers hinged to a horizontal

shaft which rotates at high speed. See also
impact breaker. Nelson.
hammerdress. To dress or face (stone) with
a hammer. Webster 3d.

hammer drill. a. A light, mobile, and fastcutting drill in which the bit does not reciprocate but remains against the rock in

the bottom of the hole, rebounding slightly

at each blow. There are three types of

hammer drills; drifter, sinker, and stoper.
Lewis, pp. 86-87. b. A development of the
piston drill in which the drill steel is not
attached to the piston but remains in the

hole, the piston delivering a rapid succession of light hammer blows. The drill

is frequently hollow so that air or
water may be dnven through tc cool the
steel

bit and clean the hole. Rotation of the bit
is automatic. Also known as jackhammer.
Barger. c. A percussive drill. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 6. cl. A rock drill powered by
compressed air which reciprocates a free
piston, causing it to strke the shank of
the drill steel. When of light construction,
a ht.nd hammer drill, otherwise supported
on a tripod or bar. Pryor, 3.

hammer drop. The measured distance a

drive hammer is dropped when driving a
dry or drive-sample barrel in soil or foundation-testing operations. Long.
hammer forging. Forging in which the work
is deformed by repeated blows. Compare
press forging. ASM Gloss.

hammer-barden. To harden, as a metal, by
hammering it while cold. Webster 2d.
hammering. Beating metal sheet into a de-

sired shape either over a form or on a
high-speed mechanical hammer and a

similar anvil to produce the required dishing or thinning. ASM Gloss.

Inuamertnan. a. One who strikes with a
hammer in hand drilling of holes for

and usually dragged across grate bars in
the bottom of the unit. Their special advantage is in reducing run-of-mine to
small sizes, for example, they break and
crush coal from 24 to 28 inches down to
1 I/2 inches to 0 without difficulty. Also
called ring crusher. Mitchell, p. 198.

hammerpick. A compressed-air-operated hand

machine used by miners to break up the
harder rocks in a mine. It consists mainly
of a pick and a hammer operated by compressed air. The hammer driving the pick
is set in a cylinder, where the compressed
air enters and presses the hammer, which
in turn drives the wedge-shaped edge of
the pick into the rock in short sufficient
shocks of from 1,500 to 2,000 blows per
minute. Stoces, v. I, p. 94. See also poll

pick.
hammer-refined. Designating steel, the grain

of which has been made finer and closer
by heavy hammering followed by lighter
and quicker blows at the finish. Fay.
hammer scale. A scale that forms on heated
metal when it is hammered. Webster 3d.
hammer slag. Anvil dross. Webster 2d.

hammersmkh. One who shapes or works

metal with a hammer. Fay.
hammer tongs. Blacksmith's tongs having
projecting lugs for engaging the holes of
hammerheads during forging. Webster 3d.
hammer weight. The weight of a drive hammer, in pounds, used in driving a dry- or
drive-sample barrel in sampling formations
in soil- and foundation-testing work. Long.
hammer welding. Forge welding by hammering. ASM Gloss.

hammer-wrotsght. Wrought with a hammer;
said of ornamental ironwork. Standard,
1964.
hammocirysos. A stone, the appearance of
which suggested sand-veined with gold,
perhaps mottled jasper. Webster 2d.
hammock structure. A structure relating to

two systems of veins intersecting at an

acute angle. Schieferdecker.
hampshirite. Serpentine pseudomorphs after
olivine found at Chester, Mass. The original crystals have been described as quartz
and humite, and the replacement mineral
as stetite. Hess.
barerongite. A fine-grained, lamprophyric
igneous dike rock that is dark violet-gray,
with prominent black phenocrysts of mica
in a groundmass of mica, feldspar laths,
and a little quartz. Joharnsen, v. 1, 2d,
1939, p. 255.

blasting. Fay. b. One who uses a hammer
in any metalworking trade.

has coal. Term used in South Wales for a
variety of cannel coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.

hammer mill. a. An impact mill consisting
of a rotor, fitted with movable hammers,
that is revolved rapidly in a vertical plane
within a closely fitting steel casing. Hammer mills are sometimes used for the size
reduction of clay shales, glass cullet, and
pme of the minerals used in the ceramic
Industry. Compare disintegrator; impact

the United States to treat lead-zinc ores
of tristate. Bed is jigged in tank of water,
with tome forward throw and the heavy
layer settling down is withdrawn through

constantly

Standard, 1964. ciSes quarryman. D.O.T. 1.

mill. Dodd. b. Machine used to break

sottish rocks. The hammers, steel plates or

rings are hung loosely from a horizontal
shaft which rotates swiftly in a stuirdg
lined cuing. The hammers hit falling
which is fractured by this, by collision with

other rocks, or by impact with the casing
through grids in which it escapes when
bufficiently reduced in size. Also known as

disintegrator; whizzes mill; beater mill.
Pryor, 3. C. Coal crushers in which the

blow is induced with the aid of centrifugal
force. The coal is broken with the impact
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Hancock jig. Moving screen jig developed in

transverse slots. Pryor, 3.

hand. a. Measurement of height of mine
haulage animals equivalent to 4 inches.

Bureau of Mines Staff. b. Eng. To work a
winding, pumping, hauling, or other engine. Fay.

hand anger. A screwlike tool much like a

large carpenters' bit or a short cylindrical
container with cutting lips attached to a

rod and operated by hand and used to

bore shallow holes and obtain samples of

soil and other relatively unconsolidated
near-surface materials. 4.GJ. Sapp.
handbarrow. A barrow with handles at both
ends that is carried by two persons. Compare wheelbarrow. Webster 3d.
band boring. The drilling of holes by hand

831

for site investigations or for the exploration of shallow mineral deposits. The hand

drill is used for depths of about 50 feet
and where the ground is loose or not too
hard. Nelson.

handbrace. A tool used in boring by hand.
Standard, 1964.

hand cable. A flexible cable used principally
in making electrical connections between
a mining machine and a truck carrying a

reel of portable cable. Also called head

cable; butt cable. ASA G42.85:1956.
hand cleaning. The removal by hand of impurities from coal, or vice versa. B.S.
3552, 1962.

hand-cobbed mica. The usable rough sheet
mica that remains after all adhering rock,

dirt, and defective mica have been removed from the books. Also known as

cobbed mica. Skow.
hand dog. Eng. A kind of spanner or wrench
for screwing up, or disconnecting, the

joints of boring rods at the surface. Fay.
hand-dug wells. The earliest known method
of extracting petroleum was by means of
pits dug by hand labor. The usual method

was to dig a few feet and then allow the
oil to collect at the bottom, whence it was
subsequently collected by means of a suit-

able vessel. The deepest of these wells

rarely exceeded 50 feet. Fay.
hand electric lamp. A hand lamp, with bat-

tery and fitments similar to a cap lamp
except that it forms a self-contained unit.

Nelson.

haodfasist. Ger. The descent into a mine by
ladders. Fay.
band feed. A drill machine in which the rate
at which the bit is made to penetrate the
rock is

controlled by a hand-operated

ratchet and lever or a hand-turned wheel
meshing with a screw mechanism. Long.
band-fill. Eng. To separate the small from
the large coal in tine mine, the latter be-

ing filled by the hand into the car, and

the former thrown to the side of the working place, or filled separately as required.
Fay.

band-filled coal. Scot. Lump coal which the
miner loads by hand. Fay.
head thing. a. Scot. Loading coal from face

by hand. Pryor, 3. b. Eng. Loading coal
from face by hand, but small coals are
loaded

separately from

large

lumps.

Pardiyor, 3.

aidsber. A screed rail or similar tool

used to form the surface of compected con-

crete, and which may be fitted with a vibrator. Ham.

band frame. An iron barrow used in a

foundry. Fay.
handfuL Brist.; Som. A length of 4 inches.
Fay.

band gear. a. Eng. A small hand cylinder for
winding or hoisting from shallow work. A
windlass. Fay. b. The mechanism for
opening the valves of a steam engine by
hand in starting. Standard, 1964.

bawl hammer. Any hammer wielded by
hand. A blacksmith's (or miner's) hammer used with one hand as distinguished
from a heavier hammer or sledge. Fay.
had hammer drill. An ordinary rock drill

held in the hand and not mounted on a
bar or column. The air leg support is now
widely used in tunnels and rock drilling
generally. Nelson.

hand hoisting. To lift drill rods and core-

barrel assembly out of a borehole by hand.
Long.

haadhole. A small hole, closed by a remov-

able cover, in the side of a pressure vessel or tank; it provides means of access
for the hand to the inside of the vessel.
C.T.D.

hand hook. An implement for twisting iron
bars. Standard, 1964.
hand jig. Manually operated moving-screen
jig used to treat small batches of ore. The

jig box is fixed to a rocking beam and
moved up and down in a tank of water.

Pryor, 3.

band lamp, electric. A portable battery-

opera ted lamp incorporating a tungsten
filament light source within a glass of tl.e
dome or well-glass type and providing
maximum illumination in the horizontal
plane. B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.
hand lamp, miner's. See miner's hand lamp.
handle; stick. In a dipper shovel or hoe, the
arm that connects the bucket with the
boom. Nichols.

hand lead. A lead weight attached to a h:ad
line of up to 100 fathoms, used in hydrographic surveying. Ham.

handlebars. Part of a soilor foundation
testing apparatus having bars extending
horizontally outward from roch connected
to a vane tester. A spring scale is attached
to the extended bars and the reading of the

amount of pull required to turn the rod

and vane tester through each 300 segment

of a 90° arc is registered on the spring

scale and recorded by the operator. Long.
handle finisher. One who breaks excess or

scrap clay from handles, pare, or trims them

with sharp knife, particularly each end,

and smooths with wet sponge. D.O.T. 1.
handle maker. One who forms cup handles

of properly prepared clay by one of two

methods: (1) Pours slip (semiliquid ) from

container into mold. Sets filled mold on
drying rack until moisture absorption by
mold dries handle. Opens mold and removes handle. Scrapes and trims back and

hole of handle with knife. (2) Rolls pliable clay in hands into rod form. Presses a
piece of this into one-half of mold, fitting
other half over it. Presses mold together by
hand to obtain exact thickness and allows
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handmade brick. Brick shaped in wooden
molds from a soft plastic mix; (that is,
the mix used has more water, is much
softer, and takes less pressure to form as
compared to extruded brick). See also

soft-mud process. Bureau of Mines Staff,
hand method. Molding bricks by hand. Mesereau, 4th, p. 261 .
hand miner. See pick miner. D.O.T. I.
hand mining. The working and winning of

coal or mineral by hand and not by machines. Broadly, hand coal mining would
imply hand holing, shot firing, and hand
filling. Nelson.

hand mold brick. Refractory brick usually
made in a wood mold. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

hand molding. The art of making molds by
manual operation. Freeman.
handpicked coal. Coal from which all stones
and inferior coal have been picked out by
hand; large lumps. Fay.

handpicker. A person employed either for
band cleaning or for hand selection. B.S.

3552, 1962.
handpicking; sorting. Manual removal of selected fraction of coarse run-of-mine ore,
usually performed on picking belts (belt
conveyors) after screening away small material, perhaps washing off obscure dirt,
and crushing pieces too large for the worker to handle. Hard sorting (Rand) describes
picking of banket when up to 30 percent
of waste rock is removed. Pryor, 3.
hand pick miner. See pick miner. D.O.T. I.
hand pulled. See hand hoisting. Long.
hand putting. The pushing of tubs or trams
by hand. This practice is now obsolete except in small mines or in an emergency.
See also tramming. Nelson.
hand repressed brick. Hand mold brick which
arc partially dried after molding, then
pressed in a hand operated press. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
hand rope. Flexible rope consisting of 6 ropes,
each composed of 6 strands, 7 wires each,

it to dry. Opens mold, breaks off excess

and 7 hemp cores. H&C, p. 130.
hand samplisg. a. In prospecting, valuation
and control, use of manual methods for
detaching and reducing to an appropriate

handle with knife. Also called handle

sampling that includes grab sampling,

clay, punches out hole of handle with finger, and sets handle on bonrd to dry. Trims

size representative samples of ore. Pryor, 3.

caster. D.O.T. 1.
handler. One who fixes knobs on dishes or

trench or channel sampling, ftactional selection, coning and quartering, and pipe
sampling. These methods are used in sampling small batches of ore, etc. Compare
mechanical sampling. Newton, p.28-29.
hated:am An ordinary one-handed saw, either
rip or cross-cut, used by woodworkers.

handles on cups or large ware, and finishes
them. Also called cup handler; sticker-up.
See also tosser. D.O.T. I.
load level. A surveyor's level designed to be

held in the hand and consisting of a telescope with a bubble tube and horizontal
line so attached that the position of the
bubble can be seen when looking through
the telescope. Webster 3d. Used to determine the vertical dil.Lince between two
points.

hasd leveler. In the coke products industry,
one who levels coke irra bw-ltive oven with

a long iron rod (scraper) so that all

lumps will be uniformly processed. Also
called coke leveler. D.O.T. 1.
hamlibg. Mid. Reloading coal underground
from one car to another. Fey.
luoildng plait. Equipment for the medianical movement of dirt, ore, coal, or other
material either horizontally or up an incline, by some form of conveyor, bucket,
chain, or rope. Nelson.

baud louder. A miner who loads coal by
shovel rather than by machine. B.C.I.

hand loupe. See loupe. Shipley.

b. One of the major breakdowns in ore

Crispin.

hand KIWI. A jackscrew. Standard, 1964.

hand selection. The selection by hand

of

pieces of coal with certain specific qualities according to surface appearance. B.S.

3552, 1962.
itrodeet. A bit in which the diamonds are set
into holes drilled into a malleable-steel bit
blank and shaped to fit the diamonds; the
diamonds are placed in the prepared holes
and securely cinched into place by pulling
or drawing the metal toward and tightly
calking it around each diamond by peening. The entire operation is by harW, and
rapidly is becoming a seldom-practiced art,
as the hand method has been almost completely superseded by so-called mechanical
setting methods. Long.

kami speciosa. a. A piece of rock trimmed
to a size, usually I by by 4 inchest for
megascopic study ancl preservation m a
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working collection. Fay. b. Selected piece
of mineral chosen for study or for collection of minerals, but not representative of
the grade of the parent ore body. Pryor, 3.
handspike. a. A wooden lever for working
capstan or windlass. Zern. b. A bar used as
a lever in lifting weights or overcoming resistance; a heaver. Standard, 1964.
hand sprayer. A manually directed sprayer
for spreading road binder, working uader
pressure produced by hand or power-operated pump. Ham,
hand spraying. A method of dust preventiun
used in hand-won faces, or in conjunction
with wet cutting in thick seams. The sprays
are controlled by the colliers who wet the
face and the broken coal before loading.
Sprays must bc connected with the pipeline through the face by means of flexible
hoses and one spray for every 20 yards of
face is usually sufficient. Mason, ii. I, P.
300.
handsteel. Can. Short steel bits used in surface rock work largely. Hoffman.
hand tipping. An old method of dirt disposal
in which the tubs full of dirt were brought
to the tipping site by horse or rope haulage,
and hand-tipped from railway wagons. Sinclair, V, p. 358.

hand tramming. Pushing of cars by man-

power. It is limited to mines of small output, to prospects and to work where mechanical haulage would not be justified.
Lewis, p. 197. See also manual haulage.

hand whip. A counterpoised sweep for raising
water from shallow piti. A shacloof. Fay.

handyman. At small plants, a jack-of-all-

trades, as a rigger, milwright, and machinist combined. A man employed to do various kinds of work. Fay.

hang. a. To suspend drill string or other
downhole equipment in the drill derrick or
tripod either on the hoisting line or on
hooks provided in the crown block for that

purpose. Long. b. To suspend casing or
pipe in a borehole in a clamp resting on
blocics at the collar of the hole. Long. c.
Eng. Prop, under a balk are said to be set

with a hang or a lean or to be splayed

when they are set wider apart at the toot
than at the top. SMRB, Paper No. 61. d.
Brist. The hade of a fault. Fay. e. To have

the charge stuck or arched in one part
while the part underneath falls away so as
to leave a gap; said especially of a blast
furnace for iron. Webster 3d.

bang beach. Eng. A support for a windless.
Fay.

hanger. a. Scot. The hook of a miner's lamp.

Fay. b. Corn. The hanging wall. Fay. C.

Something that hangs, overhangs, or is suspended. Webster 3d. d. See hanging bolts.
Fay. e. A frame containing a bearing for a
shafting. Standard, 1964.
hanger brick. A brick having a cut-out to fit
over a hanger, in a suspended roof, or sec-

tionally supported wall. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

hanger-on. a. A man who attaches or detaches the tubs or trams on an endless-rope
haulage in a coal mine. A hitcher performs
a similar task at the shaft bottom. See also
clipper. C.T.D. b. Eng. The man who runs

the f'ull trams upon the cages and gives
the signals to hoist. See also eager. Fay.
c. Onsetter. Mason.
lamer steel. Angle iron or rods by which a
conveyor is hung from supports above.
MH4.1-1958.

laralke. In blasting, failure of a charge to
explode when expected. When ordinary

safety fuse has been used, a period must
now elapse before thc place affected can
safely be visited, after which precautions
to deal with a misfire must be taken. Hangfires are always dangerous. Pryor, 3.

banging. a. The hanging wall; the rock on

the upper side of a mineial vein or deposit.
Weed, 1922. b. Sticking or wedging of part

of the charge in a blast furnace. See also
hang. Fay.

antisag bar to prevent sagging under its

own weight. C.T.D.
hanging valley. a. A valley that has a greater
elevation than the valley to which it is tributary, at the point of their junction. Often
(but not always) created by a deepening of
the main valley by a glacier. The hanging
valley may or may not be glaciated. Lett. b.
A valley debouching on a (usually cliffed)
seacoast, well above sea level. Also called

shaft construction to suspend wallplates. In
concrete-lined shafts hanging rods give re-

vallcuse. Schieferdecker.
hanging valve. a. A rotary-engine valve which
is hinged and falls by gravity so as to form

below, with periodic consolidation in strong

piston. Standard, 1964. b. A clack valve or
flap valve. Standard, 1964.

hanging bolt& Rods of round iron, used in

inforcement, the top set being concreted
into the shaft collar and others hooked on

an abutment, but is lifted by the passing

rock strata as the shaft is deepened. Pryor,
3. Sometimes called hangers. Fay.

hanging wall. a. The wall or rock on the

hanging coal. A portion of the coal seam

which, by under cutting, has had its natural
support removed. Fay.
hanging core. Core supported by a wire hang-

er that is imbedded, in the core. Hanging
cores are used to avoid a deep lift for the
cope. Crispin.

banging dud. Aust. Planks used to suspend a
lower curb from the one above it, in cases
where backing deals are necessary. Fay.
hanging glackr. A glacier of small size on so

steep a slope that the tee breaks off and
falls from its lower end. Fay.

banging guide. See guides, i. Fay.
hasten lb water. Scot. The bucket failing to
pump on account of a faulty valve, or air
between the bucket and the valve, the column of water above the bucket being sufficient to prevent the opening of the bucket
lids, is sawl to hang its water. Fay.

hanging leaders. A steel frame suspended
from the pivot at the top of the crane or

excavator jib, used to guide a driven pile.
See also false leaders. Ham.
hanging load. a. The weight that can be suspended on a hoist line or hook device in a
drill tripod or derrick without causing the
members of the derrick or tripod to buckle.

Long. b. The weight suspended or supported by a bearing, as the weight of the
inner tube and contained core suspended
by the bearing in the core-barrel head.
Lang.

busing-on. Eng. The pit bottom, level, or

inset, at which the cages arc loaded. Fay.
hawing pulley. A small fenced pulley hung
from the roof or side of a haulage road in
which the tail rope of a main-and-tail haulage is suspended. It keeps the rope (which
is not used for direct haulage of cars) clear
of the roadway and minimizes friction
while in motion. The swinging of hanging
pulleys and ropes is a hazard to men traveling on the roadway. Nelson.

hanging scaffold. Scot. A movable platform
in a shaft attached to a winding rope. Fay.
banging sets. Scot. Timbers from which cribs

are suspended hi working through soft

strata. Fay.
Imagism sheave. The sheave or pulley wheel

hooked to and suspended from the drill

tripod clevis and over which the drill hoist
line runs. Long.

hanging side; hanging wail; hanger. The
wall or side above the ore body. Fay.

hanging spear rods. Eng. Adjustable wooden

pump rods1 by which a sinking pump is
suspended in a shaft. Fay.
tie. a. A tie, as in a floor, the end
hatiftich is upheld by a strap, connecting
it with a beam above. Standard, 1964. b.
A tie which is supported by some kind of

hardeore
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upper side of an inclined vein. It is called
the roof in bedded deposits. Lewis, p. 21.
b. Country rock above a lode or vein, or
above the ore being removed. Also called
hanging side; the hanging. Pryor, 3. c. Thc
wall of a lode vein or reef which overhangs
as one walks along the strike in a drive or
stope. C.T.D. d. The junction of the ore
body and the country rock on the upper
side of a lode. Nelson. e. Can. Upper side

of vein or lens in relation to dip of ore
deposit. Hoffman.

hanging wall drift. In the United States1 a
horizontal gallery driven in the hanging
wall of a vein. Nelson.
hanging wall ot a fault. The upper wall of an
inclined fault plane. Ballard.
hanghlip. S. Afr. An overhanging cliff. Standard, 1964.

hang-up. a. Underground, blockage of ore
pass or chute by rock. Pryor, 3. b. In a

stamp mill, jacking up of the stamps.

Pryor, 3.
hankdte. A mineral, 9NasSO4.2Na,CO3KC1,
occurring in hexagonal prisms, short prismatic to tabular; also in quartzoids; white
to yellow, color. Obtained from California.
Fay.

hannayke. A hydrous ammonium magnesium
phosphate, (NIL)20.3Mg0.2P,06.10H2O;
found in slender yellowish crystals in bat
guano. Rare. Dana 6d, p. 832.

Hanovia lamp. Mercury vapor lamp which
emits ultraviolet light; used to detect mineral fluorescence. Pryor, 3.

Hansgirg process. The production of rnagnesuim from magnesium oxide by carbon
reduction. Magnesium oxide is fed into
an electric arc furnace lined with carbon
where it is vaporized at a temperature
of 2,100' C. The mixture of magnesium
vapor and carbon monoxide is withdrawn
from the furnace and cooled to 200' C.
by diluting with natural gas (so the carbon monoxide will not oxidize the magnesium). A fine dust, containing 65 percent magnesium mixed with the oxide and
carbon, is collected with electrostatic pre-

cipitators and sublimed at 750* C, in
electric retorts using high vacuum. The
product thus obtained is better than 99

percent pure magnesium. CCD 6d, 1961.
Moltke. A name proposed by Fletcher for
that variety of granite which consists of
quartz and potash feldspar. The name is
derived from the Greek for simple. Conspore binary granite; aplite; alaskite. Fsy;
KUL
hapio. A combining form meaning single or
simple, as haplogranite, etc. A.G.I.
botanic. Aplome. Hey 2d, 1955.

haplophym A granite of the Alps with a

mortar structure between large quartz and
feldspar grains. Hess.

Harblde. Trade name for a silicon carbide
brick, formed by impact pressing, having
low permeability, dense impervious surfaces and a high resistance to oxidation.
Used in ceramic kiln furniture, in boiler
furnace

settings, and in radiant

tubes.

CCD 6d, 1961.

harbor. In glassmaking, a large chest for

holding materials before fusion. Standard, 1964.
harbor models. Scale models of harbors are
very useful for planning and design. They
are generally made to scales ranging from
1 in 50 to 1 in 180, with outside waves
about three-fourths of an inch high. Such
models can also solve problems of scour
and silting. Ham.
hard. a. Containing certain mineral salts in
solution, especially calcium carbonate;

said of water having more than 8 or 10

grains of such matter to the gallon. Standard, 1964. b. Solid; compact; difficult to
break or scratch. See also hardness scale.
A.G.1. Supp. c. In ceramics, requiring

great heat; said of muffle-colors in porcelain decoration. Standard, 1964.
bard alloys for drilling. Rotary drills with
steel cutting edges are so rapidly dulled
in use that numerous efforts have been
made to lengthen the time of wearing by
the use of hard substances welded or set
into the cutting edges. Among these are
the alloys castite tungsten carbide (known

also as a caibOloy, volomite, triamant,
sulamite, thoran, etc.) stellite, hastellite,
stoodite, durium, etc. These alloys are
also used in place of diamonds on core
drills in the softer rocks. Hess.
bardarses. Derb. Masses of hard marl. Arkell.

hard asphalt. a. Solid asphalt which has a
normal penetration of less than ten. API

Glossary. b. Alternative name for asphaltene. Institute of Petroleum, 1961.

bard bottom. A condition encountered in

some open-cut mines wherein the rock oc-

casionally will not be broken down to

grade because of an extra-hard streak of
ground or because not enough powder is
used. This is called a "hard bottom"; it
interferes with work and puts undue strain

on a shovel. Such unbroken ores usually
are drilled with a jackhammer and blasted.
BuhlFnes Bull. 433, 1941, p. 129.

hard brass. Brass which has not been annealed after drawing or rolling; used for
springs etc. Crispsn.

bard bunted lime. A quicklime that is cal-

cined at high temperature and is generally
characterized by relatively high density and
moderate to low chemical reactivity. Boynton.

hard chromium. Chromium deposited for
engineering purposes, such as increasing
the wear resistance of sliding metal surfaces, rather than as a decorative coating. It is usually applied directly to basis
metal and is customarily thicker than a
decorative deposit. ASM Gloss.
hard coal. All coal of higher rank than lignite. In the United States, the term is restricted to anthracite. B.S. 3323, 1960.

pion& Westfalin plough. A
the harder coal seams. It consists of
stepped kerving bits which precut the

bard-coal

plough type of cutter loader for cutting

coal, leaving the unstressed coal to be
cut by the following bits. The kerving

bits may be either ried or swiveling.
See also rapid 004*. Nelson.

haricot*. Broken hard stone, brick, clinker,

hardcore
concrete, or similar hard material, used
for filling in soft ground and for consolidating to specific thicknesses as a base
to concrete flooring or a road. Ham.

hard-drawn. a. Temper of copper or copper-alloy tubing drawn in excess of 25

percent reduction in area. ASM Gloss. b.
Drawn while cold; said of wire. Fay.
hard-drawn wire. Wire which is cold-drawn
from mild steel, and which has a tensile
strength of 37 to 42 tons per square inch.
Taylor.

hardebank. A phase or type of unaltered
kimberlite which occurs occasionally in
the blue ground. It resists disintegration
even when exposed to the atmosphere for
as long as 50 years, whereas normal blue

ground disintegrates in 12 months. I.C.
8200, 1964, p. 31.

hardenability. As applicable to a ferrous alloy, the property that determines the

depth and distribution of hardness that
may be induced by quenching. The stand-

ard test for hardenability is the Jominy
test. Henderson.

hardened steel. Steel that has been hardened by quenching from or above the
hardening temperature. Fay.

hardener. a. An alloy, rich in one or more
alloying dements, added to a melt to permit closer composition control than possible by addition of pure metals or to introduce refractory elements not read&
alloyed with the base metal. ASM Gloss.
b. In heat treating, one who increases
hardness of carbon steel objects by heating them to a predetermined temperature
and cooling them quickly by quenching
them in a suitable bath of oil, water, or
the like. May be designated according to
the article hardened or quenching solution used, as gear hardener or waterman.
Also called heat-treater; heat-treat operator. D.O.T. 1.
hardening. Metallurgical proceu in which
iron or suitable alloy is quenched by abrupt cooling from or through a critical
temperature range. Precipitation-hardening. Pryor, 3. See also air-hardening steel;
curing; hardening period; tempering.

hardening kiln. A kiln in which, in the
transfer printing process, unfinished pottery is exposed to a low heat to drive
away superfluous oil. Fay.

hardening media. Liquids into which steel

is plunged in hardening. They include
cold water, various oils, and water containing sodium chloride or hydroxide to

increase the cooling power. C.T.D.
hardening ow. Heating of underglaze-dec-

orated ware at 600* C to burn off the
organic matter in the colors. ACSG.

hardening period; maturiag period. The
time during which coacrete or cement

mortar continues to increase in hardness
and strength. Nelson.
bards:idle. Synonym for martensite. Hey 2d,
1955.

lard face. a. A layer of hard, abruion-resistant metal applied to a less abrasionresistant metal part by plating, welding,
or other techniques. See also dreu, b;
face r. Long. b. The crystal face of a

dianiond lying parallel or nearly so with
a hard vector plane of the crystal. Long.
hard f .1Wiw Depositing filler metal on a

surface by welding, spraying, or brue

welding for the purpose of resistinp abrasion. erosion, wear, galling, and impact.
ASM Gloss.

hard lad. A term applied to clay products

hardness points
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which have been fired at high tempera-

tures to near vitrification, producing relatively low absorptions and high compressive strengths. ACSG.
bard glass. a. A glass of exceptionally high
viscosity at elevated temperatures. ASTM

C162-66. h. A glass of high softening
point. ASTM C162-66. c. Commonly re-

fers to a glass difficult to melt. ASTM

C162-66. d. A
ASTM C162-66.

glass hard

to scratch.

hard glaze. A glaze having a high melting
point owing to its high silica content. It
is mechanically harder than glazes fired
at lower temperatures, and more resistant
to chemical attack. Rosenthal.
Hardgrave sandstone. A marine sandstone
of Upper Liassic age, marking the commencement of the marine transgression in
Jurassic times in the Cordilleran geosyncline. Succeeds the nonmarine Trail group.
C.T.D.

hard ground. a. Parts of sea bottoms not

receiving sediments. Schieferdecker. b. In
mining, it generally denotes ground that
is difficult to work. Bureau of Mines Staff.
Hardgrove number. Empirical index of
grindability of ores or minerals, reached
as result of comminution of a test sample
under stated conditions of control. Pryor, 3.

Hardgrove test. This test utilizes a special
grindability mill of the ring-and-ball type,

in which a 50-gram portion of closely
sized coal is ground for 60 revolutions.
This mcthod is of the constant-work type;

that is, a fixed amount of work is expended on each coal and a grindability
value determined from the size composition of the ground material. Mitchell, p.
42.

bardhat. Slang term for a safety hat. B.C.I.
hardhead. a. A hard knob or knot formed
by extreme cementation of sandstone in

certain spots. Fay. b. A large, smooth,
rounded stone found especially in coarse
gravel. A niggerhead. Fay. c. In mining,

a tunnel in a coal mine driven through
rock (hard heading). Pryor, 3. d. A

hard, brittle, white residue obtained in refining tin by liquation, containing, among

other things, tin, iron, anenic, and copper. Aho, a refractory lump or ore only
partly smelted. ASM Gloss.

of the tank. It is used for processing
chemical, metallurgical, and coal-washing slurries. Nelson.

hard kiln. A muffle kiln fired at a temperature between that of the enamel and
gloss kilns. C.T.D.
hard lead. Metal in which the high degree
of malleability characteristic of pure lead
is destroyed by the presence of impurities,
of which antimony is the most common.
C.T.D.

hard mass. a. A term generally applied to
an unusual glass, over 6 inches in hardness; also occasionally, but inaccurately,

to synthetic corundum or spinel. Shipley.

b. A term sometimes used to mean any
green glass imitation of emerald, especially those containing imitations of jardins. Also spelled hard masse. Shipley.

hard metal. a. A metal or an alloy that is

harder and usually more resistant to abra-

sion than the hardest of steels. Long. b.
Sintered tungsten carbide; used for the
working tip of high-speed cutting tools.
See also sintered carbides. C.T.D. Supp.

bard mica. Mica which, when slightly flexed

or distorted with thumb pressure, gen-

erally does not show any tendency to delaminate. Such mica, in thick pieces, will

give an almost metallic sound when tapped
or dropped on a hard surface. Skow.
hard needles (or inclusions). A term applied

in the gradinir of quartz crystals to fairly
large needlehke inclusions or imperfections which have the appearance of being hard. AM, 1.

hardness. a. Resistance of metal to plastic deformation usually being indentation. However, thc term may also refer to stiffness or
temper, or to resistance to scratching, abrasion, or cutting. Indentation hardness may
be measured by various hardness tests, such

as Brinell, Rockwell, and Vickers. ASM
Gloss. b. For grinding wheels, thc same as
grade. ASM Gloss. c. Of minerals, meas-

urement on Mohs' scale according to
whether the specimen under test scratches
or is scratched by other minerals in a series
ranging from talc to diamond. Pryor, 2. d.
As used by individuals associated with thc
drilling and bit-setting industry, the relative ability of a mineral to scratch anothcr

mineral or to be penetrated by a Knoop

hard beading. A heading driven in rock.
In S. Wales and elsewhere, men employed in hard headings have suffered

indenter. Long. c. In digging, the resistance

bard-beadlag man; tuned miner. A miner
experienced in the driving of hard headings or tunnels. He is usually paid per
yard advance of heading of an agreed
width and height. When in charge of the
work, he becomes a contractor and employs other men to auist him. Nelson.

ance of the enamel surface to deformation
from pressure or abrasion. ACSB, 3. h. Resistance to scratching or abrasion. The brittle hardness of the mineralogist differs from

greatly from silicosis. Nelson.

bard Write. Derb. A ball of pale calcareous
marl full of fibrous gypsum and enclosed
in red gypsiferous marl. Arkell, p. 61.
I. Cylindroconical ball mill,
Hardinge

made in three sectionsa flattish cone at
feed end followed by a cylindrical drum,
and finishing with a steep cone leading
to the discharge trunnion. The tricone
mill has wedge-shaped linen in the drum

section whkh turn this into a gentle conic
frustrum widen at the feed end. Pryor, 3.
Harding* thickener. A machine for removing the maximum amount of liquid frou

a mixture of liquid and finally divided
solids. The solids settle out on the bottom of the thickener tank as a sludge
and the clear liquid overflows at the top

to penetration. Nichols, 3, pp. 3-4. f. Thc
relative refractoriness of a porcelain enamel or frit. ASTM C286-65. g. Relative resist-

the penetration (ductile) hardness of the

metallurgist. A.G.I. See also hardness scale;
Mohs' scale; Brinell scale; Rockwell scale;

scleroscope. Hess. i. Quality of water that
prevents lathering because of thc presence
of calcium and magnesium salts which form
insoluble soaps. A.G.1. Supp.

hardness gage. Same as hardness points.
Shipley.

hardness pencils. Same as hardneu points.
Shipley.

lionises plates. A series of small pieces of
minerals of differing hardness, polished flat,

and set side by side in cement, for testing
hardness of another mineral which is

drawn across one after another piece, beginning with the hardest, until it scratches
one. Shipley.
Mirthless points. Small pieces of minerals of
differing hardness, with one end pointed

hardness points
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or plastic, to be held in hand and used for
testing hardness of another mineral, by as-

hard radiation. Ionizing radiation of short

hard-stone rag. Eng. A hard building stone,
Northamptonshire. Arkell.
hard structure coal. See soft structure coal.

Shipley.

penetration. Hess.
hard rock. a. Loosely used to distinguish ignc-

softer metal by an arc or gas-welding process. Ham. b. The same as hard facing. ASM

and affixed to small handles of wood, metal,

certaining which points will scratch it.
Minerals of hardness 10 to 6 are usually
used as points for testing gem stones.
hardness scale. a. Thc scale by which the
hardness of a mineral is determined as compared with a standard. The Mohs' scale is
as follows: talc, gypsum, calcite, fluorite,
apatite, orthoclase, quartz, topaz, corun-

dum, and diamond. Fay. b. Quantitative

units by means of which the relative hardness of minerals and metals can be determined, which for convenience is expressed
in Molls', Knoop, or scleroscope units for
minerals and Vickers, Bine 11, or Rockwell
units for metals. Long.
hardness table. Any listing of substances as to
their comparative hardness. Shipley.
hardness test. A determination of the relative
hardness of a mineral, as made on a specimen, using appropriate hardness-testing apparatus and techniques. See also hardness;
hardness scale. Long.
hardness wheel. A hand instrument in which
hardness points are set as equidistant spokes
of a rimless wheel, permitting a more rapid
selection of points in testing hardness.
Shipley.

hardometer. This machine works on the same

principles as that of the Brinell tester, in
which a hard steel ball is pressed under a
known load, into the specimen under test,
the hardness being determined by measure-

scratched by a sharp-pointed piece of iron.
Standard, 1964.

wavelength and high penetration. NCB.
bard rays. Beta rays or gamma rays of great

ous and metamorphic from sedimentary
rock. A.G.I. Supp. b. A term used to distinguish between material which can be
excavated without blasting (as clays, sands,
gravels, earth, and sedimentary soft rocks)
and rock having a strong bonded structure.
Pryor, 3.

hard-rock driller. a. A driller who alibis for

the low amount of footage of borehole
drilled by claiming that the rock penetrated during his tour or shift was unusually hard. Long. b. A miner employed
to operate a drill in a mine in which the
rocks are generally igneous or metamorphosed and considered hard as compared
with softer sedimentary rocks, such as those

in which coal and salt generally occur.

Long.
hard-rock drilling. Drilling done in dense and
solid igneous or highly silicified rocks,

which can be penetrated economically only

by diamond bits, as opposed to that done
in softer rocks easily cut by roller or wing-

type rotary bits. Long.
bard-rock geology. Geology of igneous and
metamorphic rocks. A.G.I. SupP.
hard rock minerals. Solid minerals, as dis-

tinguished from oil and ps, especially
those solid minerals found in hard rocks.
Williams.

ment of the impression. For testing materials harder than the steel ball, a pyramid
diamond indenter is used. The hardness
numbers are obtained by dividing the load
in kilograms by the arca of the Impression
in square millimeters, which applies to thc
steel ball and to the diamond. In the latter
case, the numbers are diamond hardness
numbers. The scale of ball impression diameters and Brinell hardness numbers corresponds exactly to that used with the 10millimeter ball Brinell machine, provided
that both machines are used with the same

hard-rock phosphate. A term used in Florida
to designate a hard, massive, close-textured,
homogeneous, light-gray phosphate, showing larger or smaller irregular cavities, that
are usually lined with secondary mammil-

Ham.
hardpan. a. A name specially developed in the

hard.rock tunnel boring. A comparatively
recent technique in which early experi-

ratio of load to square of ball diameter.

digging of auriferous placers, and applied
to the layers of gravel which are usually
present a few feet below thc surface and
cemented by limonite or some similar bond,
therefore, they arc resistant. It is also used
to describe boulder clay, which is likewise

lary incrustations of phosphate of lime.
Fay.

hard-rock mine. A mine in hard rock; especially one difficult to drill, blast, and
square up. Hess.

bard-rock miner. A workman competent to
mine in hard rock. Usually used to indicate
an expert miner as compared with one fit
only to mine in soft rocks. Hess.

ments utilizing a machine called the

"Mole" cut out 7-foot-diameter drifts in
hard jasperite at an average rate of 5 feet
per hour, and the raise borer approae:ed
the goal of a 200-foot 40-inch-diameter
raise in 48 hours. Encyclopaedia Britannica.

difficult to excavate. Fay. b. A hard, im-

Britannica Book of the Year, 1965, pp.

mented by relatively insoluble materials,
does not become plastic when mixed with
water, and definitely limits the downward
movement of water and roots. It can be
shattered by explosives. A.G.I. c. Hard,

bards. a. A commercial term for the larger

may form just below plow depth on cultivated land. Nichols.
hard paste. See pkte dure.
hard plating. Chromium plating deposited in
appreciable thickness directly onto the base
metal; that is, without a preliminary de-

for anthracite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
bard seat. See seat rock. A.G.I.
bard solder. Any solder that melts only at
a red heat; used in soldering silver, etc.

pervious layer composed chiefly of clay, ce-

tight soil. Nichols. d. A hard layer that

rosit of copper or nickel. The coating is
porous, but offers resistance to corrosion

and wear owing to the hardneu of the

coating. C.T.D.
bard porcelain; true porcelain. Made of china

clay, feldspar, and silica, fired at 1,300*
C or more and covered with a hard glaze.Rosenthal.

bard pottery. Pottery which cannot be

550-551.

hard surfacing. a. Application of a hard,
wear-resistant alloy to the surface of a
Gloss.

hard tube; hard valve. High-vacuum X-ray
discharge tube emitting penetrating rays.
Pryor, 3.
hard valve. See hard tube. Pryor, 3.
hard vector. Due to thc arrangement of the
molecules within some mineral crystals,
such as diamond, the substance is found to
be harder in certain planes or directions in
relation to the axes of the mineral crystals.
These hard planes are referred to as hard
vectors. Long.
hard water. Water characterized by the I)resence of dissolved mineral salts, especially
those of magnesium and calcium. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.
hard way. a. A term used in slate quarrying

to describe the third direction at right

angles to both slaty cleavage and rift, in
which there is no tendency to split. It is
known as the hard way and designated
locally as the sculp. BuMines Bull. 630,
1965, p. 883. b. In granite quarrying, the
direction at right angles to both rift and
run is called the hard way or head grain.
AIME,
Fay.

p. 326. Sometimes called cut-off.

hard white ore. Georgia bauxite containing
less than one percent ferric oxide. Fay.
Hardwick conveyor loader bead. A dust collector for belt conveyors used at the loading station. The delivery pulley of the main

gate conveyor is used to drive a scraper
chain. The latter is arranged to run at
half the belt speed by means of chains and
sprockets, and the scraper chain runs at
the bottom of a long hopper to the point
where the coal is delivered into the trams.

The underbelt fines are collected on the
scraper chain after having been released
from the belt by means of a snub pulley.
The whole arrangement is housed in a
sheet-steel cover to which rubber flaps are
attached. Side spillage and the escape of
dust over the side of the trams is prevented
by means of rubber flaps. Mason, v. 1, pp.
302-303.
hardy. A square-shanked chisel or fuller for
insertion in a hardy hole. Standard, 1964.
Hardy Cross method. A method of moment
distribution in continuous beams proposed
by Professor Hardy Cross in 1936. See also
column analogy. Ham.
hardy hole. A hole in a blacksmith's anvil for

the insertion of a calking tool or other
piece. Standard, 1964.
sizes of dull, hard coal, in contrast to
bright:. B.S. 3323, 1960. b. Eng. In the hardypkk drifting machine. A heavy electric
Midland coalfield, a hard and close-grained

coal. Fay. c. Durain. Tomkeieff, 1954. d.

In the United States, this term is used

Fay.
bard soldering. Formerly referrtd to a process

using materials now called brazing alloys.
ASM Gloss.
hard sorting. See handpicldng. Pryor, 3.
bard spar. A tame applied both to corundum
and andalusite. Fay.

hard standing. A hard surface onto which

vehicles may be -driven and parked. Ham.
bard steel. Steel containing over 0.3 percent
carbon. hyor, 3.

rotary drilling machine for blasting work
in mine tunneling. It consists of a chassis,
mounted on caterpillar tracks, turntable,
boom, drilling machines, and various con-

trols, and cin be operated by two men.
Nelson.

hardystonite. A white mineral of the melilite
group with one good and two rare cleavages, 2CaO.Zn0.2Si0a; from Franklin, N.J.
Larsen, p. 86.
haricot. Red copper oxide, (Cu0), used as a
background in ceramic decoration. Standard, 1964. Also spelled harricc.
Haring cell. A four-electrode cell for measurement of electrolyte resistance and electrode polarization during electrolysis. ASM
Gloss.

barkerite. A colorless, vitreous lustered min-

harkerite
eral,
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occurs typically as simple octahe-

dra; 20CaC01.Ca2 ( Mg,A1, etc.

(B,Si

(0,0H,C1)os; found in a skarn containing

monticellite, calcite, and accessory bornite,
chalcocite, magnetite, and diopside, at the
contact of dolomitic limestones with Tertiary granite, Isle of Skye. American Mineralogist, v. 37, No. 3-4, March-April 1952,
p. 359.

Harkins and Jura method. A gas adsorption
method for the determination of the specific surface of a powder. The sample is

first evacuated and then exposed to a vapor

near to its saturation pressure; the wetted

powder is then immersed in the liquid itself

and the rise in temperature is measured.

From this, the !surface energy change, and
thus, the surface area is calculated. Dodd.
Harkott test. A test piece is heated to 120° C
and then plunged into cold water; the cycle

is repeated, with successive increases of
10° C in temperature, until crazing can be
detected after the quenching. The criteria
are: no cracks after quenching from 150',

crazing at room temperature likely after
3 to 4 months; 160° C, 15 months; 170°

to 180° C, no crazing after 21/2 years (with
a few exceptions); 190° C, no crazing after
21/2 years without exception. It is now
known that crazing may result from mois-

ture expansion as well as from thermal

shock as in the Harkort test. Although H.
Harkort was a German, details of his socalled crazing test for pottery ware were
first published in the United States. Dodd.
Harkcb fan. Lower Cambrian. A.G.I. Supp.
Harlequin. The Orkntal opal. Fay.

Harman process. A method for producing

direct from ore an iron in the form of
either sinter or pig which is suitable for

charging in steel furnaces. Ore, limestone
and carbon in the form of coal, coke, or
oil coke in the proportions of 40/8/5 are
dried, crushed to about one-sixteenth inch,

intimately mixed, and fed into the upper
cnd of a sloping rotary kiln. Osborne.
harmful dust. A harmful dust (for example,
silica) must be present in concentrations
exceeding 5 million particles per cubic foot
of air to produce pulmonary tlamage. Cer-

tain toxic and radioactive dusts, however,
can cause harm in smaller amounts (less
than 1 million particles per cubic foot of
air). These are the lower limits. Hartman,
p. 47.

harmless depth theory. A hypothesis advanced

by Fayol, and based largely on his dome
theory. He considered that there wa a

certain harmless depth below which mining
could be carried on without risk of damage
to the surface. Subsidence observations at
present working depths do not !Import this
theory. See also limiting depth. Nelson.
harmonic. A sinusoidal quantity having a frequency which is an integral multiple of the

frequency of a periodic quantity to which
it is related. Hy.
harmonic crystal. A crystal designed to oscil-

late at an integral multiple of its funda-

mental frequency. AM, 1.
harmonic folding. Folding of geologic struc-

tures in which, with depth, there are no
sudden changes in the form of the folds.
Opposite of disharmonic folding.

h annostie osdllation. Motion of pendulum
whereby the backdrhre exerted is directly
proportional to the swing from the position

of equilibrium. All pendulums fulfill this
condition at moderate swings. Schieferdecker.

h armotome. A monoclinic zeolite in the stil-

bite group with complex and variable composition. hs formula is Ba(A14401.).6H10.
Mohs' hardness, 41/2 ; specific gravity, 2.45.

The crystals are white and translucent.

Dana 17.
harp. a. Scot. A sparred shovel used in the
east of Scotland for filling coal. Fay. b.
Scot. To fill a hutch with coal at the face.
Fay.
barpolith. A cross-cutting (igneous) body of

sickle shape. A harpolith is assumed to
have been injected into previously deformed beds of rocks and then with the
latter to have been stretched horizontally
in the direction of maximum (morIntainmaking) displacement. Thus, the ,eeding
channel is typically situated beneath one
edge of the stckle after this has been ex-

posed by erosion. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
harpoon log. A log which consists essentially
of a rotator and distance registering device
combined in a single unit, which is towed

through the water. It has been largely replaced by the taffrail log, which is similar
except that the registering device is located

at the taffrail, with only the rotator in the
water. H&C.
barrie; herrie. Scot. To rob; to take all the
coal that can conveniently bc mined without attempt.ing to systematically remove
the whole. A variation of harry; to strip;
despoil; to rob. Fay.
barriers. Trarnmers, putters, or drawers employed to convey trucks or tubs from the

Hassan joint
a weight suspended from a spiral spring,
a hinged lever, and a compensating spring
for restoring the system to a null position.
A.G.'.

bartleylte. A variety of oil shale from Hartley,

New South Wales. Tomkeid, 1954.
Hartmann lines. The same as Laden lines.
ASM Gloss.

baba& Hard salt, a mixture of sylvinite and
kieserite, with some anhydrite, found in
the Stassffirt salt deposits. Kaufmann.
hartschiefer. A strongly banded and partly
schistose rock; associated with other rocks
of mylonitic habit, in which the alternating
bands have been produced from ultramylonite by recrystallization and metamorphic
differentiation. Holmes, 1928.

harvard brick. A term originally applied to

clear, red, common brick, which were overially so on one end or
burned, and

side, so that csrie harder burned parts
were bluish-black. The name is more

loosely used nowadays. Fay.
Harveyize. To subject the face of a steel plat,.
to a process of cementation which increases

the carbon in that portion of the plate,

producing a plate with a comparatively soft
body and a very hard face. Fay.

Harvey process. Method of carburizing the

surface layers of low-carbon steel, followed

trucks. C.T.D.
barrisite. a. Chalcocite pseudomorphous after
galena. Holmes, 1928. b. A phanerocrystalline rock composed essentially of black, lustrous, cleavable olivine with anorthite and
a little augite. Holmes, 1928.

up by rapid chilling. Pryor, 3.
harzburgke. A variety of peridotite that consists essentially of olivine and enstatite or
bronzite. Saxonite was earlier proposed by
Wadsworth (1884) for the same rock, and
has priority. Fay.
Harz cat's-eye. A name sometimes used to
mean any quartz cat's-eye, hut more especially a vanety from the Harz Mountains,
Germany. It is usually inferior to the better
qualities of Bavarian and Ceylonese quartz

arsenic, antimony, tin, and zinc from virgin

Harz Jic plaM eccentric jig. A jig in which

working face. They may help load thc

Harris process. Process for the removal of

or secondary lead by agitating the molten
metal with molten caustic soda and salt.
All undesirable metals are oxidized and the
oxides dissolved in the caustic with exception of silver which is remove.1 in a subsequent desilvering operation. CCD 6d,
1961.

harrock. Hard chalk. Arkell.

Harrop kiln. One of the variety of tunnel
kilns built to the designs of Harrop Ceramic Service Co., Columbus, Ohio. The
early examples of Harrop kilns in the
N. Staffordshire potteries were of the large

cat's-eye. Shipley.

pulsion is given intermittently with suction;

the perioei devoted to them are about

equal. Liddell 2.1, p. 387.
Hasenclever furnace. a. A vertical shaft furnace for calcining sulfide ore. Fay. b. A
simple, efficient muffie furnace for roasting
zinc ores in Upper Silesia, l'cland. Fay.
Hasenclever-Helbig furnace. A roasting furnace having a hearth inclined at an angle
of 43°. The ore descends over the hearth
by gravity. Fay.
Hmenclever turntable. This type turntable is

open flame type. Dodd.

used as an alternative tu the shunt-back

bands in coal. Tomkeie ff , 1954.

or underground. A pulley driven by a

bumf:. York. Miners' term for dirty fusain
harrow. a. Aust. An apparatus used for mixing gold-bearing clays. Fay. b. A pole with
teeth in it, which revolves in a puddling
trough, to puddle aurifemus clay. Gordon.

c. An agricultural tool that loosens and

works the ground surface. Nichols. d. See
wash mill. Dodd.
hanh feel. Or unpleasantly rough, as actinolite. Nelson.
harsh mix. A concrete mix which is difficult
to place and work because of the grading,
te and the
shape, and texture of the
proportions of cement anarPgater. Taylor.
hantigke. An acid orthe gicate of manganece

and calcium; occurs in small, colotiess,

prismatic crystals. From Sweden. Fay.
hardily.. Same as hartite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
batlike. Hydrocarbon occurring in brown coal
as transparent masses or small, waxy triclinic crystals. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Hartley gravimeter. An early form (1932) of
gravimeter of the stable type consisting of
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or the traverser for changing the direction
of mine cars or tubs, either on the surface
creeper chain bringing along the cars is on
the same vertical axis as the turntable and
so disposed that when a car is on the table
two of its wheels :est on its central pulley
while the other two rest on the outer edge
of the turntable. The friction between the
table, the car and the positively driven
pulley causes the table to rotate. The table

remains motionless when there is no car
upon it, even though the creeper chain is
running; it only rotates when the chain

pulls a car on to it and so provides the

necessary friction. Sinclair, V., p. 87.
Hama joint. A type of joint for filazed pipes

designed by William Hassall in the late
19th century. Bitumen rings are attached
to the outside of the spigot and the inside
of the socket of the fired pipe; a thin smear

of cement is rubbed around these rings

just before the pipes are laid, the spigot of
one pipe then being pushed into the socket
of the next. Liquid cement is finally poured

haul distance
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Hamill joint
through hoks in the socket to complete
the joint. Dodd.

on a 2-inch gage length. This approximates

hassock beddlag; hassock structure. See con.
volute bedding. Pettijohn.
hassock structure. See hassock bedding.

a rate of creep of one-millionth of an inch
per hour dunng this period. Ham.
hatherike. A name proposed by Henderson
for a syenite from South Africa which has
for its feldspar, anorthoclase instead of
orthoclase. Pdandite is a porphyritic phase
of thu same. Fay.

bassos; basting. Scot. A vertical gutter be.
tween water rings in a shaft. See a/so
gauton. Fay.

batter. Aust. A miner who works "under his
own hat," that is, without a partner.

,

1=See hasson. Fay.
Eng. Soft calcareous

sandstone.

Arkell.

Pettijohn.

hassoa deal. Scot. A cover for a hasson. Fay.

hestelloys. Group of nickel alloys with

resistance to corrosion, endurance at IZciIs
temperatures, and resistance to creep.

Pryor, 3. Used in oilfield pump and valve
parts to resist wear. Bureau of Mines Staff.
Hasdags beds. A series of clay and sand
deposits in the Lower Cretaceous of south-

east Enjand; the Fairlight Clays at the

base of eiese deposits have been used for

brickmaking near Hastings and Bexhill.
Dodd.

Midianite. A member of the hornblende
series, Ca,NaMg,AI1Si,011(OH,F) ; mono-

clinic. Dana 17.

hastite. Cobalt selenide, CoSer. orthorhombic

(marcasite group). From Trogtal, Harz,
Germany. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
batch. a. Brist. A door or gate. Webster 2d.
b. A stroke or line ux.d in engraving or

drawing to give the effect of shading. Web-

ster 3d.

hatch conveyor. Any of several types of con-

veyors adapted to loading or unloading

bulk matenals, packages, or objects to or
from ships or barges. See also belt conveyor; slat conveyor; portable conveyor.
ASA MH4.1-1958.
hatchet stake. A small anvil on which to bend
sheet metal. Standard, 1964.
hatchet Mose. Nephrite. Shipley.
hatchettiae. Synonym for hatchettite. Fay.

hatcbettite; batchettire. A yellowish-white,
wax-yellow or greenish-yellow hydrocarbon
with the approximate compositron,
usually found inside septanan nodules and

geodes. It melts at 46' C, is sparingly soluble in boiling alcohol and cold ether, and
is decomposed by concentrated sulfuric
acid. Fay; Tomkeieff, 1954.

hatchettolite. A brown, uraniura-rich pyrochlore occurring with samarskite in the
pegmatites of Mitchell County, N.C.
Crosby, p. 78.
botching. Brist. An underground way or self-

acting inclined plane, in a thin seam of

coal, extending from 60 to 80 yards to the
rise.

Fay.

betake. A sulfarsenite of lead: triclinic; lead
gray, minute crystals; from Binenthal,
Switzerland. English.

hatch service system. In the hatch service
system the miner does not enter the lamp
room, but receives his lamp, before the
start of the shift, from an issue hatch at
one side of thc service station. At the end
of the shift hc returns his lamp at a corresponding reception hatch at the opposite
side of the lamp room. Roberts II, p. 268.
Hatfield process. Dielectric separation process.

Pryor, 3.

Hatfield time yield. A short time criterion of
creep test. A specimen placed unJer the

hat rollers. Hat-shaped metal guides for ropeways around bends. Pryor, 3.

Standard, 1964.

hatter blocks.
Arkell.

Shrop.

Cauldron

bottoms.

hattieg. Aust. The labor of a miner who
works alone. Standard, 1964.

baud off; hold elf. Scot. Keep back. Called
by a laborer pushing a full car to another
meeting him with an empty onc, the latter
being obligated to get out of the way. Fey.

hasedte. Manganese disulfide, MnS,. In octa-

hedral of pyritohedral crystals; also massive. Color, reddish-brown or brownishblack. Fey.

hsughtosile. A black variety of biotite rich
in ferrous iron. A member of the mica
group.

Hey 2d, 1955.

haul. a. The distance from the coal face to
pit bottom or surface, in drift mining; the
distance quarry or opencast products must

be moved to the treatment plant or construction site; the distance from the shaft
or opencast pit to spoil dump. Nelson. b.
To pull along the level by animals or me-

C.T.D. c. Average haul-the average distance a grading material is
moved from cut to fill. Nichols. d. In the
construction of an embankment by depositing material from a cutting, the haulm the
chanical means.

sum of the productz of each load by its

C.T.D. e. To transport by
pulling or drawing, as cars. Standard,
haul distance.

1964. f. The distance over which anything

is hauled; as, s long or a short haul.
Standard, 1964.
haulabout. A steel barge with large hatch-

ways and coal transporters used for coaling
ships. Webster 3d.
haulage. a. The drawing or conveying, in
cars or otherwise, or movement of men,

supplies, ore and waste both underground

and on the surface. Lewis, p. 196. b. In

dividing the transportation system according to the arca served then is: (1 ) primary
or face haulage; (2) secondary haulage;
and (3) main-line haulage. Kentucky, p.
210. See also intermediate haulage; relay
haulage; locomotive haulage; underground
haulage. c. Applied generally to track

mining as opposed to conveyor mining,

although belt conveyor tystems are sometimes referred to as belt haulage. B.C.I.

d. The sys'em of hauling coal out of a
mine. '(orson. e. S. Afr. A drive used for

mechanical transport. Beeman.
haulage boss. In bituminous coal mining, a

foreman who supervises mine haulage op-

erations undergromd or at the surface.
D.O.T. 1.
haulage brake. See brake. Nelson.
haulage cats. Rail haulage cars for surface
or mine shaft operations are used to carry
ore and equipment to and from the digging

site. They may be of the trailer type or

time-yield stress should not show an exten-

self-pn.pelled, and include dump cats, flat
cars, personnel cars, etc. Bests, p. 372.

length in the first 24 hours, and during the
next 48 hours should show no further ex-

Molar clad& In the early days chains were

sion exceeding 0.5 percent of the gage
tension, within a sensitivity of measurement of one ten-thousandths of an inch

used in haulage in and s.rnpud mines. Wire
rope has displaced them. !Corson.

haeage clip. a. A device to effect a secure

attachment of tub to the haulage toss,
chiefly with endkss rope haulage. The

usual type attains the grsp on the rope by
two jaws which may be tightened by either

a screw or a lever movement. The connection of the dip to the tub is usually
made to the drawbar by a hook or link.
The clip must maintain a sure grip on the
rope and be capable of easy and quick
manipulation. Nelson. b. F.ng. Levers, jaws,

wedges, etc., by which trams, singly or in
trains, are connected to the haulage ropes.

ay.

haulage cosveyor. Generally 500 to 3,000
feet in length. It is used to transport material between the gathering conveyor and
the outside. Haulage conveyors arc commonly classified as either intermediate or
main haulage conveyors. NEM A 1181-1961.
See also underground mine conveyors.

haulage carve. A bend in a haulage road,
which may be horizontal, vertical or both.
On main haulage roads, curves may be 100

feet radius or more. With a good rail track
and smooth curves, haulage speeds up to

20 miles per hour can be maintainW. A
useful ruk for determining the minimum
radius of curvature for tramming is R= 12
to 15 x W; for locomotive haulage R = 20
to 25 x W, where W is the maximum wheel

base of the rolling stock or locomotive.
Nelson.
haulage drum A large cylinder on to which
the steel haulage tope is coiled. The rope
is attached to the drum by passing it inside
and looping it about the drum asaft, and
securing the loose end to the rope by rope
clamps. The excess length of rope is coiled
around the drum to provide for recapping
during its useful life. Nelson.
Mudge baud. A workman fully employed on
the haulage system in a mine. Nelson.
basdage level. Underground level either along
:Ind inside the ore body or closely parallel

to it, usually in the footwall. In this level

the mineral gravitated or drawn slushed)
down frnm overhand stopes or raised from
underhaod stapes is loaded into trarns
(tubs, trucks, cocopans) and sent out to
the hoisting shaft. Haulageways include
levels and connecting passages (crusscuts),

and are also used to transport supplies,
waste rock, and for movement of mmen.
Pryor. 3.
haulage Mae locomotive. Se/ electric haulage mine locomotive.

hsolage plaid. A mechanical installation for
the tranuning of rock, ore, or coal, operated by ropes, compressed air, or electricity.

Weed, 1922.
haulage rope. a. A rope used for haulage

r-

poses. Zeta. b. A wire rope cumpuied of
6 strands of 7 wires each. Lewis, p. 248.
haulage stage. A mine roadway along which
a load is moved by a single form of haulage
without coupling or uncoupling of cars and
without transfer from one form of haulage
to another. Nelson.
baulagewity. The gangway, entry, or tunnel
through which loaded or empty mine cars
are hauled by animal or mechanical power.
Fay.
haulaway. An excavation method which in-

volves hauling the spoil away from the
hole. Nichols.

haul-cycle time. The time it takt3 the scraper

to haul a load to the dumping area and

l

return to position in the loading area.
Carson, p. 84.

bud distaste. The distance measured

the center line or most direct practi
a

route between the center of the mass of
excavation and the center of mass of the

fill as finally placed. It is the distance
material is moved. Nichols.

hauler. Same as driver. Fey.

bav Abbreviation for haversine. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 59.
Hawaiian dlamoods. Rock crystal. Shipley.
Hawaii= 'Wee yellow topaz. Clear plagioclase feldspar. Shipley.

hosier. A mine worker who drivss a hone
pulling loaded coal trann from the face to
the rope haulage or pit bottom and returns

with the empty trams. Also called pony

driver. Nelson.
hstMThe drawing or conveying of the
ct of the mine from the working
places to the bottom of the hoisting shaft,
or slope. Zeta.
bawling eights. An engine employed to move
tuhs on an underground engine plane. Peel.
heavily

haul rood. A road built to cany

loaded trucks at a good speed. The grade

is limite4 on this type of mad and usually
knit to len than 17 patent of climb in
direction of kmd movement. Berea. of
Mints
at portion of an arch which is
hamsek. a.
midway between the skewback and the
crown. A.R.1. b. In pipe, the sides of the
lower third of the circumference. Nithott.

SI;

hawk Coal told at the pithead.

See also

land sale. Nelson.

Haupt forum A gas-fired Silesian furnace

with recuperative chambers for prelwatim,
the air for secondary combustion. Fay.
has& Scot. A claut ; a scraper. Fey.
Hanshar DI19/31 drilling make. A machine developed for underground drilling
either for firedamp drainage or exploration.
The DK9151 is a compiessed-air rotary
drill with a 9 horsepower motor which provides a rotational speed of 160 revelutions
per minute. Traversing is performed by a
4 horsepower motor driving a central feed
spindle. A forward thrust of 6 tons is avail-

able. Set also Nusse and Grater PIV/6
drilling machine. Nelson.
hawswaawalte. A mineral, MrbOs or Mn0.and
Mtb0s. In tetragonal octahedrons
twins; also granular massive, partides

strongly coherent. Luster submetailic.
brownish-black. Fay.
Iffitietivins. Lower Cretaceous betweeb Val-

anginian and Barremian. A.G1 Sapp.
Moyne. See hauynite.
koopelte; howyse. A blue feldspathoid, crys-

tallizing in the cubic system, consisting
essentially of silicate of aluminum and
sodium with sodium sulfate, :Na,Ca)s,,AlfSicOn.(SO4)1-1, Dana 17.

hailyeldte. An intrusive or hypabyssal rock

composed primanly of pyroxene (usually
titanifemus augite) and haayne. Minor

minerals may be nepheline, leucite or other
feldspathoids, and scanztimes plagioclase or
olivine, or both. Accessory apatie, sphene,
and opaque oxides. With an increase of
plagioclase, the rock passes into hafiyne
basalt (hal-sync tephrite) and with an increase of olivine, it passes into olivine
Inamitite. With an increase of both olivine
:;nd plagioclase, the rock becomes a Wayne

olivine basalt (haiiyne basanite).

Synonymous in part with
hafinsitite, however, some rocks are called
haaynophyre when Mayne is a conspicuous
mineral-, but not necessarily a major con-

kadywophyre.

stituent. A.G.I.
Haoy's kw. Every crystal of precise chsmical
structure and purity has a specific and
characteristic shape. Pryor, 3.

Ilsertrar formeoe. A double furnace for the

distillation of zinc wherein waste heat from
one set of retorts is utilized for heating the
second set. Foy.

s
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Peridot from near Hilo,
Hawaii=
Hawaii. in ut stones, sizes averaging
hawaiite.
about one-half carat. Same as
SObawligey.

r:.a. A gem variety of olivine from
tains but little imn and is pale
English. b. An obsolete name for ancletseltiite
the lavas of the Hawaiian Islands. It con-

basalt and olivine-rich basalt_ A.G.1.
bawall type. In volcanolmt an activity characterized by a fountAnang lava lake in

the crater. Hess.
Hawk pug. Trade name; a de-airing pug
having two barrels in tandem, the first
rotating around a fixed bladed shaft,

whereas the second is fixed while the
bladed internal shaft rotates. Each shaft
is set slightly off center. Dodd.
bowles.eye. A transparent colorless quarts
containing closely packed, parallel fiben

of crocidofite which impart to it a blue
color. In form and sheen, it -esembles
tigereye to which it alters geologically.
Differs from sapphire quartz, in which

fibers are not parallel. Also spelled hawkeye. Shipley.
bawieyke. A mineral, cubic, CdS, dimot,
phous with greenodsite, as a yellow powder on blende. Compare xanthochmite.

air is turned on and ejections of water
in the iorrn of a coarse mist fill the heading. This continues for a period of 6

minutes after the firing. In this manner,
the heading is filled with a mist of droplets which outnumber the dun partkles;
the latter ate effectively wetted or become attached to the droplets, with the
result that the dust rapidly settles out of
the air. This mist projector has a high
efficiency, pankulariy where the ventilation current is low. Mason, r. I, pp. 305306.
hay rope. A rope made of hay, used in the

making of foundry cotes. The rope is

wrapped around a core bar, then covered
with loam, the hay forming a porous mass
through which the gases may be carried

off. Crupin.

Hayiers day. Eng. Tobaceo-pipe clay, Isle
of Wight. ArkeU.
Wanks. belper. Commonly used as a synonym for cathead. Long.
how& Eng. Ironstone nodules worked for
iron in the Weald. Also called balls.
Arbell.

haze. See dust. Pryor, 3.

hazel. a. Eng. Beds of fine-grained sand-

stone, lead measuni; Carboniferous, Durham and Northumberland. Arieli. b. Eng.
A hard condensed gtitstone, which varies
to freestone, flagstone, and chert, according to the locality. The term is peculiar

to the North of F.ngla..d. Arkeff. c. Havel

earth; hazel ground. Dry and loamy. See

.cpencer 21, M.411.. 1958.

bowie day. A local English term for a clay
that is crumbly but becomes plastic when
worked up with water. Dodd.
binsuee. a. Any wire rope used for towing
on lake or sea. A fiber hawser consists
up right-handed.
of three strands laid varying
from 5 to
Zeta. b. A large rope,
24 inches in circumference, of 6 to 9
strands and left-handed twist. Standard,

also dunstone. Also spelled hark% Arkell.

d. N. of Eng. In coal mining, a tough
&Milne of sandstone and shale. Also

spelled hazk. Fay.

Hamlett process. A method for casting
liqukl meta/ or steel continuously into
is
rolls for sheet or plate. The steel

poured on to the outer surface of a broad
steel cylinder of very large diameter (up
and reto 6 meters) which is supported
volved by a roller turning inside it. The
molten steel is carried a short distance

1964.
hawser laid. a. Of fiber rope, one with thrre
strands of yarn twisted left-handed, these
strands being laid up right-handed. Pryor,

3. b. If wire rope, it is called cal le laid.
Pryor, 3.
hawser rope. Wire rope usually consisting
of 6 strands, 37 wires, and a hemp cote,

above the ring,
to a roller revolvingsolidified
steel into
which rolls the almost

a thin plate or
formula:

or 6 strands, 24 wires, and 7 hemp cores.
MFG, p. 130.
hareem*. A variety of chabazite. Hey 2d,
1955.
Haydew process. A series metho4 of elec-

H=

the other as a cathode. Pryor, 3.
Haydite. Trade name; a lightweight expanded clay aggregate named after in-

ventor, S. J. Hayde. Dodd,

Hay mkt projedor. This projector can be
made at any colliery workshop from a
few short pieces of piping and an old oil
drum. It may be fixed in the drum or in
an open tank of larger capacity placed
12 to 15 yards back from the face of the
hard heading. To the water in the drum,
powdered washing soda is added at the
rate of 4 ounces to 5 gallons of water.
About 2 minutes before firing, compressed
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handling clear water and is the value
new,
generally used;. 120 for smooth,
wrought-iron pme; 90 for 25-year o!d

describe

the rehandling operation, or the machine
used thereon, when such involves either
the pulling back, or complete recasting
of the waste, usually above and behind
the excavator which itself is located on
the spoil pile. Austin.

[

where H.!=friction head in feet per 1,000
feet of pipe
Q =gallons per minute
D=diameter in inches
C is 100 for pipe of 15 years' service

trolytic refining. Unrefined copper anodes
are suspended in an acid electrolyte, one
side of each then acts as an anode and

baymAte or haymaker. A term to

strip. Osborne.

formuk. Friction head
Hozes mid WII
in pipes is commonly cakulated by the

ordinary pipe_ Lewis, pp. 647-648.

tiassa's low. A law relating to the per,

meability of soils, based on their effective
grain size. See also effective size. Nam.

Wham See I-beam. Ham.

H Mt. A core bit manufactured and used in
Canada having set inside and outside diameters of 2.875 and 3.875 inches, respectively. Tne matching reaming shell
has a set outside diameter of 3.906 inches.
Long.

flush-joint
H mktg. Flush-coupled and/or
casing, made and used in Canada, having
of 3-15/16
a minimum inside diameter
inches and an outside diameter of 4%
inches. Long.

heading
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H drill rod
H drill

rod. A Canadian outside-flushcoupled drill rod having an outside diameter of 31/4 inches, the couplings of which

have an inside diameter of Iy. inches.

Long.
H. Chemical symbol for helium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

p. B-1.
HE Abbreviation for high explosive. &Win
Style Guide, p. 59.
bead. a. Development openings in a coal
seam. Pryor, 3. b. An advance main roadway driven in solid coal. C.T.D. c. The

top portion of a seam in the coal face.
C.T.D. d. Any road, level, or other suhterraneous passage driven or formed in
the solid coal, etc., for the purpose of
proving and working the mine. Fey. e.
Som. Any length of working faces. Fay.

So. Staff. A shift or day's work by
the stint in heading-out, or driving of
dead work. Fay. g. The top end of the
f.

boring rods above the surface. Fey. h. To
cut or otherwise form a narrow passage

or head. Fay. i. A lift. Fay. j.

plural, the purest ore obtained by washing; distinguished from middling, tailing,
and slime, that are also used in the plural
form. Fey. k. See sluice head. Fay. I.

The attitude or direction is: the set of
parallel planes in a massive crystalline

rock along which fracture is west difficult It is normal to the directiort of the

As generally considered, 21/4 feet of water

develops a pressure of I pound. Brandy,
2. u. Difference in elevation between intake and discharge points fdr a liquid.
In geology, most commonly of interest in
connection with the movement of undel,ground water. Lest. hh. Ste promontory.
Schielerdeeker. ii. Total head (th). Also

sheaves, hoisting arrangements, dumping
gear, and connected works at the top of
a shaft or pit. Also called headgear.
Pryor, 3. c. Includes all the raised struc-

members of the drilling crew when it is

disconnected. Williams.

The water space immediately
above the lock in a canal. Fay.
beadblock. a. A stop at the head of a slope

bead bay.

or shaft to stop cars from going down
the shaft or slope. Fay. b. A cap piece
Fay. c. A h..vy obstruction placed end-

on across the rail to inevent the passage
of a runaway mine car. Hudson. d. The
commie that supports the toes of the
switch. Zen. 4. 471. e. Commonly used
as a synonym for crown; block; derrick
pulley; sheave wheel. Long.

a. A wedge of wood placed
against the hanging wall, and against
which one end of the stull is jammed.
Zern. b. A horizontal board in the roof
of a heading, touching the earth above
and supported by a head tree at each

beadbosed.

side. Ham.

3552, 1962.

on the cliffs of southern England. Standard, 1964. r. Eng. See balk. SMRB, Paper

No. 61. s. The circular plate that forms
the end of a cylinder of a stesun engine.
Fay. t. See motive column. Fey. u. The

difference in air pressure producing ventilation. C.T.D. v. The whole falling unit
in a stamp battery,,or merelb the weight
In hyC.T. .
at the end of
draulics, pressure water in terms of its
a working level;
effective height
equivaient pressurer which must be overcome by a pumping system. Pryor, 3. x.
In mineral ptocessing, the mill head, or

ore accepted by the mill for treatment.
Pryor, 3. y. In gravity aeparation of a
feed, the heads are the concentrates. Opposite of tail. Pryor, 3. a. Variously used
as a synonym for cote-barrel head; drill

head; swivel head. Long. aa. Same as
hydraulic head, a ard b. Long. bb. The

vertical distance the water must be raised
hom where it is picked up to where it is
discharged. It is figured in feet. Kesstuely,

p. 116. cc. The back pressure against a
pump from a high outlet Nishols, 2. dd.
The height of water above any point or
plane of reference. Used also in various
compounds, such as energy head, entrance head, friction head, static head,
pressure head, lost head, etc. Seelye, 1.
ee. A unit of pleasure intemity usually
given in inches or feet of a column of
the fluid under consideration. Thus,
foot of water head is the pressure from
a column of water 1 foot high. Strock,
10. ff. Head of water converted to pressure 2.307 feet of water will exert a
pressure of one pound per square inch.
1

sheave or pulley for the hoisting rope, and
C.T.D.

ing beam to prevent it from falling on

bedeck pod. A timber set under the walk-

strata, which generally overlies the raised
beaches of England. Standard, 1964. p. As
applied to rock, natural planes of cleav-

age at right angles to the grain and the
rift of the rock. Stonier. q. Rubble drift

the top of a shaft, which carries the

serves various other purposes.

crushing gold quartz. Fay. n. Eng. An
earthy deposit from rock decay. Fay. o.

A layer of angular debris of adjacent

cesses for header units in masonry-faced
walls. ASTM C43-65T.
headhunt,. a. The steel or timber frame at

called head on pump. Pit and Quarry,
53rd, See. E, p. 82.

A device for distributing a suspension of solids in water to a machine,
or for retarding the rate of flow, as to a
top-feed filter or for eliminating by over-

stronaest cohesion. Fay. m. A rammer for

used for tubes of water-tube boilers.
Strock, 3.
Meader tile. Tile designed to provide re-

beadbos.

flow some of the

finest particles. B.S.

bead cable. See hand cable.
bead coal. Scot. Formerly, the

stratum of a

coal next the roof. More usually now,

the top portion of a coal seam when left
unwotked, either permanently ot to be
afterwards taken down; the top coal on a
losqled wagon. Fay.

bead end.

a. Usually the ultimate delivery

end cif a ennveroe. ASA MH4.1-1958. b.

That part of a mining belt conveyor
which includes the head section, a power
unit and, if required, the connecting sec-

tion and a belt takeup. NEMA M811961.
header.

a. An entry-boring machine that
bores the entire section of the entry in

one operation. Fay. b. Brick or stone laid
with the narrow end towards the face of

a wall. Mason. c. The man in charge of
driving a heading. Also called heading
man. C.T.D. d. Pieces of planklonger
than a capextending over more of the
mof and supported by two props, one at
each end. Ricketts, I. e. A rock that
heads off or delays progress. Fay. f. A
blasthole at or above the head. Fay. g.
A brick laid in a wall on its largest
face with its longest dimension at right
angles to the face of the wall. A.R.I. h.
A masonry unit laid flat and with its
greatest dimension perpendicular to the

face of the wall; generally used to tie

two wythes of masonry together. ACSG
after SCPI-52. i. A large pipe into which
one set of boilers is connected by suitable
nozzles or tees, or similar large pipes

from which a number of smaller ones

lead to consuming points. Headers ate
often used for other purposes, as for heaters or in refrigeration work. Headers are
essentially branch pipes with marry outlets, which are usually parallel. Largely

Also called gallows frame; hoist frame;
head stocks. Hess. b. The shaft frame,

ture around the shaft which is used for
loading and unloading cages. Mason. d.
Can. Gallows over shaft to which cable
for hoisting is attached. Hoffman.
A watergate or floodgate of any
race or sluice. Standard, 1964.

beadgate.

a. That portion of the winding
machinery attached to the headframe,
or the headframe and its auxiliary machinery. Fay. b. The frame which supports pulleys aver a shaft. Hudson. C.
The headframe of a mine shaft. Mason.
d. The part of a drilling machine or apparatus that remains on the surface at
the collar of a borehole. The term is sel-

headgear.

dom 90 Wed I. drill operators in the
to protecUnited States, as they apc?
mine,rsit aviari
tive head covengs
worn
tors, and soldietssimilar to head coverinm referred to as tin hats or safety hats

by drillers. Long. e. See headframe. Pryor,
3.
bead grain. See hard way. AIME, p. 326.
heed bather. The man in charge of siFnals, loading, and unloading at shaft
bottom in a mine. C.T.D.
badinage. a. . covered timber framing at

the top of a shoft, into which the shaft
guides are continued that carry the cage
or elevator. The term is sometimes applied to the structure containing the

hoiating engine, boilers, and other machinery, in addition to the actual hoisting cage, etc. Stauffer. b. The house or
building that endoses the headframe.
See also gallows frame. Fay. c. Also, the
structure on a hillside to control the lowering of coal to the tipple. B.C.I.

beadiag.

a. A passage leading from the

gangway. The main entry in a coal mine
is laid out with the precision of a main
avenue in a city. Fmm it at right angles
headings run like cross streets, lined on
each side with breasts, or chambers. /Corson. b. A smalkr excavation driven in advance of the full-size section; it may also
be driven laterally, and is then called a
cross heading or side drift_ A heading may

be driven at the top or the bottom of
the full-size face: it is then a top or a
bottom heading as the case may be.

Stauffer. c. The vein above a drift. See
also back, a. Fay. d. An interior level or
airway driven in a mine. Fay. e. In longwall workings, a narrow passage driven

upward from a gangway in starting a
working in order to give loose end. Fay.
f. A continuous passage between two

rooms, breasts or other working places.
Fay. g. Ark. The nanew part of an entry
near the working face. Fay. h. The opera-

tion of driving a head. Fay. i. Scot. The

top portion of the load above the tub

(car) sides. Fay. j. A collection of dose
joints. Fay. k. Sometimes applied to the
preliminary drift or pkmeer bench in

heading
tunnel driving. Fay. I. A road in the solid

strata bot also in the seam; a road in
solid coal. Maron. m. A rising road.
Mason. n. In a tunnel, a digging face
and its work area. Nichols. o. The end
of a drift, gallery, or tunnel. Sanddrons.
p. N. of F.ng. A roadway being driven,

generally in the coal seam, in a headway' direction. Trill. q. Can. Underground passage in mine, drift, or c asscut, being dnven toward a definite

jective. Hoff man. r. Eng. A leading place
driven to open out a district. Also called
narrow winning; winning. SURD, Paper
No. 61. s. A gangway, entry, or ah way.

The gravel bank abeve a
sluice in a placer. Standard, 1964. u.

Hudson. t.

Passageway through solid coal. C.T.D. v.

A term applied to the lace that is being
advanced by the mining operation. Bu-

reau of Mines Staff.
beadiagmmd-hemcb. A method of tunculing

in hard rock. The heading is in the up

per part of the section and is driven only
a round or two in advance of the lower
part or bench. Fraenkel.

headingmad-besscia naimiag. A stoping method
used in thicker ore where it is custom-

ary first to take cut a slice or heading 7

or 8 feet high directly under the top
of the ore and then to bench or stope

down the ore between the bottom of the

heading and the bottom of the ore or floor

of the level. The heading is kept a short
distance in advance of the bench or
stope. This system is termed headingand-bench or heading-and-stope mining.
&Mines Bull. 390, 1936, pp. 4142.
beadiagmad-drifting system'. See tearer
workings.

heading mod stall. See room-and-pillar. Fay.
beadlog-and-stope =dais& See heading-and-

bench mining. &Mines Bull. 390, 1936,

p. 42.
heading

blast;

coyote-bole

blastiag.

A

method of quarry blasting in which the

explosive is confined in small tunnel cham-

ben inside the quarry face. The charges
are placed at suitable intervals according

to the burden to be blasted. In large

blasts. several tunnels and cross tunnels
may be employed. Heading blasts have
been

superseded

headwater erosion
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largely by well-hole

blasts. Nelson.

heading bond. The laying of all mune, of
brick in a wall as headers with broken
vertical joints. A.R.!.

beadles come. A continuous

bonding

course of header brick; also called header
course. ACTG.

heading driver; astrymam. A miner who
drives I heading, entry, drift, or adit.
Fay.

heading man. See header, c. C.T.D.
havd*averlosod beach; havered headimg
smd beaa. The heading is the lower part

of the section and is driven at least a
round or two in advance of the upper
part, which is taken out by ove-hard

excavating. Fraenkel.
beadiago a. Coarse gravel or drift overlying

bombes seam. See jckt, a. Fay.
beadles side. The underside of a lode. See
also heading wall. Fay.

beading tool. A tool for swaging boltheads,
or for form:ag boltheads, etc., in hand
forging. C.T.D.

beadiag wall. The footwall or lower wall

of a lode along which the headhig is
run. Fay.
bead Mot. The vertical mortar joint between ends of masonry units; sometimes
called the cross joint. ACSG.
beadlamd. A portion of larri jutting into a
body of water. Hy.
beadlime. In dredging, the line which holds

the dredge up to its digging front. This
line is anchored well ahead of the dredgepond or paddock and attached to s winch
cn the dredge. Lateral inovement is con-

trolled by sidelines similarly k.d from

winches to land anchorages, unsally two
on each side. Pryor, 3. See aim sideline,
a. Fay.
headwall. a. One who works at top of haul-

age lope of plane, engaging or disengaging dips or grips by means of which
mine can are attached to a cable for
haulage along the incline. Also called

head tznder; top slopeman. D.O.T. I. b.
See eager, a. D.O.T. I. c. N. of Zngland.
In a colliery, one who brings coal from
the workings to the tramway. Webster

21. d. Ste pusher, a. D.O.T. I.
bead mast. In a cable excavator, the tower

that carries the working lines Nichols.
bead motion. Vibrator of shaking Ale
which imparts reciprocating moths?, to

the deck. Pryor, 3.
bead om pomp. See head. Pit and Quarry,
53rd, Sec. E, p. 82.
head picker. In bituminous coal mining, a
foreman who supervises removal of slate

and other impurities from coz!. Oper-

ates piclo 7g tables (power-driven endless
belts or shaker conveyors) on which coal

is run to be picked free from impurities
by slate pickers. D.O.T. 1.

headpiece. A cap; a collar. Foy.

bead piles. The top poling boards in a heading. Stauffer.
bead volley. a. The discharge pulley of the

conveyor. It may be either an idler pulley or a drive pulley. A head pulley which

is mounted on a boom is termed an extended head pulley; a head pulley which

is separately mounted is

termed a de-

tached head pulley. NEM A MBl -1 961.
b. The crowned puley or idler mounted
at the extreme front end or delivery
point of a belt conveyor. The belt, after
passing around this pullet, begins its

travel toward the tail end or feat sec-

do., of the conveyor. Jones.
bead-pelley-drtre conveyor. A conveyor in

which the belt

is

drive.: by the head

pulley without a snub pulley. NEMA

MB1-1961.
bead-polley-mahdrIve conveyor. A conveyor

in which the belt is driven by the head
pulley with a snub pulley. NEMA MB11961.

placer deposits. Fey. b. That portkin of
a vein which is above a level. Fay. c.
Highly jointed parts of grani:e. Arkell.
d. In ore dressing, the heavier portions

besr:erace. a. Sluice, lest, or launder which

sluice as opposed to the tailings, which

bead rights. A term which has bcen eni-

collecting at the upper end of a huddle or

escape at the other end, and the mid-

dlings, which receive further treatment
Also called concentrates. Ste also heads.
Fay.

leads water to head of oponation or

waterwheel. Pryor, 3. b. A forebay. Seelye,

I. c. An aqueduct for bringing water.

Gordon.

played to describe undivided interests in
minceals. Williams.

Madrona. a. Distance between the drill
platform and the bottom of the sheave
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wheel. Long. b. Heiaht between the floor

and the roof in a c):ne opening. Long.

headrope. In any system of rope luaulage,
that rope which is usd to pull the loaded
transportation device toward the discharge point. In scraper loader work, the
headrope pulls the loaded scoop from the
face to the dumping point. Jones.
heads. a. In New York and Pennsylvania,
a local term applied by !milestone quarry-

men to tile open joints that run north

and smrth. Fay. '% Eng. See headings, d.
Fay. c. Scot. Larrt top coal on a loaded
hutch. Fay. d. Ausr. Small faults. Fay. e.

Low-grade wash over:Ting the wash proper.

Nelson. f. Can. Material taken from ore

in treatment plant and containing the

valuable metallic constituents. Opposite
of tails. Hoffman. g, In ore dressing, the
feed to a concentrating system is called
the heads. Newton, p. 84. See also head,
j. Fay.
head ',dims. a. That part of a mining beit
conveyor which consists of a drive pulley
or pulleys, a head pulley which may or
may not be a drive pulley, belt idlers if
included, and the framing necessary to
support these parts. The head pulley may

be integral or detached. NEMA MBI1961. la. A teem used in both belt and
chair; conveyor work to designate that
portion of the conveyor used for dischargiandg the coal. Jones.

abaft The shaft mounted at the de-

livery end of a chain conveyor, on which
is mounted a sprocket which drives the

drag chain The shaft, in turn, is driven

by means of a drive chain from the speed
reducer oi the power

nit

through a

sprocket mounted on the shaft end. Jones.

head sheave. Pulley in beadge.tr of winding shaft over which the hoisting rope
runs. Pryer, 3. See eft, winding sheave.
head side. N. Staff. T:s.1 rise side of a head-

ing driven on the raike. Fay.
head space. TIT unfilled space in a glass
container fitted with a closure device.
ASTM CI62-66.
headstkkm beadtree; beapatead. Headgear ;

hes. dfrarne. Mason.
headstocks. Gallows frame; headframe. Fay.
headword. Corn. Water discharged Cams, gh
the adit level. Fay.

head task. Any tank or vessel in the water
circuit which j nal to control the delivery pressure of the water to the washing units. BS. 3 '52, 1562.
bud reader. See headman. D.O.T. 1.
head tie. See headings. Pryor, 3.
headtree. a. The horizontal timber at each
side of a rectangular heading which supports the headboa,d. Set also side trees.
Ham. b. Eng. A piece of wood, on top of

a prop, to support the roof, Newcastle

coalfield. Fay. c. The cap piece of a heading set Stauffer. d. Eng. A piece of wood

set on a prop. The term cap is sometimes ilsed to indicate the piece of timreop
ber placed between the top of

and a ba:k er girder on a roadway. Also
called cap; lid. SMRB, Paper No. FI.
head sakee. The assay val..e of the heath
or mill feed. Nelson.
headwall. a. Retaining wall at both ends of
a culvert or similar soucture. Ham. b.
A cuhert sidewall; sometimes only the
szam wall. Nichols.
ter. a. The water up stream from a
struc.ure. Seelye I. b. The source of
a stream. See al:so forebay Seely., I.
headwater erosion. As the tributarieJ of

z

the main stream eat Lack, and as secondary tributaries develop from these, and
still others from these, the flat-topped
divides are narrowed and more and more
of the surface has slopes down which the

runoff can flow. This extension of the
tributaries is accomplished by gnawing

back at the upper portion, a proems that
may be called headwater erosion. A.G.1.
headway. a. Eng. The second set of excavations in post--.nd-stall work. See aLo

b. N. of Eng. The direction of the cleat or a place driven
parallel with the cleat, that is, end-on.
Fas. c. The principal cleat in coal. Arkelt. 4. Primarily a road or gallery in a
crossheading. Fay.

coal mine parallel to the principal cleat.
Also called headway course. Arkell. e.
N. of Eng. Parallel with the main cleavage plane or cleat of the coal. In Dur-

ham, this rues north and south. Trig.
f Eng. A place advancing parallel to

the .nain cleavage planes of the coal. In
Cumberland, it is called an end when
winning out, and a pointing when driven

to connect two bords to form a pillar.
Also called end; end on; (face of coal)
on end. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

headwork. a. The headframe with the headgear. Webster 21. b. Ark. The cutting

and other work done at the face of an

entry. Fay.
healing. a. Eng. Fissile sandstone used for
roofing slates, Wea ;den bexis, Horsham,
Sussex. Arlen. b. The ability of a glaze
to cover any arras of the ware that may
have been damaged before the glaze has
been fired on; this depends on a correct
combination of surface tension and vis
cosity at the glost-firing temperature.
Dodd.
healing power. The ability of a glaze to heal
surface blemishes during firing. ASTM
C242-60T.
beating stone. A slate or tile for roofing.

Fay.
health hmrds. The danger to health arising from exposure to ionizing radiation.
It may be due to external irradiation or

to radiation from radioactive materials
within the body. NCB.
health physics. That branch of radiological
physics dealing with the protection of
personnel from the harmful effects of ion-

izing radiatior. It includes the routine

procedures of radiation protection surveys; area and personnel monitoring; rec-

ommendation of appropriate protective
equipment and procedures; determination
of acceptable standards of operation; and

solution of problems incident to the ef-

fective and practical protection of all per-

sons from the harmful effects of radiation. Out of this last phase has grown
the study of environmental hazards, including the accumulation of radioactive
material by plants and animals, and pos-

sible injury to humans ultimately utilizing these in food. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

See hydrogenHeady-Sollh an process.
treating process. Dodd.
heap. a. Nrvc. The refuse at the pit's
mouth. Fay. b. Scot. To load up a tub
(cat) above the top of the sides. Fay.

c. The soil carried alx.ve the sides cf a
body or bucket. Nichols.

heaped capacity. In scraper loading, a term

used to cIncribe the volume of material
the scraper will hold when the material
is

heaped.

Frequently,

sideboards

heat capacity
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are

added to increase the heaped capacity.

Heaped capacity will exceed struck ca-

reverberatory furnaces, they bear little re-

pending upon the heaping conuition as-

hearthplate. A cast-iron plate serving as a
sole for a refiner's furnace. Standard, 1964.
hearth roastimt. A roasting procets in which
the ore or concentrate enters at the top

pacity by approximately one 'int desumed.

Carson, p.

78.

heap keeper. a. N. of Eng. A man who looks

after the sorting and cleaninf of the coal
at the surface, and keeps things in order
about the shalt. Fay. b. In bituminous

mining, a laborer who sorts and
cleans slate and other impurities from
coal

heaps of coal at the mine surface.

D.O.T.!.

heap leaching. A process used for the recovery of copper from weathered ore and
material from mine dumps. The material
is laid in beds alternately fine and coarse
until the thickness is roughly twenty feet.
It is treated with water or the spent liqour from a previous operation. Intervals
are allowed between watering to allow
oxidation to nceur, and the beds are provided with ventilating flues to assist the
oxidation of the sulfides to sulfate. The
liquor seeping through the beds is led to
tanks, wi.ere it is treated with scrap iron
to precipitate the copper from solution.
This process can also be applied to the
sodium sulfide leaching of mercury ores.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
heap matte. Matte produced by heap roasting. Fay.
heap roasting. Removal of sulfur from py-

ritic ore by burning in heaps, perhaps
with aid of fuel. Pryor, 3.

heap sampling. Method of reducing a large

sample of ore to yield from the fraction
retained a representative sample. A conical

heap is made by shoveling the material
accurately on to the apex so that it runs
down equally all around. The heap can
then be flattened somewhat by rubbing
with a spade, and is shoveled into four
equal heaps, the same amount being taken

from the base of the cone each time as

the worker goes around. Of the four

smaller heaps thus formed, two are discarded and two retained. These may now
be crushed to improve the ease of thorough mixing, and are then formed into

another cone in the same way as the
first. The process is repeated, with pe-

riodic size reduction of the retained portions, until the required small sample has
been produced. Pryor, 3.

heapstead. The buildings and surfaced werks

around a colliery shaft. C.T.D.
hearth. a. That part of the furnace in which

heat is developed for the purpose of
melting glass. C.T.D. b. The bottom por-

tion of certain furnaces, such as the blast
furnace, air furnace, and other reverberatory furnaces, in which ti o. molten metal
is collected or held. ASM Glocs. c. A plate
or table upon which cylinder glass is flattened. Standard, 1964.

hearth accretions. See sow, d. Fay.

hearth and bosh brick. Fire clay brick for
use in lining the hearth walls and bosh
sections of a blast furnace. A.R.!.
hearth bottom. A furnace bottom soaked
to some depth with metal. Fay.
hearth cinder. Slag produced in refining
metals. Fay.
health ends. Particles of unreduced lead

semblance to them. Newton, p. 280.

of a multiple hearth roaster and drops
from hearth to hearth in succession until it is discharged at the bottom. In the
downward progress of the ore, the sulfide particles are roasted as thry come in
contact with the heated air. Newton, p.
289.

heart joint Scot. A particular form of attachment joint between the bucket rod
and the foot rod of a rump. Fay.

heart shake. A defective condition of timber shown by cracks extending from the
heart outward. Standard, 1964.

beartshaped brillirat. A heart-shaped variation of the pendeloque; usually with a
large table and a shallow crown. Shipley.

Imre wail. A wall hearted with filling of
concrete or other material. Standard, 1964.
heat, a. The material heated, melted, etc., at
one time; as, the foundry runs three heats
a day. Standard, 1964. b. One operation
in a heating furnace, Bessemer converter.

puddling furnace, or other furnace not
erating continuously. Fay. Each batch

of steel made in a furnace is known as a
heat. Ne.oton, p. 311. c. Eng. The elevated
temperature produced by montaneous
combustion in a mine, ray. d. Form of
energy generated or transferred by combustion, chemical reaction, mechanical
means or passage of electricity, and meas-

urable by its thermal effects. Pryor, 3.

e.

The energy which a body powesses because

of the motion of its molect.les. Jones, 2, p.
58.

beaCabsorbing glaas. Glass having the property of absorbing a substantial percentage

of radiant energy in the near infrared of
the spectrum.

ASTM C162-66.

heat-affected roue. That portion of the base
metal which was not melted during brazing, cutting, or welding, but whose microstructure and physical properties were
altered by the heat. ASM Gloss.
beat balance. a. In furnaces, heat engines,

etc., the distribution of the known input
of energy (as heat) ; also, the method of
determining, or the graphical or tabular
record of. such distribution. Bureau of
Mines Staff. b. In fluidization roasting,
the thermodynamic calculation used to
control addition or removal of heat in

order to maintain the desired temperature
in the reacting vessel. Pryor, 3.
beat budget. The total amount of the sun's
heat received on the earth during any one
year must exactly equal the total amount
which is lost from the earth by reflection
and radiation into space. The portion reflected by the atmosphere does not affect
the earth's heat budget. The portion absorbed must balance the long-range radia-

tion into space from the earth's entire
system. That portion absorbed into the

oceans causes the surface warming critical
to the phenomenon of layer depth. Transport by currents further extends the distribution of heat. See also heat transport. Ify.

ore expelled by the blast from a furnace.
Fay.

beat capacity. a. Of a substance, heat per

charge rests on the hearth or loin wall

produce a very small rise in temperature.
Bureau of Mines Staff. b. Of a body, heat,

hearth furnaces. Furnaces

in which the

and is heated by hot gases passing over
it. Even though hearth furnaces such as
the multiple-hearth roasting furnace and
rotary kilns operate on the same basis as

541

unit of mass, per degree of rise, required to

per degite of rise, required to heat the
body. Bureau of Mines Staff. c. The quantity of heat necessary to raise the tempera-
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heat-setting refractories

bestir peat. Peat derived chiefly from decomposcd heather. Standard, 1964.
bestir stone. a. Som. A 5-inch limestone bed
used for curbs, Lower Lias, Keinton MandeviHe. Arkell. b. Eng. Ferruginous sandstone in the Bagshot sands, scattered over
the Dorset heaths (for example, the agglestone and puckstone). Arkell. c. Compare
moorstone; carstone. Arkell.
heating back. A chamber back of a forge in

beat of fusion. The latent heat required
to change a solid to a liquid. MacCraeken.
beat of Mikados. The quantity of heat

heated. Standard, 1964.
beating curve. A rising temperature curve.

beat of liquid The heat necessary to raise
the temperature of the liquid, as dis

heat capacity
ture of a system or a substance by 1 degree
of temperature, usually express in calories
per degree centigrade. Compare specific
heat. Lowenheim.

beat check.. A pattern of parallel surface
cracks that are formed by alternate rapid
heating and cooling o( the extreme surface

metal, sometimes found on forging dies
and piercing punches. There may be two
sets of parallel cracks, one set perpendkular to the other. ASM Gloss.

beat conductior.. The oceans receive heat by
conduction through the sea bottom. Since
the amount is very small, 50 to 80 gram
calaries per square centimeter per year, it

neglected when considering tne heat

is

budget. This amount of heat coming from
the bottom does not affect sound propaga-

tion. Hy.
beat content, rate of dump ie. Rate of
change in heat con tent or enthalpy of air
per unit time. May be sensible, !atent, or
total. Measured in British th...nutl units
per how-. Portman, p. 8.

Painful spasms of the muscles,
best
especial y those of the alxfornen and limbs,
after prolonged exposure to high temperature while engaged in strenuous labor. The

cramps may be slight or may be severe

enough to cause convulsions. Kentucky, p.
380.

heated stone. A stone that has been artifi-

cially h ated to the proper temperature
with the intention of improving or com-

pletely altering its color. The induced color
is permanent in varieties, such as hyacinth.

burnt amethyst, etc.; less permanent in
hlue zircon. See also stained stone. Shn pley.
beat energy. Energy in the form of heat.

Standard, 1964.
heat :swine. A mecharism (as an externaicombustion or an inttrnal-cornbustion engine) for converting heat energy into
mechanical enemy. Webster M.
heater. a. One of the workmen who assists

the operation of rolling large. steel
armor plates. Standard, 1964. b. In the
coke products industry, one who regulates
the temperature of heating flues and combustion of fuel gas used to heat coal in a
byproduct coke oven. D.O.T. Sapp.
beater drain pump. Self-regulating pumps
capable of dealing with water at fairly
high temperatures and pressures. They are
used to return heater condensate to the
feed line instead of to waste. Sinclair, IV,
p. 125.
heal exchanger. Any device that transfers
heat from one fluid to another or to the
environment. MIL.
heat exhausoon. Collapse from the effect of
heat, from the sun, or from other sources.
It occurs more often when the humidity is
high. The patient is seldom unconscious
but may feel weak. The face appears pale
and is usually covered with cold perspiration. Kentucky, p. 380.
heath. Eng. Sand of firm consistence, Purin

beck beds, Whitehurch and Quainton,
Buckinghamshire. Arkell.
heaCharlierting finish. See stoving finish.

Bermtt 2d, 1962.
heath coat. Heath or tough coal. Arkell.
heathen. a. Eng. Applied to a bed of roal
immediately below the 10 yard mai, Stiffordshire. Fay. See also heath coal. Tomkeieff, 1954. b. S. Staff. The bottom coal
scam. Compare sarsen. Arkell. c. Dark
inclusions in granite. Same as furreners.
Arkell.

herdhing. See heath coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.

which the air intended for the blast is
Bureau of Mines Staff.

beating furnace. The furnace in whiet
blooms or piles are heated before ham-

mering or rollirg. Fay.
beadles medium. A fluid used for conveying

heat from a heat source to heat dissipating devices; inclu4es air, water, and steam.
Strock,

beatings. The twat generated before an actual fire occur.. Hearings., or incipient
fires, are detected :ra mines by smell and
by analysis of air samples. In mines liable
to spontaneous combustion, trained officials and workmen are employed to detect

and deal with hearings and fim and they
become expert in these duties. Sinclair, 1,
pp. 285-286.

liberated or consumed when a substance

takes up water. Osborne.
beat of ionization. The quantity of heat that
is absorbed when 1 gram equivalent of a
substance is broken up completely into
positive and negative ions. Osoorne.

beat of Mimic The energy necessary to
break a ehemical bond. Osborne.

tinguished from the heat of vaporization.
Strock, 10.
beat of mixture. That quantity of heat
evolved when two liquiols which do not
react together are mixed. It :s calculated

from the temperature change and the
specific heat of the mixture, and expressed
in gram-caloriei per gram of mixture.
Osborne.
Amount of heat
beat of sentratitotiou.
evolved when 1 gram equivalent of an
acid is neutraliztd by a base. Osborne.

beat of recedes. a. The quantity of heat
consumed or liberated in a chemical reaction, as heat of combustion, heat of
neutrtlization, or heat of formation.
Hackles Chem. Did. b. The number of

beading surface. a That surface in a steam
boiler or similar apparatus from which
heat panes to the liquid to be evaporated

calories of heat absorbed when 1 gramatomic weight of carbon reacts with I
n to form
gram-molecular weight of
gram-molecular weight °<71garbon di1

b. Broadly, the area intended for trans-

oxide. Newton, p. 123.
best of u"hetion. The quantity of heat liberated or coirumed when a solid is dissolved
in a liquid. Osborne.
beat of transformation. The quantity of heat
acc/mpanying a constitutional change in
a solid chemical compound or metal, for
example, the change from gamma to alpha
iron. The temperature at which one crystalline form of a substance is converted
into another solid modification is known
as the transition point or transition temperature. Osborne.

or heated; the fire surface. Standard, 1964.
ferring heat. Strock, 10.

beating tendency. The ability of a coal to

fire spontaneously. This phenorrienon can

occur wt enever the heat generated from
oxidation reactions in a coal exceeds the
heat dissipated. This characteristic varies
for different types of coals and even for

coals of the same classification but of

different origin. R. I. 6221, 1963, p. 2.
beating tobe. A water tube exposed to the
fire in a steam boiler. Standard, 1964.

beat intolerant. See acclimatization. Roberts,
1, p. 132.

beat of adsorption. Quantity of heat evolved
in adsorption of a definite quantity of gas
on a bare surface. Osborne.
beat of combustion. The heat er, reaction re-

sulting from the complete burning of a
substance and expressed variously (as in
calories per gram or per mole, or especially for fuels in British thermal units
per pound or per cubic foot). Webster 3d.
beat of compression. As air passes down
shafts and along inclined workings it is

compressed. Heat is always generated when

air is compressed, and although the reverse process of decompression and cooling

takes place as the air ascends the upcast
shaft, the net effect is to raise the air
temperature underground. Mason, v. I, p.
191.

beat of crystallization. Heat evolved when
unit weight of a salt crystallizes from a

large amount of a saturated

solution.

Osborne.

beat of dilution. The quautity of heat absorbed or evolved upon diluting a solution with water, or upon mixing a strong
solution with a weaker solution of the same
substance. It is usually expressed as British

thermal units per pound, or calories per

kilogram. Osborne.

beat of formation. The number of calories
absorbed when

1

gram-molecular weight

of a compound is formed ;rpm its elements. Newton, p. 123.
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beat of sapodzalkms, The latent heat required to change a liquid to a gas. MacCracken.

beat of wetting. Heat evolved or absorbed
when a liquid and a solid surface are
placed in contact. Osborne.

best pump. A mechanical refrigerating system used for air cooling in the summer
and which, when the evaporator and condenser effects are reversed, absorbs heat
from the outside air or (water) in wintet
and raises it to a higher potential so the

it also can be used for winter heating.
Strock, I r

beat recuperation. The recovery of heat from
waste gases. Fay.
beat-resisting glass. Glass able to withstand
high thermal shock, generally because of
low-expansion coefficient. ASTM C162-66.

heat-residing steel. A steel with high re-

sistancc to oxidation and moderate strength

at high temperatures; that is, above 500'
C. Alloy steels, of a wide variety of compositions, which usually contain large
amounts of one or more of the elements
chromium, nickel, or tungsten, are used.
C.T.D.

bestselling tire clay mortar. A refractory

mortar consisting substantially of clays and
whier.
grog but incorporating ingredients
tenweragur

develop a bond at a inwpr

than would occur otherwise. A.R.!.
beat-setting refractories. Compositions of
ground refractory materials which require
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heat-setting refractories
relatively high temperatures for the devel.
opment of an adequate bond, commonly
called the ceramic bond. HW.

bent-sbock led. Designed to ind.cate corn.

parative resistance of enamelware to rapid
temperature fluctuations. ACSB-3.
beat 'Mt. Anything that absorbs heat; usually
part of the environment, such as the air, a
river or outer space. L&L.

beat-strengthesed gime. Sheet glass, cut to
size, heated to softening point then quickly
and uniformly chilled by blast of cold air.
Bennett 21,1962 Add.

beat table* beat-skkams tablets. Ten-grain

compressed vacuum-pan salt tablets, some.

times with dextrose, starch, or other additives to aid in disintegration, for relief of
thennoplegia, heat sickness. Kaufmann.

beat dating. Coloration of a metal surface

throueh oxidation by heating to reveal de.
tails of the microstructure. ASM Gloss.
best tolerant. Applied to individuals whose
bodies arc constitutionally capable of
adapting to sudden changes in heat conditions. Spalding, p. 261.
beat nimmbdon coefikient. See coefficient
of heat transmission. Strock, 10.
beat transport. Meteorological phenomena

account for most heat transport. Ocean

currents, however, are considered of major

importance. The transport of heat by a

unit volume of ocean water is a function
of the specific heat, density, the temperature and the north-south component of
the velocity, if the transport of heat from
the equator toward the poles is being considered. Hy.
beat-treatable alloy. An alloy hardenable by
heat treatment. ASM Gloss.

heat-treated. A term sometimes used for
tempered glass. See also tempered glass.
ASTM C162-66.

beat-treated done. Same as heated stone.
Shipley.

heat-treating machine, automatic. See Gilman heat-treating machine. Laois, p. 97.
beat treatment. Heating and cooling a solid
metal or alloy in such a way as to obtain
desired conditions or properties. Heating

for the sole purpose of hot working is
excluded from the meaning of this definition. ASM Gloss.

heat unit. A unit of 9uantity of heat; the
heat required to raise the unit mass of
water througn 1 degree of temperature.
Standard, 1964. Compare calorie; British
thermal unit. Fay.
beat value. The amount of hcat obtainable

from a fuel and expressed, for example, in
British thermal units per pound. Shell Oil
Co.

heat work. An imprecise term denoting the
combined effect of time and temperature
on a ceramic process. For example, pro-

longed heating at a lower temperature

may result in the same degree of vitrification in a ceramic body as a shorter period
at a high temperature; a similar amount of
heat work is said to have been expended
in the two cases. Dodd.

heave. a. The horizontal component of the
slip, measured it right angles to the strike
of the fault. Used by J. E. Spurr and A.
Geikie for offsn. Used by Jukes Brown for
strike slip. Fey. b. A rising of the floor of

a mine caused by its being too soft to
resist the weight on the pillars. Fay. c.

Horizontal displacement of strata or other

rocks along a fault, as opposed to the

throw or vertical displacement. Arkell. d.
Upthrow. Arkell. e. Displacement of mine-

ral vein by faulting. Lifting of floor of

underground working through rock
sure. Pryor, 3. f. Fault or throw in a 1)07::
Gordon. g. Eng. See creep. SMR11, Paper
No. 61. h. Upward movement of soil
caused by expansion or displacement resulting from phenomena, such as moisture
absorption, removal of overburden, driving
of piles, and frost action. ASCE P1826.
heave fault. A fault in which there has been
horizontal movement along a fault plane
that is steeply inclined. Stokes and Varner,
1955.

beaten dose. Benitoite. Shipley.

heavily watered. Scot. Said of a colliery

Hebrew granite
technique, but now obsolescent in production practice. Pryor, 3.
heavy loader. Powdered minerals having a
high specific gravity, as barite, iron oxide,

litharge, or galena; such minerals added
to drill-mud and liquids increase the

scific gravity or weight of the mud.

Long.
heavy-media separation. A series of patented
processes originally developed for the concentration of ore, but are finding increased
usage in coal cleaning. Suspension of magnetite (specific gravny, 5.0) and fern,silicon (specific gravity1 6.7) are usually
used for oce concentration; suspensions of

when the escape of water from the strata
into the shaft or workings is abundant,
requiring powerful pumping machinery.

magnetite for coal. The basic features of
Ciese processes as applied to coal are In
the methods used for handling the mag-

Applied to the rising of the bottom
after removal of the coal. Jones. See also
atCp.
hem* earth. Shrop. Clay which swells on
absorbing water. Arkell.
heaving shale. a. A condition in which shale
squeezes into a drill hole. This often occurs adjacent to faulted traps where the
shale is under considerable pressure,
though gas pressure within the formation

should be somewhat as follows: 100 per-

beF:4

and the nature of clay minerals in the

shale have an important contributing effect. A.G.I. b. Drillers name for incompetent shale. See also incompetent, b. BnMines R.I. 3618, 1942, p. S.
heavy. The hollow sound produced when
knocking on a mine roof, which is loose.
Fay.

heavy harden. See burden, j.
heavy chemical. A chemical produced and
handled in large lots (as 1 ton or more

netic medium. Specifications for magnetite

cent minus 100 mesh, 65 to 75 percent
minus 325 mesh, 85 percent magnetics,

and wet-ground in a ball or rod mill.

Mitchell, p. .504. See also dense-media
separation.

bony metals. Metals that react readily with
dithizone, principally zinc, copper, cobalt,
and lead, but under special conditions in-

cluding one or more of thi following
metals: bismuth, cadmium, goki, indium,
iron, manganese, mercury, nickel, palladi-

um, platinum, silver, thallium, and tin.
Hawker. See also hi h-density metals.
Consists in deheavy-mineral
termining the relative amounts of an economic mineral in stream sediments, and

in tracing the drainage upstream to the
source by folloaing the pattern of in-

creasing concentrations. Hawker, p. 304.

heavy =Mask. a. The accessory detrital

crude state. Applied especially to acids

minerals of a sedimentary rock, of high
specific gravity, which are separated in

salts (aluminum sulfate, for example).

cific gravity by means of liquids of high

screening purposes. Taylor.
heavy crop. In the systematic examination
of a sediment, the small quantity of accessory minerals it contains is separated from

having a high specific gravity, the cuttings
of which arc washed out of a borehole only
by a very strong, rapidly flowing stream of
drill-circulation fluid. Long. b. A synonym
for heavy loader. Long.
A drilling mud having a high
heavy
specific gravity, usually attained by adding

per day) and often more or less in a

(sulfuric acid, for example), alkalies, and

the laboratory from minerals of lesser spe-

Webster 3d
heavy concrete. Concrete made with specially
selected heavy aggregate for radiation

density, such as bromoform. Compare light
mineral. A.G.I. b. In igneous penology, a

the predominant quartz by passing the
whole through bromoform. Quartz and
feldspar are lighter than the latter and,
therefore,

float on its surface: but the

accessory minerals, such as zircon, rutile,
anatase, brookite, kyanite, and iron ores,

sink to the bottom of the container and
may be spcarated for detailed examination. The grains heavier than bromoform
constitute the heavy cmp, which provides

valuable evidence of the provenance of
the sediment. C.T.D.

heavy lire. N. of Eng. An extensive and
severe explosion. Fay.

heavy fuel. A very viscous oil used for fuel.
API Glossary.

heavy gold. When gold is found in large particles. Gordon.

heavy ground. Dangerous hanging wall,
which needs special vigilance through
possibility of fall of rock. Sounds hollow
when rapped. Pryor, 3.
heavy hydroges. See deuterium. LEA.
heavy joist. Timber over 4 inches and less
than 6 inches in thickness and 8 inches or
over in width. Crispin.
heavy liquid separation. Setaration of ore

t em to settle
through, or float above, a fluid of interallowing

particles

by

mediate

density.

Important laboratory

mafic mineral. 1.G.1. Sapp. c. Minerals

minerals such as ground barite or other
heavy loaders to the usual ingredients
making up a drill mud. Long.
heavy Gib. Oils distilled from coal tar between 230° and 330* C, the exact range
is not definite. CCD 61, 1961.
heavy soil. A fine-grained soil, made up
largely of clay or silt. Nichols
heavy spar. Synonym for barite. Fay.
heavy J. Barite in southeast Missouri. Fay.
heavy water. Deuterium oxide? D20, in which

D is the symbol for deutenum (heavy hydrogen or hydrogen 2). Water in which
ordinary hydrogen atoms have been replaced by deuterium atoms. Natural water
contains 1 heavy-water molecule per 6,500
ordinary water molecules. Deuterium oxide
has a low neutron absorption cross section;

hence, it is used as a moderator in some
nuclear reactors. L&L.

heavy-watermoderated reactor. A nuclear
reactor that uses heavy water as its moderator. Heavy water is an excellent moder-

ator and perm;ts the use of inexpensive
natural (unenriched) uranium as a fuel.
Hebrew granite. Eng. A graphic granite in

Hebrew granite

helici tic structure
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which the crystals of quartz imbedded in
the body of the feldspar mtmble Hebrew
characters. Fey.

bebnisite. A misnomer for amblygonite. Hess.

becatolite. Moonstone (orthoclase). Hey 21,
1955.

heel of cod. A small body of coal left under a larger body as a support. Fey.
heel tap. An imperfection in which the hue
or bottom of a bottle is very thick in one

area and very thin in another. ASTM
C162-66. See also slugged bottom.

Hecht cones. A variety of Seger cones. Hess.
Hecht's porcelain A German refractory porcelain similar to Marquardt porcelain. See
also Marquardt porcelain. DIrld.
hectare. A metric unit of land measure equal

beep Mead. The entire surface plant of A

Incas.. A prefix used to denote one hundred
times. Ham.
Wench,. a. Magnesium-bearinq bentonite
(montmorillonite), (Mg,Li).S:90,9(OH)s,
from Hector, Calif. lfonodinic. Synonym
for magnesium-bentonite. Spencer 16,
M.M., 1943; Dana 17. b. An altered pyroxene, near (Mg,Fe),SisCkstA tip, with
Mg:Fe approximately equal to 3:2. Hey
21, 1953.
hedembergke. A calcium.iron variety of py-

illegeltr hews. A muffle furnace seven

to 10,000 square meters or 2.471 acres.
A.G.!. supp.

roxene, CaFe(Sis0.), monoclinic. Dena
17.

hedgehog. a. Scot. A broken strand or single
wire of rope torn out while the rope is in

motion, and drawn up into a knot or
bundle on the rope. Fey. b. A dredger
consirting of a roller with protruding spikes

or spades which is dragged over the bot-

tom of a river, etc., to remove silt, mud, or
the Iflre. Webster 21.
hedgehog Mose. Quartz crystals containing
needles of göthite or some other iron oxide. Compare hairstone. Fey.
bedleyite. Bismuth-tellurium allow Mae', a
solid solution of Bis in BilTe9, as Thornbohedral cleavage flakes, from Hedley,
British Columbia. Named from the localbeily;imuftt:Incer 17, M.M., 1946.

A name proposed by Br6gger
for certain syenitic rocks that are poor
or lacking in nephelite but that have a

trachytie texture. Fay.
bedyplisee; hegyphame. A white mineral
with 2 cleavages crystallidng in the hexa-

gonal system, 41/2Pb0.4Y9 (Ca,Ba)0.3 P2
Os. PbC19;

Mohs' hardness,

4 ; specific

gravity, 5.7; frnm Franklin, N.J.; Langban, Sweden Larsen, pp. 75, 91.
heel. a. The mouth or collar of a borehole.
Fay. b. A small body of coal left under a

lar, Ter body as a support. Known also as
heel of coal.
c. The fixed jaw on
an adjustable-wrench safety
Or On
a rock crusher. See also anveriong. d.
A floor brace or socket for wall-bracing
timbers. Nichols. e. The trailing edge of
an angled blade. Nichols. f. In chemical
engineering, commonly the residue remaining after a batch distillation has been
carried through to completion; still bottoms. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957. g. In chemical engineering, any material remaining
in a vessel after removal of the main por-

tion of the contents. NRC-ASA N1.1-

mine. Gordon.

heft. An old English term, now current in
the United States, which is useful in expressing the weightiness in the hand of
a stone or other solid, by which one can
rovghly estimate its density. Anderson.

hearth, 'Ugh. The lower hearth are heated
by gas burned in the flues beneath them.
This was the first mechanical furnace to
be employed successfully for blende roast-

ing in the United States at La Salle, Ill.
Fey.

Hqmin producer. A furnace for the manufacture of producer gas. Fay.
Heisler roaster. One who supervises malting of tine ore for removal of sulfur in
a Ilegeler master; the roasted ore is later
smelted in a zinc furnace to recover the
zinc. D.O.T.!.
beidorake. Borate, sulfate, and chloride,
NasCasC I (SC:140,09(OH )9,

monoclinic

as transparent spearlike crystals (up to 7
centimeters) with glauberite from a deep
boring in anhydrite at Nonihom., Hannover, Germany. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.

height. In tides, the vertical distance, either positive or negative, of any tide
stage with reference

to the datum of

soundings of the largest scale charts of
the locality; usually in feet above chart
datum. See also wave height. Hy.
be4ght of capillary rise. See capillary rise.
ASCE P1826.
height of t-Ins--flu:sedust. a. Obtained by add-

ing the staff reading of the backsight to
the reduced level at that station. Mason,
v. 2, p. 736. b. Sce height of instrument.
Pryor, 3.

height of lestrument; H. 1. a. In survey
leveling, the vertical height of the line
of collimation of the instrument over the
station above which it is centered, or
above a qiecified datum level. In the collimation method of leveling a horizontal
collimation line is transferred from a reading on the back station (backsight) to a

foresight by reading on leveling

staff.

Pryor, 3. b. In spirit leveling, vertical dis-

in

wave mechanics.

held. A condition of support at the ends

of a beam or edges of a plate which prevents displacement of the edge of the neutral surface, but permits rotation in the
plane of bending. Compare fixed; supported. Ro.
Ht Iderberidast. Lower Lower Devonian.
A.G.1. Sapp.

held is comma. The phrase held in common means a claim whereof there are
more owners of a claim than one, while
the use of the words claims held in com-

mon on which work done upon one of
such claims so held shall be sufficient
means that there must be more than one
claim so held in order to make a case
where work upon one of them shall answer the statutory requirement as to all
of them. Ricketts, I.

held water; capillary water. a Water held
above the level of the water table of
ground by capillary action. Set also free
water. Pryor, 3. b. Water retained within
a soil mass as liquid or vapor. See also
up.' water. Nelson.
A wax near ozocerite but elastic
like caoutchouc; it is yellow and has a
specific gravity of 0.915. It OMITS at
Itopa in Galicia. Fay.
helical. Spiral. Nichols.

helical bag conveyor. See double helical

bag conveyor. ASA MI14.1-1958.
helical conveyor. A conveyor for handling
coal, grain, cement, or similar butt- materials. It comprises a horiozntal shaft, with
helical paddles or ribbons, which turn on

its center line inside a stationary tube
filled with the material. Ham.

helical gew. A tooth gear in which the
wheel teeth, instead of being at right
angles with their faces, are set at some
other angle therewith. Often incorrectly

called spiral gear. It may be used to transmit power between (1) parallel shafts, (2)
shafts at right angles and not intersecting,

(3) shafts inclined at any angle and not
intersecting. It gives greater strength and

smoother operation, but develops consider-

d. In differential leveling, the elevation
of the line of sight of the telescope when
the instrument is leveled. Urquhart, sec.
I, p. 15.
h eight of land. See watershed. Fay.

The lining is fixed to the ground by strata
bolts rigidly fished every 1200 without any
yielding device. Developed in Germany and

whichever is used as rod point. Seelye, 2.

height-period combleatima. Waves with spe-

heel of a shot. a. In blasting, the face of
a shot farthest away from the charge.

heinrichite; occur near Lakeview, Oregon, and in the Mack Forest, Germany.
See also arsenuranocircite. Hey, M.M.,

c. In blasting, the front cr a shot. Zern.
Same as heel. Fay.

ticulate existence
Pryor, 3.

able end thrust Crispin.
helical reinforcement. Steel reinforcing rods
twisted into the form of a spiral. Ham.

cified height and period. Ily.
belerkbite. The arsenic analogue of uranocircite, Ba(U09)9(As04)9.10-121190 and

Stauffer. b. The distance from the mouth
of the drill hole to the comer of the nearest free face; or that portion of the hole
which is filled vrith the tamping; or that
portion of the coal to be broken which is
entirely outside the powder. Zern, p. 668.

sition. The more precisely the one is
measured, the greater will be the error
in the other, owing to the duality of par-

tance from datum to line of sight of instrument. Seelye, 2. c. In stadia leveling,
height of center of transit (axis) above
the station stake, or the ground beneath

1957. h. Synonym for base. ASM Gloss.
heeling is. Temporary planting of trees and
shrubs. Nichols.

possible to make simultaneously an exact
determination of the velocity, momentum
or the energy of a particle and of its po-

helical steel support. A continuous screwshaped steel joist lining for staple shafts.
its use is claimed to effect considerable
overall savings. Nelson.

hellicitic. A relict structure in metamorphic

rocks due to the presence of strings of

From Stassfurt,

oriented inclusions, often forming curved
or contorted lines, which are preserved in
porphyroblasts. The strings of inclusions
are inherited from a parallel fabric, either
sedimentary or metamorphic, that existed
prior to growth of porphyroblasts. In true
helictic structure, corrugation of the
strings of inclusions preceded static crystallization of the indosing crystals, so that
not only the linear arrangement but also its
curved or contorted pattern is relict.

Helanberg uncertainty principle. It is not

heliddc structure. Curved or contorted lines

its dehydration product with 81190 (meta-

1961.

h eintelte; hiatzeite; kallisorite. A hydrous
borate of magnesium and potassium, col-

orless to white. Occurs in small crystals
aggregated.
Germany. Fay.

sometimes
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Schieferdecker.

helicitic structure

hemipelagiceoLyssal
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of inclusions preserved within coarse crystals of minerals. The strings of inclusions
arc interpreted as relict structures inherited from a parallel fabric, either sedimentary or metamorphic that existed prior
to growth of the porphyroblasts. A.G.I.

helkths. A distorted twiklike lateral projection of calcium carbonate, found in caves.
etc. Compare stalactite; stalagmite. Stand.

ad, 1964.

bellinite. A stalagmite, usually small, ex( ibiting one or more changes in the dire...tion
of its axis of growth. A.G.1.

helloing bellior. A beautiful variety of
clear yellow beryl, Iles(ALFilit(vSeistOs),, occutting near Bossing in sou
Africa;

much prized as a gemstone. C.M.D.;

heliograph. An instrument designed to reflect sunlight in flashes so that a suney

station can become visible from a distance.
Hem.
h ellolite. a. A whitish to reddish-gray aventu-

rine oligoclase with internal yellowish or
reddish firelike reflections. Hest. b. Synonym for sunstone. Shipley.

A variety of chalcedony (crypt*.
line quartz) ; deep f,tren, color with
small spots of rrd. Used as a cheap gem.
Also called bloodstone. Hess.

halm. An inert, monatomic (He), colorless,
odorless element, the lightest of the rare
gases, occurring in the atmosphere of the
sun and stars, and constituting about
1

pat in 200,000 parts by volume of the
earth's atmosphere. Also found in several

minerals and in certain mineral watets.
Extracted fmm various natural gases by
liquefaction processes. Symbol, He; val-

Brassey nickel mine, Heazlewood, Tasmania. Hey, M.M., 1961.

h elmet. a. A hard hat worn for protection

from falling objects. Jones. b. A masklike

piece of headgear worn by the operator
to avoid inhalation of injurious dust particles

during

Egan:. Did.

sandblasting

operations.

helmet mai. See rescue man. D.O.T. I.

Iletashotte eoll. A pair of similar coaxial
coils with their distance apart equal to
their radium, which permits an accurate
calculation of the magetic field between
the coils. UNed in calibration of magnetometers. A.G.I.

raper. A miner's assistant who is not ape
daily trained but who is learning mining
work, such as miner's helper, track layer's

helper, etc. Fay;
h elper genies; pusher grades. Grades on

which helper engines are needed to assist
road locomotives; for economical operation, a helper grade should be steep
enough to utilize the combined capacity
of road and helper engines, which may be
taken as 90 percent of the sum of the individual locomothe capacities. Urquhart,

Sec. 2, p. 26.

h elper swims. On a truck rear axle, an upper

spring that carries no weight until the
regular spring changes shape under load.

Nichols
h elperisp. a. Aust. An assistant to a trammer

when the roads are bad. Fay. b. See pig
tailer. D.O.T.!.
belebdite. An igneous dike rock consisting

essentially of albite and epidote considered
primary by some petrologists. Johannsen,

v. 3, 1937, p. 142.

ency, 0; atomic number. 2: atomic weight,
4.0026. C.T.D. Its chief source is the

helm. a. Eng. The handle of a pick or

States. Crispin.

helm hammer. A form of a mechanically
driven trip hammer, formerly used in

natural gas of the southwestern United
beano age. The age of a rock as calculated

by substituting into the age equation radio-

activity data and a value for al the radiogenic helium formed since crystallization,
computed from helium analyws and helium
retentivities. American fawned of Science,
v. 239, Aug. 1941, p. 609.

helms MON belL A diving bell in which

the occupants breathe a mixture of oxygen
and helium, which enables them to work at

greater depths. Ham.

h elm twin. The value obtained by sub-

stituting helium and radioactivity values
into the age equation as used in the determination of the age of a rock. American
Journal of Science, v. 239, Asig. 1941, p.
609.

beta angle. Generally, the angle which a

helix makes with a plane containing the
axis about which the helix is developed.
An exception is the caw of hobs, worms,
and threads where the helix angle is taken
from a diametral reference plane rather
than an axial plane. ASM Gloss.
belhille. Refers to metamorphic structure
characterized by meta
containing

maundrill. Sometimes called helver. Fay.
b. A lift hammer for forging blooms. Fay.
forging and toolmaking. Osborne.

Helvetia.. Lower middle Miocene. A.G.I.
Sapp.
imbibe. A mineral, complex silicate of beryl-

lium, manganese, and imn. It I. the most
plentiful potential ore of beryllium but is
of low grade. NRC-ASA N1.I-1957.
hem. Scot. Grain; secomi way; quartering
way; bate; sheeting plane. Arkell.
beusadente. A light-colored agate spotted
with red jaspar. Also called blood agate.
Standard, 1964.
banalibrIte; aintalibelle. A brownish-red to
garnet-red, transparent to translucent, :iydrous manganese arsenate, 6MnO.As20i..51420; soon turns black; Mobs' hardness,
3; specific gravity, 3.50 to 3.65; rare; from
Nordmark, Sweden. Larsen, p. 141.
beastlier- A copyrighted, confusing name for

an imitation of hematite. Usually in the
form of an imitation cuvette. Apparently

dent magnetite to cause it to adhere to the
magnet. The hydrated variety of this ore is
called limonite or brown hematite. Fey. It
crystallizes in the trigonal system. It occurs
in a number of different forms: kidney iron
ore massive as found in the iron mines

in Lancashire and Cumberland Counties,
England; specular iron ore in groups of
beautiful, lustrous rhombohedral crystals
as. for example, from the Island of Elba,
Italy; bedded ores of sedimentary origin,
as in the Carboniferous Limestone of

South Wales; and as a cement and pig-

ment in sandstones. The Clinton orr is the

most important oolitic hematite in the

United States. The Wahana ore in Newfoundland is also hematitic in part, but
mort of the iron produces' in North America comes from the iron ninges of the Lake

Superior District, esprially the Mesabi

Range, Minn. See a'so Clinton limestones.
C.M.D.

mallie, brown. Ste limonite. CCD 611,

banal*. Pertaining to, containing, or resembling hematite. Fay.

hesenlolite. A mineral found in various
shades of brown to red having 1 perfect
cleavage, 8Mn0.(A).Mn),0s.As,0,81110;
Molls' hardness. 33; Wed& gravilT,
3.416: from Moss mine, Nordmark,

Sweden. bitten, p. 88.
hensakipbanlle. Another spelling of haematopha ite ; hama tophani te. Spent, r 17,
M.M.. 1946.
heml-. In Greek compounds. signifying half.
A.G.I.

bensierystalline. a. Those nicks of igneous
origin which contain some interstitial
glass, in addition to crystalline minerals.
Synonymous with holocrystalline. C.M.D.
b. Partly ctystalline; characterized by crys-

tals embedded in an amorphous groundmass. Webster 3d.
benidome. That form in a crystal composed
of two parallel domatic planes in the tti-

clinic, or of two parallel orthodomatic

planes in the monoclinic system of crystallization. Standard, 1964.
hemlbedral. a. In crystallography, having a
lower grade of symmetry *.Nan, and only
half as many faces as, the corresponding
form of full or normal symmetry for the
system. Fey. b. Having different properties
in opposite direction or on opposite crystal
faces. Hess.

b. iiholobeiral. Of, pertaining to, or denoting hemihedrons in which all the octants
contain half the whole number of similar
planes. Standard, 1964.
hembnorphk. In crystallography, having no
transverse plane of symmetry and no center of symmetry, and composed of forms
belonging to only one end of the ash of
symmetry. Fay.

tracts of limestone. Arkell.
bellandlte. A very rare, weakly radioactive,

an artificially processed friable mineral or
other substance. Breaks easily. Molts' hardness, about 63; specific gravity, 4.8;
streak, black. Shipley.
bematiems. A dark red glass, known to the
ancients, to which metal filings are added
to produce aventurine glass. Same as purputin. Also spelled haematinon. Shipley.
hematite; bsensatlie. One of the most common ores of iron, Fes0,, which when pure

occurring in pegmatites with tourmaline, allanite, and diorite, brown or red
in color. Crosby, pp. 102-103.
bellyerite. Normal nickel carbonate, NiC01.
611,0, occurring with zaratite at the Lord

contains about 70 percent metallic iron
and 30 percent oxygen. It may be readily
distinguished from magnetic and titan-

degree. C.M.D.
bendmorphite. A hydrous zinc silicate, Zn4(Si20i)(OH),.11,0; orthorhombic. Compare calamine. Dana 17.
ilemingforibn. Middle Miocene. A.G.I.
Sapp.
beniopal. Same as semiopal. English.

powder, the others giving a black streak.
Hematite is sometimes mixed with suffi-

lignipelaglonbrsenl. Refers to sediments of

oriented inclusions of eacgestrs schist mine-

rals. A.G.I. Sapp.
helke. a. Large detached crags; a confused

pile or range of rocks. Arkell. b. Bare
monoclinic mineral, Ca (AI,Y,Er,Fe.OH)g-

iferous iron ore by its red streak and

beinimorplism. The development of polar
symmetry in minerals, in consequence of
which different forms are exhibited at the
ends of bitenninated crystals. Hemimorphite shows this character in a marked

benipelagle. Sharing neritic and pelagic
qualities. A.G.1. Sapp.

hemipelagie-abyssal
the deep sea that contain terrestrial detritus. A.G.!. Sapp.
hese/rim. A form ploduced by info parallel
planes cutting the two lateral axes in the
tridinic system of crystallization. Standard,
1964.

hemipyramid. A form consisting of two pairs
of similar parallel planes cutting all three
axes in the monodink system of crystalliza-

tion. Stands d, 1964.
hemisphere lespendure. The temperature at
which the height of the specimen is equal
to half the base, its shape being appmximately hemispherical. BS. 1016, 1961, Pt.
16.

henslihrese. Bmgniart's name, current among

the French. for certain &critic rocks that

contain a large amount of calcite, pee-

sumably an alteration product. Fay.
Crystals that appear as if com-

posed of two halves of a crystal turned

partly round and united Examples of this
structure may often Iv found in feldspar
and cassiterite crystals. Fay.
beaming erchimes. Machines used for grinding flat surfaces such as knife blades and
skates. ACSG, 1963.
hemogiohls. An kon-amtaining protein pigment occurring in the red bkod cells and
functioning primarily in the transport of

oxygen from the lungs to the :issues of

the body. Webster 3d.
hemp. Vegetable fiber used in the manufacture of fiber ropes or for the oil-absorbent
cores of steel ropes. Ham.
neumabilliss. Middk Pliocene. A.GJ. Sapp.
hemp tope. See fiber rope. Nelson.
Ism ch.& Eng. A kind of gypsum. Lincolnshire. Arkell.
hamiersaniie. A black fibrous mineral. Calif..-

V",:VL8-.02e.8H:0; from the j.j. mine,

Paradox Valley. Monttose County, Colo.,
and the Lastside mine, San Juan County,
New Mex. Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
Hereacriam- process. The ttratment of
co m
sulfide ores by roasting with salt torort
chlorides. which are then leached out and
precipitated. Henderson originally proposed
to volatilize the chlorides, and the leaching
and precipitation ate not otiginal with him.
Longmaid and many other metallurgists
have prupoted them in various modifications. Fay.

benkalie. A steel-gray iron sulfide with

about 20 percent cobalt and nickel, (Co,Minate prritohedral crystals;
isometric. Probably a mixture of siegenite
and pyrite. Formerly called cobaltnickel;mite. Fran Moen, Westphalia, Germany.
English.

Hark Farrier. Soda ash briquette; used to

femme oxides and nonmetallic inclusions
in steel manufacturing. Bennett 2d, 1962.

Henry. Unit of electrical induction. With

elet.1--ive force of 1 volt and current

of I ampere/2. One Henry..(H) = 10' elec-

tmmagnetic unit. Symb31 H. Pryor, 3.
Henry's Lew. The mass ef a gas dissolved by

a given-volume of liquid at a given temperature is proportional to the pressure.
The volume dissolved is independent of
pressure. Pryor, 3.

hem stoma York. Groups of stones on the
ridge of high moors. Arkell.

hepatic chamber. A liver-colored cinnabar.
Stamfard, 1964.
hepatic mercurial ore. See hepatic cinnabar.
Fay.

hepic
at

pyrite. a. Same as marcasite. Fay.

b. A variety of wite. Hey 2d, 1955.
Inman An anmtphous limonite, of a liver-

herringbone gear
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brown color, and containing a small percentage of copper. Fay.

bepodle. A variety of barite, ao called from
the fetid odor it exhales when heated.
Standard, 1964.
Hepplewhite-Gray Imp. This Lmp drew its
air from the top, the air !sassing down four
tubular pillars into the base, where it was
admitted to the flame through a gauze ring.
The outlet was through a metal chimney
closed by a gauze disc. In the modified
tleign an ordinary gauze was introduced
above the conical glass. The lamp was exceptionally safe in high-velocity air currents. Mason, v. 1, p. 234.
heptai septa-. Having seven reacting atoms
Heptavalence is the ability to
or
comrnurierith seven H-atoms or with their
eqnivaknt hydroxyls. Pryor, 3.
lapisgon A figure with seven sides and
angles. Gordo*.

hepharinne. A compound with seven molecuks of water. Webster 3d.
Wynne. A paraffin hydrocarbon; C41m;
colorless; liquid; boiling point, 98 C; and
specific gravity, 0.68. There are nine paraf-

fins having this formula. The fotegoing

properties relate to normal heptane, which
is a constituent of gasoline and resembles
hexane in its chemical behavior. C.T.D.
Ihepisool. A liquid ; CILCHICH(OH)C&L;
specific gravity. 0.8224 (at 20' C); melt-

ing point. -70° C; boiling point, 156.2°

C; flash point. 140' F and slightly soluble
in water. flied as a flotation frother, a sol-

vent and a diluent in coatings, and as
intermediates. CCD 61, 1961.

beptaphyllite. Dioctahedral clay
A.G.l. Sapp.

mineral.

laeptavalent. a. Having a valence of 7. Also
called septavalent; septivaknt. Webster 3d.
b. See septavalent. Pryor, 3.
bepiorile. A melanocratic barque basanite
containing phenoaysts of barkevikite, titanaugite, and haiiyne in a glassy or analcitic
gmundmass containing microlites of labradorite. Holmes, 1928.

Heraclem

Hersiklem none. See Her-

cules stone.
Herbert's dimples Med miser. A machine used
in the foundry for the preparation of sand.
The sand is thrown into a hopper and falls

between circular discs rotating rapidly in
opposite directions. The sand, thtvwn out

by centrifugal force, passes between moving
pegs, and is broken up, thoroughly aerated
and mixed. Osborne.

Hermit F. High explosive; used in mines.

Bennett 21, 1962.
Illercogel. High explosive; used in mines.
Bennett 21, 1962.
Heres'esse. High-count ammonia-tpe dynamite. Bcnnett 2d, 1962.
heroism ilming. A German method of lining
roadways subjected to heavy pressures. It
consists of a closed circular arch of wedally shaped precast concrete blocks. The
blocks, which are wedge-shaped, are made
in two sizes for each lining and erected in
such a way that alternate blocks avr their
wedge action in orsite direction-the
the center of the
larger blocks towa
roadway and the :mailer outwards. This
arrangement gives a double-wedge effect so

that part of the lateral pressure exerted by
the strata on the lining is diverted axially
along the roadway. Nelson.
Heresies cosi powder 2. High explosive; used
in mines. Bennett 21, 1962.
Hercules palmier. Weak form of dynamite,
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based on nitroglycerin and a semiactive

carrOng dope. Pryor, 3.
HercuW Fans. Thde name; a semidry brickmaking machine of the rotary table type.
Dodd.
Hercules AMC The lodestone. Also called
lideraJ964.
1ean atone; Herakkan stone. Stand-

Herald= orogely. Synonym for Variscan

tliastrophism. A.G.l. Sapp.
beftillitr.. a. Iron spine], FeA1204, isometric;
a massive, fine granular black mineral.
Dana 17. b. Synonym for hannotome. Hey
21, 1955.
herderite. A basic phosphate of calcium and
beryllium, CaBe(P0,) (F,OH), monoclinic;
colorless to pale yellow or greenith-white
color; luster, vitreous or subvittroas. Dana
7, r. 2, pp. 820421.
H ----endm

&meat Rock crystal, from Her-

kimer County, N.V. Shipley.
Her muses furnace. A recuperative pot furnace far melting glass: the first furnace of
this type was built in Sweden in 1907 and
was soon afterwards introduced into England and elsewhere. Dodd.
beneeslie. An imperfectly established variety
of schwatzite. Weed,1918.

heruseic. Made impavious to air and other
fluids by fusion. Originally applied to the

closing of glass vessels by fusing the ends
and by extension applied to any mode of
airtight closure. Standard, 1964.
hermetic casing. See screw easing. Fay.
heruolie. A dike rock consisting of spheroidal
groups of orthoclase in a base of anakite
containing radiating bundles of labradorite

and, in smaller quantity. aegirine; since
shown to be an altemd tinguaite from
Heron Bay, Ontario, Canada. Hoimer,
1928.

Hirouli. A Frenchman who invented the

electric-arc furnace with the electrodes sus-

pended fmm the roof. Mersereaa, 4th, p.
438.

Hermit finince. Direct arc furnace commonly of the three-phase current type

with the electrodes spaced sufficiently far
apart to prevent arcing between them.
Bennett 21, 1962.
Hermit process. See Hall process.
Herrenscianhit rocas. Roasting of antimony
ore with coal to the oxide in a cupola or
blast furnace, the volatile trioxide being
condensed after leaving the furnace. Bennett 21, 1962.
berrerite. Copper-stained blue and green
smithsonite from Albarradon, Mexico.
Shipley.

Remain* law' -r---gcc.

a. A rectangular-shaft

blast furnace for smelting copper ore. Fay.
b. A mechanical, cylindrical, multiple-deck
muffle iurnace of the McDougall type. Fay.
berrimghone. a. A pattern resembling the lat-

eral skeletal configuration of a herring;
specifically a pattern (as on a fabric) made
up of adjacent rows of parallel lines where

any two adjacent rows slope slightly in
reverse directions. Webster 3d. 13. Two
series of reeves that intersect at about 120°

along a central line or strip of reeves to

produce a herringbone or feathered structure. Skate. c. Cockering. Mason.
herringbone bong. A zigzag arrangement of
blicks or tile, in which the end of one brick
is laid at right angles against the side of
a second brick. Crispin.
herriagbooe crombahling. See chevron crossbedding. Pettijohn.
herringhome gear. A gear in which the teeth

slope both ways from the center line of

the gear face, as would be the case if two
spiral gears, one left band and one right

hand were fastened together; used for
heavy work on mining machinery, etc.
Crispin.

herringbone marking. See vibration mark;
ruffled ipoove; chevron mark. Pettijohn.

benbp:mee roller conveyor. A roller conveyor consisting of two parallel series of
rolls having one or both series slewed. See

also roller conveyor. ASA MI14.1-1958.
herringbone Moping. Method u.ed in flattish

Rand :tope panels 500 feet to 1,000 feet
long for breaking and moving ote. Stope

is divided into 20 foot panels, each worked
by its own gang. A light tramming system
delivers severed rock to a central scraper
system. Pr;sr, _3.

healogleose table. See herringbone roller
conveyor. ASA MIt4.1-1958.
berriagfroae lexture. A texture showing :WS
of parallel patterns, which ir any two me-

cessive rows slope in teverse directions.
Schielerdecker.

henbgbone tinkling. A h.ethod of setting

timber supports in a roadway with a wmk
roof and strong sides. Arms or side uiciflits
are riot used. -nie crossbar is notched into
the sides and additional support is given

at its center by a bar set under it and

parallel with the roadway. The bar is supported by struts notched into the sides at
about half heigiat. Nelson.
herringbone work. a. Masonry in which the
stones are laid slanting in opposite directions in alternate courses. Standard, 1964.

b. An arrangement of diagonal struts in
X forms between joists. Standard, 1964.

howbeit.. A variety of chabazite. Dana 6d,
p. 589.

HettfonIshire pollilinplione. See puddingstone. C.T.D.
berreabergRe. A rare decomposition product
of tin ores, having the axnposition, tin sulfide, SnS. C.M.D. The name was
l
to replace the name kolbeckine."a

rhombic; resembles teallite. Obtained from
Bolivia and Southwest Africa. See also kolbeckine. English.

hes. S. Staff. Cinker from furnace boilers.
Fay.

lbesdnu. Strong coarsely woven cloth of hemp

or jute; used as sandbags for packing and
filling roof cavities. Nelson.

hessite. A silver telluride mineral, ApTe,
contains 63.3 percent silver; isometric-

Sonford; DEMI 17.
lbessothe. A .:ransparent to translucent variety of grmsularite. The yellow to redorange varieties are known as hyacinth
garnet, and the yellow-brown to reddishbrown as cinnamon stone. Usually has a
loupe-visible granular structurt unlike true
hyacinth (zircon). Shipley.
hemonite glom An orange-colored glass, used
for imitations. Shipley.
betserolik; beterolite. a. A very rare double
oxide of zinc and manganese_, 417AMns011,

occurring in ore donts as black tetragonal
and fibrous uystah; hausmannite family.

C.M.D.; Hey 2d, 1955. b. Synonym for
hydmhetaerolite. Hey 2d, 1955.
beim-. In Greek composition, signifying

various, or of more than one kind or form;
as heterophyl _lous with more than one kind
or form of leaf. A.G.!.
beteroblestic. The texture of crynalloblastic
rocks in which the essential constituents are

of two or more distinct orden of magnitude. Schieferdecker.

heterobbstic stnecture. A metamorphie texture in which the constituent minerals are

hex*.
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of two distinct orders of magnitude in size.

heRerodine. An impure braunite from St.
Marcel, Piedmont, Italy; marteline. Hey
2d, 1955; Hen.
beterocydic compoomb. Organic compounds

with rings which contain additionil elements to carbon, for example, pyridine.
Pryor, 3.

heterodyne. The action between two alternating currents of different frequencies in

the same circuit; they are altermitely additive and substractive, thus producing two
beat frequencies which are the sum of and
difference between, the two original frequencies. Hy.
helerogemity. Different properties in different directions. &Mines Bull. 587, 1960,
p. 2.
heterogeneous. a. Having more than one constituent or phase, thus exhibiting different
properties in different portions. Pryor, 3.
b. A term describing metals and alloys with
structures compmd of more than one con-

stituent. Rolfe. c. Unlike in character or
quality, structure or composition; consist-

ing of diwimilar elements or ingredients of
different kinds; not homogeneous. Standard, 1964.

heterogeneous radar. A nueear reactor in
which the fuel is separate from the moderator and is arranged in discrete bodies,
such as fuel elements. Most reactors arc
heterogeneous. L&L.
heterogeneous substsnce. A substance out of

which any portion taken at random may
not have the same composition and perryerties as every other portion; for example,
mixtures. Cooper.

beteropolte. a. A cobalt mineral, Co0.0H,
containing up to 4 percent CuO. Hey 2d,

1955. b. Name suggested for all cobaltocobattle hydroxides of varying purity. English.
beleromesical. Relates to deposits, not necessarily synchronous, laid down in different
media as, for example, limnic and marine.
Schieferdecker.
heteromorphic. Applled by Lacroix to rocks

of similar chemical composition, but of
different mineral composition; as, for example, where leucite and olivine in one
rock may be represented by biotite in another. flames, 1928.

widely separated, that are not equivalent
as to their relative position in the geological seties. Schieferdecker.

beterothrommatk. A term applied to a type
of orbicular rock in which orbiculcs arc
formed around different kinds of nuclei.
Schieferdecker.
heterotomous. Having a cleavage unlike that
which is characteristic of the mineral in its

ordinary form, as a variety of feldspar.

Standard, 1964.
beterotopkal. Relates to synchronous deposits
of different geological provinces. Schieferdecker.

belbstore. See heath. Arkell.

HettaiNglas. Lowermost Lower Jurassic. A.G.1.

Sapp.
ben& heeds. a. Scot A place where coal or

other mineral is worked; a pit or shaft.
Fay. b. A glen with rugged odes; a crag.
Standard, 1964. c. An old English term

for coal scams or coal workinp. Tomkeieff,

1954. d. The steep face of a quarry or

other excavation (quarry htugh) ; an excavation for coal, originally open; a coal
pit; coal seams. Arkell.
heabrike. A hydrous silicate of calcium and
aluminum,

Ca (A6940311).6%0,

mono-

clinic. A mineral of the zeolite family.

Dana 17
heumite. A namepic:rszosed by Brigger for
a dike rock com

of minerals too small

to be recognized with the eye alone, but
which under the microscope, prove to be
natron orthoclase, natron microcline, barkevikite,

biotite, and in small amount,

nepheline, sodalite, and diopside. The accessories are apatite, magnetite, pyrite, and
titanite. The silica in two dikes was found
to be respectively 47.10 and 48.46. The
name was derived from Heum, a small
town on Lake Farris, Norway. Fay.

beast!. S. Air. A height or elevation, gen-

erally small. Hess.
hewer. a. Eng. In the Newcastle coalfield, one
who undercuts the coal with a pick. A coal
miner. Fay. b. Eng. A workman employed
in getting coal by hand. SIIRB, Paper No.

61. c. N. of Eng. One who may use a

hand pick but usually a pneumatic (windy)
pick to win coal. Taslc consists of breaking

in or making a nicking, digging out the
coal, and filling onto a conveyor belt or

heteromorphic rocb. Rocks with idelltiCal Of
similar chemical composition and a different mineral composition. Schieferdecker.
beteroneorpbbo. The phenomenon by which
two magmas of identical chemical compo-

into tubs. Trist.
bewettite. a. A very ran hydroxide of vanadium and calcium, CaV001.9H:0, occur-

mineral aggregates as a result of different
cooling histories. A.G.!.

eral. Crosby, p. 124. b. Hewettite, Ca0.3V,Os.n11,0, (comprising both the hewettite and the metahewettite of Hillebrand,

sition may crystallize into two different

henry*. Said of two formations deposited

contempmaneously, but of different facies.
Compare nopic. C.T.D.
beferopkall. Relates to synchronous deposits
showing different facies. Schieferdecker.

hentspolar. Of molecule, having unequal
distnbution of bonded electrical charges,

90 that the constituent atoms differ in their
polarity. Pryor, 3.
beterosite. An alteration mineral formed from

ring as slender, orthorhombic crystals in the
vanadium deposits of Peru. C.M.D. Hewettite is a deep red, weakly radioactive min-

Merwin, and Wright), exists in at least
three hydrate forms with n=3, 6 (prob-

ably, and 9. American Mineralogist, v. 40,

No. 7-8, July-Aug., 1955, p. 691. Also
spelled hewetite.

hewing. a. Eng. In the Newcastle coalfield,
undercutting or mining the coal. Fay. b.
The dressing of timber by chopping or by
blows from an edged tool. Crupin.
hewing doable. Eng. See double working.

triphylite or lithiophylite; a hydrous iron
Fay.
manganese phosphate, (Fe,Mn) sOs.Ps0,-hewing rale. Aust. The rate of pay given
%O. Hess.
miners for mining coal. Fay.
beterotactic. Refers to mineral fabric whose
elements do not all show the same sym- limos. Eng. The sides of a calciner or roasting furnace, from their being formerly built
metry. G.S.A. Mem. 6, 1938, p. 62.
with hewn stone. Fay.
heterotactous. Irregular; lacking uniformity
in statification or arrangement of parts; bexa-. Having 6 atoms or groups. A hexavalent substance can combine with 6 H-atoms
heterogeneously arranged. Standcrd, 1964.
or their equivalent. Pryor 3.
beferotarfal. Relates to strata more or less

.
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hexagon. A polygon having six sides. Juice, 2,
p. 109.

hatagagal. a. A system of solidi which have
ong long axis intersecting three Others At
right angles, but thew latter intersect each

other at an angle of 60. Gordon. b. Thr
crystal system in which crystals have A Six-

fold symmetry axis. Hurlbut.
hexagonal cloorpecked crystals. Crystals
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piing instrum.nt. It collects the airborne

dust sample in two components The fraction larger than 3 microns irs siar s sesra
r seed from the total cloud in A sue sekc tor.

T/w instrument collects some grams ot

respirable dust by filtration of the mine Air
through A fine pore ceramic thimble. See
elia thermal precipitator. Notion.

hosite-pestite Iheoey. A theory (long since
discarded) for the atomic structure of clayi
proposed by W. Asch and D. Arch. The
theory was based on the hypothesis that

having atoms at the corners of the hexalo-

silicates arr built up of hexagonal and pen-

rhombic bases, and at the comers of those
(isosceles) triangular prisms that are simi-

drated alumina. Dodd.
boxoctabedroa. In crystallography, a form in

larly located halves of the hexagonal unit
Mk The two scts of atoms arc not crys-

faces with unequal intercepts on all three

nal unit cells tha are right prisms with

tallographically equivalent. Henderson.
hexagonal interference ripples. Interference
ripples with hexagonal pattern. Patijohn.
hexagonal system. In crystallography, . that
system of crystals in which the faces are
referred to four axes-a principal or vertical axis and three lateral axes perpcndicular to the vertical axis and intersecting at
mutual angles of 60°. Fay.
hexagon cut. Any style or cut, the outline of
the girdle of which is six-sided, that is,
hexagonal. Called square hexagon if all
sides arc of equal length; pointed hexagon
if two parallel and equal-length sidcs are

much longer than others; called oblong
hexagon if those sides arc but slightly
longer. Shipley.

hexagonite. Pink tremolitc; contains a little
manganese. Hess.

hexahedrite, A group name for those iron
meteorites which have a cubic cleavage and
which, on being etched, reveal a system of
fine lines (Naumann lines) due to twinning

parallel to the octahedral faces. Holmes,
1928.

hexahedron. In crystallography, a form in the
isometric system enclosed by six faces each
perpendicular to an axis; a cube. Fay.

hexahydrate. A chemical compound with 6
molecules of water. Webster 3d.
hexahydrite. A white or greenish-white hydrous sulfate of magnesium, MgS0i.6H20,
differing from epsomite in containing six
molecules of water instead of seven. Thick
tabular crystals; also, columnar and fibrous.

Monoclinic. From Oroville, Wash.; Lillooct District, British Columbia; Crimea,
U.S.S.R. English.

hexamethylene; cyclohexaLe. The bivalent

radical; -CH2(CH2).C}12; derived from
normal hexane by the removal of one
hydrogen atom from each end carbon atom.
Webster 3d.

hexane. Cain; five compounds have this formula. Normal hexane; colorless; liquid;
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tagonal rings of hydrated silica and hy-

the isometric system enclosed by 48 similar

axes. Fay.

Hexonit. Mixture of trimethylene trinitramine, nitroglycerin, and Penthritc; used as
powerful explosive. Bennat 2d, 1962.
bextetrabedron; heutetrahedron. In crystallography, a form in the isometeric system

of tetrahedral symmetry enclosed by 24
similar faces with unequal intercepts on
all three axes. Fay.

Heyn's reagent. An etching reagent containing 10 percent copper ammonium chloride
in water. Osborne.
Hf Chemical symbol for hafnium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics. 45th ed., 1964,

p. B-1.
H.F.W. An abbreviation signifying hole full
of water, and used in drilling reports and
on well logs. A.G.1.

lig Abbreviation for hectogram. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 59.
Hg Cacmical symbol for mercury. Derived
from thc Latin hydrargyrum meaning liquid silver. Webster d.
Hi. See height of instrument. Pryor, 3.

Matti!. A rock fabric in which the variation
in size of the crystals is not in continuous
series, but in a broken series with hiatuses.
Fay.

blatal fabric. An inequigranular texture in

which the sizes of the crystals do not vary
gradually, but form a broken series, with
hiatuses, or where two or more sizes arc
noticeably different from one another as in
porphyritic and poikilitic textures. Schieferdecker.

hiatus. a. A chasm; a gap; a space where
something is wanting. Webster 2d. b. An
interruption or lapse in or as if in time or
continuity. Webster 3d.

bibonite. Mixed oxides of aluminum, etc.,

(Al,Fe" ',Ti,Si,Mg,Fe")12(Ca, rare earths)
dark brown, hexagonal crystals in
metamorphic limestone with plagioclase,
012,

corundum, spine!, and thorianite. From
Southern Malagasy Republic. Spencer 21,
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biddenne. Green opodumenr fouml only in
small crystal* in Ninrth Camden,. It hat an
entente but pale yellowish-green to yellowgreen color See aLso spodumsne Stnisisy
bids oak COAIrMIP

stirs of hull salt. usually

No. 2 or No. 1, issuut for curing hides, any
salt used for curing hides or skins. Kaisl.
MARX.

hiding power. The. power of a coating to
obscure or hide completely the surface over
which it is applied. .10511-.1.

hieroglyph. A term adopted and applied to
any markings found on bedding planes.
generally applied to sole markings regardless of origin. Pettijohn.
high. a. The high point or area of a atm.:lure,

such as a dome or an anticline.

b. An area of high atmospheric pressure..
c. A miner's name
an anticyclone.
for the coal of a thick seam. Fay. d. Sometimes used to designate the best quality of
industrial diamonds normally used as drills.
Long.

bigh.sksmina brick. Scc brick, alumina.
high-alumina cement. a. A cement with higher

alumina content than portland cement
manufactured by burning chalk with bauxite. Although the cost may be double that
of rapid-hardening cement, its use is inval-

uable where high resistance to sulfates,
acids, and high temperatures is required.
Ham. In oilfields, referred to as sulfate-.
resistant cement. Eureau of Mines Staff.
b. A refractory cement (not hydraulic) of
high alumina content. Dodd.
high-alumina ceramics. Fired ceramic compositions in which thc major crystal phase
is alpha alumina or corundum. 'The alumi-

num oxide content is usually 75 to 100
percent and the parts are fired at tempera-

tures ranging from 2,600° to 3,200° F, or
higher, on a commercial scale. Material is
available in both the vitrified and porous
forms, with the 100 percent (or nearly 100
percent)

aluminum oxide compositions

most commonly being used in the porous

form. Alumina ceramics can be glazed

when maintenance of surface cleanliness is
a requirement, and arc readily metallized.
Compared to other ceramic materials, alo-

mina ceramics are superior mainly in regard to strength, impact resistance, and
hardness, which makes them suitable for
abrasion-resistant applications, for cutting

tools, metal grinding, and for polishing

chrome plate and stainless steels. Somc of
the mechanical uses for high-alumina bodies

are seal surfaces for mechanical rotary
seals for pumps and similar equipment,
plungers or liners in reciprecating pumps,
nozzles, rock bits, cutting tools, and nonlubricating high-temperature roller bearings.. Lee.

high-riumina mortar. One having an alumina
content of 47.5 percent or more. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
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IsIgh-eskinas hydraolle bortheed bras.
hvdrAulic hydrated lime th.ot C101141114 04,f
ovidr
more than 5 percent rn.agrres
(nonvolatile basis t ..t.tTM C11.17
high-eskbam law Lone with a high content
of calcium mile It is known also as fat
hme. Taylor

11411-corboa Wed. (:arbon steel which eon-

tains more than 0 i percent carbon. It is
used for springs and similar limps:menu

stronger and more easily tempered but Iris
ductile than mild steel. ilam.
birh-coodisctisity copper. Metal of high
tsuritv. having an electrical conductivity
not much below that of the international
standard, which is a resistance of 0.15328
ohms for a wire I meter long and weighing
1 gram. C.T.D.

MO-current metank arc. An electric art between metal terminals and at a high enough

current to cause appreciable melting of at

one terminal. BuMines Bull. 625,
1965, p. VII
least

high-density metals. The heaviest of the alloyforming metals, in desuoding order of
their densities, are osmium, iridium, plati-

num, gold, tungsten, uranium, and tantalum. See also low-density metals. Henderson.

high doors. Scot. An upper landing in a shaft.
Fay.

high-duty cast Iron; semisteel. Cast iron
which incorporates steel scrap, with tensile
strength over 17 tons per square inch.
Ladle and cupola additives arc also used
to produce alloyed irons of this class, for
example, Ni-hard, iron with a nickel additive. Pryor, 3.

high-duty fire clay brick. Fire clay brick
which have a pyrometic cone equivalent not
lowct than cone 31Y3 or above 32Y2 to 33.
HW.

high early strength cement; cement, H.ES.
A variety of portland cement made from
raw materials having a high lime-to-silica
ratio. Contains a higher proportion of tricalcium silicate and hardens more quickly
and with the evolution of more heat than
regular portland cement. CCD 6d, 1961.

higher high water. The higher of the two
high waters of any tidal day or the single
high water when a semidiurnal tide becomes diurnal. Abbreviation, hhw. Hy.
higher low wqter. The higher of the two low
waters of any tidal day. Abbreviation. hlw.
Hy.

high-expansion foam. A method of fighting

underground fires recently developed in the
United States, alid somewhat similar to the
British foam plug. It involves the formation
of a high-expansion roncombustible foam.

Large volumes of the foam arc drawn or
blown over and arou.nd the fire until it
can no longer be sustained due to lack of
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high-feed opens. .544 fast gear, 4 14.44
11111161111111 paha When Oil well Ignite only
,it 4 very high temperature, it is said to
have a high dashing point Oniposs

high hrospresey. Electrically, rapid es-ripen...atliM 44 with alternatutg current or an oscil-

lating circuit. In metallurgy, a high frequency induction furnace melts its chary,of metal by means a( eddy currents, which

are induced at frrieu. oriel of UM rye Ir.

per second or more Pryur, :1.
high-freepeency heading. See induction heat
intr. Dodd.
high fluesoce. The ordinary blast furnace.
Fay.

high gear. a. See fast gear, b. Lang. b. Drilling ard /or mining operations conducted at

peak efficiency with output per man or
piece of equipment used being near or

exceeding the theoretical capacity. Long.
high-grade. a. An arbitrary designation for
dynamite of 40 percent strength or over.
See also grade, c. F'ay. b. To steal or pilfer

ore or gold, as from a mine by a miner.
See also high-grading. Fay. c. Sometimes
used to designate the best quality of industrials normally used as drill diamonds.
Long. d. To steal or pilfer interesting
pieces or core, containing a valuable min-

eral, such as gold. Long. e. A rich ore.
Long.

high-grade granulated salt. Purified vacuum
pan salt. Kaufmann.
high-grade mill. A plant for treating highgrade ores. Fay.
high-grade ore. Rich ore. Compare low-grade
ore. Fay.
high-grader. One who steals and sells, or
otherwise disposes of high-grade or specimen ores. A common practice in the early
days of gold mining. Fay.
high-grading. Theft of valuable pieces of ore.
Pryor, 4.
high-heat duty fire clay brick. Having a pyrometric cone equivalent of at least 321/2.
There arc additional American Society for
Testing and Materials reequirements. VV.
high-intensity arc. Similar to a high-current
metallic arc, except not necessarily between

metal terminals. The term originally was
used to describe arcs of several hundred
amperes between carbon electrodes in air.
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and prreervation
f(r the accurmilat

haminwn c Fie a t move I peat ()fief% in a
Iforned
raised bog
or slopr.mantling

(blanket hog) form From thr Carman
hot.hmoor A a
highamor pest. Ai. Peat formed on high TOW` I,
It 14 subdivided into moor peat, forest peat.
Chemically it is ch.tracterized by a hi,4h
cellulose and hernicellulose content. high
acidity, and low ash and low nitrogen tontrnt. Towikeief. f, 1954. b Consists of Sphag.

num mem and other plants ccataining
highly acid water derived only from rain.
.41;1 Sep. See also lowmoor peat; forest
peat; sedimentary peat ; lake peat.

high moors. Moors which develop above lowland moors, occasionally even directly upon

leached soils, and characterized by plants
requiring little

food but

high

rainfall.

Called high moors because the central part
is characteristically higher than the edges.

Stutter and Not. 1940, p. f 35.

high nitrate barren. In the uranium acid-

leach extraction process, the first flowing
solution in the ion-exchange column relent on load cycle. It is high in nitrate and
low in uranium and is used as a tailings
wash. Pryor, 3.
high-pan filter. A wave filter having a single
transmission band extending from some
critical or cutoff frequency, not zero, up to
very large or infinite frequencies. Hy.

high pH mud. A drilling fluid with a pH
range above 11.0-a high alkalinity mud.
Brandy, 1.

high-phosphorus ores. Ores containing from
0.18 to 1.0 percent phosphorus. Newton,
p. 11.

high pillar. See shaft pillar. Fay.
high potential. As applied in the U.S. Bureau
of Mines Federal Mine Safety Code, means
voltages in excess of 650 volts. U.S. BuMines Federal Mine Safety Code-Bituminous Coal and Lignite Mines, Pt. 1, Underground Mines, October 8, 1953.
high pressure. A liquid or aeriform gas pressurized

to more than 150 pounds per

BuMines Bull. 625, 1965, p.
high-lead bronze. An alloy containing about
75 percent copper and varying percentages

square inch. Long.
high-pressure hose. A flexible hose reinforced
with coiled or woven metal wires forming

bearings operating under high speeds.
Crispin.

gas under high pressure without bursting.

of tin and lead. Its principal use is for

high-level placers, A placer on an alluvial
terrace. A.G.I.
high line. a. A high tension electric line.
Nichols. b. Electric power supplied by a
utility. Nichols.
bigh-low alarm. A device on a steam boiler

549

a tube capable of containing a liquid or

Long.

high-pressure line. A pipe or hose acting as
a conductor through which a high-pressure
stream of liquid or gas flows. Long.
high-pressure pump. A pump capable of discharging a liquid or gas pressurized to a
minimum of 150 pounds per square inch.
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high reef. a. A bedrock who h frequently emirs
more abruptly on one tulle of a channel or
watercourse than on the other Fay. h. The

bedrock ur reef rising from the gult..r and
forming she slopes oi the ancient s alley.
lso callt iji Vim rock. Engineering and Moline Journal. v. 139. No. 4. April 1938, p
high-net watih. A term usually applie.1 to
deposits of wash dirt upon the high rt.rf.
Fay.

high-residual phosphorus copper. Deoxod!red
copper with residual phosphorus present in
amounts (usually 0.013 to 0.040 percent)
generally sufficient to decrease appreciably
the conductivity of the copper. ASM Clot:.
high-resolution tech:dye. A seismic prospecting technique in which a special recording
system yields tradable reflections from
layers less tham 10 feet thick at depths .is
littk as 100 1,44. Dobrin, P. 63.

high SIM Thar part of the ocean not included in the territorial waters or in the
internal watera of a state. Mero, p. 285.

high side. a. A deep coal-mine car, that is
one with high sides. Compare gondola, b.
Fay. b. That portion of mechanical refrigerating system under relatively high pres-

sure from the ccmpressor to the expansion
valve, including Me condenser. Strock, 10.
high-silica steel molding sand. A pure quartz
and runs from coarse to fine grades. It
must be very infusible and is always artificially bonded. Hers.
high sintering. Synonymous with advanced
sintering at high temperatures, usually the

final sintering close to the melting point
of the material. Osborne.

high-speed machine. A diamond drill capable

of rotating a drill string at a minimum of

2,500 revolutions per minute as contrazted
with the normal maximum speed of 1,600
to 1,800 revolutions per minute attained
by the average diamond drill. Long.
high-speed relays. These differ from instantaneous relays in that they operate at frequencies of within three cycles or less. Coal

Age, v. 71, No. 8, August 1966, p. 270.
high-speed steel. Alloy with approximately
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simon a coal Mitrkell. p 49.

high-lensperature kolneraidno asetibud. This

method can dr us,d for analysing mine
roadway dusts containour shale dust, gypsum dust, or linie)tonr (carbonate) dust.
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high electrtealTreaue., or
vallegs. a
lectromottve forre Crave b. 'Plat whech
it greater than 410 volt. Vol called hoeh
ontsatial .43.4 .142 t/94,)

hIshwall. The u...sescavated face of eposed
overburden and essal or ore in an opens- ast

mine or the face or bank on the uphill
tide of a contour strip mine escavitton,
alseeaw o:1 Minot Staff

high waive. See high tide

.1

CI .

higiestaier loseh high-dde lent. The plane
of high water. Sehialeedec4er.

gypsool it is necessary only to obtain thc
moisture content and the incoknbustible
residue after incineration. flowever, it the

I:dishwater Non lilgh-dde line. The intersec-

dust contains carbonates it is necessary also
to make an additional test to determine the
amount of carbon dioxide in the carbon-

hligliway. A public road along which traffic
and persons have a right to pass and to

ates, as this amount of carbon dioxide is
given off and lost when the sample is incinetated, but has to be included as part
of the total incombustibles. Cooper. p. 411.
higb-lensile steel. A type of structural steel
having a maximum yield point of 23 tons
square inch as compared with 15.25
tons per square inch for mild steel. ffam.
high-tension detonator. A detonator requ'ring an electrical potential of about 50 volts
for firing. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
high-tension line. A high-voltage transmission
line. Grove.
high-tension separation. In mineral processing, the use of high-voltage direct current
at between 18,000 and 80,000 volts to
charge small particles of dry ore as they
fall through its field (emanating as a spray
or a point discharge). These are then
sorted into relatively charge-retaining and
charge-losing minerals in accordance with
their conducting power. Also called electrostatic separstion. Pryor, 3.
high-test cast iron. See higl-duty cast iron.
C.T.D.
high tide. The maximum height reached by
each rising tide. Synonym for high watcr.
Schieferdecker.
high-tide level. See high-water level. Schieferdecker.
high-tide line. See high-water line. Schiejerdecker.
high-traanmission glass. Glass which transmits

an exceptionally high percentage of the
visible light. ASTM C162-66.
high valtleS. Trans. Ore haVng a high assay
value. Fay.

.
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tion of the plane of high water with the
shore. Sehieferdeeker.

which the owners of adjacent property
have access. Hans.

bigbwoodite. A dark-colored intrusive rock
consisting of sodic orthoclase, intermediate plagioclase. pyroxene, biotite, opaque

oxides, and apatite. A variety of monzonite with alkaline affinities. A.G.!.

hiltirite. A deep-seated igneous rock censi.-,ting

of nepheline-sodalite syenite. Jo-

hannsen. v. 4, 1938, p. 289.
Tilley's formula. A pile-driving formula

which takes account of dynamic factors.
The ultimate driving resistance of a pile

in tons is:

Whrt
S

2

in which W is the weight of the drop

hammer in tons, h is the height of frre
drop in inches, n is the efficiency of the
blow, S is the penetration of the pile pee
blow of the hammer, and C is the temporary elastic compression in inches of
the soil, the pile, the packing, and the
dolly. Saie load on a pile is considered

to be half the ultimate driving
anc:e.

See

also

dynamic pile

resist-

formula.

Ham.

hilgardite. Hydrated chloroborate of calcium, Cae(11011)3C14.4Hs0, as colorless

monoclinic-domatic crystals in the rock
salt of Louisiana. Compare parahilgardite.

Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.

hill. a. An arch or high place in a mine. Fay.

b. Scot. The surface at a mine. Fay. c.
N. of Er.g.; Mid. An underground inclined plane. Fay. d. A natural elevation
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hillabils. Vied to describe quarries when located ir high slopes. Compare terrain
Pros/hot*. p. 14.
brildu platers. Grav/I &peaks intermediate
between the creek and bench gravels: their

bedrock h slightly above the creek bed

and the surface topography shows no indication of benching. Ba.Miner Bull. 419.
1939. p. j26.
hillside quarry, A quarry cut into and along

the hilhide and may comprise a single
face or a series of benches. If the depth
of face is not more than abcut 30 feet it

can be worked in one cut but deeper faces
are usually worked ir two or more benches.
See also pit quarry. r;ebon.

bills. origin Ot. In the general lowering of
ground level by denudation, rivers work
qu ,ckly downward Cri grading thernseives
to the existing baselevel. Between the river

valleys, higher ground is left upstanding
as hills. Again, some areas may be afforded

protection by a capping of rock which is
resistant to denudation; such areas will
form hills as the surroundir.g ground is
more rapidly lowerd. Some hills are directly of volcanic origin, formed by the
eruption of lava and ash. Even when the
volcanic reeks of an area have been completely covered up by the sediments of a
later geological period, in the process of
re-excavation, the igneous rocks tend to

form hills on account of their durability,
as in the Lake District and North Wales.
C.T.D.
Hilt's law. A pcneralization which states
that, in a vertical sequence at any given
point in the coalfield, the rank of the coal
of the successive seams rises with increas-

ing depth. Tomkeieff, 1954. Although this
statement is generally true, there are numerous departures from it. Nelson.

Hind effect. The porosity of a dried cast
(deflocculated) pottery body is less than
that of the same body, dried, if made by
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tinestion methirair as which the itatioat
II Wd taco di.wsswarde on
month air

hip.1101 lartiposionwo

Nee the operates, Owes ono knee 4* one
side ot this tuition, and his Nther foot
the pistons's apposite hip tto then plait+,

Ins hands ander the patient's pets,. sail
441444 It from ê to 4 ?mites eat the ennui

this raisers inhalation dos to the movement of the diaphragm and die hyper'stension of
seine Lahatation a then

induced by teplacing the hips pn the
evelnd. and cowspleted toe vertime back
pressure on the pato-nt's mid thorax.

Mokleas. pp 90-91

NIINgllaglg. A massive limestone of

Hirrietrous age, stretching from Southern

cootact with the roof and at right angles
to the iongwall face. They are tinselly

Prance into (tate and Greece, and linking

locked onto it by a 1:rripk sedge or pin
ar-angernent. The hinged bar is widely

hip roll. A tile used for covering the hips on
roofs, and which in cross section may
show either roll or an angle. Fay .
hip.eoll lesek-pressuro medlead. An artificial
respiration method in which the position

supported by yielding steel prop.. The bar
can be extended to support newly reposed
roof by adding mother bar, which can be
used on convevor faces in continoous mining. Nelson.

hioasd-havanur crusher. Sea Williams'
hinged-hamrner !rusher. Fop.

Mare fault. a. A fault in which the movement is an angular or rotational one on
one side eV an axis normal to the fault
plane. A.G.I. b. A fault along one side of
which the wall 'ricks have rotated as a
block with respe:t to the rocks on the
other wall. Stoke, and Varnes, 1955. c. A
fault whose displecement is greater at one
place than another and diminishes to zero
at some poirt. Ballard. d. See rotational
fault. Nelson.
hinging coal. Scot. Coal lying at a moderately high inclination. Fay.
Hinjosa topaz. Brownish-red citrine from

Hinjosa del Duero, District of Cordova,
Spain. Heat-treated to a fiery red-orange
color as distinguished from the Madeira
wine color of the so-called Madeira topaz.

See also Spanish topaz. Shipley.

hinsdalite. A dark gray or greenish hydrous
sulfate and phosphate of lead, aluminum,
and strontium, 2(Pb,Sr)0.3A1103.2S01.PsOs.6H20, coarse, dull crystals and granular. Pseudorhomhohedral. From Hinsdale

County, Colo. English.
hinterland. a. That zone containing the
beack flanks and the area inland from the
coastline to a distance of 5 miles. A.C.I.
b. A region behind a coast or other usually specified place. Webster 3d. c. A sub-

jective term referring to the relatively

up with the Nubian sandstone of North
Africa: chararterived by the presence of
Hippurite; and aberrant Ismelhbranch.
C T.D.

of both the patient and the operaor are
similar to those in the hip-lift backprroure method, but in this methoo, the
operator grasps the patient's hips and rolls

him onto one knee or thigh, thereby rais-

ing the patient and inducing iihalation.
During the rolling movement; the operator's arms art. straight and his body is
rocked in the same direction in which the
oatient is beirg rolled. The patient is then
returned to a face-downward position, and

pressure is put on his back to expel air

from the lungs. McAdam, pp. 91-92.
hip-roll starter. A closed hip piece of roofir.g

tile used at the lower end of a hip roll.

Fay.

hip tile. A specially shaped roofing tile for
use on a descending ridge that forms the

junction of two faces of a roof. Hip tiles
are available in a number of patterns
varying from the close fitting hip of angular iection to the broadly curved types
known as bonnet hips and cone hips.
Dodd.
hircine. A fossil amorphous resin, the comoo-

sition of which has not been determined.
Fay.

Med*. A yellowish-brown, amorphous hydrocarbon found in Burma, which emits
a bad smell on burning. Tomkeieff, 1954.

hirnantite. A variety of albite keratophyre,
or albitized tholeiite, containing laths of
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cut in rock lace to hold timber support in
underground working. Pijior, 3. c. N. of
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build ng site on which erection, d,molinon. it repair work is in hand. CT.D
thin pl*steflnl with
hfvoid
nerdti-,haped crv't.als sit cakite Schism.

A minor geological fault or roll in

the coal seam. reiis. d. A connection be.
twec'n two machines. N,chob. e. 5coe.;

Ing. A minor dillocMtion of * vein or
stratum not exceeding in extent the thick-

ness of the vein or stratum. Fay. f. A
hole Cut in the side rock, when this is
solid enough to hold the cap of i set of
timbers permitting the leg to be dispensed

with. Fay. g. To attach trains to hauling
ropes by short chains. Fay. h. A sudden
stoppage of pumpin; machinery. Staisdan, 1964. i. To dig or pick hole, or
places to eceive the ends (of timbers).
Standard, 1964.

hitch-and-step. a. S. Wale,. A system of reg-

ulating the distance between the faces of
stalls in longwall work. Fay. b. S..
stepped longwall. Nelson.

hitch cutter. A miner who cuts places in the

coal, ore, or wall in which to rest or
place timbers to prevent rock from falling. Fay.

hitcher. .. The man who runs trams into or

out of the cages, gives the signals, and
attends at the shaft when men are riding in the cage. See also cager. Fay. b.
One who works a' the bottom of a haulage slope or plane engaging the clips or
grips by means of which mine cars are
attached to a hoisting able or chain used

dry it',

hoi..J-as A stone set up to mask a bound-

lin. a landmatL specilcaflv. a p,e

historic monolith. Ss.,sdaid. 1964

h.m.t, Eng. A member of the principal

civil corporation of Newcastle-on-Tyne,

formerly, a member of a merchant gild of
that place which received strangers that
came to buy coal and certain other corn.
modities, conducted the purchases, and
levied upon them a certain duty. In later
times the gild controlled the selling and
exportation of coal. Standard, 1964.
bob, a. A rotary cutting tool with its teeth
arranged along a helical thread, used (or
generating gear teeth or other evenly
spaced forms on the periphery of a cyl.
indrcal workpiece. The hob and the work.
piece are rotated in timed relationship
to each other while the hob is fed axially
or tangentially across or radially into the
workpiece. Hobs should not be confused
with multiple-thread milling cutters, rack
cutters, and similar tools, where thc teeth
are not arranged along a heiical thread.
ASM Gloss. b. York. The slaty adherent

of inferior coal. ArksU. c. York. A thick
sod pared off before cutting peat. Also

called hub. Arkell.
hob-mouthed oven. A pottery bottle oven in
which the firemouths projected 18 to 24

inches outwards, coal beng fed to the
fire from the top. See also bottle oven.
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Working a m4sttar. of ons and
thin.

,n an iron pan with a perforated

Mi

bottom. ,'Vet4,5g4

I.Us.. Yellow, orthorhombic needle. idea.

to-al with anthraquinon. (C14H.O. formed
he the burning of a coal seam in Spitsbergm. German,. T."s*sis, 195-4.

ecovenng copper from

or,, by leaching with cupric
and sodium or cakium chloride ,elu'
tion, and ekctrolv*ing the rs'ssilting ciiits sul

prous chloride liquor in cells with Impure
copper anodes protected by diaphragms;

the electrolytic byproduct, cupric chloride, is returned for further leaching. Ben.eu 2d, 1962.

b..raaJki buruslu.. A hydrous magnesium

3M10.AsiOu+BHiO; contains
46.6 percent As.05: in white flexible foliae
and in crystals like gypsum; Moks' hardness, I; specific gravity. 2.474; very rare.
arsenate,

Dan. 6d. p. 817.

Iloescb poc.a. A method of working the'
open-hearth furnace in the duplex Proc.
ess so as to reduce as much as possible
the amount of manganese lost ir the slag
in the production of manganese steels.
Osborne.

hoe scraper. In mining, scraper-loader used
to gather and transport severed rock.
Cables pull a lox-sided hoe over thc loose
ore, which is gathered and dragged

(slushed) to the delivery point. Pryor, 3.
hoe shovel; dragshovel. A revolving shovel
having a pull-type bucket rigidly attached

to a stick hinged on the end of a live
boom. Also called pullshovel; ditching
shovel; backhoe.

Nichols.

Hoffann kiln. An efficient periodic, multichamber kiln (common in Europe) in

Dodd.

which the chambers are so connected that
combustion gases and cooling air can be

tion, as used in blasting. Fay.

used to dry and preheat the ware to pre-

hobo connection. Same as parallel connec-
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which consist of alternate nate* and ravines, oceasioned either try the sharp undulatton of the subjacent rorks, or more
frequently by the erosive action of mountain torrents that rut out the ravines and
;rave the riders or hog's-backs standing

between. It is structure occurs most abundantly on the lower slopes and Ranks of
mountain ranges. A.(.!. b. A sharp anti-

clinal, decreasing in Iwight at both

ends

until it runs out. A.G.I. c. A ridge produced by highly tilted strata. A.G.1. d
Where uplift has giver it Dakota sandstone) a steep dip, it rises above the
weaker rocks by which it is turrounded
in a bold ridge, ordinarily called a hog-

back, and the Dakota hogbacks are among
the most important features of the foot-

hill belt along the base of the Rocky

Mountains. A.G.1. e. Local term for drumlins in western Massachusats. A.G.1. I.
A name applied in the Rocky Mountain

Region to a sharp-crested ridge formed

by a hard bed of rock that dips rather

steeply downward. USGS Bull. 707, 1922.
p. 8. g. Worcester considers that there is
no fundamental difference between cuestas
and hogbacks and proposes that the term
hogback be abandoned. A.G.I. h. A ridge
or line of high hills with sharp summits
and steeply sloping sides. Long. i. Eng.

A sharp rue in the floor of a coal seam.
Fay.

bogbomket boegbomite. A black oxide of
aluminum, magnesium, and ferric iron,
with some titanium replacing i-on, RO.

2R,0, with Als0s, Fe:0" Mg0, TiOs.

Rhombohedrai. Frora Swedish Lapland;
Whittles, Va. English.
hiighomitite. See magnetite högbomitite.
Holmes, 1928.
hog box. A concrete box in whkh water and
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hoist. a A drum on which hoisting rope

is wound in the engine house. as the cage
or skip is ranted in the hoisting shaft.
Pryor, 1 b An engine with drum, used
for winding up a load from a shalt. Se.
also winding engir.e. C.T.D. c. The windlass mechanism incorporated as an in-

tegral part of a power-driven drilling ma-

chine used to handle, hoist, and lower
drill-string equipment, casing, pipe, etc.,
while drilling, or o snake the drill from

place tc place. 1.014f. d. The act Of process of hfting drill string, casing, or pipe
out of a borehole. Long. e. A power-driven
windlass for raising ore, rock, or other

material from a mine and for lowering
or raising men and material. Long. Also
called holster. Fay. f. The mechanism by
which a bucket or blade is lifted, or the
process of lifting it. Nichols. g. The
amount of ore, coal, etc., hoisted during

a shift. Fay. h. See draw works. B.S.

3618, 1963, see. 3.
hoist back-out switch. A switch that permits
operation of the hoist only in the reverse
direction in case of overwind. ASA C42.
85:1956.

hoist boy. In bituminous coal mining for Arkansas and Oklahoma, a general term applied to a hoisting engineer who operates a
small hoisting engine, or an oiler who lubricates and cleans the engine. D.O.T. I.
hoist engineer. See hoistman. D.O.T. 1,
hoist engineman. See hoistman. D.O.T. I.
holster. A machine used in hoisting the product. It may be operated by iteampower or
horsepower. Zern.
hoisting. a. Windirg in a metal mine. Nelson.
b. In power-shovel nomenclature, hoisting
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coupling pi-milled with
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cyst In the end opposite the pin. thread end

kV hen .sttachoil to the Rook on the thtaNast

I ne,

Itte

put. thread et141 can

he

*crewed into the rod. to hoist and other
wise handle drIll..suring equipment when
making borehole round trips. Also called
plug, wrewrilug, swivel plug ton$

Moab* perteee. 'the rapeselty of the hoisting
mechanism on 4 drill machine May be es
pr 'toed in Arms of thr number of lineal
feet of is seceific.u.er drill rod a hoist ran
lift on a siegle line or in terms of the total
weight it can handle, figured in pounds or
tons. Compare capacity. a. Long.
hoist* rope. A rope composed of a sufficient

number of wires and strands to insure

strength and flexibility. Such ropes are used
in shafts. elevators, quarries. etc. Zeros.
See cable a and c.
hoisting sheave. See winding sheave. Nelson.
h oistssart. In mining, one who operates steam
or electric hoisting machinery used to low.
er cages (elevators) and skips (large, metal,
boxlike containers) into a mine and to
rais, them to the surface from different
levels. May be designed according to type
of power used, as electric-hoist man; steamhoist man. Also called cageman; cage runner; hoist engineer; hoist engineman;
hoisting engineer; hoisting engineman;
hoist operator; operating engineer; shaft
driver; shaft engineer ; shaft-hoist engineer;
shaft hoistman. D.O.T. I.

hoist, mine. See mine hoist.
hoist operator. a. In petroleum production,
one who lowers and raiser. surveying, serv-

king, or testing instruments in and out of

oil or gas wells on electrical conductor

cables, wing truck mounted hoisting equipment. Also called winch operator. D.O.T.
I. b. See hoistman. D.O.T. I.
hoist overspeed device. A device which can
be set to prevent the operation of a mine
hoist at speeds greater than predetermined
values and usually causes an emergency
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bars were introduced
FloMcre4t n Co tind are now two/able
from Harmon la %on.. Lrd . Stoke-ontrent. England. Dodd.
The40-

Holden/I daennosseops bum Temperature in-

dirator. which consist of a serws of small
hats placed horizontally on a refractory
stand. On heating. some bars ate bent to
varying degrees. others are unaffected The

temperature is indicated bv the bar 'hat is
just beginning to sag. The bars are nurnbered I to 46: th: temperature range being 6DO" to 1350° C. Osborn..

bolded**. A red bask hydrous arsenate of

vehtpanscloy etc Leo.
I toonelitly
foils, doe! frieneworit 4isr4i IN, set the *note
It who ft the holey (*fir a 144 04
e4414141 4 I-t. 114014,4' IWO 1544.4111544.

1114010 111m4111111..

tn 4115415 ral

lie drollest Prunes are either hanti heist
.r owns, ettimah qs 4s!I'I t the tir4ll
14

P,r0P. I

%NO 1' sI1r41 hitellen g.see fftirCeta.

hes. See Natoli,.

he;:9

h ole.ta,

Void

to start drillsng a

rslIr41 collar. , spud

.

borehole
spud- in 1.144

1,4,

h ots Won. In quarrysna. an Arrangement
ronsistinia of a combination of yettwal anti

horlootta: holes Seeeetke.i. p fi

h telemon Prnn. One who loads holes with ex-

plosives; a charier Fay.
111kt, See machineman DO 7' 1
h elve% The men employed in the operation of
holing the coal Peel.

h olm N. of Png. The different stages or
floors from which the cages are loaded at
the shaft bottom. Fay
Role miens. A system of contract work un-

dersround by which the pointing of the
hoks and blasting are done by company
men and the rest of the work by the miner.
Fay.

manganese and zinc, liktn0.42nO.Asy01.Slit°. Tabular crystals; orthorhombic.
From Franklin. N. J. English.
holder-op. Skill d man who inserts hot rivets
into rivet holes and drives them home. He
then presses a eolly against the rivet head
while the other projecting end is upset by

bole through. Successful meeting of two approaching tunnel heads, or of winse and

holdfast. Temporary anchorage for guy ropes.
Horn.
h olding. See take. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. I.

face downwards on a flat surface with the_!
head resting on his folded hands. One knee
is placed at the patient's head and one foot
close to the patient's elbow. The patient is

the riveter. Ham

holdiug-dowu boll. Ste anchor bolt. Ham.
bolding Doe. The hoist cable for a clamshell
bucket. Nichols, 2.
bolding rfog. A be ad in the finish of a glass
bottle for use when the parison is transferred to the blcw mold; sometimes known
as the back rim: or transfer ring. See alto
bead. Dodd.
bolding rope. Support rope for suspension of

a grab used for excavating or handling

bulk material. h,sm.
bold out! Derb. An exclamation by the banksman ; down a shaft to the bottomer, when

false. Pryor. 3.

holey boy. A type of perforated floor in intermittent down draft kilns firing salt
glazed pipes. Dodd.

HolserNiehern method. An artificial respira-

tion method in which the patient is laid

slapped two or three times between the
shoulder blades to ensure the tongue falling

forward. Exhalation is induced by placing
the hands on the patient's back just below
the scapula, with the body swung forward,
keep;ng the arms straight, to exert pressure

on the patient's lungs. Inhalation is then
brought on by grasping the patient's elbows, swinging backwards and lifting the
patient's elbows upwards until his chest
walls are expanded. McAdam, p. 86.

holiday. a. A day appointed in the contract
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Hollbswiry procem Copper or iron nil/ides
fused and blown with Mr tts burn out the
sulfur content. Bennett :4. 194.?
hollow Web. 'follow tiles, lancer t ha n c,411mon bricks, usually of rrctarulular form.
and having some -ross webs, Used in ex-

terior walls and also partitions. Fey. See
alto hollow clay blocks: hollow masonry
unit.

hollow brick. Brick molded with hollow
spa-es in them. They arc usually strengthened by crosswebs. Fey.

hollow brick clay. Includes a variety of clays
that have fair tensile strength. sufficient
plasticity to flow smoothly through a die,

will burn to a hard though not vitrified

body at a comparatively low temperature,
but the chief value of such a chey is its
proximity to manufacturing and marketing
points. CCD 341942, p. 195.

WW1. casting. See drain casting. ASTM
C242-60T.

hollow day

blocks. Fired clay building
blocks, usually of comparatively large size,

with cells (air spaces )within the block;
they are used for wall construction and.
with metal reinforcement, for floors and

prefabricated panels. Compare perforated
brick. Dodd.

hollow dam. A dam built of reinforced concrete, mass concrete, or masonry in which
the water pressure is resisted by a sloping
slab or vault carried by buttresses. Ham.

hollow doublet. A doublet which contains a
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which its mounted above the collecting
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firmly in position by a clamp. A sampling
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h,olob.me*al. Denoting hemihedrons in

which all the sectants have half instead
of the whole number of similar planes.

Stm.ürd, 1964.

hololsyalkw. Completely glassy. Fay.
botoltims. Coajified remains of entire plants.
TornFcsisl, 1954.
bololeucocre*lq botom.locradc. Terms

applied to lacks of igneous rocks, or to

a series of related rocks, which are almost
con.pletely composed of light or dark mmerals, respectively. Hotness. 1928.

bololith ring. An entire finger ring made
from a single piece of gem material. Ship..
'my.
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hoioh*k. a. The texture

of

crystallo-

blastic rocks in which the essential constituents ate approximately of equal size.
Dependent on the habit of the essential
minerals, homeoblastic rocks may be called
granoblastac, lepidoblastic, nematoblastic,
or broblastic. Sclsi4erdscker. b. A term

used instead of equigranular and applied
to metamorphic rods to indicate that the
texture so described is due to recrystallization. Holmes, 1928.

ho.eobltIc sticture. A metamorphic tex-

ture in which the constituent minerals are
the same order of magnitude in size.
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A large number of these machines were
built and mr many years the Hopklnsnn
wa, the only chain coal Lutter built in
the United Kindom See also Walker
194)1

dish machine.

,fs,ot.

h..,5IrV. a. A vessel into which materials are
Fed, usually constructed ,n the fono of
an inverted pyramid os cone terminating

will change color, its degree of change dcpending upon the amount of carbon mon-

in an opening through which the materials are discharged (not primarily intended for storage). b.S. 3.S2, 1962. b.
Surge bin placed at dcharge end of in-

ozide present. This device is very sensi-

tersnittent transporting system which han-

tive and will detect as low as one-hundredth of I percent. Ke*turky, p. 72.
flo&1'4 lest. See iodine pento'*ide test.
Si,scair, 1. p. 31.
boopir. A boi having a funnel-shaped bottom, or a bottom reduced in size, narrowed, or necked to receive matriai and
direct it to a conveyor, feeder, or chute.
ASA MH4.11958.

5S7

dles dry ore or rock: used to smooth out
and regulate delivery from that point. A
hopper car is one with bottom discharge
gear ard insloping side walls. Pryor, 3.
c. A storage bin or a funnel that is loaded

from the top and discharges through a
door or chute in the bottom. MAoIs. d.
A container or bin for broken ore. C.T.D.
e. A trep at the foot of a chute for regis-

hopper
lating the contents of a wagon. Fay. f.
A place of deposit for coal or ore. Fay.

g: Eng. In the Derbyshire coalfield,

a

dish used by miners to measure ore. It
varies from 14 to 16 pints in different
localities. Fay.

hopper barge. A barge which is towed by

a tug, and which is used to transport

dredged material to a dumping ground.
Ham.

hopper car. A car for coal, gravel,

etc.,

shaped like a hopper, with an opening

to discharge the contents. Standard, 1964.
hopper car unloader. See car unloader. ASA
MH4.1-1958.
hopper dredge, self-propelled. A dredge designed as a ship for mobility on the high

seas. The dredging equipment sits high

above the water on the top deck. The

remainder of the vessel consists of bulkheaded hoppers, into which dredged material

is fed, and from which the water is

thcn drained off. Carson, p. 354.
hopperings. In gold washing, gravel retained
in the hopper of a cradle. Fay.
hoppers. Pockets at the bottom of a breaker

through which the processed coal falls
loaded into railroad cars; also
the cars. Korson.
hopper salt. Grainer or solar salt produced
in characteristic hollow-faced cubes by
as it is

surface evaporation. Kaufmann.
hopper table. Early type of pneumatic table

used in ore treatment. Pryor, 3.

hopper tender. See dust-box tender. D.O.T./.
hopper truck. Aust. See hopper car. Fay.

hoppet. a. Eng. A basket; a bucket. Webster 3d. b. A vessci for measuring ore.
Standard, 1964.
hoppit; sinking bucket; bowk; kibble. A
large bucket used in shaft sinking for
hoisting mcn, rock, materials, and tools.

Since about 1955, hoppit sizes have in-

creased

hornblende granite
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to about 80 cubic feet and in

horizontal

sextant. Ham.

horizontal pendulum. Having a mass mov-

horizon glass. A glass which is half silvered and half clear, forming part of a

horizon mining. A system of mine development which is suitable for inclined, and
perhaps faulted, coal seams. Main stone
headings are driven, at predetermined

levels, from the winding shaft to intersect and gain access to the seams to be
developed. The stone hcadings, or hori-

zons, are from 100 to 200 yards vertically
apart, depending on the scams available

and their inclination. The life of each

horizon varies from 10 to 30 years. Connections between horizons at inbye points

are by staple shafts or drivages in the

coal. Also called horizontal mining; continental mining. See also lateral. Nelson.
horizontal auger. A rotary drill usually powered by a petrol engine, for drilling horizontal blasting holes in quarries and opencast pits. See also auger. Nelson.
horizontal balance. Much less commonly

used than the vertical type. It is quite
similar to it in construction except that

the magnet. points approximately vertically instead of horizontally. Dobrin, p.
282.

horizontal bedded formation. Any bedded
formation of rock where the dip of the

bedding planes is less than 100. BuMines,
Bull. 587, 1960, p. 2.
horizontal borer. A machine, making holes
from 2 to 6 inches in diameter, used for
drilling overburden at open cut coal
mines. Bits are of the auger or winged
types. Lewis, p. 88.

horizontal cell tile. A structural masonry
tile having cells whose axis is horizontal
when placed in the wall. ACSC,1963.

some cases to 110 cubic feet and surface
tipping facilities have been brought to a
high degree of efficiency to cope with
large diameter shafts and fast sinking
rates. See also cactus grab. Nelson.

horizontal circle. The circular horizontal

horizontal boreholes radiating outward

horizontal cut. See drag cut. Nelson.
horizontal-cut uneerhand. See underhand

horadiam. a. The drilling of a number of

from a common center; a single drill site
or drill setup. Long. b. Synonym for horizontal ling drilling. Long.
Horatio diamond. Rock crystal from Arkansas. Shipley.
horbachite. A metallic, dark-yellow, ironnickel sulfide that is closely related to
pyrrhotite, and is found massive. Standard, 1964.
horh. Mud; dirt. Compare hurr. Arleen.
horizon. a. In geology, any given definite
position or interval in the stratigraphic

column or the scheme of stratigraphic
classification , generally used in a rela-

plate of a theodolite, accurately divided
so that horizontal angles can be precisely

measured. Ham.
horizontal crosscut. See horizontal drive.
Stoces, v. 1, p. 210.

stoping, a. Fay.
horizontal departure.
pressed in

The

amount,

ex-

feet or degrees, a borehole

has digressed horizontally from the intended target. Long.
horizontal displacement. a. A term used by
Tolman to designate strike slip. A.C.I. b.
The distance two formerly adjacent points
moved horizontally. Bureau of Mines Staff.
horizontal drive; horizontal crosscut. An

opening with a small inclination (about
2 to 4 millimeters for one meter in length)
direction towards the shaft for

in the

tive sense. Pay. b. As used by some British geologists, one or several consecutive
beds characterized by a certain fossil or
fossils; a zone. Fay. c. One of the layers
of the soil profile, distinguished principally by its textu;e, color, structure, and

draining the water and to facilitate hauling of the full cars to the shaft. Stoces,
v. 1, p. 210.
horizontal fault. A fault in the earth's crust

to contain or be associated with rock

horizontal line. A straight line that is parallel to the horizon or water level. Jones,
2,p. 82.
horizontal load-bearing test. See load-bearing test. Lewis, p. 576.
horizontal-loop methods. Inductive methods
in which the coil, that causes the current

also A-horizon;
B-horizon; C-horizon. ASCE P1826. d. An
identifiable rock stratum regionally known

chemical content. See

containing valuable minerals. Compare

marker, a. Long. E. An imaginary hori-

zontal line or plane. Long. f. A. horizontal
layer. Nichols. g. S. Afr. Level of a geological formation observed at different
places. Beerman. h. In surveying, a plane

flow in the earth, is laid horizontally on
the ground surface. Schieferdecker.

normal to a plumbline at the observer's
station. An artificial horizon is a reflecting level surface, such as a bath of mercury. Pryor, 3.

with no vertical displacement. Webster 3d.
horizontal Intensity. The intensity of the

horizontal component of the magnetic
field in the plane of the magnetic meridian. Hy.

264-972 0-68-36

/

magnetometer.

Instrument

to

measure changes in the horizontal com-

ponent of the magnetic field intensity.
Schieferdecker.

ing horizontally. Schieferdecker.

horizontal retort. a. An intermittent unit
for the production of town gas from coal;
it is constructed of segments of silica
or siliceous refractory material. Compare
continuous vertical retort. Dodd. b. An

intermittent unit formerly used for the
production of zinc. Horizontal zinc 7e-

torts were generally made from a sili-

ceous fireclay, suitably grogged. Dodd.
horizontal-ring drilling. See horadiam. Long.
horizontal screens. Shaking screens with
the plates supported in a substantially
horizontal position that have been developed to obtain the advantages of low
lead room requirement. Mitchell, p. 135.
horizontal seismograph. Registering one or
both the horizontal components of the
earthquake. Schieferdecker.
horizontal separation in faultline strike. The
distance measured in the strike of the
fault line between the two outcropping
parts of the faulted bedding plane. Schieferdecker.
horizontal slicing (ascending). See overhand
stoping, b. Fay.
horizontal slicing (descending). See top slicing and cover caving. Fay.

horizontal slip. In faultingz the horizontal
component of the net slip. A.G.I.
horizontal takeup. A mechanism in which
the takeup or movable pulley travels in

an approximately horizontal plane. NEMA
MB1-1961.
horizontal throw. The heave of a fault.
Hess.
horley-sedgley water finder. An instrument
used for ascertaining the amount of water

in a tank containing oil. Fay.

horn. a. Derb. A line at an angle of 45°
with the facc of the coal. Fay. b. See

spoon, b. Fay. c. Main cleavage. Mason.
d. A spire of bech ock left where cirques
have eaten into a mountain from more

than two sides around a central arca;
for example, Matterhorn of the Swiss

Alps. Leet
hornblende. A monoclinic amphibole, Ca2

Na (Mg,Fe" ) 4(Al,Fe" ',Ti)3Si8022(0,0H)
2, color between black and white, through
various shades of green, inclining to blackish-green; also dark brown; rarely yellow

pink, rose-red. In part a normal metasilicate of (-.i l. im and magnesium, RSi02,
usually with iron, also manganese, and
thus in general analogous '.o th pyroxenes. The alkali metals, sodium and potassium, also present, and more commonly

so than with pyroxene. The name of the
mineral is prefixed to many rock names.
Dana 17; A.C.I.
hornblende gneiss. A coarse-grained metamorphic rock containing hornblende as the
dominant colored constituent, together

with feldspar and quartz, the texture being typical of the gneisses. Differs from
horliblende schist in grain size and texture only. C.M.D.
hornblende granite. A type of granite, usually adamellite or granodiorite, containing hornblende as an essential constituent; with decreasing quartz, grades
through
C.M.D.

tonalhe

into

normal

diorite.

hornblende jade
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hornblende jade. A term sometimes used for

horny. Scot. An inferior kind of gas coal, thc

smaragdite. Shipley.

hornblende schist. A. A type of green schist

formed from basic igneous rocks by regional

metamorphism, and consisting essentially
of sodic plagioclase, hornblende, and
sphene, frequently with magnetite and
cpidote. C.T.D. b. A schist in which
hornblende is thc dominant mineral; plagioclase and sometimes quartz being the chief

felsic constituents. With loss of schistose

structure, the rock passes into hornblende
gneiss and amphibolite. Holmes, 1928.
homblendite. A granitoid igneous rock consisting essentially of hornblende and analogous to pyroxenite. Fay.
horn COM. a. Eng. Coal worked partly end-on

and partly face-on. Fay. b. A variety of
cannel coal from South Wales. Fay. c. A
coal that cmits when burning, an odor like

that of burnt horn. Fay. d. Term in use

in Saxony, Germany, for a variety of pitch
coal similar to cannel coal. Tomkeiefl,
1954.

horn coral. See black coral. Shipley.
hornfels. a. A fine-grained, nonschistosc metamorphic rock resulting from contact meta-

morphism. Large crystals may be present
and may represent either porphyroblasts or
relic phcnocrysts. A.G.I. b. A dcnsc compact rock produced from slatc by the con-

tact action of some igneous intrusion, especially granite. Various microscopic minerals
are developed in it. Fay.
hornito. a. A gas-emitting vent on and originating in a lava flow. Fay. b. A low, oven-

shaped mound common in the volcanic
districts of South America, usually emitting

from its sidcs and summit hot smoke and
other vapors. Fay.
horn lead. Lead chlorite. Fay.
horno. Sp. An oven or kiln. Fay, p. 284.
horn quicksilver. Mercurous chloride, Hg2Cl2;
calomel. Fay.

horns. Eng. Guides on the winding drum to
keep the rope in place. Fay.
Hornsey process. A method for the low temperature reduction of iron ore by means
of a series of rotary kilns. The kilns arc
cach about 5 feet in diameter and 30 feet
in length. The first is used for preheating,
the second for reduction, and the third for
cooling the product. Pulverized coal is

used whkh makes it possible readily to
control the combustion and to maintain
constant temperature. At no point in the
process does the temperature rise above

1,050° C. Osborne.
horn silver. Cerargyrite. Pryor, 3.
hornslate. A compact slate. Arkell.

horn socket. A fishing tool especially designed

to recover lost collared drill rods or drill
pipe. It consists of a smooth-wall, tapered
socket, thc larger cnd down, equipped with

a spring latch, which grips the drill rod

under thc collar when it is slid down over

thc top of thc lost drill rod. When thc

socket is equipped with a flaring (bellshaped ) mouth it is called a bell-mouth
socket. Long.
horn spoon. An arctuatc longitudinal section

cut from a cow horn and scraped thin;
used for washing auriferous gravel and
pulp where delicate tests arc required.
Hess.

hornstone; hormstein. An impure brittle flint
or chalcedony with splinterey fracture,
chert. It ma:. be veined or banded. Hess.

horn tiff. In Missouri, calcite .:ta:ned with
carbonaceous material; sometimes

dark

enough to be mistcken for sphalerite. Fay.

pieces of which rattle with a sound suggestive of horns. Fay.

horseshoe flute casts
winding capstan. Pryor, 3.

horse gin. a. Gearing for hoisting by horsepower. Fay. b. A whim. Hess.

horse. a. Waste inclusions within ore deposits.

horse gold. Eng. Pyrites found in Chalk,

c. To take horse. Fay. d. To split into

as a vein of ore in a mine.

horsehead. a. In tunneling through loose
ground, two heavy timbers or light steel
joists extended beyond the timbering,

from a crane rope in a shaft. See also

tection. Pryor, 3. b. A forepole. Mason.

BuMines Bull. 390, 1936, p. 29. b. Any
irregularity cutting out a portion of the
vein. See also dirt fault; rock fault. Fay.
branches,

Standard, 1964. c. Scot. A seat suspended

D-link. Fay. f. Eng. In saltmaking, to sct

thc lumps of salt upon thc top of each

other in thc hothouse. Fay. g. To move or
raise a heavy piece of machinery or timber
by using a pinchbar as a lever. Also called

pinch. Long. h. A saw horse or other simple
frame or support. Nichols. i. A large block

of unmineralized rock included in a vein.
A.G.I. Supp. j. Rock occupying a channel
cut into a coalbcd. A.G.I. SuPP. k. A body
of sandstone or shale occupying a channel
in a coal scam. A.G.I. I. A ridge of limestone rising from beneath residual phosphate deposits in Tennessee. A.G.I. SuPp.
m. In structure, a large block of displaced
wall rock caughZ along a fault, particularly
a high-angle normal fault. A.G.I. Supp. n.
A mass of country rock lying within a vein.
Fay.

horse arm. Eng. The part of a whim to which
thc horses arc attached. Fay.
horseback. a. A name applied by some writers
to floor rolls in coal mines. A.G.I. b. Applied in some areas to clay veins, that is,
Intrusions of clay into coalbcds. See also
clay vein; sandstone dike. A.G.I. c. Eng.
A mass of stone with a slippery surface in

the roof. In shape, it resembles a horse's
back. SMRB, Paper No. 61. d. Natural
channels cut or washed away by water in
a coal scam and filled up with shale and
sandstone. Sometimes, a bank or ridge of
foreign matter in a coal scam. Fay. c. A
portion of the roof or floor which bulgcs
or intrudes into the coal. Fay. f. A mass
of country rock lying within a vein or bed.
See also horse, n. Fay. g. A piece of slate,

flat underneath, thick in thc middle, and
running out to a thin edge upon each side.

See also kettle bottom. Fay. h. Eng. A tree
branch that has been horizontally em-

bedded, carbonized, and compressed into
lenticular shape in shale immediately above

a coalbcd. Chemistry & Industry, v. 58,
March 18, 1939, p. 238. i. A term used in
Maine for a low and somewhat sharp ridge
of sand or gravel ; also, but not generally,
a ridge of rock which rises for a short distance with a sharp edge. A hogback. Fay.
horseback excavator. In bituminous coal
mining,

one who

excavates horsebacks

(banks or ridges of dirt or rock in the coal
scam) in a strip mine with a power shovel.
D.O.T. 1.
horse beans. Ches. A stratum of a granular
rock immediately overlying salt beds, in
which brine occurs. Also called shaggy

metal. Fay.
horse block; horsing block. A frame of timber

on which to rest the raised cnd of an excavator's wheeling plank. Webster 2d.

horse engine; horse gin. Scot. A winding
drum driven by horsepower for raising
mineral. Fay.
horse fettler. S. Staff. A man who looks after
thc underground horses and ponies. Fay.
horseflesh. Fibrous carbonate of lime. Arkell.
horseflesh ore. Bornitc. Fay.

horse gear; bullock gear; whim gin. Bar

pulled around by draft animal to actuate a
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Cherry Hinton, near Cambridge. Also
called gold ore. Arkell.

across which planks can be placed for pro-

c. Eng. A wooden box used for mine ventilation. Fay. d. Eng. A heading frame, of

a cap and two posts. Stauffer. c. A temporary support for forepoles used in tunneling soft ground. Also called false sct.
Nichols.

horse height. Mid. Sufficient distance between the floor and the roof, for a horse

to travel without knocking 1-is head. Fay.
horse-in-the-lode. Eng. A dead or worthless

part in the lode; generally composed of
fragments of the strata through which the
lode passes, which invariably divides the

lode. See also horse, n. Fay.
horseload. Eng. A measure of weight used in
some parts of cast Lancashire. One horseload equals 4 hundredweight; 5 horscloads
equal 1 ton. Fay.
horse platform. Scot. The switch and crossing used on (including the rails) a horsehaulage road. Fay.
horseplay. Rough or boisterous play. Webster

3d. Often results in serious accidents at
mines and industrial plants. Fay.

horsepower. A standard unit of power equal
to 746 watts in the United States and
nearly equivalent to the English gravitational unit of the same name that equals
550 foot-pounds of work per second. Abbreviation, hp. Webster 3d.
horsepower applied. See power upon thc air.
Kentucky, p. 81.

horsepower.nour. Thc work performed or
the energy consumed by working at thc
rate of 1 horsepower for 1 hour, being
equal to 1,980,000 foot-pounds. Abbreviation, hp hr. Webster 3d.

horsepower of ventilation. Thc work done
in ventilating a mine or part of a mine is
measured by thc quantity circulated multiplied by the ventilating pressure required,
the quantity being measured in cubic feet
per minute and the pressure in pounds per
square feet. The horsepower required is,
therefore, this product divided by 33,000.
Sinclair, I, p. 82.
horsepower pull. The effort necessary to
maintain thc normal operating speed of a
conveyor under a rated capacity load. To
this must be added the effort of acceleration, drive losses, etc., to arrive at a final

driving effort. Horsepower pull may be
referred to in terms such as effective tension, chain pull, turning effort, gear tooth
pressure, ctc. See also effective belt tension.
ASA MI14.1-1958.

horse pump. An ordinary lifting pump
worked by horsepower. Fay.

horse road. An underground way for horse
haulage. Fay.

horse run. A device by means of which
horses draw loaded vehkles up and incline from excavations. Standard, 1964.
horse scraper. A scraper hauled by horses, for
gathering placer gravel into sluices in
ground sluidng. Thc gravel is first broken
by ploughing. Nelson.

horseshoe curve. A curve slightly greater

horseshoe flute casts. Horseshoe-shapcd flute
than a semicircle. Ham.

horseshoe flute casts
cast; same as current crescent. Pettijohn.
horse shovel. A road scraper. Fay.
horses' teeth. Corn. A quarryman's term for
white elongated crystals of feldspar, which
gives the granite its porphyritic character
Fay.
horsaail ore. Ore in fractures which diverge
from a major fracture. A.G.I.

horsetails. The continuation of a shear that
dies out. Hess.

horsetail structure. An arrangement in the
shape of a horsetail, of closely spaced min-

eralized fissures emanating from major

veins and forming together a stockwork.

Schieferdecker.

horse tramming. The use of horses for inbye
haulage where workings are moderately

level. The horses haul the loaded trams

from the faces to an inbye gathering point
and return with the empty trams. Nelron.
horse transport. An old method of transportation in mines in which horses were used
to pull the mine cars along the roadways.
Stables were installed underground in

order for the horses to be kept perma-

nently in the mine. Horse transportation
has been replaced today to an incrcasing
extent by mechanical transport. Stoces, v.
1, pp. 169-170.
horsetree. 'Eng. A strong timber beam for
supporting pumps. Fay.
horseway. A road fit for travel with a horse.
Webster 2d.

horse whim. A device used for raising ore or
water from mines, provided with radiating

beams to which horses, oxen, or camels

may be yoked. Sandstrom.
horsfordite. A silver-white, massive copper
antimonide, probably Cue SID, occurring in
Turkey. Fay.

horsing. Eng. Drawing trams underground
by horses and ponies. Fay.

horst. A tract or block of the earth's crust
separated by faults from the adjacent
tracts or blocks that have been relatively
depressed. Com Pare graben. Webster 3d.

hortite. A hybrid rock probably

hot miller
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derived

from gabbro by the assimilation of limestone and similar in composition to melasyenite. fohannsen, v. 3, 1937, p. 66.
hortonolite. A variety of olivine containing
some manganese. Hess.

Horwood process. Obsolete method of preconditioning mixed sulfides of copper,

lead, iron, and zinc by partial roasting
before oil flotation to recover the relatively unaltered zinc sulfide. Pryor, 3.

hose. a. A strong, flexible pipe, generally

made of spirally wound, rubber-impregnated, fabric strips; used to convey liquids

or gases under pressure. Compare highpressure hose. Long. b, Scot. A rope

shackle; an iron clasp at the end of a rope.
Fay.

hose coupling. A joint between a hose and

a steel pipe, or between two lengths of
hose. Ham.

Hoskoid formula. Two-rate valuation form-

ula, once much used to determine present value (Vp) of mining properties or
shares, with redemption of capital invested. Now largely replaced by Morkill's
formula. Pryor, 3.

hospital. In a vitreous enamel factory, the
department in which ware that has faults,
not too serious for remedy, is repaired.
Dodd.

host. a. The essential crystal, the base material, or the matrix of a luminescent mate-

rial. C.T,D. Supp. b. The larger crystal

that contains the inclusions of smaller crystals of a different mineral species. Bureau
of Mines Staff. Compare hairstone.

host element. A common element which is
substituted by a trace element in a rock
mineral. Schieferdecker.

host rock. The wall rock of an epigenetic
ore deposit. A.G.I.

hot. Applied to a mine or part of a mine
that generates methane in considerable
quantities. Fay.

hotbed. An arca adjacent to the runout table
where hot rolled metal is placed to cool.
Sometimes called the cooling table. ASM
Gloss.

hot blast. Air forced into a furnace after
having been heated. Fay.

hot-blast circulating duct. See bustle pipe.
Dodd.
hot-blast main. A duct, lined with refactory

riaterial, through which hot air

passes

magnetic meridian. Dobrin, pp. 278-279.
See also dip needle.
hot crushing strength. Compressive strength

of brick at high temperature. Bureau of

Mines Staff. .

hot-dip coating. The process of dipping
metal components in molten tin or zinc
to protect them against corrosion. See also
galvanizing. Ham.

hot-dip galvanizing. Immersion of iron or
steel articles in bath of melted spelter, to
produce a zinc coating. Pryor, 3.
hot-drawn. Elongation of metal wire, tube

or rod by drawing it while heated through
a constricting orifice. Opposite of cold
drawn. Pryor, 3.
hotel china. See American hotel china.
ACSG, 1963.

hot end. Those manufacturing operations
concerned with hot glass, that is melting,
forming, annealing. ASTM C162-66.

from a hot-blast stove to the bustle pipe

hot face insulation. An alternative name for
insulating refractory. It generally consists
of a refractory base containing a volumin-

hot-blast man. A stove tender at blast fur-

ous powder, such as exfoliated vermiculite,
or diatomaceous earth. Francis, 1963, v. 2,

of a blast furnace. See also hot-blast stove;
bustle pipe. Dodd.
naces. Fay.

hot-blast stove; Cowper stove. A unit for

p. 653.

heating the air delivered to the tuyéres of
a blast furnace. It is a cylindrical furnace,
about 80 feet high and 20 feet in diameter, lined with fire clay refractories.

hot floor. A heated floor, usually concrete
with imbedded steam pipes, for use in
drying refractory brick and shapes. A.R.I.
hot-floor drier. A heated floor, usually con-

side ; fire clay checker bricks (usually spe-

hot forming. Working operations such as

There is a combustion chamber up one

cial shapes known as stove fillings), fill
the remainder of the space. The checker
bricks are heated by the combustion of
blast furnace gas in the combustion
chamber and then, on reversal of the direction of gas flow, they deliver heat to
incoming air which then passes to the
blast furnace tuyéres. See also stove fillings. Dodd.

hot-blast system. The plenum system of
ventilation. Webster 2d.
hot-carbonate process. A process developed

by the U.S. Bureau of Mines in which a
hot solution of potassium carbonate is
used to absorb impurities from gases and
is then regenerated for reuse in a continuous cycle with maximum efficiency and
minimum wasted heat. Also called ho
potash process; Benfield process. Bureau

of Mines Staff.
hot-cast procelain. See opaline.

hot-cell. A heavily shielded enclosure in
which radioactive materials can be han-

crete, for use in drying ware. ACSG, 1963.

bending, drawing, forging, piercing, press-

ing, and heading performed above the
recrystallization temperature of the metal.
ASM Gloss.

hothouse. A heated building or chamber for
drying pottery or other wares; drying
room. Standard, 1964.
hot laboratory. A laboratory designed for
the safe handling of radioactive materials.

Usually contains one or more hot cells.

L&L.

hot-laid mixtures. Plant mixes which must
be spread and compacted while in a
heated condition. Asphaltic concrete is
included in this type. API Glossary.
hot-laid type. A bituminous pavement which

is mixed and laid at relatively high temperatures, generally above 250° F. This

type is the highest type pavement that can
be laid. It has greater durability and lower
maintenance than any other type. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, Sec. E, p. 70.

hot-metal ladle. A ladle for the transfer of

dled remotely through the use of manipulators and viewed through shielded win-

molten iron from a blast furnace to a

sonnel. L&L.

fer molten pig iron direct from blast furnace to steel furnace. Such ladles are
generally lined with fire clay refractones

dows so that there is no danger to per-

hot cement. Cement which retains some of
the heat generated during grinding.
Taylor.
hot channel. The coolant channel in a
nuclear-reactor core with the highest
temperature. L&L.
hotching. Eng. Jigging, as of lead ore. Fay.

hot chisel. A chisel for cutting hot metal;

distinguished from a cold chisel. Standard,
1964.
Hotchkiss superdip. Is much more sensitive

than the common dip needle. It consists
of a magnetic needle free to rotate about
a horizontal axis and a nonmagnetic bar
with a counterweight at the end which is

attached to the needle at its pivot, the
two axes making an angle that can be
varied. It measures changes in the total
field and can be used to measure variations in vertical field if its plane is oriented in a direction perpendicular to the
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mixer furnace and from there to a steel

furnace; alternatively, the ladle may trans-

but for severe conditions high-alurnina

and basic refractories have been tried with
some success. Dodd.

hot-metal mixer. A large holding furnace

for molten pig iron. The capacity of these
furnaces, which are of the tilting type, is
up to 1,400 tuns. Hot metal mixers may be
active (that is, the p iron is partially
refined while in the furnace) or inactive
(that is, the pig iron is merely kept molten
until it is required for transfer to a steelmaking furnace). In either case, the bottom and walls of the furnace are made of
magnesite refractories and the roof of silica
refractories. Dodd.

hot mill. To heat metal, then shape it.
Nichols.

hot miller. A tool operated by compressed
air, fitted with cutting wheels which mill

hot miller
the hot cutting edges or rock drill bits to
the required angle. See also detachable
bit. Ham.

hot mold. The process of forming glassware
in hot, uncoated molds. ASTM C162-66.

hot patching. The repair of the refractory
lining of a furnace while it is still hot;

this is most commonly done by spraying a

refrectory slurry through a cement gun.
See also airborne sealing; spray welding.

Dodd.

hotplate swilling test. A spalling test designed specifically for the testing of silica

refractories. Dodd.

hot-potash process. See hot-carbonate process.

hot preparation. See steam tempering. Dodd.
hot-pressed products. Abrasive bonded products formed by pressing while the mixture
is at

a temperature considerably above

normal room temperature. ACSG, 1963.
hot-pressing. a. In powder metallurgy, form-

ing a compact at a temperature high
enough to have sintering. ASM Gloss.
b. The subjection of the powder-metal

material in a bit mold or die to pressui-:
the instant the mass reaches the incipient
melting point or while the man 1S still
hot. Also called coining. Long. c. A jiggering process wherein a heated profile
tool or plunger is employed. ASTM
C242-60T. d. The technique of forming
ceramic shapes from fi.iely ground materials by the application of pressure and
heat simultaneously. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

hot-quenching. Quenching in a medium
at an elevated temperature. ASM Gloss.

hot roll. To roll (metal) while hot or with
the application of heat. Compare cold
roll. Webster 3d.

hot rolling. The passing of hot steel bars

through pairs of steel rolls to form rolledsteel sections. The final dimension of the

product is approached in stages by ad-

justing the height of the rolls. This height
is controlled by the mill operator. The
trend towards automatic control is increasing. The completely automatic mill,

in which every operation is performed
without human aid, appears to be fast

approaching. See also steelworks. Nelson.
hot saw. A circular saw for cutting hot bar
iron in small pieces. Fay.
hot-short; redshort. Said of metals that
tend to be brittle at temperatures at
which hot-working operations arc performed, and which can only be worked
with difficulty, if at all. C.T.D.

hot-shortness.
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of steel

or

wrought-iron when hot, usually due to
excessive sulfur content. Pryor, 3.

hot spot. a. A small portion of the furnace
shdl that is warmer than the rest. It indicates a thin lining. Fay. b. The zone of

highest temperature within a glassmelting
furnace. ASTM C162-66. c. A Liurface
arca of higher-than-average radioactivity.
Also, a part of a fuel-element surface that
has become overheated. MIL.
Hot Springs diamond. Rock crystal. Shipley.
hot top. a. A reseivoir, thermally insulated

or heated, to hold molten metal on tor,
of a mold to feed the ingot or casting as

it contracts on solidifying to avoid having
pipe or voids. ASM Gloss. b. A refractory-

lined steel or iron casting which is

in-

serted into the tip of the mold and is

supported at various heights to feed the
ingot as it solidifies. ASM Gloss.
hot-wire anemometer. This instrument is

particularly suited to the measurement of
very low air velocities and the fluctuating
velocities that occur in turbulent flow.
Basically, it consists of a wire or wires,
usually platinum, supported in a frame
and heated electrically. When exposed

to an air current the heated wire cools,

and as a

result its electrical resistance
alters. The heated wire forms one arm of

car bottom. Zern.
hove. a. Scot. Past particles of heave. The
floor of a mine working is said to heave
or rise. Fay. b. A lode is hove or thrown
in a certain direction by a fault. Gordon.

hovel. A large conical or conoidal brick
structure within which a firing kiln is
built. Webster 3d.

a

howdenite. A local name for the large
crystals of chiastolitc from Mt. Howden,

which caused that change. Roberts, I. P.

howdie horse. N. of Eng. A pit horse kept
on the surface for use in cases of emer-

Wheatstone-bridge-type circuit, and
measurements of resistance change may be
correlated with the velocity of airflow
55.

south Australia. English.
gency. Fay.

hot working. Deforming Inetal plastically at

howell. The upper stage in a porcelain

hardening does not occur. The low limit
of temperature is the recrystallization

Howell furnace. A form of revolving roasting
furnace. Fay.

such a temperature and rate that strain
temperature. ASM Gloss.

hot zone. The arca of a continuous furnace
where the major amount of heat is supplied. Bryant.
houille. Fr. Fossil coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
houille de cutine. Fr. A variety of coal composed mainly out of cuticles and spores
and consequently rich in volatiles. Tom-

furnace. Standard, 1964.

howk. Scot. To dig; scoop; make a hollow;
to burrow.

howlite. A hydrated calcium

silicoborate.

1928.

In basic arc furnace practice, howlite has
been added before shutdown periods, to
treat the final white falling slag and
hearth. It is claimed that this stabilizes
the banks and hearth, thereby preventing
deterioration during the shutdown period.
The howlite addition (36 pounds to a slag
bulk of about 10 hundredweights, giving

material and consequently having an aver-

final slag) is made to the last three
four casts before shutdown. Osborne.

keie ff , 1954.
houille grasse. Fr. Bituminous coal. Holmes,

houille lignocellulosique. Fr. A variety of
coal composed mainly of lignocellulosic

age amount of volatiles (normal humic

coal). Tomkeieff, 1954.
houllle lignocellulosique gilifiée. Fr A variety of lignocellulosic coal rich in colloidal
matrix (subanthracitic and anthracitic

coal). 'romkeieff, 1954.

houille maigre. Fr. Steam coal. Holmes,
1928.

houiller. The French equivalent for coal

measures. Fay.
houille seche. Fr. Cannel coal. Hess.
houlllite. Anthracite. Tomlaieff, 1954.
bouppes. Absorption figures resembling interference figures to some extent, shown only
by minerals of strong absorption. Epoptic
figures. Hess.

hour. angle. In celestial measurement, the
spherical angle at the pole, contained
between the observer's meridian and that
of the observed body as measured west.
ward from observer. Pryor, 3.

Hourdis. Fr. Term for a large hollow clay
building b/ock (name derives from the
inventor). Dodd.
hourglass structure. A structure resembling

the shape of an hourglass seen in thin
sections of certain minerals and due to
differences of molecular attractions in
different directions in a crystal. Fay.

house. a. Corn. A large mass of rich tin ore.
Also called a carbona. Arkell. b. Eng.
See gunnies; turnhouse, b. Fay.
house coal. a. Coal for use around colliery
in miners' houses and for local sale. B.C.I.
b. Sized coal for use in houses. B.C.!.

about 0.7 percent of boric oxide in the

or
how way! N. of Eng. A signal to lower
the cage. Fay.

horsepower. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 59.
hp hr Abbreviation for horsepower-hour.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 59.
H-piece. That part of a plunger lift in which
the valves or clacks are fixed. Fay.
hr Abbreviation for hour. BuMin Style
hp A`)breviation for

Guide, p. 59.
HR Abbreviation for relative humidity.
Zimmerman, p. 55.
HREX.. Symbol for a special shape of wall
tile .(round edge external corner, left
hand). Dodd.

H rod. A drill rod having an outside diameter of 31/2 inches. See also H drill rod.
Long.

hsianghuallte; hsianghuashih. A cubic mineral, possibly Ca3Be3Li2Sia010F2 or Ca3Be3
Li2Si30,2F2, occurring with taaffeite in

metamorphosed limestone in Hunan Province, China. Hey, M.M., 1961; American
Mineralogist, v. 46, No. 1-2, JanuaryFebruary 1961, p. 244.
HTI Abbreviation for high-temperature insulating refractory. See also insulating
refractory. Dodd.

huangholte. The barium analogue of synchysite, BaCe(C0a),F, in hexagonal platy
masses from hydrothermal deposits near

the Huang-Ho river, China. Named for
the locality. Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.

huantajayite. An argentiferous variety of

house of water. Corn. A cavity or space

halite, 20NaCI+AgCI, occurring in cubic
crystals and as an incrustation. Fay.
huascolite. A variety of galena in which part
of the lead is replaced by zinc. StandOrd,

broken in irregular lengths and

hub. a. York. Miner's term for an impure

filled with water. Fay.
house-stone veneer. A type of building stone
consisting of rough-surfaced blocks or
strips

used extensively as a facing or veneer on
residences. AIME, p. 330.
housing.

a. The casing for a machine or

part thereof. Fay. b. A heavy case or
enclosure for rotating parts. Nichols. c.

A cover, usually of sheet metal, such as
is placed over the wheel of a car which
sets down so low that the upper part of
the wheel has to be passed through the

,

§61
4

1964.

cannel coal or

bituminous shale. Also

spelled hubb. Tomkeieff, 1954. b. A survey

point marked with a stake or metal pin
and used as a reference point by means
of which a drill operator may set and

line up a drill machine to drill a borehole
at a specific spot in a predetermined direction. Long. c. The strengthened inner part
or mounting of a wheel or gear. Nichols.

hub
d. A pipe end which is sufficiently enlarged

to receive and enclose the spigot end of

another pipe so as to form a joint. Hess.

hub-and-groove diameter. The outside diameter of the hub, or the diameter at the
base of a groove cut in the hub to provide
clearance for the link plates. J&M.
hubb. York. See hub, a.
Hubbard distributor. A continuous distributor consisting of a steel open-topped box
filled with stone dust. Resting on the
surface of the stone dust is a steel plate
one-fourth inch in thick.:ess fitting loosely

into the box and perforated with 3/16-

inch-diameter holes. The plate is connected

by a series of chains and levers to a lever
between the rails on either the loaded
or empty side of the roadway. Each tub
passing along depresses the lever and

causes the steel plate to be lifted. A
counterweight restores the track lever to
vertical and the plate falls causing a
puff of stone dust to be ejected through

each hole into the ventilating current.
Thus stone dusting keeps pace with output.
Sinclair, I., p. 260.
Hiibl number. See iodine value. Pryor, 3.
hubnerite. See huebnerite. C.M.D.

buckle joint. A joint formed at the apex of
an anticline. Arkell.
budge. a. Som. See bowk, a. Also a small
box or tram without wheels, running on
timber slides, drawn by a boy, in thin
and steep scams. Fay. b. An iron bucket
for hoisting ore or coal. See bowk, b. Fay.
hudsonite. A variety of cortlandtite. Fay.

Hudson River bluestone; flagstone. Wellbedded flags of nonmarinc deltaic origin
occurring in the Hamilton Division of
the Middle Devonian of North America.
C.T.D.
hue. The pnncipal attribute by which a color
distinguished from black, white, or
neutral gray. The attribute by which
colors, when they arc arranged in their
orderly spectrum sequence, arc perceived
as differing from one another. Thus, technically, each wavelength in the visible
spectrum propagates a different hue. Thus,
red, yellow, and green, as well as greenishyellow, green-yellow, and yellowish-green,
is

are different hues, while pink (light red),
maroon (dark red), and brownish-red, arc
colors which have the same hue but which
differ in other attributes. See also tone;
intensity. Shipley.
huebnerite; hubnerite. A brownish-red tunstate of manganese, MnO.W02, one of
the end-members of a variable series,
commonly known as wolfram or wolframite, MnW04; monoclinic. C.M.D.
huel. Corn. A mine; a variant of wheal. Fay.
huevo. A large boulder of granite or other
hard rock in soft country rock. Fay.
Huff separator. Type of electrostatic separator used in ore treatment. Pryor, 3.
hill/elite. Described by Diirrfeld (1913).
Monoclinic, brown to orange-yellow crystals. The formula is proposed as Pb2
(UO2)2(As0,)2(OH),.3H20. This requires
23.5 percent PbO; Dfirrfeld reported 32.6
percent. Occurs rarely, filling cavities in

hornstonc breccia at Reichenbach near
Lahr, Baden, Germany. American Mineralogist, v. 47, No. 3-4, March-April

1962, pp. 418-419.
hugger. a. N. of Eng. In coal mining, a back
or cleat. Fay. b. Northumb. The prindpal
cleat in coal. Arkell.
hugger belt conveyor. Two belt conveyors
whose conveying surfaces combine to con-
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vey loads up steep inclines or vertically.

ASA MH4.1-1958.
hugger drive. A drive employing an auxiliary

belt which bears against the surface of
the conveying

belt as it passes around

the drive pulley to increase the pressure
between the conveyor belt and the drive
pulley. ASA MH4.1-1958.

Hugoniot curve. A pressure-volume curve
which obeys the Hugonoit equation,
(LE=1/2
1963, p. 76.

(vrv2) ).

I.C.

8137,

Partly oxidized material
with the composition (Na2,Ca)0.2(Fe,Mn)
0.132021 from Hiihnerkobel, Bavaria, and
Norrö, Sweden, previously referred to

hiihnerkobelite.

arrojaditc, but differing from this in the
X-ray pattern. Named from the locality.
SPencer 19, M.M., 1952.

hulk. a. Corn. To take 2 3wn and remove

the softer part of a lode, before removing
the harder part. See also gouge, a; dzhu.
Fiy. b. The removal of the soft gouge. Fay.
c. The excavation made by this operation.
Fay.

hull. The substructure and deck of a ship

black shale. Tomkeieff, 1954.

Humboldt jig. Movable-screen type of ore
jig. Pryor, 3.
Humboldt rotary kiln. A kiln designed for
burning cement; the batch is fed to the
kiln as a suspension in hot gases with

consequent economy in fuel consumption.
Dodd.
humectant. A term denoting affinity for water,

with stabilizing action on the water content of an article; thus, a humectant keeps

within a narrow range of the moisture content fluctuations caused by wide-range humidity fluctuations. CCD 6d, 1961,
humic. Derived from plants, carbonaceous.
ComPare bituminous. A.G.I. SuPP.

humic acids. a. A name first suggested by
Dobereiner and used by Sprengel as applied to the brown gelatinous material precipitated by mineral acids from an alkali

extract from peat, soil, or other decayed
plant materials. Many formulas for problematic humic acids have been proposed.
Tomkeieff, 1954. b. Any of various complex
organic acids supposedly formed ly/ the

partial decay of organic matter. An indefinite term of widely varying usage. Humir:
acid is generally agreed to be an effective
adsorbent, but regarding its acid properties
and its role in weathering and soil forma-

or dredge. Nichols.
Hull cell. A special electrodeposition cell
giving a range of known current den itics
for test work. ASM Gloss.
hullite. a. A black, waxy-appearing material
lining vesicular cavities in basalt at Kinhell, Fifeshire, Scotland. It is not a

humic canuel coal. See pseudocannel coal.

and amygdaloidal :nfillings in Antrim basalts. It is of the same nature as palagonite,

humic coals. a. A group of coals, including
the ordinary bituminous varieties, which
have been formed from accumulation of

mineral. Holmes, 7928. b. A soft, dark
substance occurring as interstitial matter

but differs from the latter in having a
specific gravity, namely 1.76; from
Carnmoney Hill, near Belfast, Ireland.
low

Holmes, 1928.

Hulo system. A system for the handling of
building bricks from setting in the kiln
to delivery at the building site. (Trade
name, Van-Huet, Pannerden, Holland.)
Dodd.

hulsite. A black hydrous borate of ferrous and ferric iron, magnesium, and
tin, 12(Fe,Mg)0.2Fe203.5n023B202.2H20.
Small crystals, or tabular masses, Orthor-

(?). From Brooks Mountains,
Seward Peninsula, Alaska. English.
humacite. A group name for bitumens which
hombic

valy from gelatinous to hard resinous or
elastic. Belieied to represent an emulsion
of highly acidic (humic acids) hydrocarbons with a varying amount of water
(as high as 90 percent). Insoluble in
organic solvents. Tomkeieff, 1954.
humanthracite. Humic coal of anthracite
rank. Tomkeieff, 1954.
humanthrakon. Humic coal of bituminous
coal rank. Tomkeieff, 1954.
humates. Salts of humic acids. Tomkeieff,
1954,

Humble detaching hook. An early type of
detaching hook consisting of plates and
a rivet. In the event of an overwind,
the rivet is sheared and two catches arc

thrown out to hold the cage. Nelson.
Humble (Truman) gravimeter. Consists of a
mass, a hinged lever, and several springs.
The gravity force is therefore balanced
by an elastic force. The instrument depends for its sensitivity on proximity to
an instability configuration. A.G.I.
humboldfllite. A silicate of aluminum and
iron belonging to the melilite group. Fay.
humboldtine; humboltite. A hydrous ferrous
oxalate, 2FeC204.3H20, occurring in capillary or botryoidal forms in brown coal and

tion, opinions differ widely. See also ulmins.

A.G.I.
A.G.I.

vegetable debris that have maintained their
morphological organization with little decay. The majority of them are banded and

have a tendency to develop jointing or
cleat. Chemically, humic coals arc characterized by hydrogen varying between 4 and

6 pescent. Tornkeieff, 1954. b. Coals in
which the attritus may be composed predominately of transparent humic degradation matter. A.G.I. c. Introduced in 1906
by H. Potonic to describe coals, the original
organic matter of which underwent change
chiefly by humification, that is, through the

process of peat formation in thc presence
of oxygen. Most scams of coal consist principally of humic coal and the technological properties vary with their rank,

with their petrographic composition, and
with the manner of distribution of inineral
inclusions. IHCP, 1963, Part I.
humic degradation matter. Finely comminuted degradation matter in coal largely
but not altogether derived from the woody
tissues of plants, and like anthraxylon,
largely derived from lignin. The pure
humic degradation matter possesses many
of the properties of anthraxylon. When
considered as to origin, a number of classes
arc distinguishable and shown to be derived
from cell walls of woody tissues, cortex,
pith, bark, cork, leaf parendyma, and wood
parenchyma; certain cell contents, such as

gums, starch, tannins, phlobophenes, and
opaque matter; and from mosses, lichen,
and liverworts. A.G.I.

humid heat. Ratio of the increase in total
heat per pound of dry air to the rise in
temperature, with constant pressure and
humidity ratio. Strock, 10.
humidifier. A device for maintaining the correct degree of moisture in the atmosphere.
Hansen.

humidifying effect. The quantity of water
evaporated per unit of time (usually 1

humidifying effect
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hour) times the latent heat of vaporization
at the evaporating temperature. Strock, 10.
humidity. a. Moisture or dunpness; the quantity of moisture in the air. Crispin. b. The
condition of the atmosphere with respect
to water vapor. When the word humidity
is used without a qualifying adjective the
relative humidity is usually meant. Humid-

humogelite. A collective name for humic gels

ity may be expressed in many different

ways; for example, absolute humidity, mix-

ing ratio, saturation deficit, and specific

humidity. A.G.I. See also absolute humidity; relative humidity.
humidity drier. A drier in which the humidity
is controlled. ACSG, 1963.

humidity drying. Process of heating in a
moisture-saturated atmosphere and then
drying after the product is hot and the
water viscosity is lower. VV.
humidity of air. See absolute humidity.
Nelson.

humidity ra1. See specific humidity. Strock,
10.

humidity test. A test involving exposure of
specimens at controlled levels of humidity
and temperature. ASM Gloss.
numidostat. An instrument for regulating the
humidity in the atmosphere. Standard,
1964.

humidification. As part of coal formation,

growth of peat beds first as bogs with plants

at surfacc, next after these have sunk to
the bottom cf the swamp and been converted to peat by biological agencies. Peat,

lignite and coal are sometimes classified
as humoliths, in distinction from sapropelites. Pryor, 3,
huminite. Oxidized bitumen resembling
brown coal occurring in a Swedish pegmatite vein. Tomkeieff, 1954.

humins. In coal, amorphous brown to black
substances formed by natural decomposition fro n vegetable substanccs, insoluble
in alkali carbonates, water, and benzol.
Hess.

humite. a. A basic fluosilicate of magnesium,
Mg7(SiO4),(F,OH)2, orthorhombic; fracture subconchoidal to uneven; brittle; luster, vitreous to resinous; white, light yellow,
honey-yellow to chestnut-brown and garnet,
or hyacinth-red, color. Dana 17. b. A

term applied by R. Potonic in 1924 to

coals derived from humic material, C.T.D.
humite group. A group of isomorphous minerals consisting of olivine, chondrodite,

humitc, and clinohumitc, and closely resembling one another in chemical composition, physical properties, and crystal-

lization. Webster 3d.
hum-mer screen. Ore screen used to size modcrately small material, vibrated electrically

by solenoid action. Pryor, 3.
hummer stones, Eng. Quartz pebbles or
stones from the Millstone grit, Yorkshirc
lead mines. Arkell.

hummock. a. A small elevation; a hillock.
Standard, 1964. b. A pile or ridge of icc
on an ice field. Standard, 1964.
hummocked ice. Ice piled in the forms of
mounds or hillocks. Hy.
hummocky. Lumpy, or in small uneven
knolls. Fay.

humocoll. Peat derived from humic material

and in rank corrcsponding to saprocoll.

Tomkeieff, 1954.
humodil. Humic coal of lignitic rank, A.G.1,
Supp.
humodite. Hurnic coal of subbituminous
rank. Tomkeieff, 1954.

humodurite. Translucent attritus or bright
clarain, Tomkeieff, 1954.

occurring in peat and brown coal, such

dopplerite, zittavite, etc. Tomkeieff,
1954.
humolite. Humic coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
as

humolith. Synonym for humite. Tomkeieff,
1954.

humolith series. Humic material and coal in
order of increasing rank: humopel, humocoll, humodil, humoditc, humanthracon,
and humanthracitc. See also sapropelite
series. Tomkeieff, 1954.

humonigriffle. A black bituminous coloring
matter femnd in sediments, such as black
chalk, etc. Tomkeieff , 1954.

humopel. An organic mud composed of
humic material in corresponding rank to
sapropel. Tomkeieff, 1954.
humosapropelic series. Series of organic and
coally material intermediate between humolith (predominating) and the sapropelite series. Tomkeieff, 1954.
humosite. A microscopical constituent of torbanite; translucent; dark brownish-red;
isotropic. Tomkeieff, 1954. See also gelosite ; matrosite; retinosite.
humovitrinite. Vitrain of humic coals. Tomkeieff, 1954.

hump. a. The crest of an anticline. Arkell.
b. A large ball of clay centered on the
wheel from which several smaller pots

are thrown and cut off. ACSG, 1963.
humper. See booster conveyor. ASA MH4.1-'
1958.

humphed coal; humph coal. a. Scot. Coal
altered by an igneous intrusion. Arkell.
b. Coal that approaches the surface and
becomes useless. Arkell.

Humphrey's spiral. A concentrating device
which exploits differential densities of
mixed sands by a combination of sluicing
and centrifugal action. The ore pulp gravi-

tates down thr3ugh a stationary spiral
trough with 5 turns (6 for coal treatment)

of mean radius 8 inches with a fall per

turn of 13 inches. Heavy particles stay on
the inside and the lightest ones climb to

the outside, and the resulting oands are
separated at convenient points. Pryor, 3.

humulith. A combustible organic rock derived

from humus including all peat and coal

deposits but containing less fat and protein
than sapropelites. A .G.1 .

humus. Dark-colored, Lganic, well-decornpmed soil material consisting of the resielles of plant and animal materials together
with synthesized cell substances of soil
organisms and various inorganic elements.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
humus COW. a. Coal composed of anthraxylon
in varying proportions and of varying
thicknesses, associatod with transparent attritus. A.G.I. b. Amorphous brown to black

coal formed from vegetable matter and

insoluble under continuous boiling in caustic alkalies, also insoluble in water and
benzol. Hess.
humus layer. The top portion of the soil that
owes its characteristic features to its content of humus, which may be incorporated
or unincorporated in the mineral soil.
A.G.I.

humus tank. The final settling tank from
which sewage effluent is taken to flow
either to the land or into a stream. Ham.
hundredweight. A weight commonly reckoned
in the United States, and for many articles

in England, at 100 avoirdupois pounds,
but commonly in England, and formerly
in the United States, at 112 avoirdupois
pounds. There is also an older hundred-
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hunting
weight, called the long hundredweight, of
120 avoirdupois pounds. Abbreviation, cwt.
Standard, 1964.

Hungarian cat's-eye. An infcrior greenish
cat's eye obtained in the Fiehtdgebirge in
Bavaria. No such stone occurs in Hungary.
C.M.D.

Hungarian mill. A rotating, grinding mill

used in Hungary for removing small portions of gold from quartz by mixing with
mercury; one of the many forms of pan
amalgamators. Fay.
Hungarian opal. a. A white opal with a fine
play of color, found in former Hungarynow Czechoslovakia. Shipley. b. A name

widely used by the importing trade for

any white opal regardless of where it was
found, Shipley.
Hungarian riffles; transverse riffles. Riffles
used in undercurrents that arc small angle

irons or pieces of wood shod with iron.

Lewis, p. 386.
hungarite. A hornblende andesitc. Johannsen,
v. 3, 1937, p. 169.
hunger. a. Cumb. Dirty mottled clay, formed

from the weathering of shale. b. Cumb.

Crystalline calcium carbo:iate found in the
joints of coal scams. Arkell.
hung fire. Delay in a blasting explosion
caused by dampness of the powder or by
too slow combustion of the fuse. Korson.
hungry. a. Said of barren or very low-grade

lode mineral. Pryor, 3. b. Can. Barren of
mineral or geological indications of ore.
Hoffman. c. Hard, barren vein matter, as

white quartz. Compare likely. Fay. d. Nonmetalliferous lodes or belts of country are
said to be hungry-looking. Gordon.
hung shot. a. A shot which does not explode

immediately upon detonation or ignition.
Zern. See also hangfire. Fay. b. A delayed
shot. Hudson.
hunker. a. Eng. To sit with the balls of the
feet upon the ground and the knees bent,
so that) the thighs rest on the calves of
the legs. This position no doubt became
habitual with miners from the naturc of
their underground work. Fay. b. A tcrm
used in India for yellowish clay containing
concretionary nodules. Fay.
Hunt and Douglas process. Consists in roasting matte carrying cooper, lead, go!d, and
silver at a very low te:nperatuie, forming
copper suffate and exide, but not silver
sulfate. This product is leached with dilute
sulfuric acid for copper. The resulting
solution is treated with calcium chloride
and the copper precipitated as subehloride
by passing SO, through the solution. The
cuprous chloride is then reduced to cuprous
oxide by milk of lime, regenerating calcium chloride, and the cuprous oxide is
smelted. Liddell 2d, p. 494.
Hunt continuous filter. A horizontally revolving continuous-vacuum filter. It consists
of an annular filter bed, usually of triangular wooden slats filled with coarse sands.
The vacuum withdraws part of the pulp

moisture as soon as the bed is formed.
A spray then washes it after which the
vacuum dries it, and the material is then

scraped off. Liddell 2d, p. 391.
huntilite. A silver arsenide occurring with
native silver at Silver Islet, Lake Superior,
Mich. Fay.

hunting. a. Unstable conditions occur with
all farm when they are working against too
high a resistance, and with forward-bladed

radial-flow fans over most of their range,
including the point of maximum efficiency.

In these a drop in volume causes only a

hunting
slight rise in fan pressure and conditions
are only slowly restored to normal. This
leads to continual and heavy fluctuations
in load, a phenomenon known as "hunting". In extreme cases a fan may hunt to
the point where there is no rise in pressure

with decreasing volume. It can then lose
its load entirely and never recover it. Roberts, I, pp. 211-212. b. Abnormal time lag
in automatic control system, in which a
corrective change is so much exceeded
that over-modulation ensues, the result
being oscillation above and below the desired norm. Also called cycling; oscillation.

See also automatic control; integral control. Pryor, 3.
hunting coal. York. Ribs and posts of coal
left for second working. Fay.
Huntington dresser; Star dresser. A tool using
rotatable star-shaped metal cutters for
truing and dressing grinding wheels.
ACSG, 1963.
Huntington-Heberlein process. A sink-float

process employing a galena medium and
utilizing froth flotation as the mcans of
medium recovery. Chemical Engineering,
v. 56, No. I , January 1949, p. 107.

Huntington-Reberieln roasting process.
Roasting lead sulfide ores, with burnt lime
added to prevent premature melting of the
sulfide. Bennett 2d, 1962.

Huntington mill. A cylindrical vertical tub
from 3%2 to 6 feet in diameter, with
screen-guarded peripheral apertures
through which ore pulp can be discharged
after passing through the comminuting
zone. Grinding is done by four rolling
mullers which hang inside from a yoke,
and which press outward when rotating,
thus bearing an ore caught between them
and the inner wall of the tub. Pryor, 3.
bunting tooth. Extra tooth designed for driven wheel so that its total number of teeth
is not a multiple of those of thc driving
pinion. Pryor, 3.
huntite. A mineral, Mg3Ca(CO3),, thorhombic, as a fine-grained white powder
in magnesite deposits in Nevada. Spencer
20, M.M., 1955.
Hunt's process. Originated by Bertram Hunt
for treating precious metal ores containing copper or zinc, using an ammoniacal
cyanide solution and recovering ammonia
by boiling. The process may be said more
truly to have been devised and perfected
by Mosher. Liddell 2d, p. 494.
hurdle. A temporary screen or curtai:i to
deflect the air upwards against the roof
to disperse gas. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

hurdled ore. Ore passed through a coarse
screen, like a mortar screen. Fay.
hurdle screen. Scot. a. A temporary screen

b. A dance house in a mining camp.

English measure, as (for coal) 2 Winches-

boreholes in soft rock or rock material,

A cistern or box for washing ore. See also
jig, f. Fay. f. Scot. A basket for coal.

Standard, 1964.
hurdy-gurdy drill. A hand auger used to drill

such as soil, clay, coal, etc. Long.
hurdy-gurdy wheel. A water wheel operated
by the direct impact of a stream upon its
radially placed paddles. Fay.
hureaulite. A monoclinic hydrated acid phosphate of manganese, (Mn,Fe")5112(P0t)i.4H20, from Hureaux St. Sylvestre and
Vilatc near Chanteloulm, France; orange,
orange-red, brownish-orange, reddish- to
yellowish-brown, violet-rose, pale rose, red,
amber, also gray to nearly colorless; luster,
vitreous, somewhat greasy, bright; prismatic, sometimes tabular crystals. Dana 7,
v. 2, pp. 700-702.
hull. To haul. Mason.

buribarrow. Scot. A wheel barrow. Standard, 1964.

burlbutite. a. The 4H polymorph, ZruS, of
wurtzite. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952. b. Calcium beryllium phosphate, CaBea(P042;
orthorhombic; found in pegmatite from
Newport, N. H. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
hurler. Scot. One who wheels bricks or heavy
material in a wheelbarrow. Standard, 1964.
hurley. Scat. A box on wheels; a hutch. Fay.

hurlock. a. A hard kind of chalk, especially

the Chalk rock, beds and herts. Arkell.

b. Eng. Occasional bands of limestone in
the Oxford and Ampthill clays, Husborne
Crawley, Cambridgeshire. Arkell. c. Eng.
A field name in Hampshire. Arkell.
hurricane air stemmer. A mechanical device
for the rapid stemming of sbotholes. It
consists of a sand funnel connected by a

T-piece to the charge tube, one end of

which is provided with a valve and fittings
to the compressed air column. The funnel

is filled with sand, which is held uppermost, and the charge tube is inserted into
the shothole. The sand is injected by the
compressed air and the tube is gradually
withdrawn as the hole is being filled. NetSOP.

hurrier. a. See putter, a. Nulson. b. Generally

a small boy who trams coal. See also

haulier. Fay.
hurry. a. To haul, pull, or push cars of coal
in a mine. Fay. b. Scot. A screen or sieve.

Fay. c. A chute, slide, or pass as for ore
in a mine, or for coal discharged from
cars into vessels. Webster 2d. d. Gr. Brit.
A wocden staging on a navigable river
from which to load vessels with coal.
Standard, 1964.

hurry gum. Scot. The fine material that
passes through a screen or sieve. Fay.
hurrying. York. Term used for tramming.
Nelson.

or curtain for clearing gas out of a pit.

busebyite. An igneous rock consisting of

potholes or caves in the roof. Pay. b. A
screen used in underground firefighting

hush. Eng. To clear away (soil) from ore

Used especially where gas has collected in

which pushes the smoke back towards the

fire and allows the firefighting team to
advance within striking distance of the
fire. McAdam, p. 133.

hurdle sheet. A screen of brattice cloth
erected across a roadway below a roof
cavity or at the ripping lip to divert the

air current upwards to dilute and remove
an accumulation of firedamp. Nelson.
hurdle work. Osiers interwoven with vertical
sticks, used for forming a low fence on a
riverbank to stimulate silting and eliminate scour. Ham.
hurdy-gurdy. a. See hurdy-gurdy wheel. Fay.

Huwood slicer
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plagioclase-bearing nepheline syenite. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 165.

with a rush of water. Standard, 1964.
hushing. The discovery of veins by the accumulation and sudden discharge of water,

which washes away the surface soil and

lays bare the rock. See also booming. Fay.
hussle. a. S. Staff; York. Soft clay in the
Coal Measures. Arkell. b. Staff. Contorted
carbonaceous shale immediately below a
coal seam, Potteries coalfield. Arkell.
hustler. See greenware carrier. D.O.T.1.
hutch. a. A car on low wheels in which coal

is drawn and hoisted out of a mine pit.
Webster 3d. b. To wash ore in a box or
jig. Webster 3d. c. An old and varying
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ter bushels (70.5 liters). Webster 2d. d.
A small train or wagon. C.T.D. e. Corn.
Standard, 1964. g. A car for conveying

ore from a mine. Standard, 1964. h. Scot.
Two hundredweight of pyrites. Standard,
1964. i. The bottom compartment of an
ore-dressing jig. Webster 3d. j. The mineral product that collects there. Webster
3d. k. The part of a washbox situated be-

low the screenplatc in which the con-

trolled pulsating movement of the water
takes place. B.S. 3552, 1962.

hutch cleading. The boards that form the
sides; bottom, and ends of a mine car, or
hutch. Standard, 1964.
butcher. One who runs hutches. Webster 2d.

butching. N. of Eng. Term used for tramming. Nelson.

hutchinsonite. A rare, scarlet vermilion to
deep cherry-red sulfarsenite of lead, sil-

ver, and thallium, PbS.(Tl)Ag)25.2AsaS3;
small, complex, flattened prisms; orthorhombic; from Binnenthal, Switzerland.
English.

hutch mender. A repairer of tubs or hutches

broken in a mine. C.T.D.
hutch mounting. Scot. The ironwork on the
frame and box of a wooden hutch. Fay.
hutch product. It consists of the fine, heavy
minerals that pass through the meshes of
the screen in a jig. Newton, p. 89.

hutch road. a. A road through a mine.
Standard, 1964. b. Scot. A hutch tramway. Fay.

hutch runner. a. See putter, a. Nelson. b.
Scot. A boy who draws %utches. Fay.
hutchwork. In mineral processing, the concentrates passing down through the ore jig
into the hutch. This material is the hutchwork. Pryor, 3, p. 211.
liKtonite. A very rare, strongly radioactive,
colorless to pale cream, monoclinic mineral, ThSi0,, found in sands and gravels
with scheelite, cassiterite, uranothoritc, zircon, ilmeaite, and gold. Crosby, p. 24.

huttrill. Derb. A hard panel in a vein or

pipe which forces the miner to sink, rise,
or turn aside to avoid it. Arkell.
Huwood loader. This machine comm.:5es a
number of horizontal rotating flight bars
working near the floor of the seam and
driven through gearing by an electric motGr. These bars push into the coal in their
extended i;osition and are almost completc:ly conceakd inside the loader casing
in their retracted position. They push prepared coal up a ramp on to a low, bottomloaded conveyor belt. The machine is

hauled along the face by means of two

steel ropes wound on separate drums ,on
the loader; one rope passes up the front

of the coal and is held by means of an
anchor prop; the other rope is threaded

under the cut coal by means of a threader
pipe attached to the rear of the coal cut-

ter. Lengths of rope equal to the drum
capacity are joined by figure 8 links and
are detached and unwound from the drum

as the loader proceeds along the face.

Mason, V.1, p. 125.
Huwood slicer; activated plough. A cutterloader based on the plough principle and
designed to cut coal which is too hard for
the ordinaty plough. Two vertical blades,

fitted one at each end of the machine,
carry cutting picks which shear the coal
from the face by an ,oscillating motion.

Huwood slicer
The machine is hauled backward and for-

ward along the face by a chain haulage
mounted on the tail end of the conveyor.
The conveyor and slicer are held up to
the coal by pneumatic rams spaced along
the goaf side of the conveyor. The sheared
coal is forced from the face by the wedge
shape of the machine and is loaded on to
the armored conveyor by means of spe-

cially shaped ramps. The machine has
been designed for seams with a minimum

thickness of 4 feet and has a maximum
cutting depth of 14 inches. Nelson.

Huygen's principle. A very general principle
applying to all forms of wwe motion
which states that every point on the

instantaneous position of an advancing

phase front (wave front) may be regarded
as a source of secondary spherical wave-

lets. The position of the phase front a
moment later is then determined as the

envelope of all of the secondary wavelets
(ad infinitum). This principle, stated by
the Dutch physicist, Christian Huygens
(1629-1695), is extremely useful in understanding effects due to refraction, reflection, diffraction, and scattering, of all
types radiation, including sonic radiation
as well as electromagnetic radiation ind
applying even to ocean wave propagation.
H&G.
hvab Abbreviation for high-volatile A bituminous, BuMin Style Guide p. 59.
hvbb Abbreviation for high-volatile B bituminous. BuMin Style Guide p. 59.
hvcb Abbreviation for high-volatile C bituminous, BuMin Style Guide, p. 59.
hveriera. a. A white or reddish claylike substance resulting from the action of sulfuric

and carbonic acids on the iron clays of
Krisuvig, Iceland. Hess. b. An aluminosilivate of magnesium and iron; a clay.

Hey 2d, 1955.
H-wave. Synonym for hydrodynamic waw...
A.G.I.

hyacinth. A transparent red, or brcwnish
variety of zircon, sometimes used as a gem.

Dana 17. See also garnet; jadnth. C.M.D.;
Hess.

hyacinth garnet. Hessonite. Shipley.
hyacinth of Compostella. Red ferruginous
quartz from gypsum beds of Santiage., de
Compostella in northern Spain. The red
color is attributed to inclusions of hematite. The term is sometimes applied,
through crror, to reddish gypsum, and
also sometimes refeired to as brownish
citrinc. Shipley.
hyacinth of Vesuvius. Brown or honey-yellow
vesuvianite from Mt. Vesuvius, Italy. Shipley.

hyacintbozontes. Sapphire-blue beryl. Schaller.

hyacin0, quartz. Red to reddish-brown citrine. iMipley.

hyacinth sapphire. Reddish- to red-orange
Jap,:hire. Shipley.
nyacinth topaz. An incorrect ni me for hyacinth (a zircon). Shipley.
hyaline. Transparent or translucent, like
glass; often prefixed as hyalo- to the name
of a volcanic rock to signify a glassy
development, for example, hyalorhyolite.
A.G.I.

hyaline quartz. Quartz having a bluish, opa-

lescent cast caused by the presence of
chalcedony; used as a gem. Standard,
I 964.

hyalinocrystalline. A porphyritic rock tex-

ture in which the p henocrysts lie in a
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glassy groundmass. Also the groundmass
of porthyritic rocks or of aphyric rocks in
which small crystals are surrounded by a
glass base. A.G.I.
hyalite. A variety of opal (hydrous silica)
which occurs in clear globular or botryoidal forms resembling drops of melted
glass. Sanford; Dana 17.

hyalithe. An opaque variety of glass, fre-

quently black,.green, brown, red, etc., resembling porcelain, and valuable owing to
its strength. Standard, 1964.
hyalo-. A prefix added to certain rock names
to signify a glassy rock of corresponding
chemical composition for example, hyalobasalt. Holmes, 1928.
hyalocrystalline. A textural term applied to
porphyritic rocks in which the phenocrysts
and groundmass are equal or nearly equal
in quantity; the ratio of crystals to groundmass being between 5 to 3 and 3 to 5.
Johannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p. 217.
hyalography. The art of engraving on glass,
either with a diamond, emery, or hydrofluoric acid. Standard, 1964.
hyalomelane. A basaltic glass. Derived from
the Greek meaning black glass. Fay.

hyalo-ophitic. a. A texture resembling an

ophitic texture, in which the spaces of an
open network of feldspar laths are occupied by glass; it also resembles intersertal
texture, however, the glassy groundmass
is more abundant and continuous. Scl.ieferdecker. b. A limiting case of intersertal

texture. Holmes, 1928.
hyalophane. A rare barium feldspar, (K,Ba)(A1,Si),Sia0s; monoclinic. In crystals also
massive. From Switzerland; Sweden. Dana

hydrafrac treatment
rived from the mixture of the trachytiz
and pyroxenic magmas of Bunsen. The
term was adopted by Harker (1904) for
abnormal igneous rocks, of which mar-

scoite is an example, formed by the mixture of two magmas, or by the assimilation of a rock already consolidated by the
magma of a later intrusion. Holmes, 1928.
hybridization. The process by which rocks
of composition different from the parent
magma are formed by the assimilation of
wall-rock maturial. A.C;.I.
hybrid porcelain. A ware originally made in
imitation of Oriental porcelain containing
some kaolin; essentially an artificial soft
porcelain represented by the early Italian
and French porcelains. Standard, 1964.
hybrid rock. A rock of supposed heterogeneous origin. Originally it referred to an
igneous rock formed by the mix'sg of two
compositionally contrasting primary worldwide magmas; now it is used more generally to include all igneous rocks formed
through the mixing ..)f materials 'from sev-

eral sourcei, as by assimilation of solid

igneous rocks by late- intrusions from the
same source, or by assimilation of country rocks. Synonymous with contaminated
rocks in this latter sense. See also hybridization. A.G.I.
hydrato-. A prefix to lithologic terms to in-

dicate an origin through aqueous processes. Fay.

hydatogenesis. The process by which mineral deposits are formed from magmatic
solutions high in water content. Also used
for all deposits formed from aqueous solutions whether the waters were magmatic,

vadose, or phreatic. Holhies, 1920. See
17.
also mineralization.
hyalopilitic. Composed of or characterized hydatogenetk.
Geological term for mineral
by innumerable slender microlites emdeposited from aqueous magmatic solubedded in glass. Webster 3d.
tion. Carrying waters may be strongly
hyalosiderite. A highly ferruginous variety
acidic.
Term sometimes applied indisof olivine. Fay.
criminately to deposits from aqueous soluhyalotekite. A fluoborosilicate of lead, bartion. Pryor, 3.
ium, and calcium, approximately 16(Pb,- hydatogenetic
minerril. One of the hydroxylit
also
contains
Ba,Ca ) 0.2B203.24SiONF ;
containing
minerals
of igneous rocks, such
a little Be0,1(20, etc.; 25.11 percent PbO,
as amphibole and mica. A.G.I.
3.73 percent Ma, 0.99 percent F; vitre- hydatogenic.
Derived from or modified by
ous white or gray; Mohs' hardness, 5 to
substances
in a liquid condition; said of
5.5; specifiz gravity, 3.81; from Langban,
the genesis of ores ard other minerals;
Sweden. Dana 6d, p. 422.
opposite of pneumatogenic. Standcrd,
Hybinette process. A process used for refin1964.
nickel
anodes.
These
are
ing of crude
placed in reinforced concrete tanks lined hydatogenous. Applied to mineral deposits
of aqueous origin, including vein deposits.
with asphalt. The nickel anodes are disSchieferdecker.
solved electrochemically and the impuriOf
ties such as i:opper and iron, pass into a h3 datopneumatolytic; hydatopneumatic.
ore deposits, formed by the joint agency
solution. The cathodes are surrounded by
of water and vapor. Webster 3d.
bags of closely woven canvas duck, fastened on wooden frames, and pure nickel Hyde process. Obsolete flotation process for
improving sulfide flotation by conditioning
electrolyte is passed continuously into
with copperas and a little sulfuric acid.
tm in order to maintain a higher soluPryor, 3.
aon level inside the cathode compartment hydrabre
retarder. A mine car retarder
than outside. By this means, the pure solubased on the principle of the dashpot and
tion flows through the pores of the bags,
consists of individual braking units which
thus preventing the ions of copper, etc.,
can be fastened to the rails at spacings
in the solution in the anode compartment
according to need over any desired disfrom migrating into tne cathode comparttance. The unit offers no 1:esistance tc
ment, depositing on the cathode and premo:ion at very low car speeds, but as the
venting the refining process from taking
speed increases the braking force exerted
place. The electrolyte in the anode comupon it increases accordingly following the
partments is drawn off continuously and
usual oil dashpot characteristic. Nelson.
is vrified in the copper cementation r.nd hydrafrac
treatment. A method of inducing
iron precipitation departments before befractures
in reservoir rock about producing
ing returned to the cathode compartments
wells by means of high pressures and the
of the nickel deposition tanks. Osborne.
introduction of sand into the fractures,
hybrid. Originally applied to intermediate
preventing their closing after pressure is
rocks at a time when they were r"
released. Williams.
as the products of composite rnagm de-
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hydraulic fracturing

Hydra lime. Slaked lime. Bennett 2d, 1962.
hydrargilike. Synonym fcr gibbsite. Fay.
hydrargillutite. Pure clay beds and varieties
containing small quantities of silica, lime,
iron, or carbon. A.G.I.
hydrargyrism. Chronic mercurial poisoning.
Webster 2d.
hydrargyrum. Latin for mercury. The chemical symbol Hg kr mercury was derived
from hydrargyrum. Webster 3d.

hydraulic chock. A steel face support structure consisting of one up to four hydraulic legs or uprights. The four-leg chock

hydraulic elevator. An arrangement tor lift-

hydrate, a. A compound or complex ion

formed by the union of water with some
other substance and represented as actually containing water. Webster 3d. b. Also
denotes a hydroxide, such as calcium hydrate (hydrated lime). Webster 3d.
hydrated. Containing combined water (as in
a hydrate) ; hydrous. Webster 3d.
hydrated aluminum oxide. See alumina trihydrate. CCD 6d, 1961.
hydrated crystals. Many substances have the
power of combining directly with water
to form compounds in which the water is
more or less loosely held. These compounds are called hydrates, and, on heating, generally give up their water of hydra-

tion or water of crystallization. Cooper.
hydrated balloysite. See hydrohalloysite.

hydrated ion. One surrounded by oriented
molecules of water Pryor, 3.
hydrated lime. A dry powder obtained by
hydrating quicklime with enough water
to satisfy its chemical affinity, forming a
hydroxide due to its chemically combined

water. It may be high calcium, magne-

dolomitic, or hydraulic. Boynton.
Also called slaked burned lime.
hydration. a. The chemical combination of
water with another substaoce. A.G.I. b.
The process of adding water, or the elements of water (oxygen and hydrogen
combined in the hydroxyl radical), to any
substance. Bureau of Mines Stall.
hydraulic. a. Strictly, having to do witli
watQr in motion, but term is extended to
cover all liquids which convey, store, or
transfer' oressuru energy to reactants.
Pryor, 3. b. To mrwe materialeither
pay or waste by means of water. Austin.
sian,

c. Hardening or setting under water, as

hydraulic cement. Webster 3d.
hydraulic action. The mechanical loosening
and removal of materials by tho action of

water alone. Flowing water can sweep
away loose deposits and wash out particles from weakly resistant sediment.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
hydraulic air compressor. One in which
water falls ck wn a pipe or shaft, entrain.

ing air which is released at the bottom
and returned under compression to do

useful work; the water leaves the system
after rising to a lower escape kvel. Such
air is appreciably lower in oxygen than is
ordinary comprc.ssed air. Pryor, 3.
hydrnlic blasting. Fracture using a hydraulic cartridge, a ram-operated device used
to split c-, 2. Pryor, 3.
hydraulic cartridw. a. A device used in mining to split coal, rock, etc., having 8 to
12 small hydraulic rams in the sides of a
steel cylinder. Fay. h. See coal burster.
Nelson.

hydraulic cement. A cement which is capable of binding suitable aggregate into a
concrete that can set and harden underwater. Taylor.
hydraulic cementing. A borehole-cementing
operation using a downhole cemr nt injec;or. See also cement injector. Long.

ing gravel and sand up to the drainage
level. A jet of water is used to create a
powerful suction in a hopper and the
water and gravel are carried up a pipe-

is mounted in a strong fabricated steel
frame with a large head and base plate.
In one type, the chock can be set to a
load of 11.2 tons at 1,000 pounds per

line and then run/down the sluice boxes.
This appliance was widely used in various

trolled by a central valve system which
operates either on the four legs simulta-

hydraulic engineer. One who handles the

square inch to yield at 120 tons. It is con-

neously or on the front and rear pairs
separately. See also self-advancing supports. Nelson.

hydraulic chuck. A diamond-drill rod chuck
having jaws with clamping and unclamping movements actuated hydraulically instead of by hand-turned setscrews. Also
called automatic chuck. Long.
hydraulic circulating system. A method used

to drill a llorehole wherein water or a

mud-laden liquid is circulated through the

drill string during drilling. See also diamond drill. Long.
hydraulic classifier. Tank into which ore
pulp is fed steadily and subjected to the
sorting effect of a stream of hydraulic

water which rises at controlled rate. Heavier or coarser equal settling particles grav-

itate down and away via a bottom dis-

charge, while lighter ones are carried up
and out. Pryor, 3.
hydraulic conveyor. A type of conveyor in
whkh water jets form the conveying medium for bulk materials through pipes or
troughs. This is often a specialized form
of conveyor for the handling of ashes.

ASA MH4.1-1958.
hydraulic cylinder. As applied to a diamond
dr, a synonym for feed cylinder. See
also feed cylinder. Long.
hydraulic discharge. The dischai,ge of ground
water in the iiquid s.tate dirrxtly from the
zone of satuvation upon the land or into

a body of surface water. Hydraulic dis-

charge may be divided into

discharge

through springs, well, infiltration ditches

and infiltration tunnels. Stokes an-'
Varnes, 1955.

hydraulic dredge. a. A dredge that consists
of a hull on which is Tr ounted a suction
pipe and support, pump with motors and
controls, and a discharge line. Commonly
used in dredging canals and in providing
fill for the creation of land in near shore
or low-lying areas. Have been used to

mine sodium-selfate deposits in Canada.
Presently, these dredges are operating at
depths of about 200 feet below the water

Mero, pp. 249-251. b. A floating
pump that sucks up a mixturr of water

and soil, and usually discharges it on land
tLrough pipes. Nichols.
hydraulic dredger. A suction dredger. C.T.D.

hydraulic drill. A hand-held or machine-

mounted ro'ary drill for boring shot-firing

holes in coal or rock and operated by

hydraulic fluid. The drill outfit includes
a skid-mounted powerpack comprising a
5-horsepower flameproof electric motor,

pump, and tank. The coal drill weighs

about 32 pounds. Nelson.
hydraulic ejector. A pipe by means of which
excavated material is removed from a
pneumatic caisson. It operates on an ejection principle. Ham.
hydraulic elements. The depth, area, perimeter, mean depth, hydraulic radius, velocity, energy, and other quantities pertaining to a particular stage of flowing water.
Seelye, 1.

goldfields towards; the end of the 19th
century. Nelson.

;

engineering wo.!: of design, erection, and
construction of sewage-disposal plants,
waterworks, dams, water-operated powerplants, etc. Crispin.
hydraulic engineering. That branch of engi-

neering chiefly concerned in the design
and production of hyucaulic machinery,
pumping plants, pipe lines. etc. C.T.D.

hydraulic gAcavation. Excavation by means
of a high pressure jet of water, the resulting waterborne excavated material being
cooducted through flumes to the desired
dumping point. Ham.
hydraulic extraction. A term which has been
given to the processes of excavating and
transporting coal or other material by
water energy. Also called hydroextraction.
Nelson .

hydraulic feed. A method of imparting longi-

tudinal movement to the drill rods on a
diamond or other rotary-type drill by a

hydraulic mechanism instead of mechanically by gearing. See also feed cylinder.
Long.
hydraulic fill; mine fill. Waste material
transported underground and flmhed into
place by use of water. Pryor, 3.

hydraulic-fdl dam. A dam composed of
earth, sand, gravel, etc., sluiced into

place; generally the fines are washed toward the center for greater imperviousness. Seelye, I.
hydraulic filling. Washing waste material,
ruch as mill tailings and ground waste
rock, into stopes with water in order to
prevent failure of rock walls and sul dence. Problems involved in its use re
stope preparation, choice and mixing of
material, its particle size distribution,
wear on pipe, and removal of wter which
transports the material into the mine.
Compressed air may be used to force the
filling through pipes. Lewis, p. 70.
hydraulic. fluid. A fluid supplied for use in
hydraulic systems. Low viscosity, low tate
of change of viscosity with temperature,

and low pour point are desirable charac-

teristics. Hydraulic fluids may be of petroleum or nonpetrolcum origin. Ham.
hydraulic flume transport. The transport of

coal, pulp, or mineral by the energy of

flowing water in semicircular or rectangular channe!s. The gradient should not be

less than 3°. Coal movement in flumes

commen;es at a water velocity of about 3
feet per second, but in practice a velocity
of at least 6 feet per second is arranged.
Nelson.

hydraulic flushing. Synonym for hydraulic
stowing. Also called hydraulic slushing;

hydraulic silting. Nelson.
hydraulic fracturing. a. Method in which
sand-water mixtures are forced into underground wells under pressure. This pressure splits the petroleum-bearing sandstone, thereby allowing the oil to move
towards the wells more freely. Bureau of
Mines Staff. b. A general term, for which
there are numerous trade or service names,
for the fracturing of rock in an oil or gas

reservoir '33, pumping a fluid under high
pressure into the well. The purpose is to
produce artificial openings in the rock in
order to increase permeability. A.G.I. See
also formation fracturing.

hydraulic-fracturing sand. A sound, rounded,

light-colored quartz sand free of aggregated particles and possessing high uniformity in specified size ranges which,
when immersed in a suitable carrier and
pumped under great pressure into a formation,

increases

fluid production by

generating greater effective permeability.
Commonly referred to as Sandrac. AIME,
p. 771.

friction. A force-resisting flew
which is exerted on contact surface between a stream and its containing chan-

hydraulic

nel. It usually includes the normal eddies
and crosscurrents attendant upon turbu-

occasioned by the roughness
characteristic of the boundary surface,
moderate curvature, and normal channel

lent flow

variations. Wherever possible, the effects
of excessive curvature, eddies, impact,
obstructions, and pronounced channel
changes are segregated from the effects
of hydraulic friction. See lye, 1.

hydraulic giants. Usei foe working large
placer deposits. They are made in various

sizes with nozzles ranging from 2 to 10
inches in diameter. The smaller sizes have
a single joint of the universal type; larger
sizes

have double joints and are ball

bearing to lessen the frictional resistance
to turning. The upper and lower parts are

held together by a bolt called the king

bolt. As a safety measure ir. case the king

bolt should break, four hooks hold the
two flanges together. When water is under pressure the giants are fitted with
special tips or deflectors. By turning these

portional to the depth of the fluid standing above the point at which the pressure
is ..-tken. This pressure may be given in

pounds per unit area, or shnply as the
height of the water column in feet or

inches. Pure water at 60° F exerts a pressure of 0.4331 pound per square inch for
each foot of depth. Long.
hydraulic hoLsting. See hydraulic transport.
hydraulic hose. The flexible hose used to

direct a stream of water against a wall
or face of drift. Fay.

hydraulic hydrated lime. A chemically impure form of lime with hydraulic properties of varying extent that possesses appre-

ciable amounts of silica, alumina, and
usually some iron, chemically combined

with much of the lime. It is employed
solely for structural purposes. Boynton.

hydraulic index. Ratio of amount of silica
plus alumina times 100 to lime and magnesia in portland cement. Bennett 2d,
1962.

hydraulicity. The property of a lime, cement, or mortar which enables it to set
under water 9r in situations where access

of air is not posible. C.T.D.
hydraulic jack. A jack ;n which the lifting
head is carried on a plunger working in
a cylinder, to which oil or water is supplied under pressure from a small handoperated pump. C.T.D.
hydraulic jack operator. See track moving
machine operator. D.O.T.!.
hydraulic lump. The sudden and usually
turbulent passage of water from low stage
below critical depth to high stage above

critical depth during which the velocity
passes from supercritical to s ibcritical. It
represents the limiting condition of the
surface curve wherein it tends to become

perpendicular to the stream bed. See lye, I.

the reaction of the stream of
water moves the giant in the opposite

hydrauli:king. Excavating alluvial or other
mineral deposits by means of high-pressure water jets. Bureau of Mines Staff.

draulic monitor.
hydraulic gradellne In a closed conduit, a
line joining the elevations to which water
could stand in risers. In an open conduit,

See also hydraulic mining; hydromechanization; monitor.

slightly

direction. Lewis, p. 386. Aiso called hy-

the hydraulic, gradeline is the water surlace. See lye, 1.

hydraulic gradient. a. A line joining the
points of highest elevation of water in a
series of vertical, open pipes rising from
a pipeline in which water flows under
pressure. Webster 3d. b. Loss of hydrau-

hydraulic oil
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hydraulic fracturing

hydraulic lime. Lime in which a high proportion of the calcium oxide is combined
with silica, alumina, and iron oxide. It is
made from linestone or chalk, v:hich con-

tains calcareous matter, ant' it will set
and harden underwater. Taylor.

hydraulik mai. A main (Pipe) for collecting
and condensing the volatile matter given
off in carbonization of coal in the coking
process. Mersereau, 4th, p. 364.
hydraulic mean depth. The cross, section of
water flowing through a channel or pipe

div;ded by the wetted perimeter of the

conduit. See also Barnes' formula. Ham.
hydraulic mine. A placer mine worked by
means of a stream of water directed
against a bank of sand, gravel, or talus;
soft rock similarly worked. Hess.

hydraulic mine-filling. Filling a mine with
material transported by water. Fay.
hydraulic miner. In metal mining, one who
tends riffles, sluices, and does other work
in connection with the hydraulic placer
mining of gold. In this type of mining, gold

bearing gravel, usually in a bank, is excavated by the erosive action of a high-

pressure stream of water being directed at
the bank through a nozzle. The gravel is

then forced into sluices where the gold
particles sink and are caught by riffles

(cleats) along the sluice botlom. D.O.T. 1.
hydraulic mining. a. Mining by washing sand
and dirt away with water which leaves the
desired mineral. MacCraken. b. The
proccess by which a bank of gold-bearing

earth and rock is excavated by a jet of

water, discharged through the converging
nozzle of a pipe .under a great pressure,
the earth or debris being carried away by
the same water, through sluices, and discharged on lower levels into the natural
streams and watercourses below; where the
gravel or other material cxf the bank is
cemented, or where the bank is composed
of masses of pipe clay, it is shattered by

blasting with powder. Ricketts, I. Also

used for other ores, earth, anthracite culm,
etc. Made unlawful and prohibited in certain river systems where it obstructs navigation and injures adjoining landowners.
F'ay. c. In underground hydraulic mining,
the extraction of coal by high-velocity

water jets, directed at the seam from a

monitor or powerful jet, which can withstand high water pressures. The jets are
also ..sed to impel the broken coal along
the floor to the point of collection. Nelson.
hydraulic monitor; giant; monitor. A device
for directing a high-pressure jet of water

hydrnulic limestone. A limestone which contains some silica and alumina (usually as

in hydraulicking. Ic is essentially a swivelmounted, c ounter-weighted nozzle at-

The slope of the hydraulic

strong, solidified mass underwater. Fay.
hydraulic load cell. A safety device devel-

movements of the nozzle. Bureau of Mines

water flowing in an open concblit. See lye, 1.

sensing pressure changes, thereby warning

lic head per unit distance of flow. See
also critical hydraulic gradient. ASCE
P1826. c.

clay) and upon calcination yields a hydraulic cement that will set to form a

gradeline. The slope of the surface of

oped by the U.S. Bureau of Minet for

hydraulic gravel-pump mining. Consists of
the use of high-pressure water jets to dis-

bedded in the walls and roofs of coal

ore-bearing ground, together
with gravel pumps to elevate the spoil to
integrate

a treatment plant. Initial mining operations consist of the establishment of the
mine hole or paddock. This is c.chieved
by sinking or cutting downwards with

monitors anA removing the spoil by pump-

ing, the pump being lowered as the hole
deepens. Institution of Mining and Metallurgy. Symposium on Opencast Mining,
Quarrying, and Alluvial Mining, London,
16.19 November 1964, Paper 6, p. 5.
hydraulic head. a. Synonym for hydraulic

swivel head. Long. b. The height of a

fluid column, usually considered as water,
which maintains a pressure on a surface,
the amount of pressure being directly pro-

in advance of bumps. The cells are em-

mines. Bureau a/Mines .4"taff.

hydraulic loading. The fit shing or slicing of

coal or other material broken down by

water jets along the floot and into flumes.
Coal will flow back towards the flume if
sufficient water is available and the gradient is not less than 6° to 7° in favor of the
flow. Flexible low-pressure hoses (150 to

200 pounds per square inch) are some-

times used to assist in the flushing operations. Nelson,

hydraulic machine. a. A borehole-drilling

machine on which the bit-feeding mechanism is hydraulically actuated. Long. b. A
machine powered by a motor activated by

the confined flow of a stream of liquid,

such as oil or water under pressure. Long.
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tached to a tripod or other type of stand
and so designed that one man can easily
control and direct the vertical and lateral
Staff.

hydraulic mortar. Mortar that will harden
under water. Standard, 1964. Compare
hydraulic cement. Fay.
hydraulic motor. A multicylinder reciprocating engine, generally of radial type, driven
by water under pressure. C.T.D.

hydraulic mule. A hydraulic appliance for
controlling the movement of mine cars,
for example, at a loading point. It consists

of a carriage running on a separate rail
track laid inside the standard mine-car
track. It is fitted with two pivoted horns
arranged in opposition to engage with

dummy axles of the mine cars. The horns
ensure that movement of the car in both
directions is completely controlled at the
loading or any other point. Once it is set

in motion, the operation of the mule is
entirely automatic. Nelson.
hydraulic oil. A light, nonvisceus, neutral,

hydraulic oil
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hydroazoic acid; azoimide

fia.ne-resistant oil used as an actuating
fluid in hydraulic cylinders or systems.
Long.
hydraulic or fluid couplings. A fluid coupling
transmits power from the driving member
to the driven member through oil. A rotat-

hydraulk radius. A measure of water depth

hydraulic hoisting. Pryor, 3. See also pipeine transport.
hydfaulic underreamer. An underreamer
with cutting lugs that can be expanded or

ing imp-Iler attached to the drive shaft
throws , I directly against a turbine con-

engine or motor produces. Fluid couplings

always delivers the same torque as the
engine or motor piroduces. Fluid couplings

are particularly advantageous in starting
heavy loads since the motor or engine is
permitted to run at high efficient speeds
while the coupling output shaft gradually
accelerates the load to running speed. Pit
and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. D, p. 68.
hydraulic permeability. With

respect to

water, it is the capacity of a rock or a

soil to transmit water under pressure. In

some rocks and soils, it varies in different
directions. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
hydraulic pipe transport. The conveyance of
coal by means of water flowing in pipes.

Coal may be pumped to the surface in

shallow mines, but beyond 150 feet or so
of depth, there are technical difficulties.
Solids

handling

pumps

rarely

deliver

against heads exceeding about 200 feet.
Two such pumps, placed in series, have

been used in Trelewis Drift, Wales, to
pump out slurry. Pipe transport of materials is in the experimental stage. Nelson.

hydraulic positioner. A device having a hydraulic mechanism that permits the change
of spacing (distance) between the drilling
machines. Institution of Mining and Metallurgy. Symposium on Opencast Mining,
Quarrying, and Alluvial Mining, London,
16-19 November 1964, Paper 10, p. 4.
hydraulic power. The use of pressure oil or
soluble oil and water for operating face
machines and steel supports. The fluid is
supplied by rotary pumps driven by electricity located at points near the face. Hydraulic power has the advantage that the
space required is considerably less than
that for conventional drives. See also
power pack. Nelson.
hydzaulic press. A press in which fluid pres-

sure is used to actuate and control the
ram. ASM Gloss.

hydraulic pressure. a. The total thrust, expressed in pounds or tons, that the hy-

draulic-feed mechanism on a drill can impose on a drill string; also, the pressure of
the fluid within the hydraulic cylinders,
generally expressed in pounds per square
inch. Long. b. Synonym for hydraulic head.
See also hydraulic head, b. Long.

hydraulic profile. A term applied to the

ve lea] section of the piezometric surface
of an aquifer. A.G.I.

hydraulic prop. A pmp consisting of two

telescoping steel cylinders which are extended by hydraulic pressure which may

be provided by a hand-operated pump

built into the prop. The prop holds about
half a gallon of mineral oil and is fitted
with a yield valve which relieves the pressure when the load exceeds that for which
the prop is set. An hydraulic prop enables
quicker setting, uniform initial loading,
and it can be withdrawn from a remote,
safe position. The first hydraulic prop was
first used in a British coal mine in 1947;
today there are more than one million in
use. Nelson.
hydraulic prospecting. See costean; hushing.
Nelson.

in a channel defined as cross-sectional
area of flowing water divided by the

length of wetted perimeter; approximates
mean depth in a wide channel. A.G.I. See
also hydraulic mean depth.
hydzaulic ram. a. A pump that forces running water to a higher level by utilizing
the kinetic energy of flow, only a small
portion of the water being so lifted by the

velocity head of a much larger portion

when the latter is suddenly checked by the
closing of a valve. Webster 3cl. b. A device
for lifting water by the water hammer produced by checking the flow periodically.

Seelye, 1. c. The plunger of a hydraulic
press. C.T.D. d. A device whereby the
pressure head produced when a moving
column of water is brought to rest is

caused to deliver some of the water under
pressure. C.T.D.
hydraulic ratio fhe weight of a heavy mineral multiplied by 100 and divided by the
weight of a hydraulically equivalent light
mineral. A.G.I. SupP.
hydraulic refractory cement. A refractory cement containing aluminous hydraulic cement, for example, ciment fondu, so that
it sets at room temperature. See also refractory cement. Dodd.
hydraulic rotary drilling. Method of drilling

that uses rotating bits lubricated by a

stream of mud. Mersereau, 4th, p. 199.
"aydraulics. A branch of science that deals
with practical applications (as the transmission of energy or the effects of flow)
of water or oth,. liquid in motion. Webster 3d.
hydraulic set. The set obtained by the addi-

tion of water to hydraulic setting materials.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

hydraulic-setting refractorks. Compositions
of ground refractory materials in which
some of the components react chemically
with water to form a strong hydraulic
bond. These refractories are commonly
known as castables. HW.

hydraulic shovel. A revolving shovel in which

drums and cables are replaced by hydraulic rams and/or motors. Nichols,
hydraulic sluicing. The process of moving
materials by water; colloquially, hydraulicking. Seelye, 1.
hydraulic stowing. The filling of the waste in
mines by waterborne material by pipeline.
See also pneumatic stowing. Nelson.
hydraulic stowing pipe. A steel or iron pipe

used for transporting the material in hydraulic stowing. Ordinary pipes wear very
rapidly due to the chippings in the water,

therefore they are lined with about A

inch thick rubber. This lining gives a very
much longer life to the pipe. Nelson.
hydraulic stripping. The excavation and re-

moval of overburden by hydraulicking.
Nelson.

hydnulic swivel. See hydraulic swivel head.
Long.

hydraulic swivel head. The swivel head of a
drill machine equipped with hydraulically

actuated cylinders and pistons to exert

pressure on and move the drill rod string
longitudinally. See also swivel head. Long.

hydraulic theory. A theory of oil and gas
migration that suggests that migration is

caused by the movement of underground

water which carries along oil and gas.
A.G.I.

hydraulic transport. Movement of ore by
water, flowing through pipe lines. Includes
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retracted by a hydraulically actuated device. See also underreamer. Long.
hydraulic valve. A valve for regu/ating the
distribution of water in the cylinders of
hydraulic elevators, cranes, etc. Crispin.
hydrazine sulfate; diamine sulfate; diamidogca sulfate. White; crystalline; NH2NH2.H2SO4; stery soluble in hot water; soluble

1 part in 33 parts of cold water; insoluble in alcohol; stable in storage but contact with alkalies and oxidizing agents
should be avoided; specific gravity, 1.37:
and melting point, 254° C. Used in the
analysis of minerals, slags, and fluxes; in
the determination of arsenic in metals;
and in the separation of polonium from
tellurium. CCD 6d, 1961.
hydride. A compound of an element with
hydrogen, for example, CaH2 (hydrolith).
Pryor, 3.
Hydrik process. A commercial process for the
production of hydrogen by reaction of
caustic soda on aluminum. Osborne.
hydrion. Hydrogen ions. Bennett 2d, 1962.

hydrite. The term was proposed by K. Asai
at the 1955 meeting of the International
Committee for Coal Petrology to denote a
very common microlithotype in Japanese
Tertiary coal. It consists of macerals vitrinite, degradinite and exinite. The proportions of these macerals may vary very
considerably. The greater part of the exinite is generally resinite, associated with
sporinite and cutinite in varying amounts.
Sclerotinite may be present in small
amounts: micrinite, semifusinite, and fusi-

nite are extremely rare. On the basis of
the macentl content it is possible to distinguish between degradinite-rich hydrite
(hydrite D) and exinite-rich hydrite (hy-

drite E). In microscopic analysis only bands

having a width of more than 50 microns
are recorded as hydrite. The density increases with increasing coalification. In
hydrites of more than 25 percent volatile
matter, the specific gravity is lower, the
higher the exinite content. The density of
hydrite is only slightly different from that
of vitrite; that of pure hydrite is somewhat lower than that of the corresponding
vitrite. However, because of high ash content hydrite is commonly heavier that

vitrite. The strength varies according to

the rank, and is generally higher than that
of vitrite (26 to 85 kilograms per square
millimeter). The dull bands of many Japanese Tertiary humic coals consist largely
of hydrite and generally occurs alternating
with vitrite as microfine bands, one or the
other predominating. IHCP, 1963, Part I.

hydro-. From the Greek hydor. A prefix

meaning water or the presence of hydrogen. Webster 3d.
hydroamphibole. An amphibole containing

double the amount of water (5.78 per-

cent) required by Warren's formula,
11411", Si,A1)202,. Colorless, acicular, resembling tremolitsi. From Salcombe, Devon

County, England. English.
hydroapatite. A milk-white hydrous variety
of apatite. Standard, 1964.
hydroazolc acid; azoimide. HMI; molecular
weight, 43.03; colorless; liquid; specific
gravity, 1.09 (at 25° C, referred to water

at 4° C) ; melting point, 80° C; boiling point, 37° C; and soluble in water, in

hydroazoic acid; azoimide
in ethyl alcohol, and in ether.

alkalies,

Used in manufacturing detonators. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-178.
hydroharomcter. An instrument for determining the depth of sea water by its pressure. Crispin.

hydrobasaluminite. A fully hydrated variety
of basaluminite. American Mineralogist, V.
33, No. 11-12, November-December 1948,
p. 787.

Hydrobel. An explosive developed for use
with pulsed-infusion shot firing or in wet
conditions. It is a permitted explosive of
the gelatinous type, and is highly waterresistant and capable of propagation under
the high hydrostatic pressures associated
with pulsed-infusion shot firing. Nelson.

hydrobiotite. A clay mineral composed of
mixed layers of biotite and vermiculite.
A.G.1.

hydroboracite. A hydrous borate of calcium
and magnesium, CaO.Mg0.3B202.61-120;
containing 50.7 percent B202; cOlor, white.
Dana 6d, p. 889.
hydrobraunite. A member of the psilomelanewad group. English.

hydrocahimite. A colorless to light green
drous calcium aluniinate, 4CaO.Al202.12(or 14)H20. Aggregrates of cleavages;
in fillings in larnite rock. Pseudohexa-

From Scawt Hill,
County Antrim, Ireland. English.
hydrocarbon. Any of a large class of organic
gonal.

Monoclinic.

compounds containing only carbon and

hydrogen,

comprising paraffins, olefins,

members of the acetylene series, alicyclic
hydrocarbons (such as cyclic terpenes and
steroid hydrocarbons), and aromatic hydrocarbons (such as benzene, nephthalene,
and biphenyl), and occurring in many
cases in petroleum, natural gas, coal, and

bitumens. Webster 3d.

hydrocarbon anomaly. Very weak oil or gas
seeps, so weak that the deposition of mate-

rial at the surface cannot be recognized
without chemical analysis. Hawkes, 2, p.
70.

hydrocarbon black. Synonym for lampblack.
Fay.

hydroceramic. Porous unglazed pottery, used
for filters and for cooling vessels. C.T.D.

hydrocerussfte. A basic carbonate of lead,
Pb3(CO2)2(OH)2. It occurs as a secondary

mineral found associated with leadhillite,
matlockite, cerussite, mendipite, and paralaurionite. Dana 7, v. 2, pp. 270-271.
hydrochemical anomaly. Anomalous patterns
of elements contained in ground and surface Water. Hawkes, 2, p. 227.

hydrochemical prospecting. Prospecting
guided by the trace-element content of
ground water and surface water. A.G.I.
Supp.

hydrocioric acid; hydrogen chloride; mud-

atic acid. Clear; colorless; poisonous; fum-

ing; pungent; gas or liquid; HCI; a
strong, highly corrosive acid; and soluble
in water, in alcohol, in ether, and in benzene. Used in the acidizing (activation) of
petroleum wells, in ore reduction (manga-

nese, radium, va adium, tantalum, tin,
tugsten), and in ickling and in metal
cleaning. CCD 6 , 1961; Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964. p.

B-179.

hydroclastic. Clastic through the agency of
water; a fragmental rock deposited by the

agency of water. Compare pyroclastic.
Webster 3d.

hydrocyanic acid; hydrogen cyanide; prussic

hydrogen bond
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acid. Unstable; volatile; colorless; ex-

ed., 1964, p. B-179. The liquid and gat

tremely poisonous; gas or liquid; HCN;
soluble in water, in alcohol, and in ether;
only slightly dissociated with water; and

consist of associated molecules; the vapor
density corresponds to hydrogen fluoride
only at high temperatures. Freezing point,

with hydrochloric acid. Standard, 1964;

cific gravity of the liquid, 0.988. Used in
refining uranium. CCD 6d, 1961.
hydrofluoric acid test. See acid-dip survey.

an odor resembling that of bitter almonds.
Formed by decomposing metallic cyanides

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-179.
hydrocyanic gas indicator. Depression of an

aspirator bulb allows an air sample to

enter a graduated tester tube filled with a
chemical reagent. The presence of hydrocyanic gas changes the reagent from white

to blue in color, and the length of dis-

coloration is directly proportional to the
percentage of the toxic gas present. Bests,
p. 586.
hydrocyclone. A cyclone separator in which
a spray of water is used. ASM Gloss.
hydrodesulfurization. A method of desulfurizing that is applicable to all types of surfur
compounds. Bureau of Mines Staff.
hydrodolomite. Probably a mixture of hydromagnesite and calcite. Dana 6d, p. 306.
hydrodynamic. Of, or pertaining to, hydrodynamics; relating to the force or pressure
of water or of other fluids. Standard, 1964.

hydrodynamics. a. The branch of science
that deals with the cause and effect of

regional subsurface fluid migration. Williams. b. That branch of hydraulics which
relates to the flow of liquids over weirs, or

through pipes, channels, and openings.

Ham.
hydrodynamic wave. A surface seismic wave
recognized by Leet similar to a Rayleigh
wave but moving in an opposite or counterclockwise sense, so that the wave is moving
forward at its maximum up position. Synonym for H-wave. A.G.I.

hydrodynamometer. An ins:rument for determining the velocity of a fluid in motion
by its pressure. Standard, 1964.
hydroelectric. Describes a system in which

the potential energy of natural water is

used, after harnessing it by impounding in
dams, by releasing it through turbogenerators. Pryor, 3.

hydroelectric power. Electrical energy derived from natural or artificial waterfalls.

Ham.
hydroelectric power station. A power station
in which electricity is generated by the
energy of falling water. Ham.

hydroelectric scheme. A complete project
for water power development which will
include the design and construction of a
dam, tunnels, spillways, power station inand many other constructional
works over a wide area. Ham.
hydroextraction. See hydraulic extraction.
takes,

Nelson.

hydroextractor. See centrifuge. Bennett 2d,
1962.

Hydroflo. Trademark for a trinitrotoluene

base explosive with free-flowing characteristics. Used for seismic prospecting and for
open-pit mining. CCD 6d, 1961.
hydrofluoric acid; hydrogen fluoride. Colorless; fuming; corrosive; gas or liquid; HF;

soluble in water; and only a moderately
strong acid. Unlike other acids, it will at-

tack glass and any silica-containing material. Used in polishing, etching, and frosting of glass; pickling copper, brass, stainless steel, and other alloy steels; cleaning
stone and brick; purification of graphite;
electropolishing of metals; acidizing oil
wells; and dissolving ores. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemtstry and Physics, 45th
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83° C; boiling point, 19.5° C; and spe-

Long.
hydrofluosilicic acid. See fiuosilicic acid.
CDD 6d, 1961.
hydrofranklinite. See chalcophanite.
hydrofuge. See suspensoid.
hydrogarnet. Hydrous calcium alminate,
3CaO.Al202.6H20, and calcium ferrite,
3CaO.Fe202.6H20, present in hydrated

portland cement. They are cubic and form
a complete series of mixed crystals with
grossular, 3CaO.Al202.35i02, and andradite, 3CaO.Fe202.3Si02; plazolite, 3Ca0.Al202.2Si02.2H20, is an intermediate
member. Compare grossularoid; garnetoid.
Spencer 16, M.M., 1943.

hydrogen. a. A diatomic (H2) gaseous element; colorless; odorless; tasteless; flammable; and lighter than any other known
substance. Has both nonmetallic and metallic properties and a valence of 1.
Widely distributed on earth as water, in
many minerals, in petroleum, and in living matter. Manufactured by heating
water with iron at 100 atmospheres pressure, from water gas, and by the electrolysis of caustic soda solution. Used in the
oxyhydrogen blowpipe, for filling balloons,
in the Haber process for the fixation of nitro-

gen, and in the hardening of fats (for example, in the manufacture of margarine).

Symbol, H; atomic number, 1; atomic

weight, 1.008; and density of gas, 0.0899
gram per liter. Fay; C.T.D. b. H2; lightest
of all gases; isometric when solid; molecular weight,

2.0159;

melting point,

259.14° C; boiling point, 252.8° C;

specific gravity of liquid, 0.070 (at 252°
C) ; and soluble in water and in alcohol.
Occurs uncombined in the earth's atmosphere only to the extent of less than one
part per million by volume. Hydrogen is
the most abundant of all elements in the
universe; constitutes more than 90 percent
of all atoms; and about 75 percent of the
mass of the universe. All the heavier elements may have been formed from hydrogen and helium and perhaps are still being
formed from these two lightest elements.
The two rare isotopes of hydrogen are hydrogen 2 (deuterium) and hydrogen 3
(tritium). Deuterium occurs naturally as
0.015 percent of all hydrogen, and tritium
is

radioactive with a half-life of 12.26

years. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, pp. B-6, B-114, B-118.

hydrogenation. Form of reduction in which
hydrogen, in its gaseous form, is caused to
react with a substance in the presence of
a catalyst at high pressure. Bennett 2d,
1962.

hydrogenation of coal. See coal liquefaction.

hydrogen autunite. Artificial base-exchange

produsq, HUO2P02.4H20; tetragonal.

Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
hydrogen bomb. A nuclear weapon that derives its energy largely from nuclear fusion.
LYL.

hydrogen bond. Type of bond formed when
an H-atom can move from its attachment

to an atom of one molecule to that of

another under the influence of resonance
energy only between two electrons. The
loose linkage thus produced, typically oc-

hydrogen bond
curring in water, does not require marked
ionization. Pryor, 3 .

hydrogen brazing. Brazing in a hydrogen atmosphere, usually in a furnace. ASM
Gloss.

hydrogen carboxylic acid. See formic acid.
CCD 6d, 1961.

hydrogen chloride. See hydrochloric acid.
CCD 6d, 1961.

hydrogen embrittlement. A condition of low
ductility in metals resulting from the
absorption of hydrogen. ASM Gloss.

hydrogen equivalent. Acidity of an acid as

defined by the number of reacting H-atoms
per molecule; alkalinity of a base in
terms of reacting hydroxyls per molecule.
Pryor, 3.
hydrogen fluoride indicator. This instru-

ment utilizes an aspirator bulb to draw
air across a filter paper which is impregnated with a chemical reagent. The hydrogen fluoride-reagent reaction produces
a pink color which can be compared with

color standards. Concentrations can be
determined in the range of from 0.5 to 5
parts per million (ppm). Bests, p. 586.

hydrogenic deposits. Precipitates from solution in water. A.G.I.

hydrogen ion. The stripped (naked) proton
of hydrogen, H4, or the proton combined
with 1 or more molecules of water, as
H30* or H(1130)*. The latter is sometimes

called oxonium, hydroxonium, or hydronium ion. W is usually spoken of as the
proton. H-ion concentration is the pH
value. Pryor, 3.
hydrogen-ion concentration. A measure of

the degree of acidity or alkalinity of a
solution, commonly expressed in terms of
pH; pH being the negative logarithm (to
the base 10) of the hydrogen-ion concentration expressed in mols per liter. A per-

fectly neutral solution will have a pH of
approximately 7.0. Basic solutions have

pH values ranging from slightly more

than 7 for slight basicity to above 14 for
the strongest basicity. Acid solutions range
from slightly less than 7 for slight acidity

to around 0 for the strongest acidity.

Brantly, I.

hydrogen loss. In powder metallurgy, the
loss in weight of metal powder or of a
compact caused by heating a representa-

tive sample for a specified time and temperature in a hydrogen atmsophere.
Broadly, a measure of the oxygen content
of the sample when applied to materials
containing only such oxides as are reducible with hydrogen and no hydride-forming
element. ASM Gloss.

hydrogen monitor. A device that offers continuous and automatic analysis of hydrogen concentrations in mixtures with air or
hydrocarbons. The hydrogen and air sample is catalytically oxidized in a thermally
isolated reaction chamber. The heat of the
oxidation produces a temperature differential which is converted to a reading of
the hydrogen concentration in the sample.
Bests, p. 586.

hydrogenous. Formed or produced by water;
applied to rocks formed by the action of
water, in contradistinction to pyrogenous

rocks, or rocks formed by the action of
heat. Fay.

hydrogenous coal. a. Coal high in volatile
matter, for example, gas coal or sapropelic
coal. Tomkeid I, 1954. b. Aust. Coals con-

taining a large quantity of moisture, for

example, brown coal. Fay.
hydrogen-reduced powder. In powder metal-

hydrometallurgy
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lurgy, powder produced by the hydrogen
reduction of a compound, ASM Gloss.
hydrogen sulfide. Colorless; flammable; gas;
H3S; molecular weight, 34.08; density,
1.539 grams per liter (at 0° C) ; melting

point, 85.5° C; boiling point, 60.7°

C; and soluble in water, in alcohol, and
in carbon disulfide. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-179.

May be prepared by the direct combination of the two elements, hydrogen and
sulfur, or by the action of dilute hydrochloric or sulfuric acid on iron sulfide. It
is readily decomposed. Reacts with bases
forming sulfides and with some metals to
produce metal sulfides and to liberate hydrogen. Poisonous. C.T.D.

Herderite containing hydroxyl in place of fluorine, CatBe(OH)]P03. From Paris, France; Hebron, Me.

hydroherderite.
English.

hydrohetaerolite. A black hydrous oxide of
zinc and manganese, 2Zn0.2Mn303.H30.
Tetragonal. Botryoidal. From Ogdensburg,
N.J.; Leadville, Colo. Also called wolftonite. English.

Hydroids. Slender-stalked marine Coelenterates which attach to submerged surfaces

and superficially resemble plants. They
range from tropic to northern waters. Hy.

hydrokaolin. A fibrous form of kaolinite

from Saglik, Transcaucasia, U.S.S.R. English.

Hydrolin. Trademark for an ammonium nitrate base blasting agent which requires
specially constructed primers for detonation. Used for seismic prospecting at sea.

hydrogen sulfide indicator. Portable equipment, manual or automatic, for the detection of highly toxic hydrogen sulfide is
necessary for the safety of workmen in
mining and industrial processes involving
natural gas, gypsum, or sulfur, in iron and
steel mills, sewage disposal, etc. The man-

hydrolite. Same as enhydros. Shipley.
hydrolith. Proposed by Grabau for an aqueochemically precipitated rock (rock salt,

tubes and a frame holder with aspirator

hydrologic cyde. The complete cycle of

ual unit consists of chemical-filled detector

bulb or pump. The length of tube discolo-

ation indicates the amount of hydrogen
sulfide in the atmosphere. The automatic

detector utilizes lead acetate sensitized ma-

terial and provides a permanent record
that is read with a photoelectric instru-

ment. Bests, p. 586.
hydrogen treating process. A method, (introduced by J. H. Healy and J. D. Sullivan) for the preparation of sheet steel for
vitreous enameling by first driving hydrogen into the surface of the steel (this is
effected electrolytically) and then remov-

ing the hydrogen by immersion of the steel
in boiling water. Dodd.
hydrogen uranospinite. A secondary uranium
mineral, HI ( UO3) (A304)3.81120. Ameri-

can Mineralogist, v. 41, No. 9-10, Sep-

tember-October 1956, p. 816.
hydrogeochemical prospecting. Synonymous
with geochemical water survey. Hawkes.
hydrograph. A graph to show the level, flow,
or velocity of water in a river or channel

at all seasons of the year, essential when
designing a hydroelectric scheme. It is
usual to make a 10-year study for this.
Ham.

hydrographer. A person in charge of the
measurements of discharge, precipitation,
runoff, etc. Seelye, I.

hydrography. In water surveys, the art of
measuring, recording, and analyzing the
flow of water; also, measuring and mapping 'watercourses, shorelines, and navigable 'waters. See also hydrometry. Seelye, 1.

hydrogrossular. For members of the series
3CaO.A1202.3Si033CaO.A1,03.611,0

be-

CCD 6d, 1961.

gypsum, etc.).

phenomena through which water passes,
commencing as atmospheric water vapor,
passing into liquid and solid form as precipitation, thence along or into the ground
surface, and finally again returning to the
form nf atmospheric water vapor through
evaporation and transpiration. Also called
the water cycle. A.C.I.
hydrologist. One who studies distribution,
eevelopment, and disposition of the waters

of land areas, including the form and intensity of precipitation and the modes of
return to the ocean and the atmosphere;
maps and charts water flow and the disposition of sediment ; measures the changes
in water volume caused by the evaporation

and melting of snow; studies storm occurrences, the nature and movement of
glaciers, and determines the rate of ground
absorption and the ultimate disposition of

water. D.O.T. I.
hydrology. The science dealing with water
standing or flowing on or beneath the surface of the earth. Fay.
hydrolysate; hydrolyzate. A sediment consisting partly of chemically undecomposed,

finely ground rock powder and partly of
insoluble matter derived from hydrolytic
decomposition during weathering. It includes bauxites, days, shales, etc.
hydrolysis. a. The formation of an acid and

a base from a salt by interaction with

water. It is caused by the ionic dissociation
of water. C.T.D. b. The decomposition of

organic compounds by interaction with
water; either cold, or on heating alone, or

tween grossular and hibschite (= plazo-

in the presence of acids or alkalies. C.T.D.
hydrolyze. To subject to or undergo hydro-

garne toid ; grossularoid ; hydrogarnet. Spen-

hydromaguesite. A white, hydrous, magnes-

lite, 3CaO.A1201.2SiO3.2H30). Compare

cer 17, M.M., 1946.

hydrohallte. A well-defined hydrate,. NaCI.2H30, that occurs naturally and is stable
at or below 0° C. Synonym for maakite.

Hey 2d, 1955.

hydrohalloydte. A hydrated halloysite,
A1303.2Si02.4H30. S. B. Hendricks, 1938.
Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
hydrohematite. A mineral, Fes0s.nH30,
probably a mixture of the two minerals,
haematite and goethite, the former being

in excess. It is fibrous and red in mass,

with an orange tint when powdered. Also
called turgite. C.M.D.

lysis. Webster 3d.

ium carbonate that is earthy and chalk-

like. Fay.
hydromechanics. The mechanics of fluids, including hydrostatics, hydrodynamics, hydrokinetics, and pneumatics. Standard,
1964.

hydromechanization. A term applied to hydraulic methods of excavating and trans-

porting coal and other products underground. See alsu hydraulic extraction;

hydraulic flume transport; hydraulic load-

ing; hydraulic mining; hydraulic pipe

transport; hydraulicking Nelson.
hydrometallurgy. The treatment of ores, con-
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hydrostatic roller conveyor

centrates, and other metal-bearing ma-

hydronium jarosfte. A mineral of the jarosite

hydropneumatic. Relating to or produced

the solution of some component, and its
subsequent recovery from the solution.
E.C.T., v. 8, p. 937.
hydrometamorphism. a. Metamorphism of
rocks produced by water and heat at low
pressure and temperature. Contrasted with

Mountain, Poland; contains only 0.21 per-

hydrometallurgy
terials by wet processes, usually involving

pyrometamorphism. Standard, 1964. b.

The alteration of rocks by the addition,
subtraction, or

exchange

of

material

brought or carried in solution by water

without the influence of high temperature
or pressure. A.G.I.
bydrometasomation. Metasomatic alteration
of rocks through hydrothermal agencies.
S chief erdecker.

hydrometer. An instrument used for determining the density or specific gravity of
fluids, such as drilling mud or oil, by the
principle of buoyancy. The instrument is

in the form of a glass tube, which is

floated in the fluid and sinks to a greater
or lesser depth depending on the density
of the fluid, the amount of submergence
being indicated by gradations or divisions
on the stem of the instrument. These divisions vary according to various systems,

and may be marked according to

the

Baumé or Twaddell specific-gravity system
or measurements. See also Marsh funnel;
specific-gravity hydrometer; Twaddell hydrometer. Long.

hydrometer method. The method employed
by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for the de.
termination of the apparent specific gravity of coal and coke. The apparatus employed consists of a brass hydrometer immersed in a galvanized iron cylinder filled
with water to a waterline. There are two
copper pans on the top of the hydrometer,
the upper one being used for weights and
the lower pan for the sample. Suspended
from the lower pan is an airtight copper
buoy, and below this is a well-perforated
brass cage which allows the air to escape
freely. This cage carries the sample when
it is weighted in water. Kentucky, p. 401.
hydrometrograpb. An instrument for deter-

mining and recording the quantity of

water discharged from a pipe, orifice, etc.,
in a given time. Osborne.
hydrometry. The measurement and analysis
of the flow of water. Seelye, 1.
hydroxide.. See illite.
hydromka schist. A field term that has been

used extensively in the Eastern United
States for finely mi:aceous schists in which

the micaceous mineral is sericite, para.
gonite, or some other mineral of similiar
appearance. Hess.
hydromlnlum ion. Solvated H-ion, (H30)H+

or H30+. Pryor, 3.
hydromorpbk anomaly. An anomaly where
the dynamic agents are aqueous solutions.
Hawker, 2, p. 144.
hydromorphic soil; ground-water soil. An
intrazonal soil resulting from impeded
drainige. The common distinguishing features are: a grayish to black surface horizon

grading sharply into a pale, bluish-gray

subsoil often with rusty streaks, mottling,
or concretions. Hawker, 2, p. 109.
hydronanscovite. A variety of muscovite with
a higher OH, lower potassium, or potas-

aium and aluminum than muscovite. A

member of the mica family. Hey 2d, 1955.
hydronants. Name applied to the sea Tuonftrs
of today. Particularly those who go in for
deep-sea exploration. Hy.

family from Staszic mine, Holy Cross

or worked by the combined action ci
water and air or gas. Standard, 1964.

cent sodium and potassium to 3 percent
iron. The author considers the name
carphosiderite inappropriate since A. A.
Moss has shown that the original carpho-

hydropneumatic riveter. A squeeze riveter
operated by compressed air and having
a piston of two different diameters. Ham.
hydroscarbrolte. A more highly hydrated

quently described as carphosiderite are in
fact jarosite or natrojarosite. On the other
hand, the name carphosiderite is widely
accepted for the artificial material. Hey,
M.M., 1961.
hydroparagonite. An unnecessary new name
for larammallite. Hey, M.M., 1961.

(OH),, occurring along with scarbroite at
South Bay, Scarborough, and dehydrating
irreversibly on exposure to air. Hey, M.M.,
1961.
hydroscope. An instrument for detecting
moisture, especially in the air. Standard,
1964.
hydroseparator. Essentially, a shallow tank,
usually cylindrical, which is kept agitated
by hydraulic water and/or stirring devices.
Pulp fed to the tank is separately dis-

siderate and many occurrences

subse-

hydrophane. A variety of common opal

which becomes more translucent or trans-

parent in water. Fay.
hydrophilic. a. Of, relating to, having, or
denoting a strong affinity for water. Webster 3d. b. Applied to such easily dispersed
colloidal clay minerals as montmorillonite
that swell in water as the result of water

attraction and hydration and which are
not easily coagulated. Bureau of Mines

Staff. c. Substance which is attracted to a
water phase rather than to air in an airwater interphase. A group tending to bind
water is hydrophilic (opposite of hydro-

phobic). The hydroxyl (OH) groups in
hydroxides are typical and their hydrophilic solutions in water are hydrosols.
See also lyophilic. Pryor, 3.

hydrophillte. Calcium chloride, CaCh, in

white cubic crystals or as an incrustation
at Vesuvius, Italy. Same as chlorocalcite.
Fay.

hydropblogoplte. A phlogopite containing
less alkalies and more loosely combined
water than normal phlogopite. From Ceylon. English.
hydropbobe. See suspensoid. Bennett 2d,
1962.

hydrophobic. a. Lacking a strong affinity

for water. Opposite of hydrophilic. Webster 3d. b. Applied to water-repelling substances and surfaces and to easily coagulated colloids. Bureau of Mints Staff.
hydrophone. An underwater microphone. Hy.
hydrophone lom. The hydrophone loss of

a sonar transducer, used at a specified
frequency for the reception of acoustic
energy, may be defined as the transmission
loss measured by the ratio of (I) the
source power of the free-field acoustic

energy available as plane sinusoidal waves

from a water surface having an area of

one square centimeter and lying perpendi-

cular to the direction of the maximum

response reference axis of the transducer
at the point to be occupied by its effective

center to (2) the resulting output power
of the electric energy available from the
transducer. Hy.

hydrophore. An instrument for obtaining
specimens of water from any desired
depth,

as in a river, lake, or ocean.

Osborne.

hydrophotosneter. A sensitive instrument
used in water transparency and light ab-

phase than scarinoite, AL(CO3)5.12A1-

charged as a free-settling fraction containing the coarser and heavier particles

and an overflowing fraction containing the
finer, lighter material. Pryor, 3.
hydroseipentine. A mineral, MgeS4010(OH)8.
nH2O; a swelling serpentine. Hey, M.M.,
1961.
hydrosilicarenyte. A water-laid deposit of pure
quartz sandstone with varieties caused by
simple admixtures.

hydrosizer; elutriator. Hydraulic
Pryor, 3.

classifier.

hydrosol. A colloidal solution in water. Bateman.

hydrosphere. The aqueous envelope of the
earth, including the ocean, all lakes,
streams, and underground waters, and the
water vapor in the atmosphere. Schieferdecker.

hydrostat. A contrivance or apparatus to
prevent the explosion of steam boilers.
Webster 2d.

hydrostatic. Relating to pressure or equilibrium of fluids. Nichols.

hydrostatic balance. A balance for weighing
a substance in water to ascertain its specific gravity. Webster 3d.

hydrostatic head. The pressure exerted by a
column of fluid usually expressed in pounds
per square inch. Brantly, 1.

hydrostatic joint. Used in large water mains,
in which sheet lead is forced tightly into
the bell of a pipe by means of the hydrostatic pressure of a liquid. Strock, 3.

hydrostatic press. A large ram, the surface
of which is acted on by liquid in contact
with a small ram. See also hydraulic jack.
Ham.
hydrostatic pressure. a. The pressure of, or
corresponding to, the weight of a column
of water at rest. Bateman. b. The preuure

in a liquid under static conditions; the
product of the unit weight of the liquid
and the difference in elevation between

the given point and the free-water elevation. See also excess hydrostatic pressure;
hydrostatic excess pressure. ASCE P1826.
c. The pressure developed by a liquid
within a liquid-saturated, porous, or crevassed rock. The hydrostatic pressure of
the liquid in a saturated porous rock, as

sorption measurements at sea. The instrument, which contains its own light source,

measured at the bottom of a borehole,
generally is approximately equal to the
hydraulic head developed by a vertical
column of water as high as the depth of

H&C.

water table. See also hydraulic head, b.

can measure fine graduations of transparency of an individual water mass.
bydroplutonk; aqueolgneous. Relating to
or produced by the joint action of heat
and water, resulting in fusion or in
crystallization at a lower temperature than
by heat alone. Standard, 1964.

the borehole measured downward from the

Long.

hydrostatic roller conveyor. A section of
roller conveyor having rolls suitably
weighted with liqiud to control the velocity of the moving objects. See also rollrr

hydrostatic roller conveyor
conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

hydrostatics. A branch of physics that deals
with the characteristics of fluids at rest
and especially with the pressure in a fluid
or exerted by a fluid on an immersed body.
Compare hydrodynamics. Webster 3d.
hydrostatic stress. A state of fluidity or semifluidity wherein the stresses at a point are
equal because the material lacks shear

strength. Woodruff, v. I, p. 94.
hydrostatic tension. Three equal and mutually perpendicular tensile stresses. ASM
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hyperite

hydrothermal synthesis. Mineral synthesis in
the presence of water at elevated temperatures. A.G.I. Stipp.
hydrotungstite. A hydrous tungstic oxide,
W03.2H20, similar in appearance but
distinct from tungstite (W03.H20) ; from
Oruro, Bolivia. Spencer 16, M.M., 1943.
hydrous. a. Containing water; watery; specifically, hydrated. Webster 3d. b. Minerals
which cont.lin water chemically combined.
Gordon.

hygroscopic. Having the property of readily
absorbing moisture from the atmosphere.
Fay. For example, calcium chloride crystals possess this property to a high degtee.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
hygroscopic coeffident; hygroscopk capadty. The ratio, at a given temperature, of
the weight of water which at that temperature the soil will absorb if, after complete
drying, it is placed in free contact with a
saturated atmosphere until equilibrium is
established, to the weight of the soil when
dry. This ratio is expressed as a percent-

bydrous aTuminum oxide. See aluminum

hydrostatic test. On a boiler, the closing of
all openings and pumping water into the
boiler at a pressure (such as 50 percent)
greater than the normal operating pressure. The purpose is to locate leaks or
prove that there are no leaks. Strock, 10.
hydrostatic weighing. Weighing of a substance first in air, then in water. The

hydroxide gelatinous. CCD 6d, 1961.
bydrous oxide. An oxide of a metal containing combined water. Bateman.
hydrous salts. Salts containing water of
crystallization. Fay.
Hydros. A permitted device, used in some
English coal mines, that resembles Cardox
in that a steel cylinder with a thin shearing disk is used. However, the charge is

which contain a sulfur-hydrogen (SH-)

composed chiefly of ammonium chloride
and sodium nitrate. It is proportioned to
give water, nitrogen, and salt as the products of combustion. On being ignited this

Gloss.

specific gravity is then obtained by dividing
the weight in air by the difference between
the weights. Shipley.
hydrosulfides. Sulfhydrates, thiocompounds

radical. Pryor, 3.
hydrosuiforic acid. Hydrogen sulfide. Webster
3d.
hydrotakite. A carbonate of aluminum,
3[Mg3Al2CO3(OH)10.41120]. Hey 2d, 1955.

hydrotasimeter. An electrically operated ap-

paratus showing at a distance the exact

level of water, as in a reservoir; an electric
high- and low-water indicator. Standard,
1964.

hydrotator. A coal washer of the classifier
type whose agitator or rotator consists of
hollow arms radiating from a central distributing manifold or center head. There
may be four or more of these radiating
arms, each with one or more downwardly
inclined nozzles. When water is discharged
from these nozzles, the impulse has the
effect of rotating the agitator in a manner
similar to the well-known lawn sprinkler.
This agitator is suspended in a cylindrical

tank and water is pumped through it

under pressure, thereby creating a controlled upward current uniform over the

entire area of the tan.1-. Mitchell, pp. 301302.
hydrothermal. Applied to magmatic emanations high in water content; the processes

in which they are concerned; and the

rocks or ore deposits, alteration products,
and springs produced by them. Holmes,
1928.

hydrothermal alteration. The mineralogical
changes resulting from the interaction of
hydrothermal-stage fluids

(hydrothermal
solutions) with preexisting minerals, such
as the kaolinization of feldspars, etc. Also
changes in rocks resulting from the addition or removal of minerals by means of
hydrothermal fluky, for example, silicification. A.G.I.
hydrothermal deposit. A mineral deposit that
originated from hot, ascending solutions
derived from a magma. Schieferdeeker.
hydrothermal ore deposits. Those deposited

from aqueous solution during the final

consolidation of an ore magma. Pryor, 3.
hydrodurmal solution. A hot-water solution
originating within the earth and carrying
diuolved mineral substances. Bateman.
hydrothermal stage. One of the successive
stages of consolidations of magma during
which equilibrium exists between crystals,
aqueous solutions, and aqueous gases.
Schieferdecker.

not liquid carbon dioxide but a powder

powder is gasified and shears the steel disk,

the gas escaping into the hole. Lewis, p.
115.

hydroxide. A compound of an element with

the radical or anion OH; for example,
sodium hydroxide, NabH. Fay.

hydroxonium ion. See hydrominium ion.

age. A.G.I.
hygroscopic moisture. Water held in the soil
in equilibrium with atmospheric water va-

por at the ground surface. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

hygroscopic water. Moisture in a brick
which comes from the humidity of the air
and which may be removed by simple drying. ACSG, 1963.

hygroscopic water content. The water content of an air-dried soil. ASCE P1826.
hygrostat. A device sensitive to humidity

changes and arranged to actuate other
equipments when a predetermined humid-

ity is attained. Strock, 10.

Hymag. Short-fiber asbestos. Bennett 2d,
1962.

hypabyssal. Applied to minor intrusions, such
as sills and dikes and to the rocks that com-

has been replaced by a metal disc separately seated. The gaseous products from
the Hydrox charge are mainly carbon di-

pose them, that crystallized at intermediate depths between the plutonic and extrusive rocks, being distinguishable from
these types in some instances by texture
and in other instances only by the mode
of occurrence. A.G.I.
hypabyssal rock. An igneous rock that has
risen from the depths as magma but solidified mainly as such minor intrusions as
dikes and sills beneath the surface. 4.0.1.

tubes can be recharged underground. The

hypautochthony. This term applies to re-

in size of coal. Nelson.
hydroxy amphibole. An amphibole with the
formula, (OH)211",(S4012)2. English.

instance in a peat i,c, lying within the

Pryor, 3.
Hydros steel tube. An alternative to explosives for breaking down coal in safety lamp
mines. The gasification of the Hydrox
charge generates sufficient pressure within
the shothole to break down the coal. The
original plastic disc attached to the charge

oxide, nitrogen, and water vapor. The

method gives a high yield of +2 inches

hydroxyl. OH; the characteristic radical of
bases, consisting of one atom of hydrogen
and one atom of oxygen. The valence of
this radical or anion is -1. Crispin.
hydroxylannite. Normal annite, but so named
to call attention to the difference between
it and fluorannite. English.
hydroxylapatite. A variant of hydroxyapatite,

3Ca3P203.Ca(OH)1. Spencer 15, M.M.,
1940.

hydroxyl Iserderite. The same as hydroherderite ol S. L. Penfield, 1894. Spencer 19,
M.M., 4952.
hydroxyl ia'. Monovalent group, OW, negatively ionized, which occurs in excess in
basic (alkaline) solution and is complementary to the concentration of hydrogen
ion in acid solutions. Pryor, 3.
hydrozincite; zinc bloom. A natural basic
carbonate of zinc, Zn5(OH),(CO3),; found
in the upper zones of zinc deposits; color,
white to gray or yellowish; luster, dull to
silky; fluorescent in ultraviolet light; specific gravity, 3.5 to 4.0; and Molls' hardness., 2.0 to 2.5. Found in Missouri, Pennvama, Utah, California, Nevada; and in
Europe. An ore of zinc. CCD 6d, 1961.
hygrometer. Any of several instruments for
measuring the humidity of the atmosphere.
See also psychrometer. Webster 3d.
hygrometry. Measurement of atmospheric
humidity. Pryor, 3.

Supp.

mains of plants which no longer occur in
the exact place tut still lie within the
same general regioa of their growth (for

limits of a wider territory in which they
grew). IHCP, 1963, part I.
hypautomorphk. Same as hypidiomorhphic;
subhedral. Fay.

hyper.. A prefuc from the Greek meaning
over, above, or abnormally great. A.G.I.
Sapp.

hypereutectic alloy. Any binary alloy whose
composition lies to the right of the eutectic

on an equilibrium diagram, and which
contains some eutectic structure. ASM
Gloss.

hypereutectoid. Analogous to hypereutectic.
ASM Gloss.

hyperentectoid steel. Steel with more carbon

than is contained in pearlite. In carbon
steels, a steel containing more than 0.9
percent carbon. C.T.D.
hyperfusible. Proposed by Bowen to apply
to those materials found in end-stage magmatic fluids that aid in lowering the melt-

ing-point range. The term hyperfunble
components is usually shortened to hyperfusibles, and is used more or less synonymously with fugitive constituents. A.G.!.

hyperglyph. A hieroglyph formed during

weathering. Pettijohn.
hyPergolie lgiItIo. Autoignition at ambient
temperature and pressure. I.C. 8137, 1963,
p. 76.

byperite. A plutonic igneous rock composed
euentially of calcic plagioclase, augite, by-

hyperite
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persthene and olivine. An olivine-bearing
norite.
hypermelanic. Applied to igneous rocks consisting entirely, or almost entirely, of mafic

of glar; same as hypohyaline. Fay.
hypocrystalline porphyritic. Originated by
Rosenbusch for the texture of porphyritic

minerals; color index-90 to 100. A.G.J.
Sup p.

hypernik. An iron-nickel magnetic alloy of
the Permalloy txpe containing 50 percent
of each metal; it is melted and annealed
in hydrogen, which increases the initial
and maximum permeabilities. C.T.D.
hyperon. A class of short-lived elementary
nuclear particles with masses greater than
that of the neutron. L&L.

hyperphoric. The change in a rock by the

introduction of a new mineral into, or the
removal wholly or in part of an old mineral from the original rock mass, for example dolomitization of limestone. Fay.
hypersthene. A translucent to opaque, dark
green or brown to black mineral, (FeMg)SiO3, often exhibiting a metallic schiller.
Orthorhombic. Mohs hardness, 5 to 6;
specific gravity, 3.3 to 3.5 refractive index,
1.67 to 1.68 and 1.72 to 1.73; birefringence, 0.010 to 0.016. Shipley.
hypersthenite. a. A rock composed entirely,
or almost entirely, of hypersthene. Holmes,
1920. b. A feldspar-free rock composed
essentially of hypersthene. A.G.I. Supp.
hyperventilation. A term applied to breathing more than is necessary to keep the
body's carbon dioxide tensions at the
proper level. If carried to an extreme,
hyperventilation can be as undesirable and
dangerous as conditions involving interference with breathing. H&G.
hypidiomorphic. Same as subhedral. Fay.

hypidiomorphic granular. The texture of

igneous rocks in which some of the con-

stituents are euhedral, some are subhedral,
is

and the rest are anhedral. This texture
well exemplified by most granites and is

also called granitic. Schieferdecker.
hypidiomorphic texture. A texture of igneous
rocks in which the greater proportion of
the crystallized minerals have subhedral
forms. Hess.
hypnum peat. Peat composed mostly of disintegrated plants of hypnum, often associated with other mosses and with intermingled rootlets of sedges and other
flowing plants. It is formed chiefly in areas
where the ground is only slightly acid, neutral, or slightly alkaline; it ss brownish or
drab, light, spongy, and matted, and often
laminated and porous. BuMines Bull. 556,
1956, p. 446.
hypo-. A prefix from the Greek hypo meaning under, beneath, down, less than normal or normally. Webster, 3d.
hypobatholithic. Pertaining to the sixth (and
final) stage in the erosion cf a batholith;
practically all the roof pendants have been
eroded away. See also cryptobatholithic.
A.G.I.
hypobatholithic deposit. A mineral deposit
found in a deeply eroded mass of eruptive
rock with few roof pendants remaining.
Schieferdecker.

hypocenter. The subterranean source of the
earthquake, also the center of the subterranean area in which the energy of the
earthquake is supposed to be concentrated.

Comparable to the center of gravity of a
mass. Schieferdecker.

hypochiodte of lime. See calcium hypochlorite. Bennett 2d, 1962.
hypocrystalline. Partly crystalline the texture of some igneous rocks whiCh consists
partly of crystallized minerals and partly

rocks having a hypocrystalline groundmass.
Johannsen, v. I , 2d, 1939, p. 218.
hypoeutectic alloy. Any binary alloy whose
composition lies to the left of the eutectic
on an equilibrium diagram, and which
contains some eutectic structure. ASM
Gloss.

hypoeutectoid. Analogous to hypoeutectic.
ASM Gloss.

hypoeutectoid steel. Steel with less carbon
than is contained in pearlite, that is, the
iron-cementite eutectoid. In carbon steels,
a steel containing less than 0.9 percent
carbon. C.T.D.
hypogeic. Pertaining to or derived from
crustal and interior movements in the
earth; for example, the hypogeic work of
mountain making. Standard, 1964.
hypogene. a. Used by Lyell as a group name
for plutonic and metamorphic classes of
rocks. A.G.I. b. Used by Geikie for geologic processes originating within the earth.
A.G.I. c. AppZied to mineral deposits or
ore deposits formed by ascending hot
waters. Contrasted with supergene. A.G.I.
hypogene ore. Ore deposited from ascending
hydrothermal solutions of magmatic origin.
Schieferdecker.

hypogene relief. Includes the major and
many minor landforms of the continental
platforms and ocean basins, such as certain

types of plains and plateaus; the great
mountain ranges, chains, and systems;
many isolated mountains and hills; and

the great foredeeps or troughs of the suboceanic floor. Deformation of the crust
and igenous activity, called hypogene
agents, working below the surface of the
earth, are the only or the dominant agents
responsible for the development of the
features. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
hypogene rock. A rock that was formed deep
within the earth under the influence of
heat and pressure. Hess.
hypogene water. Hot water rising from considerable depth and which is genetically
associated with a congealing magma.
Schieferdecker.
hypogene zone. The zone of primary ore be-

neath the shallow zones affected by the
weathering processes. Bateman.
hypoglyphs. A hieroglyph on base of bed.
Pettijohn.

hypohyaline. Partly glassy. See also hypro.
crystalline. Fay.
hypold. A pinion-and-ring gear set transmitting rotation through a right angle by
means of teeth having structure intermediate between a bevel and a worn set.
Nichols.

hypothermal deposit. a. A hydrothermal de-

posit formed at high temperatures and

pressures. Bateman. b. A deposit originating at relatively high temperatures (300°
to 500° C). A.G.I. c. A deposit formed
at high temperatures and pressures in and
along openings in rocks by deposition from
fluids derived from consolidating igneous
rocks. A.G.I.
hypothermal ore deposit. Deposit formed by
hot ascending solutions at great depth or at
high temperature and pressure. McKinstry.

hypothesis. When an idea is first put forward, and is still in the argument and
objection stage, it is called a hypothesis;
later, if proved or generally accepted, it
becnrnes a theory of law. Cooper.

hypses. Hydrographic precision scanning
echo sounder. An improved instrument for

conducting bathymetric surveys in deep
oceanic areas. Hy.

hypsometer. An instrument for measuring

the elevation above sea level by determining the atmospheric pressure through observing the boiling point of water. Standard, 1964.

bypsometric map. Any map showing the
elevation above sea level and the topo-

graphic relief by means of contours, hac-

hures, or shading. Stokes and

Varnes,

1955.
hypsometric tints. Colors on maps to indicate

various elevations. Bureau of Mines Staff.
hypsometry. The art of determining, by any

method, surface elevations on the earth
with reference to sea level. A.G.I.
by's% A borosilicate glass of high thermal
endurance and chemical resistance used
for chemical ware. Dodd.
Hyslop plasticity diagram. A diagram relating the extensibility (E) of a clay, as determined by a penetration method, to its
softness (S); the relationship is of the

form E.=KS°, where K and n are constants. Dodd.

hysteresis. a. A lag in the return of an
elastically deformed specimen to its original shape after the load has been released.
A.G.I. b. An effect, involving energy loss,

found to varying degrees in magnetic,
electric, and dastic media when they are

subjected to variation by a cyclical applied

force. In such media the polarization or
stress is not a single valued function of the

applied force or, stated in another way,
the state of the medium depends on its

previous history as well as the instantane-

ous value of the applied force. May be

visualized as resulting from some kind of
internal friction. A.G.I.
hysteresis loop. Entire pattern of magnetiza-

tion showing how a body with magnetic
susceptibility can remain polarized after

the disappearance of the original magnetizing force. Bureau of Mines Staff.
hysteretic repulsion. Separation by alternat-

ing current which depends on magnetic
properties of coersive force and remanence.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
hysterobase. Applied by Lassen to the rock
of a series of dikes related to the diabases

but differing from them in often having
quartz, brown biotite, and brown horn-

blende, the last mineral sometimes replacing the augite. There may also be some
glass. Fay.
hysterocrystalline. Proposed by Naumann
and applied to minerals in igneous rocks
that are the product of secondary crystallization. Obsolete. A.G.I.
hysterogenite. Posepny's term for a mineral
deposit derived from the debris of other
rocks. The term means of secondary or
later formation. Compare idiogenite; xenogenite. Fay.
hysteromorpisous. Applied to secondary deposits due to surface agencies. Fay.

i a. Symbol for the instantaneous value of
electric current in amperes. Zimmerman,
p. 32. b. Symbol for enthalpy (heat content) per unit weight. Zimmerman, p. 42.
c. Symbol for typical ionic species. Zim-

merman, p. 172. d. Symbol for vapor pres-

ice mark
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sure constant. Zimmerman, p. 115. e. Abbreviation for iron. Zimmerman, p. 59. f.
As subscript symbol for inner. Zimmerman, p. 193. g. Abbreviation for internal.
Webster 3d. h. As a subscript, the symbol for

initial; initial value. Zimmerman, p. 378.
j. Abbreviation for insoluble. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
C-74. j. Abbreviation for instantaneous.
Webster 3d. k. As a subscript, the symbol
for induced. Zimmerman, pp. 57, 378.1.
Symbol for optically inactive. Zimmerman,

p. 77. m. Abbreviation for incendiary, incomplete, independent, industrial, institution, institute, instrumental, international.

Webster 3d. n. Symbol for Van't Hoff

factor. Zimmerman, p. 115. o. Symbol for
a unit vector in the x direciion or parallel
to the x axis. Zimmerman, p. 166. p. Abbreviation for inclination. Zimmerman, p.
501.

i a. Symbol for instantaneous electric current;

instantaneous value of electric current in
amperes. Zimmerman, pp. 153, 255. b.
Symbol for enthalpy (heat content) per
unit weight. Zimmerman, p. 145. c. Symbol for the angle of incidence or the angle

between the ray and the normal in the

first medium. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-99. d. Symbol
for vapor pressure constant. Zimmerman,

p. 166. e. Symbol for the square root of
-1 (minus 1), which is variously designated the imaginary number, the imaginary unit; the right-angle turning opera-

tor; vector turning op...ator. Zimmerman,
pp. 158, 164, 165. f. Symbol for mole factor; for Van't Hoff factor; Van't Hoff coefficient. Zimmerman, p. I 60.
i- a. Abbreviated prefix meaning inactive and
optically inactive; for example, i-inositol is
an optically inactive inositol isomer. CCD

6d, 1961. b. Abbreviated prefix for the
combining forms is- and iso-, either of
which denotes an isomer of a compound
and specifically an iscmer having a single,

simple branching at the ena of a straight
chain. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-74.
I a. Chemical symbol for iodine. Zimmerman, p. 144. b. Symbol for the intensity of
light; luminous intensity; luminous intensity in candlepower ; candlepower. Zimmerman, pp. 58, 65, I 90. c. Symbol for
electric current in amperes. Zimmerman,
p. 32. d. Symbc for moment ot inertia;
rectangular moment of inertia. Zimmerman, pp. 57, 90. e. Symbol for imaginary
unit. Webster 3d. f. Symbol for ionic
strength. Zimmerman, p. 59. g. Symbol for
sound intensity; sound-energy flux density;
level of intensity in acoustics. Zimmerman,
pp. 58, 99. h. Abbreviation for intensiq.
Also.abbreviated i. Bureau of Mines Staff.
i. Roman numeral 1. Zimmerman, p. 128.
j. Abbreviation for iron. Zimmerman, p.
205. k. Abbreviation for inside. Zimmerman, p. 193. 1. Abbreviation for island;
Island. Zimmerman, p. 339. m. Abbreviation for imperial; Imperial; Inspector.
Webster 3d.

I a. Symbol for intensity of light; luminous
intensity; candlepower. Zimmerman, pp.
151, 158, 171. b. Symbol for current; convection current; conduction current; electric current in amperes; instantaneous
current; steady direct current; peak .f:.urrent; effective current, or rms (root-meansquare) current; effective displacement
current. Zimmerman, pp. 152, 154, 164;

255, 258. c. Symbol for impulse. Zimmerman, p. 366. d. Symbol for moment of inertia; rectangular moment of inertia; areal
moment of inertia; rectangular areal mo-

ment of inertia. Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-99 ;
Zimmerman, p. 146. e. Symbol for ionic
strength, Zimmerman, p. 171. f. Symbol

for sound intensity; acoustic intensity.
Zimmerman, pp. 150, 189. g. Symbol for
activity (in radioactivity) at time t. With
subscript 0, as IQ, the symbol for initial
activity in radioactivity. Zimmerman, p.
150. h. Symbol for nuclear spin; nuclearspin quantum number. Zimmerman, pp.
1 63, 165. i. Symbol for strength of magnetic shell. Zimrierman, p. 15 9.
IA Abbreviation for international angstrom.
Bvillin Style Guide, p. 60.

I. and A. Term used in the marketing of
phosphate, meaning combined iron and
alumina or Fe202-1-A1202. Bureau of Mines

Staff.
lanthInIte. a. A rare, strongly radioactive,
orthorhombic mineral, 2UO2.7H20; an al-

teration product of uraninite, found as-

sociated with schoepite, becquerelite, kasolite, parsonsite, dewmdtite, and fourmarierite at Kasolo Republic of the
Congo; also found at Wolsendorf, Bavaria,
Germany. It is violent-black (alters to yel-

low on edges; acicular crystals). Crosby,
pp. 24-25; Larsen, p. 205; English. b. Previously thought to be 2UO2.7H20; reexamination shows it to be 3CaO.UO2.6UO3.2CO2.10H20. Bignand (1955) gives
UO2.24.xH20 as the synthetic formula of a

violet hydrate, closely resembling ianthinite. Guiliemin and Protas state that the
formula is UO2.5UO2.1C.56H20. American

Mineralogist, v. 40, No. 9-10, SeptemberOctober 1955, pp. 943-944; v. 44, No. 91 0, SePtember-October 1959, pp. 11031 104.

IB Abbreviation for incendiary bomb. Zimmerman, p. 453.
I-beam. A rolled steel joist. Also called Hbeam. See also broad-flanged beam. Ham.
IBP Abbreviation for initial boiling point.
CCD 6d, 1961.
IC Abbreviation for information circular; information center. Zimmerman, p. 57. Abbreviation for internal combustion. Webster 3d.
Ice Abbreviation for ignition control compound. CCD 6d, 1961.
ICC Interstate Commerce Commission.
Nichols.

Ice. The solid state of water, the solid substance formed by the freezing of liquid
water or by the recrystallization of fallen
snow. Ice formed by the sublimation .of
water vapor is usually known as snow Or
hoar. See also glacier me; sea ice; ground
ice. A.G.I.
Ice Age. The Glacial epoch. Webster 3d.
ice apron. A ramp constructed on the upstream side of a bridge pier, sloping upwards from below water level. This simple
device breaks the ice and protects the pier.
Ham.
ke barrier. a. A barrier of shelf ice. Schieferdecker. b. The outer margain of the Antarctic ice sheet. Webster 3d.

Iceberg. A large floating mass of ice in the
ocean detached from an ice sheet or a glacier at sea level and set adrift. Schieferdecker.

iceblInk. a. A cliff of ice on a coast, , as of
Greenland. See also ice cliff. Webster 3d.
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b. A white streak on the horizon, caused
by the reflection of light from ice not yet
in sight. Schieferdecker.

lee boulder. A boulder transported and deposited through glacial action. Standard,
1964.

ice cake. A single, flat unbroken fragment of
sea ice of no specific size. A.G.I.
Ice-cake texture. Rounded and corroded remnants of an earlier mineral in a later mineral. Schieferdecker.
ice cap. A cover of perennial ice and snow;
specifically, a glacier forming on an extensive area of relatively level land, and flowing outward from its center. Webster 3d.

ice cave. a. A pit at the bottom of which
snow accumulates and forms ice. Schieferdecker. b. A cavern in which underground
glaciers are formed. Schieferdecker. c. A
cave so protected from summer heat that

ice remains in it throughout the year or

nearly so. Webster 3d.
ke cliff. An abrupt shore of arctic ice, more
or less interstratified and covered by earth
and vegetation. Standard, 1964. See also
iceblink. Fay.

ice concentration. The precentage of ice cov-

er in a given arca of water, usually ex-

pressed in tenths. Hy.
ke concrete. A dense frozen mixture of sand,
broken aggregate, and water. A.G.I.

ice-contact form. A stratified glacial drift
form, such as a kame, a kame terrace, or
an esker, deposited in contact with melting
glacier ice. A.G.I.
ice-contact slope. The fosse. This depression
is suposed to mark the resting place of the
ice, and the steep slope rising to the head
of the sand plain marks the position of the
ice front during the building of the frontal

plain. This escarpment at the head of the
sand plain has been called the ice-contact
slope. A.G.I.

ice creeper. A creeper for use in walking on
ice. Webster 2d.
ke crystal casts. See ice crystal marks. Pettijohn.

ice crystal marks; ice crystal casts. Cracks
left by sublimation of ice crystals. Com-

monly sand-filled and appearing as straight,
slightly raised ridges on base of sandstone
beds. Pettijohn.
Ice drift. Loose floating ice. Standard, 1964.

icefall. a. A frmen waterfall or similar mass
of ice. Webster 3d. b. A falling of ice, as
from an iceberg or glacier. Webster 3d.

ke field. A large flat sheet of floating ice.
See also ice float. Standard, 1964.

ice Hoe. A flat free mass of floating ice of
usually visible extent larger than a pan and
smaller than an ice field; broadly, a large
floating fragment of sheet ice. Webster 3d.
ice foot. a. A wall of ice formed by sea water

and frozen snow along the shore in polar
regions. Also called an ice ledge. Standard,

1964. b. An ice step which is attached to
the coast and is not moved by tides. Schieferdecker.

ke-free port. A port in whid, ice formations
sufficient to interfere with ravigation in
the harbor or the terminals have not been
recorded. Hy.
Iceland Agit! lava. Obsidian. Schaller.
Iceland crystal. See Iceland spar.
Iceland spar. Transparent calcite which,

when cleaved along its natural crystal faces,
exhibits strong doub...7 refraction. Has lim-

ited but important application in optical
instruments. Pryor, 3.

Ice ledge. See ice foot. Fay.

ke mark. Any mark or indication left by

moving ice or glacial action. Standard,
1964.

ice mill. A place where a glacier abrades the
underlying rock through the action of rubble. Standard, 1964.
ice mountain. An iceberg. Standard, 1964.
ice pack. A large arca of floating ice floes.
MacCracken.

ice pedestal. A glacier table. A.G.I.
ice period. The time between first apearance
and final clearance of ice during any year.
Hy.
ice pillar. A pedestal of ice on a glacier, supporting a broader piece of rock, which has
protected the ice beneath it from solar heat.
Standard, 1964.
ice plug. An ice obstruction formed by a circulation medium freezing inside the drill-

rod couplings while the rods are racked
up or standing in the drill derrick or tri-

pod in extremely cold weather. Such plugs
may loosen when rods are lowered into the
borehole and may be ejected from the open
end of the rod with enough force to injure
drill crewmen severely. Long.

ice-push ridge. One of a group of ridges of
somewhat similar appearance (similar to
old beach embankments) on the Deerwood
and Wealthwood (Minnesota) sheets along
the north shore of Mille Lacs Lake, and

which may be beach ridges or ice-push
ridges, produced by the expansive effect
causing lake ice to override the shore.
A.G.".

ice pyramid. A mound of ice on a glacier,

having a stone or earthy debris

idler gear
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ice mark

lying

against its foot. Standard, 1964.
icequake. The concussion attending the
breaking up of masses of ice. Webster 3d.
ice river. A glaicer. Standard, 1964. See also
ice stream. Fay.
Ice shtet. a. Inland ice is a vague geographic

term. For strict accuracy, the terms ice
sheet and glacier convey a more definite
meaning. An ice sheet is a complete covering of ice, radiating from a watershed
composed of snow and ice, and not con-

fined or directed by visible barriers of rock,
whereas a glacier, though it may originate
in an ice sheet, occupies a definite valley.
A.G.I. b. A form of glacier moving radially
outward from a region of abundant snow-

fall and usually mering all but the highest mountains in iv path. A.G.I. c. A glacier forming a continuous cover over a
land surface, with the ice moving outwards

in many, directions. Continental eaciers,
ice caps, and some highland glaciers are
examples of ice sheets. A.G.I.

lee spar. A white transparent variety of orthoclase. Same as sanidine. Fay.
ke stone. See cryolite. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Liz stream. A glacier; also, a collection cf
floes moving in a certain course. Webster
2d. An ice river. Fay.

ice system. A system of glaciers diverging
from a common center. Stan l'ard, 1964.

ice table. A mass of level ice. Standard,

1964.
ice ton. The theoretical number of heat units

scratched, or channeled by glacial action.
Standard, 1964.

ichnite. A fossil footprint. Synonym for ichno-

lite. Standard, 1964.

ichnofossil; organic hieroglyph. General term
for fossil trails, tracks, and burrows. Pettijohn.
ichnolite. See ichnite.

ichnology. The science which treats of the
footprints of extinct animals. Fay.

ichor. Proposed by Sederholm (1933) for a
granitic juice or liquor capable of granitiz-

ing rocks and derived from a granitic

magma. Synonym for mineralizer; residual
magma. A.G.I.
ichthyophthalmite. Apophyllite. Schaller.
icosinene. A liquid hydrocarbon; C201438 j con-

tained in ozocerite. Standard, 1964.
IC silicon carbide Abbreviation for impregnated-carbon silicon carbide; it contains
free carbon and silicon and the bulk density is comparatively low (2.60). Dodd.
ICT Abbreviation for International Critical
Tables. BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.

icy flakes. A seldom used trade name for

small cracks along cleavage planes sometimes caused by overheating stones during
polishing. Shipley.
id Abbreviation for inside diameter. Also abbreviated ID. BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
idaite. A sulfide mineral, Cu5FeS1, hexagonal

facies. A.G.I.

idioblastic. Applied to a mineral which presents crystal faces against an adjacent mineral. A.G.I.
idiochromatk minerals. Minerals in which

the color is due to some essential con-

stitutent of the stone, for example, malachite, peridot, and almandine. In contrast
to allochromatic minerals, those which are

idiochromatic have a limited range of
color. See also allochromatic minerals.
Anderson.

idlochromatic stone. A stone in which the
substance producing the color is an inherent constituent of the mineral. It is
limited to such stones as chrysocolla, malachite diopside, azurite, turquoise, and
peridot. Shipley.

Africa; named from locality. Perhaps a

ore deposits which are contemporaneous in
origin with the wall rock. The word means

lie luster; color similar to that of bornite,
but not tarnished; a lamellar decomposi-

hysterogenite. Fay.

ferroan covellite. Hey, M.M., 1961. Mmtal-

tion product of bornite; apparently the

first product of weathering. American Mineralogist, v. 43, No. 11-12, NoucmberDecember 1958, p. 1219.
Iddings' classification. A classification of ig-

neous rocks by Iddings (1913) that attempts

to

correlate the mineralogical

classifications of Rosenbusch and Zirkel
with the chemicomineralogical C.I.P.W.
or norm classification system.
iddIngslte. A reddish-brown hydrous silicate
of magnesium and iron, MgO.Fe20s.3Si02.4H20; orthorhombic; foliated. An altera-

tion product of olivine. From Carmelo
Bay, Calif.; Colorado. See also ferroantigorite. English.

ideal form. A crystal form in which like

faces are the same size and shape. Fay.
ideal gas. Gas whose molecules are all idenmoving
tical and interact only by
in straight lines between collisions. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
ideal sea level. The theoretical sea surface
which is everywhere normal to the plumbline. Reference of all depth soundings to

this level would make them all comparable. Hy.

ideal section. A section showing, in addition
to factual data, the hypothetic stratigraphical or structural conditions, as interpreted by the author. Schieferdecker.

Webster 2d.

from the source to the load. Hy.
Identification (of a gem stone). The testing

ing high above glacial névé, and extending
upwards toward the higher mountain peaks.
Standard, 1964.
ice wan. See ice foot. Fay.
ice wo...u. Abraded by ice; specifically, rubbed,

that are bounded by their own crystal

idiogenite. Suggested by Posepny for those

bornite at the Ida mine, Khan, Southwest

ideal transducer. An ideal transducer for

lee tonne. A steep, narrow cliff of ice ris-

identification, soil. Description of the visual
characteristics of soil, such as strength,
particle size, texture, and color. The work
is generally carried out by an engineer and
a geologist in close collaboration. Ham.
identity period. The distance between like
points in a crystal lattice measured along
a crystallographic axis. Huribut.
ID gage stone. See inside-gage stone. Long.
idioblast. Proposed by Becke (1903) for
mineral grains (in metamorphic rocks)

and related to covellite, occurring with

required to melt one ton of ice at 32° F.
It is 284,000 British thermal units, taking
the ton at 2,000 pounds, or 318,080 Brit-

ish thermal unit for a ton of 2,240 pounds.

the eye. See also determinative gemmology.
Shipley.

connecting a specified source to a specified

load is a hypothetical passive transducer

that transfers the maximum possible power

of the same origin. Compare xenogenite;

idlogenous. Applied to a mineral deposit that
is contemporaneous in origin with the rock
in which it occurs, that is, a primary min-

eral deposit which is a constituent of the
rock in which it occurs. Fay.
idlomorphic. Applied to an igneous rock
mineral which is completely bounded by
its characteristic crystal faces. Synonym
for euhedral; automorphic. Holmes, 1928.
idlomorphic crystal. An individual crystal
that has grown without restraint so that
the habit planes are clearly developed.
Compare allotriomorphic crystal. ASM
Gloss.

idlophanous. Exhibiting interference figures
in crystals without the aid of the polariscope. Webster 3d.

idle component; wattless component. In inductive circuits where reactance is not

cancelled out by capacity reactance or
otherwise, the current flowing when the
electromctive force is zero. Since power
is a product of electromotive force and
zurrent, it will be zero at that instant.
Mason, V.2, p. 419.

id r. a. A sheave or pulley running loose

on a shaft to guide or support a rope,

cable, drive belt, or drive chain. Long. b.
An assembly of an idler roll or rolls with a

supporting structure that makes a unit
suitable for mounting on the conveyor
frame, so that it will support or guide a
portion of the conveyor belt. NEMA MB1-

1956. c. A wheel or gear which changes
the direction of rotation of shafts, or the
direction of movement of a. chain or belt.
Nichols.

of the physical properties of a stone to

Idler disk. A device used for holding the lx:lt
in proper position on certain types of boxcar loaders. See also boxcar loader. ASA

the former method of rendering of opinions

Idler gear. a. A gear meshed with two other
gears that does not transmit power to its

determine whether genuine or not and, if
genuine, its species; as distinguished from

based on the appearance of the stone to
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shaft; used to reverse direction of rotation

and are often divided into plutonic and

which a coal can be ignited. B.S. 3323,

neutral gear. Long.
idler hanger. A support for the roll or rolls
in which the shaft center is below the base

is no sharp boundary between the two.

ignite. a. To heat a gaseous mixture to the
temperature at which combustion takes
place. C.T.D. b. To set fire to. Mason.
igniter. a. A blasting fuse or other contriv-

in a transmission. Nichols. b. Same as

volcanic rocks for convenience, but there
Fay.

or the point at which the hanger is at-

igneous breccia. a. Breccia consisting of igneous rock. A.G.I. Supp. b. Breccia produced by igneous action, and includes pyroclastic breccia, flow breccia, and contact

the tell or rolls. NEMA MB1-1956.
idler pr !ley. A pulley which does not transmit power. NEMA MB1-1961.

igneous complex. Composed of intimately

tached to the conveyor frame. The hanger
includes a bearing if this is not a part of

idler roll. A roll that does not transmit
power. NEMA MB1-1956.

idler shaft. A shaft that carries a gear that
reverses direction of rotation in a transmission. Nichols.

idler spacing. Customary to place idlers at
uniform spacing on both top and return

run, based on averages of tension and
material weight for various belt width.

Has important influence on conveyor friction. Bureau of Mines Staff.
idler stand. A unit structure for supporting

the idler roll or rolls in which the shaft
center or centers are above the base or
the point at which it is attached to the

conveyor frame. The idler stand includes
bearings if these are not a part of the roll
or rolls. NEMA MB1-1956.
idle time mauey. See lying money. Nelson.
idle wheel. a. A wheel interposed in a gear
train, either to reverse rotation or to obtain the required spacing of centers, without affecting the ratio of the drive. Also
called idler. C.T.D. b. A j.0 Hey to guide
a driving belt, to increase its tension, or to
increase its arc of contact on one of the
working pulleys. Standard, 1964.
idocrase. See vesuvianite. Fay.
Idria furnace. See Leopoldi furnace. Fay.
idrialite. A dark, earthy variety of bituminous substance, approximately C3112, found

in nature mixed with cinnabar, clay, etc.
In a purified state it is white and crystalline. From Idria, Carniola, Yugoslavia.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

idryl. A black material obtained from the
mercury zondensation chambers at Idria,
which Bodeker considered as the radical
of idrialite. Fay.
IE Abbreviation for industrial engineer. Webster 3d.

IF Abbreviation for intermediate frequency.
GPO Style Manual, p. 158.
I gal Abbreviation for Imperial gallon. Zimmerman, p. 56.
igdlolte. An imperfectly described mineral
of erovskite type from Igdlunguaq,
(IN

'land, formed during the alteration

of eudialyte; spectroscopic analysis shows
major amounts of Ti, Nb, Na Ca, and AL
Perhaps essentially NaNbds, but with
some SiOs, . differing in this and in its

great classes tmetamorphic being the other
class) into which all rocks are divided and
contrasted with sedimentary. Rocks of this
class have also been callrd plutonic rocks

wheel operating against a piece of cerium
or something of a similar nature. Electrical
devices are sometimes employed. Fay. d.
One that ignites: as (1) a charge usually
of black gunpowder used to facilitate the
ignition of a propelling charge and some-

tallization. Webster 3d.

igneous intrusion; igneous intrusive. a. Any

of the several forms of emplacement of
igneous rccks. See also batholith; dike;
laccolith; lopolith; phacolith; sill; stock.

times of a bursting charge; (2) a device

C.T.D. b. All intrusive masses fall into one

of two categories. They are either con-

cordant and parallel the bedding or foliation of the country rock or they are dis-

,

for igniting fuel mixture (as in an internalcombustion engine, a jet engine, or a
rocket engine) ; (3) a separately energized
electrode used for restriking the arc in an
ignitron. Webster 3d.

cordant and cut acron the bedding or ipiter cord. a. A cord which passes an intense flame along its length at a uniform
foliation of the country rock. Among the
rate to light safety fuses in succession.
concordant igneous intrusions are laccoliths lopoliths, phacoliths, and sills, and

the discordant igneous intrusions include
batholiths, dikes, and stocks. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
igneous magma. A high-temperature, mobile

mass of plastic solids, liquidr, and gases
that was generated within the depths of
the earth and from which igneous rocks
are derived by crystallization. C.T.D.
igneous metamorphism. The high-temperature process that includes the effects af
magmas on adjacent rocks. It is nearly the
same as contact metamorphism but it
also includes the effects of igneous injection and pegmatitization. Sto;:es and
Varnes, 1955.

B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. b. Two types are
manufactured, a fast cord having a nomi-

nal burning speed of 1 second per foot
and a slow cord having a nominal burning speed of 10 seconds per foot. Both

cords possess excellent water resistance and
good storage properties and they will with-

stand a reasonable amount of rough handling. The burning speeds are reliable and
consistent even under adverse conditions,
as, for example, when burning underwater
or in a direction opposite to a strong wind.
McAdam II, p. 61.

ignites. Used by M. E. Wadsworth to include
all pyrotechnic minerals. Fay.
ignitability (dust cloud). The relative ignita-

Igneous ore. Ore formed by cooling and
solidifying from the molten state. Mer-

bility of a dust cloud may be defined as
the degree of ease with which it can be
ignited. Sinclair, I, p. 250.
ignition. a. The act of igniting, or the state

tion of molten material that originated

of being ignited; specifically, in mechanics,

sereau 4th, p. 382.
igneous i.ock. Rock formed by the solidificawithin the ea .th. Bateman.

ipeons rock series. Originated by Bragger

(1904) for an assemblage of igneous rocks

in a single district, belonging to a single
period of igneous activity, and characterized by a certain community of chemical,
mineralogical, and occasionally, textural
properties. See also consanguinity. A.G.I.
ignescent. Applied to a stone or mineral that
sparks when struck with steel or iron.

as an etching reagent for carbon steels.

igneous. Formed by solidification from a
molten state; the rocks of one of the two

while another type has a small burred

phase of minor intruion. C.T.D.
igneous fusion. Fusion by heat alone unassisted by solution in the water of crys-

chiefly a fine-grained rhyolitic tuff formed
mainly of glass partickz (shards) in which
crystals of feldspar, quartz. and occasion-

Osborne.

which connect a main fuse with separate
fuses which are only limited y the number of blasts to be fired. Standard, 1964.
c. k device to relight safety lamps internally by friction. One type uses a waxed
strip with igniting matches at intervals,

associated and approximately contemporaneous igneous rocks. A.G.I. Supp.
Igneous cycle. The sequence of events usually
followed in igneous activity; it consists of
an eruptive phase, a plutonic phase, and a

mode of formation from lueshite. The

igneoaqueona. Formed by the joint action of
heat and water; for example, ashes thrown
from a volcano into water and deposited
there in stratified form. Fay.

ance used to fire an explosive charge.
C.T.D. b. In mining, a metal cylinder

breccia.. A.G.I. Supp.

Standard, 1964.
Ignimbrite. A sincic volcanic, rock forming
thick, massive, compact sheets that cover

differences seem hardly adequate to justify
separate names. Hey, M.M., 1961.
Igewebes reagent. A solution consisting of 5
percent picric acid in absolute alcohol used

1960.

a wide area i n the central part of the
North Island, New Zealand. The rock is

ally hypersthene or hornblende are embedded. The glass particles are firmly
welded, bend around the crystals, and
evidently were of a viscous nature when
they were deposited. The deposits are believed to have been produced by the eruption of dense clouds of incandescent volcanic glass in a zemimolten or viscous state

from groups of fissures. Welded tuff is
synonymous. A.G.I.

IgiltabWty, An asseument of the ease with

the act of exploding the charge of gases
in the cylinder of an internal-combustion
engine. Standard, 1964. b. Percussion material or detonating powder. .Standard,
1964. c. The firing of an explosive mixture

of gases, vapors, or other substances by
means of an electric spark. C.T.D. d. An

outburst or fire or an explosion. Mason.
ignition arch. A flat or a irved refractory roof

over a furnace at t

point of fuel en-

trance which promotes ignition by reflection of heat. AISI, No. 24.
Ignition charge. A small charge usually of
black powder used to facilitate the ignition of the main charge. Webster 3d.
ignition delay. Time interval between contact
of an oxidant and a combustible and ignition. I.C. 8137, 1963, p. 76.
ignition of firedamp. See gas ignition. Nelson.

Ignition point. a. Of solids and liquids, the
minimum temperature at which combus-

tion can occur, but at which it is not

necessarily continuous. Pryor, 3. b. Of
combustible gases, the flashpoint. Pryor, 3.

Ignition temperature. a. The ignition tem-,
perature of a substance is the temperature
at which that substance starts to burn. The
temperature of ignition varies greatly with
different substances. Morris and Cooper,
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ignition temperature
p. 28. All sad fuels must be heated to

their ignition temperature before they will
burn continuously by the process known
as combustion. Nelson. b. The temperature
required to effect ignition of a combustibleoxidant system at a specified pressure; in
general, the minimum temperature is implied. I.C. 8137, 1963, p. ;
ignition test. See standard ignition test. Rice,
George S.

ignition tube. A heavy-walled test tube of
hard glass for examining the behavior of
heated substances. Webs:er 3d.

IGY Abbreviation for International Geophysical Year, Webster 3d.

ihp Abbreviation for indicated horsepower.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
ihp br Abbreviation for indicated horsepower-hour. BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
ifolite. A plutonic igneous rock composed of
nepheline and sodic pyroxene (aegirineaugite) with accessory apatite, sphene, calcite, and titaniferous garnet. The rock is
transitional

urtite with

increasing

nepheline, and transitional into melteigite
with increasing aegirine-augite. A.G.I.
ikaite. Chalky material, CaCO3.611,0, from
skerries in Ika Fjord, Ivigtut, Greenland.
Named from the locality. Hey, M.M.,
1961; Fleischer.

ikunolite. A mineral, Bis(S,Se) 3, with S:Se
near 12; rhombohedral; from the Ikuno
mine, Hyogo prefecture, Japan; very simi-

lar to joseite but contains no tellurium.

Named from locality. Compare laitakarite.
Hey, M.M., 1961.
IL Abbreviation for including loading. Webster 3d.
flesite. A hydrous sulfate of manganese, zinc,
and iron, (Mn,Zn,Fe)SO4.4H20, found in
friable crystalline aggregate in Park County, Colo. Fay; Hey, 2d, 1955.
Ilgner flywheel. A heavy flywheel used in the
Ward-Leonard control of winding engines
in mine hoists. It is mounted on the shaft
of a motor generator, which draws on this

source of energy as the hoist starts

to

move. Pryor, 3.

Hgner system. A modification of the WardLeonard system of speed control, in which
a heavy flywheel is carried on the motorgenerator shaft to smooth out peak loads,
which would otherwise be taken from the
power supply. The system is used on mine
winding engines, etc. Nelson.
ill air. Scot. Noxious gas, as from under-

ground fires or chokedamp; a stagnant
state of the atmosphere underground. F.
illam. A gem-bearing gravel occurring in
Ceylon and worked extensively for gem

corundums, spnels, zircons, etc., which it
contains; these have been derived from
white pegmatite veins. C.T.D.
illIdromica. A member of the illite-hydromica
Serie; ICSMMIuSia0056(OH)12.4H2O; con-

tains mixed illite and montmorillonite layers. American Mineralogist, V. 35, No. 3-4,
March-April 1950, p. 334.

illinition. A thin extraneous crust formed on
minerals. Standard, 1964.
Illinoisan. The third Pleistocene glaciation.
A.G.I. Supp.
illiquation. a. Melting or infusing. Webster

stituent of argillaceous sediments belonging to the mica group. The relation of illite
to similar or identical material known
variously as hydromica, hydrous micas, hydromuscovite, and hydrated mica group
is not clearly established. Occurs in micaceous particles less than one micron. Obtained from clays and shales in Alinois.
Compare pholidoide; phyllite. English;
Stokes and Varnes. b. A discredited term
equai to bravaisite. American Mineralogist,
v. 28, No. 3, March 1943, p. 214.

illuminating gas. (1) Coal and carbureted

water gases and their various mixture, (2)
The different classes of oil gas. (3) Acetylene, gasoline gas, and producer gas. The
first is the most important for illuminating
purposes. Producer gas is the most important for fuel and power gas. Crispin.
illuminating oil. Certain oils obtained by special distillation of crude petroleum. Crispin.

illuvial horizon. A soil horizon into which
material has been carried chemically or
mechanically. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
Compare eluvial; alluvial.
illuviallon. Deposition in an underlying layer
of soil (soil horizon B) of colloids, soluble salts, and small mineral particles which
have been leached out of an overlying soil

image point. In photographic mappi::g, an
image On a photograph corresponding to
a definite object on the ground. Seelye, 2.
image stone. Agalmatolite. Shipley.

imandrite. A rock composed of quartz and
albite, formed by interaction between a
nephelinc-sycnite magma and graywacke.
Holmes, 1928.
imbibition. The particular case of absorbtion
or adsorption of a liquid by a solid in which
the solid increases in volume. A typical example is the swelling of Na-bentonite when

it takes up water. Dodd.
imbrez. a. A curved tile; a pantile. Standard,
1964. b. One of the scales or partitions of
overlapping tilework or of other imbrication. Standard, 1964.

imbricate structure. The shingle structure

displayed by a series of rock slices, either
thick or thin, separated by high-angle reverse faults or thrust faults. The faults dip
toward the source of stress and the strata

usually dip in the same direction as thc

faults and at similar angles. A zone of imbricate faulting is probably always under-

lain by a sole fault, making it a decollement; and it may be overlain by a lowangle thrust. The terms schuppengructure,
distributive faulting, and shingle-block

structure have been applied to the same

layer (soil horizon A). The action occurs
in humid climates. A.G.I.
ilmenite; menaccanite; titanic iron ore. An

feature. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
Imhoff tank. A two-storied tank in which sewage is subjected to fermentation, forming

iron-black mineral, FeO.TiOs; streak, black
to brownish-red; submetallic luster; some-

drawn off to be dried, having become in-

times with some replacement of iron by

magnesium or manganese. Resembles mag-

netite in appearance but is readily distinguished by feeble magnetic character. Spc-

cific gravity, 4.5 to 5; Mohs' hardness, 5

to 6. Found in the United States (New

York, Florida, North Carolina, Virginia, ,
California, Wyoming, and Arkansas), Can-;

ada, Sweden, U.S.S.R., and India. Also,
made synthetically. Used in ceramics. CCD
6d, 1961.

ilmenite norite. A 4orite (an igneous rock

composed mainly of hypersthene and labradorite) containing a high percentage of
ilmenitc, ranging from 20 to 80 percent in
different parts of the rock mass. Holmes,
1928.

ilmenitite. A. rock composed almost entirely
of ilmenite. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
ilmenorutile. A black titanium oxide containing iron in the form of ferrous titanate, ni-

obate, and tantalate. crystallizes in the

tetragonal system. C.M.D. A variety of rutile with colubium in greater quantity than
tantalum. Crosby, p. 132.
ilsemannite. Described as a blue-black to
black cryptocrystalline, water-soluble mineral, Mo02.4MoOs. Dana 6d, p. 202.

&site; Hevrite; yenite. A mineral, CaAk-

(5i207) (OH)1.H20, occurring in prisms,
with prismatic faces vertically striated; or..
thorhombic; columnar or compact massive;

fracture uneven; brittle; luster, submetallic; iron-black or dark grayish-black color;
streak, black inclining to green or brown;
opaque. Dana 17.

1M Abbreviation for Imperial measure. Web-

ster 3d.

2d. b. Mixture of metallic and earthen

image furnace. Apparatus for the production
of a very high temperature in a small space

substances. Webster 2d.
Mite. A silicate of potassium, aluminum' irw.
and , magnesium with water, 21L0.3(Mg,Fe)0.8(AI,Fe)s0s.24SiOs.12H10; gray,
light green, or yellowish-brown' color. A

(arc-image furnace) by means of mirrors
and/or lenses. Such furnaces have been
used for the preparation and study of some

general term for the clay-mineral con-

immature topography

by focusing the radiation from the sun
(solar furnace) or frOm an electric arc
special ceramics. Dodd.

methane gas. The sludge settles and is

offensive. Ham.

-imine. Suffix describing the radical
greater than nitrogen-hydrogen. The -irnide
has replaced two hydroxyls, and the -imine
two hydrogens. Pryor, 3.
- imine. See -imide. Pryor, 3.

imitation cameo. See cameo. Shipley .
imitation doublet. See doublet. Shipley.
imitation Foil back. See Foil back. Shipley.
imitation lacquer back. See lacquer back.
Shipley.

imitations; imitation stones. a. In the broadest sense, any material other than genuine
gem material. A genuine stone that imitates a more desirable one is sometimes
called its imitation; preferably its substitute. Shipley. b. Specifically, glass, plastic,
or other amorphous substitutes or reproductions as distinguished from synthetic
and reconstructed stones (which are crystalline) and from genuine assembled stones

(portions of which are crystalline). See

also reproduction simulated stone. Shipley.

hnitation star sapPhire. See star doublet.
Shipley.

imitation stones. Materials such as glass or
the plastics which may resemble genuine
stones in color and appearance but differ

from them in composition and

physical

properties. Anderson.
imitation triplet. See triplet. Shipley.
Imlay table. See end-bump table. Fay.
See Institution of Mining ar.d Metallurgy. Pryor, 3.
immature conglomerate. A conglomerate
composed of unsorted or poorly sorted debris and much unstable material. A.G.1.
immature lignite. A more or less descriptive
term commonly, and to some extent indiscriminately, used in coal literature to apply to low rank types of lignite. A.G.I.

immature soil. A soil in which erosion exceeds the rate at which the soil develops

downward. A.G.I.
Immature topography. See youth. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

immediate roof
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immediate roof. Lowest layer or layers of
rock ;rnmediately above an underground
opening. BuMines Bull. 587, 1960, p. 2.

impact factor. The factor of from 1 to 2 by

See also roof ; nether roof.
immersed bog. A bog which increases by various plant accumulations and growths un-

der water. Compare emerged bog. Standard, 1964.

immersion cup. An accessory for a gemmological microscope containing a liquid of
high refractive index and designed to eliminate reflections from highly polished
facets and thus to expedite the observation
of determinative ino!usions. Shipley.

immersion method. A te:rr, applied by min,erologists to the method of determining the
refractive index of a substance by observing it in various liquids. See also Becke
method. Shipley.
immersion objective. Oil-immersion lens used

in microscopy to concentrate more light

on the object under examination. Pryor, 3.
immiscible. Pertaining to substances that do
not mix; for example, oil and water. Bateman.

immiscibility. Separation into two phases
(specifically two liquid phases). VV.
I.M.M. screen scale. See Institution of Mining and Metallurgy screen scale. Pryor, 3.
imp. A tremendous impulse of energy shot

through the sea for ocean floor mining
purposes. The wave shock can be as power-

ful as a good-sized block of TNT. Hy.
impact. Collision between bodies the velocity

therefore should be specified. ASM Gloss.

1964. b. A combination of different mate-

which the weight of a moving load is multiplied in order to calculate its full effect

ment; said of porcelain, etc. Standard,

on the structural design of a floor or

bridge. Ham.
impact grinding. Shattering of particles by
direct fall upon them of crushing bodies.
Pryor, 4.
impact idler. A carrying idler in which the
rolls and/or its mounting are designed
to reduce the impact shock on the conveyor belting due to the loading of material. NEMA MB1-1961.

impactite. Vesicular, glassy to finely crystalline material produced where a meteor has

struck the earth; it consists of meteoric
material and slag. A.G.I. Supp.
impact load. A force delivered by a blow as
opposed to a force applied gradually and
maintained over a long period. Long.
impact loss. The head losi as a result of the
impact of particles of water; included in
and scarcely distinguishable from eddy
loss. Seelye, 1.

impact mill. A crushing unit in which a

rapidly moving rotor projects the charged
material against steel plates; impact mills
find use in the size-reduction of such materials as feldspar, perlite, etc. Compare
disintegrator; hammer mill. Dodd.
impact pressing. A process for forming refractory shapes, in which the ground particles of refractory material are packed

of one or both being changed. In direct
impact, the
.ocity of the moving bodies
is perpend. ar to the bodies at the point
of contact fhe impact coefficient, known

cloefgy together by rapid vibration. HW.
impact resisunce. A mearure of the capacity
of a substance to withstand shock or im-

two bodies after impact to the same differences before impact. Ham.

impact roll. An idler roll covered with a
resilient material or pneumatic tire to

as the coefficient of restriction, is the ratio
between the differences of velocities of the

impact breakers. The impact breaker or double impeller breaker uses the energy contained in falling stone, plus the power imparted by the massive impellers for com-

plete stone reduction. Rock fed into the
breaker falls directly onto the impellers,
which weigh up to 614 tons, and rotate
away from each other, turning up and outward, at speeds from 250 to 1,000 revolutions per minute, depending on the desired
size of finished product. The stone, driven
against breaker bars for further reduction,
is shattered in midair, and tremendous

force imparted to the fragments. These

pieces are sent crashing against steel breaker bars mounted in specific positions around

the breaking chamber or other rocks hurtling through t:.. chamber, for further reduction, without the use of extra horsepower. The stone falls again onto the
impellers to repeat the cycle until reduction is complete. Size is controlled by
impeller speeds and the vertical and hori-

zontal spacing ot impeller bars. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, Sec. B, p. 25.
impact cast. Cast of mr:king produced by
object striking

the mud bottom. The

steeply raised end of impact casts are always oriented downcurrent. Essentially
same as prod cast. See also bounce cast ;
skip cast. Pettijohn.

impact crusher. Machine in which ore is

broken by sharp blows. See also hammer

mill. Pryor, 3.
impact energy; impact value. The amount of

energy required to fracture a material,

usually measured by means of an Izod or

Charpy test. The type of specimen and
testing conditions affect the values and

impermeable

pact. The unit of measurement is frequently given by the Izod number. See
also Izod test. Mall.

absorb the shock of loading material onto
the conveyor belt and so minimize damage
to belt and belt idlers. NEMA MB1-1956.

impact screen. One in which the loaded
screen is so suspended that it can be caused

to swing or rock forward until it is ab-

ruptly checked on hitting a stop. Pryor, 3.
impact slag. Glassy material produced mainly

by the melting of local sediment or rock
where a meteorite has struck the earth.
A.G.I. Supp.
impact strength. Same as impact energy.
ASM Gloss.

impact test. a. A test to determine the be-

havior of materials when subjected to high

rates of loading, usually in bending, tension, or torsion. The quantity measured is

the energy absorbed in breaking the speci1112A by a single blow, as in the Charpy or
Izod tests. ASM Gloss. b. An efficiency test

made to determine the resistance of a

ceramic sw-face to chipping when a steel

weight is dropped on the object one or
more times, from known heights, until

breakage to the base metal occurs. Enam.
Dict. c. A method of determining the re-

sistance of a ceramic article to fracture
upon the application of a dynamic phys-

ical shock. ACSG, 1963.
impact toughness test. This method involves

determining the impact toughness of a
rock by dropping a weight from succes-

sively greater heights until such a height
is reached that the specimen is fractured.
Lewis, p. 574.

impalpable. Extremely fine, so that no grains

or grit can be felt. Webster, 3d.
impastation. a. In ceramics, the act or process

of converting into paste. Standard,

A-3.) 11P

rials baked together or united by a ce1964.

impasto. Color thickened with an appropri-

ate vehicle applied in relief on the raw

clay before firing. C.T.D.
impedance. The total opposition offered to
the flow of an alternating current. It may
consist of any combination of resistance,
inductive reactance or capacitive reactance. It is expressed in ohms, and its symbol is Z. Hy.
impeller. Rotating member of centrifugal
pump, which receives inflowing water or
ore pulp at or near its center and accelerttes it radially to the periphery, where it
is

discharged

with the

kinetic energy

(initial + added) needed to carry it

through the pumping system. An open impeller is

a disc with projecting vanes

which grip the pi sufficiently to urge it
along. A closed impeller has hollow compartments formed by vanes between side
plates. Impellers are also used to aerate

and mix pulps in flotation cells, leach

tanks and mixing vats. Pryor, 3.
impeller diameter. This dimension usually
determines the size ating of similar fans.
The diameter va.... the quantity as the
square but has no effect on head. Hartman, p. 177.
Impenetrable substance. A stratum that cannot be drilled through. Williams.
imperfect combustion. A term meaning that
not all of the fuel is oxidized to its highest
.

degree; for example, if carbon monoxide is
formed instead of carbon dioxide. Newton,
P. 246.

imperfect frame. A structural frame with

fewer members than are required to make
it stable. Ham.
Imperfection. A trade term used to refer to

an inclusion or faulty structure of any
End which is visible to the eye whether
observed with or without the aid of a
magnifier. Shipley.

Imperfection detector. An instrument designed especially for the detection of imperfections in fashioned diamonds, but
equally useful in observing the nature of
inclusions in fashioned, transparent, col-

ored stones. Shipley.
Imperial jade. A semitransparent. variety of
jadeite closely approximating gem emerald
in color. Also called gem jade. Hess.
imperial Mexican jade. Green-dyed calcite.
Shipley.

Imperial screen. An oscillating or vibrating
screen on which the ore is thrown upward,
as well as moved forward on the screen.
Liddell 2d, p. 301.
Imperial yellow porcelain. A Chinese hard
porcelain having a uniform yellow glaze,
originally made exclusively for the Imperial family and others connected with
the court. Standard, 1964.
imperial yu-stone. Green aventurine quartz.
Shipley.

Impermeability factor. The ratio between the

amount of rain which runs off a surface
and that which falls upon it. This ratio
enables runoff to be calculated. See also

Lloyd Davies formula. Ham.
Impermeable. a. Having a texture that does
not permit water to move through it perceptibly under the head differences ordinarily found in subsurface water. Synonym
for impervious. A.G.I. b. A pottery body
(paste) becomes impermeable by applica-

tion of sufficient heat, which melts the

impermeable
fluxes contained in the body, thus dosing
the pores, and transforming a porous per-

meable body into a vitrified nonporous
body. Rosenthal.

impermeable rocks. Those which bar further
descent of surface water. Pryor, 3.
impervious. a. Impassable ; applied to impermeable strata, such as clays, shales,

etc., which will not permit the penetration of water petroleum, or natural gas.

Fay. b, Applied to a bed or a stratum

through which water will not move under
ordinary hydrostatic pressure. Fay. c, In
hydrology, it is applied to a rock that does

not admit the passage of water or other

liquid under the pressures and conditions
usually found in subsurface water. Impervious rock may be of two kinds: porous,
like clay, or nonporous, like massive unbroken granite. In the first case, the pores
are too small to admit water to pass ex-

cept by very slow capillary creep. Al-

though pores are necessary for permeability, they must be of fairly large size and
be interconnected to allow free and continuous passage of solutions. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955. d. That degree of vitrifica-

tion evidenced visually by complete reistance to dye penetration. ASTM C2426u. See also nonvitreous; semivitreous;
vitreous.

impervious bed. Geologically, one which pre-

vents infiltration downward of meteoric
water, or alternatively, which caps pervious rocks, therefore, preventing uprise of
water, crude oil or gas. Pryor, 3.
imperviousness. That quality or condition of
a material that minimizes percolation.
Seelye, 1.

Impervious rock. As the term is use,' in hydrology, an impervious rock is one that

does not admit the passage of water or
other liquid under the pressures and conditions usually found in subsurface water.
Impervious rocks may be of two kinds:

porous like clay or nonporous, like massive
unbroken granite. In the first case, the

pores are too small to admit water to pass
except by very slow capillary creep. Although pores are necessary for permeability, they must be of fairly large size and
be interconnected so as to allow free and
continuous passage for solutions. Stokes
and Varnes, 1055.
impinge. To strike upon a surface, to press
against. Mersereau, 4th, p. 414.
impinger. Dust sampling apparatus into
which a measured volume of dusty mine
air is drawn through a jet in such a way
as to strike a wetted ghss plate, to which
dust particles adhere. Pryor, 3.
implosion. A bursting inward; sudden collapse; opposite of explosion. Standat4,
1964.

implosion weapon. A device in which a
quantity of fissionable material, less than a

critical mass at ordinary pressure, has its
volume suddenly reduced by compression
(this is accomplished by using conven-
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ineaadescent

near a borehole the water, drill cuttings,
etc., ejected therefrom. Long.
impounding dam. One in which tailings are
collected and settled; also, a water-storage
dam. Pryor, 3.
impounding reservoir. A reservoir which
stores water from a wet season to a dry
one, as distinct from a service reservoir.
Ham.
impregnated. a. Timber impregnated with
various fluids to enable it better to resist
the decomposing influences of the atmosphere. Crispin. b. A metallic material in
which fragments of diamond or other hard
substances (in unflocculated distribution)
are intermixed and embedded. See also
impregnated bit. Long. c. Said of rock,
fabrics, or other bodies, the pores of

to the imprest. Pryor, 3.
improved dial; telescopic dial. A miner's dial

which are more or less filled with extraneous materials, such as oil, tar, resins, rubber, etc. Long. d, Containing metallic
minerals scattered or diffused throughout
the mass. Properly used in referring to the

country rock containing a disseminated
metallic mineral, or minerals, similar to
those in the vein. Weed, 1922.
impregnated bit. A sintered, powder-metal
matrix bit with fragmented bort or whole
diamonds of selected screen sizes uniformly distributed throughout the entire
crown section. As the matrix wears down,
new, sharp diamond points, are exposed;
hence, the bit is used until the crown is

consumed entirely. Long.
impregnated-tape metal-arc welding. An arcwelding process wherein coalescence is pro-

duced by heating with an electric arc be-

tween a metal electrode and the work.
Shielding is obtained from decomposition

of an impregnated tape wrapped around
the electrode as it is fed to the arc. Pressure is not used and filler metal is obtained from the electrode. Coal Age, v.
66, No. 3, Mar. 1961, p. 92.
impregnated timber. Timber Which has been

treated to make it either flame-resistant
or to protect it from destruction by fungi

and insects. Cover boards used with steel
arches are often vacuum/pressure impregnated with a flame-retardant preservative
for safety and to comply with the flameproofing requirements of the Coal Mines
Act covering escape roadways. Nelson.

impregnation. a. The treatment of porous
castings with a sealing medium to stop

pressure leaks. ASM Gloss. b. The process
of filling the cores of a sintered compact,

usually with a liquid such as a lubricant.
ASM Gloss. c. The process of mixing particles of a nonmetallic substance in a matrix of metal powder, as in diamondimpregnated tools. ASM Gloss. d. An ore
deposit consisting of the country rock impregnated with ore and u:ually without
definite boundaries. Fay. e. Preservation
of mine timber by soaking it in creosote,
zinc chloride, or other chemicals. Pryor, 3.
impression block. A bell-shaped or hollow,

tubular device filled with wax or other

in which a telescope replaces the usual

sighting vanes. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.
Improved paragon. Trade name for nonro-

tating wire rope of 18 x 4 over 3 x 24

construction. Ham.

improvement. An artificial change of the
physical condition of the earth in, upon,

or so reasonably near the mining claim as
to evidence a desire to discover mineral
therein or to facilitate its extraction, and
in all cases the alteration must be permanent in character. Ricketts, I.
improving. See softening. C.T.D.
impsonite. A variety of asphaltic pyrobitumen, similar to albertite; black in color,
with a black streak; specific gravity, 1.10
to 1.25 and fixed carbon 50 to 90 percent.
Found in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Michigan,
Nevada; South America. CCD 6d, 1961.
impulse. a. A force communicated suddenly;
the effect of an impelling force; a thrust;
a push. Fay. b. A unidirectional flow of
current of nonrepeated wave form, that is,
it consists of a transient and a component

of 0 frequency which is greater tk..in 0.
C.T.D. c. An electrical disturbance whose

duration is short in relation to the time
scale of interest, and whose initial and

final values are the same. NCB.
impulse turbine. a. A water turbine, such as

the Pelton wheel, in which the driving
force is provided more by the speed of the

water than by a fall in its pressure. See
also reaction turbine. Ham. b. A tuLjine

in which the steam is expanded in a series
of stationary nozzles which it leaves at a
very high velocity, perhaps 4,000 feet per
second, and then gives up its kinetic
energ 5.

to blades or buckets attached to

the revolving disk that furnishes the power.

Mason, v. 2, p. 369.

impurities. Elements or compounds, the presence of which is undesired in a material.
ASM Gloss.
impurity; contaminant. Any undesirable substance not normally present in air or present in an excessive amount. Impurities
which find their way into the ai :. can
produce either chemical or physical vitia-

tion of the air. Hartman, p. 15.

in Abbreviation for inch. BuMin Style Guide,
p. 60.

in Eng. When a stall or other working place
in a mine is blocked up with fallen roof,

etc., it is said to be in, or to have come
in. Fay.

In Chemical symbol for indium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.
inalterable. Unaffected by the action of light

or air; applied to painted porcelain, faience, or enamel, the colors of which have
been fired. Standard, 1964.

inaurate. a. Having a golden luster. Standard, 1964. b. Covered with gold, gilded.
Standard, 1964.
inbond. Laid with its length across the
thickness of a wall; said of a brick or of a

tional explosives) so that it becomes super-

water-resistant plastic materials, which is

critical and a nuclear explosion can take

lowered onto an article resting on the

place. L&L.
imported coal. Coal coming from a foreign
country. B.S. 3552, 1962.

bottom of a borehole. The plastic material molds itself about the lost article, and

inby. a. Eng. Toward the working face, or
interior, of the mine; away from the shaft

by inspecting the impression so formed
the driller can determine which fishing
tool is best fitted to recover the lost arti-

or entrance; from Newcastle coalfield. Also
called in-over; inbye; inbyeside. Fay. b. In

the like. Pay. b. A reservoir, for impounding. Webster 3d. Used in connection with
the storage of tailings from ore-dressing

cle. Long.
imprest account. One in which payments are
made from a sum set aside to deal with a
specified matter, the exact amount therefore, disbursed being periodically returned

impound. a. To collect (water) as by damming a stream for irrigation purposes, or

plants and hydraulic mines. Fay. c. To
collect in a reservoir 'or sump provided

long stone. Standard, 1964.

a direction toward the face oi the entry
from the point indicated as the base or

starting point. Rice, George S. c. The direction from a haulage way to a working
face. C.T.D. d. Opposite of outby. B.C.I.
incandescent. Made luminous by heat; white

or glowing with heat. Standard, 1964.
incarbonization. Same as coalification. Tomkeieff, 1954.

horizontal plane. Fay. b. Angle between
the direction of the magnetic field and the
horizontal plane. Schieferdecker.

inclinator. Instrument to determine the inclination of the magnetic field. Schiefer-

Inca rose. Rhodochrosite. Shipley.
Inca stone. Pyrite. Shipley.

incendive spark. An incendive spark is an
electric spark of sufficient intensity to ig-

nite flammable material. ASA M2.1-1963.
ince peat. Eng. Term used in Lancashire for
mud peat. Tomkeieff, 1954.
inch. Twelve inches = 1 foot; 2.54001 centimeters. Symbol, ". Pryor, 3.
inches of pressure. The height in inches of a
column of water or of mercury as a measure of hydrostatic \ pressure. Standard,
1964.

inching. See jogging. Pit and Quarry, 53rd,
Sec. D, p. 13.
inching starter. In one form, electrical gear
which allows power to be applied gently
to a stationary ball mill so as to avoid a
high starting strain. The mill is said to be
inched over as it begins slowly to rotate.
Pryor, 3.
inch, miner's. See miner's inch. C.T.D.
inch of water. A unit of pressure equivalent
to 0.036136 pound per square inch. Strock,
10.

inch pennyweights. In valuation of gold
lodes, the product of the width of the exposure of ore, measured normal to the
containing host rock, and the assay value
in pennyweights of a true sample of the
ore, cut evenly along the measured line.

In evaluation of ore tonnages in base-

metal mining, the equivalent measurement
is the assay-foot or similar convenient combination across the exposed lode. Abbreviation, in. dwt. Pryor, 3.

inch-pound. The work done in raising

incline man
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incandescent

1

pound 1 inch; a unit of work or of energy.
Abbreviation, in lb. Standard, 1964.
inch ton. A unit of energy equal to that required to lift 1 ton 1 inch high. Osborne.
incidental vein. See secondary vein. Nelson.
incident light; incident ray. That which

strikes the surface or enters a stone, as
distinguished from the light which has
subsequently entered the stone and, in
most cases, been refracted or reflected.

decker.

incline. a. A shaft not vertical; usually on
the clip of a vein. See also slope. Fay. b.
Any inclined plane, whether above or beneath the surface; usually applied to selfacting planes above ground, as in the bituminous coalfields. Fay. c. A sloping tunnel
along which rails are laid from one level to
another; a mechanically worked inclined
haulageway in a coal mine. C.T.D. d. A
slanting shaft. Gordon. e. In mines, an in-

clined drift driven upwards at an angle

from the horizontal. Fraenkel. f. An opening driven up or down the pitch. Hudson.
incline bogie. Scot. A wheeled carriage for
inclines, constructed with

a horizontal

platform so that cars can be run on it and
be conveyed up and down the incline or
slope. Fay.

inclined bedded formation. Any bedded formation of rock where the dip of the bedding planes is greater than 100. BuMines
Bull. 587,1960, p. 2.
inclined bedding. A type of bedding appearing commonly in sandy deposits. the strata,
essentially intraformational, dip in the
direction of the current flow. Synonym for
crossbedding; cross lamination; current
bedding. A.G.I.
inclined borehole. A borehole drilled at an
angle from the vertical not exceeding 45°.
Nelson.
inclined cableway. A monocable cableway in
which the track cable has a slope of about

1 in 4 over its whole length, sufficiently

steep to allow the carrier to run down

incipient fusion. The beginnings of fusion.
Mersereau, 4th, p. 235.
indpient joint. See closed joint.
incipient vitrification. Initial formation of
glass within a ceramic body. VV.

incise. To cut lines or characters into the

surface of; to engrave. Kinney.
incised. Decorated by cutting or indenting
the ware surface. ASTM C242-60T.
incised meander. An intrenched winding or

bend of a river, which results from renewed downcutting in a period of re-

juvenation. Synonym for entrenched meander. C.T.D.
incised ware. Pottery decorated with
scratches; graffito. Standard, 1964.
inclination. a. The angular dip of a vein, a
bed, etc., measured in degrees from the

frame, and can handle loaded or empty
cars to annd from the two levels. Nelson.
inclined tube manometer. A manometer in

which one of the limbs (the reservoir) of the

U-gage is many times larger than the

cross-sectional area of the other limb (the
inclined tube). This causes the movement
of the fluid, when a small differential pressure is applied, to take place mainly along

the tube. Inclined gages usually have a
range of up to 2 inches water gage and

can be read to 0.01 or 0.001 inch de-

pendent upon scale graduation. Roberts,
p. 26.
inclined U-gage. When a gage of the U-type
is set at an incline, a change of level 11
associated with a larger travel of liquid in
the tube. The inclined U-tube gage using

paraffin oil as the gaging liquid is the most

suitable form of manometer for use in
ventilation pressure investigations at a

mine. It consists of an ordinary U-gage
fixed to a plate of known inclination to
angle of, inclination may be varied. These
gages aie fitted with attachments so that

inclined fold. A fold, the axial plane of

inclined magnetic polarization. Only at magnetic poles, is earth's field vertical. At

oil, or solid fuel. Ham.

track. The cars are held upright in a

p. 487. Also called angle drilling.

come completely burned. Webster 3d.
incineration. Burning; ignition; reduction to
ashes. Bennett 2d, 1962.
incinerator. A furnace for the destruction of
refuse. It may be fired by electricity, gas,
incinerator, radioactive waste. See BOMAEC30.
incipient fires. See heatings.

decking level on the opposite side rail

the horizontal. Sometimes the gage is

incident ray. See incident light.

Incinerate. To cause to burn to ashes; to
consume by or as if by fire; to be or be-

level to another on a steep slope. Also

called inclined railroad operator; tramway
operator. D.O.T. 1.
inclined-rock-dump hoistman. See dump
hoistman. D.O.T. 1.
inclined shaft. See incline, a. Fay.
inclined traverser. A traverser which moves
mine cars laterally and vertically by traveling on an inclined plane. It is sometimes
used at the pit bottom for the transfer of
cars from a higher decking level to a lower

under its own weight. Ham.

inclined drilling. Drilling blastholes at an
angle from the vertical. Woodruff, v. 3,
which is not vertical. A.G.I. Supp.
inclined gage. A common type of gage used
with the pitot tube. A straight glass tube
with connections at each end is mounted
in an inclined position on an aluminum

Shipley.

inclined railway operator. In metal mining,
one who operates the machinery which
drives the haulage cable along a power incline railway used for hauling cars, supplies, men, and materials to and from one

frame and a scale is placed under the
tube. In place of water, a colored oil is
used, and the scale is graduated to read
directly in inches of water. Lewis, pp.
717-718.

other places it makes an angle with the

vertical that increases with distance from

the poles until it becomes 90° at the
magnetic equator. In United States and

Canada inclination is never less than 60°,

but even this small departure from the
vertical may have to be taken into account in the interpretation of magnetic

profiles. Bureau of Mines Staff.
inclined plane. a. A natural or artificial slope
used for facilitating the ascent, descent, or

transfer from one level to another of

vehicles or other objects. Standard, 1964.
See also incline, b. Fay. b. A slope used
to change the direction and speed-power
ratio of a fcrce. Nichols.
inclined polarization. Polarization which is

inclined to the linear dimensions of a

magnetized body, or to the plumb line or
the horizon. A.G.I.

inclined railroad operator. See inclined railway operator. D.O.T. 1.
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mounted on a hinged plate so that the

they can easily be mounted on tripods.
Roberts, I, pp. 25-26.
inclined water gage. A sensitive form of water gage, giving readings of greater accuracy. It consists of a glass U-tube of
uniform 1/4-inch-diameter bore with limbs

about 20 inches in length, the ends being
bent over for attachment to rubber tubing. The U-tube is mounted on a wooden
base and a graduated scale in inches and
tenths or centimeters and millimeters fixed
underneath the two limbs. The wooden
base carrying the ii-tube is inclined at a
small angle to the horizontal. An angle of
1 in 10 gives a ten-to-one magnification
of the readings. The water gage is fixed

on the leveling stage of a #%eodolite or

dumpy tripod. It is used mainly for ventilation sui .eys. Nelson.

incline engine. A stationary haulage engine
at the top of an incline. C.T.D.
incline hole; inclined hole. Same as angle
hole. Long.

incline man. In anthracite

coal mining,

bituminous coal mining, metal mining, a
laborer who controls the movement of cars
on a self-acting incline (loaded car going

down one track pulls cmpty cars up on
other), hooking cable to loaded or empty
, cars, starting them down the incline, and
applying brake to cable drum by a lever
to control their speed of descent. Also
called dilly boy; drum runner; monitor
operator; plane man; wheel
D.O.T. I. Also called jinnier.

runner.

incline repairman

index contour
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incline repairman. In anthracite coal mining,
bituminous coal mining, one who oils,

greases, repairs, and replaces pulleys or
rollers which support the cable on a haulage slope or plane (incline) underground
and at the mine surface. Also called incline trackman; rolley man. D.O.T. 1.
incline shaft. A shaft sunk at an inclination

from the vertical usually following the dip
of a lode. It canot use cages but a skip or
carriage traveling on rails. dee also turned
vertical shaft; underlay shaft. Nelson.
incline trackman. See incline repairman.
D.O.T. 1.
inclinometer. a. A dipping compass. Standard, 1964. b. An instrument for measuring
the inclination or slope, as of the ground;
synonym for clinometer. Standard, 1964.
c. An instrument for measuring the dip of
a drill hole, vein, etc. Compare clinometer.
d. Sometimes used as a synonym for
Thompson clinometer. Long.

included angle. a. Either of the two angles
formed at the station by the intersection
of the two survey lines. Mason, v. 2, pp.

the temperature limits of a standard fire
test of not less than 2/2 hours duration.
Materials which continue to burn after
this time period are termed combustible.
ACSG. c. See noncombustible.ACSG, 1963.

incombustible matter in dust. The material

in dust which will not burn under any

condition. In analysis this is usually re-

ported as moisture and ash. Rice, George S.

incompatible minerals. Two or more minerals which, under the specified condi-

in an igneous rock; a xenolith. Fay. c.

Specifically, a particle of nonmetallic mate-

terial retained in a solid metal. Such inclusions are generally oxides, sulfides, or
silicates of one or the other of the component metals of dim alloy, but may also
be particles of refractory materials picked

up from the furnaces or ladle

lining.

C.T.D.

inclusion, fluid. During the crystallization of
minerals, or during recrystallization fol-

lowing fracturing, small portions of the

fluids present may become trapped within
the mineral grains. Most of these fluid inclusions are small (0.001 to 0.01 millimeter
in diameter) and frequently contain a
small bubble of a gaseous phase in addition
to the liquid (usually hydrous) phase.
A.G.I.
inclusions. a. A term applied to crystals and

anhedra of one mineral involved in an-

other; and to fram nts of one rock in-

closed in another, as when a volcanic flow
picks up portions of its conduit. Bureau of
Mines Stall. b. Particles of foreign matter,
solid, liquid, or gaseous, enclosed within a
gem stone. The nature of such inclusions
provides a powerful clue to the origin of a
stone, and enables natural stones to be dis-

tinguished from their synthetic counter-

parts. Anderson.
incoalation a. The process of coal formation
which begins after peat formation is completed without there being any sharp
boundary between the two processes. From
the German inkohlung. A.G.I. b. Same as
coalification. Tomkeie$ 1954.
incoherent. Loose, unconsolidated; commCnly

applied to recent sediments. Stokes and
Varnes,'1955.

.

incombustible. a. Applies to substances that
will not burn. Mersereau, '4th, p. 210. b.
Any building material which containd no
matter subject to rapid oxidation within

ster 3d. c. A coating of foreign matter.
Gordon. d. A method of ornament that
consists

in applying or in inlaying one

(usually a finer) material upon another,

as colored marbles, mosaics, lacquers, _or
enamels upon wood, stone, or metal; also

bining sufficient firmness and flexibility to

transmit a thrust and to lift a load by

bending; consequently, admitting only the

deformation of flowage. See also com-

petent, a.

St,dard,

1964.

b. Soft or

fects the layout of the sprocket tooth

Any size fragment of another rock enclosed

deposit of lime inside a steam boiler. Web-

indented bolt. An anchcr bolt with indentations forged upon it to ensure a better grip
in concrete or grout. Ham.
indented shoreline. See crenulate shoreline.

eliminated, for example, quartz and any
unsaturated minerals, such as nepheline,
olivine, etc. A.G.I.
incompetent. a. Applied to strata, a formation, a rock, or a rock structure nct com-

incompetent bed. A bed that, in a particular
case of folding, has yielded to the lateral
pressure by plastic adjustment and flow.

substance, or a minute cavity filled with
gas or liquid enclosed in a crystal. Fay. b.

anything upon or within a body, as a

or more of the original minerals were

to form a new phase or phases until one

744-745. b. The angle formed between the
inward-sloping faces of a concave face non-

form. J&M.
inclusion. a. A crystal, a fragment of another

Bernewitz. b. A crust or hard coating of

the material so applied..Standard, 1964.
indented bars. A special type of steel reinforcing bars for concrete, having a series
of indentations and ridges which increase
the mechanical bond with the concrete.

tions, would, at equilibrium, react together

fragmented rocks in which an opening,
such as a borehole or an underground
working place, cannot be maintained unless artificially supported by casing, ce-

coring bit. Long. c. For silent chains, the
angle included between the outer surfaces
of the link plate contours. This angle af-

incrustation. a. A crust or a coating on a rock,
such as carnotite forms on sandstone. Von

menting, or timbering. Long.

This may result in the bedding being

See also helical reinforcement. Ham.

Schieferdecker.

indenting. In structural brickwork, the omission of a suitable series of bricks so that
recesses are left into which any future
work can be bonded. Dodd.

einlenting roller. A roller having a raised
pattern cast on its surface which, when
rolled over hot asphalt, produces a nonslip texture. Ham.

indention hardness. The resistance of a material to indentation. This is the usual type

of hardness test, in which a pointed or

thrown into complex structures or in the

rounded indenter is pressed into a surface
under a substantially static load. ASM

fracture cleavage. The bed tends to thicken towards the hinges, and to thin in the

Independent. Nongelatinous permissible explosive; used in mining. Bennett 2d, 1962.

competent bed.
incompetent folding. See flow folding. A.G.I.

tions, one who exercises independent control over the mode and method by which
he produces the results demanded by the
contract. Ricketts I.
Independent-Gel. Gelatinous permissible explosive; used in mining. Bennett 2d, 1962.

development of more regular internal
structures, particularly drag folds and

limbs, of the folds. Challinor. See also

incomplete combustion. A term applied to
combustion in which all of the fuel is not
burned; for example, leaving unburned

carbon in ashes. Newton, p. 246.
incomplek: ripples. A term used to describe
isolated crests of ripple mark. Also called
starved ripples. Pettijohn.
incongruent melting. Dissociation of a compound upon heating, with the formation of
another compound and a liquid of different composition from the original compound. HW.
incongruent melting point. The temperature
at which a solid phase changes into another

solid phase plus a liquid, both having a

composition that differs from the original
solid. Also called the peritectic point.
A.G.I.
inconsequent stream. A stream whose drain-

Gloss.

independent contractor. In mining opera-

independent Subsidence. The condition in
sedimentation in which each floc or par-

ticle settles freely; that is, its movement is
not influenced in any way by other flocs
or particles in suspension. Mitchell, p. 610.
independent wire rope core. This core may

be 6 by 7, 7 by 7, 6 by 19, or 7 by 19

construction and the individual wires shall

be of an appropriate grade of steel

in

accordance with the best practice and design, either bright (uncoated) galvanized,
or drawn galvanized wire. ASA MI1.1-

1960, p. 8.
inderborite. Hydrous calcium and magnesium borate mineral, CaMgR6011.11HA,

coalification and becomes a part of the
undergoing any material

as monoclinic crystals from the Inder
borate deposits, Kazakhstan. Named from
locality. See also metahydroboracite. Spencer 16, M.M., 1943.
inderite. Hydrated magnesium borate,
2Mg0.3B203.15H10, as nodular aggregates
of ackular crystals; pseudoorthorhombic.
Named from locality, Inder, Kazahkhstan,
southwest Siberia, U.S.S.R. Spencer 15,

increment. The quantity of coal or coke

indestructibility of matter. See conservation
of matter. Cooper.

age system does not appear to have any
direct relation to the structure of the un-

derlying rocks but is quite independent of
it. A.G.I.
incorporation. A process by which material
contributing to coal formation responds to
diagenetic and metamorphic agencies of
coal without

modification. See also coafification. Compare vitrinization; fusinization. A.G.I.
taken by a single operation of the sampling

instrument. B.S. 1017, 1960, Pt. I.
Incrop. A former outcrop concealed by
younger .unconformable

deposits.

B.S.

3618, 1964, sec. 5.
incrustate. To coat various objects with calcium carbonate or another precipitate.
Schieferdecker.
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indestructibility of matter law. See law of
indestructibility of matter.

index. To divide into equal marked parts,
such as quadrants or degrees of a circle.
'Long.

index contour. Certain contour lines (usually
every fifth contour) accentuated by a
heavier line than the intervening contour

index contour
lires and the elevation of which, or other
value, is indicated by figures along its
course. A.G.I.

index error. The error in an observed angle
due to: (1) lack of parallelism between
the line of sight and the axis of the telescope level; (2) displacement (lack of ad-

justment) of the vertical vernier and/or
(3) for a transit having a fixed vertical
vernier, inclination of the vertical axis.
Urquhart, Sec. 1, p. 27.

index feed (cylindrical grinding). An ar-

rangement by which the mount of infeed is

indicated on a dial. On most machines,

the reference is to the diameter of the
work; sometimes to the radius. ACSG,
1963.

hide: fossil. A fossil whkh, because of its
wide geographic distribution and restricted
time range, can be used to identify and to

date the strata or the succession of strata

in which it occurs. Synonym for guide
fossil. A.G.I.

index glass. See sextant. Ham.
hide: level. The level which a sound would

have at a point one yard from the point
of its apparent origin, assuming such a
point to exist, if it were generated at this
apparent source point but produced the

same effect at distant points as the effects
it actually does produce. Hy.

index mark. a. A mark carried from the
clinometer to each successive drill rod

when the bearing of an inclined borehole
is required, where a Maas or other magnetic compass device cannot be used because of local magnetism. Long. b. The
mark on a Hall-Rowe wedge by means of

which the wedge may be oriented in a
specific compass direction. Long.

index mineral. A mineral, the first appearance of which in passing from lower to
higher grades of metamorphism or the reverse, marks the outer limit of the zone
in question. A.G.I.

hide: of face concentration. See face concentration. Nelson.

index of geographical concentration. See
geographical concentration. Nelson.

index of liquidity. This is found by the formula :

Watcr content of test sample

Water content at plastic limit
Index of plasticity
This gives a value of 100 percent for clay
at the liquid limit, and zero at the plastic
limit, and is the reverse of the consistency
index. Ham.
index of overall concentration. See overall
concentration. Nelson.

index of physiological effed. A method
which is based on heart rate for relating
the heat stress of a body to its environ-

ment. Roberts, I, p. 136.
hide: of plasticity. The difference between
the water content of clay at its liquid and
plastic limits showing the range ,of water
contents over which the clay is plastic.
Ham.

Index of refraction; refractive index. The
ratio of the velocity of light, or of other
radiation, in the first of two media to its
velocity in the second as it panes from
one medium into the other, the first medium usually being taken to be a vacuum
or air. Symbol, n. Webster 3d,
Index plane. The surface of any bed, dike,
or vein that may be regarded as a plane

and used as a base for measuring fault
movements.'Fay.

indicator plant
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index properties. Properties which can be

used to identify the soil type. The properties are of two kinds: (1) soil grain properties, and (2) soil aggregate properties.
See also soil classification. Nelson.

index property tests. Tests to determine ha-

dex properties which in turn serve to

identify the soil type and indicath its consistency. Nelson.

India. A remarkably fast-cutting, long-wearing oilstone made from alundum. Fay.

India cut. In lapidary work, a cut approximately in the form of a brilliant, but done
in such a way as to retain as much weight

as possible. Cut in India. Webster 2d.

India-cut stones are clumsy and are usually recut for Western markets. Fay.
indialite. A mineral, artificial MgsAltSia018,
hexagonal, distinct from orthorhombic cordierite. Also found in sediments fused by
a burning coal seam in India. Named from
locality. See also osumilite. Spencer 20,

M.M. 1955.
Indiana furnace. A simple Belgian zinc furnace in which the gas is fired under the
lowest row of retorts. Fay.

Indian agate. A name for mocha stone or
moss agate. Same as dendritic agate. Shipley.

indianaite. A white clay from Lawrence
County, Ind., composed largely of meta-

halloysite; a small amount is used in making porcelain to increase translucency.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
Indian Lutes-eye. Cymophane. Same as
chrysoberyl cat's-eye; Ceylon cat's-eye.
Shipley.
Indian-cut. A style of diamond cutting usu-

ally of Indian or other Oriental origin in
which the table is usually double the size
of the culet; such stones are generally recut for European or American require-

ments. Hess.
Indian emerald. Crackled quartz. Shipley.
Indian garnet. Almandite. Shipley.
indianite. A variety of anorthite occurring as
the gangue of corundum at the Carnatic,
India. Fay.
Indian jade. Aventurine quartz. Shipley.
Indian kyanite. Naturally occurring alumi-

num orthosilicate imported from India.

Bennett 2d, 1962.
Indian pipestone. See catlinite. Fay.
Indian Pond stone. Sharpening stones from

Indian Pond, N. H. Mersereau, 4th, p.

285.

Indian red; iron saffron. A red (maroon)

pigment, formerly consisting of a variety
of hematite imported from the East, but
now made artificially by calcining cop-

peras to obtain the red ferric oxide pig-

ment. There is no pigment, with possibly
the exception of lithopone and artificial
barium sulfate, which will approach Indian
red in fineness of grain. Also used for polishing gold, silver, and other metals. CCD
6d, 1961.
Indian tide. An Indian's right to occupancy
of land, and that right recognized by the
United States, constitutes Indian title.
Ricketts, I.
Indian topaz. 'See citrine. C.M.D.
India oilstone. See India.
India steel. A fine natural steel from southern

India made direct from the ore; wootz.

Fay.
India stone. See India;

.

calculated from indicator diagrams, as distinguished both from that which is measured by a dynan ometer and from nominal

horsepower. It ii calculated from (1) the
average pressure of the working fluid, as
shown by the indicator diagrams; (2) the
area of the piston; (3) the stroke; (4) the
number of working strokes per minute.
Standard, 1964. b. The theoretical power
output of an engine. It is determined by
the mean effective pressure of the medium

acting on the net area of the

piston

through the distance the piston travels as
the engine rotates. Brandy, 2. c. The
horsepower developed in the cylinders, that
is determined by use of an indicator gage.

It does not include engine friction losses.
Nichols.

indicated ore. Ore for which tonnage and
grade are computed partly from specific
measurements, samples, or production data

and partly from projection for a reasonable distance on geologic evidence. The

sites available for inspection, measurement,

and sampling are too widely or otherwise
inappropriately spaced to outline the ore
completely or to establish its grade
throughout. Forrester, p. 553.
indicated power. See indicated horsepower,
a. Fay.

indicator. a. An instrument for showing at
any moment the position of the cage in
the shaft. Fay. b. An apparatus for showing the presence of firedamp in mines,
the temperature of goaves, the speed of
ventilator. Fay. c. Aust. One of a group of

narrow pyritiferous seams, the intersec-

tions of which with auriferous quartz veins
of the district are usually characterized by

rich accumulations of gold. Fay. d. An

instrument used to show the pressure and
action of the steam in an engine cylinder.
Crispin. e. A substance (as dye) used to
show visually, usually by its capacity for
color change, the condition of a solution.
with respect to the presence of free acid,
alkali, or other substance (as in detectin7
the end point of a titration. Webster 3d.
f. The registering pointer of the seismograph. Schieferdecker. g. Synonym for
marker bed. See also marker, a; marker
bed. Long. h. Any instrument used to record continuously and visually revolutions
per minute, pressure, rate of flow, weight,
rate of penetratio..., depth, temperature,
etc. Long.

indicator card. a. A diagram showing the
variation of steam pressure in the cylinder

of an engine during an entire stroke or

revolution. Zern. b. A specially prepared
paper on which the diagram is drawn by a
metallic style in the piston type of indicator. C.T.D.
indkator, chemical A substance that changes
color in the presence of an acid (II+ ion)
or a base (OH- ion). API Glossary.
indicator diagram. A graphical representation of the pressure and volume changes
undergone by a fluid, while performing a
work cycle in the cylinder of an engine or
compressor, the area representing, to scale,
the work done during the cycle. C.T.D.
Indicator gage. An instrument used to record
or visually indicate quantities, etc. See also
indicator, h. Long.
indkator length. Length of mathematical
pendulum that would yield pulses equal to
those of the indicator. Schieferdecker.

indicated horsepower. a. That honepower
developed in the cylinder or cylinders of indkator plant. a. A plant that indicates by
its presence the occurrence of an element
steam, gas, or petrol engine, which is

in the 361 upon which it grows. Hawkes.
See also loc:t1 plant indicators; universal
plant indicators. Hawkes, 2, pp. 309-310.
b. A plant whose metabolism requires certain elements to sustain life (for example,
Astragalus as a selenium indicator. Ballard.
indicator, universal. Mixture of organic dyes

chosen to provide a continuous and distinctive change of color over a wide band
of pH values. Consists of a solution of
methyl orange (0.1 gram, methyl red (0.4
gram), bromothymol blue (4.0 gram),
nephtholphthalein (0.32 gram), phenol
phthalein (0.5 gram), and cresolphthalein
(1.6 gram) in 100 cubic centimeters of 70
percent alcohol. One drop of this in 10
cubic centimeters clear aqueous liquid

gives a color range through pH 3 to 12. Red
is 3; orange-red, 4; orange, 5; yellow, 6.5;

green, 8.0; bluish, 8.5; blue, 10.0; violet,
11.0; and red-violet, 12.0. Pryor, 3.
indicator vein. A vein which is not metalliferous itself, but, if followed, leads to
ore deposits. See also indicator, c. Fay.

indices of a crystal face. The numbers or

letters that define the position of a crystal

face in space with reference to a set of
chosen axes. In the Miller system of notation, the indices are the reciprocals of the
intercepts the crystal face makes with the
axes, and the reciprocals have been cleared
of fractions. C.T.D.; McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, v.
8, 1960, p. 464.

indicolite. An indigo-blue variety of tourmaline. Dana 1 7.
Indigenous. a. Originating in a specific place;

in situ. A.G.I. b. Designating rocks, minerals, or ores originating in place, as opposed to those transported from a distance.

Webster 2d.
Indigenous coal. Autochthonous coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Indigenous limonite. Limonite precipitated
within the same cavity, or group of cavities, in which thc sulfide source of the iron
formerly existed. A.G.I.
Indigo copper. Same as covellite. Fay.

indigo sapphire. Very dark blue sapphire.
Shipley.

Indirect-arc furnace. See electric furnaces for
melting and refining metals. Dodd.
Indirect-cycle reactor system. A nuclear re-

actor system in which a heat exchanger

transfers heat from, the reactor coolant to
a second fluid which then drives a turbine.
L&L.

Indirect flushing. Flushing in which the water enters the borehole around the rod and
issues upwards through the rod. Stoces, v.
1, p. 79.
Indirect beating surface. Any type of heating
surface which does not come in direct contact with the original source of heat.
Strock, 10.
Indirect initiation. See inverse initiation. B.S.
3618, 1964, sec. 6.
Indirect priming. Placement of the blasting

cap in the first cartridge going into the
borehole with the business end pointing

toward the collar. Recommended method
of priming charges of permissible dynamite. Bureau of Mines Staff.
indirect stratification. Stratification develooped when sediments already deposited are
thrown into suspension and redeposited.
See also secondary stratification. A.G.L
indirect test See Brazilian test. Lewis, pp.
570-571.

indite. Minute iron-black isotropic grains in

inductior
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cassiterite, FeIn2Sa, from the Dzhalind deposit, Little Khingan ridge, U.S.S.R.
Named from the composition. Hey, M.M.,
1964; Fleischer.

indium. A soft, malleable, easily fusible, silvery-white metallic element that is resistant to tarnishing and resembles aluminum and gallium in being chiefly
trivalent. Occurs in very small quantities
in sphalerite and other ores. Used chiefly
as a plating for lead-coated silver bearings
for airplanes. Symbol, In; valences, 1, 2 ?,

and 3; tetragonal; atomic number, 49;

atomic weight, 114.82; specific gravity,
7.31 (at 20° C) ; melting point, 156.61° C;
boiling point, 1,450° C; insoluble in water;
vrry slightly soluble in sodium hydroxide;
and soluble in acids. Webster 3d; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, pp. B-115, B-179: CCD 6d, 1961.
indium antimonide. InSb ; molecular weight,
236.57; isometric; and melting point, 535°
C. Used experimentally in semiconductor
electronics. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-179.

indium arsenide. InAs; molecular weight,
189.74; metallic appearance; melting
point, 943° C; and insoluble in acids. Used
experimentally in semiconductor electronics. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-179.

Indium trichloride. InC13. molecular weight,
221.18; white to yellow; deliquescent;
crystals; melting point, 58 6° C; and soluble in water. Used in electroplating. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-180.
Specific gravity, 3.46 (at 2 5° C, referred

to water at 4° C) ; sublimes 300° C;
volatilizes, 600° C; and slightly soluble
in alcohol and in ether. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

B-180.

individual coal car. One owned or leased by

a coal operator, and not by the trans-

These cars have
painted on their sides the names, initials,
or some chosen trademark or eiablem of
portation

company.

their owners, and are run for their ex-

clusive benefit. They arc generally used

between the mines and the coastwise shipping ports of the various railroads. Fay.
individually screened trailing cable. A trailing cable with a screen of metallic covering

over each power conductor. This is the
type now adopted in British coal mines.
Nelson.

individual reduction ratio. In crushing practice this term may be expressed as:
Size most abundant in feed
Mean size of grading band concerned
South Australia, p. 103.
indoor. Eng. Toward the inside of a cylinder;
as, the indoor stroke of a piston. Ses also
indoor stroke. Fay.
Indoor catches. Beams which catch the walk-

ing beam of the Cornish pump or engine
on its down piston stroke if the string of
tools being moved should break. The in..
dor stroke is the lifting stroke of such a

pump. Pryor, 3.
indoor StrOkC. Eng. That stroke of a Cornish

pump which lifts the water at the bottom
or drawing lift. Fay.
indosmine. Osmiridium. Pryor, 3.
indra. A casein resin (plastic). Shipley.
Indraft; indraught The act of drawing in, or

that which is drawn in; an inward flow;

as, an indraft of air. Standard, 1964.
Induced breaks; induced fractures. The fine
breaks or cracks that occur in the nether
roof of a coal seam following the holing
of the coal or its removal, and having the
same general direction as that of the coal
face itself. TIME.
Induced bursts. Rock bursts caused by stoping operations to distinguish them from
development bursts which are called inherent. Spalding, p. 67.
induced cleavage. Same as induced fractures.
Woodruff, v. 1, p. ix.
Induced current. See induction. Crispin.
Induced draught. Suction applied at the outlet of the appliance produced by a mech-

anical fan or a steam jet to supplement
the chimney draught. See also balanced

draught. Nelson.
Induced fractures. Fractures formed in the

roof beds as a result of mining operations.
For example, on longwall faces fractures
arc formed in a shale roof parallel to and

along successive lines of face. They are
induced after coal cutting and become in-

tensified at the end of the loading shift.
The distance between the fractures coin-

cides, roughly, with the depth of cut.
Nelson.

induced magnetization. Part of the magnetization of a body that is caused by an external magnetic field and that disappears
when the external field disappears. Schieferdecker.
Induced polarization. When an electric current passing into the earth through ground
electrodes is suddenly interrupted, a poten-

tial can be measured between these or

nearby electrode, for some time after the
current stops. This potential decays exponentially with time after the interruption.
The effect was first observed by Schlum-

berger as early as 1912 and it was ascribed
by him to polarization of earth material by

the current. Known as induced polarization; this effect is associated with electrochemical reactions in the earth. Dobrin, p.
3 70.

Induced radioactivity: Radioactivity that is
created by bombarding a substance with
neutrons in a reactor or with charged particles produced by particle accelerators.
L&L.
induction. The production of magnetization
or electrification in a body by the mere
proximity of magnetized or electrified
bodies, or of an electric current in a conductor by the variation of the magnetic
field in its vicinity. Crispin.
Induction balance. An apparatus for measuring changes of conductivity detecting the
proximity of metallic bodies, etc., by noting

extremely minute changes in an electric
current. Standard, 1964.

induction brazing. Brazing with induction
heat. ASM Gloss.
ineuction con. a. An apparatus for generating
currents by electromagnetic induction. It
consists usually of two concentric cylindrical coils of insulated wire enclosing an iron
core. One of the coils is called the primary

and the other the secondary. Ordinarily,
the primary is short and of thick wire, and
the secondary is long and of thin wire, An

alternating current of high tension is in-

duced in the secondary coil by rapid automatic making and breaking of the circuit
in the primary. Standard, 1964. b. Com-

monly used by bit setters as 'a means of
melting and/or sintering metals used in

induction coil
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producing bit crowns by casting or other
mechanical methods. Compare induction
furnace; induction pot. Long.
induction furnace. An alternating-current
electric furnace in which the primary conductor is coiled and generates, by electromagnetic induction, a secondary current

otherwise changed into sedimentary rock.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
indurated talc. An impure, hard, slaty variety

inert anode. An anode which is insoluble in

which

develops heat within

the metal

charge. ASM Gloss.

induction hardening. Quench hardening in
which the heat is generated by electrical
induction. ASM Gloss.

induction heating. Heating by electrical induction. ASM Gloss.

induction log. A continuous record of the
conductivity of strata traversed by a bore-

hole as a function of depth and made as
follows: a primary generating coil in the
hole is fed with 20-kilocycle alternating
current. The periodically changing magnetic field of this coil induces in the formations circular currents concentric with the

borehole. These currents are, at this frequency, proportional to the conductivity of
the rock. They are detected and measuled
by the current which their changing mag-

netic field in turn induces in a secondary

measuring coil. By its nature the induction-

log arrangement belongs to the current
focusing systems. Additional coils are used

to compensate for the direct effect of thc
primary magnetic field on the secondary
coil and to improve further the degree of
focusing. No conductive contact between

the logging tool and the formations is
necessary so that it can be run in holes

drilled with oil-base muds or air. See also
guard electrode; log; laterolog. A.G.I.
Induction melting. Melting in an induction
furnace. ASM Gloss.

Induction meter. An instrument for measuring a.c. circuits, that will measure both
power and energy (kilowatt hours). It is
the type used for household and other consumer electricity meters. Mason, V. 2, p.
420.

induction period. A term used with reference
to instantaneous caps to describe the time
between the bridge break and the detonation of the base charge. Streefkerk, p. 44.

induction pipe. The pipe, port, or valve
through which the live steam, other motive
fluid, or gas passes into the cylinder of an
engine. Long.

induction port. See induction pipe. Long.
Induction pot. A refractory bowl or container
in which metals are melted by induction
currents. See also induction coil. Long.

Induction time. The interval between the

bursting and lag times of a detonator. B.S.
3618, 1964, sec. 6.
Induction valve. See induction pipe. Long.
Induction welding. A welding process wherein

coalescence is produced by the heat obtained from resistance of the work to the
flow of induced electric current, with or
without the application of pressure. Coal
Age, v. 66, No. 3, Mar. 1961, p. 91.

method. Elec trical exploration
method in which electric current is introduced in the ground by means of induction
and in which one determines the magnetic
field that is associated with the current.

inductive

Schieferdecker.
indurated. a. Hardened;

applied

tri rocks

hardened by heat, pressure, or by the addition of a cementing ingredient, for example,
a marl indurated by the addition of calcite

as a cement. Fay. b. Applied to consolidated sediments; or incoherent sediments
that have been cemented, or lithified, or

of talc. Also called talc slate. Standard,
1964.

induration. The process of hardening sediments or other rock aggregates through ce-

mentation, pressure, heat, or some other
agency. A.G.I.
Industrial air conditioning. Air conditioning
in industrial plants where (usually) the
objective is the furtherance of a manufacturing process rather than the comfort of
human beings. Strock, 10.
industrial calorific value. The calorific value

obtained when coal is burned under a

boiler. Kentucky, p. 411.
industrial degree-day. A degree-day. unit

based on a (usually) 45° F or 55° F mean
daily temperature so as to be applicable to
industrial buildings maintained at relatively low temperatures. Strock, 10.

industrial diamonds. a. Crystalline and/or
cryptocrystalline diamonds having color,

shape, size, crystal form, imperfections, or
other physical characteristics that make
them unfit for use as gems. Industrial diamonds usually are grouped as toolstones,
drill diamonds, fragmented bort, ballas,
and carbons. Also called industrials; industrial stones. See also diamond. Long. b. Impure diamond used in borehole drilling and

the grinding industry. Also called black

the electrolyte under the conditions obtained in the electrolysis. Lowenheim.

Inert dust. a. Any dust which contains only
a small amount of combustible material.
Rice, George S. b. Dust which has no
harmful effect. Hartman, p. 41.
Inert gas. a. A gas (such as nitrogen or carbon

dioxide) that is normally chemically in-

active especially in not burning or in not

supporting combustion. Webster 3d. b. One

of the helium group of gases comprising
helium, neon, argon, krypton, xenon, and
sometimes radon. Also called a noble gas;
a rare gas. Webster 3d.
Inert-gas carbon-arc welding. An arc-welding
process wherein coalescence is produced by
heating with an electric arc between a car-

bon electrode and the work. Shielding is
obtained from an inert gas such as helium

or argon. Pressure may or may not be used
and filler metal may or may not be used.
Coal Age, v. 66, No. 3, Mar. 1961, p. 92.
inert-gas metal-arc welding. An arc-welding
process wherein coalescence is produced by

heating with an electric arc between a

metal electrode and the work. Shielding is
obtained from an inert gas such as helium
or argon. Pressure may or may not be used
and tiller metal may or may not be used.
Coal Age, v. 66, No. 3, Mar. 1961, p. 92.
inert-gas shielded arc cutting. Metal cutting

with the heat of an arc in an inert gas,

diamond ; bort; boart; carbonado. Pryor, 3.
industrial floor brick. See floor brick. Dodd.
Industrial grouping. Where the units comprising an organization produce like products,
the grouping is a horizontal combination.
Where they produce and market products

such as argon or helium. ASM Gloss.
Inert-gas shielded arc welding. Arc welding
in an inert gas, such as argon or helium.

grouping is a vertical combination. A group-

when linear velocities and accelerations are

of increasing finish or concentration, the
ing of collieries producing and marketing
coal would be a horizontal combination,
but where a number of collieries are linked
with end products such as coke or gas or
steel, the grouping would be vertical or a

combination of vertical and horizontal.

Nelson.

industrial minerals. Rocks and minerals not
produced as sources of the metals but excluding mineral fuels. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

industrials. Synonym for industrial diamonds.
Long.
industrial stones. Synonym for industrial diamonds. Long.
industrial waste. The waste resulting from the
processes employed in industrial establishments. Crispin.

inequigranular. A textural term applied to
rocks, the essential minerals of which are

of different orders of size; for example,

porphyries. A.G.I.
inequilibrium. Uranium is soluble in acid
waters and tends to be removed in solution,

but radium is much less soluble and its
compounds tend to remain behind in the
leached outcrop. Therefore, the outcrop

may be radioactive due to the presence of

the gamma-emitting elements RaC and
RaD, even though much of the uranium
has been lost in solution. In this case a
radiometric assay may indicate a high
counter reading, but the uranium content
may be low. Uranium minerals deposited
less than a million years ago may be in
inequilibrium because daughter products
have not accumulated in their equilibrium
amounts. Hence, counter readings may indicate less uranium than is actually prese t.
Ballard.

ASM Gloss.

inertia. The reluctance of a body to change
its state of rest or of uniform velocity in
a straight line. Inertia is measured by mass

considered and by moment of inertia for
angular motions (that is, rotations about
an axis). C.T.D.

inertinite. This term was proposed to simplify

the nomenclature of coal petrography by
combining, in a single term, the group of
the following macerals: micrinite, semifusinite, fusinite, sclerotinite. This grouping is based on certain similarities in the
technological properties of the four macerals. The term inertinite does not imply
that the constituents are totally inert, but

only that they are more inert than the

macerals of the other two groups, particularly in carbonization processes in which
they behave as diluents. IHCP, 1963, part I.

inert primer. A cylinder of inert material
which enshrouds a detonator, but which
does not interfere with the detonation of
the explosive charge. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

inerts. Constituents of a coal which decrease
its efficiency in use, for example mineral
matter (ash) and moisture in fuel for combustion or fusain in coal for carbonization.
B.S. 3552, 1962.
'nesite. A rose- to flesh-red prismatic mineral
with 1 perfect and 1 less perfect cleavage,
2(Mn,Ca)0.2SiOs.H20: X-ray study gives
formula MnICa2ShoOss(OH)2.5H10, indicating a hydrous rhodonite. Larsen, p. 173.
Infection. Communication of disease, as by
entrance of pathogenic germs into an organism in any manner i distinguished from
contagion, in which direct or Indirect con-

tact with a disease is implied. Standard,
1964.

Infective jaundice. Men working in mines
served by drifts and adits are subject to
occasional attacks of this disease which is
often fatal. It is caused by a micro-orga-

such as the stress in a given truss member,
nism, the principal carrier of which is the
the deflection of a truss, the twisting mois
scratched,
the
germ
sewer rat. If the skin
ment in a shaft, etc. Ro.
can enter the bloodstream of the miner.
seepage. a. Seepage into the lithoPreventive measures include clearing up of influent
sphere. A.G.I. b. Seepage of water into the
all stores, food and other waste to deprive
ground. Legrand.
the rats of food and of a systematic extermi- influent
stream. A stream, or the reach of a
nation by a pest control officer. Also known
stream, is influent with respect to ground
as Weil's disease. Sinclair, I, p. 195.
water if it contributes water to the zone
inferior coal. Usually middlings obtained by
of saturation. A.G.I.
ash,
hand-cleaning which, though of high
fork. a. Eng. When pumps are working
may be converted by crushing and washing in after
the water has receded below some of
into clean coal and discard. B.S. 3552,
the holes of the windbore, they are said
1962.
to be in fork. Fay. b. Of mine pumps, suckinferred ore. a. Ore for which quantitative
ing air and water. Pryor. 3.
estimates are based largely on broad knowl- infracrustal
rock. Rock Viat originated at
of
the
deedge of the geologic character
great
depth
either by coisolidation from
few,
if
any,
posit and for which there are
magma
or
by
granitization. Schieferdecker.
samples or measurements. The estimates lufraglacial. Pertaining
to, derived from, or
are based on an assumed continuity or
caused by processes taking place under or
repetition for which there is geologic eviat the bottom of glaciers or glacial sheets;
dence; this evidence may include comparisubglacial. Standard, 1964.
son with deposits of similar type. Bodies infragranitic.
Situated or derived from sources
that are completely concealed may be inbelow
granitic
masses; as, an infragranitic
evidence
cluded if there is specific geologic
origin. Fay.
of their presence. Estimates of inferred ore infralias.
Same as Rhaetic beds. Standard,
should include a statement of the special
1964.
limits within which the inferred ore may infralittoral.
Situwed io seaward of the region
lie. Forrester, p. 553. b. Used essentially in
of littoral deposits. Webster 3d.
the same sense as possible ore and exten- inframundane.
Situated below the surface of
sion ore. A.G.1.
the earth. Standard, 1964.
infilling. a. Material used for filling in ; filling.
Standard, 1964. b. Material, such as hard- infraneritic environment. The marine bottoms
at depths of from 20 to 100 fathoms (120
core used for making up levels; for exto 600 feet). Schieferdecker.
ample, under floors. C.T.D.
Heat rays radiated at wavelengths
infiltration. a. The deposition of a mineral infrared.
exceeding 7,600 angstroms and not visible
among the mineral grains or in the pores
to the human eye. Sunlight contains some
of a rock by the permeation of the percola60 percent of such rays, and the emanation
tion of water carrying it in solution. Fay.
from resistance wire and the infrared lamp
b. The filling of a vein with a mineral
is practically all in this part of the light
deposited from an aqueous solution. Standspectrum. Pryor, 3.
ard, 1964. c. In powder metallurgy, the infrared
drier. A drier in which the source of
process of filling the pores of a sintered or
heat is infrared radiation. ACSG, 1963.
unsintered compact with a metal or alloy
of lower melting point. ASM Gloss. d. Leak- infrared drying. Drying by exposure to infrared radiation from specially designed elecing inward. In heat transmission, applies
tric lamps or gas burners. The process has
to the air entering the space through cracks
found some application in the vitreous
around windows, doors, etc. The opposite
enamel industry and in the pottery indusof exfiltration. Strock, 10.
try. Dodd.
infiltration theory. The theory that a vein was
gas analyzer. An extensively used
filled by the infiltration of mineral solu- infrared
instrument for routine gas analysis for the
tions. Fey.
determination of methane and other gases.
infiltration vein. A vein in which the minerals
It is a considerable timesaver and the rehave been deposited from solution. Standsults are accurate to 0.1 percent. Sinclair,
ard, 1964.
I, p. 45.
inflammable cinnabar. A mixture of cinnabar,
infrared glass. A glass used for invisible sigidrialite, and clay. Hey 2d, 1955.
naling with infrared rays. It appears black
inflatable seal. A seal made from polyvinyl
in thicknesses of 2 mm or more, but reddish
chloride reinforced with glass fiber. P. is
amber in very thin sheets. Iron oxide in
inflated by compressed air and can cover
glass is the effective bar, to the passage of
feet
wide
and
or seal roadways up to 12
infrared rays. Quartz glass transmits infra101/2 feet in height. It is used to isolate
red rays to a wavelength of about 5 microns.
a fire, or heating, and reduce the volume
Nature, v. 127, Feb. 28,1931, pp. 311-312.
of smoke and gases so that erection of stoppings can proceed in respirable air without infrared photography. This technique is employed in air survey during misty weather,
workmen being hampered by breathing apusing special film which is more sensitive
paratus. Nelson.
to infrared rays than to light rays. See also
Inflation method. See direct method. Mcphotogrammetry. Ham.
Adam, p. 92.
infrasizer. An apparatus for air elutriation

inflow. Water, other liquid, or gas seeping
or flowing from rocks into a borehole or
other underground opening. Long.

influence line. An influence line usually pertains to a particular section of a beam, and
is a curve so drawn that its ordinate at any
point represents the value of the reaction,
vertical shear, bending moment or deflection produced at the particular section by
a unit load applied at the point where the

oldinate is measured. An influence line

may be used to ,show the effect load posi-

tion on any quantity dependent thereon,

ingot saw
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infective jaundice

of very fine particles. Osborne.

Infrastructure. The deformed lower part of
the crust. Schieferdecker.
Infra:. Trademark for a refractory insulation,
available only in brick form. Suitable for
use at temperatures up to 2,700° F. Used
in primary lining of electric furnaces and
kilns. CCD 6d, 1961.
infusible. Not transformable by heating from
solid to liquid state under specified condi-

tions of pressure, temperature and time.
Pryor, 3.

15E15

infusion gun. See water infusion gun. Nelson.
infusion shot firing. A technique of shot firing
in which an explosive charge is fired in a

shothole which is filled with water under
pressure and in which the strata around

the shothole have been infused with water.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
infusorial earth. Synonym for tripolite. Hey
2d, 1955.
ingate. The point of entrance from a shaft to
a level in a coal mine. Standard, 1964. See
also inset.
ingaun e'e (ingoing eye). Scot. A drift or mine

starting from the surface of the ground;
also, the end of the mine at the surface.
Fay.

ingenite. A general term for igneous rocks
created within or below. The term was
extended to include metamorphic rocks as
well as igneous rocks. Holmes, 1920.
Ingersoll glarimeter. An instrument, designed

by L. R. Ingersoll, primarily to measure

the gloss of paper; it has been used to

evaluate the abrasion resistance of a glaze
in terms of loss of gloss alter a specified
degree of abrasion. Dor-fd.

Ingersoll-Rand jumbo columns. Columns
consisting of vertical cylinders to which are

attached the arms on which the drills are
mounted. The carrying arms can be racked

up and down the columns or swung around
as required. An air-operated piston inside
the column is forced up to and held against
the roof. A nonreturn valve is provided in
case of failure of the air pressure. Mason,
V. 2, p. 601.
ingoing. That which is going inby. Fay.

ingot. a. A mass of cast metal as it comes

from the mold or crucible ; specifically, a
bar of gold or silver for assaying, coining,
or export. Standard, 1964. b. A mold in

which an ingot may be cast. Standard,

1964. c. A casting suitable for working or
remelting. ASM Gloss. d. The word carries
the sense of being metal cast for convenient
handling, storage, or further working, and
not a final form. Hess.
ingot header. In ore dressing, smelting, and
refining, one who pours molten aluminum,
copper, or other nonferrous metals into
solidifying ingots to compensate for shrinkage that occurs when ingots cool in their
molds. Also called billet header; casting
header; header; ingot pipe filler; pipe-out
man. D.O.T. 1.
Ingot iron. Iron of comparatively high purity,
produced, in the same way as steel, in the
open-hearth fuinace, but under conditions
that keep down the carbon, manganese, and
silicon content. C.T.D.
ingotism. A defect common to almost all
metal ingots in which metal crystals (dendrites) tend to grow at right angles to the
walls of the mold and for.-1 planes of

weakness at their junctions; these make
the ingot tender and it tends to tear apart

when rolled. Newton, p. 495.
ingot metal. Any metal which, while molten,
is poured into molds, giving it thus a temporary massive shape suitable for further
working by rolling or forging. Standard,
1964.
Ingot mold. The mold or container in which
molten metal is cast and allowed to solidify
in order to form an ingot. C.T.D.
ingot pitch. The chemical condition in which
metal is fit to be cast into ingots. Standard,
1964.
Ingot saw. A saw, run at a high rate of speed

and having at its cutting edge a fusing

ingot saw
action; employed in cutting hot ingots.
Standard, 1964.

ingot structure. The general arrangement of
crystals in an ingot, which consists typicall', of chill, columnar, and equiaxed crys-

tals. According to the relations between
the mass and the temperature of the molten metal and mold respectively, one or
two types of crystals may be absent. C.T.D.

ingotten. Eng. A blue nrul, Upper Lias,
Yeovil. Probably ungotten. Arkell.

ingrain. Eng. A portion of coal given above
the quantity purchased for good measure;
usually a quarter-chaldron added to five
chaldrons. Fay.

ingredient. The primary and higher order
reactants of the resins and the chemical
constituents of the molding compound,
such as plasticizer, lubricant, solvent, catalyst, stabilizer,

fire retardant, hardener,

and coloring material. BuMines R.I. 5971,
1962, p. 3.

ingress a. A place for entering; a way of
entrance. Webster 2d. b. In underground

bituminous mining there are three methods

of ingressby drift, shaft, or slope. Drift
mines are opened by driving horizontally

from the side of an elevation into the
scam; shaft mines by sinking a vertical

shaft through the overlying strata into thc
seam; and slope mines by driving an inclined entry through the overlying strata
through the surface into the scam.
ingression. The entering of the sea at a given
place. Schieferdecker.

ingression coast. Coast, the lower parts of
.vhich have been invaded by the sea
(drowned valleys, bays, etc.). Schiefer-

decker.

ingrown meander. A meander deepened as a
result

of the rejuvenation of a stream

course, as from downvalley tilting. A.G.I.
Sun).
inhaler. Something from or through which
one inhales; specifically, an appliance or
apparatus of different forms and uses; such

as, (1) for taking the chill from the air

before it reaches the lungs, (2) for filtering
out irondust or other injurious substances
from the air breathed through it, (3) for
administering medicaments or anesthetics

by inhalation, or (4) for permitting the
supply of fresh air to a diver or miner.
Standard, 1964.

inhaul. The line or mechanism by which a
cable excavator bucket is pulled toward
the dump point. Nichols.
Inhaul cable; digging line. In a cable excavator, the line that pulls the bucket to dig
and bring in soil. Nichols.

inherent ash. a. The minerals or inorganic
substances in coal which were present in
the original plants that ultimately formed
the coal scam. The inherent ash is not vis-

ible and cannot be removed by cleaning
and usual amounts to about 1 percent.
Also calle constitutional ash. Nelson. b.
Widely used to designate the part of the
ash content of a coal that is structurally
part of the coal itself and cannot be separated from it by any mechanical means.
Also referred to as fixed ash. Mitchell, p.
60. Called dirt. Opposite of free ash.
Pryor, 3.

Inherent bursts. Rock bursts that occur in
development. They may be divided into
two classesthose due to violent arching
and those occasioned by the influence of
fissures or adjacent excavations on the

stress distribution. Spalding, pp. 39-40.
inherent Boatability. Property considered %),
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some physic:sts to be possessed by certain
naturally occurring minerals, which readily
respond without pretreatment to levitation
by the froth-flotation process by othcr
workers considered due to slight surficial

contamination during mining and transport. Pryor, 3.
Inherent mineral matter. That portion of the
mineral matter of coal organically combined with the coal. It contains elements
that have been assimilated by the living

plant, such as iron, phosphorus, sulfur, calcium, potassium, and magnesium.
Inherent moisture. a. In general, the moisture
that is present in the coal in the bed.
Mitchell, p. 648. b. Of coal, that remaining

after natural drying in air. Pryor, 3.

and cured under special conditions) and
its length when dried to constant length,
expressed as a percentage of the dry length.
Taylor.

initial face. In quarrying, the face formed by
the blasting of the slope. Streefkerk, p. 14.
initial fault scarp. A scarp created directly by
faulting. Compare faultline scarp. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.
Initial impulse. See first arrival. Schieferdecker.

initial kick. See first arrival. Schieferdecker.
Initial pressure. In a process, the temperature

of the fluid entering the process. Final
pressure is that of fluid leaving process.
Strock, 10.

Maximum moisture which a sample of coal

initial rate of absorption. See absorption rate.
initial set. The beginning of the setting action

mospheric pressure. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

initial setting time. The time which must
elapse before a concrete mix is able to

c.

will hold at 100 percent humidity and at-

d. See moisture in the air-dried sample.
B.S. 3323, 1960. e. See moisture content.
Nelson.

inherent settlement. The sinking of a foundation caused by the loads it superimposes on
the soil below it, rather than by the loads
on any adjacent foundation. See also interference settlement. Ham.
Inherited characteristic (of soil). Any characteristic of a soil that is directly attributable
to the nature of the parent material as contrasted to those characteristics partly or
wholly attributable to the processes of soil
formation. Example, the red color of a soil

of mortar. A.R.I.

support a small load without sinking. For

gimeral purposes this may be taken as being

about 1 hour for wet concrete in warm

fact that the parent material was red.

weather. See also final setting time. Ham.
initiating explosive. Sec primary explosive.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
initiation. The process of causing a high explosive to detonate. The initiation of an
explosive charge requires an initiating
point, which is usually a primer and electric detonator, or a primer and a detonating cord or fuse. Nelson.
inject. To introduce under pressure, a liquid
or plastic material into cracks, cavities, or
pores in a rock formation. See also grout.

Inherited drainage. See superposed. Stokes

injected. Describing the relationship of an

is inherited if it is caused entirely by the
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

and Varnes, 1955.
Inherited stream. Proposed by Shaler for the
type now known as a superposed stream.
Obsolete. A.G.I.
inherited structure. An original structural
feature of the country rock that has been
faithfully preserved after its replacement
by ore. Schieferdecker.
inhibiting pigment. Certain pigments, such as
zinc chromate which are added to paints,
normally in refatively high proportions, and
help by chemical action to retard the corrosion of metals. Taylor.
inhibitor. a. A substance which, when added
to cement, has the capacity to slow down

or lengthen the normal time required for
that specific cement to set; also, a substance added to drilling mud to check or
slow down organic or chemical deterioration

or change in the physical characteristics of

the drilling mud. Long. b. A substance
which when present in an environment

substantially decre-..ses corrosion. BuMines
Bull. 619, 1964., p. 206.
initial consolidation. A comparatively sudden

reduction in the volume of a soil mass
under an applied load due principally to

the expulsion and the compression of gas
in the soil voids preceding primary consolidation. Also 'called initial compression.
ASCE PI826.
initial depression. The total water gage actually produced by a mine fan. See also
theoretical depression. Nelson.

%Mal dip. The angle of slope of bedding
surfaces at the time of deposition. The
contacts between layers are usually approximately parallel with the surface of

deposition unless subsequently altered by
differential compaction or some other deformational processes. A.G.I.

initial drying shrinkage. The difference between the length of a specimen (molded

Long.

intrusive igneous rock, or other mobile rock

material, that has been erupted between
rock walls so that, at the time of forma-

tion, there were older rocks adjacent to it.
Stokes and Varnos, 1955.
injected hole. A borehole into which a cement
slurry or grout has been forced by high-

pressure pumps and allowed to harden.
Long.

injected igneous body. An intrusive igneous
body, that is entirely enclosed by the in-

vaded formations (or country rock), except along the relatively narrow feeding
channel. Examples are dikes, laccoliths,
phacoliths, sills, etc. Contrasted with subjacent igneous body. A.G.I.

injection. The intrusion of an ore-bearing

magma into the host rock or into surrounding rocks; the ore liquid may have resulted
from gravitative crystallization differentiation and the remelting of the accumulated

crystals, the formatior of a residual ore
magma, the separation of an immiscible
liquid, or by the selective remelting (anatexis) of the ore substance in a pre-existent
rock. Schieferdecker.

Injection gneiss. A gneiss, the banding of

which is wholly or partly due to lit-par-lit
injection of granitic magma. See also Composite gneiss; gneiss; migmatite. A.G.I.

injection metamorphism. Metamorphism

caused by intimate injection of sheets and
streaks of liquid magma into zones bordering plutonic igneous rocks. A.G.I.

Injection

molding. A process

sometimes

adopted for the shaping of nonplastic ceramics, for example, alumina. A plasticizer

such as polystyrene or phenol-formaldehyde composition is mixed with the ceramic

powder and the batch is then warmed and
injected into the die. Dodd .
injection pressure. The total amount of pres-

sure required to force a liquid or grout
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into cracks, cavities, and pores in rocks or
other substance. Long.

injection theory. The theory that a vein was
filled first with molten mineral. Fay.
injection well. See input well.
injector. a. Any apparatus used to force,

under pressure, material into an opening
in another material. Compare cement in-

jector. Long. b. A device used to force feed

water into a boiler by the direct action of

steam. Long. c. Mechanism used for spraying fuel oil into the combustion-type engine
or to spray a fine oil mist into a stream of
air or steam. See also line oiler. Long.
injunction. A judicial order or process, oper-

ating upon the person requiring the party
to whom it is directed to do or (usually)
refrain from doing some designated thing.

Standard, 1964.
Injury. In mining, personal damage resulting
from accident. Grove.
ink, ceramic. An inorganic coloring material
suspended in a suitable oil vehicle. Also
known as stamping; printing ink. ACSB-3.
inkstone. a. Native copperas (melanterite),
or a stone containing it. Used in inkmaking. Webster 2d. b. A stone lab used in
preparing India ink for use. Webster 2d.
inky sapphire. Very dark blue sapphire.
Shipley.
inland earthquake. An earthquake, the origin
of which lies below a continent. Sch:eferdecker.

In lb Abbreviation for inch-pound. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 60.

Inlet. A bay or a recess in the shoreline of a
sea, lake, or river. a narrow body of water
running into the land or between islands.
Webster 3d.

inlier. a. A more or less circular or elliptical
area of older rocks surrounded by younger

strata. Often the result of erosion of the
crest of an anticline. Opposite of outlier.
A.G.I. b. An underlying formation exposed

by the removal of part of an overlying

formation, which surrounds the exposure
of the underlying formation. Ordinarily,
the inlier is older, underlying strata, which
is surrounded by younger, overlying strata;
but the reverse may be true where the over-

lying rock is part of an overthrust sheet.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

in line. a. To be over the center of a borehole and parallel with its long axis. Compare aline. Long. b. A drill motor mounted

in such a manner that its drive shaft and
the drive rod in the drill swivel head are
parallel; also, a drill motor mounted in
such a mariner that the shaft driving the
drill-swivel-head bevel gear and the drillmotor drive shaft are centered in a difect
line and parallel with each other. Long.

c. Similar units mounted together in a line.
See also' bank, o. Long.
In-line valve. A valve which proves the cage
in the correct position relative to the decking level. Sinclair, V, p. 79.
in min' Abbreviation' for inches per minute.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
Inmost. Being at a point1 place, or position
farthest from the exterior; deepest within;
innermost; as, the inmost depths of a mine.
Standard, 1964.

innate. A barium silicate from a pegmatite
from the Inagli massif, Aldan U.S.S.R.,
containing about 40 percent IMO, to be

described by Kravchenko. Status doubtful
pending full description: Hey, MM., 1961.
inner barrel. Synonym for inner tube. Long.

inner core. The center of the earth which
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geologists believe is solid, dense material.
MacCracken.

inner depression; central depresion. Low
inner portion of reef islands oetween seaward rise and lagoonward rise, locally with
shallow standing water at high tide. Schieferdecker.

inner fault face. The side of the fault plane
facing the downfaulted block. Schieferdecker.

inner-gage stone. See inside-gage stone. Long.

Inner mantle. The lower part of the mantle.

Schieferdecker.
Innermost isoseismal. The isoseismal line sur-

rounding the area hit the strongest by an

earthquake. Schieferdecker.
innerseul inserter. Positions rubber sealers in
caps and can lids by hand. D.O.T. I.
inner

shoreline. The mainland shoreline.

Schieferdecker.
inner space. A term used more and more fre-

quently in connection with the seas, especially in underwater exploration. Hy.
inner stone. A diamond inset on the inside
wall of a bit crown. Long.
Inner tube. The inside tube, which acts as the
core container of a double-tube core barrel.
Long.

inner-tube adaptor. A tubular part that can
be attached to the inner tube of EXT- and
AXT-letter-name core banels to adapt
them for use with EXK- and AXE-lettername bits and shells; also, sometimes incorrectly used as a synonym for lifter case.
Long.

inner-tube core lifter. A core lifter designed
to fit and work inside a tubular container

fitted to the lower end of the inner tube
of a double-tube core barrel. Long.

inner-tube extension. A tubular part attachable to the lower end of the inner tube of
a double-tube core barrel to lengthen the
inner tube; also, sometimes incorrectly used

as a synonym for lifter case. Long.
inner-tube shoe. The replaceable lower end

of an inner tube of a double-tube core

barrel. Long.
innings. Land which has been reclaimed from

the sea or from a marsh. Ham.
Inninmorite. a. A rhyodacite having pheno-

crysts of highly calcic plagioclase. Similar
to cumbraite. A.G.I. b. A glassy dike containing large phenocrysts of plagioclase and
pyroxene in a groundniass of sodic plagioclase, augite, and glass. Webster 2d.
innocent salting. Although this is not a fraudulent practice, it should be guarded against.
An honest but careless assayer may salt a
poor ore by using a crucible in which rich
ores have been melted. The remedy for this
is to use new crucibles. Particles of rich ore
may also remain in sieves, mortars, or on

bucking boards if they are not properly
cleaned between runs. Hoov, p. 79.

inoculation. The addition of a material to

molten metal to form nuclei for crystallization. ASM Gloss.
inorganic. Applied to all substances that do

not contain carbon as a constituent, also
to a few others in which carbon is present
in an unimportant sense, for example,

metallic carbonates. Metals, rockst minerals

and a variety of earths are all Inorganic.
Hansen.

inorganic chemistry. That which deals with
compounds not containing 'carbon (cyanides and carbonates excepted). Pryor, 3.
inorganic silt See silt. ASCE P1826.
inosilicate. A silicate structure in which the
SRI tetrahedra are joined together to Produce chains of indefinite length, the ends

of which are at the surfaces of the crystal.
The amphiboles are an example. Synonym
for metasilicate. A.G.I.
in-over; in-o'er. Sam %3 inby. Fay.

fa-pile. Used to designate experiments or
equipment inside a reactor. L&L.

in-pile loop. See loop. L&L.
in place. Rock occupying the position, relative to surrounding rock, that it had when
it was formed. If an ore body is continuous
to the extent that it maintains the character it had when it was formed, then it is in
place. See also in situ. Fay.
input. Ore fed into a mill as opposed to output. Sinclair, W. E., p. 484.

input shaft. The shaft that delivers engine
power to a transmission or clutch. Nichols.
input well; injection well. A well used for injecting fluids into an underground stratum.

Institute of Petraeum, 1961.
inquartation; quartation. In bullion assay,
dissolution of silver from associated gold
by use of nitric acid. For this to succeed,
the silver/gold ratio must be at least 3 to

1. Pryor, 3.
inrush of gas. See afterblast. Cooper, p. 195.

inrush of water. A sudden and often overwhelming flow of water into mine workings. Inrushes of water may be caused by
striking unsuspected waterlogged old work-

ings which possibly were shown inaccurately on the mine plans. Faults have also
been responsible for serious inflows of

water. A fault may retain large volumes

of water above or at the same level as

workings approaching it. It is usual to
drive exploring headings in the direction

of the suspected water dangcr. See alsu
inundation. Nelson.
in sec-1 Abbreviation for inches per second.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
inselberg. a. A prominent steep-sided residual

hill or mountain rising abruptly from a
plain, a type of landscape common in
Africa. The residuals are generally bare
and rocky, large and small, isolated, and
in hill and mountain groups. They are sur-

rounded by lowland surfaces of erosion
that are generally true plains (distinguished

from peneplains). A.G.I. b. An isolated
mountain partly buried by the debris derived from and overlapping its slopes. Web-

ster 3d.
insensible perspiration. The normal condition

of the skin in which only slight perspiration or sweating takes place. No moisture
is perceptible because it evaporates as it is
formed. Spalding, p. 257.
insequent. Developed on the present surface
but not consequent on nor controlled by
the structure; descriptive of a certain type
of streams, drainage, and dissection. A type
of drainage in which young streams flowing on a nearly level plain wander irregularly. Fay.
insequent stream. a. Sometimes no guiding
weak structures are revealed on the consequent valley sides. Such is the case when
the rocks are either homogeneous or horizontally, stratified. Then a lateral tributary
stream growing headwards is accidentally
located. Insequent may be applied to such
a stream. A.G.I. b. A stream, the course of
which is not due to, or consequent upon,
determinable factors. A.G.I.
insert, a. A part formed from a second mate-

riaf, usually a metal, which is places in

th e mold and appears a,., an integral structur l part of the final casting. ASM Gloss.
removable portio/i of a die or mold.
b.

ASM Gloss. c. Formeil pieces of sintered
\
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cobalt-tuLgsten carbide mixture (in which
diamonds may be inset), brazed into slots
or holes in bits or into grooves on the out-

diameter of the core-barrel parts through
which the core passes or enters; also, the
annular space between the inner and outer

cutting points, reaming surfaces, or wearresistant pads or surfaces of reaming shells
or outside surfaces of other pieces of drilling equipment or fittings. Also called inserts. Compare slug. Long. d. Anything
placed in a hole, groove, or slot prepared

clearance. Long.
inside coupled. Coupled in the same manner
as flush-coupled casing. See also flushcoupled casing. Long.
inside-coupled casing. Synonym for flush-

side surface of a reaming shell to act as

for it. Long.

insert bit. A bit into which inset cutting

points of various preshaped pieces of hard
metal (usually a sintered, tungsten carbidecobalt powder alloy) are brazed or hand-

tubes in a double-tube core barrel. See also

coupled casing. Long

inside face. That part ri the bit crown nearest to and/or parallel with the inside wall
of an annular or coring bit. Long.
inside foreman; inside superintendent. An
underground foreman or superintendent.

installment bond
lighter oils move ahead of the fire into tivz.
bore of a producing well. Williams.
in situ concrete. Concrete which is deposited
in the place where it is required to harden
as part of the structure, as opposed to precast concrete. Taylor.
in situ concrete piles. Concrete piles formed
by pouring concrete into holes bored or
driven into the ground, as distinct from
precast concrete piles driven or jacked into
the ground. See air) bored pile. Ham.
in situ origin theory. The theory of the origin
of coal that holds that a coal was formed
at the place where the plants from which
it was derived grew. See also autochthonous
coal; swamp theory. A.G.I.

Fay. See also pit boss; shift boss.
situ soil tests. Tests carried out on the
inside gage. The inside diameter of a bit as in ground,
in a borehole, trial pit, or tunnel,
measured between the cutting points, such
or may not contain diamonds. Also called
as
opposed
to a laboratory test. An in-situ
as between inset diamonds on the insidesoil
test
may
be a vane test, dynamic peneslug bit. See also insert. Long.
wall surface of a core bit. Long.
inserted-blade cutters. Cutters having replace- Inside-gage
tration
test,
etc.
Nelson.
in
the
instone. A diamond set
able blades that are either solid or tipped
diamond insol Abbreviation for insoluble. Handbook
side-wall
surface
of
the
crown
of
a
and usually adjustable. ASM Gloss.
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
core bit so that it cuts sufficient inside
inserted-joint casing. Casing, the box-thread
p. F-97.
through
clearance to permit the core to pass
ends of which are belled or swaged outbarrel with- insolation. The absoiption of solar energy by
the
bit
shank
and
into
the
core
portion
of
ward to receive the pin-thread
the surface of the earth. Hy.
out binding. Also called inner stone; inside
another piece of casing when coupled toinsoluble.
a. Incapable of being dissolved in
Long.
kicker;
inside
reamer;
inside
stone.
gether; also, sometimes incorrectly used as inside-haulage engineer. In bituminous coal
a
particuliu
liquid. Shell Oil Co. b. Term
a synonym for flush-coupled casing. Long.
used of solid which does not dissolve under
locomomining,
one
who
operates
a
mine
disk,
seginserted nut. A term designating
specified attack. No known substance is
tive to haul trains of cars along underment, or cylinder wheels with nuts imcompletely insoluble, se the term refers to
D.O.T.
1.
ground
haulageways
in
a
mine.
bedded in the back to facilitate mounting Inside kicker. Same as inside-gage stone.
systems characterized by very low solubility.
on the grinding machine. ACSG, 1963.
Pryor, 3. c. As 'used in smelter contracts,
Long.
inserted rod-type pick. See sintered carbide- inside parting A side track or parting some
the terms insoluble and silica are often
used interchangeably, but they are different
tipped pick. Nelson.
distance from the beginning of along entry,
invrtion loss. The insertion loss of a transthings. Silica is determined by a special
at which cars are left by a gathering driver.
ducer connecting an energy source and an
fusion assay. Insoluble is the residue left
Fay.
Also
called
a
swing
parting.
energy load is the transmission loss meas- inside reamer. Same as inside-gage stone.
after the ore has been digested with acid
ured by the ratio of (1) the load power
in the course of assaying for some of the
Long.
which would be measured if the load were
metals. The insoluble is generally silica
is
which coal
connected directly to the source, to (2) Inside slope a. A slope onhigher
plus something else, often alumina since
entry,
but
raised
from
a
lower
to
a
the actual load power when source and
this substance is not always dissol ved by
Fay.
b.
An
inside
slope
not to the surface.
load are connected by the transducer in
acids. Lewis, p. 366.
through
the
is a passage in the mine driven
question. Hy.
insoluble anode. An anode that does not disis
brought
up
from
the
seam
by
which
coal
insert reaming shell. A reaming shell
solve during elec.trolysis. ASM Gloss.
a lower level. Korson.
reaming diamonds of which are inset in
inspection
bath; inspectoscope. An immersion
Long.
shaped, hard, metal plates brazed into inside stone. Same as inside-gage stone.
tank
containing
an index oil having an
threaded
grooves cut into the outside surface of the inside tap. A tapered, externally inside
(n), approximately
refraction
index
of
the
fishing tool, which is inserted
shell. Long.
1.544, and fitted to examine
to
equal
drill
fittings
lost
in
open ends of tubular
insert set. Bits or reaming shells set with
quartz in polarized light and in an arc
a borehole and, when turned, grips and
inserts. See also insert. Long.
light. AM, 1.
holds them so that they may be lifted and inspector.
insert-type bit. See insert bit. Long.
One employed to make examinarecovered. Long.
Inset. a. Eng. The entrance to a mine at the
tions
of
and to report upon mines and
Long.
bottom or part way down a shaft where inside thread. Synonym for box thread.
surface
plants
relative to compliance with
ends
the cages are loaded. A landing. Fay. h. inside upset. A tubular piece having
mining laws, rules and regulations, safety
distance
on
that are thickened for a short
The entrance to underground roads from
methods, etc. State inspectors have authe inside. Long.
the shaft. Mason. c. The opening from the
thority to enforce State laws regulating the
mine shaft to a seam of coal. C.T.D. d. A inside work. a. The drilling of boreholes in
working
of the mines. Fay. Federal inspecunderground workplaces; also applied to
surface into which diamonds or other cuttors
have
authority to enforce Federal laws
the
drill
work done on the surface with
ting points are embedded or set; also, the
in
coal
mines.
Bureau of Mines Staff. See
machine and tripod completely housed.
act or process of ember', Jing such materials
also
mine
inspector.
Long. b. Any work in the mines. Most inspirator. a. A kind of injector for forcing
in a surface. Long. e. See phenocryst.
commonly used in bituminous coal mining.
A.G.I.
water by steam. Webster 2d. b. Synonym
designed
to
be
Bureau of Mines Staff.
Inset tee box. A junction box
for injector. See also injector, b. Long.
mounted in an inset to enable a connection in situ. In the natural or original position.
Inspiratory
reserve volume. The amount of
Webster 3d. Applied to a rock, soil, or
to be taken from a shaft cable. B.S. 3618,
air that can be brought in by forcible insituation
in
fossil when occurring in the
1965, Sec. 7.
spiration after completion of a normal inwhich it was originally formed or deposited.
inshore. The region shoreward of a certain
spiration. It averages about 21/2 liters at
See also in place. Fay.
depth of water, the 3- or the 5-fathom isorest and becomes smaller as the tidal
in situ coal. Autochthonous coal. Tomkeieff,
volume increases. HeiG.
bath. Hy.
954.
inspissated. Thickened as by evaporation and
Inshore currents. The movement of water
means
inside , the surf zone, including longshore In situ combustion. An experimental
oxidation, as, for example, the pitch or
of recovery of oil of low gravity and high
and rip currents. Hy.
gum resulting from petroleum after long
by
other
viscosity which is unrecoverable
Inshore water. Water contiguous to land in
exposure. Fay.
methods. The essence of the method is to inspissation. Drying up. An inspissated oil
which the physical properties are considerincrease
its
heat the oi: in the horizon to
deposit is one from which the gases and
ably influenced by continental conditions.
mobility by decreasing its viscosity. Heat
lighter fractions have escaped, and only
Hy.
is applied by igniting the oil sand and
the heavier oils and asphalt remain. A.G.I.
Inside. A term often used to designate the
keeping the fire alive by the injection of installment bond. An interest-bearing bond
interior of a mine. Fay.
air. The heat breaks the oil down into coke
payable, principal and interest, in equal
inside angling. See angling. Sinclair, V, p. 33.
and lighter oils and the coke catches fire.
annual installments. Fay.
Inside clearance. The difference between the
the
As the combustion front advances,
outside diameter of a core and the inside

peened into slots or holes cut or drilled
into a blank bit. Hard-metal inserts may

instantaneous cuts
instantaneous cuts. Cuts characterized by the

drilling and igaition being done so that
all the holes can cooperate and break
smaller top angles. They are called instantaneous cuts as they are preferably ignited

by instantaneous detonators to ensure a

simultaneous detonation of all the charges
in the cut. Some examples are: blasjo-cut;
WP-cut; presplit cut. Langefors, pp. 193194.

instantaneous detonator. A detonator in
which there is no designed delay period

between the passage of an electric current
through the detonator and its explosion.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
instantaneous fuse. Term used to distinguish
rapid-burning from slow fuse. Ignition rate

is several thousand feet per minute, but

slower than that of detonating fuse. Pryor,
3. Example: PETN.
instantaneous relays. These relays, as their
name implies, operate within a few cycles
after faults are detected. Coal Age, v. 71,
No. 8, August 1966, p. 270.
Institution of Mining and Metallurgy; I.M.M.

The London Institution of Mining and

Metallurgy is the central British organization for regulating the professional affairs
of suitably qualified mining engineers engaged in production and treatment of non-

ferrous metals and rare earths. Related

bodies are those of Canada (Can. I.M.M.),
Australia (Aust. I.M.M.), and Republic of
South Africa (Rep. S. Af. I.M.M.). Pryor,3.
Institution of Mining and Metallurgy screen

scale; 1MM. screen scale. Laboratory
screens of usual 8 inch round size, in which

the diameter of each new wire is equal to
the distance between successive parallel

wires. Therefore, in a 60-mesh screen (hav-

ing 60 wires per linear inch measured
along either the warp or the woof) the
aperture is a square measuring 1/120th

inch on the side. The meshes used are 5, 8,
10, 12, 16, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
100, 120, 150 and 200. Pryor, 3.
instratified. Interstratified. Standard, 1964.
Instroke. The right to raise or take ore from
a leased ni:ne through the shaft or tunnel

of an adjoining mine. Ricketts, p. 34.

instrument. A telescopic level, such as a

transit or a builders level. Nichols.
instrumentalities of mining. The true meaning of such expressions as shafts, tunnels,
levels, uprises, cross cuts, inclines, sump,
etc. when apolicd to mines signifies instrumentalities whereby and through which
such mines arc opened, developed, prospected and worked. Ricketts, I.
instrumentation. Control by servo-mechanisms. Use of signaling devices originating

with the process to indicate, vary or regulate performance. Pryor, 3.
histrument transformers. Their purpose is to
insulate the relays from line voltage and
to reduce line current and voltage to
values that can be applied to the sensitive
mechanisms common to relays. These devices are classified with respnct to the rate
of speed at which they operate. Basically,
these classifications are: (1) instantaneous.

(2) high-speed; (3) time delay; and (4)

combinations of the three. Coal Age, v. 71,
No. 8, August 1966, p. 270.
Insufflator. An injector for forcing air into
a Yurnace. Webster 3d.
insular shelf. The zone surrounding an island
extzneing from the line of permanent im-

mersion to about 100 fathoms (600 feet)

depth where a marked or rather steep

integrated train
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descent toward the great depths occurs.
A.G.I.
insular shoulder. See insular talus. H&G.
insular slope. The declivity from the offshore

border of the insular shelf at depths of

from 50 to 100 fathoms (300 to 600 feet)
to oceanic depths. It is characterized by a
marked increase in gradient. Compare
island slope. A.G.I.
insular talus; hisular shoulder; insular slope.
The slope from the lower edge of an insular shelf into deeper water. A similar slope
from the lower edge of a continental shelf
is called continental talus. H&G.

insulate. To separate or to shield (a conductor) from conducting bodies by means
of nonconductors, so as to prevent transfer
of electricity, heat, or sound. Webster 3d.

insulated stream. A stream or reach of a

stream is insulated with respect to ground
water if it neither contributes water to the
zone of saturation nor receives water from
it. It is separated from the zone of saturation by an impermeable bed. A.G.I.
insulated-wire system. A mine signaling system in which pull wires are arranged along
the road to operate contact makers from
any point. This system is common on ropehauled man-riding installations. Mason, v.

2, p. 539.
insulating backup material. Nonrefractory
material of high thermal insulating value
for use on the outside of furnace walls to

reduce the heat loss. A.R.I.
insulating brick. A brick placed between the

refractory brick of a firebox and the furnace walls in order to prevent the escape
of heat. Some types of insulating brick can
also be used as firebrick. API Glossary.

insulating concrete. A mixture of diatomaceous earth, and Portland cement. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
insulating firebrick. A firebrick having a low
thermal conductivity and suitable for use
in the insulation of industrial furnaces.
HW.
insulating materials. Materials whicli offer a
relatively high resistance to the passage of

an electric current, including practically
all the nonmetallic substances and compounds, such as wood, porcelain, paper,

asbestos, rubber, glass, silk, cotton, oil, etc.
Mason, V. 2, p. 393,

insulating refractory. A refractory material
with low thermal conductivity, for use as
a furnace lining at temperatures higher
than those permissible for other insulating

materials. Francis, 1965, v. 2, p. 653.
insulating sleeves. See jointing sleeves. B.S.
S618, '964, sec. 6.
insulating water bottie. In oceanography, an
instrument used for the accurate determi-

nation of the temperature of the sea at

moderate depths. Also called Nansen-Pettersson water bottle. C.T.D.
insulation. a. If electric, separation of a conductor or charged body from earth or from
other conductors by means of a noncon-

ducting barrier. Pryor, 3. b. If thermal,

prevention of passage to or from a body of
external heat, lay use of nonconducting envelope. Pryor, 3 . c. See capacity insulation.
ACSG, 1963.
insulation resistance. a. The alternating-current resistance between two electrical conductors or between two systems of conduc-

tors separated by an insulating material.
Webster 3d. b. All insulators carry a certain small leakage current; they act as an
extremely high resistance which is called
the insulation resistance of the system. The

i35149

value of the insulation resistance of a cable
or of an electric motor is very high; but it

is inversely proportional to the length of
the cable, since each section of the cable
forms an additional parallel path for any
leakage current. Mason, v. 2, p. 394.
insulator. a. A supporting device made of
porcelain, glass, or the equivalent. Insulated J hooks are acceptable for suspending
insulated cables in temporary installations.

BuMines Coal-Mine Inspectors' Manual,
June 1966, Pt. 3-18e, p. 53. b. That which
insulates, especially: (1) a substance that
is a nonconductor of electricity, heat, or
sound, as cotton, gutta percha, silk, and

rubber, the dielectrics most commonly used
for covering wires conveying electric cur-

rents; or (2) a device made of an insulat-

ing substance for preventing the passage of
electricity, heat, or sound. Standard, 1964.
insulator-tube header. One who forms heads

on porcelain tube insulators by means of
hand capping press, inserting clay tube in

machine and pulling lever to form the
head. D.O.T. I .

insweep. Term applied to the lower part of
a glass container if the sides curve inward
or taper towards the base. Dodd.
intact clay. A clay without visible fissures.
See also fissured clay. Ham.
intaglio. Decoration which is incised or
sunken, in contrast to ornament in relief.
Haggar.

intake. a. The passage by which the ventilating current enters a mine. See also downcast, which is more appropriate for a shaft;

intake for an adit or entry. Fay. b. Scot.

One who works underground at odd work.
Fay, c. In underground mining, ventilating

passage through which fresh air is con-

ducted via an attic, drill hole, or downcast

shaft to the workings. Pryor, 3. d. N. of
Eng. Any roadway underground through

which fresh air is conducted to the working
face. Trist. c. The passage and/or the cur-

rent of ventilating air moving toward the
interior of a mine. Long. f. The suction
pipe or hose for a pump. Long. g. In hydraulics, the point at which the water or
other liquid is received into a pipe, channel, or pump. Long. h. The headworks of
a conduit; the place of diversion. Seelye, 1.

intake area. That part of the surface of the
lithosphere where water passes into the
lithosphere on its way to the zore of saturation. Fay.

integral action. Regulating movement pro-

portional to the magnitude and duration of
the error under scrutiny. Pryor, 3, p. 31.
integral control. In automation, progressive
restoration of a correct running condition
after deviation has occurred, so that overmodulation (hunting) is avoided. Pryor, 3.
integral pilot. A pilot-type noncoring bit having a pilot section that is an integral, nonreplaceable part of the bit. Long.

integral plot. In particle sizing, Schumann
plot. See also Schumann plot. Prym., 3.
3618,

integral steel. See stem, a and b.
1964, sec. 6.

integrated flux. Flux multiplied by time, usu-

ally expressed in nvt, where n equals the
number of particles per cubic centimeter,
v equals their velocity, and t equals time.
See also flux. L&L.

integrated train. A long string of cars, permanently coupled together, that thuttles

endlessly back and forth between one mine
and one generating plant, not even stopping

to load and unload, since rotary couplers

permit each car to be flipped over and

interferometer

integrated train
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dumped as the train moves slowly across
a trestle. Bureau of Mines Staff.
integrating meter. A meter which records the
total quantity of liquid or electricity
passing through it. Ham.

face makes with all the crystallographic
axes constitutes a parameter that defines
the crystal face. Bureau of Mines Staff.
intercepting channel. A channel excavated at

phases (one solid and one liquid) or between two fluids (aqueous/oily or liquid/
gas). When, as is usual, boundary transition is not abrupt, the terms interphase,

intercepting drain; curtain drain. A drain
that intercepts and diverts ground water

3. b. See boundary plane. Schieferdecker.

integration. The development of large crystals
from small ones by recrystallization. G.S.A.

Mem. 50, 1952, p. 11.

integrator. A circuit whose output is substantially proportional to the time integral
of the input. NCB.
intense. Term used to describe an anomaly
whose metal values rise sharply to welldefined peaks. Hawkes, 2, p. 154.
intensitometer. A device for determining relative X-ray intensities during radiography
in order to control exposure time. NRC-

ASA N1.1-1957.
intensity. a. As applied to color, the compara-

tive brightness (vividness) or dullness or
brownishness of a color; its comparative
possession or lack of brilliance; therefore,

the variation of a hue on a vivid-to-dull
scale. See also hue; tone. Shipley. b. As
applied to earthquakes, a number related
to the effects of earthquake waves on man,

structures, and the earth's surface at a
particular place. Compare magnitude, b.
Leet.

intensity level (sound energy flux density
level). The intensity level, in decibels, of
a sound is 10 times the logarithm to the

base 10 of the ratio of the intensity of this
sound to the reference intensity. The reference intensity must be stated explicitly. Hy.
intensity of magnetization. The magnetic moment per unit volume. A.G.I.
intensity of pressure. The pressure per unit
area. See lye, 1.
intensity of radiation. At a given place, the
energy per unit time entering a sphere of
unit cross-sectional area centered at that
place. The unit of intensity is the erg per
square centimeter second or the watt per
square centimeter. NCB.
intensity of rainfall. Rainfall observations

have proved that a period of rainfalling
in a summer month will produce only

about two-thirds of the runoff of a similar
period of rain falling in a winter month.
The difference is due to absorption by
growing vegetation. Ham.
intensity scale. A scale for objectively measuring the relative intensities of earthquakes.
Schieferdecker.
interbedded. Occurring between beds, or lying

in a bed parallel to other beds of a different material; same as interstratified. Fay.
istercalary. Inserted or coming between
others; introduced or existing interstitially;
as, intercalary beds. Fay.
intercalate. Applied generally to a body of
one kind of material interlaminated with
another and particularly to lamellar inclusions of one mineral in another, the former
being oriented more or less exactly in
planes related to the crystal structure of
the latter, for example, in a perthite, the
intercalates . of plagioclase in orthoclase,
and in certain minerals characterized by
schiller structure. Holmes, 1920.
intercalated. Descriptive of a body of rock
interbedded or interlaminated with another
body of different rock. Also, descriptive of
a mineral interbedded or interlaminated
with another mineral. A.G.I.
intercept. The length of a crystallographic
axis of reference between the origin of the
crystallographic axes and the intersection
of the crystallographic axis with the crystal

face. The ratio of the intercepts a crystal
264-972 0-68-38

the top of earth cuts, or at the foot of
slopes, or at other critical places to intercept surface flow; a catch drain. Seelye, I.
before it reaches the area to be protected.
Nichols.

intercept method. A method of determining

grain size by counting the number of grains
per unit length intersected by straight lines.
ASM Gloss.
intercepts. a. That portion included between

two points in a borehole as between the
point where the hole first encounters a
specific rock or mineral body and where
the hole enters a different or underlying

zeta zone, zone of shear, are preferable in
connection with dispersions of solids in
liquids, notably with respect to the surface
chemistry of finely ground ore pulps. Pryor,

interfacial angia. The internal or dihedral
angle between any two adjacent faces of
a crystal. Fay.
interfacial energy. Tension at interfaces be-

tween the various phases of a system which

may include solid, liquid and gas interfaces, varying in their combinations and

qualities. Pryor, 3.
interfacial tension. The contractile force of
an interface between two phases. ASM
Gloss.

rock formation. Long. b. Crystallography,
the distances cut off on axes of reference
by planes. Fay.
intercept time. See delay time. A.G.I.
interchange. The mixing of a tracer and an
added isotopic carrier so that the two participate to the same degree in any chemical
reaction, showing that mixing has occurred
in whatever chemical forms the tracer may
have originally becn distributed. NRC-ASA
N1.14957.
intercolline. Placed between hills; specifically
applied to depressions between the cols and
cratcriform hillocks of volcanic regions.
Standard, 1964. See also col. Fay.
intercommunicating porosity. In powder
metallurgy, in a sintered compact, the type
of porosity that connects the pores in such

interfelted. Intimately interlocked along contiguous surfaces. Descriptive of certain
rock contacts and of certain mineral textures and mineral relationships. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
interference color. One of the spectral colors
produced by the strengthening or the weakening of certain wavelengths of a composite
beam of light in consequence of interfer-

another through the entire compact. ASM

wh m a properly oriented thin section cr

a way that a fluid may pass from one to
Gloss.

intercooler. a. A common form of intercooler

is a horizontal cylindrical chamber containing a number of thin, wrought-iron or
brass tubes, like a condenser for a steam
engine, through which the cooling water
circulates. Air passes between the tubes,
and baffle plates direct the air to all parts

of the intercooling chamber. Well-designed
intercoolers through which a proper amount

of water is circulated will cool the air to
within 15° to 20° F of atmospheric temperature. Lewis, p. 670. b. A radiator in
which air is cooled while moving from low
pressure to high pressure cylinders of a

ence. This is an important characteristic
in determining minerals in thin section or
in fragments under the polarizing microscope. Webster 3d.

interference figure. An optical figure com-

posed of a series of spectrally colored rings
combined with a blank cross (if uniaxial)

or a series of spectrally colored curves or
rings with two black parabolic curves called
isogyres (if biaxial). The figure is observed

fragment of a mineral is examined in convergent light through the polarizing micro-

scope. The interference figure, which is
caused by the birefringence of the mineral

and by the orientation of the mineral so
that it presents an optic axis in the field
of the microscope, is one of the most valu-

able optical aids in identifying minerals.
Bureau of Mines Staff. Also called the
direction image.
interference methanometer; refractometer.
A firedamp detector based on the velocity
of light. A beam of light is split into two
parts which pass respectively through cham-

bers containing pure air and the test air

two stage compressor. Nichols. c. In multistage compression of air, cooling arrangement between stages. Pryor, 3.
intercooling. Extraction of heat from a com-

at velocities characteristic of the gases.
When methane is present the light beams
are out of step and this movement becomes

pression in order to improve the efficiency
of compression. Strock, 10.
intercrystalline. Between the crystals, or
grains, of a metal. ASM Gloss.
interdosal rock. Means close in rock. Lewis,
'
p. 561.
interest. PayMent for the use of money or for
the forbearance of a debt. Hoov, p. 156.
interested persons. Members of the mine
sakty committee and other duly authorized
representatives of the mine workers' organi-

interference of light. Rays of light pursuing
the same path, in which the waves are out
of phase, suffer interference and tend to
destroy one another, while waves which
are in phase (crest corresponding to crest)
reinforce each other. The colors seen reflected from opal and labradorite are due
to interference. Anderson.
interference ripple marks. A special form of

pressed gas between two stages of com-

zation Federal, State, and County coal-

mine inspectors; and, to the extent re-

quired by Federal and State law, any other
person. U.S. BuMines Federal mine safety
codeBituminous Coal and Lignite Mines,
Pt. I Underground Mines October 8,1953.

interestuarine. Situated between two estuaries. Standard, 1964.
interface. a. Contact boundary either between
two solids or between two immiscible

a measure of the methane concentration.
Nelson.

compound rippling consisting of polygonal

pits arranged side by side forming a celllike structure. Also called tadpole nests;
dimpled current mark; cross-ripple. Pettijohn.

interference settlement. The sinking of a

foundation caused by the loads on adjacent
foundations. See also inherent settlement.
Ham.
interferometer. a. An instrument used to de-

termine the wave length of light by the
production of interference with waves of
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interferometer
known lengths. The interferometer

has

been used to determine coefficient of expansion of enamels and glasses. Enam. Dict.

b. An instrument that measures the change
in the refractive index of air conatining
varying amounts of methane. Roberts, I.
p. 88.

interfluent. Applied to magmas which are

discharged from a volcano by way of subsurface cavities within the conc. See also
superfluent; effluent. Fay.

interfiuve. The area between two

rivers.

Standard, 1964.
interformational. Between formations ; as,
in terformational conglomerate or interfor-

mational unconformity. Contrasted with

intraformational. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
interformational conglomerate. Those gravels

ern Arkansas, and Mississippi located at
some distance in the interior from the Gulf
Coast salt domes. The three general group-

from 40 to 60 percent of pure, bright ingredients (vitrain, clarain, and fusain ),
the remainder consisting of clarodurain

of the Sabine arch in northern Louisiana;
and (3) in southern Alabama, eastern Louisiana, and south-central Mississippi. See
also salt dome; piercement dome. A.G.I.
interior span. A continuous beam or slab,

intermediate constituent. A constituent of
alloys that is formed when atoms of two
metals combine in certain proportions to

interjointal. Situated or occurring between
the joint planes of a rock. Standard, 1964.

CuZn; hence, these constituents are also

ings are (1) in the Tyler basin, northeastern Texas; (2) on the eastern flank

ding of one of the invaded formations.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

interglacial. a. An age or time of comparatively warm or dry climate between tunes
of glaciation. Webster 3d. b. Occurring or
formed between two glacial epochs. Webster 3d.
intergranular. A textural term proposed by
Evans (1916) and applied to volcanic
rocks in which there is an aggregation of
augite grains, not in parallel optical continuity (as in subophitic texture), between
a network of feldspar laths, which may be
diverse, subradial, or subparallel. Distinguished from an intersertal texture by the
absence of interstitial glass, or other substances which may fill the interstices between the feldspar laths. Characteristic of
certain basaltic and doleritic rocks. Compare granulitic. A.G.I.
intergranular corrosion.

Corrosion

which

occurs preferentially at grain boundaries

of a metal or alloy. BuMines Bull. 619,

1964, p. 206.
intergranular pressure. a. The effective pressure in a soil. Ham. b. Sce effective stress.
ASCE P1826.
intergranular texture. A texture characteristic
of holocrystalline basalts and doleritic

interior coalfields. U.S. Includes: Eastern
interior field, Illinois, Indiana, and Ken-

tucky; Western interior field, Great Plains
States from Iowa to Arkansas; Southwestern field, Texas; and Northern field, Michigan. Bateman, 1950, p. 647.
interior salt dome. One of the salt domes in
eastern Texas, northern Louisiana, south-

AP'

form crystals with a different structure

from that of either of the metals. The

proportions of the two kinds of atoms may
be indicated by formula, for example,

interwoven. Confusedly inter-

intermediate cooler. In a blast furnace, a
water-cooled casting, usually of copper,
that is installed inside the cinder cooler.

interlaced;
twined, as are fibers or slender crystals in
some minerals. Shipley.

interlayer water. Water which is held between the layers of three-layer montmorillonite-type minerals (and hydrated halloy-

site). Because the binding between the
layers in montmorillonite minerals is weak,

water can enter and may cause swelling.
The water is relatively easily removed
(100° to 300° C). ACSG, 1963.
interleaved. Lying in beds between layers of
rock. Fay.
interlobate. Situated between lobes; applied
to deposits lying between adjacent glacial
lobes. Fay.

interlock. The clutch in steel sheet piles.
Ham.
interlocking controls. A system of electrical
controls for a system of conveyors which
maintains a controlled relationship between
the units of the system. Sometimes applied
to sequence starting controls. ASA MH4.11958.

interlocking piles. See steel sheet piling. Ham.

interlocking tile. Roofing tile having ridges
and grooves which interlock when the tile
are laid on the roof. Fay.
interlocking wedge-type capping. This type
of wire rope capping is simple to apply.
The sleeves are first threaded on the rope,
a white metal bob is then formed on the
end of the rope by untwisting the wires
and cutting out the hemp core, if present,
and white metal is run into a mold round
the wires. The bob is allowed to cool. Two
tapered interlocking steel wedges are then
fitted cm to the rope clear of the bob so
that wedges can move forward towards the
bob and grip the rope as the load is applied

to the capping. The rope is cleaned of

rocks, resulting from the aggregation of
augite grains between feldspar laths arranged in a network. C.M.D.
Inwrgrown. a. Of coal and mineral matter,

naturally associated and separable only by
crushing or grinding. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. In
crystallography, descriptive term for mineral species which have crystallized simultaneously and therefore become intertwined
or interlocked. Pryor, 3.
intergrowtb. An interlocking of two or more
minerals that resulted from their simultaneous crystallization. Perthite is an example
of intergrowth. Certain rock textures such
as graphic, micrographic 'nd granoplyric,
A
are intergrowth textures. A.G.I.
interior angle. Horizontal angle between adjacent sides of a polygon, measured within
the polygon. Seelye, 2.

and durain. Compare bright coal, d; smmibright coal; semidull coal; dull coal. A.G.I.

both supports of which are continuous with
adjacent spans. Ham.

and their indurated equivalents that are

often present within a formation of which
the constituents have a source external to
the formation. A.G.I.
interformational sheet. An igneous body,
similar to a sill, but intruded along a plane
of unconformity and parallel to the bed-

intermediate oxides

lubricant where the wedges will grip, and
the groove in the wedges must be of such
a size that a gap is left between the wedges
so that they can grip the rope firmly. The
edges of the wedges should come opposite
a valley between the strands of the rope.
The outer socket is now placed over the
wedges and the sleeves are lightly tapped

into position to hold the parts together.
Sinclair, V, pp. 26-28.
intermediate. A secondary or auxiliary horizontal passage driven between levels in a
mine, which may extend from a raise or
stope and, depending upon its orientation,
may be either an intermediate drift or a
crosscut. Forrester, p. 342. Synonym for
sublevel.

Intermediate annealing. Annealing wrought
metals at one or more stages during manufacture and before final treatment. ASM
Gloss.

intermed:ate belt. Subdivision of zone of aera,

tion. The belt that lies between the beh
of soil moisture and the capillary fringe.

Leet.
intermediate COal. A banded coal containing

known as intermetallic compounds. C.T.D.

Henderson.

intermediate coat. The ground coat which is
applied directly on the iron or steel base
or the coat of enamel applied over the
ground coat but over which a final coat is
applied. Enam. Dice.
intermediate crusher. A machine of a type
suitable for size reduction from about 8 to
20 mesh, for example, a pan mill or ball
mill; (note, however, that a ball mill can
more properly be used as a fine grinder).
Dodd.

intermediate cut. See middle cut. Nelson.
intermediate drivage. An auxiliary horizontal
passage driven between levels in a mine,

which may extend from a raise or stope
and may be either an intermediate drift or

a crosscut. Nelson.
intermediate duty fire clay brick. A fire clay
refractory having a pyrometric cone equivalent not lower than No. 29, or having a
refractoriness of not more than 3.0 percent
deformation as measured by the load test
at 2,460° F (ASTM requirements). A.R.I.
intermediate electrode. Same as bipolar electrode. ASM Gloss.
intermediate gate. A gate between the central
gate and the end gates particularly in
double-double unit layouts. Nelson.
intermediate haulage. a. The transportation
of mined coal or ore from the face haulage
to that point where it is accessible to the
main line. It is accomplished by conveyors,
belts, or locomotives and mine cars. Woodruff, v. 3, p. 51. b. Mine haulage used to
collect loads and deliver empties from and

to the sections. These are taken to and

from central sidetracks served by the main
line motor. Locomotives and track are frequently lighter than those on the main line.
Kentucky, pp. 222-223.
Intermediate haulage conveyor. Generally
500 to 3,000 feet in length. It is used to
transport material between the gathering
conveyor and the main haulage conveyor.
NEMA MB1-1961.
Intermediate igneous rock. a. An igneous rock

containing between 52 and 66 percent

SiO2. Holmes, 1928. b. An igneous rock
containing between 55 and 66 prcent
and essentially intermediate in composition
between the acid (granitic) and basic
(gabbroic or basaltic ) rocks; for example,
syenite and diorite. C.M.D.
intermediate loading station. See loading station. NEMA MB1-1961.
intermediate (epithermal) neutron. A neutron
having greater energy than that of a thermal neutron but less than that of a fast
neutron. The range is between 0.5 electron
volt and 100,000 electron volts. L&L.
intermediate oxides. As used in the manufacture of vitreous enamels are frequently
A1102, aluminum oxide or alumina, and

intermediate oxides
B203, boron trioxide. Hansen.

intermediate packs. Packs built between gates
with wastes on each side and usually supported by packwalls. TIME.
intermediate phase. In an alloy or a chemical
system, a distinguishable homogeneous
phase whose composition ranges does not
extend to any of the pure components of
the system. ASM Gloss.
intermediate piece. See matching piece. Dodd.
Intermediate principal plane. The plane normal to the direction of the intermediate

principal stress. ASCE P1826.
intermediate principal stress. The principal

stress whose value is neither the largest
nor the smallest (with regard to sign) of

three. ASCE P1826.
intermediate (epithermal) reactor. A reactor
in which the chain reaction is sustained
mainly by intermediate neutrons. L&L.
the

the clear liquid passes through the filter
cloth and out through pipes leading from
the interior of each filter leaf. The solid
material forms a cake on the outside of the
leaf. Newton, pp. 104-105.
intermittent filtration. Percolating filter treatment of sewage is more widely used in
Great Britain than any other system. Such

a filter comprises a bed of coke, clinker,
broken stones, or similar material which
will not disintegrate under weather action
or attack by corrosive sewage. See also sewage. Ham.
intermittent kiln; periodic kiln. A batch type
kiln in which goods are set, fired, cooled,

and then drawn. The principal types in the
ceramic industry are round kilns (or beehive kilns), rectangular kibs, bottle ovens,
bogie kilns, and top-hat kilns. Dodd.
intermittent sampling. Sampling carried out

intermediates. Oxides whose structural behavior in glass falls between the network
formers and network modifiers. VV.

on one unit of coal and then stopped for
some time until another unit selected for
sampling arrives. See also random sample.

belt conveyor which consists of the framing
and the belt idlers supported by the fram-

intermittent stream. a. A stream which flows

intermediate section. That part of a mining

ing, both of which guide and support the
belts between the head end and the tail
end. There are two general types of intermediate sections: (1) rigid side framed
and (2) wire-rope side framed. NEMA
MB1-1961.

intermediate shaft. A shaft which is driven

by one shaft, and drives another. Nichols.
intermediate sight. In survey-leveling, reading
on the staff at a point which is not to be
occupied by the level, and is not to be used
either as a back or foresight. Pryor, 3. See
also leveling practice.
intermediate transfer point. The point along
a conveyor which may already be carrying

Nelson.

part of the time, as after a rainstorm, dur-

ing wet weather or during part of the

year. A.G.I. b. A stream which flows only

at certain times when it receives water
from springs (spring-fed) or from some

surface source (surface-fed), such as melting snow in mountainous areas. A.G.I.
See perennial stream. A.G.I.
intermontane. Lying between mountains. Fay.

internal combustion. Of or pertaining to an

engine whose pressure energy is produced

by burning or exploding in its cylinder a
mixture of air and fuel. Standard, 1964.
internal-combustion engine. An engine in
which power is generated by burning
within the cylinder a mixture of air and

a load, at which coal is delivered from

gas or air and alcohol, kerosine, gasoline,

These de-

fuel results in the production of gases of

another panel conveyor. Nelson.

intermediatt vein zone deposits.

posits are thought to have been formed at

depths ranging from 4,000 to 12,000 feet
below the surface and at a temperature
between 175° and 300° C. Such a deposit

may take the form of a fissure vein, a series

of parallel fissures called a sheeted zone,
a replacement of the wall rock of fissures
or of a large disseminated deposit. Much of
the gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc of

the Western United States comes from
these deposits. Lewis, p. 274.
intermediate water. The upper layers of water
in the oceanic hydrosphere. This water
originates in the arctic or in the antarctic
convergence. Schieferdecker.
intermetallk compound. An intermediate

or other liquid fuel. The burning of the
high temperature and pressure, which act
directly on a piston that moves back and

forth in a cylinder into which the air and

fuel are admitted and from which the

burned gases are discharged through suitable valves. Zern, p. 331.
internal-combustion locomotives. Locomotives powered by internal-combustion engines, either gasoline or diesel, are made

sizes from 3-ton to 70-ton, arid the
smaller sizes are especially suited to the
average pit and quarry haulage problems.
in

Diesel locomotives, because of their use of
cheaper fuels are in w;dest use. Pit and

Quarry, 53rd, Sec. A, p. 114.
internal discharge bucket elevator. A type of

phase in an alloy system, having a narrow
range of homogeneity and relatively simple

bucket elevator having continuous buckets
abutting, hinged, or overelapping and de-

nature of the atomic binding can vary from
metallic to ionic. ASM Gloss. See also intermediate constituent.

the buckets. See also bucket elevator. ASA

stoichiometric proportions, in which the

intermine. To intersect or penetrate with
mines. Webster 2d.
intermittent cutters. Coal-cutting machines of

signed for loading and discharging along
the inner boundary of the closed path of

MH4.1-1958.
internal drainage. Drainage that does not
reach the ocean by surface streams. Stokes

the pick machine and breast machine type.

and Varner, 1955.
internal elevator. See internal discharge

cause they must be frequently reset, while

internal energy. Of a gas, the total heat

They are called intermittent cutters bewith continuous cutters a continuous cut

can be made the full width of the face

without stopping the machine. Kiser, 1,
p. 2.
intermittent filters. These usually consist of
a number of filtering leaves which are simply rectangular frames carrying filter cloth

on the outer surface. A number of these
leaves are mounted in a suitable tank, and

intersect
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bucket elevator. ASA MH4.1-1958.

energy stored in a unit mass of a gas due
to the motion and position of the molecules
of the gas. This energy is measured by a
thermometer. Lewis, p. 662.
internal friction. The conversion of energy
into heat by a material subjected to fluctuating stress. In free 'vibration, the internal friction is measured by the logarithmic
decrement. ASM Gloss.

internal grinding. Grinding an internal sur-

face such as that inside a cylinder or hole.
ASM Gloss.
internal ribbon conveyor. A trunnion-supported revolving cylinder the inner surface
of which is fitted with continuous or interrupted ribbon flighting. ASA MH4.1-1958.
internal stress. Residual stress existing between different parts of metal products, as

as a result of the differential effects of

heating, cooling, or working operations, or
of constitutional chInges in the solid metal.

C.T.D.
internal vibrator.

A cylinder containing
vibrating mechanism inserted into wet concrete to ensure that it is properly corn.
pacted. See also external vibrator. Ham.
internal waste. Barren rock between two or

more bands (veins) or reef which are
mined simultaneously. Beerman.
international ampere. The current which,
when passed through a solution of silver
nitrate in water will deposit silver at the

rate of 0.001118000 gram per second. The
unit of current in common use. C.T.D.
International Ellipsoid of 1930. Equation re-

3-xting variation of gravity with latitude,

adopted by an international commission as
best expressing the normal gravity field of
the earth to the approximation of an ellipsoid of revolution. Bureau of Mines Stag.
international low water. A plane of reference
below mean sea level (mslj by the following amount: half the range between mean

lower low water (mllw) and mean higher
high water (mhhw) multiplied by 1.5.
Abbreviation, ilw. Hy.
international metric carat. a. A unit of weight
equal to 200 milligrams. Long. b. See

carat, a. Fay.

interparticle water. See interlayer water. VV.
interpenetration twin. Two or more individual crystals twinned into such a position
that they penetrate one another. Fay.
interphase. In physical chemistry, the transition layer, zone of change, zone of shear

or zeta layer, through which the characteristic qualities of each contacting phase
diffuse outward with diminishing strength
toward the adjoining phase. Not an interface,

since

the

division

is

not sharp.

Pryor, 3.
interpolation. Assumption of a statistical
value from its mathematical or graphical

position intermediate in a series of determined points. Pryor, 3.
interpolation of contours. The process of
drawing contour lines by, inferring their
plan position and trend from spot levels or
from otoer contours, assuming the intervening ground to have uniform slope.
Where the spot levels are sparse, the process requires knowledge of the land or lie
of the seams. See also contour plan. Nelson.

interpole. An auxiliary pole placed between
the main poles of a commutating machine.
Lowenheim.
interrupted-current plating. Plating in which
the flow of current is discontinued for periodic short intervals to decrease anode
polarization and elevate the critical current
density. It is most commonly used in cyanide copper plating. ASM Gloss.
interrupter. A device, usually automatic, for
rapidly and frequently breaking and making an electric circuit, as in an induction

coil. Standard, 1964.

interruptions. Secondary cutters in auger
drills. Nichols.
intersect. a. To cut across or meet, as a bore-

hole cuts through a stratum of rock or
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with reference to the overlying and underlying beds. Fay.
interstratified. a. Interbedded; strata depos-

mation resulting from the sliding of unconsolidated sediments under the influence of
gravity. Also called intraformational corrugation. A.G.1.
intraformational corrugation. A term applied
to small-scale intraformational folding.
Pettijohn.

intersect
encounters a vein. Long. b. In mining, to
cut across or meet a vein or lode with a
passageway; also, the point at which a vein

or lode cuts across an earlier formation.
Long.

intersecting lines. Two lines that cross or cut
each other. Jones, 2, p. 81.
intersecting vein. A vein which cuts across
an earlier vein. Fay.

intersection. a. The point at which a deliberate deflection of the trend of a borehole
is made. Long. b. The noint at which a
drill hole enters a specihe ore body, fault,
or rock material. Long. c. Meeting of two
ore bodies or veins, or the point at which
a vein or ore body meets a fault, dik-.; or
rock strata. Long. d. The point at which
two underground workings connect. Long.

intersection angle. The angle of deflection,
as measured at the intersection point between the straights of a railway or highway curve. C.T.D.
intersection point. That point at which two
straights or tangents to a railway or road
curve would meet if produced. See also
tangent distance. Ham.
intersection shoot. A mineral deposit localized along vein intersections or cross fissures; they are among the oldest known
and the commonest types. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

Intersertal. A texture characterized by the
insertion, between divergent feldspar laths,
of glass, palagonite, chlorite, or other primary or secondary minerals that take the

form of the interstitial spaces. In intersertal basalt, the grains of augite rarely
occupy the wedge-shaped spaces com-

pletely, continuity being established by a
groundmazs of glass or its alteration products. Holmes, 1920.

interspersed c'arbide. Small-size (one-eighth

of an inch and larger), irregular-shaped
fragments of tungsten carbide slugs mixed

with a suitable matrix metal and applied
to cutting faces of bits or other cutting

tools, as a weldment. Also called clustered
carbide. Long.
interstice. a. An opening in anything or be-

tween things; especially, a narrow space

between the parts of a body or things close
together a crack, a crevice, a chink, or a
cranny. Standard, 1964. b. A space between mineral granules. Bateman.
interstitial. Descriptive of void spaces; interstitial or connate water occupics part of the
void spaces in the reservoir rock. Wheeler.
interstitial compounds. Those formed when
transition metals admit small atoms (such
as those of hydrogen boron, carbon or

nitrogen) into the interstices of their lattices. Also, interstitial deposits formed sub-

sequently to the rock formations whose
pores they have filled by impregnation.

Pryor, 3.
interstitialcy. Crystal imperfection involving
an atom in an interstitial position. VV.

interstitial deposit. A deposit that fills the

pores in a rock; frequently used instead of
Impregnation deposit. F y.
interstitial solid solution. 4 solid solution in
which the solute atoms occupy positions
within the lattice of the solvent. See also
substitutional solid solution. ASM Gloss.

interstitial water. Water contained in the

minute pores or spaces between the smallmineral grains or other units of rock.,A.G.I.
interstratification. The state of lying between

other strata; the condition of a bed, stratum, or member of a sedimentary deposit

ited between or alternatingly with other
strata. Fay. b. Of coal and mineral matter,

associated in random horizontal layers,

usually with a natural cleavage. B.S. 3552,
1962.

interstrial. Between striae. Fay.
intertidal zone. Generally considered to be

the zone between mean hiuh-water and

mean low-water levels. Hy. See also littoral
zone.

intertrappean. Lying between beds of trap.
Standard, 1964.
interval.

a. The vertical distance between

strata or units of reference. A.G.I. b. The
contour interval is the vertical distance between two successive contour lines on a
topographic, structural, or other contour
map. A.G.I. c. The flood plain is about 10
feet above low water, being annually overflowed by the floods of spring. This would

called bottomland in the Wes ern
United States. In New England, it is commonly termed interval; but along the Connecticut River, it is frequently known as
meadow. A.G.I. d. The space between the
river and the hills or mountains by which
be

the level portion of the river valley

is

bounded. Obsolete. A.G.I. e. The distance
between two points or depths in a borehole.
Compare core intersection. Long. f. The
perpendicular distance between two paral-

lel lines; for example, the elevation dif-

ferential between contour lines. Long.
interveined. Intersected with veins, or as if
with veins. Standard, 1964.
interwoven. See interlaced.
interwoven conveyor belt. A construction of
conveyor belt similar to the solid woven

type of belt and having the plies interwoven to the extent that it is impossible

to separate the plies. ASA ,MH4.1-1958.
in-the-seam mining. The conventional system
of mining in which the development headings are driven in the coal seam. Compare
horizon mining. Nelson.

into the house. Newc. The upstroke of a
pump engine. Fay.

into the solid; on the solid. Said of a shot

intraformational folds. Folding confined to
a stratum lying between undeformed beds
which is attributed to processes syngenetic

with those responsible for the bed iteslf;
may be due to sliding or slump but also
produced by other means. Pettijohn.
intragranular movement. In rock deformationt a displacement that takes place within
the Individual crystals by movement along
glide planes. A.G.I.

intramagmatic deposit. A mineral deposit

that occurs inside its eruptive parent rock.
Schieferdecker.

intramicrite. A limestone similar to intrasparite, except that there is more microcrystalline matrix than calcite cement.
A.G.I. SuPp.

intramicrudite. Intramicrite with intraclasts
larger than 1 millimeter. A.G.I. SuPp.
intramontane. Being within a mountainous
region. Webster 3d.

intra-Pacific province. See Atlantic series.
A.G.I.
intrasparite. Limestone composed of 25 percent or more of intraclasts and more calcite
cement than microcrystalline matrix. A.G.I.
Suns.
Intrasparrudite. Intrasparite with intraclasts
larger than 1 millimeter. A.G.I. SuPp.
intrastratal contortions. See convolute bedding. Pettijohn.
intrastratal flowage. See ball-and-pillow structure. Pettijohn.
intrastratal flow structure. A type of convolute bedding. Pettijohn.
intratelluric. a. Formed or occurring within

the earth; said of the constituents of an
effusive rock formed before its appearance

on the surface, or of the period of their

formation. Also called intratellural. Standard, 1964. b. Of, relating to, or constituting the period or stage of crystallization of
igneous rocks prior to eruption. Webster 3d.

intrazonal soil. One of the great group of

to which the coal can be broken by the

soils with more or less well-developed soil
characteristics that reflect the dominating

blast. Fay.
intra-. A prefix from the Latin intra meaning
within, inside, into, and intro-. Webster 3d.
intracrystalline. Within or across the crystals
or grains of a metal. Same as transcrystalline; transgranular. ASM Gloss.
intrados. The interior curve of an arch, as of

and Varnes, 1955.
intrenched meander. See entrenched mean-

which goes Into the coal beyond the point

a tunnel lining. Sandstrom.
Intradosal. The fractured ground within the
fracture zone. Lewis, p. 624. Compare
extradosal.

intraformational. Formed or existing within
a geologic formation. Standard, 1964.
intraformational breccia. A rudaceous deposit
formed by penecontemporaneous erosion

and deposition of the strata in which it

occurs. See also intraformational conglomerate. A.G.I.
intraformational conglomerate. A conglom-

erate developed by the breaking up of a
partially consolidated bed and the incorporation of the fragments in new strata

nearly contemporaneous with the original
bed. Where the rounding is slight, these
conglomerates grade into breccias. A.G.I.
intraformational contortion. Folding that is
confined to a stratum between two nonfolded strata; applied especially to defor-

influence of some local factor of relief,
parent material, or age over the normal
effect of climate and vegetation. Stokes
der. A.G.I.

intrinsically safe apparatus. Apparatus that
is so construced that, when installed and
operated under the conditions specified by

the certifying authority, any electrical

sparking that may occur in normal working, either in the apparatus or in the circuit associated therewith, is incapable of
causing an ignition of the prescribed flammable gas or vapor. B.S. 3618, 1965, Sec. 7.

intrinsically safe circuit. A circuit in which
any electrical sparking that may occur in

normal working under the conditions speci-

fied by the certifying authority, and with
the prescribed components, is incapable of
causing an ignition of the prescribed flammable gas or vapor. B.S. 3618, 1965, Sec.
7.

intrinsically safe machine. A machine which
is safe in itself, without having to be placed
inside a flameproof enclosure. It implies
that the machine cannot produce any spark
which is capable of igniting firedamp air

intrinsically safe machine
mixtures in mines. Nelson.

intrinsic ash. Constitutional ash in coal.

Tomkeieff, 1954. Synonymous with inher-

ent ash. A.G.I. Supp.
intrinsic safety. In a circuit; safety such that

any sparking that may occur in that circuit
in normal working, or in reasonable fault
conditions, is incapable of causing an explosion of the prescribed inflammable gas.

NCB.

introductory column. In casing a borehole,
the highest and first column that is inserted. Stoces, v. 1, p. 85.
intrusion. a. In geology, a mass of igneous
rock which, while molten, was forced into
or between other rocks. Fay. b. A mass of

sedimentary rock occurring in a coal seam.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.
intrusion breccia. Breccia created during the

process of intrusion of igneous material.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955,
intrusion displacement. Faulting coincident
with the intrusion of an igneous rock. Fay.
intrusion grouting. A method of placing concrete by intruding the mortar component

in position and is then converted to concrete by intruding the mortar component
into its voids. One of the chief advantages

of the method is that it permits the placing
of concrete underwater. Carson, 2, p. 112.
intrusive. In petrology, having, while molten,
penetrated into or between other rocks, but
solidifying before reaching the surface; said
of certain igneous rocks; nearly the same

as plutonic and contrasted with effusive

or extrusive. Fay.
intrusive contact. A contact between an igne-

ous rock and some other rock indicating
that the igneous rock is the younger. The

younger rock may send dikes into the older
rock, have inclusions of the older rock, or
be chilled against the older rock. A.G.I.
intrusive rock. A rock that consolidated from

magma beneath the surface of the earth.
See also plutonic igneous rock. A.G.1.
intrusive veins. When the injected mass has
arisen along an open fissure, and solidified
there as a wall-like intrusion, it is called

a dike. When its path has been less regularly defined and penetrates the surround-

ing rocks in a wavy threadlike fashion, this
irregular protrusion is called a vein. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.

intumesce. To enlarge, to expand, to swell,
or to bubble up (as from ,being heated).

Webster 3d.
intumescence., The property of some silicates,
notably of perlite, of expanding perrnanently, when heated, to form a completely
vesicular structure. Compare bloating; exfoliation. Dodd.

inundation. An inrush of water on a large
scale which floods the entire mine or a

large section of the workings. See also tapping old workings. Nelson.
invaded zone. The zone in a permeable rock

around a well bore into which filtrate
(normally water) from the drilling mud

has passed, with the consequent partial or
total displacement of the fluids originally
present in that zone. Institute of Petroleum,
1961.

invar. Nickel-iron alloy with negligible thermal expansion in the climatic temperature
range. Used in manufacture of surveyor's
steel tapes, chronometer balance wheels,
etc. Pryor, 3.
invariant equilibrium. A phase assemblage
having 0 degree of freedom, that is, neither
temperature, pressure, nor composition
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iodembolite

may be varied without loss of one or more
phases. A.G.I.
invariant point. Temperature with the maximum number of phases as defined by phase
rule. See also variance. VV.

older rocks. A.G.I.
inverted relief. A topographic configuration
of valleys and ridges in which the former
occupy the sites of anticlinal folds and the
latter, the sites of synclinal folds. The topography is thus the inverse of the geologic
structure. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
inverted siphon. a. A pipeline crossing over
a depression or under a highway, railroad,

invasion. Mex. A mining trespass. Fay.
invasive dike. A dike that has been forced

more or less slowly into cavities formed by
the extra hydrostatic pressure of the invad-

ing magma; contacts irregular and often
close welded. J. Geol., v. 30, No. 2, Feb.Mar., 1922, p. 165.

invasive magma. Synonym for aggressive

magma. A.G.I.
invelite. A plastic similar to bakelite. Shipley.

inventory rundown; inventory shrinkage. a.
Rundown is a reduction of stocks and
stores. Pryor, 3. b. Shrinkage is a shortfall
discovered on checking. Pryor, 3.
inventory shrinkage. See inventory rundown.
Pryor, 3.
Inverell sapphire. Blue sapphire from New
South Wales, marketed through Inverell.
Lighter blue than typical Anakie sapphire.
Shipley.
invernite. A holocrystalline intrusive rock of

granite aspect containing phenocrysts of
orthoclase and fewer of plagioclase in a
groundmass consisting of stumpy idiomor-

phic feldspars (mostly orthoclase, but in

part plagioclase), sparsely distributed horn-

blende or mica, and interstitial

quartz.

Holmes, 1928.

inverse initiation; indirect initiation. The
placing of the detonator at the back of the
shothole. This is the usual practice when
using delay detonators in order to minimize the danger of cutoff holes. See also
direct initiation. Nelson. Also known as
indirect priming. Bureau of Mines Staff,
inverse spinel. Spinel with the divalent cations in 6-fold (octahedral) sites, and thc
trivalent cations in 6-fold and 4-fold (tetrahedral) sites. VV.
Inverse Square Law. Law which governs such
matters as intensity-effects of light, mag-

netism, gravitational force. The effect at

a point R due to an emitting source E

varies as the square of the distance, ER'.
Pryor, 3.
inversio;. a. A folding back of rock strata
upon themselves by which their sequence

seems reversed. Webster 3d. b. An increase
of air temperature with increased elevation

rather than the usual decrease. Bureau of
Mines Staff. c. A change in the crystalline
form brought about by change in temperature as the inversion from beta quartz to
alpha quartz at 575° C or from beta quartz
to beta cristobalite at about 800° C. Bureau of Mines Staff.

inversion point. A change in the internal

structure of a mineral at a given temperature. Bateman.
invert. a. The floor, bottom, or lowest part
of the internal cross section of a conduit.
Seelye, 1. b. The curved floor of a tunnel.
Sandstrom. c. A flat, inverted arch of
masonry used for the floor of the tunnel
lining. Stauffer. d. The inside bottom of
a pipe or tunnel. Nichols.
inverted fold. See overfold.
inverted heading and bench. See headingoverhand bench. Fraenkel.
inverted pendulum. An instrument in which
the acceleration of gravity is determined

by measuring the swinging period of a

mass that is supported on a spring. Schie-

ferdecker.

inverted plunge. A plunge of a fold such

that the younger rocks plunge beneath thc
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canal, etc. The term is common but inappropriate, as no siphonic action is in-

volved. The term sag pipe is suggested as
a substitute. Seelye, 1. b. A pipe or tube
in the shape of a siphon, but Inverted, as
for carrying water across the depression

of a ravine to a lower level. Standard,

c. See drowned level. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 4.
1964.

inverted strata. Strata that have been bent
right over due to intense and long-continued lateral pressure. A shaft or borehole
put down in such ground may intersect the
same seam several times. Nelson.

invert level. The datum level of the lowest
part of an invert. Ham.
invert strut. Flat strut that sometimes is used

instead of an arch on bottom of tunnel

cross section. Bureau of Mines Staff.
investment. The outlay of capital for a period

in the expectation of receiving back this

capital at the end of the period, meanwhile
receiving a regular income from it. Hoov,
p. 322.
investment casting. A process for the casting
of small metal components to a close tolerance. In the usual process a wax replica
of the part to be cast is coated (invested)
with refractory powder, suitably bonded,

and the whole is then warmed (150° C)
to melt out the wax, thus, thc alternative

name lost-wax process; the refractory mold

is then fired at 1,000° to 1,100° C. Thc
refractory use may be powdered sillimanite

or alumina, or specially prepared cristobalFil the latter is particularly used in
the application of the process in dentistry.
Dodd.

investment compound. A mixture of a graded
refractory filler, a binder, and a liquid
vehicle, used to make molds for investment
casting. ASM Gloss.
investment mold. The refractory mold used
in precision molding. Osborne.
invisible light. A term used to refer to certain
radiations of light traveling in wavelengths

too short or too long to be distinguished

by the human eye, such as ultraviolet light

and infrared light. See also visible light.
Shipley.

inwalL a. The refractory lining of the stack
of a blast furnace. See also stack, c. Dodd.
b. The interior walls or lining of a shaft
furnace. Fay.
inwall brick. Fire clay brick for use in lining
the inwall section of a blast furnace. A.R.I.
inwan. Scot. Inward. Fay.
inyoite. A colorless hydrous borate of calcium

2Ca0.3B101.13H*0. Monoclinic. Large tab:.

ular crystals commonly altered to meyerhofferite. From Inyo County, Calif.; Hillsborough, New Brunswick. English.
lodargyrite. See iodyrite. Fay.
lodatacamite. The artificial compound CuI(OH)s, subsequently shown to be an analogue of botallackite and is renamed accordingly. Hey, M.M., 1964.

iodate. A salt or ester of iodic acid; a compound containing the radical, 103.
lodembolite. A name to replace iodobromite
whose composition is not definite. Used to

designate minerals of the cerargyrite group
containing chlorine, bromine, and iodine,
Ag(C1,Br,I). English.
Iodide. A compound of iodine with one other
more positive element or radical. A.G.1.
Iodide metal. Hafnium produced by the van
Arkel and de Boer process. Thomas.

Iodide process. The process developed by
van Arkel and de Boer; is used for refin-

ing zirconium and hafnium by the decomposition of the iodide on a hot wire. Also
known as van Ariel and de Boer process;
crystal bar process. Thomas.
Iodide process for producing titanium. This
involves the reaction of Impure titanium
metal with iodine to form the volatile tetraiodide, which is then decomposed on a hot
wire at temperatures between 2,000° and
2,730° F to form high-purity titanium and
iodine. BuMines Bull. 619, 1964, p. 206.
lodimetry; lodometry. Volumetric analysis involving either titration with a standardized
solution of iodine, or the release by a substance under examination of iodine in soluble form, so that its concentration can be
determined by titration using starch as
an indicator. The methoil is used with substances which can oxidize potassium iodide to release free iodine, or conversely
with substances which combine with free
iodine. The basis of reaction is
2NaI Na,S4Cou.
Is -1- 2NaiS208
Pryor, 3.

Iodine. A nonmetallic element belonging to
the halogens. Obtained usually as heavy,
shining, violet-black to. blackish-gray orthorhombic crystals subliming to an irritating violet gas. Occurs naturally only in
combination in small quantities, especially
in sea water, rocks, soils, and underground
brines, and in marine plants and animals.
Essential for the normal functioning of the

thyroid gland of all vertebrates. Usually

oxide present changes the color of the reagent from grey to green and the concentration is obtained by reference to a color
chart supplied with the instrument. The

instrument reads to about 0.07 percent
carbon monoxide. Sinclair, 1, p. 31.

iodine value; Hiibl number. The percentage
by weight of iodine absorbed by an unsaturated fat or wax. Pryor, 3.
lodite. Same as iodyrite. Standard, 1964.
iodized salt. a. Table salt and animal-feed
salt containing 0.01 percent of potassium
iodide plus a stabilizing mixture. Kaufmann. b. Iodized sodium chloride or table
salt is a means of supplying iodine to the
body ; lack of iodine is the cause of goiter.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-116.
lodobromite. A chloride, iodine, and bromide
of silver related to cerargyrite, Ag(C1,Br,I) ;
sectile ; isometric. See also ioclembolite.

Dana 17.
Iodoeosin test; Mylius test. For determining

the durability, of optical glass. The amount
of free alkali in a freshly fractured surface
is determined by means of iodoeosin; the
surface is then exposed to moist air at 18°

C for 7 days and the free alkali is again
determined. Any increase in free alkali is
taken as a measure of lack of durability;
a decrease indicates stability. The test is
not valid for many modern optical glasses.

Dodd.
lodomImetite. The artificial compound Phi(As04),I; apatite family. Hey, M.M., 1964.
lodovanadialte. The artificial compound Pbs(V0.),I; apatite family. Hey, M.M., 1964.
lodyrite. A silver iodide mineral, AgI, containing 46 percent silver; sectile; hexagonal. Sanford; Dana 17.
Iola furnace. A natural gas-fired furnace used
at Iola, Kans., for the distillation of zinc.

It is a direct adaptation of the Hegeler

extracted from the branches of seaweeds,
from Chile saltpeter, or from oil well
brines. Used chiefly i n medicine, photography, and analysis. Symbol I; valences,
1, 3, 5, and 7; atomic number, 53; atomic
weight, 126.904; specific gravity, 4.93 (at
20° C) ; melting point, 113.7° C; and boiling point, 184.35° C. Diatomic; molecu-

furnace. Fay.
Iolanthlte. Trade name for a jasperlike min-

ethyl alcohol, in benzene, in ether, in chloroform, in carbon tetrachloride, in glycerol,
in potassium iodide solutions, in methanol,
and in carbon disulfide. Webster 3d; Hand-

usually in combination with molecules of
the solvent or out of solution; it may be
formed during electrolysis and migrate to
the electrode of opposite charge, or it may
be formed in a gas and be capable of carry-

lar weight, 253.809; IC metallic luster;
slightly soluble in water; and soluble in

book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, pp. B-116, 8-180.
iodine pentoxide method. Accurate determinations of very low concentrations of car-

bon monoxide are required of samples

from pits troubled with spontaneous com-

bustion and those in which diesel loccr...._
motives are operating. This method involves the passage of a known volume of
the sample first through a train of reagents
for purifying and drying and then through
a heated tube of iodine pentoxide when,
if carbon monoxide is present, proportional

amounts of iodine and CO, are formed,
either of which may be determined. Sinclair, 1, p. 43.

Iodise pestoxide test. An iodine pentoxide
(Hoolamite) test consists of a glass tube
filled with the reagent mixed with fuming
sulfuric acid and carried by crushed pumice through which a known volume of the
air to be sampled is discharged from a
rubber bulb after preliminary drying. The
bulb is squeezed ten times, the carbon mon-

ionium
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iodembolite

eral used as a gem; from Crook County,

Ore. English.
Wilk. See cordierite. Dana 17, p. 426.
Ion. An atom or a group of atoms when combined in a radical or molecule that carries
a positive or a negative electric charge as

a result of having lost or gained one or
more electrons. It may exist in solution

ing an electric current through the gas.
Webster 3d.

ion exchange. Reversible exchange of ions
contained in a crystal for different ions in
solution without destruction of crystal struc-

ture of disturbance of electrical neutrality.
The process is accomplished by diffusion
and occurs typically in crystals possessing
one or two dimensional channelways where
ions are relatively weakly bonded. Also occurs in resins consisting of three dimensional hydrocarbon networks to which are
attached many ionizable groups. Synonym
for base exchange. A.G.I. Supp.
ion-exchasge column. One packed with particles or beads of resin chosen for its ability to capture specific ions from aqueous
solution as this is flushed through the ionexchange column. Pryor, 3.
ionic activky measurement. Use of an elec-

trode reversible to the ion under test to
form a half cell. This is connected by a
salt bridge to a reference electrode and the
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resulting electromotive force is measured.
Pryor, 3.
Ionic bond. a. Electrostatic force holding ions
together in a crystal. Hurlba. b. A chemi-

cal bond between atoms one of whie:h is
an electron donor and the other an eectron acceptor. Gaudin, 2, p. 12. c. Interatomic bond arising from coulombic at-

tractions. VV.
Ionic compound. One in which the structure
is due to electrocoupling through move-

ment of one or more electrons from the
basic to the acid element (for example,

sodium chloride). Such compounds readily

in water and are then
conductors of electricity by ion transport.
dissolve, or
Pryor, 3.

Ionic crystal. A crystal in which atomic bonding results from the electrostatic attractive

forces between positively and negatively

charged

ions, such as sodium chloride.

This type of atomic linkage, also known as
(hetero) polar bonding, is characteristic
of many compuonds. ASM Gloss.
Ionic equilibrium. The situation when, for a
prescribed temperature pressure, concentration of reactants and pH, the rate of
dissociation of molecules into ions is ap-

proximately in balance with that of their
recombination. Pryor, 3.
Ionic exchange. The replacement of ions on
the surface, or sometimes within the lattice, of materials such as clay. The ions
become adsorbed to balance a deficiency
of charge in the clay structure, for example,

in a montmorillonite in which some NW

has been replaced by Al", or to satisfy

broken bonds at the edges of the clay cstals. Ionic exchange capacity is generOly
expressed in milli-equivalents per 100 gram;

typical values axe: 1 to 3, kaolinite 10 to
20 ball clay; 80 to 100 bentonite. Dodd.
ionic migration. Movement of a charged particle through an electrolyte toward an electrode of opposite charge-sign. The losses

in a neutral salt around two electrodes

during the passage of electric current are
in ratio to velocities of ions migrating from
these electrodes. Ionic velocities are stated

in centimeter per secosid for a potential

gradient of 1 volt per centimeter. l'ryor, 3.
ionic mobility. Velocity in a dilute solution

of an ion where the potential difference
across this is 1 volt per centimeter. For
hydrogen ions this is 0.00326 centimeter
per second. Pryor, 3.
Ionic radius. The radius of an ion (in angstrom units). Hurlbut.
ionk theory. The theory that has been put
forward to explain the facts of electrolysis, supposes that an electrolyte, when dis-

solved in water, is split up into at least
two parts, known as ions. These ions are

electrically charged. Cooper.
'Oak transport number. Fraction of total current carried by one ion during electrolysis
(ion migration). Pryor, 3.
ladle. a. A hydrous aluminum silicate, 51.120.2A1,08.6SiOs; monoclinic; scales. From
the Ione formation, Calif. Identical with
anauxite. English. b. A fossil hydrocarbon
found in a more or less impure condition

in the lignite of Ione Valley, Amador
County, Calif. It has a brownish-yellow
color and. white only slightly soluble in

alcohol, it is completely dissolved by chloro-

form; it yields a brown, tarry oil on de-

structive distillation. Fay.
balms. Thorium 230, aproduct of the radioactive decay of uranium with a half-life
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iron

IPCEA Abbreviation for Insulated Power
Cable Engineers Association. I.C. 7962,

nidium 192. Radioactive iridium of mass

ionium
period of about 8.3 x 10' years. A.G./.
Supp.

Ionization. The process of adding electrons
to, or knocking electrons from, atoms or
molecules, thercby creating ions. High
temperatures, electrical discharges, and
nuclear radiation can cause ionization.
L&L.

ionization anemometer. Consists of a central
electrode around which is positioned the
collecting electrode, made up of three wire
rings set concentric to the central electrode

and mutually at right angles to one an-

other. The central electrode It a steel ball
forming the core of a radium source which
is enclosed between layers of goldlcaf
backed by silver foil. The central electrode
ionizes the space which separates it from
die surrounding collecting electrode. Both
the central and collecting electrodes are
placed within a spherical wire cage of 6

inch diameter which is electrically earthed.
The whole assembly is mounted on a short
handle. Roberts, 1, p, 56.
ionization chamber. An instrument that de-

tects and measures ionizing radiation by
observing the electrical current created

1960, p. 22.

ipm Abbreviation for inches per minute. BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.

IPM Abbreviation for interruptions per minute. Zimmerman, p. 59.

Ipro bdck. An I-shaped clay paving brick designed for use in roadmaking, particularly

on soils of poor bearing capacity, as in
Holland. Dodd.

ips Abbreviation for inches per second. BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.

IPS Abbreviation for iron pipe size; interruptions per second. Zimmerman, p. 59.

ir Abbreviation for internal resistance. Zimmerman, p. 58.

Ir Chemical symbol for iridium. Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-1.

iranite. A mineral, PbCr04.1.120; saffron yel-

low; anorthic. Found in a very small
amount at the Sebarz mine, northeast of
Anarak, Iran. Named for the country. Hey,
M.M., 1964; Fleischer.

ir a pens. Colom. To find the pay streak; to
touch bottom. Fay.

when radiation ionizes gas in the chamber,
making it a conductor of electricity. L&L.
ionization constant. The ratio of the product
of the activities of the ions produced from

irestone. a. Hard clay slate, hornstone, or
hornblende. Fay. b. A hard, basic crystal-

undissociated molecules of that substance.

ors in the interior or on the surface of a
mineral; a play of rainbow colon. Labradorite and some other feldspars show it.

a given substance to the activity of the
See also activity. C.T.D.

Ionization potential. Energy in volts needed
to remove an electron from a normal atom
and to leave it positively charged. To ionize is to dissociate a molecule or a compound into ions of opposite charge. Pryor,
3, p. 225.

loolzWg radiation. Any radiation that directly

or indirectly displaces electrons from the
outer domains of atoms; for example, alpha

radiation, beta radiation, or gamma radiation, Lea.

Ionizing safFelltS'nrce-the-force between two

charges separated by a distance d in a
medium of dielectric constant, C is el.e,/

Cd', the binding ionic force varies inversely
as C. Good ionizing solvents include water,

hydrated hydrocyanic acid, hydrated hydrofluoric acid: medium ones include the
alcohols. Liquid ammonia, sulfur dioxide,
and benzene are poor. Pryor, 3.

Ionosphere. See atmosphere. Hess.

los deve separation. Separation of ions by filtering them through the intermediately

sized lattice of a suitable aluminosilicate
zeolite, chosen to permit pauage only of
undersized ions through its rigid structure.
Pryor, 3.

loss, replacement serks. Cations vary in their
affinity for the resins used in ion exchange

(IX) treatment. The order of ease of replacement is Li greater than IV greater
than Ne greater than K' greater than Mg"

greater than Ca** greater than AP' greater

than Fe*** on strongly acidic cationic resins,

with II' moving to the end of the line for
weakly acid ones. For anionic resMs the
order is SOe greater than Be greater than

greater than F- greater than CHs.C00-. Pryor, 3.
Iowan Early Wisconsin glaciation. A.G.I.
Supp.

Abbreviation for intennediatepreuure.

Handbook of Chemistry and Phyncs, 45th
sd., 1964, p. F-105.
ITAA Abbreviation for Independent Petroleum Auodation of Amerka. &Min Style
Guide, p. 66.

line rock. See

also

traprock ; greenstone.

C.T.D.

Iridescence. The exhibition of prismatic col-

The tarnish on the surface of coal, copper
pyrites, etc., is sometimes iridescent. Fay.

iridescent. Having a play of colors on the
surface. Gordon.

iridescent cat'seye. Unsatisfactory term sometimes used for chrysoberyl cat's-eye to distinguish it from quartz cat's-eye. Shipley.

iridescent glass. Glass having a variety of
colon. Mersereau, 4th, p. 328.
iridescent stain. Applied to a multicolored
sheen which sometimes appears on leadbearing enamels several months after the

enamel has been applied. Enam. Diet.
iridic gold. Said to be a native alloy of gold
and iridium carrying 62.1 percent gold,
30.4 percent iridium, 3.8 percent platinum,
and 2.1 percent silver. Hess.
kidloplatinum. An alloy usually containing
90 percent or more of platinum. The remaining percentage is of iridium which is
neceuary to produce an alloy sufficiently
stiff for use in gem mountings. Shipley.
Iridium. A silvery-white, hard, brittle, very

heavy metallic element of the platinum
group and group VIII that occurs usually
as a native alloy with platinum or with
osmium in iridosmine. It is resistant to
chemical attack at ordinary temperatures.
Used especially in hardening platinum for
alloys suitable for surgical instruments,
electrical and other scientific apparatus,
jewelry, and the points of !gold pens. Symbol, Ir; valence:, 3 and 4; Isometric; atomic number, 77; atomic weight. 192.2; and
specific gravity, 22.42 (at 17' C). Hardness. cast. 218 Brinell; melting point,

either, 2,410* C or 2,454' C; boiling
point, either 4,527' ± 100' C or above

4.800* C; insoluble in water; slightly soluble in aqua regia; insoluble in acids and
in alkalies; and slowly soluble in fused al-

kalies. Either iridium or osmium is the
densest or the heaviest element known.

Webster 3d; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physic:. 45th ed., 1964, p. D-116; CCD
6d, 1961.

number 192. Half-life, 74 days and radiation, beta and gamma. Med in the radiography of light castings. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-70.

iridium-potassium chloride; potassium-iridium chloride; potassium chlordridate; potassium hexachloroiridate. Black ; isometric; IrCl..2KC1 or K:IrCle; and soluble in

hot water. Used as a black pigment in

porcelain decoration. Molecular weight,
483.22; specific gravity, 3.546; decomposes

on heating; soluble in water; and insol-

uble in alcohol, in potassium chloride, and
in ammonium hydroxide. CCD 6d, 1961 ;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-206.

lrdum sesquioxide. Black; Ir30a; slightly

solublr in concentrated hydrochloric acid;
and insoluble in water. Used in ceramics

in porcelain decoration. CCD 6d, 1961.
Molecular weight, 432.40; dissociates, losing one oxygen at 400° C; and soluble in
sulfuric acid and in hot hydrochloric acid.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-181.

Iridosmine. A natural alloy of iridium and
osmium, Ir,Os. Analyses show 43 to 77

percent iridium, 17 to 49 percent osmium,
and a little rhodium, ruthenium, platinum,
iron, and copper. Rhombohedral. Sanford;
Dana 17.
Manske; peigulain. A canary-yellow mineral,
UO3.2MoOs.4H:O; luster, vitreous; uneven
fracture; does not fluoresce. American Mineralogist, v. 45, No. 1-2, January-February

'

1960, pp. 257-258.

Ids. a. A transparent rock crystal, especially
when it exhibits the colors of the rainbow.
Fay. b. Iridescent quartz; also applied to
other iridescent minerals; California iris is
lilac or purple transparent spodumene
Hess.

Iris agate. Banded agate which in thinly fashioned sections displays iridescence. Of almost no gem importance. Shipley.
Irish buggy. A wheelbarrow. Fay.

Irish coal. Slate, shale, or rock loaded out
from colliery as coal. Pryor, 3.

Irish dimmed. Quartz that is transparent or

nearly so and that is either colorleu or

only slightly tinged; also, a piece of this

material. Also called rock crystal. Webster
3d. See also Bristol diamond. Fay.

kia dividend. An aueument on mining stock.
Fay.

Irnh touchstone. Basalt, the stone which

composes the Giant's Causeway in Ireland.
Webster 2d.
irising. A surface fault, in the form of stained
patches, sometimes found on flat glass that
has been stacked with surfaces in contact.
The term originates from the interference

colors that often accompany the fault. It
is caused by moisture. If the glass is annealed in an acid atmosphere and adequately washed, irking is unlikely to occur; separation of the stacked sheets by

paper also prevents this trouble. Dodd.
Ids quartz. Rock crystal containing thin airfilled cracks which produce iridescence.

Same as rainbow quartz. Shipley.
Mum. Sodium lauryl sulfate. Pryor, 3.

irea. a. A metallic element hir.4ng atomic
number 26 and in group VIII of the peri-

odic system. the average atomic weight of
the naturally occurring isotopes is 55.85.
ASM Gloss. b. The cheapest, most abundant, most useful, and most important of
all metals. The fourth most abundant ele-

ment, by weight, composing the earth's
crust. Symbol, Fe; silvery or silvery-white
metal; isometric; valences, 2, 3, 4, and6;

specific gravity, 7.874 (at 20° C) ; melting
point, 1,535° C; boiling point, 3,000° C;
insoluble in water, in alkalies, in alcohol,

and in ether; and soluble in acids, There
are four allotropic forms, or ferrites, whch
are all isometric and which are according
to ascending order of temperature: Alpha
iron; beta iron; gamma iron; and delta
iron. The transition temperatures are 770°
C between alpha iron and beta iron; 928°
C between beta iron and gamma iron; and
1,530° C between gamma iron and delta
iron. Alpha iron is body-centered cubic
and magnetic; beta iron is body-centered
cubic and nonmagnetic; gamma iron is
face-centered cubic; and delta iron is bod)centered cubic. Hematite is the most ce.mmon ore and iron is obtained from it by
reduction with carbon. Handbook of Chem-

istry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B116, B-181. c. Tenacious; lustrous; malleable; ductile metal; and rarely found native except in meteorites. The only metal
that can be tempered, that is, hardened by
heating and sudden cooling. Very brittle
at very low temperatures; softens at red

iron ore, magnetic
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iron

or charge
Iron chamber. The reverberatory
chamber of a puddling furnace where the
metal is heated. Fay.
Iron chloride. See ferric chloride. CCD 6d,
1961.

Iron chlorite. A group name including various
chloritic minerals rich in iron. Eisenchlorit
(of C. F. Naumann, 1850) was applied
only to delessite. Spencer 15, MM., 1940.
Iron chromate. See ferric chromate. CCD 6d,
1961.
Ironclad. A kind of furnace for roasting mercury ore. Webster 2d.
Iron clay. Same as clay ironstone. Standard,
1964.
Iron cordierite; A violet cordierite in which
magnesium is largely replaced by ferrous

associated with lead ore, carrying specks of
sphaleritc. Standard, 1964.
Iron man. a. Eng. A collier's term for a coalcutting machine. Fay. b. Eng. A kind of
iron ore. Webster 2d. c. A railroad worker
who handles the rails in tracklaying. Webster 3d. d. An iron worker ; a manufacturer
of iron; especially one engaged in the proc-

iron. English.

Iron-cross law. Isometric crystal system penetration twinning in which a plane parallel
to a face of the rhombic dodecahedron is
the twinning plane. Hess.
molecuIron diarsenide; arsenofenite. FeAss;
lar weight, 205.69; silvery-gray; isometric ;

specific gravity, 7.4; melting point, 990°
C; insoluble in water and in hydrochloric
acid; and slightly soluble in nitric acid.
Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-181.
Iron
earth. Eng. A black pulverulent comheat; and can be welded at white heat.
pound
of peroxide of iron and protoxide
Other minerals beside hematite that are
of
manganese,
occurring in veins of ironores of iron include magnetite, baserite,
schists. Fay.
stone
In
the
crystalline
taconite
and limonite. The siliceous rock
vivianite. Dana
iron
earth,
blue.
Synonym
for
is an important ore of iron. CCD 6d, 1961.
6d,
p.
814.
d. Iron-base materials not falling into the Iron ferrocyanide; ferric ferrocyanide; Prossteel classifications. See also gray cast iron;
ASA blue. Fe4[Fe(CN)48; molecular weight,
ingot iron; malleable cast iron; nodular
859.25 ; dark blue; crystals; decomposes on
cast iron; white cast iron; wrought iron.
heating; insoiuble in water; and soluble irs
ASM Gloss. e. Colloquially, all derrick and
hydrochloric acid and in sulfuric acid.
drilling equipment above the heads of the
Used as a pigment. Bennett 2d, 1962;
drill
platform.
Long.
men working on the
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
f. Any ferrous metal tool or part that must
ed., 1964, p. 8-182.
be fished from a borehole. Also called junk. iron Mat. Brown or red varieties of ferrugiLong.
nous quartz. Standard, 1964.
Iron alum. A double sulfate of iron and po- iron
fluoride. See ferric fluoride. CCD 6d,
then
tassium that occurs native and is
1961.
called halotrichite. Also called alum feath- iron formation. Sedimentary, low-grade, iron
er. Standard, 1964.
ore bodies consisting mainly of chert or
Iron-ahrminum garnet. Same as almandine.
fine-grained quartz and ferric oxide segreShipley.
gated in bands or sheets irregularly minironummftium sulfate. See ferrous ammongled. Bureau of Mines Staff. Compare
iutn sulfate. CCD 6d, 1961.
taconite.
Iron andradite. A silicate of ferrous and fer- iron
froth. A fine spongy variety of hcmatite.
Isometric.
A
ric iron, 3FeO.Fes0s.35i0s.
Fay.
garnet. Identical with skiagite. From Glen Iron furnace. A furnace in which iron is
Skiag, Scotland; India. English.
smelted or worked in any way. Standard,
iron and steel sheet piling. A method of shaft
1964.
the
sinking through loose wet ground near
glance. A variety of hematite; specularsurface. Iron or steel sheet piling is used iron
iron.
Fay.
in place of wood piling. The piles are
iron &make. a. A red variety of deweylite
shaft
forced down by piledrivers before the
containing iron. Standard, 1964. Also
is excavated. As the enclosed material is
called eisengymnite. Fay. b. Synonym for
removed, the sheet piling is braced by
hydrophite. Hey 2d, 1955.
rings, frames, or dividers as required to Iron
bat. a. Synonym for tin hat; safety hat.
resist the lateral pressure. Nelson.
Long. b. A weathered ironstone outcrop.
ferroantigorite.
Iron andgorite. Identical with
See also gossan. Pryor, 3.
English.
byperathene. A metasilicate of magiron balls. Eng. Ironstone nodules, Lanca- iron
nesium and iron, MgSiOs.3FeSiOs. An
shire. Arkell.
iron-rich hypersthene (42 percent Fe0).
iron beidellite. A ferriferous variety of beide].
Identical with ferrosilite. English.
lite, containing 18.54 percent Fes0s. Engkoala&
a. A polishing proceu in which granlish.
ite
blocks
are boxed in and all cracks are
antimony.
StandIron black. Finely divided
filled
with
plaster of Paris and then a
ard, 1964.
power-driven rotary head known as a scroll
brucite
iron brocke. A partially decomposed
is guided over the surface wearing it
containing iron. Standard, 1964. Also
smooth.
AIME, p. 328. b. Thinning the
called eisenbrucite. Fey.
walls
of
deep-drawn
articles by reducing
Fey.
Iron by hydrogen. See reduced iron.
punch and die.
the
clearance
between
a. C.M.D.
ken Caibeillie. See siderite,which
ASM Gloss.
are cast in
ken codes& Iron shapes
found in Missouri
foundry. Hansen. Iran jack. A flinty rock,
suitable molds in the iron
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essing of iron. Webster 3d. e. A cement
worker who weighs out ground iron orc
and adds it to slurry or dry-ground rock
as it goes into the kiln. Webster 3d. f. An

apparatus on wheels for supporting a glassblower's pontil while he is blowing large
cylinders, as for window glass. Standard,
1964.

ironmasler. One that conducts or manages
the founding or manufacture of iron especially on a large scale. Webster 3d.
Iron metavanadate. See ferric vanadate. CCD
6d, 1961.
Iron meteorite. A meteorite consisting of iron

and nickel. A.G.I. SuPp.
iron mica. A micaceous hematite. Fay.
iron minerals. Iron is the second most abundant metal in the earth's crust. Its various
oxides are mainly responsible for rock
colors. Magnetite, Fes°, is black; hematite,
Fe20, red; limonite, 2Fes0s.3H10, yellow
to brown; siderite, FeCO3, gray to brown.
Other colored iron ores include chamosite,
greenolite, laterite, and micaceous hematite. Pryor, 3.

Iron modulus. The A1303 to Fe20, ratio in
a hydraulic cement. In portland cement,
this modulus usually lies between 2 and 3.
Dodd.

Iron mold. Eng. A small chunk of iron ore
occasionally found in chalk beds. Standard,
1964.

iron molybdate. See ferrimolybdite.
iron monarch. An important iron ore (chiefly
hematite) deposit in the Middleback
Ranges area of South Australia. Nelson.
iron monosullide. See ferrous sulfide.

Iron, lative. Native iron is very rare, as it
oxidizes; the nickel iron of meteorites is
more common. C.M.D.
Iron notch. Alternative name for the taphole
of a blast furnace. Dodd.
iron ocher. Oxides of iron generally impure.

Red ocher may be hematit; turgite, or

mixtures of both, and possibly oxides of

grrater hydration; yellow ocher is limonite
mixed with clay and other impurities. Hess.
iron olivine. See fayalite. C.M.D.
Iron opal. Same as jasper opal. Shipley.
Iron ore. Rocks or deposits containing ironrich compounds in workable amounts; they
:nay be primary or secondary; they may
occur as irregular masses, lodes, or veins,
or interbedded with sedimentary strata.

See also chalybite; chamosite; goethite;
hematite; siderite; limonite; magnetite.
C.M.D.

Iron ore. bog. See limonite; bog iron ore.
Iron ore, brown. See limonite.
Iron-ore cement. A cement in which ferric
oxide replaces a large part of the alumina
but some alumina must be present. Ironore cement is rather slow setting and
hardening, but it is more resistant to.sea
water than is Portland cement. It is light
to chocolate-brown and has a specific grav-

ity of about 3.31, or higher than that of

Portland cement. CCD 6d, 1961.
exhibiting
iron ore, kidney. Red hematite and
a nodufibrous or columnar structure
lar surface. CCD 6d, 1961.
iron ore, magnetic. See magnetite.

iron-ore pellets, preredueed
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iron-ore pellets, prenduced. See prereduced
iron-ore pellets.
iron ore, speak. See siderite.
iron ore, specular. See hematite.

iron runner. The spout by which iron flows
from the taphole of a blast furnace. Fay.
iron saffron. See Indian red. CCD 6d, 1961.
If011 sampler. In the iron and steel industry,
a laborer who obtains samples of iron ore
as it is brought into the plant, or samples
from semifinished or finished metal products, such as iron and steel sheets, rails,
rods, or bars, and carries them to the laboratory sampler for routine tests. Also
called sampler; test carrier. D.O.T. 1.
Iron sand. Sand containing particles of iron
ore, usually magnetite. Fay.
iron saw. A circular saw for cutting iron.

ironstone clay. See argillaceous hematite;
hematite, red.
ironstone clay, brown. See limonite.
ironstone ware; stone china; white graniteware. Historic terms for durable English
earthenware. ASTM C242-60T.
iron sulfides. Ste chalcopyrite; pyrite; marcasite; pyrrhotite. C.M.D.
iron sulfuret. See ferrous sulfide. CCD 6d,

IWO ore, titanic. See ilmenite.
ir011 oxide. a. A common ore of iron, some-

times prepared as a fine powder for use
by drillers as a drill-mud heavy loader.

Long. b. A common compound of iron and
oxygen for example, rust. Long.

Iron oxidis. The basic constituent of the ferromagnetic spineh or ferrites. Fe0, Fes0s,
and Fe304 have melting points from that
of Fe0 at 1,4200 to that of Fes0, at 1,565°
C. Used extensively for producing colors
in glasses, glazes, and enamels. Lee; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. 8-183. Iron and iron oxides produce brown or reddish colors in ceramic
mixtures if they are fired in an oxidizing
atmosphere, and greenish or bluish colors
if

fired in a reducing atmosphere. Iron

oxides are fluxing and coloring materials.
Larger particles produce brown or black
spots, which, particularly in whiteware, are
undesirable. Much care is taken to remove
iron and iron oxides from the raw materials
and from the bodies used for whiteware
manufacture. Rosenthal.

has pm In marshy and peaty soils, as well
as in the alluvium of semiarid regions, it
is common to find a hard layer of iron
oxides a foot or so beneath the surface.
This iron pan is formed by the oxidation
of ferriferous solutions drawn up by capillarity. Stokes and Varner, 1955. Also called

Standard, 1964.
Iron soak. A film of oxide formed on steel or
iron in heating, rolling, or hammering.
Hess.

kon scbefferite. See pyroxene. Hess.
iron scud. A glazing material usually used
for blue bricks. It consists of a mixture of
stone and iron particles produced when
gun barrels are ground by means of siliceous grindstones. CCD 3d, 1942.
iron sesquioxide. See ferric oxide. CCD 6d,
1961.

iron sbears. a. A machine for cutting iron
plates or bars. Standard, 1964. b. A pair
of hand shears for cutting sheet iron or
iron wire. Standard, 1964.
koeskot. a. Of a certain mineral, streaked
or speckled with iron or an iron ore. Web-

ster 3d. b. Containing small nodules or
oolitelike bodies of limonite or hematite.
Supp.

Iron mayhem A road surface of cast-iron slabs

Iron silicates. See augite; bronzite; crocidolite; diopside; hypersthene. C.M.D.
kossmilb. A worker in iron, as a blacksmith.

cars, sometimes breaks it, and piles and

iron spar. Same as siderite; chalybite. Fay.
Iron spouse. Finely divided porous form of

hard pan.

studded to prevent skidding. Ham.
iron phosphate. See vivianite.
iron pller. A laborer who removes iron from
classifies it according to grade. Fay.

iron pitch. At Lake Trinidad, asphalt that

has overflowed the land and weathered to
asphaltite. Abraham, v. 1, 6d, 1960, p. 177.
Iron plathmsa. See ferroplatinum.
Iron portimsd cement. Mixture of portland
cement and granulated blast furnace slag.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

kola ps.wder. Iron in finely divided form,

most commonly made by hydrogen reduc-

tion of finely ground oxide. Bennett 21,
1962.

iron-powder electrode. A welding electrode

with a covering containing up to about
50 percent iron powder some of which
becomes a part of the deposit. ASM Gloss.

ke protomilkie. See ferrous sulfide. CCD
61, 1961.

ke petty. An acid-resistant putty prepared
from ferric oxide and boiled linseed oil.

Webster 3d.
ken pyrite; pyrite; beams. Iron sulfide, FesS;
contains 46.6 percent iron. Cubic crystals;

color, bronze to brass; streak, greenishblack ; Motu' hardness, 6 to 6.5; specs&

gravity, 4.8 to 5.1. An important source of
sulfuric acid. Pryor, 3.
iros-reductien procves. A process used in the
treatment of lead ores. .fee also precipitation process. Bureau of Mines
iron rellmitg. The reduction of prpared ores

of iron to metallic iron, as in the blast

furnace. The reduction and purification of
semirefined iron, such as pig iron or a mix-

ture of pig iron, scrap non, and scrap

steel, to form substantially pure iron or
steel, as in the electric furnace,

hearth furnace, puddling furnace,
semer converter. Henderson.

o;1:-

Standard, 1964.

iron made by reducing an iron oxide at
such low temperatures that melting does
not occur, usually by mixing iron oxide
and coke and applying limited increase in
temperature. Used for precipitating copper
or lead from solutions of their salts; removing sulfur compounds from coke-oven gas;
and in electric-furnace steel operations.
CCD 6d, 1961.

iron Tot. A dark, sometimes slagp, spot on
or in a refractory brick, resulting from a
localized concentration of ferruginous impurities; ouch spots can cause carbon depo-

sition, or even disintegration of the brick,

if the latter is exposed tO CO attack it
400

to 500' C or to hydrocarbons at

800' to 900' C. Dodd.
Ina stalls. Strongly colored yellowish, reddish, or brownish deposits of iron oxides.
Skow.

Woe steel. A material formed of iron between
steel surfaces, or of steel-located iron.
Standard, 1964.

ireastoae. Any ore of iron from which the
metal may be smelted commercially but
usually restricted to stratified ores, especially to clay ironstone, the ore from which
most of the iron of Great Britain is made.
Fay.

kowtow blow. Aust. A ferruginous gossan.
See also gossan. Fay.

Imagism cap. A thick sheet or cap of iron
concretion. Schiefordecker.
Monism casing. Aust. The casing of ferruginous matter, usually auriferous, found

abutting on quartz reefs. Fay.

ireudeas ebbs. A body compounded of
china stone and clay, and flint and iron
stone slag. C.T.D.

1961.

iron talc. See minnesotaite. Spencer 17,
M.M., 1946.

iron tungstate.

a. Fe,(W04),; molecular
weight, 835.44; brown; insoluble in water;
and soluble in acids. Used in metallurgy.

Bennett 2d, 1962. b. FeW04; molecular
weight, 303.69; brown to black; mono-

clinic; specific gravity, 6.64 to 7.109; and
Mohs' hardness, 4.0 to 4.5. Occurs as the
mineral ferberite. Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. 8-184,

8-243.
Ironworker. One engaged in manufacturing
iron or ironwork. Standard, 1964.
ironworks. An establishment for the manufacture of iron or of heavy ironwork.
Standard, 1964.
Irou-zircoaium plush. Ste zirconium-iron pink.
Dodd.

irradiate, to. To expose to radiation. NCB.
irradiation. Exposure to radiation, as in a
nuclear reactor. L&L.
irreducible minimum saturation. The proportion of the pore space occupied by immobile interstitial water at levels well above
the oil/water or gas/water transition zones.
Institute of Petroleum, 1961.
Irregular. A term descriptive of particles of
mineral that lack a characteristic symmetry. Pryor, 3.

irregular pobtos. One in which neither the
sides nor the angles are equal. Jones, 2,
p. 109.
irregular powder. Particles lacking symmetry.
ASTM B243-65.

irrespirable. Not resepirable; not fit to be
breathed. Standard, 1964. Said of mine
gases. ray.

irrespirable atmospheres. In coal mines, those
atmospheres containing poisonous gases or

a lack of sufficient oxygen as r4 result of
firedamp explosions, coal-dust explosior.s,
combined gas and dust explosions, or in;ne

fires, and which can only be entered by
men wearing breathing apparatus. McAdam, p. I.

irreversible process. Thermodynamically, one
not completely reversible. An irreversible
reaction takes place (in one direction only)
and proceeds to completion. Pryor, 3.

'algal& area. The extent of arable land sufficiently low for irrigation. Ham.
krigadog head. The flow of water used to
irrigate a particular area. Ham.
Irrotational wave. Synonym for P-wave; comA.CJ. Supp.
pressional wave.
Irruption. In geology, the movement of molten rock from a magmatic reservoir to the
place where it solidifies; if the molten rock

reaches the surface, the process becomes
eruptien, but that tem. commonly includes
other phenomena as well. Fey.
krupdve rock. An igneous rock which was
forced into or invaded other rocks as molten magma. An intrusive rock. The distinction between irruptive and eruptive is often
disregarded. Compare effusive. Fay.
Irviselenies. Lower Pleistocene. A.G.,. Sapp.
Irwin caasislosmeter. A simple capillary-&w

viscometer designed by J. T. Irwin for
testing vitreous enamel slips. Two capil.

lades are placed in the lower end of a long
wide-bore tube; both capillaries have the
same bore but one is twice as long as the

isoclinic line
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completely surrounded by .water at the

mean high-water stage. Schtelerdecker.
Island arc. A group of islands having a cury-

lsocarb lines. Lines on a map connecting

points having equal carbon ratios. See also
carbon ratio. A.G.I.
Isocarbon map. A map showing, by contours,

other. The wide outer tube is filled with
the slip to be tested and is dm allowed
to discharge through the two cqillaries

ing arclike pattern. Most island arcs he

fore be calculated and a curve can be

Island shelf. The zone around an island or

the same average frequency of auroras.

to the depths at which there is a

bochemIcal. Having or keeping the same

into separate measuring cylinders. The rate
of flow through each capillary can there-

drawn from which both the yield value

and mobility can be read. Dodd.
Irwin slump test. A work's test for assessing
the setting-up of vitreous enamel slips for

spraying. It was first described by J. T.
Irwin in the following words: a groundcoated plate is placed on a table and a
steel cylinder, 1131,1 inches in internal
diameter and 21/4 inches high, is placed
on the plate. The cylinder is filled with
enamel to be tested. The cylinder is then
lifted vertically, with a rapid motion, by
means of a hook and cord attached to the
top of the cylinder and passing over a
pulley to a weight. When the weight is
released, the cylinder is raised vertically.

Thh action results in a pancake of enamel
on the test plate. The diameter of this pancake is the function of the set or stiffness
of the enamel slip. Dodd.
babaormal. A line connecting points having
the same difference from normal, usually
temperature, or indicating the same difference between actual and calculated values
at different parallels. H&G.
isallobar. A line connecting points having
the same change of atmospheric pressure
it, a specified period. H&G.
isallotberna. A line connecting points having
the same change of temperature in a specified period. H&G.

ismossal. A line connecting points having
the same anomalies of temperature, presure, etc. H&C.
isaaumalic Moe. Line of equal magnetic
decker.
anomaly. S chief
sr.

bhell (able. Obsolete type of shaking table.
Pryor, 3.

ISCC-NIIS color system. A system for the
designation of colors drawn up by the Inter-

Society Color Council and the National

Bureau of Standards. Dodd.
isenhe. A feldspathoid-bearing variety of
hornblende trachyandesite, having phenocrysts of andesine, soda microline, horn-

blende, and biotite in a groundmass of
oligoclase, orthoclase, and nosean, with
small amounts of augite, apatite, and iron
ores. Holmes, 1928.

Wine. A supposed isometrisc form of FeTiOs.

Found as rounded octahedral cry!tals and
grains in the sands of the Iserwiese, Bohemia, associated with detrital grains of
ilmenite, corundum and ferroan ( ?) futile
(iserite). Probably magnetite with intergrown ilmenite, or simply ihnenite if the
octahedra reported are regarded as a com-

bination of a rhomboliedron with basal
trurcations. Also spelled iserin. Dana 7,
A manganese oxide from the Ishi-

gane mine, Aichi prefecture, Japan. Hey,
M.M., 1964.
hidkawalle. A variety of samankhe having a
composition that is very close to typical
sanarslute except for an abnormally high
UO, content Crosby, p. 40.
isiegius. Mica; so named because of its superficial resemblance to some kinds of gelatin.

Also known as isinglass stone. Standad,
1964.

him& A body of land extending above, and

near the continental masses, but inasmuch
as they rise from the deep ocean floors they

are not a part of the continents proper.
Stokes and 17arnes, 1955.

island group extending from the low-water
line

marked increase of slope to greater depths.

Conventionally its edge is taken at 100
fathoms (or 200 meters). A.G.I.
Island slope. The declivity from the outer
edge of an island shelf into great depths.
A.G.I.

Isle of Wight diamond. A fine, transparent

variety of quartz. Fay.
Isle Royal reentione. Chlorastrolite. Shipley.
Islet. A small or minor island. Schielerdecker.
LSO. International Standards Organization,
1 Rue de Varembi, Geneva. Dodd.
Isoanthracite lints. a. A term suggested, but

not published, by Marcel Bertrand, for

lines of equal volatile content (now called
isovols) drawn on the map or on the diagram. Tomkeieff, 1954. b. Lines of equal
C/H ratio in coal drawn on the map or on
the diagram. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Isobar. An imaginary line or a line on a map
or chart connecting or marking places on
the surface of the earth where the height

of the barometer reduced to sea level is
the same either at a given time or for a

certain period. Webster 3d.
isobaric surfare. A three-dimensional surface
in the ocean where the pressure is every-

where the same. This is not a horizontal
surface. If several parallel equally spaced
plane surfaces are used to cut an isobaric
surface into horizontal sections a pattern
of isobaric lines is formed. If the lines are
closely spaced the pressure gradient is

strong, less close spacing indicat-3 a weaker gradient. fly.
isobars; bobares. Atoms of different chemical elements but of identical atomic mass;
for example, both titanium and chromium

have an isotope of atomic mass 50. See

also isotope. C.T.D.
isobars. In geologyr a topographic or imaginary contour line in a map, drawn
through a series of points of equal elevation in a topographic surface or line, formerly level, but at present deform.d. Standard, 1964.

the areas having an equal 9uantity of
carbon within an assumed interval

of

stratigraphic section. Ballard.
Isochasm. A line connecting points having
H&C.

chemical composition; for a process, a set
or series of minerals or rocks, a case of
metamorphism. A rock changing its mineral composition isochemically remains a
closed system. Challinor.
Isocheinic lines. Planes or lines of equal content of phosphorus in any single layer of
iron ore. Fay.
Isochore. Graphic representation of variation
in fluid pressure with change of temperature, at constant volume. Pryor, 3.
hochore map. a. A map indicating by means
of isochores th .t. varying interval convergence between two designated stratigraphic
planes. Differs from isopach map in that
it may express the variations in many units
and the effects of one or more unconformities, whereas the isopach map expresses

variation within a single unit. Current

usage shows little distinction between the
terms. Synonym for convergence map.
A.G.I. b. A rnap showing, by contours, the

thickness of a pay section in a pool. The

map is a basis for estimating reservoir content. A .G.I.
isochromatic. Possessing the same color.
Shipley.
Isochromatic hoes. In stress analysis by the
photoelastic method, these appear as col-

ored streaks which are lines of equal difference of principal stress. See also photoelasticity. Ham.

hochrome mair. A map showing, by contours,

the continuity and extent of color stains
on formations. Ballard.

hochrose. a. A curve showing the distribution of the excess hydrostatic pressure at
a given time during a process of consoli-

dation. ASCE P1826. b. Line of equal
travel time. Schieferdecker.

Mamie lhees. Lines connecting points of
equal times. When the relative seismic
velocities are known the isochrones can be

translated into depth contours. See also
refraction shooting. Nelson.

board*. A white acicular mineral uith a

Imbeds. a. A line on a marine map or chart
joining points of equal depth usually in

perfect clinodiagonal cleavage, 4Ca0.11.03.-

line on a land surface all points of which
are the same vertical distance abcve the
upper or lower surface of an aquifer may
be called an isobath of the specified sur-

isodial. In geology, (1) folded strata dip-

fathoms below mean sea level. A.G.1. b. A

face, or raerely a line of equal depth to
the sutiace. A.G.I.

bolted*. Having equal depth. MPG.
isobalbythem. A line connecting points on
the earth's surface where a certain temperature is found at the same depth. Webster 3d.
leoesk. Lines of equal calorific value in coal
drawn on the map or on a diagram. Tomkeieff, 1954.

isotarb. a. A line constructed on a map,
somewhat similar to a contour line, but

connecting points of equal content of fixed
carbon of coal in the bed. The fixed carbon
is computed on an ash-free and moisturefree basis. A.G.!. b. A line passing through
points whose carbon ratios are equal. A.G.I.
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5/120; Mohs' hardness, 1.5; specific gravity, 2.92; from Joachimstal. Larsen, p. 106.

ping at the same angle in the same direcisocline. Standard, 1964.
tion, and (2)

Isoclinal fold. In geology, a stratigraphic fold

whose sides have parallel dips; it may be
an anticline or a syncline, and either vertical, overturned, that is, forced over into
an oblique position, or recumbent, that is,
pushed over into nearly or quite a horizontal position. Also called called carinate
fold. Fay.
isoclbse. An anticline or syncline so closely
folded that the rock beds of the two sides
or limbs have the same dip. Webster 3d.

Also called an overturn, or overturned

anticlinal. See also mmoclinal, c; isodlinal
fold. Fay.

isedisk. A line (in a strened body) at all

points on which the conesponding principal stresses have the same direction. Ro.
Issellok ILL A line drawn through all points
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isopachous

of coal in the bed. A.G.J.
isohyet. A line connecting points having the
same amount of precipitation for any specified period. H&G.
isobyetal. Marking equally of rhinfall. Fay.
isolate. A monoclinic mineral, C7MgPO4F,
isomorphous with tilasite with phosphorus
in place of arsenic. White spherulites trom

isemerization. Converting a straight chain
saturated hydrocarbon to a corresponding
branched chain; for example, n-butane

isoclinic line
on the earth's surface having the same mag-

netic inclination. The particular isoclinic
line drawn through points of zcro inclination is given the special name of aclinic
line. H&G.
isoclinic map. One showing lines of equal
inclination, hence dip, in the area mapped.

Bureau of Mines Staff.
Isodee. A line connecting points of equal difference between pressure altitude and absolute altitude above sea level. H&G.

bathometric. In crystallography, having the
lateral crystal axes equal; said of crystals
of the hexagonal and tetragonal systems.

Fay.
isodlmorpbous. In mineralogy, both isomorphous and dimorphous; said of certain
groups of minerals. Fay.
isodynamic line. Any line joining points of
equal magnetic intensity. Applicable to
the total intensity or the vertical, horizontal, north-south, or east-west components.
So used in terrestrial magnetism literature,

especially in British and Canadian writings. A.G.I.

isodynamic map. One showing lines of equal

magnetic intensity of the area mapped.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

Isoelectric point. Zero potential or point of
electrical neutrality; the hydrogen-ion exponent at which particles in aqueous suspension are neutral, and best able to flocculate. Pryor, 4.
horsetail; implode. Said of all rocks belonging
to the same facies. A.G.I.
isogal. In gravity prospecting, a contour line
of equal gravity values. A.G.'.

kogum. In magnetic prospecting, a contour
line of equal magnetic values. A.G.I.
Isogam map. A chart showing contour lines

of equal gravity, and employed in the gravitational method of geophysical prospecting.
Also called isogal map. Nelson.

isogeotherns; Woodsmen!. An imaginary
line or curved surface beneath the earth's
surface through points having the same
mean temperature. Webster 3d.

isogeothermal line. The same as isogeotherm.

isogonic line. An imaginary line or a line on
a map joining places on the earth's surface
at which magnetic declination is the same.
Compare agonic line. Webster 3d.
horrid. a. A line connecting those rocks com-

prising the same facies. A.G.I. b. A line
connecting similar temperature-pressure
values. AZ.I. c. A line marking the bound-

ary between two facies. A.G.!. d. A line
of equal grade of metamorphism drawn on

a map to distinguish metamorphic zones

dcfined by index minerals. A.G.I.
hogradie. Synonym for isofacial. A.G.I.
Went& rocks. Rocks which were metamorphosed under similar physical conditions,

for example, in the same metamorphic
(sub) fades. Schielerdecker.

Ingram. a. A line connecting points equisl
in weight or importance in some other
respect, such as an isotherm, an isobar,
a contour line, etc. Hess. b. Isontic was
later proposed and withdrawn for the same
meanmg. Hess.

Whaling. Having no change in salt content
along a given reference plane. Also, a line
connecting points of equal salinity. Hy.
Isobel. A line connecting points having the
same amount of sunshine during airy specified period. H&C.
Whom. A line constructed on a map, some-

what similar to a contour line, but connecting points of equal moisture content

may be catalytically converted to isobutane.

Shell Oil Co.

isomeromorphism. Isomorphism between sub-

stances having the same atomic propor-

20, M.M., 1955.
isolate. A culture of an organism isolated by

tions. Fay.
Isomers. Substances composed of equal
amounts of the same elements but differing
in properties due to variation in structure.
API Glossary.

isolated consignment. A particular case of a
single consignment where the sampling is
to be carried out without prior knowledge
of a coal's sampling characteristics other

isometric. a. A system of crystallization with

a carbonate plug near Isoka, Northern

Rhodesia. Named from locality. Spencer
selection procedures. I .C. 8075,1962, p. 63.

than its presumed ash content and size.

Nelson.

isolator. Part of a circuit which can be removed from it in order to break the circuit
when there is no current flowing. Ham.
isolator snitch. Electric cut out, used to
break power supply over a distribution line.
Pryor, 3.

isolkh. An imaginary line connecting points
at which the thickness of a particular class

of material within a formation or other
stratigraphic interval is equal. Thus, a

limestone isolith of the A formation connects, like a contour, all points at which
the total thickness of all limestones within
the A formation is a certain numerical
value. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
Isolithic boundary. A zone separating rocks
of different grain size classification, They
are somewhat indefinite and differ in position with time. A.G.I.
holith map. One which portrays (by isolith
lines) variations in aggregate thickness of
a given lithologic facies as measured perpendicular to

the bedding at

selected

points. These rrty be outcrops or drill
holes. A.G.I.

isomagaetic. Of, relating to, or marked by
points of equal magnetic intensity or points

of equal value of a component of such
intensity. Webster 3d.

isomagnetic Mae; IsonsagnetIc custom ha

pm. A Nue on a map or a chart of the

earth's surface connecting points of equal
magnetic intensity or points of equal value
of a component of such intensity. Webster
3d. Commonly expressed in gammas ( I
gamma equals 10' oersted) ; hence the
name isogram. Bureau of Mines Staff.

isomer. a. One of two or more substances
composed of molecules having the same
kind of atoms and in the same proportions,

but which, by reason of some difference

in the number or arrangement of those
atoms, have entirely different physical and

chemical properties. Hess. b. In nuclear
science, one of two or more naclides with
the same numbers of neutrons and protons in the nucleus, but having different
energy. L&L.

isomeric. Of, relating to, or exhibiting isomerism. Webster 3d.
konseeism. a. Compounds possessing th
same percentage composition and the same
molecular weight, but differing in at least
one of tbitir physical or chemical

isomesical. Relates to deposits, not necessatily synchronous, laid down in identical
media as, for example, two or more river
deposits. Schielerdecker.

three axes at right angles and of equal
length; nine planes of symmetry; singly
refracting. Hess. b. Characterized by equality of measure. Fay.

isometric projection. In technical drawing,
a three-dimensional view of an object can

be drawn to scale with three perpendicular
edges at 120° to each other, and with the
vertical edges vertical. See also axonometric projection. Ham.
isomorphism. a. The name given to the phenomenon whereby two or more minerals,
which are closely similar in their chemical
constitution, crystallize in the same class
of the same system of symmetry, and develop very similar forms. C.M.D. b. The
property, possessed by various groups of
compounds, of being identical in crystalline form, and having the same numbers
of atoms, similarly arranged. Hess.
isomorphous. Originally defined (Mitscher-

lich, 1819) as having similar crystalline

form, but now generally restricted to compounds that form solid solutions by isomorphous substitution, that is, by the replace-

ment of one ion for another in a crystal
structure without alteration in the crystal

form. Compare isotypic. A.G.I.
Isomorpbous mixture. a. A solid solution of
two or more isomorphous substances. Fay.
b. A tip.: of solid solution, in which mineral compounds of analogous chemical
composition and closely related crystal
habit crystallize together in various proportions. HW. c. See mixed crystal. C.T.D.
isomorphous replacement. Replacement of
one element by another of the same 1..dency

in the chemical composition of a mineral,
as in tourmaline, where iron, lithium, and
magnesium, etc., replace each other with
resulting wide ranges of colors but little
variation in other properties, iron produc-

ing no gem qualities. In other cases of

isomorphic replacements, wide variations
in physical properties result. Shipley.
limmodslaus amp. A map showing, by contours, the areas having an equal quantity
of mudstone within an assumed interval
of stratigraphic section. Ballard.

bowie. A line, on a map, drawn through

points of equal thickness of a designated
unit. Synonym for isopachous line; isopachyte. A.C.I.

bow* map. A map indicating, usually by

means of contour lines, the varying thick-

ties, are said to be isometric and e.)alefs

ness et a designated stratigraphic unit.

b. The existence of more than one sub-

Impachans. Of equal thickness; said (1) of
maps, charts, etc., in which the shape of

an isomer or isomeride of the others. Mist!.

stance having a given molecular composition Pnd molecular weight. This phenomenon frequently occurs among organic
compounds and among complex inorganic
salts. C.T.D.

GOO

Also called isopachous map. A.G.I.

a body is indicated by lines drawn through
points of equal thickness as projected onto
any particWar plane, and (2) of the lines
as drawn. Anabsous to contour lines, but

represent thickness. See also isopach. Webster 2d.
Isopachous line. Synonym for isopach. A.G.I.
lsopachous map. Synonym for isopach map.
A.G.I.
Isopachyte. Term used by British writers for
isopach and isopachous line. A.G.1.

lsorag. A line connecting points where ice
is present for the same number of days
per year. H&C.
isopectic. A line connecting points at which
ice begins to form at the same time of the
winter. A line connecting points at which
ice melts at the same time of the spring
is called an isotac. H&G.

Isoperthite. Regular intergrowth of two kinds
of feldspar belonging to the same isomorphous series. A.G.I. Supp.
isophyslcal series. A series comprising rocks
of different chemical composition which
were metamorphosed under identical physical conditions. Schieferdecker.
isopic. Said of two formations deposited con-

tempoianeously and of the same facies.

Compare heteropic. C.T.D.
isopical. Relates to synchronous deposits

which exhibit the same facies. Schieferdecker.

isopiestic. When the pressure on a surface
of the sea is constant. Hy.
isoplestic line. A contour of the piezometric
surface of an aquifer. It is an imaginary
line, all points along which have the same
static level. A.G.I.
isopkth. a. A line, on a map or chart, drawn

through points of equal size or abundance.
A.G.1. b. A line of constant composition,
as in a binary temperature v. composition
plot. A.G 1. c. An isogram indicating the
variation of an element with respect to two
variables, one of which is usually the time

of year. The other may be time of day,

altitude, or some other variable. H&G.
Isopor. See isoporic line. A.G.I.

isoporic line. A line drawn through points

whose annual change in magnetic declination is equal. A.G.1.
Isopropyl ako/sol. Alcohol with formula

C1H70H, and a boiling point of 207° F,

manufactured from the unsaturated hydrocarbon propylene. Its acetate is widely used
as a solvent in the lacquer industry. Shell
Oil Co.
isopycalc; isopyadc lime. A line connecting

points of equal density, particularly of
ocean water. A line connecting points of
equal atmospheric density may be called
an isostere. H&G.

Isopyre. a. Apparently an impure opal, carrying about 1.6 percent copper, found at St.

Just, Cornwall, England. Weed, 1918. b.
An aluminosilicate of calcium, iron, and
a little copper. Hey 2d, 1955.
bora map. A map with contours connecting

points of equal radiation and showing

anomalous radioactive highs. Ballard.
kneads. Lines joining points of ectual radioactivity, drawn from geiger- or scintillationcounter data to form an isorad map. A.C.I.

imwedstivity rim A plan showing lines of
equal resistivity at a certain selected depth.

It is prepared from data obtained by the

resistivity method of geophysical prospecting. Nelson.
iseseisre. Synonyn for homoseism. A.G.I.
isoselsmal. A line re the surface of the earth
joining points of equal wisinic disturbance
due to any single earthquake. 4.0.1.

isoseimml Rm. The line on the earth's sur-

face connecting points of equal earthquake
intensity. The macroseismic area lies Inside

istropic
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isopachous

the isoseisin II (according to MercalliCancani), the microseismic area outside

tendency for isomorphous substitution;
same as isotypic. A.G.I. Supp.

the same. Synonym for isoseism. Schieler-

isotach,. A line connecting points of equal

decker.

isotherm. A line on a map or chart of the
earth's surface connecting points having
the same temperature at a given time or
the same mean temperature for a given

isoseismk line. An imaginary line connecting
all points on the surface of the earth where
an earthquake shock is of the samc intensity. Fay.

isostasy. A supposed equality existing in ver-

tical sections of the earth, whereby the

weight of any column from the surface of
the earth to a constant depth is approximately the same as that of any other column of equal area, the equilibrium being
mail.:ained by plastic flow of material from

one part of the earth to another.

H&G.

isostatic. Subjected to equal pressure from
every side; being in hydrostatic equilibrium; relating to or characterized by isostasy. Webster 3d.
lsostatic adjustment. The condition in which
forces tending to elevate the earth's crust
balance those tending to depress the carth's
crust. MacCracken.
Isostatic anomaly. a. The difference between

the observed value of gravity at a point

after applying to it the isostatic correction

and the normal value of gravity at the
point. A.G.I. b. Anomaly on a map of
observed gravity anomalies after apply:ng
the isostatic correction. Negative isostatic
anomalies indicate undercompensation, implying a tendency to rise; positive isostatic
anomalies connote overcompensation and
a tendency to sink. A.G.1.

hosts& compensation. a. An equilibrium

condition in which elevated masses such as
continents and mounatins are compensated

by a mass deficiency in the crust beneath
them. The compensation for depressed
areas is by a mass excess. A.G.1. b. The
process in which lateral transport at the
earth's surface by processes such as erosion

and deposition is compensated by lateral
movements in a subcrustal layer. A.G.!.
Isostatk correction. The adjustment made to
values of gravity or to deflections of the
vertical observe4 at a point to take account
of the assumed mass deficiency under tow-

graphic features for which a topographic
correction is also made.
Isostatk equilibrium. The shifting of the rock
beneath the earth's crust in response to the

shifting in the weight above the earth's

crust. MacCracken.
hosts& pressing. A process sometimes used
for the shaping of ceramic components,
for example, vacuum tube enclosures and
envelopes, sparking plugs, and similar
items from AI,0s, BeG, or other special
ceramics. The powder to be pressed is put

current velocity. Hy.

period. Webster 3d.
isothermal. A change taking place at a constant temperature. Strock, 10.
isothermal annealing. a, Austenitizing a ferrous alloy ai:d then cooling to, and holding
at, a temperaiure at which austenite transforms to a reiatively soft, ferrite-carbide
aggregate. ASM Cqc4s. b. Annealing at constant temperature. Bureau of Mines Staff.
Isothermal compression. a. Reduction in the

volume of a fluid without any change in
its temperature. Standard, 1964. b. Comression in which there is no change in thc
temperature of the air; used as a standard

against which the conditions of actual compression may be checked. Lewis, p. 665.

isothermal expansion. The expansion of air
under constant temperature. Since the air
does work on expanding, it loses heat;
consequently heat must be added to thc
air in order to maintain it at constant
temperature. Lewis, p. 665.

isothermal layer. A water column through
which a constant temperature exists. Hy.

Isothermal trandormation. A change in phase
at any constant temperature. ASM Gloss.
isotherm follower. An instrument developed

by Navy Electronic Laboratory to study
the movement of subsurface layers of
oceaic water. It consists of an immersible
transducer, an electronic unit, an underwater winch and two recorders. Hy.
isothrausmatic. Said of orbicular igneous
rocks in which the composition of the cores

of the orbs is identical with that of the

groundmass in which they are embedded.
Compare homeothrausmatic. C.T.D.
isollme curve. See isochrone. Schieferdecker.

isotope. An atom having the same atomic
number as another atom (same chemical
element) but having a different atomic
weight (or a different mass number). The
nuclei of the atoms have the same number
of protons but different numbers of neu-

trons. Thus, carbon 12 (Xi% carbon 13
(X111), and carbon 14 (41') are isotopes
of the element carbon, the subscripts de-

note their common atomic number and the
superscripts denote their different atomic
weights. DBL.
isotopkal. Relates to synchronous depftits of

the same geological province. Schiele.decker.

in a rubber or plastic bag (often called

Isotopic eariciumet. A process by which the

tainer and subjected to hydrostatic pressure, generally 10,000 to 20,000 pounds
per square inch. The merit of this process
is the uniform manner in which pressure

given element are altered in a batch, thus
producing a form of the element ennched
in a particular isotope; for example, enriching uranium in the uranium 235 isotope. See also enriched uranium.

the tooling) which is then placed in a con-

is applied over the whole surface, resulting
in uniform density in the shaped component. Dodd.
hosts& readjustment. The process whereby
isostasy is restored after having been disturbed by erosion or other causes. Stokes
and Parses, 1955.
isostatie setdlag. Gradual widespread settling
of a region where sediments have accumu-

lated to great depth. Stoker and Venter,
1955.

IsosnucteraL Refers to minerals that arc
closely similar in crystallographic, physical,

and chemical properties but have little

relative abundance of the isotopes of a

bottom. A device for isotope separation based

on the electrical sorting of ions. Ions of

different mass accelerated to a given energy
have different velocities. By synchronizing
the field on a deflector grid to pulses in the
ion source, ions of different velocities
(hence different masses) may be collected.
NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
hotropic. a. Having the same properties in all

directions; said of a medium with respect
to elasticity, conduction of heat or electricity, or radiation of heat or light. Com.
pare anisotropic. Fey. b. In crystallography,
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Bath. Mex. An Aztec name for obsidian. Fay.
Ithaca group. A subdivision of the Senecan
series as exposed in the gorge of Fall
Creek, Ithaca, N.Y. C.T.D.
Hoke. An orthorhombic mineral, Plii(GeOr
(OH),) (S0i)i, isostructural with anglesite;
from Tsumeb, Southwest Africa. Hey,
MM., 1961.
itaindrite. An igneous dike rock composed of
microcline and nepheline graphically intergrown, biotite aegirite, and zoned mela-

pp. 158, 164, 165.
J a. Symbol for Jurassic. USGS Sup., p. 86.
b. Symbol for mechanical equivalent of

Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 145.
ivory. A hard, white, close-grained substance
which constitutes the greater part of the
tusks of the elephant, mammoth, hippopotamus, narwhal, and walrus. The best

Symbol for sound-energy flux. Zimmerman,

istropic
transparent or reflecting crystals which

show no color change when rotated between crossed nicols, and which therefore

have the same optical properties in all
directions. Pryor, 3.

isotropic mass. A mass having the same
property (or properties) in all directions.
ASCE PI826.
isotropic stress. The condition of equal horizontal and vertical stresses in material

which is in the "elastic state" of stress.

Woodruff, v. 1, p. 94.
isotropy. The behr.vior of a medium having
the same properties in all directiom.
Taylor.

isotypic. Having analogous composition and

closely similar crystal structure, but not
capable of intercrystallizing to form solid
solutions. Examples are calcite and soda
niter; galena and NaBr. Compare isomor-

phous. A.G.1.
lsovelocity. The phenomenon of sound being

the same in all parts of a given water

column. Hy.
isovol. Lines constructed on a map of a coal-

bed connecting points of equal volatile

matter delineating the disaibution of volatile matter of the coal. A.G.I.
!mite. A melanocratic dike rock containing
hornblende, with a smaller quantity of
green pyroxene and a variable but always
subsidiary amount of labradorite. Holmes,
1928.

isthmus. A narrow strip of land, bordered on
both sides by water, connecting two large
bodies of land. Schieferdecker.
lstra. Trade name for a high-alumina cement
made in Yugoslavia. Dodd.

htrian stone. A marble near Trieste, Italy,
from which Venice is largely built. Fay.

ISWG Abbreviation for Imperial Standard

Wire Gage (gauge). Zimmerman, p. 56.
Ita. A Japanese gold-washing board. Fay.
BAUM.. a. A metamorphic rock of schistose
structure and composed euentially of
quartz grains and scales of specular hematite. Some muscovite is also present. It is
a close relative of itacolumite. Named from
Itabira, Brazil. When it crumbles to powder,

it is called jacutinga. Fay. b. A specular
iron ore. Fay.
kacolumite; Moak saaddose. a. A variety
of metamorphosed sandstone, slabs of

which will bend noticeably without breaking. Sanford. a. A schistose and flexible

quartzite comaining mica, chlorite, and
talc. Synonym for articulite. Stt also

nite ranging from coarse- to fine-grain.

grades are obtained from the elephant.

CCD 6d, 1961.
ivory, artificial. A substance, resembling nat-

ural ivory, made by mixing gypsum and
stearic acid. CCD 6d, 1961.
Ivory black. An animal black produced from
ivory. Sometimei the term is erroneously
applied to other animal blacks. Used chiefly
as a pigment. CCD 6d, 1961.

ivory porcelain. A ware having a surface
resembling ivory, produced by depolishing
the vitreous glaze. Fay.
ivory 1urquoke. Odontolite. Shipley.
Iwae auger shoe. A replaceable cutting head
on a eiry sampler. It is barrel-shaped, like

the cutting members on a common posthole digger. Long.

to a rounded overtile (the imbrex). Compare Spanish tile. Dodd.

Wile. A rock composM almost wholly of
leucite with _nnAll amounts of aeginne
augite, hallynet melilite, biotite, apatite,
aisd opaque oxides. The most leucite-rich
reek known, halite has been recognized
only as ejected blocks in volcanic agglomerates in the Alban Hills near Rome, Italy.
A.G.I.

itanbaubs. Braz. A plant whose juice is said
to help catch fine gold. Fay.

of magnetization. Zimmerman, p. 58. f.
Symbol for intensity of radiation ; radiant
intensity; radiant intensity of any body.
Zimmerman, p. 87. g. Symbol for polar
moment of inertia. Ztmmerman, p. 57. h.
p. 99. i. Abbreviation for Journal. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 63. j. Abbreviation for jack.
Zimmerman, p. 205.

a. Symbol for electric equivalent of heat;
mechanical equivalent of heat; Joule constant ; Joule equivalent. Zimmerman, pp.
146, 155, 157, 158. b. Symbol for gramequivalent weight; number of equivalents.
Zemmerman, pp. 155, 169. c. Symbol for
variable action. Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-99. d.
Symbol for radiant intensity; total emissive
power. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-99. e. Symbol for
moment of inertia; rectangular moment of

inertia; polar moment of inertia; polar

areal moment of inertia. Also, the symbol
for moment of inertia, when enclosed in
parentheses, as (J). Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-99;
Zimmerman, p. 163. f. Symbol for total

inner quantum number. Zimmerman, p.

equipped with an Iwan auger shoe or cutterhead. Also called posthole digger. Ste
also Iwan auger shoe. Long.
IX. Ion exchange. Pryor, 4.
liolyte; isolite. An amorphous, hyacinth-red,
greasy hydrocarbon mineral which softens
at 76° C, and resembles hartite; it is found
in Oberhart, near Gloggnitz, Austria. Fay.
hod tnt. A pendulum type, single-blow impact test in which the specimen, usually
notched, is fixed at one end and broken

jabez. York. Term used for carbonaceous

Iwantattern earth auger. A dry sampler

by a falling pendulum. The energy ab-

sorbed, as measured by the subsequent rise
of the pendulum, is 4: measure of impact
strength or notch tough nen. ASM Gloss.

iztac chalcidimitl. White or green Mexican
onyx. Ste also Mexican onyx. Shipley.

WV. Mex. A variety of obsidian used by
Mexican Indians ror arrowheads, implements, etc. Standard, 1964.

itaraaartzite.
asbestos. A name often given to trem-

in Italy, designed for use in pain; a fiat
undertile (the tegula) being laid adjacent

Zimmerman, p. 152. e. Symbol for intensity

Iwan earth auger. Synonym for Iwan-pattern
earth auger. Long.

A.G.1.

olite asbestos to distinguish it from Canadian or chrysotile asbestos. It is extensivey
quarried in Piedmont and Lombardy,
Italy. C.M.D.
Italian chryaolik. Vesuvianite. Shipley.
Italian lapis. Same as Swiss lapis. Shipley.
hallos tiles. Roofing tiles, of a type common

heat. Zimmerman, p. 53. c. Symbol for
gram-equivalent weight. Zimmerman, p.
51. d. Symbol for electric-current density.

163. g. Symbol for sound-energy flux. Zimmerman, p. 189.

shale or mudstone. Tomkeit ff, 1954.

jaboncillo. Mex. Decomposed talcose rock,

or hardened clay, generally found in a

vein, and sometimes indicating the proximity of rich ore. Fay.
jsca. Brarilian term for carbon or other darkcolored ipots or inclusions in a diamond.
Sometimes used as a synonym for carbon

spot or carbon fleck by the oldrr handsetters experienced in setting Brazilian
diamond, and by drillers who have worked
in Portuguese-speaking countries. Long.

jadsta gaunt. A trade term for yellowish

garnet. Shipley.
jacinth; byaciotb. The aurora-red variety of
transparent zircon, used as a gem stone.
A cinnamon-colored variety of grossularite
from Ceylon, is also called hyacinth.
C.M.D.

jack. a. A name given to zinc ores. Barger.
b. Cannel coal intentratified with shale.
Tomkeieff, 1954. c. Coaly shale, often can-

; a. Abbreviation for joule. Also abbreviated
J. BuMin Style Guide, p. 60; Zimmerman,
p. 60. b. Symbol for heat-transfer factor.
Zimmerman, p. 53. c. Symbol used for
electric circuitsi square root of -1 (minus
1), which is variously designated the imaginary number; imaginary unit; right-angle
turning operator; vector turning operator.
Zimmerman, . 101. d. Symbol for a unit
1,.:ctor in the y direction or parallel to the
y axis. Zimmerman, p. 166. e. Abbreviation
for join. Webster 3d. f. Abbreviation for
jack. Zimmerman, p. 59.
J a. Symbol for inner quantum number. Zimmerman, p. 163. b. Symbol used for electric

circuits, instead of 1, for the square root
of -1 (minus 1), which is variously designated the imaginary number; the imaginary unit; the nght-angle turning operator ;
the vector turning operator. Zimmerman,
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neloid. Tomkeieff, 1954. d. A tin bucket
with pouring spout in which powder in
quantities of 5 to 121/2 pounds is carried
into the mine. Fay. e. N. of Eng. A lan-

tern-shaped case made of tin in which

safety lamps are carried in strong currents
of ventilation. Fay. f. Scot. One who works
underground at odd work. Fay. g. Scot. A
narrow dike usually of igneous rock. Fay.
h. A wooden wedge for separating rocks
rent by blasting. Fay. i. A rod or post set
up in the working room of a mine to which
a rope is fastened for the purpose of mov-

ing the cutting machine from place to

fissure or
place. Fay. j. N. of Eng. A
crack in the mine roof. Faylqe Eng. Ste
back. SMRB, Paper No. 61.1. A portable
device used for exerting great pressure or
for lifting a heavy body through a small
distance. The true ratchet jack is used for
lifting. In conveyor work there are a num-

ber of varieties of the jackscrew used for

holding down various pieces of equipment,
and each is given a different name. Ratchet

jacks for this type of service get their
name from the ratchet device used with

the nut which forces the screw up or down.
Drive jacks are used for holding down the
drives for shaker conveyors; anchor jacks
are used for the same purpose. The term

roof jack denotes any type of jackscrew

used to hold down objects. Fulcrum jacks
are used as pivot points for angle troughs,
turns, and swivels. Timber jacks are used
in place of props as temporary supports for

cap pieces and bars intended to hold up
mine roof. Pipe jacks may either be jackscrews fashioned from pipes or they may be

pipes pointed at both eneds so as to be
wedged against the roof and bottom to

secure the ends of mining machine ropes,
sheaves used in scraper loader work, etc.
Jones. m. A mechanical device for the purpose of lifting a heavy load; it may be
either a screw or hydraulic type. Also
called hydraulic jack; )ackscrew; screwjack. Long. n. A hydraulic ram or cylinder.
Nichols. o. See zinc blende; sphalerite. Fay.
jackanapes. Eng. The small guide pulleys of
a whim. Fay.
jack and circle. The apparatus consisting of
a powerful jack and a steel-toothed twee

on which the jack moves. The circle

jad
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is

attached to the drill floor, centered on the

borehole collar, and used to tighten or

loosen the joints in a string of drill tools.

Long.

jack arch. An arch having horizontal or
nearly horizontal upper and lower sur-

faces; may be called flat arch or straight
arch. The term is also used for any arch
roughly built. ACSG.

jackass pick. A pick with a support for the
helve, enabling it to be used as a lever.
Standard, 1964.

jackbit; ripbit. Detachable drilling bit screwed

or taper-fitted to length of drill steel and
used in rock drilling to provide cutting
end. Pryor, 3.

jar block. Synonym for drive hanuner. Long.
jock board. A brace used as a support for a
pipe jack. Long.
jack boom. a. A boom which supports sheaves
between the hoist drum and the main boom
in a pull shovel or a dredge Nichol:. b. A
boom whose function is to support sheaves
that carry lines to a working boom. Nichols.

jack bricks. Refractory bricks for the glass
industry; they are perforated to accommodate the prongs of a fork truck and used
beneath a newly set pot. Dodd.

jack catch. Safety catch in the rail track to

stop running back of tubs on inclines.
Mason.

plates are broken at all joints to facilitate
renewing. Used in heavy ground to protect

the regular shaft timbers. The jacket set

is placed outside the regular timbers, from
which it is separated by short blocks, and

is blocked and wedged against the rock.
Lewis, p. 47.

jackhammer. A percussive type of automatically rotated rock drill that is worked by

compressed air. It is light enought to be

used without a tripod and to be hand held.
Pryor, 3.
jackhammer operator. In metal mining, non-

metal mining, and quarrying, one who
operates an unmounted, compressed-air,
percussion-type

rock

drilling

machine,

known as a jackhammer, to drill holes in
ore or rock in mines or quarries in which
explosives are inserted and set off to break
up the solid mass or in which plugs and
feathers are driven to break off the rock
in blocks. Also called air-drill operator;
airhammer operator; blockholder . machine-

man; plug-drill operator; rocl driller.
D.O.T. 1.

jackhead. See delivery drift. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 4.
jackhead pit. a. A small pit without hoisting
appliances, frequently serving as a venti-

lating shaft. Standard, 1964. b. A small

shaft sunk within a mine. A winze. Fay.
jackbead pump. A subordinate pump in the
bottom of a shaft, worked by an attachment to the main pump rod. Fay.
jackbead set. Newc. The set of pumps in the
jackhead staple. Fay.
jackhead staple. Eng. A small mine for the
supply of coal for the boilers. Fay.
jack hole. Eng. In coal mining, a bolthole.
Standard, 1964. See also cut-through. Fay.
jacking premium The amount of pressure

exerted by a jack to force a cone penetrometer into a soil being tested. Long.

jacking up. The raising up of masses of

machinery and heavy structures by means
of jacks. Crispin.

jackknife. a. The collapse of a drill tripod

or derrick. Long. b. Sometimes incorrectly
used as a synonym for telescope. Long. c. A
tractor and trailer assuming such an angle
to each other that the tractor cannot move
forward. Nichols.
jackknife rig. A truck-mounted diamond or
small rotary drill equipped with a hinged
derrick. See also seismograph drill. Long.

jackkallig. A collapsing of square-set tim-

bers by wall pressure or through imperfect
erection. Fay.
jack lamp. Eng. A Davy lamp, with tLe addition of a glass cylinder outside the gauze.
Fay.
telikiilateh. A fishing tool. Long.
a. Light supporting bar for use with

jack engine. Eng. A donkey engine; a small

jackhammer. Pryor, 3. b. An outrigger

around a cylinder or pipe, the annular

jacklkee man. In petroleum production, one
who pumps several oil wells from a central
powerplant (jack plant), engaging or disengaging rods or cables by which power
is transmitted to separate wells. D.O.T. 1.

engine employed in sinking a shallow shaft.
Fay.
jacket. An outer casing or cover constructed

space being filled with a fluid for either
cooling, heating, or maintaining the cylinder contents at constant temperature; for
example: the water jackets of an internalcombustion engine. C.T.D.

jacket, wig/ A wood or metal form that is

slipped over a sand mold for support durme; pouring. ASM Clore.

jacket set. a. Set of timbers used in shaft

outside the regular shaft set, as extra protection in heavy ground. farm, 3. b. Set

like the larger shaft set with dividers
omitted, except that the wall and end

post. Nichols.

jack pik. A pile which is forced into the
ground by jacking against the building
above it. Ham.

jaclqdpo. A hollow iron pipe large enough
to slip over the end of the front jack of
a cutting machine so as to make It hold
more firmly against the coal. Fey.
jock pit. N. of Eng. A shallow shaft in a mine
communicating with an overcast. Fay.
jack pat. This umber is used where the coal
seam is separated by a rock band and one
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bench is loaded out before the other. If the
top bench is worked off first, the jack posts
are set between the bottom bench of the

coal and the roof. If the bottom bench is
cleaned up first, the jack posts are set between the bottom and the top bench. At
least two jack posts should be used and
as many more as is necessary to keep the
top bench of coal or the roof from corning

while the coal is being loaded out. Kentucky, pp. 143-144.

jack prop. Derrick, warwick, anchor prop;
foreset. Mason.
jackroll. A windlass worked by hand. Fay.
jacks. a. Wales. Large nodules of inferior
ironstone, Coal Measures, Pembrokeshire.
Arkell. b. Leic. Bands crowded with Tere-

bratula punctata and Rhynchonella tetrahedra in the Marlstone, Middle Lias, near
Tilton. Arkell. c. See jack, b and C. Tomkeiejf, 1954.
jackscrew. a. A jack in which a screw is used
for lifting or exerting pressure; also, the

helical-screw part of a jackscrew. Also

called screwjack. Long. b. A heavy screw
set in the base or frame of a drill machine
for the purpose of leveling the drill. Long.
c. Small screw jacks for leveling work in
jigs. Crispin.
jack setter. A miner who assists in the operation of a coal-cutting machine, one of

whose duties is to see that the roof of the
mine at or near the machine is in a reasonably safe condition. Fay. See also machine helper. D.O.T. 1.
jacksbaft. a. An intermediate driving shaft.

Standard, 1964. See also jack pit. Fay.

b. Supporting bar used with screwjacks to
support a rock drill. See also winze. Pryor,
3. c. A short drive shaft, usually connecting a clutch and transmission. Nichols.
jack spook. Special bobbins used in asbestos
textile factories. Sinclair, W. E., p. 484.
jackstone. A Wales term for calcareous ironstone with cone-in-cone structure. Arkell.
pit. See jack pit. Fay.
isatrbs process. A method in which bauxite

is fused in an electric furnace to form a
synthetic corundum. BuMines Bull. 556,

1956, p. 23.
Jacob's stones. Shrop. Calcareous sanduones
burnt for lime, Caradoc sandstone. Arkell.

Jacob stall A straight rod or staff pointed
and shod with iron at the bottom for inser-

tion in the ground, having a socket joint

at the top, and used instead of a tripod

for supporting a compass. Webster 3d.
lacquers method. Use of electrolytic polish-

ing to complete the finish on metal sur-

faces. After mechanical polishing they arc
made the anodes in a suitable electrolyte.
The finished surface is free from distortion.
Pryor, 3.

Jacumba boson*. Heuonite from near Jacumba Hot Springs, San Diego County,
Calif. Shipley.

jacepirmegile. A name applied by Derby in
1891 to a type of nepheline gabbro consisting of titanaugite, biotite, iron ores, and
nephefine, the last being subordinate to
the mafic minerals. C.T.D.

jacetiev; jatittbas. Bras. The various-colored iron ores associated with and often

forming the matrix of the gold in the Brazilian mines. So called from their resemblance to the colors of the plumage of the
Brazilian bird, Pipile jacuunga. Compare
itabirite. Fay.
jai. a. Som. A long and deep holing, cutting,
or jud, made for the purpose of detaching

large blocks of stone from their natural

beds. Fay. b. Prov. Eng. To undercut (coal
or rock). Standard, 1964.

ladder. a. A stonecutter. Webster 2d. b. A
jad is a cutting in a natural rock face,
made for the purpose of detaching shaped
stone blocks. Pryor, 3.
Jadding. The operation of forming a jad. See
also holing; jad, a. Fay.
'adding pick. The tool employed to cut a jad.
Fay.

Jade; Jadeite; nephrite. A hard and extremely
tough material of varying composition,
greenish-white to deep green in color, used

which prevents the miners from following
a vein of ore; a large block. Fay. b. A pro-

drill. It reduces shocks and the risk of rod
or chisel breakages. See also free-falling
device. Nelson. b. To drill by impact, as

for use in the sides of wall openings. 11W.

1964. c. See jars. Fay. d. To loosen or free
stuck drill-stem equipment or tools by impacts delivered by quick, sharp, upwardtraveling blows delivered by a drive hammer or jars. Long.

jamb. a. A vein or bed of earth or stone,

jecting columnar part (as of a masonry
wall) or mass (as of ore). Webster 3d.
c. A vertical structural member forming
the side of an opening in a furnace wall.
HW. d. A type of brick shapes, intended

e. The sidewall of the port of a furnace
superstructure carrying port crown load.
ASTM C162-66.
Jamb brick. A brick so modified that the cor-

in making carved ornaments. Part of the

ner of one end and side is rounded with
a radius approximately equal to the width

:me, essentially a metasilicate of sodium
and aluminum. Part is nephrite, a variety

of the brick. A.R.1.
Jamb cutter. In the coke products industry,
a laborer who chips carbon and mud from
the edges of coke-oven doors with a steel

so-called jade is jadeite, a variety of pyroxof amphibole, and essentially a metasilicate

of iron, calcium, and magnesium; and
part is a variety of saussurite, which is

to carry ore from the mine to the smelter.
Also called jagger lads; jagger horses. Fay.

jagging. a. A mode of carrying ore to the

reduction works in bags on horses, mules,
etc. Fay. b. Up-and-down motion of a mass
of particles in watci by means of pulsion.
Pryor, 3.

Wen board. An inclined board on which
ore slimes are washed, as in a buddle.

Standard, 1964.
Invite. A mineral, (Pb,Ca)sFe" 'Si101(C1,OH) ; analysis, Si Os, 22.35 percent; Pb,
64.26 percent; and fractional percentages
of Al,Be,K,Mg,Mn,Na,Ti. Trigonal, yellow-green micaceous plates with melano-

telute in iron ore. This is the tenth lead
silicate from Langban Sweden. Spencer 21,
M.M., 1958.

jailer. Som. A small tub or box in which
water is carried in a mine. Fay.

jalpaite. A lead-gray, cupriferous argentite,
(AgCu)sS, that crystallizes in the isometric
system. Standard, 1964.
*um a. The blocking of a core barrel or core
bit with core, sometimes deliberately.
Long. b. See jamb, b. Fay.

Jamaica auger. Synonym of Jamaica openspiral auger. Long.
laatidca opewspiral auger. A corkscrewlike
spiral tool used in sampling loosely compacted soil deposits. Long.

ered and transmitted to the rod or casing
string; also, sometimes used as a synonym
for drive hammer. Also called bell jar;

flexibly joined together on a line

oblique to the line of motion of the table.
One section contains riffles for the coarse
material, while ;he other section is smooth
to allow settling of the fine particles which

Jager. A bluish-white diamond of modern cut.
Schaller.
loggers. Derb. Both men and horses employed

impact blows of a drive hammer are deliv-

Jardiniere glue. A former type of unfritted
lead glaze containing Pb0, K10, CaO,
ZnO, A120,, and SiOa. There were soft
(cone 02) and hard (cone 4) types. Dodd.

glass, usually a lead (flint) glass; specific
gravity about 3.73. Shipley.
jadeite. A monoclinic mineral, NaAlSi,00,
found chiefly in Burma that consists of a
sodium aluminum silicate and when cut

cut as a gemstone and resembling jade in
appearance, from the jadeite mine at
Bhamo, Burma. Possibly the same as
jageudojadeite. Shipley.
tena:e. Saussurite. Shipley.
Jaeger converter. Catalytic system for conversion of SO, to SO, in the contact process. Pryor, 3.
jag bolt. An anchor bolt with a barbed flaring shank which resists retraction when
leaded into stone or set in concrete; also
called hacked bolt; rag bolt. Webster 3d.

jar collar. A swell coupling attached to the
upper exposed end of a drill rod or casing
string to act as an anvil against which the

bar prior to the discharge of the coke.

D.O.T. 1.
Jamb wall. See breast wall. Dodd.
James concentrator. A concentration table,
the deck of which is divided into two sec-

constitutes a valuable variety of jade. Webster 3d. See also jade. Fay.
Jadeitite. A metamorphic rock consisting
essentially of jadeite. A.G.!.
jadeollte. A deep-green chromiferous syenite

a rock; to use a drill jar upon. Standard,

drive collar; jar head. Long.
jar coupling. A set of sliding links in a drill
stem by means of which sudden impacts
can be delivered to a string of stuck drill

commonly a complex alteration product of
plagioclase feldspar. Williamsite, a variety
of serpentine, i sometimes mistaken for
jade. Sanford.

jade glass. A green translucent to opa9ue

jars
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tions,

will not settle on a riffled surface. By means

of the joint, the slope of the sections can

be varied independently. Liddell 2d, p. 388.

James Jig. Movable sieve box supported on
a rubber diaphragm and jigged mechanically up and down. Pryor, 3.
Jamesoalte; feather ore. A natural sulfantimonide of lead and iron, Pb4FeSboS,4;
sometimes containing small amounts of

copper and zinc. Color and streak, lead

gray to gray black; luster, metallic; Mohs'

tools. Long.

Jargon. a. A smoky variety of jacynth; when
of gemstone quality, jargoon. The phrase
technical jargon, sometimes used derisively

by those who fail to appreciate the need
for specialized terminology in expert discussion, refers to words on the border between research and common usage, and
should be used sparingly. Pryor, 3. b. An
inferior diamond having a yellowish color.
Fay.

Jar hammer. See casing jar hammer. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 3.

jar bead. a. Synonym for jar collar; drivehead. Long. b. That part of a wire-line

hardness, 2 to 3; specific gravity, 5.5 to
6.0. A minor ore of lead. CCD 6d, 1961.
James table. Shaking tar used in concen-

core barrel that slides up and down on the
core-barrel jar staff. Long.
Jar length. Synonym for jar rod. Long.
jarlite. A colorless, brownish fluoride of so-

Jamnut; jambeut. a. An extra nut used to
secure a principal nut. Standard, 1964.

Ala's; monoclinic. Crystals and spherulites.
From Ivigtut, Greenland. English.

tration of ground ores by gravity. Pryor, 3.

b. Synonym for locknut. Long.
Jam out. f... Staff. To cut or knock away the
coal between holes. Fay.

dium, strontium, and aluminum, NaSr,-

Jar mill. a. A small batch mill of ceramic
material, used in ore-testing laboratories in
investigation of grinding problems. Pryor,

jam riveter. A riveting hammer provided
with an air-operated telescopic casing to

3. b. Any of the stoneware-lined pebble
mills used in milling enamels on a small
scale. Enam. Diet. c. A small ball mill.
See also ball mill. ACSG, 1963.
Jarmo taper. This taper of 0.6 inch per foot
is used by a number of manufacturers 'for
taper pins, sockets, and shanks used on

is forced into the end of the pipe. The

*mite. a. A yellow-brown hydrous sulfate

hold the hammer against the work. Ham.
jam socket machine. A machine for shaping
the sockets in clay sewer pipes. The pipes
are extruded plain, cut to length and fed
to the jam socket machine in which a ram,
having the internal profile of the socket,

machine was introduced by Pacific Clay
Products Co., Los'Angeles, Calif. Dodd.

jam weld. A weld in which the heated ends

or edges of the parts are square-butted

against each other and welded. Fay.
Jamey flotation cell. A pioneer type of flotation cell. Pryor, 3.
kip. See rock &ill, b. Fay.
Japaaese acid clay. An amorphous mixture
of hydrated aluminum silicate and silica.
CCD 3d, 1942, p. 195.

machine tools. Crispin.

of iron and potassium, KFes(OH).(SO4)1;
rhombohedral; from Jaroso, Spain. Dana
17. b. A variety of melanterite containing
5.55 percent Mg0, from Slovakia, Czechoslovakia. Not to be confused with jarosite

from the Jaroso Ravine, Spain. See also
cuprojarosite; kirovite. Spencer 15, M.M.,
1940.

jar piece; *rig piece. A piece of pipe used
for the same purpose and in lieu Of either
a drive hammer or a jar rod. Long.

Japans twin. An uncommon type of quartz
twinning in which the two portions _de
symmetrical with respect to a trigonal bi-

jar rod. An extra heavy wall drill rod to

*arias. A method of finishing wood or

called drive rod; jar length; jar piece.

pyramid of second order. Hess.

metal with baking varnish or baing japan,
usually applied .by dipping, after which it
is baked at varymg temperatures, on wood
at low heat, but on metal at from 300 to

400' F. Crispin.

jar. a. An appliance to permit relative movement between the rope and rods in a cable

which drive collars may be attached when
using a drive hammer to jar or loosen drillstring equipment stuck in a borehole. Also
Long.

jars. a. A sliding linklike device connecting
a churn drill rope socket to the drill stem
during drilling operations or as a coupling
connecting a fishing tool to the drill-rod
string when fishing. Also called jar coupling. Long. b. In percussive deep drilling,
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specular hematite. Sanford.
jaspold. Resembling jasper. Standard, 1964.
jasponyx. An onyx, part or all of whose
layers consist of jasper. Webster 3d.
jaspopal. See jasper opal. Fay.

able by means of heavy screws at the feed
end.. It is widely used on bituminous coal
on sizes ranging up to a 6-inch maximum.
Mitchell pp. 424-426.
Jeffrey. molveyor. An arrangement to keep a

Standard, 1964,
jaulingite. A resin found in the Jauling, near
St. Viet, lower Austria; it resembles succinite. Fay.

veyors, each mounted on driven wheels and

jars
the links which connect the drill cables to
the drilling bit, and which set up a jerking

action on the upstroke that helps to free

the strings of tools. Pryor, 3. c. Steel links
in a string of drilling tools whose leeway

permits jerking or jarring of the tools.

Wheeler. d. A tool in the churn drill string
which contains slack to allow hammering
upward to free a stuck bit. Nichols.

jar sleeve. See drive hammer; jar piece.
Long.

jar staff. A heavy bolt that forms a sliding
connection between the jar and overshot
heads of a wire-line core barrel. Long.
jar tube. A threaded tubelike part that connects the wire-line socket to the jar head
in a wire-line-core-barrel overshot assembly. Long.
jar weight. Synonym for drive hammer. Long.
jaspachate; jaspagate. Agate jasper. Webster 3d.
jaspe. Mex. Jasper; j. negro, Lydian stone,
touchstone. Fay.
jasper. a. A finely crystalline form of quartz

containing up to 20 percent impurities
(iron oxide, iron hydroxide, clay, etc.).

Usually red, yellow, dark green, grayishblue. Similar to flint and chert. Used in
ornamental stone. CCD 6d, 1961. b. A fine,
unglazed stoneware invented by Josiah

Wedgwood and made by adding barium
carbonate to a mixture used for semiporcelain ware. Hess.

jasperated. Mixed with jasper; made to resemble jasper; as, jasperated agate or jasperated glass. Standard, 1964.
jasperine. Banded jasper of varying colors.
ShiPley.

jasperite. An impure, opaque, colored variety
of cryptocrystalline quartz, admitting of a
high polish and used for snuff-boxes, seals,
vases,

and other articles. The color

is

usually red, brown, or yellow, and is due to

the admixture of iron oxide. Standard,
1964.

jasperixation. The alteration of rocks, igneous

or sedimentary, into banded jaspilitelike
rocks by metasomatic processes in which
iron oxides and silica are successively introduced. Hess.

jasperize. To convert into a form of silica

like jasper; agatized. Fay.
jasperold. a. A rock consisting essentially of
cryptocrystalline, chalcedonic, or phenocrystalline silica, which has formed by the
replacement of some other material, ordinarily calcite or dolomite. A.G.I. b. Silicified limestone.
jasper opal. An almost opaque common opal,
most commonly yellow-brown; almost reddish brown to red, due to iron oxides. Resembles jasper in appearame. Shipley.
jasper ware. A vitreous, opaque, colored unglazed ceramic ware having white or contrasted relief decorations and containing
a substantial amount of bathe. Originally

developed by Josiah Wedgwood. ASTM

C242-60T. Also called cameo ware; Wedgwood ware.
jasper wash. A dip invented by Josiah Wedgwood in 1777 and used by him to produce

the effect of jasper on pottery. Standard,
1964.

japery iron ore. Impure hematite with a

jas ery fracture. Hess.
Consisting of or containing jasper;
like jasper. Standard, 1964.
**like. A term used around Lake Superior
for the jasper associated with the iron ores.
It is made up of bands of bright red jasper
alternating with bands of black, commonly

jaspure. Marbling in imitation of jasper.

jaum. Derb. A clay-filled joint extending

diagonally across a vein. Fay.
jaw. a. One or a set of two or more serratefaced members between which an object
may be grasped and held firmly, as in a

or pipe
wrench. Also called jaws. Long. b. In a
clutch, one of a pair of toothed rings, the
teeth of which face each other. Nichols.
c. In a crusher, one of a pair of nearly
flat faces separated by a wedge-shaped
vise, drill chuck, foot clamp,

opening. Nichols.

jaw breaker. See jaw crusher.

jaw clutch. A clutch consisting of two toothed

jaws, one of which slides along its shaft
to engage or disengage from the other.
Nichols.

jaw crusher. a. A primary crusher designed
to reduce large rocks or ores to sizes capable of being handled by any of the secondary crushers. Enam. Dict. b. A crushing machine consisting of a moving jaw,
hinged at one end, which swings toward
and away from a stationary jaw in a regular oscillatory cycle. ACSG, 1963. c. A
machine for reducing the size of materials

by impact or crushing between a fixed

plate and an oscillating plate, or between
two oscillating plates, forming a tapered
jaw. B.S. 3552, 1962.

jay. a. Derb. Roof coal. Fay. b. York. Miner's

term for an inferior cannel coal. Also

called geyes. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Jedburgh basalt. A type of the Scottish Carboniferous basalts; characterized bv inconspicuous phenocrysts of olivine and plagioclase in an ophitic to microlitic groundmass, to which augite is almost always
restricted. Holmes, 1928.

jedding ax. A stonecutter's ax with a flat
face and a pointed peen. Webste 3d.
limp. Used in the United States for cross-

country motor vehicles for mug% pioneer
work. Pryor. See also mine jeep.
Jelcott tachometer. See direct-reading tachometer. Ham.
jeffersite. A kind of vermiculite from West
Chester, Chester, Pa. Fay.
jcffersonite. A manganese and zinc-bearing
monoclinic pyroxene with Mn:Zn:Fe

about 1:1:1. Dana 6d, p. 352.
Jeffrey crusher; whiner mill. Crusher used
to break softish minerals, for example,

limestone. See also swing-hammer crusher.
Pryor, 3.

Jeffrey diaphragm jig. A plunger-type jig
with the plunger beneath the screen. May
be either single or multiple compartments.
Its distinguishing features are: (1) the

stroke is produced with a cam operated

by a lever and rocker-arm mechanism; (2)
the weight of the column of water above
the plunger is balanced by means of compressed air; (3) automatic operation is obtained by means of a submerged float that
measures the specific gravity of the mass

of coal, refuse, and water at the peak of
the pulsion stroke; (4) refuse is withdrawn through a star gate extendin the
full width of the overflow lip; and (5 the
slope of the screen plate is readily a just-

continuous miner in full operation at all
times. It consists of a series of short con-

coupled into a train to run alongside the

heading or room conveyor. Nelson.
Jeffrey-Robinson cone. A cone for coal wash-

ing; similar to thc Callow and Caldecott
cones. Hess.

Jeffrey single-roll crusher. A simple type
crusher for coal, with a drum to which are
bolted toothed segments designed to grip
the coal forcing it down into the crushing
opening. Bureau of Mines Staff.
Jeffrey swing-hammer crusher. A crusher en-

closed in an iron casing in which a re-

volving shaft carries swinging arms having
a free arc movement of 120°. The rotation

of the driving shaft causes the arms to

swirg out and strike the coal, ore, or other
material, which, when sufficiently fine,
passes through the grated bottom. Liddell
2d, p. 357.
Jeffrey-Traylor vibrating feeder. A feed chute
vibrated electromagnetically in a direction
oblique to its surface. Rate of movement of
rock depends on amplitude and frequency
of vibration. Bureau of Mines Staff.
Jeffrey-Traylor vibrating screen. An electric
vibrating screen operated by action on an
oscillating armature and a stationary coil.
Gaudin, pp. 160-161.
jelinIte. Applied to a fossil resin originally
named kansasite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
jell; jells. a. The thickening of a cementslurry mixture that has started to set.
Compare gel. Long. b. The thickening of a
hot solution of gelatin and water, as used
in a Maas compass, upon cooling; also, the
jellylike substance to formed. Long.
jelled. a. A cement-slurry mixture in which
the incipient set has progressed far enough
so that the mixture is no longer pumpable
or pourable. Long. b. Applicable when a
hot solution of gelatin and water has cooled
and solidified. Long.
jelkffite; jelletite. A green variety of andradite garnet. Standard, 1964.

jelling. a. The time required for a cement
slurry to thicken and take on a jellylike
consistency. Long. b. The time required
for a hot solution of gelatin and water
to thicken and become jellylike. Long. C.
The act of thickening. Long.
jelly. See fundamental jelly; carbohumin;

vegetable jelly. Tomkeieff, 1954.
jellyfish. Common name for medusoid Coelenterates; semitransparent, pelagic, tentacled invertebrates. Some species have
venom cells in their tentacles; some are
capable of producing a glowing-ball type
of bioluminescence. Hy.
jelly strength. A measure of the strength of
glues and similar adhesives; in or e form
of test, the load required to produce a 4
millimeter depression in the gel is determined. Lowenheim.
of

Jena glass. An early variety of glass
improved resistance tc. heat and shock,

named from the location of its manufacture
in Europe. CCD 6d, 1961.
jenkln. a. A drivage at right angles to the
main cleat. Mason, v. 1, p. 105. b. Eng. A

road driven bordways in a pillar of coal.
A jud driven bordways along a pillar of
coal with goaf or an Orl bord on one side

jenkin
is called a loose end jenkin. SMRB, Paper
No. 61. c. N. of Eng. A variation of junking. Fay.

Jeppe's tables. A series of tables especially
compiled for mining work that Includes
tables of density, vapor pressure and absolute humidity. Roberts, I, p. 127.
Jeppestown shales. S. Afr. Part of the Jeppes-

town series forming the footwall of the
Main reef on the Central and East Rand.
Beerman.

jeremejevite. Synonym for eremeyevite. Hey
2d, 1955.

jerking table; bumping table. See shaking
table.
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transfers. Compare jet ware. Dodd.
jet flow; shooting flow. A type of flow, related to turbulent flow, occurring when a

charges. Dupont, 1966, 81.
Jeffers. Corn. The horizontal rods or poles

inclined stretch, or over a waterfall,
and the water moves in plunging, jetlike

Jetting. a. The process of sinking a borehole
or the removal of cuttings or loosely
consolidated materials from a borehole by
using directed, forceful streams of a fluid
or air. The term is also applied commonly

stream reaches high velocity along a sharp-

ly

surges. Leet.
jet glass. Crystal glass of pure black, used in
cheap jewelry. Fay.
jet grinding mills. Enclosed chambers of relatively small cross section in which gas, at
substantially atmospheric pressures, is circulated at high speed, 400 to 700 feet per
second. Earliest form is the micronizer.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

Jeroboam. A 4-quart wine bottle. Dodd.
jerries. Term used by miners of the English
Midlands for bright coal or canneloid coal.

jet hok. a. A borehole drilled by use of a
directed, forceful stream of fluid or air.

Jerry. Aust. A carbonaceous shale found in

jet hydraolk. Stream of water used in allu-

Tomkeieff, 1954.

coal scams. Fay.
Jerry faces. Aust. A local name at Lambton
B. colliery for main cleats in coal. Fay.

Jerry man. An employee in a mine whose
duty it is to clean up falls or refuse, or to
make a miner's working place safe. Fay.
See also wasteman. D.O.T. 1.

Jersey fire clay brick. A highly siliceous clay
brick, semisilica brick. AISI, No. 24.
Jersey stone. A partly decomposed granitic
rock Suarried on the Island of Jersey and

used in pottery making; it is similar to

Cornish stone. Hess.
jeso. Beds of decomposed gypsum. Standard,
1964.

Jet. a. A black marble. Webster 2. b. A hard
black mineral formerly cut and polished to
make beads, buttons, and costume jewelry.
Usually a form of coal. Bureau of Mines
Staff. c. A forceful stream of fluid or air
used to flush

cuttings or soft, uncon-

solidated materials from a borehole. Long.
d. The act or process of sinkinq a borehole
by means of a jetted fluid or air. Compare

jet piercing. Long. c. A nozzle or orifice
arranged for a directed and rapid efflux
of a fluid or gas. Long. f. A sudden rush
or gush of liquid or gas through a narrow
opening or a nozzle. A nozzle for a jet of
gas, water or other fluid. Enam. Diet.
jetair flotation machine. A multiple-cell
machine of the mechanical agitation type.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
jet coal. Same as cannel coal. Fay.

Jet condensers. Condensers in which cold
water is sprayed into a chamber into
which the steam passes, creating a partial
vaccum. The objection to this type is that
the condensing water and steam mix and

cannot be used over again

unless the

former is pure. Mason, v. 2, p. 367.
jet corer. Consists of a lenqth of pipe which
is lowered from a vessel in order to obtain
samples High-velocity water is pumpcd
through the pipe and the jetting action of
this water issuing from the lower end of
the pipe very effectively cuts a hole in the
unconsolidated

overlrarden

sediments.

Once at bedrock, the pipe is rammed into
the rock with sufficient force to obtain a
plug several inches in length. Mero, p. 22.

jet drier. A drier in which humidity and

temperature are controlled bi injected jets
of air and steam. ACSG, 19 3.
jet drilling. Piercing of rock strata by use of
high-temperature flame to fuse the rock,

together with jet of water to cause de-

crepitation and to flush the fragments out.
Pryor, 3.
Jet-enameled ware. A type of 18th century
porcelain decorated with black on-glaze

See also jet. c. b. A small hole in a nozzle.
See also iet, d. Long.

vial mining. A 10 inch diameter jet at
900 foot pressure head delivers a thrust

of over 27 tons.
A v°
Horse power =
550 g

connecting the water wheel and the pumps.
Fay.

and improperly to the act or process of
drilling by fusion piercing. Long. b. Injection of gas into a stratum for purpose

of pressure maintenance, secondary recovery, etc. Williams.
Jetting drill. A percussive drill for prospecting

through st.erficial deposits. The drill is
given a short stroke, 5 to 8 inches, and
rotated by hand. Water is pumped down

through the hollow steel rods and escapes
through openings in the chopping bit.
Casing is used and the drilling rate is

from 20 to 40 feet per shift. Nelson.
Jetting pump. A water pump that develops
very high discharge pressure. Nichols.

v being velocity at point of emergence

from an orifice of area A (in square feet)
under a head of h feet, when
v = V2 gh ft./sec.
Pryor. 3.
jet impact mill. See fluid-energy mill. Dodd.
jefloader. A powder loader for loading horizontal drill holes with a diameter of more
than 2 inches. It is intended for AN-prills
and oil, and is also employed to blow sand
into the holes for stemming. Langefors, p.
104.

jet man. In the minerals and earths industry.
one who processes molten rock into mineral
wool. using a cupola furnace. D.O.T. Subp.

}My. A dike built of piles, rock, or other
material, extending into a stream or into
the sea at the mouths of rivers to induce
scouring or bank building, or for protection. Seelye, 1.
jet ware. Pottery ware, chiefly teapots, having
a red clay body and a black, managanese-

type glaze. Compare jet enameled ware.
Dodd.

Jew bed. See dew bed. Arkell.
jewel. a. A precious stone; especially, a stone

cut and polished for use as an ornament.
Webster 3d. b. A bearing for a pivot in a
watch or a delicate instrument (as a compass) made of a crystal or a precious stone
(as a ruby or sapphire) or of glass. Web-

ing action of a water stream jetted into

ster 3d. c. Natural ruby or sapphire, or
synthetic stone, used for pivot bearings,

laden fluid. Compare atomizer; mud mixer.
Long.

with such stones, combined with a hardness

jet mixer. An apparatus that utilizes the mix-

dry drill-mud ingredients to form a mud-

Jetonined wood. A name given to vitrain

lamellae in coal. Tomkeieff, 1954. Synonymous with vitrain. A.C.I.

jet pkrcing. The use of high velocity jet
flames to drill holes in hard rocks, as
taconite, and to cut channels in granite
quarries. It involves combustion of oxygen

and a fuel oil fed under pressure through
a nozzle to produce a jet flame generating
a temperature of over 5,000 F. A stream
of water joins the flame, and the combined
effect is a thermodynamic :palling and

disintegration of the rock into fragments

which are blown from the hole or cut.

Bureau of Mines Staff. Synonym for fusion-

piercing.
jet-pierclac drill. Synonym for fusion-piercing drill. Long.
jet pomp. Consists of a centrifugal pump and

motor at the ground surface and a jet

down in the well below the water level,
discharging at high velocity, through a contracted section into The lift pipe. The centrifugal pump has two discharge pipes; one
leads down to the jet, the other carries the
water into the distribution system or into a

storage tank. Urquhart, Sec. 10, p. 34.

jet rock. A coallike shale containing

jet.

Standard, 1964.
jet shales. Shales containing jet rock, found
in the Upper Lias of the Whitby District
and belonging to the Jurassic system.
C.T.D.
jetstone. N.S.W. A black tourmaline. Fay.
jet tappers. A brand name for shaped

264-972 0-68-39
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also for the pallets and impulse pin. Owing

to the high polish that can be obtained

of surface, they provide wearing surfaces
which have a long life and which cause
little friction. C.T.D. d. An exceptionally
fine or high-grade drill diamond. Long.
Jewelers' enamel. A special type of porcelain
enamel used in the manufacture of jewelry,
insignia, and art objects. ASTM C286-65.
Jewelers' potty. See putty, a.

Jeweler's rouge. Calcinated ferrous sulfate,

Fe20.. When more strongly calcined, giving

it a bluish tinge, crocus powder. Pryor, 3.
Jeweler's shop. a. Corn. Miner's expression
for a rich section of ore. Pryor, 3. b. Aust.
A very rich patch of gold in either a reef
or an alluvial formation. Fay.
jeweler's topaz. Citrine or topaz quartz. Shipley.

jewel Jade. Same as emerald jade. Shipley.

Jews' houses. Eng. Remains of ancient tinsmelting furnaces and miners' houses in
Cornwall and Devonshire. Webster 3d.

Jews' pikh. A name given to a semisolid

form of bitumen formerly used for medicinal purposes. Fay.
Jews' dm Ancient slabs of tin found in Cornwall, England; so called from the belief
that they were made by Jewish merchants
.and miners fmm Asia Minor before the
present era of mining. Hess.

jewslose. a. Eng. A hard rock of uneven
fracture; applied locally to certain basalts,

limestone, etc. Webster 2d. b. Same as
marcasite, b. Webster 2d.

jezekite. A colorless to white basic fluophosphate of aluminum, calcium, and

jezekite
sodium, with a little lithium Na4CaAl-

(AIO)P,O.Fs(OH)5; monoclinic. From
Ehrenfriedersdorf, Saxony, Germany. English.

puma. Indian vernacular name for coal al-

tered to coke by an igneous :ntrusion.
jib. The lifting arm of a crane or derrick
Tomktieff, 1954.

having a pulley at its outer end over which

the hoisting rope passes. See also front-

end equipment. Ham.
jibbing-in. The operation of gradually working the jib of a shortwall coal cutter into
the cutting position in the coal seam.
Jibbing-in is the first operation before

starting the cutting run across the face.
Nelson.

jib boom. An extension Eli= hinged to the
. Nichols, 2.
upper end of a crane
jib cram. A crane having a swinging boom
or jib. Crispin.

jib end. In conveyor systems, the delivery

end when a jib is fitted to deliver the load
in advance of and remote from the drive.

Nelson.

jib bolemas. A man whose work it is to make
recesses for the cutting disk at the end of

coal-cutting machine faces. C.T.D.
Jib b. To perform the operating of starting

a cut by swinging the pis of the coal cutter
(while the chain is cutting) from the front

of the face to the full cutting position.
Mason.

jig. a. A device which separates coal from
foreign matter by a means of their difference in specific gravity in a water medium.

B.C.I. Set also Hancock jig; Harz jig.

C.T.D. b. A coupling or link for connect-

ing tubs or wagons. C.T.D. c. Another

name for incline man. Also calkd jigger.
C.T.D. d. Gig. Mason. e. A kind of
shaker conveyor. Mason. f. A machine in

which the feed is stratified in water by
means of a pulsating motion and from

which the stratified products are separately
removed, the pulsating motion being usu-

ally obtained by alternate upward and
downward currents of the water. Also

called washbox. BS. 3552, 1962. g. Eng. A
self-acting incline. A jinny road. Fay. h. In

well boring, to drill with a spring pole.
Fay. i. A reciprocating screening device

used to remove large drill cuttings from a
borehole circulation fluid. Also called
shaker. Long. j. To drill a borehole with
a jig-pole drill. Long. k. A guide used in
shaping pieces of wood or metal. Nichols.
1. Ste shackle, c. Nelion. m. To separate
(as ore from gangw- or coal from slate)

by a rapid up-and-down motion usually
in water. Webster 3d.

jig attendant. See jig runner, C. D.O.T. 1.
jig-back; to-and-fro ropeway; reversible
tramway. An aerial raceway comprising a

pair of buckets or carriers that travel in
reverse directions and are loaded or

brought to rest alternately at the opposite
stations, but which do not pass around the
terminals. The intermittent action tends

to limit the capacity of the installation.
Nelson.

jig bed. a. The agent used in a jig which

consists of the heavy minerals in the ore
that behaves in some respects lilre a dense
fluid. The pulsation of the water or the
motion of the screen keeps the bed open
or in suspension during part of the cycle so

that heavy minerals entering the jig can
settle into the bed. Lighter minerals can-

not penetrate the jig bed, and so are

jig runner
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forced to remain in the upper part of the
jig and eventually discharge over the top.
Newton, pp. 89-90. Other agents in use:
lead shot, iron punchings, iron shot, pyrite,
and magnetite. Bureau of Mines Staff. b.
The whole of the material on the washbox
screenplate. BS. 3552, 1962.
jig boring. Boring with a single-point tool
where the work is positioned upon a table
that can be located so as to bring any desired part of the work under the tool, thus,
holes can be accurately spaced. This type
oi boring can be done on milling machines
or jig borers. ASM Gloss.
jig brow. Self-acting inclined track used to
lower filled coal tubs and raise empty ones.
Pryor, 3.
jig busking. Ifardened-steel bushing inserted
in the face of a jig to serve as a guide for
drills. Crispin.

jig chain. S. Staff. A chiin hooked to the

back of a skip and running around a post,
to prevent its too rapid descent on an inclined plane. Compare snub, b. Fay.
jig dips. Cross gales. North Staffordshire.
England. Mason, V.1, p. 135.
jigger. a. A series of steel troughs suspended
from roof of stope, or laid on rollers on its
floor, and given reciprocating motion mec;lanically, in order to move mineral. Also
called chute conveyor; pan conveyor.
Pryor, 3. b. Scot. An apparatus for attaching hutches to a haulage rope, which holds
by twistir.g or biting the rope. Fay. c. Aust.
A boy who attends to the brake of a jig.
Fay. d. Eng. A coupling hook used between
coal cars in Leicestershire coal mines.

Standard, 1964. e. See jig runner. D.O.T.
I. f. A mechanism which operates with
quick up-and-down motion; a jolting device. Crispin. See also jig. C.T.D. g. One
that concentrates ore by jigging. Webster
3d. h. A machine for dressing small ore
in which a sieve is dipped or moved about
under water. Fey. i. A template for forming a vessel on a potter's wheel. C.T.D.
jigger boss. a. A company ofricial who dispensed whiskey rations at Mauch Chunk,
Pa., in the 1820's. ?Corson. b. A first-line
supervisor in SOIlle western mines. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
jiggering. Forming ceramic ware from a plas-

tic body by differential rotation of a profile tool and mold, the mold having the
contour of one surface of the ware and
the profile tool that of the other surface.
ASTM C242-60T.
liggetinuo. One who forms ware, such as
cups, plates, and saucers, by pressure of
tool against plastic clay on revolving
wheel of jigger. Also called jigger operator; pot maker; potter. D.O.T. 1.
jiggeraum helper. One who assists jiggennan
in forming such pottery and porcelain ware

as cups, dishes, plates, and saucers by

mineral. Also called jigger; chute conveyor; pan conveyor. Pryor, 3.
jigging a:schist. A machine with which to
)4Fore. Fay. See also jig.

screen. a. A screen or pair of scree.n
to which a combined horizontal and vertical motion is imparted, normally by a
crankshaft and connecting rod, the screen

decks being horizontal or inclined at a

small angle. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. Ste shaking screen, a. Nelson.

Me, Can. Stimulated activity in stock, induced by broker promoter. Hoffman.

jiggling Is. Slang for coplaning. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

jig grinding. Analogous to jig boring where
the holes are ground rather than machined.
ASM Gloss.

jig haulage. Set gravity haulage. Nelson.

jig holicator. An apparatus resembling a

steam engine indicator; used for drawing
cloyed lines illustrating the action of jigs
in ore dressing. Webster 2d.
Mimes. See jig runner.
jig, mineral. Appliance in which a vertically
pulsed column of water is so manipulated
as to stratify crushed ore with lighter particles above and heavier below. A Eyedbed jig is a box, the bottom of which is
a screen through which water is pulsed.
If the ore fed to the box is smaller than
the screen openings, the strata finding
their way down are removed through the
screen by successive pulsing and suction of

the vertically oscillating column of water
English jigging). If the ore is larger than
the screen, the bottom portion is removed

via a submerged gate above the screen
(German jigging). In the moving-bed

screen the Pg box is pulsed up and down

in a tank of water, a throwing motion
working it toward the discharge end and
the lowest stratum being dropped through

slots in the screen. The pg bed, or ragging,
is a layer of suitably dense oversized material lying on the screen and obstructing the

donnward passage of the heavy mineral.
The jigging cycle consists of pulsion

stroke during whkh water is forced up

through the jig box, followed by the suction (return) stroke. Either can be modified by mechanical means or by varying
the amount of hydraulic water available
in the hutch (the part of the jig in which
the box sits). Among the most used fixedbed types are the Baum, Bendelari, Collum,

Cornet, Cooley, Crangle, Denver, Harz,
Pan-American, and Willoughby. The moving-bed jigs include the Halkyn and Han-

cock, and homemade hand jigs. Pryor, 3.
jig pis. A pin used to prevent the turning of
the turn beams. Standard, 1964.
jig runner. a. York. The man who works a jig
(a self-acting incline). Fay. b. In ore dressing, smelting, and refining, one who tends

pulling scrap clay from mold as jiggerman
forms the ware on potter's wheel, and setting mold with ware on rack for drying.
Also called pot-maker helper; potter helper.
D.O.T. 1.
jigger work. Eng. Dressed or partly dressed
ore obtained from jigging. Fay.
fighlog. a. The separation of the heavy fractions of an ore from the light fractions by

a battery of jigs used to concentrate ore
by separating the valuable minerals from
the gangue (waste minerals); regulates

b. Up-and-down motion of a mass of par-

so that they do not become overloaded.

jigging COliveyur. A series of steel troughs
suspended from roof of stope, or laid on
rollers on its floor, and given reciprocating

c. In anthracite cml mining, one who
tends a battery of jigs used to separate

means of a jig. Bureau of Mines Staff.
ticks in water by means of pulsion. Pryor, 4.

motion mechanically, in order to move
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pulsating flow of water through screens in
bottom of jigs or regulates speed of reciprocation motion of screens, so that the hemer
(valuable) minerals will separate and collect in a layer on the screen and the gangue
collect in a layer above; and regulates flow

of pulp (ground ore and water) into jigs

Also called jigger ; jig tender. D.O.T. 1.
slate from small-size coal, and regulates
pulsating flow of water through screens in

jig runner
bottom of jigs or regulates speed of recipro-

attached to the rear end of a train of

cation (up-and-down motion) of screens,
so that the slate will separate and collect
in a layer on the screen and the coal col-

to stop their descent in the event of the

lect in a layer above. Also called jig attendant; jigger; jigman- jig tender. Be-

coming obsolete. D.O.T.1.
jig leader. See jig runner, b and c. D.O.T. 1.

hutches or cars being drawn up an incline,

jocketa, Saxony, Germany. Hey 2d, 1955.

. a. Aust. A Y-shaped grip placed in

ratus on the ftont of a car for releasing it
from the hauling rope at a certain point.

that the endless rope rests when used above
the skip. Fey. b. Mid. A self-acting appa-

Fey.

Jockey pot. A pot of small size that is set on

top of another pot, for the purpose of

melting special glasses not needed in great

washer; plunger jig washer; jig. Nelson.
Maya nsinigg Low. The first modem mining
law that originated in a document dated
1249 at jihlava, Bohemia, Czechoslovakia.
The most important conceptions origi-

quantity. Several such pots may be set in
the space of one full-sired pot. Also called
monkey pot. C.T.D.
Joel stow; oM Joe. Eng. Semicemented sand-

reserved minerals and the freedom to mine.

joey. Mid. A man specially appointc4 to set
timber in a stall during the shift. Fey.

nating frnm this document are those of
The freedom to mine it the law by which
anybody has the right to mine certain
minerals when he has prospected for them,

and filed an application for the right to
mine them, in the prucnbed way. Stotts,
v. 1, p. 31.
Bus-ar000d. A term used in West Virginia

for a man who does miscellaneous work
at mines. Fay.
*stroke. A mineral, Mnt11,06, occurring with

other managnese minerals at the Kam
mine. Kanuma city, Tochigi prefecture,

Japan. Orthorhombic, and the manganese

analogue of kotoite. Hey, M.M., 1964;
Fleischer.

Crow. A portable hand-operated appliance for bending or curving rails. It incorporates a strong buttress screw thread.
Nelson.

jimmy. a. A short crosenr. Crispin. b. A
small railroad car in which anthracite was
hauled in early days. Korson.

jilt A coupling between two mine tulr or
trains in a set or journey. C.T.D.

jink carrier. A lad employed to carry the
loose couplings or jinks from one train of
mine tubs to another. C.T.D.
firsier. See incline man. C.T.D.
jimmy. a. A stationary engine for hauling on

a jinny road, when not operated by gravity.
Webcter 2d. b. A jinny road. Webster 2d.
jimmy road. Underground gravity plane.

Pryor, 3.

Om bider. See jig runner, a; jinny. Fey.
jitty. Leic. A short heading along which empties, horses, or workmen travel. Fay.
ioactriontal process. The extractic, n. of silver
from sulfide ores by converting into chloride, leaching with sodium hyposulfite, and
precipitating the silver as sulfide with sodium sulfide. Fay.
joaquinke. A titano-silicate of iron, sodium,
and barium, Nana (Ti,Fe),S401i ; orthorhombic ; honey-yellow; minute crystals.
Occurs with benitoite and neptunite in San
Benito county, Calif. English.
jobbing beckwand. Mourning over mistaken
action, in the light of subsequent developments. Pryor.

mineralogical significance. A.G.1.

Joliette. Synonym for turquoise. Dana 6d,
v. 844.

lockets'. Hydrated carbonate of iron occurring as concentrations on limonite; from

relatively coarse material. The broken ore,
supported on a screen, is pulsed vertically
in water, the heavy (valuable) portion
passing through the screen into a conical
(worthless) shale passes downwards, and

four digits, each of which has a specific
John Boll. Eng. A hand drillees drill stand.

Jc,rIets at the end of a skip. It is on this

the lighter coal an top. See also Baum

Johannsen number, consisting of three or

rope breaking. Fay.

jig washer. A coal or mineral washer for

receptacle (hutch) and the gangue goes
over the side. In coal washing, the heavy

joint box
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stone in the Lower Cretaceous, Surrey.

Ark&

joggino inching. In general, jogging and

inching duty are synonymous when referring to industrial control equipment. The
National Electrical Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation definition of "jogging" (inching)

is "the qukkly repeated ciosure of the cir-

cuit to start a motor horn rest for the
purpose of accomplishing small movements

of the driven machine." Pit and Quarry,
53rd, Sec. D, p. 13.

joggle. a. A joint of trusses or sets of timber
for receiving pressure at right angles or
nearly so. Zern. b. Notches cut in round
timbers set &bow other round pieces in
underground timbering. Pryor, 3. c. An

offset in a flat plane consisting of two

paralkl bends in opposite directions by the
same angle. ASM Gloss. d. A slight step-

shaped offaet formed into a flat piece of
metal (as for providing a flange). fEebster
3d. e. See moth, d. ACSG, 1963.

joggling table. An inclined board, which

moves with a sudden and quick motion,
used in washing ore. Fay.
jog-log. A towed electrode that can detect
ocean electric current induced by magnetic
disturbances. fly.
jollasichMoBte. A hydrous fluoborate of sodium,

calcium, and aluminum; found as grains
and lamellar manes in nepheline dikes
cutting Nmestone in the johachido district,
Kenkyohokudo prefecture, Korea; colorless

and transparent It fluoresces an intense
blue in ultraviolet light owing to traces of
rare earths. Dana 7, v. 2, p. 384.
jobarke. A vuy rare, strongly radioactive,

triclinic mineral, Cu(U04g(S0i)i(OH)i.-

6HiO, found associated with gypsum; it is

yellow, greenish, or black; a secondary
mineral formed by the alteration of uraninite. Crosby, pp. 25-26.

Jobssmite. A pyroxene; the manpnese
analogue of diopside and hedenbergite,
MnCaSit08; monoclinic; forms columnar,
radiating, and spherulitic aggregates of
fibers and prisms, generally of a clove-

Hess.

Johnnie& See jimmies. Tonsheieff, 1954.

Johosty Mitchell train. ;ocularly applied to
freight trains on which striking miners
traveled in search of temporary work in
the cities outside the region during the
famous strike of 1902. Named for John
Mitchell. the strike leader. K0110111.

Jobs Odges. See gun, a. Fey.
Jobs O'Groots smodstone. A local

rvi.p of

rrd and yellow sandstones found in the
Middle Old Red Sandstones in the Orca-

dian Region of Northern Scotland. C.T.D.
Joirsou coutimetrator. Cylindrical shell lined

with rubber grooved set patallel to axis,
which is inclined, peripheral riffles thus
being formed. Used to arrest heavy particles such as metallic gold as aunferous
pulp flow gently through while the cylis.
der revolves slowly and thc arrested mate-

rial rises and drops on to a separate discharge launder. pryer, 3.

Jolostoa vssaser. Modified form of True

vanner. Pryor, 3.
jobostrogrile. A silicate of the cerium metals,
calcium and sodium chiefly, with titanium
and fluorine ; is very rare, weakly radioactive, monoclinic, brownish-green; a vein
mineral found associated with wohlerite.
rosenbuschite, eucolite, aegirite, fluorite,
elaeolite, and sodalite; (row Barkevid, Norway. M. Fleischer states that the name can

be dropped in favor of mosandrite. Fay;
Crosby, p. 73; American Mineralogist, et.
43, No. 7-8, jellyAngnst 1958, pp. 795-796.
joiner. One who secures sheets of glass onto
flat tables preparatory to pirating and
polishing. Guides sheets of glass lowered

by overhead crane onto plaster-covcred
table, arranging glass sheets end-to-end.
Places small wooden blocks (sO.bs) betwei n sheets to prevznt chipping the

ge=

and drives wooden pep up through
along edge of table to prevent glass from
sliding off table. Spreads plaster over individual glass surfaces to fill in spaces between the sheets and provide a continuous
smooth surface for grinding and polishing.
D.O.T. 1.
joint. a. A line of cleavage in a coal scam.
Fay. b. A divisional plane or surface that
divides a rock and along which there has
been no visible movmement parallel to the

plane or surface. Bollard. c. A standard

length of drill rod, casing, or pipe equipped
with threaded ends by which two or more
pieces may be coupled togetheri also, two

or more standard lermths of drill rods or
pipe coupled together and handled as a
single piece in round trips. Long. d. A frac-

ture or parting that cots through and

job *op. An enameling plant doing custom
work and enameling of various sheet iron

Mexico; Lane County,
Puebla and
Oreg.; Franklin, N.J. ; Schio, Venetia,
Italy. American Mineralogist, v. 23, No. 9,

and cast iron parts for other manufactures.
Hansen.

harm mmober. See johannsen's dassifi-

abruptly interrupts the physical continuity
of a rock mass. Not to be confused with
bedding or cleavage. Long. e. The location
where two or mote members are to be or
have been fastened together mechanically'
or by brazing or welding. ASM Gloss. f.
The interstice between masonry units.
ACSG, 1963.
joist Mocks. The blocks between adjacent

Joimmaser's classlicalloa. A mineralogical
classification of igneous rocks in which a
rock is characterized by a number, the

of Mines Staff.
joist boz. A cast-iron box surrounding an
electric cable joint, often filled with rnsu-

Rounded grains of cluysolite
(olivine) found associated with garnet in
certain locafities. C.M.D.

Job's-teses.

jock. Scot. An iron rod, usually pronged,

brown, grarazreenish color. From
September 1938, p. 575.

cation. A.G.1.

joints, eir blocks bounded by joints. Bureau

joint box
lation after the joint between cables has
been made. Ham.

joist ellideocy. The strength of a welded
joint expremed as a percentage of the
strength of the unwelded base metal. ASM
G1011.

jointer. a. A flat steel tool used for making
the various types of joints between bricks
upon the face of a wall, as the V, the
:oncave, beaded, square, etc. Crispin. b.
Ste ioint sawyer. D.O.T. 1.
joist 01kv. Stnps of compressible material
used to separate and seal abutting edges
of road slabs along the expansion joints.
Ham.

joistiog. a. In quarrying: the process of cutting true to specified sizes and shapes, and
with smooth unchipped edges. Silicon car-

bide wheels are commonly used for joint-

ing. AIME, p. 332. b. The occurrence of
joints. See also joint, b.; joint plane. Long.
c. The finishing of the exterior surface of
mortar

'fits. Crispin.

jointing

Insulating thimbles placed

over the connected ends of detonator leads
coupled in large rounds of shots, and also
over the connections between the detonator

leads and the shot-firing cable. BS. 3618,
1964, see. 6.

joist* yard. Sometimes called middle yard.
A place between the giinding and polishing operations in the continuous manufacture of plate glas9 where the plaster joints

are remade. ASTM C16246.
joint See. A visible line on imperfect glassware reproducing the line between separate parts of the mold in which the glass
was made. Also known as parting line;

match mark: miter seam; mold mark;
mold seam. Dodd.

joint penetration. The distance weld metal

Joy double-ended miner
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of rocks that give no signs of displacement,

or at least so slight that they cannot

be

noticed. Fay.

joist,. Full of joints; specifically, in mining,
full of mioute cracks or crevices, as rock.

Standard, 1964.
Jollity boos. Shale possessing the same vertical
joints (cleat) as the underlying coal seam.

joked. a. A glacitr. Standafl, 1964. b. An
Icelandic mountain, a large portion of
which is above the snowline. Also spelled
1.2.'kull. Standard, 1964.
Iolite. Shipbey.

1Tewy.., A machine for molding hollowware.

C.T.D.

Mot. See cup maker. D.O.T. 1.
kolassee. A delicate spring balance.

tals. According to Soltys it is identical with
hartite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
josepidalle. A gray, nickeliferous iron, FesNis
or FeNis. Massive, granular, and forms the

metallic portion of rolled pebbles. From
Josephine County, Ore. English.

specific gravity by the method of weighing
in water and in air. Websi`er 3d.
jolt neoldlog. A process sometimes used for

of contact and the resulting friction be-

the shaping of refractory blocks. A mold
is charged with prepared batch which is
then consolidated by jolting the mold mechanically; top pressure may simultane-

other. These losses art caused by the relathe movement of the grains at their points

tween them. The energy lost by the waves
as a result of this jostling between grains

appears as a very small increase in the
temperature of the grains. Wyllie, pp. 147,

ously be applied via a mold plate. Compare
tamping. Dodd.

jaw J. Scot. An iron collar fastened by

I inch in diameter, is heated to a predeter-

miners in old times as a punishment. Fay.
joule. a. The absolute meter-kilogram-second

Jouskty lest. A hardenability test in which
a standard test piece, 4 inches king and
mined temperature, rapi-ly tramierred to

171.

a short chain to a wall and said to have
been put round the neck of disobedient

a jig fixture and quenched, under standard

(mks) unit of work or energy hat equals

one end. When the specimen is cool, determinations of hardness are made along the
specimen from the quenched end. The dia-

pound or 0.2390 gram calorie; the standard in the United States. Webster 31. b.
The gram-degree centigrade thermal unit;
the small calorie. Abbreviation, j. Standard,

conditions, by a jet of water impinging at

gram relating hardness to distance from
the specimen is known
end
the
as aVddenaledbility curve. Ham.

Jones tiNe. An awaratus used for cutting

or parting. Not to be confused with bedding and for cleavage. See also joint, d.

wide, which art so constructed as to discharge alternately, first into a pan to the

Long.

joses. A variety of hydrocarbon of an approximate composition, CsH,,, extracted
from lignite from Koflach, Styria: Austria,
and which recrystallizes as triclinic crys-

Used especially for the determination of

the size of a mmple. It consists of a

joint rose; joist rosette. On geologic maps,
presents diagrammatically tlie direction

Japan for carrying auriferous gravel. Fey.
ImseMe. An altered micrograbular dike rock
consisting of augite and olivine, with abundant serpentine and calcite. Holmes, 1928.
losseile. A ournuth-telluride mineral found in
Brazil. Fay.

loud* loss. In logging, movement of the
sand grains at their contacts with each

and fusion extend into a joint. ASM Gloss.

jolot Owe. A plane along a joint fracture

jores. A scoop-shaped bamboo basket used in

poclieets,r
h
usually one-half or three-fourths of an inch

above a series of open-bottom

right, and then into another pan to the
left. Each tirri . the sample is passed

10' ergs or aroximately 0.;375 foot-

1964.

Joule's low. Either of two statements: (1)
The rate at which heat is produced by a
steady current in any part of an electric
circuit is jointly proportional to the resistance and to the squart of the current, or
(2) the internal energy of an -ideal gas
depends only upon its temperature irrespective of volume and pressure. Webster
311.

reboles. Derb. Hollows in a vein. Fay.
dinmood. A colorless imitation stone.
Shipley.

and intensity of foting in the area. Bureau of Mines Staff.

through the riffle, it is divided into two
equal pans; the next pass of one of those

They tend to occnr in more or less parallel
systems, and when gouty walls ate maintained parallel and at right angles to them,
they may be utilized as natural partings in

parts will give a quarter of the otiginal
sample, and 90 on, until the sample is

josernal. a. Scot. A re-ord of strata passed

reduced to the desind weight Pearl, p. 78.
Jones splitter. A device used to reduce the
volume of a sample consisting of a belled,
rectangular container, the bottom of which

b. A shaft rotating in its bearing. Pryor, 3.
c. That part of a rotating shaft resting in
a bearing. Long.

joists. Natural cracks or fractures in rocks.

the process of block removal. AIME, p.
792.

joist sawyer. In the stonework industry, one
who operates an abrasive saw or wheel to
cut marble slabs into two or more pieces
with square and true edges so that they

will form tight and even joints when in-

stalled for building purposes. Also called

jointer. D.O.T. I.

jobtoesliest Insterisi. Bituminous or rubbery

mastic used for filling expansion joints,
and which may be applied by a pressure
gun. Kam.

Joipt set. A group of more or less parallel

_joints. Billings, 1954, p. 108.
joist-god cosopssey. An association of individuals legally incorporated and registered

for the purpose of engaging in a Joint

undertaking, trade, or business. Trot:eon,
p. 250.

joist system. Consists of two or more joint
sets or any group of joints with a characteristic pattetn, such as a radiating pattern, a concentric pattern, etc. Billings,
1954, p. 108.

joist vein. Small veins confined to one bed

ospirsido

through in a borehole. A logbook. Fay.

is fitted with a series of narrow slots or

*mad book. Synonym for logbook. Long.

alternating chutes designed to cast material
in equal quantities to opposite sides of the

moved mechanically. Also called gang; set

device. Also called sample splitter. Compare riflk. Long.
fosselog jolosies. York. Miner's term for impure cannel coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Joestee process. Method of soil consolidation
used in tunneling through sands and
gravels. Solutions of calcium chloride and
sodium silicate are forced into the ground,

where they mingle and produce a watertight gel. Pryor, 3.

Joplin jig. A device used for jigging the

shaker products cf the diamond washer.
The products are fed to the jigs, one at a
time, and jigged, with frequent stoppages
for scraping off the top layer of tailings;
more sand is added and the process repeated unnl a product is obtained which
corissts entirely of concentrates. Grifth,
S. V., p. 10.

lords*. A sulfanenite of lead, 4PbS.Ass59.
Monoclinic; often pseudoheuagonal by
twinning. A lead gray mineral. Fay.

journey. a. Welsh term for train of mine cars

rake. Pryor, 3. b. A cycle of work done in
glass manufacturing in converting a quantity of material into glass or glass products.
Webster 3d.
joorseymada (or rider). A dukey rider, that is,
a man working on a dukey. C.T.D.

loth,. Trademark for a high explosive of
nitrate and nitra compounds,
formerly used in armor-piercing shells.
sodium

Webster 2d.
)owl. a. Newc. A noise made as a signal, by
hammering at the faces of two levels expected to meet. Fay. b. Eng. To sound the

roof or side to ascertain whether or not

it is safe. Also called knock. SMRB, Paper
No. 61.
}owns'. Same as sounding the roof. See roof
testing. Nelson.

Joy dooble-ended miser. A cutter loader for
continuous mining on a longwall face. It
consists of two cutting heads fixed at each
end of a caterpillar-mounted chassis. The

Joy double-ended miner
heads are pivoted and controlled hydrauli-

cally for vertical movement. Eaci. head
comprises two bores and a frame ur loop
cutter that trims the bouom, face We,
and top. A cross conveyor delivers the coal

to the adjacent face conveyor. The machine cuts a web of 5 feet in seams from
371/2 inches to 5 feet high. With an overall length of 18 feet it weighs 15 tons.
Nefron.

Joy extensible cooveyor. A belt conveyor to
serve between a loader or continuous miner

and the main transport. It consists of two

main unitsa head and a tail section

each mounted on crawler tracks and inde-

pendently driven. In operation, the tail
unit, that is, the receiving end, moms forward with the loading machine, and belting is automatically released from a loop
takeup. Fifty feet advance is possible before additional belting has to be inserted

into the conveyor run. Capacity equals
280 tons per hour with a 30-inch belt.
Nelson.
Joy esteasibbe steel band. An arrangement to
provide a link between a continuous miner

and the main transport. The equipment
is hydraulically driven and the steel band
is coiled on the drivehead. Nelson.

Joy loader. Loading machine for coal or ore,
which uses mechanical arms to gather mineral on to an apron pressed into the sev-

jumper bar
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which the drill is mounted on a jib or

boom which can be moved to and locked
in any required position by hydraulic power
controlled from the drill carriage. Vertical

movement of the jib is obtained from a
manually operated hydraulic pump, and
controlled lowering is effected by a small
valve lever. A cone-tyr grip fixes the hon.

actual swing of the jib. Attached to the
forward end of the jib is a saddle carrying
the drill traverse - feed. This can be fixed

in any position, . rizontal or vertical, by

two locking nuts. By loosening one nut the

drilling machine and saddle are free to
pivot around the jib to any position, and
the feed, which is 8 feet long, enables a
7-foot 6-inch hole to be drilled. Mason,
V. 2, p. 602.
Joy translosmier. A rubber-tired self-propelled

loading, transporting, and dumping machine. A successor to the Gismo. Bare..
of Mines Staff.
Joy within Watt. A continuous miner with

a walking mechanism instead of caterpillar
tracks. The walking mechanism was
adopted to make the machino Imitable for
thin seams. The lowest caterpidar-mounted
machine can operate in a minimum seam
height of 4 feet, whereas the walking type
can work in a 2-(oot 6-inch seam. Nelson.

Assn Jade. A mixture of fine white and red

colitic bed in the Carboniferous limestone
of the Clec Hills. Arkell.

Jumbo. a. In mining, a drill carriage on
which several drills of drifter type are
mounted. Any outsized machine. Pryor, 3.
b. A mobile scaffold to assist drilling in
large headings. BS. 3610, 1964, sec. 6.
c. A number of drills mounted on a mobile
carriage, and used in tunnels. Nichols. d.
Drilling platform used in tunneling. Sandstrom. c. An asbestos fiberizing machine

consisting of a horizontal steel cylinder,
about 36 inches in diameter by 72 inches
long, lined with corrugated liners in which
is mounted a shaft that has steel arms
with beater tips attached. The shaft rotates

at 600 revoiations per minute. The ore is
fed at the top of the cylinders at one end

and is discharged at the bottom of the
other end. This machine is effective for
moderately raft ore where actual crushing
or breaking is not required. Sinclair, W. E.,
p. 192. f. A type of transfer ladle for the
conveyance of molten iron. See also transfer ladle. Dodd. g. A hollow clay building
block. Its sire is 111/2 by 71/2 by 3;4 inches

and it had two large cells and a 114-inch
shell; the weight is 15 to 16 pounds. See
also cell, b. Dodd.

jumbo brick. A generic term indicating a

ered matetial. A built-in conveyor then

joblIee warm. A small wagon, running on

brick larger than the standattl; some producers use this term to describe an oversire-brick unit of rpecific dimensions.

Joy longwall loadbeg useckiee. A modified

job& Eng. op jubs and bottom jubs, soft
marly limestone, coarsely talkie in places,
in the Crtat 051ite at Kingsthorpe,

juadilke. A fine-grained potphyritic rock containing phenocrysts of orthoclase (with
poikilitic inclusions of olivine), phlogopite,

lifts it into
Pr,or, 3.

tubs or on to a conveyor.

joy loader 10 feet long, 5 feet 3 inches
wide and 2 feet 8 inches high, comprising
a hydraulically elevated loading head fitt.W

with Joy gathering arms. The elevating
conveyor deliver coal into a horizontally
troughed cross conveyor 5 feet 3 inches
long by 101/4 inches wide. The cross conveyor has a speed of 240 feet per minute

and delivers on to the fact conveyor; it is
extensible up to 1 foot 6 inches on either
side by means of ropes attached to hydrau-

fic jacks on the underside. The machine
is propelled by cattrpillar tractors 5 feet

jade. Shipley.

rails. whkh side-tips. Hem.

Northamptonshire; also in the same formation at Bedford. Arkell.
Jed; jedd. a. N. of Eng. A block of coal about

4 yards sceua e! hdecl and cut ready for
breaking down. Fey. b. Som. See jad, a.
Fay. c. In whole working, a portion of the
coal laid out and trod! for extraction; in

pillar working (that as, the drawing or

extraction of pillars), the yet unremoved
portion of a pillar. Fay. d. Applied to a
working place, usually 6 to 8 yards wide,
driven in a pillar of coal. When a jud has

6 inches long by 7 inches high and all

been driven the distance required, the

the prepared coal. It has a loading capacity

termed drawing a jut!. Zern.
judge. a. Derb.; Newe. A measuring stick
to measure coal work underground. Fey.
b. Eng. Formerly a boy who proved the

controls are conveniently grouped at the
rear. The machine loads at the buttock of
of 50 to 60 tons an hour. Mason, v. 2, pp.
552-553.

Joy microdyte. A wet-type dust collector for
use at the return end of tunnels or hard
headings. It may be either 6,000 or 12,000
cubic feet per minute capacity. It wets and
traps dust as it pasm through the appliance, and releases it in the form of a slutry

which is removed by a pump. The micro-

dyne is bolted to the outbye end of the
exhaust pipe, and the auxiliary ran is
bolted to the outbye end of the Just collector. Nelson.
Joy miner. A continuous miner mainly for
use in coal headings and extraction of coal

pillars. It weighs about 15 tons and comprises (1) turntable -nounted on caterpillars, (2) ripper bat, and (3) discharge
boom conveyor. The ripper bar has six
cutter chains with picks running vertically
to the plane of the seam. An intermediate
conveyor behind the ripper bar delivers

the coal into a small hopper and a discharge conveyor takes it to the outbye end

of the machine. The latter conveyor can
be swung 45* to right or left to facilitate
cornering. Nelson.

Joy-Solthoo bydrodrill rig. A drill rig in

timbcr and rails are removed, and this is

holing. Fay.
judge rapper. The upper end of the vertical
arm of a judge. See also judge. Fay.
Judson powder. A blasting explosive containing sodium nitrate, sulfur, coal, and
a little nitroglycerin. Webster 2d.
log. A colloquial equivalent of detector, geophone, etc. A.G.1.

*alas. Timbers set obliquely against pillars
of coal, to carry a plank partition, making
a triangular air passage or inanway. Fay.
jog bustlers. See linemen. Dobrin, p. 57.

Jaws. An Indian caste whote employment
is gold washing. Fay.
joneolte. A mineral; tetragonal; crusts of
minute qeedles; color blue. Resembles connellite a4d buttgenbachite and was assumed
to be a hydrous chlotonitrate of cobalt, but
later shown to Contain neither chlorine nor

nitrogen. From Chann'bumba, Ratanga,
Republic of the Congo. English.
Jumble. Derb. The place where veins intersect. Fay.

*whim *Ales. a. Eng. Big jumbler, a bed
of limescone in the Lower Lias at Rugby.
Arkell. b. Shrop. jumbles, the thickest
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ACSG, 1963.

soda pyroxenes, and amphiboles in a matrix
of soda amphibole and leucite., with accessory

apatite and titanoferrite.

Holmes,

1928.

Imp. a. To take possession of a claim, the
property of others, on legal rounds. Gordon. b. Eng. A sudden rise in the dip of
a coal seam. Arkell. c. Can. Staking or
otherwise trying to acquire claims already
staked or owned by others. Hoffman. d.
Pac. See jumping a claim. Fey. e. A dielocation of a vein. Fey. f. Eng. To drill a
hole for blasting with a jumper. Fey. g.
Hurdle sheet. Mason. h. To shorten and
thkken a piece of metal as by hammering
on the end of a bar. To upset. Crispin.
i. See hydraulic jump. Seelye, 1.
jump correlallos. Procedure in reflection
shooting in which seismograms are taken
at isolated locations and the reflections arc
correlated acmss the gam between these
1 oca tions. Schieferdecker.
Jump dellikeg. See rope drilling. Pryor, 3.

Jumper. a. Eng. A drill or boring tool, consisting of a bar, which is jumped up and
down in the borehole; horn Cornwall and
the Newcastle coalfield. See also churn
drill. Fey. b. The borer, steel, or bit for
a compressed-air rock drill. C.T.D. c. A
long steel bar, or light aluminum tube with

steel end, used to dress rock faces, pry off
loose rock, etc. Pryor, 3. d. One who jumps

a claim, that is, takes possession of another's mining property. Pryor, 3. e. Can.
A sled with wooden runners used in summer hauling. Hoffman. f. A steel bar used
in manual drilling. Sandstrom. g. A long
iron dn11, with a steel cutting edge, wurled
by blows from a heavy hammer. Stauffer.

h. A long drill with which a hole is made
by letting it fall, instead of stnling it with
a hammer. Gordon. i. A bar of steel once
used as a rock drill. konon.
jumper bor. A weighted steel bar with a cut-

jumper bar
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kibble. Fey.
jusIdog. a. The process of cutting a passage

Zimmerman, p. 28. f. Symbol for cold.
Symbol derived from German kali. Zimmermen, p. 26. g. Symbol for the ratio of

junipers. See poppers. ASTM C286-65.
jonsping. The chipping off of pieces of the

pillar system of working coal. A fast junk-

molecular specific heat at constant pres-

material on the ken or in the enamel.

junking is a similar place driven along the

jumping a dales. a. Taking possession of a

along that side. Fey.
junk Iran. Synonym for junk. See also junk,

ting edge, raised and dropped by hand.

C.T.D.
juniper dirt; Newer mock. York. Dirt bands
between thc black bands and the lime coal

rock or ore in a shaft. Hess. b. Eng. See

through a pillar of coal. C.T.D. b. N. of
Eng. An opening cut into, or a narrow
slice taken off, a pillar in the room-and-

specific heats; ratio of specific heat at constant pressure (c,) to specific heat at constant volume (c.), or c,/c.; ratio of

sure (C,) to molecular specific heat at

first enamel coat during subsequent heating to fire cover coats. Caused by foreign

ing is a narrow place driven lengthwise
in a pillar of coal, but unholed into the
mom on either side of the pillar. A loose

ACS84.

aide of the pillar and open to the room

in the Stanley Main. Dirt beds drilled nr
jumped for blasting. Arkell.

mining claim which ha.s lavn abandoned.

Fay. b. Taking possession of a mining

claim liable to forfeiture owing to the requirements of the law being unfulF_Hrd.

Fay. c. Taking possession of a mine or
claim by stealth, frauds or force. Fey.

d. The location of a mining claim on suppowil excess ground within staked bound-

a Long.
leek soli. A bit designed to grind or cut
fcreign metallic material or junk in a borehole into pieces small enough to be washed

out of the hole or recovered by a basket.
Compere milling bit; rose bit. Long.

junk& a. Dev. limestone concretions in slate.

that the law governing the manner of

Ariel!. b. Corn. Joints in rocks. Arkell.
he'Aire process. A patented process for mak-

making the original location had not been

ing cast steel by melting wrought-steel

complied with. Fay.
Juseplwolt place. Can. Point on railroad

scrap with about 2.0 percent ferrosilicon,
up to about 0.5 percent ferromanganese,

and about 3.0 percent aluminum, then

aries of an existing claim on the theory

nearest piospector's bush objective. Hoeman.

jusaping swlick. Scot. A self-acting switch, so

arranged that the hutches jump through

a small vertical distance. Fey.
jump Met. a. Butt joint. Webster 3d. b. A
^.ish joint (as of plank or masonry). Webster 3d.
Jump skeet. A flat metal plate used as a turn-

sheet on which to turn the empty cars.
Lewis, p. 239.

jump-ep; imapilotra. a. To raise boring rods
and allow them to fall by their awn weight.

Fay. b. A short rise dug in the mot of a

drive. See also monkey shaft. Fay. C. An
upthrow or downthrow fault. Fay.
jun. weld. A butt weld in which one member is welded at right angles to a relatively
larger part. Webster 3d.
jusekerke; junkerke. Same as siderite. a. Fay.
Imetion. a. The point where two or more
passageways intersect horizontally or vertically. A.G.1. b. In ventilation surveys,
where three or more roads meet. Roberts,

p. 296. t. The union of two lodes.

Gordon.
junetior box. a. A junction box has a blank

cover that serves to join different runs of
raceway or cable and that provides space

for connecting and branching enclowd conductors. ASA M2.1-1963. b. A mine-type
junction box is a stationary piece of apparatus with enclosure by which one or mote
electric circuits for supplying mining
equipment art connected through overcur-

rent protective devices to an incoming
feeder circuit. ASA M2.1-1963.

jewellon maker. One who joins sections of

unbaked sewer pipe at various angles. Also

called branch maker; fitting maker; junction sticker. D.O.T. 1.
juwetion point The common meeting point
on a curve between the circular part and
a noncircular part, the latter being either
a transition curve or straight. Ham.
iswatiloa adder. See junction maker. D.O.T.!.
junk. a. Any foreign metallic material accidentally inttoduced into a borehole. Long.
b. Very poor or low-grade drill diamond.

Long.
junk basket. A fishing tool used to pick up

and remove small pieces of metal from
a borehole. See also junk. Long.
junket. a. Eng. A bucket toed for raising

casting in molds of a special composition.
Fey.
hpiter steel. A steel produced by the Jupiter
process; it is about as strong and as ductile
as forged steel. Fey.
Jura. Synonym for Jurassic. A.G.I. Sapp.
Jurassile system. The middle division of the
Mesozoic era, named after the Jura Moun-

tains. where rocks of this age are found.
C.T.D.
jury rig. Any temporary or makeshift device,
oar soirmapiece of equipment. MFG.
Scot. One who checks, on behalf

of the miners, the weipht of mineral sent
by them out of the mine. See also checkweigher. Fay.
jute fiber. The woody fiber of a plant native
to India. The plant grows to a height of
from 10 to 15 feet and the prepared fibers
are from 4 to 8 feet long. Burlap webbing
and rope are made from the fibers. Crispin.
jatly. A small tub or truck used for gathering
coal in thin seams. C.T.D.
jureelle. Applied to water and other volatile

materials that are known to be magmatic
emanations of primary endogenetk origin.
Those of secondary endogenetic origin,
occurring as emanations derived from
country rock, are distinguished by Daly

as resurgent. Holmes, 1928.
Juvenile water. Water from the interior t.4

the earth which is new or has never been

a part of the general system of ground

water circulation. See also magmatic water.
Fay.
juxtaposition twills. Two (or more) crystals
united regularly, in accordance with a twin

law, on a plane (the composition plane)

which is a possible crystal face of the

mineral. Compare interpenetration twins.
C.T.D.

constant volume (CO. or CSC.. Zimmermen, pp. 53, 100. h. Abbreviation for knot.
Zimmerman, p. 61. i. Abbreviation for kip
(1,000 pounds). Zimmerman, p. 60. j. Abbreviation for key. Zimmerman, p. 60.

k. Symbol for the individual mass transfer
coefficient. Zimmerman, p. 26. 1. Symbol
for a unit vector in the z direction or par-

allel to the a axis. Zimmerman, p. 166.
m. Symbol for spring constant or load per
unit deflection. Zimmerman, p. 101. n.
Symbol for radius of gyration. Zimmerman, p. 52.

k a. Symbol for one of tbe Miller indexes
(h, k, 1). Zimmerman, p. 158. b. Symbol
for specific reaction velocity; specific re-

action rate; reaction velocity constant;
velocity constant of chemical reaction.

Handbook of Chemistry tad Physics, 45th
ed, 1964, p. F-99; Zimmerman, pp. 154,
167, 170. c. Symbol for Bokzmann's constant or the molecular gas constant. Zimmerman, p. 157. d. Symbol for thermal
conductivity. Zimmerman, p. 146. e. Symbol for the ratio of specific heats, cdc., or

the ratio of the specific heat at constant
plenum (c,) to the specific heat at constant volume (t.). Zimmerman, p. 146.
f. Symbol for the individual mass transfer
coefficient. Zimmerman, p. 147. g. Symbol
for fence constant. Zimmerman, p. 156.

h. Symbol for spring constant; load per
unit deflection; load per unit displacement; restoring force per unit displacement. Zimmerman, pp. 159, 164. i. Symbol
for compressibility factor; coefficient of
compressibility; reciprocal of volume modulus of elasticity. Zimmerman, p. 152.

j. Symbol for wavelength constant Zim-

merman, p. 167. k. Symbol for magnetic
susceptibility; volume magnetic susceptibility. Zimmerman, pp. 159, 167. I. Symbol

for torsion constant or torque per unit

twist. Zimmerman, p. 166. m. Symbol for
acoustic period. Zimmerman, p. 189. n.
Symbol for coupling coefficient Zimmerman, p. 258. o. Symbol for radius of gyration. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. F-99.
K a. Chemical symbol for potassium. Symbol
derived from the Latin kalium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45M ed., 1964,
p. 8-1. b. Abbreviation for Kelvin. The
Kelvin temperature scale is the fundamental temperature scale; it is also called the

absolute kale and the thermodynamic
scale. 4bsolute zero is 0° Kelvin (0' K),
- 273.16' Centigrade
equals
which
(-273.16` C) and -459.72' Fahrenheit (-459.72' F). BaMines Style Guide,

p. 60; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. F-59. c. Symbol for Cretaceous. USGS Sagg., p. 86. d. Symbol for

k a. Abbitviation for the prefix kilo-, which

constant and a common symbol for a numerical constant. Symbol derived from the

indicates that the basic unit the follows

German Kenstant. Webster 3d; Zimmerman, p. 7.. e. Abbreviation for the unattached wurd kilo, which is the shortened

indexes, (h, k, I). Zimmerman,

word for kilogram; kilometer. Accordingly,
K is also an abbreviation for kil m;
kilometer. Zimmerman, p. 205. f. A
ation for carat. Abbreviation derived from
the German Karat. Zimmerman, p. 60. g.

is multiplied by 1,000 or by 10. Zimmerma*, p. 60. b. Symbol for one of the Miller

p. 151.

c. Symbol for velocity constant of chemical
reaction. Zimmerman, p. 115. d. Symbol
for Boltzmann s constant. Zimmerman, p.
18. e. Symbol for thermal conductivity.

Abbrniation for cathot.e: sordid for the
cathode of a vacuum tube. The abbrevia-

tion and symbo. were derived from the
German Kathode. Zimmerman, p. 22. h.
Symbol for electric intensity. Zimmerman,
p. 253. i. Symbol for equilibrium constant.
Zimmerman, p. 29. j. Symbol for dissociation constant; ionization constant. Webster
3d. Ir. Abbreviation for keg. Zimmerman, p.
60. I. Abbreviation for kip (1.000 pounds).
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rock nepheline syenite, with light-colored
layers rich in feldspar, nepheline, and
eudialyte, anti dark layers rich in aegirite
and arfvedsonite. Holmes, 1928.
kW. Eng. A coarse kind of iron. Fay.
kalamehs. a. An antkorrosive alloy of lead,

hallmarks. A variety of nickeliferous iros
found in meteoritet C.M.D.
klastargae. A grass-green, hydrated, bask
copper hydrate and sulfate, Cui(OH)40..

coating iron. Fey. b. To coat in a manner
similar to galvanizing, but using kalamein.

ridge terminating abruptly in a high
mound. Compmed of gravel and sand, and
having its major axis transverse to the drift

tin, antimony, bismuth, and nickel for
Fey.

Zimmerman, p. 206. m. Abbreviation for
key. Zimmerman, p. 205. n. Symbol for
smoke. Zimmerman, p. 442. o. Symbol for
the overall mass transfer coefficient. Zimmerman, p. 26. p. Symbol for stress concentration factor. Zimmerman, p. 103. q.
Symbol for elasticity in hydraalics or the
bulk modulus of liquids. Zimmerman, p.
40. r. Symbol for luminosity factor. Zimmerman, p. 65.

Iolanda. See calamine.
Kai steel process. A steelmaking process in
which oxygen is fed into a large inclined
rotating vessel through watercookd lances,

stant. Zimmerman, p. 255. b. Symbol for
equilibrium constant; chemical equilihr:Jm
constant; ratio of the Products to the re-

Railing at Domnarfvet in Sweden. Nelson.
kola; kale. Eng. Surface-weathered ironstone
or °Mite, rottenstone, in Northamptonshire.
Rutland. and Lincolnshire; usu illy on the

IPC a. Common symbol for a numerical con-

actants. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 4511, ed., 1964, p. F-99; Zimmerman,

pp. 148, 169. c. Symbol for the overall

mass transfer coefficient. Zimmerman, p.
147. d. Symbol for cold. Symbol derived

from the German kali. Zimmerman, p.
423. e. Symbel (sr compressibility. Zimmerman, p. 169. f. Symbol for elasticity in
hydraulics. Zimmerman, p. 185. g. Symbul
for curvature. Zimmerman, p. 153. h. Sym-

but at velocities somewhat lower that in
the L.D. process, so that the jet does not
completely or continuously pentrate the
slag layer. In some respects, it is like a

continuously rotating open hearth. It gives

better heat utilization than the L.D. but it
slower. It was developed under Prof. B.

Northampton Sands, Lincolnshire Lime-

stone, or Cornbrash, often reddish. Arkell.
kalbosite. See heintzite.

A colorless to white or yellowish
potassium bicarbonate with the formula.
41KHC0.1. Synonym for kalkinite; kalicite. Dana 7, v. 2, p. 136; Hey 2d, 1955.

halklaket hallelte. Same as kalicine. English.

hatiliparlte. An igneous rock used for low-

bol for luminosity factor: luminous effi-

alkali glass. Its &proximate chemical com-

Ishatte. A hydrocarbon related to ozocerite
or scherrerite. found in meteorites. Fey.
kwidoin. See Gypsophila patrini. Hawkes, 2,

percent Na:O. Am. Ceram. Soc. J., v. 35,

cienc7. Zimmerman, pp. 159,190.
ha Abbrmiation for cathode. Webster 3d.

p. 312.

haehleisseckle. Corn. The poorest kind of
lead ore. A variation of keckle-meckle.
Fay.

Maly M. Trade name; a high speed dispersion unit consisting principally of a bottom-feeding propeller, a man dbpenion
head containing a rotor and a stator, and
an upper shroud and propeller. Dodd.
haersollte. A black member of the amphibole

group of minerals; a titanium hornbknde;
f:om Raersut, Greenland. Larsen, p. 187.
kaMerlte. A hydrous arsenate of uranyl and
iron, Fe (U0.) ( As0.).814.0; as yellow
rectangular plates probably monoclinic.
From Huttenberg, Carinthia, Austria.
Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.
had% emplowe. See calyou. Arkell.
kalu coss. Scot. Produce of the mine by way
of whole or part payment of rent. Fay.

hike. A natural salt containing when pure
35.1 percent potassium sulfate, 24.2 per-

cent magnesium sulfate, 18.9 percent magnesium chloride. and 21.8 percent water of
hydration; MgSO4.KCI.31410; monoclinic.

Dana 17; Fay.

kiosks. See cenosite. Crosby, p. 98.

Rissole. Synonyro for Cenozoic. A.G.1.
Sapp.

kiddie. A plagioclase and olivine-beuring
alkalic trachyte. A.G.1.

laldrIte. A sheared and brecciated cataclastic

rock in which fragments of the original

material are surrounded by innumerable
gliding surfaces in which intense granulation and some recrystallization have taken
place. Holmes, 1928. See also augen schist;

cataclasite; Baser gneiss; hartschiefer;
mylonite gneiss; phyllonite. A.G.!.

hohortoldte. A banded forrn of the igneous

position is 68 percent Si0i, 16 percent
AL0i, 1 percent CaO, 1 percent Mg0, 1
percent Fe.0,, I I percent KtO, and 2
No. 7, lily 1952, p. 168.

bike; potash M. Hydrous sulfate of patassium and aluminum, which probably

crystallizes in the monoclinic system. It has

the same composition as potash alum.

They both occur as an effiorescenre upon

argillaceous minerals and in connection
with volcanoes. C.T.D.
kallophillte. A silicate of potassium and
aluminum, K (AlSi0.), crystallizing in the
hexagonal system. It commonly contains
small amounts of nepheline. Also called
phacellite; facellite. Dana 17.
hallphNe. A minute of limonite, with oxides
of manganese, and silicates of zinc and
lime. Osborne.

kallstroothe. Prismatic trystah and hexagonal tablets of K1Sr(S01),; frown Alshtan,
Bashkiria, U.S.S.R. Isostructural with

palmierite. Named from the composition.
Hey, MM, 1964; Fleischer.
ludhowsiket kalhoolltra. A very rare, weakly
radioactive, light brown, dark brown, or
black mineral, possibly Feak0i, found in
schistose muscovite layer in quartzite asticiated with ziron, monazite, and almandite. Crosby, p. 125.
logloadts. Same as callainite. Shipley.
WWI& Turquoise. Fay.

his. See callen. Fay.
Railing's solotkos. An etching reagent for

developing the microstructure of chiomium

steels with more than 5 percent of chromium. It contains 5 grams copper chloride. 100 milliliters hydrochloric acid. 100
milliliters alcohol, and 100 milliliters
water. Osborne.

KIO.A1.02.2SiOs together with a
small amount of NatO. This mineral is
sometimes formed when alkali vapor attacks fire clay refractories. Dodd.

loisake. See calcium potassium
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sulfate.

Bennett 2d, 1962.

614.0. Standard, 1964.

know. a. Scot. A rounded hill or oblong
movement. Fay. b. One of the hills or
ridges formed of detritus by glaciers, or
even any small conical hill; used interchangeably with osar and esker. Standard,
1964.

hallte-ood-hettle toporaphy. Surface formed
by a kame complex interspersed with kettles. Obsolete. A.G.1.
lomemay ogor. Russian name for stone coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

hie plats. A broad, low, massive karne,
composed only of coarse sediment. Stand-

.11, 1964.
ham terrace. A terracehk- ban of stratified
drift deposited between a glacier and an
adjacent valley wall. A terrace of glacial
sand and gravel deposited between a val-

ley ice lobe (generally stagnant) and the
boundine rock slope of the valley. A.G.1.
lossueserlien foram. A modification of the
Belgian zinc smelting furnace wherein there
are two combustion chambers separated by

a central longitudinal wall. In principle,
the furnace is similar to the Hauteur, a
compound. Fey.
A porphyritic
granite. Hess.

Irsommiramite.

hornblende

hiperite. A dark, fine-grained orthoclase-

biotite rock related to biotite juvite. Hess.
lhassose. Burma. A local custom in the gem
mines at Mogok which permits women to
work without licenses in streambeds, tailraces, and dumps from mines and washeries and to keep any gems they may find.
Hess.

Kaaawbos. Upper Lower

Pennsylvanian.

A.C.1. Sapp.
Kanswha senors A group of productive coal
measures occurring in the Pennsylvanian

of the Appalachian Region, and com-

pletely developed in Virginia. Sometimes
known as the Upper Pottsville series.
C.T.D.

lam* beech. Canch; brushing; ripping.
Mason.
Itms& cold. Corn. Fluorspar. Fay.
K & K sowelie. Early fiotatiou cell, in which
a revnlving slotted cylinder, &tenanted hori-

zontally, provided agitation aad aeration.
Pryor 3.
K & & Designers of the K and S double tube
core barrel, designated as K. Cumming.

kook. a. Eng. A twist in a rope, from the
Midland coalfield. A variation of kink.
Fay. b. See cank. Nelson.

isoltar. A vernacular Indian term for stone;
now restricted to concretionary masses of
calcium carbonate occurring in alluvium.
Holmes, 1928.

kis. See valid. Fay.

lumelirit. Ger. Name for the durain of
the cani.1.-1 coal. Tomkeiel, 1954.
Kaman. Second Pleistocene glaciation. A.G.1.
Sapp.
lorosasite. A variety of fossil resin afterwards

named jelinite. Found in shale associated
with coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
kassite. Cubic Fe7.9,, founts as a corrosion

product on ;ton pipes in Kansas and in
Texas.. Named from the locality. Hey,
M.M., 1964.

kanthals
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Kater's pendulum

kaathals. Group of alloys having high electrical resistivity; contain about 25 percent
thromium. 5 percent aluminum, 3 percent

kapeL See cape], a and b. Fay.
Kaplan turbine. A water turbine, of propeller
type. having blades of vaable
ri
pitch auto-

cobalt, and 67 percent iron. Pryor, 3.
bidets. A term used locally in pan of southcentral Missouri to refer to a chalky, white
to tan or buff, porous, weathered chert.

kappa carbide. A carbide of iron (Fe..C.)
in which all or part of the iron may be

yellow to brown, monoclinic mineral. Pb(U0s)Si0..H0, found in ore deposits
aisociuted with curite, soddyite, uranophane. and schoepite. Named from locality Kasolo, Katanga. Republic of the
Congo. Crosby, pp. 26-27.
katialte. A microlithic igneous dike rock containing phenocrysts of haGynite, barkevikite. augite, and labradmite in a gruundmass of hornblende and felsic minerals.

It is a corruption of kaolin to whkh the

slight resemblance and
material bears
should 'oe abanuoned. A.G.I.

Kola Clay. Proprietary brand name for a
series of hydrous aluminum silicates (sedimentary kaolins) from Georgia and South
Carolina

for ceramics and refractories.

CCD 6d, 1961.
kaolin. a. A clay, mainly hydrous aluminum
silicate,

from which porcelain may be

made. Also called China clay; porcelain
clay. See also kaolinite. Sanford. b. A tefractory clay consisting essentially of minerals of the kaolin group and which fires

to a white or nearly white color. ASTM
C242..60. c. A white or nearly white clay
resulting from the decemiporition of feldspar. BS. 3618, 1964, sec. S.
loolincoal isios---sti-a. Kaolin-coal tonstein is

difficult to distinguish with the unaided

eye hum ordinary dirt bands occurring in
hard coal. Its color ranges from a yellowish-white to black. The lighter coloted varieties generally occur as the immediate
roof, or floor of seams or in the associated
strata, whereas tonstein bands occurring
within the coal are generally dark gray to
black. Kaolin-coal tonstein has a dense,
fine-grained texture, and is not generally
stratified. It occurs almost invariably within coal seams, usually close to the roof or
floor; more rarely it is associated with different forms of carbonaceous shale and
black band ironstone. In isolated instances
it is also found in pure shale or sandstone.

The frequency and thickness of tonstein
bands vary in different coalfields and different parts of the sequence of seams. The

thickness is generally only one to a few
centimeters and their lateral persistance is

often considerable. IHCP, 1963, part I.

kaolimic. Of, telating to, or resembling kaolin. Webster 3d.

loolialte. A common clay mineral. A two-

layer hydrous aluminum silicate, A 11(Si.-

matically adjustable to accord with the
load. Ham.

replaced by chromium, molybdenum, and/
or tungsten, (Fe,Cr.Mo,W).C.... Osborne.
karma*. Term used in the Malay States for

the pay streaks of cassiterite. Leovis, p. 395.

karat; carat. One-twenty-fourth part. Used

to designate the fineness of gold ; thus, 18

karat gold is 18/24 (or 75 percent) purr
gold and 6/24 (or 25 percent) other alloying metal or metals. Abbreviations, K; Kt;
c: ct ; and car. ASM Gloss; Lowenhtim.
karrite. A material similar to kemite but with
another grog initead of artificial cordierite.
Industrial and Engintering Chemistry, v.
29, May 1937, p. 547.
karellealte. Black grains, VAX, in boulders

from the Outokumpu ore body. Karelia,
Finland. Named from the locality. Hey,
MM. 1964; Fleischer.

knell,. A variety of the igneous rock grossdice. containing about 50 percent quartz.
Holmes, 1928.

Karlsboll law; Caddied law. Monoclinic crystal system twinning of the penetration type

in which the c axis is the twinning axis.
Hess.

Supp. b. Less commonly, the formation of

by hydrothermal action. A.G.I.

Sapp. c. A process which occurs as a result of either hydrothermal alteration, or
by weathering, alteration of rocks, ores,
and minerals by atmospheric waters. It is
typically a result of surface agencies, but
may also occur where hyerothermal solutions am acid in charact Ty. This process
involves the decompositi in and solution
of hard feldspars and other minerals and
the formation of kaolin, which is soft and
friable in character. Rocks and ores which
have been subject to kaolinization are
likely to be structurally weak and will not
stand pressure long, especially when exposed to air. Lewis, p. 606.

Kast ftiTsa-Ye. A small, circular shaft furnace

with three or four tuyeres, for lead smelting. Fay.
kat... a. A variant of cata-. A.G.1. b. A prefix used with metamorphic names to indicate an origin in the deepest zone of metamorphism. Compare epi-; meso-. Hess.

katabotbrom. 1 Greek term lor an underground passage cut by water. Standard,
1964.

katadastk. See cataclastic. Hess.

kataglypie. A hieroglyph formed during katagenesis, that is, under a cover set of beds.
Pettijohn.
katagneiss. Applied to gneisses, amphibolites,

(Ti.Nb) (A1,Fe) (Si,P):01((H)..3H20.

Named from locality. It had previously
been named kozhanovite without a description. Hey, M.M., 1961.

MC. 2.

etc.. considered to have been formed in
the deepest zone of metamorphism, where

limpet. Russian name for carpathite. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
larpionkite. A mineral, (Ni,Mg),Si10.(OH)s,
containing 21.12 percent NiO, and 17.56

kabala's& 11/111Q111111. Structures produced in

with cerolite minerals in crevices in serpen-

a rock by the action of severe mechanical
stress, during dynamic metamorphism. The

percent Mg0; corripact, greenish-blue,

tine. From the Urals, U.S.S.R. Not to be
confused with karpinskyite. Spencer 21,
M.M., 1958.

karat. Limestone region with many sinkholes,

kaolin

kessimite; minimal.. A variety of sapropelic
coal composed mainly of structureless
sapropel with a few indefinite remains of
aae. From Kassianovka, Irkutsk, Siberia.
U.S.S.R. Tomkeiel, 1954.

Karnasurt, Lovozero massif, R ola peninsula, U.S.S.R., approximates 'o (Ln,Th)

karnasollte. A metamict mineral from Mt

isomorphous substitution. Monoclinic. The

nacrite. A.G.I.; Dana 17.
loolkleatios. a. Formation of kaolni by the
weathering of aluminum silicate minerals
or the alteration of other clays.

diminished in cross section towards the end
leading to the chimney. Dodd.

kida cooling power. A measure of the cooling effect of the ambient air as determined
by the kata thermometer. This instrument
may be used wet or dry. BS. 3618. 1963,

imrpluskylte. Radial aggregates of white hex-

The kaolin group of minerals includes also
the recently recognized isomers, dickite and

Kassel district of Germany), of intermittent. rectangular, fuel fired kiln which

Karbbed twin. Ste Carlsbad twin.
Kann cairn. Corn. A pile or heap of rocksy
as for a monument; sometimes the solid
rock. Fay.

On) (OH). It consists of sheets of tetrahedrally coordinated silieon joined hy an
oxygen shared with octahedrally coordinated aluminum. Essentially, there is no
mineral characteristic of the rock kaolin.

Holmes. 1928.
Kassel kilo. An old type (it originated in the

agonal needles in pegmatite from Kola

peninsula, U.S.S.R., 114fik(ile,Zn,Mg)AlSi-

0(OH):. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.

abrupt ridges, caverns, and underground
streams. Named for Kant district in Yugoslavia. Mather.

katabolic Ger. Anhydrite rock. Holmes,
1928.

Kant topography. In Kant, on the eastern
side of the Adriatic Sea, the limestone

rocks are so honeycombed by tunnels and
openings dissolved out by ground waters,
that much of the drainage is underground.
Large sinks abound, some of them 500 or
600 feet deep. Streamless valleys are commor., and valleys containing streams often

end abruptly where the latter plunge into
underground tunnels and caverns, sometimes to reappear as great springs elsewhere. Irregular topography of this kind,
developed by the solution of surface and
ground waters, is known as Kant topography. A.G.I.
kasenite. A rock similar to hallaite but which

differs from it by a slight content of silicate minerals. Hess.

katolite. A very rare, strongly radioactive,
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high temperature is a controlling factor
and high hydrostatic pressure dominates
over shearing stress. Holmes, 1928.

constituent minerals generally show deformation and granulation. C.T.D.
katinnorpiric zone. The rone of katamorphism corresponds to the nIne of rock frac-

ture and is a zone of breaking down. It

is especially characterized by solution, de-

crease of volume and softening of the

materials; the processes are destructive,
resulting in degeneration. The zone is di-

vided into the belt of weathering and of

cementation. See also anamorphic Tone.
Fay.

kstaarorphbot. a. The breaking down processes of metarno phism, as contrasted with
the building up processes of anamorphism.
C.T.D. b. The alteration of rocks by weath-

ering and cementation, the characteristic
uction of simchangrx involving the
pler, less dense mineraniom more complex silicates. Compare anamorphism. Hess.

kna thermometer. A type of alcohol thermometer used to determine the cooling
power of the ambient air and sometimes
to measure low air velocities. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 2.
katartme. See katamorphic zone. Hess.

Kater's pendulum. An instrument for measuring gravity based on the theorem that
any system of parallel force-. such as gravity, acting on a rigid body can be resolved

into a single force acting at the center of
mass. Bureau of Mines Staff.

katoptrite
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kalogitrite. Same as catoptrite. English.
kMowd. A gold-washring trough of the northwest provinces, India. Fay.

MN*. Eng. An opaque, calcareous spar.

Miran; kitrazn.

ocal Tartar na ne in the

Baku region for impure asphalt. TORIkeief,
1954.

katwwille. A volcanic rock composed of meli-

lite, subordinate olivine and magnetite,
and minor leucite and perovskite. A pyroxenefrce melilitite. A.G.1.

kataesbackente. A posphyritic igneous rock
similar to tinguaite flaying phenocrysts of
nepheline noselite, biotite1 and olivine in
a glassy or cryptocrystalline groundmass
containing minute crystals of nepheline,
leucite, orthoclase, biotfte, soda pyroxene,
and soda-amphibole. Holmes, 1928.
luswallte. A coane-grained igneous rock coo-

of an elivine-augite diorite with

t:11 feldspan ranging hum labradorite

in inner zones to alkali feldspar in outer
zones; from the Hawaiian Islands. Holmes,

1928.
kook. Derb. A very heavy substance, common

in the mines. Variant of cauk. Arkell.

Mod realm kaarl ma. A light-colored to
brown copal from the kauri tree frond
usually as a fossil in the ground but also
collected by tapping living trees and used
chiefly in making varnishes and linoleum.

From New Zealand. Also called kauti
Webstr 3d. See also copal.

Kaubcbol. Brown coal tar. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Kavaner gloss. An early type of chemically

resistant glass characterized by its high
potash content; it was first made by F.
1Kavalier at SP.zava, Czechoslovakia, in
1837, and the Kavalier Glasswork.s still

Eng. Lead minerals of the

poorest quality. Ste also kackle-meckle.
kora.thise
. A name given by von Federow
to a dike rock from the Kedabek mines,
in the province of Elizabethpol, Transcau-

depending for its actioe on high speed cen-

Osborne.

keeker. N. of Eng. An inspecor of underground mining. Fey.
keel. a. Eng. A flat-bottomed thin; especially.

a barge used on the Tyne to carry coal
from Newcastle. Webster .11. b. A barge
load of coal. Webster 3d. c. A British unit
of weight for coal based on the amount
one keel can hold now equa, to 21.2 long
tons. Webster 3d. d. A trd ocher used for
marking something (as lumber or sheep).

Webster 3d. e. A lumberman's marking
crayon, used by drillers to temporarily

mark core boxes or the drill bit advance
on a drill string. Long. f. Eng. Sarre as
reddle or red clay. Also spelled keil. Fay.
keel block. A test coupon for metal castings

forming a keel on the bottom of a large

riser or sinkhead. ASM Gloss.
Keele series. A local group of red and purple

land. They are barren red measures, depos-

U.S.S.R. Tomkeief, 1954.
kawawg. A Malay magician who claims to be

able to make mining and other ventures
successful Hess.

Kawisldwis. Can. The iron-bearing belt of
the Keewatin. The greenstone, or dioritic
(upper), part of the Keewatin. Fay.
hawk. Corn. Fluorspar. Fay.

kayserfte. An aluminum hydroxide, A10(OH) ; monoclinic. A micaceous altera-

tion product of corundum. A dimorphoue
form of this compound, the orthorhombic
form of which is diaspore. From Redondo,
Uruguay. English.
Karaniass. Upper Permian. A.G.I. Sapp.
h arm Corn. A sieve. Fey.
barer. See hazer. Fay.

K-bestowite. Metabentonite with potassium
occupying about 80 percent of exchangeable cation positions of the mica portion.
A.G.1. supp.
Abbreviation for kilocycle. Malin Style
Guide, p. 60.

kcal. Abbreviation for kilocalorie. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 60.
K-asplare. The capture by the nucleus of an

atom of an orbital electmn from the first
(nearest) or K-sh II surrounding the nucleus. L&L.
Ice~"Iii.e. A black member of the amphibole
group of minerals; Mg:Fe 5.7; Al:Fe 1.7.
Larsen, p. 224.
keatite. A high-pressure tetragonal form of

silica prepared hydrotheffnally. Spencer
20, M.M., 1955.

kearoglyph. Small transverse displacements
along cracks. Pettijohn.

and falls to the bottom of the vessel, which

may be made of plate iron or wood. Fay.

Kek KM Trade name; (1) a pin-disk mill

working places. Fay.

--tureue. A variety f petroleum found in
the Baku region, Azerbaidzhan, S.S.R.,

cathodes are made of thin metal plates.
The deposit obtained is in crystalline form

casia, U S.S.R. The rock is finely granular,

sandstones and mark, which constitutes
the highest division of the Coal Measures
in the North Staffordshire cohlfield, Eng-

Lots cast by miners for the

fining lead. The electrolyte is composed of
a solution of lead acetzte or lead chloride.
Impure lead forms the anode plates which
are enclosed in bags of coarse muslin. The

dark gray in color, and consists of basic
plagioclase, lime-iron garnet, and a pleochroic pyroxene called violaite. Fey.
Keebusk. A plastic constructional material
which will withstand the action of both
sulfuric acid, of up to 50 percent conc:ntration, and hydrochloric acid. It is used
for the construction of pickling tanks.

operates on the same site. Dodd.

limbs. Eng.

kelly

ited under semidesert corditions. C.T.D.

keel wedge. A long iron wedge for driving
over the top of a pick hilt. Fay.

trifugal force, and (/) a beater mill in

which a four-armed heater revolves horizontally at high speed between upper and
lower serrated disks. Dodd.
keklyskne. Irregular grains, optit ally biaxial,

(Na.H)2rSia0,, from the Lovozero massif, Kola peninsula, U.S.S.R. Hey, M. M.,
1964; Flesscher.

Welectres. One of the innermost pair which
surrounds the nucleus of the atom. It spins

in the K-oebit, in the K-shell. Pryor, 3.
kelf. Derb.; Lek. The vertical height of the
face of the undercut at any time during
the operation of undercutting. Fey.
kelL A variation of kiln. Fay.
kellastowe. A stucco with crushed finish.
Crispin.
Kellaways rock. A calcareous sandstone, richly fossiliferous, which forms a basement bed

to the Oxford clay, resting directly on the
Cornbrash, or separated from it by a variable thickness of clay, the Kellaways clay.
C.T.P.
keller. Corn. Hard smooth slate on each side
of the lode. Arkell.
Keller automatic roaster. A six-deck horizontal furnace for calcining sulfide ores. Fay.
Kart furIllaCt. A multiple-deck roasting furnace for sulfide ore. It is a modification of
the Sperce furnace. Fay.
kellerkep. A shop term. See also tracer milling. ASM Gloss.
kelkriee. A mineral, (Mg,Cu)S0431110, con-

Keewe's cement. Anhydrous calcined gypsum,

taining 11.36 percent Mg0, 12.46 pe.nt
C110. 38.31 percent MO, as blu' -white

additiGn of other materials. ASTM C1160. See also gypsum cements. CCD gd,

earthy masses apparently pseudomorphous

the set of which is accelerated by the
1961.

keen sand. Forest of Dean. Sand farming
poor rye soil. Arkell.
keeper. a. One in charge of opening and
closing the taphole of a blayt furnace, and

'who runs iron at cast. Fay. b. Eng. An

engine keeper; a hone keepee, etc. Also

a brakeman. Fay.
keepq Imps. Wings, catches, or tests, to hold

the cage when it is brought to rest at the
top, bottom or at an intermediate landing.
Also called shuts; fans; chairs; dogs. See
also cage shuts. Fay.
keeve. See kieves; cauf.
keevieg. See kievi ng ; tossing.

Keewatin. According to the U.S. Geological
Survey, the oldest Precambrian series of
rocks in the Lake Superior region. In the
future, these .01 be placed in Early Precambrian. A.G.I.
keg. A cylindrical container made of steel or
some other substance, which contains 25
pounds of blasting powder or gunpowder.
Any small cask or barrel having a capacity
of 5 to 10 gallons. Fay.
kekoelte. A basic hydrous phosphate of aluminum, zinc, etc., 4A1,03.(Zn,Ca)0.5P10,..91120. Amorphous, massive. From Galena,
S. Dak. English.

Ken furnace. A gas-fired furnace containing
one or more vertical retorts for the distillation of eine. Fay.
Keith process. An electrolytic process for re-
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after chalcanthite, from Copaquire, Chile.
Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
Keller System. A method of handling bricks
to and from a chamber dryer; the bricks
are placed an stillages which are lifted by a

finger-car carried into the dryer and set
down on ledges projecting from the walls

of the drying chamber; when dry the

bricks are carried in the same manner to
the kiln. The system was patented by Carl
Keller of Laggenbeck, Westphalia, Germany, in 18S4. Since that date, the firm
has introduced additional equipment to
advance the degree of mechanization in
the heavy clay industry. See also fingercar; stillage. Dodd.
kellow. Cumb. Black lead or wad. Arkell.
kelty. a. The rod attached to the top of the

drill column in rotary drilling. It passes

through the rotary table and is turned by
it, but is free to slide down through it as
the borehole deepens. Also called grief
stem. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3. b. A heavy
wall square or hexagonal tube or pipe, 10

to 20 feet long, which works inside the
matching center hole in the rotary table

on a diamond-drill machine equipped with
a rotary table or bushing or on a petrole-

um-type rotary drill. As the table zs ro-

tated, the grief stem turns and drives the
drilling string assembly to which it is
coupled. Aho called grief joint ; ken), joint;
kelly stem. Long. c. A mold overlying clay;
surface earth. Standard, 1964. d. In brick-

kelly
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kerf

making, to cover with mold or soil. Standard, 1964.
Kelly ball test. An on site method for assessing the consistency of freshly mixed concrete in terms of the depth of penetration,
under its own weight of 30 pound% of a
metal hemisphere, 6 inches sn diameter.

pressure. Handbook ol Chemistry & Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-59.
hely/idle. See corona.

Africa, and in the Antarctic ; essentially an
phonolite with phenocrysts
of anorthoclase. C.T.D.
Keokuk lbnestone. A marine limestone with
a rich fauna, notably of crinoids occurring

Dodd.

kelly drive. The mechanism that encircles a
kelly and by means of which it is rotated.
Long.

Kelly flee. An intermittent, movable prmsure filter. The leaves are vertical ancl are
set parallel with the axis of thc tank. Pulp

is iatroduced into the tank (a boiletlike
affair) under pressure and the cake is
formed. The head then is unlocked and
the leaves run out of the tank chamber,

by means of a small track, and the cake is
dropped. The carnage and leaves are then
run back into the tank and the cycle begun
again. Liddell 2d, p. 391.
kelt; joint. Synonym for kelly. Long.
Kelly sedbnentation tube. A device for measuring the rate of settling of particles from
a suspension, and hence for particle size
analysis. To the lower part of a sedimeritation vessel, a capillary tube is joined and

is bent through 90 so that it is vertical

to a lerel a little above that of the suspension in the sedimentation vessel; above this

level the capillary tube is inclined at a

hely**. rim A name applied by Schrauf to
rims of pyroxene, hornblende, and mind
that sometimes surround the garents of
Eeridotites. It is of microscopic application.
Fey.
ketyphPar. A term applied to the rims or bor.

der, consisting of mkrocrystalline aggregetes of pyroxene or amphibole occurring
around olivine where it would otherwise be
in contact with plagioclase, or around garnet between olivine or other magnesiumrich minerals. Holmes, 1928.

Keats plate'. A scraper box type of plough

for use on longwall faces. Set also scraper
box plough. Nelson.

Kendole knks. A local division of the Great

Mite of Gloucester, England, and the

adjacent counties. C.T.D.
Kindle. Trade name for a ceramic material
containilg artificial cordierite and a little
silicon carbide as grog and carbon to fill
pore spaces. Indastrial and Engineering
Chemistry, v. 29, May 1937, pp. 541-547.
kempite. An emerald-green hydrous oxychloride of manganese, MnCh..3Mn0x3H%O.
Orthorhombic. Minutr, prismatic crystals.
From Alum Rock Park. Calif. English.
Kennedy. See critical velocity. Setlye, I.

small angle to the horizontal. As particles

kennedylte. A mineral, Fe%MerhOwt, hostructural with pseudobrnokite, occurring in the
Matek- ills, Southern Rhodesia. Hey,

downward, affording a means of assessing

M.M.,1961.
kennel. a. Mid. A collier's term for cannel

settle in the main vessel the position of
the meniscus in the capillary tube moves
the rate of settling of the particles. This
apparatus. designed by W. J. Kelly, has
been used for the particle size determination of clays. Dodd.
kelly stem. Synonym for kelly. Long.
kelp. a. Large seaweed% such as are used in
producing ti:e manufactured kelp. Fay. b.
Thr ashes of seaweeds, formerly the source
of yoda as used in glassmaking and soap-

making. now a source of potash, iodine,
and char. Standard, 1964.
kelve. a. Corn. Fluorspar. Fay. b. Ire. A carbonaceous shale. Also called kilve. Tom-

keit', 1954.
kelvin. Board of Trade unit of energy (1
kilowatt-hour). Also, Kelvin thermody-

namic temperature scale commences at ab-

solute zero (-273°C). Pryor, 3.
Kelvin's lam. A rule laid down by Lord Kel-

vin that the optimum site of an electric
cable is a function of the cost of electric

current. If the combined charges are calculated for any assumed conditions with
various diameters, it will be found that a
certain size of cable will give the minimum
combined charges and this size of cable
will therefore be the most economical. Applied to ventilation, the actual size of the
most economical shaft is found by balancing the cost of construction or the sinking
of shafts of various sizes against the cost of
power for the mine fan. Roberts, I. p. 287.
Kelvin temperature scale. The absolute tem-

perature scale in which the temperature
measure is based on the average kinetic
energy per molecule of a perfect gas. The

zero of the Kelvin scale is 273.16°C.

The temperature scale edopted by the Internationai Bureau of Weights and Measures is that of the constant volume hydrogen gas thermometer. The magnitude of
the degree in both these scales is defined
as one one-hundredths the difference between the temperature of melting ice and

that of boiling water at 760 millimeter

coal. Fey. b. Also called channel; little

canal; gutter. Fay. c. Scot. A hard sandstone often with cakareous cement. Same
as kingle. Arkell.

kennel cost. a. A coal that can be ignited
with a match to burn with a bright flame.
It is also known as candle coal, and this
latter name is probably the origin of the
term cannel coal. Merriman. b. Term used

by British miners for cannel coal. Also
called kennel. Tomkeiel, 1954. c. Shrop.
A coal seam at Donnington.

kesnelkohle. Ger. Name for cannel coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

keener. N. of Eng. An expression meaning
time to leave off work. Fay.
keit:ales*. A dark monzonite composed of
approximately equal amounts of augite,
olivine, orthoclase, and plagioclase, with
biotite, apatite, and opaque oxides. A.G.I.
Kentish rag. Eng. A provincial term for the
hard, gray, arenaceous limestone of the
greensand
fornr ion, much used for build_
.
mg ni Kent and Sussex. Fay.
kentledge. Scrap iron, rails, heavy stones, etc.,

used as loading on a structure (for example, upon the top section in sinking a cylinder caisson), or as a counterbalance for
a crane. C.T.D.

lustrolke. A dark reddish-brown mineral,
PbAln ' "%SW', occurring massive or Is

at the top of the Lower Mississippian of

the Mississippi Valley. C.T.D.
kepel. Corn. Spar or hard stone on each side

of the lode. Arkell.
kep Interlock. A system designed to prevent
a shaft conveyance being lowered before

all keps are fully withdrawn, and to indicate the position of the keps. BS. 3618,
1965, sec. 7.

keps. a. Steel supports on which the car
rests at the pithead during unloading or
loading so that the rail track is always at
the proper level. During this period the
nix is released from the weight o! the
cage. The ordinary type of kep gear consists of four steel arms, two for each end
of the cage carried on shafts which arc
connected to and operated by levers. Normally, the cage must be raised from the

kep arms before the latter can be withdrawn to allow the cage to descend the
shaft. See also Beim kep gear; cage stops.
Nelson. b. Retractable rests on which the
mine cage is supported during its stop at
a shaft landing. Also called catches; chairs:

keeps; landing chain; stops. Pryor, 3. c.

Bearing-up stops for supporting a cage or

load at the beginning or end of hoist.

ing in a shaft. C.T.D. d. Scot. Shuts. Fey.
kep swkz.b. A switch associated with her interlocks. BS. 3618, 1965, Sec. 7.
kerabituniwn. Insoluble, noncoaly organic
matter of oil shales, oil source rocks, recent
sediments, etc. Schitlerdecker.
kerallte. A variety of the metamorphic rock
hornfels. having quartz and biotite as essential minerals. Holmes, 1928.
kerasnics. Same as ceramics. Fey.

Kerma:A. Trade name used in U.S.S.R. for
an expanded clay aggregate. Dodd.
kermigyrIte. Same as cerargyrite. Fay.
keratin. The protein in hair. An extract obtained by the treatment of hair with caustic soda is used, under the name keratin,
as a retarder to control the rate of se ing

of plasterin making pottery molds for

example. Dodd.
keratopkrre. A fine-grained igneous rock intermediate between porphyries and porphyrites. It is essentially a soda bachyte,
containing a'bite oligoclase or anorthoclasc
cryp xrystalline groundmass. The
in
pyroxenes, when present, are often altered

to chlorite or epidote. C.T.D.
kerb. In the United Kingdom wall tile industry, the accepted spelling is curb. See also
curb bend. Dodd.

kerf. a. The undercut usually made in the
coal to facilitate its fall. B.C.!. b. A horizontal cut in a block of coal, as opposed

to a shearing which is a vertical cut.

minute prismatic crystals often in sheaflike
forms. Dana 6d, p. 544; Hey 2d, 1955.

B.C.I. c. Undercut in a coal seam from 3
to 7 inches thick and entering the face to

three rolls Pressing against its inner face.

mechanical cutter. Also called kirve. Pryor,

Kent roller nifil. A revolving steel ring with

The rolls are supported on springs, and
the rings support the roll, so that there is
some freedom of motion. The material to
be crushed is held against the ring by cen-

trifugal force. Liddell 2d, p. 356.
Irsenlffilte. A local name for a black vanadium-braring sandstone from the Paradox
Valley, Colo. See also vanoxite. Hess.

kenyle. A fine-grained igneous rock, occurring as lava flows on Mount Kenya, East
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a depth of up to 4 feet, made by a

3. d. The undercut made in a coalbed to
assist the action of explosives in blasting.
Hudson. e. The thickness of the wall of
the diamond-insert part of the crown of a
core bit. Long. f. Sometimes incorrectly
used as a synonym for nose, as applied to
a diamond core bit. Long. g. The annular
groc-e! cut into a rock formation by a core

bit. Long. See also kerve. Fay. h. The

space which was occupied by the material

kerf
removed during cutting. ASM Glou.

keel stone. One of the diamonds inset in
the kerf of the crown of a diamond bit.

Kewatinian
Kew combed. See Kerr effect. Dodd.

Webster 3d.
kerns kernel. Reference is to scxne particular
section of a member. The kern is that area

KW effect; Kerr constant. The birefringence
produced in glass, or other isotropic material, by an dectric field. The effect was discovered in 1875 by J. Kerr, a British physicist. The absolute Ken. cot.stant has been
defined as the birefringence produced by
unit potential difference. Dodd.
variety of
Write. A pearly, yellowis
mica that is chwely relattrtroeljefferisite. it
occurs as fine scales. Stenrfard, 1964.
kmandte. a. A vety old name of somewhat
varying application, but formerly used for
rocks that are intermedit:e between dio-

that force is to produce, at all points in

and gabbros or. Jisbases. Mica diabase was
wed as a synonym. Fey. b. A mica lampro-

Also callcd face stone. Long.
kenseake. A monoclinic, cherry-red mineral,

SbeS,O, multing from the alteration of

stibnite. Also called kerma mineral. Fay.
ketoses mineral. A soft brown-red powder
consisting essentially of antimony trisulfide

and antimony trioxide and used formerly
as an alterative, diaphoretic, and emetic..
in the plane of the section through which
the line of action of a force must pass if
the given section, the same kind of normal

stress, that is, msion throughout or com-

pression throughout. Ro.
keened. Corn. Said of certain ore hardened
by exposure to the sun. Fey.
kensed stone. Corn. Sand, driven off the sea-

shore by the winds up into the country,
and concreted there. Arkell.

kneel. a. Atom which has lost the valence
electrons of its outermost shell. Pryor, 3.
b. Sec kern. Ro.
kernel roasting. See roasting. Fay.

kens*. A natural sodium bante, Na,11.0,.411.10; colorless to white; two good cleav-

ages; luster, vitreous to peady; Mohs'
hardness, 3; specific gravity, 1.95. Found

in Kern County, Calif. Used as a major
source of borax and boron compounds.
CCD 61, 1961 ; English.

keelson. An old name for Cornwall. Fay.
kern stone. Eng. A coarse granular sandstone.
Standard, 1964.
kenos. a. A term generally used for organic

matter or parts of it in oil shales and
similar material. Schieferdecker. b. The

solid, bituminous minetaloid substance in
oil shales which yields oil when the shales
undergo destructive distillation. AG!.
kerogen shale. Another name for ml shale.
Tomktieff, 1954.
keroleigrldk. Nigritite derived from kerogen.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
keressioe; kerosene. A flammable hydrocarbon oil that is less volatile than gasoline.
Usually obtained from the distillation of
petroleum. Used for burning in lamps and

heaters or furnaces, as a fuel or a fuel

component for jet engines, and as a solvent or a thinner. Webster 3d.
Ismobse coal. Another name for ml shale.
T Offikeieff, 1954.

kerosine Notaffoo. As sometimes practiced, it

is a combination of bulk oil flotation and
froth flotation. By adding large quantities
of kerosine to a pulp plus a small amount
of frother and agitating vigorously, surfaces of the amenable mineral (coal) are
attracted to both the oil and air bubbles,
forming heavy flocs. This type of concentrate is more readily dewatered than onlinary froth and theretn lies its advantage,

plus the fact that coarser particles (6 to

10 mesh) can be handled than in ordinary
froth flotation. Also called agglomeration;
granulation. Mitchell, p. 572.
kerosine shale. a. A term applied to boghead
coal in New South Wales. See also boghead coal; torbanite. A.G.!. b. Substance
originally described as a variety of oil shale
but laterroved to be similar to torbanite.
Tomkeie , 1954. c. Speaking bmadly, any
bituminous shale from which illuminating
oil has been or may be obtained. Fay.

rites or their corresprnding porphyrites

phyrt consisting essentially of biotite and
plagioclase feldspar. C.T.D.
hashed.. Described as a sulfur-yellow mineral with 1 distinct clearage; oxides of

striated, or slickensided appearance and
frequently has a slick, soapy, unctuous feel.

The origin of this feature is thought to
be the remains of the stump of a trze
which has been replaced by sediments so
that the original form has been rather well
preserved. The terms bell, pot, camelback,
and tortoise are also applied. Kentucky, p.
25. b. Same as horseback. Fay. c. Eng. See
caldron bottom, b. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

kidded. In geology, hollowed out like a kettle,
as rock surfaces by glacial scourine. Standard, 1964.

kettle dross. Skimmings resulting from the
desilverization of lead bullion. It consists
principally of lead oxides mixed with metallic lea& Fey.
kettle hole. A stTep-sided hollow without sur-

face drainage, especially in a deposit of
glacial drift and often containing a lake

rkhsgluck mine, Germany. Dana 61, p.

or swamp. Synonym for pothole. Webster
3d.
kettlessais. In ore dressing, smeltinq, and refining: (1) one who refines lead in a series

keno. N. of Eng. in coal &fling, to cut

moves silver and copper from black mud

selenium,

lead, and copper;

in

small

spheres and botryoklal masses; from Fried981.

of oil-fired kettles, and (2) one who re-

under. Zero,.

in a gas-fited kettle, preparatory to the

Kee* Tlles. Trade name derived from the
words keramik and vitrum, denoting the
mixed nature of the material which is
made by casting a ceramic slip containing
about 30 percent of ground glass. The slip

is poured on to a refractory former that
is coated with a separating material, for

separation of gold. D. .T. Supp.
ketdensan, gold. In ore dressing, smelting,
and refining, one who recovers gold from
black mud remaining after the extraction
of silver and copper by kettleman. D.O.T.
Sapp.

kettle moraine. A terminal morkine, the

example, a mixture of bentonite and limestone: the tiles, while on the formers, are
fired at 950* to 1,000* C, then trimmed.

surface of which is marked by many kettle
holes. Webster 21.
kettle operator. In ore dressing, smelting, and

introduced into England in 1960. Dodd.

mor.y in ml-fired kettles to make antimony
oxide. D.O.T. Sapp.
tret'ssee-ne. A mineral, CaF(BiO)CO,; tetra-

The process was first used in Italy and
keninke. A variety of lignite impregnated
with hydrated nickel silicate and mined as
a nickel ore in the Ural Mountains,
U.S.S.R. Tomkeier, 1954.
Kessler abrades. tester. Apparatus designed
by the National Bureau of Standanh in the
United States for the determination of the
abrasion resistance of floor tiles and quarries. A notched steel wheel is mounted on

refining, one who melts and fumes anti-

and constant weight bears on the test piece

gonal, brown to yellow crystals with hismuth. fluorite, etc., in pegmatite from
Krupka, Bohemia, Czechoslovakia. Spencer 21. M.M., 1958. The mineral is closely
related to bismutite and beyerite. American Mineralogist, v. 43, No. 3.4, MarchApril 1958, p. 385.
Intim stone. A limestone resembling ofilite,
found at Retain, England. Siandard, 1964.

tween the wheel and the test piece, which
is mounted in an inclined position. Dodd.
kesterite. A mineral, (Cu,Sn,Zn)S, contain-

vision of the German Trias. Webster, 3d.
Kemper marL A Triassic clay much used for
brickrnaking. This type of brick clay
usually contains a considerable amount of
lime and iron oxide; magnesium carbonate

an overhanging frame so that a definite

as the wheel revolm; No. 60 artificial
cmundum is fed at a specified rate being 3036 percent copper, 25.25 percent
tin, 11.16 percent zinc, and 23.40 percent
sulfur. In quartz sulfide ore from Rester,

Magadan, Yakutia, northeast Sateria,
U.S.S.R. Named from locality. Spencer 21,

M.M., 1958.
ketches. S. Wales. Same as backstay. Fay.
kettle. a. Scot. A cylindrical or barrel-shaped
iron or wooden vessel used to raise men

or materials in shaft sinking. Fay. i. See
kettle hole. Fay. c. Hoppit. Mason. d. A
depression in the ground surface formed
by the melting of a block of ice buried or
partially buried by glacial drift, either out-

wash or till. Leet. e. An open-top vessel
used in carrying out metallurgical operations on low melting-point metals; for example, in dressing and denlverizing lead.
C.T.D.

kettlebadk. Same as horseback. Fay.
kettle bottom . a. A smooth, rounded piece of
rock, cylindrical in shape which may drop
without warning
out of the roof of a
and sometimes causing serious injuries to
miners. The surface usually has a scratched,

Kemper. Of, or relating to, the upper di-

and gypsum may also be present in siq-

nificant quantities. Reuper marl is of vari-

egated color, hence the name, from the
German koper (spotted). Dodd.

key. Abbreviation for thausand electron volts.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
kevel. Derb. A variation of kevil. Fay.

fovea. Eng. Calc spar, Derbyshire lead
mines. The same as kebble. Arkell.

keen. a. Derb. A veinstone, consisting of a
mixture of calcium carbonate and other
minerals. Fay. b. N. of Eng. The amount
of coal sent out by the various miners during a cettain period. Fay.
Kewanee ado". A patented pipe union having one pipe end of brass and the other of

malleable iron, with a ring or nut of

malleable iron, in which the arrangement
and finish of the several parts is such, as
to provide a noncorrosive ball-and-socket
joint at the junction of the pipe ends, and
a noncorrosive connectior between the ring
and brass pipe end. Strock, 3.
Kewathelas. a. Synonym for Archean. A.G.I.
Sapp. b. Precambrian system older than

Kewatinian
Tamiskamian. A.G.I. Supp.

Kimmel's.. Younger of two Precambrian

systems constituting the Proterozoic restricted. A.GJ. supp.
Kew4ype barometer; lisedcidern barometer.
A mercury-column-ty pe barometer with a
fixed cistern. As it has no mercury level
adjusting device the cistern may be cast

in one piece with the result that it is a
more robust instrument than the Fortin

type. It can be used to measure pressures
other than atmospheric because the cistern
is easily connected via a nozzle and valve
to a vacuum system. This means that the
Kew type is a more suitable instrument to
use as the standard against which various

aneroid barometers may be calibrated.

Roberts, I. pp. 19-20.
key. a. An iron rectangle of suitable size and

taper to fill the keyways of a shaft and
pulley so as to lock both together. Long.
b. The pieces of core causing a block in a
core barrel. thc removal of which allows
the rest of the core in the core banel to
slide out. Long. c. Eng. A kind of wrench
used for sctewing and unscrewing drill

rods. Also used to support the rods by

resting on top of the casing and allowing

the rods to hang Sy the enlarged joint

coming in contact with key. Fay. d. A hard
steel strip inserted in matching grooves

kidneys
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allow entrance of a chain or bolt that can
then be held by the narrow end. Nichols.
keyhole specimen. A type of specimen containing a hole-and-slot notch, shaped like

a keyhole, usually used in impact bend

tests. See also Charpy and Izod tests. ASM

Gloss.

keying interval. Elapsed time between suc-

cessive pings of an echo-ranging sonar. Hy.

key rock. See marker, a. Long.
keyseat. a. The pocket in the driving element
to retain the key. ASM Gloss. b. See keyway. Fay.

Keyserm Upper Upper Silurian. A.G.I.
Supp.

keystme. a. A symmetrically tapeted piece
at the center or crown of an arch. Bureau
of Mines Staff. b. A filling-in block of cast
iron used in some lead smelting furnaces.
Webster 2d.
keystone fiddles. Development of a graben

along an :marched zone or anticline.

A.G.!. Supp.
keystaseke. Flue chrysocolla or chalcedony
colored by copper silicate. Shipley.
keyway. a The pocket in the driven element
to provide a driving surface for the key.
ASM Gloss. b. A groove or channel for a
key, as in a shaft or in the hub of a pulley.
Also called keyseat. Webster, 2d.

lc-factor. The thermal conductivity of a material. expressed in standard units. HW.

(keyways) in a shaft and a hub to make
them turn as a unit. Nichols. e. A wedge

K4actor. The strength constant in the for-

Webster, 3d. it. A wedge-shaped strip of

plain sleeve specimen of sintered metal.
See also radial crushing strength. ASTM

between two feathers to break a stone.
Webster, 3d. f. A keystone in an arch.
iron or steel used for preventimg wheels
from slipping around upon their axles.

Keys are of various kinds and shapes.
Crispin. h. Of an arch, the top closing

voussior or ring stone. The key may also
be a closing section of brick masonry.
Stauffer. i. In furnace construction, the

uppermost or the closing brick of a curved
arch. HW. j. A rectangular depression, in
one or both flat sides of a brick, sometimes
called frog or pane:. Fay.
key bed. a. A bed with sufficiently distinctive
characteristics to make it easily identifiable
in correlation. A.G.:. b. A bed, the top $3.-

bottom of which is used as a datum in

making structure contour maps. .yee also
marker bed, a and b. A.G.I.
key blocks. The first blocks which are removed in opening up a new quarry floor.
Fay.

key brick. A brick with opposite side faces
inclined towards each other so that it fits
the apex of an arch. In furnace construction such bricks are also sometimes referred to as bullheads, cupola bricks, or
crown bricks. Dodd.
key cut. a. In stripping operations, the section excavated adjacent to the new high-

wall in order to form a suitsble batter.

This cut is normally taken with the drag-

line centered above the highwall to be
formed. Austin. b. In alluvial diamond
mining, consists of excavating a cut or

paddock in the overburden, 12 to 15 feet
wide, for the full length of the area, thus
exposing the gravel. All overburden is

thrown to one side of the cut and the

walls are kept vertical. Griffith, S. V., p.
133.

keyed Muctme. A term sometimes applied to
the sutured mosaic of quartz grains closely
interlocking in some metamorphic quartzites. C.T.D.
keyhole notch. See Charm/ test. Ham.

keyhole slot. A slot enlarged at one end to

mula for radial crushing strength of a
B243-65.

K4'eldsper. Potassium-bearing feldspar, ortho-

clase. or microcline. A.G.!. Sapp.

kg a. Abbreviation for kilogram. BuMin Style

Guide, p. 60. b. Abbreviation for keg.

Zimmerman, p. 60.
kgps Abbreviation for kilograms per second.
BuMin Style Guide. p. 60.
kg see Abbteviation far kilograms per second. BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
khagiarite. A black vitreous variety of pantellerite containing phenorrysts of soda microcline, diopside, aegirine augite, and
cossyrite in a groundmass of brown glass
having a flow texture due to the arrangement of microlites or crystallites. Holmes,
1928.

Khari salt. A native mineral salt of India,

predominantly sodium chloride with large
amounts of sodium sulfate, the composition varying greatly with locality where
obtained. Synthetic Khari salt has 40 per-

cent anhydrous sodium sulfate. Kaufmann.
khibialte. Ghibinite. A.G.I. Stipp.

khinganite. Synonym for kesterite. Named
from the locality. Hey, MM, 1964.
khiopinite. Similar to euxenite, but contain-

ing less no, than the ordinary variety.

Also spelled chlopinite; hlopinite. Crosby,

p. 19.
khoodalite. A dark, reddish-gray metamorphic rock composed of almandine, silliorthomanite, and quartz with a

Mason. d. Corn.; Wales. An iron bucket

for raising ore. Also called kibbal. Fay.
kibble Slier. In bituminous coal mining, one
who loads kibbles (iron buckets) with coal
or rock, used principally in shaft sinking.
A colloquialism of English origin. D.O.T.!.
kabbler. See putter. Nelson.

kibble rope; kibble dale. Eng. A rope or
chain for hoisting a kibble or bucket.
Standard, 1964.

kibbler rolls. Toothed steel rolls of a type
frequuntly used in the crushing and grinding of brick clays; from an old word kibble,

to grind. Dodd.
kick. a. Can. Assay with metal values. Also,
a geophysical indication of ore. Hoffman.
b. A quick snap of the drill stem caused

by the core breaking in a blocked core
barrel or sudden release of a momentary
bind. Long. c. A small sidewise displacement or offset in a borehole caused by the
sidewise deviation of a bit when entering

a hard, tilted rock stratum underlying a
softer stratum. Long. d. In brickmaking,
a wooden block on the upper face of a
stockboard to make a key or depression

in the bottom rf a slop-molded brick.

S:andard, 1964. e. A die for molding brick.
Standard, 1964.
kick beck. a. Ark. To break the coal on both
sides of the auger hole which contains the
powder, usually along a joint in the coal.
Fay. b. A tracic arrangement for reversing

the direction of travel of cars moving by

gravity. Fay.
kicker. a. Ground left in first cutting a vein,
for support of its sides. Fay. b. Scot. The
reversing gear of some direct-acting steam
and hydraulic pumps. Fay. c. Eng. A liberating catch made in the form of a bellcrank lever rocking on a horizontal axis.
Fay. d. Synonym for gage stone; also, a
gage stone handset in the outside surface
or wall of the metal shank of a diamond
bit. Long. e. Can. Outboard motor. Hoffman.
kicker stone. See gage stone; kicker, d. Long.
kicking pieces. Short struts to prevent a sill
or other member from being pushed out of
place. Stauffer.
kickoff point. The place in a borehole where
the first intentional deviation starts. Sometimes abbreviated KOP. Long.

Kick's law. The amount of energy required
to crush a given quantity of material to a
specified fraction of its original size is the

same no matter what the original

size.

CCD 6d, 1961.
kickup. a. Aust. An end tippler. Fay. b. N. of
Eng. See tipper, b and c. Fay.
kick wheel. A potter's wheel impelled by
kicking with the foot. ACSG, 1963.
kid. A faggot of brushwood used on occasions

to form a groin. See also fascines. Ham.

Kidlaw basalt. An analcite-rich igneous rock

characterized by numerous microphenocrysts of olivine and augite in a groundmass notable for the relative abundance of

orthoclase and biotite and the large poikilitic crystals of analcite. Holmes, 1928.
kidney. See Potter's horn. Dodd.
kidney kon ore. A reinform, kidney-shaped
structural variety of an iron ore mineral

clase, rutile, apatite, and
Ceylon; India. Hess.
khondalik series. A series of metamorphic
rocks consisting of garnet-quartz sillimanite
rocks with garnetiferous quartzites, graphite schist', and ralciphytes. Holmes, 1928.
Kissable shales. See Kiowa shales. C.T.D.
kibbel. See kibble.
kibble. a. Steel bucket used during shaft sink-

Mines Staff.
kidneys. a. Boulderlike nodules Gf phosphate

bucket, as ore. Standard, 1964. c. Hoppit.

Mines Staff. b. A term applied by miners

ironecesossatill.

From

ing. Pryor, 3. b. To carry in a hoisting

,
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aggregate, 'generally hematite. The internal

structure of the kidney-shaped nodules is
usually concentric or radiating. Bureau of

rock, separate or connected. Bureau of
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Mewl. Strang tub" with sides flaring upward.
in which ',potation is effected by mechonical agitation in a deep MASS of thick pulp.
Stirring paddles are used for preliminary

mixing. and hammers or heavy striking

bars for the fin.s1 separation. They are used

to finish the concrtntration of fine products
that are nearly rich enough to ship. Liddell
211. p. 388. S,. also dolly tub.

Moving. The concentration of fine ore or
slime in a kicve. Hen.
klichaanktr. A mineral, Ca.S407, a polymorph of rankinite. replacing rankinite at
Scotland.
Ardnamurchan.
Kikhoan,
Named from locality. Hey. M.M..1f61.
kilts. Eng. Leather strings. Fay.
kilkenny coal. Anthracite. Fay.
kill. a. As applied to an oil or gas well means

to shut off the flow of oil or gas tem-

porarily or to destroy the well entirely so
that neither oil nor gas can flow. Rif:kr:es.

II. b. To mix atmospheric air with fire-

damp or other gases so as to make them

harmless. Fay. c. To bring within control
a gas or oil well that has blown wild, that

is, become unmanageable. Hess. d. Creek.

Hess. e. Cut off electric current from a
circuit. Nichols. f. Stop an engine. Nichols.

g. To produce deadmelting of; said of

Hess.
Killarneyan orogeny. Post-Proterozoic disteel.

astrophism. A.G.I. Supp.

killas. Corn. a. Miner's term for the slates or

schists that form the country rock of the
Cornish tin veins. Fay. b. Term used in

the china-clay mines for the altered schistose or hornfelsic rocks in contact with the

granite and often considerably modified

by emanations from the latter. Dodd.
killed spirits of salts. A solution of zinc chloride, ZnCle, made by dissolving zinc in
hydrochloric acid, and used in soldering.
Osborne.
killed steel. Steel deoxidized with a strong
deoxidizing agent, such as silicon or aluminum, in order to reduce the oxygcn content to such a level that no reaction occurs
between carbon and oxygen during solidification. ASM Gloss.
killing. a. Allowing the molten steel to remain
in the crucible for about forty-five minutes
after steeling for the escape of the gases.
Mersereau, 4th, p. 459. b. In metallurgy,
especially in foundry terminology, a term
for deoxidation. Gaynor.
Ullman. Scot. A kilnman. Standard, 1964.
finagle. Scot. The space before the fire in a

Standard, 1964.
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kilwiltenne helper. Om who, ausiali kiln
burner in Aring kiln, supplying coal and
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T. 1.
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kis cu.

A movable carriage with a refractory top on which ware is placed for Aring
on a tunnel kiln. MSG. 1963.
klba-car 111110061r. A workn.an who removes
fired ceramic ware from kiln cats. Bureau
of Ames St./.

kiln cleaner. One who prepares kilns for
burning. D.OT. I.
kiln drawer. a. One who picks up burned
brick, pipe, or tile arranged in stacks in

kiln and hands products to other worker
for removal. Also called drawer; pickup
man. D.O.T. 1. b. See bisque-kiln drawer.
D.O.T. 1.
kiln-dried. Term applied to staves and heading which have been artificially dried in a
kiln. Bennett 2d, 1962.
kiln-dry. To dry in a kiln. Webster 3d.
kilneye. An opening for removal of lime from
a vertical lime kiln. Bureau of Mines Staff.
kiln furniture. General term for the pieces of
refractory material used for the support of

pottery ware during kiln firing; since the

use of clean ftu4s and electricity has made
possible the open setting of ware, a multi-

plicity of refractory shapes have been introduced for this purpose. See also crank;
dot; pin; post; saddle; thimble. Dodd.
kiln loader. See setter. D.O.T. 1.
kilnman. a. A man who tends a kiln. Standard, 1964. b. See pipe passer. D.O.T. 1.

kiln marks. Slight deformations of a brick
resulting from the slumping of the brick
under load during firing. A..i.S.I. No. 24.

kiln operator. One who operates a kiln. Bureau of Mines Stall.
kiln placer. A workman who places clayware
in kiln for drying or firing. Also called kiln
setter; sagger filler; kiln loader; kiln
stacker. Burea.: of Mines Staff.
kiln run. Brick, or tile from one kiln which

have not been sorted or graded for size or
color variation. ACSG, 1963.
kiln-run brick. See stock brick. Fay.
kilns. For some types of kilns, see entries under chamber, circular, clamp, downdraft,
dry, Hoffmann, muffle, periodic, rectangu-

lar, rotary, round, scove, and tunnel kiln.
ACSG, 1963.
kiln scum. See scum. Dodd.
kiln setter. See kiln placer; setter.
kiln stacker. See setter.
kiln tender. See kiln burner; oven tender.
kiln wash. A coating, usually composed of refractory clay and silica, applied to the sur-

face of kilns and kiln furniture to protect
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kiln lestran yak. One thousand electron
volt.. Abbreviation, key NRCA5.4 .V1 1 1437

kilogram One thousand awns. equals 2 10.4
pounds. Abbreviation, eq. Critpsn.
kilometer. A length of 1,000 meters; equals

3,280it feet or 0 621 mile The chief unit
for long distance* in the metric system.
Abbreviation. km. Standard. 1964
kiloton. A unit for meaiurinf the energy of
a nuclear explosion. A l-kaloton explosion
releases energy equal to that in the explosion of 1.000 tons of TNT. Abbreviation,
kton.

L&L.

kilovolt-ampere. One thousand volt-amperes.
Abbreviation. kva. Crispin.

kilowatt. A unit of power that equals 1,000
wattr or about 1,34 horsepower. Abbreviation. kw. Webster 3d.
kilowatt-hour. A unit of work or energy equal
to that expended in hour at a steady
kilowatt or to 3.6X 10" joules.
rate of
Abbreviation, kwhr. Webster 3d.
kilve. See keive, b. Tomkeieff, 1954.
1

1

Kimberley joint. Originally a pipe joint of

English manufacture for use in South

It consists of an outer wrought
sleeve or ring belled out on the ends to
Africa.

form a suitable lead recess for calking, the

pipes butting in the center of the sleeve.
Fay.

Kimberley method. See combined top slicing
and shrinkage stoping. Fay.

Kimberley reefs. S. Afr. Gold-bearing reefs
above the Main reef and Bird reef groups.
Also called battery reefs. Beerman.
kimberlite. A highly serpentinized peridotite, usually a breccia because of inclusion
of surrounding rocks it has penetrated. It

the principal original environment of
diamond, but only a small percentage of
the known kimberlite occurrences are diamondiferous. It occurs in vertical pipes,
dikes, and sills. Alteration of the kimberlite from the surface downward has produced material known as yellow ground
and blue ground. I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 149.
Also called blue earth or blue ground by
miners. Fay.
Kim CORI. See Kimmeridge shale. Fay.
Kimeridge clay. See Kirnmeridge clay. C.T.D.
Kimeridge coal. See Kimmeridge coal. C.T.D.
Kimeridgian. See Kimmeridgian. C.T.D.
Kimmerian orogeny. Series of diastrophic
is

movements beginning perhaps in Late Triassic and continuing to early Cretaceous.

A.G.I. Supp.

Kimmeridge clay. A thick bed of black ma-
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quarrY, Nhane; Cove. Ark Isotropic. light
brown in than section. Hey. M M , 194%1
kind. Eng Generally signifies tender, loft, or
easy to wiisk , said of certain ores Fay

Kied-Chim pusc.. A method of sink-

ing a deep sha t tit largr diaawter in which

a pilot bore of smalkr diameter

is first

cut, after which the cut is enlarged to the

lull diameter. the debris falling into the
pilot bore When water is encountered a
lining with a moss bon at the bottom is
forced into place. Standard. 1964.
kisd clift. In South Wales, generally a dark

shale, somewhat resembling slate: a fissile
rock. Sefton.
kindebal; Undertow& Local Galician name for
a soft, black variety of ozokerite. Tomkeieff, 1954.

kinderball. Set kindebal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Klederbooklan. Lower Mississippian, may be
transitional to Devoniao. A.G.!. slop.
Kinderscout grit. A coarse sandstone, one of
the Millstone grits in the Namurian stage
of the Upper Carboniferous rocks of
Derbyshire, England. C.T.D.
kindling temperature; kindling point; ignition
temperature; igniton point. The temperature at which a substance ignites. Crispin.

kindly. A miner's term for a rock which is
considered congenial or likely for carrying
ore. Fay.

kindly ground. Eng. Those rocks in which
lodes become productive of mineral of
value. Pay.

kindred. A group of igneous rocks which
show consanguineous chemical and mineral
characters, and which appear to be genet-

ically related. Compare series; suite; tribe;
clan; branch. See also consanguinity. A.C.I.
Kind's plug. A device to withdraw steel cas-

ing from a borehole on abandonment of
the hole. It consists of an oval piece of
hard wood, slightly less in diamete-e than

the inside of the casing. After the plug

has been lowered, at the end of the rods,

to the depth required, a few handfuls of
grit are thrown into the borehole. The grit
is trapped at the plug and the frictional
grip is often sufficient to extract the casing.
See also spring dart. Nelson.
kinematic viscosity. The absolute viscosity divided by the density at the temperature of

measurement. The metric
units of kinematic viscosity are the stoke
and centistoke, which correspond to the
poise and centipose of absolute viscosity.
the viscosity

API Glossary.

kinetic. Moving; pertaining to motion. Macon.
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kingbolt. a. 'The bolt with which a cage is

attached to the hoisting cable. It supPons
the suspended cage. Bureau of Menet 3tar

b. A large bolt that holds the upper end
of the tripod legs together and from whkh
the sheae-wheel ckvis is suspended. Long.

king brick. Special, hollow, cylindrical, fire
clay brick, between the bottom fountain
brick and the first lateral brick in bottompour ingot assembly. See also bottom-pour
Ingot assembly. Bureau of Mines Stag.

king CIOSer. A brick cut diagonally to have

one 2 inch end and one full width end.
ACSG. 1963.

King detaching hook. A safety device for a
hoisting cage. Bureau ol Mines Staff.
Unite. Hydrous aluminum phosphate, Ala01.-

Al(OH),.P103.9H2O, as white nodules in
phosphate deposits in South Australia.
Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.

kingle. Barren blaes, or ribs of hard calcareous or quartzose material, destitute of bituminous matter, occurring in the Scottish
oil shales. Fay.

king pile. In a wide excavation where strutting is required, this is a long pile driven
at the strut spacing in the center of the
trench before excavation is started. Ham.
kingpin; king pin. A vertical swivel or hinge

pin, usually supported at both top and
bottom. Niehoh.

king-post. a. A vertical member of a stamp
battery frame which carries the camshaft.
C.T.D. b. Eng. An apparatus for strengthening a beam. Fay.

king pot. The large central pot or crucible
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Mink .% crowbar C T D
thutitsp. A coarw-grained metamosphic rock

consisting of garnei biotite, quarts. feldspar, Mita, cordierite. or tillimanite. A.G I.

Klows *ale& A shore facies of the lower

Washita series, lying above the Cheyenne
sandstone in Kansas. Also known as

T D.
mitia shales.
kip. a. N. of Eng. A level or gently sloping
niadway, st the estremity of tan engine
plane. upon which the full cars stand

ready to 6- sent up the shaft. The tubs, or

cars, usually go to the shaft by gravity.
Fay.

b. A load of 1.000 pounds. ASM

Gloss.

kip ft Abbreviation for thousand foot-pounds.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.

kippel. Dev. Schorl rock, Kelly iron mine,
Ncwton Abbot. Also called cockle. Arkell.
Kipp's apparatus. Apparatus for producing a

gas by the action of a liquid sn a solid,

consisting of three globes, the top one hav-

ing a funnel-shaped extension into the
bottom globe and storing the liquid, the
middle globe containing the solid. Bennett
2d, 1962.

kir. A Russian name given to petroleum solidified on exposure, and having the appearance of asphalt. Fay.
Kirchhoff's laws of electric circuits. a. In an
electric network, the algebraic sum of the
currents in all the branches that meet at

any point is 0. Webster 3d. b. In any
closed circuit the algebraic sum of the

products of the current and the resistance

in each conductor in the circuit is equal
to the electromotive force in the circuit.
Handbook ol Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. F-47.

in a brass melting furnace. Fay.
king screen. A drum-type screen in which the

Kirchhoff's laws of radiation. The relation
between the powers of emission and the

outside, the undersize passing through the
screen and discharging through the open
end. Liddell 2d, p. 391.
king tower. See crane tower. Ham.

wavelength is constant for all bodies at

pulp to be screened is delivered on the

kink. a. Loops in wire rope caused by careless handling and then pulled through by
a tension on the wire rope until the diameter of the loop is quite small, resulting in

powers of absorption for rays of the same

the same temperature. (1) A substance
when excited by some means or other possesses a certain power of emission; it tends

to emit definite rays, the wavelengths of
which depend upon the nature of the substance and upon the temperature. (2) The
substance exerts a definite absorptive power,

permanently deformed and damaged wires

which is a maximum for the rays it tends

kinked will not give satisfactory service.
ASA M11.1-1960, p. 21. b. Scot. A twist
in a rope; a doubling and interlocking of
several links in a chain. Fay. c. A sharp

ratio between the emissive and the absorp-

at the kink. Wire rope that has been

to emit. (3) At a given temperature the
tive power for a given wavelength is the
same for all bodies, and is equal to the
emissive power of a perfectly black body.
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Kinsaa method. A borehole-inclination tor-

*ey method whereby the electrolytic deposition of copper from a solution is used to
make a mark on the inside of a metal container Corn pare acid-dip survey. Loot
Mine. N. of Eng. To undercut. See kerve;
kerf. Fay,
Nevi's's.

140

lIoi

11.14.MNI 114mo" .444no If

Newc. The cutting made at the

bowtom of the coal by the miner. See hol-

ing, b and c. Fay, b. Eng. Undercutting

the coal horisontally usually by hand. Alto
called laving-in; liggintoin: holing. SMRB,

Passr No. 61.
kirvings. N. of Eng. Small coal, fragments,
or cuttings lying in the undercut made by
a cutting machine jib. Trist.
kirwastite. a. A variety of anthracite with a
metallic luster. Tomkeiell, 1954. b. Probably an impure altered amphibole. Dana
6d, p. 398.
klsb. Free graphite that forms and floats out
of molten hypereutectic cast iron as it
cools. /ISM Gloss.
kiddy. Fug. Hard, dry vein matter, poor in
ore: 'Yorkshire lead mines. Arkell.
kist. a. Eng. The wooden box or chest in
which the deputy keeps his tools at the
flat or inspection station; the station is
said to i'ae at the kist. SMRB, Paper No.
61. b. N_ of Eng. The mceting place in a
district where workmcn assemble. (Strictly

thc box in which thc deputy keeps his
papers, etc.) Trist.

klsye. A Malayan term for rattan sieves used
in gold washing. Fay.
kit. a. A wooden vessel. Fay. b. Any workman's necessary outfit, as tools, etc. ZArrn,
kitchen. See laboratory. Fay.
kitchens. Eng. Coal prepared and sold expressly for use in ranges, stoves, etc. Fay.

kitchenware enamel. A porcelain enamel

adapted for application to kitchen utensils.
Hansen.
kitran. See katran. Tomkeieff , 1954.
kitting. Eng. Thieving in combination. There
are different modes of cheating the adven-

turers (owners) by miners mixing their

ores, and sometimes by stealing from heaps

not their own and carrying to their own
hcap. All these thefts arc called "kitting."
Fay.
ldttle. Scot. Dangerous; risky. Fay.
kitty. N. of Eng. A length of about 4 inches
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of wittichenite and mplectite

.0strleais Mimeo- "ova.

1.

14 No. 141.

May-Jaste 1947. p .147.

AM* hammer. A des ice tor the compaction
of test pieces of cement or mortar poor to
the detcimination of mechanical strength;
a weight falling from a fixed height on the
rest piece mold ensures compaction under
itandardioed condition*. Dodd

klebelabergite. A basic hydrous sulfate of
antimony, Small radiated bladed crystals

on stibnite or barite. Monoclink. From

Felsbbanya, Romania. Engliilt.
Kkeman condemer. A rectangular clay ripe
in which ciimilled zinc is condensed. Fay.

klelaite. A yellow to orange oxychloride of
mercury, containing small amounts of nitrogen and sulfate. Small, short, prismatic
crystals; hexagonal. May be a mixture of
a mercury-ammonium chloride, in great
preponderance with an oxychloride and

sulfate or oxysulfate of mercury. From
Terlingua, Tex. English.

Klein solution. A yellow aqueous solution of
cadmium borotungstate, somewhat viscous

when saturated, having a maximum sic .
cific gravity of 3.28. Holmes, 1928.
Klein turbidimeter. Apparatus designed by A.
Klein for the determination of the specific
surface of portland cement. The sample
is suspended in castor oil in a dish and the
turbidity is measured photoelectrically. Because of thc high viscosity of the suspend-

ing liquid, the particles do not settle significantly. The specific surface is deduced

from thc turbidity by means of a calibration curve. Dodd.
Ides. Coarse sand or finc gravel. Holmes,
1928.

kliachite. Sam! as cliachite and sporogelitc.
EnAlish,

kling. A typc of transfer ladle for the conveyance of molten iron. See also transfer
ladle. Dodd.
klingenburgt See Klingenburg clay.
Klingenburg clay; klingenburg. A highly plastic clay dug at Klingenburg, Bavaria; used

as a bindcr in making abrasive wheels,
graphite crucibles, and leads for lead pencils. Hess.

klinker brick. A type of building brick, which
may be either of engineering-brick or facing-brick quality, made in Germany and
Holland from clays that generally have a

long vitrification range; the bricks have
low watcr absorption and high crushing
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hikanstyph. A term employed to designate
desiccation creeks. Pangolin.

klackaawskt. A reddish-violet Ao slate-gray

copper selenide. CuSr, rirattular. Perhaps
hexagonal. From Sierra de Umanitt,. Argentina; Lehrbach, flews, Germae,e.
erum, Sweden. Failith.
Unwrap} brkk. A miniature facing brick of a

type used in the Union of South Africa,
for decorative construction. Dodd.

klool. S. Mr. A mountain pass or cleft; a
gorge or narrow valley. Staada7d. 1964.

klutt. A fault. Fay.

Waitron., A velocity-modulation tube having
two or more resonant cavilies separated
by A drift space. NCB.
km Abbreviation for kilometer. BuMin Style
p. 60.
kmaite. An unnecessary name for a celadonite

rich in Fes01 and KO, from the Midailov
iron ores, Kursk, U.S.S.R. Hey. MM,
1964.

km'. Abbrviation for square kilometer. BtaMin Style Guide, p. 62.
knabbenkohle. Ger. A varkty t.f brown coal
occurring in the form of lumps. Same as
knorpelkohle; stfiskohle. Tomkeieff, 1954.
knacker. Prov. Eng. A collier's horse. Fay.

Knapp bottom pressure gage. This instrument was designed for studying harbor
surging. A strain gage unit, used in connection with a pressure sensitive bellows,
comprises the transducer of the pressure

head. The four strain gages in the unit

are connected to form a bridge circuit that

is linked to the recorder by an electrical
cable. A direct current voltage is applied
to the bridge, and the record is obtained
by re7ording photographically the unbalanced current from a magnetic oillograph. Any standard strain gage recorder

can be used for the recording system.
HEM.
knapper. A stonebreaker; specifically one who
breaks up flint flakes into sizes used for
gunflints. Fay.
knapping. N.S.W. The act of breaking stone.

Improving the grade of ore by removing
gangue and low-grade material manually
with a hammer. New South Wales.
knapping hammer. A special hammer or a

machine to break rock and produce a

minimum of fine material. C.T.D.
knapping machine. An instantaneous stonecrushing machine; a stonebreaker. Stand-

ard, 1964.
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Ina moremast. The mechanism operating

toggle joint. Standard. 1964.
Imo pd. A protective cushion, usually made
14 sponge rubber that can N. strapped to
the miner's knee Grove.
knee pkcv. a. A tient piece 44 piping Fay.
An angular piece 4 )( timber used in a roof

(mine) to strengthen a joint where two

timbers meet. Fay.
knee limber. a. Timber with natural knees or
angles in it. Wes5ster 3d b. A piece of timber with an angle sir knee in it. Webster 3d.
knell stone. N. of Eng. Freestone (sandstone). Arkell.
knkkpunkle. Breaks or interruptions, that is,
abrupt changes in degree of declivity, are
a conspicuous feature in many landscapes.
In the German terminology, such breaks
are knickpunkte. T1 .c English phrase, nkk

points. does not csactly translate knkk-

punkte. Stokes and Varies, 1955.
knickung. Ger. In structural geology, a sharp
bending cf beds about certain planes during folding. Bureau ol Mines Staff.
knife. The dirt cutting edge of a digging machine. Nichols.
knife and shears. See sheer. Arkell.
knife dog. A tool that fits around and grips

drill rods or any tubular drilling equip-

ment so they can be pulled or lifted from
a borehole where workspace in narrow underground opcnings is too confined to allow thc use of a hoisting plug. Long.
knife edge. The girdle of a brilliant cut to a
sharp edge and polished. Hess.
knife-edge loading. In order to reduce complex loading calculations, in 1931 the British Ministry of Transport permitted
bridges to bc designed to sustain a uniform
load, varying with the span, combincd
with a knife-edge load of 2,700 pounds per

foot at the worst possible point, in any
span. Thc loading is applied along a

straight line of zcro thickncss. Ham.
knife switch. A switch which opens or closes

a circuit by the contact of one or morc
blades between two or more flat surfaccs
or contact blades. Crispin.

knife-trimmed mica. Sickle-dressed or sickle-

trimmed mica further rcfined with a knife
to eliminate interior defects and also defects overlooked by sickle cutters. Skow.
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rock. Pettstohlt.

kaohher. One who gets knobs off a face with
a view to straightening it for efficient ma
chine coal cutting. Milton.
AMMAN& The act of roughdressing stone in
the quarry by knocking off the projections
and points. Fay
knoblike, Ike. A hloomrry for refining cast
iron. Fay.

knobollits. An intergrowth of galena with
bismuthinite or cibnite. Hem
knock. a. in examine a mine roof fnr safety.
See also chap. Fay. b. Eng. A sandbank;
so called along the Lincolnshire coast.

Standard. 1964. c. Signal. Mason. d. Eng.
Ste jowl. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
knock-back Ofg. Eng. Ore mixed with barite
or kevil. Fay.
knockbark. Crushed lead ore. Arkell.
knockdown. The metg1 by which youthful
colliery workers held out a portion of their
wages for spending money. !Corson.

knocker. A lever that strikes on a plate of
iron at the mouth of the shaft, by means
of which miners below can signal to those
on the top. Fay.
knocker line. The signal line extending down
the shaft from the knocker. Fay.
knocking. a. S. Wales. Signals made under-

ground by knocking on the coal. Fay. b.
broken with a hammer, espeEng
cially. thc large lumps. Webster 2d. c. The
accidental removal, during the period between glaze application and the glost firing,

of a patch of glaze from thc surface of
ccramic ware. Dodd.

knocking-bucker. Eng. A tool cut out of a
strong flat bar of iron, used for breaking

or bucking ore. Fay.
knockings. a. Pieces of stonc cut or taken ofT
in blasting or in roughdressing. Standard,

1964. b. Derb. Lead ore with spar as cut
from the vein. Arkell. c. Dcrb. Lead ore
brokcn on a knocking storm. Arkell. d. Thc

oversize residuc obtained in screening a
ccramic slip. ALTM C242-60T.
knocking-up. Eng. The calling up of miners
by beating thc landing wagon. Fay.
knockoff. a. The point upon an engine plane
at which the trip is disconnected from thc
rope. Fay. b. A joint for disconnectiag thc
buckct from the pump rods. Fay. c. To 'Jo
away with. Fay. d. To stop (work) i:ir thc
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laborer who frees solidified
make

hole

lurid castings from iciverted molds of A
casting wheel by prying the cadmics from

the molds with A long steel hat to drop
them into a water pit (bosh) for cooling
D.O.T. I.

Wadi/stow. Eng. Stone bench on which lead
ore

is buckered or broken small for the

hotching tubs, Yorkshire lead mines. Also
called binkstone.
knoggiog. Eng. Small refuse nines used for
the inside of walls, Northamptonshire and
Worcestershire. Compare knockings. Arlen.
knoll. a. A usually small rounded land emi
nence; a mound. Webster 3d. b. Eng. The
top of a hill. Webstrr
knoll reef. Ste reef knoll. Schielerdecker.
Knoop hardness. Mirrohardness determined
from the resistance of metal to indentation
by a pyramidal diamond indenter, having
edge angles of 172' 30' and 130°. making
a rhombohedral impression with one long
and one short diagonal. ASM Gloss.
knop. A knob or rounded protuberance form-

ing part of the stem of a goblet or wine
glass. Haggar.

knorpelkohle. Ger. Same as knabbenkohk.
Torn.steieff, 1954.

knot. a. An imperfection; an inhomogeneity
in the form of a vitreous lump. ASTM
C162-66. b. A unit of !peed of I nautical

mile per hour. Abbreviations, k and kn.

MacCracken.
knotenschiefer. An argillaceous sediment in
which new minerals have developed as
more or less rounded porphyroblasts in response to low-grade metamorphism. See
also desmoisite; desmositc; fleckschiefer;
fructschiefer; garbenschiefer; hornfels;
knotted slate; niaculose; spilosite; spotted
schist ; spotted slate.
knots. a. Nodules or concretions of pyrites;

any harder inclusions in a rock. Arkell.
b. Eng. The Lower Oxford Clay used for
bricks around Peterborough and Bletchley.

See also knurs and knots. Arkell. c. Applied by quarrymen to dark gray or black
masses, more or less oval or circular in
cross section, which arc segregations of
black mica or hornblende formed in thc
granite. English quarrymen call them
heathen. Fay. d. Applied to diamonds which
apparently contain included crystals of

smaller diamonds. Of importance becausc
of trouble causcd to diamond cutter. Hess.
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one iriaking s reasonable and fair mope...
toot 4.4 the premises for the porpoise of s

location Pas
vein et kale is known to
Immo veils.
envt within the meanin( of the mining act
when it could be discovered by or is ob*lois, to anyone making a reasonabk and
fair inspection of the premises kr the pur-

pose of making a location of a placer mi.,init. claim This term is not to be taken as
synonymous with located vein, and refers
tr vein or lode whose existence is known
as distinguished from one which has been
appropriated by location. Hence, a regular
location is not necessary before a vein or

lode can be a known vein or lode. The
time at which a vein or lode must be
known to exist in order to except it from a

placer patent is the time at which the
application for a patent is made and to
contain minerals in such quantity and
quality as to justify expenditure for the
purpose of extracting them. Ricketts. pp.
128-129.

Knox and Osborne furnace. A con tinuously
working shaft furnace for roasting quicksilver ores, having the fireplace built in the
masonry at one side. The fuel is wood.
Fay.

knox hole. A circular drill hole with two
opposite vertical grooves which direct the
explosive power of the blast. Fay.
knox system. A system of separating masses

of rock by blasting with black blasting

powder in reamed drill holes, a considerable air space beirg left between the charge
and the stemming Fay.
knuckle. The place (al an incline where there
is a sudden change in grade. The top of a
grade or hill on a track over which mine
cars are hauled. Fay.
knuckle boy. See knuckle man. D.O.T.!.
knuckle joint. A mechanism consisting of
some form of two forks coupled together

by means of a cube or sphere provided
with prejecting pins extending through
holes provided in the outer end of each
branch of the fork. When inserted between

the bit and the drill rods, the mechanism
can be used to deflect a borehole. A similar mechanism often is used as a connec-

tion between two shafts on a machine

when the ends of the shafts are placed at
an angle to each other. Long.
knuckle-joint prem. A heavy short-stroke

press in which the slide is directly actuated
by a single toggle joint that is opened and
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Olaf
by InaLitha Of Knell, herd

rollers thAt deer simm r or re IpendInt design

sin their 'solaces. .4.die Glatt
haws sad fundlevil, frani Tyro) words always
used together anal applied to lumps of
evPsum in mart, Nottinghamshire Comsore foundling stones. Ark II

Mon sad Imola. The stony nodules found
lotted in the strata , commonly harsher than
the rest of the mass r f the strata Compare
Nerlys. Arkell.

WWI.. A titanate. niobate. and tantalate
Yt.Fe,U, etc.) (Ti,Nb,Ta, ete.).(0,0H).
differing from euxenite etc., in the low
content of (Nb,Ta),Os(4.84 to 5.45 percent). Black meta:nice crystals in pegmatite from Kobe. Kyoto, Japan. Named from
locality. Spencer 19. M.M., 1952.
kobeffite. A blackish-lead to steel-gray mineral with a black streak. Pbs(Bi.5b)St.
American Mineralogirt. v. 27, No. 2,February 1942. p. 109.

kobold. Old German name for cobalt, derived from undesired qualities attributed

to gnomes. Pryor. 3.
kochenite. A fossil resin, like amber. From
Kochenthal, Tirol, Austria. English.
Koch freexing process. A freezing method of
shaft sinking, in which a solution of magnesium chloride (MgC1s) is circulated
through the freezing tubes instead of brine.
The magnesium chloride is cooled to about

-30° C at ths. refrigrating plant and this

temperature is capable of freezing the

ground without the solution itself freezing
and choking the tubes. Anhydrous ammonia, carbon dioxide, or sulphur dioxide
is used as the refrigeratinte agent. Nelson.
kochite. A white, hydrous silicate of aluminum. Perhaps 2A1203.3SiOs.5H20. Isomet-

ric. Granular aggregates of minute crystals; from Kochi-muri, Rikuchu Province,

Japan. English.
kodurite. A coarsely crystalline rock of doubt-

ful origin consisting of potash feldspar,

garnet (spessartite andradite), and apatite.
A.G.I.

kodurite series. A series of rocks of uncertain
but probably igneous origin, associated with
the Archean complex of Madras, and rang-

ing from quartz-orthoclase rocks through
kodurite to spandite rock and manganese
pyroxenites. Holmes, 1928.
koe Abbreviation for kilo-oersted. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 60.
koechlinite. A greenish-yellow molybdate of
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windssig
Keeps, wieder untead
drum It usually Cs MOM of a f ditia 'PRP
140

41.1

hub With steel arms soil rim tri wehied
construction no dtainow. of he *heave

varies from abbot Id to li fries dePeriding
on the ore and type of wnwhne rope anti
the total load It us recommendesi that the
ratio of the *bawler of the therive so the
thAntetrt et the rope should ha WiT to
and that of the altellyit to the largest wire

in the rope 2,000 to I. A Karp. 'bravo
At tett with renewable frietion linings.
Nelson
ma

Keeps system. a. A system of hoistina with-

out using drums, the rope being endless
and passing over pulleys instead of armind

a drum Zero b In this system the hoisting drum is replaced hy a large driving
sheave IS or 20 feet in diameter. The

angle of contact of the rope with the
sheave is from Mr to 200', or a little
over A half cirek. Driving is done through
the friction grip of the sheave on the rope,

therefore, a tail

rope

is used around a

sheave at the bottom of the shaft to give

the necessary pull on the slack side. Lewis,
p. 246.
Koepe winder. A system where the winding

drum is replaced by a large wheel or

sheave. Both cages are connected to the

same rope which passes around some 200'

in a groove of friction
material. The Koepe sheave may be
of the sheave

mounted on the ground adjacent to the
headgear or in a tower over the shaft. The
drive to the rope is the frictional resistance

between the rope and the sheave. It requires the use of a balance rope. It is
often used for hoisting heavy loads from
deep shafts and has the advantage that the
large inertia of the ordinary winding drum
is avoided. The system has been widely
used on the Continent for many years and
some large projects in Great Britain are
being equipped with winders of this type.

See also multirope friction winder. Nelson.
Koepe winder brake. A brake which acts di-

rectly on the Koepe sheave and can be

applied by the winding engineman's brake
lever and the other safety devices. Nelson,
koettiglte. a. Preferred spelling for kottigite.
English. b. A carmine mineral with 1 perfect cleavage; 3ZnO.As205.8H10; found
with smaltite at cobalt mine, Schneeberg,
Germany. Larsen, p. 125.
koffer fait. Ger. In structural geology, a box
fold common in the Juras. They are symmetrical, upright, and have vertical limbs

and a horizontal crest. Bureau of Mines

Staff.

bismuth, BisCh.MoOs. Orthorhombic. Min-

koffach. A resin from the Tertiary brown

Saxony, Germany. English.

kohalaite. A general term for oligoclase
andesites; from the Kohala Mountain,

ute, tabular crystals. From Schneeberg,
Koehler furnace. A revolving, cylindrical,
muffle furnace used in Upper Silesia. Fay.

264- 972 0-68-40

622

coals of Styria, Austria. A.G.I.
Hawaii. Holmes, 1928.
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Kokos Process. Trade narne: an elertrolytic
salt bath treatment of sheet steel before it
is enameled Dodd.

l.,

WM*. Old C:ornish name for coal. TomAriel. 1954.

Kolka garael. Almandite from Kollen, Bohemia. Sae also Bohemian garnet. Shipley.

holm. a. A variety of cannel coal occurring
locally as lenticles in Swedith alum shales.

and containing 30 percent of ash rich in
rare metals, including uranium and radium. Tornktieff, 1954. b. Culm.
Supp. c. A variety of anthraxolite; a hydrocarbon that resembles oil shale. Crosby,

0. 66. d. A shale impregnated with as-

phaltite. Hiss.
kolovratke. A mivieral, amorphous or crysstalline. Botryoidal crusts. Color, yellow.
Believed to be a vanadate of nickel. From
Ferghana, Russian Turkestan, U.S.S.R.
English.

Kolthoff buffer solutions. Solutions chosen
for their low concentration of hydrogen
ions and their resistance to change of pH
when small quantities of acids or alkalis
are added. Those mostly used in conjunc-

tion with colorimetric pH indicators are
acetic acid with sodium acetate; boric acid
with borax; citric acid with sodium citrate;

and sodium phosphate with hydrochloric
acid. Pryor, 3.
Koltreat. Calcium chloride with an inhibitor;
used for dust- and freeze-proofing of coal.

Bennett 2d, 1962.
kömiir. Turkish name for coal. Tomktieff,
1954.
kong. Barren bedrock underlying tin-bearing
gravel.

Pryor, 3.

Konga diabase. A type of granodolerite con-

taining calcic labradorite laths and intergranular augite and orthorhombic pyroxene, in a microgranitic interstitial mass of
quartz and orthoclase; from Kongo,
Sweden. Holmes, 1928.
konimeter. Apparatus used to measure dust
in mine atmosphere. A measured volume
of air is drawn through a jet so as to im-
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rea Spear... 11,
kapje. 3 .Afr. A hillock a knob Srand,ird.
ketokillSe. Minute trains in thAcopvrite. Pd
1964
3 R.
(Tr. BS ), c, from Monchegorsk,
Rorgersileektr oyes. bvprodur t Coke orn
1964:
Plaiiihrr
Hey.
.W
employing a flue arrangement whereby
the gas is burned on an entire wall simul- Kola. hossiaustar. A dust-samplina instrument
consisting of an air cylinder and piston
taneously (both pusher and coke side).
actuated by a spring, and so arranged that
The products of combustion from groups
on rele.sse of the piston a known volume of
of two or more vertical flues of the "on"
air is impinged at high velocity against a
walls in which the fuel gas is burning enter
vaselined plate. The dust spot so produced
short bus flues and are thence conducted
is examined under the microscope, and
over the top of the oven through crossover
count is made of the number of particles.
flues to a companion series of bus flues
R.I. 2392, Sept.. 1922, p. t.
whereby the entire "off" wall is simultaneously conducting waste gas to the regeo, Kourbatoirs nagent. An etchant for steel; it
consists of 7 parts of a solution containing
ecators. On reversal, the opposite condi20 percent methyl alcohol, 20 percent ethyl
camp,
6th
ed.,
1951,
p.
210.
lions obtain.
alcohol, 20 percent iso-amy! alcohol. and
Koppers-Hasche process. The most highly
10 percent butyl alcohol added to 3 parts
developed process for reforming metl.ane
of a solution of 4 percent nitric acid in
and natural gases containing only small
acetic anhydride. This etchant colors sorproportions of higher hydrocarbons. It conbite and treesstite leaving the other consists of partial oxidation with air using an
stituents unaffected. Osborne.
alumina catalyst. The process is cyclic and
CulAs.
is carried out in two catalyst-packed hori- koutekite. An arsenide of copper.
Distinct
from
beta
domeykite.
Hexagonal,
place
takes
Reversal
chambers.
zontal
occurring intergrown with an unnamed
every minute. Methane is mixed with some
copper arsenide at Cerny Dul, Krkonose,
2Y2 times its volume of air and burned
Bohemia, Czechoslovakia; also obtained arin one chamber, raising the temperature to
tificially; luster, metallic. Hey, M.M. 1961.
850° C. The reaction gases leave the secit INAS been used for the particle-use anal.

ond chamber at 300° C. The process is
self-supporting and operates at a thermal
efficiency of about 96 percent. Francis,
1965, v. 2, p. 417.

koyan. A measure of weight; used in the

vertical flues. Distinguishing features arc

through a packed bed of particles of depth
L and area A, under a pressure difference

Koppers oven. A type of coke oven heated by

the preheating of air, and the arrangements
op prevent local overheating
for gas and

at points of issue and to carry thc heat up

high in the flues. Bureau of Mines Sta5.
korb. Ger. See corf, a. Fay.
Korfmann arch saver. A machine for withdrawing steel arches by means of a controlled hydraulic system instead of drawing them by hand or winches. Nelson.
Korfmann power loader. A double-ended
cutter loader, that is, it can cut and load
in both directions. It consists of four milling heads and one cutter chain surrounding them; guided by armored conveyor;
rope-hauled; cuts at 2.3 feet per second

k.Attioin

Art,

Malay Peninsula that equals 40 piculs or

5,705 pounds. Webster 2d, p. 2,898.

Kozeny equation. An equation relating the
rate of flow (q) of a fluid of viscosity ta

AP, the specific surface of the particles
being S and the voids per unit weight be-

ing V:

q=

K.AV

AP
.

This equation, due to J. Kozeny forms a
basis for the determination of the specific
surface of a powdered ceramic material by
the gas permeability method. Dodd.
Chemical symbol for krypton. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

p. B-1.
krablite. A variety of crystal tuff containing
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tevolyina tuba furnace, which is (le-

crusts from &irate.

agued hie the prosluctac ts of iron. The iron

KC:1 NH.C1 reCi.P.O, found at acid !ism.sroles on Vesuvius. Italy Lento, p.

who h aft- called pellets. .fiettottaa.
Krupp wash*" process. The trIllova; of silicon and phosphorus frorn molt..n pig iron
by running it into a Pernot furnace, lined

rystalline

Warden& Dui, solo,
.
Mem. Faith tl
kremersile. .Ars unstable ruby-red mirwral.

(:abo 11,I1*. Calif

kzeusserite. One of the gold telluride group
of minerals. (Au.Ag)Tes; corresponds to
the LIMe general formula as sylvanite and
calaverite. Silver-white to pale yellow color. Specific eravity, 8.35. round in Colorado; Rornana. CCD 6d, 1961.
Kressmer's ratio. A ratio irlaimed by H. Kreuger to be a criterion of the frost resistance
of clay building bricks:, it is the ratio of the
percentage of water absorption after 4
days' immersion in cold water o the total
water absorption calculated from the specific gravity. Dodd.
Kreutzer roof. A design for a furnace roof,
particularly for open-hearth steel furnaces.
Its feature is the system of transverse and

longitudinal ribs, which divide the exterior of the roof into boxlike compartments.
The design was patented by C. Kreu..-er
in Germany in 1948. Dodd.

kriberete. Hydrated phosphate and sulphate
of aluminum, 2A)101.2(Ps01,S(/).5H2O,
as white chalklike masses from Kristineberg mine, Vasterbotten, Sweden. Named
from locality. Spencer 17, M.M., 1946.
kroehnkite. An azure-blue mineral with
the formula CuO.Na,0.2S0s2Hs0; monoclinic. Larsen, p. 163.

Krolinke process. The treatment of silver
ores

preparatory

to amalgamation,

by

humid chl-iridization with copper dichloride. Fay.
krokodytb; krokolite. Old terms for crocidolite used in the Cape field. Sinclair, W. E.,
P. 484.

process for producing titanium
sponge. Purified titanium tetrachloride is

Kroll

reduced to the metallic state with magnesium in an inert atmosphere of helium or
argon. BuMines Bull. 619, 1964, p. 206.

Krupp ball mill. An ore pulverizer in which

the grinding is done by chilled iron cr

steel balls of various sizes moving against
each other and the die ring, composed of
five perforated spiral plates, each of which
overlaps the next. The plates form steps

t# 14

is reduced into a sponge and then convertril into low-carbsin metallic grain.

with iton oxides. Iron ore may also be
added, and the bath is Agitated by ro.stion

for 5 to 8 minutes only. Set sho Bell's

d-phosphoriaing process. Fay.
kryocoake. Synonym for cryoconste. A.G.1.

Kryptol haw*. The term used to the Continent and in Russia for a granular-carbon
resistance furnace; the name derives from
the German company, Kryptol Gesellschah, that originally supplied the carbon
granules. Dodd.
kryptomert. Synonym for cryptotnere. A.G.!.

krypton. An inert, monatomic (Kr), the

gaseous element of the argon group, constituting about one-millionth by volume of
the atmosphere, from which it is obtained
by liquefaction; zerovalent; colorless; and
odorless. Used in certain gas-filled elec-

tric lamps. Symbol, Kr; atomic number,
36; atomic weight, 83.80; melting point,
- 156.6' C; boiling point, - 152.30'± 0°
C; density of gas, 3.733 grams per liter
(at 0 C); specific gravity of liquiti, 2.155

(at -152.9' C); and soluble in water.
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kalseeelle. A variety of ml shale of Ordositi11415 ace found in Estonia. USSR Tom4essif 1914
nepheline- tie leurite-beacing trA-

chydolente in whIth Pa.trshictode is Ma
doinirisnt milk mineral, varieties in which

oratoriose cannot be recognised resemtle
t-phrite. Hansel. 1928.
kullabe. A porphyritie dike rock containing.
red phenocrysts of plagiocLue and micro-

cline in an ophitie eroundmass of oligo-

cUse andesine. orthoclase. augite, and 4janornagnetite: from gullets, Sweden.
Webster 24.
lam. See (-Wm.

kaudaile. A variety of grahamite from Es-

tonia. U.SS.R. Distinguished by the brown

color of its powder anii its greater solubility in turpentine and chloroform. English: Tomkeetjf, 1954.

Kouguriats. Middle Permian. A.G.I. Supp.
Wisher. A vernacular Indian term for stone,
now restriited to concretionary masses of
calcium carbonate occurring in alluvium.
Also, applied to the red and variegated

claylike deposits of Laterite in Ceylon. Set
also kankar. C.T.D.
kuazite. A lilac-colored or pink spodumene.
Used as a gem. Sanford.
kuptentickel. Ger. Niccolite. Standard, 1964.

kupferschkier. Ger. A dark-colored shale
worked for copper in Germany. Standard,

184.

1964.
kupletskite; kouplebalte. A variety of astrophyllite rich in manganese with 27.65 percent MnO, in pegmatite from Kola penin-

ture of the earth, in any and all of its
forms, including glacier ice; as, krystic
geology. Standard, 1964.

Kurlbaum method. A method for the detamination of flame temperature by means
of an owical pyrometer. Dodd.
kuroakovite; kurnakowit. A mineral, 2MgO.

Fay; C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. 8-117; B-

krystic. In geology, pertaining to or treating of the subject of ice as a surface fea-

kryzhanovskite. A monoclinic mineral, Mn-

Fe,"'(P042(OH)s.}120, of the dufrenite
group. Compare frondelitc; laubmannitc;

rockbridgeite. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
ksimoglyph. Drag mark. Pettijohn.
kt Abbreviation for carat. Webster 3d.
K.T.A.M. auger tube. Synonym for K.T.A.M.
double-tube auger. Long.
K.T.A.M. double-tube auger. A double-tube
soil sampling device designed to be ro-

tated by hand to obtain soil samples from
relatively shallow depths. The inner tube
is a swivel type, and its cutting end leads

sula, U.S.S.R. Spencer 21, M.M., :958.

313103.13H20, found in dense white amitregates; occurs as irregular lenses in szaibe-

lyite (ascharite), at the Inder borate deposits; a member of the hexaborate group,

and similar in composition to inyoite and
inderite; probably monoclinic. American
Mineralogist, a. 26, No. 4, April 1941, p.
293.
kuroko. In Japan, black ore. The kuroko deposits consist

of intimately mixed zinc-

blende, galena, and barite, associated (in

places) with large masses of pyrite and

gypsum. Hess.
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rock, intermediate in mineral composition between typical teschenite and picrite,

containing less feldspar than the latter,
but more than the former. Named from the
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ar.orrto

Zimmerman. p. 166.

tum number. Zimmerman, p. 163.
a.

Abbreviated prefix meaning levo-i le-

vorotatory; or
levorotary (sometimes
spelled laevo-; laevorotatory; and laevoro-

tan?). Usually peinted in italic followed
bv a hyphen; for example, 1-tartaric acid

clockwise) optical rotation (lavorotatory

chloride to prevent decay. Crispin.
kyanizIng. Wood preservation by impregnation with mercuric chloride. Pryor, 3.
'Cyan's proem. A preservative method of impregnating timber with bichloride of mercury. Crispin.
kyllte. A medium- to coarse-grained gabbroic

ill

44.4.

waves. respecti.sly A.0 1. r. Symbol for

kyanite; cyanile; diathene. A natural silicate

kyanize. To impregnate wood with mercuric

14.11.

110044811

Neen derlyell from the C-rnian QuerwrIlen
meaning transverse waves. and I. for
R.svleisth waves, The symbols Q and R ao.
and 114, and
preferred to the symbols

(levorotatory tartaric acid). Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp.

17.

1

IOW

r. Symbol for length., kngth of path
of heat Stow , length of vibrating ston4,
rod, or tube Handbook of Chemurry end

and kxu. Bureau of Mines Staff : Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964.
pp. E-74, F-63; NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

lina. Used for refractory purposes, especially in spark plugs and other highly refractory porcelains. CCD, 6d, 1961; Dana,

Inman 4*4481801,44

their long periods from the orel-oinery

6..1.

Symhol for ono of the M,lI,r mleses,
(1, 1, II ioneirtwess, p. 118. b. Symbol
for latent he.st per !ir4m. Zoonseresas. p.

a.

scored i, the symbol for mean free pata of
molecuks. Zimmerman. pp. 156. 169. a.
With subscript, the symbol for equivI,Ient
ionic conductance. Zimmerman, p. 171.
h. Symbol for azimuthal cc orbital quan-

kX risk. Xray data are commonly expressed

i

, whether Love 4,44r4
Itvelenth to.tvee
Venan4 wa* flertv .11 Irian lon4 in the tr, III
king Waves on ;.,srlv P4Ifth4g444144 rat ori1s.
The stirtsce 804484 amt., .littingoishest by

Abhreviation for

97. f. Sy.nbol for free path and when over-

anorthoclase enclosing nepheline. Hem.

in Massachusetts. Connecticut, North Carolina, Georgia, Virginia, and South Caro-

1444

that is 4 prOtote deltiatta t mot t4el t' I Oa
to sort 44- * atave without ospe41 to Ivor

thew wAves are called Q-wayes and R

roil: windinc of a transformer. Zonmsr-

laelf(lrotArY.

kw Abbresiation for kilowatt. BaMin Style
Guide. a. 6n
kw ke Abbreviation for kilowatt-hour. luMin

of aluminum. AllSiOs, found in metamorphic rocks. Triclinic; specific gravity, 3.56
to 3.66; Mohs' hardness, 5-7; luster, vitreous to pearly; color, blue, white, gray,
or green. Occurs in Switzerland; Austria;
France. In the United States, it is found

Pt/

'ally

e. Symbol for levt,'.
See U. IIandbos.* of Chemistry
ond Phylics. 45th ed., 1964. pp. C-74. F-

tite and magnetite. oliine. kpidomelane,
and berkevikite, also a minor amount of

knock. A packsack to be swung on either
side of a packsaddle. Webster, 3d.

.4 14

p.

Pkylict. 45th ed 1964. p. F-11:10; Zimmerman, pp. 157. 158. d. Symbol for distAncr.

10041111a. A rock containing considerable apa-

1,000 X units and nearly equals 1 angstrom. One kX unit equals 1.00202 angstroms. or more accurately, 1.00202
0.00003 angstroms. Abbreviations. kXU

.

heolotallMen toe t.44111,64k1. longtoole W ob.

170

hear Altbrrytation for re.ictisr kilovolt amStyle Grids, p. 61.
pere.

1

r8444441

Abbrevtetion for lotigth.

lightning. Zsmenomken. p.

MI

in kX units, in which k stands for kilo
or 1,000. Therefore.
kX unit equals

i.
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C-74, F-97; Webster 3d. b. Abbreviated

prefix which generally, and according to
convention, refers to sinistral

(counter-

or levorotary, sometimes spelled laevorcta-

tory and laevorotary), but which is sometimes used to refer to sinistral molecular
configuration, for which the italic capital

letter L followed by a hyphen, or the

small roman capital x. followed by a hyphen, is ordinarily reserved. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

pp. C-74, 97; Webster 3d. c. Lowercase

1- means levorotatory (sometimes spelled

laevorotatory) or levorotary (sometimes
spelled laevorotary), but the symbolic

prefix (-)- is preferred. See also d-; L-.
CCD 6d, 1961, p. 332; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

F-97; Webster 3d.
L a. Abbreviation for liter. Zimmerman, p.
206. b. Abbreviation for lambert. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 60. c. Abbreviation for

lumen. Zimmerman, p. 206. d. Symbol

for inductance in henry's. Zimmerman, p.
57. e. Abbreviation for liquid. As a subscript, the symbol for liquid. Zimmerman,
pp. 63, 172. f. Symbol for liquid rate in

625

man, pp 119, 231

Symbol for drizzle.

Zintrnerrodn. p. .79.

L

a.

Svmbot for inductance in henry's.

Zimmerman. p. 239. b. Symbol for selfinductance. Zimmerman, p. 259. c. As a
subscript, the symbol far liquid. Zimmerman, p. 168. d. Symbol for liquid rate in
distillation. Zimmerman. p, 148. e. Symbol for mats velocity of liquid. Zimmer-

man, p. 147. f. Symbol for latent hent per
mole. Zimmerno.n. p. 170. g. Symbol for
length; length along streambed; length of
path of heat flow. Zimmerman. pp. 146,
157, 186, h. Symbol for relative heat content. Zimmerman, p. 157. i. Symbol for
levo-; sometimes spelled laevo, See L.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. C-74. j. Symbol for solubility
product. Zimmerman, p. 170. k. Symbol

for kinetic potential or the Lagrange (or
Langrangian) function. Zimmerman, pp.

158, 162.1. Symbol for total azimuthal or

orbital quantum number. Zimmerman, p.

163. m. Symbol for lift. Zimmerman,

p.

366.

L- u. Symbol for the abbreviated prefix levo(sometimes spelled laevo-) meaning sinis-

tral, or on, or toward, the left. Having a
similar configuration at a selected asymmetric carbon atom in an optically active
molecule to the configuration of levorotatory glyceraldehyde (L-glyceraldehyde).
Printed in italic, as L, followed by a hy-

phen; for example, L-fructose, or as a
small roman capital t; followed by a hyphen; for example, t-fructose. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. C-74; Webster 3d-. b. A prefix signifying the stereoisomeric form of an organic
substance. It means that the substance has

been correlated with the structure of Lglyceraldehyde. However, for amino acids,
L- (or its opposite, D-) refers to the con-
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ments in sediments and sedimentary rocks.

A.G I. Sapp.

labile protobitumeas. Easily decomposable

plant and animal products such as fats
and oils or proteins that are found in
peat and sapmpels. Tomskeieff. 1954.
labile region. The temperature region in
which the generation of crystals is rapid.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

labile sandstone. Sandstone containing more
than 25 percent of nonquarts material not
including matrix and cement; synonym for
subgraywacke. A.G.I. Sepp.

lability. The property of bituminous emulsions, relating to the ease with which they

s., mit p*mor 14440 ,41,44.1114144141.41
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serve it. D o
labor kliffMren. e rata. of the new men

r

44

ae a mine to the average total
number on the book, &mow the year Ae

taken on

considerably higher Notion.

centrifugal pump containing a trap which
always ensures sufficient water for the

and improvements. In Australia, claims
have continuous labor, or are .manned

throughout the year, von Berneuntc.
labor and improvements. Labor performed or

improvements made for development in
such manner as to facilitate the extraction
of the metals, though such labor and improvements may not be on the particular
location itself. Fay.

Laboratory. In the iron and steel industry,
the space between the fire and flue bridges

of a reverberatory furnace in which the

work is performed. Also called kitchen and
hearth. Fay.
laboratory furnace. Small furnaces of many

designs used in laboratories for bench-

scale experimental work. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

laboratory moisture sample. In coal sam-
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teem omegas nicks. Eng Linos cut, with the
plum of pork on sln-Yenudes. Foy
lawyer!. Deirriptive of mineral dopoults
with small veins or storkworks intersperud
through barren rock /Proc. 1
sr other material
loselhas. . The timber
placed behind and around the main supports. See also lagging Nel,ost. h Eng.
Timbers placed across the tops of thin or
cape to secure the tont between the timbers; from the North Staffordshire coal-

r minute

to prop. Also called bracing; stringing
piece. SMRB. Paper No. 61. e. Small

foot head and 500 gallons

,

against a 100-foot head. Lewis, p. 655.
labredito. A granular rock composed almost
entirely of labradorite. Holmes, 1928.
labradophyric. In geology, of porphyritic
texture, with Libradorite phenocrysts.
Standerd, 1964.
labradorestence. A

inclusions. C.M.D.
Labrador feldspar stone. Same as labradorite.

quicksilver mine. Standard, 1964. b. Sp.
A Mexican land measure. Standard, 1964.
c. The annual assessment work required on
claims calls for a hundred dollars of labor

oho *dr% 41111444 %wen 04.11w414,1444441
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field. Also called lagging. Fay. c. Strips

too remove the entrained air in the water.
This type of pump is made in Uses for 50
gallons per minute against a 60-foot head
to 350 gallons per minute against a 125-

mine from which ore is being or has been
a

,00u

pump to function, and also a separator

break when put into use. Labile emulsions
are quick breaking. Nelson.

extracted; a working, as a labor in

444.41 h

may he f4014.14 44AV te04444

brilliant change of color
caused in some stones, for example, labradorite, by the presence of minute enclosed crystalline plates or aligned ro,Ilike
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Standard, 1964.

!abrader hornblende. Same as hypersthene.
Standard, 1964.

labradorite. A lime-soda plagioclase feldspar, Alavio'ciia-AbioAnin; triclinic.

See

also

feldspar; o.00nstone. Sanford; Dana 17.
labradoridc. See labradophyric.
Labrador moonstone. A variety of labradorite. Specimens from the Malagasy Republk are translucent., yellowish-brown with
fine bluish adularescence. Shipley.
Labrador rock, Labradorite. Shipley.
Labrador spstr. Labradmite. Shipley.
Labrador stone. Labradorite. Shipley.
Labrador tea. Can. Shrub growing in barren
lands and muskegs. Hoffman.
labuntzovite; labuntsovite; labountsovite. A
hydrous titanosillcate, (K,Na,Ba,Ca,Mn)(Ti,Nb)Sis(0,0H)7.1/4H20, orthorhombic; from Kola peninsula, U.S.S.R. Origi-

nally described by A. N. Labuntzov as
titaniferous elpidite (titanoelpidite) but

now shown to contain only a trace of ZrOs

$26

or light bars of wrought iro.n bent over
at the ends and wedged between the bars
Eng. Wood placed
and the rnol Fay.
inside the sets of timber as a tie from prop

boards or patches that prevent dirt from

entering an excavation through spaces between sheeting or lagging planks. Nishob.
f. Bars placed diagonally to space . and
stiffen members, as in a built-up column.
Crispin.

lack clay. Ir. A thin pan under the moors.

Arkell.
LaCoste-Romberg gravimeter. A long-period
vertical seismograph suspended system

adapted to the measurement of gravity
differences. Setaitivity is achieved by adjusting the system to proximity to an instability configuration. A.G.I.

LaCour magnetometer. a. An instrument
for measuring the horizontal component
consisting of a small bar magnet suspended
horizontally at the end of a vertical quartz

fiber. The instrument balances the fiber
torque against the magnetic torque. A.G.I.

b. An instrument for measuring the vertical component in which the moving sys-

tem is similar to that used in a Schmidt
balance. An auxiliary magnet of known
moment is mounted vertically below the
moving system and is movable vertically
against a scale which is read when the
moving system has been restored to its null
position. A.G.I.

lacquer back. A transparent or translucent

stone, the pavilion of which has been covered with colored lacquer, cement, or similar material to change or intensify its
color. A glass imitation stone so treated is

an imitation lacquer back. Gemmologi-
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Ladd dread., asseal kat. A Mary hearth
kiln of A type introduced in 1541 by the
Engineering Company.
rotary-hearth kan. Dodd.

See
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oho

bdder. a. The rm which carries the tuno

Nen and bocket line of a dredge. Fey. h
Som. .A wooden slide wilts crossban on

which hutches (bones) run in steep seams.
Fay. c. A framework consisting of two
parallel, or roughly parallel. pests con-

nected by bars at regular intervals along

their length, thus providing a series of
steps which enable the ladder to be used

as an aid to climbing to different levels.
C.T.D. d. The continuous line of mud
buckets, carried on an oblique endless
chain. in a bucket ladder excavator or
dredger. C.T.D. e. The digging boom
assembly in a hydraulic dredge or chainand-buckets ditcher. Nichols. I. A horizontal support for glass tubing that is to be
cut into lengths. See also washboard. Dodd.

ladder-bucket dredge. See bucket-ladder
dredge. Bureau of Mines Staff.
ladder ditcher. Ail excavator that digs

ditches by means of a chain of traveling
buckets supported by a boom. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

ladder dredge. A dredge having buckets carried on a ladder chain. Fay.

ladder drilling. Arrangement used in largescale rock tunneling. Retractable drills
with pneumatic power legs are mounted
on prefabricated steel ladders in tiers, con-

nected into a holding frame or jumbo. As

many as 22 can be worked simultaneously
by a small labor force. Pryor, 3.
ladder kAie. Transverse fractures formed by
the cooling of an eruptive dike and which
have later become filled with ore. Fay.
ladderman. The man who works on the ropes
passing over the head of a pile frame; hc
is a member of the team which includes a
topman and a hammerman. See also pile
head. Ham.

ladder plan. A scheme introduced by the
National Coal Board of Great Britain in
1930 to provide for the part-time education of young mineworkers and to help
them to qualify as technicians, engineers,

i.44$

.1.

Far r the iioloh 4 4
+111

floor to receive the drainage P.
ladies. Building slates, else lh by 11 inch,.
In glagernalina,

orific

through which melted glass is ladled or
taken out by a cuvette. Standord. 1964
II-adioba. tipper Middle Triassic. A.G./.
Stipp.

Sadie. a. in smelter or foundry, steel holding

vessel used in transfer and transpor. of
molten metal, matte, or slag. Pryor. I. h.
A long-handled. cup-shaped tool for
ladling glass out of or from one spot to
another. Also used for filling open pots.
ASTM C162-66 c. In glassmaking, a
cuvette. Standard, 1964.
ladle addition. In foundry work, addition of
special metals (for example, granulated
nickel) or compounds (for example ferrosilicon) to molten iron in ladle to Produce
special qualities in castings. Pryor, 3.
ladle brick. Fire clay brick suitable for lining
ladks used to contain
ACSG, 1963.
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be. a A flattish piece sit wood or other material to wedgy, the timber oe steel ...pacing

against the ground and to secure the ar-a
between the supports. See else lid; wedge.

Nelioe. b T. protect a shaft or level horn
falling rock by lining it with timber (lagC.T D. r. Time required for ch.culation liquid to travel downward from

the drill pump through the drill string

to the bit or upward from the bottom of
the borehole to the collar. Long. d. The
lapse of time between the occurrence of
in event or condition and its detection on a
recording device. Long. e. ro place planks,
slabs, or small timbers over horizontal, or

behind upright, members of the mine
timber sets to form a ceiling or wall.
Long. 1. "o provide or cover with lags; as,

to lag a boiler with a nonconductor; to
lag timbers in a mine. Standard, 1964.
See also lags; lagging. Fay. g. Delay in one
action following another. Nichols. h. To

ladle chaser. A man who distributes hot

ie,stall lagging, or increase the diameter of

skulling of ladles and delay at the mill.

retardation of one phenomenon with respect to another phenomenon to which it is

Fay.

cal effect behind .ts cause or of the re-

metal in ladles to difrerent operations to
keep the hot-metal crew busy to prevent

ladle craneman. In the iron and steel industry,
one who places ladles under the tapholes

of furnaces and holds them in position

while the metal is poured into them. Also
called charging floor crane operator; ladle
crane operator; steel charger. D.O.T. 1.
ladle engineer. In the iron and steel industry,
one who transports ladles of hot molten
metal between furnaces. D.O.T. 1.
ladle filler. In metallurgy, one who transfers

molten metal from the furnace into a
ladle, and skims and fluxes metal preparatory to casting. D.O.T. Supp.

ladle furnace. A small furnace for calcining
or melting substances in a ladle. Standard,
1964.
ladle houseman. See ladle liner. Fay.

ladle liner. In ore dressing, smelting, and

refining, one who repairs and relines pouring ladles used to transport molten metals,
such as iron, steel, and copper. Also called

a drum. Nichols. i. A falling behind or

closely related; especially delay of a physi-

sponse of an indicating instrument behind
the changed condition it registers. Webster

3d. j. In flotation, any retardation of an
output with respect to the casual input.
Fuernenau, p. 545.

lags; lages. Braz. Loose masses of thin,

flaggy rocks, considered as an indication
of manganese ore near the surface. Fay.
lag bolt. See lag screw. Fay.
lagerart. In German mining terminology, the
worthless syngenetic minerals accompany-

ing the ore substance in sedimentary ore
deposits. Schieferdecker.
lagergestein. In German mining terminology,

the enclosed pieces of older rocks in a
sedimentary ore deposit. Schieferdecker.

lag fault. A normal fault having a high

angle of hade. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.
laggan stone. Rocking stones; great weatherworn masses of rock so nicely balanced on

laggan stone

621

Lake Superior fire agate

a small basis that they rock with the application of a slight force. A.C.I.
lagging. a. To secure the roof and sides
behind the main timber or steel supports
with short lengths of timber, sheet steel,
or concrete slabs. Lagging wedges and
secures the supports against the rock and
provides early resistance to pressure. If
concrete slabs are used, they are made in
lengths to fit between the arch webs. The
lagging behind steel arches in tunnels
may be pyrolith-treated, fire-resisting
boards. Also called lacing. Nelson. b.
Pieces of timber about 4 feet 6 by 6 by 2
inches with one end sharpened or beveled
to give the lath an upward trend when
being driven into the roof gravels. A number of laths driven into the roof form a
protective shield for the miners working
in the face. Sometimes called laths. Engineering and Mining J., v. 139, No. 4,

lagoon. a. A marsh, shallow pond, or lake,
especially one into which the sea flows.
Fay. b. A depression in the high, grasscovered tablelands of the western Cordilleras of the United States. typically without outlet, but not, like kettle holes, in
glacial deposits. Standard, 1964. c. The
basin of an Italian hot spring. Standard,

lag time. The total time between the initial
application of current and the rupture of
the circuit within the detonator. B.S.

April 1938, p. 55. c. In shafts,

planks,

usually 2 inches, placed on the outside of
sets. Coeur D'Alene lagging has 2- by
2-inch cleats nailed to the top and bottom
of the wall and end plates about 2 inches
back from the outer edge. The lagging
is then cut to fit between the plates and is

placed against the cleats and flush with
the plates on the outside. Lewis, p. 48. d.

Narrow boards, generally planed, placed
horizontally on the arch frames of a center. On this lagging the arch of masonry
is built. The term is also applied to poling
boards. Stauffer. e. Planks, slabs, or small
timbers placed over the caps or behind
the posts of the timbering, not to c-trry the
main weight, but to form a ceiling or a
wall, preventing fragments or rock from
falling through. Fay. f. Heavy planks
or timbers used to support the roof of a
mine, or for floors of working places, and
for the accumulation of rock and earth in
a stope. Fay. g. Long pieces of timbers
closely fitted together and fastened to the
drum rings to form a surface for the rope
to wind on, Fay. h. The narrow strips
supporting an arch of masonry while in
construction. Standard, 1964. i. The sur-

face or contact area of a drum or

flat

pulley, especially a detachable surface or
one of sprlal composition. Nichols. j.

Boards fastened to the back of a

shovel

for blast protection. Nichols. k. Covering
on boilers, tazics, and pipes used to provid^ thermal insulation. Pryor, 3. 1. See
lag. C.T.D. m. Material applied to pulleys
to increase traction between the pulley

and belt and to decrease wear on both.

Bureau of Mines Staff.
lagging bar. Ste roof stringer. Kentucky, p.
141.

lag gravel. Introduced by Udden for residual

accumulations of coarser particles from
which the finer material had been blown
away; similar to desert pavement, but

more restricted in its implications as to the
extent and continuity of the accumulation. See also desert pavement; pebble
armor. A.G.I.
lag (lagged liner). A metal plate with raised
areas, to be inserted in the bottom, of
shaker conveyor troughs and held in place

by spot welding. The raised areas assist
coal travel on steep grades or under wet
conditions, Jones.

lag

machine. A machine for fashioning

wooden lags or lagging. Standard, 1964.
lag of ignition. The time which elapses during the preflame period. Sinclair, I, p. 239.

1964.

lagoonal. Quiet shallow water environment
back of a reef barrier or an offshore sandbar with distinctive organisms and sedi-

mentary conditions. Wheeler.
lagoonal deposition. The accumulation of
sediment in a shallow arm of the sea,
which is cut off from the outer ocean by
a barrier which prevents free communica-

tion, The strata formed under such conditions constitute a lagoon phase. Exam-

ples in the stratigraphical column occur in
the Lower Carboniferous and in the
Rhaetic series. C.T.D.
lagoon cliff. See lagoon slope. Schielerdecker.
lagoon floor. The undulating to nearly level

Paor of the lagoon which is encircled by
the lagoon slope, or by the peripheral reef
where lagoon slope or lagoon shelf is missing. Schieferdecker.

lagoon margin. The lagoonward margin of
the lagoon shelf, or of the reef flat along
those parts of the peripheral reef that
lack islands, At most places the lagoon

margin of the peripheral reef is less sharp-

ly defined than the seaward reef edge.
Schieferdecker.

lagoon moat. A lagoon formed by a barrier
reef encircling an island. Schieferdecker.

lagoon shelf. That part of the peripheral
reef which borders the lagoon side of a

reef island, or the sand-covered, lagoonward sloping shelf that is commonly found
where sedimentation conspicuously exceeds
organic growth in this area. Schieferdecker.

lagoon shoal. Shallow portion of the lagoon
in which corals still flourish. Schieferdecker.

lagoon slope; lagoon cliff. The border zone
of the lagoon that slopes steeply downward from the lagoon margin to the lagoon
floor. Schieferdecker.

lagoon type of coast. A coast showing one
or more lagoons. Schieferdecker.

lagoonward rhe. The elevated lagoonward
margin of reef islands, haracteristically
consisting of dune sand, and broader and
low -r than the seaward rise. Schieferdecker.

lagos salt. A light, dry, flocculent salt made

in England for the West African trade;

made by grinding bar salt. Kaufmann.
Lagrangian method of cumnt measurement.
This method of current measurement plots
the trajectory of the water parcel in time
and space by tracking a drifting object;
drift bottle methods. Hy.
lagre. Fr. In sheet glass manufacture, a sheet
of perfectly smooth glass, interposed between the flattening stone and the clyinder
that is to be flattened. Standard, 1964.
lass, Eng. Long pieces of timber closely fitted

together and fastened to oak curbs or
rings forming part of a drum used in
sinking through quicksand or soft grourd.
Fay.

lag screw. a. A square-hcaded, heavy wood
screw. It must be tightened down with a
wrench as its head is not slotted. Crispin.
b. A fiat-headed machine screw by which

to fasten wood lagging, as on a curved
surface. Staldard, 1964.
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3618, 1964, sec. 6.

!Aar. A mudflow of volcanic material; ash
and coarser products mixed with water.
There are rain lahars, the rain being
either the condensation of volcanic vapors

or ordinary rain, and crater lake lahars,

the result of the overflow and evacuation

of crater lakes, and lahars due to

the

plunging of a nuce ardente into a river,
a snowfield, or the sea. Challinor.
laid out, Newc. When a car or tub contains
an excess of small coal or stones, it is
forfeited, or laid out by the miner. Fay.

laigh. Scot. Low as laigh doors; laigh lilt;
laigh side; laigh level. Fay.
lair. Clay; mud; mire. Arkell.
!aired. Eng, Choked with mud. Fay.
laitakarite. A rhombohedral mineral, BiSe,S,
isostructural with joscite; from Orijary:.,
Finland, Hey, M.M., 1961,
laitance. The layer of water sometimes

formed on the upper surface of freshly

placed concrete as a result of the aggregate
settling by sedimentation. See also bleeding. Dodd.
!aja. Sp. Shale, including bituminous shale.
Hess.

lakarpite. A phz.nerocrystalline rock composed of microcline, oligoclase, and sodaamphibole; aegirine or rosenbuschite may

also be p.esent; found at Korra
Sweden, Holmes, 1928.

lake. a. An inland body of water or natural
encicsed basin serving to drain the surrounding country, generally of considerable size and connected with the sea by
a stream formed from its overflow. Stand-

ard, 1964. b. A pigment formed by absorbing animal, vegetable, or coal-tar coloring
matter, from an aqueous solution by means
of metallic bases. Fay.
lake asphalt. See Lake pitch. Tomkeieff,
1954.

lake balls. Natural felt balls found in shallow

waters of some lakes. Also called hair

balls; water-rolled weed balls; burr balls.
See also sea balls. Pettijohn.
lake-bed placers. In Alaska, placers accumulated

in the beds of present or ancient

lakes; generally formed by landslides or
glacial damming. Fay.
Lake copper. Copper produced from the
Lake Superior ores in which the metal
occurs native and is of high purity. Before
modern methods of refining were developed, this was the purest copper produced.
C.T.D.

Lake George diamond. Colorless, doubly
terminated quartz crystal from Herkimer
County, N.Y. ShiPley.
lake marl; bog lime. A fine calcareous deposit
from plants in lakes. Nelson.

lake ore. See bog iron ore. Fay.
lake peat. Same as sedimentary peat. Tomkeieff, 1954.

lake pitch. Asphalt from the Pitch Lake,
Trinidad. It is richer than the land pitch

in bituminous matter; soluble in petroleum
spirit. Fay.
Lake Superior agate. a. Any agate from the
Lake Superior region. Shipley. b. An in-

correct namt for thomsonite from the

same region which is marked or banded
as is agate. Shipley.

Lake Superior fire agate. A glass imitation of
opal. Shipley.

Lake Superior greenstone
Like

Superior greenstone.

Chlorastrolite.

Shipley.

lakmaite. A compact, dark green to black
igneous rock with small feldspar phenocrysts in a glassy groundmass. It is between basalt and indesite in character.
Hess.
lam; lamb. War. A kind of fire clay. Fay.

lama. a. Mex. Literally, slime. The argentiferous mud which is treated by any amal-

gamation process; sometimes applied to
tailings. Mud in a vein. Fay. b. Mex.
Moist clay used by miners for stocking
candles to their hats. Fay.

lamb. See lam. Fay.
lamb and slack. Can. Refuse coal. Fay.

lamber; lambre; lambur; lawmbyr; ambyr.
Old English names for amber still preserved in dialect and vernacular. Tomkeieff, 1954.

are straight and are parallel to the channel walls. See also lamellar flow. A.G.1.

thin layers. Such rocks are said to be laminated or to possess a laminated structure.

nonturbulent movement of a body of air
when each particle travels parallel to the

laminations. a. Of rocks, bedding in layers
less than one-fourth inch thick; formation
with thin layers which vary in grain or
composition. Pryor, 3. b. Metal defects
with separation or weakness generally
alined parallel to the worked surface of
the metal. They may be the result of pipe,
blisters, scams, inclusions, or segregation
elongated and made directional by working. Lamination defects may also occur in
metal powder compacts. ASM Gloss. c.

c. Laminar or streamline flow is the smooth

sides of the confining airway. Spalding.
laminada. Kelp brown sea plants. A source
for active carbon. E.C.T., v. 12, pp. 116

and 2,887.
laminar velocity. That velocity below which,
in a particular conduit, laminar flow will

always exist, and above which the flow
may be either laminar or turbulent, de-

pending on circumstances. Seelye, 1. Also
known as lower critical velocity.
laminary flow. See laminar flow.

laminate. a. A material in sheet form consisting of several different layers united
by a ceramic bond. Ceramic laminates
have been made to provide lightweight

Lambert's Law. See translucency. Dodd.
lambiotte process. A continuous carboniza-

heat insulation. Refractory laminates have

E.C.T., v. 15, p. 95.
lambre. See lamber. Tomkeiell, 1954.
lambskin. A Wales term for anthracite coal
of inferior quality; eulm. Fay.
Lambton flight. See flight loader. Nelson.
lambur. See lamber. Tomkeiell, 1954.

consist of a silicon carbide core with outer

tion process employed originally in Europe.

lame. Earthenware; a potsherd. Variation
of loam..Fay.

lamella. One of the layers of a cell wall.

A.G.I.
lamellar. Composed of thin layers, plates,
scales, or lamellae; disposed in layers like
the leaves of a book. Standard, 1964.
lamellar flow. Movement of liquid whereby
successive layers glide over one another
like cards in a sheared pack of playing
cards. Compare turbulent flow. A.G.I.
lamella roof. A vault of large span built up
with short structural members of timber

or pressed steel, joined together in dia-

mond pattern by bolting or other suitable
connections. This system, which is a type
of stressed-skin construction, was ratented
in 1925 by a German engineer. Ham.
lamellar pyrites. Another name for marcasite.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

lamellar stellate. In mineralogy, having or
consisting of lamellae arranged in groups
resembling stars. Standard, 1964.

lamelha twinning structure. A structure
showing twinning parallel to crystal planes
within grains or crystals. Schieferdecker.
lame-skirling. Newc. Widening a passage by
cutting coal from the side of it. Also called
skipping; slicing. Fay.

laminable. Capable of being rolled or hammered into thin sheets; as, gold is the
most laminable metal. Standard, 1964.
laminae. The thinnest separable layers or
sheets in ttratified rocks, whether original
planes of deposition, parallel or oblique,
to the general stratification, or in rarer
usage, planes of cleavage transverse to
stratification. Standard, 1964.
laminar corrugations. See intraformational
corrugation. Pettijohn.

laminar flow. a. That type of flow in which
the stream lines (or stream surfaces) re-

main distinct from one another (except
for molecular mixing) over their entire
kngth. Under laminar flow the head loss
is proportional to the first power of the

velocity. It is typical of ground-water move-

ment under most conditions. A.G.1. b. A
flow of current without turbulence. A
smooth flow at relatively slow vdocity in
which the fluid elements follow paths that

lampan
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been used as bats on which to fire electroceramics and ferrites; these laminates

layers of alumina or mullite. Dodd. b.
A composite metal, usually in the form
of sheet or bar, composed of two or more
metal layers so bonded that the composite

metal forms a structural member. ASM
Gloss. c. To form a metallic product of
two or more bonded layers. ASM Gloss.
laminated. In thin parallel layers. Nichols.
laminated clay. A type of clay exhibiting

lamination (that is, very fine stratification) ; characteristic of accumulation under
lacustrine conditions. C.T.D.
laminated coal. a. Thinly bedded coal. Torn-

keiell, 1954. b. Same as dysodile. Tomkeiell, 1954.

laminated glass. See laminated safety glass;
safety glass. ASTM C162-66.
laminated glass pressman. One who operates
a press that completes the binding of two
plates of glass. D.O.T. 1.

laminated iron. Iron in the form of thin
sheets; used as cores of transformers, etc.
The losses due to eddy currents with lam-

inated iron cores ore lower when compared with Polid cores. Nelson.

laminated quartz. Vein quartz characterized
by slabs or films of other material. Laminated quartz is a general term including
book and ribbon structure. A.G.1.
laminated safety glass. Two or more pieces
of glass held together by an intervening
layer or layers of plastic materials. It will
crack and break under sufficient impact,
but the pieces of glass tend to adhere to
the plastic and not to fly. If a hole is produced, the edges arc likely to be less jagged than would be the case with ordinary
glass. See also safety glass. ACSG, 1963.

laminating machine. A set of rolls or any
apparatus for making thin plates of metal,

as for rolling gold, preliminary to beating. Standard, 1964.
laminating roller. The adjustable roller in a
rolling mill whereby the thickness of rolled
metal sheets is regulated. Standard, 1964.

Nelson.

Planes or contours of weakness in a molded
or extruded ceramic shape, which may develop during the forming process. Bureau
of Mines Staff. d. In construction of electromagnets for alternating current, reduc-

tion of eddy glow by means of laminar

poles or cores. Pryor, 3.
Laming process. The removal of carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide from coal gas
by passing it through a bed of lime, sawdust, or cinders, and ferric hydroxide.
Standard, 1964.

lamings. a. Partings in coal seams. Arkell.
b. N. of Eng A collier's term for accidents
of almost every description to men and
bors working in and about the mines. A
variation of lame to cripple or disable.
Fay.

laminite.

Suggested by Knopf to replace

rhythinite, in order to avoid positive implication of perfect periodicity in recurrence
of laminae. A.G.J.
lammie. A brick swelled out of shape in the
kiln. Standard, 1964.

Lamotte comparator. A pH meter of a type
recommended by the United States Porcelain Enamel Institute for use in the determination of the acidity or alkalinity of
pickling solutions. Dodd.

lamp. a. Any device employing a flame, incandescent wire, or the like, for furnish.
ing an artificial light, or a similar device
for heating, as in laboratory use. Standard,
1964. See also safety lamp. Fay. b. Among
the specially developed sources of artificial

light are the arc lamp, with electric cl:scharge between two electrodes; the filament, in which current passes through
resistant wire protected by vacuum or inert

gas, and heats it to incandescence; the

fluorescent, in which the interior of a tube
or globe is coated with powder which
fluores:es under the influence of ultraviolet
radiatIon; the mercury, in which mercury
vaporized in a high-vacuum tube conducts
a current between electrodes and gives
strong ultraviolet emission, the container
being of quartz; the Nernst, with a metal

oxide filament; and the spectrum lamp
which has a nonluminous flame (used in
spectrography). Pryor, 3. c. A small handheld electrical device that produces intense

ultraviolet radiation. Long. d. The use of

an electrical lamplike device producing intense ultraviokt radiations to examine visually drill cores or rock specimens for the
presence and/or abundance of fluorescent

lamination. a. Stratification on a fine scale,
each thin stratum, or lamina, being a small
fraction of an inch in thickness. Typically,
exhibited by shales and fine-grained sandstones. C.T.D. b. The layering or bedding
less than 1 centimenter in thickness in a
sedimentary rock. A.G.1. c. The more or
less distinct alternation of material, which

lampadite. Hydrated oxide of manganese and

or composition. A.G.1, u. Some rocks, such
as shales, can commonly be split into

lampan. a. A Malayan term for an opencut
hillside mine in which running water is

differs one from the other in grain size

minerals, such as scheelite, autunite, and
petroleum. Long.

coper; the name is often used for all hydrous oxides of manganese containing cop-

per, and regarded as a variety of wad.
Hey 2d, 1955.

lampan
used to remove the ore. Fay. b. A Malayan
term for ground sluicing. Hess.
Lampasan. Upper lower Pennsylvanian.
A.G.I. Supp.

lampblack. A black or gray pigment made

by burning low-grade heavy oils or similar
carbonaceous materials with insufficient
air, and in a closed system so that that the
soot can be collected in settling chambers.
Properties are markedly different from car-

bon black. Used as a black pigment for
cements and ceramic ware, an ingredient
in liquid-air explosives, in lubricating compositions, and as a reagent in the cementa-

tion of steel. CCD 6d, 1961.
lamp-blown. Glassware shaped by means of
an oxy-gas or air-gas burner; glass tubing
or rod is the usual starting material. Dodd.
lamp cabin. a. Eng. A place above ground,
or underground near the pit bottom,
where the safety lamps are repaired,
cleaned, examined, lighted, and locked,

before being handed to the workmen in
cases where naked lights arc not allowed
to be taken from the bottom of a shaft.
Fay. b. See lamp room. B.S. 3618, 1965,
sec. 7.

lamp charging rack. Mine lamp charging

racks allow miners to store lamp units for
recharging after daily use. Racks can be
numbered to assure regularity. Connections allow batteries to be recharged while
in storage. Racks expedite traffic through
lamp house, assure lamps will be always
ready for use, and help prevent lamp burnout. Bests, p. 374.
lamp cleaner. See lampman. D.O.T. I.
lamp cup. A means for supporting a flame
safety lamp on a tripod to provide a sight
for surveying. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.
lamphole. A small shaft sunk over the center
of a sewer so that a lamp can be lowered
into it to facilitate inspection oI the sewer
from a manhole. Ham,
lamp house. See lamp cabin.
lamp-house man. See lainpman. D.O.T. 1.

lamping. In prospecting, use of a portable

ultra-violet lamp to reveal fluorescent minerals. Pryor, 3.
lamp keeper. See lampman. D.O.T. 1.
lampman. a. A person having responsibility
for cleaning, maintaining, and servicing of
miners' lamps. ASA C42.85, 1956. b. The
man in charge of the lamp room at a mine

and is responsible for the maintenance of
the safety lamps. Nelson. c. In mining,
one who cleans, tests, and repairs electric
lamps, used underground by miners. Also
called battery charger; lamp cleaner;
lamp-house man; lamp keeper; lamp repairer; safety-lamp keeper. D.O.T. 1.
lamp oil: See kerosine. CT.D.
lamp rack. A rack upon which electric caplamp batteries are placed to be charged.
Grove.

lamp repairer. See lampman. D.O.T. 1.
lamprobollte. To replace the names basaltic
hornblende, basaltine, and oxyhornblende

for the black, lustrous crystals of hornblende rich in ferric iron, with high re-,
fringence and by refringence and strong
pleochroism, of volcanic rock (not only
basalts). S pencer 16, M.M., 1943.

lamprolte. Volcanic or hypabyssal igneous
rocks, melanocratic end-members of syenites. Includes ovendite, madupite, verite,
wyomingite, leucite, phonolite, etc. Hess.
lamp room; lamp cabin. A room or building

at the surface of a mine, provided for

charging, servicing, and issuing all cap,
hand, and flame safety lamps held at the
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mine. B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7, See also

self-service system. Nelson.

lampropyllite. A platy titanium-bearing silicate, CaNa3Ti3Si3011(OH,F). Dana 17, pp.
413,603.

lamprophyre. A group name applied to dark
dike rocks in which dark minerals occur
both as phenocrysts and in the groundmass,
and light minerals occur only in the
groundmass. They differ from normal rocks

in which light and dark minerals occur
both as phenocrysts and in the groundmass. The essential constituents of lam-

prophyeres are biotite, hornblende, or pyroxene, or combinations of the three, and
feldspar or feldspathoids. Olivine is present in some varieties. Apatite, perovskite,
opaque oxides, and quartz are common accessories. Lamprophyres are commonly
highly altered and contain much chlorite

and calcite. They range in composition
from syenitic to gabbroic and are transitional into ultramafics with increasing dark

constituents. Usually they are rich in alkalies, especially potassium. A.G.I.

lamprophyric. In petrology, of fine-pained
granophysic texture and characterized by
phenocrysts of a dark silicate, such as biotite, hornblende, or augite. Fay.
lamproschist. A term given to metamorphosed lamprophyres with brown biotite
and green bornblendc.
lamps General service lamp bulbs are made
of soda lime glass in various styles of finish. For industrial use they are either clear,
pearl or diffused, or internally coated with

a thin coat of silica. The brightness of

elm: gas-filled lamps ranges from 2,500 to
4,400 candles per square inch depending

on the size of lamp, while that of the
pearl lamp is a maximum of 40 to 130
candles per square inch with a negligible
light loss. The brightness of the silica
coated lamp is about 20 candles per square
inch with a light loss of about 5 percent
as compared with thc clear bulb, Roberts,
t, p, 184.

lamp station. a. Fixed places in the intake
airway of a coal mine where the miners'
safety lamps are externally examined by a

deputy before the men proceed to their

working places. In a safety lamp mine, the
lamp station is the only place where flame
safety lamps may be opened and relighted.
See also cabin, Nelson. b. A place underground, appointed for the examination, by
an official, of safety lamps in use. B.S.
3618, 1965, sec. 7. c. Locations in gaseous
mines where safety lamps are opened,
cleaned, and refilled or charged by a quali-

fied attendant. Hudson. d. A lamp room.
Fay.

lamp testing. See trying a lamp. B.S. 3618,
1965, sec. 7.

lampworking. Forming glass articles from
tubing and cane by heating in a gas flame.
ASTM C162-66.

Lanarklan. A subdivision of the Coal Measuresbased mainly on plant fossils. It

represents in part the millstone grit of

South Wales; well developed in South
Scotland, where coal seams are present.
Nelson.

lanarkite. A very rare monoclinic sulfate of
lead, PbO.PbS0i, with anglesite and leadhillite (into which it easily alters) from
Leadhills, Lanarkshire, Scotland; white,
greenish

to gray; one perfect cleavage.

C.M.D.; Larsen, p. 207.

Lancashire boiler; fire tube boiler. A cylindrical steam boiler consisting in its

lander
simplest form of two longitudinal furnaces

or fire tubes fitted with internal grates at
the front. After leaving the tubes the hot
gases pass to the front along a bottom flue,

and return to the chimney along wing or
side flues. The Cornish and other relatively small boilers are of this general

type. Nelson.

Lancashire bord-and-pillar system. See bordand-pillar method. Fay,

Lancashire method. A method of working
moderately inclined coal seams. The first
stage consists in splitting a panel of coal
into pillars and as a second stage the pillars are extracted on the retreat by a longwall face. Nelson.

Lancaster mixer. Trade name; a countercurrent pan-type mixer. Dodd.

lance. In founding, particularly in casting
bombshells, an iron rod piercing through
the mold and the core, for holding the
latter firmly in place during the casting.
Standard, 1964.
lanchut. A short sluice used for cleaning tin
concentrate. Hess.

landng. Cutting along a line in the workpiece without producing a detached slug.
ASM Gloss.
land. a. The exposed part of the earth's surface, as distinguished from the submerged

part. Fay. b. The rural regions. Fay. c.

The plane surface between the furrows of
a millstone. Fay. d. Forest of Dean. Rising
in the direction of the surface or outcrop-

ping. Workings to the rise of a drainage
level. Fay. e. To set or allow the bottom
end of a drivepipe or casing to rest at a

preselected horizon in a borehole. Long. f.
A backfurrow. Nichols. g. For profilesharpened milling cutters, the relieved
portion immediately behind the cutting
edge. ASM Gloss. h. For reamers, drills,
and taps, the solid section between the
flutes. ASM Gloss.

land accretion. The reclamation of land from
the sea or from marshes, Ham.
land asphalt. An inferior asphalt containing
various impurities and lacking cementing
qualities; from places outside of the Trinidad asphalt lake, Fay.
land chain. A surveyor's chain of 100 links.
Fay.
land chairs. Keps. Pryor, 3.
land compass. A surveyor's circumferentor,
or compass. Fay,
land district. A division, of a State or Terri-

tory, created by law in which is located
the land office for the disposition of the
public lands therein. Fay.
land drain. See agricultural drain; French
drain. Ham.

land drainage. The act or process of freeing
land from water. Fay.
land-drain pipe. See field-drain pipe. Dodd.
Landenian. Upper Paleocene.
Supp.
!ander. a. A worker stationed at one of the
levels of a mine shaft to unload rock from
the bucket or cage and load drilling and
blasting supplier to be lowered to the
crew. Webster 3d b. In the quarry industry, one who supervises and assists in
guiding, steadying, and loading on trucks

or railroad cars, blocks of stone hoisted
from the quarry floor. Also called top
hooker. D.O.T. 1. c. In metal mining, a
laborer who cleans skips by directing a
blast of compressed air Into them through

a hose; records number of loaded skips
hoisted to surface; and loads railroad cars
with ore from bins by raising and lowering

lander

Langmuir trough
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chute doors. D.O.T. 1. d. In anthracite
coal mining, bituminous coal mining, metal

land pebble. A type of phosphate rock con-

mass which becomes loos,...ned or detached,

a clay and sand matrix. It sometimes contains a small amount of uranium, which is

mediately above shaft bottom, dumping

recovered as a byproduct. A source of
phosphate for fertilizer. Found in Florida.

and slips down. A landslide. Fay.
landslip terrace. A short, rough-surfaced terrace resulting from the slip of a segment
of a hill. Standard, 1964.
land surveying. See survey; survey, cadastral ;

it is raised. Also called bucket dumper;
landing tender; top lander. D.O.T. I. e.

CCD 6d, 1961.
land-pebble phosphate. A Florida term for

land surveyor. a. A trained specialist who

mining, one who works with shaft sinking

crew at top of shaft or at a level

im-

rock into mine cars from a bucket in which

Eng. The man who reecives the loaded
bucket or tub at the mouth of the shaft.
Also called banksman. Fay.
landerite. A rose-pink variety of grossularite
garnet. Dodecahedrons. From Xalostoc,
Morelos, Mex. Also called rosolite; xalos-

English.
binder's crook. A hook or tongs for upsetting
the bucket of hoisted rock. Fay.
landesite. A brown, hydrous phosphate of
3Fe203.20Mn0.manganese and iron,
8P206.27H20; orthorhombic (?). Rough
octahedral-like crystals. An alteration
product of reddingite. From Poland, Me.
English.
landfall. A landslide or landslip. Fay.
landfast ice. All types of ice, either broken or
unbroken, attached to the shore, beached,
toci te.

or stranded in shallow water; also called
fast ice. Hy.
land floe. A field of land ice. Standard, 1964.
landform. Applied by physiographers to each
of the multitudinous features that, taken

together, make up the surface of the earth.
It includes all broad features, such as
plain, plateau, and mountain, and also all

the minor features, such as HU, valley,
slope, canyon, arroyo, and alluvial fan.

Most of these features are the products of

erosion, but the term also includes all

forms due to sedimentation and to movements within the crust of the earth. USGS

Bull. 730, 1923, p. 88.

land ice. a. Ice formed on the land. Standard, 1964. b. Ice along the shore or fast

between headlands, as distinguished from
floe ice.

Standard, 1964.

landing. a. Level stage in a shaft, at which
cages arc loaded and discharged. Pryor, 3.
b. The top or bottom of a slope, shaft, or
inclined plane. Fay. c. The mouth of a
shaft where the cages are unloaded; any
point in the shaft at which the cage can
be loaded with men or materials. Nelson.
d. The brow or level section at the top of
an inclined haulage plane where the
loaded tubs arc exchanged for empty tubs
or vice versa. Nelson. c. A platform on

which tubs are turned or landed. Also
called landing plate. Mason. f. N. of Eng.
Area where tubs are assembled and connected to the seam haulage system. Trist.

sisting of pebbles of phosphatic material in

certain phosphatic pebbles, as distinguished
from river-pebble phosphates. Fay.

land pitch. Asphalt from the deposit in Trin-

idad lying between the Pitch Lake and the
seacoast. Fay.

land plaster. Any earthy or rock gypsum
ground fine and used as a fertilizer. Stand-

ard, 1964.
land rock. See phosphate rock. Fay.
landry box. Newc. A box at the top of a set
of pumps into which the water is delivered. See launder. Fay.

land sale. a. Coals sold at the pithead or at

a depot and conveyed in lorries to local
consumers. See also haunt. Nelson. b. Scot.
Sale of coal direct from colliery's road

transport vehicles. Also called hillsale.
Pryor, 3. c. Eng. Coal loaded into carts or

wagons at the mine for local consumption.
Also called cart trade; wagon sales. Fay.

d. Applied to the coal as distributed and
to the depot from which distribution is
made. B.S. 3323, 1960.
land-sale colliery. N. of Eng. A colliery situated in a remote district, being unconnected with rail, canal, or sea, and generally working thin or inferior scams. Fay.
Wagon mine. Hess.

landscape agate. White or gray chalcedony

with inclusions of irregular arrangements
of manganese oxide which bear fanciful
resemblance to a landscape. Shipley.
landscape marble. A marble or argillaceous
limestone containing dark coloring matter
so distributed as to be imitative of forests
or landscapes. Same as forest marble.
Holmes, 1928.
land sculpture. The carving of the surfaces
of the land by the various processes of
erosion. Standard, 1964.
landshut. Prov. Eng. A landslide or a landflood. Standard, 1964.
landslide. a. The perceptible downward slid-

ing or falling of a relatively dry mass of
earth, rock, or mixture of the two. Same
as landslip. A.G.L b. Earth and rock
which become loosened from a hillside
by moisture or snow, and slides or falls
down the slope. A.G.I. c. The downward

pump delivers

water. Fay.

Nelson.

landings. S. Wales. Coal sent to the surface;
the output. Fay,

landing shaft. S. Wales. A shaft through

is raised. Fay.
landing tender. See lender. D.O.T. 1.
whkh coal

land leveler. A towed scraper with a bottomless bucket centrally mounted in a long
frame; used chiefly in agricultural grading. Nichols.

who engage in public practice, especially
in connection with surveys related to ownership, legal disputes, etc., is normally

controlled by registration with the State

Government after suitable experience and
passing appropriate tests. Bureau of Mines
Staff.
lands valuable for minerals. As used in the

mining law, applies to all lands chiefly
for

valuable

nonmetalliferous deposits,

such as alum, asphaltum, borax, guano,
diamonds, gypsum, marble, mica, slate,
amber petroleum, limestone, and building
stone,

rather than for agricultural pur-

poses. Such lands are subject to disposition

by the United States under the mining
laws

only. Ricketts, I.

land tie. A tie rod anchored to a dead man
in a retaining wall of steel sheet piling or
other construction. Ham.
land-tied island. See attached island. Schieferdecker.

land tile. Short pieces of porous pipe with
but (open) joints, used for underground
drainagi Nichols.
land weight. Lanc. The pressure exerted by
the subsidence of the cover or overburden.
Fay.

Lane mill. A slow-speed roller mill of the
Chilean type. A horizontal spider carrying
six rollers revolves slowly in a pan 10 feet
or more in diameter making about 8 revolutions per minute. Liddell 2d, p. 357.
langbanite. An iron-black manganese silicate
with ferrous antimonatc, Fea00,Mna0s,Sia; prismatic crystals; hexagonal. From
Langban, Sweden. Webster 3d; Hess.
langbeinite. A natural sulfate of potassium
and magnesium, K2Mga(SO4)8; found in
salt deposits. It is colorless, yellowish, reddish, greenish; luster vitreous; hardness.

source of potash. CCD 6d, 1961.
langite. A blue to green, rare ore of copper,

the bottom end of a drivepipe or casing
string is to be set. Long. i. A platform
from which to charge a furnace. Standard,

landing keps. See kcps. Also called chairs.

Chartered Surveyors and he may also hold
a university degree. Ham. b. In the United
States, the qualifications of land surveyors

is in response to gravity and may start due

base by cuttings. At new mine sites, deep
excavations, heavy blasting, and the movement of heavy machines will increase the
danger of landslides. See also rainwash;
rock slip. Nelson.
landslide scar. A bare or relatively bare surface left by the removal of a mass of earth
material in a landslide. Stokes and Varnes,

landing box. Scot. The box into which a

is membership of the Royal Institute of

3.5 to 4; specific gravity, 2.83. Found in

deposits on hillside slopes. The movement

to an increase in weight such as water
content, or the removal of support at the

1964,

measures land and its natural features together with any buildings, roads, etc.,
thereon, for drawing to scale as plans or
maps. His usual professional qualification

and often sudden movement of superficial

g. Eng. The passbye to and from which

the mechanical haulage sets run. SMRB,
Paper No. 61. h. A preselected and prepared horizon in a borehole on or at which

surveying.

New Mexico; Germany and India. A
CuS02.xH20, occurring in Cornwall, England. It is an essentially hydrated copper
sulfate, crystallizing in the orthorhombic
system.

C.M.D.

lang lay rope. A rope in which the wires are

twisted in the same direction as the strands

and the wires arc thus exposed to wear
for a much greater length than in round
rope. The smoother lang lay resists wear

1955.
landslkle topography. The topography devel-

to better advantage and is frequently preferred for haulage ropes. Lewis, p. 249.

and chaotic arrangement of boulders and
finer fragments, and by its lack of harmony
with the adjacent landscape. In some respects, it is similar to irregular, morainic
deposits of glaciers. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

Langmuir's adsorption isotherm. The equa-

oped by landshding. It is characterized by
short irregular hills, undrained depressions,

landslip. A portion of a hillside or sloping

.
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Also known as universal lay rope. Sinclair,
V, P. 7.

tion for calculating a gas monolayer on a

flat surface. Pryor, 3.
Langmuir trough. Rectangular tank used to
measure the surface tension of a mono-

layer adsorbed at the surface of a liquid.
Pryor, 3.

Lang's lay rope
Lang's lay rope. See winding rope. Nelson.
languedoc marble. A brilliant red or scarlet
marble blotched with white; from the
Montagne Noire, in the French Pyrenees.
Fay.

lansfordite. An unstable colorless mineral
with a perfect cleavage, MgO.0O3.5H20;

alters on exposure to air into nesquehonite.
Larsen, p. 96.
lantern. a. Enclosed light (candle or oil) carried by a mine worker. Hess. b. In a centrifugal pump, a hollow casing on the en-

gine side of the pump body. Nichols. c.
In founding, a core barrel comparatively
short for its diameter. Standard, 1964.
lantern coal. Another name for cannel coal.

Tomkeieff, 1954.
lantern ring. Protecting device used in some
centrifugal pumps to protect the driving
shaft from abrasion due to back leakage
of abrasives from the pulp being pumped.

The ring has apertures through which
water is forced into the system in such a

way as to keep a trickle opposing this back
near the stuffing box (sealing

pressure

ring). Pryor, 3.
lanthana. See lanthanum oxide. CCD 6d,
1961.

lanthanides. The rare earth elements from
atomic numbers 58 to 71 inclusive. They
have chemical properties similar to lanthanum; hence the group name, lantha-
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soluble in acetone. Used in calcium lights

instead of lime, in optical glass, and in

technical ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, pp. B-I17, B-1 84.
lanthanum sesquioxide. See lanthanum oxide.
CCD 6d, 1961.

lanthanum titanates. Two compounds have
been reported: LaTiO3 and La3Ti303; the
former has a perovskite structure and can
be synthesized by heating a mixture of
La3O3 and Ti203 at 1,200° C in a vacuum. Dodd.

lanyon shield. An iron curtain, stiffened by
ribs of angle iron, suspended from trolley
wheels running on a rail parallel with and
in front of a zinc furnace. Its main purpose is to protect the worker from the
furnace heat. Fay.
lap. a. One coil of rope on the winding drum
of the mine hoist. Pryor, 3. b. Polishing
cloth used in preparing polished mineral
specimens by abrasive grinding. Pryor, 3.
c. A surface defect, appearing as a seam,
caused by folding over hot metal, fins, or
sharp corners and then rolling or forging

them into the surface, but not welding
them. ASM Gloss. d. To dimension,
smooth, or polish (as a metal surface or
body) to a high degree of refinement or
accuracy. Webster 3d. e. An imperfection;

a fold in the surface of a glass ankle

large coal
nen t patches of calcite. See also Chilean
lapis. Shipley.
lap joint. A joint made with two overlapping
members. ASM Gloss.

La Plata sandstone. A Jurassic sandstone,

representing a dune sand of desert origin,
occurring in southwest Colorado; equiva-

lent to the White Cliff sandstone of the

Grand Canyon section. C.T.D.
LaPointe picker. Miniature belt conveyor, on
which small ore particles move singly past

a Geiger Muller tube which is set to operate a sorting device. This removes from
the passing stream each particle of radioactive ore which reaches the required intensity, therefore sorting out the valuable
material. Pryor, 3.
lapped. a. Overlapped and fitted together.
Nichols. b. Polished with a lap. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
lapping. Finishing surfaces by abrasion with
an object, usually made of copper, lead,
cast iron, or close-grained wood, having
very fine abrasive particles rolled into its
surface. ASM Gloss.

lappior. Corn. A miner who dresses refuse
ore. Fay.
lapsed. A word that is unknown to mining
usage or laws and is not equivalent to the
term forfeited nor does it mean a techni-

cal forfeiture. Ricketts, I.
lapse rate. Temperature gradient. A.G.I.
zap-weld. To weld by overlapping the joints,
as to lap-weld iron pipe. Standard, 1964;
Fay.
Laramide revolution. A period of earth movement in early Tertiary times during which
the interior regions of North America and
South America were folded, producing the

nides. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

caused by incorrect flow during forming.
ASTM C162-66. f. A to91 used for polishing glass. ASTM C1 62-66. g. A revolving
disk of brass, lead, etc., used to hold an
abrasive powder on its surface for cutting
glass, gems, etc. Webster 2d. h. To cut or

Crosby, pp. 103-10 4.

Webster 2d.

Rockies and the Andean and Antillean

with shaly partings and a few scams of
beef in the lower part, Middle Purbeck

this time, and the cycle of erosion was
initiated that produced the existing landforms. Volcanic activity occurred from

lanthanite. A very rare, weakly radioactive,
orthorhombic mineral, [ (La,Ce) ( CO3) 3,
8H20], occurring in zinc and iron ore deposits and in pegmatites; platy, thick tabular, lathlike; also fine granular, earthy, or
scaly; colorless, white, pink, or yellow.
lanthanum. The most common and most basic of the metals of the rare earth group.
It is a silvery-white metal and can take a
high polish. It occurs with other members
of the rare earth group in ceritc; in bastnaesite ; in allanitc found in Brazil, Scan-

dinavia, and the United States; and in

monazite sands of India and Ceylon. Symbol, La ; valence, 3; atomic number, 57;
atomic weight, 138.91; and specific heat,
0.045 (at 20° C). Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-11 7.
Malleable; ductile; soft; three allotropic
forms, including hexagonal (alpha lantha-

num) and isometric (beta lanthanum) ;

transition temperature between alpha lanthanum and beta lanthanum, about 350°
C; specific gravity, alpha lanthanum,
6,194, and beta lanthanum, 6.17, but
ranges from 5.98 to 6.194, depending on
the crystal structure; lights in air at 440°
C; melting point, 920° C; boiling point,
3,469° C; decomposes in water forming
lanthanum hydroxide; soluble in mineral
acids; and insoluble in concentrated sul-

furic acid. Handbook of Chemistry and

polish with a lap as glass, gems, cutler, etc.

laper; leaper; leper. Eng. Laper. Impure
sandy limestone (containing green matter)
beds, Swanage. Arkell.

lapidarist. A connoisseur of gems and precious stones and the art of cutting them.
Webster 2d.

lapidary. A cutter, polisher, or engraver of

precious stones other than diamonds. Web-

ster 3d.

astrophism. A.G.I. Supp. b. In a broad
sense, the series of diastrophic movements

beginning perhaps in the Jurassic and
continuing until the present. A.G.I. SupP.

Laramie group. A formation of the Creta-

ceous and Eocene Tertiary. Fay.
lardalite. See laurdalite,
larderellite. A hydrous arnnonium borate,

stone. A.G.I.
lapilli. Essential, aceessory, and accidental

tals; white to yellowish; tasteless; found

Standard, 1964.
lapis. A stone, Chiefly used in Latin phrases.
Webster 2d.

(NI-14)20.4B203.6H20 have also been reported. See also ammonioboritc. Hess.
lardite. a. Hydrated silica, occurring in clay
in central Russia. While moist, it is white
and slightly transparent, but on drying it
becomes opaque. English. b. Synonym for

volcanic ejecta ranging mostly from 4 to
32 millimeters in diameter. A.G.I.
lapilHform. Having the form of small stones.

lapis Assius. A limestone used among the
Greeks for coffins which distintegrated
within a few weeks, the flesh of bodies

deposited in it; said to have been found at
Assos, a city of Lycia. Also called Assian
stone; sarcophagus. Webster 2d.
lapis lazuli; lazurite. A natural sodium alumi-

form changes to hexagonal at intermediate

num sulfosilicate, Na4-5A13Si3012S; usually

temperatures; at 1,750° C, through reaction with excess carbon a cubic phase is
produced. Dodd.
lanthanum oxide; lanthana; lanthanum sesquioxide. White; amorphous, orthorhombic, or hexagonal; Las01; specific gravity,
6.51 (at 15° C); melting point, 2,315° C;
boiling point, 4,200° C; soluble in acids
and in ammonium chloride; insoluble in
cold water; decomposes in hot water;
hisses in moist air like quicklime; and in-

Mexico into Canada. C.T.D.
Laramidian orogeny. a. Post-Cretaceous di-

lapidify. To convert, or the process of conversion, into stone; the process by which
soft animal bodies arc converted into hard

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-117, B-184.

lanthanum carbide. LaC, exists in various
forms: thc tetragonal room temperature

chains. The Appalachians were uplifted at

somewhat impure; color deep blue to
greenish blue; luster vitreous; Mohs' hardness, 5 to 5.5; specific gravity, 2.4. Found
in California; Afghanistan, U.S.S.R.,
Chile. Used in ornamental stone. Formerly

a paint pigment (ultramarine) but now

superseded by the artificial product. CCD
6d, 1961.
lapis lazuli ware. A variety of Wedgewood
ware, See also pebble ware. Fay.
lapis matrix. Lapis lazuli containing promi-

'
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(NFL )20.5B203.5H20; in microscopic crys-

in Tuscan lagoons. Closely related dim:
pounds, ( NI-14)30,613203.9H20 and

steatite. Standard, 1964. c. Synonym for
pagodite; agelmatolite. Standard, 1964.
lard oil. An oil produced from animal fats.
This oil is an efficient lubricant for use on
metal-cutting tools. Crispin.
lard peat. a. Dredge peat. Tomkeieff, 1954.
b. Bacon peat. Tomkeieff, 1954.

lard stone. A kind of soft stone found in
China. See also agalmatolite. Fay.

large. Eng. The largest lumps of coal sent
to the surface, or all coal which is hand-

picked or does not pass over screens; also
the largest coal which passel over screens.
Fay.
large-angle boundaries. Boundaries between
adjacent grains. VV.

large COM. a. One of the three main size

large coal
groups by which coal is sold by thc National Coal Board of Great Britain. Large

rope is attached, fixed at the inside end

to 2 inches and emlower size liniit of
brace large screened coal, cobbles, and

Fay. b. A car with a hopper bottom and

coal has no upper size limit and has a
treble sizes. See also graded coal; smalls.
Nelson. b. Coal above an agreed size without any upper size limit. Also called lump
coal. B.S. 3552, 1962.
large colliery. Gt. Brit. In general, a colliery
producing over 1,500 tons per day. Nelson.

large coke. The oversize which is removed
before separating the largest size of graded
coke. B.S. 1017, 1960, Pt. II.

large-diameter boring machine. An auger-

type coal-cutting machine developed by the

U.S. Bureau of Mines for use in anthracite mining. It can drill holes 1 foot in
diameter 300 feet long, and larger holes
for shorter distances. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

large-difirneter design. A descriptive name
used by the DCMA to designate DCDMA
standard-design, double-tube, swivel-type
core barrels and fitting parts manufactured
in the 4-, 6- and 8-inch ranges. Long.
large-diameter holes. In large output quarries the most common method of primary
blasting is by means of boreholes of 4 to
12 inch diameter. The burden and spacing of large-diameter holes depend on the
diameter of the explosive cartridge used,

and the general practice is to drill the

hole from 3 to 6 feet below quarry floor
level to get a heavy concentration of explosive at the bottom of the hole to break
the rock out cleanly at floor level. It is not
customary to drill horizontal holes in conjunction with these large-diameter vertical

holes. McAdam II, p. 149.

large group. Synonym for large-diameter design. Long.
large knot. A large knot is one whose average

diameter exceeds one-third the width of
the surface on which it appears; but such
a knot may be allowed if it occurs outside
the sections of the mine track tic between

6 and 18 inches from each end. ASA

M7.3-1958, p. 9.
large 9-inch brick. A rectangular brick modi-

fied so that it is 50 percent wider than a
9-inch brick. A.R.I.
large series. Synonym for large-diameter design. Long.

large shake. A large shake is one which exceeds one-third the width of the mine
track tie. A shake not exceeding this limitation and which does not extend nearer
than one-half inch to any surface shall be
permissible. ASA M7.3-1958, p.9.
large splits. A term applying to mine track

ties. A large split is a split exceeding 5
inches in length. Splits not longer than 5

inches are permissible providing satisfactory antisplitting devices have been properly applied. ASA M7.3-1958, p. 9.

large-stone bit. Bits set with diamonds as

large or larger than 8 stones per carat in
size. Long.

target. A piece of iron cut from a bar and

ready to be heated and rolled into a sheet;
about 14 pounds. Standard, 1964.
larnite. A gray, orthosilicate of calcium,
Ca2SiO4, discovered in the contact zone
of a Tertiary dolerite intrusive into chalk
containing flint nodules; formed by reaction between the calcium carbonate of the
former and the silica of the latter; monoclinic. Synonym for belite; felite. Compare
wollastonite. C.M.D.; Hey 2d, 1955.

lorry; lorry. a. A car to which an endless

late magmatic mineral
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lasher. a. A native employed to do lashing.

of the road, forming part of the appliance
for taking up slack rope. Sec also barney.

See also lashing, b. C.T.D. b. See mul-

adjustable chutes for feeding coke ovens.
Fay. c. A truck. Hess. d. A motor-driven
burden-bearing track-mounted car designed for side or end dumping and used
for hauling material such as coal, coke, or
mine refuse. ASA C42.85: 1965.
larry-car operator. In bituminous coal mining; ore dressing, smelting, and refining,
one who operates a motor-driven car
known as a larry, or a small electric loco-

lasher-on. A man employed to lash the
chains from the tubs to the endless rope,

motive to haul rock, slate, or ore from
the tipple to the dump, or from storage
bins to furnace. Also called larryman.

D.O.T. I.
larryman. In the coke products industry,

one who charges coke ovens with pulver-

ized coal, using a larry car. Also called
charger-car operator charging-car operator; gas tender. D.O.T. Supp.
larsenite. A white silicate of lead and zinc,

PbZnSiO4. Slender prisms or tabular ;
orthorhombic. Found in Franklin, N.J.
English.
Larsen's pile. A type pile consisting of hollow cylinders that increase resistance
against bending and crumpling. They are
especially useful in shaft sinking in sand
and gravel. Stoces, v. 1, p. 512.
Larsen's spiles. Steel sections of various
forms, and made especially to resist bending, that are used in place of wooden
spiles in forepoling. Stoces, v. 1, p. 151.

Larson ledge finder. A tool used to reach

bedrock when the driven pipe has failed.
The tool is a combination of a noncoring
bit attached to a standard drill rod operating within a flush-joint casing. On the end
cf the casing is fitted a casing-shoe hit.
which follows about 1V2 inches behind the
noncoring bit. A spe:ial driving connection
is provided in the ,Lrill-rod string consisting of two pawls 0.,at fit into corresponding slots in a sleeve fitted into the casing;

hence both the casing and the rod strings
may be rotated to penetrate the overburden at equal rates. When the casingshoe bit is socketed soqiciently in bedrock,

the rod string and attached noncoring bit
are pulled from the hole and drilling proceeds, using a bit attached to a core barrel
and rods. Long.

larvIkite; laurvildte. a. A nepheline-bearing
syenite with abundant phenocrysts of feldspar. Titanaugite, barkevikite, and lepidomelane are minor constituents and apatite, opaque oxides, zircon and olivine are
accessories. A.G.I. b. A sodic syenite from
south Norway, very popular for use as an
ornamental stone when cut and polished;
widely used for facing buildings, the distinctive feature being a fine blue color,
produced by the Schiller structure in the
anorthoclase feldspars. C.T.D.
laser. A convenient contracted version of the
phrase light amplification by stimulated
emission of radiation. A device making use

of a new technique for obtaining exceed,

ingly intense and coherent beams of visible
radiation, by making use of the fh.nrescent
propertes of ruby, emerald, or other chromium phosphors. A large number of other
compounds have also been utilized. Anderson.

lash; lash-on. To attach a chain to a haulage rope by wrapping or lapping the end

of the chain around the rope, the other end
being attached to a mine wagon. Mason.
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locker. D.O.T. 1. c. A mucker. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
in

underground

mechanical

haulage.

C.T.D.

lashing. a. Any of a number of planks nailed
inside of several frames or sets in a shaft
to keep them in place. Also called listing.

Webster 2d. b. In the Republic of South
Africa, loading broken rock or ore with

shovels. Nelson. c. Shoveling rock downstope to ore passes, work performed by a
lasher. A lasher-on connects ore tubs or
trucks to a rope haulage. Pryor, 3. Also
called mucking d. A binding, generally of
light line around the lid of a rope. Bureau of Mines Staff.
lashing chain. A short chain to attach tubs
to an overrope in endless rope haulage by
wrapping it around the rope. The chain
may be about 12 feet long, or low manganese steel, with 3/a-inch-diameter standard

links. At one end of the chaiii, a ring 4

inches in diameter is attached to the drawbar hook of the tub, and a hook about 7/8

inch in diameter to secure it to the rope
at the lashing end. On an undulating road,
two lashing chains may be necessaryone

front and one rear of the tub. Nelson.
lash-up. Extemporized engineering rig for
temporary job. Pryor.
lasionite. Same as wavellite. Standard, 1964.
lask; lasque. A thin, flat diamond with a
simple facet at the side. Also called portrait stone. Standard, 1964.
lassenite. Formerly applied to volcanic glass
from Lassen Peak, Calif., once thought to
have the composition of trachyte but now
known to be a dacite. The name should be
considered obsolete. A.G.I.

last lift. N. of Eng. The last rib or jud to
come off a pillar. Fay.

last of the air. a. Ark. That part of the air
current which has passed through all the

workings of the mine or split; the outtake
air. Fay. b. Ark. The working place of a
mine or split nearest the outtake of the
air, or which receives the last of the air
current. Fay.

lat Abbreviation for latitude. BuMin Stylt
Guide, p. 60.
latch. a. Eng. To make an underground survey with a dial and chain; or to mark out
upon the surface with the same instruments, the position of the workings underneath. Fay. b. Scot. A miry place. Fay. c.

The locking device on a hoist hook, elevator, lifting bail, etc. Long. d. Synonym
for elevator. Long. e. The inner-tube locking and pnlocking device in the head of
a wire-line core barrel. Long.
latches. a. Synonym for switch. Applied to
the split rail and hinged switches..Fay. b.
Hinged switch points, or short pieces of
rail that form rail crossings. Fay.
latchings. Eng. Dialings or surveys made at
a mine. See also latch, a. Fay.
latch jack. A fishing tool designed to engage
and grasp the bail on a bailer. Long.
latchman. See switchman. D.O.T. I.

late magmatic deposit. A deposit of mag-

matic origin formed during the late stages
of magma consolidation. Bateman.

late magmatic mineral. A mineral formed
during the late stages of magmatic activity, one formed between the main stage
of crystallization and the pegmatitic stage.

late magmatic ore deposit
late magmatic ore deposit. Straight magmatic deposits resulting from crystallization near the close of the magmatic period, that is, after the crystallization of the

rock silicates. Schieferdecker.

latent heat. Thermal energy absorbed or
evolved in a process (as fusion or vaporization) other than change of temperature.
Compare sensible heat. Webster 3d.

latent heat of fusion. The amount of heat

required to change 1 gram of a substance

at the temperature of its melting point

from the solid to the liquid state without
changing temperature. Morris and Cooper,

p. 107.
latent heat of vaporization. The quantity of
heat necessary to change one gram or one
pound of liquid to vapor without change
of temperature. It ;s measured in calories
per gram, or Btu per pound. Brant ly, 2.
lateral. a. A hard heading branching off a
horizon in horizon mining along the strike

of the seams. It may be from 14 to 20

feet wide. At intervals of 1,000 to 1,500
yards along the lateral, crosscut roads are
driven at right angles to intersect and de,elop the coal seams. From the crosscuts,

conveyor panels are opened out in the

seams. In general, the term lateral is also
applied to any coal heading driven in a
sideways direction. Nelson. b. Belonging to

the sides, or to one side. Fay. c. A horizontal mine working. Fay. d. Squated on
or at, or pertaining to, a side. C.T.D. e. A
conduit diverting water from a main con-

duit, for delivery to distributaries. See lye,
I. f. A secondary ditch. See lye, 1.
lateral cleavage. Cleavage parallel to the
lateral planes. Webster 3d.

lateral cone. A small subsidiary .volcanic
cone, usually a cinder cone, on the flank

of a larger volcano. Synonymous with adventive cone; parasitic cone. A.G.I.
lateral crater. See adventive c,ater. Fay.
lateral development. Any syst^ of development in coal seams or thici. ore bodies in
which headings are drivt.i horizontally

across the coal or ore ano connected to
main haulage drifts, entries, or shafts.
There are many variations and modifications depending on the thickness, shape,
and inclination of the deposit. See also
horizon mining. Nelson.

lateral deviation. The horizontal distance by
which a borehole misses its intended target. Long.
lateral draw. The angle of draw over a strike
face or over workings in a flat seam.
Briggs, p. 112.
lateral-force design. A basis for designing an
earthquake-resistant structure, so that it
will safely carry a Imizcntal force equal
to a given proportion of the dead load of
the structure together with sonie live load.
Ham.
lateral moraine. A ridge of superficial debris,
collected from higher cliffs, along a lateral
margin of a glacier. Standard, 1934. See
also moraine. Fay.
lateral pattern. A secondary dispersion pattern that is eisplaced to one side and
entirely underlain by barren bedrock.
Hawkes, 2, p. 153,

lateral planation. Reduction of the land in
interstream areas to a plane parallel to
the stream profile, effected by the lateral
swinging of the stream against its banks.

USGS Bull. 730, 1923, p. 88.
lateral secretion. A discarded theory of ore
genesis according to which metals were
supposed to have been dissolved from the

latten
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wall rocks and redeposited in nearby openings. Bateman.

lateral shearbg fault. A strike-slip fault that

trends in the direction of the strike of

frame; lath crib. Hess.
lathe. A machine for turning unfired hollow
ware, for example, cups or vases. Dodd.

Lathel; Laithl Mid. "Lower the cage!" or,

the deformed rocks; occasionally observed
after earthquakes. Schieferdecker.
lateral stress. A stress at right angles to the
strain whieh produces it. Fay.

"Lower more rope!" Fay.
lathe man. See stone lathe operator. D.O.T. 1.

braced either vertically or horizontally by
columns, pilasters, or crosswalls or by floor
or roof constructions, respectively. ACSG.
lateral velocity change. Change in a horizontal direction of the velocity distribution.

laths. Corn. a. The boards or lagging put
behind a frame of timber. Fay. b. Pieces

lateral support. Means whereby walls are

Schieferdecker.

later arrival. A refracted wave that comes in

on the seismogram later than the first
arrival of energy. Schieferdecker.
a. Red residual soil developed in

laterite.

humid, tropical, and subtropical regions
of good drainage. It is leached of silica
and contains concentrations particularly
of iron oxides and hydroxides and aluminum hydroxides. It may be an ore of iron,
aluminum, manganese, or nickel. A.G.I.
Supp. b. Altered basaltic rocks in India;

lath frame; lath crib. A weak lath frame,
surrounding a main crib, the space between being for the insertion of piles. Fay.

of timber about 4 feet 6 inches by 6 inches

by 2 inches with end sharpened or beveled to give the lath an upward trend
when being driven into the roof gravels.
A number of laths driven into the roof
form a protective shield for the miners
working in the face. Also cared lagging.
Engineering and Mining Journal, v. 139,
No. 4, April 1938, p. 55.

latite. The extrusive equival:mt of monzonite

and a variety of trachyantlesite in which
potash feldspar and plagioclase are present either as nonnative or modal minerals
in nearly equal amounts. Potash feldspar

is often concealed in the fine-grained crys-

obsolete. A.G.!. Supp.
laterille. Extreme type of weathering common

talline or glassy groundmass and thus, a
chemical analysis is often necessary for

silicates are decomposed and silicia (along

is usually present and sometimes biotite,
plus accessory apatite and opaque oxides.

in tropical climates. Iron and aluminum

with most other elements) removed by

leaching. The product, laterite, is characterized by high content of alumina and/or
ferric oxide. McKinstry.
lateritic consqtuent. One of the hydroxides
and oxides of iron, aluminum, titanium,
and manganese; these, and especially the
first two, are the csesential constituents of
laterite. Holmes, 1928.
laterilite. A detrital and reconstructed form
of laterite. Holmes, 1928.

lateritold, A lateritic rock formed by the
metasomatic replacement of some other

correct classifieation. Augite or hornblende
A.G.I.

latitude. a. Distance on the earth's surface
from the equator, measured in degrees of
the meridian. Standard, 1964. b. In surveying, the distance between two lines
drawn east and west through the extremi-

ties of a course; northing or southing.
Standard, 1964.
latitude corrtction. a. The amount of the

adjustment of observed gravity values to an
arbitrarily chosen base latitude. K=0.8122

pears to decrease with ash content. The

sin 2 fP (mg/km) and K=1.307 sin 2 4)
(mg/mi) where 4) is the latitude angle.
A.G.I. b. The north-south corrections
made to observed magnetic intensities in
order to remove the earth's normal field
leaving as the remainder the anomalous

laterlog uses a sheet of currem which is
focused on each formation in succession

latiumite. A monoclinic mineral; KA:at-

rock at its outcrop. Holmes, 1928.
laterlog. The electrical resistivity of coal aplaterlog measures what is virtually the true
resistivity of the coal and may uhiniately
provide information on seam quality. The

and so measures the resistivity of that for-

mation only. The mud column or a salty
mud has no effect on the measured resistivity. The laterlog may be measured by
a 7- or 3-electi ode arrangement but the
former is preferred. Sinclair, III, p. 105.
latex cement. A specialized cementing material consisting of a portland-type cement,

latex, a surface-active agent, and water,
having a setting time equivalent to a neat
portland-cement

rlarry.

Latex

cement

shrinks less and is tougher, stronger, less
permeable, and more durable than portland cement. Long.
Latex spray. Trade name for a synthetic rubber fluid which, when sp:ayed onto underground stoppings, forms a tough nonflammable coating thus preventing air feeding
fires or heatings, or air leakages through
doors, surface air locks, and air crossings.
Also called Latex sealant. Nelson,

lath. a. A board or plank sharpened at one
end, like sheet piling, used in roofing lmr-

els or in protecting the sides of a shaft
through a stratum of unstable earth. See

spill. Fay. b. A long, thin mineral crystal.
A.C.1. Sun).

lath door-set. A weal' lath frame surrounding a main doorframe, the space between
being for the insertion of !mills. Fay. Lath
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field. A.G.1.

(Si,A1)nO25( S043C08), in ejected blocks
from Alhano, Latiaum, Italy. Named from
locality. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952; Hey 2d,
1955.

latosol. Synonym for laterite. A.G.I.
latosolic soils. These soils are characteristic
of moist tropical and subtropical regions.
Forest or savannah vegetation, a high temperature, and seasonal rainfall provide the
most favorable conditions for their devel-

opment. Free drainage in the upper part
of the soil is essential. Although varying
considerably in detail, latorols are tYpified

by deep weathering, extremely thorough
leaching and, commonly, a marked accumulation of sesquioxides. The iron oxide
is responsible for the prevalent red-biown
and yellow colors of these soils. Ihuthes,
2, p. 107.

latrine ckaner. In metal mining, a laborer
who brings mine toilet cars to surface on
cage and flushes contents into sewer. Also
called sanitary nipper. D.O.T. 1.
latrines. Water closets either fixed or of a
portable nature. The latter are often
maintained underground for use of miners.
Fay.

latrobite. A pink anorthite f:om Amitok Island, Labradut. Standard, 1964.
latten. Metal in thin sheets, especially (and

originally) brass, which in this form is

also called latten brass. Standard, 1964.
brass. A metallic compound into

latten

which scrap-brass and other ingredients
enter, and which is rolled in thin plates.

Fay.
lattice.

In mineralogy, orderly geometric
structure in which a crystal's atoms are
arranged. Repetition of unit crystal. The

lengths of the sides of such a unit cell are
its lattice constants, classified in Angstrom
units. The symmetry of the lattice determines the shape of a crystal and classification. A lattice discontinuity is the boundary, interface, surface or sheared layer at
which the formation ends. Pryor, 3.
lattice boom. A long, light shovel boom fabricated of crisscrossed steel or aluminum
angles or tubing. Nichols.
lattice brick. A hollow building brick, or
block, in which the cells form a pattern of
open lozenges; such bricks are claimed to
have a high heat-insulating value becat.se

of the extended path of any heat flow

through the solid material. Dodd.
lattice constant. See parameter (lattice).
ASM Gloss.
lattice encrgy. That required to separate the
ions of an ionic crystal to an infinite distance from each other. Pryor, 3.
lattice girder. An open girder, beam, or column in timber, steel, or aluminum alloy,
built up from structural members joined
and braced together by intersecting diagonal bars. See also space lattice. Ham.
lattice parameter. See parameter (lattice).

ASM Gloss.
lattice structure. The ionic lattice is built by
symmetrically arranged ions and is a good
conductor; the molecular lattice is composed of covalent molecules, usually volatile and nonconducting; the layer la ttke

has large ions each associated with two

small ions, which form nearly neutril layers held to each other only by weak nonpolar forces and is, therefore, easily split
into sheets. Pryor, 3.
lattice texture. a. An exsolution texture in
which platy and/or needlelike ,iegregates
are arranged in the parent crystal according to the structural planes of the parent
crystal. Schieferdecker. b. A texture typical for serpentine in rocks in which it replaces an amphibole. Schieferdecke-.
lattice water. a. Water which is an integral
part of the clay structure. This structural
water (OH lattice water) is not to be con-

fused with interlayer water. The lattice
water can be removed by heating in the
range of about 4500 to 600° C. ACSO,

1963. b. Molecular water at specific lattice
sites. VV.
latticino; latticanio. Decoration of glass with
white threads of glass embedded in it.
surface. This technique was much used oy

Venetian workers, but was known and

used earlier. Haggar,

Lotto!' lion. Lower Oligocene. A.G.I. Supp.

laubanite. a. A hydrous calcium aluminum

lava millstone
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latten

fraction of X-rays by a crystal's nuclei,

made photographically. Pryor, 3.
laueite; laueit. A hydrous basic phosphate,

MnFe2(PO4)2(OH)2.8H20; triclinic,
honey-brown; from Hagendorf, Bavaria,

Germany. Spencer 20, M.M., 1955 ; Hey
2d, 1955.
Laue pattern. See Laue diagram. Pryor, 3.
laugenite. A general term for oligoclase diorites. Holmes, 1928.
laumontite; leonhardite; caporcianite. A
white hydrous calcium-alminum silicate,
(Ca,Na)7Alu(Al,Si)2Si26080.25H20. A zeolite, crystallizing in the monoclinic system;

occurs in cavities in igneous rocks and in
veins in schists and slates. Fay; Dana 17.
laun. In ceramics, a fine silken sieve through
whkh clay is passed. Standard, 1964.
launder. a. A trough, channel, or gutter usually of wood, by which water is conveyed;

spedfitally in mining, a chute or trough

for c-,nveying powdered ore, or for carry-

ing water to or from the crushing appa-

ratus. Standard, 1964. b. A flume. Nelson.
c. An inclined channel, lined with refractory material, for the conveyance of molten

steel from the furnace taphole to a ladle.
Also spelled !ander. Dodd.
launder man. Jn ore dressing, smelting, and
refining, a laborer who ma;ntains and re-

pairs the launders (long boxes), used to
convey water and mill pulp between the

various units of ore-treating equipment in
a mill. D.O.T. I.
launder screen. A screen used for ,he sizing
and dewatering of small sizes of anthracite.

It consists of a stationary screen

con-

structed by placing 6-inch-high partitions
every 6 inches along a launder. Holes are
then drilled on 6-inch centers across the
bottom of the launder to receive pipe bushings of the desired diameter. Is employed
to remove excess water from a feed product, as a Screen to remove fine particles,
and to produce a sized product. Mitchell,
pp. 145-146,

launder separation process. In this process,
a stream of fluid carries the material to be
separated down a channel provided with
draws for separating a heavy-gravity prod-

uct and means for overflowing a lighter

one. If properly constructed and operated,
a comparatively solid bed of material will
form on the bottom of the launder. Above

this bed there will be found a layer of

particles moved along by the stream at a
comparatively slow speed. Above this, suc-

cessive layers will move with greater and
greater velocity. Mitchell, p. 266.
launder washer. a. A type of coal washer in
which the coal is separated from the refuse
by stratification due to hindered settling
while being carried in aqueous suspension
through a trough. Modern launder washers have various mechanisms for continuously removing refuse from the bottom of
the trough. Early launder washes were intermittent in operation. Various types in

silicate,

pre.ent use inrlude the Rheolaveur, Kopers-

b. A discredited term equal to a natrolite
that has lost about half its 14%20, perhaps
by exchange for H. or (H20) t. American

reau of Mines Stall. b. See Itheolaven: system. Nelson,

Ca2Al2S401,-1-6H20. Resembles
stilbite. A snow-white zeulite mineral. Fay.

Mineralogist, v. 42, No. 11-12, Novel..berDecember 1957, p. 921.
laubmannite. A dufrenitelike mineral, Fe"2Fen(PO4)2(OH)12, orthorhombic (

isostructural with andrewrite; from Polk
County, Ark. Spencer 19, M.M., 1962;
Hey 2d, 1955.
Laue diagram; Lane pattern. Record of dif-

bole, and accessory apatite and sodalite.
A.G.I.

laurelite. All those granular to fibrous or
radiating masses composed of anthophyllite

and olivine. From the corundum deposits
of Georgia. English.

Laurentian granite. a. The younger of the
two types of igneous rocks comprising the
Archean system. The Laurentian granites

Intruded the older Keewatin lava series.

Also the corresponding geologic epoch during which the Laurentian granites were in-

truded. A.G.I. Supp. b. Gneissic granite

constituting part of the older of two
Precambrian systems; synonymous with

Archean. A.G.I. Supp. c. The American

Committee of Stratigraphic Nomenclature
(1954) suggested that Archcan be called
Early Precambrian or Middle Precambrian. A.G.I. d. The c,dest granitic intrusives in the Canadian shield, of postKeewatin and pre-Timiskarning age; they
occur as batholiths elongated northeast to
souhtwest and consist of granite, granitegneiss, and pegmatites mined as a source
of potash. See also Algoman granite.
C.T.D.
laurionite. A colorless oxychloride of lead,
PbC12.PbO.H20, exceedingly rare, and
found in ancient lead slags in Greece; distinct cleavage. C.M.D.; Larsen, p. 209.
laurite. An iron-black sulfide of ruthenium
and osmium, RuS2, found in association
with platinum in placer deposits in Borneo,
Oregon, and Columbia. It usually occurs
as small black octahedrons that are difficult to distinguish frow. magnetite. Dana

7, v. 1, p. 291.

lauroieic

ccid.

C12H2202.

Unsaturated

fatty

acid.

, y or, 3.

laurvildte. See larvikite.
white, silky, fibrous mineral,
lausenite.
Fe202.3S02.6H20; formed by fumarolic

conditions during the burning of United
Verde copper mine, Jerome, Ariz.; name
given to replace rogersite. Larsen, p. 171;
English.

lautarite. An iodate of calcium, Ca(IO2)2,
found in the nitrate deposits in Chile.
Dana 7, v. 2, p. 313.
Lauth mill. Has three rolls, the mdidle roll
being much smaller than the other two.
The two larger rolls only are driven, work
being performed between the bc,tom and

middle and middle and top rolls alternately; the roll setting is adjusted between
passes. Osborne, p. 357.

lautite. An imperfectly determined copper
sulfoarsenite, CuAsS, of the enargite family; from Marienberg, Saxony, Germany.
Weed, 1918.
lava. The general name for the molten outpourings of volcanoes and fissures. Fluid
rock as that vihich issues from a volcano
or a fissure in the earth's surface; also, tLe
same material when solidified by cooling.
Fay.
lava cone. A volcanic cone composed entirely

ous period to form the present northern

of lava. Fay.
lava dome. a. If a volcanic vent exudes lava
at every eruption, a mountain of solid rock
results which is a lava dome. A.G.I. b. The
greater masses of lava which, in the form
of many individual flows, have issued from
a central vent in the proper directions to
build a dome-shaped pile of lava. The
world type is Mauna Loa, Hawaii. A.G.I.

alkalic feldspar, biotite, pyrome or ampin-

lava millstone. A hard and roarse millstone

Battell, and Val mineral separators. Bulaundry box. Thc box at the surface receiv-

ing the water pumped up from below. Fay.
Laurasia. Hypothetical continent in the
Northern Hemisphere that supposedly
broke up about the end of the Carbonifer-

continents, A.G.I. Supp.
luurdalite. A nepheline syen le containing
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lava flow. A stream or sheet of molten or
solidified lava. Webster 3d.

lava mill5tone
found near the Rhine River. Standard,
1964.

lava pit. A crater that is visibly floored with
massive lava, either liquid or solid. Fay.
lava phdn. A broad stretch of level or nearly
level land, usually many hundreds of
square miles in extent, underlain by a
relatively thin succession of lava flows,
most of which are basaltic and the result
of fissure eruption. The flatness of the surface of the plain is largely determined by
the itorizontal atdtude of the underlying

flows. The Snake River basalt plain of
southern Idaho is an example. A.G.I.
lava plateau. A broad, elevated tableland or
flat-topped highland, usually many hundreds or thousands of square miles in extent, underlain by a thick succession of
lava flows, most of which are tholciitic
basalts and the product of fissure eruptions.
The Columbia Plateau of the northwestern

United States is an example. A.G.I.
lava sink. The foundering or sinking in of
part of the lava surface produces verticalwalled pits, called lava sinks, in which
molten lava may be visible. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

lava streak. A dike of lava transecting other
rocks. Standard, 1964.
lava stream. Synonym for lava flow. Fay.
lavatic. Consisting of or resembling lava.
Standard, I9C4.
lava toe. Bulbous protrusions in front of
pahoehoe flows. Challinor, p. 173.

lavatory. A place where gold is obtained by
washing, Standard, 1964.

lava tunnel. a. A lava cavern or lava tube
open at the ends. A.G.!. b. Long cavern

beneath the surface of a lava flow. Lewis,
p. 599.
lava ware. Various coarse articles and utensils made from iron slag, resembling lava
in appearance. Standard, 1964.
lave. Scot. To raise water out of a hole with
a shovel or the hands. Fay.
layender oil. An essential oil used in applying colors ill certain enameling operations
Enarn. Dict.
lavendii. Amethyst quartz. Shipley.
lavendManite. Synonym for lavendulane.
Hey, M.M., 1964.
lavenite. A complex zirconium silicate mineral, Na (Mn,Ca,Fe)ZrOF ( K33)3. E.C.T.,
u. 15, p. 309.
lavinlite. A metamorphic rock containing relict pnenocrysts of labradorite. It was probably derived from a basaltic rock or tuff.
The phenocrysts are penetrated by alteration passages containing quartz, microcline,

biotite, and hornblende and are set in a

recrystallized amphibolitelike groundmass
of

those

minerals, among which green

hornblende is the most conspicuou3.
Holmes, 19.28.
Wyk. Same as lavatie. Fay.
lavrovite. A green diopside in granular
masses and imperfect crystals with quartz;

the green color has been attributed to
vanadium; from the vicinity of Lake

Baik ' Siberia, U.S.S.R. Hess.
lawmbyr. Set. lamber. Tomkeieff, 1954.
lawn. A fine-mesh gauze used as a sieve for
clay. Crispin. See also laun.
law of association. The occurrence of certain

varieties of asbestos in certain geological
formations. Sinclair, W. E., p. 484.
law of constant composition. See definite
proportions law. CooPer.
law of cosines. In trigonometry, a law stating
that in any triangle the square of one side

equals the sum of the squa -es of the two

layer-loading
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other sides minus twice the product of

two other sides multiplied by the
cosine of the included angle, Jones, 2, p.
these
152.

law of definite proportions. This states that
in every sample of any one compound substance, the proportions by weight of the
constituent elements are constant. Osborne.

law of equal volumes. In ore genesis, the
generally observed metasomatic replacement of rock or ore minerals by gangue
and/or metal compounds under retention
of the original volume. Schieferdecker.
law of equivalent proportion. When elements
combine (or replace one another) to form

compounds they do so in weights which
are

proportional to

their equivalents.

Cooper.

law of extralateral rights. See apex law.
Lewis, p. 32.

law of gravitation. The law, discovered by
Sir Isaac Newton, that every particle of
matter attracts every other portion of matter, and the stress between them is proportional to the product of their masses divided

by the square

of their distance apart.
Standard, 1964.
law of indestrucfibility of matter. Matter is
neither created nor destroyed in the course
of chemical action. See also conservation
of matter. Cooper.
law of mass action. The rate of a chemical
reaction is directly proportional to the
molecular concentrations of the reacting
substances. Webster 3d.
kw of motion. A statement in dynamics, a
body at rest remains at rest and a body in

or boron 11 nuclei. Atomic mass, 257. and
half-life, 8 seconds. Symbol, Lw. See also
actinide elements. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-117.

lawsonite. A colorless, grayish-blue, basic
silicate of aluminum and calcium, I-liCaAl2Sir.010; orthorhombic. Prismatic or tabular crystals. From Tiburon Peninsula;

California; Italy; France ; Corsica; New
Caledonia; Cuba. English.
laxite. Wadsworth's name for the fragmental
or mechanical rocks, especially when unconsolidated. Fay.

laxmannite. Vauquelinite. Weed, 1918.
lay. a. To close or withdraw from work; said
of collieries. Standard, 1964. b. A share of
profit; specifically, in whaling and sealing,

the proportionate share of the profits of

a voyage which each officer or member of
the crew receives. This term has been
introduced into Alaska placer mining where
it means a lease worked on shares or royalty. As a lay on No. 5 Glacier creek. Fay.
c. The direction, or length, of twist of the
wires and strands in a rope. Zern. d. The
length of lay of wire rope is thc distance

parallel to the axis of the rope in which
a strand makes one complete turn about
the axis of the rope. The length of lay of
the strand, similarly, is the distance in
which a wire makes one complete turn
about the axis of Zhe strand. ASA M11.1.

1960, p. 9. c. Thc pitch or angle of the
helix of the wires or strands of a rope, usu..

ally expressed by ratio of the diameter
of the strand or rope to the length required

motion remains in uniform motion in a
straight line unless acted upon by an ex-

for one complete twist. HUG, p. 130. f.
Direction of predominant surface pattan
remaining after cutting, grinding, lapping,
or other prucessing. ASM Gloss. g. Prov.
Eng. A standard of fineness for metals;

in which the force acts. For every force
there is, an equal and opposite force or

possibly from the Spanish ley. Hess.
lay-by. a. Siding in otherwise single-track
underground tramming road. Pryor,.9. b. A

ternal force. The acceleration of a body is
directly, proportional to the applied force
and is in the direction of the straight line

reaction. Webster, 3d.
law of multiple proportions. When two element!, combine tc form mare than one
-,4:impound, the quantity o( one of them
which combines with a fixed quantity of
the other exhibits a simple multiple relation. C.T.D.
law of reciprocal pnporfion. When an element combines with several other elements,

the weights of these latter elements which
combine with the same weight of the former element give the proportions in which
the latter elements 4-..ombine, or give simple
multiples f these proportions. Co.Ver.

law of refraction; Snell's law. When a wave
crosses a boundary, the wave normal
changes direction in such a manner that
the sine of the angle of in ..idence between
wave normal and boutidary normal divided
by the velocity in the first medium equals
the angle of refraction divided by the velocity in the second medium, A.G.I.
law of efts. In trigonometryl a law stating
that in any triangle (either right or oblique)
the sides are proportional to the sines of
their opposite angles. Jones, 2, p. 151.

law of superposhlon. The law that underlying strata must be older than overlying
strata whei-e there has been neither inver-

sion nor overthrust, All geologic chronology

is based on this law. Standard, 1964.
lawrencite. A green or brown unstable mineral, FeCh; found in meteoric iron. Larsen,
p. 81.
lawrendum. Element having atomic number

103; made by bombarding californium

(atomic number, 98) with either boron 10
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term used in Joplin, Mo., for an under-

ground siding at or near a shaft for storing
empty mine cars. Fay. c. See bank, a. Long.
lay day. Scot. See lie time. Fay.
layer. a. A bed or stratum of rock. Fay. b. A
stratum of one or more weld beads lying

in a plane parallel to the surface from

which welding was done. ASM Gloss. c. A
person who has charge of laying thc glass

.a plaster on the grinding and polishing
tables. ACSG, 1963. d. Any stratum of rock

separated from the adjacent rock by a
plane of weakness. BuMines Bull. 587,

1960, p. 2.
layer depth. Thickness of the mixed surface
layer of water. Hy.
layered. N. of Eng. Choked up with sediment
or mud. Fay.

layered map. A contour map in which the
areas between adjacent contours are distinguished by differing colors. Ham.

layering number. A dimensionless number,
the value of which, taken in conjunction
with inclination, roughness, and w:iether
the ventilation is ascensional or descensional, determines the mixing and movement of firedamp roof layers. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 2.

layering of firedamp. The formation of a
layer of firedamp at the roof of a mine
working and above the ventilating air current. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
layer-loading. Term applied to a procedure
whereby the coal is placed in the railruad
cars in horizontal layers. It owes its inception to the fact that coal as it comes from
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layer-loading

leach ion-exchange flotation

the mine is not uniform in structure, chemical composition, water content, and presence of dust. Layer-loading is a simple
and inexpensive method for smoothing out
these irregularities and consists in shuttling
two or six railroad cars, hooked together,

where coal is stackefl 'for sale. Fay.
lazy balk, a. Eng. A timber pla.:ed at the top
of a hopper, against which the top of the
car -likes in dumping, to prevent the car
from falling into the hopper. Fay. b. Eng.

blowing. The process is so named because
it was developed commercially (in 1951-

time. This results in a more uniform product. Mitchell, pp. 808-811.
laying and finishing machine. Self-propelled
machine, which is fed with road material,
and which it spreads and compacts to form
a road surface. See also Barber Greene

Paper No. 61.
lazy bench. The bench to one side of the drill
tripod or derrick floor where visitors and
workmen can sit while observing the drilling operation. Long.
lazy girder. Eng. See lazy balk. SMRB, Paper
No. 61.
lazy kiln. Scot. A limekiln in which the whole

Lea and Nurse permeability apparatus. A device for the determination of the specific
surface of a powder by measurement of the

past the loading boom two or more at a

finisher. Ham.

laying off. Can. Selling stock to public by
promoter after he has exercised low-priced
options from mining company. Hoffmar
laying out. See setting out. Pryor, 3.
laying yard. Place where the rough glass is
laid on grinding and polishing tables with
plaster. ASTM CI62-66.
layme. Scot. Earthenware; lame. Fay.
layoff. A period of being away from or out
of work ; a shutdown. Webster 3d.
lay of rope. See winding rope. Nelson.
lay operations. An Alaskan term for mining

on a lease or "lay" on an alluvial claim,
for which the operator pays the owner a

royalty up to 50 percent on the gross output. Compare lay, b. Fay.
lay operator. Ant Alaskan term for a miner
who takes a lease or "lay" on an alluvial
claim. Fay.

layout. a. The design or pattern of the main
roadways and workings. The proper layout
of mine workings is the responsibility of the

manager aided by the planning department. Nelson. b. The map of a mine or
part of a mine usually including future
workings arrangement.

c. N. of Eng.

The balk or girder held in position by a
hanger. Also called lazy girder. SMRB,

contents are calcined and afterwards re-

moved before refilling. Fay.
lazy tong conveyor. See accordion roller conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.
lazy tongs. A system of crossed jointed bars
used for picking up articles not within easy
reach. Crispin.
lb Abbreviation for pound. BuMin Style

Guide, p. 61.
lb bhp-1 hr1 Abbreviation for pounds per

brake horsepower-hour. BuMin Style Gv:de,

p. 61.

lb ft Abbreviation for pound-foot. BuMin
lt)

Style Guide, p. 61.
ft-2 Abbreviation for pounds per square
foot. BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.

lb ft-a Abbreviation for pounds per cubic foot.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.

of the strands in the rope. The pitch of
wire is from 2'A to 3 times the diameter
of the rope, a,12 the pitch of the strands

is from 61/2 to 9 times the diameter of the
rope, ths: wires being exposed only in short
lengths at intervals. Lewis, p. 249.
layshaft. A fixed shaft supporting revolving
drums. Nichols.

lay-up. The resin-impregnated reinforcing
material. Also the process of snaking a layup. Phillips.
lazuli. Same as lapis lazuli. Fay.

lazulite. A hydrous, aluminum phosphate,

with varying proportions of iron and magnesium, MgAla (OH )11 ( POr)2; azure blue,
usually in pyramidal crystals; also massive;

monoclinic; used as an ornamental stone.
Sanford; Dana 17.

lazulitic. Of, pertaining to, or having the

oric or spring water. Pryor, 3.

leacher.

a. In ore dressing, smelting, and

refining, one who dissolves valuable metal
out of ore or slime, ming chemical solution.

Also called solution man. D.O.T. Supp.
b. A worker who leaches minerals from
crushed ore. Webster 3d. c. A worker who

lea...hes soda ash from black ash. Webster 3d.

1964. Also called sink; sinkhcle. Fay.

compound from an ore by selectively dissolving it in a suitable solvent, such as
water, sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, etc.
The solvent is usually recovered by precipitation of the metal or by other methods.
Henderson. c. Dissolution from ore or concentrates after suitable comminution to expose the valuable minerals, by aqueous and
chemical attack. If heat and pressure are
used to intensify or speed this, the work
is called pressure leaching. See also chemical extraction; hydrometallurgy. Pryor, 3.
d. The process of decomposition under natural agencies of an outcrop. Surface waters
penevating downwards may dissolve some

merman, p. 61. b. Abbreviation for leakage
coefficient. See leakage coefficient. Nelson.
lcd Abbreviation for lowest common denominator. Zimmerman, p. 65.

Icl Abbreviation for less than caiload; less
than carload lots. Also abbreviated LCL.
GPO Style Manual, p. 158; Zimmerman,
p. 62.
LCi, Abbreviation for less than carload lots.

Also abbreviated Id. Zimmerman, p. 62.
lcm Ahbreviation for least common multiple.
GPO Style Manual, p. 158.
LCM Abbreviation for lead-coated nwtal.
Zimmerman, p. 61.
L. D. steel process. In this comparatively new
steelmaking process, oxygen is blown down-

wards at high velocity through a watercooled lance on to the s irface of the hot

main material used. As much as 26 percent
of scrap may be used. After about 20 min-

quartz. Shipley.
lazurspar. Lapis lazuli. Shipley.
lazurstone. Lapis lazuli. Shipley.
lazyback. S. Staff. The place at the surface

Webster 3d.
leached zone. Geologically, the part of a lode
above the water table, from which some ore
has been dissolved by down-filtering mete-

brake horsepower-hour. BuMin Style Guide,

found in Siberia. Fay.
!azurite. a. A sodium aluminum silicate mineral containing sulfur, (Na,Ca),(AlSiOr)s(S01,S,C1) ; a constituent of lapis lazuli.
Pyrite associated. Isometric. Dana 17;
Webster 3d. b. Synonym for azurite. Hey

lazurquartz. Blue quartz. See also sapphire

through the soil or other medium. Webster

3d. b. A solution obtained by leaching.

more soluble minerals by percolating waters.

metal contained in a bask lined vessel. To
offset the intense heat produced coolant

2d, 1955.

solutions, acids, or water. Fay.

leachate, a. The liquid that has percolated

L-design core-barrel equipment. Long.

characteristics of lazulite. Standard, 1964.

lazurfeldspar. A blue variety of orthxlase,

tion. Dodd.

leach. To wash or to drain by percolation.
To dissolve minerals or metals out of the
ore, as by the use of cyanide or chlorine

leaching. a. The removal in sclution of the

p. 61.
lb t Abbl eviation for troy pound. Zimmerman, p. 83.
lc Abbreviation for lowercase. GPO Style
Manual, P. 158.
LC a. Abbreviation for lead covered. Zim-

twisted in a direction opposite to the twist

the sample; the calculation is based on the
Carman equation. See also Carman equa-

coring bits made for use on nonstandard

inch. BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
L bit. Nonstandard, short-shank, box-threaded

Fay. d. Diagram showing disposition of

lPy rope. Ordinary lay rope has the wires

permeability to air of a prepared bed of

leach hole. A crevice created in land or in
rock by the action of leaching or constant
filtration ; a hole or outlet formed in land
by the process of percolation. Standard,

lb per bhp hr Abbreviation for pounds per

machines in a mill's flow line. Pryor, 3.
layover tracing. See overlay. tracing. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 1.

Nelson.

lb !a Abbreviation for pound-inch. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 61.
lb in-2 Abbreviation for pounds per square

To set out, or put on one side, trams of

coal, etc., that have been improperly filled.

1952) in the two Austrian steelworks at
Linz and Donawitz. It is now often called
the B.O.S. (that is, basic oxygen steelmaking) process. See also O.L.P. steel process.

materials are added with the original
charge. These may be iron ore, sinter, or
roll scale, but usually steel scrap is the

b.

Extracting a soluble metallic

or all of the mineral in their path, thus
carrying it away from the surface zone.
This 'process is referred to as leaching.
Nelson.

leaching rate test. A test designed to assess
the value of antifouling compositions by
measuring the rate of loss of toxic ingredients from a painted surface during immersion in seawater. In conducting the test,
small glass panels coated with the antifouling compositions under test are stored
in seawater and transferred periodically
into the leaching apparatus, where they
are subjected to agitation (by bubbling) in
a definite amount of seawater for a standard time; the toxic substances leached into
the water are then determined. Osborne.

utes, the charge is converted into liquid

leach ion-exchange fiotatifm process. A mixed

are made and materials may be added to
bring the metal to the required grade and
temperature. Production rates up to 120
tons per hour are obtaind with the L. D.
process, compared with 35 tons per hour
with the best open hearth without oxygen

presence of an ion exchange resin. The

steel. During the process, tests and analyses
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method of extraction aeveloped for treatment of copper ores not amenable to direct
flotation. The metal is dissolved by leaching, for example, with sulfuric acid, in the
resin recaptures the dissolved metal and is

then recovered in a mineralized froth by

leach ion-exchange flotation
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the flotation process. Abbreviation, L.I.F.
Pryor, 3.
leach material. Material sufficiently mineralized to be economically recoverable by selectively dissolving the wanted mineral in
a suitable solvent. See also leaching. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

leach pile. Mineralized materials stacked so
as
permit wanted minerals to be effectively and selectively dissolved by application of a suitable solute. Bureau of Mines
,

Staff.

leach precipitation float. A mixed method of
chemical reaction plus flotation developed
for such copper ores as chrysocolla and the
oxidized minerals. The value is dissolved

lution by a spiral thread or screw. Long.
i. The distance a bit is held suspended off
bottom in a borehole before rotation and
downward movement of the drill string is
started. Long. j. A small, narrow, uniformly
trending passage in a cave. A.G.I. k. Inference from meaf,er data suggesting a direction for further investigation. A.G.I. I.
Navigable passage through pack ice.

Schieferdecker. m. The axial advance of
a helix in one complete turn. ASM Gloss.
n. The slight bevel at the outer cnd of a

face cutting edge of a face mill. ASM Gloss.
lead-acid accumulator. A secondary cell with

lead dioxide; lead peroxide
coating, and in glass-bonded mica. Lee.

lead borosilicate. A constituent of optical

glass, composcd of a mixture of the borate
and silicate of lead. CCD 6d, 1961.
lead burning. A misnomer for thc welding of
lead. ASM Gloss.

lead button. In the separation of the noble
metals from their impuritin, lead is fused
with the ore. The bullion so formed drops

to the bottom of the crucible in the lead
button from which the precious metal is
extracted by cupellation. Nelson.

lead carbonate; cerussite; white lead ore.
PbCO3; molecular weight, 267.20; ortho-

reprecipitated on finely divided particles of
iron, which are then recovered by flotation,

an electromotive force of about 2 volts. It
is suitable for work where a steady voltage
is required, and extensively used for motor
car lighting, miners' safety lamps, shuttle
cars, and battery locomotives. Morris and

metallic copper predominates. Abbrevia-

lead-acid battery lamp. A portable type of

lead carbonate, basic; lead subcarbonate;

form. Tx latest type uses P.V.C. (polyvinyl-chloride) tubcs giving a 20 percent
increase in capacity. See also cap lamp.

acid; insoluble in water and in alcohol;

by leaching with acid, and the copper is
yielding an impurc concentrate in which

tion, L.P.F. Pryor, 3.
IIPe.d. a. A metallic element, the heaviest and
softest of the common metals. Inelastic;
resists corrosion; silvery-bluish-white

to

bluish-gray; and rarely occurs in native
form. Symbol, Pb; valences, 2 and 4; isometric; atomic number, 82; and 'atomic

207.19. Bright metallic luster;
highly malleable; ductile; poor conductor
of electricity; spccific gravity, 11.3437 (at
16° C) ; of lead derived from the disintegration of radium (radium-lead), 11.288

weight,

(at 20° C, referred to water at 2,0° C),

of lead derived from the disintegration of
uranium (uranium-lead), 11.2960 (at 16°
C) ; melting point, 327.5° C; boiling point,
1,515° C or 1,744° C; insoluble in water;
and soluble in nitric acid and in hot concentrated sulfuric acid. C.T.D.; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
pp. B-118, B-184. b. A mixturc of powdered lead oxidc and linseed oil used as a
pipe-thread, lubricant and sealant. Also
called red lead. Long. c. In ceramics, to

glaze with powdered metallic lead ore. Fay.
lead (ronounced leed). a. Commonly used as
a synonym for ledge or lode. Many mining
location notices describe the locator's claim
as extending a ccrtain number of feet along
and so many feet on each side of the lode,
lead, vein, or ledge. Thus Lead, S. Dak.,
was so named because of the Homestake
lead. Blind lead: A lead or vein that does
not outcrop or show at the surface. Used
especially at Virginia City, Nev. Compare
lode. Fay. b. Properly, placer gravels. Blue

lead: A Tertiary river channel at Placer-

ville, Calif. So called because of the bluishgray color of thc gravels. Deep lead: Goldbdaring gravels deeply covered with debris

or lava; applied paritcularly to those of

Victoria, Australia. Fay. c. Penna. A por-

tion of a haulage system covered by a mule
or by a locomotive of a maximum distance

of, say, three-quarters of a mile. Fay. d.
Eng. To haul or draw coal, etc., eithcr by
animal or engine power. Fay. e. A defined

gutter of auriferous wash. Gordon. f. A
track haulage tcrm for the distance from

the point of a frog to the point of the

switch. Kentucky, p. 235. g. A term some-

times used for the distance between the

sheave and the winding drum centers. The
greater the lead, other things being equal,

the smaller the fleeting angle. Too great

a lead results in vibration and whipping of
the rope between sheave and drum. Idler
or sag rollers are frequently installed where

long leads are necessary. Nelson. h. The
longitudinal distance traveled in one revo-

Cooper, p. 243.

electric mining lamp in eithcr cap or hand

Nelson.

leadage. The distance coal has to be hauled

from the mine to its place of shipment.
Standard, 1964.

lead age. The age of a rock calculated by
substituting abundance ratios of radiogenic
lead isotopes, or values of radiogcnic lead
and radioactivity, in age equations. American journal of Science, v. 239, Aug. 1941,
p. 609.

lead angle. The angle that the electrode

makes in advance of a line perpendicular
to the weld axis at the point of welding,
taken in a longitudinal plane. ASM Gloss.
lead antimonate; lead orthoantimonate; antimony yellow. a. Pb3(51,04)2; molecular
weight,

993.07; orange-yellow; specific

gravity, 6.58 (at 20° C, referred to water
at 4° C) ; and insoluble in water and in
dilute acids/ Used in pottery manufacture
and in staining glass. Bennett 2d, 1962;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 45th

ed., 1964, p. B-184. b. A pigment produced
by the slow oxidation of anitmony sulfide.
Various shades, as antimony blue and antimony violet, are obtained by admixture of
metal oxides or other mineral compounds.
CCD 6d, 1961.
lead arsenate. See mimetite. C.M.D.

lead ash. The slag of lead; litharge; lead

monoxide, Standard, 1964.
lead azide. Colorless; needles; Pb(N3)2; and
it explodes at 350° C. A sensitive detonating agent. CCD 6d, 1961.

lead barium glass. See barium flint glass.

ACSG, 1963.
lead bath. A furnace in which gold or silver
ores are smelted with lead. Standard, 1964.
lead bearing. A term specifically applied to
porcelain enamel frits in which lead oxide
is used as one of the principal fluxes. Enam.
Diet.

lead-bearing enamel. An enamel which depends on the presence of significant

amounts of lead compounds for the re-

quired physical properties. ACSB-3.
lead blsillcate. See lead silicate. Dodd.
lead borate; lead metaborate. Pb ( B011)2.1420;

loses water at 160° C; soluble in dilute

nitric acid; insoluble in water and in alkalies; and specific gravity, (anhydrous),
5.598. Used in waterproofing paints and in
lead glass. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Phystcs, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-184. Used as a low-temperature frit or
flux, as in vitrifiable colors, in conducting
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rhombic; colorless; specific gravity, 6.6; decomposes at 315° C; insoluble in cold
water; soluble in acids and in alkalies; and
insoluble in ammonia and in alcohol. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-185.

white lead; hydrocerussite. White; hexagoonal ; 2PbCO3.Pb (OH ) j soluble in nitric
decomposcs at 400° C; and specific gravity,

6.14. Used in ceramic glazes. CCD 6d,

1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. B-185. Used in raw lead
glazes and also in enamels and glasses. The
fine particle size of this material assists in
suspending the glaze ingredients. Lee.

lead-chamber process. A process f,

the

manufacturc of sulfuric acid. The catalyst
is

a mixture of oxides of nitrogen,. The

chambers are lead-lined compartmcnts into
which air, steam, sulfur dioxide, and oxides
of nitrogen are sprayed in correct proportions to yield sulfuric acid. Nelson.
lead chlorite. Pb(C10a)2; molecular weight,

342.09; yellow; monoclinic; explodes at
126° C; slightly soluble in water; and soluble in potassium hydroxide. Bennett 2d,

1962; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. B-185.
lead chromate; crocoite; chrome yellow.
PbCr0.; molecular weight, 323.18; yellow;

monoclinic; specific gravity, 6.12 (at 15°
C) ; melting point, 844° C; insoluble in
water; and soluble in acids; for example,
in dilute nitric acid and in alkalies. Bennett

2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-185. Used as
a colorant in glasses, glazes, and enamels.
The chromium imparts the color and the
lead acts as a flux. Lee.
lead colic. Intestinal colic associatri with
obstinate constipation due to chronic lead
poisoning. Also called painter's colic. Webster 3d.
lead crown glass. An optical crown glass bordering on flint glass because of the addition
of a substantial content of lead oxide and
with somewhat higher dispersion than
crown glass. Sometimes called crown flint
glass. ACSB-2.

lead crystal. Glass made with lead as one of
its ingredients. Haggar.
lead cyanide. White to yellowish; Pb(CN)g;
poisonous; slightly soluble in water; and it
decomposes in acid. Used in metallurgy.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-185.
lead dioxide; lead peroxide; brown lead (Aide;
plattnerite. a. Pb02; molecular weigbt,
239.19; brown; tetragonal; specific gravity,
9.375; decomposes at 290° C; insoluble in

water ; and soluble in dilute hydrochloric
acid. Used in manufacturing pigments, in
electrodes, and in explosives. Bennett 2d,
1962; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. B-186. b. The material

from which the positive plates of electric
storage batteries are made. Crispin.

lead dust. Lead in very finely powdered form.
CCD 6d, 1961.
leaded bronze. Copper-base alloy containing

5 to 10 percent tin and 8 to 20 percent,
and sometimes 30 percent, of lead; used

for heavy-duty bearings. C.T.D.
lepd edge; leading edge. The surfaces or inset

cutting points on a bit that face in the
same direction as the rotation of the bit.
Long.

leaded glass. Pieces of glass fixed together
with strip lead of H or U section to form
a window. ASTM C162-66.

lead encephalopathy. The medical term for
lead poisoning. Fay.
lead equivalent. a. The thickness of lead that
has the same radiation absorption or the
same attenuation as a unit thickness of
the material in question. ASM Gloss. b.
That thickness of lead which will produce
the same attenuation or protection as the
material in question when both are exposed under the same conditions. ASM
Gloss.

leader. a. A narrow vein branching upwards
at an angle from a much larger vein. See

also dropper. Nelson. b. A thin layer of
coal or coaly shale which serves as a guide

towards a displaced seam See also guiding bed. Nelson. c. A thin mineralized
vein parallel to, or in continuation of, the
main vein formation. C.T.D. d. A cast- or
wrought-iron ring or shoe, bolted to the

bottom (often around the outside) of a
brick cylinder, a wooden drum, or a
wrought-iron cylinder when used for sink-

ing through quicksand or gravel. Fay. c.
Som. The slip of a fault. Fay. f. Any particular or constant bed or band of coal,
ironstone, etc., in connection with certain
workable beds, serving as a datum line in
a mine. Fay. g. N. of Eng. A back or fissure

in a coal scam. Fay. h. Scot. One who
conducts the putting down of a borehole.

Fay. i. Corn. A small vein leading to a
larger one. Fay. j. In warm air heating,
the supply duct running horizontally from
the furnace to the riser, or stack. Strock,
10.

leader of the lode. Eng. See leader, i. Fay.
leaders. Guides in a pile frame to take the
drop hammer of a pile driver. See also
hanging leaders. Ham.
lead feldspar. Synthetic PbAlaSi202 with the
feldspar structure; probably anorthic. Hoy,
MM, 1964.
lead flake. See lead carbonate, basic. CC.D
6d, 1961.

lead fluosilicate; lead silicofluoritie. Colorless;
monoclinic; PbSiF2.2}120; soluble in water;
and it decomposes when heated. Used as a

solution for clectrorefining lead. CCD 6d,
1961.

lead fume. The fume escaping from lead
furnaces and containing both volatilized
and mechanically suspended metalliferous
compounds. Fay.

lead glance. Same as galena, which is lead
sulfide. Fay,

lead glass. Glass containing lead oxide. The
amount may vary from 3-4 percent to 50
percent or more in special cases. English

kad crystal used for tableware contains

33-34 percent. C.T.D.
lead glaze. See lead, c.
leadhillIte. A monoclink mineral of a yellowish or greenish color, consisting of a sulfate and carbonate of lead, perhaps 4Pb0.S03.2CO2.1120; one perfect cleavage, rather

lead oxide
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lead dioxide; lead peroxide

by miners blende, mock lead, or mock

sectile; rare. Fay; Larsen, p. 207.
lead-in-air indicator. This instrument utilizes
reagents to measure the concentration of
lead in the air. One type employs a pump

leaodre* mFetaayc.olumbate; lead metaniobate. Pb-

iodine solution; on a third type, air flow is
induced by a high velocity freon jet passing through a venturi. Field units used in
association with the cleaning and repair of

lead metal. Lead compounds are used in

which draws the air sample through a
glass fiber filter disk; another type draws
air through a scrubber containing an

leaded gasoline storage tanks, should be

incapable of iginiting flammable or explosive vapors. Bests, p. 587.
leading. Aust. The unprofitable gravel above
gold-bearing sand. Fay.

leading band. York. A heading about 18

yards wide driven to the rise and between
a pair of bord gates. Fay.
leading bank. York. A breadth of about 18
yards of coal taken out to the rise between
pairs of bord gates. Fay,
leading frames. Eng. In tunnel work, frames

formed to the contour of the invert and

the walls, to guide the bricklayers. Fay.
leading heading. The one of a pair of patallel headings which is kept a short distance

advance of the other. This may be
adopted to drain the water and thus secure one dry heading. The term is also
applied to a heading which is driven in
in

the solid coal in advance of the general
line of face. See also exploring heading.
Nelson.

leading lengths. See lengths. Fay.
leading man. See first man. Fay.
leading place. Scot. A working place in advance of the others, such as a heading or
a level. Fay.

leadings. Derb. Small sparry veins in the
rock. Same as leader, f. Fay.
leading winning. Aust. A heading in advance

of the ordinary bords. A leading bank.

Fay.

leading wire. a. An insulated wire strung
separately or as a twisted pair, used for
connecting the two free ends of the circuit of the blasting caps to the blasting
unit. ASA C42.85: 1956. b. See leads.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

lead joint. a. Generally used to signify the
connection between pipes which is made
by pouring molten lead into the annular
space between a bell and spigot, and then
making the lead tight by calking. Strock,
3. b. Rarely used to mean the joint made
by pressing the lead between adjacent
pieces, as when a lead gasket is used between flanges. Strock, 3.
lead lap. a. A gem cutters' lap, of lead, copper, or iron; also, the entire machine.
Standard, 1964. b. In mechanics, a lap of
lead charged with emery and oil. Fay.
leadless. Any material which does not contain lead is so described. Lead less enamel
frits have almost completely replaced the
lead-bearing frits which were standard
years ago. Enam. Dict,

leadless enamel. An enamel containing a
negligible amount of lead compounds.
ACSB-3.

leadless glaze. In the United Kingdom, this
is defined

in the Pottery (Health and

Welfare) Special Regulations of 1950 as:
a glaze which does not contain more than
1 percent of its dry weight of a lead compound calculated as Pb0. Dodd,
lead luster. Lead oxide, used as r. glaze for
ceramic ware. Standard, 1964.
lead Marcasite. A variety of sphalerite, called

tlY;;1/4039

(Cb03)2 (Pb(Nb03)2) is a ferroclectric
material with a Curie temperature of 570°
C. The material can be polarized to obtain
piezoelectric properties. Uses include hightemperature transducer applications, sensing devices, and accelerometers. Lee.

ceramic glazes and in glass, particularly
that for which brilliance is desired, as in
cut glass and glass may contain as much
as 29.5 percent PR). Hess.
lead metavanadate; lead vanadinate. Pb(V03)2 j molecular weight, 405.07; yellow;
insoluble or slightly soluble in water; and

soluble in dilute nitric acid. Used as

a

pigment. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-187.

lead mill. A leaden disk charged with emery
for grinding gems. Standard, 1964.
lead minerals. The most important industrial
one is galena (PbS), which is usually

argentiferous. In the upper parts of deposits the mineral may be altered by oxidation to cerussite (PbCO3) or anglesite

(Pb504). Usually galena occurs in intimate association with sphalerite (ZnS).

Pryor, 3.
lead molybdate. See wulfenite. C.M.D.

lead motorman. In ore dressing, smelting,
and refining, one who operates a small
electric locomotive (motor) to haul pots
of molten lead bullion from a blast furnace to refining kettles for the separation
of copper, antimony, silver, and other
metals contained in the lead buillion.
D.O.T. 1.
lead niobate. Pb(Nb03)2; a ferroelectric
compound having properties that make
it useful in high-temperature transducers
and in sensing devices. The Curie temperature is 570° C. Dodd.

lead nitrate. Colorless or white; isometric or
monoclinic; Pb(NO2)2; promotes combustion in contact with organic matter; poisonous; soluble in water, in alcohol, in
alkalies, and in ammonia; specific gravity,

(at 20° C) ; and it decomposes at
470° C. Used in explosives. CCD 6d,
4.53

1961; Handbook of Chemistry
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-186.

and

lead ocher. A massicot or lead monoxide,
Pb0; massive, scaley, or earthy; color,

yellow or reddish. Fay.
lead of a switch; frog distance. The distance
measured on the main line from the point
of switch to the point of frog. Kiser, 2, p.
34.

lead operator. In ore dressing, smelting, and
refining, one who directs activities con-

cerned with initial crushing of ore and
transporting of crushed ore to secondary

crushers. D.O.T. SuPp.
lead ores. See anglesite; cerussite; crocoite;
f ilena; linarite; pyromorphite; vanadinite; wulfenite. C.M.D.

lead oxide. Both litharge (Pb0) and red

lead (Pb204) are used in glass, glazes, and
enamel batches. Red lead is generally preferred to litharge because the extra oxygen
it contains helps to insure oxidizing condi-

tions during the melting and thus there
danger of lead reduction. Lead
oxide is used in optical glass and tableis less

ware. It increases the density and refractive index of glass, can be cut more easily
than other glasses, and has superior brilliancy. Lee.
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lead oxide, red; red lead; lead tetroxide;

lead solubility lest. The (British) Pottery

triplumbic letroxide; minium. Bright red;
Pb304; specific gravity, 9.1; decomposes

between 500° and 530° C; insoluble in

water and in alcohol; and soluble in hydro-

chloric acid and in acetic acid. Used in
glass, pottery, and enameling. CCD 6d,

1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. B-186. Pb304 is formed

by heating lead monoxide in air at ap-

proximately 450° C. It occurs as red and
yellow crystalline scales. Commercial varieties contain up to approximately 35
percent Pb02. C.T.D. See also lead oxide.
lead oxide, yellow. See litharge.
lead paint. Ordinary paint, so-called because
white lead is used as a base. Crispin.
lead palsy. Paralysis due to lead poisoning.
Webster 3d. Lead paralysis. Hess.
lead paralysis. Paralysis resulting from lead
poisoning. Standard, 1964.
lead poisoning. a. A morbid condition produced by the cumulative introduction of
lead into the system. Standard, 1964. b. A
disease affecting painters and workers in
lead or lead products. Crispin.
lead rail. The lead rail of an ordinary mine
switch is the turnout rail lying betwcen
the rails of the main track. Kiser, 2, p. 34.
lead reeve. Eng. An officer before whom aggrieved miners lodge their complaints.
Standard, 1964. A mine foreman. Fay.
leads. The wires, forming part of an electric
detonator, to which the shot-firing cable
is attached. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

lead screen. In radiography, a shield used
(1) to filter out soft-wave or scattered

radiation, and (2) to increase the intensity
of the remaining radiation so that the exposure time can be decreased. ASM Gloss.
lead selenide; dausthalite. Gray; PbSe; molecular weight, 286.15; isometric; specific

gravity, 8.10 (at 15° C) ; melting point,
1,065° C; insoluble in water; and soluble

in nitric acid. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-186.
sesquioxile.

(Health and Welfare) Special Regulations,
1947 and 1950 define this test, as applied
to the specification of a low solubility
glaze as follows: a weighed cjuantity of
the material which has been dried at 1 00°

C and thoroughly mixed is continuously
shaken for 1 hour, at the common tem-

perature, with 1,000 times its weight of an
aqueous solution of HCI containing 0.25
percent by weight of HCI. This solution is
thereafter allowed to stand for 1 hour
and then filtered. The lead salt contained
in the clear filtrate is then precipitated as
PbS and weighed as P13504. Dodd.
lead spar. a. The term "spar" is common

among miners and applies to any of the

metallic minerals which are cleavable and
lustrous. Fay. b. Corn. Anglesite. Fay. c.
Cerusite . Standard, 1964.
lead stannate. Light-colored; PbSn0a.2H20;

insoluble in water; and loses 21120; at
about 1 70° C. Used as an additive in

ceramic capacitors. CCD 6d, 1961. Added
in quantities of 1 to 5 percent to bariumtitanate capacitor bodies intended for
piezoelectric applications, lead stannate
reduces the tendency of these units to depolarize under load when used as oscillators. Lee.
lead styphonte; lead trinitroresordnate.
(NO2)2,00Pb; molecular weight, 450.3.
Used as an explosive. Bennett 2d, 1962.
lead subcarbonak. See lead carbonate, basic.
CCD 6d, 1961.

lead sulfate

basic;

while lead, sublimed;

lanarkite. Nrh i te ; monoclinic ; PbS0a.Pb0 ;

molecular weight, 526.44; specific gravity,

6.92; melting point, 977° C; and only
slightly soluble in hot water and in sulfuric acid. Used in ceramics. CCD 6d,

1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. B-I86.
lead sulfate, blue basic; sublimed blue lead.
Blue-gray; corrosion-inihibiting pigment;

and insoluble in water and in alcohol.

phous; P13203; decomposes at 370° C;
soluble in alkalies; decomposes in acids;

Used as a component of structural-metal
priming-coat paints, as a rust inhibitor in
paints, and rarely used for color. CCD 6d,

hot water. Used in ceramics, in ceramic
cements, and in metallurgy. CCD 6d,

lead sulfide; plumbous sulfide; galena; galenite; glance. Silvery, gray, or black; metal-

lead

Reddish-yellow;

amor-

insoluble in cold water; and decomposes in

1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. B-I86.
lead sheath. A lead tube used as a protective
covering to a power cable or a telecommunications cable. Ham.
lead sheet. Used for the cutting of stencils
for sign work, for lining wooden pickling
tanks for sulfuric acid pickling. Hansen.

lead silicate; lead metasilimk; alamosite.
Colorless or white; monoclinic; PbSi0a;
insoluble in most solvents; and decomposes
in acids. Used in ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ed., 1964, p. B-I86. Molecular weight,
283.27; specific gravity,

6.49;

melting

point, 766° C; and insoluble in water.

Used in glazing ,pottery, manufacturing
glass and in fireproofing fabrics. Bennett
2d, 1962; Handbook of Chern:stry and
Physics 45th ed., 1964, p. 11-186.
siliCates. Various compositions; the
anhydrous forms are made byinsting lead
oxide with silica. Another means of preparation is by drying the reaction product

lead

'

leaf peat

lead oxide, red ; red lead

of. silica gel, litharge (Pb0), and acetic

acid. Used as fillers. CCD 6d, 1961.
lead silicolluoride. See lead fluisilicate. CCD
6d, 1961.

1961.

lic; isometric; PbS; Mohs' hardness, 2.5;
soluble in acids; insoluble in water, in alcohol. and in alkalies; specific gravity, 7.3
to 7.6; and melting point, 1,1 14° C. Used
in ceramics and the main source of metal-

lic lead. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp.
B-186, B-243.

lead tantalate. PbTa20a; a compound be-

lieved to have ferroelectric properties and

of possible interest as a special electroceramic. The Curie temperature is 260°
C. Dodd.
lead telluride; altaite. PbTe; molecular

weight, 334.79; white; isometric; specific
gravity, 8.16 (at 20° C, referred to water
at 4° C) ; melting point, 917° C; and insoluble in acids. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

I96, p. B-I87.

lead tetraeChyl.,See tetraethyllead.
lead tetrozide. See lead oxide, red.

lead time. The time taken between the conception of an idea and its quantity production.

It

is

recorded

that with mining

equipment, the total lead ,time varies from

about 6 months to. 7. years. The latter
period may apply to a completely new
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design of cutting and loading machine.
See also prototype. Nelson.

lead Inmate lead metatitanate.

Yellow;
orthorhombic ; PbTiOs; molecular weight,

303.09; specific gravity, 7.52; and insoluble in water. Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-I87. Used
with lead zirconate (PbZr0a) as a material for piezoelectric transducers. A useful
combination contains 45 percent lead

titanate and 55 percent lead zirconate.

This has a Curit temperature of 340° C,
compared to 120° C for barium titanate.
The lead titanate-lead zirconate ceramic,

known as PZT, has stable electromechani-

cal properties over a wide range of temperature. Lee.

lead tree. A crystalline deposit of metallic

lead on zinc that has been placed in a

solution of acetate of lead. Standard, 1964.

lead tungstate. a. Stolzite. Green to gray or
brown; PbW04; molecular weight, 455.04;

tetragonal; Mohs' hardness, 2.75 to 3.0;
specific gravity, 8.2 3 ; insoluble in water
and in nitric acid ; and soluble in potassium hydroxide. Used in pigments. Ben-

nett, 2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th _ed., 1964, pp. B-I87,
B-245. b. Raspite. Colorless to brownish

yellow PbW04; molecular weight, 455.04;
melting point, 1.123° C;
slightly soluble in cold water; decomposes
in acids; and insoluble in alcohol. H indbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-187.
lead-uranium ratio. The ratio of the amount
monoclinic;

of lead to the amount of uranium in a

rock or mineral, or of the amounts of the
various isotopes of the two elements; used
in computing the geologic age of the rock
or mineral. A.G.I.
lead vanadate. See vanadinite. C.M.D.
lead vitriol. Same as anglesite. Standard,
1964.

leadwell man. In ore dressing, smelting, and
refining, one who maintains flow of molten

lead from the blast furnace to the lead

pot for removal to refinery. D.O.T. Supp.

lead wires. a. In blasting, 'he heavy wires
that connect the firing current source or
switch with the connecting or cap wires.
Nichols. b. Two insulated copper wires
leading from the battery or igniting zpparatus to the primer cartridge in an PAplosive charge. Also called connecting
wires. Stauffer.

lead wool. A material used in place of
molten lead for making pipe joints. It iE
lead fiber, about as coarse as fine excelsioi,

and when made in a strand; it can be
calked into the joints, making them very
solid. Strock, 3.

lead works. A place where lead is extracted
from the ore. Fay.
lead zirconate. PbZrOs; a ferrolelectric Material. It is also used in lead titanate-zirconate (P.ZiT.) piezoelectric ceramics.
Dodd.

leaf. A very thin sheet or plate of metal, as
gold. Standard, 1964.
kaf chain. A silent chain designed forlow
speed heavy duty work. Nichols.
leaf clay. Synonym for book 'clay. A.G.I.

leaf coal. Variety of brown coal mainly made
of leaves. Tomkeieff, 1954.

leaf filter. See filter, b.
kat injections. Thin sheets of pegmatite alternating with thin sheets .of schist'sSee
also lit-par-lit. A.G.I.
,

leaf peat. Synonymous with paper. peat.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

leaf post
leafy post. In Northumberland and Durham,
England, a very thin and platy sandstone,
usually full of micaceous layers. Nelson.
league. a. A unit of linear measure. A land
league = 3 statute miles or 15,840 feet. A
nautical league = 3 geographical miles or
18,240.78 feet. A.G.I. b. An area embraced

in a square 5,000 varas on each side. It
contains 4,428.40 acres or 6.92 square
miles. The term is used in Texas land de-

scriptions. A.G.I.
Leaks. A tiny phyllopod crustacean, supposed

to be of freshwater habitat. The genus

Leaia has proved of considerable value as
it may characterize a single horizon over
widespread areas. For example, the horizon over the Swansea Four Feet coal seam
(South Wales) with its relative abundance
of Leaia has proved a reliable datum plane
for correlation and identification purposes.
Nelson.
leak. Low-grade mineralized rock into which
an ore body degenerates. Hess.
leakage. a. An unintentional diversion of
ventilation air from its designed path. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 2. b. In nuclear engineering, the escape of neutrons from a reactor core. Leakage lowers the reactivity

of a reactor. Len.

leakage coefficient. A numerical expression
of a duct's liability to leak. The National
Coal Board of Great Birtain defines this
as the volume of air in cubic feet per min-

ute which would leak from 100 feet of
the duct under a uniform pressure of 1

inch of water gage. Roberts, I., p. 225.
leakage field. The magnetic field which

leaves or enters a magnetized part at a

magnetic pole. ASM Gloss.
leakage halo. a. A dispersion pattern formed
in the rock overlying a mineral deposit by
the movement of ore-forming fluids through
a well-defined system of channels. Hawkes.

b. Dispersion patterns in rocks and frac-

ture zones over blind ore deposits where it
is assumed that the dispersion patterns represent the leakage of nearly spent ore solutions. Lewis, p. 301.

leakage Intake. An additional intake which
is a component part of a system of controlled leakage. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

leakage intake system. A ventilation circuit
with two adjacent intake roadways leading
to the coalface. The method has been
criticized as the air flow may become so
sluggish as to cause firedamp layers. See
also two intakes. Nelson.
leak vibroscope. An instrument which detects leaks in water, oil, gas, steam, and
air lines by amplifying the sound produced
by the escaping fluid. Osborne.
lean. a. Of ore, low-grade; submarginal; unpay; of doubtful exploitable value. Pryor,
3. b. A cement-sand mixture containing a
very small or less-than-normal amount of
cement. Long. c. A rock in which the min-

erals Sought occur in much less than exploitable amounts. Long. d. Eng. See
hang; c. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
lean cannel coal. Cannel coal low in hydrogen and thus transitional to bituminous
coal.) Tomkeieff, 19.54.

lean dsy.'Clay of relatively low plasticity.
Compare fat clay. A.G.I.

lean coal. Term used in several European

countries fox-coal with alow volatile mat.ter. RS: 3323; 1960.

lean concrete. Concrete .with a high aggre;
'gate/cement Iratio. Taylor.
lean gas. Gas containing little or no lique.

ledeburite
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fiable hydrocarbons. Also called dry gas.
Williams.

lean lime; poor lime. Hydraulic lime; opposite of fat lime. Bennett 2d, 1962.

lean-mix concrete. A concrete with a very low

cement/aggregate ratio (1:12 to 1:15)
used Mainly as a subbase under concrete
roads. Nelson.
lean mortar. Mortar that is deficient in cementitious components. It is usually harsh
and difficult to spread. See also fat mortar; mortar. ACSG, 1963.
lean ore. A low-grade ore. Nelson.

leap. a. To disappear, as a vein of ore when
broken by a fault. Standard, 1964. b. Eng.
A dislocation of strata by faulting. See
also downleap; upleap. Fay.
leaper; leper. See laper. Arkell.
leapfrog system. A system employed with
self-advancing supports on a longwall face
in which alternate supports are advanced
on each web of coal.removed. To do this,

alternate units have to be moved a distance equal to twice the web thickness
half before snaking and half after snaking.
Nelson.

leap ore. Tin ore of the poorest quality.

Standard, 1964.
tear. See lehr.
learies. Eng. Empty places; old workings.
Fay.
lease. a. Contract between landowner and

another granting the latter right to search
for and produce oil or mineral substances
upon payment of an agreed rental, bonus,

and/or royalty. A.G.I. SupP. b. The instrument by which such grant is made.

Fay. c. A piece of land leased for mining
purposes. Fay. See also claim; concession
system; royalty. Nelson.
leaser. A Western colloquiallism meaning
lessee. Fay.

lea stone. Lanc. Laminated sandstone. Fay.
leat. a. A mill stream which is used by small
mines for power purposes. Nelson. b.
Ditch which leads water to mineral work-

ings, usually at slight downgrade along
detour. Pryor, 3.

Leath. Derb. The soft part of a vein. Fay.

leather. Disk-, cup-, or V-shaped rings of
leather used as pressure packing on hy-

leathery texture. Similar to eggshell but gen-

erally a larger pattern. Bryant.
leats. Forest of Dean. Miner's term for coal
seams split into layers by soft mudstone
partings. Tomkeieff, 1954.

leaving. Corn. The mineral left after the
good ore has been removed; tailings. Fay.

lebensspuren. A general term for sundry
tracks, trails, and burrows or casts derived therefrom. See also ichnofossil. Pettijohn.

LECA. Abbreviation for lightweight expanded clay aggregate. See also lightweight expanded clay aggregate. Dodd.
Le Chatelier-Brauu principle. When a system which is in equilibrium suffers a

change, it reacts to oppose or minimize
that change. Pryor, 3.

Le Chatelier couple. A thermocouple employing a negative wire of pure platinum

and a positive wire of 90 percent platinum
and 10 percent rhodium. Osborne.
lechatelierite. Naturally occurring silica glass,
Si02; amorphous. The chief constituent of

fulgurites and of the fused sandstone of
Meteor Crater, near Winslow, Ariz. Eng-

lish; Dana 17.
Le Chateller soundness test. A procedure for
assessing any expansion of hydraulic ce-

ment caused by the presence of excess

lime, magnesia, or sulfates. The gaged ce-

ment is put into a split brass cylinder 30
millimeter inside diameter, to which are
attached two needles 156 millimeter long
from the centerline of the mold, one needle

on each side of the split in the mold. The
cement is allowed to set for 24 hours immersed in water at 58° to 64° F; the distance between the ends of the needles is
then measured. The mold is immersed in
water and boiled for 1 hour. When it has
cooled, the distance between the ends of
the needles is again measured. The difference between the first and second readings
should not exceed 10 millimeter. The test
is included in British Standards 12. Dodd.
lechosos opal. A variety of precious opal exhibiting a deep-green play of color. C.M.D.

leck. A thick, stony clay. Also called leck
clay. Standard, 1964.

leckstone. A granular variety of trap found

draulic and pump pistons and around pis-

in Scotland; used for oven bottoms. Stand-

leather bed. Mid. A tough leatherlike clayey
substance in a faultslip, composed of the

Leclanche cell. A zinc-carbon primary cell
whose exciting liquid is a solution of sal

ton rods. Long.

crushed and fractured ends of the coal

measures. Fay. See also fault breccia; fault
gouge. Nelson.

kather coat. The thin veneer of plastically
deformed rock on a fault plane. Schieferdecker.
leather-hard. Clay which is dried sufficiently

to be stiff but is still damp enough to be
joined to other pieces with slip. ACSG,
1963.

leather jacket. Aust. A Ballarat name for
clay occurring in cross courses. Fay.
leather-facket lode. A gold-bearing lode associated with west dipping reversed faults.
Where the lode intersects massive sand-

stone it tends to be barren while where
it intersects slate beds it becomes more
productive. The term leather-jacket re-

fers to the black shiny carbonaceous pug
with a leathery appearance of the associated faults (leather-jacket faults). See
also indicator. Nelson.
leather lap. A disk covered with leather for
polishing gems. Standard, 1964.
leatherstone. Synonym for mountain leather.
Fay.

0 r,541

ard, 1964.

ammoniac. Webster 3d.
leconfite. A colorless, water-soluble mineral,
(Na,NI-L,K)20.S03.2H20. Larsen, p. 148.
Lecq decking system. A fully automatic sys-

tem for a two-deck cage, decked simultaneously, which may be powered pneumatically, electrically, or hydraulically. In
this system:,

at each decking level the

roads leading from the cages and the full

cars are fed by gravity to an automatic
tippler situated close to the shaft On the

completion of the tipping the empty cars
are rammed out of the tipplers by rains
to the creepers, from which they run to
shunt backs and are diverted as required.
They are then in position to be rammed
into the next cage corning to bank. Sinclair, V. P. 75.

led. N. of Eng. A spare tub, or one that is
loaded while
emptied. Fay.

being

another is being

ledehurite. The eutectic of the iron-carbon
system, the constituents being austenite
and cementite. The austenite decomposes
into ferrite and cementite on cooling below the Arl. ASM Gloss.

ledge
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lehr man

ledge. a. A bed or several beds in a quarry
or natural outcrop, particularly those projecting in a steplike manner. A.G.I. Supp.
b. The surface of such a projecting bed.
A.G.I. Supp. c. In mining, a projecting
outcrop or vein, commonly of quartz, that
is supposed to be mineralized; also, any
narrow zone of mineralized rock. A.G.I.
Supp. d. In northern Michigan, the same

weathered surfaces; opposite of stoss side.
Standard,1964.
lee-side concentration. Small-scale crossbedding formed by deposition on lee side of
ripples. Pettijohn.

legrandite. A yellow to nearly colorless basic hydrous =senate of zinc, Znu(As04)9OH.12H30. Massive, radiating prismatic.

as bedrock. A.G.I. Supp. e. A mass of
rock that constitutes a valuable mineral
deposit. Webster 3d. f. Colloquial synonym

of bedrock. Long. g. Tile only true ledges
are deposits of oil-shale, slate, or the like.
A ledge is a horizontal layer, therefore a
vein or lode is not a ledge. von Bernewitz. h. A rocky formation continous with
and fringing the shore. H&G.
ledge finder. See Larson ledge finder. Long.
ledgeman. See breaker. D.O.T. 1.
ledger. Eng. Applied to the lower side of a
vein. Fay.
ledge rock. a. The true bedrock; distinguished

from boulders or rock that has been transported. Standard, 1964. Compare false bot-

tom. b. Ganister occurring in solid rock

formations. A.R.I.
ledger wall. Same as footwall. Fay.
Ledian. Lower Upper Eocene. A.G.I. Supp.
ledmorite. A variety of melanite-augite nephdine syenite associated with borolanite but
free from the pseudoporphyritic character
of borolanite. Holmes, 1928.

Lem. Lower lower Pennsylvanian. A.G.I.
supp.
Leebar separator. A dense medium washer
consisting of a static bath. The floats, or
coal, are removed by means of paddles or
chains suspended from bars connected to
rotating spokes. The sinks, or shale, are

leet. A stack of peat, properly 24 feet long
by 12 feet wide and 12 feet high. Standard, 1964.
Lett seismograph. A portable three-component seismograph designed primarily for
registration of vibrations from blasts, traffic, machinery, and general industrial
sources. Leet, 2, p. 90.
lefkasbestos. A white (bleached) variety of
chrysotile asbestos; from Mt. Troodos,
Cyprus. English.

left hand. Drill rods, subs, pipe, or other

Fay.

in which the stream flows. Seelye, 2.

threaded drilling equipment having lefthanded threads. See also left-handed.
Long.
left-hand cutting tool. A cutter all of whose
flutes twist away in a counterclockwise
direction when viewed from either end.
ASM Gloss.

left-handed. Threaded members, such as
pipe or drill rods, which can be coupled
together only by turning or twisting the
members in an anticlockwise cr counterclockwise direction as opposed to the
clockwise direction used when coupling
standard right-hand-threaded components.
Long.
left-band rule. See Fleming's rule.
left lang lay. Wire or fiber rope or cable in
which the wires or fibers in a strand and
the strands themselves are twisted to the
left. Long.

screens. The separator has been developed
for the treatment of large coal and shale.

left long lay. Synonym of left lang lay. Long.

Nelson.

trodes. A.G.I.

lee dune. A dune formed under constant

wind direction in the lee of an obstacle or
a source of loose sand. Hess.
leelite. A flesh-red variety of orthoclase.
Standard, 1964.
Lee-Norse miner. A continuous miner devel-

oped in the United States, for driving
headings in medium or thick coal seams.
It weighs about 26 tons, and makes a cut
81/2

feet wide, gathers the cut coal and

loads it ifito cars or conveyor at a rate up

to about 4 tons per minute. It can work
in seam heights from 4 feet 8 inches up
to about 10 feet. It consists, mainly, of a

boom carrying the cutting head; the gathering head, and at the rear the jib support
frame on which the jib can be slewed. The
machine is operated by hydraulic motors."
Nelson.'

Lee process. A process for shaping any of
the softer metals or alloys, by simply
squeezing it cold through or into a suitably shaped hole. Also called extrusion or
squirting process. Fay.
leering. In glassmaking, the process of treat-

ing in the annealing oven or leer. Standard, 1959.

leer MAIL See lehr man. D.O.T. 1.

lee side. That side of glaciated rocks that

faces away from the direction.whence the
ice

came, as indicated by rough and

the mudsill and the collar in the four-

left bank. The bank of a stream that is on
the left when one looks in the direction

left lay. Wire rope, the strands of which
form a left-hand helix like a left-hand

Lee board. See hack. Dodd.
Lee configuration. An electrical resistivity
measuring method using two current electrodes and three equispaced potential elec-

legs. a. The wires attached to and forming
a part of an electrical blasting cap. Fay.
b. The uprights of a set of mine timbers.
See also leg piece. Fay. c. Legs are used
under crossbars, headers, or collars in the
three-piece set of timbers, and between
piece set. They may also be called sidepieces or posts. When used in four-piece
sets, the reason of which is usually side
pressure, the legs must be locked in the
mudsill and the collar. This is called a
dap. Kentucky, p. 141. d. Aust. The two

extracted by a scraper device. The bath

can be fed directly from the raw coal

Monoclinic. From Lampazos, Nuevo Leon,
Mexico. English.

screw thread. H & G, p. 130.

sides or wings of a saddle reef or anticline.

legua. Sp. Land league used in the original
surveys of the Philippines, California, and

Texas. It is equal to 2.63 miles or 4.24
kilometers. See also league. A.G.I.

leg wire. One of the two wires attached to
and forming a part of an electric blasting
cap or squib. ASA C42.85: 1956.
Lehigh. jig. A plunger-type jig with the following distinguishing characteristics: (1)
the plunger contains check valves that
open on the upstroke to reduce suction;
(2) the makeup water is introduced with

the feed; (3) the screen plate is at two
levels, which have different perforations,

to keep the water distribution uniform;
(4) the bottom of the discharge end of
the jig is hinged. This jig has been used

extensively in washing anthracite. Mitchell,
p. 428.
lehlite. A hydrous phosphate of calcium, sodium, potassium, and aluminiim? Ca5NarAl1(PO4)8(OH) 22. 61-120; monoclinic ( ?) ;

left regular lay. Wire or fiber rope or cable
in which the individual wires or fibers in

white; crust of coars2 fibers. Fonud near
Fairfield, Utah. English; American Mineralogist, v. 27, No. 4, April 1942, p. 287.
lehm. The same as loess or mud. Standard,

the strands to the left. Also called regularlay left lay. Long.
left twist. Same as right lay, and corresponds

Lehmann process. A process for treating coal

the strands are twisted to the right and

to a right-hand screw thread. H & C, p.
130.

leg. a. In mine timbering, a prop or upright
member of a set or frame. Pryor, 3. Also
known as uprights; posts; arms. Nelson.
b. Eng. A prop set under a balk or bar is
sometimes called a leg. SMRB, Paper No.
61. c. One of the main upright members

of a drill derrick or tripod. Long. d. A
side post in tunnel timbering. Nichols. e.

A wire or connector in one side of an

electrical circuit. Nichols. f. Eng. A stone
that has to be wedged out from beneath

a larger one. Fay. g. A term sometimes
applied to a centrifugal discharge bucket

elevator. Usually a double leg bucket elevator. ASA MH4.1-1958. h. See draft. B.S.
3618, 1963,sec: 1.
legato injection. An injection of igneous material that was completed in a single stage.

A.G.I.
legend. The explanation of the symbols and

patterns shown on a map or diagram.

A.G.I. Supp.

leg of a fillet weld. Actualthe distance

from the root of the joint to the toe of a
fillet weld. Nominalthe length of a side
of the largest right triangle 'that can be
inscribed in the cross section of the weld.

ASM Gloss.

leg piece. The upright timber that supports
the cap piece in a mine. Fay.

1964.

by disintegration and separation of the

petrographic constituents (Fusain, durain,
and vitrain). It consists of subjecting the
coal to resilient disintegrating or shattering action for a sufficient length of time
to break the constituents into granules of
various sizes by reason of their respective
resistances to shattering impacts and separating the granules into different sizes by
screening or equivalent means. Mitchell,
p. 601.

lebr; leer; lear. An enclosed oven or furnace
used for annealing, or other form of heat
treatment, particularly used in glass manufacture.

It is a kind of tunnel down

which glass, hot from the forming process,
is sent to cool slowly, so that strain is re-

moved, and cooling takes place without
additional strain being introduced. Lehrs
may be of the open type (in which the
flame comes in contact with ware), or of
the muffie type. C.T.D.
lehr loader. A device for properly placing
and spacing glass articles on a continuous
lehr belt. ASTM C162-66.
lehr man. One who regulates temperature of
a reheating oven (lehr) used to fire-glaze
glass articles. Arranges glass articles according to size and shape on,lehr conveyor
so that maximum quantity will be carried
in oven on a long paddle. Also called leer

man; lehr operator, glass; lehr tender.
D.O.T. 1.

leidleite
leidleite. A glassy dacite or rhyodacite with
microlites instead of phenocrysts of plagioclase, pyroxene, apatite, and opaque oxides. A.C.I.

leifite. A colorless, highly acidic, fluosilicate
of sodium and aluminum, Na4(AlF)2S4-

0=; prisms; hexagonal; from Narsarsuk,

Greenland. English.
Leighton buzzard sand. An important source
of sand from the Lower Greensand deposits of Bedfordshire, England. The sand is

high in silica and well-graded; it is used

as a refractory foundry sand and as a

standard sand for mixing with portland
cement for testing according to Bitish

Standard 12. Dodd.
leightonite. A pale blue hydrous sulfate of
copper, calcium, and potassium, Cu0.2CaO.K20.4S03.2H:O. Crystals mostly
lath-shaped and curved. Triclinic, pseudoorthorhombic. From Chuquicamata, Chile.
English.

leip. Scot. Sea line. Fay.
leith. Staff. A joint in coal. Compare !eath.
Arkell.

Utz tyndallometer. Measures the intensity
of the light scattered at an angle from the
incident beam by a dust cloud, and correlates well with the concentration determined by the thermal precipitator or the

surface area calculated from such a count.
However, it needs to be calibrated for
each type of dust cloud, owing to difference in mineralogical content, against the

thermal precipitator. Sinclair, I., p. 181.
L.E.L. Lower explosive limit of a combustible compound. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
L-electron. One in the second innermost
shell which surrounds the atomic nucleus.
Principal quantum number 2. The complete shell contains eight electrons (neon,
A.N. 10, composed of K
L shells, 2 -I-

8). Pryor, 3.
Lemberg's reaction. A chemical test for distinguishing calcite and dolomite. Holmes,
1928.

Lemberg's solution. Logwood digested in an
aqueous solution of aluminum chloride is

used as a combined stain and reagent.
Calcite and aragonite are stained violet
after treatment for about 10 minutes, but

dolomite remains
,1928.

unchanged. Holmes,

Lemnian Reddle. Eng. An ocher of a deepred color, occurring in conjunction with
the Lemman earth, and used as a pigment.
'Fay.

lemon. a. Eng. Any argillaceous rock forming the roof of a coal seam, North Staffordshire. Arkell. b. Eng. Similar to bannock, North Staffordshire. Nelson.
leaad. A contracted form of the names leucite and nephelite, suggested as an alter-

native group name for the feldspathoid
minerals. English.

lencheon. Eng. A shelf of thin rock in a

.mine shaft. Fay.
lenco sapphire. White sapphire. Schaller.
lengenbachite. A steel-gray, often iridescent,
sulfarsenite of lead, with small amounts of
...silver, copper, and antimony, possibly
6PbS.(Ag,Cu),S.2As2.53. Probably triclinic.

Thin blade-shaped crystals; soft. From
Binnenthal, Switzerlandl. English.
length. The horizontal dimension of the unit
in the face of a wall. ASTM C43-65T.
lengthening rod. A screwed extension rod
for prolonging a .well-boring auger or bit.
,Stanclard, 1964.

length, measures of. Shortest plane distance

between two points. In the Centimeter-

leopardite
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gram-second system it

is based on the

meter. Pryor, 3.
length of back. The distance between levels
on the plane of the ore body. Higham, p.
160.

length of lay. The distance measured along
a straight line parallel to the rope in which
the strand forms one complete spiral

around the rope, or the wires around the
strand. See also lay, d. Ham.
length of shot. a. The depth of the hole in
which the powder is placed, or the size
of the block of coal to be loosened by a
single blast measured parallel with the
hole. Fay. b. In the open-pit mining, the
distance from the first drill hole to the
last drill hole along the bank. Bureau of
Mines Stag.

lengths. Eng. In tunnel construction, the successive sections in which a tunnel is exe-

cuted. Shaft lengths are directly under
the working shaft; side lengths are on
each side of the shaft length; leading
lengths are prolongations of the tunnel
from the side lengths; and junction lengths
complete the portion of the tunnel ,extendlog between two shafts, or between a shaft
and an entrance. Fay.

lennllite. A greenish feldspar from Lenni
Mills, Delaware County, Penn. Hess.
Lennox sand drier. A nonrotary hot air drier
for foundry sand. Osborne.
lens. a. A body of ore or of rock thick in the
middle and thin at the edges; similar to a
double convex lens. See also lenticular.
Fay. b. In optics, a device which modu-

lates the direction taken by a transient

beam of light. Pryor, 3.

lenses. Pyrite, round or oval in plan and
lenticular in section, ranging up to 2 or
3 feet in thickness and several hundred
feet in the greatest lateral dimension, that

is found in coalbeds. Sometimes called
kidney sulfur. Mitchell, p. 67.

lens-fronted tubing. Tubing for liquid-inglass thermometers made in such a way
as to magnify the width of the column of
liquid. Dodd.
leas grinding. The process of grinding pieces

of flat sheet glass (or pressed blanks) to

the correct form of the lens. Cast-iron
tools of the correct curvature, supplied
with a slurry of abrasive and water, are
used. C.T.D.

lensing. The thinning out of a stratum in

one or rnore directions. A.CJ.
lens molder. One who molds glass for automobile lenses. Cuts disks from glass sheets
to specification, using hand cutters. Places
glass disks in molds, and inserts them in

furnace for specified heating period to

shape lens to molds. Removes molds from
furnace, using tongs, and places them on
bench to cool. Positions weights cal lenses
in molds to insure lenses retaining shapes

while cooling. Also called glass bender.
D.O.T. 1.

lentide. A rock stratum or rock bed, which,
from being thin at the edges, is more less
lens-shaped. Nearly all undeformed strata
are lenticles. Standard, 1964.
lenticular. Shaped approximately like a double convex lens. When a mass of rock thins

out from the center, to a thin edge all
around, it is considered to be lenticular.
See also lens. Fay.

knticular bedding. Strata which wedge or
pinch out within the confines of a given

outcrop, hand specimen_, or core. See also
flaser structure. Pettijohn.
lenticular crombeddiag. Crossbedding whose
,

outline, in
Pettijohn.

vertical section,

is

lenslike.

lenticular iron ore. Impure concretionary

hematite. Hess.
lenticular vein. Fat lenses in schists that may
be caused by the bulging or dilation of the
schistose rocks due to pressure transmitted

by the mineralizing solutions. Schielerdecker.

lenticule. A very small, lens-shaped body in
a rock mass. Standard, 1964.

lentil. a. A lens-shaped rock body. A.C.I.

Sapp. b. A minor stratigraphic unit, a

subdivision of a formation similar in rank
to a member, having relatively small geographic extent and presumably wedging

out in all directions. A.C.I. Supp. c. A
lenticular bed in a stratified series. Fay.

lentille. An isolated mass of rock containing
fossils of a fauna older than the strata in
which it occurs, though of contemporary
age with those surrounding strata. Fay.
Lenzite. Trade name for an impure galena
carrying some copper and probably other
sulfides mined near Yucca, Arizona, and
used as a detector in wireless telegraphy.
Hess.

Lenz's law. When an electromotive force is
induced in a conductor by any change in
the relation between the conductor and the
magnetic field, the direction of the electromotive force is such as to produce a current whose magnetic field will oppose the
change. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-48.
Leonardlan. Upper lower Permian. A.G.I.
Supp.

leonardite. A soft, earthy, medium-brown

coallike substance associated with lignitic
outcrops in North Dakota. It is a naturally
oxidized form of lignite with variations in
color and properties depending upon the
extent of weathering. Usually, the material
occurs at shallow depths, overlying or grading into the harder and more compact lignite. Of little value as a fuel, it has been
used in oil-drilling muds, in water treatment, and in certain wood stains. It is frequently referred to as "slack" because of
its texture; however, the term leonarchte
is finding common usage. R.I. 5611, 1960,
p. 2.

Leon firedamp tester. A firedamp detector
developed in 1902. A form of Wheatstone

bridge is used and changes in electrical
resistance due to temperature differences
are measured. The firedamp/air sample
flows over one set of wires and the gas

burns catalytically while the other wires do

not come into contact with the sample.
Nelson.

leonhardite. a. A variety of laumontite with
the formula 2[Caokl.Sisau.7H201. Hey 2d,
1955. b. Synonym for starkeyite, MgS01.4H20, from the hydration of kieserite. Not
to be confused with leonhardite of J. R.
Blum, 1813. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
leonite. A colorless, white, yellowish hydrous
sulfate

of

magnesium and

potassium,

KISO,.Mg504.4H20; monoclinic; tabular
crystals and massive. From Westeregeln
and Leopoldshall, Germany. English.
leopardite. a. A siliceous rock from North
Carolina that is spotted with stains of magganese oxide; usually considered to be a
quartz porphyry. Fay. b. A variety of quartz

porphyry containing small phencrysts of
quartz in a microgranitic or microgranophyric groundmass of quartz, orthoclase,
albite, and mica. The rock has a characteristically spotted or streaked appearance

leopardite
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due to staining by hydroxides of iron and
manganese. Holmes, 1928.
leopard jade. A descriptive term applied to

ing, cutting, blasting," etc. Fay.
leptinite. See leptynite. Fay.
leptite. A fine-grained metamorphic rock with
little or no foliation. A.G.I. SupP.

spotted jade resembling the colors and
marking of a leopard. Shipley.

leopard rock. a. A local name in Canada,
applied to pegmatitic rocks that are asso-

ciated with the apatite veins of Ontario

and Quebec. Fay. b. Syenite gneiss consisting of ellipsoidal lumps measuring several

inches and separated by material that is
mainly greenish pyroxenc. The rock may
be slightly schistose. A.G.I. Su Pp.

Leopard stone. Scot. Local name for a dolo-

mite full of dark worm castings set In a
gray matrix and containing chert nodules
near the base, Upper Cambrian. Arkell.
Leopoldi furnace. A furnace for roasting
quicksilver ores, differing from the Bustamente in having a series of brick condensing chambers. Both are intermittent, that
is, have to be charged and fired anew after
each operation. The Californian intermittent furnace is a modification of the Leopoldi, having the fireplace on the side. Fay.

leopoldite. Synonym for sylvite. Dana 6d,
p. 156.

lep. Local Galician name for a variety of

ozocerite containing large amount of mineral matter. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Lepanto marbk. Trade name given to a gray
marble containing pink and white fossils;
from the Lower Silurian, near Plattsburgh,
N.Y. Fay.

leper. See laper. Arkell.
lepidoblastic. Pertaining to a flaky schistosity
caused by an abur.2.ance of minerals like
micas and chlorites with a general parallel
arrangement. A.G.I.
lepidocrecite. An orthorhombic hydrous oxide
of

iron, Fe203.H20, occurring as scaly

blood-red crystals, associated with limonite,

in iron ores; one very perfect and two less
perfect cleavages; dimorphous form of
goethite. C.M.D.; Larsen, p. 144.
Lepidodendron. A common member of the
lycopod plant group thrtt flourished during
Coal Measures times. Tim straight trunks
of this tree sometimes rea:hed a !night of
100 feet tapering gradually from more than

2 feet at the base. Reproduction was by
means of spores liberated from cones car-

ried at the ends of some of the smaller

branches. Nelson.
kpidolite; lithia mica. A fluosilicate of potassium, lithium, and aluminum, K2Li3A17(Al SisOio) 2 ( O. OH,F ) ; monoclinic; color,

pink and Hi; c to grayish white; luster,
pearly; perfect micaceous cleavage; Mohs'
hardness, 2.5 to 4; specific gravity, 2.8 to

3.0. A comparatively rare mineral found
in pegmatite dikes, usually associated with
other lithium-bearing minerals such as pink

and green tourmaline, amblygonite, and
spodumene. Found in Connecticut. California, South Dakota, and New Mexico.
Used a.] a source of lithium, and in the
manufacture of heat-resistant glass. Dana
17, pp. 471-472.

kpidomelane. A mineral, near biotite, but
characterized by the presence of a large
amount of ferric iron. Fab,.

lepidomorphite. A variety of phengite. Dana
6d, p. 614.
lepidophaelte; lepidophiiite. Copper-bearing
wad; lampadite. Dana 6d,.P. 258.

lepolite. Synonym for anorthite. Dana 6d,
p. 337.

Lepol Idle: See ACL kiln. Dodd.
leppey. Eng. Work that is easy,"soft,, kind,
and winable, without any hardship, as bor-

leptite gneiss. A medium- to coarse-grained
metamorphic rock with little or no foliation. A.G.I. SuPP.

leptize. To disintegrate a material, in the
dry state, into very fine particles by impact;

at least 50 percent of the product is less
than 50 microns and at least 1 percent is

less than 2 microns. The term has not been
generally adopted. Dodd.
leptoclase. a. Daubree's term for minor fractures. Fay. b. A miniature fissure. Holmes,
1928.

leptometer. An instrument for testing the vis-

cosity of oii, by comparing the rate at
which it drops from a small orifice with the

known rate of dripping of a standard oil.
Standard, 1964.
leptomorpbic. A term suggested by Gumbel
to apply to crystallized substances that lack
definite crystalline borders, as the nepheline in many groundmasses. Fay.

lepton. A charrd or an uncharged elementary particle (as a positron or a neutrino)
having a mass uf the same oreer as, or

leucite basanite
mately 1.4 is used for the separation, which
takes place in a cylindrical tank 6 to 10 feet
in diameter with a conical bottom, the total

height being nearly 30 feet. The cleaned
coal rises to the top where it is removed
by a chain scraper and delivered to draining towers. Gaudin, p. 242.
lessing rings. A particular shape for chem-

ical stoneware tower fillings. Dodd.
lessor. One who transfers a mineral lease, including oil and gas leases. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

le sterile. In French mining terminology, the
combination of gangue and sterile country
rock. Schieferdecker.
lestiwarite. Syenite aplite composed predominantly of mieroperthite with a small
amount of aegirine and arfvedsonite, and
accessory sphene. A.G.I.
lethal dose. A dose of ionizing radiation sufficient to cause death. Median lethal dose
(abbreviated MLD or LD50) is the dose
required to kill half of the individuals in
a group similarly exposed within a speci-

fied period of time. The median lethal

dose for man is about 400 roentgens. UM.

let into; box; needle; notch; stamp. Eng.
The recessing of supports into the floor,

smaller than, that of the electron. Webster

side, or roof. SMRB, PaPer No. 61.
letovicite. A triammonium sulfate, H(NHO s-

leptothermal. A zone in .ore deposits consisting of the top of Lindgren's mesothermal
zone and the bottom of the epithermal zone.

the decomposition of pyrite in coal in

3d.

Mineral grain size averages smaller and
more variable than in mesothermal ores.
There is an increased development of vugs

toward the shallower limit of the zone.

Rock alteration varies from sericitic to pro-

pylitic. Vertical depth range is estimated
from 10,000 to 15,000 feet. Hess. See also

hypothermal ore deposit; mineralization.
leptothermal deposit. A mineral deposit
formed under conditions intermediate be-

tween those characteristic for the meso-

(SO4)2, as pseudohexagonal scales frcfn

Letovice, Moravia, Czechoslovakia; colorless tabular crystals. Named from locality.
Rice; English.
lettenkohle. Ger. Laminated coal. Tomkeieff,
1954.

letter and tracing cutter. In the storework
industry, one who cuts incised or raised

letters and simple designs on monumental

stones with pneumatic and hand tools.
Also called letter cutter; letterer. D.O.T.].

letter cutter. See letter and tracing cutter.
D.O.T.].

S ee letter and tracing cutter.
D.O.T.].
letter name. A single letter or combination
of letters used to designate a specific
range, group, and/or design of diamonddrill fittings, such as casing, core barrels,
drill rods, etc. See also group, f; range, e.

thermal and epithermal zones of Lindgren.
Schieferdecker.
leptynite; leptinite. A feldspathic granulite
somewhat coarser in grain than halleflinta.
Appears to be approximately synonymous
with leptite and granulite. See also granulite ; halleflinta; halleflintgneiss; leptite.

letterer.

leptynite gneiss. Synonym for leptite gneiss.
A.G.I. SupP.
leptynolite. A fine-grained, fissile metamorphic rock consisting essentially of mica,

letter stones. An igneous rock with sheath
and core structure, giving the appearance
of its surface of letters. Arkell.
lettsomite. Synonym for cyanotrichite. Hey

dierite may be present. See also astite; aviolite ; cornubianite edolite; hornfels; keralite; proteolite; seebenite. A.G.I.
lernilite. Synonym for vermiculte. Dana 6d,
p. 666.
lesleyite. a. A mixture of damourite and
corundum. Dana 6d, p. 707. b. A member
of the brittle mica family. near K2A1,-21s-

leuchtenbergite. a. A variety of clinochlore,

Long.

quartz, and feldspar; andalusite or cor-

Si4020(OH)4. Hey 2d, 19.55.

lessee. One who leases mineral lands, including oil, gas, sulfur and potash ; incorrectly
leaser. Bureau of Mines Staff.
lessingite, A greenish to cherry-red, weakly
radioactive very rare, vitreous mineral,
2Ca0.2Ce:03.35i02.H2O, possibly the same
britholite; occurs in placer deposits associated with bastnaesite, cerite, tornebohmite, and allanite; from Kyshtymsk district,
Ural, U.S.S.R. Crosby, p. -104; Larsen, P.
199; Mineralogica Magazine,- v. 22, No.
134, September 1931, pp. 622-623.
Leasing process. A .heavy-fluid coal-cleaning
process in which a calcium chloride solu-

tion hiving a specific gravity of approxi-

Ppy

2d, 19.5.5.

white, pale green, or yellowish in color, containing little or no iron ; often rescmbles

talc. Fay. b. A colorless micaceous min-

eral, 12Mg0.3A1,03.7Si02.10H10. Larsen,
p. 107.

leucite. A natural potassium-aluminum silicate, KA1(SiO3): or K20.45i0s, found in
lava. Color, white or gray; white streak;

vitreous or greasy luster. Contains 21.5
percent potash; specific gravity 2.45 to
2.50; hardness 5.5 to 6. Found in Wyo-

ming, Montana, Arkalsas; Italy (most
abundant source), Brazil, Sardinia, tohemia, Turkey, Africa, Australia, Java,
Borneo, Siberia. Possible source of potash.
CCD 6d, 1961.

leucite basalt. A basaltic rock composed of
leucite, augite, and olivine, some magnetite, amd no tedspar. Webster 2d.

leudte basanite. A lava of basaltic habit,
composed of leucite, plagioclase, and py-

roxene. Magnetite and a little glau are
usually, present. Webster 2d.

leucite phonolite

leveling
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leucite phonolite. According to Rosenbusch,
a volcanic rock, the felsic minerals of
which are leucite and orthoclase without
nepheline. With the addition of nepheline
(or nosean, etc.), the rock becomes a leucitophyre. It is preferable to follow Zirkel
who calls the latter leucite phonolite and
the former, from which nepheline is missing, leucite trachyte. Holmes, 1928.
leucite syenite. A feldspathoidal syenite containing leucite or more generally, pseudoleucite, which consists mainly of orthoclase
and nepheline. Holmes, 1928.

leucite tephrite. A lava of basaltic habit,

consisting of leucite, plagioclase, and pyroxene, usually with accessory magnetite,
and differing from leucite basanite in containing no basanite. Webster 2d.
leucite trachyte. A volcanic rock containing
leucite in addition to the constituents of
trachyte which is equal to the leucite
phonolite of Rosenbusch. Holmes, 1928.

leucitic. Of, or pertaining to, leucite; con-

taining or resembling leucite. Fay.
leucitite. A fine-grained or porphyritic rock
composed essentially of leucite and pyroxene; a basaltic rock with leucite instead
of plagioclase, and free from olivine.
Holmes, 1928.

leucitohedron. a. Synonym for trapezohedron. A.C.I. Supp. b. The term is derived
from leucite which crystallizes as a trapezoliedron. Bureau of Mines Staff.
leucitophyre. A variety of leucite phonolite,
containing leucite and nepheline, or other
soda feldspathoid, with generally inconspicuous feldspar; the characteristic mafic
constituent is aegirine or aegirine-augite.
Holmes, 1928.

leuco-; leuc-. A prefix from the Greek leukos
meaning white. A combining form meaning: (1) white, colorless; and (2) in
chemistry, a colorless or weakly colored
compound obtained by reduction of a dye,
or closely related in some way to a colored
compound. Webster 2d.
leucochalcite. a. A hydrous arsenate of cop-

per, usually found in white, or greenish,
silky, needlelike crystals. Fay. b. A dis-

credited term equal to olivenite. American
Mineralogist, v. 37, No. 3-4, March-April
1952, p. 362.

of the sources of beryllium. Dana 6d, p.
417.
leucophanite. Synonym for leucophane. Dana

6d, p. 417.
leucophoenicite. A light purplish-red basic
silicate chiefly of manganese, with zinc
and calcium, (Mn,Zn,Ca)7(SiO4)3(OH)s.
Monoclinic. Elongated crystals; granular
massive. From Franklin, N.J. English.
leucophosphite. A white hydrous phosphate

of potassium, iron, and aluminum, Ks(Fe,(Fe,A1)7(OH)ii(PO4)4.6H30. Chalky masses.

From Ninghanboun Hills, Western Australia. English.
leucophyllite. A variety of muscovite. Dana
6d, p. 614.
leucophyre. An igneous rock containing a
high percentage of feldspar and therefore
very light in color. Opposite of lamprophyre. A.G.I.
leascopyrite. See loellingite. Fay.

leucosapphire. See white sapphire. C.T.D.
leucosphenite. A white, inclining to grayishblue, titanosilicate of sodium and barium,
(TiO ) 2 (SI505)5; monoclinic. In minute tabular, prismatic crystals with wedgeshaped terminations. Also spelled leukosphenite. From Narsarsuk, Greenland. English.
leucotephrite. A tephrite containing leucite

but free from nepheline or other soda
feldspathoid. The form leucitephrite

is

preferable as leucotephrite suggests a leucocratic tephrite. Holmes, 1928.

leucoxene. A brown, green, or black variety
of sphene or titanite, CaTiSiOs, occurring
as monoclinic crystals. An earthy alteration

product consisting in most instances of
rutile; used in the production of titanium

tetrachloride. Hey 2d, 1955 ; Dana 7, v. 1,
p. 560.

Leukemia. A disease of the blood, corre-

sponding to cancer in a tissue, which can
be produced by excessive exposure to
radiation. Ham.
feukonIn. A commercial name for sodium
antimonate, (NaSb0s), an opacifier used
in formulating enamel frits. Enam. Diet.
leukorite. Bakelite. Shipley.

levando. A modified form of the Cornish

keeve used in Bolivia in concentrating tin
and tungsten ores. It is a wooden tub

of the river bed and the natural levees

on each side of the river. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

level. a. A main underground roadway or
passage driven along the level course to
afford access to the stopes or workings
and to provide ventilation and haulageways for the removal of coal or ore. See
also level interval. Nelson. b. Mines are
customarily worked from shafts through

horizontal passages or drifts called levels.
These are commonly spaced at regular intervals in depth and are either numbered
from the surface in regular order or designated by their actual elevation below
the top of a shaft. Lewis, p. 21. c. In pitch
mining, such as anthracite, there may be
a number of levels driven from the same
shaft, each being known by its depth from
the surface or by the name of the bed or
seam in which it is driven. Jones. d. Mine

workings that are approximately at the

same elevation. Ballard. e. Applied to
seams which run like floors in an office
building. Under and above the seam lie
the rock strata. Korson. f. Eng. See mother
gate. SMRB, Paper No. 61. g. To make
level or to cause to conform to a specified
grade. Nichols. h. An instrument for establishing a horizontal line or plane. Long.
i. The act or process of adjusting something with reference to a horizontal line.
Long. j. All openings at each of the different horizons from which the ore body is

opened up and mining is started. High-

ham, p. 35. k. (N.S.W.) A drive in a mine
New South Wales.l. In speleology, a series
of related passageways in a cave, occurring

at the same relative,

vertical position.

A.C.I. m. A gutter for the water to run in.
Fay.

level course. a. A direction along the strike
of an inclined coal seam; a coal seam contour line. The productive faces in a coal
mine, such as stalls and conveyor faces
are, in general, advanced on level course
or slightly to ihe rise. Nelson. b. Scot. In
the direction of the strike of the strata, or
at right angles to the dip and rise. Fay.
level crosscut. A horizontal crosscut. Nelson.
level drive. A drive which opens up a de-

posit and makes it accessible along its

igneous rock containing a high percentage of felsic minerals and a correspond-

and 18 inches across the bottom, with three

length and forms the basis for the division
of the deposit into levels. Stoces, v. 1, p.

inches respectively above the bottom. The

leveler. A buck scraper, drag, or any other

The adjective leucocratic is more com-

levando is nearly filled with water; and
the finely crushed ore that has passed the

leucocrate. A general name for a light-colored
ingly low percentage of mafic constituents.

monly used. The prefix leuco- is usr.d with

such names as syenite diorite, etc., to indicate a marked deficiency of dark-colored

silicates. Thus, albitite is a mda leucosyenite consisting almost exclusively of
albite. C.T.D.

leucocratic. Applied to light-colored rocks,
especially igneous rocks, containing be-

tween 0 and 30 percent dark minerals,

that is, rocks, the color index of which is
between 0 and 30. See also mesocratic;
melanocratic. A.G.I.
leucomanganite.

Synonym for

fairfieldite.

Dana 6d, p. 812.

lencoperthite. A loamlike substance, between

a resin and wax in character, Cm FLA;

very impure and sandy as found in a
brown coal at Gesterwitz, near Weissenfels,

Germany. It crystallizes in white needles
from ether and boiling absolute alcohol,
and melts above 100°C. See also earthy
brown coal. Fay; A.G.I.
lencophane. A green to pale yellow sodium,
calcium silicate containing beryllium. One

about 3 feet high, 2 feet across the top,

plugs on one side about 6, 12, and 18
buddies is fed sloIly into the levando and
stirred with a sho.4el. Meanwhile the le-

231.

form of device for smoothing land. Seelye,
1.

level-free.

a. War. Old coal or ironstone

vando is jarred with an iron rod. The

workings at the outcrop, worked by means
of an adit driven into the hillside. Fay. b.
A mine that discharges water by gravitation. Fay.

dles, and that from the bottom is kei.:

leveling. a. In surveying, measurement of
rises and falls, heights and contour lines

upper layer, above the highest spigot,
thrown away as waste. The layer down to
the second spigot is returned to the bur%
as concentrate. Hess.

Levandnian. Upper upper Pliocene. A.G.I.
Supp.
levee. An embankment beside a river or an
arm of the sea, to prevent overflow. Standard, 1964.

levee (natural). Bank of sand and silt built
by a river during floods, where suspended
load is deposited in greatest 'quantity close

to the river. The process of developing
natural leeves tends to raise riverbanks
above the level of the surrounding flood

plains. A break in a natural leeve is sometimes called a crevasse. Leet .
levee ridge. The elevated ridge upon which

a river flows because of the building up

in engineering, projects or map making. A
spirit level is mounted on a telescope which

is adjusted to the horizontal by leveling
screws. The telescope swings around a
vertical axis and can be sighted on such a
target as a leveling staff, a vertically held
scale graduated in feed and decimals of a
foot. Diaphragm lines inside the telescope
show the reading on this staff at which the

.truly horizontal line through the instrument (the line of. collimation) cuts the
staff. Therefore, if the height of the collimation line (height of instrument, or
H.1.) is known,' that of the point on which
the staff rests can be found by simple addition or subtraction. 'In a continuous tray-

erse, the telescope is first sighted on a station of known height (the backsight, B.S.)

and is then rotated to a new position of
the staff (the foresight, PS.). The line of
collimation is therefore transferred and the

height of the new station is found. The
staff is then rotated without being re-

moved from its base and the instrument is
moved to a new setup from which a read-

ins can be made (a new B.S. reading).

Trom any station intermediate sights can
be made, to tie in the heights of known
points with the leveling survey. In the
United States, first-order leveling describes

work over a distance of under two kilo-

meters, leveled in both directions with high
precision; second-order leveling must close

on to first-order bench marks (B.M.'s)
and be of fairly high accuracy; thirdorder leveling must not go more than
thirty

miles

from established first- or

second-order lines and must close on to
lines of their accuracy. Pryor, 3. b. The
method of determining the relative heights

of any number of points from a datum
plane. Mason, v. 2, p. 728. c. Flattening

of .rolled sheet, strip, or plate by reducing
or eliminating distortions. See also stretcher
leveling; roller kveling. ASM Gloss.
!fweling action. Action exhibited by a plating
solution to give a plate smoother than the
basis metal. ASM Gloss.
leveling instrument. A surveyors' level bearing a telescope. See also level. Standard,
1964.

leveling practice. In leveling, the station is

the point at which the staff is held and
not tin position of the instrument. The
operation is one of carrying forward a
known level, hence the backsight is a

reading taken on the staff at a known elevation and the last sight from each station
is called the foresight. All other readings
refer to intermediate sights. Leveling sections may be referred to bench marks or

to arbitrary levels, but in all cases they
must be checked either by closing on the
starting point or by starting and finishing
on col_venient bench marks. Mason, V. 2,
p. 735.

leveling rod. a. A graduated rod used in

measuring the vertical distance between a
point'on the ground and the line of sight
of a surveyor's level. Webster 3d. b. There

are two general types in common use;
target rods and self-reading rods. Target
rods are read only by the rodman, while
the self-reading rads are read directly by

:he level man. Crispin.
ley bag screws. In survey instruments, the
three screws which hold a theodolite or
level and its tribrach to the leveling plate

on the tripod. In very old 'instruments
four screws may be found. Used to set

the azimuth circle truly horizontal about
a truly vertical axis of rotation. Pryor 3.
level interval. a. The vertical distance between the levels turned off the shaft in
metal mines for ore intersection and
development. The interval varies but may
be about 150 feet. Nelson. b. The horizontal distance between levels turned off main

development drifts and varies from 200
to 600 yards. Levels are usually designated

by Intrnbers, names, or depth from the
surface; Nelson.

.

.

level-lulling crane. A crane embodying an
automatic device which causes the -load
to move Lorizontally with any alterat.13n
of the operating radius. See also luffing.
Ham.

Liberty-Gel
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leveling

levelman. One who operates a surveyor's
level. Crispin.

level of control. A measure of mastery over
a process of production ; in concrete work,
it is measured by cube crushing strength
and the standard deviation therefrom.
See also statistical uniformity. Ham.
level recorder. An instrument operated by
pressure or by a float, recording continuously the level of water in a channel. Ham.
levels. See level.

level stones. Scot. Stones on the surface of
the ground indicating the direction oi
old levels underground. Fay.
level-surface ripple. A ripple that migrates
along a level surface. Pettijohn.
level tons. Eng. A weight of mineral in even
tons, any odd hundredweights not being
taken into account. Fay.
lever. A sirnnle machine consisting essentially

of a rigid bar which has one fixed point

about which it can turn. This point is
known as the fulcrum. Morris and cooper,

p. /55,
leverage. See moment of force. Morris and
Cooper, p. 150.

leveret skin. A Japanese glaze applied to
ceramic ware, supposed to resemble a
leveret's fur. Standard, 1964.

leverman. One who operates brakes, or levers,
at the top of an incline plane. A brakeman.
Fay.

lever mixer. In the iron and steel industry,
one who operates a mixer (a large reser-

voir from which the molten metal is drawn

wide hole, having its greatest diameter
in a plane with the desired rift. Blasts
from such holes are wedgelike in their
action, and by means of them larger and
better-shaped blocks can be taken out
than would otherwise be possible. Fay.
b. A dovetail mortise, as in a block of
stone, for attaching a lewis for hoisting.
Standard, 1964.

!evils pin. A pin used for attachment to a
key block, It is placed if a shallow drill
hole with a wedge at either side, and as
the pin is larger at the bottom than near
the top. When it is pulled upward it
tends to tighten on the wedges, which
prevents it from slipping out. Fay.
Lewistonian. Upper Lower Silurian. A.G.1.
Stepp.

lewistonite. A hydrous phosphate of calcium,
potassium and sodium, 15Ca0.(K,Na)20.4P203.8H20; hexagonal; white; minute
prisms or powdery crusts. Found near

Fairfield, Utah. English.
Leyner-Ingersoll drill. See Water Leyner.

ley pewter. A low-grade pewter having an
excessive proportion of lead. Standard,
1964.

leys. a. Eng. In Lancashire, argillaceous rock
in the roof of a coal seam, overlying dirt
or clod. Nelson. b. Lanc. Same as bind, a.
Also called blue leys. Fay.
If Abbreviation for lightface. GPO Style

Manual, p. 158.
LF Abbreviation for load factor. Zimmerman, p. 64.

for the converters) by manipulating various levers. Also called mixer leverman;
mixer man. D.O.T. 1.
levigation. a. Separating fine powder from
coarser material by forming a suspension

lberzite. A holomelanocratic rock composed

Gloss. b. A means of classifying a nuterial

theralite. Holmes, 1928.
lberzolite. A variety of periodotite containing
both monoclinic and orthorhombic pyroxenes in addition tq olivine. Holmes, 1928.
A synonym for picotite. Hey 2d, 1955.
Li Chemical symbol for lithium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.

of the fine material in a liquid. ASM

as to particle size by the rate of settling

from a suspension. ASM Gloss. Compare
trituration.
levitation. a. In the mineral process of froth
flotation, raising of aerophilic particles

to the : ulace of a pulp, by so activating
to the air-water

them that they cling

interface of a rising or coursing air bubble.

Pryor, 3. b. The act of making light, or
the state of being light; buoyancy; light-

ness. Staniard, 1964.
levitation wiling. Melting metals in space;
heat, stirring, and support are provided
by magnetic fields from coils surrounding
the metal. ASM Gloss.

levynite. A white or light-colored

mineral; a member of the

silicate

tectosilicate

group, CaAl3S40105H20. Trigonal. Synonym for levyne. E.C.T., v. 12, pp. 279,
297; Webster 3d; Hey 2d, 1955.
Lew board. See hack. Dodd.
lewis. In masonry a trtir..eated steel wedge

or dovetail made in three pieces, with
the larger end downwards and fitting into

a similarly shaped hole in the top of a
block of masonry; it then provides, by

its attached hoist ring, a means of lifting
the stone. C.T.D.
lewis bolt. a. A wedge-shaped bolt fastened

in a socket by pouring in melted lead,
and used in raising a heavy block, as of

stone. Standard, 1964. Compare lewis pin.
b. Steel bolt with roughened conical base,
used for anchorage in concrete. Also called
rag bolt. Pryor, 3.
lewis bole. a. A series of two or more holes
drilled as closely together as posible, but

then connected by knocking out the thin
partition between them, forming thus one
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of brown hornblende and biotite, a little

ilmenite, and occasionally garnet. The
chemical composition indicates that it

contains potential nepheline and leucite,
and that it is a heteromorphic form of

Lias. a. The oldest and lowest of the series
comprised of the Jurassic system of strata
in Europe. Fay. b. A lithographic stone.
Fay. c. Synonym for Liassic. A.G.I. Supp.

Liassic. Lower Jurassic. See also Lias, a. Fay.
Libbey-Owens process. See Colburn process.
Dodd.

liber. An iron shaft by which a horse draws
a line of rolleys in a coal mine. Standard,
1964. An erroneous spelling of "limber,"
which see. Fay.

liberation. Freeing by comminution, or crushing and grinding, of particles of a specific

mineral from their interlock with other
constituents of the ore. Pryor, 4. Also called
severance.

liberation mesh. That particle size at which
a specified mineral should in theory become

detached from other minerals in the ore

during comminution. Pryor, 4.
liberatior of intergrown constituents. Crush-

ing of intergrown material to free the
constituent materials. B.S. 3552, 1962.

liberation size. The particle size at which
substantially all of the valuable minerals
are detached from the gangue minerals.
Fuerstenau, p. 365.
liberator cells. In electrolytic refining of
metals, tanks in which the electrolytic

solution is reconstituted. Pryor, 3.
Liberty-Gel. Gelatinous permissible explosive;
used in mining. Bennett 2d, 1962.

lifting tackle

libethenite
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libethenDe. An olive green to dark green,
hydrous basic phosphate of copper, [Cua

life. When in cutting or getting coal it makes

( PO4 )2Cu (OH )2] . Fay.

Libo. Trade name; a lightweight building
material made from ve fine sand and
lime. Dodd.

libolite. An asphaltic coal. A.G.I. Supp.
lice. Dev. Thin beds of sand and lignite in
clay. Tomkeieff, 1954.

licensed material. Source material, special
nuclear material, or byproduct material
received, possessed, used, or transferred
under a general or special license issued
by the Atomic Energy Commission. L&L.
licensed store. A place or building licensed
by the local authority for the storage of
explosives. See also magazine; registered
premises. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
lick. A swampy area surrounding a salt
spring, the soil of which is licked up by
animals frequenting it. Fay.
lick salt. Pan scale. Kaufmann. See also salt
lick.

lid. a. A short, flattish piece of wood or
steel plate wedged over a post, timber set,

a crackling or bursting noise and works
easily, it is said to have life in it, or to
be alive. Fay.
life check. A metal identification check carried by a miner. Grove.

lifeline. A slide wire or cable extending
from a work platform in a drill tripod or

derrick at an oblique angle downward

to an anchor on the ground, which the
derrick or tripod man could grasp and
use when sliding to safety in an emergency.
Long.

61. w. A fault in vitreons enamelware,

a relatively large area of er_amel coming
from the metal ; the fall!, is also known
as peeling. The cause may be inadequate
cleaning of the base metal or a defective
ground coat. Dodd.
lifter. a. In mining, a shothole drilled near
the floor when tunneling and fired subsequently to the cut and relief holes. Pryor,
3, p. 241. b. Synonym for core lifter. Long.

c. In ore grinding, a projection, rib or
wave profile on the horizontal liners (body
liners) of a ball, tube or rod mill, de-

life linesman. A diver's helper who remains
by the lifeline as long as the diver is

signed to aid the crop land in the mill

life of mine. May be defined as the time

in which, through the employment of the
available capital, the ore reservesor such
reasonable extension of the ore reserves as

radially mward from the circumference
of a horizontal cylindrical vessel, used to
stir, lift or remove material. Pryor, 3.
d. In metallurgical work, a bar set in the

will be extracted. Hoov. p. 154.
life of property. Theoretically, the mineral
or coal reserves divided by the actual or

the stamphead. Fay. f. Either of two tools
for handling sand. Standard, 1964.

su bmerged. Ham.

conservative geological analysis may justify

to rise. In a drum-washer or dense-media

separator, a perforated plate projecting

cope of a molding box to support the
foundry sand. Pryor, 3, p. 241. e. Eng.
The stem of iron or wood attached to
lifter case. The sleeve or tubular part at-

support against the ground and also to

projected average annual
Nelson.
lift. a. The vertical height traveled by a cage

wedge. Nelson. b. A cap piece used in
timbering. B.C.I. c. Eng. See headtree.
SMRB, Paper No. 61. d. Eng. The roof
of an ironstone working, from Forest of

any two levels. Fay. c. Any of the various
gangways from which coal is raised at a
slope colliery. The term originally referred

core barrels in which is fitted a core lifter.
Also called core-catcher case; core-gripper
case; core-lifter case; core-spring case;
inner-tube extension; ring-lifter case;
spring-lifter case. Long.
lifter holes. Shotholes drilled along the floor

or steel arch. A lid is used to tighten the

increase the area supported. See also clog;

Dean coalfield. Fay. e. A cap or crossbeam

on an upright prop. Standard, 1964. f.
Scot. The cover or flap of a valve. Fay.
lidded. Eng. Applied to the contracted top
of a pipe vein. Fay.
In the coke-products industry, a
laborer who lifts lids of charging holes of
oven and chips carbon from edges of holes,
using bars with hook and chisel ends.
Also called charger. D.O.T. Supp.
lidstone. Forest of Dean. The roofstone of
an iron mine. Fay.
Hillman.

lie. a. Scot. To become quiet or inactive;
said of a mine that is idle. Fay. b. Scot.
The line, direction, or bearing as of a vein,

lode, or fault. Fay. c. Pass-by; shunt; a

storage or bypass arrangement in haulage
track. Also spelled lye. Mason.
110; lie up! Scot. In mine haulage, a command to stop. Fay.
liebenerite porphyry. Nephelite - porphyry
whose nephelite phenocrysts are altered
to muscovite. Its original locality is near
Predazzo, Tirol, Austria. Compare gieseckite-porphyry. Fay.

liebigite. A rare, strongly radioactive, orthorhombic, siskin-green, or y llowish-green

mineral, Ca:U(033)4.10HO; a aondary
uranium mineral found associated with
beta uranophane.

schroeckingerite and
Crosby, p. 27.

lie days. Scot. See lie time, a. Fay.

Liege furnace. See Belgian zinc furnace;
Belgian process. Fay.

lie key. Scot. A tool on which boring rods
are hung when being raised or lowered
in a borehole. Fay.
lien. Right to legal

claim on goods or

property. Pryor.
lies/gang banding. Banding in color in composition of ores caused by diffusion. A:G.I.

production.

in a shaft. Fay. b. The distance between
the first level ard the surface or between

to the number of pump lifts, but in the

anthracite regions its significance has be-

come broader. Fey. d. Scot. A set of
pumps from the suction to the delivery
box; the uppermost set is called the lift,
the lowest the bottom or laigh lift. Fay.
e. Aust. A slice taken off a pillar when
winning it. Fay. f. A certain thickness
of coal worked in one operation. Fay.

g. N. of Eng. To clear gas out of a work-

ing place. Fay. h. A broken jud. Fay.

i. Penn. A block of coal measuring threequarters of a mile on the strike by 1,000
yards to the rise. Fay. j. Eng. A rise in'the

the working places into the main roads
Fay. b. See peeling ACSB-3.

rope which enables heavy weights to be

Jertical thickness of coal seams and meastiles, having considerable inclination, bet% een or in which the workings are being

carried on to the rise, all the coil being
raised from one shaft bottom. Fay. m.

The plane approximately parallel with the
floor of the quarry, along which the stone
is usually split in quarrying. Fay. n. The
upheaval of the floor in coal mines. See

also creep. Nelson. o. The extraction of
a coal pillar in lifts or slices. See also jud.

swivel is suspended. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.
3. See bail. Long.
lifting block. An arrangement of pulleys and

lifted with least effort. See also differential
pulley block. Ham.

lifting capacity. a. The weight that the hydraulic cylinders ;n the swivel head of a
diamond drill can raise or lift. Long. b.
Synonym for drill capacity. Long.
lifting dog. a: A component part of the overshot assembly that grasps and lifts the inner

tube of a wire-line core barrell. Long. b.
A clawlike hook for grasping cylindrical
objects, auch as drill rods or ming, while

Nelson. p. The quantity of ore between
one haulage level and the next 'above or
below. Nelson, q. A step or bench in a

lifting guard. Fencing placed around the

airlift, the distance' the water is elevated
to the surface during pumping; it equals
static head plus drop, equals the pumping
head. Lewis, p. 687. s. The amount a bit

hung from a crane and used instead of a
hook for lifting iron or steel components.

multiple layer excavation. Nichols. r. In an

is raised off the bottom of a drill hole
by excessive pressure created by pump

raising and lowering them. Long.

mouth of a shaft, and lifted out of the way
by the ascending cage. Fay.
lifting magnet. An electromagnet which is
Ham.

lifting set. A series of pumps or sets of pumps

surges or the forcing of too great a volume
of circulation fluid through the bit. Long.

by which water is lifted from the mine in
successive stages. Standard, 1964. See lift,

ment of the drill tools while drilling. Long.

lifting tackle. An appliance for lifting or
lowering heavy weights or loads with

u. In pumping, the difference in the elevation between the surface of the liquid
being pumped and the elevation .at which
the pump stands or the elevation at which

turn. Fay.
lievrite. See ilvaite. Fay.

Nelson.

lifters. See lifter holes.
lifter spring. Synonym for core lifter. Long.
lift gate. A lock gate which is raised verti,cally to open. Ham.
lift hammer. See tilt hammer. Fay.
lifting. a. Scot. Drawing hutches cars out of

of the seam upward. Fay. 1. A certain

Forest of Dean coalfield, Fay. k. To break
up, bench, or blast coal from the bottom

work has been done, but payment for

cessation from work during a shift or

of a tunnel for lifting the rock to ftoor
level. They are fired after the cut holes,
or by delay detonators in the round.

price of coal or in miners' wages, from

t. In churn drilling, the 'vertical move-

which has to remain or lie over. til next
payday. Fay. b. Scot. A period of rest or

of M-design and some other types of

lifting baiL The link by which the water

lie time. a. Scot. The time for making up

accounts preceding each payday in which

tached to the lower end of the inner tube

the liquid is discharged. Long. v. Eng..See
aeep; jud,' b; skirting. SMRB, Paper No.
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a l\a

d. Fay.

greater convenience and ease than would
be possible by 'the direct, application of
force to the load. The equipment .may be
hand- or power-operated and, usually consists of hooks, ropes or chains, slings, .and

lifting tackle
pulleys so arranged that the applied force
is considerably less than the weight lifted.
Nelson.

biting wicket. S. of Wales. See lifting guard.
Fay.

lift joint. A type of tensional fracture observed in massive rocks, such as granite,
thought to originate from the removal of

load by erosion. Such joints lie parallel to
present or former ground surfaces. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.

lift pump. A pump for lifting to its own

level, as distinguished from a force pump.
Standard, 1964. A suction pump. Fay. Ajso
called buckct. pump.
lifts. Pumps, or something which raises. Gordon.

Hg Abbreviation for lignite. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 60.
Ligand field theory. A theory concerned with
the changes in electronic energy levels of
ions, especially of transition element ions,

which occur when other ions or polar

groups ligands are brought into their immediate neighborhood. Variations in the
environment of the ion, for example, in
the nature of the ligands or the symmetry
of their arrangement, cause variations in

the spacings of the energy levels. This

forms the basis of the modern explanation

of the colors of crystals and of glasses.
Dodd.

ligands. Molecular groups bonded about a

central metal atom. If this offers one point
of attachment the ligand is unidentate; if
more, bidentate, etc. Bidentate ligands are
.iled chelates. The number of unialso
tes which can surround a metal atom
de

a coordination number, four to six
being common, each in its definite position. Pryor, 3.
Ligerian. Lower Turonian. A.G.I. Supp.
is

light. a. A form of radiant energy which gives
rise to the sensation of sight. Light travels

through space with a velocity of 186,285
miles per second, in common with radio
and other waves of a similar physical

nature but different wavelength. Anderson.
b. Visible radiation or radiant energy capable of stimulating the eye so as to produce
the sensation of vision. Sinclair, I, p. 199.
c. In optical glass, the subclass of a lower
index of refraction. ASTM C162-66.

light alloys. The general term for alloys of
aluminum, used for structural purposes;
alloys of magnesium are also in use and are

even lighter. Ham.
light Wasting. Includes loosening up of shallow or saiall outcrops of rock and breaking

bouldev. It may constitute the entire job,
be done connection with dirt excatation,
or follow heavy blasting which has failed
to cut gradelines or slope lines, or has left
chunks too large to load. Nichols, P. 9-35.
light burden. See burden, j.
light coal. Scot. Candle coal; gas coal. Fay.
light-colored mineraL Synonym for light
mineral., A.G.I. Supp.
light drawn. Temper of copper or copper-

alloy tubing drawn between 10 and 25

percent, reduction in area, corresponding
roughly to quarter hard. ASM Gloss.
lightening. A peculiar brightening of molten
silver, indicating that maximum purity has
been attained. Standard, 1964. Occurs in
cupellation. See also blick. Fay.

light-extinction method. See turbidimeter.
Dodd.
Hght figure. The visible geometlic figure ob-

served when an etched flat surface of

ligroin; benzine
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quartz is placed over a pinhole-focused

light source. AM, 1.
lighting. In metallurgy, annealing. Standard,
1964.

lightly coated electrode. A filler-metal electrode used in arc welding, consisting of a

metal wire with a light coating applied

sub5equent to the drawing operation, primarily for stabilizing the arc. Coal Age,

v. 66, No, 3, Mar. 1961, p. 91.

lightman. One who uses an electric extension
light as an aid in detecting blisters and
flaws in the inside of green pipe. D.O.T.1.
light metals; light metal alloys. The low-

density metals and alloys, especially alum-

inum and magnesium, and their

alloys.

See also low-density metals. Henderson.
light mineral. A rock-forming, mineral th
has a specific gravity less than 2.8, including such minerals as quartz, calcite, feldspars, feldspathoids, and some micas. Also

ligneous. Having a woody structure. Gordon.
lignin. Fibrous portion of wood, consisting of

25 percent or more of the tree; approximate composition C40.1-144.01a. and considered to be aromatic or hydroaromatic.

Pryor, 3.
lignin sulfonates. See lignosulfonates. CCD
6d, 1961.
lignin sulfonic acids. ChemiCals produced
during the sulfite treatment of wood pulps;
sulfite cellulose lye. Of interest in flotation
process as a deflocculating agent and protective colloid. Pryor, 3.
lignite. a. A brownish-black coal in which
the alteration of vegetal material has proceeded further than in peat but not so far
as subbituminous coal. Fay. b. CensOlidated lignitic coal having less than 81300
British thermal units (moist, mineral-matterfree). ASTM D388-38. c. Coal of low rank

aplied to the rock-forming minerals that

with a high inherent moisture and volatile matte ; in this general sense, lignite

are light in color; these minerals generally
being the same as those that are classified
as light on the basis of weight. A.G.I.

may be sul 'ivided into black lignite brown
lignite and brown coal. B.S. 3323, 1960. d.
In the English-speaking countries, the

lightning arrester. A lightning arrester is a

terms lignite and brown coal are Used

protective device for limiting surge voltages
on equipment by discharging or bypassing

synonymously, although some authors con-

fine the term lignite to low-rank brown

surge current; it prevents continued flow
of follow current to ground, and it is
capable of repeating these functions as

coal consisting largely of easily recognized

lightning explosion. Eng. An explosion of

France, it is combustible fossil fuel younger
than Permocarboniferous, even though this

specified. ASA M2.1-1963.

firedamp caused by electric current, during

a thunderstorm, entering a mine and igniting the gas. Fay.

lightning gap. A lightning gap is a break
about 6 feet long made at the mine entrance in blasting circuits, used in firing

blasts from the outside, to prevent lightning
discharges from following the circuits into
the mine. ASA M2.1-1963.
lightning protection. A system to enable high
electrical discharge from the atmosphere to

be conducted safely to earth by one or
more conductors. The provision is very im..
portant in the case of mine explosive stores

4nd also headgears, tower winders, and

wood. In Germany, the term lignite is reMricted to individual pieces of wood found

in the brown coal. Tomkeieff, 1954. e. In

includes Jurassic and other real coals:' In
Germany, it it partly carbonized wood and
other vegetal substances of 'a clear color
possessing more, the properties of wood
than of carbon. Hess.
lignitic. Containing lignite. Fay.
lignitic coal. Same as black lignite or subbituminous coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
lignitiferous. Lignite-bearing. Standard, 1964.
lignitize. To convert into lignite. Fay.

lignitoid. Clarain laminae in coal; vitrain

made of recognizable wood tissue. Tomkeieff, 1954.
lignitous coal. Coal containing 75 percent to
84 percent of carbon (ashless, dry basis).

ciimneys. Nelson.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
ligtitnIng tube. See fulgurite. C.M.D.
eight oil. A crude fraction distilled from high- ligno-concrete. Concrete reinforced by wood
instead of steel. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
temperature coal tar, containing hydrocarbons distilled below about 200° C. See lignosulfonates; lignin sulfonates. Metallic
sulfonate salts made from the lignin of
also heavy oil. Nelson.
sulfite pulp-mill liquors. Molecular weights
light, polarized. Light that vibrates only in
range from 11000 to 201000. Light tan to
one plane. Fay.
dark brown powder; no pronounced odor;
light railway. A railway built to narrow gage.
stable in dry form; relatively stable in
Ham.
aqueous solution; nonhygroscopic; no defilight red silver ore. Proustite. Pryor, 3..
nite melting point because they decompose
light ruby silver. See proustite. Fay.
above 200° C; and specific gravity, about
light water. Ordinary water (}130) as distin1.5. Generally give colloidal solutions or
guished from heavy water (D20) : b being
dispersions in water and practically inr
the symbol for deuterium (heavy hydrogen
soluble in all organic solVents. Used as disor hydrogen 2). Lin.
persing agents in concrete, in, oil mud adlightweight aggregate. Aggregate of appreciditives, in ore flotation agents, and in the
ably lower apparent specific gravity than

production of gypsum slurries. CCD 6d,

that of ordinary aggregate. Taylor.

lightweight concrete. Concrete of appreciably

1961.

lower unit weight than one made from

lignum fossile. Old name applied fo fossil

lightweight expanded clay aggregate. A bloat-

ligroin; benzine; petroleum ether. a. -The

heating of suitable clays either in a rotary
kiln (the original method used in Denmark
in 1939) or on a sinter hearth. It is used as
an aggregate for making lightweight con-

benzine or petroleum ether.,CCD 6d, 1961.

gravel or crushed stone. Taylor.

ed clay aggregate made by the sudden

crete. Dodd.
light yellow. Seventh grade diamonds. Hess.

light yelloW heat. A division of the color
scale, generally given as about 11351° C
(2.399° F). Bureau of Mines Staff.
,

cfls

wood, peat or lignite. Tomkeieff; 1954.

term ligroin should be used instead of
b. A saturated, volatile fraction of petroleum boiling in the range 20° ,to 135° C.
Used as a solvent, chiefly in laboratories.
Flammable; use with adequate ventilation;

and avoid prolonged breathing,of its 'Vapor.
CCD 6d, 1961. c. A special grade of ligroin

is petroleum benzin (sic, spelled -Without
the final e). Clear ; colorless; nonfluorescent ;
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lime slaker

lime blowing. The falling away of small
pieces from the face of a clay building

lime pan. A thick layer indurated by cal-

ligroin; benzine
volatile; flammable; liquid; ethereal or

petroleumlike odor; specific gravity, 0.634
to 0.660 (at 25° C, referred to water at 25°
C) ; vapor may be explosive if mixed with

air and ignited; distillation range, 35° to
80° C; insoluble in water; and soluble in

brick as a result of the expansion (following hydration and carbonation by the atmosphere) of nodules of lime present in the
fired brick. Some brick clays contain nod-

or miscible with most organic solvents and
most oils. Derived from petroleum by dis-

ules of calcite (CaCO3) which are converted into Ca0 during the kiln firing;

traction medium. CCD 6d, 1961.
ligurite. An apple-green variety of titanite.
Standard, 1964.
likasite. A nitrate and phosphate of copper,

fine grinding and harder firing. A cure
that is more of an expedient is docking.

tillation. Used as a solvent or as an ex-

these nodules can be rendred innocuous by

See also docking. Dodd.

lime boil. A reaction in an open-hearth furnace caused by the decomposition of limeCu,s(NO3,)(PO4)2(OH)14, as sky-blue, orthorhombic plates; from Likasi, Republic of . stone and the escape of the carbon dioxide
gas. This reaction begins before the ore
the Congo. Named from locality. Spencer
boil is completed. See also ore boil. New20, M.M. 1955.
ton p. 320.
likely. A belt of country or a lode is said to

be likely when there are indications of

valuable minerals; opposed to hungry. Fay.
Min kalulut. Malay. A wax used by gold as-

sayers. Fay.
lill. Eng. Greenish-gray shale, weathering yellow, Wen lock limestone, Dudley. Arkell.
lillianite. It has not been established whether
this substance is a mineral, Pbs Bi2Se, or a
mixture consisting of galenobismutite and
galena. American Mineralogist, v. 25, No.

11, November 1940, p. 726; American
Mineralogist, v. 47, No. 5-6, May-June
1962, p. 811.

Lilly controller. A controller used on both
steam and electric winding engines that
protects against overspeed, overwind, too
rapid acceleration, delayed retardation, and
against starting in the wrong direction. It
also gives warning of overspeed and indi-

cates by a bell signal when retardation
should commence. Sinclair, V, p. 208.

liman. A drowned river valley on a low
coast, protected from the oper sea by a

barrier beach. Schieferdecker.
liman coast. Coast showing partly drowned
valleys, which, as tidal movements of the
sea level are absent, could be closed partly
or even entirely by the formation of barrier
beaches (coast of the Black Sea). Schieferdecker.

limb.' a. One of the two parts of an anticline
or syncline on either side of the axis..See
also legs. Webster 3d. b. The graduated
margin of an arc or circle in an instrument
for measuring angles. 'Webster 3d. c. The
graduated staff of a leveling rod. Webster

limber; limmer. Eng. A light, wooden, or
iron shaft for attaching pit ponies to the
trams. Fay.
limburgite. A glassy nepheline basalt, containing phmocrysts of titt naugite, olivine, and
-opaque oxides in a glassy groundmass.
A.G.I.

lime., a.'Quicklime (calcium oxide) obtained
'by calcining limestone or other forms oi cal-

'

cium carbonate. Loosely used for hydrated
lime (calcium hydroxide) and incorrectly
used for pulverized or ground calcium carbonate in agricultural lime and for calcium
in such expressions as Carbonate of lime,
chloride of lime, and lime feldspar. Bureau
'of Mines Staff. b. Sometimes used by' drill-

ers'as' an abbreviated name for any rock
'consisting predominantly of calciam carbonate Minerals. Long. c. Calcium oxide,
aO. See
quicklime. Nelson.
lime bag. A bag of powdered lime used in'the
foundry. Lime is-sprinkled on 'the parting
face of the drag and the CoPe islowered
on 'to it and 'then lifted and inspected. If
the'lime' has adhered uniformly to the top
'face the joint is satisfactory.' Osborne.

cium carbonate. Schieferdecker.
lime paste. Slaked lime. Bennett 2d, 1962.
lime pit. a. A limestone quarry. Webster 3d.
b. A pit where lime is made. Webster 3d.

c. A pit where lime is used (as in liming
hides). Webster 3d.
lime powder. Air-slaked quicklime. Bennett
2d, 1962.

lime process. The method of mining teal by
the use of the lime cartridge. Fay.
lime putty. "The product that is obtained by
slaking qnicklime with an excess of water
or soaking hydrated lime and, after settlement, siphoning off the excess liquor. Lime

putty is highly plastic and its consistence
varies with water content. Taylor.

lime bostonite. A bostonite containing a nota-

lime ratio. Ratio of lime to total of silica,
alumina, and iron in a ceme:.t. Bennett

thite in the plagioclase or pyroxene respectively. Holmes, 1928.

lime refractory. Because of its abundance
and high melting point (2,570° C), lime

ble amount of actual or normative anor-

limeburner. One that burns limestone or
shells to make lime. Webster 3d.

lime cartridge. A cartridge, 4 inches in diameter by 2 feet, 5 inches long, filled with
compressed, ground lime. It is placed in a
shothole and the gases evolved by slaking
the lime breaks down the coal which has
been previously undercut to assist the process. It was introduced in 1881 by C. S.
Smith and T. Moore. Nelson.
lime catcher. A filtering apparatus for extracting lime salts from the feed water of
a steam boiler, thus preventing the deposit
of scale in the boiler. Standard, 1964.
lime coal. Staff. Inferior variety of coal suitable only for lime burning and similar purposes. Tomkeieff
. 1954.
lime amt. Scot. Limestone
rock in situ; the
face of a limestone quarry. Fay.
lime crown glass. An optical crown glass
containing a substantial quantity of calcium oxide. ASTM C162-66.
1

lime factor. Ratio of amounts of lime-alumina

to silica in portland cement. Bennett 2d,

1962.
lime feldspar. Misnomer for calcium feldspar.

See also anorthite. A.G.I.
lime glass. A glass containing a substantial
proportion of lime, usually associated with
soda and silica. ASTM C162-66.
lime hydrate. Hydrated lime or calcium hydroxide, Ca (OHL CCD 6d, 1961.
lime, hydraulic. See hydraulic lime.
lime index, available. See available lime
index. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
lime kiln. A vertical shaft furnace or a rotary
kiln for producing lime. Bureau of Mines
Staff.
limelight. A brilliant light produced by white-

hot quicklime, formerly used in lanterns
and in theaters for illuminating the actors.

2d, 1962.

would be an attractive basic refractory but

for its ready hydration and carbonation
when exposed to the air. There has been
much research on methods of stabilization,

but the only accepted use of lima as a
refractory has been as a containee material

for the melting of the platinum metals.
Dodd.

limerickite. A very dark vio!et oiilitic rock
found in the meteorite of Oschansk. Standard, 1964.
lime roasting process. See HuntingtonHeberlein roasting process. Bennett 2d,
1962.

lime rock. An unconsolidated or partly consolidated form of limestone, usually containing shells or shell fragments. Of marine

origin. Urquhart, Sec. 8, p. 4.

lime saltpeter. See calcium nitrate. CCD 6d,
1961.

lime saturation value. The ratio of the actual
lime content of a hydraulic cement to that

calculated from an equation deduced as

representing the amount of lime combined
as silicate, aluminate and ferrite. Several

such equations have been proposed; all are
empirical. Dodd.
lime set. An infusible slag, too high in lime,
in an iron blast furnace. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

lime shells. Scot. Calcined limestone. Fay.
lime-silicate rock. a. A rock that results from
the high-temperature contact metamorphism of limestone containing silica in
detrital grains, in nodules of flint or chert,
or in siliceous skeletons. The silica combines with the calcium oxide to form calcium-silicate minerals. C.T.D. b. A rock
that results from the recrystallization of

lime malachite. Apparently merely a mala-

impure limestone containing silica and alumina under the influence of high temperature, commonly from an adjacent igneous

limeman. One who attends to slaking lime,
running lime water to vats beneath pig-

of high-temperature Silica- and aluminabearing emanations from an adjacent crys-

Cooper, p. 291.

chite carrying gypsum or calcite, or both, as
impurities. Weed) 1918.

body. It may also result from the recrys-

machine molds at blast furnaces, and operates lime sprays when the machine is running. Fay.
lime mixer. See lime slaker. D.O.T. I.
lime mortar. A mortar in which lime is used

tallizing magma. Among the calcium-silicate
minerals formed in this way and occurring
in lime-silicate rocks are andradite, anorthite, diopside, forsterite,.grossularite, scapolite, tremolite vesuviamte, and wollastonite. Bureau of ;tfines Staff.

as a binding agent instead of cement.

Nelson.
lima mud. A 'high pH drilling fluid on which
slaked lime (calcium hydroxide) has been
added. Brantly, I.

lime nitrate. See calcium nitrate. CCD 6d,
1961.
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tallization of pure limestone in the presence

lime sink. A hollow in a limestone region
caused by the collapse of the roof of a
cavern which was formed by solution by
water. Synonym for sinkhole. A.C.1.
lime slaker. One who mixes lime and water
in rotary slaker or open batch tank to make
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limonitization

milk of lime (slaked lime). Also called
lime mixer; milk-of-lime slaker; slaker.
D.O.T. 1.

b. To cover (as walls or cupboards) with
limewash; whitewash. Webster 3d.
limewater. A clear, colorless, odorless alka-

limits law. The presence of combustible gases
affect the limits of flammability. New lim-

aqueous suspension that contains considerable free water. Boynton.
lime-soda method. A treatment of water designed to remove both temporary and per-

containing not less than 0.14 gram of
Ca (OH), in each 100 cubic centimeters
at 25° C. Specific gravity, approximately

lime slaker

lime slurry. A form of lime hydrate in

manent hardness of water. The water is
first analyzed to determine the degree of
temporary and/or permanent hardness,
then the amount of lime and soda ash
required to remove the hardness is calculated. Th insolubles are either filtered

or are given time to settle. cooper, p. 371.
lime-soda sinter process. A process for man-

ufacturing alumina (MA). The raw material, such as clay or anorthosite, is sintered with limestone and soda ash to form

sodium aluminate and calcium silicate.
This sinter is then leached with water,

caustic soda solution, or sodium aluminate
liquor to dissolve the soluble sodium aluminate. The resulting slurry is then filtered, and the liquor is decomposed as in the

Bayer process or is treated with carbon
dioxide to precipitate hydrated alumina.
When operated in conjunction with the

Bayer process to recover alumina and soda
from red mud, it is called the combination
process. Bureau of Mines Staff.
limestone. a. A sedimentary rock containing
calcium carbonate (calcite), or calcium-

magnesium carbonate (dolomite), or any
combination of these two carbonates at

least to the extent of 50 percent of the

rock. If the carbonate is calcite, the rock
is a calcitic limestone; if dolomite is also
present, it is a dolomitic limestone; or a
dolomite, if calcite is absent. Limestones
are formed by the consolidation of calcareous ooze, which may be chemically precip-

itated from solution, derived from some
preexisting limestone by the normal processes of rock erosion, or formed by organic
agencies (coral reefs and shell deposits, for

example). C. T. D. b. A bedded, sedimentary rock, consisting chiefly of calcium carbonate, which yields lime (quicklime)
when burned (calcined). Limestone is the
most important and widely distributed of
the carbonate rocks and is the consolidated
equivalent of limey mud, calcareous sand,
or shell fragments. Stokes and Varnes,
1955. c. The suitability of the rock for the

line aqueous solution of calcium hydroxide

1.00

(25° C). Absorbs carbon dioxide

from the air. Used in medicine. CCD 6d,
1961.

lime wavellite. An impure variety of wavellite that contains calcium. Standard, 1964.

liming material. A general term which includes all of the various chemical and
physical forms of lime, limestone, mollusk
shells, and marl whose calcium and magnesium content is capable of neutralizing
soil acidity. AS1 M C51-47.
limit charge. A charge that gives a complete
loosening of the rock without throwing it
excessively. Bureau of Mines Staff.
limited area, vertical excavation. This

method of excavation is used in loose
or wet soilsunconsolidated formations
where the banks must be supported by
shoring or sheathing. The material must,
out of necessity, be lifted out vertically.
Carson, p. 28.

limiting creep stress. A somewhat loose
term used to denote the maximum stress
at which a material will not creep by more
than a certain amount within the working

life of the part. It is also used in some
short-time creep tests, for example, the

Hatfield time yield. Ham.
limiting current density. The maximum cur-

rent density that can be used to get a

desired electrode reaction without undue
interference such as may come from polarization. ASif Gloss.

limiting depth. An earlier theory that workings

at a certain depththe limiting

depthwill have no effect on the surface.
If there is such a depth it is much deeper
than the present range of economic work-

limestone dust. Dust prepared by grinding
limestone. Rice, George S.

limestone meter. An instrument for determining the proportion of calcareous matter
in soils. Fay.

limestone sink. A hollow in a limestone region communicating with a cavern or subterranean passage so that waters running

into it disappear. Also called sinkhole;
swallow hole. Webster 3d.

limewask, a. A solution of lime and water
used as a 'substitute for paint. Webster 3d.

temperature and pressure. I.C. 8137,1963,
p. 76. b. Usually expressed as the limiting

percentages of methane in air, beyond
which the mixture is no longer flammable.

The lowest percentage of methane in air
that yields a flammable mixture is called
the lower limit of flammability, and the
highest percentage of methane in air to
yield, a similar mixture is calh-cl the higher

limit of flammability. These limiting percentages depend on a number of factors,
such as the initial temperature and pres-

sure; whether the mixture is at rest or

moving; the manner in which the mixture
is confined, etc. With methane mixtures at
ordinary mine pressures and temperatures,
the widest limits of flammability are; lower

limit of flammability about 5.4 percent of
methane in air; higher limit.of flammability about 14.8 percent of methane in air.
Nelson.

limit switch. a. A device fitted to an electrically driven hoist or winding engine
which becomes effective at the end of a
wind to prevent the cage overwinding or
underwinding. Nelson. b. A control to
limit some function. Examples are pressure
limit switches which shut off the fuel

burner when the steam pressure reaches
a predetermined point; temperature limit
switches

for hot water and warm air.

of Mines Staff.

limiting mixture. The mixture of coal and
rock dusts that will not permit the propa-

1965, p. 876.

line limestone. Some highly crystallized
limestones can be polished and are properly termed marbles. BuMines Bull. 630,

will continue propagating at a specified

limmers. Newc. The shafts by which the
horses draw mine cars. See also limber.

limit line. The line joining the coal face
underground and the surface limit of
draw' the boundary of a mine. Nelson.

Normally, a rock in which the carbonate
fraction is composed primarily of calcite.
Pettijohn, 2d, 1957, p: 381. d. Usage in-

and Lz equal the limits of flammability of
gases x, y, and z, respectively. Mason, v. 1,
p. 264.
limits of flammability. a. Extreme concentration limits of a combustible in an oxidant through which a flame, once initiated,

ing. Nelson.

limiting gradient. The maximum railway
gradient which can be climbed without
the help of a second power unit. Bureau

cludes under this term dolomitic limestone
or dolostone, oolitic limestone, and crystal-

those rocks in which the carbonate fraction
exceeds the noncarbonate constituents.

gas present in the mixture; and Lx, Ly,

Strock, 10.
limit transducer. A transducer which applies

gation of an explosion. Rice, George S.
limning range of stress. The greatest range
of stress (mean stress zero) that a metal
can withstand for an indefinite number
of cycles without failure. If exceeded, the
metal fractures after a certain number of
cycles, which decreases as the range of
stress increases. Also called endurance
range (half this range is the fatigue limit
or endurance limit). C4T.D.
limiting screen. The screen through which
the particles have passed. Pit and Quarry,

manufacture of lime is not essential. In
general, the term limestone is applied to

its can be calculated from the limits law:
where L equals flammability of the mixture; x, y, and z equal the percent of each

53rd, Sec. B, p. 115.

limit of draw, . The point on the surface beyond which no movement occurs. Nilson.
limit of liquidity. See liquid limit. Nelson.

llmit of proportionality. The point on a
stress-strain curve at which the strain

ceases to be proportional to the stress. Its
position varies with .the sensitivity of the
extensometer used in,measuring the strain.
C.T.D.
limits. The maximum and minimum size of
a part as determined by the specified ,dimension and tolerance. ASM Gloss.

.

'VW

a preset limit to any operation or movement. NCB.

Fay.
Umiak. A term applied to c, al deposits which

were formed inland in freshwater, basins
or peat bogs. Tomkeieff, 1954. Compare
paralic. See also limnic coal basin.

limnic coal basin. A coal basin formed in-

land from the seacoastsas opposed .to

paralic coal basin. A.G.I.
limnic peat. Peat:formed beneath a body, of
standing water, consists mainly of the re-

mains of planktonic organisms.. A.G.I.
Supp.

limnite. A yellow ocher or brown iron ore,
containing more water than limonite. Fay.
limonite. Hydrous ferric oxide, Fe0(OH).nH20, an important,ore of iron, occurring
in stalactitic, mammillary, or earthy forms,
of a dark brown color, and as'a yellowish-

brown powder. The, chief constituent of

bog iron ore. Also called brown' hematite.
See also broWn iron ore. Webster' 3d;
Dana 17.,,
limonite boxwork. Residual IimOnite of sulfide. deriyation left bY oxidation in former
sulfide voids and displaying a characteristic
meshwork. Batenian.
Ihnonitic..Consisting of, or resembling, limonite in appearance. Fay.
Iiinonithation.. The process-of altering to or
supplying with limonite. Standard, 1964.

limp
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limp. A sheet-iron or wooden scrape, for removing poor ore from the top of a sieve.
Siandard, 1964. Spelled limpeth in Derbyshire, England. Fay.
limpeth. See limp. Fay.

from square foot or cubic foot. Crispin.
lineal travel. Commonly used as a synonym

linear structure. See lineation. A.G.I.

rotation; also, a synonym for rope or cable
speed, as applied to hoisting. Long.
lineament. a. A significant line of landscape
that reveals the hidden architecture of the
rock basement. Lineaments are character
lines of the earth's physiognomy. A.G.I.
b. A topographic feature; especially, one
that is rectilinear. Webster 3d. c. A topographic lin:: that is structurally controlled.

concerned are linearly related. Hy.
linestion. a. The parallel orientation of

limurite. A metasomatic rock found at the
contact between granitic and calcareous
rocks and containing over 50 percent axi-

nite; other constituent minerals include
diopside, actinolite, zoisite, albite, and
quart:. A.G.I.
limpy ply. See ply. Arkell.

linarite. A natural hydrous sulfate of lead
and copper, PbO.CuO.S031120, found in
the oxide zone of metalliferous lodes; a
deep blue mineral resembling azurite, and,
like it, crystallizing in the monoclinic sys-

tem. Fay.
lindackerite. An apple-green, monoclinic
mineral, H:Cus(As04)4.8-9H20, with a

little Co and Ni replacing Cu perfect

cleavage. American Mineralogist, v. 42,
No. 1-2, January-February 1957, p. 124;

Larsen, p. 121.
lind coal. Charcoal made of the wood of the
linden tree. Fay.Linde drill See fusion-piercing drill. Long.
Linde ffame plating. See flame plating.
Dodd.

Lindemann. Danielson test. See DanielsonLindemann test. Dodd.
Lindemann glass. A lithium beryllium borate
glass that is highly transparent to X-rays.
It is made from a batch consisting of 10

parts LiA01, 2 parts BeO, and 3 parts

B203; this glass is difficult to shape and is
of low chemical durability. Dodd.

lindgrenite. A basic molybdate of copper,
2CuMo04.Cu(OH)2; monoclinic; tabular
crystals; green. From Chuquicamata,

Chile. English.
lindinosite. An igneous rock containing more

than 50 percent riebeckite associated with
quartz and microcline. Hess.
lindoite. a. An aplitic quartz-bearing syenite.

Fay. b. Brogger's name for certain dike

rocks in the region of Kristiana, Norway.
They have .trachytic texture; are seldom,
slightly porphyritic; are medium to Marsely crystalline in the larger dikes; possess
light colors and often lack dark-colored
thinerals which when.' recognizable, are
pyrite and chlorite. Ferriferous carbonates
are present: Traces of aegirine and a dark,

alkalicliornblende may be detected oc-

for peripheral speed, as applied to hit

Lineaments are studied especially on
aerial photographs. Sometimes inappro-

priately called a linear. Billings, 1954, p.
160.

line-and-staff organization. Managerial con-

trol by a chain of command with lines
downward from the top authority, and

echelons (splits) where subsections branch
from one line and from there continue as
parallel lines under the submanagerial
branch, which may be repeated. Pryor, 3.
linear. Composed of lines. Kinney.

linear accelerator. A long, straight tube in
which particles (ordinarily electrons or

protons) receive an elnctrmtatic acceleration at periodic interals along their path.
Models are available commercially which
accelerate electrons to energies of 3 to 24
million electron volts. LaL.
linear alkylbenzene sulfonate. A high-quality,
biodegradable detergent, obtained from
lignite tar, which is derived from carbonizing coal at low temperatures. This detergent meets the most stringent requirements
for modern washday products. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

linear cleavage. A property of metamorphic
rocks whereby they break in long pencillike fragments; results from two intersecting cleavages or from linear parallelism
of platy or prismatic minerals. A.G.I.
linear element. See element, linear. A.G.I.
linear expansion. The increase in one dimension of a soil mass, expressed as a percent-

that equals" one-tWelfth inch. Fay. d. A

cable, ropei- chain, or other flexible device

for transnutting pull. Nkhols. e. To line

pieees UP.inlorder

couple thein together.

Nichols f: See phimbline. Fay.
lineage structure. Deviations frOm perfect
'alinement "of parallel arMs of a columnar
' dendrite as- a result Of interdendritic
'shrinkage diking solidification from' a

liquid. This type Orimperfection may
'vary, in .Otientation froM one' areas tO.'inother, from a few' thinutei to áà. Much

astiO degrees Of arc. ASM-Gloss:."
lineal footA foot' 'in' length as distinguished

A.G.I. b. Lineal parallelism in fabric of
some clastic rocks caused by preferred
alinement of the long axes of the compon-

ent particles at the time of deposition.

A.G.I.
line brattice. A partition placed in an open-

ing to divide it into intake and return

airways. Haqman, p. 252. See also brattice.

line clinometer. A borehole-survey clinometer

designed to be inserted between rods at
any point in a string of drill rods. Compare clinometer; end clinometer; plain

clinometer. Long.

Hued gold. Gold foil backed with other
metal. Fay.
line drilling. A term used in quarrying to
describe

the method of drilling and

broaching for the primary cut. In this
method, deep holes are drilled close together in a straight line by means of a
reciprocating drill mounted on a bar. The
webs between the holes are removed with
a drill or a flat broaching tool; thus a
narrow continuous channel cut is made.
AIME, p. 326. See also broaching.

line drop. Loss in voltage owing to the resistance of conductors conveying electricity
from a power station to the consumer.
Ham.

line electrode. A series of el.cctrodes put out

along a straight line on the surface and

line hydrophone. A directional hydrophone
consisting of a single, straight line element
or any array of contiguous or spaced elec-

P1826.

flow in magma. A.G.I.

linear foliation. Foliation due to the linear
arrangement of lamellar and prismatic
minerals, such as biotite and hornblende.

linear measure. Includes the following: 12
inches (in) equal 1 foot (ft) ; 3 feet equal

proceedi, or Which 'anyone takes; direction
given' or as:sure& 'Fay. c. A.bnif of length

mensions of minerals, long axes of pebbles,
striae on slickensides, streaks of minerals,
cleavage-bedding intersection, intersection
of two cleavages, and fold axis. Synonym
for linear parallelism; linear structure.

linear flow structure. Lineation caused by

Gladhammar; Sweden. English.
line. a. The limit of a surface; a length
without breadth; in outline; a contour.

Fay. 'b:',The cOurie in Which anything

structural features that are lines rather
than planes. Lineation may be expressed
by the parallel orientation of the long di-

electrically interconnected, approximately
the com;ition of continuous electrical contact with the earth along that line. Schie-

lindstroMite; andstroemite. A lead-giay to
tin-white stilfobisinuthite of lead and
cOpper, 2PbS.Cu:S.311i3S3. Striated, Prismatic cryitals; monoclinic (?): From

linear transducer. A transducer for which
the pertinent measures of all the waves

uge of that dimension at the shrinkage
limit to any given water content. ASCE

It is often associated with mullion or rodding structure where the foliation is itself
parallel to the dip and pitch of the parallel
series of folds of which that structure is
one of the outward expressions. Stokes and

casiOniliy:Tay.

linen tapes

Varnes," 1955.

1 yard (yd); 51/2 yards equal 1 rod or

pole. 40 rods equal 1 furlong; 8 furlongs
equal 1 statute mile; 1 mile equals 1,760

yards or 5,280 feet; and 3 miles equal

1 league. Crispin.'
linear parallelism. See lineation. A.G.I .

linear ichistosity.' A schistosity due to the
parallel alinement of linear constituents
in rocks which are largely composed of
columnar or acicillar crystals. Schieferdecker.

linear shrinkage. Decrease in one dimension
of a soil mass, expressed as a percentage
of the original dimension, when the water
content is reduced from a given value to
the shrinkage limit. ASCE P1826.- See
also shrinkage test.
linear.strain. See strain. ASM' Gloss.
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ferdecker.

troacoustic transducing elements, disposed

on a straight line, or the acoustic equivalent of such an array. Hy.
line in. See aline. Long.
line lubricator. See line oiler. Long.
lineman. a. One in charge of maintenance of
light and power electric circuits at blasts
furnaces, sometimes including the switchboard; however, an inspector usually takes
charge at the switchboard. Fay. b. In surveying, a man who carries the tape, line,
or chain. Standard, 1964. Also called chainman. Fay. c. See wireman. D.O.T. 1. d: See

chainman, c. D.O.T. 1. e. In seismic pros.,
pectins, the men who lay the detectors on
the ground and return them to a truck-

mounted bin after each shot. They also

string and connect the wires from the truck
to the geophones. Sometimes they must dig
handholes for bearing , the geophones.
Dobrin, p. 57. Also known as jug hustlers.

line map. See planimetric map. Seelye,4.

linen tapes. Used for subsidiary measurements. They are generally five-eighths inch

wide in varying 'lengths of 33, 50, 66, or
100 feet, and wound into round leather
cases. ,The, metallic' linen . tape in which
fine copper wire is woven into the mesh

linen tapes
of the linen is much stronger and withstands rough usage better. Mason,
2,
p. 713.

line of bearing. a. The direction of the
strike. Fay. b. The compass direction of
the course a borehole follows. Long. c. A

synonym for strike as applied to a rock
stratum. Long.

line of cliffs. Cliffs on a graded shoreline.
Schieferdecker.

line of collimation; line of sight. A continuation of the line through the optical center
of the object 'glass and the intersection of

the diaphragm hairs, and it

is essential

that this line be parallel to the axis of the
bubble tube. Mason, v. 2, p. 734.
line of creep; path of percolation. The path
that water follows along the impervious
surface of contact between the foundation
soil and the base of a dam or other structure. ASCE P1826.

line of dip. a. The line of greatest inclination

of a stratum from the

link bar
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horizontal

plane. Fay. b. The direction in which an
inclined borehole is pointed. Long. c. A

synonym for dip as applied to the inclination of a rock stratum. Long.
line of etch. See etch line. Long.
line of face of coal. A term sometimes em-

ployed for the main cleats in the coal.
Nelson.

line of force. a. The straight line in which
a force acts. Standard, 1964. b A curve in

a field of force drawn so that at every
point it has the direction of resultant
force; specifically, a line of magnetic force.
Standard, 1964.

line of least resistance; burden. The shortest distance between the center line of a
drill hole and the free rock face. Fraenkel.
line of outcrop. The intersection of a stra-

tum with the ground surface. Schieferdecker.

line of reefs. A belt of country ,in which a
series of saddle reefs occur at intervals.
Nelson.

line of seepage; seepage line; phreatic line.
The upper free-water surface of the zone
of seepage. ASCE P1826.
line of sight. The sighting or pointing line
of a telescope, defined by the optical center

of the objective and the intersection of

crosshairs. See also collimation position;
line of collimation. Seelye, 2.
line of thrust. Locus of the points through
which 'the resultant forces in an arch or
retaining wall passes. Ham.

line of tunnel. The width Marked bY the
exterior lines or sides of a tunnel. Fay.

line oiler. 'An apparatus inserted, in a line

conducting air or. steam 'to an air- or

Steam-actuated machine that feeds' small
controllable amounts of lubricating oil into
the air ir steam. Also called air-line lubricator*. atomizer; line lubricator; lubricator; oiler; oil pot; pineapple; Pot; potato.
Long.

line Pipe., Special brand of piPe ihat em-

the source. Also called booster pump.
Long.

1964. b. An ingot, or something resembling one. Standard, 1964.
linguold ripple marks. A name given to
asymmetric t urrent ripples that have a
barchanlike shape, the horns pointing into
the current. Also called cuspate ripples.

line reversal method. See sodium-line re-

linhay. Corn. A concrete platform on which

line reaming. Simultaneous reaming of coaxial holes in various sections of a workpiece
with a reamer having cutting faces or piloted surfaces with the desired alinement.
ASM Gloss,
versal method. Dodd.
line-sawed. Said of oil-well casing when worn

charge line leading, from and located at
some distance from the source. pump, It
picks up the liquid delivered to it by the
source pump and forces it to continue ,to
,fiow beyond the point it which a, flow
could not be maintained by, the pump, at

to store
Hess.

dried china clay for shipment.

by the drill rope or cable. Hess.
line spectra. In spectrography, two types are
adsorption spectra and emission spectra,
the latter being further divisible into continuous bands and discontinuous lines. The
line is characteristic of a series of images
of the slit in the emission spectrometer
or spectrograph, and is characteristic for
the atomic interference pattern of the ele-

lining. a. The brick, concrete, cast iron, or

quencies. Hy.
line speed. See cable speed. Long.
lines up. The number of lines strung through
the traveling block and crown block.
Brantly, 2.

from Newcastle coalfield. Fay. f. Supports
as in roads or shafts. Mason. g. A replace-

sets. See also sill, b and c. Nelson. b. Timber supports erected to reinforce existing
sets which are beginning to collapse due
to heavy strata pressure. Nelson. c. Leic.
A bar put up between two other bars to
assist in carrying the roof. Fay. d. A string

or walls. Slurry is used to repair (fettle)

able tubular sleeve inside a hydraulic or

chutes, launders, and other areas subject
to abrasion from passing mineral. Special
plastics, rubber linings, and acid-resistant

ment from which these result. Pryor, 3.
line spectrum. A spectrum whose components occur at a number of discrete fre-

liner. a. A foot piece for uprights in timber

of casing in a borehole. Long. e. A replace-

pump-pressure cylinder, in which the piston

travels. Long. f. Casing of small diameter
extending into a producing sand from just
inside the bottom of the last string of casing cemented in a well. Institute of Petroleum, 1961, g. The slab of coating metat
that is placed on the'eore alloy and is subsequently rolled down to clad sheet as a
composite. ASM Gloss. h. In extrusion, a
removable, alloy-steel, cylindrical chamber,
having an outside-longitudinal taper firmly

positioned in the container or main body
of the press, into which the billet is placed
for extrusion. ASM Gloss. i. See lining, h

and i. Pryor, 3.
lines. Plumblines, not less than two in number, hung from hooks driven in wooden
plugs. A line drawn through the center of
the two strings or wires, as the case may
be, represents the bearing or course to be
driven on. Fay.

linesman. An assistant to a surveyor. B.S.
3618, 1 963, sec. 1.

line surge. a. The pressure fluctuations or
pulsating flow of a liquid through a pipe,

caused by the alternating strokes of the
pump pistons. Long. b. Fluctuations of
voltage in an electrical circuit. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

timberi. Timbers placed along the sides
of the track of working place in rows on
some predetermined plan. Kentticky, p.

..

ploys recessed and taper thread couplings,
and usually greater length of thread than
; Briggs' ,standard. The, pipe is also subjected to higher test. Strock, 3.,
line pump. A pump connected into the. dis-

Pettijohn.

line up. a. A command signifying' that the
drill runner wants the, hoisting ,cable attached to the drill stem, threaded through
the sheave wheel, or wound on the hoist
drum. Limg. b. To reposition a drill so
that the drill stem is centered over and
parallel to a newly c011ared drill hole.

steel casing placed around a tunnel or
shaft as a support. Timber sets are not

viewed as a lining. See also brick walling;
concrete blocks; guniting; permanent shaft
support. Nelson. b. Supporting the rock
sides of a mine gallery is known as lining,
and the material used in so doing is called
the lining. Spalding. c. Eng. Clay ironstone

in beds or bands, from Derbyshire coalfield. Fay. d. The planks arranged against
frame sets. Zern. e. Eng. Same as dialing,

able tubular sleeve inside a hydraulic or

pump pressure cylinder in which the piston
travels. Long. h. Refractory brickwork of
furnace used to prbtect hearth, bosh, roof,

damaged linings. Acid linings are siliceous;
basic ones contain lime, magnesium oxide,

chrome, etc. Pryor, 3. i. In grinding of

rocks, ores, etc. linings are of wear-resistant
steel, alloy, cast iron, or silex, and are used
to protect rock breakers, shells of ball mills,

alloys are used in vats, piping, autoclaves,
and for pump impellers exposed to abra-

sion and chemical attack. Pryor, 3. j. A

cup or other hollow vessel partially formed

on the wheel, to be finished in a mold.
C.T.D.

lining mark. Eng. A drill hole in the mine
roof with a wooden plug driven into it

from which to hang a plumbline. Fay.
Porcelain enamel mills are
usually of steel construction having a lining
of porcelain bricks which are so designed
as to conform with the contour of the steel

lining, mill.

shell. Hansen.
lining sight. An instrument consisting essen-

tially of a 'plate with a longitudinal slot
in the middle, and the means of suspending it vertically. It is used in conjunction
with a plumbline for directing the courses
of underground drifts, headings, etc. Web-

ster 2d.

lining up a mine. In surveying, placing the
sights for driving entries, drifts, or rooms
nearer the working face. Fay.

linishing. The operation of polishing as
carried out on a finisher. This machine is
designed for the polishing of flat objects
and carries a flat revolving cloth belt whose
surface is

impregnated with a suitable

abrisiVe material. Osborne.
link. a. One, of the standardized links of a
surveyor's chain being 7.92 inches long and

serving as a measure of length. Webster
3d. b. A chain unit of one pitch length.

ASA MH4.1-1958. c. One of 'the loops of
a piece of chain. Crispin.'d. A mechanical
device used on engines for controlling valve
action.Crispin. e. In chemistry, a line used
in structural formulas to represent valence
bonds. Pryor, 3.

Long. c.,Regular linear pattern of,peakz or
troughs 'on .a SeisMogram, :suCh as occurs
'When a reflection comes in. Schieferelecker. link bar. A lightweight steel bar 'extending

!ingot.' a. An iron ingot mold. Standard,

faceward from the steel' supports' behind

yaw

link bar
the conveyor. It supports the area between

the conveyor and the coal on longwall

faces where cutter loaders are carried on
armored flexible conveyors. The joint and
locking device may consist of a hinge pin
and wedge. The standard bar can carry in
cantilever a maximum tip load of about
2 tons. I, general, linked bars are stronger
than corrugated straps and wooden bars
and their use is increasing. Nelson.
link conveyor. A chain conveyor. Nelson.
linked veins. A system of individual, more
or less parallel veins linked together by
cross veinlets. Schieferdecker.

Linkenbach table. In mineral processing, a
stationary round table on to which finely
divided pulp (slimes) is fed from the center from a revolving feed box. A light wash

of water follows, and lighter particles are
washed downslope to a peripheral discharge launder. Behind this a heavier water

flush which displaces the settled heavier
material (concentrates) and flushes it
down to a bridging arrangement which

delivers it to a separate discharge. Pryor, 3.
link motion. An assemblage of parts for operating the valves of a locomotive. Crispin.

or streaks. Holmes, 1928.

linosaite. An igneous rock composed of 50
percent labradorite, 5 percent nepheline,
20 percent augite, 14 percent olivine, 10
percent magnetite, and 1 percent apatite.
johannsen, v. 4, 1938, pp. 68-69.
linseed earth. Shrop. A dark gray clay suitable for making firebrick. Fay.
linseed fatty acid. Byproduct of manufacture
of linseed oil. Flotation agent used as collector, emulsifier or stabilizer for davidite,
an uranium mineral. Pryor, 3.

Linseis plastometer. A device designed by
M. Linseis for the evaluation of the plasticity of clay on the basis of two param(measured as tensile
eters; cohesion
strength) and the capacity for relative

movement of the clay particles without

rupture. The apparatus is made by Netzsch
Bros., Selb, Germany. Dodd.
linsey. Lanc. Strong bind; also streaky sandstone. A kind of clay rock. Fay.
lintel. A horizontal supporting memba spanning a wall opening HW.
lintonite. An agatelike variety of thomsonite
that is greenish or with alternating bands
of pink and green. From the Lake Superior

link plate. One of the side plates of either

region where it is cut and sold as a gem

For a silent chain, any one of the plates

linum virum; linium asbesti. Used to de-

a pin link or a roller link in a roller chain.
of which an assembled chain is composed.

J&M.
link-plate belt. A grizzly type of belt consisting of two strands of endless chain connected by through rods at each articulation

on which are carried a series of plates or
bars mounted in a vertical plane for the
purpose of rough screening while conveying. ASA MH4.1-1958.
linnaeite. See linneite.

Unn and wool. Lane. A streaky, gray sandstone. Fay.

stone. Shipley.

scribe early forms of asbestos cloth. Sinclair, W. E., P. 484.
Linz-Donawitz process. A process developed
in Austria for making steel from cast iron;
it resembles the Bessemer process except
for two important differences: (1) oxygen
is used rather than air and (2) instead of
blowing the gas through tuyeres submerged
in the bath (as in the Bessemer converter),
the oxygen stream impinges on the surface
of the molten iron. Newton, p. 328.

linneite. A steel-gray, metallic mineral, Co3S4,

lionite. a. Synonym for tellurium. Hey 2d,
1955. b. Synonym for chillagite. Hey 2d,

tially cobalt sufide but part of the cobalt

Lionite. An abrasive similar to Alundum.

or (CoNi)3S4, with reddish tarnish. Essen-

is nearly always replaced by nickel, and to
a less extent, by iron and copper. Luster,
metallic . Mohs' hardness 5.5; specific
gravity, 4.8 to 5. Found in Maryland, Missouri, Nevada; Germany. A source of cobalt
and nickel. CCD 6d, 1961.
linnets. Derb. Oxidized lead ores. Fay.
linoleic acid. An unsaturated fatty acid,
C17.11n1.COOH, used as a collector in the
flotation process. Pryor, 3.

linolenic acid. An unsaturated fatty acid,
C371131.COOH. Pryor, 3.

linolenyl alcohol. C1-1,CH2CH:CHCH2CH:CHCH2CH:CH(C112)7CH2OH; the fatty
alcohol derived from linolenic acid. It has

a long, straight carbon chain with three

double bonds. Available commercially as a
50-percent, product. It is liquid at room
temperature. Iodine valtie, 190; cloud

point, 500 F; specific gravity, 0.864; and
white. Used in flotation. CCD 6d, 1961.
linoleyl alcohol. CHA(C Ha )4CH :CHCHr
CH : CH(C114)7CH2OH; the fatty alcohol

derived from linOleic acid. It has a long,

straight carbon chain with two double
bonds in it. Available commercially as a
50 to 60 percent pure alcohol. It is liquid
at room temperature. Iodine value, 137;
cloud point, 59° F; specific gravity, 0.855;

and white. Used in flotation. CCD 6d,
1961.

linophyre. A rock in which the 'phenocrysts
are arranged in lines or streaks. Fay.,
linophyric. Pertaining to porphyritic róCks in
which the phenocrysts are arranged in lines

liquefaction
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1955.

Bennett 2d, 1962.

lip. a. The edge of the rippings in a roadway or gate. See also ripping lip. Nelson.
b. (Eng.) The lower part of the roof of a
gate road near the face, taken down as the
face advances, from Midland coalfield.

Fay. c. The edge of a front slip. Fay d.
The digging edge of a dredge bucket. Fay.

e. The cutting edge of a bucket; applied
chiefly to edges including tooth sockets.

Nichols. f. The cutting edge of a fixed wing

bit, such as the cutting edge on a fishtail
bit. Long. g. For a milling cutter, it is the
material included between a relieved land
and a tooth face. ASM Gloss. h. The edge
of a pot. ACSC.

Lipalian. a. A theoretical geologic period im-

mediately antedating the Cambrian. and

unknown anywhere in the record of marine
sedimentation. A.G.I. Supp. b. The interval of time represented by the widespread
unconformity separating Precambrian and
Cambrian strata. A.G.I. Supp.
lip-and-gate builder. One who constructs lips
and gates which support and regulate flow
of molten glass from furnace to glass-rolling machine. D.O.T. SuPp.
lip angle. For a milling cuttei it is the included angle between a tooth face and a
relieved land. ASM Gloss.
liparite. Synonym for rhyolite that is largely
used among Europeans, although rhyolite
is Chiefly current in ffie United States and
the United Kingdom. The name is derived

from the Lipari islands, off the coast of

Italy, where this rock is abundant. Fay.
lipe; lype; leip. Scot. A small hitch or irregularity in the joints of a coal seam. Fay.
lipey. Scot. Rock intersected by irregular and
glazed joints. Arkell.

lipey blaes. Scot. Lumpy bind or shale. Fay.
lipid. Fatty, or fatty oil. Also known as
lipin, lipoid. Pryor, 3.

lip of shaft. Eng. The bottom edge of a
shaft circle where open to the seam workings. Fay.

lipophilic. A fat-liking molecular group (for
example, CH), which has affinity for
hydrocarbons. Pryor, 3.

Upping. Laying brick so that the top edge of
the unit is set in from the plane surface of
the wall. ACSG.

lipscombite. Artificially produced tetragonal
iron phosphate, approximating (Fe";
Fe")7(PO4)4(OH)4. To replace the name
iron lazulite. See also barbosalite; ferrroferrilazulite. Spencer 20, MM., 1955; Hey
2d, 1955.
lip screen. a. A common term applied to stationary screens installed in the loading

chutes over which the coal flows as it is
loaded into railroad cars for market. Mitchell, p. 155. b. A small screen or screen

bars, placed at the draw holp of a coal

pocket to take out the fine coal. Fay.
liptinite. See exinite. 1HCP, 1963, part I.
liptite; sporite. The Nomenclature Subcommittee of the International Committee for
Coal Petrology agreed in 1962 to adopt
these terms to describe a microlithotype
consisting mainly, of the exinite group of
macerals and especially of sporinite. Contains not less than 95 percent of exinite

(liwn ;,te) with thickness (bands) of exinite
greater than 50 microns recorded as liptite

(sporite). Liptite (sporite) is a rare constituent of hard coal. IHCP, 1963, part I.
liptobiolites. The resistant materials of plant
decay, such as resins, waxes spore, and
exines, left behind after the less resistant
parts of plants have decayed. Also applies
to rocks formed of such materials, such as
spore coal, pollen peat, etc. Tomkeiefj,
1954.

liptobiolith. A coal high in wax, resin, fat,
and oil. Hess.

lip union. a. A special form of union characterized by the lip that prevents the gasket from being squeezed into the pipe so
as to obstruct the flow. Strock, 3. b. A
ring union, unless flange is specified.
Strock, 3.

liquation. a. The partial melting of an alloy.
ASM Gloss. b. The process of separating by

heat a fusible substance from a substance
less fusible. Henderson. c. Applied to the
sulfur inchistry, a method of recovering
sulfur by liquefying under pressure and
heat,' and drawing off the molten sulfur
and allowing it to solidify. Fay. d. A process of differentiation in which two immiscible liquids separate from their common
solution, for example, from a magma. The
term has also been applied to the separation of reArlual liquid from crystals already
'formed.'HOlmes, 1928. e. The heating of a
iolid mixture until one of the constituents
melts and can be ext acted. Nelson.
liquation furnace. A furnace specially
adapted to Equation: Fey.
HquatiOp hearth. A hearth specially adapted
to liquation. Fay.
liquefaction. a. The piocess of making or becoming liquid. Conversion of a solid into a
liquid by heat, or'of a' gas into a liquid by
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cold or by pressure. Webster 3d. b. The
state of being liquid. Webster 3d. c. The
sudden large decrease of the shearing re-

tive water content. A ratio expressed as a
percentage of the natural water content of
a soil minus its plastic limit to its p!asticity

sistance of a cohesionless soil. It is caused
by a collapse of the structure by shock or
other type of strain and is associated with

liquid limit. a. The water content corre-

a sudden but temporary increase of the

pore fluid pressure. It involves a temporary
transformation of the material into a fluid
mass. Also called spontaneous liquefaction.
ASCE P1826.
liquid. a. The state of matter which has definite volume and assumes the shape of the
containing vessel. Crispin. b. The three

types are nonpolar: ( 1 ) a normal nonassociated liquid with independent molecules (for example, carbon tetrachloride);
(2) polar-associated, with its molecules

grouped and bonded (for example, water);
and (3) semipolar, intermediate between
the above (for example, alcohol). Pryor, 3.
liquid air. Air in the liquid state but usually
richer in oxygen than gaseous air. A
faintly bluish, transparent, mobile, in-

tensely cold liquid. Obtained by compress-

ing purified air and cooling it by its own
expansion to a temperature below the boiling points of its principal components,

nitrogen (-195.8° C, at 760 mm) and

oxygen (-182.96° C, at 760 mm). Used

chiefly as a refrigerant and as a source of
oxygen, nitrogen, and inert gases (as
argon). Webster 3d; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed. 1964, pp. B123, B-200.

liquid-ak breathing apparatus. See BrownMills apparatus Aerencheon apparatus.
McAdam, p. 37,42.
liquid asphalt. Asphaltic products which are
so soft that their Consistency cannot be
measured at normal temperature by means
of the penetration test. Shell Oil Co.
liquidation grade. The amount paid by the
smelter or other purchaser per ton of ore
mined. McKinstry, p. 463.
liquid bituminous materials. Those having a

penetration at 25° C (77° F), under a

load of 50 grams applied for 1 second of
more than 350. Urquhart, Sec. 2, p. 81.
liquid controller. Commonest device used for
speed control in electric winding systems.
Sinclair, V, pp. 112-113.
liquid dump bailer. See dump bailer. Long.
liquid fuel. Any liquid used as fuel which
can be poured or pumped. Shell Oil Co.
Petroleum or crude oil is a natural liquid
fuel, while distilled oil, coal tar, and residual oil are prepared liquid fuels. Newton,
p. 247.
liquid glass. See sodium tetrasilicate. Bennett
2d, 1962.*

liquid gold, silver, platinum. Solutions used
for decorating clay, porcelain, and glass
products. Firing produces bright metallic
surface decorations. Henderson.
liquid gravitative accumulation. The gravitative sinking of a heavy residual liquid to
the bottom of a magma chamber; a process
that is sometimes held responsible for-the
formation of some kinds of strictly magmatic ore deposits. Schieferdecker .

liquid honing. Polishing metal by hombardment with an air-ejected liquid containing
fine solid particles in suspension. If an impeller wheel is used to propel the suspension the process is called wet blasting.
ASM Gloss.

liquid inclusion. Inclusion of liquid in solid
ciystals. Bateman.

liquidity index; water-plasticity ratio; Ma264-972 0-68-42

index. ASCE P1826.

sponding to the arbitrary limit between the
liquid and plastic states of consistency of a
soil. ASCE P1826. b. The water content at

which a pat of soil, cut by a groove of

standard dimensions, will flow together for

a distance of one-half inch under the im-

pact of 25 blows in a standard liquidlimit apparatus. Taylor. c. The moisture
content at which the soil passes from a
plastic to a liquid state. A.G.I. See also

Casagrande liquid limit apparatus; consistency limits.
liquid-liquid exlraction; solvent extraction.
a. A process in which one or more components are removed from a liquid mixture
by intimate contact with a second liquid,
which is itself nearly insoluble in the first
liquid and dissolves the impurities and not
the substance that is to be purified. CCD
6d, 1961. b. A process in which two immiscible liquids are brought into contact
to effect a redistribution of solutes between
them. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

liquid magmatic deposit. Various terms for
straight magmatic mineral or ore deposits.
Schieferdecker.

liquid measure. Includes the following: 4
gills (gi) equal 1 pint (pt); 2 pints equal
1 quart (qt); 4 quarts equal 1 gallon (gal);

3P/2 gallons equal 1 barrel (bbl); and 2
barrels equal 1 hogshead (hhd). Crispin.
liquid oxygen explosive. Sawdust or other
suitable carbonaceous material, formed into cartridge and dipped into liquid oxygen

before use in blasting. A little-used low

explosive, with the safety value that in thc
event of a misfire it soon becomes innocuous. Pryor, 3.

liquid phase sintering. Sintering of a compact, or loose powder aggregate under conditions where a liquid phase is present dur-

ing part of the sintering cycle. ASTM

B243-65.
liquid pitch oil. See coal-tar creosote. Bennett 2d, 1962.
liquid platinum. See liquid gold, silver, platinum.

litharge; lead.oxide, yellow
from Liskeard, Cornwall, England. Larsen,
p. 68.
Lissapol. A plasticizer added to concrete to

retard or ease the flow rate. Sinclair, II,
p. 291.

lissen. Eng. A cleft in a rock. Fay.
lissom. Eng. A layer or stratum. Arkell.
list. a. Used among miners in the English
Midlands for dull coal sometimes dirty.
Tomkeieff, 1954. b. Eng. A hard parting
between coal seams, from Derbyshire coalfield mild Leicestershire. Arkell. c. York. A

weak shale or a thin bed of any kind of
rock. Arkell. d. Eng. A mine inspector's
term for the schedule of particulars of accidents. Fay.

listing. a. Fine shale or clay with glossy surfaces or slickensides due to crushing and
relative movement. The rock may form a
layer over a coal seam as clod; also applied
to leather bed. Nelson. b. See lashing, a.
Fay. c. A strip or band of cioth in weaving. Sinclair, W.E., p. 484.

list mill. In gem cutting, a wheel covered
with list

or cloth on which gems are

polished. Also called list wheel. Standard,
1964.

list pan. A perforated skimmer for skimming
molten tin. Standard, 1964.

list pot. In tinplate manufacturing, the last
of a series of five pots used in coating the
plates. Standard, 1964.

listric. a. Descriptive of rock surfaces that
are polished, but not striated as in slickensides B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5. b. A particular form of thrust plane. B.S. 3618, 1964,
sec. 5.

listric surface. A moderately inclined overthrust sliding plane concavely flexed
towards the surface. Schieferdecker.

listwanite. A schistose rock of yellowishgreen color composed of various combinations of quartz, dolomite, magnesite, talc,
and limonite. Holmes, 1928.

ILsty bed. Eng. Soft freestone between the
Chen Vein and House Cap in the Portland beds at Winspit in Purbeck. Arkell.
litchfieldite. A variety of nepheline syenite
containing major albite and orthoclase,
'minor dark biotite, and in some specimens,
cancrinite and/or sodalite. A.G.I.

liter;

litre. A metric unit of capacity that

equals the volume occupied by 1 kilogram

liquid pressure. The pressure of a liquid on
the surface of its container or on the surface of any body in the liquid is equal to

of water at 4° C and at the standard

height equals the depth of the liquid at

liter-weight test. A work's test for the routine control of the firing of portland
cement clinker. Dodd.
lith-; litho-. a. A prefix meaning stone or
stonelike. A.G.I. b. -lith, a suffix meaning
rock or rocklike. A.G.I.
Lithafrax. Trademark for a ceramic material

the weight of a column of the liquid whose

that certain point. Kentucky, p. 125.
liquid silver. See liquid gold, silver, plati-

num.
liquidus. In a constitution or equilibrium
diagram, the locus of points representing
the temperatures at which the various
compositions in the system begin to freeze
on cooling or to finish melting on heating.
ASM Gloss.
liquidus temperature.. The maximum temperature at which equilibrium exists be-

tween the molten glass and its primary

crystalline phase. ASTAI C162-66.
liquor finish. A smooth, bright finish charasteristic of wet-drawn wire when a liquor

from fermented grain mash is used as a
drawing. lubricant. ASM Gloss.

limonite. A natural hydrous arsenate of

aluminum and copper, occurring in bluishgreen crystah. Fay.
liskeardite. A white mineral found in fibrous
'crusts 3(Al,Fe),03.A5,05.1611,0; sat;

atmospheric pressure of 760 millimeters; it

equals 1.000028 cubic decimeters. Webster 3d.

made from beta spodumene. CCD 6d,
1961.

lithanthrax. Old name for stone coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.

litharge; lead oxide, yellow; plumbous oxide.

An oxide of lead, PbO, made by heating
metallic lead to 550° C. Exists in red and
yellow modifications. In one manufacturing process, litharge may be collected in

cakes of from 1 to 1.5 tons in weight when
it will cool very slowly. The inner part of
the cake will swell up and form flakes of
red litharge; the outer part, which is
necessarily chilled more rapidly, solidifies
in lumps of yellow oxide. The flake may be

separated from the lump by sifting and

marketed as such. The solid material that

remains on the screens is ground wet,
settled in water, and dried. This product

is known as levigated litharge. The colors
of the commercial grades vary from canary
yellow through lemon-yellow to reddishyellow or red, while a very pure product
has the color of yellow ocher. Mechanical
compression will turn the pure yellow
varieties red. Soluble in alkalies and acids;
insoluble in water; specific gravity, 9.53;
and melting point, 888° C. Used in
ceramic cements and fluxes, in pottery and
glazes, in glass, and in oil refining. CCD
6d, 1961. Also used in assaying. Also called
massicot. Fay.

Marge glass. A glass in which litharge,
PbO, replaces part of the calcium oxide of
ordinary lime-soda glass. CCD 6d, 1961.

litharge-glycerin cement. Made by mixing

glycerin with one-sixth to one-half portion
of water and mixing with enough litharge
to give a paste of desired consistency. Must
be used as soon as mixed. Fillers retard the
setting and avoid cracking. The product is
somewhat resistant to acids. CCD 6d,
1961.

lithargite. Wherry's name for litharge. English.

lithia. Lithium monoxide. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Lithia amethyst. Kunzite. Shipley.
Lithia emerald. Hiddenite. Shipley.
Hthia mica. See lepidolite. Dana 17, p. 471.
lithiaphorite. A manganese mineral near
psilomelane, containing some lithium. Fay.
lithic. a. Synonym for lithologic.
Supp. b. Refers to sediments and rocks in
which rock fragments are more important
porportionally than feldspar grains. A.G.!.
Supp.

lithical. Proposed by Fletcher for the finer,
textural characters of rocks, that is those
for which texture, as distinguished from
structure, is employed. Lithical, from the
Greek for stone, is contrasted with petrical,
from the Greek for rock. Fay.

lithic areas. Synonym for lithic sandstone.
A.G.I. Supp.
lithic graywacke. A low-rank graywacke, according to Krynine. Pettijohn, 2d, 1957, p.
330.

lithic sandstone. Sandstone with less than
25 percent labile constituents and more
rock fragments than feldspar grains. Pettijohn, 2d, 1957, p. 316.
lid* tuff. A volcanic tuff in which the most
conspicuous elements are rock fragments.
Compare crystal; vitric tuff. Holmes, 1928.

lithidionite; litidionite. Probably a mixture

of quartz and carbonates of potassium and
sodium. Dana 6d, p. 1041.
lithification. a. The complex of processes
that converts a newly deposited sediment
into an indurated rock. It may occur shortly
after deposition, be concurrent with it, or
it may occur long after deposition. Compare induration; cementation. A.G.I. b.-A
type of coalbed termination in which the
disappearance takes place because of a lat-

eral increase in impurities resulting in a
gradual change into bituminous shale or
other rock. Stutzer and Noe, 1940, p. 205.

lithion beryl. Beryl containing lithium but
no caesium, purely a chemical distinction.

,

Shipley.

The same as lepidolite; . a lithia

mica. Fay.

lithlophlitte; triphylite. A phosphate of iron,
manganese, and lithium, LiMnPo4, varying
from th.:1 bluish-gray triphylite with little

lithium tantalate
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litharge; lead oxide, yellow

manganese to the salmon-pink or clovebrown lithiophilite with but little iron;

orthorhombic. Dana 17.
lithiophosphate. Lithium phosphate, LiaP0a,
as white to colorless masses in pegrnatite
from Kola Peninsula, U.S.S.R. It is a hy-

drothermal alteration product of montebrasite, and weathers to mangan-apatite

and davisonite. Named from the composition. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
lithium. A soft, silvery-white metallic ele-

ment of the alkali group (group I), the

lightest metal known, and never found un-

combined in nature. Used, in alloy with
calcium, as a deoxidizer for copper, and
also added, in small amounts, to some
lead-base bearing metals. Used also as a
basis for lubricant grease with high resistance to moisture and to extremes of tem-

(K,Li),,Mga-aLiaSia010F2, obtained as a
fine-grained water-swelling phase. Hey,
M.M., 1964.
lithium fluoride. White ; Li F ; isometric ;

molecular weight, 25.94; specific gravity,
2.635 (at 20° C) ; melting point, 842° C;
boiling point, 1,676° C; slightly soluble in

water; does not react with water at red
heat; soluble in acids, including hydro-

fluoric acid; and insoluble in alcohol. Used
in welding and soldering flux in ceramics,
as synthetic crystals in infrared and ultraviolet instruments, and proposed for use in
space components. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-187. Has high fluxing power in
glasses, glazes, and enamels. Used in acidresistant, cover coat enamels. It provides a
valuable component of leadless glazes. Its

perature and as an ingredient of high-

low solubility permits using it as a mill

valence, 1; isometric atomic number, 3;

lithium hydroxide. LiOH; colorless; tetragonal; specific gravity, 1.46; melting point,
462° C; decompose3 at 924° C; soluble in

energy fliels. Isotope lithium 6 is used in
hydrogen-bomb manufacture. Symbol, Li;

atomic weight, 6.939; specific gravity,
0.534 (at 20° C) ; melting point, 179° C;
boiling point, 1,317° C; and decomposes
in water. C.T.D.; C.T.D. Supp.; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
pp. B-2, B-118, B-187.

lithium aluminate; lithium metaaluminate.
White; LiA102; orthorhombic; insoluble in
water ; melting point, 1,900° to 2,000° C;

and specific gravity, 2.55 (at 25° C, referred to water at 4° C). Used as a flux in
high-refractory porcelain enamels. CCD
6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics 45th ed., 1964, p. B-187.

addition. Lee.

water; and slightly soluble in alcohol. Used
in ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-188.
lithium hydroxide monohydrate. LiOH.1-120;
colorless; monoclinic; specific gravity,

1.51; soluble in water; slightly soluble in
Alcohol; and insoluble in ether. Used in
ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

B-188.
lithium manganite.

Reddish-brown; Lir
Mn03; insoluble in water; and extremely
stable. Used as a smelter addition in the
manufacture of frit and is used in ceramic-

Used
in low-temperature enamels and as a component of high-temperature, corrosion-resistant coatings. Lee.

lithium metaborate dihydrate. White; crys-

gravity, 2.111; melting point, 735° C ; decomposes at 1,310° C (at 760 mm) ; more

melting point, (anhydrous), 840° C. Used
in ceramics as a flux in enamel cover coats
and it increases resistance to torsion. CCD

lithium borosilicate. Li20.1320a.SiOa.

lithium carbonate. White; LiaC0a; monoclinic; molecular weight, 73.89; specific
soluble in cold water than in hot water ;
soluble in acids; and insoluble in alcohol
and in acetone. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th id., 1964,
p. B-187. It has been the principal source
material for introducing Li,0 into glasses,

glazes, and enamels. It gives a low melting
range, greater fluidity, and smoother sur-.
faces possessing higher gloss. Lee.
lithium ceramics. Ceramics based upon lithium aluminosilicate under the trade name
of Stupalith. These materials possess high

resistance to thermal shock, and can be
produced with properties so controlled as
to provide a range of coefficients of ther-

mal expansion, from positive to negative.
The ceramics are produced from blends of
lithium-bearing minerals and clay or
blends of other ceramic raw materials to
obtain the desired ratio of lithia, alumina,
and silica. Osborne.
lithksm cobaltite. Dark blue; LiCo0a; and
insoluble in water. Exhibits both the fluxing property of lithium oxide and the adherence-promoting property. of cobalt
oxide. Used in ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961.
Used in certain ground coat enamel frits
in place of cobalt oxide and also in some
blue enamel compositions because the blue
color is stabilized and intensified by it.
.

Lee.

lithium fluophoiphate. White; crystals ,LiF.Li2PO4.H20. 'Used in ceramics. CCD 6d,
1961.

lithium lluorAsectorite. A synthetic product,

05

bonded grinding wheels. CCD 6d, 1961.

talline; LiB03.2H20; soluble in water;

6d, 1961.
lithium metasilicate.

Colorless or white;

Li,SiO3; orthorhombic; specific gravity,

2.52 (at 25° C, referred to water at 4°

C); melting point, 1,201° C; insoluble in
cold water; and soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid. Used as a flux in glazes and
ceramic enamels. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-188. Has been used as a smelter

addition in titania-opacified enamels to

lower the firing temperature and to improve surface texture. The strong fluxing
properties are of value in certain glazes.
Lee.

lithium mica. See lepidolite.
lithium minerals. a. Main mineral sources.of
the element lithium such 'as spodumene
(Li.Al.Si.:06) ; amblygonite (Li.(ALF)PO4) ; and lithium mica, lepidolite. Pryor,
3. b. Used in glassmaking and ceramics.

Mined in North Carolina and South

Dakota. Barger.
lithium niobate. LiNbOa

ferroelectric

compound having the nmenite structure

and of potential interest as an electroceramic. Dodd.

lithium nitrate. Colorless or white; LiN0a;
hexagonal trigonal; specific gravity, 2.38;
melting point; 261° C;. decomposes at
600° C; soluble in Water, in alchhol, and
in ammonium hydroxide. Used in ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964; p. B-188:
lithium tantalate. LiTa0a; a ferroelectric

compound of potential value as a special
electroceramic. The Curie temperature is
above 350° C. Dodd.
lithium tetraborate pentahydrate. White;
crystalline; Li213,07.5H20; loses 21120 at
200° C; very soluble in water; and insoluble in alcohol. Used in ceramics. CCD 6d,
1961.

lithium titanate. White; Li2TiO3; and insoluble in water. Has strong fluxing properties

when used in small percentages in titanium-bearing cnamels. Its insolubility in
water permits its use as a mill addition in
vitreous and semivitreous glazes. CCD 6d,
1961.

lithium zirconate. White; Lar03; and in-

soluble in water. A very efficient flux in

glasses containing zirconium dioxide. Used
as ,a flux in zirconium-opacified enamels,
glazes, and porcelains. CCD 6d, 1961.
lithium-zirconium silicate. White; 2List0.flux in enamels,

Zr02.Si0:. A strong
glazes, and porcelains. Can be used in

place of lithium zirconate. CCD 6d, 1961.

Htho. The sheet of paper on to which the
design or pattern is printed, and with the
aid of which it is transferred on to the

ceramic article. Rosenthal.
lithochemistry. The study of the chemistry
of rocks. A.G.I.
lithoclase. Daubre's term for divisional planes
due to rupture. Fay.
lithoclast. One who breaks stones. Fay.
lithofacies. The rock record of any sedimentary environment, including both physical
and organic characters. A.G.I.
lithofracteur. Nitroglycerine mixed with siliceous earth, charcoal, sodium, and sometimes barium, nitrate, and sulfur. Fay.
lithogenesis. Synonym for petrogenesis.
A.G.I.

lithogenesy. The science of the origin of
minerals and the causes of their modes of
occurrence. Standard, 1964.
lithogenetic. Of or pertaining to the origin
or formation of rock. A.G.I.
lithogenous. Applied to stone-secreting organisms, such as a coral. A.G.I.

littoral current
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A dull, very close-grabied structure giving

the rock a strong appearance. The rock

may or may not contain

material. The term lithoidal

some glassy
is

used in

opposition to vitreous and is especially applied to rocks former)), glassy which have
become partially devitrified, for example,
obsidian. Nelson.

lithoidite. A rhyolite with a dull, stony luster. A.G.I.
lithologic. Pertaining to lithology, or the
study of rocks. Also pertaining to rock
character. See also petrology. Fay.
lithologic correlation. The matching or linking up of identical rock formations, veins,
or coal seams, exposed some distance apart,

by lithology. See also correlation. Nelson.
lithologist. A specialist in lithology. Fay.

lithology. a. The character of a rock de-

scribed in terms of its structure, color, mineral composition, grain-size, and arrange.

ment of its component parts; all those
visible features that in the aggregate im-

part individuality of the rock. Lithology is
the basis of correlation in coal mines and,
commonly, is reliable over a distance of a
few miles. Nelson. b. The study of rocks

based on the megascopic observation of

hand specimenr. In French usage, the term
is synonymous with petrography. Holmes,
1928.

lithomarge. Compact kaolin; mineral. Bennett 2d, 1962.
lithophane. A decorative type of translucent
pottery which, when viewed by transmitted

light, exhibits a scene or portrait that is
present in low relief on the ware. The
process originated at Meissen, Germany, in

1828; examples of the ware were also
produced in England during the 19th

century. Dodd.
lithophile elements. Elements enriched in the

silicate crust. Elements having a greater
free energy of oxidation, per gram atom of
oxygen, than iron. They concentrate in the
stony matter or slag crust of the earth, as

oxides and more often as oxysalts, especially silicates. A.G.I.

lithoglyph. A carving or engraving on a

lithophosphor. A mineral, such as barite,

lithoglyptics. The art of gem cutting; the

lithophyl. A petrified leaf or its impression,

stone or gem; also, a stone or gem so engraved. Standard, 1964.

cutting or engraving of precious stones or
gems. Standard, 1964.
lithographic limestone. a. An exceedingly
fine-grained, crystalline limestone that is
used in lithography and not for structural
work. A.G.I. b. A compact, porous, finegrained limestone, often dolomitic, that is
used in lithography. Pale creamy yellow
and occasionally gray. Fair samples are obtained from the Jurassic rocks of England,
but the finest lithographic limestone comes
from Solenhofen and Pappenheim, Bavaria, West Germany. Set also Solenhofen
stone. C.T.D.
lithographic texture. Used to denote grain
, size in calcareous sedimentary rocks. The
grain size corresponds to that of clay, or
'less than one two-hundred and fifty-sixths
millimeter. A.G.I.

lithography. The art of drawing upon and

printing from stone; it is used for decoratmg.pottery on and under glaze. Rosenthal.
lithoid. Rocklike or stonelike. A.G.I.
litholdaL a. Applied to those groundmaues,
'especiallY of rhyolites, that are excessively
finely crystalline, like porcelain, i.s distinguished from glassy varieties. The English equivalent stony is also uaxl. Fay b.
,

that becomes phosphorescent when heated.
Standard, 1964.

or a stone containing such petrifaction.

Standard, 1964.
lithophysae. The large, hollow, bubblelike or
roselike spherulites, usually with a radial'
and concentric structure, that occur in certain rhyolites, obsidians, and related rocks.
Holmes, 1920.

lithophyte. A plant or plantlike organism
that grows on the surface of rocks. H&C.
lithopone. A white pigment composed of a
mixture of barium sulfate, zinc sulfide, and
zinc oxide; it is made by mixing solutions
of barium sulfide and zinc sulfate, filtering,
washing and drying the precipitate, which
is heated to redness, poured into - water
while hot, ground wet, then washed and
dried. Hess.

lithosiderite. A group name for stony iron
meteorites belonging to the subgroups of
siderophyre and pallasite. Compare siderolite. Holmes., 1928.

.

lithosol. One of a group of azonal soils hay: ing no clearly expressed soil morphology
and consisting of a freshly and imperfectly
weathered mass of rock fragments; largely

confined to steep hillsides. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

lithospar. A naturally occurring mixture of

spodumene and feldspar. BuMines Bull.
585, 1960, p. 284.
lithosphere. The solid globe of the earth, as
contrastxl with the enveloping hydrosphere and atmosphere. Especially, the
earth's crust; the outermost portion or shell
of the globe, of unknown thickness and is
believed from direct observation or reasonable deduction to consist of solid rock, as
distinguished from the unknown barysphere or centrosphere. Fay.
lithotope. An area of uniform sedimentation.
Schieferdecker.
lithotype. a. This term was proposed by

C. A. Seyler in 1954 in a communication
to the Nomenclature Subcommittee of the
International Committee for Coal Petrology to designate the different macroscopically recognizable bands of humic coals.

These bands were described by M. C.

Stopes in 1919 as the four visible ingredients in banded bituminous coal. The following macroscopic bands are distinguished in humic coals: vitrain, clarain,

durain, and fusain. IHCP, 1963, part I.
b. A rock defined on the basis of certain

selected physical characters. A.G.I. Supp.
lithoxyL Wood opai showing woody structure. Hey 2d, 1955; Hess.
Lithyalin. The patent name used by Fried-

rich Egermann of his opaque marbled

glass. Haggar.
litmus. A . blue dyestuff made from lichens.

It turns red when treated by an acid and
remains blue when treated by an alkali.
Crispin.

litmus paper. Bibulous paper dipped into a
solution of litmus. Used to test solutions
to determine whether they are acid or
alkaline. Standard, 1964.
lit-par-lit. French for bed-by-bed. A term
used to designate the intimate peneration
of bedded, schistose, or other foliate rocks
by innumerable narrow sheets ancl tongues

of granitic rock, usually graniti.; igneous
rocks. See also leaf injections. Holmes,
1920.

lit-par-lit injection gneiss. A mixed rock

formed by the injection of thin sheets of
granitic magma between the layers of a
schist or other fissile rock. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

Little Demon exploder. Trade name for a
small exploder which employs a manually
operated electromagnetic generator as its
source of power. It is approved for firing
single shots in gassy , mines and is in
widespread use. Nelson.

little giant. A jointed iron nozzle used in

hydraulic mining. Fay. See also hydraulic
monitor.

little bp. See rock drill, b. Fay.
Littler's blue. A royal ' blue first produced
in about 1750 by William Littler of Longton Hall, Stoke-on-Trent, by staining while

slip with cobalt oxide, applying the slip

, to pottery, ware, firing, and ,salt glazing.
Dodd.

Littleton softening point. See softening point.
Dodd.

little tops. Aust. A local "name given to a

thin band of coal occurring above the

main seam. Fay.

little winds. a. Corn. A sump. Fay. b. An
underground shaft, sunk from a horizontal
drift. A winze. Fay.

littoral. Of or pertaining to a shore. A
coastal region. Webster 2d.
littoral current. A current generated by waves

breaking at an angle to the shoreline and

littoral current
which usually moves parallel to and adjacent to the shoreline within the surf zone.

See also longshore current. A.G.I.
littoral deposit. A deposit of littoral drift located between high- and low-water lines.
A.G.I.
littoral drift. a. Applied to the movement
aloog the coast of gravel, sand, and other
material composing the bars and beaches.

A.G.I. b. Material moved in the littoral
zone under the influence of waves and
currents. A.G.I.

littoral rock. A rock composed of the coarse
material deposited within the limits of the

littoral zone through the agency of the
waves and tidal currents. Standard, 1964.
Littoral System. See Benthic division.
littoral zorle. a. In mine subsidence, the zone

that embraces the disturbed strata lying

round about and outside the mined strata.
Briggs, p. 61. b. The marine environment
influenced by a land mass; the coastal region. Hy. c. The zone between the level
of the highest tides and the lower limit of
illumimition. Also called intertidal zone.
Schieferdecker. d. The coastal strip lying

between the lines of lowest and highest

tides. Also called intertida! zone. Schiefer-

decker.

live. a. Electrically charged. In mechanical
stress, dynamic loading. In mining, profitmaking, and operating. Pryor, 3. See also

alive. b. Said of an electric circuii or conductor in which there is a potential difference between it and earth. C.T.D.
live axle. A revolving hc-izontal shaft.
Nichols.

live boom. A shovel boom which can be
lifted and lowered without interrupting
the digging cycle. Nichols, 2.
live center. A lathe or grinder center which
holds, yet rotates with, the work. It is used

in either the headstock or tailstock of a
machine to prevent wear and reduce the
,Iriving torque. ASM Gloss.
live hole. A flue left in a clamp and filled
with brushwood to start the firing process.

Dodd.

liveingite. A sulfarsenite of lead, 5PbS.4As2S3; monoclinic. In crystals resembling other
minerals of similar composition. From Binnenthal, Switzerland. English.

live load. a. In drilling, a variable load suspended on the hoist line. Long. b. In
mechanics, a load that is variable, as distinguished from a load that is constant.
Also called dynamic load. Long. c. A load
on a structure which may be removed or
its position altered, See also dead load;
superimposed load. Nelson. d. It may not
be a dynamic load, and it does not include
wind load or earthquake shocks. See also

distributed load. Ham.
live lode. A lode containing valuable minerals. Fay.

lively coal. Ark. Small, and generally hard
coal that may be chipped off in good-sized
pieces while being undermined or sheared
with a pick. Fay.

live quartz. Quartz associated with a valuable mineral. Fay.

liver. In dry process enameling, . a defect
characterized by a wavelike form of ,abnormally thick jx:orcelain enamel. ASTM
C286-65.
live reel. A reel that supplies air, water, or
electricity to the inner end of the hose or
wire wound on it. Nichols.
livering. A general term covering curious
faults in casting slip which may develop
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if the slip is allowed to stand; the cause
is lack of control in the deflocculation.
Dodd.
liverite. In Utah, the name for a varinty of
bitumen, probably elaterite. To;nkeieff,

Llandellian; Llandelian. Upper Middle Ordovician. A.G.I. Supp.
Llandoverian. Lower Silurian. A.G.I. Supp.
Ilanite. An aschistic igneous rock; a sodk
feldspar granite porphyry. Johannsen, v. 1,
2d, 1939, p. 264.

1954.
live roll grizzly. A device for screening and
scalping which consists of a series of spaced

rotating, parallel rolls so constructed as to
provide opening3 of a fixed size. ASA MH-

4.1-1958.
live roller conveyor. A series of rolls over
which objects are moved by the application of power to all or some of the rolls.
The power transmitting medium usually is
belting or chain. ASA MH4.1-1958.
liver opal. A liver-colored form of opaline
silica. Synonym for menilite. C.T.D.
liver ore. See cinnabar. Bennett 2d, 1962.
liver peat. Greenish-brown elastic

sapro-

pelic peat with a distinct Iaminated structure. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Liverpool datum. A leveling datum formerly
used for Ordnance Survey of Great Britain, based on observation of the mean sea
level at Liverpool in 1844. This datum is

now superseded by the Newlyn datum.
Ham.
liver pyrites. A massive form or iron sulfide
(marcasite and sometimes also pyrite and
having a dull liver-brown

pyrrhotite)
color. Fay.

liver rock. A variety of sandstone which

breaks or cuts as readily in one direction
as in another. The working of the stone
is not affected by stratification. Fay.
liver spotting. See mottling, b. Dodd.
liverstone. A variety of barite that gives off a
fetid odor when rubbed or heated. Fay.
livesite. A term which is little used referring
to a disordered kaolinite, particulaily as
found in some micaceous fire clays. Dodd.
live steam. Steam direct from the boiler and

under full pressure. Webster 3d. Distinguished from exhaust steam, which has
been deprived of its available energy. Fay.

living rock. Rock in its original or native

state or location; rock not quarried. Web-

ster 2d.

livingstonite. A natural mercury-antimony
sulfide, probably HgSo4ST. Luster adamantine to metallic; color blackish gray; streak

red. Dana 7, v. 1, p. 485.
lixiviation. Leaching. Pryor, 3.

lizard. A forked piece of timber used as a
stone sled; a stoneboat. Standard, 1964.
lizardite. A platy serpentine mineral with
X-ray c-axis half that of chrysotile. Named

from locality, Lizard, Cornwall, England.
Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
lizard stone. Serpentine rock, of type found
at Lizard Point, Cornwall, England. Pryor;
3.

L-joints; primary flat joints. Horizonatl or
nearly horizontal joints that are found in

igneotts rock and related to the intrusion
of magma. A.G.I.
Ljungberg process. A direct process in operation in Sweden in 1909. The furnace

was similar to the blast furnace, with 3
electrodes. The ore and fuel were crushed

to a suitable size and fed into the top of
the furnace in the usual way, the ore being
partially reduced by carbon monoxide ris-

ing ' through the charge. Reduction was
completed in the smelting chamber. No air
was used in the process, the 'gases being
produced from the carbon in the charcoal
and coke, and the oxygen in the ores (Fe-

0-1-C=FE-I-CO. Osborne.
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Ilano. Sp. a. An extensive plain with or without vegetation. A.G.I. b. The exact equiva-

lent of the English word plain and used

by Spanish-speaking persons. The term is
applied to the vast treeless plains of South
America. A.G.I.
Llanvirnian, Lower Middle Ordovician.
A.G.I. Supp.

Lloyd Davies formula. A formula in use in
Great Britain for calculating the amount
of run off, from which sizes of sewers are
determined: Run-off water in cubic feet=60.5 times the area drained in acres times

the rainfall in inches per hour times the
impermeability factor. Ham.
LLS. See shallow
Wyllie, p. 92.

investigation laterolog.

LM bit. A nonstandard

1.406-inch set-

outside-diameter bit much used in Austra-

lia and Canada as a noncoring bit. It is
used with a 1.428- to 1.438-inch setoutside-diameter reaming shell and LM
rods. When set as a core bit, the inside
diameter is such that it cuts a standard
EX-size core. Long.
LM rod. An Australian and Canadian letter
name for a nonstandard-size, nonstandarddesign drill rod having an outside diameter

1-3/16 inches. It is usedd with XRN bits
and shells in blasthole-drilling operations.
Long.

LMT. Abbreviation for local mean time.
Zimmerman, p. 64.

In. Abbreviation for natural or Napicrian
logarithm.

Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-97.
load. a. Unit of weight of ore used in the
South African diamond mines; equal to

1,600 winds or 0.8 short tons. The
equivalent of about 16 cubic feet of broken
ore. I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 149. b. Scot. An
old measure of weight for coal. Fay. c. To
transfer material to a hr.uling unit or hopper. Nichols. d. Sometimes used as a syn-

onym for bit load. Long. e. The act or
process of placing an explosive in a borehole; also, the explosive so placed. See
also charge, a and b. Long. f. The weight

borne by a structure caused by gravity

alone (dead load) or by gravity increased
by the stress of moving weight (live load),
as in the case of hoisting a string of drill

g. Full mine wagon. Mason.
h. The resistance to a motor of the machinery that it drives, apart from its own
friction. Standard, 1964. i. In electricity,
current in amperes. Mason. j. The amount
of material that a transporting agency,
rods. Long.

such as a stream, glacier, or the .wind, is

actually carrying at a given time. Leet.
k. See pull, k. ASTM C162-66.
load admittance. The reciprocal of the load
impedance.

H&G.

load-bearing test. Load-bearing tests may be
divided into two types, horizontal and ver-

tical. Roth types require excavation of a
'test pit into the region which is being investigated. This test pit must be excavated

with a minimum of blasting, with particu-

lar attention to the bearing surfaces to

avoid disturbance of the foundatiGn rock.

In the horizontal test, a hydraulic jack
applies loads

to

bearing plates

seated

against opposite walls of the pit. The

load-bearing test
thrtut is applied 6 to 8 feet from the pit
floor to minimize the effect of that boundary. Sufficiently large bearing plates eliminate local failure. Mortar is placed between the bearing plates and the rocks to
secure uniform contact. Deflection of the
load-bearing plates is measured by means
of dial gages mounted two to a plate to get
the average deflection. Deflections of the
rock outside the bearing plates is also mea-

sured. In vertical tests, a hydraulic jack,
working against a dead weight, applies
loads to a single bearing plate seated
against the bottom of the pit. Where the
rock is severely fractured, upward movement of the area adjacent to the bearing
plate is restricted by use of a reinforced
concrete mat at the bottom of the test pit;
the load being applied through a central
hole in the mat. Dial gages are used in the
same manner as in the horizontal tests.
Tests are conducted for periods extending
from a few hours to several weeks duration. Load-1,...aring tests are being utilized

to an increasing extent as a souice of information for the design of heavily loaded

surface structures and have supplanted
seismic tests where the foundation rock is
highly shattered. Lewis, pp. 576-577.

load-bearing tile. Tile for use in masonry
constructions designed to carry superimposed loads. ASTM C43-65T.
load-bearing wall. A wall carrying any load
put upon it together with its own weight
and the wind load. Ham.

load binder. A lever that pulls two grabhooks together, and holds them by locking
over center. Nichols.

load cast. The bulbous, mammillary or papilliform downward protrusions of sand
produced by toad deformation of underly-

ing hydrophtstic mud; due to yielding

under ur.equal load. Also called flow cast.
Pettijohn.

load-casted current markings. Flutes, grooves
and other current marks swollen and mis-

shapen due to load casting. Pettijohn.
load-casted sole marks. See load casted cut-rent markings. Pettijohn.
load-cast lineation. Small-scale, rather poorly
defined, irregular, linear structures appearing as casts on base of sandstones attributed to dense

slugglish turbidity current

moving over soft mud. Pettijohn.
load-cast striations. A rilllike pattern of uncertain origin. Pettijohn.
load cell. Consists essentially of a hollow
steel cylinder capped top and bottom by
a steel plate. Strain r,ages are cemented on

the inner wall of the cylinder in such a

way that as the cylinder is compressed so
the strain gages affixed thereto will be
distorted with a resultant change in resistance. This instrument is designed for measuring the load transferred from the hang-

ing wall on to props or other units used
for support. Isaacson, p. 212.
load classification. A classification of drive
loads based on the intensity of the shock
that is imposed on the drive. JaM.
load controller. A device to control the load
and prevent spillage on a gathering conveyor receiving coal or mineral from several loading points or subsidiary conveyors.
The device is a simplified weightometer

and is installed on the main belt a short
distance before the intermediate loading

point. When the main belt is fully loaded,
the scale registers this fact and causes a
break in the electrical circuit of the inter-

loading belt
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mediate conveyor which is stopped. Immediately the flood loading on the main
conveyor is finished, the load controller
operates and starts up the subsidiary conveyor. See also sequence control. Nelson.

load dropper; car dropper. Ark. A person
who runs loaded cars down a gently inclined track, one at a time. Fay. See also
car runner; car dropper. D.O.T. 1.
loaded filter. A g...aded filter placed at the
foot of an earth dam or other construction

stabilizing the foot of the structure by
virtue of its weight and permeability. Ham.

loaded stream. A stream that has all the
sediment it can carry; it is partly loaded
when it is carrying less than full capacity.
A.G.I.

loaded track. A track used for loaded mine
cars. Fay.

loaded wheel. A grinding wheel which has
a glazed or clogged surface from particles
of the material being ground. Crispin.
loader. a. A mechanical shovel or other machine for loading coal, ore, mineral, or
rock. See also power loader; scraper loader; shaker-shovel loader; shovel loader;
cutter loader; gathering-arm loader. Nelson. b. The man who loads coal, either by
hand or by operating a loading machine,

at the working face after the coal has

been shot down. He also keeps the work-

ing place in order. Fay; B.C.I. c. In anthracite and bituminous coal mining, a

laborer who shovels coal or rock, blasted
from the working face in a mine, into cars
or onto a conveyor belt from which cars
are loaded at some point removed from the
working place. May be designated as car
loader; conveyor loader. Also called coal

loader. D.O.T. 1. d. In metal and non-

metal mining, one who shovels ore or rock,
caved or blasted from the working face in

a mine into cars or onto a conveyor belt
from which cars are loaded at some point

removed from the working place. D.O.T. 1.
e. See gun perforator loader. D.O.T. 1. See
also tractor shovel.

loader boss. a. In bituminous coal ,mining,

a foreman who supervises a crew of loaders

loading coal onto a conveyor or into cars
at working places in a mine. Also called
loading boss; loading-unit boss. D.O.T. 1.
b. In anthracite coal mining, a foreman

who supervises the loading of railroad cars

with prepared coal. D.O.T. 1.

loader, bucket. See bucket loader. ASA
MH4.1-1958.

loader engineer. See loader, machine; boxcar loader. D.O.T. 1.

loader gate. A gate road equipped with a
gate conveyor or a gate-end loader; the
gate to which the face conveyors deliver
their coal. Nelson.

loader, hand. See loader. D.O.T. 1.

.

loader helper, machine. In anthracite coal

mining, bituminous coal mining, a laborer
who assists machine loader in loading coal
into cars. D.O.T. 1.

operator; loading-machine runner.
T. 1.
loader, machine I. In anthracite coal mining,
bituminous coal mining, metal mining, one
who operates a small electric or air-power
shovel in underground working places to
load ore or rock into cars after it has been
blasted from the working face. Also called
loader operator ; loading-machine operator; mechanical-shovel operator; shovel
opera tor. D.O.T. 1.

loader, machine II. In anthracite coal mining, bituminous coal mining, metal mining,
one who operates a loading machine con-

sisting of a small hoisting engine and a

cable-drawn scraper, or scoop, to load ore
or rock into cars after it has been blasted
from the working face in underground ot
open-pit mines. Also called scraper-loader
hoistman; scraper-loader operator; scraper
opera tor. D.O.T. 1.

loader-off. Eng. A man who regulates the
sending out of the full cars from a longwall stall, or gate. Fay.
loader operator. See loader, machine. D.O.T.
1.

loader runner. a.- See boxcar loader, b.
D.O.T. 1. b. See loader, machine. AO.
T. 1.

load-extension curve. A line plotted from
the results of a tensile test on metal, the
loads being shown as ordinates and the
elongations of the gage length as abscissole,

thus relating the extension of the material

under test to the applied load. See also

stress-strain curve. Ham.
load factor. a. The ratio of the average com-

pressor load cluing a certain period of
time to the maximum rated load of the

compressor. Lewis, p. 663. b. The ratio of
the collapse load to the working load on a
structure or section. Taylor. c. In electric
power engineering, the ratio of . average
electrical load to peak electrical load,

usually calculated over a 1-hour period.
LILL d. Average load carried by an engine, machine, or plant, expressed as a
percentage of its maximum capacity.
Nichols. e. Ratio of average output during
a period to maximum output during the

period. Sometimes the ratio of output to
maximum capacity. Strock, 10.

load fold. Load folds are plications of the
underlying stratum which are believed to
be the result of unequal pressure from the
overlying load pockets and waves. Pettijohn.

load hnpedance. The load impedance of an
energy load is the impedance which would
be measured at the terminals of that load

if they were not connected to a source.
H&G.

load indicator. A measuring device used to
indicate the load or weight suspended on
a drill hoisting line or cable. Long.
loading. a. In cutting, building up of a cutting

tool back of the cutting edge by

vates, and loads coal blasted from the

undesired 'adherence of material removed
from. the work. ASM Gloss. b. In grinding,
filling the pores, of a grinding wheel with
material from the work, usually resulting
in a decrease in production and quality of

used, as Joy loader. Also called loader

sorption on to' resins of uranium ions from
pregnant solution in loading cycle. Pryor,

loader, machine. In anthracite and bituminous coal mining, one who operates an
electric loading machine which digs, eleworking face into cars by means of a conveyor loaded'by a scraping device, a digging conveyor, or a shoveling mechanism.
May be designated according to machine

engineer; loader operator; loader runner;
loading-machine man; loading-machine

finish. ASM Gloss. c. In powder metallurgy, the filling of the die cavity with
powder. ASM Gloss. d. In ion exchange,
loading belt. A loading boom in which the

loading belt
conveying element is a belt. B.S. 3552,
1962.

loading boom. a. In coal preparation, an
overhanging steel chute for loading coal
into rail wagons or lorries; usually capable
of vertical movement as loading proceeds
to minimize breakage. Nelson. b. An
adjustable conveyor used for lowering coal
into cars with little breakage. Widely used
for handling domestic sizes of bituminous
coal. Mitchell, p. 802. c. A hinged portion
of a conveyor which is designed to receive
materials at a fixed lovel and to discharge
them at varying levels; usually employed
for loading coal into wagons. B.S. 3552,

1962. d. A movable conveyor, installed
under the tipple, that carries the coal to

a railroad car. Grove.
loading-buom operator. See conveyor man,
a D.O.T. 1.
loading boss. See loader boss. D.O.T. 1.
loading chute. a. A three-sided tray for loading or for transfer of material from one
transport unit to another. See also chute.
Nelson. b. A gravity chute used to convey
coal from the pocket or the screen to the
railroad car. Mitchell, p. 801. c. Used to
direct material to a conveyor. ASA MH
4.1-1958.

loading chute screen. See screen loading
chute. ASAMH4.1-1958.

loading conveyor. Any of several types of
conveyors adapted for loading bulk materials,

packages, or

objects into cars,

trucks, or other conveyors. ASA MH4.11958.

loading density. The number of pounds of
explosive per foot length of drill hole.
Nelson.

loading equipment. Mechanical shovels or
other machines singly or in combination
used to load excavated or stool:piled materials into trucks, mine cars, conveyors,
or other materials transportation or haulage units. Bureau .of Mines Staff.
loading factor. In ion exchange, pounds of
uranium oxide, U308, which can be loaded

per cubic foot of resm. Pryor, 3.
loading pp. Dimensions limiting the height
and width of rolling stock including any
loads. Ham.

loading head. That part of a loading ma-

chine which gathers the coal or rock and
places it on the machine's elevating conveyor. Grove.

loading-head man. A man who operates the
loading device of a duck bill or other type
of conveyance equipped with self-loading
head for the mechanical underground

loading of coal or other mineral. Hess.
loading hopper. A hopper used to receive
and direct material to a conveyor. ASA
MH4.1-1958.

loading machine, A machine for loading materials such as coal, ore, Or rock into cars

or other means of conveyance for transportation to .the surface of the mine. ASA
C42.85:1956.

loading machine operator. a. A person who
operates' a mobile ' loading 'machine.
Grove.b. See loader, machine. D.O.T: 1.

loiding-machine runner. See loader, ma.

chine., D.O.T. 1.'' .

loading pan. A box or scoop into which
broken rock is shoVeled in a sinking shaft
while 'the hoppit is traveling! in the shaft.
A small.hoist is used to lift and' discharge

the pans into the hoppit 'n its return to
the shaft bottom. See also box filling.
Nelron.

r.

Lobbe Hobel
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loading pick. Eng. A pick for cleaning coal.
Fay.

loading point. a. The point where coal or

ore is loaded into cars or conveyors; where
a conveyor discharges into mine cars;
where a wagon or lorry is loaded. See also
transfer point. Nelson. b. N. of Eng. Where

coal is transferred from a mother gate or
trunk belt conveyor into tubs. Trist.
loading ramp. A surface structure, often incorporating storage bins, used for gravity
loading bulk material into transport vehicles. Nelson.

loading ratio. In quarrying, the number of
tons of rock blasted per 1 pound of explo-

sive. This term is confusing because in
soft rock the ratio is high whereas consumption is low. The harder the rock, the
lower the ratio. Streefkerk, p. 16. See also
explosive factor; explosive ratio. Nelson.
Also called powder factor.

loadings. Eng. Pillars of masonry carrying a
winding drum or pulley. Fay.
loading shovel. A mechanical shovel able to

operate as a forklift truck, a crane, or a
loader. Ham. See also shovel loader.
Nelson.

loading station. A device which consists of

one or more plates, or a hopper which

receives and places material on the conveyor belt for

tranport. When such a

loading station is located at the tail end,
it is known as a tail-end loading station;
when it is located along the intermediate
section, it is known as an intermediate
loading station. NEMA MB1-1961.
loading-unit boss. Set loader bos3. D.O.T. I.
loading weight. Weight of a powder which
is filled

into a container under stated

conditions. Pryor, 3.

load metamorphism. The change in rocks
supposedly brought about by a regular
increase in temperature and hydrostatic

pressure through deep burial. A.G.!.
load med. The depression in the underlying
bed occupied by the load pocket. Pettijohn.

load of ore. Derb At mines where ore is

not weighed, a measure of 9 dishes. See
also dish, a. Fay.

load oil. The treating oil (in distinction to
the new oil or formation oil). Wheeler.
load-out. To load coal or rock that is to be
taken out of the mine. Fay.
load pocket. A load pocket is a sole mark
characterized by a bulge of sand pressing
into the underlying stratum. Same as load
cast. Pettijohn.

load power. The load power of an energy
load is the average rate of flow of energy

thh ugh the terminals of that load when
connected to a specified source. HaG.
loadstar. Set loadstone. Fay.
loadstone; lodestone. A piece of magnetite
possessing polarity like a magnetic needle.
Also called loadstar; lodestar. Fay.

load stress. The stress produced by a load.
Zern.
load test, hot. A test in which the refractory

brick are heated while under, a static load
for t;te purpose of obtaining an index to
refractories. A.R.!.
load transfer. The weight of the strata
above every excavation' is largely transfer-

red to the coal pillars or packs in the

vicinity. Attempts are made to control and

facilitate this load transfer in the yieldpillar sy5tem and in double pacidng. S;e
also abutment; pressure arch. Nelson.,

load transition lam. The load transition loss
at the junction between the energy load

Nh9

and a transducer connecting that load to
an energy source is the transmission loss
measured by the ratio of the output power
of the transducer to the load power of the
load. HaG.

load voltage- The load voltage of an energy
load is the root-mean-square voltage between the terminals of that load when
connected to a specified source. HaG.
load wave. A load wave (wisp or plume) is
the salient curved unevenness of underlying material which appears to have been
squirted up into the superjacent turbiditycurrent deposit. See also flame structure.
Pettijohn.

loam. a. A mixture of sand, silt, or clay,
or a combination of any of these with
organic matter, humus. It is sometimes

called topsoil in contrast to the subsoils
that contain little or no organic matter.
ASCE P1826. b. In founding, a mixture
of sand and clay to which straw, horse
dung, or other binding material is frequently added; used to make molds for
iron or brass castings. Standard, 1964.
c. A potter's clay, containing mica or iron
ocher. An impure clay. Fay.
loam beater. A rammer used in making a
loam mold. Standard, 1964.
loam board. A founder's tool and template
used in making cores of loam. Fay.
loam box. A container in which loam is
boiled in water by leading a steampipe
into the mixture; the mixture is used in
blast furnace runners. Fay.
101101 cake. A disk of dried loam used to
cover a loam mold, haying holes through
which melted metal is poured and air

escapes. Standard, 1964.
loam casting. A casting made in a loam mold.
Standard, 1964.

loaming. a. A method used in prospecting

for tracing a hidden ore body consisting in
systematically testing the surface material

for indications of gold. As the ore body
is approached, the ground may become
richer or carry more shed material. See
also geochemistry. Nelson. b. A method
of prospecting for a metallifemus vein or
mineralized area (source of eluvial mineral); dirt is washed from places chosen
systematically around and up the slope of
a hill. Presence, absence and the number
of colors in the miner's pan eventually
indicate the mineral source. Hess. c. In
Tasmania, prospecting surface soil in an
effort to locate the source of detrital minerals. Hess. d. In Australia, prospecting by

which the earth of a hillside is washed
(panned) to locate mineral deposits, the

panning being continued in the direction
of the greatest richness. Hess.
101110 mold. a. Mold for casting metal in
which a low grade of sand is used with
clay, backed by brick or similar substance.

Bennett 2d, 1962. b. A founder's mold
made of loam and usually requiring no

pattern. Standard, 1964.
loam molding. The act or operation of sweep-

ing up a mold in , loam, by templates;
distinguished from
Standard, 1964.

dry-sand

molding.

lobate coast. An ungraded coast showing a
shoreline with lobes. Schieferdecker.
lobate plunge structure. See flute cast. Pettijohn.-

lobate rill mark. The lobate rill mark is apparently the same as flute cast. See also
flute cast. Pettijohn.

Lobbe Hobe!. An earlier type of rapid plough

Lobbe Hobe!
traveling at 70 feet per minute across the
face, and since it is not powered, it is not
necessary to travel the face with it. The
plough takes a 3 to 4 inch slice of coal at
each traverse and gives 10 tom or more out-

put per man per shift at the fact. Nelson.

Lobbed lagging. A lagging consisting of galvanized steel wire frames which are fastened to underground haulageway supports

by special wire fasteners to provide a
continuous lining. Nelson.

lobbs. Eng. Underground stairs; also, applied to a vein irregular in descent. Fay.
lobes. If a three-dimensional representation
of a transducer directivity is made by
rotating the two-dimensional directivity
pattern, these sectors generate zones, or
regions, on the constant distance surface.

These regions are known as lobes. The
term is also used with reference to the
corresponding portions of the directivity
pattern. The region, or sector, which includes the reference axis is known as the
primary lobe; the remaining regions, or
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location plan

local gravity map; residual gravity map.
Gravity
from which the gradual

local peat. Peat produced under the influence of ground waters. Also called basin
peat. It is subdivided into (1) low moor

changea of gravity have been eliminated.
Schieleaecke....

which upper limb of sun crosses local

meridian. This must be corrected by use
of the equation of time from the Nautical
Almanac when making sun observations.
Pryor, 3.

local metamorphism. Contact metamorphism,

as distinguished from regional metamorphism. Fay.

secondary lobes are called minor lobes. Hy.
lob of gold. A small but rich deposit of gold.
Fay.

Family
goosefoot
goosefoot

Element
bitumen

lily
boron

goosefoot
goosefoot

copper

lobong. A malayan term for a hole, as in a
sluicebox. Hess.

lobs. Steps in a mine. Hess.
110C111 action. Corrosion due to the action of

local cells; that is, galvanic cells resulting
from inhomogeneities between adjacent

areas on a metal surface exposed to an
electrolyte. ASM Gloss.

local attraction. The deviation of a compass
needle from the magnetic north at any
particular point, often caused by the local
presence of some ferrous metal. Ham.
local base level. Any surface other than that
of the ocean below which a local land area

cannot be reduced by ordinary erosion.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

local cell. A galvanic cdl resulting from inhomogeneities between areas on a metal

gypsum

Genus & Species
Anabasis salsa
Salsola spp.
Allium sp.

plumbago
pink
mint
Poppy
plumbago
buckwheat

guttiferae

Betula sp.
Clusia rosea

grass

morning glory
legume
legume
buckwheat
saxifrage
Hawkes, 2, pp. 309-311.

Erianthus giganteus
Convolvulus althaeoides
Astragalus preussi
Astragalus sp.
Eriogonwn ovalifolium
Philadelphus sp.

local shear failure. Failure in which the
ultimate shearing strength of the soil is

mobilized only locally along the potential
surface of sliding at the time the structure
supported by the soil is impaired by excessive movement. ASCE P1826.
local syngenetic Pattern. In geochemiCal exploration, smaller dispersion pattents characterized by more local associations of ore
with minor element patterns. Hawkes, 2, p.
47.

in either the metal or its environment.

local unconformity. An unconformity on
either side of which the beds are parallel to
one another but where the unconformity

local control. A term applied to a switch,
circuit-breaker, starter or similar appartus
to denote that its operation can be con-

disconformity may be similar in appearance but is inferred to be of regional importance. A.G.I. See also classical wash-

surface in an electrolyte. The inhomogeneities may be of physical or chemical nature

H ASM Gloss.
.

trolled manually by an external switch or
push button integral with the appartus.
B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.
local correlation. Correlation of outcrops
over areas of comparatively small extent.
'Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
local corrosion. This is the difference between the total 'corrosion arid the galvanic
corrosion of the anodic member of a gal,

.

vanic couple. BuMines Bull. 619, 1964,

local 'current. A natural earth current of

ltocal origin, such as those arising from the
oxidation of sulfide deposits. A term used
in electrical prospecting, A.G.I.
local. current density. Current density at a
point or on a small area. ASM Gloss.
local extension.. The extension which is rci-

duced in a tensile test after the ultimate
tensile stress has been passed, and which

"liconcentrated on part of the gauge length
:where a neck is' formed; See also uniform
extension. C.T.D.

amorphous peat. A.G.I. SupP.

local plant indicators. Piants of wide geographic distribe,on having an affinity
for absorbing certain metallic elements
from the soil and which can be used in
geochemical exploration to indicate presence of local concentrations of metals.
Compare universal plant indicators. They

Salsola nitraria
Eurotia ceratoides
Limonium suffruticosum
Polycarpea spirostylis
Elsholtzia haichowensis
Eschsholtzia mexicana
Anneria maritima
Eriogonum inflatum
Mentzelia spp.

loasa
birch

iron
lead
phosphorus
selenium &
uranium
silver
zinc

Tomkeieff, 1954. See also basin peat;

include the following:

sectors, are known as the secondary lobes.

When the primary lobe is the only lobe
showing maximum response it is often
called the major lobe. In that case the

stage peat and (2) raised moor stage peat.

local mean time. Hour angle of mean sun.
Local apparent noon is transit time at

appears to be only of local significance. A

out.

local vent. A pipe or shaft serving to convey foul air from a plumbing fixture or a
room to the outer air. Crispin.
local ventilation. Ventilation of the drives
and headings in mines by use:of the pres-

sure gradient of the main air current.
Stoces, V. 1, p. 533.

locate. To mark out the boundaries of a
mining claim and establish the right of
possession. Fay.

.

located. Delimited by having the boundaries
as certained and monumented on:. the
ground, identified by having a notice of
location posted upon the land, and further
proclaimed to the public by having such
notice of location recorded in the manner
Customary .under the rules for recording
mining claims. Ricketts, I.
location. a. The act of fixing the boundaries
of a mining claim, according to law. Fay.
, b. The claim 'itself. 'Fay. c. A townsite in a
,.mining or lumbering district. Fay. d. The
act of taking or appropriating a. parcel of

taad
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Common Name

saltwort
onion
saltwort
winter fat
statice
pink
elsholtzia
Calif. poppy

thrift

desert trumpet
blazing star
birch
copey clusia
beardgrass
bindweek
poison vetch
garbancillo
eriogonum
mock orange

Locality
Caspian Sea
Caspian Sea
California
U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R.
Australia
China
Arizona
Scotland
Western U.S.
Western U.S.
Germany
Venezuela
Tennessee
Spain
Western U.S.
Andes
Montana
Washington

mineral land. It includes the posting of
notices, the record thereof when required,
and marking the boundories so that they
can be readily traced. Thl terms location

and mining claim are synonymous, although a mining claim may consist of several locations. Ricketts, I. e. Selecting or

defining, on a map or in the field, the
alignment of a road, rail track, or the site
of a shaft or mine; the actual route or

site as fixed. Sec also location plan. Nelson.
f. That which is given a definite place; a
plot of ground defined by boundaries; a

mining claim. Standard, 1964. g. The de-

fining of the boundaries of a plot of

ground, or identifying it with the place as
described in a legal document. Standard,

1964. h. A place of settlement or residence.
Standard, 1964. i. A spot or place where a
borehole is to be drilled; a drill site. Long.
locational tit. A fit intended for locating the
mating parts which may have clearance or
interference. ASM Gloss.
location and patent. The location of a min-

ing claim and patent for a mining claim
are not governed by the same rules. The
mining statutes expressly provide for the
location of surface ground that must include the lode or claim as discovered; and

a patent can not grant any greater extent
of surface ground than the location as
made and marked by the surface boundaries. Ricketts, I.
location damages. Compensation paid by an

operator to the surface owner for injury to
the surface or to growing crops in the drilling of a well. Williams.
location notice. A written notice prominently
posted on a claim giving name of locator

and description of its extent and boundaries. A.G.I.

location plan. A map, drawn to a suitable

lode mining claim
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location plan
scale, showing the proposed mine develop-

ment, shafts, works, etc., in relation to

existing surface features. See also site plan.

Nelson.

location surf-y. a. See location, a. Fay. b.
Laying out the line of railroad or canal, or
the like. Fay.
location work. Labor required by law to be
done on mining claims within 60 days of
location, in order to establish ownership.
Weed, 1922. Synonymous with assessment
work. Fay.

locator. a. A prospector who according to
the law is required to find valuable minerals in place on the surface as a condition
preliminary to making a location. Lewis, p.
25. b. One who locates (or stakes) a mining claim; a prospector. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

lochs. Unfilled cavities in a vein. See also
vug. Nelson.

lock. a. In a compressed air system, a chamber that can be opened to pressure air at

one end, and to atmospheric air at the

order to gain concessions from employees.

Compare strike, g. Webster 3d. b. See

automatic reclosmg relay. Coal Age, v. 71,
No. 8, August 1966, p. 270.
lock paddle. A sluice whereby a lock chamber is emptied or filled. Ham.

lock piece. Eng. A piece of timber for supporting the mine workings. See also lock
timber. Fay.
lockpin. Any pin or plug inserted in a part
to prevent play or motion in the part so
fastened. CrisPin.

Lockportian. Upper Middle Silurian. A.G.I.
Supp.
Lockport limestone. Marine, highly fossiliferous strata that form the top of the scarp
and the lip of the Niagara Falls, having a
thickness of 130 feet above the falls, and
faunally closely resembling the Wenlock
limestone in England. Sometimes called
Niagara limestone. C.T.D.
lock sill. A raised portion of the floor of a
lock

chamber, forming a stop against

which the lock gates bear when they are
shut. Ham.
lock timber. Eng. An old plan of putting in
stull pieces in Cornwall and Devonshire.

locomotive helper. See locomotive brake-

man. D.O.T. I.
locomotive pan brick. Shapes, used to build

a burner enclosure, flash wall, and pro-

tecting walls for the water legs. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
locomotive patcher. See locomotive brakeman. D.O.T. 1.
locomotive resistance. The combined resistance caused by the friction of the journal
and the wheel tread. It may vary from 12

to 20 pounds, but for practical purposes

may be taken as 15 pounds, as the locomotive represents only a small portion of the
total tractive effort. Kentucky, p. 235.
lode. a. Strictly a fissure in the country rock
filled

with mineral; usually applied

to

metalliferous lodes. In general miners'

usage, a lode, vein, or ledge is a tabular
deposit of valuable mineral between definite boundaries. Whether it be a fissure
formation or not is not always known, and

does not affect the legal title under the
United States federal and local statutes

drive through a fluid coupling. Nichols.

and customs relative to lodes. But it must
not be a placer, that is, it must consist of
quartz or other rock in place, and bearing
valuable mineral. As used by miners, before being defined by any authority, the
term lode simply meant that formation by
which the miner could be led or guided.

ard, 1964.

erating from current supplied from trolley
and track or from storage batteries carried
on the locomotive. In some foreign countries, operated with compressed air. Used

whatever the miner could follow, expr'
ing to find ore, was his lode. Some formation within which he could find ore, and
out of which he could not expect to find

rope, and the entire surface is available

locomotive; electric mine locomotive; electric locomotive.

other. Nichols. b. In forging, a condition
where the flash line is not entirely in one
plane. Where two or more changes occur,
it is called a compound lock; where a lock
is placed in the die to compensate for die
shift caused by a steep lock, it is called a
counterlock. ASM Gloss.

The pieces were called lock pieces. Fay.

lockup clutch. A clutch that can be engaged to provide a nonslip mechanical

locomotive. An electric engine, either op-

It is an alteration of the verb lead; and

locked coil rope. Made of specially formed
wires assembled in layers of alternate lay
about a wire core, which gives a smooth

to move empty and loaded mine cars in
and out of the mine. B.C.I. See also mine

for resisting wear. Such ropes are used in
the United States for track cables on aerial
tramways and as hoisting ropes in English
collieries. Lewis p. 249.
locked particles. Particles of ore consisting
of two or more minerals. Gaudin, fi. 70.
locked test. In laboratory tests on small quantities of ore, a method in which any
selected fraction of the product is added to
a fresh batch of the sample, so that the
cumulative effect oi its retention can be
studied under conditions which simulate a
continuous process in which middlings are
recirculated or partly used water or leach

locomotive arches. Arches built of special
refractory shapes, supported by watercirculating members. Bureau of Mines

ore, was his lode. Lode, as used by miners,
is nearly synonymous with the term vein,
as employed by geologists. The word
should not be used for a flat or stratified
mass. See also ledge, a; lead, a; fissure;
fissure vein; vein. Fay. b. A lode consists
of several veins spaced closely enough so
that all of them, together with the inter-

lockage. Water consumed in passing from
the upper reach of a canal when a vessel
passes through a lock. Ham.

lock band. A course of bondstones. Stand-

liquor is

returned. See also

cyclic test.

Pryor, 3.

locked-wire rope. A rope with a smooth cylindrical surface, the outer wires of which
are drawn to such shape that each one interlocks with the other and the wires are
disposed in concentric layers about a wire
core instead of in strands. Particularly
adapted for haulage and rope-transmission
purposes. Zern.
locke level. A particular type of hand level.
Ham.

locker. A short piece of round timber or
iron rod for inserting between the spokes
of a tram wheel to retard its movement.
Also called lolley; sprag. Nelson,

locking bolts. Bolts of any type used for
locking parts in position. Crsspsn.

locknut. The nut securing the feed gears in

the feeding mechanism in a gear-feed

swivel head on a diamond drill; also, any
extra nut used to secure a principal nut.
Also called jamnut; jambnut. Long.
lockout. a. The withholding of employment
by an employer and the whole or partial
closing of his business establishment in

Staff.

rock, can be mined as a unit.

locomotive brakeman. In anthracite and
bituminous coal mining, one who works on
trains or trips of cars hauled by locomotive or motor, as distinguished from rope
haulage. Also called locomotive helper;
locomotive patcher; motor brakeman;
motor nipper; poleman. D.O.T. 1.
loccmotive coupler. See coupler. D.O.T.1.

vening

standard gage railway track. Ham.
locomotive garage. An elongated recess in
an intake airway of a mine for servicing
locomotives. It contains two or three rail
tracks (with pit space under one), good
lighting, lifting equipment, oils, benches,
and tools. Where battery locomotives are
used, the garage will serve as a charging
station. An average air velocity of about
150 feet per minute is desirable in under-

tains gold, the term reef is often used.
C.T.D. e. An aggregation of veins in a

locomotive crane. A crane traveling on a

ground garages. Nelson.

locomotive gradient. The statutory maxi-

mum gradient for locomotive haulage is 1
in 15, but ordinarily the practical limit is
about 1 in 25. Roads driven specially for
locomotives are normally graded about 1
in 400 in favor of the load, unless a steeper
gradient is required for drainage. Nelson.

locomotive haulage. The transport of coal,
ore, men and materials underground by
means of locomotive hauled mine cars. The
locomotive may be powered by battery.
diesel, compressed air, trolley, or some
combined types such as battery/trolley or
trolley/cable reel. The size of locomotive
has steadily increased to about 15 tons and
100 horsepower. Nelson.

A.G.I. c. The well-defined occurrence of
valuable mineral bearing material in situ.
Used synonymously with ore body and to
some extent with reef and vein. See also
zones of lode. Nelson. d. An inclined tabular mineral deposit of value, occurring between the definite walls of a fissure, crack,
or vein in the earth's surface. When it conwide formation. Also called lode formation.
Hoov., p. 94. f. See vein. B.S. 3618, 1964,
sec. 5.

lode channel. The track of the lode along

which the ore body may make or develop
again. Nelson.
lode claim. a. That portion of a vein or lode,
and of the adjoining surface, which has
been acquired by a compliance with the
law, both Federal and State. Any dispute
as to whether a given parcel of land is a

vein or lode is a question of fact to be

determined by men experienced in mining,
and it cannot be determined as a matter of
law. Ricketts, p. 453. b. See vein or lode
claim. Fay.

lode country. See ore channel. Fay.

loded. Magnetized by a lodestone. Standard,
1964.

lode formation. A wide low-grade -mineralized zone. Nelson.
lode location. Among practical miners the
terms lode, lode location, and mining
claim are used interchangeably. Ricketts, I.
lode mining Claim. A mining claim includ-

lode mining claim
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ing a lode, fissures, or fissure vein. In the
United States, the maximum length along
the lode or vein is 1,500 feet and the maxi-

mum width is 600 feet. A tract of land

with defined surface boundaries, including
all lodes, veins, and ledges throughout

their entire depth, the top or apex of
which lies inside of vertical planes ex-

tended downward through the surface
boundary lines, although such veins in
their downward course may extend outside of the vertical side planes of the surface location. The extension of inclined
veins beyond the sidelines has resulted in
much litigation. In Meixco a claim is 100
meters square, and is bounded by vertical
planes through the surface lines. See also
claim; mining claim. In some mining districts, as Bisbee, Arizona, the operating
companies have entered into mutual contracts, specifically eliminating extralateral
rights, and defining underground property
rights

by

downward

vertical

planes

through the surface boundaries. Fay.
lode plot. A horizontal lode. Fay.
lodestar. See loadstone. Fay.

lodestone. a. A magnetic variety of natural
iron oxide, Fe304. Lodestone can be made

to swing like a magnet and thus indicate
magnetic north, and was so used by early
mariners. Nelson. b. Stone found in veins
or lodes. Fay. See also loadstone.

lode stoovan. Eng. An open cutting toward
a vein in rising ground. Fay.

lodestuff. Minerals included in a lode or
including economically
gangue. Pryor, 3.
vein,

valueless

vertical slopes. ASCE P1826. b. A widespread deposit of silt or marl extending
from central Europe through the steppes of
Asia. It is a buff-colored, porous but coherent deposit traversed by a network of
narrow tubes 7 epresenting the molds of
successive generations of grass roots. The
comminution of the constituents is ascribed

to the grinding action of glaciers, the fine

grade and distribution to the action of
wind, and the accumulation in thick deposits te the grip of vegetation. Holmes,
1928.
loessification. The development of loess from

swampy terrace sediments by weathering
and downslope creep. A.G.I. Supp.

loess kindchen. A spheroidal or irregular
nodule of calcium carbonate found in loess.
Standard, 1964.
loeweite. A white water soluble mineral
with a distinct cleavage, MgO.Na20.2S03.2Y21-120; Mohs' hardness, 3.5; specific
gravity, 2.37. Larsen, p. 78.
Loewinson-Lessing classification. A chemical

system of classification of igneous rocks.
A.G.I.
Lofco car feeder. An appliance for controlling mine cars at loading points, kr
marshalling trains, for loading cars into
cages and tipplers and other points. It consists of a carrying chain running between
the rails. The dummy or live axles of the
cars are held firmly by the chain's profile
and an overload slipping action is provided. See also retarder, a. Nelson.
LOF-Colburn process. See Colburn process.

shaft. Fay. r. A sump. Fay. d. Scot. A
cabin at the mine shaft for workmen. Fay.

e. Wales. See plan. Fay. f. The room or
flat at the shaft into which the pushers or
trammers empty their loads. Standard,
1964. g. In South Wales, the local branch

of the coal miners' union. Nelson. h. A
pump room, near the pit bottom or other

main pumping station; a sump. Nelson.
lodge moraine. A kind of terminal moraine
consisting of material dropped beneath the

ice and pushed along by the glacier but

falling short of its front. Standard, 1964.
lodgment. Scot. See sump; lodge, b. Fay.
lodgment level. Scot. A room driven from a

level a short distance to the dip and used
for storage of water. A sump. Fay.
lodranite. A siderolitic meteorite containing
crystals of olivine and bronzite in a matrix
of nickel-iron. Holmes,,1928.
loellingite; lollingite. Natural iron arsenide,
Fe As21 with some cobalt, nickel, antimony,

and sulfur. Silver white to steel gray;
streak grayish black; hardness, 5 to 5.5;
specific gravity, 7.4. Found in Maine, New

York, New Jersey, Colorado; Canada. A
source of arsenic: CCD 6d, 1961.

loess. a. A uniform eolian deposit of silty
material having an open structure and'
relatively high cohesion due to cementation by clay or calcareous, material at the
grain contacts. A characteristic of loess de-

posits is that they can stand with nearly

logarithmic strain. See true strain. Ro.

logbook. A book in which the official record
of events or the type and characteristics of
the rock penetrated by the borehole is entered. Also called journal; journal book.
Compare log, b. Long.

log chute. A way maintained through or
alongside a dam for the passage of floating
logs and driftwood. Ham.

loggan stone. Eng. A weather-worn block
so finely balanced on its pivotlike base that

a very ordinary force suffices to make it
log, or rock, from side to side. Properly
logging stone, and perhaps better known
as rocking stone. Fay.

logged up. Supported by trees, props, or
pucheons. Fay.

logging. The business of cutting and getting

out logs or timber from a forest. Often

closely associated with mining for the purpose of obtaining mine timbers. Fay.

logging chain. A chain composed of links
of round bar pieces curved and welded to
interlock, with a grabhook at one end and
a round hook at the other. Nichols.
logging stone. See loggan 'stone. Fay.

logging tongs. Tongs with end hooks that

an empty tub may be rammed. The

N. of Eng. See lacing, b. Fay. c. Scot.
Wood filling up vacant space on top of

made at the shaft bottom, in the interior of
the workings, or at different levels in the

logarithmic base (10) and n its logarithm,
the scale of measurement in which addition is used instead of multiplication.
Pryor, 3.

crowns or gears. Fay. d. Timbers, usually
old, laid across the caps of steel frames or

lodge. a. A reservoir of any size used for
age. Also called lodgement. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 4. b. Eng. A subterranean
reservoir for the drainage of the mine

where a=b" and a is the number, b its

ing over the top of another one. Fay. b.

lofthead. An overhead cavity caused by a

fall of roof. Nelson.
lofting.. a. S. Wales. An old or disused head-

holding water in a mine. A sump or stand-

specific damping capacity. ASM Gloss.
logarithmic scale. In the common logarithm,

dig in when the tongs are pulled. Nichols.
logical element; logical operator; static logic
element. An element used in control systems. It is a self-contained circuit element,
usually transistorized (hence static). These
elements are combined to provide logical

lode tin. Tin ore (cassiterite) occurring in
veins, as distinguished from stream tin or
placer tin. A.G.I.

lok batanite

sets

in a working to support the roof.

Webster 2d.

lofty tin. Corn. Large and rough tin ore.
Fay.
log. a. A piece of timber either rough or

squared. Crispin. b. The record of, or the
act or process of recording, events or the
type and characteristics of the rock penetrated in drilling a borehole as evidenced
by the cuttings, core recovered, or information obtained from electronic devices. Also

called logged; logging. Long. c. S. Staff.

A balance weight near the end of the
hoisting rope of a shaft to prevent its run-

ning back over the pulley. Fay. d. N.
Staff. See dolly, b. Fay. e. A record of the

performance of an engine or boiler or

similar piece of equipment. Webster 3d. f.
Abbreviation for logarithm. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 60.
Logan slabbing machine. This machine consists essentially of two horizontal cutting
chains, one working at the' base of the coal

seam, the other at a distance from the

floer, while a third cutter chain is mounted.
vertically on a shearing lib at right angles
to the other two and shears off the coal at

the back of the cut. The upper jib breaks
the coal up into loadable size and a short
conveyor transfers it to the face conveyor.

Similar in principle to the A.B. Meco-

Wore cutter-loader. Mason, V. 1, p. 122.
logarithmic decrement (log decrement). The
natural logarithm of the ratio 'oU succeuive
arnialitudes 'of vibration of a member in
free oscillation. It is equal to one-half the
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functions such as AND, OR, NOT, etc.
For example, when the cage is correctly
located at bank ANDthe cage is empty
static logic element in such a case would
link the difference-detecting circuits and

would permit action only if the correct

conditions were present. NCB.
logs. Portions of trunks of trees cut to length

and built up so as to raise the mouth or
collar of a shaft from the surface, in order
to give the requisite space for the dumping
of mullock and mineral. Zern.

log sheet. A sheet of paper on which the
rock characteristics, sample assays, and

other pertinent data obtained from a single
borehole are recorded for future reference.
Compare log, b. Long.

lost wather. A slightly slanting trough in

which revolves a thick shaft or log, carrying blades obliquely set to the axis. Ore is
fexl in at the lower end, water at the upper.
The blades slowly convey the lumps of ore
upward against the current, while any adhering clay is gradually disintegrated and
floated out the lower end. Liddell 2d, p.
388..
Lohmannizing. A process by which a protective zinc coating is amalgamated to a basemetal sheet. Liddell 2d, p. 494.
L.O.I. Abbreviation sometimes used for loss
on ignition. See also loss on ignition. Dodd.
loipon. A regolithic deposit resulting from
intense and prolonged chemical weathering
of rocks. Compare geest; laterite; saprolite.
A.G.I.
Loiseau furnace. Gas-fired roasting .ana costillation furnace for processing zinc ores.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

lok batanite. ,Variety of bituminous mate-

-

lok batanite
Hal derived from a mud volcano. Tomkeit ff, 1954.

loide. Diminutive for locomotive. Also applied to electric motors. Korson.
lokie helper. In bituminous coal mining for
Pennsylvania, one who fires boilers of a
steam locomotive; also, couples and uncouples cars and throws switches. D.O.
T. 1.
löllingite. Sec loellingite. CCD 6d, 1961.
loma. Sp. A long, comparatively narrow,
somewhat flat-topped mountain ridge, or
ridge of hills. Sta, lard, 1964.
lombong. Malay name for large excavations
in tin placers. Engineering and Mining
Journal, v. 126, No. 26, Dec. 29, 1928, p.
1018.

Lomite-1. High explosive; used in

mines.

Bennett 2d, 1962.
lommy. In Yorkshire, England, a soft holing
clay. Nelson.
lomonite. Same as laumontite. Standard,
1964.

lomonosolite. A sodium titanium silicateprosphate,

:

Na2TizSi2.09.Na3PO4;

long rigid cartridges
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forms

with murmanite a complete series of solid
solutions; occurs in laminated tabular crystals; dark cinnamon-brown to black, also
rose-violet; uneven fracture; monoclinic or
triclinic occurs in pegmatites in syenite;
presumably from Kola Peninsula, U.S.S.R.
American Mineralogist, v. 35, No. 11-12,
November-December, 1950, pp. 1092-1093.
London day. a. A geological formation near
London, England. It has a maximum
thickness of about 500 feet. Fay. b. A tertiary clay used in making building bricks.
Dodd.

London Metal Exchange. Free and open
market, established in 1882 to facilitate

burning coal. B.S. 3323, 1960.
long glass. Glass that is slow setting. Dodd.
long hole. Underground boreholes and blastholes exceeding 10 feet in depth or requiring the use of two or more lengths of drill
steel or rods coupled together to attain the
desired depth. Long.
long-hole blasting. This method of blasting,
employing diamond drills or extension.
steel drills with tungsten carbide bits, is
being applied increasingly to ore winning
operations where conditions are suitable.
The essential requirements from the prac-

tical and economic points of view are:

(1) a large ore body or wide regular vein;
(2) a strong country rock; and (3) a good

parting between the ore and the rock to
avoid undue contamination of the ore.
Holes to ;ake up to 2-inch diameter cart-

ridges may be drilled. Since the drilling of
long holes is relatively expensive, highstrength, high-dnnsity gelatinous explosives
are usually employed so that the maximum

burden can be placed on mei hole. For
this reason also, the largest diameter of
explosive cartridge that can be loaded into

the holes should be used to obtain the

greatest possible loading density. McAdam

II, pp. 139-140.
long-hole drill. A rotary- or a percussivetype drill used to drill underground blastholes to depths exceeding 10 feet. Compare
long hole. Long.
long-hole infusion. There are two methods:

(1) Long holes are drilled parallel to the
coal face. Charges of Hydrobel explosive
are spaced along the holes and fired under
water pressure. The object is to luosen the

coal and allay the dust along the entire
face in one operation. See also pulsed-

metal cracks, then neither is weldable.
Ham.

longitudinal coast; conformable coast; Pacific type of coast. Coast parallel to the
trend lines of a coastal orogenetic belt.
Schieferdecker.

longitudinal direction. The principal direc-

tion of flow in a worked metal. ASM

Gloss.

longitudinal dune. A general term for various types of linear dune ridges, commonly,
more or less symmetrical in cross profile,
which are known or inferred to extend
parallel to the direction of the dominant
dune-building winds. A.G.I.
longitudinal fault. A fault, the strike of
which is parallel to the general structure.
A.G.I.

longitudinal field. A magnetic field which
extends within a magnetized part frcm

one or more poles to another or other

poles, and which is completed through a
path external to the part. ASM Gloss.
longitudinal fissure. A fissure that is parallel
with the strike of the deposit. Stoces, v. 1,
p. 266.

longitudinal joint. A joint running parallel
to flow lines in igneous rocks, steeply dipping and best developed where flow lines
are horizontal. A.G.I. Supp.
longitudinal profile. A section drawn vertically through the centerline of a road, railway, or canal giving both the original and
the final ground levels. Ham.
longitudinal ripple marks. Relatively straight
crests parallel to current direction. May be
symmetrical or asymmetrical. Pettijohn.
longitudinal valley. A valley having the same

direction as the strike of the underlying
rocks. See also subsequent stream. A.G.!.

longitudinal velocity. See Young's modulus

dealings in many nonferrous metals, ores
and residues and to set authoritative daily
prices, in accordance with standard contracts. These specify quality, brand, sampling agreement, delivery place and terms,
etc. Pryor, 3.
London official price. The quotation on the
London Metal Exchange of the price on
the date of a transaction in valuable mineral. Pryor, 3.
London stock brick. See stock brick. Dodd.
London white. White lead. Standard, 1964.

holes may be drilled during weekends and
of a length about equal to the weekly advance of the face. Nelson.
long-hole jetting. A hydraulic mining system

Style Guide, P. 60.
long. a. Clay which is very plastic and workable. Crispin. b. A comparative term signifying a slow-setting glass. ASTM C162

down the pitch of the vein, replacing the
drilling head with a jet Cutting head and
then retracting the drill column with the
jets in operation to remove the coal. Coal

long pay. S. of Wales. A system of paying

71, No. 8,

long plggybank conveyor; pick-a-back conveyor. An appliance to provide a constant

long. Abbreviation for longitude. BuMin

66.

long awn. A direction of less than 450 to

the main natural line, of cleat or cleavage
in the coal. Also spelled horn. TIME.
Compare short awn.
longback. Breakage material appearing in a
coal product. Usually caused by the pocket

having an insufficient pitch in order to

clean itself. Mitchell, p. 155.
long chord. In railroad or highway survey-

ing: (1) any chord (of a circular curve)

longer than 100 feet; or (2) the chord that
extends from the point of curvature to the
, point of tangency. Seelye,-2.
long clay. Clay possessing a .high degree of
plasticity. Fay.
long column. A column which fails by buckling, as distinct from crushing, when overloaded. See also slenderness ratio. Ham.
long dolly. A 'name for a follower used in
pile driving. Ham.
,

,

long flame coal. Coal with a high volatile
matter. Generally synonymous 'with free

infusion shot firing. (2) Two or more holes

are drilled about 40 feet long in the line
of advance of the workings. The holes are
not charged with explosive and fired but

only subjected to water pressure up to
3,000 pounds per square inch to loosen the

coal and allay the dust in the cleats. The

consisting essentially of drilling a hole

cut loose by the jets drops to a flume drift,
and is carried by water to a screening and

loading plant. Coal Age,

v.

August 1966, p. 196.

longitude. a. The distance east or west on
the earth's surface, measured by the angle

which the meridian through the place

makes with some standard meridian, as
that of Greenwich, England or Paris.
Standard, 1964. b. In surveying, the distance between two lines drawn north and
south through the extremities of a course;
casting or. westing. Fay.

longitudinal-arch kiln. An annular kiln in
which the axis of the arched roof, on both
sides of the center line of the kiln, is parallel to the length of the kiln. Kilns of this
type are much used in the firing of; building bricks. Compare transverse-arch kiln.
longitudinal bead etst. A test for weldability

in which a welded test piece is bent
double; if the partnt metal or the ,weld

4-1,

of elasticity. Lewis, p. 566.
longitudinal wave. An elastic wave in which
the displacements are in the direction of
wave propagation. A.G.l.
long lay. Synonym for lang lay. Long.
long (lazy) flames. Partially aerated flames,
particularly when aerated in stages. Nonturbulent flow. Francis, 1965, v. 2, p. 436.
Longmaid-Henderson process. Method of recovering copper from burned sulfides, by
roasting with rock

salt and using the

issuing gases, after condensation, to leach
the chloridized residue. Copper then dissolved is precipitated from the leach liquor
onto scrap iron. Pryor, 3.
wages. Fay.

flow of zoal from a continuous miner to the

main haulage system. It consists of a conveyor slung under the tail end of the loader

and running on a bogey straddling the

heading conveyor so that it can telescope
over it. Nelson.

lung-plllar work. Coal winning in three stages
in underground mining. First, large pillars

are left as the face is advanced by means
of drives. Second, parallel drives connect
these drives and form large blocks. Finally,
the pillars so formed are mined. Pryor,, 3.

lemg-ranged. Of crtished or ground ore, size

distribution covering a wide range of

meshes. Pryor, 4.
long-range order.. Repetition of coordination
over, many atomic distances. The resulting
structure is crystalline. VV.
long rigid cartridges. To facilitate the load-

ing of drill holes long, rigid 'asrtridges

which are pushed into the drill hole without being deformed are sometimes used.
The maximum degree of packing will not
be particularly high, partly because of the
thickness of the rigid case, partly because
of the difference in diameter required between drill hole and cartridge. If this is

made too small there will be the risk of the
cartridges sticking when they are being
pushed into the hole. Langefors, p. 88.

long run. To fill or nearly fill the core barrel with core on a single trip into the borehole. Compare short run. Long.
long-running thermal precipitator. A dustsampling instrument designed by the Mining Research Establishment of Great Britain that operates over periods of up to 8
hours and collects only lespirable dust
which is selected aerodynamically during
the sampling process. The respirable fraction is selected by drawing the dust
through a horizontal duct elutriator which

simulates the acting principle of the human nose and respiratory passages in that
the larger and faster-falling particles are

caught by the processes of settlement and
impingement. Roberts, I. p. 122.
long section. A section of land in the United
States Governmental Survey which contains more than 640 acres. Williams.
long-shank chopping bit. A steel chisel-edged
chopping bit having a longer and heavier
than normal shank, designed to give added
weight and directional stability when

chopping an angle hole through overburden. Long.
longshore current. A current in the surf
zone, moving generally parallel to the
shoreline, generated by waves breaking at
an angle with the shoreline. Synonym for
littoral current. Schieferdecker.

longshore drift. See beach drift. Schieferdecker.

long span. A span is regarded as long when
it approaches the maximum economical

length for a particular type of bridge.

Ham.
long-term engagement. In long-term engagement, men are signed on for a number of
years, and there is usually some incentive
included in the agreement to encourage

them to reengage for a further period at

termination. It usually is practiced
where labor is in short supply. Spalding, p.
371.
its

long tom. A trough for washing gold-bearing earth. Webster 3d. It is longer than a
rocker. Fay.
long ton. A unit that equals 20 long hundredweight or 2,240 pounds. Used chiefly
in England. Webster, 3d.
longues tallies. Fr. Same as longwall. Fay.
longuHte. An elongated crystallite of cylindrical or conical form considered to have
been formed by the adhesion of a linear
series of globulites, Holmes, 1928.

longwall. a. A long face of coal. Stoces, v.
1, p. 248. b. A method of working coal
seams believed to have originated in
Shropshire, England, towands the end of
the seventeenth century. The seam is removed in one operation by means of along
working face or wall, thus the name. The

workings advance (or retreat) in a continuous line which may be several hundreds of yards in length. The space from
which the coal has been removed (the gob,
goaf, or waste) is either allowed to collapse
(caving) or is completely or partially filled

or stowed with stone and debris. The

loop haulage
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stowing material is obtained from any dirt

in the seam and from the ripping opera-

and of length so that no repairs are re-

quired on the roadways before being cut

tions on the roadways to gain height. Stow-

off by a new cross heading. See also

from the surface and packed by hand or by

longwall stope. See flat-back stope. Fay.
longwall stoping. See overhand stoping, b.

ing material is sometimes brought down

mechanical means. Today more than 93
percent of Great Britain's coal output is
obtained from longwall faces. See also
longwall advancing; longwall retreating;
longwall stalls. Nelson. Also known as
longwork; Shropshire method; combination longwall; and Nottingham or Barry
system. Fay. c. A system of mining in
which all the minable coal is recovered in
one operation. Hudson. d. A method of
mining flat bedded deposits, in which the

stepped longwall. Nelson.

Fay.

longwall working home. A term sometimes
used by miners for longwall retreating.
Nelson.

long wave. Waves under conditions where
the relative depth (water depth/wave
length) is less than 0.05 and where the
phase velocity is dependent upon water
depth but independent of wave lenge!). Hy.

longwall

ways are in worked-out areas. Nelson.
coal cutter. Compact machine,

long weight. See long ton. Fay.
longwork. See longwall. Fay.
lonkey. Eng. The best York sandstone, Rossendale district Compare lunker. Arkell.
boob; boobs. Corn. The clayey or slimy portion washed out of tin ore in dressing. Fay.
Loo board. See hack. Dodd.
loodwin. Burma. Ruby mines in which fissures, caves, and hollows in the limestone,
filled with detritus from its disintegration,

at right angles to its body. Pryor, 3.
longwall machine. A power-driven machine

looking. N. of Staff. Examining the un-

longwall coal cutter.
longwall miner. In bituminous coal mining,
one who extracts coal from seams by a

looking-glass ore. Lustrous hematite (Fe203). Specular iron ore; iron glance. Molls'
hardness, 6; specific gravity, 5.2. Pryor, 3.
lool. A vessel to receive ore washings. Standard, 1964.

working face is advanced over a consider-

able width at one time. Pryor, 3. e. Opposite of shortwall.

longwall advancing. A system of longwall
working in which the faces advance from
the shafts towards the boundaty or other
limit lines. In this method, all the road-

driven by compressed air or electricity,
which cuts into the coal face with its jib

used for undercutting coal on relatively
long faces. ASA C42.85: 1956. See also
specialized method known as longwall mining. In this method, all coal is extracted as

the work progresses, packs (supports of
stone and timber) being built instead of
leaving pillars of coal to support the roof.
D.O.T. 1.

are followed, and their contents often
cemented or buried under recent travertine, extracted and washed. Hess.
walled sides of a shaft. Fay.

loom. Eng. A variant of loam, especially
in the Thames Valley; applied to Thanet
sand and dredged mud used for cement.
Arkell.

Loomite. Trade name for a short fibered
talc. Bennett 2d, 1962.

longwall mining. N. of Eng. A system of

loon dung. Can, Silt on lake and river bot-

is maintained, and by working the
faces at an angle of 60° to the strike, the

loop. a. A bend, or folding, or doubling of
a part of a river or stream. MacCracken.
b. A closed circuit of pipe in which materials and components may be placed to
test them under different conditions. If
part of the loop and contents are placed in

mining on straight faces 80 yards or more
in length. Trist.
longwall peak sloping. A method of underland stoping in which rapid advance of the
face

peak travels down the diA at twice the
rate of the face advance. This method was
introduced on the Witwatersrand for stoping below 5,000 feet where rapid face advance resulting from the closer spacing of
holes reduces the incidence of rock bursts.
Higham, pp. 213-215.
longwall pillar working. The extraction of
the coal pillars formed bv a pillar method
of working, by a longwall face, which can

be advancing or retreating. Where the

crush is not excessive, this method is more

efficient and often safer than extracting
each pillar individually. Nelson.

longwall retreating. A system of longwall
working in which the developing headings
are driven narrow to the boundary or limit
line and then the coal seam is extracted by
longwall

faces

retntating towards the

shaft. In this method, all the roadways are
in the solid coal seam and the waste areas
are left behind. See also mechanized heading development. Nelson.
longwaH stalls. A common method of working coal seams prior to machine mining.
The coal is worked along the longwall face
by a series of roadways or stalls which are
turned off lateral or cross headings. The
coal is hand-loaded into trains at the face
and then hauled by horses along the stalls

and cross headings and outwards to the
main haulage system. The distance be-

tween the stalls varies from 10 to 15 yards

toms. Hoffman.

a reactor, it is called an in-pile loop. LAU,.
c. See loup. Fay. d. A sling at the end of
a hoisting rope. D-link. Fay.
loop-bedding. Small groups of laminae that

are otherwise quite regular are sharply
constricted or even end abruptly at intervals, giving the effect of long, thin loops or

links of a chain. Thought to be a desiccation feature. Observed in some fine calcareous sediments and also in oil shale.
Pettijohn.

loop boot elevator. An en masse elevator
in which the lower end of the casing is in
the form of a loop. ASA MH4.1-1958.

loop circuit. A term used when two posi-

tive wires are installed in divergent directions but later come close enough together
to be connected. They then form the socalled loop circuit. Compare parallel circuit. Kentucky, p. 250.

loop drag. An eye at the end of a rod
through which tow is passed for cleaning
boreholes. Fay.

lower. In ore dressing, smelting, and refining, a laborer who attaches loops (folded
copper sheets or strips) to starting sheets
so that sheets can be suspended in electrolytic tanks. Also called looper puncher.
D.O.T. Supp.
looper puncher. See looper. D.O.T. Sapp.
loop haulage. A system used when a con-

loop haulage
tinuous supply of cars must be supplied to
a loading station. In this system, the empty
cars are simply coupled to one end of the
standing cars, which are pulled forward by

a hoist with the rope attached to a clip
fixed to the side of the cars. The rope is
pulled back by hand for a distance of

three or four car-lengths and the process is
repeated frequently as the end of the rope
approaches the hoist. Wheeler, H.R., pp.
32-33.

looping. The running together of ore mat-

into a mass when the ore

only
heated for calcination. Standard, 1964.
Compare loup. Fay.
looping mill. Consists of one or more trains
ter

is

of alternating two-high stands. As the
piece being rolled emerges from one stand,

it

turned through 180° and entered
into the next stand and similarly into the
is

succeeding stands. In some mi)ls, the loop-

ing is performed by hand, while in others
it is done mechanically by means of repeaters or looping channels. Osborne, p.
358.

loops; looping. See curtains. ASTM C286-65.

loop takeup. An arrangement for storing
spare belting (for extension of the conveyor) and also for applying tension to
the belt. It is usually situated behind the
drive unit. Nelson.

loop tunnel. A method of gaining grade in
a tunnel location by looping or folding
the line back upon itself. Stauffer.

loop-type pit bottom. A pit bottom layout
in which the loaded cars are fed to the
cage from one side only and the empties
are returned to the same side by means
of a loop roadway. The loop arrangement

provides more standage room for cars

and is more suitable for multideck cages.
When the coal reaches the pit bottom
from two sides, a double-loop layout may
be adopted. Nelson.

loopway; double parting. A double-track
loop in a main single-track haulage plane
at which mine cars may pass. A loopway
located close to the face or loading machine enables a train of empty cars to be
stationed in the loop, while the loaded cars

are run straight out on the main single
track. Nelson.

loors. Corn. Tin-ore tailings. Hess.

loose. a. Eng. Applied to a working place
to denote that a is open at both sides,
that is, the coal has been previously removed at both sides. "Loose at an end," or
"loose at one side," denotes that the coal

has been worked or mined at one side.
Fay. b. The end of a shift or of the day's
wodt is spoken of as "loosing time," or
"loose," or lenner;" and when the workmen leave, the pit is said to be "loosed
out." Fay. c. Synonym for junk when applied to pieces of metal that must be fished

from a bore hole. Long.
kW() black. Low-density carbon black. Bennett 2d, 1962.
loose bulk excavation. Excavation, in quantity, of loose, unconsolidated soils, of soils
lying under water, or of Wall so saturated

with water as to prevent movement of
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lose

loose diamonds. See loose goods. Long.
loose dusted splitdngs. Loose-pack splittings
dusted with mica powder. Skow.

loparite. A black variety of perovskite containing a large but undetermined amount
of columbium in substitution for titanium
8[(Ce,La,Na,Ca,Sr)(Ti,Cb)03]; from the
Chibina tundra, Kola Peninsula, U.S.S.R.

loose end. a. A gangway in longwall working, driven so that ohe side is solid ground
while the other opens upon old worldngs.
See fast end, a. Fay. b. Coal prepared by
cutting, or that coal Aich is certain to
be loosened by a shot. Fay. c. The limit of

a stall next to the goaf, or where the adjoining stall is in advanct.. Fay.

lopolitb. A large, lenticular, intrusive body

loose-flange joint. There are several patterns

differing from a sill by being centrally depressed, so that its upper surface is basinlike. Holmes, 1928.
lorac. A precision radio surveying technique

of this type of joint. The flanges are slipped on to the tubular portion of the pipe,
one being made to slide within the other,
the pipe ends being pressed outwards tc
form facings for the joint washer and
another being reinforced by the formation
of a special shoulder or the addition of a
welded-on mild steel ring. Mason, v. 2,
p. 628.
loose goods. Industrial diamonds as purchased from a diamond supplier in bulk.
Long.
loose ground. a. Broken, fragmented, or
loosely cemented bedrock material that

emit continuous waves and in the resulting

standing wave pattern the position of a

mobile receiver is determined by measuring

with it the phase difference of the waves
emanating from two of the transmitters.
A.G.I.

WM. A pulse-type electronic navigation
system for measuring distance differences
with respect to fixed transmitters of known
geographic position. A.G.I.

breccia, b. Long. b. As used by miners,

Ss. A mineral rich in thallium. Monoclinic.
Tabular or prismatic crystals. Occurs on

rock that must be barred down to make an
underground workplace safe; also frag-

mented or weak rock in which underground openings cannot be held open

unless artifically supported, as with timber
sets and lagging. Compare broken ground,
b. Long.
loose km. See loose, c; junk. Long.

loose junking. See junking, b. Fay, p. 372.
loose needle. Same as dial. Fay.
loose-needle survey. Dial survey, in which
the magnetic bearing of the traverse line
is read at each setup of the instrument.
Pryor, 3.
loose-needle traversing. A method of travers-

ing in which the magnetic bearings of

survey lines are separately obtained by

reference to the magnetic needle. B. S.
3618, 1963, sec. 1.

loosening bar. An implement for loosening

a pattern from a sand mold. Standard,

1964.
loose-packed splitting. Applied to mica,
splittings of heterofgeneous shapes, not ar-

ranged in any particular order but packed
loosely in bulk form. Loose-packed splittings may or may not be dusted. Skow.

lead-gray sulfarsenite of thallium, T1sS.As2-

realgar. Found at the Rambler mine in

Wyoming and in Macedonia. English.
loranikke. See euxenite. CCD 6d, 1961.

lord. Corn. Landlord; the owner of the soil

or mineral, to whom rent or royalty is
payable. Fay.

lorthhip. a. Scot. A mineral property. Fay.
b. Scot. Royalty or acreage rent. Fay.

lord's mean Eng. The portion of ore that
belongs to thc twner of the land. Fay.

lorettolte. A honey-yellow oxychloride of
lead, 6PbO.PbCl2. Bladed masses. Tetragonal ( ?). From Loretto, Tennessee. English.

Lorol. Trade name of hydrogenation prod-

uca of coconut oil; mixture of aliphatic

alcohols. Pryor, 3.
lorry. a. York. A movable bridge over a
shaft top upon which the bucket is placed

after it is brought up for emptying. Fay.
b. A car used on mine tramways, or at
coke ovens. See also larry, a and b. Fay.

c. Gr. Brit. A long wagon having a very
low platform and four very small wheels.
Standard, 1964.

lorry track. In coke making, a car track

and placed across a permanent line when
desired to run skips across it. Fay.

in block ovens, between the two
parallel lines of ovens composing a block;
and in bank ovens just back of a single row
of ovens composing the bank. Fay.
Los Angeles testing machine. A machine for

630, 1965, p. 882. b. Open joints that
parallel the bedding. AIME, p. 792.

It consists of a closed hollow steel cylinder
28 inches in diameter and 20 inches long

loose rails. Aust. Rails that can be lifted

loose ribbom. Open-bed planes commonly
found in slate quarry walls. BuMines Bull.
loose rock. See loose ground. Long.

looses; cricks. Eng. Vertical joints affecting
only the lower strata in the Oo lite quarries,
Northamptonshire. Arkell.
loose stone. a. A diamond insecurely bonded

in a bit matrix. Long. b. A diamond de-

tached from a bit and lying on the bottom

of a drill hole. Long. c. An unset industrial diamond. Compare loose goods.

to the area being excavated. Carson, p. 96.

loose yards. Measurement of soil or rock
after it has been loosened by digging or

Ham.

in which two or more fixed transmitters

lorandite. Cochineal to carmine-read, dark

Long.
loam wkb powder splittlags. See

placing process.

of igneous rock, generally concordant, and

tends to slough from sidewalls into a borehole. Also called broken ground. Compare

equipment over their surface. Loose bulk
occavation is generally performed from
solid, or relatively solid, ground adjacent

loose core. Large aggregate which has become separated from a concrete mix by
incorrect handling during the mixing and

Dana 7, v. 1, p. 732; Hey 2d, 1955.
Potassium dichromate, K2Cr207,
as minute orange-red balls in the soda
niter of Chile. Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.

lopezite.

loose

dusted splittings. Skow.

blasting. Nichols.

loosing. S. Staff. Lowering a cage, etc.,
into a shaft or pit. Fay.
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laid,

measuring abrasion resistance or toughness.

mounted for rotation with its axis horizontal. The sample being tested and a

chary of steel spheres are tumbled during

rotation by an internal shelf. AIME, p.
288.

Loschmldt number. The number of moleccules per cubic centimeter of a gas. Hess.
Loschmidt number per gram. The numbn
of molecules per gram. Hess.

Insclualdt number per gram molecule. The
number of molecules per gram molecule.
Hess.

lOIC a. Eng. To w.sit a seam of coal, etc.,
up to where it dies out or is faulted out
of sight. This is called "losing the coal."
Fay. b. To be unable to work out a pillar
on account of thrust, creep, gob rue, etc.
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low-density explosives

when it has run in or collapsed beyond

lost hole. A borehole in which the target
could not be reached because of caving,

louvers. Overlapping and sloping slats arranged to prevent entrance or exit of
love arrows. See fleches d'amour. C.M.D.
love stone. Aventurine quartz. Shipley.

loseylte. A bluish-white basic carbonate of

lost leveL Corn. A level or gallery driven
with an unnecessarily great departure
from the horizontal. Fay.

where R=

lost river. a. A river that, by a secular in-

lose
Fay. c. A pit shaft is said to be "lost"
recovery. Fay.
losero. Mex. At Guanajuato, sandstone quarries yielding a beautiful, colored stone for
building purposes. Fay.

manganese and zinc with a little magnesium,

7R0.2CO3.5H10,

Mn":Zn:Mg=5:4:1. Small, lath-shaped

crystals in radiating bundles. Monoclinic.
From Franklin, N.J. English.
losing irun. See furnace losing iron. Fay.
login returns. Loss of drilling mud used to
control high pressure into underlying struc-

Heavy gas pressure may be encountered during drilling. In order to
ture.

control the pressure it is necessary to use
heavy drilling mud. The mud is normally
returned to the surface by mud circulating
pumps but sometimes the mud disappears
Into the reservoir down in the earth. 'This
disappearance of mud into the underlying
structure is known as "losing returns. '
Williams.

loss of vend. Difference between weight of
raw coal and that of salable products, expressed as a percentage. Pryor, 3.

loss on ignitioa. As applied to chemical
analyses, the lou in weight which results

from heating a sample of material to a

high temperature, after preliminary drying

at a temperature just above the boiling
point of water. The lou in weight upon

squeezing, loose ground, or inability to re .
cover lost tools or junk. Long.

lost returns. See lost circulation. Long.

crease in aridity in its region, has ceased to
exist, its remnantal tributaries sinking into

the ground before reaching into former
channel. Standard, 1964. b. A river in a
karst region that drains into an under-

ground channel. A.G.I. Supp.
lost thread method. See string survey. Pryor,
3, p. 372.

lost time. The time spent in drilling operations on work other than deepening the

boreholes such as cementing, breakdowns,
fishing, moving, and setups. Long.
lost water. See lost circulation. Long.
lust-wax process. An investment casting

process in which a wax pattern is used.
ASM Gloss.

lot. A quantity of loose graded or ungraded
industrial diamonds, such as drill diamonds

in a sin le package or packet. Long.
Uppermost lower Lower Jurassic. A.G.I. Supp.
loudspeaker face telephone. An intrinsically
safe public address system developed for

coal face communications. Up to 20 in-

dividual units, each containing a telephone

occurs above the boiling point, lou on

handset and speaker, can be coupled together along the face and gate roads by a

circulation. A condition that occurs

made into any one of the handsets are

drying is called free moisture; that which
ignition. HW.
lost

when the drilling fluid escapes into crevices
or porous sidewalls of a borehole and does

not return to the collar of the drill hole.
Also called lose returns; lose water; lost

returns; lost water. Long.
lost-circulation material. Pulverized or
shredded material added to the circulation

media or drilling mud to plug cracks or
crevices through which the circulation

fluid is escaping from a drill hole. Materials sometimes used in combating lost
circulation include shredded cellophane,
bark, cottonseed hulls, manure, and ce.ment. Long.
lost closure. The amount of closure of the
walls of a stope which occurs before sup-

ports have been got in place and begin
to oppose that closure, is known as the
lost closure. Spalding.

lost core. The portion of a core that is not
recovered. It may be the soft rock that

crumbles and falls from the core barrel or
the solid pie.x or pieces of core that drop
to the bottom of a bore hole after slipping
out of the core barrel while the drill string
is being pulled from the drill hole. Long .
lost corner. A corner whose position cannot
be determined, beyond reasonable doubt,
either from traces of the monument, or by
reliable testimony relating to it; and whose
location can be restored only by surveying

methods and with reference to Interdependent existent corners, by mutual agree-

ment of abutters, or by court decision.

Seelye, 2.

lost bead. The enesp of a given flow that

is lost (converted into heat and, therefore,
useless), as a result of friction, eddies, and
impact expressed as a head, that is, as the

height through which that Bow would
have to fall to produce an equivalent
amount of energy. Seelye, I.

five-way cable. Instructions, requests, etc.,
broadcast simultaneously over all the loudspeakers. Nelson.

lough. a. Lanc. An irregular cavity in an

some substances but allow ventilation air to
pass. Strock, 10.

Love wave. a. A transverse wave propagated along the boundary of two elastic
media which both have rigidity, that is,
both media must be capable of propagating
transverse waves. A.G.1. b. A surface seis-

mic wave in which the particles of an

elastic medium vibrate transverse to the

direction of the wave's travel, with no
vertical component. A.G.1.

Loviboad batman% Compact tintometer,

in which a number of small glass windows,
mounted in a disc, are compared with the
test solution to which an indicator dye has

bLen added; useful in pH measurement.

Pryor 3.

low. a. Former stream channels in coalbeds.
They do not extend downward through the
entire thickness of coal. They are now
filled with sandstone, clay,and shale. See
also cutout; washout. A.G.J. b. N. of Eng.
A candle or other naked light carried by a
miner. Also spelled lowe. Fay. c. Eng. See
horse, a, b; from Forest of Dean coalfield.
Fay. d. Not high in upward extent; having
little vertical extension, as a low roof in
a mine. Fay. e. Lying below the natural or
general level, as a low valley. Fay. f. A de-

pression of the foreshore parallel to the
trend of the beach. Schieferdecker.

low-thud= silica brick. Special brick in

which the total alumina, titania, and alkali
is significantly lower than in regular silica
brick. Bureau of Mines Staff.

low-angle fault. A fault dipping less than
45°. Billings, 1951, p. 143.

iron mine. Fay. b. A lake in Ireland. Fay.
loughliske. A hydrous sodium magnesium
silicate, Nat0.3Mg0.6SiOs.8H10, from the
Green River formation. Sweetwater Coun-

low bed. A machinery trailer with a low

fibrous; pearly-white; silky luster; differs
from sepiolite in containing 8 percent

cent copper and 20 percent zinc. It is

deck. Nichols.

low blast. A blast delivered to a smelting
furnace at low pressure. Standard, 1964.

ty, Wyo.; found in dolomitic oil shale;

low brass. A yellow brass alloy of 80 per-

Na10; may also be distinguished from

ductile and easily drawn, and is used for
formed and drawn parts. Crispin.
low corbels steel. Steel with a carbon content not exceeding about 0.25 percent.

loop. a. The pasty mass of iron produced
in a bloomery or puddling furnace. See

low coal. Coal occurring in a thin seam or
bed. Fay.
low delays*, explosive. Another name for

sepiolite by comparison of the X-ray fiber
diagrams. American Mineralogist, v. 45,
No. 3-4, March-April 1960, p. 270.

also puddle balL fay. b. Scot. Slip or
fault. Fay.

loops. Any small magnifying glass mounted

for use in the hand as a hand loupe, or
so that it can be held in the eye socket or

attached to spectacles as an eye loupe.
Loupes may contain a single lens or a

system of lenses, and in commercial usage
range in magnifying power from 2 to 20,
the usual jeweler's or watchmaker's loupe

being from 2 to 3 power, and aplanafic
loupes from 6 to 20 power. Also spelled
lupe; loup; loop. See also loupe, corrected.
Shipley.

loupe, corrected. A loupe in which the lens
system has been corrected for either
spherical or chromatic aberration, or both.
See also aberration; aplanatic loupe.
Shipley.

kusbg. Picking over by hand a heap of dirt
on the surface is. a rich claim. Gordon.
louver chaser. In ore drmim, smelting, and
refining, one who trims ..on anodes and
cleans louvers to minimize electrical resistance in magnesium refining cells.
D.O.T. sop.

See also dead mild steel. Nelson.

black powder. Kentucky, p. 157.
Lowdea *kr. Mechanized drying Boor used
for ores or concentrates. Reciprocating
rakes move the material gently over steel

plates heated from below. Pryor, 3.
low-deadly dynamites. Dynamites containing
up to 80 percent anunonium nitrate as the
principal explosive ingredient. They have

a minimum shattenng effect and are de-

signed for soft ores, limestone, and gypsum,

and provide a maximum length of explosive column per unit weight of ex-

plosive. Lewis, p. 110.
low-density explosiver. Explosives designed

for use in the minmg of coal of soft and
medium hardness, where it is required to
blast with the least amount of shattering.

The density of ordinary permitted ex-

plosives may be decreaseZ. by (1) loose
Packing, (2) an alteration In the granular
state ot the ammonium nitrate, and (3)
the impregnation of woodmeal or suitable
substitutes. By decreasing the density of an
explosive the same weight of explosive is
used, but owing to its greater bulk the ex-

low-density explosives
effects are distributed over a
greater area, thus producing a less shattering effect. cooper, p. 346. Commonly referred to as extra dynamites. Kentucky, p.
plosive

165.

low-demity metals. The lightest alloy-form-

ing metals, in ascending order of their
densities, are lithium, calcium, magnesium,

beryllium, and aluminum. See also highdensity metals. Henderson.
low-dipping fault. A fault dipping less than
450 . Synonym for low-angle fault. Schieferdecker.

low-discbarge ball mill. One with a substantial downslope between the trunnionhigh feed end and the peripheral discharge
end. This facilitates the brisk movement of
ore through the mill. Pryor, 3.
low doors. Scot. The lowest of two or more
landings in a shaft. Fay.
low-duty fire day brick. A fire clay refractory having a pyrometric cone equivalent
not lower than 19 and a minimum modulus of rupture of 600 pounds per square
inch. A.R.I.
lowe. Newc. A light. A piece of lowe is part
of a candle. See also low, b. Fay.

lower break. The lower bend of either a
terrace or a monocline, also known as the
foot or the lower change of dip. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

Lower Carboniferous. Ste Avonian. A.G.I.
lower high water. The lower of the two high
waters of any tidal day. Abbreviation, lhw.
Hy.

lowerig conveyor. Any type of vertical con-

veyor for lowering of objects at a controlled speed. See also arm conveyor;

suspended tray conveyor; vertical reciprocating conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.
lowering iron. A tool used in lieu of a safety
clamp to grasp and hold rods during round
trips.

It is made of a heavy steel bar

equipped with an eyelike opening in one
end, the inside hole of which is straight

walled and about one-eight of an inch
greater in diameter than the drill rod on

which it is to be used. Long.
lowering skips. Used in some river tipples
to let the coal down into the barges. filso
known as weigh pans. Mitchell, pp. 800801.

lowerin tangs. Synonym for brown tongs.
Long.

lower leaf. Scot. The lower portion of a
seam of coal that is worked in two sections
or leaves. Fay.

lower limit of flammability. The smallest
quantity of combustible gas which, when
mixed with a given quantity of air (or
oxygen), will just support a self-propagating flame. Francis, 1965, v. 2, p. 437.

lower liquid Mak. In soil mechanics, the
moisture content at which soil changes

from plastic to liquid. Pryor, 3.
lower low water. The lower of the two low
waters of any tidal day or the single low
water when a semidiurnal tide becomes
diurnaL Abbreviation, 11w. Hy.
lower Nicol. In polarising microscope, lower
polarizing member. tl is usuz!lv located
in place (crossed with respect to ihe upper
Nicol) by a slight click when turned to its
correct position. Pryor, 3.
lower olliebd. See underofficial. Nelson.
as a torch. Fey.
lows rope. N. of Eng. A piece of rope used
Sewer pickup. The lowest point reached by
the traveling block during a hoisting operation. Long.
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lower plastic limit Moisture content of soil

at which it changes from a plastic to a
semisolid state. Pryor, 3.

lower punch. In powder metallurgy, the

lower part of a die which forms the bottom

of the die cavity and which may or may
not move in relation to the die body. ASM
Gloss.

lower side. See dip side. Mason.
lower water datum. An approximation of
mean lower low water which has been

adopted as a standard datum for a limited
area, although it may differ slightly from
a later determination. Hy.
lowest low water. A plane of reference, the
depression of which below mean sea level
corresponds to the level of the lowest
low water of any normal tide. Hy.
lowest low-water springs. A plane of reference approximating the level of the lowest
low water during syzygy. Hy.

lowest normal tides. A plane of reference
lower than mean sea level by half the
maximum range. This does not take into
account wind or barometric pressure fluctuations. Hy.

lowest vidble red-heat. Common division of

the color scaleabout 472° C (887° F).

Bureau of Mines Staff.

low explosive. An explosive in which the
change into the gaseous state is effected by

burning and not by detonation as with

high explosives. Blasting powder (black
powder or gunpowder) is the only low
explosive in common use. It requires no

detonator but is ignited by means of a

safety fuse. Nelson. Also called propellant.

low-pressure limit
Compare high-grade ore. A.G.I.

low-beat cement. A cement in which there
is only limited generation of heat during
setting, achieved by modifying the chemical composition of normal portland cement. Ham.
low-heat duty clay. A clay which fuses bctween 1,520° and 1,590° C. Osborne.
low-beat duty refractories. Fire clay brick
with a pyrometric cone equivalent of at
least 19. VV.
low-hydrogen electrode. A covered arc-welding electrode that provides an atmosphere

around the arc and molten weld metal
which is low in hydrogen. ASM Gloss.

low hysteresis steel. Steel which contains
between 21/4 and 4 percent silcon, has high

permeability and electrical resistance and
low hysteresis lou. Pryor 3.
low-iron magnesite brick. A burned magnesite brick, containing 90 percent or more
of magnesia, and 1.5 to 2.5 percent iron
oxide. Bureau of Mines staff.
lowland MOO& A moor occurring on level
ground and having a level or nearly level
surface, and thought to be similar to the
kind of environment in which many ancient peat beds and resulting coal seams

originated. They may be differentiated
into lowland-moor swamps, lowland-moor
meadows, and lowland-moor forests. Stutzer and Noe, 1940, p. 135.

low level; lidgb level. Scot. The drift or
working which is furthest to the dip. Fay.

kw Nit; lash lift. Scot. The lowest set in
a system of pumps. Fay.

low moor peat. Peat formed in low-lying
low feed gear. S. slow gear. Long.
moors or swamps in which sphagnum is
low-free:log dya..mkes. Dynamites made by
absent or rare. 4.GJ. Supp. It is subreplacing part of the

nitroglycerin of
straight dynamites with some ingredient to
render the dynamite incapable of freezing

under ordinary conditions of use. The

freezing point is depressed by adding nitro
substitution compounds, such as nitrated
sugars, nitrotoluene, nitrated polymerized

glycerin or ethylene glycol dinitrate. Lewis,
p. 108.
low-freezing explosives. See polar explosives. Nelson.

low-frowsty Wadies fesursee. Set electric furnaces for melting and refining
metals. Dodd.

low gear. a. Sit slow gear. Long. b. Mining ani/or drilling operations carried on

at a leisurely pace and at less-than-normal
output per manshift. Long.
low gloss. Ste dullness. Bryant.

low-grade. a. An arbitrary designation of
dynamites of less strength than 40 percent. It has no bearing on the quality of

the materials, as they axe of as great

purity and high quality as the inFethents
in a so-called high-gmde explosave. Fay.
b. Sometimes applied to poor- or lowquality drill diamonds. Long. c. Pertaining
to ores that have a relatively low content
of metal compared to other richer material
from the same general area. Also designates coal high in impurities. Low-grWe
metamorphism refers to metamorphism at
a relatively low temperature and/or Eeres;
sure . Stokes and Varna, 1955. d.
ore. Fey.

low-pads cod:Combustible material which

has only limited uses owing to undesirable
characteristics (for example, ash content or
size). B.S. 3532, 1962.
low-grade ore. Ore which is relatively poor
in the metal for which it is mined.
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divided into limnic peat, telmatic peat, and
terrestrial peat. It is characterized by a low
cellulose content, low acidity, high ash and
high nitrogen content. Tomkeieff, 1954.

low nitrate barren. In uranium leach treatment, the bulk of the barren solution after
some 20,000 gallons of high-nitrate solution have been run through the ion exchange (IX) column. Low in nitrate and
uranium and contains some backwash
water. Pryor, 3.
low-pass filter. A wave filter having a single
transmission band extending from zero up
to some critical or cutoff frequency which
is not infinite. JAW.
low-population zone. An area of low-population density sometimes required around a
nuclear installation. The total number and
density of residents is of concern in providing, with reasonable probability, that
effective protective measures can be taken

in the event of a serious accident VIM.

low powders. Explosives containing a small
portion of nitroglycerin and a base similar
to blasting powder. Intermediate between
blasting powder and dynamite in action.
Ste low-grade a. Fay.
low-pressure Mr slower. The filling of the
waste by means of an inby compressed-air
blower. The -ilower is usually located close
to the stowing machine and operated at a
pressure below 15 pounds per square inch.

For light duties, only one blower is required to operate one stowing machine.

For heavier work, or very long lengths of
pipeline, two blowers are used as Penes.
The maximum horsepower for two blowers
in series does not commonly exceed 200 at
large

installations. See also pneumatic

stowing. Nelson.

low-premure Omit. The lowest pressure at

low-pressure limit
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which flame propagation can be obtained
through a combustible-oxidant system at a
fixed temperature in a particular chamber.
I.C. 8137, 1963, p. 76.
low quartz. Low-temperature quartz; when
formed below 573° C, SiO4 tetrahedra are
less symmetrically arranged than at higher
temperatures; inversion is reversible. A.G.I. Supp.
low-rank coals. See rank. B.S.I.
low-rank graywacke. Nonfeldspathic graySuPP.
wacke.
low-rank metamorphism. Metamorphism ac-

by the low-temperature carbonization of
coal. Nelson.
low-temperature incineration method. In
this method for the determination of incombustible matter, the mine roadway dust
(dust containing carbonates) is incinerated
at a temperature of not less than 500° C

lozoclase. An orthoclase containing considerable sodium. Webster 3d.
loza. Sp. a. Pottery. Pay. b. Bedrock in allu-

complished under conditions of low to
moderate temperature and pressure. See

also metamorphic grade. A.G.I. Supp.
low red-beat. Temperature of iron at which
redness is observable in subdued daylight

(525° to 700° C.). Bright red heat is in
the range 700° to 1,000° C., and is followed by orange, at 1,000° ; white, 1,300°

and, blue-white at 1,500° C+. Pryor, 3.
low

residual pliosplionss copper. Deoxi-

dized copper with residual phosphorus
present in an amount (usually 0.004 to

0.012 percent) generally too small to decrease appreciably 'the electrical conductivity of the copper. ASM Gloss.
lowse. Scot. To cease working. "The pit's
lowsed," that is, work has ceased for the

and ;tot more than 530° C until

it is

constant in weight. This temperature is
sufficient to complete the combustion of
the organic matter in the dust, but is not

high enough to decompose the carbonates.
However, this method is unsuitable for
dust containing magnesium carbonate because this substance decomposes below
500° C and therefore a low result for the
incombustible matter would be obtained.
The moisture content of the sample may be

calculated so that an allowance can be
made for the weight loss attributed to

moisture. cooper, p. 416.
low-tendon detonator. A detonator requiring a minimum current of 1 ampere for
firing and having a resistance of about
1 ohm. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
low-terrace drift. Aust. Gravel and shingle
in terraces. Fay.

low tide. The minimum height reached by
each falling tide. Schieferdecker.

low-tide level. See low-water level. Schifferdecker.

day. Compare loose, b. Fay.

low-dde IWO. See low-water line. Schisfer-

furnace used to produce pig iron and ferroalloys from low-grade ores, using low-grade

low velocity. See velocity.
low-volatile bituminous coal. Nonagglomerating bituminous coal having 78 weight86
percent or more, and less than
weight-percent, of fixed carbon (dry,
mineral-matter-free) and 22 weight:percent or less, and more than 14 weightpercent of volatile matter (dry, mineralmatter-free). ASTM D388-38.
low Wilier. The minimum height reached by
solely to
a tide. The height may be due
the periodic tidal forces or it may have
superimposed upon it the effects of metelw.
orological conditions. Abbreviation,
Hy.
low-water dahun. An approximation of
mean low water which has been adopted
as a standard datum for a limited area,
although it may differ slightly from a
later determination. Hy.
low-water equisoctial sprirap. Low-water

low shaft furnace. A short shaft-type blast
fuel. The air blast is often enriched with

oxygen. It is also used for making a variety
of other products ouch as alumina, cementmaking slags, and ammonia synthesis gas.
ASM Gloss.

low side. That portion of a mechanical refrigeration system under relatively low
pressure, extending from the expansion
valve through the evaporator to but not
including the compressor. Strock, 10.

low-aoda alumina. Aluminum oxide (A110s)
with less than 0.15 percent sodium oxide
(Naz0) content. Used in high grade

electric insulators and in other ceramic
bodies. CCD 6d, 1961.

low-solubility glaze. The (British) Pottery
(Health and Welfare) Special Regulations,
1947 and 1950, define this as a glaze which
does not yield to dilute HC1 more than
5 percent of its dry weight of a soluble

lead compound, calculated as Pb0, when
determined by the lead solubility test. See
alto lead solubility test. Dodd.
low steeL Steel weak in carbon, containlig

from .03 to 0.5 percent (carbon)
therefore comparatively tough and soft;
usually not susceptible of hardening or
tampering. Standard, 1964.

low, sducturaL An area in which the beds

are structurally lower than in neighboring
areas; a syncline or a structural depression;
sometimes also applied to saddles between
local highs along the crests of anticlines.

decker.

springs near the times of the equinoxes.
Hy.
10VPIValer level; low-tide level. The plane
of low water. Schielerdecker.
Use. The line of
lowmater Use;
intersection of the low-water datum with
the shore. Schieferdecker.
low workimg voltage. Low working voltage
in coal mines is one of the many conditions
that must be given continual attention.
Loss of voltage means a proportional loss
in power. Since the quantity of dc
is obtained by multiplying the numCveoxf
amperes times the number of volts, it
follows that for a given amount of power

process, the smoke producing compounds
are driven off as tars and oils and collected
as valuable byproducts, leaving a coke with
about 10 wrant volatile matter. The coke

if the volts are lowered the amperes are
increased, and the increase in amperes
results in an increase in power loss in the
mine circuit Lower operating voltages
result in heavier currents in the dc motor
circuits, thus heating the motors, cables,
and circuit wiring causing loss in motor

and used as a domestic fuel. Nelson. See

LOX Abbreviation for liquid oxygen ex-

low-temperature carbonisation. Carbonization carried out at a low-temperature (be-

tween 500* and 700* C). During the

yield is at 14 hundred weight per ton

also carbonization of coal.
low-temperstare coke. A solid fuel produced

speed, inefficient operation, and increased
maintenance cost. Kentucky, fr. 248.
plosive. Zimmerman, p. 6t.
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vial mines. Fay.

lozenge. A form of cut stone produced by
the meeting of the skill- and star-facels

on the benzil of brilliants; by the meeting
of the facets in the horizontal ribs of the
crown. Hess.

lp. In electricity, low pressure. Mason.
I-p. Abbreviation bor low-pressure. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. F-97.

LPF process. See leach precipitation float.

lpg. Abbreviation for liquified petroleum ?as.
Also abbreviated LPG. BuMsrt Style Guide,
p. 60.
LP gas. See bottle gas. Long.
LPM. Abbreviation for long particular meter.
Zimmerman, p. 64.
LPW. Abbreviation for lumens per Watt.
Also abbreviated lpw. Zimmerman, p. 206;
BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
L.R.T.P. See long-running thermal precipitator.
It. Abbreviation for long ton. Zimmerman,
p- 64.
air.

LTA. Abbreviation for lighter than
Zimmerman, p. 388.
lu. Abbreviation for lumen. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 60.

Lu. Chemical symbol for lutetium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-I.
lubber's line. A reference line on any direction-indicating instrument, marking the
reading which coincides with the heading.
H&G.
lublinite. A soft cheesy mixture of calcite
and water. Synonym for mountain milk.
Schieferdecker.

harks*. a. Oil, grease, graphite, and in
general, anything of the sort used to overcome friction and to permit a freer action

of parts. Crispin. b. A solution which,
when applied to glass fibers, facilitates
thee handling by reducing mutual abrasion. See also mold lubricant. ASTM C162-

66. c. A solution that is used to coat dies

of
or molds to facilitate the forming
ceramic ware. Bureau of Mines Stag.
d. Substances which assist flow of nonplastic materials in pressing or extruding.
They may be liquids or solids and either
organic or inorganic. They assist by reducing friction between particles or between particles and the die surfaces. Some
lubricants serve as binders and plasticizers.
Typical lubricants which are used include:
kerosine-lard oil mixtures, graphite, talc,
clay, mica, fuel oil, aluminum and

alil

sium stearate, stark acid, cetyl mtroe,

camphor, mineral oil, starches, alginates,
emuluons of polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinyl
acetate, and waxes. Lee.

labricathig. In powder metallurgy, mixing
with or incorporating in a powder, some

agent to facilitate pressing. Henderson.
lubricating gran. A solid to semifluid product of dispersion of a thickeningagent in
a liquid lubricant. Other ingredients hnOIspecial properties may be included.
D288,57.

blockades. The act of applying lubricants

Cristin. There are two main types of

lubncants, solid and liquid. Exampks of
the solid type are graphite, French chalk,
and sulfur. Liquid lubricants are by far
the more important, and among theme, oils

and greases the most common. Morris and
Cooper, p. 187.
lubricator. See line oiler. Long.

lubricites. Used by Wadsworth to include
all mineral lubricants or antifriction materials. Fay.

LUCIII0I. Trade name; a translucent, pure,
polycrystalline alumina made by General
Electric Company. The translucency results from the absence of micropores. Because the crystals are directly bonded to

one another, without either matrix or
pores between the crystal boundaries, the
mechanical strength is very high; trans-

verse strength, 50,000 pounds per square

inch; modulus of elasticity 56X10 per

square inch. Dodd.
Lucas sounder. See sounder. C.T.D.
Luce and Rozan process. A modification of
the Pattinson process whereby the molten

lead is stined by the injection of steam;
used in desilverizing base bullion. Fay.

luclanite. A dark gray peculiar clay which
swells up to many times its original volume
when immersed in water. Mainly a hydrated magnesium silicate. Colloidal. From

Santa Lucia, near City of Mexico, Mex.
English.

luckl attrite. Variety of attritus which is
transparent in thin section. Tomkeieff,
1954.

luclite. A fine-grained diorite, composed essentially of plagioclase, hornblende, and
in some varieties a little quartz. It differs

from malchite only in its coarser grain.
Holmes, 1928.

luchdte. Variscite from Lucin, Utah. Shipley.

bathe. Arcylic resin used in mounting of
mineral specimens. Pryor, 3.

Luchhart furnace. A continuously working
shaft furnace for roasting quicksilver ores,

having the fireplace in the shaft at the

bottom, protected by a cast-iron roof. The
fuel is wood. Fay.
lAwkksb-Ibloss visIbliky meter. This instrument has been used over a wide range of
lightinsf applications. It consists of a pair

of simtlar photographic gradient filters,
which

increase in density as they are

rotated together before the eyes. The filters

therefore reduce the apparent brightness
of the observed field and at the same time
lower the contrast between the object of
view and its background. Roberts, II, p.
100.

lacklte. A vitreous green variety of melanterite in which part of the iron is replaced
by manganese, (MnFe)SO4.7Hs0, that
crystallizes in the monoclinic system. Stan-

dard, 1964.
lucky dose. Same as staurolite. Shipley.
loculllbq lacunas. An Egyptian marble colored black by carbon. Webster 3d.
Lucy coal. Welsh coal of volatile content of
13 to 141/2 percent. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Leder, bards. Surface markings or depressions resulting from localized plastic deformation in metals which show discontinuous /ring. See also stretcher strains.
ASM G .
Libbers Wes. Surface markings that result
from strain. Sometimes called Hartmann
lines; Piobert lines; stretcher strains. .ASM
Gloss.

lediamita. A monoclinic mineral, (Fe"Mg,
Mn),(PO4)1.41130; vitreous luster; bright

to apple-green; from Cornwall,
Tabular, sometimes in peIlel

land.
fteigen

luminescence
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aggregates; also massive, granular. Dana
7, v. 2, pp. 952-953.

Ludlovian. Upper Silurian (restricted), below Downtonian. A.G.I. Supp.
ludwIgite. A borate of iron and magnesium

tending several hundred yards. Fay. c. Eng.
An area of softness in a coal seam. Webster

24. d. Scot. A fall of roof in which the

breakage of the rock extends in a conical
form to a considerable height. Fay. e. Eng.
A hole at the foot of a shaft for collecting
water. Also spelled lumb. A sump. Fay.

(Mg,Fe"),Fe" 'BOa, found in conatct meta.
morphic deposits at Moravicza, Banat,
Hungary; orthorhombic; contains Mg

lumacbelle. A dark brown shelly marble,

silky luster. Dana 7, v. 2, pp. 321-323.
Ludwig's chart. A diagram proposed by T.
Ludwig to relate the refractoriness of a

lumber. Timber that has been sawed into
boards, planks, staves, or other pieces of

greater than Fe" and forms an isostructural series with paigeite, which contains
Fe" greater than Mg; dark green color;

fireclay with its composition, which is first
recalculated to a molecular formula in
which Al301 is unity, that is, xRCI.AlsOs.ySiOs. In the chart, x is plotted as ordinate
and y as abscissa; a series of diagonal lines
indicatei compositions of equal refractor-

iness. The diagram is inevitably a rough
approximation only. Dodd.

having brilliant fire or chatoyant reflections
from within. Also called fire marble. Also
spelled lumachel; lumachella. Fay.
tomb. Eng. See lum, e. Fay.

comparatively small dimensions. In mines,

timber is used in the construction of coal
chutes, mine cars, mine doors, forms for
concrete structures, surface buildings, and
for many other purposes. Jones, 2, p. 57.
lumbering; bump. Vibration and noise accompanying collapse of old underground
workings. Pryor, 3.

lue. Prov. Eng. To sift; a miner's term.

lumber scale. A graduated measuring scale
for determining the number of board feet
in rough-sawed lumber. Crispin.
lumberyard motorman. See shuttle man.
D.O.T. Supp.

lueskite. A mineral, NaNbOi, cubic, with

intensity of I foot-candle. By multiplymg
the mean candlepower (mcp) by 3.63, the
quantity of light expressed in lumens for

Ludwlk hardness tester. Device for measuring hardness of a substance in which
a 900 cone is indented into the surface,
using constant load. Bennett 2d, 1962.

Standard, 1964.
lueneburgite. A colorless mineral, 3Mg0.11*01.P208.8H10; specific gravity, 2.05.
Monoclinic. Larsen, p. 157.

perovskite structure, occurring with mica

at the contact of a carbonatite and a
cancrinite-bearing

syenite

at

Lueshe,

Goma, Republic of the Congo. Compare
igdloite. Hey, M.M., 1961.
lulling cableway mast. A cableway tower
hinged at the base and sustained by adjustable guys so that its inclination can
be varied. Ham.

lug. A replaceable cutting member on an
expansion reamer. Long.

!write. Analcite-rich teschenite. The major minerals are analcite (predominant),
titanaugite, and barkevikite, with minor
plagioclase, olivine, and accessory apatite
and opaque oxides. Nepheline may or may
not be present. A.GJ.

lug dowa. To slow down an engine by increasing its load
Nichols.

beyond its capacity.

lug sands. Eng. Soft, argillaceous marine
sands, the upper parts banded with brown,
associated mai the 100-foot beach between Arundel and Chichester. Presumably
so called because they suggest the sands
exposed at low tide on the seashore where
lugs abound. Arkell.

While. Probably a hybrid transition rock
produced by the assimilation of sediments

and similar to alnöite in composition.

Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 387.
lubr. Abbreviation for lumen-hour. BuMin
Style Cuide, p. 60.

Lula*/ vallatf. Vanning machine with side

feed and end shakea hybrid between
the true vanner and the shaking table.

Pryor, 3.
'Amidst'. Lower upper Miocene. A.G.I. Sapp.
lujavrile. A variety of nepheline syenite with

trachytoid texture. Major perthitic feldaegirine, nepheline, and minor eudialyte. May contain lampropykllite and
sphene. A.G.!.

kr. a. A chimney structure erected, during an earlier period, at the top of the
uncut shaft as a means of increasing the
ventilation. Nelson. b. Dab. A basin or
natural swamp in a coal seam, cften ex-

lumen. The quantity of light required to
illuminate 1 square foot to an average
the solid cone with a spread of 130° is

obtained. Hess.

Imam brume. An alloy of 86 percent zinc,
10 percent copper, and 4 percent aluminum. It is particularly valuable for highspeed bearings which do not carry a heavy
load. Crispin.
lumealzed. Lenses coated with MgEt. (Trade
name, Kodak Ltd.). Dodd.

Lumen method of design. Devised by Har-

rison and Anderson in 1915 and since
widely used for the planning of interior
lighting in general lighting practice. The
essence of the method is to consider the

flux distribution characteristics of the various available fittings as being divided into
specific components, and then to determine
by observation in typical interiors the percentage of each component incident on the
working plane, such percentage being
termed the utilization factor. The ratio of

useful flux to total flux from a fitting is

termed its coefficient of utilization, under
the conditions concerned. Roberts, II,

A- 63.

lumea per square foot. See foot-candle. Sinckir, 1, p. 200.
lumbead. Scot. A chimney top. See lum, a.
Fay.
lumbsauce. a. A measure of surface brightness that is expressed as luminous flux per

unit solid angle per unit projected area.
ASM Gloss. b. Physical brightness. Ro&
errs, II, P. 21.
lumismace of 2 =dace. Luminous intensity
per unit of apparent area, that is, the area
as projected on a plane normal to the
direction of viewing. It is determined by

the incident light flux falling upon Lie

surface, the reflection factor of the surface,

and the angle which the surface makes
with the direction in which it is viewed.
It is independent of distance, that is, a
surface appears equally bright no matter
what the distance from which it is seen.
Roberts, II, p. 21.

lumbeaceact. a. An emission of light that
is not ascribable directly to imAndescence

luminescence
and therefore occurs at low temperatures,
that is produced by physiologkal processes (as in the firefly), chemical action,
friction, or electrical action (as the glow
of gases in vacuum tubes when subjected
to electric oscillations of high frequency or
as the glow of certain bodies when subjected to cathode rays), by certain bodies
while crystallizing, by suddenly and moderately heating certain bodies previously
exposed to light or to cathode rays, or by
exposure to light, or that occurs in radioactivity. Webster 3d. b. The light produced
by luminescence. Webster 3d.

luminescent enamel. Enamels which glow in
the dark after exposure to light. ACSB-3.
luminosity. a. The quality of emitting or
of giving out light; shining. Crispin. b.
Subjective brightness sensation. Roberts,
p. 21.
luminous. Radiating or emitting light;
bright; clear. Crispin.

luminous flame. A candle, nonaerated oil,

tar, or coal gas flame. Francis, 1965, v. 2,
p. 436.
luminous flux. a. Customarily referred to
as the light radiations given out from a
lamp and the unit of luminous flux is given
the name lumen. Roberts, II, p. 15. b. The

rate of passage or flow of light. Sinclair,
p. 199.

luminous intensity. The solid angular flux
density in a given direction. Sinclair, I,
p. 199.
luminous paint. Paint containing a phosphorescent sulfide or oxide in oil; for
example, calcium and barium sulfide and

calcium tungstate. Bennett 2d, 1962.
luminous wall firing. Term sometimes used
for kiln or furnace firing by surface combustion. See also surface combustion.
Dodd.
Lummer-Brodhun photometer. This type
photometer makes more refined measurement possible, and its principle is used in

a wide variety of instruments. There are
two types, one employing an equality of
brightneu field and the other employing
a contrast field. On the other hand, since
the two surfaces of the cube are not in
optical contact over the peripheral field,
light which is totally reflected at the glass
to air surface passes into the viewing tele-

scope from the right-hand side of th"

bench, and is not seen at all from the lef (-

hand side. The viewing field of the telescope, therefore, presents a ring and spot
to the eye, in which the central point is

light from the left-hand side and the

annular ring is light from the right-hand
side. The point of balance is then deter-

mined by equality of brightneu on the two
parts of die field, that ii, when the spot is
no longer defined against its background.
Roberts, II, p. 24-26.

Luanake. A well-known brand of quicksetting cement, for sealing rock cavities,
plugging drill holes, etc. Cumming. Is
made from bauxite ore and limestone and
is highly resistant to adds and heat. Hell.
unmake commit. Trade name; a high-alu-

mina cement made by Universal Adu

Cement Division of U.S. Steel Corp., N.Y.
See also high-alumina cement. Dodd.
lump. a. A heap of unmelted batch floating

on the molten glau in a tank furnace.

Dodd. b. The most defective saleabk pot-

tery ware remaining after the sorting
process. Compare firsts; seconds. Dodd.

lump coal. Bituminous coal in the large

Lurgi process
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lumps remaining afte ... a single screening

that is often designated by the size of the
mesh over which it passes and by which

the minimum size lump is determined.
Webster 3d. Also, the largest marketable

size. Fay.

Lump Coal. Trademark for permissible dyna-

mites (types C and CC) with very low
velocity of detonation. Are used in coal
mining where maximum production of

large-size coal is desired. CCD 6d, 1961.
lumper. a. In quarry industry, one who
chips out dogholes (notches) in blocks of
stone with a pick, or with a hammer and
a steel point. D.O.T. 1. b. In stonework
industry, a laborer who performs heavy
laboring duties involved in transporting
blocks and slabs of stone in the shop and
yard of a stone working plant. Also called
scabbier. D.O.T. 1.
lumping. A system of railway track renewal

in which a crane is used to pick up a

complete assembly of rails and sleepers,
replacing it
sembly. Ham.

with another complete as-

lump lime. A physical shape of quicklime.
derived from vertical kilns. Boynton.
lump lime, screened. Lump lime after forking or screening to remove the finer portion. The portion removed is usually that
which will pass a 1/4-inch sieve. ASTM
C5I-47.

lumpman. A workman in a glassworks whose

job is to observe and control any lumps
of floating batch in a glass-tank furnace.
Dodd.

lump pkker. In anthracite coal mining, a
laborer who picks out large lumps from
run-of-mine coal as it is dumped at the

the supply of oxygen is reduced accordingly. It is classified into two groups: (1)
Apparatus with a steady but small feed of

oxygen which can be supplemented, when
required, by a lung-governed oxygen admission valve, and (2) Apparatus in which
the oxygen feed is entirely lung-governed.
McAdam, p. 21.

Lungmotor. Trade name for a mechanical
device for inducing respiration in cases of
asphyxia, drowning, electric shock, etc. It
consists of two parallel cylinders with
pistons externally connected so that a
stroke in one direction exhausts the lungs
through one cylinder while the other cylinder fills with air, oxygen, or both, and
a stroke in the opposite direction inflates
the lungs with the air or oxygen and dis-

charges the foul gases drawn from the

lungs. Fay.
Lungovox apparatus. A self-contained breath-

ing apparatus of the lung-governed type.
By means of the lung-governed device,
consisting of a lever attached to the breath-

ing bag and to the reducing valve as-

sembly, the flow of oxygen is controlled by

the distension of .the breathing bag in

relation to the exertion of the wearer, thus
economizing in oxygen consumption. When

performing harder work the user auto-

matically augments the oxygen supply by
the lung-governed device and no manipulative action on his part is necessary. The
apparatus is contained in a strong metal
carrying frame with removable cover and

weighs 32 pounds when fully charged.

Sinclair, I, pp. 316-317.

lumpy. Stones cut thick. Hess.
lunar day. The time for one rotation of the

lungs. In the respiratory system, that organ
consisting of soft, spongy, elastic tissues,
which expands and contracts as the chest
cavity expands and contracts. McAdam,
p. 82.
Walker. Scot. Lenticular mass of ironstone.

two succeuive upper

lurch's& allowance. An allowance calculated

breaker for crushing, sizing, and cleaning.
D.O.T. 1.

earth with respect to the moon or the
interval between

transits of the moon over a local meridian.

The mean lunar day

is approximately

24.84 solar hours or 1.035 times as great
as the mean solar day. Also called tidal
day. Hy.

lunar stone. A phosphorescent variety of
barite. Shipley.

!uncut; lunker. Scot. A lenticular mau,
nodule, or ball. Fay.

Luaden conductive tile Booth* A method
of using ceramic tiles in an antistatic floor;

electrically conducting dots of metal, or
of special ceramic material that has been
made conducting by loading the body with
carbon, are interspersed among the normal

tiles. The method was devised by S.E.

Linden, a Californian architect, in 1950.
See also antistatic tiles. Dodd.
lundyke. An intrusive rock with an ortho-

phyric texture characterized by a high

percentage of alkalies and the presence of
a catophoritelike amphibole. Holmes, 1928.
lung-governed breathing apparatus. A type
of breathing apparatus in which the amount
of oxygen supplied to the wearer is related
to the amount of oxygen required by the
wearer. Thus, when a man is doing hard
work and inhaling mi.r deeply and more
frequently than usual, Jie excessive move-

ment of die breathing bag actuates the

mechanism controlling the oxygen supply
vake more vigorously and a larger feed of
oxygen is supplied to the breathm; circuit.
Conversely, if the wearer is resting, there
is less movement of the breathing bag and
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Nelson.

to offset the additional load imposed on

the outer girders and stringers of a railway
bridge owing to the sway of a locomotive
and train. Ham.
lurchlag coal seam. In areas of jumbled coal
associated with tremor tracts, whole masses
of cooly material and shale have been set

in motion and lurched forwarded in the
direction of travel of the shock. This lurch-

ing of the deposits is an indication of the
nature of the disturbance. Nelson.
buil godlier. A process for the production
of gas from coal. The coal is made to react
with a controlled mixture of oxygen and
superheated steam under very high pressure (about 25 atmospheres). The oxygen
reacts with the carbon in the coal to form
a mixture of carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide and releases heat. The steam reacts

with the coal to form hydrogen, carbon
monoxide and carbon dioxide absorbing
heat. At the same time the high pressure
conditions promote a synthesis reaction
betww.n the hydrogen and the coal result-

ing M the formauon of methane which
increases the heating power of the gm

produced. Nelson.
Laws! process. This proceu consists of roasting iron ore in a reducing atmosphere, thus

forming magnetic oxide of iron whidi is
separated by crushing followed by magnetic separation. The Internal structure of

the kiln is so designed that the ore h
caused to fall in a continuous veil through
the current of redudng gases. Burners are
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Lurgi process
distributed throughout the periphery of the
kiln so that roasting and reduction can be

controlled in the various zones to the required temperature. Blast furnace cas for

reduction passes into the center of the
lower end of the kiln while the gas and air
for heating pass in from the circumference

of the drum, nearer to the center and

upper end of the furnace. The ingoing ore
is crushed to give a maximum size of 0.8

and gypsum cements also develop this

habit locally. Bureau of Mines Staff.
luster ware. Pottery decorated with metallic
colors. Standard, 1964.
luster wash. A metallic wash used upon pottery. Standard, 1964.
lutaceous; argIllaceous. A fine-grained tex-

ture and particularly, but not entirely,

applicable to silts and clays and their derivatives. A.G.I.

inch, while the outgoing concentrate is
crushed to 0.15 inch after cooling.

lutalite. A tephritic leucite nephelinite containing over 50 percent mafic minerals.

Lurmann front. An arrangement of watercooled castings through which iron and
cinder are tapped from the blast furnace,

lute. a. A mixture of fire clay used to seal
cracks between the crucible and cover or
between the container and cover when
heat is to be applied. ASM Gloss. b. To
seal with clay or other plastic material.
ASM Gloss. c. In brickmaking, a scraper
having a cutting edge. Standard, 1964.

Osborne.

thus avoiding the use of a forehearth. See
also closed front. Fay.
lurry. a. York. A weighted tram to which an
endless rope is attached, fixed at the inbye

end of the plane, forming part of an appliance for taking up the slack rope. Fay.

b. A movable platform on wheels, the top
of which is level with the bank or surface.

It is run over the mouth of a shaft to
receive the bucket when it reaches the top.
A variation of lorry, c. Fay.

luadadite. A type of olivine theralite or essexite cha:acterized by the general absence

of hornblende (compare berondrite) and
the 'presence of olivine and often of biotite.

Orthoclase mantles the plagioclase, and
nepheline, not abundant, occurs intersti-

tially. Holmes, 1928.
Lusitan lass. Lower Jurassic, above Oxfordian.

A.G.I. Supp.
lusaatite. A crystalline form of chalcedony
optically positive in character. Dana 6d,
p. 197.
luster. a. The character of the light reflected by minerals; it constitutes one of
the means for distinguishing them. There
are several kinds of luster: metallic, the
luster of metals; adamantine, the luster of
diamonds; vitreous, the luster of broken
glass; resinous, the luster of yellow resin,
as that of eleolite; pearlylike pearl, and
silkylike silk. These lusters have different
degrees of intensity, being either splendent,
shining, glisteningr, or glimmering. When

there is a total absence of luster, the min-

eral is characterized as being dull. Fay.
b. In ceramics, a glaze, varnish, or enamel

applied to poreclain in a thin layer, and
giving it a unooth, ?listening surface.

Standard, 1964. c. An iridescent decorative
surface appearance. ASTM C286-65. See
also gloss.
h.-..ftsW color. Solution of metal oxide in or-

gank solvent. Used for colored ceramic
coating. Bennett 2d, 1962.

loitered ware. In ceramics, glazed ware
painted with metallic pigments and fired
a second time in a kiln so constructed that
the gases come into contact with the surface, giving a prismatic effect. Standard,
1964.

leder motttimg. a. Applied by Pumpelly to
certain suede rocks that have a shimmering luster because the shining cleavage
faces of the augite crystals are mottled by
small inclusions. Fay. b. In some rocks,
ophitic texture grades into poikilitic;
roughly cin ular ;latches of pyroxene envelop feldspar laths to produce a luster
Minis stag. c. The
mottling. Bureau
largest crystals of calcite in sandstone may
incorporate whole colonies of detrital
grains within a single crystal and produce

what is known as luster mottling. Barite

A.G.I.

Lynch machine
used instead of clay, to avoid mineralogical
implications. H&c.
lutose. Covered with clay; mirr. Webster 2d.

lu w' Abbreviation for lumens per watt.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.

luxmasse. The residue left after extracting
the alumina from bauxite. It is mostly iron

oxide with less titanium oxide and has

been used as a catalyst in the hydrogena-

tion of coal. Hess.
luxullanik; luxullianite. Tourmalinized granite in which the tourmaline occurs in
radial groups of crystals enclosed in quartz
or feldspar. A.G.I.

luzonite. A variety of famatinite with the

formula, Cu3(Sb,As)54 with As up to 10
percent. Much of it proves to be a mixture
with enargite. Hey 2d, 1955.
Iv. Abbreviation for liquid volume. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 60.

d. To smooth the surface of (a drying

kb. Abbreviation for low-volatile bitumi-

usual orientation of chalcedony fibers) and

LW. Abbreviation for low water. Zimmerman, p. 65.
LWC. Abbreviation for lightweight con-

A.G.I.

L.W.F. Abbreviation for luminous wall fir-

yard) before placing new bricks upon it
to dry. Standard, 1964.
lutecite. A fibrous chalcedonylike quartz
having the elongation of the fibers perpendicular to the c-axis '(opposite of the
showing optical anomalies that have led
to their being considered distinct species.

lutecium. See lutetium. A.G.I.
toter. See luterman. D.O.T.I.
lutetium'. In the coke products industry, a
laborer who seals coke-oven doors with
lute (a mud made of fire clay, coke dust
or ashes, and water) to prevent escape of
gases during coking of coal. Also called
dauber; luter; mud carman; paster. D.O.

nous. BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
Lw. Chemical symbol for lawrencium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-117.

crete. Zimmerman, p. 63.

ing, a term sometimes used ior kiln or
furnace heating by surface combustion.

See also surface combustion. Dodd.
Imo. Abbreviation for low water mark. GPO
Style Manual, p. 159.

Lycopodiaks. An important group of Coal

Measures plants, the best known being the
Lepidodendron and Sigillaria. The tissues

T. I.
Lilted's& Middle Eocene. A.G.I. Sapp.
lutetium. A silvery-white metallic element
and a member of the rare earth group. It
occurs in monazite, blomstrandite, gadoli-

and spores of these plants contributed
largely to the constitution of many coal

nite, polycrase, and xenotime. Symbol, Lu;
valence, 3; hexagonal; atomic number, 71;
atomic weight, 174.97; specific gravity,
9.842 or 9.872; melting point, 1,625° C or

lycopods. These formed gigantic trees in

1,652° C; boiling point, 3,327° C; reacts
slowly with water; and soluble in dilute
acids. C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-118,
B-188; CCD 6d, 1961.

lathes luulL Violet fluorite. SMplty.
luting. a. Sealing of joint of mercury retort
with fire clay. Pryor, 3. b. The process of
affixing precast or modeled ornament to
ceramic bodies by means of liquid clay,
before glazing and firing. C.T.D. c. Joining leather-hard clay by stip. ACSG, 1963.

seams. Although they disclose affinities

with modern club mosses, the Carbonifer-

ous lycopods grew to the size of forest
trees. Nelson.

the coal forests, and are represented today
by the lowly club mosses. Nelson.
lyddite. High explosive based on picric acid

(C.H2OH(N01)., with 10 percent nitrobenzene and 3 percent vaseline. Pryor, 3.
Lydian stone; touchstone. A velvet-black
form of quartz closely allied to or grading
into chert, jasper, or flint. Used as a testing
quality of precious metals ( the metal tested

is rubbed on the Lydian stone and the
mark is checked against othen made by

alloys of predetermined composition). CCD
6d, 1961.
lyslite. Obsolete name for Lydian stone. Rice.

ladle; lutyte. a. A general name for all natural materials composed of muds; that is,
silts, clays, and similar materials which
when mixed with water torm mud. Although many terms have been created by
using lutite as a combining form, only a
few are in current wide usage. Stokes and
Vomit, 1955. b. A sediment or sedimentary rock consiiting principally of clay or

lye. a. Scot. A siding or turnout in a mine.
Fay. b. See: double parting. C.T.D. c. See
lie, c. Mason. d. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) or potassium hydroxide (KOH). A
solution or powder derived from a substance containing alkali. Used in soap-

this word with various appropriate pre-

a breakdown in power services, or supplies
of empty cars. Nelson.

clay-sized particles. A.G.I. Sapp. c Grabau
proposed a number of terms composed of

fixes: Anetnoargillutite, anemolutite, argillutitet aonolutite, &tracers/Muth% autoargillutite. autolutite, autosildutite, biolutite,
hydrargilluthet hydrocalcilutite,
hydrolerrilutite, hydrosilicilutite, pyrolutfte, sad silicilutite. The terms are intended
to rover every type or variety of clayey or
silty sediment. A.G.I. d. Material of grain
size less than 4 microns. This tenn may be

making. Crispin.

!Asa mosey; lalle-dme mosey. An allowance to miners on piecework who are
rendered idle during a shift owing to circumstances beyond their control, such as
dde. Derb. The lower side of a vein.
That portion next to the footwalL Fay.

Same as hatting side. Arkell.
Wes doe. Scot. Sit lie time. Pay.
Wag wall. Same as footwall. Fay.

Lynch madam A machine for the manu-

facture. of glass bottles; it is based on the
original design introduced by J. Lynch in
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Lynch machine
1917 and operated on the blow-and-blow
principle. Press-and-blow Lynch machines
are also widely used. Dodd.

describe a mine sidetrack or a passing
track. Hess.

lyncurium. A stone used for intaglios, not
now identified with certainty, but supposed
to be the modern hyacinth. Pliny used the

name for amber, 77 A.D. Fay.
Lynen furnace. A zinc-distillation furnace
with a common condensation chamber.
Fay.

lynx eye. Green labradorite. Shipley.

lynx eye labradorhe. Labradorite with a
green schiller. Shipley.

lynx sapphire. a. Dark blue iolite. Shipley.
b. Applied

to dark blue sapphires in

Ceylon. Shipley. c. Very pale blue sapphire with a girasol effect. Shipley.
lynx stone. An early synonym for Pliny's
lyncurium Fay.
lyonium Ion. Solvent molecule plus proton
(for example, KO+ ). Pryor, 3.
Lyonnalse marble. Trade name for a choco-

late-red and white variety of dolomitic
marble used mainly for wainscoting and

tiling; from Malletts Bay, on Lake Champlain. See also Winooski marble. Fay.
lyophilic. a. Condition of solid-liquid mixture in which surface-active molecules
which contain two or more groups have

an affinity for the phase in which one

group is dissolved, and a repulsion from
this phase for another group or ion (Hartley's amphipathy). When the solvent is
water these groups are hydrophilic or
hydrophobic, and influence the attraction
of surfaces to which they are adsorbed
either toward the aqueous or the gaseous
phase of a gas/liquid system. If aqueous,
they are wetting agents and oriented with
most of their hydrophilic groups turned
toward the aqueous phase and most of the
hydrophobic groups toward the solid
phase. Opposite of lyophobic. Pryor, 3.
See also hydrophilic, c. h. Having the
property of attracting liquids. Pryor, 4.
lyophoblc. Of, relating to, or having a lack

of strong affinity between a dispersed
phase and the liquid in which it is dis-

persed; systems such as colloidal metals
in water are easily coagulated. Opposite
of lyophilic. Webster 3d.

lyoaorption. Adsorption of liquid to a solid
surface. Pryor, 3.
lype. Scot. An irregularity in the mine roof.
rock in a mine roof that may
at any time. Usually used in the
A Frojecting
fal

plural, and sometimes spelled lipe. Fay.
lysiaseter. Structure containing a mass of

soil, and so designed as to permit the

measurement of water draining through
the soil. A.GJ.
Lyster process. A flotation process that.separates galena and zinc blende by treatment, at a low temperature, with euca-

lyptus oil or other frothing agent, and

with agitation or aeration in a neutral or
alkaline, but not acid, solution of the sulfates, chlorides, or nitrates of calcium,
magnesium, sodium, potassium, or mixtures of these substances. Fay.
Lytag. Trade mime; a lightweight eggregate for concrete made by sintering pulverized fuel ash. Dodd.
Lytrom Sand Coadltioser. Trademark for a
finely divided, pale yellow powder, pclyelectrolyte designed especially for foundry
sand systems. Used to improve sand work-

ability and packability for better metal
casting molds. CCD 6d, 1961.

lyway. This term is commonly used in and
around mines in Indiana and Illinois to

in, a. Abbreviation for meter (instrument) ;
meter (unit of length). Also the abbrevia-

tion for metric. BuMin Style Guide, p.
60; Webster 3d; Zimmerman, p. 389. b.

Abbreviation for mile; nautical mile. Zimmerman, pp. 69, 72. c. Abbreviation for
mass; symbol for rest mass of electron;

quantity of matter. Zimmerman, pp. 40,
67, 87. d. Abbreviation for the prefix
which indicates that the basic unit
that follows is multiplied by one-thousandth or by Hrs. Zimmerman. p. 172.
e. Abbreviation for the prefuc micro-,
which indicates that the basic unit that
follows is multiplied by one-millionth or

by Mt The lowercase Greek letter

A

(mu) is the preferred symbol for the prefix micro-, because it avoids confusion
with the abbreviations for the same basic
which multiplies
units prefixed by

the basic unit by one thousandth or by
104 and which is also abbreviated m.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ed., 1964, p. F-97; Webster 3d; Bureau
of Mines Staff. f. Abbreviation for mega;

prefix mega-; which indicates that the

basic unit that follows is multiplied by 1
million or by 108. The preferred abbrevia-

tion for the prefix mega- is M, so that

when basic units are prefixed mega- and
abbreviated, these abbreviations can be
distinguished from abbreviations in which
the same basic units are prefixed by

which multiplies the basic unit that fol-

lows by one thousandth or by 10' and

which is usually abbreviated n.. Bureau of
Mines Staff ; Webster 3d. g. Abbreviation
for mine. Also abbreviated M. Webster 3d.
h. Followed by a temperature figure, ab-

breviation for melts at, melting at. Zimmerman, p. 142. i. Abbreviation for mill;
milled. Webster 3d. j. Abbreviation for
mix, mixed, mixture. Also abbreviated M.

Webster 3d; Zimmerman, p. 70. k. Ab-

breviation for mesh. Also abbreviated M.
Zimmerman, p. C8. I. Abbreviation for
measure. Webster 3d. in. Abbreviation for
modulus. Webster 3d. n. Abbreviation for
magnetic; symbol for magnetic moment.
Webster 3d; Zimmerman, p. 159. o. Ab-

hreviation for moment. Webster 3d. p.

Abbreviation for minute. Zimmerman, p.

70. q. Abbreviation for mark; marker;
meridian; middle; minor;

mechanical;

month; mortar. Webster 3d. r. Abbreviation for mil. Zimmerman, p. 69. s. Abbreviation for minim. Also abbreviated
min. Zimmerman, p. 70. t. Symbol for
slope of equilibrium curve. Zimmerman,
p. 42. u. Symbol for coefficient of rough-

ness in hydraulics. Zimmerman, p. 93.
v. Abbreviation for miscellaneous. Web-

ster 3d. w. Abbreviation for mist. Zimmerman, *. 70. x. Abbreviation for moon.
Webster I!.
a. Symbol for quantity of matter; mass;

1111.

mats of electron; electronic mass; rest
mass of eleccron; mass of atom; atomic

mass; mass of molecule; molecular maw.
Zimmermaa, pp. 146, 155, 159, 169, 174.
b. Symbol for linear magnification. Zimmerman, p. 159. c. As ia subscript, a sym-

bol for maximum. Zimmarman, p. 168.
d. Symbol for meta, and for the prefix

meta-. See also m; in-. Handbook ol

Chemistry gad Physics, 45th ed, 1964,

p. C-74. e. Symbol for pole strength.

NVhen enclosed in parentheses as (m), a
symbol for magnetic pole strength. Zimmerman, pp. 162, 259. f. Symbol for magnetic quantum number. Zimmerman, p.
163. g. Symbol for order of spectrum.
Handbiok of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. F.100. h. Symbol for slope
of equilibrium curve.

Zimmerman, p.

148. z. Symbol for number of phases in
electric circuits. Zimmerman, p. 161. j.
Symbol for modulation factor. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

p. F-100. k. Symbol for maritime. Zim-

merman, p. 425.
m-; m- Abbreviations for the prefix meta-.

Webster 3d.
M. a. Symbol for Mississippian. USGS Sugg.,

p. 86. b. Abbreviation for meter (instrument) ; meter (unit of length) ; metric.
Webster 3d; Zimmerman, pp. 106, 207.
c. Abbreviation for mass; symbol for quan-

tity of matter (weight). Zimmerman, pp.
67, 501. d. Abbreviation for molecular
weight. Zimmerman, p. 71. e. Abbreviation for mole; molar (concentration).
Webster 3d. f. Abbreviation for thousand
and for 1,000. Webster 3d; Zimmerman,
p. 108. 5. Abbreviation for the prefix
milli- which indicates that the basic unit
that follows is multiplied by one-thou-

sandth or by 10'. Zimmerman, p. 207.
h. Roman numeral for 1,000, and when

overscored as M, the Roman numeral for
1 million. Zimmerman, p. 128. i. Abbreviation for million. Webster 3d. j. Abbreviation for the unattached word mega
meaning million; and for the prefix
mega-, which indicates that the basic unit
that follows is multiplied by 1 million or
by 101. Zimmerman, pp. 172, 207. k. Abbreviation for metal; Metal. Also, the
symbol for metal, and it is used especially
for a univalent cation; for example, M in

the general formula for a strong base,

MOM Also abbreviated m. Webster 3d.
I. Symbol for mutual inductance. Zimmerman, p. 57. m. Abbreviat:on for magnetic; magnetization; Magnaflux. Symbol
for intensity of magnetization; magnetic
polarization; magnetic moment. Zimmer-

man, pp. 65, 158, 159. n. Symbol for

moment of force. Zimmerman. p. 71. o.

Symbol for bending moment. Zimmerman,
p. 71. p. Symbol for torque. Zimmerman,

p. 110. q. Abbreviation for Mach; Mach
number. Webster 3d. r. Abbreviation for
mark; marker. Webster 3d; Zimmerman,
p. 67. s. Abbreviation for mountain;
Mountain. Also abbreviated m. Webster
3d. t. ALbreviation for mud. Webster 3d;
Zimmerman, p. 71. u. Abbreviation for
medium. Also abbreviated m. Webster 3d;

Zimmerman, pp. 68, 454. v. Abbreviation for mean. Webster 3d. w. Symbol

formerly applied in earthquake seismology

to the phase showing the maximum amplitude on the seismogram. Usage in this
sense became obsolete with the recognition of the importance of the constants of
seismographs in determining which phase
will have the maximum amplitude on a

record. Sometimes used to refer to the
phase having the maximum ground amplitude. A.G.!. Gloss. x. Abbreviation for

model. As a subscript, the symbol for
model when contrasted with full scale.

Zimmerman, pp. 70, 378. y. Abbreviation
for manual; Manual. Webster 3d. z. Abbreviation for maritime; Maritime. Webster 3d. aa. Abbreviation for motor. Web-

ster 3d. bb. Abbreviation for missing.

machineman
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Zimmerman, p. 441. cc. Abbreviation for
noon. Derived from the Latin meridies,

meaning noon. Also abbreviated m; n.
Zimmerman, p. 74. dd. Abbreviation for
monsoon ; monsoon air. Webster 3d; Zimmerman, p. 71.

M. a. Symbol for atomic weight. Zimmerman, p. 151. b. Symbol for molecular
weight. Zimmerman, p. 160. c. Symbol
for molar (concentration). Zimmerman,
p.

142. d. Symbol for mesh. Also ab-

breviated m. Zimmerman, p. 148. e. Symbol for mutual inductance. Zimmerman,
p. 160. 1. Symbol for moment. Zimmer-

man, p.

367.

g. Symbol for magnetic

moment ; magnetic potential; magneto-

motive force. Zimmerman, pp. 171, 259.
h. Symbol for total magnettc quantum
number. Zimmerman, p. 163. i. Symbol

for Mach; Mach number. Zimmerman,
p. 367.
ma. Abbreviation for major; milliampere.
Webster 3d; Zimmerman, p. 69.

mA. Abbreviation for milliangstrom. Zim.
merman, p. 69.
MA. a. Abbreviation for mechanical advantage. Nichols. b. Abbreviation, often not
capitalized, for meter angle; mill an-

nealed. Zimmerman, pp. 68-69.
muck. A flat triangular diamond crystal

which is a twin crystal. Hess.
maar. A relatively flat-floored volcanic explosion crater at a vent .that is either

coneleu or has an inconspicuous cone.

Fay.

Maas borehole compass. A borehole surveying instrument. A glass tube, containing

a compass floating tn molten gelatin in
the upper part and dilute hydrofluoric
acid in the lower part, is lowered in the
borehole. The instrument is allowed to
remain until the gelatin solidifies and the

acid has etched a line on the glass. On
removal, the tube may be placed in a
goniometer from which the angles of

vertical and horizontal deflection may be
determined. See also syphonic inclinometer. Nelson.
Maas survey. A borehole-surveying technique employing a Maas compass. Long.
Maas survey iestrument. See Maas borehole
compass.

macadam Crushed stone of regular sizes be-

low 3 inches for road construction. The
smaller sizes below 1 inch are more specifically defined as thippings. See also
penetration macadam; tar macadam.
Nelson.

MacAdam system. A method of color notation in which nonspherical regions of
equal perceptual differences are inscribed
in the Commission Internationale de

l'Eclairage (CIE) space. See also CIE
System. Dodd.

MacArthur and Forest Cyanide process. A
proceu for recovering gold by leaching

the pulped gold ore with a solution of
0.2 to 0.8 percent of potauium cyanide,
KCN, and then with water. The gold is
obtained from this solution by precipitation on zinc or aluminum or by electrolysis. Fay. See also Elsner's equation.
Macbeth illamimonaekr. This contains a
companion surface of opal glass which

i uminated by a lamp carried at the
end of an extensible arm, so that its
distance from the comparison surface can
be altered by the operator. This is done
is

by a rack and pinion device and provides
the means ot controlling the illumination

on, and therefore the brightness of, the
p. 51.
comparison field. Roberts,

and kinetic, to which they are subjected.

maccaluba. A mud volcano. Standard, 1964.
macedoulte. a. An olivine-bearing trachyte.
A.G.I. b. An aphanitic basaltic rock containing minute feldspars, nosean, melilite,
perovskite, and pseudomorphs after olivine

The arrangement then becomes a machine.
See also theory of machines. Nelson. f. A

ous or chloritic base. Holmes, 1928.
maceral. Applied to all petrologic units seen
in microscopic sections of coal, as distinct

made to generate electricity, wind is

(serpentine or chlorite) in a green vitre-

from the visible units seen in the hand

specimens. Comparable in rank to mineral

as used in petrography. Thus, macerals

are organic units composing the coal mass,

being the descriptive e9uivalent of the

inorganic units composing rock masses
and universally called minerals. Individual
macerals have the termination -inite, that
is, vitrinite, as the organic unit making up
the lithologic specimen, vitrain. Three

groups are recognized (1) vitrinites, (2)
and
A.G.I. Supp.
exinites,

(3)

inertinites.

A.G.I.;

macerate. To soften and wear away espe-

cially as a result of being wetted or

steeped. Webster 3d.
madarlanite. A silver ore found in the mines
of Silver Islet, Lake Superior. It contains

arsenic, cobalt, nickel, etc., but is not a
homogeneous mineral. Fay.

MacGeorge borehole tube. A method of
borehole surveying with a gelatin tube
containing a small compass and plumb
bob. See
Nelson.

also

gelatin borehole tube.

MacGeorge's method. Borehole deflection
survey in which a tube of warm liquid
gelatin containing a plumb bob is lowered and allowed to solidify. Pryor, 3.
MacGovernile. Same as McGovernite.

Mache unit. A unit of measurement for the
radioactivity of water, equal to the quantity of radon in equilibrium with 10.364
millimicrocurie per liter. Hess.
machinabliity. The relative ease of machining a metal. ASM Gloss.
snacblnabillty index. A relative measure of
the machinability of an engineering material under specified standard conditions.
ASM Gloss.

macblaability operator. One who determines

machinability 'of stainleu steel stock by
operating machine tools on test pieces;
operations, such as milling,
threading, reaming, tapping, turning, drilling, and forming, varying speeds, rates of
performs

feed, and depth of cuts, and observes

effect on workpiece; measures piece with
scale, micrometer calipers, and other in-

struments, and calculates such data as
amount of surface feed per minute in
given operations. D.O.T. I.
machine. a. Formerly applied only to the
mining machine or coal cutter. Lately, it

is being applied to other typeA of machines used in mines, such as loading
machines, drilling machines, etc. Jones.

b. All types of drills operated by air,

steam, electric, or combustion-type motors
and engines. Long. c. Eng. A weighbridge
or weighing machine upon which wagons
trams, carts, etc., are weighed, either wit,:

or without their load of coal. Fay. d. In
Queensland, an ore crusher. In other
Australia, crushing machine and
t:ry are used synonymously with mill

grof
to designate the reduction plant as a

device to enable a force to do a given

task or range of tasks or jobs. Machines
enable simple forces to perform complicated tasks; for instance, flowing water is

harnessed to pumps and electric generators and steam pressure is used to generate electric power. Mason, v. 2, p. 351.
machine boss. In bituminous coal miningi a
foreman who i s in charge of machine
men who undercut the working face of
coal prior to blasting, and machine load-

ers who load the coal into cars after it
is blasted down. D.O.T. 1.

machine cut. A slot or groove made horizontally or vertically in a coal seam by a
coal cutter, as a preliminary step to shot
firing. See also cutting horizon. Nelson.
machine-cutter helper. See machine helper.
D.O.T. 1.

machined. a. A smooth surface finish on
metal. Nichols. b. Shaped by cutting or
grinding. Nichols.

machine design. The application of scientific principles to the practical constructive art of engineering, with the object
of expressing original ideas in the form

of drawings. Nelson.
machine drawing. The application of practical geometry to the representation of machines. Using this graphic language, and

with the principles of projection as a

basis, ill:: designer of machinery expresses

his idea in a form intelligible to crafts-

men. See also drawings. Nelson.
machine drill. Any mechanically driven diamond, rotary, or percussive-type drill.
Long.

machine driller. In mining, one who operates any one of several types of heavy,
mounted or unmounted, compressed air
drilling machines to drill holes into the

working face of ore, rock, or slate into

which explosives are inserted and set off
to blast down the mass. Also called drill
engineer; drillman; drill operator; power
driller. D.O.T. 1.

machine drilling. The drilling of %cork under

a power-driven machine. Crispin.

machine mil. N. of Eng. See gearhead.
machine forging. Forging performed in upsetters or horizontal forging machines.
ASM Gloss.

machine hand. In the stonework industry,
a geneial term for a worker who can set
up, operate, and keep in general repair
several stonecutting machines, such as
ganglaws and lathes. D.O.T. 1.
machine helper. In anthracite and bituminous coal mining; one who assists the
machineman in moving and setting up the
coal-cutting machine in position for cut-

ting a channel under or along the sides
of the coal working face prior to breaking the coal down with explosives. Also
called chain-machine helper; coal-cutter
helper; cutter helper; cutting-machineman helper; jack setter; machine-cutter
helper; machineman helper; miner; as-

sistant; mining-machine-operator helper.

D.O.T. 1.

whole. Fay. e. When a mechaniun is re-

machise holing% nommissa. The small coal
or dirt produced by a coal cutter. Nelson.
machine language. Symbols, characters, etc.,

particular kind of work, the various elements or links have to de damned so as
to carry with safety the forces, both static

machisemam. a. A coal-cutter operator. See
also coal-cutter team. Itrelsots. b. One who

quired to transmit power or do some

and rules for their combination in computer procening. Pryor 3, p. 31.

machineman
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sets up and operates an electrically driven
or compressed-air-driven coal-cutting machine which is used to cut out a channel

machine welding. Welding with equipment
that performs under the observation and

maclureite. a. A deep green to black pyroxene. Standard, 1964. b. Same as chondrodite. Standard, 1964.

face of coal so that it may be blasted

of the work. Compare automatic welding.

along the bottom or side of the working
down without shattering the mass. Also
called coal cutter; coal-cutting machine
operator; cutter, machbe; cutter operator; cutting machine operator; holer; undercutter. D.O.T. 1. c. Eng. One who
weighs coal, etc., and keeps an account

of the number of cars sent to the sur-

face. Fay. d. See jackhammer operator.
D.O.T. 1.
machineman helper. See machine helper.
D.O.T. 1.
machine miner. In bituminous coal mining,
a general term applied to workers who are

capable of operating one or more coal

mining machines used for drilling, loading, and undercutting. Usually designated

as driller, machine; loaders machine I;
loader, machine II; machineman. Also

called machine operator; machine runner;
mining machine operator. D.O.T. 1.
machine mints. Mines in which coal is cut
by machines. Kiser, 1, p. 1.
machine mining. a. Implies the use of power

machines and equipment in the excava-

tion and extraction of coal or ore. In

coal mines, the term almost invariably
signifies the use of coal cutters and conveyors and perhaps some type of power
loader working in conjunction with face
conveyors. Ste also face mechanization.
Nelson. b. Mechanized mining. C.T.D.

machine =dam,. The art of making molds
by mechanical operation. Freeman.

machine nog. Eng. A wedge-shaped wood
block for supporting machine-cut coal.
SMRB, Paper No. 61.

machine

operator. See machine miner.
D.O.T. 1.
machine rating. a. The amount of power a
machine can deliver without overheating.
Crispin. b. Also, work capacity of a machine. Bureau of Mines Stag.
machine runner. See machine miner. D.O.T.
1.

machinery steel. An open-hearth steel with
0.15 percent to 0.25 percent carbon content. The term is rather general in its use

and is frequently applied to any mild

steel which cannot be tempered but may
be case-hardened. Crispin.

machine scraper. In anthracite and bituminous coal mining, a laborer who follows
behind a coal-cutting machine and shovels

or scrapes fine cog and chippings from
groove (chancel) as it is cut along the
bottom of the coal working face, unit:
shovel or some special scraping tool.

called bug duster; bugger; doodler; machine shoveler; mucker; muckman; scrap-

er. D.O.T. 1.

machise 'mew. A very commonly used type

of screw with clear-cut threa& and of a
variety of head shapes. It may be used
either with or without a nut. Crispin.

=Mut ut. Synonym for mechanical set.
Long.
machine shoveler. See machine Kraper.
D.O.T. I.

machine steel. Low-carbon steel (carbon
minus (,.3 percent). Pryor, 3.
'maim summer. See sumper, d. D.O.T. I.
machine tool. Any machine used for cuttim

metal, such as a boring machine, drill,

grinder, planing machine, bobber, shaper,
or lathe. Ham.

machine wall. The face at which a coalcutting machine works. Fay.

control of an operator. It may or may
not perform the loading and unloading

ASM Gloss.

machine whim. A winding drum operated
by a steam engine. Fay.
machining. Removing material, in the form
of chips, from work, usually through the
use of a machine. ASM Gloss.

machining streu. Residual stress caused by
machining. ASM Gloss.
machinist. a. Aust. The man in charge of a

coal cutter. Fay. b. One who makes or
repairs machines, or is versed in their de-

sign or construction or in the use of
metal-working tools. Standard, 1964.
Mach number. Ratio of speed of body to
local fluid of sound. Pryor, 3.

mackayite. Hydrous tellurite of iron, perhaps
Fes(Te0s)s.x1-130, as green tetragonal
crystals from Goldfield, Nev. Spencer 17,
M.M., 1946.
Mackenzie-Shuttleworth equation. Relates to
theprogress of shrinkage, or densification,

during the sintering of a compact, the
latter being considered as a continuous

matrix containing uniformly distributed
spherical pores. Dodd.

mocker; macket; mawkle; mawka. Northumb.
Miners' term for shaly coal or coaly shale.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
mackinawke. A mineral (Fe,Ni)s.1S, from

the Mackinaw mine, Snohomish County,
Wash. Named from locality. Hey, M.M.,
1964; Fleischer.
mackintoshite. a. A black uranium-rich

uranothorite. Crosby, p. 48. b. A discredited term equal to thorogummite.

American Mineralogist, v. 39, No. 3-4,

March-April 1954, p. 407.
Madder's glaze. A type of aventurine glaze.
Dodd.

Mack's cement. Cement made by adding

potassium sulfate to dehydrated gypsum.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

Mac-Lane system. This system consists essen-

tially of an inclined rail track with the
haulage gear and the loading station at

the base. The haulage rope panes round
a return sheave in the extending frame
at the top of the heap. The tipping gear
may consist of a carnage with a portable
tippler which conveys a tub of dirt to

the top of the heap, where a trigger

operates the tippler, thus discharging the
tub. For a greater quantity the carrLage
incorporates a revolving frame canying

two or three tubs; this gives a broader

top to the heap. The main disadvantages
of this system are the unsightly conical
heaps produced and the tendency to

segregation of material, with the large

pieces at the base of the heap, which Increases the danger of spontaneous combustion. Sinclair V, pp. 361462.

made. A twinned crystal of diamond,
usually composed of two flat crystals.

Occanonally wades composed of three fiat

crystals are found. Useful for certain industrial applications, such as wiredrawing
dies and occasionally as gems. Also spelled
maacle; maclde. I.C. 8200, 1964. p. 149.
Also called ffat; fiats. Long.

Mack= separator. A revolving disk-type
magnetic separator widely used for the

separation of large quantities of ilmenite
from tin. Harrsson, p. 275.
mackd. a. Spotted or checkered, like chiastolite. Standard, 1964. b. Twinned, as a
twin artal. Standard, 1964.

MacMichael viscometer. A rotation-type
viscometer designed for the testing of
clay slips. Dodd.

Macquisten tube process. An antiquated

sink-float concentration method that makes
use of surface tension for separating min-

erals, whereby some of them float and
some sink. The apparatus consists of a
long tube with helical grooves, which,
upon rotation, screw the pulp through the
tube. The tailings are removed from the

bottom of a box at the upper end of the

tube and the concentrates float off. Fay.
macro-. A prefix meaning large, long; visibly large. A.G.I.
asacro-azis. The b axis (long) in orthorhombic and triclinic crystals. Fay.

macroclastk coal. A well-laminated coal
with a high proportion of vitrinite bands

and fragments together with some resins,
spore ablest cuticles, and a little fusinite.
Compare microclastic coal. Raistrick and
Marshall, p. 200.
macrocrystaltine. a. Applied to the texture
of holocrystalline igneous rocks in which
the constituents are distinguishable with
the naked eye. Opposite of microcrystalline. A.G.1. b. In recrystallized sedimen-

tary rocks, the texture of a rock with

grains or crystals over 0.75 millimeter in
diameter. A.G.I.
macrodiagonal. In crystallographys the longer

lateral axis in the orthorhombic and tri-

clinic systems. Standard, 1964.
snacrodoase. In crystallography, a dome
parallel to the macrodiagonal. Standard,
1964.

nucroetch. Etching of a metal surface for
accentuation of gross structural details
and defects for observation by the unaided eye or at magnifications not exceeding 10 diameters. ASM Gloss.

macrotragmental coal. Coal composed of
visible fragments or lenticles of various
constituents, such as vitrain, durain, and
fusain. Tomkeieff, 1954.

macrograph. A graphic reproduction of the
surface of a prepared specimen at a
magnification not exceeding ten diameters.

When photographed, the reproduction is

known as a photomacrograph. ASM Gloss.

macromeridc. Of or pertaining to a granitoid structure of rocks that is discernible

to the naked dye; opposite of micro-

meritic. Standard, 1964.
Esactune"-II le. Very lazge molecule, no-

tably one polymerized to a size visible
without need for magnification. Pryor, 3.

inurophyric; macroposphyrkk. A textural
term descriptive

of medium- to

fine-

grained igneous rocks containing phenoaysts more than 2 millimeten long. Compare microphyric. C.T.D.
macropleacold. In crystallography, a pina-

coid parallel to the vertical and macro-

diagonal axes. Standard, 1964.
macropolyschematk. Applied to a body of
rock or a mineral deposit, the fabric of
which consists of macroscopically different domains, that iss a coarsely mixed
fabric. Su also chonsmite. A.GJ.
sescroporosity. Porosity visible wkhout the
aid of a microscopes, such as pipes and
blowholes in ingots. Newton, p. 496.

racroprims. A pripn, the intercept of which

on the macrodiagonal is larger than I.
Standard, 1964.

maopyramid. A pyramid, the intercept of

which on the macrodiagonal u larger

than 1. Standard, 1964.
macrosample. A sample large enough to be
weighed accurately on an analytical balance. ASTM STP No. 148-D.
macroscopic. a. Visible at magnifications of
from 1 to 10 diameters. ASM Gloss. b.
Visible without a microscope or in a
hand specimen.

Compare

magma
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microscopic.

Bureau of Mines Staff.
macroscopic stresses. Residual stresses which

vary from tension to compression in a
distance (presumably many times the grain
size) which is comparable to the gage
length in ordinary strain measurements,
hence, detectable by X-ray or dissection

methods. ASM Gloss.
macrosegregation. Gross differences in concentration of constituents in an alloy
mass; for example, from one area of an
ingot to another. See also segregation;

coring. Henderson.
macroseismic region. The area in which the
earthquake is felt by the inhabitants.
Schieferdecker.
macroshrinkage. A casting defect, detectable
at magnifications not exceeding 10 diam-

eters, consisting of voids in the form of
stringers shorter than shrinkage cracks.
This defect results from contraction during, solidification where there is not an
adequate opportunity to supply filler material to compensate for the shrinkage. It
is usually associated with abrupt changes

in section size. ASM Gloss.
macrostress. The same as macroscopic streu.
ASM Gloss.
maaostructure. a. The general arrangement

of crystals in a solid metal (for example,
an ingot) as seen by the naked eye or at
low magnification. 'The term is also ap-

plied to the general distribution of impurities in a mass of metal as seen by
the naked eye after certain methods of

etching. C.T.D. b. The structure of metals
as revealed by examination of the etched
surface of a polished specimen at a magnification not exceeding 10 diameters.

ASM Gloss. c. A structural feature of a
rock that is discernible to the unaided
eye, or with the help of a simple magnifier. Fay.

multiage. Applied to the group of contactmetamorphic rocks represented by spotted

slates to denote their spotted or knotted
character. May kr applied either to the
rocks or to their a ctures. Sit also spotted slate. A.G.I.

maculae rock. A rock in which the por-

phyroblasts of such minerals as andalusite,
cordierite, chloritoid, ottrelite, biotite, etc.,

are well developed, or in which spotting

appears as the result of the incipient

crystallization of these minerals and of the
segregation of carbonaceous matter. Com-

pare maculose structure. Synonym for
spotted slate. Schielirdsektr.

maculose structure. A structure typically developed in argillaceous rocks under contact or thermal metamorphism. Compare
maculose rock. Schislirdscher.

Madagascar aleusdrite. Alexandrite from
the Malagasy Republic of inferior quality
to Ceylon alexanclrite or Russian alexandrite.

Madagascar ametkrt. Amedgst from the

Malagasy Repubhc, which is dark violet,
has a slightly smoky tinge, and, if lighter
in color, is usually moletish purple.

Shipley.
Madagascar sysamarise. A strongly dichroic

variety of blue beryl obtained, as a gem

stone material, from Malagasy Republic.
C.T.D.

Madagascar topaz. See citrine. C.M.D.
Madaras system. A method of o'otaining pig

iron, developed by Dr. Madaras in the
United States. The process consists of
charging a retort with a mixture of iron
ore, coall and enough water to form a
paste; injecting compressed air at 2 to 4.2
kilogram/square centimeter pressure and

at 815° to 930° C to burn the coal. In
a few minutes the entire mineral charge
is heated to 980° to 1,095° C which is
the optimum range for hydrogen reduction; injecting hydrogen at a temperature

ent in an igneous rock. It is also applied
to rocks composed of this group of minerals predominantly. Not synonymous with
femic. Schieferdecker.

mafite. Any dark mineral in Johannsen's
classification of igneous rocks. See also
mafic. A.G.I.
mafraite. A heteromorphic form of berondrite containing soda hornblende in large

tother with pyidiomorphic crystals,ge
roxene and labradorite. The type differs
from berondrite by the absence of nephe-

line, the constituents of that mineral being

present in the amphibole. From Mafra,
Cintra, Portugal. Holmes, 1928.

of 815° to 925° C at 2 to 8 kilogram/

mafurite. An olivine leucitite in which the

trates the entire mass and reacts with
the iron oxide to produce steam and
metallic iron. About 50 percent of the

leucite. A.G.I.
magazine. a. A storage place for explosives.
Jones. b. A building specially constructed
and located for the storage of explosives.
In the United Kingdom, a magazine must
be licensed by the Secretary of State and
is usually for quantities of explosives

square centimeter pressure so that it pene-

injected hydrogen reacts with the ore to
produce sponge iron. Sulfur is oxidized
by the hot air and is eliminated by the
mildrogen. Osborne.

ground. a. A recent deposit, as of river

silt. Fay. b. Ground formed by filling in
natural or artificial pits with hardcore or
rubbish. C.T.D.
Madeira topaz. A form of Spanish topaz.
C.M.D. See also false topaz.
madeirite. A porphyritic variety of alkali
picrite containing abundant phenocrysts
of titanifeious augite and somewhat serpentinized olivine in a groundmau consisting mainly of augite and magnetite
with a little plagioclase. Holmes, 1928.
madelung constant. The ratio of energy of
an ion in a three-dimensional solid to
the energy between two single ions. VV.
made up. Coupled; the assembled component parts of a drill string or pipe system.
Long.

polymorph, kalsilite, occurs instead of

greater than 4,000 pounds. Storage of
such large quantities is seldom required
at coal mines. See also explosive store.
Nelson. c. See licensed store; registered
premises. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

Magdolo. Trade name; half-way product in
the extraction of magnesia from seawater,
used in Japan as a refractory material for

the L-D process. It contains 55 to 62
percent MgO, and 30 to 35 percent CaO,
together with minor amounts of SiOs,
A130s, and Fes0s. Dodd.

magerkoble. a. Ger. Literally, dry coal. Coal

that burns with little or no flame; low-

volatile coal. Hess. b. Ger. Name for lean
coal or semianthracite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
waggle. Scot. An inferior and sandy part of
ironstone; inferior or stony coal. Fay.

madrepore. A madreporoid coral; also, any
perforate stone coral. Standard, 1964.
madrepore marble. A fossiliferous limestone
occurring in a variety of colors. It admits
of a high polish, is used as a marble, and
derives its name from its Most characteristic fossil, a species of coral. Fay.
madupite. A fine-grained extrusive rock containing phenocrysts of phlogopite, diop-

waggle bins. Scot. An inferior sulfurous

which has a composition corresponding

oxides of iron and titanium from the

side, and perovskite in a brown glassy base

to a mixture of leucite and nosean. A.G.!.
mad water. Corn. Water that, through neg-

lect, rushes back to the mine. Fay.
nusenik. An intrusive trachytic rock, regarded as a differentiation product of a
gabbro magma. Maenite is a bostonite

relatively high in calcium and low in
potassium. The name was derived from

Lake Maena, near Gran, Norway, by
Bragger. Fay.

MaerzBoeless furnace. A type of openhearth steel furnace with back and front
walls sloping inwards, therefore reducing
the span of the roof. Also known as porkpie furnace. Dodd.

m. Abbrevation for moisture and ash free.

BuMins Style Guide, p. 61.
maleisk. Refers to igneous rocks containing
roughly equal amounts of felsic and mafic

minerals, color index 40 to 70.

ironstone. Fay.
snaggy. Scot. See maggie. Tomkeiell, 1954.

magbemite. A strongly magnetic form of
Fes0s, that, except for the color of its
streak, has all the properties of ordinary
hematite. From upper part of the Bush-

veld igneous complex Transvaal, Republic of South Africa. Walker applies this

name to a magnetic mixture of sesqui-

Bushveld, Transvaal, Republic of South
Africa, (Fe,Ti),03. Winchell prefers the
name oxymagnite. English.

magic stone. A white, opaque variety of
hydrophane, in rounded lumps, with a
chalky or glazed coating; from Colorado.

Shipley.

magistral. Roasted copper pyrites. Pryor, 3.
Mag-iikote. Synthetic dolomite consisting of
magnesium limestone and clay; powder;
slightly soluble in water; used l'or coating
ingot molds. Bennett 2d, 1962.
magma. A comprehensive term for the molten fluids generated within the earth
from which ig.neous rocks are believed to
have been derived by crystallisation or by
other processes of consolidation. k magma
not only includes the material represented
by all or part of an igneous rock but also
any volatile fluxes and residual liquors

Stipp.

that may have escaped during or after

nantly of the ferromagnesian rock-forming silicates; said of some igneous rocks
and their constituent minerals. Contrasted
with felsic. In general, synonymous with
dark minerals, as usually used. See also
mafite. Fey. b. A mnemonic term denoting that ferromagnesian minaals are pres-

to assume that the composition of a rock
represents that of the magma from which
the rock developed. With respect to suddenly chilled margins this may be nearly

mak. s. Pertaining to or composed domi-

r.
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consolidation. It is, therefore, incorrect

true, except for gases and vapors, but

where the rocks of an area show differentiation into a wide range of types, these
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magnesite, caustic calcined

types may chemically represent only fractions of the bulk magma and may, therefore, differ considerably from the magma.
Holmes, 1928.
magma basalt. In part synonymous with lim-

magmatic sloping. A process of igneous in-

methods of production were adopted.
C.T.D.
magnesia, heavy. See magnesium oxide.

burgite, but also applied to porphyritic,

glassy basaltic rocks more closely related
to ordinary basalt. Holmes, 1928.

magma granite. Granite produced by the

crystallization of a magma. A.G.I. Supp.

magma reservoir. A chamber within the

earth that contains magma. Bateman.
Magmaster Magnesite. Trademark for deadburned magnesite. Used in the manufacture of refractories. CCD 6d, 1961.

magmatic. a. Or, pertaining to, or derived

from magma. Fay. b. Related to bodies of

molten rock within the earth. Bateman.

magmatk assimilation. See

assimilation.

A.G.1.

magmatic blister. The swelling up by differ-

ential heating of magma; for example,

by local concentrations of radioactive matter. Schieferdecker.
magmatic cycle. See igneous cycle. C.T.D.

magmatk deposit. One of certain kinds of
mineral deposits that form integral parts
of igneous rock masses and permit the
inference that they originated in thcir
present form by processes of differentiation and
A.G.I.

cooling

in molten magmas.

magmatic differentiation. The process by
which different types of igneous rocks are

derived from a single parent magma, or
by which different parts of a single molten

mass assume different compositions and
textures as it solidifies. Also called magmatic segregation. Fay.
magmatk dkaeminated ore deposit. Straight
magmatic mineral (ore) deposit having
disseminated crystallization that is, without local concentrations Of the valuable
mineral. Schieferdecker.
magmatic emanations. See emanations, magmatic. A.G.I.
magmatic injection deposit. Straight magmatic mineral (ore) deposit, the formation of which has often been ascribed to
injection into the older country rock of
liquefied crystal differentiates, of residual
liquid segregations, or of immiscibleliquid separations and accumulations.
Schieferdecker.

magmatic ore deposit. During the progress
of differentiation certain metallic substances, such as oxides of iron, or sulfides,
may be collected into fractions concentrated in these substances, and consolidated either as part of the Intrusion or as
separately injected bodies to form magmatic ore deposits. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

magmatic segregation. A proceu of ore formatior dependent upon the concentration

of valuable minerals in particular parts

of a cooling magma. The ore body grades
off gradually into the igneous rock and is
usually marginal in position. Examples are
the Sudbury nickel deposits, many magnetite deposits of Scandinavia, etc. Nelson.
See also mineralization; syngenetic igneous
deposits.

magmatk segregation deposit. a. An ore
deposit formed by preferential solidification of a liquid mass of rock, Pryor. b. A
magmatic mineral (ore) deposit which
was formed by the accumulation of early

crystallized minerals, by the crystallization
of residual liquid accumulations, or by the
crystallization of immiscible-liquid segrecatiots. Schieferdecker.

trusion by which a magma gradually
works its way upward by breaking off
blocks of thc country rock. As originally
proposed, the hypothesis assumed that

these blocks sank downward. In piecemeal
stoping, the blocks are small, measured in

feet or in hundreds of feet. In ring-fracture stoping, they are large, thousands of
feet or miles across. A.G.I.
magmatic water. a. Water derived from
igneous magma. See also juvenile water.
Fay. b. Water that exists in, or which is
derived from, molten igneous rock or
magma. A.G.I. c. Water which constitutes

an important part of fluid magmas. As

CCD 6d, 1961.
light. See magnesium oxide.
CCD 6d, 1961.
magnesian honsfels. A fine-grained metamorphic rock derived from a high-magnesium igneous rock; for example, sermagnesia,

pentine. See also hornfels. A.G.I.
magnesian lime. Lime which contains a sig-

nificant proportion (over 5 percent)

of

magnesium oxide or magnesia. Taylor.
magnesian limestone. Any limestone con-

taining more than 20 percent magnesia.

See also dolomite. A.G.I.
magnesian Ihwestone, dolomitk. A limestone

the magma comes to the surface the water
may be released in part giving rise to hot
springs. Lewis, p. 630.
magvnatist. a. One who believes that much
granite has crystallized from a mobile

containins not less than 5 nor more than
40 percent of magnesium carbonate.
ASTM CI19-50.
magr sian marble. Applied to both dolo-

formist. A.G.I. Supp. b. One who believes

silicates. See also ophicalcite; pencatite;
predazzite. A.G.I.
magnesian marble, dolomhic. A crystalline
variety of limestone containing not less

magma whatever the origin of that material may have been. Compare transthat much granite is a primary igneous
rock produced by differentiation from

basaltic magma. A.G.I. Supp.
Magna( lost. Trademark for iron-oxide heavy
media systems for the purification of coal,

sand, gravel, and other similar materials.
CCD 6d, 1961.
magnalium. An alloy of aluminum and from

2 to 10 percent magnesium. It is very

strong and can be easily cast, forged, or

machined. Crispin.
Magnedisc. A widely used medium for mag-

netic recording. It consists of a circular
platter of magnetically coated plastic material which rotates on a turntable in the

same way as a phonograph record. The
magnetic channels each in contact with
a fixed head alined along a radius from
the center, arc on concentric circular
bands extending inward from the outer
edge of the disk. Dobrin, p. 53.

magnefer brick. See dolomite brick. Hen.
magnesia. a. Magnesium oxide, Mg01 a
light, earthy, white substance. A constitu-

ent of lime made from dolomitic lime-

stone. Is used extensively as a refractory
material and is obtained by calcining
magnesite. Barger; A.G.I.; Mersereau,

4th, p. 210. b. 'Equivalent to magnesium
in such inaccurate expressions as sulfate
of magnesia. A.G.I.
magnesia-shim. See pickeringite. C.M.D.
magnesia brick; magnesite brick. Refractory
bricks consisting essentially of Mg0 (peri .

clase) with about 15 percent of other

oxides. Magnesia brick are used wherever

the corrosion of basic slags is severe, as
for almost the whole of open-hearth steel

furnaces, of copper reverberatory furnaces,

in soaking pits and in the basic electric
steel furnace. Certain factors tend to reduce their application, including higher
cost, comparatively lower mechanical
strength at elevated temperatures and

greater thermal expansion. See also re-

fractories. CCD, fid, 1961.
magnesia cement. ee magnesium oxychloride cement.
magnesia covering. Hydrated magnesium

carbonate containing about 15 percent
asbestos, used for heat insulation. Osborne.

magnesia, fused. Used as a refractory and
to handle electricity at high tempentures.
See also Magnorite. CCD 6d, 1961.

magnesia glass. Glass containing usually 3 to

4 percent of magnesium oxide. Electric
lamp bulbs have been mainly made from
this type of glass since fully automatic

mitic marbles and marbles with magnesian

than 5 nor more than 40 percent of

magnesium carbonate as the dolomite
molecule. ASTM CII9-50.
magnesian schig. A schistose metamorphic
rock derived from a rock high in content
of magnesium; for example, serpentine.
See also basic schist; schist. A.G.I.
magnesia ramming materials. Granular, airsetting mixtures, containing 70 to 80 per-

cent Mg0. used for monolithic furnace

linings. Bureau of Mines Staff.
magnesia, sinter. See sinter magnesia. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
magnesiochromite. A spinet being similar
in occurrence and appearance to chromite,

MgCr,04; isometric. Dana 17. See also

picrochromite. Dodd.
magnesiocopiapite. See ferricopiapite. Spen-

cer 15, M.M., 1940.
magnesioferrite. A typical member of the

group of minerals known as spinets, with
the formula, MgFet04. Isometric; strongly
magnetic. Rarely found in nature; usually

constitutes the brown coloring material
in magnesite brick. Specific gravity, 4.5;
Mohs' hardness, 5Y2 to 6'A. Dana, 17;
A.G.I.; HIV.
magnesiokatophorite. A name for the endmember, Na2CaMg4FeAlSii021(OH)2, of

the catophorite senes. Hey, M.M., 1961.
magnesiolanmontite. A mineral, (Ca,Mg).(Si,Al)=0.19}1.201 with only 0.7 percent
Mgt); in monoclinic needles from Musari,
Rumania. Hey, M.M., 1964.
mapesite. Carbonate of magnesium, crystallizing in the trigonal system. Magnesite is
a 'aasic refractory used in open-hearth
and other high-temperature furnaces and

is resistant to attack by basic slag. It is
obtained from natural deposits (mostly

magnesium carbonate, MgCO3), which is
calcined at a high temperature to drive off
moisture and carbon dioxide, before being

used as a refractory. C.T.D.

magnesite brick. See magnesia brick.
mapesite, caustie-caldned. Principally magnesia

(magnesium oxide), Mg0. The

product obtained by firing magnesite, or
other substances convertible to magnesia

upon heating, at temperatures below 1,560°
C, so that some carbon dioxide is retained

(2 to 10 percent) and the magnesia dis-

plays adsorptive capacity or activity. Used
in magnesium oxychlonde and oxysulfate

cements; uranium processing; chemical

processing (adsorption and catalysts) ; re-
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ceramic bodies. Lee.
magnesium chalcanthite. A mineral, MgSO4.-

magnesium asetasilicate hydrate; hydrated

magnesite, caustic calcined
fractories; minor uses are glass constitu-

ents and abrasives. CCD 6d, 1961.
magnesite cement. Common term for ground
magnesite.

Bureau of Mines Staff.

magnesite-chrome brick. A refractory brick,

which may be either fired or chemically
bonded, manufactured substantially of a
mixture of dead-burned magnesite (magnesia) and refractory chrome ore, in
which

magnesite

the

predominates by

weight. HIV.
magnesite grain. See grain magnesite. ACSG,
1963.

Magnesite H.W. Trade name for an over
90 percent burned magnesia brick with

minor added components to control properties. Resistant to molten metal and basic
slags. Used in open-hearth furnaces, electric steel furnaces; copper and nickel converters; refining industries, and other
metallurgical industries. CCD 6d, 1961.
magnesite refractory. A refractory material,
fired or chemically bonded, consisting es-

sentially of dead-burned magnesite; the

MgO content usually exceeds 80 percent.
Such refractories are used in the hearths

and walls of basic steel furnaces, mixer
furnaces, and cement kilns. Dodd.
magnesite wheel. A grinding wheel bonded
with magnesium oxychloride. ASM Gloss.
magnesium. A silvery-white metallic ele-

ment in group II of the periodic table;

malleable; ductile; and light. Only occurs
in nature as compounds. Used chiefly in
the form of magnesium ribbon or powder
to produce a brilliant light by its combustion, as in signaling, photography, or
pyrotechny. New alloys with zirconium

and thorium are used in aircraft con-

struction. Symbol, Mg; valence, 2; hexagonal; atomic number, 12; atomic weight,

24.312; specific gravity, 1.74 (at 5' C);
melting

point, 651 C; boiling

point,

1,107° C: insoluble in cold water; de-

composes in

ot water to form magnesium

nc

hydroxide; soluble in mineral acids, in
concentrated hydrofluoric acid, and in
solutions of ammonium salts; and insoluble in chromic trioxide and in alkalies.

C.T.D.; C.T.D. Supp.; Fay; Handbook

of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

pp. B-2, B-119, 13-189.
magnesium aluminate. MgA1,0,; melting
point, 2,135° C, specific gravity, 3.6;
thermal expansion (100 to 1,000' C)

9.0 X 10'. This compound is the type
mineral of the spinel group. See also
spine] group. Dodd.

magnesium-sluminum garnet. Same as pyrope. Shipley.
magnesium bentonite. A bentonitic magnesian clay mineral from California, formula
7MG0.10SiOt.51-60 or 2Mg0.3SiO2.3H2O.

Spencer 15, ACM., 1940.

A compound, Mg-

molecular weight, 146; soluble
ibicarbonate.

Crli)21;

in water; one of the chief causes of temporary hardness of water. Cooper, p. 316.
magnesium biodite. Synonym for blodite.

Hey, M.M., 1964.

magnesium carbonate; magnesite. Colorless

or white to yellowish brown or black;
MgC01; hexagonal trigonal rhombohe-

dral, molecular weight, 84.32;

specific

gravity, 2.95 to 3.2; Mohs' hardness, 3.5

to 4.5; loses tiO, at 900° C; soluble in

cold water, in water containing dissolved
carbon dioxide, and in acids; and insoluble in acetone and in ammonia. Handbook

of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
pp. 13-189, B-244. Used in glasses, glazes,

and enamels and as an auxiliary flux in

511,0, triclinic, the artificial analogue of
chakanthite. Synonym for allenite; pentahydrite. See also copper chalcanthite.
Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
ElaglItth1111 chloride. Colorless or white;
Mg Cls; hexagonal; deliquescent; specific

magnesium metasilicate. White; 3MgSiOa.-

5H10 (variable) ; specific gravity, 2.6 to
2.8; and insoluble in water and in alcohol.
Used in ceramics, glass, and r.fractories,
and as a filler, a catalyst, and a catalyst
carrier. See ;Ito magnesium trisilicate;
serpentine.

CCD 6d, 1961.

point, 708' C;

magnesium mica. See phlogopite. C.M.D.
magnesium minerals. Main sources are mag-

water and in alcohol. Used for the electro-

nesite, dolomite, Stassfurt salt deposits,
brine, and brucite. Pryor, 3.
magnesium nitrate dihydrate. Mg(NO,).21-1,0; molecular weight, 184.35; colorless; prisms; specific gravity, 2.0256 (at

gravity, 2.32; melting

boiling point, 1,412' C; and soluble in
lytic production of magnesium metal, in
manufacturing magnesium-oxychloride cement, in ceramics, in cooling drilling tools

in drilling for saline deposits, in dustlaying compounds, as a flocculating agent,
and as a catalyst. CCII 6d, 1961 ; Hand-

book of Chemutry and Physics, 45th ed.,

1964, p. 13-189.
magnesium chloride benhydrate; biscbolite.
Colorless or white; MgC12.614,0; monoclinic; deliquesernt; specific gravity, 1.56;
no melting point because it loses 21-11,0 at

116° to 118 C; no boiling point because

it decomposes to the oxychloride; and

soluble in water and in alcohol. Used for
the electrolytic production of magnesium
metal, in manufacturing magnesiurn-oxychloride cement, in ceramics, in cooling
drilling tools in drilling for saline deposits,
in dustlaying compounds, as a flocculating
agent, and as a catalyst. CCII 6d, 1961;

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed. 1964, p. 13-190.
magnesium chlorophoenkite. A basic arsenate of magnesium and manganese, (Mg,-

Mn),Ast02.7(Mg,Mn) (OH ),. Monoclinic.
From Franklin, N. J. English.
magnesium fluoride; Inflate.. Colorless or
white; MgFr; tetragonal; Mobs' hardneo,
5.0; fluoresces by electric light; soluble in

nitric acid; insoluble in alcohol and in

25' C); melting point, 129' C; and soluble in water in alcohol, and it liquid
ammonia. Used in explosives. Bennett 2d,
1962; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed. 1964, p. 13-190.
magnesium niaide. A
nish-black compound, MgN,, formed when magnesium
is heated with nitrogen. Cooper, p. 314.
magnesium orthke. A variety of allanite.
English.
mapta:ptualas orthophosphate; magnesium

e. Mg,(P0.),; molecular weight,
262.88; orthorhombic plates; iridescent;

1,184' C; insoluble in
water and in liquid ammonia: and soluble
in ammonium salt solutions. Handbook of
melting point,

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
P. 13-190. Has been used successfully to
replace tin oxide in raw, leadless, sanitaryware glazes maturing at cone 8 or higher,

resulting in satisfactory color, permanent
opacity, and good brilliance and texture.
Lee.
oxide; magnesia; magnesia,
magnesium
heavy; magnesia, light; pericisne. Colorless

or white; Mg0;

isometric; called

or 1,396' C; molecular weight, 62.31;

either light magnesia or heavy magnesia,
depending upon whether it was prepared
by heating magnesium carbonate or the
basic magnesium carbonate; molecular

CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-190,

ries); melting pomt, 2,800° C; boiling
point, 3,600° C; insoluble in water and
in alcohol; and soluble :n acids and in

water; specific gravity, 3.0, ranging from
2.972 to 3.170; melting point, 1,266° C
boiling point, 2,239' C; and slightly soluble in acids. Used in ceramics and glass.
13-245.

magnesium floosilkate Itexahydrate; nsagneslum silkolluoride hexahydrate. White;
effloresces; MgSiF..6}1,0; hexagonal trigonal ; molecular weight, 274.48; specific

gravity, 1.788; decomposes at 120° C;
soluble in water; and insoluble in akohol.
Used in ceramics and in concrete hardeners. CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-190.
magnesium hydride. White; Mg14:: molecular weight, 26.34; tetragonal; and it decomposes with the evolution of hydrogen
on contact with water. Decomposes at
280' C in a vacuum and is insoluble in

ether. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.; Handbeok
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. 13-190.

magnesium hydroxide. White powder or
milky liquid, Mg(OH) ; slightly soluble
in water; readily soluble in ammonium
chlc.ride solution; in solution turns red
litmus blue. Prepared by the action of
potassium hydroxide, or sodium hydroxide

upon a solution of magnesium chloride.
Known as milk of magnesia. Cooper, pp.
317-318. Naturally occurring magnesium
hydroxide is known as brucite. liW.
magnesia= kaolinite. Flaky aggregates, Mgr
AliSi102.(OH)fi, from the Elbrus mine,
north Caucasus, U.S.S.R. Hey, M.M., 1964.
magnesium leoulte. Synonym for leonite.
Hey, M.M.,1964.
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weight, 40.31; specific gravity, 3.6 (va-

ammonium salt solutions. The term magnesia is usually reserved for magnesium
oxide that has been specially processed

and implies the purer varieties. Used in
high-temperature refractories, in oxychloride and oxysulfate cements, in adsorption
and catalysis, in uranium processing, and

in space components, possibly for nose
cones. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. 13-190.

magnesium-oxychloride cement; Sorel cement. A mixture of magnesium chloride
and magnesium oxide that reacts with
water to form a solid mass, presumed to
be magnesium oxychloride. Fillen such as
wood flour, sawdust, sand, powdered stone,

talc, cork, and more recently, powdered
metals, are usually present. A variety of
proprietary mixtures are available. CCD

6d, 1961. Used as artificial building stone,
marble, stone flooring. Synonym for xylo-

lith. Bennett 2d, 1962.

magnesium pymphosphate. Mg:PtOr; molecular weight, 222.57; colorless; monoclinic;

specific gravity, 2.598 (at 22° C); melting point, 1,383° C; insoluble in water

and in alcohol; and soluble in acids. Used
in porcelains and in enamels. Bennett 2d,
1962.
magnedem stameste trihydrate. White; crys-

talline; MgSn02.3H:0; soluble in water;
and decomposes at about 340° C. Used

1

as an additive in ceramic capacitors. CCD
6d, 1961.
magnesium

staanide. Mg,Sn; molecular
weight, 167.31; bluishoshite metal; melting point, 778 C; and soluble in cold
water and in dilute hydrochloric acid.

Used in semiconductor research. Bennet:
2d, 1962 Add., Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics. 45th ed., 1964, p. 1-191.

m 'Inn! ibui

sulfate. a. Colorless, small orthoI crystals, usually needlelike; Mg-

SO.; molecuiar weight, 120.37; cooling,
saline, bitter taste; neutral to litmus; specific gravity, 2.65; decomposes at 1,124'

C; soluble in glycerol; very soluble in
water; and slightly soluble in alcohol and

in ether; insoluble in acetone. Used in

ceramics. explosives, and fertilizets. CCD
6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry mad
Physics, 43th ed., 1964, p. B-191.13. Ex-

tensively employed as an electrolyte for
enamel and glaze slips and used for setting up enamels. The correct addition permks the use of the enamel slip for a long
time without tendency toward excessive
flocculation or equally undesirabk thinning on aging Lee.
magaeslmss NNW, beptabydrate; Fpnons
salt; epsondfe. Colorless, small orthorhombic or monoclinic crystals, usually
needlelike; MgSO4.7160; tnolint, saline,

bitter taste: neutral to litmus; specific

gravity. 1.678; loses 711,0 at 200' C; soluble in glycerol: very soluble in water; and
slightly soluble in alcohol. Used in ceramics; explosives; and fertilizers. CCD, 6d,
1961; Handbook of Chemirtry and Physics, 43th ed., 1964. p. 8.191.

magnesium titaleste. MaTiO,. Used in ceramie dielectric bodies. Although relatively low in dielectric constant, it has a
positive temperature coefficient of capacity. Thus, it can be used in conjunction
with a negative coefficient material; for
example, titania. to produce a near 0

temperature coefficient product. Lee.
magnesimn trisilicutn hydrated magmedtme
trisilicate. White; odorless; tasteless; approximately MggSia0..5Ht0; insoluble in

water and in alcohol; and readily decomposed by mineral acids. Used as a

decolorizing agent. CCD 6d, 1961.
magnesium tongstate. MgW04; molecular
weight, 272.16; colorless; monoclinic; specific gravity, 5.66; insoluble in water and
in alcohol; and decomposes in acids. Used
in fluoroscopy and in luminescent paint
Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry
an,. Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-191.
magnesium :kronen. Mg720; melting

point 2,150° C. This compound is some-

times added in small amounts (up to 5

percent) to other electroceramic bodies to
rerr their dielectoic constant at the Curie
point Dodd.
magneslosn-eirconimst slice.. White; MgZrSiOs; melting point, 1,760° C; density,

80 pounds per cubic foot; insoluble m

water and in alkalies; and slightly soluble
in acids. Used in electrical resistor ceramks and as a glaze opacifier. CCD 6d,
1961.

mapres atone. A magnet Fay.
magnet. a. A large horseshoe magnet emlock and unlock safety lamps.
poyed
e operation can be accomplished only
by direct contact with the magnet Fay.

b. A fishing tool utilising the property

of magnetism to recover ferrous material

or junk lost in a borehole. Long. C. A
plate or bar in which a permanent magnetic field has been induced into it by

magnetic flux
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means of an electromagnet. Fine cast steel

is often employed, containing 3 percent
of tungsten. See also lifting magnet. Nelson. d. A body that produces a magnetic
field external to itself. An electromagnet
tic field of w ich
is a magnet the
is induced by anm:Cetromotive force. A
permanent mapet is a magnet the body
of which having once been magnetized
retains a substantial portion of its magnetism. See also magnetic. Henderson.

magsetk. Of or pertaining to a mineral, object, area, or locale possessing the properties of a magnet. Long.

mannetk alloys. Alnico is an alloy of aluminum, nickel, and cobalt, with strong
magnetic propenies similar in all direc-

tions. Akomax is anisotropic, with maximum flux along preferred axis. Hycomax
is also anisotropic. Platinax, a cobalt-

platinum alloy containing 213 percent
cobalt is isotropic. Pryor, 3.

magmtkally bard alloy. A ferromagnetic
alloy capable of being magnetized permanently because of its ability to retain
induced magnetization and magnetic poles
after removal of externally applied fields;
an alloy with high coercive force. The
name is based on the fact that the quality

of the early permanent magnets was re-

lated to their hardness. ASM Gloss.
anagssetically soft alloy. A ferromagnetic
alloy that becomes magnetized readily

upon application of a field and that re-

iron oxide particles in paraffin, the par-

ticles ding to the small magnets and

thereby reveal defects. 11am.
nape& cranes. Power-operated cranes pro-

vided with magnets instead of hooks which
ate energized by direct current. Such

magnets can handle loads of any magnetizable material effectively and chey,

the material to be lifted being gripped or

released instantaneoosly. Osborne.
auwetie declinadon The continually changing acute angle between the direction of
the magnetic and geographic meridians.
In nautical and aeronautical navigation,
magnetic variation is preferred. A.G.I.
magnetic defector. An electrical device for
indicating the entry of magnetic material

into a definite area. ASA M114.1-1958.

magus& dip. Vertical angle through which
a freely suspended magnetic needle dips
from horizontal. Pryor, 3.
mignetic demi& Aggregation of ferro-

magnetic atoms into a group, usually a
fraction of a micron in size, which lies

among similar 'groups with random group

orientation. This cancels out any magnetic moment until or unless they all are
oriented by an applied magnetic field.
Pryor, 3.

mapsetic dnms. Rotating cylinder with magnetic surface, used as memory store. Magnetic tape is also used. Pryor, 3, p. 31.

magnetic elect. Pheeomenon exhibited by
certain metals, partkularly nickel and its

turns to practically a nonmagnetic condition when the field is removed; an alloy
with the propertici of high magnetic permeability, low coercive force and low

alloys, which change in length when mag-

magnetk-analysis hamection. A nondestnsc-

asignetic skates*. These are declination,
dip, and magnetic intensity in the hori-

magnetic hysteresis loss. ASM Gloss.

tive method of inspection to determine
the existence of variations in magnetic
flux concentration in ferromagnetic materials of constant cross section, such as
might be caused by defects, discontinuities, and variations in hardness. The variations are usually established by a change
in pattern on an oscilloscopic screen.
ASM Gloss.

magnetic anomaly. Variation of the measured magnetic pattern from a theoretical

or empirically smoothed magnetic field on
the earth's surface. Hy.

magnedc bearing. Azimuth angle of line
with respect to magnetic drole. Pryor, 3.
smornefic bort See bon, c. ess.

usaganic bottle. A magnetic field used to
confine a plasma in controlled fusion experiments. LE1L.

magneffe ceramics. Ceramic pm:facts which
have unique electrical properties particularly useful in high frequency micrywave
electronic applications. Beretta of Mines
Staff.

magnetic drank. The closed path taken by
the magnetic flux in an electric machine
or other piece of apparatus. C.T.D.
magnetic An& One in which connection
between drive and driven member is provided by electrumagnetic force. Pryor, 3.
magnetic cOlteladollh The orientation of an
undriglowad survey, using the earth's
magnetic field. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

magnetic crack defection. The part to be
examined is magnetized either by passing

a heavy current through it or by making

it the core 61 a coil through which a

heavy current is passed. Small cracks, or
nonmagnetic phases such as inclusions,
cause the magnetic flux to break the surface thus forming small magnets. When
the part is sprayed with a suspension of

netized, or, (Villari effect) when magnetized and then mechanically distorted,
undergo a corresponding change in magnetization. 1181G.

zontal plane. Pryor, 3.
magoetk esmostor. The line on the surface
of the earth where the magnetic needle
remains horizontal, or does not dip; that
is, where the magnetic lines of force an

horizontal. Also called the adinic line.

magnetic feeder. Any feeder w bids uses
magnetism to pick up, hold, separate and

deliver objects. ASA MH4.1-1938.
magnetic Seidl. Space surrounding a magnet

or current-carrying coil, in which appreciable magnetic force exists. Its intensity
(H) is the force exerted on a unit pole.

Pryor, 3.
magnetic Seed skew" H. The force exerted

on a unit pole at any point is the field
strength at that point. A.G.1.

magoetk flocculation Phenomenon which
results from residual magnetism of ferromagnetic particles which have bunched
together under the influence of their individual polar forces. Pryor, 3.

magnetk ilownieter. A device used for the
flow measurement of abrasive slurries.

The calibration is affected oy the presence

of magnetic constituents in the slurry,
and therefore, a pipe coil is also used to

compensate the magnetic flowmeter calibration for varying amounts of magnetic
material in the slurry. Nelson.
magnetic Raz. Induced strength or flux
density in a magnetic field, measured in
maxwells:

D=4rin- n
A

where B is the flux density, m the strength

of each magnetic pole, A the cross-sectional area of a cylinder through which
the flux flows, and II is the magnetic in-
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magnetic flux
tensity in oersteds. See also magnetic intensity. Pryor, 3.
magnetic force. a. The mechankal force ex-

erted by a magnetic field upon a magnetic pole placed in it. Webster 3d. b.
Mistnetizing force. Webster 3d. c. Mag-

magnethm

toward the earth's magnetic north. Compere Maas compass. Long.

nape& North. At any point on the earth's
surface, the horizontal direction of the

mapetk gradlosiseter. An instrument, de-

earth's magnetic lines of force (direction
of a magnetic meridian) toward the north
magnetic pole, that is, a direction indicated by the needle of a magrnetic com-

signed but not applied, for measuring the
gradient of the magnetic intensity. A.G.1.
magnetic guard. A double mask of magne-

than true north, is the common 0' (or

netic intensity. Webster 3d.

wire gauze, to protect a
workman from the flying dust of iron and
steel. Standard, 1964.
tized

steel

magnetic hoist. A hoisting device which does

its lifting by means of an electmmagnet.
Crispin.

magnetic imiectiost. B. In a magnetic medium the vector sum of the inducinF field
II and the corresponding intenssty of
magnetization I, according to the relation-

ship B=H+4-irI.
mapetic Woolly. A vector quantity pertain.ng to the condition at any point under magnetic influence (as of a magnet,
an electric current, or an electromagnetic
wave) measured by the force exerted in

a vacuum upon a free unit north pole
placed at

the point in question. Also

called magnetic force. Webster 3d.
magnetic kw ore. Ste magnetite. Nelson.
magnetic iron otitis. See black iron coOde
Bennett 2d, 1962.
mafeetk level coil. A device for measuring
tne liquid level in sumps and other s-es-

sek It consists of a loop of wire which
is encased in a fiber glass protective
sheath. The loop is inserted in a sump
of thickener containing a magnetite or
ferrosilicon slurry and the electrical signal given off represents the level of the
slurry surrounding the loop. Nelson.

nape& lock. A locking device on miners'
lamps which requires a magnet for its

pass. Because of the wide use of the magnetic compass, magnetic north, rather

360') reference in much of navircational
practice, including the designatson of
airport runway alinement. A heading or
course toward magnetic north would be
written, 0 msg. See also actinic line.
H&C.
mappotic ore. A black, hard ore that is magnetic, as magnetite. Standard, 1964.
mogoetic-particie impectios. A nondestructive method of inspection for determining
the existence and extent of possible defects in ferromagnetic matenals. Finely
divided magnetic particltreas;:splied to the
magnetized pa,
n are at
to and outline the pattern of ans magnetic-leakage
fields

created by discontinuities. ASM

Gloss.

smageetic permeabilitr. Ratio of magnetic

induction to the inducing field of magnetic intensity. With magnetic intensity
lines of force per square centimeter in

air, and flux density lines in a substance
placed in that field, B/H is the magnetic
permeability. When this is less than 1.0
the susbtance is dia
etic: above 1.0,
paramagnetic, and malen high, ferromagnetic. Pryor, 2.

=

magnetic pkg. A drain or inspection plug
netired for the purpose of attracting
holding iron or steel particles in
lubricant. Nichols.

emagmetic polarity. The orientation of the
constituent minerals within the rocks of

release. See also flame safety lamp. Nelson.

the earth's crust conforming to the earth's

any specified point on the earth's surface,
along the direction of the horizontal com-

the strata were deposited. See also core
orientation. Long.
seogook pole..1. Either of two points on the

mope& ateridbet; geomagnetic meridiem
The horizontal line which is oriented, at
ponent of the earth's magnetic field at
that point; not to be confused with isogonic line. MFG.

mageetk siselbod. A geophysical prospecting
method which maps variations in the magnetic field of the earth which are attributable to changes of structure or mag-

netic susceptibility in cetain near-surface
rocks. Sedimentary rocks generally have a

very small susceptibility compared with
igneous or metamorphic rocks and most
magnetic surveys are designed to map
structure on or within the basement, or
to detect magnetic minerals directly. Most

magnetic prospecting is now carried on
with airborne instruments. Dobrin, pp.

5, 8.

magnetic mirror. A magnetic field used in
controlled fusion experiments to reflect
charged particles back into the central

magnetic field as it existed at the time

earth's surface where the lines of mag-

netic force are vertical; an end of the
axis of the earth's magnetic polarity, not
coincident with a geographic pole, and
continually changing its position. The
north magnetic pole is in northern British

1964. b. Either of
two nonstationary regions on the earth
that sometimes move many miles in a
day, toward which the isogonk lines conAmerica. Standard,

verge, and at which the dip is plus or
minus 90. Webster 3d. c. The area on a
magnetized part at which the magnetic

field leaves or enters the part It

is a

point of maximum attraction in a mag-

net ASM Gloss.
=ogee& prospecting. See magnetic method.
Dobrin, p. 263.

magnetic pulley. A pulley at the discharge

ore in the presence of air in order to
oxidize the iron content, present in whatever form, to the magnetsc oxide so that
in a subsequent operation it may be sepa-

rated from the gangue by means of a
magnetic separator. Osborne.

mariedc roll feeder. One which utilizes
magnetized, power-operated rolls for sep-

arating and delivering objects. ASA MI!
4.1-19.58.

That branch of science which

marltics.
s with the laws of magnetic phenom-

ena. Osborne.
maasetic scale. A diagram of metals showing their comparative magnetic qualities.
Fey.

magmatic separation. a. The separation of
magnetic materials from nonmagnetic ma-

terials, using a magnet. This is an especially important process in the beneficiation of iron ores in which the magnetic
mineral is separated from nonmagnetic
material; for example, magnetite from
other minerals, roasted pyrite from sphalerize, etc. Newton. p. 85; Henderson.
b. Ilse use of permanent magnets or electromagnets to remove relatively strongly
ferromagnetic particles from paramagnetic
and diamagnetic ores. Pry's+, 2.

magmetk separator. a. A machine for bring-

ing together magnetic minerals found in
nonmagnetic material. Minerals of weak
magnetism are now separated by using
magnetic fields. Standard, 1964.
used to separate magnetic

rw;Zrul
fdevice

from less magnetic or nonmagnetic materials. Tbe crushed material is conveyed
on a belt past a magnet. ASM Gloss. c.
For medium solids recovery. A device in
which medium solids are caused to adhere, by magnetic means, to a conveying

belt or drum, while a current of water
removes nonmagnetic particles which contaminate the medium. 8.S. 3552, 1962.

magmetic shaleg amegoetite. S. Mr. Magnetic ironstone and associated formations
are useful to determine, by their effect on
electromagnetic apparatus, the presence
of certain rocks from which the position
of valuable ore can be deduced. Beerman.
magnetic storm. A considerable variation of
the earth's magnetic field, with time,
occurring over extensive areas. The varia-

are greater, mom irregular, and
more rapid than the diurnal variations.
In areas where they are frequent they
tions

present a serious obstacle to effective mag-

netic surveys.
ma=seseeptibility. A measure of the

to which a substance is attracted

to a magnet; the ratio of the intensity
of magnetization to the magnetic field
strength in a magnetic circuit. A.G.1.

magud wok in prospectieg. The gamma
(Y) which equals 10' oersted. A.G.1.
magnetic variations. Diurnal and annual
changes in focal point and dip of magnetic north, which must be corrected for
in precise survey work where reliance is

region of a magnetic bottle. LEPL.

end of a conveyor belt that removes magnetic metal contamination. ACSG, 1
mmgmetk pytios. See pyrrhotite.

placed on magnetic readings. Pryor, 3.
magnetic variometer. A geophysical instru-

with a magnetized man, the vector prod-

magmetk reconiktg. Any prqcess in which
the output of a seismic detector-amplifier

absolute values are not measured, but only

the differences in vertical magnetic force

(ignoring the field distortion thereby pro-

setup is recorded on a magnetic recoming
medium. The advantages of such a system

played back and converted into conventional records with phase shifting, mixing,

magnetic writing. A nonrelevant indication
caused by contact between a magnetized
part and another piece of magnetic material. ASM Gloss.
etagoetime. a. That property of iron, steel,
and some other substances, by virtue of

mimetic momott. That vector anociated
uct of which and the magnetic field intensity in which the mass is immersed
duced)

is a measure of the resulting

torque. A.G.I. Also called moment of a
magnet.

esagoelk needle. A short wirelike length of
metallic material, which displays the properties of a magnet and which, when sus-

pended at its midpoint, will orient itself

are that the resulting records may be

etc., between traces and with filtering

vatiations. A.G.!.
inivetic nestles process. The essential feature of this process is that of heating iron
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ment similar to the gravimeter in that

between field stations and a selected base
station. Nelson.

pyramidal

which they exert forces of attraction and

Acute,

b. The science that is :oncerned with the
conditions and laws of magnetic force.

Swen. English.

repulsion according to fixed laws. Crispin.
Crispin.

magnetite; magnetic Iron ore. Natural black
oxide of iron, Fe804. As black sand, magnetite occurs in placer deposits, and also

as lenticular bands. Magnetite is used
widely as a suspension solid in dense-

medium washing of coal and ores. Nelson.

magnethe olivinite. A dunite high in content of titanikrous magnetite and containing shreds of biotite. Holmes, 1928.
magnetite spiselifte. An eruptive iron ore
occurring at Routivara, Sweden, and consisting of magnetite (in part titaniferous),

spine!, and smaller amounts of olivine,
pyroxene, apatite and pyrrhotite. The ore
contains about 14 percent titanic oxide.
Fay.
'magnetite. An igneous rock consisting essen-

tially of magnetite and having an iron

content of 65 to 70 percent or more.
Apatite may accompany the magnetite.
Johaansen, r. 4, 1938, p. 466.

magnetized. A body is said to be magnetized

when it possesses or can be made to

possess that peculiar property whereby under certain circumstances it will naturally

attract or repel a similar body in accord.
ance with magnetic laws; for example,
drill nxls become magnetized in use and

will strongly attract other iron or steel

articles. Long.

magnetiting cot Coil winding which surrounds core of electromagnet. Pryor, 3.
magnetising force. a. The phenomenon associated with a magnetic flux density at
a point_ Theoretically, measured by the
mechanical force on a unit magnetic pole

in an evacuated tunnel along the direction
of the magnetic flux; the magnetomotive
force per centimeter in this direction.
C.T.D. b. A force field, resulting from the

flow of electric currents or from magnetired bodies that produces magnetic in-

duction. ASA/ Giros.
sesatgoetkiesg roast. A process in which an

ore containing pyrite is heated and the
magnetic iron oxide so formed is removed
by a magnetic separator. In many cases

the iron oxide is extracted as gangue.
Nelson.

magneto. A small alternating current generator having a permanent field magnet.

Meson, v. 2, p. 423.
magnetometer. a. An instrument for measuring magnetic intensity. In ground magnetic prospecting, an instrument fot measuring the vertical magnetic intensity; in
airborne magnetic pmspecting, an instrument for measuring the total magnetic intensity. Also, an instrument used in magnetic observatories !or measuring various
components of the magnetic field of the
earth. A.G./. b. A sensitive instrument

for detecting and measuring changes in
the earth's magnetic field, used in pros-

pecting to detect magnetic anomalies and

magnetic gradients in rock formations.
Pryor. See also nuclear resonance mag-

netometer; airborne magnetometer.
magnetosnotha force. Flux strength flowing
between magnetic poles in accordance
with Rowland's law. Symbol, fmmf.
mmf
Magnetic flux
reluctance
magnetoplumbite. A black double oxide of
ferric iron with lead and manganese and
some titanium, etc., 2(Pb,Mn)0.3Fes0s.

main arch
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magnetism

crystals.

Hexagonal.

Related to plumboferrite, but differs in
being strongly magnetic. From Langban,

miseiongsr. A form of tranunission based
on the principle that a magnetic field of

force is produced whose strength is varied
so as to transmit a torque of corresponding magnitude. With a system of this kind,

control of any particular operation is
effected through the agency of the magnedutch, whle the motor runs contorq
tinut,..sly at constant speed. Institution

ol Mining and Metallurgy. Symposium on
Opencast Mining, Quarrying, and Alluvial

magmocolumbite. Black acicular and tabular
orthorhombic crystals, (Mg,Fe,Mn)(Nbe

Ta)90.; the magnesium analogue of columbite. From Kugi-Lyal, southwest Pamir China. Hey, MM, 1964; Fleischer.
magotkerrke. Original form of magnesia
ferrite. Dana 6d, p. 226.
magnolia metal. A lead-base alloy containing

to 84 percent lead; remainder is
mainly antimony, but small amounts of
78

iron and tin are present. It is used for
bearings. C.T.D.

Magnum. Trade name of the Nevada Map
nesite Products Company, Reno, Nevada,

for an artificial stone made from dia-

Mining. London, 16-19 November 1964.

tomaceous earth and calcined magnesite.

magaetostrktion. The characteristic of a ma-

n.agaussonite. Arsenite of manganese, etc.,
"Mn,Mg,Cuh(A100,401-1,C1), cubic, as
green crusts on dolomite from Langban,
iweden. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
Magma. Mixture of magnesia and cakined
magnesite; used as construction material.

Paper 13, p. 18.

terial that is manifest by strain when it
is subjected to a magnetic field; or the

inverse. Some iron-nickel alloys expand;
pure nickel contracts. ASM Gloss.
mametotellaric method. This eketrical
pecting technique, introduced in 19531ry
Cagniard, is based on an entirely new application of telluric curtents in which the
magnetic fields induced by the alternations in earth currents would be measured
simultaneously with the voltage fluctuations between electrodes at the surface.
The ratio between the amplitudes of these
alternating voltages and then associated
magnetic

fields would be plotted as a

function of frequency. Dobrin, p. 365.

magnetron. A thermionic vacuum tube in
which the movement of the electrons is
controlled by a combination of crossed

electric and magnetic fields. NCB.
magnet steel. A steel from which permanent

magnets are made. It must have a high

remanence and coercive force. C.T.D.
mnsnet tbkimess gage. A non-destructive de-

vice for determining the thickness of a
coating of vitreous enamel; it depends
on the principle that the force required
to pull a permanent magnet off the surface of enamelware is inversely propor-

tional to the thickness of the nonmagnetic
enamel layer on the magnetic base metal.
Dodd.
IlUtriren

tn.

RUIlryilas

Hess.

Bennett 2d,1962 Add.

magueter brick. See dolomite brick.

Hess.

Mahler bomb calorimeter. An instrument

which includes a pear-shaped steel bomb
in which the fuel is placed together with
the oxygen required for its combustion.
It is immersed in a weighted jar of water

and the temperature rise of the water
after ignition makes it possible to compute

the amount of heat in the fuel.

Porter.

mahogany ore. Compact mixture of oxides
of irnn and copper. Schaller.
mahogany soap. Complex soap formed during cracking of crude oil residues from
distillation; used as collecting agent in
froth flotation of iron minerals. Pryor, 3.

maiden coal. Intact coal. See also virgin
coal.

Nelson.

maiden Geld. Scot. An unbroken or un-

worked mineral property. Fay.
frames or standards
maidens. Scot.

carrying pillow blocks of shaft pulleys.
See also mingles. Fay.

molly stone. A softer sort of limestone, vety
dusty. Arkell.

mai airway. a. The road along which the

inageeffer. See dolomite brick.

principal ventilating current passes. Peel.

power. Ratio of apparent size

entry to a mine. Pryor, 3.
maim and tail. Rope haulage by means of a

optically magnified object to that seen
by the naked eye. Pryor, 3.
magnkAtfpfite. Triplite rich in magnesium.
Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.

magaiperok. Suggested by Cross, Iddings,
Pirsson, and Washington for a coarsely
microphyric texture; a porphyritic texture
in which the longest diameter of phenotrysts is between 0.2 and 0.4 millimeter.
A.G.1.

Mar*. Trade name; a tarred magnesiticdolomite refractory made by Verein'we
Oesterreichische Eisen und Stahlwerke,
Linz, Austria, and used by them in the
L-D process of steelmaking. The composi-

tion of the calcined raw material varies
as follows: 65 to 80 percent Mg0, 10 to
25 perrent CaO, 2 to 5 percent SiOs, 1
percent AhOs, 4 to 6 percent Fes0s; ion
on ignition, 0.5 to 2 percent. Dodd.
nosellfte. A dolomite clinker. Hen.

magnitale. a. In terrestrial magnetism, the

b. Underground ventilation channel directly connected with a shaft or other

main rope to draw out the full wagons

and a tail rope to draw back the empties.
C.T.D.
main-and-tall haulage. A single track haulage system operated by a haulage engine
with two drums each with a separate
rope. The engine is usually located at the
outby end of the system. The main rope

is attached to the outby end of the set

of tubs, and the tail rope passes around a
sheave inbye and is then attached to the
rear end of the set. To draw the full set
out, the main rope is wound in the tail
rope being allowed to run free. To draw
the empty set inby, the tail rope is wound

in, the main rope being allowed to run
free. The tail rope is equal to twice the
length of the haulage road. The mainanti-tail haulage is adopted when the
gradient is irregular and the empty set
will not run inby by gravity. Nelson.

intensity of a short-period magnetic fluctuation, usually expressed in milligausses or
gammas. Hy. b. A number telated to the

maim arch. a. The refractory blocks forming

Compare intensity, b. Leet.
A variety of chromite that
contains magnesium. Standard, 1964.

General term for the central part of a

total energy released by an earthquake.

usagaocbrouslte.

the part of a horizontal gas retort comprising the division walls and the roof
that coven the retorts and the recuperators. See also division walls. Dodd. b.

main arch
furnace roof, particularly used as a synonym of the crown of a glass tank furnace.
Dodd.

maim bord nate. York. The heading which is
driven slightly to the rise from the shaft.
Fey.

main bottom. Hard rock below alluvial deposits. Fay.

main break. In mine subsidence, the break

that occurs over the seam at an angle
from the vertical equal to half the dip.
Lewis, p. 619.

main brow. Eng. See gate. SMRL, Paper
No. 61.

maks canal. The main conduit beginning at
the source of water supply, from which
the lateral system receives its supply.
See lye, I.

main clea# master cleat; bord deat. In a

coal seam, a cleavage plane at right angles
to the bedding plane on which it was laid.
This cleavage plane is shiny and smooth

and miners give it names according to

their locality. Mason, o. I, p. 8.
maks conveyor. See underground mine conveyors. ASA MH4.1-1958.

mei crowed. The crosscut that traverses

the entire mining field and penetrztn all
deposits. There is such a crosscut at each
level and it is the main one for the level
in question. It serves the same purpose as
the shaft and thus must have correct cross
section, and be particularly well con-

structed, as repairs to its support would
hold up the transport of the entire level.
Stocer, v. 1, p. 223.

main drain. A sewer or drainage channel
leading directly to its point of discharge.

See also outfall. Harm
main drive; main reef drive. A main tunnel
driven in the rock underlying a lead and

about 50 feet below the wash dirt. It is
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main-alope engineer

make facet'. a. The bezel and pavilion facets.

b. Any other facets extending
from the girdle to the table or from the

Shipley.

girdle to the culet. Shipley.
fms. Main fans produce the general
ventilating current of the mine, and are

thing in that area. Burman.
main reef drin. See main drive.

stalled. They are assisted 12y natural ven-

main return. The principal return airway of

of large capacity and permanently intilation, if present, and, if necessary, by

booster fans. They are installed to perform

a certain duty and great attention is paid
to their efficiency since this governs the
cost of performing the duty. Roberti, I,
pp. 200, 224.
maim Orin. The firing of a round of shots by

means of current supplied by a transformer fed from a masn power supply.
BS. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

make gale. The principal or central head-

ing along which the coal is conveyed from
two or more conveyor panels. Normally,

age system which moves the coal from

the secondary haulage system to the shaft
or mine opening. The method employed

is the same for either kmgwall or remand-pillar mining. Any one of four meth-

ods may be used:
) mine cars and
battery or trolley locomotives; (2) mine

cars and a direct rope haulage; (3) a
combination of methods

1

and 2; or

(4) belt conveyots. Wheeler, H.R., p. 2.
b. The system by which coal is transported
in trains in or out of a slope or drift

entry or from the bottom of a shaft.
B.C./.

main haulage couveyor. Generally 500 to

3,000 feet in length. It is used to
material between the intermediateTiragie

shaft sump and also for the transport of
cars from the raises. Engineering and

icrclut7iele7r
f
NEMA

and a car loading point or the

Mining Journal, v. 139, No. 4, April 1938,
p. 55.

M81-1961.
main landageway. The principal transportation road. B.C./.

main endings. Pairs of narrow coal headings
with crosscuts at intervals, driven to form

from which secondary or branch holes are

large pillars of coal in panel working.
Nelson.

main engine. N. of Eng. The surface pumping engine, usually of the Cornish type.
Fey.

main entry. a. The principal entry or set of
entries driven through the coalbed from

which cross entries, room entries, or rooms
are turned. US. &Wines Federal Mine
Safety CodeBituminous Coal and Lignite Mines, Pt. I Underground Mines,
October 8, 1953. b. A term used in the
United States for the principal horizontal

gallery giving access to a coal seam and
used for haulage, ventilation, etc. Where
two entries are driven in parallel the term
double entry is used. With three parallel
entries, the term triple entry is used. See
also entry. Nelson. c. An entry driven at
right angles with the face slips of the coal.

See also entry. Fay. d. A main haulage
mad. See also main road. Fey.

Maine smnpler. A drive-type, split-tube soilsampling device, usually equipped with a
flap or clack valve nesr the cutting shoe.
Usually produced in sizes having outside
diameters ranging from 4 to 63/4 inches.
Long.

Maine-type sampler. A soil-sampling device
that works essentially on the same principle as a Maine sampler. Long.

Engineer-

ing end Mining Journal, a. 139, No. 4,
April 1938, p. .55.

of a mine. The main return air current
represents the total quantity of air, that
is, after the air splits have reunited.

Nelson.
maks road. The principal underground toad

in a district along which the coal or ore
is conveyed to the shafts, generally form-

ing the main intake air course of each
district. Fay.

main rod. Corn. See pump rod. Fey.

saki roof. The melt above the immediate
roof. BorMines Bull. 587, 1960, 0. 2.

maks rope. The rope which pulls a train
the main gate is also the intake airway
of loaded cars outby along a haulage
to the face. See also double unit; mother
plane as opposed to a tail rope which
gate. Nelson.
pulls a train of empty cars inby as in
main haat* wall. That portion 20 to 30
main-and-tail haulage. Nelson. See also
feet above the reef body. Hess.
main and tail.
make basiage. a. That portion of the haul- main-rope Molar system. This system of

used as a drainage tunnel for carrying the

water from the drainage holes to the

ing reports speak of the Main reef, others
of the Main reef leader, and again others
of the Nigel reef, which are all the same

main hole. The first or primary borehole
drilled. Also called original hole; parent
hole. Compare branch, e. Lang.
main Make. The trunk or principal intake

airway of a mine. The main intake air
current is usually split into two or more

air currents before reaching the workings.
Nelson.

main leveig main roads. The first and leading excavations in mines which are made

for the purpose of opening out or winning the coal, and which are intended to
be the principal roadways of the mine.
Peel.

main-line coupler. See coupler. D.O.T. I.
main-line locomotive. A large, high-powered
locomotive which hauls trains of cars over
the main haulage system. B.C./.
1114X0f11111111.
In bituminous coal
mining, one who operates a mine locomotive to haul cars over the main haulage tracks underground or at the surface
as distinguished from the branch lines.

11111161-liDe

D.O.T.

1.

main rake. Derv. The main or principal
vein. Fay.

Main reef; and Main reef leader. S. Aft

The principal reefs of the Witwatersrand,

the latter somewhat above the former.

When in conjunction they are called com-

posite reef. On the Far East Rand the
correlation is not quite clear. Some min-
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haulage is used for hauling loaded trains
of tubs or cars up or lowering them down,
a comparatively steep gradient which is

not steep enough, in the latter case, for
a self-acting incline. In the normal system a single track only is required. The
electrically or compressed-air-driven engine has a single drum which runs loose
an the forged-steel drum shaft; it is con-

trolled by the brake when lowering the
empty train, and is clutched to the shaft
by means of a dog clutch when hauling
the loaded train up the gradient Sinclair,
V, p. 343.
maia-rope rider. In bituminous coal mining,

one who has charge of and rides trips
(trains) of cars hauled in and out of the
mine along the main cable haulageway.
D.O.T. I.

main-tope system. A system of underground
haulage in which the weight of the

empty cars is sufficient to draw the rope
inby. Fay.

main separatism door. A wooden or steel
door erected near the pit bottom to prevent the intake air leaking into the main
return airway or upcast shaft; a door to
direct the main intake air inbye towards
the workings. It may be fitted with an
appliance, or shutter, to ease the openim
for traveling purposes. See alto fan-drift
doon. Nelson.

mains firing. Firing blasts from a mains supply. McAdam II, p. 78.

main shaft. The line of shafting which receives its power directly from the engine
or motor and transmits power to other
parts. Crispin.
mains ligkiing. A system of underground
mine lighting in which the lamps are fed
from the main electrical supply. It is used

principally at thr pit bottom, using filament lamps in either transparent well

glass or prismatic bulkhead fittings. After
1947, mains lighting became a compulsory
requirement in British mines at the shaft
bottom and main intake junctions. Nelson.
main-slope engineer. In bituminous coal

mining, one who operate, the hoisting

engine for raising or lowering men, material, coal, and- rock along the main
haulage slope (incline) of a mine having

one or more auxiliary or relay slopes.
D.O.T. I.

mak sok Brist A heavy spring or feeder
of water. Fey.
minimalism. Eng. A shareholder. Fay.
tmakdalmag levels. In quarrying, consists of

malleable
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main snit
sons.

reau

Compae minor mine disaster. Buof Mines. Instruction: for Disaster,

mdecoa. A brown, vitreous variety of al-

tered zircon tn which the element hafeium
was discovered in 1923. Found in Norway
and in France. Standard, 1964.

Fatal-Accident, and Miscellaneous Health
Safety Reports, April 1966, Chapter
2.1, p. 3.
major priadpal plamm The plane normal to

sulapal. Lan rock from Spanish mai pals.

mahatmas,. Fr. The face of workings in in-

major principal stress. The largest (with
regard to sign) principal stress. ASCE

msalthite. A fine-grained granular ignmus
rock. A diorite dike, composed of labia-

series of steps each about 6 feet high, and

make. a. A formation or accumulation of

the removal by blasting of rock protruding above the level of the quarry floor or
bench, to allow the movement of loading
and transport equipment. Streefkerk, p.
16.

dined or vertical seams consisting of a

forming the working place for one man.
Fay.
maid:arm Proper care, repair, and keeping in good order. Crispin.
mukstenance staff. The skilled staff of elec.
tricians. mechanics and fitters kept at a
mine for the maintenance and service of
marhinery, haulages, locomotives,
pumps, cumpresson, etc. It is reported
that the maintenance staff at German
coal mines forms about 10 percent of the
face

total labor force, whereas in P-itish coal
:nines, the number is bwiwren 4 and 5
percent. Nelson.

maim tie. Tension member connecting the
feet of a roof truss, usually at the level of

bearing on the wall plate or padstone.
Ham.

maim trmosport. The conveying or haulage
of coal or mineral from the inby subsidiary transport to the shaft bottom or surface. For the main transport of coal, the
trend is towards trunk conveyors or locomotive haulage. A conveyor belt is capable
of high-capacity continuous transportation.

Nelson.
maim way. A gangway or principal passage.
Fay.

Ma* mill. A mill for dry-grinding mica

by means of fluid energy. It consists of a
chamber containing two horizontal directly opposed jets. Mica is fed continu-

ously from a screw conveyor into this

chamber. The particle size of the product

the direction of the major principal stress.
ASCE P1826.

Hess.

malaspisa gladn. See piedmont glacier.
Fey.

P1826.

dorite, hornblende, and biotite phenocrysts

profitable vein material; as, a make (that
is, a body) of ore in a vein or in a series

and some quartz. In most malchites, only
one generation of femic minerals occun
and the rocks are classed as microdiorites,

of knticular deposits. Also called make
of stone,- make of quartz; make of reef.
Fey. b. The asncunt produced; yield; as,
the make from a furnace. Standard, 1964.
make gas. Mid. To yield or produce gas. A
seam of coal that gives off fu ?damp is
said to make gas. Fey.
make of quarts. See make, a. Fay.
make of reef. See make, a. Fey.

make of stone. Aust. A shoot of ore. .;ee
also make, a. Fey.
make of wider. The rate of entry of water
into a mine or part of a mine. Also called
growth. BS. 3618, 1963, Ile. 4.
Noakes. The wide portions of lodes. See also

in a groundmasa of the same minerals

microgabbms, diorite, or pbbro aplites.
If, however, two generations of femic
minerals are present, the rock is classed
as a hornblendic larnprophyre and is
milriankmous with spessartite.
A metallic, pinkish, silver-white,
alloy of gold and bismuth, Auslli, found
native. Standard, 1964.
mole. Synonym for pin. Long.
male thread. Synonym for pin thread. Long.
=Metre furnace. A hand reverberatory fur-

nace for roasting finely divided ore entirely without the aid of extraneous heat.
Fay.

pinches. Nelson.

maigachile. A group term for an igneous

earnings from agreement fall below a seam
norm. Trist. b. To assemble; to couple or

diorite, diorite, and gabbro. Hen.
=Hodge. A mafic nepheline syenite. Fifty
percent of the rock is comp:0rd of aegirine-augite, the remainder is predominantly nepheline and orthoclase in about

makeup. a. N. of Eng. Payment made by
managment (deputy and overman) when

screw together. Usually applied to the
process of assembling the component parts

of a drill string or pipe system. Long.

makeup lomaker. See makeup shed. Nelson.

makeup gm. Same as breakout gun. Long.

makeup Needham; makeup seam solids.
Medium or medium solids added to the
circuit to replace loss during the separating operation. B.S. 3552, 1962.

makeup shaft make* bunker. A surface
building at which explosives, drawn from
the magazine are issued and where the
charges are prepared or made up. Nelson.

ruck facies which includes granite, grano-

equal amounts. Accessory apatite, biotite,

titanite, and opaque oxides. A.G./.
melloser. To feign illness; sham sickness in
order to avoid duty; counterfeit disease.
Fay.

maliNgeter. a. A soldier or a sailor who
feigns sickness to avoid doing his duty;

hence, in general, one who shirks his duty
by pretending illness or inability. Webster

2d. b. In industrial accident insurance,
one who feigns disability or prolongs his
period of disability, in order to collect

from this mill can be controlled over a
broad range down to the micron sizes.

makeup time. The time required to couple

majolica. A type of pottery with opaque

or casing string and the lowering of such

maliNgeriog. Said of miners when it is allegrd that they are feigning sickness in

borehole. Long.
makeup Muss. See breakout tongs. Lang.
makeup water. a. Water supplied to a wash-

orrrier to avoid duty or to draw compensa-

BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 588.

white glaze and overglaze colored decora-

tions, except in the tile industry, where
the term faience tile is used. ACSG,
1963.

major commitments. Those chemical elements

present in seawater which together make

up over 99.9 percent of the known diskolved solid constituents of seawater. These

include the following ions: chloride, sulfate, bicarbonate, bromide, fluoride, boric

together the component pans of a drill
a string to the working position

in a

ery to replace that lost from the circuit.
B.S. 3552, 1962. b. Water supplied to re-

plenish that lost hy leaks, evaporation,
etc. &rock, 10.

main bole. a. The depth gained in the
day's drilling. Hess. b. The act of, or

accident insurance or compensation. Fay.

tion for an unnecessary length of time.
also ca'canny. Nelson.
malimite. Name used in Indiana for hall.site, very similar in composition to kaoliSee

nite, but containing more alumina. Bureau

of Mines Staff.
analinowsldte. A variet yof tetrahedrite that
contains lead and silver. Standard, 1964.
mill; seell. Eng. A heavy hammer. A draw-

acid, sodium, magnesium, calciom, potassium and strontium. Hy.
major diameter. Formerly called outside
diameter. It refers to the largest diameter

portion of work time spent in actual drilling and advancement of a bore or drill
hole. Bureau of Mines Stag.
=kliegs. New.. The small coal hewn out
in undercutting or channeling. Also, in

the meaning of the term depends on the
special process of cutting used. Thus, the

malachite. A green, basic cupric carbonate,
[Cul(OH),C0s], crystallizing in the monoclinic system. It is a common ore of copper, and occurs typically in the oxidation
zone of copper deposits. Dana 17.

malladrite. A silicofluoride of sodium, Nar
Sin Minute prisms. Hexagonal. Not to
be confused with mallardite. From Vesuvius, Italy. English.
maths. Derb. Soft tuft containing lumps of
ore. &bell.
nallardite. A pale rose, monoclinic mineral

enylmethane basic dye prepared from
and dimethylaniline and
used chiefly in coloring paper bluish
green, in making organic pigments, in industrial and biological stains, and also in

prmsion without rupture. ASM Gloss. b.
Minerals are malleable when slices cut
from them may be flattened out under a

of a thread on a screw or nut. Crispin.
MI* face. Used in widely different meanings in different manufacturing plants;
faces of the major rhombohedron r (1011)

are spoken as the major face when B1'
wafers are cut directly from a faced
mother crystal. Also applied to the three
prism faces which terminate in the faces
of the major rhombohedron, etc. AM, 1.

major joint. One of the most strongly developed joints in a region. Stokes and
Earner, 1955.
major mine disaster. Is defined by the U.S.

Bureau of Mines as any accident that
results in the death of five or more per-

some localities, called bug dust. Fay.

malachite greea. a. A pigment made of
ground malachite. Webster 3d. b. A tribeuzaldehyde

medicine as an antiseptic. Webster 3d.

malacolite. A pale-colored, translucent variety of diopside. Fay.
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ing or ptop mall is a long handled mall
used when withdrawing timber. SMRB,
Paper No. 61.

of the melanterite group with the formula,
MnSO4.7H.0. Dana 7, v. 2, p. 507.
audleability. a. The characteristic of metals
which permits plastic deformation in com-

hammer. Examples are native gold; silver;
copper; platinum. Nelsots.

millesble. Capable of being extended or

shaped by beating with a hammer, as gold,

silver, et:. Compere brittle; flexibie; seethe. Webster 3d.
malkabk castings. Iron castings made from
malleal le pig iron and heated in scale.
Werseraaw, 4th, p. 481.

msneabilo tsat Iron. A can iron made by a
prolongesi anneal of white cast iron in
which riecarburization or graphitization,
or both, lake place to eliminate some or
all of the cementite. The graphite is in
the form of temper carbon. If decarburization is the predominant reaction, the
product will have a light fracture, hence,
whiteheart malleable; otherwise, the fracture will be dark, hence, blackheart malleable. Pearlitic malleable is a blackheart

variety having a pearlitic matrix along
with, perhaps, some free ferrite. ASM
Gloss.

seeable copper. Name given by miners to
virgin cuplier. Bureau of Mine: Stel.
amlleable MasaL A mineral that may be
flattened or deformed by hammering without breaking, for example, native copper
or gold. Stokes cad Verses, 1955, p. 149.
malleable aids& Nickel obtained by remelting and deoxidizing electmlytic nickel and

marl
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Marietta miner

stone sometimes used as a building material. Also known ss firestone; malmstone.
Fey.
111111111111001. See maim rock.

malpsis. Mex. Ground covered with a lava
Row. Literally, bad land. Fey.
mallasite. A variety of andalusite, resembling chisstolite, showing a manta cross
of pure matenal separated by areas of

impure material. From Finland. &elk
molds& a. Various natural tars resulting
from the oxidation and drying of Ottoleum. A.G.1. b. A black viscid substance
intermediate between petroleum and asphalt. Also called mahhite. Webster 31.
c. A variety of oeocente. Webster 21.

maltbscite. A scaly, sometimes massive,
white or yellowish day related to fuller's
earth. Steadard, 1964.
amidst coal. A Wales term for anthracite
coal. Fey.

mammillary; marmillaral. Of, or pertaining to, smoothly rounded masses resem-

bling bream or portions of spheres; descriptive of the shape of some mineral
aggregates, as malachite or limonite; simi-

lar to but a larger size than botryoidal.
Fey.

casting into ingot molds. It can be rolled

maratillary structure. See pillow StfUctUft.

handling food, for coinage, condensers,
and other purposes where resistance to
corrotion, particularly by organic acids,
is required. C.T.D.
Makebeaft. Annealing whhe cast iron in
such a way that some or all of the combined carbon is transformed to graphite
or, in some instances, part of the carbon

nommakte4. A mineral displaying large

into sheet and used in equipment for

is removed completely. ASM Gloss.

malleste. To shape into a plate or leaf by
beating or hammering; said of metal.
Standard, 1964.

mallet. a. Corn. The sledge hammer used
for sinking a drill. Fey. b. A wooden
hammer. Crispin.
mallow sallies. Eng. A soft kevil. See also
kevil, a. Fey.
malm. a. Synonym for marl in its orienal
sense of a cakareous clay. Dodd. b. Eng.
A soft, friable chalky limestone. Webster
3d. e. A light clayey soil containing
chalk; marl; also an artikial mbrture of
clay and chalk used in the manufacture
of bricks. Webster 3d.
Mahn Upper Jurass:c. A.G.1. Sapp.

marafilit. A Scandinavian term for an ore
field; an area in which there is a group
of ore deposits. Hess.

malsaissg. The preparation of an artficial
maim by mixing chalk and clay reduced

to a pulp, and allowing the mixture to

consolidate by evaporation Fey.
melte rock. Eng. A local natie for the sand-

stone of Surrey and Sussex. Also called

firestone. Fay.
malmstreck. A Scandinavian term for a line

along which is a series of ore bodies.
Hess.

Maim process. Treating complex sulfide
ores, particularly those of zinc, with dry
chlorine in a tube mill at a temperature

of approximately 160' F; followed by

heating on a multiple-hearth furnace at
appiumate1y 750' F. The resulting metal
chlorides, after sol ation in water or hot
brine, are then carverted to metal. In the
case of zinc, this is accomplished by elec.

Pettijohn.

wheroidal surfaces, for example, malachite. Nelson.

nano Abbreviation for millimass unit, or
10- atomic mess unit. NRC-ASA NI.11957.

sumagenseat. The art and science of plan-

ning, organizing and directing human

effort and machines so that all will function efficiently in the task of winning the"
materials of nature for the benefit of mankind. Modern mining has become so complex and diversified that management is
aided lir specialists with specialist
sponsibilities. Nelson.

It-

Micaceous, six.sided stiles. Orthorhombic
( ?). Obtained from the Manandona
River Malagasy Republic. English.
ssearails. Hydrous basic carbonate of mag-

and aluminum, Al.Mg.(OH)..CO.-4H.0, as hexagenal scales dimornesium

phous with the rhornbohedral hydrotakite.
Spencer 16, M.M., 1943.

sr cage. A special cap for raising and
lowering men sn a mine shaft. Ste also
man car. Fay.

owe car. A kind of car for transporting
miners up and dawn the stelply inclined
shafts of some mines, as at I I.. Superior.

See also man cage. Fey.

sardsle. a. Sp. Spotted ore. Far. b. Brae.
A commercial grade of mica which is
stained to very slightly spotted. Hsu.
Mancbester klbs. A type of longitudinal-arch

kiln that was inttoduced in the Man-

chester district of England for the firing
of budding bricks. It is top-fired. A distinctive feature is the flue system, with
horizontal damper plates, in the outside
wall. The Manchester kiln usually has a

hot-air system. Dodd.
Msacbester process. A wet scrubbing proc-

ess fe removing hydrogen sulfide from
fuel gases in which the gas is scrubbed
with a suspension of fetnc hydroxide in
a dilute solution of ammonia or sodium
carbonate. The concentration of iron in
solution is maintained by addition of fee.

tou ; sulfate. Sulfur is recovered by blowing air through the liquor. Francis, 1965,
v.
p. 428.
Mandisrima jade. Soapstone. ShiPley.

porcelais. A Chinese porcelain
brilliantly decorated with figures of mandarins in their official robes. Standard,

immemliarle

1964.

asamdeistose. Same as amygdaloid. Fey.

nra door. a. A small door in a stopping to

masseemest accoratieg. Presentation of in-

allow the passage of men. Nelson. b. Scot.
A small trapdoor on a traveling road. Fey.

accounts in such a way as to aid manage-

mradrel. a. A miner's pick. Webster 3d. b.

formation given by detailed analysis of
ment in policy forming and in interpreta-

tion of day-by-day operations. Gating.
Cost accounting. Comparison of a costper-ton detail between sinnlar accounting
periods as an aid to scientific appraisal.
Freer, 3.

ausaget. An official who has control and
supervision of a mine both under and
above ground, and generally also of the
sale of the product At some mines he is
called superintendent,
tendent, or agent. Fay.

general

superin-

masager, extractios of gliseral. In anthracite coal mining, bituminous coal mining,
metal mining, nonmetal mining, and the
quarryindustry, one who directs all Tetations i n the extraction of minerah at
such places as mines, quarries, gravel pits,
and salt wells, either through subordinate

foremen or supervisors, or by personally
overseeing the individual phases of the
work. Also called superintendent, extraction of mineral. D.O.T. 1.
summet% clerk. Generally, a, young man
who takes charge of a mine manager's
clerical duties and office routine. Inter
alia, he enables the manager to devote
more time to technical matters and un-

tmlysis of the fused chloride, the by-

detground inspections. Nelson.
Brasier% phis. A plan of the workings kept

maim rock. Eng. A local name for sand-

the working plan, for everyday use by the
manager. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

product chlorine returning to the process.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

sraandoslie. A white, basic borosilkate of
lithium and aluminum HaLi.AINLSI.O...

at the office of the mine, in addition to

A usually tapered or cylindrical axle
spindle, or arbor that is inserted into a
hole in a piece of work so as to support
the work during machining. Webster 3d.
c. A metal bar that serves as a core
around which metal or other material may

be cast, molded, forged, bent, or otherwise shaped. Webster 3d. d. Any of a

train of jointed units intended to be

pulled through an underground duct as
each joint is made to insure perfect alinement, or through a steel pipe in process

of welding to insure a smooth interior.
Webster 3d. e. The shaft and bearings
on which a tool (as a grinding disk or
circular raw) is mounted. Webster 3d.

f. A temporary interior support for a

thin-walled tube (as a tubular steel pile

to be filled later with concrete) being

driven into something. Webster 3e.
sambel socket A well tool for straightening out the top of casing, etc. within a

well, consisting of a lemon-shaired swage
within a cone or bellmouth, by means of

which the casing is imaged to a circular

shape. Also useful for straightening a lost

sand pump, etc., so that the dogs may

enter. Fay.
mandril; msndrel. A miner's pick. Nelson.
mandsbarite. A nepheline basanite. A.G.I.
Masegaomcb law. A typ.. of twinning in the
monoclinic crystal system. The basal pinacoid is the twinning plane. Hess.

malleable
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Manebach twin. A monoclink twin crystal
in which the basal pinacoid was the twinning plane. Fay.
man mese. See man machine. Fax
Mangalore dle. A clay roofing tile of the
interlocking type as made in the Mangalore district of India. Dodd.
matsgasaulaleake. A variety of andalusite
containing 6.91 percent Mne0s. It differs

this requirement makes it difficult to produce a smooth glaze. Dodd.
asaagamatt-olaudem garnet. Same as spesunite. Shipley.
black. See manganese dioxide.
aa "11771, 1961.
'manganese bronze. Alloy of 59 percent cop-

en
from ordinary andalusite in its
color end strong pleodiroism. From Vestana, Sweden. English.
niaagass benellite. A variety of berzeliite in

which magnesium is largely replaced by

manganese, qpically (Ca,Na),Mns( As0i)sOriginally called pyrrharsenite. From Langban, Sweden. English.

atammebknile. See alabandite. Fey.
asammaidminsile. Variety of andalusite containing manganese. Bennett 2d, 1962.
mmaxampidole. a. A brown member of the
epidote group of minerals 4(CaeNa,Mn)0.3 ( ALFe ) 202.6SiOJLO. Larsen, p. 196.

b. Piedmontite. Obsolete. Larsen, p. 196.
mataxnette. A hard brittle, metallic element of group VII of the periodic table;
grayish-white tinged with red; rusting like

iron; and not magnetic. Exists in four
allotropic forms: Alpha manganese (isiametric, Ix:Ay-centered cubic); beta manganese (isometric, cubic) ; gamma man-

ganese (tetragonal, face-centered); and
delta manganese. Alpha manganese is

stable at ordinary temperatures, and gamma manganese transforms to alpha manganese at ordinary temperatures. Symbol,
Mn ; valences, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7: atomic
number, 25; atomic weight, 54.938; isometric or tetragonal; specific i,ravity. 7.20
to 7.44, depending on allotropic farm;

C;
melting point, 1,220' C or 1,244'
boiling pont, 2,097' C or 2,152 C: decomposes water; and soluble in dilute

acids. Does not occur uncombined in
nature and is obtained from minerals
which are oxides, silicates, and carbonates.
Perdusite ( Mn Of) and rhodocrosite

(MnC0i) are common ores. Nodules on
the ocean floors contain about 2 percent
manganese. Used as a deoxidizing and a
desulfurizing agent in steel manufacture,

and is used in many important alloys.

in steel improves the rolling
M
and forging and its strength, toughness,
stiffness, wear resistance, hardness, and
hardenability. Manganese forms ferromagnetic allays with aluminum and anti-

mony, especially with small percentages
of copper. Manganese metal can be
made ferromagnetic by special treatment.

per, 1 percent tin, and up to 40 percent
manganese. Practically a brass with high
tensile strength and toughness. Used for

ship's impellers and such fittings as must
withstand corrosion by seawater. Pryor, 3.
maaganese carbomde. See rhodochmsite.
C.M.D.

rammusese &roma dikydrsie. 2Mn0.-

CrOs.21110 variable; molecular weight,
?78; brown; and partly soluble in water.
Uoed as a pigment in ceramics. Bennett
2d, 1962.
alanomege copper. See manganese bronze.
Fey.

aimmnese Amide; mangimszse peroxide;
black; pyminalle;

railer 7rethorhornbic; molecular %weight,

86.94; MnOt; the mineral is pyrolusite;
soluble in hydrodib.ic acid; insoluble in

water; specific gravity, 5.026; decomposes

to Mnta and oxygen at 535' C; Mobs'

hardness, 2.0 to 2.5; insoluble in water,
in nitric acid, and in acetone; and soluble
in hydrochloric acid. One of the prime

oxidizing agents; alto used in pyrotechnic
mixtures; in glass enamels and glazes as
a colorant, a decolorizer, and a scgvenger;
as a coloring agent in brick pigments; in
paint dryers: in processing uranium ore:
in ferrites; in manufacturing electrolytic

zinc; and in alloy steels, cast irons, and

wrought irons. CCD 61, 1961; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 4th ed., 1964,
pp. 8-192, 13-245.
manganese ',Mole. See piemontite. C.T.13.
insagamese feldspar. Synonym for manganese anonhite. Hey, MM, 1964.
manganese Inorkle; mangsmese dilksoride;

manwous

MnFi; mokcular
weight, 92.93; red; tetragonal prisms;

specific gravity, 3.98; melting point, 856°
C ; insoluble in water, in alcoh 4, and in

ether; and soluble in acids. Used in ce-

ramics. Bennett 21, 1962; CCD 61, 1961 ;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. 8-192.
mangswese game. See spessanite, a.
manganese glance. Naturally occurring mlfide of manganese, MnS. Also called
manganese Mende; alabandite. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

manganese glaze. A dark gray or black

See also ferromanganese; manganese steel.
C.T.D.; Fey; Handbook of Chemistry and

glaze for pottery which receives its color
from an oxide of manganese. Standard,

It is present in all steel and cast iron,

manannese green. See barium manganate.
manganese koneesite; manganese hoermsfte.
A mineral, (Mn,Mg),(As04)..81110; monoclinic; isomorphous with homesite, Mgr
(As04):.8H10, and bobienite, Mgi(F04)..-

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. 8-2, 8-119,
8-191.
nonsanne alloys. Manganese is not used as
the basis of alloys, but is a common constituent in those based on other metals.

and in larger amount in special varieties
of these, for example, manganese steel,
silicornanganese steel, etc. It is also present in many varieties of brass, aluminum

bronze, and in aluminum- and nickel-base
alloys. C.T.D.
manganese-alumina pink. A ceramic stain,

particularly for the coloring of pottery
bodies; it is produced by calcination of
a mixture of MnC0s, hydrated alumina,
and borax. This stain will produce a
strong, clean color aver a wide firing
range but the glare must be rich in A1202;

1964.

814,0. From Langban, Sweden. Spencer
20, M.M., 1955.

manganese hydrate. See psilomelane. Fay.

manganese hydroxide. Synonym for manganic hydroxide; manganous hydroxide.
See also manganic hydroxide. CCD 61,
1961.

manganese minerals. Those in principal production arc pyrolusite, some psilomelane,

and wad. Used chiefly in steel manufacture. Pryor, 3.

manganese monoxide. See manganous oxide.

CCD 61, 1961.
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Manebaeh law
minr1Wink. See manganous nitrate.
7,, 1961.

numgmese nodules. T. concretions, primarily of manganese salts, covering extensive areas of the ocean floor. These
vary in size from extremely small to some

6 inches in diameter. They haw a layer
configuration and may prove a useful
source of minerals. Hy.
taassemese ore. A term used by the Bureau

of Mines for ore containing 35 percent
or mare manganese, and may indutie con-

centrate, nodules, or synthetic ort. Br.

Mines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 555.
Inmgamse otide. There are several manganese oxides, the comr. onest being MnOs
(pyrolusite). It is used as a coloring oxide
(red or purple); mixed with the oxides
of cobalt, chromium, and iron., it produces

a black. This oxide is also used to color
facing bricks, and to promote adherence
of ground-coat vitreous enamels to the
base metal. Dodd. See also manganite;
psilomelane.

smentamese aichierite. Name applied to the
manganese skklerite derived film) lithi-

ophilite. From Varutrisk, near Boliden,
Sweden. English.

mampliese Main. A mineral, MnSi0,. See
also rhodonite. C.M.D.

111111111NSO spar. See rbodonite; rhodochro-

site. Webster 3d.
manganese stains. Strongly colored yellowish, reddish, or brownisl, deposits of
manganese oxides. Skow.

manginese steel. A term sometimes applied
to any steel containing more manganese

than is usually present in carbon steel

(that is, 0.3 to 0.8 percent), but generally
to austenitic (Hadfield's) manganese steel,
which contains I 1 to 14 percent manganew. This steel is very resistant to shock
and wear, and used for railway cross.ngs
and switches, rock-crusher parts, dredger
buckets, etc. C.T.D.
mengsmese angstale. See wolfrarnite.

inampank. Of, pertaining to, or containing
manganesei n the trivalent state; for example, manganic oxide (Mni01). Bennett

21, 1962.
wismirpok kydroxide; nomaganese hydroxide.

Brown; Mn(011)a; rapidly loses water to
form MnO(OH); specific irc;irrtiy, 3.258;
in
decomposes on heating;

acids; and insoluble in water.

irseeisi in

ceramics. CCD 61, 1961.
manganiferoas iron ore. A term used by the

Bureau of Mines for ores containing 5
to 10 peicent manganese. &Wines Ball.

630, :965, p. 554.
manganiferoas ore. A term used by the Bureau of Mines for any ore of importance
for its manganese content containing less
than 35 percent manganese but not less
than 5 percent. BaMines Ball. 630, 1965,
p. 555.
tatentwadea. An alloy in which manganese and
nickel are compounded in somewhat small

proportions with copper, the ratio of
manganese to nickel being as 3 or 4 to 1.
This alloy is used almost exclusively in the

construction of a standard of electrical

resistance, the temperature coefficient being practically zero. Standard, 1964.
manganbel gray managanese ore. Steel-gray

to iron-black mineral, MnsOLH40, reddish-brown to black streak, submetallic
luster. Contains 62.4 percent manganese;
27.3 percent oxygen; 10.3 percent water.
Formed in the same deposits as pyrolusite
which is frequently an alteration product
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Maaebach twin
of manganite. Specific gravity, 4.2 to 4.4;
hardness, 4. Insoluble in water; soluble in

line of which is overgrown by a mangrove

Focnd in Michigan, Colorado; Germany,
Sweden, England, Canada. An important

ing, one who operates the hoisting engine that serves the shaft in which only
men are raised from and lowered into a
mine. D.O.T. 1.
maebole. a. A safety hole. Hudson. b. Cubicles cut into the solid strata or built into

hot sulfuric arid and hydrochloric add.
ore of manganese. CCD 61, 1961.

maim= neptuasila. A variety of neptunite

with Fe:Mn=1:2. Dark red

crystals.

From kola Peninsula, Russian Lapland,
U.S.S.R. English.
ntanganocnkite. A variety of calcite that

contains manganese carbonate and is
closely related to rhodochmsite. Standard,

1964.
manganolangbekite. A rose-red sulfate of
manganese and potassium, KMns(SO4)s.

Isometric. Small tetrahedrons. From Vesuvius, Italy. English.
nmeganolke. Wadsworth's name for rocks
composed of manganese minerals, such
as wad,
lomelane, etc. Fay.
A carbonate of manganese
and iron intermediate between rhodochrosite and siderite. Fay.

manganosite. Manganous oxide, MnO. In
isometric octahedrons; cleavage cubic.
Color emerald-green, becoming black on
exposure. Fey.

masumnosteenstrupine. An amorphous (met-

amict?) material in pegmatites on Mount
Karnasurt, Kola Peninsula, U.SS.R., that
is formulated (Ln,Th,Ca) MnSiOi (OH)..21-1:0 and regarded as a manganese analogue of steenstruoine. Hey, M.M., 1961.
manganotantrilite. A variety of columbite-

tantalite; essentially a tantalite with di-

valent manganese substitutiog for most of

the ferrous iron. (Mn,Fe)0.(Ta,Cb)s0i;
ortNorhombic. Dana 17; Crosby, p. 119.

manganous. Of, pertaining to, or containing
manganese in the bivalent state; for example, manganous oxide (Mn0). Barren

of Mines Staff.

nitrate; nenegionese nitrate.
Colorless or pink; monoclinic; Mn(N0s) 9.
414,0; molecular weight, 251.oi ; very
soluble in water; deliquescent; very soluble in alcohol; specific gravity, 1.82; melt-

maeganons

ing point, 26° C; and boiling point, 129'
C. Used in ceramics and as a catalyst.

CCD 61, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-192.
mangastoes oxide; snowmen oxide; menunese monoxide; mangrosite. Grass-green;
isometric; MHO; soluble in acids and in
ammonium chloride; insoluble in water;
Mobs' hardness, 5.0 to 6.0; specific gravity, 5.18 to 5.46; and melting point,

1,650' C but converted to Mns04 if

heated in air. Used in ceramics and in
colored glass. CCD 61, 1961; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 4th ed., 1964,

pp. B-192, 13-245.
manganons sulfate teratbydrate; manganese

sulfate tetrahydrate. Translucent; pink or
pale rose-red; efflorescent; monoclinic or
orthorhombic prisms; MnSO4.411.0; molecular weight, 223.06; soluble in water;
insoluble in alcohol; specific gravity,

2.107; melting point, 30' C; melting
point, (anhydrous), 700' C; and it de-

composes at 850° C. Used in ceramics
and in ore flotation. CCD 61, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45t1
ed., 1964, p. 8-193.
mangnepyroomalite. Variety of prosmalite
with manganese in excess of iron. Spencer

20, M.M., 1955.

mangle; mangle dryer. A vertical continuous
dryer used for drying clayware and glazed
bisque ware. Rosenthal.
mangrove comet. A tropical coast the shore-

etation. Schieferdecker.

engineer. In bituminous coal min-

the go'.) pile along haulasieways in which
miner, can be safe from passing loctima

tives and can. Also called refuge hole.
B.C.I. c. A refuge hole constructed in
the side of a gangway, tunnel, or slope.
Fey. d. A snull and generally very abort
passage used only for the ingress and

egress of the miners. Fey. e. A hole in

cylindrical boilers throw& which a man
can get into the boiler to examine and
repair it. Fey. f. A small passage connecting a level with a stope, or with the level
next above. Webster 21.
maelsole covet. A movable cast-iron plate
fitting a cast-iron frame bedded on a rebated concrete slab or kerb over a manhole. Covers over foul drains are formed
with a seal to prevent escape of foul air.

See also dbable-seal manhole cover. Ham.
maw hedge. Glouc. A kind of barrel or box
in which men ride in a shaft. Fay.

manffoid. a. A chamber or tube having a
number of inlets and one outlet, or one
inlet and several outlets. Nichols. b. A
multiple he:ol.:r for connecting several
fluid streams. ASM Gloss.
usaolls. The fiber of Musa textiles; manila

hemp. Zeta.
manila rope. Broadly, rope or cordage
formed fmm twisted fibers obtained from
abaca, agave, or hemp plants. Long.

numipniated variable. In flotation, a quan-

tity or condition which is varied as a

function of the actuating signal so as to
change the value of the controlled variable. Fueritenoa, p. 542.

numipsistor. a. A machine for moving and
turning over hot billets or blooms of iron
or steel in the process of rolling. Standard, 1964. b. A mechanical device used
for safe handling of radioactive materials.
Frequently, it is remotely controlled from
behind a protective shield. L&L.
marjah. A high grade of asphalt used largely
in paints and varnishes. Mersereas, 4th,

P. 206.
manjakite. An igneous rock with a granoblastic structure containing phenoblasts of

almandine mope, biotite, pyroxene, and
a varying amount of feldspar, magnetite,
hypersthene, and labradorite. Similar in
composition to kentallenitic monzonite but
with less calcium. Hess.

painless coal face. A coal face manned by
remotely controlled equipment that elimi-

nates the need for men in dangerous
places. Encyclopaedia Britannica. Britannica Book of the Year, 1964, p. 570-571.

massless coal miming. Longwall coal faces
e9uipped for the automatic starting, stopping, and steering of power-loading ma-

chines as well as the manipulation of

electric trailing cables, including air and

water hoses; controlled automatic advancing of face conveyors as well as advancing and setting of roof supports.
Each and all operations are correctly
phaied and accomplished from a remote

point With the advent of electronics and
automation techniques the prospects of
manless coal mining are very promising.
Nelson.
mastless face. A longwall face on which the
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manganite; gray manganese ore
coal is cut and brought out to the gate
road mechanically, without the aid of
miners on the face. The face is unsup-

r.

tteicilf

In general, the coal seam is thin

high grade, and some type of

rapid plow is employed. See alto coalsensing probe; ram scraper. Nelson.
maelock. An air lock through which men
pass to a working chamber which is under air pressure. .fee also decanting. 11am.

man machlee; man mine. Corn.; Detb. An
obsolete term for a mechanical lift for
lowering and raising miners in a shaft by
means of a reciprocating vertical rod of
heat,' timber with platforms at intervals,
or of two such roth moving in opposite
directions. In the former case, stationa.v
platforms arecewct:,nedd in the shaft, so that
ing, for instance, co.1
the miner in

step from the moving platform at the end
of ti.e downstroke and step back upon the

next platform below at the beginning of
the next dowmtroke. When two rods are
employed, the miner steps from the plat-

form on one rod to that on the other.
Fey.
mannesde diamoed. Diamond produced syn-

thetically. Also called MM diamond. See
also diamond, c. Long.
Maenebim procem. Contact method of

catalyzing SO, to SO, in two stages, using
first iron oxide and second platinized asbestos as catalysts. Pryor, 3.

Mannesmaen mai. A mill used in the

Mannesmann process. ASM Gloss.
Mannesmann process. A process used fiy.
piercing tube billets in making seamless
tubing. The billet is rotated between two

heavy rolls mounted at aa angle and

forced over a fixed mandrel. ASM Gloss.
Manning's formula. An empirical formula
for the value of the coefficient, C, in the
Chezy formula, the factors of which are
the hydraulic radius and a coefficient of
roughness; a simplification of the Rutter
formula. Seelye, 1.
nme-of-war. Staff. A small pillar of coal
left in a critical spot; also, a principal
support in thick coal workings. F"ay.
wan' 4-1-tucter. a. Any instrument which measures gaseous pressure. Nelson. b. Measures

pressure or a pressure difference by balancing the applied pressure against the

hydrostatic head of a column of liquid
of known density. In practice, most manometen measure a pressure difference,

so that if an -hsolute pressure is to be
measured, it

essential lo have access

to an accurate barometer to determine

the atmospheric presiure. Roberts, 1, p.
24. c. An instrument designed to give a
continuous record of the pressure of an

explosion at the point where the instrument is located. Rice, George S. See also
Chattodi - Fry tilting micromanorneter;
curved-tube manometer;

inclined tube

manometer; inclined U-gage; micromanometer; piezometer; two-liquid differential manometer; U-tube manometer; vernier-reading

manometer;

Roberts, I, pp. 24-36.

water

gage.

manometer ealffirstion. Many manometers
require calibration and this may be car-

ried out by the (I) static method in

which simultaneous readings of the ma-

nometer under test and the primary stand-

ard are taken when one limb of the

manometer and the standard are connected to a variable pressure source, the
other limbs being connecied to a source
of constant pressure, or (2) the dynamic
method in which the difference in pres-

manganite; gray manganese ore
sure obtained between a low-speed atmospheric wind-tunnel hole (static pressure) anJ the atmospheric static pressure
is used to carry out the calibration. One
limb of the manometer and the low
pressure side of the Chattock-Fry are
connected to the tunnel-wall hole (reference variabk pressure) while the other
limb of the manometer is connected to
the atywc spheric outlet of the ChattockFry. Roberts. I, pp. 36-37.

atanometrk efficiency. a. The ratio of the
actual head developed to the velocity
pressure of air moving at the fan-tip
speed, equal to one-half the theoretical
head ef a radial-tip fan. Hartman, p. 182.

b. An indication of the capability of the
fan to proiuce pressure and is the ratio

of the initial depression to the theoretical
depression.

Manometric efficiency=4,380

Total w.g.
U1

where U=tip speed in feet per second of
fan blades. Nelson. c. The chief value of
the manometric efficiency lies in its being

a rough check on the mechanical effi-

ciency of the fan. Lewis, p. 725.
mannscope. A manometer. Standard, 1964.
atanoseopy. The science of determining the

density of gases and vapors. Standard,
1964.

manpower deloyment. See deployment of
manpow T. Nelson.

manpower deploymeot chart. A chart or
record on a board showing at a glance
the position of every workman underground very shortly after the beginning
of a shift. It assists the officials in deploy-

ing the men to ctsure that the right persons are withdrawn from their usual
emplopuoit to replace absentees, with as
little delay as possible. See also daily manning sheet. Nelson.

imen-riding crr. A -.:ar or carriage designed

for the riding of miners to and from the
workings. The car body has a low center
of gravity to avoid the risk of overturning, and is fitted with track brakes and
an overspeed clutch. The train set is
arranged to brake from the rear to avoid
pileup and t) : brakes are applied immediately on overspeed from a preset ve-

locity. Nelson.
man-riding conductor. A man appointed by
the mine manager to be in charge of the

running of a train of man-riding cars.

He is the responsible person for starting
and stopping the vehkles for giving the
proper srgnals, and for seeing that the safe

seating capacity is not exceeded. During
the shift he is employed on other duties.
Nelson.

man rope. A winding rope used exclusively
for lowering and raisinff men and animals,

when tacklen and swinging bonts were
used and cages were unknown. Fay.

Nimmard roof. A tiled roof having a steeper
pitch towards the eaves than towards the

ridge; the term is also applied to a flattopped roof with steeply pitched tiling
towards the eaves. Dodd.

manstieldite. A white to pale gray mineral,
AlsOh.Ash0a.4H20, occurring as porous,
cellular masses of spherulitic fibers; an
end member of the isomorphous mansfieldite-scorodite series. From Hobart
Butte, Lane County, Ore. Vitreous luster;
orthorhombic. American Mineralogist, v.
31, No. 3-4, March-April 1946, p. 189.

mensbift. The output or work done by a
man in one shift; a basis for assessing the

manometer calibration
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magnitude of a job to complete. See alto
O.M.S. Nelson.
Mamas effect. The boning of vitreous
enamei that occurs when heated cast-iron

I. dredged with only a thin coating of
enamel, which is allowed to fuse before a

further coating of enamel has been applied. The effect was fint observed by
M. E. Manson. Dodd.
mantel block. a. A refractory block for use
in the gable wall of a glass tank furnace
above the dog house. See orlso doghouse.

Dodd. b. The upper coorse of refractory
blocks, in a sheet !jails furnace, enclosing

the Fourcault drawing pii Dodd.
Maa-Tea steel alloy. An alloy containing
0.35 percent carbon as maximum, from
0.25 to 1.75 percent manganese, 0 .10 to
0.30 percent silicon, 0.01 to an percent
0 to 0.40 percent molybdenum,

the banksman. The system of control en-

sures that the speed of the winder follows closely the position of the driver's
levelt drising or dynamic braking being
applied automaticany to the motor as
may be required to preserve the chosen
speed. Ste also automatic cyclic winding.
Nelson.

manufacturel almnisa. An ebrasive consisting Essentially of alumina made by crystal-

lization from a melt or by sintenng nrious mixtures. Various alumina types are
listed under the titles: friable, mi
c
talline, regular ruby, semifriable,rgirgC:
crystal, sintered, and white. ACSG, 1963.

manufactured gas. A mixture of gaseous
hydrocarbons pruduced from coal or oil.
Berger.

=,

anasonfactured amble. A mixture of marble
dust and plastics. Bureau of Mi.ses Stet.

Ifirto 0.20 percent vanadium. Used for
bodies and doors of stripping shovel dip-

manutactured mod. Fine ageregate produced

pers, which have manganese steel for bad,

munfactured Nose. In gemmology, an)

lip, and renewable teeth. Lewis, p. 533.

mangle. a. The soil or other unconsolidated
rock material more commonly referred to
as overburden. See also burden, a; cover,

d. Long. b. In comminution, a sheath of
manganese steel which fits MILT the iron
or steel cone of the breaking (gyrating)
head of a gyratory crusher. In metallurgy,
that mn of the blast furnace whkh carries the weight of the stack, continuing up

from the bosh. Pryor, 3. c. The layer of
the earth between the crust and core;
bounded above by the Mohonnicic discontinuity at about 35 kilometers below
the continents and about 10 kilometers be-

low the means; bounded below by the
Weichert-Gutenberg discontinuity about
2,900 kilometers below the surface of the

earth: believed to consist of ultrabasic
material. A.G.I. Sapp. d. Synonym for
mantle rock; trgolith. A.G.I. Sapp. e. A
penstock for a watenrheel. Fay. f. The
outer covering of a ivall when this is of
different material horn the inner part.
C.T.D.

mantle rock. Synonym for regolith. A.G.I.
sante. A blankedike replacement of rock
(commonly limestone) by ore. In some
districts, the term has been modified to
designate a pipe-shaped deposit confined
within a single stratigraphic horizon.
A.G.I.

man trip. a. A trip made by mine cars and
locomotives to take men rather than coal,
to and from the working places. B.C.I.
b. Trip made by a man cage in a shaft
to take men rather than ore, to and from

a working place in a mine. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
manual bandage; hand tramminm petting.
The practice of pushing tubs, trams, etc.,
by hand. Sinclair, V, p. 350.
manual taken,. A hand-operated mechanism
for adjusting the takeup or movable pul-

ley. NEMA MBI-1961.

manual-type belt tensioning device. A handoperated mechanism for adjusting a take-

up pulley to vary the tension in a conare
veyor bell The most common

chain-jack, sylvester, rack, antresscrew.

NEMA MBI-1956.
manual welding. Welding wherein the entire welding operation is performed and
controlled by hand. Coal Age, o. 66, No
Mar. 1961, p. 91.

,

mama winding ctr'-ol. A system in which
the winder is controlled in the conventional manner by the driver following die
usual bell signals from the onsetter and

264-972 0-68--44
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by crushing rock. AIME, pp. 286-288.

manmade substitute for a genuine gemstone. It may be an imitation, a syntLetic
stone, or any other manmade reproduction. Shipley.

mom tenter. An instrument for determining
the flashpoint of petroleum. Fey.
maaway. a. A compartment, vertical or inclined, for the accommodation of ladders,
pipes, and timber chutes. The drivage may

be a winze or a raise and its purpose is

to give convenient access to a stope. Also
called ladderway. Nelson. b. A passage-

way for the use of miners only; an airshnit; a chute. Standard, 1964. c. Eng. A
manhole. Standard, 1964. d. A passage

in or into a mine used as a footpath for
workers. Korson. e. A short heading between two chutes. Fay.

mom Mum Set china stone. Dodd.
asap. a. A horizontal projection of surface
plants, mine workings, or both, drawn to a

definite scale, upon which is shown all

the important features of the mine; a

plan; a plat. Fay. b. The act of prepanng
such plans of a mine. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

c. A repmentation to a definite

wale on a horizontal plane of the physical

features of a portion of the earth's surface

(natural or artificial or both) by

means of symbols, which may emphasize,

generalize, or omit cenain features ai

conditions may warrant. A map may be
derived from ground surveys made by
transit, plane table, or camera, or from
aerial photographic surveys, or both. Seelye, 2.

map projection. A, method of representing
the curved surface of the earth on a flat
surface map. As the only true shape of the

earth is a globe, it is impossible to make
a map of large areas of the earth's surface

without some distortion. Ham.
morning steel. Ultrahigh-strength, law-car-

bon iron alloys with 18 to 25 percent

nickel. Encyclopaedia Britannica. Briton-

nica Book of the Year, 1963, p. 550.
Mersa/onion progeny. Post-Pennsylvanian
diastrophion. A.G.I. Sapp.
maralbos mill. A form of tube mill used in
the cement industry, in which the pulverizing is done by long pieces of hardened
steel shafting. Liddel 2d, p. 357.
marauder. A pmspector or placer miner who

works any gold-beating territory he can
find, rnardless of its ownership. H000, p.
496.

nuarbel hand. Scot. Musselband imnstone.
Fay.

manometer calibration
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marbel band

marbelia. A Spanish magnetite with a sili-

marbliag. A procedure sometimes used by
the studio potter the marble effect is
obtained by covering the piece of previously dried ware with colored slips and

with a solution of copper sulfate. Fay.
The cylindrical portion of the land
Illajtkdrill that is not cut away to provide
clearance. ASM Gloss.
marginsi maindlation. The solution and incorporation of country rock into the margins of an intruding igneous mass. Stokes

ceous gangue. Osborne.

marble. Denotes a metamorphic rock composed essentially of calcite, dolomite, or a
combination of- the two, but long usage

of the term by the quarry industry also

includes serpentines, alabaster, onyx, trayertines, and sent granites. Br Mines Ball.

630, 1965, p. 876. A true marble is a

limestone which has been aystallized by
heat or ioressure and is capable of taking
a polish. Commercially, any limestone
that '5 sufficiently hard and coherent to
take a good polish is called a marble.
For statuary and monumental work a fine

even texture and uniform color are re-

quired, although colored marbles are used.
Nelson.

ambit derner. In the stonework industry,
one who removes stains from the finished
surfaces of marble blocks and slabs with

cleaning solution and a cloth, taking extreme care not to damage the stone where
the stains are deep. D.O.T. 1.

inarbkd gine. A glare coating on pottery,
having colored veins in imitation of marble. Standard, 1964.
marble asst. Crushed and pulverized limestone. Large quandties an used in making putty. Crispin.
marble imadsaw A toothless blade fitted at
the back with a block handle, used with

sand for cutting slabs of marble into
pieces. Fay.

marbiebted. An enameled surface color
grained to give the appearance of variegated marble. Color may be applied on

either the fired or unfired enamel surface.
ACSB-3.
marbleised BMA. A surface appearance, ob-

tained by coloring and.gramia,_that resembles variegated marbie. A.TTM C28665.

marideber. In the stonework industry, one
who makes imitation marble from slato.

D 0.T. 1.

inarMe-maciske operator. One vrho makes
marbles of various colon and sires from
molten glass, using an automatic machine.

D.O.T. Sapp.
marble pollAer. a. A block of sandstone
used to rub a marble slab in Ale preliminary polishing. Also a linen cushion

with which the polishing is completed by
the agency of emery dust, etc. Fay. b. A
machine for polishing marble. Fay. c. A
marble rubber. Fay. d. One who polishes
the flat rough sawed or bed rubbed surfaces of marble blocks or slabs to a high
luster by machine. Also called finisher;
buffer; stone finisher. See also stone polisher.

D.O.T. 1.

tumbler. A quarrier or cutter of marble. Fay.

marble rubber. a. A rubber for surfacing,
smoothing, and polishing marble slabs.
Fay. b. See bed rubber. D.O.T. 1.
marble saw. A toothless blade used with sand

in marble cutting. Stande-d, 1964.
Marble's reagent. An etchant for stainless
steels, consisting of 4 grams of copper
sulfate in 20 milliliters hydrochloric acid
and 20 milliliters of water. Osborne.
marble ware. Articles decorated in the
unbaked state with opaque slips and colored

transparent glazes to represent marble,
and then fired in the kiln. C.T.D.
marble wax. Local Galician name for a variety o ozokerite of pale yellow color
vemesi with greenish, brownish, and black
markings. Tomktiefl, 1954.
marble worker. See stonecutter, hand.

D.O.T. 1.

then shaking the ware (while the slips
are still wet) to make the colors run into
one another. Dodd.

marcasite. a. White iron pyrites, FeSe: the
orthorhombic dimorph of pyrite having a
lower specific _gravity, less stability, and a

paler color. Often called white iron py-

rites, coxcomb pyrites, and spear pyrites.
A.G.1. b. In the gem-stone trade, marcasite is either pyrite, polished steel (widely
used at present in ornamental jewelry in

the form of small brilliants), or

white metal. C.T.D.

even

march. The border or limit of a mineral
area leased to or owned by, a mining
c

y. See ;Ito boundary.

Nelson.

Scot. A boundary wotking. Fey.

martidk. An igneous rock consisting essentially of enstatite and diopside. lohannien,
a. 4, :938, p. 461.

mar& place. Sco.. A heading driven up to
or alongside the march, or boundary of a
mining ptuperty. Fey.
march stoves. Scot. Stones set at intervals
on the surface to indicate the boundary
line. Fay.
marco. a. Sp. A weight equal to one-sixth of
an avoirdupois pound. Silver assays are
expressed in rearcco per ton. HEM b. Mex.

Set of shaft timbers; square set. Timber
frame of any kind. Fay. C. Mex. A weight
of 8.1184 ounces avoirdupois, or 7.3995
ounces troy. Fay. d. Chile. A pulley frame.
Fey.

mama. a. A patented shaker semen with a
nonharmonic or quick-return motion. Zeno.

b, A large hammer with an iron head.

C.T.D.
Marcy earn. A ball mill in which a vertical
grate diaphragm is placed near the discharge encl. Between this perforated diaphragm and the end of the tube, there are
arranged screens for sizing the material,
ovenize being returned for further grinding while undersize is disdiarged. Liddell

2d, js. 357.
mare bilk. Eng. Spherical ferruginous concretions, Yorkshire and Lancashire. Compare cabana balls. Arkell.
marebnite. A rhyolitic perlite broken down
into more or less rounded pebbles. C.T.D.
It is of special interest because of its low
water content compared with that of the
surrounding

perlite. The difference is
often as great as 1 to 10. A.G.1.
mareogite. An even-grained theralitic rock,
consisting of bytownite and hafiyne with

variable and sometimes considerable
amounts of hornblende and augite. Holmes,
1928.

Marerzo marble. An artificial marble made
with Keene's cement. C.T.D.

mortar*. a. A artallite consisting of

an
aggregate of globuiites arranged like beads
in a linear series. A.GJ.; Dana 17. S. A
monoclitiic mineral, Ca Ale (SisAh)

(OH)* member of the mica group. Color,
grayish, reddish-white, pink, and yellow-

ish. A.G.1.; Dana 17.
margarodke. A variety of muscovitet or

common potash mica, affording upon igni-

tion, a small percentage of water. Foy.

margarosanite. A colorless or snow-white sili-

cate of lead, calcium. and mangr nese,
Pb(Ca,Mr.) f (SiCh)s. Triclinic. Pry nnatic
crystals; lamellar or columnar. From
Franklin, N4 ; Langban, Sweden. English.
margaryise. The impregnation of timber
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and Varnes, 1955.
marginal deposit. A magmatic segregation
deposit at the bottom and periphery of the
instrusive mother rock; for example,
nickel-copper-sulfide deposits at Sudbury,
Ontario, Canada. Schieferdeeker.

marginal lissure. A joint along the margin
of an intrusive body that dips inward toward the intrusive.
marginal mire. S. Afr. A mine which just
manages to pay its way but mm be unable to do so if the price of its product
falls or its production costs rise slightly.
Beerman.
marginal ore deposk. A deposit near the

lower limit of commercial workability.

Bateman.
margin! am An adjacent sea that is widely
open to the ocean. See also adjacent sea.
A.G.I.

marginal Wed. A thrust fault along the
margin of In intrusive that dips toward
the intrusive. Synonym for marginal up-

thrust. A.G.1.
marginal swiftest.

See marginal

thrust.

marginal utility. Factor "rhich controls de-

mand: and hence pricing of product.

Marginal increment at which buyer is just
induced to acquire a product Pryor, 3.
margination tettnre. Proposed by Holmquist (1906) for a texture of granites that

is characterized by curved and sinuous

contacts between the quartz and the feldspar grains, the mineral material of later
crystallization having corroded the mineral
already formed. Holmes, 1920.
margin draft. In mar.mry, the plain-dressed

portion of the face of a hewn Mock next
to its edge. Standard, 1964.
=argils of safety. As used in aeronantical
design, the term means the percentage by

which the ultimate strength of a member
exceeds the design load. The design load
is the applied load, or maximum probable

load, multiplied by a specified factor of
safety. The use of the terms margin of
safety and design load in the above sense
is practically restricted to aeronautical
engineering. Ro.

mark glass. An early name for both mica
ar..1 selenite. Fay.

marialite. A variety of scapolite, (Na,Ca).All( Al Si ).Si.ON(CI,CO3,S0i) ; tetragonal.

Fay; Dana 17.
marienbergIte. A porphyritic igneous rock
containing phenocrysts of sanidine, andesine, zoned augite, remnants of resorbed
hornblende, and some biotite in a dense
green-gray to ash-gray groundmass. The
rock contains 20 to 30 percent natrolite.

Johannsen, o. 4, 1938, p. 169.
Marietta miner. Trade name for a heavy

caterpillar-mounted continuous miner for
operation in thick seams. The front end
contains two cutter arms which rotate in
opposite directions to nreep the coal they
cut inwards towards the center. The
broken coal is taken back through the
machine to a chain conveyor. Two cutter
chains are arranged at roof and floor level

behind th-.. arms to cut down the coal
left between the rotating arms. The machine cuts an area 12 feet wide and 7 feet

high. Power is supplied by two motors,
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~has Malec. That science vehich treats
of the by mg organisms of the see, the
hemie al and physical c ha: ac teristIC II of
their environment and factors affecting
their distribution. 11y.
works* berm. Crustaceans and molluscs
which are geneally found in warm waters

and ittacik timber by eating into it. St.
alto gribbk. Ham.

marise-built platform. Se. wave-built platform. Schutlertlecker.

marine day. A clay which has been accumulated as a sediment on the sea floor.

Such clays do not include estuarine or

sea-delta deposits, but they may grade into
them. A CS11.1- I.

marine corrasion. Sr, marine erosion. &Melerdecker.
markse-cnt platform. See wave-cut platform.

Schieferdecker,
marine-cut terrace. Synonym for plain of
marine abrasion; plain of manne denuda-

tion; plain of marine erosion ; plain of
submarine denudation; shore platform;
wave-cut plain; wave-cut terrace. A.G.I.
marine cycle. See shoreline cyle. Schieferdecker.
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est, the pinnules of which wire law amI
contracted at the base/

%Walla bee. An ortike-typit viscometer
designed by Z. Marititse in Paris. Prance,
in 17(X) One such instrument wish a tube
inches and an Hi.inch
diameter of
orike has been used for the sesostment

of the fluidity of clay slips. Dodd.
mariposks. . light green variety of muscovite found with pyrite. Standard. 1964.
maritime planer. Plants which grow naturally under salty conditions on a foreshore
and which may materially help to prevent
scour and stabilize sand dunes. Hem
markspolke. Albite-neptieline syenite with
aegirine, lepidomelane. and accessory zir-

con and fluorite. A.G.I.
mark. a. A band of hemp, etc., wrapped
around a winding rope to indicate to the
engineer the position of the cage in the
shaft. Fay. b. The chalk mark made at

the working faces, etc., by a fire boss as
an indication that he has made an exami-

nation of that place. Fay.
marken. Forest of Dean. Miners' term for

soft carbonaceous shale with a black silky

surface lusteran impure cannel

coal.

Tomkeieff, 1954.

marker. a. A stratified rock haying char-

marker bed. a. A bed that accounts for a

erdecker.

Standard, 1964.
marine plain of denudation. See plain of

marine erosion. Schieferdecker.
mariner's compass. Consists essentially of a
magnetic needle fastened beneath a graduated cardboard face or dial, free to swing
on a pivot and enclosed in a nonmagnetic

case. The compass case is pivoted on two
sets of gimbals at right angles to enable

the instrument to remain perfectly horizontal

as

the ship

Cooper, p. 205.

rolls.

Morris and

puts. ebei.

ord..4..

for lubricating the crankshafts of marine
engines. Shell Oil Co.
marine environment. Comprising all sea
floors below the upper tidal limit. Sehielerdecker.
marine erosion; marine abrasion; marine
corrasion; wave erosion. Erosion by mov-

marine humus. Organic matter deposited on
the sea bottom. Tomkeieff, 1954.
marine invasion. The spread of the sea over
land areas. Schieferdecker.
marine metal. A sheathing material for ships,
usually an alloy, principally copper.

a the mineral or coal supplied, and ( I)

new chef has boon formed Janitor

which

acteristics distinctive enough for it to serve
as a readily identifiable subsurface reference or geologic horizon in a borehole or

ing seawater, the action of which is largely
intensified by detritus carried by it. Schief-

Pals

srt

marine deposit. a. A sedimentary deposit
laid down in the sea, usually beyond the
seaward edge of the littoral belt. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955. b. Rock waste laid
down under marine conditions. C.T.D.
marine engine oil. A petroleum oil compounded with blown rapeseed oil and used
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mine working. Also called marked bed;
marker formation. Long. b. Synonym for
marker block. Long. c. S. Afr. Outcrop.
Hess.

characteristic segment of a seismic refraction time-distance curve and which can be
followed over reasonably extensive areas.
Synonym for marker horizon. A.C.I. b. A
bed that yields characteristic reflections

over a more or less extensive area. See
also horizon.

A.C.I. c.

A stratigraphic bed

selected for use in preparing structural

maps, paleogeologic maps, and other maps

that emphasize the nature or attitude of
a plane or a surface. Generally selected
for lithologic characteristics, but biologic
factors and unconformities may control.
Also called key bed. See also horizon, a.
A.C.I. d. See marker, a. Long.
marker block. A small block on which the
footage below the collar of a borehole is
marked and inserted between pieces of
core at its appropriate place in a core box

to indicate the depth in the borehole at
which the core was obtained. Also called
footage block; footmark; marker. Long.
marker formation. See marker, a. Long.
marker horizon. Synonym for marker bed,
a and b. A.C.I.
marketable copper. A name given in the
trade to copper which has been smelted

!

market pat I* silver reining. the pot el
the end of the series of pots used us the
Pattinson process. in o)t o direction in

which the amount of silver left in the

lead is diminishing It contains the market
lead. Fay.
markat calm. The market Yalue of a cornps:Ny is that wh:ch would be obtained by
licrisciating its assets through ordinary
commercial transactions, after satisfaction
of external liabilities. Trotter's:. p. 275.
marklialdke. An igneous rock composed of
idiomorphic crystals of plagioclase, together with augite and/or hornblende,
embedded in a groundmass of micropegmatite. A dioritic granophyre, intermediate between granophyre and granodolerite. Holmes, 1928.

Markham throwing belt. This machine consists

of a high-speed belt driven at a

speed of 50 feet per second by a 10

horsepower compressed-air motor. Stowing

dirt is fed in at the bottom and is pressed

onto the belt by centrifugal force. It

is

ejected at a velocity approaching that of
the belt. Wet washery material can be
used and material up to 4 :nch size can
be thrown up to 50 feet. Mason, v. 2, pp.
573-574.
markings. Stakes, posts, piles of stone, boulders, blazing trees along the boundaries of

the claim or at the corners thereof, cutting away undergrowth, making a trail
through the timber along the sides or
ends of the claim, putting up a stake at
the point of discovery, blazing stumps,

posting a notice at the point of discovery,
posting a notice upon the ground, placing

such notice in a tin can and attaching It
to a stake, fastening such notice to a
tree or placing it in a box, are all markings. Ricketts, I.
marking stone. Red ocher raddle. Arkell.
Markle basalt. A type of ;he Scottish Carboniferous basalts; characterized by the
presence of large and numerous phenocrysts of labradorite with small grains of
olivine in a normal basaltic groundmass.
The type differs from the Jedburgh type
in being much more conspicuously porphyritic. Holmes, 1928.
markoviiikovite. Variety of petroleum found

in Russia. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Mark V depth recorder. An instrument used
by Oceanographic Office to obtain a continuous echo sounder profile of sea floor.

Hy.

marl a. A calcareous clay, or intimate mix-

ture of clay and particles of calcite or
dolomite, usually fragments of shells. Marl

in America is chiefly applied to inco-

herent sands; but abroad, compact, impure limestones are also called marls.
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Moires klks. A tunnel Ian fired with pro-

ducer gas and preheated All; 11 MIAS Ant
used. in Stoke-on-Teens, England. tor the
biscuit and doss Anne of wall tales. Dodd

marlpit. A pit where sy 14 is dug. Web's.,
3d.

marl slate. Calcareous shale; a variety of
mart sphtting into thin plates. Foy. Nut a
true slate. C.T.D.
marlstome. An indurated mixture of clay and

calcium carbonate (rarely dolomite) that
normally contains 25 to 75 percent clay.
Same as marlite. A

outlaw* ore. A stratified ironitone located
in the Midlands (England) and occurring
at the to? of the Middle Lias series. In
L.ncolnshirc
(England) it has a

Ina 44041

0410111.

and

Leicestershire

low iron content of

20 to 28 percent but with sufficient lime
content to provide a self-floxing ore. The
workable ore generally lies under clay
overburden. Nelson.

mady. Of, relating to, or resembling marl;
abounding with marl. Webster 3d.
marmarizadon. The process by which limestone is altered to marble. Synonym for
marmarosis. Schielerdecker.
marmaresh diamond. Same as dragomite.
Shipley.

marmarods; marmorosis. The process of

crystallizing limestone to marble either by
contact metamorphism or by regional
metamorphism. Proposed by Geikie from
the Latin for marble. Fay.
marmatite. A dark brown to black ferriferous variety of sphalerite, containing 10

percent or more, of iron. Fay.
marmolite. A thin laminated serpentine,
usually pale green. Webster 3d.
marmoratum. A cement formed of pounded

marble and lime mortar well beaten together. Used by the ancient Romans in

building terrace walls, etc. Fay.
marmoric. Of or pertaining to marble. Webster 2d.

marm stone. Obsolete term for marble. Arkell.

marokite. Large black orthorhombic crystals,
CaMmO., from Tachagalt, Ouarzazate,
Morocco. Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
marosite. A variety of shonkinite containing
major biotite and augite, minor sanidinc,
calcic plagioclase, and feldspathoid, and
accessory apatite and opaque oxides.
A.G.I.

Marquardt porcelain. A mullitic porcelain
introduced early in the present century
by the State Porcelain Factory, Berlin,

chiefly for pyrometer sheaths and furnace
tubes. Typically, the body consists of 55
percent clay, 22.5 percent feldspar, and
22.5 percent quartz; it is fired at 1,4000

to 1,450° C for a sufficiently long time
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%braille WO* An etcher type of miners'

flame safety lamp fitted with twi. or three
tor al *dinar., thus adding to tho safety
4 the lamp_when used in high air
ties The Manaus lamp is the Noss
cl

if

modern flame safetv lamps. Nolwo.
Mars beeves. A yellowith-brown bigment.

art.fically prepared from earths, and colored by iron nisi& Weletter
marscelte. A hybrid rock resulting from the

partial absorption of frranitic rock by a
11( a bb r o magma, containing senocrysts of

quarts and feldspar in a gabbroid matrix
of abnormal composition. Holmes, 1928.
Marseilles dk. A clay roofing tile of the. interlocking type, partioularly of the pattern
made in the Marseilles district of France.
These tiles are made in a revolver press.
See alto revolver press. Dodd.

marsh. a. A tract of soft, wet or periodically
inundated land, generally treeless and nsu-

ally characterized by grasses and other
low growth. H&C:. b. A fen, swamp, or
morass. Webster 3d.

marsh bar. The elevated outer marien of a
salt marsh, genetically partly a natural
levee, partly formed by waves. Schielerdecker

marsh basin. Depression between rai.;ed
banks of creeks in a salting. Schieferdecker.
marsh buggy. A special, self-propelled geophysical vehicle designated to operate over

marsh or extremely soft ground, usually

having wheels with very wide tread or

buoyant wheels which will float the vehicle in water. A.G.!.
marsh creek. A drainage channel in a salt
marsh; Schieferdecker.

Marsh funnel. An appliance for measuring
viscosity. It consists of a copper funnel,
about 12 inches long and a 6 inch diam-

eter at the top, which has a 10-mesh
screen over half its diameter to remove
debris and a Ya-inch-diameter exit tube
at the bottom through which the rate of
flow is timed. It takes 26 seconds for a
quart of clean water to flow through and

correspondingly longer for muds of greater
viscosity. Gel strength is measured by

comparing the rate of flow of freshly
agitated mud with that which has been
allowed to remain quiescent for IC minutes. Nelson.

marsh gas. a. Methane, CH,. If the decaying matter at the bottom of a marsh or
pond is stirred, bubbles of methane rise
to the surface, thus the name marsh gas.

Nelson. b. It is nonexplosive until met
with air or oxygen. In miners' language,
synonymous with firedamp. See also methane; firedamp. B.C.I.; Fay.
marshite. A reddish, oil-brown

cuprous

iodide, Cul; isometric; tetrahedral crystals. From Broken Hill, New South Wales,
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svrithetee Ittihad material, used
-.--6150.
bottoms
for sintering open-hearth t
'tbe aporoatmaso c on I piontion (variable)
is. 5 1 percent stItca, 1.1 percent alununa,
1 0 I percent ferrtc I ox 1de, It 4 percent
limo, 66.5 percent magnesia (ignibon
Nintendo sinters more
loss, 2 'I percent
rapidly than magnesite. thereby rrdticang

repair time and, moreover, it is suitable
tor hot patching Martenite is as wear.

rrsiqtai.t AS magnesite, and has no deleterious effect on the slag. Ostiorar.
a. In an alloy, a metastable
tvansitional structure intermediate between
two allotropic modifications whose abilities

mariensik.

to dissolve a given solute differ considerably, the high-temperature phase having
the greater solubility. The amount of the
high-temperature phase transformed to
martensite depends to a large extent upon
the temperature attained in cooling, there

being a rather distinct beginning temperature. ASM Glosr. b. A metastable
phase of steel, formed by a transformation
of austenite below the Mt (or Ars')
temperature. It is interstitiall supersaturated solid solution of carbon in iron having a body-centered tetragonal lattice. Its
microstructure is characterized by an
acicular or needlelike pattern. ASM Gloss.
martensite range. The temperature interval
between M. and Mr. ASM Gloss.
martensitk stainless steels. They contain

from 11.5 to 18.0 percent chromium, the
lower limit being the minimum necessary
to maintain stainless characteristics. They
are magnetic, hardenable by heat treatment, and provide the best combination
of mechanical properties and corrosion
resistance when in the hardened condition. Henderson, p. 378.

martensitic transformadon. A reaction which
takes place in some metals on cooling,
with the formation of an acicular structure called martensite. ASM Gloss.
martial vitriol. See green vitriol.

missile. A mixture of bituminous matter,

such as asphalt, and some foreign material, such as sand. Mersereau, 4th, p. 206..

martin. A stone-faced, perfoiated plate or
runner, used for grinding and polishing
stone. Standard, 1964.

Martindale dust respirator. A respirator,
wei4hing 41/2 ounces, which provides pro-

tection against mine dusts as fine as 0.5
micron and smaller. The filter box, containing the Ultron (ultramicron) filter,
ensures an initial resistance to breathing

of 0.65-inch water sage at 3 cubic feet

per minute. The respirator is approved for
use in British mines and quarries. Nelson.
martinite. a. A leucite-bearing orthoclaseplagioclase extrusive rock. Johannsen, v.

4, 1948, p. 200. b. A colorless mineral
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gsareee, A Has plate on which a hand nether
of glass is et,fird, shaped, and cooled; *Aso,
the process -1 doing same. ASTM C16766.

marystam. Capstan cage, used occasionally

to move heavy or awkward loads down
(or upl mine shah. Pryor, 3.
Mary Kathie's. A large uranium ore body
near Cloncurry in Qoeensiand, Australia.
Tho ore occurs in highly altered metasediments its the Corella beds of Lower
Proteiomic age. Nelson.

masafactke, A diaschistic olivine melabasalt dill, rock with more olivine than any
other mineral, and in addition, cakic
plagioclase and augite. Johannsen, v. 3.

1937, k. 334.
masanIte. A quartz monzonite prophyry having phenocrysts of zoned plagioclase and
corroded' quartz in a finely granitic or micropegmatitic groundmass. Holmes, 1928.
masanophyre. A masanite in which the feldspar phenocrysts are oligoclase mantled
with orthoclase, and the groundmass contains blue-green hornblende and sphene.
Holmes, 1928.
mascagnIne.

Original spelling of mascag-

nite. Hey 261, 1955.

mascagnite. A native ammonium sulfate,
(N114)0S0., that occurs about volcanoes.
Also called rnascagnine. Fay.

mascot emerald. Trade name for genuine
beryl triplet. See also emerald triplet.
Shipley.

masculine. Applied to rubies of an intensely
red hue. l-less.
maser. Contracted version of microwave
amplification by simulated emission of
radiation. A class of amplifier from which
the optical laser was developed. See also
laser. Andersrm.

mash. Scot. A double-hand hammer for

breaking coal, setting up props, etc. Fay.

mashing. The excessive granulation of a
rock by crushing, accompanied by the
displacement of the granules and often
by recrystallization involving flow of the
rock. A.G.I.
mash seam weld. A seam weld made in a lap

joint, in which the thickness at the lap is
reduced plastically to approximately the
thickness of one of the lapped parts. ASM
Gloss.

mask. a. A screen, usually made of tracing
cloth, to subdue and diffuse the lighc behind a plumbline. or other sighted object.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1. b. See respirator.
Hansen.

maskeiynite. A mineral which occurs in col-
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the mill, to which only the proper

amount of sand and water must be added.
ACSG.

masonry support. A support consisting of
dry or wet stonework as brickwork. Concrete tends to be classified separately.

Masonry is not subjected to tensile loading
due to its weakness to this stress. Therefore, circular, semicircular or oval sections are preferred. Also, compressible material, such an sand or fine debris is packed

between the ground and the masonry
support, and the lining is usually inetrspersed with compressive layers of soft
wood. Nelson.

masonry unit. Concrete block, cinder block,

brick, stone, or other similar structural

unit. Bennett 2d, 1962, Add.
mason's hammer. A square-faccd hammer

with a peen in line with handle. Standard, 1964.

Mason's ironstone china. A vitrified type of
earthenware introduced by C. J. Mason,
Stoke-on-Trent, England. According to
his patent, the batch composition was,
4 pints china clay, 4 pints china stone,
4 pints flint, 3 pints prepared ironstone,
and a trace of cobalt cxide. It is now

known that the body did not contain

ironstone, the name merely being a highly
successful method of indicating to the

public that the ware was very strong.

Dodd.
mason's lime. A hydrated lime used in mortar for masonry purposes. Boynton.
masonwork. See masonry, b. Fay.
mass. a. A number that measures the quantity of matter. It is obtained on the earth's

surface by dividing the weight of a body
by the acceleration due to gravity. Leet.
b. Copper; a solid chunk of native metal.
Weed, 1922.

mass action. Goldberg and Waage's law
states that in a homogeneous system the

rate of chemical reaction is proportional
to the active masses of the reactants. The
product of the active masses on one side

of a chemical equation divided by that

on the other side is a constant. Pryor, 3.
mass aqua. Trade term for borosilicate
crown glass imitation of aquamarine.
Molls' hardness, 6; specific gravity, 2.35
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iremtular deposits of ore, which

POOMMI.

cannot be recognaied MI veins or beds.
Many hematite deposals occupy Irregular
rav inas an the tarbenatercso Gmenn me.
SII *LSO nontabular deposits. Nelson. b.
Large ore bodies of irregulai shape, the

Iona axis or which may amend in any

director-a. Lewis. p. 20.

ass titer. One of the

three recognised

forme in which asbestoa fiber is found in
rock deposits. in this form the fibers are
usually found intermixed in a matrix
which forms the ore body. Found mostly
in the matria of the deposits of the amphibole varieties of asbestos, the rock
forming the ore body is sometimes inclined

to be soft, and the fibers intermingled in

such a mass deposit consist of patches of
apparent slip-fiber forms, and Indications
of disturbed cross-fiber dispaition are

often discernible. Sinclair, W. E., a. 42.
mass bassi diagram. Diagram used in con-

struction work to show location of dig-

ging and filling sites, and distances over
which earth and materials ate to be
transpotted. Pryor, 3.
massicot. a. A natural lead monoxide, Pb0,
containing 92.8 percent lead. Found in
Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, and Virginia.
CCD 6d, 1961. b. This term was formerly
used in metallurgy to designate an oxide
of lead corresponding to the same formula

as litharge (Pb0) but having a different
physical state. it is formed by the oxidation of a bath of metallic lead at a temperature of about 345° C; so that the
oxide formed is not melted; specific grav-

ity, 9.3; melting point, 600 C. If the
oxide is melted, it is converted into

litharge. CCD 6d, 1961.
massif. a. The dominant, central mass of a

mountain ridge that is more or less dt

fined by longitudinal or transverse valleys.

Standard, 1964. b. A diastrophic block,
or any isolated central independent mass.
Standard, 1964.

msusifs longs. Fr. Pillars in longwall workings. Fay.
massive. a. Homogeneous structure without
stratification, flow-banding, foliation, schist-

osity, etc.; descriptive of the structure of
some rocks. Occurring in thick beds, free

from minor joints and lamination;

de-

scriptive of some stratified rocks. Fay. b.
In mineralogy, without apparent crystalline structure. Fay.

massive amber. A compact, almost colorless

to dark orange-yellow variety of Baltic

amber. Shipley.
massive bedding. A term commonly applied
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reek. Massive

reek s con.

sidered to be lastically perfect, isotropic,

and homogeneous and to poises. a strength
that does not vary appreciably from point
to point. Typi....al examples ate massive

ignecus rocks such as granite, diorite,
bank, and rhyolite; some massive motemorphic rocks such as marble and quartzite; and seme sedimenta7y rocks. BuMiaes

Bull. 387, 1960, p.
of a
Mass Moremat. Tie uni: movement
portion of the land surface as in creep,
landslide, or slip. A.G.1.
mass number. The sum of the neutrons and
protons in a nucleus. The mass number of
uranium 235 is 235. It is the nearest
whole number to the actual atomic weight

of the atom. L&L.

Mass opal. Opal matrix. Shipley.
mals profile. A road profile showing cut and
fill in cubic yards. Nichols.
mass shooting. Simultaneous exploding of
charges in all of a large number of holes,
as contrasted with firing in sequency with
delay caps. Nichols.

maSs spectra. Positive ray spectra obtained
by means of the mass spectrograph. In
such spectra the images due to positive ray

particles of different masses are spaced
according to the masses of the particles,
that is, according to their atomic weights.
Isotopes were investigated by Aston by

means of mass spectra. C.T.D.
mass spectrograph. Appliance in which atoms
or molecules are ionized by electron bombardment, then accelerated by passage
through electric fields and finally deflected
as they pass through a magnetic field by

an amount consistent with their mass.

A mass spectrum is thus produced, which
shows the proportions of the various isotopes present.

abbnik

a.

,,n

Pryor, 3.

mass spectrometer. An apparatus similar to
a mass spectrograph but usually with

electrical measurement or the data. Used
especially in determining abundance ratios
of isotopes and in analyzing mixtures of

compounds. Webster 3d.
mass unit weight. See wet unit weight.

ASCE P1826.
mass-wasting. a. The slow downslope movement of rock debris. A.G.I. b. A general
term for a variety of processes by which
large masses /of earth material are moved
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hatil.11 in a coal mini, he (*.noels
horl0 haulage traffic and the alkication
teems. See *be gaffer hauler; pusher-on.
Nelson

mastev joint. A large and persistent plane
of thvision that pastes with regularity sad

wallelism through a number of beds.
Fay.

maaser lode. The mott productive lode of a
district. Standard, 1964. See oho champion lode. Fay.
master asechaalc. The supervisor at the mine
in charge of the installation, maintenance,

and repair of mechanical and electrical

equipment. Joan.
master mold. Sst mold (mould)_ Dodd.
master pin. The only pin in an integrated

crawler track that will open the track
when driven out. Nichols.

master riven master stream. One of the
largeP, dominating, or trunk rivers of the

drainege system in the land sculpturing

and baseleveling of any area of the earth's
surface. A.G.1.
mastershifter. N. of Eng. Official responsible
for the working of a seam during the

third (night) shift of the day. Trist.
master station. A position in the ventilation
circuit of a mine specially chosen for the
regular and accurate estimation of the
total quantity of air circulating. Spalding.
master's weigmnan; company weighman. A

man employed by the coal owner to
weigh the loaded coal trams before they
enter the tippler. The miners' check-

weighman verifies the weight and records.

Nelson.

master wasteman. Eng. The person who has
charge of the wastemen. Fay.
mastic. A bitumen preparation employed as
an adhesive or waterproofing agent, for
example, when bedding wood-block floor-

ing on concrete. Institute of Petroleum,
1961.
mastic asphalt. A type of asphalt composed

of suitably graded mineral matter avd
asphaltk cement in such proportions a!
to form a coherent, voidless, impermeable
mass, solid or semisolid under normal
temperature conditions sufficiently fluid

when brought to a sultable temperature
to be spread by means of a hand float.
Institute of Petroleum. 1961.
mastic (rock aaphalt). Sandstone naturally
saturated with bitumm; excellent for paving and floors, Crispin.
mat. a. An accumula tion of broken mine
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block of plaster, of the like, for guard-.
d

Mg any Clefic le114-1 in tho matching or

mooning of the parts of a mold. Smuttiest.
1 964 p To pair by bnnging similar things

or Pain totrtbelt: to And somettone

tar. Mates.
matched sale. by this method, the manipu-

lator will issue orders throuith different
brokers, one tf., buy and the other to tell

shares at certain pekes. The manipulator
thereby sells his own stork to himself

through the market, thus obtainiat a re-

corded quotation advantageous to himself
at no greater cost than the usual brokers'

commissions. 11005. p. 289.
=fain Mlle. Addition of inorganic coloring material to frit so that its color will

correspond with a given color sample.
ACSB-3.

matching piece. A short refractory channel
between the spout of a glass tank furnace

and the pot spout for a revolving pot.

Also known as a intermediate piece. Dodd.
match mark. See joint line. Dodd.

match plate. A plate of metal or other material on which patterns for metal casting

are mounted or formed as an integral

part so as to facilitate the molding operation. The pattern is divided along its
parting plans by the plate. ASM Gloss.
material man. Corn. One who has the care
of materials and issues supplies to miners.
A warehouse man. Fay.

materials handling. a. Is the art and science involving movement, packaging, and
storage of substances in any form. ASA
MH4.1-1958. b. Is the movement of
everything within an establishment: the
handling of raw materials and tools; the
movement of components between opera-

tions and in stores, of finished products
and scrap, cutting oils and process machinery, the movements of work people in
relation to the handling of material. ASA
MH4.1-1958.

materials lock. An air lock through which

materials are passed into or out of a
pneumatic caisson or a shaft being driven
under air pressure. See also manlock.
Ham.
mat glaze. A colorless or colored ceramic
glaze having low gloss. ASTM C242-60.
mathematical pendulum. A theoretical assumption a point mass suspended by a
massless ihread. Schieferdecker.
Mather and Platt system. A system of boring with a heavy chisel, suspended by a
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mat packs. Sm.sll packs of timber consistImr of a number of timbers laid side by
side to form A sok, mans 2 or
feet
irr by -4 to 6 inches thick. Holes are
drilled edgeways through the mat and
wires are hreaded through to hold it
u,cethrr.

:le

folvor,

Ploy 24. 1911

Mats

are

transported

under-

erocind and bo,lt up to form very efTectir supports. :;palding. p. 111.
matins.; matrix% mantas'. A rounded glass
fladt with a long neck. Formerly used for
dissolving substances by the application
of heat or used for distilling. Webster 3d.
matrice. Set matrix. Fay.

matrix. a. The rock containing a mineral
or metallic ore; the gangue. Sometimes
called the groundmass. Fay. b. The material which forms a cushion, or binder,
in the construction of pavements. Fay.

c. The impression or mold of the exterior of a fossil, crystal, or mineral left
in the containing rock when the fossil,
crystal, or mineral is removed, or the

mass in which a fossil, crystal, or mineral
is embedded. Standard, 1964. d. The
metal in which the diamonds inset in the
crown of a bit are embedded. Long. e. A
specially designed cavity, usually of plaster, in which terra-cotta plastic clay is
packed to produce forms. Also called
mold. Mersereau, 4th, p. 269. f. The finer
grained material between the larger particles of a rock or the material surrounding a fossil or mineral. B.S. 3618, 1964,
sec. 5. g. The principal phase or aggregate

in which another constituent is embedded.

ASM Gloss. h. In electroforming, a form
used as a cathode. ASM Gloss.

matrix jewelry. Jewelry cut from some stone,
as opal or turquoise, and its surrounding
matrix. Such mixtures are called opal
matrix, turquoise matrix, etc. Fay.
matrix metal. a. The continuous phase of a

polyphase alloy or mechanical mixture;
the physically continuous metallic constituent in which separate particles of
another constituent are embedded. ASTM
B243-65. b. A term used in powder
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drum! dull finish. .45.14 Glut,
molts fall. Weight of matte expressed All A
p

1'19

trig with maximum vigor and offitianry,

matter. Anything that takes up space and
has weight and inertia. MarCraefejs,
mails maattiog. The smelting of copperbraring materials, usually in a reverberatory furnace. The valuable product is a
liquid, copper-iron sulfide called matte.

maimetty Wu. The measure of the prosress of A sediment in the direction of
chemical stability. A sediment may be
said to be mature when it contains only
the most stable mineral species and is
relatively deficient in the more mobile

NaHS0.-

mancberlta. A reddish silver-white, tarnishing to gray copper-red nickel arsenide,
NiAs% or NiAss. Tetragonal. Square,
tabular crystals. The furnace product,
placodine, is identical; also temiskamite.
l'rom Eisleben, Thuringia. English.
maajaite. A nepheline syenite rich in soda-

kncy of Chem. Tech.. V. 8. p 937.

mafteuccfte.

Sodium

bisulfate,

11,0, with mercallite (KHS0,) in saline

stalactites from Vesuvius, Italy. Spencer

19, M.M.. 1952.
matt glaze. A ceramic glaze that has partially devitrified; the effect is deliberately
achieved; for example, on some types of
glazed wall tile. The glazes used for the
purpose are usually leadleu and devitrification is encouraged by the introduction,
into the glaze batch, of such oxides as
CaO, or ZnO. Dodd.

oxides. A.G.!.

lite, with microcline and small amounts
of albite, analcite. aegirine, and sodaamphiboles; characterized by a peculiar
poikilitic texture hfolmer, 1928.

maul. Derb. A large hammer or mallet.
Fay.

miffing. The process of smelting sulfide ores
into matte. Weed, 1922.
matting tool. See mat, b. Fay

maum; mawm; matm. Old forms of malm.
Also sometimes used for a marlpit. Com-

mattkohle. Ger. Name for dull coal. Tomkeit If 1954.
mattock. a. A miner's pickax. Fay. b. An
implement that combine the features of
an adz, ax, and pick and is used for digging, grubbing, and chopping. Webster

maundril. Derb.; Wales. A prying pick with

3d. c. A picklike tool used for digging
asphalt.

Mersereau 4th,

p. 206.

mattress. A blanket of brush or poles interwoven or otherwise lashed together and
placed to cover an area subject to scour,
weighted with rock, concrete blocks, or
otherwise held in place. Seelye, 1.

Maturi diamond. a. An inferior diamond
from Matura, Ceylon. Fay. b. A name
given in Ceylon to a zircon from the district of Matura. Fay.

mature. Having reached the maximum vigor
and efficiency of action or the maximum

development and accentuation of form;
applied to streams., to the stage of erosion

of land, and to the resultant topography.
Compare young; old. Fay.
mature conglomerate. A conglomerate consisting chiefly of well-sorted, stable constituents.

A.G.I.

matureiand. Proposed by Willis, to include
subdued landforms which have lost the

f,' iCe19

pare marl. Arkell.

two prongs. Also spelled mandrel; mandril.
Fay.

maverick. Anything dishonestly obtained, as

a saddle, mine, or piece of land. Fay.
Mawco cutter loader. A cutter loader similar to an Anderton shearer except that
the drum is replaced by a frame jib 42
inches high and 20 inches deep. The
machine travels on an armored flexible
conveyor at a speed of about 41/2 feet
per minute. It cuts a 20-inch web on the
cutting run and the plough deflector loads

the cut coal onto the conveyor. On the
reverse run, the deflector loads all the
loose coal left on the track and the conveyor is snaked over behind the machine.

The loader is suitable for medium thickness seams, and the yield of large coal is

good. Nelson.

max. As a subscript, a symbol for maximum.

Zimmerman, p. 378.
maximal breathing capacity. The greatest
respiratory minute volume which a person

can produce during a short period of
extremely forceful breathing. In healthy

young men, it may average as much as
170 liters per minute. H&G.
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If the material conup to shout In
vested contains Large lump., spollaae may
result if the belt st too narrow Nelson.
eastalmins boll Navies. The total of the
starting and operating tensions In the
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maximum carbon dioxide content. The
recommended maximum allowable concentration of carbon dioxide is 0,5 percent. Hartman. p. 17.
maximum credible accident. The most seri.
ous reactor accident that can be hypothesized from an adverse combination of
equipment malfunction, operating errors,
and other foreseen causes. 1,01L.
maximum demand. Upper limit of electric
pmver which may be drawn at any time
from the mains without penalty, as agreed
by contract. Pryor. 3.
maximum density. See maximum unit weight.
ASCE P1826.

maximum dry density. The dry density ob-

tained by the compaction of soil at

is

optimum moisture content. Ham.
maximum operating belt tension. The tension in the carrying run necessary to maintain the normal operating speed of a loaded
belt. ASA MH4.I-1958.

maximum per delay. The maximum vibra-

tion at distant points is that which has
been generated by the greatest amount
of explosive fired

at any one
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This is referred to as the maximum per
delay. Leet, 2, p. 120.
maximum permissible concentration. That
quantity of radioactive material in air,
wat.tr, and foodstuffs that has been established as the maximum concentration

that would not create undue risk to human health. See also radioactivity concentration guide. Lem.
maximum permissible dose. That dose of
ionizing radiation which haa been established as the maximum quantity that can
be absorbed without undue risk to human health. See also radiation protection
guide. LEM.

maximum-pressure arch. See pressure arch
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work. This compressed olysen ap-

paratus raft alio operate usfehe under high

air preuure. hut carefully modifying the
way in which it is used Test, have shown

that it may be worn at pressures up to
II pounds per square inch higher than
normal. this is equivalent to the pressure

centimeter to give a flux density of one

taminated air under high pressures encountered in caisson work and in driving

amount of flux pauing through one square

centimeter-gram-second unit. A unit magnetic pole exerts one dyne on another unit
pole at one centimeter distance. Maxwell's

rule states that each part of an electric

circuit is influenced by a force tending to

move it so as to enclose the maximum
amount of magnetic flux. Pryor, 3.
MaxweIrs rule. A law stating that every part
of an electric circuit is acted upon by a
force tending to move it in such a direction

as to enclose the maximum amount of

magnetic flux. C.T.D.
Mayari iron. Pig iron made from Cuban ores
which contain vanadium and titanium, or
is. pig iron made to duplicate the Cuban
iron. Brady, p. 580.

mayenite. Cubic CanAloOsa, as grains in

metamorphosed limestone from the Beller-

berg, Mayen, Eifel, Germany. This compound has long been known as a constituent of cement clinker. Named from the

locality. Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
mazarine blue; royal blue. A ceramic color,
for on-glaze or underglaze, based on the
use of cobalt oxide (40 to 60 percent)

together with a flux. Dodd.
mazout; marsut. A Russian petroleum product
remaining after the distillation of ben-zine
and kerosine. It is a brownish-black liquid,
and used largely as a fuel oil. Fay.

mb Abbreviation for millibar. BuMin Style
Guide, P. 60.
M barrel. Synonym for M-design core barrel.
Long.

mbh One htousand British thermal units per

1966, p. 198.
macimum-pressure gage. An instrument for
p!gistering the maximum pressure occur-

Mbm Abbreviation for thousand feet board
measure. Zimmerman, p. 108.
mbozite. An amphibole, NasCaFeaoFesoAl2Si80,2(OH)2, from the Mbozi sycnite-gabbro complex in southwest Tanzania.
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undersize passing through, end overtise
being elevated and discharged into a
separate launder, I.iddell 2d. p. 301.
misswell. Magnetic flux acting on unit mal
netic pole to exert a force of one dyne;

theory. Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8, August

ring during an explosion at the point
where the instrument is located. Rice,
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exerted by Inn feet of water. Sandhogs,

and others who may he threatened by concentrations of dangerouss gases when work-

ing in compressed air now have a better
chance of survival. since this device permits rescue teams to enter areas of con-

tunnels through earth strata that lie underwater. Bureau of Afinet Staff.
McCoy number. The total alpha radiation of
3 substance divided by the alpha radiation
per square centimeter in a direction per-

pendicular to the surface of a layer of

oxide of indefinite thickness.
Bennett 2d. 1962.
Mcf Abbreviation for thousand cubic feet.
BuMin Style Guide. p. 62.
MCF Abbreviation for thousand cubic feet.
Also abbreviated Mcf. Zimmerman, p. 108.
uranium

McGinty. Three sheaves over which a rope
is passed so as to take a course somewhat

like that of the letter M. The friction
resulting causes the rope to slide with

difficulty. It is used for lowering loaded
cars from the face to the mouth of a room
on a steep roadway. Zern.
mckiftrite. Variety of bitumen from Elk Hills.
California. Tomkeief f, 1954.

McLuckle gas detector. This nonautomatic
detector, or'portable air analysis apparatus,
can be used underground, or samples of
air can be brought out of the mine in small

rubber bladders and analyzed at the sur-

face. This apparatus depends for its action

on the fact that when methane is burned

in air (oxygen) a definite chemical action
takes place. When the steam condenses to
water there is a reduction in pressure and

in the McLuckie this reduction of pressure, which is proportionate to the methane present, is indicated by the height of
the liquid in one limb of the U-tube which

rises up the side of the scale: the scale

is graduated from 0 to 3 percent in steps

of 0.1 percent. Cooper, pp. 226-227.
McMichael viscosity. The test made to show
the extent of fibrous characteristic or con-
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iilletaally?sieselea Jig. In thli lig, the raw I, II
1,1 s'IttltreVed to a watt, hoe through

Air imitation* are transtnitted through
%Abel to water in A compartment adticent

ni the wathing bed. causing the water en
the tt .1 Ih tett tot sear. Puksting water
came, the incoming fuel to he loosely
tuepended in the water and permits heav
err refute to sink to the screen plate while
suspended coal spills over into the second
cc impartment. In the second compartnient
the process is repeated with the remaining
refuse sinking to the screen and clean coal
discharging to the dewatering screens.
Kentucky. p. 310.
McNally-Vissac dryer. A convection dryer or

the forced draft type. The heat source is
a coal-fired furnace. It consists essentially

of a declined reciprocating screen over
which the coal travels. Two balanced
tandem decks are used. They are suspended from the supporting structure by
inclined flexible hangers and actuated in
opposition through flexible pitmans from
a common eccentric shaft. The removal of
moisture is accomplished by passing hot
furnace gases, tempered with coal air,

downward through the bed of coal as it

travels along the screen. An induced-draft
fan at the exhaust end provides the motive
force for the gases. Mitchell, pp. 678-679.
McNamara clamp. A drill-rod safety clamp

somewhat similar to a Wommer's safety
clamp. Long.

M core barreL Synonym for M-design core
barrel. Long.

M-curve; Mayer curve. A cumulative curve

used in the first instance to express the

washability of a coal, plotted on a vectorial

diagram in which the projection of the
vector on the abscissa represents the per-

centage of the product (coal) and the

direction of the vector represents the percentage of a particular constituent of the

product. B.S. 3552, 1962.
McQuald-Ehn test. A test by means of which
it is possible to predict the reaction of plain

carbon case hardening steels and alloy

steels in quenching. The interpretation of
the test depends upon the examination of
the pearlite and cementite in the hypereu-

toitg

MD, .-Shsisevi.atitin for noon deloributin4
68.
frgme /sesonermen.

ID11. .Sn rsploisive centaur)* of picric acid
and dinitronaphthalene. Yellow ; crystals,

and melting point. 105" to 110' C. Ben.
nets 204. 1962

mos Abbreviatio.i for millid.uries, a meatier"
tit permeability. IVilhanst.

Me Abbreviation for methyl. Zirnmerenaa.
p. 68.
ME Abbrel,iation for mechanical engineer;
mining engineer. Zimmerman, pp. (18, 70,

meadow on. Same as bog iron oru. Fay.
Synonym for limonite. Dena 6d. b. 250.

meadoir peat. Peat derived from stems and
roots of grasses. Tomketelf. 1954.
meaner feel. Moistureless; dry and rough to
the touch, as chalk and magnesite. Nelson.
mean. a. The middle position or value between two extremes. MacCracken. b. The
arithmetk mean of a set of quantities is an

average in which all signs are taken as

positive. In an algebraic mean, the signs of

the quantities are taken into account, so
that the mean may result in being either

positive or negative. Ham.
mean birefringence. The numeral whkh represents the average between the greatest
strength of double refraction and the least
strength of double refraction possessed by
a species or variety. The refractive index
of sphene is 1.885 to 1.990 and 1.915 to
2.050; hence the birefringence varies from
0.105 to 0.135. The average, or mean, is
0.120. See also refractive index. Shipley.
mean calorie. One-hundreth of the heat re-

quired to raise I gram of water from 00

to 100° C. Newton, P. 122.
mean depth. Cross-sectional arca of a stream
divided by its surface width. Seelye, I.
mean depth of the sea. That depth above and
below which 50 percent of the earth's submerged solid surface lies. Generally considered to be 3,800 meters. Hy.
meander. One of a series of somewhat regular

and looplike bends in the course of a

stream that develop when the stream is
flowing at grade through the lateral shift-

ing of its course in the direction of the
convex segments of the original curves in

1
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once. are Added whether plus of minus)
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"2 p 9.19
mem dlametre. The Average of two mcatorr

ments on the diameter, taken at right
angles to each tether. Lsalos Metal Age.
!.. 16. No. 9. ()stetter 1958. pp 17.24.
maw diamokr. Rosemarie. 't he deamrtrr
emeivalent of the arithmetic mean of the
logarithmic frequency distribution In the
analysis of beach sands, it is taken as that
grain diameter determined graphically by
the intersection of a straight line through
selected boundary sizes (generally points
on the distribution curve where 16 and 84

percent of the sample by weight is coarser)

and a vertical line through the median

diameter of the sample. H8IG.
mean elective pressen. In an air compressor,
the equivalent average pressure exerted by

the piston throughout the stroke. Lewis,
p. 668.

mean error. The mean deviation of a distribution of accidental errors. Webster 3d.
mean free path. The average distance traveled by a particle, photon, atom, or molecule between successive collisions. LAM.
mean higher high water. The average height
of the higher high waters over a 19-year
period. Can be calculated for shorter periods by applying corrections for a 19-year
period. Abbreviation, mhhw. Hy.
mean high springs. The average height of
high water during syzygy over a 19-year
period. Hy.

mean high water. The average height of the
high waters over a 19-year period. Abbreviation, mhw. Hy.

mean high-water neaps. The average height

of high water during quadrature over a

19-year period. Abbreviation, mhwn. Hy.

mean horizontal candlepower. The mean
horizontal candlepower of a light source
having its axis of symmetry in the vertical
plane is the mean candlepower in a horizontal plane through the luminous center

of the source. Sinclair, I, pp. 200-201.

Abbreviation, M.H.C.
mean lower low water. The average height of
the lower low waters over a 19-year period.

Can be calculated for shorter periods by
applying corrections for a 19-year period.
Abbreviation, mllw. Hy.
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height of the
nflate iif river It any point foe all stages
of the tsde over a 19-year pers441. usually
determined from hourly height readings.

mean river h,.s

new ined

The

Unusual variations of river level may be

excluded in computation. 11p.
OVA NM levet. The mean surface level deter

mined by averaging all stages of the tide
over a 19--year period. usually determined

from hourly height readings and referred
to a fixed tide level. Abbreviation, ma. fly.
Mae Aft. 'the weighted averaer particle sir..
of any sample, batch or consignment of
particulate material. B.S. 3352, 1962.

Mein sounding velocity. Mean values for
velocity of sound through the vertical
water column of specific depths based on

For

sol000ttotod dopIL Sr seis. Firm for nwesurell
hno depth. Lossi

aseasswed draws depth t he rippers-us .lepi4
of borehole as meaeured aJi.n the lonitit41mel aim of the borehole. The memmeed

drilling depth in always equal to the un-

overlapped drilled footage in a borehole.
Also called measured depth. Sometunts

abl.reviated ind. Long.
nseamsrod ore. Ore for who h tonnage is com-

puted from dimension* revealed In nut:mpg, trenches, workings, and drill holes

and for which the grade is computed from
the results of detailed sampling. The sites
for inspection, sampling, and measurement
are so cloo-ly spaced and the geologic
character is so well defined that the size,
shape, and mineral content are well established. The computed tonnage and grade
are judged to be accurate within limits

which are stated, and no such limit is

sections of the column. These values yield

judged to differ from the computed tonnage or grade by more than 20 percent.
Forrester. pp. 552,553.

depth finding machines are used. The velocity of !sound at any specific depth may

differ considerably from the mean. Hy.

nseasuremeat. The finding of the number of
units of measure in a line, area, space or
volume, period of time, etc. loxes, 2, p. 39.

mean sphere depth. That uniform depth to
which water would cover the earth if the

assess eie degree of concentration at Na-

different velocities of sound in different
more nearly correct depths when sonic

solid surface where smoothed off and were

parallel to the surface of the geoid. Generally accepted
meters.

as

a depth of 2,440

fly.

mean spherical candlepower. The mean
spherical candlepower of a light source is
the average flux through a unit solid angle,

that is, the total flux in lumens from the
source divided by 4; in other words, the
average intensity of a light source in all
directions. Sinclair, I, p. 200.

ITICSA square error. Square root of tnean of
squares of deviations from a mean value
repeatedly observed. Pryor, 3.
mean stress. a. In fatigue testing, the algebraic mean of the maximum and minimum
stress in one cycle. Also called the steady-

stress component. ASM Gloss. b. In any
multiaxial stress system, the algebraic mean

of three principal stresses; more correctly
called mean normal stress. ASM Gloss.
mean tide keel. a. The plane, or surface, that
lies exactly halfway between mean high
water and mean low water. On account of

the lack of symmetry of the tidal curve

444444444$ 4144141,4864,

...*4.o

measurement ot coocentratios. In order to

tional Coal Board collieries (Great Britain), certain basic data are collected, in-

volving the pithead output, length of main
haulage roads, and length of coalface in
production. See al.50 face concentration;
geographical concentration; overall concentration. Nelson.
measurement transducer. Transmitter, which
converts measurement of a physical quantity into a proporational analogue. Pryor,

3, p. 31.

measurer. a. In the iron and steel industry,
one who measures iron or steel rails, rods,

and sheets for length and width with a

flexible steel tape, and checks measurements against specifications. D.O.T. I. b.
See stone grader. D.O.T. L
measures. A group or series of strata having
some characteristic in common coal measures, for example; almost obsolete. Fay,

measures head. A heading or drift made in
various strata. Fay.
measuring chain. A surveyor's chain, containing 100 links of 7.92 inches each. Fay.
measuring chute; pocket. An ore bin or coal-
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VihenWI sato the hoisting skip and io
refilled t.eforo the skip retirns efripty

rotboated tape. .terl or
meamewing br.
linen, ulnae ly in 'Al r 101)4,44 lengths,
11

used by towoneert, builders, sisrveln.es, flrir
Crirpeil
des 5n for mr.stulng th.
meamorken web,.
flow of water. It generally ,-..nosts ,,(
rectangular. traps-A oda!, tria nit/War, or

other shaped notrh in a thin plate in a
vcrtn Al plane through whit+ the water
flows. The weir head is an index of the

rate of Row Seely., 1.
meal earth. a A term sornetirne I Applied to
topsoil at opencast pits. It %Aries from fl
inches to 2 feet deep and may be put aside
for relaying on restoration of site. See also
reseiling; surface reinstatement. Nehon.
h. The vegetal mold. Fay.
mechamic. A man skilled in assembling, oper-

ating, and repairing mining plant and

equipment. He has a number of fitters, on
each shift, working under his instructions.

He is responsible to the manager of the
mine and also perhaps to a mechanical

engineer. Nelson.
mechanical advantage. Ratio between the re.
sistance or load raised by a machine, and

the applied force. Mechanical advantage

divided by velocity ratio gives the efficiency
of the machine. Ham.
mechanical air machine. A flotation machine
which utilizes pulp-body concentration by

the agitation froth method and bubble-

column action by pneumatic and cascade
means. Taggart, p. 826.
mechanical analysis. a. The relative proportions of the different sized mineral parti-

cles present in a soil or rock. It is determined by mechanical analysis, in which
the particles are separated into a number
of arbitrary fractions, each consisting of
particles whose size lies between definite
limits. For uniformity and convenience the
International Society of Soil Science has
fixed the following limits. Nelson,
Diameter of particles
Designation
2.0 to 0.2 mm
coarse sand
0.2 to 0.02 mm
fine sand
0.02 to 0.002 mm
silt
less than 0.002 mm
clay.
Nelson.

b. An analysis of the particle-size distribu-
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m.chaskal cinich. .% dutch for ttanomittlni(
ti.rque fri.rn the drive to the crankshaft
s.f * preso rhruuh an arrangement of it.

regular mating surfaces. ASh Gb,,.
nwckaskal co.c.aaSki. deposit. A deposit
of hravy mineral, concentrated on the surface by nis'vi.ig water or air.

mechanical smche.cy. The ratio of the airthe indicated
indicated horsepower to
horsepower in the power cylinder. in the
case tsI c*'mpmsion driven by steam or
internal-combusuon engines, and to the
brake horsepower delivered to the shaft
in case of a power.driven machine. Lwi,
p. 663.
mechanical engineer. An engineer responsible
for the safe and efficient operation of all

4.n,-onfr140. 4444 *1..,

Im*t4f

.i1-.id.
ii

idsn* and 4Iflsi4si

tsr'slo*dmng.

"met.nw'

of the deformation. 4SM Gloss.
mechanical equivalent of heat. Amount of
mechanical energy which can be transformed into a single heat unit, the equivalent of 778 foot.pounds per British th.rmal
unit. I-lam.

mechanical eztensometer. An appliance for
measuring strain and often used in roof
control investigations. It employs a micro.

meter dial gage actuated through a lever
giving initial magnification of the movement. A sensitivity of 10 microstrain over

44$
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echkal

every

wave, of given

ft,.

quency and having equal aci"sohr pressures
and equal vt-hone v,k'citieo per unit ares
at every point of the strfarr at any instant.
ii the quotient 'I,tained by dividing (I)

the pha'r cs'rreopnnding to the force, due
to the acoustic pressure on the given area,

by () the phaar conrtpondinç to

the

volume velocity per unit area. 1I&G.

r Ihbk w"rhrj by ui's.,I. tn.*4-h,r'sr .'n'b*$l'v1n4 .m

w.uhi whsc'h ,o lifted and dripped upon
th. rnteril being rammed. .4.. .bi frog
ran'snwr, power rammer 41*.'..
The prior ipk of ml'
mechanical
rhani*al ,smpbng i. that st tya&matkalh'
r,,m.vr, a portion '1 the dream '1 material

a tample. Mechanical smphing It
widely used in nih' and rt'nce'ntrjt.'rs
for

where large quantities '1 ore, o'ncrnlrste,
or laihinc' are to be sampled, while hand
umphinq is used for smaller amou.cs.
Nvtto't. p. -lO.

for
loading coal, pay mineral, or dirt. Se.' alto

uuaschaskal l..dsr. A power machine
loader. Nvbon.

mech.i nk.,l

water. Dodd.

mech*uszl meta1lur. The technology drl.
ing i.-ich the manner in vhich metals react

mechanical environment. ASh!

and generally capable of separation by
mechanical means. Standard. 1964.

dirt by machines. Two main methods of
n, 'hanical mucking are in use in shaft
sin.cings: (1) Cactus grab, and (2) crawl.
er-mounted rocker shovel loaders. The
grab has a capacity up to about 30 cubic
feet. Some engineers prefer a circular ring
on which the grab moves round the shaft

bottom, others adopt a boom from which
the grab is suspended and placed immediately over the broken rock. However,
there is general agreement that if fast sink-

ing rates are required, a cactus grab

.4.

rhosery .4,. ..1.a tat,l'. e

point, to the Jirvttis.n of pri'patlats*'n of

mechankalty heM waler. See
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mechanical mucking. The loading of stone cr

these quantities is a single-valued function
of the other,, regardless of the prior history
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mines. I-fe has the assistance of mechanics
and fitters. The modern trend is to appoint
mechanical/electrical engineers. Nelson.

temperature that is based on the concept
that the instantaneous value of any one of
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is

essential. In tunnels, a fairly wide range of

machines are available for mechanical
mucking, the most common type being the
shovel loader. Nelson.

mechanical ohms. Mechanical impedance is
measured in mechanical ohms. One me-

mechanical gidhauib. Sediments ffiat havr
been brought to their places of deposition
ai separate particles by mechanical means.
Water. wind, and ice are' the agents commonly involved and the resulting rocks are
conglomerates, sandstones. shaks, and cer.
fain limestones. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
mechanical set. Bits produced by the vnriou,

means in which diamonds are set in a bit
mok into which a cast or powder metal is
the diamonds and
forming the bit crown, as opposed to handsetting. Also, the act or process of pro.

placed, embedding

ducing diamond bits in such a manner.
Also called cast set: machine set; sinter set.

Compare handset. Long.
mechanical-set bit. A diamond bit produced

by mechanical methods as opposed

to

handsetting methods. See also mechanical
Set. Long.

mechanical sboveL A loader limited to level
or only slightly graded drivages. The machine operates a shovel in front of it and
pushes itself forward; when full, the shovel
is swung over the machine kind delivers

into a mine car or tub behind. It will
shunt, pull, and push its own cars, deliver.
ing them into a shunt or passby when full.

Mason, v. 1, pp. 86-87. See also shovel
loader.

mechanical sUp. See self-slip. ACSG, 1963.
mechanical spalftng of refractorles. The spa II.
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Mechamd tiles. P.swntially. the ntroduoti,,n
of p."r nohine* ti. rrplw' m*snisl

Pta.
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mining, it may denote the
intrdu,t...n of r..nv,nonnaj mmchine nun
ing to repLire hand mining, or cnntinu.u*
mining to replace conventio'aal mrnrhine
mining. Nv1io.
mecbaataades engineer. tivally a qualifieti
labor

In to*l

mining engineer with rust-hand raperience

and know tegr of the various mining machine, and the physical conditions most
,uitable fr them. In general, the National
Coal Board. Great Britain, appoints a
mechaniiatii'n engineer for each roup of

collrjs. Nelson.

mechanlantlos scheme. A plan or project to
convert a handmining or a conventional
machine mining face to mechanized min-

ing. that is, the use of machine. which
either load prepared coal or cut and load
coal simultaneously (cutter loaders). The
scheme may ak-s include the introduction
of locomotives, skip winding, and so on.
The preparation of the scheme would be
the responsibility of the planning department with the close cooperation of the
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mine working place to the coal tipple or
other mineral treatment plant. Bureau of
Mines Staff; B.C.I.

mechanized heading development. A pillar
method of working suitable for seams 4
feet and over in thickness. Three or more
narrow headings are driven rapidly with
machines at about 30-yard centers with
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Median emerald. Green glass. Shipley.
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they are given the status of a series. C.T.D.
medlosilkic. Suggested in place of intermedi-
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medium solids. The solid component of a
dense medium. BS. 3552, 1962.
medium solid. preparation. Any purification

or grinding of the raw dense medium
solids to make them suitable for use. BS.

3552, 1962.

medium solids recovery plant. The equipment

used to remove a. herent medium solids
from a product from a dense-medium bath

(after drainage of surplus medium), usually by spraying, and to remove contaminating coal and clay from these medium
solids. B.S. 3552, 1962.

melilitite

medium-stone bit

691

medium-stone bit. A bit with diamonds rang-

megascopic. Applied to observations of min-

ing from 8 to 40 per carat in size. Long.
medium thickness seam. In general, a coal
seam over 2 feet and up to 4 feet in thickness. Nelson.

medium-volatile bituminous coal. Nonagglomerating bituminous coal having 69
percent or more, and less than 78 percent,
of fixed carbm (dry, mineral-matter-free),
31 percent or less, and more than 22 percent, of volatile matter (dry, mineral-

matter-free). ASTM D388-38.
medmontite. A clayey mineral allied to montmorillonite containing 20.96 percent CuO,

from Kazakhstan, U.S.S.R. Named from
copper and montmorillonite. See elso cupromon tmorillonite. Spencer 19, M.M.,
1952.

medusae. See jellyfish. Hy.
meehanite. High-duty cast iron proC.uced by
ladle addition of calcium silicict:. Pryor, 3.

meend; meand. Forest of Dean. Old ironstone workings at the outcrop, some of

which were worked by the Romans. Fay.
meer. A length of 29 yards in any vein. Hess.

meerschaum; seplate. A hydrated silicate
of magnesium. It is claylike, and shown
microscopically to be a mixture of a fibrous

mineral called parasepiolite and an amorphous mineral, beta sepiolite. It is used for
making pipes, and formerly was used in
Morocco as a soap. C.T.D.

erals and rocks and

to the characters

observed by means of the naked eye or
pocket lens but not with a microscope.
Holmes, 1928.

region. The most disturbed
earthquake area. Schiejerdecker.

megaseismic

megaspores. Female spores; part of reproduction organs of many Coal Measures plants.
See also spores. Nelson.
Megator. A displacement type of pump oper-

ating on the eccentric principle. It

is

interesting and ingenious in design. Mason,
v. 2, p. 626.

megavolt. A unit of electromotive force that
equals 1 million volts. Abbreviation, Mv.
Crispin.

megawatt day per ton. A unit used for expressing the burnup of fuel in a reactor.

Specifically, the number of megawatt days
of heat output per metric ton of fuel. L&L.
megger. An electrical measuring instrument
comprising a hand-operated generator
equipped with a governor, a moving measuring system consisting of a voltage, and
a current coil so disposed that the deflection of the moving system is proportional

to the voltage to current ratio. Used to
measure insulation resistance and resis-

tance to ground. It has been somewhat

used in electrical prospecting. A.G.L
megohm. A unit of electrical resistance that
equals 1 million ohms. Abbreviation, meg.

meerschaum, artificial. A product similar to
Crispin.
natural meerschaum. It is prepared from
meerschaum shavings, kieselguhr, and sili- Melgen's reaction. A test for distinguishing
calcite and aragonite. A solution of cobalt
cates of aluminum, calcium, and magnenitrate is used as a combined stain and
sium. Brady, p. 475.
reagent. Aragonite is stained a lilac tint
meer stake. A pin of wood driven into the
which remains visible in thin section after
surface to indicate the extent or end of
boiling in the solution for about 20 mina meer of ground. Hess.
utes; calcite (and dolomite) may be
meet. a. Eng. To keep pace with, for example,
stained pale blue but they appear unto keep-sufficient supply of coal al the pit
changed in thin section. Holmes, 1928.
bottom to supply the winding engine. Fay.
b. To come together exactly, as in survey melonite. A silicate of aluminum and calcium, together with calcium carbonate,
lines from opposite directions. Foy.
meeting. a. A siding or bypass on undc rground

roads. Fay. b. Newc. -J'he place at middle-

depth of a shaft, slope, or plane, where

ascending and descending cars pass each
other. Fay.
meeting post. A vertical timber at he outer
edge of each of a pair of lock gates mitered

so that the gates fit tightly wher. closed.
Ham.

meeting station. N. of Eng. See kist. Trist.
mega-. a. A prefix meaning large. As h prefix

to petrological and other geologic terms,
it signifies parts or properties that are recognizable by the unaided eye. Opposite
of micro-. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b. A
combining form meaning I million times,
for example, megavolt for 1 million volts.

A.G.I.
megabar. A unit of pressure equal to 1 megadyne per square centimeter. Standard,
1964.

(Ca,Na )4 Ala ( AI,Si)a Sie0i4 (C1,CoBS0i),
which crystallizes in the tetragonal system.

megarlpple. Any type of ripple with a wavelength greater than 1 meter. Pettijohn.

ness, 6.5 to 7; specific gravity, 2.04; with
sulfur crystals of Girgenti, Sicily. Larsen,

p. 48.
melanostibian. A black anthnonite of manganese and iron. Massive; foliated; from
Sjo mine, Orebro, Sweden. English.
melanotekite. A black mineral with 2 cleavages 3Ph0.2FeB02.35i02; Mohs' hardness,
6.5 ; specific gravity, 5.73. Larsen, p. 144.
melanovanadinite. A vanadium ore, 2Ca0.3V205.2V204.6H20. Osborne.

melanovanadite. A very rare, weakly radioactive, monoclinic, black mineral, 2Ca0.2V204.3V,OB.xH2O," foand

impregnating

ore in fractures in sandstone; in oxidized
ore associated with pascoite, hummerite,
rossite, and tyuyamunite; from Minasragra, Peru. Crosby, p. 126; English,
p. 147.
melanterite. A hydrous ferrous sulfate, FcSO4.711,0, which crystallizes in the monoclinic system; color, green-blue. It usually
results from the decomposition of iron
pyrite or marcasite. Also called copperas.
Webster 3d; Dana 17.

melaphyr. A general term for altered and

amygdaloidal rocks of basaltic or andesitic
types. McKinstry.
melaphyre. a. A porphyritic rock consisting of
phenocrysts of feldspar in a dark groundmass; broadly, a porphyritic igneous rock

with dark colored aphanitic groundmass

cent loss on ignition. Dodd.
m-electron. Electron of third concPntric shell

percent Na10, 4.5 percent K20, 2.5 per-

surrounding an atom's nucleus; principal
quantum number 3. When filled contains

the points of the maximum destructive
energy of an earthquake shock around its
epicentrum. Standard, 1964.
mein-. A prefix meaning dark-colored. See

8 electrons. Pryor, 3.
melee. Small diamonds. Hess.

also melano-. A.G.I.
melaconite. See tenorite.
melamine formaldehyde. A resin. Used as a
bonding agent for fibrous glass in making
electrical insulating parts. Lee.

melilite. A mineral group, (Na,Ca) 2 ( Mg,A1)(AlSi),O., the most common end-members

melanasphalt. An early name for albertite.
stance found in masses in the brown coal

unaided eye. Schiejerdecker.

SOB; possibly SiOB with SiSB; Mohs' hard-

within the innermost isoseismal line. Schielerdecker.
meizoseismal curve. A curved line connecting

various prehistoric monuments, such as the
menhir, dolmen, etc. Webster 3d.

Standard, 1964.
megaphenocryst. A large phenocryst that is
visible to the unaided eye. A.G.I.
megaporphyritic. A porphyritic texture in
which the phenocrysts are visible to the

lizing in cubes SiO, with 5 to 7 percent

and phenocrysts of various kinds. Webster
3d. b. A Mesozoic basalt. Webster 3d.
meldon stone. A china stone of low quality
from Cornwall, England. A quoted analysis Is: 70 percent Si0B, 18 percent A1,01,
0.4 percent Fe,OB, 0.6 percent CaO, 4

Tomkeiell, 1954.
melanchyme; melanchym. A bituminous sub-

megalithic masonry. Masonry in very large
stones, whether wholly or partly rough.

mesocratic. A.G.1.

melanophlogite. A colorless mineral crystal-

It is a species of the isomorphous series
forming the scapolite group. C.M.D.
meizoseismhl. Of or pertaining to the maximum destructive force of an earthquake.
Standard, 1964.
meizoseismal area. The most disturbed area

megacycle. A unit of 1 million cycles. C.T.D.

megalith. A huge undressed stone used in

having a color index between 30 and 90.
A.G.I. Supp.
melanite. A black andradite variety of common garnet, isometric. Dana 17.
melano-. A prefix meaning black or dark.
A.G.I.
melanocratic. Applied to dark-colored rocks,
especially igneous rocks, containing between 60 and 100 percent dark minerals,
that is, rocks, the color index of which is
between 60 and 100. See also leucocratic;

melikaria. The vein filings or boxwork of
septa which have weathered out from a
septarian nodule, 4.0.I.

including, CalMgSitO, (akermanite) and
CaBA125i0, (gehlenite). Tetragonal. Oc-

of Zweifelsruth, Bohemia, Czechoslovakia.
That part of this substance which is solubic

curs as a component of certain recent basic
eruptive rocks. 4.0.1.; C.T.D.
melillite basalt. A rare basaltic rock in which
the feldspathoid is melilite. The rock is

in alcohol is termed rochlederite, the residue melanellite. Fay.
melane. Synonym for mafic mineral. A.G.!.

melilitite. An extrusive or hypabyssal rock

Supp.

melanellite. That portion of melanchyme
which is insoluble in alcohol; it is black
and gelatinous. Fay.
notlanse. Diamonds of mixed sizes. Hess.
melanic. Dark-colored, refers to igneous rocks
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excessively basic. Alnoite is the corresponding dike rock. Fay.
composed

predominantly

of

pyroxene

(usually titaniferous augite) and melilite.

The minor minerals may be nepheline,

leucite, or other feldspathoids, and sometimes plagioclase or olivine, or both, The
accessory minerals are apatite, sphene, and

opaque oxides. With an increase of plagioclase, the rock passes into melilite basalt
(melilite tephrite) and with an increase of
olivine, it

passes into

olivine melilitite.

With an increase of both olivine and

plagioclase, the rock becomes a meliliteolivine basalt (mclilite basanite). In olivine melilitites, biotite is a common constituent. A.G.I.
melinite. a. A high explosive similar to lyddite, said to be chiefly picric acid. Webster 2d. b. A species of soft, unctuous clay,
common in Bavaria, and probably identical
with bole. Standard, 1964.
melinophane. Meliphanite. Dana 6d, p. 418.
meliphanite. A yellow, red, or black pseudo-

mendipite
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melilitite

Metal Age, V. 16, No. 9, October 1950,
pp. 1 7-24. c. Semicontinuous meltinga
process in which alloy ingredients and pure
metal pig are added in small batches, and
only a portion of the bath poured off before stopping and recharging with additional ingredients. Semicontinuous melting

is necessary where stirring has to be employed, as when alloying ingredients are
added. It is not necessary in the continuous
type of remelting. Light Metal Age, v. 16,

No. 9, October 1958, pp. 17-24. d. The
thermal process by which the charge is
completely converted into molten glass
free from undissolved batch. ASTM C16266.

sumed that the glass at melting temperature has a viscosity of 102 poises. ASTM
C162-66.

melting zone. The hottest part of the furnace
where the melting takcs place. Mersereau,
4th, p. 399.
melt-off rate. See melting rate. ASM Gloss.

member. a. In the usage of the U.S. Geo-

logical Survey, a division of a formation,
generally of distinct lithologic character or
of only local extent. Fay. b. Any part or
element of a machine or structure such as
a beam, column, shaft, etc. Ro.
membrane theory. An advanced theory of
design for thin shells, based on the pre-

mise that a shell cannot resist bending

tetragonal mineral with I distinct cleavage,

melting area. The arca of a furnace under

5; specific gravity, 3.0. Larsen, p. 168.
mell. a. Eng. A large hammer. Fay. b. Eng.
See mall. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

because it deflects. Thc only stresses that
exist, therefore, in any section are shear
stress and direct compression or tension.

where the batch is melted and the glass

membrane theory of plasticity. Attributes the
plasticity of clay to the compressive action
of a postulated surface envelope of water
around the clay particles. Dodd.
memorial designer. In the stonework industry, one who conceives, drafts plans for,
and makes plaster models of monuments,
statues, and other memorials. D.O.T. I.
memory. Equipment which holds machine
language information in store by electrical
or magnetic means, inside the computer.
Storage, whether electrical, magnetic or

2Ca0.2Be0.3Si02.NaF; Mohs' hardness,

melle. Small cut diamonds, usually about oneeighth carat. Generally refers to stones
used in jewelry. Hess.
mellilite. See mellite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
mellite; melliHte. A hydrous aluminum mellate, Al2C12012.18H20; color, honey-yellow;

luster, resinous; usually occurring as nodules and found in brown coal. Tomkeieff,
1954.

mellorite. A silicate of ferric iron, calcium,
etc., .approaching garnet in composition,
hut with optical properties similar to those
of an orthorhombic pyroxene. Formed by
the action of basic slag on silica brick in,
a steel furnace. Spencer 16, M.M., 1943.
See also fire clay mineral. A.G.I

fire. Usually the area up to the bridgewall
or floater. ASTM C162-66.
melting end. The part of a glass tank furnace
is refined. Dodd.

melting furnace. A glassmakers' furnace in
which the frit for the glass is melted before it goes to the blowing furnace. Fay.
melting hole. The opening in the floor to thc
furnace in a melting house. Mersereau,
4th, p. 459.
melting house. The building in which the
crucible furnaces for steel making are
located. Mersereau, 4th, p. 459.
melting point. That temperature at which a
single, pure solid phase changes to a liquid or to a liquid plus another solid phase,

upon the addition of heat at a

specific

pressure. Unless otherwise specified, melt-

mellow amber. A name for gedanite. Shipley.

ing points are usually stated in terms of 1
atmosphere pressure. The term can also be
used for the isothermal melting of certain
mixtures, such as eutectic mixtures. Erroneously and loosely used also to refer to

melonite; tellurnickel. A nickel telluride,

but unspecified amount of liquid phase
develops in a complex solid mixture that
possesses a melting range; for example,

mellowing. A change of color in a building
stone due to the oxidation of some ferruginous constituent or to the absorption of
impurities. Standard, 1P64.
Ni2Tes; in indistinct granular and foliated
particles; color, reddish-white, with metallic luster. Fay.
melt. a. A melted substance; also the mass
melted at a single operation or the quantity melted during a certain period. Webster 3d. b. To change a solid into a liquid

by the application of heat; or the liquid

resulting from such action. ASTM C24260T. c. A specific quantity of glass made
at one time. ASTM C162-66.
melteigite. A plutonic igneous rock consisting
predominantly of aegirine-diopsidc with a

smaller amount of nepheline and minor

biotite, cancrinite, calcitel apatite, titanite,
melanite, and opaque oxides. With an increase in nephelinc, melteigite passes into

the temperature at which some appreciable

the melting point of granite. Abbreviations,
mp or MP. A.G.I.
melting point of refractory. The temperature

Mendeleev's law.. See periodic law. Fay.
mendelevium. A synthetic radioactive element
produced in a cyclotron by bombarding

from a few pounds to 30-40 hundredweight, according to the type of manufacture; used to contain the glass while

atoms of it were prepared and identified.
Mendelevium 255 decays by spontaneous

th'e behavior of a material as a refractory.
Francis, 1965, v. 2, p. 653.
melting pot. a. A vessel of fire clay holding

melting in the pot furnace. Such pots may

melting rate. In electric arc welding, the
weight or length of electrode melted in a
unit of time. Sometimes called melt-off
rate or burn-off rate. ASM
melting shop. The open-hearth plant. New-

which all ingredients are charged into the

melting snow jade. Descriptive term for a

furnace, and the furnace is cleaned out

before additional ingredients are charged
in for the next batch. Light Metal Age, v.

16, No. 9, October 1958, pp. 17-24. b.
Continuousa process in which contin-

ous melts are regularly employed for pure
metal c..asting or for alloys when scrap or

alloy pig is continually being charged to
the melt, while tapping Is In process. Light

Mendeleev group. Any one of the groups
(group 0 through group VIII) into which

melting point is usually 50° to 100° C
above the refractoriness under Ioad tempeeature. The latter is a better guide to

chamber of a tank furnace where the glass
batch is melted. ASTM C162-66. c. Person
in charge of the furnace during the early
stages of filling and melting of the batch.
ASTM C162-66.

melting. a. Batcha remelting process in

ium, was first isolated Hess.
menachite. See menachanite.
menage. Fr. A club of working men in Scotland and North England, Common in
mining districts. Fay.
mend. Eng. To load, or reload, trams at the
gate ends out of smaller trams used only
in the working faces of thin scams. Fay.
the elements were classified by Mendeleev

bends so that the tip touches the base. The

it passes into jacupirangite. A.G.I.
melter. a. In metallurgy, the man in charge

of the furnace. Newton, p. 312. b. The

by cards, etc., is made outside the computer, Pryor, 3, p. 31.
menaccanite. A synonym for ilmenite. Fay.
menachanite; menachite. A black, magnetic
sand from near M,..nachan, Cornwall,
England, from which the element, titan-

at which a small cone of the refractory

be open or closed (that is, provided with
a hood to prevent furnace gases from acting on the glass). C.T.D. b. A crucible

ijolite and with a decrease in nepheline,

Ham.

Standard, 1964.

ton, p. 312.

white to grayish color grade of jadeite with
opaque patches traversed by translucent
streaks. Shipley.

melting temperature. The range of furnace
temperatures within which melting takes
place at a commercially desirable rate,
and at which the resulting glass generally
has a viscosity of 10" to 10" poises, For
purposes of comparing glasses, it Is as-

in

his periodic system. Standard, 1964.

einsteinium 253 with alpha particles. The
element is named for D. I. Mendeleev. At

the time of discovery (1955), only 17

fission with a half-life of about 30 minutes.
It is believed to have chemical properties
similar to those of the rare earth thulium,
and it was predicted as eka-thulium. Symbol, Md or Mv ; atomic number, 101; and
the mass number of the most stable isotope,
256. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemis-

try and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p B-120.
mender. Tin or terneplate too imperfect to
be sold, but usable if run through the metal
pot again. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Mendheim kiln. A gas-fired chamber kiln designed by G. Mendheim of Munich, Ger-

many, in about 1910 for the firing of refractories at high temperature. The gas
enters at the four corners of each chamber,

and burns within bag walls which direct

the hot products of combustion towards the

roof; they then pass downward through
the setting and are exhausted through the
chamber floor. Dodd.
mendlpite. A white, oxychloride of lead,

mendipite
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2PbO.PbC12, which crystallizes in the
orthornhombk system; found in the Mendip Hills, Somerset County, England.
C.M.D.
mendozite. A massive, fibrous, white, hydrous,
sodium aluminum sulfate, NaAl(S01)2
12H20. Also called alunogen; soda alum.
Fay.
menaghinite. A lead-antimony sulfide mineral,
Pb13S132S23; orthorhombic. In slender prismatic crystals; also massive. Color, blackish
lead-gray. Dana 17.
Menevian. Middle Cambrian. A.G.I. Sup).
menilite. A concretionary, opaque, dull, grayish variety of opal. Fay.

of low molecular weight have very dis-

meniscus. a. Thc curved top surface of a
liquid column. It is concave upwards when

the containing walls aie wetted by the

liquid (as water in a vertical glass tube)
and convex upwards when wetted with
liquid (as mercury in a vertical glass

tube). Webster 3d; Bureau of Mines Stall.
b. A concavoconvex lens; esPecially, one
of true crescent-shaped cross section. Webster 3d. c. See onion. ASTM C162-66.
mennige. Ger. Minium. Hess.
men on! Scot. A brief expression to indicate
that men are on thc cage to be raised, or
lowered, in the shaft. Fay.
Menzies cone separator. Consists of a GO°
cone with a short cylindrical top section.
It is provided with a stirring shaft, located
in its vertical axis, carrying several setS
of horizontal arms with rings of nozzles,

projecting through the sides of the cone
for the admission, at several horizons, of
the required water currcnts. At the basc
of the cone, a classifier column several feet

long is fitted, through which refuse dis-

charges continuously to an inclined refuse
conveyor. Watcr is supplied by a centrifugal pump, Mitchell, pp. 319-321.
Meotian. Lower lower Pliocene. A.G.I.
mep Abbreviation for mean effective pressure.

abbreviated MEP. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 60.
mephitic. Foul; noxious; poisonous; stifing.
Fay.
mephitic air. a. Carbon dioxide. Webster 3d.
b. Air exhausted of oxygen and containing
chiefly nitrogen. Webster 3d. c. Blackdamp; chokedamp. Fay.
mephitic gas. Same as mephitic air. Webster

Also

3 d.

ntephitis. A noxious exhalation caused by the
decomposition of organic remains; applied
also to gases emanating from deep sources,
as in mines, caves, and volcanic regions.
Standard, 1964.
mer Abbreviation for maximum efficient ratc.
abbreviated MER. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 60.
Meramecian. Lower Upper Mississippian.
A.G.I. Sun).

Also

mercallite. Potassium-hydrogen sulfate, KHSO4; minute tabular ezvtals; orthorhombic; color, sky-blue; horn Vesuvius, Italy.
English.
mercantile system. A theory in political economy that wealth consists not in labor and

its products, but in the quantity of silver

and gold in a country, and hence that
mining, the exportation of goods, and the

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-I94.
mercuric sulfate; mercury sulfate. Colorless
or white; orthorhombic; HgSO4; molecular

introduced by Mercator in 1569. All parallels of latitude have the same length as

ble in acids; insoluble in alcohol, in acetone, and in ammonia; specific gravity,

tion used for maps of the world, first

weight, 296.65; decomposes in water; solu-

the equator, but on the globe they de-

6.466; and it decomposes at red heat. Used
for extracting gold and silver from roasted

crease in length towards the poles, There
is east-west stretching on Mercatoes projection everywhere except at the equator.
This stretching increases with distance
from the equator. A I° square at latitude
600 is half the length of the equator, and
to compensate for this a north-south
stretching is

also made. There is great

distortion of distances, areas, and shapes
of land masses. Ham.
merchant bar. Wrought-iron bars produced
by reheating, welding, and rerolling muck
bars. Mersereau, 4th, p. 443.
merchant iron. Iron in the common bar form
convenient for the market. Also called
merchant bar. Standard, 1964.
merchant mill. A mill, consisting of a group
of stands of three rolls each arranged in
a straight line and driven by one power
unit, used to roll rounds, squares, or flats
of smaller dimensions than would be rolled

on the bar mill. ASM Gloss.
merchant rolls. See merchant mill.
merchant train. See merchant mill.
merch bricks. Term sometimes used for build-

ing bricks that come from the kiln discolored, warped, or off-sized. Dodd.

mercurial barometer. An instrument that
measures atmospheric pressure. The height
of a column of mercury in a vertical glass

tube varies with changes to atmospheric
pressure. Jones. See also barometer. Com-

pare ancroid barometer.
mercurial horn ore. Same as calomel. Standard, 1964.
mercurialism. Chronic poisoning with mercury, as from excessive medication or

industrial contacts with the metal or its

fumes, Also called hydrargyrism. Webster
3d.

mercuric. Of, pertaining to, or containing
mercury in the bivalent state; for example, mercuric chloride HgC12. Webster
3d.

mercuric cyanate. See mercury fulminate.
CCD 6d, 1961.
mercuric fulminate; fulminafing menury. a.
Hg (CNO) 2 ;

gravity, 4.42;

white ; isometric ; specific
explodes before melting;

and soluble in water, in alcohol, and in

hydroxide, Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 4.5th ed., 1964,
p. B-194. b. An explosive obtained by the
acdon of nitric acid and alcohol on mercury. Used in percussion caps. Bennett 2d,
ammonium

1962.

mercuric oxide. Oxide of mercury. Shell Oil
Co.

mercuric oxide, red; mercury oxide, red.
Molecular weight, 216.59; orange to red;
orthorhombic; Hg0; soluble in adds,
including dilute hydrochloric and nitric
acids; slightly soluble in water and more
soluble after boiling; insoluble in alcohol,

in ether, in acetone, in alkalies, and in

ammonia; specific gravity, 11.00 to 11.29

close of the 18th century. Standard, 1964.
mercaptan. Any of a class of compounds with
the general formula RSH that are analogous to the alcohols and phenols but which

it decomposes at 500° C. Used as an oxidizing agent, in producing mercury salts,
in desulfurizing organic compounds, in

contain sulfur in place of oxygen. Those

6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and

agreeable odors; especially, ethyl mercaptan. Webster 3d.
Mercater's projection. A cylindrical projec-

importation of gold should be encouraged

by the State: held generally up to the

mercury arc

(11.21 for finely ground material); and

ceramics

(pigment), In polishing com-

pounds, and as an analytkal reagent. CCD

pyrites. CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-194.

mercuric sulfide, black; mercury sulfide,
black; metacinnabar. Black ; molecular
weight, 232.65; isometric ; HgS; soluble in
aqua regia, in sodium sulfide solutions, and

in alkalies; insoluble in water, in alcohol,

and in nitric acid; specific gravity, 7.73
and it sublimes at 583.5° C. Used as a

pigment for coloring horn. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-194.

mercuric sulfide, red; mercury sulfide, red;
vermillion; cinnabar. Red ; molecular
weight, 232.65; hexagonal; HgS; specific
gravity, 8.10; Mohs' hardness, 2.0 to 2.5;
sublimes at 583.5° C; insoluble in water,
in alcohol, and in nitric acid; and soluble
in aqua regia and in sodium sulfide solutions. Used as a pigment and it is the chief

ore of mercury. Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-I94,
B-243; CCD 6d, 1961.

mercurous. Of, pertaining to, or containing
mercury in the univalent state; for ex-

ample, mercurous chloride (Hg2C12). Webster 3d.
mercurous chloride; calomel. Hg2C12; occurs

naturally in whitish or grayish masses;

associated with cinnabar. From it can be
obtained, by digesting in air with hydrochloric acid, mercuric chloride (HgC12),
the corrosive sublimate, which is used for
intensification processes in

photography.

C.T.D.

mercurous chromate; mercury chromate.
Brick-red; needles; Hg2Cr04; molecular
weight, 517.17; decomposes on heating;
very slightly soluble in water; soluble in
concentrated nitric acid and in hydrocyanic acid; and insoluble in alcohol. Used

in ceramics for coloring green. CCD 6d,
1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-193.
mercury; quicksilver. A heavy, silvery-white
metallic element that is liquid at ordinary
temperatures. Occurs as native mercury
but its principal source is cinnabar (HgS).
A solvent for most metals; the products
are called amalgams. Its chief uses are in
the manufacture of drugs and chemicals,
fulminate, and vermilion (vermillion);
and it is used as metal in mercury-vapor

lamps, arc rectifiers, power-control switches, thermometers, and barometers. Symbol,
Hg; valences, 1 and 2; hexagonal thornboheth7.1; atomic number, 80; atomic
weight, 200.59; specific gravity, 13.546

(at 20° C) or 13.5939 (at 20° C, referred
to water at 4° C) ; poisonous; rather poor
conductor of heat, as compared with other
metals; fair conductor of electricity; melting point, -38.87° C; boiling point,
356.58° C; insoluble in water, in dilute
hydrochloric acid, in hydoobromic acid, in
hydroiodic add, and in cold sulfuric acid;
and soluble in nitric acid. C.T.D.: Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, pp. B-120, B-193.

mercury arc. An electric discharge through

mercury arc
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mercury vapor in a glass or a quartz tube
emitting a blue-green light that is high in
actinic and ultraviolet rays. Used for water
sterilization, in photography, and in rectifiers. Webster 3d.
mercury-arc rectifier. Any common alternating-current voltage may be converted to,
direct-current voltage above 120 volts, by

mercury seal. a. In laboratory glassware, a
joint sealed by liquid mercury to form a
gastight joint when a stirrer is in use.
Pryor, 3. b. A device which insures that
a piece of apparatus is gastight, while
the point of entry of a stirrer shaft with
allowing free rotation of the stirrer. Ben-

means of a mercury-arc rectifier and its

associated equipment. The rectifier consists

of insulated anodes and a mercury-pool
cathode sealed into an evacuated tube.
Current can pass between the anodes and

cathode in only one direction. Thus when
an alternating-current voltage is applied
to the rectifier, direct current is obtained.
Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. D, p. 34.
mercury-barium iodide. HgI2.BaI2; melecular
weight, 945.65 ; yellow; poisonous; crystalline; deliquescent; and soluble in water
and in ethyl alcohol. Used in mineralogy
u i in chemical analysis. Bennett 2d, 1962.

met,. -y chloride. mercuric chloride; corsublimate. Colorless; transparent;
ortl arhombic; HgCh; poisonous; specific
ros

gravity, 5.44 (at 25° C); melting point,

276° C; and soluble in water and in

alcohol. Usually made by heating mercuri
with gaseous chlorine or by subliming a
mixture of mercury sulfate and common
salt. Used in making other mercury compounds. Webster 3d; Handbook of Chemitry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-I93.
mercury chromate. See mercurous chromate.
CCD 6d, 1961.

mercury cup. a. The cistern of a mercury
barometer. Standard, 1964. b. A cup con-

taining mercury for making an electric

connection, as by dipping the ends of two
wires in it. Standard, 1964.
mercury fulminate; mercuric fulminate; mercuric cyanate. Whitc or gray; isometric;
molecular weight, 284.62; Hg(CNO) 2 ;

explodes when dry under the slightest
friction or shock ; must be kept moist until
used; soluble in alcohol, in amonium hydroxide, and in hot water; slightly soluble

in cold water; specific gravity, 4.42; and
no melting point because it explodes. Used
in the manufacture of caps and detonators
for producing explosions. CCD 6d, 1961 ;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-194.
mercury furnace. A furnace in which cinnabar is roasted in order to cause the pure

mercury to pass off in fume, which is
condensed. Fay.

mercury gatherer. A stirring apparatus that
causes quicksilver, which has become flour-

ed or mixed with sulfur in amalgamating,
to resume the fluid condition1 through the
agency of mechanical agitation and rubbing. Fay.
mercury minerals. Main source is the red
sulfide, cinnabar. Pryor, 3.
mercury number. A measure of the free sul-

fur in a sample of naphtha. Mercury is

shaken with a sample of naphtha and the
amount of discoloration in the sample is
compared with a standard to determine
the number. Williams.
mercury ores. Native mercury; same as cinna-

bar (sulfide). Fay.

mercury oxide, red. See mercuric oxide, red.
CCD 6d, 1961.
mercury-potassium cyanide. Hg (CN)1.2KCN; molecular weight, 382.84; colorless;
crystals; and soluble in water and in ethyl

alcohol. Used for silvering glass and for
chemical analysis. Bennett 2d, 1962.

nett 2d, 1962.

mercury spectrum. Mercury-vapor lamps of
various kinds emit the following powerful
lines in the visible and ultraviolet regions
(wavelengths in angstrom units) 6907,
6234, 5790, 5769, 5460, 4358, 4046, 3650,
2536. Being rather widely spaced, individ
ual lines in the visible spectrum and in the
ultraviolet can be more or less isolated by
the use of appropriate filters. Anderson.
mercury sulfate. See mercuric sulfate. CCD

Mesa Grande tourmaline
plants. Tomkeieff, 1954.

merosymmetric. Having only a part of the
maximum symmetry of the crystal system
concerned. A.G.I.
meroxene. Biotite mica with its axial plane
parallel to crystal axis b. Dana 6d, p. 627.

Merrill-Crowe process. Removal of gold from

pregnant cyanide solution by deoxygenation followed by precipitation on zinc dust,

the work being completed by filtration to
arrest the resultant auriferous gold slimes.
Pryor, 3.
Merrill filter. A type of plate and frame pressure filter. Bureau of Mines Staff.
Merrill filter press. A variation of the plateand-frame press. Liddell 2d, p. 391.
merrillite. a. A colorless phosphate of calcium

6d, 1961.

and sodium, 3CaO.Na30.P,05. Uniaxial,
negative. FGund in minute quanities in
some meteoric stones. English. b. A zinc

barite. C.M.D.

dust of high purity used to precipitate gold

mercury sulfide. See cinnabar; metacinnamercury sulfide, black. See mercuric sulfide,
black. CCD 6d, 1961.
mercury switch. A glass tube employing mercury to establish electrical contact between
circuits when the tube is tilted so that the
mercury bridges the gap between contacts,
and conversely. Strock, 10.
mercury trap. See trap.
mercury-vapor lamp. Consists essentially of
a sealed glass tube provided with two elec-

trodes and containing a gas. When an

electrical potential difference is applied, a

current passes and with a suitable gas,

and silver in the cyanide process. Brady,
p. 837.

Merriman test; sugar test. A quality test (now
discarded) for hydraulic cement. The

sample is shaken with a solution of cane

surgar and the amount of cement dissolved
is determined by titration with HCI. Dodd.
Merrit plate. See bloomery. Fay.
Meksey "yellow coal." Synonym for tasmanite. Fay.
merwinite. A colorless to pale green, silicate
of calcium and magnesium, Ca,Mg(SiO4) 2 ;
grains; monoclinic. From Crestmore, Calif;

light will be emitted. In the case of mercury vapor this light is of a bluish color
and has proven effective in distinguishing
dirt from coal. A special starting electrode
close to one of the main electrodes initia-

Scawt Hill, Antrim County, Ire.; Valardena, Durango, Mex. English.
mesa. Sp. A high, broad, flat tableland,
bounded, at least on one side, by a steep

with the lamp serves to limit the current
passing, since the resistance tends to fall
with increasing current. Mason, v. 1, p.

Mesabi casing. See Mesabi E casing. Long.
Mesabi E casing. Nonstandard-size flush-joint
casing, usually made from a 1-4-inchinside-diameter and 1-29/32-inch-outside-

tes the discharge, and a choke coil in series

258.

mercury-vapor rectifier. See me-rcury-arc rectifier.

mere; mear. a. Eng. a boundary line. Standard, 1964. b. In Derbyshire peak a measure of mining claims of 29 or 31 yards.
Standard, 1964. The discoverer of the lode
was allowed to claim 2 meres. Fay.
merese. A flat sharp-edged button of glass
used between the bowl and stem of a wine
glass or goblet to connect the two parts.
Haggar.

mere stake; meer stake; mear stake. A stake
to mark the boundary of mining property.
Fay.

merestone. A stone used as a boundary; also,
figuratively, a boundary. Standard, 1964.
meridian. A great circle on the surface of the

earth passing through the poles and any
given place. A north-south line. Webster,

3d. Also called terrestrial meridian. Standard, 1964.
meridian indicator. See gyroscopic compass.
meridian passage. See culmination. Ham.
merismite. A chorismite, characterized by the

irregular penetration of the units of the

fabric. It is built up of diff.trently shaped
parts. A.G.1.

mem A prefix meaning part, or fraction,

from the Greek meros. A.G.I.
merocrystalline. Synonymous with hypocrystalline; semicrystalline; hemicrystalline.
Hypocrystalline is preferred. A.G.I.
merohedral. Having only a part of the planes

required by the full symmetry of the
crystal form. Standard, 1964.
meroleims. Coalified remains of parts of

rising from lower land; a plateau;
terrace; flat-topped hill. Standard, 1964.

cliff

diameter standard pipe. Also called E
casing; E Mesabi casing; Mesabi casing.

Long.
Mesabi structural drilling. A method of mineral exploration drilling developed on the
western Mesabi range and utilizing reversecirculation wash boring and/or churn

drilling to drill through and obtain samples of the soft (wash ore) or fractured
bodies of iron ore. Long.

Mesabi tripod. A drill tripod having a back
upright unit made with two poles spaced
about 24 inches apart at the bottom and

about 12 inches apart at the top and
joined together by step strips to form a

ladder. Compare Michigan tripod. Long.
Mesa Grande tourmaline. Tourmaline from
pegmatite ledge near Mesa Grande, San
Diego County, Calif. Much of fine quality
was formerly mined there together with
pink beryl. Shipley.
mesh. a. In ventilation surveys, a closed path
traversed through the network. Roberts, I,
p. 296. b. The size of diamonds as determined by sieves. Long, c. Engagement or
working contact of teeth of gears or of a
gear and a rack. Long. d. The hole in a
sieve or gauze. Mason. c. The screen number of the finest screen of a specified standard screen scale.Bureau of Mines Staf.
Strictly, the number of apertures per unit
area of a screen (sieve). In laboratory
sizing, the number of Wires per linear inch,
measured either along warp or woof. In

the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy
system, wire diameter is equal to mesh

width. In other systems, this is not the

case, and mesh should therefore be stated
with reference to either the system used
or (better) to the aperture in microns as
measured along one side of the mesh.
Pryor, 3. g. Woven or interlaced welded
steel used for reinforcing concrete. Ham.
mesh aperture. The dimension or dimensions
of the aperture in a screen deck, usually

with a qualification as to the shape of

aperture, for example, round-hole; squaremesh; long-slot. B.S. 3552, 1962.
mesh fraction. That part of a matreial passing a specified mesh screen and retained by
some stated finer mesh. Hendersmn.
mesh number (grit number). The (It signatior
of size of an abrasive grain, derived from
the openings per linear inch in the control
sieving screen. ACSG,1963.

mesh of grind. Optimum particle size resulting from a specific grinding operation,
stated in terms of percentage of ore pass:

ing (or alternatively being retained on)
a given sizing screen. The mesh of grind

is the liberation mesh decided on as correct

for commercial treatment of the ore. Abbreviation, m.o.g. Pryor, 3.
mesh reinforcement. An arrangement of rods
or wires normally in two directions at right

angles, and tied or welded at their inter-

sections or interwoven. Alternatively, it is
a diamond mesh of expanded metal.
Taylor.
mesh structure. A structure resembling net-

work or latticework that is found in certain alteration products of minerals. Standard, 1964. Also called net structure; lattice
structure. Fay.

mesh texture. A texture resembling a network, caused by the alteration of certain

minerals, for.example, by the serpentinization of olivine. Synonym for reticulate
texture. Schieferdecker.
mesitine spar. Mesitite; a carbonate of mag-

nesium and iron, 2MgCO3.FeCO3. Fay.
mesitite. A white magnesium iron carbonate,

rocks with crystal or grain size ranging
from 0.20 to 0.75 millimeter. A.G.1.

mesokaltes. Group name for brown coals.

and scolecite. Crystallizes in the monoclinic
system, and occurs in amygdaloidal basalts
and similar rocks. Fay.

thorium II is the immediate product of
the disintegration of mesothorium I (radium 228), and it disintegrates into radiothorium (thorium 228), which is chemically identical with thorium and has a
half-life of 1.91 years. Bennett 2d, 1962;

mediate in composition between natrolite

Mesolithic. A tansitional period of the Stone
Age between the Paleolithic and Neolithic.
Webster 3d.

mesomicrocline. A mineral, K(A1,Si)2Si208;
triclinic

pseudomonoclinic. SPencer 21,

M.M., 1958.

meson. General term for the short-lived elementary par ticles with masses between that

of the electron and that of the proton; for
example, mu-mesons (muons) . pi-mesons
(pions); and K-particles. L&L.
mesophyte. An organism living under moderate moisture conditions; intermediate
between xerophyte and hydrophyte. A.G.I.
mesosiderate. A variety of meteorite. Standard, 1964.
mesostasis.

a. The interstitial material be-

tween the larger mineral grains in a micro-

crystalline rock or in a microcrystalline
groundmass. Synonymous with base or

basis. A.G.I. b. Synonymous with matrix
or groundmass as applied to igneous rocks.
A.G.I.

mesothermal. Applied to hydrohtermal deposits formed at intermediate temperature
and intermediate pressure. Bateman.

deposit. A mineral deposit
at moderate temperatures and

mesothermal
formed

moderate pressures, in and along fissures
or other openings in rocks, by deposition
at intermediate depths chiefly from hydrothermal fluids derived from consolidating
intruding rocks. A mesothermal deposit
differs from a mineral deposit formed in

the deep veins and from one formed at

shallow depths in its mineral composition

and In the character of the alteration of

the wall rock accompanying its formation.
Mesothermal deposits are believed to have
formed mostly between 175° and 300° C
at depths of 4,000 to 12,000 feet. Many
valuable metalliferous deposits of western
North America are of this type. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.
mesothorium. Isotope of radium, chemically

firing 6 shots simultaneously in British coal
mines. It contains a 671A-volt high-tension

dry battery, used to charge a 150-microfarad condenser, which in turn is discharged through the shotfiring circuit by
a firing key. The test circuit an ohmmeter
are incorporated in the exploder, the ohmmeter pointer moving over a scale to indicate whether or not the external circuit
is in order. A push-button disconnects the
test circuit from the external circuit and
makes connection with the firing circuit.
Nelson.

Mesnager notch. See Charpy test. Ham.
meso-. a. A prefix to denote rocks belonging
to the middh zone of metamorphism; that
is, produced by high temperature, hydro-

half-life than that of actinium 227, which
is the most stable, or longest-lived, isotope

of actinium, and has a half-life of 21.6

between

intermediate

isotope of actinium has a much shorter

Tomkeiell, 1954.
mesole. Same as thomsonite. Fay.
mesolite. A white or colorless mineral inter-

magnesite and siderite. See also mesitine
spar. Fay.
M.E. 6 exploder. An exploder approved for

2MgCO3.FeCO3,

meta-argillite
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identical with it,

but having a much

shorter half-life; mesothorium decomposes
into radiothorium, chemically identical

with thorium. Bennett 2d, 1962.
mesothorium I. a. A name for radium 228;
half-life, 6.7 years; a member of the
thorium disin'egration series. and symbol,
MsTIn. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 42d ed., 1960,
p. 499; 45th ed., 1964, p. B-83. b. This
;sotope of radium has a much shorter half-

life than that of radium 226; 6.7 years

years. Handbook of Chemistry and Phys:cs,

45th ed., 1964, p. B-83. c. As a member
of the thorium disintegration series, meso-

Glasstone, 2, p. 134; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-83.
mesotrophic peat. Variety of peat moderately
supplied with nutrients. Tornkeieg, 1954.
mesotype. a. Proposed by Shand in place of
mesocratic to indicate igneous rocks con-

taining between 30 and 60 percent dark

minerals. Compare mesocra tic. Schieferdecker. b. A variety of natrolite. Fay.
Mesozoic. One of the great divisions or eras
of geologic time, following the Paleozoic
and preceding the Cenozic era. It includes
the Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous per-

iods. Also the rocks formed during that

era. Fay.
mesozone. The middle zone of metamorphism
in Grubenmann's system for the classification of metamorphic rocks and in Niggli's
extension of that system. See also epizone;
katazone. Schieferdecker.
mesquite. Sp. Am. A spiny, deep-rooted tree
or shrub of the southwestern United States
and Mexico that bears pods which are rich
in sug....r and important as a livestock feed,
and that is often the only woody vegetation
on large areas. Also spelled mesquit; mezquit ; mezquite. Webster 3d.
messelite. A colorless to brownish triclinic
mineral with one good cleavage, Ca2(Fe,Mg) (PO4)2.211,0; from Messel, Hesse;
Czechoslovakia ; Kazakhstan, U. S. S. R.

Larsen, p. 118; American Mineralogist,

v. 44, No. 3-4, March-April 1959, p. 469.
mess kit. The cooking and table utensils of
a mess together with the receptacle in
which they are packed for transportation.
Webster 3d.
mestre. Port. Mine boss. Hess.

met. A convenient and approximate unit of
human heat production equivalent to the
average metabolic heat produced by resting man, about 18.50 British thermal unhs
per square foot per hour. Strock, 10.
meta-. a. A prefix which, when added to the
name of a rock, signifies that the rock has
undergone a degree of change in mineral
or in chemical composition through metamorphism. Fay. b. A prefix to denote (1)
resemblance, (2) that an oxygen acid has
been formed from the ortho acid by withdrawing one, two, or three molecules of
water, or (3) that the two radicals which
replace hydrogen in the benzene nucleus

are considered as attached to alternate

carbon atoms. Standard, 1964.
meta-alunogen. Partly dehydrated alunofen

static pressure, and intense stress. See also
apo-; cata-; epi-; kata-; meta-. A.G.I.

b. A prefix meaning Mesozoic age. The
names of igneous rocks of Mesozoic age
sometimes have this prefix; for example,

instead of 1,622 years. Bennett 2d, 1962;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physlcs, 42d
ed., 1960, p. 499; 45th ed., 1964, p. B-83.
c. As a member of the thorium disintegration series mesothorium I is the immediate

mesodiabase. See also mezo-. Fay.
mesocratic. Applied to igneous rocks, which,

product a the disintegration of thorium

(triclinic, A1,03.3S01.16H20) yielding
monoclinic A1201.3503.13 'A II,O. SPencer
16, M.M., 1943.
meta-anthracite. Nonagglome rating anth racite

with respect to their content of dark sili-

232. Glasstone, 2.. P. 134.
mesolhorium II. a. A name for actinium 228 ;

fixed carbon (dry, mineral-matter-free)

cate minerals, arc intermediate between
leucocratic and melanocratic rocks, and

contain 30 to 60 percent heavy, dark
minerals. C.T.D.
mesocrystalline. The texture of recrystallized
264-972 0-68-45

half-life,

6.13 hours; a member of the

thorium disintegration series; and symbol,
MsTh,. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 42d ed., 1960,
p. 499; 45th ed., 1964, p. B-83. b. This
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coal containing 98 percent or more of

and 2 percent or less of volatile matter
(dry, mineral-matter-free). ASTM D 388-

38.

meta-argillite. A rock having weak metamorphic reconstruction, no recrystallization,

metal deactivator
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meta-argillite
and no slaty cleavage or foliation. A.G.I.
Supp.

fied from a colloidal state and acquired
crystallinity, which very often is a radial
structure. Schieferdecker.

meta-arkose. Arkose that has been metamor-

metacryst. Any large crystal developed in a

Compare recomposed granite. A.G.I. Supp.
meta-autunite I. A yellow, common secondary
mineral, Ca(UO2)2(PO4)2.21/2-61/2H20,

metamorphic rock by recrystallization, such

phosed so that it may resemble granite.

containing 52.4 to 57.1 percent uranium.
On drying or slight heating, autunite passes ieversibly to meta-autunite I, which is
tetragonal. Does not occur as a primary
deposit in nature. Frondel, p. 183; Dana

7, v. 2, pp. 981, 985.
meta-autunite H. A yellow alteration product,
Ca (UO2)2( PO, )2.0-6H20, that is not
found in nature; contains 53.0 to 60.4
percent uranium. Meta-autunite I passes
into this orthorhombic phase upon heating
to about 80° C. Frondel, p. 184; Dana 7,
v. 2, pp. 981, 985.
metabagte. A metamorphosed, basic igneous
rock. See also basic schist; cucalite; epidiorite ; gree nschist ; greenstone ; lavialite ;
ophiolite; ophite; timazite. A.G,I.
metabentonite. Originally designated a metamorphosed bentonite, but subsequently
used for potassium bentonite. A.G.I.
metabitumite. Hard black lustrous variety of
hydrocarbon found in proximity of igneous
intrustions. Tomkeieff, 1954.

metabituminous coal. Bituminous coal con-

taining from 89 to 91.2 percent carbon

(ash-free, dry basis). Tomkeieff, 1954,
meta boghead coal. High-rank torbanitc.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

metabolism. a. The utilization of oxygen by
all cells of the body for the production of

energy and heat. In this process carbon
dioxide is produced. H&G. b. This is the

change of nutritive material into living
cells. It is accomplished by digestion, in
the process of which chemical energy is
converted into heat energy. When a man
is at rest the amount of heat being generated is about 400 British thermal units
per hour; this is known as the basal metabolism. Spalding.

metabolism of rocks. Proposcd by Barth for
the processes of redistribution of materials
during metamorphism. Opposite of metasomatism, which involves the addition of
new materials. A.G.I.
metabolite. a. Wadsworth's name for altered,
glassy trachytes, of which lassenite is the
unaltered form. Fay. b. A class of meteorites. Hey 2 d, 1955.

metabond. A zinc-iron phosphate coating for
application to iron and steel. Osborne.
metaborite. HBO'', the cubic modification of
metaboric acid, in white crusts. Hey,
M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
metabrushite. Synonym for brushite. Dana 6d,
p. 829.
metacannel coal. High-rank
TomIceieff, 1954.

cannel coal.

metachemical metamorphism. ProposeL by
Dana to describe metamorphism which
involves a chemical change in the affected

1,100° C, mullite is formed. Dodd.

metakirchheimerite. A mineral, Co(UO2)2(As04)2.8H20, a member of the metatorbernite group; from the Sophia shaft,
Baden, Germany, on pitchblende. Hey,

M.M., 1961,
staurolite in mica schists.
metal. a. An opaque, lustrous, elemental,
A.G.I.
chemical substance that is a good conducmetadiabase. The contraction of metamorphic
tor of heat and electricity and, when
diabase, suggested by Dana for certain
polished, a good reflector of light. Most
rocks simulating diabase, but which were
elemental metals are malleable and ductile
possibly produced by the metamorphism
and arc, in general, heavier than the other
of sedimentary rocks. Compare pseudodiaelemental substances. ASM Gloss. b. As to
base. Fay.
structure, metals may be distinguished
metadiorite. a. The contraction of metamorfrom nonmetals by their atomic binding
phic diorite that was proposed for certain
and electron availability. Metallic atoms
metamorphic rocks that resemble diorite,
tend to lose electrons from the outer shells,
but which may have been the result of the
the positive ions thus formed being held
metamorphism of sedimentary rocks. Comtogether by the electron gas produced by
pare metadiabase; pseudodiorite. Fay. b.
the separatica. The ability of these free
Metamorphosed gabbro, diabase, or dioelectrons to carry an electric current, and
rite. A.G.I. Supp.
the fact that the conducting power demetadoiomite. a. A metamorphic dolomite.
creases as temperature increases, establish
A,G.I. Supp. h. The contraction of metaone of the prime distinctions of a metallic
morphic dolomite. Metadolomite is to
solid. ASM Gloss. c. From the chemicai
dolomite as marble is to limestone. Bureau
viewpoint, an elemental substance whose
of Mines Staff.
hydroxide is alkaline. ASM Gloss. d. An
metadurit. Durain of a high-rank bituminous
alloy. ASM Gloss. e. Ore from which a
coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
metal is derived. Webster 3d. f. N. of Eng.
metaglyph. A hieroglyph formed during meta-

as garnet or

morphism. Pettijohn.

metagranite. Granite produced by metamorphism without even partial remelting.
A.G.I. Supp.
metahalioysite. Halloysite, FLAI,Si200.2H20,
when partially dehydrated at 50° C, loses
2H2O, then having the kaolinite formula
H4Al2Si200, but with a distinct crystal
structure. English.

In coal mining, indurated clay or shale.
See also bind. Fay. g. Broken stone for

road surfaces or for railway ballast. Standard, 1964. h. Railway rails. Standard,
1964. i. Scot. All the rocks penetrated in
mining ore. Fay. j. Road metal, rock used
in macadamizing roads. Fay. k. A general
term for rock, generally a hard shale. Nelson. I. Eng. Shale. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

eral near Lakeview, Oregon, and in the

m. Sp. Term applied both to the ore and
to the metal extracted from it. It is sometimes used for vein, and even for a mine
itself. Fay. n. Molten glass in a melting

the name arsenw anoeircite to this lower

metal arc cutting. Metal cutting with the

metahewettfte. A very rare, weakly radioactive, probably orMorhombic, red mineral, Cat/80,6.9W, dimorphous with

metal arc welding using covered electrodes.

metaheirwichite. The arsenic analogue

of
PO4 ) 2.81120,

me ta uranocircite, Ba ( UO, )
occurs along with the fully hydrated min-

Schwarzwald, Ger nany. L.N. Belova gave
hydrate; M. Fleist.her points out that metaarsenuranocircite \ 'mild be more appropriate. It is not cicar which name has priority.
Hey, M.M., 1961.

hewettite. Found in highly oxidized ore as
coatings and fracture fillings, associated
with rauvite: steigerite, fervanite, navajoite, carnotite, tyuyamunite, etc.; from
southwest Colorado and southeast Utah.
Crosby, pp. 126-127; Dana 7, v. 2, p. 1061.

metahohmannite. Hydrated basic ferric sulfate, Fe2(SO4)1(OH)2.31-1,0, as an orange.

colored powder from the partial dehydration of hohmannite from Chile. Spencer
15, M.M., 1940.

metahydroboracite. A hydrous calcium and
borate,

magnesium

CaMgB6011.111120,

like hydroboracite but with more water.
Synonym for inderborite. Spencer 16,

unit. ASTM C162-66.

heat of an arc between a metal electrode
and the base metal. ASM Gloss.
metal arc welding. Arc welding with metal
electrodes. Commonly refers to shielded
A.SM Gloss.

metal bath. A bath, as of mercury or tin, employed for chemical processes requiring

great heat. Stanard, 1964.
metal blister. Bloating of the metal sheet.
ASTM C286-65.

metal-cased refractory. A basic refractory
with a thin sheet metal casing on three or
four sides, leaving the ends of the brick
exposed;

the refractory material

itself

(generally magnesite or chrome-magnesite) is usually chemically bonded, Such
bricks are used chiefly in steel furnaces;
during use, the metal case at the hot end
of the brick oxidizes and knits each brick
to its neighbors. There are many variants

of this type of basic refractory but all
derive from the steel tubes packed with

rocks. Fay.

M.M., 1943.
metakahlerite. A mineral, Fc ( U09) ( As 04 ) 1.81120, the lower hydrate of kahlerite;

hedral). Used as a source of mercury.

metakaolln. An intermediate proatct formed
when kaolinite is heated at temperatures

eral gives some ductility to the ceramic.
Also called ceramet. NRC-ASA N1-1

layer structure of the parent kaolinite presists in modified form but collapse of the
layers destroys any periodicity normal to
the layers. At higher temperatures (925°
C) metakaolin transforms to a cubic phase
with a spinel-type structure; at 1,050° to

metal coal. Northumb. Miners' term for coal
containing pyrites. Tomkeieff, 1954.

metacinnabarite. A mineral of the same composition as a cinnabar, but black in color,
and crystallizing in isometric forms (tetraSanford.

metacinnibar. A variant of metacinnabarite.
English.

metaclase. A rock having cleavage that was
secondarily developed during deformation.
Compare protoclase. Fay.
metacoliold. One of the minerals that solidi-

found in the Sophia shaft, Baden, Gcrmany. Hey, M.M., 1961.

between about 500° and 850° C; the

.
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magnesite. Dodd.
metal-ceramic. Substance consisting of mixture of a metal in a ceramic such as metallic oxide, carbide, or nitride, which in gen1957.

deactivator. An organic compound
added to hydrocarbon (distillates to suppress the catalytic action of metal compounds (especially copper) present as the

metal

metal deactivator
result of refining or handling operations.
Institute of Petroleum, 1961.

metal-distribution ratio. The ratio of the

thickness of metal deposited on a near portion of a cathode to that deposited on a far
portion of the cathode. ASM Gloss.
metal drift. A drift or heading driven in barren and hard rock. Nelson.

metaled. a. Surfaced with stone . macadamized; said of an ordinary road. Standard,
1964. b. Stone ballasted ; said of a railway.
Standard, 1964.

metal electrode. A filler or nonfiller metal
electrode, used in arc welding, consisting of
a metal wire, with or without a covering or

coating. Coal Age, v. 66, No. 3, Mar.

mobile valence electrons that hold the
atoms together usually in crystal lattices
and are responsible for the good electrical
and heat conductivity of metals. Webster
3d.
metallic colors. Metal particles, gold, silver,
or platinum, suspended in oils, to decorate

mainly the edges of dinnerware. ACSG,

1963.
metallic crystals. The crystals of which metals
and alloys are composed. Three main types

metalliferous veins. Fissures and cracks in
rocks containing, among other minerals,

Henderson.

temperatures, whereas the name leucite is
properly restricted to the isometric, optically isotropic, modification of the same
substance, which is stable only above 600°
C. Englirli.
metalico. Sp. Metallic. Hess.
metalifero. Sp. Ore-bearing; metalliferous.
Hess.

metalignitous coal. Coal containing from 80
to 84 percent carbon (ashless, dry basis).
Tomkeieff, 1954.

metalimestone. The contraction of metamorphic limestone. Synonym for marble. A.G.I.
sup p.

metaline. a. A substance of variable composition as metallic oxides, wax, fats etc., used

as a

substitute for ordinary lubricants.
Webster 2d. b. An alloy of 35 parts cobalt,

30 copper, 25 ahiminum, and 10 iron.
Webster 2d.

metalist. One who works in, or has special
knowledge of, metals. Standard, 1964. A
metallurgist. Fay.

metalized slurry blasting. The breaking of
rocks, etc., using slurried explosive medium
containing a powdered metal, as powdered

aluminum. Bureau of Mines Staff.
metalkase brick. Basic brick provided with
thin steel casings. HW.
metal leaf. Thin metal sheet, usually thinner

than foil, and traditionally produced by

beating rather than by rolling. ASM Gloss.

metallic. a. Of or belonging to metals; containing metals more particularly, the valuable metals tliat are the object of mining.

Fay. b. Applied to minerals having the

luster of a metal, as gold, copper, etc. Fay.
c. Used to mdkate the condition of a metal
in which it exists by itself, and is not Haineralized nor combined with those substances which take away its metailic character and convert it into an ore. Ricketts,

/.

metallic-arc welding. Welding in which one

or more metal electrodes are used, the
melting of the electrodes providing the

filler metal. Ham, p. 249.
metallic armor. An outer covering consisting
of round metal wires or flat metallic strip.
BuMines Coal-Mine Inspectors' Manual,
June 1966, pt. 3-18e, p. 52.
metallic asbestos yarn. Metallic asbestos yarn

is yarn consisting of plain asbestos yarn
twisted with brass, copper, or other fine

wire. See also asbestos yarn. Hess.
metallic bond. The chemical bond typical of

the metallic state and characterized by

chemically or scientifically, to a conclusive
definition or classification. Ricketts, I.
metalliferous deposit. A mineral deposit which
contains or yields ore minerals containing
one or more metals. Several metals may be
contained in a single mineral, or the same
metal may occur in several minerals.
Usually there is a considerable amount of

metallic elements. Elements that are gen-

intermedinte-constituent crystals. C.T.D.

are used. Coal Age, V. 66, No. 3, Mar.

higher symmetry, met with at ordinary

deposit; a metalliferous district. But the
metals and nonmetals are not subject,

gangue or waste material and the metal

1961, p. 92.

1961, p. 92.
metaleucite. A dimorphous form of leucite of

producing metals; as a metalliferous me or

are recognized; namely, pure metal crystals, primary solid-sQlution crystals, and

erally distinguishable from other elements
(nonmetallic elements) by their luster,
malleability, electrical conductivity, and

metal-electrode arc welding. A group of arcwelding processes wherein metal electrodes

metallogeny
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their usual ability to form positive ions.

metallic iron. Metal iron, as distinguished

content may range between wide extremes.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

the ores of metals. Nelson.
metallify. To convert into metal. Fay.
metal line. The surface line of the metal or

glass in a tank furnace or pot. ASTM
C162-66.

from iron ore. Fay.
metallic luster. The ordinary luster of metals.
When feebly displayed, it is termed sub-

metalline. a. Metallic. Webster 3d. b. Impregnated with metallic substances. Webster 3d.
metallites. A word used by M. E. Wadsworth

have a metallic luster; chromite and cup-

terial. Fay.
metallization. a. The process, or group of
processes, by which valuable metals, or

metallic. Gold, iron pyritds and galena
rite a submetallic luster. Nelson.

metallic materials. Materials which contain
elements that readily release their electrons, as contrasted to ceramic materials
and nonmetallic materials; for example,
aluminum, magnesium, steel, CuAl2, MoSi2, etc. VV.

metallic minerals. Minerals with a high specific gravity and metallic luster, such as
titanium, rutile, tungsten, uranium, tin,
lead, iron, etc. In general, the metallic
minerals are good conductors of heat and
electricity. See also nonmetallic minerals.
Nelson.
metallic ore. I; rom a strictly scientific point
of view the terms metallic ore and ore deposits have no clear significance. They are
purely conventional expressions, used to
describe those metalliferous minerals or
bodies of mineral having economic value,
from which the useful metals can be advantageously extracted. In one sense rock
salt is me of sodium, and limestone an ore
of calcium, but to term beds of those substances ore deposits would be quite outside of current usage. Ricketts,
metallic overglaze. A solution of mineral pigments in a suitable organic solvent. The
pigments are either precious metals or tinetorial oxides of certain base metals. Firing
results in discernible platings. Kinney.
metallic oxide. One of those oxides that consist of a metallic element and oxygen, and
are for the most part basic. Standard, 1964.
mctallics A term used to describe particles
of metals, such as gold in ores. Newton, p.
28. b. Native metal particles, wires, lami-

nae, nuggets of gold, silver, or copper.

Pryor, 3.
metallic-sheathcit cable. A metallic-sheathed

cable is a cable with a tubular metallic

sheath, a corrugated metallic sheath, or an
interlocked metallic armored sheath. ASA
M2.1-1963.
metallic sulfide. A sulfide in which the basic
radical is a metal. Applied chiefly to certain minerals; such as iron sulfide (pyrite)
and zinc sulfide (sphalerite). Standard,
1964.
metallic tremor. The trembling palsy of metal
workers, as of workers with lead or quicksilver; t!te mercurial-trade dhease. Fay.
metalliferous. The term is not one admitting

of precise defiron. It means yielding or
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to embrace all ores or metalliferous maminerals containing valuable metals, are

introduced into rocks. Mineralization is
often used in this sense which is more corn-

prehensive. The formation of garnet in

limestone, for example, is a result of mmeialization but it may have no economic
significance. Fay b. The conversion of a
substance, for example, selenium, into a
metallic form. C.T.D.

metallize. To turn into a metal; to infuse
mineral or metallic particles into, as the
pores of wood. Standard, 1964.
metallizing. Electroceramics are metallized
when it is required to join the ceramic to

a metal of form a seal. An alumina ce-

ramic, for example, can be metallized by

painting it with a powdered mixture of
molybdenum and iron and firing it in a
protective atmosphere to bond the metals
to the surface; the metallized area is then

plated with copper or nickel. This twostage procedure is known as the Telefunken process. Single stage metallizing is
possible if the hydride of titanium or zir-

conium are used, together with a hard

solder; this is sometimes known as the

Bondley process. Dodd.

metallizing (spray meta!lizing). Forming a
metallic coating by atomized spraying with

molten metal or by vacuum deposition.
ASM Gloss.

metalloceramic. One of the old, now obsolete,
names of cermet. Dodd.
metallogenetic epoch; minurogenetic epoch.
The time interval favorable for the genesis

or deposition of certain useful metals or

minerals. A.G.I.
metallogenetic province. See rninerogenetic
province. A.G.I.
metallogenic element. An element nsrmally
forming sulfides, selenides, tellurides, arsen-

ides, antimonides, sulfosalts, or occurring
uncombined as a native element; that is,
an element of primary ore deposits.
Schieferdecker.

metallogenlc mineral. Same as ore mineral.
A.G.I. Supp.

metallogenic province. A large area of the
earth's surface -haracterized by an unusual
abundance of ores of a particular metal or

of a partkular type. Hawkes, 2, p. 47.
metallogeny. The bratich of geology that
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stances, gases, (including air) the flue dust,
and the fume. Fay.

metamorphic facies
may have the proper viscosity for casting.
ASTM C162-66.
metaluminous. A division in the Shand classification of igneous rocks embracing those
rocks in which the molecular proportion of
alumina exceeds that of soda and potash
combined but is generally less than that of
soda, potash, and lime combined. A.G.1.

deals with the origin of ore deposits. Webster 2d.
metallograph. An optical instrument designed
for both visual observation and photomicrography of prepared surfaces of opaque
materials at magnifications ranging from

metallurgist. One who is skilled in, or who
practices metallurgy. Compare metallurgi-

instrument consists of a high-intensity, illuminating source, a microscope, and a
camera bellows. On some instruments, provisions are made for examination of specimen surfaces with polarized light, phase
contrast, oblique illumination, dark-field

metals; physical metallurgy, with the physical and mechanical properties of metals

metameric colors. Colors that appear to be

metallurgy, adaptive. See adaptive metallurgy.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

ent illuminant. Two white viterous enamels may be metameric, for example, if

about 25 to about 1,500 diameters. The

illumination, and customary bright-field

illumination. ASM Gloss.
metallography. The science dealing with the

constitution and structure of metals and

alloys as revealed by the unaided eye or by
such tools as low-powered magnification,
optical microscope, electron microscope,
and diffraction or X-ray techniques. ASM
Gloss.

metalloid,

a. archaic. An alkali metal, as

sodium or an alkaline-earth metal, as calcium. Webster 3d. b. Nonmetal. Webster
3d. c. A nonmetal, as carbon or nitrogen,
that can combine with a metal to form an
alloy. Webster 3d. d. An eleinert, as boron,
silicon, arsenic, or tellurium, intermediate
in properties between the typical metals
and nonmetals. Compare semiconduztor.
Webster 3d. e. Resembling a metal. Webster 3d. f. Of, relating to, or being a
metalloid. Webster 3d.
metalloidal luster. Reflecting light, somewhat
like a metal, but less than metallic luster.
Shipley.

metallometric surveying. Geochemical prospecting term used ' y Russian authors for
soil surveys or for the chemical analysis of
systematically collected samples of soil and
weathered rock. Hawkes, 2, p. 3.
metailometry. The geoci,emical
of metals. A.G.I. Supp.
metallo-organic compound. A compound in

which a metal combines with naturally

occuaing organic compounds to form
metallo-organic complexes such as porphyrins and salts of various organic acids.
Some metallo-organic compounds are soluble in water, others are not. Hawkes, 2, p.
125.

metallophyton, Old name for stone coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
metallurgical balance sheet. Material balance
of a process. Bureau of Mines Staff.
metallurgical cement. See supersulfated cement. Ham,

metallurgical coke. A coke with very high
compressive strength at elevated temperatures, used in metallurgical furnaces, not
only as a fuel, but also to support th

weight of the charge. ASM Gloss,
metallurgical coke base carbon refractory. A
manufactured refractory comprised substantially of metallurgical coke. ASTM
C71-64.
metallurgical engineer, One who applies engineering principles to the science and tech-

nology of metallurgy. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

metallurgical fume. A mixture rf fine particles of elements and met:.iiic and nonmetallic compounds either sublimed or
condensed from the vapor state. Fay.

metallurgical smoke. A term applied to the
gases and vapors, and fine dust entrained

by them, that issue from the throat furnaces and consists of three distinct sub:

cal engineer. Fay.

metallurgy. The science and technology of
metals. Process (chemical) metallurgy is
concerned with the extraction of metals
from their ores and with the refining of

as affected by composition, mechanical
working and heat treatment. ASM Gloss.
metal man, a. Eng. One who repairs underg'.'ound roads. Standard, 1964. b. One who
works in metals. Standard, 1964.
metal marking. See silver marking of glazes.
Dodd.

metal mine inspector. In metal mining, one
who examines the safety conditions of a
mine in regard to the roof, timbering,
haulage, ventilation, and eLectricity, and
reports findings to his superior. Must have

a thorough knowledge of state mining
laws, local mine rules and regulations,

principles of ventilation, use of explosives,
and mining methods. Also called examiner;
mine inspector; safety inspector. D.O.T.1.
metal mining. The industry that supplies the

community with the various metals and
associated products. Similar to coal mining, it is an rictractive industry and once
the raw material, that is, the ore body, is

depleted it is not replenishable. Nelson.
metal notch. See taphole, a. Fay.
metal physics. A term used to describe the
whole range of subjects associated with the
structure, physical properties, and theories
of metals and alloys. Osborne.

metal pickling. The immersion of metal objects in a hot acid bath to remove scale,
oxide, tarnish, etc., leasing a chemically
clean surface for galvanizing or painting.
Nelson.

metal powder. a. A general term app:ied by
drillers, bit setters, and bit manufacturers
to various finely ground metals, which
when mixed are commonly used to produce

sintered-metal diamond bit crowns. Also
called powdered metal; powder metal.

Long. b. Metallic elements or alloys in
finely divided or powder form. Henderson.

metal protection. Metals can be protected
from oxidation at high temperature by
various types of ceramic coating, the commonest being flame-sprayed alumina and
reYractory enamels. Such coatings have

found particular use on the exhavst systems of aircraft. Dodd,

metal ridge. a. N. of Eng. A pillar or pillars
that form a support for a mine roof. Fay.
b. Eng. The strata forced up by a creep.
Fay.

metal rigs, Eng. Old roadways in a pillar
met:-..od of wo-king which have been filled

tight and hard from roof to floor with
debris; from Durham. Nelson.

metals. Scot. A general name for the strata
in which minerals occur. Fay.
metal spraying. Coating objects by spraying

molten metal upon 6.e surface with gas
pressure. ASM Gloss.

metal stone, a. Newe. An argillaccous stoae.
Shale and sandstone. Fay. b. Staff. Ironstone, Arkell.
metal tender. One who regulatc . the tempera-

ture of the furnace in order aim the glass
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me7t9a6lu2uite. Dehydrated alunite. Bennett 2d,

the same under one type of illum:nant but,
because they have different spectral reflectivity curves, will not match under a differ-

one is opacified with titania in the anatase
form whereas the other contains titania in
the form of rutile, Dodd.
metamerism. Isomerism produced by the attachment of different radicals to the same
atom or group, the same general chemical
p19ro6p2crties being retained. Bennett 2d,
metamic. A meta; ceramic consisting of high
Cr-A1203. Osborne.
metamics. See ceramals. Osborne.
metamict. A mineral which has become virtually amorphous due to the breakdown of
the original crystal structure by internal
bombardment with alpha particles (helium
nuclei) emitted by radioactive atoms within the mineral. Many green zircons, especially those from Ceylon, which are Pre-

cambrian in age, and have thus had over
800 iillion years of this internal bombardment, owe thcir low refractive index
and density to this cause, and may be
termed metamict zircons. Anderson.

metmictization. The process of disruption
of the st, ucture of a crystal by radiations
from co:athied radioactive atoms, rendering the material partly or wholly amorphous. A.G.1.

metamict mineral. A mineral, the crystal

structure of which has been disrupted by
radiation from contained radioactive
atoms. A.G.I.
metainontmorHlonite. The product of dehydration of montmorillonite at 400° C. Hey,
M.M., W61.
metamorphic. Characteristic of, pertiining to,
produced by, or occurring during the metamorp:7ism of certain rocks. Fay.
metamorphic aureole; contact metamorphism.
The zone of altered rocks surrounding an

igneous intrusion. Along the contact belt
between the intrusion and country rock,
the latter may contain material derived
from the igneous mass resulting in the for-

mation of valuable ore deposits. Nelson.
metamorphic deposit. Ore deposits that have
undergone change from being subjected to
great pressure, high temperature, and
chemical alteration by solutions. They have
become warped, twisted, and folded, and

the original minerals are rearranged and

recrystallized. Lewis. p. 276.
metamorphic differentiation. The segregation
of certain minerals into lenses and bands.

A.G.I. Supp.
metamorphic diffusion. Migration by diffusion of material from one part of a rock to
another during the recrystallization of the
rock. Schieferdecker.
metamorphic fades. A group of metamorphic
rocks characterized by particular mineral
associations or assemblages indicating origin under restricted conditions of temperature and pressure. A.G.1. Supp.

metamorphic grade
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metamorphic grade; metamorphic rank. The
grade or rank of metamorphism depends
upon the extent to which the metamorphic
rock differs from the original rock from
which it was derived. If a shale is con-

silicic acid, H2SiO3. The pyroxenes, for

verted to a slate or a phyllite, the metamorphism is low grade; if it is converted
to a mica schist containing garnet and

sillimanite, the metamorphism is high
grade. A.G.I. Su Pp.
metamorphic rank. Synonym for metamorphic
grade. A.G.1. Supp.

metamorphic rock. Any rock which has been
altered by heat or intense pressure, causing
new minerals to be formed and new struc-

tures in the rock. Thus clays have been
changed into slates, and limestones into
marble. Nelson.

metamorphic water. Water driven out of
rocks by metamorphism.
Varnes, 1955.

Stokes

and

meiamorphic zone. An area subjected

to

metamorphism and characterized by a cer-

tain metamorphic mineral that formed

during the process. Leet.
metamorphism. Any process by which consolidated rocks are altered in compositien,
texture, or internal structure by conditions
and forces not resulting simply from burial

and the weight of the subsequently ac-

cumulated overburden. Pressure, heat and
the introduction of new chemical substances ate the principal causes of metamorphism, and the resulting changes,
which generally include the development
of new minerals, arc a thermo-iynamic response to a greatly altered environment.
Diagenesis has been considered to be incipient metamorphism. See also contact
metamorphism; thermal metamorphism .
dynamic metamorphism; regional metamoil hism; high-rank metamorphism; lowrauK metamorl,h:3:-.1 A.G.1. Supp.

metamorphosis. The change of form, structure, or substance; a transformation of
any kind. Webster 2d.

metamorphous. Same as metamorphic. Yay.
meivepyls. Propc:ed by Kinahan for regional

nr.tamorphism due to steam or boiling
waier under reat pressure. Also called
parotcpsis. Ft.y.

metaripples. I ;vice asymmetrical sand waves.
Pettijohn.
metarossite. A %cry rare, wf.akly radioactive,

Uit yellow or pale greenish-yellow min-

occurring in thin
scams in sandstone or shale in Colorado as
a dehydration produce of rossite. Crosby,
p. 127; Mineralogical Magazine, v.21, No.
122, September 1928, p. 571. A vanadium
ore. Osborne.
metasapropel. Compact sapropel rock. Tomeral,

CaV2O,.2H20,

keielf, 1954.

metaschoderik. A dehydration product of
schoderite, Al2PO1VO4.3H20. Hey, M.M.,
1961.

metasedirlent. A partly metamorphosed sedimentary rock. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
mei lhale. Shale altered by inci.,Nient metamorph :c. reconstitution but not recrystallized and without the development af partings or preferred mineral orientation.
A.G.I. Supp.
metasiceronatrite. Hydrated basic sulfate of
sodium and ferric iron, Na2Fel(S02)2(OH)2.31-120, as yellow, fibrous, orthorhombic crystals from Chile. A partly dehydrated form of sideronatrite. Spencer 15,
MM., 1940.
metasilicate. A salt of the hypothetical meta-

example, are metasilicates; for example,
diopside, CaMg(SiO3),. This method of
classifying silicates is obsolete. See also

inosilicate. A.G.I.
metasomasis. A process_of ore formation by

the partial or complete replacement of a
preexisting rock by the ore body. Limestone is usually the rock replaced, and the
degree of replacement is greatest along
shatter belts, joints and porous bands in

the rock. Metasomatic ore deposits may be
recognized by the presence of fossils and
characteristic sedimentary structures preserved in the ore. Many veins, some zinc
and lead deposits, etc., are of metasomatic
origin. For example, the Cleveland ore is

an oolitic iron carbonate which has replaced a limestone, retaining in the process

the oolitic structure of the original rock.

See also mineralization. Nelson.
metasomatic. Characteristic of, pertaining to,

produced by, or occurring during meta-

somatosis (replacement). The term is especially used in connection with the origin of
ore deposits. Fay.
metasomatic ore. See metasomasis. Nelson.
metasomatism; metasomatosis. a. The process
of practically simultaneous capillary solution and deposition by which a new mineral of partly or wholly differing chemical

couposition may grow in the body of an
old mineral or mineral aggregate. A.G.I. b.
The processes by which one mineral is re-

placed by another of different chemical
composition owing to reaction set up by
the introduction of material from external
sources. Holmes, 1920. c. Practically simul-

taneoas solution and deposition, through

meteoric water
ter of a rock but there is no essential

change in its chemical composition, for
example, the vitrification and devitrification of rocks. Fay.
metatyuyamunite. A lower hydrate 5-7H,0 of
tyuyamanunite,

Ca ( UO2) (VO4)3. 9FLO.

Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.
metauranocircite. A very rare, strongly radioactive, tetragonal, yellow-green to yellow
mineral, Ba(UO2) 2 ( PO4 ) 2.81i20, occurring

as a secondary mineral in quartz veins;
also in a fluorite deposit with other secondary uranium minerals. Crosby, p. 54.

metauranopilite. A very rare, strongly radioactive, possibly orthorhombic, yellow, grayish, brown, or green mineral, (UO2)6(504)
(OH)20.5H2O, found with uranopilite.

Crosby, p. 29. Partially dehydrated uranopilite, betauranopilite of R. Novacek.
Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
metauranospinite. The lower hydrate of uran-

ospinite; occurs naturally at the Sophia

shaft, Baden, Germany. Hey, M.M., 1961.
metavariscite. A green, hydrous phosphate of
aluminum, AIP01.2H20 ; orthorhombic.

Dimorphous with variscite. From Lucin,

Utah. English.
metavauxite. A colorless or white, basic, hy-

drous phosphate of iron and aluminum,

FeO.A1,08.P200.4H20-±5H20; monoclinic;

acicular crystals, or radiating fibrous ag-

gregates. From Llallagur, Bolivia. English;
American Miaeralogist, v. 30, No. 7-8,
July-August 1945, p. 550.
metavermiculite. The product of dehydration

of vermiculite at 400° C. Hey, M.M.,

1961.
metavolcauic. Partly metamorphosed volcanic
rock. Stokes and Varner, 1955.

openings, usually submicroscopic,
and mainly by hypogene water solutions,

metavoltine. a. A name applied by Blaas to

entin:ly different composition may grow in
an old mineral or in an old mineral aggregate. A.G.I.

Distinguished from inetavoltine of Bandy
(b) by the presence of Fe". Hey 2d, 1955.
b. A name applied by Bandy to a mineral

small

by which a new mineral of partly or
metasomatite. A rock in which one mineral
has completely replaced another, or certain
minerals hay,, completely replaced others,
producing an entirely new composition.
A.G.I.
metasome. A min-ral developed within another mineral. bay.
mctasomosis. See metasomatism.
metastable. A state of pseudoequilibrium

which has a higher free energy than the
true equilibrium state, yet does not change
spontaneously. ASM Gloss.

metastabk phase. The existence of a substance as a solid, liquid, or vapor under
conditions in which it is normally unstable
in that state. Hackh's Chem. Dict.
metastrengite. Monoclinic FePO4.2H20 di..
morphous with orthorhombic strengite;
named to correspond with metavariscite
and variscite AIN:42F130. Synonym for
phosphosiderite; clinostrengite. Spencer
19, M.M. 1952.

metathesis. The name given to a group of
chemical reactions: (1) single replacement, (2) double decomposion (or

double replacement), and (3) neutralization. Cooper.

metatorbernite. A strongly radioactive, tetrag-

onal, pale green to dark green mineral,

Cu( UO2) 2( PO4)2.8H20, one of the most

common supergene uranium minerals; a
secondary mineral, or perhaps a low-temperature hydrothermal mineral. Croshy,
pp. 28-29.
metatropy. A change in the physical charac-
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mineral from Madeni Zakh, Persia
( Iran ), near K4Na.3Fe"F"5 ( SO, )12.161-1,0.

a

near KNa, Fe" '3 ( SO4 ) 00H.l0H20. Differs

from metavoltine of Blaas (a) in the ab-

sence of Fe". Hey 2d, 1955. c. A synonym
for mausite. Hey 2d, 1955.
metaxite. a. Hauy's name ;or micaceous sandstone. Fay. b. A fibrous serpentine. Webster 3d.
metazeunerite. A tetragonal, grass-to emeraldgreen mineral, Cu (UO2) 2 (AsO, ) 2.8H20.
The snme formula is given for zeunerite.
Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
meteor. Originally, any atmospheric phenomenon. Sometimes still used id this sense, as
in such terms as hydrorneteor, optical meteor, etc. Now more commonly restricted
to astronomical meteors, called shooting
stars or falling stars, which are relatively

small bodies of matter traveling through
interplanetary space and which are hemed
to incandescence by friction when they
enter the atmosphere of the earth, and are
either wholly consumed or partially consumed, in which case they reach the
earth's surface as meteorites. A.G./.

meteoric kon. Inen occurring in meteors; a/so,
an iron meteorite. Fay.
meteoric stone. A meteorite having the com-

position of a stone or the appearance of a
stone. Standard, 1964.

meteoric water. Water derived from rain,

water courses, other bodies of water. This
water passes down into the earth and part
of it becomes stored in the pores and
cracks in the rocks and part of it circulates.

As far as mine pumping is

concerned,

meteoric water is the only class of importance. Lewis, p. 630. See also ground
water.
meteorite. A naturally occurring mass of matter that has fallen to the earth's surface
from outer space. A.G.I. Supp.
meter; metre. a. An instrument, an apparatus,
or a machine for measuring fluids, gases,

electric currents, etc., and recording the

results obtained; for example, a gasmeter,
a watermeter, or an air meter. Standard,
1964. b. The fundamental unit of length
in the metric system. Originally defined
as one ten-millionth of the distance on the
earth's surface from the pole to the equator. Now defined as the distance between
two lines on a certain metallic rod preserved in the archives of the Inter': tional
Metric Commission at Paris. Standard,
1964. It equals 39.37079 inches or 3.2808
feet. Fay.
metering pin. A valve plunger that controls
the rate of flow of a liquid or a gas. Nichols.

metering pump. A portable, high-precision
pump developed by U.S. Bureau of Mines
engineers to aid studies of rock and ground
pressure changes. Small enough to be car-

roadway system. in which boreholes are
drilled from a roadway situated above the
seam being worked, Cie drainage of the
methane then taking place from this roadway; and (3) the pack cavity system in
which corridors are left and supported in
the goaf as the face advances, and from
these firedamp is drawn off. Sinclair, I,
pp. 15-17; Roberts, I, pp. 77-82. See also

meter. Nelson.
methanometry. Testing mine air for firedamp
by the used of gas detectors. Cooper, pp.
226, 232.
methenyl tribromide; tribromometbane. ;Zee
bromoform. CCD 6d, 1961.
method of working. The system adopted to
work or extract a coal seam or ore body.

firedamp drainage.
methane-hydrogen gas. A gas made by vapor-

valuable material and waste rock, support

izing tar and passing it through a bed of

incandescent fuel. Candlepower, 11; British thermal units, 400. CCD 3d, 1942.
methane indicator. A portable instrument to
determine accurately the methane content
in a given area. Air samples are taken in

through an aspirator bulb and passed

through a replaceable absorbent cartridge
which removes any moisture from the sample. A flashlight battery and bulb illuminate its direct-reading scale. The compact
device

is carried in a leather case with

shoulder straps. Used in mines, manholes,
and similar areas subject to methane gas.

Bests, p. 587.
methane monitoring system. A system where-

ried in a coat pocket, the hand-operated
device preloads high-pressure hydraulk
cells, that, embedded in rock or concrete,

by the methane content of the mine air is
indicated automatically at all times, and
when the content reaches a predetermined
concentration the electric power is cut off
automatically from each machine in the

pump also meters, without leakage, the

affected area. The mechanism is so devised
that its setting cannot be altered. The
system is used, mainly, in conjunction with

measure the variations in load or pressure
that accompany nearby excavations. The

fluidusually mercury, glycerin, or oil

that must be added to or withdrawn from
a cell to obtain a desired pressure. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

meter oil. An oil of low cold-test, like the
light lubricating oils from Texas crude oil.
Fay.

methanal. See formaldehyde. CCD 6d, 1961.
methane. CH,, carburetcd hydrogen or marsh
gas or firedamp; formed by the decomposition of organic matter, The most common gas found in coal mines. It is a tasteless, colorless, nonpoisonous, and odorless
gas; in mines the presence of impurities
may give it a peculiar smell. Its weight
relative to air is 0.555 and may therefore
form lay.,7 along the roof and occupy roof
cavities. Methane will not support life or
c,.mbustion; with air, however, it forms an
explosive mixture, the reaction being:
CH, + 2 ( 4/%4 02) = CO2+ 21-1p0 + 8Ni.
The gases resulting from a methane explc
sion are irrespirable.Nelson. Often referred
to as firedamp becauac it is the principal
gas composing a mixture which when combined ,vith proper proportions of air will

explode when ignited. Methane is nontoxic, and its breathing causes ill effects

the operation of continuous miners and
power loaders. Nekon.

methanephone. An instrument for detecting
methane in mine air. It contains an electric
battery that sustains a small electric glow
light. As soon as a certain percentage of
methane enters the workings a tiny explosion occurs in the fuse head where a fine
wire fi!ament is melted and starts a bell
to ringing continuously. Fay.
methane recorder. An instrument which gives
a continuous record of the methary concentration over a period of time, Roberts,

I, p. 83.

methane removal. See water infusion method.
methane tester. A firedamp detector. See also
methanometer. Nelson.
methane tester type 3.3. A nt tiautoma;ic firedamp detector approved under he Regulations for use in coal mines. The instrument

is normally calibrated at 1 percent methane, and this provides an accuracy of plus
or minus 0.05 percent over the most important part of the scale, that is, 0.75 to
1.5 percent, It weighs 31/4 pounds and the

soin.ce of power is an Edision cap lamp
battery. Developed by Mines Safety Appliances. Nelson.

only where the air is so heavily laden with
it that oxygen is supplanted. See also
marsh gas; firedamp; firedamp tests; limits of flammability. Webster 2d; B.C.I.
methane detector. See gas detector. Jones.

methanol; methyl alcohol; carbinol; s ood
alcohol; methyl hydrate, a. CH,OH. Used
as a fuel, as a solvent, and for denaturing

which onsists of boring holes from 21/4 to

(at 760 mm); specific gravity, 0.7914 (at
20° C, referred to water at 4° C); burns
with a nonluminous flame; a solvent for
fats and oils; and soluble in all pmportions
in water, in ethyl alcohol, in ether, and in
acetone. Used sometimes for the cleaning

methane drainage. Three main systems of
methane drainage have been developed:
(1) the cross-measure Borehole method

31/4 inthes in diameter and 150 to 300
feet in length, into the strata above or
below the seam, generally close to the
working face. This method has the advan-

tage of being suited to a wide variety of
conditions and does not resquire another
seam within reasonable distance above or
below the seam to be drained, or the use
of solid stowing; (2) the superjacent

mett
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meteoric water

ethyl alcohol. Crispin. b. Limpid; colorless;
volatile liquid; boiling point, 64.96° C

of wood-graining boards following the acid

treatment. Hansen; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-408.

methanometer; methane tester. An instrument for determining the methane content

in mine air. See also catalytic methano-
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It includes all the operations involved in

the cutting, handling, and transport of

of ground, ventilation of workings, and
provision of supplies. The term does not

include winding or hoisting, surface handling, and preparation or dressing. See also
coal-mining methods. Nelson.
methodology. Orderly arrangement of ideas
or procedures in any branch of operational
activity. Taylor.
method study. A study to provide the essential data on which mine management can

operate in making the most effective use
of manpower, machines, and materials.

Method study has been applied in the mining industry for many years, although perhaps under different names. It is firmly
established in certain inetalliferous mines,

in the gold mines of Ghana, and in the

Dutch collieries. It is also employed exten-

sively in British cual mines. In the U.S.-

S.R., it is reported that each mine
employes between four and six engineers
solely engaged on method study. See also
motion study: time study; work measurement; mirk study. Nelson.
methyl acetone. A mixture of methyl acetate
and acetone. Used as a solvent. Crispin.
methyl alcohol. A poisonous liquid, CHDOH,
and also known as methanol, which is the
lowest member of the ticohol series. Also
known as wood alcohol, since its principal
source is the destructive distillation of

wood. API Glossary.

methylene iodide. A straw-colored liquid,
CH2I2, with a specific gravity of 3.32 at
18° C, a melting point between 5° and
6° C, a decomposition point of 180° C,
and a refractive index of 1.756. Used as
a component of refractive index liquids

and in specific-gravity mineral separations.
A.G.I.
methyl iodide. CHnI. Pryor, 3.
methyl phenol. See cresol. CCD 6d, 1961.
metore. Both capping and gossan. A.G.I.
metro. A pocket implement combining the
uses of many 'Astruments such as thermometer, level, plummet, and lens. Standard,
1964,

Illetik carat. An international unit equal to
200 milligrams that had been adopted in
most European countiies and in Japan

when it was made the standard in the

United States in 1913. Abbreviations,
14.C. and cm. See also carat. Webster 3d.
metric system. A system of weights and measures depending upon the meter in which
the original factors are derived from the
dieter. The system includes measures of

length, of which the meter is the unit;
measures of surface, of which the area is

the unit; measures of capacity, of which
the liter is the unit; and weights, of which
the gram is the unit. Standard, 1964. First
used in France, now in universal use in
scientific work. Cr:spin,
metric ton. A unit of mass and weight that
equals 1,000 kilograms or 2,204.6 avoirdupois pounds; abbrevation, MT. Webster 3d.
mett. Scot. An old measure of capacity for
coal. Fay.

Meulach tile
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micelle

Mettiach tile. A vitreous floor tile (especially
of the multicolored type) as first made at
Mettlach, in the Saar. The term (often
misspelled Metlach) is now commonly

mgal d" Abbreviation for million gallons per
day. BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
MGD Abbreviation for million gallons per
day. Also abbreviated mgd. Zimmerman,

places hornblende. Standard, 1964.
mica, glass-bonded. An electroccramic made

any vitreous floor tile. Dodd.
Mev Abbreviation for million electron volts.
Also abbreviated mev. GPO Style Manual,
p. 159; BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
Mexican agate. Banded calcite or aragonite.

mg point. See transformation points. Dodd.
mh Abbreviation for millihenry. BuMin Style
Guide, ). 60.
mhcp. Mean horizontal candlepower. Mason.
mho. The practical unit of conductance equal
to the reciprocal of the ohm. Webster 3d.

to 500° C. They have good dielectric
properties. Transverse strength, 13,000 to
15,000 pounds per nquare inch. Thermal
expansion, 1 X 10', Dodd.

used on the Continent and in Russia for

Shipley.

Mexican amber. Fossil resin from Mexico, related to San Domingo amber. See also
bacalit'. Shipley.
Mexican Jmethyst. Amethyst of a distinctive
reddish-purple color from Guanajuato,
Mexico. Shipley.
Mexican diamond. Rock crystal. Shipley.
Mexican jade. A green-dyed common mineral,
usually calcite. A variety of Mexican onyx.
Shipley.

Mexican onyx. A variety of aragonite, chiefly
from Tecali, Mex., used for interior deco-

rations. Standard, 1964. See also onyx
marble. Fay.

Mexican opal. a. Any opal from Mexico.

Shipley. b. An almost transparent, whitish,
very pale red or yellow precious opal, often

with fine play of color. Specific gravity,
1.98 to 2.03. See also fire opal. Shipley.
Mexican tile. A term sometimes applied to
roofing tile of semicircular cross section.

p. 207; BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.

mho m' Abbreviation for mhos per meter.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
mho per m Abbreviation for mhos per meter.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.

MHW Abbreviation for mean high water.

Zimmerman, p. 67.
mi Abbreviation for mile. Zimmerman, p. 69.
MI Abbreviation for malleable iron. Zimmerman, p. 66.

miamia. Aust. A serail of brushwood, supported on poles, and Placed near a shaft
to protect the men from the weather. Fay.
miargyrite. A sulfide of antimony and silver,
AgSbS2, occurring in monoclinic crystals
of an iron black color with a dark, cherryred streak. Fay; A.G.I.
miarolite. A granite having miarolitic cavities, a textural modification of normal
granite. johannsen, v. 2, 1932, p. 130.
rniarolithite. Chorismite in which drusy crys-

tallizations, often with distinct remnants

Mexico, Shipley. b. A correct but little-

of cavities, are distributed within the mass
of which the aggregate is mainly composed.
A.G.I.
rniarolitic. Containing small interstitial cavi-

from Mexico with vivid play of color;

cavities. Also, characteristic oft pertaining
to, or occurring in such cavities. Fay.
miarolitic cavity. A cavity of irregular shape

b'ay.

Mexican turquoise. a. A light-bluc to greenblue and bluish-green turquoise from New
used name for genuine turquoise from the
central part of Lower California. Shipley.
Mexican water opal. A term applied to translucent to almost transparent opal variety
yellowish by transmitted light. Shipley.
meyerhofferite. A colorless hydrous borate of
calcium, 2Ca0.3B202.71-120; triclinic. Prismatic crystals, often tabular; fibrous. From
Inyo County, Calif. An alteration product

of inyoite. English; Larsen, p. 156.

meymacite. A resinous, light brown, hydrated
tungstic oxide, W021120, which is formed
by the alteration of scheeiite. Fay.
mezo; meso. A term sometimes prefixed to the

names of igneous rocks of Mesozoic age.
Fay.
mezza majolica. It. A decorated and glazed

earthenware made in Italy prior to the

introduction of the majolica ware. Standard, 1964. The figures on it are traced in
blue or black, the flesh is white, and the
draperies are blue. Fay.
rnf a. Abbreviation for microfarad (one-mil-

lionth farad or 10' farad). Also abbre-

viated tf or id. Zimmerman, p. 69;
W ebster 3d. b. Abbreviation for millifarad.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
m-f Abbreviation for medium frequency. Zimmerman, p. 68.

Mf, See transformation temperature. ASM
Gloss.

MF Abbreviation for medium frequency.
GPO Style Manual, p. 159.
Mfta Abbreviation for thousand cubic feet.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
mg Abbreviation for milligram. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 60.
InG Abbreviation for milligauss. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 60.
Mg Chemical symbol for magnesium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1.
MG Abbreviation for motor generator. Also
abbreviated mg. Zimmerman, pp. 71,207.

ties that formed when the igneous rock
solidified. Small crystals project into the
in certain plutonic rocks. Crystals of the
rock constituents sometimes project into
the cavit7. Synonym for druse. Schieferdecker.

miarolitic structure. A structure found in igneous rocks. The structure consists of
irregularly shaped cavities into which the
constituent minerals of the rock may project as perfectly terminated crystals. C.T.D.
miascite. A mixture of strontianite and calcite. Hey 2d, 1955.
mica. A group of phyllosilicate minerals having similar chemical compositions and
highly perfect basal cleavage; monoclinic.
Mica is one of the best electrical insulators.
Biotite, lepidolite, muscovite, and phlogopite are some varieties of mica. A.G.I. Also
called isinglass; muscovy glass. Fay. Syn-

thetic mica is now being produced in

various torms including a powder, sheet,
and hot-pressed, machineable solid form.
Lee.

micaceocalcareous. Containing mica and calcite. Standard, 1964.
micaceous. Composed of, resembling) or per-

taining to mica. Occurring in thin plates
or scales like mica. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

micaceous hematite. Variety of specular
hematite (Fe20°) of micaceous shape.
Pryor, 3.
micaceous iron ore. Hematite in which the
texture is foliated or micaceous; some

micaceous varieties are soft and unctuous.
Rice.
micaceous sandstone. A sandstone containing
mica flakes. C.T.D.
mica convention. See rational analysis. Dodd.

mica diorite. A diorite in which mica re-

by the bonding of mica (natural or synthetic) with a glass of high sof tening point.
Some products of this type can be used up

mica house. A shop wucre hand-cobbed mica

is rifted, trimmed, graded, and qualified.
Skow.

mica lamprophyre. Thc commonest type of
lamprophyre, characterized by an abundam content of mica, which was originally

biotite but is often bleached and altered.
C.T.D.

mica, natural. Group name for a series of silicates, the most important of which to the
ceramist, is muscovite, a common impurity
in clays. See also muscovite. Dodd.
micanite. See built-up mica. Skow.

Micanite. Tradc name for an easily molded
prepared form of mica used for insulating.
Fay.

mica paper. See reconstituted mica. Skow.
mica peridotite. A peridotite consisting principally of altered olivine and biotite. Fay.
micaphyre. Porphyry containing phenOcrysts
of mica. Standard, 1964.
mica plate examiner. In ground minerals anci
earths

industry, a laborer who inspects

mica plates or sheets to be used for electri.
cal insulation, for unsatisfactory processing
and presence of foreign matter. D.O.T. 1.
mica powder. A dynamite in which the dope
consists of fine scales of mica. Fay.

micaramic. A material consisting of finely
divided natural mica bonded with watersoluble aluminum phosphate. Skow.
mica schist. A foliated, crystalline metamorphic rock composed of alternating layers
of quartz and mica in various proportions,

specimen being about twothirds quartz and about one-third mica.
the typical

The percentage of mica generally appears
higher than it is because the rock splits
along the mica folia and the flat surfaces
of the mica. The true composition may be
judged correctly by looking at the squarely
broken edges. See also schist. Fay.
mica slate. A slate composed chiefly of fine
mica. Fay.

mica splitter. In ground minerals and earths
industry, a laborer who rubs the ends of
mica sheets over sandpaper covered portion

of a worktable to pry loose the edges of
the layers. D.O.T. I.
Micatex. Trade name for mica prepared for
addition to drilling fluids to reduce water
loss to the formation and for overcoming

mild losses of circulation. CCD, 6d, 1961.
micatization. a. A metamorphic alteration of
other material into mica. Standard, 1964.
b. The development, in a rock, of mica as
a secondary mineral. A.G.I.

mica trap. a. An English field name for a
dark dike rock high in mica, content. Fay.

b. An obsolete term for a mica lamprophyre. C.T.D.
mice-eaten quarts. Quartz that is full of holes

that were once occupied by sufides. The
sulfides were decomposed and removed,

probably in solution. Fay.
miceHar colloids. Aggregated molecules or
atom groups, held together by secondary
valencies. See also molecular colloid. Pryor,
3.

micelle. Aggregation of surface-active ions or
molecules with hydrophilic portion of

molecule oriented outward and hydrophobic group inward. Structure believed to be
spherical, cylindrical, or disk-shaped. The
spherical type is postulated by Mc Bain as
highly charged, with its hydrophobic
chains unoriented save in response to the
packing effect produced by the hydrophilic
groups at the micelle to water interface
which encloses the system. Hart ly postu-

lates a liquid structure which contains

numerous gegenions in addition to his
amphipathic ions. In the lamellar micelle,

the energy relations make it essential to
make the interface (hydrocarbon chains

and/or water) as small as possible. Micelle
formation, by affecting dispersed availability of surface-active molecules, diminishes
their effect if the chemical exceeds an
optimum concentration. Colloids are either
micellar or molecular (Lumiere and Staudinger), the former being aggregated

molecules or groups of atoms bound by
adhesive of Van der Waals forces. The

boundary between micellar and molecular
colloids is indistinct. Pryor, 3.
michenerite. A palladium bismuthide, cubic
with pyrite structure, probably PdBi2, occurring in the ores of the Frood mine,

Sudbury, Ontario, Canada. Hey, M.M.,
1961.

Michie sludge test. Oil under tcst is heated
to 150° C, and a measured quantity of
air is bubbled through at controlled rate,
copper foil being present. Pryor, 3.
Michigamme jasper. A highly altered ferruginous rock, usually carrying apparently
fragmental quartz grains, found at Michigamme Mountain, Mich. Fay.

Michigan cut. a. In the United States a cut
which consists of drilling a hole with a
large diameter or a number of holes of
smaller diameter at the center of the head-

ing and parallel to the direction of the

tunnel. These holes are not charged. The
remaining bench holes are then broken
out towards these holes. Fraenkel, v. 1,
Art. 6:02, p. 31. b. See burned cut. Hess.
c. See burned cut. Pryor, 3.
Michigan slip. A very plastic, tough, fine-

grained impure clay, similar to Albany

slip clay; used as a bonding and plasticizing agent in grinding wheels, refractories,
etc., and as a suspension agent for glassy

frit in vitreous enamels. CCD 3d, 1942,
p. 195.

Michigan tripod. A drill structure consisting
of three barked timber poles of pine or fir
about 25 feet long, the butt ends of which
generally are about 12 inches in diameter.
Through the upper or smaller ends of the
poles, holes are drilled, through which a
1-inch bolt is passed to join the three poles.

On the bolt, a large clevis is hung, the
open ends of which straddle the center
pole. The sheave is suspended on the
clevis, and the poles are placed in a raised
position (pyramid fashion) over the drill

with the sheave alined over the hoisting

drum and the borehole and the center pole
placed behind the drill. In its raised position the tripod is high enough to provide
a minimum of 22 feet of headroom above
the drill floor. Compare Mesabi tripod.
Long.

micoquille. Thin glass similar to coquille but
with a radius of curvature of 7 inches. See
also coquille. Dodd.
micrain. Sugqested by Stopes for a bituminous
coal consisting largely of unidentified

microfelsitic
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micelle

particles not more than 1 or 2 microns in
diameter. Hess.
micrinite. a. A maccral of the incrtinitc group

consisting of granular material without
cellular structure; one of the principal

components of durain and clarain. A.G.I.

Supp. b. Proposed by the Heerlen Congress, 1935, as a substitute for micronite.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

micrinoid. A coal constituent similar to material derived from finely macerated vegetation. A.G.I. Supp.
micrite. Limestone consisting of microcrystalline calcite and with less than 1 percent
allochems. A.G.I. Supp.

micro-. a. A prefix that divides a basic unit
1 million or multiplies it by 10-6; abbreviation, u. L&L. b. A prefix meaning
small. In lithology, for example, it indicates that the mineral or texture so de-

signated is so small that it cannot be

recognized without a microscope. Fay.
microaerophile. An organism growing best in
the presence of small quantities of oxygen.
I.C. 8075, 1962, p. 63.

microampere. One-millionth of an ampere;
10-6 ampere; abbreviation, /La. Crispin.

microanalysis. Recognition and qualitative or

quantitative analysis of substances on a
microscopic scale. Special equipment used

includes miniature gas apparatus, microscope under which analysis is watched,
microbalance, and spectroscope. The microbalance is one unusually sensitive. The
chemkal reaction performed on the microstage is called microchemistry. Pryor, 3.
microangstrom. One-millionth of an angstrom; abbreviation, A. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 60.
microbalance. One extremely.sensitive. Pryor,
7, p. 35.

microbar. A unit of pressure commonly used

in acoustics. One microbar is equal
dyne per square centimeter. H&G.

to

1

microbial metallurgy. The use of bacteria to
alter minerals. The activity may be useful
in the selective separation of metals from
ores, the production of sulfur from gypsum
or pyrites, and the production of sulfuric
acid from elemental sulfur. Metallurgical

activity by bacteria may be harmful.
Nelson.
microboulders. Fine-grained metal-bearing

particles too small or decomposed to be

identified by eye. Hawkc.-, 2, p. 186.
microbreccia. a. A sedimentary rock consist-

ing of relatively coarse, sharply angular
send grains. A.G.I. Supp. b. A breccia
within fragments of a coarser breccia.
A.G.I. Supp.
microcharacter hardness. A scratch hardness
test in which a loaded diamond is used;
it has been applied to the testing of glazes.
Dodd.
microchemkal. a. Pertaining to chemical reactions on a very small scale. ASTM STP

No. 148-D. b. Applied to chemical reactions conducted on the stage of a
microscope and viewed through the mi-

croscope. Bureau of Mines Staff.
microchemkal tests. Chemical tests made on

minute objects under a microscope. The
form, color, and optical properties of
minute crystals are also examined. Fay.
microchemistry. Analysis for traces of elements or compounds. Pryor, 3, p. 80.
microchill. A very thin skin of hardened iron

on castings. Due to the sudden, faster
chilling or cooling of the outside surface

of castings, in pouring, must be sand-
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blasted or ground off of castings before
enameling. If it is not removed, this skin
causes blistering in the fired enamel. Hansen.

microclastic. Applied to a elastic or frag-

mental rock composed of very small particles. Fay.
microclastic coals. Coals composed of very
finely divided plant material together
with a varying amount of impurity. They
show little or no banding. cooper, p. 887.
microcline. A white to pale yellow, grccn, or

occasionally red mineral of the feldspar

group, like orthoclase or common feldspar
in composition, but triclinic in form,

K(AlSi308). Green microdine is known
as Amazon stone. Wthster 3d; Dana 17.

microconglomerate. A sedimentary rock composed of relatively coarse sand grains in a
very fine silt or clay matrix. A.G.I. Supp.
microcosmic salt. See stercorite.
micro cross lamination. Small distinctive

cross lamination similar to trough cross
lamination. Also called rib-and-furrow.
Originally called schragschichtungsbögen.
Pettijohn.

microcryptocrystalline. Applied to a rock or
groundmass in which the mineral con-

stituents are too small to be recognized
with a microscope but which are known
to be crystalline as shown by their ag-

gregate polarization. A.G.I.
microcrystalline. Minutely crystalline; applied
to crystalline rocks, the constituents of
which are individually so minute that
they cannot be distinguished from each

other by the naked eye; same as cryptocrystalline. Fay.

microcrystalline alumina. An abrasive produced by recrystallization from a molten
bath in such a way, as to produce crystals much smaller than those in regular
alumina. This abrasive is much tougher
than any other manufactured from molten
baths. See also regular alumina. ACSG,
1963.

microcrystalline silica. An abrasive used for
buffing and polishing compounds which
comes mainly from southwestern Illinois
and to some extent from Wayne County,

Tenn. AIME, p. 16.

microcrystallitic. Of, or pertaining to, a metamorphic rock in whkh the devitrification
has continued until the original glassy
material has changed into little granules,
needles, and hairs. Standard, 1964.
microcurie. One-millionth of a curie; abbreviation, p.c. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
microdiabase. An aphanitic diabase. Fay.
microdiorite. A fine-grained diorite or diorite
porphyry. Fay.
microdist. See electrotape. H&G.
microfacies. The aspect of rocks as seen in
thin sections. A.G.I. Su Pp.
microfarad. A unit of capacity; one-millionth

of a farad; abbreviation, /LE Crispin.
microfelsite. A name used in microscopic
work for those varieties of groundmass
that uo not affect polarized light, but

that are not true

glasses because they

have a fibrous, a granular or some such
texture. The textures are no doubt in
many cases the results of devitrification

of a glassy base. Fay.
microfelsitic. SuFigested by Zirkel for a devitrified glass in which devitrification has
proceeded so far that the hyaline character
is lost but not far enough to develop
distinct individual mineral crystals. Fay.
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microfissure
microlissure. A crack of microscopic proportions. ASM Glass.
microfluidal. Having a microscopic flow tex-

ture. Standard, 1964.

microfoliation. Minute foliation that is visible

only under the microscope. Fay.

microfragmental coal. Coal composed of compact macerated mass of vegetable debris,

such as durain, cannel, algal cannel, and
boghead. Tomkeieff, 1954.
microgas survey. A prospecting method which
seeks to locate oil by the detection, in
soil samples, of gases such as ethane, propane, and butane as evidence of leakage

in the vicinity of oil pools. Methane is
not significant as it is also formed by
the decomposition of vegetable matter.
Compare geochemistry. Nelson.

microgeology. a. The study of the microscopic features of rocks. A.G.I. supp. b.
The study of the relationships of micro-

organisms to geology. A.G.I. Supp.
microglass. Thin glass for making cover slips
for use in microscopy. Dodd.
microgram. One-millionth of a gram; abbre-

viation, us. Bennett 2d, 1962.

ndcrogranite. An igneous rock composed, like

granite, of crystals of quartz and an alkalic feldspar, but on a very small scale,
as are the groundmasses of certain por-

phyries. Strokes and Varnes, 1955.
microgranitic. See microgranular; microcrystalline. A.G.I.
microgranitoid. Having a microscopic grani-

toid structure. Standard, 1964.

microgranular. See microcrystalline. A.G.I.

microgranulite. The French equivalent of
granophyric. Fay.
micrograph. A graphic reproduction of a
magnified object as seen through a microscope. When it is a photograph, it is
called a photomicrograph. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

micrographic. Having the composition and
texture
scopic

of graphic granite on a microStandard, 1964. See also

scale.

micrographic texture.
micrographic texture. A distinctive rock texture in which the simultaneous crystallization of quartz and alkalic feldspar

resulted in the quartz occurring as ap-

parently isolated fragments, resembling
runic hieroglyphs set in a continuous
matrix of the feldspar. C.T.D.
microgroove cast. Cast of striations less than

wana coals and in Permocarboniferous

coals of the U.S.S.R. It is most abundant
in coals with little exinite, or coals of high
rank in which exinite cannot be re-

cognized, and may occur in very persistent thick bands. It is present in small
amounts in Carboniferous coals of the

Northern Hemisphere. IHCP, 1963, Part I.
microlaterolog. A well log obtained with an

arrangement of electrodes similar to a
miniature laterolog but disposed in concentric fashion in an insulating pad. The
current from a central electrode is fo-

cused and flows out in a pattern which
resembles the shape of a trumpet (hence
the synonym, trumpet log). As in the

microlog, the electrodes are mounted on
a pad which is held against the wall of
the hole by sprhgs. The microlaterolog
serves a purpose similar to that of a
microlog, investigating only a small volume
of rock immediately adjacent to the hole.
A.G.I.

microlite. a. A mineral which is essentially
a pyrotantalate of calcium, Ca,Ta:07,
but which frequently contains niobium,
fluorine, and a variety of bases. It crys-

tallizes in the cubic system. C.T.D.; Dana

17. Also, it is a member of the pyrochlore-microlite seri e s; its radioactivity
ranges from weak to moderately strong;

pale yellow brown, reddish,
green, or black; found in the albitized
parts of granite pegmatites, particularly
those containing lepidolite and spodumene; also occurs in alluvial sands and
colorless,

sociations of macerals, the minimum band

width of which has been fixed at 50 microns. The microlithotypes are: vitrite,
liptite, fusite, diorite, durite, vitrinertite,
duroclarite, and clarodurite. Their delimitation although arbitrary and conventional appears to agree well with technological behavior. IHCP, 1963, Pt. I.

cast of a groove cut by coarse sand grains.
Pettijohn.
microhardness. The hardness of microscopic

areas or of the individual microconstitu-

ents in a metal, as measured bY such

microlitic. A textural term applied to porphy-

ritic igneous rocks whose groundmasses
consist of an aggregate of differently
oriented or parallelly oriented microlites
in a base that is generally glassy. Hyalopilitic, pilotaxitic and trachytic textures
are all included under this term. When

the microlites are' not in parallel arrangement, the term felty is synonymous. jo-

Brown, A. C. Cook, and G. H. T?ylor

for a microlithotype composed princi, Ally
of inertinite in which micrinite is the mist
abundant form. Microite contains at

least 95 percent inertinite. The further
specification is that the, proportion of
micrinite must exceed that of fusinite,

hannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p. 223.

microiog. A resistivity log in borehole survey-

ing obtained with a device consisting of
closely spaced electrodes the arrangement

and sclerotinite combined.

of which is basically the same but in
miniature, as the normal and lateral

form. Microite is found in many coals
and occurs in large quantities in Gond-

It is designed to measure the resistivity
of a small volume of rock next to the

semifusinite,

The micrinite occurs mainly in the massive

borehole. To this end, the electrodes are
mounted on an insulating pad which is
pressed against the face of the well bore

by means of springs. The spacing between electrodes is 1 inch. The log distinguishes porous and permeable beds

from impervious layers by detecting the
filter cake deposited on the borehole face
by invading drilling fluid. A.G.I.
micrologging. A development of electrical
logging in which three vertically disposed
electrodes are used spaced an inch apart
and flush mounted in an insulating pad
which bears firmly against the side of the
borehole to prevent short-circuiting of
the current by the mud flush. Two electrodes can be used for reading, the third
being a current electrode, giving a read-

equivalent to a PA-inch spacing.
Alternatively each can be used separately,
with the earthed point at the surface
as the second electrode in each case, when
ing

the spacings are 1 inch and 2 inch. In
practice only the micrologs for the 1/2and 2-inch spacings are recorded, each
at two sensitivity scales, together with the
self-potential log. By the use of the closely

spaced electrodes the error in recording
the boundaries between formations is
less than an inch. Thickness of seams
and dirt bands are measured to this
limit. Sinclair, III, p. 104.

micromfdignite. An igneous rock occurring as
a fine-grained dike or border facies con-

sisting of nephdine-orthoclase pyroxene.
johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 142.
micromanipulator. Laboratory appliance used
gravels. Crosby, p. 77. b. A general term
to probe, dissect, detach, or remove
for minute crystals (needlelike, lathlike,
selected grains or sections of specimen
or of prismatic habit) occuring in microbeing observed by microscopy. Pryor, 3.
crystalline or hypocrystalline rocks and micromanometer. Essentially U-type gages
groundmasses. They may be distinguished
employing a micrometer to measure the
from crystallites by being transparent,
change in inclination of the gage from
light- or dark-colored, and by the fact
its zero or datum position. Normally,
that one can determine some of the optimicromanometers are used in the laboracal properties, such as anisotropism, retory for such purposes as the calibration
fractive index, etc. Schief erdecker.
of
secondary manometers and, in conmicrolith. One of the microscopic isotropic
junction
with pressure measurement, in
needle- and red-shaped bodies found in
low-speed atmospheric wind tunnels. Rovitrophyric rocks. Standard, 1964.
berts, I. 31.
microlithic. Composed or constructed of small micromeiteigite. A very fine-grained igneous
stones. Standard, 1964.
dike rock consisiting of the same minerals
microlithotype. A term introduced by C. A.
as melteigite. johannsen, v. 4, 1938,
Seyler in 1954: It designates in the mip.
381.
croscopy of humic coals the typical as- micromeritic. See microcrystalline. Standard,

2.5 centimeters long. Thought to be a

means as Tukon, Knoop, or scratch methods. ASM Gloss.
microhm. One microhm equals 10 ohm
which equals 103 electromagnetic .units.
Merriman. Abbreviation, p.n. Webster 2d.
microinch. One-millionth of an inch; abbreviation min. ASM Gloss.
mkroite. A term proposed in 1961 by H. R.

micrometer theodolites

.

devices

in the regular electric survey.

1964.
micromeritics. Study of crystalline structures
on a microscopic scale. Pryor, 3.
Micromerograph. Trade name for an instrument for particle-size analysis depending

air;
on the rate of fall of particles in the
it is suitable for use in the range of 1 to
250 microns (a). Dodd.
micrometer. a. An instrument for measuring
very small dimensions or angles. Used in
connection with a microscope or a telescope: There are a great variety of forms,

is
but in nearly all, the measurement
made by turning a very fine screw, which
gives motion to a scale, a spider line, a
lens, a prism, or a ruled glass plate.

Standard, !964. b. A micrometer caliper
or a micrometer gage. Standard, 1964.
micrometer caliper. A caliper with a graduated screw attachment for measuring minute distances. Crispin.
micrometer-reading manometer. See vernierreading manometer. Roberts, I, P. 33.
micrometer theodolites. Optical micrometer
theodolites are capable of speedy and
accurate work and reading circles are all

1

1

illuminated by one beam shone on to a
mirror. A small instrument of this kind

solves the underground illumination problem with theodolites. Mason, V. 2, p. 748.
micrometrics. The study of very fine particles.
A.G.I.
micromicrofarad. One-millionth of a microfarad ; 10' farad; abbreviation, 'inf.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
micromicron. One-millionth of a micron ; 104

micron or 10' millimeter; abbreviation,

Kt. Bennett 2d, 1962.
micromillimeter. One-millionth of a millimeter; abbreviation, ma. A.G.I. Supp.
micromineralogy. Mineralogy based on the
use of the microscope. Fay.

micron. A unit of length, equal to one-millionth of a meter; used in measuring the
dimensions of dust particles, etc. (1 micron = about 1/25,000 inch). Nelson.
micronite. The micropetrological constituent, or maceral, which makes up the

major part of durain, but present to a
lesser extent in clairain. It consists of

granular opaque matter residuum of submicroscopic size. A.G.I.

micronized mica. An ultrafine material produced in a disintegrator that has no
moving parts but depends on jets of high
pressure superheated steam to reduce the
mica to micron sizes. Micronized mica is
produced in particle size ranges of 10 to
20 microns and 5 to 10 microns. BuMines
Bull. 630, 1965, pp. 587-588.
Micronizer. A special type of dry-grinding

machine in which micronized mica is
produced. It consists of a disintegrator
that has no moving parts but depends on
jets of high pressure superheated steam

for reducing the mica to micron

sizes.

BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 587.
micronizer mill. Disintegrator, in which feed

particles are entrained in a pressure jet
(steam or air) and whirled through a
cylindrical chamber with sufficient force
to break them. Pryor, 3.

micro-organisms. In geochemical prospecting,

may be taken to include bacteria,

microstructure
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micrometer theodolites

algae,

fungi, and any others of the relatively

small forms of plant and animal life that
inhabit soils and natural waters. Hawkes,
pp. 260-261.
micropegmatite. Microscopic pegmatite. Applied to the groundmass of porphyritic
rocks whose microscopic quartz and feld-

spar mutually penetrate each other. The
several parts of the same crystal, though
isolated, extinguish together. See also
granophyric. Fay.

micropegmatitk. In petrology, the same as
micrographic, which is much better and
which is replacing it. Fay.
micropegmatitic texture. A microscopic inter-

growth of two minerals, especially of
quartz and feldspar in which one mineral
contains particles of the other arranged
in a more or less regular pattern which,
from its fancied resemblance to certain

ancient inscriptions has been called also
"graphic texture." Fay.

micropertbite. A variety of rock-making feld-

spar composed of orthoclase thickly set
with microscopic spindles or plates of

albite. It is common in gneisses. Compare
gran ophyric. Fay.

mkropetrological unit. Same as maceral.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
mlcrophenocryst. A phenocryst of microscopic
dimensions, distinguishable only under
the microscope. A.G.I.
microphylline. Composed of minute leaflets
or scales. Fay.

microphyric. a. A textural term descriptive
of medium- to fine-grained igneous rocks
containing phenocrysts less than 2 millimeters in length. Compare macrophyric.

C.T.D. b. Suggested for the texture of

porphyritic

rocks

having

phenocrysts

(microphenocrysts). Johannsen, v. 1, 2d,
1939, p. 223.
microphysiography. Same as petrography.
Standard, 1964.
micropipette. Pipette somewhat resembling
an injection syringe, from which fractions
of a milliliter of liquid can be accurately
dispensed. Pryor, 3.
micropoildlitic. Microscopically poikilitic, a
microscopic shiller structure. See also
poikilitic. A.G.I.
microporosity. Porosity visible only with the
aid of a microscope. ASM Gloss.
rn icroporphyritic. MI c ro s copi ca 1 ly porphyritic.
Standard, 1964.
microproiector. A portable instrument which

projects an enlarged image of the microscope's field on a ruled screen. Magnification of 1,000 diameters, enables dust
samples being examined to be assessed
with reduced eyestrain. Nelson.
microscope. Optical instrument, the main
parts of which are the stand on which is
fixed a stage that holds the material under examination; a condenser through
which light is transmitted from its source
through a hole in the stage for the purpose of viewing translucent matteri a
vertical illuminator in the metallurgical
or petrological microscope which directs
a beam of incident light down upon an
opaque object on the stage, the beam then
being reflected up through the system of
lenses; a polarizer below the stage or in

the incident light beam of the vertical
illuminator; an analyzer in the ocular
system, which consists of objective and

ocular or eyepiece, these being carried in
a tube which can be focused on the object
viewed. The electron microscope views by
means of a stream of electrons which are

focused by means of a circular magnet
acting as a lens onto the object under

examination. A second magnetic lens acts
as the objective and projects an enlarged
image which is further magnified by a
magnet acting as eyepiece. Pryor, 3.
microscopic. a. Of, relating to, or conducted
with the microscope or microscopy. Web-

ster 3d. b. So small or fine as to be in-

visible or not clearly distinguishable without the use of a microscope. Compare
macroscopic; megascopic. Webster 3d.
microscopic stresses. Residual stresses which

vary from tension to compression in a
distance (presumably approximating the

grain size) that is small compared to the
gage length in ordinary strain measurements. Hence, not detectable by dissec-

tion methods; they can sometimes be
measured by X-ray line shift. ASM Gloss.

microscopy, special forms. In dark ground
microscopy, a special substage condenser
causes the object viewed to be lit by
oblique rays, so as to stand out against a
dark background. In fluorescent microscopy, ultraviolet source of light is used,
thus exhibiting fluorescent qualities of
object. In flymg-spot microscopy, a cathode-ray scanning tube sends a flying
spot of light from microscope eyepiece,
by way of objective, specimen and condenser to a photoelectric cell. Wherever
the spot is masked by an opaque area,
pulses are generated and amplified for
record on a display tube. In X-ray micro-

scopy, these rays emanate from the micrasystem and record photographically using
reflection, contact of ray with object, or
projection. Pryor, 3.
microsecond. One-millionth of a second;
abbreviations, itsec and p.s. Webster 3d.
microsectlon. a. A transparently thin section
of some susbtance mounted for examination with the microscope. Standard, 1964.

b. A thin section of rock so mounted

for petrographic examination. Fay.
microsegregation. Segregation within a grain,
crystal, or small particle. See also coring.
ASM Gloss.
microseism. A very slight tremor or vibration

of the earth's crust. Standard, 1964.

microseismic instrument.

An

instrument,

among other things, for observing the be-

havior of roof strata and supports. The
device is inserted in 4 foot long 1 Yi-inchdiameter holes, drilled at selected points,
for listening to subaudible vibrations
which are known to precede rock failure.
Nelson.

microseismic movement. Rather permanent,
faint vibrations of the earth's crust (usu-

ally not exceeding 25 microns) caused

by breakers on the coast or by storms far

out at sea (up to 3,000 kilometers from
the coast). Synonym for microseism.

Schieferdecker.
microseismic rate. The number of microseisms

per unit of time. Isaacson, p. 172.

microseismic region. Area in which the earth-

quake is iegistered by instruments only.

Schieferdecker.

microseismometer. An apparatus for indicat-

ing the direction, 'duration, and intensity
of microseisms. Also called microseismograph. Standard, 1964.
microshrinkage. A casting defect, not detectable at magnifications lower than ten
diameters, consisting of interdendritic

voids. This defect results from contraction
during solidification where there is not
an adequate opportunity to supply filler
material to compensate for shrinkage.
Alloys with a wide range in solidification

temperature are particularly susceptible.

ASM Gloss.

microspar. Material consisting of very tiny,
clear calcite crystals. A.G.I. supp.
microspectroscopy. A method of identifying
metallic constituents; it consists of drilling out the minute portion to be analyzed,
flowing collodion over the resulting chips,
and transferring the collodion together
with the chips to a pure carbon electrode
for analysis in a standard spectrographic
arc. Gaynor.
microspherulitic. In petrology, having a texture composed of minute spherulites,
closely packed. Standard, 1964.
mkrospores. Male spores; part of repro-

duction organs of many Coal

Measures

plants. Nelson.
mkrostress. Same as microscopic stress. ASM
Gloss.

microstriations. Microscopic scratches developed on the polished surfaces of rocks or

minerals as a result of abrasion. A.G.I.
mkrostructural changes. Changes in solid
alloys which involve alteration in the

.microstructure. Usually associated with
constitutional changes, but may occur

independently of these, as for example,
when crystals are deformed by working
of the metal or When deformed crystals

recrystallize. C.T.D.
mkrostructnre. The structure of polished and
etched metals as revealed by a microscope

at a magnification greater than ten diameters. ASM Gloss.
microstylolite. A type of microscopic grain
boundary relationship indicating differential solution between two mineral grains
and characterized by fine interpenetrating
teeth; boundary often marked by a little
opaque material concentrated along it.

Compare stylolite. A.G.I.
microsyenite. Intrusive igneous rocks which
are the medium-grained equivalents of the
syenites on the one hand and the trachytes

on the other. A.G.I.

microthrowing power. A qualitative measure
of the ability of an electroplating solution

to deposit metal in a small hole, pore, or
crevice having dimensions not exceeding
a few thousandths of an inch and with
its depth usually greater than one of the

other two dimensions. ASM Gloss.
microtine. Plagioclase feldspar having the
appearance of sanidine. Hess.
mkrovitrain. The thin vitrainlike bands pres-

ent in clarain, having a maximum thickness of about 1/10 inch (2 millimeters)
with a tolerance of 1 millimeter, and a

minimum thickness of 0.05 millimeter (50

microns). A.G.I.
microvolt. One-millionth of a volt; 10' volt;

abbreviation, Av. Crispin.
microwatt. One-millionth of a watt; abbreviation, Aw. Webster 3d.
midalkalite. An igneous rock known as foyaite or nepheline syenite. Hess.
Mid-Atlantic Ridge. A great mountain range

extending the entire length of the Atlantic Ocean. This ridge is now thought
to curve around the southern tip of
Africa, cross the Indian Ocean, curve

around southern Australia and New Zealand, and extend well up into the Pacific
Ocean. Mero, p. 103.
Middleback ranges. A broken line of prominent ridges situated near the port of

Whyalla (South Australia). These hills

are composed of a series of iron-rich rocks,

containing local concentrations of high
grade iron ore, averaging 65 percent ferrous content. Nelson.

middle band. A stratum of rock, or more
usually soft dirt, near the middle of a
coal seam. See also middle man. Fay.
middle cut; intermediate cut. A machine cut

in the midsection of a coal seam; some-

times adopted in thick seams (over 4

feet) with a layer of dirt or inferior coal

milkiness
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microstructure

nor mineral nor reject (tailings). It consists of fragments of coal and shale or

mineral and gangue. The material

is

often sent back for crushing and retreatment. Nelson. b. In two-component ore,
particles incompletely liberated by comminution into concentrate or gangue. In
complex ores, in addition to incomplete
liberation, there may be multiphased particles of middling or intermediate species

which react too feebly to treatment to

re0ort as concentrate or tailing. Pryor, 2.
middlings elevator. An elevator which removes material for further treatment or
for disposal as an inferior product. B.S.
3552, 1962.
mid-door. Scot. The middle one of three
landing places in a shaft. Fay.
midfeather. a. In mining, a support to the
center of a tunnel. Standard, 1964. b.
Derb. Stringers of ore connecting two
larger bodies. Fay. c. A dividing wall
between two flues, for example, in a gas

retort or a glass tank furnace; in the
latter, the wall may also be called a
tongue. Dodd.

midges. N. of Eng. Lamps (not safety) carried by trammers, etc. Fay.
midge stone. Same as gnat stone. Shipley.
midget impinger. A dust-sampling apparatus
almost identical in principle and design
with the regular Greenburg-Smith impinger, the main difference being its
smaller size and the fact that only a 12inch head of water is required for its
operation. See also Greenburg-Smith im'zinger. R.I. 3360, December 1937, p. 2.
midget miner. See Crawley midget miner.
Nelson.

Mid lin hypothesis. See free field stress. Lewis,

p. 611.
midspan. The center of a span which rests
on two abutments. Heim.
mid-wall. Scot. A close wooden partition
dividing a shaft into compartments. Fay.
Midwayan. Lower lower Eocene or Paleocene. A.G.I. Supp.
mid-workings. a. Scot. Mine workings above

or below in the same mine or colliery.

Fay. b. See mid-door. Fay.
miemite. Synonym for dolomite. Dana 6d,
p. 271.
miersite. A canary-yellow iodide of silver and
copper, 4AgI.CuI. Isometric. Tetrahedral
or cuCo-octahedral crystals. From Broken

Hill, New South Wales. English.

in the middle. A middle cut would be
made with a turret coal cutter. Nelson.

miesite. A brown variety of pyromorphite

separating two seams or beds of coal.
See also middle band. Fay.
middle prop. Eng. See center prop. SMRB,

for an impure ashy coal forming the

middle man. A stratum of rock dividing or

Paper No. 61.

inkldift. See middlings. Nelson.

middle third. The part of the thickness of a

wall or arch of which the width is one-

third of the total thickness, and is central
in it. If all forces acting on such a structure form a resultant within the middle
third, no tensile stress can occur. Ham.

middletonite. A brown, resinous, brittle min-

eral found between layers of coal at the
Middleton collieries, near Leeds, England,

and also at Newcastle; it has a specific
gravity of 1.6, does not alter at 210° C,
and is soluble in cold concentrated sulfuric acid. Fay.
middling pale solder. An alloy of tin, lead,

and bismuth; used by pewterers. Fay.
middlings; middles. a. That part of the product of a washeryt concentration, or prepa-

ration plant which is neither clean coal

containing calcium. Standard, 1964.
miffil. N. of Eng. Term in use among miners
lower part of a seam. Tomkeieff, 1954.

migma. A mush of partly fluid and partly

solid rock material from which migmatite
arises by consolidation. If the amount of
its liquid p?rtion becomes great enough,
it will acquire mobility and may intrude
into its surroundings in typical eruptive
or instrusive fashion. Schieferdecker.
migmatite. A mixed rock consisting of thin
alternating layers or lenses of granitic rock
and schist. Compare composite gneiss; injection gneiss. A.G.I. Supp.
migmatintion. The process whereby metamorphic rocks are converted into znigmathe. A.G.I.
migration. a. The movement of oil, gas, or
water through porous and permeable rock.
Parallel (longitudinal) migration is movement parallel to the bedding plane. Transverse migration is movement across the
bedding plane. A.G.I. b. Correction that

is applied in reflection shooting in the

case of dipping boundary planes by which

the reflection points, that are originally
plotted vertically downwards, are shifted
to their proper position. Schieferdecker.

migration of ions. Change of position. Migra-

tion velocity is that with which ions
move through solutions during electrolysis.

Pryor, 3.

migration of oil. The movement or seepage
of oil through the rocks wherever they are
sufficiently permeable to allow such passage; of considerable importance in oil
geology. Nelson.

miharaite. A quartz-bearing hypersthene basalt. A.G.I.

mijakite. A variety of andesite containing
manganiferous pyroxene. A.G.I.
mike. a. Synonym for micrometer. Long. b.

As a verb, to determine the size of an
object with a micrometer. Long.

mikheevite. A mineral, K,Ca4(S0)5.1-130,
triclinic, in salt deposits. Identical with

gorgeyite. Spencer 20, M.M., 1955; Amer-

ican Mineralogist, v. 41, 1956, p. 816.

mil. One-thousandth of an inch. Dodd.
milarite. A vitreous, hydrous, potassium-cal-

cium-aluminum silicate, HKCa2A1z(Sis05).;

colorless to greenish; brittle. In hexagonal
prisms. Fay.

mild and tough. Mellowed or ripened by
weathering; said of brick clay; opposite
of short and rough. Standard, 1964.

mild clay; sandy clay. Loam. Bennett 2d,
1962.
mild earth. Eng. Soft, loamy clay suitable for
brickmaking, as opposed to stiffer clay
below, suitable for making tiles rnd drainpipes. Kimeridge clay, Brill, Buckinghamshire. Arkell.

mildewbronzt. Bronze made to look as if
mildewed by long burial underground.
Standard, 1964.
mild purple Ftone. See Cornish stone. Hess.
mild steel. One which contains from 0.12 to
0.25 percent carbon. Also called low-carbon steel; soft steel. Pryor, 3.

mild-steel reinforcement. Reinforcement
made of steel containing approximately
0.12 to 0.25 percent of carbon and having
a tensile strength of 28 to 33 tons per
square inch. Taylor.
mile. A unit of length commonly used to
measure distance in the United States

and in the British Empire. A statute mile
equals 5,280 feet, 1,760 yards, or 1,609.3
meters. C.T.D.
mile hr-1 Abbreviation for miles per hour.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
mile sec-1 Abbreviation for miles per second.

BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
mil-foot. A standard of resistance in wire.
The resistance of 1 foot of wire that is
1 mil in diameter. Crispin.
Milford-Astor machine. A simple printing
machine that has been used for the smallscale production of transfers for the decoration of pottery. Dodd.

millary arkose. Grains of quartz and feldspar, as large as millet seeds at the most;
disseminated colored clay; quartz domi-

nant, little micadoes not differ from
common or granitoid arkose except

by

rkiaili size. A.G.I. Supp.
. One-thousandth of an :nch. Strock,
10.

milk glass. Translucent or nearly opaque
milk-colored glass produced by adding
calcium fluoride and alumina to an ordinary glass. CCD 6d, 1961. See also cry-

olite glass.
milkiness. A condition of pronounced cloudiness in glass. ASTM CI62-66.

millimass unit
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milk-of-lime. A dilute lime hydrate in aqueous suspension and is the consistency of
milk. Boynton.
milk of sulfur. See colloidal sulf,ir. Cooper,

p. 277.
milk opal. A translucent, milky-appearing
variety of common opal. Rarely exhibits
play of color. Shipley.
milkstone. a. Any of various white stones, as
flint pebble. Webster 3d. b. A flint whit-

ened by fire, found among prehistoric

remains. Standard, 1964.

milky quartz. Vitreous quartz of a milklike

color and of somewhat greasy luster; also
called greasy quartz. Fay.
mill. a. An excavation made in the country

rock, by a crosscut from the

workings

on a vien, to obtain waste for filling. It

is left without timber so that the roof may
fall in and furnish the required rock.
Fay. b. A passage connecting a stope or
upper level with a level below, intended
to 'be filled with broken ore that can then

be drawn out at the bottom as

desired

for further transportation. An opening
in the floor or bottom of a stope through
which the ore or mineral is passed or
thrown downward along the footwall to
the level. Fay. c. To fill a winze, or interior incline, with broken ore, to be

drawn out at the bottom. Fay. d. In

quarrying, usually applied to the finishing plant where blocks are sawed into
slabs; all other manufacturing processes
are classed as shop work. AIME, pp.
331-332. e. See also glory hole. Lewis,
p. 403. f. To grind or cut away steel or
iron with a toothed or serrated face bit;
also, the tool so used. Long. g. Can. Reducing plant where ore is concentrated
and/or metals recovered. Hoffman. h. In
mineral processing, one machine, or a
group, used in comminution. This older

ment for reducing ores by other means
than smelting. More strictly, a place or a
machine in wh .ch ore or rock is crushed.
Fay.

mill addition. a. Any of the materials added
to the ball mill charge of a frit. ASTM
C286-65. b. The materials used to prepare
liquid enamels. Such materials as clay,
opacifier, color oxide and water, as well
as setting up agents and enamel frit,
comprise mill additions. Enam. Diet.
mill bar. A rough bar rolled or drawn directly

from a bloom or puddle bar for conversion into merchant iron in the mill.
Fay.
Millburn beds. A group of slate rocks found
in the Lake district of England; they belong to he Llanvirn series of the Ordovician system. C.T.D.

mill car. A car without a roof for carrying

hoisting apparatus. Standard, 1964.
mill cinder. The slag from the puddling furnaces of a rolling mill. Fay.
mill coal. a. A noncoking coal mined from
strip pits and used for zinc smelting.
A.G.I. b. In Kansas, same as dead coal.
Fay.

mill dirt. S. Afr. Free milling ore. Fay.

milled. A metal object lost in a borehole that
has been cut or ground away with a mill,
milling bit, or rose bit. Long.
milled asbestos. a. All grades produced by
ore.
the mechanical treatment of asbestos
Sinclair, W. E., p. 253. b. Consists of
many grades of fiberproduced by varying
degrees of mechanical treatment and
graded in the Quebec Standard Asbestos

Testing Machine. Arbiter, p.

67.

milled enamel. Enamel ground to proper fineness. A thick liquid. Brysnt.
milled fire clay. Dry-milled fire clay. Bureau

of Mines Staff.
milled salt. An obsolete name for vacuum
to
limitation of the term has today been
pan salt. Now used to limited extent to
broadened to cover the whole mineral
designate salt mechanically ground
treatment plant in which crushing, wet
very fine mesh. Kaufmann.
grinding, and further treatment of the millefiori. Decorative glassware, particularly
ore is conducted. Crushing and grinding
paperweights, made by setting multicolmills include the Aerofall (dry), amalgaored glass cane to form a design within a
mator, ball mill, barrel mill, beater, buhr,
clear glass matrix. This type of glassware
cage, cascade, Chilean? Cobbe, colloid,
originated in Italy and derives its name
conical, disc, disintegrating, Griffin, grindfrom Italian words meaning, a thousand
ing, hammer, Huntington, Krupp, pebble,
flowers. Dodd.
pendulum, pin, pulverizing, Raymond, Miller indices, plane. Indices which identify
reduction, rod, stamp, tricone, tumbling,
a family of planes in crystal structure.
most of which are defined under these
The intercepts m, n, and p for any plane
low
disnames. Ball mills are high or
within a crystal give the reciprocals Wm,
charge, according to whether outflow is
1/n, and lip, which may be changed to a
axial or peripheral. Pri Mary mills (set to
common denominator, resulting in the
grind to moderately coarse sand) are
numerators h, k, and 1, respectively. These
usually low-discharge and square (length
numerators when written as (khl) identify
little more than diameter). Secondary
the family of planes to which the specific
mill may be high-discharge and have a
plane belongs. ASM Gloss.
2Y2 to 1 ratio of length to diameter. The millerite. Nickel sulfide, NiS, containing 64.1
feed
main parts of a ball mill are its
percent nickel; rhombohedral. Sanford;
scoop, crown-and-pinion drivel retaining
Dana 17.
grid or grate, liners with their securing millet-seed
sandstone. A sandstone consisting
bolts, shell, trunnions, and crop load of
essentially
of small spheroidal grains of
balls, ore, and water. Pryor, 3. i. See also
of deposits accumulated
typical
silica;
grinding mill. Nelson. j. See cogging mill.
under
desert
conditions.
C.T.D.
Nelson. k. One-thousandth part. A mill mill feeder. In ore dressing,
smelting, and
of a dollar is one-tenth of a cent, for
refining, a laborer who regulates flow of
example, if an assessment of 5 mills per
ore, coke, flue scrapings, or other mashare is levied, the amount payable is
terials from bins, chutes, or belts into
A cent. von Bernewitz. I. A single macrushers, furnaces, or other equipment, or
chine or a complete plant for rolling
onto conveyor belts leading to equipment.
metals. Bureau of Mines Staff. tn. Eng.
Also called feeder man. D.O.T. SuPp.
That part of an ironworks where puddle
finish. The surface finish on rolled prodbars are converted into merchant iron; mill
ucts characteristic of rolling. ASM Gloss.
that is, rolled iron ready for sale in bars,
rods, or sheets. See also forge, c and d. mill foreman. A foreman who supervises and
coordinates all operations concerned with
Fay. n. By common usage, any establish-

crushing, grinding, and concentrating ore
preparatory to smelting and refining. Also
called floorwalker; mill shifter. D.O.T.
Supp.

mill furuace. An iron furnace for reheating

iron that is to be rerolled, or welded,

under the hammer. Standard, 1964.
millgrit rock. Som. The dolomitic conglomerate, Trias. Arkell.
mill head. a. Ore accepted for treatment in
a concentrator, after any preliminary rejection such as waste removal. Pryor, 4.
b. Assay value, or units of value per ton,
in ore accepted for treatment in the concentrating 'ohm or mill. Pryor, 3.
mill-head grade. The grade of ore as it comes

from the mine and goes to the mill. In

calculating it one must make appropriate
allowance for dilution. McKinstry, p. 463.
mill-head ore. See run-of-mill. Pryor, 3.
mill hole. An auxiliary shaft connecting a
stope or other excavation with the level
below. See also mill, b; glory hole, a.
Lewis, p. 403; Fay.
mink A prefix that divides a basic unit by

1,000, or multiples it by 10'; abbrevia-

tion, m. L&L.
milliampere. One-thousandth of an ampere;
abbreviation, ma. Crispin.
milliangstrom. One-thousandth of an angstrom; abbreviation, mA. Webster 3d.
millibar. A unit of atmospheric pressure equal
to one-thousandth of a bar or 1,000 dynes
per square centimeter; abbreviation, mb.
Webster 3d.

millicurie. One-thousandth of a curie; abbreviation, mc. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
millicurie-hour. A measure of gamma-ray ex-

posure expressed as the product of the
source in millicuries and the time of ex-

posure in hours. NCB.
millidarcy. The customary unit of measurement of permeability equal to one-thousandth of a darcy. See also permeability.
A.G.I. Abbreviation, md. Webster 3d.
millidegree. A unit of temperature equal to
one-thousandth of a degree; abbreviation,
mdeg. Webster 3d.
millifarad. One-thousandth of a farad; abbreviation, mf. Webster 3d.
miWgal. A unit employed in the gravitational
method of geophysical prospecting. It is

about one millionth of the average value
of the acceleration due to gravity at the
earth's surface, that is, 1 gallon=1 centimeter per second per second. Nelson.

milligauss. One-thousandth of a gauss; abbre-

viation, mG. Standard, 1964.
milligram. A unit of weight in the metric sys-

tem. Equals 0.001 or 10' gram, 0.05432

grain, 0.000643 pennyweight, or
0.00003215 troy ounce; abbreviation, mg.
Fay.

milligram-hour. A measure of gamma-ray ex-

posure expressed as the product of the
equivalent radium content of the source,
in milligrams, and the time of exposure
in hours. NCB.

millihenry. One-thousandth of a henry; a
unit of inductance; abbreviation, nib.
Webster 3d.

milliliter. a. A metric unit of capacity that
equals one-thousandth of a liter; abbreviation, ml. Webster 3d. b. Laboratory

glassware (beakers, flasks, graduates, etc.)
are commonly identified by their capacities expressed in milliliters; especially in
multiples of 10 milliliters or 100 milliliters.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
millimass unit. One-thousandth of an atomic
mass unit; abbreviation mamu. See also
mamu. NRC-ASA N1.1:1957.

millimeter
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minal

millimeter. A metric unit of length that
equals one-thousandth of a meter; ab-

abbreviations, msec and ms. Webster 3d.
millisecond delay. A type of delay cap with
Nichols.

rectangular in shape and cannot exceed 5
acres, or 217,800 square feet in area.
Lewis, p. 27.
millstock. Term used in slate industry to
include all forms of structural slate used

fires from 20 to 500 thousands of a second after the firing current passes through

millstone. A hard, tough stone

breviation, mm. Webster 3d.
millimeter screw micrometer. A precision
caliper gage which measures the overall

a definite but extremely short interval
between passing of current and explosion.

dimensions of unmounted fashioned gems
more accurately but less conveniently than
dial gages. Shipley.

millisecond-delay cap. A detonating cap that

Formerly

millisecond-delay detonator. See short-delay
detonator. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
millisite. A hydrous phosphatc of aluminum,
calcium, and sodium, 2CaO.Na20.6Al203.4P:05.1711:0; monoclinic; white; fibrous
bands resembling chalcedony. Found near
Fairfield, Utah. English.
miLvolt. One-thousandth of a volt; abbreviation my. Crispin.
mill-labor foreman. A foreman who supervises workers engaged in maintaining ore-

millimicron. Onc-thousandth of a micron,
usually symbolized

as

1

mil.

much used as a measure for the wavelength of visible light. Easily translated
into angstroms merely by the shift of a

decimal point, since 1 mu equals 10 angstroms. Anderson.
milling. a. In the Lake Superior district, a
combination of open-cut and underground
mining, wherein the ore is mined in
open cut and handled underground. It is

underhand stoping applied to large deposits, wherein the ore is mined near
the mouth of winzes or raises and dropped
by gravity to working levels below for
transportation to the surface. Sometimes
called glory-hole method. See also mill,

b and c. Fay. b. The grinding or crushing
of ore. The term may include the operation of removing valueless or harmful
constituents and preparation for market.
Nelson. c. The act or process of cutting
or grinding away a metal object lost in a
borehole with a mill or milling bit. Long.
d. Removing metal with a milling cutter.
ASM Gloss. e. In powder metallurgy, the
mechanical treatment of material, as in a

ball ni, to produce particles or alter
their size or shape, or to coat one com-

ponent of a powder mixture with another.
ASM Gloss. f. The process of grinding
ceramic materials to fine particle sizes in
a ball mill. Bureau of Mines Staff.

milling bit. A bit equipped with hardened
serrations or teeth used to grind or cut
away metallic materials or junk obstruct-

ing a borehole. Also called junk mill; rose
bit. Long.
milling cutter. A rotary cutting tool provided
with one or more cutting elements, called
teeth, which intermittently engage the

workpiece and remove material by relative movement of the workpiece and the
cutter. ASM Gloss.
milling grade. a. Ore containing sufficient
recoverable value to warrant treatment.
Pryor, 3. b. S. Afr. An assumed average

va,tie of the ore sent to the mill, expressed as a percentage, or in penny-

%eights per short ton. Beerman.
milling ore. a. A dry ore that can be amalga-

mated or treated by leaching and other

processes; usually these ores are low grade

it. Nichols.

dressing equipment, such

as ball mills,

classifiers, and flotation machines, and

working areas, offices, and reit rooms in
clean and orderly condition. D.O.T. Supp.
mill loader. See blunger loader. D.O.T. I.
millman. a. In brick, tilc, and nonclay refractory industriesi one who prepares clay for
molding by grinding, mixing, and tempering it in a combination grinding and mixing mill. Also called clay temperer. D.O.T.

1. b. One who is employed in a mill, as
in an ore-dressing plant. Fay.

mill ore. See second-class ore. Nelson.
mill pick. A tool for dressing mill stones. Fay.

mill race. The current of water that drives
a mill wheel, or the channel in which it
flows from the dam to the mill. Fay.
mill rolls. The rolls through which puddled
iron is run previous to being marketed.
Standard, 1964. See also merchant train.
Fay.

mill run. a. A given quantity of ore tested
for its

quality by actual

milling; the

yield of such a test. Craigie, v. 3, p. 1523.
b. Average, not especially selected. Craigie,
v. 3, p. 1523. c. To yield (a stated

amount) in terms of a mill run. Craigie,

v. 3, p. 1523. d. Pac. The work of an
amalgamating mill between two cleanups.

Fay. e. In intermittent treatment of ore,

with periodic clean up, the period of such
a run. Bulk test on sample of ore during
development of treatment process. Pryor, 3.
mills. See ball mill; hammer mill; pug mill;
rod mill. ACSG, 1963.
mill sampler. A laborer who removes samples

of crushed ore, concentrates, or tailings
at various stages of processing, and puts
them in labeled buckets or sacks for laboratory analysis.

Also

called sampler.

and free, or nearly so, from base metals.
Fay. b. Any ore that contains sufficient
valuable minerals to b, treated by any
milling process. Fay.
milling width. Width of lode which is des-

D.O.T. Supp.
mill scale. The scale of ferric oxide that peels

calculated with regard to daily tonnage.
Any excess broken during mining (stoping width) should be rejected before milling. Pryor, 3,
milling ykld. S. Mr. The valuable material

process. The barren solution is acidified,

ignated for treatment in the mill, as

obtained from milling, expressed as a

percentage or in pennyweights per short
ton. Beerman.
million electron volts. A common unit of
energy in nuclear science; equals 10' electron volts; abbreviation, raev. NRC-ASA
N1.1-1957.
milliroen!gen. One-thousandth of a roentgen;
abbreviation mr. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

millisecond. e)ne-thousandth of a second;

from iron during rolling. Compare forge
scale. Standard, 1964.

Mills-Crowe process. Method of regeneration
of foul cyanide liquor from gold leaching
gaseous hydrocyanic acid (I-1.CN) is liber-

ated and separated, and is reabsorbed in
an alkaline solution, for example, lime
water. Pryor, 3.
mill shifter. See mill foreman. D.O.T. SuPp.
mill shoe. A shoe equipped with a hardened
serrated cutting edge used to mill down-

ward over and around a piece of drillstem equipment lost in a borehole. See
also mill. 'Long.

Waite. a. A plot of ground suitable for the
erection of a mill, or reduction works, to
be used in connection with mining operations. Fay. b. A millsite is square or

in exterior or interior construction. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 882.

used for
grinding cereals, cement rocks, and other
materials. Usually a coarse-grained sandstone or fine quartz conglomerate. Sanford. Quarried underground in Virginia;
also, produced in New York and (of
granite) in North Carolina. Barger.
Millstone grit. An old English namc for thc
conglomeratic sandstone at the base of
the Carboniferous Coal Measures. It was
formerly more or less current in this country as a synonym for Pottsville conglomerate. Fay.
/suntan. The current of water leaving a mill
wheel after turning it, or the channel
through which it runs; a tailrace. Fay.
mill test. a. The determination of the metallic

contents and recoverable metal in any
given ore by the milling of a sufficient
quantity to afford average milling conditions. Weed, 1922. b. See mill run. Fay.

militons. Net tonnage of ore available for
milling after eliminating vt, Iste and unpayable material. Beerman.

mill value. S. Afr. The calculated value of
ore before crushing. After treatment there

remains a residue of the valuable metal
in the sands, slimes, or tailings, which,
added to the yield obtained by treatment,
should be equal to the mill value. Beerman.

millwright. a. A worker specializing in construction or erection of mills and milling
machines. Pryor, 3. b. A mechanic who
installs
Crispin.

machinery in a mill or shop.

mimesite. An obsolete snyonym for dolerite.
Fay.

mimetic. Imitative; said of crystals that have
a form produced by the penetration twinning of forms of lower symmetry. Standard, 1964.

mimetic tectonite. Tectonite whose grains
have forms resulting from recrystalliza-

tion rather than deformation. A.G.I. SuPp.
mimetite. A natural chloride and arsenate of
lead, Pb5(As04)3C1; color, yellow to yellowish brown; streak, white; luster, resin-

ous to subadamanthie; specific gravity,
7.24; Mohs' hardness, 3.5 to 4. Forms a
continuous

series

with

pyromorphite.

Found in the United States (California,
Arizona, and Nevada) and in Europe.
A minor ore of arsenic. CCD 6d, 1961.

mimic. Same as mimetic. Fay.
mimicry. Imitations of crystal forms of higher

symmetry by those of lower grade of
symmetry, usually the result of twinning.
Shipley.

mimophyre. Suggested by Elie de Beaumont
in 1814 for metamorphosed, argillaceous
rocks in which feldspars had developed,

so that thq resembled porphyries. Volcanic tuffs are a freque.it original, but

graywackes and arkoses have also yielded
them. Compare porphyroid. Fay.
min Abbreviation for minute; minim. BuMin

Style Guide, p. 61; Zimmerman, p. 70.
As a subscript, a symbol for minimum.
Zimmerman, p. 378.

minabk. a. Capable of being mined. A.G.I.

b. Material that can be mined under

present day mining technology and economics. Bureau of Mines Staff.
mlnal. a. Synonym for end-member. A.G.I.

mimd
Supp. b. A solid usually capable of as-

suming definite geometrical forms, representing definite chemical composition, and
possessing definite physical properties that
enter into the composition of natural

minerals. Most minals are not found by
themselves, but are associated with other

minals, forming minerals. Therefore, minerals are composed of minals. Hess.
minargent. An alloy of copper, nickel, and

antimony with a little aluminum. Standard, 1964.

minasragrite. A blue, acid, hydrous vanadyl
sulfate, V204.3S03.16H20; monoclinic.
Usually as an efflorescence on patronite
in granular aggregates, from Minasragra,
Peru. English. A vanadium ore. Osborne.
Mindel. Second Pleistocene glaciation. A.C.1.
Supp.

mine. a. An opening or excavation in the
earth for the purpose of extracting min-

erals; a pit or excavation in the earth

from which metallic ores or other mineral
substances are taken by digging; an open-

ing in the earth made for the purpose of
taking out minerals, and in case of coal
mines, commonly a worked vein; an excavation properly underground for dig-

ging out some usual product,

as

ore,

metal, or coal, including any deposit of
any material suitable for excavation and

working as a placer mine; the under-

ground passage and workings by which
the minerals are gotten together with
these

mine cars
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minerals themselves. Ricketts, 1.

b. A work for the excavation of minerals
by means of pits, shafts, levels, tunnels,

etc., as opposed to a quarry, where the

whole excavation is open. In general,
the existence of a mine is determined by

the mode in which the mineral is ob..
tained, and not by its chemical or geo.

logical character. The term also includes
only mines valuable for their minerals or
valuable mineral deposits. The term mine

as used in the mining act appears to be
synonymous with vein or lode; it is also
used as synonymous with the term mining

claim. Ricketts, I. c. An excavation be-

neath the surface of the ground from
which mineral matter of value is extracted. The word carries the sense of

min working beneath a cover of ground
and thus excludes oil, brine, and sulfur
wells. Exca.rations for the extraction of
ore or other economic minerals not re-

quiring work beneath the surface are
designated by a modifying word or phrase
as: (1) opencut minean excavation for
removing minerals which is open to the
weather; (2) steam shovel minean

a mine may be any large source of supplya learned person becomes a mine of
information, a source of wealth is a gold
mine. Hess. f. A word of wide application.
It may be defined as a system of excava-

tions made for the purpose of getting
minerals (whether in their natural state
or in solution or suspension). A mine

usually involves the employment of persons below ground. It covers the getting
of mineral such as coal in solid form and

also the getting of a mineral such as
salt by the pumping of brine. The term
mine also includes opencast pits, mine

buileings, land, structures, and works. In
South Wales, mine also applies to iron-

stone beds and nodules. See also coal

mine. Nelson. g. In general, any excavation for minerals. More strictly, subterranean workings, as distinguished from
quarries, placers, and hydraulic mines,
and surface or open works. The distinction between the French terms mine and
miniere results entirely from the.law, and
depends upon the depth of the working.
The former is the more general term, and,
ordinarily speaking, includes the latter
which signifies shallow or surface workings. The word mine in statutes prescribing safety appliances and protection for

excavated. Hoffman. n. In certain coalfields, a coal seam. Obsolete. B.S. 361'i,

1964, sec. 5. o. Any mineral or -.ire,
ironstone or coal. Obsolete.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.
mine ambulance car. See ambulance car.
mine analyst. See mining engineer, d; safety
especially

engineer. D.O.T. 1.
mine bank. a. An area of ore deposits that
can be worked by excavations above the
water level. Craigie, v. 3, p. 1524. b. The

ground at the top of a mining shaft.
Craigie, v. 3, p. 1524.

prove the existence of minerals; in fact,
any excavation for the development of a
mineral deposit, or for the extraction of

ers in mine shafts. They are available in

heading, drift, adit, or shaft, etc., to

the ore, rock, or coal therefrom. In a

military sense, a mine is a subterranean

gallery run under an enemy's works, to be
subsequently exploded. Compare quarry.

Fay. h. Any deposit of mineral or ore

suitable for extraction, as an ore deposit.
The Federal and State courts have held
that the word mine, in statutes reserving
mineral lands, included only those containing valuable mineral deposits. In
England, the term mine is applied to any

seam of coal, as well as to a deposit of
ironstone either in thin bands, or in one

bed of considerable thickness. Fay. i. The
terms mine and coal mine are intended to
signify any and all parts of the property

of a mining plant, either on the surface
or underground, that contribute directly
or indirectly to the mining or handling

term mine, as applied
of coal. Fay.
by quarrymen2 is applied to underground

blower.

mine cable, concentric. See portable concentric mine cable.
mine cable, portable. See portable mine cable.
mine cages. Elevators used to transport work-

open, semienclosed or fully enclosed mod-

els with a choice of sliding, folding, or
rollup doors. Cages are used in either
vertical or incline mine shafts. All cages
contain necessary safety features. Bests,
p. 373.

mine call factor. See assay plan factor.
Truscott, p. 98.
mine captain. a. A superintendent of a mine.

Standard, 1964. b. The director of work
in a mine, with or without superior officials or subordinates. Fay. c. In metal
mining, a foreman who supervises the
extraction, hauling, and hoisting of ore
in

a mine. Also

called ground boss.

D.O.T. 1.
mine-car coupler. See coupler. D.O.T. 1.
mine-car dropper. See car runner. D.O.T. 1.
111111e carpenter. In anthracite, bituminous,
and metal mining, one who constructs and

repairs buildings, chutes, bins, and ladders, and does general carpentry work

pit quarry. Fay. k. To dig a mine; to

underground and at the surface of a mine.
Also called pitwright. D.O.T. 1.
mine-car repairer. See mine-car repairman.

for ore or metal; to work in a mine.

mine-car repairman. In anthracite coal mining; bituminous coal mining; metal mir-

by means of a stream of water directed
against a bank of sand; gravel, or talus;

mineral; (2) of finding out or bnnging

Loosely, the word mine is used to mean
any place from which minerals are extracted, or ground which it is hoped may
be mineral bearing. Hess. e. By metaphor

proving or development. Fay. m. Can. Site
of operation where ores and/or metals are

mine cable, parallel duplex. See portable
parallel duplex mine cable.

get ore, metals, coals or precious sto. es
out of the earth; to dig into as.the ground

commonly known by the mineral or metal
extracted as bauxite mines, copper mines,
silver mines, coal mines, etc. Hess. d.

mineral, of a value materially in excess
of the cost of discovery in natural exposure or by drilling or other exploration
conducted above or below the ground;
and (2) the development and proving a
mineral or ore deposit which has been
apparently worked out to be a minable
deposit of ore, or mineral having a value
materially in excess of the cost of im-

two or more seams or veins, or a trial

opencut mine in which the overburden
is removed from a coalbed before the
coal is taken out; (4) placer minea de-

which rock is extracted becomes a mine
when it is carried under cover. Mines are

discovery of a mine as;

(1) the bona fide discovery of a commercially valuable deposit of ore or

heading, an incline communicating with

excavation alone exists, as a cross-measures

cars;

soft rock similarly v:orked. A quarry from

45, construes

mine blower, portable. See portable mine

workings having a roof of undisturbed
rock. It is used in contrast with the open

posit of sand, gravel, or talus from which
some valuable mineral is extracted; and
(5) hydraulic minea placer mine worked

and gas wells. Article 219 of Income and
War Excess Profits Tax Regulations No.

the miner has generally been held as
including not only a place where pay ore
has been discovered, but one where an

opencut mine in which steam shovels or
other power shovels are used for loading

(3) strip minea stripping; an

A9) in allowing depletion to mines, oil

Webster 3d. I. Discovery of a mine: In
statutes relating to mines the word discovery is used; (1) in the sense of uncovering or disclosing

to view ore or

to the knowledge the existence of ore or
mineral, or other useful products which
were, unknown; and (3) of exploration,

that is, the more exact blocking out or
ascertainment of a deposit that has already been discovered. In this sense it is

practically synonymous with development,
- and has been so usid in the U.S. Revenue

Act of February 9, 1919 (Sec. 214, subdivision A10, and Sec. 234, subdivision

?..7t15

D.O.T. I.

ing; nonmetal, mining, one who repaiis
or replaces damaged parts of mine (pit)
cars, such as f axles, wheels, bodies, and

couplings, straightening, bolting, riveting,
refitting, and! making parts 'as required.

Also called car whacker; mine-car repairer; pit-cat repairer. D.O.T. 1.

mine cars. Cars whith are loaded at produc-

tion points and hauled to the pit bottom
or surface in a train by locomotives or
other power. They vary in capacity from
1 to 12 tons, and are either of wood or
steel construction or combinations of both.

Mine cars have been classified into six
kinds: (1) the solid or box type, which

mine cars
requires a rotary dump at the unloading
terminal; (2) the rocker dump type,

which has a V-shaped body rounded at
the bottom; (3) the gable-bottom car,
which is shaped like a capital W in cross
section; (4) the Granby car, a special
form of a side-dumping car; (5) bottomdump cars; and (6) end-dump cars, which
are commonly used for hand tramming in
small mines. See also drop-bottom car;
endgate car; solid car. B.C.I.; Kentucky,
pp. 211-212; Lewis, p. 222.

mine characteristic. The relation between
pressure, p, and volume, Q, in the ven-

tilation of a mine of resistance, R, is
p=RQ'. The curve of this equation for
a particular mine may thus be plotted
on the same axes as the characteristics
of a fan. The point of intersection of

this curve, termed the mine characteristic,
with the pressure characteristic of the fan
indicates the pressure and volume at
which the fan would work in ventilating
that mine. Knowing the volume and pres-

sure, the power and efficiency are obtained. The suitability or otherwise of any
fan to any duty can be studied and the
effect of possible changes in mine resistance may be predicted. Roberts, 1, pp.
189-190.

mine characteristic curve. As a graphical aid
to the solution of problems in mine ventilation, the mine head (static and/or
total) is often plotted against the quantity. 'This is called the mine characteristic
curve, or simply the mine characteristic.
Hartman, p. 123.

mine circulating fan. Mines create special
problems in proper ventilation by their
isolation from fresh air sources and the
presence of dangerous gases and dusts.
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doors are mobile and can be set up in any
location. They are opened and closed by

a compressed air cylinder and are designed to be used where haulage equipment operates on a trolley wire. Bests,

p. 373.
mine drainage. See drainage; drain tunnels;
water hoists.
mined strata. In mine subsidence, the strata
lying vertically over the excavated area.
Briggs, p. 61.
mine dust. a. Dust from rock drills, blasting,
or handling rock. Fay. b. In the quantity
inhaled by workers, dust may be classified as dangerous, harmless, and borderline, though the classification is purely
arbitrary. Silica is a dangerous dust;
bituminous coal dust is relatively harmless, and aluminum hydroxide is borderline. Lewis, p. 735. c. Scot. Calcined
ironstone screenings. Standard, 1964. d.
See coal dust. Fay.
mined volume. In mine subsidence, the mined

area multiplied by the mean thickness of
the bed, or of that part of the bed which
has been extracted. Briggs, pp. 23-24.
mine earth. a. N. Staff. Synonymous with
ironstone in beds. Fay. b. !ronstone deposits collectively. Standard, 1964.

mine examiner. See fire boss. D.O.T. 1.
mine expert. See mining engineer. D.O.T. 1.
mine fan. a. The main fan for the mine, nor-

mally situated at the surface. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 2. b. A radial- or axial-flow

ventilator. See also fan; ventilation. Nelson.
mine fan signal system. A system which indi-

cates by electric light or electric audible
signal, or both, the slowing down or stopping of a mine ventilating fan. ASA

Large fans are used for the stationary

C42.85:1956.
n3ine feeder circuit. A conductor or group of
conductors, including feeder and section-

fresh an in dead-ends and other inaccessi-

stalled in mine entries or gangways and
extending to the limits set for permanent

systems, while small portable types provide

ble locations. These fans may be driven
by electricity or compressed air, and in
addition to mine operations, are useful
for work in manholes, pipe galleries, silos,
tanks, vats, plane fuselages, ship holds,
etc. The U.S. Bureau of Mines can fur-

nish specific recommendations concerning
special problems. Bests, p. 605.

Minecoat. Trademark for a coal-tar coating
for mine interiors. CCD 6d, 1961.
mine committee. Representatives chosen by
the union employees to confer with the

representatives of the companyi corresponds in mining to shop committees in
manufacturing. Also called pit commit-

tee. B.C.I.
mine conveyor. See underground mine conveyors. ASA MH4.1-1958.
mine cooling load. The total amount of heat,
sensible and latent., in British thermal

units per hour, which must be removed
by the air in the working places. Hartman, p. 327.
mined area. The area from which mineral

has been removed. Briggs, p. 23.
mine development. The term employed to
designate the operations involved in preparing a mine for ore extraction. These
operations include tunneling, sinking,

crosscutting, drifting and raising. BuMines
Bull. 419, 1939, p. 76.
mine dial. See miner's dial. Fay.
mine door. See door. Kentucky, p. 88.

mine door, air power operated. Mine doors

help to keep the air flow in shafts and

mine working areas consant. In cases of
explosions, doors "give" to relieve the
pressure then close automatically. The

alizing switches or cimit breakers, in-

mine wiring beyond which limits portable
cables are used. ASA C42.85:1956.
mine fill. See hydraulic fill. Pryor, 3.

mine fire patrolman. See mine patrolman.
D.O.T. 1.
mine fires. These very dangerous occurrences

may arise as the result of spontaneous
combustion, the ignition of timbers by
gob fires, electric cable defects, or the

heating and ignition of conveyor belts due
to friction. Nelson.
mine fire truck. Designe to fight underground
fires in mining operations, this low slung
railcar is equipped with water supply and
pressure equipment for its fire hoses. When
a fire occurs, the car can be sped to the

scene along existing rails. The truck is
capable of delivering hundreds of gallons
water, depending upon the size and
model used. Bests, p. 373.

mine foreman. a. The person charged with
the responsibility of the general supervi-

mine-mouth generation
charge of plant and associated labor on
the surface, for example, screen foreman.
Nelson.

Mine Gel. Brand name applied to a series of
semigelatin dynamite.% Used in underground mining, quarrying, construction,

and general blasting. CCD 6d, 1961.
mine ground. a. A stratum or collection

of

strata containing ironstone in layers.
Standard, 1964. b. Strata containing mine
2arth. Hess.
minehead. Pithead. Webster 3d.
mine heads. In a mine ventilation system, the
cumulative energy consumptions are called
the mine heads. These heads are in reality
pressure differences, determined in accordance with Bernoulli's principle. Hartman,
p. 78.
mine hoist. A device for raising or lowering
ore, rock, or coal from a mine and for

lowering and raising men and supplies,
ASA C42,85:1956.

mine hoist control. This mechanism is designed to prevent accidents in mine cages
caused by overspeeding in hoisting and
lowering. It also prevents hoisting or
lowering beyond the limits for which the
controller is set. On electric hoists, it can
apply brake in case of power failure and
may regulate brake speed in the event of
an emergency stop. Bests, p. 373.
mine inspector. a. One who checks mines to
determine the safety condition of working areas, equipment, ventilation, and
electricity, and to detect fire and dust

hazards. Webster 3d. b. Generally used as
denoting the state mine inspector as contrasted to the federal mine inspector.

B.C.I. See also inspector. c. See metal
mine inspector;

coal

mine

inspector.

D.O.T. 1.
mine iron; mine pig. Pig iron made entirel
from ore; distinriished from cinder pig.
Standard, 1964.
Mine-ites. High explosive; used in mines.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
mine jeep. A special electrically driven car
fnr underground transportation of officials,
inspectors, repair, maintenance, and sur-

veying crews and rescue workers.

ASA

C42.85:1956.

mine lamp. Battery operated lamps may be
attached to miner's caps to provide illumination in poorly lighted mine areas.
Lamps are designed to focus on working
areas when attached. Unit consists of a
rechargeable battery, bulb, reflector wires,
etc. All models must be approved by the
U.S. Bureau of Mines. Mine lamps mil,
be purchased outright or leased. Model:
include cap lamps, hand lamps and trip
lamps, etc. Bests, p. 373.
mint locomotive. A low, heavy, haulage engine designed for underground operation;
usually propelled by electricity, gasoline,
or compressed air. Fay. See also electric
mine locomotive; battery locomotive; trolley locomotive.

sion of the underground workings of a
mine and the persons employed therein.
In ccrtain states, the mine foreman
designated as the mine manager. U..c.

mine mason. Mineworker who lines the gal-

derground Mines, Oct. 8, 1953. b. Generally used to designate that company

mine measures. Forest of Dean. See mine

BuMines Fed. Mine Safety Code-Bituminous Coal and Lignite Mines, Pt. I Un-

representative in complete 24-hour charge
of underground workings and legally held
responsible for the safety and welfare of
all underground employees. He is generally state certified for competency. B.C.I.
See also foreman; bank boss. c. A deputy
in metal mines. Nelson. d. An official in

4,.'.411711.6

leries and other rooms with

masonry,

works on the repair of mine supports, and
builds ventilation doors aild dams. Stoces,
v. 1, p. 649.

ground. Fay.
mine motorman. In bituminous coal mining,

see motorman. D.O.T. 1.

mine-mouth generation. Generation of electrical energy based on the premise that it

is cheaper to ship electricity than coal.

Encyclopedia Britannica. Britanhica Book
of the Year, 1964, p. 569.

1

mine opening
mine opening. See opening, c.
mineowner. A whole or part owner of a mine.
Webster 3d.

mine patrolman. In metal .mining, one who
a mine at regugoes through all parts
lar intervals, looking for fire hazards,

rock, poor timbering, and other
dangers, and reports conditions to suloose

perior. Also called firebug; fire inspector;
fire patrolman; mine fire patrolman; safety
man. D.O.T. 1.
mine pig. Eng. Pig iron made wholly from
ore, in distinction from cinder pig. Webster 3d; Fay.
mine planning. See planning. Nelson.
mine power center. A mine power center is
a combined transformer and distribution

unit complete within a metal enclosure,
usually of explosion-proof design, from
which one or more low-voltage power
circuits are taken. I.C. 7962, 1960, p. 22.
mine props. Sections of wood generally of
small tree trunks, used for holding up

mineral facies
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the mass; shovels ore or rock into mine

cars or onto a conveyor, and pushes mine
cars to haulageways where they are hauled
by draft animals, mine locomotive (mo-

tor), or haulage cable to the surface, or
to the shaft bottom for hoisting; installs
timbering to support the walls and roof,

or for chutes or staging. Due to standardi-

zation of mining methods and develop-

ment of mining machinery, these jobs may

be performed by several men.

Where

conditions are favorable, loading is done
by machine. D.O.T. 1.

mine radio telephone system. A means to
provide communication between the dispatcher and the operators on the locomotives where the radio impulses pass along
the trolley wire and down the trolley pole
to the radio telephone set. ASA C42.85:

1956.
mineragraphy. The microscopic study of minerals in polished section. Synonym for
mi n cralography. A.G.I.

the roof of mines.

mineral. a. An inorganic substance occurring

miner. a. One who mines; as (1) one engaged

chemical composition or, more commonly,

pieces

of

rock in

Mersereau, 4th, p. 352.

in the business or occupation of getting
ore, coal, precious substances, or other
natural substances out of the earth; (2) a
machine for automatic mining (as of
coal); and (3) a worker on the construction of underground tunnels and shafts
(as for roads, railways, waterways). Web-

ster 3d. b. A worker in a coal mine who

is paid a certain price for each ton of

coal he digs or blasts from the solid seam,
as distinguished from the laborer who
loads the cars, etc. His helpers load the

coal; they are Aso called laborers. Fay.
c. Includes all classes and laborers who

work in a mine whether digging coal,
timbering, or making places safe. Fay.
d. Loosely used to designate all underground employees; technically, and in
many cases legally, only those who have

served an apprenticeship as helpers or
those who are state licensed as miners.
B.C.I. e. A worker who cuts coal in a
breast or chamber by contract; the highest
skilled worker of a colliery. Korson. f.
One who mines; a digger for metals and

other minerals. He is not necessarily a

mechanic, handcraftsman or artisan, and
the term imports neither learning nor
skill. Ricketts, I. g. Abbreviation for continuous miner. Nelson. h. In anthracite

and bituminous coal mining, one who
performs the complete set of duties involved in driving underground openings
to extract coals slate, ana ro,-!-. with a
hand or machine drill, into which explosives are charged and set off to break
up the mass. Also called coal digger; coal
getter; coal hewer ; diggei, faceman.

D.O.T. 1. i.

In nonmetal mining, one

stone mine,

and inserts and sets off

who drills holes in working face of lime-

in nature, though not necessarily of inorganic origin, which has (1) a definite
a characteristic range of chemical composition,

and

(2)

distinctive

physical

properties or molecular structure. With
few exceptions, such as opal (amorphous)

and mercury (liquid), minerals are crystalline solids. No definition of a mineral
is yet widely accepted; the divergence
of views is mainly in regard to applying
the term to a group of related substances,
'such as plagioclase, or reserving it for
individual members of such a series or
isomorphous group. In a broad nontechnical sense, the term embraces all inorganic and organic susbtances that are
extracted from the earth for use by man,
for example, the mineral fuels. Stokes and

Varnes, 1955. b. In flotation, the terms
mineral or metallic particles refer back
to the French (mineral, ore) and Spanish
(metal, ore) meanings. Both terms refer
to those valuable constituents in the ore
that it is the object of the process to
separate from the nonvaluable constituents, or gangue. Fay. c. Lake Superior.

Concentrates containing about 65 percent
metallic copper. The crude ore is called
.-ock. Fay. d. In miner's phraseology, ore.
Compare ore. Fay. c. The term mineral,
vihen employed in a conveyance, is understood to include every inorganic sub-

stance that can be extracted from the

earth for profit whether it be solid, such
as rock, fireclay, the various metals, and

coal, or fluid, such as mineral waters,

petroleum, and gas. Fay.
mineral acre. The full mineral interest in one
acre of land. Williams.
mineral adipocire. See hatchettite. Fay.

mineral association. A group of minerals

working

found together in a rock. Schieferdecker.
mineral belt. a. The strip, or zone, of mineralized territory in a given formation or
district. Weed, 1922. b. Broad region of

areas; or stope miner when working in
horizontal openings in limestone strata.
D.O.T. Supp. j. In metal mining, one
who performs the complete set of duties
involved in driving underground open-

mineral black; slate black. Black pigments
made by grinding and/or heating black
slate, shale, slaty coal, coke, or coal. Pigment for various inks, coatings, surface

charges of explosives in holes. May be
designated as development miner when

in new areas to drive drifts,
shafts, sumps, and entry areas into btopes;
high-raise miner when working in vertical
areas to gain access into new development

ings to extract ore or rock; drills holes in
working face of ore or rock, with a hand
oi machine drill; inserts explosives in

drill holes and sets it off to break up

extensive mineralization with a high favorability of containing commercial deposits.
Ballard.
mineralbildner. Ger. Mineralizers. Hess.
,

coatings, etc. CCD 6d, 1961.
mineral blossom. Drusy quartz. Fay.

mineral blue. Applied loosely to any of a
number of varieties of iron blue pigments,

:)*('71.7

usually containing considerable extender,
such as alumina. CCD 6d, 1961.

mineral borer. Scot. A pei son whose business
it is
Fay.

to search for minerals by boring.

mineral

carbonatado. Sp. Carbonate ore.

mineral bruto. Sp. Raw ore. Hess.
mineral caoutchouc. Synonym for claterite;
helenite. Fay.
Hess.

mineral charcoal. a. A pulverulent, lusterless
substance, showing distinct vegetal struc-

ture, and containing a high percentage

of carbon with little hydrogen and oxygen,
occurring in thin layers in bituminous

coal. Called by miners Mother of coal.
Fay. b. Another name for fusain. B.S.
3323, 1960.

mineral claim. A mining claim. Mathews,
v. 2, p. 1058.

mineral cleavage. The property of crystals of

certain minerals by virtue of which the

crystal can be broken or split along smooth
planes which correspond to specific crystallographic directions. McKinstry, p. 636.
mineral coal. A name for native coal to distinguish it from charcoal. Fay.
mineral cotton. See mineral wool. Fay.

mineral deed. A conveyance of an interest

in the minerals in, on, or under a described tract of land. The grantee is
given operating rights on the land; easements of access to the minerals are normally implied unless expressly negated.
Williams.

mineral de fusion propia. Sp. Self-fluxing
ore. Hess.
mineral deposit. a. Any valuable mass of ore.

Like ore deposit, it may be used with

reference to any mode of occurrence
ore, whether having the characters of a
true, segregated, or gash vein, or any
other form. See also ore deposit. Fay.

b. A body of mineral matter in or on

the earth's surface which may be utilized
for its industrial mineral or metal content.
Bateman.
mineral dresser. A machine for trimming or
dressing mineralogical specimens. Standard, 1964.
mineral dressing. a. Physical and chemical

concentration of raw ore into a product
from which a metal can be recovered at
a profit. ASM Gloss. b. Treatment of
natural ores or partly processed products
derived from such ores in order to segregate oi upgrade some or all of their

valuable constituents, and/or remove those
not desired by the industrial user. Mineral
dressing processes are applied to industrial wastes to retrieve useful by-products.
Pryor 2. See also mineral proc ming.
mineral economics. Study and application of
the technical and administrative processes
used in management, control, and finance
connected with the discovery, development, exploitation, and marketing of minerals. Pryor, 3.
mineral engineering. Term covers a wide field

in which many resources of modern science and engineering are used in discovery, development, exploitation, and use
of natural mineral deposits. Pryor, 3.
mineral entry. The filing of a claim for pub-

lic land to obtain the right to any minerals it may contain. Craigie, v. 3, p.
1524.

mineral fades. Mineral facies comprises all
rocks that have originated under tempera-

ture and pressure conditions so similar
that a definite chemical composition has
resulted in the same set of minerals re-
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zation extending in some cases hundreds
of feet from a fissure of contact plane.
Compare contact deposit. See also zone,
b. Fay.
mineralizer. a. A substance, especially water
or other gas, which, when present in
solution in magmas, lowers the liquidus
temperature and the viscosity, aids crystallization, and permits the formation of minerals containing it. A hydrothermal fluid
is presumed to be formed by the concentration of such a mineralizer. Also called

mineralography. The study under the micro-

mineral facies
gardless of the manner of crystallization
or recrystallization. Synonym for metamorphic facies. A.G.I.

mineral fat. Synonym for ozocerite. Tomkeiefj, 1954.
mineral field. Scot. A tract of country in

which workable minerals are found; a
mineral leasehold. Fay.

mineral-filled asphalt. Asphalt cement containing 10 to 50 percent 200-mesh mineral matter. Bennett 2d, 1962.
mineral filler. A finely ground, generally
inert, cheap mineral substance that is
added to such manufactured products as
paint, paper, rubber linoleum, and other
m.:cerials to give bo dy, weight, opacity,
wear, toughness or other useful properties. See also finer. A.G.I.

mineral fuels. Coal and petroleum. Pearl,
p. 17.
mineral granules. Granular inorganic mineral

material more than 50 percent of which
is retained on the No. 35 (500-micron)
sieve. ASTM D1079-54.

mineral inclusions in coal. This term is ap-

plied to the mineral matter which has

become associated with coal by various
processes during the various stages of
coalification; the inorganic constituents

of the original plant material (that is
plant ash ), discrete bands of dirt within
the seam, and rock from strata above
and below the seam are not included in

the term. IHCP, 1963.
mineral interests. Mineral interests in land
means all the minerals beneath the surface. Such interests are a part of the
realty and the estate in them is subject
to the ordinary rules of law governing
the title to real property. Ricketts, I.
Mineralite. Powdered mica; used as filler in
rubber compounding. Bennett 2d, 1962
Add.

mineralization. a. The process of replacing
the organic constituents of a body by inorganic fossilization. Standard, 1964. b.
The addition of inorganic substances to

a body. Standard, 1964. c. The action

mineralizing agent. A.G.I. b. The dis-

solved vaper in an igneous magma, such
as steam, hydrofluoric acid, boric acid,
and others, that exerts a powerful influ-

ence in the development of some min-

erals and textures; also, the word is technically used in some defir.itions of ore.
Thus, it is said that an ore is a compound

of a metal and a mineralizer, such as

copper and sulfur, iron and oxygen, etc.
Fay.

mineralizer, geologic. See geologic mineralizer. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
mineralizing agent. See mineralizer. A.G.I.
mineralizing fluids. Liquids and gases that
give rise to mineralization. Bateman.

mineral jelly. A semisolid substance from
petroleum that is similar to but cruder

than petrolatum and that is used as a

stabilizer in explosives. Webster 3d.
mineral kingdom. One of the prime divisions
of nature embracing all minerals. Stand-

ard, 1961
mineral lake. Tin-chromate glass forming a
pink pigment. Standard, 1961
mineral land. Land which is worth more for
mining than for agriculture. The fact that

the land contains some gold or silver
would not constitute it mineral land if
the gold and silver did not exist in sufficient quantities to pay to work. Land not

mineral in character is subject to entry
and patent as a homestead however limited its value for agricultural purposes.
Ricketts, I.

mineral lease. See mining lease. Webster 3d.

of mineralizing; the state of being mineralized. Webster 3d. See also mineralize.
Fay. d. The process of converting or

mineral line. Eng. A line that carries only

metal into an oxide, sulfide? etc. Fay. e.
The processes taking place in the earth's
crust resulting in the formation of valuable minerals or ore bodies. See also enrichment, secondary; epigenetic ore deposit; epithermal deposit; hydatogenesis;
magnetic segregation deposit; metamor-

mineral monument. A permanent monument
established in a mining district to provide
for an accurate description of mining
claims and their location. Fay.
mineral mud. Slurry too thick to flow. Pryor,

being converted into a mineral, as

a

phic aureole; metasomasis; pneumatolysis.
Nelson.

mineralize. a. To change from a metal into
a mineral, as iron when exposed to the
air. Standard, 1964. b. To impregnate or
supply with minerals or any organic
compounds. Webster 3d. c. To petrify;

to promote the formation of

mine:-als.

Webster 3d.

mineralized bubbles. Mineralized froth. In
flotation, the bubbles which rise from the
pulp loaded with particles of desired

mineral. They are said to be armored

with their adherent film of particles.

Pryor, 3.
mineralized matter. Crushed and loose rock
material containing minerals irregularly

deposited, from solution. It may be in
beds or in fissures. Fay.

mineralized zone. A mineral-bearing belt or

area extending across or through a district. It is usually distinguished from a
vein or lode as being wide, the minerali-

mineral, especially coal. Webster 2d.
mineral matter (in coal). The inorganic ma-

terial in coal. B.S. 1016, 1961, Pt. 16.

3, p. 358.

scope by reflected light of the structure
of opaque minerals and ores. A.G.I.

minerawgy. The science of the study of minerals. A.G.I.
mineraloids. Minerallike constituents of rocks
which are not definite enough in chemical

composition or in physical properties to
be considered a mineral. Hydrocarbons,
volcanic glass, and palagonite are classed
as mineraloids. Hess.

mineral oil. Oil derived from any mineral
source, including petroleum, shale, and
coal. Irwitute of Petroleum, 1961.
mineral Paint. Minerals used as pigment,
including the ochers, iron oxides, barite,
etc. See al;o ochers; sienna, a; umber.
Fay.

mineral piecients. Mineral materials tiaed to

give cokr, opacity, or body to a paint,
stucco, plaster, or similar material. AIME,

p. 585.

lineral pitch. Asphaltum. Pryor, 3.

mineral processing; ore dressing; mineral
dressing. The dry and wet crushing and
grinding of ore or other mineral-bearing
products for purpose of raising concentrate grade; removal of waste and un-

wanted or deleterious substances from an
otherwise useful product; separation into
distinct species of mixed minerals; chemical attack and

dissolution of selected
values. Among the methods used are hand
sorting, radioactivation, and fluorescence

perhaps being added; dense media separation; screening and classification; gravity treatment with jigs, shaking tables,
Humphries spirals, Frue vanners, sluices;

magnetic separation at low or high intensity; leach treatment, perhaps using

pressure and heat; and (universally) froth
flotation. Also called beneficiation; preparation mecanique. Pryor, 3.

mineral province. A region in which the
source, age, and regional distribution of
a complex of minerals in a sediment are
unified. Schieferdecker.

mineral purple. An iron-oxide red pigment.
Standard, 1964.
mineral region. A region possessing mineral
wealth or importance. Craigie, v. 3, p.
1524.

mineral reserves. See reserves. Nelson.

mineral resin. Any of a group of resinous
usually fossilized deposits found in various rocks, such as bitumen and asphalt.
Webster 3d.
mineral right. The ownership of the minerals

bottoming.

under a given surface, with the right to
enter thereon, mine, and remove them.

present near ore bodies and which are
related to the processes of deposition.
These are very practical guides to the
location of ore. The concentration of

ownership, but, if not so separated by
distinct conveyance, the latter includes it.

mineralogical

bottoming.

See

Lewis, p. 295.
mineraloecal guides. Minerals which are

minerals, ore gangue, or alteration products, may constitute targets for ore search.
Lewis, p. 290.
mineralogical phase rule. See Goldschmidt's
mineralogical phase rule. A.G.I.
mineralogist. One who examines, analyzes,

and classifies minerals, gems, and precious
stones; isolates specimen from ore, rocks,
or matrices; performs physical and chemi-

It may be separated from the

surface

Fay.

mineral rod. Same as divining rod. Craigie,
v. 3, p. 1524.
mineral rouge. See red iron oxide. Bennett
2d, 1962.
mineral rubber. See gilsonite. Mersereau, 4th,
p. 206.

mineral salt: Mined rock salt, as found in

nature. Kaufmann.
minerals crude. A term used in the classifica-

to determine composition of specimen and
type of crystalline structure; and de-

tion of ores under the tariff act of 1897
and embraces minerals, crude or not advanced in value or condition by refining
or grinding, or by other processes not

origin, occurrence, and possible uses of
minerals. D.O.T. 1.

metallic mineral substances in a crude
state and metals unwrought, not specifi-

cal tests and makes X-ray examinations

velops data and theories on mode of

mineralogize. To study and collect minerals.

Standard, 1964.

264-972 0-68-46
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especially provided for in

the act; or

cally provided for in this act. Ricketts, I.
mineral sequence. The order of deposition

during formation. A normal sequence is
stated to be oxides followed by sulfides
and ending with elements, such as gold.

Ideal conditions necessary for normal
deposition are those which arenot subjected to crowding, telescoping, stretching,
etc., during the deposition or rejuvenation
of mineralizing solutions, effective changes
of wall rock along the vein, or any of the
similar changes common in ore deposition.
Hess.

mineral species. a. A homogeneous substance

produced by the processes of inorganic
nature, having a chemical composition,
crystal structure, and physical properties
which are constant within narrow limits.
Anderson. b. Any mineral that can be
distinguished from all other minerals by

current determinative methods. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.
mineral sperm oil. See mineral seal oil. Fay
mineral spring. A spring whose water contains large quantities of mineral salts,
either those commonly occurring in the

locality or of a rare or uncommon character. A.G.I.

minerals separation process. A flotation process based on surface-tension phenomena,
accelerated by means of addition to the
pulp of small quantities of oil and air in
minute subdivision. There is only about
0.1 percent oil added, and the pulp

violently agitated for from one to ten

minutes. Innumerable s.-Aall bubbles of
air are thus mechanically introduced,
which join the oil-coated particles. These

miners' bar
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amphibole. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
mineral vein. a. A fracture, fissure, or crack
in a rock which was subsequently lined
or loaded with minerals. Nelson. b. A vein
formed by aqueous deposition or sublimation. A vein containing ore. See also
fissure; lode; vein. Fay.
mineral waters; spa waters. Waters which
contain an unusually high percentage of
some mineral substance which gives the

water a distinctive taste and sometimes
othcr properties. Considered to be beneficial in the treatment of various ailments. cooper, p. 361.

mineral way. Derb. The roadway over which
the miner transports ore to the highway,
or supplies from the highway to the mine.
Fay.
minerai wax. Certain types of viscous to solid,
unctuous bitumens or artificial petroleum
products; of various colors, waxy luster,
relatively nonvolatile; composed principally of saturated hydrocarbons, virtually

free from oxygenated compounds, con-

tains crystallizable pariffins, is easily fusible and soluble in carbon disulfide, yielding water-insoluble sulfonation products.
Abraham, v. 1, 6d, 1960, p. 56.
mineral wedging. A form of chemical weath-

ering resulting in the formation of new

minerals that have greater aggregate volumes than the old ones. These expanding
minerals then act as wedges to split adjacent minerals and rocks apart. A.G.I.

mineral white. a. Blanc fixe. Webster 3d.

tuminous materials. ASTM D1079-54.
mineral stains. In mica, inclusions and intergrowths of recognizable crystals or crystal
groups. Stains that are distinctly black,

b. Gypsum ground and used in pigments.
Webster 3d.
mineral wool. A substance outwardly resembling wool, presenting a mass of fine
interlaced filaments. It is made by subjecting furnace slag, or certain rocks,
while molten to a strong blast. Being both
insect proof and fireproof, it forms a desirable packing for walls, a covering for
steam boilers, etc. Standard, 1964. Compare glass wool. Also called mineral cotton, silicate cotton, and slag wool. Fay.
mineral yellow. Synonym for yellow ocher;
Cassel yellow. Webster 3d.
mineral zoning. The phenomenon of a zonal
arrangement of mineral deposits outward

transmitted light. Skow.
mineral streaking. An aggregate of grains of

and the low-temperature minerals farther

are then removed in a spitzkasten. Ex-

posure to the air after this treatment then
aerates any mineral which has not already
taken up its oil film, after which a second
spitzkasten treatment removes this. Liddell
2d, p. 407. An early name of froth flotation. Pryor, 3.
minersd stabilizer. Fine water insoluble inorganic mineral material all of which will
pass a No. 100 (149-micron) sieve used

in admixture with solid or semisolid bi-

red, brown, or green when viewed by

from an igneous center, with the hightemperature minerals nearest the source

one mineral strung out like beads on a
string to produce a lineation. Synonym

out. Schieferdecker.
miner, assistant. See machine helper. D .0 .T .1.

A.G.I.
Mineeni surveyor. a. An officer or employee
of the general iand office within the scope

who takes a contract from the company
or owner of the property to produce coal
at a certain price per ton. He may employ other workers to do the actual mining under his supervision, or frequently
work with a partner. Also called miner,

for mineral streaming. A.G.I.
mineral streaming. See mineral streaking.

of section 452 a the Revised Statutes of
the United States. Ricketts, I. b. See

deputy surveyor. Fay.
mineral syntheds. The production of artificial
minerals by a laboratory proces.. Fay.
mineral tallow. Hatchettitc. Fay.
mineral tar. a. A viscid variety of petroleum.

Fay. b. Tar derived from various bituminous minerals such as coal, shale, peat,
etc. Shale tar:Standard, 1964. c. Synonym
for maltha; pittasphalt. Hey 2d, 1955.
mineral time. a. Geologic time estimated on
the basis of radioactive minerals. A.G.I.
Supp. b.

Eng. An 8-hour period in

Dethyshire and in some other districts.
Fay.

mineral turquoise. Term occasionally used to
distinguish turquoise from odontolite.
Shipley.

mineral variety. One of a number of related

minerals; as, hornblende is a variety of

miner, boss. In bituminous coal mining, one

efficiency. D.Q.T. I.

mine rent. The rent or royalty paid to the
owner of a mineral right by the operator
of the mineusually dependent, above a
fixed minimum, upon the quantity of
product. Fey.

mine rescue apparatus. A name applied to
certain types of apparatus worn by men,
and permitting them to do work in
noxious or irrespirable atmospheres such
as obtained during mine fires, following
mine explosions, as a result of accidents
in ammonia plants, from smelter fumes,
etc. Oxygen compressed in cylinders, a
regenerating

substance

to

breathed air with a closed

purify the
circulation

system constitute the general principle of
the apparatus. Fay.
Mine MOW ale. One of a number of railway

cars specially equipped with mine rescue
apparatus, safety lamps, first-aid supplies,

and other materials, maintained by the

U.S. Bureau of Mines in various sections

of the United States. These cars serve:
as movable stations for the training of
miners in the use of mine rescue apparatus, and in first aid to the injured; as

centers for the promotion of mine safety;
as emergency stations for assisting at
mine fires, explosions, or other disasters.
Similar cars are maintained by a number
of mining companies, Fay.
mine rescue crew. A crew consisting usually
of five men who are thoroughly trained
in the use of mine rescue apparatus, and

are capable of wearing it in rescue or
recovery work in a mine following an
explosion, or to combat a mine fire.
Fay.

mine rescue lamp. A name given to a particular type of electric safety hand 1.z.mp
used in rescue operation:. It is equipped
with a lens for concentrating or diffusing
the light beam as occasion may require.
Fay.

mine resistance. a. The resistance offered by

a mine to the passage of an air current,
or the mine resistance is duP to the friction of the air rubbing along the sides,
top and bottom of the air passages. To
overcome this friction, the total ventilating pressure must be applied against the

airway and this pressure must be equal to
the mine resistance. Mine resistance is
caused by the dragging of the air against
the mine surfaces and other obstructions.

The rougher the mine surfa-es and the
more the obstructions, the greater the
resistance to the flow of air. Kentucky,

p. 81. b. Includes any natural ventilation
effect present and is calculated from air
volume and total pressure. The standard

practice in the United Kingdom is to
express the resistance of a mine in square
feet of equivalent orifice. Roberts, I,

p. 207.
mine road. Any mine track used for general
haulage. Fay.
mine roadway area measurement. See Craven
Sunflower method; plane-table method;
tape-triangulation method. Roberts, I, pp.
59-60.
mine rock. A more or less altered rock found
in ore channels. Gangue. Fay.
minerocoenology. The study of mineral asso-

ciations in the widest sense, as the correlation of igneous rocks or magmatic
provinces with their ore deposits. Hess.
minerogenesis. The origin and growth of
minerals. Challinor.
minerogenetic epoch. See

metallogenetic

epoch. A.G.I.
minerogenetic province. a. A localized area
in which mineralization has been active
at one or more periods. If the mineralization has been chiefly metalliferous, the
term metallogenetic is applicable. A.G.I.
b. Certain regions characterized by relatively abundant mineralization dominantly
of one type. A.G.I.
mine royal. Derb. A gold or silver mine that

belongs to the king, by his prerogative
to make (Coin) money. Fay.
miners. The row of chill holes in a tunnel
face, !ocated below the breaking-down
holes. Stauffer.
miner's anemia. Hookworm disease. See also
ancylostomiasis. Websier 3d.
miner's asthma. See pneumoconiosis. Web-

ster 3d.
miners' bar. An iron bar pointed at one end,

miners' bar
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chisel-edged at the other, used in coal

are water resistant and may be noncon-

century the employment of colliers was
governed by a signed agreement, known
as the Yearly Bond or Monthly Bond.

cap suitable for wear in close, confined
spaces where a full brim might interfere.
Bests, pp. 83, 84.

mining. Standard, 1964.
miner's bond. Prior to the middle of the 19th

This was signed by the miner in

the

presence of witnesses, and under its provisions he undertook to serve his master
faithfully for a year in consideration of
fortnightly payments of wages in accordance with the terms specified. This was
known as the Bond or Bondage system.
Nelson.

miner's box. A wood or iron box located in

or near the working place of the miner
in which he keeps his tools, supplies, etc.
Required by law in some states. Fay.

miners' coal ton. In Wales, 21 hundredweights of 120 pounds each. Fay.
miner's consumption. See pneumoconiosis.

Webster 3d.
miner's cramps. Heat cramps. Webster 3d.
miners' devices. Miners use various devices

to protect the posted notice from destruction by the elements, such as covering it with glass, or folding it in a box
and placing the box in a conspicuous
place, or putting the notice upon a mound
of rocks, folding it and partially covering

it with a rock or putting the notice in a
tin can. A substantial compliance with

the law is sufficient. Ricketts, I.
miner's dial. An ur ierground surveying in-

strument for measuring and setting out
angles and determining magnetic north.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

miner's dip needle. A portable form of dip
needle used for indicating the presence
of magnetic ores. Also called dipping

compass. C.T.D.
miners' elbow. A swelling on the back of the

elbow, common with miners. Standard,
1964.

miner's electric cap lamp. a. An electric
lamp designed for fixing to the miner's
helmet. Its principal parts are: (1) the
battery, either lead acid or alkaline; (2)
the headpiece, of plastic or aluminum
alloy, with switch; and (3) length of

ductive. A front visor shields the face and
eyes from overhead glare, and makes the

miner's helmet; hard hat. A hat designed for

miners to provide head protection and

for holding the cap lamp. Texolex helmets

are made of layers of Lancashire cotton
fabric, impregnated with phenol-formalde-

hyde resin, and molded into shape under
high pressure. Headbands are of soft
leather or plastic-coated fabric with webbing harness. See also face shield; protective clothing. Nelson.
miners' born. A horn or metal spoon, used
to collect the ore particles in gold washing. Standard, 1964.
miner's inch. a. The miner's inch of water

does not represent a fixed and definite
quantity, being measured generally by the

arbitrary ,:andard of the various ditch

companies. Generally, however, it is ac-

cepted to mean the quantity of water
that will escape from an aperture 1-inch
square through a 2-inch plank, with a
steady flow of water standing 6 inches
above the top of the escape aperture, the

quantity so discharged amounting to 2,274

cubic feet in 24 hours. Fay. b. Inasmuch

as the miner's inch is a local term, the
flow of the water shall be expressed in
cubic feet per second, and where it is
desirable, for local reasons, to use the
term miner's inch it shall represent a

flow of 1 Y2 cubic feet per minute. Fay.
Compare sluice head. Fay. c. The term
is not definite without specification of

the head or pressure. It has no fixed
meaning and in one locality sometimes is
a very different quantity according to
miner's measurement in another locality.
It has been defined as the amount of
water that will pass in 24 hours through
an opening 1-inch square under a pressure of 6 inches. Ricketts, I. d. The discharge from an orifice 1-inch square under a definite head. It is a rate of flow.

twin-cord cable covered with tough rub-

The value of a miner's inch has been'

resisting substitute. The modern lead-acid
lamps commonly use either a 4-volt 1.0ampere bulb with a light output of about

Oregon, 40 miner's inches are the equivalent of 1 cubic foot per second in Idaho,

ber or with neoprenea fire- and acid-

47.5 lumens or else a 4-volt 0.8-ampere
bulb of 38 lumens output. The headpiece
is equipped with an auxiliary bulb rating
4 volt 0.46 ampere. Nelson. b. A lamp for
mounting on the miner's cap and receiving electric energy through a cord which
connects the lamp with a small battery.
ASA C42.85:1956.

miners' friend. a. A Davy safety lamp.
Standard, 1964. b. Name given by Captain Savery, in 1702, to his invention of
the first practical steam engine, which

was used to pump water from under-

ground. Pryor, 3.
miners' hammer. A hammer for breaking ore.
Standard, 1964.

miner's hand lamp. A self-contained mine
lamp with handle for convenience in
carrying. ASA C42.85:1956.

miner's hard cap. Caps made of rigid, strong
materials such as aluminum, vulcanized
fiber, glass fiber or plastic, protect workers from injury caused by falling objects,
large chips, or by striking the head against

projecting materials. The caps have a
cradle to cushion the shock of blows and
a sweat band to absorb perspiration. They

fixed by statute in various states as follows:
In Arizona, California, Montana, and

Nebraska, Nevada New Mexico, North

Dakota, South dakota, and Utah, 50

miner's inches are the equivalent of 1
cubic foot per second; in Colorado the

accepted equivalent is 38.4, and, in British Columbia, 35.7. In some parts of
California 40 miner's inches to 1 cubic

foot per second is used, whereas in the
southern part quite generally 50 miner's
inches to 1 cubic foot per second is
used, regardless of the legal definition.
Seelye, I. e.

N.Z. A stream of water

capable of discharging 60 cubic feet per
minute=1 cubic foot per second=1 sluice

head. Cordon. f. A unit used in Cali-

fornia, around 1900, for measuring water
flow in hydraulicking. It represented the

outflow from a square inch opening in
the side of a box. It varied from 2,000

to 2,600 cubic feet per 24 hours, according to height of water, etc. Nelson. g. An
aperture 1-inch square the supper edge
of whkh lies 6 inches below the surface
of a stream; used to measure the rate of

flow. The yield is about 90 cubic feet
(673.2 gallons) per hour. C.T.D. h. See

V notch. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4,

miners' rules
miner's inch day. Flow of 1 miner's inch for
24 hours. Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, Symposium on Opencast Mining,
Quarrying, and Alluvial Mining, London,
16-19 November 1964, Paper 9, p. 5.
miners' lamp. a. In nongassy mine; acetylene
lamps and various electric lamps; in
gassy mines, approved flame safety lamps,

electric hand or cap lamps. Nelson. b.

Any one of a variety of lamps used by a
miner to furnish light; as, oil lamps,
carbide lamps, flame safety lamps, electric cap lamps, etc. Fay.
miner's lien. A creature of statute to which

the miner must look for the right and

authority to file any such lien. Ricketts,I.
miner's lung. See pneumoconiosis. Fay.

miners' needle. A long, slender, tapering,
metal rod left in a hole when tamping
and afterwards withdrawn to provide a
passage, to the blasting Charge, for the

squib. Fay.
miners' nystagmus. An occupational disease
that occurs among coal miners, usually
those of middle age or elderly, who have

worked for a period of 25 to 30 years

underground. Its physical symptoms consist of difficulty of seeing in the dark or
in poor light, excessive sensitivity to and
intolerance of glare, and a rhythmic oscillation of the eyeballs. As a result of these
oscillations there may be apparent movement of the objects looked at and defective visual acuity. Associated with these
ocular symptoms there are other general
disorders, such as headaches and dizziness,
particularly after stooping or bending, and
the development of psychoneuroiic symptoms is common in the later stages of the
disease. If the disease is not checked the
nervous disorders may become so severe

as to render the miner totally disabled.

Roberts, !I, pp. 85-86.
miners' oil. An oil, producing little smoke,
used in miner's wick-fed open lamps. Fay.
miner's pan. See gold pan; pan.
miner's phthisis. A disease of miners as (1)

(2) anthracosilicosis, (3)
pneumoconiosis. Webster 3d.
miner's pick. See pick. Nelson.
millers rescue party. A team of trained mine
rescue workers, from five to eight strong;
they operate after explosions, and during
and after mine fires. See also rescue team.
Nelson.
miners' right. a. An annual permit from the
Government to occupy and work mineral
anthracosis,

land. Fay. b. In California, the right of a
miner to dig for precious metals on public

lands, oecupied by another for agricultural
purposes; in Australia, a written or

printed license to dig for gold. Fay. c.
N.S.W. A document showing that the
holder is entitled to enter dpon certain
classes of Crown land to search for gold

and minerals and to take possession of
such land under certain conditions. It

is not a title deed showing that he is
the owner of the land, but is a document
showing that he has a right to avail him-

self of the mining laws. New South Wales,

p. 95.
miners' rules. Rules and regulations proclaimed by the miners of any district
relating to the location, recording and the

work necessary to hold possession of a
mining claim. It was the miners' rules of
the early days of the mining industry
that were the basis of the present laws.
The local mining laws and regulations of
1849 and later are given in vol. 14, 10th

miners' rules
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Census of the United States, 1880, compiled by Clarence King. Fay.
miner's safety lamp. See Davy safety lamp.

for analysis and laboratory tests. See also
quartering. Nelson.
mine sampler. See sampler. D.O.T. 1.
Mines and Quarries Act, 1954. The latest Act
covering operations at mines and quarries
in Great Britain. Nelson.
mine scrap. The scrap mica obtained from
mining and cobbing the books that will
yield sheet mica. Also the mica from deposits that contain no sheet mica. Skow.
mine signal system. Designed especially for
use in mines, these signal lights installed
at individu.` switches immediately indicate to the motorman whether or not he

Crispin.

miners salt. An infrequent, local designation
for mined rock salt. Kaufmann.
miners' self-rescuer. A small pocket form of

gas mask for protection against carbon

monoxide, contained in a case measuring

by 33/4 by 7 inches and weighing
13 ounces by itself or 21 ounces including the case. It is a small canister with
13/4

a mouthpiece directly attached to it. The
wearer breathes through the mouth, the
nose being closed by a clip. The canister

contains a layer of fused calcium chloride
to absorb the water vapor in the air which
destroys the efficiency of the other chemical called hopcalite. The self-rescuer af-

fords protection for 30 minutes, so that

men surviving an explosion may walk out
through a mine atmosphere that contains
sufficient oxygen but also a fatal percentage of carbon monoxide. Lewis, p. 761.
miner's squib. A small tube filled with finegrained black powder. May vary in burning time from 25 to 86 seconds, depending upon the grade used. In use, the
stemming is

tamped around a copper

needle reaching back and into the powder
charge. After stemming the hole the
needle is removed and the remaining hole
acts as a passageway for the squib. Upon

lighting and the burning of the ignition
match the squib assumes a rocket effect

and darts back into the hole to ignite

the powder charge. Kentucky, p. 158.
miners' sunshine. A soft grade of paraffin

wax used by miners for burning in lamps.
See also sunshine. Fay.

miner's tent. Usually a triangular tent that
is suspended from a tree or set up with
one center pole. Webster, 3d.
miners' wax. A refined paraffin wax with a

melting point of 118° to 120° F. Com-

pare sunshine. Fay.
miners' wedge. A metallic wedge or plug for
splitting off masses of coal. Standard,
1964.

miner's weight. The term used in a coal min-

ing lease as the basis for the price per
ton to be paid for mining. It is not a
fixed, unvarying quantity of mine-run ma-

terial, but is such a quantity of material
as operators and miners may, from time
to time, agree as being necessary or sufficent to produce a ton of prepared coal.
Ricketts, I.

miner's worm. The hookworm, ancylostoma
duodenale, which then infests miners and
tunnel workers. Webster 3d. See also ancylostomiasis.

mine run. a. The entire unscreened output
of a mine. Zern. Also called run-of-mine.
Fay. b. The product of the mines before
being sized and cleaned. Hudson. c. A
product of common or average grade.

Webaer 3d.
mine-run coal. Ungraded coal of mixed sizes
as it comes from the mine. Hess.
mine-run mica. See book mica. Skow.
raillery. a. A place where mining is carried

on. Webster 3d. b. Mines collectively; a

mining district or its belongings; a quarry.

Fay.

mine-safety car. Same as mine rescue car.
Fay.
mine salting. See salt, c. Fay.

mine sample. A small quantity of coal or
mineral taken at underground exposures

can safely proceed. Green and amber

lights work automatically with the movement of the switches. May be used with
locally controlled switches, or with those
operated by a central diipatcher. Bests, p.
373.

mine skips. Skips, used to bring mined ore

to the surface of a mine shaft, can be

obtained in various sizes and designs

for both vertical and incline shafts. Tipover models and bottom door dump models are available. Bests, p. .373.

mine static head. The energy consumed in

the ventilation system to overcome all flow

head losses. It includes all the decreases
in total head (supplied from static head)
which occur between the entrance and
discharge of the system. Hartman, p. 78.
mine superintendent. A colliery manager or
group manager. See also superintendent.
Nelson.

mine surveyor. The official at a mine who
periodically surveys the mine workings
and prepares plans for the manager. In
Great Britain, the surveyor must possess
a Mine Surveyor's certificate of the Ministry of Power. Formerly, the mine surveyor carried out many of the duties now
performed by the planning department.
Nelson. See surveyor for the mine. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 1.
mineta. A rock composed chiefly of feldspar

and biotite mica, and sometimes with
chlorite, quartz, and hornblende. A mica
syenite. Fay.

mine teamster. In mining, one who drives
horses or mules to haul wagons or cars
loaded with coal, ore, rock, or slate underground or at the surface of a mine.
D.O.T. 1.
mine-timber chopper. In bituminous coal

miniature current meter
supplies and for general service work.
ASA C42.85:1956.

minette. An orthoclase-biotite lamprophyre
that consists of biotite and subordinate
diopside phenocrysts in a groundmass of
orthoclase or sanidine. In some varieties,
olivine is an important mineral. Accessory
minerals are plagioclase, apatite, sphenc,
and opaque oxides. A.G.I.

minette basin. The source of minette ore,
that is, Lorraine, France, Luxembourg,

Belgium, and Northern France. Osborne.
minette ore. Jurassic ironstone of the Briey
Basin and Lorraine, France. Holmes, 1920.
mine valuation. Properly weighing the financial considerations to place a present
value on mineral reserves. Nelson.
mine velocity head. The velocity head at the

discharge of the system. Throughout the
system, the velocity head changes with
each change in duct area or number and
is a function only of the velocity of air
flow. It is not a head loss. The velocity
head for the system must technically be
counted a loss? because the kinetic energy
of the air is discharged to the atmosphere
and wasted. Therefore, it must be considered a loss to the system in determining overall energy loss. Hartman, p. 78.
mine ventilating fan. A motor-driven disk,
propeller, or wheel for blowing (or exhausting) air to provide ventilation of a
mine. ASA C42.85:I956. See also ventilation, c. Nelson.
mine ventilation system. An arrangement of
connecting airways in a mine together
with the pressure sources and control devices which produce and govern airflow.
Hartman, p. 158.
mine viewer. A surveyor of mines. Standard,
1964.

mine water. Water pumped from mines usu-

ally contains impurities, some of which
are in suspension, but the majority being
soluble cause the water to be hard. The
water often contains corrosive agents such
as acids or alkalis. Cooper, p. 361.
mine wireman. See wireman. D.O.T. 1.
minework Eng. An ironstone mine or workings. Fay.

mineworker. A workman in a mine. Webster 3d.
mineworks. Ancient subterranean passages or

mine excavations. Standard, 1964.
ming CORI. See mingy coal. Nelmn.

mining, one who works in the forest,

minge; mingy coal. Coal of a tender or friable nature. Fay.
mingled ground. Mixed clay and sand or
rock. Arkell, p. 53.
mingles. Scot. The vertical timbers of the
upper part of a pulley frame, on the top
of which the pulleys are fixed. See maid-

mine total head. The sum of all energy losses
in the ventilation system. Numerically, it
is the total of the mine static and velocity

ens. Fay.
minguzzite. Oxalate of potassium and ferric
iron, K3Fe(C204)3.3H20, green monoclinic

mine track devices. A variety of track devices

2H20, in limonite from Elba. Spencer 21,
M.M., 1958.
mingy coal; ming coal; mosh. Coal of a soft
or friable nature. Nelson.
miniature atoll. An atoll-shaped coral colony.

felling, chopping, and sawing trees to be
used for timbering in mines. D.O.T. 1.
mine tin. Tin obtained from veins or lodes,
as distinguished from stream tin. Fay.
mine tons. Gross tonnage of ore including
waste and unpayable material. Beerman.

heads. Hartman, p. 78.

to provide maximum safety for haulage
trains in mines. Designed to be used in
conjunction with switch signals, these
devices include electric switch throwea
operated by hand contractors on a copper
plate, overhead hand controllers, remote

control, or trolley contractors. Other safety
equipment includes mechanical switches
for gaseous or hot mines, derailing
switches for trains out of control, and
automatic mine-door opening devices.

Bests, p. 372.
mine tractor. A trackless, self-propelled vehicle

used to transport equipment and

crystals with oxalite-humboldtine, FeC204.-

Schieferdecker.
miniature current meter. The passage of cur-

rent past a probe on each blade of a

propeller type, or each cup of a price-type

meter can be detected by the change of
electrical resistance between that probe
and a distant electrode. A voltage pulse

produced as each blade passes the
electrode; the pulse rate which depends on
is

the velocity of the current is indicated

miniature current meter
on a milliammeter. H&C.
minicoal. Prepacked coal. Nelson.
minimum bend radius. The minimum radius

over which metal products can be bent
to a given angle without fracture. ASM
Gloss.

minimum deviation. The position of a prism

in relation to a beam of light where the
beam is passing through symmetrically,

and, as a corollary, with minimum deviation. By measuring the prism angle (A)
and the angle of minimum deviation (D),
refractive index may be determined from
the formula:
(A-1-D).
n= s;n sin 1/2
Shipley.
A
minimum firing current. As applied to electric blasting caps, the limit below which
firing will not occur. Fraenkel, v. 3, Art.
16:10, p. 5.
minimum ignition energy. The minimum
ignition energy required for the ignition
of a particular flammable mixture at a
specified temperature and pressure. I.C.
8137, 1963, p. 76.

minimum interfacial energy, law of. The
tendency of seed crystals to assume a
position on

previously formed crystals

that is the most stable position as far as
forces of crystallization are concerned.

This law explains a parallel grouping of
crystals and the symmetrical or the parallel arrangement of inclusions in large

mining engineer
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Nichols.

g. The process or business

of

making or of working mines. Webster 3d.

h. Ark. The excavation made in undermining a coalface. Fay. i. Ark. A soft
band of dirt in or beneath a coal seam
in which a preliminary excavation can
be readily made. See also mining ply.
Fay. j. Reduction of ore, whether mined
or purchased, and refining the products
thereof, is mining, within the statute
permitting the cutting of timber for min-

ing purposes. Fay. k. Designating areas or
regions where mining is carried on.
Craigie, v. 3, p. 1525.1. Designating per-

sons working in or having to do with

mines. Craigte, v. 3, p. 1525. m. Designating a community, settlement, etc., adjacent to a mine or mines. Cratgie, v. 3,
p. 1525.

mining advancing. A method of mining by
which the ore or coal is mined as the
excavation advances from the shaft or
main opening. Compare mining retreating. Fay.

mining camp. a. A colony of miners settled
temporarily near a mine or a goldfield.
Standard, 1964. b. A term loosely applied
to any mining town. Fay.

mining captain. One in charge of mining
operations. Craigie, v. 3, p. 1525.
mining case. A frame of a shaft, or gallery,
composed of four pieces of plank. Standard, 1964.

to the landowner (the coal or mineral
owner). There is no rule regulating the

mining claim. a. That portion of the public
mineral lands which a miner, for mining
purposes, takes and holds in accordance
with mining laws. Fay. b. A mining claim
is a parcel of land containing precious
metal in the soil or rock. A location is
the act of appropriating such parcel of
land according to law or to certain established rules. See also claim; lode mining
claim; placer claim; location. Fay. c. In
the mining act, that portion of a vein or
lode and of the adjoining surface, or of

between the parties. Also called fixed rent.

which a claimant has acquired the right
of possession by virtue of a compliance
with such statute and the local laws and

single host crystals. Hess.
minimum oxygen content. The U. S. Bureau
of Mines and other recognized safety
and health agencies recommend 19.5 percent as the minimum oxygen content allowable. Hartman, p. 17.
minimum rent. A mine owner acquires the

right to work coal by the payment of an
annual (or minimum) rent and a royalty
principle upon which a minimum rent is
determined, it varies according to circumstances and is a matter of arrangement
Nelson.

minimum wage. The lowest rate of wages
payable to the separate classes of underground workers. See also abnormal place.
Nelson.

year. In terrestrial magnetism, the
year of minimum magnetic storm activity.

111111IMUM

Hy.

mining. a. The science, technique, and business of mineral discovery and exploitation.
Strictly, the word connotes underground
work directed to severance and treatment
of ore or associated rock. Practically, it
includes opencast work, quarrying alluvial
dredging, and combined operations, in-

cluding surface and underground attack
and ore treatment. Pryor, 3., b. Process
of obtaining useful minerals from the
earth's crust, includes both underground

excavations and surface workings. Lewis,
p. 20. c. Includes placer mines in which
the workings are open, and therefore the
question whether an enterprise is mining
or .not cannot be determined by an inquiry as to whether the workings are open

or underground. Ricketts, I. d. The in-

dustry which supplies the community with
its coal, mineral, or metal raw materials.
Nelson. e. Tilt.: art or practice of operating mines profitably. Hoov., p. 1. f. Usu-

ally, the removal of soil or rock having

value because of its chemical composition.

the surface and subjacent material

rules of

to

the district within which the

location may be situated. Independent of

acts of Congress providing a mode for
the acquisition of title to the mineral
lands of the United States, the term has

always been applied to portion of such
lands to which the right of exclusive possession and enjoyment by a private person

or persons, has been asserted by actual
occupation, or by a compliance with the

local mining laws, or district rules. Ricketts, I. d. Distinction between mining
claim and location is that they are not
always synonymous and may often mean
different things, as a mining claim may
refer to a parcel of land containing
precious metal in its soil or rock, while
location is the act of appropriating such
land according to certain established rules.

A mining claim may include as many

adjoining locations as the locator may
make or purchase, and the ground covered
by ally though constituting what he claims
for mining purposes will constitute a mining claim anti will be so designated.
Rtcketts, I. e. Title issued by the government concerned to an individual or group,

which grants him the right to exploit the

mineral wealth in a specified area by

approved methods in accordance with the
ruling laws and regulations. Pryor, 3.

f. The marking out and acquisition of

7tWT

land for mining purposes. See also concession system. Nelson.

mining company. A group organized for
carrying on mining operations. Craigie,

v. 3, p. 1525.

mining compass. An instilment that gives

qualitative indications of anomalies of
the magnetic field. Schieferdecker.
mining debris. The tailings from hydraulic
mines. Also called debris. Fay.
mining dial. See dial. C.T.D.
mining diseases. See ankylostomiasis; anthracosis; beat elbow; beat hand; beat knee;
caisson disease; infective jaundice; nystagmus; pneumoconiosis; silicosis; simple silicosis.

mining district. a. A section of country usually designated by name, having described

or understood boundaries within which
mineral is found and which is worked
under rules and regulations prescribed by

the miners therein. There is no limit to
its territorial extent and its boundaries
may be changed if vested rights are not
thereby interfered with. Ricketts, I. b. A
settlement of miners organized after the
plan that, in the first years of mining
in the western part of the United States,
the miners, in the independence of all
other authority, devised for their own selfgovernmen t . Fay.

mining ditch. A ditch for conducting water
used in mining. Craigie, v. 3, p. 1525.
mining easement. See easement, a. Fay.
mining engine. a. Any engine used in mining,

as a pumping engine or mining locomo-

tive. Standard, 1964. b. See man machine.
Fay.
mining engineer. a. A man qualified by education, training, and experience in mining
engineering. Nelson. b. If qualified and of
standing in his profession, a trained engi-

neer with knowledge of the science, economics, and arts of mineral location extraction, concentration and sale, and the
administrative and financial problems of
practical importance in connection with
the profitable conduct of mining. Usually
he is a specialist in one or more branches
his work. His activities may include

prospecting, surveying, sampling and valuation, technical underground management,
milling, assaying, ventilation control, layout of workings and plant, geological
examination, and company administration.

Pryor, 3. c. One versed in, or one who
follows, as a calling or profession, the

business of mining engineering. Graduates
of technical mining schools are given the
degree of engineer of mines and authority
to sign the letters E.M. after their names.
The letters ME. stand for mechanical en-

gineer, when given by a school, but are
often used by men engaged in mining
who lack scholastic degrees, as an abbreviation for mining engineer, or mining
expert. Fay. d. In anthracite, bituminous,
and metal mining, one who makes preliminary surveys of coal deposits or undeveloped mines and plans their de-

velopment; examines deposits or mines
to determine whether they can be worked

at a profit, making geological and topographical surveys to determine location,
size, and slope of deposits and character
of surrounding strata; lays out plans for
development of property, such as shaft,
drift, or slope (mine entrance) location,
breaker or tipple location, water supply,
and power requirements; evolves method
of mining best suited to character, type,
and size of deposits, including type of

mining engineer
machinery and equipment to be used;
supervises all mining operations. Also

called zi.ine analyst; mine expert. D.O.T. I .
mining engineering. That branch of engineering chiefly concerned with the discovery,
development, and exploitation of coal,
ores and minerals. The term also embraces the cleaning, sizing and dressing of
the product. Nelson.
mining explosives. High explosives used for
mining and quarrying can be divided into
four main classes, namely: (1 ) gelatins;
(2) semigelatins; (3) nitroglycerin powders, and (4) non-nitroglycerin explosives.
McAdam 11, p. 28.
mining floor. See square-set stopes. Nelson.
mining gas mask. A filter-type respirator con-

sisting of a face piece, connecting tube,
and a canister, and used as a protective
device against carbon monoxide gas and
smoke. The canister contains the filtering
materials which remove the toxic substances from the air as it is inhaled.
McAdam p. 59.
mining geology. a. The study of geologic
structures and particularly the modes of
formation and occurrence of mineral deposits and their discovery. Nelson. b. In
coal mining, the study of. rock formations,
particularly with reference to the car-

boniferous system; the mode of formation
of coal seams their discovery and correlation. Nelson. See also geology.
mining ground; mining land. No land can be
a mining claim unless based upon a location; otherwise it may be mining ground

or a mine. For instance, the bed of a

navigable river is not subject to mining
location, but if mining is conducted
thereon by dredging, it is mining ground;

or, where land is covered by an agricultural patent and worked for its mineral
deposits, it is mining ground and not a
mining claim. Hence, land from which a
mineral substance is obtained from the
earth by the process of mining may, with
propriety, be called mining ground or min-

ing land, although the terms valuable for

minerals and valuable for mineral deposits are not equivalent to the term

mining ground. Ricketts, I.
mining hazards. The dangers peculiar to the

winning and working of coal and minerals. These include collapse of ground,
explosion of released gas, inundation by

water, spontaneous combustion, inhalation
of dust and poisonous gases, etc. Nelson.
mining head. The mechanism on a continuous

mining machine that breaks down the
coal. Bureau of Mines Staff.

mining hole. A hole for blasting purposes.
Standard, 1964.

mining lease. A legal contract for the right
to work a mine and extract the mineral
or other valuable deposits from it under
prescribed conditions of time, price, rental,

or

royalties.

Also called mineral lease.

Webster 3d.

mining locomotive. A small locomotive for
use in underground haulage, sometimes

consisting of a car bearing a powerful

electric motor, built very low and operated

through a trolley. Standard, 1964. May
also be operated by electricity from bat-

teries. Bureau of Mines Staff.
mining machine. .A coal-cutting machine.

Standard, 1964.
mining machine operator. See machine miner.

D.O.T. 1.

mining-machine-operator helper. See machine

helper. D.O.T. 1.
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mining machine truck. A truck used for

tion, all appointed by the Minister for not
more than five years. Nelson.
mining recorder. In a mining camp, a person
selected to keep a record of all mining
claims and properties. Mathews, v. 2, p.

transporting shortwall mining machines.
Track-mounted trucks are necessarily limited in use to sections employing track.
Crawler-type trucks use a platform
mounted on a caterpillar chassis, and are
capable of transporting the cutting machine without need of track and without
benefit of ropes. Jones.
mining methods. The systems employed in
the exploitation of coal seams and ore
bodies. The method adopted depends on
a large number of factors, mainly, the
quality, shape, size, and depth of the
deposit ; accessibility and capital available. See also coal mining methods; metal
mining; stoping methods. Nelson.

mining ore from top down. See top slicing
and cover caving. Fay.
mining partnership. a. A legal partnership in
which the partners agree to conduct mining operations and to share profits and
losses, which is recognized in many states
as having the character of an ordinary
partnership except that it exists only during the existence of actual mining opera-

tions, which upon the death or bankruptcy of a partner is not dissolved, and
in which upon the sale of a partner's

interest his assignee becomes a partner
regardless of the consent of the other

partners. Webster 3d. b. A partnership
in which two or more men join together
for the purpose of exploiting a mining
claim on equal shares. Hoov., p. 238. c. A
partnership in mining business in which

one partner may sell his partnership interest, and bring his purchaser into the

partnership without making a dissolution.
Standard, 1964. d. Under the Civil Code
of California, section 2511, a mining partnership exists when two or more persons

acquire a mining claim and actually en-

gage in working the same. The actual

working of the mine by the joint owners
is essential to a mining partnership. Fay.
mining ply. A soft, thin, interstratified portion of a coalbed. In the Pittsburgh seam
of western Maryland it is 3 to 6 inches
thick, and it is in this that the machine
does the undercutting. See mining, i. Fay.
mining property. Property, especially land,

valued for its mining possibilities. Craigie,
v. 3, p. 1525.
mining purposes. The phrase mining purposes
as used in connection with mill-site locations, is very comprehensive, and may

include any reasonable use for mining
purposes which the quartz lode mining

claim may require for its proper working
and development. This may be very little,
or it may be a great deal. The locator of a
quartz lode mining claim is required to-do
only one hundred dollars worth of work
each year until he obtains a patent there-

for. But if he does only this amount,

and used the mill site in connectior therewith, is not this the use of a mill site for
mining purposes in connection with the
mine? Who shall prescribe what shall be
the kind and extent of the use under the
statute so long as it is used in good faith
in connection with the mining claim for
a mining purpose. Ricketts, I.
Mining Qualifications Board..A board set up
in Great Britain to examine candidates for
certificates of competency, which are
granted by the Minister of Power on the
recommendation of the board. It consists
of a chairman and from seven to ten other
members, including persons having experience of mining, education or organiza-

17;;

1059.

mining retreating. A process of mining by
which the ore, or coal, is untouched until
after all the gangways, etc. are driven,
when the work of extraction begins at the
boundary and progresses toward the shaft.

Fay.
mining right. Upon a specific piece of ground,

a right to enter upon and occupy the
ground for the purpose of working it,
either by underground excavations or open
workings, to obtain from it the mineral
ores which may be deposited therein.
Ricketts I.

mining rod. A divining rod. Craigie, v. 3,
p. 1525.

mining rush. A rush or stampede to an area

where gold was, or was thought to be,
plentiful. Mathews, v. 2, p. 1059.

mining share. A share of mining stock.

Craigie v. 3, p. 1525.
mining shark. A mining expert. Craigie, v. 3,
p. 1525.

mining shield. A cover or canopy for the
protection of men and machines at the
face of a mechanized coal heading. Hy-

draulic rams telescope and steer the shield

forward as the face advances. It enables
continuous miners to operate with greater
safety. Developed by the U.S. Bureau of
Mines. Nelson.
mining sluice. An artificial channel or passage

for water used in mining. ComPare mining ditch. Craigie, v. 3, 1525.
mining stock. Stock issued by a mining company. Craigie, v. 3, p. 1525.

mining stream. A stream made use of in

mining. Craigie, v. 3, p. 1525.
mining theodolite. A theodolite having particular features of design which make it
sui'able as an underground surveying instruw.mt, for example, incorporating an
arrangement for the centering movement

to be above the foot screws. See

also

auxiliary telescope. B.S. 3618, 1963,sec. 1.

mining time. Half an hour faster than sun

time. Mathews, v. 2, p. 1059.
mining title. A claim, exclusive prospecting
license, concession, right, or lease. A grant
under laws and mining regulations to a
person or group of approved persons of

right to develop and exploit a properly
delineated area for its mineral wealth.
Pryor, 3.

mining town. A town that has grown up
adjacent to a mine or mines. Craigie,
v. 3, p. 1525.
mining,transit. See transit. Staley, p. 4.
mining:type visibility Meter. An instrument
to facilitate observation of the essential
elements of visual tasks in coal mines. It is
a brightness meter in which the comparison field is illuminated by a cap lamp
headpiece attached outside the instrument.

No internal electrical circuit exists other
than that which connects the photocell
to the microammeter and the meter can
therefore be used anywhere in a safetylamp mine without restrictions. Roberts,
II, p. 103.
mining under. The act of digging under coal
or in a soft strata in coal seams. Fay.
mining width. The minimum width necessary

for the extraction of the ore regardless
of the actual width of ore-bearing rock.
A.G.I. See also stoping width.

mining with self-filling. See controlled caving.

Stoces, v. 1, p. 315.
minion. The siftings of iron ore after calcination. Standard, 1964.
minium. Red oxide of lead, 2PbO.Pb02,
containing 90.6 peicent lead. Sanford.
minnesotaite. A hydrous silicate of ferrous
iron (magnesium, etc.), (OH)5.5(Fe",Mg)s.5(Si,Al,Fe'")8011.5, with the crystal
structure of talc and regarded as an iron
talc of abundant occurrence in iron ores
in Minnesota. Spencer 17, M.M. 1946.
Minol. Explosive, used in naval depth charges,
consisting of TNT, ammonium nitrate,
and aluminum powder. Bennett 2d, 1962.
minophyric. Minutely porphyritic rocks with
phenocrysts whose longest diameters are
between 1 and 0.2 millimeter. Fay.
minor constituents. Those chemical elements
present in seawater which together comprise approximately 0.1 percent of the
total known dissolved solid constituents.

Nearly all of the elements occur in seawater, although most are present in ex-

tremely small amounts. Hy.
minor elements. Synonym for trace elements.
A.G.I.
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mining with self-filling

was originally laid out. Nichols.

minute of arc. A unit of angular measure
equal to the 60th part of a degree and

containing 60 seconds of arc. Webster 3d.
minverite. A basic intrusive rock, in essentials a dolerite, containing a brown, sodarich hornblende ; named from St. Minver,

Cornwall, England. C.M.D.
miny. Of, resembling, or having the characteristics of a mine. Webster 3d.

minyullte. A white, basic, hydrous fluophos-

phate of potassium and aluminum, 2K(OH,F).2Al203.2P206.7H20;

orthorhom-

bic. Radiating groups of needles. From
Dandaragan, Western Australia. English.

Miocene. The fourth of the five epochs into
which the Tertiary period is divided. Also,
the series of strata deposited during that
epoch. A.G.I.
mirabilite; Glauber's salt. A hydrous sodium
sulfate, NasSog+10ILO. Sanford.
Mime process. Trade name for a process for

the treatment of steel claimed to permit

one-coat enameling. Dodd.
miradero. Sp. Inlier. Hess.

mire. A small, muddy marsh or bog; wet,
spongy earth; soft, deep mud. A.G.I.

mire black. Ire. Mud peat. Tomkeieff, 1954.
minor intrusions. The collective name for mirror
black. Having a lustrous black gloss;
igneous instrusions of relatively small size,
said of pottery. Standard, 1964.
compared with plutonic (major) intru-

sions. They comprise dikes, sills, veins,
and small laccoliths. The injection of the
minor intrusions constitutes the dike phase
of a volcanic cycle. C.T.D.
minor mine disaster. A minor mine disaster
is defined by the U.S. Bureau of Mines as

any accident coming within one of the

mirror plate. Plate glass suitable for mirrors.
Standard, 1964.
mirror stone. Muscovite. Fay.
miscelle (part). A colloidal aggregate of molecules present in aqueous solutions of many
soaps and dyestuffs. Pryor, 2.
mischlo marble. A violet-red breccia from
Serravezza, Italy. Also known as African
breccia (breche Africaine). Fay.
mischmetal. A natural mixture of the rare-

misfires. Smoldering fuse may delay explosion, causing a hangfire, so return to

after a suspected failure is
necessary. Another main cause of accident

workings

into or dangerously near a
socketan apparently empty drill hole.
is drilling

Pryor, 3. See also hangfire. b. See missed

hole. Fraenkel. c. A failure to establish

an arc between the main anode and

cathode during a scheduled conducting

period. Coal Age, 1.
misfire hole. See missed hole.
mishandling. Damage resulting from the lack

of proper care in the handling of the

enamelware in the shop. Hansen.
mismatch. Error in register between forged
surfaces formed by opposing dies. ASM
Gloss.

mismatched lumber. Worked lumber that
does not fit tightly at all points of contact
between adjoining pieces, or in which the

surfaces of adjoining pieces are not in

the same plane. Crispin.
mispickel. Arsenical pyrites; sulfide of iron
and arsenic. FeAsS; occurs in tin, copper
and especially lead and silver veins. Mispickel is a silver-white or steel-gray mineral yielding a dark grayish-black powder
on being ground. Dense white fumes
(poisonous), forming the white arsenic
of commerce, are obtained by roasting.
Nelson.

mispickled. Faultily pickled ware. ACSB-3.
misplaced material. a. In mineral processing,
particularly screen products and tailings,
material which has reported in the wrong
section. Pryor, 3. b. Material wrongly in-

mine explosion or ignition causing injury

dymium. The waste matter from monazite

property damage but no loss of life; (3) A
mine explosion or ignition resulting in the

contain large quantities of ceria, lanthana,

cluded in the products of a sizing or
density separation, that is material which
has been included in the lower size or
specific gravity product but which itself
has a size or specific gravity above that
of the cut point, or vice versa. Its weight
may be expressed as a percentage of the

then recovering the metal by electrolysis.

In sizing and screening, undersize contained in the overflow, or oversize con-

following categories:

(1) A mine acci-

dent (not an explosion or fire) causing
the death of less than five persons and
considerable property damage; (2) A
to one or more persons or considerable

death of less than five persons; (4) A

mine fire causing injury to one or more

person% or considerable property damage

but no loss of life; and (5) A mine fire
resulting in the death of less than five
persons. Compare major mine disaster.

Bureau of Mines Instructions for Disaster,
Fatal-Accident, and Miscellaneous Health
and Safety Reports, April, 1966, Chapter

3.1, p. 24.

minor principal plane. The plane normal to
the direction of the minor principal stress.
ASCE P1826.
minor principal stress. The smallest (with
regard to sign) principal stress. ASCE
P1826. Equals least principal stress. Bureau of Alines Staff.

Minton oven. A down-draught type of pottery bottle oven. Dodd.
minus mesh. Portion of a poWder sample
passing through a given screen. Bennett
2d, 1962.
minus minerals. Minerals (such as garnets)
whose molecular volumes are less than
the sum of the molecular volumes of the

constituent oxides. In the case of allotropic modifications of the latter, the

more condensed form, having the smaller
molecular volume, is assumed for the calculation. Holmes, 1928.
minus sieve. In powder metallurgy, the por-

tion of a powder sample which passes

through a standard sieve of specified number. Contrast with plus sieve. ASM Gloss.
minus sight. See foresight, d. Fay.

minus didion. Stakes or points on the far
side of the zero point from which a job

earth metals cerium, lanthanum, and di-

sand after the extraction of thoria may
and other substances.
This is reduced to the metallic state by
converting the oxides to chlorides, and

product or of the feed. Also called tramps
(undesirable usage). B.S. 3552, 1962. c.

The material obtained is an alloy containing about 50 percent of cerium and

tained in the underflow. B.S. 3552, 1962.
d. In cleaning, material of specific gravity
lower than the separation density which

didymia, yttria,

45 percent of lanthanum and didymium.
It is used in making pyrophoric alloys
and as a getter in electronic tubes. Henderson.

miscible. Refers to liquids and their ability
to mix. Liquids that are not miscible
separate into layers according to their
Compare immiscible.
specific gravity.
Webster 3d; Bureau of Mines Staff.
misenite. Probably

acid-potassium sulfate,

HKSOL In silky fibers of a white color.
Fay.

miser. A tubular well-boring bit having a

valve at the bottom, and a screw for

forcing the earth upward. Standard, 1964.
Also spelled mizer. Fay.
miserite. KCa4Si5023(OH)8, a pink, fibrous
(orthorhombic?) alteration product of
wollastonite in metamorphosed shale from
Arkansas. Previously described as natroxonotlite. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
misfire. a. An explosive charge in a drill hole
which has partly or completely failed to

explode as planned. Causes include un-

skilled charging, defective explosive, deto-

has been included in the high density
product, or material of specific gravity
higher than the separation density which
has been included in the low density

product. B.S. 3552, 1962.
misrun. A casting not fully formed, resulting
from the metal solidifying before the mold
is filled. ASM Gloss.
missed hole; misfire; misfire hole. A drill hole

charged with explosives, in which all or
part of the explosive has failed to detonate. Fraenkel.

missed round. A round in which all or part
of the explosive has failed to detonate.
Fraenkel.

missed sizes. Undersize in the coal after
preparation due to incomplete screening.
1%fitchell, p. 178.

missile Mink% Ceramic, products that are
used in missiles and rockets (ceramic
materials used in nose cones and rocket
throats must withstand high temperatures
and have good erosion resistance). Bureau
of Mines Staff.

nator or fuse, broken electric circuit or

mission tile. A name sometimes applied to
roofing tile of semicircular cross section.

movement as other holes in the vicinity
are fired. Stringent safety precautions

Mississippian. Formerly the lower of two

and in dealing with known or suspected

Strat. Nomenclature recommended ad-

most dangerouscutting off of part or
all of the charge through lateral rock

cover procedure in minimizing these risks

",24

epochs into which the Carboniferous was
subdivided. Recently,

the Am. Comm.
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vancement to period rank, and that is
now accepted by the U.S. Geological
Survey. In the United States, the Mississippian is fifth of seven periods in the
Paleozoic era. Also, the system of rocks
found during this period. A.G.I.'
Missourian. Upper middle Pennsylvanian.

mitridatite. Hydrated phosphate of calcium
and ferric iron, as earthy yellowish-green

vanes are so shaped that they are acted

Kerch Peninsula, Crimea, U.S.S.R. Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
M.I.T. sampler. A single-tube, drive-type,
soil-sampling barrel especially adapted to
sampling deposits of plastic clay where a
minimum 5-inch-diameter sample is re-

mixed-in-place method. See road-mix method.

A.G.I. Supp.

missourite. Plutonic equivalent of olivineleucitite basalt or olivine-leucite basalt.
Major diopside, leucite, and olivine with
minor analcite and biotite, accessory
apatite, and opaque oxides. A.G.1.
mist. See fog. Pryor, 3.

Mistox. Lauryl pentachlorphenol in spirit.
A hose that is not rubber-lined may be
proofed against mildew attack by immersion in a 1-percent solution of Mistox.
Sinclair, I, p. 282.
mist projector. An appliance to allay dust
and fume during blasting operations in a
tunnel by means of a mist-spray. The
projector is sometimes mounted on top

of the drill carriage and connected to
the compressed-air manifold by a short
length of hose. The spray acts on the
scent-spray principle and

draws water

from a tank. Prior to firing a round of

shots, the drill carriage is run back some
15 yards from the face and the projector

is started up and left running until the

men return after blasting. See also atomizer; Hay mist projector. Nelson.
mistress. a. Scot. A waterproof cover for
miners when sinking in a wet shaft. Fay.

nodules and veinlets in iron ore in the

quired. A loop or snare of piano wire is
inserted in a groove inside the cutting

shoe with the free end of the wire extend-

ing through a slot on the side of the
sampler to the surface. When pulled, the
wire cuts the sample off at the bottom

erals in layers regularly or randomly interstratified; the layers most common are
differently hydrated. A.G.I. Supp.
mixed-layer mica. See clay mineral. A.G.I.
SuPp.

mixed ores. Ores containing both oxidized
and unoxidized minerals. See also oxidized
ores; sulfide ore. Nelson.

mix. a. The proportion as specified by volume

usually occurring each tidal day. This

layers

of

material

of

distinct origin.

Tomkeieff, 1954.

mixed tide. Tide in which the presence of a
diurnal wave produced a large inequality

in either the high or low water heights,

Guide, p. 62.

with two high waters and two low waters

or by weight of the materials, including
water, making a batch of concrete, mortar,

term is usually applied to the tides intermediate to those predominantly semidiurnal and those predominantly diurnal.

or plaster. Ham. b. A batch after it has
been mixed. Dodd.
mixed. Drill diamonds ranging from 23 to
80 per carat in size. Long.
mixed Mast process. A modification of the
basic Bessemer process in which all the
nitrogen is removed from the blast, the

blast being made up of a mixture of

oxygen and carbon dioxide or oxygen and
superheated steam. The oxygen and super-

heated steam blast is claimed to be the

of the metal being brought to a mean

more efficient, the final nitrogen content

merman, p. 69.
Mitchell slicing system. Developed in Arizona

level of 0.0028 percent. Osborne.
mixed cements. A product obtained by mixing, or blending, either portland, natural,
or pozzolana cement with one another or
with other inert substances. Zern, p. 145.
mixed dust. Dust prepared for testing in the

than 20 by 30 feet in plan and about
50 to 60 feet high. The ore should be

in predetermined proportions. The mixture
may also contain water, and different sizes

mit Abbreviation for milled in transit. Zim-

Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. E, p. 70.

mixed-layer clay mineral. Clay consisting of
micaceous grains with two different min-

mixed peat. Peat consisting of alternating

box,

Fay. b. Various ill-defined sulfates of iron.
Hey 2d, 1955.

and radially. Ham.

of the cutting shoe. Long.
mitscherlichite. A greenish-blue, hydrous
chloride of potassium and copper, K2CuC14.2H20; tetragonal; minute crystals.
From Vesuvius, Italy. English.
m12 Abbreviation for square mile. BuMin Style

having the front open in which a candle
is carried in a pit. Fay.
misy. a. In Egypt, a synonym for copiapite.

b. N. of Eng. A wooden or tin

on by the water pressure both axially

Hy.

mixer. a. An apparatus used to thoroughly
mix water with drilling-mud ingredients.
Also called atomizer; mud mixer. Long.
b. In the clay industries, the usual types
of mixer are: (1) batch-type mixer, operates by rotating arms; (2) shaft mixer, a
continuous mixer for wet or plastic material which is fed into an open trough
along which it is propelled and mixed

by one or two rotating shafts carrying
blades; and (3) pug mill, a shaft mixer
with a closed barrel instead of an open
trough; the term pug mill should not be
confused with pug. See also pug. Dodd.
c. See agitator. Nelson.

mixer cone. A funnel-shaped hopper attached

for mining ground in blocks not larger

mine by mixing coal dust and inert dust

to the body of a mud mixer into and by
means of which the dry, powdered, drillmud ingredients are fed into the mud

free from waste and the pressure not too
heavy. The block is first freed on two
sides and one end (leaving the rest of the
block as a pillar) by a single row of

of coal dust may be mixed to produce

mixer furnace. See hot metal mixer. Dodd.
mixer runner. See concrete mixer operator.

square sets carried up to the

capping

above. Long caps, supported by inclined

bracing, are used across the top of the
pillar to support the roof. The pillar is

then mined in horizontal slices from the
top down. The ore runs into chutes made
by lining vertical rows of square sets with
lagging. This is a cheaper method of
mining than square setting. Lewis, p. 506.
Compare sublevel stoping.
miter box. A device used as a guide in sawing
miter joints. Crispin.
miter cut. In glassmaking, an angular groove,
as in plate glass, having a bottom angle
of approximately 900. Standard, 1964.

mitered tile. Roofing tile cut off obliquely,
so as to fit in upright work, such as

dormer corners. It also includes pieces

flanged at right angles so as to cover
such corners. Fay.
miter gear. See bevel gear, a. Long.
miter iron. A fagot of iron bars of cylindrical
section arranged about a central circular
bar, ready for forging. Standard, 1964.
miter sill. See lock sill. Ham.
miffs castings. a. The process of making castings of wrought iron the melting point

of which has been fowered by a slight
addition of aluminum. Standard, 1964.
b. A casting made by this process. Standard, 1964.

desired intermediate size. Rice,
George S.
mixed explosion. One in which each ingredisome

ent, firedamp and coal dust, are present
below their lower limits, but in combination product sufficient heat of combustion to propagate an explosion. Sinclair,

I, p. 261.

mixed explosives. Such explosives consist of

an intimate mechanical mixture of substances which consume and generate oxygen but are not in themselves explosive.
To this group belong inorganic nitrates,
chlorates, and perchlorates. Most important is ammonium nitrate. Fraenkel, v. 3,
Art. 16:01, P. 29.
mixed face. In tunneling, digging in dirt and

rock in the same heading at the same

time. Nichols.
mixed-feed kilns. Upright lime kilns in which

the fuel (coal) is mixed and burned with
the limestone charge. Mersereau, 4th, p.
235.

mixed-flow fan. A mine fan in which the
flow is both radial and axial. The Schicht
fan is of this type and has the advantage

that it can produce a high water gage
with a single stage. This fan, however,

is not well suited to mines where a large
change in equivalent orifice may occur.
See also axial-flow fan; radial-flow fan.
Nelson.
mixed-flow turbine. An inward flow, reaction-

type water turbine, in which the runner

mixer. Long.

D.O.T. 1.
mix-house MM. One who mixes sintered lead

or zinc ore with such materials as pulverized coal and coke, salt, skimmings,

water, and chemical solutions preparatory
to smelting. Also called mixer operator.
D.O.T. Supp.
mixing. a. In powder metallurgy, the thorough intermingling of powders of two or
more different materials (not blending).
ASM Gloss. b. An instrumentation tech-

nique used in seismograph recording in

which a certain portion of the energy from

each amplifier channel is fed to the adjacent channels giving results somewhat
analogous to

those obtained from the

use of multiple geophones. A.G.I.

mixing chamber. The part of a torch

in

which the gases are mixed. ASM Gloss .
mixing man. See concrete mixer operator.
D.O.T. 1.
mixing-mill operator. See pug-mill operator.
D.O.T. I.
mixing-pan tender. See mix-house man.
D.O.T. Sun!.
mixing pit. A pit in which drill mud is mixed

and stored until the mud is cured and

needed for use as a drill circulation fluid.

Long.

mix-in-place. A common soil stabilization
method in which the soil on the site is
first pulverized, then mixed with an admixture or stabilizing agent, compacted

and, if necessary, surfaced. All the work
is carried out on the site. Nelson. Compare

plant mix.

mixite. An emerald-green to blue-green acicular mineral, 20Cu0.13602.5Asa05.22H10;
Mohs' hardness, 3-4; specific gravity, 3.79;

from untie district, Utah. Larsen, p. 74.

mix-metal; misch metal. Cerium alloy (55 to

65 percent) containing rare-earth metals
and iron. Bennett 2d, 1962.
mixture. A commingling in which the ingredients retain their individual properties
or separate chemical nature; if chemically

combined, it is a compound. See also
mechanical mixture. Standard, 1964.
miyashiroite. The hypothetical amphibole
end-member, Na3Mg3A13(Si7A1)022(OH) a.

Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
mizer. The chief tool used in certain systems

of sinking the cylinders of small shafts
through water-bearing strata, to remove
the ground from beneath them. See also
miser. Fay.

mizzonite. One of the series of minerals form-

ing the scapolite groups, consisting of a

mixture of the meionne and mariolite

molecules. It includes those minerals with
54 to 57 percent silica, and occurs in clear

crystals in the ejected masses on Mount
Somma, Vesuvius, Italy. Also called di-

pyre; dipyrite. C.M.D.
mkg Abbreviation for meter-kilogram. BuMin

Style Guide, p. 60.

mks Abbreviation for meter-kilogram-second

(system). BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.

ml a. Abbreviation for milliliter. BuMin Style

Guide, p. 60. b. Abbreviation for mixed

lengths. Zimmerman, p. 70.

mL Abbreviation for millilambert. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 60.
mid Abbreviation for minimum lethal dose.
Zimmerman, p. 70.

mm Abbreviation for millimeter. BuMin Style

Guide, p. 60.
Mmcf One million (one thousand thousand)

central Pennsylvania coal mines. It is
essentially a chain-and-flight conveyor of
exceptional width, with high sideboards,
mounted on wheels for operation on mine
track, with motive power supplied by a
hoist mounted on the chassis of the machine. The conveyor chain and flights can

be moved in the bed of the machine to
assist in loading or unloading. The hoist
rope can be attached to props at the face
and near the dumping point to provide
anchorage when the conveyor is moved.
Jones.

Mo Chemical symbol for molybdenum. Hand-

book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

1964, p. B-I.

moat. a. A ditch or deep trench. To surround

with a ditch. Fay. b. Scot. To puddle;
to cover up the mouth of a pit or other
opening so as to exclude air in the event
of an underground fire. Fay.

moating. A backing of clay, as for the masonry lining of a shaft. Standard, 1964.

mobby. S. Staff. A leathern girdle, with a
small chain attached used by the boys
who draw bowks (buckets or tubs). Fay.
mobile belt. An elongated zone of the earth's

crust subjected to relatively great struc-

tural deformation. Schieferdecker.
mobile conveyor. A hand-loaded, hoist-oper-

ated hauler used principally in certain

neering plant for checking purposes or

Modder Deep. See Venturi blower. Roberts,
p. 223.
mode. a. In geology, mineral composition of
rock expressed as percentages of its constituent minerals. In statistical mathe-

tion under its own power. Ham.

mobile drill. A drill unit mounted on wheels
or crawl-type tracks to facilitate moving.
Long.

mobile equilibrium. Van Hoff's law (1884)
shows that a temperature rise induces an
endothermic change in the equilibrium
constant, and fall in temperature an
exothermic change. Pryor, 3.
mobile equipment. Applied to all equipment
which is self-propelled or which can be
towed on its own wheels, tracks, or skids.
Nelson.

mobile filling. Filling which is supplemented

only from above, and which sinks of its
own accord, filling the mined-out rooms.
This is achieved generally by sinking a
vertical shaft alongside the orebody, and
from the shaft crosscuts are made in the
orebody and connected by winzes. From
these auxiliary crosscuts are driven dividing the deposit into slices which arc
mined simultaneously in advance cuts.
The mined-out room is filled with waste,
which slides down of its own accord and
fills the room. The filling is continuously
supplemented from above. The advance
cuts hold

it, and thus protect the part

actually being mined. Stoces,
v. I, p. 278.
which is

mobile loader. A self-propelling machine

MN Abbreviation for magnetic north. Zimmerman, p. 65.
mo. A term of Swedish origin applied to glacial silts or rock flour having little plasticity. Stokes and Varne-, 1955.

britannia inetal; pewter. Fay.
mock-up. Assembly before shipment of engi-

tires, and capable of moving in any direc-

Zimmerman, p. 69; Webster 3d; BuMin
Style Guide, p. 60.

1964, p. B-I.

1964.

mock platinum. An alloy of 8 parts brass
and 5 parts zinc. Standard, 1964.
mock silver. A white alloy of copper, tin,
nickel, zinc, etc., of the same class as
customer demonstration. Pryor, 3.
mock vermilion. A basic chromate of lead.

or electric motor, traveling on crawler
tracks, pneumatic tires or solid rubber

mobile hoist. A platform hoist which is
mounted on a pair of pneumatic-tired

mm' Abbreviation for square millimeter. BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
Mn Chemical symbol for manganese. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

England, potteries. Webster 3d.
mock --cid gold. See acid gold. Dodd.
mock lead. A Cornish term for zinc blende;
also called wild lead. Fay.
mock ore. Same as sphalerite. Standard,

mobile crane. A crane driven by petrol, diesel,

cubic feet. Williams.
MM diamonds. Synonym for manmade diamonds. Long.
mmf Abbreviation for micromicrofarad (onemillionth of one-millionth farad or
farad. Also abbreviated mmfd, or Rgf.
Also abbreviation for magnetomotive force.
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road wheels, so that it can be towed from
one site to another. This type of hoist has
been developed for use in house and flat
construction. Ham.

capable of lifting coal off the bottom and
placing it in a mine car, conveyor, or
other means of transportation. Jones.
mobility. a. The tendency of an element to
move in a given geochemical environment.

Hawkes. b. The rate of change of flow
of a plastic material with changing pres-

sure. Hansen.
mobilometer. An instrument which has become very popular for the determination
of the mobility of yield values of enamels.

The principle upon which the Gardner
mobilometer operates, is that of forcing
a disk down through the liquid enamel
slip, which is contained in a cylinder.
Loading the disk with known weights
controls the force and the rate of movement is timed with a stopwatch. Hansen.

mobot. An underwater robot being developed
for undersea salvage operations. Hy.
Mocha pebble. Same as moss agate; Mocha

stone. Standard, 1964.

Mocha stone. Same as moss agate. Standard,
1964. See also moss agate. Pay.
Mocha ware. Earthenware originally for table
use and variously decorated (as with
brush patterns or bandings). Produced in

the early 19th century by Staffordshire,
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Fay.

matics, value of variable which occurs

most frequently. Pryor, 3. b. The actual

mineral composition of an unaltered- igne-

ous rock; contrasted with norm. Fay.
model. A facsimile in three dimensionsa
reproduction in miniature of the under-

ground workings of a mine, showing the
shafts, tunnels, crosscuts, etc. in all their
details. From its very nature, it does not
fall Within any definition of the word

is a misapplication of the
term to call it a map, though it may far
better serve the purpose in hand. Ricketts I.
model analysis. The comprehensive testing

map and it

of scale models of various structures, including harbors and rivers to determine
the behavior of the actual structure under
consideration. See also deformeter dimensional analysis; photoelasticity. ileum
model coal face. A coal face, which is a rep-

lica of a real coal face, where injured

miners can regain their skills and confidence, and where surgeons and gymnasts
can check that the miners can physically

perform pit jobs againthe final stage
in occupational therapy. Talygarn rehabilitation center, South Wales. See also
rehabilitation; training face. Nelson.

modeler. One who shapes plaster of Paris,
clay, etc., to form original models which

are used to make molds for producing

ceramic ware. Bureau of Mines Staff.
modeling clay. Fine, plastic clay, especially
prepared for artists in modeling by knead-

ing with glycerin, or by other methods
Fay.

model' maker, terra-cotta. One who makes
metal profiles and wooden forms for use
in casting plaster terra-cotta block mold.
D.O.T. I.
moder. Material intermediate between the
original plants and the decayed plants.
Tomkeiell, 1954.

moderately bright attritus. Same as mediumbright attritus. A.G.I.
moderately dull aHritus. Same as mediumdull attritus. A.G.I.

moderate vitrain. A field term that, in accordance with an arbitrary scale established for use in describing banded coal,
denotes a frequency of occurrence of
vitrain bands comprising from 15 to 30
percent of the total coal layer. Compare
sparse vitrain; abundant vitrain; dominant vitrain. A.G.I.

moderator. A material, such as water or

graphite, used in a reactor to slow down
high-velocity neutrons, thus increasing the
likelihood of further fissions. L&L.

modernization. The replacement of old, in.

modernization
efficient machines and plant in an existwithout fundamental
ing installation

changes in the main structure. Under-

ground, modernization schemes may involve mine cars, new tracks, and locomotive haulage. See also project. Nelson.

moderstone. Old form of motherstone. Arkell.
modhbovite. An igneous rock variety of meli-

lite basalt. Hess.
modification.

a. Treatment in the molten

state of aluminum-silicon alloys containing

8 to 13 percent silicon with a small percentage

of sodium or sodium fluoride.

By this process the eutectic temperature,
structure, and composition are apparently
altered to give improved mechanical properties. ASM Gloss. b. Now also the prociuction of fine graphite in gray cast Iron
by various treatments. C.T.D.
modified Atkinson formula. As a result of
further research, the aiginal Atkinson
formula, that is, P=KSV/A, has been
simplified by grouping together the physical components KS/A and substituting the
term resistance. Therefore, a unit of resistance, known as thz Atkinson has been
introduced and the modified Atkinson
formula may be stated as P=R(e, where
P=pressure in pounds per square foot
R=resistance in Atkinsons
Q=air quantity in thousands of cubic feet
per second.
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ards Institution has issued (1963) two
proposals: (1) A single module of 4
inches and (2) four modules, 11/2, 3, 4,
and 12 inches. Proposal (1) would approximate closely to the metric module
or 10 centimeter; proposal (2) is more

flexible and would permit retention of the
present British size of building brick.
Dodd.
modular masonry unit. A masonry unit whose
nominal dimensions are based ort the
4-inch module. ACSG, 1963.

modular ratio. The ratio of the modulus of

soluble salts. Fuerstenau, p. 59. b. See

modifying agents.
modifying agents; modifiers. In flotation,
chemicals which increase the specific attraction between collector agents and particle surfaces, or conversely which increase
the wettability of those surfaces. Pryor, 3.
modlibovite. An igr.eous rock consisting of
olivine- and melilite-bearing: augite-free
lamprophyres with monticellite. If monticellite is

present, it

is called vesecite.

Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 388.
Modocs. Ahti-Molly Maguire vigilantes,
made up of English, Weash, and Pennsylvania Germans. Korson.
modular, brick. A brick of such size that,
combined with the mortar joint, lays up
to fill a 4-inch modular unit. ACSG, 1963.
modular coordination; module. A system for
the standardization of the dimensions of

components on the basis of
multiples of one or more modules, that is,
basic units of length. The British (Standbuilding

small block of elastic material is acted
on by two noncollinear forces (couple) a
shearing stress is produced and the body
is deformed. The modulus of rigidity is
defined as the shearing stress divided by

known except in a few cases. The modulus

tial ch aracteristics of a signal wave are
impressed upon another wave (the car-

rier wave). NCB.
module. a. A device for delivering a definite

quantity or discharge of water, or for

measuring and controlling the flow. Seelye,
1. b. A common unit particularly specified

for dimensional coordination. Taylor. c.
See modular coordination. Dodd.
modulus. Factor used in conversion of units

from one system to another. Formula or
constant which defines properties (for example, density, elasticity) of materials.
Pryor, 3.

Nelson.

to control alkalinity and to eliminate
harmful effects of colloidal material and

within the proportional limit. For nonisotropic materials such as wood, it is necessary to distinguish between the moduli of
rigidity in different directions. Ro. c. If a

ments. Strock, 10.
modulation. The process by which the essen-

modulating. A control adjusting by incre-

modulus of elasticity. a. A measure of the
rigirlity of metal; ratio of stress, within

modified room-and-pillar working. See bordand-pillar methoci. Fay.
modified-round nose. Synonym for mediumround nose. Long.
modifiers. a. In froth flotation, reagents used

strain, for the condition of pure shear

the deformation. Lewes, pp. 566-567.
modulus of rupture. a. The tensile strength
of rocks is low as compared with the
compressive strength and is not accurately

modulus of deformation. See modulus of

modified California sampler. A Californiatype soil sampler modified by the addition
of a mechanically retractable piston within
the barrel, making it possible to recover
four consecutive 4-inch samples instead of
three to five 12-inch samples. See siso
California sampler. Long.
modified longwall. A method used in roomand-pillar mining where the lease requires
at least 80 percent of recovery. Basically
it consists of turning the rooms on 70-foot
centers then working the room up 30 feet
wide and butting it off at its completion,
then withdrawing the remaining 40 feet
of pillar immediately. Kentucky, p. 335.

modulus of elasticity; modulus of elasticity
in torsion. H&G. b. The rate of change of
unit shear stress with respect to unit ;shear

elasticity of steel in tension to the assumed
modulus of elasticity of concrete in compression. Taylor.

Therefore, with constant reristance, QocVP.
Also if the pressure is constant, then

QocIVR. The modified Atkinson formula
is now used in ventilation calculations.

Moe gage

elasticity. ASCE P1826.

proportional limit, to corresponding strain.
Specifically, the modulus obtained in tension or compression is Young's modulus,

stretch modulus, or modulus of extensibility; the modulus obtained in torsion or
shear is modulus of rigidity, shear mcdulus, or modulus of torsion; the modulus

covering the ratio of the mean normal
stress to the change in volume per unit

volume is the bulk modulus. The tangent
modulus and secant modulus are not
restricted within the proportional limit;
the former is the slope of the stress-strain

curve at a specified point; the latter is
the slope of a line from the origin to a

of rupture or R has, however, been determined in a number of cases: Modulus

3L
of rupture =R:=
W (Young), where
2BDs

W equals breaking load concentrated at
center of test piece, L equals unsupported
length of rock prism, B equals width of
rock prism, and D equals depth of rock

prism. R is in excess of the tensile strength

of a rock, while the shearing strength is
generally slightly in

excess of R. The

magnitude of R indicates the self-sustain-

ing power of a rock where it spans an

opening. R for granite equals 1,681 and
sandstone equals 806 pounds per square
inch. Nelson. b. Nominal stress at fracture

in a bend test or torsion test. In bending, modulus of rupture is the bending
moment at fracture divided by the section modulus. In torsion, modulus of rurrr-

ture is the torque at fracture divided by
the polar section modulus. ASM Gloss.
c. The load required to break a refractory
brick supported on two spaced and paral-

lel flat bearing edges with the load applied
through a third bearing edge placeol mid6;1m and on top of the brick. A.R.I. d. A

measure of transverse or cross-breaking
strength. ACSG, 1963. e. An ultimate
strength pertaining to the failure of beams

by flexure equal to the bending moment
at rupture divided by the section modulus
of the beam. Webster 3d.
modulus of rupture in bending; computed
ultimate bending strength. The fictitious

specified point on the stress-strain curve.
Also called elastic modulus and coefficient
tensile or compressive stress in the extreme
of elasticity. ASM Gloss. b. The ratio of
fiber of a beam computed by the flexure
equation s...7:Mc/I, where M is the bendstress to strain for a material under given
loading conditions; numerically equal to
ing moment that causes rupture. Ro.
the slope of the tangent or the secant of modulus of rupture in torsion; computed
of a stress-strain curve. Modulus of elasuitimate twisting strength. The fictitious
ticity is recommended for materials that
shear stress at the surface of a circular
deform in accordance with Hooke's law,
shaft computed by the torsion formula
and modulus of deformation for materials
s.=Tr/j, where T is the twisting moment
that deform otherwise. Also called modthat causes rupture. Ro.
ulus of deformation. ASCE P1826.
modulus of section. The moment of inertia,
modulus of elasticity in shear. See modulus
I, of a section divided by the distance, y,
of rigidity. Ro.
from the extreme fiber to the neutral axis,
modulus of incompressibility. The ratio beknown as Z and given by the formula
tween the pressure in the mass of a soil
f= where M is the bending moment
and the change of volume caused by such
Z'
pressure. Ham. Compare Poission's ratio.
and f is the stress. Ham.
modulus of resilience. a. The strain energy modulus
of strain hardening. See rate of
per unit volume absorbed up to the elastic
strain
hardening.
Gloss.
limit under the condition of uniform modulus of subgradeASM
reaction. See coefficient
uniaxial stress. Ro. b. The resilience of a
of subgrade reaction. ASCE P1826.
material subjected to a stress correspondMoeblus process. A method of electrolytic
ing to its proportional limit. H&G.
refining of silver. Silver plate of 95 to
modulus of rigidity. a. A measure of stiffness
98 percent pure forms the anodes, and
of a material subjected to shear loading.
thin silver plate forms th cathodes. The
Usually the tangent or secant modulus of
electrolyte consists of a weak, acidulated
elasticity of a material in the torsion test.
solution of silver nitrate. Fay.
Also called shear modulus of elasticity;
modulus of elasticity in shear; torsional Moe gage. A diamond weight calculator

1,,)1
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Moe gage
which estimates to within a few hundredths the weights of brilliant-cut diamonds only, by simple measurements of

FeSO4.(N114)2S0..6H30; a light green

M.M., 1958.
MOH Abbreviation for a compound (MOH)
containing the hydroxide anion (OH-) or

crystalline salt. Webster 3d.
Mohr's theory. Mohr's theory of failure utilizes the well-known stress circle and the.
envelope to a family of circles as criteria
of failure of materials subject to biaxial or
triaxiai stress. Thus Mohr's theory predicts
that failure of materials is due to failure
in shear, whereas Griffith's theory postulates thai it is due to failure at crack tips.
Lewis, pp. 607, 611.
mohsite. Native titanic iron; ilmenite. Fay.
Mobs' scale. Arbitrary quantitative units by
means of which the scratch hardness of a
mineral is determined. The units of hardness are expressed in numbers ranging
from 1 through 10, each of which is
represented by a mineral that can be made

of yielding in aqueous solution a hydroxyl

lower-ranking number; hence the minerals

degree of ionization in dilute solutions of
strong bases (for example, sodium hydroxide and calcium hydroxide) being
virtually complete and that of weak bases
(for example, ammonium hydroxide) being in the range of 1 percent or less.
Webster 3d.

talc (1)

width and depth of both set or unset

diamonds. Hess.
mofette. A vent from which carbon dioxide
and some nitrogen and oxygen issue from

the earth in a last stage of volcanic activity. Webster 3d. See also fumarole;

solfatara; soffioni. Fay.
Moffet ore hearth. Ore hearth; used in smelting ores. Bennett 2d, 1962.
mogensenite. A titaniferous magnetite conFe.TiO4.
taining exsolution
See also titanmagnetite. Spencer 21.,

the hydroxyl group (OH) that is capable

to scratch any other mineral having a

ion together with the cation (M+), the

are ranked from the softest, as follows:

Mohammedan blue. Se.e Chinese blue. Dodd.
Mohave moonstone. Translucent, lilac-tinted

chalcedony from

the

Mohave

Desert,

Calif. Shipley.

mohavite. A dull white hydrous borate of

rodium, Na,B407.5H2O. Rhombohedral. An
alteration film on borax. Locally, octa-

hedral borax (same as tincalconite). From
the Mohave Desert, Calif. English.

Mohawkian. Upper Champlaiman. A.G.I.
Supp.

Mohnian. Middle upper Miocene. A.G.I.
Supp.
Moho. Short name for the Mohorovicic discontinuity believed to separate the earth's
crust from the mantle; first identified by
a Yugoslav seismologist of that name.
Mather.
mohole. A program to drill through the

earth's crust under the ocean in order to

provide scientific knowledge of the earth's

mantle. Hy.

Mohorovicic discontinuity. The sharp discon-

tinuity in composition between the outer
layer of the earth (the crust) and the next

inner layer (the mantle). This was dis-

covered by Mohorovicic from seismograms.

The thickness of the crust has been determined by the refraction of seismic waves
at this discontinuity. Abbreviation, Moho.
Hy.

Mohr balance,. See Westphal balance.

Mohr circle. A graphical representation of
the stresses acting on the various planes
at a given point. ASCE P1826.
Mohr envelope; rupture envelope; rupture

line. The envelope of a series of Mohr
circles representing stress conditions at
failure for a given material. According to

Mohr's rupture hypotheses, a rupture envelope is the locus of points, the coordinates of which represent the combination
of normal and shearing stresses that will

cause a given material to fail. ASCE

P1826.
Mohr's dome. In the so-called "dome theory"
the dome is taken 'as semicircular by some

and parabolic by others. F. Mohr conceives of the dome as being semielliptical

and states that the ratios of- the semiaxes of the ellipse will be in the same
ratio as the vertical and lateral principal
stresses. Isaacson, pp. 238-239.

Mohr's salt. A ferrous-ammonium sulfate,

ranging upward in hardness
(4), apatite (5), orthoclase (6), quartz
(7), topaz (8), corundum (9), to the

through gypsum (2), calcite (3), fluorite
hardest, diamond, with the highest ranking number (10). Compare Knoop hardness. Long.

moil. a. A tool for breaking and wedging out

rock or coal. See also gad. Nelson. b. A
long gad used for accurate cutting in a
mine; a set. Standard, 1964. c. A short
pointed length of drill steel used to cut a
step in rock, for example, to hold a timber butt (moiling a hitch), and for dressing faces, removing loose fragments after
blast, etc. Pryor, 3. d. The best tool for
handcutting a sample in hard rock. Moils
are made of 34- or possibly 313-inch octagonal steel and are usually from 10 to
12 inches long. They are preferably sharp-

ened to a diamond point having a taper
about 2 inches long. A square or pyramidal point is sometimes used but does
not cut a channel in hard rock as well
as the diamond point. Lewis, p. 340. e.
The glass remaining on a punty or blow-

pipe after a gob has been cut off or

after a piece of ware has been blown and
severed. ASTM C162-66. f. The glass
originally in contact with the blowing
mechanism or head, which becomes cullet
after the desired article is severed from it.
ASTM C162-66.
moil point. A solid bar of casehardened steel,

pointed at one end, with a shank and

moisture-holding capacity
ture but not including visible surfam
moisture. Bennett 2d, 1962.
moisture. a. Essentially water, quantitatively
determined by definite prescribed methods

which may vary according to the nature
of the material. In the case of coal and
coke, the methods employed shall be
those prescribed in the Standard Methods
of Laboratory Sampling and Analysis of
Coal 2.nd Coke, ASTM Desivnation:
D 271 of the American Society (or Testing Materials. ASTM D 121-62. b. Agreed

percentage of water to be allowed for in
sale of mineral products. Deduction for
loss of weight of coal in transit, which.
arises from drainage between colliery and
consumer. Pryor. 3. c. A liquid (for example, water) diffused or condensed in
relatively small quantity and dispersed
through a gas, either as Invisible vapor or
as visible fog, or in or on a solid body in
insensible form or as sensible dampness,
or condensed on a cool surface as visible
dew specifically, atmospheric water vapor.
Weester 3d.

moisture allowance. A deduction from the
inital weight of washed coal to allow for
the (mpected loss of water by drainage.
B.S. 3323, 1960.
moisture, bed. The fotal moisture (percent)

in a seam of coal before working. B.S.
3552, 1962.
moisture content. a. The percentage moisture
content equals the weight of moisture
divided by the weight of dry soil multiplied by 100. The .moisture content of a
coal or mineral sample consists of two
portions, namely, the free or surface

moisture which can be removed by exposure t air, and the inherent moisture
which is entrapped in the fuel, and is
removed by heating at 220° F. NeLon.

b. Of soils, the ratio, expressed as a
percentage, of the weight of water in a
given soil mass to the weight of solid
particles. ASCE P1826. c. In chemical
analysis the moisure content is determined

by drying the sample at 110° C until the
weight is constant. For works' control of
the moisture content of a powder or of
clay, instruments are available based on
measurement of the pressure developed
by the evolution of acetylene from a mixture of the sample with calcium carbide.
Methods depending on the variations of
the electrical properties of a material

with changes in its moisture content are
not applicable to clays owing eo the great

upset collar at the other. The moil point,
hammered into rock or concrete, produces
a small hole that gradually deepens and
widens until the sides of the point are in
full contact with the rock. The effect is
then that of wedging, similar to plug-andfeathering. Carson, p. 300.
motet metallique. Name given to the surface

influence of exchangeable bases and soluble salts. The neutron absorption methcd
is more promising. Dodd.
moisture density curve. See compaction
curve. ASCE P1826.

treated with hydrochloric or sulfuric acids,

moisture equivalent (of soils). The ratio of
the weight of water which the soil, after

of sheet tin or tinplate which has been

under which treatment the metal surface
acquires a peculiar crystalline or watered
silk appearance. This is sometimes made
permanent by being coated with colored

varnishes. Camm.
moissanite. Carbon silicide, CSi, minute

green plates in the meteoric iron - of
Canon Diablo, Ariz. Hexagonal. Identical
with the artificial carborundum. English.
Moissan process. A process for the reduction
of chromic oxide with carbon in an electric furnace the hearth of which is lined

with a caicium chromite prepared by

heating together lime and chromic oxide.
Fay.

.

moist coal. Coal containing natural bed mois-
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moisture density test. See compaction test.
ASCE P1826.

saturation, will retain against a centrifugal

force 1,000 times the force of gravity to

the weight of the soil when dry. The
ratio is stated as a percentage. A.G.I.

moisture expansion. An increase in dimension

or bulk volume of a manufactured ce-

ramic article caused by reaction with
water__ or water vapor. This reaction may
occur in service at atmospheric temperature and pressure, but is expedited by ex-

posure of the articles to water or water
vapor at elevated temperatures and pressures. ACSG, 1963.

moisture-holding capacity. The quantity of
moisture (not removable by mechanical

means) contained by a coal in equilibrium
with an atmosphere saturated with water
vapor. This is employed in some systems
of classification as a criterion of rank.
B.S. 3323, 1960.
moisture in air-dried COW. Moisture retained
in coal after air-drying under standard
conditions. B.S. 3552, 1962.

moisture, inherent. Moisture not normally
removable from coal except by drying
with the aid of heat. B.S. 3552, 1962.
moisture in the air-dried sample; inherent
moisture. The moisture retained by a coal
sample after it has attained approximate

equilibrium with the atmosphere to which
it is exposed. B.S. 3323, 1960.
moisture in the analysis sample. The mois-

ture which is retained by the "through

72-mesh B.S. sieve" sample of coal after
it has been exposed to the laboratory
atmosphere and has attained approximate
equilibrium with it. B.S. 3323, 1960.

moisture man. One who determines the mois-

ture content of ores or concentrates by
removing a sample from pile or cor,veyor,

using metal paddle, and weighing the
sample before and after drying. D.O.T.

Supp.
moisture meter. See atomic moisture meter.
moisture movement. The difference between

the length of a specimen of concrete or
mortar when dried to constant length and
its length when subsequently saturated, expressed as a percentage of the dry length.
Taylor.

moisture sample. a. A sample taken for the
determination of moisture

content in

which the sample is weighed, placed in
a drying oven, dried at 105° C and
weighed again, the loss in weight representing the moisture content. Grab sampling is commonly used, since this method
is

the most rapid. Newton, pp. 31-3?.

b. In coal sampling, a sample to be used

exclusively for the purpose of determining
the total moisture. B.S. 1017, 1960, Pt. 1.
c. In ceke sampling, the prepared sample
for determining the total moisture subse-

quently used for preparing the analysis

sample. B.S. 1017, 1960, Pt. 2.
molality. Moles of solute in 1 kilogram of
solvent. Pryor, 3.

molar. A strength of solution itwolving

mold runner
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moisture-holding capacity

1

gram-molecular weight or fraction thereof
per liter of solution. API Glossary.
molar conductivity. Electrical conductivity
of a solution containing 1 gram-molecular

weight of a substance per liter. ASM
Gloss.

molarity. Moles of solute per liter of solution.

Pryor, 3.
Molasse. a. A provincial Swiss name for a
soft green sandstone associated with marl
and conglomerates, belonging to the Mio-

cene Tertiary period, extensively devel-

oped in 'the lower country of Switzerland,
and composed of Alpine detritus. A.G.I.
b. The detritus worn from elevated ranges

quarry and opencast blasting. The molasses and water may be used instead of
fuel oil and jive a denser mixture with
improved fragmentation. See also A.N./

fuel oil explosive. Nelson.
mold; mould. a. An impression made in the

earth or rock by the outside of a fossil

shell or other organic form; a cast of the

inner surface of such a fossil. Webster 3d.
b. Loose, broken, or friable earth; hence,
the surface soil. Arkell. c. A body of
molding sand or other heat-resisting material containing a cavity which when
filled with molten metal yields a casting
of the desired shape. Freeman. d. In powder metallurgy, the same as die. ASM
Gloss. e. A shape container in which the
feed is compressed to form the briquette;
also the indentations in the face of a
roll. Also called cup; impression. B.S.
3552, 1962. f. A form in which ceramic
or glassware is fabricated. Molds are
usually made from plaster, metal, or wood.
Bureau of Mines Staff. g. A hollow shape,

usually of plaster, into which plastic material is pressed or poured. ACSG. h. A
form, usually metal, in which glass is
shaped. ASTM C162-66.
moldable refractory. A graded refractory

material, moistened ready for use and
intended for ramming into position in a
furnace lining; such a material may be

air-hardening. Also known as plastic refractory. Dodd.
moldavite. a. A specific name for ozocerite
from Moldavia. Also spelled moldovite.
English. b. A transparent, green, vitreous
stone or natural glass, regarded by some
petrologists as of meteoric origin and by
others as a form of obsidian. Also spelled
moldauite. Fay, See also bouteillenstein;
moldovite.

moldboard. a. A board on which to ram a
pattern; a follow board. Standard, 1964.
b. A curved surface of a plow, dozer, or
grader blade, or other dirt mover, which
gives dirt moving over it a rotary, spiral,
or twisting movement. Nichols, 2.

mold box. A box in which molten steel is

hydraulically compressed. Standard, 1964.
mold brick. A fire clay brick, or a heat insu-

lating brick, shaped to fit in the top of
an ingot mold to help to maintain the
top of the ingot molten until the main

part of the ingot has solidified. Dodd.

mold capper. One who caps ingot molds after

they are filled with hot metal by placing

an iron plate on top of the mold. Also

called hot bailer and platform man.
D.O.T. 1.
molded brick. A term sometimes used for
soft-mud brick. Fay.

molded cameo. A cameo produced by casting
in a mold such materials as ceramics,
metals glass, plastics, or sealing wax.
See also Wedgewood. Shipley.
molded coal. An artificial fuel made of char-

coal refuse and coal tar, molded into
cylinders, dried, and carbonized. Fay.

during and immediately after the major
diastrophism, deposited in the later fore-

molded glass. Glass which is formed in a

formed and overthrust by the final last

molder. a. One who makes molds for castings.

deep, considerably in front of the preceding Flysch geosyncline. It may be de-

advance of the nappes (overthrust sheets).
As this is also a typical formation common
to all large mountain chains the term

Molasse may be applied to ;11 orogenic
deposits of a similar genesis. A.G.I.
molasses/A.N. explosive. A new explosive
mixture consisting of about 80 pounds of
ammonium nitrate mixed with 10 pints

of molasses and 5 pints of water, for

mold, as distinct from cast, rolled, drawn,
or offhand ware. ASTM C162-66.

Standard, 1964. b. One who molds tempered clay into unburned bricks. Standard, 1964. c. One who forms pottery and

porcelain ware by compressing plastic
clay in mold. D.O.T. I. Also spelled

moulder.
moldering. That process in the decomposition
of vegetable and animal substances taking

place with inadequate air available for
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complete disintegration, and which, because it is incomplete, leaves small quanties of substances rich in carbon as residue. Compare disintegration ; peat formation; putrefaction. A.G.I.

molders' rule. A ruler with measurements
sufficiently elongated to compensate for
the heat expansion and contraction of a
metal. Such rules are used in metal casting to correct dimensions to normal temperatures. Bennett 2d, 1962. See also
shrinkage rule. Bureau of Mines Staff.
mold facing. A fine powder or wash applied
to the face of a mold to ensure a smooth
casting. Standard, 1964.
molding. a. The practice of pouring molten
metal into suitable molds. Hansen. b. The

pressing of powder to form a compact.
ASTM B243-65.
molds. Fresman.

c. The art of making

molding compound. A mixture of resins, ingredients, and fillers before processing

into the finished product. BuMines R.I.

5971, 1962, p. 2.
molding crane. A crane adapted for use in
a foundry in handling molds and flasks.
Fay.

molding frame. A template to shape a loam
mold. Standard, 1964.
molding hole. An excavation in a foundry
floor for large castings. Standard, 1964.
molding loam. A coarse silica sand with only
small quantities, if any, of clay or feldspar. In the foundry, it is mixed with
fireclay to make cupola and ladle linings.
Hess.

molding machine. A machine for making
sand molds by mechanically compacting
sand around a pattern. ASM Gloss.
molding press. In powder metallurgy, a press
used to form compacts. ASM Gloss.

moldings. Derb. Weathered ore at surface
of outcrop. Arkell.

molding sand. a. Sand containing sufficient
refractory clay substance to bond strongly
without destroying the permeability to air
and gases when rammed to the degree required. Freeman. b. Sands used in the
foundry for making molds are divided into
two classes: (1) facing sand, a specially
prepared mixture used to form the face of
the mold, where it will be in direct contact with the cast metal; and (2) backing
sand, which fills up the body of the molding box or flask and supports the facing
sand. The backing sand consists of f.00r
or black sand, that is, sand that has been
in previous use. Osborne. See also foundry
sand.

molding table. A potter's table for shaping
their ware. Standard, 1964.
mold lubricant. A substance applied on or
into molds to reduce friction or prevent
adhesion, ASTAI C162-66.

mold mark. Mark or seam on glassware resulting from
CI62-66.

a

mold

joint.

ATSM

mold oil. Liquids, such as oil, soft soap, or
worthless paint, which are not absorbd

by formwork and are applied over its
surface to prevent the adhesion of con-

crete and thus to facilitate

its removal

after the concrete has set. See also shuttering. Ham.

mold plug. A truncated cone shaped refractory piece which sets in the bottom of an
ingot mold. A.I.S.I. No. 24.

mold runner. A man or youth who in old

pottery factories, carried filled molds from
the making department to the drying room
and empty molds back again to the maker;
this work has now been eliminated by the

introduction of dryers of various types
placed adjacent to the making machines.
Dodd.

mold wash. An aqueous or alcoholic emulsion
or suspension of various materials used to

coat the surface of a mold cavity. ASM
Gloss.

mole. a. A massive, solid-fill nearshore structure of earth, masonry, or large stone

which may serve as either a breakwater
or a pier. Hy. b. An egg-shaped device
pulled behind the tooth of a subsoil plow
to open drainage passages. Also called
mole ball. Nichols. c. Colom. Galena.
Fay. d. Colom. Sulfides or concentrates
consisting principally of galena. Fay. e.
The molecular weight expressed in grams

(gram - molecular weight). Crispin. f.
Weight in grams of a compound in terms
of its molecular weight. A molar solution
of sulfuric acid, for example, contains HI
(2 grams), sulfur (32 grams), and 04 (64
grams) or 98 grams per liter. Also spelled
mol. See also gram molecule. Pryor, 3.
molecular colloid. Single macromolecule
which repeats structure of the unit molecule, its atoms being chemically bonded.
Pryor, 3.
molecular concentration. Mols in stated volume of solution. Pryor, 3.
molecular crystals. Loosely bound aggregates
of stable molecules, for example, dry ice,
solid iodine, sulfur, paraffin, and most of
the other crystalline organic solids. Newton, p. 162.
molecular filter sampler. Using a porous
membrane filter of very small openings,
this sampler achieves nearly 100 percent
efficiency at moderate rates of flow. Mem-

branes of three different porosities are
used to permit the sampling of dusts of
varying concentration and particle size.

molybdenum disilieide
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3 to 6 feet wide, are left between the

sections extiacted by the machine. The

accurate stearing of the machine is a critical feature of this new system of mining.
See also coal auger; Collins miner. Nelson.
mole-pct Abbreviation for mole-percent. BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
mole plough. A vertical knife blade with a
horizontal torpedo-shaped bottom member
about 3 inches in diameter, which is
hauled through the ground to cut a mole

drain. A mole plough can be used to lay
copper and plastic water pipes. Ham.
moler. A deposit of diatomite of marine origin occurring on the island of Mors, Denmark; it has been worked since 1912 for
use as a heat insulating material, as a
constituent of special cements, and for
other purposes. Dodd.

MO Iler and Pfeiffer dryer. A multitrack tun-

nel dryer with concurrent air flow and
heat recuperation from the hot air at the
exit end. This design of dryer is well
suited to heavy clay products requiring

gentle initial drying. Dodd.
Molluscs. The widespread swamps during
Coal Measures' times were exceptionally
favorable habitats for a group of molluscs,
closely resembling the present day freshwater mussel Anodonta. These animals,
belonging to the general carbonicola, anthracomya, and niadites, were undergoing
fairly rapid evolution during Coal Measures times and therefore have proved of
great value for the purpose of coal seam
correlation. Nelson.
Molluscoidea. Soft-bodied animals having a
shell in two halves usually unequal in size,
and include the Brachiopods. Mason, v.1,
p. 26.

Flow rate is controlled by the use of calibrated orifices. Hartman, pp. 53-54.
molecular orientation. Dipole effect at discontinuity lattice of solid surrounded by
liquid which contains ions of opposite
charge to the electric charges on the dis-

molluskite. The dark-colored carbonaceous
matter sometimes found in shell marbles
due to the petrifaction of organic portions
of mollusks. Standard, 1964.
mollusks; molluscs. Marine animals (usually
with shells) significant as fouling forms.
Include mussels, jingle shells, oysters and
boring forms, such as shipworms and bor-

fore attracted to the interface where they
form an oriented monolayer. Pryor, 3.
molecular weight. That of one molecule of
a compound or element as compared with

sociation formed among the tenantry in
Ireland about 1843, principally to intimidate law officers and prevent the service

continuity lattice points, and are there-

the atomic weight of hydrogen (1) or

more usually oxygen (16). Summation of
the atomic weights of the elements in a
molecule. Pryor, 3.
molecule. The smallest part of a substance
that can exist separately and still retain
its composition and characteristic properties. The smallest combination of atoms
that will form a given chemical comPound. Stan,lard, 1964. An activated
molecule is one with its electrons moving
at excited energy levels and therefore
(Arrhenius) mainly responsible for rate
of chemical reaction. Energy of activation
is that required to raise a normal molecule
to its active state. Pryor, 3.
mole drain. A drainage slot cut through stiff

clay by means of a mole plough. It is a
cheaper method of drainage than laying
agricultural drains. Ham.

mole mining. A method of working coal
seams about 30 inches thick, using a small
continuous miner type of machine, which

ing clams. Hy.
Molly Maguire. a. A member of a secret as-

of legal writs. Its members disguised themselves in the dress of women. Webster 2d.

b. A member of a similar association of
Irishmen organized in the anthracite coal
region of Pennsylvania about 1854, and
broken up in 1877. WAster 2d.
molten. Reduced to the fluid state by heat;
melted; fused; as, molten metal. Standard,
1964.

molten cast brick. Refractory material made
by fusing refractory oxides in an electric
furnace and pouring the molten material
into molds to form finished shapes. A.R.I.
molten cast refractory. A solidified material

made by melting refractory ingredients

and pouring into molds. ASTM C71-64.
molten-salt reactor. See fused-salt reactor.
L&L,

molten slag. A waste product of smelting,
usually a mixture of silicates. Ency. of
Chem. Tech., v. 8, p. 937.
moluranite. A uranium molybdate, UO2.3UO3. 7Mo03. 201150;

isotropic; black ;

remote controlled from the roadway

resinous luster; amorphous; occurs in fine

machine is used to cut and extract sections of coal about 6 feet wide for a dis-

1958, p. 380; v. 45, No. 1-2, January-

is

and without any associated supports. The

tance of 100 yards or so from pillars
alongside the roadway. Small ribs of coal,

fissures in granulated albitite. American
Mineralogist, v. 43, No. 3-4, March-April
February 1960, p. 258.
mol wt Abbreviation for molecular weight.

P'>30

BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
molybdate orange. Mixed crystals containing
70 percent lead chromate, 14 percent lead

sulfate, and 9 percent lead molybdate.
Used as a pigment. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

molybdenite. A black, platy, disulfide of
molybdenum, MoS2, crystallizing in the
hexagonal system. It is the most common
ore of molybdenum. Fay; Dana 17.
molybdenite concentrate. Commercial molybdenite ore after the first processing opera-

tions. Contains about 90 percent molybdenum disulfide along with 9uartz, feldspar, water, and processing oil. CCD 6d,
1961.

molybdenum. A silvery-white, very hard,
metallic element in the chromium group
or group VI of the periodic system. Its
physical properties are similar to those of
iron and its chemical properties are similar to those of a nonmetal. Used for electrodes of mercury-vapor lamps, as wire
for winding electric-resistance furnaces,
steel alloys. Symbol, Mo; isometric; valences, 2, 3, 4 ?, 5 ?, and 6;

and in

atomic number, 42; atomic weight, 95.94;
specific gravity, 10.22 (at 20° C) ; melting
point, 2,620°-± 10° C; boiling point,
5,560° C or sublimes at 4,507° C (at 760
mm) ; insoluble in water, in hydrofluoric
acid, and in ammonia; soluble in hot concentrated nitric acid, in hot concentrated
sulfuric

acid, and in aqua regia; and

slightly soluble in hydrochloric acid. As
an alloying agent, it increases the hardenability and toughness of quenched and
tempered steels and it raises the strength
of steel at high temperatures. Used in
nickel-based alloys that are heat-resistant
and corrosion-resistant; in electrodes in
electrically heated glass furnaces and forehearths; in nuclear-energy applications;

for missile and aircraft parts; and as a

wire for filaments for metal-evaporation
processes and for filaments, grids, and
screens in electronic tubes. C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

1964, pp. B-2, B-121, B 195.
molybdenum aluminki2. Mo3A1; melting

point, 2,150° C. Although its oxidation
resistance is poor compared to other aluminides and silicides, it is good compared

to molybdenum metal. It is a refractory
crucible material for melting certain metals. Lee.
molybdenum borides. Five compounds have
been reported: M02B, melting point,
2,120° C, and specific gravity, 9.3; Mo3B2,

dissociates at 2,250° C; MoB, exists in

two crystalline forms: alpha MoB, melting
point, 2,350° C, specific gravity, 8.8; and
beta MoB, melting point, 2,180° C, specific gravity, 8.4; Mo2B5, dissociates at approximately 1,600° C, specific gravity, 7.5;
and MoB2, melting point, 2,100° C, specific gravity, 7.8, and thermal expansion,
7.7 x 10'. Dodd.
molybdenum carbides. MoC, melting point
2,692° C, specific gravity 8.5; MosC,
melting point 2,687°, specific gravity 8.9.
Dodd.
molybdenum disilkide; molybdenum silicide.
MoSi2; gray.; metallic; tetragonal; and
melting point, 2,000° C. It has good oxidation resistance at elevated temperatures;

maintains fairly good strength; and has

refractory applications. Molecular weight,
152.11; specific gravity, 6.31 (at 20.5°
C) ; insoluble in acids and in aqua regia;
and soluble in hydrofluoric acid plus nitric

acid. Lee; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-196.

molybdenum disulfide
molybdenum disulfide. A mineral resembling

graphite both in appearance and to the
touch. When highlyrefined and purified
it has unusual qualities as a dry lubricant
and may be applied in powder form to
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sium, 2(Pb,Mg)O.Si02.1120; has one perfect cleavage hexagonal. Foliated, resembling mica. From Langban, Sweden. English; Larsen, p. 89.
moly enamel. See molybdenum enamel.

monito_ ng
accessory apatite. Some varieties contain
accessory melilite, nepheline, haiiyne, or
leucite. A.G.I.
Mond gas. A producer gas made by using a
large proportion of steam to air at a relatively low temperature, to that large
amounts of ammonia can be recovered as
a byproduct. Webster 3d.
mondhaldeite. A name derived from a lo-

Dodd.
metal surfaces or used with carriers such molysite.
An incrustation, brownish-red, light
and
silicones.
It
has
been
as oil, grease,
or
dark,
and yellow, ferric chloride FeC12,
incorporated in plastics andatpowdered
found
usually
in the vicinity of volcanoes
temperacality on the Kaiserstuhl, Baden, Germetal compacts. It is effective
lavas, etc. Fay.
as
a
deposit
on
many, and applied by Osann to a group
tures up to about 315° C and under high moment distribution. A method of calculatof dike rocks having the mineralogy of the
pressure. Osborne.
ing bending moments, in redundant
hornblende-pyroxene andesites. Chemimolybdenum enamel; moly enamel. A vitreframes and continuous beams, using sucpercent
cally, they are andesites of about 60 perous enamel containing about 7.5 the
cessive approximations. Ham.
adcent silica with almost as much potash as
molybdic oxide, which improves
effect
on
a
moment of force. The turning
soda. Fay.
herence and acid resistance. Dodd.
body about a point called the pivot or ful- Mond
process. A process for extracting and
molybdenum minerals. Main ore is molybturning
effect
is
comcrum.
In
practice,
purifying
nickel. The main features conwulfenite.
is
denite; a subsidiary one
monly called leverage. Morris and Cooper,
sist of forming nickel carbonyl by reaction
Metal is used in special iron alloys, elecp. 150.
of the finely divided reduced metal with
trical apparatus and chemistry. Pryor, 3.
moment of inertia. Resistance offered by a
carbon monoxide, and decomposing the
One
who
filmolybdenum roaster operator.
body
to
angular
acceleration
about
a
spenickel carbonyl, with deposition of nickel
ters and dries molybdenum concentrate
cific axis of rotation. Pryor, 3.
on small nickel pellets. ASM Gloss.
preparatory to roasting, and roasts the moment
of resistance. The couple produced Mond producer. A furnace used for the
concentrate in a multiple-hearth furnace
by the internal forces in a beam subjected
manufacture of producer gas. Fay.
to remove sulfur. D.O.T. Supp.
to bending under the maximum permis- Monell process. A two-step modification of
molybdenum
disilimolybdenum silicide. Sec
also
bending
moment.
sible stress. See
the basic open-hearth process of steel
cide. Dodd.
Ham.
manufacturing in which limestone and ore
molybdenum trioxide; molybdic oxide; mol- momentum.
Mass times velocity. Pryor, 3.
are heated till pasty; molten pig iron is
ybdic anhydride; molybdenum anhydride; momentum grades. Grades so situated that
then added; the slag is brought to a foammolybdite. a. Mo02; white at ordinary
(due
to
its
the kinetic energy of a train
ing state by oxidation of the carbon in
temperatures; yellow at elevated temperaspeed at the foot of the grade) will enthe iron and runs out of the furnace
weight,
143.94;
orthotures; molecular
the train to
able
the
locomotive
to
haul
through special slag notches. Bennett 2d,
(at
21°
C)
;
rhombic; specific gravity, 4.69
of speed bethe
top
without
a
reduction
point,
1962.
melting point, 795° C; boiling (at 760
low 10 or 12 miles per hour. Urquhart, Monel Metal. Copper-nickel alloy of high
1,264° C or sublimes at 1,155° C
Sec.
2,
p.
26.
tensile strength, with great resistance to
mm) ; sparingly soluble in water; very Momertz-Lintz system. A unique winding archemical corrosion. Consists of 27 performation
soluble in excess alkali with the
rangement where two winding engines are
cent copper, 2 to 3 percent iron, and 68
soluble
in
concenof molybdates; and
arranged alongside the shaft, the shaft
percent nickel. A little tellurium may be
trated mixtures of nitric and hydrochloric
The
collar forming a common foundation.
added to improve machinability. Pryor, 3.
acids and in mixtures of nitric and sulropes are practically vertical and there is monetite. A pale yellowish mineral with 3
furic acids. Two hydrates are known:
less rope oscillation. Sinclair, V, pp.
pi nacoi d al cleavages, 2Ca0 . P202. 1-120;
Mo02. H20 and Mo02. 2H20. Readily
103-104.
form
a
Mohs' hardness, 3.5; specific gravity, 2.75.
combines with acids and bases to
showM.O. mine safety indicator. A system
Larsen, p. 111.
series of polymeric compounds. Used in
ing, by means of lights, the position of money stone. A local name in Pennsylvania
the production of metallic molybdenum,
with
a
master
all switchgear underground,
for rutile. Shipley.
in ceramic glazes, in enamels, in pigments,
control which would show up if a section mongrel.
Eng. Irregular gray limestone, Lowand as a catalyst in the petroleum indusoff
at
the
of a mine had been switched
er
Lias,
Lyme Regis. Compare bullymong;
try. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemissubstation, leaving switches inbye in the
minge.
Arkell.
try and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-195.
on position. A recorder gives a complete monheimite. A variety of smithsonite conb. Used in small iquantities in some whiteoperating picture of a power-loading face.
ncrease
strength
and
to
taining iron carbonate. Fay.
ware bodies to
Nelson.
the
inmonimolite. An antimonate of lead, containlower firing temperatures due to
rising
above
a
hill
monadnock.
Residual
creased wetting action of the glass phase.
ing also substantial amounts of calcium
peneplain and not yet worn down to that
quantities
large
enamels,
and ferrous iron. The approximate forIn porcelain
plane; named after Mt. Monadnock, New
produce opacity due to the crystallization
mula is: (Pb,Ca)2S13202. Fracture is small
Hampshire. Mather.
of molybdates of the alkaline earths, lead monazite.
conchoidal, splintery; luster, greasy to
metals
A phosphate of the cerium
adamantine; color, yellow, gray-green or
or zinc, when the quenched frit is heated.
and the principal ore of the rare earths
Quantities greater than 1 percent smelted
dark brown. Dana,7, v. 2, p. 1023.
chief
and
thorium.
Monoclinic.
One
of
the
monistic.
Not ionized in solution. Pryor, 3.
in frits act as adherence promoters in castin
the
manufacsources of thorium used
iron enamels, sheet-steel enamels, jewelry
monitor.
a.
In hydraulicking, a high-pressure
moderately
to
ture of gas mantles. It is a
enamels, and high-temperature ceramic
nozzle mounted in a swivel on a skid
(CE,La,Y,strongly
radioactive
mineral,
frame. Nichols, 2. b. Jet used to direct
coatings. White frits which contain
Th) (PO4); yellowish, reddish-brown, yelsmelted molybdic oxide, with or without
high-pressure water (hydraulic water) on
lowish-brown,
and
green.
It
occurs
widely
antimony oxide have excellent adherence
unconsolidated gravels and sands in alludisseminated as an accessory mineral in
vial mining to break down, wash, and
when applied directly to steel. Lee.
granitic igneous rocks and gneissic metamolybdic anhydride. See molybdenum tritransport them. Pryor, 3. c. A self-dumpmorphic rocks. Detrital sands in regions
ing car, holding from 5 to 8 tons of coal.
oxide. CCD 6d, 1961.
of such rocks may contain commercial
molybdic ocher. See ferrimolybdite. CCD 6d,
It is filled by emptying the mine car intb
quantities of monazite. It also occurs in
it at the foot of the slope or top of the
1961.
pegmatites associated with zircon, xenomolybdine. See molybdite.
incline. See also gunboat. B.C.I. d. See
time, gadolinite, samarskite, fergusonite,
hydraulic monitor. Nelson. e. A gas sammolybdite. See ferrimolybdite.
magnetite, apatite, columbite, and ilmenmolybdocolic. Lead colic. Fay.
pler for continuous sampling of the atmosCrosby,
ite. Thorium-free monazite is rare.
phere in a mine, usually sounding an
molybdomenite. An orthorhombic mineral;
pp. 30-31; Fay; Dana 17.
or
pearly
aiarm when the gas threshold is exceeded.
yellowish-white;
colorless to
monazite sand. See monazite. Bennett 2d,
Hartman, p. 25. f. An instrument that
greasy lustered; contains lead ancl selenite.
1962.
Amertcan Mineralogist. v. 39, No. 9-10, moncheite.
measures the level of ionizing radiation in
chalMinute steel-gray grains in
September-October 1954, p. 850.
an area. Lin.
copyrite, (Pt,Pd) (Te,Bi) j from Monche- monitoring.
Eng. The taking of air samples
molybdonosns. Lead poisoning. Standard,
gorsk, U.S.S.R. Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
underground with particular reference to
1964.
composed
niolybdoparesis. Lead palsey; painters' pa- monchiquite. A mafic lamprophyre
the detection of outbreaks of spontaneous
of titanaugite, barkevilcite, olivine, and
combustion or heatings in their early
ralysis. Standard, 1964.
of
titanomagnetite
in
an
isotropic
base
pale
white,
stages, from Warwickshire. Nelson.
molybdophyllIte. A colorless,
analcite. Biotite 'may be present, and also
green basic silicate of lead and magne-
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monitor operator
monitor operator. See incline man. DOT 1.
monk-and-nun tile. Popular name for Spanish tile. See also Spanish tile. Dodd.
monkey. a. An appliance for mechanically

gripping or letting go the rope in rope

haulage. Fay. b. A block placed between
the rails on an incline to prevent the cars
from running back. Standard, 1964. c.
The word monkey prefixed to a technical
term means small, thus monkey chute, a
small chute; monkey drift, a small drift,
usually driven in for prospecting purposes.

Fay. d. See casing drive hammer. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 3. e. A small, water-

cooled, bronze casting in the cinder-notch
cooler through which cinder runs from the
cinder notch when the bot is withdrawn.
Fay. f. A small glass-melting crucible.
Standard, 1964.
monkey board. A single, unrailed, heavy

plank, mounted above the drill platform
in the derrick or tripod and serving as a
walkway or work platform. Long.

monkey chock. Aust. See bobbin, a. Fay.

monkey cooler. In a blast furnace, a watercooled casting, usually of copper, that is
installed inside of the intermediate cooler,
and in which is inserted the cinder, tapping-hole closure or bot. Henderson.

monkey drift. A small drift driven in for
prospecting purposes, or a cross-cut driven
to an airway above the gangway. Zern.

monkey face. A term applied to a chain

bracket to be inserted between adjacent
shaker conveyor troughs to permit suspen-

sion of the trough line from the roof.
monkey gangway. a. Penn. An air course
Jones.

driven parallel with a gangway and heading at a higher level. Used where a seam
has considerable pitch or dip. Fay. b. A
small gangway parallel to a main gangway. Hudson.
monkey hair. Caotehouc, or rubber, derived
from a milk juice of plants and which fills
latex cells and tubes. It is resistant to
decomposition and found in many brown
coals as a wooly mass. Stutzer and Noe,
1940, p. 73.
monkey heading. A narrow and low passage
driven in the coal where miners take refuge while coal is being blasted. Chiefly
in mine where seams pitch sharply.
Korson.

monkey hole. See dog hole. Zern.
monkey jar. An earthenware vessel used in
tropical countries for cooling drinking

water. Also called water monkey. Standard, 1964. In Mexico it is called an olla.
Fay.

monkey ladder. A ladder made of saplings in

which the widely separated steps rest in
the coal. Used by miners in going to and

from their

breasts in steeply pitching

seams. Korson.

monkey pot. See jockey pot. C.T.D.

monkey rolls. The smaller rolls in an an-

namet: for its inventor, Thomas Monkey.
Crispin.

monmouthite. A variety of unite consisting
mainly of nepheline (three-fourths rock)
and hastingsite, with minor cancrinite, albite, calcite, and sodalite, and accessory
apatite and opaque oxides. A.G.I.
Monnier kiln. A tunnel kiln designed for the
firing of building bricks; it is mechanically
fired from the top with coal, which burns
among the bricks as in a Hoffmann kiln.
See also Hoffmann kiln. Dodd.
Monnier process. The treatment of copper
sulfide ores by roasting with sodium sulfate, and subsequent lixiviation and precipitation. Fay.
monobasic. Containing one hydrogen atom
replaceable by a metal with the formation
of a salt. C.T.D.
monobasic acid. Acid which yields one hydrogen ion per molecule in solution, for
example, nitric acid, HNO3. Bennett 2d,
1962.

Monobel. Trademark for low-velocity permissible dynamites furnished in six grades
based upon velocity and cartridge count.

Fair to poor water resistance. Used for
mining coal where lump coal is a factor.
CCD 6d, 1961.

monocable. A form of aerial ropeway in
which the same ro_pe is used both to
support and haul along the overturning
skips in which the debris is carried. These
rest upon the rope and obtain a sufficient
frictional grip on it to be caried up

moderate gradients and over pulleys by
means of an inverted Vee-shaped saddle
lined with wood, rubber, or composition.
The rope is driven by a surge wheel in

a similar manner to an endless-rope haulage. See also fixed clip monocable; normal monocable. Sinclair, V, p. 359.
monochromatic. Having or consisting of one
color only. Shipley.
monochromatic light. Light which vibrates
at one frequency or optical wavelength.
Pryor, 3.
monochromator. A device for producing
monochromatic light. Usually applied to
a form of spectroscope which can be adjusted to transmit light from any desired
region of the spectrum, but may also be
applied to any source of monochromatic
light (for example, to a sodium vapor

lamp). Shipley.
monochrome decoration. A single color decoration. ASTAI C242-60T.
monoclinal; monocline. a. In geology, dipping only in onc direction, or composed
of strata so dipping; as,. a monoclinal

ridge; a monoclinal flexure. Sometimes
improperly called uniclinal. Standard,
1964. b. An abrupt downward flexure of
nearly horizontal strata without any corresponding bend to form an anticline or
syncline. Standard, 1964. c. Loosely, any
series of strata dipping in one direction

thracite breaker. Fay.
monkey shaft. A small shaft raise extending
from a lower to a higher level. Fay.
monkey winch. A device for exerting a strong

only, as an isocline. Standard, 1964.
monoclinal coast. Coast formed by a monoclinal fold. Schieferdecker.
monocline. A monoclinal fold. Fay. See also

arches from disused roadways. It consists
of a framework containing a hand-operated drum, around which a steel rope 50
feet in length is wound. To hold the drum
in position a ratchet device is used with
both gears. A simple reversing mechanism
which disengages the ratchet is also attached. The winch is firmly anchored
when in use. See also sylvester. Nelson.
monkey wrench. An adjustable wrench

monoclinic. A crystal system in which crys-

pull and may be used to withdraw steel

Monometer furnace
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monoclinal.

tals have one twofold axis, a symmetry

plane.' or both. Hurlbut.
monoclinic block. A quarry term, applied to

a block of stone bounded by 3 pairs of

parallel faces, 8 of the 12 interfacial
angles being right angles, 2 obtuse angles,
and 2 acute angles. Fay.
monoclinic sulfur; prismatic sulfur. Artificial;
forms needle-shaped crystals; stable be-

tween 95.5° C and 120° C and is pre-

pared by crystallizing sulfur above 95.5°
C; melting point, 120° C; specific gravity,
1.96; soluble in carbon disulfide; insoluble in water; unstable, slowly changes to
rhombic form. It is usually obtained by
simply melting sulfur and allowing it to

solidify at 120° C, if puref or just less

than this temperature when it is not pure.
Cooper pp. 277, 278.
monoclinic symmetry. In structural petrology, it may refer to either the movement
or the fabric. Monoclinic symmetry of
movement is analogous to the sliding of
cards over one another in one direction;

in this movement, there is one plane of
symmetry parallel to a, the direction of
tectonic transport. In monoclinic symmetry of fabric there is one plane of
symmetry parallel to a, the direction of

tectonic transport. A.G.I.
monoclinic system. That system of crystals
whose forms are referred to three unequal
axes, two intersecting obliquely and the

third perpendicular to both the others.

Fay.

Monofrax. Refractory of alumina and other
oxides. Bennett 2d, 1962.
monogene. Proposed by Naumann and applied to rocks composed of a single mineral species, for example, dunite. Synonymous with monomineralic. A.G.I.
monogenetic. One in genesis; resulting from
one process of formation; said of a
mountain range. Webster 2d.
monogenetic gravel. A loose detrital sedi-

ment in which the predominant size of

the particles is 2 to 10 millimeters; it
consists of one type of constituent. C.T.D.
monograin. A free-flowing high explosive
widely used for charging bulled holes and
large-diameter (well dn11) holes. Nelson.

monohydrate. A hydrate containing one molecule of water. Webster 3d.
monolayer; monomolecular film. Layer one

molecule deep adsorbed to the discontinuity lattice or surface of the solid in
a solid/liquid system, or to the liquid in
one of liquid/gas. Pryor, 3.

monolith. a. A single stone or block of stone,

especially one of large size, shaped into
a pillar, statue, or monument. Webster 2d.
b. A building material for floors, having

a sawdust base and applied in a plastic
condition. It is both ,fireproof and waterproof. Webster 2d. c. A hollow foundation
piece of concrete, brickwork, or masonry

with a number of open wells passing

through it. It is sunk in a manner similar
to the cylinder caisson, the wells being
filled with concrete to form a solid foundation. C.T.D.

monolithic. A wan without joints; for ex-

ample concrete. VV.
monolithic concrete. Concrete cast without
joints, other than construction joints.
Taylor.
monolithic lining. In a furnace, one formed

by ramming or sintering a crushed re-

fractory substance into position. Pryor, 3.
monolithic aim-Wry. Furnace lining made
in one piece or formed by casting, ramming, or tamping into position. Osborne.
monomaceral. Coal microlithotype consisting of a single maceral, that is, fusite or
vitrite. A.G.I. Supp.
monometallic. Consisting of but one metal.
Fay.

Monometer furnace. Trade name for an oilfired rotary furnace, . particularly for the
melting of cast iroa; a rammed refractory

Monometer furnace
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Montgomery jig. A plunger-type jig with the
Gloss.
to a specified depth. ASM
plunger beneath the screen. The distinmonovalent; univalent. a. Having a valence
guishing feature of this jig is the use of
b. Having one valence;
screen
of 1. Webster 3d.
two sets of valves beneath the
in
washing
bifor example, calcium which has only a
plate. Used extensively
valence of 2. Webster 2d.
both closely sized and
coal,
tuminous
Marine and estuMonroan or Monroe stage.
slack sizes. Mitchell, p. 427.
arine strata which succeed the Salinian
in Mention. Middle or lower Paleocene. A.G.I.
and
New
York,
and
3.
in Michigan, Ohio, they consist of limeSupp.
monomolecular layer. See unimolecular layer.
Ontario, Canada;and a pure quartz sand, monticellite. A mineral, CaMgSiOg usually
Pryor, 3.
stones, dolomites,
occurring in colorless to gray orthOrhombthe Sylvania sandstone. C.T.D.
Mononphelan. Upper Pennsylvanian. A.G.I.
ic crystals embedded in limestones. A.G.I.
Mex.
Mountain.
Fay.
b.
montana.
a.
Sp.
Supp.
monticle.
A little hill, knob, or mound; espeand
through country rock
Monongahela series, The Upper Productive
ores
scattered
cially,
a
subordinate volcanic cone. StanCoal Measures of the Pennsylvanian, of
not found in deposits of any appreciable
dard,
1964.
the
highest
member.
which they constitute
size. Fay.
Characterized by or having little
Montana agate. A name for mocha stone from monticulate.
C.T.D.
hills. Standard, 1964.
knobs
or
Mono pump. This pump consists essentially
Montana. Shipley. So-called moss agate montiform. Mountainlike; having the shape
the
form
of
a
double
of a rubber stator in single helical rotor Montana moss agate.
of a mountain. Fay.
the prininternal helix and a
or mocha stone from Montana,Principally
montmartrite. A variety of gypsum, containa slightly
which rolls in the stator withmaintains
cipal
source
of
these
stones.
a
ing calcium carbonee. Standard, 1964.
ecccntric motion. The rotor
from bed of the Yellowstone River and
a. Clay minerals which
(pyrolusite).
shipmonhnorillonite.
constant seal across the stator and this
containing manganese
composition of essenthe
through
have
a
theoretical
continuously
seal travels
ley.
Cretaceous,
compositive
uniform
displacetially Al4Si8020(OH)4.nHs0. Montmorillonpump, giving a
Montanan. The Middle
the theoretical
below and the
ite always differs from
ment. The Monoconditions.
pump is manufactured
prising
the
Pierre
group
substitutions
within
The
rotor
is
succeeded
by
the
formula
because
of
Fox Hill group above; by the Co lorato meet mining abrasion-resisting or nonmagnesium,
nickthe
lattice,
for
example,
made of special
Laramian and underlair(..anada by coalor some of the
corroding steel. It is self-priming and will
el, zinc, iron, phosphorus,
doan.
Represented
in
Bureau of Mines
therefore work on the snore. The length
bearing strata in Alberta. C.T.D.
substituting elements. hydrated
provides for a Montana
silicate of
almandine garStaff; Pryor, 3. b. A
of the stator and rotor
ruby.
a.
Pyrope
or
important
clay
than
3600
to
proit
may
magnesium,
one
of
the
like
any
mimomer
twist of slightly more
net, although
other garnets, or inthe chief constituent of
vide for a complete seal. For &Tater heads
minerals
and
have
been
used
for
are in(Al,Mg)sthe length of stator and rotor
bentonite and fuller's earth,
deed any stone. Shipley. b. Grossularite
Dana
17.
creased so as to provide two or more
(Si40,0),
(
OH
)30.
1
2H20.
garnet. Shipley.
the head is Montana
to permit
complete seals in series and
sapphire. A sapphire from Mon- montre. An opening in a kiln wall Standard,
Mason,
V.
2,
in addition to
then developed in stages.
of the contents.
tana. Many fancy colors
inspection
p. 626.
blue stones have been produced in this
1964.
monopyroxene. Any of several pyroxene minessexite
state. As a trade grade, it refers to thc; montrealite. A melanocratic-olivine
the
monoclinic
titanaugite and ticrystallize
in
where
found,
poserals that
consisting
of
major
no
matter
sapphire,
system. They usually have considerable
sessing a comparatively light and comparatanhornblende, olivine, and plagioclase.
calcium and may or may not contain
electric
and nepheline,
color
called
It may contain biotite apatite,
tively grayish-blue
sphene,
aluminum and the alkalies. Preferably
of
this
grade
calcite,
blue,
or
steel
blue.
Stones
with
accessory
called clinopyroxene. Stokes and Varnes,
zircon, and opaque oxides. A.G.I.
from Montana have a slightly irmtallic1955.
montroseite. a. A uranium-bearing sandstone
appearing luster. Shipley.
monorail. A relatively new underground montanite.
tellurate of bismuth,
E.C.T., v. 14, p. 585. b. A rare, weakly
A
rare
which
the
carriages,
transport system in
Fay.
Bi201.Te03,2H20,
from
Montana.
radioactive, orthorhombic, black mineral,
and run
or buckets, are suspended from,
extracted
from
certain
(V,Fe ) (OH ) ; occurs filling interstices
Wax
along, a single continuous overhead rail montan wax.
hewettite,
related
in sandstones, associated with
is used
lignites, partly saponifiable; not
or taut wire rope. The monorail
A member of
pitchblende,
and
corvusite.
supplies
to
the
Schieferdecker.
to
ozokerite.
in coal mines to transport
for asthe diaspore group. Crosby, p. 128.
may be installed alongside Montasite. A registered trade name
workings.
bestos fiber from the Montana mine, Pie- montroydite. Oxide of mercury, Hg0. Santhe gate conveyor and worked by endless
tersba-g-Lydenburg District, Republic of
also overhead monoford.
or main rope. See monorail;
Becorit
sysSouth Africa. A variety of amosite. Eng- monument. The structure erected to mark
rail; overhead rope
is
the position of a corner. Permanence
lish.
tem. Nelson.
monument
is
quartz.
Shipley.
which
is
implied.
In
a
legal
sense
a
Mont Blanc ruby. Reddish
monorail crane. A traveling crane
of
montbrayite. Gold telluride, Au, Tes, as tinany physical evidence of a boundary
suspended from a single rail. Crispin.
from
Montbray,
2.
crystals
body
of
rock
real
property.
Seelye,
triclinic
white
monoschematic. Applied to a
Quebec. Named from the locality. Spen- monument worker. In the stonework indusor a mineral deposit, the fabric of which
of
Opposite
try, a general term applied to any worker
cer 17, M.M., 1946.
throughout.
is identical
connected with the finishing of marble
macropolyschematic. See also chorismite. montebrasite. The name given to amblygonite when there is an increase of hydroxyl.
or granite into memorials. D.O.T. 1.
A.G.I.
monzonite. a. (of von Kobell). An aluminoC.M.D.
monotectic. An isothermal, reversible reaction
a liquid on Monteiflore furnace. A small furnace used
silicate of alkalies, Fe", and calcium.
in a binary system, in which
from
blue
powder
second
liquid
for the recovery of zinc
cooling decomposes into a
Hey 2d, 1955. b. (of de Lapparent) A
composition
and
a
solid.
by liquation. Fay. oxide, CdO, as mirock name. Hey 2d, 1955. c. A granular
or a different eutectic in that only one
plutonic rock containing approximately
monteponite.
Cadmium
It differs from a
by
B.
plagiooctahedra
described
of the two products of the reaction is
equal amounts of orthoclase and between
nute black
Neumann and E. Wittich from Montebelow its freezing range. ASM Gloss.
and thus, intermediate usually
clase
monotower crane. A tower crane which roponi, Sardinia. Named from the locality.
syenite and diorite. Quartz is
2 percent by
Spencer 18, M.M., 1949.
tates through a full circle and is erected
present but, if it exceeds
classified
as quartz
flinty
shale
passing
Ham.
volume,
the
rock
is
Monterey
shale.
A
hard
on a fixed base.
testing
monzonite or adamellite. Either hornupwards into a chalky rock containing
monotron. An identation hardness are
obmachine by which measurements
blende or diopside, or both, are present
only forarninifera and diatoms; a formain
California
and biotite is a common constituent. Actained by the pressure required to indent
tion of Middle Miocene age
diamond of fiverock of oil. It is
the specimen with adiameter,
cessories are apatite, zircon, sphene, and
and
possible
source
the depth
C.T.D.
eighths millimeter in
7,000
feet
thick.
opaque oxides. A.G.I.
of indentation remaining constant. Hen- montgomeryite. A hydrous phosphate of cal- moocher. A man in attendance during samderson.
pling operations to prevent salting, whether
cium and aluminum, Ca4Al5 (PO4).(OH)..colorless monoclinic
monotron hardness test. A method of deHILO,
as
green
to
fraudulent or accidental. Nelson.
nodules.
Found
in
hardness of
variscite
termining the indentation
in
moonstone.
A gem stone which is a var ety
crystals
M.M., 1940.
metals by measuring the load required to
Utah.
Spencer
15,
force a spherical penetrator into tine metal

lining is used, generally similar to that in
a cupola. Dodd.
monomineralic rock. A rock consisting essentially of one mineral, for example,
dunite or anorthosite. C.T.D.
monomolecular film. See monolayer. Pryor,

40;AS

i..1121.J3

of orthoclase or albite or intermediary
mixtures. Found in California, Virginia,

and Pennsylvania; and in Ceylon, Swit,
zerland, Brazil, Australia, and Canada.
See also feldspar. CCD 6d, 1961.

moonstone glass. A type of opal glass resembling the mineral moonstone. ASTM
C162-66.

moor. a. A more or less elevated tract of open

waste, or barren land, having, as a rule,

a rather broad, flat, and poorly drained
surface, commonly diversified by peat

morphological crystallography
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magnesium, zinc, and manganese, RS04.7R(OH) 2.4%0, with R =Mg : Mn : Zn
=4: I : 2. Tabular crystals. Monoclinic.
From Sterling Hill, N.J. English.
moorhouse. Corn. A hovel built of turf for
miners

to change clothes in. See also

changehouse, b. Fay.
mooring. a. Remains of a submerged forests
composed of a tangled mass of brushwood
and tree trunks and forming a layer from

b.
3 to 8 feet thick. Tomkeieff, 1954.
boats
Hard, brown peat dredged by fishing

from the bed of the North Sea. Arkell.

bogs and patches of health. Fay. c. Corn.
An enrichment of ore in a particular part
of a lode. See also more. Fay. c. A common term for peat unfit for fuel, as opposed to tud, which is dug for fuel. Tom-

moorpeat. Peat formed from moss, as is found
in certain moors. Fay.
moor's head. A name for a colorless or green-

keieff, 1954.
moorband. Synonym for moorband pan. Fay.

moorstone. Corn. Loose masses of granite

moorband pan; moorpan. Eng. A hard ferruginous crust that forms at the bottom

of boggy places above a stiff and impervious subsoil. Fay.
moor coal. a. A friable variety of lignite.

Fay. b. Variety of brown coal characterized by good cleavage; it breaks into
cuboidal or trapezoidal fragments. Tomkeieff, 1954.

Moore and Neill sampler. This sediment
coring device is essentially a protected
glass tube through which water flows

freely during descent and which is forced
by impact into the sediment. On hauling,
a simple valve mechanism closes the top
of the tube and the sample may be

brought to the surface. The body of the
sampler is a brass cylinder into which
fits a thinner metal tube holding the

glass sampling tube. When the glass tube
is in position it is closed by a rubber bung
which comes hard against the upper surface of the main body of the sampler in

the center of which is a hole. HaG.
Moore-Bin Discharger. Trade name for a
system of vibrating fins arranged to as-

sist the discharge of clay, or other sticky
material, from a storage bin. Dodd.
Moore-Campbell kiln. An early type of electric tunnel kiln; its principal feature was
the free suspension of the heating elements

on refractory knife edges. Dodd.
Moore filter press. A movable, intermittent
vacuum filter consisting of a series, or
basket, of leaves fastened together in such
a way, that it may be dropped in a pulp
tank and kept submerged until a cake is
formed; it is then transferred by crane to

an adjoining wash-solution tank and wash-

ed; the basket is then lifted out of the
tank and the cake dropped. Liddell 2d,
p. 391.

Moore free corer. This sediment sampler is
designed to drop free from a ship to the
sea floor, obtain a core and return to the
surface leaving its expendable weight and
casing embedded in the bottom. The free
corer consists of two basic assemblies: (1)

a recoverable core barrel, check valve,

buoyant chamber assembly filled with
gasoline, and (2) an expendable weight
and casing assembly. When these two as-

264-972 0-68-47

moor, b. Fay.

Morecrop. Trademark for a dolomitic, hydrated lime having a neutralizing value
reported as 166 percent in terms of calcium carbonate; used for adjusting soil
potential hydrogen and furnishing the
elements magnesium and calcium. CCD
6d, 1961.

with horizontal milling elements,
made of sintered alumina. It has been
used for the preparation of vitreous-enamel slips and ceramic glazes. Dodd.
morenosite. A hydrated nickel sulfate, Ni-

found on Cornish moors. Fay.
moor whin. Same as whin. Fay.
moose pasture. Can. Derisive term applied to
mining country which is largely muskeg.
Hoffman.
mop. a. A disc of some material used around
a drill, to prevent water from splashing up.

Stauffer. b. Also, a piece of burlap or
coarse cloth used for the same purpose.
Fay.

mor. In contrast to "mull" a type of forest
soil in which the humus layer forms a
dense carpet over the soil. Tornkeieff,
1954.

Synonymous

with

raw

humus.

Mora diamond. Probably rock crystal. Shipley.

moraesite.

Hydrous beryllium phosphate,

Be2PO4 ( OH ) . 41120,

as

white

fibrous

masses. Monoclinic. From Sapucaia peg-

matite mine, Brazil. Spencer 20, M.M.,
1955..

morainal apron. Same as apron, a. Fay.
moraine. a, An accumulation of earth and
stones carried and finally deposited by a
glacier. See also end moraine; ground
moraine; lateral moraine. Webster 3d.

b. Accumulation of glacial drift with a

distinct topographic form such as a ridge.
Mather.
moraine of recession. A moraine formed in
the course of a glacier's retreat. Also

called moraine of retreat; retreatal mo-

raine. Standard, 1964.
moraine proltonde. Same as ground moraine.
See also moraine. Fay.
morainic. Of, pertaining to, forming, or
formed by a moraine. Standard, 1964.

moraink loops. Great loops, convex southward, in the continental terminal moraine

of the North American glacial period;

caused by ice tongues filling valleys. The
junction of contiguous loops formed the
interlobular moraines. Standard, 1964.
Moran and Proctor sampkr. A simple, splittube, drive-type soil-sampling barrel. The

sampler is equipped with a thin-walled
unsplit brass liner, which can be capped
and sealed to act as a watertight shipping
container for the sample. Long.

Moran sampler. Synonym for Moran and
Morcol. A semigelatinous permitted explosive

moorelte. A glassy white hydrous sulfate of

part of a lode, as a more of tin. See also

mination or end. Shipley.

dropped over the side of the ship and

casing assembly. H&G.

02.6H20. Larsen, p. 96.
more. Corn. A quantity of ore in a particular

Morehouse mill. A mill of the attrition type

semblies are combined, the core barrel fits

allowed to fall free to the bottom. A
simple release-delay timer made of magnesium releases the core barrel and its
buoyant float rises from the weight and

lake. Pryor, 3.

mordenite. A white, yellowish, or pinkish
member of the zeolite group of minerals
with the formula (Ca,Na2)0.A1202.9Si-

ish tourmaline crystal with a black ter-

Proctor sampler. Long.
morass ore. Same as bog iron ore. Standard,

loosely inside the casing. The device is

um, iron) which absorbs dye to form a

1964.

possessing both high power and good

water-resisting properties. It has a density

about midway between Dynobel No. 2
and Ajax. Nelson.

mordant. Dye-fixing agent (for example,
basic hydroxides of aluminum, chromi-

consisting esssentially of a vertically driven
shaft,

SO4-1- 7H20. Fay.

morgan. Aust. A band of carbonaceous shale
occurring in the Borhole seam. Fay.

Morgantan. Upper Upper Carboniferous.

Supp.
morganite. A rose-colored, alkali-bearing, va-

riety of beryl, of gem quality. Identical

with the previously described vorobyevite.
From Maharits, Valley of Sahatony,
Malagasy Republic; Pala, San Diego
County, Calif. English.

Morgan-Marshall test. A sandblast test for
the evaluation of the abrasion resistance
of refractory bricks. Dodd.
morgen. The South African measure of land,
equal to 640.25 square roods, 92,196
square feet, 1.44 claims, or 2.1165 English
acres. There are 284 morgens to the square
mile. Beerman.

Modals stone. Granular and spotted verd antique (serpentine). Schaller.
morinite. A red to white mineral with I perfect cleavage, 3A/203.2Na20.4P203.6Ca Ft..

8H20; Mohs' hardness, 4; specific grav-

ity, 2.94. Larsen, p. 160.

morion. A nearly black variety of smoky
quartz. Fay.

Morisette expansion reamer. A reaming device equipped with three tapertd lugs or
cutters designed so that drilling pressure
necessary to penetrate rock with a noncoring pilot bit forces the diamond-faced
cutters of the reamer to expand outward,
thereby enlarging the pilot hole sufficiently

to allow the casing to follow the reamer

as dri1lin progresses. The casing is rotated

with a pipe wrench while the noncoring
and expansion bit is turned by the drill,
and the casing is allowed to follow down
the reamed-out pilot hole about 1-1/4 to

2 'niches behind the upper end of the

reamer lugs. Long.
Morisette reamer. Synonym for Morisetie expansion reamer. Long.

MorkilPs formula. Valuation formula used

to ascertain present value (Vp) of a

mining share. Pryor, 3.
moriop. Aust. A mottled jasper pebble found

in New South Wales, and much sought
by miners, as it usually occurs with diamonds. Pay.

Mormon saodstose. A member of the Jurassic succession in California, comparable

with the British Inferior 08lite. C.7'.D.
moroxite. A blue or greenish-blue variety
of apatite. Fay.
morphological crystallography. The study of

the external shapes of crystals. Hurlbut.
morphologic unit. a. A rock stratigraphic

unit identified by its topographic features,
for example, a Pleistocene glacial deposit.

A.G.I. Supp. b. A surface either deposi-

tional or erosional recognized by its topographic character. A.G.I. Supp.
morphology. a. The observation of the form
of lands. Standard, 1964. b. The study of
the form and structure of organisms.
A.G.I.
morphotectonics. The tectonic int3rpretation
of the morphological features of the earth.
It is particularly a study of the larger
features of continents and oceans, the
great elevations and depressions and the
lineaments that transect them, or in many
instances, determine their outlines. Chatlinor.'

Morrison formation. Part of the Upper Ju-

rassic and Lower Cretaceous of the Rocky
Mountain region, consisting of floodplain,
fluviatile deposits containing dinosaur
bones. Compare Kootenai series. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
Morrowan. Lowermost Pennsylvanian. A.G.I.
Supp.
mortar. a. A heavy iron vessel, in which rock
is

crushed by hand with a pestle, for

sampling or assaying. Fay. b. The recep-:
tacle beneath the stamps in a stamp mill,

in which the dies are placed, and into
which the rock is fed to be crushed. Fay.
c. A material used in a plastic state which

can be troweled, and becomes hard in
place, to bond units of masonry structure.

ASTM C11-60. d. A plastic mixture of

cementitious materials, fine aggregate, and
water. ACSG, 1963.
mortar admixture. A material added to mor-

tar as a water repellent or coloring agent
to control setting rate. ACSG, 1963.

mortar aggregate. Fine granular material
composed of hard, strong, and durable

mineral products free of injurious amounts
of saline, alkaline, organic, or other deleterious substances. ACSG.

mortar and pestle. An apparatus used for

pulverizing chemicals tn the laboratory.
Shell Oil Co.
mortar bed. Lime-cemented, valley-flat deposits of clays, silts, sands and gravels,

found in Nebraska and Kansas. A.G.I.

mortar board. A square board, with handle
underneath, on which a mason holds mor-

tar. A hawk. Crispin.
mortar box. a. The large, deep, cast-iron box

into which the stamps fall and the ore is
fed in a gold or silver stamp mill; also
called stamper box. See also mortar, b.
Fay. b. The large box or trough in which
mortar or plaster is mixed. Crispin.
mortar, beat setting. A refractory mortar of
finely ground materials whose potential
strength is dependent on use at furnace
or process temperatures. ASTM C71-64.
mortar joints. A variety of styles of finishing

the mortar in brick or masonary work.
Crispin.

mortar mill. A mixing and stirring machine
for combining lime, sand, and other ma-

terials to make mortar. A form of pug

mill. Fay.
mortar, refractory. See air-setting refractory
mortar; grog fire clay mortar; ground fire
clay mortar. ACSG, 1963.
mortar &tractor:. Suggested by Tornebohm

to describe those granites, gneisses, or
other rocks that have been dynamically
crushed, so that large nuclei of thew

moss atone
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original minerals are set in crushed and
comminuted borders of the same, like
stones in a wall. Fay.

morted ware. A fault in pottery ware result-

ing from a small local concentration of
soluble a-lts forming on the surface of the

green ware or the biscuit ware. In the
green state, the fault may result from a

drop of water falling on the ware, during
fettling for example. In the biscuit state,
the fault arises from moisture condensing
on the ware during the early stages of
firing. Dodd.

Morte slates. Slate rocks found in the Upper
Devonian strata of north Devonshire and
west Somerset, England; extensively quarried for roofing slates. C.T.D.
mortification. Destruction of active qualities,
as

in mercury amalgamation. Standard,

1964.

mortise; mortice. A rectangular hole cut in
one member of a framework to receive a
corresponding projection on the mating
member. C.T.D.

morts terrains. Fr. Barren or dead ground.
The water-bearing strata overlying the
coal measures. Fay.

mosaic. a. A map made from aerial photographs. The individual photographs are
set m such a way that a complete picture
of the area is obtained. Mosaics are either
uncontrolled or controlled. Uncontrolled
mosaics are cheaper to produce but are
not related to any ground survey control
and details on one photograph are simply
joined

to adjacent points on the next

photographs. Such mosaics cannot be used

for making accurate measurements. The
production of controlled mosaics is costly
and are only used for special purposes and
where reproduction of every ground feature is required. Also called airborne
mosaic. See also aerial mapping. Nelson.
b. A petrological term for metamorphosed

rocks which have reformed in an angular pattern. Pryor, 3.
c, A design formed by small pieces of
and

fragmented

glass, stone, or tile, usually set in a ground
of cement or stucco. Crispin.
monk agate. Brecciated Mexican agate.
Shipley.

mosaic gold. A complex product obtained by
heating dry tin amalgam, ammonium
chloride, and sulfur in a retort. A complex
stannic sulfide. Sometimes used as a pigment. C.T.D.
mosiliCIL See ceramic mosaic tile; faience mo-

saic; glazed ceramic mosaic tile. ACSG,
1963.

mosaic silver. An amalgam of mercury, tin,
bismuth, used for imitating silverwork.
Standard, 1964.

mosaic structure. In crystals, a substructure
in which neighboring regions have only
slightly differing orientations. ASM Gloss.
mosaic texture. a. In mineralogy, a texture

in which crystal fragments are angular
and granular, and appear, in polarized
light, like pieces of a mosaic. Sehie lerdecker. b. In petrology, a granoblastic
texture in which the dividing planes between the individual grains are flat or
nearly so. Schieferdecker.

mosandrite. A complex zirconium silicate

mineral. E.C.T., v. 15, p. 309. Weakly
radioactive, very rare, reddish-brown, becomirl dull green or yellowish-brown by

alteration; found in pegmatites. Crosby,
pp. 75.76.

V4-

Moscovlan. Middle Upper Carboniferous.
A.G.I. Supp.

mosesite. A yellow mineral, 8[1-114N(Cl,SO4,-

Mo04,CO3).H20], from El Doctor, Mex.;
Ter lingua, Tex. American Mineralogist,
v. 38, No. 11-12, November-December
1953, p. 1225.
mosh. See mingy coal. Nelson.
mosquito amethyst. Amethyst containing tiny
scaly or platy inclusions of goethite. Shipley.

moss. a. A term used for fractures or fissures
in gem stones which produce the appearance of moss, as in many emeralds. Shipley. b. English vernacular name for peat.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
moss agate. A kind of agate containing brown
or black mosslike dendritic forms, due to
the oxides of manganese or iron distributed through the mass. Also called Mocha
pebble; Mocha stone. Fay.
moss box. A special feature of the KindChaudron method of shaft sinking. Layers
of moss were compressed to form a water-

tight joint between the bottom of the
tubbing and the surrounding strata. It is

now of historic interest only. Nelson.
moss copper. Fine green velvety filaments of
impure copper found in lumps of smelted
copper. Bennett 2d, 1962.
moss (allows. Parts of a bog from which the
moss has been removed for fuel. Standard,
1964.
Mossfie Id loader. A scraper-box type of coal
loader developed at Moufield colliery

(Great Britain) in 1953. It consists of a

hinged front scooplike plate which elevates and deflects the broken coal onto the
armored conveyor. On inclined faces, the
loader is hauled by a double-drum Pikrose
haulage. Nelson.
moss gold. Gold in dendritic forms. Webster
3d.
moss hag. A pit or slough in a marshy place;

especially, a place where peat has been
cut. Webster 3d.

mossIng. During low water in the Salmon
River, Calif. the algae and other plants
growing in the stream are gathered, dried,

and burned. The ashes are washed, and
some gold is obtained. This process is
called mossing. Hess.

mossite. A member of the tapiolate series,
Fe(Cb,Ta)304. See also tapiolite. Dana
7, v. 1, p. 775.
moss jasper. a. A term sometimes used synonymously with moss agate although Eppler defines as moss agate almost opaque
from packed inclusions. Shipley. b. A
regional name for banded petrified wood
with streaks of translucent quartz found
in Arizona and in New Mexico. Shipley.
moss laud. Land abounding in peat moss,
but scarcely wet or marshy enough to be

called a bog or moss. Standard, 1964.

moss opal. Milky opal with black rnoulike
(treelike) inclusions. Shipley.
moss145ti.te. Synonym for mossottite. Hey 2d,

A variety of aragonite. Hey 24,
ti
moasot1955.te.

moss pest. Peat derived from water-loving
mosses,

chiefly

Sphagnum.

Tomkeieff,

1954.

moss silver. Silver in dendritic or filiform
shapes. Webster 3d.

mom state. a. Crystalline quartz containing
inclusions of green, fibrous crystals, probably asbestos. Shipley. b. Same as moss
agate. See also Thetis hair stone. Shipley.

mossy
mossy. Like moss in form or appearance;
said of certain minerals. Fay.
mossy stone. In gemmology, a stone containing mosslike inclusions. Shipley.
mossy zinc Granulated zinc obtained when

molten metal is poured into cold
water. Bureau of Mines Staff,
mole; moat A straw filled with gunpowder
for igniting a shot ; a fuse. Fay.
mother. a. Gouge clay in a mineral vein.
Arkell, b. Shale adhering to quarried
the

limestone. Arkell.
mother coal. A more or less pure carbon that
still shows the cell structure of the original
plant when viewed under the microscope.
It is very soft and has a satin luster. Kentucky, p. 26.
mother conveyor. A term frequently used in
connection with conveyors used in gathering service. The mother conveyor receives

coal from other conveyors or gathering
machines, such as shuttle cars, and delivers it to some central loading point.
Jones. See also underground mine con-

veyors. ASA MH4.1-1958.
mother crystal; mother. A name given to the
mass of raw quartz, either faced or rough,

as found in nature. AM, I.
mother gate. a. N. of Eng. The main road.
way to a coal face up which men travel,
air, power, and supplies pass, and down

which coal from the face travels on a

cunveyor belt, Trist. b. The main gate of

a district in longwall conveyor mining.
Nelson. c. Eng. The main road of a dis-

trict off which crossheadings are set away
in

longwall working. Also called

level.

SMRB, Paper No. 61.
motherham. Old name for fusain, TomkeidI,
1954.

Mother Hubbard bit. A heavy drag-type or
fishtaillike bit having a long grooved
shank,

the diameter of which

mottled limestone
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is only

slightly less than the width of the cutting
edges; it is designed for drilling boreholes
in formations that mud-up excessively.
Long.

mother liquor. The magmatic rest solution
from which a mineral deposit has received
its metal content. Schiderdecker.

mother lode. a. The principal lode or vein
passing through a district or_particular
section of country. Fay. b. The great

quartz vein in California, traced by its
outcrop for 80 miles from Mariposa to

of a quarry covered by the swing of a
derrick boom, and, in addition, the area
from which the blocks of stone may be
economically dragged. Fay. b. Used in

granite regions to designate small paving-

block quarries. Fay. c. A place in which
a stonecutter quarries his own stone for
subsequent cutting and finishing. Fay.

d. The part of the pit in which work is
in actual progress. Fay.

motion driver. In bituminous coal mining,
one who operates the engine that motivates an endless cable by which cars are
raised or lowered along an inclined haulageway. Also called motioner. D.O.T. 1.
motloner. See motion driver. D.O.T. 1.
motion study. A technical investigation of the
essential movements of a workman when
performing a specific task, and assessing
the results with the object of reducing his

labor and increasing his work performance. The study may also include the
layout tasks, availability of tools or mate-

rials, and the design of new methods.
See also time study. Nelson.

motive column. The height of a column of
air, of the same density as the air in the
downcast shaft, which exerts a pressure
equal to the ventilating pressure. It is the
ventilating pressure expressed in feet of
air column. Nelson.
motive power. An agency (as water, steam,

wind, or electricity) used to impart mo-

tion to machinery. Webster 3d.
motive zone. In mine subsidence, that portion of the mined strata which, being still
in process of sinking, goes far to furnish

the motive power producing the phenomena. Briggs, p. 61.
motometer. A speed counter, as for a steam
engine; also a speedometer. Crispin.

motor. a. One who or that which produces
or imparts motion or mechanical power.
Specifically, a machine for producing or
causing motion, especially one that acts
by transmitting some other kind of energy
into mechanical energy, or the energy of
position into that of motion; a prime

mover, as a steam engine, windmill, water
wheel, or reversed dynamo. Standard,

1964. b. A haulage engine used around
mines and operated by electricity or compressed air. Fay. c. A mine locomotive.
Grove. d. A machine for converting electrical energy into mechanized energy. See
also generator. Nelson.

Amador. Standard, 1964. See also champion lode.cLit.
mother of
See mineral charcoal. Fay.

motor bestial. A mixture of the three lower

clbded fibers of actinolite; thought at one

proportions of other hydrocarbons and
impunties may be present, usually less

mother of emerald. A variety of prase; a
leek-green quartz owing its color to in-

time to be the mother rock of emerald.

C.M.D.
mother of opal. Rock matrix containing minute disseminated specks of precious opal.
Shipley.

mother of pearl. Iridescent portion of mollusk shells, made of the mineral aragonite.

Hurlbut.
mother-of-pearl opal. Same as cachalong.
Shipley.

mother-acuity, Ruby matrix. Shipley.
mother rod. Any rock from which other
rocks or sediments are derived or in which
ores or other deposits are found. See also
parental magma. A.G.I.

mother madam ot coal. Plant debris which
eventually gave rise to coal. Tomkeid,
1954.

motion. a. A local Ohio term for the area

aromatic hydrocarbons, benzene, toluene,
and xylene in the approximate proportions
75, 15, and 10 percent, respectrvely. Small

than 10 percent. Francis, 1965, v. 1, p.
302.
motor body. The boxlike portion at the lower
end of a coal-cutting machine. Fay.

motor boas. In mining, a foreman who directs locomotive (motor) haulage operations underground and at surface of mine.
Also ailled car dispatcher; car distributor;
dispatcher; passing boss; traffic man;
train dispatcher; turn keeper. D.O.T. 1.
moSor lundtemar. See locomotive brakeman.

D.O.T. 1.

asotor-drusge amt. In anthracite and bituminous coal mining, one who in addition to charging and repairing batteries,
removes spent storage batteries from electric mine locomotives and replaces them
with freshly charged ones.
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D.O.T. I.

motor driver. In bituminous coal mining,
one who operates a small electric haulage
locomotive to haul mine cars underground

and at the surface of a mine. D.O.T. 1.
motor enclosure. The principal methods of
enclosure are: (1) open-type construction,
employed when the motor is to work in a
well-ventilated, dust-free engine room (2)
screen-protected: the casing is built to

protect the windings, but large openings
are provided to allow free entry of air;
(3) drip-proof: air is allowed easy access
to the interior of the motor, but specially
shaped hoods or cowls are fitted to pre-

vent water dripping or being splashed
into the machine; (4) totally enclosed:

all the heat of the motor is radiated from
the external surface, sometimes provided
with ribs or fins to increase heat dissipation; and (5) totally enclosed fan.cooled
type has an external fan mounted on the
shaft, the air from which is directed over

the outer surface of the motor casing,

increasing the cooling effect, and thus enabling a greater horsepower to be obtained

from a given frame size than would

be

possible with a plain, totally enclosed

design. Moron, v. 2, pp. 430-431.
motor hammer drills. These drills usually
have a built-in gasoline engine as prime
mover, flushing being provided by the

exhaust gases or by compressed air produced in the machine. Total weight varies
between 50 and 120 pounds. Motor hammer drills are used for odd-job operations,
on forest roads, in prospecting, etc., where
it is not worth while to lay air supply lines
on account of transport difficulties or
insufficient volume of work. Fraenkel, v.
1, Art. 8:30, pp. 19-21.
motorized grader. See grader. Nelson.
motorman. The man who operates a haulage locomotive. Jones.
motortnan coupler. See coupler, a. D.O.T.

I.

motorman helper. See brakesman, c.
D.O.T. I.

motor nipper. See locomotive brakeman.
D.O.T. 1.

motor truck; lorry. A self-propelled road vehicle. For quarry and open-cast transport,
motor truck capacities range from 5 to 40
tons; for smooth operation, adverse road
grades should not exceed about I in 7.
The truck bodies are usually steel, with
end, side or bottom discharge, and tilting
may be performed by hydraulic cylinder
and ram. Where discharge is at a axed

station, an auxiliary hoist is sometimes
used for tilting. See also dump truck.

Nelson.
motorway. A road designed and reserved for
use only by power-driven vehicles. Ham.
mottle. The spotted, blotched, or variegated
appearance of any mottled surface, as of
wood or marble; especially, in metallurgy,
the appearance of pig iron of a quality
between white and gray. Standard, 1964.
mottled clay. Variegated clay rock, found,

for example, in the Keuper math. The
mottling results from oxidation of iron
compounds in localized patches. C.T.D.
molded kao. Pig iron in which the majority
of tire c-rbon is combined with iron in the
form of cementite, RIC, but in which
there is also a small amount of graphite.
The fractured pig has a white crystalline

fracture with dusters of dark spots, indicating the presence of graphite. C.T.D.

mottled &muftis& Limestone with narrow
branching or anastomosing fucoidallike,

cylindrical masses of dolomite, often with
a central tube or hole. May be organic or
inorganic in origin. A.G.I.
mottled sandstone. A variegated sandstone
found in the Bunter series of the Triassic

system in the Midlands and North of
England. C.T.D.
mottled silica brick. Those having harmless
areas of dark cream to reddish brown.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

mottled slates. Those in which blotches of
red or purplish colors appear on a generally green surface. They are ascribed

chiefly

to

mineralogical

differences

brought about by metamorphism. AIME,
p. 792.
mottled structure. Primary mottling consists

of discontinuous lumps, tubes, pods, and
pockets of a sediment randomly enclosed
in a matrix of contrasting textures; usually formed by filling of animal borings
and burrows. Pettijohn.
mottled ware. A finish, most often of gray
color, and composed of a series of spots
of various depths of gray reproducing in
enamel the appearance of coarse granite

mouth plate
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hydrated aluminum sulfate in delicate
fibrous masses or crusts. Fay.
mountain chain. A series of mountains connected, and having some common characteristics. Fay.

mountain cork. A variety of asbestos resembling cork. It is light and floats on water.
Also called mountain leather. Fay.
mountain crystal. Rock crystal. Webster 3d.
mountain flu. a. Same as amianthus. A fine
silky variety of asbestos. Fay. b. Asbestos

or asbestos cloth. Standard, 1964.

Also

called earth flax. Fay.

mountain glacier. All types of glaciers in
which rock projects above the highest
levels of the ice and snow are known as
mountain glaciers. A.G.I.
mountain green. Malachite. Fay.
mountainite. A fibrous zeolitic mineral containing no A120,, unit-cell contents (Ca,NalKs)uSiu$0,0.24H10; monoclinic. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
mountain leather. A tough variety of asbestos in thin, flexible sheets. See also mountain cork. Fay.

Mamba's Lily topaz. Blue topaz from the

struc ture. Hansen.
mottling. a. A form of decoration applied to
vitreous enamelware, to glazed ceramic
tiles, and to some sLiio pottery. For tiles

Mountain Lily mine in San Diego County,
Calif., in which large fine hlue topaz has
been found. Shipley.
mountain limestone. The English designation

The staining that sometimes develops dur-

Carboniferous age; also called Subcarboniferous limestone. Fay.

the effect is produced by hand, with a
sponge, or by a rubber roller. Dodd. b.

of a limestone of the lower part of the

ing the firing of silica refractories; the

mountain meal. Infusorial earth. See also

stains are irregular in shape and vary from

bergmehl. Fay.
11110411111fili milk. A very soft, spongy variety

the brick. These stains are also sometimes

mountain mine. Eng. A name of a coal in
the Burnley coalfield. Tomkeieff, 1954.

red to brown. The cause is precipitation
of Fe:03 from solution in the matrix of

referred to as liver spotting or flowers.

Dodd.
mottramite. A variety of descloizite in which

the zinc element is almost entirely re-

placed by copper; one of the more important vanadium minerals. C.M.D.
Mott-Smith gravimeter. An instrument in
which the moving system consists entirely
of fused quartz, the restoring and labelizing forces being provided by quartz fibers.
A.G.!.
motty. a. Check; tally; token. Mason. b. Eng.

A collier's mark on his corf. See tally, a
and b. Fay.
mould. See mold.
Mall. Fr. A nearly cylindrical vertical shaft
in a glacier scoured out by meltwater and
rock debris pouring into it. Webster 3d.
mound. See terp. Schieferdecker.
mooed breakwater. See rubble-mound breakwater. Ham.
moustain. An eminence or ridge, either isolated or part of a range or a group, stand-

ing conspicuously above the surrounding

or neighboring country and, as a rule,
characterized by steeply sloping sides, a

relatively small summn area, and considerable bare rock surface. Fey.

mountain blue. Blue copper ore; azurite.

of calcite. Standard, 1964.

mountain paper. a. A thin, paperlike, variety

of mountain cork. Fay. b. Synonym for
mountain leather. Hey 2d, 1955.
mountain pediment. a. Many of the mountains in the Papago Country of southwestern Arizona are bordered by plains cut
in rock which superficially resemble allu-

vial slopes. These plains are eroded by
weathering in place and by corrosion of
running water. An analysis of the processes of erosion of mountain slopes and of
the rock plains at their bases are present-

ed. The term pediment, with a series of
qualifying adjectives, is proposed for the

rock plains. A.G.I. b. A plain of combined

erdsion and transportation at the foot of
a desert mountain range similar in form
to the alluvial plains that front the mountains of an arid region but without alluvial cover and composed of solid rock.
USGS Bull. 730, 1923, pp. 52-58, 88.
mouatala railway. A railway having such
steep gradients that trains are hauled up
them by ropes or by a rack locomotive.
See also funicular railway. Ham.
mountala nage. a. Loosely, same as moun-

tain chain. Standard, 1964. b. Strictly,

one of the component portions of a moun-

Fay.

tain chain, formed by a single orogenic
movement ( monogenetic ). Standard,

ore. A local name applied in Virginia to

1964.

mountain 1110W111 ore. Limonite or brown iron

the low-grade siliceous variety, which com-

monly occurs in hard lumps and is found
on the mountain slopes at or near the
contact of the Cambrian shale and sandstone with the Cambro-Ordovician limestone. See also valley brown ore. Sanford.
mountain Indidlag. The building of mountains, by accumulation (volcanoes) or by
any kind of earth movement. ChaWnor.
namable' butler. Synonym for alunagen. A

nsonetala *Mess. See soroche. Hoot', p.509.
movable map. An unctuous variety of hal-

ioysite containing some iron oxide and

about 24 percent water. Fey.
nrountaim of die.ocaders. Applies to such
ridges as are due to the rearrangement of
strata, either by bending or fracture. The

modern terms are fold mountains and

fault mountains. A.G.I.
mousdain structure. Structure produced by

73.7

the deformation of rocks. Leet.

mountain system. When several more or less
parallel ranges are grouped together, they

constitute a mountain system. See also
mountain chain; mountain range; cordillera. A.G.I.

mountain tallow. A soft, waxlike, hydrocarbon; also known as hatchettite. Fay.

mountain tar. Same as mineral tar. Tornkeieff, 1954.

mountain wood. A variety of asbestos that
is compact, fibrous, and gray to brown in
color, resembling wood. Fay.

mounted-drill operator. See driller, machine

D.O.T. 1.
mounted point. A small abrasive unit, variiously shaped, permanently mounted on
a spindle. Dodd.
mounted wheeL A small grinding wheel permanently mounted on a spindle. Formerly
also called mounted point. ASM Gloss.
mounting. In power shovel nomenclature,
the mounting consists of a frame on which

the entire shovel is supported and on

which it moves. Carson, p. 38.
mounting height. The mounting height of a
lighting fitting is normally specified as the
vertical distance between the working
plane and the light source, or the distance

between the ground level and the light
source. Nelson.

mounting pipe. See column pipe. Fay.
mourns. A hydrous uranium molybdate having a composition near (UO2,UO3).54Mo015-1/3H10; violet nodules, crusts, and
plates. Named from the composition. Hey,
M.M., 1964; Fleischer.

mousehole. In a rotary drill substructure, a
socket that holds a single piece of drill
pipe ready to be added to the string.
Nichols.
mousetrap. A cylindrical fishing tool fitted
with an inward-opening flap valve at the
bottom end, used to recover small metal
fragments from the bottom of a borehole.
Long.
mongrelise. A thin glass, blown so as to imitate patterns in lace, as for claret glasses.
Also called mousseline glass. Standard,
1964.
mouth. a. An opeaing resembling or likened
to a mouth, as one affording entrance or

exit. Webster 2d. b. The end of a shaft,
adit, drift, entry, tunnel, etc., emerging
at the surface. Fay. c. The entrance to a
mine. B.CJ. d. The top of a mine shaft
or the point of entrance to a slant, drift,
or edit. Nelson. e. Synonym for collar, as
applied to a borehole. Long. I. Any of
several furnaces, each connected by a flue

to a central opening in the oven of a

pottery kiln. Webster 3d. g. The opening
m a metallutgical furnace through which

it is charged; also, the taphole. Fay. h.
See nose, f. Dodd.

month Tinding. After the cap of a hollow
blowu article has been cracked off, the

mouth is ground flat and then sometimes
beveled slightly on the inside and outside
edges before being fire finished. C.T.D.
mouthing. See shaft inset. Nelson.
mouth of pit. Aust. The top of a shaft Fay.
mouthpiece. There is a difference in usage
of this term as applied to a pug or auger,
more commonly it refers to the die only,
but sometimes to the die-plus-spacer. See
also auger; pug. Dodd.
mouth Neer.. a. Scot. A ridged cast-iron plate
to direct hutch wheels from plates to rails.

mouth plate
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Fay. b. Scot. An iron plate over the mouth
of a borehole. Fay.
movable conveyor. Any of several types of
conveyors designed to be moved in a
defined path. See also portable conveyor,
b; shuttle conveyor, b. ASA MH4.1-1958.
movable law. The jaw or slip of a safety or
foot clamp, which can be raised or lowered into or out of the body or frame of the

Also called mud lava. Fay.
moylte. A fine- to coarse-grained, gray, white,

clamp either to engage or to disengage

the drill rods being run into or pulled out

of a borehole. Long.
movable ladder. See man machine. Fay.
movable sieve-type wasbbox. A washbox in
which the screen plate supporting the bed
of material under treatment is moved up
and down in water. B.S. 3552, 1962.

movabk slip. Synonym for movable jaw.
Long.

movable stock. Eng. Such equipment as can
be sold without prejudice to the working
of the colliery. It comprises, therefore, old
pumps, unnecessary engines, and useless
materials of every description. Fay.
move. a. N. Wales. A roof which is just about
to fall, or is taking weight. Fay. b. In the
handmade glass industry, a stipulated out-

put per chair for an agreed rate of pay.
See also chair, b and c. Dodd.

move-up. Extension; move to a forward position. Mason.

moving annual total. In study of process
costs (in large or in detail) a series of
costsper-unit observed and recorded at
regular intervals (usually in monthly financial summaries cross referenced to
analyzed detail cost). Twelve months are
covered and each month the new month's
figures are added and those for the cor-

responding month of the previous year
are removed. Therefore, like periods are
always compared and seasonal fluctuations are smoothed out. Abbreviation,
M.A.T. Pryor, 3.

moving-coll instrument. A coil of very light
construction is pivoted so that it can move

in the air gap of a powerful permanent
magnet; current is led to and from the
coil through hair springs, which also restrain the movement in the zero position.

A pointer attached to the coil spindle
moves across the instrument scale to in-

dicate the magnitude of the voltage or
current being measured. Mason, v. 2,
p. 406.

moving ekdrotie controller. See liquid controller. Sinclair, V, p. 112.

moving forms. Climbing forms for concrete

work, used with great succeu for

the

or pink igneous rock with a hypautomorphic-granular texture; quartz, orthoclase,
cryptoperthite or microperthite, biotite
and hornblende are euential constituents.
From Moyie Sill, British Columbia, Canada. Johannsen, v. 2, 1932, p. 28.
moyle. An iron with a sharp steel point, for
driving into clefts when levering off rock.
Zern.
mp Abbreviation for melting point. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 60.
MP Abbreviation for multipole. Zimmerman,
p. 72.
M.P.F.M. jet auger. An auger equipped with
cutting blades, designed so that fluid,
under pressure, passing through inclined
holes just above the blades, washes away
the material loosened by the blades, thereby cleaning the inside of the casing with-

out disturbing

the

material below the

bottom of the casing that is to be sampled.
Long.
MPG Abbreviation for miles per gallon. Also

abbreviated mpg. Zimmerman, p. 207 ;

Webster 3d.
mph Abbreviation for miles per hour. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 60.
MPH Abbreviation for miles per hour. Also

abbreviated mph. Zimmerman, p. 207;
GPO Style Manual, p. 159.

MPM Abbreviation for meters per minuie.

Also abbreviated mpm. Webster 3d.
mpg Abbreviation for miles per second. BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
Abbreviation for mine run. Zimmerman,

p. 70.

ring-roll and chain grizzly. Pryor, 3.
moving-boa butnunest. This instrument depends for its action upon the movement
of a pointer attached to a mindle carry-

ing a pkce of ooft iron, which may be
either attracted or repelled under the
influence of a field pmduced by a fixed
magnetizing coil. The pointer is restrained

in the zero poshion by a spring. Mason,
v. 2, pp. 406-407.

mom S. Am. Volcanic mud, sometimes carbonaceous: applied cMefiy to such exudations in South America. Standard, 1964.

monoxide in mine atmospheres. It consists of a rubber bulb fitted with inlet and
outlet valves whkh circulate the sample
of air under test through a detector tube
containing pumice stone impregnated

with a mixture of fuming sulfuric acid

and iodine pentoxide. If carbon monoxide

is passed through this detector tube, the
gas reacts with the iodine pentoxide, and
the iodine which is liberated changes the
color of the material in the tube in direct
proportion to the amount of carbon monoxide present. The color in the tube is
then compared with a color scale of per-

centages to show the percentage of carbon
monoxide present. McAdam, pp. 155-156.
M.S.A. distributor. A higher-air-pressure di-

rectional machine which operates in the
manner of a whitewashing machine and
displace? coal dust from the roof and sides.

This machine carries two tons of stone
dust, and traveling at 11 feet per minute
distributes over 26 pounds of dust per

minute. Sinclair, I, p. 259.
M.S.A. metbanometer. This methane indicator is one in which the sample is made
to flow continuously over the filaments
while the determination is being made.
In this case two matched filaments form
the adjacent arms of the bridge. One of

specially activated in order to

Its prime purpose is to carry out tests

is inactive and operates at a somewhat
lower temperature. This arrangement is
designed to compensate for changes in

M.R.E. proalometer. This apparatus consists euentially of a suitable tripod and
drawing board, to which is attached a

battery voltage. The meter is provided
with two shunts so that two ranges are

and investigations aimed at increasing the
efficiency of coal production while mr.1ntaining a high level of safety. Nelson.

profilograph. This is a small rinit pointer
attached to a nylon cord which is carried
on a spring-loaded reel. The reel rotates
on a spindle which in turn rotates a smaller pulley and actuates the mechanism by
which a slider carrying a marking point
moves in sympathy with the ring pointer
but to a reduced scale. When in use the
board is placed in the plane section to be
measured, a sheet of paper is pinned on

apparatus can be used to survey mine

lou of headroom in conveying and screening. Other typa are traveling bar grizzly,

62.

M.S.A. carbon monmide detector. An apparatus for estimating the amount of carbon

M.R.E. The Mining Research Establishment
of the National Coal Board, Great Britain.

rise and then fall gently, any required

lateral (conveng) movement being built
into the mechanism, therefore rMucing

the wearer to speak to another person or
to speak by telephone. McAdam, pp. 61-

these is

ated m.r. Zimmerman, p. 69.

to it and the ring pointer is moved to a
point on the perimeter of the section. As

movieg griuly. One in which alternate bars

the recommended period of usefulness. If

desired, a speaking diaphragm can be
incorporated in the facepiece, enabling

MR Abbreviation for mill run. Also abbrevi-

structures. Ham.

construction of grain silos and similar

M-series core barrel

well as measuring cross-sectional areas the

shafts and to record the postions of pitotstatic tubes and vane anemometers when
a fixed point survey is being made. Roberts, I., p. 61.
MS Abbreviation for machine steel; margin
of safety; medium steel. Zimmerman,
pp. 65. 68.
all-servIce ps mak. A filter-type box

respirator produced by the Mh.e Safety
Appliances Commny and which is apby the U.S. Bureau of Mines for
unof continuous or intermittent we.
rhvoed
A timer is fitted to the top of the canister,
and the position of the hand indicates the

time that the canister has been in use;

one complete revolution of the pointer in-

dicates that the canister has completed
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burn the methane while the other filament

barometric pressure, temperature, humidity, and the presence of carbon dioxide.
Facilities for adjustment are provided to
compensate for zero drift and change in

provided on the scale, 0 to 5 percent by
0.1 division and 0 to 2 percent by 0.02

division. Roberts, I, p. 88.
M.&A. self-rescner. The Mine Safety Appliince: Company produces this compact.

lightweight device which consists of a
flexible molded rubber body with a mouth-

piece at the top, a hermetically sealed

chemical cartridge within the body, and
a nose clip. When the self-rescuer is to be
used, the seal on the cartridge is broken,
a plunger is pushed inward towards the

body, and the unit is then ready to be

inserted into the mouth. The body can be
easily recharged with new hermetically
sealed cartridges. It gives protection for

30 to 70 minutes according to the amount
of carbon monoxide present. Is approved
by the U.S. Bureau of Mines. McAdam,
p. 70.

mem Mean spherical candle

r. Mason.

mac Abbreviation for milrevccond. BuMin

Style Guide, p. 61.
Mote Abbreviation for megasecond. ( I million seconds). Also abbreviated ms. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 60; Zimmerman, p. 127.
M series. Synonym for M design. Long.

M-aeries bit. Synonym for M-design bit.
Long.

M.:series cers burrel. Synonym for M-design
core barrel. Long.

msf
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msf Abbreviation for magnetostrictive force.
BuMin Style Guide, p. so.
MSL Abbreviation for mean sea level. Also
abbreviated msl. Zimmerman, p. 67.
MSP Abbreviation for monosodium phosphate; monobasic sodium phosphate.
CCD, 6d, 1961.
MST Abbreviation for mean solar time;
mountain standard time. Also abbreviated
mat. Zimmerman, pp. 67, 71.
M. temperature. The temperature at which
martensite begins to form in an alloy
tem on cooling. Specifically for steel, it is
the temperature at which austenite begins
to change into martensite on cooling. ASM
Gloss.
Mt Abbreviation for mountain.71. Also abbreviated mt. Zimmerman, p.
ton. Webster 3d.
MT Abbreviation for metric
mechanical
time fuse:.
MTF Abbreviation for
Zimmerman, p. 68.
ass Abbreviation for square meter. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 62.
M'ci Billion cubic feet. Williams.
mA Abbreviation for millimicron. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 60.
Also abmtn Abbreviation for mountain.71.
breviated Mtn. Zimmerman, p.
Mtou Abbreviation for megaton. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 60.
muck. a. Stone; dirt; debris. Mason. b. Unconsolidated soils, sands, clays, loams encountered in surface mining; generally,

mine cars or onto a conveyor from which
mine cars are loaded at some point removed from the working face, or works
in a slope (vertical underground opening
in which ore is mined), shoveling ore into
chutes from which it is loaded into cars
on haulage level below. Also called car
filler; rock passer; shoveler. D.O.T.1. h.
In the quarry industry, one who removes
mud and muck from the surface and sides
of natural stone deposits in a quarry with
a pick and shovel. Also called grouter;
quarry hand. D.O.T. I. i. See grouter; machine scraper. D.O.T. 1.
mucking. a. The operation of loading broken
rock by hand or machine usually in shafts
or tunnels. See also mechanical mucking.
Nelson. b. Can. Removing muck. A slang

earth which can be severed and moved
without preliminary blasting. Pryor, 3. c.

Useless material; earth or rock which may
or may not be mixed with coal or mineral.
See also mullock. Nelson. d. (Can.) Rock
or ore broken in process of mining. Also
used to denote confusion and litter. Hoffman. e. To excavate or remove muck from.
Webster 2d. f. To work hard; to toil. Webuseless
ster 2d. g. (Scot.) Rubbish; soft,mullock.
material. See also smut; dirt;
Fay. h. A layei of earth, sand, or sediment
lying immediately above the sand or gravel
containing, or supposed to contain, gold
in placer mining districts, and may itself
contain some traces of gold. Fay. i. Mud
rich in humus. Nichols. j. Finely blasted
rock, particularly from underground.
Nichols. k. Refuse from a mine; to remove
such refuse. B.C.1. 1. The broken rock or

other material coming from a tunnel excavation. Stauffer.

muck bar. Gray, forge pig iron melted in a
puddling furnace, then balled, squeezed,
and rolled. Mersereau, Materials ol Industry, 1941, p. 458.
muck boas. In bituminous coal mining, a

foreman who is in charge of a crew of

loaders shoveling rock into cars during the
driving of new underground passageways
from one part of the mine to another.
D.o.T. 1 .
anudter. a. A laborer who loads broken mineral into trams, or pushes them from :tope
chute to shaft. Pryor, 3. b. One who dears
away material, as earth, gravel, rock, from
a working arta. Webster 3d. c. This term
applies more especially to metal mines. See

aho mullocker. Fay. d. One who removes
the refuse; a local term for work clothes.
B.C.I. e. A miner whose duty is to load
ore in the heading on cars after the ore
has been extracted by the miners. Ricketts,
I. f. (Can.) One who shovels muck into
mine cars. The lowliest underground job.
Hoffman. g. In metal and nonmetal mining, a laborer who shovels ore or rock into

term to denote the act of cleaning up.
Hoffman. c. See lashing, b. C.T.D. d. Term

applied to shoveling underground. Lewis,
p. 197.

muck iron. Crude puddled iron leady for

squeezing or rolling. Fay.
mucklte. A resin from the coalbeds at Neudorf, Moravia, Czechoslovakia; it fuses
between 2900 and 310° C, has a specific
gravity of 1.0025, and a composition corresponding to C2oH230s. Fay.

muckle. a. Soft clay overlying or underlying
coal. Fay. b. Corn. A large jumper or drill.
Fay.

muckle hammer. A scaling or spalling hammer. Standard, 1964.
muckman. See machine scraper. D.O.T. 1.
muck rolls. The first pair of rolls in a rolling
mill. Fay.

mucks. Staff. Bad earthy coal. See also smut,
b. Fay.
muck saw. A saw using an uncharged blade,

usually steel, which runs in a bath or

stream of carborundum abrasive. AM,1.
muck shifting. a. Operations concerned with

stripping overburden, valuable gravels or
sands in exploitation of opencast mineral

deposits. Pryor, 3. b. Used for extensive

earth-moving operations. Pryor, 4.
muck soil. Soil composed of thoroughly decomposed black organic material, with a
considerable amount of mineral soil material, finely divided and with a few fibrous

remains. Stokes and Varner, 1955.
muck train. A set of muck rolls. Standard,
1964.

mucky bok. A taphole from which the iron
is so pasty that it does not run freely. Fay.

mud. a. Generally, any soil containing enough
water to make it soft. Nichols. b. A finegrained, unconsolidated rock of the clay
grade, usually with a high percentage of
water. The dominant grain site is less than
0.01 millimeter. Mud is produced by erosion and according to the rocks from
which it is derived, it may consist of clay,
sand, limestone, or mixtures of these and
other materials in any proportion. Nelson.

C. The suspension made by mixing the
drill circulation fluid (water) with the fine
cuttings produced by the bit when drilling
a borehole. Long. d. The mixture of water
or oil with clay, and sometimes other special materials, used as a drill circulation
liquid in drilling a borehole. Also called
drill mud. Long. e. A fluid used for drill-

ing wells. Brandy, I. f. Moist and soft
earth, or earthy matter whether produced

by rahts on the earthy surface, by ejections
from springs and volcanoes, or by sediment
from turbid waters; same as mire. Fey. g.

Pelagic or terrigenous detrital material
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mud cone
consisting of particles smaller than sand;
that is, an undifferentiated sediment made
up of particles mostly within the silt-clax
range smaller than 0.0025 inch (0.0625
millimeter). Hy.
mud auger. A diam.ind-point bit with the
wings of the point twisted in a shallow,
augerlike spiral. Also called clay bit; diamond-point bit; mud bit. Long.
mud balance. An instrument used to measure the density of drilling mud. B.S. 3618,
1963, rec. 3.

mud barrel. a. A double-tube core barrel

with a greater-than-normal clearance between the inner and outer tubes, for use
with mud-laden circulation liquids. Long.
b. A bailing device to bring to the surface
the cuttings formed by the action of the
bit at the bottom of a borehole in free-fall
or churn drilling. Long. c. A small bailer.
Long.
mud belt. The belt of marine deposits composed largely of detrital clay, and lying
between the coarser terrigenous sediments
to the landward and the deep oceanic organic oozes on the seaward side. At present, the inner boundary of the inner mud
belt is the edge of the continental shelf.
A.G.I.
mud bit. A pointed-edge. chisellike tool used
for boring drill holes through clay or claylike overburden materials. Also called clay
bit; diamond-point bit; mud auger. Long.
mud blasting. In this method, sticks of explosive are stuck on the side of a boulder
with a covering of mud, and when detonated, very little of the energy of the ex-

plosive is used in breaking the boulder.
Higham, p. 92.
mud bucket. The bucket attached to a

dredger. Standard, 1964.
mud-buried ripple mark. Ripple mark with
troughs filled with mud. Pettijohn.
mud cake. The material filling the cracks,
crevices, pores. etc., of the rock or adhering to the walls of the borehole. The cake
may be derived from the drill cuttings,
circulating drill mud, or both; it is formed
when the water in the drilling mud filters
into porous formations, leaving the mud
ingredients as a caked layer adhering to
the walls of the borehole. Long.
mudcap. A charge of dynamite, or other high
explosive, fired in contact with the surface of a rock after being covered with
quantity of wet mud, wet earth, or sand,
no borehole being used. The slight confinement given the dynamite by the mud

or other material permits part of the

energy of the dynamite being transmitted
to the rock in the form of a blow. A mudcap may be placed on top or to one side,
or even under a rock, if supported, with
equal effect. Also called adobe; dobie;
sandblast. Fay.
madcap method. See secondary blasting.
madeappiag; plaster shoollag. Charge for
blasting rock without drilling, ir which an
explosive is placed on top of the rock and
covered by a cap of mt4 or earth. Preenkel.

wad comm. See luterman. D.O.T. I.
wad east. See mud crack. Pangolin.

mud collate. The length in feet, as measured from the bottom of a borehole of a
drill-mud liquid standing in a borehole

either while being circulated during drilling operations or when the drill string is
not in the hole. Long.

asad come. A volcanic cone built up of ejected

,

mudstone ratio

mud cone
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mud. See also mud volcano. Fay.
mud crack; mud cast. Filling of desiccation

mud geyser. A geyser that erupts sulfurous
mud. A tipe of mud volcano. A.G.I.

erally preserved as raised ridges (casts)
arranged in polygonal patterns on under-

mud gun. An apparatus for pushing a clay

mud pit. a. A pit in which drilling mud is
mixed, prepared, stored, or caught as it

nace. A steam cylinder operates a plunger
inside a steel tube into which clay is fed

the suction hose of the mud pump cir-

cracks in mud, customarily sandstone; gen-

side of sandstone bed. Pettijohn.

mudding. Filling voids with clay in limestone from which sulfur has been extracted. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
mudding off. Commonly thought of as reduced productivity caused by the penetrating, sealing, or plastering effect of a
drilling fluid. Actually there is little penetration into the capillaries of an ordinary
producing formation, and a slight amount
of differential back pressure will remove
even thick filter cakes. Brant ly, 1.
mud drag. A dredge for clearing the bottoms
of rivers or harbors. Compare hedgehog,
b. Standard, 1964. Also called mud
dredge. Fay.

mud drilling. Drilling operations in which
a mud-laden circulation fluid is used.
Long.

mud engineer. An engineer who studies and
supervises the preparation of various
fluids and emulsions, collectively termed
mud, used in rotary drilling. A.G.I.

mud fat. Aust. Unctuous and plastic like
mud. Standard, 1964.

mudfisb; mud engineer. In drilling an oil
well, the man in charge of the mud pump
which forces drilling fluids (mud flush)
down to the bottom of the hole. Prycr, 3.

mud flat. A muddy, lo%-lying strip of ground

by the shore, or an island, usually submerged more or len completely by the

rise of the tide. Fay.
mudflow. A rapidly'moving stream of mixed
soil or rock and water having the consistency and composition of mud. The pro-

portions of liquid and solid constituents

vary widely. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. Ste
also mudrush; soil creep.
mud Auld. Ste mud flush; drill mud.
mud flush. a. To clear fragmented materials

from a borehole by circulating a mudladen fluid. See also mud drilling. Long.
b. The mud which is kept circulating in

mud glacier. See solifluction.

stopper into the taphole of a blast fur-

from a hopper tube as the plunger is

worked back and forth, and is thus forced
into the taphole at end of cast. Fay.
mud bog. a. Synonym for mud pump. Long.
b. Pressure tunnel worker. Bureau of
Mines Staff. c. A machine for the disin-

tegration of dry or moist plastic clay. It
consists of a rotating swing hammer operating close to a series of anvils linked
together to form a steeply inclined slat
conveyor. Dodd.

mud Jacking. A process in which a hole is
bored through a concrete road slab which
has subsided, and a water-soil-cement
slurry is pumped under the slab to support it. Ham.
mud-ladea. A liquid (usually water) mixed
with finely ground earthy or clayey materials. Long.

mud-laden Auld. The water or oil fluid in
which mud-like solids are suspended, used

to support the open bore and cool and

clear the cuttings from the bit. The fluid
is circulated while rotary- and/or diamond-drilling a borehole. See also drill
mud. Long.
mud lava. a. The water-saturated volcanic
debris of mudflows or lahars. A.G.I. b.
The sulfurous and occasionally carbonaceous material contained in mud pots or
erupted from mud geysers or mud volcanoes. A.G.I.
mudline. Line of demarcation between fairly
clear supernatant water and settling solids
in a thickener or other sedimentation ves-

sel Pryor, 3.
mud logging. A method of determining the
presence or absence of oil, gas, and salt
water in the various formations penetrated
by the drill bit. The drilling fluid and the
cuttings are continuously tested on their

return to the surface, and the results of

the borehole during rotary boring. It is
pumped down the inside of the hollow
rods and returns to the surface, with the

these tests are correlated with the depth of
origin. Brantly, I.
mud lump. One of numerous mud-discharg-

The mud flush ( I) cools the bit; (2)

mouth of the Mississippi; upheaved from

rock chippings, on the outside of the rod&

ing cones dotting the shallows at the

helps to support the walls of the borehole; and (3) acts as a lubricant for the

lower clays by pressure of surface deposits.

drill pipe. The mud flush was developed
mainly for oil drilling in an effort to re-

duce the earlier number of blow outs.
Also called mud fluid. See also drilling
fluid; bentonite. Nelson.

mud-flash Milky. A method of drilling in

which a mud of controlled physical properties is used as the circulating fluid. BS.
3618, 1963, sic. 3.
musd-imsk tests. Testa carried out at the boring site to insure that the mud solution is
of the correct density and viscosity. The
mud should test close to the following
standards: specific gravity, 1.07; viscosity
(500 cubic centimeter outflow), 15 seconds; filtrate (15 minutes at 100 pounds

per agnate inch), 16 cubic centimeters;
filter cake, three thirty-seconds of an inch.
The only limit to the thickness of the mud
is the capacity of the pumps to handle it,

that is, it must be duid and not a pasty
clay. Nelsen.

mod hum. An early, now obsolete, term
for groove casts. Patsjohn.

Standard, 1964.
sand maw The operator of the valve at the
end of the mud hose. Williams.

mud marks. The hardened flowings of mud
over a smooth surface, or the same petrified (fossil mud muks). Standard, 1964.
mud nobler. A machine, pump, hopper, or
other apparatus used to mix dry ingredients with water or outer liquids to prepare

a drill mud. Also called atomizer; jet
mixer; mixer. Long.

mad off. The act or process of filling a

borehole with mud-laden fluid to seal and
support the walls, thereby preventing
sloughing or the ingress or loss of water
or oil. Long.

mod peat. Term in use in Ireland for a

highly macerated peat forming the lower
layers in a peat bog. Tomkeiel, 1954.
mud-pallet conglomerate. A sandstone containing abundant, flattened to rounded,

small mudstone mum A.G.I. sew.

mod pemetrafer. A continuous seismic profiling system using elxtronically generated
acoustic pulses to determine the sub-bot-

tom structure of the sea floor in shallow
water areas. H&G.

overflows from the drill-hole collar. Long.
b. A reservoir acting as an intake pond for

culating the mud fluid. Long. c. See slush
pit. Williams.

mud pot. a. A geyser that throws up mud.
Standard, 1964. Also called mud geyser.
Fay. b. Synonym for mud swivel. Long.

mud pump. a. A pump used to pump mudladen drill fluid to maintain circulation
during borehole drilling operations. Also

called mud hog; slush pump. Long. b.

The circulating pump that supplies fluid
to a rotary drill. Also called slush pump.
Nichols. c. See circulating pump. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 3.

mud-pump valve. Valves of special design
for use in mud pumps. Long.
mud ring. a. The section of a boiler where
scale, alkalies, and sediment collect. Bureau of Mines Staff. b. The ring or frame

forming the bottom of a water leg in a

steam boiler. Webster 3d.
mud rocks. A general name applied to sediments composed most commonly of micro-

scopic particles of quartz and clay, some-

times one and sometimes the other predominating. Such mud rocks may be mas-

sive or may have a fine and irregularly

bedded or laminated structure when they
are called shales. A.G.I.
mud nub. The more or leu sudden inflow of
peat, moss, sand, gravel, silt, or any other
waterlogged material into shallow mine
workings. The manager has a duty to take
steps

to prevent such inrushes as laid

down in the Precautions against Inrushes
Regulations, 1956. Also called mud run.
See also inrush of water. Nelson.

mud saw. A disk of iron, steel, or copper
vs:Ting in diameter from 8 to 50 inches,
which, when fashioning colored stones,
passes through a metal container partly
filled with mud. Shipley.
Ilslid SCOW. A flatboat or barge for the trans-

portation of mud, generally used in con-

nection with dredges. Fay.
muds111. The lowest sill of a structure (as of
a house, bridge, or dam) usually embedded
in soil or mud. Webster 3d.
mud mapper. A small clamshell-type snapper
which is about 11 inches long and weighs

3 pounds. It is attached to the bottom of

a sounding lead by means of a hole drilled
in the lead. The jaws are cast bronze and
The jaws are
are actuated by
held open by en
two trigger pins
within the jaws.
e mud snapper and
sounding lead may be operated in shallow
water by hand lowering or by lowerin .
from a bathythermograph or oceanographic winch. H&C.
mod socket. A device attached to drill rods
and used to remove or sand from a borehole. Compare mule shoe. Long.
mud solution. See drill mud; mud c and d.
Long.

modsttme. A fine, more or less sandy argillacoons rock, having no fissik character, and
somewhat harder than clay. Fey.

molifeas ratio. The numerical value of the
ratio of the total thickness of red mud:tone to the total thickness of amen mudstone occurring within an assumed stratigraphic horizon. Its value is based upon
the premise that uranium-bearing solutaons

mudstone ratio
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mullite refractories

will bleach red mudstone containing ferric
iron to green mudstone containing ferrous
iron. Ballard.
mudstone trap. Where uranium mineralization has been trapped at a mudstone-sandstone interface. Ballard.

a marked improvement in the illuminating
power of the lamp. Nelson,
muff. a. A joining tube, or coupler, for unit-

off the bottom end of the tubing at an

mixed with water that includes landslides,
mudflows, and turbidity currents. A.G.I.
Supp. See also mudflow; solifluction.
A.G.I.
mud sump. Synonym for mud pit. Long.
mud swivel. A modification of a water swivel

glass before it is flattened out. Standard,

mud stream. A mass of moving sediment

specially designed for use when a mudladen drill fluid is circulated in boreholedrilling operations. Also called mud pot.
Long.

mud system. a. The technique and use of
drilling mud as a circulating medium in
drilling operations. Long. b. The mixer,
sump, piping, and other equipment used
to prepare, maintain, and transport mudladen fluid. Long.

mud tank. A large tank or reservoir for mixing and storing drilling mud that is fed to
the mud pump for circulation in the borehole. Returning circulation fluid is fed into
the tank at the end opposite the pump
^uction line to allow coarse drill cuttings
to settle. Long.

mud up. a. The act or process of filling,

ing two pipes end to end. Fay. b. A term

sometimes applied to the crude magnesium
deposit produced by the Pidgeon ferrosilicon process. Merriman. c. A cylinder of
1964.

muffle. a. A semicylindrical or long, arched
oven (usually small and made of fireclay),
heated from outside, in which substances
may be exposed at high temperature to an
oxidizing atmos_pheric current, and kept at
the same time from contact with the gases
from the fuel. Cupellation and scorificadon assays are performed in muffles and
on a larger scale, copper ores were formerly roasted in muffle furnaces. Fay. b. An
enclosure in a furnace protecting the ware
from the flame and products of combustion. ASTM C162-66.
muffle furnace. A furnace in which heat is
applied to the outside of a refractory
chamber containing the charge. C.T.D.
The charge may be held in a muffle, cru-

cible retort, or other enclosure which is
enveloped by the hot flame gues, and the
heat must reach the charge by flowing
through the walls of the container. Newton, p. 280.

choking, or c' gging the waterways of a
bit with consoiidated drill cuttings. Also
called sludging; sludging up. Long. b. The

nudge kiln. a. An arched fire clay lined

in the rock surrounding a borehole; also,
to cause mud to adhere to the walls of a
borehole. Compare mud off. Long. c. To
seal a pot stopper or a joint in a furnace

which in turn conduct heat into the ware
chamber. ACSG, 1963.

act of process of filling the pores or cracks

or in a producer gasline, by the application
of wet clay. ASTM C162-66.
mud viscosity. The property of a mud-laden
fluid to resist flow due to internal friction
and th combined effects of adhesion and
cohesion; for example, a Marsh funnel
(used to measure the viscosity of mud)
will discharge 1 quart of water in about
36 seconds, whereas an equal volume of an
average drilling mud is discharged in 40
to 55 or more seconds from the same funnel. Long.
mod volcano. a. A conical hill of mud, from
which material is ejected, generally cold,
by and with various gases. The usual quiet

furnace in which Beggars are placed.
C.T.D. b. A kiln in which combustion of the
fuel takes place within refractory muffles,

mulls paintiNg. Decoration, as on china,

which will not bear kiln heat, but is fired
in a muffle. It is of two kinds, hard and
soft. Standard, 1964.
mailer; pneumatic rockdrill muller. A
muffler designed by the U.S. Bureau of
Mines that concentrates on suppressing
sound wives vibrating 200 to 2,000 finial
a second, the loudest and most objectionable created by rock drills. Because the
muffler bypasses the lower frequencies, it
does not interfere with the column of air

and wheel. In brickmaking, a wheel by

Tomkeieff, 1954.
mil. Peru. A term used by native miners for
chunks of iron oxide. Hess.
mulatto. A local name in Ireland for a Cretaceous greensand. Fay.
mulatto stone. Ire. Green-speckled sandstone

thoroughly worked with

with a calcareous cement, bue of the

Meese lei lamp. An earlier type of miners'

flame safety lamp in which tl,e inner

gauze cylinder of the Marsaut lamp
replaced by a conical chimney and that
was supported by a gauze diaphragm
is

which fitted between the top of the glass

cytinder and the bottom of the outer

gauze. The fitting improved the ventilation of tie lamp, but made it rather liable
to extinction on being tilted. The further

introduction of a combustion tube depend-

ing from the ban of the chimney led to

muley brick. An imperfectly pressed brick.
Standard, 1964.
mull. a. In contrast to "mor" a type of forest
soil in which humus is intimately mixed
with the mineral matter. Tomkeieff, 1954.
b. Paste formed by grinding a powder in

a viscous medium, for example, heavy

mineral oil. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
mulien stone; muller 'tone. Grindstone.
Arkell.
muller. a. Stone, iron shoe, heavy steel rub-

bing disk, used to bear down upon rock
in comminution. Pryor, 3. b. A heavy
grinding wheel which is the crushing and

mixing member in a dry or wet par. A.R.I.
c. A bucking iron. Fay.
muller crusher. See dry pan. ACSG, 1963.
mailer miser. A wet pan in which the mullers
are suspended out of contact with the pan
bottom; by this means the material

charged to the pan is mixed without further grinding taking place. See also wet
pan. Dodd.

Muller's glass. Hyalite, a variety of opal
which is as clear as glass and colorless.
Fay.
mullet. A knife-shaped piece of iron used in
serving a handmade glass bottle from the
blowpipe. Dodd.

Mullfrax. Refractory made from artificial
mullite. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
mullicite. A variety of vivianite occurring in
cylindrical masses. Fay.

mulligan. a. A miner's term for soup. Fay.
b. A heavy, double-handed sl Mite for
breaking runner scrap at blast furnaces.
Fay.

mulling. a. Mixing sand and clay particles
by a rolling, grinding, rubbing, or stirrIng
action. ASM Gloss. b. The practice of
amilarly etched square plate of glass.

of steam and hot water. &Standard, 1964.
Also called salse; air volcano; snaccaluba;
mud cone. Fay.
mud wag cake. Synonym for mud cake. Long.
nand-walled. Having a wall of mud, or materials laid in mud instead of mortar. Fey.
is

attached mules from one level to the other.
Korson,

mulls roasting. Routing In a furnace in

monielkohk. Ger. Name for coal pebbles.

water. a tempering wheel. Standard, 1964.

levels in a mine for the transfer of un-

grinding ceramic inks and pigments, etc.,

violent discharges, sometimes with columns
of flame. Standard, 1964. b. A hollow cone
in a volcanic region: from which mud (of
volcanic ashes) ss vsolently ejected by jets

which clay

angle of 450 to its longitudinal axis. Also
called mud socket. Long.
mule skinner. A mule driver. Fay.
muleway. Heavily timbered passage between

that makes a pneumatic drill function.

Bureau of Miner Staff.

which heating is indirect, and products of
combustion are kept away from the charge.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
sangearke. Orthoclase-bearing oligoclase basalt. Major oligoclase, olivine, orthoclase,
accessory apatite, and opaque oxides. Pyroxene may or may not be present A.G.I.

emissions are interrupted at times by

the washing action being aided by cutting

Upper Cretaceous, Antrim. So called on
account of its mottled appearance. Arkell.
mole. a. A small car, or truck, attached to
a rope and used to push cars up a slope
or inclined plane. Fay. b. An extra man
who helps push the loaded cars out in case
of an upgrade, etc., from Joplin, Mo. Fay.
C. See pusher. D.O.T. I.
males foot. A Kansas term for an extension
bit used in boring coal. Hen.
male shoe. A short length of tubing coupled
to the bottom of a drill string to wash and

clean out sand or mud from a borehole,
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between an etched glass mutter and a
Enam Dia. c. The process of grinding
and mixing clays, shales, and other ceramic materials in a dry or wet pan. See
also dry pan. Bureau of Mines Staff.
nulling ratio. The ratio of water by weight
to clay content by weight, used in the
milling of molding sand. Osborne.
mullion structure. a. The larger grooves in a

fault plane parallel to the direction

of

displacement. Synonym for rodding structure. A.G.!. b. A sertes of parallel columns

in metamorphic rocks several inches in
diameter and several feet long, each
column being composed of folded metamorphic rocks. 44.GJ.
mulike. An aluminum silicate, SAIsCh.2SiOs,

formed by heating other aluminum sili-

cates (such as cyanite, sillimanite, and
andalushe) to high temperatures, and the

only stable member of the group. Colorless
crystals; specific gravity, S.15; melting
point, 1,810' C; insoluble in water. Found
m nature, but rare. Used In refractories
and in glass. CCD 6d, 1961.

milts ceramic. Any ceramic whiteware in
which mullite, (3A110..2S10,), h the
essential crystalline phase. ACSB-4.
muille refractories. Refractory products con.
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mullite refractories
sisting predominantly of mullite (3A1103.-

2SiO3) crystals formed either by conver-

sion of one or more of the

sillirnanite

group of minerals or by synthesis from

materials employing either
melting or Aintering processes. ASTM
appropriate
C71-64.

mullite whiteware. Any ceramic whiteware
in which mullite, (3A1303.2Si0g), is the
essential crystalline phase. ASTM C242
60.

mullock. a. N.S.W. The accumulated waste
or refuse rock about a mine. New South

Wales. b. Eng. A term sometimes used
for the accumulated waste or refuse rock
about a mine. Fay. c. See muck, the term
used in the United States. Fay. d. Aust.
The mullocker (muck shifter) deals with
this by mullocking. Pryor, 3. e. A soft

mass of country or decomposed dike containing gold or other metal; also, decomposed and broken rock mixed in a lode.
Gordon.

mullocker. a. In metal mining, a colloquialism of Australian origin for a mucker who
shovels and loads waste rock, as distinguished from ore, into cars. Also called
lasher. D.O.T. 1. b. See mucker, the term
used in the United States. Fay.
mallocking. Aust. Act or process of excavating and removing mullock. The American term is mucking. Fay.

mullock reefs. Aust. Reefs in which the
matrix of the ore consists of country rock,
frequently decomposed eruptive dikes.
Fay.

mullock tip. Aust. Accumulations of waste
rock coming out of a mine; a dump; also,
spoil heap. Fay.
mullock vein. Aust. A decomposed eruptive

dike in which the original disseminated
gold and silver have been deposited in

joints and fissures of the dike rock, This
term appears to be unnecessary. Pay.
1111111iladd stresses. Any stress state in which
two or three principal stresses are not
zero. ASM Gloss.

multibucket excavator. A machine similar to
a dredger used for excavating cuttings for
roads, railways, or canals. One large ma-

chine of this type can dig 100 yards per
hour on a slope 25 feet high. Ham.
Multicut chafe. Trade name for a coal-cutter
chain designed for use with curved jibs. It
is short pitch and of high flexibility. Nelson.

=unicycle coast. Emergent coast formed
during several interrupted cycles so that
two or mcre elevated marine terraces have
been formed. Schielerdecker.

laultideck cage. A cage containing two or
more compartments or platforms to hold
the mine cars. Every effort is made to keep
the number of decks as low as possible for
a given output in order to cut down the

decking time and equipment at shaft top
and bottom. Nelson.

wankideck EMIL A screen with two or more

superimposed screening surfaces mounted
rigidly within a common frame. BS. 3552,
1962.

multideck skekktg platform. A sinking platform consisting of several decks to enable
various shaft-smking operations to be performed simultaneously. The bottom deck,

in a three-deck platform, is usually suspended from four winch ropes which also
act as guides for the kibbles, and the middle and top decks are supported above the

bottom deck by rigid supports. The top

deck is used for the manipulation of the
concrete buckets and for fixing the shuttering. The center deck is used by the men
when placing the concrete, while the bottom deck carries telephone, blasting, lighting, and signaling cable drums. The lower

side of the bottom deck may carry the
equipment for manipulating the cactus

multiple mineral development
multiple-bench quarrying. The method of
quarrying a rock ledge in a series of successive benches or steps. Fay.
multiple-cord belt conveyor. A belt conveyor

composed of two or more spaced strands
of Vce, double Vee, or round belts. ASA
M114.1-1958.

multideck table. Shaking table with two or

multiple detectors. Two? or more, seismic
detectors whose combined output energy
is fed into a single amplifier-recorder circuit. This technique is used to effect a

more superposed decks, independently fed
and discharged but worked by one vibrating mechanism. Pryor, 3.
multifuse igniter; electric master fuse. A de-

multiple dike. A dike made up of two or

grab. See also sinking and walling scaffoli.
Nelson.

of undesirable near-surface
waves. Synonym for multiple geophones;
multiple recording groups. 4.0.1.

cancellation

and safety fuse. Nelson.

intrusions of the same kind of
igneous rock. Billings. 1954, p. 307.
multIple-entry system. A system of access or
development openings generally in bituminous coal mines involving more than one
pair of parallel entries, one for haulage

ber of horizontal jibs similar to a coal

circulation of large volumes of air. Bureau
of Mines Stag.
multiple-expansion engine. An engine driven
by steam or compressed air expanding in
two or mnre stages. Ham.
multiple fault. A faulting structure consisting
of several parallel, faults in close prox-

vice employed to reduce the number of
fuses to be lit by the miner before he can
retire to safety. By means of a multifuse
igniter, it is possible to remote fire stopes
or headings, primed with plain detonators

multibeartb furnace. Roasting furnace with
several hearths vertically superposed. Material is raked downward by horizontally
rotating rabbles, so as to work alternately
to periphery and center of successive
hearths, encountering roasting heat as it
gravitates downward. Pryor, 3.
multijib cutter. A cutter loader with a numcutter. The loose coal is diverted onto the
conveyor by gummer and plough plate.
The machine is usually used in seams up
to about 3 feet in thickness with a clean
roof parting. The depth of cut varies up
to 4 feet. Coal degradation is considerable.
Nelson.
muldlayer bit. A bit set with diamonds arranged in succestive layers beneath the

surface of the crown. Compart impregnateAl bit. Long.

multilock lodes. Lodes that occupy a shear
zone. Such a zone has no definite walls,

the ore gradually shading off into the
country rock. It is probable that the gold
of some rich alluvial fields came from
shear zones. Nelson.

multilouvre dryer. A dryer whose moving
element consists of two strands of roller

chain with specially designed flights, suspended in such a way as to provide means
for keeping the bed in a constantly flowing mass. The material flows in a shallow
bed over the ascending flights and at the
same time is gradually moved across the
dryer froth the feed point to the discharge
point. The gases are puUed from the furnace and through the flowing bed of coal.
The entire area of the dryer i, covered by
suction from the exhaust fan. Mitchell, A.
684.

maltipassage Idle. A kiln consisting of a
number of adjacent tunnels, each of small
cross section, through which the ware is

pushed on refractory bats. These kilns may
be electric or gas fired. The typical electric
multipassage kiln has 24 passages
a
4 across and 6 high; the ware is pursrliZt

opposite directions in adjacent passages.
Gas-fired multipassage kilns usually have
only 4 passages and the ware is pushed in
the same direction in each passage. Dodd.
moltiphme. In electricity, the same as polyphase. Standard, 1964.

maltiplearcb dam. A lightweight dam con-

structed of repeated arches with axes
sloping at about 45 to the horizontal, the
arches being carried on parallel buttress
walls. See oho counter-arched revetment.

Ham

more

and fresh air intake and the other for return air. Multiple-entry systems permit

imity with no distortion. See also step

faults. Nelson.
multiple firing. Firing electrically with delay
blasting caps in a number of holes at one
time. Mitchell, p. 212.
multiple fuse-igniter cartridge. Consists of a

cardboard cartridge about 2 inches long
with a 3/4-inch outside diameter. The
closed end is coated with black powder,

and the ends of eight fuses are inserted in
the cartridge, in contact with the powder.
A master fuse is then inserted, which,
when lit, burns to the powder and ignites
it. The powder flares brightly and lights

the eight fuses. South Australia, pp. 40

41.

multiple gases indicator. The detector is de-

signed to trace and determine the con-

centration of a ariety of gases. The hand-

operated instrument is used with many
different detecting tubes. Typical choice
may include tubes for acetone, freons,

ammonia, acetylene, carbon
tetrachloride, phosgene, nitrous gases or
trichloroethane, in addition to more common contaminants and many that are
kerosine,

more exotic. Bests, p. 580.
multiple geophomen. Synonym for multiple
recording groups; multiple detectors.
A.G.I.

mallipk4mpssles welding. Spot, projection,
or upset welding with more than one impulse of current during a single machine
cycle. Sometimes called pulsation welding.
ASM Gloss.

eaultipie intenectimm. The intercepts that
cross a vein, ore body, or other geologic
feature, accomplished by drilling several
auxiliary boreholes from a single, main, or
parent borehole with the aid of wedges
and similar deflecting devices. Long.

meld* intrusion. Applied to silk, dales,
laccoliths, and other intrusions, formed by
two or more successive injections of approximately the same magma. Stokes and
Verner, 1955.
meld* Ikea. A single line reeved around
two or more sheaves so as to Increase pull

at the =pease of speed. Nichol:.

meltigle mineral development ack

mold*

use act. The Act of August 13, 1954, permitting oil and gas leases and mining
claims on the same land, with the oil and
gas lessee obtaining his rights under His
lease and the mining claimant being accorded his rights to go to patent, subject,
however, to the oil and gas lessee's interest. Williams.
multiple openings. Any series of underground

openings separated by rib pillars or connected at frequent intervals to form a system of rooms and pillars. BuMines Bull.
587, 1960, p. 2.

multiple-pass weld. A weld made by depositing filler metal with two or more
successive passes. ASM Gloss.

multiple-ply plate. Steel plates made up of
thicknesses of other plates of steel or steel

and wrought iron welded together. Mersereau, 4th, p. 426.

multiple proportions, law of. See Dalton's
law; law of multiple proportions.
multiple recording groups. Synonym for multiple detectors; multiple geophones. A.G.I.
multiple reflections. Reflection line-ups which

arise from waves which have suffered

more than one reflection prior to emergencies. A.G.I.

multiple ribbon belt conveyor. A belt con-

veyor having a conveying surface of two or

more spaced strands of narrow flat belts.
ASA M114.1-1958.

multiple-row blasting. The drilling, charging; and firing of several rows of vertical

holes along a quarry or opencast face. The
holes may be spaced in the square pattern
with delay detonators in the rows as well

as row by row. The spacing of the holes
will vary according to their depth, diameter, and the type of rock. In general, 6inch-diameter holes, 30 to 70 feet deep
may be spaced 14 to 20 feet apart, and 9inch-diameter holes 20 to 25 feet apart.
The explosive factor may vary from 0.5
to 1.25 pounds per cubic yard (solid) of
rock. See also small-diameter blastholes.
Nelson.

multiple-seam utining. Mining two or more
seams of coal, frequently close together,
that can be mined profitably where min-

ing one alone would not be profitable.
Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8, August 1966, p.
229.

nsuitiple seismometers. See bunched seismometers. Schielerdecker.

multiple suies; parallel series. A method of

wiring a large group of blasting charges by
connecting small groups in series and connecting these series in parallel. Fay.
multiple shooting. The firing of an entire face
at one time. The holes are connected in a

single series and when the current is applied to the leading line, each of the electric blasting caps in the series receives its
proportionate share of current and all the

holes shoot at the same instant. Kentucky,
pp. 184-185.
umeltiple sbot. See battery of holes. Fey.

readings on a single trip into the bore-

ing a series of inclination and bearing

multiple vent basalts. See shield basalts.

single-shot instrument.

A.C.I.
multiple wedge. See plug and feathers. Nel-

multiple-sbot survey. A borehole survey
using a multiple-shot instrument. Long.

multiplication factor; multiplication constant.

hole. Compare
Long.

multiple sill. A sill made up of two or more
intrusions composed of the same kind of
igneous rock. Billings, 1954, p. 295.
multiple-slide prow. A press with individual
slides,

built into the main slide or con-

nected to individual eccentrics on the main

shaft, they can be adjusted so as to give
variations in length of stroke and in timing. ASM Gloss.

multiple-speed floating control system. As
used in flotation, a form of floating control system in which the manipulated vari-

able may change at two or more rates each
corresponding to a definite range of values
of the actuating signal. Fuerstenau, p. 549.
multiple splitting. The parting or separation
of a thick seam into more than two layers
of coal. For example, the Ten Yards Coal
of Staffordshire splits, within a distance of
about 5 miles, into more than a dozen thin
seams, between which the partings in the
thick seam have swollen out to an aggregate of about 500 feet of. shales and sandstones. See also simple split seam. Nelson.
multiple spot welding. Spot welding in which

several spots are made during one complete cycle of the welding machine. ASM
Gloss.

multiple-strand chain. A roller chain made
up of two or more strands assembled as a
single structure on pins extending through
the entire assembly. f&M.
multiee-strand conveyor. a. Any conveyor
which employs two or more spaced strands

of chain, belts, or cords as the load-supporting medium. ASA MH4.1-1958. b.

Any conveyor in which two ore more

strands are used as the propelling medium
connecting pans, pallets, etc. ASA M114.11958.

multiple-strand rope. A wire rope designed
to obviate spinning due to untwisting. It
is formed by a series of layers of strands

built around a center fiber core. Each

layer of strands is given a lay opposite to
that on which it is built, each layer thus
tending to impart its own twist which is
cancelled bv the next layer. Therefore,
this rope can be used for sinking or where
a free load is to be lifted. The stretch with
a multiple strand rope is not so great as

with round strand and fiattened strand

ropes. Nelson.
multiple sydem. A method of connecting the

anodes and cathodes in electrolytic refining. Each cell contains a number of electrodes. anodes and cathodes being connected in parallel. From the cathodes of
one cell, the current flows to the anodes of
the next. The cells are therefore in series.

C.T.D.
multiple task macithses. N. of Eng. Any ma-

chine which mechanizes more than one
task of the cycle. Trig.
blasting unit is designed for firing simultaneous explosive charges in mines, quer- muldple *mler. A steel structure, with mine
ries, and tunnels. ASA M2.1-1963.
car trar. ks, which can receive and rotate
for discharging, two or more cars simulmultiple sbotboks. Two or more shot holes
taneously. The discharging is sometimes
which are shot simultaneously. They are
performed while the cars are still attached
so spaced as to minimize near-surface into the haulage rope, in which case the
terferences which mask desired signals U
tippler does not make a complete revoluonly one shothole is used. A.G.1.
tion but is reversed back from the tipping
multiplasbot lastmossat. A borehole-survey.
position to avokl twisting the haulage
instrument capable of taking and record-

andliple.sbot blast* unit. A multiple-shot

multishot gyroscopic
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rope. Sow also tippler. Nelson.

h..074443

son.

The ratio of the number of neutrons in
any one neutron generation to that in the
immediately preceding generation. Criticality is achieved when this ratio equals I.
L&L.

multiplough; Gusto multiplougli. A layout
consisting of six or more ploughs, 220
pounds each, 20 yards apart on one rope
or chain, feeding onto an armored conveyor; load on conveyor is well distributed.

A driving unit is arranged at both ends of
the face and Gperated alternately to impart the to-and-fro movement to the

ploughs. The minimum workable seam
thickness is 20 inches at gradients from
0° to 20*; maximum length of face about
190 yards. Nelson.

multiplying constant. This is the constant,
used in stadia work, by which the staff
intercept is multiplied to determine the
distance between the staff and the theo-

dolite. The value is generally taken as 100.
See also tacheometer. Ham.
muldrope friction winder. A winding system
based on the principles of the Koepe winder. The drive to the winding ropes is the
frictioral resistance between the ropes and

the driving sheaves. Multirope friction
winders are usually tower mounted, with
either cages or skips, and provided with a
counterweight. The sheaves are from about

6 to 12 feet in diameter with a direct
coupled or geared drive. Four ropes are
favored and these operate in parallel and
share the total suspended load. The system was introduced partly because of the
difficulty of winding heavy loads from
deep shafts with a single large-diameter

winding rope. Modern winding ropes have
become large and heavy, being 21/4 inches

in diameter locked coil, weighing 74.28
pounds per fathom or 16.5 tons for a
1,000 yard shaft, therefore, the introduction of the friction winder, with its counterweight, and using four smaller ropes
side by side in place of one. Such ropes
need be only, 11/4 inches in diameter to
give equivalent breaking strain. Nelson.

multiddit working. The working of two or
three shifts per day on production faces
underground. Face machines and power
supports in coal mines represent a heavy

capital outlay and the aim is to make

them productive as long as possible in the
24 hours. In British coal mines, in 1960,
4 percent were working three shifts, 40

percent two shifts, and 56 percent one
shift. Nelson.

multisbot *kg. The firing of a number of
shots simultaneously. tinder the Coal
Mines (Explosives) Order, 1951, up to six

shots may be fired simultaneously anywhere in any coal mine in Great Britain,
rounds of more than six shots being lim-

ited to stonedrifu and shaft sinking*. The
detonators must be connected in series to
a shotfiring cable not less than 50 yards in
length for rounds in coal and the circuit
tested for continuity with an approved
testing appliance. See also M. E. 6 Ex-

plorer. Nelson.

multkbot gyred.* ketnussent. A borehole
surveying instrument which can take a
number of readings during its descent and
ascent in the borehole. It comprises gyro.

scopic and photographic recording units;
direction and inclination indicators; a timing clock, and other accessories. A movie
film enables numerous records being taken
throughout the depth of the borehole. See
also gelatin borehole tube. Nelson
mullispeed motors. Multispeed squirrel cage
motors are available for drives such as fans,
blowers or pumps, which require operation
at different speeds but do not require ad-

in mafic minerals. A.G.I.
murasakite. A schistose rock composed of
piedmontite and quartz. See also ollenite.

A.G.I.

murchisonite. A variety of orthoclase of fleshred color, resembling perthite. Fay.

Murderian. Upper Upper Silurian. A.G.I.
SuPP.

justable speed characteristics. Motors of
this type may be two, three or four speed,

murdochite. A mineral, CuRbOs, as tiny,
black octahedra with NaC1 structure.
Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.
Murex process. A flotation process which is

built for variable torque, constant totque

but still makes use of the principle of

with one or two stator windings, and

or constant horsepower operation. These
machines have a constant speed characteristic at each particular speed. Pit and

Quarry, 53rd, Sec. D, p. 6.
multistage fan. A fan having two or more
impellers working in series. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 2.
multistrand rope. These ropes are flexible
and nonspinning. They are composed of
concentric layers of strands of relatively
fine wires, alternate layers of strands being
wound in opposite directions over a hemp
core. These ropes make good tail ropes.

Sinclair, V. p. 6.
multiunit wall. A wall composed of two or

more wythes of masonry. ACSG, 1961.
multiuse bit. A detachable drill bit that can
be sharpened and reshaped when worn.
Nichols.

multiwheel roller. A heavy roller with pneumatic tires used to consolidate embankment,. Ham.
multopost. A period of replacement taking

place later than that designated as paulo-

post; much later as opposed to a little
after. Hess.
mu-meson. See 111110n. LOS L.
Mu-metal. An alloy of Permalloy type (that
is with high magnetic permeability and

low hysteresis loss) but containing copper

and manganese in addition to iron and
nickel. C.T.D.

mummification. The process of preservation
of plant tissues under the influence of ar-

decay. Tomkeieff, 1954.
snun. Corn. Any fusible metal. Fay.
mundk. A drillers' term for pyrite. See also
iron pyrites. A.CJ. Supp.
mangle shale. An oil shale, in the West
rested

Calder district, Scotland. Fay.
Munsell Sy Mem A method of color notation
based on evaluation of three parameters:
lightness, hue, and saturation. Dodd.
snuntenite. A variety of amber from Olanesti,
Romania. Shipley.

Mentz metal. Alloy of copper (3) and zinc
(2), once used as holding base for quicksilver in plate amalgamation of gold ores.

Pryor, 3.
mon. Contraction of mu-meson. An elementary particle with 207 times the mass
of an electron. It may have a single positive or negative charge. Lea.
Morehead's reagent. An etching reagent de.
veloped for use in the investigation of the

structure of iron-carbon-chromium alloys.
It consists of a solution of 10 grams potauium ferricyanide, 10 grams potassium
hydroxide, and 100 milliliters water. Osborne.

sunlit.. From "muralis" of walls. A phyteral of coal. The cellular structurethe
form not the subetance, repreunting cell
walls of various parts of the stems or roots
of plants as obaerved in some vitrain, that

is, as in the provitrain of Stopes.
surashke. A variety of leucite basanite rich

mussel gold
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not strictly of the same class as the others,

selective oiling of sulfide partic'es. The
crushed ore is fed into an agitator and
mixed with 4 to 5 percent of its weight

of a paste made of one part of oil or thin
tar with three or four parts of magnetic
oxide of iron. This oxide must be ground
to an impalpable powder. These ingredients, with enough water to make a pulp,
are agitated from 5 to 20 minutes. The
paste preferentially adheres to the sulfides

because of the oil. The ore is then fed
over magnets and oxide of iron, with the
mineral adhering to it, pulled out. The
oil and magnetite arc then recovered.
Liddell 2d, p. 408.
Murgatroyd belt. That portion of the sidewall of a bottle near the bottom. ASTM
CI62-66.
muriacite. Synonym for anhydrite; halite.
Hey 2d, 1955.
muriatic acid. Old term for hydrochloric acid.

CCD 6d, 1961,

murite. An olivine-bearing nepheline phono-

lite containing about 50 percent mafic
minerals. A.G.I.
munnanite. A violet hydrous titanosilicate

of sodium with manganese, calcium, iron,
zirconium, etc., R0.2Nas0.4SiOs.4(TiOs.ZrOs).4H2O. Scales with micaceous cleavage. From Kola Peninsula, Russian Lapland, U.S.S.R. English.
murphy. See rock drill, b. Fay.

murra; murrba. The Latin term for a material first brought to Rome by Pompey,
and used for costly vases and cups. It
has been variously supposed to be Chi-

nese jade, porcelain, indescent glass, fluor,.
etc. Standard, 1964.
Murray-Curves machine. A device for offset

printing from an engraved copper plate
onto pottery flatware by means of a solid
convex pad of gelatin. Cold-printing colors
are used, the medium being formulated
from synthetic resins and oils. Output is
about 1,200 pieces per day. Dodd.

Muschamp coal miner. A cutter loader
which is essentially a conversion unit for
Anderton shearer machines and designed
to produce a reasonable percentage of
large coal. The top and bottom of the

seam are cut by rotating drums of small
diameter and simultaneously shearing the

back of the cut with a narrow-kerf jib
and chain. Nelson.

muscovado. The Spanish word for brown
sugar, used by Minnesota geologists for
a rusty brown, outcropping rock that resembles brown sugar. Applied to both
gabbros and quartzites. Fay.

muscovite; whits mica; cosmos mica. A
mineral member of the mica group; the
common white, green, red, or light brown
mica of granites, gneisses, and schist*.
Composition, KAL(A1Sie)0).(OH),; monoclinic. In clay mineralogy, synonymous
with Mite. It can be used as an insulator

(not above 600' C), as a lubricant, or
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for nonflammable windows. AG.I.; A.G.I.

Supp.; Fay; Dana 17.

muscovite granite. A granite which contains

a fairly large proportion of the mineral

muscovite. C.T.D.
muscovitization. The process of changing a
mineral, or rock, more or less into muscovite.

Standard, 1964.

Muicovy glass. Same as muscovite. Fay.
Musgrave-Harner turbidimeter. An instrument developed in 1947 which has been
used for the particle-size analysis of clays
and other ceramic raw materials in the
range 0.25 to 60 micron. Dodd.
mush. a. Soft and damp small coal; a coal
which has been so crushed that it is unprofitable to mine. Nelson. b. Leic. Soft,
sooty, dirty, earthy coal. Fay. c. A greasy
mud, sometimes found on bituminous coal.
Fay.

Mushet steel. Contains 9 percent tungsten,
2.5 percent manganese, and 1.85 percent
carbon. It is used mainly for cutting tools,
particularly for those used for taking
heavy cuts on extra hard material. Crispin.
mushroom, a. A bit that during use has been
overheated to the point where it becomes
plastic and flattens or deforms. Long. b.
To flatten or deform a metal object by
successive impacts. Long.
musInvom construction. Reinforced concrete
solid slabs carried by columns flared at
the top but not joined by beams. Set also
flared column head. Ham.
mushroom hitch. An obstruction in the floor
of a coal mine caused by the projection
of basalt or other hard foreign substance.
Standard, 1964.
mushroom jib. A standard form of coal cutter
jib with a sprocket at the end remote

from the machine. The sprocket carries
a vertical turret or bar and is driven by
the cutting chain. The bar makes a vertical cut at the back of the normal horizontal cut. See also turret jib. Nelson.
mushroom stone. A fossil resembling a mushroom. Standard, 1964.
dirty coal,

mushy coal. Leic. Soft, sooty or
or coal that has been crushed. Same as
mush, b. Fay.
applied to
musical salt. An obsolete term
vacuum pan salt when first introduced.
The fine-grain size met much market resistance. When a tightly packed container

of the new-fangled salt was twisted, a
squeaky sound was made by the hard
cubical particles rubbing together, hence

the name musical salt. Kaufmann.
muskeg. A level, practically treeless area supporting dense growth consisting primarily
of grasses. The surface of the soil is cov-

ered with a layer 9f partially decayed

grass and grass roots which is usually wet
and soft when not frozen. ASCE PI826.

muslin glass; mousseline glass. Same as mousseline. Fay.
mussel blosiL A bed of clay ironstone containing fossil bivalve shells, anthracosia,

etc. Fay. Very valuable in the correlation
of coal measure strata. Mason. Also called
mussel bind; marine band.
mussel-band Irostruse. Ironstone containing
fossil shells. Arbon.
morel btd. A band containing or chiefly
composed of mussellike shells, very valuable in the correlation of Coal Measure
strata. Mason.
messel MINI. Same as mussel band. Fay.
ousel gold. An old form of prepared gold

for use in the decoration of pottery. It
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nacre

pressing in molded forms. Hess.
mycelium. The threadlike vegetative mass of

plagioclase. Schieferdecker.
myrmelldtle texture. Any rock or ore texture
with vermicular forms. A.G.1.

mussel gold
was made by rubbing together goldleaf,
sugar (or honey), and salt; the paste was
then washed free from soluble material
and, traditionally, stored in mussel shells.
Dodd.

a fungus, forming a filamentous mat in
soil or other substrata. 1.C. 8075, 1962, p.
64.

mussels. a. Loose term for fossil nonmarine
shells, such as carbonicola or naiadites.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5. b. Marine, brackish, or freshwater molluscs; sometimes
called clams. Hy.
mussite. Same as diopside. Shipley.
Musso process. A mixture of iron ore and

myelin. A soft, yellowish- or reddish-white,
claylike substance, identical with kaolin.

rotary retort. The gases are exhausted and

mylonite. A hard, compact rock with a
streaky or banded structure produced by
extreme granulation in both strike-slip

fuel is reduced in an externally heated

constitute the fuel when the process has
been started. The gases, after purification,
are passed through combustion rings sur-

rounding the retort and are burned according to the method of catalytic combustion. After reduction, the charge is

cooled, when it is poured through a layer
of fluxing material, it is then transferred
to a steelmaking furnace. Osborne.
mustard gold. N.S.W. Very fine gold, some-

times with an earthy color. New South
Wales, p. 115.

mutabilite. A soft "corklike" bitumen of
porous or resinous consistency. Partly soluble in organic solvents. Tomkeieff, 1954.
mutation. A change in the genetic composition of an organism resulting in a change

in its characteristics. I.C. 8075, 1962, p.
63.

muthmannite. A gray-white, tarnishing to
bran-yellow, montelluride of silver and
gold, (Ag,Au)Te. Tabular crystals. Previously confused with krennerite, a ditelluride, Au Tet, containing but little silver.
Presumably from Nagyag, Transylvania,

Romania. English.
Muthmann's liquid. See acetylene tetrabromide. CCD 6d, 1961.
Mutt and Jeff shot. A Kansas term for a long
shot under a short shot. Hess.
mato. A Malayan term denoting the degrees
of fineness of gold. Fay.
mutual admittance. The mutual admittance

of a transducer may be defined u the

quotient obtained by dividing the phasor
representing the short-circuited current at
one pair of terminals by the phasor representing the voltage across the second pair
of terminals when the first pair is shtirtcircuited. H&C.
mutual bouMary texture. A texture showing
smooth, re,ralar, curved contacts
tween minentls. Schieferdecker.

be-

mutual Impedance. The mutual impedance
of a transducer is the quotient obtained
by dividing the phasor representing the
open-circuit voltage between one pair of
its terminals by the phasor representing
the current through the other pair.

H&G.
sneer. S. Afr. A w411 or barrier. Hess.
my Abbreviation for millivolt. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 61.
Mv Chemical symbol for mendelevium. Also
Md. Webster 3d.
vb Abbreviation for medium-volatile bituminous. BuMin Style Guide, p. 60.
MVC Abbreviation for manual volume control. Zimmerman, p. 66.
w Abbreviation for megawatt (one million

watts); milliwatt (one thousandth watt).

Also abbreviated MW; Mw. Zimmerman,
pp. 68, 70, 207.
MWT Abbreviation for maximum working
preuure. Zimmerman, p. 67.
Mycakx. A mica substitute consisting mainly

of mica bonded with glass prepared by

Fay.

myg Abbreviation for myriagram. BuMin
Style Guide. p. 61.

myl Abbreviation for myrialiter. BuMin Style

Guide, p. 61.
mylius test. See iodoeosin test. Dodd.

and thrust fault zones. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

mylonite gneiss. A mylonitic rock which has
been partly recrystallized. See also augen
schist; cataclasite; flaser gabbro; flaser
gneiss; flaser granite; kakirite; mylonite;
phyllonite. A.G.I.
mylonitization. The sum of the processes by
which mylonitcs are formed. A.G.I.
mylonlzation. Synonym for mylonitization.
G.S.A. Mem. 50, 1952, p.. 1.
mym Abbreviation for mynameter. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 61.
mynpacht. a. S. Afr. A mining concession,

n Abbreviation for nanoused as a prefix
to units of measure, indicating multiplica-

tion of the basic unit by 10' or division

by 1 billion. Bureau of Mines Staff.
n a. Symbol for index of refraction, or refractive index. (Often appearing with a
subscript, indicating the index of refraction (1) with reference to a particular
vibrational direction, or optic axis, in a
crystal; for example, rid which is the lowest index of refraction in a biaxial crystal
and is the index of the fast ray vibrating

parallel to the optic axis X or d; (2)

obtained using sodium light, as ND; and
(3) of a group of refractive indexes as
no). Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. F-100; Zimmerman,
pp. 142, 164; Bureau of Mines Staff. b.
Symbol for number of moles. Zimmerman, p. 160. c. Symbol for the number of
moles per unit volume; the molecular
concentration; or the molecular density.
Zimmerman, pp. 160-161.

especially one made by the government
to the owner of the surface concerned.
Webster 3d. b. S. Afr. A landowner's
mining location covering one tenth of the
surface leased to the government. Webster 3d. c. S. Afr. A portion, usually 25
percent, of a farm proclaimed as a pub-

n- Abbreviated prefix meaning normal. Used
followed by a hyphen at the beginning of
the names of aliphatic hydrocarbons, their

of the mineral rights has the first right
to peg out for himself. In the put the

N a. Chemical symbol for nitrogen. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-I. b. Symbol for north. Zimmerman, p. 74. c. Symbol for the number
of items in a sample. Zimmerman, p. 59.
d. The names of certain compounds (such
as N, N4libutyl urea) contain this symbol
as an indication that the group or groups
appearing next in the name (that is, the

lk digging, which the freeholder or owner

remaining portion of the farm was generally thrown open to the public, am:I this
is still occasionally done, for example,

with diamond fields. But in the case of

the large areas required by modern mines
this method has long become impractica-

ble, and the government holds the right
to precious minerals in the remaining por-

tion of the farm. It disposes of this right
by lease agreements which make allowance for the owner's mynpacht. Beerman.

myrkkite. a. A name used for whitish or
grayish

chalcedony,

opal,

or massive

quartz marked by or intergrown with
pink or reddish inclusions of cinnabar,
the color of which tends to become brown-

derivatives, or alkyl radicals. For example, n-butane for normal butane and npentane for normal pentane. Usually the
prefix n- is ignored in alphabetical arrangements. CCD 6d, 1961.

butyl groups in the example cited) are

joined to the nitrogen atoms in the molecule of the compound under discussion.
CCD 6d,1961.
N a. Symbol for number in general. Zimmerman, p. 367. b. Symbol for normal, referring to the concentration of a solution;

for example, 0.1 N hydrochloric acid.

Commonly used in analytical chemistry.
Usually in italics, but sometimes Roman.

ish. The opal variety is also known as
opalite. From Californiat Arizona, Ne-

Zimmerman, p. 142; CCD 6d, 1961. c.

b. A local trade name for a variety of

ber of molecules per mole or per grammolecular weight at 0° C and 760 mm).

vada, Oregon, and Washington. Shipley.

chalcedony, showing red spots on a gray
ground, resembling St. Stephen's stone.
From San Bernardino County, Calif. English. c. Cinnabar intergrown with common
white opal or translucent chalcedony.
Shipley. d. Massive quartz unevenly colored pink or reddish by cinnabar, which
soon turns brownish. Shspley.

myrmekik. An intergrowth of plagioclase
and vermicular quartz, generally replacing potassium feldspar, formed during the
later or deuteric stage of consolidation of
an igneous rock. Holmes, 1920.

myrmkke abdpertbile. Mynnekitelike intergrowth of predominant plagioclue and
vermicular orthoclase. The wormlike

forms of orthoclue are, as a rule, broad-

er than those of quartz in the typical
mynnekite. Schieferdecker.
wymebble pada.. Myrmekitelike intergrowth

of microcline

and vermicular

Sy.abol for Avogadro's number (the num-

Sometimes it appears with the subscript o,
as N.. Zimmerman, p. 161; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physscs, 45th ed., 1964, p.
F-100. d. Symbol for the number of molecules. Zimmerman, p. 160. e. Symbol for
the intensity of radiation. Zimmerman, p.
147.

Na Chemical symbol for sodium; derived

from the Latin natrium. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics 45th ed., 1964,

p. B-1.
amts. Thin flat crystals (diamond) used for
roses and, by resplitting, for drawplates.
Hess.
Eablock. A rounded mass, as of flint in chalk,

or of ironstone in coal. Standard, 1964.
nacre. a. Fr. Resembling nacre, as in irides.
cence; nacreous; as nacre enamel. Standard, 1964. b. Fr. Mother-of-pearl. Standard, 1964. Also spelled nacker. Pay.

naps

nacreoscope
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nacreoszope. A pearl illuminator. An instru-

flattened or rounded. It is a common
means of fastening together several pieces

ment containing a strong light through

which the nature of the nucleus of a
pearl can sometimes be observed. Differs
from pcarloscope in that the effect of the
passage of light through the whole pearl
is rIbserved. Can be used as an acceuory
of the gemmological microscope. See also
pearl illuminator; pcarloscope. Shipley.

luster of certain
nacreous. Applied to the
minerals usually on crystal faces parallel
to a goOd cleavage. the luster resembling
that of pearls. C.M.D.

nacreous sulfur. A crystalline modification
the true nature of which is nat definitely
settled. Obtained by crystallizing sulfur.

under special conditions, from its solution
in organic solvents such as benzene. Of
monoclinic structure. Cooper, pp. 277,279.
nacrite. A species of clay mineral, identical
in composition with kaolin, from which it

differs in certain optical characters and
in atomic structure. Formula, AL(SLOA)
(OH).; monoclinic. C.M.D.; Dana 17.

nadel diorite. Needle diorite; a German term
for diorites with acicular hornblende. Fay.
nadir. a. In aerial photography, the point on
the ground plane that is vertically beneath

the lens of an aerial mapping camera.

Sometimes called the plumb point or
ground nadir point. See lye, 2. b. Point at

which extension of plumbline downward
would reach center of earth. Opposite of
zenith. Pryor, 3.

nadorite. A mineral cuntaining antimony,

lead, oxygen, and chlorine, PbCISha, occurring in brownish orthorhombic crystals,
at Djebel-Nador, Algeria. Fay.
naegite. A zirconium mineral, (Zr,Si,Th,U)Os. Hey 2d, 1955. Zircon with appreciable

amounts of uranium, thorium, and rare
earths, plus columbium and tantalum.
Occurs in pegmatites and tin placers.
Crosby, p. 88.
rased& Industrial diamonds having a grain
in all directions instead of in regular
layers. Compare feinig.

Brady, 4th ed.,

1940, p. 164.
Artificial sodian aluminian
apatite produced by heating morinite to
400° C. Hey, M.M., 1964.

nafalapatite.

n afahvhitiockite. Artificial sodian aluminian
whitlockite produced by heating tnorinite

to 800' C. Hey, M.M., 1964.
nagatelite. A variety of allanitc with PIO,

partially substituting for SiO,. Has been
formulated (Ca,Fe).(A1,Ce,La)..(Si,P).02e.2H10 and Cal(Ce,La),Al.FeR(Si,P),0:30H. Also spelled nagetelite. Crosby,
p. 66; Fronde!, p. 197.

nagelfInie. A conglomerate rock belonging to

the Tertiary of Switzerland. Also called

gompholite. Fay.

eager. Brist. A drill for boring holes for
blasting charges. Fay.
nagyngite. A sulfotelluride of lead, gold, and
antimony, possibly PbsAu(Te,Sb),Sis.

The gold content ranges from 5.8 to 12.8
percent, the silver from 8.1 to 10.8 percent. Sanford; Dana 17.

nahcolite. A white sodium bicarbonate,

NaHCO,. Small prismatic crystals. Monoclinic. From Naples, Italy. English.
Manses process. An electrolytic process for
the refining of impure zinc; used in Upper
Silesia. Fay.

miff. Having a natural luster when uncut;
as, a naif gem. Standard, 1964.
n ail. a. A shooting needle. Fay. b. A slender
piece of metal, one end of which is point-

ed, the other emi having a head, either

of wood or other material by striking the
head with a hammer. The term penny as
applied to nails refers to the number of
pounds per 1,000 nails; for example sixpenny nail means 6 pounds per 1,000;
three-penny means 3 pounds per 1,000,
etc. Crispin.

nallhead scratch. See nailhead striation. Pettijohn.
nallisead spar. A composite variety of calcite

having the form suggested by the name.
Fay.

nallhead striation; Ballad scratch. A glacial
scratch or marking with blunt end, gen
erally, but not always, down current. ,Psttijohn.

nail plate. A plate of metal rolled to the
proper thickness for cutting into nails.
Fay.
nails (double-pointed). Nails pointed at either
end and used for wooden racks on which
ware is placed after each operation. HanSen.

naked. Synonym for bare. Long.

naked light. a. Any light which is not so enclosed and protected as to preclude the
ignition of an ambient firedamp-air mix-

ture. Also called open light. B.S. 3618,

1963, sec. 2. b. Open flame, such as lamp,
a match, and a burning cigarette end, that

is a general fire risk in mines if handled

McAdam p.
naked light mine. A nongassy coal mine
carelessly.

where naked lights may be used by the
miners. Such mines are exceptional and
limited to small collieries operating near
the outcrop of the seams. Nelson.

Nakb. Trademark for lime-base greases made

with highly refined mineral oil and suitable for low temperature dispensing and
use. Available in a wide range of consistencies for all types of mine car plain
and roller bearings. CCD 6d, 1961.

name of lode. That by which it is designated
in the notice of location, and subsequent
addition thereto is immaterial. The same

vein or lode may have different names
in different mining locations. Ricketts, I.
namma hole. Aust. A hollow in the earth in
which rainwater accumulates. Standard,
1964.
Namorian.

Lower
A.G.1. Supp.

nankin porcelain.

Upper
Blue

Carboniferous.

ehina.

Standard,

1964.

nannies. a. York. Natural joints, cracks, or
slips in the coal measures. See also cleat,
b. ',Used to denote a slip met with
first at roof level. T.1.M.E.
Nausea bottle. An oceanographic water sampling bottle made of a metal alloy which
is little reactive with seawater, equipped
a. Fay.

with a rotary valve at each end so that
v hen it is rotated at depth the valves
close and lock shut entrapping a water
sample and setting the reversing thermometers. This bottle is named for its
designer, Fridtjof Nansen. fly.

Nansen-Peffersson water bottle. See insulating water bottle. C.T.D.

nastoldte. Cuprous chloride, Cilia,. Granular, massive. Cleavage cubic. Luster adamantine. Colorless to white or grayish.

enifI. A Malayan term for indurated white
clay carrying auriferous quartz streaks.
Also called steatite. Fey.
impolite. A peculiar, waxy, dark reddishbrown hydrocarbon, Q114; brittle; begins
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to fuse at 42' C, and boils above 300'

C; found in the Phoenix mine, near Middletown, Calif. Fay.
napalm. An aluminum soap of a mixture of
oleic, naphthenic, and coconut fatty acids.
Becomes viscous when shaken and makes

gasoline thicken or jell. The production
of oil and gas wells may be increased by
pumping in a mixture of napalm, crude
oil, and sand instead of using explosives
and acids. CCD 6d, 1961.

Napcogel. Gelatinous permissible explosive;
used in mining. Bennett 2d, 1962.
naphtabitnmen. Soluble organic matter (na-

tural gas, petroleum, ozokerite, natural
asphalt, asphaltite). Schieferdecker.
n aphtein. See naphthine. Tomkeieft, 1954.

naphtha. a. As used by ancient writers a
more fluid and volatile variety of asplialt
or bitumen. Fay. b. In modern use, an

artificial, volatile, colorless liquid obtained
from petroleum; a distillation product between gasoline and refined oil. Fay.
naphtha gas. Illuminating gas charged with
the decomposed vapor of naphtha. Stand-

ard, 1964.
naphtha, heavy. A deep amber to dark red

liquid; a mixture of xylene and higher
homologs;

flammable;

specific gravity,

0.885 to 0.970; boiling point, 160 to
220' C (about 90 percent at 200' C);

flash point, not above 100° F; and evap-

oration, 303 minutes. A solvent for asphalts, road tars, and pitches. CC/) 6d,
1961.

n aphthalene. A hydrocarbon which forms
platelike ciystals, has the odor of mothballs, and is always present to a consid-

erable extent in coal tar and coal gas.
Shell Oil Co.

naphthene. Any of a series of saturated cyclic
hydrocarbons, C.1-12..; cycloparaffin-used
especially of those members (as cydopen-

tane (Cain) and cyclohexane (Cain)

and their alkyl derivatives) that occur in
various kinds of petroleum, in shale, and
in tar oil, and that yield useful aromatic

hydrocarbons on dehydrogenation. Web-

ster 3d.

n aphthine; naphteine; aaphtine. Mineral wax,

identical with hatchettite, found in cavities in limestone in France. Tomkeieff,
1954.

naphthode. Concretions of bituminous limestone rich in carbonaceous matter. Tomkeiell, 1954.
naphthol mineral sphits. Petroleum naphtha.
Used as a solvent. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

Napierian logarithm. A natural logarithm.
Webster. 3d.
napoleonite. a. Synonym for corsite. Fay. b.
A variety of hornblende. Standard, 1964.
a. A major structure of mountain
ains, such as the Alps, consisting es-

"tr.
sentially of a great recumbent fold with

both limbs lying approximately horizontally, and produced by compressional
earth movements which have involved
translation of the folded strata over distances of many miles in a horizontal sense.
C.T.D. b. Faulted overturned folds. Synoc. A large body of
nym for decke.

rock that has moved forward more than
1 mile from its original position, either
by overthrusting or by recumbent folding.
Billings, 1954, p. 189. d. In Belgium, a
synonym for aquifer.

=ppm. Beig. Water-bearing strata. Fay.
Rippe strectare. Pee decken structure. A.G.!.
naps. Eng. Calcareous nodules occurring in
Etruria marls. Arkell.

napthold.

Liquid

petroleumlike

product

found in cavities of igneous rocks and
assumed to be a product of thermal distillation of bituminous substances contained in the country rocks. Tomkeieff,

natch. a. Scot. A small hitch or dislocation.
Fay. b. Scot. The junction of two rails
where, through improper laying, the two
are not on the same level or line. Fay. c.
British variant of notch. Webster 3d. d.

1954.

A key used to register two halves of a
plaster mold; it may be of plaster or a

inces of India. Fay.

brass insert. Sometimes called a joggle.
ACSG, 1963. e. Underpart of saucer

narlyas. Gold washers of the northwest prov-

narrow. a. A roadway driven in the solid
coal with rib sides. All roadways V....4s
opening out a pillar method of working
are narrow. See also working the whole.
Nelson.

b.

N.

of Eng. A gallery,

or

roadway, driven at right angles to a
drift, and not quite so large in area. Fay.

narrow beam projector. A floodlight pro-

ducing a beam angle within the range of
12' to 25'. See also medium beam pro-

jector. Nelson.
narrow gage. A railway gage narrower than

the standard gage of 4 feet 8% inches.
Ham.

narrow places. Aust. Working places that
are less than 6 yards wide; these are paid

for by the yard in length. Fay.
narrow stall. A stall driven in the solid coal,

usually from 6 to 9 feet wide; it has rib

sides in coal. Nelson.
narrow work. a. The driving of narrow stalls
to form coal pillars as the first stage in

pillar-and-stall method of working.
Nelson. b. A system of mining in which
the

narrow coal roadways, called endings, are
driven along the strike of the seam, from

12 to 15 yards apart, to a limit line. The

long narrow coal jaillars between the end-

ings are extracted on the retreat. It has
been adopted in parts of Yorkshire and
Lancashire. See also main endings. Nelson. c. All work for which a price per

yard of length driven is paid, and which,
therefore, must be measured. Any dead
work. Fay. d. Penn. Headings, chutes,
crosscuts, gangways, etc., or the workings

previous to the removal of the pillars.
Fay. e. A working place in coal only a
few yards in width. Fay.

narrow working. Set bord-and-pillar method;
narrow work. Fay.
narsarsukite. A yellow, highly acidic titanosilicate of sodium (and iron), NasTiSisOn.

Tabular crystals. Tetragonal. From Narsarsuk, Greenland; Sweet Grass Hills,

Mont. English.
nascent. a. Undergoing the process of being

born; beginning to exist. Webster 3d. b.
Just formed by a chemical reaction, and
therefore very reactive. Nascent gases are

probably in an atomic state. C.T.D.
nascent hydrogen. New-born hydrogen pro-

duced by chemical action, before mole-

cular combination to IL occurs. In this
state it is much more reactive. Pryor, 3.
nasinite. A mineral, Na.11.00o.7H,0 (?);
monocliric; found in recent incrustations

at Larderello, Tuscany, Italy. Identical
with auger's borate. Hey, M.M., 1964;
Fleischer.

nasledovite. A hydrous carbonate and sulfate

of Pb, Mn, Mg, and AI, from the AhynTopken mining field, Sardob, Central_
Asia. Hey, M.M., 1961.

Nasmyth hammer. A steam hammer, having

the head attached to the piston rod, and
Terated by the direct force of the steam.
Fay.

nasonite. A white silicate of lead and calcium
with lead chloride, Pbs(PbCI),Cal(Sir

0,),. Rounded crystals; usually massive.
Hexagonal. Franklin,
Sweden. English.

natromontebruite
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napthoid

NJ.; Langban,

bevelled to fit brass head of a making

machine. Noke.
Nathusius furnace. Electric arc furnace, usu-

ally three-phase, of the direct series arc
type and with one electrode or series of
electrodes imbedded in the hearth. Bennett 2d, 1962.
National. Nongelatinous permissible explosive; used in mining. Bennett 2d, 1962.
National coarse thread. The screw thread of
common use, formerly known as the
United States Standard thread. Crispin.
National Electrical Code. A s-t of rules to
guide electricians when installing electrical conductors, devices, and machinery.
Crispin.
national grid. Gr. Brit. A system of rectangular coordinates used by the Ordnance Survey and based upon the Transverse Mercator Projection (which is also
known as the Gauss Conformal Projection). B.S. 3618, 1963, lee. 1.
national grid coordinates. Gr. Brit. Coordinates, referred to the National Grid of the
Ordnance Survey, which arc specified in
meter and consist of two components, an
Easting and a Northing. BS. 3618, 1963,
see. 1.

Nationalization Act. The Coal Industry Nationalization Act, 1946, which brought all
coal mines in the United Kingdom under
public ownership. It was passed through

Parliament in July 1946 and put into

operation on January I, 1947. Nelson.
National Physical Laboratory. British government organization which, among other
things, tests and certifies calibration of
scientific glassware, weights and measures.

Abbreviation N.P.L. Pryor, 3.
native. Occurring in nature, either pure or
uncombined with other substances. Usually applied to metals, such as native met,
cury, native copper. Also used to describe

any mineral occurring in nature in distinction from the corresponding substance
formed artificially. Fay.

native arsenic. The element as it occurs
naturally; tin-white, hexagonal; specific
gravity, 5.64 to 5.78; Mohs' hardness, 3

to 4. Bennett 2d, 1962.
native asphalt. Asphalt occurring as such in
nature. ASTM D288-57.
native bison !th. Metal as it occurs naturally;
reddish-white, hexagonal; specific graviti,
9.70 to 9.83; Motu hardness, 2.0 to 2.5.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
native bitumen. Bitumen found in nature car-

rying a variable proportion of mineral
matter. The term does not apply to the

residuals from the distillation of asphaltic
oils. Nelson.

native coke. See carbonite, a and natural
coke.

native copper. a. Metallic copper, sometimes

containing a little silver and bismuth,

occurs as a metasomatic deposit filling
cracks and forming the cement of sand.
stone and conglomerate. Such deposits
have been located in Keweenaw, Lake
Superior, Michigan; Chile; Queensland.
Australia; and R1, sal esia, in the Union of
South Africa. Native copper is also found
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in the upper workings of copper mines,
particularly in Australia. It crystallizes in
the cubic system. Merriman. b. A mineral

in the form of particles and nuggets of
very pure metallic copper associated (but
not alloyed) with small amounts of silver

and arsenic minerals. It is found in small
amounts in many copper ores but occurs
in commercial quantities in only one place
in the world, the Upper Peninsula in
Michigan. Newton, p. 15.

native elements. Elements that occur in

nature uncombined, as nugget gold, metallic copper, etc. Compare native. Fay.
native Ps. Gas originally in place in particular underground structure as opposed
to injected gas. Williams.
native gold. Gold as it occurs naturally;
yellow cubic; specific gravity, 14.56 to
19.33; Mobs' hardness: 2.5 to 3.0; rarely
pure, usually alloyed with silver and sometimes containing appreciable amounts of

copper, palladium, or bismuth. Bennett

2d, 1962.
native metals. Metals, such as copper, gold,

silver, and those of the platinum group,
that occur in the elemental or metallic

state. Ency. of Chem. Tech., v. 8, p. 934.
native paralhn. See ozocerite.

native platinum. Platinum as it occurs naturally; silvery-white, cubic; specific gravity, 13.35 to 19.00: Mohs' hardness, 4 to
6. Bennett 2d, 1962.
native Prussian blue. Also called Vivianite.
Fay.

native salt. Natural salt, halite, rock salt in
its native state, as found and mined.
Kaufmann.

native silver. Silver as it occurs naturally;
white, tarnishes to gray or black, cubic;
specific gravity, 10.1 to 11.1; Mobs' hardness, 2.5 to 3.0. Bennett 2d, 1962.
native steeL A steel or steely iron occurring
in small masses and made by the ignition
of coal near an iron-ore deposit. Fey.
native sulfur. Sulfur that occurs in elemental
form in nature. BuMines dull. 630, 1965,
p. 903.
adrift. Synonym for natron. Dana 6d, p. 301.
natrium. Sodium. Webster 3d.

natrosionite. A variety of alunite in which
sodium replaces potassium in part, Nas0.3A1,0s.4S09.6H2O. Dana 17, p. 370; Larsen, p. 71.

natroantimite. Variant of sodium autunite.
Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
natrochalcIte. A bright, emerald-green hydrous sulfate of copper and sodium,
Steep,
NasS0,.Cu4(OH),(SOOL2H:O.

crystals. M.moclinic. From
Chuquicarnata, Antofagasta, Chile. English.
natroktrosite. A yellowish-brown to goldenyellow basic sulfate of iron and sodium.
pyramidal

A glistening powder made up of minute
tabular crystals. Rhombohedral. From
Sodaville, Nev.; Cook's Peak, New Mex.;

Kingman, Ariz.; Cape Calarnito. Elba;

Rundip, Western Australia. English.
natrolite. A mineral of the zeolite family. A

silicate of sodium and aluminum, Nat(AlsSi101.).2Hs0. Monoclinic. Dana 17.

natromimetite. The artificia/ compound, PI:sr-

Na(As0.):; apatite family. ey, M.M.,
1964.

natromontebrnsite. To replace the name
natrambl .monite, since the mineral is a
hydrofluopisosphate rather than a linophosphate, thus emphasizing the distinction between amblygonite and montebrasite. See also fremontite. English.

natural pressure cycle
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natron
matron A sodium carbonate with 10 mokcules of water. &denting.
n ntronborocaldle. A synonym of ulexite. /fey
21, 1955.

matron granites. Granites abormally high in
soda, presumably from the presence of an
orthoclase rich in soda, or of anorthoclase.
They are also called soda granites. Natron

is likewise used as a prefix to minerals

and rocks that are rich in sodas, as natron
orthoclase, natron syenite, etc. Fay.

n atronlobite. The monoclinic dimorph of
lueshite NaNbOs; from the Lesnaya Baraka and Sallanlatvi massifs, Kola Peninsula, U.S.S.R. Named from composition.
Hey, M.M. 1964.

astronmlkrolkUe. Synonym for anorthoclase.
Dana 61, p. 324.
matron-saltpeter. Same as soda niter. Dana
6.1, p. 870.

sustromaidine. A feldmar similar to orthoclase but with soda replacing potash,
(Na,K)10.A1,0$.6Si0,. Larsen, p. 233.

mink. Eng. To make a slight rattling or
tappir.g noise. Webster 3d. Said of a mine
when movement or settling is taking place.
Fay.

n atural aging. Spontaneous aging of a super-

reason be used. This is a relatively rare
occurrence in mining if the plant

proper!
natural

is

maintained. Hoot', fp. 147-148.
This abrasive is the densest

form of crystallized carbon, the hardest
substance known. It occurs most commonly as well-developed crystals in volcanic pipes or in alluvial deposits. Bort
(boart or borts) sometimes refers to all
diamonds not suitable for gems, or it may

refer to off-color flawed, or impure diamonds not fit for use for gems or most
other industrial applications, but suitable
for the preparation of diamond grain and
powder for use in lapping or the manufacture of most diamond grinding wheels.
This type of bort is also called crushing
bort or fragmented bort. ACSG. 1963.
natural earth cornets. Electric currents in
the earth not due to hdman activity.
Schieferdecker.
natural face. A name given to the X direction as pencilled on Z sections of unfaced
quartz and whose position is determined
by X-itay measurements or etching. The
name is also given to the artificial prism
face (parallel to 1120), thus locates' and
produced by sawing the section in the

saturated solid solztion at room temperature. See also aging. Compare artificial

YZ plane. Also applied to the natural

aging. ASM Gloss.
n atural air crossing. An air crossing in which
the two airways are separated by rock in
its natural state. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

natural liable file. Facing tile haring unglazed or uncoated surface burned to the
natural color of the material used in

n atural alumim. An abrasivc of two grneral
varieties, corundum and emery. ACSG,
1963.

natural arch. a. Formed in a protruding
piece of a sea cliff by the cutting of a
cave right through it, or by two caves,
one from each side, meeting. Challinor. b.

An antkline in a well-bedded formation,
conspicuously exposed in section. Choilinor.

natml asphalt. Asphalt before crushing or
refining, as mined :r quarried in the case
of natural rock asphalt, or surface-excavated in the case of lahe deposits. Ham.
n atural carbon. Carbon the natural as found

shape of which has not been artificially

modified. Also called natural stone. Long.
natural cement. A hydraulic cement produced
by pulverizing and then heating naturally
occurring rock (cement rack) containing
appropriate proportions of limestone, clay,
magnesia, and iron. Ignition temperatum
are usually lower than for portland cement.
Final pulverizing is necessary as with port-

land cement. CC/3 61, 1961.

sabrel circulation reactor. A reactor

in

which the coolant (usually water) is made
to circulate without pumping owing to

the different densities of its cold and
rcactor-heated portions, that is, by natural

convection. Lel.
n atural clay tile. A tile made by either the
dust-pressed method or the plastic method,

from clays that produce a dense body
having a distinctive, slightly textured appearances4STM C242-60T.
natural coke. a. Aust. Coal that has been
more or less coked by contact with an
igneous rock. Fay. b. Coke made by
natural processes, usually by the intrusion

of an ireous dike. Hess. See also black
coal; blind coal; burnt coal; cinder coal;
coke coal; carbonite;
natural mewling'. See convection. Strock,
10.

inatind depreciation. The wearing out of a
plant to a point where it cannot for that

growth faces on faced raw quartz crys-

tals. AM, I.

forming the body. ASTM C4.?-65T.
natural ilootabinty. See inherent floatability.

Pryor, 3.
natural frequency. The frequency of free
oscillation of a system. For a multiple-

degree-of-freedom system, the natural fiequencies are the frequencies of the normal modes of vibration. Hy.
natural fregmency of a foundation. The fre-

quency of free vibration of a complete
soil-foundation oscillating system. 'This
frequency must differ distinctly from that
of any machinery carried by the foundation if resonance is to be avoid ed. Ham.
natural frequency tared"; conveyor. A vibrating conveyor in which the rate of free

vibration of the trough on its resOient

supports is approsimately the same as the

rate of sffsration induced by the driving

mechanism. ASA MH4.1-1958.
natural ppunuturay logging. A process where-

always the major constituent. Natural gas
accompanying petroleum always contains
appreciabk quantities of ethane, propane,
butane, as well as some pentane and hexane vapors and is known as wet gas. Dry
gas contains littk of these higher hydmcarbons. The exr.ct composition of natural
gas varies with locality. 'The heating value
of batural Ras is unsay over 1,000 13tu/cu

ft unless nitrogen or carbon dioxide are

important components of the gas. Natural

gas is used directly as a fuel and thz
higher hydrocarbons in it are alas recovered for blending in motor fuel, and

for use as liquefied gases. See also sour
gas. CCD 61,1961.
natural gas isdkator. This indicator consists

of a naphtha-burning safety lamp with
a mirror attached to one side so that the
action of the flame may be observed from
above. The lamp should be lowered slow-

ly and carefully into the tank, meter dit,

or manhole besng tested. Lengthening of
the flame's reflected image to the end of
the mirror indicates a dangerous coccer-

tration of natural gas. This type of lamp
should not be used if there is any posibility that manufactured gas or acetylene
are present. When testing for undiluted
natural gas, the lamp should have a rub-

L-r bulb and base so that the lamp can
be set up outside thc area to be tested.

Best's p. 588.
natural intaline. a. Those liquid hydrocarbon
mixtures containing substantial quantities
of pentane and heavier hydrocarbms,
which have been extracted from natural

gas. A.al. b. A light

gasoline removed

from casing-head gases. Same as casing-

head gasoline. Shell Oil Co.
natural glass. Magma of any composition is
liable to occur in the glassy condition if

cooled sufficiently rapidly. Acid (that is
granitic) glass is commoner than basic
(that is basaltic) glass; the former is

represented among igneous rocks by pumice, obsidian, ind pitchstone; the latter

ty tachylyte. Natural quartz glass occurs
in masses lying on the surface of certain
sandy deserts (for example, the Libyan
Desert); while both clay rocks and sandstones are locally fused by basic intrusions. See also buchite; tektites. C.M.D.
n uteral harbor. A harbor formed by the con-

figuration of the coastline, outstanding

by gamma rays naturally emitted by for-

examples being Sydney, Rio de Janeiro,

ured. A tool containing a radiation detector is lowered into the borehole, and
as a result of the impingement thereon
of gamma rays naturally emitted by the
formations, outputs signals indicative of

harbor. Ham.
natural levee. In floodtime, the muddy water

mations traversed by a borehole are meas-

said gamma rays are produced and transmitted to the earth's surface. The signals
are utilized to ptoduce a record of gamma
rays

detected in correlation with the

depth of the detector in the borehole. 'Toe

record thus obtained in the form of a

curve indicating relative number per unit

of time of natural gamma rays at different depths, is a conventional natural
gamma-ray log, sometimes simply called
a gamma-ray log. Williams.
natural mes. A mixture of the law molecular
weight paraffin series hydrocarbons methane, ethane, pmpane and butane with
small amounts of higher hydrocarbons,
also frequently containing small or
moportions of nitrogen, carbon
hydrogen sulfide and occasionally
proportions of helium. Methane is almost

and Milford Haven. See also artificial
flows over the riverbanks, where its ve-

locity is at once checked as it flows gently

down the outer side, causing more material to be deposited there, and a !one
alluvial ridge, called a natural levee, is

built upon either side of the stream.

natant loporlenn. A logarithm with e as a
base. Webster 3d.

n aturally bonded mobilo* mat A term used
by foundrymen to refer to a sand which,
as mined, contains sufficient bonding material for molding purposes. Osborne.
natural ore. Iron are that contains moisture.

in contrast to "dry ore" that has been
dried but not calcined. BnMines Balt
630, 1965, p. 458.

W end paper. Brownish paperlike deposit
fanned from the filaments of ronferva.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
natatal pleasure cycle. A cycle in which pressure buildup conforms proportionately to
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silicate of sodium, iron, and aluminum,

Naylor spiritism. An automatic methane detector which gives an alarm at a set per-

natural pressure cycle
the buildup of stresses due to forming.
ASM Gloss.

n atural radiation. Su background radiation.

n atural rock asphalt. Rock, usually almost
pure limestone, wilich is impregnated
with bitumen or asphalt. See alsonatural
asphalt; rock asphalt. Hem.
natural mead. Sand derived from a rock. in
which the grains separate along their
natural boundaries. This includes unconsolidated sand, or soft sandstone where
little pressure is required to separate the
individual grains. Osborne.
Mond scale. Applied to a drawing made to
equal vertical and horizontal scA.m. Ham.
natural dope. The maximum angle at which
loose material in a bank or spoil heap will
stand without slipping. Su also angle of
repose; angle of slide. Nelson.

adural soft porcelain. A porcelain which
has a varied composition as sand, niter,
soda, gypsum, ult, and other materials.

Standard I96C

N atural splt. In mine ventilation, a practice which allows the air flow to divide
among the branchest of its own accord
and without regulation, in inverse relation to the resistance of each airway.
Hartman, p. 127.

adwral shed. a. Steel manufactured directly
from the ore or by refining cas: iron.

Fay. b. Steel in the condition /eft by a

hot-working operation, and cooled ii the
open air. Fey.

aatoral dome. Applicable originally to stream-

rounded carbons; currently amlicable to
any nonmanmade diamonds the as found
shape of which has not been artificially
modified. Long.
natural strain. See strain; true strain.
n atural dress relief. The failure of the skin
ruck of an excavation by crushing, shear,
or plastic flow, surrounds that excavation
with an envelope of rock under less than
the preexisting stress. This action is called

natural stress relief. It is the cause of
arching. Spalding. Can occur also on fret
surface rock with explosive force. Bureau

of Mines ;tat

111411114 WellIMMIen MINIM a. It is usual in

mining to find that air returning from
the workings to the surface via the up-

cast shaft is of a higher temperature than

the air in the eowncast shaft. This is

caused mainly by the addition of heat to
the ventilation current from the strata exposed in the mine. Thus, even in a mine
with the fan stopped the upcast air density is less than the jowncan air density.
This lack of balance in the two vertical
air columns produces a pressure difLrence

across the shaft bottom doors known as
natural ventilating pressure. Roberts, I.
p. 160. b. The ventilating pressure which
produces natural ventilation. BS. 3618,
1963, sec. 2.
aatural vestilistioa. The ventilation produced

in a mine as a result of a difference in

density of the air in the upcast and downcast shafts, brought about by natural
causes. Natural ventilation is feeble, seasonal, and inconstant Nelson.
adund water. Water obtained from the seas,
rivm, streams, canals, sprinnsIve
el

Amorgates
of minute miealike plates. Monoclinic.
pseudohexagonal. From Naujakasik, Greenland. English.
3 ( Nal.Fe) 0.2A 1,0s.11Si

centage (usually 1.23) of gas in mine
air. Nelson.

*Jb Clienikal symbol for niobium (columbium). Handbook of Chemistry and Piss,its, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-1 .
Nal The National Coal Board of the United
Kingdom. Nelson.
N.C.111. hods* tower. A boring tower dew!.
the National Coal Board of the

asommtile. A selenide of silver and lead,
occurring in large cubical crystals, also
granular, and in thin plates of iron black
color and a brilliant metallic luster. Fey.
andkal chart. A representation on a horizontal plane, and according to a definite

Tby
rIed Kingdom to make test drillings
for coal from positions off the coast. When

system of projection, of a portion of the
navigable waters of the earth, including

drilling is in progress the tower is resting
on the seabed. The base is divided into
four airtight sections, which are filled
with water when the tower is in position

the shorelines, the topography of the bottom, and aids and dangers to navigation;

it may be derived from hydrographic,
topograohic or aerial surveys, or a combination thereof. Seely', 2.

for drilling. The water is pumped out to
give buoyancy when the tower is
floated for towing to a new drilling site.
The tower is designed to withstand 80

nautical measure. One nautical mile or knot
equals 6,08020 ket 3 nautical miles equal
league; and 6C nautical miles equal I
1

miles per hour gales and waves of 30 feet
from crest to trough, and can be used in

(at the equator). Critain.
sastkal mlle. Any of various units of distance, used for eea and air navigation,
based on the kngth of a minute of arc
d

any depth of water up to 120 fest. The
overall height of the tower is 189 feet,
and its total weight about 570 tons. It

of a great circle of the earth and differing
because the earth is not a perfectotere:

has reached over 3,000 feet drilling depth
with core recovery. The first borehole was

feet
( I ) a British unit that equals 6,
or 1,853.2 meters; also called Admiralry

put down in the Firth of Forth, Scotland.

mile; (2) a U.S. unit, no longer in official use, that equals 6,080.20 feet or

N.C.18,, comparator. An instrument with a

tional unit that equals 6,076.1033 feet or
1,852 meters; used officially in the United
States since July 1954. Webster 3d.
mastiloit a. One of the nautiloidea ; a shelled

regulated to eive a dust stain intermediate between two slightly differing standard stains supplied with the instrument.

IVelson.

hand pump for taking dust samples underground. The numbet of pump strokes are

1,853.248 meters; and (3) an interna-

By comparison, the dust density of a sampk may be &messed. Nelson.

cephalopod having an external chambered

shell either straight or callously curved
or coiled, with simple -ins forming sutures that are simple lii i without marked
flexures. A.G.I. b. Pertaining to the nau-

N.C.& recorder. This butane firedamp recorder has a small flame of burning butane gas which is controlled to give constant heat output with varying ambient

c. In a planispiral coil

tiloidea.

with enlarging whorls, as in the genus
nautilus. A.G./.

anakrite. A very rare, weakly radioactive,
hydrated vanadium pentoxide, ViOs.31120. It is dark brown, soft, and fibrous,

with a silky luster; associated minerals

include corvusite, hewettite, tyuyamunite,
rauvite, steigerite, and limonite. Navajoite
is readily distinguished by X-ray powder
pattern from hewettite and corvusite,

which it may resemble in physical appearance. Science, v. 119, March 1954, p.
326; Crosby, pp. 128-129.

areal lam Alloy of 62 percent copper, 1
percent

tin, and 37 percent rim Re-

sistant to sea-water corrosion. Pryor, 3.
Narder's hypothesis. An assumption in the
design calculation of beams. It states that
the stress at any point due to bending is
assumed as being proportional to its distance from the neutral axis. Ham.

madgatios. The name given to a river, the
flow of which is controlled by canalization

to render it navigable by shipping. See
also slaek-water navigation. Ham.
smite. A porphyritk variety of olivine
doleete containing abundant phenocrysts
of serpentinized olivine, with fewer of

augite and labradorite, in a holocrystal-

line, doleritic groundtnass. Holmes, 1928.

navvy. a. Eng. The part of the face of an

ironstone mine between two roads. Fay. b.

A machine for excavating; also called

.

temperature and humidity, and with varying butaae gas pressure. The heat output
is measured by means of a group of thermocouples in a chimney above the flame.
The presence of methane in the atmosphere, which has access to the flame via
suitable gauzes, increases the voltagelic;
crated by the thermocouples.
changes are recorded cm a rotating chart
calibrated in percentage methane. Roberts, I, pp. 86-67.

urger Abbreviation for net current gas-oil
ratio. MIMI* Style Guide, p. 61.
Nd Chemical symbol for neodymium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p.

Ne Chemical symbol for neon. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-1.
aesistimispk. In geology, according to Daw-

son, the more recent portion of the anthropic, in which the area of land had
beastlier by subsidence, smaller than in
the palanthrOpic. Fey.

steep ramie. The average sernidiurnal range
occurring at the time of quadrature. Hy.
neap tides. a. In oceanography, high tides

occurring at the moon's first or third
quarter, when the sun's tidal influence is
working against the moon's, so that the
height of the tide is below the maximum
in the apprordrnate ratio of 3 to 8. C.T.D.

b. Tide -of decreased range occurring semi-

mines, etc., all of which have
some kind of impuriry either from the air
or from the rocks with which they have
come into contact Cooper, p. 359.

steam shovel. Webster 3d. c. Eng. A laborer employed in mining, excavation,
railroad mirk, etr... Fay.
mayagite. A sulfotelluride of lead and gold

monthly as a result of the moon being in
quadrature. Schieferdecker.
sear scchlest. A potentially dangerous incident in which no one is injured. See also

movellrite. A variety of resin. Tomkeielj, 1954.

(serrietimes containing antimony) crystallizing in the orthorhombic system. C.M.D.

sear gravity material. A washability term

asuisikaae. A silvery white, grayish hydrous

.
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accident-cause code. Nelson.
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negative landfortng

popularly defined as the pettentage of
material in the raw coal within plus or

meanders, where downstseam migration

iron ore, Land's End District. Compare
wood iron ore. Arkell.
Needles. a. Elongated crystals, tapering at
each end to a fine point, as those typical
of martensite. Rolfe. b. In powder metallurgy, metal powder partscles of elongated form, resembling a needle. Rolle.
c. An English term used for a special
form of poling boards; they are some-

minus 0.1 of the separating specific gravity. See also efficiency of separation. Netson.

nearNoesh. Near-sired: grains close in cross
section to a specified screening mesh,

which tend to blind apertum and slow

down sizing. Pryor, 4.
near-mesh material. Material approximating
in sire to the mesh aperture. B.S. 3552,
1962.

aeanbore

iii. Currents adjacent to and

in conjunction with coastal areas. Ify.
IlleallitOrt wider. See inshore water. Ify.
neat. Cement slurries containing no aggregate, such its sand or gravel. I.ong.
Neat cement. A slurry composed of Portland

cement and water. 8rent17, I.
Nest Nam The excavation lines of a tunnel
within which the rock removed is paid for

of one has been slowed and the next

meander upstream has overtaken it. Corn-

pare chute cutoff. Leet.
sectisig. a. Reducing the cross-sectional arra
of metal in a localized area by stretching.
ASM Clots. b. Reducing the diameter of

portion of the length of a cylindrical shell

or tube. ASM Glom

neck/ag dams. Localized reduction in area of
a specimen during tensile deformation.
ASM Gloss.
Recklag Arida. The same as uniform strain.
ASM Gloss.
n ecklace. In ceramics, a necklacelike mold-

ing encircling the upper part of a vsse
or bottle. Standard, 1964.

n eck leadoffs. Scot. Washers fixed on the too

Neat work. In a brick structure, the brickwork let out at the base of a wall. Dodd.

of a pump bucket or clack lid. Fey.
speck MOW Neck rim The mold that shapx
the neck of a glass bottle. See also frith
mold; ring mold. Dodd.
n eck dog. A metal mold part used to form
the finish of a hollow glass article.

Nebraska beds. Strata of Upper Miocene ar

occurring in Western North America;

N eedle. a. A piece cf copper or brass about

famous as containing Hipparion. C.T.D.
Nebraskan. first Pleistocene glaciation.

feet long, pointed at one end, and turned
into a handle at the other, tapering from

at the aimed contract rate. See also overbreak. helson.

A.G.1. Sapp.

Inbuilt.. A type of mixed rock whose fabric
is characterized by indistinct, streaky inhomogeneities or schlieren and in which
no sharp distinction can be made between

the component parts of the fabric. A.G.L
Nebskik. Applied to a macropolyschemaiic
body of nick or mineral deposit in which
no sharp boundary can be recognized be-

tween the fabric units. The boundaries
have more or less vague contours and
show diffuse cloodlaie interpenetration.
Such rocks are classed as nebulitic choris-

mites (nebulitic phlebites, ophthahnites,
stromatites, merismites, etc.). 'They grade

into actual nebulites, which show indis-

tinct, streaky inhomogeneities (schlieren).

A.G.!.
Neestor. A common genus of hookworms
that have buccal teeth resernMing flat
plates, that include internal parasites of
man and vasious other mammals, and
that are probably of African origin though

fint identified in North America. Com-

pare Ancylostoma. Webster 31.
aeck. a. The narrow entrance to a room next
to the entry, or a place where the room

has been narrowed on account of poor

roof. Fay. b. A pipe of igneous rock

crossing bedding planes. Maros, v. I, p.

23. c. In metallurgy, that part of a fur-

nace where the flame is contracted before
reaching the stack. Standard, 1964. d. A

lava-filled conduit of an extinct volcano
exposed by erasion; abo called chimney.
Fay. e. A narrow stretch of land, such as
an isthmus or a cape. Webster 3d. f. A
narrow body of water between two larger
bodies; a strait. Webster 3d. g. Tbe part
of a bottle between finish and shouMa.
ASTM C162-66. h. The structure conneLting the melting and working chamben of a tank furnace. ASTM C112-66.
i. The structure connecting the uptake
and port in a tank furnace. ASTM C162-65.

j. In btickmaking, one of a series of walls
of unburned bricks in a clamp. Standard,
1964.

Neck brick. A brick modified sc, that one large

face is inclined toward one end. A.RJ.

neck adolt. The breakthnough of a river
across the minuw neck separating two

ASTM CI62-66.

one-half inch in diameter and 3 or 4
the handle to the point. It is thrust into
a charge of blasting powder in a bore-

times made of iron or steel plate and may

be as much as 10 feet long by 6 inches
wide. Stauffer.
N eedle spar. An old synonym for aragonite.
Fey.

Needle Mose. Natrulite. A synonym for meso-

:

meta. Fey.
timber. Aust. Long sticks o( timber,
the lower end of which rests against the
foot of a prop in a steep aeam, to as to
keep it in position, while the upper end

is kt into a hitch in the roof. Fay.

peak dm ore. An acute pyramidal variety of
caisiterite. Dana 6d, p. 235.
n eedle tramae. In survey with dial, use of
magnetic needle to read bearing of lines.
Opposite is fast needle traverse or work,
and refers to use of dial as in traversing

with theodolite, where proximity of iron
might deflect needle. Systems can be
combined, using needle readings where
iron is absent. Also called swinging needk
traverse; loose needle traverse. Pryor, 3.

hole, and while in this position the borehole is tamped solid, preferably with
moist clay. The needle is then withdrawn
carefully, leaving a straight passageway
through the tamping for the miner's squib
to shoot or fire the charge. Fey. b. A hitch
cut in the side rock to receive the end of
a timber. Fay. e. (Scot.) A beam across
a shaft at a landing to support the cage;

needle valve. A valve provided with a long

making the touchhole used in blasting.
Gordon. e. A timber set on end to close

*Ale mike. Synonym for rnesotype. Fay.

buntons. Fay. d. A small iron tod for

an opening for the control of water; it

may be either 'vertical or inclined; a form
of stop plank. Seelye, I. I. Eng. See let
into. SMR13, Paper No. 61. g. A needleshaped or acicular crystal. Standard,

1964. h. The vertical reciprocating, re-

fractory part of a feeder which alternately

forces the glass through the orifice and
pulls it up after shearing. ASTM C16266. i. See stack, k. Schieferdeeker.

aeedle andsmay. A raw material, Sb,Sv,
sometimes used in the manufacture of
enamels. Named from the long needleshaped crystals Which make up the mass
when cooled. Liquated stibnite. Enorn.

Diet.; Hess.
Needle bearing. An antifriction bearing using
very small-diameter rollen between wide
faces. Nichols.
N eedle coal. Variety of lignite composed of
fibrous needlelike mass of vascular bundles of palm stems. Tomkeie I, 1954.
needled. Pocketed, as when face bars are set

with the face end of the bar pocketed
into the coal adjacent to the roof. TIME.

N eedle iestrinsoest. Any surveying instrument

controlled by a magnetic needle. See also
conspass. Ham.

n eedle irsosstme. The capillary variety of
goethite. Fay.
Needle ore. a. Same as aikinite. A leadcopper-bismuth sulfide. Fey. b. Iron ore

of very high metallic luster, found in

small quantities, which may be separated
in long ifiter filaments resembling
reedles. Standard, 1964. C. Corn. Vibram
aggregates of acicular crystals of goethite

264-972 0-68-48
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tapering point in place of the ordinary
valve disk. The tapering point permits
fine grachtion of the opening. Also called
drip valve; needlepoint valve. Compare
feed-control valve. Long.

needle weir. A fixed frame weir carrying
heavy vertical timbers in contact. These
can be withdrawn in order to lower the
water level upstream of the weir. Hem.
See needle stone_

N eedling. To cut holes, notches, or ledges in
a coal or rock sutface to receive the ends

of timber snmorft. Nelson.
A mixture of paraffins and
aeft-gil; *end

a resin occurring on Cheleken Island in
the Caspian. It is related to tietrisikite.
Fay.

septtve. Carrying charge due to electrons;
negative electrode; cathode. A negative
element is acid-forming, its atom having
5, 6 or 7 valence electrons (one with 4

is ambivalent). The negative pole of a
magnet is the one which turns toward the
south. Pryor, 3.

n egative crystal. A birefringent crystal in
which the refractive index of the extraordinary ray is less than the refractive
index of the ordinary ray. Fay.
n egative elem.& a. Those which have

shown a decided tendency to rise are
designated positive elements and those

which have tended to sink are termed

negative elements. A.G.I. b. Applied to a
large structural feature in the earth's
crust, characterized through a long geo-

logic time by a tendency to sink when
diastrophism takes place. A.GJ. c. A
portion of the earth's crust which has
e'n submerged again and again during geologic history. Stokes end Varna,
1955.

imitative gradiest. Descnlies conditions in a
layer where the temperature decreases
with increasing depth. HMG.
Regain bodfoessms. Topographk forms resulting from erosion and having the shve
of depressions. St,,kes and Varner, 1955.

segathe moment. See hogging moment.
Ham.

Negative movements. Relative movements Of

to 10 inches in size, the lower limit be-

;

ing about one-fourth inch. Magnetite
consumption rusts at about one-half

the land. Schielerdecker.
aegathe rake. a. Describes a tooth face in
rotation whoSe cutting edge lap the surface of the tooth face. A.S.M. Gloss. b.
The orientation of a cutting tool in such
a manner that the angle formed by the
leading face of the tool and the surface
ly:hind the cutting edge is r.eater than
qr. Also called drag rake. Long.
negative temperature coelikiest. See temperature coefficieni
segligesuce. In a legal senie, a failure upon

pound per ton of feed. See also Lecher
separator. Nelson.

* bombe. A rock composed essentially of

ilmenitc and apatite, with or without
rutik. The dominant mineral mar be

which the Tertiary period was formerly
divided and at one time used by many
geologists. Also, the series of strata de-

its

1961.

head, chest, abdomen, hips, and legs. On
the back there are supporting ropes which

end in loops at the head and feet, and

the loops make convenient carrying handles. Used for transporting casualties in

highly inclined workings. McAdam, p.
104.

seholte. A dimorphous triclinic form of
Ca0.2Si0,.21120, applied to the okenite
from Crestmore, Calif., which differs in
optical and X-ray data from okenite from
other localities. Spencer 21, ALM., 1938.
Its formula is probably 3Ca0.6Si01,81-120.

Mineralogical Magazine, v. 33, No. 256,
March 1962, p. 70.

Nekoosa. In japan, straw mats specially woven

and used for catching gold in the sluices.
Fay.
milieu. A biological division made up of all
the swimming animals found in the pela-

gic division. fly.

wellectros. One in the fourth orbital shell of

an atom, which is completed with

32

electrons. Pryor, 3.
Nelson Davis separator. A cylindrical densemedium washer developed in the United
States. It uses a magnetite water suspen-

sion as medium. The bath resembles a
drum in shape, its longitudinal axis being

horizontal; wi.in the stationary outer
casing there is a rotor divided into cornparements. The raw coal is fed near the
top of the separator and separation takes
place as the rotor revolves. The machine

responding interval of
Standard, 1964.

1

posited during that epoch. Obsolete. Fey.
neodasoite. Anhydrous copper silicate. Crystallization, monoclinic, in microscopic
tables as a blue sublimate on lava. Weed,
1918.

Neocomisa. Of or pertaining to the lower
part of the Cretaceous epoch. Standard.
1964.

Neocryptorok.

Late Precambrian. A.G.?.

Sapp.

n eodyusis. See neodymium oxide. CCD 6d,
1961.

modyndans. a. A metallic element and mem-

ber of the rare earth group, occurring in
combination with cerium, lanthanum, and
other rare earth metals. Silvery-white to

yellowish and it tarnishes quickly in air.
Symbol, Nd; valence, 3; atom;f: number,
60; and atomic weight, 144.24. C.T.D.;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

rd., 1964, p. 8-121. b. Two allotropic

forms: Alpha neodymium, hexagonal up
to transition temperature 868 C; and
beta neodymium, isometric from 868' C
to melting point; specific gravivy, 7.004
(hexagonal) and 6.80 (isometric); melting point, 1,024' C; boiling point, 3,027'
C; and decomposes in cold water. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. 13-196.

n eodymium mid.; neodymia. Molecular
weight, 336.48; light blue to blue-gray;
Ncle01; hexagonal; and melting point,
about 1,900' C. 'Technical grade is a
brown powder. Grades: 65 percent, 75
percent, 85 percent, 95 percent, 99 percent, and 99.9 percent oxide. fluorescent;
specific gravity, 7.24; insoluble in water;
soluble in acids; hygroscopic; and it absorbs carbon dioxide from the air. Used
in ceramic capaciton, in coloring glass,
and in catalysts. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 4511, ed.,

geologic

time.

neohnolis. Kaolin produced artificially from

Spencer 20, M..M., 1935.
Neocese. The later of the two epochs into

segrolursd; niggerbesd. A dark clump of
reef coral, often an erosion relic or hurricane-tossed block on a coral beach.

Neil-Roliertion stntcber. One of several
types of stretchers used for underground
first-aid. It is made of stout canvas with
bamboo strips to support the patient's

and Upper Oiilite series: also, the cor-

alkalic rock trom Kola Peninsula, U.S.S.R.

arsenical iron pyrite. Fay.

and as octahedral crystals. Hey, M.M.,

the Jurassic system of strata. Standard,
1964. b. The upper part of the Jurassic
system of strata, including the Middle

phane and actinolite. A.G.I.
nensdirevichite. A Liobolitanosilicate (Na,Ca) (Nb;n)Sis0,.211,0, orthorhombic in

b. Mex. Tetrahedrite. Fay. c. Mex. Sulfide silver ores. Fey. d. Meic. Iron pyrite
containing native silver and argentite.
Far. e. Mex. Antimonial gray copper orr
mixed with bknde, galena, copper and

bic and isostructural with perovskite, occurs in dolomitk oil-shale at South Ouray,
Uintah County, Utah, as rounded grains

Jurassic time, or to the upper part of

posed largely of such minerals as eauco-

N egro. a. Mex. A lead-gray cinnabar. Fay.

n eigisborite. A mineral, Ns Mgt's, orthorhom-

See also Pakogene. Fey.

Neollurnssic. a. Of or pertaining to the later

of tht grains is threadlike. Pettijohn, 2d,
1957, p. 92. b. Applied to a fibrous type
of schistosity that is seen in rocks com-

injury. Ricketts. I.

Standard, 1964.

tem of strata deposited during that period.
It comprises the Miocene, Pliocene. PleistoMIK'. and Holocene (or Recent) epochs.

mensal*. A fibrous brucite containing ferrous
oxide. Standard, 1964.
osemstoblastk. a. Pertaining to the texture of
a recrystallized rock in which the shape

justly demand. whereby the miner suffers

the fuwace. Also called niggerhead tuyere.

1964.

Neogene. The later of the two periods into
which the Cenozoic era is divided in the
classification adopted by the International Geological Compress and used by
many European geolmsts. Also, the sys-

either ilmenite or apatite, although limenite is usually the more important. Joharmer', v. I, 2d, 1939, p. 268.
moonily,. In mineralogy, fibrous or threadlike; said of structure. Standard, 1964.

the part of a now operator to observe
for the protection of the in:erests of the
miner that degree of care, precaution,
and vigilance whkh the circumstances

n egrobesd fume. A tome having on
end a cubical block which is built into

and 99.9 percent neodymium salt. Used
in decolorizing glass and in coloring
glass. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-197.
wages. An alloy resembling silver and containing 58 parts copper, 27 parts sine, 2
parts tin. 12 parts nickel. 11/4 part bismuth, and Vs part aluminum Standard.

prodmes clean coal and shale; the magnelite is recovered. It can handle coal up

;

the sea kvel, subsiding with regard to

Schieferdecker.

neon
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negative moment

nepheline. English.
neokerogen. Organic debris deposited among

the marine sediments and modified by
bacterial action in such a way as to form

;

the source material

of petroleum, or,

under certain conditions, to form kerogen
of the oil shales. Tomkeiell, 1934.
"mitts. A silky, fibrous. stellated. green.
hydrous magnesium-aluminum
Standard, 1964.

silicate.

Neolitirk. Of. being. or relating to the latest

period of the Stone Air following the

esolithic and Aeneolithic and characterized by the use of polished stone implements, the art of grinding stone, horn,
bwk, and ivory tools with sandstone, pottery making, the use of bow and arrow,
domestication of animals, the cultivation
of grain and fruit trees, the invention
of the wheel, linen weaving, and the be!inning of settled village life. Webster 3d.
seokte. A name used by Clarence King for
an order of volcanic rocks embracing the
rhyolites and basalts with which, according to the succession formulated by von
Richthofen, eruptive activity terminates
in any given area. Fay.
seomineralitation. Chemical interchange

within a rock resulting in alteration of

its mineral components and production of
new minerals. G.S.A. Mem. 6, 1938, p. 14.
seamerphk. Applied to the deuteromorphic

constituents of a rock which have been
regenerated by zones of secondary growth

in crystalline continuity. The new material may have been deposited from so-

lutions or from molten fluids. Scheelerdecker.

mos. A zerovalent (inert) element in group
0 of the periodic system; colorless; odorless; rnonatomic gas (Ne); and constituting about 18 parts per million parts of air
in the atmosphere (by volume). Obtained
by the fractiona/ distillation of liquid air.
used in glow-discharge lamps. Symbol, Ne;

atomic number, 10; atomic weight, 20.183; and density of gas, 0.9002

liter (at fl C), C.T.II.; Hangalca

per

clinic; Nr1*(80.)&8HfOL Wolk Xravitl,

of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
pp. 8-2, 8-197. Isometric when crystal-

cold water; and slightly soluble in hot

point, 245.92' C (at 1 atm); density

1964, p. 13-196.

seodymiam lloWstle. Red 'or pink; mono2.85; melting point, 1,1766 C; soluble m

line; melting point, 248.676 C; boiling

water. Grades: 75 percent, 99 percent,

of gas, 0.89990 gram per liter (at I atm

t)t; V51

and 0
1.204
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neon
C); specific gravity of liquid,
(at 245.9' C); slightly soluble

in cold water; and soluble in liquid oxygen. Occurs in the atmosphere As 1 part
per 65,000 parts of air. As a gas, st is
used in making advertising signs, high-

lations with this mineral; unindividualized
nepheline. Fay.

sepbelinitoid idoosolite. A general term for
phonolites in which feldspathoids are
more abundant than feldspars. Holmes,
1928.

voltage

indicators, lightning arrestoes,
wave meter tubes, and television tubes.

sepbelinitation The process of introduction
of or replacement by nepheline. A.G.!.

Liquid neon is a refrigerant. Handbook

nepbelite. Ste nepheline.

of Chernbtry end Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
pp. 8-121, 8-197.
Neo-Pakoaok. The later portion of the

n epbelometer. An instrument which measures the scattering of light by determining

Paleozoic eta, including the Upper Si-

lurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous.
Standard, 1964.
Neoprene. Trade name (or polychloroprene,
a substitute for rubber and nonflammable.
Nvlsoie

neoprene pins closure. The function of the
neoprene plug is to provide a completely

watamed seal at the open end of the
penetration

detonator. Moisture
cause desensitization of the

could

explosive

charge su th- detonator and, in the case
of copper-tubed detonators, moisture

could produce a potentially dangerous
chemical reaction between the lead azide

and the copper. McAdam II, p. SS.
neorokank. Of effusive character and
erupted during the Cenozoic era; form-

erly said of some igneous rocks, but now
virtually obsolete. Opposite of paleovolcanic. Fay.
Neozok. Of, relating to, or constituting the
entire period front the end of the Mrsoroic
to the present time. Weimer 3d.
n epbeline; nepheilte. A mineral found in igneous rocks and used at times, instead of

feldspar in the glass industry, (Na,X)

kfAISi01) ; hexagonal and has a greasy
luster. Dana 17.
=phenoe basalt; nepheite basalt A general
name for any basic lava canying nepheline as an essentirl constituent. 13y some
petrologists, the term is restricted to those
nepheline basalts which carry olivine but
no feldspar. A more accurate name for
the latter ss olivine nephelinite. See also
nephelinite basanite; tephrite. C.T.D.

isephelkse basinik. Basaltic rocks with plagioclase, nephelirre, aught, olisine, and basis.
Compare nepheline tephrite. Fey.
n epbeline syenian nepileNte syenite. a. A
coarse-grained igneous rock of intermediate composition, undenaturated with re-

gard to silica, and consisting essentially
of elaeolite, a varying content of alkali
feldspar, with soda-amphiboles and/or

the amount of light emitted at right an-

gles to the original beam direction. Such
devices ate useful in studies of particles
(sire and amount) suspended in water.

H&C.

sepbelomelry. The measurement of concentration or other property of a suspension
by mearo of its light transmission or light
dispersion. Levenheim.

nephrite. A tou:h, compact variety of trim-

olite, CatMg1(:iOn) (011).. It supplies
much of the maerial known as jade.

p. 445. See also
Monoclinic. Dana
jade.
n eptusue powder. An explosive resembling
dynamite No. 2, and consisting of nitro-

glycerin with a more or less explosive
dope. Fay.

'Tr.An early term applied to water-

d strata
nbiLe

as opposed to plutonic or

igneous tracks. Fay.

neptunium dikes. Dikes filled by sediment,

generally sand, in contrast to plutonic
dikes filled by vokanic materials. Pettijohn.
n eptunian

theory. A general theory of
of rocks proposed by

aqueous origin

Werner in the 18th century. A.G.!.
w pm*. Denotes one of the three great subdivisions of rocks under a classification
proposed by Read. The tam includes the
sedimentary rocks. A.G.1.
neptunium. The theory that the rocks of the

earth's crust were formed through the
agency of water. Obsolete. A.G.1.
Neptimshts sad Plutosists. Rival geoloOcal
schools at close of eighteenth century. The

Neptunists, led by Werner, believed that
all rocks were hydatogenetic_ The Plutonists, following Hutton, attnbuted them
to lava flows and volcanos. The position
was clarified by Lyell in 1830. Pryor, 3.
nepluisite. A titano-silicate of imn, manganese, sodium, and potassium, (Na,R)r

(Fe,Mn)(Si,Ti)sOrt; monoclink; black;
erismatk crystals. Found in Narsarsuk,

Greenland; San Benito County, California;

soda-pyrosenes. Common hornblende, au-

Kola Peninsula, Russian Lapland. Eng-

gite, or mica are present in some varieties. See els* foyaite; laurdalite. Also
called elaeolite syenite. C.T.D. b. A min-

neptunium A silvery metallic element in
group VI of the periodic system. Pro-

eral aggregate consisting chiefly of albite,
microcline, and nephelite, each in significant amount. ASTM C242-60.
nepheline kpbrite. A gray volcanic rock
composed of present, plagioclase, nephe.
line, and magnetite; a feldspathic n
nite. Standard, 1964.
sepitellaite. A fme-grained igneous rock nor-

mally occurring as lava flows, and ree;
sembling basalt in general ap
consists essentially of neph ine and
pyroxene, but not of olivine or feldspar.
The addition of the former gives olivine
nephelinite, and of the latter, nepheline

tephrite. C.T.D.
nepbelhaltoid. Bericky's term, now used in
microscopic work for nepheline glissaolleor
the glassy basis in nepheline rocks,
easy gelatinization indicates its clmre re-

lish.

duced artificially by nuclear reaction between uranium and neutmns. Symbol, Np;
valences, 3, 4, 5, and 6; atomic number,

93; and die mass number of the most
stable

isotope,

237.

Three

allotropic

forms: Alpha neptunium, to 278' C,

orthorhombic; beta neptunium, 278' to
500° C, tetragonal; and gamma neptunium, 500' C to melting point, isometric.
Specific gravity, alpha nrotuniuns, 20.45;

beta neptunium, 19.36 (at 313' C); and
gamma neptunium, 18.0 (at 600' C).

!Welting point, 630° C; and solubie in
hydrochloric acid. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1W4, pp. 8122, 13-197.

neptunium disintegnalon series; neptunium
decay sedan neptunhnn sells. a. The
series of nuclides resulting from the de-
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cay of the long-lived (half-life, 2.2 X 10'
years) synthetic nuclide, neptunium 237.
!Wass numbers of ail members are given

by 4n + 1, where n is an integer. The
secrence is also known as the 4n +
1

oenes. Many other synthetic nuclides decay in collateral series into this sequence
The stable end-product, bismuth 209, occurs in nature. NRC-ASA M.1-1957;
Handbook of Chemimy and Physics, 45th

ed., 1964, p. 8-87. b. Plutonium 241 to
americium 241 to neptunium 237 to protactinium 233 to uranium 233 to thorium
229 to radium 225 to actinium 225 to
francium 221 to astatine 217 to bismuth
213 to polonium 213 plus thallium 209 to
lead 209 to bismuth 209, the stable end
preduct. Gla.stone 2, p. 136.
Nercidask nipmenarine. Aquamarine-colorerl
topaz from Nerchinsk, Siberia. Shipley
Nercbinsh beryl. Aquamarine chrysolit,
beryl, and morganite fmm Nerdiinsk dis
trict. Transbaikal, Siberia. Shipley.
Nerchinsk rabeilhie. Rubellite from near Neichinsk in Transbaikal, Siberia. Shipley.
bereft.. The track left by a fossil worm
Standard, 1964.

ankle. Pertaining to the shallow seas; for
accumulations of shells, but sometime'
for the whole environment of deposition
on the continental shelf. Challinor.

n od& environment. The shallow sea floors t,
a depth of 100 fathoms. Schieferdecker
n erkk province. See pelagic division. Hy.

nerkk zone. a. That part of the sea floo:
extending from the low tidelinc to
depth of 200 meters. A.G.!. b. A part of
the pelagic division of the oceans with
water depths less than 200 meters. A.G.1

Neriys. Eng. White marly limestone with,
scattered Mite grains, beds known a
Top and Bottom Nerlys (freestone). A r-I
kelt.

Nernst body. A sintered mixture of thoria
zireonia, and yttria together with mai:
amounts of other rare earth oxides. Afte:
it has been preheated to about 2,000' C.
this body becomes sufficiently electric-111'

conducting for use as a resistor in hig1
temperature laboratory furnaces. Dodd.

Natal iihn. In ion exchange, the diffusion
layer supposed to surround a bead o
resin. This static film is reduced, or dif
fusion through it is accelerated, if agita
tion of the ambient liquor is increased,
temperature is raised or if concentratio:
of ions in solution is made greater. Pryor
3.
Nernst lamp. An incandescent lamp who,
lighting element consists of a pencil corn

posed of the refractory osides of rar

earth. Crispin.
Nernst's law. The solubility of a salt is dv
creased by addition to its solution o
another salt with a common ion (corn
mon ion effect). Pryor, 3.
n erooneco. It. A black marble found
Roman ruins: probably the ancient mar
mor Taenarium, from the Taenarian pen
insula, Greece. Standard, 1964.

nab. Eng. Friable, soft, crumbly, powde

dusty; said of coal. Fay.
nesosilialtum. Silicate structures in which i

divdual SiO4 tetrahedra are not linke
together, that is, they do not share

gens. An example is olivine. Synonym (,
orthosilicate. See also silicates, classifi

tion. A.GJ.

magnesium ca
n esmeehonite. A hydro
bonate, MgC01+31-110. In radiatin
groups of prismatic crystals. Colorless t
,us

white. From a coal mine at Nesquehoning,

Carbon, Pa. Fey.
n em Nam. A cape headland, or promontory
most commonly used as a ter mination, as
in Dungeness, England. Fay.

N est a. A small isolated mass of ore or
mineral within another formation. Webster, 3d. b. To place the next-smalkr-size
casing inside the casing already set in a
borehole. Long. c. To fit one tube inside
another. Long. d. A cushion upon which
glass is placed to be cut with a diamond.
C.T.D. e. An ananjement comprising a
graduated series of sieves. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

oersted crater. A central volcanic vent showing a crater within a crater. Fay.

aest-webe. Forest of Dean. Iron ore that
occurs in pockets is said to lie nest-weise.
Fey.

set. Scot. Strapping used for lowering or raising hones in shafts. Fey.

ad calorific value. a. Net heat of combustion. In the case of solid fuels and liquid
fuels of low volatilty, a lower value calculated from gross calorific values as the

heat produced by combustion of unit
quantity, at constant atmospheric pressure, under conditions, such that all water
in the products temains in the form of
vapor. ASTM 1)407-44. b. The amount

of heat liberated by the complete combustion of unit weight of coal under specified
conditions; the water vapor produced dur-

ing combustion is assumed to persist as

such. B.S. 3323, 1960.

N et callortfic valet (at constant pressure).
The number of heat units which would

be liberated if unit quantity of coal or
coke was burned in oxygen at constant
pressure in such a way that the heat release was equal to the gross calorific value

n ether cool. Mid. The lower division of a
thkk seam of coal. Fay.
aellser-ftwawd. Formed or crystallind below
the earth's surface such as granite. Standard, 1964.

'ether roof. a. The strata directly over the

coal seam. The props set at the face
only hold the nether roof. For example,
a load of 20 tons
if the props
each and are :till' feet apart each way,
the supported weight per square foot is

13 tons. See also immediate roof. Nelson.
b. In mine subsidence, the immediate

roof of limited depth, such as timber

might be expected to support. Briggs, p.
62.

oetber struts. The roof and strata immediately above the coal. Meson.

N et masonry. Masonry formed of small square

bricks or stones placed diagonally sn a
lozenge pattern; reticulated masonry.

Standard, 1964.
net plankton. Those plankton which can be

wmoved from the water by filtration
through a fine net. H&C.
Net slip. The total slip along a fault; the
distance measured on the fault surface
between two formerly adjacent points
situated on opposite walls of the fault.
It is the shortest distance measured in
the fault plane between the two formerly
adjacent points. The slip or net slip is a
vector quantity defining the direction and
distance of movement, parallel to a fault
surface or zone, of a specified wall relathe to the other wall. A.G.1.
Nettleton method. An indirect means of density determination in which a closely
spaced gravity traverse is run over some
topographic feature, such as a small hill
or valley, with dimensions that have been
measured accurately. When the profile of

C and constant pressure of the water

observed values is plotted, the gravitational effect of the feature itself is calculated at each observation point along

1016, 1961, Pt. 16.
set calorific valise (at constant volume). The

value for that point. The cakulation is
repeated a number of times, different
densities being assumed fot each com-

of the coal or coke at constant pressure,
less the latent heat of evaporation at 25'

both originally contained in the coal or
coke and formed by its combustion. ES.

number of heat units which would be

liberated if unit quantity of coal or coke
was burned in oxygen at constant vo) ume in such a way that the heat release
was equal to the gross ca/otific value of
the coal o: coke at constant volume, less

the latent heat of evaporation at 23 C
and constant volume of the water both
originally contained in the coal or coke

and formed by its combustion. B.S. 1016,
1961, Pt. 16.
stet-cosveckd U. Net fill after making allowance for shrinkar during compaction.
Nichols.
Net cot. a. In sidchill work, the cut required

less the fill required at a particular station or part of a road. Nicholr. b. The
amount of excavated material to be removed from a road section, after completing fills in that section. Nichols.

net drilling dose. The rotating time actually
spent in deepening the borehole. Y..ong.
set SS. a. The fill required, less the cut re-

quired, at a particular station or part
of a road. Nichols. b. In sidehill work,
the yardare of fill required at any sta-

tion, less the yards of material obtained
from the cut at that station. Nichols.
ad heat of combustion. See net calorific
value.
N ether. The lower part of, as in nether roof,

and opposed to the term upper. TIME.

neutral flame
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the ptofile and temoved from the observed

putation. The density value at which the
hill is least conspicuous on the gravity
profile

is considetrd to be most nearly

correct. Dobrin, p. 227.
set mit valise. The difference between the
gross unit recoverable value and the
cost of mining, treating, and marketing
the ore; in other wotds, the net operating
profit. See also gross unit value. Nero*.
Network. a. Especially in surveying and
gravity prospecting, a pattern or configuration of stations, often so arranged as to

provide a check on the muistency of

the measured values, for example, a levd
network, a gravity network based on the
integration of torsion-balance gradients.
A.G.!. b. In ventilation surveys, a nullified system of mine workings. Roberts, I,
p. 296.

ieiwuii deposit. Manes of rock intersected

by so many little veins as to make the

whole worth mining. Nelson.
Network formers. Oxides which contribute to
the polymerization of glass, such as SiOs,
Ge0s, &Os, AssOs. VV.

network formiNg los. One of the ions in a
glass that form the network in the glass
structure. The ratio of the ionic radius of

the network-fonning ion to that of the
ion must lie between 0 155 and
0727for triangular coordination, or be-

tween 0.225 and 0.414 for tetrahedral co-
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ordination; such ions include II". AP'.

Si". and 1"*. See also network modifying
ion. Dodd.
setwork modifiers. Oxides that contribute to
the depolymerization of glass, such as
barium oxide, calcium oxide, potassium
oxide, magnesium oxide, sodium oxide,
and litharge. VV.
N etwork modifying km. One of the ions in a
glass which do not participate in the net-

work. They must have a rathet large
radius and a low valency, for example, the
alkali metals and the alkaline earths.

Dodd.
w etwork of faults. A not too irregular system
of faults strikng in different directions.
Schieferdecker.
n etwork of veins. A not too irregular system

of veins striking in different directions.

Schieferdecker.

n etwork structure. A structure in which one
constituent occurs primarily at the grain
boundaries, thus partially or completely
enveloping the grains of the other constituents. ASM Gloss.

Rework struclwes. See tertosilicates. A.G.1.

misdealt. A resinous substance found in
coalbeds at Neudorf, Moravia 4.G.1.
See also dusite.
Nemoburg saw. A plough consir na of a 2inch steel plate 6 feet by 20 inches of 7
pieces hinged together to follow floor
rolls; picks on the face edge cut in both
directions. The minimum workable seam
is

14 inches on gradients 35 to 70.

Maximum face kngth is 80 yards. The
machine is used in the Ruhr. Nehon.
milk. The tailgate corner of a face behind
the face conveyor tension end. Trist.
Newsom band. Mechanical twin in ferrite.
ASM Gloss.

Newnan lamelbe. Straight, narrow hands
parallel to the crystallographic planes in

the crystals of metals that have been
subjected to deformation by sudden impact. They are actually narrow twin

bands, and are most frequently observed
in hon. C.T.D.

murepteris. A large tree-fern of the coal
forest, with trunks about 2 feet thick,

containing several cylinders of wood inside the stem instead of one column of
wood as in modem trem. Nelson.
Neutral. Of slags, neither acid nor basic; of
wrought iron, neither red-shon nor coldshort; of iron ores, suitable for the production of neutral iron. Fey.
neutral almospkere. One in which there is
neither an excess nor a deficiency of oxygen. Bureau of Mines Staff.
neutral axis. The line of zero fiber stress in
any given section of a member subject

tc bending; it is the line formed by the
intersection ,of the neutral surface and
the section. 'Ro.

neutral depth. See normal depth. Seelye, 1.
neutral, derived. See derived neutral. I.C.
7962, 1960, p. 22.
Neutral equilibrium. A body is said to be in
neutral equilibtium if on being slightly
displaced It remains in its new position;
for example, a ball placed on a hotizontal
surface, a cone supported on its side on

a horizontal surface, or any body supported at its center of gravity. Morris

ant, Cooper, p. 167.
Neutral Name. a. A gas flame in which there

is no excesi of either fuel or oxygen.
ASM Gloss. b. In welding, flame produced by a mixture at the torch of ace-

neutral flame
tylene and omen in equal volumes.
C.T.D. Sapp.
neutral folt A
Challinor.

sideways-closing

new diamond
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n eutral gear. A set of gran, such as in a
geaaeed swivel head, that when en-

faces, there remain important groups of
shorelines whose essential characteristics

depend on causes independent of either
submergence or emergence. To this class

of a shoreline, it was proposed to apply
the term neutral shoreline. A.G.1.

meshed allows the drive rod and attached

n eutral stress; pen pressure; pore-water pres-

n esitml glass. A name sometimes applied to
glass that is resistant to chemkal attack.
Compare neutral-tinted glass. Dodd.
neutralization. Making neutral or inert, as by

sure. Stress transmitted through the pore
water (water filling the voids of thc soil).
ASCE P1826.
n eutral surface. The longitudinal surface of
rem fiber stress in a member subject to
bending; it contains the neutral axis of

drill string to be rotated without its being kd forward or backward. Lone.

the addition of an alkali or an acid solution. Cthp in.

neutnlim. To add either an acid or alkali
to a solution until it is neither acid nor
alkaline. Gordon.

n eutraliser. A dilute solution of alkali or of
sodium cyanide used in the treatment of
the base mztal for vitreous enameling after
the pickling ;wafts. Alkali neutralizer

consists of a warm (65' to 70' C) solution of soda ash, bmax, or trisodium
phosphate, the strength being equivalent
to 0.3 to 0.4 percent NatO. Cyanide neutralizer is a 0.10 to 0.15 percent solution
of sodium cyanide; other ingredients may
be present to neutralize the hardness of
the water. Dodd.

neutral linings. Furnace linings of neutral
refractories. Osborne.

neutral oxides. Oxides which react neither
with acids nor with bases to form salts;
for exampk, water or carbon monoxide.
Cooper.

n entral point. a. A neutral point in a wyeconnected alternating-current power system means the connection point of transformer or generator windings from which
the voltage to ground is nominally Tem,

and is the point generally used for wttem grounding. 1.C. 7962, 1960, p. 22.
b. In titration, that at which hydrogen

ions and hydroxyls are approximately balanced, ew..h at about 1 times 104 molar.
Since color-change indicating dyes do not
all react at this point, selection for a given

titration must be made with regard to
the required point of change. Pryor, 3.

neutral pressure. The hydrostatic pressure of
the water in the pore space of a soil. See
also effective pressure; pore-water pressure. ffam.
neutral refractories. a. A term applied to refractories which are neither strongly basic
nor strongly acid, such as chrome, mullite,

or carbon. A.R.,. b. Refractories that are
resistant to chemical attack by both acid
and basic slags, refractories, or fluxes at
hich temperatures. ASTM C71-64.
speatral refractory. A refractory material such

as chrome ore that is chemically neutral
at high temperatures and to does not react with either silica or basic refractories.
Dodd.

neutral salt. A salt in which all the hydrogen

of the hydroxyl groups of an acid is re-

placed by a metal. Standard, 1964.
neutral salt effect. Reduction of ionization of
weak acid or base by addition of ionizing

salt which contains one of the ions already present; form of common ion ef-

fect. Pryor, 3.
neutral shoreline. A shoreline whose essential

feature does not depend on either the

submergence of a ...armer land surface or
the emergence of a former subaqueous sur-

face. While of the the world's shorelines
have resulted from submergence of land
areas or emergence of subaqueous tor-

every section. Ro.

nostrat-Wed glass. A pay glass, usually of
the bomsilicate type; these glasses are used

in light filters to reduce the transmission
without (as far as possible) selective absorptkn of the particular wavelengths.

curves. The neutron log should respond

best to porous fluid-filled rock and the

gamma best to shale markers. A.GJ.
metros log. Strip recording of the secondary

radioactivity arising from the bombardment of the rocks around a borehole by
neutrons from a source being caused to
move through the borehole. Uted, generally in conjunction with other types of
logs, for the identification of the fluidbearing zones of rocks. habitat of Petroleum,

1961.

See

neutron

logging.

A.G.1.
neutron

loggias. A radioactivity logging
method used in boreholes in whch a neutron mute prtrvides neutrons which enter rock formations encountered and
induce additional gamma radiation which
is measured by use of an ionization cham-

leelliral /OWL A strain-free area. See also

ber. The gamma radiation to induced is
related to the hydrogen content of the

compreszion zone; tension zone. Nelson.
n estretto. A neutral meson. Webster 3d.
neutrino. An electrically neutral elementary

rock. A.G.1.
nestron-seutrue lugghav om logging. A tech-

Compere neutral glass. Dodd.

particle with a mass so small that it is
extremely difficult to detect. It is pro-

duced iii many nuckar reactions; for example, in beta decay, and has high pene-

nique in which the formation is bombarded by neutrons and the tcattered neu-

trons are measured. A.G.l.
Nevada dlassond. Obsidian artificially de-

trating power. Neutrinos fmm the sun

colorized. Shipley.
Nevada system. See square-set stoning. Fay.

L&L.

Nevada turquoise. a. Variscite. Shipley. b.
Turquoise from Nevada. the state which

usually pass right through the earth.

n ortruss. An uncharged elementary partick

with a mass that nearly equals that of
the proton. The isolated neutron is unstable and decays with a half-life of about
13 minutes into an electron, a pro:on, and

a neutrino. Neutrons sustain the fission
chain reaction in a nuclear reactor. See
also fast neutron; thermal neutron. L.L.
n eutron-alnorl!ing glass. For thermal neutron-absorption. a glass must contain cad-

mium, which is the only common glass
constituent having a high neutron-capture

cross section; it is used to form a cadmium borate glass, which is made more

chemically durable by the addition of

TiOs and &Os. Dodd.
n eutron capture. The reaction that occurs
when an atomic nucleus absorbs or cap-

wee, a neutron. Tie probability that a
given material will absorb neutrons is
proportional to its neutron-capture ems
section and depends on the energy of the

neutrons and the nature of the material.
VOL.

stenatas dewily. The number of neutrons per

cubic centimeter. LalL.

Neutron economy. The degree to which neu-

trons in a nuclear reactor are used for

desired ends instead of being lost by leakage or useless absorption. Desired ends

may include propagation of the chain
reaction; converting fertile material to

fissionable material; producing desired isotopes; and experimental use. Le7L.
umnron Om See flux. LEOL.

neutron ilus, total. The scalar sum of all thc
neutron fluxes in a cubic centimeter.
Physically, the total flux may be consid-

ered as the total track length (Tigva4)
traveled by the neutrons within a cubic
centimeter in one second. If a neutron
scource provides a neutron density of n
neutrons per cubic centimeters mrat3
with a velocity v centimeters per

in a given direction, then the product nv,
expressed in terms of number of neutrons
per square centimeters per second, is
called the neutron flux. A.S.M. Gloss.
neutroar-gamma log. A radioactivity log em-

ploying both gamma and neutron-log

produces the greatest
gemstone. Shepley.

quantity of this

Nevadian orogeuy Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous diastrophism. A.G.l. Sapp.

agnate. An acid lava (rhyolite) containing
an abnormally large quantity of phenoarts, with correspondingly little groundmass. C.T.D.
nfvf. The partially compacted granular snow

that forms the surface part of the upper
end of a glacier; broadly, a field of granular snaw. Also called firn. Webaer 3d.

anyanshite. A tin-white alloy of iridium

and osmium with other platinum metals
occurring in flat scales. Standard, 1964.
Contains more than 40 percent iridium.
Fey.

Newark series. Continental strata of Upper

Triassic age in the United States, consisting essentially of red sandstones, shales,

arkoses, and conglomerates, tome 14,000

to 18,000 feet thick; they include Mack
shales with fish remains, thin coal seams

in the Rhaetic of Virginia and North

Carolina, and basaltic flows and sills.
C.T.D.
Newaygo screen. A slanting screen in which
the material to be screened passes down.

The screen is kept in vibration by the

impact of a large number of small hammers. Liddell 2d, pp. 391-392.
sewberyite; newberite. An acid magnesium
phosphate, named after J. C. Newberry,
an Australian, found in white orthorhombic crystals in guano, MgHP0..3H2O.
Webster 3d; Hey 2d, 1955.
Newcastle kiln. A type of intermittent kiln

formerly popular in the Newcastle-onTyne area-. In its original form it is a
rectangular kiln with two or three fireboxes at one End and openings for the
exhaustion of waste gases at the base of
the other end wall, which incorporates a
chimney. In a later design the kiln is of
double length, there are fireboxes at each

end, and the waste gases ase removed

from the center of the kiln. Such kilns
found particular use in the firing of re-

fractories and salt-glazed ware. Dodd.
Reit diamond. A diamond that has not been

cent bismuth, 31 percent lead, and 19

used. Also calkd new stone; virgin diamond; virgin stone. Long.

tin; melting point 202.1'
Newtos's law of miriade& See law of
lEebiter 2.1.

ACSG.
New Guinea jade. Nephrite from Humboldt
B. district, New Guinea. Shipley.gyratory
masker. Serondars
N
crusher in which the gyrating breaking
cone is direct-driven via a flexible coupling from a slow-running motor mounted
above it, the assembly being hung from
overhead supports. Pryor, 3.
n ewbrsite. Variety of resin. Tr -"knee, 1954.
aewkirklte. An early synonym h. manganite.

gravitation.
Neotoo's law of usodos. See law of motion.
Webster, 3d.

New York rod. A leveling rod marked with
sorrow lu.es, ruler fashion. Nichols.
Ntr, Zealand greesstoae. Nephritic jade of
gemstone quality, from New Zealand.
C.M.D.
New Zealand jade. Same as nephrite; from
New Zealand. Shipley.
aft Abbreviation for nitrogen-free extract.

Fay.

it supersedes. Hen.
Newman lisnestoste. A thick group of limestones, about 3,3(10 feet thick, referted
to the Up :ler Mississippian of Virginia.

F.

percent

New WNW asetkod. See pick and dip.

newbedite. A variety of griqurite composed
of garnet, enstatite, and chrime diopside.
Hohnn, 1928.
Newby &haw The mean sea level now
used as the British Ordnance Datum for
leveling. It was determined as the result
of several years observations at Newlyn,
Cornwall, England, and differs at various places by more then a foot from
levels based on the Liverpool datum which

nickel-ammonium sulfate
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flaMis Style Guide, p. 61.

N-trame brace. A diagimal brace in a squate
wt. Fay.
of
write. A stony meteorite composed
bronzite and olivine in a friable breedalike mass of chondri. Hess.

agar Abbmiation for net gas-oil ratio. fluMin Style Guide, p. 61.
s

i
!

C.T.D.

Newsman beards. A modified Scotch hearth
in which poking or rabbling is done
mechanically. C.T.D.
sow mine fire cby. A fire clay (there are five
seams) is, -cuffing below the old mine fire

clay in the Stourbridge district. England.
See also old mine fire clay. Dodd.
New Red Sandstorm The assemblage of red
sandstone, conglomerates, shalett:tc., octop of
cupying the interval between
the Coal Measutes and the base of the
Jurassic system in Western Europe. It is
now separated into Triassic and Permian

and the name has only a historic interest. Fay.
sew rock. Abbreviation for new rock turquoise. Shipley.
n ew rock trospsolse. a. An old Persian term

for inferior turquoise or for turquoise matrix. Shipley. b. A term sometimes used
for turquoise which does not retain its
color very welt Shipley.
new sand. Newly mixed, but not unused,
molders' sand. Standard, 1964.
n ew nen.. The refuse produced in the manufacture of articles for ultimate consumption: it includes defective castings, clippings, turnings, borings, drosses, slags,
etc. Newton, p. 38.
Nemeses boring metkod. A method of boring

small shafts up to 5% feet in diameter
and is similar in principle to chilled-shot
drill, hut conducted on a larger scale. A
heavy cutting tool, man cage, debris

bucket, bailer, core puller, safety devices,

hoist, derrick, and reels for power cable
and air hose form the complete equipment The method can be used in hard
firm strata which are not water bearing.
Nelson.

tam sloe* Stym for new diamond. Long.

Newland= laid. Term marking the distinction made in mineral processing which
involves agitation, between a truly viscous (Newtonien) liquid and one in
which shear or apparent viscosity (pseudo-

viscosity) varies with the dimensions of
the containing system and the speed of
agitation. The latter type of fluid is said
to be non-Newtonian. Pryor, 3.
Newton's alloy. An alloy containing 50 per-

Nkkolls' teckalque. A technique used in the
determination of elastic constants of rock
in situ. Lonaitudinal and shear waves
are generated in rock by small explosive
charges in shallow drill holes. Accelerometers and strain gages are employed to
measure

arrival tunes for both waves.

From wave velocities and measured density, Poisson's ratio, modulus of elasticitY.
modulus of rigidity, Lame's constant and
bulk modulus can be calculated. Lewis, p.
568.

nkkoboeite. A variety of aragonite containing up to 10 percent zinc. From Lead-

ville, Colo.; Tmtic District, Utah; mag-

nificent specimens at Tsumeb, Southwest
A 'rica. English,
Nkkroase. Registered trademark used in

respect of a range of heat- ard oxida-

tion-resisting alloys (not necessa.ily solely
nickel and chromium) made by the

Driver Harris organization. C.T.D.
nick. a. To make a perpendicular cut, with

altargellite. An algal sapropelic deposit sim-

the pi k, in the face of (coal) at the
junction with the rib, to weaken resistence to the blast or wedge; to shear.
Standard, 1964. See nicking. Fey. b. To
cut vertically in the coal. .SMR11. Paper

of Chemistry end Physic:, 45th ed., 1964,

akkeL Hard; malleable; ductile; silverywhite metallic element of group VIII of
the periodic wystem; capable of taking a
high polish; resistant to oxidation; and

ilar to cooningite. It is found as a crust
several inches thick in certain localities
in Portuguese East Africa and is used
as a fuel by the natives.
NI Chemkal symbol for nickel. Handbook
p. B-1.

abates. A Coal Measures molluscan

sometimes found in the fine-grained shales

overlying certain coal seams. The umbott-i are positioned at the extreme end
of the shell. It has proved of great value
for the identification and correlation of

coal seams. See also molluscs. Nelson.
Niagara lisneskone. See Lockport limestone.
C.T.D.
Niagara*. Middle Silurian (restricted).
Sapp.

Niagara spar. A term applied locally in
Niagara Falls, N.Y., to fibrous gypsum

imported through Canada from England.
Fibrous calcite, originally, found in veins
in limestone near Niagara Falls, Ontario,
Canada, was perhaps the original satin
spat. See also satin spar. Shipley.
NIL a. A protrusion at one end of a roofing

tile serving to hook the tile on the laths

in the roof. Dodd. b. A fault in flat glass,
in the form of a protrusion at one corner,

caused during cutting. Dodd. v.. In powder
metallurgy, a pressed, presinteted, shaped,
sintered, hot-preased, rough-drilled, or

finished compact; afro, a generic term

used for a piece of hard carbide material
intended for use as a drawing die. Rolfe.

nibbed safest. A saggar with internal protrusions to support a bat (therefore, permitting the placing of two separate layers
of ware) or to allow a cover to be placed

inside the top of the saggar. Set

also

saggar. Dodd.
gibber. The blade of a squeegee. ASCG.

sibMbs. Contour cutting of sheet metal by
a rapidly reciprocating punch making
numerous small cuts. ASM

Gloss.

alcarkleg. a. The same as carbonitriding.
ASM Gloss. b. (Ni-carbing, trade name.)
Surface-hardening recess which is a
combination of nitncling and carburizing
to produce a thin, hani case. Bennett 2.1,
1962.

alccollfernus. See nickelifemus. Fay.

alccollte. A comr-red arsenide of nickel;
usually contains a little iton cobalt, and
sulfur; also, one of the chief ems of metallic nickel. Hexagonal. Alto called copper nickel; kupfernickel. Fey, Dead 17.

No. 61.

attracted by magnets. Used in alloys, in
electroplating, and in coinage. Symbol,
Ni; valences, 0, 1, 2, and 3; isomefric;
4,tomic number, 28; atomic weight, 58.71;
and specific gravity, 8.85 (at 20' C).
C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. 8-2, 5-122.

Melting point, 1,453* C; boilng point,
2,732' C; specific gravity, 8.902 (at
25' C) ; a fair conductor of heat and

in
electricity; insoluble in water andacid;
ammonia; soluble in dilute nitric
and slightly soluble in hydrochloric acid
and in sulfuric acid. Occurs alloyed with
iron in meteorites. Principal ore minerals
are pentlandite and nickeliferous pyrthotite. Belongs to the iron-cobalt-nickel
group of metals. Used in stainless steel
and in other corrosion-resistant alloys, in
nickel steel for armor plate and burglar-

's's:id vaults, as plating to protect

less

corrosion-resistant metals, in magnets, to
impart a green color to glass, in ceramics,
and as a catalyst. Handbook of Chemistry Ind Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B122. Li-197.

nickel alkali accumulator. A secondary cell

with a voltage of about 1.30 volts. Is
similar in construction to the lead-acid

type, but the electrolyte is a solution of

caustic potash, the solution being a strong

alkaline. The active material of the positive plate is nickel hydrate; that of the
negative is cadmium oxide, with a small

percentage of iron oxide. Morris and
Cooper, p. 246.

nickel alloys. Nickel is the main constituent
in Martel metal, Perrnalloy, and nickelchromium alloys. It is also used in curponklcel, nickel silver, various types of
steel and cast iron, brass, bmnze, and
light alloys. C.T.D.
nickel alemissm. Eighty percent aluminum
and 20 percent nickel. Nickel increases
the tensile strength of aluminum alien,
and improves the finish in die casting:.
Crispin.
okkelonsmonime sulfate; alckel-antmosbon

1
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nicking trunk

Synonym for genthite. Fay.
nickekc. Of, pertaining to, or containing
nickel in the trivalent state; for example,
nickelic oxide (Ni.0.). Webster 3d.
akkeliferons. Containing nkkel. Fay.

color and granular structure. (Ni,Co,Fe)Au. Isometric. Fey; Dana 17.
nickel stannate. Light-colored; crotalline;
NiSnO..21110: and it loses 211,0 at

nickel-ammonium sulfate
sulfate bezabydrate; ammonium-ukkel sulfate; asnasonisswokkel sulfate besaby.

date; nickel salt, doubk; nickel

salts,

double. Dark blue-green; monoclinic: NiSO,. (Nil I.S0,.61110 ; molecular weigh I.
395.00; specific gravity. 1.923: soluble in
water and in ammonium sulfale solutions.
and insoluble in alcohol. Handbook of
Chemistry and Phpici. 45th .1.. 1964, p.
B-151. Used in the preparation of nickel
dip solutions. Hansen.

n ickel antimony glance. Sulfantimonide of
nickel, crystallizing in the cubic system.
Also called uflmannite. C.M.D.
n ickel bloom. Hydrated and oxidised patina
on outcropping rocks indicating existence
of primary nickel minerals. Called nickel
indicators, they are green carbonate
(emerald color), sulfate (apple-green) or
arsenate (apple-green). Pryor, J.
nickel carbonate, bask. a. Used in electroplating, in the preparation of nickel cata-

lysts, and as an ingredient in ceramic
colon and in glazes. CCD 61, 1961. b.

n iclutilne. Any of several varieties of nickel
silver: also, an old term for niccolite.
C.T.D.; Webiter 3d.

nickel iron. A mineral. NiFe. containing
about 76 percent nickel and found in

meteorites. Isometric. Dana 17.
nickel-iron Owen battery. See alkaline storage battery. Bennett 21, 1962.
n ickel molybdenum kos. A class of alloys
containine Isom 20 to 40 percent molybdem',/,' and up to 60 percent nickel with

a unall amount of carbon. Such alloys
are much used on account of high acid

nickel,

(Isli(C0).1, formed by passing

carbon monoxide over the heated metal.
The compound is decomposed into nickel
and carbon monoxide by further heating.
It is used on a large scale in industry for
the production of nickel from its ores by
the IVIond process. C.T.D. b. See Mond
process. Nelson.
n ickel-cbrumbsm steel.

Steel

containing

nickel and chtornium as alloying elements; 1.5 percent to 4 percent nickel
and 0.5 percent to 2 percent chromium
are added to produce an alloy of high
tensile strength, hardness, and toughness.

It is used for highly stressed automobile
and aeroengine parts, armor plate, etc.
C.T.D.

akkel-cobalt soffatq cobakonkkelous sulfate.

Reddish-brown; crystalline; and soluble
in water. Used in blaekening brass and
zinc. CCD 61, 1961.
skid copper. A nickel and copper alloy used
in making acid-resistant castings and bear-

ing binnzes. Navy specifications call for
60 percent nide!, 33 percent copper, 3.5

mangane se, and up to 3.5 percent

terc7iit
Cr.Pin

nickel cyanide Itetrabydrate. Ni(CN)..41-1,0;
molecular weight, 182.81; light green

plates; poisonous; loses 4%0 at 200' C;

insoluble in water; and soluble in po-

tassium cyanide solutions, in ammonium
hydroxide, and in alkalies. Used in metal-

lurgy and in electroplating. Bennett 21,
1962; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-197.

n ickel glance. Same as gendorffite. Standard,
1964.

nickel greets. Synonym for annabergite. Dana
611, p. 818.

Nickel gprnite. A gymnite in which part of
the magnesium is replaced by nickel.

specific gravity, 2.68; decomposes at 848*

C (at 760 mm); soluble in water; and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8.198. Solu-

tion of nickel catalysts, and in the manu-

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
akkel carbonyl. a. A volatile compound of

to be performed in oil or air instead of
water, or to increase the core strength
of carburized parts. C.T.D.
nickel sulfate; nig:Mk= sulfate. Yellow; isometric; NiSO.; molecular weight, 154.78;

cent ; monoclMic ; Ni (NO, )..61-110 ; molecular weight, 290.81; specific !Foyle'',
2.065; melting pint, 56.7' C; boiling

2NiCO3.3Ni(0}1),.4H2O; molecular
hot water; and soluble in acids in ammonium salt solutions; and (2) emerald
green: isometric; NiCO,.2Ni(OH):.411.0
( ?) molecular weight, 376.23; specific
gravity, 2.6; insoluble in hot water and
in cold water; and soluble in hot dilute
hydrochloric acid and in ammonium hydroxide. Handbook of Chemiary and

normalized condition, to enable hardening

insolubk in alcohol, in ether and in

nickel nitrate bezahydrate. Green; delique.-

Applied to two different compounds: (1)

weight, 587.67: decomposes on heating;
insoluble in cold water; decomposes in

nickel steel. Steel containing nickel as an
alloying element. Varying amounts, between 0.5 percent and 6.0 percent, an
added to increase the strength in the

resistance. Crirpia.

point, 136.7' C: and soluble in water, in
ammonium hydroxide, and in alcohol.

light green crystals or brown powder;

about 120' C. Used as an additive in

ceramic capacitor.. CCD 61, 1961.

Used in nickel plating, in the popara-

facture .4 brown ceramic colors. CCD

61, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. 8-122, 5-198.
nickel ocher. An eaily name for annabergite.
Fay.

nickelons. Of. pertaining to. or containing
nickel in the bivalent state; for example,
nickelous oxide (Ni0). Webster 3d.

nkkeloas oxide; nickel noontide; Nickel
protoside; green nickel oxide; baissemik.
a. NiO; green, becoming yellow. Found
in nature as the mineral bunsenite. Soluble in acids and in anunonium hydroxide;

insoluble ii water; and specific gravity,
6.6 to 6.8. NO absorbs oxygen at 400' C

forming Ni,O, which is reduced to Ni0
at 600' C. Used in nickel salts and in
porcelain painting. CCD 61, 1961. b.

Isometric; green to black; molecular
weight, 74.71; melting point, 1,990 C;
and srecific gravity, 6.67. Used for paint-

ing or china. Bennett 2d, 1962; Hand-

book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p.
nickel made. The two nickel oxides, nickelous

oxide (Ni0) and nickelic oxide (Nis0.),
are used extensively as colorants in

glazes, and enamels. The um of grit:VI
in the
oxide in enamels is
ground coat, in which itgr.Isega with cobelt and manganese. It is also used in
cover coat enamels to five what is known
as a daylight shade or reflector units.

Michelle oxide (N110s) imparts a color
to glass which is dependent upon the

character of the alkali present. Nickelous
oxide (Ni0) is used in glazes to produce
blues, greens, browns, and yellows. Nickel
oxide is also one of the principal
components of certain type of ferrites, for
example, the nickel-zinc ferrite. See also
nickebus oxide. Lee.

nickel plat*. The deposition of a coating of
metallic nickel by electrolysis. Nelson.
nickel prototide. See nickelous oxide. CCD
61, 1961.
nickel silver. A series of silver-white afloys
containing copper, zinc, and nickel with-

in the limits, 52 to 80 percent copper,

10 to 35 percent zinc, and 5 to 35 percent

nickel AW called German silver. C.T.D.
nickel skulterudite. A tin white mineral of
the skutterudite type, containing nickel.
A.. usenide of nickel and cobalt, of gray
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acetone.

Handbook

of Chemiitry and

tions containing nickel sulfate are used in

the enameling industry as a nickel bath
following the acid rinse in the pickling
-ration. Lee. Used in nickel plating, in
blackenirg fine and brass, and in ceramics. CCD 61, 1961.

sulfate beplabydrate; nickel snit,
single; nickel safts, single; IDOMPOSik. a
Green: orthorhombic; NiS0..711.0; molecular weight, 280.88; specific !FavieT,

n ickel

1.948; loseA MO at 31.5' C and 611,0
at 103' C; and soluble in water and in
alcohol. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-198. b. Used

in nickel dip solutions and is more economical to use than double nickel salt(s).

Hansen. c. Used in nickel plating, in

blackening rinc and brass, and in ceramics

CCD 61, 1961.
n ickel sulfate beiabydrate; skid salt, single:
nickel asks, single. Molecular weight.
262.86; NiSO4.611:0; two allotropic
forms: Alpha nickel sulfate hexahydrate;
blue; tetragonal; and beta nickel sulfrte
hexahydrate; green; monoclinic; trans-

formation temwrature, 53.3' C; specific
gravity, 2.07; Imn 61110 at 103' C; and
soluble in water, in ethyl alcohol, in
methyl alcohol, and in ammonium hydroxide. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-198. b. Used

in nickel dip solutions and is more economical to use than double nickel salt(s).
Hansen. c. Used in nickel plating, in

blackening zinc and brass, and in ceramics

CCI3 6d. 1961.

nkkel-tintalmn alloy. A hard but ductile
alloy containing 70 percent nickel and 30

percent of tantalum. Used for electrical
resistance wires. Crispin.
n iciniktellarldle. See melonite. Bennett 21,
1162.
n ickel

vitriol.

Morenosite,

Weathered bloom ;tom primary Ni ores.
3.

a. The cutting of a vertical
in the seam to liberate the coal areas it
has been holed or undettut. Nelson. b.

Used in wire rope terminology to describe the internal crosscutting of wires

within the rope. Sinclair, V, p. 6. c. A

vertical cutting or shearing up one side of

a face of coal. Also called cut; cutting.

Fay. d. The chipping of the coal along the
nis of an entry, or room, which is usually

the fint indication of a squeeze. Fay.

nkkings. Newc. The small coal produced in
making the nicking. See also bug dust;
makings. Fay.

sicking trunk. A tub in which metalllferous

slimes are washrd. Fey.

nicks. Very small fractures along the girdle

or facet junction of a cut stone; more
common in synthetic or glass reproductions than in the natural stones. See else
pit. Shipley.

akiad. Composite sheets. made by rolling to-

gether sheets o. nickel and mild steel to
obtain the corrosion resistance of nickel
with the strength of steel. C.T.D.
skolhe. An.wher spelling for niccolite..Bwrein of Mines Staff.
N icola. Onyx with a black or brown base
and a bluish-white top layer. Shipley.
Nkol prism. A special prism for producing
polarized light, made from two pieces of
Iceland spar (calcite) cemented together
with Canada balsam. Light entering the
prism is split into two polarized rays; of
these, the ordinary ray ss totally re&cted
at the balsam layer while the extraordi-

nary ray

is

able to pass through the

prism. In a petrological microscope two
1Vicol prisms are mcorporated. Anderson.

skorgelte. A variety of pyrite containing
nickel. An old synonym for pentlandite.
Fay.

nip, angle of
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nicking trunk

heads, varying from an inch or less to
a foot or more in diameter. They resemble spherical masses produced by the
spheroidal weathering in igneous rocks

and may have been formed in coal situated near igneous intrusion through contraction on cooling. Tomkeieff, 1954.
AWN*. A silver-white mineral from Waterfall Gorges Insizwa, Republic of South
Africa. Arusotropic; grains; soft. English.
Its

is

composition

PtSn ;

previously

thought to be PtTes. American Mineralogist, v. 39, No. 7-8, July-August 1954,
p. 691. Probably PtTc. American Min-

replacement of calcium and uranium by
lanthanons; orthorhombic. Occurs in an
unoxidized zone of the Ningyo-toge mine,

Tottori prefecture, Japan. Named from
locali ty. Hey, M.M. 1961; American
Mineralogist, v. 47, do. 3-4, March-April
1962, p. 420.
Columbite. Pryor, 3.
niobium. See columbium. C.T.D.
niobium boobies. Several compounds have

been reported, including the following.
NbB,, melting point, 3,050' C, specific
gravity, 7.0, thermal expansion.

5.9 X

)0' parallel to a and 8.4 x 10" parallel

eralogist v. 40, No. 7-8, July-August 1955,
p. 695.

to c. NbB, melting point, 2,300 C, specific gravity 7.6. NNE. meltr, incongru-

rocks on the basis of their chemical corn-

Dodd.
niobium minerals. Used the most is tantalitecolumbite, of formula between nearly pure

Nff's cloak:ado'. A class ification of
pqsition, simlar in some respects to the
norm symem. A.C.1.

n ight emerald. Same as evening emerald.
Shipley.

sight remitter. Aust. One who robs golddiggings in the night. Standard, 1964. See

(muck b and c; fossicker. c. Fey.
n ight pair. Corn. Miners who work undernd during the night. The night shift.
ryu.

ently at 2,700' C; :pacific gravity, '7.3.

tantalite and nearly pure columbite. (Fe

Mn)(Nb,Ta)10.; gray brown, or bladi
in color. Mohe hardness 6; streak dark
red to black; specific gravity 5.3 to 7.3.
See also pyrochlore. Pryor, 3.

niobium nitrides. Three nitrides have been
reported: NbN, Nb,N, and NbeNs. During
reaction between Nb and N. at 800' to
1,500' C the product generally consists

n krosilai. Cast-iron alloy of austenitic structure, containing nickel (18 percent) and

n ight skift. The coal miners' shift from about

lady in construction of iarts of hightemperature operations. C.T.D. Sapp.

paration shift. Nelson.
* shoe. A ferriferous futile. Fay.
* rite. a. A variety of asphaitum from Utah.
Not the same as nignne. English. b. An
insulating composition consisting of the
impure residuum obtained in the distilla-

aloboesckynke. Eschynite having niobium
greater than titanium; colort black, red
in fine splinters; luster, resinous; fracture, conchoidal; amorphous; occurs in

n igritite. A product of the coalification of fix
bitumens rich in carbon; insoluble or

U.S.S.R. American Mineralogist, v. 47,
No. 3-4, March-April 1962, p. 417.

silicon (about 5 percent); used particu-

sidge. Eng. To dress, as stone, with a sharp-

pointed hammer. Same as nig Fey.
niello. a. Any of several metallic alloys of
sulfur with silver, copper, or lead, haying a deep black color. Webster 3d. b.
The art, process, or method of decorating metal with incised designs filled with
niello. Webster 3d. c- Any object decorated with niello. Webster 3d.
Mello silver. A bluish composition of silver,
lead, copper and bismuth, with admixture
of sulfur. Also called Russian tula. Standard, 1964.
n ig. To dress, as stone, with a sharp-pointed
hammer. Standard, 1964. Same as nidge.
Fay.

Aluminate of tin (SnO, 25.33 ;per-

cent), iron, zinc, etc. (Zn,Mg,Fe')(Sn,
Zn),(Al,Fe" ')UOII(OH),, as dark brown
hexagonal plates from Nigeria. Named
from the country. Spencer 18, M.M.,
1949.

aimed ashlar. A block of stone dressed with
a pointed hammer. C.T.D.

niggetbead. a. A term used by miners to
describe somewhat spherical masses vary-

ing in size from small rounded pieces to
rather large fonns several feet in diameter.

They lie on top of the coal and are

imbedded in it, and drop from the roof
of mines. They are rattier high in specific gravity and frequently contain imn
in varying quantites. Mentac4, p. 25.
b. A catheact or small capstan. Long. c.

A slip pulley on a winch. The rigger
takes about ibr turns of rope about the

pulley, and by varying tension on the rope

which he holds can vary speed of hoist
on lowering object with engine running.
Fay. d. A bold er or founded field stone.
Fay. e. A black nodule found in granite.
Fay. f. Slaty rock occurrin g. with sandstone. See also hardhead, a and b. Fay.
g. A hard, round piece of rock, sometimes

found in coal teams. Fay. h. See negro-

head. Fay.

niggerlaend coml. Variety of coal made of
roughly sperical masses tilled nigger-

10;30 p.m. to 6 a.m. It may be a coalwinning shift, but in general it is a pre-

tion of paraffin. Standard, 1964.

only slightly soluble in organic solvents.
It is subdivided into polynigritite, humonigritite, exinonigritite, anti kemnigritite.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

N14sard. Martensitk cast iron containing
about 4% percent of nickel, added in the
ladle before pouring the casting Used for
abrasion-resistant linings, pump impellers

and balls in ball mill. F:yor,3.

albfl albino; ail album. See zinc oxide. Fay.
alklesite. An igneous rock consisting of diopside2 enstatite, and diallage, subordinate
ilmenite. chromite, and magnetite.
johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 461.
ail. Nothing; zero. Webster 3d. Often used in
reporting gold and silver assays. Aay.
nill. a. Scales of hot iron thrown off during

forging. Fay. b. Sparks of brass during

manufacture.. Standard, 1964.
n Ine-isck brick. A rectangular brick measur-

ing approximately 9 by 4 7/16 by 2%
inches and used as a standard unit of size
in the refractories.

nise-itich straight. A standard 9- by We- by

VA-inch straight brick. Bureau of Minet
Staff.

nine-point sample. Final sample taken for

test when a Mill quantity of

finelaz

of more man one compound. Most of
the phases are stable at least to 1,500' C.
Dodd.

prismatic crystals in quartz-arfvedsonite
veinlets cutting fenites at Vishnevye Gor,

Niobrara limestone. A member of the Upper
Coloradoan (Senonian) strata, which follows the Benton shales and limestone in the

Gulf States of North America. C.T.D.
alocalite. A niobosqicate of calcium, Ca.NbSi3O,(OH,F), orthorhombic, as pale
yellow prismatic crystals in metamorphic
limestone from Oka. Quebec. Named from
the composition. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
nip. a. Newc. A crush of pillars of workings.

Set also pinch, a. Fay. b. When the roof
and the floor of a coal seam come dose
together pinching the coal between them.
c. The contact ends of cables for
quick attachment to the power cables.
B.C.!. d. Where a vein becomes small in
passing through hard country. Cordon.

e. Eng. A temporary pinching out of a

coal seam resulting from earth movements,

Northumberland and Durham. Same as
want. Arkell. f. S. Wales. A fault. Arkell.
g. The devices at the end of the trailing
cable of a mining machine used for con-

necting the trailing cable to the trolley

wire and ground. Jones. h. Moving a machine along a track by sliding the nip along
the trolley wirc. Hess. 5. The seizing of stone

ground mineral is required for away.
suitable quantity of dry material is thoroughly mixed on glazed cloth or paper,
if necessary being rolled lightly with
raund bottle to break dawn any floccules.

between the jaws or rolls of a crusher.
Nichols. j. See nip out. Nelcon. k. To cut

It is then flattened to a disc and eight

particularly limestone, along a seacoast be-

equal segments ase'marked out diameuieally with a spatula. Approximately equal

tween high- and low-tide levels produced

by erosion or possible solution. A.G.I.
Sapp. n. The gap between rollers in a

quantities are taken from each segment

and hem the center, making the nine
points of withdrawal. Pryor, L
atogyolie. A mineral of the rhabdophane
group, (Ca, U,Ce)P0e.Hs0, with some
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grooves at the ends of bars, as make them

fit more evenly. Fay. I. See angle of nip.

Fay. m. An undercuttiag notch in rock,

sheet-glass rolling machine. C.T.D. Stepp.

alp, sails of. In a rock-crushing machine,

the maximum angle subtended by its approaching jaws or roll surfaces at which

nip, angle of
a piece

6.1

4,1't

44 speeified

gripPed. Pryor. 3.
alpery do. See penthote.

tette CAA

be

Bennozt 24. 1962.

nip out. a The disappearance of a coal seam
by th.4 thickening of the adioining strata,
whku takes its place. Zen.. b. Local thinning or disappearance of a coal seam due
to tectonic irowement. B.S. 3618, 1964,
S.

nipped. Pinched; applied to veins when they

become narrower or thinner than usual.
Fay.
nipper. a. An errand boy, particularly onr
ho carries steel, bits, etc., to be sharp-

ened. Zern. b. Eng. A tool used by the
landers for seizing the kibble. and upsetting

it into the wheelbarrow. Fay. c. In coal

mining, a trapper or door boy. Fay. See also

doorman; reel boy; brakeman. D.O.T. I.
nippier. See clipper, b. C.T.D.
nipping fork. A tool for supporting a column

ef bore rods while raising or lowering them.

Fay.
nipple. a. Mid. A word used to expreu the
crepitant noises made by the settling down
or weighting of the roof. Fay. b. See fissle.

Fay. c. A tubular pipe fitting usually
threaded on both ends and under 12 inches

in length. Pipe over 12 inches long is re-

garded as cut pipe. See also close, short,
shoulder, and space nipples. Strock, 3.

nips. See nip.
Ni-res1st. A cast iron consisting of graphite

in a matrix of austenite. It contains 3.0
percent carbon, 14.0 percent nickel, 6.0

percent copper, 2.0 percent chromium,
and 1.5 percent silicon; has a high resistance to growth, oxidation, and corrosion.

C.T.D.
Nissen stamp. Machine once used in rock
crushing to sand sizes, developed from
stamp battery; an individual stamp worked

in its own circular mortar box. Pryor, 3.
niter. Potassium nitrate KNO3. orthorhombic;
white. Lilac flame color. Molts' hardness,
2 ; specific gravity, 2.1. See also saltpeter.

Pryor, 3.
niter cake. a. Crude sodium sulfate, a byproduct in the manufacture of nitric acid
from sodium nitrate. Fay. b. See sodium
bisulfate. CCD 6d, 1961.

nitinol. A nonmagnetic alloy that promises to

have a wide range of use, including use
in underwater demolition. Hy.
nitralloy. Steel specially developed for nitriding (which is not effective with ordinary steels). It contains O.? to 0.3 percent
carbon, 0.9 to 1.5 percent aluminum, 0.9
to 1.5 percent chromium, and 0.15 to
0.25 percent molybdenum. C.T.D.

Nitramex No. 2-H. Trademark for a high
density blasting agent of Nitramon type.
CCD 6d, 1961.
nitramines. Amines with general formula
R.NH.NO2, an amino-H having been replaced by an NO2.

nitrogen narcosis
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Pryor, 3.

Nitramite. Trademark for a low density

blasting agent of Nitramon typc. CCD 6d,
1961.
Nitramon. Proprietary name of an ammonia
gelatin explosive manufactured by Du
Pont. A.G.I.

nitrate. a. A salt of nitric acid; for example,
silver nitrate or barium nitrate. Standard,
1964. b. As a verb, to treat or to prepare

with nitric acid; to convert a base into
salt by combination with nitric acid.
Fay.

nitrates. Salts formed by the action of nitric
acid on metallic oxides, hydroxides, and

carbonates. iteaehly soluble in water 4 rid
decompow when heated. The nitrate., of
polyhydric akohols and the alkyl radicals
explode with violence. C.T.D.

' Wades. The conversion of glycerin and

cellulose into their respective rutrates. The

lain d .grees of nitration, soluble in aimgh,ei a. Fer
nincuointsa.

Same

telatin dynamite.

ita..der.1. 1961.
e itreges. A nonmetallic ekrnent in group V
of the periodic system. Works.; tasteless;

raw materials are mixed with nitric acid
and sulfuric acid in the proper propor-

odorless; chemically relatively inert; and a
diatomic gas (Ns). It constitutes about 78

ish; fuming; suffocating; caustic; corro-

weight of the atmosphere. It occurs combined as nitrates, as ammonium salts, in
the soil, and in all living matter. The gas

tions. The sulfuric acid absorbs the water
produced by the reaction. Nelson.
n itric add. Transparent; colorless or yellow-

percent by volome and 75.5 percent LI

siVe; poisonous; liquid; HNOs; molecular
weight, 63.01; miscible with water; boiling
point. 8V C (decomposes) ; melting point,
-41.59' C; and specific gravity, 1.5027 or

is obtained from liquid air. Used in gasfilled electric lamps and large quantities

1.504

(at 25

C, referred to water at

4' C). Primary use is in the manufacture
of ammonium nitrate for explosives. Other
important uses are organic synthesis (explosives), in metallurgy, in etching steel,
and in ore flotation. Soluble in water in
all proportions; decomposes alcohol vio-

lently; and soluble in

ether.

CCD 6d,

1961; Handbook 01 Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964,

p. B-199.

nitric oxide. A colorless gas, NO; if exposed
to air reddish-brown fumes are produced
by the oxidation of the gas by the oxygen
of the air. Slightly soluble in water; molecular weight, 30. Cooper, p. 208.

nitriding. Introducing nitrogen into a solid

ferrous alloy by holding at a suitable temperature (below Act for ferritic steels) in
contact with a nitrogenous material, usuually ammonia or molten cyanide of appropriatc composition. Quenching is not
required to produce a hard case. ASM
Gloss.

nitrification. Thc oxidation by bacteria of am-

monium salts to nitrites and the further
oxidation of nitrites to nitrates wherever
the proper conditions of temperature, air,

moisture, and alkalinity allow the nitrobacteria to act (as in all productive soils

and in the heaps of waste organic matter
formerly used in manufacturing potassium
nitrate). Webster 3d.

nitrite. A salt or an ester of nitrous acid,
0:NOH. C.T.D.
nitro. An abbreviation for nitroglycerin or
dynamite. Fay.
nitrobarite. A colorless barium nitrate,
(Ballo3)2. Standard, 1964.
nitrocalcite. Hydrous calcium nitrate, Ca( NO3) 2+ .HO. Fay.
nitrocarbonitrate. A blasting agent consisting
of ammonium nitrate sensitized with diesel
oil.

CCD 6d, 1961.

n itrocelluloses; cellulose nitrates. Nitric acid
esters of cellulose formed by the action of

a mixture of nitric and sulfuric acids on
cellulose. The cellulose can be nitrated
to a varying extent, ranging from two to
six nitrate groups in the molecule. Nitrocellulose having a low nitrogen content,
up to the tetranitrate, are not explosive.
They dissolve in ether-alcohol mixtures
in so-called lacquer solvents; for example, butyl acetate. A nitrocellulose having a high nitrogen content is guncotton,
an explosive. The principal nitrocellulose
plastic is celluloid. C.T.D.
and

Nitrochalk. A fertilizer consisting of a mixture of ammonium
limestone to make

Cooper, p. 332.

nitrate mixed with
it less hygroscopic.

nitrocotton. A chemical combination of ordinary cotton fiber with nitric acid. It is
explosive, highly inflammable and in cer-

are fixed by various methods. Symbol, N;

valences, 3 and 5; atomic number, 7:

atomic w.:ight. 14.0067; density, 1.2506

grams per liter; molecular weight, 28.-

0134; irometric when solid; specific gravity

ol iiquid, 0.808 (at -195.8' C), and of

solid 1.026 (at -252' C) , melting point,

-209.86' C; boiling point, -195.8' C
(at 76.1 mm) ; soluble in water; and slightly

soluble in alcohol. Constitutes 78 percent
of the air, by volume. Obtained from liquid

air by fractionul distillation. Used in the
production of ammonia and other nitro-

gen compounds, as a blanketing medium
in the electronics industry, as a refrigerant,

and for forcing criide oil from oil wells.
C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-123, B-199.

n itrogcn, available. See available nitrogen.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
nitrogen base. The compound of carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen that is generally pre:-

sent in crude oil obtained in California.
Shell Oil Co.
nitrogen case hardening. See nitriding.
C.T.D.
nitrogen dioxide. This reddish-brown gas is
considered the most dangerous of mine
gases and is produced by the incomplete
detonation of some explosives. It is very
irritating to the air passages; a few hours
after exposure bronchitis develops and is
fatal ;f the concentration of the gas was
high. It can be detected by paper soaked
in a solution of potassium iodide and
starch blue, which it turns blue by liberating iodine. Lewis, p. 696. See also nitrogen
peroxide.

Bennett, 2d, 1962.

nitrogen dioxide indicator. Nitrogen dioxide
detectors provide a ficld method for determining the concentration of nitrogen oxides, while auotmatic indicators and recorders provide continuous monitoring of
combustion gases and of operations involv-

ing its use as an oxidizer. The detector
comes in a kit which includes syringes,
needles, solution bottles, and color chart.
Detection is by comparison of air samples,
treated with a reagent, with the standard
color chart, representing known gases and
elements. The automatic type is based on
an electrochemical reaction of the gas
sample with a sensing solution. Best's, p.
588.
nitrogen fixation. Applied to methods of ab-

stracting nitrogen from the air in commercial quantities and fixing it in some

comparatively inexpensive and stable form
so that it can be used in either agricultural
or industrial operations. CCD 3d, 1942.
nitrogen hardening. See nitriding. Nelson.
nitrogenize. To combine with nitrogen, or to
introduce nitrogen into. Bennett 2d, 1962.

nitrogen narcosis. Like

most inert

gases,

nitrogen in air or nitrogen-oygen mixtures
breathed at high ambient pressure can de-

(reale mentai

juAgnient.

and produoe poor muscle coorcbroOtion in
manner similar to that found ini alcohol

Insoxisatn. The narcotic effect 14 related

to the partial pressure t4 inspired nun,.

gen; it ss therefore a function of depth of
diving and the percentage of nitrogen in
the rt.spired gas. Nitrogen narcosis is not
in itself harmful, but when air (80 percent
nitrogen) is breathed (as in open-circuit
scuba equipment) at depths below about
61) to 80 feet, the resulting impaired judgment and incoordination begins to interfere with the diver's performance and predispose him to accidents. The narcotic
effects increa(e progressively with depth
until at about 280 to 300 feet even routine
tasks bee .. e extremely difficult. As in the
drinking of alcohol. personality, motivation,
and training in a specific task, account for
the different reactions among different

men. In orthodox deep-sea diving, narcosis can be reduced by substitution of
helium for nitrogen. Unfortunately, on
deep dives of short duration typical of
underwater swimming, the use of helium
in place of nitrogen increases the decompression time required to avoid bends.

H&C.
nitrogen pentoxide. N21.; molecular weight,

108.02; white hexagonal (rhombic) ; specific gravity, 1.6421 ; melting point, 30°

C; soluble in water to give nitric acid.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

nitrogen peroxide; nitrogen dioxide; nitrogen
tetroxide. NOs(or Ns 0c); molecular
weight, 46.01 (or 92.02); colorless solid
(N204) or yellow liquid or red-brown gas;
specific gravity, 1.491; melting point,

9.3° C; soluble in water. Bennett 2d,
1962.

nitrogen trioxide. Red-brown gas or black
solid or liquid, Ns03; molecular weight,
melting
point, 102° C; soluble in water. Ben76.02;

nobelium
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nitrogen aureola.

specific gravity, 1.4472;

nett 2d, 1962.
nitroglycerin; trinitrate glycerol; trinitrin;
explosive oil. CHINO,CHNO3CH2NO3;
pale yellow; flamable; explosive; thick

liquid ; soluble in alcohol; soluble in ether
in all proportions; slightly soluble in water;

content, up to 10 percent, And a high

ammonium nitrate content of 80 to 83
percent, with carbonaceous material forming the remainder of the composition. This
composition produces a powdery consis.
tency and, consequently, nitroglycerin powdens have leativel, poor wateoresistanee
properties, so that thq_ should be used
onlj in dry conditions. Their storage plop.

rrties are fairly good, but this is largely
dependent on the protection given after
manufacture, for example, in the methods of cartridging and packing. The main
applicotion of these explosives is in quarrying and mining where the ground to be
blasted is of a relatively soft nature. Mc-

NA). ). are only produced irs muses when
t he explosise f barge Is_prevented f tom de t

(mating completely. The rnanunurn per
centage of nitrous fume producei Under
the worst possible conditions of shothring
is in

the region of 0.008 percent. The

;Jr( semi- of 0.0(4 percent can he detected

by smell and tolerated for ieneral hours.
A camtent of 0024 percent is rapidly fatal.

nitrous oxide. A gas with the chemical for-

mula. NA.); molecular weight, 46; specific
gravity, 1.6. This gas is produced by the
blasting of certain nitroglycerine explosi.rs especially if there is incomplete det(motion. It is also produced in the exhaust

Adam II, p. 32.
nitroglycol; ethykne nitrate; 1,2-ethanediol
&nitrate. C3f1,(NO3),; molecular weight,

of diesel locomotives. It is used as an anesthetic in dentistry, and is commonly known
as laughing gas. Morris and Cooper, pp.

ity, 1.4918 (at 20° C, referred to water
at 4° C) ; melting point, 22.3° C; boil-

nittings. a. Eng Refuse of workable ore.
Standard, 1964. b. Deli). Ore that stays

solulile in water: soluble in alcohol; and

nivation. In geology, the specific effects produced by névé in land sculpture: distin-

152.06: colorless or yellow; specific grav-

ing point. 197° -..t.- 3° C (at 760 mm); in-

decomposes in alkalies. Used as an explosive. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
C-309.

1-nitroguanidine. Yellow;
fl5NC(NH)NHNO2; molecular
weight. 104.07; melting poiot, 246° C;
sligloly soluble in water and in alcohol;
and very soluble in alkalies. Used in ex-

nitroguanidine;
needles;

plosives and in smokeless powders. CCD

6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics,45th ed., 1964, p. C-344.

nitrolite. An excellent and cheap explosive in
powder form, consisting of the constituents, ammonium nitrate + trotyl + nitro-

glycerin + silicon. This quality is sensitive to moisture owing to the high ammonium nitrate content. Fraenket, v. 3,
Art. 16.02, p. 27.

nitromagnesite. A hydrous magnesium nitrate, Mg(NO3)21-nH20. Fay.
nitroparaffins. These are part of certain formulations for the electrophoretic deposition of ceramic materials. Lee.

nitronarch; starch nitrnte. C12Hu(N0i)s0e;
molecular weight, 684.21; orange powder;

46-47.

in the sieve at washing of smitham. Arkell.

guished from those of the glacier ice, called
glaciation Standard, 1964.
nivenite. A variety of uraninite high in uran-

ium and carrying 10 percent or more of
the yttrium earths and 6.7 to 7.6 percent
thoria. It is wholly soluble in dilute sulfuric acid. See also uraninite. Sanford.
Contains more UO3 than UO2. Crosby, p.
53.
nmt Abbreviatign for nuclear megnetism
log. See also nuclear magnetism log. Wyllie,
p. 154.
N-mode. A corruption of "normal mode," a
term that contrasts with

"cathode-spot

mode"; a particular mode of arc operation as observed in laboratories of the
Linde Co. The normal mode has a normally diffuse cathode spot and no unusual
constriction at the cathode. BuMines Bull.

625, 1965, p.
n-n logging. See neutron-neutron logging.
A.G.I.

No a. Chemical symbol for nobelium, now
called clement 102. Handbook of Chemis-

try and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-1,

256° C. Used as an explosive, in the production of dynamite and other explosives,
as an explosive plasticizer in solid rocket
propellants, and as a possible liquid rocket
propellant. Molecular weight, 227.09; tri-

nitrostarch explosives. Nitrostarch explosives
have been used to a limited extent for over
50 years. When these explosives were first

B-109. b. Abbreviation for number. BuMM Style Guide, p. 61.
Nobel blastometer. A galvanometer-type instrument for testing continuity in detonators and blasting circuits. It has a special

in carbon disulfide; very soluble in chloro-

mixtures, certain grades of explosives are
being produced with low amounts of sen-

further reduced within the instrument by
resistances to 10 milliamps. Nelson.
nobel elutriator. An early type of multiplevessel clutriator for particle size analysis.
Dodd.
nobelium. The name given to the synthetic

melting point, 13.1° C ; and explosion point,

and soluble in ethyl a'cohol. Used in explosives.

Brnnett 2d, i.52.

clinic or orthorhombic when solid; specific gravity, 1.5918 (at 25° C, referred to
water at 4° C); soluble in methanol and

introduced, nitrostrach was the principal
explosive ingredient in their composition.
Of recent years due to the trend toward
the low sensitivity, noncap sensitive nitrocarbonitrates and ammonium nitrate-oil

form; and slightly soluble in petroleum
ether. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chem-

sitizers. Some of these explosives today con-

istry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-

340. This highly explosive liquid is made
by mixing sulfuric acid and nitric acid in
a steel tank and then adding glycerin. Its
great shattering effect has made it especially suitable for shooting oil wells. Because of its sensitiveness to shock, liquid

nitroglygerin is dangerous to transport and
unsuitable for use in mining and quarrying
operations. Lewis, pp. 104, 107.
nitroglycerin explosive. An explosive containing, principally, nitroglycerin, nitrocotton, and inorganic nitrates, with a. suitable
combustable absorbent giving a balanced
composition. Nelson.
nitroglycerin powders. These explosives are
usually characterized by a low nitroglycerin

tain a very large percentage of ammonium
nitrate, and nitrostarch is used only in
small quantities to act as a sensitizer. Pit
and Quarry, 53rd Sec. A, p. 79.

oltrosubstitution. The act or process of introducing by substitution the nitryl radical(N0s) in place of one or more replaceable hydrogen atoms, as in an organic compound. Standard, 1964. Nitrosubstitution

compounds are used in the manufacture

of some explosives. Fay.
nitrosulfuric acid. An exceedingly corrosive

mixture of one part by weight of nitric
acid and two parts by weight of sulfuric
acid. Used in the inanufacture of nitroglycerin.

Standard, 1964.

nitrous fumes. Oxides of nitrogen

(NO2-

dry cell insufficient to fire a detonator and

radioactive element having acomic number
102 reported as having been produced in
1957 in a cyclotron by bombarding curium

244 with nuclei of carbon 13 accelerated
to high energies. Chemical symbol, No.
Efforts have failed to duplicate the 1957
experiment, and the international acceptance of the name nobelium for element 102
is considered to have been premature. Element 102, however, was definitely discov-

ered and identified in 1958 by Ghiorso,

Sikkeland, Walton, and Seaborg who prepared the element 102 isotope having mass

number 254 and a half-life of 3 seconds
by bombarding curium 246 with carbon

12 nuclei accelerated in a heavy-ion linear
accelerator (HILAC). The name nobelium
has been replaced by the name, element

nobelium
11)2 The chemical properties of ekment
WI are usiknown. but like the other deInents of the actinide series, the properties

of this %cry short-lived element may re-

semble those of the rare earth metals. The
three known istoo tes of mass numbers
25:1, 254, and 255 :ave half-lives of about
10 minutes, 3 seconds, and 15 seconds, re-

CCD 6d. 1961 ; Handbook
Chonistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

spectively.

pp, 8.'/2. B-109.
noble. Used in mineralogy to express superi-

ority or purity, for example, noble opal,
noble tourmaline, noble serpentine, noble
metals, etc. Fay.

noble jots. A rare inert gas: Helium, neon,
argon, krypton, xenon, and radon. Bennett

2d. 1962; Handbook of Chrnittry

and Phylics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-2.
nobleite. A mineral, CaB60...4H20, monoclinic crystals with other borates, from
Furnace Creek, Death VAlley, Calif. Hey,
M.M., 1961.
noble metal(s). a. A metal whose potential is
highly relative to the hydrogen electrode.
ASAI Gloss. b. A metal with marked resistance to chemical reaction, particularly

to oxidation and to solution by inorganic
acids. The term as often used is synonymous with precious metal. ASM Gloss. c.
The metals which have so little affinity for
oxygen, that is, are so highly electronegative, that their oxides are reduced by the
mere application of heat without a reagent; in other words, the metals least liable

to oxidation under ordinary conditions.
The list includes gold, silver, mercury, and

the platinum group (including palladium,

iridium, rhodium, ruthenium, and osmium).
Thc term is of alchemistic origin. Fay.
noble potential. The potential for thc passive
state,

if the metal can exist in both the

active and passive states in a given medium. ASM Gloss.
noble stone. Samc as precious stone. Shipley.

nocerite. A discredited term equal to fluoborite. American Mineralogist, V. 43, No. 56, May-June 1958, p. 626.
nocking. Corn. See knocking, b; cob, a. Fay.
no-cut rounds. In blasting underground,
drilling all holes straight into the face.
Lewis, p. 164.
noddle; nodule. A small rounded mass. Fay.
node. A point, line, or surface in a standing
wave system where some characteristic of
the wave field has essentially zero amplitude. Nodes may be of several types, such
as pressure or velocity. ASM Gloss.
nodular. Having the shape of or composed of

nodules; said of certain ore. Fay.

nodular bedding. Layers which consist of

scattered to loosely packed nodular bodies

of rock in matrix of like or unlike character. Also called lumpy bedding. Pettijohn.
nodular cast iron. A cast iron that has been
treated while molten with a mastcr alloy
containing an element, such as magnesium

or cerium, to give primary graphite in the
spherulitic form. ASM Gloss.

nodular fire clay. An argillaceous rock containing a/ominous and/or ferruginous nodules. Dodd.

nodular powder. In powdcr metallurgy, irregular particles that have knotted, rounded,
or otha similar shapes. ASM Gloss.
nodular structures. Spheroidal, ovoid, or irregular bodies often encountered in both
igneous and sedimentary rocks, and formed
by segregation about centers. See also clay

ironstonc; dogger; flint. C.T.D. Synonym
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for orbicular tructure. .4 /
medols. a Rounded mows (I pyrite found
deposited in coal: edi or Ifs the roof or
C'osst which range own a frac-el.'s of an
inch to several feet in diameter The Urger balls occur usually in the roof, pesstrud
ing down into the coal. The unalkr ones,

called nodules, may b. completely em-

bedded in the coa! or in clay or shale partings in the bed. Also called balls. Mitchell.
p. 67. b. A rounded mioeral accretion built
of successive layers, of easily handled size.
Pryor, 3. c. A small, more or less rounded
body generally somewhat harder than the
enclosing sedimsnt oc rock matrix A.G.1.
Supp. (I. Generally applied to nonregular
bodies of contrasiing composition from

nonahpbaltie pyrobitIlMenil
prospecting,

all recorded criers', not de.

rived from the eapkisiiin e,1 the sk a Some.

times loosely used for all r-clude.: energy

except es ents 4.1 interest.

&GI.

oohs Iseel. In observed or recorded data the
irreducible background due to noise. A G 1

males spectrum. The relative amplitude of

the %metal frequensies present in a complex tone (sound). Hy.
nolssite. Iron vanadate, 3FeO.VAN.3V105 or

4FrO.V,Os.4Vs0., as minute, black hex
agonal plates w irh ura:sium ore from Bra.

( = Goldfields), Saskatchewan.
lntergrown with a second phase (Fe0.2V,05). Spencer 21, M.M.. 1958.
Nolkhucky shak. A Cambrian formation of
verhchte

as the manganese nodules on present deep-

the southern Appalachians. From the Nolichucky River, Tenn. Webster 2d.
Nomag. A cast-iron alloy of austenitic structure containing 10 to 12 percent nickel
and 5 percent manganese. It is nonmagnetic and possesses high electrical resist-

irregularly shaped mass, as those of graphite in malleable cast iron. Rolfe. 1. In pow-

nominal area. Of a screen, the total area of
the screen deck exposed to the flow of the

the ma:rix in which they are embedded.

Most nodules seem :o be secondary, such
as chert nodules, hot some investigators
claim others have a primary origin, such

s:a floor. Pettijohn. r. A small, rounded,

der metallurgy, the knotted, rounded, or
other similar shapes observed in metal
powder particles. Rolfe.

nodule clay. See nodular fire clay.
nodulize. To convert into nodules, as finely
divided ores. Webster 3d.

nodulizing; balling. The forming of rounded
shapes by the application to fine coal of
a gyratory, rotary or oscillatory motion,
without the use of pressure. B.S. 3552,
1962.
no-fines concrete. Concrete which contains
little or no fine aggregate. Taylor.
nog. a. Roof support for stopes, formed of
rectangular piles of logs squared at ends
and filled with wastc rock (noggings). See
also chock; crib; cog; pigsty. Pryor, 3. b.
A block of wood wedged tightly into thc

cut in a coal seam after thc coal cuttcr

has passed. It forms a temporary support
for the coal and the roof above. Sometimcs
nog is also applied to a timber chock.
See also holing nog. Nelson. c. Sprag for
the cut or holing in coal cutting. Mason.
d. Eng. A single member of a wood chock.
SMRB, Paper No. 61. c. Derb. A piece of

iron driven into wood to prevent forks
(props) getting loose. Fay. f. N. of Eng.

Thc wooden blocks used to build chocks.
Also uscd as wedges for supports and to
hold up the undercut. Trist.

noger. A jumper drill. Fay.

nogging. a. Rough brick masonry used to fill

in the open spaces of a wooden frame.
Webster 3d. b. Pieces of wood inserted in

a masonry wall to stiffen it, or upon which

to nail finishing stuff. Standard, 1964.
nogging piece. A horizontal timber set in
between courses in a wall of masonry.

ance.

C.T.D. Supp.

material feed. B.S. 3552, 1962.
nominal bandwidth. In a filter, the differ-

ence between the nominal upper and lower
cutoff frequencies. This difference may be
expressed in cycles per second, as a percentage of the passband center frequency.
or as the difference between the upper and

lower cutoffs in octaves. Hy.
nominal capacity. A notional figure expressed

in tons pee hour used in the tit'e of the
flowsheet and in general descriptions of
the

plant, applying to the plant as a

whole and to the specific project under
consideration. It may be taken as repre-

senting the approximate tonnage expected
to be supplied to the plant during the hour
of greatest load. B.S. 3552, 1962.
nominal dimension. A dimcnsion that may be
greater than the specified masonry dimen-

sion by the thickness of a mortar joint.
ASTM C43-65T.

nominal horsepower. An obsolete method of
rating steam engines, devised by Watt. It
is based on a fixed mean effective pressure
and piston speed. C.T.D.
nominal mix. A volumetric description of the
proportions of dry materials in a concrete
mix. Taylor.
nominal screen aperture; nominal screen
size. a. A nominal mesh aperture used to
designast the result of a screening operation. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. A notional size
at which it is intended to divide a feed by
a screening operation. B.S. 3552, 1962.

nominal size. The limit or limits of particle
size used to describe a product of a sizing
operation.

B.S. 3552, 1962.

nominal stress. See stnss. ASM Gloss.
nomogram. A chart or set of scales for avoid-

Standard, 1964.

ing or shortening calculations. A simple
form consists of three straight lines each

than knockings, which can be broken by
buckering on a knockstone; as much as a
man can lift. Arkell.

graduated to represent one of the variables

posed of lead hardened with sodium. Also
known as tempered lead. ,..rispin.
noise. a. Any undesired sound. NCB. b. By
extension, any unwanted disturbance such
as undesired electric waves in any transmission channel or device. NCB. c. In gravity and magnetic prospecting, disturb-

a nomogram may be prepared for the rapid
determination of values in accordance with

noggins. York. Lumps of orc, generally larger

no-heat metal. An antifriction metal com-

ances .in observed data due to more or

less random inhomogeneities in surface and
d. In seismic
near-surface material..

t
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in an equation. A straight-edge joining
values on two of them will intersect the
required value on the third. For example,

thc modified Atkinson formula P =
Nelson.
nomograph, See nomogram.
nonasphaltic pyrobitumens. Species of pyrobitumens, including dark-colored, comparatively hard and nonvolatile solids,
composed of hydrocarbons containing oxy-

genated bodies, infusible and largely in-

nonalsphahit pyrobitunsens
solo',Ie in carbon disulfide. thts includes
prat, coal, and non.uphaltic py n ent omen
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ate not ragweed At lowest tow water or
hen el.s Vats

shales. Tntskski, 1954.
aceshasnded east. Coal that does not disp:ay
strimet1 or banded appearance on the
vertkal lace. It contains essentially no
vitrain anti consists of clamors or durain,

normalle. Porpbyritei with tarthorbotalic pyroxene. The name was gwen by Lopata'.

two. A.G./.
n os-Bessemer ores; bask ons. Ores containing up to about 0.18 percent phosphorus.
Newton, p. 11.

nonferrous. Metals and compounda not containing appreciabk quantities of iton; ores
not worked primarily for their iron content.

or of material intermediate between the

n oscaking coal. Coal which does not form
cake, namely hard, splint, cherry and durain vial. Tomkeieff, 1954.
noucavhm methods. Sloping methods that include the following: open stopes, sublevel,
shrinkage, cut-and-fill, and square set.

p. 415.
noncomate block. Synonym for accidental
block. A.G.I.

noncohesive soil. A soil, such as sand or

gravel, classified as frictional. See also fric-

tional soil. Ham.

n oncoking coal. A bituminous coal that burns
freely without softening or any appearance

of incipient fusion. The percentage of
volatile matter may be the same as for
coking coal, but the residue is not a true
coke. Fay.

noncombustible. Any material that will
neither ignite nor actively support combustion in air at 1,200° F when exposed
to fire. ACSG, 1963.
nonconformable. See unconformity. Fay.
nonconformity. An unconformity where the
older rocks are of plutonic origin. Synonymous with angular unconformity. Billings,
1954, p. 247.
nonconsumable-electrode arc melting. A
method of arc melting in which a carbon
or tungsten electrode is used, and the
sponge metal to be melted i3 fed into the
arc at the proper rate. Newton, 510.
noncore bit. See plug bit, b. B.S. 3618, 196: ,
sec. 3.
noncore drilling. To drill a borehole without
takine core. Long.

noncoring bit. A general type of bit made
in many shapes that does not produce a
core and with which all the rock cut in a
borehole is ejected as sludge. Used mostly

for blasthole drilling and in the unmin-

eralized zones in a borehole where a core
sample is not wanted. Also called blasthole bit; plug bit. Compare fishtail bit;
roller bit. Lnng.
noncrystalline. Same as amorphous. Shipley.
nondeforming steel. An oil hardening steel
containing up to 1.5 percent manganese.
Used for tools and dies. Crispin.
nondestructive inspection. Inspection by

methods that do not destroy the part to
determine its suitability for use. ASM
Gloss.

nondestructive testing. a. Methods of examination, usually for soundness, which do

not involve destroying or damaging the
part being tested. It includes radiological
examination,

magnetic

inspection,

e ic.

Rolfe. b. The same as nondestructive in-

spection. ASM Gloss.

nondiamond core drill. A rotary or per-

cussive-type drill equipped with core-cut-

ting tools or bits, the cutting points of

which are not inset with diamonds. Long.
nonelectrolyte. Substance which, in aqueous
solution, does not dissociate to produce
ions. Pryor, 3.
nonemergents. Algae and sea grasses which

For.

sestadin ellaie. Slate in which color is virtually unchanged even after msny years ol

exposure. AIME j 79?.
Pryor, 3.

nonferrous alloy. Specifically, an alloy containing no iron. Generically, any alloy that
has as its base any element other than mon.
Common commercial nonferrous alloys are
based upon aluminum, copper, lead, magnesium, nickel, tin, and zinc. Henderson.
nonferrous metallurgy. That branch of metallurgy which deals with the broad field of
metals other than iron, or alloys other than
of iron base, as distinguished from ferrous
metallurgy. Henderson.

nonferrous metals. Metals other than iron
and its alloys in steel; usually applied to
base metals, such as copper and lead.
A.G.1.

nonflowing well. A well that does not dis-

charge water at the surface except through

the operation of a pump or other lifting

device. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
nonfreezing explosives. Explosives to which
15 to 20 percent of nitroethylene glycol has
been added. This acts as a freezing-point
depressant, and prevents freezing at ordinary temperatures. Polar or Arctic explosives are nitroglycerin explosives of this
type. Higham, p. 60.
nongraded sediments. a. In geology, detrital
sediments, loose or cemented, containing
notable amounts of more than one grade;
for example, loam or boulder clay. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955. b. In engineering, sedi-

ments in which the constituent particles

are all of nearly the same size. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.
nonhardening salt. Salt containing substantial quantities of impurities such as calcium

and/or magnesium chloride, which are
highly deliquescent and prevent caking.
Kaufmann.

nonionic detergent. A detergent which does
not ionize in solution. ASM Gloss.
nonlinear damping. Damping due to a damping force that is not proportional to velocity. H&G.
nonload bearing tMe. Tile for use in masonry
walls carrying no superimposed loads.
ASTM C43-65T.
nonluminous flame. Hydrogen, carbon monoxide, or aerated coal gas flames. Francis,

1965, v. 2, p. 436.

nonlustrous glazed tile. Facing tile whose sur-

face faces are covered by an inseparable

glaze of nonlustrous finish.
ASTM C43-65T.
nonmagnetic rod. A drill rod made of brass,
fire-bonded

aluminum, or other metal unaffected by

magnetism. See also brass rod. Long.
nonmagnetic steel. Steel alloyed with 12 percent or more of manganese, chromium or
nickel. Such an alloy cannot be removed
from a passing stream of ore by an ordinary

guard magnet. Magnetic permeability is
below 1.05. Pryor, 3.
nonmagnetic taconite. An abundant type of
iron ore that is not utilized by the iron
industry because it does not respond to
magnetic separation, the most widely accepted method of removing iron oxido from
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nownitreclyeerine explosive,
assoeuted ure nsinessis. tinsels* of Miner

aostasadm. Indicating an aquecnis condition,
product, association, or environment, not
known precisely (especially as to whether
the water was fresh or brackish), but evidently not typically marine. Chattiness.

somsetal. A chemical element (as boron,

carbon, phosphorus, nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, chlorine, or argon) that is nut classed
as a metal because it does not exhibit most
of the typical metallic properties. An element that, in general, is characterized
chemically by the ability to form anions,

acidic oxides and acids, and stable compounds with hydrogen. Webster 3d.
nonmetallic. a. Not metallic (as in luster or
in otlier physical properties). Webster 3d.
b. Of, relating to, or being a nonmetal.

Webster 3d.
nonmetallic armor. Nonmetallic armor means
a tough outer covering or cable sheath of
rubber, rubber compound, or thermoplastic,

designed to protect the cable conductors

and insulation from abrasion or other damage from external sources. I.C. 7962, 1960,
P. 22.
nonmetallic cable sheath. See cable sheath.
nonmetallic.
nonmetallic inclusions. See inclusions. C.T.D.
nonmetallic materials. Materials that -into.

elements which readily accept or share

additional electrons (as contrasted to metallic materials and ceramic materials).
Examples: Os, CH4, CH3COOH, oils, plastics, wood, etc. VV.

nonmetallic minerals. Minerals are conven-

iently divided into metallic and nonmetallic

groups, and then arranged in subdivisions
according to the elements which form their
main constituents. The nonmetallic mincro1s (carbon, diamond, coals, bitumen,
asphalt, boron, sulfur, rock salt, etc.) lack
the properties of the metallic minerals such
as a bright metallic luster, hardness, densay, aod good conductors of heat and electricity. Nelson.
nonmetallic sheathed cable. A nonmetallic

sheathed cable is an assembly of two or

more insulated conductors having an outer
sheath of moisture-resistant, flame retardant, nortnetallic material. ASA M2.1-1963.
non-Newtonian flow. Flow of non-Newtonian
fluids in which, as distinct from Newtonian
flow, viscosity depends on shearing stress

and is not independent of rate of flow.
Pryor, 3.

non-nitroglycerin explosives. These explosives

contain TNT instead of nitroglycerin to
sensitize ammonium nitrate, and a little
aluminum powder may also be added to
increase their power and sensitiveness.
Straight TNT/ammonium nitrate explosives usually contain 15 to 18 percent TNT

and 82 to 85 percent ammonium nitrate.
TNT/ammonium nitrate explosioes have
densities between 1.0 and 1.2 grams per
cubic centimeter and velocities of detonation between 3,200 and 4,000 meters per
second. They are reasonably free from
noxious fumes. This type of explosive is
susceptible to moisture and should be used

only in dry conditions unless packed in
scaled containers. The main use of nonnitroglycerin explosives is in primary blast-

ing in quarries and opencast mining, although they are used in some underground
work, particularly in irenstone mining. The
combination of high strength and relatively
high velocity of detonation aiso makes
them applicable for secondary blasting by

noa-altroglyrerine explosives
r shooting Me.4darn II. pp. 324 I.

apsnll kki. Ass insulating brick. Bsitsais

u Mom Slat

aosponedned espleths. An explosive which

ss not approved in Law for use in permitted
light (safety lamp) mines. B..f. 3618,1964,

;rt. 6.

mosplasties. A trade terns referring to ceramic
materials other ihan the plastic clays.
ACSG 1963.
n oepoler adsorption.. Capture of nonelectrolytes. Pryor. 3.

nonpolarizabk ekctrode. Electrode in which

the phenomenon of polarization does not

occur. Schieferdecker.
nonproductive formation. J. A rock unit that.
because of its stratigraphic position. is pre-

sumed to conta:n no valuable mineral deposits. Long. b. A rock unit in which no
minerals of interest are found. Long.
nonreturn valve. See check valve. Ilarn.
n onrotating cable. See nonspin cable. Long.
nonrotating rope. A wire rope composed of

18 strands of 7 wires each; the inner 6
strands are left lay and outer 12 strands

are right lay. It is especially fabricated for
use where loads are handled in free suspen-

sion, as in lifting of loads with a single

line. Lewis, pp. 248, 252.
nonseat. Mid. See D-link. Fay.
nonsegregating chute. A chute, usually used

to charge stoker hoppers, so designed as to

deliver the coal in a mixed state rather
than having the large lumps tend to be
deposited separate from the fine. ASA
MH4.1-1958.

nonselective mining. The object of nonselec-

tive mining is to secure a low cost, generally by using a cheap stoning method

combined with large-scale operations. This
method can be used in deposits where the

individual stringers, bands, or lenses of
high-grade ore are so numerous and so
irregular in occurrence and separated by
such thin lenses of waste that a selective
method cannot be employed. Nonselective

methods of stoning include caving, top
slicing, some forms of open stoning, and

shrinkage stoping under most conditions.
BuMines Bull. 390, 1936, p. 32.
nonsequence. A diastem or other relatively
unimportant sedimentary or stratigraphic
interruption. Compare unconformity; paraconformity. A.G.I. Supp.
nonsignificant anomaly. An anomaly that is
superficially similar to a significant anomaly but is unrelated to ore. Hawkes, 2, pp.
26-27.

nonslip floor. In concrete work, a floor surfacing which is impregnated with iron
filings or Carborundum powder to roughen
it. Ham.

with oxides Ils are readily reducible, or

sills compounds containing an elellit0t 0(
sariabk valency, or when intentitial memo
are present in the lattice. Nonstoichio-

metric ceramics are of interest as being
sensiconduc ting. Dodd.

w oes Molded rope. A rope in which the wires
art- not laid up in strands but in concentric
sheath.s, and in opposite directions in the
different sheaths, which gives the rope nonspinning properties. The outer sheaths are
composed of specially shaped interlocking

wires art: there is no hemp core in the

roue. See alio locked coil rope. Sinclair, V.
P. 9.
nontabular deposibs. Mineral deposits of irregular shape. See alio masses. Helicon.
nontectonite. A rock in which both the posi-

tion and the orientation of grains have

right-hand lay.

Will carry a load on a

single end without untwisting. H&G, p.
130.

nonstoichiometric. A chemical compound is
said to be nonstoichiometric if the ratio of
its constituents differs from that demanded
by the chemical formula. This may happen

carbide. AIME, p. 18.
nortifieldite. See northfieldite. Heti.

Nordhausen add. Fuming sulfuric acid, a
solution of SO. in /LSO, with formula
II3S.07. Pryor, 3.

ety of syenite consisting of orthoclase, some
oligoclase, more or less microperthite,

currents in the general circulatory systems
arising from winds. Hy.

mixer having two openings, rotating about

a horizontal axis. When mixed, the concrete is extracted by means of a hinged
chute. Ham.
nontronite. An iron-t-ich clay mineral, Fe(AlSi)5050(OH)i, of the montmorillonite
group. It is apple- or pistachio-green or
yellowish-green and commonly occurs in
weathered basaltic rocks, where it may
occupy vesicles, veins, or may occur between flows. Stokes and Varnes, 1955;
Dana 17.
nonuniform flow. A flow the velocity of

which is undergoing a positive or negative
change. If the flow is constant it is referred
to as uniform flow. See lye, 1.

nonvitreous; nonvitrified. A relative term as
applied to ceramic products based on the
water absorbing characteristics, that is,
brick, tile, etc., which absorb water in ex-

cess of that given by the specifications
would be described as nonvitreous. See also
impervious; semivitreous. Bureau of Mines
Staff.
nonvitrified. See nonvitreous.
nonweathering coal. Coal having a weather-

ing index, as defined by U.S. Bureau of
Mines standards of less than 5 percent.
A.G.I.

nonwetted. a. A term used in the flotation
process and applied to certain metallic
minerals that refuse to be wetted with
water but are easily wetted with oil. Fay.
b. As used by diamond-bit setters, a diamond inset in a metal or alloy that has not

adhered to or wetted the surface of the

not adhere to or wet the surface of a

and the outer of 12 stra.nds regular lay,

dicer for steel. Abbe known as Norton boron

n ontiltini, mixer. A drum-shaped concrete

neighboring grains. A.G.I. SuPP.

nontidal currents. Iocludes the permanent

ncnspin differential; limited action differential. A differential that will turn both
mdes, even if one offers no resistance.
Nichols.

hardest material produced for commercial
use, beim', markedly harder than silicon
carbide and second only 10 diamond. It .11
used in place of diamond dust for grinding
and lapping dies and tools made of tungsten iarbide or tantalum carbide. It is also
very .uitable for use as linings for nozzles
used in s.endblasting because of its high
ahrasion resistance. It is used as a deoxi-

of the sea as well as temporary currents

not been influenced by the movement of

diamond. Long.
nonwetting. As used by diamond-bit setters,

nonspinning rope. A rope wire consisting of
18 strands of 7 wires each, in two layers;
the inner layer consists of 6 stands Lang
lay and left lay around a small hemp core,

an artificial abrasive: chemical formula,
e.c.. It is formed by heating coke and
boric acid in an electric furnace. It is ese

nordite. A silicate of rare earths, Na,Sr,Ca,Mn, as pale-brown orthorhombic crystals
from the Kola Peninsula, U.S.S.R. So
named because of its northern origin.
Spencer 16. M.M., 1943.
nordmarkite. Bragger's name for a sodic vari-

nonspin cable. A wire or fibes cable so constructed as to reduce twisting to a minimum. Long.

normal air
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a metal or alloy that, when molten, does

diamond. Long.

nook. a. The corner of a working place at

the junction of the face with one side. Fay.
b. N. of Eng. A corner of a pillar of coal.
Also spelled neuk. Fay.

nooper. A pick for splitting large lumps of

coal or for cutting away stone as the material passes on picking conveyors. Nelson.
noper. Derb. See loading pick. Fay.
norbergite. A yellow or pink basic fluosilicate
of magnesium, MgsSiOs.Mg(F,OH)2. Orthorhombic. From Norberg, Sweden ; Franklin, N.J. English.

Norbide. A trade name introduced in 1934
by the Norton Comnany for boron carbide,

72

quartz, and somewhat subordinate biotite,
pyroxene, hornblende, and aegirite. Nordmarkites arc high in silica and the alkalies.
Fay.

nordstrandite. A mineral, A1,05.3H10; from
Sarawak,
Fleischer.

Malaysia. Hey, M.M., 1964;

Norian. Middle Upper Triassic. A.G.I. SuPP.
norite. A coarse-grained igneous rock of basic
composition consisting essentially of plagioclase (near labradorite in composition) and
orthopyroxene. Other colored minerals are
usually present in varying amount, notably
clinopyroxene, which, however, must not
exceed half of the total pyroxene content.
C.M.D.

norm. a. A theoretical, and in part arbitrary,
mineral composition of a rock that is calculated, in accordance with certain rules,
from the chemical analysis for the purpose
of assigning the rock its place in the norm
system

of rock classification. The norm

rarely coincides with the real mineral composition,

or mode, of a rock. Compare

mode, b. Fay. b. Optimum operating condition of one or more controlled charac-

teristics in a process such as continuous
ore treatment. Pryor, 3.
normal. a. According to, constituting, or not
deviating from an established norm, rule,
or principle. Conformed to a type, standard,

or regular pattern; not abnormal.

Synonym for regular. Webster 3d. b. Of or
pertaining to a solution having a concentration of 1 gram-equivalent weight of solute

per liter of solution. Commonly used in
analytical chemistry. Symbol, N. For ex-

ample, 0.1 N hydrochloric acide. See also
normal solution. CCD 6d, 1961; Webster
3d. c. Used to designate aliphatic hydrocarbons, their derivatives, or alkyl radicals,
the molecules of which contain a single

unbranched chain of carbon atoms. For
example, normal butane (C/Fho) is the

compound the molecular structure of which
is indicated by the formula HCHsCilsCI-12CH.. Abbreviated by the prefix n followed
by a hyphen; for example, n-butane. CCD

6d, 1961 ; Webster 3d, d. Forming a right
angle. Synonym for perpendicular. Webster 3d,

normal air. A mixture of dry air and water
vapor, varying from 0.1 percent to 3 percent by volume (usually over 1 percent
in mines). Hartman, p. 7.

sumal ars. A terrn specifically intended to
differentiate between the Att. that are commonly observed and the low-preuure
Dalt 625, 196.5, p.
tering atCl."

normal bomb ridge. A ridge having its base
well below low tide level. along medium
to high energy shores. Sehteferdeeker.
moratal calorie. The quantity of heat required
to raise I gram of water from 14.5' to
15.5° C. Newton. p. 122.

normal corrosion. When used in connection
with galvanic corrosion it may refet to
corrosion of the anodic metal whcn there
is no contact with the dissimilar metal.
liuMinet Bull, 619, 1964, p. 206.

Norik-Staal proreas
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aurnisd are

ailwa# le not deemed to be normally flee
from flammable gas d thc veragc per
centage of ti.:.nunabk gas fut..nd in tot
samples tAken by An inspector in the aur

urrrist of that airway at intervals of not

th.bn A fortnight exceeds one quarter
p. 183.
n ormal mossocable. An aerial ropewali similar
in principle to the fixed chp monocable
except that the carrier can be disengaged
frnm the moving rope. In transit the farrier is firmly mounted on the rope, hut

Melon. v. 1,

lea. es it while still running to run on to
a shunt rail for unloading and loading.
Individual loads arc about 1 ton and total
capacity 100 tons per hour or more. See

wall has been depressed, relative to the
footwall. A.G,I.

normal field. In magnetic prospecting, the
smoothed value of a magnetic field component as derived from a large scale survey,

world-wide or of continental scope. The
normal field of the earth varies slowly with

time, and maps of it are as of a certain

date. A.G.1.

normal fold. An anticline, or syncline, with
equal dips on each side; in contradistinction to an overthrow fold. Fay.
normal haul. A haul whose cost is included

tallization. but for an) particular rock the

study ef thin sections embles the observer
to deduce the order in which the minerals

finished crystaffzing. The order in many

rocks is: accessories, mafic minerals in the
order olivine, orthopyrozenes, clinopyroxenes, amphiboles, micas overlapping with

normal pressure; standard pressure. Usually
equal to the weight of a column of mercury
760 millimeters in height. Webster 3d.
Approximately 14.7 pounds per square
inch. Fay.

normal price. As applied to metal prices, it
is the average over a long termsometimes a period greater than the life of a
mine. See a/so basic price. Fay.

normal pyroxenic. Bunsen's name for his
assumed, typical,

basic, igneous magma

with 48 percent SiO, as contrasted with
the corresponding normal trachytic one
with 76 percent 5i05. He sought to explain
all intermediate rocks by the intermingling

of these two. Although apparently appli-

cable at times and serviceable in their day,
the conceptions have long since exploded.

Fay.
normal ripple marks. Simple asymmetrical
ridges with various ground plans.

Pettijohn.

in the cost of excavation, so that no separate charge is made for it. Nichols.

normal salt. A salt that contains neither replaceable hydrogen nor hydroxide ions.

money laid out equal to the prevailing rate
paid on sound securities or on savings de-

normal scale. See effective temperature scale.

normal interest. A rate of interest on the
posits.

Iloov, p. 156.

normalized steel. Steel that has been given
a normalizing heat treatment intended to

bring al of a lot of samples under consideration into the same condition. Fay.

normalizing. Heating a ferrous alloy to a
suitable temperature above the transforma-

tion range and then cooling in air to a

temperature substantially below thn transformation range. ASM Gloss.

normalizing conveyor. A conveyor which

moves material through a normalizing fur-

nace under heat. ASA MH4.1-1958.
normal limb. One which is right side up;

the overturned, inverted, or reversed limb
has been rotated through more than 90°
to attain its present position. McKinstry,
p. 641.

A.G.I.

Roberts, I., p. 135.

normal segregation. A type of segregation in
which the content of impurities and inclusions tends to increase from the surface to
the center of cast metals. Of special importance in steel, in which phosphorus, sulfur,
and oxide inclusions segregate in this way.
See a/so inverse segregation. C.T.D.
normal shift. The horizontal component of
the shift at right angles to the fault strike.
Fay.

normal solution. A solution made by dissolving 1 gram-equivalent weight of a substance in sufficient distilled water to make
1 liter of solution. Symbol, N. See a/so normal, b. C.T.D.

normaily consolidated soil deposit. A soil

normal spinel. Spinel with all divalent cations in four-fold (tetrahedral) sites, and
all trivalent cations in six-fold (octahedral)
sites. VV.

deposit that has never been subected to an
effective pressure greater than the existing

to a given plane. ASCE P1826. See a/so

overburden pressure and one that is also
completely consolidated by the eiisting

normal stress. The stress component normal
stress.

normal stress component. That component of

overburden.

the stress in a rock mass which acts perpendicular to the lode plane or any other

Acts and Regulations state that an intake

reference plane. Spalding.

ASCE P1826.
normally free. In Great Britain, the Mines

trristics of bituminous materiala, it 25* C
( 77 F). Urquhart, sec 2, p. 81.
normal theory. In 1854. Gonot, a Belgian
engineer, published his **Theory of the
Norn.al," claiming that the removal of r
coal seam caused the overlying strata to
fracture at right anglss to the anclination
of th.; beds. Subsidence observations do not
support this theory. See also dome theory.
Nelson.

file in some nearby area which does not
contain geologic structures of thc t)pe
being sought. A.G.I.
normal uranium. See uranium, natural. L&L.
normal water. The standard used in determination of chlorinity. It is prepared by

plagioclase, orthoclase and quartz; but
there are many exceptions. C.T.D.

normal fault. A fault at which the hanging

oratory observations of the physical charac

which perpetuates a misconception. Generally there is no applicable order of crys-

of local structures. A.G.!.
normal displacement. Used by Tolman to
designate dip slip, A.G.I.
normal erosion. The subacrial, as distin-

effected. Challinor.

absolute) and JO uithes (,7b0 mallunetersi
of mercury pressure. Also calle4 standard
temperature. Cooper. b. As appited to lab-

normal travel-time curve. In fan shooting,

n ormal order of crystallization. A term

fall into two groups, normal and special,
and it is by the normal group, running
water and the weathering processes, that
the shaping of the land surface is mainly

ofIsul temperature

arsd pressure ate RAM as 0' C (271'

also hicable. Nelton.

normal depth. The depth of water in an open
conduit that corresponds to uniform velot itv for the given flow, It is a hypothetical depth under conditions of steady non .
uniform flow; the dcpth for which the
surface and bed are parallel; also termed
the neutral depth. See lye, 1.
normal dip. The regional or general inclination of stratified rock over a wide arca, as
contrasted to local dip due to the presence

guished from the marine, eroding agencies,

awresal teasperalfteret. 5,

763.

a time-distance curve obtained along a pro-

the Ilydrographical Laboratories in Copen-

hagen, Denmark. Chlorinity of this water
is adjusted to approximately 19.4 [per
thousand( and accurately determined by
analysis. Hy.

normal winter. Refers to normal ice season,
that is, the average ice conditions based on

a number of recorded winters in a given
area. 11y.

normal year. A year of normal or average
water supply. Seelye, 1.
Norman brick. A brick whose nominzl dimensions are 214 x 4 x 12 inches. ACSG, 1963.

Norman slabs. A type of glass for stained
windows; it is made by blowing bottles of
square section and cutting slabs of glass
from the four sides. Dodd.
normative. In petrology, characteristic of,
pertaining to, agreeing with, or occurring
in the norm; used in the quantitative or
norm system of classification of igneous
rocks, a normative mode being one which
is essentially the same as the norm, Fay.

normative mineral. Synonym for standard
mineral. A.G.I.

normative mode. A mode which is so nearly
the same as the standard mineral composi-

tion calculated from the analysis of the

rock that either may be used to classify the
rock correctly. Schielesdecker.
norm system. A system of classification and
nomenclature for igneous rocks based on
the norm of each rock. Only undecomposed
rocks of which accurate chemical analyses
are available are classifiable, in this system,

which consequently is more used in detailed petrologic studies than in ordinary
geologic or mining work. The system was
devised by Cross, Iddings, Pirsson, and

Washington, and by them originally designated the quantitative system, and later the
C.I.P.W. system, which has also been referred to as the American system. Fay.
norsethite. A mineral, BaMg(C0s)::, in rhombohedral crystals in the Westvaco Trona
mine, Wyo.

Hey, M.M., 1961.

Norskalloy. A trade name for pig iron produced from Norwegian ores containing
vanadium and titanium. Brady, p. 557.
Norsk-Staal process. A process for the direct

production of iron sponge. A mixture of

carbon monoxide and hydrogen is used as

the reducing agent. The equipment consists of three vertical ovens, for preheating,
reducing and cooling the charge, and apparatus for regenerating the spent gases. The
ore is contained in a series of muffle trays,

Nornk-Staal process)

noleh strest0h
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IfaY luIdint4 al;out 1 tons of ore
these trays pass down through the preheating osen, whe.,! the Oft 14 bedded to
1,000% and are then tranderred to the
reducing user), s.here they are raised slowly
4-.64 h

through and actinst the downward gas
e fluent, then transferred to the cooling
shaft. and slowls lowered down it. The
transfer of a tray irom one usen to another
is made without ontact with air. The Ore
is preheated in the first ()sets by part of the

gaSes (WM the reduction osen. and the
sponge iron is cooled in the third oven to
So" by cold CO from a gas holder. Osborne.

Northampton sand ironstone. Eng. An important stratified iron ore deposit in the

t 11101004.1 5134 t ssfully in headings of small

the cut hole being blasted first

followed tiv tor bends holes. In order to
obtain the m.sainnon possible advance the
( tit MAY also be deepened after blasting.

during the first pause in working. tor es.
ample. the whole section then bring broken
out siniultaneousk Fratnkel, L. I, Art

If the depth of notch is very small Corn'
pared with the width (or diameter) of thr

largely responsible for the density produced
Fdius for use with lead screens are included
in this class. ASM Glom

is defined as the ratio of one-half the width

«iodations such that the direct action of
X-rays or gamma rays on the emulsion is

ast Midlands and forms the feature known

nose. a. Scot. A point: a projecting angle of

of the crown of a diamond bit. Long. c.
Place where a fold shows the maximum

oal or other mineral. Fay. b. The lead face

curvature There is a nose for each stratum.

quarried.

Mch'instry, p. 641. d. To dip or run in

north end. York. The rise side of the coal in
North Yorkshire. Fay.
northern dust filter. A device for trapping
the dust during the extraction ventilation
of a stone drivage. The filter unit is at-

smelting shaft furnace, protecting and prolonging the tuyere. Fay. f. The constricted

as

Nelson.

tached to the discharge end of the ducting
and contains 67 fabric sleeves or bags.

giving an approximate total surface area
of 200 square feet. The sleeves are attached

at their upper ends to a shaking mechanism. The dust collected in the bags can
be discharged and removed from the lower

compartment. (Developed by the Central
Engineering Establishment in collaboration

with the Mining Research Establishment
of the National Coal Board, Creat Britain.)
Nelson.

northfieldlte. An obsolete name for a quartzmuscovite pegmatmite. A.G.I.
northing. a. In surveying, difference of latitude. measured toward the north, between
any position and the last one determined.

Standard, 1964. b. The northerly component of a National Grid coordinate. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. I.

North of England caving. See top

slicing.

Nelson.

north-seeking pole. The end of a magnet
which points approximately north. The
other end is the south-seeking pole. Morris

and Cooper, p. 197.

North Staffordshire method. See

bord-and-

pillar method. Fay.
northupite, A white, yellow, or gray chloride

and carbonate of magnesium and sodium,
MgCsa.Na2C0s.NaCl. Isometric; octahedrons. From Borax Lake, San Bernardino
County, Calif. English.
Norwalt separator. Trade name for a densemedium washer for treating coal from
lump size down to about one-eighth inrh.

It comprises a shallow circular tank with
a flat base and a conical inner shell containing the driving mechanism. The clean
ccal floats and passes over a weir while the
shale sinks to the bottom and is conveyed
to an outlet chute. Its capacity ranges from
about 50 to over 500 tons per hour depending on the size of the vessel. Nelson.

Norway iron. Swedish soft iron. Hess.
Norwegian amber. Baltic amber, from the
coast of Norway. Shipley.
Norwegian cut. A variation of the ordinary
cut and may be said to represent a combination of the latter and the fan cut. The
first drill holes are formed with a sharper
angle towards the working face which facili-

tates breaking. This type of cut has been

decker.

mulch acuity takarpsoss). Relates to the sesent,/ of the stress concentration produced
by a Kisco notch in a particular structure

P. fl .
no-screen films (Nomads Maw dired X-ray
Slaw, Any films intended for use under

as the (Wilkie Cliff. It occurs at the base
if the lower Oolites. The ore bed %arks
trom 12 to 25 feet. of wh;ch only 6 to 14
et are worked. The iron content is be-

'wren 28 and 34 percent

of hygirambc strut. I tires.
slio
measuring weir Hans. d. A hollow formed
by the undereuirung of a cliff, as a resu:t
,4 wae prolum AfKI/Of solution Soksobri.
1,0.41rit

the form of a geological nose. Webster 3d.
e. An accumulation of chilled material

around the inner end of a tuyere in a

circular opening at the top of the refractory lining of a converter; through this
opening molten pig iron is charged and
steel is subsequently poured. Also called
mouth. See also converter. Dodd. g. The
working end or refining chamber of a tank.

ASTM CI62-66.
nosean. See noselite. ray.
nose helve. Er.K. See frontal hammer. Fay.
nosehole. In glass manufacturing, a boccarella. Webster 2d.
nose in. Eng. A stratum is said to nose in
when it dips beneath the ground into a
hillside in a V-form or nose form. Fay.
noselite; nosean; nosin; !mite. A mineral of
the sodalite group, near haiiynite, but con-

taining little or no lime. A feldspathoid.
Na4Al3Si301:S0s. Isometric.

nose out.

Dana 17.

Eng. A nose-shaped stratum
cropping out. Fay. b. To diminish by losing
stratum after stratum and getting into the
lower part of the measure; said of a coal
seam. Standard, 1964.
nose piece. Microscopically, a mounting

which carries two or more objectives of
different focal lengths thus facilitating
changes in magnifying power. Pryor, 3.
nose pipe. The inside nozzle of a tuyerc.
Standard, 1964.
nose radius. The radius of the rounded portion of the cutting edge of a tool. ASM
Gloss.

nose-ring block. A block of refractory material specially shaped for' building into the
discharge end of a rotary cement kiln; also
known as a discharge-end block. Dodd.
nosin. Synonym for noscan. Hey 2d, 1955.

nosing. a. A literal load from the wheels of
a locomotive imposed in either direction.
See alsolurching allowance. Ham. b. Clos-

narrowest croas section, the acuity may be

l'spreued as the ratio of the notch depth
to the notch radius. Jtherwise, the acuity
(or diameter) of the narrowest cross r,ciion to the notch radius. ASM Gloss.
notch brittlenua. Susceptibility of a material
to brittle fracture at points of stress concentration. For example, in a notch tensile
strength; otherwise, It is said to be notch
ductile. ASM Gloss.
notch depth. The distance from thc surface

of a test specimen to the bottom of the
notch. In a cylindrical test specimen, the
percentage of the original cross-iectional
arca removed by machining an annular
groove. ASM Gloss.
notch ductile. See notch brittleness. ASM
Gloss.

notch ductility. The -percentage reduction

in area after complete separation of the
metal in a notch tensile test. ASM Gloss.
notched-bar test. A test in which a notched

metal specimen is given a sudden blow by
a striker carried by a pendulum or a falling
weight and the energy absorbed in breaking
the specimen is measured. Also called impact test. See also Izod test; Charpy test;
Fremont test. C.T.D.
notched weirs. See measuring weir. Seelye, I.
notch effect. Locally increased stress at that
point in a structural load bearing member
where the section changes at a sharp angle.
Ham.

notcher. A machine tool in a steel fabrication
shop by which the flanges are stripped from
the ends of rolled steel joists. Ham.

notching. a. A method of excavating in a
series of steps. Standard, 1964. b. Cutting
out various shapes from the edge of a strip,

blank, or part. ASM Gloss.
notching press. A mechanical press used for
notching internal und external circumferences and also for notching along a straight
line. These presses are equipped with automatic feeds, since only one notch is made
per stroke. ASM Gloss.
V-shaped overflow; used

notch plate.

to

measure rate of overflow of liquid or to
control that rate. Pryor, 3.
notch rupture strength. The ratio of applied

load to original arca or the minimum cross
section in a stress-rupture test of a notched
specimen.

ASM Gloss.

notch sensitivity. A measure of the reduction
in strength of a metal caused by the presence of stress concentration. Values can be

ing the end of a tubular shape to a de-

obtained from static, impact, or fatigue
test, ASM Gloss.
notch sensitivity ratio. Alternative term for

nostril. The refractory gas- or air-port in a
gas retort. Dodd.
nostril blocks. See rider bricks. Dodd.
notch. a. An angular recess cut in the ends
of a crossbar of a timber set to fit over

factor of stress concentration in fatigue or
fatigue strength reduction factor. Ro.

sired curved contour. ASM Gloss.
nosite. Synonym for noscan. Hey 2d, 1955.

a corresponding wedge in the upright posts.

With the advent of steel arches, the craft
of notching is becoming extinct. See also

Welsh notch. Nelson. b. Eng. See let into.
SMRB, Paper No. 61. c. A small weir made
for use in measuring flow in laboratory
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notch stick. Forest of Dean. A short stick
notched or nicked, used by miners as
records of the number of cars of coal, etc.,
they send out of the mine during the day.
Fay.
notch strength; notch tensile strength. The

ratio of maximum load to the original
minimum cross-sectional area in notch
tensile test:ng. ASM Gloss.

notch teat
sokili kW. . test fs.e the

Asarswywnt of the

low-temperaturr spallmis tendency of fireclay refractorses. A notch sis mad. in a

transverse strrngth test piece And the effect

of thia on the strrngth at 800" C is deter-

mined: if the tranaverse strength is but
httle reduced by the notch, the low-tcripermute !palling Mesta/Ste of the rue clay

refractory will or- good. Dodd.
n otch toughness. The energy in foot-pounds
required to break standard specimens under the standard concbtions realized in the
Is,al or Charity test. It may also mean the
opposite of notch brittleness. C.T.D.

apparatus, but the a...Watt' twos cylinder
model consols of Ihr fulkovIOW 1/1.4..s paru
a hag pipe
I ) two oxygen cy bade,* , I

f /I a breathing bag , and (4) a breahing
tube and face mask Alrefdam. p. 94.

orreel. a The inner part ol a large mold, roe.
responding to the core in srnAll work
bottom or drag of
Standard. 1964. b
.4 molding flesh, as distinguished from the
cope. Standard. 1964.
neraloes. Causing or tending to cause injury.

especially to health; hurtful; pernicious;
for example. noxious gases. Standard, 1964.
noalona saa. A Ras which is injurious to
health. B.S. 3618. 1963. ice. 7.

n ote. N. of Eng. Itemized lilt of payments
due to a inan or a set of men for work
done during a week. Trist.

Doak. a. A short tube, usually tapering.

mencement of the tunnel and not to the
respec live times of the discoveries of the
various veins in the tunnel. Ricketts, 1.
Nottingham system; Barry mining. A long...all method of working coal seams in
whicl the trams run on a rail track along
the face and handloaded at the sides. It

a saddle flange on the other end; may be
made of cast iron, cast steel, or wrought
steel. Fay. d. A side outlet attached to a
pipe by such means as riveting. brazing, or
welding. Fay. e. A cylindrical fire clay
shape traversed by a central hole of uni-

not previously knosvo to mdse. These words
refer to the t;me of the location and com-

follows that the system can only he adopted

in relativdy thick seams where the ttarns
can travel along the face without any roof

ripping. The method is now largely re-

placed by face conveyors. Nelson.
noumeite. The same as garnieritc. Fay.
Nouvelle Montagne furnace. A modification

of the Liege furnace, in so far as the arrangerrent of the fireplace is concerned.
It is a double furnace served by one fire-

place. Fay.
novacekite. A very rare, strongly radioactive,
tetragonal, straw-yellow to lemon-yellow

mineral, Mg(U0!)2(AsOI):.nHriD; a secondary mineral found in veins with other
uranium-bearing minerals. Probably one

forming the sent of a hose or pipe. Webster
3d. b. The front nosepiece of a bellows or
a blast pipe for a furnace. Fay. c. A short
piece of pipe with a flange on one end and

form diameter: the top of the nozzle is
contoured to form a seating for a stopper;
nozzles are fitted in the bottom of ladles
used in the terming of steel. See also stop-

per, a. Dodd.
nozzle brick. A tabular refractory shape used
in a ladle with a hole through which steel

(Schwarzenthal), Czechoslovakia. The formula is given as (Cu,Ag),Ass or (Cu,Ag)11-

Au, but the constants given lead to a cell
content of (Cu,Ag)se.6As10.9 Hey, M.M.,
1961.

novit. An explosive; a mixture of TNT and
hexyl. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Novita reviving apparatus. An apparatus used
for the administration of oxygen which is
fitted with a hand-operated control valve
thereby enabling the rate of feed of oxygen
to be regulate., at any desired quantity be-

tween 0 and 30 liters per minute. It does
not have a lung-governing device normally,

but can be fitted with a lung-governed

valve. The twin-cylinder model consists of

the following parts: (1) two oxygen cyl-

ing gravel to erode and force the gravel
into sluiceboxes where thc gold separates

book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-I.

Bessemer process. The main feature is the

shortening of the blow by increasing the
pressure of the blast as much as possible.

Normally, the melt is cooled by the addition of scrap or iron ore but it is claimed
that a fairly high temperature can be main-

tained without an undue increase of the
nitrogen content, so that ladle sculls can
be avoided. Osborne.
N rod bit. A Canadian standard noncoring
bit having a set diameter of 2.940 inches.
More commonly called a 2-15/16 N drillrod bit. Long.
NS bit. Letter name for a step-face core bit
having the same set diameters as a Pennsylvania standard N bit. Long.
N.T.P. Normal temperature and pressure; a
temperature of 0° C and a pressure of 760
millimeters of mercury. Nelson.
N-truss. A bridge or roof truss which has par-

bag; and (4) a rubber tube and mask. Mc-

allel upper and lower chords and an arrangement of web members consisting of

Adam, pp. 97-98.
Novox reviving apparatus. An oxygen-type
reviving apparatus in which the oxygen

panels. Also known as a Pratt truss. Ham.

inders; (2) a T-piece; (3) a breathing

supply is controlled by a lung-governed admission valve, supplemented by a hand-op-

erated by-pass valve which can be used
when the patient's breathing is too weak
to operate the lung-governed valve. There
are several different models of the Novox

nuclear nergy. Energy released in nuclear

reactions. espeeialIv in quantities sufficient
to br of interest in er:gineering NRC.ASA
N1.11957.
nuclear esploslon (tirsl self-contained). See
Rainier. Lesvit, p. 141.

nuclear lox. Radiometric record made in .1
bore hole-. See alt., gainma ray log, spec.
tral gamma-ray log: neutron logs. A.G.I.
Supp.

nuclear magnetism log. Primarily a hydrogen
log. and is useful for the following purposes: ( I ) provides valuable correlating
curve to replace the S.P. in holes containing oil or invert muds; (2) provides a
means of qualitatively distinguishing zones
containing hydrocarbons from zones con-

considered mobile and thus potentially recoverable; and (4) provides a means of estimating the permeabilities of formations.

mentary origin. It is especially developed
in Arkansas, and used much as a whetstone. Fay.

Minei nag

nuclear citensisary. The chemical aspects of
nuclear wtence and the applications of
nut fear wiener to cherrustry. In 4 hmsted
tense, it denotes thr study ot the reactions
of nuclei and the properties of the resulting nuclear species. NRC-ASA .V1.1.1957

zle) used to direct a stream of water under
high pressure against a bank of gold-bear-

upper end of the shape serving as a seat
for the stopper. A.R.I.
nozzleman. In metal mining, one who operates a hydraulic rtiant or monitor (noz-

NPA. The initials of the National Petroleum
Association. API Glossary.
N.P.N. process. A modification of the basic

novakite. Arsenide of copper and silver, occurring in carbonate gangue at Cerny Dul

beset, C T D

nudes, Mean. Ste radonsotopse generstor
/4/1..
gragIgge einninks. (:eramsc produt ts which
Are used in atorrsc reactors Their major
ow- is as shielding material. &frau 01

taining only water; (3) provides a means
of measuring quantitatively what propor-

Crosby, p.31-32.

novaculite. An exceedingly fine-grained, cryptocrystalline quartzose rock supposed to be
a consolidated, siliceous slime and of sedi-

he 11.04 the. rn past of the reales. ay no dis-

integration. si has formed rho great L.hvart

is teemed at the bottom of a ladle, the

out and is caught by riffles (cleats). Also
called giant tender. D.O.T. 1.
Np Chemical symbol for neptunium. Hand-

end-member of a complete series, the other
being thc phosphate analogue, saleeite.

oar kar reactor
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tension diagonals and compression verticals,
with the vertical struts separating the

nubber. a. Mid. A block of wood about 12
inches square, for throwing mine cars off
the road in case the couplings or ropes
break. Fay. b. See stopblocks. Nelson.

Nubian sandstone. The basal member of the
Cretaceous system in Egypt, deposited in
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tion of the total fluid-filled porosity in a
formation is sufficiently free from the influence of chemical binding forces to be

Wyllie, pp. 154-160.

nuclear magnetometer. See nuclear resonance
magnetometer.

nuclear power. Power released in exothermic
nuclear reactions and useful in ways comparable with, for example. electric power

NRC-ASA NI.1-1957.
nuclear power plant. Any device, machine,
or assembly thereof that converts nuclear
energy into some form of useful power.
such as mechaQical or electric power. In
a nuclear electric power plant, heat pro-

duced by a reactor is used to make steam.
and the steam drives a turbine generator
in the conventional way. L&L.
nuclear power station. An assemblage of machines and equipment, including the necessary housing, where electrical energy is

produced from nuclear energy. The heat

generated in the graphite-moderated uranium reactors is conveyed to the steam plant
by carbon dioxide under pressure. The hot

gas gives up: its heat to the preheating,

evaporating, and superheating sections of
the steam plant, and after passing through
the steam-raising towers, the cooled gas

is recirculated by blowers to the reactor
where the cycle is repeated. See also powcr

station. Nelson.
nuclear reaction. A reaction involving the nucleus of the atom, such as fission, neutron
capture, radioactive decay, or fusion; and

distinct from a chemical reaction, which

is limited to changes in the electron structure surrounding the nucleus. L&L.
nuclear reactor. A device by means of which
a fission chain reaction can be initiated,
maintained, and controlled. The essential
component of a nuclear reactor is a core

with a fissionable fuel. It usually has a

moderator, a reflector, shielding, and con-
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cycle when operating without phAso con-

principal hermonic in the direct.current
potential wave shApe. Coal Age. I.

mac losics. In nuclear technolory. the appli-

trol. It a also equal to the order of the

moment of the .stom. Hydrogen atoms ate
generally used, and these can be in a com-

cations of nuclear science Us physks, astronomy. chemistry, biology. geology, in-

pound such 411 water. Each hydrogen atom

dustry. and armaments, And the technicLues

Nambillas asaebile. A general name earn to

nogneric Acid depends on the megneto:

can he looked upon as A tiny electromag
net whose strength and direction arc determined by the revolution of the electron
of the atom abOut it, nucleus. In a magnetic
field. atoms of hydrogen have a tendency to
align themselves in opposition to the field.
If the direction of the field is suddenly

changed. there will be a moment pulling
the atoms toward the new direction. Hut
each atom is a midget gyroscope, and instead of shifting directly to the new field
direction, it will precess about this direction. The frequency of this precession will
be a function only of the strength of the

magnetic field. To measure the strength of
the earth's magn-oic field, a bottle of water
is subjected to a strong magnetic field at

right angles to the earth's field. The voltage induced in a coil of wire wrapped
around the bottle is observed whcn the
auxiliary field is suddenly removed. This
voltage will have a frequency of alternation of the order cf 2.000 cycles per sec-

its exact value depending on the
strength of the earth's field. The time of
ond,

2.000 cycles of this voltage can be measured using a 100-kilocycle oscillator and a
high-speed counter, giving an accuracy of
measurement of 1 part in 10', or of the

order of -± TA gamma. H&G. See also
Varian nuclear magnetometer.
nuclear rocket. A rocket powered by an engine that obtains from a nuclear reactor,
rather than by chemical combustion, the
heat for expanding a propulsive fluid, such
as hydrogen. L&L.
nuclear superheating. Superheating the steam

produced in a reactor by using heat from
a reactor. Two methods: Recirculating the
steam through the same core in which it is
first produced (integral superheating) or

passing the steam through a second, separate reactor. See also superheating. L&L.
nuclear weapons. A collective term for atomic
bombs and hydrogen bombs. L&L.

nucleation. The process of developing in a
given metastable phase the initial fragment, germ, or nucleus of a second more
stable phase, which in turn grows to give
larger fragments or crystals of the
phase. ACSG, 1963.
nuclei. Points at which crystals begin to grow

during solidification. In general, they are
ni.nute crystal fragments formed spontaneously in the melt, but frequently nonmetallic inclusions act as nuclei. See also
crystal nuclei. C.T.D.
nucleometer. A Geiger counter 'onploying
twenty Geiger tubes to increase the sampling area and overcome the inefficiency
of a one-tube counter. Ballard.
nucleon. A constituent of the atomic nucleus;
that is, a proton or a neutron. L&L.
nucleonic level indicator. An appliance which
measures automatically the level of solids

or liquids in bins, pipes, or other contain-

ers. A beam of gamma rays is directed from

a source unit on one side of a container
to a detector on the other side. Any ma-

.sstoci.sted

some celebrated marbles of cream, yellow,

tion. recrystalliration, or transformation
from one solid crystalline form to another.
Webtter .1d. b. A es ntral point, part, group,
or mass about which gathering, concentration, or accretion takes place. Webster 3d.
c. The positively charged central portion of

vurce of the stone being not Numidia, bot

with thew applii:etions. NRC.4SA N1.1-1937.
Bucks& a. A particle on which metal forms
and grows (as in solidification. condensa-

an atom that comprises nearly all of the

atomic mass but occupies only a very small

fraction of the volume. and that consists
of protons and neutrons except in the case
of hydrogen which consists of oniy one proton. Webster 3d.
nuclide. Any species if atom that exists for
a measurable length of time. A nuclide can
be distinguished by its atomic weight,
atomic number, and energy state. The term
is used synonymously with isotope. A radionuclide is the same as a radioactive nuclide,

radioactive isotope, or a radioisotope.
L&L.
nuee ardente. Avalanche of fiery ash enveloped in compressed gas from a volcanic
eruption. Mather.
nuevite. a. Titanoniobate of yttrium and iron
as black grains and orthorhombic (?) crystals in quartz from Riverside County,
Calif. Named from the locality. Spencer 18,
M.M., 1949. b. A discredited term equal
a

to samarskitc. American Mineralogist, v.
37, Mar.-Apr. 1952, p. 362.

Nuflex. Trade name for a nonrotating rope
of 17 x 7 or 34 x 7 construction. Ham.
nug. a. Scot. The dull sound caused by breaking strata. Fay. b. Eng. A protuberanco; a
nub. Standard, 1964. c. Eng. A block of
wood. Standard, 1964.

nugget. a. A small mass of metal, such as
gold or silver, found free in nature. ASM
G/oss. b. The weld metal in a spot, seam,
or projection weld. ASM Gloss. c. A water-

worn piece of native gold. The term is
restricted to pieces of some size, not mere
"colors" or minute particles. Fragments

and lumps of vein-gold are not called

"nuggets" for the idea of alluvial origin is
implicit. Fay. d. A lump of native gold,
silver, platinum, copper, etc. Fay.
nuggeting. Searching for nuggets of gold. Fay.
nuggety. Having or resembling a nugget;
occurring in nuggets; also covered with
small rocks. Webster 3d.
nujols. In flotation, group of nonionizing
hydrocarbon oils which act as collector
agents by smearing action, giving aerophilic quality to the surface they selectively
coat. Pryor, 3.
Nullagine Series. Local name in Western

Australia for the formation consisting
essentially of pre-Cambrian rocks made up

mainly of jasperoid quartzites and dolomite. Crocidolite asbestos occurs in this
formation as cross-fiber seams in lodes in
stratified ferruginous quartzites and shales
with occasional bands of dolomite. Sinclair,

W. E., p. 98.
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pink, and reo colors, found in northern
Africa. According to the best authorities.
the name Ntamidan is incorrect, the true
the provinces of Africa and Mauritania.
The quarries were worked by the ancient
Romans, Fey.

Niunmsdite limestose. A thick bed of limestone. of Eocene age, composed mainly of
fora minifera ; st retches from the Alps
through Iran to China. C.T.D.
Numnsulitk. Same as Eocene; named for its
abundant, large, disclate foraminifera.

A.G.1. Supp.
nunatak. Mountain top projecting above an
ice sheet, as in Greenland. Mather.
Nunkircbco jasper. Light gray to yellow or
brownish-red jasper from Nunkirchxn, near
Idar-Oberstein, Germany. Dyed and sold
as Swiss lapis. Shipley.

nurse. a. To carefully handle drilling tools,
equipment, or bits. Long. b. To use undersized or damaged and weakened equipment or tools in such a manner as not to
impose any suddenly applied or excessive
strain. Long.

Nusse and Grater PIV/6 drilling machine.

A rotary machine used for drilling the
holes in firedamp drainage. It is a twospeed, 150 to 250 revolutions per minute
machine, drill-rod rotation being operated
by a 6 horsepower motor, and traversing
is done bv a 2 horsepower motor, a pinion

of which engages a toothed rack which
runs ihe length of the drill frame. A forward drilling thrust of 4 tons is possible.
The machine measures 10 feet overall
and weighs about 1,000 pounds. With an

improved high-speed gearbox, 100 to 130
feet of Coal Measures strata can be drilled
in a shift. See also Fortschritt PIV/6 boring machine. Nelson.
nut coal. a. An abbreviation for chestnut coal.
Also called nuts. Fay. b. Prepared bituminous coal which passes through 2 to 3 inch
round holes and over 3/4-, 1- or 11/4-inch
holes, depending on the screening practice.

Anthracite, through 13/4-inch and over
lie-inch round holes. Jones.
nutcracker. Synonym for boulder buster.
Long.

nuts. a. A commercial term for sized coal
(irrespective of size). B.S. 3323, 1960.
b. Small coal. Fay.

nutty slack. Mixture of small

coals, sized

from 2 inches downward and probably of
high ash content. Pryor, 3.
Nu-value. Expressed by the Greek letter I,
or by the English letter V. Designates reciprocal dispersive power as follows: NunD

value =
nF

1

ASTM C162-66.

nylon. A generic term for a group of sri-

thetic fiber-forming polyamides. The polyit- melted, extruded, stretched, and

mer

finally processed to turn it into a textile
yam having a very high strength, great

wean ear mat
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oblique seratilleadae. See

me.ins easier bending Nelms.
etatprows. An eye disease suffered by some
miners, in which there is a spasmodic

erally belie%ed to be the main cause, and

possibly attgraated by the men lying on
their side, in thin seams. Valois.

0 Chemical symbol for oxygen Handbook

01 Chemistry and Physics, 451h ed., 1964,
p. 11-1.

Oaktree Clay. F.ng. Name for the Kimeridge
Clay, on account of the prevalence of oaks
on the outcrop. Also applied in S.F. F.ng.
land to the London Clay. etrkell.
oakum. Loosely twisted fiber usually of hemp

or jute impregnated with tar or with a tar
derivative (as creosote or asphalt) and
used in caulking seams (as of the wood
hulls and decks of ships) and in packing

joints (as of pipes, caissons). Webster 3d.
Oamaru stone. Aust. A white, granular limestone found in large quantities in Oamaru,

New Zealand, and valued as a building
stone. Fay.

objective. The system of lenses in a microscope which furnishes the initial magnification of the object being examined. The
image formed by the objective is picked
up and further magnified by the ocular.
Shipley.
obligate anaerobe. An organism growing only
in the absence of free oxygen. I.C. 8075,
1962, p. 64.
oblique air photograph. A photograph taken
from the air, for purposes of aerial survey

work, with the optical axis of the camera
inclined from the vertical, generally at
some predetermined angle. C.T.D.
oblique bedding. a. An archaic term meaning inclined bedding. Pettijohn. b. Synonym for crossbedding. A.G.I.

oblique block. A quarry term applied to a

block of stone bounded by 3 pairs of parallel faces, 4 of the 12 interfacial angles
being right angles, 4 obtuse, and 4 acute.
Fay.

oblique fault. A fault whose strike is oblique
to the strike of the strata. A.G.I.

oblique joint. A joint the plane of which

f thp end
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hedrigng
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O'lltien furnace. A ri asting furnace 1 tt,
Iferreshoff type with a central tertii il

shaft carrying stirring arms. Fay.
obsequIrat lankiest. scarp. A scarp along a
faultline. bill where the topographically
low area is in the filos-k that has been
relatively uplifted. See alto resequent
faultline scarp. A.G.!.
obsequent stream. a. A stream flowing in a

direction opposite to that of the dip of
the strata or the tilt of the surface. Also

called retersed stream. Fay. b. A stream
which flows in a direction opposite to that
of the consequent drainage. A.G./.
observation error. An error caused by misreading of a signal or measuring device.
or to faulty recording. Pryor, 3. p. 159.
observer. a. In seismic prospecting, the man
in charge of the recording crew, including
the shooters and linemen. Ile must maintain the electronic equipment and decide
on the best shooting and detector arrangement as well as the best instrumental settings for getting records of optimism quality. He operates the recording erptipment

in the field, often with the help of an

assistant. In conventional recording, or in
tape recording when photographic monitors am run, the observer or his assistant
develops the record in the recording truck
immediately after it is shot. Also called
operator. Dobrin, p. 56. b. In gravity and
magnetic prospecting, a fieldman who secures the instrument readings, for example, on the torsion balance or magnetometer. A.G.I.
observer helper, gravity prospecting. In pe-

troleum production, one who transports
equipment and gravity prospecting party
personnel to field locations and assists in
making gravity observations that provide
data for petroleum exploration activities.
Also called gravity prospecting operator
helper. D.O.T. 1.
obsidian. a. An ancient name for volcanic
glass. Most obsidians are black, although

red, green, and brown ones are known.
They are often banded and normally have
conchoidal fracture and a glassy luster. In
recent years, the name has been somewhat
restricted to glasses having a very low

forms an acute angle with dip joints and
strike joints. Lewis, p. 593.

water content as contrasted with pitchstones and perlites. Most obsidians are

crossbedding. Pettijohn. b. Same as transverse lamination. Fay.

obsidian cat's-eye. Obsidian possessing schil-

arilique lamination. a. An early term for
oblique offset. The distance of a point from
a main survey line measured at an angle

to the latter which is not a right angle.

See also offset. Ham.

oblique photograph. See oblique air photograph. See also aerial mapping.

oblique projection. A pictorial view of an

object showing its elevation, plan, or section to scale with parallel lines projected

from the corners, at 45° or any other

rhyolitic in composition. A.C.I. b. A highly
siliceous natural glass. ASTM C162-66.

ler. Never chatoyant. Shipley.
obsidianite brick. Lightweight, siliceous fire
clay, acid-resisting brick, burned to a
glasslike mass. Bureau of Mines Staff.
obtuse bisectriz. That axis which bisects the
obtuse angle of the optic axes of biaxial
minerals. Fay.

Occam's razor. If the facts established by
an experiment are explicable without the
need for developing a new hypothesis,
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Ihrt. 41.1 MI yaJsd gr-asnda tor at. h an
rstenass.n. Pinner. I

ageideasal agate. Aatate poorly ana.ked anal
not very tranabwarnt Ilsoplay
thesidental amellsym. le. 1,riRrliAJ .1111Irt hy,r

f

occideatal camellen. ItAraly used term for
all foot quite trawilitcrit carnelian. Site

tato ,rsent.11 carnelian. illoider
occidestal cars-eye. Quarts At's-eye .150
alio oriental cat's-eye .Thip/oy
occidental chalcedony. Rarely used term foe

all hut quite trantlio Ait white or gray
chalcedony. See 44, oriental chalcedony
Shepley

Occidental dimmed. Eng A lapidary's term
for limpid and colorless %Arlene, of ft,ck
costal when cut and polished reed in
contradistinction it, the Oriental or true
diamond. Fay.

Occidental topaz. A trade name fur certain
yellow-t olored varieties of quarts used as
semiprecious gem stones. See also Spanish
topas. C.T.D.

occidental turquo.. Odontolite. Shipley.

occlude. Eu ta r in And retain (a substance)
in the interior rather than on an external
surface; to sorb. Used especially of metals
sorbing gases; such as. pallatlium occludes
large volumes of hydrogen. Webster 3d.

occluded. Contained in pores (said of gas
occluded in coal). Mason.

occluded gases. Cases which enter the mine
atmosphere from pores, as feeders and
blowers, and also from basting operations.

These gases pollute the mine air chiefly
by the absorption of oxygen by the coal,
and in addition by chemical combination
of oxygen with carbonaceous matter, for
example, from decaying timbers; rusting
of iron rails, burning of lights, and breathing of men and animals. These gases include oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide,

and methane. Kentucky, pp. 57-58.
occlusion. a. The retention of a gas or liquid
in a solid mass or on the surface of solid
particles; especially, the retention of gases
by solid metals. C.T.D. b. The mechanical
retention of gases in the pores of solids.
See also occlude. Fay.

occult mineral. A mineral which might be

expected to be present in a rock (as from
the evidence of chemical analysis) but
which is not found. A.G.1.

occupant. An occupant of a tract of land,
as the word ordinarily is used, is one who
has the use and possession thereof, whether

he resides upon it or not. Ricketts, 1.
occupation. As used in the mining law, it is
equivalent to possession, and the right to
locate is included in the right to occupy,
and incident to a location is the right of
possession; but mere occupancy of the
public lands and making improvement
thereon gives no vested right therein as
against a location made in pursuance of
law. Ricketts, I.

occurrence. In geology, the existence or pres-

ence of anything or phenomenon in any
special position, or in any specified relation to other objects or phenomena; as,
the occurrence of gold in a vein. Standard, 1964.

ocean. The great body of salt water surrounding the land of the globe, or one of
its major subdivisions. Schieferdecker.

ocean bash], That part of the floor of the
ocean that is more than about 600 feet
below sea level. A.G.I.

ocean coal. Cumb. Coal seams lying beneath
the sea. Fay.

ocean current. a. The name current is usu-

ocean current
ally restricted to the faster movements of
the ocean, while those in which the movement amounts to only a few miles a day
arc termed drifts. A.G.I. b. A nontidal

of idiomorphic crystals of later growth,
such as analcite or leucite. Holmes, 1928.
ocherous. Earthy and usually red, yellow, or
brown in color. Also spelled ochreous.

oceanic circulation. Examples are gulf
stream, kuroshio, and equatorial currents.
A.G.I.
ocean depths. The greatest depth (over
10,400 meters) discovered in the various
oceans lies in the Pacific; depths of ovcr
8,500 meters and 7,000 meters have been

ocherous iron ore. Powdery hematite. Hess.
ochers. A name given to various native
earthy materials used as pigments. They
consist essentially of hydrated ferric oxide

current constituting a part of the great

recorded in the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans, respectively. C.T.D.
oceanic bank. This term is appropriate when
the platform has a depth less than 100
fathoms. Schieferdecker.

oceanic island. An island rising from the

deep sea floor. Schieferdecker.
oceanic province. See pelagic division. Hy.
oceanic stratosphere. The cold, deep layers
of the ocean consisting of waters of polar

or subpolar origin. Schie'erdecker.

oceanite. A picritic basalt.
oceanographer. One who studies the characteristics of the ocean for use in navigation,
geography, meteorology, and other sciences, by making oceanic explorations to
gather data on the configuration and nature of the ocean bed and such phenomena
as tides, currents, and icebergs. D.O.T. 1.

oceanographic dredges. Apparatus used

aboard ships to bring up quantity samples

of the ocean bottom deposits and sedi-

ments. H&C.
oceanographic equator. The oceanographic
or thermal equator lies to the north of the
geographic equator and shifts its position
with the seasons. It seldom reaches south
of the geographic equator at any time due
to prevailing wind conditions. Hy.
oceanographic survey. A study or examina-

tion of conditions in the ocean or any
part of it, with reference to animal or

plant life, chemical elements present, temperature gradients, etc. Also called marine
survey. H&G.
oceanography. The broad field of science

which includes all fields of study which

pertain to the sea. This includes the
studies of boundaries of the ocean, its
bottom topography, the physics and chemistry of seawatert the characteristics of its

motion and marpe biology. Hy.
ocean salinity. Total amount of solids in
keg of seawater after all carbonates have

1

been converted to oxides, the bromine and

iodine replaced by chlorine and

OD grinding
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all or-

ganic matter has been compLIfely oxidiaed.

Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
ocean-spray. Satin spar (gypsum). Shipley.
ocean temperatures. The mean surface temperature of both the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans is 17° C; that of the Indian Ocean
is 18° C. Maximum temperatures are re-

spectively, 32° C, 30° C, and 35° C.
C.T.D.
ocean water. Water having the physicalchemical characteristics of the open sea,

where continental influences are at a minimum.Hy.
ocellar. A rock texture characterized by radi-

ating groulis of prismatic or platy min-

erals, such 'as biotite or pyroxene, disposed
around the borders of larger euhedral

crystals, such as analcite or leucite. The

structures themselves are called ocelli.
A.G.1.

ocellar texture. A texture due to the tangential disposition of minerals, such as
biotite or pyroxene, around the borders

Shipley.

admixed with clay and sand in varying
amounts and in impalpable subdivision.

to its

antiknock properties.

Mines Staff.

Bureau

of

octane number. The designation adopted to
show the antiknock value of motor fuel.
Actually, it is the percentage of iso-octane
in a blend of iso-octane and normal heptane which will give the same antiknock
characteristics as the fuel sample in question. Shell Oil Co.
octanolc acid. See caprylic acid. CCD 6d,
1961.

When

octaphyllite. A trioctahedral clay mineral.

low, brown, or red. The best reds are

octavalent. Having a valence of 8 or a combining power of 8. Standard, 1964. Two

carrying much manganese they
grade into umbers. Ochers are either yel-

sometimes obtained by, calcining the yellow varieties. They are called burnt ochers.
Others arc obtained by calcining copperas

or as a residue from roasting pyrite. In
general, the native yellows and browns are

varieties of limonite and the native reds,
varieties of hematite. One variety of red
ocher is known as scarlet ocher. Their
value as pigments depends not only on
the depth of color but also on the amount

of oil required as a vehicle. CCD 6d, 1961.
Ochoan. Upper Permian. A.G.I. Supp.
Ocimum hombiel. A copper flower or coppm indicator plant discovered in Northern Rhodesia in 1949. Field studies have
shown that the minimum copper content
of soils in which Ocimum will grow is 100
parts-per-million, but that it will tolerate
and thrive in soils containing 5000 partsper-million and more. Is one of the most
successful of all the ore indicators.

Hawkes, 2, p. 312.

Ocoee. Precambrian. Bureau of Mines Staff.
ocrahdion. Treatment of concrete with silicon tetrafluoride to increase chemical resistance. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

Ocrate process. The treatment of concrete
with gaseous SiF4 to transform any free
Ca0 into CaF2. The treated concrete has
improved resistance to chemicals and to
abrasion. Dodd.

ochtd. Having a valence or a combining
power of 8; octavalent. Standard, 1964.

Two octavalent elements are osmium and
ruthenium. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-124, B-132.
octagon. A polygon having eight sides. Jones,
2, p. 109.

octahenral. Referring to or resembling an

octahedron. Shipley.
octahedral borax. A rhombohedral form of
hydrous sodium borate, Nall3,0/.5H20,
simulating regular octahedrons. From the
Lagoons of Tuscany, Italy. See also mohavite. English.
octahedral cleavage. In the isometric system,
cleavage parallel to the faces of the octahedron. Fay.

A.G,1. Supp.

elements that have a valence of 8 are

osmium

ruthenium. Handbook of

and

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

pp. B-124, B-132.

octet. An outermost atomic shell of eight

completion of which
confers chemical stability and inertness.
Elements are octavalent when these shells
are filled by gain or loss of valence electrons Pryor, 3.
octibbenite. A metallic alloy of iron and
nickel, usually rich in the latter element.
valence electrons,

Standard, 1964.
octoic acid. See caprylic acid. CCD 6(1,1961.

octopus. A bin or tank to facilitate the concrete lining of circular shafts. The concrete is mixed on the surface, taken down
the shaft in buckets, and discharged into
the octopus. The concrete is then led away
through flexible rubber pipes to different
points around the shaft. An octopus enables faster concreting and sinking rates.
Nelson.

octyl alcohol. Used as an aid in de-airing

casting slips and as a wetting agent. Lee.
ocular. Eyepiecc of microscope. Pryor, 3.
od Abbreviation for outside diameter. Also
abbreviated OD. BuMin Style Guide, p.
61.

odd Imobbing. Working coal from the rib

sides in thick seams. Nelson.
odd man. a. Eng. One who works by the day

at sundry jobs in the mine. Fay. b. One
who cleans up broken saggers, broken
Iware, and pins (small clay pegs used to
support glazed ware in saggers for firing)

as they fall from the sagger when it
cleaned

by

a

;-

glost-kiln drawer. Also

called laborer, glost kiln. D.O.T. 1.
osidments; fittings. Special glazed clayware

shapes used in conjunction with glazed

pipes. These shapes include bends1 junctions, tapers, channels, street sullies, syplums, interceptors, and yard gullies; the
first five of these arc made partly by ma-

chine and partly by hand, the last three
items have to be entirely hand-molded.

octahedral copper ore. Common name for
cuprite. Weed, 1918.
octahedral iron ore. Magnetite. Webaer 3d.
octahedral plane. In cubic crystals a plane
with equal intercepts on all three axes.

oddside. A permanent impression or mold
of part of a pattern, used by molders in
like manner to a false part. See also false

octahedral sulfur. See rhombic sulfur.
octahedrite. a. A tetragonal form of titanium

contract, such as repairing roads, con-

ASM Gloss.

dioxide, Ti02, in brown, dark blue, or

black crystals. See also anatase. Dana 17.
b. A class of meteorites. Hey 2d, 195.5.
octahedron. In the isometric system, a clos.i
form of eight faces each having equal intercepts on all three axes. Fay.
octane. a. Any of several isomeric liquid

paraffin hydrocarbons; Cal: M (1) the

normal hydrocarbon, CHs(CH2)2C112, in
petroleum, and (2) hooctane. Webster 3d.
b. A rating scale used to grade gasoline as

Dodd.

part. Standard, 1964.

odd work. Work other than that done by
structing stoppings, dams, etc. Fay.
Oden balance. An apparatus for particle size
analysis; one of the pans of a delicate balance is immersed in the settling suspension and the change in weight as particles
settle on the pan is measured. Dodd.
odenite. A black mica, supposed to contain

a new element, ocienium; from Finbo,
Sweden. English.

OD grinding. a. Shop term for external
grinding. ASM Gloss. b. Abbreviation for
cylindrical grinding. ACSG, 1963.

offset

odinite
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odinite. A gabbroic lamprophyrc occurring

the sieve is placed after washing the ore
in a vat. Fny.
oersted. a. The practical, centimeter-gram..c
second electromagnetic uni.
intensity. A unit magnetic pole, placed in
a vacuum in which the magnetic intensity is 1 oersted, is acted upon by a force
of 1 dyne in the direction of the intensity
vector. A.G.I. b. Prior to 1932, the practical, centimeter-gram-second electromagnetic mit of magnetic reluctance. A.G.I.

in dikes. It has a groundmass of plagioclase
and hornblende rods, with phenocrysts of
labradorite, augitc, and sometimes hornblende. A.G.I. Synonym for odenite. Hey
2d, 1955.

odometer. a. An instrument for performing
a consolidation test. Nelson. b. A device
for measuring distance traveled; it is attached to the hub of the wheel. Crispin.
c. In oceanography, a recording sheave
used with line and weight sounders and
other machines when it is necessary to
know how much warp or wire has been
paid out. C.T.D.
O'Donaghue formula. A formula used for
calculating the thickness of tubbing:
+ A, where t is the required
t = hdF
2C
thickness of tubbing in inches, h is the

pressure of water in pounds per square
inch, d is the diameter of the shaft in
inches, C is the crushing strength of cast

iron in pounds per square inch which may
be taken as 95,000, F is the factor of safety

adopted between 5 and 10, and A is the

allowance for possible flaws and corrosion

and may vary from one-fourth inch to
inch averaging one-half inch. Sinclair, II,
p. 318.
O'Donahue's theory. A mine subsidence theory based on an extension of the theory
of the normal. In it, subsidence is re1

garded as taking place in two stages.

There is, first, a breaking of the rocks in
which the lines of fracture tend to run at
right angles to the stratification. This is
followed by an "aftersliding," or inward
movement from the sides, resulting in a

pull or draw beyond the edges of the
workings. Briggs, p. 43.
odontolite. A bluish fossil bone, or tooth

(tusk). Naturally colored blue by phosphates of iron and rarely, green, by copper. Mohs' hardness about 5; specific
gravity, 3.0 to 3.5; sometimes as low as
2.4. Same as bone turquoise. Shipley.

odor of metals. Some metals emit a faint

but distinctive odor when they are rubbed,

particularly in the warm state. This phenomenon has never been adequately explained except in the case of highly volatile metals, such as mercury and arsenic.
Camm.

Jdor test. One made by heating, breathing
upon, rubbing, or striking a mineral.
Rarely of -ralue in gem identification except in distinguishing ambei from its substitutes. Shipley.

Oesterheld method. A form of asbestoscement manufacture in which the dry
cement is sprinkled onto the blanketlike
fleeces of asbestos, which is passed around

on roller sieves after it has been thor-

oughly mixed with water. This process is
repeated several times so that alternating
layers of cement and asbestos are eventually pressed together and united by
pressure. Sinclair, W. E., p. 307.
Oetling freezing method. A method of shaft
sinking by freezing the wet ground in sections as the sinking proceeds. The permanent lining is also inserted as the shaft is
sunk. The freezing equipment is a cylinder

equal in diameter to the shaft and 44
inches in height, with the lower end
closed by a plate. The cylinder is in sec-

tions, each of which can be removed. Each

section is provided with freezing coils.

After freezing the ground, two sections are
removed, the ground is thawed locally

and removed, and a segment of the permanent lining is inserted. The process is
repeated. See also freezing method. Nelson.

off. N. of Eng. Worked out ; gotten; wrought;

as the mine is .off. Fay.
off-bear. To carry (bricks) from the molding table and deposit on the drying floor.
Standard, 1964.

off bottom. Not touching the bottom or

above the bottom of a borehole. Lone.
offcenter waterway. A waterway port in a
noncoring diamond bit, not located in the
center of the bit face. Long.
offcolor. Unsatisfactory in color; for example an offeolor gem. Standard, 1964.
off-color gems. Those not of first water due
to faint trace of color. Pryor, 3.
off gage. Deviation of thickness or diameter
of a solid product, or wall thickness of a

tubular product beyond the standard or
specified

dimensional

tolerances.

Light

Metal Age, v. 16, No. 9, October 1958,
pp. 17-24.
off gates. N. of Eng. Goaf roadways in longwall workings about 1 20 yards apart. Fay.

oe Abbreviation for oersted. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 61.
Oehman and Payne-Gallwey Instrument. A

off grain. Synonym for hard vector as applied to a diamond by diamond cutters
and setters. Long.

sitized paper records the shadow of the

offhand glass. Glass produced by the offhand
process. ASTM C162-66.
offhand grinding. Grinding where the opera-

borehole surveying instrument. It consists
of a plumb bob suspended over a gimbalsupported carrier on which a disc of sen-

plumb bob suspended over it. A compass

needle on a similar carrier likewise records its shadow upon a sensitized paper
disc. Small lamps are so placed as to flash

at a predetermined interval by a clock

mechanism and dry batteries. A series of
measurements are taken at known depths
and the course of the borehole is indicated

by plotting the results. See also Maas
borehole compass. Nelson.

Oehman's survey instrument. A drill-holesurveying apparatus that makes a photographic record of the compass and clinometer readings. Long.

o'erlayer. Derb. A piece of wood on which

offhand. Handmade glassware produced with-

out the aid of a mold. Dodd.

tor manually forces the wheel against the
work, or vice versa. ASM Gloss. Also
known as freehand grinding.

offhand process. The process of forming
glassware by an expert, working without
the aid of molds. ASTM C162-66.
off-highway truck. a. A truck of such size,
weight, oi dimensions that it cannot be

used on public highways. Bureau of Mines
Staff. b. In the United Kingdom, the term
off-highway refers to certain standards of
construction in the truck, such as increased ruggedness, larger tires, thicker

paneling, and less chromium trim, etc.,
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than is commonly used for on-highway
trucks. Usually no account is taken of
legal highway axle loadings and dimensionnl limits (for example, as with Euclid
and Scammell trucks), but some vehicles
arc made within legal dimensional limits
(for example, A.E.C. and Foden trucks)
and the intrinsic load-carrying ability has
to be reduced for on-highway operation

so that legal axle loadings are not ex-

ceeded. See also dump truck. Nelson.
official plat or survey. The expression in a
patent according to the official plat of
survey of the land returned to the general
land office by the surveyor general refers
to the description of the land as well as
to the quantity conveyed. Ricketts, I.
officials' inspection lamp. A portable com-

bined electric lamp and battery, fitted with

a reflector to provide directional illumi-

nation. B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.
offlap. Used for the reverse of transgressive
onlap Offlap occurs where a shoreline
has retreated seaward and progressively
younger strata have been deposited in
layers offset seaward. It may be marked
by an upward gradation into coarser sediments. Some describe offlap as regressive
overlap, but that is confusing to others.
A.G.I.
off line. a. A condition existing when the

drive rod of the drill swivel head is not
centered and parallel with the borehole
being drilled. Long. b. A borehole that
has deviated from its intended course.
Long. c. A condition existing wherein any
linear excavation (shaft, drift, borehole.
etc.) deviates from a previously deter-

mined or intended survey line or course.
Bureau of Mines Stall,

off-peak load. Electricity drawn at period
when the power station which supplies it

is not fully loaded. Pryor, 3.
offputter. Eng. A calling agent who superintends the loading of vessels. Standard,
1964.

offretite. A discredited term equal to phil-

lipsite. American Mineralogist, v. 42, No.
5-6, May-June 1957, p. 444.
offset. a. A short drift or crosscut driven

from a main gangway or level. Fay. b.

The horizontal distance between the outcrops of a dislocated bed. Fay. c. A side
(horizontal) measurement of distance perpendicular to a line, usually a transit line.
Seelye, 2. d. In chain surveying, offsets

are normaily taken at right angles, but
corners of buildings and important fea-

tures may be located by a pair of oblique
measurements. Where there is a large
amount of detail to be picked up within
the framework of the survey, this can be
referred to detail lines anchored from the
main lines. The maximum length of offset should not normally exceed 50 feet.
Mason, V. 2, p. 715. e. An abrupt change
in the trend of a drill holes usually caused
by a small shelflike projection of rock
alongside one wall of the drill hole. Long.
f. To collar and drill a borehole at some
distance from the designated site to avoid
a difficult setup. Long. g. To drill a borehole near one previously drilled for purposes of correlation or to determine the
lateral extent of mineralization. Long. h.

A well drilled near the boundary of a

lease opposite a completed v ell on an adjacent lease. Long. 1. To offset a well by
drilling the next adjoining location in accordance with a spacing pattern. Wheeler.

j. To any given location there are four
close-in direct offset locations and four

offset
more distant diagonal offsets. Wheeler.

k. Of a fault, the horizontal separation
measured perpendicular to the strike of

the disrupted horizon. Ballard. I. In surveying, a short distance usually measured
at right angles from a line as to a boundary, or to continue a line parallel to itself
at some little distance away to avoid an
obstruction, or the like. Fay. m. A spur
or minor branch from a principal range
of hills or mountains. Fay. n. The distance
along the strain coordinate between the
initial portion of a stress-strain curve and
a parallel line that intersects the stressstrain curve at a value of stress which is
used as a measure of the yield strength.
It is used for materials that have no obvious yield point. A value of 0.2 percent is
commonly used. ASM Gloss. o. An imperfection resulting from mold parts not
properly matched, for example, a finish
or base offset from body or neck. ASTM
C162-66.

offset chopping bit. A chisel chopping bit
with one wing considerably wider than
the other, as measured from the center

of the bit. Long.
offset deposit. Applied to magmatic segregation deposits of a mixed magmatic and

hydrothermal character which were in-

jected into the country rock at a moderate

or small distance from the mother rock,
especially to nickel-copper-sulfide deposits
of this kind at Sudbury, Canada. Schiefer-

decker.

offset digging. In a ladder ditcher, digging
with the boom not centered in the machine. Nichols.

offset drilling. See directional drilling,

c.

Nichols.

offset fault. Horizontal separation measured
perpendicular to the strike of the disrupted
horizon. McKinstry, p. 639.
offset finish. See finish. Dodd.
offset hole. a. Synonym of branet. See
branch, c. Long. b. See offset. Long.
offset line. In surveying, a line established
parallel to

the main survey

line, and

usually not far from it; for examples, a
line on a sidewalk, 2 feet from the established street line; or a line parallel to the
centerline of a bridge and 50 feet from it.

Seelye, 2.

offset link. A combined pin-and-roller link
in a roller chain, consisting of two offset
link plates, a single bushing with roller,
and a single pin. J&M.
offset punt. The bottom of a bottle if it is
asymmetric to the axis. Dodd.
offset ridge. A ridge held up by a resistant
layer which had been displaced by a dip
or a diagonal fault. Billings, 1954, p. 153.
offset section. For a roller chain, a factory

assembled section, made up of a roller
link and an offset link. For a silent chain, a

factory assembled section, made up of

three or more links, one or more of which
consists of offset plates. It is used to con-

nect the two ends of a chain having an
odd number of pitches. J&M.

offset shot point. A shot point that has been
displaced from the shooting line in a perpendicular direction. Schieferdecker.
offset staff. In surveying, a rod, usually 10
links long, used in measuring short offsets.
Webster 2d.

offset well. See offset, h and i.
offset yield strength. See yield strength.
H&G.
shore. Schieferdecker.

oil-bearing shale
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offshore. Situated at a distance, from the

offshore bar. An accumulation of sand in

the form of a ridge, built at some distance
from the shore and under water. It results
chiefly from wave action. A.G.I.
offshore barrier. See barrier beach. H&G.
offshore currents. Nontidal currents outside

the surf zone, which are not affected by

shoaling and river discharge. Hy.

offshore slope; frontal slope of the wavebuilt terrace. The slope below the outer

(mks) unit of electric resistance that
equals the resistance of a circuit in which
a potential difference of 1 volt produces
a current of 1 ampere, or to the resistance
in which 1 watt of power is dissipated

ampere flows through
standard in the United States.
when

1

it. The
Webster

3d. Symbols, U and co. Zimmerman, pp.
76, 208.

offshore trough; low. A depression of the

ohm cm Abbreviation for ohm-centimeter.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
ohm m Abbreviation for ohm-meter. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 61.
ohmmeter. A type of galvanometer which
directly indicates the number of ohms of
the resistance being measured. Crispin.
ohmmeter-galvanometer. A special instrumcnt for measuring the resistance of an
electric blasting circuit. The instrument is
connected in thc circuit and adjusted until
a point of balance is reached on the galvanometer. The resistance of the circuit is
then read on the calibrated scale. Lewis,

offshore water. Water adjacent to land in

Ohm's law. a. The electric current flowing
in a circuit is proportional to the electro-

edge of the wave-built platform. Schieferdecker.

offshore terrace. A deposit of sand which is
built out into deep water by the combined

action of waves and currents. It trends
parallel to the shore. The materials are

dumped over its outer edge. Its upper surface is a continuation of the shore bench
or wave-cut bench with which it is associated. Shore terraces are not exposed except by sufficient subsidence of the water
level. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
offshore, parallel to the trend of the coast.
Schieferdecker.

which the physical properties are slightly
influenced by continental conditions. Hy.
offshore winds. Land breeze. Winds blowing
seaward from the coast. Hy.
offside. The opposite work-shift. Long.
off-sider. A driller or drill crewman working
on the opposite shift, Long.

124.

motive force and inversely proportional to
the resistance. Frequently expressed in

mathematical form. Crispin. b. The for R
mula expressing Ohm's law is I =.
,

a. Eng. The raised portion of an

which I is the electric current in amperes;
E is the electromotive force in volts; and
R is the resistance in ohms. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

the top of a borehole. Also called rod

-old. A suffix meaning in the form of. A.G.I.
oikocryst. A matrix or host crystal through

offtake.

upcast shaft above the surface, for carrying off smoke, steam, etc. Fay. b. A length
of boring rods unscrewed and detached at

stand; setout. B.S 3618, 1963, sec. 3. c.
Scot. A deduction from workmen's wages
for house rent, coal, etc. Fay. d. A channel for taking away air or water; also, tl
point

of beginning of such a channel.

Webster 2d.
offtake drift; offtake level. a. Scot. A water
level driven from the surface to a point in
a pumping shaft where the water is delivered. Fay. b. See delivery drift. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 4.

offtake joint. Eng. The joint by which the
bucket is fastened i the rods. Fay.
offtake lad. See shackler. C.T.D.

offtake rods. Auxiliary rods at the top of a
winding shaft for guiding and steadying
the cages during decking or loading and
unloading operations. Nelson.

off-the-road hauling. Hauling which takes
place off the public highways, and generally on the mining site or excavation
site. The hauling units used are generally
higher and wider than those used in overthe-road haulin? since highway restriction,

do not limit size, weight, etc. Compare

over-the-road hauling. C'arson, p. 345.
off the solid. In this type of blasting the coal

blasted from the solid with no precutting or shearing, McAdam II, p. 106.
is

off time. In resistance welding, the time that
the electrodes are off the work. This term
is generally applied where the welding
cycle is repetitive, ASM Gloss.

ogle. The space before the fire in a kiln.

Also called killogie, Standard, 1959.
O'Hara furnace. A horizontal, double-hearth
furnace for calcining sulfide ores. Fay.
OH furnace. Open-hearth furnace. Dodd.

Ohlo sampler. A single tube or pipe with
a pipe thread on top and the bottom beveled and hardened for driving into the
ground to obtain a soil sample. Long.
ohm. The practical meter-kilogram-second

F-52.

which smaller crystals (chadacrysts) of
other minerals are distributed as poikilitic

inclusions. Holmes, 1920.
oll. a. A general term given to various mixtures of natural

hydrocarbons. To the

miner o:1 is petroleum. Nelson. b. Any of
various substances that typically are unctuous, viscous combustible liquids or solids
easily liquefiable on warming and are not

miscible with water but are soluble in

ether, naphtha, and often alcohol and other

organic solvents, that leave a greasy not
necessarily permanent stain, that may be
of animal, vegetable, mineral, or synthetic

origin, and that are used according to

their types, chiefly as lubricants, fuels, and
illuminants. Webster 3d. c. This term includes:

(1) fatty oils and acids; (2) es-

sential oils, mostly of vegetal origin, such

as eucalyptus and turpentine; and (3)

mineral oils, such as petroleum products,
including lubricating oils. Used in the
flotation process. Fay. d. A common name

for mineral oil or petroleum. Tomkeid
1954. c, Any fluid lubricant. Nichols. f.
Any liquid petroleum derivative that is

less volatile than gasoline. Nichols. g. As
used in an oil and gas lease, the oil produced from a well, or crude petroleum in
its natural state. Ricketts, 11.
Oil Ind Gas Lease. Contract conveying mintau] interest for drilling purposes. Wheeler.
oll

asphalt. Asphalt obtained from petroleum. Bennett 2d, 1962.

oll-base mud. A mud-laden drill-circulation

medium in which an oil is used as the

laden liquid instead of water. Long.
oll batIptype alr cleaner. An air.cleaner containing an oil sump. The air is washed by
the oil in the sump, thus removing all of
the abrasive dirt. API Glossary.

oil-bearing shale. Shale impregnated with
petroleum. Not to be confused with oil
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oil zone

oil-hardening steel. Alloy sted which can be
hardened by cooling in oil inr.cead cf
water. A typical example is 0.3 percent
carbon, 3.0 percent nickel, and 0.75 percent chromium. C.T.D.
oil-hole drills. Drills with one or two oil
holes running from shank to cutting point;
used principally for drilling deep holes.

oil from its underground accumulation.
Shell Oil Co.

oil-bearing shale
shale. Tomkeieff, 1954.

oil canning. The same as canning. ASM
Gloss.

oil car. a. A boxcar with an open side for
carrying oil in barrels. Fay. b. A platform
car with tanks for carrying oil in bulk.
Commonly called a tank car. Fay.

oil circuit breaker. A circuit breaker usc d
on medium, high, and extra-high tension
systems to control feeder cables and motor circuits. The switch contact is in a
strong tank containing oil, which rapidly
quenches the arc which forms when the
switch is opened. Mason, V.2, p. 438.
oil coal. Another name for stellarite. Tomkeieff, 1954.

oll-cut. Term used to describe a mixture of
oil and drilling mud recovered in testing.
ft/heeler.

oildag. Colloidal dispersion of graphite in
oil. Pryor, 3.
oll derrick. A towerlike frame used in bo:ing
oil wells, to support and operate the various tools. Standard, 1964.
oiled. A term used in flotation when a par-

is given a water repellent surface.
When such a coating has been formed,
the particle is said to be oiled or treated
and ready to be floated. Newton, p. 100.
ticle

oiled-aggregate.

A

bituminous

pavement

which is mixed and laid at temperatures

ranging from 175° to 200° F. Pit and

Quarry, 53rd, sec. E, p. 70.
oiler. a. In flotation, oil which provides a
film around a mineral particle. Fay. b. A
producing oil well. Wthster 3d. c. An oilcan, oil cup, or other receptacle or device
for applying oil to mechanical bearing
surfaces. Webster 3d. d. One who is employed to do routine oiling and greasing

of mechanical equipment, as in a mill,
power plant, etc. Webster 3d. e. One of
several types of mechanical devices that
deliver oil to machines and into air or
steam lines in controllable amounts. Also
called atomizer ; line oiler; lubricator; oil
pot; pineapple; pot. Long. f. A workman
responsible for keeping machinery properly lubricated. Also called grease monkey.

Long.

oilfield. A region rich in petroleum deposits;
especially, a region containing numbers of
producing oil wells. Webster 3d.
oilfield casing. Synonym for oil-well casing.
Long.

ollfidd rotary. The type and size of drilling
machines used to rotary-drill boreholes in
search of petroleum. See also rotary drill.
Long.

oilfield winch. An extremely powerful lowspeed winch on a crawler tractor. Nichols.
oil flotation. A process in which oil is used
in ore concentration by flotation. See also
flotation process. Fay.
oil flow, rate of. In powder metallurgy, the
rate at which oil will pass through a sintered, porous compact under specified test
conditions. Rolfe.
oil fuel. Refined or crude petroleum, shale
oil, grease, residuum tar, or similar substances, used as fuel. Fay.
oil gage. An instrument of the hydrometer
type arranged for testing the specific gravity of oils; and oleometer. Fay.

oil gas. A gas of high calorific value, ob-

tained by the destructive distillation of

high-boiling mineral oih. It consists chiefly
of methane, ethylene, acetylene, benzene,
and higher homologues. C.T.D.

oil gas tar. A tar produced by cracking_ oil
vapors in the manufacture of oil gas. Fay.

Crispin.

oil lease. The permission granted by a landowner to a company to prospect and drill
for oil and gas under his land and to produce them when found. Shell Oil Co.
oil-line pump. A pump for forcing crude petroleum along a pipeline. Standard, 1964.

oil of talc. A nostrum of calcined talc, famous in the 17th century as a cosmetic.
Fay.

on of vitriol. Concentrated sulfuric acid.
Webster 3d.

Oil payment. A fixed sum payment measured
by a percentage of the gross income from
production. Wheeler.
oil pearl. Same as Antilles pearl. Shipley.
oil, Pennsylvania. See Pennsylvania oil. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

oil pits. See hand-dug wells. Fay.
oil pocket. A cavity in the rocks containing
oil. Mersereau, 4th, p. 199.
oil pool. An accumulation of oil in sedimentary rock that yields petroleum on drilling.
The oil occurs in the pores of the rock and
is not a pool or pond in the ordinary sense
of these words. Fay.

oil pot. Synonym for line oiler. Long.
on process. See concentration and flotation
process. Fay.

eil pulp. An aluminum soap, consistinif of
aluminum salts of the fatty acids, chiefly
oleic, palmitic, and stearic acids. It is dissolved in mineral oil to form an oil thickener. Fay.

oll pump. A hydraulic pump supplying oil

under pressure to the hydraulic-feed cylinders and pistons of a hydraulic-type swivel
head on a diamond drill. Long.
oll-pumped nitrogen. Dry nitrogen. Used in
metal fluxing. Bennett 2d, 1962.
oil refinery. A plant where petroleum is distilled and otherwise refined. Mersereau,
4th, p. 199.

oil room man. In metal mining, one who
maintains a storeroom for oil and issues
specified amounts to workers. D.O.T. 1.

olls. A group of neutral liquids comprising
three main classes: (1) fixed (fatty)
oils, from animal, vegetable, and marine
sources, consisting chiefly of glycerides and

esters of fatty acids; (2) mineral oils, derived from petroleum, coal, shale, etc.,
consisting of hydrocarbons; and (3) essential oils, volatile products, mainly hydrocarbons with characteristic odors, dei:ved
from certain plants. C.T.D.
oil sand. Porous sandstone from which petroleum is obtained by drilling wells. Webster
3d.

oil sands. Sands whkh have been bonded
with oil, for example, linseed oil, Such

oil shale. a. Shale containing such a proportion of hydrocarbons as to be capable of
yielding mineral oil on slow distillation.
See also shale; shale oil; Pumpherston
shale; kerogen; bituminous shale. Fay. b.
A compact rock of sedimentary origin,
with an ash content of more than 33 percent, and containing organic matter that
yields oil when destructively distilled but
not appreciably when extracted with the
ordinary solvents for petroleum. ASTM
D288-57. c. A fine black or dark brown
shale containing sapropelic material (kerogen) and characterized by having a brown

streak, a leathery appearance with part-

ing planes often smooth and polished, and
a minutely laminated structure. It differs

from an ordinary carbonaceous shale by
curling when it is cut into thin flakes,
and by its toughness and resistance to disintegration by weathering. It is capable
of yielding oil or gas on distillation. Tomkeieff, 1954.
oll shale lands. Lands on or under which oil
shale is present. Bureau of Mines Staff.
oil smellers. Men who profess to be able to
indicate where oil-bearing strata is to be
found, and locate places for successful
well boring, by the sense of smell. Fay.
of' spot. A surface fault, seen as a mottled

circle, on electric lamp bulbs or valves;
it is caused by carbonization of a contaminating drop of oil. Dodd.
oll spots. Lustrous metallic markings on
dark iron glazes. ACSC, 196S.
oil spring. A spring of petroleum, maltha, or

other hydrocarbon, with or without ad-

mixture of water. Fay.
oilstone. A fine-grained stone used for sharpening edged tools or other similar metal
surfaces. Fay.
oilstone powder. Pulverized oilstone used
with oil for grinding and polishing metal
surfaces. Standard, 1964.
oll-kmper. To harden steel by quenching in
oil after heating. Webster 3d.
oll trap. A geologist's term for a place where
oil collects underground. MacCracken.
oll well. A dug or bured well, from which
petroleum is obtained by pumping or by
natural flow. Fay.

casing. Ordinary outside-coupled
pipe used as borehole casing or drivepipe.
Also called oilfield casing. Long.
oll-well cement. A hydraulic cement which
sets at a slower rate than portland cement.
Nelson.
oil-well drilling mud. See drilling mud.
oli-weil packing. A packing inserted between
oil-well

the pipe and the interior surface of the

boring in an oil well to keep surface water

or water from the sides of the hole from
running into the well, and to prevent oil
in some wells from being forced out around

the pipe by a pressure of gas. Fay.
oll-well tubing. Seamless steel tubing for use
in the pumping of oil from oil wells. Ben-

of an oil well when the latter requires

nett 2d, 1962.
oll white. Usually a inixture of lithopone
and white lead or zinc white. May also
contain gypsum, magnesia, whiting, or
silica. Used as a white lead substitute.
CCD 6d, 1961.

top of the well casing and having a lat-

suggests more viscidity than oiliness. A

sands are particularly suitable for the production of large cores where high strength
and considerable permeability are required.
Osborne.

oll saver. An appliance affixed to the mouth

deepening, although still flowing in small
quantities. It consists of a cap fitted to the

oily; greasy. These are substantially equivalent terms. All oils are greasy. Greasineu

eral pipe communicating with a reservoir
for the oil. Fay.
oil seepage. The slow leakage of petroleum

oil zone. A formation that contains capillary
or supercapillary voids, or both,' that are

term used in the &Ammon process. Fay.

oil zone
full

of petroleum and will move under

ordinary hydrostatic pressure. Fay.
oisanite. Same as delphinite. ShiPley.

okaite. A feldspathoidal, ultramafic

rock

composed primarily of melilite and hailyne
and containing accessory biotite, perovskite, apatite, calcite, and opaque iron
oxides. A.G.I.

okenite. a. A compact or fibrous mineral,

CaSi204(OH)2,HuO, consisting of a whitish hydrous calcium silicate. Webster 3d.
b. A vulcanized mixture of ozocerite and
resin with caoutchouc and sulfi.r, used as
an insulating material for electric conductors. Fay.

old. Having reached th stage of decreasing
vigor and efficiency of action or of increasing simplicity of form and reduction
of relief; said of streams and landforms.
Fay.

old age. That stage in the development of
streams and landforms when the processes
of erosion are decreasing in vigor and effi-

ciency or the forms are tending toward
simplicity and subdued relief. Compare
youth; maturity. Fay.
old cliff. A wave-cut cliff abandoned by the
sea. Schieferdecker.

oldhamite. A pale brown meteoritic mineral
which rapidly oxidizes in air, CaS. Larsen,
p. 63.

Oldham stone duster. A self-contained transportable stone duster. A high velocity current of air from a fan or blower is mechanically fed from a hopper above, both the
fan and the feeding mechanism being
driven from the tub axle as it is drawn
along by rope haulage, horse, or manually.
It delivers about three-fourths of a pound

of dust per yard of travel. Sinclair, I., p.
239.

Oldham-Wheat lamp. A cap lamp designed
for full self-service. This lamp, weighing
6y, pounds, has a 4-volt lead-acid battery
in a hard rubber case with covers of stainless steel or nickel-plated hard brass. The
switch is magnetically opetated and is situated in a sealed plastic moulding. A 4-watt

bulb burning 11 hours or a 2-watt bulb

burning 14 hours isused. The lamp is "one
piece" in construction and no dismantling
is needed to charge the accumulator. Sinclair, I., p. 216.
old hole. See main hole; parent hole. Long.

oldiand. a. The Canadian shield marks the
site of the oldland area from which the

materials of the later sedimentary deposits
b. That portion of
were derived.

land behind the coastal plain which supplied the material of which the strata of
the coastal plains were formed. A.C.I.
c. That part of the landmass which projected above sea level while the materials
of a coastal plain were being deposited in
the sea. A.G.I. d. Proposed by Maxson
and Anderson for the feature previously
termed senesland; Maxson adopted the
earlier term in 1950. See also matureland.
A.G.1.

old man. a. Ancient workings, goaves. Fay.
b. Scot. A rocking center to guide pump
rods at an angle. Fay.
old man workings. Ancient mine workings.
See also old workings, weeldrous. Nelson.
okl men. Pipes of wastc material left after
removal of profitable sand or ballast.
Arkell.

old mine fire clay. A fire clay occurriiI in
the Brier ley Hill district, near Stourbridge
(England) ;

Oliver filter
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it usually contains 56 to 64

percent Si Oa, 25 to 30 percent A1108, and

2.5 percent Fes
fire clay formerly

not greater than
smooth plastic

Os. A
much

used for making glass pots, but now largely
worked out. Dodd.
old plain. Synonym for peneplain. A.G.I.
Old Red Sandstone. A thick group of reddish
sandstone, conglomerates, and shales, of
nonmarine origin, which constitute the
Devonian system in parts of Great Britain

and is regarded as equivalent in age to
the normal marine Devonian strata. In
North America, the name was formerly
applied to rocks of the Catskill group,
which display some striking analogies to
the Old Red Sandstone of Europe. Fay.

old river. It has been suggested that any

river whose members are all graded should
be termed an old river. There is no critical
change between maturity and old age.
Usually in old age, the valley is several
times the width of the meander belt.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

old sand. A molding sand rendered friable
and porous by frequent high heating. Fay.
old scrap. Scrap derived from metal articles
that have outlived their usefulness; it in-

cludes discarded trolley wire, battery plates,
lithographer's plates, old rails, etc. Newton,
p. 38,

grade: Yellow to red; oily liquid; lafdlike
odor; and darkens to exposure to air. Purified grade: Colorless; liquid; specific grav-

ity, 0.8905 (at 20° C, referred to water
at 4° C) ; melting point, 13.2° C; boiling

point, 286° C (at 100 mm) and 225° C
(at 10 mm) ; refractive index, 1.4599

(at 20° C) ; insoluble in water; and soluble
in alcohol, in ether, and in mosz other
organic solvents. Used in ore flotation.
CCD 6d, 1961. b. Molecular weight,
282.47; needles; specific gravity, 0.895 (at

18° C, referred to water at 4° C); melting

point, 16.3° C; soluble in acetone; and
soluble in all proportions in alcohol, in
ether, in benzene, and in chloroform.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. C-437.
oligist; ofigist iron. Hematite. Webster 3d.
oligiste iron. Specular iron ore. See also
hematite. C.M.D.
Oligocene. The third of the epochs into
which the Tertiary period is at present
ordinarily divided. Also, the series of strata
deposited during that epoch. Fay.
oliguclase. A -variety of feldspar intermediate

between albite and anorthite, but more

nearly the compesition of the former,
AbssAn1s-Ab7o-Anss., Triclinic. Dana 17.

old silver. Silver made to appear old by the

oligociase moonstone. A white to grayish
adularescent variety of oligoclase. From

wide wave-cut platform and a sea cliff
with a faint slope; a rather theoretical

oligoclasite. A variety of granular olivine

application of graphite and grease. Fay.
old stage of the shoreline cycle. Stage of the

case, as shoreline cycles usually are interrupwd before this stage. Schieferdeckr.

oldtimer. a A drill runner with 30 to 40
years of experience. Long. b. An anti-

quated drilling rig; generally applied to

a steam-motivated diamond drill. Long.
old waste. Scot. Old or abandoned workings.
Fay.

old workings. Mine workings which have
beef. abandoned, allowed to collapse, and
perhaps sealed off. Unless proper safe-

guards are taken, old workings can be a
source of danger to workings in production
particularly if they are waterlogged and

their plan position is uncertain. See also

exploring heading; inrush of water. Nelson.

oleaginous. Oily; of or pertaining to oil.
Crispin.

oleander-leaf texbre. Leaf-shaped masses of
stromeyerite (or other minerals) in a

matrix of chalcocite (or other mineral).
A.G.I.

olente. Soap, ester, or other compound of an
alkaloid metal base with oleic acid. Pryor, 3.

olefiant gas. Ethylene; formerly so called because of the oily compound it forms with
chlorine. Standard, 1964.

definite. A variety of bitumen which, on
distillation, yields a high percentage of
olefine products. Atomic ratio H/C varies

from 1.25 to 1.75. It is black, brown, or

greenish in color and is insoluble in organic
acids. Tomkeieff, 1954.
olefins. Unsaturated hydrocarbons of the
ethylene series cfor example, ethylene and
propylene, having the general formula,

Cam. They contain a double bond and

are very reactive substances, forming de-

rivatives by the addition of a halogen,

hydrogen, hydrochloric acid, etc. C.T.D.

oleic add; cts-9-oc(adeepnoic add; red on.
a.

CHs (CH1),CH CH( CHO sCOOH ;

a

mono-unsaturated fatty acid; a common
component of almost all naturally occurring fats as well as tall oil. Most commercial oleic acid is derived from animal tallow or natural vegetable oils. Commercial

North Carolina. Shipley.

norite which has suffered a certain amount
of alteration. The plagioclase is labradorite

part, generally saussuritized, and reduced to oligoclase with complementary
secondary products. Hypersthene and oliin

vine, with hornblende, chlorite, and bastite
as alteration products, are the characteristic mafic minerals. By recent authors, the
name oligoclasite has been given to phancrocrystalline leucocratic rocks composed
chiefly of oligoclase, and it is in this more

general sense that the term is now used.

Holmes, 1928.
oligomktic rocks. Those rocks characteristic
of epicontinental seas, and found only
rarely in geoaynclinal depressions. A.G.I.

oligonite. A variety of siderite containing

manganese carborrate. Standard, 1964.
oligon spar. Same as oligonite. Fay. A variety of chalybite.
aligosiderite. A meteorite characterized by

the presence of only a small amount of
metallic iron. Webster 3d.

oligotrophic pent. Peat poorly supplied with
nutrients. Tomkeieff, 1954.

ollstoglyph. A slide mark or mark due to
interlaminar gliding. Pettijohn.

olistolith. An exotic rock fragment occurring
in an olistostrome. A.G.I. Supp.
olktostrome. A bed or layer accumulated as
result of sliding. Generally without internal
bedding and composed of intimately mixed
heterogeneous materials. Pettijohn.
oliveiraite. a. A mineral regarded as a variety

of zircon. E.C.T., v. 15, p. 308. b. An
alteration

product of

euxenite. Crosby,

p. 20.

olivenite. A natural basic arsenate of copper,
Cu3(As04) (OH), Color, various shades of

green, brown, and Tray; luster, adamantine to vitreous; streak, olive-green to
brown; specific gravity, 4.4; Mohs' hardness, 3. Found in England; Chile; Utah.
CCD 6d, 1961,
olive ore. See olivenite. Fay.
Oliver filter. A continuous-type filter madc

in the form of a cylindrical drum with

filter cloth stretched over the convex sur-

Oliver filter
face of the drum. The drum r.-A.ates slowly

about a horizontal axis, and the lower part
is immersed in a tank containing the pulp
to be filtered. Arrangement of pressure and
suction pipes on the interior of the dru.r.

pernits the application of suction 'to the
filtering

surface.

As

the

on line
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filter

passes

through the tank, it picks up a layer of

solid material and emerges carrying a layer
of filter cake. Newton, p. 104.
olivine; chrysolite; peridot. A magnesium
iron silicate, (Mg,Fe)aSiCh, usually olive

green, occurring in basic and ultramafic
igneous rocks; orthorhombic. The clear

green variety is used as a gem stone under
the name peridot. The word olivine is prefixed to the names of many rocks that
contain the mineral. Fay; Dana 17.
olivine diabase. A diabase composed essen-

tially of plagioclase, augite, and olivine.
Standard, 1964.

olivine gabbro. A gabbro containing olivine.
Standard. 1964.
olivine leucitite. Leucite basalt. Holmes,
1928.

olivine nephelinite. Nepheline basalt. Holmes,
1928.

olivine norite. A variety of norite characterized by the presence of olivine. Standard, 1964.
olivine rock. See dunite. C.M.D.
olivinite. A foliated rock with olivine as the
principal constituent. Also used for hornblende picrite with augite and anorthite.
A.G.I.

olivinoid. An olivinclike substance found in
meteorites. Standard, 1964.
olivinophyre. Porphyry containing olivine
phenocrysts. Fay.
ollenite. Applied to a variety of hornblende
schist characterized by abundant epidote,
sphene, and rutile, with smaller amounts of
garnet and other accessories. Holmes, 1928.

Potstone; a variety of impure soap-

stone. Fay.
O.L.P. steel process. A steelmaking method
similar to the L. D. except that powdered
lime is blown with the oxygen stream
(therefore, the letters ()L.P.oxygen/

lime/powder process). It was developed
by the French Instltut de Recherches de
la Siderurgic in conjunction with Euro-

pean steelworks, for the treatment of highphosphorus irons. See also Kaldo steel
process. Nelson.
Olsen ductility test. A cupping test in which

a piece of sheet metal, restrained except
at the center, is deformed by a standard
steel ball until fracture occurs. The height
of the cup in thousandths of an inch at
time of failure is a measure of the duc-

tility. ASM Gloss.
ombrogenous peat. Peat, the nature of which

is determined by the amount of rainfall.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

omission of beds. The disruption and displacement of beds by faulting in any of
a number of ways such that exposures of
certain beds do not appear at the surface
or in any other specified section. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.

omnibus. In glassmaking, a sheet-iron cover
to protect from drafts the glass articles in
a leer. Standard, 1964.
omnidirectional bydrophone. A hydrophone
whose response is essentially independent

o.m.s. a. Output (usually in hundredweights)
per manshift. It is a method of expressing
the productivity of mines, miners, and
management. Nelson. b. N. of Eng. Output (usually tons) per manshift. Interpretation depends on the basis for calculating
manshifts, for example, face o.m.s. is based

the radiators are carried in the same main

in the same direction but with the hot

Trist.
on air. a. The state of a pump which is operits
4.

one-point press. A mechanical press in which

ating although having no liquid in

working parts. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.
b. Scot. Said

of a pump when air

is

drawn at each stroke. Fay.
on bottom. At rest or touching the bottom
of a borehole. Long.

once each week. Is interpreted to mean not
more than seven days apart rather than
at any time during each calendar week.
BuMines. Coal-Mine Inspectors' Manual,
June 1966, pt. 3-15x, p. 40.
once-fired ware; single-fired ware. Ceramic
whitcware to which a Ooze is applied be-

fore the ware is fired, the biscuit firing
and glost firing then being combined in
a single operation. Because the glaze must

mature at a relatively high temperature,
it is usually of the leadless type. Sanitary

ware is the principal type of ware made

in this way. Dodd.
oncosimeter. An instrument for de. ermining
the specific gravity of a molten metal by
the immersion of a ball made of another

metal and of known weight. Standard,
1964.

oncost. Overhead establishment charges;
loading, burden. Amount not directly

spent on any detail of production, but

part of overall expenditure on administration, amortization, intcrcst charges and
the like. Pryor, 3.

oncost man; dhj-wage man. A miner who
receives day wage and is not on piecework. Nelson.

one-coat ware; one-coat work. a. Articles
finished ir a single coat of porcelain enamel. ASTM C286-65. b. Sometimes a
contraction of ^.ne cover-coat ware, in
which the finish consists of a single cover-

coat applied over ground coat. ASTM
C286-65,

one-coat work. See one-coat ware.
one-fire finish. A porcelain enamel on the
finished product processed in a single firing. ASTM C286-65.
onegite, A variety of goethite. Hey 2d, 1955.
one-man mine. The simplest type of mining
business in which a mine is worked by a
single individual. Hoov, p. 233.

on end. a. The dircction of the coal face
when at right angles to the main cleat.
Coal undercut "on end" is usually larger
and there is less tendency for long slabs
to roll off the face when being cut. Mason,
v.

1, p. 118. b. See headway, f. SMRB,

Paper No. 61.
Oneonta group. A series of flagstones, red,

gray, and greenish shales, yielding plant

remains, and reaching a thickness of .:,000
feet in eastern New York. See also Portage
group. C.T.D.

one on Iwo; one to two. A slope in which
the elevation rises 1 foot in 2 horizontal
feet. Nichols.

one-part line. A single strand of rope or

omphacite. A greenish, vitreous variety of
pyroxene that is a common constituent of

one-piece set. A term applied to a single
stick of timber, called a post, stull, or
prop. Post and prop are applied to verti-

the garnet rock, eclogite. Fay.

Lewis, p. 40.
one-pipe hot water system. One in which
the heated and cooled water to and from
water on top. Strock, 10.
one-pipe steam system. A steam heating system in which steam supplied to a radiato
travels in the same pipe but in the opposite direction to the cold water or condensate returning from the radiator. Strock,

on manshifts at the face; seam o.m.s. on
piecework and bargain work manshifts in
the scam; overall (pit) o.m.s. on all manshifts underground, including data! labor.

of angle of arrival of the incident sound
wave. Hy.

cal timbers, and stull is applied to inclined
timbers, or those ph.ced horizontally.

calole. Nichols.

10.

the pressure is applied to the slide by a
connection to a single crank cr eccentric.
ASM Gloss.
one shot. a. A boiehole-survey instrument

that recoids a single inclination and/or
bearing reading on each round trip into
a borehole. Long. b. Single shot. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
one-shot exploder. See Little Demon exploder. Nelson.
one-spot strip mining. Consists of three

operations: The top material is cast out
of the way, pay material is dug and
trucked away, and the top is pushed or

cast back in. Nichols, P. 10-4.
Onesquethawan. Upper Lower Devonian.
A.G.I. Supp.

one-track tipple. A tipple having but one
railroad track beneath it. Fay.
one way. S. Staff. A particular class of
house coal. Fay.

one-way ram; single-acting ram. A hydraulic
cylinder in which fluid is supplied to one
.
end so that the piston can be moved only
one way by power. Nichols.
one-way ventilation. See peripherical venti-

lation. Stoces, v. 1, p. 528.
one-year pearls. Cultured pearls with exceptionally thin nacreous layers. Hess.
on-glaze decoration. Decoration applied to
pottery after it has been glazed; the ware
is again fired and the colors fuse into 1he
glaze, the decoration thus becoming dur-

able. Because the decorating fire can be
at a lower temperature with on-glaze
decoration, a more varied palette of colors
is available than with underglaze decoration. Dodd.
on grain. Synonym for soft vector, as applied
to a diamond by bit setters and diamond
cutters. Long.
on-highway truck. See off-highway truck.
Nelson.

onicolo. A variety of onyx used in making
cameos, being characterized by a bluish
tinge, produced by a thin layer of white
over the black. Standard, 1964.
onion. a. A trrm sometimes used for the

bulblike mass of glass at the origin of the
drawn sheet in the Fourcault process.
ASTM C162-66, b. Eng. Spheroids of
weathered basalt. Arkell.
onkil9nite. An olivine nephelinite. A variety
of feldspathoid basalt consisting of nepheline, augite, olivine, and perovskite, with
small amounts of leucite and interstitial
glass; feldspars and iron ores are absent.
A.G.I.; Holmes, 1928.
onlap. The progressive pinching out, toward
the margins of a depositional basin, of the
sedimentary units of a conformable sequence of rocks. Synonym for transgressive
overlap. A.G.I.

on line. a. A linear underground excavation
advancing in compliance with a predetermined surveyed direction or line. Bureau
of Mines Stall. b. A borehole the course

on line
of which is not deviating from the in-

tended direction. Long. c. Said of a diamond drill when its drive rod is centered
on and parallel to a borehole. Long.

on long awn. A face between end and crosscut. Sinclair, VI, p. 9.

O'Neill machine. A machine for making

glass bottles originally designed in 1915;

it was based on the use of blank molds

and blow molds. The principle in modern
O'Neill machines is the same, they are

electrically operated and are capable of
high outputs. Dodd.
onofrite. Sulfoselenide of mercury, Hg(S,Se) ;

contains 81 to 82 percent mercarv It

is

a source of the element selenium. Sanford.

Onondaga limestone: The coral reef limestone in the Uls,:erian of the Middle Devoniati. extending

from New York to

Ohio, Michigan, and Kentucky. Famed
for its well-preserved fossils; an important
oil-bearing forrao tion in Ontario, Canada,
and in the Eastern-Central United States.
C.T.D.

Onondagan. Lower Middle Devonian. A.G.I.
Sup!).

on plane, Scot. In a direction at right angles

to, or facing, the plane or main joints.

Fay.

on reef. Drives being driven on the ore-body.
Higham, p. 170.

onsetter. a. The man in charge of the loading and unloading of the cages or skips at
the pit bottom, and also the sign ;ling to
the pithead. In modern mines, the onsetter is stationed in a cabin and all controls
are within his reach for the loading and
unloading of the cages, shaft signaling,
and other car control e quipment at the
shaft bottom. Nelson. See also bottomer;
eager; head hitcher; hitcher. b. The person in charge of winding operations underground. He is stationed at the shaft
side and gives all signals from his inset to
the winding engineman. Mason.
onsetting machine. &lg. A mechanical apparatus for in,,ding cages with the full tubs
and dischar4ing the empties, or vice versa,
at one operation. Fay.
on shift, Scot. A workman or working place

is said to be on shift, or on shift wages
when the work is not let under contract,
but paid for by day's wages. Fay.

onshore winds. Sea breeze. Winds blowing
shoreward from the sea. Hy.
on short awn. A face in a direction between
bord and crosscut. Sinclair, VI, p. 9.
on sights. a. Following sights placed by a
surveyor. Fay. b. On line. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

on snore. The operation of a pump %/ith its
strainer partly exposed to air and passing

a mixture of air and water. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 4.

Ontarian. a. Middle and Upper Ordovician.
A.G.I. Supp. b. Silurian (restricted).
A.G.I. Supp. c. Lower Middle Silurian.
A.G.I. Sup!).

on the back. N Staff.; S Wales. Term used
to describe the face when the slips make
ar. obtuse angle with the floor, Sinclair,
VI, p. 9.
on the face. N. Staff.; S. Wales. Term used
to describe the face when the slips make
an acute angle with the floor, Sinclair, VI,
p. 9.

on-the-run. Penn. The ability to work a seam

of coal that has sufficient inclination to
cause the coal, as worked toward the rise,
to

fall by gravity to the gangways ior

loading into cars, is called working coal
on-the-run. Fay.

opalescent chrysolite
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on-the-solid. a. Applied to a blasthole ex-

calcite cement. A.G.I. Supp.

tending into the cLal farther than t:.e coal
can be broken by the blast. Fay. b. That
part of a blasthole which cannot be broken
by the blast. Fay. r. A practice of blasting
coal with heavy charges nf explosives, in
lieu of undercutting or channeling. Fay.

oömicrudite. Oömicrite with cates larger

onyx. a. A cryptocr?stalline variety of quartz,
consisting of different colored layers,
chiefly white, yellow, black, or red. Fay.
b. Translucent layers of calcite from cave
deposits, often called Mexican onyx or
onyx marble. A.G.T.
onyx agate. Banded agate with straight par-

keiell, 1954.
ooze; oaze. a. A soft, slimy, sticky mud. Fay.
b. To emit or give out slowly. Webster 3d.

on the track. Diamonds inset in the crown
of a bit in cc ncentrie circles so that the
diamonds in any one circle follow the
same groove cut into the rock. Long.
onychite. An alabaster. t", r calete (stalagmite) with yellow and brown veins,
carved by the ancients into vases, etc.
Standard, 1964.

allel layers of differing tones of gray. It
is incorrect to use onyx agate as a syn-

onym for onyx. See also onyx. Shipley.
onyx alabaster. Misnomer for parallel-banded
calcite. See also onyx marble.

onyx marM;. A dense, crystalline form of

lime cP...bonate deposited usually from
cold-water solutions. Generally translucent
and shows a characteristic layering due to
mode of accumulation. ASTM C119-50.
Also called Mexican onyx; cave onyx.

onyx obsidian. Parallel-banded obsidian.
Shipley.

onyx opal. Common opal with straight parallel markings. Shipley.
obcastic. Used by students of calcareous and
siliceous rocks denoting the voids left in
rock after solution of oblites. A.G.I.
oblite. a. A spherical to ellipsodial body, 0.25

to 2 millimeters in diameter, which may

or may not have a nucleus, and has a

concentric or radial structure, or both. It

is usually calcareous, but may be siliceous,
hematitic, or of other composition. A.C.I.

b. Accretionary o8lite usually has a nucleus such as a quartz grain, and a radial
or concentric structure. It is grown in
suspension in an agitating medium. A.G.I.

c. Replaaement oölite usually is without
a nucleus, or ha3 a nucleus of quartz. It
is less regular and spherical, with a concentric and radial structure, less well devel-

oped than in accretionary oiilitcs. A.G.I.
d. A rock composed chiefly of oöliths.
A.G.I. e. Limestone rock of the Jurassic
system consisting of small round grains,
resembling fish roe, cemented together.

Sandstrom.
&Mb. A more or less spherical concentration
of cn!..iurn carbonate, chamosite, or dolomite, not exceeding 2 millimeters in diameter, usually showing a concentric-layered
and/or a radiating fibrous structure.
C.M.D.

Charv.cteristic of, pertaining to, of
the nature or texture of, or composed of
«Hite. Fay.

°OH& limestone. A granular variety of lime-

stone made up of minute spherical parti-

cles. Cvispin.
ofilitic texture. A texture composed of &Mites,

that is, small spherical or ovoid bodies of
mineral matter of concentric structure and
usually consisting of a core or nucleus enclosed by a cortical envelope made up of
concentric layers. The o8litic texture .is
common in sedimentary iron ores. Schseferde_ger.
otimicrite. A limestone similar to o8sparite
except that rt...crocrystalline matrix exceeds
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than 1 millimeter. A.G.I.
Ooms-Ltner kiln. An annular, longitudinalarch kiln divided into chambers by permanent walls and with a flue system
designed for the salt glazing of clay pipes;
the fuel can be coal, gas or oil. Dodd.
oiisp2rite. A limestone consisting of less than
25 percent intraclasts, more than 25 percent oölites, and more calcite cement than
micrccrystalline matrix. A.G.I. Supp.
oiisparrudite. 08sparite with oiilites larger
than 1 millimeter. A.G.I. Supp.
ooster coal. Same as houster coal. Tom-

c. A fine-grained pelagic deposit which

contains mnre than 30 percent of maorigin. A.G.I. d. An
unconsolidated deposit composed almost
terial of organic

entirely of the shells and undissolved remains of Foraminifera, diatoms, and other
marine life; diatom ooze and Foraminiferal ooze. Hy.

a. A phase which decreases the
transparency of a glass, and thereby in-

opacifier.

the diffuse reflectance. VV. b.
Any material which gives or adds opacity
to anything. Formerly tin oxide was the
common opacifier for enamels; more recently antimony, zircon, and titanium
compounds are used as opacifiers. Enam.
creases

Dict.

opacite. A general term for microscopic,

opaque grains in rocks, usually applied to
such materials in the groundmass of volcanic rocks. It is generally regarded to
consists largely of magnetite dust. A.G.I.
opacity. The property of reflecting light
diffusely and nonselectively. See also contrast ratio. ASTM C286-65.
opal. An amorphous hydrous silica, 5i02.n1120. When it shows a play of colors, or
opalescence, it becomes the gem stone or
precious opal of commerce, known as fire
opal. Conchoidal fracture. Sanford; Dana
17. Very weakly radioactive; white, yellow, red, brown, green, gray, blue; generally pale; impurities result in dark
colors; found associated with almost all
types of rocks; it is deposited from silicabearing waters at low temperatures.
Crosby, pp. 129-130.

opal agate. A variety of opal, of different
shades of color and agatelike in structure.
C.M.D.

opal cat's-eye. Rarest variety of harlequin
opal.

Exhibits chatoyant line, usually

green, said by Eppler to result from in-

cluded fibers of crocidelite. Shipley.
opal dirt. Opal-bearing layers of soft claylike material, or clayey layers of soft
material, or clayey sand, underlying sand-

stone in most Australian deposits. 'Shipley.
opal doublets. More or less thin, usually flat
layers or films of predous opal cemented
onto some substance, usually of same

appearance; liable to crack and disintegrate more easily than thicker sections.

Shipley.

opalescence. Pearly or milky appearance of
mineral. Pryor, 3.
opalescent. Resembling opal, Fay.
opalescent cat's-eye. A confusing term sometimes appiied to chrysoberyl cat's-eye.
Shipley.

oprincent chrysolite. a. Greenish chrysoberyl
or corundum, exhibiting opalescence.

Shipley. b. Chrysoberyl cat's-eye (a rare
usage). Shipley.

open.frame girder

opalescent glaze
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opalescent glaze. Glaze with a milky appearance. ACSG, 1963.
opalescent sapphire. Girasol sapphire. Ship-

open. a. A borehole free of any obstructing

one appliance to the next without being

obstructing objects from a borehole. Long.
c. The uncased part of a borehole. Also
called bare; barefoot; naked. Long. d. To
make a clay more open or porous in struc-

open-circuit mill. A grinding mill without

ley.

opal glass. a. Glass with fiery translucence.
Loosely, any translucent glass. ASTM
C162-66. b. Glass which is opalescent or
white; made by the addition of fluorides
(for example, fluorspar or cryolite) to the
glass mixture. C.T.D.
opaline. a. An earthy form of gypsum or a
magnesian limestone. Gordon. b. A brecciated impure opal replacement of serpentine. Obtained from the quicksilver region,

Napa County, Calif. English. c. In glassmaking, a translucent, milky variety of

glass; fusible porcelain; milky glass. Standard, 1964. Also called hot-cast por,:clain.
Fay.
opalite. Synonym for opal. Hey 2d, 1955.
opalized wood. Wood petrified by siliceous

earth, and acquiring a structure similar
to that of opal. See also wood. Fay.
opal jasper. A common opal with the color
of yellow jasper. Fay.

opal matrix. Opal with portions of matrix
included in the fashioned gem. See also
op,..line. Shipley.

object or material. Long. b. To remove

ture by adding fillers or grog. ACSG. e.
To start a hollow or opening in a ball of
clay as it spins on the potter's wheel.

ACSG, 1963.
open-back inclinable press. A vertical crank
press that can be inclined, so that the bed
will have an inclination generally varying

from 0 to 30 degrees. The formed parts
slide off through an opening in the back.
It

is

often called an OBI mess. ASM

Gloss.

open-burning clay. A clay which is porous
after firing. Hess.

open-burning coal. Coal which does not

screened, classified, or otherwise checked
for vality, no fraction being returned for
retreatment. Pryor 2.
classifiers. Nelson.

open-connected. Applied to dredges in which

a link is interposed between the buckets.
Fay.

open-crib timbering. Shaft timbering with
cribs alone, placed at intervals. Fay.
opencut. a. Eng. To drive headings out, or
commence working in the coal, etc., after
sinking the shafts. Fay. b. Scot. To commence longwall working. Fay. c. To increase the size of a shaft when it intersects
a drift so as to form a puddle wall behind
the sets of timber. Fay. d. An open trench

through a I'M or mountain or as access
to a tunnel portal. Fraenkel. e. Open pit;

cake, but burns with much flame and

surface working. Fracnkel. Also called

of steel plate, concrete, concrete blocks,
or brickwork. It is open at the top and
bottom and is sunk to provide a founda-

mme. A.G.I. Supp. f. A method of excavation in which the working area is kept
open to the sky. Used to distinguish from
cut-and-cover and underground work.
Nichols, 2.
opencut mine. An excavation for removing
minerals which is open to the weather,

smoke and is soon reduced to ashes. Tomkeiell, 1954.
open CaiSson. A c7 linder that may be made

tion. Ham.

opcncast; open pit. Fay. Synonym for strip

opal mother. A dark opal matrix from Hungary. Shipley.
opal onyx. Misnomer for onyx opal. Shipley.
opaque. Anything which is not transparent
but acts as an obscuring body is considered opaque. Hansen.
opaque-attrite. Attritus which is opaque in
tLin sections. Tomkeiefl, 1954.
opaque atlritus. This term was first used by
R. Thiessen in 1930 referring to coal material ( which the most prominent and
import..nt constituent is opaque matter

opencast. a. A working in whkh excavation
is performed from the surface. Compare
strip mine. Webster 3d. b. Exposed to the

coal, and then

instead of being recirculated after its passage through the power cycle. Also appli-

black fundamental matter or matrix anol
residuum, Opaque attritus consists of
three common type, of organic matter all
of which are opaque to transmitted light

can be removed directly by scrapers or

coolant is used once and then discarded,
Compare closed cycle. NRC-ASA N1.1-

and also referred to as opaque matrix,

in thin section: (1) opaque matter consisting of fusain less than 30 microns
thick ; (2) amorphous opaque matter
equivalent in general to disperse.1 humic

degradation matter in form but suggesting a fusinized mode of preservation and,
(3) granular opaque matter consisting of
discrete granules, 0.5 :o 1.5 microns in
diameter, opaque when aggregated but

showing greyish to faintly brownish .translucency in extremely thin section or when
sufficiently dispersed in translucent humic
material. Occasionally granular opaque
matter impregnates cellular cavities of
well decayed plant tissue. Opaque attritus

is a coll'.ctive term and not comparable

with any of the mkrolithotypes of the

Stopes-Heerlen nomenclature. It is pres-

ent, at least in minor amounts, in most
banded and nonbanded coals. It is the
characteristic component of splint and
many dull coals. MCP, 1963, pad I.

opaque cet amic glazed tile. Facing tile
whose sty face faces are covered by an
separable fire-bonded, opaque, colored ceramic glaze of bright satin or gloss finish.
ASTM C43-65T
opaque-durit Same As opaque-attrite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
opaque enamel. Enamel having high opacity.
ACSB-3.

opaque glaze. A nontranspares t colored or
colorless glaze. ASTM C242-60T.
opdalite. An iipcous rock consisting of orthoclase-bearing, hypersthene-mica quartz
dilrite closely related to granodiorite.
Johannsen, v. 2, 1932, p. 347.

air like a qaarry; as, opencast working;
a deposit workrd opencast. Webster 2d.
Commonly called opencut and open-pit.
F)y. c. A working place open to the sky
from which ore is extracted. Pryor, 2.

opencast method. The method consists in
removing the overlying strata or overburden, extracting the

rep!acing the overburden. When the overlying material consists of earth or clay it
excavators, but where rock is encountered
it is necessary to resort to blasting to pre-

pare the m Itevial into suitable form for
handling by the excavators. The usual
method of working is to extract the coal
series of regular slices called cuts.
in
The length of each cut is governed by the
limits of the arca to be worked. The width

of the cut depends on the type of excavating equipment available; for example,
in the case of dragline excavators the
casting distance will Pe a determining foetor. The first operation is to open up
initial cut, called the box cut, from solid
?round. This overburden has to be loaded
into vehicles and transported to a suitable
dumping ground. The expos:d coal cart
then be excavated. The next operation is
to deposit the overburden of the second

cut into the v,id of the preceding cut,

thereby exposing a fresh area of coal for
excavation. This system is repeated across

the arca to be worked and the original

box cut overburden is used to fill the void
of the final cut. McAdam 11, p. 162 .
opencast mine. See open-pit mine. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
opencast working. See strike working. Nelson.

Hess. See also open-pit mine.
opencut mining. See surface mining; openpit Mining. B.C.I.

opencut system. See overhand stooping, b,
stripping. Fay.

open cycle. Cycle of operation of a heat

engine in which, the power fluid is used
only once and replaced with fresh fluid

cable to a cooling system in which the
1957.

open-cycle seactor system. A nuclear reactor
system in which the coolant passes through

the reactor core only once and is then

discarded. L&L.
open dies. See closed dies. ASM Gloss.

open-drive sampler. A drive-type soil-sampling device that is essentially a headpiece,

threaded to fit a drill rod, to which is

attached a removable length of thin-wall
brass or steel tubing. An example is the
Shelby tube. Long.
open end method. A method of mining pillars

in which no stump is left; the pockets
driven are open on the goaf side and the

roof is supported on timbers. Lewis, p. 543.

open fault. A fault in which the two walls
are separated. A.G.I.

open fires. Fires occurring in a roadway or
at the coal face in a mine. Such fires may
or may not be easily accessible. They may

be in the roof of a roadway or scam or
in the kerf of a machine-cut face. How-

ever, they are quite distinct in their initiation from gob fires. An open fire may be
ignited by a blown-out shot, electrical failure, or from sparks produced by friction,

Nelson.

open firing. Firing in which the flame may
impinge on the ware, ACSG, 1963.
flow. The rate of flow of a !las well
open chain. In organic chemistry, carbon , open
when flowing into the air., unrestricted by
chain not closed to form cyclic compound.
any pressure other than that of the atmosPryor, 3.
phere, usually in units of cubic feet per
open channel. A conduit in which the upper
24 hours. A.G.I.
surfare of the water is freely below the
crown of the channel, and remains at open fold. A fold, the limbs of which diverge
at a large angle. A.G.I.
Ham.
atmospheric 1,,
open circuit. In m.neral dressing, a flow line open-frame girder. See Vierendeel girder.
open-cell process. See empty-cell process.
Ham.

in which the solid particles pass from

Ham.

open front
open front. The arrangement of a blast furnace with a forehearth. Fay.
open-graded aggregate. Mineral aggregate
containing very few small particles so that
the void spaces ..re relatively large. Shell
Oil Co.

open-grained coal. Term used by British
miners for clearly banded bright and dull
coal. Tomkeie fir, 1954.

open handle. A cup handle of the type that
is attached to the cup at the top and bottom only, the side of the cup itself forming
part of the finger opening. Compare block
handle. Dodd.

open hearth. The form of regenerative fur-

nace of the reverberatory type used in

making steel by the Martin, Siemens, and.

Siemens-Martin processes. See also furnace.
Fay.

open-hearth door liner. One who lines and
rcpairs furnace doors and hot, metal spouts

to keep furnace in condition for continuous use. Also called door and spout liner,
mason liner, and spout liner. D.O.T. 1.
open-hearth furnace. A reverberatory melting

furnace with a shallow hearth and a low
roof. The flame passes over tly., charge on
the hearth, causing the charge to be heat-

ed both by direct flame and by radiation

from the roof and sidewalls of the furnace.
In ferrous industry, thc furnace is regenerative. ASM Gloss. See also acid open-hearth

furnace; basic open-hearth furnace; all-

bas:c furnace.
open-hearth process. A proces: for manufacturing steel, either acid or basic, according
to the lining of the reverberatory furnace,
in which selected pig iron and malleable
scrap iron are melted, with the addition of

pure iron ore. The latter, togeth x with

the air, contributl. 3 to the oxidatioa of the
silicon and carbon in the melted mass. The
final deuxio -.don is sometimes produced by
the addition of a small quantity of aluminum or ferromanganese, whin at the same
time desulfurizes and recarburizes the metal
to the required extent. Fay. See also L.D.
steel p1oCess.

open-heasih steels. A process of steel manufacture which consists in smelting the steel
in a g..s-fired regenerative furnace constructe 1 with a shallow trough or hearth.
See also Siemens-Martin process. Cam;n.
open hole. a. Coal or other mine workings
at the surface or outcrop. Also called opencast; opencut ; open pit. Fay. b. A borehole
which is drilled without cores. Nelson. to.
Uncased portion of borehole. Pryor, 3. d.
A borehole free of any obstructing objea
or material. Long
opening. a. A widening out of a crevice, in
consequence of a softening or decomposition of the adjacent rock, so as to leave a
vacant spacc of considerable width. Fay.
b. A short heading driven between two or
more parallel headings or levels for venti-

lation. Fay. c. Surface entrance to mine

open-top carriers
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coal pillars. See also mechanized heading
development. Nelson.
openings. a. The parts of coal mines between

the pillars, or the pillars and ribs. Fay. b.
A series of parallel chambers or openings,
separated by pillars or walls, in slate mining. The width of the openings varies from
35 to 50 feet depending on roof conditions.
Nelson.

opening shot. In blasting into solid rock, the
wedging shot, gouging shot or burn cut.
Leading shot fired to open up the rock face
by creating a cavity and therefore ease the
work done by later shots in a round.
Pryor, 3.

opening stock. Quantity on hand at start
of accounting periodore, concentrates,

stores, etc. Pryor, 3.
open lagging. Lagging placed a few inches
apart. Bureau of Mines Staff.
open light. A naked light. Not a safety light.
Fay.
open-loop control. A control of a mechanism

by virtue of its porous or open character.
Fay.

open rod press. A hydraulic press in which
the slide is guided by vertical, cylindrical
rods (usually four) that also serve to hold

the crown and bed in position. ASM Gloss.

opens. Large, open cracks or crevices and

small and large caverns. Long.
open-sand castings. Castings made in molds
simply excavated in sand, without flasks.
Fay.

open-sand mold. A process of founding with-

out any cope or top to the mold; used for
heavy objects. Standard, 1964.
openset. Scot. An unfilled space between
pack walls. See also cundy, a and b. Fay.
open shenting. a. Vertical poling boards set
apart from each other and supported by
struts and walings. Ham. b. See open timbering. N el con.

open-shell auger. Eng. A coal-boring tool for
extracting cla:' and other debris from the
hole. Fay.

reef. See patch reef. Schiefer-

which is direct between the operator and

open-shoal

the mechanism must be corrected by the

open shop. A shop, or mine, where the union
price is paid, but where the workmen are

control. Any faults or deviations of the
mechanism are detected, and the control
is automatically altered to correct them.

open source. Any radioactive source of ioniz-

thc mechanism. Any faults or deviations of

operator. In closed-loop control, the operator is only required to supervise or set the

Nelson.

open-mine doctrine. A doctrine which developed at common law and which permits

a life tenant to continue to sever and appropriate minerals from a mine which was
opened before creation of the life estate.
With this exception, a life tenant normally
may not sever minerals without the concurrence of the owner of future interests
in the land. Williams.
open mold. A mold without cover, in which
obj,cts like ingots are cast ; distinguished
from close mold. Standard, 1964.

open off. a. To turn stalls off stalls, or to

drive branch rcadways from crossheadings.
Nelsem b. Eng. To begin the longwall
system from the shaft pillar, or the far end

of the royalty, or from any headings previously driven out for the purpose of commencinb such system. Fay. c. To start any
new working, as a heading, entry, gangway, room, etc., from another working, as
a slope, gangway, etc. Fay.
open-pit mine; opencast mine; opencut mine;
strip mine. A mine working or excavation
open to the surface. Bureau of Mines Staff.
open-pit mining; openeut mining. a. A form

of operation designed to extract minerals
that lie near the suiface. Waste, or overburden, is first removed, and the mineral
is broken and loaded, as in a stone quarry.
Important chiefly in the mining of ores of
iron and copper. Barger. b. The mining of

metalliferous ores by surface-mining methods is commonly designated as "open-pit

decker.

not all union men. Fay.

ing radiations that is not firmly bonded
within metals or sealed in a capsule or

similar container. NCB.
open sparking, Sparking which owing to lack
of adequate provisions for preventing the
ignition of flammable gas external to apparatus, would ignite such gas. Nelson.

opm split. A split in which no regulator is
installed. Higham, p. 281.
open slope. a. An unfilled cavity. Nelson. b.
underground working place either unsupported, or supported by timbers or p'llars
of rock. Pryor, 3.
open-stope and filling. See overhand stoping,
b. Fay.

open-stope method. a. Stoping in which no
regular artificial method of support is employed, although occasional props or cribs
may be used to hold local patches of inand roof are
secure ground. The
self-supporting, and open stopes can be
used only where the ore and wall rocks

are firm. The simplest open stopes are

those in which the entire ore body is vemoved from wall to wall without leaving
any pillars. The stoping of ore in this manner is usually confin,2d to relatively small

ore bodies, since regardless of the firmness
of the ground, there .s a limit to the length
of unsupported span which will stand with-

out breaking. BuMines Bull. 390, 1936,
p. 5. b. See overhand stoping. Fay.

open-tank mettod. A method of treating
mine timber to pre%ent decay in which
dm timber is immened in a :ank of hot
preservative and then in a tank of cold

preservative. The preserva tives used are
creosote, zinc chloride, sodium fluoride,

mining" as distinguished from the "strip
mining" of coal and the "quarrying" of
other nonmetallic materials such as limestone, building stone, etc. Woodruff, v. 3,
p. 469.

open limbering; open sheeting. The usual

opening out. The formation of a longwall
face by dri iing headings and cross headings ..nd connecting the faces to form a
continuous line of coal face. It may be

open port. A port which is not icebound

subsidiary drive es for the formation of

open pots. Fire-clay pots for melting glass
open at the top. Mersereau, 4th, p. 329.
open rock. Any stratum capable of holding
much water, or conveying it along its bed

The method is used in ground which does
not crumble or flow. See also close timber.
ing. Nelson.
open-top carriers. The main use of thi. type

workings. Hudson.
opening material. Non-pl: atic materials, such
as flint, sand, grog, used in clay mixtures

to facilitate drring and reduce shrinkage.
Rosenthal.

viewed as the final stage in development,
leading to full coal production. In pillarand-stall mining, opening out would imply
the setting off of the main headinqs and

open-pit quarry. A quarry in which the opening is the full size of the excavation. One
open to daylight. Fay.

during winter. Hy.

17 6

and other chemicals. Lewis, p. 71. set
also Bethell's process.

method of setting timber or steel supports
in mines, that is, they are spaced from 2

to 5 feet apart, with laggings and struts
to secure the ground between each set.

of bucket elevator has been in handling
the product of the larger crushers. Steel
buckets of large capacity, which may bt
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as long as 7 feet, are attached rigidly to
heavy flat bar chain, each strand made of
two bars with a pitch of 24 to 30 inches

and with self-oiling flanged rollers at each
intersection. The elevator rises at an angle
of about 600, and the rollers run on ways
made of light T-rails. The buckets have
overlapping edges, so that there is no spill
between them. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec.

c, p. 38.

open-top tubbing, A length of tubbing having
no wedging crib on the top of it. Fay.
open traverse. In surveying, one in which the
last line is not so directed as to close on

the starting point. Pryor, 3.
open up. Term used among miners to de-

scribe operations tha .. uncover the deposit

and provide access to it. Stoces, v. 1, p.
214.

open water. Water with less than one-tenth
ice coverage. Hy.
open-web girder. See lattice girder. Ham.
open workings. Surface workings, for example, a quarry or opencast mine. Among ..he
minerals often exploited by ppen workings
arc coal, brown coal, gems, and the ores

of copper, gold, iron, lead, and tin and
all kinds of stone. Also called opcn work.

Nelson.

operating carrier. The mechanism used with
the automatic duckbill through which the
extension and retraction of the shovel
trough are controlled. Jones.
operating cost. The surn of the costs of mining, beneficiation, and administration gives
the operating cost of a mine. Nelson.
operating engineer. See hoistrnan. D.O.T. I.
operating point. A ventilation system is corn-

paled of a fan and a set of connected
ducts. In a mine ventilation system, mine

openings comprise the ducts. At a given
air density and with the fan operating at
constant speed, there is only one hlad and
quantity of air flow which can result. This
is an equilibrium condition and is known
as the operating point of the system. Hartman, p. 198.
operating stress. The stress to which a structural unit is subjected in service. ASM
Gloss.

operational capacities. Figures given on the
.flowsheets to indicate quantities passing
various points in the plant per unit time,
taking account of fluctuations :n the rate
of supply and compositior (as to size and
content of impurity), as follows: (1) design capacity, the rate of feed, defined by
limits expressing the extent and duration
of load variations, at which specific items
of plant subject to a performance guarantee must operate continuously and give the
guaranteed results on a particular quality
of feed; (2) peak design capacity, a rate
of feed in excess of the design capacity
which specific items of plant will accept
for short periods without fulfilling the performance guarantees given in respect of
them; and (3) mechanical maximum capacity, the highest rate of feed at which
specific items of equipment, not subject to
performance guarantees, will function on
the type and quality of feed for which
they are supplied. B.S. 3552, 1962.
operational research. Statistical analysis of
data accumulated to aid planning of best
technique for a given operation. Development of optimum standards and variances
in processing methods which involve both
choice and chance. Stems from older concept of efficiency engineering. Pryor, 3.
operation waste. The water lost from an irri-

gation system either through spillways or
by other means. Ham.
operative temperature. Operative temperature i. that temperature of an imaginary

env:ronment in which, with equal wall
(enclosing areas) and ambient air temperatures and some standard rate of air
motion, the human body would lose the
same amount of heat by radiation and
convection as it would in some actual en-

vironinent at unequal wall and air temperatures and for some other rate of air
motion. Strock, 10.

operator. a. The person, owner, or lessee

actually operating a mine. Long. b. Synonym for driller. Long. c. One who operates the seismic instrument. Schieferdecker.
d. See observer, a. Dobrin, p. 56.
ophicalcite. A marble containing serpentine ;
also iused for any calcite-serpentine rock.
A.G.I.
ophidite. Synonym for prasinite; ophite.
A.G.I.
ophiolite. Basic igneous rocks associated with
geosynclinal sediments, generally altered to
rocks rich in serpentine, chlorite, epidote,
and albite. See also basic schist; epidiorite;
greenschist; greenstone; metabasite; ophicalcite; ophite; prasinite. A.G.I. Supp.;
A.G.I.
ophite. a. Any of various usually green and
often mottled or blotched rocks (as a seipentine or serpentine marble). Webster 3d.
b. A variety of marble colored green by
serpentine. Synonfin for ophicalcite. Standard, 1964. Also called verd antique. Fay.
ophitic. Applied to a texture characteristic
of diabases or dolerite in which euhedral
or subhedral crystals of plagioclase are
embedded in a mesotasis of pyroxene crystals, usually augite. A.G.I.
ophitic texture. A texturc characteristic of
dolerites in which relatively large pyroxene
crystals completely enclose smaller, lathshaped plagioclases. See also poikilitic.
C.M.D.

ophthalmic glass. Glass med in spectacles,

generally having specified optical and
physical properties and quality. ASTM
C162-66.
ophthalmite. A type of chorismite consisting
of coarsely lenticular augenlike, boulderlike, or nodular elements in a crystalline
groundmass. Lenticular varieties are said

to show flaser development when strands

of the groundmass cling closely to the
lenses. When the lenses are flat and disklike, the term flatschig is used in German
texts. The mineral aggregates (elements)

embedded in the groundmass may also exhibit spindle-shaped or cylinderlike forms.
A.G.I.
opr Abbreviation for oil pioduction rate. Bu-

Min Style Guide, p. 6.

optalic metamorphism. The indurating, burning, and fritting effects produced by lavas
and small dikes on the rocks with which
they come into contact. Schieferdecker.
optic. a. Having variations in wall thickness,
producing refractive effects. ASTM C16266. b. A lens or prism in an optical instrument. ASTM C162-66.
optical anomaly. An irregularity in optical

properties or unusual phenomenon, such
as anomalous double refraction in a diamond or other singly refractive mineral.
Observable in most synthetic spinel, but
rarely seen in a genuine spine]. See also
strain. Shipley.
optical blank. A piece of optical glass that
has been pressed approximately to the

optical sign
shape finally required; also called a pressing. Dodd.
optical calcite. Calcite crystals so clear that
they have value for optical use. A.G.f.
optical centering device. An optical device
which enables a theodolite to be accurate.),
positioned over or under a survey station.
Also called optical plummet (undesirable
usage). RS. 3618, 1961, sec. 1.
optical character. The designation as to
whether optically positive or optically negative ; said of minerals. Fay.
optical constants. In optical mineralogy, the
indices of refraction, axial angle, extinction angle, etc. Fay.
optical crown glass. Any glass of low disper-

sion used for optical equipment. There

are many varieties, their names indicating
their characteristic composition, for example, barium crown, borosilicate crown,
fluor-crown, phosphate crown, zinc crown.
Compare flint glass. Dodd.
optical crystallography. The study of the behavior of light in crystals. Hurlbut.
optical flat. Glass or other surface rendered
truly phne. Pryor, 3.
optical flint glass. See flint optical glass.
optical glass. Carefully made glass of great
uniformity and usually special composition
to give desired transmission, refraction,
and dispersion of light. CCD 6d, 1961.

optical glass classification. A system by which
an optical glass is classified according to
its refractive index, nD, and its Abbe
Value, v. Standard borosilicate crown glass,

for example, has nD = 1.510 and v =
64.4; it classification by this system is

510644. Further identification is often pro-

vided by letters, preceding the number,
for example, BSC = borosilicate crown;

light flint, etc. Dodd.
LF
optical glass numerical designation. The numerical designation in ,common usage is
based on the index of refraction for sodium
line (nD) and the Nu-value (v). The unity
factor for the index is dropped (that is,
1.496 becomes 496), and the decimal point
for the Nu-value is also dropped (Nu

64.4 becomes 644). Thus, the glass
specified 496/644 without reference

is

to

chemical composition. In cases, it is permissible to precede the numerical designa-

tion by the abbreviated name indicative
of composition. For instance, borosilicate
crown (I3SC) 496/644 may be used. For
example, dense barium crown may be
crown 610/574 or DBC 610/574, or just
610/574 meaning nD = 1.610 and Nuvalue = 57.4 ASTM C162-66.
optically dense. Term applied to gems with
a high refractive index. Pearl, p. 119.
optical plumbing. The establishing oi points
by direct observation with the transit.
Staley, p. 164.
optical properties. The effects of a substance
upon light. Refractive index, double refraction, (and its strength, birefringence),

dispersion, pleochroism, and color are gemmologically the most important optical
properties. Shipley.
optical pyrometer. An instrument for measing the temperature of heated material by
enparing the intensity of light emitted
with a known intensity of an incandescent
lamp filament. ASM Gloss.
optical, mign. When a translucent crystal is
viewed under microscope, light travels
through the mineral at a speed which
corresponds with its refractive index, as
this is affected by the crystal planes. A

uniaxial crystal has a negative optical sign
when the velocity of its extraordinary ray
exceeds that of the ordinary ray and vice
versa. Calcite is negative, quartz positive.
For biaxial crystals there are three princi-

directions of vibration, mutually at
right angles, X being the fastest and Z
pal

fulfillment of certain conditions set forth
in the contract. Fay. b. S. Afr. The word
option may refer to shares under option
to the holder of option certificates. In regard to mining activities, options are grant-

ee to acquire the mineral rights and/or
surface rights over some farm at a price

the slowest. Pryor, 3.
optical square. A hand-held instrument enabling right angles to be set out accurately
on a site. Ham.

fixed in the agreement. This price may be

lat the desired optical result is secured.

morgen a year. The option contract is generally connected with the permission for
the option holder to prospect for minerals
and briefly referred to as option and prospecting contract. Beerman.

optfcal system. A group of lenses so arranged
Shipley.

optical twinning. A type of twinning in
quartz in which the parts of the twin arc

alternately left- and right-handed. Optical
twinning is also known as Brazil twinning
and chiral twinning. So called because it
can be recognized by optical tests in distinction to Dauphine (electrical) twinning.
Optical twinning as ordinarily applied in-

cludes all twin laws in quartz with the

exception of the Dauphine. AM,1.
optic angle. In a biaxial crystal, the angle
between the optic axes. Standard, 1964.
optic axes. Those directions in anisotropic
crystals along which there is no double
refrac ti on. Fay.

optic axial angle. The acute angle between
the two optic axes of a biaxial mineral.

Usually given as 2V, which is the apparent
mineral not immersed.

value with the
Shipley.

optic axis. A direction of single refraction in

a doubly refracting mineral. Hexagonal
and tetragonal minerals have one such
axis, and are termed uniaxial; rhombic,

monoclinic, and triclinic minerals have two
optic axes and are thus biaxial. Anderson.
optics. The division of physics which covers
the behavior of light. Shipley.

optic sign. The type of double refraction in
a mineral. On uniaxial minerals, the material is positive when the extraordinary
ray has a higher refractive index than the
ordinary ray, negative when the ordinary
ray has the greater index. In biaxial minerals, which have three basic optical directions, the refractive index of the intermediate or beta ray is the criterion; if its
refractive index is nearer that of the low
or alpha ray, it is said to be a positive
mineral or stone ; if it is nearer the high
or gamma ray, it is said to be a negative
mineral or stone. Shipley.

optimization. Coordination of various processing factors, controls, and specifications
to provide best overall conditions for technical and/or economic operation. Pryor, 4.

optimum. a. The best; said of values not

necessarily the highest or lowest, but which

give the best results. Mason. b. Desired

normal condition of material at a specified
point in the flow line of a continuous process, at which it is considered to be in the
most favorable state for further treatment.
Pryor, 3.

optimum depth of cut. That depth of cut
required to completely fill the dipper in
one pass without undue crowding. Carson,
p. 46.

optimum moisture content. The water content at which a soil can be compacted to
the maximum dry unit weight by a Elven
compactive effort. Also called optinium
water content. ASCE P1826.
option. a. A privilege secured by the payment of a certa in consideration for the
purchase, or lease, of mining or other prop-

erty, within a specified time, or upon the

order
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a sum of money or a participation in a
mining company still to be formed. The
option itself can be acquired for a lump
sum or for a payment of so much per

optional-flow storage. In coal preparation,
optional-flow setups are those where the
coal usuall, goes to the plant but can be
diverted into storage, either in bins or
hoppers or on the ground. Coal Age, v. 71,

No. 8, August 1966, p. 238.
opus incertum. Masonry of small stones set
irregularly in mortar. Standard, 1964.
opus lateritlum. Brickwork or tilework in
horizontal courses with broken joints.
Standard, 1964.

opus reticulatum. Recticulated masonry.
Standard, 1964.
opus tessellatum. Mosaic composed of small
cubes of marble, glass, or clay. Standard,
1964.

oral agreement to locate. An agreement to
locate need not be in writing. If a party,
in pursuance of an oral agreement to locate
at the expense of another, locates the
claim in his own name, he holds the legal
title to the ground in trust for the benefit

of the party for whom the location was
made. Such a party could, upon making
the necessary proofs, compel the locator
of the mining claim to convey the title to
him, although the agreement so to do was
not in writing. Such an agreement is not
within the statute of frauds. Ricketts, I.

orange heat. A division of the color scale,
generally given as about DOO° C (1,652°
F). Bureau of Mines Staff.
orangepeel. a. A pebble-grained surface which

develops in forming of metals having coarse

grains. ASM Gloss. b. A pitted texture of
a fired glaze resembling the surface of
rough orangepeel. ASTM C242-60T. c. A
variant of the clamshell bucket with four

or five leaves instead of the clamshell's

two. Each leaf ends in a reinforced point.
Its digging ability is less than that of the
clamshell, and its principal use is for underwater excavation and digging. Carson,
p. 128.
orangepeel bucket sampler. This sampler is
used primarily to obtain bottom samples in
shallow water and several sizes are available. The size considered here weighs 45
pounds and holds about 300 cubic inches
of sediment. A small hook, attached to the

end of the lowering wire, supports the

sampler as it is lowered and also holds the
jaws (four curved triangular blades which

form a hemisphere when closed) in the

open position. When contact with the bot-

tom is made the sampler Jaws sink into
the sediment and the wire tension is released, allowing the hook to swirl free of
the sampler. Upon hoisting, the wire takes

a strain on the closing line which is also

attached to a handle which activates a
ratchett chain and sheave that close the
jaws. The closin? line supports the sampler as it is being hoisted. To prevent

washing out of the sample from the top,
a canvas cover is frequently used. H&C.
orangepeel effect. A surface roughening in
the form of a grain pattern where a metal

of unusual coarse grain is stressed beyond
its elastic limit. Also called pebbles; alligator skin. ASM Gloss.
orangepeel sampler. An apparatus consisting

of four movable jaws that converge to a

point when closed; used to obtain samples

of underwater sediment. A.G.I. Supp.
Orange sand. A deposit of sand, gravel, and
pebbles, containing boulders of northern
Paleozoic rocks, occurring in the Mississippi Valley; a diluvial deposit of the
Champlain or Quaternary epoch. Fay.
orange topaz. Same as Spanish topaz. Shipley.

orangite. A bright, orange-yellow variety of
thorite. See also thorite, a. Fay.
orbicular. Containing spheroidal aggregates
of mcgascopic crystals, generally in concentric shells composed of two or more of
the constituent minerals; said of the structure of some granular igneous rocks, such
as corsite. See also kugel; spheroidal. Fay.
orbicular granite. A granite containing numerous rounded segregatiom of minerals,
chiefly dark silicates. Fay.
orbicular jasper. Jasper containing roInd or
spherical inclusions, sprinkled or s Ated
here and there, usually of contrasting color
to the body of the stone. Shipley.
orbicular structure. A structure developed in
certain phanerocrystalline rocks (for example, granites, diorites, and corsite) due to
the occurrence of concentric shells of different mineral composition around centers
that may or may not exhibit a xenolithic
nucleus. Synonymous with spheroidal struc-

ture ; nodular structure. Holmes, 1920.

orbit. In water waves, the path of a waLcr
particle affected by the wave motion. In
deep water waves, the orbit is nearly circular and in shallow water waves, the
orbit is nearly elliptical. In general, the
orbits are slightly open in the direction
of wave motion giving rise to mass transport. A.G.I.
orbital. Path of electron around atomic nucleus. Pryor, 3.
orbite. Proposed by Chelius for certain diorite dikes near Orbeshöhe, Hesse, Germany, of porphyritic texture and having
large phenocrysts of hornblende, biotite,
and plagioclase. Fay.
orcelite. A vein in serpentinized harzburgite

in the Tiebaghi massif, New Caledonia,
consists almost wholly of a new mineral,
Ni9As, distinct from maucherite and nicco-

lite. Probably identical with the artificial

phase Ni5..As2. Hey, M.M., 1961.
orchard heating oil. A dark oil fiLm California petroleum, possessing a gravity of 26°

to 28° Be'; it is also termed smudge oil,

and is used in the orange and lemon groves

to prevent frost from injuring the trees.
Fay.

ordanchite. A variety of hailyne tephrite
containing phenocrysts of andesine and
orthocla se. Holmes, 1928.
order. A division of igneous rocks, considered

after the division into classes, based (in
classes I, II, and III) on the relative proportions of normative quartz or nepheline
to the sum of the normative feldspars.
This division is analogous to the division
of rocks into oversaturated, saturated, and
(as regards to feldspathoicls) undersaturated types. In classes IV and V, the orders

are based on the relative prop^,tions of
the normative pyroxenes, and olivine, etc.,

to the sum of the normative iron ores and
titanium minerals. Holmes, 1928.

ordered solid solution. A condition when
atoms in a solid solution arrange themselves in regular or preferential positions
in the lattice, rather than at random. New-

ton, pp. 181 & 183.

order of crystallization. The apparent chronological sequence in which crystallization
of the various minerals of an assemblage
takes place, as evidenced mainly by textural features. A.G.I.
order of persistence. See stability series.
A.G.I.
order of reaction. A classification of chemical
reactions based on the index of the power
to which concentration terms are raised in
the expression for the instantaneous veloc-

ity of the reaction, that is, on the apparent number of molecules which interact.
C.T.D.

ordinary cut. In the ordinary cut the holes
are placed symmetrically in relation to the
vertical center line of the section. The
drill holes are horizontal and the angle
towards the working face is large. The
symmetrical holes meet at the bottom.
Fraenkel, v. I. Art. 6:02, p. 23.
ordinary lay. a. That of a wire rope in which
each strand is twisted oppositely to its
constituent wires. Pryor, 3. b. Synonym for

regular lay. Long. c. See winding rope.
Nelson.

ordinary portland cement. Cement made by
calcining in a rotary kiln a slurry of clay
and crushed limestone, and by grinding
and processing the resultant clinker so as
to comply with B.S. 12 for portland cement. See also portland blast-hrnace
cement; low-heat cement; high-alumina
cement. Ham.
ordinary ray. a. That ray of polarized light
which, in a doubly refracting medium, follows the usual law as to the constant ratio

between the sines of the angles of incidence and refraction. Fay. b. In uniaxial
stones, that ray which travels with constant velocity in any direction within the
crystal. Anderson.

ordinary rolling strata. Relatively uniform
asymmetrical wavy bedding with conform-

able crests and troughs; called uniform
deposition

or

ripples

ore delfe
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superimposed in

rhythm. Pettijohn.
ordinary sheathed explosives. These are ordinary permitted explosives, but their safety
has been greatly increased by encircling
the cartridges with sodium bicarbonate to
the thickness of one-eighth of an inch (the

cartridge ends are not sheathed). The

sodium bicarbonate may be in powder
form, but it is more often in the form of

a felt sheath, where it is mixed with wood
pulp to make the sheathing stronger and
more trustworthy. During the explosion
the sodium bicarbonate absorbs heat and
breaks up. The carbon dioxide gas which
is formed acts as a flame-extinguishing
blanket around the hot detonation wave
as it passes down the shothole; this reduces

the change of any firedamp in breaks in

the shothole being ignited. Cooper, p. 346.

ordinary tides. The word ordinary may be

used in tides as the equivalent of the word
mean. Hy.
ordinate. Y-axis; vertical scale of graph.
Pryor, 3.

ordnance bench mark. Survey station the
level of which has been officially fixed

with reference to the ordnance datum, the

arbitrary mean sea level at Newlyn in

Cornwall, England. Pryor, 3.
ordnance survey. Originally, a military mapping activity; now a precise survey main-

tained by government which maps land
and building features of Great Britain in
close detail. Pryor, 3.

ordonezite. Zinc antimonate, ZnSba0o, tetragonal, brown crystals in tin ore from
Guanajuato, Mex. Spencer 20, M.M.,
1955.

ordosite. A dark igneous rock consisting of
an aegirine syenite with microcline, phlo-

gopite, and apatite in addition to about
60 percent aegirine as needles in the mi-

crocline. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 17.
Ordovician. The second of the periods comprised of the Paleozoic era, in the geological classification now generally used. Also,
the system of strita deposited during that
period. Fay.
ore. a. A natural mineral compound of the
elements of which one at least is a metal.
Applied more loosely to all metalliferous

rock, though it contains the metal in a
free state, and occasionally to the com-

pounds of nonmetallic substances, as sulfur
ore. Fay. Also, less commonly, material

mined and worked for nonmetals, as pyrite is a sulfur ore. Webster 2d. b. A mineral of sufficient value as to quality and
quantity which may be mined with profit.
Fay. c. A mineral, or mineral aggregate,
containing precious or useful metals or
metalloids, and which occurs in such quan-

tity, grade, and chemical combination as
to make extraction commercially profitable.
Fay.

d. A metalliferous mineral, or an

aggregate of metallife.ous minerals, more
or less mixed with gangue, which, from
the standpoint of the miner, can be won

at a profit or, from the standpoint of a
metallurgist, can be treated at a profit.
The test of yielding a metal or metals at
a profit seems, in the last analysis, to be
the only feasible one to employ. Fay. e.
Eng. Copper ore; tin ore being spoken of
in Cornwall as tin. Fay. f. Joplin, Mo. A
lead, zinc, or lead-zinc concentrate ob-

tained from milling. The crude ore

is

called dirt. Fay. g. Raw and run-of-mine
ore is ore as it comes from the working
place. Pryor, 2. h. In metallurgy, a soft
but compact variety of hematite used for
the bottom of puddling furnaces. Webster
2d.

ore at grass. N.S.W. Ore stacked literally on
the grass awaiting treatment, shit. .ent,
etc. New South Wales.
ore bands. Zones of rock rich in ore. Fay.
ore beds. Economic aggregations of minerals
occurring between or in rocks of sedimentary origin. Bureau of Mines Stall.
ore bin. a. A receptable for ore awaiting
treatment or shipment. Fay. b. Robustly
constructed steel,

wooden, or concrete

structure which receives intermittent supplies of mined ore and can transfer them
continuously by rate-controlled withdrawal
systems (bottom gates and ore feeders) to
the treatment plant. Thus a buffer stock
is held which allows the mine to hoist ore
intermittently without bringing milling
operations to a standstill. It characteristically receives a weighed-in iniput of finely

broken ore from the final dry-crushing

section (usually between 1 inch and 3/8
inch maximum particle size). The surge
bin is a much smaller one, able to receive
a dumped load of run-of-mine ore and to
transfer it at a regular rate to the crushing

system between arrivals of further skip
loads. Pryor, 3.

ore blending. Where a mine, or a group

served by a common mill, sends ores of
slightly varied character for treatment,
separate bins or stockpiles are provided.
From

these

regulated percentages are

drawn and blended to provide a steady

and predictable feed to the mineral dressing plant. Pryor, 3.
ore block. A section of a vein bounded above
and below by upper and lower drifts and

on one or both ends by winzes or raises

and ready for stoping. Nelson,
ore blocked out. Ore exposed on three sides
within a reasonable distance of each other.
Fay.

ore boat. A boat constructed especially for
transporting iron ore on the Great Lakes.
Mersereau, 4th, p. 382.

ore body. a. Generally, a solid and fairly
continuous mass of ore, which may include

low-grade ore and waste as well as pay
ore, but is individualized by form or char-

acter from adjoining country rock. Fay.
b. S. Afr. A mineral deposit that can be
worked at a profit under the existing economic conditions. Beerman.

ore boll. A reaction which occurs in an
open-hearth furnace in which the carbon

monoxide evolved by the oxidation of carbon causes a violent agitation of the metal
as it escapes. Newton, p. 320.
ore bridge. A large electric gantry-type crane

which, by means of a clamshell bucket,
stocks ore or carries it from the stockpile

into bins or larry car on trestle. Fay.
ore-bridge bucket. A clamshell grab bucket
of 5 to VA tons capacity. Fay.
ore car. A mine car for carrying ore or waste
rock. Weed, 1922.
ore channel. The space between the walls or
boundaries of a lode which is occupied by
ore and veinstone. Also called lode country. Fay.
ore chute. a. An inclined passage, from 3 to
4 feet square, for the transfer of ore to a
lower level. It may be constructed through
waste fills. It generally requires support to

provide for wear, although an unlined
passage may be used in suitable ground. In
square-set stoping, chutes are constructed

by boarding a vertical line of sets with

2 to 3 inch planks. Where a chute is relatively permanent, timber blocks 10 by 10

inches to 12 by 14 inches may be used.

Chutes are also constructed in close timber
cribbing, the round timber being slabbed

to present a smooth interior to the chute.
Nelson. b. An inclined or vertical way for
the passage of ore. The apparatus at the
bottom of it for filling cars is a gate or a
chute. Also called ore pass. Spalding, p.
159. c. A trough or lip at the bottom of a
bin for conveying ore to a car, conveyor,
etc. Fay.
ore cluster. A group of ore bodies sometimes
differing from each other in structure but
interconnected or otherwise closely related
genetically. Some ore clusters gather down-

ward into a restricted root. A.G.I.
ore control. A geologic feature that has influenced the deposition of ore. Ballard,
ore crusher. a. A machine for breaking up
masses of ore, usually previous to passing
through stamps or rolls. Fay. b. See
crusher man. D.O.T. Supp.
ore currents. Aqueous solutions of metalliferous minerals circulating through the
earth's crust. Fay.
ore delfe. a. Ore lying underground. Fay.

ore roasting
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only partly developed, and the values of
which can be only approximately determined. See also probable ore, d. Fay.
orepass. A vertical or inclined passage for

steel mills). D.O.T. I.
b. Right or claim to ore from ownership
ore guide. A natural feature, organic or inof land in which it is found. Fay.
organic, that often indicates the proximite
ore deposit. A general term applied to rocks
of an ore body, as gossan, mineral alteracontaining minerals of economic value in
tion, certain structural features, indicator
such amount that they can be profitably
plants, etc. Ballard.
exploited. Also applied to deposits which,
though they may not be immediately ca- ore hearth. a. A small, low fireplace surrounded by three walls, with a tuyere at
pable of profitable exploitation, may yet
the back. Three important types are: (1)
become so by a change in the economic
Scotch ore hearth; (2) American watercircumstances that control their value. See
also mineral deposit. Holmes, 1928.
ore developed. Ore exposed on four sides in
blocks variously prescribed. See also positive ore; proved ore. Fay.
ore developing. Ore exposed on two sides.
First class, blocks with one side hidden;
second class, blocks with two sides hidden;
third class, blocks with three sides hidden.
See also probable ore. d. Foy.
ore dike. An injected wall-like intrusion of

magmatic ore, forced in a liquid state
across the bedding or other layered structure of the invaded formation. Schiefer-

decker.
ore district. A combination of several ore deposits into one common whole or system.
Fay.

ore dressing. a. The cleaning of ore by the

removal of certain valueless portions as by

jigging, cobbing, vanning, and the like.
See also concentration. Fay. b. The same
as mineral dressing. ASM Gloss.
ore dump. A heap or pile of ore at the tunnel

or adit mouth, the top of shaft, or other
place. Weed, 1922.
ore expectant. The whole or any part of the
ore below the lowest level or beyond the
range of vision. The prospective value of
a mine beyond or below the last visible
ore, based on the fullest possible data from
the mine being examined, and from the
characteristics of the mining district. See
also possible ore; prospective ore. Fay.

ore faces. Those ore bodies that are exposed
on one side, or show only one face, and of
which the values can be determined only
in a prospective manner, as deducted from
the general condition of the mine or prospect. Fay.
Orefraction. Trademark for domestic zircon.
Used for ceramic and foundry purposes.
CCD 6d, 1961.
ore genesis. The origin of ores. Bateman.
ore geology. The branch of applied geology
dealing with the genetic study of the ore

deposits in relation to age, regional tec-

tonics, and petrographic provinces. Synonym for metallogeny. Schieferdecker. See
also economic geology; mining geology.
Oregonian orogeny. Mid-Cretaceous diastrophism. A.G.I. supp.
oregonite; oregonit. Probably NisFeAsz; hexagonal. From Josephine Creek, Josephine
County, Ore. Named from the locality.
Hey, M.M., 1961.
Oregon jade. Misnomer for massive grossiilarite garnet found in Oregon, and indeed
for almost any translucent to opaque green
stone

found in Oregon or California.

Shipley.

-

Oregon moonstone. Same as chalcedony
moonstone. Shipley.
Oregon sledge. A broad-faced sledge hammer.
Fay.
ore grader. In metal mining, one who directs

and regulates the storage of iron ores

of

various grades in bins at shipping docks or
that the grade of ore contained in each bin

will contain approximate percentage of
iron guaranteed to the buyer. (iron and

the downward transfer of ore, and is

equipped with gates or other appliances
for controlling the flow. An orepass is

back ore hearth; and (3) Moffet ore

hearth, used in smelting. Fay. b. Eng.;
Scot. A small blast furnace for smelting

lead; a blast hearth. Standard, 1964.
ore-hearth process. A process for the extraction of lead in which lead ore, mixed with
fuel, is treated on a roasting hearth. Fay.
orei. A quarry term applied to granite that
has been rendered valueless by the alteration of its aegirite particles. Fay.
oreing down. A blocking operation in which
ore is added to the openhearth bath to
oxidize the bath and to further reduce the
carbon. Henderson.
ore in sight. a. A term frequently used to indicate two separate factors in an estimate,
namely: (1) ore blocked out, that is, ore
exposed on at least three sides within
reasonable distance of each other; and (2)
ore which may be reasonably assumed to

exist, though not actually blocked out;
these two factors should in all cases be
kept distinct, because (1) is governed by
fixed rules, while (2) is dependent upon

individual judgment and local experience.
The expression ore in sight as commonly

used in the past, appears to possess so

driven in ore or country rock and connects
a level with the hoisting shaft or with a
lower level. See also ore chute. Nelson.
ore personal property. Ore, or other mineral
piodisct, becomes personal property when

detached from the soil in which it is imbedded. Ricketts, I.

ore pipes. Long and relatively thin deposits
which commonly are formed at intersections of two planes. Stokes and Varna,
1955.
ore plot. A place where the dressed ore is
kept. Fay.
ore pocket. Excavation near hoisting shaft
into which ore from stopes is moved, preliminary to hoisting. Also, term used in
such a phrase as a rich pocket of ore to
describe an unusual concentration in the
lode. Pryor, 3.

Oft preparation. The same as ore dressing.
Newton, p. 51.

Oft process. In steelmaking, the

Siemens

process. See also open hearth. Fay.
ore province. Preferential occurrence of some
kinds of ore deposits in certain well-de-

fined areas, for exatnple, the porphyry-

copper deposits of the southwestern United
States. Hatokes, 2, p. 320.
ore reserve. a. The term is usually restricted

to ore of which the grade and tonnage

indefinite a meaning as to discredit its use
completely. The terms positive ore, probable ore, and possible ore are suggested.
Fay. b, Ore-bearing rock so separated and

have been established with reasonable assurance by drilling and other means. Nelson. b. The total tonnage and average

examination and measurement. Prospective
purchasers have a right to rely upon statements as to the amount of ore in sight.
Ricketts, I. c. See developed reserves. Nel-

stantial asset, without which none of the
surface works are economically viable. A

blocked off by being worked around on
two or more sides that it is subject to

son.

ore intersection. The point at which a borehole, crosscut, or other underground opening encounters an ore vein or deposit; also,
the thickness of the ore-bearing &posit so
traversed. Long.

ore leave. The value of the right to dig and
take ore; also, the value of ore in place.

value of proved ore, plus the total ton-

nage and value (assumed) of the probable
ore. H000., p. 122. c. The mine's sub-

body of ore which has been proved to contain a sufficient tonnage of amenable valu-

able mik.eral to justify the mining enterprise. The British Institution of Mining
and Metallurgy, which regulates the professional standards of its membership, considers that the term ore reserves should be

restricted to ore of which the quantity
and grade have been established with reasonable assurance by a responsible, profes-

Fay.
oreless. Having no ore. Webster 3d.
ore magma. A heavy and highly concentrated
solution containing metals and nonmetals.
A.G.I.
ore man. A laborer who fills hoppers of
aluminum reduction pots with aluminum
oxide. D.O.T. 1.
ore mill. A stamp mill; a concentrator. Fay.
ore mineral. A mineral that carries the val-

sionally qualified person. Additional ore
insufficiently developed or tested for inclusion in ore reserves should be clearly
described in simple terms best suited to
the circumstances; modes of mineral occurrence vary too widely to permit stand-

it

blocks which are accessible from four sides.
Some companies record partially de-

uable or desired metallic constituents of

any ore deposit. In some

instances,

makes up the entire ore body. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.
orendite. A phlogopite-leucite phonolite with
major leucite, sanidine, diopside, phlogopite, accessory apatite, and brookite. Kataphorite may or may not be present A.G.I.
ore of sedimentation. Ore deposits resnIting

from the decomposition and erosion of

metal-bearing rocks and the concentration
of the metallic fragments in beds, such as
stream tin, black sands, and some diamond
and other gem deposits. Nelson.
ore partly blocked. Those ore bodies that are

ardization of categories. Pryor, 3. d. S. Afr.

Ore bodies made available for mining
through drives connected by winzes (a
connection driven down) and raises (a
connection driven up), thus forming
veloped ore reserves in which this making
of blocks has not been completed. Newcomers in gold mining occasionally speak

of ore reserves when they mean the ore
bodies contained in a mining area and in
copper mining this method of expression

has been accepted by large concerns. Beerman. e. See reserve. Fay.

ore roasting. The process of heating certain
ores to temperatures slightly below their
reducing temperatures to drive off such
impurities as are capable of oxidation at

ore roasting
the lower temperatures, thus simplifying
the subsequent reducing operations. Henderson.

ore sampling. The process in which a portion
(sample of ore) is selected in such a way,
that its composition will represent the
average composition of the entire bulk of

ore. Such a selected portion is a sample,
and the art of properly selecting such a
sample is called sampling. Newton, p. 27.
ore separator. A cradle, frame, jigging machine, washer, or other device or machine
used in separating the metal from broken
ore, or ore from worthless rock. Standard,
1964.

ore shoot. a. Concentration of primary ore

along certain parts of a rock opening.

Bateman. b. A large and usually rich aggregation of mineral in a vein. It is a more
or less vertical zone or chimney of rich
vein matter extending from wall to wall,
and has a definite width laterally. Sometimes called pay streak, although the latter
applies more specifically to placers. Fay. c.

An area of payable lode surrounded by
low values is called an "ore shoot" or

"shoot". Spalding, p. 159. See also shoot.
ore sill. A tabular sheet of magmatic ore, injected in a liquid state along the bedding
planes of a sedimentary or layered igneous
formation. Schieferdecker.
ore sorter. See sorter. D.O.T. 1.
ore stamp. A machine for reducing ores by

stamping. The most familiar form is the
stamp battery, and the latest is the
powerful steam stamp. Standard, 1964.
ore-storage drier man. One who removes
moisture from ore or other material pre-

paratory to roasting or electrolytic processing, using a gas or hotair drier. Also called
drier operator. D.O.T. Supp.
ore strands. Individual masses of quartz with
their halos of alteration and ore minerals,
or

close assemblages of seams of such

quartz and accompanying altered ground.
A.G.I.

ore trend. A term used on the Colorado Pla-

teau to indicate the extension of an ore
body along its major axis; the average
trend of ore in a particular area; or the
regional trend of mineralization over large

area. The local trend of individual ore
bodies may vary from the regional trend
of so-called mineral belts. Ballard.

ore veln. A tabular or theetlike mass of ore
minerals occupying a fissure or a set of
fissures and later in formation than the en-

closing rock. Schieferdecker.
ore washer. A machine for washing clay and

earths out of earthy brown hematite ores.
The log washer is a common type. Fay.
ore zone. A horizon in which ore minerals
are known to occur. Long.
Orford process. A process used by the International Nickel Company for separating

the copper and nickel in the matte ob-

by Bessermerizing. The matte,
which consists of copper-nickel sulfides is
tained

fused with sodium sulfide, and a separation into two layers, the top rich in nickel
and the bottom rich in copper, is obtained.
C.T.D. Also known as tcp-and-bottom
process.

organ. A series of closely spaced props placed

at the borders of the chamber at the coal
face. Such an arrangement protects the
future, adjoining chamber from caving.

Stoces, v. 1, p. 346.
organic. Being, containing, or relating to

carbon compounds, especially in which
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hydrogen is attached to carbon whether
derived from living organisms or not.
Usually distinguished from inorganic or

oriental emerald
orientation by direzted reflection or by

organic acid. An acid derived from sub-

pinhole transmission from sawn and etched
sections of quartz. AM, 1.
orichalc. Under the Roman empire, an alloy
of copper and zinc resembling gold in ap-

organic ash. Ash in coal derived from the

orichalceous. Having a color between gold

mineral. Webster 3d.

stances having life origin and carbon. An
example is naphthenic acid. Shell Oil Co.
incombustible material contained in plants.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

organic bond. A bond consisting of an organic material, such as rubber, synthetic
resin, or shellac. ACSG, 1963.

organic chemistry. That of carbon compounds. Pryor, 3, p. 80.
organic clay. A clay with a high organic content. ASCE P1826.

organic colloids. Depressants used in the

flotation process. They include glue, gela-

tin, albumen, dried blood, casein (pro-

teins), tannin, licorice, quebracho extract,
and saponin (complex polyhydroxy carboxylic acids and glucosides. Pryor, 3.

organic-cooled reactor. A nuclear reactor
that uses waxlike organic chemicals, such
as mixtures of polyphenyls and terphenyls,
as coolant and usually also as moderator.
L&L.

organic deposits. Rocks and other deposits
formed by organisms or their remains. Fay.

organic gem materials. Naturally occurring
substances whose origin is wholly or partly

pearance; brass. There was also a white
orichalc. Standard, 1964.

and brass; of or pertaining to orichalc.

Standard, 1964.
orichalcum. An ancient copper alloy resembling gold in color. Hess.
orient. a. To place a diamond in a bit mold

in such an attitude that when it is embedded in the crown matrix one of its
hard vector planes will come in contact

with the rock to be abraded or cut by the
diamond. Long. b. To place a deflection
wedge in a borehole in such an attitude
that the concave surface is pointed in a

predetermined direction. Long. c. To place
a piece of core in the same relative plane
as it occupied below the surface. See also
core orientation. Long. d. To turn a map
or planetable sheet in a horizontal plane
until the meridian of the map is parallel

to the meridian on the ground. In this
position all lines on the map have the
same azimuths as the corresponding lines
on the ground. See lye, 2. e. In a transit, to
turn the instrument so that the direction

of the 00 line of its horizontal circle is

organic, such as pearl, amber, coral, and

parallel to the direction it had in the preceding, or in the initial, setup. See lye, 2.

organic hieroglyph. See ichnofossil. Pettijcht.

f. The characteristic sheen and irridescence
displayed by pearl. Anderson.
oriental. a. Frequently used in the same

jet. Shipley.

organic sediments. See organic deposits.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

organic silt. A silt with a high organic content. ASCE P1826.

organk soil. Soil with a high organic content. In general, organic soils are very

compressible and have poor load-sustaining properties. ASCE P1826.
organic sulfur. The difference between the
total sulfur in coal and the sum of the pyritic sulfur and sulfate sulfur. B.S. 1016,
1961, Pt. 16.

organic test. The test in which organic matter in soil is destroyed by oxidizing agents
and the loss measured. This test is used in
preparation of soil for a sedimentation
test, and gives an indication of the amount
of organic matter present. Ham.
organic theory. The theory that oil and gas
originated from the natural distillation of
vegetable and animal remains in stratified
rock. Shell Oil Co.

organism. A living plant or animal. A.G.I.
organization, managerial. Coordination of
functional units and presentation of the
results of their achievements in policy
guiding form as facts, conclusions and

sense as precious when applied to minerals; from an old idea that gems came principally from the East, for example, oriental
amethyst, oriental chrysolite, oriental emerald, oriental topaz, all of which are
varieties of sapphire. Fay. b. Specially
bright, clear, pure, and precious; said of
gems. Standard, 1964.
oriental agate. The most beautiful and translucent sorts of agate. Fay.
oriental alabaster. a. Calcium carbonate in
the form of onyx marble. Gibraltar stone.
Hess. Also called Algerian onyx. C.T.D.

b. Synonym for onyx marble. Hey 2d,
1955.

Oriental almandine. A trade name for corundum of gem stone quality, which is deep
red in color, resembling true almandine (a
garnet) in this, but no other, respect.
C.M.D.
oriental amethyst. a. A variety of sapphire,

but the term is applied to any amethyst

of exceptional beauty. Fay. b. A variety of

corundum. Hey, 2d, 1955. c. A type of
false amethyst. C.T.D.

recommendations. Efficient integration of
the operations managed. Pryor, 3.
organogenie. Derived from or composed of
organic materials. A.G.I.

oriental aquamarine. Pale bluish-green to

rocks of organic origin. Holmes, 1928.
organolites. Rocks formed from organic sub-

lucent carnelian. Shipley.
oriental cat's-eye. Synonym for cymophane.
C.M.D. See also cat's-eye.
oriental chalcedony. Fine translucent gray
or white chalcedony. The latter when cut
cabochon is the same as chalcedony moonstone. Shipley.
oriental chrysoberyl. Yellowish-green sapphire. Shipley.
oriental chrysolite. A variety of chrysoberyl.
Hey 2d, 1955.
oriental emerald. A green variety of corundum. Fay.

organegenous. A group named applied to
stances, especially those of vegetable origin,

such as coal,

oil,

resins, and bitumens.

Tomkeieff, 1954.

organ-pipe coral. A tubiporoid coral consisting of cylindrical tubes placed side by side
and united by horizontal floorlike expansions. Stand nrd, 1964.

OR-gate. A gate whose output is energized
when one or more of the inputs is in its
prescribed state. NCB.

oriascope. An instrument used to determine

greenish-blue corundum. Shipley.
oriental beryl. An emerald-colored sapphire.
Hess.

oriental carnelian. Deep bright red trans-

oriental garnet
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oriental garnet. A precious garnet. Webster
2d.
oriental girasol. Girasol sapphire. Shipley.
oriental hyacinth. Orange-red sapphire.

oriented adsorption. Surfacial grouping of
a monomolecular layer in a definite direc-

oriental jasper. An early name for helio-

hard vector direction or planes of the crys-

Shipley.

trope. Hey, M. M., 1964.
oriental lapis. Lapis lazuli. Shipley.

oriental moonstone. a. Girasol corundum.
Shipley. b. Genuine moonstone as distinguished from chalcedony moonstone. Shipley.

oriental onyx. Banded, mottled, or clouded

travertine. Shipley.
oriental opal. Precious opal. Shipley.
oriental peridot. Olive-green sapphire. Shipley.

oriental powder. An explosive consisting of
tan bark, sawdust, or other vegetable fiber,
or resins, such as garnboge, impregnated
with a nitrate or chlorate and mixed with
gunpowder. Standard, 1964.

oriental ruby. The true ruby, a variety of
corundum. Fay.

oriental sapphire. The true sapphire, a va-

riety of corundum. Fay.
oriental sunstoue. Reddish or yellowish girasol corundum. Shipley.

oriental topaz. A yellow variety of corundum, Al103. Fay.

oriental turquoise. Synonym for turquoise.
Hey 2d, 1955.
oriental vermeille. Red-brown corundum.
Shipley.

orientation. a. In surveying, the rotation of

a map (or instrument) until the line of

direction between any two of its points is
parallel to the corresponding direction in
nature. Fay. b. The placing of a crystal in
the conventional attitude, so as to show
its symmetry and the forms to which its
faces belong. Fay. c. In structural petrology, refers to the arrangement in space of
the particles (grains or atoms) of which
a rock is composed. A.G.I. d. The act or
process of setting a diamond in the crown of
a bit in such.an attitude that one of its hard

vector planes will become in contact with

the rock and be the surface that cuts or
abrades it. Fay. e. As used in borehole
surveying and directional drilling practice,

orientation refers to the method and procedure used in placing an instrument or

tool, such as a deflection wedge, in a

tion. Pryor, 3.

oriented bit. A surface-set diamond bit with

individual stones set so as to bring the
tal into opposition with the rock surface
to be abraded or cut. See also orient, a.
Long.

oriented core. A core specimen which can
be positioned on the surface as it was in
the borehole prior to extraction. Such a
core is useful where the general dip of the
strata is required from one borehole. A
magnetic method may be used to disclose
the polarity the core specimen possessed
while in situ. See also borehole surveying.
Nelson. Compare core orientation.
oriented core barrel. An instrument used in
borehole surveying, which marks the core
to show its orientation. Ham.

oriented diamond. A diamond inset in the

crown of a bit in such an attitude that

one of its hard vector planes will be the
surface that cuts or abrades the rock. See
also orient, a. Long.
oriented roda. Drill rods that are lined up

in reference to a specific mark, carried
from rod to rod, as they are lowered into
a borehole by using alinement clamps, a

transit, or a theodolite. Long.
oriented sample. Synonym for oriented core.
Long.
oriented specimen. a. In structural petrology,
a hand specimen so marked that its exact
arrangement in space is known. Billings,

1954, p. 366. b. In paleontology, a fossil
whose position is known in regards to such
features as anterior and dorsal sides, dorsal

and ventral sides, the axis of coiling, the
plane of coiling, etc. A.G.I.
oriented stone. A stone so fashioned as to
place the optic axis in a predetermined
position, as, for instance, in asteriated
stones which should be so oriented as to
place the axis normal to the top surface

in order to achieve the best star. Most
rubies should be cut with the axis normal

to the table in order to exhibit the best

color; most tourmalines with axis parallel
to the table. Shipley.
oriented survey. A borehole survey made by
lining up a reference mark on the clinometer case with that on the drill rods, which

drilled hole so that its directional position,
bearing, or azimuth is known. Long. f. The
relative position of particles with respect

in turn are oriented as they are lowered
into the borehole. See also oriented rods.
orienting coupling. A rotatable coupling on

ASTM STP No. 148-D. g. The position
of important sets of planes in a crystal in

sembly that may be set and locked in a
predetermined position in reference to
the gravity-control member. This places
the deflection wedge so as to direct the
branch borehole in the desired course.

to one another or to a reference point.

relation to any fixed system of planes. See
also pure metal crystals. C.T.D.

orientation, crystal. Arrangement in space
of the axes of a crystal with respect to a

chosen reference or coordinate system. See
also preferred orientation. ASM Gloss.
orientation survey. In geochemical prospecting, a soil survey normally consisting of a

series of preliminary experiments aimed
at determining the existence and charac-

teristics of anomalies associated with mineralization. This information is then used
in selecting adequate prospecting tech-

niques and in determining the factors and
criteria that have a bearing on interpretation of the geochemical data. Hawker, 2,
O. 204.
oriented. Type in which adsorbed molecules

are ordered in their orientation at tarface
of solid. Pryor, 3, p. 7.
264-972 0-68-50

a Thompson retrievable wedge-setting as-

Long.

orientite. A brown to black hydrous silicate
of calcium and manganic manganese,
Ca4Mn,(SiO4)5.41120. Minute, radiating,
prismatic crystals. Orthorhombic. From
Oriente Province, Cuba. English.
orifice. a. In ventilating, a hole in a very thin
plate. Mason. b. A hole or opening, usually in a plate, wall, or partition, through
which water flows, generally for the purpose of control or measurement. See lye, 1.

c. The end of a small tube, as the orifice

of a Pitot tube, piezometer, etc. See lye, 1.
d. An opening through which glass flows.
In a feeder, an opening in bottom of spout

formed by the orifice ring. ASTM C162
66. e. Opening. Commonly used to apply

Ormerod detaching hook
to discs placed in pipelines or radiator

valves to reduce the fluid flow to desired
amount. Strock, 10.

orifice meter. A form of gas or liquid flowmeter consisting of a diaphragm in which
there is an orifice placed transversely
across a pipe, the difference in pressure on
the two sides of the diaphragm is a measure of flow velocity. Lowenheim.

orifice of passage (of a fan). A value which
is comparable to the equivalent orifice of

a mine, that is, the area in a thin plate
which requires the same pressure to force

a given volume of air through as is required to force the same volume through
the fan. Orifice of passage
0.389 Q

0=

w.g.f.

where Q=volume of air passing in thousands cubic feet per minute; w.g.f.=loss of

pressure in the fan in inches of water gage.
Nelson.
orifice plate. a. A plate containing an orifice.

In pipes, the plate is usually inserted be-

tween a pair of flanges. The orifice is

smaller than the pipe, and the drop in the
hydraulic gradeline caused thereby is an
index of the discharge. Seelye, I. b. Is a
convenient and practicable method of
measuring the quantity of air flowing in
ducts, as it is easily introduced between
the flanges of adjacent lengths of ducting.
The pressure tappings can be positioned

near the flanges, on either side of the
orifice plate, with little error. The flow

emerges from the orifice in the form of a
jet and converges to a vena contracta before expanding downstream, to fill the
duct. Roberts, I. p. 45.
orifice ring. That ring which forms the hole
through which glass flows in the feeder
process. See also bushing, e. ASTM C126
66.

might. The source or ground of the exist-

ence of anything, either as cause or as occasion; that from which a thing is derived
or by which it is caused; especially, that
which initiates or lays the foundation; as,
the origin of ore deposits. Standard, 1964.

original. Characteristic of or existing in a
rock at the time of its formation; said of

.minerals, textures, etc., of rocks; essentially

the same as primary, a., and contrasted
with secondary, a. Fay.

original dip. The dip of beds immediately

after deposition. Because of sinking of the
basin these dips may steepen. The dip just
prior to folding is initial dip. Synonym for
rimary dip. A.G.I.
hole. See main hole. Long.
original lead. The common lead in a uranium
mineral. A.G.I.
original lots. Unbroken parcels of diamonds
as graded and assorted at the mines. Hess.
original mineral. See primary mineral. Nelson.

original package. The term properly is applied to natural gas transported by pipe

lines. Ricketts, II.
Oriskanian, Upper Lower Devonian. A.G.I.
Supp.
Oriskany saadstone. A sandstone occurring
in the Devonian age in the United States.
Fay.
Orizaba limestones. Thick limestones in the
Comanchean, partly of Fredericksburg and
partly of Washita age, occurring in Mexico. C.T .D.

Ormerod detaching boob. A detaching hook
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orthorhombic symmetry

orpiment. A yellow arsenic trisulfide, Mt.%
containing 61 percent arsenic; monoclinic.
Dana 17.

rhombic form of guarinite, through superposition of hemitropic lamellae of the
monoclinic mineral, clinoguarinite. English.
orthohydrous coal. Normal bituminous coal
of medium hydrogen content (5 to 6 percent. Tomkeieff, 1954.

Ormerod detaching hook
consisting of three plates, the center one

moving on a steel pin. Normally, the plates
are locked with a copper pin. In the event
of an overwind, the central plate is pushed
sideways which releases the rope shackle.

Projections on the plates engages in the
bell fixed in the headgear and support the
cage until released. Nelson.

ormolu. a. Gold ground for use in gilding;
also metal gilded with ground gold. Webster 3d. b. A brass made to imitate gold
and used in mounts for furniture and for
purposes. Also

other decorative
mosaic gold. Webster 3d.

called

ornamental brick. A somewhat broad term
applied to front brick, that are either of
some form other than that of a rectangular prism or, that have the surface ornamented with some form of design. Fay.

ornansite. A stony meteorite composed of
bronzite and olivine in a friable mass of
chondri. Hess.
ornell. The same as urnel. Arkell.

onsolte. A variety of hornblende diorite.
A.G.I.
orocline. A structural or mountain arc owing
its form to differential horizontal displacement after the main features of the structural zone originated. A.G.I. Supp.
orogen. A belt of deformed rocks, in many
places accompanied by metamorphic and

plutonic rocks; for example, the Appa-

lacian orogen or the Alpine orogen. A.G.I.
orogenesis. See orogeny. A.G.I.
orogenetic. Formed as the result of mountainbuilding processes. Hess.

orogenic. a. Pertaining to the processes by
which great elongate chains and ranges of
mountains are formed. BuMines Bull. 587,

1960, p. 2. b. An adjective derived from
orogeny. A.G.I.
orogenic sediment. Any sediment whose
origin is directly attributable to the region
of mountain building in which it later
becomes involved. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

orogeny. a. The process of mountain making especially by folding of the earth's
crust. Webster 3d. b. Earth movement,
folding, and faulting during rise of mountains. Pryor.
orography; orology. A branch of physical
geography that deals with mountains and
mountain systems. Webster 3d.
oroide. An alloy, chiefly of copper and zinc,
or tin, resembling gold in color and brilliancy; used in making cheap jewelry. Web-

ster 3d.

orology. See orography. Fay.

orometer. An aneroid barometer having a
second scale that gives the approximate
elevation above sea level of the place
where the observation is made. Webster
3d.

oronite. An enamel paint for protecting

metal surfaces from the action of hot

vapors. Fay.
oropion. A dark brown to black clay probably halloysite. Dana 6d, p. 688.
O'Rourke car switcher. A crossover switch
that consists essentially of a single-acting
cylinder hoist on a crourail fastened to the
roof at right angles to the track. While a
car is being loaded, the switcher picks up
the empty car next to the locomotive and

Orsat gas-analysis instrument. An instrument for analyzing flue gases. Although
outside its normal field of application, it
may be used for analyzing mine air. Nel-

son.

orstein. Hard, cemented B-horizon
podzol. Schiejerdecker.

of a

orthite. Slender acicular crystals of allanite.
Crosby, p. 65.
ortho-. a. A combining

form

meaning

straight; at right angles; proper. A.G.I. b.
In petrography, the prefix indicating that

a metamorphic rock was originally igneous.
A.G.I.
orthoiunphibole. A group name for the orthorhombic amphiboles. Hey 2d, 1955.
orthoantigorite. A variety of antigorite based

on an orthohexagonal cell; from Unst,
Shetland, Scotland. Spencer 20, M.M.,
1955.

orthoaxis; orthodiagonaL In the monclinic
system, the axis that is perpendicular to
the other two axes. Fay.
orthobituminous coal Bituminous coal con-

Tomkeieff, 1954.

orthokalsilite. The artificial c7thorhombic
high-temperature polymorph of KA 1 SiO4.

Hey, MM, 1964.
ortholignitous coal. Coal containing from 75
to 80 percent carbon (ashless, dry basis).
Tomkeieff, 1954.
ortholimestone. A sedimentary limestone.
A.G.I.
orthomagmatic. Applied to i stage in the

crystallization of magmv, during which
only pyrogenetic minerals (minerals crys-

tallizing directly from the magma) are
formed. A.G.1.

orthomagmatic stage. Applied to the main
stage of crystallization of silicates from a
typical magma; the stage during which
perhaps 90 percent of the magma crystal-

lizes. Synonymous with orthotectic stage.
Compare pegmatitic stage. A.G.I.
orthomic feldspars. Triclinic feldspars, which
by repeated tWinning (orthomimicry),
shr.ulate a higher degree of symmetry with

orthochrysotile. See clinochrysotile. Spencer
20, M.M., 1955.
orthoclase. A silicate of potassium and alu-

..tan gular cleavages. They include orthoclase, anorthoclase, and czyptoclase. Eng-

in distinct crystaLs or plates uame proposed by Tschermak. Dana 41, p. 643.
minum, K(A1540,), crystallizing in the
monoclinic system; it occurs as an essen-

tial constituent in granitic and syenitie

rocks, and as an accessory in many other
rock types. A feldspar. See also sanidine;
microcline. Fay; Dana 17.
orthoclase gabbro. A descriptive n- se for
rocks now known as monzonite, in which
the plagioclase is at least as calcic as
labradorite. Holmes, 1928.
orthoclasite. A medium- to fine-grained dike
rock containing about 9C percent or more
of orthoclase. Holmes, 1928.

onhoclastic. Cileaving in directions at right
angles to each other. Webster 3d.
orthodiagonal. See ortboaxis.
orthodibromobenzene; benzene dibromide.
A heavy liquid; pleasant aromatic odor;
C41.1413rs; specific gravity, 1.9767 (at 25°C,

referred to water at 4° C); miscible with
alcohol, acetone, ether, benzene, carbon
tetrachloride, and n-heptane; and insoluble in water. Used in ore flotation. CCD
6d, 1961.

orthodolomIte. A

sedimentary dolomite.

A.G.I. Supp.
orthodome. A monoclinic crystal form whose

faces parallel the orthoaxis and cut the
other axes. A.G.I. Supp.

orthofelsItc.

Suggested by Teall for por-

phyridc rocks with felsiuc groundmass and
phenocrysts of orthoclase. Fay.

orthoferrosillte. An end-member, Fe(Mn)0.SiO3, of the enstatite-hypersthene series
of orthorhombic pyroxenes. Named from
analogy with ferrosilite and clinoferrosilite.

Contains 0-12 percent of enstatite, Mg0.-

Si0:. From Manchuria. See also iron-

hypersthene. English.
orthognelms. Applied to gneinose rocks which

loaded the locomotive pulls the train back
placed at the front of the train and pushed
under the slide. Leivis;pp. 201-202.

orlhognarialte. Cesaro's name for an ortho-

past the switcher, and the empw car is

normal hydrogen content, such as vitnne.

taining from 87 to 89 percent carbon (ashless dry basis. Tomkeieff, 1954.
orthoChlorite. Chlorites commonly occurring

have been derived from rocks of igneous
origin. Compare paragneiss. C.T.D.
orthogonal. A term meaning at right angles.

holds it to one side. As soon as a car is

orthohydrous mamas. Macerals havin5 a

Ham.

orraophyre. An obsolete name for orthoclase
porphyry. A.G.I.
orMophyric. A textural term applied to
xr.edium- and fine-grained syenitic rocks
cousisting of closely packed orthoclase
crystals of stouter build than in the typical
trachytic texture. C.M.D.

orthophyric texture. A groundmass texture
distinguished from trachytic texture by the
presence of abundant stumpy rectangles of
feldspar. Holmes, 1928.
orthopinacold; orthophincoldal. In the mono-

clinic system, the form consisfing of the

two planes parallel to the vertical and
orthodiagonal axes. Standard, 1964.

orthwinakiolite. Orthorhombic polymorph
pinakiolite, Mg,Mn"Mn"'sB201,, as
black needles in dolomite from Langban,

of

Sweden. Hey, M.M., 1961.

orthoprism. A monoclink prism, the orthodiagonal intercept of which is greater than
1. Standard, 1964.
orthopyroxene. Any of several pyroxene min-

erals that crystallize in the orthorhombic
system. They generally contain no calcium

and little, or no aluminum. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

orthoquartzite. A elastic sedimentary rock

composed of silica-cemented quartz sand.
The cement is commonly deposited in crystallographic continuity with the quartz of
the worn grains. A.G.I.
orthorhombic. The crystal system in which
crystals have two or three symmetry planes
and twofold symmetry axes at their intersection. Hurlbut.
orthorhombic symmetry. In structural petrology, refers to either symmetry of movement or symmetry of fabric. Orthorhombic
symmetry of movement is exemplified by

the motion that occurs when a sphere is
subjected to a single compressive force
acting along the vertical axis but is constrained on two opposite sides. Orthorhombic symmetry of fabric is the sym-

orthorhombic symmetry
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planes of symmetry. Synonym for rhombic
symmetry. A.G.1.
orthorhombic system. In crystallography,

Os Chemical symbol for osmium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.
Osagean. Lower Middle Mississippian. A.G.I.

referred to three unequal mutually perpendicular axes; also called prismatic system;
rhombic system; trimetric system. Fay.

from a wave of translation. See also orbit.
A.G.I.
oscillogram. A record of the indications on
an oscillograph. ASM Gloss.
oscillograph. An instrument which renders

osannite. A soda-amphibole between riebeckite and arfvedsonite, Hio(Na,K)2,(Fe",Mn,Mg,Ca)22Fe'"is (Si;Ti),011. from Cer-

metry of an ellipsoid; there are three

that system of crystals whose forms are

orthorocks. Metamorphic rocks which are
derived from rocks of igneous origin.
Schieferdecker.

orthoschist. Used to denote a schist derived
from an igneous rock. See also paraschist;
schist. A.G.I.

orthose. a. A name for the whole feldspar
family before it was divided into separate
species. Fay. b. Synonym for orthoclase.
Hey 2d, 1955.
orthosilicate. A salt of the hypothetical ortho-

SuPp.

vadaes,

Portugal. The riebeckite from

Quincy, Mass., may be osannite. English.
Osann's classification. A chemical system of
classification of igneous rocks. A.G.I.
osar. See esker. C.T.D.
osarizawalte. A yellow powdery cruit, PbCuAl,(SO4),(OH).; the aluminum analogue

of beaverite. From the Osarizawa mine,
Akita prefecture Japan. Named from the

silicic acid, 1145iO4; for example, forsterite

locality. Hey,
1964; Fleischer.
Osborn-Shaw process. See Shaw process.

silicates, classification. A.G.I.

oscillating beam. See walking beam.
oscillating conveyor. A type of vibrating con-

is an orthosilicate, Mg,SiO4. This method
of classifying silicates is obsolete. See also

Dodd.

orthosilicic acid; snick acid. a. 1-14SiO,;
known chiefly by its salts found in min-

veyor having a relatively low frequency
and large amplitude of motion. See also

gelatinous compound, 1.1.Si0,, consisting
of silica and water, into which constituents
it readily decomposes. Standard, 1964.

oscillating die press. A small, high-speed
press in which the die and punch move
horizontally with the strip during the
working stroke. Through a reciprocating
motion, the die and punch return to their

erals. Standard, 1964. b. An amorphous

See also silicic acid.

orthotectic. Designates those processes and
products, strictly magmatic in the narrowest sense, exemplified in the normal crystallization of normal igneous rocks. A.G.I.
orthotectic stage. Synonym for orthomagrz lie stage. A.G.1.

orthotomous. Same as orthoclastic. Fay.
orthotropic. The description applied to the
elastic properties of material, such as timber, which has c nsiderable variations of
strength in two o more directions at right
angles to one another. See also isotropic.
Ham.
ortlerite. A variety of hornblende porphyrite containing phenocrysts of hornblende
in a holocrystalline feldspathic ground:o

mass. Holmes, 1928.

Ortmann's coastal regions. In oceanography,
a series of faunistic regions into which the

coastal waters of the world have been
divided. C.T.D.

Orton cones. a. Pyrometric cones made in
two sizes, 2Y2 inches high for industrial
kiln control, and 1-1/8 inzhes high for
pyrometric cone equivalent testing. See
also pyrometric cone.

b. Used in

the

United States for heat recording; they are
similar to Seger cones, but the same num-

bers do not indicate the same temperatures, for example, Orton cone 14 corresponds to Seger cone 13. Rosenthal.

orvietite. An inctrusive rock composed of
plagioclase and sanidine in about equal

amounts together with leucite and augite.
Contains minor biotite and olivine, with
accessory apatiie and opaque oxide. The
rock is intermediate between leucite
phonolite and leucite tephrite. A.G.I.
oryctogeology. The classification and arrangement of fossils. Standard, 1964.
oryctognosy. The description and systematic
arrangement of minerals; mineralogy. Fay.
oryktognosie. Applied by Werner to determinative mineralogy, especially as it related to mining. It has long been obsolete.
A.G.I.

on. A. Swedish term, equivalent to esker,

for certain elongated ridlges of detrital material, generally explained as having been
deposited in subglacial tunnels. Fay.

vibrating conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

original positions to begin the next stroke.
ASM Gloss.
oscillating feeder. See conveyor type feeder.
ASA MH4.1-1958.
oscillating grease table. An assembly of 4 to
8 metal trays, usually 30 inches wide and
8 to 15 inches long, arranged in series in

the direction of flow. The trays are de-

tachably mounted in the assembly by steps

so that the overflow from one tray overlaps the next tray by an inch and is 2 to 4

inches above it. The trays are inclined
downward in the direction of the flow at

z.n angle adjustable from 14 to 18 degrees.
The entire assembly is mechanically oscil-

lated transversely to the direction of the
flow at about 200 strokes per minute with
an adjustable stroke of about Yi inch. The
storage bin and feed roller are independ-

ently mounted and discharge a layer

1

grain thick. I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 70.
oscillation. Independent movement through
a limited range, usually on a hinge. Nichols.

oscillation ripple marks. a. Ripple marks
with relatively straight crests and symmetrical profile. Pettijohn. b. See wave

ripple mark. A.G.I.
oscillator plate. A thin slab of quartz which,
by mechanical vibration, controls the frequency of a radio transmitter. Hurlbut.
oscillator. quartz. Used in reference to raw
quartz, which is of a sufficiently high quality,

to be used in the manufacture of

oscillator plates. AMJ.

oscillatory ripple mark. See wave ripple

mark. A.G.I.
oscillatory twinning. Repeated twinning in

which the crystal is made up of thin
lamellae alternately in reversed position;
polysynthetic twinning; found in some
feldspars. Fay.

oscillatory wave. A wave in which each individual particle oscillates about a point

with little or no permanent change in
position. The term is commonly applied to
progressive oscillatory waves in which only
the form advances, the individual particles
moving in closed orbits. Distinguished
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visible, or automatically traces, a curve

representing the time variations of electric

phenomena. The recorded trace

is an

oscillogram. A.G.I.

oscilloscope. An intsrument for showing visually graphical representations of the
waveforms encountered in electrical circuits. H&G.

osmiridium. Iridosmine; hexagonal; Mol

hardness 6.7; specific gravity 19.3 to 21.1.
An alloy of iridium and osmium. Pryor, 3.

°smite. a. Iridosmine with 40.83 percent

osmium. English. b. Native osmium, perhaps present among the grains of iridosmine from Brazil; Ural Mountains,
U.S.S.R. English. c. Later applied to an
iridosmine from Borneo, West Indies, con-

taining 80 percent osmium; 10 percent
iridium; 5 percent rhodium. English. d.

Synonym for nevyanskite. Hey 2d, 1955.
osmium. An extremely hard, bluish or grayish metallic element in group VIII of the

periodic system and a member of the

platinum group. Either osmium or iridium is the densest or Cie heaviest element
known. Finely divided, it is an important

catalyst for gas reactions. The metal is
not attacked by any acids. Symbol, Os;
valences, 2, 3, 4, and 8; atomic number,
76; atomic weight, 190.20; hexagonal;
specific gravity, 22.48 (at 20° C) ; melting

point, 3,000° ± 10° C or 2,700° C; boiling point, 5,000° or 5,300° C; insoluble
in water and in ammonia; and slightly
soluble in aqua regia and in nitric acid.
C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-124, B-199.
osmondite. A solid solution of iron carbide in

alpha ferrite occurring in steel hardened
by quenching; a mixture of iron and co-

henite. Webster 2d; Hey 2d, 1955.
osmond stone. Picrite or teschenite formerly

used in Scotland in the construction of
furnaces (osmond furnaces) and bakers'

ovens. Arkell.
osmose. The tendency of two liquids or gases
to mix by passing through a membrane or

a porous wall separating them. Standard,

1964.
osmosis. The passage of a solvent through a

membrane from a dilute solution into a

more concentrated one, the membrane being permeable to molecules of solvent but
not to molecules of solute. A.G.I.
osmotic. Of, relating to, or having the property of osmosis. Webster 3d.

osmotic equivalent. The ratio between the
quantity of solvent thM passes through the

membrane or septum of an osmotic cell

and the quantity of solute which passes in
the opposite direction.. Webster 2d.
osmotic pressure. If a pure solvent is separated from a solution by a membrane permeabl.. only to molecules of the solvent,
the extra pressure wlach must be applied
to the solution in order to prevent flow of
solvent into it by osmosis is known as the
osmotic pressure of the solution. A.G.I.
osmund finnan. A kind of high forge, intermediate in the development of the Catalan
forge and the blait furnace, formerly used
tor making wrought iron from which wire

was first made in England, in the 15th

century. Fay.
manned (ownond) iron. A superior iron for-

osmund (osmond) iron
merly imported into England from Sweden

and used especially for making arrowheads, fishhooks, clocks, etc. Webster 3d.

Also, iron made in the osmund furnace.

Fay.

osseous amber. Opaque or cloudy amber

containing numerous minute bubbles.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
osseous breccia. The cemented mass of fragments of bones of extinct animals found
in caverns and fissures. Fay.

ossiferous. Containing or yielding bones.
Challinor.
osteolite. Earthy apatite. Fay.
ostler. The person who feeds the mine hor, es
or mules and keeps the stable in order. A
contraction of hostler. Fay.

ostracods. Minute crustaceans with beanshaped bivalve shells completely enclosing
the body. A.G.I.

ostraite. A variety of ariegite characterized
by abundant magnetite and spinel.

Holmes, 1928.
Ostwald's dilution law. In weak solutions, the
degree of electrolytic dissociation is proportional to the dilution. Bennett 2d,
1962.
osumilite. A mineral resembling cordierite,
but hexagonal, (K,Na,Ca)(Mg,Fe") 2 (Al,Fe'",Fe) 3 ( Si,A1),103,3.H10, in volcanic rock

from Province of Osumi, Japan Named

from locality. Spcncer 20, M.M., 1955.
Oswegan. Lower Silurian (restricted). A.G.I.
Supp.

otavite. S.W. Afr. A mineral, CdC08, consisting of cadmium and isostructural with
calcite. Webster 3d.

other rock in place. As used in the mining

act, means any rocky substance containing
mineral matter. Ricketts, p. 132.
other valuable deposits. Includes nonmetalli-

ferous as well as metalliferous deposits.
Ricketts, I.

ottajanite. A variety of leucite tephrite richer

in plagioclase and poorer in leucite than
vesuvite. Corresponds in chemical composition to sommaite. Holmes, 1928.

Otto cyde. In a four-stroke internal com-

bustion engine two complete revolutions of

the crankshaft correspond with the workstroke (suction downstroke of piston in cylinder); compression

ing cycleinlet

upstroke; explosion at peak of compression

followed by expansion of hot exploded
gases on driving downstroke; rising ex-

haust stroke to complete cycle. Pryor, 3.
offrelite. a. A manganere-bearing chloritoid
mineral, (Fe",Mn)(A1,Fe'")2Sis0,0.H20,
metamorphism of certain argillaceous
sedimentary rocks: sometimes gray, though

varying in color. Monoclinic. Fay; Dana

17. b. Synonym for diallage. Hey 2d, 1955.
ottrelite schist,. Schistole rocks with the peculiar micaceous mineral ottrelite. They
are best known from the Ardernes, Belgium, but are also found in New England.
Fay.
°Welke slate. A metamorphic argillaceous
rock characterized by abundant crystals of
ottrelite. C.M.D.
Ouachita Ian orogeny. Late MississippianEarly P4nnsylvanian diastrophism. A.G.I.

ouSat=

stone. Same as novaculite. Shipley.
onachltite. A melanocratic and lamprophyric

dike rock composed of phenocrysts of

biotite, less augite, and rarely hornblende,
in a glassy groundmass. Webster 2d.
(woke. A fine-grained eucritelike rock con-

taining green augite and anorthite with
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hypersthene and
olivine. Both melanocratic and leucocratic
varieties occur. Holmes, 1928.
ouges. Eng. The solid rock on the side of the
smaller quantities of

vein. Fay.

oulopholite. In the United States, radiating
gypsum crystals simulating outward curving flower petals. Synonym for gypsum
flower. Schieferdecker.

ounce. Any of various units of weight based
on the ancient Roman unit equal to 1/12

Roman pound: (1) a unit equal to 1/12
troy pound, and (2) a unit equal to 1/16
avoirdupois pound. Webster 3d. See also
avoirdupois; troy.

ounce stuff. Aust. Quartz producing about

an ounce of gold to the ton. Standard,
1964.

ounce, troy. Consists of 480 grains; 31.1
grams. Nelson.

ouster. An entry by one on the land of another is an ouster of the legal possession
arising from the title, or not, according to
the intention with which it is done. If
made under claim and color of right, it is
an ouster; otherwise it is a mere trespass.
In legal language, the intention guides the
entry and fixes its character. Ricketts, I.

outage. a. Production time lost owing to

breakdowns or other unforeseen causes.
Pryor, 3. b. The difference between the
full-rated capacity and actual contents of

a barrel or tank. Long. c. The loss of a
volatile liquid such as gasoline ascribed to
evaporation or pilferage. Also called
shrinkage. Long.

outbond. Laid parallel to the face of the

out of gage
not by younger strata of the geologic
column. A.G.I. e. Coal which appears at
or near the surface; the intersection of a

coal seam with the surface. B.C.I.
outcrop map. A special type of geologic map
that represents only actual outcrops. Areas

without exposures are left blank. Stokes

and Varnes, 1955.
outcroppings. Applied to a rock or ore vein
as seen exposed on the surface. Stauffer.

outcrop water. The rain and surface water
which seeps downwards along porous and
fissured strata. Water may also flow down-

wards along fault planes, old shafts, or

surface drifts. Outcrop water is of importance when working shallow deposits and
also during site investigations. See also
drift mining. Nelson.

outdoor stroke. That stroke of a Cornish
pumping engine by which the water is
forced upward by the weight of the
descending pump rods, etc. Fay.
outer barrel. Synonym for outer tube. Long.
outer core. a. Outer part of the earth's core
between depths of about 2,900 and 5,000
kilometers; may be liquid. A.G.I. Supp. b.
A layer of the earth located between the

inner core and dr mantle. MacCracken.
outer gage. Synonym for outside diameter.
Long.

outer shoreline. The shoreline at the open
seaside of the barrier. Schieferdecker.

outer slope. The steeply descending outer
slope of the reef below the dwindle-point

of abundant living coral and coralline
algae, which is ordinarily at about 10
fathoms. Schieferdecker.

wall; said of a brick. Standard, 1964.
outbreak coal. Eng. An old term for outcrop

outer stone. A diamond set on the outside
wall of a bit crown. Also called kicker;

outburst. a. The name applied to the violent
evolution of firedamp (usually together
with large quantities of coal dust) from a
working face. Outbursts are known
wherever coal is worked. See also floor
burst. Roberts, I, p. 71. b. The occurrence
is violent and may overwhelm the workings and fill the entire district with gaseous mixtures. Roadways advancing into
virgin and stressed areas of coal are particularly prone to outbursts in certain
seams and faults often intersect the area.
See also blower. Nelson. c. Scot. Outcrop.

outer tube. The outermost of a pair of nest-

of a coal seam. Fay.

Arkell. d. Scot. A sudden accession of
water or firedamp. Arkell.

outby; outbye. a. Nearer to the shaft, and
therefore away from the face, toward the

pit Ivutom or surface; toward the mine

outside stone; reamer; reamer stone. Long.

ing tubes of a double-tube core barrel.
Also called outer barrel; outside barrel;
outside tube. Long.

outfall. a. Eng. A seam cropping out at a
lower level. Fay. b. The vent of a river,
drain, etc. H&G. c. A structure extending into a body of water for the purpose
of discharging sewage, storm runoff, or
cooling water. H&G.
outfit. a. A drill machine complete with tools
and equipment needed to drill boreholes.

Long. b. To acquire a drill and equip it
with tools and equipment needed to drill.
boreholes. Long.

outlaw strike. Strike disapproved by the
union or in violation of the contract be-

point indicated as the base or starting

tween the union and the operators. Zern.
outlay. a. The act of laying out or expending. Webster 3d. b. Something that is laid
out; expenditure. Webster 3d. c. The cost
of equipping a mine and placing it on a

work. Nelson.

outlet. a. The passage by which the venti-

entrance. The opposite of inby. Also called

outbyeside. B.C.I.; Fay. b. In a direction
toward the mouth of the entry from the

point. Rice, George S. See also backbye

outcrop. a. The part of a rock formation

that appears at the surface of the ground.
Webster 3d. b. To crop out; to come out
to the surface of the ground. Webster 3d.
c. A term used in connection with a vein
or lode as an essential part of the definition of apex. It does not nezessarily imply
the visible presentation of the mineral on
the surface of the earth, but includes those
dewsits that are so near to the surface as
to be found easily by digging. Fay. d. On
an areal geology map, a formation or other
stratigraphic unit is shown as an area of
outcrop even if the rock is not exposed,
provided it is covered only by soil alluvium, drift, or other surficial deposits and

producing basis. Fay.

lating current goes out of a mine. Same as
upcast, a. Fay. b. An opening ..rom a mine

to the surface. Fay. c. Synonym for discharge, as applied to pumps or a piping
system. Long.

outlier. a. An isolated mass or detached

remnant of younger rocks, or of rocks

overthrust upon others, separated by
erosion from the main mass to which they
belong and now surrounded, areally, by

older, or at least underlying, rocks. Opposite of inlier. Fay. b. Ore or favorable
geology distant from main ore zone of a
district Hoffman.
out of gage. Bits and reaming shells having
set inside or outside diameters greater or
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overall ventilation efficiency

imaginary line drawn to the outside

oven. a. A chamber in which substances are
artificially heated for the purposes of baking, roasting, annealing, etc.; specifically,

out of gage
than those specified as standard.
Also, a borehole the inside diameter of
lesser

which is undersize or oversize. Long.
ort-of-round. The imperfection of nonround-

ness in glass or ceramic articles. ASTM
C162-66.

out of the house. Newc. The downstroke of
a .pumping engine, Fay.
out-over. Same as outby. Fay.

outpost welL A well drilled to extend a
known oil or gas pool. If successful in this

objective, it is an extension well. If un-

through the center of a circular or spherical object, such as a bit, tube, cylinder, or
ball. Long.
outside face. The peripheral portion or that

part of a bit crown, roller bit cutter, or
any cutting edge of a bit in contact with
the walls of the borehole while drilling.
Long.

outside foreman. In bituminous coal mining,

a foreman who supervises all operations
at the surface of a mine. D.O.T.!.

successful, it is a dry outpost. A.G.1.

outside gage. Synonym for outside diameter.

raised from a mine and expressed as being

outside-haulage engineer. In bituminous coal
mining, one who operates a mine locomo-

output. a. The quantity of coal or mineral
so many tons per shift, per week, or per
year. Nelson. b. The power or product
from a plant or prime mover in the specific form and for the specific purpose

required. See also concentration of output;
o.m.s. productivity. Nelson. c. The volume
of a liquid discharged by a pump; volume
of air discharged by a compressor horse-

power delivered by a motor. Long. d.

Current or signal delivered by any circuit
or device. NCB. e. The terminal or other
point at which a current or a signal may
be delivered. NCB.

output current. The output current of a

transducer connected to a given source is
the root-mean-square current which would
be measured at its load terminals if they
were short-circuited. H&C.
output devices. Machines which print information computed from their memory or
store. Pryor, 3, p. 32.

output impedance. The output impedance of
a transducer connected to a given source
is the impedance which would be measured at its load terminals if they were not
connected to a load and if the source voltage of the source were zero. H&G.
output power. The output power of a transducer connected to a given source is the
available power at its load terminals.
H&G.

Long.

tive to haul trains of cars about the sur-

face workings of a mine. D.O.T.1.

outside-slope engineer. In bituminous coal
mining, one who operates a hoisting engine at the surface of a mine to raise and
lower cars along a haulage slope (incline)
between lower levels and the surface.
D.O.T. 1.
outside stone. Synonym for outer stone. Long.
outside tap. Synonym for bell tap. Long.
outside tube. Synonym for outer tube.
Long.
outsLie upset. The act or process of thicken-

ing a length of tubing at its ends by in-

its outside diameter without
changing the inside diameter. a length of
creasing

tubing or drill rod so processed Long.

outside wall. That part of a bit crown, hit

shank, reaming shell, core barrel, drill rod,
casing, or other piece of downhole equip-

ment that when in use comes in contact

with the wall of the borehole. Long.
outside work. Drilling operations conducted
on the surface, as opposi.d to drilling done
in uriderground or enclesed workplaces.
Long.

from a transmission or clutch. Nichols.

outstroke. Eng. The privilege of breaking a
barrier, and working and conveyinf underground, the coal from an adjoining royalty, or mine. Fay.
outstroke rent. Eng. Payment made for the
privilege of working through a barrier and
mining the coal of an adjoining property.

transducer connected to a given source is
the root-mean-square voltage which would
be measured at its load terminals ir they

outtake. The passage by which the ventilating current is taken out of the mine; the
upcast. The return air course. An outlet.

output shaft. A shaft that transmits power

output voltage. The output voltage of a
were open-circuited. H&G.

outrigger. An outward extension of a frame

which is supported by a jack or block.

Used to increase stability. Nichols, 2.
ontrush. Before a mixture of methane and
oxygen explodes the gases expand, owing

to the great heat This causes what is

called an outrush. Morris and Cooper, pp.
50-51.

outset. a. The walling of a shaft which is
built above the surface ground level. Nel-

son. b. A brick or stone shaft wall built
within tubbing. Fay.

outside. Can. The large world of cities beyond the bush. Hoffman.

outside amalgamation. Another name for
plate amalgamation. New South Wales, p.
142.

outside angling. See angling. Sinclair, v, p.
33.

outside barmL Synonym for outer tube.

Fay.

Fay.

outwan. Scot. Outwards. Fay.

outwash. a. Stratified drift that is stream

built (washed out) beyond the glacier itself. A.G.I. b. Stratified drift deposited by
meltwater streams beyond active glacier

ice. A.G.I.
outwash fan. A fan-shaped accumulation of

glacial debris brought from a glacier and

spread out by meltwater. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.
outwash plain. A plain composed of material

washed out from the ice; the surface of a

broad body of outwash. A.G.I.
ouvarovite. See uvarovite. Fay.

ovalness. Deviation from a truly circular
periphery, uaually expressed as the total

difference found at any one cross section,
between the maximum and minimum out-

side diameters of a tube which usually

occur at or about 90 to each other. Light
Metal Age, v. 16, No. 9, October 1958,
pp. 17-24.
outside clearance. One-half the total difference between the outside diameter of any ovaloid. A plane figure rambling a rectangle with semicircular ends. BuMines Bull.
piece of downhole equipmert and the in587, 1960, p. 2.
side diameter of the borehole. Long.
outside diameter. The maximum length as oval socket. it fishing tool used to recover
broken drill rods from a borehole. Long.
measured Letween the terminal ends of an
Long.

(1) a kiln; as, a coke oven, and (2) in

glassmaking, a leer. Standard, 1964. b. An
enclosure made of brick or metal which is

usee for heat treating glass, enamel, or
ceramic products. Burt- 211 of Mines Staff.

c-..za attendant. See oven tender. D.O.T. 1.
ova. coke. Coke _oduced by the carboniza-

tion of coal for the primary purpose of
manufacturing coke. B.S. 1017, 1960, Pt.

oven-dry soil. Soil dried in an oven at a

temperature of 105° C. Ham.
oven glass. a. Glass suitable for manufacture
of articles to be used in baking and roasting foods. ASTM C162-66. b. Glassware
made from oven glass. ASTM C162-66.
oven-heater helper. In the coke products industry, a laborer who assists heater by

swabbing gas mains to maintain proper
openings, removing tar deposits with steel
wool, watching for gas leaks and control-

ling flow of air to flues to bum carbon

from gas and air nozzles by moving caps
over flues with handwheel as heat is reversed. Also called heater helper. D.O.T.
Supp.

oven loader. See enamel-oven feeder; oven
tender. D.O.T. 1.
ovenman. See oven tender. D.O.T. :.
oven tender. One who loads and controls the
temperature of an oven in which freshly

painted parts are baked to harden their

Pushes truckload of dipped or
sprayed pieces into heated oven, or hangs
pieces on hooks suspended from an overhead trolley. Allows pieces to bake for a
specified length of time and removes finished articles from oven. Also called baker,
paint; enamel burner; kiln tender ; oven
attendant; oven loader; ovenman. D.O.T.
finish.

1.

ovenware. Ceramic whiteware for culinary
oven use. ASTM C242-60.
overaghig. Aging at a higher temperature, or
for a longer time, or both, than required for
critical dispersion, thus causing particle
agglomeration of the precipitating phase
and, as a result, loss of strength and hardness. See also aging. Henderson.

overall concentradon. The ratio of pithead
output (0 tons) to length of main haulage
roads (L yards) or tons per yard of main

haulage roads, that is, 0 divided by L.

See also concentration of output. Nelson.
overall drilling time. The sum of the times

required for actual rock drilling, setting up
and withdrawal, moving drills from hole

to hole and machine delays. The overall
drilling time is a better basis for estimating drilling efficiency than penetration
speed alone. Nelson.

overall efficiency. a. Of an air compressor,
the product of the compression efficiency

and the mechanical efficiency. Fay. b.
Ratio of power output of an engine to the

power input, and is the measure of the
difference between indicated and brake

horsepower. Brandy, 2.
overall fan efficiency. The ratio of the horsepower in the air to the horsepower
absorbed by the driving motor of the fan.
B.S. 3618,1963, sec. 2.
overall reduction ratio. With reference to a

crusher, this term may be expressed as:
Mean size of feed
; South Australia, p.
Mean size of product
103. See also reduction ratio.

overall ventilation efficiency. The ratio be-

tween the air horsepower and the indi-

cated horsepower of driving unit. The percentage is expressed by
Air horsepower x 100
indicated norsepower of driving unit.
Measurements are taken of the air pressure

and volume in the fan drift, and the power

absorbed by the driving unit. See also

volumetric efficiency. Nelson.
over-and-under conveyor. Two endless chains

or other linkage between which carriers
are mounted and controlled so that the

carriers remain in an upright and horizontal position throughout the complete

cycle of the conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.
overarching weight. The pressure of the rocks

over the active mine workings. It is the
roof weight that acts on the packs and the

solid coal in the working area. See also
abutment; nether rcof; underweight. Nelson.
overbending. Bending metal through a greater

arc than that required in the finished part,

to compensate for springback. ASM Gloss.
overblown. Burnt by reason of an excessive
blast; said of steel made by the Bessemer
process. Standard, 1964.

overbreak; backbreak. The rock which is
broken (and sometimes must be excavated) by blasting outside the intended
area or line of break. Overbreak may occur
as the result of misalinement or unintentional overcharging of blastholes or inten-

tionally overbreaking as in the toe of a
bench face to facilitate digging to grade.
Bureau of Mines Staff. Compare underbreak.

overbreaiemg. See overhand stoning.
overburden. a. Used by geologists and engineers in several different senses. By some,
it is used to designate material of any nature, consolidated or unconsolidated, that
overlies a deposit of useful materials, ores,
or coal, especially those deposits that are

mined from the surface by open cuts. By
others, overburden designates only loose
soil, sand, gravel, etc., that lies above the

bedrock. The term should not be used
without specific definition. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955. Also called burden, cover,

drift, mantle, surface. See also burden,
a and b. b. To charge in a furnace too
much ore and flux in proportion to the
amount of fuel. Fay.

overburden bit. A special diamond-set bit,
similar to a set casing shoe, used to drill
casing through overburden composed of
sand, gravel. Ix, .leers, etc. Long.
overburden &filing. a. A technique developed in Sweden which involves the sink-

ing, by percussive-rotary drilling, of a drill
casing through the ,,verburden to where it
seats in the underlying rock. A rotary percussion drill hole is then continued to the
desired depth in the rock. While the casing
is being sunk through the overburden it is

coupled to the drill rod and rotates and
reciprocates with it. The rock bit on the

end of the drill rod projects about an inch
beyond the end of the ring bit with which
the casing is fitted and acts as a pilot bit
for the casing bit. Woodruff, v. 3, fr. 475.
b. A drilling method whereby drilling is
carried out through subsoil and boulders
or underwater to and through bedrock.
Engineering and Mining Journal, v. 165,
No, 11, November 1964, p. 83.
overheating. a. A condition sometimes occurring in the firing of ceramics or enamelware where the temperature of the furnace

overglaze colors
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Is too high or the ware is left in the furnace

for a greater length of time than neces-

sary. Enam. Dict. b. Heating dry products
to temperatures which cause bloating.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
overcast. a. An enclosed airway to permit one
air current to pass over another one without interruption. They should be built of
incombustible materials such as concrete,
tile, stone, or brick. The use of overcasts
results in better ventilation, removes the

danger due to doors, such as being left
open and leakage. Kentucky, p. 90. Com-

pare undercast. b. Casting the removed

overburden from coal mined from surface
mines to an area from which the coal has
been mined. Bureau of Mines Staff. c. To
cast, throw, or spread something over or
past. Standard, 1964. d. Pushed forward,

so as to overlie other rocks, as in thrust
faults. Standard, 1964.

overcasting. A procedure used in certain
mining activities including strip mining
and in some heavy construction work such
as channel excavation. Overcasting may be

performed in a simple operation consisting of digging out the material (the stripping shovel and stripping dragline are the
most common machines used), lifting it
from one position, moving it over, and
dumping it in the spoil position where it
remains, for practical purposes, indefinitely. The mechanics of the operation
regardless Gf the machines used, is called
"simple overcasting." Woodruff, v. 3, p.
407.

overchaining. A drive is overchained when it
incorporates a chain of substantially higher
rating than that indicated by normal selection procedures. J&M.
overcharging. a. Adding material in excess of

the capacity of the equipment used for
processing. Bureau. of Mines Staff. b.

Sometimes occurs in the milling process
when too great an amount of enamel is
loaded into the mill. The procedure should

be avoided as the material will take an

exceptionally long time to grind and often
results in decreased gloss of the enamel in
the subsequent firing operation. Enam.
Diet.

overconsolidated soil deposit. A soil deposit

that has been subjected to an effective
pressure greater than the present over-

burden pressure. ASCE P1826.
overcrossing. See air crossing; overcast. Fay.
overcurrent relays. Relays used to trip circuit

ter bar in tha overcutting machine is

mounted at the tGp of the machine instead
of at its bottom. See also turret coal cutter.
Kiser, 1. pp. 26-27.
overdense medium. Medium of specific grav-

ity above that in the separating bath, usually produced in the medium recovery
system and used to maintain the desired
specific gravity in the bath. B.S. 3552,
1962.

overdraft. a. A condition where a metal
curves upward on leaving the rolls because
of the higher speed of the lower roll. ASM
Gloss. b. An arrangement of flues to force
air through a brickkiln downward from

its top; also the heated air and gas so

forced through the kiln. Standard, 1964.
overdrGling. The act or process of drilling a
run or length of borehole greater than the

core-capacity length of the core barrel,
resulting in loss of the core. Long.

overfall. The part of a dam or wier over
which water flows. Ham.

overfalls. Turbulent water surface produced

either by strong currents flowing over
shoal bottom or by conflicting currents.

See also rip. Hy.
overfeed; overfeeding; overfed. To attempt
to make a diamond or rock-drill bit pene-

trate rock being drilled at a rate in excess of that at which the optimum economical performance of the bit is attained,
which needlessly damages the bit and
shortens its life. Long.

overtired. A term related to the condition of
a ceramic product which has been heated
to a temperature in excess of that required
to produce proper vitrification. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
overtiring. Heating ceramic materials or ware
above the temperature required to produce
the necessary degree of vitrification. Us-

ually results in bloating, deformation, or
blistering of the ware. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

overflow, screen. That portion of the feed
material discharged from the screen deck
without having passed through the apertures. B.S. 3552, 1962.

overflow stand. A standpipe in which water
rises and overflows at the hydraulic gradeline. Steelye, I.
overflush. A fault in glassware caused by the
flow of too much glass along the line of
a joint. Compare fin. Dodd.
overfold. An anticinal fold pushed over until
its

sides are brought together and one

August 1966, P. 270.

overlies the other; an inverted or reflexed
fold. Standard, 1964. See also overthrow
fold. Fay.
overgage diameter. The measurement over
gagepins of specified diameter inserted in
opposite tooth gaps of a sprocket. For an

sticky coal. By releasing the coal along the

placed in the nearest opposite gaps. J&M.
overgate. See air crossing; overcast. Fay.
overgettings. Eng. Minerals worked and sold

breakers when abnormal currents of two
to three times the normal flow in the circuit. They are adaptable to transmission
lines, buses, feeder circuits, transformers,

and motors. Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8,

overcut. a. A machine cut made along the
top or near the top of a coal seam; sometimes used in thick seams or a seam with

roof, its mining becomes easier. See also
turret coal cutter. Nelson. b. The process
of producing a larger size hole than the
outside diameter of the bit and/or reaming
shell used, due to the eccentric rotational
movements of a bit, core barrel, or drill
stem. Long.

overcutting machines. Coal-cutting machines
that are adaptations of shortwall machines,

designed to make the cut, or kerf, at a

desired place in the coal seam some dis-

tance above the floor. The main difference
between the overcutting machine and the
ordinary shortwall machine is that the cut-

7§7.3

odd number of teeth, the gagepins are

from a royalty in excess of the certain

quantity upon which a rent or royalty per

acre is paid. Fay.
overglaze. An additional glaze on porcelain
when the first has been painted upon with

vitrifiable colors, or when by reason of

defects a second glaze is necessary. Standard, 1964.
overglaze colors. Finely ifround mixtures of
pigments and low-melting glasses suitable
for use over standard ceramic glaze. Tem-

perature range is 1,300° to 1,500° F;
cones are 018 to 014. Used as decorative
designs fired on china, pottery, terra cotta,

overglaze colors
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pigments and low-melting glasses suitable
for use over standard ceramic glazes. Temperature range is 1,3000 to 1,500° F;
cones are 018 to 014. Used as decorative
designs fired on china, pottery, terra cotta,

and-filling; stoping in horizontal layers;
transverse with filling. Fay. Con:pare underhand stoping.
overhand sloping and milling system. See
combined overhand and underhand stop-

tile, arrl other glazed ceramic surfaces.
CCD t,d, 1961.

overglazed. Pottery ware having too thick a
glaze layer, particularly on the bottom;
this thick glaze is likely to be crazed.
Causes of this fault are incorrect dipping,
the use of slop glaze of too high a density,
or biscuit ware that is too porous, that is,
underfired. Dodd.

,werglaze decoration. A ceramic or metallic
.1eoration applied and fired on the previousiy glazed surface of ceramic ware.
AGSG, 1963.

overgrinding. Comminution of ore to a
smaller particle size than is required for
effective liberation of values before concentrating treatment. Opposite of undergrinding. Pryor, 3.

overhand cut-and-fill. In this method, two
level drives are first connected, the lower
and upper one by a raise from the bottom of which mining is begun. The work
proceeds upwards, filling the mined-out
room, but in the filling, chutes are left
through which the broken ore falls. In
inclined seams the chutes, also inclined,
have to be timbered. The lower-level drive
is protected either by timbering or vault-

ing. Fay.
overhand sloping Li inclined floors. See rill
stoping, b. Fay.

overhand stoping on waste. See overhand

stoping, b. Fay.
overhand stoping with shrinkage and delayed
filling. See shrinkage stoping.
overhand stoping with shrinkage and no filling. See shrinkage stoping.
overhand sloping with shrinkage and simultaneous caving. See combined shrinkage
stoping and block caving. Fay.

overhang. a. Projecting parts of a face or
bank. Nichols. b. Uusupported area between the punch and die. ASM Gloss.
c. The overhanging edge of an undermined
cliff. Schieferdecker.

overhaul. a. Describes a condition when a
journey travels towards the haulage engine at a faster rate than the rope which
then becomes slack and liable to foul the
drum. Also applied to inspection, cleaning,

and repairing of machines or plant. Also
called overrun. Nelson. b. The transportation of excavated material beyond certain
specified limits. See lye, 1. c. In many
highway contracts, a movement of dirt far

ing, or by a fairly strong pillar of vein

enough so that payment, in addition to
excavation pay, is made for its haulage.

proceeds upwards but as a whole it proceeds between the two level drives in a
horizontal direction. Overhand cut-andfill, especially in mining irregular ore

overhauling (slab milling, scalping). Cutting

fillings. Stoping in the different cuts always

bodies of greater size, is also called 'back
stoping. Stoces, v. I, pp. 405-406.

overhand slope, a. One in which the ore
above the point of entry to the stope is
attacked, so that severed ore tends to
gravitate toward discharge
stope is self-draining. Pryor, 3. b. An over-

chutes and

hand stope is made by working upward

from a level into the ore above. McKinstry,
655

overhand sloping. a. In this method, which
is also widely used in highly inclined deposits,

the ore is blasted from a series of ascending stepped benches. Both horizontal and
vertical holes may be employed. Horizontal
breast holes are usually more efficient and
safer than vertical upper holes, although
the latter are still used in narrow stopes in
steeply inclined ore bodies. McAdam II,
p. 137. b. The working of a block of ore
from a lower level to a level above. In a

restricted way overhand stoning can be
applied to open or waste-filled stopes that

are excavated in a series of horizontal
slices either sequentially or simultaneously

from the bottom of a block to its

top.

Stull timbering or the use of pillars characterize the method. Filling is used in many
instances. Modifications are know as: back-

filling method; back stoping; block system; breast stoping; combined side and

Nichols.

surface layers from castings or slabs to
remove scale and suirace defects. ASM
Gloss.

overhead bare-wire system. A mine signaling
system in which galvanized-iron signal
wires are supported by insulators suitably

fixed overhead between rail tracks. The
wires are connected to a bell circuit. Or.e
bell is placed in the haulage enginehouse
and the others may be installed at
coupling-on places along the road. Bell
pushers are connected across the wires at

coupling-stations and often at intermediate
points. These insure .:lear and clistinct signals. Mason, V.2, P. 537.
overhead cableway. A type of equipment for
the removal of soil or rock. It consists of
a strong overhead cable, usually attached

to towers at either end, and on which a
car or traveler may run back and forth.
From this car a pan or bucket may be
lowered to the surface and subsequently
raised and locked to the car and trans-

ported to any position on the cable where
it is desired to dump its contents. Fay.
overhead charges. Those general charges or
expenses which cannot be charged up as
belonging exclusively to any particular part
of the work or product. Fay.
overhead conveyor. See trolley conveyor.
ASA MH4.1-1958.

overhead drive press. A mechanical press
with the driving mechanism mo'unted in

longwall stoping; crosscut method of work-

or on the crown or upper parts of the

wall method; filling system; filling-up

overhead monorail. This system is popular
for use in mines since it can be suspended

ing; cross stoping; Delprat method; dry-

method; flat-back stoping; horizontal slic-

uprights. ASM Gloss.

open-stope and filling; open-stope method;

from the roadway supports as the face
advances and can carry supplies over

filling; overhand stoping on waste; resuing;

port is by means of endless, main-and-

ing; longwall stoping; open-cut system;

open-stope, timbering with pigsties, and

rock filling; room-and-pillar with waste
filling; sawtooth back stoping; tide stoping; slicing-and-filling system; stoping-

equipment installed in the roadway; trans-

tail, or main-rope winches. They are gen-

erally slow-moving and can carry light
loads into and around many places inac-

overlap auxiliary ventilation
cessible to other forms of transport. Sin-

clair, ///, p. 208.

overhead position welding. Welding that is
performed from the underside. ASM Gloss.

overhead-rope monorail. In this system the
loads are carried by bogies running on a

taut wire rope instead of steel joists or

flat-bottomed rails. Sinclair, III, p. 211.
overhead ropeway. See aerial ropeway. Ham.
overhead shovel. A tractor loader which digs

at one end, swings the bucket overhead,
and dumps at the other end. Nichols.
overhead traveling crane. A crane which
traverses the whole width of a workshop
between the rails on which it runs. Ham.
overhead trolley conveyor. See trolley conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

overheated. Said of metal which has been
heated in preparation for hot-working, or
during a heat-treating operation, to a
temperature at which rapid grain growth
occurs and large grains are produced. The
structure and properties can be restored by
treatment, and in this respect it differs
from burning. C.T.D.
overheating. Heating a metal or alloy to such
a high temperature that its properties are

impaired. When the original properties
cannot be restored by further heat treating, by mechanical working, or by a combination of working and heat treating, the

overheating is known as burning. ASM
Gloss.

overings. Newc. The top framing of a wagon
to increase its capacity. Fay.
overite. A hydrous phosphate of calcium and
aluminum, Ca3Als(PO4)8(OH)e.15H20, as
pale green to colorless orthorhombic crys-

tals in variscite nodules. Found in Utah.

Spencer 15 M.M., 1940.

overlap. a. The extension of a bed beyond
underlying conformable beds B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 5. b. A reversed fault or thrust.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5. c. The heave of a
reversed fault. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5. d.
A geological unconformity in which each
successively younger bed within the
younger group of strata extends beyond
the edge of the next older bed. Webster

3d. e. Process by which older sedimentary
units are lost during the transgressive
invading phase of marine deposition.
Wheeler. f. The lineal portion of a borehole that must be redrilled subsequent to
caving of the hole, the cementing of a sec-

tion of the hole, or the bypassing of unrecoverable material in the.hole. Long. g.
The lineal portion of a branch hole that
nearly parallels the parent hole. Long. h.
.Protrusion of weld metal beyond the bond

at the toe of the weld. ASM Gloss. i. In
spot, or projection welding, the amount

one sheet overlays the other. ASM Gloss.
overlap auxiliary ventilation. To combine the

forcing and exhausting systems, it is not
necessary to provide two ducts, one forcing and one exhausting, throughout the
length of the heading. An arrangement
that serves the same purpose is the overlap system. In this system a main exhausting duct is used within a convenient dis-

tance of the face, often about 100 feet.

Some of the intake air in the heading, before reaching the end of this duct, enters a
short length of tubing and is blown on to
the face. The advantages of both systems

are thus obtained. Precautions must be
taken against recirculation of air by the
forcing unit, to prevent concentration of
dust, and in collieries, firedamp, at the
face. The two ducts must overlap by a

minimum distance which, in practice is
usually taken as 30 feet. Roberts, I, Pp.
220-221. See also two-fan auxiliary ventilation.

overlap fault. A thrust fault in which the

shifted strata double back over themselves.
A.G.I.
overlap seal. A natural trap for the accumulation of oil or gas partially created by an
angular unconformity in which the overlapping sediments are relatively impervious to the passage of these hydrocarbons.
East Texas is a good example. A.G.I.
overlay. Scot. The material above the rock in
a quarry. See overburden, b. Fay.

overlay tracing. A tracing on which the
workings in a seam are shown. A series of
such tracings allows the workings in several seams to be seen in their correct horizontal relationship. Also called layover

tracing (undesirable usage). B. S. 3618,
1963, sec. 1.

overload. a. In general, a load or weight in
excess of the designed capacity. The term
may be applied to mechanical and electrical engineering plants, to loads on buildings and structures, and to excess loads on
haulage ropes and engines. Nelson. b. To
apply an excessive pressure to a drill string
and bit. Long. c. Synonym for overweight.
Compare crowd, b and d. Long.
overloader. A loading machine of the power-

overthrust
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overlap auxiliary ventilation

assumes a texture of cotton wool. Sinclair,
W. E., p. 484.

overmining. S. Afr. Mining a grade of ore

than that recom-

blasting. Nelson. d. A synonym applicable
to those sizes of drill rods, the dimensions

overpickling. May result from the use of
pickling solutions of greater strength or
higher temperature

mended, or by allowing the ware to remain

in the tanks for a greater length of time
than necessary, generally causing a blis-

tered condition in the subsequent enameling process. This condition may be avoided
by running frequent and careful tests on
pickling solutions in addition to observing
proper pickling time control. Enam. Dict.
overpoled. In refining blister copper by reducing its oxides through stirring a molten

bath of metal with a green timber pole,
continuation of this process until the desirable characteristic fracture of tough-

pitch refined metal is lost. Some reoxidation then becomes necessary. Pryor, 3.
overpress. An imperfection; projecting excess
glass resulting from imperfect closing of
mold joints. ASTM C162-66.
overpressure. The transient pressure over
and above atmospheric pressure resulting
from a blast wave from a nuclear explosion. LOU..

bucket is filled, the machine retracted,

overriding royalty. The term applied to a
royalty reserved in a sublease or assign-

income from production deducted from

ponent or system is that level at which
operation ceases to be satisfactory as a

overrope. A winding or hoisting rope. Fay.
overrope haulage. Usually applied to endless
rope haulage in which the rope is carried

In an acoustical system, sound pressure

either clipped or lashed to the rope. See

level is to be understood, unless otherwise
specified. MUG.
overload trip. A protective device on a cir-

also underrope haulage. Nelson.
ovemus. See overhaul, a. Nelson.

value. Nelson.
overlooker. a. One who overlooks. Standard,

overrunning clutch, free-wheeling unit. A
coupling that transmits rotation in only
one direction, and disconnects when the

deposit. Stoces, v.1, p. 63.

over= n. a. Eng. A coal mine underground
official intermediate in status between a
deputy and the undermanager. He may
hold a certificate of competency, but a
deputy's certificate a the only essential
qualification. For a person with service as

an overman before June 1, 1952, an Overman's Service Certificate will suffice. An
overman may be in charge of two or more
deputies' districts, or he may have special
duties, such as supervising development

work, etc. N elson. b. Eng. The mining
official next in rank below the manager,
who is next below the agent. Also called

oversman. Fay. c. The foreman of the underground workings. Fay. d. An umpire

appointed to an arbitration board in a

mine dispute. C.T.D. e. N. of Eng. An official responsible for the working of a seam
durin a shift. Trill.
Excessive opening up or fiberizaov
tion of strands to a stage when the asbestos

large-diameter design. Long. f. A piece
of equipment larger than specified or ac-

cepted standard size. Long.
oversize control screen; guard screen; check
screen. A screen used to prevent the entry
into a machine of coarse particles which

might interfere with its operation. B.S.

3552, 1962.
oversize core. a. Core cut by a thin-wall bit,
as opposed to a standard-diameter core.
Long. b. A core the diameter of which is
greater than a standard size. Long.
oversize coupling. a. Synonym for swelled
coupling. Long. b. Sometimes used in
Canada as a synonym for reaming shell.
Long.

oversize hob. A borehole the diameter of

which is excessive because of the whipping

action or eccentric rotation of the drill

on top of the mine cars which may be

ment over and above that reserved in the

overlying beds. The beds situated above a

barrels and accessory parts, properly called

overspray. a. The slip from the spray gun
not deposited on the ware. Also, spray
application of a light coat of slip to an

and the bucket swung over to the discharge point; used chiefly in sand and

Also called overman. Mason.

of which exceed the DCDMA standard
sizes designated as the W group. Long.
e. Incorrectly applied to the size of core

original lease. Ricketts, II.

the working interest. Wheeler.
overriding. Can. Sum added to option prices
as payment to agent. Hoffman.

1964. b. An overseer, superintendent, or
inspector. Standard, 1964. c. A mine official between a deputy and underrnanager.

is too large to handle without secondary

string and bit. Long.
oversize powder. In powder metallurgy, particles coarser than the maximum permitted
by a given specification for particle size.
ASM Gloss.
oversize rod. Synonym for drill collar; guide
rod. Long.
overspeed device, hoist. See hoist overspeed

or caterpillar tracked. It need not turn
from the face to the truck if the latter
can be spotted parallel to the face. The

cuit breaker or motor starter which cuts
off the power if the current exceeds a set

is

leaving the lower grade ore in the reserves.
The opposite is undermining. Beerman.

above the average grade of the ore reserves. This practice has the effect of

override. A royalty or percentage of the gross

result of signal distortion, overheating, etc.

3. b. When a mixture of coal or ore

screened or classified into two products of
definite size limits, the larger is the oversize and the smaller the undersize. See also
classifier, b. Nelson. c. In quarry or opencast blasting, that size of rock or ore which

shovel type for quarry and opencast operations. It may be either pneumatic tired

gravel pits. bit-son.
overload level. The overload level of a com-

fying device. Also called underflow. Pryor

overrun brake. A special brake fitted to a
towed vehicle which operates as soon as
the towing vehicle slows down. Ham.

torque is reversed. Nichols.
oversaturated rocks. Those rocks which con-

tain an excess of silica, over and above
that necessary to form saturated minerals
from all bases present. See also saturated
rocks; saturation; undersaturated rocks.
A.G.I.

overshot. A fishing tool for recovering lost
drill pipe or casing. Institute of Petroleum,
1961.

overshot head. The upper section of the shell

containing the lifting-dog assembly on a
wire-line core barrel. Long.
overshot wheel. A vertical water wheel, the
circumference of which is covered with
cavities or buckets, and is turned by water

that shoots over the top, filling the buckets

on the farther side and acting chiefly by

its weight. Webster 3d.
overalde. Discharging over the side, such as
a dredge. Standard, 1964.
oversize. a. In sizing on screens or sorting in
classifiers of mineral pulps, the grain size

or grain mass above a limiting value,
which either fails to pass through the
meshes of a retaining screen or to be
lifted to the overflow discharge of a classi-

device.

unfired porcelain enamel. ASTM C286-65.
b. Process of spraying a second coat of an
enamel directly over the wet or dry bisque.
Enam. Dice.
overspringing. See soringing, c. Lewis, p. 161.

overstressed area. In strata control, a term
used to describe an area where the force
is concentrated on pillars. This type area
is said to be overstressed or superstressed.
This superstressing is limited by the strength

of the seam or pillar. Compare destressed
area. Mason, v. 1, p. 143.
overstressing. In fatigue testing, cycling at a

stress level higher than that used at the
end of the test. ASM Gloss.

Overstrom table. Similar to a Wilfley table
but of diamond shape (rhomboid), thus
eliminating the waste corners. Liddell 2d,
p. 388.
over-the-road hauling. Hauling over public
highways employing a haul unit commonly

termed a truck. Various restrictions, such
as weight, width of vehicle, safety features,

guard against spillage, etc. must be considered in the type equipment used. Generally, over-the-road haul units are termed
dump trucks. Compare off-the-road haul-

ing. Carson, p. 342.
over-the-track car unloader. See car unloader. ASA MH4.1-1958.

overthrow. a. Penn. Wooden air pipes for
connecting headings for ventilation. Fay.
b. York. See air crossing. Fay.
overthrow fold. See overturned. Fay.

overthrust. a. A thrust fault with low dip
and large net slip, generally measured in

overthrust
miles. A.G.I. b. A thrust fault in which

the hanging wall was the active element;
contrasted with underthrust, but it is usually impossible to tell which wall was ac-

tively moved. A.G.I. c. The process of
thrusting the hanging wall (relatively)

over the footwall. A.G.I.
overthrust block. The block above the overthrust plane. Schieferdecker.

overthrust fault. A reverse fault with low
dip or large hade. Fay.
overthrust fold. A recumbent fold of which
the reversed middle limb has been com-

pletely sheared out as a result of the

great horizontal translation. Schieferdecker.
overthrust nappe. An overthrust mass which
has been displaced over a great distance.
Synonym for overthrust sheet. Schieferdecker.

overthrust plane. Synonym for thrust plane.
Schieferdecker.

overthrust sheet; overthrust block. The block,
above a low-angle fault plane, which has
been displaced a matter of miles. Billings,
1954, p. 184.

overthrust slice. Single large mass caught

between the walls of an overthrust. Schieferdecker.

overthne. The period beyond the normal
shift time when a workman, on request

by the management, performs emergency

tasks which are necessary for safety or
efficient operation of the oncoming shift.
Nelson.

overtopping. Flow of water over the top of
a dam or embankment. Nichols.
overtravel. An overwind. Nelson.
overtub system. An endless-rope system in
which the rope runs over the tubs or cars
in the center of the rails. This system is
generally adopted on undulating roads,

where the tension in a heavily loaded rope
would cause the rope to lift in swilleys
and derail tubs. It is also generally adopted

in highly inclined roads, as the lashing
chain, often adopted with this method of
haulage, obtains a good positive grip on

the rope and is easier to detach than a
dip. The rope is kept from rubbing on

roof supports by holding-down pulleys:
six or eight small pulleys are mounted
in circular cheeks, allowing chains or
dips to be accommodated in the spaces
between the pulleys; or large diameter
pulleys may be used, of the hat or mushroom shape, often starred to provide
recesses for chains and clips. Similar large
pulleys

direct the rope around curves.

Compare undertub system. Sinclair, V,
pp. 331-332.
overturn. The exchange of position in fall
and spring of bottom and upper waters
in a lake, caused by density differences
due to temperature changes. A.G.I.
overturned. Having been tilted past the vertical and hence, inverted in outcrop; said

of folded strata and of the folds them-

selves. Fay.
overturned fold. Synonym

oxalic acid; ethanedioic acid
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for overfold.

A.G.I.

rope to the skip. Three guide shoes are
generally provided at each side of the bail

to keep it vertical. The skip body turns

about a horizontal .shaft at the lower end
of the bail. Two rollers on the upper part

Ovoca classifier. A classifier of the free-

run on to the curved guides. To prevent

is removed by a double-screw, continuous-

settling type in which the heavy material

shocks in the case of an overwind the

glide along rollers fitted to the headgear

flight conveyor, working up an inclined
plane. Liddell 2d, p. 392.
ovoid. a. Egg-shaped. Gordon. b. An egg-

overventilation. Too much air in the mine

ovulite. Synonym for oolite, used in the

skips are fitted with overwind guides which

above the tipping point. Sinclair, V. p. 73.

workings. Fay.

overvoltage. The difference between the

actual electrode potential when appreciable
electrolysis begins and the reversible electrode potential. ASM Gloss.
overvoltage relays. Relays that serve primarily the same purpose as overcurrent relays

except that they are connected in the line
by potential transformers which measure

bail to an upper croupiece of which is

attached a suspension gear connecting the

sense of an individual spherite. A.G.I.
Owen process. A flotation process involving

the violent agitation of the pulp in cold

water to which a small percentage of
eucalyptus oil, about 2 ounces per ton,
is added. Fay,

Owen's borehole surveying instrument. A
clockwork photographic apparatus which
records clinometer and compass readings
on sensitized paper. It is used during borehole surveying. Ham.

Owen's jet dust counter. An instrument

overwash drift. The material which is washed

ment is about 200 to 300 meters per second

overwash. That portion of the uprush that
carries over the crest of a berm or of a
structure. H&G.

out from the front of a glacier. Fay.

similar to the konimeter but differing in
that the air to be sampled undergoes
humidification prior to being blown
through the jet. Tim velocity of impinge-

Obsolete. See also outwash.

and the jet is rectangular instead of circular. The prior humidification of the air

the upper rocks when worked by the long-

dust partkles by super saturation due to

walls. If it settles too quickly, it binds the
underweight, causing the latter to throw
too much weight on the face. Fay. b. Scot.
Excess weight of disposals (sales) over

in the deposition and retention of the

overweight. a. Aust. The settling down of

causes condensation of moisture upon the

wall system. It is regulated by the pack

the pressure drop at the jet, and so assists

output. Fay. c. A diamond bit in which
oversize diamonds are crowded into the
bit face or crown. Compare crowd, c.;

overload. Long.
overwind. a. To hoist the cage into or over
the top of the headframe. Fay. b. In hoisting through a mine shaft, failure to bring
cage or skip smoothly to rest at proper
unloading point at surface. If severe, can
lead to serious accident unless the special
preventive devices function

effectively.

Overwind can also cause cage to be low-

ered into sump at bottom of shaft, also
with serious consequences. Pryor, 3.

overwind device, hold. See hoist overwind
device.

overwinder. One of the best known overwinders consists of two vertical-screwed
spindles each carrying two traveling nuts
and chain driven from the drum shaft so

as to rotate in opposite directions. The

nuts are prevented from rotating by projections engaging with a fixed plate and
therefore travel up and down accordinEt3 the movement of the cages. The upper

nut takes cart of overwinding and the

lower nut of overspeeding. Mason, v. 2,
pp. 459-460.'
overwinding. a; A term applied to a continued pull on the hoisting rope of a cage,

it stretches from the top, of a drum to

for the material and a suspending framt of

shaped briquette. B.S. 3552, 1962.

the voltage across the lines. When an overvoltage exists the relay operates and opens
the circuit breaker. Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8,
August 1966, p. 270.

at metal mines but not as often at coal
mines because of increased breakage. This

3618, 1965, sec. 7.

tipping point in the headgear, where rollers

after the cage has reached the top of

skip consists of a rectangular receptacle

ated by the conveyance, (2) iiiounted on
the automatic contrivance, or (3) operated
by the depth or distance indicator. B.S.

are mounted on a shaft and cause the
skip to tilt at an angle of 350 at the

overturned limb. That linib of an overfold
(overturned fold) that is overturned, that
is, has rotated through more than 900.
Billings 1954, p. 41.

overturnhig skip. A type skip commonly used

applied. Such a switch may be either:
(1) situated in the headgear and oper-

the shaft. The result of this carelessness,
or accident,, is a broken hoisting rope and
all the dander that implies. Stauffer. b. A
rope or cable wound and attached so that
the load. Nichols.

overwind switch. A switch which may be
used on winders, or haulages, to cause

the power to cut off from the driving
motor, or engine, and the brakes to be

particles on the slide. The Bausch and

Lomb dust counter is the American counterpart of this instrument. Osborne.
Owens machine. A suction type machine for
making glass bottles. Dodd.
Owens process. A bottkmaking process in
which the blank or parison mold is filled
by suction. ASTM C162-56.
Ower anemometer. A vane anemometer in
which the friction of gearing is minimized.
The normal gearing of the ordinary anemometer is replaced by a simple worm
drive which rotates a pointer over a dial
divided into four sections. When making

an observation of air velocity the speed
of revolution of the pointer is measured
by a stopwatch and a calibration chart
is referred to which relates air speed to
pointer revolutions per second. Roberts, I,

p. 54.

owharolte. The name offered as a substitute for wilsonite which had been used
as a mineral name previously. Owharoite
is a creamy-gray rhyolitic igneous rock
with peculiar phenocrysts and lenses of
streaked glass occurring in colorless to
brown glass. Possibly a rhyolitic tuff. Hess.

owl-eye agate. An eye agate with only two
eyes, and those resembling the eyes of an
owl. Shipley.

owner's account men. Corn. Workmen paid
by the day. Fay.
own filling. Filling material obtained in the
mine being mined. Stoces, v. 1, p. 271.
owyheeite. A light, steel-gray to silver-white
sulfantimonite of silver and lead, possibly, 2AgsS.8PbS.5Sb2Ss. Acicular crystals

or fibrous masses; probably orthorhombic.
Formerly called silver jamesonite. From
Owyhee County, Idaho. English.

oracalcfte. Synonym for whewellite. Tomkeielf, 1954.
milk acid; ethanedloic acid. Colorless; trans-

parent; anhydrous, HaCCOsH; hydrate,

HO2CCO2H.21120; anhydrous, orthorhombic; hydrate, monoclinic tablets or prisms;
molecular weight (anhyclrouq), 90.04; poisonous; specific gravity (anhydrous), 1.90

(at 17° C, referred to water at 4° C) ;

oxyacetylene .flame
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oxalic acid ; ethanedioic acid

from the air by coal, particularly in the
crushed state; this engenders heat which
can result in fire. Ventilation, while dis-

persing the heat generated, supports oxidation which increases rapidly with a rise in
temperature. Fresh air should not gain

oxidized zone. Portion of ore body near

surface, which has been leached by percolating water carrying oxygen, carbon

dioxide or other gases, or in which sulfide
minerals have undergone some alteratior
leading to their partial dissolution and
redeposition at depth, the residual portion
changing to oxides, carbonates, sulfates,
Pryor, 3.

specific gravity (hydrate), 1.653 (at 19°
C, referred to water at 4° C) ; the hydrate
loses 21-120 at 101° to 102° C; melting
point (anhydrous), 189.5° C with decomposition; sublimes at 157° C; soluble
in water; very soluble in alcohol; slightly
soluble in ether insoluble in benzene, in
chloroform, and in ligroin. Used as a
bleach, in dyeing, and as a precipitating
agent for rare earths. Handbook of Chem-

oxidation period. The stage in the firing of
clayware during which any carbonaceous
matter is burned out, that is, the temperature range 400° to 850° C. It is important
that all the carbon is removed before the

oxidizing agent. A material that causes oxida-

(mine, Synonym for humboldtine. Tom-

oxidation-reduction potential. The difference
of potential measured in a cell having the
oxicfized and reduced form of an element

the other. At the hydrogen electrode the
H2 gas must be maintained at 1 atmo-

oxidizing condition. The presence of air in
a kiln in excess of that needed for com-

istry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-443;
Crispin; CCD 6d,1961.

keieff, 1954.
oxammite. A yellowish-white, transparent,
orthorhombic ammonium oxalate, (NH4)2-

C204.2H20, found in guano. Tomkeieff,
1954.

ox-blood coral. A dark, rich, deep-red coral;
very desirable. Shipley.
oxbow. A crescent-shaped lake formed in an
abandoned river bend which has become

access to
Nelson.

the coal. See also gob

fires.

next stage of the firing process (the vitrifi-

cation period) begins, otherwise a black
core may result. Dodd.

on one side and the H2H+ couple on

spheric pressure and the H+ at a concentration of 1 mole per liter, and the
temperature must be 25° C. Same as

oxidatkn potential; redox potential; symbol, E or Eh. If simliar standards are

separated from the main stream by a

used for both electrodes (all gases at

oxeye. Labradcrite with a dark reddish
change of color. Shipley.

and if the temperature is maintained at

change in the course of the river. Fay.

oxeye agate. An eye agate with only two
eyes, and those resembling the eyes of an
ox in coloring. Same as owl-eye agate.
Shipley.

I atmosphere and all concentrations I M),

25° C, the potential obtained is the standard oxidation-reduction potential (symbol,
E°). A.G.!.
oxide ceramics. Special ceramics made from
substantially pure oxides usually by dry-

Oxford clay. A clay of the Upper Jurassic

pressing or slip-casting followed by sin-

cent of the building bricks made in the

common oxide ceramics are Al203, Be0,

system providing raw material for 30 per-

United Kingdom; the Fletton brick industry of the Peterborough area is based on
this clay, which contains so much carbonaceous material that the dry-pressed bricks
can be fired with very little additional
fuel. Dodd.
Oxfordian. Lowermost Upper Jurassic. A.G.I.
Supp.
ox gall. This material (an indefinite mixture
of fats, glycocholates, and taurocholates)

has been added to glaze suspensions to
prevent crawling. Dodd.

oxialyphite. A variety of aliphite hydrocarbon containing oxygen. It is light yellow
in color and soft. Tomkeieff, 1954.

oxicarbonite. A carbonite bitumen rich in
oxygen and devoid of nitrogen. Tomkeieff,
1954.

oxicyclite. A cyclite bitumen containing oxygen. Tomkeieff, 1954.
oxidate& Sediments formed by the precipita-

tering

at high temperature. The most

Mg0, Th02, and Zr02. Dodd.

oxide discoloration. Discoloration of the

metal surface caused by oxidation during
thermal treatment. Light Metal Age, v. 16,
No. 9, October 1958, pp. 17-24.

oxide mineral. A mineral formed by the

direct union of an element with oxygen;

for example, ice, corundum, hematite, magnetite, cassiterite. Leet.

oxide of iron. An iron ore with oxygen as
its main impurity; also iron rust. Mersereau, 4th, p. 383.
oxides. a. Compounds of oxygen with another element. Oxides are C.gmed by the
combination of oxygen with most other
elements, particularly at elevated temper-

atures, but not with those of group 0
in the periodic system, the inert gases:
Helium neon, argon krypton xenon, and
radon. C.T.D. b. Materials ;Med to the
mill to produce color in the porcelain
enamel. Bryant.

tion of the oxidized form of iron and

oxidimetry. Titration with oxidizing agent.

dioxide sediments. A.G.I.

oxidation. a. The firing of a kiln in such a
manner that combustion is complete and
in consequence the burning gases are

oxidize. To combine with oxygen. Kinney.

metals in clay and glazes to give their

oxide colors. ACSG. b. Combination with

This type has a higher melting point

molecular compound; increase in valency

decrease in valency of electronegative part.

consistency. Shell Oil Co.
oxidized deposits. Those deposits that have
resulted through surficial oxidation. Bate-

loss of electrons. Contrast with reduction.
ASM Gloss. d. In fuel practice, the combination of oxygen with a substance with
or without the production of flame:Francis, 1965, v. 2, p. 436.
oxidation of coal. The absorption of oxygen

oxidized ores. The alteration of metalliferous
minerals by weatherin4 and the action of
surface waters, and their conversion, partly
or .wholly, into oxides,, carbonates, or sulfates. These compounds are characteristic
:
of metalliferous deposits at the surface
and often to a considerable depth. Nelson.

manganese; ferric oxide and manganese

amply supplied with oxygen which causes

oxygen; increase in oxygen content of

of electropositive part of compound, or
Pryor, 3. c. A reaction in which there is
an increase in valence resulting from a

Pryor, 3.

oxidized asphalt; blown asphalt. Asphalt
which has had certain of its natural char-

acteristics changed or modified by air blown
through it at an elevated temperature.

than steam-refined asphalt of the same

man.

oxidizing. a. Conditions prevail in a kiln

when surplus air makes a complete combustion of the gases, carbon particles and
heavy oils possible. Rosenthal. b. Blowing
air through molten copper to remove hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and sulfur compounds. Mersereau, 4th, p. 506.

tion of an atom or ion and is reduced

in the process; oxygen is the most common
oxidizing agent in ceramic products technology. ACSG, 1963.

plete combustion. ACSG, 1963.

oxidizing flame. a. A gas flame produced
with excess oxygen. ASM Gloss. Also called

cutting flame. b. The outer cone of the

blowpipe flame, characterized by the excess of oxygen of the air over the carbon
of the gas. Fay.
oxidizing fusion. An c-idation process used
for fire refining bismuth, gold, and silver;
the crude metals are melted down with
oxidizing fluxes, so that the impurities

are oxidized during the melting period
and become part of the slag. Newton,
p. 379.

oxidizing smelting. See pyritic smelting.
oxidizing temperature. Temperature at which

the rate of oxidation of carbon in a clay

product becomes appreciable. ACSG, 1963.
oxiduction. Alternative oxidation and reduction. HW.
oxiolelfinite. An olifinite bitumen containing
oxygen. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Oxiand-Hocking furnace. A revolving, cylindrical furnace used in Sardinia for calcining sulfide ore. Fay.
oxonite. An explosive prepared by dissolving
picric acid in nitric acid. Fay.

oxonium ion. Name suggested for the hy-

drated hydrogen ion, 1-1,0+. Other names
include hydroxonium and hydronium ion.

Modern usage refers to the stripped H+
ion as a proton and to the hydrated form
found in aqueous solution as the H ion.

Pryor, 3.
oxophitic. See basiophitic. Obsolete. A.G.I.
oxter. Scot. The armpit. The apex of a reentrant, or reentering angle in a working face
of coal. Fay.
oxyacetylene. A mixture of oxygen (02) and

acetylene gas (Cali) in such proportions
as to produce the hottest flame known for
praciical use. Oxyacetylene welding and

cutting is used in almost every metalworking industry. Crispin.
oxyacetylene cutter. An appliance for cutting
metals by means of a flame obtained from
acetylene and compressed oxygen, which
are stored in separate steel cylinders. Oxyhydrogen and oxycoal gas flames are also
used. Nelson.
oxyacetylene cutting. Oxygen cutting in

which the initiation temperature is .at-

tained with an oxyacetylene flame. ASM
Gloss.

oxyacetylene flame. Flame obtained from the

combustion of compressed oxygen and
acetylene, fed from separate steel cylinders.

It is used for cutting metals. Ham.

oxyacetylene welding
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oyster shells

oxyacetylene welding. a. Welding with an
oxyacetylene flame. ASM Gloss. b. Widely

oxygen deficiency indicator. This indicator
is used by utilities, refineries, contractors,
etc., to determine whether the atmosphere
in a confined space, such as a tank, man-

oxygen standard. For practical purposes it
has been found convenient to fix the

used method of welding in the porcelain

enamel industry. In this method two gases,
oxygen and acetylene, are combined in a
blowpipe and used to heat the metals to be
Welded to the desired temperature. Enam.
Diet.
oxybasiophitic. See basiophitic. Obsolete.
A.G.I.
oxychloride cement. A plastic cement formed
by mixing finely ground caustic magnesite

hole, or sewer, contains sufficient oxygen to

support life. A rubber tube and aspirator
bulb introduce air samples into a flame

safety lamp which is set up outside the
tank or manhole. Extinguishment of the

atomic weight of oxygen arbitrarily at the

value 1 6 exactly. On the basis of oxygen
equals 16.000, the atomic weight of hy-

drogen equals 1.0078. It should be noted

that the adopted standard is that of the
oxygen isotope 0" and not that of the
ordinary mixture

of

isotopes generally

found. Miall.

with a solution of magnesium chloride.

flame indicates that the atmosphere is too
oxygen-deficient to be entered. Bests,
p. 588.
oxygen-flash smelting process. Employed by

oxygen steel. The use of oxygen instead of
air to convert molten pig iron into steel.
The oxygen is used in different ways in

oxycoal gas. A mixture of oxygen and coal

autogeneous matte smelting process for

utilize the direct oxidation effects of a relatively pure (99.5 percent) oxygen. See

A.G.I.

gas. Standard, 1964.
oxygen. A nonmetallic, chiefly bivalent element; normally colorless; odorless; tasteless; nonflammable; diatomic gas (Os). It is

the most abundant of the elements on
earth, occurring uncombined in air to the
extent of about 21 percent by volume and

is combined in water, in most common
rocks and minerals (as oxides, silicates, and

carbonates), and in a great variety of organic compounds (as alcohols, acids, fats,
carbohydrates, and proteins). Oxygen has
three naturally occurring nonradioactive
isotopes of masses 16, 17, and 18 of relative abundance 2,494 to 1 to 5. It is obtained industrially from liquid air by distilling off the nitrogen; or from water by
electrolysis; or in the laboratory by decomposition by heat of various oxides, perox-

ides, or salts (such as chlorates or per-

manganates). Oxygen combines with all
other elements except those of the group
of inert gases. Used chiefly in oxyacetylene
and oxyhydrogen flames in welding and in

cutting metals, in making steel and in
other metallurgical processes, in making
glass, in the chemical industry (as in

producing synthesis gas), in medicine, in
aviation, and in diving to aid respiration,

and usually in the form of air in many

combustion and oxidation processes. Symbol, 0; valence, 2; hexagonal when solid;
atomic number, 8; atomic weight, 15.9994
(was 1 6.000 until 1961); molecular
weight, 3 1.9988 (was 32.000 until 1961) ;

density of gas, 1.429 grams 'per liter (at

0° C) ; specific gravity of liquid, 1.149 (at
183° C) , specific gravity of solid, 1.42 6

(at 25 2.5° C); melting point, 218.4°
C; boiling point, 183.0° C (at 760
mm) and slightly soluble in water and
in alcohol. Webster 3d; Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp.
B-124, B-200.
oxygen-Bessemer, A steelmaking process in

which the air blown through the bottom

.tuyeres is enriched with oxygen. If oxygen
alone is used, tuyere wear is excessive.
Oxygen plus steam or oxygen plus carbon

dioxide can be used. Also called oxyThomas. See 'also O.L.P. steel process.
Nelson.

oxygen concentration cell. A cell established
on a metal surface caused by a difference
in oxygen concentration in the solution at
one point as compared to another. MFG.

the Internation Nickel Company as an

smelting copper-nickel concentrate. Newton, p. 345.
oxygen-free copper. Electrolytic copper free
from cuprous oxide, produced without the
use of residual metallic or metalloidal deoxidizers, ASM Gloss.
oxygen gouging. Oxygen cutting in which a
chamfer or groove is formed. ASM Gloss.
oxygen impingement process. A process in
which pure oxygen is blown down onto the
bath in a converterlike vessel. It is claimed

that the process refines pig iron so that
blown steel needs no deoxidizing additions,

and that it is cheaper than the usual openhearth process. Osborne.
oxygen index. Volumetric ratio of oxygen to

the total gases in a mixture. I.C. 8137,

1963, p. 76,
oxygen indicator. An instrument for measuring the amount of oxygen in inert gases or
combustible atmospheres, including fuel
gas analysis. Oxygen depolarizes a primary
cell and increases the current output of the
cell proportionately. Oxygen concentration

is read directly from a dial scaled to one
of four standard ranges: 0 to .5 percent, 5

percent, 10 percent, or. 25 percent. Recording devices can be attached for continuous
records. Bests, p. 587.
oxygen lance. A length of pipe used to con-

vey oxygen to the point of cutting in
oxygen-lance cutting. ASM Gloss.

poisoning. A condition usually
brought on among workers engaged in

oxygen

underwater work or mine rescue work and

caused by breathing pure oxygen at a

depth in excess of 33 feet below the surface of the water. When diving to depths
of more than 33 feet, the oxygen in the
cylinders of the diving apparatus must be
diluted with nitrogen to make an oxygen/
nitrogen breathing mixture which will be
safe to breath at the maximum depth of
the dive. Preliminary symptoms of oxygen
poisoning are twitching of the muscles of
the face, fingers, and legs, followed by
excessive sweating and a feeling of nausea.

Final symptoms are convulsions and unconsciousness. First-aid treatment is fresh
air, warmth, rest, and drinks of hot, sweet
tea. McAdam, p. 162. .
.

oxygen process. A process for making steel in

which oxygen is blown upon or through
molten pig iron, whereby most of the car-

bon aryl iinpurities are removed by oxida-

tion. HW.
oxygen consumption. A man working hard
requires about 10 cubic feet per minute of oxygen ratio. The figure expressing the following ratio, calculated from the molecular
air to supply him with adequate oxygen.
proportions of the constituents of a mineral
Ham.
or rock:
oxygen cutting. Metal cutting by directing a
Number of atoms of ,oxygen
stream of oxygen upon a hot metal. The
in the basic oxides ,
chemical reaction of oxygen and the base

metal furnishes heat for the localized melting, hence, cutting, ASM Gloss.'
oxygen deficiency. See anoxia. H&C.

Number of atoms of oxygen in SiO,

Compare coefficient of acidity. Holmes,
1928.

different furnaces, but the fastest

ones

also L.D. steel process. Nelson.
oxygen toxicity. Pure oxygen cannot be

breathed indefinitely at pressures greater
than atmospheric. Following a safe period
which becomes shorter as diving depth increases, symptoms of oxygen toxicity occur.
These include involuntary fine twitches

around the eyes and mouth that later extend to include larger muscle groups in-

cluding the diaphragm, causing abruptness
of inspiration. Anxiety, and apprehension
may occur and some times loss of lateral
visual fields and ringing in ears. These preliminary symptoms are followed by general
convulsions and unconsciousness. H&C.
oxygen-want. See asphyxia, McAdam, p. 152.

oxyhemoglobin. A bright red compound

formed by the combination of oxygen and
hemoglobin in the lungs. Cooper, p. 168.
oxyhydrogen. Of, relating to, or utilizing a
mixture of oxygen and hydrogen. Webster
3d.
oxyhydrogen blowpipe. A blowpipe in which
hydrogen is burned in oxygen. Streams of

the two gases in the proportion to form

water are forced under pressure from separate reservoirs, and issue together from a

jet, and igniting just as they issue. The

temperature produced which has 132en estimated at 5,000°F, is sufficient to fuse very
refractory: substances. Standard, 1964. Also
called compound blowpipe. Fay.

oxyhydrogen cutting. Oxygen cutting in
which the initiation temperature is Attained with an oxyhydrogen flame. ASM
Gloss.

oxyhydrogen welding. Welding with an oxyhydrogen flame. ASM Gloss.
oxymagnite. A name suggested for oxydized
magnetite; also called ferromagnetic ferric
oxide and maghemite. From the Bushveld
igneous complex, Republic of South Africa.
English.
oxymethylene. See formaldehyde. CCD 611,
1961.

oxymimetite. The hypothetical compound
Pho(As0s)60. Hey, M.M., 1964.
oxyphyre. Pirsson's general name for the
acidic rocks. Oxyphyre is contrasted with

lamprophyre, a corresponding name for
basic rocks. The two are complementary.

also lamprophyre; complementary
rocks. Fay.
oxypyromorphite. Artificial Pb10(PO4)80;
apatite family. Hey,.M.M., 1964.
oxyvanadinite. The hypothetical compound
See

Pb10(V00,0. Hey, M.M, 1964.
oysanite. A name given by Lameth to the

titanium mineral anatase. Fay.
oyster shells. Shells of Ostrea virginica, taken
principally from the Gulf of Mexico coast

in Texas and Louisiana; also from the

Chesapeake Bay. An average analysis is 93

to 97 percent CaC0s, 1 percent MgC0s,
0.5 to 2.0 percent silica, and 0.3 to 0.4

oyster shells
percent SO2 (as CaS02). Used in drilling
muds and in roadbeds. A source of lime.
CCD, 6d, 1961.
oz Abbreviation for ounce. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 61.
Ozarkian. System between Cambrian and
Canadian. Obsolete. A.G.1. Supp.
ozarkite. A white, massive variety of thomsonite, from Arkansas. Fay.
oz ft Abbreviation for ounce-foot. Bu Min
Style Guide, p. 61.
oz in Abbreviation for ounce-inch. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 61.
ozocerite. A mineral paraffin wax, of dark
yellow, brown, or black color with a melt-

ing point of 55 to 110°C and a specific
gravity of from 0.85 to 0.95. Is soluble in

petrol, benzene, and turpentine and is

found near the Caspian Sea region and in
Utah as narrow seams in sandstone. Also
called mineral wax; fossil wax; native paraffin; earth wax. Spelled also ozokerite.
C.T.D.
ozokerine. See yellow ozokerine. Fay.

ozokerite. See ozocerite.

ozone. a. An allotropic, triatomic form of

oxygen (Oa) ; a faintly blue, irritating gas
with a characteristic pungent odor but at
-112° C it condenses to a blue magnetic

liquid. It occurs in minute quantities in

the air near the earth's surface and in

larger quantities in the stratosphere as a

product of the action of ultraviolet light of
short wavelengths on ordinary oxygen
(02). Ozone is generated usually in dilute
form by a silent electric discharge in oxygen or air. It decomr oses to oxygen (as
when heated) and it is a stronger oxidizing
agent than oxygen. Uled chiefly in disinfection and in deodorization (as in water
purification and in air conditioning), in
oxidation and bleaching (as in the treatment of industrial wastes), and in ozonolysis (as in the manufacture of azelaic acid
from oleic acid). Webster 3d. b. Molecular weight, 47.9982 (was 48.000 until

1961); colorless gas; blue liquid; blue

crystals; liquid and solid forms are magnetic; density of gas, 2.144 grams per liter
(at 0°C) ; density of liquid, 1.614 grams

per liter (at -195.4° C); melting point,
-192.1° -± 1.0° C; boiling point,
-111.9° C; soluble in cold water, in al-

kaline solutions, and in oils. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp.
8-124, B-200.

ozonizer. Electrical apparatus which converts atmospheric oxygen to ozone; used
in sterilizing water for drinking purposes,
and for purifying air. Pryor, 3.
oz t Abbreviation for troy ounce. Zimmerman, p. 77.

subscript a, symbol for intensity of atmos-

synonymously with the English term chocks

Symbol for standard pressure of the atmosphere. Zimmerman, p. 426. d. Symbol for
gage pressure. Zimmerman., p. 175. e. With
subscript c, as pc symbol for critical pressure. Handbook of
' Chemistry and Physics,

a hammer. Fay. f. To fill in mine stopes or
old mine workings with waste rock to support the roof. Webster 3d. g. Eng. A meas-

pheric pressure. Zimmerman, p. 186. c.

45th ed., 1964, p. F-I00. f. Synfool for
magnetic pole strength. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed. 1964, p.
F-I00. g. Symbol for porosity. Bulifin Style
Guide, p. 61.

p- Abbreviation for para- as a prefix. CCD
6d. 1961.
P a. Chemical symbol for phosphorous.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-I. b. Symbol for pressure.
Zimmerman, p. 84. c. Symbol for the period of an oscillation. Zimmerman, p. 80.
P a. Symbol for total pressure when p is vapor

pressure. Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-100. b. Symbol for power. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-I00. c. Symbol for perimeter, wetted of sectional area.
Zimmerman, p. 186. d. Symbol for probability. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-100.
Pa Chemical symbol for protactinium (protoactinium). Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-1.
pac; pack. a, A moccasin with the sole turned
up and sewed to the upper; also a heavy
felt half boot worn by loggers in winter.
Also used by miners in the far north. Fay.
b. A laced heelless sheepskin or felt shoe

worn inside a boot or overshoe in cold
weather. Webster 3d.

pachnolite. A white mineral with a dist nct
cleavage, NaF.CaF1.A1F2.H20; Mohs' hard-

ness 3; specific gravity, 2.98; alteration of
cryolite. Larsen, p. 95.
Pachuca tank. A cylindrical tank with a conical bottom. It contains a pipe that is co-

axial with the leaching tank and open at
both ends; compressed air is introduced at
the lower end of this pipe, which behaves

as an air lift. The density of the pulp
within the pipe is less than that of the

pulp surrounding it because of the column

of air bubbles contained in the pipe, and
the pressure of the denser pulp causes the
pulp in the central pipe to rise and overflow, thus circulating the entire charge.
They are widely used in slime leaching.
Newton, p. 420. Also called Brown tank.
Pacific series; Pacific province; or Pacific
suite. One of two great groups of igneous
rocks (the other being the Atlantic group)
based on their tectonic setting. Originally
described as occurring on the margins of
the Pacific basin; hence, the Circum-Pacific province. Characterized by the tholei-

itic magma types, yielding saturated or
oversaturated residues. See also Atlantic

p a. Symbol for pressure. BuMin Style Guide,
P. 61. b. Symbol for porosity. Zimmerman,

p. 83. c. Abbreviation for page. Webster
3d. d. Abbreviation for per, which is also
indicated by a solidus (/) or by the negative exponent ( -1). BuMin Style Guide,
p. 61. e. Abbreviation for pico used as a
prefix to units of measure, indicating mul-

tiplication of the basic unit by Mu or division by 1 trillion. BuMin Style Guide,
p. 62.

p a. Symbol for pressure, vapor pressure,

partial pressure, osmotic pressure, varying

pressure. Handbook of Chemistry and

l'hysics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-I00. b. With

pack hole
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series. A.G.I.
Pacific type c! coast. See longitudinal coast.
Schieferdecker.

padte. Bol. Arsenical sulfide of iron, near
arsenophyrite. Fay.

pack. a. A pillar constructed from loose

stones and dirt, built in the waste area or
roadside to support the roof. See also double packing; solid packing; strip packing;
wire pack. Nelson. b. A pack built on a
longwall face between the gateside packs
is called an intermediate pack. SMRB,

Paper No. 61. c. Waste rock or timber

support for roof of underground workings
or used to fill excavations. Also called fill.
Pryor, 3. d. Used in the anthracite regions

or nogs. Fay. e. To occasion the speedy
subsidence of the ore in the process of
washing by beating the keeve or tub with
ure of coal equal to 3 bushels. Standard,
1964. h. A bundle of iron plates ready to
be heated or rolled. Fay. i. The quantity
of ware packed. ASTM C162-66. j. The

ratio of packed ware to theoretical. ASTM
C162-66.

package-coal molding machine operator. See
fuel-briquettes machine operator. D.O.T. I.
packaged brick. One or more brick enclosed

as a unit for protection and ease of handling. ACSG, 1963.

package power reactor. A small, nuclear
power plant designed to be crated in pack-

ages small enough for transportation to
remote locations. L&L.
pack annealing. See box annealing.

pack builder. a. One who builds packs or
pack walls. See also pack. Fay. b. In an-

thracite and bituminous coal mining, one
who fills worked out rooms, from which
coal has been mined, with rock, slate, or
other waste to prevent caving of walls and
roofs; builds rough walls and columns of
loose stone heavy boards, timber, or coal
along hadageways and passageways and
in rooms where, coal is being mined to prevent caving of roof or walls during mining
operations. Also called packer; pillar man;
timber packer ; waller. D.O.T. I.

pack cavity system. See methane drainage.
Roberts, I, p. 81.
pack drawer. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, a laborer who draws (tears
down) stone or timber packs (pillars constructed by pack builders in the working
place to support the roof during extraction
of coal) to permit the roof to cave behind
as the mining of the coal recedes toward
the entrance of the working area. D.O.T. I.
packed tower. In chemical engineering, a
vertical column, used for distillation, absorption, extraction, etc., containing packing; for example, Raschig rings, Berl saddles, or crushed rock, which provides a
large area for contact between the phases.
NRC-ASA NI.1-1957.
packer. a. One who builds packs. Mason.

b. A piece of stone suitable for a pack
wall. Mason. c. A miner employed in stow-

ing or packing the waste area. He also
builds the pack walls where required. Also

called gobber. Nelson. d. U.S.; Aust. A

person who transports goods by pack animals; a carrier. Webster 3d. e. Aust. A
pack animal. Webster 3d. f. A device lowered into a borehole, which automatically

swells or can be made to expand at the

correct time by manipulation from the surface to produce a watertight joint against

the sides of the borehole or the casing.
Long.

packet texture. A close grouping of quartz
crystals in pegmatite. A.G.I. Supp.
packfong. Chinese. A silver-white alloy of
copper, zinc, and nickel; German silver.
Fay.

pack lis,:denhlg. Case carburizing, using a
solid carburized medium, followed by a
hardening treatment. C.T.D.
pack bole. The space adjacent to a gate end
at the face and between the face end of
a gate-side pack and the coal face into
which packs will be inserted when the gate

is ripped or dinted. TIME,

timber with or without stone fillinga cog

pack ice. Any large area of floating ice which
has been driven closely together. Hy.
packing. a. The method of giving support to
the roof by the insertion of waste material

Pactolian. Of or relating to the Pactolus

coal has been extrrzted. TIME. b. Any

pad. a. Ground contact part of a crawler-

placed or built into space from which the
material, usually rock, packed between the

rock roof of a tunnel and the top oof the
arch masonry. Stauffer. c. The filling of
the waste area with stones and dirt. See
also solid stowing. Nelson. d. Occurs in
crushing plants when the material in the
chamber is so compacted as to be nearly
without voids. It occurs when free downward movement is inhibited. With gyra-

or chock. Nelson.

river, in Lydia, or its gold-bearing sands.
Webster 3d.

type track. Nichols. b. See wall plate. Nelson. c. The refractory brickwork below the
molten iron at the base of a blast furnace.

Dodd.

padded bit. Synonym for castellated bit.
Long.

tories the term also refers to an accumula-

paddle. a Numbered wooden markers which
shovelers put in the cans of ore that they
load. Hess. b. A straight iron tool for
stirring ore in a furnace. Standard, 1964.

South Australia, p. 101. e. The spacing or
density pattern of the mineral grains in a
rock. Compare fabric. A.G.1. f. A Cornish
term for the final dressing of tin or copper ore in a large vat or keeve filled with

1964. d. A scoop for
stirring and mixing, as used in glassmaking. Standard, 1964.
paddle and anvil. Archeol. A technique for
shaping vessels by compaction when they

tion of sticky fines on the diaphragm.

water. Fay. g. Filling, as of mortar con-

taining small stones. Fay. h. See blocking,

h. Pryor, 4. i. A general term relating to
a yielding material employed to effect a

tight joint. A common example is the sheet

rubber used for gaskets. The term is also
applied to the braided hemp or metallic
rings used in some joints, that allow con-

siderable or incessant motion. Fay.
packing density. The bulk density of a granular material, for example, grog or crushed
quartzite, when packed under specified
conditions. A common method of test, particularly for foundry sands, involves the

use of an AFA rammer. See also AFA

rammer. Dodd.
packing factor. Ratio of true volume to bulk

volume. Also (1.0porosity). VV.

packing gland. An explosion-proof entrance
for conductors through the wall of an explosion-proof enclosure, to provide compressed packing completely surrounding

the wire or cable, for not less than onehalf inch measured along the length of

the cable. ASA C42.85: 1956.
packing material. In powder metallurgy, any
material in which compacts are embedded
during the presintering or sintering operations. ASM Gloss.

pack road. A road or trail suitable for pack
animals, but not for vehicles. Fay.
pack rolling. Hot-rolling a pack of two or
more sheets of metal; scale prevents their
being welded together. ASM Gloss.
packsaddle. Any of various saddles (as one
with a high frame or a large mat-covered
pad stuffed with hay or wool) designed to
support loads on the backs of pack animals. Webster 3d.
packsand. A very fine-grained sandstone so
loosely consolidated by a slight calcareous

c. A bat or pallet, as used in tempering

clay. Standard,

are still somewhat plastic. At times, a cordwrapped paddle or a textile-wrapped pad-

dle is used for this purpose. Occasionally

designs are carved on paddles. The re-

sultant surface impressions on the vessels
finished with several possible types of paddles are frequently used as surface finish
categories in pottery classification. ACSG,
1963.

paddle conveyor. See paddle-type mixing
conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.
paddle loader. A belt loader equipped with
chain-driven paddles that move loose ma-

terial to the belt. Nichols.
paddle mixer. A form of worm conveyor
having two noncontinuous spirals which
form paddles; the shafts are contrarotating
and the spirals opposite hand. B.S. 3552,

1962. See also paddle-type mixing conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.
paddle-type mixing conveyor. A type of con-

veyor consisting of one or more parallel
paddle conveyor screws. ASA MH4.11958.

paddle washer. A type of conveyor consisting
of one or two inclined parallel paddle conveyor screws in a conveyor trough having

a receiving tank and an over flow weir at
the lower end and a discharge opening at
the upper end. ASA MH4.1-1958.
paddle-wheel agitator. A simple stirring apparatus by which the solids are kept in suspension by paddles. It is difficult to start
if the sand packs around the blades and
expensive, both in operating and in repair
costs. Liddell 2d, p. 392.

paddle-wheel fan. A centrifugal fan with

radial blades. Strock, 10.
paddling. The rough shaping of a piece of
glass in a furnace by means of paddles or
tools preparatory to the pressing operation

cement as to be readily cut by a spade.

for making optical glass blanks. ASTM

pack trail. A term used in the Western
United States for a path or narrow road

paddock. a. A section of a large area of alluvial, being worked by hydraulicking. Nel-

Standard, 1964.

for the passage of packtrains only. Standard, 1964.

packtrain. A train of pack animals. Standard, 1964.
packungstheorie. The theory that faceted

C162-66.

son. b. A small dump of ore held by

tributors. Nelson. c. Flooded excavation in
which an alluvial dredge floats, and which

digs for itself as it works along the
deposit. Also called pond. Pryor, 3. d.
it

pebbles have been made by rubbing against
each other. Hess.
pack wall. a. A dry-stone wall built along the
side of a roadway, or in the waste area, of

Aust. An enclosure for exercising horses.
The Australians being keen horsemen, took
to using the word in mining. Thus when

packing material and prevent it spreading
into the roadway. elson. b. In metal min-

whole mass being taken out in the form of
a large square pit. Fay. f. A space or platform near the mouth of a shaft or excava-

a coal or metal mine. The wall helps to
support the roof and also to retain the

ing, a permanent roof support built of

painite
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pack ice

ore is in bins, stores, or stacked on the
surface, it is said to be in the paddock.
Pay. e. A way of working a claim, the

794",'

tion for temporary storage of ore or wash
dirt. Webster 3d. g. Aust. An excavation
for wash dirt in shallow alluvium. Webster

2d. h. Aust. To store ore in a paddock.

Webster 2d.
paddy. a. York. An open lamp used by min-

ers. Fay. b. A borehole drill bit having
cutters that expand on pressure. Also

called expansion bit; paddy bit. Long.
paddy bit. See paddy, b. Long.
paddy lamp. A portable battery-operated

lamp attached to the front or rear of a

man-riding train. B.S. 3618, 1965, Sec. 7.
paddy pan. Leic. A skip (box) formerly used

in a swinging bant for carrying miners.
See also bant; bont, a; tacklers, b; skep.
Fay.
pad foundation. An independent foundation
for a column or pier. See also strip foundation. Ham.
padlock sheave. a. The bucket sheave on a

dipper or hoe shovel. Nichols. b. A sheave
set connecting inner and outer boom lines.
'1
Nichols.
padmaradschah. Synthetic corundum of vari- ;
ous shades of yellow produced by the use
of nickel oxide. From the Sinhalese word 1
padmaragaya, lotus color. Hess.
Padmos method. A comparative method fori
the determination of the coefficient of thermal expansion of a glass; the glass being
tested is fused to a glass of known expansion and similar transformation temperature. From the birefringence resulting
from the consequent stress at the junction
of the two glasses, the difference in expansion can be calculated. Dodd.
page. a. A small wooden wedge used in securing the timbering for excavations. Ham.

b. In brickmaking, a track carrying the

pallets bearing newly molded bricks. Stand-

ard, 1964.
pagoda stone. A Chinese limestone showing
in section figures fancifully likened to pagodas, due to fossil orthoceratites. Standard, 1964.
pagodite. Ordinary massive pinite in its

amorphous compact texture and other

physical characters, but containing more
silica. The Chinese carve the soft stone
into miniature pagodas and images. Also
called agalmatolite. C.T.D.

paha. A low ridge or hill of glacial deposits
capped by loess, determined by the configuration of the subterrane, molded by
and marking the direction of ice flows of
the Glacial epoch; characteristic of northeastern Iowa. Standard, 1964.
pahoehoe. A Hawaiian term for basaltic lava
flows typified by a smooth, billowy, or ropy
surface. Varieties include corded, elephant
hide, entrail, festooned, filamented, sharkskin shelly, and slab pahoehoe. Compare
aa. USGS Bull. 994, 1953, p. 32.
Pahrump. Precambrian series. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

paid crier. A professional mourner among
Irish mining people, usually a woman; a

keener. Korson.
paigelte. A coal-black hydrous borate of ferrous and ferric iron and tin, 30Fe0.5Fes01.Sn02.613,08.5H10. An aggregate of
fibers, appearing foliated. May be a mix-

ture of hulsite and iron borate. From
Brooks Mountain, Seward Peninsula,
Alaska. English.

panne. Mixed oxide, near AlsoCa4BSiOn.s.
A single, small, transparent, dark-red, hexagonal crystal from gem gravel at Mogok,

Burma. Compare hibonite. SPencer 21,
M.M., 1958.

Paleozoic

paint
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paint. a. A mixture of pigment with vehicle,
intended to be spread in thin coats for
decoration or protection, or both. Bureau

crysts of plagioclase, hornblende, and augite. Fay.
palaeopicrite. Proposed by Gumbel for picrites which were considered by him to be
similar to the rocks from the Cretaceous
formation originally named picrite by
Tschermak. Gumbel called his specimens

of Mines Staff. b. A term used in the
Western United States for an earthy, pul-

verulent variety of cinnabar. USGS Bull.
922-L, 1940, p. 338.
paint clay. Irony or manganiferous cay
which mixes well with linseed oil. The

color ranges from light yellow to dark
reddish-brown. CCD 3d, 1942, p. 195.

Painted Desert beds. A series of orange-colored clayey sandstones followed by irregularly bedded, brightly colored variegated
sandstones belonging to the Triassic system in Arizona. This lower group is followed by the Upper Painted Desert beds,
probably of Jurassic age. C.T.D.

painter, hand. One who paints designs on
pottery or porcelain ware freehand, using
small hand brushes. Also called decorator,
hand; filler-in; tinter. D.O.T. 1.

paint gold. A very thin coating of gold on
minerals. Fay.

palaeopicrites because they occurred in
Paleozoic strata. They are chiefly olivine

and augite. More or less brown hornblende

and biotite also occur. Fay.

palagonite. A yellow or orange isotropic min-

eraloid formed by hydration and other
alteration (devitrification, oxidation) of

sideromelane (basaltic glass), and constituting a characteristic part of palagonite
tuffs. Also found as amygdule fillings in
some basaltic lavas and as an alteration of
the glassy skins of the pillows in pillow
basalts. Two types gelpalagonite and fi-

bropalagonite, havebeen recognized. A.G.I.
palagonite tuff. An indurated deposit of
glassy basaltic ash in which the constituent
particles are largely altered to palagonite.
A.G.I.

painting; sizing. The painting of the mine
roof with a coal-tar paint that seals the
bottom strata of the roof to prevent the
air from entering the crevices of the roof.
Kentucky, p. 145.
paint mill. A machine for grinding mineral

palanthropic. According to Dawson, the earlier part of the anthropic, the post-glacial
Pleistocene, during which man appeared
and there was an extensive emergence of
land. Standard, 1964.

paints. Fay.
paint pot. A type of mud pot containing variegated, highly colored boiling mud, usually of cream, pink, or reddish tones. A.G.I.
paint rock. A soft, incompetent, fine-grained
mass of quartz, pyrolusite, and kaolin with
subangular fragments of chert, hematite,

placement deposit. b. A mineral which is

and goethite. Woodruff, v. 3, p. 557.

paint thinner. See turpentine substitutes. Fay.
pair. A party of men working together a
gang. Webster 2d. Also spelled pare. Fay.

paired electrons. Said of two valence electrons when they form a nonpolar bond between two atoms. Pryor, 3.
paired terraces. Terraces that face each other
across a stream at the same elevation. Leet.
pair of gears. N. of Eng. See gears. Fay.
pair of timbers. S. Wales. See gears. Fay.

pair production. The transformation of a
high-energy gamma ray into a pair of
particles (an electron and a positron) during its passage through matter. L&L.
pairs. S. Staff. Two shafts about 100 yards

apart, sunk to the thick coal seam. Fay.

paisanite. An alkali-quartz porphyry contain-

palasome. a. A term for host rock in a re-

being substituted by another, the metasome. Schieferdecker.

Palatinian orogeny. Post-Permian diastrophism. A.G.I. SuPp.

palatinite. Applied to basaltic and dioritic
rocks containing orthorhombic pyroxenes.
Holmes, 1928.

palau. An alloy of gold and palladium, com-

used to denote: (1) remote in point of
time, and (2) early; primitive; archaic.
Webster 3d.

paleobotany. The study of plants of past
geological ages through the investigation
of fossils. A.G.I. See also paleontology.
A.G.I. Supp.

Paleocene epoch and series. The earliest

greenish groundmass of the same minerals

and riebeckite. Webster 2d. A riebeckite
granite aplite. A.G.I. ComPare comendite.

Most American geologists have until quite
recently (1939) included rocks of this series in the Eocene, so that the term Paleo-

of the rock to the name of which is added;
for example, palaeopicrite. By some writ-

ers, the term palaeo has been further restricted to pre-Carboniferous rocks, those

of pre-Tertiary and post-Devonian age being indicated by the prefix mesa. Holmes,
1928.

palaeophyre. Proposed by Gumbel for certain porphyritic dike rocks corresponding
to

quartz-mica-diorites in mineralogy.

They cut the Silurian strata of the Fichtel
Gebirge in Germany. Fay.
palaeopbyrite. Proposed by Stache and von
John for certain porphyrites in whose
strongly prevailing groundmass are pheno-

implements. Webster 3d.
paleolithologic map. A map showing lithologic variations at some buried horizon or
within some restricted zone. A.G.I. Supp.
paleomagnetism. Faint magnetic polarization

of rocks that may have been preserved

since the accumulation of sediment or the
solidification of magma whose magnetic
particles were oriented with respect to the
earth's magnetic field as it existed at that
time and place. A.G.I. Supp.
paleontological fades. a. The paleontological
aspect of a particular sedimentary deposit,
for example, nummulitic facies, crinoid
facies, etc. Schieferdecker. b. Facies differ-

entiated on the basis of fossils. A.G.1.

paleo-; palaeo-. From the Greek palaio-; a
combining form meaning old or ancient;

formed during that time. The Paleocene
epoch is succeeded by the Eocene epoch.

tinental authors, to indicate the pre-Tertiary age, and generally altered character,

characterized by rough or chipped stone

paleontology. A science that deals with the
life of past geological periods, is based on
the study of fossil remains of plants and
animals, and gives information especially
about the phylogeny and relationships of
modern animals and plants and about the

substitute for platinum in laboratory ware
and jewelry. Bennett, 2d, 1962.
pale brick. Brick which are underfired. Fay.
pale glass. Glass of a pale green color. Dodd.

quartz in a finely granular, saccharoidal,

Fay.

Geologic Congress and used by many European geologists; it includes the Paleocene
(if that be accepted), Eocene, and Oligocene epochs. Also the system of strata deposited during that epoch. Compare Neogene. Not used in the United States. Fay.
paleogeography. The geography of an area
at some specified time in the past. A.G.I.
paleogeologic map. Areal pattern of ancient
outcrops (sub-crops) at a buried erosion
surface (unconformity). Wheeler.
paleogeology; paleogeologic. A term used for
maps and studies made of geologic conditions and events in some former period of
geologic time. A.G.I.
Paleolithic. Of or relating to the second period of the Stone Age following the
Eolithic and preceding the Mesolithic and

Supp.
paleontologist. A scientist who searches in
rock layers, gravel pits, and other places

epoch of the Tertiary period and the rocks

paktong. See packfong. Fay.
palaeo-. A prefix used, particularly by Con-

comprised in the Cenozoic era, in the clas-

sification adopted by the International

monly in the ratio of 80:20. Used as a

phenocrysts of microperthite and

ing

between ancient organisms and their environment. A.G.I.
Paleogene. The earlier of the two periods

cene appears very infrequently in older
writings. Paleocene rocks are found on the

continental margins and interior basins.
Fossils are much like those of the Eocene
epoch. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. Consid-

ered by some to be part of the Eocene and
by others to be transitional between Cretaceous and Tertiary. A.G.I. Supp.
paleochannel. Buried stream channel. A.G.I.
SuPp.

paleocihnatology. The branch of

science

which treats of the climatological conditions during the geological periods in the
past history of the earth. Schieferdecker.
paleocurrent. Current, generally of water,

to find fossils. MacCracken.

chronology of the history of the earth.

Compare paleobotany ; paleocl i mat ology ;
paleogeography. Webster 3d.

paleoplaln. In geology, an ancient plain of
degradation, buried under later deposits.
Fay.
paleotypal. A general term applied to arhanitic and porphyritic igneous rocks having
the habit or suite of characteristics typical
of altered volcanic and hypabyssal rocks,
such as many of those of pre-Tertiary age.
By decomposition, feldspars have lost their

original luster, and glass, where present,
has become dull through devitrification.
Rocks having the younger-looking aspect of
fresh volcanic rocks are described as ceno-

typal. Holmes, 1928. A similar idea is ex-

pressed by the terms paleovolcanic and
neovolcanic. The usage of all these terms
is obsolete. A.G.I.
paleovolcanic. See paleotypal.

Paleozok. One of the eras of geologic time
that, between the Late Precambrian and
Mesozoic eras, comprises the Cambrian,

Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian, Mississippian, Pennsylvanian, and Permian systems.

that influenced sedimentation or other

The beginning of the Paleozoic was formerly supposed to mark the appearance of

processes or conditions in the geologic past.
A.G.I. Supp.
paleoecology. The science of the relationship

deposited during the Paleozoic era. A.G.I.

W.4.4

life on the earth, but that is now known
to be incorrect. Also, the group of rocks

paleozoology
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paleozoology. The science of fossil animals;
its two subdivisions are invertebrate and
vertebrate paleontology. A.G.I.
palermoite A mineral, (Li,Na),SrA19(P0)8(OH) 9 orthorhombric prisms in pegmatite
from Palermo mine, North Groton, N. H.

palladium gold. Same as porpezite, or gold,

Named from the locality. Spencer 20,
M.M. 1955.

containing palladium up to 10 percent.

Fay.

palladous chloride. See palladium chloride.
CCD 6d, 1961.
pallas iron. See pallasite. Fay.

pallasite. A group name for siderolites, con-

paligorsidte. Original spelling of palygorskite.

taining fractured or rounded crystals of
olivine in a network of nickel iron. Rice.

palimpsest. See palimpsest structure.

meteorite that fell near Pallas, U.S.S.R.

Hey 2d, 1955.

palimpsest structure. A structure of meta-

morphic rocks due to the presence of
remnants of the original texture of the

rock. Synonym for palimpsest. Holmes,

1928.
palingenesis. a. The process of formation cf.

new magma by the melting or fusion of

country rocks with heat from another

magma, with or without the addition of
granitic material. A.G.I. b. The differential melting, in the root parts of folded

mountains, to form a pore liquid or ichor;
same as anatexis. A.G.I. c. In paleontology and biology, the young stages of an
organism recapitulate, without change,

the characters of their ancestors. A.G.I.

palisade. A line of bold cliffs; especially, one
showing a columnar face weathered along
vertical joints; usually used in the plural.
Webster 3d.

palisades sill. A massive intrusive sheet of

dolerite (diabase) intruded during the
Triassic period of vulcanicity in the Hudson Region. C.T.D.
Palisadian disturbance. Post-Triassic diastrophism. A.G.I. supp.
palladinite. Palladium oxnie, Pd0. Dana 6d,

p. 210.

palladium. A soft, ductile, silvery-white or
steel-white metallic element in group VIII

of the periodic system. The least dense
and lowest melting of the platinum-group
metals. Used as a catalyst in hydrogenation. Native palladium occurs mostly in
grains and is frequently alloyed with

platinum and iridium. Symbol, Pd; valences? 2, 3, and 4; atomic number, 46;

atomic weight, 106.40; isometric melting
point, 1,550° C; boiling point, 4927° C;

specific gravity, 12.02 (at 20° C); in-

soluble in water; soluble in a9ua regia, in
hot nitric acid, and in sulfuric acid; and
slightly soluble in hydrochloric acid.
C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry and
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-125,
B-200.

palladium amalgam. Synonym for potarite.
Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
palladium chloride; palladous chloride; palladium dichloride. Dark red; deliquescent;
crystals; Pdas; molecular weight, 177.31;
specific gravity, 4.0 (at 18° C) ; soluble
in water, in hydrochloric acids in hydrobromic acid, in alcohol, and in acetone;
and melting point, 501° C with decomposition. Used in electroplating with palladium, in detecting carbon monoxide gas,
and in the manufacture of porcelains.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-200.
palladium chloride dihydrate. Dark brown;
molecular weight, 213.34; deliquescent;
crystals; PdC11.211110; and soluble in
water in hydrochloric acid, in alcohol,

Originally proposed by Gustav Rose for a
It has been used by Wadsworth in a wider

sense for both meteoric and terrestrial,
ultrabasic rocks, which in the former
average about 60 percent iron and in the
latter have at least more iron oxides
than silica. Cumberlandite is the chief

example. Also called pallas iron. Fay.
pallet. a. A board, small platform, or packaging unit sometimes used, for example, in

the transport of refractories or building
bricks. Compare stillage. Dodd. b. A potters' wheel. Standard, 1964. c. A paddle
for mixing and shaping clay for crucibles,

etc. Standard, 1964. d. A flat or shaped

wheelless load carrier of a pallet conveyor.
ASA MH4.1-1 958.

palleting. A light platform in the bottom of
powder magazines to preserve the powder
from dampness. Fay.
pallet inspector. One who inspects pallets
(trays) on which green brick is stacked
and transferred, and straightens those that

are warped. D.O.T.].

pallet molding. A method of forming bricks

in sanded molds, from which they are
dumped on a board called a pallet; distinguished from slop-molding. Standard,
1964.

pallette. See battledore. Dodd.

pallet-type conveyor. A series

of flat or
shaped wheelless carricrs propelled by and

attached to one or more endless chains
or other linkage. ASA MH4.1-1958.

palm. A piece of stout leather fitting the
palm of the hand, and secured by a loop

to the thumb; this has a flat Indented

plate for forcing the needle; used in sewing heavy canvas. Fay.
Palmer water-spray apparatus. A dust sampling instrument that consists essentially
of a motor with an exhaust fan to which
is connected a pear-shaped glass bulb, at

the base of which is a water trap. Approximately 40 cubic centimeters of distilled water is placed in the trap. When
the motor is started, air is drawn through

the water seal, thus breaking the water
into a spray, which washes the dust from
it. A Pitot tube registers the rate of airflow, which is controlled by means of an
outlet valve at the top of the instrument.
After a suitable quantity of air has been
sampled, the water is removed to a flask

and sent to the laboratory for analysis.
R.I. 2392, September 1922, p. 1.

palmierite. A white sulfate of potassium,
sodium
and lead, (K,Na)sPb (90.)s.

RhombOhedral. Microscopic plates. Eruption of April 1906, Vesuvius, Italy. English.

palmitic add. Saturated fatty acid ,C15.1131.-

COOH. Pryor, 3.

and in acetone. Used in electroplating

palm needle. A straight triangular-sectioned
needle used for sewing canvas. Fay.
palong. A Malayan term for a long tin sluice.

oxide gas, and in the manufacture of

Palo-Travis analyser. A sedimentation appa-

with palladium, in detecting carbon mon-

porcelains. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed, 1964,
p. B-200.

Pryor.

ratus for the determination of particle
size, based upon the settling of powder
through a long sedimentation tube filled

pan
with liquid. The instrument consists of

the sedimentation tube, a smaller reservoir

at the top joined to the tube through a
large bore stopcock,

and a calibrated

capillary mounted concentrically at the
bottom of the tube. An initially concentrated suspension of powder is allowed to

settle in the sedimentation tube and a

small portion of the powder is diverted
into the capillary. Particle size distribution data may be calculated from observations of the height of powder in the
capillary at a predetermined time schedule based on Stokes' law. Large samples
are required. Osborne.

paludal. Pertaining to swamps or marshes,
and to material deposited in a swamp environment. See Ilso paluitrine. A.G.I.
paludification. Process of formation of peat
bog. This requires a steady growth of new
peat-forming plants in phase with a

steady general sinking of the depression
in which this occurs. Pryor, 3.
paludrine. Synthetic drug used to treat malaria (paludism) in place of quinine.
Pryor, 3.
palustrine. Pertaining to material deposited
in a swamp environment. See also paluA.G.I.

palygorskite. A group of clay minerals, hydrous magnesium aluminum silicates,
characterized by a distinctive rodlike
shape. Same as attapulgite. A.G.I.
palynology. a. The study of the fossilized

spores and pollen grains of the plants

whose remains contributed to the formation of coal seams. Nelson. b. Used to aid
in dating rock formations. Pryor, 3.
pan. a. A shallow1 circular, concave steel or
porcelain dish in which drillers or sam-

plers wash the drill sludge to gravity
concentrate and separate the particles of
heavy dense minerals from the lighterdensity rock powder as a quick visual
means of ascertaining if the rocks traversed by the borehole contain minerals
of value. Long. b. The act or process of
performing the above operation. Long. c.

S. Afr. A dish for washing sand, clay,

etc., from gold or tin. Beerman. d. Used
for testing placer deposits, and for working pockets and small placer deposits. A
circular steel dish from 10 to 16 inches

in diameter at the top, from 2 to 2%
inches deep, and with sides sloping at 35°
to 40° to the horizontal. A pan of gravel

is placed in water and stirred by hand

to break up lumps of clay. Larger stones

are picked out and the pan is given a
gyratory motion to settle the heavier par-

ticles. From time to time the pan is
tilted and the surface layer of material

is washed off. At the end of the operation
a little black sand (if the placer contains

black sand) is left with the gold, which
can be collected by adding a little mercury, or the material can be dried and
the sand removed by a magnet. An experienced man can pan about 1 cubic
yard of gravel in 10 hours. Lewis, pp.
379-380. e. S. Mr. An amalgamating

pan is a steel cylinder with a strong

wearing base, above which a steel disc

(the muller) revolves. Gold-bearing concentrates, mercury, and water are fed
centrally, ground together, and discharged
peripherally. Pryor, 3. f. S. Afr. In

rospecting and field testing1 panning is
the operation of an 8-inch-diameter gold

pan. Lighter sands are washed away from
the finely divided mineral. See also du-
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pan
long; batea; plaque. Pryor, 3. g. See
panning, a. Fay. h. A cylindrical vat of

iron stone, or wood, or these combined,
in which ore is ground with mullen and
amalgamated. Fay. See also amalgamation pan. i. A copper or galvanized iron

utensil used for washing gold ore and
gravel so as to separate the heavy gold
by a shaking motion. It corresponds to

the Cornishman's vanning shovel. Also
called dish. Fay. j. To wash earth, gravel,
or other material in a pan, in searching
for gold. Webster 3d. k. to yield precious
metal, as gold, in the process of panning.
Webster 3d. I. The solid stratum of clay,
pebbles, etc., underlying soil; hardpan;

used chiefly in Great Britain. Standard,
1964. m. Fire clay or underclay of coal

seams. Fay. n. Mid. Sheet-iron vessels

holding one-fourth hundredweight, into
which fillers rake the small coal. Fay. o.
See prospecting dish. Nelson. p. A trough
or section of a chain conveyor, gravity
conveyor, or shaker conveyor. gelson. q.

A carrying scraper. Nichols. r. The framework of a belt or chain conveyor. Mason.
Afr. A natural depression in
s.
ground, usually containing standing water,

mud, or salt crusts. Pryor, 3. t. Shallow
depression in the marsh surface unoccu-

pied by higher plants. Also called saltpan;
marsh pan. Schieferdecker.

panabase. Samc as tetrahedrite,

CuESIDAT.

Fay.
pan amalgamation. Amalgamation of silver

or gold with mercury by grinding in a
pan. Fay.
pan-amalgamation process. Method of recovering silver and gold from their ores,

in which a cast-iron pan or barrel
used for contacting a slurry of the crushed
ore with salt, copper sulfate, and mer-

cury; the released silver and gold form
an amalgam with the mercury. Bennett
2d, 1962.

Pan-American jig. Mineral jig developed in
first instance for treatment of alluvial
sands. The jig cell is pulsated vertically
on a flexible diaphragm seated above the
stationary hutch. Pryor. 3.
pan breaker. See subsoil plow.

pancake. The same as ribbon. Fay.
pancake auger. An auger having one spiral
web, 12 to 15 inches in diameter, attached

to the bottom end of a slender central
shaft. This type of auger is used as a
removable deadman to which a drill rig
or guy line is anchored. Long.

paniake forging. A rough, forged shape
which may be obtained quickly with a

minimum of tooling. It usually requires
considerable machining to attain the finish size. ASM Gloss.

pancake ice. Pieces of newly formed ice
usually between 1 and 6 feet in diameter.
Hy.
pancakes. Concrete discs :ised in stope sup-

port. They are cast at the surface, and
are usually 30 inches in diameter by 4
inches thick with reinforcement from
wire rope. They are piled one on top of
the other to form concrete columns for

support. higham, p. 122.
panclastite. An explosive composed of liquid
nitrogen tetroxide mixed with carbon
disulfide or other liquid combustible, in
the proportion of 3 volumes of the former
to 2 of the combustible. Fay.
pan coal. Scot. Small coal suitable for use at
saltworks, as under saltpans. Fay.
pan conveyor. a. A conveyor comprising one

or more endless chains or other linkage to
which usually overlapping or interlocking
pans are attached to form a series of
shallow, open-topped containers. Some
pan conveyors have been known also as
apron conveyors. ASA' MH4.1-1958. b.

Jigging conveyor; trough down which
coal slides after severance and loading

in dipping seams, motion being aided by
shaking action. Pryor, 3. c. A trough conveyor or gravity conveyor. Nelson.
pandalte. A member of the pyrochlore group

containing Ba and Sr, with only small

pan-packed splittings
panel slicing. a. In stoping, the process of
mining out a panel either from above,
below, or one side as described by a quali-

fying term. Pryor, 3, p. 286. b. See top
slicing and cover caviag. Fay.

panel spalling test. A test for the spalling
resistance of refractories. A panel of the
bricks to be tested is

subjected to a

sequence of heating and cooling cycles
and the loss in weight due to the spalling
away of fragments is reported. Dodd.
panel working. a. Working laid out in districts or panels, which are then extracted

amounts of other bases, and much water.
Hey, M.M., 1961.
panderwtit. a. Firm, compact, porcelainlike
masses of colemanite. Fay. b. Synonym
for priceite. Hey 2d, 1955.
pane. a. A variant and seldom-used spelling
of peen. Long. b. S. Staff. A quantity

as single units. The panel system of work-

forward. Fay.
pan-edge. A runner mill for grinding or mixing granular material; steel supporting

ventilation is kept distinct, that is, every
panel has its own circulation, the air of
one not passing into the adjoining; one,
but being carried direct to the main return airway. Zern.
pan feeder. See conveyor-type feeder. ASA

of coal measuring 2 feet 6 inches high,
6 feet in width, and 6 feet under or

plates on which furnace bottom refractories are placed. Bureau of Mines Staff.

panel. a. A system of coal extraction in

which the ground is laid off in separate
districts or panels, pillars of cxtra size
being left between. Fay. b. A large rectangtlar block or pillar of coal. Fay. c.
A group of breasts or rooms separated
from the other workings by large pillars.
Fay. d. A small portion of coal left uncut.
Webster 3d. ot. A method of working

whereby the workings of a mine are divided into sections, each surrounded by
solid strata and coal with only the necessary roads through the coal barrier. Also
spelled pannel. Mason. f. A group of
working places, usually operated as a
unit, and separated from other by large
pillars of coal. Hudson. g. Eng. A division or main district of workIrtge in a

seam. SMRB, Paper No. 61. h. Eng.
A bed of stone. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
i. York. Any thin band of hard rock.

Nelson. j. The working of coal seams in
separate panels or districts, for example,
single unit panel. See also panel working. Nelson. k. Rectangle of lode ore, defined by means of levels and winzes, and
then considered to be proved as rtgards
volume for valuation purposes. In stoping, panel slicing is the process of mining out a panel either from above, below,
or one. side as described by a qualifying
term. Pryor, 3. 1. A heap of dressed ore.
Fay.

panel barrier. The pillar of coal left between
the adjacent panels. These pillars are

often worked on the retreat after the

coal in the panels has been extracted. In
the panel system of bord-and-pillar mining, the panel barrier may be 22 yards
(minimum) wide and about 300 yards
apart. In longwall panel mining, the
barriers may be made of sufficient width
for extraction by a conveyor face on the
retreat. Also called panel pillar. See also

Bolsover experiment. Nelson.
panel brick. A special, long, silica, refractory

shape laid stretcher fashion in the wall

of a coke-oven. Dodd.
paneling. Wood, etc., made into panels; also,
panelwork. Webster 2d. See also panel, a.
1;ay.

panel point. A node on a truss chord, where a
vertical member intersects with the chord.
Ham.
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ing may be adopted with pillar-and-stall
and longwall methods. See also pillar
methods of working. Nelson. b. A system
of working coal seams in which the colliery is divided up into large squares or

panels isolated or surrounded by solid
ribs of coal of which a separate set of
breasts and pillars is worked, and the

MH4.1-1958.
pan-feeder operator. See mill fcedcr. D.O.T.
Supp.
panhead. A head to a rivet or screw having

the shape of a truncated cone. Ham.
pan ice. Labrador. Ice formed along the

and subsequently loosened and
driven by winds and currents. Fay.
panidiomorphic. A textural te,:m proposed
shore

by Rosenbusch in 1888 fot hose rocks
in which all or almost all ,Jf the mineral
constituents are idiomorphic or euhedral.

A.G.I.
panman. a. A man who places in position and
tends the operation of underground

trough conveyors for the transportation

of coal or other minerals. These con-

veyors are built in sections and the principal task of the panman is to move the
sections from one pcsition to another.
Hess. b. One engaged in dismantling or
bui/ding conveyors. Also called panner.
Mason.

pan mill. Term sometimes applied to an
edge-runner mill but more properly reserved

for the old type of mill

(also

known as a block mill) for grinding flint
for the pottery industry. It consists of a
circular metal pan paved with chert stones
over which are moved heavy blocks of
chert (runners) chained to paddle arms.
See also edge-runner mill. Dodd.
Pannetier's reds. Brilliant on-glaze ceramic
colors, based on iron oxide, developed in

the early 19th century by Pannetier in

Paris. Dodd.
panning. a. Aust.; Pac. Washing earth or
crushed rock in a pan, by agitation with
water, to obtain the particles of greatest
specific gravity which it contains (chiefly

practiced for gold, but also for quicksilver, diamonds, and other gems). Fay.
b. Use of plaque, vanning shovel, pan to
fractionate finely ground mineral into
light and heavy portions for visual assessment. Pryor, 2.
Pannonian. Lower Pliocene. A.G.I. SupP.
pan out. To give a result, especially as compared with expectations; as, in miningt
the gravel .pans out well. See also pan, j
and Ic. Fay.
pan-packed splittlngs. Disks or plates made
up of splittings held together by forces

paraffin oil
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pan-packed aplittings
resulting from pressing freshly cleaved

paper coal. a. Coal in which cuticular mat-

1955.

layers like sheets of paper. Fay.
paper-lead cable. A cable suitable for high
temperatures and it will carry more cur-

mica surfaces together. Skow.
panplain. A very level plain with a general
seaward inclination. Stokes and Varnes,
pan scale. A jproduct which settles out during

the crystallization of salt from brine. It
is composed, chiefly, of calcium sulfate

but also contains some NaCI and various
mineral impurities. Used for cattle feed
and as fertilizer. CCD 3d, 1942.
pan shifter. A conveyor shifter. Nelson.
pantellerite. A felsophyric or vitrophyric igneous rock, virtually a sodic quartz trachyte, containing essential anorthoclase

aegirite, and quartz, and perhaps diopside and cossynte. Applied to a group of
rocks intermediate between the rhyolites

and trachytes on one hand, and the

dacites on the other. They differ from
all these in having anorthoclase as the
principal feldspar. Cossyrite, a rare and

probably titaniferous amphibole, occurs

at the original locality on the Island of
Pantelleria, in the Mediterranean. Fay.
pantile. Structural units molded in openhalf cylinders shaped in an ogival curve

accentuated at one side so as to interlock
with the ncxt tile. ACSG, 1963.
pantograph. A type of drawing instrument
consisting of rods linked together in the
form of a parallelogram, used for copying a drawing to any required scale. The
term also applies to the hinged diamondshaped structure mounted on the roof of
an electric locomotive in order to collect

electric power from an overhead wire.

Ham.
pan-type cars. The most successful car ever
developed for average heavy duty quarry
service in combination with power shovel
loading is the famous pan type doorkss
two:wr y side dump design, built in capacities from 4 to 10 cubic yards. The car
body is reversible and may be dumped
to either side. Dumping is accomplished

by means of an external hoist at the
dumping point. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec.

A, p. 112.
Panzer conveyor. See armored flexible conveyor. Nelson.

Panzer-Forderer snaking conveyor. A very
strong, armored conveyor that is moved
forward behind the coal plough by means
of a traveling wedge pulled along by the

plough or by means of jacks or com-

pressed-air-operated rams attached at intervals to the conveyor structure. The
conveyor is driven by 50-horsepower elec-

tri,.. motors at each end with a 50-horsepower compressed-air engine in reserve.
Sinclair, V, p. 289.
papa. a. A bluish New Zealand clay like indurated pipe clay used for whitening fireplaces. Webster 3d. It is often as hard as
stone and is then called papa rock. Webster 2d. b. Sp. A nugget of gold or silver.
Fay. c. A nodule of mineral. Fay.
papagoite. A mineral, near CaCuAlSi108(OH)s; monoclinic blue crystals from
Ajo, Pima County, Ariz. Named from the
tribe that formerly inhabited the region.
Hey, M.M., 1961.
papan. A plank, from Mayala. Hess.
paper clay. A fine-grained, white, kaolin-type
clay1 very low in free silica, has high re-

tention and suspending properties, and
high color reflectants. Used for coating
or filling paper. Most paper clays are

beneficiated before marketing. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
264-972 0-68-51

ter may be prominent. A.G.I. b. A variety of brown coal deposited in thin

rent than bitumen cables of the same

copper

section.

Each

conductor

is

wrapped in manila paper impregnated

with resin oil, and the whole again
wrapped in paper. Around this is a sheath

of lead surrounded by jute braid, and

the whole is steel-armored. Paper cables
are liable to serious deterioration from
moisture. Mason, V. 2, p. 433.

paper peat. Thinly laminated peat. Tom-

keieff, 1954.
paper resist. Resist pattern formed by using
cut paper to block out areas. ACSG, 1963.
paper shale. A highly carbonaceous shale
that splits in ihin, tough, somewhat flexible sheets. A.G.I. Supp.
paper spar. A crystallized variety of calcite
found in thin 'lamellae or paperlike plates.
Standard, 1964.
paphos diamond. Quartz. Shipley.

par. a. The nominal value of securitin or
certificates of value. Also called nominal

par; face par. Webster 3d. b. The value

paraconformity. Unconformity

at

which

which strata are parallel and the contact
is a simple bedding plane. A.G.I.
paraconglomerate. Sedimentary rocks containing sparse pebbles or cobbles, gener-

ally less than 10 percent of the whole
mass. A.G.I. Supp.

paracoquimbite. A pale violet hydrous sulfate of iron, dunorphous with hexagonal coquimbite, Fell( SO,),.91120. A
rhombohedral form of coquimbite from
Chile. A siskin-green incrustation on phyllite at Troja, near Prague, Czechoslovakia, is given the same name. English.

paracrystalline deformation. The deformation and the recrystallization of the rock
were rontemi.oraneous. Schieferdecker.
panda. a. Sp. A relief, or change of men,
horses, or mules; a shift. Paradas de busca

(Mex.), miners working on a tribute; p.
a la carga, miners working for so much
per ton or carga of ore broken down or
extracted; p. a destajo, miners on con-

tract, at so much per meter, etc.; p. a

partido, miners receiving as pay a share of

the ore they mine; p. de hacienda, or p.
de obra, miners working by the day. Fay.

b. In the Southwestern United

States,

means steep. Hess.

or price at which securities or certificates
of value are issued. Webster 3d.
para.; par-. a. In chemistry, these prefixes indicate: (1) an isomeric or polymeric
modification; as, paracyanogen, paralde-

paradamite. Zinc arsenate, Zn2As010H, triclinic, dimorphous with adamite and isomorphous with tarbuttite. From Mexico.
Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.

isomeric or polymeric; as, paramorphine;
(3) a benzene di- derivative in which the
substituted atoms or radicals are directly
opposite each other on the benzene ring;
that is, occupying the positions 1 and 4;
as, paraxylene; or (4) an inactive isomer
produced by a combination of its dextroand levo- modifications; as, paratartaric

parado. In the Southwestern United States,
means steep; vertical. Hess.
paraffin. a. A white, tasteless, odorless, and

hyde, etc.; (2) a modification or a similar compound that is not necessarily

acid. Abbreviation, p-. Standard, 1964;
Webster 3d. b. A Greek prefix meaning
beside. In the name of a metamorphic

rock, such as paragneiss, it means derived
from an original sediment. Webster 3d.
parabituminous coal. Bituminous coal containing 84 to 87 percent carbon (ashless, dry basis). Tomkeieff, 1954.
parabola. The shape taken by the curve of a
bending moment diagram for a uniformly

distributed load on a beam simply supported. Ham.
parabolic dune. A dune with a long, scoopshaped form which, when perfectly developed, exhibits a parabolic shape in
plan, with the horns pointing upward.
Characteristically covered with spuse
vegetation, and often found in coastal
belts. Compare barchan. Leet.
parabutlerite. Hydrated basic ferric sulfate,

Fe(S01) (OH).21-110, orange-colored, or-

thorhombic, as an alteration product of

copiapite, from Chile. Diamorphous with
butlerite. Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
paracelsian. A pale yellow barium and aluminum silicate, BaA11.5401; grains. A va-

riety of celsian. From Candoglia, Piedmont, Italy. English.

parachrosis. Discoloration in minerals from
exposure to weather. Standard, 1964.
parachute. a. A kind of safety catch. for shaft
cages. Fay. b. In rod boring, a cage with
a leather cover to prevent a too rapid fall
of the rods in case of accident. Fay.

paraclass. Rock fracture along which displacement has occurred. Synonym for
fault. A.G.I. Supp.

paradise jasper. A local trade name for a
variegated red jasper from Morgan Hill,
Calif. Shipley.

themically inert waxy substance composed

of saturated hydrocarbons with a boiling
point greater than 572° F. It is obtained
from petroleum oil, principally Eastern

crudes. Shell Oil Co. b. Any saturated
hydrocarbon of chain structure whose

general formula is CrIHM+2. A.G.I. Supp.
paraffin-asphalt petroleum. A combination of
paraffin-base and asphalt-base petroleums.
Fay.

paraffin base. Applied to a crude oil containing paraffin wax in solution; such oil
is

relatively high in hydrogen and low

in carbon. A.G.I.

paraffin-base petroleum. Crude oil which
carries solid paraffin hydrocarbons and
practically no asphalt. Barger.
paraffin butter. A variety of native paraffin.
Standard, 1964.
paraffin coal. A light-colored bituminous coal
used for the production of oil and paraffin. Fay.

paraffin dirt. The paraffin, or sour dirt of
the Gulf Coast fields; a yellow, waxy substance resembling beeswax, which has

often been regarded as indicating the

proximity of an oil or gas reservoir. The
term paraffin is probably a misnomer,
and many have questioned the supposed
relationship with petroleum. BuMines
Bull. 201,1922, pp. 29-30.
paraffin fluxes. The residuals obtained' from
paraffin-base petroleums are characterized

by containing 141/2 to 4 percent of hard
paraffin scale, consisting to a predominating degree of saturated hydrocarbons
(85.6 to 74.1 percent) and having a sptcific gravity of 0.92 to 0.94. In general,
it may be said that paraffin fluxes yield
only a small percentage of residual coke

and contain but little sulfur. Fay.

paraffin oil. a. Lubricating oil made by the

,

,,,,,

1

paraffin oil
dry distillation method. Fay. b. A proprie-

tary name for liquid petrolatum. Fay. c.
See kerosine. C.T.D.

paraffin series. Hydrocarbons having the general formula C.H2n+2, which form a large
proportion of American petroleums;

chemically inert, stable, and flammable.

See also butane; ethane; methane; pro-

pane. Nelson.
paraffin shale. Another name for oil shale.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

paraffin wax. a. A wax substance obtained
by pressing thz heavy distillate of petroleum in a very low temperature. Mersereau, 4th, p. 199. b. See paraffin. Tomkeieff, 1954.
paragenesis. A general term for the order of

formation of associated minerals in time
succession, one after anothe,-. To study
the paragenesis is to trace out in a rock.
or vein the succession in which the minerals have developed. Fay.
parageneflc. a. Refers to the chronological
order of the crystallization of minerals,
as in a vein. A.G.I. Supp. b. Refers to the
genetic relations of sediments in laterally
continuous and equivalent facies. A.G.I.
Supp.

paragneiss. a. In petrology, a gneiss formed

by the metamorphism of a sedimentary

rock. Fay. b. A gneiss formed from a sedimentary rock by the intermediary action

of an igneous magma to such an extent
that a virtually new rock is formed. Fay.

Compare orthogneiss.
Paragon. Trade name for a nonrotating rope
of 12 x 6 over 3 x 24 construction. Ham.
Paragon clay. Hydrous aluminum silicate;
white powder; and specific gravity, 2.60.
Used as rubber and paper filler. Bennett
2d, 1962.
paragonite. A mineral corresponding to mus-

covite, but with sodium instead of po-

tassium, NaAl2(A1Si2)010(OH)1, member

of the mica group. Monoclinic; has yellowish or greenish color. A.G.1.; Webster
3d.

paragonite schist. A variety of schist in which
paragonite replaces the mica biotite.

Standard, 1964.
paraguanajuaflte. Rhombohedral paramorphs

after natural and artificial orthorhombic

guanajuatite, Bi2(Se,S)3. Spencer 18, M.M.,
1949.

Paragons. Deproteinized rubber, gutta percha
hydrocarbon, and wax; used for sub-

marine cables. Bennett 2d, 1962.

parahllgardite. Triclinic-pedial crystals di-

morphous with hilgardite. Compare hilgardite. Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
parahopeite. A colorless hydrous zinc phosphate, ZnPs08.4H20, triclinic. Minute
tabular or prismatic crystals; fan-shaped
aggregates. From Broken Hill, Northern
Rhodesia; Salmo, British Columbia. English.

paraison. The bubble of glass formed by the
blower on his tube. Haggar.
parajamesonite. A mineral dimorphous with
jamesonite, 4PbS.FeS.3Sb2Ss, distinguished

by the X-ray pattern. Spencer 18, M.M.,
1949.

paralaurionite. A white oxychloride of lead,

Pb(OH)i.PhCls; monoclinic. Usually in

pseudo-orthorhombic, prismatic crystals.

Found in the ancient slags of Laurium,

Greece. Rafaelite is the same mineral, but
from Chile. English.
paralic. By the sea. For deposits laid down
on the landward side of a coast: in shal-

low water subject to marine invasions.
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Thus marine and nonmarine sediments
are interdigitated; typically, as exemplified in the lower part of the Coal Measures, the nonmarine (paralic) predominate, with relatively thin marine bands.
Krumbein and Sloss adopt a usage accord-

ing to which interfingered marine and

continental sediments are all paralic. Challinor.
paralic COW baSin. A coal basin originated
near the seaas opposed to limnic coal
basin. A.G.I.
paralic environment. On the marine borders,
such as lagoonal, littoral, shallow neritic,
etc. Schieferdecker.

parallax. a. In survey work, incorrect read-

ing of graduation on instrument if observer's eye is not truly normal to the
graduated plate. Pryor, 3. b. The change
in bearing or apparent position of an ob-

ject produced by a change in the ob-

server s position. NCB. c. The apparent

displacement, or change in position, of

parallel wire method
(3,000 feet or more) a balance rope is
almost essential with a parallel drum.

See also winding drum. Nelson.
parallel entry. Usually an intake airway
parallel to the haulageway. I.C. 8001,

1960, p. 1.
parallel faults. A group of faults having essentially the same dip and strike. A.G.I.
parallel firing. The firing of detonators in a
round of shots by dividing the total supply
current between the individual detonators.
Compare series firing. B.S. 3618, 1964,
sec. 6.
parallel flow. Flow in the same direction of

two or more streams within a stream

system. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
parallel fold. A fold in which each bed maintains the same thickness (assuming it was
initially of uniform thickness) through-

out all parts of the fold. Contrasts with
similar folding, in which each bed thins
on the limbs and thickens towards the
anticlinal and synclinal axes. Synonym

surface and as seen from some other

for concentric fold. A.G.1.
parallel growth. Two or more crystals with
corresponding faces parallel. Fay.
parallel lines. Lines which lie in the same
plane and are equally distant from each
other at all points. The term is ordinarily Itpplied to straight lines. Jones, 2,
p. 81.

earth. Seelye, 2.
parallel. a. An arrangement of electric blasting caps in which the firing current passes

posite sides parallel and opposite angles
equal. Jones, 2, p. 98.
parallelogram of forces. If two forces acting

Nichols. b. One of two or more equidistant lines or planes. Kinney.
parallel circuit. A term used, for example
when two positive wires are extended
side by side for a considerable distance
and are then connected together. Compare loop circuit. Kentucky, p. 250..

magnitude and direction by the diagonal

the crosshairs of a focusing telescope with

reference to the image of an object, as

the eye is moved from side to side, when
the focus of the c-,epiece or objective is
imperfect. Seelye, 2. d. In astronomy, the
difference in direction of a heavenly body

as seen from some point on the earth's
conventional point, as the center of the

through all of them at the same time.

parallel circuit firing. A method of con-

necting together a number of detonators
which are to be fired electrically in one
blast. The electric detonators are connected to two common points. Each detonator offers a path for the electric cur-

rent independent of all the other detonators in the circuit, and therefore calls
for a higher amperage than a series circuit in which there is but one path. A

parallel circuit is not normally permitted
underground in Great Britain. However,
firing in parallel has been introduced in
sinking shafts. Nelson.
parallel connecfloe. If the various pieces of

apparatus in a circuit are connected so
that all the positive terminals are joined
to one point and all the negative terminals are joined to another and the current divides between the several pieces,
they are said to be connected in parallel.
Mason, V.2, pp. 388-389.

parallel cut; burn cut. Group of parallel
holes, not all charged with explosive,
creates the initial cavity to which the
loaded holes break in blasting a development round. Pryor 3, p. 48.
parallel displacement fault. A fault in which

all straight lines on opposite sides of a
fault and outside of the dislocated zone,
that were parallel before the displacement, are parallel afterward. A.G.I.
parallel drum. A cylindrical form of drum
on which the haulage or winding rope
is coiled. The drum roll may be plain or
grooved. For deep winds multilayering
of rope is often used to reduce the drum
size required. Also, for deep winding

parallelogram. Quadrilaterals which have op-

at a point be represented in both magnitude and direction by two adjacent
sides of a parallelogram, the resultant of
these two forces will be represented in

of the parallelogram drawn from that
point. Morris and Cooper, p. 175.
parallel-plate

plastometer. See Williams'

plastometer. Dodd.
parallel ripple mark. Ripple mark with relatively straight crests. Crests may be
asymmetrical in cross-tection. Pettijohn.
parallel roads. A series of terraces at different levels especially those of Glen Roy,
Scotland. 'Webster 3d.
parallel series. Two or more series of electric blasting caps arranged in parallel.
Nichols. See also multiple series. Fay.
parallel series circuit. A method of connect-

ing together a number of detonators to
be fired electrically in one blast. The
circuit consists of a number of series
circuits connected in parallel. See also

series parallel circuit. Nelson.
parallel-throw switch. A switch lever which

is thrown parallel to the track of which

the switch forms a part. Originally switch
levers were thrown at right angles to the
track and the man who threw the switch

might lose his balance and fall in front
of the trip. Zern.

parallel wire method. An electrical prospect-

ing method using equipotential lines or
curves in prospecting fur ore bodies. In
the parallel wire method two bare copper wirca abcQut 3,000 feet long, placed

about 2,000 f et or more apart, are used
as electrodes. Current is supplied from
the generatg,c and the electrodes are con-

nected to the earth at 100 foot intervals
by iron grounding pins. Equipotential

lines are located by two electrodes or
wooden rods to one end of which are
fastened metal spikes about 6 or 7 inches

long. The electrodes are connected by
some 150 feet of wire which runs down
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Parian cement

paraplegia. A condition in which there is a

parautochthonous. In alpine orogeny, ap-

permanent. Formerly, the condition was
known as a broken back resulting from
an accident underground, often a fall of
roof. See also mining diseases. Nelson.
pararammelsbergite. Material recently described as rammelsbergite, NiAs2, from
Ontario, is found to give X-ray data dif-

parautochthonous granite. A mobilized por-

Germany, and it is now named pararammelsbergite. Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
para-ripples. A term applied to large symmetrical and asymmetrical ripples in limestone. Pettijohn.
para rocks. Metamorphic rocks that have
been derived from sediments, for example, paragneiss. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
paraschist. Denotes a schist derived from a
sedimentary rock. See also orthoschist;
schist. A.G.I.
paraschoepite. Almost identical with schoepite in physical and chemical properties
but the formula is 5UO2.9561120. It is
further differentiated from schoepite by
the presence of zonal growth. Crosby, p.

type. Schieferdecker.
paravauxite. A colorless basic, hydrous phosphate of iron and aluminum. The formula
is FeO.Al203.13205.5H20±5H20. Triclinic.
Small, prismatic crystals. From Llallagua,
Bolivia. English; American Mineralogist,
v. 30, No. 7-8, July-August 1945, p. 5.50.
parawollastonite. .Calcium metasilicate, CaSilas. Monoclinic. Wollastonite, with same

parallel wire method
the rods to the spikes. If a head telephone

is placed in the circuit, the absence of

sound in the telephone indicates that the
two electrodes are at the same potential.

By this method the equipotential lines

can be traced. Lewis, p. 318.
paramagnetic. Applied to substances such

iron, which, when freely suspended
between two magnetic poles, arranges
itself in the line between them. Opposite
of diamagnetic. Fay. Having a magnetic
permeabilty greater than unity. Webster
as

2d.

paramagnetic material. A material whose
specific permeability is greater than unity
and practically independent of the magnetizing force. ASM Gloss.

The magnetism of a
paramagnetic substance. That property
by which the north pole of a magnet that
is magnetized by induction is repelled
to 1800 by the north pole of the induc-

paramagnetism. a.

ing magnet. Standard, 1964. b. The prop-

erty possessed by a substance of producing a higher concentration of magnetic lines of force within itself than in
the surrounding magnetic field when it is
placed in such a field. Miall. c. A prop-

erty of many substances, related to ferromagnetism, by virtue of which, when
placed in a nonuniform magnetic field,
they tend to move toward the stiongest
part. Permanent magnetism is practically

absent and the susceptibility, which is
much less than that of iron, is constant
at any given temperature, but in most
substances it is nearly inversely propor-

tional to the absolute temperature. Compare diamagnetism. Holmes, 1920.
paramelaconite. An oxide of copper occurring as a secondary mineral at the Copper Queen mine, Bisbee, Ariz. Dana 7,
v. 1, p. 511.
parameter. In crystallography, that rational
multiple of the unit length of any crystal-

lographic axis intercepted by a crystal

plane which determines its position with
reference to the fundamental form. Standard, 1964. A quantity constant in a special case but variable in different cases.
A.G.I. Supp.
parameter (lattice). In a crystal, the length,
usually in angstrom units, of the unit cell
along one of its axes or edges; also called
lattice constant. ASM Gloss.
parametric equations. A set of equations con-

taining controllable constants which define a set of curves or boundaries. BuMines 587, 1960, p. 2.
paramontroseite. Vanadium dioxide V204)
orthorhombic, as an oxidation product
of montroseite, (V,Fe) 0 (OH) from
Paradox Valley, Colo. Spencer 21, M.M.,
1958.

paratiorpb. A pseudomorph with the same
composition as the original crystal, as cal-

cite after aragonite. A.G.I.

paramorphism. The alteration of one mineral
into another without change of composition, as augite into hornblende in uralitization. It is also used in connection with
metamorphism to describe such thorough
changes in a rock that its old components
are destroyed and new ones are built up.
Fay.
paramudras; paramoudras. Flint nodules of
exceptionally large size and doubtful significance occurring in the chalk exposed
on the East Coast of England. C.M.D.
parapet walls. That part of any wall entirely
above the roof line. ACSG, 1961.

paralysis of the lower trunk and body.
It is manifest by loss of sensation and
power of movement and loss of bladder
and bowel control, arising as a result of
disease or injury to the spinal cord or
nerve roots, and its effects are usually

fering from those for rammelsbergite from

41.
parasepiolite. An acid silicate of magnesium,
HeMg2(SiO4)8. A fibrous variety of sepio-

lite. From Malagasy Republic; Tuscany,
Italy; Styria, Austria; Grant County, New
Mex. English.
parasitic capture. In a reactor, the undesirable capture of neutrons in reactions
which do not cause further fission or the
production of new fissionable material.
parasitic cone. a. The products of eruption,
instead of escaping through the one cen-..

tral opening of the terminal cone, may
find avenues of discharge

through a

number of minor oneJ situated on the
flanks of the volcano, parasitic cones,

either preexistent or formed during progress of the last eruption. A.G.I. b. One
or more cinder cones which form their
position upon the flanks of the larger
volcano. A.G.I. c. See adventive co b;
lateral cone. A.G.I.

parasitic crater. See adventive crater. Fay
parasymplesite. A mineral, Fe3 (As0 2.81120, monoclinic, dimorphous with riclinic symplesite; from Japan. Spencer 20,
M.M., 1955.

paratacamite. A hexagonal rhombohedral
mineral, Cu2(OH),C1, occurring as one
of the corrosion products of copper and
brass nxposed to salt-containing air and
as

an alteration product of nantokite

(CuCI) and eriochalcite (CuC12.21120).
American Mineralogist, v. 36, No. 3-4,
March-April 1951, p., 384.

paratectonic reerystallization. A recrystallization that accompanies deformation. A.G.I.
paratellurite. The tetragonal modification of

Tel, found at Cananea, Sonora, Mex.
Hey, M.M., 1961.

parathine. Hauy's name for scapolite. Fay.
paratime rock units. Paratime rock units ex-

press chronology and should approach
synchrony; whereas time rock units ex-

press chronology and absolute synchrony.
A.G.I.
paratomous. Having planes of cleavage in-

clined to the axis; also, abounding with
facets of cleavage. Standard, 1964.

plied to folds and nappe structures which
can be connected by their facies and tectonic features with the sedimentary mantle of an autochthonous massif and which
have been relatively little displaced.
S chief erdecker.

tion of an autochthonous granite which
has moved higher in the crust or, more
usually, into tectonic domains of lower
pressure. The resulting parautochthonous
granite shows variable marginal relations, in some places migmatitic, in others

characterized by an aureole of thermal

composition, has been shown to be triclinic. Found in ejected blocks at Vesuvius, Italy; Crestmore, Calif. English.
parcel. a. A number of diamonds enfolded
in a specific manner inside two tough
sheets of paper for shipment. Long. b.
See take, a. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1. c.
Corn. A heap of dressed ore ready for
sale. Fay.
parchettite. A light-gray, highly porphyritic,
extrusive igneous rock with phenocrysts

of leucite and augite (25 percent), in a

groundmass of andesine, leucite, augite,
orthoclase, magnetite, and apatite. The
name is restricted to mesocratic extrusive
rocks with more leucite than feldspar and
more plagioclase than orthoclase. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 291.
pare. Com. A gang or party of men. See also
-.. pair. Fay.
;parental magma. That magma from which
some other magnn. was derived. A.G.I.
parent hole. See main hole. Long.
parent material. Of soils, the horizon of
weathered rock or partly weathered soil
material from which the soil is formed.
Horizon C of the soil profile. A.G.1.
parent rock. a. The original rock from which
sediments were derived, to form later
roc/

A.G.I. b. The rock from which

parent materials of soils are formed.

A.G.I.
pargasite. An amphibole including green and
bluish-green kinds of hornblende, occurring in stout lustrous crystals, or granular,
Ca411a2Mg4A14S62044( 014,F )

Monoclinic.

Dana 17.
!target. a. Plaster, whitewash, or roughcast
for coating a wall. Webster 3d. b. A plas-

ter of cow's dung and lime for lining

chimney flues. Webster 3d. c. Synonym
for gypsum. Obsolete. Webster 3d.
'targeting. The process of applying a coat
cement mortar to the back of the facing
material or the face of the backing material; sometimes referred to as parging.
ACSG.

Parian. A feldspathic, white, semitransparent
body resembling Faros marble; usually
cast. C.T.D.

Parian biscuit. A hard, fine, half-vitreous
porcelain resembling Faros marble; used
for objects of art and ornament. Standard, 1964.

Parian cement. See gypsum cements. CCD
6d, 1961.
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parianite
parianite. Asphalt from the Pitch lake, Trini-

dad. Fay.
Parian marble. One of the most famous of
ancient statuary marbles; from the island
of Paros, Greece. Fay.
Parian ware. A porcelain type body high in
feldspar,

usually unglazed,

resembling

white marble from the Island of Paros.
Used for statuetes and bas-reliefs. First
made in England about 1840. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
Paris green. See copper acetoarsenite. Bennett 2d, 1962.
parisite. A brownish-yellow, fluocarbonate of
the cerium metals in acute double hexagonal pyramids.

Fay. A rare weakly

(CO2)2radioactive mineral, (Ce,L a )
F2, usually found in pegmatites in granite,
commonly associated with riebeckite, pyrite, fluorite, albite, microcline, and aegi-

rite. Crosby, p. 105. It has no cleavage
when unaltered and perfect cleavage on

alteration. Larson, p. 73.
parison. A piece of glass that has been given
an approximate shape in a preliminary
forming process ready for its final shaping.

The word is from the French paraison
which derives from parer meaning to
prepare. Dodd.

parison mold. See blank mold. ASTM C16266.

Paris top. White clay. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Paris white. A fine grade of washed chalk.
Hess.

parka. An outer garment made of the skins
of bird or mammals, or of cloth, worn by
the Eskimos. Also worn by prospectors
and travelers in Alaska in extreme cold
weather. Fay.
parkerite. An orthorhombic mineral, Ni3 BLS:,

from Sudbury, Ontario, Canada, found in

grains and cleavable fragments; perfect
cleavage; uneven fracture; bright bronze,
tarnishing darker; polished sections light
cream-colored; metallic luster. The Sud-

bury mineral can be identified with parkerite. (Scholtz, 1936, from Republic of
South Africa on the basis of X-ray powder data). American Mineralogist, v. 28,
No. 6, June 1943, p. 343.
Parkerizing. Treatment of steel in hot aqueous solution of free phosphoric acid and
manganese dihydrogen phosphate, other
salts sometimes being used as accelerators.
A fine-grained insoluble film of ferric

phosphate is formed in a few minutes,

which is corrosion-resistant. Pryor, 3.
Parker prenamel. A process for the treatment
of steel prior to enameling. Dodd.
Parker process; Coa lite process. A method

for producing low-temperature coke in
which each retort is a monobloc iron
casting 9 feet high, containing 12 tubes,
which taper from 4% inches at the top
to 5% inches at the bottom. A battery
contains 36 retorts in two rows of 18.

Retorts and combustion chambers are arranged alternately, so that each retort is
located in a radiation chamber formed by
the walls of adjacent combustion chambers. The retorts are heated only by radiation from these walls, so that there is no
i
overheating and the nside
temperature of
the retorts can be maintained accurately
at 600° C (1,112° F). A cooling cham-

ber is fitted below each pair of retorts,
of size sufficient to hold the coke from
both. The pairs of retorts are charged

and discharged every 4 hours. Francis, V.

I, 1965, p. 160.

Parkes process. A process used to recover

precious metals from lead. It is based on
the principle that if 1 to 2 percent of zinc

stirred into the molten leads a compound of zinc with gold and silver separates out and can be skimmed off. ASM
is

Gloss.

parliamentary pit. Scot. A mine outlet or
shaft, required by an act of parliament.
Fay.

parinalee wrench. A wrench that has a
smooth segmented sleeve, which when
tightly clamped around the tube of a core
barrel will not mar or distort the thin
tube when the core barrel is taken 2.part.
Long.

parmazo marble. A marble of northern Italy
having a coarse network of dark veins on
a white or grayish ground. Webster 3d.
Para Trade name for a fuel used in internalcombustion engines. Made from paraffin
by a chemical process without the use of
heat. Fay.
parolyting. Canvas-wiping method of applying a bituminous coating to underground

pipe. Bennett 2d, 1962.
parophite. A name given by Hunt to a rock
or mineral simlar to dysyntribite. The
name means 'like serpentine. Fay.
paroptesis. The changes produced in rocks

by dry heat; a baking. Johannsen, v. 1,
2d, 1939, p. 190.

particle diameter
tens Alp, Val d'Err, Grissons, Switzerland; Italy. English.
parsonsite. A very rare, strongly radioactive
monoclinic, pale citron-yellow or pale
brown mineral, 1132(UO2) (P0)2.211,0,

found associated with torbernite, kasolite,

dewindtite at Kasolo, Katanga; also occurs with autunite and phosphuranylite
and with fluorite and uranocircite. Crosby, pp. 32-33.

part. In founding, a section of a mold or
flask specifically distinguished (in a three-

part flask) as top part, middle part, and

bottom part. Standard, 1964.
part candles. Eng. The use of candles as well
as safety lamps in a mine. Fay.
part-face blasts, Blasting a face in two stages

when the height of the rock face is too

great to blast in one operation. McAdam

II, p. 155.

partially fixed. An end support to a beam or
a column which cannot develop the full
fixing moment is defined as partially
fixed. Ham.
partially trimmed mica. Rifted mica that is

part-trimmed to any degree up to, but
not including, full-trimmed. Skow.

partial node. The point, line, or surface in
a standing wave system where some characteristic of the wave field has a minimum
amplitude differing from zero. Hy.

paroxysm. In geology, any violent or sudden

partial pressure. a. That part of the total

tion, a sudden flood, etc. Fay.
parpoint. Eng. A stone used for various purposes, most commonly for paving floors,
Yorkshire and Lancashire. Arkell.
parral agitator. An agitator using a number
of small air lifts disposed about a circular,

ing of copper ores in which some of the
heat is provided by oxidation of iron sulfide and some by combustion of coke.

natural occurrence, as a volcanic erup-

flat-bottomed tank in such a way, as to
impart a circular swirling motion to the
pulp. Liddell 2d, p. 392.

pressure of a mixture of gases contributed
by one of the constituents. Strock, 10. b.
See Dalton's law. H&G.
partial pyritic smelting. Blast furnace smelt-

See also pyritic smelting. C.T.D.
partial roasting. Roasting carried out in order
to eliminate some but not all of the sulfur

but uses sodium peroxide or a similar

in an ore. In copper smelting, the sulfur
left after roasting combines with copper
and some iron to form a matte. C.T.D.

mining the amount of mineral matter

partial subsidence. Any amount of subsidence
which is less than full subsidence; as with
solid or strip packing. Nelson.

Parr calorimeter. Similar to the Mahler bomb

oxygen-producing salt instead of gaseous
oxygen. Porter.
Parr formula. The simplest method for deter-

present in a coal is to determine the ash
and sulfur contents and to make corrections for the changes taking place in these
during combustion. The Parr formula for

doing this is: Total Inorganic Matter=
Moisture+1.08 Ash+0.55 Sulfur where
moisture, ash, and sulfur represent the

percentages of these substances found by
analysis of the coal. Francis, V. 1, 1965,
pp. 29-30.
Parrish arm. Long arm made of a flexible

board for the suspension of a shaker
screen. Zern.

Parrish shaker. A widely used screening
shaker with flexible wooden hangers and

flexible drive arms. It has come to be

standard equipment for sizing anthracite.
Mitchell, pp. 129, 148.
parrot coal. Scot. A variety of cannel coal.
Nelson.

Parr's classification of coal. This is based on
the proximate analysis and calorific value

of the ash-free, dry coal. The heating
value of the raw coal is obtained, and
from these data a table is drawn up at

one end of which are the celluloses and,
woods of about 7,000 B.t.u.'s per pound.
Parr then plots these figures against the
percentage volatile matter in unit coal.
Hess.

parsettensite. A copper-red hydrous silicate
of manganese, 3Mn0.4Sios.41-1.0; massive, somewhat micaceous. From Parset-
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particle. a. In mineral technology a single
piece of solid material which can be defined as regards its size by triaxal measurement; by its mesh if below some 0.25
centimeter in average width and above
some 50 microns; and by micromeasurement down to the resolving limits of a

given magnifying system. Such a particle
is not necessarily homogeneous. Also, in
physics, the particle may be a molecule,
atom or atomic component. Particle size
distribution, assessed by screen analysis
of sample through series of laboratory
sieves, describes the percentage by weight

of each size of particle in the range of

screens used. Pryor, 3. b. A minute constituent of matter having a measurable
mass, such as a neutron, a proton, or a
meson. L&L.

particle accelerator. Modern machines which
acceleiate subatomic particles to such
great velocities that as these particles
strike atoms, the nucleus of the atom may

be altered or split. Among those now in
use are the cyclotron the linear accelerator, the Van de Grlaff generator, Pro-

ton synchrotron, and the Bevatron. II&G.
See also accelerator.
particle diameter. The projected diameter is

that of a circle which has the same area
as the projected profile; the equivalent
surface diameter is that of a sphere with
the same effective surface under stated

conditions; the equivalent volume diameter is that of a sphere of like effective
volume. The equivalent free-falling diameter is that of a sphere of the same freefalling velocity through a specific fluid.
The Stokes diameter is the equivalent
free-falling diameter within the range of

side track or turnout in a haulage road.
Entry parting, the parting at the beginning of an entry in a slope mine. Inside

particle mean size. See particle size. Dodd.
particle size. a. In powder metallurgy, the
controlling lineal dimension of an individual particle, as determined by analysis
with screens or other suitable instruments.
ASM Gloss. b. A concept used in the
study of powders and defined as the dimensions of a hypothetical particle such
that, if a material were wholly composed
of such particles, it would have the same
value as the actual material in respect of
some stated property. Also called particle
mean size. Compare equivalent particle
diameter. Dodd.
particle-size analysis. The process of determining the proportions of particles of defined size fractions in a granular or powdered sample; the term also refers to the

system, or electric motor. Fay. c. Scot.
The manner in which a seam parts from
its roof or pavement; it is a bad parting

determination available include; absorption, in which the particle size is assessed
on the basis of surface area; the diver
method; the use of a centrifuge; elutriation; turbidimeter; the Andreasen Pipette;
and, for coarser particles, a sieve. Dodd.
See also mechanical analysis.
particle-size distribution. In powder metallurgy, the percentages, by weight or number, of each fraction into which a powder
sample has been classified with respect to
sieve number or particle size (microns).
Preferred usage: particle-size distribution

ding plane of a seam of coal; usually less

velocity of Stoke's law (Reynold's No.
minus 0.2). Pryor, 3.

result of the analysis. The methods of

by weight or frequency. ASM Gloss.
particle-size reduction. The process of crush-

ing or grinding the sample to reduce the
particle size. B.S. 1017, 1960, Pt. 1.

particle sorting. Separation of solid particles,
in a fluid, because of different densities.

Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
particolored stones. Transparent stones with
zones of different color, as wide pink and
green zones often seen in tourmaline and
also the very thin yellow and blue or red
and blue zones in corundum which blend

to produce green and purple overall
colors, respectively. Shipley.
particulate fluidization. Progressive separa-

tion of solid particles which remain individually and uniformly dispersed. Bennett
2d, 1962 Add.
parlido. Mex. Division of 'ores between partners. Working a mine by partido is when
the miners agree with the owners to take

a certain part of the ores in place of

wages. Usually the mine owner provides
candles, powder, and steel, and keeps the
drills sharpened, and receives, in payment
of royalty and supplies, two-thirds or
more of the ore taken out. This contract

is renewed weekly or monthly and the
proportion of ore retained by the miners

is greater or smaller according to the richness oi the stopes where they work. It is
generally bought from them by the mine
owner himself, for various reasons. Fay.
partimensurate ore bodies. Those in which

prospects for ore in addition to proved

reserves remain a substantial element until

the later stages of the life of the mines

based on them. McKinstry, p. 477.
parting. a. A small joint in coal or rock, or
a layer of rock in a coal seam. Fay. b. A

partiversal
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particle diameter

or swing ,parting, a parting some distance
from the mouth of an entry, from which
the cars are hauled out by a special mule
or team. Rope parting or motor parting,
a parting on which trips of cars are collected for hauling out by a rope-haulage

prior to blasting, using long-handled pick.
D.O.T. I .
parting density. That maintained in the bath
in dense media separation. Pryor, 4.

parting flask. In assaying, a flask used for
parting. Webster 3d.
parting glass. The same as parting flask. Fay.

parting line. a. A plane on a pattern or a
line on a casting corresponding to the
separation between the cope and drag

portions of a mold. ASM Gloss. b. Line
or seam on glassware or slip-cast ceramic-

when they do not separate readily, a good

ware resulting from joint of two mold

track or turnout in a haulage system, hav-

parting lineation. A structure characteristically found on bedding planes of hori-

parting when they do. Fay. d. A side

ing a track for loads and a track for

empties. B.C.I. e. The line of demarcation baween bedding planes. The term

parts. ASTM CI62-66.

zontally laminated sandstones. Pettijohn.
parting liquids. Liquids, such as tetrabrome-

also used to denote a thin layer of

thane, ethylene dibromide, pentachlorethane, and trichlorethylene, that are used

f. A plane, usually parallel to the bedding, at which a bed readily separates.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5. g. A band of

See also DuPont process. Mitchell, pp.

is

dirt occurring in a coal seam. TIME.
waste material dividing the mineral stratum. Austin. h. A natural, usually smooth,
separation between strata. Hudson. i. A
lamina, for example, ankerite or fusain,

occurring on or at an angle to the bed-

(3.2 millimeters) thick.
1962. j. Eng. See back;

than 1/8 inch

B.S.

3.152,

band. S.M.R.B., Paper No. 61. k. The

final process after cupellation to remove
the silver from the bullion bead. The
bead is flattened to a thickness of about
0.5 millimeter and dissolved in warm
nitric acid. If the bullion contains sufficient silver it is dissolved leaving only

gold. Inquartation may be necessary if
the bullion contains less than 4 parts of

silver to 1 of gold. Nelson. I. The zone of

separation between cope and drag portions of mold or flask in sand-casting.
ASM Gloss. m. A composition sometimes used in sand-molding to facilitate
the removal of the pattern. ASM Gloss.
n. Cutting simultaneously along two parallel lines or along two lines which balance each other in the matter of side
thrust. ASM Gloss. o. A shearing operation used to produce two or more parts
from a stamping. ASM Gloss. p. The
tendency of crystals to separate along cer-

tain planes th:it are not true cleavage
planes, but which have become directions
of minimum cohesion through gliding,
secondary twinning, etc. Standard, 1964.
parting and connection man. In bituminous
coal mining, a laborer who directs movement of mine cars from parting k a side
track on which empty or loaded cars are

collected for distribution to points for
loading or for haulage to surface or to

shaft or slope bottom for hoisting). Also
called connection man; parting boy.
D.O.T. 1.
parting boy. See parting and connection man.
D.O.T. 1.

parting-bung man. One who breaks apart
roofing tiles which have been burned together in pairs (bungs) by grasping pair
of tiles firmly in both hands and striking
them sharply against parting block at

junction of two tiles. D.O.T. 1.
parting cast. a. Sand-filled tension cracks due
to creep on sea bottom; possibly related
to pull-apart structure. Pettijohn. b. Pseu-

do-mud cracks. Pettijohn.
parting cleaner. In bituminous coal mining,
one who only picks out seam partings
(layers of rock) in the coal working face
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in the DuPont mineral separation process.

475, 478.
parting-plane &nation. Sub-parallel linear
shallow grooves and ridges of low relief
(generally less than 1 millimeter) on lamination surfaces. Pettijohn.
parting powder. A powder made from chalk,
bone meal, or similar nonsiliceous material, suitably waterproofed, which is applied to the pattern to insure a clean strip
from the molding sand. Osborne.
parting sand. Fine sand for dusting on sandmold surfaces that are to be separated.
ASM Gloss.

parting slate. A term applied to a thin layer
of slate between two seams of coal. Fay.
parting-step lineation. a. This structure is
characterized by subparallel step-like
ridges where the parting surface cuts
across several adjacent laminations. Also

called current lineation; primare Richtung. Pettijohn. b. Further described as

a peculiar linear graining on the surface
of horizontal beds. Pettijohn.
potful; wheel. See cutting-off wheel. Dodd.

partition. In a cave, a rock in its natural
position spanning a passage from floor to
ceiling and inclining more than 450 to the
horizontal (not a fallen block). Schieferdecker.

partition curve; distribution curve. A curve
indicating, for each specific gravity (or
size) fraction, the percentage of it which
is contained in one of the products of the
separation; for example, the reject. B.S.
3552, 1962.
partition density; tromp cut point. The density corresponding to 50 percent recovery
as read from a partition curve. B.S. 3552,
1962.

partition factor; distribution factor. The percentage of a specific gravity (or size)
fraction reCovered in one of the products
of the separation; for example, the reject.
B.S. 3552, 1962.
partitioning method. A resistivity method in
which a special electrode configuration is
used, ceniwt;ng of five electrodes, instead

of the usual number of four, to provide

observations. Schieferdecker.
partition size. The separation size correspondto 50 percent recovery as read from a size

a check on the

partition curve. B.S. 3552, 1962.
partition tile. Tile for use in building interior
partitions, subdividing areas into rooms,
or similar construction, and carrying no
superimposed loads. ASTM C43-65T.

parliversal. Refers to the attitude of beds
dipping in different directions through

approximately 180° in compass direction,

as at the end of a plunging anticline.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
partly filled stope. See square-set stoping.
Fay, p. 641.
parts of line. Separate strands of the same
rope or cable used to connect two sets of
sheaves. Nichols.

part-swing shovel. A power shovel in which
the upper works can rotate through only
part of a circle. Nichols.
party. A group of men performing the geophysical field 'work necessary for a specific project or prospect, ordinarily using
a single method, as a gravity party. A.G.I.
party chief. In seismic prospecting, the man
who supervises the personnel of the crew

and generally is in charge of interpretation of the data. Dobrin, p. 55.
party foreman. In seismic prospecting, the
man who supervises the work of a field
party. Subordinate to a nonresident party
chief, who is responsible for the interpretation of the data. A.G.I.

party manager. a. In seismic prospecting, his
function is to handle the operational
phases of the work, particularly those involving logistics and access in difficult or
remote areas, giving the party chief more

time for interpretation of the data. Dob-

rin, p. 55. b. In gravity and magnetic
prospecting, the Man in charge of the

operations of a field party. A.G.I.
Pasadenian orogeny. Mid-Pleistocene diastrophism. A.G.I. Supp.
Pascal's law. The component of the pressure

in a fluid in equilbrium that is due to
externally applied is uniform
throughout the body of fluid. Webster 3d.
forces

pascoite. A very rare, weakly radioactive,

triclinic, dark red-orange to yellow-orange
mineral, CaNe017.11H20, found as an ef-

for human entrance and larger by comparison than a lead. A.G.I. b. See pass.
A.G.I. c. An underground tunnel or roadway in metalliferous mines. Sec also drive,
d. Nelson.

passage beds. The general name given to
strata laid down during a period of transition from one set of geographical conditions to another; for example, the

Downtonian stage consists of strata intermediate in character (and in position)

between the marine Silurian rocks below
and the continental Old Red Sandstone
above. C.T.D.
passauite. A variety of wemerite; also called
porcelain spar. Fay.

discharged into cars or

c. A treatment of the whole sample in a
sample divider. B.S. 1017, 1960, Pt. II. d.
A working trip or passage of an excava-

tion or grading machine. Nichols. e. In

surface mining, a complete excavator cycle in removing overburden. B.C.I. f. In

rolling mills, the passage of the bar between the rolls. When the bar passes on
the flat it is called a flatting pass; if on
the edge, an edge pass. Fay. g. The open
space between two grooved rolls through
which metal is processed. ASM Gloss.

h. The weld metal deposited in one trip
along the axis of a weld. ASM Gloss. i.

A gap, defile, or other relatively low break

in a mountain range through which a

road or trail may pass;. an opening in a
ridge forming a passageway. A.G.I. j. A
navigable channel, especially at a river's

mouth. A.G.I. k. A narrow connecting

channel between two bodies of water; an
inlet. A.G.I. I. An opening through a barrier reef, atoll, or sandbar. A.G.I.
passage. a. A cavern opening having greater
length than height or width, large enough

waves. Hy.

passivity. a. May be defined in two ways:

underground: a turnout. Zern. d. Eng.

environment where a large decrease in

metal; and (2) A metal is passive when
it is relatively resistant to corrosion in an

See lat, a. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

free energy is associated with the corrosion
reaction. BuMines Bull. 619, 1964, p. 206.

passis.% boss. See motor boss. D.O.T. 1.

Indifference of metal or mineral to

passing point. a. On haulage roads, the point

b.

pass fir.: empty trams going inbye. Nelson.
b. In shafts, the point at which the loaded
ascending cage or skip passes the empty
descending cage or skip. See also rubbing
ropes. Nelson.
passing track. A sidetrack with switches at
both ends. Kentucky, p. 225.
passing water. Scot. When a pump bucket is
worn, or otherwise not tight, it is said to
be passing water. Fay.
pass-into. A transition of one mineral into
another without any sudden change. Fay.
passivation. The changing of the chemically

a fresh and clean surface. It can occur
after long exposure of gold to cyanidation when it is only removed by fusion

at which the loaded trams going outbye

active surface of a metal to a much less
reactive state. Contrast with activation.

ASM Gloss.

compressed sufficiently to develop an upper limiting value of the major principal
tsress. ASCE P1826.
passive earth pressure. The maximum value

is

an appreciably greater resistance to corrosion and behaves similaily to those having a noble potential in a galvanic series.
Chromium and stainless steel are passive
in certain environments. H&G.
passive state of plastic equilibrium. Plastic
equilibrium obtained by a compression
of a mass. ASCE P1826.
passive transducer. A transducer whose output waves are independent of any sources
of power controlled by the actuating

working part of a shaft. A bypass. Fay. c.
A siding in which cars pass one another

waste area. At the lower end the pass may
be provided with a chute thrOugb which
trams. See also chimney; chute. Nelson. b.
A passage left in old workings for men to
travel in from one level to another. Zern.

or an alloy

composed of such metals, when it exhibits

(1) A metal which is normally active
according to its position in the emf series
is said to be passive whenever its electrochemical behavior is that of a less active

passivator. A type of inhibitor which changes
the electrode potential of a metal, causing
it to become more cathodic or electropositive. BuMines Bull. 619, 1964, p. 206.

the material

electromotive force series,

passby; passbye. a. The double-track part
of any single-track system of transport.
Mason. b. Eng. A passage round the

florescence associated with montroseite,
melanovanadite, and other vanadium minerals. Crnsby, pp. 130-131. A vanadium
ore. Osborne.
pass. a. An opening in a mine through which
coal (or ore) is delivered from a higher
to a lower level. The pass may be m solid

coal (or ore) or more frequently in the

pastel color
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partiversal

passive coefficient of earth pressure. The
maximum ratio of the major principal
stress to the minor principal stress. This
is applicable where the soil has been

of earth pressure. This conditon exists
when a soil mass is compressed sufficiently

to cause its internal shearing resistance

along a potential failure surface to be

completely mobilized. ASCE P1826.
passive fault. One not liable to further move-

ment. Compare active fault. Carson, 2,
p. 74.
passive iron. Iron which has been immersed

in concentrated nitric acid. It does not

dissolve when subsequently immersed in
dilute acid. Bismuth, cobalt, chromium,
and nickel also exhibit this passivity to a
lesser degree. Camm.
passive metals. Metals on which an oxide

film that prevents further attack on the
metal is readily formed. When metals
other than noble metals have a high
resistance to corrosion, it is because of
passivity; for example, chromium nickel,

aluminum, tin, and various allOys. Ss*

also passivity. C.T.D.
.gassive sonar. The method or equipment by
which information concerninF a distance
object is obtained by evaluation of sound
generated by the object. Hy.
passive state. State of a metal active in the
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chemical attack such as would occur with

of the metal which leads to recrystallization and surface reenergization. Passivat-

ing agents are used to render specific

minerals indifferent to collector agents in
flotation process. Pryor, 3. c. A condition
in which a piece of metal, because of an

impervious covering of oxide or other
compound, has a potential much more
positive than where the metal is in the

active state. ASM Gloss.
passometer. A pocket-size instrument which

registers the number of steps taken by
the pedestrian carrying it. A.G.I.

pass pipe. An iron pipe connecting the water

at the back of one set of tubbing with
that of another, or a pipe only in com-

munication with one tub and open to the
interior of the shaft. Fay.
paste. a. The mineral substance in which

other minerals are embedded; groundmass (as of a porphyry) Webster 2d.
b. An imitation gem stone made from a
certain type of lead glass. Loosely applied to all glass imitation gem stones.
,Anderson. c. A white clay body. ACSG,
1963. d. In magnetic-particle inspection,
finely divided ferromagnetic particles in
paste form used in the wet method.
ASM Gloss. e. A slurry of sulfur and

water, usually containing 30 to 50 percent of finely divided elemental sulfur.
BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 903. f. Material of which porcelain body is formed.

Hard paste (pate dure), composed of

china stone and china clay, is true porcelain. Soft paste (pate tendrc), composed

of glass or frit with white, is

artificial

porcelain. C.T.D. g. Comparatively concentrated dispersion (greater than 10 percent by volume) of fine-solid or semisolid
particles in a liquid; often shows an elastic or plastic behavior. Bennett 2d, 1962
Add.

Paste 'Mids. Heavy compositions of powdered

gold and flux; suitable for printing by
tissue transfer method or can be diluted

for, brush application. Fired to matt surface which is burnished to develop true

gold texture. Used in decorating high-

grade chinaware. CCD 6d, 1961, p. 546.
pastel color. The term applied to a very pale,
weak, or nearly white color. Hansen.

1 ----
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Patuxent beds

paste mold. A mold lined with adherent
carbon
used wet for
blown ware.

for a specified time; and (5) the purchase price of the land is paid, and the
patent is received. Lewis, pp. 29-31.
patent ax. A type of surfacing machine

patio. a. Mex. Cloth used by miners. Fay.
b. Sp. Place where minerals are concentrated. The patio floor is one on
which silver and/or gold ore is amalgamated. The patio process, dating back to

ASTM C163-66.
paste-mold blowing machines. A machine for
blowing light-walled holloware. As a good

is needed, the molds are coated
with paste and are wetted before each
finish

blowing operation. C.T.D.
paste-mold process. See paste-mold blowing
machines. C.T.D.
pager. See luterman. D.O.T. 1.
pastillage. Dot and line designs made with
colored

slip, which is dribbled from a

container with a flexible base and a spout.
C.T.D.

pasting. The operation of mudcapping. Fay.

pat. In brickmaking, to remove the rough
edge of green bricks with a stamper.

Standard, 1964.
palate. In Ceylon, means pit. Hess.
Patapsco formation. The highest division of

the Comanchezn of the Eastern United

States, consistiug of brightly colored, often
sandy. clays with fossil plants. C.T.D.

patch. a. A mine village, usually built and
owned by a coal company. Korson. b. A
small placer: property. Fay.

pitcher. a. An inhabitant of a mine patch.
Korson. b. A mule driver's helper who
sprags mine cars and performs other duties along the gangway. Korson. c. A
driver's assistant or helper; a brakeman or
triprider. Zern. d. One who repairs
broken brattices, doors, stoppings, etc., in

a mine. Fay. e. See brakeman. D.O.T.1.
f. One who repairs parts of coke ovens,
such as oven iambs, floors, wallst and
roofs, regenerator walls, standpipe Joints,
and linings with refractory materials,
using hand tools, spray gun, and sandblast machine. D.O.T. Supp.
patcher helper. A laborer who assists this
patcher in mixing slurries and making
repairs to coke ovens and auxiliary equipment. Also called helper, patcher. D.O.T.
Supp.

patching. S. Wales. Workings carried out on

the outcrop. called patchwork in Derbyshire. Fay.

patch reef; shoal reef; open-shoal reef. Any

reef growing on a shelf of less than 70
miles depth; their dimensions vary from
single coral heads (chapeiros) to vast
stretches of reef flat several kilometers

across. Schieferdecker.
patchy. Distributed in patches or

in an

irregular manner as when ore occurs in
bunches or sporadically. Fay.
pat coal. Scot. The bottom, or lowest, coal
sunk through in a shaft. Fay.
pate. Fr. Paste. particularly porcelain paste.
Standard, 1964.

pile dare. hard paste. A French term designating high-fired china of which one of
the main body elements is feldspar. The
term is limited to china. ACSG, 1963.
patent. A document which conveys title to

the ground, and no further assessment
work need be done; however, taxes must
be paid. The procedure of obtaining patent is divided

into five

steps:

(1) a

mineral surveyor is paid to make a patent
survey, to adjust boundaries and correct
errors, in which case an amended location
should be made; (2) at least $500 worth

of improvement must have been made
per claim; (3) the presence of valuable
mineral must be proven beyond reasonable doubt; (4) the matter is taken up
with the local land office and the proper
notices must be published in the papers

employed to remove irregularities from

the surface of blocks of stone. Fay.
patented claim. A claim to which a patent
has been secured from the Government,
by Compliance with the laws relating to
such claims. See also patent. Fay.
patented rope. Galvanized steel rope. Pryor, 3 .

patent fuel. Eng. The fuel produced by the
agglomeration of coal slack into lumps.
See also briquette, a. Fay.

patenting. In wiremaking, a heat treatment
applied to medium-carbon or high-carbon
steel before the drawing of wire or between drafts. This process consists in
heating to a temperature above the trans-

formation range and then cooling to a

temperature below Aei in air or in a bath
of molten lead or sale. ASM Gloss.
patent leveling. The same as stretcher leveling. ASM Gloss.
patent plate. Plate glass that has been ground
and polished on each side. C.T.D.
patent survey. An accurate survey of a min-

eral claim by a U.S. deputy surveyor
as required by law in order to secure a
patent (title) to the claim. Fay.

patent yellow. See basic lead chloride.
Patera process. A metallurgical process con-

sisting of a chloridizing roasting, leaching with water to remove base metals
(some silver is dissolved and must be
recovered), leaching with sodium hyposulfite for silver, and the precipitation
of silver by sodium sulfide. 'The process
was first carried out by von Patera at
Joach imstal (jachymov ) , Czechoslovakia.
See also Joachimstall process. Liddell 2d,

p. 495; Fay.

the sixteenth century, was a crude chemical method of reducing silver from its ores,

followed by amalgamation. See also arrastre. Pryor, 3.
patio process. A process for the recovery of

silver by amalgamation in low heaps with
the aid of salt and copper sulfate (magistral). Thorough mixing is obtained in the
usual form by having horses or oxen treat
the mass. Liddell 2d, p. 495.
patronite. An impure sulfide of vanadium,
V,55, found in considerable quantities in
Peru, and used as a source of vanadium.
Dana 17.
pattern. a. A form of wood, metal, or other
material, around which molding material
is

placed to make a mold for casting

metals. ASM Gloss. b. A full-scale repro-

duction of a part used as a guide in cutting. ASM Gloss. c. A regular array of
characters, such as an X-ray diffraction
pattern. ASM Gloss. d. As applied to
diamond bits, the design formed by spacing and distributing the diamonds in conformance with a predetermined geometric

arrangement on the crown of a bit. See

alfo concentric pattern; eccentric pattern.
Long. e. The system followed in spacing
boreholes. See also checkerboarded. Long.
pattern burnishing. A term referring to special

effects obtained in burnishing the sur-

faces of clay vessels. ACSG, 1963.
patternmaker. In the stonework industry, one
who makes sheet metal patterns of

shapes to which stone is to be cut for

building purposes. D.O.T. 1.
pattern molder. One who makes sand molds

paternolte. A white hydrous borate of magfor castings; a molder. Standard, 1964.
nesium, Mg13,012.4H20. Orthorhombic. pattern mounter. One who assembles ceramic
Minute plates) fine granular. From Monte
tiles in patterns and mounts them on
Sambuco, Sicily, Italy. English.
heavy paper to preserve the arrangepaternoster lakes. A chain of lakes resemment for permanent installation.
bling a string of beads along a glaciated
D.O.T. 1.
valley where ice plucking and gouging pattern shooting. ni seismic prospecting, the
have scooped out a series of basins. Leet.
firing of explosive charges arranged in
paternoster pump. A chain pump; named
a definite geometric pattern.
from fancied resemblance of the disks Patterson agitator. An agitator of the Pachand endless chain to a rosary. Standard,
uca-tank type in which the air is re1964.
placed by solution or water, under pres'Ate sur pfite. Fr. A decoration for pottery,
sure from a centrifugal pump. Liddell
made of white porcelain paste on a dark
2d, p. 392.
ground, so applied as to produce effects pat test. A qualitative method for assessing
of light and shade. Standard, 1964.
the soundness of hydraulic cement. Pats

pate tendre (soft paste). A French term

designating ceramic whitewares fired at

relatively low temperatures. ASTM C24260.

pathfinder. A mineral or element found in
close association with the element being
sought, which can be more readily found
or which has more obviously anomalous
features than the element which is the
main object of search. Hawkes.
path of percolation. See line of creep. ASCE
P1826.

patina. Strictly, the green film formed on
copper and bronze after long exposure

of cement are made about 3 inches in
diameter, 1/2 inch thick at the center
but with a thin circumference. They

are immersed in cold water for 28 days
or in boiling water or steam for 3 to 5
hours. Unsoundness is revealed by distortion or cracking. Dodd.
Pattinson process. A process for separating
silver from lead, in which the molten
lead is slowly cooled so that crystals

poorer in silver solifidy out and are removed, leaving the melt richer in silver.
ASM Gloss.

to the atmosphere. By extension, the term

Pattinson's pots. A series of pots for separating silver and lead by making use of the

Varnes, 1955.
patinated then. Chen nodules with weathered
or case-hardened surface layer. A.G.1.
Supp.

Patuxent beds. The lowest group of Comanchean beds lying unconfonnably on older
strata in the Eastern United States.
They consist of arkosic sands with clays,

is applied to a film of any sort formed
on wood, marble, chert, or other material after weathering or long exposure.
See also desert varnish. Stokes and

ski

C..'

fact that the melting point of their alloys is higher in proportion as the percentage of silver is greater. Standard,
1964.

,

Patuxent beds
and contain plant remains. C.T.D.

Paul fioc lest; Paul water test. See floc test.
Dodd.
Paulin altimeter. This instrument weighs the

air and is quite accurate for a portable
instrument.

It can be used for finding

the difference in pressure between points
at various elevations without checking

the setting of the pointer, or it can he
checked against a mercury barometer
and then used as a portable barometer.
It is useful in making a survey of the

drop in ventilating pressure throughout
a mine, Lewis, pp. 692-693.

paulingite. A cubic zeolite, froming rhombic

dodecahedra, from the Columbia River,

Rock Island Dam, Wenatchee, Wash.

Chemical analyses unsatisfactory. Hey,
M .M., 1961.
Pau ling's rule. A principle of mineral chemis-

try. If the valency of a given positive
ion is divided by the number of surrounding negative ions the resulting frac-

tion is the contribution of the positive
ion toward satisfying the valency of each

negative ion. If a given negative ion is
considered? it is found that the sum of
the contributions from its neighboring
positive ions is equal to, or approximately equal to, its valency. For alternative structures which obey this law
remain open to a mineral of given composition and one of these always turns

out to be the actual structure. It also
often accounts for the nonexistence of
certain types of compounds otherwise
possible according to the ordinary laws

of valency. Hess.
PaulPs exclusion principle. No two electrons
in an atom can have the same four
quantum numbers. Pryor, 3.
paulite. Same as hypersthene. Shipley.
paulopost. A general term applied to changes

that

igneous rocks imthtir formation, the
changes being a direct consequence of
the consolidation of the magma, for
take place in

mediately

after

example, albitization, serpentinization.
Synonymous with deuteric. Holmes, 1920.

Paul water lest. See floc test. Dodd.
pavement. a. A layer immediately underlying
coal or any other workable material. Arkell. b. The floor of a mine. Fay. c. Any
construction superimposed on a subgrade
to reduce loading stresses and to protect
it against the abrasive effects of traffic and
weather. Nelson. d. See base rock, b.
Long.
pavement pumping. Ejection of soil and

water mixtures from joints, cracks, and

edges of rigid pavements, under the action
of traffic. ASCE P1826.

pavers. Unglazed porcelain or natural clay
tile formed by the dust-pressed method
and similar to ceramic mosaics in composition and physical properties but rela-

tively thicker with 6 square inches or

more of facial area. ASTM C252-60T.
pavey. Dev. Glossy and unctuous slate, Devonian. Arkell.
pavilion facets. The main facets on the pavi-

lion of any cut stone. In the brillant cut,
the eight main large five-sided facets; although some diamond cutters further dis-

tinguish four of these by the name of
quoin or bottom comer facets. Shipley.

pavilions. The undersides and corners of
the brillant-cut gem, which lie between
the girdle and the collet. Hess.
paving. Eng. Stone used for floors. Arkell.
paving block cutter. In the stonework in-

Pd
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dustry, one who splits large blocks of

granite into smaller blocks for paving

purposes, using an airhammer and drill-

ing bit. Also called blockmaker. D.O.T. 1.
paving breaker. An air hammer which does
not rotate its steel. Nichols.
Paving brick. A vitrified brick especially suitable for use in pavements where resistance
to abrasion is important. ACSC, 1963.
paving back clay. Usually impure shales and

fire clays are used for this purpose. De-

sirable qualities in a paving brick clay are

a fair degree of plasticity, good tensile
strength, and suitable temperature viscosity

characteristics. Found in Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, New
Pennsylvania,
York, Maryland, Colorado. CCD 6d, 1961.
paving Hag. A square hard stone slab, 2

inches or more thick, used for surfacing
a footway. Hydraulically pressed precast
reconstructed stone or concrete slabs are
in common general use. Ham.

paving sand. A type of commercial sand
which is divided into three general classes,

that for concrete pavements, that for asphaltic pavements, and that for grouting.
Sand for concrete pavements, according
to the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads,
should all pass through a 14-inch screen,
5 to 25 percent should be retained on a
No. 10 sieve, from 50 to 90 percent on a
No. 50 sieve, and not more than 10 percent should pass through a No. 100 sieve.

Not more than 3 percent of the weight
should be matter removable by elutria-

For asphaltic pavement small
amounts of organic matter are not objection.

tionable in the sand. All should pass

through a %-inch screen, 95 to 100 percent through a No. 10 sieve, and not more
than 5 percent through a No. 200 sieve.
Grouting sand should all pass through
No 10 sieve, 80 percent through a No. 20
sieve, and 5 percent through a No. 200
sieve. See also building sand. Brady, p.
121.

paving stone. Stone prepared, or suitable,
for paving; stone used in pavements.
Standard, 1964. Usually in large flat slabs,

or square blocks, such as Belgian block.
Fay.

paving tile. Tile used for floors. Standard,
1964.

pavior. A term applied to clamp-fired stock
bricks that are not of first quality but are
nevertheless hard, well-shaped and of good
color. Dodd.
pavonazetto marble. See pavonazzo. Fay.
pavonazzo; pavonazetto marbk. A siliceous
limestone of various shades of green, blue,
or gray alternating with bands of white.
Formerly, often used in southern Italy. So
called from its resemblance to the plum-

age of a peacock; also called Phrygian
marble. Fay.

pavonite. AgBisSis, monoclinic, for a Bolivian

mineral previously referred to alaskaite
and to benjaminite. Spencer 20, M.M.,
1955.

pawdite. A fine granular, melanocratic, igneous dike rock, homogeneous, black or
gray, composed of magnetite, titanite, biotite, hornblende, basic plagioclase, and
traces of quartz. The texture of thin laths
and needles of hornblende between the
feldspar tablets is characteristic. Johannsen, v. 3, 1937, p. 319.

by .or in the possession of another. The
clann is settled by trial at a barmote
court. Fay.
paxillose. In geology, resembling a little stake.
Fay.

parlte. A mineral, CusAsh probably orthorhombic and isostructural with SbsS., in
intergrowths with novakite, koutekite, and
arsenic; from Bohemia, Czechoslovakia.
Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
pay. a. That portion of a formation in which
valuable mineral, oil, or gas is found in
commercial quantity. Long, b. Profitable
ore. See also pay dirt. Fay. c. Eng. The
day upon which or the place where, wages

are made up or paid. Fay.

pay bill; pay sheet. Scot. A statement showing details of workmen's wages for a
stated period, usually a fortnight. Fay.
payday gait. A fast walk. Korson.
pay dirt. a. Gravel. Of alluvial deposits, sand
rich enough to be excavated and treated

to recover its valuable contents, A pay
streak. Pryor, 3. b. S. Afr. The same as
payable ore, but in an alluvial deposit.
Beerman. c. Earth, rock, etc., that yields
a profit to the miner. Webster 3d. d. S.
Auriferous gravel rich enough to
pay for washing or working. Fay. Also
Afr.

called pay rock. Fay.

pay formation. A layer or deposit of soil

or rock whose value is sufficient to justify
excavation. Nichols.

pay gravel. a. Gravel containing sufficient
heavy mineral to make it profitable to
work. Nelson. b. In placer mining, a rich
strip or lead of auriferous gravel. Fay.

pay limit. S. Afr. Grade below which the
mining of ore is considered to become unpayable. There has been much discussion

about mining below the pay limit for

technical reasons, as a result of taxation,
or to conserve natural resources. Beerman.
pay load. a. In any winding or haulage system, the pay load is the weight of coal,
ore, or mineral handled as distinct from

stonel or gangue. Nelson. b. The
mineral raised up the shaft from an undirt,

derground mine. Sinclair, V, p. 15.
pay material. The mineral to be recovered.
Austin.

Payne's process. A peocess for preserving
timber and rendering it incombustible by
impregnating it successively with solutions of sulfate of iron and calcium chloride in vacuo. Paynize. Webster 2d.

pay ore. Ore which, at current cost

of

exploitation, can be mined, concentrated
and/or smelted profitably at ruling mar-

ket value of products. Ore below this
value or cut (the marginal value) is unpay. Also called pay rock. Pryor, 3. Com-

pare pay streak. See also pay dirt; pay
gravel.

pay out. To slacken or to let out rope. Fay.

pay rock. Synonym for pay ore. A.C.I.
pay shoot. A portion of a deposit composed
of pay ore. Fay.
pay streak. a. The areas of concentration of
gold in placer deposits. Bateman. b. That
portion of a vein which carries the profitable or pay ore. Fay. See also pay dirt. a.
Pb Chemical symbol for lead. Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

p. B-I.
PCE See pyrometric cone equivalent. VV.

pawl. A tooth or set of teeth designed to

pd Abbreviation for pounds per cubic foot.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
pen Abbreviation for pond centigrade unit.

when he makes claim to a vein discovered

Pd Chemical symbol for palladium. Hand-

lock against a ratchet. Nichols.
pawn. Derb. A security put up by a miner

See also chu. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
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peat

load over the entire day. Coal Ago, v. 71,
No. 8, August 1966, p. 216.
peak level. The maximum instantaneous
level that occurs during a specified time

pearl garnet. A dark amber-brown variety of
andradite. Shipley.
pearlite. The lamellar mixture of ferrite and
cementite in the microstructure of slowly
cooled iron-carbon base alloys occurring
normally as a principal constituent of both
steel and cast iron. Webster 3d.
pearlite iron; perlite iron. In general, pearlite

Pd
book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1.

P.D.R. method. See potential-drop ratio

method. Schieferdecker.
pea beach. Eng. Gravel composed of small,

interval. In acoustics, peak sound pres-

sure level is to be understood, unless some
other kind of level is specified. H&G.
peak load. Maximum permitted power draft
from an electric supply main. Pryor, 3.
peak loading. The maximum number of tons

quite black, round pebbles, with little

sand, probably only a few feet thick at

base of Blackheath beds, Croydon, Surrey.
Arkell.

peach. A dark blue or green altered rock;
aggregate of quartz, accessory minor tour-

maline and ore minerals, often

with

fluorite. A.G.I.
peach bloom. A glaze effect on pottery produced by the Chinese ; it is achieved by

alkali glaze but requires very careful con-

trol of the kiln atmosphere. The bloom

results from incipient devitrification of the
glaze surface. Dodd.
peachblow. a. A light-purple glaze inclining
to pink, seen on some Oriental porcelain.

peachy lode. Corn. A lode filled with a
greenish chlorite, of peachy luster and
loose cellular texture. Fay.
pea coal. In anthracite only, coal small
enough to pass through a mesh threefourths to one-half inch slivare, but too
large to pass through a 3/8-inch mesh.
When buckwheat coal is made, the size

of peen. Long.

peanut roof. A local term used to describe
a laminated shaly sandstone roof which
has impreuions at the laminations or partings, similar to peanut shells. The sizes of
to 2
the indentations vary from about
inches. Hess.
pea ore. a. Eng. Rounded grains of hydrated
peroxide of iron, or silicate of iron, commonly found in cavities of Jurassic limestone. See also bean ore. Fay. b. Limonite
occurring in round grains about the size
of a pea. Webster 3d.
pearceite. A black sulfarsenite of silver and

of which is due to a thin film of some

copper, 9AgrS.AssSa, or 8 (Ag,Cu ) sS.Ass-

substance deposited on the surface of the
coal along minute cracks. Arkell.

Si. Monoclinic. Pseudorhombohedral, tab-

ular crystals, or massive. The arsenical

peacock copper. A synonym for bornite;

variety of polybasite. From Aspen, Colo.;

chalcopyrite. Fay.

exhibit an eye. Shipley.
pea grit. Pea grit has been used for a coarse
pisolitic limestone. Such usage should be
discontinued, it is erroneous. The term

grit should be reserved for a coars-grained sandstone composed of angular
particles. Rice.

peak. a. Peaks and domes are individual
mountains or mountain summits, produced

in the majority of instances by erosion,
but in many cases due to volcanic erupphic forms may
tions. Similar to

originate from theic'plielaval of the corner,

so to speak, of a tilted block of the earth's
crust, as i s instanced by Mount Saint
Elias. A.G.1. b. A pointed mountain summit; a compact mountain mass with sinconspicuous

summit; the

Marysville and Neihart, Mont.; Tintic

.

District, Utah; Cohuila, Mex. English.
Pearce turret furnace. A furnace consisting
of a narrower hearth, bent around a circle, the circumference

of which

is

a

little greater than the length of the hearth,

so that the two ends do not quite meet;
used for calcining sulfide ores. Fay.

pear cut. Any style of cutting resembling a
pear, or more loosely the outline of one,
such as a pendeloque. Shipley.
pearl. A gem composed of calcium carbonate,

pea lron ore. See pea ore.

gle

which is caused to solidify gray by the use

peen. A variant and seldom-used spelling

marketed as pea is sometimes larger than
the above; known also as No. 6 coal. Fay.
See also anthracite coal sizes.
peacock blue. A ceramic color made from a
batch such as: 33 percent cobalt oxide, 7
percent standard black, 45 percent china
stone, and 15 percent flint. See also stliulard black. Dodd.
peacock coal. Iridescent coal, the iridescence

peacock stone. Banded malachite cut to

of time. NEMA MB1-1961.

place. Pryor, 3.
peak-to-peak value. For an oscillating quantity, the algebraic difference between the
extremes of the quantity. H.
peal. See peel coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
pealite. A variety of geyserite. Dana 6d, p.
196.

glazed or tinted. Standard, 1964.
peach stone. Corn. A greenish-colored soft
stone; a chloritic schist. Fay.

peacock ore. Bornite (and sometimes chalcopyrite) when it exhibits a colorful and
lustrous tarnish. Pryor, 3.

without free ferrite. In particular, perlite
iron is a German proprietary name de-

if deposit is inclined) in 11-mted steps,
each flat forming a separate working

Standard, 1964. b. A kind of ware thus

topmost

formed in the pearl oyster. Crisi.in.

pearl nab. Potassium carbonate (K401);

especially, an impure product obtained by
partial _purification of potash from wood
ashes. Webster 3d.
pearl compass. In determinative gemmology,
an apparatus for discriminating between

genuine and cultured pearls. A pearl is
hung between the poles of a powerful
electromagnet. A cultured pearl tends to
rotate and orient itself according to the

point; summit; also, a headland or promontory. A.GJ.
PeaLe ripper. An experimental ripping machine for roadheads, named after Its in-

structure of its core, while a genume pearl
tends to remain stationary. Shi ploy .
pearl commies& Corundum with bronzy iiidacent luster. Shipley.
pad dialyses. Ste variolite. Fay.
pearl eadoscope. See endoscope. Shipley.

arched frame, which cuts a semicircular
ripping. Encouraging results have been
obtained in trials. Nelson.
psalm pumping. Spreading the pumping

Powl gage. A scale arranged as to various
diameters and the corresponding estimated weights of fine spherical pearls.
ShiNey.

ventor. It consists of a rotating drum,
traveling from side to side along an

phite in a matrix of pearlite, that is,

of a specified material to be carried by a
conveyor per minute in a specified period

peak power. See demand power.
peak sound pressure. The peak sound pressure for any specified time interval is the
maximum absolute value of the instantaneous sound pressure in that interval. Hy.
peak stope. Flat stope advanced (overhand

the addition of copper oxide to a high-

iron is gray cast iron consisting of gra-
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noting an iron of low silicon content,

of heated molds. C.T.D.
pearlhic malleable. See malleable cast iron.

ASM Gloss.
pearl mica. Same as margarite, b. Fay.
pearl opal. An opaque, bluish-whitel porcelain-white, pale-yellowish or reddish, variety of opal. Same as cacholong. Fay.
pearl radiogram The record on a photogra-

phic film or plate of X-rays transmitted
through a pearl; an X-ray photograph of
a pearl. Shipley.

pearl sinter. A variety of opal. Fay. Synonym
for fiorite.
pearl spar. Dolomite occurring in rhombohe-

drons having a pearly luster. Fay. Synonym for ankerite.

pearlstone. Same as perlite, a. Fay.
pearl white. See bismuth oxychloride. Bennett
2d, 1962.
pearly. Applied to minerals having a luster
like a pearl, such as talc, brucite, stilbite,
etc. Fay.
pearlyite. A variety of obsidian. Schaller.

pearly luster. A luster like that of a pearl

and shown by some easily cleavable minerals. Hurlbut.
peariyte. A mixture of ferrite and cementite
having a pearly appearance when lamellar. See also pearlde. Fay.
Pearson air elutristor. A downblast type of

elutriator and used for determining the

fineness of Portland Cement. Dodd.
peas. Eng. See pea coal. Fay.
peastone. Same as pisolite. Fay.
peasy. a. Applied to small pieces of ore, the
weight of which may be estimated by the

hand. Fay. b. N. of Eng. Lead ore in
grains about the size of peas. Standard,
1964.

peat. There are two types of peat, low moor
(Flachmoor) and high moor (Ifoch-

moor) peat. Low moor peat is the most

common starting material in coal genesis.
It therefore constitutes a caustobiolith of
low diagenetic degree. Peat is formed in
marshes and swamps from the dead, and
partly decomposed remains of the marsh
vegetation. Stagnant ground water is necessary for peat formation to protect the
residual plant material from decay. Peat
has a yellowish brown to brownish black
color, is generally of the fibrous consis-

tency, and can be either plastic or friable; in its natural state it can be cut;

further, it has a very high moisture content (above 75 percent, generally above
90 percent). It can be distinguished from

brown coal by the fact that the greater
part of its moisture content can be

squeezed out by pressuse (for example, in
the hand). Peat also contains more plant

materia/ in a reasonably good state of

preservation than brown coal. Individual

plant elements, such as roots, stems, leaves,

seeds, etc., can commonly be seen in it
with the unaided eye. Farling tha treatment of peat with dilute alkali will make

peat
visible many of these plant tissues. Further, peat is richer in cellulose than brown
coal (reaction with Fehling's solution).
Unlike brown coal, peat still contains

cellulose, protected by lignin or cutin,
which gives a reaction with chlor zinc

iodide. Correspondingly, pea t shows under

the microscope tissues which have not
undergone either lignification, suberiniza-

tion or cutinization; this is not the case
in brown coal. The reflectance of peat is
low (about 0.3 percent). Microscopic examination is best undertaken with transmitted light.

1963, part I.

peat bed. An accumulation of peat. Fay.
peat blasting. A method enabling a road to
be built across peat deposits. Hard filling
is first dumped over the route to a height
equal to the ascertained depth of the peat,
into which blasting charges are inserted.
By the action of blasting the peat is displaced outwards, the hard fillings sink into
place and can then be consolidated. Ham.
peat bog. A bog containing peat; an accumulation of peat. Webster 3d.
peat breccia. a. Peat redeposited after being
broken up. 'Cal. Sup p. b. Same as peat
slime. Tomkeieff, 1954.

peat charcoal. Charcoal made from peat.

Standard, 1964.
peat, charreA. See charred peat. Bennett 2d,
1962, Acid.

peat coal. a. A natural product intermediate
between peat and lignite. Webster 3d. b.
An artificial fuel made by carbonizing
peat. Webster 3d.
peat coke. Same as peat charcoal. Standard,
1964.

peat cutter. A parring plow for cutting peat.
Standard, 1964.
peatery. A peat bog or peat bank. Webster
3d. Also called petary. Fay.
peat formation. A process of decomposition
of vegetable and animal substances Intermediate between moldering and imtrefacdon, or rot, during which first the former
and then the latter process occurs. It oc-

curs in stagnant water under the influence of small amounts of oxygen and leads

to the formation of humus. Compare disintegration; moldering; putrefaction. Tomkeieff, 1934.

peat gas. Gas made by carbonizing peat.
Webster 3d.

peat beg. A pit or quag formed by digging
out peat. Standard, 1964.
peat madam A machine for grinding and
briqueting peat. Webster 3d.
peatuum. A digger or seller of peat. Webster
3d.
peat moor. Same as peat moss. In the United

States, such deposits are called swamps
or bogs. Fay.

peat mom. a. Any moss from which peat
has formed or may form. Webster 3d. b.

for cutting out peat in blocks. Webster

rounded rock fragments of pebble size.

peat tar. A tar obtained from the distillation
of peat. The distillates obtained contain
from 2 to 6 percent of tar. Fay.

pebble beater. A heat exchanger in which
refractory pebbles (which may be made
of mullite, alumina, zircon, or zirconia)

3d.

peat-to-anthracite theory. The theory that
there were progressive stages in the conversion of vegetable matter into the various grades of coal of the Carboniferous
system. Thus, peat forms an early stage
in coal formation, and lignite an intermediate stage, and by further compression and alteration the bituminous and
anthracite coals were formed. See also
Hilt's law. Nelson.
peaty. Resembling or containing peat; having the nature of peat. Standard, 1964.
peaty earth. Soil rich in peat or humus.

are used as heat carriers. One type of

pebble heater consists of two refractory
lined chambers joined vertically by a
throat; both chambers are filled with pebbles, which descend at a steady rate, being discharged from the bottom of the
lower chamber and returned to the top
of the upper chamber. In the latter they

are heated by a countercurrent of hot

gasses; in the lower chamber they give up
this heat to a second stream of gas or air.
Dodd.

peaty fibrous coal. Same as fibrous peat.
peaty pitch coal. Same as pitch peat; dop-

pebble lime. A physical shape of quicklime.

peau d' orange. In ceramics, a decoration
or finish of a surface such that it resembles in roughness the skin of an orange.
Standard, 1964.

pebble mill. Horizontally mounted cylindrical
mill, charged with flints or selected lumps

Tomkeieff, 1954.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

plerite. Tomkeieff, 1934.

peavey; peavy. A stout lever used in lumber-

ing that is like a cant hook, but has the
end armed with a strong sharp spike.

Webster 3d.
pesw. Old English name for peacock coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

pebble.

a. A small usually round stone,

especially when worn and rounded by the

action of water. Webster 3d. b. A mass
of material obtained in a form resembling
pebbles. Webster 3d. c. Transparent and
colorless quartz; rock crystal, as Brazilian
pebble. Webster 3d. d. A smooth rounded

stone ranging in diameter from 2 to 64

millimeters. A.G.I. e. Grinding media for
enamel mills. As a rule, these are either
hard-flint liebbles or hard-burned white
porcelain balls. The latter have been finding much greater use during the last sev-

eral years. Enam. Dict. f. The same 4A
orangepeel. ASM Gloss. g. Eng. Joints
in slate accompanied by shattering of the
rock, Denbighshire. Arkell. h. Synonym
for gravel. Long.
pebble armor. a. The pebble armor of the
desert. It was Penck who first suggested
the name of armoring (panzerung) of the
desert as a result of lighter and finer materials being carried away through deflation or wind transportation, while coarser

or heavier fragments are left behind. It
was Walther, however, who by full de-

scriptions and many excellent photographs
showed the great importance of the proc-

ess over vast areas in the arid regions.

4.C.1. b. A concentration of pebbles coating a desert area. The pebbles are usually
the residual product of- wind erosion and
are closely fitted together so as to cover
Also called desert pavement. See also lag
gravel. Stokes and Fontes, 1955.
pebble-bed reader. A nuclear reactor in

aftenvards redeposited. Tomkei4, 1954.
Synonymous with peat breccia. A.GJ.
Supp.
peat soll. A rich dark soil containing peat,

pebble coal. Coal composed of rounded

especially the soil of a reclaimed peat -bog.
Standard, 1964.
peat spade. A spade with an L-shaped blade

A.G.1. Supp.

pebble jack. Zinc blende in small crystals
or pebblelike forms not attached to rock,
but found in clay openings in the rock.

Eng. Peat bog. Webster 3d.
peat press. A machine for making bricks of
peat fuel. Standard, 1964.
peat-reek. The smoke of burning peat. Webster, 3d.
pest
I. A product transitional between
peat an sapropel. Tomkeieff, 1954.

peat dim. Peat broken up by water and

pectolite jade
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the surface in the manner of a moesaic.

which the fissionable fuel (and possibly

also the moderator) is in the form of

packed or randomly placed pellets, which
are cooled by gas or liquid. L&L.
masses of coal cemented by coal material.
Tomkaieff, 1954.

pebble metal. A waterworn or similarly

rounded crystal. Shipley.
pebble weird. Gravel consisting mainly of

8074,

Fay.
Boynton.

of ore or rock. Usually long and high ducharge. Pryor, 3. See also ball mill.
pebble pest. Peat accumulating beneath
translucent quartz and chalcedony pebbles embedded in the surface of welldrained soils in semiarid regions. Pebble

peat is formed by moss and algae and
varies in thickness from a thin film to

about one-fourth of an inch. Tomkeieff,
1934.

pebble phosphate. Varieties of natural phosphate that art concretionary or alluvial in
origin, hence gravellike.
pebble powder. A gunpowder or black pow-

der pressed and cut into large cubical

grains so as
Webster 3d.

to make it

slow-burning.

pebbles. Grinding media for ball mills. As
a rule, these are either hard flint pebbles
or hard burned white porcelain balls.
The latter have been finding much greater use during the last several years. Enam.
Dict.

pebblestooe. See pebble, a. Webster 3d.
pebbleware. A ware having different colored
clays in the paste. Standard, 1964.
pebbly sandstone. Scot. A term used to
describe conglomerate material. Nelson.
pechkoble. Ger. Name for pitch coal. Tomkeieff, , 1934.

pecklig up. S. Staff. Elevating or propping
up with rough stones, bricks, rubbish, etc.
Fay.

pecopteris. A fernlike tree of the coal forest,

with small ovate pinnules which are attached to the pinnate axis by their whole

breadth. See also alethopteris; maripoteris.
Nelson.

Pecos dimmed. Quartz from the Pecos River,
Tex., or from New Mexico. Shipley.

Pecos ore. a. A gossan containing lead and
silver. Fay. b. Tasmania. A yellowish.
earthy mixture of oxides of iron, lead, and
antimony containing silver; mostly mauicot. Fay.
pecdeale. Gomblike or pinnatified with very
close narrow divisions or parts; also used
to describe spine connections in cacti when
small lateral spines radiate like comb
teeth from areole. A.G.1.

whelk. An acid sodium calcium silicate,
CasNaH(SiOs)s. It is a whitish or gray-

ish triclinic mineral in crystal aggregates
or fibrous muses. Dana 17; Webster 3d.
pectelbe Ode. An incorrect name for patolite, a amitranslucent to opaque, white or

pectolite jade
mineral; tough, compact, and
fibrous. It has been c....rved as ornaments
grayish

and tools by native Alaskans. Monoclinic.
Mohs' hardness, 5; specific gravity, about
2.87. Shipley.
pedalfer. The soil of humid regions, enriched

in alumina and iron. Accumulates in re-

gions of high temperature and humid

climate that are marked by forest cover.
Compare pedocal. A.G.!.
pedancarn. Corn. Tin ore interspersed in
sparks in the strata of growan. Arks ll.

Pedersen process. A process devised in 1944
by H. Pedersen, a Norwegian, for the ex-

traction of alumina from siliceous bauxite; the bauxite is first melted in an electric furnace with limestone and coke, the
reaction product then being leached with
Na0H. Dodd.

Pedes Is. Brownian movement. Pryor, 3.

pedestal. A supporting or basic structure.
Bermuda is an example. MacCracken.

pedestal boulder. a. A class of blocks, the
mode of occurrence of which requires
some exceptional explanation. These are
what may be called pedestal boulders,
that is, blocks perched on pedestals of
limestone.

See

also

perched boulder.

4.G.1. b. Isolated masses or rock above

'and resting on a smaller base or pedestal.
USGS Bull. 790, 1927, p. 1.
pedestal riveter. A jam riveter and fixed dolb
which are carried respectively on opposite
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and commonly form extensive bedrock
surfaces over which the erosion products
from the retreating mountain fronts are
transported to the basins. A.G.!.

pedimentation. The process of pediment formation. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
pediment passes. The narrow, flat, rockfloored tongues extending back from the
general pediment, but still penetrating

along the mountain sufficiently to meet

anotherpediment slope extending into the
mountain front from the other side. 4.0.1.
pediplane. Broad, rock-cut, thinly alluviated
surface formed by the coalescence of adjacent pediments and desert domes. A.G.I.
Supp.
pedis possesslo. The actual possession of a
piece of mineral land to the extent needed

to give the locator room to work and to
prevent probable breaches of the peace,

but not necessarily to the extent of a
mining claim. Fay.
pednan. a. A deposit of ore detached from a

lode. Fay. b. Corn. The upper part of
a buddle. Fay.
pedn-cairn-thi. Corn. Tin found by itself
apart froM a lode. Arkell.
pedocal. The soil of arid or semiarid regions,
enriched in lime, accumulating in regions
of low temperature and rainfall and prairie vegetation. Compare pedalfer.

pegmatitization
terior of a furnace is viewed during operation. Enam. Diet.
peerless clay. Domestic china clay; used as

rubber filler. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Peeriess explosive. High explosive; used in
mines. Bennett 2d, 1962.
peevy. Same as peavey; peavy. Fay.

peg. a. N.S.W. To mark out a claim or lease.

New South Wales. b. To mark out a

miner's claim at the four corners by pegs
bearing the claimant's name. Webster 3d.
Sometimes used as pe g out. Fay. c. A
surveyor's mark. Fay. d. Forest of Dean.
See notch stick. Fay.
peg adjustment. A method of adjusting a
spirit-leveling instrument to make the line

of sight parallel to the axis of the level

tube. The difference in elevation between
two pegs, or turning points1 is determined
by dlirect leveling, first with the instrument set up near one of these points; and

second, with the instrument set up near
the other point. This causes the error of
adjustment to have its maximum pouible
effect on the observed difference in eleva-

tion, since the lengths of the foresights
and backsights have been made as unequal as possible. The discrepancy between the two results is a measure of the
error of adjustment and forms the basis

pedog*. The formation of soil from par-

for correcting it. Seelye, 2.
peggies. Slates, 10 inches to 14 inches long.

pedestal sock. A residual mass of weak rock
critpped with harder rock. See also pedes-

ent material. Schieferdecker.
pedogeocisemical prospecting. Synonymous
with eochemical soil survey. Hawke:.
. One who studies soils. Hess.
pedology. The science which treats of soils,

ster 2d.
peggy. York. Synonymous with pick. Fay.
pegleg. An abrupt change or sharp bend in

pedestraki-cm6rolled dumper. A small dumper controlled by a man walking along-

A.G.I.
pedospbere. The part of the earth in which
soil-forming processes occur. Schiefer-

jaws of a frame mounted on a stand.
Ham.

boulder, b. 4.01.

side it. Ham.
pedial elms. In crystallography, the class
without any symmetry. Fay.

pediment. a. Steep rock slopes having roughly

triangular shapes resembling architectural
pediments. 4.01. b. Gently sloping plains
eroded at the foot of steep slopes or cliffs.
c. A planed rock surface adjoining

a rugged-faced mountain mass, partly
covered with a veneer of alluvium, which
merges with the alluvial valley plain.
forms

d. A smooth rock plain which
the higher portion of the far-

spreading lowland plain which inclines
gently away from the larger mountain
masses a zone several miles broad, in
which bedrock is abundantly exposed at
the surface and the alluvium is restricted

to a thin and discontinuous veneer. A.G.,.
e. That portion of the surface of degradation at the foot of a receding slope, which

is underlain by rocks of the upland and
is either bare or mantled by a layer of
alluvium not exceeding in thickness, the
depth of stream scour during flood; it is

essentially a surface of transportation, experiencing neither marked veitical downcutting nor excessive deposition, and displays a longitudinal profile normally concave, but which may be convex at its head
in later stages of development. The pedi-

ment may be found in regions of ruing,
stationary, or lowering baselevel. 4.01. f.
A sloping plain which lies at the foot of
mountains in arid regions, not essentially
of alluvial material. See also mountain

pediment; rock pediment. 44.01. g. Gently inclined planate erosion surfaces carved
in bedrock and generally veneered with
fluvial gravels. They occur between moun-

tain fronts and valley or basin bottoms

their origin, character, and utilization.

decker.
pedregal. southwestern U.S. A stony tract; a
lava field. Standard, 1964.
pee. a. Two veins crouing each other
obliquely. Fay. b. Derb. A piece of lead
ore. A variation of pea. Fay.
peel coal; peal coal, pill coal. Tern used by
British miners for cannel coal interstratified with shale. Tomkeieff, 1954.
peeler. a. One of a set of blades that pick up
and channel water moved outward by the
impeller of a centrifugal pump. Nichols.
b. An iron implement with flattened end
and ring handle, used by a bailer in placing blooms, ingots, etc. in a reheating

furnace. Standard, 1964: c. See calk, d.

Long.
peeling. a. The detaching of one layer of a

coating from another or from the basis
metal, because of poor adherence. ASM
Gloss. b. An infrequent defect sometimes

encountered in cast-iron enamel when

large pieces of enamel coating loosen and

separate from the metal leaving the latter bare. Also called lifting. Limn. Dia.
c. The breaking away of glaze from ceramic ware in consequence of too hiei a

compression in the glaze layer; thh is

caused by the glaze beinf of such a

composition that its expansion coefficient

is too low to match that of the body (a

certain degree of compression in the glaze
is desirable, however). Dodd. d. A similar

effect sometimes occurs on the slagged
face ot. a refractory. Dodd.
pealing. a. kfechmical workinf of metal by
hammer blows or shot impingement.
ASM Gloss. b. See calking, a. Long.

poipbole. Any of the small openings in a
furnace or smelter through which the in-

pe;s7z: 3.

Aust. Act of marking by pegs. Web-

the course of a borehole. Also called dogleg. Long.

pegmatite. Those igneous rocks of coarse
grain found usually as dikes associated

with a large mass of plutonic rock of
finer grain size. The absolute grain size is
of lesser consequence than the relative

size. Unless specified otherwise, the name
usually means granite pegmatites, although peginatites having gross compositions similar to other rock types are
known. Some pegmatites contain rare
minerals rich in such elements as lithium,
boron, fluorine, niobium, tantalum, uran-

ium, and the rare earths. First used by
Hauy. 4.01. See also complex pegma-

tite; simple pegmatite.
peptatke deposits. These deposits "re found
in or near igneous rocks and at the outer

margins of intrusive manes. They have

the composition of igneous rock but conof minerals; consetain a smaller
quently they arerantrived from very thin
fluids. Pegmatites are usually coarsely
crystalline. They frequently contain valuable gem minerals, such as garnet, topaz,
beryl, emerald, tourmaline, and sapphire.
Louis, p. 274.
pegmatitig pegmatold. Characteristic of, pertaining to, formed of, containing, or occurring in pegmatite. Fay.

pegmatidc stage (or *me). A stafe in the
normal sequence of crystallization of a
magma containing volatiles, at which
time the residual fluid is sufficient'', enriched in volatile materials to permit the
formation of coarse-grained rocU more or
less equivalent in composition to the parent rock (pegmatite). The relative
amounts of site and volatile materials

in the fluid, the temperature range, and
the relationship of these fluids to the
hydrothermal fluids are in dispute. 4.01.

pegmatitikatios. The process of formation of,

pegmatitization
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introduction of, or replacement by peg-

brown. These sediments may be either

matite. A.G.I.
pegmatitold. The felsic segregation associated with dolerite. A.G.I. Supp.
pegmatold. Suggested to denote very coarse-

grained facies of igneous rock having a
pegmatite habit, but differing from pegmatite proper by the absence of graphic

texture. Holmes, 1928.
pegostylite. A pillar-, cone-, or dome-shaped
formation of calcite or aragonite built up
from ascending water. Seineferdeeker.

peg point; steady point. A pointed bar in a
slide clamp. Used to brace a machine

during work. Nichols, 2.
peg structure. A structure characterized by
tiny peg-shaped cavities; some with intricate profiles, penetrating the interior of
crystals; typical of melihte. A.G.I. Supp.
Pehrson-Prentke process. A method of producing steel direct from ore. The crushed
ore or iron sand, after removal of gangue
by magnetic concentration, is ntixed with
an adequate quantity of carbon to effect
reduction. After drying and preheating,

inorganic or org anic in origin. Those

which contain less than about 30 percent
of organic remains are called. red clay;
those which contain more than about 30
percent of organic remains are known as
oozes. Mero, pp. 106-107.
pelagite. A name given to certain manganese
nodules obtained in deep-sea soundings.
Fay.

pelagochthonous. A term applied to coal deposits formed from submerged forests and
driftwood. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Pelatan-Ckrici process. A continuous process
of dissolving silver or gold in cyanule solution and simultaneously precipitating

the precious metals with mrcury in the
same veuel, an electrical current assisting precipitation. Liddell 2d, p. 495.
Pelatan furnace. A furnace for the calcination of fine pyritic or other sulfide ores.
Fay.

peldon. S. Staff. A very hard sandstone. Nelson.

portion of the furnace, where it is quickly

peldon pebbly. Eng. A conglomerate, Shropshire coalfield. Arkell.
peleeite. A hypersthene-labradorite dacite

iron is then directly melted and suitable
additions made according to the grade of

terized by production of a crater dome
and an exploding cloud of gas and rock

the charge enters the end of the center

reduced into a metallic state at a temperature of 950° to 1,000° C. The grain

steel required. Osborne.
PEI Abbreviation for Porcelain Enamel Institute. Dodd.
Peirce-Snsith convener. A cylindrical-type
converter having a basic (magnesite) lining; used for treating copper. Newton, p.
348.
Peirce-Smith proceu. A basic converting
process for copper matte in a magnesite-

lined converter. The iron of the matte is
fluxed by silica added before the proceu

begins. 1.iddell 2d, p. 495.
peiroglyph. A crou-cutting structure, such as
a sandstone dike. Pettijohn.
hisses:berg ram. See ram scraper. Nelson.

pelagic. a. Related to water of the sea as

distinct from the sea bottom. A.G.1.
Supp. b. Related to sediment of the deep
sea as distinct from that derived directly
from the land. A.G.I. Supp.
pelagic deposits. Those deposits found in

deep water far from shore and may be

predominantly either organic or inomanic
in origin. They are light-colored, r.Wdish
or brown, fine-grained, and generally con-

tain some skeletal remains of plankton

organisms. The inorganic deposits are referred to as red clay and the organic deposits as oozes. H&G, pp. 72-73.

pelagic divides. A primary division of the
sea which includes the whole mass of
water. This division is made up of the

neritic province which includes the water
shallower than 200 meters, and the
oceanic province which includes the wava
deeper than 200 meters. Hy.
pets* limestone. A rock formed chiefly by
the accumulation of the calcareous tests
of pelagic or floating organisms. Normally,

pelagic limestone is the product of cal-

cium carbonate accumulation in relatively
deep water (though not necessarily abyssal

organisms. Pertaining to all organisms

inhabiting the open sea, except bottom

dwellers. Hy.
pelagic sediments. Pelagic sediments are

found in deep water far from shore.
They are generally finegrained and

in color from white to a dark rediZie
r -

similar to bandaite. A.GJ.
Pelee type. In volcanology, activity charac-

Pelton wheel
state. Fay. b. Mex. Amalgam left

after

the mucury has been squeezed out. Fay.
c. Mex. Silver amalgam. Also called
plata pella. Fay.
pell clay. Northumb. Pure and tough clay,
also called ball clay. Arkell.
pelktizIng. a. A method in which finely divided material is rolled in a drum or on
an inclined disk, so that the particles
cling together and roll up into small,
spherical pellets. Newton, p. 281. b. The
moulding, by the application of pressure,
of fine coal into artifacts, smaller in size
than briquettes and weighing not more
than one-half ounce (15 grams). Also
called tabletting. B.S. 3552, 1962.
Pelletol. A waterproof, free-running blasting
agent. Pelletol is a high explosive, but is
not considered cap sensitive and normally
cannot be initiated with a cap except under perfect confinement in small diameter
boreholes. Dupont, 1966, p. 59.
pellet powder. Black powder pressed into cyl-

indrical pellets 2 inches in length and
varying from 1% to 2 inches in diameter.

Each pellet has a %-inch hole through
its center to permit fuse insertion. Car-

son, p. 306.
pellet strudure. A feature commonly shown
by clays, formed of small rounded aggre-

fragments. Hess.
Pelt's hair. Rock material consisting of

gates of clay minerals and fine quartz
scattered through a matrix of the same
material. The pellets may be separated

Pelt's tears. Small drops of volcanic glass

millimeter in diameter, and in a few cases,
several millimeters in length. A.G.1.
pellet texture. A concretionary texture characterized by minute pellets either of col-

threads of volcanic glass (generally basaltic) drawn out from the lavas by explosion or by bursting of bubbles on lava
lakes. The capillary ejecta of Lacroix.
(generally basaltic) with pendant threads,

or pairs of drops arranged in dumbbell
fashion, thrown out during eruptions of
fluid lava and measuring a few millimeters in length. Common in Hawaii.

A.G.I.
pelkamine. A variety of light gray-green precious serpentine from Pelham, Mau. Shipley.

pellafte. Similar to clayite but differing from

it in being highly plastic, and to some
extent, of a colloidal nature. Obtained
from plastic clays. A.GJ.

Cordierite. Schaller.
relfonin.coal. See pelionite. Fay.
pelloske. A name proposed by W. F. Petterd
for a bituminous :oal (Pelion coal) re-

sembling English cannel coal, from near
Monte Pelion, Tasmania. Fay.
pelke. A general term for elude sediments
composed of clay, minute particles of
quartz, or rock flour. A volcanic ash of
corresponding grade is called pelitic tuff.
Holmes, 1928.
politic. Pertaining to, characteristic of, or
formed of pelite; composed of fine argillaceous sedunent or clay. Fay.
pelkic gaska. A gneissose rock derived from
the metamorphim of argillaceous sediments. C.T.D.
politic lbondek. A fine-grained, nonfissile
metamorphic rock derived from a pelitic
aluminous sediment. See also hornfels.
A.GJ.
pen& schist. A schistose metamorphic rock
derived from a pelitic (aluminous) sediment. See also schist. A.G.!.
pelkonimphk limestone. An aggregate of calcite grams (.002 to .005 mm in diameter)

whose boundaries cannot be recognized
except in polariaed light. A.G.!.

pens. a. Sp. A man of metal in its crude
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from the matrix by a shell of organic ma-

terial. In size, the pellets are 0.1 to 0.3

loidal or replacement origin and closely
resembling oolites. Schielerdecker.

penile. Soft "hidelike" variety of bitumen
partly soluble in organic solvent and fus-

ing at 120° C. It may be considered as

a variety of polyelaterite. Tomkeieff, , 1954.

stnsdure. Coarse deposits of water-

worn materials in which there is an absence of bedding. A.G.I.

pellodlle. Water-laid sandy clay, usually easonally banded with lighter (summer)

and darker (winter) material, the particks being angular with granular feldspar,
calcite, and other easily dissolvable min-

erah present. Each pair of such bands
constitutes a verve. A.GJ.

pelmicrite. Limestone similar to pelsparite ex-

cept that microcrystalline matrix exceeds
calcite cement. A.GJ. Supp.

peicoake. A varietal form of latnpadite, a

copper-bearing earthy form of manganese
oidde. Weed, 1918.
prbporke. A limestone similar to biosparite
except that the ratio of fossils and fossil

fragments to pellets is leu than 1 to 3.

A.GJ. Supp.
pelt. a. A term in use among Scottish miners
for impure cannel coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
b. Scot. Carbonaceous stone associated
with a coal seam. Waste; rubbish. See also
bone. Fay. c. See pelter. C T.D.
peke,. A man employed in a coal mine to

take down pelt (thaly stonae from the

roof of a narrow seam, in o r to make
height for a coal cutting machine. C.T.D.

paws. Sulfonated spenn whale oil, used
as emulsifier and secondary colkctor in
flotation of oxidic uranium minerals.

Pryor, 3.
relies Wheel. An impulse water turbine with
buckets bolted to its periphery which are

struck by a high ve:ty jet of water.

Pelton wheel
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This turbine is most efficient under a
head of from 900 to 1,000 feet or more.
See also impulse turbine. Ham.
pelyte. Pelytes are rocks composed of more
or less hydrated aluminum silicates with
which are mingled other small particles
of various minerals. Webster defines the

edges ..)f flat glass. Dodd.
pencil ganister. Ganister characterized by fine
carbonaceous markings so called from

term as a rock com.osed of fine mud.

Rosenbusch states that Naumann referred
to pelyte as those sediments composed of

the finest detritus, which in some cases
are clayey, in others calcareous, and in
still others are mixtures of clayey and

calcareous materials. Synonym for pelite;
mudstone. A.G.I.
pen. a. Scot. In longwall working, a narrow
airway, more particularly an airway
formed along the solid coal. Fay. b. A device to dam the water in a stream; a dam.
Webster 3d.

pens. Sp. A large stone or rock in its natural

state. Rock; cliff; a term used in Southwestern United States. Fay.

penalty. In connection with contract for purchase of mineral concentrates by custom
sinelter, deduction from agreed price for
failure to reach agreed assay value or to
eliminate specified contaminants; charged
at so much roes unit of mineral or metal
concerned. In construction contract, a

penalty clause is one which imposes a
penalty for failure to complete work to

agreed time, specification, etc. Pryor, 3.
Penang tin. Pig tin of about 99.95 percent
purity, obtained from the Penang mines
in the Straits Settlements. Bennett 2d,
1962.

Penberthy anoloader. A very simple powder

loader with a high air velocity. It con-

sists of an open-feed tank and an ejector
at the bottom. The AN-oil flows by grav-

ity to the ejector intake and is enutted

through %-inch opening with an annular
ring of air jets. The apparatus has been
widely used in Canada in underground
work for charging holes with a depth of
up to 4 meters (14 feet). It is ordinarily
used for prilled AN and gives a loading
rate of 2 to 4 kilograms per minute (4 to

8 pounds per minute). With crntalline

AN the loading rate is higher, as is also,
however the percentage of AN that returns with the outflowing air. Langefors,
p. 103.
pencatite. A crystalline limestone which con
tains brucite and calcite in approximately
equal molecular proportions. C.T.D.

pencil. a. A bluestone quarryman's term for
interbedded shale in bluestone deposits.
Fay. b. Pencil slate in Wales, Ireland, and
Northumberland, England. Arkell. c. N. of
Eng. See consideration. Tria.
pencil alloy. Metallic composition used as a
pencil core; consists of 70 parts lead, 90
parts bismuth, and 8 parts mercury.
Camm.

peed' cave. Drillers' term for hard closely

jointed shale that caves into wells in pencil-shaped fragments. A.G.!. Supp.
pencil-core bit. The very-thick-wall mediumround nose bit that cuts a pencil-site core.
The bit is essentially a nonconng bit, and
in most instances no attempt is made to
recover the very-small-diameter core as
a sample. Long.
pendl-coriNg ITOWIL Synonym for pencil-core

bit. Long.
peociled kedges. Eng. Sandstone with root.
lets, Coal Measures, Durham. Compare
Arkell.
pencil *Vag. The process of rounding the

the likeness of these traversing marks to
pencil lines. They are often recognizable
as roots and rootlets of plants. Raistrick
and Marshall, p. 38.
penciling. Reduction in fireface area of the
brick, in which slag erosion at the joints is
pronounced. Bureau of Mines Staff.

pencil mark. Aust. A thin bed of dark slate
about the thickness of the lead of a carpenters pencil, which is parallel with the
indicator, from Ballarat. See also indicator, c. Fay.
pencil ore. Hard, fibrous masses of hematite
that can be split up into thin rods.
C.M.D.

pencil points. Name applied to the tapered
shapes of the hexagonal crystals, the form

in which sapphires are usually found.

New South Wales, p. 52.
pencil stone. A compact pyrophyllite used for
making slate pencils. Webster 3d.

pencil structure. A very pronounced lineation, such as that produced by intersecting bedding and cleavage planes in slate.
A.G.I. Supp.
pendent formation. Applicable to all formations hanging from the ceiling of a
cavern. Schieferdecker.

pendle. Eng. A quarrymen's rock term in
many parts of the country. In some quarry districts (as at Headington and Wheatley, near Oxford) it is always applied to

the topmost beds in the quarries, irrespective of their geological horizon. From
their position immediately below the soil,

the topmost beds are always rotten or
shattered. On this account the term has
come to be used for fissile, friable, or

flaggy rock of any kind. Arkell.
pendulum. a. In mechanized mining, the arm
which extends between the fulcrum jack

and the swivel or angle trough or turn.

Jones. b. A swinging instrument used for
measuring diffennices in the earth's gravitational field. The pendulum is very seldom used in geophysical prospecting, its

chief application being in geodetic and
scientific surveys to determine the abso-

lute value of the earth's gravity field.

Nelson. c. A body so suspended from a
fixed point as to swing freely to and fro
under the combined action of gravity and
momentum. Also called a physical pendulum. A.G.!. A vertical bar so supported
from below by a stiff spring as to vibrate
to and fro under the combined action of

grayity and the restoring force of the

spring. Also called an inverted pendulum.
A.G.I.
pendulum buffer. In Vermont, large wooden

blocks covered with felt pads that are
propelled back and forth by means of a
crank and pitman. Used for polishing

monumental stone. Fay.
pendulum mill. Ste Griffin mill; Huntington

mill. Pryor, 3.
peneconlemporaseous. A term used in connection with the formation of a sedimentary me% such as a cherty limestone or a
concretionary shale. It implies that in the
opinion of the user, the chest or the con-

certion was formed at almost the same
time as the deposition of the material of

the surrounding rock. A.G.!.
pessecoatemporamoss *lectures. Small folds
and thrusts that form in sediments shortly
after they are deposited.
peneplak. A surface of slight relief and very

penetration per blow
gently slopes, formed by the subaerial
degradation of the land almost to base-

level; the penultimate state of the old age
of the land produced by such degradation.
By extension, such a surface uplifted to
form a plateau and subjected to renewed
degradation and dissection. Fay.
peneplanatlon. The subaerial degradation of
a region approximately to baselevel, forming a peneplain. Fay.

peneselsmic region. Area in which earthquakes are not frequent. Schifferdecker.

penetrameter. A device for indicating or calibrating the apparent sensitivity of a radiographic technique. It usually consists of a

strip of material of a thickness equal to
a specified percentage of the thickneu of
the material under examination and containing holes with diameters having a
specified relation to the thickness of the

strip. ASM Gloss.
penetrant. A liquid with low surface tension
used in penetrant inspection to flow into
surface openings of parts being inspected.
ASM Gloss.

penetrant inspection. A method of nondestructive testing for determining the existence and extent of discontinuities that are

open to the surface in the part being inspected. The indications are made visible
through the use of a dye or fluorescent
chemical in the liquid employed as the

inspection medium. ASM Gloss.
penetrating pulley. A pulley around which a
wire cable runs in cutting marble. Its

thickneu is leu than the diameter of the
wire and consequentlyt it can follow the
wire as the latter cuts into the stone. Fay.
penetration. a. In founding, a defect on a
casting surface caused by metal running
into voids between sand grains. ASM
Gloss. b. In welding, the distance from the

original surface of the base metal to that

point at which fusion ceased. See also

Joint penetration. ASM Gloss. c. In construction, the entrance of bituminous material into the interstices of the metal of
the roadway. Fay. d. The consistency of
a bituminous material expressed as the
distance that a standard needle vertically
penetrates a sample of the material under
known conditions of loading, time, and
temperature. Where the conditions of test
are not specifically mentioned, the load,
time, and temperature are understood to
be 100 grams, 5 seconds, and 25* C (77*
F), respectively, and the units of penetration to indicate hundredths of a centimeter. Urquhart, sec. 2, fr. 81.
pmetration factor. In a nuclear reaction, the
probability that an incident particle will
pass through the barrier of the nucleus.
NCD.

peoetration feed. See feed rate. Long.

peadration hardness. Same es indentation
hardness. ASM Gloss.

peoetratios log. The penetration speed of a
drill related to size of hole and bit, mud
Pressure, speed of rotation, weight on bit,

and so on. From the results, which are
plotted as penetration curves, the thickness of coal and dirt bands in the borehole can be determined with reasonable
accuracy. Nelson.

putrid°. macodom. Screened gravel or
crushed stone aggrepte , bound by bituminous grouting, the binder being introduced after compaction of the aggre-

gate. Nelson.
peoetration pee blow. The distance a drivetype soil sampler, casing, drivepipe, pile,

penetration per blow
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or penetrometer is driven into the formation being tested by each blow delivered
by a specific-size drivehammer allowed
to fall a specific distance. Long.
penetration rate. a. The actual rate of penetration of drilling tools. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 3. b. See feed rate. Long. c. See drilling rate. Fraenkel.
penetration resistance; standard penetration
resistance; proctor penetration resistance.
a. The number of blows of a hammer of
specified weight falling a given distance
required to produce a given penetration

penetrometer, coal. An instrument to assess

sediment or floating detritus. Pryor, 3.
penninite. A green crystallized chlorite from
the Penninie Alps. Composition essentially
thc same as chnochlore, Hs(Mg.Fe)sAisSis0a. Fay.
penning. See cribbing, a Fay.
Pennsylvania anthracite. See anthracite. Barger.
Pennsylvania diamond. Iron pyrite, Shipley.
Pennsylvania method. See barrel-day valua-

into soil of a pile, casing, or sampling

tube. ASCE P1826. b. Thc unit load
required to maintain constant rate of
penetration into soil of a probe or instrument. ASCE PI826. c. The unit load
required to produce a specified penetration into soil at a specified rate of a
probe or instrument. For a proctor needle,
the specified penetration is 21/2 inches and

the rate

is

1/2

inch per second. ASCE

P1826.

penetration resistance curve; proctor penetration curve. The curve showing the relationship between the penetration resistance and the water content. ASCE
P18?6.
penetration speed. The speed at which a drill
can cut through rock or other material.

It depends on (1) the hardness of the
rock; (2) the energy per blow, or rotation, of the drill; (3) number of blows
per minute or speed of rotation; (4) the
diameter and depth of the hole; and (5)
the type and sharpneu of the bit. Handheld and air-leg percussive drills (21/2-

inch-diameter bore) give a speed of about
2 fret per minute in soft to medium Coal

Measures rocks, and about 1 foot per
minute in medium to hard rocks. A drill
rig (31/2-inch-diameter bore) will give

about 2 feet per minute in medium to

the strength of a coal seam, its relative
workability, and the influence of roof

pressure. It consists of a steel rod of onefourth square inch sectional area which is
pushed into the coal, normal to the coal
face, under the action of a light hydraulic

ram. The ram is braced against light-

weight props erectcd at the face. When
in position, the penetromete gives a
graph of load against penetration at a
particular point. Readings arc taken at

tion.

Pennsylvanian. Formerly, the upper of two

a number of points laterally and vertically
along the face and these can be correlated
with the performance of plough-type machines. Thus the probable performance of

epochs into which Carboniferous was subdivided. Recently, the Am. Comm. on
Strat. Nomenclature recommended ad-

without the need for costly trials. Nelson.
penetrometer, soil. A sounding instrument

vey. In the United States, the Pennsylvanian is sixth of seven periods in the
Paleozoic era. Also, the system of rocks
formed during the period. A.G.1.

a machine in a seam can be estimated

which may be used to supplement the

vane test. It consists essentially of a rod
inside a tube. When the appliance is mechanically jacked into thc ground, the
point or cone of the rod records all differences in resistance to penetration. It
thus determines quickly the soil strength
profile in depth and detects any soft beds

in advance of the vane tests. Ste also
penetration log. Nelson.

pealieldite. A white oxychloride of lead,
Pb(OH)3.3PbC1s, in

hexagonal prisms.

Hexagonal. Formed by action of sea wa-

ter on ancient slag at Laurim, Greece;

Sierra Gorda, Chile. American Mineralogist, v. 26, No. 4, April 1941, p. 293.
penikkavaarite. A dark., greenish-gray, uni formly medium-gramed igneous rock
probably representing a schher in an ijolite massive. Consists of 2.6 percent potas-

sium feldspar, 6.5 percent sodium feldspar, 10.4 percent calcium feldspar, 20.8
percent barkevikite, 20 percent green
hornblende, 20.4 percent augite, 9.8 percent chlorite, 5.2 percent ihnenite, and

vancement to period rank, and that is
now accepted by the U.S. Geological Sur-

Pennsylvania oil. Oil refined by Pennsylvania
methods from crude petroleum produced
in Western Pennsylvania, Southwestern

New York, Eastern Ohio, and West Virginia. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
Pennsylvania rottenstone. See rottenstone.
Barger.

Pennsylvania-type petroleum. Paraffin-base

petroleum, containing paraffin wax but
little or no asphalt. Bennett 2d, 1962.

pennvernon process. See Pittsburgh process.
Dodd.
pennyearth. a. Eng. Marl crowded with Os-

tea hebridica, in the Great Oolite Series
of Northamptonshire and Bedfordshire.
Arkell. b. Coal Measures shales with small
round flattish modules of ironstone; as op-

posed to cylindrical nodules called pins.

Arkell.

pennyrib. York. Thin vein no thicker than a
penny, carrying lead ore. Arkell.
pennysWie. Derb. Shale which on weathering produces durable flakes like penLies.
Arkell.

hard rock and about 1 foot per minute in
very hard rock. See also overall drilling
time. Nelson.
penetration lest. A test to determine the relative values of density of noncohesive sand

0.6 percent apatite. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938,
p. 52.
peninsula. A land mass nearly surrounded by

water and connected to a larger body of

b. Eng. See Penistone series. Fay.
pennyweight. One-twentieth troy ounce. Used

standard penetration test is made by determining the number of blows required
by a standard weight dropped through a

Fabian series. Eng. The lower division of
the Coal Measures, consisting of sandstone and shales with coal and ironstone.

Abbreviations, dwt; pwt. Standard, 1964.
penroseke. A lead-gray selenide, chiefly of
nickel and copper (with lead and cobalt),

or silt at the bottom of boreholes. The

standard height to produce a standard
penetration of 12 inches. The dynamic
penetration test is used to determine the
relative density of successive deposits by
recording the penetration per blow or per

a specified number of blows. Nelson.
penetration twin. A twin crystal in which the
two puts interpenetrate each other. Compare contact twm. Fay.

land, usually by a neck or isthmus. Schielerdecker.

Pay.

PenJablan. Lower Upper Permian. A.G.1.
Supp.

pennant lap. Unpioductive grits and sandstones between the Lower and Upper
Coal Measures, South Wales and Bristol,
England coalfield. Lugely quarried for
paving and building. Mso called pennant
grit: pennant stone. Arkell.

penetrometer. a. A cone penetrator having
the assemblage of a deflection dial indicator mounted inside a proving ring,
which is coupled to the drill rod projecting above the ground. Force is applied to

peananke. A manganese-rich chlorite, (Mn,A1).(Si,A1),01.(OH)s, as orange-colored
optically uniaxial scales from Benallt manganese mine, Wales. Ant logous to thurin-

amount required to drive the cone into
the formation being tested registers, in
pounds, on the dial indicator. See also
cone penetrator. Long. b. An instrument

Pennant sandstone. A type of sandstone com-

the top of the proving ring, and the

which automatically records the deptb

drilling and the penetration rate. B.

3618, 1963, sic. 3. c. An instrument for
determhilng penetrability or abilit) to
penetrate; as (1) an instrument for n ensuring the consistency of semisolids (as
pitch or grease) from the depth to viikh
a needle penetrates under given co undone, or (2) a penetrometer. Webster 3d.

gite with Mn0 39 percent in place of
Fe0. Spencer 17, M.M., 1946.

mon in the Upper Coal Measures of

South Wales and Itristol, England. B.S.
3618, 1964, sec. 5.
Pemba system Eng. The original and typical series of Carboniferous rocks, comprising the Upper Old Red Sandstone,

the Mountain hmatone, the hfillstone
grit, and the coal measures. Standard,
1964.

penning gate. Regulating device used to gay-

ern draft of water from a dam; may incorporate arrangements for holding back
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pennystone. a. band of clay ironstone. Fay.

in the United States and in England for
the valuation of gold, silver, and jewels.

5 (Ni,Co)Ses2PbSes.3CuSe. Radiating columnar. Isometric. From Colquechaca, Bolivia. English.
Pensky-Marten tester. An instrument somewhat similar to the Abel apparatus, largely employed for determining the flashing

rint of lubricating oils by the close test.

penstock. a. A sluice or gate for restraining,
deviating, or otherwise regulating the flow
of water, sewage, etc.; a floodgate. Webster 3d. b. The barrel of a wooden pump.

Fay. c. A closed conduit for supplying

water under pressure to a water wheel or
turbine. Seelye, 1.
penta. Prefix denoting compound containing
five of a given constituent. Pryor, 3.
pentaborane. A liquid, LH., with a heating
value of 29,000 to 30,400 Btu per pound.
Bull. 630, 1965, p. 151.
pentscalclum trislumbsstc. A compound formerly believed to have the composition
5Ca0.3AlsOs and to occur in high alum-

ina hydraulic cement; it is now known
that the compound in question is dodecatalcium heptaluminate (12Ca0.7Alr
04. See also dodecacalcium heptaluminate. Dodd.

pentachloroethane; pentalin. Dense; highboiling; colorless; liquid,. CHCI3CC1s;
specific gravity, 1.685 (at 15° C, referred

to water at 4° C); boiling point, 159.1°
C; freezing iaoint, 22° C; refractive index, 1.503 (at 24° C); and insoluble in

water. Used as a solvent for

oil and

grease in metal cleaning and for the separation of coal from impurities by density difference. CCD 6d, 1961,
pentaerylhritol telranlhate; nitropenta; Pentat; pentrite; penthrite; penlaryt; pentyl.
White; tetragonal; C(CI-liONO,),; molecular weight, 316.15; specific gravity,
1.773 (at 20° C, referred to water at
C) melting point, 140° C; explodes at
205° to

215° C; insoluble or slightly

soluble in water; slightly soluble in alcohold and in ether; soluble in benzene; and
very soluble in acetone. Used as an explosive. Abbreviation PETN. Bennett 2d,
1962; CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
C-449.

pentagon. A polygon having five sides. Jones,

2, p. 109.
pentagonal dodecahedron. In the isometric
system, a form, of pyritohedral symmetry,
enclosed by twelve five-sided faces, each
parallel to one axis and cutting the other

two axes at unequal distances; a pyri-

tohedron. Fay.
pentahydrite. Magnesium sulfate pentahydrate, MgSO4.5H30, triclinic, artificial,
but occurring naturally in mixed crystals.
Analogous to hexahyldrite, MgSO4.61-130.

Same as allenite and magnesium chal-

canthite. See also comstockite; kellerite.
Spencer 19, MM., 1952.
pentabydroborke. A mineral, Calls0,.5H10,
in granular masses from a skarn deposit in

the Urals, U.S.S.R. Hey, M.M., 1964;
Fleischer.

pentahydrocaleite. A hydrous calcium carbonate, CaCO3.511:0. Mold like incrustations

on chalk marl. From Nova-Alexandria,
Poland. English.

pentane. See pentachloroethane. CCD 6d,
1961.

pentane. A liquid hydrocarbon, Cain, of the

paraffin series. 4.01.

penlaryt. See pentaerythritol tetranitrate.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
pastas& soakage. Collector agent use in flo-

tation, in which the hydrocarbon group
is crude and unfractionated amyl alcohol. Symbol, Z-6. Pryor, 3.
pentavalent; quinquevakat; quinedvalast. a.

Having a valence of 5. Wafter 3d. b.
Having five valences. Tungsten has five
valences which are 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

Webster 3d; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-142.
Pate& marble. One of the most famous of
ancient statuary marbles; from Mount

Pentelicus, Greece. Fay.
penthouse; pesthes. See pentice, c. Fay.
penthrialto pentrisit. A mixture of pentwiry-

perched boulder
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pentachloroethane; pentalin

above the pentice; through an opening in
it sinking by short lifts is carried on while
the shaft is in use above the pentice. Prac-

ticed in the Michigan copper country.

Hess. b. A cover, protection, or roof over a

sinking shaft. The cover contains a trapdoor through which the rope and bowk
pass. Nelson. c. Penthouse. Overhead covering for workers at bottom of shaft. See
also Galloway stage. Pryor, 3. d. In shaft
sinking, a solid rock pillar

left in the

bottom of the shaft for overhead protec-

tion of miners while the shaft is being
extended by sinking. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

penllandite. A sulfide of iron and nickel,
(re,Ni)S, which crystallizes in the cubic
system. It commonly ,)ccurs intergrown

with pyrrhotite, from which it can be

distinguished by its octahedral cleavage.
Also called nicopyrite. C.T.D.; Dana 17.
pentrinit. See penthrinite. Bennett 2d, 1962.
penlrite. See pentarythritol tetranitrate. Ben.
nett 2d, 1962.
pentrkol. A mixture of pentaerythritol tetranitrate and trinitrotoluene. Used as a
high explosive in bombs and shells. Bennett 2d, 1962.
pentrough. The trough in which the penstock
of a water wheel is placed. Fa7.
penya. See pentaerythritol tetramtrate. Bennett 2d, 1962.
peon. a. Mex. Helper; a common laborer. P.
suelto, roustabout. Fay. b. The movable

vertical post of an arrastre. Fay. c. A
proppost, or stall. Fay.

peperinb. A kind of volcanic rock, formed by
the cementing together of Volcanic sand,
cinders, scoriae, etc. Fay.
peperite. A fragmental volcanic rock consisting essentially of small angular fragments

of basaltic glau set in a matrix of calcite
or indurated marl. Abundant in the Auvergene region of France and recognized

by Michel-Levy as the result of rapid

chilling and disruption of basaltic magma
intruded into wet Oligocene sediments.
Somewhat similar breccias have been described in Annam, at the Marysville
Buttes, Calif., and on Santa Cruz Island,
Calif. 4.0.1.

texture. The texture which

aracterizes disseminated ores, the valupeiterand-salt
able mineral grains being mostly shapeless. Shieferdecker.

pepthation. a. Liquefaction of a gel; defloc-

culation and dispersion of solids in a

pulp,. conversion of substance to its colloidal state by subdivision. Chemicals aiding this are peptizing agents. Pryor, 3. b.
A dispersion due to the addition of electrolytes or other

chemical substances.

Brantly, 1.

peptise. l'o bring into colloidal solution; to
convert into a solution. Webster 3d.
peptizer. A reagent for deflocculating clay
or other finely dividcd material in a
water suspension. Hess.

thritol tetranitrate and nitroglycerin. An

per. a. Through; beyond. b. Chemically, of
more than usual strength or concentra-

1962.

per-. In chemistry. a prefix signifying the
higher degree of valence in two similar
compounds; as, iron peroxide, as dis-

extremely powerful explosive. Bennett 2d,

pada% Ste penthritrate.Beanett 2d. 1962.
peathrile. Pentaerythritol tetranite. Used as
an explosive. Synonym for penthrit; niperyth. Bennett 2d, 1962.

tion. Pryor, 3.

ber bulkhead placed, in the bottom of a

timuished from iron protoxide. Also used
to indicate the highest degree of combination among similar compounds; if,

through which to sink it further. A. small,

acid. Standard, 1964.

pestle& a. A rock pillar left, or a heavy tim-

two or more compartment deep shtft

au.ary steam or air hoist, dumping
apparatus and pocket or bin are installed

perchloric acid, contrasted with chloric

peralkalime. In the Shand classiication of
igneous rotls, a division embracing those

rocks in which the molecular proportion
of alumina is less than that of soda and

potash combined. ital.

peraluminoue. In the Shand classification of
igneous rocks, a division embracing those
rocks in which the molecular proportion
of alumina exceeds that of soda, potash,
and lime combined. A.G.!.

perbituminous coal. Bituminous coal containing over 5.8 percent hydrogen (ashless, dry basis).Tomkeieff, 1954.

percentage capture value. Gr. Brit. A suggested basis of comparison of different
firedamp drainage installations. The figure

gives, as a percentage, the ratio of volume rate of firedamp extracted in the gas

main to the total volume of firedamp

flowing in the district. The latter figure
represents the sum of the firedamp in the
district return and the firedamp flowing
in the gas main. The percentage capture
varies from 30 to 85 percent. Nelson.
percentage extraction. The proportion of a

coal seam which is removed from the

mine. The remainder may represent coal
in pillars or coal which is too thin or inferior to mine or lost in mining. Shallow
coal mines working under townships, reservoirs, etc., may extract only about 50
percent of the entire seam, the remainder
being left as pillars to protect the surface.
Under favorable conditions, longwall conveyor mining may extract from 80 to 95

percent of the entire seam. With pillar

methods of working, the extraction ranges
from 50 to 90 percent depending on local
conditions. Nelson.
percentage ore. N.S.W. In most cases is understood to be the percentage of the me-

tallic element present in the ore. New

South Walfs,_p. 188.
percentage ohd&ace. The measured amount
of subsidence expressed as a percentage of

the thicknes of coal extracted. See also

full subsidence. Nelson.

percentage support. This term means the
percentage of the total wall area which
will acturlly be covered by supports.

Spalding, pp. 106-107.
percent compaction. The ratio, expressed as

a percentage, of dry unit weight of a

soil to maximum unit weight obtained in
a laboratory compaction test. ASCE
P1826.
percent of consolidation. See degree of consolidation. ASCE P1826.
percent ripple voltage. The ratio in percent
of the effective (root-means-square) value
of the ripple voltage in the pulsating voltage to the average value of" the pulsating
voltage. Coal Age, 1.
percent segmental; degree of saturation. The

ratio, expressed as a percentage, of the
volume of water in a given soil mass to
the total volume of intergranular space
(voids). ASCE P1826.

perch. a. Any of various units of measure
(as 24% cubic feet representing a pile 1
rod long by 1 foot by 1% feet,
or 16% cubic feet, or 25 cubic feet) for
stonework. Webster 3d. b. A measure of
length equal to 534 yards or 16% feet;
a rod, or pole; also, a square rod. Webster 2d.
perched beads ridge. A shallow based beach
ridge having its base at or near high tide
level. Schisferdecker.
perched block. Ste perched rock. Fey.
perched boulder. Many large erratics that lie

on the toes of hills or bosses ia such unstable positions that they are easily dis-

lodged. A boulder, believed deposited by

a glacier, lying in an unstable position.

A.G.I.
perched ground water. Ground water separated from an underlying body of ground
water by unsaturated rock. Its water table
is a perched water table. A.G.I.
perched rock. A large mass of rot,k which,
has been
after glacial transportation,isolated
posilodged in some conspicuous
tion. Standard, 1964. Also called perched
block. Fay.
perched water. Water lodged over an impervious stratum of restricted dimensions

Staff.
percussion

figure. A figure consisting of
radiating lines formed in such minerals
as mica and chlorite by a blow with the
point of a somewhat sharp instrument.
Also called strike figure. Fay.
percussion machine. Synonym for percussion drill. Long.
percussion mark. Crescentic chatter or percussion marks on the finer grained and

at a higher level than the water table.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. .5.
perched water table. A water table usually

of limited area maintained above the normal free-water elevation by the presence
of an intervening relatively impervious
confining strata. ASCE P1826.
perchloroethane. See hexachloroethane. CCD
6d, 1961.
percolate. To pass through fine interstices;
to filter; as, water percolates through the
sand. Standard, 1964.
percolating filter. A bacteria bed for sewage
treatment. Ham.
percolation. a. In leach treatment of mindissolving
erals, arrangement whereby
upward or downliquor flows gently either

ward through a bed of ore sufficiently

coarse-textured to permit this flow. Prior,
3. See also sand leaching; still leaching.
b. Movement, under hydrostatic pressure
of water through interstices of the rock or
soil, except movement through large openings, such as caves. A.GJ. c. The slow
seepage of water through soils or porous
deposits. Nelson.

percolation leaching. The selective removal
of a mineral by causing a suitable solvent
to seep into and through a mass or pile
of material containing the desired soluble
mineral. Bureau of Mines Staff.
percolation rate. The rate, usually expressed
water moves
as a velocity, at whichmaterial.
Sell&
through saturated granular
eferdecker.

percrystalline. Cross, Iddings, Pinson, and
Washington divided igneous rocks that

are partly glassy and partly crystalline
into five groups, depending on the relative proportion of the two constituents.

Percrystalline is defined as extremely crystalline, with sane glass, the ratio of crys-

tals to glass being greater than 7:1. See
also docrystalline; dohyaline. A.GJ.

percussion bk. A rock-drilling tool with
chisellike cutting edges, which when
driven by impacts agauut a rock surface
drills a hole by a chipping action. Long.

percussion cap. See detonator ; primer. Fay.
percunion drW. a. One in which the drilling
bit falls with force onto the rock. Also, a
drill in which a piston deliven

rapidly on drill shank.
churn drill.
Pryor, 3. b. Synonym for usually
using
Long. c. A drilling machine
compressed air to drive a piston that deliven a series of impacts to the shank
end of a drill rod or steel and attached
bit. Long. d. Sometimes limited to large
blast hole drills of the percussion type.

er blows
cieisnmmatic

periblinite
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when all the combustible constituents in
a fuel are completely burned without any
excess air. See also complete combustion.
Nelson.

perfect-discharge elevator. In the so-called
perfect-discharge elevator, there is an extra set of traction or sprocket wheels on
the discharge side, so set that they bend
the chains back under the head wheels.
As a consequence the discharging chute
may be directly under the buckets. This
porphywell-rounded pebbles, especially
elevator will also handle material that
ries, quartzites, and the like. These have
packs, and both types of gravity-discharge
much the form and size of impressions
elevators may be run much slower than
fingernail
in
soft
made by the end of a
the centrifugal type. Another type making
violent
impact
clay, and are due to the
use of two small buckets mounted on a
of one rounded pebble upon another.
single wide chain_ is said to be an imA.G.I.
provement as three wheels aud one strand
percussion powder. Powder so composed as
of chain are eliminated in the elevator
percussion;
fulminatto ignite by a slight
assembly. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. C,
ing powder. Fay.
p. 34.
percussion sieve. An apparatus in which perfect
frame. A structural frame which is
It
consorted
according
to
size.
me is
stable
under loads imposed upon it from
sists essentially of superimposed, oppoany
direction,
and which would become
sitely inclined sieves, both mechanically
unstable
were
one of its members to be
agitated by vertical lever and having
removed, or one of its fixed ends to bewater sluices. Fay.
come hinged. See also hinge. Ham.
percussion system. Applicable to drill ma- perfect
gm. A perfect or ideal gas is one
drill
chines and/or the methods used to
which
follows Charles' law, or in other
boreholes by the chipping action of imfits the PV:.---RT gas equation.
words
chisel-edged
bit.
See
pacts delivered to a
Strock,
10.
drill,
b
also churn drill, a; percussion
perforate. To penetrate casing with holes
and c; drilling. Long.
by bullets or explosive charges by a perpercussion table. Early form of shaking table.
See also concussion table; shaking table.
Pryor, 3.
percussion welding. Resistance welding simultaneously over the entire area of
abutting surfaces with arc heat, the pressure being applied by a hammerlike blow
during or immediately following the electrical discharge. ASM Gloss.
percussive. Of, or pertaining to, percussion;
operative or operated by striking, such as
a percussive drill. Webster 2d.
percussive boring. A system of boring using

solid or hollow rods or ropes, and may
be used for exploratory drilling and for
blasting purposes. Nelson.
percussive diii. A pneumatic drill which is
,

t.sed widely in mining for exploration
See also ro-

and for blasting purposes.

tary-percunive drills. Nelson.
percussive drilling. a. A method of drilling

whereby repeated blows are applied by
the bit, which is repositioned by intermittent rotation. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
b. A form of drilling in which the rock
is penetrated by the repeated impact of
a reciprocating drill tool. Fraenkel.

percussive drilling theory. See Simon's theory.

Lewis, p. 98.
percuesive nsachism. These include heading

machines, air picks and the numerous
types of percussive drills. Mason, v. 2,

p. 384.
percylite. A pale blue mineral with I cleavage, PbO.CuCL.1440; specific gravity,
5.25; Mohs' hardness, 2. Larsen, p. 61.

peredell topaz. Light green to yellowish-

green topaz. Shipley.
perennial stream. a. A stream which flows
throughout the year, and from source to
mouth. It receives water not only from
the rain but also from underground
soutees at springs and seeps, and owes its
Nichols.
permanency to the fact that the level at
method
empenumbra drilling. a. Drilling
which groundwater stands in the regions
that
are
ploying a string of drilling tools
adjoiningg the streams is higher than the
raised and lowered by a cable. Mersereens
stream beds. 4.0.1. b. One which flows
4th, p. 199. b. Also a method in whicli
continuously.
by
the
hammer blows are transmitted
condition
drill rods to the drill bit. Bureau ol Mines posited combustion. A theoretical

forating gun run in the hole on a

wire

line. Wheeler.

perforsted brick. A building brick made
ligh'mr in weight by its being pierced
with numerous, relatively small (A to %
inches in diameter) holes, usually in the
direction of one of the two short axes.
In the United Kingdom, the total vol-

ume of the perforations does not usually
exceed 15 percent of the volume of the
brick; on the Continent of Europe, the
proportion is higher and in the United
States, it is normally over 25 percent. See
also hollow clay L.ocks. Dodd.
perforating. Piercing holes of desired shapes

and arranged in a definite pattern in
sheets, blanks, or formed parts. ASM

Gloss.
perforator. An appliance to perforate the
well casing at depth to allow oil to be
released. It consists of a steel cylinder
with short gun barrels and explosive
charges which are detonated at the re-

quired depth to pierce the casing and thus

allow the oil to enter the well. Also
called gun perforator. Nelson.
petforator ioaM.. See gun perforator loader.

D.O.T.!.
performance curve. Any curve used to show
of coal
the relation between properties
and results of a specific treatment. B.S.
3552, 1962.
perhydrous coal. a. Coal of hydrogen content above average for the rank of coal,
for example, cannel coal. B.S. 3323, 1960.
b. Coal containing over 6 percent hydrogen (ashless, dry basis). Tomkeieff, 1954.
perhydrous macerals. Macerals having a high
hydrogen content, such as eidnite and
reunite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
perk A prefix meaning around or beyond.
A.G.I.
periblabs. A subvaricty of provitrain in which
the cortical origin of the cellular structure is evident. Compare suberian; xylain,
a. 4.01.
periblinke. a. A variety of provitrinite. The
nucropetrological constituent, or marceral,

periblinite
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of periblain. It consists of cortical tissue
almost jellified in bulk but still showing
indications of cell structure under the microscope. A.G.I. b. A distinction of tellnite based on botanical origin (cortical
tissue). A.G.I.
periclase. Natural magnesium oxide, Mg0,
found in some marbles. Easily alters to
brucite. Colorless to grayish white, yellow, brown, green to black; luster vitreous; haidness 5.5; specific gravity 3.56.
Found in California, New Mexico; Europe. Used in refractories (specially prepared grade). CCD 6d, 1961.
periclinal. Dipping in all directions from an
elevated center. See also quaquaversal.

perimorph. A crystal of one species enclosing one of another species. Webster 3d.
period. a. A major, worldwide, standard
geologic time unit corresponding to a

Fay.

periclinal structure. a. Dipping on all sides
from a central point or apex. Synonym
for dome; quaquaversal. A.G.I. b. Beds
dipping radially outward from or inward
towards a center, to form a dome or
basin. A.G.I.
pericline. a. A variety of albite. Fay. b. A
dome structure.' Nelson.
pericline law. Triclinic crystal system twinning in which the basal pinacoids of the
twins are parallel, the crystallographic b
axis acting as the twinning axis. Hess.
pericline ripple mark. Usually arranged in
orthogonal pattern parallel and transverse to current direction with wave
length up to 80 centimeters and up to 30
centimeters high. Pettijohn.
pericline twin. A twin crystal, in the mono
clinic system, whose twinning axis is the
orthoaxis of the crystal. Fay.
periderm. The periderrn consists of three
layers of tissue: (1) the phellogen, the
initiating or meristematic layer; (2) the
phellem or cork layer, formed from the

phellogen on the outside; and (3) the
phelloderm, a layer formed from the

phellogen on the inside, often woody and
of considerable thickness. Hess.
peridot. The gem variety of olivine. Fay.

peridotite. A general term for essentially
nonfeldspathic plutonic rocks omsisting
of olivine, with or without other mafic
minerals. The other mafic minerals may

system. A.G.I. Sufp. b. An interval of
time characterized in some particular way.

A.G.I. Supp. c. Time required for a recurrent motion or phenomenon to complete a cycle and begin to repeat itself.
A.G.I. SuPp. d. The duration of one
complete cycle of a periodic function;
the reciprocal of the frt. Nency of such a

function. The independent variable is
limited to time. ASM Gloss. e. The elements between an alkali metal and the
rare gas of next highest atomic number,
inclusive, occupying one (a short period)

horizontal row or two (a long period)
horizontal rows in the periodic system.
C.T.D. f. The time required for the

power level of a reactor to change by the
factor 2.718, which is known as e. L&L.
periodic arrangement. An arrangement of
elements in the order of their increasing

atomic numbers. As a result of this arrangement the elements fall into nine
natural groups (group 0 through, group
VIII), the members of each resembling
each other very strongly. Crispin. See
also periodic law; periodic system; periodic table.

periodic drier. A drier in which ware is

placed, dried, and then removed; in contrast to a continuous drier. ACSG, 1963.
periodic kiln. A kiln filled with ware, fired,
and cooled before it is fired again; or
any type of kiln which must be loaded,
fired, cooled, and unloaded to complete
the cycle; two types of periodic kilns are
updraft and downdraft. ACSG, 1963.

periodic law. a. A law in chemistry discovered by Mendeleev. The physical and
chemical properties of the elements are
periodic functions of their atomic weights.
IVebster 3d. b. The physical and chemical
properties of the elements depend on the

structure of the atom and are for the
most part periodic functions of the
atomic number. Webster 3d. See also
periodic arrangement; periodic system;

be amphiboles, pyroxenes, or in some examples, micas. Minerals of the spinel

periodic table.
periodic reverse. Pertains to periodic changes

peridot of Ceylon. See Ceylonese peridot.
perigem. Trade name for light yellow-green
synthetic spine!. Shipley.
periglacial. Refers to areas, conditions, proc-

electrolysis. It applies to the process and
also the machine which controls the time

group are common constituents. A.G.I.

cues, and deposits adjacent to the margin of a glacier. A.G.I. Supp.
perlikk. A volcanic bomb consisting of a
fragment of old rock coated with a skin

of congealed new lava. Schieferdecker.
perimagmadc. Close to the magma. A.G.I.
perimagmadc deposit. A mineral deposit de-

veloped mainly beyond the rim of its

eruptive rock. Schielerdecker.
perimeter. The outer boundary of any plane
figure. Kinney.
perimeter blasting. A method of blasting in
tunnels, drifts, and raises, designed to

minimize ovetbreak and leave clean-cut
solid walls. The outside row of holes are
loaded with very light continuous explosive charges and firing them simultaneously, so that they shear from one hole
to the other. Nelson.
perimeter of airway. In mine ventilation,
the linear distance in feet of the airway

perimeter rubbing surface at right angks to the direction of the airstream.
&Mines Bull. 589, 1960, p. 2.

in direction of flow of the current in

for both directions. Symbol, PR. ASM
Gloss.

periodic system. A classification of the elements, in nine groups (group 0 through
VIII), which demonstrates that the physi-

cal and chemical properties of an element and its compounds vary periodi-

cally with the atomic number of the

element. The system was perfected, as
far as possible, from 1869 onwards, by
Meyer and Mendeleev. C.T.D. See also

periodic arrangement; periodic law; periodic table.
periodic table. An arrangement of elements
based on the periodic law and proposed

in various forms that are usually either

short with only short periods (as in

Mendeleev's original table) or long with
taas well as short periods (as in most
ern tables). Webster 3d See also
odic arrangement; periodic law; periodIc

otz
perT.
time. See period, d.

peripheral clearance angle. See clearance
angle. ASM Glou.

faits. Fault: along the periphery

264-972 0-61-62
.
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perknite
of a geologically elevated or depressed

region. A.G.I.
peripheral milling. Milling a surface parallel
to the axis of the cutter. ASM Gloss.
peripheral moraine. A minor terminal mo-

raine, mtuking only a temporary halt of
the glacier during recession. Standard,
1964. Also called moraine of recession.
Fay.

peripheral speed. a. The distance a given

point on the perimeter of a rotating circular object travels, expressed in feet per
second; sometimes incorrectly called lineal travel by some drillers. Also called
surface speed. Long. b. The speed at
which any point on the face of a wheel
is traveling when the wheel is revolving,
expressed in feet per minute. ASCG,
1963. c. That of particle or point at extreme radius of system as part of which
it rotates, for example, ball in mill, tip
of impeller. Pryor, 3.
speed, a. ASM Gloss.

d. See cutting

peripheral-turbine pump. This pumpsometimes called a regenerative pumpis classified with centrifugal pumps, but is designed to develop several umes the head
obtained from a centrifugal pump having
the same diameter impeller and speed.
The maximum head developed does not

have the same relation to the impeller
diameter and speed of the centrifugal,
and involves rize and spacing of the im-

peller vanes, fluid channels, and other
factors. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. E,

p. 89.
peripheral ventilation. A mine ventilation

system in which the upcest shaft for
taking air out of the mine is situated at
the limits of the mining field or away
from the downcast shaft. Also called

transverse or one-way ventilation. Stoces,

v. I, p. 528.
perish. To disintegrate as a result of slow
hydration on exposure to moist air; calcined dolomite disintegrates in this manner if stored for more than a short period.

Dodd.

peristerke. A whitish. adularialike albite,
slightly iridescent. Fay.

petite. A mineral, PbBiOsCI, small orthorhombic plates with hausmannite, calcite,

etc., from Langban, Sweden. Artificial.
Hey, M.M., 1961.
peritectic. An isothermal reversible reaction

in which a liquid phase reacta with a

solid phase to produce another solid phase
on cooling. ASM Gloss.

perkectic reactions. The reactions between
solid phases and still unsolidified portions of the liquid Melt Rice.
perkectoid. An isothermal reversible reaction in which a solid phase reacts with

a second solid phase to produce yet a

third solid phase on cooling. ASM Gloss.
Perkiewics method for preventing kiln scum.

A process in which clay bricks, prior to

their being set in the kiln, are coated
with a combustible, for example tar or
a mixture of gelatin and flour; shriuld sulfur compounds condense on the bricks
during the early stages of firing, the

deposit will fall away when the combustible coating subsequently burns off. Dodd.
pestles. An imperfectly fired brick; a place
brick. Fay.

mink,. A name from the Greek word for
dark, and proposed by Turner as a collative term for the rocks usually called
pyroxenites and amphibolites, but not lac uding the peridotites. Mineraloglcally,
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being subjected to A prescribed heat treatment. ASTM C71-64. See also reheat
test. A.R.I.
permanent magnet. See magnet, d.

magnetic iron ore for use in radio cores,
shields, etc. CCD 6d, 1961.
permeability. a. The permeability (or perviousness) of rock is its capacity for
transmitting a fluid. Degree of permeability depends upon the size and shape
of the pores, the size and shape of their
interconnections, and the extent of the
latter. It is measured by the rate at
which a fluid of standard viscosity can
move a given distance through a given

perknite
the perknites consist chiefly of iootioclinic pyroxene and amphibole with subordinate orthorhombic pyroxene, olivine,
and feldspar. Chemically they are lower

in alumina and alkalies than the dior-

ites and gabbrosi and lower in magnesia
than the peridoutes. Fay.
perlite. A volcanic glass having numerous
concentric cracks which give rise to perlitic structure. Most perlites have a
higher water content than obsidians. A
high proportion of all perlites are rhyoHue in composition. A.G.I. Usually con-

tains 65 to 75 percent SiO3, 10 to 20
percent Al303, 2 to 5 percent H30, and
smaller amounts of soda, potash, and lime.

When perlite is heated to the softening
point, it expands to form a light fluffy

material similar to pumice. Found in California, Colorado, New Mexico, Nevada,
Oregon. Used as lightweight concrete aggregate; as in..ulation for liquid fuels; catalyst support. CCD 6d, 1961.

perlite iron. See pearlite iron. C.T.D.
perlitk. Resembling perlite; concentrically
lamellar; applied to a microscopic structure in glassy rocks resembling that of an
onion. Standard, 1964.

perlitic structure. A structure produced in

homogeneous material by contraction during cooling, and consisting of a system of
irregular, convolute, and spheroidal
cracks; generally confined to natural

glass, but occasionally found in quartz

and other noncleavable minerals and as a
relict structure in devitrified rocks.
Holmes, 1920.

permafrost. A permanently frozen layer of
soil, subsoil, or other deposit sometimes
including the bedrock anti occurring at
variable depth below the earth's surface
in arctic or subarctic regions. Webster
3d.
permafrost drilling. Boreholes drilled in sub-

soil and rocks in which the contained

water is permanently frozen. Long.
permalloy. An iron-nickel alloy with high
magnetic permeability. The metal causes
only small losses of energy due to hysteresis and is therefore used in electrical

parts which are subject to alternating

magnetic fields. See also stalloy. Nelson.
permanent adjustment. The adjustment of a
surveying instrument which is made in-

frequently and not at each setup. See

also temporary adjustment. Ham.
permanent deformation. See set, z. Ro.
permanent expansioau Increase in bulk vol-

ume as a result of decrease in specific

gravity. Bureau of Mines Staff.
permasent low. See steady flow, a. Nelson.
permanent hardness. Of water, that due to

permanent magnetism. Magnetic property
of substance maintained without external
excitation. Pryor, 3.
permanent mold. A metal mold (other than

an ingot mold) of two or more parts

that is used repeatedly for the production

of many castings of the same form. Liquid metal
ASM Gloss.

is poured

in by

gravity.

permanent monument. A monument of a
lasting character for marking a mining
claim. It may be a mountain hill, ridge,
hogback, butte, canyon, gtilch, river,
stream, waterfall, cascade, lake, inlet,

bay, arm of the sea, stake, post, monument of stone or boulders, shafts, drifts,

tunnels, open cuts, or well known ad-

joining patented claims. Fay.
permanent pumr. Permanent main pumps
are those on wnich the mine depends for
the final disposal of its drainage. As they

usually are not moved during the life
of the mine, their location, installation,

and design require careful consideration.
A permanent main pump may discharge
on the surface, into an underground
sump, or into some other part of a mine.
In the anthracite region of Pennsylvania

permanent pumps may be classed

as

surface or relay pumps. ASA M6.1-1955,
p. 3; BuMines Bull. 570, 1967, p. 3.

permanent set. The permanent change of
shape of a plastic substance due to its
imperfection of elasticity, that is, to the
incompleteness of its recovery after being stressed. Holmes 1928.
permanent shaft suppOrt; shaft lining. After
a certain depth has been sunk, the final
or permanent lining is inserted. This may

consist of (1) brick walling; (2) concrete blocks shaped to the curvature of
the shaft; (3 )concrete lining put in liquid form behind shuttering; (t) brick

coffering; and (5) cast-iron tubbine. The
permanent lining is generally built up in
sections, during which operation the temporary lining (such as skeleton tubbing)
is removed. A feature of the last few
decades has been the widespread trend

towards concrete as a permanent shaft

support. Nelson.
permanent shuttering. A lining to formwork

such as certain typos of fiber insulating
board, wood-wool slabs, or aluminum
sheeting, which contains the concrete for

the life of a structure. It is frequently
used as soffits for suspended floors or

manent hardness as opposed to temporary
hardness. Bureau of Mines Staff.

roofs, when it fulfills the double function
of containing the poured concrete and of
thermal or sound insulation. Ham.
permanent tendem electric mine locomotive.
See electric mine locomotive, permanent
tandem.
permanent thermocline. Frequently used in
geophysics to describe the decrease in
temperature which always occurs at great
depths. H&G.
permanent way. The completed cssembly of
rails, sleepers, fixings and ballast forming the finished track 'for a railway. Ham.
permanent white. See blanc fixe.
permaagasate. A salt of permanganic acid of
the type, Mn03. They are of dark purple

original length) of a refractory specimen
free of externally applied stresses, after

Permanite. Trademark for purified natural

substances not precipitated or modified by
boiling, notably the sulfates and chlorides
of calcium and magnesium. Measured in
accordance with its ability to combine
with sodium-based soap and destroy

lathering power (Clark's test). Pryor, 3.
permanent hardness of water. Water hardness which cannot be removed by boiling. See also hard water. Nelson.
peemasent hard water. Hard water which
cannot be softened by boiling; water containing magnesium sulfate or calcium sul-

fate. Bennett 2d, 1962. Also called per-

permasent linear change. The percent dimensional change in length (based on

color, good oxidizing agents, and many
of them are used as distnfectanta. Enam.

Dia.

interval of time. The unit of permeability is the darcy. See also millidarcy.

A.G.I. b. In geophysics, the ratio of the
magnetic induction to the magnetic intensity in the same region. In paramagnetic matter, the permeability is nearly
independent of the magnetic intensity;

in a vacuum, it

is

strictly so. But in

ferromagnetic matter, the relationship is
definite only under fully specified conditions. A.G.I. c. See coefficient of permeability. ASCE P1826. d. In founding,
the characteristics of molding materials
which permit gases to pass through them.
Permeability number is determined by a
standard test. ASM Gloss. e. In powder
metallurgy, a property measured as the
rate of passage under specified conditions

of a liquid or gas through a compact.
ASM Gloss. f. In magnetism, a general term used to express various relationships between magnetic induction and
magnetizing forces. These relationships
are either absolute permeability, which

is the quotient of a change in magnetic
inthiction divided by the corresponding
change in magnetizing force, or specific
(relative) permeability, the ratio of the

absolute permeability to the permeability
of free space. ASM Gloss.
permeability test. a. Measurement of the
resistance to fluid flow offered by a known
volume or particles, as a measure of their
packing or voids. Pryor, 4. b. A procedure
usually followed to determine the watertightness of the foundation and abutment

as one phase of foundation test
drilling done before the construction of
rocks,

dams. Long.
permeable. Pertaining to a rock or soil hav-

ing a texture that permits passage of

liquids or gases under the preuure ordinarily found in earth materials. Same as
pervious. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
permeable rock. Rock having a texture that
permits water to move through it. Hy.
permeameter. A device for measuring the
permeability of soils or other material. It
usually consists of two reservoirs or tanks,

connected by a conduit containing the

material under investigation, water being
passed from one reservoir under varying
conditions of head, etc., through the connecting conduit.
permeation. Used specially for the intimate
penetration of country rock by metamorphic agents, particularly of an already
metamorphosel rock by, for instance,

granitizing agents so that the rock be-

comes completely recrystallized. Hence
permeation gneiss. Challinor.

Permian. Formerly the last of the three
epochs in the Carboniferous period. In
recent years advanced to period rank
by U.S. Geological Survey. Now con-

sidered by the Am. Comm. on Strat. Nomenclature as last of seven periods in the
Paleozoic era. Also, the system of rocks
formed during the period. A.G.I.
Permlgel. Gelatinous permissible explosive.
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perpendicular separation

Used in mining. Bennett 2d, 1962.
permineralization. The process of fossiliza-

equipment is operated underground or
on the surface. Bureau of Mines Staff.
permissible lamp. Any electric or flame
safety lamp that is similar in all respects

permitteds. See permitted explosives. Nelson.
permittivity. Specific inductive capacity. Di-

tion wherein the original hard parts of
an animal have additional mineral material deposited in
A.G.I.

their pore spaces.

permissible. a. Means completely assembled
and conforming in every respect with the
design formally approved by the United
States Bureau of Mines for use in gassy
and dusty mines. BuMines Bull. 514,1952,

p. 3. b. A machine or explosive is said
to be permissible when it has been approved by the United States Burcau of
Mines for use underground under prescribed conditions. All flameproof machin-

ery is not permissible but all permissible
machinery is flameproof. B.C.I. c. A lowflame explosive used in gassy and dusty
coal mines. Nichols. d. That may be per-

mitted; allowable; admissible. Webster 3d.
permissible blasting device. Any device, other

than explosives, for breaking down coal,

that is approved by the U.S. Bureau of

Mines. Grove.
permissible blasting unit. An electrical device

for firing blasts, approved by the U.S.

Burcau of Mines. Grove.
permissible dose. See maximum permissible
dose. L&L.
permissible dustiness. See dust-free conditions.

permissible explosive. a. An explosive simi-

lar in all respects to samples thatpassed
certain tests by the United States Bureau
of Mines, and used in accordance with
the following conditions: (1) that the
explosive is in all respects similar to the

sample submitted by the manufacturer for

test; (2) that detonatorspreferably electric detonatorsare used of not less efficiency than those prescribed,

namely,

those consisting by weight of 90

of mercury fulminate and 10 parts oraprOstassium chlorate (or their equivalents);
(3) that the explosive, if frozen, shall be
thoroughly thawed in a safe and suitable

manner before use; and (4) that the
quantity used for a shot does not exceed
1% pounds (680 grams), and that it is
properly tamped with clay or other non-

combustible stemming. After an explosive
has passed the required tests and its

brand name has been published in a list
of permissible explosives, it is not a permissible explosive if one or more of any
of the following conditions prevail: (1)

if kept in a moist place until it underroes a change in character; (2) if used
in a frozen or partly frozen condition;
(3) if used in excess of 11/2 pounds (680

grams) per shot; (4) if the diameter of
the cartridge is less than that designated
in the column smallest permissible diameter; (5) if fired with a detonator or

electric detonator of less efficiency than
that prescribed; (6) if fired without stemming; and (7) if fired with combustible
stemming. For use in gaseous and dusty
coal mines. U.S. Bu Mines Tech. Paper
169, 1917, p. 6. b. Explosirns that have

been tested for safety in handling and
approved for use in mines by the U.S.
Bureau of Mines. Grove.

permissible kydraulk Raids. Commercjgx
available, fire-resistant fluids

deve

by the oil industry in cooperation with

to a lamp tested and approved by the

U.S. Bureau of Mines. Neu.
permissible machine. Any drill, mining machine, loading machine, conveyor, or locomotive that is similar in all respects
to machines tested and approved by the

U.S. Bureau of Mines for use in gassy

mines. Grove.

permissible mine equipment. Permissible mine

equipment is that formally approved by

the U.S. Bureau of Mines after having
passed the inspections, the explosion

sts,

and other requirements specified by thc

Bureau. (All equipment so approved must
carry the official approval plate required
as identification for permissible equipment. ASA M2.1-1963.

permissible mine locomotive. See electric
permissible mine locomotive.
permissible motors. A motor the same in all
respects as a sample motor that has

passed certain tests made by the Federal
Bureau of Mines and installed and use('
in accordance with the conditions pre-

scribed by thc Bureau. See explosion-

proof motors. Fay.
permissible velocity. The highest velocity at

which water may be carried safely in a
canal or other conduit; the highest velocity throughout a substantial length
of a conduit that will not scour. See lye, I.

permit man. A member of a geophysical
field party whose duty is to obtain permission from landowners for the party
to work on their lands, or from public

officials for the party to work along highways. A.G.I.
permitted explosives; permitteds. a. Explo-

sives that have passed the Buxton tests
and placed on the British list of authorized explosives, implying that they Are
reasonably safe to manufacture, handle,
transport, and use in safety lamp mines.
Upon detonation, a permitted explosive
(1) gives off the minimum possible quan-

tity of noxious gases, and (2) produces
a flame of the lowest possible temperature

and shortest pmsible duration, to lessen
the

risk of firedamp ignition. The ex-

plosive contains cooling agents, such as
sodium chloride and sodium bicarbonate.
The first British permitted list of explosives was published in 1899. Nelson. b.
A permitted explosive is one which has
been approved for use in coal mines where
there is any possible risk of igniting fire-

damp or coal dust. In Great Britain, an
explosive is approved by the Minister of
Power and placed on the Permitted List
after it has passed the official gallery
tests prescribed for the particular class
of explosives to which it belongs. These

electric constant of a substance. Pryor, 3.
Strata not differentiated between the Permain and Carboniferious systems particularly in regions
where there is no conspicuous stratigraphic break and fossils are transitional.
A.G.I. Supp.
Permotriassic. Strata not differentiated between the Permian and Triassic systems
particularly in regions where the boundary occurs within a nonmarine red beds
succession. A.G.I. Supp.
Plrmount. A solution of a naphthalene polymer in toluene. Used as a permanent cement for cover glasses. Bennett 2d, 1962
Permocarboniferous.

Add.

permutite. An artificial sodium aluminum
silicate, Na3A1,11Si105, (zeolite), obtained

by melting aluminum silicate, sodium
carbonate, and sand. A granular powder
used for softening of water, as the sodium can be replaced by calcium, magnesium, iron, or manganese. Enam. Dice.

permutite proceag permutit process. Sze
base exchange process.
pemetti. It. a. In ceramics, iron or hard
pottery pins or tripods to support an
article in a kiln, stilts, spurs. Standard,

1964. b. The marks left on a baked arti-

cle of pottery by the supporting pins;

pernetti marks. Standard, 1964.
furnace; post-Pernot furnace. A
reverberatory puddling or smelting furnace having a circular, inclined, revolving hearth; used in making steel. Fay.
perofskite. Synonym for perovskite. Hey 2d,
Pernot

1955.

Perosa process. A process by which beryllium

is extracted from beryl. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

perovskite; perofskite. A yellow, brown, or
grayish-black calcium titanate, CaTiOs,
usually crystallizing in the cubic system.
The mineral's optical characters conform
to the orthorhombic system. It is weakly

radioactive; most commonly found, in
chlorite, talc, or serpentine rocks; also
found in mclilite, nephelite, and leuciie

basalts. Webster 3d; Fay; Crosby, p. 106.
peroxide. Peroxide compounds contain more
oxygen per molecule than the oxide com-

poundsor than would be expected from
the normal valency of the other elements
present. Peroxides. when treated with
dilute acids, yield hydrogen peroxide.
Cooper.

perpatk. Used by Cross, Iddings, Pirsson,
and Washington to denote the relative
amounts of phenocrysts and groundmass
in porphyritic rocks, the ratio of the
groundmass to phenocrysts being greater
than 7:1. Johannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p.
227.

arc carried out at the Safety in

perpend. a. A header extending through a

Station at Buxton. McAdam 11, p. 34.
c. Permitted explosives are divided into
four groups: P.1. normal permitted explosives; P.2. sheathed explosives; P.3.

parping; perpender; perpent. Fay. b. A
vertical joint, such as in a brick wall.

tests

Mines Research Establishment's Testing

eq.s. explosives; P.4. pr-mitted explosives

which have paned additional and more
stringent tests. BS. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
d. The term permissible is used in the
United States. Fay.

the U.S. Bureau of Mines. They are

permitted ligists. Locked safety lamps and

tuted for flammable hydraulic fluids by
users of large machinery, whether thc

which below ground in British coal mines

water-in-oil emulsions, and can be substi-

Act. See also safety lamp mine. Nelson.

any other means of lighting, the use of
is authorized by Regulations under the

wall so that one end appears on each side
of it; a perpendstone; border, bondstone;
throughstone; through-binder. Also called
Standard, 1964.

perpeadkular separation. The perpendicular
distance between the corresponding planes

in the two parts of a single body available as a criterion (such as a sedimen-

tary bed), when this body has been separated by a fault, the planes on each side

of the fault being projected for the
purpose

of

measuring,

if necessary.

perpendicular separation
Stokes and Yarns:, 1955.

perpendicular slip. The component of the
net slip perpendicular
Schieferdecker.

to

the

trace.

perpendicular throw. The distance between

the two parts of a disrupted bed, dike,

vein, or of any recognizable surface, meas.
ured perpendicularly to the bedding plane

or to the surface in question. It is meas-

ured, therefore, in a vertical plane at
right angles to the strike of the disrupted
surface. Fay.
perpetuity. An annuity whose payments are
supposed to continue foreover. Fay.

perrierite. a. Titanosilicate of Yt, Ce, with
some Th, Fe, Ca, Ps Os (near chevkinite);

monoclinic (orthite habit). Spencer 19,
M.M., 1952. b. Perhaps identical with

tscheffkinite. Crosby, p. 82.
Penin's process. Process of dephosphorizing
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manual aid in moving heavy objects.
Crispin.

Petersen grab. In the Petersen (or van
Veen) type of grab two semicircular

perthite. a. Potash-rich feldspar containing
intergrown plagioclase probably crystallized as a product of exsolution. Schieferdecker. b. An intergrowth of soda feldspar and potash feldspar. AIME, p. 341.
perthltold. A perthitic texture shown by
nonfeldspathic

minerals, for example,

intergrowths of chondroditc
calcite, epidote quartz, plagioclase hornblende. Myrmeki perthitoid, when one of
symplektic

the components is vermicular. Spencer 15,
M.M., 1940.
perthorke. A deep-seated igneous rock con-

sisting of alkali feldspar with less than
3 percent dark minerals. Feldspar, both
orthoclase and albite, may be perthitically intergrown as cryptoperthite or as

steel by lowering the carbon to about

anorthoclase. Hess.
perthoslte. A leucorratic monzonite consisting almost entirely of perthitic feldspan
(microperthite and antiperthite) plus ac-

then agitating the steel with a fresh
highly-basic slag. Bennett 2d, 1962.

cessory aegirine augite, sphene, zircon,
and opaque oxides. A.G.I.

0.03 percent, removing the normal, first
high-phosphorous sleg on the metal, and

pervibratiou. A name given to the internal
vibration of concrete. Ram.
amounts of Foundmass and phenocrysts pervious. See permeable. A.G.I.
in porphyritic rocks, the ratio between pervious bed. A bed or stratum that contains voids through which water will
groundmass and phenocrysts being less
than 1:7. Johannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p. move under ordinary hydrostatic pressure.
Fay.
227.
Penhbecker furnace. A continuously work- pervious rocks. Porous or fissured rocks
through which water can filter. Pryor, 3.
ing shaft furnace for roasting quicksilver
a. A usually clubThaped implement
ores having two fireplaces at opposite pestle.
for pounding, crushing, or grinding subsides. The fuel is wood. Fay.
stances, especially in a mortar. Webster
Persian red. Ste Indian red. Fay.
3d. b. As a verb: to beat; to crush; to
persilicic. a. Containing more than 60 perpound; to pulvenze, or to mix with, or
cent silica; said of some igneous rocks;
as if with, a pestle_ Wehster 3d. c. Any
same as, and much preferred to, acid
of various devices for pounding, stampand acidic, which it is replacing. Fay.
ing, or pressing. Webster 3d.
b. Suggested to replace the term acid as petalite.
A colorless, white, gray, or occaapplied to ignt-ous rocks; for intermedisionally pink mineral, LiAl(Sis0s) or
ate and basic the corresponding terms are
LitO.AlsOs.8SiOs; white streak; vitreous
mediosilicic and subsilicic. Rice.
luster;
monoclinic. Resembles volumene
persistence; afterglow. Of a cathode-ray
in appearance. Contains 4.9 percent lithia,
tube, the decaying luminescence of the
sometimes with partial replacersent by
screen after the stimulus has been resodium or, less often, by potassium. Induced or removed. NCB.
soluble in acids. Specific gravity, 2.39 to
persistent. Continuous; ore bodies are often
2.46; Mohs' hardness, 6 to 6.3. Found in
persistent in depth and metal contents.
Massachusetts, Maine; Sweden. Used in
von Bernewits.
ceramics and glass; a source of lithium
personal equation. Systematic error arising
salts. CCD 6d, 1961 ; Dana 17.

persemk. Used by Cross, Iddings, Pinson,
and Washington to denote the relative

with the observer; usually due to time

lag between event and recording. Pryor,
3.
personal error. Usually a biased error, but
may be random, occurring under special
conditions. Pryor, 3, p. 159.
personnel management. The maintenance of
good relationships within an organization.
13) consideration of the well-being of tho!
individual, it enables all those engaged in
the undertaking to make their maximum contribution to the effective work-

ing of that undertaking. Nelson.

personnel officer. A specialist adviser to mine
management and officials on all questions affecting relations between the

worken and the management. Nelson.

personnel prosimity annoy. A survey of
radiation conditions at positions occupied by personnel working near apparatus
emitting radioactivity. NCB.
penorptios. Deep sorption of gas by liquid.

petaloid. Resembling a flower petal in form,
appearance, or texture. Webster 3d. Ap-

plied to the structure seen in minerals
that split up into pieces with a smooth

polished concave-convex surface which
fit into one another somewhat like the

petals of an unopened flower bud. Fay.
Mex. Ruby silver.
Tetrahedrite, and other rich silver min-

petanque; petbaque.

erals. Fay.

petary. See peatery. Fay.
petcock. A small drain valve. Nichols.

peter; peter out. a. To fail gradually in
size, quantity, or quality; for esample,
the mine has petered out. Also called
peter out. Fay. See also nip out. b.
Eng. Tough bright-green clay with rusty
spots, with some earthy fragments and

ironstone concretions. Arkell.
petering oat. The gradual thinning of a vein
until it disappears_ Statistical Research
Barran.

Pryor, 3.
pospez. Polymerized transparent methyl

peters. York. Flagstones of unusual width.

peasuader. A common term for crowbar,

Tetanus air elatriatar. An noblest elutriator
that has found some use in determining
thz fineness of portland cement. Dodd.

acrylate plastic. Pryor, 3.

lever, or some such article used as a

Arkell.
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buckets cA varying sizes are hinged along
a central axis. The buckets are held apart
for lowering to the bottom by sense form

of catch. On striking the bottom this is
released so that on hoisting, the buckets
move around on their axis, takt a bite
out of the sediment, and come together
to form a closed container. With this
configuration, the rate at which the grab
hits the bottom affects the bite and when

the ship is drifting a poor sample may
be obtained if the grab does not hit the

bottom vertically. II&G.
petit cake. Belg. Bnken coke for household

use. Hess.
petit granite marble. A bluish marble studded
with innumerable fine, white points
caused by fossil crinoids and polyps; from
Ecausines, Belgium. Fay.

PETN Abbreviation for pentaerythritol tetrsnitrate. See also pentaerythritol tetranitrate; penthrite. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Petoskey agate. Fossil coral from Petoskey,
Mich. Also called Petoskey stone. Shipley.

pers. Rock material produced in a specific
sedimentary-organic environment. A.G.l.
Sapp.
petra dun. It. Hard and fine stones in general, as those used for inlay and the like,
in distinction from the softer stones used

in building. Fay.
petralke. An explosive compounded of amrnonium carbonate, nitrated wood or char-

coal, and saltpeter. Standard, 1964.

petrology. See petrology. Fay.

petrel's. Of or pertaining to rock ;

rocky.

Webster 2d.

petreacence. The process of changing into
stone; petrifaction. Standard, 1964.

perks!. Fletcher's name for the coarser
structural features of rocks. See also li-

thical. Fay.
petri dish. Shallow flat glass dish circular;
useful, among other things, in microexamine

31I
of minerals underwater.
Pryor, 3.
petrifaction. The process of petrifying; specifically, the conversion of organ7,: mat-

ter into stone or a substance of stony

hardness through the infiltration of water

containing disolved mineral matter (as
calcium, carbonate, or silica) that replaces the organic material particle by
particle with the original structure sometimes retained. Webster 3d.

petrified asbestos. A name for either tigereye,

hawk's eye, or quartz cat's-eye. Shipley.

petrified honeycomb. Beckite. Schaller.
petred roses. Aggregates or clusters of

tabular crystals of barite, which form

chiefly in sandstones, enclosing the sandy
matrix within the crystals.
petrined wood. See wood, b.; silicified wood.

. To become stone. Organic substances, such as shells, bones, wood, etc.,
embedded in sediments become converted
into stone by the gradual replacement of

their

tissues,

particle by particle, with

cormponding amounts of infiltrated mineral matter. Thus, not only the outward
forms but even the minutest details of the
organic tissues are preserved. Fay.
palm. A stone Of rock. Fay.
petrocene. A greenish-yellow hydrocarbon

with a pearly luster and needlelike crytals, obtained by the distillation of petroleum rnidue at a red heat. Fay.

petrochemicals. a. Chemkal compounds made

petrochemicals
with a petroleum hydrocarbon as one of
their basic components; for example, am-

refining or by chemical reaction. Bennett
2d, 1962 Add.

petrochemistry. a. The chemistry of rocks.
A.G.1. Supp. b. The chemistry of petroleum; disapproved by some geochemists.
A.G.1. Supp.

petrofabrk analysis. Synonym for petrofabrics. A.G.1.

petrofabrks. The study of spatial relations,
especially on a microscale, of the units
that comprise a rock, including a study of
the movements that produad these elements. The units may be rock fragments,
mineral grains, or atomic lattices. A.G.1.
petrogenesis. A branch of petrology which
deals with the origins of rocks, and more
particularly with the origins of igneous
rocks. A.G.1.

petrogeok elements. Those elements that are
characteristically concentrated in the ordinary rock types, as opposed to those concentrated in ore deposits (metallogenic).
A.G.1.

petrogeoy. Set petrogenesis. A.G.1.

petrographer. One who is versed in or en-

gaged in petrography, or the study of
rocks. Fay.

petrographic; petrographic'.' Pertaining to
the study ef rocks. Stokes and Vernet,
1955.

petrographic mktoscope. A micros:cos: spe-

?'

pharmacopoeia. See also petrolatum. Fey.
petrolase. A liquid hydrocarbon mixture obtained from -bitumen or asphalt. Fay.
petrol engine. An internal-combustion reciprocating engine powered by motor spirit,
which is ignited by an electrical spark.
See also diesel engine. Ham.

petroleum. Material occurring naturally in
the earth composed predominantly of
mixtures of chemical compounds of carbon and hydrogen with or without other
nonmetallic elements. such as sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen, etc. Petroleum may contain
or be compoied of such compounds in the
gaseous, liquid, and/or solid state, depending on the nature of these compounds and
the existent conditions of temperature and
pressure. API Glossary.

petroleum asphalt. An asphalt refined directly from petrokum. Most asphalt used

in highway work is of this type. Shell

Oil Co.
petroleum briquet. A briquet made of petroleum, soft soap, resin, and soda-lye wash.
The mixture is heated, allowed to solidify,

run into molds, and then heated in a

furnace for about 15 minutes. Fay.
petroleum car. A railroad car carrying a tank
or tanks, designed for the transportation

of petroleum in bulk. A tank car. Fay.

petroleum coke. a. The residue obtained by

Petsogra Pak province. A natural region

90 to 95 percent fixed carbon, from a

within which some or all of the igneous
rocks present certain well-marked peculi-

1

petrolatum. Webster 3d.

cially fitted with optical and
nical
accessories for identifying and studying
the properties of minerals in granular
form or in thin sections of rock. Sinkarkas.

t

yellow

petrolatum liquidum. The medicinal highboiling petroleum oil of the United States

556, 1956, p. 608.

Chemicals present in, or derived from,
natural gas or crude petroleum by physical

i

obtained by decolorizing

b.

BuMines Bull.

i

mass

petrolatum and used similarly to it; also
called white petrolatum; white petrokum
jelly; white soft paraffin; and (3) liquid

monia, synthetic rubber, and carbon black.

i
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arities in their mineralogical and chemical
composition; structure, texture, etc., that
set them apart frum nicks of other pewsgraphic provinces. Consanguineous, comagmatic. Schieferdecker.
petrography. A general term for the science
dealing with the description and systematical classification

of rocks, based on

observations in the field, on hand spedments and on thin sections. Petrography
is thus wider in its scope than lithology,
but more restricted than petrology, which
implies interpretation as well as description. Holmes, 1928.

petrol. The term used particularly in England to designate petroleum or its derivatives. It is gasoline or motor spitits. Shell
Oil Co.

petrolatum. A neutral unctuous substance
that is practically odorless and tasteless
and is insolublos in watzv, that is obtained

from petroleum, and differs chemically
from paraffin wax in containing unsaturated hydrocarbons or naphthenes as well

as hydrocarbons of the methane series,
and that is produced in several (Inns: as
(1) a yellowish to light amber sernisofid
mass obtained in various ways (as by
purifying the residue from the distillation

of petroleum or by dewaxing heavy lubricating oils), and used chiefly as a
bate fur ointments and cosmetics, as a
protective dressing (as for burns), and in
lubricating greases; also called petroleum
jelly; yellow pettolatum; yellow soft paraf-

fin; and (2) a white or faintly yellowish

the distillation of petrokum. It usually

shows the following composition: 3 to 10
percent volatile and combustible matter,

trace to 0.3 percent ash, and from 0.5 to
1 percent sulfur. On account of its purity,
it has found application in metallurgical
processes and in making battery carbons
and carbon pencils (electric carbons).
Fay. b. Coaelike material found in cavities of igneous rocks intrusive into carbonaceous sediments. Tomkeiel, 1954.

petroleum coke base carbon refractory. A

manufactured refractory comprised substantiaPy of calcined petroleum coke.
ASTM C71-64.
petroleum engineer. In petmleum production, one who performs engineering work
concerned with drilling of wells and
production of oil or gas. May be known

as gas engineer if worker is concerned
only with natural gas production. D.O.T. 1.
petroleum etber; Hero* beeline. a_ The
terms petroleum ether and benzine are
obsolete terms for ligroin. See also ligroin.

CCD 6d, 1961. b. A mixture of hydro-

carbons bmling from 40° to 60° C; a

mixture of low-boiling liquid alkanes.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 42d
ed., 1960, p. 1,581.
petroleum geologist. A geologist engaged in
petroleum exploration or exploitation or
in research pertaining to petroleum. A.G.I.
petioles= geology. That branch of economic
geology which deals specifically with the
problems of location, origin, migration,
and accumulation of natural oil and gas.
Stokes and Verna, 1955.
petioles= luirkatiog grease. A combination

of a petroleum product and a soap or a
mixture of soaps, suitable for certain types

of lubrication. Hess.
petroleum naphtha. A generic term applied
to refined, partly refined, or unrefined
petroleum products and liquid products
of natural gas, not less than 10 percent of
which distills below 347* F (175° C) and
not less than 95 percent of which distills
below 464° F (240° C), when subjected
to distillation in accordance with ASTM

Method D 86, Test for Distillation of

Gasoline, Naphtha, Kerosine, and Similar

Petroleum Products. ASTM D 288-57.

petrokum-oil cannel coal. Another name for
oil shale. Tomkeieff, 1954.
petroleum pitch. See pitch, p. Fey.

petroleum rarr--voir. A natural structural

trap containing an exploitable concentration of hydrocarbons. Bennett 2d, 1962
Add.

petroleum series. The petroleum series embraces gases, liquids, and solids. The
chemistry is very complex, but most the
members belong to the marsh gas or paraffin

series

of compounds, Cals.,. Up

to CM*, they are gases at ordinary temmatures; from C,H1. up they are solids.

The gases are called natural gas;

the

liquids, petroleum; the thick, black tarry
liquids, maltha; the solids at ordinary
temperature, of tough leathery character,

asphalt; the brittle coallike substances,
,,sphaltite; and the natural paraffins,

otoLeiite. Stokes and Verne-. 1955.
petroleum spirits; mineral spirits. A refined
petroleum distillate with volatility, flash
point, and other properties, making it
suitable as a thinner and solvent in paints,
varnisoes, and similar products. The term
turpentine substitute as applied to petroleum spirits is to be condemned as false
and misleading. In Great Britain, the
term petroleum spirits is applied to a very
light hydrocarbon mixture having a flash

point below 32° F (0° C). ASTM D
288-57.

petroleum MEI. A still for separating the
hydrocarbon trroducts from crude petroleum. Standard, 1964.
petroleum tar. A viscous black or dark brown

product obtained in petroleum refining,
which will yield a substantial quantity of
solid residue when partially evaporated
or fractionally distilled. The term tar
should never be applied to materials derived from crude petroleum or fractions
thereof, without the prefix petroleum.
ASTM D 288-57.
petroleum tsr salmis. Native asphalt, solid
and semisolid bitumen, and bituminous
rock (including oil-impregnated rock or
sands from which oil is recoverable only
by special treatment after the deposit is
mined or quarried). Williams.
petroliferous. Containing or yielding petroleum. Stendard, 1964.
petroike. To treat or impregnate with petroleum, or a petroleum product Webster 3d.
petnologes. a. Another name for kerogen.
Tomkeiel, 1954. b. A term proposed to
cover the substances in shale, coal, etc.
that form oil when heated out of contact
with air. Hess.

pettologht. A geologist who specializes in
petrology. Webster 3d.
petrology. A general term for the study, by
all available methods, of the natural his-

tory of nicks, including their

origins,

present conditkons, alterations, and decay.

Petrology comprises petmgraphy on the,
ooe hand, and petrogenesis on the other,

phase rule; Gibbs' phase rule
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and properly considered, its subject matter
includes ore deposits and mineral deposits

in general as well as rocks in the more
limited sense in which that term is generally understood. Holmes, 1928.
petrolo-shah. Another name for oil shale.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

petroosolpbology. The megascopic and mi-

twins of lenticular shape; also, a phacolith.
Webster 2d.

pbacollth. A concordant intrusive in the
crest of an antkline and trough of a syncline, hence in cross section, it has the

shape of a doubly convex lens. A.G.1.
phaocollthk. a. Pertaining to a lens-shaped

mass of igneous rock intruded between

croscnpic form and structure of rocks

adjacent competent beds at

genesis. 4 .G.1. Sapp.

b. Pertaining to an igneous rock innusion

considered with special reference to their

the axial

region of a fold. Bares. of Mines Staff.

to which the rotation, oscillation, or varia-

tion has advanced considered in its relation to a standard position or an assumed
instant of starting and expressed in angular measure with one cycle or period being

360'. Webster 3d. h. A homogeneous,
physically distinct, and mechanically sepa-

rabk portion of matter that is present in

a nonhomogeneous physical-chemical system and that may be either a single com-

pound or a mixture. Webster 3d. i. The
sum of all thole portions of a material

petnopbysics. The physics of rock behavior;

in the shape of a phacolith. Dire.. of

physical properties of reservoir rocks. Sch.
ieferdeeker.

phanerke. A general term r.pplied to wholly
crystalline rocks, the constituents of which

position and physical state. C.T.D.
phase angle. An angle expressing phase or

eye. The adjective form phaneritic is currently used more frequently than the noun.

pissoe-balaace relays. Relays which protect
an electrical system from faults occurring

in petrokum geology, the study of the

petroshale. A little-used term for oil shale.
Hess.

petrodles. An old name for extremely fine
crystalline porphyries and quartz porphyries and for those finely crystalline
aggregates we now know to be devitrified
glasses; also for the groundrnasses of the

former whidi though not glassy are yet
not resolvabk by the micmscope into definite minerals. It was practically a confession by the older petrographers that
they did not know of what the rock consisted. See also felsite; micnafelsite. Also
called hornstone. Fay.
petrotectooks. See structural

petruftme. A machine
Hen.

for

petrology.

sb-ing rocks.

Mines Staff.

may be distinguished with the unaided
A.G.1.

phased*. A textural term applied to igneous rocks in which all the crystals of the

essential

minerals can be distinguished

with the unaided eye; that is, megaaroPitally crystalline. Compare cryptocrystal.
line; mkrocnstalline. Opposite of a nitic. Stokes and Verne:, 1955.
phamerocrystallime. See phaneritic A.G.1.
Phasserotok. Comprises the Pakozoic, Meso-

zoic, and Cenozoic; eon of evident life.

A.G.1. Sapp.
Phaneratak esto. Time of more or less abundant visible fossil remains. Compare

Cryptozoic eon. Bares, of Mints Staff. .

petmos. Hard, like stone; as, peti pus phosphates or petmus marl. Standavd, 1964.
pefty; fatty. Eng. Beds of ironstone nodules
formerly worked in the Weald. Arkell.
petuatze. A variety of feldspar that is mixed
with kaolin, and used by the Chinese in
the manufacture of porcelain. Also spelled

Ounsoclastic. An even-grained or uniformly

petefte. A telluride of silver and gold, (Ag,-

indicating the trend of the dip but not

petuntse. Standard, 1964.

Au),Te. The gold content ranges from
18.2 to 23.6 percent and the silver from

40.7 to 46.8 percent. Sanford.
pewter. a. A marble worker's polishing material.. made by cakining tin. Standard,

1964. b. An alloy containiag 80 to 90
percent tin and 10 to 20 percent lead;
now little used. C.T.D.

pewterer's solder. Hard pale solder or middling pale solder. Standard, 1964.

pewter mei. A lapidary's wheel used for
stones of the hanlness of amethyst or
agate. Webster 3d.
FIFA Abbreviation for pulverized fuel ash.
See also pulverized fuel ash. Dodd.

Tralsion enemy. Synonym for Palatinian
orogerty. A.G.1. Sapp.

pH. a. The negative logarithm of the hydrogen-ion activity. It denotes the degree of

acidity or of basicity of a so"..:tion. At

23° C, 7 is the neutral value. Acidity

increases with decteasing values below 7,
and basicity increases with increasing values above 7. ASM Glom b. The logarithm,

to the base 10, of the reciprocal of the
concentration of hydmgen ions in an

aqueous solution. It is a convenient method of eanneising small differences in the

acidity or alkalinity of nearly neutral
solutions. Such differences ate of great
importance in many biological and elec-

trolytic processes. See also hydrogen-ion
concentration. C.T.D.
plocellItn phncellte. Synonym for kaliophilite. Hey 2d, 1955.

phscolid stradure. Having the shape of a
lens. A.G.1.
piaeollle. A colorless variety of chabasite in

sized elastic sediment. A.G.1.

phantoms crystal. A crystal in which an
earlier stage of cristallization is outlined
in the interior. Fey.
phantom hookas. Horizon on a reflection
pmfik that is obtained by averaging the
dips of the reflections within a band, thus
necessarily coinciding with an actual
boundary plane. Sehieferdeeker.
phannacites. Used by Wadsworth to include
all minerals empkryed in medicine. Fay.
paw nonlife. A white, hydrous arsenate oi
cakium, pr obab I y HCaAs04-1-2H20 ;

monocfinic. Fey.

pharmacodderlte. A hydtous, irvn arsenate
commonly occurring in green or yellowish-

green cubic crystals. Also called iron sinter. C.T.D.; Webster 3d.
phase. a. A variety differing in some minor
respect from the dominant or normal type;

a facies; ordinarily used in the detailed
desctiption of igneous rock masses. Fey.
b. Geologic time unit smaller than an age;

uncommon A.G.l. Sapp. c. Rock facies

identified by both original and secondary
characters of the strata; uncommon.
A.G.I. Sapp. d. In physical chemistry, a
homogeneous, physically distinct portion
of matter in a nonhomogeneous (that is,
heterogeneous) system, as the three

system that are identical in chemical comphase difference. Webster 3d.

in any phase of a three-phase system.
Quite often a fault current will not be
large enough to trip the overcurrent relay
but will operate the phase-balance medianism. Coal Age, r. 71, No. 8, August 1966,
p. 270.

piase chow. The appearance or disappearance of one or more phases. A.G.1.
phone contrast ankroscopy. An optical system in which the phase difference between

an incident and a diffracted light wave
is increased from about 90° to about 180°
sn that the not waves cancel out, cawing

a transparent object to appear to some
extent light absorbing. Pryor, 3.
plume control. The process of varying the
point within the cycle at which anode
conduction is permitted to begin. Coal
Age, 1.

phase converkr. A machine for converting
an alternating current into an alternating
current of a different number of phases
and the same frequency. Webster 3d.
phase detect)... The derivation of a signal
whose amplitude is a function of the
deviation in phase of a single frequency-

alternating quantity (voltage or current)
from a similar quantity of fixed phase.
ASM Gloss.

phase diagrams. a. A graph in which two or
mote of the variables' temperatures, pres
sure, and concentrations are platten
against one another, designed to show the
boundaries of dee fields of stability of the
various phases of a heterogeneous system.

A.GJ. b. The same as constitution diagram. ASM Gloss.

phase diseagagessent. In processing of ura-

nium ores the

step following alkaline
leach, in which the organic solvent emulsified with the pregnant aqueous rtquor,
having transferred to itself the uranium,

is separated from the emulsified state.

Pryor, 3.
phase dhplacement. The angle by which the

amount of difference of phase between

two alternating-current magnitudes is
expressed. Standard, 1964.

phasesice, water, and aqueous vapar.
e. Said of alternating current;

phase leverdos. In the Convertol process,

the others. Each is called a phase. Mason.
f. in ttiangulation, error in apparent horizontal direction of a signal due to unequal

Ohmmeter. A device for measuring the difference in phase of two alternating currents or dectmmothe forces. Webster 3d.

there are in three-phase alternating current three distinct a:inductors, each carrying current alternating out of step with

or one-sided illumination of the signal.

Seelye, 2. g. The point or stage in a period

in uniform circular motion, simple harmonic motion, or the periodk changes of
any magnitude varying according to a
simple harmonic law (as sound vflnations,
alternating currents, or electric oscillations)
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replacement of the film of water covering
a coal particle by a film of oil. B.S. 3552,
1962.

phase rale; OW Owe role. a. The number of degrees of freedom of a system in
equilibrium is equal to the number of

annponents mimn the number of phases

plus the constant 2 (as in the system
iceliquid waterwater vapor consisting
of the one chemical component water and

phase rule; Gibbs' phase rule
its three physical phases there are no
degrees of freedom and the system can
exist at only one temperature arid pressure). Webster 3d. b. The mathematical

Used chiefly in making resins and plastics,
dyes, pharmaceuticals (as aspirin), other

products (as picric acid 2, 4-D) and as
solvent for refining lubricating oils.
Webster 3d. Molecular weight. 94.11;
specific gravity, 1.0722 (at 20 C. refera

expression of Gibbs' phase rule h F=
C + 2 P. F is the number of degrees of

freedom of a system (the number of variable factors, such as temperature, ptessure,
and concentration, of the components,

p. F-43.

phase Adler. A device employed to alter

the phase of a wave. NCB.
pbassacbale. A lead-colored agate. Standard,
1964.

phesache; phooldle. A natural beryllium

silicate, BeaSiO.; colorless or yellow, led,
or brown in color. White streak; vitreous

hardness, 5 to 6.5; rhombohedral. Found
in Colorado, Montana, New Hampshire;
U.S.S.R.; France; Norway; Mexico; Brazil. Used in gem stones. CCD 6d, 1961;
Dana 17.

Omsk*. See phenacite.
phenglte. a. A transparent or translucent
probably seknite or crystallized
gypsum, used by the ancients for windows.
stone,

Webster 3d. b. A variety of muscovite
with substitution of aluminum for magnesium and silicon. Webster 3d.
pheebydrves. a. Applied to certain conditions under which coal was formed, name-

ly those of open waters into which the
plant debris was swept from the adjoining land. Tornkeieff, 1954. b. Refer,. to
vegetable matter deposited under water

in contrast to that laid down on a wet

substratum. Compare crypthydrous. A.G.1.

furnace slag is used in place of sand. Fay.
pbeeodnd. Phenoclasts are the larger, more
conspicuous fragments in a rudaceous
rock, a conglomerate or breccia, as distinct

from the fine rock material (the matrix)
in which they are embedded. Challinor.
plosodastk. Containing materials having a
wide range in size and either rounded or
angular. A.G.I.

phenoemt. A name suggested by Iddings
for one of the relatively large and ordinarily conspicuous crystals of the earliest
generation in a porphyritic igneous rock.

It has proved an extremeiy convenient
one, although its etymology has been
criticized.

It may be best to change to

phanerocryr, just as in botany, phenogam
has yielded to phanerogam; but one form
or the othe: is a necessity. Fey.
pbessocryshilllee. Same as phanemcrystalline.
Fey.

pbesocryslie. Containing, characterized by,
or pertaining to phenocrysts. Standard,
1964.

phenob bensenol; bydreapheenes; carbolic

acM. A soluble, crystalline acidic com-

pound; MOH; turns pinkish on exposure to light and air; and has a characteristic odor. It is present in coal tar
and in wood tar; occurs in urine, especially that of herbivorous animals; and is
synthesized by various methods (as hum
sodium benzenesulfonate by alkafine fusion). It is a powerful caustic poison and
in a dilute solution, a useful disinfectant.

crocoite. Larsen, p. 146.

ether, in

pbolidolde. The froup of &luminous glauconites grading into normal (ferruginous)

6d, 1961.

phenomenal'. In gemmology, an optical ef-

fect in visible light occurring in certain,

but not in all, specimens of a species. See
also adularewence; asterism. Shipity.
piamooseaosol gen. A gemstone exhib'ting
an optical phenomenon. See also ph !nompbententz:zge.
A highly refractive

liquid, CallsAsh; refractive index, 1.85;
used for making optical contact between
stone and dense glass of ref ractometer,

and as an immersion fluid. Shipley.
Mel grade scale. See grade scale, Phi. A.G.I.

PbRafelpIdo rod. A leveling rod in which
the .hundredths of feet, or eighths of
inches, are marked by alternate bars of

color the width of the measurement. Nichols.

pbeadelpbbe. A pearly, brownish-red, micaceous vermiculite that occurs in contorted
and wrinkled plates. Standard, 1964.
A compact, blue, hydrated
and iron sulfate, FeXu(S0.),123g.47).
produced by decomposition of chakopyrite. Standard. 1964.
pisIllipsite. a. A fibrous zeolite; hydrated
silicate of potassium, calcium, and alumi4:

num, usually grouped in the monoclinic

Formula, ItCa(AlaSi110,..611:0.
Some twinned forms possess pseudesymsYstem.

metry. Dana 17. b. Synonym for bornite.

pbeols slope. An artificial stone in which

1

pbolerke. A claylike mineral closely related

chloroform, in carbon disulfide, and in
glycerol. Handbook of Chemistry end
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-466; CCD

luster; specific gravity, 23 to 2.8; Mohs'

fluoric acid. Fuerstenes, p. 434.
ploondrocbrolte. A cochineal to hyacinthred mineral with
perfect cleavage,
3Pb0.2CrOa; Molls' hardness, 3 to 3.5;
specific gravsty, 5.75; may be same as

red to water at 20' C); melting point,
43' C; boiling point, 182' C; and solu-

ble in water, in alcohol, in

which must be arbitrarily fixed in order
that the condition of the system may b.
perfectly defined). C is the number b
components of the system. P is the number of phases of the system. Handbook
o Chrotiory and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

phosphate rock
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Hey 2d, 1955.

wool. An old name given to

: 7=lent zinc aside produced when

141

zinc is burnt in air. C.T.D.

O&M,. A general term for a variety of
rnixed rock or chorismite in which one

ingredient of the fabric forms veins in the
other. These veins may thicken to lenses,
ramify, or assume forms that are appar-

ently folded; they may also combine to
farm a network Phlebites are commonly
transitional to stronutites. A.G.I.
Thieve corer. Designed to obtain cores up
to about 4 feet in length, the Phleger
corer is utilized where only the upper
layers of the sea bottom are to be analyzed. Coring tubes 12 and 36 inches in
length, a main body weight, an upper
tube, a check valve, and tailfin assembly

account for the overall length of 3 to
5 feet. 110PG.

Odom. In coal, the outer conducting part
of the central cylinder or vascular tissues. It consists primarily of sieve tubes
and companion cells, phloem fibers or bark
fibers, stone cells, and parenchymatous
cells. Hess.

plidoppile. A brown magnesium mita, near
biotite in °imposition, but containing
little iron. Fey.
pH asoillkis. Proper functioning of a
cationic or anionic flotation reagent is

dependent on the close control of pH.
Modifying agents used are soda ash,

sodium lerdmscide, sodium sificate, sodium
phosphates, lime, sulfuric acid, and hydro-
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to or identical with kaolinite. Fey.

glauconite and occurring in sedimentary
rocks. Includes skolite and bravaisite. Dis-

tinct from pholidolite of Nordenskiold.
Engthh.

pbolidollte. A grayish-yellow: hydrous silicate of potassium, magnesium, iron, and
aluminum in minute crystalline scales.
Webster 2d.

pb000lke. The extrusive equivalent of nepheline syenite. The principal mineral is soda

orthoclase or samdine. Other major mincrab are nepheline and aegirine diopside
usually with other fe)dspathoidal minerals
as sodalite or hailyne. Accessory apatite
and sphene. A.G.1. It is an uncommon

rock, but is an important ore carrier at

Cripple Creek, Colo. ron Bernerviu.
par000s. Quantized atomic vibrations. The
main mechanism of thermal conductivity
in ceramic materials. VV.
plangeoite. A chlomcarbonite of lead, Ph,ChCON crystallizing in the tetragonal
system. It is a rare mineral found in association with cerussite. Also called corneous lead; horn lead. Fay; Dana 17.
phesphallde. Deposits of phosphate of lime

which occur at times as beds of small
concretions which rest on clay surfaces

or are scattered in sands and limestone.
ploosplate. a. An ore of any metal or metals

with which phosphorus and oxygen are
chemically united. Weed, 1922. b. A salt
or ester of phosphoric acid; a compound

containing the radical P0,'. A.G.1.
pbospbste mown era. An optical crown
glan containing a substandal quantity
of phosphorus pentoxide, (PA).). ASTM
C 162-66.

pbospiale glana. A glass in which the essential glass former is phosphorus pentoxide

instead of silica. ASTM C 162.66.
pbooplale bads. In mining law, a leased
area for phosphate lands may not exceed

2,560 acres. A certain expenditure for
mine development and operations is required. A royalty of not less than 2 percent of the gross value of the output must

be paid, and an annual rental, similar

to that for coal lands, is imposed. Lewis,
p. 34.

plooplak of lewd. Synonym for pyromorphite. Dana 6d, p. 770.

pimple* of line. See apatite. Fay.
pbospbsle recovery process. A process developed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines for
recovering phosphate from low-grade
phosphorus-bearing shaks in Idaho, Montana, Utah, and Wyoming. The process
works in sevend steps. Pint, phosphatebearing shaies are subjected to crushing,
roasting, attrition grinding, and screening
to recover the 323-percent add-grade
concentrate. Then, by a cambination of
desliming and flotation, a mixture of fine

particles and waste obtained as a byproduct of the earlier operations is processed to recover tke 28-percent grade

concentrate. Bureau of Mines Stet
plaspb$te tack. A rock that consists of cal-
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cium phosphate largely in the form of
with calcium car-

apatite usually together
bonate and other minerals, that is useful
in fertilizers and is a source of phosphorus
compounds, and that occurs in large beds
in the southeastern United States and in
extensive deposit, in Arkansas and the
northwestern United States. Webster 3d.
phosphates. Salts formed by combining phos-

charcoal; used in making phosphor
bronze. Standard, 1964.
phospbore. Any of various phosphorescent or

phoric acid with an alkali. Sodium, potassium, ammonium, and calcium phosphates aro used in fertilizers. See also
phosphate rock. Fey.

pbosphatk. Pertaining to or containing phos-

fluorescent materials (as zinc sulfide activated with silver or copper or zinc silicate
activated with manganese) that may occur as minerals (as wurtzite or willemite)
but are now usually produced syntheti-

cally. Used chiefly in fluorescent lamps,

in cathode-ray tubes (as for television and
radar), in instruments for detecting variand
ous radiation, and in luminous paints
inks. Webster 3d.
is
phosphoreaceoce. a. Luminescence that or

with characteristic rate
decay after the exciting cause ceases to
3d.
act. Compare fluorescence. Webster
of emitting
perceptible

phate minerals. A.G.1.
phosphatic deposits. Beds containing calcium
phosphate which are formed especially in
areas of low .-sinfall, and which may be

b. A misnomer for property

light withem sensible heat; luminescence.
Although light is prodoc-ed by a biochem-

exploited as sources of phosphate. C.M.D.
phosphatic nodules. Black to brown, rounded

millimasses, variable in size from a few
meters to 30 or more centimeters. Usually
consist of caprolites, corals, shells, and
bones, more or less enveloped in crusts of
cellophane. Found in many horizons of
marine origin. Also coveting the ocean
floors at many locations around the world.

luminescence is the preferred term. Hy.
phosphoric acid. a. A clear, colorless, spar-

Bateau of Mines Staff.
plhospitatk stag. Same as bask slag. Standard, 1964.

phosphathisi. Forming an adherent phosphate coating on a metal immersed in a
suitable aqueous phosphate solution. ASM
Gloss.
phosphide. An oxym-free compound of a
metal with phosprsis. Bennett 2d, 1962.

triPbosPim Phine; hYdrogen PbosPhidel
Omni hydride. Colorless; poisonous; evilsmelling gas; PHs; analogous to ammonia;
and usually burns spontaneously in air to
form phosphonis pentoxide (Ps Os). It has
reducing properties and precipitates phosphides from solutions of many metallic
C.T.D. Molecular weight, 34.00;
salts.

boiling point,
!irking point, 133° C;soluble
in cold
87.7° C; and slightly

water. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45111 ed., 1964, p. B-201.
pbospiocirldte. Synonym for pseudomalachite. Dana 61, p. 794.

phospbofenite. A white, pale green, or yellow hydrous phosphate of iron, manganese,
and magnesium, 3 (Fe,Mn,Mg)0.11203.-

3H2O. Columnar aystalline. Orthorhom-

bic. An iton-rick variety of reddingite.

From Hagendorf, Bavaria, Germany. English.
phosphate of

phospirophyilite. A hydrous

zinc, iron, and manganese, 3(Zn,Fe,Mn)0.1:05.41120, colorless to pale blue-grten
crystals. Monoclinic. From Hagendorf,
Bavaria, Germany. English.
phosphor. Any material which has been
ptepared artificially and has the property
of luminescence is called a
regardless of whether it exhibits phosphorescence. CCD 61, 1961. Used in some

porcelain enamels to provide colors, for
instance, rine sulfide for green, molybdic
acid for yellow fluorescent colon. Lee.
phosphorite; phosphorite. a. To combine or
to impregnate with phosphonss; as, phosphorated oil. Standard, 1964. b. To make

phosphorescent. Standard, 1964.
phosphor brine. An elastic, hard and tough
alloy, composed of 80 to 95 percent copper, 5 to 15 percent tin, with phosphorus
up to 23 percent Nebo*.
phosphor copper. An alloy made by fusing

granulated copper with bone ash and

ical reaction invoMng phosphorus, bio-

kling liquid or a traruparent orthorhom-

(orthophosphoric acid ;,
bic crystal; HsPO, concentration and the
depending on the
atmospheric
temperature. At ordinary
temperature (20° C), the 50-percent and

phosphorus steel
matches and incendiary bombs. Symbol. P;

valences, 3 and 3; atomic number, 15;
and atomic weight, 30.9738. C.T.D.;

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. 13-125. The vapor density shows that the phosphorus molecule
is tetraatomk; P.; molecular weight, 123.8952. There are three allotropic forms of
phosphorus (P4): (1) white phosphorus
or yellow phosphorus, isometric; (2) red

isometric; and (3) black
phosphorus or violet phosphorus, monoclinic. Red phosphorus may be a mixture
of white phosphorus (yellow phosphorus)
and black phosphorus (violet phosphorus).
(I) white phosphorus or yellow phosphorus; colorless and transparent or white to
phosphorus,

yellowish; isometric; waxlike; undergoes

slow, luminous oxidation (phosphoresces)
in moist air at room temperature; specific

gravity of solid, 1.82 (at 20° C), and of
liquid, 1.745 (at 44.5* C); ignites spontaneously in moist air, burning to phosphorus pentoxide (Ws) ; ignition point,
34° C; must be kept under water; very
poisonous; must be handled with forceps

1.834 (at 18' C) ; melting point, 42.35°

red
to avoid severe skin burns; converts to
phosphorus in sunlight or when heated to
250° C in its own vapor; melting point,
44.1° C; boiling point, 280.5° C; insoluble in cold water; slightly soluble in hot
water and in alcohol; soluble in benzene,
in ammonia, in alkalies, in ether, in chlo-

rous metals and alloys. Used as a

obtained by heating white phosphorus

7)-percent acids are mobile liquids, the
85-percent acid is syrupy, and the 100percent acid is in crystals; specific gravity,
in water
C; boiling point, 260° C; solubk
to ferand in alcohol; and very corrosivebinder
6d, 1961; Handbook
for ceramics. CCDPhysics,
45th ed., 1964,
of Chemistry and
p. 8-201. b. Any of several other hydrated
forms of phosphorus pentoxide (Nes)
(as metaphosphoric acid, RPM, or pyro-

phosphoric acid, }1.11,01). Webster 3d. c..
Phosphorus pentoxide in combined form,
in
as determined by analysis, especially
Webster
3d.
soils and fertilizers.
phosphorite. A sedimentary rock composed

chiefly of phosphate. Bateman.
phosphorite. See phosphorate. Standard,
1964.
pbosphorked copper. A general term applied

to copper deoxidised with ph

The most common's, used deoxidized copper. ASM Gloss.

piosphorialog. Combining or treating with
phosphorus. Bennett 21, 1962.

pbosphorogyers. A substance which promotes

phosphorescence in a mineral or other

compound. Hess.
phosphotollte. Wadsworth's name for phosphatic rocks, guanophosphorite, apatite,
etc. Fay.
phospitorvapcope. Basically, a closed chamber
in which specimens may be observed for
phosphorescence after having been exposed
to X-rays, cathode rays, or ultraviolet rays,
or after having been rubbed, heated, etcpgrilarry.

lessietile. Hydrous add magne-

sium phosphate,

MgHPO4.7H20, as mono-

clinic crystals isomorphmu with rosslerite
(MgHAsOs.7H10). From Salzburg, Austria, Spencer 15, M.M ., 1940.

phosphor eft An alloy made by heating

phosphorus (6 parts) with tinsponge (94
parts) ; used in making phosphor bronze.
Standard, 1964.
phospbons. A nonmetallic element of the
nitrogen group, which is group V of the
system. Phosellorus occurs in

periodic
minerals as phosphates and in all living
of
matter. Used in the manufacture
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roform, and in toluene; and very soluble
in carbon disulfide. (2) red phosphorus;

(yellow phosphorus) at 250° C; reddishbrown or violet-red; isometric; specific
gravity, 2.20 to 2.34; more stable than
white phosphorus (yeliow phosphorus);

nonpoisonous; ignition point, 260° C;
melting point, 280° C; sublimes at 417° C
(at 1 atm); very slightly soluble in cold

water; soluble in absolute alcohol; and
insoluble in hot water, in carbon disulfide,

in ether, and in ammonia. (3) black phosphonis or violet phosphonss; obtained by
heating white phosphorus (yellow phos-

phorus) under high pressure; violet to
black; monoclinic; specific gravity of vio-

let phosphorus, 2.36, of black phosphorus,
2.70, and of the range, 2.25 to 2.70; incombustible; melting point, 590° C; and
insolubte in water, in concentrated sulfuric

acid, and in carbon disulfide and other
organic solvents. Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. 13-125,
8-201; CCD 61, 1961. Red phosphorus;

crystalline black phosphorus; and so-called
"amorphous" black phorphonss have also
been considered to be orthorhombic and
possibly the same because they produce
similar X-ray patterns. Metallic phosphorus is hexagonal rhombohedral. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 42d ed., 1960,
p. 2,680.
phosphorus copper. Copper that Contains
about 15 percent phosphorus. Used chiefly
as a deoxidizer for molten metals. Hen.
derson.

phosphorus dbease. A disease of workers in
phosphorous, marked especially by necrosis of the jawbone. Webster 2d. Also called
phosphornecrosis. Fay.

phosphorus glass. Glass made with phosphorus pentoxide instead of sand (silica);
used where exposure to hydrofluoric acid
is encountered. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
phosphorus steel. Steel in which phosphorus
is the principal hardening element Good

phosphorus steel
stml may contain 0.3 percent phosphorus,

but the carbon must be very low. Fey.

pbosphosiderite. A pinkish-red mineral ..cith

1 perfect and 1 distinct cleavage, 2Fei0,.2P10,.7/110; Molls' hardness, 3.5; specific
gravity, 2.724. Larsen, p. 193.
phosphoranylite. A very rare, strongly radio.
active, orthorhombic, deep yelbw to
golden yellow mineral, 3U0N'10..6H10,
found in the weathered tone of uraninite-

bearing granitic pegmatites. It is a secondary mineral associated with autunite,
and less commonly with uranophane,
betauranophane, hydrated uranium oxides

and opal. Appears to be structurally related to dewindtite. Crosby, p. 33; Larsen, is. 192.

*Mae. Described as altered thodonite;
aubonated rhodonite. Dana 6d, pp. 380-

381.
pbOtOCefillIkt. The art or practice of photoon ehiea or pottery. Standard,
gra
4.
196phing

pholocilometer. See Schlumberger photo-

clinometer. Sinclair, III, p. 107.

photoelastic. Pertaining to a method of deter-

mining stress concentrations by optical

means. &Mine; Ball. 587, 1960, p. 2.
photoelasticity. A property of certain trans-

parent substances which enables the presence of strain to be detected by examination in polarized light. If models of complicated engineering structures are made
of such a substance, she stress distribution
in the structure may be resolved. See also
model analysis; isochromatic lines. Ham.
photoeledrk cell. a. A device which registers c:hanges in the amount of light falling on it by converting it 13 electricity.
Used to monitor processes rod aid automatic control systems. Three types include
the emission cell, the semiconductor, and
the conductivity cefl. Pryor, 3. b. An ekconnk tube in which one of the electrodes
emits electrons under the influence of light
or other dectromagnetic radiation. NCB.
c. Broadly, any device in which the inci-

dence of light causes a change in the
electrical state. In mining, the device may
be used to operate ventilation doors when

coal or ore journeys approach them; for
counting mine cars or men passing a certain point, etc. Also called electric eye.
Nelson.

photodectrk dennitoaseler. A dust-sampling
instrument, containing a filter clip, as used
in the P.R.1.7. hand pump. A miner's cap
lamp provides the light source, which

enables the dust r misk to be evaluated

on the spot and any dust suppressive measures can be undertaken immediate/y. See
also dust sampling. Nelson.
pbotoelectrk tired. The complete absorp-

tion of a iphoton by an atom with the
emission of an orbital electron (photo-

electron). The term is sometimes used to
characterize

photodisintegrations which

are ascribed to the electric (rather than

the magnetic) vector of the photon. NCB.
photoeledric pyrometer. A device for meas-

uring high temperatures on the basis of

the electric current generated by a photoelectric cell when it receives focused radia-

tion from a furnace m other hot body.
Instruments have been designed for the

measurement of temperatures exceeding
2,000° C, but others are available for use
at lower temperatures, for example, for
checking the temperature of the molten

photoxylio
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glass used in lamp-bulb

manufacture.

Dodd.
PaoloasocuirliPhY (PbodoredoleraPhYt Ploole

coal

mines, a rough indication of the

dustiness may be obtained by comparison
of the depth of tone with a graded series

mislatare radiography).

of samples which have been calibrated

Gloss.
photageology. a. The geologic interpretation

photometric estimation: (1) by passing
the air through a filter paper as for gravimetric estimation, or (2) by impingement,
as in the konimeter. Speldig, p. 329.
photomicrograph. A photograph of a magnified image of a small object; a micrograph made by photography. Webster 3d.
photosnosak. An assemblage of individual

The pliThillilef=t; of images produced on
a fluorescent screen by X-rays. ASM
of aerial photographs. A.G.I. b. The study

and interpretation of photographs, nor-

mally aerial, for the purpose of obtaining

geologic information, and includes pre-

sentation of such information in appro.
priate form. A.G.!.

pbalogeomorphology.

Study of earth forms

as revealed by aerial photographs. A.G.I.
Sapp.
photogonimmeter. In photoffraphic mapping,
an instrumeht tcv eltaining the direction
of a ray from the 4.-dal point of the camera lens to the image .4 any point on the
photograph, by measurii.? the horizontal
and vertical angles with n...:erence to two
perpendicular planes. Seelye, 2.
piotogrnammetry. The art of making surveys

or measurements by the aid of photography. Methods utilizing horizontal, vertical, and oblique views are in use, with

and without the aid of the stereoscopic

principle. See also stereophotogrammetry.
Seelyt, 2.
pholographk borehole survey. A method of
checking verticality and/or orientation of

a long borehole. A compact camera inserted at a known depth takes a photo-

graph of a magnetic needle and/or a
clinometer. Instruments have been developed by Oehman, Owen, and Wright
Pryor, 3.
measure of the
photographk density. A
opaqueness of a processed film; specifically, log WI, where I. is the intensity of

the light incident upon processed film and
is the intensity of the fight transmitted.

ASM Gloss.
photographk-poper recorder. A small device

for registering photographically the passage of flame. This must not be confused
with the photographing of the flame on
the manometer record. Rice, George S.
photointerpretstion. The detailed and expert
study of aerial photographs with the object of gaining knowledge regarding the
geological structure of the area. See also
aerial mapping. Nelson.
phOMINSICrOgrilph. See macrograph. ASM
Gloss.
photosnagnetk borehole surveying. A method

of borehole surveying, consisting essentially of a timing clock, batteries and light
bulb, a floating light-transpatent compass.

an inclination unit, and a photographic

film for recording both the position of the
compass and the crosshairs of the inclino-

against Dome other instrument. There are

two methods of collecting samples for

photographs, or segments thereof, matched

to form a single picture of an area too
large to be covered by a single photograph, for example, aerial photographs,
photomicrographs, etc. Burets of Mines
Staff.
pholoansitiplier. A sensitive detector of light

in which the initial electron current, dethed from photoelectric emission, is amplified by successive stages of secondary

electron emission. NCB.
photommidpikr tube. A device for measur-

ing light at depths as great as 600 meters.
Ify.

photon. A discrete quantity of electromagnetic energy. Photons have momentum

hut no mass or electrical charge. USG.
photo* vislos. When the process of seeing
takes place through the operation of the
retinal cones we ate able to fixate on the
object of vision, that is, we can bring its
image onto the fovea to see it clearly, and
we can also distinguish color. In brief,
we are in conditions normally experienced

in daylight and vision is said to be photopic. Roberts, 11, p. 77.

photosensitive. Name applied to certain minerals that are visibly injured by light.

Pearl, p. 108.

photosensitive glass. A glass containing small

amounts (less than 0.1 percent) of gold,
silver, or copper, which render the glass
sensitive to light it: a manner similar to

photographic films; the image is developed by heat treatment Dodd.
photostat KWh's. A method of reproducing

a drawing on opaque paper by printing
from a photographic negative, and which
enbles the original drawing to be enlarged
or reduced. See also contact printing.
Ham.

photosyathesb. The process by which carbo-

hydrates are compounded from carbon

dioxide and water in the presence of sunlight and chlorophyll. Leet.
phototheadolke. In terrestrial photographic
mapping, a combination of a camera and

a theodolite mounted on a tripod. Seelye, 2.

meter. The instrument is enclosed in a
nonmagnetic casing. See also multishot

phototropism. The reversible change in color

photometer. An instrument for measuring

to radiant energy (such as light). Web-

gyroscopic instrument. Nelson.

the intensity of light, or for comparing
intensities from two sources. Toe more
accurate types are built around photo-

electric cells. Shipley.
photometric method. A dust-sarnpiing method

in which samples of dust are collec:ed on
filter paper and tl-Rn placed in a photometer. The instrument shows the intensity

of a beam of light after it has paned

through the paper, and the fall in in:ensky is a direct measure of the dust con-

centration. With dark dust, such as in
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of a substance produced by the formation
of an isomeric modification when exposed
ster 3d.

photovoltak photometers. Generally of the

selenium cell type and well known having
a wide variety of applications. When used
as a photometer for laboratory work, the

output of the cell is fed into a galvanometer, usually

of the reflecting type.

Roberts, II, p. 29.
pholonyilis. A variety of nitrocellulose made
by the action of nitric acid on wood pulp,
and used in surgery and microscopy as a
substitute for collodion. Also spelled pho-

phyllite ntylooke. Synonym for phyllonite.

toxylon. Standard, 1964.

phragnskes pest. Peat composed of reed
grass and other grasses. Tomtete

1954.

pewee*: Generally regarded i.s an exact

synonym of ground waterpertaining to
all water in the zone of saturation. A.G.I.

plum* explosion. A volcanic

explosion,

ordinarily of extreme violence, caused by
the conversion of ground water to steam.
Stith steam explosions have a low temperature and do not expel essential ejecta.

pisrestk gases. Those vapors and gases of
atmospheric or oceanic origin which, coming into contact with ascending magma,
may provide the motive forte for volcanic
eruptions. C.T.D.

Oreille Hat. See line of seepage. ASCE
P1826.

piratic surface. See free-water elevation.
ASCE P1826.

pbrratk water. Applied both to water that

occurs under water table conditions and

to all water in the zone of saturation.
A.G.I.

phreatophyte. A plant that habitually obtains its water supply from the zone of
saturation, either directly or through the
capillary fringe. A.G.1.

pfl regniston. Substances used in flotation
to control the hydrogen-ion
concentration. See also pH. Hess.
Phrygian marble. See pavonazzo. Fay.
processes

Phrygian Mose. A light pumice like stone,
anciently used in dyeing. Standard, 1964.
pleanite. Synonym for phthanite. A.G.I.
phtbanitm phtsmite. a. Applied to compact,
cryptocrystalline, silicifiM shales and other
siliceous rocks, such as lydite, hornstone,

etc. Holmes, 1928. b. Radiolarian ellen;
a fine-grained, siliceous rock made up of
the skeletons of radiolarians. Hess. v..
Synonym for Lydian stone. Hey 21, 1955.
pbthisis. Miner's occupational disease, a
form of lung consumption associated with
or aggravated by work in dusty surroundings such as badly ventilated underground
workings. See also pneumokoniosis. Pryor,
3.

Phonsacke process. In the Phurnacite process, ovoid briquettes are first made and

the avoids are then carbonized at 750°
to 850° C in narrow ovens, similar to coke
ovens, except that they have an inclined

floor to enable the briquettes to be discharged readily after firing. The ovens
use a waste heat or recuperative system

of fuel economy instead of the more general regenerathm system of modern coke
oven practice. Gat is removed in two
stages, the first .tage representing the

initial distillation of the pitch, aiad the

second stage being the main gas evolution

from the residue. The pitch gas is scrubbed before use as fuel gas. Francis, 1965,

v. I, p. 148.
a. A general term used by some
p liiretreCh authors for the scaly minerals,

micu, chlorites, and clays and more

recertly applied to minerals with a layered
crystal structure. English. b. Synonym for

pholidoide. Hey 21, 1955. c. An argil.
lacer= rock intermediate in metamorphic
grade betceen slate and schist. The mica
crystals impart a silky sheen to the surface

of cleavage (or schistosity). A.G.1. d. An
aluminosilicate

of Fe", Mg, and K.

Usually regatded as identical with ottrelite. Hey 2el, 1955.

phyteral
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photoxylin
A.G.1.

phylike slate. a. Clay slate (called also
muscovite phyllade), or, restnctedly, clay
slate rendered subcrystalline by minute
scales of mica (called
phyllite alone). Fey. b. Clay slate containing lamellae of the mineral phyllite, and
related to ottrelite. Fax

superinduced

phylikk cieavage. Rock cleavage in which
flakes are produced that are barely visible
to the unaided eye. Coarser than slaty
cleavage,

finer than schistose cleavage.

Lea.

pkylikkatima. The development of phyllitic
rocks. A.G.I. Sapp.
phyllofacies.

Facies

differentiated on the

Gloss.

physical mineralogy. That branch of min-

eralogy which treats of the physical properties of minerals. Fey.

physical oceanography. That marine science
which treats of the water mass as a fluid
and studies its physical properties of motion, density, temperature, etc. Hy.
physical pendulum. A rigid body so mounted
on a horizontal axis through its center of
suspension that when the body is displaced
it vibrates freely about its position of
equilibrium. Webster 3d.

physical propetiks. The properties, other
than mechanical properties, that pertain
to the phycs of a material; for example,
density, electrical conductivity, heat con-

basis of bedding characters. A.G.!. Sapp.

ductivity, and thermal expansion. ASM

lonitization followed or accompanied by
recrystallization and growth of new min-

physical shock. A state of collapse that in-

pkilosite. A phyllitic rock formed by my-

erals. Many phyllonites are diaphthoretic.
The term is extended to rocks of diverse
composition which have undergone mylonitization and recrystallization; for
exam*, quartz phyllonite, phyllonitic
calcite marble. See also augers schist; auto-

clastic schist; diaphthorite; hartschiefer;
kakirite ; mylonite; rnylonite gneiss; phyllite
nolonite.
phylionitiention. Scricitiza:ion. Hess.

phyllorelin. Crystalline hydrocarbon similar
to fichtelite and extracted along with
fichtelite from fossil pine wc.nd.Tomkeieff,
1954.

phyllosilkates. Silicate structure in which the

SiO, tetrahedra occur linked together in
infinite two-dimensional sheets. An example is mica. A.G.I.

phyllovitrinite. Vitrain in which the plant
remains are discernible under the microscope. Tomkeieff, 1954.

Ore. A suffix used in naming rocks that
are porphyritic, as vitrophyre, orthophyre,
granophre, etc. Fay.
phyric. Porphyritic. Hess.
physalke. A coarse, nearly opaque variety of
topaz. Same as pyruphysalite. Fey.

pkylk. To treat (molten ircn) with an

oxidizing compound capable of combining
with the sulfur and phosphorus. Standard,
1964.

physkal adsorption. Adsorption through secondary bonds. VV.
physical change. A change which does not
affect the composition of a body, although

the substance may change its state; for
example, ke to water or water to steam.
Cooper.

physical chendtptry. Relations between physical properties, energy, and chemical
change. Pryor, 3, p. 80.

physical geography. The branch of geography which treats of the exterior physical
features and changes of the earth, in land,
water, and air. Schieferdecker.
physical geology. A broad subdivision of the
science of geology which includes such
aspects as the composition and occurrence

of rocks and minerals, the original and

secondary structures that they may possess,

and the changes that result in their metamorphism and decay. The surface features
of the earth and the agencies that modify
them are also included. Distinguished from
historical geology, which treats of the

chronological development of the earth
and its living inhabitants. Stokes and
Vanes, 1955.

physical metallurgy. See metallurgy. ASM

Gloss.

terferes with the normal heart action,

respiration, and circulation. This condition
is probably due to derangement or lack of
proper balance within the sympathetic
nervous system and may be caused by any
number of things, such as serious injury.

loss of blood, severe burns, fright, and
many others. It is important to look for

shock when rendering first aid since it may
cause death even when the injury may not
be serious. Kentucky, p. 376.

physical testing. Determination of physical
properties. ASM Gloss.

physical tests. Determinatiom based on the
observation or th- measurement of physical properties. ASTM STP No. 148-D.

physical time. Time as measured by any

physical phenomenon or process.
Supp.
physics. The science, or group of sciences.
that treats of the phenomena associated
with matter in general, esepcially in its
relations to energy, and of the laws gov-

erning these phenomena, excluding the
special laws peculiar to living matter

(biology) or to special kinds of matter
(chemistry). Physics treats of the consti-

tution and properties of matter, mechanics,
acoustics, heat, optics, electricity, and
magnetism. More generally, it includes all
the physical sciences. Standard, 1964.

physiofacks. The total inorganic characteristics of a sedimentary rock. A.G.1.
physlographk province. A region that has
unit structures, any specified kind, and
unit geomorphic history. Stokes and
Varner, 1955.
physiography. Physical geography: a descrip-

tion of the natural features of the surface
of the earth. Fay.
physiological properties. Those affecting the
functions and tissues of the living body.
Cioper.
plsyteral. The term phyteral was introduced
by G. H. Cady in 1942, to designate p!ant
forms or fossils in coal as distinguished
from the material of which the fossils may
be composed. Phyterals are identified in
general botanical terms which are usually
morphological, such as spore coat, sporangium, cuticle, resin, wax, wood substance, bark, etc. The initial composition

of the phyterals differed; these or other

differences produced during diagenesis may

or may not be perpetuated by and during
carbonification (coalification). Phyterals
are recognized with increasing difficulty in
high rank cuals. In contrast to rnacerals
which represent a purely petrographical
concept, the concept phyteral demands

strict correlation with certain organs of the
initial plant material. 111CP, 1963 port I.
phytocollitz. A black gelatinous hydrocarbon,
related to dopplerite; found below a peat
bed at Scranton, Pa. Fay.
phylogenic dam. A dant consisting of plants

and plant debris, may account for ponds
and lakes in tundra regions. A.G.1. Sapp.

laglateek *me. A genetic term for any
dune. the form of which is contmlled by
the interaction of growing vegetation with

eolian sand drifting; for example, upsiloidal dunes and foredunes. A.G.1.
pbstogenons rocke pkytogeek rocks. Rocks
formed from plant remains. Tomkeieff,
1954.
pkytoleims.

Coalified

remains of plants.

They are divided into meroleims and

halokims. Tomkeieff, 1954.
pbytolkb. A rock formed by plant acrivity or
composed chiefly of plant remains. Tlw
term was applied by Grabau to a large
group including coal, peat, lignites, and

some types

of reef limestones, °Mites.

A.G.1.

paytopbork rocks. Rocks formed from plant
remains. Tomkeieff, 1954.
pbytoplauktoss. The plant life division of
plankton, including diatoms and algae.

Unattached plants which are at the mercy
of the currents. Ily.

pi Abbreviation for productivity index. Also
abbreviated PI. BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
Pi A number, approximately 3.1416 or

other hand, enough mortar on the trowel
to lay the brick. Sometimes called the
eastern or New England method. ACSG,
1961.
pick-esdebovel miser. See pick miner.

D.O.T. 1.

blocked the inner barrel slides upward

to display a true surface. Also done on
picking table, a rotating circular disc

smalls have been screened off and the ore
to be picked has been sufficiently washed

into the head, closing the water ports and
stopping the flow of the circulating liquid,

around which stand or sit the hand sorters

and no additional drilling can be done

without irreparably damaging the bit until
the barrel is pulled and the blocked inner
tube cleared. Long.

pick boy. In bitaminous coal mininc, one
who carries sharpened picks or bus for

frame 2 to 3 feet wide and 4 to ft feet

high. The screen is set up at an angle of
about 450 and crushed material is fed to
it from above. The mesh size varies from
about 4 to 16. Because there are no cross

wires, and because the taut wires can
vibrate, there is less tendency for blinding,

but some ekmgated particles inevitably
pass the screen. Dodd.
pkwiro. A peak or sharply pointed hill or

mountain. Because of the steep slopes of

730,1923, p. 89.

PkcovoL A coal-tar-rype product. Used as
a rubber softener. I3ennett 21, 1962 Add.
pick. a. The steel cutting points used on a
coal-cutter chain. See also coal.cutter
picks. Nelson. b. A miner's steel or iron

mechanical equivalent of the miner's pick.
In the nodern type, the picks are mounted

a mine is to extract over a prolonged

pick breaker. A breaker developed as the

on alternating arms, the primary and
secondary picks being at different spacings so that breaking is performed in two
stages. The breaker and plate belt are

usually supplied as a standard unit driven
from a common motor. Nelson.
pick carrier. See pick boy. D.O.T. 1.

pick dronleg. In stone cutting, a tooling

tamping of a charge that has failed to
high-grade ore, strap wood, or iron from

ore as it passes on a conveyor belt to
crushers. D.O.T. Sapp. j. In brickmaking,

a spike-toothed shaft for brmking up clay
to be fed to the hopper. Standard, 1954.
picker attendant. In anthracite coal mining,
one who tends a mechanical separator that

wood handle, fitted to the center or head,

breaker, regulating flow of coal, checking
output to see that impurities are properly

from 2 to 3 feet in length. Nelson. e. To
dress the sides of a shaft or other excavation. Fay. d. To remove shale, dirt, etc.,
from coal. Fay. e. To select good ore out
of a heap. Fey. f. In seismic prospecting,

the selection of an event on a seismic
record. Also used as a verb, as to picic
reflections. A.G.I. g. In seismic prospecting, any selected event on a seiume
A.G.1.
picko-back conytyer. .1 short conveyor

which takes the coal from, and advances
with, a face power loader or continuous

miner. It delhers the coal onto the gate
conveyor over which it runs on a bogey.
See also long piggyback conveyor. Nelson.
pick and dip. A method of laying 17ick by
which the bricklayer simultaneously picks

or in reference i3 mine ore, the picking of

waste in order to reduce unproductive
work in the later stages. Beermen. c. The

digging tool with sharp points at each end.

It weighs from 3 to 6 pounds and has a

who remove part of the ote fed radially
from central point. Picking :s alto mech.
anized I y such means as the LaPointe
picker, and is aided by special lighting,
radioactive detection, etc. Pryor, 3. b. S.
Afr. Selective mining for high-grade ore,

cnal-cutting machines to the machineman
in underground %forking placrs. Also called
D.O.T. I.
pick

explode. Fay. i. A laborer who removes

wires stretched tightly, lengthwise, on a

detritus, steel (tramp iron), or any spe-

Pickard core hood. A double-tube cote barrel in X-group sites. The distinguishing
feature of the Pickaril barrel is that when

appears as the name of numerous mountains in southwestern Arizona. USGS Bull.

ference. Symbol. a. Nichols.

piano wire scree,. A screen formed by piano

pickle& a. Operation performed between
mine and mill in which waste rock, wood,

cially separated mineral is removed from
the run-of-mine ore. Hand sorting. Usually
done during transit of ore on belt conveyors, preferably after very law lumps and

mountains in the desert region, picacho

diameter of a circle, will give the circum'

up a brick with one hand and, with his

of the face of a stone with a sharp pick.
Standard, 1964.
picker. a. A small tool used to pull up the
wick of a miner's lamp. Fey. b. An employee who picki or discards slate and
other foteign matter from the coal in an
anthracite breaker or at a picking table.
B.C.1.; Fay. c. A mechanical arrangement
for removing slate from coal. Fey. d. A
hand chisel for dzhuing, held in one hand
and struck with a hammer. See also dzhu.
Fay. e. Eng. A sharp-pointed cutting tool
used as an accessory to a mizer. Fay. f. A
sharp-pointed seel rod used in lifting
wooden patterns from the sand after they
have been rammeo therein. Fay. g. A tool
for piercing a mold; a piercer. Fay. h. A
miner's needle, used for picking out the

3-1/7, which, when multiplied by the

pickle
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removes slate and rock from coal at a
removed, and making adjustments and
minor repairs to the machine. Also called

mechanical-picker attendant. D.O.T. 1.
pickeringke. A mineral, MgAli(SO4)4.22H.O,
composed of a hydrous magnesium alumi-

num sulfate occurring in white to faintly

colored fibrous masses. Webster 3d.
pkket. a. A sighting hub. See also backsight

hub; foresight hub. Long. b. A surveying
pole. Mason. c. A short ranging rod about
6 feet long. C.T.D. d. See range pole.

Fay. e. An iron rod, pointed at one end,
and usually painted alternately red ancl
white at 1-foot intervals; used by surveyors as a line of sight Pay.

pick boomer. A hammer with a point, used
in cobbing. Fay.
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falling of particles from a mine roof about
to collapse. Fay. d. Picking the eyes out of

period an undue proportion of the richest
ore, thus lowering the average grade of
the remaining ore reserves. Fay. e. Rough
sorting of ore. Webster 21. f. A soft or not
fully fired brick. Webster 3d.
pickleg bel4 pickieg table. A continuous conveyor (for example, in the form of a rubber belt or of a steel apron, steelplate, or

link constnictton) on which raw coal or
ore is spread so that selected ingredients

may be removed manually. BS. 3552,
1962.
picking chute. A chute along which workers

are stationed to pick the slate from the
coal. Fey.
pickles conveyer. A belt or apron conveyor
used to carry a relative!: thin bed of material past pickers who hand sort, or pick
the material being conveyed. ASA MH4.11958. See also picking belt.
picking out eyes. Mining in which only the
high-grade spots are taken out.
36.

floor,

p.

picking red. A IN-inch steel rod about 20
feet long used to ram into the taphole,
while casting, to dislodge obstructions preventing a good run. Fay.
picking room. Same as screen room. !Corson,
pickles atatkm. See recovery plant. I.C. 8200,

1964, p. 149.
pkking table. A flat, or slightly inclined,
platform on which the coal or ore is run
to be picked free from slate or gangue.

Fay. See also picking conveyor. ASA
M114.1 -1958.
picking-table bay. See slate p'cker, a.

D.O.T. 1.
picking table, dweller. An apparatus used

for the same purpose as a picking belt and

consisting of a flat horizontal rotating annular plate. B.S. 3552, 1962.
picking-table num. See slate picker, a.

D.O.T. 1.
picking-table man, bead. See slate-picker
boss.

D.O.T. I.

pick lacing. The pattern to which the picks
are set in a cutter chain. In this respect,
it may be a balanced or unbalanced cutter

chain. The pick lacing is important as it
has a bearing on the stability of the ma-

chine, on dust formation, and even on

dangerous sparking. Nelson.
pickle. a. An acid dip used to remove oxides
or other compounds from the surface of a
metal by chemical action. Lowenheim. b.
To treat with or steep in pickle. Fay.

piemontite

pickle basket
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pkkle basket A skeleton or perforated con-

pick sharposer. In mining and quarrying, a
blacksmith who sharpens digging picks.
D.O.T. I.
pick tonp. Tongs for handling hot metal.

tainer usually made of acid-resisting alloys
such as monel metal used to hold articles
during the pickling process. Eases*. Diet.
pickle limier. A spent acid pickling bath.
ASM Glom.

pkkie patch A tightly adhering oxide or

scale coating not properly removed during
the pickling process. ASA, Gloss.
pickle pills. Small gelatin capsules a ntaining chemicals used for testing the strength
of pickling solutions. ASTM C286-65.

pickle procedure. Generally the complete
cleaning operation performed in tanks or
by sprays. Bryant.

pickle dais. Diseoloration of metal due to

chemical cleaning without adequate washing and drying. ASM Gloss.
pkkike. The process of chemically remov-

ing scale or oxide from metal objects to
obtain a chemically clean surface prior to
galvanizing or painting. This is usually
done by immersion in an adz: bath. For
steel, the acids generally used are sulfuric
and hydrochloric to which is added an
inhibitor, the latter an organic material
such as glue, starch, or one of the various
proprietary compounds which are often
organic derivatives containing nitrogen,
oxygen, sulfur, or other elements of the
fifth and sixth periodic groups. The addition is often about 0.05 percent in order
to reduce or restrain the attack of acid rn
tne metal and thus effect the removal of
scale with a minimum loss of metal. See

Webster 3d.

pickup. a. Synonym for lift, as applied to
Poisting drill rods from a borehole. Long,
b. Mid. To reduce the stock of coal. Fey.
c. Applied to an angular crosscut, through

which coal is hauled from one entry to
another. See afso shoo-fly, b. Hess. d.
Transfer of metal from ...yr.'s to part or

from part to tools during a forming operation. See also galling, d. ASM Gloss. e.
Same as detector. A.G.I. I. A light true:.
g. The amount of vitreous enamel
slip (expressed in terms of dry weight per
unit area) after the dipping and draining
process. For ground coats, the pickup is
usually 1.2 to 1.5 ounces per square foot.
Dodd.

pickups. In Alaska, nugget gold picked up
during mining operations prior to sluicing.
Fay.

pickup feat. Valuable laboratory procedure
used in investigating fioatability of minerals. A few grains, sized between 60 and
120 mesh, are placed, after suitable surface cleansing, under water in an observation cell which is controlled

for pH,

reagent concentration. temperature, and

conditioning time. An air bubble is press d
down on the particles and then raised, the
degree and tenacity with which they cling
to it being observed. Pryor, 3.

also descaling. Ham.

pkkwork. Cutting coal with a pick, as in

means of Bethell's full-cell process of creosoting. Ham.

picky poke bar. A steel bar, usually of 7A-

pkkling of timber. Usually carried out by
pick macklue; poacher. Coal-cutting machine which ads percussively, and cuts
with a large chisel fixed at the end of a
piston reciprocated by compressed air in
much the same way as a rock drill is operated. Kiser, 1, p. 2.
pickles& Scot. A man who digs coal with a
pick; a hewer; a miner. Fey.
pick method. A method of ore dressing de-

veloped at Montanische Hochschule at
Leoben Austria. Osborne.

pick miner. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, one who uses hand tools to

extract coal in underground working
places; also, cuts out a channel under the
bottom of the working face of coal (undercutting) with a pick, working several feet
back into the seam, and breaks down
coalface with pick, or bores holes with an
augerlike drill for blasting, and inserts and
sets off explosives in holes to break down
coal; also, shovels coal into cars and
pushes them to a Laulageway. Also called
hand cutter; hand miner; hand pick
miner; pick-and-shovel miner. D.O.T. I.
pick mines. Mines in which coal is cut with
loicks. Kiser, 1, p. 1.

pick mosey. An earlier practice whereby
miners made a payment to the blacksmith
for sharpening their picks. Nelson.
picimplf. An automatic device for removing
the finished part from the press die after
it has been stripped. ASM Gloss.
pick ore. E3g. Iron ore that can be worked

with a pick; that does not require blasting. Arkell.

pkkrese bola. A small haulage engine used
fitiosrectulling light loads over short distances;

at junctions, loading points, and

haulage transfer points. See
hoist Nelson.

also spotting

driving headings. Fey.

inch stock and about 4 feet long, with each

end sharpened, bent out at an angle of
45°, the bends being 3 to 6 inches from
each end. Hess.
pica-. A prefix that divides a basic unit by 1
trillion (10") or multiplies the unit by
10-". Same as micrornicro-. Abbreviation,
p. L&L.
pkolite. A brown variety of spine] containing chromium and iron. Fay.
pion,. An etching reagent consisting of a 2

chromite is highly refractory but when

heated at 2,000* C. the CrrOs slowly
volatilizes. Dodd.

picrollte. A columnar or fibrous variety of

serpentine. Standard, 1964.
picromerile. A hydrous sulfate of maresium

and potassium from the salt mines of
Staisfurt, Germany. Fey.

pictke. Synonym for titanite; sphene. Dena
6d, p. 712.
picture. A screen

to keep off falling water

from men at work, Zern.

*mile. Another name for pitch coal. Tomkeid, 1954.

process. A process for the prodlic-

Pidgeon

don of magnesium 1.; the reduction of

magnesium oxide with ferrosilicon. ASM
Gloss.

piece. Scot. Food taken by a workman to

his work. A lunch. See a/so bait, a. Fay.
by which
nkcemeal Moping. A

magma eats into its mo1311;cringulfiing relatively small isolated blocks, which presumably sink to depth where they are
assimilated. See also magmatic stoning.
A.G.I.

piece thee. Scot. Meal time. Fay.

piece wage. A wage paid to the worker at
so much per piece, or unit of product.
Webster 2d.

piece weight, effective. See effective piece
weight. Misehell, p. 102.

pkcrwork. a. Work paid for in accordance

with the amount done rather than the
hours taken. Pryor, 3. b. The performance
of underground work on the basis an
agreement between a miner and the mine

manager. Payment may be made by the
yard of advance of a heading or tunnel or
per ton or cubic yard of coal or ore removed. In ripping work, payment may be
made by the yard advance of excavation
to a specified width and height ; strip packing may be built at a certain sum per yard

advance or cubic yard of filling. Mine

permit to 5 percent solution of picric

managers prefer piecework as it requires
less supervision and the incentive enables
essential work being done quickly. Miners
also prefer piecework as it usually means
wages well above day wage. See also con-

plain carbon and low alloy steels. Osborne.
pkiic acid. A yellow crystalline compound,

piedmont. Lying or formed at the base of
mountains; a piedmont district, plain, or

acid in ethyl alcohol. It may be used for

C.ILMO:, obtained variously, as by the
action of nitric acid on phenol. It is used
in dyeing and is an ingredient in certain
explosives. Standard, 1964.
Also called
carbazotic acid; chrysolepic acid; trinitrophenic acid. Sterilized gauze treated
with a weak solution of the acid is used
generally around mines in the first-aid
treatment of burns, scalds, etc. Fay.

pkrite. First used by Tschirmak for a rock
of the composition of olivine teschenite. It

was later used by Rosenbusch for an

olivine-rich diabase. The adjectival form
picritic is now used to connote an olivinerich rock. See also piaite basalt
picrite basalt. Olivine-rich basalt as is often
formed by the settling of olivine in thick
flows and sills, etc. These often ccotain 50
or more percent of olivine. See alio picrite.

picruchrouske. Magnesium chromite, Mg0.-

tract work. Nelson.

glacier. Webster 3d.
piedmont alluvial plain. Alluvial fans may
become alluvial slopes of many square
miles in area, and a continuous supply of
material may result in uniting these slopes

and covering an entire lowland with the
debris of mountain torrents, thus converting the isolated fans or slopes into great
piedmont alluvial plains. All river-made
plains are, of course, alluvial but the term
is restricted here for the sake of distinct-

ness.
piedmont glacier. That part of a glacier that

debouches and spreads out at the base of

a mountain, or a range which feeds its
sources. Standard, 1964.

piedmont ice. A piedmont glacier. A.G.I.
piedmontite. See

piemontite. Dana 6d, p.

.521.

pledmost imp. A small fault scarp at the

foot of a mountain range and essentially
parallel to the range. A.G.f.

Crs0s; melting point, 2,250' C; specific
gravity 4.41. 'This spinel can be synthe-

piel. An iron wedge for piercing stone.

oxides at 1,600° C; it is formed (usually

piemadite. A reddish-brown variety of epidote containing manganese. Monoclinic.

sized by heating a mixture of the two

with other spinels in solid solution) in

fired chmme-magnesite refractories. Piero-
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Standard, 1964.

Dana

17.

Also called manganepidote.

pienaarite

pigotite
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pkaaarke. A melanocratic variety ot aegirine
foyaite characterized by exceptional rich-

Holmes, 1928.
pier. A rectangular or sometimes circular
form of column, constructed usually of
ness in sphene.

a type of detector which dmmds upon
the pieesekctric effect by whkh an electric
charge is produced on the faces of a prop-

erly cut crystal of certain materials, particularly quarn and Rochelle salt, when

concrete, harti brickwork or masonry, and
to support heavy concentrated
loads from arches or a bridge supentructure. Item.

the crystal is strained. The detector is con-

stone, designed to distribute concentrated

plesoelectrkity. The property exhibited hy

designed

pier cap. The upper or bearing part of a
bridge pier usually of concrete or hard
loads evenly over the area of the pier.
Ham.

plereemesd. Salt plug that rises and penetrates rock formations to shallow depths.
Wheeler.

piercement dome. A salt dome in which the
salt core has broken through the overlying
strua until it reaches or approaches the
surface. A.G./.
piercement fold. Synonym for piercing fold;
diapir fold. A.G.I.
piercer. a. A blasting needle. See also picker,
g. Foy. b. In founding, a wire for venting
a mold. Standard, 1964.

piercing. A prospecting method used in
soft soil free from stones, in which small
drhepipes are used to secure samples of

structed from a pile of such crystals with
intervening metal foil to collect the charge.

An inertia mats is mounted on the top of

the crystal stack which is included in a
vacuum-tube circuit. A.G.I.
some asymmetrical crystalline materials
which 'Alen subjected to strain in suitable
directions develop electric polarization

Koportional to the strain. Inverse piezoelectricity is the effect in which mechanical -strain is produced in certain asymmetrical crystalline materials when subjected to an external electric field; the
strain is proportional to the electric field.
MFG.
pieroaseter. An instrument for rneasuting
pressure head, usually consisting of a small

pipe tapped into the side of a closed or
open conduit and flush with the inside,

connected with a ptessure gage, mercury,
water column, or other device for indicating pressure head. Seelye, 1.

underlying material or to determine the
thkkness of the soil. Lewis, p. 279.
pkrting fold. Same as piercement fold;
diapir fold. A.G.1.

piesametrk whet. a. In hydrology, an

pkrcing process. See Mannesmann process.

the water from a given aqsifer will rise
under its full head. A.G.I.
pig. a. A crude casting of metal (as iron or

2d, 1962.
piercing shot. Scot. A shot in the roof. or
brushing, designed to bring down an inBennett

creasing thickness of stone. Fey.

pkrdang win dam. Dam or jetty to influence the current. Schieferdecker.

pierre-scoton. Cotton stone or fiber rock
(ore) in France. Sinclair, W. E., p. 484.
pier stow. Scot. A hard variety of freestone.
Fay.

pies. A local term for intermediate packs
without supporting walls. T.I.M.E.
pktrs. It. Stone; used in phrases, as pietra
dura. Standard, 1964.

piefra della raja. IL A fine-grained Permian
sandstone suitable for sawing finishing.

H
plebs dara. Hard and fine stones as those
used for inlay and the like. Crispin.
Odra sena& It. A gray sandstone quarried
neat Fiesole, Italy. Standard, 1964. Used
for building in Florence and other Italian
cities. Fey.

plefricatite. The correct spelling of rietrisikite, a name originally applied to a waxlike

natural

hydrocarbon_

Tomkeieff,

1954.

pktrokristallisados. Crystallization during
powerful lateral pressure (applied to the

formation of the central granite of the'

Alps). Holmes, 1928.
pielocrystafindloo. In petrology, the crystallization of magmas during orogenic defor-

mation and thus under a condition of
stress.

A.G.I.

piezoelectric. a. Having the ability to develop
surface electric charges when subjected to
elastic deformation, and conversely. A.G.I.
b. Oscillates in alternating current circuits
with frequencies harmonic with the stimulating frequency. A.G.1.

pkzoelectric ask. One of the directions in
a crystal in which either tension or compression will cause the crystal to develop
piezoelectric charges. Gaynnr.
piezoelectric detector. In seismic prospecting,

imaginary surface that coincides everywhere with the static level of the water in

Ogees blood. A &ep clear red; the gem

color of the most Wghly prized specimens
of die ruby. Hess.
pigeon blood agate. Local name for carnelian
or red and white agate from Cisco, Utah.
Shipley.

pigeonhole. a. A mein driven direct17 into
the coal seam from the edge of a strip pit.

Fey. b. Any small poorly equipped coal
mine. Fey. c. A hok in the shaft house
floor through which the bucket or skip is
raked or lower-J. Hess. d. An opening
left at the meeting of two sections of arch
work, permitting the workmen to close the
arch and to come out. The pigeonhole itself is closed from below. Stauffer.
pigeonhole checker. An irrangement of
checkerbrick such that each course of brick

is laid in spaced parallel rmrs with the
brick end to end and each alternate course

above and below has its parallel rows at

right angles to the intervening course.
A.R.!.
pigeon*. A prorene intermediate between

clinoenstatite and diopside. A mixture of
the molecules, (Mg,Fe)SiOs and CaMg(SiOs)s. A similar compound may occur
in the series between clinoenstatite and
hedenbergite. It has a small and variable

axial angle. From Pigeon Point, Minn.
English.

the aquifer. A.G.!. b. The surface to which

pig foot. a. An iron clamp shaped like a
attach the jack to the
pig's foot used

lead) convenient for storage, transporta-

pig honesty operator. One who melts and

tion, or melting; especially one of standard

size asd shape for marketing run directly
from the smelting furnace. Compare ingot. Webster 3d. b. A mold or channel in
the pig bed. Webster 3d. C. Pig iron, pig
lead. Webster 3d. d. A flask having two or
more tubulures to which smaller flasks may
be attached, and used especially to collect
fractions during fractional distillation.
Webster
e. A metal casting used in temelting. ASM Glom f. A heavily shielded

container (usually lead). Used to ship or
to

feed chain of a continuous electric coal
cutter. Fey. b. A pipe jack with a plg foot
at one end. Fey.

refines magnesium crystals into pure mag-

nesium in a crucible furnace. Also called
furnace tender. D.O.T. Sapp.
Pinot corer. A device for sampling bottom
sediments. A core banel is driven into unconsolidated material by an explosive
charge. A.G.I. Sapp.
piggyback conveyor. See long piggyback
conveyor. Nelson.
pig homier. A laborer who removes magnesium pigs from molds manually or with
a crowbar, wearing asbestos glom; also,

usually

he stamps heat numbers on pigs with hammer and punch. D.O.T. 1.

having a number of pipes which dismbute
compressed air coming through a single
large line. Nichols. h. A rest for blowpipe

plg hole. A hole in a steel furnace through

store

radioactive materials,

radioisotopes. LOL. g. An air manifold

or punty during the gathering operation.
AS7'M C162-66.
pig alesakmo. Raw aluminum cast into pig
form as it comes from the furnace. Merserean, 4th, p. 515.

pig mad ore process. Modification of the
open-hearth process of steel manufacture

with pig iron and iron ore as the charge.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

pig mod scrap process. Modification of the
open-hearth process of steel manufacture
with pig iron and steel as the charge. Bennett 2d, 1962.
pig back. To add pig iron to a molten charge
too much decarburized in the add openhearth process. Fay.

pig bed. A series of molds for iron pigs,
made in a bed of sand. Connected to each

other and to the taphole of the blast

furnace by channels, along which the molten metal runs. C.T.D.
pig bed mad. Eng. Molding sand. Arkell.

pig boiling. Wet puddling. Standard, 1964.
pig cask

One who pours molten magnesium

into hand ladles, and from ladles into
molds to form ingots. D.O.T. 1.
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which to put, in a crodble, an extra

charge of pig iron. Standard, 1964.
pig ins. a. High-carbon iron made by reduction of iron ore in the blast furnace. ASM

Gloss. b. Cast iron in the form of pigs.
ASM Gloss.

pig leorl. Commercial lead in large oblong
masses or pigs. Fay.

pigment sahrerals. The most important are

the red and yellow schen and brown

sienna, which consists of iron oxides with
some impurities, and the brown umbers in
which manganese oxide is also prcsent.

When the iron-oxide content is high the

term oxide is used in preference to ocher.
Nelson.
pignmab. Insoluble colored substances used
as bases in compounding ceramic colors,

inks, paints, etc. The term is more particularly applied to mineral bases as dis-

tinct from organic coloring mat= such

as dyes or stains, which are soluble in the
vehicle used. Enam. Diet.

pig metal. Metal, as brass or copper, in its
first rough casting. Standard, 1964.

pigodte. A salt of alumina and manic acid,
4A1sOs.CoHnOs.27Hs0, forrrd on the
surface of granite under the influence of

wet vegetation. Tomkeie

1954.

pigskin. A surface defect characterized by
a texture similar to that of pigskin. ASTM
C286-61T. Similar to alligator hide.

*picker. A man delegated to the duty of
punching or knocking pig iron out of chills

or molds at a blast-furnace, pig-casting
machine. Fay.

pigsty. a. Timber support ueed in stopes
to hold up the roof. Consists of square
frame of chocked round timbers and Is
filled with waste rock. See also cog. Pryor,
3. b. Aust. A timber cnb or chock used in
timbering wide seams or lodes. Fay.

pigsty 'lobelias. Hollow pillars built up of
logs Lid crosswise for supporting heavy
weights. Zern.

pig tam A laborer tvho helps pusher to

push loaded mine ea's over long distances
and up inclines where mechanical or mule
haulage is not used. Also called helper-qp.
D.O.T. I.
tia. Tin cast for pigs. Webster 3d.
pike. a. A pick or pickax. Webster 2d. b. The

horn or beak of an anvil. Webster 2d. c.
One of various sharp-pointed tools or hnplements. Webster 3d. d. A mountain or
hill having a peaked summit; uied especially in place names; a peak. Webster 3d.

plkeite. An obsolete name for an auetebearing phlogopite peridotite from Pae
County, Ark. A.G.!.

piketnas. S. Staff. One who uses a pick or
pickax, as a miner; a pickman. Webster
2d.

pike pole. A pole usually 12 to 20 feet long
with a pike in one end, used in directing
floating logs. Webster 3d. Also frequently

used in raising structural timbers, as in
raising the frame of a building. Fey.

Pike process. A method for the direct production of steel by passing reducing gases

over iron oxide ore, carburising the reduced ore, and alloying it in an electric
furnace. Thus, a reducing gas, heated to
900° C is passed over imn oidde ore to
produce metallic iron, and spent gas.
Part of the spent gas is cooled, dehumified

and freed of CO:, and again passed
thmegh the hot, partially reduced iron

oxide which converts CO to C0,4-C.

Inert gas is used to cool the carburized
iron which contains about 90 percent of
inetallic iron with sufficient C to effect
reduction of the remaining iron cm3de.
The carburized, partially reduced metal

is melted, reduced and alloyed in the

electric furnace. Osborne.
pet*. See cobbing, c. Fay.

pliandite. A variety of porphyry characterized
by th..: abundance of anorthoclase as phe-

riocrysts and in the groundmass; the porphyritic equivalent of hatherlite. Holmes,
1928.

pearl*. An aluminous variety of chrysocolla.
Standard, 1964.
pilbarite. a. Altered mackintoshite high in Pb.
A canary-yellow, amorphous (and pseudomorphous)

pillar-and-breast
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pigotite

mineral, ThON1.10ab0.-

2SiOi.2Hi0+2H2O; differs from thorogummite and mackintoshite in the
relative proportions of these constituents.
It is found as earthy nodules in the Albans
goldfield, Western Australia. Crosby, p. 48.

b. A discredited mineral term since it is
a mixture consisting of thorogummite and
kasolite. American Mineralogin, v. 43,
No. 5-6, Mey-June 1958, p. 626.

peck a. Corn. A portion of the lode let to
miners to work on tribute. Fay. b. A thick

apron worn by peat diggers. Standard,

pile ring. See driving band. Ham.

pie. a. A timber, steel, or reinforced concrete

pee shoe. The iron or steel point fitted to
the foot of a pile to give it strength to
pierce the earth and so assist driving.

ground to carry a vertical load (beaerig
pik) or a horizontal load from

pee slaking. A method of sinking a circular

1964.

plate or post which is driven into the
or water pressure
A spiked or sharped-ed

Nelson. b.
plank, beam, or

even pipe or girder w ich is forced forward or downward (sinking) into run-

ning ground with a view to support.
Maloof. c. A stack of ore or stones. Gordon.

d. A prop of timber. Gordon. e. Long
thick laths, etc., annvering in shafts in

loose or quick ground, the same purpose
as spills in Jewels, piles being driven vertically. Foy. f. A fortune. A miner who
has made money has made his pile. Fey.
g. The fagot or bundle of flat pieces of
iron prepared to be heated to weld heat
and then rolkd. Fey. h. To make up into
piles or fagots. Fey. I. An early term for
nuclear reactor. This term was introduced
because the first reactor was built by
piling up na tural uranium and graphite
blocks. 1-u

pile bridge. A bridge supported by piles.
Ham.

pee cap. a. A reinforced or mass concrete
top or connecting beam cast around the
head of a group of piles so that they will
act as a single unit to support the load
imposed upon them. Ham. b. A dolly.
C.T.D.
pee dam. A dam made by driving piles and
filling the interstices with stones. The
surfaces are usually protected with planking. Fey.
piled fouadatios. A foundation transferred
down on piles to solid bearing ground at
a considerable depth below the surface.
Ham.
pfle drawer. See pile extractor. Ham.
pee driver. a. A machine for driving down
p!les usually consisting of a high frame
with appliances for raising and dropping
a pile hammer or for supporting and
guiding a steam or air hammer. Also called pile engine. Webster 3d. b. An operator
of a pile driver. Webster 3d.
pee-driving equipment. An excavator base
machine fitted with jib, leaders, and hammar. Nelson.
pile extractor. A sheet piling extractor that
works on the same principle as the piledriving hammer, except that the force of

the blow is upward rather than down.

C.T.D.

or rectangular shaft through 20 to 30

feet of sand or mud at the surface. It

cannot be used for greater depths as each
ring of piles reduces the inside dimensions
of the shaft. See also pile; piling. Nelson.

Pilger tube-reducing process. See tube reducing. ASM Gloss.
piling. a. A method of supporting soft ground

of a quicksand nature in a sinking pit.

Sharpened timbers or steel strips are
driven in advance of the sinking to pro-

vide temporary support to the sides before

the shaft has been walled or concreted.

The method is only suitable for short
lengths of loose ground near the surface.

See also forepole. Nelson. b. Large timbers

or poles driven into the ground or the

bed of a stream to make a firm foundation.
Crispin.
Pilkington twin process. A continuous process
for the production of polished plate glass;
a continuous ribbon of glass is rolled,
annealed, and then simultaneously ground
on koth faces. See also float glass process.
Dodd.

pill. a. A loosely rolled cylinder of burlap
and Vs-inch-mesh hardware cloth pushed
down into a borehole ahead of a string

of drill rods to the point where a large
crevice or small cavity has been encounter-

ed. At this point the cylinder tends to
unroll partially, forming a mat that acts

as a barrier against which other hole-plugging agents may collect and help seal off
the opening. Long. b. See peel coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
pillar. a. An area of coal or ore left to support
the overlying strata or hanging-wall in a
mine. Pillars are sometimes left permanently to support surface works or against
old workings containing water. Coal pillars, such as those in pillar-and-stall

mining, are extracted at a later period.
See also barrier pillar; shaft pillar. Nel-

son. b. A solid block of coal, etc., varying
in area from a few square yards to several
acres. Fay. c. The part of coal left between
the individual rooms and entries in room-

and-pillar mining. Kentucky, p. 332. d.
A block of ore entirely surrounded by
stoning, left intentionally for purposes of

Carson, p. 270.
pile group. A number of piles driven or cast
in situ, will sustain a much heavier load
than a single pile can carry, especially
when connected by a pile cap. Ham.
pilehammer. This may be a drophammer, a

ground control or on account of low

which the last two are completely automatk. Steam hammers are also able to
operate on compressed air. See also hammerman; jetting. Ham.
pie bead. The top of a precast concrete pile,

pillar-and-breast. A system of coal mining in
which the working places are rectangular
rooms usually five or ten tinvi as long

steam hammer, or a diesel hammer of

protected during driving by packing under
a pile helmet and sometimes by a timber
dolly. The top of a timber pile is protected
by a driving lband. See also follower. Ham.

pee beim!. A cast-steel cap covering and
protecting the head of a concrete mie
during driving. See also dropharnmer.
Ham.

pee boop. An iron band put around the
head of a timber pile to prevent splitting.

Fey.

value. Spalding. e. A column of rock remaining after solution of the surrounding
rock. See also hoodoos; earth pillars.
A.G.I. f. In situ rock support between
multiple openings. BuMines Bull. 587,
1960, p. 2.

as they are broad, cpened on the upper
side of the gangway. The breasts usually
from 5 to 12 yards wide, vari with the
character of the roof. The rooms or breasts
are separated by pillars of solid coal
(broken by small cross headings driven
for ventilation) from 5 to 10 or 12 yards
wide. The pillar is really a solid wall of
coal separating the working places. When

the object is to obtain all the coal that
can be recovered as quickly as possible,
the pillars are left thin; but where this

plan is likely to induce a crush or squeeze

pilot bit

pillar-and-bream
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that may seriously injure the mine, larger

supported by pillars of the natural earth,
or by artificial pillars of stone, no timber
being used. Pay.
pillar sztractioa. The recovery or working

pillars are kft and after the mine has
becn worked out, the pillars are "robbed"
by mining from them until the roof comes

down and prevents further wxking. In
Cie steeply inclined scams of the anthracite regions the pillar-and-breast system
is employed by working the bed in "lifts'.
Also called pillar-and-stall; post-and-stall;

bord-and-pillar. Fay.
pillar-and-chamber. A pillar method of work-

ing often adopted in extracting a propor-

tion of thick deposits of salt or gypsum. The

method may be adopted where the value
of the mlneral in the pillars is :ess than the
cost of setting artificial supports. Nelson.

pillar-and-room. A system of mining whereby

solid bkeks of coal are left on either

side of miner's working places to support
the roof until first-Anining has been com

pleted, when the pillar coal is then recovered. Hudson. See also room-and-pillar.
pillar-and-stall. a. A system of working coal

and other minerals where the fast stage
of excavation is accomplished with the
rdof sustained by coal or ore. See also
pillar-and-breast; post-and-stall. Fay. b.
One of the earliest methods of working
coal seams in Great Britain. It is employed in thick seams and where valuable surface buildings require protection from
damage

by subsidence. A number

of

narrow roadways are driven in the coal

seam to a predetermined boundary. There
are two sets of roadways, driven at right

angles to each other, and thus the seam
is divided into a large number of square
or rectangular pillars. These pillars are
extracted at a later period. The driving
of the narrow roadways is termed working
the whole while pillar working is known

as working the broken. The width of the
roadways and their distance apart are
governed by the thickness and nature of
the coal seam and the type of roof and
floor. The main headings are driven

forward and connected at intervals by

crosscuts or stentons for ventilation and
as a second exit. The bords are driven off
the main headings at fixed distances
apart, and are connected at intervals by
walls. The width of the main headings,
crosscuts, and bords varies from 3 to 5
yards. The bords are driven from 15 to
60 yards apart. The walls are about 2 to

3 yards wide and driven at similar or

greater intervals according to the size of
pillars to be formed. Modern pillar-andstall mining is highly mechanized. See
also mechanized heading development.
Also called bord-and-pillar. Nelson.

pillar-and-stope. See square-set stoping. Fay.

pillar boss. In bituminous coal mining, a
foreman who supervises the work of
robbers in removing pillars of coal which
were left to support the roof of working
places during mining operations. Also

called rib boss. D.O.T. I.
pillar bursts. Failures of remnants, promontories as well as pillars, by crushing.
Spalding, p. 68.

pillar caving. Ore is broken in a series of
stopes or tall rooms, leaving pillars between. Eventually the pillars are forced
or allowed to cave under the weight of
the roof. McKinstry, p. 635.
pillar Coal. Coal secured in pillar robbing.
Fay.

pillar drive. A wide irregular drift or entry,
in firm dry ground, in which the roof is

away of the pillars of coal which were
left during the first operation of working in the pillar-and-stall method. Also
called pillar mining. See a/so jenkin;

jud; pillar robbing. Netun.
pillaring. a. Mit. The process of extracting

pillars. Also called robbing pillars; pulling
pillars. Fay. b. Jointing in slates, Denbighshire, Wales. Arks 11.

pillaring back. a. The operation of extracting
coal pillars, on the retreating system,

in a pillar method of working. Nelson.
b. See drifting back. Fay.

pillar line. Air currents which have definitely
coursed through an inaccessible abandoned

panel or area or which have ventilated a
pillar line or a pillared arca, regardless of

themethane content or absence of methane
in such air. I.C. 8149, 1963, pp. 8-9.
pillar man. a. A man who builds stone packs
in mine workings. Fay. b. See pack builder.

D.O.T. I.

pillar methods of wiakiag. Methods of
working coal seams, which have been

given different names in different coal-

fields, such as stoop-and-room in Scotland;

bord-and-pillar in Durham, England; and
single and double stalls in South Wales.

There are many modifications of pillar

mining, but in

general,

there are two

stages: (1) the driving of narrow road-

ways and thus forming a number of coal
pillars, and (2) the extraction of the
pillarsoften on the retreating system.
Pillar methods of mining are widely used
in the United States, while the longwall
method is favored in Great Britain. Pillar
methods are also used for working stratified deposits of ironstone rock salt, slate
and other layered minerals. Nelson.
pilLir mining systems. These include the
room-and-pillar system, the block system,
and the bord-and-pillar system. Woodruff,

v. 3 p. 18.

pillar roads. a. Roadways formed in coal
pillars. Nelson. b. Working roads or in-

clines in pillars having a range of longwall
faces on either side. Fay.
pillar robber. See robber, a. D.O.T. 1.
pillar robbing. a. The systematic removal of
the coal pillars between rooms or chambers

so as to regulate the subsidence of the

roof. Also called pillar drawing. Fay. b.
The removal of ore pillars in sublevel
stoping, or slicing. Fay. c. Formerly, in
pillar-and-stall mining, the coal pillars
left were too small, and the old miners
were satisfied to gain some coal by robbing

the pillars, usually from middle portions,
the coal remaining was too dangerous to
extract. Nelson.
pillar robbing and hand fining. See sublevel
stoping, b. Fay.
pillars. a. The natuial supports left

in a

mine for the purpose of supporting the
roof. Also called stumps. Ricketts, I. b.
Eng. Masses of marl full of fibrous gyp-

sum, up to 15 feet thick, Keuper, Derbyshire, and Staffordshire. Also called balls;
bullets. Arkell. c. Eng. See rolleyway pillars. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
pillar split. An opening or crosscut driven
through a pillar in the course of extraction. Grove.
pillar strength. The formula for pillar
strength can be expressed as follows:
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where the coefficient, C, is directly dependent upon friction. L is the least pillar

width, and T is the thickness. Coal Age,
v. 11, No. 8, August, 1966, p. 198.
pillar working. Working coal in much the
same manner as with the pillar-and-stall
system. Fay.

pillion. Corn. Tin left in the slag after the
first smelting. Webster 3d.
pillow basalt. Basalt in which large rounded
masses of pillows of firm rock are abund-

ant; the spaces between the masses are
filled with friable rock in which cavities

containing crystals are often present; commonly forms when lava flows meet water.
Sin ka n

pillow block. A metal-cased rubber block
that allows limited motion to a support
or thrust member. Nichols.
pillow lavas. A general term for lavas that
exhibit pillow structure, occurring mostly

(basalts and andesites)
and especially in the sodium-rich basalts
known as spilites. A.G.I.
pillow structure. a. The peculiar structure
exhibited by some basic lavas (especially
in basic lavas

spilites) which consist of an agglomeration
of rounded masses that resemble pillows,
bolsters, or filled sacks. The rounded masses or pillows fit closely upon one: another,

the hollows of one matching the prominences of another, and intervening spaces
are usually filled with such sedimentary
materials as chert, limestone, or hardened
shale. In general, the individual pillows
have a fine-grained or glassy skin, are
vesicular within, and in cross section exhibit a banded concentric structure. The
pillow structure is generally believed to

be the result of subaqueous deposition.
A.G.I. b. A structure assumed by some

sandstones resembling balls or pillows;
most characteristic of lower portions of
sandstone resting on shales. Also called
pseudonodules; slump balls; flow structure.
See also ball-and-pillow structure. Pettijohn.

pill press. In powder metallurgy, a press for
making small compacts. Bennett 2d, 1952.

pilollte. A name given to certain minerals
mountain cork and
mountain leather. Fay. Many, but not all,
pilolite3 are palygorskite. Hey 2d, 1955.
previously called

a. A cylindrical steel bar extending
through and about 8 inches beyond the
face of a reaming bit. It acts as a guide
that follews the original unreamed part
of the borehole and hence forces the
reaming bit to follow and be concentric

pilot.

th the smdler diameter, unreamed port-

ion of the original borehole. Long. b.

The cylindrical diamond-set plug, of somewhat smaller diameter than the bit proper,

set in the center and projccting beyond

the main face of a noncering bit. See also
pilot bit. Long.
pilotaxitic. A textural term propcsed by

Rosenbusch and applied to the groundof holocrystalline, a glass-free
(volcanic) rocks consisting of a feltlike
interweaving of lath-shaped microlites
(ordinarily plagioclase), commonly in flow
masses

lines. See also felty. A.G.I.

pilotaxitic texture. See pilotaxitic.
pilot bearing. A small bearing that kdeps the
end of a sha(t in line. Nichols.
pilot bit. a. A noncoring bit with a cylindrical
diamond-set plug of somewhat smaller

diameter than the bit proper set in the

pilot bob
center and projecting beyond the main
lace of the bit. Long. b. See plug bit;
drag bit. 8.5. 3618. 1963, sec. 3.
plot bob. The weight attached to a shaft
plumbline for the purpose of lowering
the line down the shalt. B.S. 3618,1963.
sec. I.

pilot barber. A small burner kept lighted to
rekindle the principal burner when desired

(as in a flash boiler). Webster 3d. The

light so maintained is called a pilot light
or pilot flame. Fay.
pilot cable. A cable similar in construction
to the pliable armor cable, having two,
three, or more cores as required, the thickness of the insulation being appropriate
to the lower working voltage. Mason, V.2,
0. 434.
pilot core protection. A feature of a remote
control circuit which opens the control
relay, and prevents it from closing, in

the event of an open circuit or a shortcircuit. BS. 3618, 1965, Sec. 7.

pilot drill. A small drill used to start a hole
in order to insure a larger drill running
true to center. Crispin.
pilot hole. a. A small hole drilled ahead of
a full-sized, or larger borehole. Long. b.

A borehole drilled in advance of mine
workings to locate water-bearing fissures

or formations. Long. c. A small tunnel
driven ahead of, and subsequently enlaiged to the diameter required in the
following full-size tunnel. Long.

pilot-hole cover. See cover, b. Long.
pilot lamp. A small electric bulb which lights

when power is turned on in a circuit,
Ham.

pilot method. The method of excavating a
tunnel by driving a small tunnel ahead,
and then enlarging its dimensions. Webster 3d.
pilot milL A comparatively small mill created

at a mine to work out the technique of
operation before erecting the permanent

plant. Hess.
pilot plant. A small-scale mill in which representative tonnages of ore can be tested-

under conditions which foreshadow (or
imitate) those of the full-scale operation
proposed for a given ore. Pryor, 4,

pilot reamer. An assemblage of a pilot, a pilot
reaming bit, and a reaming barrel. See also

pilot; pilot reaming bit. Long.
pilot reaming bit. A box-threaded, diamondset, annular-shaped bit designed to be

coupled to a pilot and used to ream a

borehole to a specific casing size. See also

pilot, a for a description of the pilot to

which the reaming hit is attached. Long.
pilot sampling. The taking of preliminary
samples of a mineral deposit to study its
mode of occurrence and its detailed structure, sometimes termed reconnaissance
sampling. Nelson.
pilot sequence. Sequence control by means
of a pilot cable is effected by means of a

low-voltage supply from one contactor
panel to the next, or by means of a line
voltage pilot cable. Each contactor has
an auxiliary contact which controls the
supply to the next contactor. In the lowvoltage system, the secondary of each
potential transformer is earthed at the
preceding panel through an auxiliary
switch which closes with the contactor.

Until these secondary potential transform-

er circuits are completed, by closing the
auxiliary contact, the next conveyor cannot start. The disadvantage of this system

pinching out
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is the cost of the pilot cables. Ssnelair.
V. a. 306.

plot AWL See pilot tunnel. Nelson.
pilot switch. See remote rontrol switch.
B.S. 3618. 1965. Sec. 7.
plot lost& See testing.

plot tam* plot dol. A small tunnel or
shaft excavated in the center and in advance of tthe main drivage to gain information about the ground, create a

free face and thus simplify the blasting
operations. Nelson.

pilot valve. a. A small hand-operated valve
to admit liquid to operate a valve difficult

to turn by hand. Fay. b. A relay valve
that controls the operation of another
valve. Webster 3d. c. A small balanced

valve, operated by a governor or by hand,
whjch controls a supply of oil under pmssure to the piston of a servometer or relay
connected to a large control valve, which it
is desired to operate. Also called relay valve.

C.T.D. d. In a compressor, an automatic

valve which regulates air pressure. Nichols.
pilot wedge. A half-cylinder member, about

5 inches-long, coupled to the lower end
of a Hall-Rowe deflection wedge, by

means of which the deflection wedge may

be oriented in a specific manner in reference to a matching half-cylinder surface on the upper end of the wedge
(drive wedge). This is driven into the
wooden plug placed about 8 feet below the
point in a borekole where a deflection is to

be made. Also called wedge pilot. Long.
Pilz furnace. A circular or octagonal shaft
furnace, maintaining or increasing its diam-

eter toward the top, and having several
tuyeres; used in smelting lead ores. Fay.

pimelite. a. A massive or earthy apple-green
hydrous silicate, containing magnesium,
nickel, aluminum, and iron; named from

its unctuous quality. Standard, 1964. b.

Synonym for alipite. Hey 2d, 1955.
pi-meson. See pion. L&L.
pimple metal. Crude copper matte of about

78 percent copper, obtained from the

srrielting of sulfide copper ores. Bennett
2d, 1962.

pimplestone. Pebblestone. Fay.

pimpley. Coal with small nodules of ironstone running through it. Nelson.
pimp rock. Shrop. Conglomerate. Arkell.

pin. a. Scot. A tally for counting tubs or
cars of ore or coal. Pins were formerly
made by the miners, each miner's pins

having a distinguishing device, initial, or
number. Fay. b. See wedge rock. Fay. c.
Eng. A thin bed of ironstone in the coal
measures. Fay. d. The currently accepted
term for that part of a cylindrical or tubular member threaded on its outside surface. Long. e. As used by handsetters, to
build up or repair a worn spot on a bit by
insetting a metal pin peened into a hole

drilled into the metal of the bit face at
the worn or eroded spot. Long. f. A sharp

metal shaft used to fasten two or more
objects together; a coupling or dowel.
Long. g. An item of kiln furniture; it is
a small refractory saddle for use in con-

junction with a crank. See also kiln
furniture; saddle; crank. Dodd.
pinacoid. In crystallography, a crystal form
consisting of exactly two parallel faces.
In the hexagonal and tetragonal systems,
only a basal pinacoid is possible, parallel
to the lateral axes and cutting the vertical c axis at right, angles. In the orthorhombic system, basal, side or brachy, and

hunt or macro pinacoids are pcible; in
the monoclinic system, basal, fruat or
ortho, side or chew. and an indefinite
number of inclined pinacoids parallel

t

the orthoaxis b are possible; in the tri-

clinic systems, pinacoidal class, only pinecoids are possible. In an obsolete nomenclature, only those pinacoids that are
m.rallel to plane° containing two crystal-

lographic axes are so designated, others
being called hemiprisms, etc., according
to their orientation. A.G.1.
**biotite. A black mineral with I perfect
cleavage and metallic luster, 3Mg0.8,0,.-

MnO.Mni0,; Mohs' hardness, 6; and

specific gravity, 3.88. lArsen, p. 208.
pin boy. One who cleans broken pins (trian
gular pd.-in-shaped pieces of fired clay)

out of pinholes in saggers so that new
pins may be inserted to support plates or
other glazed ware that is being placed in
saggers by glost-kiln placer for firing.
D.O.T.!.

pinch. a. The binding action caused when
borehole otalls close in before casing is
emplaced, resulting from rock failure
when 'drilling in formations having a low
compressional strength. Long. b. To caulk
a diamond unevenly or too tightly in
handsetting, causing the stone to break.
Long. c. To force a diamond bit into an
undersize hole, thereby squeezing the bit
and possibly damaging the outside or
gage stones. Long. d. Eng. See pinch bar.
SMRB, Paper No. 61. e. A compression

of the walls of a vein, or the roof arid
floor of a coal bed, which more or less
completely displaces the ore or coal. Also

called pinch out. Standard, 1964. f. A
thin place in a mineral zone or where
the zone itself almost or quite disappears

and in other places widens out into extensive bodies of ore. Fay. g. A kind of
crowbar for breaking down coal. Fay. h.
To move (heavy machinery, etc.) short
distances at a time by means of short
holds with a crowbar or pinch bar. Fay.
pinchbar. a. A kind of crowbar with a short

projection and a heel or fulcrum at the
end; a pinch. Used to pry forward heavy
objects. Standard, 1964. b. Eng. A steel

bar, about 5 feet long, used for getting
down stone or coal. Also called pinch.
SMRB, Paper No. 61.
pinchbeck metal. An alloy of 80 percent

copper and 20 percent zinc. Fay.
pinchcock. A clamp used on a flexible tube
to regulate the flow of a fluid through the
tube. Webster 3d.

pinched. Where a vein narrows, as if the
walls had been squcezed in. When the
walls meet, the vein is said to be pinched
out. Fay. See also pinching out; pinch, e.
pincher. In glass making, a nipping tool for
shaping at one operation the outside and
inside of the neck of a bottle. Standard,
1964.

pinchers. Surface disturbances which result
from the rolling processes and which
ordinarily appear as fernlike ripples running diagonally to the direction of rolling.
ASM Gloss.

pinches. The narrow portions of lodes. See
also makes. Nelson.
pinching. The continued thinning of a stratum in a given direction until it vanishes,
and the formations it once separated are
in contact. A.G.I.
pinching out. When a lode or stratum nar-

pinching out
rows down and disappean. See also pinch,
C. B.0 I

pin timbering
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combustible foreign matter us the cover
coat. Dodd. b. Pinholes in glazes also re-

plocWog tamp. la glaumakiiag. a pair of
tongs on the jaws of which are two die,
that, when closed, form a mold for or-

sult from hunt bubbles; here, most of

of a pendant is made by a pin between

in pottery biscuit ware, and in subsequent
stages of processing, is air occluded in the
clay dueng its preparation. Dodd. d. Pinholes in plasto molds originate in air
attached t the partides of plaster during
blending; this can be eliminated by blending the plaster in a vacuum. Dodd.
pinhole dos. An instrument used to illuminate etched section: of quartz from below

napental pc adasan. which are thus made
from molter glass. The eye in the end

the jaws of the tongs. Standard, 1964.
pinch oat. A trap formed by the disappear-

ance or wedging out of a porous, permeable rock between two layers of ir.,pervious rock. Williams. Ste also pinch,

e; nip out.

pinch pass. A pass of sheet material through

rolls to effect a very small reduction in
thickness. ASM Gloss.

pinch spalling. Mechanical palling. A.I.S.I.
No. 24.

pinch trimming. Trimming the edge of a
tubular part or shell by pushing or pinching the flange or lip over the cutting edge
of a stationary punch or over the cutting

edge oi a draw punch. ASM Gloss.

pin cracks. Leic. Small fissures in coal seamu

filled with water and gas. Fay.

Older concentrator. A revolving table on
which are tapering spiral copper cleats
on a linoleum cover. The tailings are
washed over the riffl,:s and off the edge,
while the concentrates are delivered at
the end of the riffles. Liddell 2d, p. 388.
pin disk mill. A type of rotary disintegrator
sometimes used (more particularly on the

Ccntinent and in the United States) for

the size reduction of clay. Dodd.
pindy. Corn. A carbonaceous shale. Fay.
pineapple. a. A cast roller, designed to keep

the haulage rope centered between rail
tracks. Helicospiral grooves on the sides
return a straying rope to the central

grooves. Works in one direction only.
Pryor, 3. b. Synonym for line oiler. Long.
pine oil. Commercial distillate of wood
widely used as frothing agent in flotation
process. Pryor, 3.

pine tar. A vegetable tar made from the
resin of pines or other conifers. Used as
a lubricant when adherence is one of the
important features; hence quite frequent-

ly, it is mixed with petroleum greases and
waxy substances to make an adherent
lubricant commonly used as a rod dope.
Long.

pine-tar oil. See tar oil, wood. CCD 6d, 1961.

pine tree crystal. A type of dendrite. ASM
Gloss.

pin expansion test. A test for determining
the ability of tubes to be expanded or for
revealing the presence of cracks or other
longitudinal weaknesses, made by forcing

a tapered pin into the open end of a
tube. ASM Gloss.
pin fire opnl. Opal exhibiting pinpoint color
flashes smaller and usually less regularly
spaced than the patches in harlequin
opal. Shipley.
ping. An acoustic pulse signal projectcd by
an echo-ranging transducer. Hy.
pingos d'agoa. A Brazilian name, meaning
'drops of water,' for perfectly colorless and
water-clear pebbles of topaz. C.M.D.

*guile. A soft oil-green variety of the
hydrous silicate, chloropal. Fay.
pinhead blister. See blister, c. ASM Gloss.
pinhole. a. A fault in vitreous enamelware.

It is the result of a blister that has burst
and partially healed; the usual sources of

the gas that gave rise to the blister are
a hole in the base metal or a speck of
264-972 0-68-53

the gas has its origin in the air between

the particles of powdered glaze becoming

trapped ss the glaze beim% to mature.
Dodd. c. A frequent source of pinholes

through a small hole for the purpose of

obtaining light figures. AM, I.
pinhole porosity. Porosity, in either castings
or metal formed by electrodeposition, resulting from numerous small holes distributed throughout the metal. ASM Gloss.
pin in. To fill the interstices of masonry with
small pieces of stone. Standard, 1964.

pinion. Smaller of pair of toothed wheels,
for example, the pinion geared to the
driven crown wheel of ball mill. Pryor, 3.

pinion gear. A drive gear that is smaller
than the gear it turns. Nichols.

pinIt.. a. A general term used to include a
large number of alteration products of
iolite,

spodumene,

nephelite, scapolite,

feldspar, and other minerals. A hydrous

siiicate of aluminum and potassium. Dana
17.

b. A variety of muscovite used in

ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961.
pink ash. Penn. An anthracite which, when
burned, leaves a pink ash. Fay.
pink beryl. Same as morganitc. Shipley.
pinked topaz. Pink topaz artificially colored
by heating yellow or brown varieties. See
also heated stone. Shipley.
pinking. Heating topaz to change its color
to pink. Shipley.
pink moonstone. Pink girasol
Shipley.

scapolite.

pink sapphire. Pale to light-red corundum
as distinguished from full red or dark red
which is ruby. As yet there is no standard
of determining the dividing line between
these, the more highly transparent stones
of light to full color being often classed
as

sapphire while more often a much

paler stone is called Ceylon ruby. Shipley.

pink topaz. Topaz either naturally pink or

artifiically colored pink by heating yellow
or brown varieties. See also pinked topaz.
Shipley.
pink wollastonite. Lilac-colored pyroxene
(diopside) from the region of San Francisco, Calif. Schaller.
pinmaker. One who makes potter's pins for
supporting glazed ware in saggers for

firing in glost kiln. D.O.T.!.
pin mark; point mark. A visible imprint on
the back of ware left by processing tools;
sometimes synonymous with burning tool
mark. ASTM C286-65. See also burning
marks.
pinnacle. a. Any high tower or spire-shaped
pillar of rock, alone or cresting a summit.
A tall, slender, pointed mass; especially,
a lofty peak. A.G.I. b. A sharp pyramid or
cone-shaped rock under water or showing

above it. A.G.I. c. In alluvial mining, a
limestone bedrock of an irregular and

serrated type, difficult for dredge buckets
to work in while trying to clean the deposit down to bedrock. Pryor, 3.

pinnate. A compound leaf having leaflets

arranged in two ranks, one on each side
of the rachis. See also sdgmaria. Nelson.

*misty webs& A type of net venation in
which the secondary veins branch out in
parallel fashion from the single midrib

of a leaf blade. A.G.I.
pinned couple& A drill-rod coupling that
has been permanently attached to the

body of the rod by a metal dowel (or
pin) driven into a small hole drilled at
the point in the rod where the coupling

is screwed into the body of the rod. Long.
pinnel. a. Boulder clay, from Cumberland,
Northumberland, and Lancashire, England, and North Wales. Ariel!. b. Coarse
gravel or sandstone conglomerate. Arkeil.
pinning. a. N. Staff. Bratticing in headings.
Fay. b. Small stones for filling in masonry
interstices. Webster 3d. c. The process of
fixing pins in kiln furniture. See also pin,
g. Dodd.
pinning stone. a. Eng. A hard calciferous

grit, used for roads and rough paving,

Wealden beds. Stammerham, near Horsham. Arkell. b. Small stones used for
filling the interstices of masonry, especial-

ly as in dry stone walls. Arkell.
pinnock. Eng. Sticky red clay, mixed with
small stones, unkindly soil; from Kent.
Compare pinny clay. Arkell
pinnoite. A yellowish, tetragonal mineral,

MgO.B203.3H20; Molls' hardness, 3 to 4;
and specific gravity, 2.29. Larsen, p. 70.
pinnule. One of the lobes or segments when

a leaflet of a pinnate leaf is itself more
or less divided into parts in a pinnate

manner. Nelson.
pinny clay. A bluish sort of clay, very hard,
brittle and rugged. Compare pinnock.
Arkell.

pinny land. Eng. Arable land where chalk
comes close to the surface, as opposed to
the deeper clay land, Wiltshire. Arkell.
pinolite. A metamorphic rock containing cry-

stals of magnesite in a schistose matrix.

Holmes, 1920.
pin puller. A laborer who removes studs from

aluminum reduction pots by operating a
motor-driven hydraulic jack. D.O.T.].
pins. a. S. Wales. Thin and irregular ironstone beds or nodules. See also mine, g.
Nelson. b. Bowl pins, triangular supports
used in placing glost ware in saggers.
ACSG, 1963.
pins, burning. Referring to burning pins. See

burning bars. Hansen.
pin scratch. A pattern formed by scratching
lines through the raw g:aze with a sharp
point. ACSG, 1963.
pintadoite. a. A green hydrous vanadate of
calcium, 2CaO.V208.9H20. An efflorescence on sandstone. From Canyon Pintado,

Utah. English. b. A vanadium ore. Osborne.

pin thread. The thread on the outside surface
of a cylindrical or tubular member. Long.
pin timbering. A roof support method following two basic principles: (1) that of drill-

ing holes vertical or at an angle into the

roof and anchoring roof bolts into a strong
firm structure above the lower weak layers
thereby suspending the weak roof on bolts

from the strong roof above, and (2) the
binding of several layers of weak strata
into a beam strong enough to support its
weight across the working place. The
advantage of pin timbering is that support can be provided at the face without
posts being in the way of equipment and

more freedom is provided for shuttle cars

pin timbering
and other equipment in tramming. Set
dm roo( bolting. Kentucky, p. 145.

A vertical pin fastened at the bottom
that serves as a center id rotation. Nichol..
Oath book A towing device consisting of
a fixed lower jaw, a hinged and lockable
plado.

upper jaw, and a socket between them
to hold a sow ring. Nichoh.

Lola-to-box. Tne currently accepted term for
a coupling, one end of which is threaded

on thu outside 'pin) and the opposite
end threaded on the inside (box). For-

designated as a male-to-female
coupling. See also sub. Long.
pin-to-pin. The currently accepted term for
a coupling, both ends of which are threadmerly

ed on the outside. Formerly designated
as a

ow:e-to-male Toupling. See also

Sub. Long.

pin-type slat conveyor. Two or more endless
chains to which crossbars are attached at
spaced intervals, each having affixed to

it a series of pointed rods extending in a
vertical plane on which work is carried.
Used principally in spraying or washing
operations where the least amount of area
of the product is contacted. ASA MI14.11958.

pinwheel garnet. A garnet crystal that has
been rotated during metamorphic movement. A.G.I. Supp.

Plobert lines. The same as Laders lines.
ASM

pion. An elementary particle; the contraction
of pi-meson. The mass of a charged pion

is about 273 times that of an electron.
An electrically neutral pion has a mass
264 times that of an electron. LstL.

pioneer. Corn. An able pickman; a tin miner.
Fay.

pioneer bench. The first bench in a quarry
which is blasted out. It is usually at the
top of the rock to be quarried. Fay.
pioneering. The first working over of rough

or overgrown areas. Vichols.
pioneering wave. Synonymous with advance
wave. 'This term is used in British reports

of coal-dust explosions. Rice, George S.
pioneer road. A primitive, temporary road
built along the route of a job, to provide
means for moving equipment and men.
Nichols.

pioneer wave. The advance vibration set up
by a colliery explosion. See also shock
wave. Nelson.
pip. a. An identation provided in the surface

of a bit mold or die in which a diamond
is set. Long. b. An echo trace on an electronic indicator screen. Hy. c. A small re-

fractory button with a point on its top

surface; ware is supported on the point.
Also, an item of kiln furniture. See also
kiln furniture. Dodd.
pipage. a. The carriage of oil, gas, water,
etc., through pipes; also, a system of pipes

for this purpose. Standard, 1964. b. The
charge for such carriage. Standard, 1964.
pipe. a. An elongated body of mineral; a
narrow portion of rich ore extending down

thelode. Fay. b. The name given to the
fossil trunks of trees found in coalbeds.

c. One of the vertical cylindrical
masses of volcanic agglomerate in which
diamonds occur in the Republic of South
Africa. Webster 3d. d. A roughly cylindrical and vertical geological formation, such
as a firn pipe or a sand pipe. Webster 3d.
e. The eruptive channel opening into the
crater of a volcano. Webster 3d. f. N.S.W.
A cylindrical siliceous intrusion formed
Fay.

pipeline transport
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is an offshi,ot from a larger igneous in-

trusion often cwitaining such minerals as
tin, copper, molybdenum, bismuth, tungsten, gold, etc. New South Wales. g. Formed where the structural control guides the
rninTraliution along channels of marked
bertkal continuity, but of relatively smati
horizontal dimensions. Fault intenections
are typical. Alm caller chimney. Leuti.t,

p. 410. h. The central cavity formed by

contraction in metal, especially ingots,
during solidification. ASA, Gloss. i. The
defect in wrought or cast products resulting from such a cavity. ASM Glon. j.

An extrusim defect due to the oxidized
surface of the billet flowing toward the
center of the rod at the back end. ASM
Glom. k. A tubular, metal product, cast
or wrought. ASM Gloss. I. A tube of common steel, usually threaded externally on

each end to permit joining two or more
lengths together by means of internally
threaded coupling. Compare drill pipe.
Long. m. To throw water upon from a
hydraulic pipe. Webster 3d. n. See fielddrain pipe; sewer pipe. Dodd. u. A cavity

at the top of a fusion-cast refractory re-

sulting from the contraction of the molten
material as it cools. Dodd.
pipe amygdules. Amygdules of pipelike form
extending upwards with swellings or bi-

furcations from the base of a lava flow,

to which they may be normal or inclined.
The form and location of these amygdules
are probably due to the flow of lava over
a moist floor. Holmes, 1928.

pipe bit. A bit designed for attachment to
standard coupled pipe for use in socketing

the pipe in bedrock. Can be set with

diamonds or other abrasive materials.
Long.

pipe blister. A large bubble sometimes produced on the inside of handmade glassware by impurities or scale on the blowpipe. Dodd.
pipe clamp. a. A device similar to a casing
clamp, used in the same manner on a
pipe as a casing clamp is used on casing.
See also casing clamp. Long. b. A pipe
wrench constructed like a parmalee
wrench. Long.

pipe clay. a. Clay forming the surface of
bedrock and upon which the gravel of
deep leads frequently lies. Nelson. b. Ori-

ginally any clay suitable for making tobacco pipes, but the term is now used to

include all white-burning clays of considerable plasticity. Nelson. c. Masses of fine
clay, generally of lenticular form, found
embedded in hydraulic gravel banks. Fay.
pipe coil. a. A device which measures only
the density of the magnetic components of
a slurry. This electromagnetic sensing unit
is mounted on a section of rubber of stainless-steel pipe which is installed as a section of the slurry-carrying pipeline. All
components are exterior to the pipe, and
there is no obstruction to flow. The pipe
coil is used widely in magnetic taconite
and heavy-media plants. By combining
this device with other instruments, it is
possible to continuously measure the oreto-media. ratio. See also automation. Nelson. b. Pipe used for heatiy)g, usually in
(1) parallel lines connected to heaters at
the end, forming a grid; or (2) in parallel

lines with ends alternately connected to
adjacent lines by bends, forming a socalled continuous coil. Strock, 10.

illye collar. Synonym for pipe coupltng
Long
pipe constant. Su pipe factor. &Lon

pip cooftalati. An internally threaded, short,

deevekke member of ordinary neel used
to join kngths of pipe. Sometimes incor-

rectly called pipe collar; pipe sleeve. Looms.
pipe cutler. A tool for cutting wrought iron

or steel pipes. The curved end which
partly encircles the pipe carries one or
more cutting disks. Freed of the cutter is

regulated by a screw as the tool is rotated
around the pipe. Critpin.
piped air. Air conducted to workings or

tunnel face through air p:pes. See aho
auxiliary ventilation. Nelson.

pipe dog. A handtool that is used to rotate
a pipe whose end is accenible, consisting
of a small, short steel bar whose end is

bent at right angles to the handle, and

then quickly returned, leaving only enough

space between the jaws to slip over the

wall of pipe. Fay.
pipe drivehead. A drivehead that is coupled
to a pipe. See also drivehead, b. Long.
pipe drive shoe. Synonym for drivepipe shoe.
Long.

pipe elevator. A device similar to a casing
elevator, used to raise and lower outside-

coupled pipe in a borehole. Long.
pipe factor. a. Correction made when drilling
running ground, alluvial gravels, and
sands. The volume actually extracted over

a measured depth is compared with that
which would be obtained over the true
drill pipe area and distance, any discrepancy being due to inrush or sands or forcing out of sand by the pumping action
during drilling. Pryor, 3. b. The assumed
cross-sectional area of a length of borehole when estimating the in situ volume
of a core sample. Also called pipe constant.
Nelson.

plpe finisher. One who finishes the socket
and spigot ends of moist clay sewer nipe
sections. Also called corrugator; finisher,
pipe. D.O.T. 1.
pipefitter. See pipeman, a. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 4.

pipe fittings. A general term referring to
ells, tees, various branch connectors, etc.,
used in connecting pipes. Crispin.
pipe friction. The drag created on the out-

side of a pipe being driven into overburden material pressing and rubbing

against the outside surface of the pipe and
couplings. See also skin friction, d.

its

Long.

pipe grab. A clutch for catching and raising
a well pipe. Standard, 1964.
pipe grip. In steamfitting and pipefitting, an
implement consisting of an iron bar with
a curved end and provided with a chain
of square links to hook onto the jaws of
the curved end. See also chain tongs. Fay.

pipe jack. An iron pipe with a clamp or

pigfoot upon one end and a curved point
upon the other. It is wedged between the
floor and roof of a mine room to hold the
feed chain of a continuous electric coal
mining machine. Fay.
pipeline. a. A line or conduit of pipe, sometimes many hundred miles long, through
which petroleum is conveyed from an oil

region to a market or to reservoirs for

refining. Standard, 1964. b. A line of pipe

with pumping machinery and apparatus

for conveying a liquid, or gas. Fay.
pipeline gager. See gager. D.O.T. 1.

pipeline transport. Long distance pipelines

pipeline transport

piston clearance

used for hydraulic transport of coal, gilsonite, copper concentrates and simslar
materials. Local transport in mines has
been utilized in France. A 108 mile 10

inch pipeline of the Pittsburgh Coal Company has been ope.ating since 1958 taming 4,000 tt, ni per day. LetVii. p. 235. See
also hydraulil transport.

pipeman. a. A man engaged ir. laying or
repairing pipelines. Also called pipefitter.

BS. 3618, 1963, sec. 4. b. Mine worker

who repairs, lengthens, and maintains the
pipelines for air and water in mints.
Stoces, v. 1, p. 649. C. A workman in
charge of a pipe, especially in hydraulic
mining. Webster 2d. d. One who inspects
and repairs the air brakes of railroad cars.
Webster 3d.

pipe metal. An alloy of tin and lead, and
sometimes zinc, for making organ pipes.
Webster 3d.

pipe opal a. Long, narrow cigar-shaped
opalized fossils. Shipley. b. Aust. Local

name for sandstone opal. Shipley.
pipe ore. Iron ore (limonite) in vertical
pillars, sometimes of conical or hourglass
form, imbedded in clay. Probably formed
by the union of stalactites and stalagmites
in caverns. Fay.
pipe oven. A hot-blast oven in which the air
passes through pipes exposed to the heat
of burning gas in brick conduits. Fay.

pipe passer. One who transfers green clay
sewer pipe from skidman II at entrance of
kiln to setter inside kiln. Also called kilnman. D.O.T. 1.
pipe rress. The name commonly applied to
the machine used for molding sewer pipe.
Fay.

pipe prover. An apparatus for testing the

tightness of a pipeline or system, usually
by hydraulic pressure. Standard, 1964.

piper. a. Lanc. A feeder of gas in a coal
mine. Fay. b. Sometimes applied
blower of gas in coal mines. Nelson.

to a

pipe-rack drier. A drier in which pallets of
ware are placed on neated pipes. ACSG,
1963.

pipe sm.p11.1. a. Samplin4 by mears of
drivenipe in ac .snuslatsons of crushed
rniciaes or of material where the !sillier
pieces are not usually greater than 2
inches. The adancing end of the pipe is
generally sharpened to provide a cutting
edge, and sotretimes contracted in diameter so that material once entered will not
readily fall out when the pipe is lifted.
Also called gun sampling. Truscott, p.

149. b. See drivepipe. Nebon.
pipe sympling for soils. See sampling pipe.
Nelssn.

pipe shoe. Synonym for pipe drive shoe.
Long.

pipe-shoe bit. A bit similar to a pipe bit,
except that the set insine diameter is
larger. Generally, it is used in a one-shot
attempt to drill pipe through overburden
into bedrock. A pipe-shoe hit is recovered
only when the drivepipe is pulled out of
the completed borehole. Lo lg.

pipe sleeve. Synonym for pipe coupling.
Long.

pipectone. A pink or mottled pink-and-white

aisillaceous stone carved by the Indians
into tobacco pipes. Compare catlinite.
Webster 3d..

pipe string. The total amount of any given
size of pipe used as standpipe, drivepipe,
or casing in a borehole. Long.

pipe tap. A tap for making internal threads
within pipe fittings. ASM Gloss.

pipe-thread protector. Synonym for thread
protector. Long.

pipe tongs. a. A hand tool for gripping or
rotating pipe. Fay. b. Synonym for chain
tongs. Long.

pipette. a. A small piece of apparatus with
which fluids are transferred, measured, or
absorbed (as in chemical operations) and
which in the simplest form consists of a
narrow glass tube into which the liquid is
drawn up by suction and in which it is
retained by closing the upper end. Webster 3d. b. As a verb, to transfer, to draw
off, to measure, or to apply with a pipette.
Webster 3d.

piperno. A local Italian name applied to the
trachytic tuffs of the Phlegraeln fields in
the vicinity of Naples, Italy. The rock is
characterized by a eutaxitic structure and

pipette analysis. The size analysis of fine-

lenticles of dark glass (fiamme) in a light-

tion of particle size. See also Andreasen

the presence of numerous stringers and

colored, porous, glassy matrix and generally considered to be a type of welded
tuff. A.G.I.

Scot. Quartzite perforated by
vertical wormcasts and burrows, Lower
Cambrian. Compare pencil ganister; pen-

pipe-rock.

ciled firestone. Arkell.

grained sediment made by removing sam-

ples from a suspension with a pipette:

A.G.I. Supp.
pipette method. A method for the determinapipette. Dodd.

pipe turner. One who removes sections of
green sewer pipe from pipe press, turns
them socket end up to protect sockets
from damage in handling, and places them

on hand trucks for removal. Also called

pipe roller. One who rolls finished sewer

turner. D.O.T. I.
pipe vein. a. A mass of ore, generally parallel

ing within conveyance. D.O.T. I.
pipes. a. Ore shoots of comparatively small

Ricketts, Q. 127. b. Derb. An ore body of
elongated form. See also pipe, a. Fay.
pipe wiper. A device built similar to a rod
wiper but designed to be used on a drill
pipe. See also rod wiper. Long.
pipe wrench. An instrument or device having

pipe, or carries it on shoulder if it is too
large, from storage yard to trucks or boxcars and rolls it up inclined skid for stow-

area which generally occur at the intersection of two veins which are otherwise
valueless. The diamond-bearing ultrabasic
breccia (blue ground) at Kimberley,
Union of South Africa, occurs in pipes in

black shale. Nelson. b. Tubular columns
for conducting fluids, for example, air
pipes. Nelson.

pipe sampler. A device for sampling a pile
of ore, consisting simply of a small iron
pipe which is driven into the pile and
which, when withdrawn, brings a core of
ore with it. Fay.

to the stratification, but quite irregular.

one fixed and one adjustable jaw, both
serrated and attached to a handle. When

the handle is pulled ,the jaws grip a cylindrical object with increasing firmness.
Long. There are many forms, such as Alligator, Stillson, Trimco, etc. Fay.

piping. a. In hydraulic mining, discharging
water from the nozzles on the auriferous
gravel. Fay. b. The act or process of driving standpipe, drivepipe, or casing into
overburden, Long. c. The flow of water

tinder Or alliand a It/ LIC tuft built on
permeable foundations which will remove
material from beneath. the structure. See

alio water creep. Nelson. d. The movetrent ol so-11 partici.

by percolating water

leading to the development of channels
ASCE P1826. e. The tubular depression
caused by contncion during cooling, on
the top of iron slid steel ingots. See abo
pipe, a. Fay.
piracy. The diversion of the upper part of
a

stream by the headward growth of

another stream. Same as beheading; stream
capture; stream robbery. Fay.

pirate stream. One of two streams in adjacent valleys that has been able to deepen
its valley more rapidly than the other, has

extended its valley headward until it has
breached the divide between them, and

has captured the upper portion of the
neighboring stream. Lees.

Om. Scot A fiat-rope winding drum. Fay.

pirssoolte. A colorless to white hydrous carbonate of sodium and calcium, Na3CO2.CaC0i.2H30. Prismatic crystals. Orthorhombic hemimorphic. From Borax Lake,
Calif. English.
pisanite. A blue, iron sulfate in which part
of the iron is replaced by copper, (FeCu)SO4+7}130. Sanford.
pisée. See touf. ACSG, 1963.
pisolite. a. A spherical or subspherical, accretionary body over 2 millimeters in diameter. A.G.I. b. Applied to volcanic pellets
formed by the accretion of fine ash or dust

around raindrops or around a nucleus
fragment which rolls along the ground.
Obsolete. See also accretionary lapilli.
A.G.I.

pisolith. A small spheroidal particle with

concentrically laminated internal structure,
ranging from 1 to 10 millimeters in diameter. The unit particle in the rock, pisolite.
A.G.I.

pisolitic. Consisting of rounded grains like

peas or beans. Fay.
pisolitic tuff. An indurated pyroclastic deposit

made by chiefly of accretionary lapilli or
pisolites. A.G.I.
pisosparite. A limestone similar to oösparite
except that it contains pisolites rather than
oolites. A.G.I. Supp.
pissasphalt; pissasphaltum. A soft bitumen of
the consistency of tar, black and possessing a strong smell. See also maltha. Fay.
pissasphaltum. See pissasphalt. Fay.
pisselaeum. A variety of bitumen. Fay.

pissophane. Wax-impregnated hydrophane.
See also pyrophane. Shipley.

pistacite. A variant spelling of pistazite.

A synonym for epidote. C.M.D.; Rice.
pistazite. Synonym for epidote; more current
in Europe than in the United States. Used
in rock names for epidote. Fay.

pistol pipe. In metalworking, the tuyere of
i hot-blast furnace. Fay.
pistols. Eng. Thin tilelike stone, rubbish,
Lower Lias, Keinton Mandeville. Arkell.
piston. The working part of a pump, hydrau-

lic cylinder, or engine that moves back and
forth in the cylinder; it is generally
equipped with one or several rings or cups

to control the passage of fluid. It ejects
the fluid from the cylinder, as in a pump,

or receives force from the fluid, which
causes a reciprocating motion, as in an
engine. Long.

piston clearance. The space remaining at
the end of a cylinder when the piston has
reached the position of its extreme travel
toward that end. Long.

piston displacement
A volume in cubic
photo dispincamnst.
anther, (Aloft., or other units of measure
swept out at a cylinder per stroke, ot
during A 'Worn period, by a piston. Long.
b. The amount of air displaced by moving
all pistons of an engine or compressor from

the bottom to the top of their stroke.
Nichols.

*tea drill. A heavy drill mounted either

on a horizontal bar or on a short horizontal arm fastened to a vertical column. On

the end of the rod is a chuck in which

the drill steel is clamped. The pistons have

a stroke of from 4 to 6 inches and deliver

from 300 to 600 blows per minute. The
cylinder is mounted on a carriage which
can be moved back and forth by a feed

screw. Lewis, p. 86. Piston drills have n
been superseded by hammei drills.
piston drive-sampler. See piston sampler.

Long
piston extruder. See stupid. Dodd.

piston motor. An engine or motor in which
the power derived from air or steam is
used to drive one or more reciprocating
pistons connected to a crank shaft to produce rotational movement to drive a

shaft, pulley, or gearing connected to a
device to be driven. Not to be confused
with an internal-combustion-type reciprocating engine or motor. Long.
piston rod. A rod or shaft, rigidly coupled
to a piston, that moves parallel to the

piston and its enclosing cylinder. A rod by
which the piston is moved or by which the
movement of the piston is transmitted to
an attached mechanism. Sometimes confused with connecting rod. Long.

piston sampler. A drive sampler equipped
with either a free or a retractable-type
piston that retreats up into the barrel of
the sampler in contact with the top of the
soil sample as the sampler is pressed into
the formation being sampled. Compare
drive sampler. Long.
piston speed. Total feet of travel of a piston
in I minute. Nichols.
piston stroke. The extreme distance traveled
by the piston at each stroke. Long.
piston-type sampler. See piston sampler.
Long.

pitched work
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on the surface of the earth, that is, openpit mine, sample pit, etc. Ba/sma at Mom
Staff. jr. An excavation in the easthen
floor .4 a foundry to receive molten metal.

Standard, 1964. q. A defect similar to a
dimpk but slightly smaller. ASTM C28665.

pit

nexibete.

A name for mined amber in

contrast to sea amber. Shipley.
ph-and-ssaand structure. a. A term describing small circular pits and mounds which
sometimes mark the surfaces of sedimentary strata. Pettijohn. b. Pit-and-mound
structure may resemble some rain-drop
impressions but it tends to have a small
pit surrounded by a raised mound. Pettijohn.

pit ash. Ash in coal derived from the dirt

bands, adjoining shales or cleat minerals.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
pit bank. a. Scot. The surface of the ground
at the mouth of a pit, or shaft. Fay. b.
Eng. The raised ground or platforms upon
which the coal is sorted and screened at
surface. Fay. See also heapstead; pit brow;
pithead; pit hill.

pit bar. One of the wooden props bracing
the sides of a pit. Standard, 1964.
pit barring. Scot. Timbers supporting the
sides of a shaft. Fay.

pit boss. a. One who has charge of thc
surface work at a mine as well as that in
a mine. A mine foreman. Fay. b. In an-

thracite and bituminous coal mining, a
foreman who is in direct charge of men

in a specific portion of a mine. Synonymous with shift boss, in metal mining. Also
called inside foreman; underground foreman. See also pit foreman. D.O.T. 1. c.
One in charge of all operations at a strip
coal mine. Webster 3d.

pit bottom. a. The bottom of a shaft and
all the equipment and roadways around
it. See also loop-type pit bottom. Nelson.
b. Scot. The bottom or lowest landing in
a shaft. Fay. c. Eng. The entrance to a

mine and the underground roads, in the
immediate vicinity, whether at the bottom
of the shaft or at any point in it beneath
the surface at which the cages are loaded.
Also called pit eye. Fay.

pit. a. Loosely speaking, a coal mine. Not
commonly used by coal men, except in
reference to surface mining where the
workings may be known as a strip pit.

pit bottomer. A miner employed in the pit
eye. Standard, 1964.
pit-bottom stoop. Scot. A large solid block
or pillar left around and to support the

area worked by the open-cut method to
obtain material of value. Nichols, 2. c.
The shaft of a mine; a shaft mine; a trial
pit. Nelson. d. A colliery; a quarry. Pryor,
3. e. A place where minerals are dug.
C.T.D. f. The underground portion of a
colliery, including all workings. Used in

pit brow. a. The pithead, and in particular,
the mouth of the shaft. Nelson. b. Lanc.

B.C.1. b.. Any mine, quarry, or excavation

many combinations, as pit car, pit clothes,
etc. Fay. g. In hydraulic mining, the excavation in which piping is carried on.
Fey. h. A stack of wood, prepared for the
manufacture of charcoal. Fay. i. A large
hole from which some mineral deposit is

dug or quarried, or the mine itself, as a
gravel pit; stone pit. Fay. j. A hole in the
ground in which to burn something; as, a
lime pit; a charcoal pit. Webster 3d. k.
Synonym for sump; cellar. Long. 1. A
small hole or indentation in a metal surface caused by corrosion or erosion. Long.
m. A deep hole, generally circular in outline, with vertical or nearly vertical walls.
A.G.I. n. Small holes made in cave fills
by cave beetles. A.G.I. o. An excavation

mine shaft. Fay.

The pit bank, at or near the top of a shaft.
Fay. c. See brow. Pryor, 3. d. The edge or

brow of a pit. Standard, 1964.

pit cage. The structure used in mine shafts
for transport purposes. See also cage.
Nelson.
pit-car cleaner. See car cleaner. D.O.T. 1.
pit-car loader. A short, electrically powered,
lightweight elevating conveyor designed
for use in working places, to facilitate the
loading of large cars or to aid in shoveling
long distances. The loader shovels into the

hopper end and the conveyor carries tht
coal to the car. Jones.

pit-car-loader operator. In bituminous coal
mining, one who operates a machine to

load coal in mine (pit)

cars.

D.O.T. I.

pit-car oU. See summer black oil. Fay.
pit-car repairer. See mine-car repairman.

D.O.T. 1.
pitch. a. The angle at which a coal seam
inclines below a horizontal line. Korson.

b. The grade of an incline or the rumi ol
B.0 I. c. The solid ot semisolid
residue from the partial evaporation of
tar. Strictly, pitch is a bitumen with en-

a seam.

trane.u, m.stter such as free carlion, residual coke, etc. Nebo's. d. The angular

inclination or an ore shoot with respect
to the surface, measured in the direction
of the strike. Sefton. e. Of lode, angle of
deviation

from the vertical taken by a

section of ore having some special characeristic, such as enhanced value. Pryor,
3. f. The angle which a directional feature,
for example, slickensides, in a plane makes

with a hozizontal line within the plane.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5. g. The grade, rise,
or incline. Iludson. h. Corn. The ground
assigned t.) a tributer. Webster 3d. i. See
pitch of fold. Fay. j. In dredging, the distance between the center of any pin and
that of the pin in the next adjacent
bucket. Fay. k. Synonym for dip. Long.
1. The slope or incline of a roof expressed
as the number of inches vertical rise per
horizontal foot. A.S.T.M. D1079-54. m.

Old vernacular name for petroleum. A

name which may be confused with mineral
Tomkeieff, 1954. n. The slope of a
surface or tooth relative to its direction of
pitch.

movement. Nichols. o. In a roller or silent
chain, the spacc between pins, measured
center to center. Nichols. p. The amount
of advance of a single-thread screw in one
turn, expressed in lineal distance along or
parallel

to the axis, or in turns per unit

of length. Standard, 1964. q. The distance

between tooth centers, measured on the
pitch line, or the number of teeth per unit
of diameter, as in a gearwheel. Standard,
1964. r. The distance between correspond-

ing points on adjacent projections produced on work by a cutting tool. ASM Gloss.
pitch arms; pitch braces; pitch rods. Rods,

usually adjustable, which determine the
digging angle of a blade or bucket. Nichols, 2.
pitch bag. Corn. A bag covered with pitch,
in which powder is enclosed for charging
damp holes. Fay.
pitchblende. A massive variety of uraninite
or uranium oxide, found in metallic
veins. Contains 55 to 75 percent UO2; up
to 30 percent UO3; usuually a little water,
and varying amounts of other elements.
Thorium and the rare-earths are generally
absent. Color black; streak brownish
black; luster pitchy to dull; hardness 5.5;
specific gravity 6.5 to 8.5; radioactive.
Found in Colorado; Canada, Europe,
Republic of the Congo. Most important
ore of uranium. CCD 6d, 1961.
pitch circle. The circle passing through the

chain joint centers when the chain

is

wrapped on the sprocket. RIM.
pitch coal. a. A brittle lustrous bituminous
coal or lignite. Webster 3d. b. A kind of
jet. Standard,
lignite.

1964. See also bituminous

pitch coke. Coke made by the destructive
distillation of coal-tar pitch. Hess.
pitch diameter. The diameter of a circle
which passes through the points of average contact between the teeth of two gears

running in mesh, or between the teeth of
a sprocket and the roller of its companion
chain, or between a male and a female
thread which are engaged. Brantly, 2.
pitched work. Stone-faced revetment for the

slopes of a reservoir or river hank. It is

sometimes described as pitching, the term

pitched work
also applied to the consolidated broken
stones balysing a road foundation. Hain.

pitcher. a N of Eng A loader in the pit.
and one who take, op and relays the rails
at the working faces. Fa?. b. One who

picks over dumps for pieces of ore. Webiter .1d c. A fired earthenware mold formed fr,au a block mold. C.T.D. a. See
tosser. D.0 T 1.
pitcher bass. Shrop. Bituminous duly clay
from the coal measures. Tomkeieff, 1954.
pitcher brasses. Eng. Indurated schistose clay,
from Shropshire. Fay.
pitcher molding. In ceramics, a method of
molding by pouring thin slip into a mold,
which is then emptied, leaving part of the
mixture adhering. As it dries more is

poured to adhere and dry until the required thickness

is

obtained. Standard,

1964.

pitchers. Pottery that has been broken in the
course of manuufacture. Biscuit pitchers
are crushed, ground and reused, either in
the same factory or elsewhere; the crushed
material is also used in other industries
as an inert filler. Because of the adhering
glaze, glost pitchers find less use. Dodd.
pitches. a. A deposit which follows dipping
joint planes. Usage confined largely to
upper Mississippi valley lead-zinc deposits.

A.G.I. b. Black or dark-brown solid cementitious materials which gradually liquefy when heated and which are obtained

as residua in the partial evaporation or
fractional distillation of tar. Urquhart,
sec. 2, p. 81.

pitches and flats. Combined horizontal and
highly inclined cracks in sedimentary beds,

caused by gentle slumping. Bateman.
pitch-faced. Having a rough quarry finish
along the vertical surface except for edges
faced cleanly with a pitching chisel. Webster 3d.

pitch garnet. Very dark yellow andradite.
Shipley.
pitching. a.

A stone facing on a slope of

ground. Webster 3d. b. A layer of coarse
stone on a road. Webster 3d.
pitching bar. A kind of pick used, especially
by miners, ii, beginning a hole. Webster
2d.

pitching chisel. A chisel used for making
an edge on the face of a stone. Also called
pitching tool. Webster 3d.
pitching ferrules. Short lengths of galvanized

steel pipe set into a reinforced concrete
pile and used for handling it. Their posi-

tion is calculated so as to give a minimum
bending moment when the pile is lifted.
Ham.
pitching seam. A highly inclined seam. See
also edge coal, a. Nelson.

pitching stable. A Cornish paving granite.
Standard, 1964.
pitch lake. The asphalt lake on the island
of Trinidad. Mersereau, 4th, p. 206.
pitch lap. A metal or other rigid lap whose
surface has been covered with pitch, useful

in obtaining better polish on soft gemstones. Shipley.

pitch length. The length of an ore shoot in
its greatest dimension. A.G.I.

pitch line a. The line on which the pitch of
gear teeth is measured; an ideal line, in a
toothed gear or rack, bearing such a
relation to a corresponding line in another

gear with which the former works that

the two lines will have a common velocity

as in rolling contact. Webster 3d. b. The

line along which the pitch of a rack is

pit kiln
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marked out, cosrespinding to the pitch
cir.:le of a spur wheel. C.T.D
pitchman. See tosser. D T 1

pitch mineral. Bitumen; asphalt Standard,
1964.

pitch off. A quarryman's term for trimming
an edge of a block of stone with a ham-

mer and wt. See alio pitch-faced. Fay.

pikh of fold. The angle between the horizon-

tal and an axial line passing through all
the highest or lowest points of a given
stratum of a syncline or anticline. Fay.
pitch of tar. The black solid of low melting
point as a residue in the distillation of
coal tat:. Hest.

pitch-of-tar coke. A cokelike substance left
by total distillation of coal tar. Hest.
pitch

of threads. The pitch

of threads,

Kilauea. in Hawaii. Synonym for volcanic
sink. USG'S Ball. 994,1953. p. 17.
pit elliciency. In order to allow for the

friction of the skips on the guides and

between the air and the skips in the shaft
and for other small losses, it is usual to
divide the total static torque at any point

of the wind by 0.9 for a new shaft with

rope guides, or 0.85 for an old shaft with
rigid guides. This factor is generally referred to as pit efficiency. Sinclair, V. pp.
166-167.

pet eye. a. Bottom of pit shalt from which
sky is visible. Pryor, 3. b. Eng. The bottom

of the shaft of a coal mine; also the jinx-

tion of a shaft and a level. Fay. Also called

pit bottom, especially with regard to the
lower levels. Standard, 1964.

sprocket teeth, or gear teeth is the distance
between the centers of, or corresponding
points on, adjacent threads or teeth, meas-

pit-eye pillar. A barrier of coal left around
a shaft to protect it from caving. Fay.
pit flints. Flints dug from chalk as opposed

and spur gears. Brandy, 2.

pit foreman. In bituminous coal mining, a
foreman who is in immediate charge of

ured along the pitch circle on sprockets
pitch opal. An inferior quality of common

. opal. Standard, 1964.
pitch ore. Synonym for pitchblende. See also
pitchy copper ore. Fay.

pitch peat. a. A variety of peat resembling
asphalt. Standard, 1964. b. English translation of the German term Pechtorf later
named dopplerite. Tomkeieff, 1954.

pitch pocket. A local shake that is filled
with pitch: generally it is not extensive
enough to affect the shearing strength of
the wood greatly. However, if a large
number of pitch pockets are found in one
stick, the shearing strength of the wood

is reduced. Lewis, p. 39.
pitch polishing. Polishing operations in which

pitch rather than felt is the resilient cartier for the polishing agent. ASTM C16266.

pitchstone. A volcanic glass characterized by

a pitchy rather than glassy luster. They
may be almost any color and have compositions equivalent to a wide range of
volcanic rocks. They contain a rather high

percentage of water compared to other
glassy rocks. A.G.I.

pitchwork. In coal mining, work done on
shares. Standard, 1964. See also pitch, h.

Fay.
pitch workings. Mine workings in steeply
inclined seams. Fay.

pitchy copper ore. An early name (pecherz)
for a dark-colored oxide of copper which
looks like pitch. Fay.

pitchy iron ore. a. An old synonym for

to gravel. Arkell.

all mir.ing operations in a strip mine. Also
called pit boss. D.O.T. 1.

pit frame. a. The framework carrying the
pit pulley. See also headframe. Fay. b.
The framework in a coal mine shaft.

Standard, 1964. c. Superstructure of shaft,
which supports winding gear; headframe.
Pryor, 3.
pit gate. York. Any place in the immediate
vicinity of a colliery at which miners hold
meetings of their own in reference to
wages, etc. Fay.

pit guide. An iron column that guides the
cage in a mine shaft. Standard, 1964.
pith. a. The parenchyma (usually) tissue
occupying the central portion of a stem
inside the sylem. A.G.I. b. Eng. The soft
part of the lode. Fay.

pit hand. In the iron and steel industry,

a general term applied to workers who
perform varied duties around the processing furnaces. D.O.T. 1.

pithead. a. Landing stage at top of shaft.
Pryor, 3. b. The top of a mine shaft including the buildings, roads, tracks, plant,
and machines around it. See also pit brow.
Nelson.

pithead baths; changehouses. A building situated convenient to the miners leaving

the pithead, with washing facilities, accommmodation for changing and drying
clothes, and a canteen. In Great Britain,
responsibility for pithead baths and colliery cantts-ms rests with the National Coal
Board. Nelson.

pitticite. Fay. b. Synonym for triplite. Hey
2d, 1955.
pitchy luster. Resembling the luster of a
fresh surface of pitch. Shipley.

pithead frame. Scot. See headframe, a; pit

bitumen found in Shropshire coalfield.

pithead manshift per thousand tons. The
number of manshifts worked at the face

pitchy rock. Eng. Rock impregnated with
Tomkeieff, 1954.

pit.coal. Coal obtained by mining, as distinguished from charcoal. Fay.
pit committee. a. A joint committee of
employer and workers dealing with the
labor problems of a mine. Webster, 3d.
b. A local term for mine committee. B.C.I.

pit crater. A circular or ellipsoidal, steepwalled depression sunk below the gently
sloping surface of a volcano and surround-

ed by no mound of accumulated lava.
Such craters are the result of collapse and
have never been filled to overflowing with
molten lava. They are commonly located

along rift zones on the flanks of shield
volcanoes, such as the Mauna Loa and
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frame, a. Fay.

pithead man. Scot. The man in charge of
the unloading of the cages and weighing
of the mineral at a pithead. Fay.

for the production of each thousand tons
of pithead output of coal. Nelson.
pithead output. The total tonnage of raw
coal produced at a colliery, as distinct
from saleable output. It is the tonnage of
coal as weighed before it enters the coalpreparation plant. See also run-of-mine
coal. Nelson.

pitheap. The refuse piled near the opening
of a mine; hence, all the surface works.
Standard, 1964. See also heapstead. Fay.
pit hill. Eng. See pit bank, b. Fay.
pit kiln. a. A kiln sunk in the ground, as on
a hillside. Fay. b. An oven in which coke
is made. Standard, 1964.

ph lamp; ph light
pit loam pit light. An open lamp worn on a
miner's cap as distinguished from a safety
lamp. Fay.

pit M1Ib. The vertical and lateral extent
to which the mining of a mineral depoait
by open pitting may be economically car-

ried. Cost of removing overburden or
waste material versus the minabk value of

the ore so exposed is usually the factor
controlling the limits of a pit. Bureau of
Mints Staff.
pitman. a. A man who examines regularly
the condition of the shaft, guides, etc. He

usually selects the weekends for his in-

spection when winding is at a minimum.
Nelson. b. An earlier term for the man in
charge of the pumps in the shaft. Nelson.
c. A laborer who inspects refined copper
emerging from crusher for size and the
presence of foreign materials. D.O.T.
Supp. d. In the Blake type of jaw crusher,

an eccentrically drh.en vertical link be-

tween the driving wheels and the toggles
which move the crusher's swing jaw. Pryor,
3. e. Old terin for connecting rod. Sandstrom.
pitman arm. An arm having a limited movement around a pivot. Nichols.
pitmen. Men employed in shaft shinking or
shaft inspection and repair. C.T.D.
pit mining. Surface mining in which the
material mined is removed front below
the surrounding land surface. American
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical

Engineers. Technical Publication No. 604,
1935, p. 6.
pit mouth. Scot. The opening of a shaft at
the surface of the ground. Fay.
pitometer. An instrument that consists essentially of two pitot tubes one of which
is turned upstream and the other downstream and that is used to record auto-

pivot Abaft
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tracks, trucks, derricks, or cableway hoists.

These pits may reach depths of several
hundred feet AWE. p. 323. b. A drainage scheme will in most cases be necessary,

as the pit will form a natural sump for
both surface and subsoil water. This type

of quarry is often used for gravel or soft
rock which can be extracted b% some form
of digging. See afro hillside quarry. Ne bon.

pit r. Eng. Iron or steel rails upon which
trams or tubs run in a mine. Fay.

pit room a. The umber of working places,
or length of iongwall face, availaiole in a
mine for coal production. Nelson. b. The
extent of the opening in a mine; pit space.

Fay.
pit rope. Eng. Winding rope; a hoisting rope.

Fay.

pits. a. Depressions produced in a metal
surface by nonuniform electrodeposition or
by corrosion. Lowenheim. b. So. Wales.

Long, open-air fires for converting coal

into coke for blast-furnace purposes. Fay.
c. Excavations to hold quantities of water
and drilling fluids. Wheeler.
pit sampling. a. Use of small untimbered pits
to gain access to shallow alluvial deposits

or ore dumps for purpose of testing or
valuation. Pryor, 3. b. Sampling shallow

deposits by means of trial pits, usually
about 2 to 3 feet in diameter. In reasonably dry ground, depths of 50 feet or more
may be reached. Pit sampling is often used

to assist site investigations as it provides

the maximum of information regarding
nature of depoL:ts and bedrock. Nelson.
pit sand. a. Sand usually composed of grains

that are more angular; it often contains
clay and organic matter. When washed

and screened it is a good sand for general
purposes.

Zern, p. 145. b. Sand from a

graphically the velocity of a flowing liquid
or gas. Webster 3d.
Pitot's gage. See Pitot tube. Fay.

pit, as distinct from river or sea sand.
Arkell.
pit shaft. Eng. Same as shaft. Fay.
pit shale. The name given to the shale from
a drift opened in the side of the ravine at

Pitot-static tube, and as such they can be

a level 62 feet below that of the Pittsburgh
coal seam. Rice, George S.
pit shoveler. See bankman, a. D.O.T. 1.

Pitot-static tube. When the Pitot tube and
static tube are combined, they form the

used as an anemometer. The tubes are
usually arranged concentrically. When
they are connected to the opposite sides
of a manometer the dynamic or velocity
pressure will be measured directly. Roberts I, p. 40.
Pitot tube. Consists of two concentric tubes

bent in an L shape. In operation, the

instrument is pointed in the direction of
air flow: the inner tube, open at the end
directed upstream, measures total head,
and the outer tube, perforated with small
openings transverse to the air flow, records

static head. Each tube is connected to a
leg of a manometer, when reading velocity

head. Hartman, p. 112.
pit pony. A pony used for packing or haulage
in a mine. Webster 3d.

pit prop. a. A piece of timber used as a
temporary support for the mine roof.
Zern. b. Lengths of timber used as roof
in longwall mining. Modern
variants include expandable steel props

supports

which can be hydraulically or mechanically lengthened; used in stratified deposits. Pryor, 3.
pit pumps. Scot. Pumps used in a mine shaft.

Fay.
pit quarry. a. An open-pit quarry sunk below
ground level. Access is gained by stairs,
ladders, or mechanical hoists, and material

is conveyed from the quarry by inclined

pit slope. The angle at which the wall of
an open pit or cut stands as measured

along an imaginary plane extended along
the crests of the berms or from the slope
crest to its toe. Compare slope, j. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
pittasphalt; pissasphalt. An old name given
to viscid bitumen. Tomkeieff, 1954. Synonym for maltha.
pitted outwash plain. A plain whose surface
is marked by shallow pits and ponds,
which are interpreted as the depressions

left by the melting of isolated blocks of
ice that had been partly or entirely buried
in the outwash material. Stokes and

Varnes, 1955.
pitter. A horse or pony suitable for pit or

underground work. Nelson.
pitticite. a. A hydrous sulfarsenate of iron,
found in yellowish, reddish, and brownish
reniform masses. Also spelled pittizite.
Fay. b. Synonym for glockerite. Hey 2d,
1955.

pitting. a. The act of digging or sinking a
pit. Fay. b. Scot. Mining on the outcrop
by means of shallow pits. Fay. c. In prospecting and valuation of shallow deposits,
use of pits, usually untimbered and temporary, to expose the minerals. Pryor, 3.
d. Testing an alluvial deposit by the systematic sinking of small shafts, the mate-
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t

rial recovered being subs Nuendy tested.
The practice is conflated to dlaik'w deptiu.

that is, down to about SO feet in fairly

dry soft ground. Sebum. e. A type of cor

rusion that develops cavities or pits in
highly localised areas on a metal surface
that Is not particularly affected elsewhere.

These pits may vary from deep cavities
of small diameter to relatively shallow

H&G. f. Depressed symmetrically shaped arras in the surfaie ol enamel.
depression.

May have a black speck at thc center.

Bryant.
pitting corrosion. Passive metals are resistant

to a wide variety of corrosive media, but
under certain conditions breakdown of
the passive

film may occur at

various

points. Depending on conditions, this may
lead to complete breakdown of the passive
film or the attack may concentrate at these

initial areas, leading to rapid failure by
pitting. Ham.
pit tip. Eng. A bank or heap upon which
mine waste is tipped or dumped. Fay.
pit top. a. Eng. The mouth of a mine shaft.
Fay. b. Aust. The structure about the
mouth of a shaft. Fay.

Pittsburgh bed. The Pittsburgh coal which
outcrops prominently in the vicinity ol
Pittsburgh and extends under a large area
Pennsylvania and northern

of western

West Virginia. It belongs in the Carboniferous system, Pennsylvanian series, at the
base of the Monongahela formation. Rice,
George S.
Pittsburgh process. A process for the vertical

drawing of sheet glass invented by the
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. The
sheet is drawn from the free surface of the
molten glass, the drawing slot being completely submerged; the edges of the sheet

are formed by rollers. This process has
also been referred to as the Pennvernon
process. Dodd.
pit water. a. Water from the underground
workings of a mine. B.S. 3552, 1962. b.
Aust. The moisture contained in freshly
mined coal, which is lost by exposure to
ordinary atmospheric conditions. Fay.
pit wood. The various kinds of timber uscd
at a mine mainly as supports. The advent
of steel has reduced considerably the use
of timber for support purposes. Nelson.
pitwork. Cornish pumps and other engineer-

ing appliances in and near mine shaft.
Pryor, 3. See also pit top. Fay.

pitwright. a. Scot. An engineer who attends
to pit pumps, etc. Fay. b. See pumping
engineer; mine carpenter. D.O.T. 1.
pivot. A nonrotating axle or hingepin.
Nichols.
pivotal fault. See hinge fault; rotational
fault.

pivoted-bucket carriers. The highest type of
combined elevator and conveyor. It consists of two long-pitch roller chains joined
by crossbars on which are hung the buckets in such a way that they can be completely turned over. Pit and Quarry, 53rd,
Sec. C, p. 26.
pivoted-bucket conveyor. A type of conveyor
using pivoted buckets attached between
two endless chains which operate in suitable guides or casing in horizontal, vertical,

inclined or a combination of these paths
over drive, corner and takeup terminals.
The buckets remain in the carrying posi-

tion until they are tipped or inverted to
discharge. ASA MH4.1-1958.
pivot shaft. A tractor dead axle, or any
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pivot shaft
bard 'hal t which acts as a hinge pin. NWhas.
Wee Woe. A hollow hinge pia. Niehols.
Abbresiation for peck. ila.W us Style
Gears, 1. 61.

b. A place at which placer mining is or

c. Eng. A kind of cabin in whkh toots are

may be carried on. Chugs., V. 3, p. 1734.
placer geld. Gold occurring in more or less
carte (MIAS tAr Likes and obtairable by
washing the sand, gravel, etc., in which it
is f"und Ovate. v. 1, p. 1756. See alto
stream gold. Bennett 2,1, 1962.
placer aresod. Ground where placer mining
can be done, that is, where gold can be
obtained in digging up the earth and
washing it for the gold. Craigio, v, 3, p.

kept in the mine, and in which a deputy
eats his lunch. Fa,.
place bdck. Sfe salmon brick. ACSG, 1963.
placer. a. A place where gold is obtained
by washing; an alluvial or glacial deposit,
as of sand or gravel, containing particles
of gold or other valuable mineral. In the

placer locados. A location of a tract of land
for the mineral.twaring or other valuable
deposits upon or within it that are not
found within lodes or veins in rock in
place, and is a claim of a tract of land
for the sake of the loose deposits on or

United States mining law, mineral deposits, not veins in place, are treated as
placers, so far as locating, holding, and

near its surface. Richest:, 1.
placer mine. a. A deposit of sand, gravel, or
talus from which some valuable nr..neral
is extracted. lien. b. To mine gold by
washing the sand, gravel, etc. Craigie,

place. a. See in place; in situ. Fay. b. The
part of a mine in which a miner works
by contract is known as his "place" or
"working place." A point at which the
cutting of coal is being carried on. Fey.

patenting are concerned. Various minerals,

besides metallic ores, have been held to
fall under this provision, but not coal, oil,
or salt. Webster 2d. b. Valuable alluvial
deposit, the commonest being of gold,
cassiterite, or gem stones. Formed by attri-

tion by river action of the lighter rocks

leaving relatively inert, tough, and heavy
minerals in a concentrated layer. Pryor, 3.
c. S. Afr. Shallow alluvial gold deposit.

Beerman. d. In the mining act, ground
within defined boundaries chiefly valuable

for its deposits, metallic or nonmetallic,

in earth, rand, or gravel, not in place, that
is, in a loose state, upon or near the surface or occupying the bed of ancient rivers
or valleys and may, in most instances, be
collected by washing or amalgamation

without milling. In other words, the term
includes all forms of deposit excepting
veins or lodes of quartz or other rock in
place. Ricketts, I. e. Designating one who
engages in placer mining. Craigie, v. 3,
p. 1756.
placer brown coal. Brown coal broken up
and redeposited. Tomkeieff, 1954.
placer claim. a. A mining claim located upon
gravel or ground whose mineral contents
are extracted by the use of water, by sluicing, hydraulicking, etc. The unit claim is
1,320 feet square and contains 10 acres.
Fay. b. Ground with defined boundaries
which contains mineral in the earth, sand,
or gravel; ground that includes valuable

deposits not fixed in the rock. See also

claim; lode claim. Fay. c. The maximum
size of a placer claim is 20 acres. Association claims of two or more persons may
be located up to an area of 160 acres for
eight persons. Placer claims must have a
discovery. They should be staked, a loca-

tion notice posted, and n corded in the

same manner as for lode claims, stating the

mineral for which the location is made.
Lewis, p. 28.

placer deposit. a. A mass of gravel, sand,
or similar material resulting from the
crumbling and erosion of solid rocks and
containing particles or nuggets of gold,
platinum, tin, or other valuable minerals,
that have been derived from rocks or veins.

Fay. b. Deposits of heavy minerals concentrated on the surface by moving water
or air. Bateman. c. An alluvial deposit of
ore, usually as mineral-bearing gravel or
sand. Pryor, 2. See also alluvial deposit.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

placer digging. a. The action of mining by
placer methods. Craigie, v. 3, p. 1756.

1757.

v. 3, p. 1757.

placer miner. One who mines gold .4 a

placer m:ne. Craigie, v. 3, p. 1757.
placer mining. a. The extraction of heavy
mineral from a placer deposit by concentration in running water. It ir.cludes
ground sluicing, panning, shoveling gravel
into a sluice, scraping by power scraper
and excavation by dragline. Nelson. b.
Extracting the gold or other mineral from

placers, wherever situatedin dry channels and in channels for the time filled
with water. It does not make the process
any the less placer ruining that the mineral

is found in deep channels, in navigable
streams, or in estuades or creeks and rivers
where the sea ebbs and flows. Ricketts, I.

c. That form of mining in which the surficial detritus is washed for gold or other

valuable minerals. When water under pressure is employed to break down the gravel,
the term hydraulic minidg is generally
employed. There are deposits of detrital

material containing gold which lie too
deep to be profitably extracted by surface

mining, and which must be worked by
drifting beneath the overlying barren
material. To the operations necessary to
extract such auriferous material the term
drift mining is applied. See also dredge,
a. Fay.

placing plant. Equipment for placing wet
concrete into the appointed position, and

which may consist of conveyors, cableways,
cranes, concrete pumps, hoists, dumpers,

and hand barrows. Ham.
placing sand. Sand, usually quartz, placed
between brick or tile before firing to prevent sticking and to allow for movement
in the setting during firing. ACSG, 1963.
placing work. Eng. The distribution of work
among trammers. Fay.
plaffelite. A fossil resin found in Switzerland.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
plaglaplite. A dioritic aplite containing oligo-

plain of marine denudation
cot:eau:wig a thiatuts of sodoun and cal-

rn feldspars, distinguished by their
rstak tion ang les ; c rystal ; tnclsnic Mobs'
c

hardness, 6, and specific gravity, 2.6 so

&Rens .2d. 1962
plaglackasie Aquae. A porphyntic eatrusive
rock with phenocrysu of plagioclase and
quarts in a groundmaw 44 orthoclase and
quarts. Also called &Unite; plagiolipante.
Webster 2d.
plaglociaadc. Having the cleavage of plagioclase; breaking obliquely. Standard. 1964.
plagiobedrai; plagibedral. Having an oblique
spiral arrangement of faces; specifically.
being a group of the isometric system
characterised by 13 axes of symmetry but
no center or planes. Warner 3d.
piagioliparke. Synonym for rhyolite.
plagionite. A sulfide of lead and antimony,
Pbs.Sb.Su; color, blackish, leadiray; luster,

metallic; monoclinic. Webster 3d; Dana
/7.

plagioplore. A term for rocks resembling
orthorthyres in texture, but containing
plagioclase instead of orthoclase. The type

example contains laths of andesine with

interstitial ch:otitic minerals, iron ores.
and in places, orthoclase. Compare leucophyre. Holmes, 1928.

plain. a. An extent of level, or nearly level,
land; a region not noticeably diversified
with mountains, hills, c: valleys. Fay. b.
A flat, gently sloping or nearly level region of the sea floor. H&G. c. Relatively
free from bubbles and seed during the
melting process. ASTM CI62-66.
plain clinometer. A clinometer having only

its upper end threaded to fit drill rods.

Also called end clinometer. See also clinometer. Compare line clinometer; wedge
clinometer. Long.

plain, coastal. A plain fronting the coast
and generally representing a strip of re-

cently emerged sea bottom. A.G.I.
plain concrete. Concrete with no reinforcement. See also mass concrete. Ham.
plain core barrel. Synonym for single-tube
barrel. Long.

plain detonator. A detonator for use with
a safety fuse. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. It

consists of an aluminum tube closed at one
end and partly filled with a sensitive initiating explosive. The tube is only partially

filled because a plain detonator is always

in conjunction with a s lety fuse,
and the empty space enables the fuse to
be inserted into the tube until it comes
into contact with the detonating composition. The safety fuse is then secured
used

in position by indenting the detonator

tube, this process being known as crimping. The combination of safety fuse and
plain detonator is called a capped fuse.
McAdam II, P. 52.
plaining. Freeing bubbles in molten gla:s.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

plain of formation. Formed by the undisturbed extension of beds which retain

clase to andesine with or without green
hornblende. With increasing quartz, content grades into gladkaite. Bureau of

the original horizontality of deposition.
River deltas, alluvial flats, fens, marshes,
and silted-up lakes are instances of such

plagioclase. An isomorphous series of triclinic feldspar minerals, (Na,Ca)Al(Si,A1)Sis08, ranging from albite, NaAlSi808,
to anorthite, GaAliSi201. The name has
reference to the oblique cleavage of these
feldspars as compared with the potassium

plain of marine abrasion. A plain formed
beneath the sea by the erosive powers of
the latter. Synonym for marine-cut terrace; plain of marine denudation; plain

Mines Staff.

feldspars. A.G.I.

plagioclase feldspars. A esioup of feldspars

plains. A.G.I.

of marine erosion; plain of submarine de-

nikfitidn; wave-cut plain; wave-cut terrace. A.G.I.

plain of marine denudation. The sea level

plain of marine denodation
hi %. h

h a mass ut land has heel reduced

masoly by the subaerial forces; the line

below which furthee degradation became
impossible because the land was 'hereafter

protected by being coveted by the sea.
Undoubtedly the last touches in the king
proceu of sculpturing V;ete given by the
waves and currents, and the surface of the

plain corresponds with the lower limit of
the action of these forcer Synonym for

marine-cut terrace; plain of marine abrasion; plain of marine erosion; plain of
submarine denudation; wave-cut plain;
wave-cut terrace. A.G./.
plain of marine erosion. Synenym for marinecut terrace; plain of marine abrasion; plain
of marine denudation. plain of submarine
denudation; wave-cut terrace; wave-cut
plain. A.G.I.

plata of marine gradntion. In the course of
development of such a peneplain the sea
may encroach upon the area. Tg the limits
of the encroachment the waves cut away
all low hills and fill hollows, producing
a plain which is even more uniform than
any stage of peneplain of erosion, except
perhaps the extreme case of a base leeel.
Such a wave-smoothed surface is called
a plain of marine gradation. A.G.I.
plain of submarine denudation. a. Sir Arthur
Ramsey and Mr. Davison had described in

general terms the abrasive work of the
breakers, and shown how as the level of

outside improvements and %Andel,ground workiags. Zorn. . Sp. The lowest
Sp. P der tiro,
working in a assoc. Pay
the sump of a shaft. Pay. g. Sp. An uschard plane. fey. h. Sp. A survey plan.

ing

Fmy i. Colorn. AA a2talcial surface, slightly

inclined, constructed on bedrock or sand
fur the deposition of alluvium. Fey. j. Sp.
Trabajar de plan, to sink vertically or on
an incline. Fay.

pfsnar. Arranged as a plane or in planes,
spread out; usually. Mar Or less paralkl
planes are implied. such as be.icling or
cleavage. Challimor.

planar cross-6041ing. Cross-bedding there('
terised by planar foresets. Pettijohn.

planar crowstradlication. Lower bounding
surface of cross-stratified unit has a planar
surface of erosion. Pettijohn.

planar Saw structure. Any planar structure
that develops during the intrusion of magma. May be expressed by the parallel arrangemont

of platy minerals (giving a

foliation), by slahlike inclusions, by schlie-

ren. or by bands of different mineralogy
or texture. Synonym for planar structure;
platy flow structure. A.G.I.

planar gliding. Uniform slippage along the
plane surfaces. A.G.I. Supp.
planar structure. See planar flow structure.
A.G.I.
planation. a. The widening of valleys through
lateral corrasion 11y streams after they

Ramsey a plain of submarine denudation.
Von Richthofen adopted the term abras-

reach grade and begin to swing, and the
concurrent formation of floodplains. Also,
by the extension of the above processes,
the reduction of divides and the merging
of valley plains to form a peneplain; peneplanation. Fay. b. The grading of an area
or district by any erosive process, either

abrasion to signify more particularly a

planch. A slab of firebrick in an enameling

land became degraded by subaerial forces
of denudation, the margin next to the sea

arrived at its base level of erosion, and
sank as a denuded plain before the advancing sea. Such a plain was called by

ion and used the expression a plain of

submarine platform whose surface had
been abraded during subsidence of the
land by the destructive action of marine
breakers and currents. A.G.I. b. Evidently,
the original usage implied that the plain
was first formed by nonmarine agencies
and was then submerged, a minor role
being assigned to wave erosion. However,

according to present usage, as the term
suggests, it is defined as a plain made by
the erosive work of waves. Synonym for
marine-cut terrace; plain of marine abrasion; plain of marine denudation; plain of
marine erosion; wave-cut plain; wave-cut
terrace. A.G.I.

plain pilot. A pilot in the surface of which
no cutting points, such as diamonds or
slugs, are inset. See also pilot. Long.

plain press. A mechanical press having the

flywheel mounted directly on the main
crank or eccentric shaft. ASM Gloss.

plain shale. Scot. Oil shale not foliated. Fay.
plain tile. See roofing tile. Dodd.

plain tract. The lower portion of a stream
course characterized by low gradient and

a wide flood plain. A.G.I. Supp.

plaiting. A texture seen in some schists and

due to intersection of stratification and

cleavage planes where the latter are well
developed. A.G.I.
plan. a. A map showing features such as

mine workings or geological structures on
a horizontal plane. See also colliery plane.
Nelson. b. A scheme or project for mine
development. See also planning. Nelson.
c. The system on which a colliery is worked, as longwall, pillar-and-breast, etc.
Zern. d. A map or plan of a colliery-show-

plasuir, New
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subaerial or marine. Fay.

furnace, to support the work while baking.
f !andard, 1964.

planear. Mex. To extract gold from issures,
cracks, etc., in soft uneven bedrock. lay.
Ouse rennet an plass. Scot to the direction
taring the losnt planes. Per
pima saginser. See slope engineer DOT 1

pion Wit. The fault surface being a flat
plane. Scktofirdeeker.

plane limns. A plane surface bounded either
by straight lines rig curved lines dr by a
combination of straight and curtest lines.
beet. 7. p. 91.
plane frame. A st-uctural frame where the
center lines of ail members are in the same
vertical plane. Hens.

phew atan. Se incline man

D.0 T I

plass of rupture. The surface in retained
earth along which the material is assumed

to fail when a retaining wall is being designed on the wedge theory. Se* abo slip
surface of failure. Nelton.
plane of saturation. See water table. Nelrom.
plane of stretching. Low angle gravity (normal) fault resulting from stretching of the
solidified

top

of an igneons intrusion.

A.G.I.

plane of symmetry. a. A plane to which
a crystal is symmetrical; that is, for each
face or angle of the crystal there is a
similar fa-e or angle in such position on
the opposite side of the plane that the line
joining the two faces or angles is perpendicular to the plane. Fay. b. An imaginary
plane dividing a crystal so that one part of
the crystal is the mirror image of the other
part. Hurlbut.
plane or rectangular coordinates. The per-

pendicular distances of a point from a

pair of rectangular coordinate .xes. Seelye,

2.
plane polarized light. Light emerging from
a polarizer, its vibrations therefore being
restricted to one wave direction. Pryor, 3.
planer. a. First developed as a fixed-blade
device for continuous longwall mining of

planchet. A metal disk with edges milled

narrow seams of friable coal. It is operated
in much the same manner that a common
wood plane is used to dress the edge of a
horirontal table top; the machine is palled

planchette. A drafting board varying in size
from about 15 x 15 to 24 x 30 inches. On

along the coal face, planing a narrow cut
from the solid coal as it travels. Similarly
operating vibrating-blade planers were de-

ready for coining. ASM Gloss.
plancheta. Sp. A planetable used in surveying. Fay.

the upper side means are provided for

attachment of drawing paper, and on the
lower a plate threaded for attachment to
the tripod head. A.G.I.
plane. a. Any roadway, generally inclined
but not necessarily so, along which coal,
ore, or men are conveyed by mechanical
means. See also bedding plane; fault plane.
Nelson. b. A road on the natural floor of
the seam. Mason. c. An inclined trans-

portation road down which loaded cars
travel from one bed to another or to a
lower elevation in the same bed. See also
slope. Hudson. d. Any incline on which a
track is laid for the purpose of lowering
or hoisting coal in or outside a mine, or
on a gravity railroad. Korson. e. Scot.
A working room driven at right angles to
or facing the joint planes. Fay. f. In metal
working, a gage or test for a true surface;
a surface plate. Standard, 1964. g. A level
surface bounded by straight lines, as the
faces of crystals. Gordon. h. A real or
imaginary plane surface, which means that
every point on this surface lies in the same
plane. Jones, 2, p. 90. i. In brickmaking, a

trowellike tool for striking off clay that
projects above the mold. Standard, 1964.

J. A flat or level surface. Webster 3d.
plane angle. See angle, a. Webster 3d.

signed later in an attempt to apply the
technique to harder coal. Vibrating-blade
planers have also been experimented with
in the phosphate beds in western Montana.

Bureau of Mines Staff. b. A machine provided with a cutting tool having lateral

and vertical adjustment. Is widely used in
stone strimming. As the block of stone is

carried beneath it on a traveling bed or
platen, a thin layer of stone is scraped
from the surface. Both sides and tops of
blocks may be planed to desired dimensions. Some planers may be adjusted to cut
curved forms. AIME, p. 329. c. A machine

fitted with milling cutters and used to

smooth a road surface, which is first softened by heating. Ham.
planer hand. See planer, stone. D.O.T. 1.
planerite. a. An erroneous name for vashegyite. Hess. b. An amorphous green mineral, 3A1203.2P20..18-± HOO. Larsen, p. 50.
c. Planerite equals cuprian coeruleolactite
and calcian turquoise. M. Fleischer states
that the name should be dropped. Ameri-

car; Mineralogist, v. 43, No. 11-12, No-

vember-December 1958, p. 1224.
planer man. See planer, stone. D.O.T. 1.
planer operator. See planer, stone. D.O.T. 1.
planer, stone. In the concrete products and

planer, stone
industry, one who shapes,
smooths, squares, and removes excess material from the surfaces of blocks or slabs
stonework

building or ornamental stone (limestone, slate, sandstone, marble, and such
concrete work as imitation marble) on a
planer. Also called planer hand; planer
man; planer operator; planing machine
of

operator. D.O.T. 1.

plane schistosity. A type of schistosity in
crystalline schists characterized by the ar-

rangement of the tabular and prismatic
crystals in parallel planes. Schieferdecker.

plane shear. One of four types of

slope

failure. Plane shear failure results when a
natural plane of weakness such as a fault,
a shear zone, or bedding plane exists within the slope and has a direction such as to
provide a preferential path for failure.
Large intact portions of the slope rock may
slide along this plane surface. Woodruff,
3, p. 539.
plane strain. Comition where all deformations are within one plane. BuMines Bull.
587, 1960, p. 2.

plane stress. State of stress in which tractions (stresses) involving the intermediate
principal stress vanish. A.a1,

plane surveying. Ordinary field and topographic surveying in which the curvature

planetary bodies which, according to the
planetesimal hypothesis, had individual
orbits

about the sun and of which the

planets were formed by aggregation. Fay.
planetesimal hypothesis. The hypothesis that
the earth and the other planets were
formed by the collision and coalescence of
planetesimals and have never been wholly
molten. Fay.

planet gearing. Gearing in which one gear

plank tubbing. The lining of a shaft with

planimeter. An instrument for measuring
the area of any plane figure by passing a
tracer around its boundary line. Webster 3d.

planimetric analysis. Analysis of patterns
in a fabric diagram based on distribution
of points and areal comparisons. A.G.I.
Supp.

planimetric map. A map which presents the
horizontal positions only for the features
represented; distinguished from a topographic map by the omission of relief in
meastirable form. A.G.I. Often called line
map. S eelye, 2,

definite arca are counted. ASM Gloss.
planimetry. a. The determination of horizontal distances, angles, and areas by measure-

object observed usually with the aid of a
sighting device (as a telescope). Webster

tails of a map. Seelye, 2.
planing. Producing flat surfaces by linear

inclined
Standard, 1964.
b.

An

ore-dressing

table.

planetable method. A mine roadway arca
measurement method in which a sheet of
paper pinned to a drawing board is set up
on a tripod, in the plane of the section to
be measured. From a central point on the
paper offsets are made to the roadway

perimeter, using a tape. The measured

distances are then sealed off on the paper,
along each respective offset line. Roberts,
I. p. 59.
planetary geared drum. The drum containing planetary gearing which is used to con.
trol the motion of the rope drums on certain types of mining machines. In planetary gearing, which is used when a large
ratio of speed reduction with only a few
operating gears is required, some or all of
the gear wheels in the train of mechanism
have a motion alx.it an axis and a revolution about that same axis. Jones.

planetary lap. A type of machine lap employing a number of geared workholders
which rotate with an epicyclic motion between two stationary lapping plates. The

crystals, when contained in pentagonal

holes in the workholder, have an imposed
rotatory motion. Also known as the HuntHoffman lap or Bendix lap. AM, 1.
planetary mills. Mills used for making very
large reductions on slabs by one pass
through the mill. The mill consists of two
large plain rolls, each surrounded by many
small work rolls. Osborne, p. 357,

grain size in which the grains within a

ments on a map. A.G.I. b. The plan de-

reciprocal motion of work and the table
to which it is attached, relative to a stationary, single-point cutting tool. dISM
Gloss.

planing machine operator. See planer, stone.

D.O.T. 1.
planish. To condense, smooth, and toughen,
as metal, by hammer blows. Standard,
1964.

planisher. A device for flattening thin sections cut for microscopic examination.

Standard, 1964.
planishing. Producing a smooth surface finish

on metal by a rapid succession of blows

delivered by either highly polished dies, a
hammer designed for the purpose, or rolling in a planishing mill. ASM Gloss.

plank. a. S. Wales. Strata drained of gas.

Fay. b. Eng. Any coarse flaggy stone that
can be used for paving; for example, in
the Great (Mite at Minchinhampton, and
in the Northampton Sands of Worton.
Also called planking. Compare boarding.
Arkell. c. Eng. Supports set horizontally to
the roof. Planks and crowntrees are either
rectangular in section or made from props
cut in two longitudinally. Steel planks are
generally called straps. In Cumberland
bars are round or squared timber used at
the face. Also called crowntree; bar; strap.
SMRB, Paper No. 61. d. A board over 1
inch in thickness. Jones, 2, p. 57.
plank dam. Eng. A watertight stopping fixed

in a heading, and constructed of plank
placed across the passage. Fay.

planetary set gear. A gearset consisting of
an inner (sun) gear, an outer ring with

plank hook. In mining, a form of cant hook
used for shifting planks. Standard, 1964.

(planet) gears meshed with both the sun
and the ring. Nichols.
plane tender. See slope engineer. D.O.T. 1.
planetesimal. One of numerous, sinall, solid

with rectangular plank frames. Fay. b. See
box timbering. Pryor, 3.
plankton. The whole community of drifting

internal teeth, and two or more small

self-locomotion. This community can be
divided into the phytoplankton (plants)
and the zooplankton (animals). Hy.
plankton bloom. The rapid growth and
multiplication of plankton, usually plant
forms, producing an obvious change in

line. A.G.I.

planform. The outline or shape of a body
of water as determined by the stillwater

the lines of a survey directly from the observations and consisting essentially of a
drawing board mounted on a tripod and

fitted with a ruler that is pointed at the

of size, which have no means of significant

p. 54.

of the solution of plane triangles. Zern,

planimetric method. A method of measuring

planetable. a. An instrument for plotting

layers of the water. This term is frequently

used to describe all life forms, regardless

the physical appearance of the sea surface,
such as coloration or slicks; also called sea
bloom and flotescence. Hy.
planktonic. Relating to the chiefly simple
types of floating and surface-dwelling

wheel revolves round another. Mason.
plane trigonometry. Trigonometry that treats

of the earth is disregarded. Webster 3d.

3d.

plant
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plank timbering. a. The lining of a shaft
small

plants and animals in the upper

forms of organisms of the ocean waters.
Schieferdecker.

planks, spiked on the inside of curbs. Fay.

planning. The predesign of the detailed
layout, main zoadways, and workings of a
mine or group of mines. The scheme usually involves the introduction of mechanical equipment for the working and transport of the coal or mineral. The selection
of mining methods and machines properly

adapted to the local conditions is part of
planning. See also strategic planning; tactical planning. Nelson,
planning department. In the coal industry, a department which is concerned with
future coal production. It designs and delineates development work as far as 20
years ahead, such that the seams are exploited with efficiency, safety, and economy. Nelson.

planning engincer. A mining engineer responsible for mine planning. He is attached
to

the planning department of a large

mine or a group of smaller mines and is

qualified by training, experience, and technical qualifications to envisage new development work and coordinate the ideas of

other experts such as the mechanization

engineer, ventilation engineer, mining geologist, etc. Nelson.

planometric projection. Pictorial view of an
object showing it in plan with oblique lines
showing the front, side, and thickness. See
also projection. Ham.
pMnophyre. A rock in which the phenocrysts
are arranged in layers. Fay.
planophyric. Applied to porph: ritic rocks
in which the phenocrysts are arranged in
layers. Holmes, 1928.
planorasion. Working in conjunction with
the processes of desert disintegration, the
wind acts as an abrading and eroding
agent which, unlike eunning water, works
uphill. This process termed by Keyes planorasion, in the early stages of its action,
may grade a slope as steep as 4°. A.G.I.
planosol. An intrazonal group of soils with
eluviated surface horizons underlain by B
horizons more strongly illuviated, cemented or compacted than assodated normal
sons, developed upon a nearly flat upland
surface under grass or forest vegetation in
a humid or subhumid climate. A.G.I.
plans. Maps or drawings representing on a
smaller scale the workings of the mine in

their exact position and proper proportion. Peel.

plant. a. The shaft or slope, tunnels, engine
machinery, workshops,
etc., of a colliery or other mine. Fay. b. To
houses, railways,

place gold or any valuable ore in the
gruund, in a mine, or the like to give a
false impression of the richness of the prop-

erty. To salt, as to plant gold with a shot-

gun. See also salting a mine. Fay. c. In

fki!

'.3

plant
mining, the mechanical installations, ma .
chines, and their housings. Earthworks are
sometimes loosely included. Pryor, 3. d.
Used to include the machinery, derricks,
railway, cars, etc., employed in tunnel
work. Stauffer.
plant bed. A shale roof overlying a coalbed

and being usually rich in plant fossils.
Raistrick and Marshall, pp. 32-33.
Plante battery. A type of lead-acid storage
battery. Webster 3d.
plant indicators. See indicator plant; local

plant indicators; universal plant indicators.
plant mix. The process of soil stabilization
in which the soil is carried to a stationary
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trode and the earthed nozzle of the torch,
which is cooled by a. water jacket. When

a plasma jet is used to cut rock, two separate zones of action can be expected. Mining and Minerals Engineering, v. I, No. 5,
January 1965, p. 182. b. Ionized gas produced by passing an inert gas through a
high-intensity arc, cawing temperatures up

to tens of; thousands degrees centigrade.
HW.
plasma spraying. The process of coating a
surface (of metal or of a refractory) by
spraying it with particles of oxides, carbides, silicides, or nitrides that have been

plastic flow
the explosive is detonated in contact with

the rock without the use of a shothole.

B.S. 3618,1964, sec. 6. See also secondary
blasting. c. See mudcapping. Fraenkel.
plaster stone. Gypsum. Fay.

plastic. a. Capable of being deformed continuously, and permanently, in any direction, without rupture. Bureau of Mines
Staff. b. A general term referring to synthetic or natural resins with or without
additives, which can be molded by heat
or pressure, or both, and to the finished
product. BuMines R.I. 5971, 1962, p. 2.
plastic and semiplastic explosives. Many of
the explosives ustd for commercial purposes belong to this group. The consistency is such that the explosive can be
shaped by moderate pressure to fill the
drill hole. The difference between plastic

made molten by passage through the constricted electric arc of a plasma gun; the
mixer, returned to the site after mixing
temperature of the plasma arc flame can
and then spread. See also mix-in-place.
be as high as 30,000° C. The usual purHam.
pose of a refractory coating applied in this
and semiplastic form is primarily depend- i)
plant-mixed concrete. Concrete which is
way is to protect a material, for example,
plant
and
deent on the difference in equipment which 1
mixed at a central mixing
from
oxidation
molybdenum or carbon,
has been found necessary in manufacturing
livered to the site in special equipment deDodd.
when used at high temperature.
cartridges of the explosive. The viscosity
signed to prevent its segregation. See also plaster. A material or mixture of materials
of the plastic type makes it possible to proready-mixed concrete. Ham.
that is applied in substantial thickness to
duce cartridges by a process of extrusion
plant-mix method. A method of preparing
decorative
coatsurfaces for protective or
in
through tubes. Fraenkel, v. 3, Art. 16:01,
surfaces
bituminous
for
aggregates
ing purposes. It is designated as gypsum,
p. 31.
which aggregates and bitumen are comlime, gypsum-lime or cement-lime plaster,
plastic art. Ceramics or sculpture in which
bined in a plant situated at the road or
according to composition. Taylor.
things are modeled. Crispin.
at a relatively long distance from the road. plaster base finish tile. Tile whose surfaces
plastic bronze. Bronze containing a high
Also known as the premixed method. Pit
the
direct
application
of
are intended for
proportion of lead; used for bearings. It
and Quarry, 53rd, sec. E, p. 70.
plaster.
ASTM
C43-65T.
has a composition of 72 to 84 percent copplant scrap. Scrap metal produced in the plaster cement. More or less dehydrated
per, 5 to 10 percent tin, and 8 to 20 perplant itself; for example, sprues and gates
calcium sulfate. Bennett 2d, 1962.
ingots
and
hot
cent lead, plus zinc, nickel, and phosin a foundry or defective
Plaster made from
hard-finished.
plaster,
phorus. C.T.D.
called
home
scrap.
tops in a steel mill. Also
overburned gypsum, which is dipped in
plastic
chrome ore. An air-setting ramming
Newton, p.38.
alum solution and calcined a second time.
having a base of refractory
growth
habit
material
plant symptom. An abnormal
Keene's cement and Parian cement are
chrome
ore
and shipped in plastic form
peculiarity
in
of a plant indicative of a
examples. See also gypsum cements. CCD
ready for use. HW.
the chemical composition of the supporting
6d, 1961.
plastic clay. Eng. Name formerly used by
soil. Hawkes.
plastering. Same as mudcapping. Fay.
geologists for the Woolwich and Reading
production,
one
plant tester. In petroleum
D.O.T. I.
plaster
man.
See
clay
dauber.
byprodbeds. Arkell.
who analyzes natural gas and gas
mill. a. A machine consisting of a plastic deformation. A permanent change in
ucts at a compressor station and makes or plaster
roller or set of rollers for grinding lime or
shape of a solid that does not involve failrecommends changes in operating condiFay, b. A mortar mill.
gypsum
to
powder.
specifications.
ure by rupture. In the narrowest sense, the
tions to maintain products to
Fay.
change is accomplished largely by gliding
D.O.T. 1.
gypsumplaster
molding.
Molding,
wherein
a
of
within
individual grains; but it also indisk
form of a
plaque. Shallow white-enameled
bonded
aggregate
flour
in
the
volves
rotation of grains. In a large sense,
finely
separate
saucer shape, used to
water slurry is poured over a pattern, perit
includes
deformation that is related to
ground minerals by panning action. Much
removal of the
mitted
to
harden,
and,
after
recrystallization.
A.G.I.
concentrating
plants
used in pulp testing in
pattern, thoroughly dried. The technique plastic design. The design of steel or reinfor checking products, for which purpose
is used to make smooth nonferrous castings
forced-concrete structural frames which is
it has largely replaced the Cornish vanning
of accurate size. ASM Gloss.
based on the assumption that plastic hinges
shovel. Also known as Vanning plaque. plaster
of Paris. A plaster made from gypsum
form at points of maximum bending moPryor, 3.
called from
by
grinding
and
calcining.;
so
ment. See also elastic design; plastic modplasma. a. A variety of chalcedonic quartz.
its manufacture near Pans, France. With
ulus. Ham.
Fay. b. GR3 comprising equal amounts of
water, it forms a paste which soon sets. In plastic equilibrium. The state of stress within
positively and negatively charged particles,
adopted
for
Canada, this term has been
a soil mass or a portion thereof, which has
so that in bulk it is electrically neutral; a
gypsum in any form. Fay. Has a number
been deformed to such an extent that its
fourth state of matter (solid, liquid, gas,
of ceramic uses; probably the most importultimate shearing resistance is mobilized.
plasma) capable of conducting magnetic
models, molds, and dies.
ant
is
in
making
ASCE P1826.
force. Pryor, 3.
Also used as a glass batch material to replastic
explosives. See plastic and semiplastic
plasma fuel. This is the white-hot substance
place part or all of the salt cake in comof
suns
and
explosives.
that is the principal ingredient
bination with soda ash, as an additive to plastic fiber. Type of asbestos occurrences
stars. Neither solid, liquid, nor gaseous,
certain glazes, and as a mounting medium
common in Europe. Sinclair, W. E., p. 484.
could become the great energy-thrust profor optical glass. Lee,
plastic
firebrick. A common term for both
vider of the future. The heavy hydrogen of plaster
Fay.
pit.
Derb.
A
gypsum
mine.
for
this
high
duty and super-duty fire clay plastic
the oceans may be the best source
plaster retarder. Any substance used to slow
refractories. Bureau of Mines Staff.
fusion-type power. Hy.
glue,
dextrin,
the setting of plaster. Blood,
plastic fire clay; bond fire clay. A fire clay
plasma let. a. The maximum temperature
retarders used.
and
hair
are
among
the
mixof sufficient natural plasticity to bond nonobtainable from hydrocarbon/oxygen
CCD
6d,
1961.
minerals.
plastic materials. ACSG, 1963.
tures is insufficient to melt most
shooting. a. A surface blasting method
plastic
flow, a. Flow which does not comA much higher temperature can be ob- plaster
used when no rock drill is available or is
mence
until the stress required to deform
tained using a gas plasma jet heated to
not necessary. It consists of placing a
the system reaches its yield value. If, on
high temperatures by an electric discharge
with
safety
fuse
charge of gelignite, primed
reduction of this applied stress, the system
in which temperatures in excess of 10,000°
and detonator, in close contact with the
again gels, it is thixotropic. In mining, the
C can be obtained. The jet is formed by
it completely
rock
or
boulder
and
covering
of
nitrogen
or
permanent set after relief of a deforming
passing a high-speed current
with stiff damp clay. The charges vary
stress. Pryor, 3. b. When a material is
a mikture of nitrogen and hydrogen over
yard
of
rock.
from 8 to 16 ounces per cubic
electrode
placed
in
a
specially
strained beyond the elastic limit but not
a tungsten
Nelson.
See
also
popping;
snakeholding.
the
cutting
in
to the extent of complete failure, it bedesigned narrow orifice
blasting in which
b.
A
form
of
secondary
this
elec.
torch. An arc is struck between

comes plastic and behaves as a viscous
liquid. Extension under stress is then a

function of time. Such movement is known
as plastic flow. Spalding. c. A phenomenon
in which the bottom sediments under pres-

plateau
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plastic flow

for each particular shape of section. See
also modulus of section. Ham.

plastic pressing. See wet pressing. ACSG,
1963.

plastic range. The rangc of temperature

sure of a weight flow out from under the
weight allowing partial or complete burial.

during the coking process within which the

change in shape without rupture, of a solid
body subjected to a continuous force.

plastic refractory. A refractory material,

glacier ice that takes place without shearing and cracking of the ice. A.G.I. f. The
deformation of a metal by movement along
the slip planes and at the grain boundaries,
the effects varying according to the tem-

pounded into place to form a monolithic

Hy. d. The permanent deformation, or
A.G.I. e. In a glacier, the movement of

pera ture at which the process is performed.
Rolfe. g. The same as plastic deformation.
ASAf Gloss.

plastic fracture. The breakage of a metal

under tensile load when being drawn out.
See also cup-and-cone fracture; necking.
Ham.

plastic igniter cord. A corklike device for
lighting a safety fuse. When the cord is
ignited an intense flame passes along its
length at a uniform rate and ignites the
blackpowder core of an ordinary safety
fuse. Two types are made: The fast has a
nominal burning speed of 1 second per
foot; the slow, a nominal speed of 10 seconds per foot. Nelson.
plasticity. a. The property of changing shape
permanently without movement on any
b.
megascopically visible fractures.
The property of a material that enables it
to undergo permanent deformation without appreciable volume change or elastic
rebound, and without rupture. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955. c. A complex phenomenon
which appears to be induced primarily by
the pressure of gases causing surface flow
at the moment, when under the action of

heat, the molecules at the surface have

attained a degree of freedom comparable
with that obtained in a liquid. In the case

of coal, a certain degree of plasticity is
essential for the production of coke, A.G.I.

d. See plastic flow; plastic limit; plastic
soil; plastic state; plasticity index. ASCE
P1826.
plasticity

index; index of plasticity. The

coking mass of coal is in a semifused or
plastic state. Hess.

tempered with water, that can be extruded

and that has suitable workability to be

structure. ACSG, 1963.
plastics. All synthetic resinlike materials
which can be molded under the influence
of heat or pressure. Anderson.

plastic shaping. See plastic making. Dodd.
plastic sillimanite. An air-setting kyanitebase mixture, ready to use for patching
walls, molding shapes,

etc. Bureau of

Mines Staff.

plastic soil. a. A soil that can be rolled
into 1/8-inch diameter strings without
crumbling. Nichols. b. A soft, rubbery soil.

Nichols. c. A soil that exhibits plasticity.
ASCE P1826.

plastic solid. A solid that undergoes change
of shape continuously and indefinitely after

the stress applied to it passes a critical

point. Leet.
plastic state. The range of consistency within

which a soil exhibits plastic properties.
Also called plastic range. ASCE P1826.
plastic strain. a. In the case of a single
mineral, the term connotes permanent deformation accomplished by gliding within

the crystal lattice without loss of cohesion.
A.G.I. b. In rocks, which are composed of

many crystals often belonging to several
mineral species, the term is conveniently
applicable to any permanent deformation
throughout which the rock maintains essential cohesion, and strength, regardless
of extent to which local microfracturing
and displacement of individual grains may
have entered into the process. A.G.I. c. A
term variously used but most commonly to
designate the finished quartz body used in
an oscillating circuit. See also crystal.

AM d. See set, z. Ro.

plastic tamping rod. A tamping rod

or

atemmer, of a rigid nature, made from

range over wlich the soil is plastic and is
represented by the difference between the
liquid and plastic limit. See also plastic

p!astic possessing suitable dielectric properties. ,A plastic conducive to the building
up of ixavy charges of static electricity is

limit. Nelson.
plasticizer. a. A material, usually organic,

plastic tooling. Dies, jigs, and fixtures for

capable of imparting plastic properties to
nonplastics or improving the plasticity of
ceramic mixtures. ACSG, 1963. b. A com-

pound added to a lacquer to counteract
the tendency of the finished surface to become brittle. Shell Oil Co. c. An additive

to improve the workability of concrete.

Taylor.

plastic limit. a. The water content corresponding to an arbitrary limit between the

plastic and the semisolid states of con-

sistency of a soil. ASCE P1826. b. Water
content at which a soil will just begin to
crumble when rolled into a thread approximately 11A-inch in diameter. ASCE P1826.

c. The lowest water content at which the
soil becomes plastic.

plastic making. This term includes all pro-

cesses of shaping clay in the plastic condition, that is, pressing, extrusion, jiggering,
jolleying, and throwing. Dodd.
plastic modulus. A factor used in the plastic

design of steel structures. It is a constant

unsuital.:P. Nelson.
metal forming,

boring,

assembly, and

checking, made at a saving of time and

labor, of laminated and cast components,
and cemented into highly stahl/, industrial
tools, chiefly with epoxy and slme with
polyester resins. Epoxies are strong adhesive resins, particularly useful because of
their low shrinkage factor. Polyesters have
a cost advantage and are easy to handle.
Crispin.

plastic welding. Welding with steel t iron
in the plastic state as m the case in forge
and pressure welding. Ham.

plastic yield. The term commonly applied

to'plastic deformation. Ham.
plastic zone. In explosion-formed crater
nomenclature, this zone differs from the
ranture zone by having less fracturing and
only small permanent deformations. l'here
is no disdnct boundary between the rupture and plastir zones. Mining and Minerals Engineering, e 2, No. 2, February,
1966, p. 65.
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piastometer. A machine for the determination
of the stress/strain properties of metals at
high temperatures and various rate of
strain. Gaynor.
Plast-Spouge. High quality iron powder made
by reduction of iron oxide; used in powder
metallurgy. Bennett 2d, 1962.

plat. a. A platform floor, or surface in or

about a mine used especially for loading
and unloading ore, etc. Webster 3d. b. A
swinging or revolving door used intermittently to connect two trackways. Fay.
c. The map of a survey in horizontal projection, as of a mine, townsite, etc. Fay.
d. A diagram drawn to scale showing land

boundaries and subdivisions, together with
all data essential to the description of the

several units. A plat differs from a map
in that it does not show additional cul-

tural, drainage, and relief features. Seelye,

2. e. N.S.W. The floor of a level near its
intersection with a shaft. New South
Wales.

platalargan. See alargan. Hess.

plate. a. Scot. A flat cast-iron or malleable-

iron sheet laid at the shaft bottom or at

any landing to enable the cars to be easily
turned and moved about. A cast-iron plate

with a circular ridge on which cars are
turned at junction of roads. Fay. b. Eng.
Black shale; a slaty rock. Fay. c. A horizontal timber laid on a wall to receive a

framework. Standard, 1964, d. A sheet of
copper coated with mercury for collecting
gold. See also amalgamation, b. Fay. e. A
lead miner's term for shale. Nelson. f. Eng.

A rail, 4 feet long, used at and near the

face for the tubs. SMRB, Paper No. 61. g.
A flat-rolled metal product of some Minimum :,1)ckness and width arbitrarily dependent on the type of metal. ASM Gloss.
h. To cover over with gold, silver, or other
metal, either mechanically or chemically.
Webster 3d. i, A term variously used, but
most commonly to designate the finished
quartz body used in an oscillating circuit.
AM, 1. j. Plate glass, Standard, 1964.
plate amalgamation. Use of copper or .copper-alloy plates coated with enough mercury to form a soft adherent film, in order
to trap gold from crushed ore pulp as it
flows over the plates. The resulting amalgam, containing up to some 40 percent of
metallic gold, is periodically scraped off

and more mercury is added to the film.

Pryor, 3.
plate-and-frame filter. A filter press consisting of plates with a gridiron surface
alternating with hollow frames, all of
which are held by means of lugs, on the
press

framework. The corners of both

frames and plates are cored to make continuous passages for pulp and solution; the
filter cloth is placed over the plates. The
pulp passage-way connects with the large,
square opening in the frame; the solution
and passageways connect with the gridiron

surface of the plate, The Dehne and the
Merrill are well-known types. Liddell 2d,
p. 392.

plate apron feeder. An automatic arrangement by which coal or ore is fed forward
on steel plates forming segments linked

together in an endless chain. See also plate
feeders, a. Nelson.
plateau. a. An upland, tableland, or elevated

plain having a fairly smooth surface and

bounded, on at least one side, by an
escarpment separating it from lower coun-

try. Fay. b. A district or region of con-
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siderable extent and somewhat diverse surface, not dominantly mountainous but
commonly including some mountains,
which lies in general, distinctly higher than

articulated band. The plates are attached
either to one center chain or to two side
chains. The chains connect rollers running
on an angle-iron framework and transmit

plateman I. See amalgamator I. D.O.T. 1.

extensive upland region. Fay. c. A formerly

installed at intermediate points as well as
at the head or tail ends. A plate conveyor
can negotiate bends down to about 20 feet
radius; available in widths 400, 540, and
640 millimeters with running speeds from

plateau

the surrounding or adjacent country; an
smooth upland or elevated plain now so
much dissected that only traces of the
former surface remain on flat-topped hills

and ridges of nearly uniform altitude;
more properly called a dissected plateau.
Fay. d. A very extensive but ill-defined
elevation of the deep sea floor, the top of
which may be diversified by lesser feature',
of elevation and depression. Schieferdepcer. e. A comparatively flat-topped elevation

of the sea floor greater than 60 nautical

miles across the summit and normally ris-

ing more than 100 fathoms on all sides.
H&G.
plateau basalt. Applied to those basaltic

lavas that occur as vast composite accumu .
lations of horizontal or subhorizontal flows

and which, erupted in rapid succession
over great areas, have at times flooded

sectors of the earth's surface on a regional
scale. They are generally believed to be the

product of fissure eruptions and tend to
conform to either one of two standard

compositions, distinguished as the tholciitic

and olivine basalt magma types respectively. In most parts of the world the two
magma types have developed as distinct
and separate associations, but there are
some impo:tant provinces (for example,
the Thu lean or Brito-Arctic province of
western Scotland, northeastern Ireland,
and Iceland) in which lavas having affinities with both magma types are mutually
associated. The Columbia Plateau of the
Northwestern United States and the Deccan Plateau of southeastern India are

the drive from the driveheads which can be

3

to 4 feet per second with a carrying

capacity from 100 to 400 tons per hour.
Nelson.

plate coordinates. In photographic mapping,
rectangular coordinates measured on a
photograph with reference to the principal
point as origin. See lye, 2.
plated crystal. A crystal with a conductive
surface film of gold, silver, aluminum, or
other metal produced by cathode sputtering, evaporation, or chemical methods. The
films, to which lead wires may be soldered,
take the place of the conventional clamped
metal electrodes. AM, I.
plate feeders. a. Short plate conveyors which

level and deeply dissected. Of Pliocene
or early Pleistocene age in the main.
C.T.D.

plateau plain. An extensive area of plain
surmounted by a sublevel summit area and

bordered more or less completely by an
escarpment. A.G.I.

plate bearing test. A method by which the
load bearing capacity of a soil may be

estimated. See also ultimate bearing pressure. Nam.
plate cleaner. A device for cleaning raw
coal which uses the difference in the coefficient of resilience or friction between

clean coal and an inclined plate, commonly of steel, and that between refuse
and the plate to allow the clean coal to
jump over a gap while the refuse falls
through. B.S. 3552, 1962.

plate conveyor. A conveyor in which the
carrying medium is a series of steel plates,
each in the form of a short trough, Joined

together with a slight overlap to form an

mix. Webster 3d.

plate mounted. A bonded abrasive product
attached to a steel plate, which plate is

designed for attachment to a machine.
ASCG, 1963.

platen. a. The sliding member or slide of
a hydraulic press. See also slide, 1; ram, 1.
ASM Gloss. b. A part of a resistance weld-

ing, mechanical testing, or other machine
with a flat surface to which dies, fixtures,
backups, or electrode holders are attached
and which transmits pressure. ASM Gloss.
plate nail. Eng. A nail or spike to fasten tram
plates and rails to the sleepers. Fay.

plater. One who plates articles with a coating of precious or lustrous metals; usually
in composition; as, a silver plater. Stand-

on the surface and underground. Nerson.
b. The mechanical plate feeder is a devke

plate rail. Scot. A flat cast-iron rail with a

are used for a variety of purposes in mines,

for feeding material at a fixed and uniform rate. It is generally applied at the
tail end of the conveyor or elevator which
feeds a plant, but may be applied to feed-

wear, but increased output can be obtained by steady feeding. This type of

a more or less flat, plateaulike area. A.G.1.
plateau gravel. Deposits of sandy gravel occurring on hilltops and plateaus at heights
above those normally occupied by river
terrace gravels. Originally deposited as
continuous sheets, plateau gravel has been
raised by earth movements to its present

Standard, 1964.

plate metal. Refined iron run in molds and
broken up for remelting or for use in a

The loading and discharge into the skip
is automatically controlled. Plate feeders

measure a predetermined load of coal and
discharge it into the skip. The feeders are
placed side by side, adjacent to the shaft.

successive sheets over a wide area and
eventually build a plateau; as in Idaho.
C.T.D.

plate mark. A special rr ark put on articles
made of precious metal to show the place
of manufacture, fineness of the meal, etc.

plate oven. A double oven, one part of

classic examples of tholeiitic plateau basalt
provinces. Synonym for flood basalt. A.G.I.
plateau eruptions. Volcanic eruptions by

plateau glacier. An ice sheet that occupies

before being pulverized for chemical analysis. D.O.T. 1.

are sometimes used instead of the usual
measuring chutes in skip winding. They
serve the same dual purpose, namely to

ing any other single unit. It relieves the
pressure and drag, with the consequent
unnecessary wear on the belt, which is
ordinarily experienced if feeding from a
hopper directly to a belt. It not only cuts

which extensive lava flows are spread in

plateman II. A laborer who spreads samples
of crushed ore evenly on steel plates with
a shovel, so that they will dry thoroughly

maintenance costs by eliminating uneven

feeder also handles wet aggregate. Pit and
claarry, 53rd, sec. B, p. 70. See also disk
foxier; reciprocating feeder. ACSG, 1963.
plate formers. Plate formers are used for
lining shafts, winzes, and rises. They are
usually constructed of comparatively thin
steel sheeting, stiffened around the edges
with angles. Plates should be of such size
that they can be conveniently handled in
the skips or bucktAs used for sinking.
Spalding, p. 154.

plate girder. A built-up riveted or welded
steel girder, having a deep vertical web
plate, with a pair of angles riveted along
each edge to act as compression and tension flanges. For heavier loads, flange

which is used for heating split cylinders of
sheet or cylinder glass before flattened into
sheets and the other chamber for annealing the sheets. Webster 3d.

ard, 1964.

flange on one side. Fay.

plate roll. A smooth roll for making sheet
iron or plate iron, as distinguished frum
one having grooves for rolling rails, beams,
etc. Standard, 1964.
plates, a. Copper or muntz metal plates, covered with mercury, used for amalgamating
free gold. Nelson. b. In powder metallurgy,

flat powder particles having considerable
thickness. Contrast with flake powder.
ASM Gloss.

plate shale. A hard, argillaccous shale. Fay.
plate tongs. Tongs for grasping and handling
iron or steel plates. Standard, 1964.
plate vibrator. A self-propelled mechanical

vibrator having a flat base, which consolidates hard fill prior to construction.
Ham.

platform. a. A wooden floor on the side of
a gangway at the bottom of an inclined
seam, to which the coal runs by gravity,
and from which it is shoveled into mine
cars. Fay. b. A scaffold. Fay. c. A plank or
mesh steel-covered level area at the base

of a drill tripod or derrick, used as a
working space in front of a drill machine
around the collar of the borehole, Some-

times the platform is large enough to act as
drill
machine. Also a similar floored area in the

plates in addition are riveted or welded to
the angles. Ham.

a foundation and anchor for the

process, ground and polished on both sides,

while working in the tripod or derrick. See
also floor; drill floor. Long. d. The place

plate glass. Flat glass formed by a rolling
with surfaces essentially plane and parallel. ASTM C162-66.
plate machine. An improved form of potter's
wheel for forming porcelain plates for
table use. Standard, 1964.

plateman. In anthracite coal mining, a laborer who works on the platform of a
breaker, picking out rock and oversize

lumps from coal before it enters conveyors
that transport it to points for further treatment or for loading. Also called platform

man. D.O.T. 1.

tripod or derrick on which a man stands

on top of a breaker where the freshly
mined coal is weighed by a weigh boss just

before it is dumped into the machinery.
In the breaker, a flat or slightly inclined
floor covered with iron plates onto which
coal is run from the main screen bars and
cleaned by platform men. Korson. e. A

wood mat used in sets to support machinery on soft ground. Also called a pontoon.
Ntchols. f. An operator's station on a large
machine, particularly on rollers. Nichols.

1

g. A bench in a glass furnace for receiving
pots. Standard, 1964.

platform gantry. A gantry constructed for
carrying a portal crane or similar structure. Ham.
platform hoist. A power iriven hoist having
a lifting capacity ranging from 200 pounds
to about 21A tons, which can be raised on

a loading platform to a height of up to

200 feet. See also mobile hoist. Ham.
platform reef. See bank reef. Schieferdecker.

platform truck; rack body truck. A truck

having a flat open body. Nichols.
piatina. a. Same as platinum. Standard, 1964.
b. Twisted silver wire. Standard, 1964.
platina mohr. Same as platinum black.
Standard, 1964.
plating. Forming an adherent layer of metal
upon an object. ASM Gloss.
plating hammer. A trip-hammer for working
on heavy metal plates for armored vessels.
Standard, 1964.

plating rack. A fixture used to hold work
and conduct current o it during electro-

deposition. ASM Gloss.
platinic. Of, pertaining to, or containing
platinum, especially in its higher valence;

as, platinic chloride. Compare platinous.
Standard, 1964.
platinic gold. Said to be a native alloy containing 84.6 percent gold, 2.9 percent
silver, 0.2 percent iron, 0.9 percent cepper,
and the remainder platinum. Hess.

platiniferous. Containing cr yielding platinum. Standard, 1964.
platinirldium. A mineral consisting of a natu-

ral alloy of iridium and platinum and

other related metals occurring usually in
silver-white grains. Mohs hardness, 6 to 7;
specific gravity, 22.6 to 22.8. Webster 3d.

platinite. An alloy containing 54 to 58 percent iron and 42 to 46 percent nickel. It
has the same coefficient of expansion as
platinum, and is used to replace it in electric light bulbs. C.T.D.
platinize; platinate. To coat or combine with
platinum especially by electroplating.
Standard, 1964.
platinized asbestos. Platinum powder deposited on asbestos, and employed in such
form on account of its chemical activity.

It is prepared by soaking good-quality
asbestos fiber in a solution of platinum
chloride and then strongly heating it.
Camm.

platinocyanide. A cyanide of platinum and
some other element or radical. Standard,
1964.

platinold. a. An alloy containing 60 percent
copper, 24 percent zinc, 14 percent nickel,
and 2 percent tungsten. It has high electrical resistance, and is used for resistances
and thermocouples. C.T.D. b. Resembling
platinum. Standard, 1964. c. A platinum
metal. Standard, 1964.
platinous. Of, pertaining to, or containing
platinum, especially in its lower valence.
Compare platinic. Standard, 1964; Fay.
platinum. A silvery-white metallic element in
group VIII of the periodic system. It is the

most important metal of a group of Six

closely related rare metals; the others being
iridium, osmium, palladium, rhodium, and

ruthenium. Isometric; heavy; malleable;
ductile; immune to attack by most chemical reagents; and immune to oxidation at
high temperatures. Uncombined platinum
occurs in nature. The most important district yielding native platinum is the Ural
Mountains, U.S.S.R. Symbol, Pt; valences,

Pleistocene
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2,

3, and 4; atomic number, 78;

atomic weight, 195.09; specific gravity,
21.45 (at 20° C) ; specific electrical resistivity, 9.97 microhms per cubic centimeter

(at 20° C); hardness, 47 Brinell; melting
point, 1,769° or 1,773.5° C; boiling point,

3,827° -J:100° C or 4,300° C; insoluble

in water, in hydrochloric acid, and in nitric

acid; soluble in aqua regia and in fused
alkalies; and does not oxidize in air at any
temperature. Used in wire and in vessels
for laboratories, as thermocouple elements,
for electrical contacts, in corrosion-resist-

ant apparatus, with cobalt in magnetic
alloys, for resistance wires in high-tempera-

ture electric furnaces, for coating the nose
cones 1 missiles, for coating the fuel noz-

zles of jet engines, and in finely divided
form as a catalyst. C.T.D.; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp.

B-126, B-202; CCD 6d, 1961.

platinum black. A finely divided form of
platinum of a dull black color, usually but
not necessarily produced by the reduction
of salts in aqueous solution. ASM Gloss.
platinum family. Sce platinum metals. Bennett 2d, 1962.

platinum luster. A silvery luster given by a
platinum glaze. Also known at. silver luster.
Standard, 1964.

platinum metal. Any of the six precious metallic

elemmts including platinum and

elements resembling it in chemical and
physical properties that belong to group

VIII of the perind'c table and are often

triads one of which is
subdivided into t
composed of rutherium, rhodium, and palladium whose specific gravities are about
12 and the other of whl,.11 is composed of
osmium, iridium, and platinum whose
specific gravities are over 21. Webster 3d.
platinum minerals. Platinum, ruthenium,
rhodium, palladium, osmium, and iridium
/1/4-;

are members of a group characterized by
high specific gravity, unusual resistance to
oxidizing and acidic attack, and high melting point. Platinum, the most common of
these, occurs naturally as metal and as the
arsenide sperrylite (PtAs3). Osmiridium
and iridosmine are minor sources, found
alloyed in Rand ores. Palladium arsenide
and selenide occur in the nickel-copper
ores of Sudbury, Canada. Pryor, 3.
platinum S. Platinum having increased
strength at high temperatures. Bennett 2d,
1962 Add.

platinum sponge. Metallic platinum in a gray,
porous, spongy form that is obtained by reducing ammonium chloroplatinate that
occludes large volumes of oxygen, hydro-

gen, and other gases; used as a catalyst.
Webster, 3d.

platnik. See alargan. Hess.

platt. Corn. An enlargement of a level near

a shaft, where ore may await hoisting,

wagons pass each other, etc. Same as plat,
a. Fay.

platten. In glassmaking, to flatten out; make
into sheets or plates; specifically, to make
(a blown cylinder) into a sheet. Standard,
1964.

plattenkoble. Ger. A laminated sapropelic
coal containing numerous animal remains.
It is of Permian age and it is found in the
Pilsen coal basin. Tomkeieff, 1954.
platting. Brick laid flatwise on top of a kiln
to keep in the heat. Fay.
plattman. In bituminous coal mining, a col-

loquialism of English origin for a pusher
who pushes loaded mine cars onto a cage
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from a platt (an enlarged underground

opening at the shaft where cars are gathered prior to hoisting). D.O.T. 1.
plattnerite. Error for planeritc. Hey, M.M.,
1961.

Plattner's process. A prxess for extracting
gold in which a charge of gold-bearing
pulp is placed in a revolving iron drum
lined with lead, and a stream of chlorine
gas is conducted through the pulp, producing chloride of gold, which is soluble
in water. See also chlorination process.
Fay.

platy-flaggy. Hard to split, a measure of
ease of splitting of shale. A.G.I.

platy flow structure. See planar flow structure. A.G.I.
platynite. A sulfoseleniv; of lead and bismuth,
PbS.BiaSe3. Thin plates. Like graphite.
Rhombohedral. From Falun, Sweden. English.

platy structure. A structure due to differential contraction during cooling, occurring
in lavas and intrusions as a series of fractures parallel to the cooling surface. Igneous rocks may thus be cracked into thin
plates or tabular sheets, which give them
a stratified appearance, especially as seen
in the field when the structure has been
developed by weathering. Holmes, 1928.
plauenite. a. The type syenite of Plauen,
near Dresden, Germany. Holmes, 1928.
b. Those members of the syenite series
which are rich in potash and have some
plagioclase with the predominant orthoclase. Rice.

play. Idle, said of a mine not at work. See
also playday. Fay.
playa. Sp. a. A shore, strand, beach, or bank
of a river. Generally sandy, and sometimes

auriferous. Fay. b. The shallow central
basin of a desert plain, in which water

gathers after a rain and is evaporated. Fay.
c. A dried-up lake basin in an arid region.
Bateman.
playa lake. Wind-scoured basins are shallow,
but they may cover large areas. They are
characteristic of deserts. At irregular intervals, they become the scats of broad, shal-

low sheets of water called playa lakes,

which quickly gather and almost as quickly

evaporate, leaving mud flats or playas to
mark their sites. A.G.I.

playday. Eng. A day on which, on account
of accident, or other causes, mines are not
worked. See also play. Fay.

play In. Leic. To commence holing or under-

cutting a face of coal at the side of a

heading. Fay.
play of color. The optical phenomenon consisting of flashes of different prismatic
colors due to interference of light at thin
films within or near the surface of a gem,
and seen in rapid succession when the gem
is moved, as in opal. It partly causes the
orient of pearls, but differs from change
of color, dispersion, fire, and opalescence.
Shipley.
Plelocene. See Pliocene. Fay.

Pleistocene. The earlier of the two epochs
comprised in the Quaternary period in the
classification generally used. Also called
Glacial epoch, and formerly Ice Age, postPliocene, and post-Tertiary. The series of
sediments deposited during that epoch,

including both glacial deposits and ordinary sediments. Some geologists formerly
used Pleistocene as synonymous with quaternary and included it in all post-Tertiary
time and deposits. Fay.

plenemensurate ore bodies
plenemensurate ore bodies. Those capable of

being fully measured and sampled at an
early stage in the operations. McKinstry,
p. 477.

plenum. a. A system of ventilation in which
air is forced into an inclosed space, as a

room cr a caisson so that the outward
pressure of air in the space is slightly

greater than the inward pressure from the
outside, and leakage is outward instead of
inward. Fay. b. A mode of ventilating a

mine or a heading by forcing fresh air
into it. Fay. c. Use of ccmpressed air to

hold soil from slumping into an excavation. Nichols.

Plenus marls. Gray marls found in the Lower

Chalk of Great Britain, containing the

belemnite, Actinocamax plenus. They are
of Cretaceous age. C.T.D.
pleochroic. See pleochroism.
pleochroic halos. Dark-colored zones around
small inclusions of radioactive minerals
that are found in certain crystals, notably
biotite. C.M.D.

pleochroism; dichroism. a. The property of
exhibiting different colors in different directions by transmitted polarized light.
A.G.I. b. More precisely, the property of
absorbing differently, light that vibrates in
different directions in passing through a
crystal. If the crystal is uniaxial the change

of color is called dichroism; if the crystal
is

biaxial, the change of color is called

pleochroism. A.G.I. c. The property of
birefringent crystals (minerals) to absorb
various wavelengths of light differentially

depending on the vibration direction of

the light within the crystal. Thus a mineral
displaying pleochroism shows various colors

or tints when it is traversed by plane po-

larized light and the orientation of the

crystal is varied with respect to the plane
of polarization. It ;s a common and diagnostic property of many minerals, and
easily observed under the petrographic
microscope or a :ichroscope. A.G.I.
pleomorphism. Snyonym for polymorphism.
Webster 3d.

pleomorphous. Synonym for polyrnorpuous.
A.G.I.
pleonaste. Same as ceylonite. See also spine!.
Dana 17.

pleonastite. An igneous rock having a dia-

basic structure composed of pleonaste hercynite and clinochlore enveloping crystals
of corundum. Its origin is obscure. Hess.
Pleospongla. A group of Lower and Middle
Cambrian fossils generally having the form

of corals but structures suggesting rela-

tionships to sponges. A.G.I. Su Pp.
plesiomorphism. See polymorphism.

Plessy's green; chromhim phosphate. Impure CrPO4 with 2 to 6 H20. CCD, 6d,
1961.

Plews process.. Obtaining antimony values
from sulfide ores by heating the ore in a
rotary furnace; antimony oxide volatilizes
from the mass and is condensed, Bennett
2d, 1962.

Plexiglass. A trade name for transparent
methyl-methacrylate plastic; specific gravity, 1.19; refractive index, 1.49. Shipley.

pliable armored cable. A flexible cable having collective armor comprising stranded
groups of fine, galvanized, steel wires. B.S.
3618, 1965, Sec. 7.
pliable support. A support composN1 of elas-

tic materials which either yields to the
roof pressure, or which permits the subsidence of the roof without the support

pluck me
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plication. a. A fold; usually applied to the

to V-shaped belt scrapers which are attached to the belt conveyor frame and
which press against the return belt. They
are intended to remove coal or other material which might stick to the return belt

b. A coarse, radial ridge on the exterior

plough cut. Same as V-cut. Langefors, p.

being completely destroyed and losing its
significance. Stoces, v. 1, p. 140.

plicated. Folded together, as in highly inclined and contorted strata. Fay.

more intensive crumpling and corrugations
of layered rocks. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

surface of certain shells. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.
Pliensbachlan. Lower Charmouthian. A.G.I.
Supp.

plies. Scot. Successive thin layers of coal or

rock. See also ply. Fay.
Pliocene. The latest of the epochs comprised
in the Tertiary period, in the classification

generally used. Also, the series of strata

deposited during that epoch. Fay.
Plio-Pleistocene. Strata transitional act oss
the Pliocene-Pleistocene boundary where
distinction cannot be recognized outside
of glaciated regions. A.G.1. Supp.

plique-a-jour enameling. A type of artistic
enameling in which the divisions are made
with small metal strips, and no metal base

is used. When held to light, this type of
enamel appears as a miniature stained
glass window. Enam. Dict.

ploat. Eng. To dress down or remove loose

stone from the roof or sides. SMRB, Paper
No. 61.
plodding. Scot. Uncertain; irregular; that is,
a plodding band or seam of ironstone. Fay.
plombierite. Ca2Si2012(OH)2.11( ? ) H20. Hey
2, 1955. A gelatinous material from Bally-

craigy, Larne, Antrim County, Ireland; a
mineral having the approximate molar ratio, 1120:Si02=2.0, and the 002 spacing
equals 14.6 angstroms. The analysis is very

close to that of plombierite of Daubrée

(1858). American Mineralogist, v. 39, No.
11-12, November-December 1954, pp.
1038-1039.
plosophoric. Giving explosive properties to a
compound. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

plot. a. Corn. "To cut a plot" is to make
roc:n, or square out a piece of ground by
the side of the lode or shaft, for holding

the broken ore or waste for other con-

venient purposes. Fay. b. To place survey

data upon a map or plat. In past use, no

clearly defined difference existed between

plat and plot. It is suggesterl that a dif-

ference be established by limiting plat to
the graphical representation of a survey,
and plot to the cartographic operations
involved in the construction of a map or
plat. A.G.I.
plot mark. A mark made in a bit mold, bit

die, or blank bit where a pip or hole is
drilled to receive or to encompass a diamond. Long.

plotting Instrument A large drawing machine by means of which stereoscopic pairs

of vertical photograpiis can be viewed in
conjunction with their ground control
points and mechanically translated into
making accurate maps. Ham.
plotting scale. A scale used for setting off the
lengths of lines in surveying. Fay.

plough. a. A cutter loader with knives or
blades, ..thich is pulled along the longwall
face by a powerful chain. The broken coal

is loaded onto an armored flexible conveyor which, with the aid of hydraulic
rams, holds the plough up to the coal
face and causes the knives to bite into the
coal as they are pulled along. The plough
is a continuous mining machine. See also
plough-type machines. Nelson. b. Applied
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and.be crushed as the belt passes over the
driving rolls or the return pulley. Jones.
190.

plough deflector. a. A r. el plate attached to

the end of a cutter loader for deflecting
the cut coal onto the face conveyor. Nelson. b. A device for removing or diverting
the dust and dirt off a belt conveyor and

thus prevent it being carried back along
the return belt. Nelson.
ploughs. N. of Eng. Vertical and horizontal
cutting blades which remove a thin slice
of coal from the face and guide it onto an
armored face conveyor on which the machine runs (other forms of cutter loader
may travel also on such a heavy scraper
chain type of conveyor). Trist.
plough steel. A steel suitable for the production of wire for xestressed concrete and
for the manufacture of steel ropes, etc.
Nelson.

plough-type machines. Ploughs may be divided into two classes: (1) Where the
machine peels the coal to a depth of from
1 to 12 inches by knives of various designs

and the cut coal is then loaded onto a

heavy type scraper chain conveyor; and
(2) whete the machine peels a thin slice
up to 2 inches in thickness, by knives at-

tached to each end of a steel box and
the coal is dragged along the face inside
the box. From the speed of travel aspect,

ploughs may be divided into

(1) fast-

moving types (about 80 feet per minute)
which take a relatively thin slice, and (2)
slow-moving types (10 to 20 feet per min-

ute) which remove a thicker slice. The
trend is towards the rapid plough working

on the solid face. See also Anbauhobel;
continuous mining, b; Lobbe Hohel. Nelson.

plowman. One who breaks up hard-packed
clay in an open clay pit by operating a
tractor which dmws the plow over the bed
of the pit. D.O.7. 1.
Plowshare. The Atomic Energy Commission's program of research and development on peaceful uses of nuclear explosives, Possible uses include large-scale ex-

cavation, such as for canals and harbors;
crushing ore bodies; and producing heavy
tiansplutonium isotopes. LOIL.

plow steel. A high tensile steel used in the
manufacture of hoisting ropes. Fay.

pluck. To loosen and carry away in large

pieces; said of glaciers operating on sclid
rock. Standard, 1964.
plucking. a. Term used to describe the midden jerking or plucking on heavy endless.
rope haulage when the rope again takes
the load, following rope coils. Instead of
slipping smoothly sideways, the rope tends
to stick until the pressure of oncoming
coils overcomes the friction; these slip suddenly, producing a momentary slackening
followed by a sudden jerk or pluck as the
rope again takes the load. This may loosen
chains or clips and cause derailments and
runaway sets. Sinclair, V, p. 329. b. The
disruption of blocks of rock by a glacier
or streams. Standard, 1904.

pluck me. Nkkname for a company store;
given because of a tendency to overcharge.
Korson.

plucky
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plucky. Applied to stones that, under the

possible, such fractures are made parallel
with the rift of the stone. AIME, p. 327.
plug and feathers. A multiple wedge used
for cutting out rock masses without shattering the ground. Machines are often used
for large scale work. See also channeler, a.

chisel, break away in irregular conchoidal
clitR, thus making it difficult to secure a
smooth face. Fay.
plug. a. A. watertight seal in a shaft formed
by removing the lining and inserting a con-

crete dam, or by placing a plug of clay

Nelson.

over ordinary debris used to fill the shaft
4p to the location of the plug. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 4. b. Small wooden pins driven
into holes driven in the rock roof of a tunnel. The axis of the tunnel is marked on

plug-back. To cement off lower section of
casing; to block fluids below from rising
in casing to a higher section being tested.

from which a plummet lamp may be suspended for sighting upon. Stauffer. c. To
plug a well by cementing a block inside
casing or capping the well with a metal
plate. Wheeler. d. Any block installed
within casing to prevent movement of
fluids. Wheeler. e. Synonym for hoisting
plug. Long. f. A cylindrical piece of wood

noncoring diamond-set bit which can be
in the form of a bullnose bit, pilot bit, or
concave bit. Also called bullnose bit; concave bit; noncore bit; pilot bit. B.S. 3618,

these plugs by tacks, or by small iron hooks

or an expandable apparatus placed in a
borehole to act as a watertight or gas-

tight seal or as a base into which the drive
wedge of a borehole deflection device is
driven. Long. g. A steel cylinder placed
inside the annular opening in a coring bit

to convert it for use as a noncoring bit.
The face of the plug may or may not be

provided with serrations, inset diamonds,
or other types of cutting edges. Long. h.
Synonym for pilot and/or the pilot section
of a pilot-type noncoring bit. Long. i. The
act or process of inserting a plug in a borehole; also, to fill a borehole with cement

or cap it with a long plug. Long. j. To
fill or seal off cracks, cavities, or other

openings in the walls of a borehole. Long.
k. Synonym for block. See also block, i.
Long.

I.

See cartridge, e. Nelson. m. A

hammer closely resembling the bully. Fay.
n. See plug-and-feathers. Fay. o. A stoppage in the discharge line of a dredge, or
in an underground drain. Nichols. p. The
male or female device for closing an open
pipe. Also called a cap. Kentucky, p. 119.
q. A rod or mandrel over which a pierced
tube is forced. ASM Gloss. r. A rod or

mandrel that fills a tube as it is drawn

through a die. ASM Gloss. s. A punch or
mandrel over which a cup is drawn. ASM
Gloss. t. A protruding portion of a die impression for forming a corresponding recess in the forging. ASM Gloss. u. A false
bottom in a die. Also called a peg. ASM
Gloss. v. A mass of igneous rock formed
in the vent of a volcano; dome, spine, or
aiguille. Fay. w. A refereace peg driven
in flush with the surfacc of the ground.
Webster 3d.
plug-and-feather driller. 3ee quarryman, b.
D.O.T. 1.
plug-and-feather hole. A hul, drilled for the
purpose of splitting a block of stone. These

holes are usually iv rows. The plug is a

slightly wedge-shaped piece of iron driven

between two L-sh )ed irons, or feathers,

inserted in the hole. Stauffer.
plug-and-feather method. A method used in
quarrying to reduce the larger masses o6
stone to smaller size. By using a hammer
drill, a row of shallow holes is made along
the

line where a break is desired. The

feathers consist of two iron strips flat on
one side for contact with the wedge, and
curved on the other to fit the wall of the
drill hole. They are placed in the hole and
the plug (a steel wedge) is placed between
them. They are sledged lightly in succes
sion until a fracture appears. Wherever

Wheeler.

plug bit. a. A diamond bit that grinds out
the full width of the hole. Nichols. b. A

1963, sec. 3.

plug box. Eng. A wooden water pipe used
in coffering. Fay.

plug drill. A stonecutter's percussion drill
Webster 3d.

plug-drill operatoi. See jackhammer operator. D.O.T. 1.
plugged. a. A borehole that has been filled
or capped with a long plug, or in which a
plug has been inserted. Long. b. Cracks
or openings in the rocks in the walls of a
borehole that have been filled or sealed
with cement or other substances. Long.
c. A borehole that has been drilled with a
plug or noncoring bit. Long. d. A blocked
core barrel or bit. Long. c. A coring bit in
which a plug has been inserted. See also
plug, g. Long.

plugged bit. a. Synonym for noncoring bit.
See also plug, g. Long. b. A core bit, the
annular opening of which is tightly closed

or blocked by a piece or the impacted fragments of a core. Long.
plugged crib. A curb supporting the walling

in a shaft and is itself supported on plugs
or bolts driven into the ground around the
shaft. The crib may be removed when the
walling from below is carried up to it.
see also strata bolts. Nelson.
plugger driil. See sinker drill, a. Lewis, p. 87.
pluggerman. In metal mining, one who
keeps ore moving in large chutes in raises
(underground openings driven upward
from one level to another) when ore is
being drawn or loaded into cars at a lower
level. Also called chute blaster. D.O.T. 1.

phigging. a. The stopping of the flow of

water into a shaft by plugs of ciay. Zern.
b. Eng. Supporting a crib upon iron bars
fixed in the wall of a shaft. Fay. c. Scot.
Blasting by means of plug shots. Fay. d.
The material used, the act, or the process
of inserting a plug in a borehole to fill it
or the cracks and openings in the borehole
sidewalls. Long. c. The act or process of
drilling a borehole with a noncoring bit.
See also noncore drilling. Long. f. The

practice of filling holes and cavities in

castings with porous silicate mixture (castiron filler) before the application of cover
coats. The filler must be firmly forced into

the casting holes, since any entrapped air
beneath the filler will expand during firing
and force the material c ut causing "blowholes." Enam. Dict.
plugging clay. A wad used as a stopper in
the taphole of a smelter. Enam. Dict.
plugging compound. A puttylike mixture of
inorganic materials used to fill holes in
iron castings to ensure art even surface for
porcelain enameling. ASTM C286-65.
plughole. a. A passageway that is left open
while working on an explosion-proof 3top-
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plumbaginous
ping for the purpose of maintaining the
ventilation of the fire area at as near the

normal quantity as possible to prevent any
increase in the firedamp content in the air.
After the stopn;ng is completed, this plughole is plugged up with sandbags in order
to complete the seal of the sealed-off mine
area. The plughole is generally a tapered
passageway of about 3 feet 6 inches sqr.are
at the inby side of the stopping and 2 feet

6 inches square at the outby side. Mc-

Adam, p. 143. b. Same as block hole. Fay.
plughole stopping. A stopping in which the
floor and the sidewalls of the passage are

built of sandbags and the roof may be

the roof of the roadway or covering boards
used between the webs of steel arches, or
preferable, corrugated steel sheeting used

as lagging behind steel arches. The plughole or passage is generally made tapering
from the inhy end from 3 feet to 3 feet 6
inches square to 2 feet 6 inches square so
that, in the event of an explosion, the plug
of sandbags in the passage is subjected to
a wedging action assisting to retain the
plug in place. The plughole may be placed
in the most convenient position and although this is often at the top, it is sometimes placed to the side and reasonably
near the floor. Sinclair,1, pp. 297-298.

plugman. a. Newc. The man in charge of
the pumping engine. Fay. b. See pumping
engineer. D.O.T. 1. c. A laborer who fas-

tens iron stoppers (plugs) in bottoms of
billet molds to retain molten copper cast
into molds. D.O.T. 1.

plug polisher. In metallurgy, one who polishes tube drawing plugs (metal die used

to govern internal diameter of metal tubes
during drawing operations), using a polishing machine. D.O.T. Supp.
plug shot. scot. A small charge exploded in
a hole to break up a stone of moderate
size. Fay.

plug tap. A tap with chamfer extending

from three to five threads. ASM Gloss.
plug valve. A valve or cock opened or closed
by the turning of a plug, usually conical in

shape. Not to be confused with needle
valve or glove valve. Long.

plug weld. A circular weld made by either
arc or gas welding through one number of

lap or tee joint. If a hole is used, it may
be only partially filled. Neither a fillet

welded hole nor a spot weld is to be construed as a plug weld. ASM Gloss.
plum. a. A large random-shaped stone
dropped into large-r,ale mass concrete to
economize on the volume of the concrete.
Ham. b. An old form of plumb. Fay.
plumasite. A coarse, granular chke rock containing oligorlase and corundum plus accessory ga-net, muscovite, apatite, and
opaque oxide. A.G.I.
plumb. a. Synonym for vertical. Webster .3d.
b. A plumb bob; a plummet. Webster 3d.
c. To carry a survey into a mine through
a shaft by means of heavily weighted fine

wires hurg vertically in the shaft. The

line of sight passing through the wires at
the surface is thus transferred to the mine
workings. An important piece of work in
mine shafts, and in transferring colirses or
bearings from one level to another. Fay.
plumb.; plumbo-. Combining form meaning
containing lead; for example, plumbojarosite and calcium orthoplumbate. Webster
plumbaginous. Containing plumbago,
plumbaginous achists; some crystalline

plus minerals
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limestones are also plumbaginous. Fay.
plumbago. A special quality of powdered
graphite used to coat molds, and in a mixture with clay, to make crucibles. ASM

plumbous oxide. See litharge.
plumbous sulfide. See lead sulfide. CCD 6d,

Gloss.

plumbago bricks. Clay-graphite bricks. Bureau of Mines Staff.

plumbago crudbles. Highly refractory crucibles composed of a mixture of about
equal parts of refractory clay and graphite.

In the crucible process, these were more
generally used in the United States than
in the United Kingdom. Osborne.
plumbate. Anion of tetravaleqt lead, with
oxygen. Hydroxoplumbate is Pb(OH) -0,
metaplumbate Pb (OH) --a, and orthoplumba te PM) -4. Pryor, 3.

plumb bob. a. A small weight u, bob, hanging at the end of a cord, whi.th under the
action of weight takes up a 'vertical direc-

tion. Also called a plummet. C.T.D. b.

A pointed weight hung from a string. Used

for vertical alinement. Nichols.
plumbean. Consisting of or resembling lead.
Fay.

plumbeous ware. Earthenware with a lead
glaze. Standard, 1964.
plumber's dope A soft sealing compound for
pipe threads. Nichols.

plumber's wiping solder. A soft solder containing about 1T/2 percent antimony. Also
called wiping solder. See also solder. Hess.
plumb hole. Scot. A hole at the surface

caused by the extraction of mineral from
underneath, Fay.

plumbic. Of, pertaining to, or contaioing
lead, especially in its higher valence; as,
plumbic chloride. Standard, 1964.
phn oic ocher. Same as massicot. Standard,
1964.

plumbifcrous. Containing lead. Webster 3d.
plumbing. Transferring a point al one level
to a point vertically below or above it by
means of a weight (plumb bob or plummet) suspended at the end of a string or
wire (plumbline). See also centering of
shaft. Nelson.

plumbing fixtures, sanitary. Se.: china sanitary ware; sanitary ware (sanitary plumbing fixtures), ACSG, 1963.
plumbism. Lead poisoning. Standard, 1964.
plumbite. The anion Pb01. Pryor, 3.
plumbline. A device used to produce a vertical line between a survey instrument and

the reference point over (or sometimes
under in underground work) which it is

set. Special plumblines are used in a ver-

tical shaft to transfer a fixed or an azi-

1961.

plumb pneumatic jig. Mineral concentrator
in which air is pulsed upward through a
porous deck by means of a rotary valve.
Pryor, 3.
plumb posts. The vertical posts at the side
of a tunnel, resting on sills and carrying
the wallplates; the whole supporting the
tunnel roof by means of centering. Stauffer.

plumb bulking. Scot. T. full dip of the

coal seam. Fay.
plumbum. See lead. C.T.D.
plume agate. Same as flower agate. Shipley.
plum hatching. Scot. The full rise of a coalbed. Fay.

plumites. Same as jamesonite. Dana 6d, p.
122.

plummet. See plumbline. Fay.
plumos antimony. An parly name for jamesonite, which is also called feather ore. Fay.
plumose. 15 wing a feathery appearance.
Fay.
plumose mica. A variety of muscovite mica
Fay.
plumose ore. Variant of jamesonite and
plumosite. Dana 6d, P. 122.
plumosite. Synonym for jamesonite. Fay.

plumbojarosite. A hydrous sulfate of lead

and iron, PbFee(OFT)31(SO4). Sanford.
plumbomicrolite. A mineral, (Pb,Na,Ca),...-

(Ta,Nb,Ti),(0,0H),, with x about 0.9;

and orange crystalline
masses and octahedra; from Kivu, Republic of the Congo. Hey, M. M., 1964.
plumbous. Of, pertaining to, or containing
greenish-yellow

lead, especially in

its lower valence; as

plumbous chloride. Standard, 1964.

Mason, v. 2, pp. 526-527.
plunger jig washer. A washer in which water

forced upwards and then downwards
through a screen by the action of a plunger in an adjoining compartment. Although
is

these machines are still in use, the term
jig w_sher is row applied to the fixedscreen, air-pulse jig which is directly descended from the first Baum washer used
in 1892. Nelson.

plunger Hft. Scot. A pump and column of
pipes attached, raising water by mcans of
a ram or piston. Fay.
plunge rod. A leveling rod or a pointed steel

rod used in plunging a grade. Webster
3d.

plunger pump. a. Reciprocating pump used

pudding stone. Webster 3d.
plums. Large stones embedded in mass concrete. Taylor.
plunge. a. In surveying, to set the horizontal
cross wire of a theodolite in the directim
of the grade. Webster 3d. b. To turn over
(as the telescope of a transit) on its ho.1zontal transverse axis. Webster 3d. c. Call-

ed pitch or rake by many authors when
applied to ore -bodies, it is the .. vertical
angle between a horizontal plane and tha
line cf maximum elongation of the body.
Fay. d. The inclination of the crest of an
anticline or the trough of a syncline. B.S.
3618, 1964, sec. 5. See also dip. e. The
acute angle that the axis of a folded rock

mass makes with a horizontal plane. Leet.
plunge a grade. To establish a grade 1,etween

two points of known level by sighting a
target setup at either point through a
theodolite fixed at the other point, clamping the instrument, and then bringing the
target into the fixed line of sight at any
desired intermediate points on the grade.

plunge hole. Eng. The piston roa or pump

lead and aluminum. Fay.

ers when raised intercept the tub axle.

plum pitch. Brist. The full rise or full dip
of the strata. Fay.
plum-pudding stone. A conglomerate rock;

of

pump. Fay.

ing a small amount of lead carbonate. Fay.

plumbogummite. A hydroas phosphate of

Also called pole case. Fay.

plunger controller. A type controller used at
loading points. It consists of a pair of
vertical plungers placed in the rail track
and operated by a hand lever. The plung-

the word

plump. Corn. A corruption

plunge grinding. Grinding where the only
relative motion of the wheel is radially

clew able masses at Orebro, Sweden. Dana
7, v. /, pp. 726-727.

3d.

plunger case. The pump .barrel, or cylinder,
in which a solid piston or plunger works.

plunger press. A press in which the pressure
is applied by a plunger with a reciprocating motion to charges of feed contained
in molds in a vertical or horizontal table.

muth angle from surface to underground
workings for purpose of orientation. Also
known as plumb bob; plummet, See also
Weisbach triangle, a. Pr.or, 3.
plumbocalcite. A variety of calcite contain-

plumboferrite. A hexagonal, nearly black
minero., PbFe40r, (ccurring commonly in

sistency. Webster 3d.

plunger bucket. A piston without a valve in
a pump. Also called plunger lift. Webster

Webster 3d.

toward the work. ASM Gloss.

rod

of a pumping engine; a plunger.

Standard, 1964.

a. The piston of a force pump.

Fay. b. A reckless gambler or speculator.
Webster 3d. c. In 131,1sting, a rod designed

for thrusting into a drill hole and ascertaining the position of the cartridge.

Standard, 1964. d. A piston and its attachnd rod. Lung. e. The end of the pump

rod which dips into the water. Gordon.
f. The reciprocating metal part whkh
forces glass into the contours of a mold,

or which, in a blank mold, forms the
initial cu.
ASTM

i

for subsequent

blowing.

g. A tank in which clay
is worked with water to the proper con-
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B.S. 3552, 1962.

for moving water or pulps, in which a solid
piston displaces the fluid. Pryor, 3. b. A dis-

placement type pump may be of vanous
types, such as: (1) the triplex pump, a vettical or horizontal, single-acting plupger
type for small heads with three single-acting cylinders in the pump frame driven by

a motor mounted on the outside of

the

frame and connected to the crankshaft of
the pump through gearing; (2) the quadrtlplex or quintuplex pump, a pump having
four or five cylinders . and (3) the duplex
pump, a crank and flywheel type for high

heads, with double-acting plungers. Lewis,
pp. 634-635.
plunger-type washbox; piston-type washbox.
A washbox in which the pulsating mofion
is produced by the reciprocating moveraent
of a plunger or piston. B.S. 3552,, 1962.

plunging breaker. A breaker which tends to
curl over,and break with a crash. Schieferdecker.

plunging cliff. A cliff bordering directly on
deep water; a shallow sea on a wave-cut
platform is lacking as a result of a rapid
relative subsidence of the land. Schieferdecker.

plus distance. Fractional part of 100 feet
ased in designating the location of a point
on a survey line; as, 4+47.2, meaning
47.2 feet beyond Station 4, or 447.2 feet

from the initial point, measured along a
specified line. Seelye, 2.

plush copper; plush copper ore. A Cornish
name kr chalcotrichite, probably alluding
to its appearance. A fibrous red oxide copper mineral, Fay.

plush copper ore. Se- plush copper. Fay.
plus mesh. The particles of a powder sample

retained on a screen of stated size. Osborne.

plus minerals. Applied tc minerals, such as
feldspars, whose molecular volumes are
greater than the sum of the molecular
volumes of the constituent oxides. In the
case of allotropic modifications of the

latter, that having the larger molecular
volume is used in the calculation. Compare minus minerals. Holmes, 1928.
plus sieve. In powder metallurgy, the portion
of a powder sample retained on a standard
sieve of specified number. Contrast with
minus sieve. ASM Gloss.

plus sight. See backsight. See lye, 2.

pluton. In the strictest sense, a body of igneous rock that has formed beneath the
surface of the earth by consolidation from
magma. In a broader sense, may include
bodies composed of pseudoigneous rock

that formed beneath the surface of the

earth by the metasornatic replacement of
an older rock. A.G.I.
plutonic. a. Of igneous origin. A general
name for those rocks that have crystallized
in the depths of the earth, and have therefore assumed, as a rule, the granitoid texture. Fay. b. A general term denoting one

uf the three great subdivisions of rocks
under a classification proposed by Read.
It includes the granitic, migmatitic, and
metamorphic rocks; the great granitic

complexes, the greisses, and schists. See
also neptunic; volcanic rock. A.G.I.
plucnnic cognate ejecta. Coarsely crystalline
fragments consanguineous with the lavas
of a given volcano, which solidified in
depth, generally as dikes 2.nd sills, but
were brought to the surface by pyroclastic
eruption. These are equivalent to the materiaux hornoeogenes of Lacroix. A.G.I.
plutonic earthquakes. Deep-seated earthquakes, the ceigin of which is not well
understood. They occur less frequently
than tectonic and volcanic earthquakes
and oi iginate below the earth's crust to a
depth of abou'. 40) miles. Stokes and
Varnes, 195,5.

plutonic igneous rocks. See plutonic. A.G.I.
plutonic intrusions. Applied to large intru-

sions which have cooled at great depth

beneath the surface of the earth. Compare
minor intnisions. C.T.D.
plutonic metamorpMsm. 'The changes wh:ch

are produced in rocks by great heat and
uniform pressure. These changes neces-

sarily take place at depth, wherein directed
pressure becomes less and less pronounced,
and finally becomes a practically negligible
fackir in metamorphism. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

pneumatic filling
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of mass number 239 (plutonium 239; halflife, 24,360 years) by spontaneous emis-

sion of an electron from neptunium ob-

tained in turn from uranium 238. It is also
found in minute quantities in pitchblende
and other uranium-containing ores. It
undergoes very slow disintegration with
the emission of a helium nucleus to form
uranium 235, and is fissionable with slow
neutrons to yield atomic energy for power
plants or atom bombs. Symbol, Pu; valences, 3, 4, 5, and 6; and atomic number,
94. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, pp. B-88, B-126. b. The
second transuranium element of the actinide series to be discovered. Seaborg, Mc-

Millan, Kennedy, and Wahl producc.1
plutonium 238 in 1940 by bombarding
uranium with deuterium nuclei (deuterons) in a cyclotron. Natural plutonium
in trace quantities occurs in uranium ores
where it was formed by the irradiation of

the uranium with the neutrons present.
Plutonium is the most important trans-

uranium element, arid the most important
of its 15 known radioactive isotopes is
plutonium 239. Plutonium is readily fissionable with neutrons; is available in
quantity; and 1 pound equals about 10
million kilowatt hours of hcat energy.
Used as an important material in the industrial applications of nuclear power and
as an ingredient in nuclear weapons.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th*

ed., 1964, pp. B-88, B-126.

c. Silvery-

white metal; atomic mass or mass number

given as about 239 and as 242; warm to
the touch because of energy released by
alpha decay; specific gravity, 15.92 to
19.84 depending on allotropic form; melt-

ing point, 639.5 °±- 2° C; boiling point,
3,235° ± 19° C; soluble in co:Icentrated
hydrochloric acid, in hydroiodic acid, and

perchloric acid; and insoluble in nitric
acid and in concentrated sulfuric acid.
There are six allotropic forms: (1) alpha
plutonium; monoclinic; specific gravity,
19.84 (at 25° C) ; and stable below

122°±2° C: (2) beta plutonium; monoclinic; specific gravity, 17.70; and stable

from 122° ±2° C to 206° ±3° C; (3)

gamma plutonium; orthorhombic; specific
gravity, 17.14; and stable from 206°±3°

C to 319° ± 5° C; (4) ddta plutonium;
gravity,

15.92;

and

plutonic ore deposits. The major group of
ore deposits of magmatic origin which

isometric;

plutonic rocks. Igneous rocks formed deep

451° -±4° C to 476° -±5° C; and '6)

specific

have been formed under abyssal conditions.
Schieferdecker.

stable from 319° -±.5° C to 451° ±4° C;
(5) delta-prime plutonium; tetragonal;
specific gravity, 16.00; and stable from

within the earth under the influence of

ensilon plutonium; isometric; specific gray-

high heat and pressure, hypogene rocks;
distinguished from eruptive rocks formed
at the surface. Hess.
plutonic series. A series of different rocks
that evolved from the same original material through various metamorphic stages
until final crystallization ceased. A.G.I.

Supp.
plutonism. 1 he obsolete belief that all of the
rocks of the earth solidified from an original molten mass. Compare neptunism.
A.G.I.
plutonites. All rocks occurring in major
(plutonic) intrusions. More precisely, igneous rocks of the coarse-grain size group.
C.T.D.
plutonium. a. A radioactive metallic element of the actinide series. Similar chemically to uranium, and usually produced in
nuclear reactors as the long-lived isotope

hy, 16.51; and stable from 476° ±5° C

to 639.5° ± ° C (the melting point).

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, pp. B-126, B-203, B-204.

pluvial. a. Of a geologic change, resulting

from the action of rain or sometimes from
the fluvial action of rainwater flowing in
stream channels. Webster 3d. b. Refers to
a rainy per:ad, particulady one outside of
the Pleistocene glaciated region corresponding in time to a glacial age; also such
a period. A.G. T. Supp.

pluvial period. A period in which 'rainfall
or precipitation is relatively abundant.
Periods of less plentiful precipitation are
called interpluvial periods, Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

ply. a. One of several layers of fabric or of
other strength-contributing material. Nichols. b. S. Staff. A thin band of shale, lying

264-972 0-68-54
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immediately over a coal seam. Arkell. c.
Scot. A rib or successive ribs, for example,
of clayband with very thin partings. Arkell.
d. Scot. Limy ply, a limestone bed, Breich
quarries, Edinburgh. Arkell.

ply glass. Glassware, particularly for lamp
shades and globes, made by covering opal

glass (usually on both sides) with transparent glass of matched thermal expansion.
Compare cased glass. Dodd.

plymetal. Sheet consisting of bonded layers
of dissimilar metals. ASM Gloss.
Pm Chemical symbol for promethium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1.
PM Abbreviation for permanent magnet, per
thousand. Zimmerman, p. 80; Webster 3d.

pneumatic. Set in motion or operated by
compressed air. Nelson.

pneumatic blowpipe. A long 3/4-inch diameter metal pipe, connected to the air supply,
to blow out dust and chippings from vertical blast imles at quarries. The blowpipe is
generally used for holes exceeding about

12 feet in depth. A stream of water is

sometimes used instead of an air jet. Nelson.

pneumatic caissons. Closed casings in which
air pressure is maintained equal to the
pressures of the water and soils on the out-

side. The deeper the caisson, the higher
Llin pressure that must be maintained.

Carson, p. 142.
pneumatic cartridge loader. A cartridge
loader widely used fnr underwater blastirg,

for blasting without removing the over .
burden, and for long-hole blasting. It is
also being used increasingly for tunneling

and other sorts of rock blasting. Langefors,
p. 91.

pneumatic cleaning. Cleaning in an air current. B.S. 3552, 1962.

pneumatic coal cleaning. Coal cleaning by
machines which utilize air currents as the
primary separating medium. The air machines can generally be divided into three
types: (1) pneumatic jigs where the air
current is pulsated; (2) pneumatic tables
where the refuse is diverted from the direction of flow of the clean coal by a system of

riffles fixed to the deck; and (3) pneumatic launders where the products are
flowing in the same direction, and the
clean coal is skimmed off the top of the
bed and/or the refuse is extracted from

the bottom in successive stages. Mitchell,
pp. 532-533.
pneumal,.: concentrator. Gravity jig, shaking

table, or other device in which the suitably ground minerals are separated by
gravity during thdr exposure to a continuous or pulsating current of air. Pryor, 3.
pneumatic conveyor. a. A pipe or tube
through which g.'anular material is transported by airblast. It is used for pulverized

coal, crushed rock (pneumatic stowing),
cement, etc. The term could also be ap-

plied to a conveyor operated by compressed air. Nelson. b. An arrangement of

tubes or ducts through which bulk matcrial or objects are conveyed in a Nessure

r958d/or vacuum system. ASA MH4.1

pneumatic drill. Compressed-air drill worked
by reclprocating piston, hammer action, or
turbo drive. Pryor, 3.
drill leg. See air-leg support.
pneunian.tic
Netsv

pneumatic filling. A filling method in which
compressed air is utilized to blow the
filling material into the mined-out stope.

pneumatic filling

pneumotectic
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Stoces, v. 1, p. 272.

pneumatic rod puller. An air-driven rod

the air used to generate a mineralized froth

pneumatics. That branch of physics that

pneumatic flotation cell. Machine in which
is blown into the cell, either through a
porous septum at or near the bottom, or
by pipes which bring low-pressure air to

that region. Pryor, 3.
pneumatic friction clutches. This clutch
transmits power through friction shoes

carried on the tube of cord and rubber
construction. The pneumatic clutch is

self-adjusting for wear due to the natural
resilience of the rubber tube. Disengagement is complete and automatic when the .
air under pressure is released. The clutch
is controlled by finger pressure on a valve.

The valve can be installed at the plr.ce

puller. See also rod puller. Lank....

treats of the mechanical properties of
gases, such as their pressure, elasticity, density, and also of pneumatic mechanism;
sometimes it includes acoustics. Standard,
1964.

pneumatic sewage ejector. A compressed air
displacement pump for moving sewage.
Ham.
pneumatic shaft. sinking. a. Shaft sinking
with the aid of a drop shaft fitted with an
airtight deck to form a working chamber.
See also man lock. Ham. b. The caisson
sinking process now largely obsolescent in
mining practice. Nelson.

most conveni_ it for the operator. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, Sec. D, p. 71.

pneumatic stamp. Free-falling crushing

compressed air is utilized for produLing the
impacting blow. Bureau of Mines Staff.

paet of a compressed-air cylinder through
which it is raised. See also stamp battery.
Pryor, 3.
pneumatic stowing. A system of filling mined
cavities in which the crushed rock is

pneumatic hammer. A hammer in which
pneumatic hoist. A device for hoisting op-

erated by compressed air. Standard, 1964.
pneumatic injection. A method fo.: fighting
underground coal fires developed by the
U.S. Bureau of Mines. This air-blowing
technique involves the injection of incom-

bustible mineral, like rock wool or dry
sand, through 6 inch

boreholes drilled

from the surface to intersect underground
passageways in the mines. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

pneumatic jig. a. Air jig, such as plumb,
used in desert countries for concentrating

ore. Pryor, 3. b. A jigging machine in
which an air blast performs the work of

separation of minerals. Standard, 1964. c.
See Kirkup table; plunger jig washer.
Nelson.

pneumatic lighting. a. Underground lighting
produced by a compressed-air turbomotor
driving a small dynamo. Pryor, 3. b. The
use of compressed air to generate electric
light. See also air turbolamp. Nelson.
pneumatic lubricator. Synonym for line
oiler. Long.

pneumatic method. In flotation, a method in
which gas is introduced under slight pressure near the bottom of the flotation vessel, the device used for introduction being
either a submerged pipe or a porous cloth,
frit, or rubber surface forming the wall of
a wind box. Gaudin 2d, p. 416.
pneumatic mortar. Mortar applied to a surface with a cement gun in the same man-

ner as gunite. Such mortar has a cube
crushing strength of 3,000 pounds per

square inch at 7 days and of 6,000 pounds
per square inch at 28 days, with'a water/
cement ratio of 0.45. See also preload
tank; prestressed concrete. Ham.
pneumatic pick; coal puncher. A cornpressed-air-operated hand tool used to excavate coal, ore, and rock, with a punching action. Without the pick steel, its
length is about 18 inches and weight
about 24 pounds. /t delivers about 2,500

blows pe: minute. The latest type is the

water-controlled pick, so designed that the

air valve is operated by water pressure.
The water assists in suppressing the dust

made during cutting. Nelson.
pneumatic ram. A ram fed by a compressedair pipeline. The piston is about 8 inches

in diameter giving an area of 50 square

inches and exerts a pushing force of up to
4,000 pounds. Nelson.
pneumatic riveter. A compressed air tool
used for driving rivets. Ham.

weight, similar to stamp of stamp battery,

save that the stem of each stamp forms

carried along a pipeline by compressed
air and trscharged at high velocity into
the space to be packed, the intense projection ensuring a very high density of
packed

material. For stowing shallow

workingsup to 200 yards in depththe
stowing plant may be installed on the
surface. The air pressure is about 60

pounds per square inch. For deeper work-

ings,

the plant may be installed under-

ground, and the crushed rock taken down
from the surface. The stowing pipes are

about 5 to 6 inch diameter. The system
is often employed if important surface
structures require protection. The material used is from old dirt heaps, screen
dirt and washery rejects. The material is
crushed to minus 21/4 inch and preferably
without the minus 1/2 inch material. See
also low-pressure air stower. Nelson.

pneumatic table. An appliance for the dry
cleaning of ore or coal. It consists of a
perforated deck, with vertical ribs or riffles, which is reciprocated and the motion

keeps the bed of raw coal sufficiently

mobile for the blast of air from below to
effect a process of stratification (or layering). The coal rises to the surface, with

dirt at the base and a central layer of
middlings. See

also

Birtley

contraflow

separator; Vee table; air table. Nelson.
pneumatic tamper. Essentially a long-stroked
piston with a mushroom-shaped foot about
4 inches in diameter. It operates on compressed air drawn from an air compressor.
The compressed air is used to lift the piston and footpiece, and their combined
weight, in fallin supplies the impact.
Carson, p. 380.
pneumatic tools. Tools operated by air pressure. Crispin.

pneumatic water barrel. A special type of
water barrel invented by Galloway, for re-

moving water from a shaft sinking. By

means of a hose connection to an air pump
at the surface, a partial vacuum is created

inside the barrel and the water lifts the
valve and fills the barrel. The hose is then

detached and the barrel hoisted to the

surface and discharged. Various types of
sinking pumps are now used. Also called
vacuum tank. Nelson.

pneumatogen apparatus. A breathing ap-

paratus developed about 1906. The oxygen
for breathing is generated by the reaction

between the carbon dioxide and moisture

in the exhaled air with the peroxides of
sodium and potassium. It did not prove
satisfactory as the air for rebreathing be-

came unbearably hot. Nelson.
pneumatogenic. In geology, deriveii from or
modified by substances in a gaseous condi-

tion; said of ores and other mineral deposits. Compare hydatogenic. Standard,
1964.

pneumatolitic metamorphism. Contact meta

morphism in which the composition of

rock has been altered by introduced magmatic material. A.G.I. Supp.
pneumatolysis. The alteration of rocks and
the formation of minerals during or as a
result of

the emanation of gases and

vapors from solidifying igneous rocks. Fay.
pneumatolytic. A term used in different con-

notations by various authors and perhaps
best abandoned. It has been used to describe such processes as surface effects of
gases near volcanoes; contact-metamorphic effects surrounding deep-seated intrusives without any knowledge of gas
a:;ainst the liquid state; that stage in igneous differentiation between pegmatitic
and hydrothermal, which is supposed to
be characterized by gas-crystal equilibria;
and (very loosely) any deposit containing
pneumatolytic minerals or elements, such
as tourmaline, topaz, fluorite, lithis, and
tin, and hence presumed to have formed

from a gas phase. A.G.I.
pneumatolytic alteration. Rock alteration,
that is, mineral substitution of rock resulting from pneumatolysis; between 400° and

600° C, according to European authors.

Sehieferdecker.

pneumatolytic clay. Clay that has been subjected to hot gases and liquids during its
natural formation process. A CS G, 1963.

pneumatolytic hornfels. A fine-grained, nonfissile rock, the product of contact metamorphism and pneumatolytic modification.
See also calc-flinta; calc-silicate hornfels;
hornfels; limurite; skarn; tactite. A.G.I.
pneumatolytic metamorphism. Contact metamorphism in which the mineralogic
changes are largely the result of chemical
activity of gases emanating from igneous
bodies, Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

pneumatolytic ore. An ore deposit formed
by pneumatolysis. Nelson.

pneumatolytic stage. One of the successive
stages of consolidation of magma during
which there is equilibrium between cry-

stalline and gas phases. Schieferdecker.
pneumo-. A combining form taken from the
Greek meaning lung, and used in connection with the terminology of geologic
processes and effects involving gases and
vapors. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
pneumoconiosis; pneumokonionis. A disease
of the lungs caused by habitual inhalation
of irritant mineral or metallic particles. It
occurs in any work places where dust is
prevalent, such as mines, quarries, foundries, and potteries. Also called miner's
arthma; miner's consumption; miner's
lung.

Also

spelled

pneumonoconiosis;

pneumonokoniosis. Compare anthracosis;
silicosis, b. Webster, 3d.
pneumokoniosis. See pneumoconiosis. Webster, 3.

pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis. A pneumoconiosis caused by the inhalation of very fine silicate or quartz dust and
occurring especially in miners. Webster 3d.

pneumotectic. The processes attending the

squeezing of solutions from a freezing

magma and the products formed by the

solutions. Those processes and products of
magma consolidation, (next following the
crystallization of igneous rocks), in which
fundamental influences of a sort that was
magmatic in the strictest sense were recognizably modified and to some extent controlled by gaseous constituents or so-called
mineralizers which accumulated in relative concentration, by elimination, when
in the preceding orthotectic stage and

major portion of the magma crystallized
without incorporating more than a minor
proportion of these volatile substances that
had been components of the initial molten
solution. Hess.
pneumotectic deposit. A transitional form between straight magmatic and hydrothermal
ore (mineral) deposits, in which the effects
of mineralizers are very apparent. Schieferdecker.

Po Chemical symbol for polonium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1.
pocket. a. Broadly, a localized enrichment;
crevice in the be,irock containing
gold; a rich patch of gold in a reef. Nelson.

a

b. A bin, of a capacity equal to the skip,

used at the shaft bottom for quick and

accurate skip loading. See also shaft
pocket; measuring chute. Nelson. c. A rich
deposit of mineral, but not a vein. Gordon.

d. S. Afr. A mass or body of rich ore, of
small extent. Beerman. c. A receptacle,
from which coal, ore, or waste is loaded
into wagons or cars. Fay. L A ganister

quarryman's local term for masses of rock,

30 to 50 feet in width, that are worked
out and loaded, buttresses of untouched
rock being left between them to support
the upper masses. Fay. g. A hole or de-

pression in the wearing course of a roadway. Fay. h. A local accumulation of gas.
Hudson. i. A bulge, sop, or belly in a lode
or bed. Arkell. . A cavity, whether filled
with air, water, mineral, or gravel. Arkell.
k. A small body of ore; an enlargement

of a lode or vein; an irregular cavity

containing ore. Fay. 1. A natural underground reservoir of water. Fay. m. A glen
or hollow among mountains. Fay. n. In
pegmatites, the central openings lined with
crystals, including those of gem species.
Sinkankas.

pocket-and-fender method. In pillar extraction, a method in which lifts are mined in
the same way as in the open-end method,
except that a fender of coal or a series of
small coal stumps is left adjacent to the
gob as the lift is advanced. After the lift
is completed, the fender or stumps of coal
are blasted, and sometimes part of this
coal is recovered. Woodruff, v. 3, p. 61.
pocket-and-stump method. A method of mining pillars in which a narrow pillar of coal,

called the stump, is left along the goaf
(worked-out space) to support the roof
while driving the pocket. This coal acts as

a protection for the miners. When the
pocket has been completed the stump is
worked back, then another pocket is
driven, and so on. Lewis, pp. 542-543.

pocket clay. A highly siliceous clay sometimes found in large pockets in carboniferous limestone. In England, it is found,
typically, in Derbyshire and is worked as
a refractory raw material at Friden, about
10 miles S. W. of Bakewell; a quoted com-

position is 78 percent SiO2, 13.5 percent

point
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A1203, 2.0 percent Fe203, 0.7 percent Ti02,

eluvial A-horizons (surface layers of re-

percent loss on ignition. Dodd.
pocket compass. A magnetic needle enclosed

term refers to the process by which a
podzol is developed, including the more
rapid removal of iron and alumina than

0.2 percent CaO, 0.3 percent Mg0, 1.6
percent K20, 0.1 percent Na20, and 3.9
in a nonmagnetic case, the needle being
free to swing over a graduated face or dial.

The compass is useful for experimental
purposes or for direction-finding in desolate parts of the countryside, or during
darkness and foggy weather. Morris and
Cooper, p. 205.
pocket conveyor. A continuous series OF
pockets formed of a flexible material festooned between crossrods carried by two
endless chains or other linkage which operate in horizontal, vertical and inclined
paths. ASA MH4.1-1958.

pocket hunter. A term used in California
for a miner or prospector who searches for

small gold deposits which occur on the
surface in the mother lode and other dis-

tricts of the State. Fay.
pocket of gas. A small accumulation of firedamp in a roof cavity, where it is beyond

the reach of the ventilating air current.
See also deflector sheet; firedamp layer;

hurdle sheet. Nelson.
pockets. Local term in New York for the occurrence of garnet as crystals, most of
which are imperfectly developed. AIME,
p.
pocket setting. See boxing in. Dodd.
pocket*. Containing only occasional bunches
of good ore. Fay.
Pocono sandstone. A sandstone of the Mississippian system in the northern Appalachians, especially in Pennsylvania. It is oiland gas-bearing in West Virginia, and is
called by the drillers Big Injun sand. Webster 2d.

pod. a. A rudely cylindrical ore body that

decreases at the ends like a cigar. See also
lens. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b. A very

shallow depression up to more than 10
kilometers in diameter of the south Russian steppes containing temporary lakes,

may reflect uneven loess deposition, preloess topography, deflation, solution, etc.
A.G.I. Supp.

poder. Corn. Copper ore treated as refuse.
Standard, 1964. Sometimes spelled podar.
Fay.
Podmore factor. A factor proposed to indicate the intrinsic solubility of a frit: Pod(spemore factor = (solubility X 100)
cific surface). The solubility of any given

frit is approximately proportional to the

surface arca of frit exposed to the solvent,
that is, to the fineness of grinding; the
Podmore factor is independent of this fineness. Dodd.

pods. Irregular cavities containing high-

grade uranium ore of very limited extent.
Ballard.

podsol. Synonym for podzol.

podzol. A zonal soil having an organic mat

and a very thin organic mineral layer

above a leached layer which rests upon an
illuvial dark brown layer; developed under
coniferous or mixed forest or i.nder heath

vegetation in a temperate to cold moist

climate; iron oxide, alumina, and perhaps
organic matter have been removed from
the A-horizon and deposited in the B-

horizon. Synonym for podsol. A.G.I. Supp.
podzollzatlon; podsollzation. A general term

referring to that process (or those processes) by which soils arc depleted of
bases, become acid, and have developed

moval) and illuvial B-horizons (lower
horizons of accumulation). Specifically, the

of silicz., from the surface horizons, but it

is also used to include similar processes

operative in the formation of certain other
soils of humid regions. A.G.I.
poecIlltic. See poikilitic. C.T.D.
poecilItIc texture. See poikilitic. Holmes,
1928.

poeclloblastic. synonym for poikiloblastic.
A.G.I.

Poetsch process. a. The original freezing
process of shaft sinking developed by F. H.
Poctsch in 1883. See also freezing method.

Nelson. b. One in which brine at subzero
temperature is circulated through boreholes to freeze running water through
which a shaft or tunnel is to be driven,
during development of waterlogged mine.
Pryor, 3.

poge. A tool formerly used for lifting the

balls of ball clay. Dodd.
Pohlé-Croasdale process. Recovering gold,
silver, copper, and lead from ores by

roasting with salt at a temperature of
about 1,900° F., usually with sulfur as an
additional constituent; the s-ieke, containing the volatilized chlorides, is electrically
precipitated and the mixed chlorides are
then treated for metal recovery by fusion

or electrolysis. Bennett 2d, 1962.
polcIlltIc. See poilcilitic. Fay.

poldometer. An automatic weighing device
for use on belt conveyors. The device feeds

the material from a hopper in a uniform
stream onto a short independent belt conveyor and from there onto the main belt
or bin. The weight of material on the
measuring belt actuates a scale beam
which raises or lowers a gate controlling
the rate of flow from the feed hopper to a
certain predetermined load per foot of
measuring belt. A meter records the travel

of measuring belt and this figure multiplied by the weight per foot of belt as
fixed by the scale beam adjustment gives
the weight of material handled in any
given period. See also weightometer. Nelson.

polkilopyrite. Same as bornite. Fay.
polkIlltic; polclildc. Said of a texture in igneous rocks in which small crystals of one

mineral are irregularly scattered without
common orientation in larger crystals of
another, for example, small olivines embedded in larger pyroxenes, as in some

peridotites. Such rocks have a mottled
luster. Also applied to rocks of the Per-

mian and Triassic systems. An alternative
spelling is poecilitic. C.T.D.
poll/lilac texture. See poikilitic.
polkiloblastic. A metamorphic texture due to
the development, during recrystallization,

of a new mineral around numerous relics
of the original minerals, thus simulating
the poikilitic texture of igneous rocks.
When the included relics also reveal the
original texture of the rock, the new texture is helicitic. Holmes, 1928.
polkilophltic texture. Suggested for a variety
of ophitic texture in which the pyroxenic
matrix completely includes laths of plagio-

clase, and is not merely penetrated by

them. Holmes, 1928.
point. a. A predetermined direction for driving a roadway underground. The point is
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pointer. In masonry, a tool for clearing the
mortar from old joints in order to point
them. Standard, 1964. See also point, m.

catch points; turnout.
point source (of light). A single point from
which light emanates, such as the sun, the

point
fixed by roof plugs in the roadway. See also

alignment. Nelson. b. One one-hundredth
(0.01) part of a carat. When less than one
carat the weight of a diamond is usually
expressed in points, for example, 20 points
equals 1/5 carat. I.C. 8200) 1964) p. 149.
c. The tip of an angle between two rails in
a railroad frog; a railroad switch. Webster
3d. d. A drivepipe through which steam or
water is introduced into frozen gravel to
thaw it for mining or dredging. Webster
3d. c. Eng. The bearing or direction, in
reference to the magnetic meridian in

which an undergrc-nd road is driven. Fay.
f.

In quarrying, a type of wedge that

tapers to a narrow, thin edge. Fay. g. The

end or bottom of a borehole, as distinguished from the the mouth or collar. Fay.
h. The extreme terminal usually sharp or
narrowly rounded part of something, as a
pin, indicator, etc. that is usually formed
by the gradual or abrupt decrease in width

or thickness of the body which it terminates and that is typically used for piercing, pricking, indicating, or for some similar function; a usually sharp, tapering, or

otherwise narrowly converging end; tip.
Webster 3d. i. A projecting usually tapering part of something: as (1) a piece of
land, as a promontory, cape, projecting
into a body of water; (2) a sharp prominence; apex; peak. Webster 3d. J. A tool
used in trimming and smoothing rough

Fay.

pointer operator. One who points or tapers
the ends of metal bars, rods, tubes, and
wire to permit insertion into die of drawing machine, using a turn pointer or
swaging

machine. Also called

pointer,

swager, and swaging operator. D.O.T. 1.
point gage. A sharp-pointed rod attached to

a graduated staff or vernier scale for

measuring the elevation of the surface of
flowing water. The point. is lowered until
the tip barely touches the water, forming
a streak. Seelye, 1.

pointing. a. Reducing the diameter of wire,
rod, or tubing over a short length at the
end by swaging or hammer forging, turning, or squeezing to facilitate entry into a

drawing die and gripping in the drawhead. ASM Gloss. b. The operation of

chamfering or rounding in automatic machines the threaded end or the head of a
bolt. ASM Gloss. c. The finishing of joints
in a brick or masonry wall. Crispin. d. Eng.
See wall, f. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

pointing trowel. A small trowel used by
bricklayers for pointing and striking up
joints and for removing mortar from the
face of the wall. CrisPin.
point mark. See pin mark. ACSB,. 3.

stone surfaces. Webster 3d. k. A place con-

point metal. Metal used for pointing pens
and other instruments. Tasmania is the
sole producer on a large scale of point

end of a cape, or the outer elid of any

point of attack. See portal, b. Fraenkel.
point of compound curvature (P.C.C.). The
point of tangency common to two curves
of different radii, the curves lying on the
same side of the common tangent. Seelye

sidered as position only. It is a spot, or a
place having
definite position but no
dimensions; that is, it has no width or
thickness. Jones, 2, p. 80. 1. The extreme

land arca protruding into the sea. Schieferdecker. m. To finish (as a wall) by filling

the joints with cement, mortar, or other
material. Webster 3d. n. To scratch out
the old mortar from the joints of (as a
wall) and fill in with new material; often

used with up. Webster 3d.
point agate. Same as point chalcedony.
Shipley.

point angle. In leneral, the angle at the

point of a cutting tool. Most commonly,
the included angle at the point of a twist
drill, the general purpose angle being 118
degrees. ASM Gloss.

point bar. One type of support for vitreous
enamelware used during the firing process.
Dodd. See also burning bar.

point-bar sharpenev. A small handtool used
to sharpen the pins on point bars and
somewhat similar to a pencil sharpener,
but a great deal strcnger. Hansen.
point bearing pile. See end-bearing pile.

Ham.
point chalcedony. White or gray chalcedony

flecked with tiny spots of iron oxide, the
whole Furfa ce assuming a uniform soft red
color. Shipley.

poiut driver, thawing. In metal mining, one
who drives steam or water points (specially made pipe with a chisel bit at one

end) into the frozen ground of a placer
deposit in advance of dredging operations,

to thaw the ground so that it can be

worked by the dredge for recovery of the
gold. D.O.T. 1.
pointed bolt. A box, in the form of inverted
pyramid or wedlie, in which minerals, after

crushing and sizing, are separated in a

current of water. See also spitzkasten. Fay.
, pointed prop. Eng. See tapered prop. SMRB,
Paper No. 61.

metal osmiridium. Hess.

2.

point of curvature (PC.). The point where

the alinement change3 from a straight line
or tangent to a circular curve; that is, the
point where the curve leaves the first tangent. Seelye, 2.
point of decalescence. See decalescence.
Lewis, p. 95.
point of frog. The intersection of the gage.

lines of the main track and the turnout.
Kiser, 2, p. 34.

point of intersection. a. The point where
intersecting lines cross one another. Jones,

2, p. 81. b. The point where the two tangents to a circular curve intersect. Abbreviation, P.I. Also called vertex. Seelye, 2.
point of recalescence.
Lewis, p. 95.

See recalescence.

point of switch. That point in the track

where a car passes from the main line on
to the rails of turnout. Kiser, 2, p. 34.
point of tangency (P.T.). The point where

the alinement changes from a circular

curve to a straight line or tangent; that is,
the point where the curve joins the second
tangent. Seelye, 2.
point of the horse. The point where a lode
splits or divides into two pans. Fay.
point out. Said of a well in which the bore
of the hole becomes reduced to a size too
small to permit further work. Fay.
point plotting. Procedure in reflection interpretation in which depth points are com-

puted and plotted for each seismogram
trace separately. Schieferdecker.

points. The tapered rails at a turnout which

can be adjusted to direct a set of mine
cars from a straight rail track to another
branching off at an angle. Nelson. See also

filament of an electric lamp or other super-

heatcd metal, etc. The term is often extended to include as well the reflections of

such point sources as seen in mirrors, or
the facets of gemstoncs. Some objects are
designed to reflect multiple images of a
point source, and each of such images is
also popularly known as a point source.
Shipley.

point tender. See switchman, a. D.O.T. 1.
point: turning. A point on which a foresight
is taken from one instrument station in a
line of survey and on which a backsight is

taken from the next instrument station.

A.G.I.
poise. a. The unit of absolute viscosity, equal
to one dyne-second per square centimeter.
Named from the physicist Poiseuille. A.G.I.

b. Centimeter, gram, second unit of fluid
viscosity. See also Poiscuille's equation.
Pryor, 3.
V
ar'p

Poiseuille's equation. - = -, where V is
8n1

the volume of liquid flowing in time, t,
and at pressure, p, through a tube of
radius, r, and length, 1; n is the coefficient
of viscosity in poises (dynes times seconds
times cm-2).

=

ar4p t

8V1 Pryor, 3.
Poiseuille's law. A law stating that the rate
of flow of liquid through a narrow tube is

inversely proportional to the fourth power
of the radius of the tube. Pryor, 3.

poison. Any material that readily absorbs
neutrons and thus removes them from the
fission chain reaction in a reactor, decreasing the reactor's reactivity. L&L.
poisoning. In ion-exchange terminology,
loading of resin sites with unwanted ions,
thereby eliminating them as locations for
uranium-ion loading. Also, fouling of an
organic solvent used in stripping pregnant

liquor with molybdenum, cobalt,
titanium, thorium or ferric ions. Pryor, 3.

leach

poison tower. A chamber in

which the

fumes of sulfur and arsenic are condensed

in the manufacture of arsenic in Saxony
and Silesia. Standard, 1964.
Poisson's ratio. a. The absolute value of the
ratio of the transverse strain to the corresponding axial strain, in a body subjected
to uniaxial stress. usually applied to elastic

conditions. ASM Gloss. b. When a compressive force is applied to a body in one
direction, other forces are induced in that

body in directions at right angles to

it.

The ratio of the induced forces to the applied force is given by Poisson's ratio,
which depends on the elastic constants for
the body in question. Spalding. c. The
ratio of lateral strain to corresponding
axial strain for a material subjected to
axial loading. Poisson's ratio for an isotropic material at a stress below the pro-

portional limit may be calculated: r= - 1
2G

where r = Poisson's ratio, E = modulus of
elasticity in tension or compression, G.=
modulus of elasticity in shear, psi. H&G.
poker. See picker. Fay.
poker 11111/1. A laborer who removes blue pow-

der and ash residue from retorts after mol-

ten zinc has been tapped. Also called
scraper. D.O.T. Supp.

poker vibrator
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poker vibrator. The name by which internal
concrete vibrator is commonly known. See
also internal vibrator. Ham.
poke welding. The same as push welding.

ASM Gloss. d. The separation of the positive and negative charges of a molecule.
C.T.D.
polarization (dielectric). Displacement of the
centers of positive and negative charges.

ferromagne tic rod aligns itself. Pryor, 3.
e. Ranging pole in surveying. Mason. f.
In glassmaking, to work (as molten glass)
with a pole, to diminish the lilac color due
to the presence of a low manganese oxide.
Standard, 1964. g. Either extremity of an
axis of a sphere. Webster 3d. h. Generally,
the axis or pivot on which anything turns.
One of the ends of the axis of a sphere,
especially of the earth. C.T.D.
pole case. Eng. See plunger case. Fay.

ASM Gloss.

pokkers and Jetters. Eng. Blocks or pulleys,
which carry or support the connecting rods
of pumps or engines. Fay.

polar. Due to mutual attraction between

charged lattice points on mineral surface
and counter-ions in solutc. Can therefore
be anionic or cationic. Pryor, 3, p. 7.
polar adsorption. Sorption of anions or cations. Pryor. 3.

Polar Ajax. A high-strength, high-density,

nitroglycerin gelatin explosive, supplied in
both unsheathed and sheathed forms. McAdam II, p. 47.
polar bond. Electrostatic bond between two

atoms, arising from transfer from one to

the other of one or more electrons. A

polar compound is an electrolyte, a substance which dissociates into ions when
fused or in aqueous solution. Pryor, 3.

polar compound. A compound, such

as

water, with a molecule that behaves like a

small bar magnet with a positive charge
on one end and a negative charge on the
other. Leet..

polar curve. A graph showing the distribution of light in a flame safety lamp obtained by plotting the values obtained at

intervals of 10 degrees around the full

circle. Mason, V. 1, p. 247.
polar explosives. Explosives containing an
antifreeze ingredient and distinguished by
the prefix polar. Polar and nonpolar explosives of equal grade possess
characteristics. Explosives which contain

similar

nitroglycerin tend to freeze when stored
at low temperatures for lengthy periods.
Nelson.

polar glacier. A glacier formed in the high
latitudes. Fay.

polar ice. Extremely heavy sea ice, up to 3
meters or more in thickness, or more than
one winter's growth, heavily hummocked
(may uldmately be reduced by weathering
to a more or less even surface. Schieferdecker.

polarimetry. Measurement of rotation of
plane of vibration of polarized light by

optically active transparent or translucent
substances or liquids. Pryor, 3.

polariscope. An instrument for studying the
properties of or examining substances in
polarized light consisting essentially of two
Nicol prisms or other polarizing devices.

VV.

polarization, electrolytic. Electrolytic decom-

position of a solution due to the application of electromotive force at immersed
electrodes. The decomposition

voltage

must suffice to set up current flow in accordance with Faraday's law. Pryor, .1.
polarization of electrode. Chemical reaction

that takes place at the electrode and causes
an electrochemical potential. Schieferdecker.
polarized light. Light vibrating in one plane

only. Polarized light can be produced by
means of reflection from glass plates at
certain angles, by absorption of one of the
two polarized rays passing through darkcolored tourmaline plates or Polaroid
sheets, or by means of a Nicol prism. Anderson.

polarizer. That one of two Nicol prisms in

a polarizing microscope through which the
light passes and is polarized. Fay.
polarizing prism. Any prism so constructed
as to produce polarized light; usually
made of sawn and recemented calcite. See
also Nicol.prism. Shipley.
polar molecule. One in which the electrical
charges of its constituent atoms or groups
produce a dipole. See also dipole. Pryor, 3.

polar moment of inertia. a. The second

moment of area about an axis perpendicular to its plane is known as the polar
moment of inertia of a plane section. Ham.
b. See moment -.)f inertia. Ro.

pole chain. A surveyor's chain. Standard,
1964.

Polectron. Synthetic mica substitute; used in
electrical condensers. Bennett 2d, 1962.
pole drill. A chum drill used to drill shallow
holes. The drill stem is rigidly connected
(by rods or coupled poles) to the reciprocating beam. Long.
pole figure. A stereographic projection representing the statistical average distribution of poles of a specific crystalline plane
in a polycrystalline metal, with reference

to an external system of axes. In an isotropic metal, that is, in one having a completely random distribution of orientations,
the pole density is stereographically uniform; preferred orientation is shown by an
increased density of poles in certain areas.

ASM Gloss.
poleman. See locomotive brakeman. D.O.T. 1.

pole piece. A specially shaped piece of magnetic material forming an extension to a
magnet, for example, the salient poles of a
generator or motor. C.T.D.
pole star. The star which marks the approxi-

mate position of true north. It is a valuable survey point, since the local latitude
is the height of the pole star above the

taining ultramicroscopic crystals of quinine
idosulfate or other material which have the
property of transmitting only one polarized

northern horizon, and is easily located by
following the two tail stars of Ursa Minor
(Charles s Wain, the Plough, the Big
Dipper) for some five times their distance
apart. Pryor, 3.
pole strength. In measurement of magnetic
strength, the number of unit poles in the
measured field. One unit pole (centimeter,
gram second) is the strength in a vacuum
required to exert one dyne in a one centimeter gap between poles. Pryor, 3.

sorbed by the crystals. Polaroid sheets provide a light and inexpensive substitute for

rods. See also cable tools. Fay.
pollanite. A steel-gray dioxide of manganese,

polarography. Method of chemical analysis
which measures ionic change. It records
the changes in electrical current which
take place as voltage is increased while
globules of mercury are being dropped
through the ionized solution under test.
Pryor, 3.
Polaroid. Sheets of plastic material con-

ray, the other being almost entirely ab-

pole tools. The tools used in drilling with

Nicol prisms in the production of polar-

MnO: crystallizing in the tetragonal system. ft is distinguished from pyrolusite by

ized light. Anderson.

polar solvent. One which contains molecules having polar groups, for example, a
hydrocarbon with substituted oxygen,

nitrogen or a halogen. . Pryor, 3.

its hardness and

anhydrous character.

C.M.D.; Dana 17.
policeman. a. Scot. A movable guard over

Webster 3d.

Polar Viking. A typical nitroglycerin powder
explosive which rs now supplied only in the
sheathed form. McAdam II, p. V.

or around a shaft mouth or at midworkings; safety gates. Fay. b. Eng. See temporary prop. SMRB, Paper No. 61. c. A
stirring rod used in the laboratory. Shell

reflected in pyroelectric properties, conduction of electric current, etc. Shipley.

polder. See dikcd land. Schieferdezker.
polders. Dutch. Low fertile lands, reclaimed
from the sea by vast systems of dikes and

polierschiefer. See tripoli.
poling. a. The act or process of temporarily

polarity. In crystallography, the property of
having differing types of termination at
the two ends of a prismatic crystal. May be
polarization., a. The process by which ordinary light is changed into polarized light.
The plane at right angles to the plane of
transverse vibration is called the plane of

polarization. Fay. b. The difference between the equilibrium value of the potential of an electrode and the value attained
when an appreciable current flows through
the system. It is said to be caused by the
slowness of one or more of the processes

taking place at the electrode. BuMines

Bull. 619, 1964, p. 206. c. In electrolysis,

the condition in the vicinity of an electrode, such that the potential necessary
to

get a desired reaction is

increased

beyond the reversible electrode .potential.

embankments. Fay.

pole. a. A means of designating tfie orientation of acrystal plane by stereographically
plotting tsi normal; for example, the north

pole defines the equatorial plane. ASM
Gloss. b. Either of the two regions of a

permanent magnet or electromagnet where

most of the lines of induction enter or

leave. ASM Gloss. c. To work, as molten
copper, with a pole to lessen the amount
of copper oxide present. See also poling.
Standard, 1964. d. The negative electrical

pole in a circuit is the cathode, and the
Positive the anode. A. magnetic pole is a

point toward which a freely suspended

8 46e.

Oil Co.

protecting the face of a level, drift, cut,
etc., by driving poles or planks along the
sides of the yet unbroken ground. Used
especially for holding up soft ground. See
also forepoling. Fay. b. Eng. See lofting.

SMRP, Paper No. 61. c. A step in the
ftre refining of copper to reduce the oxygen

content to tolerable limits by covering the
bath with coal or coke and thrusting greenwood poles below the surface. There is a
vigorous evolution of reducing gases that
combine with the oxygen ,xntained in the
metal. If the final oxygen' content is too
high, the metal is underpoltd; if too low,
overpoled; and if just right, tougL pitch.

:.
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ASM Gloss.; C.T.D.
poling back. Carrying out excavation behind
timbering already in place. Ham.
poling boards. In mining, forepoling boards,
driven horizontally ahead to support roof
when tunneling through running ground.
In trenching, side boards wedged apart in
pairs. Pryor, 3. See also forepoling.
polings. Poles used instead of planks for lagging. Also spelled pollings. Fay.
polkschiefer. Tripoli slate. Also called polishing slate. Dana 6d, p. 196.
polish. See glaze, c. Long.
polished. See glazed, a. Long.
polished off. a. A diamond bit that has been

6d, p. 146.
polybasite. A natural silver sulfantimonide,
AguSb,S11; color steel gray to iron black;
streak black; luster metallic; hardness 2 to

Varnes, 1955.

Nevada, Colorado, Idaho; Mexico, Chile,
Europe. An ore of silver. CCD 6d, 1961.
polychroilite. Altered cordierite. Dana 6d,

polka-dot agate. Local name for translucent,
almost colorless, chalcedony, with yellow,
red, or brown circular dots. From Oregon.
Shipley.

poll. a. Corn. The head or striking part of a
miner's hammer. Fay. b. S. Wales. To
clean the shale off ironstone. Fay.
polled stone. Som. Stone hewn into shape

and faced ready for building. Building
stone with one side rough-faced, as opposed to hammer- and punch-dressed.

Long.
polished plate glass. See plate glass. ASTM
C162-66.
polished section. A section of material that

Arkell.

has been ground and plane polished on

pollenite. A variety of trachyte. An olivinebearing phonolite vitrophyre. Bureau of

one face for examination, under a microscope, by reflected light. Compare thin
section, a. Dodd.
polished specimens. Selected pieces of ore or
metal, or briquettes of particles bonded
with lucite or other material, which have
one surface ground smooth by means of
abrasive powders and polishing laps. The
powders include emery, aluminum oxide
and diamond dust. Electrolytic polishing
is also used for preparing metal surfaces

Mines Staff.

pollen peat. Peat rich in pollen grains. Tomkeieff,, 1954.

poll pick. A pick with a head for breaking
away hard partings in coal seams or knocking down rock already seamed by blasting.
Fay.
pollocite. A rare, hydrous cesium aluminum
silicate, Cs4A14SisOas.H20, crystallizing in

cubes or massive. Colorless; transparent;
used as a gem Stone. Found in pegmatite.
Sanford; Dana 17..
pollux. Same as pollucite. Standard, 1964.
polonium; radium F. A radioactive metallic
element that is chemically similar to tellurium and bismuth. It occurs in pitchblende
and in other uranium-containing ores, in
radium-lead residues, and in old radon am-

by making the metal the anode in an
electrolytic bath. Pryor, 3.

polished wire glass. Wire glass, ground and
polished on both sides. ASTM C162-66.
polisher. One who removes color spots from
decorated ware by grinding with an abrasive wheel and polishing. D.O.T.].
Polish frame. A support frame that has all
the beams unweakened by joints, and keeps

pules, but it can be produced in much

the props at the right distance by a sprai;
placed between them. Stoces, v. 1, pp.
148-149.
polishing. Smoothing metal surfaces through
the use of abrasive materials. ASM Gloss.
See also acid polishing; pitch polishing.
ACSG, 1963.
polishing bed. An apparatus in which stone
slabs etc., are polished usually with feltcoveled blocks charged with a powder.
Standard, 1964.
polishing cask. A barrel in which grained

larger quantities by bombarding bismuth
with neutrons in nuclear reactors. It emits

a helium nucleus to form an isotope of
lead. Symbol, Po; atomic number, 84;

atomic mass, about 210; and valences, 2,
4, and 6. Also cailed radium F. Only about
100 micrograms of polonium occur in 1
ton of uranium ore, and its abundance is
about 0.2 percent that of radium. All 27
known isotopes are radioactive; their
atomic masses range from 192 to 218; and
polonium 209 is the most stable isotope,
having a half-life of 103 years. Two allotropic forms: (1) alpha polonium; isometric; and specific gravity, 9.32; and (2)
beta polonium; hexagonal rhombohedral;
and specific gravity, 9.4. Extremely toxic;
glows blue; melting point, 2540 ± 5° C;
boiling point, 9620 ± 2° C; slightly soluble in cold water; soluble in dilute min-

gunpowder is tumbled with graphite to

glaze it. Standard, 1964.
polishing machine operator. See granite pol-

isher marble polisher. D.O.T.].

polishing mill. A lap of metal, leather, or
wood used by lapidaries in polishing gems.
Fay.

polishing rouge. Fine red-colored polishing
abrasive consisting of hydrated iron oxide.
Bennett 2,1962.
polishing slate. A gray or yellow slate, consisting of siliceous organisms, used for
polishing; found chiefly in the coal measures of Bohemia and Auvergne, France.
Standard, 1964.
polishhig snake. A serpentine fmnd near the
Ayie, in Scotland, used formerly in polishing lithographic stones. Standard, 1964.
poliahing stone. Polishing slate. Standard,

eral acids; and very slightly soluble in

potassium hydroxide and in other alkalies.
Webster 3d; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-127, B-204.
polrose. Same as polroz. Fay.
polstean. Corn. A tin pit. Fay.

poly-. A prefix signifying many. Used in
many mineral names such as polybasite,
pclycrase, polyhalite, polyaugite, etc. CCD,
6d, 1961; Spencer 20, M.M. 1955.

polyacrylamide. A good dispersing agent.

1964.
polishing wheel. Rotating disc, usually clothcovered, for polishing and buffing. Bennett

Sometimes used as a substitute for natural
gums as a binder and a thickening agent.
Lee.

2d, 1962.
polyadelphite. A variant of aplome. Hey 2d,
polish off. a. To dull a diamond bit. Com1955.
pare glaze, c; glazed, a. Long. b. To finish polyargyrite. Described as a gray to black
or cOmplete. Long.

polbsoir. a. In glassmaking, a hardwood

.

.'

ture of arganite and tetrahedrite. Dana

block with a long iron handle by which to
flatten glass cylinders newly opened out;
a flattener. Standard, 1964. b. A polishing
pad used in polishing plate glass after the
grinding process. C.T.D.

polka. A type of landform found in some
areas of Karst topography. Stokes and

dulled. Long. b. Finished or completed.

polygonal masonry

metallic opaque mineral with cubic cleav-

12Ag.S.Sb2S3; considered to be a mix-

3; specific gravity 6.0 to 6.2. Found in
p. 421.

polychrolte. Same as iolite. Shipley.
polychromatic. Showing a variety or a
change of colors. Webster 3d.
polychrome decoration. A multicolor decoration. ASTM C242-60T.
polyconic map projection. A map projection

having the central geographic meridian

represented by a straight line, along which
the spacing for lines representing the
geographic parallels is proportional to the
distances apart of the parallels; the parallels are represented by arcs of circles which

are not concentric, but whose centers lie
on the line representing the central meridian, and whose radii are determined by
the lengths of the elements of cones which

are tangent along the parallels. All meridians exmpt the central one are curved.
This projection is neither conformal nor
equal area, but it has been much used for
maps of small areas because of the ease
with which it can be constructed. It is the
map projection used for the topographic
map of the United States (U.S. Geological
Survey), and in a modified form is used
for maps of large areas. Devised by F. R.
Hassler, organizer and first superintend-

ent of the U.S. Coast Survey (now the

U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
polycrase. An end-member of the euxenitepolycrase series. See also euxenite. Crosby,

pp. 19-20.
polycrystal. An apparently single

crystal

consisting of a regular intergrowth of

different minerals. Spencer 20, M.M.,
1955.
polycrystalline. Composed of many crystals;

an aggregate, as distinct from a single

crystal. Rolfe.
polydymite. A nickel sulfide, Ni1.94. Dana 7,
v. 1, p. 262.
polyelaterite. Soft elastic bitumen which dif-

fers from elaterite by a nontacky consistency, more intensive fluorescence and com-

plete insolubility in organic solvents. It is
believed that these properties are due to a
higher state of polymerization. Tomkeieff,
1954.
polyester resins. Thermosetting resins. Used
as bonding agents for fibrous glass products. Lee.

polyethylene glycob. These water-soluble

materials serve as binders for colors, body
and glaze slips, and in extrusion. Lee.
polygenetic. Originating in various ways or
from various causes; formed at different

places or times, or from different parts:
said specifically, in geology, of mountain

ranges; opposite of monogenetic. Standard,
1964.
polygenoug polygemic. Composed of or con-

taining several kinds of material; heterogeneous in composition; as, polygenous

conglomerate. Standard, 1964.
polygon. A plane figure bounded by straight
lines. Jones, 2, p. 91.
polygonal. Having straight aides; usually
more than four, in contrast to a parallelogram. Shipley.

polygonal mammy. Masonry formed of po-

polygonal masonry
lygonal stones,

or of

stones strictly not

coursed, whose joints exhibit any other

than a right angle, but which are carefully
fitted together. Standard, 1964.
polygonal method. An ore reserve computa-

tion method in which an assumption is
made that the area of influence of each
drill hole extends halfway to the neighbor-

ing drill holes. Therefore, thickness and
grade must vary uniformly in opposite directions and in such cases errors tend to be

compensating. Where the thickness and

grade vary in the same direction the errors
will accumulate and cause erroneous results. Krumlauf, p. 80.
polygorski; pilolite. Freak amphibole occurrences like mountain wood or cork. Sinclair, W. E., p. 484.
polyhalite. A naturally occurring potash salt,
2CaS0..MgS0,.KsS0,.2H20, found in the

United States (Texas and New Mexico)

and in Germany. Source of potash for fertilizer. CCD 6d, 1961.
polyhydrite. Described as an amorphous liverbrown mineral containing Fe201,Fe0,SiOi

with Al,03,Mn0 and water; a doubtful
mineral possibly thuringite. Dana 6d, p.
710.

poiyion. A complex ion consisting of several
strongly bound atoms, for example, SO4--.
A.G./. Supp.

polpirvingite. A lithia-mica much richer in
silica than irvingite, occurring as an altera-

tion product of amblygonite in Sweden.
Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
polykras. Original spelling of polycrase.
Dana 6d, p. 744.
polylite. Possibly a variety of pyroxene; a
mixture containing fayalite. Dana 6d, p.
1045.

polylith. A megalithic structure of several
or many stones, as a dolmen or stone circle.
Webster 3d.

polymer. a. A compound formed by the
union of two or more molecules of a simple
substance. Standard, 1964. b. In the plural

use, compounds that are identical in com-

position but which vary ia

molecular

weight, as ethylene (ethene), Cs114; propy-

lene (propene), Cale; and butylene (butene), Wis. Standard, 1964.
polymer bitumens. Term applied to bituminous matter present in coal. Tomkeieff,
1954.

polymeric. Of, relating to, or consisting of a
polymer. Webster 3d.

polymeric cements (inorganic). A cement
which sets with an additive polymerization
reaction. VV.
polymerization. Union of two sor more mole-

cules of given structure to form a new

compound with the same elemental proportions but with different properties and
a higher molecular weight. Pryor, 3.
polymerize. To combine (small molecules)
chemically into larger or especially very
large molecules; to subject to polymerization; to form larger molecules from small
molecules; to undergo polymerization.
Webster 3d.

PolYmetsmorphic rock. A rock altelred by
more than one episode of metamorphism.
A.G.I. Supp.

polymetamorphism. A rock which has been
subjected to metamorphism more than once
is said to have undergone polymetamorphism: Schieferdecker.
polyidlcdc !Mk& Rocks characteristic of geosynclinal region's anti including arkoses and
graywackes. ,A.G./.

polymignite. A very rare, weakly to moder.

pondlet
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ately radioactive, orthorhombic, black mineral, (Ca,Fe',Y,etc.,Zr,Th) (Cb,Ti,Ta)04,
found in granite pegmatites associated with
soda- orthoclase, barkevikite, magnetite,
nephelite, zircon, and pyrochlore; also

found in syenitic rocks associated with

magnetite and knopite; from Frederiksvarn,
Norway. Crosby, p. 34.
polymIgnyte. Another spelling of polymignite. Spencer 17, M.M., 1946.
polymineralie rocks. Distinct from monomin-

eralic rocks. Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.
Composed of aggregates of several minerals. Bureau of Mines Staff.

polymnite. A stone marked with dendrites

and black lines, that have a fancied resemblance to rivers, marshes, and ponds.
Standard, 1964.
polymorph. A polymorphous organism; also,
one of the several forms of such an organism. Webster 3d.

in Germany. Standard, 1964. b. Synonym
for freibergite. Hey 2d, 1955.
polythene. Alkathene; polyethylene. Polymerized ethylene, CAM,. Tough and thermo-

plastic material. Pryor, 3.
polythionic acids. Series related to sulfurous
and thiosulfuric acid, believed to have the
structure

,SO,OH
'''S020H
Formula of dithionic acid is lisS,O of
trithionic acid H2SsOe and tetra- HiS04.
Pryor, 3.

polytropy. A condition in which there is no
change in the geometrical symmetry of the
crystal structure of two related minerals,

but a change to permit a variant in the
resultant mineral. This is illustrated by

polymorphism. The property of having or

orthoclase microcline. Compare polytypy;
polysyngony. Hess.
polytypism. A condition in micas and similar
clay minerals in which they show growth

isometric system, and as graphite in the

pletely altered to a new type. This is illustrated by the quartz-tridymite relationship.

presenting many forms; especially, in crystallography, the ability of certain substances
to crystallize with different axial ratios
without change of chemical composition;
thus, carbon as diamond crystallizes in the
hexagonal system. Standard, 1964. See also
allotropy. ASM Gloss.

polymorphous. Having the same chemical
composition but crystallizing in different
crystal systems or classes. See also aliotropic ; dimorphous; trimorphous. Synonym
for pleomorphous. A.G.I.

polynkritIte. Variety of nigritite found in a
fine-dispersed state in argillaceous rocks.
Tornkeieff, 1954.

polynite. A montmorillonoid clay mineral in
soils. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
polynya. Any sizable water area (not just a

crack or a lead) surrounded by sea ice.
Schieferdecker.

Polyphant stone. An impure soapstone from
the village of Polyphant, near Lounceston,
Cornwall, England. Composition: 28 to 36
percent SRN, 6 to 9 percent AlsOs, 10 to
1 2 percent Fe0 Fes0,, 4 to 5 percent

spirals which are due to lamellae of different orientations. A.G.I.
polytypy. A condition in which the space
lattice of two related minerals is comCompare polysyngony; polytropy. Hess.

polyvinyl acetate. Water emulsions of this
material are used extensively as adhesives
for ceramics. In a plasticized form these

resins are used in glass textile sizes to bond
the individual filaments together. Lee.
polyvinyl botyral. A resin, with a plasticizer.

Provides the interlayer in standard laminated glass i...ade from either polished plate
glass or window glass. Lee.

polyxene. Native platinum, steel gray to sil-

ver white, containing 80 to 90 percent
platinum and 6 to 11 percent iron, with
more or less iridium and palladium. Hess.
A variety of melilite basalt.

polzenite.

Holmes, 1928.

pommel. A restrained cable plug. M. 3618,
1965,sec. 7.

CaO, 23 to 27 percent MgO, and 10 to

Pompeltan brick. A loosely used term, but
it is probably most frequently applied to
bricks 12 by 1 Y2 by 4 inches in size, of

or producing two or more phases, as a

having the buckets curved so that the

1 2 peicent loss on ignition. The melting
point is 1,300° to 1,400° C. Blocks of this
stone are used as a refractory material in
alkali furnaces. See also soapstone. Dodd.
polyphase; multiphase. In electricity, having
polyphase current. Webster 3d.

polysomatic. Having a texture consisting of
numerous small grains; said of minerals.
Standard, 1964.
polysultides. Binary sulfur compounds which
carry excess sulfur with respect to valency
requirement of the combining base. See
also poly-. Pryor, 3.
polysyngony. A condition in which the space
lattice of two related minerals is somewhat
changed, although the density and cleavage properties are so little changed that the

type of structure is maintained. This is
illustrated by the alpha quartz and beta

quartz relations. Compare polytypy; ?olytropy. Hess.
polysyntbetk twinning. Successive twinning
of .three or more individuals according to
the same twinning law and with the composition.planes parallel. Often revealed .by
striated surfaces. A.G.I.
polysyntbitic twhinhag struchwe. A mineral
structure caused by two systems of lamellar
twinning making an angle with each other.
Schieferdecker:
polytelite. a. A silver-lead tetrahedrite found

medium dark shade, with a brownish body:
covered with iron spots. Fay.
pompom. Stoper rock drill. Pryor, 3.
Poacelet wheel. A kind of undershot waterwheel suitable for falls of less than 6 feet,
water presses on them without impact. Fay.

pond. a. A small lake. Nichols. b. In dredge

work, an area where discharge water is
held long enough to allow fine soil particles

to settle. Nichols.
pond days. Formed in small lakes or ponds
scattered over northern states, north of the
line of terminal moraine. Moraine deposits,

of irregular size and often lens-shaped,

occurring in moraines or glacial till. River-

terrace deposits, commonly sandy beds,
representing mud and clay deposited by
streams during periods of overflow. USGS
Prof. Paper 11, 1903, p. 19.

ponded lava. A thick accumulation of lava

at the base of a steep slope or in a de-

pression. A.G.I. SuPP.
ponding. The natural formation of a pond or
lake in a watercourse; chiefly, by a transverse mountain uplift whose rate of elevation exceeds that of the stream's corrosion,

or by a darn caused by glaciers, vol-

canic ejecta, landslips, or alluvial cones of
stronger streams. Standard, 1964.

pondiet. A little pond; in geology, such a
pond formed by ponding. Standa;d, 1964.

Ponsard furnace
Ponsard furnace. A furnace in which the
escaping combustion gases, passing through

tubular flues, heat the incoming air contiunously through the flue walls. Fay.
pontatite. Methyl methacrylate, found sathfactory for the mounting of small metallurgical specimens. Originally in the form
of powdered resin, under temperature and
pressure it becomes as transparent as glass.
It is tough, hard and resistant to the action
of etching reagents, and adheres excellently
to the specimen. Osborne.

Pontar. Refined coal tar. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Pontian. Upper lower Pliocene. A.G.I. Supp.
pontil. An iron rod used in glassmaking to
carry and manipulate hot bottles, etc., and
having a projection at the end varying in
shape according to the character of the
ware carried. Standard, 1964. Also called
snap, pontee, ponto, ponty, puntee, puntil,
punty.

pontoon. a. A float supporting part of a structure, such as a bridge. Nichols. b. A wood
platform used to support machinery on soft
ground. Nichols.

pontoon bridge. A temporary or permanent
bridge so constructed as to float on pontoons which are moored to the bed of a
river or lake. Ham.
peaty sticker. A workman who fixes a quantity of blown glass to the ponty or pontil.
See also pontil. Fay.
pony lamp. A portable battery-operated lamp

designed to be attachee to the front harness of a pit pony. B.S. 3618. 1965, sec.
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pony putter. N. of Eng. A bOy who drives
a pony in the mine workings. Fay.
pony set. A small timber set or frame incor-

by which a boulder in a mine is broken up

sizes and a deficiency in others. Nelson.

poor rock. A term used in Michigan for the

more or less barren part of the material

taken down in mining. Fay.
pop. A short, secondary drill hole blasted to
reduce larger pieces of rock or to trim a

working face. Also called pophole; pop

shot. Pryor, 3.
pop a boulder. To place and explode a stick
of dynamite on a boulder so as to break it
for easy removal from the mine. Fay.
pophole. A secondary drill hole. See also pop.
Fay.

pophole blasting. Breaking down large pieces

of asbestos by means of short blastholes
judicially placed. Sinclair W. E., p. 484.
popo. Afr. A green jasper highly prized in
Guinea, perforated beads of it passjng as
money. Standard, 1964.
pop off. a. A synonym for pressure-relief
valve. Long. b. The reduction in pressure
effected by release of part of the confined

liquid or gas through a pressure-relief

valve. Long. c. In dry process enameling,
a defect appearing as a small conical piece

of porcelain enamel, either partially or
entirely separated from the ware. ASTM
C286-65. d. See lift, w. ACSG, 1963.

pop-off valve. Synonym for pressure-relief
valve. Long.
poppers. A defect charactzrized by randomly
occurring, relatively small, circular shaped
areas of ground coat appearing in the first
cover coat sheet steel porcelain enamel.
ASTM C286-65. See also jumping.

poppet; puppet. a. A pulley frame or the

headgear over a shaft. A headframe. Fay.

b. A valve that lifts bodily fron, its seat

to accommodate an ore chute or other

instead of being hinged. Fay.
poppet head. a. Corn. A timber frame over

pood; poud; pud. A Russian unit of weight

where the pulley is situated. Gordon. c. See
headgear. Nelson.
poppet leg. Eng. Any of the supporting legs
of a poppethead. Webster 2d.

porated in the main sets of a haulage level

equipment from above or below. Nelson.
ponzite. A pyroxene trachyte with or without
subsidiary biotite and amphibole. Bureau
of Mines Stab'.

that equals about 36.11 pounds. Webster 3d.

pool. a. To cut (a hole) ; to insert a wedge
for splitting (as in mining or quarrying).

Webster 3d. b. To undercut or undermine
(as coal), especially in excavating. Web-

ster 3d. c. A continuous area of porous

sedimentary rock that yields petroleum or
gas on drilling. Webster 3d.
pool deposit. A crystalline or other deposit
formed in an isolated pool. Schieferdecker.
Poo les tile. An interlocking clay roofing tile.
Dodd.

pool reactor. A reactor in which the fuel

elements are suspended in a pool of water
which serves as the reflector, moderator,
and coolant. Popularly called a swimming
pool reactor. It is usually used for research
and training. MIL.

pool washing screen. A screen which is divided
into alternate transverse screen cloth panels

and metal plate pool sections. Water is

directed to the pools, setting up a swirling,
motion that agitate3 fines into suspension.
The use of washing pools saves up to 50

percent of the water required, increases

screen rapacity and cloth life, and reduces
blinding. Nelson.

poor. Sometimes used to designate low-quality drill diamonds. Long.

poor fumes. Toxic or irritating chemicals
produced by an explosion. Nichols.

poor lime. Lime containing more than 15

percent of acid-insoluble substance. Bennett 2d, 1962.
poorly graded soil. A soil in which the particle-size distribution has an excess in some

a shaft to carry the hoisting pulley. A
headframe. Fay. b. The top of a derrick

poppet valve. A valve shaped like a mush-

room, resting on a circular seat, and opened

by raising the stem. Standard automotive
equipment. Nichols.
popping. The drilling, charging, and firing
a hole in the center of a boulder at quarry
and opencast mines. The hole is charged
at the rate of 2 to 3 ounces of explosive

per cubic yard of rock. The charge

is

pushed to the bottom of the hole and then

filled with sand or soil. Also called pop
shooting. See also snakeholing. Nelson.

popple rock. Dev.; Som. Triauic conglomerate. Arkell.

poppy stone. Red orbicular jasper popular
with mineral collectors for cutting cabochon. From California. Shipley.
pops. Explosions in sealed areas of a mine.
Manometers may record sudden pressure
rises due to these explosions. Sinclair, I,
p. 300.

pop-shooting. A method of drilling a hole

just beyond the center of the boulder to be
broken so that the charge is centrally situ-

ated. Stemming is used. Pop-shooting is

economical in explosives but drilling is required. It is a little difficult to control the
throw of broken material, but there is little
noise to cause annoyance to near-by property owners. Fraenkel, v. 2, Art. 8:40, p. 9.
See also secondary blasting.
pop shot. a. In mining, a shot fired for trim-

ming purposes. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
b. In quarrying, a method of secondary

blasting. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. c. A shot

by placing a stick of dynamite on top of
the boulder and exploding it. Ricketts, 1.
d. In blasting, when the explosion of the
charge simply blows out the tamping.
Stauffer. e. Same as block hole shot. See

also pop. Fay.
pop valve. Synonym for pressure-relief valve.
Long.

porcelain. a. A glazed or unglazed vitreous
ceramic whiteware used for technical purposes. This term designates such products
as electrical, chemical, mechanical, structural, and thermal wares when they are
vitreous. See also alumina porcelain; cordierite porcelain; forsterite porcelain; steatite porcelain; titania porcelain; zircon
porcelain. ASTM C242-60. b. A translucent kind of cerarnicware, usually glazed,
existing in many varieties, according to its
composition and method of manufacture,
but generally characterized by a glassy frac-

ture, clear ring when struck, homogeneity
throughout its thickness, and resistance to
fire, water, and acids but hydrofluoric. Porcelain includes chiefly three varieties: (1)
hard porcelain, (2) natural soft porcelain,
and (3) artificial soft porcelain. Standard,
1964.

porcelain balls. Spheres of fired clay body
used as grindiag media in ball mills. Porcelain balls must be hard, tough, very low

in porosity and preferably, white. Balls
wear down during use and should be re-

placed periodically. Enam. Dict.
porcelain bricks. Hard fired white porcelain
molded into bricks which are cemented on
the inside of the steel shell of an enamel
mill. The bricks used on the sides of the
mill are so shaped as to closely conform
with the contour of the steel shell. Enam.
Dict.
porcelain clay. See kaolin; kaolinite. Fay.
porcelain color. A pigment such as is used
in decorating porcelain. Standard, 1964.
porcelain dishes. As used to hold temperature
cones during checking of furnace temperatures, are small glazed porcelain saucers
about l'A" in diameter. Hansen.
porcelain earth. Synonym for koalinite. Hey
2d, 1955.
porcelain enamel. Not to be confused with
paint enamels or "baked-on enamels", such

as are used on automobile fenders, etc.
Porcelain enamel is a glassy composition

applied to metal and fused thereon at a

low-red to bright-red heat. Although it is
a glass, it must adhere to metal and resist
punishment, both by impact and by rapid
changes in temperature. Enam. Dict.
porcelain enameling commercial quality steel
'beet. Steel sheet, ordered or sold on the
basis of specifications governing the use as

a base for enameling or other vitreous
coatings. Bennett 2d, 1962.

porcelain enameling deep drawing quality

steel sheet. Steel sheet, ordered or sold on
the basis of specifications governing use

as a base for enameling or other vitreous
coatings, and also on the basis of deep

drawing qualities. Bennett 2d, 1962.
porcelain enamel sanitary ware. See sanitary

ware. ACSG, 1963.
porcelain gilding. A process of applying gold
to china, usually with turpentine and firing
it, resulting in the adherence of tile Metallic
gold to the China and the volatilization of

the less permanent ingredients. The gold
is then burnished. Standard, 1964. '
Porcelainite. A trade term for white stoneware, jasper, or the like. Standard, 1964.

porcelainized
porcelainized. Resembling potter's clay that
has been fired ; specifically in geology, applied to certain altered clays, shales, etc.,
which by the influence of heat have come
to resemble clay ware or porcelain. Standard, 1964.

porcelain Jasper. Burnt clay. See also porcelainite. Fay.
porcelain lace. A decorative material formed
by soaking lace in porcelain slip and firing
it. The threads of the fabric are consumed,
leaving the pattern in a fine lacelike porcelain ware. Standard, 1964.

pozcelain lined. A pump equipped with a

ceramic-coated cylindrical shell lining the
pump cylinder. See also porcelain liner.
Long.

porcelain liner. A cylindrical t.hell, coated

with a special abrasion-resistant, porcelainlike ceramic material, used as the liner of

a pump cylinder to resist the abrasive
and/or corrosive effects of a recirculated
or mud-laden drill fluid, grout, etc. Long.
porcelain mill. A mill for grinding materials
for porcelain. Standard, 1964.
porcelain opal. Milky white opal more opaque

than milk opal. Shipley.
porcelain oven. The firing kiln used in baking porcelain. Fay.
porcelain printing. The transfer of a printed
picture to an unglazed article. Standard,
1964.

porcelain process. The method of producing
glazed ware by which a ceramic body and

glaze are matured together in the same

firing operation. ASTM C242-60T.
porcelain tile. A ceramic mosaic tile or paver
that is generally made by the dust-pressed

method, of a composition resulting in a

unintentionally. Rolfe.

pore-forming material. A substance included
in a powder mixture which volatilizes
during sintering and thereby produces a

desired kind and degree of porosity in the
finished compact. ASTM B243-65.
pore pressure. See neutral stress. ASCE
P1826.

pores. a. Small voids in the body of a metal.
ASM Gloss. b. In powder metallurgy, minute cavities in a compact, sometimes intentional. ASM Gloss. c. Minute perforations in an 'electroplated coating. ASM
Gloss. d. The minute cavities between the
separate particles in soils or solid rocks.
See also voids, a. Nelson. e. As applied to
refractories, the small voids between solid
particles. Pores are described as open if
permeable to fluids; sealed if impermeable.
HW. f. The voids bctween the grains in the
grinding wheels. ACSG, 1963. g. As applied to lightweight aggregate,. the void3 in
expanded clay, shale, or slate particles pro-

duced by gases entrapped during heat
treatment. Bureau of Mines Staff.

pore-size distribution. The range of sizes of
pores in a ceramic product and the rela-

tive abundance of these sizes. This property
is usually expressed as a graph relafing the

percentage volume porosity to the pore
diameter in microns. Pore-size distribution
is difficult to determine, the most generally
satisfactory methods are the mercury pene-

tration method and the bubble-pressure

Method. See also bubble-pressure method.
Dodd.

pore space. The open spaces or voids of a
rock taken collectively. It is a measure of

the amount of liquid or gas that may be

celain. A.G.I.
porcelaneous smooth chert. A type of smooth
chert which has a smooth fracture surface,

absorbed or yielded by a particular formation. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
pore-space filling. The deposition of valuable
minerals in the voids or rocks or between
the grains of loose sediments. Nelson.
pore water. a. In soil technology, free water
present in the soil. Normally, its pressure
is hydrostatic, corresponding to its depth
below the water table. The shear strength

china-white resembling chinaware or glazed

pressure, which reduces frictional resistance

tile that is dense, fine-grained, and smooth
with sharply formed face, usually impervious. Colors of the porcelain type are usu-

ally of a clear luminous type or granular
blend thereof. ASTAI C242-60T.
porcelaneous. Having the appearance of por-

hard, opaque to subtranslucent, typically

porcelain, grades to chalky. A.G.I.
porcelanite; porcellanite. a. Fused shales and

clay, that occur in the roof and floor of

burned coal seams. The rock is quite com-

mon in the lignite districts of the West,

where apparently spontaneous combustion
has fired the seams in the past. Also called
porcelain jasper, especially when red. Fay.
b. A light-colored, porcelaneous rock resulting from the contact metamorphism of
marls. A.G.I. c. Siliceous or cherty shale.
A.G.1. SuPP.

porch. York. The arching of the station or
landb g at the bottom of a shaft. Fay.
porcupinific. As shown in section, sharp

spinelike minerals protruding from another.
Hess.

pore. a. A space in rock or soil not occupied
by solid mineral matter. Synonym for interstice; void. A.G.I. b. In blastoids, an opening at margin of an ambulacrum leading

to one of the' hYdrospires. A.G.I. c. In

cystoids, horizontal tubes or slits occupying

parts of two adjoining plates. A.G.I. d. In
echinoids, a pit for attachment of a ligament which fastens spine to tubercle. A.G.I.

e. A minute opening, especially in an animal or vegetable by %Ali& matter passes

through a membrane. Webster 3d. f. In
powder metallurgy, a minute cavity in a
compact, formed cither intentionally or

porosity trap
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of adjacent soil depends on this pore

and soil stability. Pryor, 3. b. The part of
the water used for tempering clays which
contributes to open-pore structure within
the clay ware. ACSG, 1963. c. Free water
in the pores of unfired ceramics (not adsorbed). VV.
pore-water pressure. The pressure of water
existing in a saturated soil, often measured
both during and after constniction of an
earth dam. See also neutral pressure; neu-

tral stress. Ham.
pore-water pressure cells. Sensitive instruments used to measure pore-water pressures arising from load changes such as the
rise and fall of a tide. Ham.
porfido rosso medico. The withamite-bearing
hornblende porphyrite of Djebel Dokhan
in Egypt. Holmes 1928.
Porifera. Includes the sponges, of which the
stony parts are preserved. The body h..o
tubes or canals. Mason, v. 1, p. 26.

pork knockers. Name applied to the local
miners in British Guiana who carry or
diamond mining generally by pick and
shovel. I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 62.
pork-pie furnace. See Maerz-Bo&ns furnace.
Dodd.

porman. An iron ore occurring in Carthagena. It sometiMes contains magnetite, and

usually has a low phosphorus content. Its

iron content is about 55 percent, the
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gangue consisting chiefly of silica. Osborne.

porodic. Of, or pertaining to, uncrystalline
or amorphous substances. Standard, 1964.
porodine. Breithaupt's name for amorphous
rocks, such as are derived from gelatinous
silica. Fay.

Wadsworth's name proposed in
1879 for all the altered, fragmental forms
of eruptive rocks, commonly called diabase
tuff, schalstein, etc. Fay.

porodite.

Porosil. A British term for ground kieselguhr; used as filler and in insulators.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
porosimeter. An instrument used to deter-

mine the porosity of a lock sample by

comparing the bulk volume of the sample
with the aggregate volume of the pore

spaces between the grains. Porosimeters are
of various designs, some using liquids and
some using gases, at known pressures, to
find the volume of openings. A.G.1.
porosity. a. The ratio, p, expressed as a per-

centage of the volume, Vp, of the pore
space in a rock to the volume, Vr, of the

rock, the latter volume including rock material plus the pore space, P = 100 Vp/Vr.

Holmes, 1928. b. The ratio, usually expressed as a percentage, of the volume of

voids of a given soil mass to the total

volume of the soil mass. ASCE P1826. c. A

measure of the proportion of pores in a

ceramic material, defined as: (1) apparent
porosity, the ratio of the open pores to the
bulk volume expressed as a percentage;
(2) sealed porosity or closed porosity, the
ratio of the volume of the sealed pores to
the bulk volume expressed as a percentage;
and (3) true porosity, the ratio of the total
volume of the open and sealed pores to the
bulk volume, expressed as a percentage.

Dodd. d. The amount of void space in a

reservoir usually expresnd as percent voids
per bulk volume. Absolute porosity refers

to the total amount of pore space in a

reservoir, regardless of whether or not that
space is accessible to fluid penetration.
Effective porosity refers to the amount of

connected pore spaces that is, the space
available to fluid penetration. Brantly, I.
e. Fine holes or pores within a material.
ASM Gloss.

porosity, apparent. The relationship of the
open pore space to the bulk volume, ex-

pressed in per cent. ASTM C242-60.
porosity coefficient. Evolved by Professor H.
Briggs in 1931 to express the conductance

of a waste to air leakage, per foot length
of the roadway per foot width of the leakage zone. Roberts I, p. 92.
porosity of refractories. The ratio of the volume of the pores or voids in a body to the
total volume, usually expressed as a percentage. The true porosity is based upon
the total pore volume; the apparent porosity upon the open pore volume only. HW.
porosity of rock. The relative volume of the
pore spaces between mineral grains as com-

pared to tlte total rock volume. Thus

porosity measures the capacity of the rock

to hold oil, gas, and water. The usual
range- ol porosities is from 15 to 20 per-

cent, but they may be as high as 43 peicent
or higher in highly fractured and cavernous
limestones. Williams.

porosity sample. A sample for which the

porosity or ratio of the volume of all pore
space to the total bulk volume of the
sample may be determined. Long.
porosity -trap. The condition under which oil
or gas is caught and retained in an underground reservoir as a result of decreased
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porosity on one or more sides of the reservoir. A.G.I.

poro udelia. In gem mining, a Ceylonese
term for a mamoty or hoe with a handle
about 6 feet long and a Lroad blade so
curved that it can be dragged through
river gravel and will hold some of the
finer material. Hess.
porous. Containing voids, pores cells, interstices, and other openings, which may or

may not interconnect. See also porosity.

Long.

porous formation. Synonym for porous
ground. Long.
porous graphite. Graphitic carbon. Used for
filtration. Bennett 2d, 1962.
porous ground. Any assemblage of rock material as a result of fracturingt faulting,

mode of deposition, etc., contains a high

percentage of voids, pores, and other openings. Long.
porous-pot electrode. Nonpolarizable elec-

trode consisting of a metal bar immersed
in a saturated electrolytic solution that is
contained in a porous pot. Schieferdecker.
porous stones. Those crystalline or cryptocrystalline aggregates which permit the
entrance of solutions, such as dyes between
particles. See also stained stone. Shipley.

porous wheel. A grinding wheel having an
open or porous structure and a vitrified
or resinous bond. ASM Gloss.
porpezite. A native alloy of argentiferous gold

with palladium, the palladium content
varying up to 10 perceat. From Porpez,
Brazil. Also called palladium gold. Fay.

porphyrite. a. A term which has been variously used for pre-Tertiary andesitic rocks,
altered andesite rocks, and hypabyssal rocks
of marked porphyritic texture and andesitic

composition. The last usage is now customary. The phenocrysts are generally
plagioclase (average composition that of

andesine) and mafic minerals, and the
groundmass is holocrystalline and more

coarsely grained than in andesite. To avoid
confusion, some writers prefer terms such
as diorite porphyry and andesite porphyry.

Compare porphyry. Holmes, 1928. b. A
quartz-free porphyry of andesitic composition. The phenocrysts are generally plagioclase. Although the term is nearly obso-

metacryst.

porphyroblastic. The texture of a recrystallized rock in which coarse grains, often
euhedral or subhedral, are distributed in
a finer grained matrix. A.G.I.
porphyroclast. A large rock fragment contained in mylonite. A.G.I. Supp.
porphyroclastic structure. See mortar structure. Holmes, 1928.
porphyrogenetic. Producing porphyry. standard, 1964.

porphyro-granulitic. A textural term given
by Judd to dolerites which carry large porphyritic crystals of feldspar and augite in

a base composed of a mixture of lath-

shaped feldspar crystals and small, irregu-

lar grains of augite. Johannsen, v. I, 2d,
1939, p. 230.
porphyro-granulitic texture. See porphyrogranulitic.

porphyroid. A term used for porphyroblastic
metamorphic rocks whether of igneous or
sedimentary origin. See also halleflinta;
halleffintgneiss; hornf els; knotted slate;
leptite; maculose. A.G.I.

porphyry. A term first given to an altered
variety of porphyrite (porphyrites lapis)
on account of its purple color, and after-

wards extended by common association to
all rocks containing conspicuous phenocrysts in a fine-grained or aphanitic
groundmass. The resulting texture is described as porphyritic. In its restricted
usage, without qualification, porphyry usually implies a hypabyssal rock containing
phenocrysts of alkali feldspar, though in
the field, it is generally allowed a wider
scope, and commercially, it is used for all
porphyritic rocks. A.G.I.
porphyry copper. a. Disseminated replace-

ment deposit in which the copper min-

erals occur as discrete grains and, veinlets
throughout a large volum: of rock, which

commonly is a porphyry. It is a large-

tonnage, low-grade deposit. Bateman. b.
In the commercial sense, the term is not
restricted to ore in porphyry but is applied
to deposits characterized by huge size,
particularly with respect to horizontal dimension, uniform dissemination, and lowaverage-per-ton copper content. A.G.I.
porphyry copper ore. See porphyry copper.

lete, it is sometimes used for plagioclase

porphyry ware. A variety of Wedgwood

sought to define it as the texture due to

rArt. a. A cylindrical opening through the bit
shank from which the circulating fluid is

dike rocks. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
porphyritic. A. textural term for those rocks
which have larger crystals (phenocrysts)
set irt a finer groundmass, which may be
crystalline, glassy, or both. Rosenbusch has

the recurrence of the period of crystallization of the same or similar minerals. While,
except for porphyritic rocks with a glassy

groundmass, this practically amounts to
the same thing as the textural definition
just given, it is idle for any writer to try

to change a conception so old, well-established, and indispensable. Fay.
porpbyritic obsidian. Obsidian resembling
porphyry in appearance. Shipley.
porphyritic texture. See porphyritic.
porpbyrization. The process of porphyrizing,
or the state of being porphyrized. Standa:d, 1964.
porphyroblast. a. A term given to the pseudoporphyritic crystals of rocks produced by
thermodynamic metamorphism The corresponding texture is called porphyroblastic.
Holmes, 1920. b. Large grains, or crystals,
commonly perfect, developed in schists 'resulting from deformation of rocks originally containing plienocrysts. Also called

ware. See also pebble ware. Fay.
porporino. It. A glaze of mercury, tin, and
sulfur, imitating gold; used by artists of
the middle ages for decorative purposes.
Standard, 1964.

portable flame-resistant cable
tions. Some of these complete plants are
mounted on one chassis, others have the
more common operations on one chassis
with the supplementary equipment on separate portable mountings. Many of these
plants load the material direct into trucks
while others deliver to storage bins or
stockpiles. Occasionally a semipermanent
plant will be built around a portable unit
by adding large bins, extra conveyors, and
special units. Only a plant mounted so that
it can be moved over the highways on its
own mounting is a truly portable plant.
Pit and Quarry,.53rd, sec. E, p. 56.
portable apparatus. Designed to be moved
while it is in use. B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.

portable bucket loaders. Several types of selfpropelled multibucket loaders are consid-

ered suitable for miscellaneous light ex-

cavating work. These loaders dig their own
path, and, in order to do this, have various

means of gathering the material to a
point where it will be picked up by the

buckets as they pass over the lower tumbler. While these loaders are usually used
for reclaiming from stockpiles, they can,
under favorable conditions, excavate from
deposits. These machines always are
mounted on crawler treads. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, Sec. A, p. 101.

portable concentric mine cable. A double
conductor cable with one conductor lo-

cated at the center and with the other
conductor strands located concentric to the
center conductor with rubber or synthetic

insulation between conductors and over
the outer conductor. ASA C42.85:1956.
portable conveyor. a. Designed to be moved
as a unit. It is commonly wheel-mounted
and may or may not be sectional. NEMA
MB1-1961. h. Any type of transportable
conveyor, usually having supports which
provide mobility. See also boxcar loader;
bucket loader; car unloader; loading conveyor; portable drag conveyor; roller conveyor; trimmer conveyor; unloading
conveyor; wheel conveyor. ASA MH4.11958.

portable crane. A hoisting device carried by
a frame muunted on wheels. It is particularly useful for quick moving about in
a shop for the handling .of parts too heavy
for a man to lift. CrisPsn.
portable drag conveyor. A portable conveyor
upon which endless drag chains are used
as the conveying medium. Also a. term
sometimes applied to a portable flight conveyor. See also drag-chain conveyor. ASA
MH4.1-1958.

experimental use. L&L. d.. Left side of a
ship or boat. Nichols. e. Any opening in a

portable drill. a. Any size drill outfit that is
wheel-, skid- or track-mounted so that it
can be moved readily as a unit. Long. b.
Very small lightweight drills having two
to' three readily disassembled parts, each
weighing not more than 60 pounds and
hence readily carried by one man. Long.
portable electric lamps- Portable electric
lamps are self-contained lamps (such as
battery-operated lamps) that may be worn

ASTM C162-66.
portable aggregate plait. Portable aggregate

portable equipment. 'Portable equipment
means nonself-propelled equipment so con-

including crushing, scalping, secondary
crushing, screening, washing, Xnd 'sand

portable llamereeletnat cable. A flame-resistant cable is a portable cable that will
meet the flame tests of the U. S. Bureau

discharged at the bit face into the water-

ways. Long. b. Any opraing designed as an

inlet, outlet, or short passageway for a

working gas or fluid. :ong, c. An opening
in a nuclear research reactor. Through a
port, objects are inserted for irradiation or

beams of radiation emerge from it for

furnace or kiln through which fuel or
flame enten or exhaust gases escaPe.

plants vary in their design and construction 'and in the functions they perform.
There are portable plants which perform
all the operations of a stationary plant,

,separation. Other portable plants include
different combinations of the above opera-

on the person or carried about freely.
ASA M2.1-1963.

r/ucted or mounted as to facilitate moving or transporting it from place to place.
ASA M2.I-1963. See also transportable
ecjuipment.

of Mines. ASA 1.12.1-1963.

portable grinding
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positive element

portable grinding. Grinding wherein the sole

compensable "working time" under Federal laws. Portal literally means "entrance"
and, in underground coal mining, portal
refers to mine mouth or entry at surface
Hence, portal-to-portal as a descriptive
term means strictly elapsed time from
entry through the portal to exit on return.
Colloquially this term is being applied in
other industries to denote time spent on
company premises, in getting tc nd from,
and preparing for, work. B.C.I.
port crown. Port roof of a tank. Bureau of

furnace and gives warning of faults. Dodd.
posepnyte. An oxygenated hydrocarbon from

support of the grinder is done manually
by the operator. ACSG, 1963.

portable loader. A loading machine mounted
on wheels or crawler tracks. See also shovel
loader. Nelson.
portable mine blower. A motor-driven blower
to provide secondary ventilation into
spaces inadequately ventilated by, the main

ventilating system and with the air directed to such spaces through a duct.

ASA C42.85:1956.
portable mine cable. A portable mine cable

is an extra flexible cable, used for con-

necting mobile or stationary equipment in
mines to a source of electric energy when
permanent wiring is prohibited or impractical. (A portable cable for mining service
is not always extra flexible and is used also
with portable as well as with mobile and
stationary equipment.) ASA M2.1-1963.

portable motors. Motors that are intended
for service here and there as occasion requires and that are so constructed or
mounted as to facilitate moving them from

place to place. Fay.
portable parallel duplex mine cable. A double or triple conductor cable with con-

ductors laid side by side without twisting,
with rubber or synthetic insulation between conductors and around the whole.
The third conductor, when present, is a
safety ground wire. ASA C42.85:1956.
portable pneumatic core sampler. This device, which weighs 700 pounds, was
developed by the United States Navy Ordnance Laboratory for sampling coral and

sand bottoms. It consists of a 4-legged

pyramidal frame about 8 feet high, a pneumatic hammer with air supply and exhaust

hosing, 400 pounds of lead weight, an

anvil, and a 4-foot long aluminum barrel
with A driving head for cutting through

coral. H&G.
portable shunt. A tub-changing arrangement

for a tunnel face. See also double-track
portable switch. Nelson.

portable substation. See tnntvrtable substation. B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.

portabk trailing cable. A portable cable is
a flexible cable or cord used for connecting mobile, portable, or stationary equipment in mines to a trolley system or other
external source of electric energy where
permanent mine wiring is prohibited or is
impracticable. I.C. 7962, 1960, p. 22.
portage. Can. Trail between waterways.
Hoffman.

Portage group. Marine strata of Upper Dev-

onian age typically exposed at Portage

N.Y., where they comprise gray and black
shales capped by sandstones; equivalent to
the nonmarine Oneonta group. C.T.D.
portal. a. Any entrance to a mine. B.C.I. b.

The rock face at which tunnel driving is
started. Aho called point of attack.
Fraenkel. c. A nearly level opening into
a tunnel. Nichols. d. The surface entrance
to a drift, tunnel, adit, or entry. Fay. I...
The concrete or masonry arch, retaining

wall, etc., erected at the opening of a
drift, tunnel, or adit. Fay. f. A gap in a

nodules,

sometimes brittle, occasionally

hard; the color is light green to reddishbrown; and the specific gravity ranges
from. 0.85 to 0.985. Fay.

positiona' efficiency. The positional efficiency

of a mine air conditioning plant is de.ned as follows:
P.E.=decrease in heat units per unit

Mines Staff.

weight of dry air at the working

Nelson.

heat units per unit weight of dry
air extracted at the plant

porte et gardin plough. See scraper plough.
porter. A long iron bar attached to a forging,
or a piece in process of forging, by which
to swing and turn it. Standard, 1964.
porthole. The opening or passageway con-

necting the inside of a bit or core barrel
to the outside and through which the circulating medium is discharged. Long.

porthole die. A type of extrusion die consisting of two or more sections used to
extrude specially contoured hollow shapes.
The metal is extruded in separate streams
through each section and welded before it
leaves the die to form tubing and intricate

faces

x 100 percent. Roberts, I, p. 153.
positional stability. A basis employed at the
Westinghouse Research Laboratories to describe the behavior of vacuum arcs. The
cathode spot(s) of positionally stable arcs
operate at the tips of cathodic electrodes.
The cathode spot(s) of positionally unstable arcs operate up and down the :ides
of cathodic electrodes. BuMines Bull. 625,
1965, p.

position blocks. Mining claims that are in
a position to contain a lode if it continues

closed shapes without requiring the use

of separate mandrels. ASM Gloss.
Portland beds. See Portland limestone. Fay.
portland blast-furnace cement. Cement made
to conform with B.S. 146 by grinding to-

gether at least 35 rercent of portland
cement clinker with not more than 65
percent of blast-furnace slag. It is par-

the direction in which it has been
proved in other claims, but which themin

selves have not been proved. Fay.

positioned weld. A weld made in a joint
which has been oriented to facilitate making the weld. ASM Gloss.

posftion head. The static head of a liquid.

ticularly suited for underwater work. Ham.

Ham.
positioning line. A line on a Hall-Rowe de-

cate produced by fusing or cinkering limestone and day; the clinker is ground very
fine and, when mixed with water, will recrystallize ind set. ACSG, 1963.

ence line from which the deflection angle
on the wedge may be set. Lnng.
positive. Electrically, a point at a relatively

portland cement. A calcium aluminate sili-

flecting-wedge clinometer used as the refer-

high potential with respect to another
point. A positive ion is one in which a

portiand cement mortar. A mixture of portland cement, sand, and water. See also

particle, molecular or atomic, has ceased
to be neutral owing to loss of one or more
electrons. Positive ore is ore which has
been proved to exist by being blocked out
in panels sampled at close intervals on all
four sides so as to establish its quality and

cement mortar. Nelson.

Portlandian. Upper Upper Jurassic. A.G.1.

Supp.
portlandite. Calcium hydroxide, Ca ( OH ) s,
occurring as hexagonal plates in the chalkdolerite contact zone at Scawt Hill, County

Antrim, Ire. Occurs also in portland ce-

ment, hence the name. C.M.D.
Porftand limestone; Portland beds. A series
of limestone strata, belonging to the upper
part of the 06lite group, found chiefly in
England, on the Isle of Portland, on the
coast of Dorsetshire. The great supply of
the building stone used in London is from
these quarries. Fay.

portland pm:union cement. A cement composed of about 20 percent of finely ground
burnt clay or shale added to port1an4 cement to combine with its free lime, thereby increasing resistance to attack ,by .sulfate-baring water or by fire. Ham.
Portland stone. a. A yellowish-white oolitic
building limestone from the Isle of Portland, England. Webster 3d. b. A purplishbrown sandstone from Portland, Conn.
Webster 3d.
porto marbk. A black siliceous limestone that
,

borderland by whkh an epicontinental sea
communicated with the permanent ocean.
A.G.I. Supp.
portal crane. A type of jib crane carried 'on

is traversed by gold-colored veins, from
Porto Venere and the Isle Of Pakneria in
the Gulf of La. fipezia, Italy. Also called
black and gold marble. Fay.poen* atone. A flat diamond, sometimes

along rails. See also Goliath crane; ..platform gantry. !tom.
portal-to-portaL A term now,frequently encountered in disputes over what constitutes

port walker. A workman who pbservis the

a four-legged portal frame, whkh runs

the Great Western mercury mine, Lake
County, Calif. It occurs in plates and

with several rows of faceb around its edge,
for covering very small portraits. Standard,
1964.

.

,

sheet of glass issuing from a fourcault tank.
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quantity beyond reasonable doubt. Pryor, 3.
positive confining bed. One that prevents or
retards upward movement of ground water
where the underlying water has a higher
static level than the overlying water and

where there is, therefore, a resultant up-

ward pressure. Artesian head is maintained
by confining beds of this clats. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.
positive crystal. An optically pos:tive crystal.
A.G.I.

positive derail. A device installed in or on

a mine track to derail runaway cars or

trips. This device is held open by a spring,
necessitating that a workman hold it closed
while a trip passes over it. Hess.
positive-discbarg.) bucket elevator. A spaced
buCket type elevator in which the buckets

are maintained over the discharge chute

for a sufficient time to permit free gravity
discharge of hulk materials. See also
bucket elevator. ASA MH4.1-1958.
poultive drive. A driving connection in two

or more wheeh or shafts that will turn
them at approximately the same relative
speeds under any conditions. Nichols.

podtive, element. A large structural feature
or area that has had a long history of progresaive uplift; also, in a relative sense,
'one that has' been stable or has subsided
much less than neighboring negative ele,

sop.

positive gradient. Layer of water where temperature increases with depth. Hy.
positive mineral. A doubly refractive mineral

in which the index of refraction for the
extraordina ray is greater than for the
ordinary ray, the former being refracted
nearer to the normal than the latter, as in
quartz. Shipley.

positive movement. A relative rise of sea level
with regard to the land. Schieferdecker.
positive ore. a. Ore expo3ed on four sides in

blocks of a size variously prescibed. See

also ore developed; proved ore. Fay. b. Ore
which is exposed and properly sampled on
four sides, in blocks of reasonable size,

having in view the nature of the deposit

as regards uniformity of value per ton and
of the third dimension, or thickness. Fay.

positive rake. The orientation of a cutting

tool in a manner, so that the angle formed

by the leading fa,:e of the tool and the
surface behind its cutting edge does not
exceed 90°. (Example: Teeth in a rip-

saw.) Also called gouge rake. Long.
positive rays; canal rays. Streams of positively

charged atoms or molecules which take
part in the electrical discharge in a rare-

fied gas. They have been studied by allow-

ing them to pass through a perforated

cathode onto a photographic plate, being
deflected by magnetic and electrostatic
fields (Thomson's parabola method) and
by means of Aston's mass spectrograph.
C.T.D.

positive temperature coefficient. See temperature coefficient. MIL.

positron. Positive electron of same mass as

negative electron; has only transitory existence. Pryor, 3.
possession. Derb. When a windlass or frame

is placed on a vein, it is said to be in
possession. Fay.

possession house. A house placed on mining
lands in early days to hold a tract against
squatters. Korson.
possessio pedis. The actual possession of a
mining claim by the first arrival. Fay.

pot
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positive gradient

a recurrence of forces and movement along

the uprights which support the roof crosspieces. Commonly used in metal mines instead of leg which is the coal miner's term,
especially in the Far West regions of the
United States. B.C.I.; Fay. b. The support

lines or over

fastened between the roof and floor of a
coal seam used with certain types of min-

ing machines or augers. Fay. c. A pillar of
coal or ore: Fc.y. d. Eng. Limestone strata
divided horizontally with very thin beds
of slate. Fay. e. A charge of ore for a smelting furnace. Webster 3d. f. Any of the dis-

tance pieces to keep apart the frames or
sets in a shaft ; a studdle. Webster 3d. g.
To bring the survey and maps of a mine
up to date. Fay. h. N. of Eng. Thick beds
of limestone or sandstone are called posts.
In the coal mines in some districts, and in
descriptions of the Yoredale series, post is

The planes thus formed constitute struc-

tural weaknesses in the rock, which in turn

also synonymous with bed. Arkell. i. A gen-

result in a condition of instability when

eral term for sandstone. Nelson. j. Eng.

openings are made in or near them. Lewis,
pp. 596-597.
postorogenic granite. Granite, the emplacement of which took place after art orogeny.
Schieferdecker.

See sandstone rock. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
k. The gather of glass after it has received

preliminary shaping and is ready to be
hand drawn into tube or rod. Dodd. I. An
item of kiln furniture. Posts, also known
as props or uprights, support the horizontal
bats on which ware is set on a tunnel kiln
car. See also kiln furniture. Dodd. m. A
discrete portion of bond between abrasive
grains in a grinding wheel or other abrasive
article. When the abrasive grain held by
a post has become worn, the post should
break to release the worn grain so that a
fresh abrasive grain will become exposed.
Dodd.

post-and-stall. A mode of working coal, in
which a certain amount of coal is left as
r.illar and the remainder is taketi away,

forming rooms or other openings. The

method is also called bord-and-pillar; pillar-and-breast; etc. Fay.
post brake. A type of brake sometimes fitted
on a steam winder or haulage. It consists

of two upright posts mounted on either
side of the drum and operating on brake

State and Federal mining laws. Fay.
possible crystal face. A face which, because

paths bolted to the drum cheeks. See also
curved brakes; winder brake. Nelson.
post clay. N. E. Eng. A term sometimes used
for an impure siliceous fireday. Dodd.
postcrystalline deformation. The deformation
(tectunic movements) following the recrystallization of the rock. Schieferdecker.
post drill. An auger (or drill) supported by

now be existent on it. ShiPley.
possible ore. a. A class of ore whose existence

a post. Fay.
postemulsification method. Penetrant inspection in which an emulsifier is required

possessory title. Title vested in the locator
of a mining claim by compliance with the

of the known crystal system to which a
mineral belongs, might be, or has been,
present on a crystal, but which may not
is a reasonable possibility, as based pri-

marily upon the strength and continuity of

geologic-miner. 'ogic relationships and upon
the extent of ore Ix Wes already developed,
and a measure of whose continuity is therefore available as a criterion of what may be

expected as rai&n.fg excavations progress
into further reaches. Because of the comparative absence of mine workings which
would reveal assay values, possible ore can-

not be assigned a grade with any practicable certainty nor can the quantity be
expressed as a definite absolute amount.

Also called extension ore. Forrester, p. 554.
Called future ore by some engineers. b. Ore
exposed on only one side, its other dimensions being a matter of reasonable projection.. Some engineers use an arbitrary ex-

tension of 50 to 100 feet. Others assume
extension for half the exposed dimension.
McKinstry, p. 470. c. Ore which may
exist below the lowest workings, or beyond
the range of actual vision. Fay.
post. a. A mine timber, or any upright timber, but more commOnly used to refer to

to render the penetrating agent water
washable. ASM Gloss.

-

post girdles. Eng. Thin layers of sandstone
interbedded in another kind of rock, from
Northumberland and Durham. Nelson.
postglacial. Occurring after a period of glaciation (as the Pleistocene). Webster 3d.
postheating. Heating weldments immediately
after welding, for tempering, stress relieving, or providing a controlled rate of cool-

ing to prevent formation of a hard or

brittle structure. ASM Gloss.
post hole. A shallow borehole. Long.
post-hole anger. A hand-rotated drilling tool
which enables bores to be sunk down to

about 20 feet in unsupported holes and

deeper in cased holes. See also shell-andauger boring. Ham.
post-hole digger. a. Large auger, rotated mechanically or by hand, used for digging in

unconsolidated ground and retrieving a
sample. Pryor, 3. b. Synonym for Iwanpattern earth auger. .Long.

posthumous. In' tectonics, used in the case of

-4.
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1

,reas affected by similar

forces in a p.evious period. Challinor.
posthumous folds. Anticlinal folds that rise
on the site of earlier anticlines of a mountain system that has been worn down.
A.G.I.
posting. York. Extracting the post or pillars;
pillar robbinz. Fay.
posting hole. York. See bolt, d. Fay.
post jack. A jack for pulling posts. Standard,
1964. See also post puller. Fay.
postmineral movement. The movement along
a fault may pulverize some of the rock into
a fine-grained gouge, which often looks and
feels like clay. Postmineral movement along
a mineralized zone forms a gouge containing pulverized minerals from the vein itself.

post panels. Eng. Relatively thin beds or
bands of sandstone, from Northumberland
and Durham. Nelson.
post-Pernot furnace. See Pernot furnace. Fay.
post-Proterozoic. Comprises the Paleozoic,
Mesozoic, and Cenozoic. Synonym for Phanerozoic. A.G.I. SuPP.
post puller. An electric vehicle having a powered drum handling wire rope used to pull

mine props after coal has been removed,

for the recovery of the timber. ASA C42.85:
1956.

post puncher. A coal-mining machine of the
puncher type supported by a i.ost. Fay.
posts. The four vertical timbers of a square
set. Lewis, p. 43.

post stone. Any fine-grained sandstone or

limestone. Arkell.
posttectonic recrystallization. A recrystallization which is imprinted on a tectonite subsequent to deformation. A.G.I.
post-tensioning. The application of a load to
prestressed wires in a prestressed concrete
structure. Ham.
post-Tertiary. The name assigned to geological events which took place after the close
of the Tertiary era; that is, during Pleistocene and Recent times. C.T.D.
pot. a. A rounded mass of roof slate resembling an iron pot and easily detached. It is
separated from the other slate by old mud
cracks. Smaller than a bell mold or a kettle
bottom. Fay. b. The mass of consolidated

material often filling a pothole. See also
pothole, a. Standerd, 1964. c. Mud-filled
stump of Sigillaria in an upright position
in the roof of certain coal seams. The

stump became hollow by decay of the central pithy part, the hollow being filled by

mud. This stump is now a separate mass
of shale and is liable to collapse without
warning. See also caldron bottom, a. Nelson. d. A steam boiler. Long. e. Synonym

for line olier. Long. f. A vessel for holding
molten metal. ASM Gloss. g. The electro-

lytic reduction cell used to make such

metals as aluminum from a fused electrolyte. ASM Glass. h. A crucible, usually of
fireclay, often of graphite. Standard, 1964.
i. Lanc. A hematite deposit in a swallow
hole. Also called a sop. Bureau of Mines
Staff. j. A usually rounded metal or
earthen container of varying size. Webster

3d. k. A large fireclay crucible used for
melting and refining special types of glass.

pot
A pot may either be open (the surface of
the glass being exposed to the furnace
gases) or closed by an integrally molded
roof, a mouth being left for charging and
gathering; a closed pot is also known as
a covered or hooded pot. Dodd.

of the alkali group (group I) of the pe-

It occurs abundantly in nature but is always combined. Its salts are used extensively. Symbol, K; valence, 1; isometric;
atomic number, 19; atomic weight, 39.102;

and specific gravity, 0.862 (at 20° C).

Except for lithium, potassium is the lightest known metal. Melting point, 62.3° C
or 63.65° C; boiling point, 760° C or 774°

potamology. The science of rivers, which may
be called potamology. A.G.1.

C ; decomposes in water evolving hydrogen

and forming potassium hydroxide; ignites
spontaneously in water; decomposes in
alcohol; and soluble in acids, in mercury,
and in ammonia. C.T.D.; Fay; Handbook
of Chemistry an(' Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

pot annealing. See box annealing.
pot arch. A furnace for firing or preheating
a pot. ASTM C162-66.
potarite. A silver-white natural alloy of palladium and mercury, PdHg. Octahedral

sylvinite; the Carlsbad, N. Mex., deposits of

sylvinite and polyhalite; the Searles Lake,
Calif., brines (4.7 percent KC1); Utah,
alunite. Other sources are dust from cement
kilns, dust from blast furnaces, ashes from
molasses, sugar beet pulp residues, kelp
and wood. CCD 6c1, 1961.
potash alum. See kalinite; alum.
potash bentonfte. Synonym for metabentonite.
Compare potash montmorillonite. Spencer
19, M.M., 1952.
potash feldspar. A silicate of aluminum and

potassium, KA1Si308, occurring in two
distinct crystalline forms, orthoclase (mon-

oclinic) and microcline (triclinic). Both
are widely distributed in acid and inter-

mediate rocks, especially in granites, syenites, and the fine-grained equivalents.
C.T.D.

potash fixation. The retention of potassium in

clays either by chemical combination in

glass, this is especially true with the use
of manganese nickel oxide, and selenium.
In glazes, potassium carbonate appears as
an ingredient when it is aesirable to modify the effect of a colorant, such as copper

pp. B-2, B-I28, B-204.

potassium acetate. White; crystalline; deliquescent; KC2H302; saline slightly alka-

line taste; soluble in water and i.1 ethyl
alcohol; insoluble in ether; and elting

point, 292° C. Used in crystal glass. CCD

6d, 1961. Molecular weight, 98.15 ; specific
gravity, 1.57 (at 25° C) ; soluble in

methyl alcohol and in liquid ammonia;
and insoluble in acetone. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-204.

potassium alum. A hydrous sulfate of aluminum and potassium, crystallizing in the

cubic system. It is found in connection
with volcanoes and also as a result of the
action of ascending acid waters. C.M.D.
potassium aluminosilicate. See feldspar.
potassium amykanthate. G514110.CSA; molecular weight, 202.3; pale yellowish-green;

and soluble in water and in ethyl alcohol.
Used as an ore-flotation agent. Bennett 2d,

oxide, which may thus be brought through
tints of green toward yellow. In enamels,
potassium carbonate tends to produce high
brilliance, but it decreases strength and
elasticity, making the enamel soft. In general, enamels containing potassium are
more readily fusible than those with
sodium. Lee.
potassium carbonate hemihydrate. Colorless
or white; monoclinic; deliquescent; translucent; 2K2CO3.H20 or K1CO3./2H20;
alkaline reaction ; soluble in water; and insoluble in alcohol. Used in ceramics and
in explosives. CCD 6d, 1961.
potassium carbonate monohydrate. Colorless
or white; monoclinic; deliquescent; translucent; K2CO3.H20; alkaline reaction; sol-

uble in water; and insoluble in alcohol.

Used in ceramics and in explosives. CCD

6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and

1962.
potassium-apatite. Artificial Ca4K (POO 3 ; apatite family. Hey, M.M., 1964.

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
potassium chlorate. A white crystalline salt,
KCI03, with a pleasant cooling taste; crystallizes in the anhydrous farrn, that is,
without any water of !crystallization.
Slightly soluble in cold water; highly soluble in hot water. Molecular weight, 146.5.
Used in the preparation of oxygen in the
laboratory; in certain explosives where it
acts as an oxygen supplier. Cooper, pp.

between 100 and 120° C. Used in the

potassium chloride; sylvite. Colorless;* iso-

potassium aurichloride. See gold-potassium
chloride. CCD 6d, 1961.
potassium bicarbowde. Colorless, odorless,
transparent crystals or white powder,
KHCO3; slightly alkaline, salty taste.
Soluble in water and potassium carbonate
solution; insoluble in alcohol; specific
gravity, 2.17; melting point, decomposes

clay minerals or by adsorption. A.G.I.

322-323.

metric; KC1; molecular weight, 74.56;

manufacture of pure potassium carbonate;
fire extinguishing agent for jet, petroleum,
and chemical fires. CCD, 6d, 1961.
potassium bifluoride; potassium add fluoride.
Colorless; isometric; KHF,; deliquescent;
molecular weight, 78.11; decomposes at
about 225° C; corrosive; specific gravity,
2.37; soluble in dilute alcohol and in
water; and insoluble in absolute alcohol.

Supp.

potash mica. Muscovite. Double silicate of
potassium and aluminum. K20.2A1203.6Si02.2H20. Pryor, 3.
potash montmorillonite. A day of the metabentonites with high potash (K20, 4.60
percent) and low water. From Missouri.
English.

potash regulations. These regulations entitle
the holder of a prospecting permit to explore land thought to contain potash for

specific gravity, 1.984; melting point, 776°

C; sublimes at 1,500° C; Mohs' hardness, 2; soluble in water, in ether, in

glycerol, and in alkalies; and slightly soluble in alcohol. Occurs as the mineral
sylvite in cubic crystals ranging from colorless to white to bluish or to yellowish-red.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, pp. B-206, B-246. Used in porcelain enamels as a setting-up agent in titanium cover coats. In general the quantities

Used in etching glass and as a flux in

metallurgy. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-207; Bennett 2d, 1962.
potassium bisulfide. See potassium hydrosulfide. CCD 6d, 1961.
potassium bromide. A compound used as a
nerve sedative in medicinal preparations
and for the preparation of silver bromide

a period of two years. If poiash is discovered, the holder of the permit is entitled to a lease not to exceed 2,560 acres
per lease, but an association or corporation

may hold 15,360 acres in one state. A

royalty of not less than 2 percent of the
quantity or gross value of the potassium

used on photographic films,
plates, and papers. Also used in process
and laboratory reagents. BuMines Bull.

compounds at point of shipment to market

emulsions

34-35.

585, 1960, p. 151.

is imposed, and rentals similar to those
for coal lands are to be paid. Lewis, pp.

potassium butyixanthate. C411,0.CSSK ; mole-

potash spar. A feldspar containing more
than 10 percent K,O. AIME, p. 341.

potash syenite. A syenitic rock characterized
by a large excess of potash feldspar or feldspathoid over soda feldspar. C.M.D.
potauk. Of, pertaining to, or containing potassium; relating to or containing potash.
Standard, 1964.

CCD 6d, 1961. Moiecular weight, 138.21;
colorless; monoclinic; hygroscopic; specific
gravity, 2.428 (at 19° C) ; melting point,
891° C ; no boiling point because it decomposes; and insoluble in acetone. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-205. K2CO3 is commonly used
to introduce K20 into glasses, glazes, and
enamels. For glass manufacture, it is supplied in both calcined and hydrated form.
The behavior of colorants in colored glass
is often better in potash glass than in soda

riodic system. It is soft; light; and silvery.

potamic transport. Transportation by rivers
and marine currents. A.G.1. SuPP.

potash. a. Potassium oxide, K20. Loosely, a
carbonate of potassium. ASTM C162-66.
b. Originally applied to potassium carbonate recovered from wood ashes. Often
u:ed in trade in connection with any material containing the element potassium.
The potash value is expressed as the
equivalent amount of the oxide K20.
Sources of potassium are Stassfurt and
Alastian deposits of carnallite, kainite, and

ble in alcohol; and it is volatile at white
heat. Used in ceramics and in explosives.

potassium. A highly reactive metallic element

potable. Drinkable. Webster 3d. Said of water
and beverages. Fay.

points on fibrous mass; isometric. From th
Potaro River, Guinea. English.

potassium-columbium
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.

cular weight, 193.3; pale yellowish-green;
and soluble in water and in ethyl alcohol.
Used as an ore-flotation agent. Bennett 2d,
1962.
potassium carbonate; potash; pearl asb.
White; deliquescent; translucent; K2CO3;
alkaline reaction; soluble in water ; insolu-
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of potassium chloride, when used as an

electrolyte, will be approximately the same
as sodium nitrate, Which it replaces. The

main advantage in using potassium chloride is freedom from yellowing or creaming
when used in a blue-white enamel. Lee.
potassium chromate. Yellow crystals, K2Cr04;
specific gravity, 2.7319; melting point,
.

971° C; soluble in water; insoluble in alcohol; used as reagent in analytical chemistry; making chromium compeunds. CCD,
6d, 1961.

potassium cobaltinitrite. See cobalt-potassium

nitrite.. Bennett 2d, 1962.

potassium-columbium ospiluoride; potassium-

niobium oxyfloodde. See columbium-potas-

sium oxyfiuoride (niobium-potassium oxyfluoride. CCD 6d, 1961.

potassium cyanide. Colorless or white ; isometric; delinquescent; very poisonous;
KCN; molecular weight, 65.12; faint odor
of bitter almonds; soluble in water, in
ethyl alcohol, in methyl alcohol, and in
glycerol; specific gravity, 1.52 (at 16° C);

and melting point, 634° C. Used in the
extraction of gold and silver from ores, in

the heat treatment of steel, and as a reagent in analytical chemistry. CCD 6d,
1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. B-206.

potassium dichromate. potassium bichromate.
Bright, yellowish-red; transparent; K2Crr
OT j triclinic becoming monoclinic at 241.6°

C., molecular weight, 294.19; bitter, metallic taste; soluble in water insoluble in
alcohol; specific gravity, 2.676 (at 25° C,
referred to water at 4° C) ; melting point,
396'; and it decomposes at 500° C. Used
in electroplating, in alloys and in ceramic
products. CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-206. In glazes it produces chrome-tin
pinks, low-fire reds, greens, and purplishred colors. It may be mixed with material
for a stain and calcined at a temperature
equal to, but preferably higher than, the
maturing point of the glaze in which it is
used. Lee.

potassium diuranate; orange uranium oxide.
K,U2OT ; molecular weight, 666.47; orange;

insoluble in water; and soluble in acid.
Used for painting on china. Bennett 2d,
1962.

potassium ethyldithiocarbonate. See potassium xanthogenate. Bennett 2d,1962.
potassium ethylxanthogenate. See potassium
xanthogenate. Bennett 2d, 1962.
potassium ferrocyanide yellow prussiate;
yellow prussiate of ptkash. Lemon-yellow;
monoclinic; K,Fe (CN)6.31120 ; molecular
weight, 422.41; specific gravity, 1.853 (at
17° C) ; dehydrates losing 3%0 at 60° C

or 70° C; anhydrous form

decomposes

when heated to red heat; soluble in water
and in acetone; and insoluble in alcohol,
in ether, and in ammonia. Used in tempering steel, in explosives, and in manufac-

turing potassium cyanide and potassium
ferricyanide. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-207.

potassium fluoride. Colorless or white; isometric; molecular weight, 58.10; deliquescent; KF; sharp saline taste; soluble
in water, in hydrofluoric acid, and in ammonia; insoluble in alcohol; specific gravity, 2.48; melting point, 846° C; and boiling point, 1,505° C. Used in etching glass.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-207.

potassium flunTide &hydrate. Colorless or
white; monoclinic prisms; deliquescent;
KF.21-110; sharp saline taste; soluble in
water and in hydrofluoric acid; insoluble
in alcohol; melting point, 41° C; molecular
weight, 94.13; specific gravity, 2.454; and

boiling point, 15S° C. Used in etching

glass. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-207.

potassium luosilicate; potassium silkofluoride. Colorless or white; isometric or hexagonal; K2SiFs; spedfic gravityt 3.0; and
slightly soluble in water. Used m vitreous
enamel frits, in synthetic mica, in ceramics,

and in the metallurgy of aluminum and

magnesium. Molecular weight, 220.25; spe-

cific gravity (hexagonal), 3.08, and (iso-

metric), 2.665 (at 17* C) ; no melting

point because it decomposes on heating;

pot bottom
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potassium cyanide

soluble in hydrochloric acid; very slightly

soluble in alcohol; and insoluble in ammonia. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-207.

potassium 40. A radioactive potassium; halflife about 1.42 x 10'. A.G.1.Supp.
potassium hydrosulfide; potassium bisulfide. Colorless; crystals; (KSH)2.H20; hydrogen sulfide odor; turns yellow when ex-

posed to air and forms the polysulfide;

hygroscopic; and soluble in alcohol and in

water. Used in the separation of heavy
metals. CCD 6d, 1961. Molecular weight,
72.17 ; yellow ; orthorhombic ; KHS ; deli-

quescent ; specific gravity, 1.68 to 1.70;
melting point, 455° C; decomposes in

water; and soluble in alcohol. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-211.

potassium hydroxide; caustic potash. White,
deliquescent solid having corrosive prop-

erties, KOH. Soluble in water; absorbs
carbon dioxide; has alkaline properties;
melting point, 360° C; molecular weight,

56. Used in the solid as a drying agent for
gases, and as an agent for absorbing acid
gases; as an absorbent for carbon dioxide
in mine-air analysis apparatus and in selfcontained mine rescue apparatus. Cooper,
pp. 319-320.
potassium iodide. White crystals, granules,
or powder, KI; strong bitter saline taste;
soluble in water, alcohol, and glycerol; spe-

cific gravity 3.123; melting point 723° C;
boiling point 1420° C; used as reagent in
analytical chemistry. CCD 6d, 1961.
potassium-iridium chloride. See iridium-po`tassium chloride. CCD 6d, 1961.
potassium magnesium chloride. See carnallite.

potassium mica. See muscovite. C.M.D.

potassium niobate. KNb03; a ferroelectric

compound having a perovskite structure at
room temperature. The Curie temperature

is 420° C. Dodd.

potassium nitrate. saltpeter; niter; nitre.

Transparent; colorless or white; orthorhombic becoming hexagonal trigonal at

129° C; KNO2; molecular weight, 111.11;
slightly hygroscopic; cooling, pungent, sa-

line taste; specific gravity, 2.109 (at 16°
C); melting point, 334° C or 337° C; decomposes at about 400° C; soluble in
liquid ammonia and in water slightly soluble in alcohol and in glycerol; and insoluble in dilute alcohol and in ether. Used

in explosives, in glass manufacture, and in
metallurgy. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-209. Also used in many glasses, glazes,
and enamels because of its oxidizing and
fluxing value. Lee.

pogsmium perchlorate. KCI02- molecular
weight, 138.55; colorless; 4thorhombic;
specific gravity, 2.52 (at 10° C) melting
point, 610° ± 10° C; and soluble in water.
Used in explosives. Decomposes at 400° C;
very slightly soluble in alcohol; and insoluble in ether. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-205.

potassium permanganate; chameleon mineral. Purple rhombic; KMn04; molecular
weight, 158.03; specific gravity, 2.703;
soluble in water; decomposes below 240°
C; used as bleaching agent, disinfectant.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
potasdum pyrophosphate; tetrapotamium pyrophosphate. Colorless or white; IC,P201.311,0; somewhat hygroscopic in air being

sc..)
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deliquescent above a relative humidity of
40 to 45 percent; specific gravity, 2.33; de-

hydrated, below 300° C; melting point,

1,090° C; soluble in water; and insoluble
in alcohol. Used in tin plating, in the purification of china clay, and in drilling muds.
CCD 6d, 1961. Molecular weight, 384.40;
and it loses 2H20 at 180° C and all 3H20

at 300° C. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-209.

potassium silicate (glass). Colorless; anhydrous lump, shattered or granular material; weight ratio, SiO2 to K20 equals
2.5; molar ratio, SiO2 to K20 equals 3.87
(approximately) and is soluble in water
only at elevated temperatures and pressures. Used in the manufacture of glass
and refactory material. CCD 6d, 1961.
potassium-sodium b Ante; Rochelle salt.
KNaC411,02.4H20; colorless; orthorhombic; molecular weight, 282.23; specific
gravity, 1.790; melting point, 70° to 80°
C; loses 41120 at 215° C; soluble in water;
and very slightly soluble in alcohol. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-211). Used as a cement for joining two .aetal surfaces together by apply-

ing in the hot plastic condition. C.T.D.

Also used in silvering mirrors. Merriman.
potassium sulfate. Colorless or white; orthorhombic or hexagonal; K2S02 bitter saline
taste; soluble in water; insoluble in acetone, carbon disulfide, and in alcohol; specific gravity, 2.662. melting point, 1,069°
C or 1,072° C; molecular weight, 174.27;

transformauon temperature between the
orthorhombic and hexagonal forms, 588°

C; and boiling point, 1,689° C. Used in
alum manufacture and in glass manufac-

ture. CCD 6d, 1961. Handbook of Chemistry and Physic; 45th ed., 1964, p. B-211.
potassium tantalate. KTa02; a ferroelectric
material having a dielectric constant exceeding 4000 at the Curie temperature

(-260° C). Dodd.

potassium-tantalum fluoride. See tantalumpotassium fluoride. CCD 6d, 1961.
potassium Misstate. This compound, which
approximates in composition to KiTi2022
and melt!. at 1,370° C, can be made into
fibers for use as a heat-insulating material.
Dodd.
potassium xanthogenate; potassium ethylxanMate; potassium xanthate; potassium ethylxanthogenate; potassium ethyldithiocarbonate. KS2C0C21-12; molecular weight,

160,30; colorless, white to pale yellow;
prisms; specific gravity, 1.558 (at 21.5°
C); decomposes above 200° C; soluble in
water and in ethyl alcohol; and insoluble
in ether. An ore-flotation agent. Bennett
2d, 1962; CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
E-212.

potato. Synonym for line oiler. Long.

potato stone. A potatolike geode of quartz,

having a central cavity lined with crystals.
Synonym for geode. Fay.
pot bank. N.Staff. Old term for a pottery factory. Dodd.
pot bottom. a. A circular mass, usually in
the roof of a coal seam, composed of material similar to that of the roof stone, but
separated from it by coaly or glazed parting. Arkell. b. A large boulder in the roof
slate, having the appearance of the
rounded bottom of a pot, and which easily

becomes detached. Zan. c. See pot; bell
mold. Fay.

potch. Aust. Miners' term for an opal which

potch
may be colorful, but without fine play of
color. Shipley.

pot clays. Refractory clays used for making
the pots in which glass is produced. CCD
6d, 1961.
pot die forming. Forming products from sheet

or plate through the Ise of a hollow die

and internal pressure which causes the pre-

formed workpiecc to assume thc contour
of the die. ASM Gloss.
pot ears. Eng. Bluish-gray calcareous grit,
quarried for troughs. Arkell.
potential. The words potential and voltage
arc synonymous and mean electrical pressure. The potential or voltage of a circuit,
machine, or any piece of electrical apparatus means the potential normally existing between the conductors of such circuit
or the terminals of such machine or apparatus. In Bureau of Mines practice: (1)
qny potential less than 301 volts shall be
deemed a low potential; (2) any potential
greater than 301 volts but less than 651
volts shall be deemed a medium potential,

nutc potential differences. Pryor, 3.
potentiometric titration. Quantitative analysis in which changes of electromotive force
are measured during titration, a technique
especially useful where color change would

be masked. Much used in investigation of
precipitation reactions. Pryor, 3.

volts shall be deemed a high potential. Fay.
potential ash. Mineral matter in coal before
incineration. Tomkeieff, 1954.
potential crater zone. This is the region in
which, if a sufficient quantity of explosive

used, the rock will be shattered and

projected outward to form a crater. Leet,
2, p. 104.

potential-determining

ions.

Those

which

leave the surface of a solid immersed in

potette. A hood shaped like a pot, but with
no bottom, which is placed in a tank furnace so that it reaches below the glass
level. It protects the man gathering glass
on his pipe or iron from furnace gases;
also, the glass here is somewhat cooler
than that in the main part of the furnace,
where melting is taking place. C.T.D.
pot door. See hollow tile. Ham.
pot furnace. a. A furnace for melting glass
in pots. ASTM C162-66. b. Any of the
small vertical furnaces used to smelt batches

(2 to 4 pounds) of enamel in a crucible.
The crucible of molten material is removed from the furnace with aid of tongs,

and the molten enamel poured from the

pot into water for fritting purposes. Enam.
Dict.
pot glass. a. Glass melted in a pot as distinct
from a tank. ASTM C162-66. b. Glass suitable for pot melting. ASTM C162-66.
pot growan. Corn. Soft decomposed granite.
Fay.
pothole. a. The occurrence in the nether roof

of a coal seam of an irregularly shaped
mass, generally broader at its base than
elsewhere, and with smooth sides (slicken-

sides). T.I.M.E. b. A circular or funnel-

shaped depression in the surface caused by
subsidence. Hudson. c. A small steep-sided
hole, usually with underground drainage.
wearing course in a roadway. Fay. e. Lanc.
A small temporary ledge in a sinking pit.

Fay. f. A rounded cavity in the roof of a
mine caused by a fall of rock, coal, ore, etc.

energy a body possesses by Virtue of its po-

sition. If a body is being dropped from a

higher to a lower position the body is

with its surroundings. Hy.
potentiometer. a. A variable voltage divider.
.

H&G. b. Apparatus used to measure mi-

eliminate gas assimulations. Also called
pot puncher. D.O.T. 1. b. A steam-boiler
tender or fireman. Long.
pot metal. a. A copper-lead alloy that _ninetimes may contain small amounts of tin
or zinc; a generic term for a low grade
of brass. Henderson. b. A cast iron used
for making pots and other hollow ware.
Webster 3d. c. Glass that is melted in a
pot. Webster 3d. d. Stained glass whose
colors are incorporated with melted glass
in the pot. Webster 3d. c. Glass colored
throughout while fused; potmetal glass.
Standard, 1964.
pot mizer. Eng. A boring tool occasionally
used in clays mixed with pebbles. It is

made in the form of a spiral cone, that
is open at the top to receive the pebbles

carried up by the worm. Also spelled pot
miser. Fay.

Potomac series. A series of beds, nowhere
marine, composing the 'Lower Cretaceous

deposits of the Atlantic borders and part
of the ancient Gulf border of the United

States from Nantucket to Arkansas. Standard, 1964.
pot ore. Foliated galena. Arkell.
pot ring. See ring. Dodd.
Potsdam formation. A member of the Upper

Cambrian of the United States and Canada, especially the original typical strata

on the north and east sides of the Adirondack Mountains, N. Y. Fay.

Potsdam sandstone. The basal member of
the Croixian series, consisting of sand,

Also called kettle hole; swallow hole. Fay.
i. In Death Valley, Calif., a circular open-

in Canada. C.T.D.
pot setting. In glassmaldng, the placing of a
pot in a furnace for the purpose of meltmetal. Standard, 1964.
erds. The remains of old glass-melting

in the interior of the United States; and

local

pots which are ground and added to the
new clay used in the making of new pots.
C.T.D.

brine and lined with salty crystals. AGI.

being raised, then it gains potential energy.
Morris and Cooper, p. 146.
potential energy of ileformation. ,See strain
energy, c. Ro.
potential gradient. Potential gradient means
an ascending or descending value of volt-

from its position in the water column to
the sea surface. The water would have a
lower temperature due to the fact that it
would undergo an adiabatic temperature
change, as a result of changed pressure
, conditions, without any exchange of heat

crowbar; and stirs bath with a rake to

derived from the Precambrian, redeposited
by the waters of the Upper Cambrian seas

ing 2 to 4 feet in diameter, filled with

losing potential energy, but if a body is

parcel of water would have if it_ were lifted

formed by cooling of electrolytic bath in
pots and breaks crust into solution with a

Fay. g. Eng. See caldron bottom. SMRB,
Paper No. 61. h. A kettlelike or circular

hole generally deeper than wide, worn
into the solid rock at falls and strong
rapids by sand, gravel, and stones being
spun around by the force of the current.

potential energy. The form of mechanical

potential temperature. The temperature a

quantity of aluminum oxide over crust

Nichols. d. A hole extending below the

ASCE P1826.
potential drop ratio method; P.D.R. method.
A variant of the resistivity method in
which the ratio of the potential differences
between two pairs of points in the ground
is measured. Schiefetdecker.

Obsolete. A.G.I.

to aluminum by tending a battery of aluminum reduction pots; rakes specified

place simultaneously. H&G.

two equipotential lines.

age related to a linear measurement, as a
distance along the earth surface or ground.
I.C. 7962, 1960, p. 23.
potential heat. The heating value of the fuel,
or of unburnt material in waste products.
Francis, 1965, v. 2, p. 697.
potential ore. Ore that is presumed to exist.

Supp.
potman. a. One who reduces aluminum oxide

odic and cathodic reactions are taking

sure between any two points in an electrical circuit, measured in volts. Morris
and Cooper, p. 256.
potential drop. The difference in pressure
between

in the bottom of the pot. Bennett 2d, 1962.

pot maker. One who shapes clay pots for
use in the manufacture of glass. D.O.T.

study of corroding metals where both an-

aqueous liquid before equilibrium (saturation point) has been reached, while an
electrical double layer is building up and
zeta-potential develops. Pryor, 4.
potential difference. The difference in pres-

head

molten sulfide to run out through a hole

potentiostat. A device used for the direct

and (3) any potential in excess of 651

is

Potter-Delprat process
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j. A rounded, steep-sided depression resulting from downward surface solution. AGI.

k. An underground system of pitches and
slopes. Applied in some cases to single
pitches reaching the surface. AGI. I. A ver-

tical pitch open to the surface. Schiefer-

decker. m. A hole in the wound from
which clay for pottery has been taken.

Also called pot. Webster 3d.
pot kiln. A small limekiln. Webster 3d.
pot lead. An obsolete term for graphite or
black lead. A.G.I.; Fay.
potlid. A concretion found in sandstone or
shale of the Jurassic. Standard, 1964.
podids. Eng. Flattened oval doggers of flaggy

sandstone; so called because sometimes
the upper or under layers when split off

.

resemble potlids. Arkell.

pot spout. A refractory block used in the

glass industry to connect the working end
of a glass tank furnace to a revolving pot.
Dodd.
potstone. Impure talcose rock. A.G.I. Supp.
pot stones. Eng. Large flint nodules, paramoudras. Arkell.

potter. A skilled craftsman who fabricates

ceramic ware using various forming techniques. See also thrower; jiggerman. Bu-

reau of Mines Staff.
potter artist. A highly skilled craftsman who
designs, fabricates, decorates ceramic artware. Bureau of Mines Staff.
Potter-Delprat process. A pioneer method of
froth flotation of sulfide minerals, approxi-

mately 1902. Ore was mixed with acid,

-

pot life. Length of time, at room temperature, before a catalyzed resin has polymerized to an unworkable state.. Phillips.

pot liquation. Liquating the antimony values
from sulfide ores by heating the pot containing the ore and permitting the easily-

agitated and heated. CO, from carbonates
in the ore was freed and bubbled up, carry,

ing with it sulfides which were skimmed off

or overflowed. Later, oil was aho used.

Pryor, 3.
potter helper. See jiggermanhdper. D.O.T. 1.

potter helper
pottern ore. A term used in early metal-

lurgical practice for an ore that becomes

vitrified by heat, like the glazing of earthenware. Standard, 1964.

potters' asthma. See potters' consumption.
potter's bronchitis. See potter's consumption.
potter's clay; pipe clay. a. A pure plastic clay,
free from iron, and consequently white
after burning. Fay. b. A clay adapted for
use on a potter's wheel, for the manufacture of pottery. A.G.I.

potter's consumption. An acute bronchitis

often occurring among pottery employees,
eventually affecting the lungs. Also 'called
potter's asthma; potter's bronchitis. Standard, 1964.
potter's flint. See flint, potter's.
potter's horn; kidney. A thin kidney-shaped
piece of horn or metal used, until the early
20th century, by. pottcry pressers. To make
dishes, a bat of prepared body was placed

powder explosives
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mation at the base of the Pennsylvanian
(Upper Carboniferous) in the northern
Appalachian region. See also Millstone

grit. Webster 2d.
Pottsvillian. Lower Pennsylvanian. A.G.I.
Supp.
potty. Containing pots. See also pot, a. Also

applied to any roof in a coal mine which
falls down in thick blocks. Fay.

potty ore. Som. Brown iron ore, Brendon
Hills. Apparently a color term, since the
two varieties of ore are black and potty.
Arkell.

pot wagon. A vehicle used for transferring a

pot from a pot arch to a pot furnace.

on a plaster mold and hand-pressed to

ASTM C162-66.
potwork. a. Pottery or pottery ware. Standard, 1964. b. Eng. A place where common
pottery is madc. Standard, 1964.
Poulter method. Another seismic technique
which dispenses with the need for drilling
shotholes. In this air shooting method,

was used for final smoothing of the surface.
Dodd.

the ground. The principal difficulty in-

shape with a piece of fired ware; the horn

potter's lead. See alquifou.
potters' ore. See alquifou.
potter's red cement. A pozzolana type of cement consisting of crushed fired clay mixed
with portland cement. See also pozzolana.
Dodd.
potter's wheel. A rotating circular table,

mounted on a vertical pillar, on which

holloware is made by the thrower. C.T.D.
pottery. a. A shop or factory where ceramicware is made. Fay. b. All fired ceramic
ware,' that contain clay when formed, except technical, structural, and refractory
products. ASTM C242-60T. c. As a generic name, all fired clayware produced by
a potter. (a clay worker). ACSG, 1963. d.
As a specific name, the low-fired porous
colored body ware (in contrast to whiteor buff-colored earthenware). ACSG, 1963.

pottery body stains. Calcined oxide finely
ground pigments for zoloring ceramic
bodies. Used as colors or designs for tile,
terra cotta, chinaware, etc., where the pigment becomes part of the ceramic body.

CCD 6d, 1961.
pottery-decoration designer. One who sketches

and makes finished drawings in color of
patterns to be used in decorating pottery
and porcelain ware. D.O.T. 1.
pottery kihi. A kiln for firing pottery. Standard, 1964.

pottery spar. A 200-mesh feldspar produced
for use by the manufacturers of chinaware,
sanitaty ware, ceramic tile, frits, enamel,
glazes, electrical insulators, and vitrified
grinding wheels. AIME, p. 341.
pottery tree. Any one of various South Arnerican trees of the rose family, the hard and

brittle bark of which contains a great

quantity of silex, which the Indians obtain
by burning and mingle with clay to form
pottery. Standard, 1964.
potting. The placing of pots, containing either

potassium nitrate or sodium nitrate and

sulfuric acid, in the kilns used in the man-

ufacture of sulfuric acid from sulfurous

acid obtained from the combustion of sulfur in air Fay.
potting material. A material for the protection of electrical components for example,
transformers. The use for this purpose of
sintered alumina powder, within hermetically sealed cans; has proved successful.
Dodd.
,
Pottavilk conglomerate. A conglomeratic for-

dynamite is exploded in arrays of simultaneous blasts with charges several feet above

volves the hazard of working with aboveground explosh<s and the damage to prop-

erty or to the peace of mind of nearby
inhabitants. Dobrin, pp. 66-67.

poulticing. Another name for mudcapping.
Carson, p. 332.

pounceon; pounson. S. Wales. Underclay.

Apparently a survival of the obsolete form
of puncheon (punchin) a supporting tim-

ber in a coal mine, or (in building) floor
timber. Arkell.

pouncil; pouncil bat. Staff. Miners' term for
carbonaceous shale. Tomkeieff, 1954.

pound. a. Any of various units of mass and
weight ranging from about 300 grams to
1,070 grams. For example, (1) a unit,
formerly used but now having only theoretical existence, equal to 5,760 grains or
373 grams; also called the troy pound, and

(2) a unit now in general use among

English-speaking lieoples that equals 7,000
grains or 453 grams; also called the avoir-;
dupois pound. Webster 3d. Twelve ounces
(troy weight) ; 16 ounces (avoirdupois
weight). Crispin. b. An underground reservoir of water. See also lodge, b. Fay. c. A
large natural fisrure or cavity in the strata..
Fay. d. See tamp, b and c. C.T.D.

poundage. a. Scot. Interest sometimes paid

for money advanced before payday. Fay. b.
Weight in pounds; specifically, the number
of pounds of salt in a gallon or, cubic foot
of brine. Webster 3d.
poundal. Unit of force; that force which, act-

ing on a mass of I pound, will impart to
it an acceleration of I loot per second per
second. Nelson.

pound-calorie. a. A hybrid tem between the
English and metric units and defined as

the amount of heat required to raise

1

pound of water 1° C. Newton, p. 122. b.

An engineering heat unit, often called cen-

tigrade heat unit (chu). Defined as 1/100
of the heat required to raise the temperature of 1 pound of water from 0° to 100°
C approximately equal to 1.8 British thermal units. C.T.D.
pounder. An ore-mill stamp. Standard, 1964.
pound-foot. Unit of bending moment being

the moment due to a force of 1 pound

a. A stone, pebble, or large
echinite, weighing a pound, used as a

poundstone.

weight. Webster 2d. b. Shrop. Black clay
resembling bass, Coal Measures. Dirt lying

next under the ccal; the coal floor. The
same as pounceon. Also called pounstone.
Arkell.

pounson. N. Wales. Dense, soft clay underlying coalbeds. Fay.

pour. In founding: (1) the amount of material, as melted metal, poured at a time
and (2) the act, process, or operation of

pouring melted metal; as, make a pour at
noon. Standard, 1964.
poured fitting. A connecting device which is
fastened to the end of a cable (wire rope)

by inserting the cable end in a funnelshaped socket, separating the wires and
filling the socket with molten zinc. Nichols.

pouring. Transferring molten metal from a
furnace or a ladle to a mold. ASM Gloss.

pouring basin. A basin on top of a mold to
receive the molten metal before it enters
the sprue or downgate. ASM Gloss.
pouring gate. A channel in a mold through
which to pour molten metal. Fay.
pouring pit refractories. In the steel industry,
refractories used for the transfer of steel
from furnace to ingot. These include ladle
brick, nozzles, sleeves, stopper heads, mold
plugs, hot tops, and mortars used for the
brickwork involved. AIST, No. 24.

pour point. a. Temperature at which an oil
commences to flow under stated conditions.

Pryor, 3. b. The lowest temperature at
which an oil can be poured. Shell Oil Co.
pout. Eng. An implement used when withdrawing timber. Also called punch. SMRB,
Paper No. 61.

pouty. In glassmaking, a long iron rod for
either drawing out glass or twisting it to
a fine thread. Bureau of Mines Staff.

powder. a. Gunpowder or black powder; a
miner's term for any explosive used for
shotfiring in coal mines. Nelson. b. A gen-

eral term for explosives including dynamite, but excluding caps. Nichols. c. The
fine particles to which any dry substance
is reduced by pounding, grinding, etc. Fay.
d. In powder metallurgy, particles of mat-

ter characterized by small size, currently
within the range of 0.1 to 1,000 microns.
ASM Gloss. e. Collection of discrete particles of air-dry material, each less than
1 millimeter in maximum length. Pryor, 3.

powder barrel. A barrel made for the conveyance of gunpowder, usually containing

100 pounds. Standard, 1964. Compare

powder keg. Fay.
powder blue. See smalt. Dodd.

powder box. A wooden box in a miner's
breast or chamber in which were kept
black powder, cartridge paper, cartridge
stick, squibs, larnpwick, chalk, and tools.
Korson.

powder carrier. See powder monkey, c.

D.O.T. 1.
powder compact. See compact. Rolfe.
powder density. See true density. Dodd.
powdered coal. Coal which has been crushed

fine; may be transported by air to fire a

boiler or Industrial heating furnace. B.C./.
powdered emery. Powdered, dark crystalline
alumina (A1,03).'Used as an abrasive in

grinding and in polishing. Bennett 2d,
1962.

applied at a distance of 1 foot. Ham.
pound force. A force which, when acting on

powdered ore. Aust. Ore disseminated with

acceleration equal to that of standard gravity. Taylor.

compared with plastic and semi-plastic

a body of mass one pound, gives it an

.
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veinstuff. Fay.
powder explosives. These explosives contain
still smaller quantities of liquid products,

powder explosives
explosives, so that the spaces between the
solid particles are not filled out entirely.

As the result of this the density of the

mass is 20 to 40 percent lower than that
of plastic

and semi-plastic

explosives.

Fraenkel, v. 3, Art. 16:02, p. 9.
powder factor. Another name for loading
ratio. Leet, 2, p. 107.
powder flowmeter. In powder metallurgy, a
device for determining the flow rate of a

powder. ASM Gloss.
powder house. A magazine for the temporary
storage of explosives. Fay. See also magazine.

powder Jack. See jack, d. Fay.
powder keg. A small metal keg for black
blasting powder, usually having a capacity

sufficient for 25 pounds of powder. Fay.
powder lubricant. In powder metallurgy, an

agent mixed with or incorporated in a

powder to facilitate the pressing and ejecting of the compact. ASM Gloss.
powderman. a. A man in charge of explosives

in an operation of any nature requiring

their use. Fay. b. In bituminous coal mining and metal mining, one who handles
proper storage of explosives in powder
house at mine and issues powder, dynamite, caps, detonators, and fuses to miners
as needed. At smaller mines, may deliver
explosives to miners at working places.
Also called powder monkey; powder nip-

per; powder supply man. D.O.T. 1. See
also blaster.

powderman helper. See powder monkey, c.
D.O.T. I.
powder metal; powdered metal. As used in
the diamond-drilling industry, the finely
divided particles of iron, copper, nickel,
zinc, tungsten-carbide, etc., which, when

mixed with a suitable binding material
and subjected to processing by heat and
pressure may be used as a matrix material to iorm a bit crown. Long.
powder-metal bit. Any diamond bit? mechanically set, in which finely divided
metal powders are used as a matrix to
hold the diamonds in place. Also called
powder-pressed. bit; powder-set bit; sinter
bit; sintered-metal bit. Long.

powder metallurgy. In powder metallurgy,
the art of producing and utilizing metal
powders for the production of massive

materials and shaped objects. ASM Gloss.
powder-metallurgy techniques. Titanium
sponge is ground to powder and pressed
into the desired shape. Bu Mines Bull. 619,
1964, p. 206.

powder-metal process. The process of mechanically setting diamonds in a bit in a
matrix of finely divided metal powders.
The metal powder is first cold-pressed to
compact it in a bit mold or die and then
is heated to allow the bonding alloy to

melt and bind the powder to the diamonds

and bit blank. Hot pressing or coining
follows heating of the powder in some

modifications of the process. Long.
powder-metal process bit. See powder-metal
bit. Long.

powder method. A method for recording the
planes in which a finely powdered'crystalline specimen selectively scatters X-rays
of a single wavelength.. Widely used for
mineral identification. A.G.I.
powder mine. An excavation filled with powder for the purpose of blasting rocks. Fay.
powder monkey. a. A person employed at the
powder house of a coal mine whose duty
it a to deliver powder to the miners. Fay.
b. In some metal mines, the person who
distributes powder, dynamite; and fuse to

power factor
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the miners at the working faces. This is a

nautical term, but is frequently used in

the mining industry. Fay. c. In the quarry
industry, one who carries powder or other
explosives to blaster and assists him by
placing prepared explosive in hole, connecting lead wire to blasting machine, and
performing other duties as directed. Also
called blaster helper; powder carrier;
powderman helper. D.O.T. I. See also
blaster powderman.
powder nipper. See powderman, b. D.O.T. 1.
powder of Algaroth. Mixture of antimony
oxychloride and antimony oxide; used in
manufacturing tartar emetic. Bennett 2d,
1962.

powder photograph. An X-ray diffraction
photograph of a fine powder. Hurlbut.
powder pin. A term formerly used in the
anthracite regions to identify a wooden
stick, similar to a rolling pin, with a knob

on one end only, this stick was used to
roll paper around in order to form a

cartridge to receive the loose black powder used in blasting. Hess.
powder porosity. Ratio of volume of voids
between particles, plus the volume of
pores to the volume occupied by the powder, including voids and pores. Pryor, 3.
powder-pressed bit. See powder-metal bit.
Long.
powder-set bit. See powder-metal bit. Long.
powder spreader. See bulk spreader.

powder supply man. See powderman, b.
D.O.T. 1.

powellite. Natural calcium molybdate

(CaMo04) or Ca(Mo,W)0,, in which a
portion of the molybdenum is replaced

by tungsten. Bluish-green crystals contain
1.65 to 10.28 percent W03; specific gravity 4.35 to 4.52. Pearly-gray sOales are
more common and contain only traces of
tungsten. Specific gravity 4.25. Found in

power control unit. One or more winches

mounted on a tractor and used to manipulate parts of bulldozers, scrapers, or other
machines. Nichols, 2.

power control winch. A high speed tractor
mounted winch with one to three drums;
used chiefly for operation of bulldozers,
scrapers, and rooters. Nichols.
power density. The rate of heat generated
per unit volume of a nuclear reactor core.
L&L.

power distillate. The untreated kerosine condensates and still heavier distillates down
to 280 Be from Mid-Continent petroleum.

Used as fuel in internal-combustion engines. Fay.

power-divider. A nonspin differential.
Nichols.

power dragscrapers. Either pit or bank excavation canbe handled economically by
a power dragscraper. This machine consists of: (1) a bottomless scraper bucket;
(2) a two-drum hoist; (3) two long cables that attach to the front and rear of
the scraper; (4) a movable tail-block;
(5) a short, guyed mast located behind a

ground hopper or other delivery point,
and (6) two sheave blocks mounted on

the mast to guide the operating cables to
the hoist. The tail-block is shifted manually from time to time, swinging the
scraper in a wide arc until all the material
within the operating radius has been taken
out. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. A, p. 99.
power drill. A drill actuated by steam, compressed air, or electricity. Hudson.
power driller. See driller, machine. D.O.T. 1.
power-driven compressor. A compressor
which is driven either by a belt or through
gearing. Lewis, p. 671.
power earth auger. A mechanically operated

auger for exploring and testing deposits
which are not very hard. The drilling rig
may be mounted on a lorry or caterpillar

Idaho, Michigan, Texas, Nevada, California; Siberia. A minor ore of molyb-

tracks when greater depths may be reached.
Nelson.

denum. CCD 6d, 1961.
powellizing process. A wood treatment consisting of impregnating the wood with a
saccharin solution. It hardens the wood,
and renders it fireproof to some extent.
Liddell 2d, p. 495.
power. a. Any form of energy available for

powered supports. In fully mechanized coal
mining, a system of pit props connected
to a flexible armored conveyor by means
of hydraulic rams. Roof beams mounted

steampower and waterpower. Specifically,
mechanical energy, as distinguished from
work done by hand. Standard, 1964.
b. Used to indicate the electric current in

conveyor and the cutting machine. The

above the props are held by hydraulic
pressure to the working roof. They are

cantilevered forward to protect a working
passage adjoining the coal face above the

doing any kind of work; for example,

a wire; as, to turn on the power. Fay.

c. Rate of doing work. The foot-poundsecond (fps) unit of power is the horsepower (hp), which is a rate of working

conveyor is pressed (snaked) forward section by section behind the advancing

cutter, and the props are then drawn

forward by manipulating hydraulic valves.
Pryor, 3.
power equation. The power required to drive

the air through a mine circuit

equal to 550 foot-pounds per second. The
electrical pOwer unit, the watt, equals 107
centimeter-gram-second (cgs) units, that
is, 101 ergs per second or 1 joule per sec-

the mine is lost in the kinetic energy of
the air leaving the upcast, and is converted into heat in overcoming friction.
This may be expressed as an equation:
(Natural ventilating power) + (Effective
fan power) = (Power used in lifting wa-

ond. One horsepower equals 746 watts.

C.T.D.
power-and-free conveyor. A conveying sys-

tem wherein the load is carried on in-

dividual trolleys which are conveyor-propelled through part of the system and are
gravity or manually-propelled through the
free line. The purpose of this arrangement is to provide a Meani of switching

the free trolleys into and out of other

ter) -1- (Power lost as kinetic energy) -1(Power, converted into heat against friction. Spalding, p. 303.
power excursion. See excursion. MIL.
power factor. a. The ratio of the mean actual power in an alternating-current cir-

cuit measured in watts to the apparent
power measured in volt-amperes, being

adjacent lines. ASA MH 4.1-1958.
power arm. The part of a lever between the

fulcrum and the point where force
applied. Nichols, 2.

power barrow.

dumper. Ham.

See

is

.

pedestrian-controlled

264-972 0-68-55

8614 e

is con-

sumed mechanically in lifting water out of

,

equal to the cosine of the phase difference
between electromotive force and current.
Webster 3d. b. The ratio of the total watts
input to the total root-mean-square volt-

ampere input to the rectifier or rectifier
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13/Q ratio

b. A unit which converts AC or DC current to AC or DC voltages suitable for the
operation of electronic equipment. NCB.
power per unit band. The limit approached
by the quotient obtained by dividing (1)
the power of the energy being transmitted
by a given system, at a given time and in
a given frequency band, by (2) the width

power station. An assemblage of machines
and equipment, including the necessary
housing, where electrical energy is produced from some other form of energy.

power factor
unit. Coal Age, 1. c. A clause frequently
found in electric power contracts which
sets forth that if a customer permits the
average power factor of his load to fall
below a specified value, a penalty charge
will be made. This clause can readily increase the power cost for an unfavorable
month by as much as 20 to 30 percent.
Power factor is often defined as the ratio

of actual power to apparent power and

is expressed usually as a percentage. Kentucky, p. 260.
power-factor meters. Meters which indicate
the relation of the phase between the line

current and the line voltage which actually is the same as the power factor of
the load. Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8, August
1966, p. 270.
power gain. The amount by which the output power level in decibels exceeds the
input power level in decibels. Thus, if
the output power of a device is ten times
that of the input, the power gain is ten
decibels. On the other hand, if the output
is one hundred times that of the input,
the gain is twenty decibels. Hy.
power gas. A cheap gas (as Mond gas) made
for producing power, especially for driving gas engines. Webster 3d.
power grizzlies. Power-operated machines

mainly for removing dirt and fines from
material to be crushed. There are three

main typesthe live-roll grizzly, the vibrating-bar grizzly, and the bar grizzly
feeder. Nelson.

power house. The building in which the
equipment for generation of the electricity

used in the mine is housed. Power plant

generally is used when the building houses

the boilers in which steam is generated
for driving the turbines or engines which

furnish the mine power. Jones.
power level. Ten times the logarithm to the

base 10 of the ratio of a given power to
a reference power, in decibels. The refer-

ence power must be indicated. Hy.
power loader. A generic term for any poweroperated machine for loading coal or any
other material into mine cars, conveyors,

road vehicles, or bins. The term is also
applied loosely to the man in charge of

such a machine. Today, in Great Britain's
coal mines, more than 50 percent of the
deep-mined output comes from some 1,400
power loaders mostly working on longwall
faces with prop-free fronts. Nelson.
power meters. Power is measured in watts

and watt-hours, and when large quantities are consumed the units of measurement are kilowatts (kw.) and kilowatthours (kw.-hr.) and are derived by dividing the basic units by 1,000. Actually
these meters consist of a voltmeter and
ammeter combined. The voltage and current values are converted to power by
means of voltage and current coils in the
meter. They indicate the average power

delivered to the system, and are con-

nected in the same manner. Coal Age,

b. 71, No. 8, August, 1966, p. 270.
power-operated supports..See self-advancing
supports. Nelson.
power pack. a. In general, an electrically operate(' hydraulic pumpi,placed at the gate

end, to supply power to face equipment,

for example, self-advancing supports. The
system forms a closed circuit with the oil
returning to a reservoir containing about
212 gallons of oil. The pump can supply
2 Ya gallons of oil per unit at 2,000 pounds

per square inch, which allows a setting
load of about 9 tons per prop. Nelson.

of this band as the wIdth of this band
approached zero. H&G.

power plant. See power house. Jones.

power press. Any press for making power
pressed brick. Bureau of Mines Staff.
power press feeder. See brick-press feeder.
D.O.T. 1.
power pressing. The forming of ceramic
shapes by means of a power-driven press.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

power-pulling. N. of Eng. Normal pulling of

the face conveyor requires the belt to be
broken into convenient lengths, rolled up,
and pulled in the new track. In powerpulling, each half of the face belt is
pulled around a prop at one end of the

face by means of a rope attached to a

small electric winch. Trist.
power rammer. A manually operated com-

pacting machine weighing about 200
pounds, raised by an intrinsic internalcombustion mechanism and allowed to fall

by gravity. See also frog rammer; mechanical rammer. Ham.
power ratio. The ratio of fan .power to the
power which would be required for leakless conditions is the square of the volume
p. 227.
ratio. Roberts,

power reactor. A nuclear reactor designed for

use in a nuclear power plant, as distinguished from reactors used primarily for
research or for producini radiation or

fissionable materials. L&L.
power reel. A reel that is driven by an electric motor or some other source of power,
used to wind or coil strip or wire as it is
drawn through a continuous normalizing

furnace, through a die, or through rolls

as in certain types of cold mills in which
the work rolls are not driven. ASM Gloss,
power saw operator. See gang sawyer.
D.O.T. 1.
power sequence. A sequence control system
that is suitable for a group of conveyors
in tandem. The trunk conveyor contactor
is first closed; after a delay of from 3 to
15 seconds, sufficient for its motor to
come up to speed, power is switched on
to the contactor of the second conveyor;
finally,

after a similar delay, power is

switched on to the third conveyor or conveyors. All power comes through number
1 conveyor contactor, so that if this conveyor is stopped all other conveyors in
tandem stop as well. Sinclair, V, p. 306.
power shovel. An excavating and loading

machine consisting of a digging bucket
at the end of an arm suspended from a
boom, which extends cranelike from that

part of the machine which houses the

When digging the bucket
moves forward and upward so that the
powerplant

machine does not usually excavate below

the level at which it stands. Bureau of

Mines Staff. See also shovel loader.
power-Shovel mining. Power shovels are used
for mining coal, iron ores, phosphate deposits and copper ores. The shovels may
be used either for mining or for stripping
and removing the overburden or for both

types of work, although at some coal

mines the shovels used for stripping are
considerably larger than those used for
mining. Lewis, p. 397.

The steam boilers are fed with coal or

oil and the heat generated is used to produce high-pressure steam. The steam then
passes to turbines which drive the generators and thus produce electricity. See also
nuclear power station; substation. Nelson.
power takeoff. A place in a transmission or
engine to which a shaft can be so attached
as to drive an outside mechanism. Nichols.
power tongs. A mechanically powered wrench

used to make up or break out a drill rod,
casing, or pipe string. Long.
power train. All moving parts connecting an
engine with the point where work is accomplished. Nichols.

power unit. a. Generally applied to any device used to drive or operate machinery
around a mine. Specifically, it is used for
the motor-speed reducer combination used
to drive belt and chain conveyors. Jones.

b. That part of a mining belt conveyor
which consists of a power unit base, an
electric motor, an electric controller, a
speed reducer with a flexible coupling
between motor and speed reducer, a power

transmission device to power the drive
pulley or pulleys, suitable covers for all
moving parts and, if the power unit is of

the detachable type, a device for attaching
it to the conveyor. NEMA MB 1-1961.
power upon the air. In coal mine ventilation,
the horsepower applied is often known as

the power upon the air. This may be the
power exerted by a motive column due to
the natural causes, to a furnace, or it may
be the power of a mechanical motor. The
power upon the air is always measured in
the foot-pounds per minute. Kentucky, p.
81.

pox stone. A hard stone of a gray color
found in some Staffordshire mines in
England. Fay.

pozzolana; pozzolan; pozzuolana; pozzuolane. A leucitic tuff quarried near Pozzuoli, Italy, and used in the manufacture

of hydraulic cement The term is now
applied more generally to a number of

natural and manufactured materials, such
as ash, slag, etc., which impart specific
properties to cement. Pozzolanic cements

have superior strength at a late age and
are resistant to saline and acidic solutions.
A.G.I.

pozzolana cement; Santorin cement; tress
cement. A cement produced by grinding
together portland cement clinker and a
pozzolana, or by mixing together a hydrated lime and a pozzolana. A pozzolana
is defined as a material which is capable

of reacting with lime in the presence of
water at ordinary temperature to produce

a cementitious compound. Natural pozzo-

lanas are silicious material of volcanic
origin. They include trass and Santorin
earth. Blast furnace slag is used to pro-

duce artificial pozzolanas. CCD 6d, 1961.
ppb Abbreviation for parts per billion.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
p pct Abbreviation for porosity, percent.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.

PPG ring-roll procem. PPG = Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Company. See also ring-roll
process. Dodd.

ppm Abbreviation for parts per million.
BuMin Style Guide p. 61.
P/Q ratio. In study of stress around under-

ground openings in the rock, the ratio

WQ ratio
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precipitation process

between the vertical stress P and the
lateral Q. Pryor, 3.
Pr Chemical symbol for praseodymium.

before treatment, notably by froth flotation where deoxygenated water is used
(for example, from under frozen lake).
Also used to stabilize ore pulps containing unstable sulfides before cyanidation.
Pryor, 3.
preboring for piles. The process of boring
holes to take piles in hard ground, where

precious serpmdine. A pale or dark oil-green,
massive, translucent serpentine. Dana 6d,
p. 670.

precious stones. Produced domestically in
Oregon and Washington. Some turquoise

Canada and by many geologists in the

some jewelers, to genuine topaz to distinguish it from topaz-colored quartz,
known as jeweler's topaz. Shipley. b. In-

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-1.

practical shot. In coal mining, a shot for
which the hole has been drilled in a
direction selected with reasonable care,

and that has been filled with powder and
tamped with the same degree of care. Fay.
prairie soils. Transitional soils between
pedalfers and pedocals. Leet.
prall mill. An impact mill consisting of an
impeller rotating clockwise at 1,000 revolutions per minute, a baffle plate moving
anti-clockwise at 1,500 revolutions per
minute, and a second baffle plate that is
stationary. Dodd.

prase. A translucent and dull leek-green variety of chalcedonic quartz. Fay.
praseodymium. A pale yellowish metallic element of the rare earth group that occurs
usually with cerium, lanthanum, and neo-

dymium, and forms green

salts. Used

chiefly in the form of its salts in coloring

glass greenish-yellow. Symbol, Pr; valences,

3 and 4; atomic number, 59; and atomic
weight, 140.907. Webster 3d; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-128. Soft; malleable; ductile; melting point, 935° C; boiling point, 3,127°
C; decomposes in cold water; and soluble
in acids. Two allotropic forms: (1) alpha

praseodymium; hexagonal ; specific gravity,

6.782; stable up to 798° C; and (2) beta

praseodymium; isometric ; specific gravity,

6.64; stable from the transformation tem-

perature of 798° C to the melting point

of 935° C. Obtained with other rare earth

metals from monazite and bastnaesite.
Used with other rare earth metals as a

driving would damage them. Ham.
Precambrian. All rocks formed before Cambrian time are now called Precambrian in

United States. The Am. Comm. on Strat.
Nomenclature recommends that the Ca-

nadian spelling be used and that the
terms Early Precambrian era and Late
Precambrian era be substituted fcr Archean and Proterozoic. A.G.I.

Precambrian shield. Rocks older than the
Cambrian age. With the Cambrian sediments, evidence of life first appeared.
Name applied to the great shield shaped
area of ancient mineral-bearing rocks in
northern Canada and parts of the northern United States. These ancient rocks
are evident in many other parts of the

world. Cumming.
precast concrete. Concrete blocks, etc., which

are molded or cast before they are fixed
in position, as shaft or tunnel lining or

for heavy structures and works on the

praseodymium yellow. A ceramic color made

by calcining a stoichiometric mixture of
Zr02 and SiO, with 5 percent PrOsi. This
clean, bright yellow can be used in glazes
firing
1,1000

at any temperature from about
to 1,300° C; the presence of

zircon acts as a stabilizer. Dodd.

praseolite. A green alteration product of
iolite. Fay.

prase opal. Same as prasopal. Shipley.

A metamorphosed spilitic rock
composed essentially of albite, chlorite,
epidote, and glaucophane. See also basic
schist; cucalite; epidiorite; amen schist;

prattinIte.

greenstone; lavialite; metabante; ophidite;
ophite; timazite.
prasold. Resembling prase. Standard, 1964.

prasopal. Green common opal colored by
chrome. From Australia, Hungary, and
Brazil. Shipley.

Pratt isostasy. A suggested type of hydrostatic support for the earth's solid outer
crust in which the crustal density is supposed to be greater under mountains than
under oceans.

Pratt Mom See N-truss. Ham.
pravdite. Altered britholite. Fleischer.

preaeration. Aeration of water or ore pulp

many other gem minerals, occurs most

frequently in dark-colored non-gem varieties. Shipley.

precipice. A very steep, perpendicular? or
overhanging place (as the face of a cliff);
an abrupt declivity. Webster 3d.
precipitant. Any agent, as a reagent, that
when added or applied to a solution
causes a precipitate of one or more of its
constituents. Standard, 1964.
precipitate. To separate a solid form from a
solution by chemical means. Mersereau,
4th, p. 515.
precipitated sulfur. Sulfur precipitated from
calcium polysulfide solutions by hydro-

chloric' acid and washed to remove all

savings resulted. See also cementation sink-

ing. Nelson.
precharge. In forming, the pressure intro-

gether with zirconia and silica, produces
a distinctive and stable yellow color for
pottery decoration. Dodd.

Shipley.

precious tourmaline. Tourmaline which, like

water that has been precipitated (as rain,
snow, hail, sleet) measured as a liquid.
A.G.1. c. The ejection of a solid substance
from a solution, either liquid or solid, the
result of insolubility that has developed,
usually from a lowering of temperature.

which is used to color welder s goggles.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, pp. B-129, B-212.
praseodymium oxide. A rare earth that, to-

correct term for yellow to brown sapphire.

precipitation. a. The process of separating
mineral constituents from a solution by
evaporation (for example, halite and anhydrite) or from magma to form igneous

used in cigarette lighters contains about
5 percent praseodymium metal. Praseodymium salts are used to color glasses and
enamels. A component of didymium glass

produced in Nevada and Colorado.

Most precious stones used in making jewelry, and for industrial purposes, are imported. Barger.
precious topaz. a. Term still applied, by

surface. Precast concrete gives a better
surface finish, reduces shrinkage, and construction is easier. See also concrete
blocks; permanent shaft kupport; cast in
situ; pretensioning; concrete roofs. Nelson.
precast concrete blocks. See reinforced conCrete lining. Nelson.
precementation process. Grouting the strata
to control ground water prior to the start

of construction or excavation, such as
shaft sinking. Precementation has been
used in the Republic of South Africa to
depths of 4,000 feet and considerable

core material for carbon arcs. Misch metal
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duced into the cavity prior to forming the
part. ASM Gloss.
precious. Used by mineralogists to imply the

finest variety of gems or minerals; for

example, precious garnet, precious beryl,

etc. Fay.

precious cat's-eye. Chrysoberyl
Shipley.

cat's-eye.

precious coral. Coral of reddish hues and
tones distinguished from common coral
and black coral. Shipley.
precious garnet. Synonym for pyrope; alman-

dine. Fay.

precious jade. True jadeite or nephrite, more
often the former. Shipley.

precious metals. The relatively scarce and
valuable metals; such as gold, silver, and
the platinum-group metals. ASM Gloss.
precious olivine. Peridot. Shipley.

precious opal. Precious opal is of two prin-

calcium chloride. BuMines Bull. 630,1965,
p. 903.

rocks. A.G.I. b. In hydrology, the discharge of water, in liquid or solid state,
out of the atmosphere, generally upon a
land or water surface. The quantity of

Henderson.

precipitation barrier. Metal-rich water, as it
moves away from the source of the metal,
ordinarily comes into an environment
where changing conditions of some kind

cause precipitation of part or all of the
metal from the water. Precipitation barriers account for the more than normal
decay of hydrochemical anomalies than
can be accounted for by simple dilution.
They characteristically occur in spring
and seepage areas where ground waters
coming to the surface encounter an environment of increased availability of
oxygen, sunlight, and organic activity.
Hawkes, 2, p. 233.
precipitation hardening. Hardening caused
by the precipitation of a constituent from
a supersaturated solid solution. See also

age hardening and aging. ASM Gloss.

cipal types, white opal and black opal.

precipitation heat treatment. Artificial aging

pattern of colors in precious opal. The

precipitation naphtha. A naphtha suitable
for determination of the precipitation
number of: lubricating oils. ASTM D

Both types have the typical play of color
and fire of opal but the body color of the
former is milky white while in the latter
the colors are displayed against a darkcolored base. Names such as harlequin,
pinfire, and Bash are used to describe the
colors are fiery red, orange, yellow, blue,
and green, in iridescent ever-changing

hues, seen as the stone is turned in the

light. New South Wales, p. 52.

predous scapolite. Gem quality scapolite.
Shipley.

in which a constituent precipitates from
a supersatorated solid solution. See also
artificial aging, interrupted aging, and
progressive aging. ASM Gloss.

288.57.

precipitation process. The treatment of lead
ores by direct fusion with metallic iron or
slag, or ore rich in iron; performed gen-

erally in a shaft furnace, rarely ifl a
reverberatory. It is often combined with

precipitation process
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prelubricated sealed bearings

the roasting and reduction process. Fay.
precipitator. In ore dressing, smelting, and
refining: (1) one who tends zinc boxes in
which gold or silver, that has been dissolved in a cyanide solution1 is precipitated and (2) one who precipitates gold
from cyanide solution except that the
cyanide solution is agitated with zinc dust
in a mixing cone and precipitate then
turned into a filter press where the precipitate is recovered prior to the drying
and refining to secure the goid. D.O.T. 1.

predazzite. A marble containing calcite and
brucite, the molecular proportion of Mg0
to CaO, being less than in pencatite; that
is, less than 1 : 1. A.G.I.
predicted four-hour sweat rate. An index devised by the Medical Research Council

pregnant solution. A value-bearing solution
in a hydrometallurgical operation. See also
cyanide. Pryor, 4.
pregnant solvent. In solvent extraction, the
uranium-bearing solvent produced in the
solvent extraction circuit. Newton, p. 440.
pregs. The liquor resulting from leaching .of
ore to dissolve a valuable constituent.

of Great Britain which is based on the
rate of loss of sweat from the body. It is
designed to measure the physiological

effect of work in near limiting conditions

in hot working places, and is based on

the assumption that heat stress is a function of the rate of sweating. Roberts, I.
p. 137.
predimensionIng. See dimensioning. AM, 1.

precise leveling. Determination of the differ-.

ence of level betWeen two points which
do not differ more than 0.02 VL, where
L is the distance apart in miles. The
allowable difference in ordinary leveling
is 0.2 to 0.1 VL. Ham.

preemption act. An act providing for

a

patent to agricultural lands. The act does
not include mineral deposits, as they are
expressly reserved. Fay.

precision. The closeness of approach of each

of a number of similar measurements to
the arithmetic mean, the sources of error

prefabricated masonry. Panels or beams of
designed hollow clay blocks
formed by the insertion of metal reinforcing wires through a number of the blocks,
laid side by side, followed by infilling with
cement. Many designs of such prefabricated panels and sections have been developed to accelerate building construction. Dodd.
preference. A familiar term under the public
land laws meaning exclusive. Ricketts, I.
preferential flotation. A name applied to a
specially

not necessarily being considered critically.
Accuracy demands precision, but precision
does not require accuracy. ASM Gloss.
precision-bore tubing. Special glass tubing
made by heating ordinary glass tubing

until it is soft and then shrinking it on to
a steel mandrel. Dodd.
precision casting. A metal casting of reproducible accurate dimensions regardless of
how it is made. ASM Gloss.
precision depth recorder. A device for recording a sonic depth trace. Abbreviation,
pdr. Hy.
precision grinding. Machine grinding to
specified dimensions and low tolerances.
Contrast with offhand grinding. ASM

special

type of differential flotation in

which a mixture of two flotative, sulfide
minerals is given a slight roast in order
that one may be oxidized, and therefore
not float, and the other remain unchanged. Fay.

Gloss.

preferential replacement. See selective re-

tolerance to thousands of an inch. NEMA
MB 1-1961.

preferential wetting. Applied to froth flotation when separating fine coal from coal
washery slurries. The slurry or mixture is
treated with a reagent which has an affinity for the material to be recovered and
which will lend itself to subsequent stages
in the separation process. Nelson.
preferred orientation. In structural petrology,

precision idler bearing. A bearing having
ground races and in which the bore and
outside diameter tolerances are held to
ten-thousandths of an inch and the width

placement.

precoat. a. A special refractory slurry applied to a wax or plastic expendable pattern to form a thin coating which serves
as a desirable base for application of the
main slurry. ASM Gloss. b. Making the

a rock in which the grains are more or

less systematically oriented by shape or in
which the atomic structure shows a more
or less systematic arrangement. A rock in
which the mica plates are parallel to one
another shows a preferred orientation.

thin coating. ASM Gloss. c. The thin coating itself. ASM Gloss.
precoated chippings. See coated chippings.
Ham.

Similarly, a hornblende schist in which
the long axes of the hornblende crystals

preconsolidation load. If the curve of compression of a clay is measured in a consolidation press, an estimate can be made
of the maximum load to which the clay
has been subjected in the past. Ham.

are parallel shows a preferred orientation.
May be produced by growth, depositinn,
or deformation. A.G.I.
preform. a. In wire rope, to shape the wires
so that they will lie in place. Nichols.

preconsolidation pressure. The greatest effec-

tive pressure to which a soil has been
subjected. ASCE P1826.
precooler load. The amount of sensible heat,
in British thermal units per hour, removed
from the air in precooling. Hartman, p.

b. The process whereby cut strands of

roving are drawn by suction onto a shaped
screen, sprayed with binder, and cured in

an oven. Also, the article made by this
process. Phillsps.

327.

preformed rope. Wire rope in which the
strands are bent to their correct lay be-

precrystalline deformation. Nonruptural deformation in a tectonite where recrystallization continued after deformation ceases.
A.G.I. Supp.
precufting. Used in machine mining where a
coal cutter makes a cut along the face in
front of a cutter loader. It may be adopted
in hard coal seams or where an improve-

ment in the +2-inch coal product
required. Nelson.

fore being laid up, so that the rope is unlikely to spin or kink. Pryor, 3.
preforming. In powder metadurgy, the initial pressing of a metal powder to form a
compact that is to be subjected to a subsequent pressing operation other than
coining or sizing. Also, the preliminary

is

shaping of a refractory metal compact
after presintering and before the final

precutting blade. A special blade attached

to a plough which operates a little in
advance of the main blades of the machine. It may be used in hard coals or to
prevent the climbing of the machine
which leaves a layer of coal on the floor.
Nelson.

sintering. ASM Gloss.

pregladal. Prior to a period of glaciation;
specifically, prior, to the Pleistocene. Webster 3d.

,

preglacial drift. Loose sand and gravel lying
beneath the till in Iceland. Fay.

sp4
r.)

Term used to connote such a solution

when it has reached a loading sufficient
to justify its removal from contact with
the ore, for separate treatment to reclaim
the contained values (by precipitation, ion

exchange or stripping). After this treatment the now barren solution is returned

to work or, if foul, is run to waste or

regenerated. Also called pregnant solution; royals. Pryor, 3.
preheat. To heat beforehand; as (1) to heat
(an engine) to an operating temperature
before operation and (2) to heat (metal)
prior to a thermal or mechanical treat-

ment. Webster 3d.
preheating. Heating before some further
thermal or mechanical treatment. For tool
steel, heating to an intermediate temperature immediately before final austenitizing. For some nonferrous alloys, heating
to a high temperature for a long time, in
order to homogenize the structure before
working. ASM Gloss.
preheat zone. That portion of a continuous

furnace through which the ware passes
before entering the firing zone. A.STM

C268-65.
prehnite. A hydrated silicate of calcium and
aluminum, CasAh (5i2010) (OH ) 2. The
crystals are pyroelectric. The mineral oc-

curs in association with zeolites and is

usually white or pale green in color. Or-

thorhombic; Mohs' hardness, 6 to 6/2;
specific gravity, 2.8 to 2.95. Dana 17.
prehnitoid. a. A variety of mizzonite resembling prehnite. Dana 6d, pp. 471, 532.

b. Impure prehnite. Dana 6d, pp. 471,

532.
preliminary exploration. An investigation

carried out along certain broad features
of a coal or mineral area, with the object
of deciding whether the proposition is
such as to warrant a detailed or final

exploration which is often costly. Nelson.
preliminary prospecting. Prospecting undertaken after scout prospecting has disclosed
the existence of values. Preliminary prospecting helps to determine approximately
the extent of the payable ground. Griffith,

S. V., p. 2.
preliminary soil survey. A quick investigation of surface or near-surface conditions;
no special equipment is employed. Tests

are carried out on site for approximate
classification of soil and are limited to

visual or other simple tests. See also general soil survey. Nelson.
preloaded. Containing or combined with the
full complement of resin before molding.
Phillips.
preload tank. A circular concrete tank pre-

stressed by winding around the walls a

single post-tensioned wire of high-tensile
steel in a continuous spiral. See also pneumatic mortar. Ham.
prelubricated sealed bearings for Mier rolls.
Ball or roller bearings that harn the lubri-

cation sealed into the wearing parts of
the bearing during the process of assembling the bearing. There are two types of
relubricated sealed bearings: (1) preubricated life sealed bearings, these bearings have no rovision for cleaning or relubrication af r manufacture, and (2 ) pre-
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pressed anther

the coal is machine cut, broken down, and
the conveyor, etc.? advanced in readiness
for the coaling shift. Sometimes there are
two preparation shifts preceding the coaling shift. Nelson.
preparatory work. Mining operations to fa-

preservatives. For mine timbers which are
exposed to severe conditions of damp,
yentilation and stress, chemicals used to

prelubricated sealed bearings
lubricraed renewable seal bearings, these
bearirgs have provision for cleaning, re-

lubricu:nn, and renewing of seals after

manufacture. NEMA MB1-1956.

premature blast. The detonation of an explosive charge earlier than warranted. It

may occur with blackpowder and a safety
fuse but is very unlikely with exploders.
See also hangfire. Nelson. Premature explosion may be due to carelessness, accidental percussion, faulty fuse, or degenerated explosives. Pryor, 3.

premature block. An obstruction or block
in a core barrel or bit that prevents the
entry of core into the barrel before the
bit can be advanced far enough to cut a
length of core to fill the barrel. Long.
premature set. The hardening of cement in
a shorter time than normal or estimated.
Long.

premium. a. The consideration paid in money

or otherwise for a contract of insurance.
Webster 3d. b. The excess in purchasing
power, or exchange value of one form
of money over another of tile same nominal value, as of gold dollars over paper
ones (gold premium), or of silver dollars
over paper ones (silver premium). Web-

ster 2d.

premium tin. Tin of such high purity as to
rate for a special bonus in the metal
market. Pryor, 3.

premix. Aggregate which has been coated
with bituminous binder before spreading.
See also penetration macadam; tar macadam. Nelson.

premixed method. See plant-mix method.
preobrazhenskite; preobrazhensquite. Magnesium borate, 3Mg0.511103.4.5H20, monoclinic (?). From the salt deposit at Inder,
Kazakhstan. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.

prepacked coal; minicoal. A coal product

which has been mechanically weighed and
packed for household use. Usually, strong
paper-stitched bags are used. The National

Coal Board of Great Britain has com-

menced producing prepacked coal, each
bag holding 28 pounds of fuel. Nelson.
prepacked concrete. Concrete made by injecting Portland cement and sand grout
under pressure into the bottom voids of
a compacted mass of clean2 graded coarse
aggregate of at least 1 inch maximuJ!
gage. Taylor.

preparation. a. The treatment of ore or coal
to reject waste. See also concentration, a;

ore dressing, a; preparation plant. Fay.
b. The process of preparing run-of-mine
coal to meet market specifications by

cilitate mining proper after having explored the deposit and having made it
accessible both in strike and dip. This

work is executed almost entirely within
the deposit and includes: (1) inclines
and transfer stations with manways, (2)
sublevel drives between the levels, and
(3) various crosscuts, chutes, minor shafts,

raises, winzes, and other works. Stoces,
v. 1, p. 215.
prepare. a. To shear or undermine the coal
so that it can be readily blasted loose.
Fay. b. (Ark.) To make a cartridge for a
blast. Fay. c. (Ark.) To charge a blast-

hole. Fay.
prepared calcium carbonate; prepared chalk;
drop chalk; whiting. White cones or powder. Used in manufacturing polishing

powders and in ceramics. Bennett 2d,
1962.

prepared chalk. See prepared calcium car-

bonate. Bennett 2d, 1962.
prepared dolomite. Dead-burned dolomite,
suitable for use in maintaining openhearth bottoms, banks, tap holes, etc. Bureau of Mines Staff.
preparing salt. See sodium stannate. CCD
6d, 1961.
preplaning. The lead or stagger that exists
between planing blades in the same vertical plane of a plough. Nelson.

prereduced iron-ore pellets. A semimetallized

pellet developed by the U.S. Bureau of
Mines from taconite concentrates. The
process involves rolling the concentrates
into pellets of about the same size and
shape as those produced commercially,
then drying, calcining, and roasting the
pellets in a reducing (oxygen-deficient)
atmosphere. During the heat-hardening
stage the pellets are partly converted to
metal. Use of these pellets causes a con-

siderable increase in pig-iron production.
Bureau of Mines Stag.
prerelease. The act of discharging steam or

air from an engine cylinder before the
piston has reached the end of its stroke.
Fay.

preselective. An arrangement by which a
gear level can be moved, but the resulting

speed shift will not take place until the

clutch or the throttle is manipulated.
Nichols.

washing and sizing. Jones.
preparation boss. In bituminous coal mining,
a foreman who is in charge of the operations of washing and sizing coal for mar-

presents. Eng. Stones of suitable thickness
for shaping into tile stones without frosting, Stonesfield slate series and Chipping

preparation coal. Physical and mechanical
processes applied to coal to make it suitable for a particular use. B.S. 3552, 1962.
preparation-getting machines. N. of Eng.
Any machine which combines the prepa-

may be considered to be a sum of money
that may be allowed for the purchase, de-

ket at the washery plant. D.O.T. 1.

ration and getting phases of the cycle.
Trist.

preparation plant. Strictly speaking, a prepa-

ration plant may be any facility where

coal is prepared for market, but by common usage it has come to mean a rather
elaborate collection of facilities where

separated from its impurities,
washed and sized, and loaded for shipcoal is

ment. B.C.I. See also coal-preparation

plant; coal washer, b.
preparation shift. The shift on a conventional machine mining face during which

Norton limestone of the Cotswolds. Arkell.
present value. a. The present value of a mine

velopment, and equipment of a mine,

with the expectation of receiving for this
capital expenditure, during the estimated
life of the mine, the return of this capital

plus a substantial profit commensurate
with the risk involved in the venture.
Hoot', p. 154. b. The present value of a
property is the amount which if invested
now in its purchase would find its repay-

ment with commensurate profit in the

estimated series of annual dividends. Actuarially, it is the discounted sum of each
and all those dividends, after allowance for
any estimated further capital expenditure
on necessary works and equipment. Trus-

cott, p. 234.

impregnate them and resist dry or wet rot.

These include copper sulfate1 creosote,
salt, sodium fluoride and silicofluoride,
and zinc as chloride or sulfate. Pryor, 3.

President Press. Trade name for a dry-press
brickmaking machine of a type that gives
two pressings on both the top and bottom

of the mold, a short pause between the
pressings allowing any trapped air to

escape. Dodd.
presintering. In powder metallurgy, the heat-

ing of a compact to a temperature lower

than the normal temperature for final

sintering, usually to increase the ease of
handling or 2orming the compact, or to
remove a lubricant or binder before sintering. ASM Gloss.

presplitting. A smooth blasting method in
which cracks for the final contour are
created by blasting prior to the drilling
of the rest of the holes for the blast pattern. Instantaneous electric ignition or
ignition with detonation fuse with no or
a minimum of time scatter can then be
used. Once the crack is made it screens
off the surroundings to some extent from
ground vibrations in the main round. The
charging of the holes should be the same
as in ordinary smoothing. Presplitting

works in loose as well as in hard rock, but

in hard granite the crack created for the
contour is rather tight. No cracks are

formed at the bottom of the holes perpendicular to them. In hard rock this
means that the holes for the breakage of
the rock must be placed rather close to
the presplit row or that the presplit holes
have to be charged once more with bottom

charges and ignited in the main round.
This is a drawback for the method compared with ordinary smoothing and so is
the fact that in presplitting more holes

are required. Langefors, p. 305.
press. a. A machine in which pre ared coal

with or without binder, is su jected to
pressure so that it is molded to the desired size and shape of a briquette. B.S.
3552, 1962. b. A machine tool having a
stationary bed and a slide or ram which
has reciprocating motion at right angles
to the bed surface' the slide being guided
in the frame of the machine. ASM Gloss.
c. A machine used in the forming of ware
from sheet metal. The types and capacities of presses vary according to the type
of ware being pressed. Most presses are
belt driven and are capable of great production. Enam. Dict.

press-and-blow-machine operator. See bottle-

machine operator. D.O.T. 1.
press-and-blow process. A process of glass
manufacture in which the finish and parison are pressed and the parison is subse-

quently blown to form the final shape.

ASTM C162-66.

press brake. An open-frame, single-action
press used to bend, blank, corrugate, curl,
notch, perforate, pierce, or punch sheet
metal or plate. ASM Gloss.
press cake. The incorporated gunpowder or
millcake, pressed and ready for granulation. Fay.

press cloth. See filter cloth. Dodd.

pressed amber. An amber substitute pro-

duced by consolidating fragments of amber, under pressure, usually with linseed
or other oil as a binder. Also called reconstructed amber. Shipley.

pressed bar. A compact in the form of a

pressure cracking

pressed amber
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bar; a green compact. ASTM B243-65.

pressure. a. The load divided by the area

of the coal originally deposited over th:.

A.G.I. c. Force exerted by air per unit

pressure was probably responsible for the
deformation. Nelson.

pressed brick. A high-grade brick used for
(....posed surface work. Crispin.

pressed brick day. A better grade clay than
that usable for common brick. It must
have a uniform color, must not warp or

crack, be fairly hard and have low ab-

sorption when burned at a moderate temperature, and must be free from soluble
salts. CCD 3d, 1942, p. 195.
pressed cameo. Similar to molded cameo,
but pressed. Shipley.

pressed coal. Coal recementeci after being
crushed by tectonic movements. Tomkeieff,
1954.

pressed copal. Made like pressed amber,
from fragments of copal. Shipley.

pressed density. In powder metallurgy, the
density of an unsintered compact. Sometimes called green density. ASM Gloss.
pressed distillate. The oil left in petroleum
refining after the paraffin has been separated from the paraffin distillate by cooling and pressing. Webster 3d.
pressed fuel. An artificial fuel prepared from

coal dust, waste coal, etc., incorporated
with other ingredients, as tar, and compressed in molds into blocks; briquettes.

Fay.
pressed glass. Glassware formed by pressure

between a mold and a plunger. ASTM
C162-66.

pressa. In ceramics, the workman who molds
the handle, ears, and decorative reliefs to
be applied to a pottery vessel before firing.
Fay.

press tit. An interference or force fit made
through the use of a press. ASM Gloss.
press forging. Forging metal, usually hot,

between dies in a press. ASM Gloss.
pressing. a. In metalworking, the product

or process of shallow drawing sheet or
plate. ASM Gloss. b. In powder metal-

lurgy, forming a powder-metal part with
compressive force. ASM Gloss. c. In pottery making, any hand operation in which
masses of clay are formed into the finished

article with the use of the potters' wheel.
Hess. d. The operation of forming pressed
glass. ASTM C162-66. See also dry-pressing; hot-pressing; wef-pressing.

pressing area. The clear distance (left to
right) between housings, stops, gibs, gibways, or shoulders of strain rods, multiplied by the total distance from front to
back. ASM Gloss.

pressing crack. In powder metallurgy, a nip-

ture in the pressed compact -../lisch develops during the ejection of the compact
from the die; see also capping and lamination. Sometimes referred to as a slip

crack. ASM Gloss.
pressing machine. a. A machine which forms
ceramic shapes by forcing plastic or semi-

plastic raw materials into a die or mold.
Bureau of Mines Staff. b. A machine in
which the wl:ole forming operation is car-

ried out by pressing the plastic glass by
a plunger forced into a die or mold. The
machine may be operated by hand or it
may be fully automatic. C.T.D.
rem-pipe inspedor. One who inspects green

sewer pipe, as it comes from thepress, for
dimensional accuracy and consistency of
clay. Also called green-pipe inspector.
D.O.T. 1.
press-tolog operator. In the fuel briquettes

industry, one who tends an automatic
machine that compresses sawdust into
short artificial logs for use as domestic
fireplace fuel. D.O.T. 1.

over which it acts. ASCE PI826. b. Force
per unit area applied to outside of a body.

barren area. Prolonged low hade earh

area, either gage or absolute. Atmospheric
pressure is measured by a barometer.

pressure blocs. Pressure formed over the

Measured in pounds per square inch or
inch (mercury). Hartman, p. 8. d. As
used in mine ventilation terminology, it is
sometimes defined in a rather vague man-

ner as the available energy content of

difference bethe air, and the
tween two points nipressure
a ventilation current
as the energy lost due to friction between
two points. Roberts, I, p. 163.
pressure anemometer. a. An instrument for
measuring the velocity of ventilating air

currents in mines. Fay. b. An anemometer
indicating wind velocity by means of the
pressure exerted. Standard, 1964.
pressure such. The driving of a narrow roadway results in the development of a

pressure arch over the excavation. The
strata within the arch bend slightly and
cease to support the overlying beds, and
the load is transferred to the solid coal
or rock along the sides. The wider the
roadway, the greater is the span of the
arch and its height at the crown. A similar but larger pressure arch is formed

across a longwall face, with one leg resting on the solid coal and the other on the
solid pack behind the coal face. See also
abutment. Nelson.
pressure arch theory. The pressure-arch the-

ory in roof action suggests that when a

narrow heading is advanced the layers of
rock in the immediate roof deflect slightly
and relieve themselves of the load of the
overlying strata by transferring it to the
sides of the opening by means of a pres-

sure arch. The width of arch just short
of that which the higher strata cannot
span and transfer the load to the sides of
the opening is called till maximum-pressure arch. The depth mainly influences
the minimum width of the pressure arch,

workings by masses of rock being severed
from the surrounding formations creating
pressure on the pillars walls, or other
supports. Pressure blocics of large size

may result from natural geological phenomena, such as faults, or may occur as
a result of mining operations. Lewis, p.
408.

pressure blower. A machine or blower having either pistons, cams, or fans for fur-

nishing an airblast above atmospheric

pressure. Standard, 1964.
pressure box. An elevated cistern fed by a
flume, ditch, or pipe, and supplying water
under a head. Webster 3d.

pressure bulb. The zone in a loaded soil
mass bounded by an arbitrarily selected
isobar of stress. ASCE P1826.
pressure bump. An occurrence when a coal
pillar suddenly fails on becoming overloaded by the weight of the rocks above it.
Generally, the coal is forced with some
violence into the roadways and other open
spaces. See also rock bump; rock burst;
shock bump; bumps. Nelson.
pressure casting. a. Making castings with

pressure on the molten or plastic maal,
as in injection molding, die casting, centrifugal casting, and cold-chamber pressure casting. ASM Gloss. b. A casting
made with pressure applied to the molten
or plastic metal. ASM Gloss.

pressure chrnber. a. A method of driving
tunnels and sinking shafts through running sand by holding back the loose mate-

rial by compresscd air. The technique is

not now applied to any great extent in
mining. See also caisson sinking. Nelson.

b. An enclosed space arranged on the

access side of a stopping, which seals off

an area and is furnished with means

of

a part. The following formula has been

raising or lowering the air pressure within
it. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2. c. If the mine
area to be sealed off is extensive, and

(W=minimum width of arch, in feet;

that they are subject to different pressures
may be unavoidable. In this event, pres-

although the type of overburden also plays

developed for approximating the minimum
width of the maximum-pressure arch

D=depth of coal from surface, in feet) :

20)
W = 3 (--+
20

the seals are widely scattered, the fact

sure chambers may be required on the
outby side of seals. Pressure chambers are

The equation does not apply for overburden less than 400 feet thick or more
than 2,000 feet. Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8,

also of value when the seals cannot be
made tight, due to broken or fissured

has been sealed off from the remainder
of the workings by barriers or stoppings
inserted at suitable points, it is important
to prevent the circulation of air within
the sealed area. This means that external
air pressures must be equalized on all
the seals. The object of equalizing the
atmospheric pressures on the seals is attained by inserting or removing doors or
brattice cloths at appropriate places. It is
possible to make all the seals contiguous
with a common airway by this means, so
that, if they are not widely separated,
they will be subjected to the same external atmospheric pressure. Roberts, I,
p. 99.
pressure belt. An area of barren ground in
a coal seam. A characterititic feature is
the deposit of very thick coal along one

The air pressure in the intervening space
is then controlled to prevent movement
of air across the seal. Roberts, I, pp.

August 1966, p. 198.
pressure balancing. When an area of a mine

fringe of. the disturbance. This thick coal
was caused by the flowage and slippage

ground. The principle consists of building

an outer chamber by erecting a second
stopping on the outby side of the seal.

99-100.

pressure check. An imperfection; a check
or crack in a glass or ceramic article resulting from too much pressure in forming. ASTM C162-66.
pressure component. Any change in velocity
with depth not accounted for by a change
in temperature or in salinity may best be

described as the pressure component of
the velocity gradient. H&G.
pressure cracking. Cracking of the compacted semidry powder immediately after
it

has been shaped in a dry-press; the

causeis sudden expansion of air that has
been trapped and compressed in the pores

of the compact. The fault has been largely
eliminated by designing presses so that the
plunger descends twice to its lowest level,

7,7,7!77,-,777.rr
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pressure testing

corresponds to a component of the gradient (space derivative) of the sound pressure. Hy.
pressure-gradient transducer. Transducer,
such as a moving-ribbon kydrophone, in

pressure-quantity survey. See ventilation sur-

pressure difference rather than to pressure.
H&G.

The low pressure of the low side acting on
a larger area balances the force exerted
by a high pressure acting on a small area
to close the valve. Long.
pressure regulator. A balanced valve equipped

pressure cracking
the trapped air having time to escape between the first and second pressings. Dodd.
pressure creosoting. The most effective
method of preserving timber by impregnation with creosote under pressure in tanks.
Ham.

pressure die casting. The usual die casting

process in which the molten metal is
forced into highly finished molds under
heavy pressure by plungers, compressed
air, or combined methods. See also precision casting. Ham.

pressure dome. a. Synonym for air dome.
Long. b. The bonnet on a steam boiler.
Long.

pressure drilling. A process of rotary drilling in which the drilling fluid is kept
under pressure in an enclosed system.
Brantly, 1.
pressure drop. The decrease in pressure at

which a liquid or gas is made to move
between the intake and discharge of a

which the moving element responds to

pressure grouting. a. The act or process of
injecting, at high pressures, a thin cement
slurry or grout through a pipeline or bore,
hole to seal the pores or voids in the rock
or to cement fragmented rocks together.
Long. b. Forcing a slurry of cement and
sand into subgrade or embankment either
by use of compressed air or by hydraulic
pressure. Urquhart, sec. 2, p. 31.
pressure head. a. Hydrostatic head; column

of water required to balance the fluid

pressure being measured. Pryor, 3. b. The

head on any point in a conduit represented by the height of the hydraulic

pipeline or drill stem. Long.

gradeline above that point. Seelye, 1.

nected to the fluid column by a series of
ports incorporated in the design of some
core barrels and preventing the entry of

to pressure exerted by air. Commonly
employed rather than pressure, particu-

pressure equalizer. a. A diaphragm con-

drilling fluids into the core-barrel-head

bearings. Long. b. A dampener. Long.
pressure fan. a. A fan supplying air under
pressure. Webster 3d. b. A fan that forces
fresh air into a mine as distinguished from
one that exhavsts air from the mine. Fay.
pressure figure. A figure produced by inter-

secting lines of parting, due to gliding
when certain minerals, like mica, are
compressed or indented by a blunt point.
They are similar in character, but not in
position, to the so-called percussion figures

produced by a sharp point. Standard,
1964.

pressure filter. a. A machine for removing
solids from tailings, and the effluent can

b..! reused in the washery or plant. The
tailings are pumped into the filter under
pressure, filtration takes place and solids
are deposited in the chambers. Gradually

the resistance increases until a pressure of
100 pounds per square inch is necessary

to force more tailings into the press. At
this stage the chambers are almost full of
solids. lie feed is cut off and the press
opened to allow the cakes to fall onto the
conveyor beneath the chambers. The out-

put of the pressure filter is low.

Nelson.

b. A filter in which pressure is applied to
increase the rate of filtration. B.S. 3552,
1962. c. A filter in which the liquid to be
filtered is forced through filtering mate-

rial by a pressure greater than its own
weight in the filter. Fay. d. See filter.

Pryor, 3.
pressure fluctuations. Changes' in water pressure caused by wave action. Hy.
pressure forging. Forging done by a steady

pressure, as in a hydraulic press. Stand-

ard, 1964.
pressure gage. An instrument used to measure the force per unit area exerted by a
confined fluid or gas. Long.
pressure gradient force. The vertical pressure gradient force balances the force of
gravity, that is, on any particle, the force

of gravity is opposed by an equal and

opposite pressure gradient force. Smaller
horizontal pressure gradient forces act
whenever there is an intersection of inclined isobaric surfaces and local geopotential surfaces. Hy.
pressure gradient hydrophone. A hydrophone
in which the electric. output substantially

c. Height of column of water equivalent

larly for differences which cause airflow.
Measured in inches (water). Aisn called
head. Hartman, p. 8.
pressure hydrate. The most common variety

of ASTM designated Type S hydrated

lime. Synonymous with autoclaved lime.
Boynton.
pressure hydrophone. A hydrophone in which
the electric output substantially corresponds to the instantaneous sound pressure

of the impressed sound wave. Hy.
pressure leaching. In chemical extraction of
valuable ore constituents, use of autoclave
to accelerate attack by means of increased
temperatures and pressures. Pryor, 3.

pressure liner. .A cylindrical liner, the inside diameter of which is smaller than
standard, so that when installed in a
pump with matching pistons it permits
the pump to operate against higher discharge pressures without increasing the
horsepower required. Long.

pressure lubricated bearings for idler rolls.
Ball or roller bearings which are so arranged' that the lubrication, through pressure fittings, can reach all wearing surfaces of the bearing. NEMA MB1-1961.
pressure method. In flotation, a method in
which the pulp is saturated with dissolved
air under pressure, and the pressure is
released suddenly by passing the pulp
through expansion nozzles, gas precipitating out. Gaudin 2d, p. 417.
pressure packer. See packer b. Long.
pressure per diamond. The feed pressure or

vey. Nelson.

pressure-reducing valve. A valve using a
diaphragm on the low-pressure side to
actuate a gate or plug to regulate the flow
of fluids or gases to decrease pressure.

with a diaphragm, used to control or restrict the flow of fluid or gas and designed

so that the pressure of the fluid plus the

force exerted by a spring or lever is sufficient to close the valve against the pres-

sure exerted by the fluid or gas on the

high-pressure side, thereby restricting its
flow. Long.

pressure-release valve. Synonym for pressurerelief valve. Long.
pressure-relief valve. A safety valve used on

pressure vessels or pump discharge lines
to release pressures exceeding a preset
limit. After the excessive pressure has been
released or blown down, the valve usually

will close automatically. Also called pop
off; pop_off valve . pop valve; pressurerelease valve; safetjr valve. Long.

pressure ridge. a. A long ridge in sea ice
caused by horizontal pressure. A.G.I. b. A

ridge of glacier ice caused by horizontal
pressure associated with glacial flow. A.G.I.

c. An elongate upbowing of the crust of

a lava flow, apparently due to a compressive force imparted by the viscous
drag of slowly moving subuustal lava.
d. Long, sharp ridges, a few feet

to several hundred feet in length, formed
in lava flows. Lewis, p. 599.

pressure ring. A ring about a large exca-

vated area, evidenced by distortion of the
openings near the main excavation. Shear
cracks appear and minor slabbing of the
rock takes place. Lewis, pp. 622-623,
pressure shadows. The name sometimes applied to the fringes or halos differing from
the groundmass that often accompany
porphyroblasts in schistose rocks. Hess.
pressure sleeves. Synonym for pressure liner.
Long.

pressure suppression. See vapor suppression.
Lail..

pressure survey. An investigation to determine the pressure distribution or pressure
losses along consecutive lengths or sections

of a ventilation circuit. See also ventilation planning; ventilation survey. Nelson.
pressure tank. a. A pressurized tank into
which timber is inserted for impregnation
with creosote, zinc chloride, or other preservative. Ham. See also open-tank method.
b. A container from which slip is removed

load applied per diamond in a bit. The
total load supported by the bit divided
by the number of stones set in the bit
face expresses the pressure per stone in

by air pressure. ASTM C286-65.
pressure test. Synonym of permeability test.

pressure plate. In a clutch, a plate driven

to the end of the drill string and the
string is run into the hole so that the

numerical values. Also called diamond
pressure; stone pressure. Long.
pressure per stone. Synonym for pressure
per, diamond. Long.

by the flywheel or rotating housing, which
can be slid toward the flywheel to engage

the lined disk or disks between .them.
Nichols.

pressure process. Treatment of mine timber,
to prevent decay by forcing a preservative into the cells of the wood. Preserva-

tives used are creosote, zinc chloride,

sodium fluoride, and other chemicals.

Lewis, p. 71.
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Long.

pressure testing. An indirect method of testing porosity and permeability of formations at elevations of proposed structures.
With the method a "packer" is attached
packer is located at the top of the portion
to be pressure tested. The packer is then
expanded to block off the hole and water
Is pumped through the drill string at constant pressure, the qyantity being measured. 'The water passes through the drill

string and into the open hole below the
packer. If rock is tight and unfractured
no water can be pumped. The quantity
which can be . pumped, . at 'any given

pressure testing
is indicative of the degree of
fracturing and permeability of the rock
below the elevation of the packvr. The

pressure,

quantity is also a function of the groundwater surface elevation. Woodruff, V. 1,
p.' 3'3.

pressure fight. Leakproof under pressure.
ASM Gloss.

pressure-tube anemometer. See pitot-static
tube.

pressure-tube reactor. A nuclear reactor in
which the fuel elements are located inside
numerous tubes containing coolant circu-

lating at a high pressure. The tube as-

sembly is surrounded by a tank containing

the moderator at a low pressure. Higher
pressures and temperatures can be attained than with a pressure vessel. DIM.
pressure unloading. Use of air pressure to
remove contents of a ball mill, tank, or
receptacle. Enam. Dict.

pressure vessel. A strong-walled container
housing the core of most types of power
reactors. Usually it also contains moderator, reflector, thermal shield, and control
rods. DIM.
pressure-void ratio curve. A curve representing the relationship between effective
pressure and void ratio of a soil as obtained from a consolidation test. The
curve has a characteristic shape when
plotted on semilog paper with effective

pressure on the log scale. The various
parts of the curve and extensions to the
parts have been designated as recompression, compression, virgin compression, ex-

pansion, rebound, and other descriptive
names by various authorities. ASCE P1826.

pressure water loader. A cartridge loader in
which compressed water, rather than compressed air, is used for loading underwater. Langefors, p. 101.
pressure wave. a. A pressure produced by
expanding ge..;es moving at high velocity,
the side component of which, equivalent
to static pressure, may be recorded by a

manometer at the side of the entry or

mine passage. Rice, George S. b. Synonym
for P-wave; compressional wave. A.G.I.;
SupP.

pressure welding. Welding where pressure is

used to complete the weld. ASM Gloss.
pressure wires. Wires leading from various
points of an electric system to a central
station, where a voltmeter indicates the

potential of the system at those point.

itlebster 2d.
pressurized. a. Any structure, area, or zotAe
fitted with an arrangement that maintains
nearly normal atmospheric pressure. Nelson. b. Any structure or at.a in which the

pressure within is held higher Lhan the
pressure without. Bureau of Mines Staff.
pressurized stoppings. Stoppings erected in
the intake and return roadways of a district to isolate an open fire or sponts.neous

heating and in which the pressures on
both sides of each stopping are made
equal by the use of auxiliary fans. By

making the air pressures equal, fresh air
does not reach the fire through one stop-

ping and foul gases are not expelled at the

other. A small regulator is used in the
auxiliary fan ducting to maintain equal
pressures at all times. Nelson.

pressurized water reactor. A power reactor
in which heat is transferred from the core
to a heat exchanger by water kept under
high pressure to achieve high temperature
and to prevent boiling in the core. Steam
is generated in a secondary circuit. L&L.
Preston density comparator. An instrument
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designed for use in the routine quality
control of glass on the basis of an ob-

served relationship, for any specific glass,
between any change in composition and
the associated change in density; the sinkfloat method is employed. Dodd.
prestressed concrete. The stressing of con-

crete before it is required to sustain a
load. If precompression is introduced in

concrete it offsets the theoretical tension
produced by loading flexure and cracking
is reduced or eliminated. The conditions
required are (1) highly stressed steel
tendon to reduce the effect of creep, (2)
high strength concrete, (3) steel capable

of attaining a very high stress, and (4)

means of tensioning and anchoring steel
tendons in the concrete. Nelson.
prestressing. The application of load to a

structure so as to deform it in such a
manner that the structure will withstand
its working load more effectively or with

less deflection. Ham.
pretectonic recrystallization. Recrystallization

in a tectonite that ceased before deformation was completed. A.G.I. Supp.

pretensioning. The Hoyer method of prestressing concrete beams, precast in a
workshop with the tensioned wires embedded in them and firmly anchored. See
also precast concrete. Ham.
pretesting. The name adopted by White and
Prentis to describe their patented method

of underpinning tall structures in New
York. Steel cylindrical piles are sunk by

jacking or grabbing to the hard under-

lying stratum of rock and then filled with
concrete. By a gradual process of jacking
and underpinning, the weight of the structure is safely transferred through the piles
to new and deeper foundations. Ham.
prevailing currents. The predominant or
usual movement of water. Hy.

preventable accident. An accident due to
carelessness. Such carelessness may be due

to the nature of the worker, bad lighting,
or fatigue. Spalding, p. 362.
preventive maintenance. A system of plant
and equipment inspections made at regu-

lar intervals and the condition of the
items recorded and marked on a chart.
A system which enables breakdowns to
be anticipated and arrangements made
to perform the necessary overhauls and
replacements in good time. Nelson.

previtrain. The dense woody lenses in lignite that are equivalent to the vitrain in
coal of higher rank. A.G.I.

Priabonlan. Upper Eocene. A.G.I. SupP.
prian. Corn. Soft white clay. Pryor, 3.
price. The amount of money asked or given

in exchange for anything. Hoov, p. 184.

priceite. A hydrous borate of calcium, 5Ca0.
611505.9H20, from Furnace Creek, Inyo

County, Calif.; possibly triclinic; white
earthy to porcelamous luster; conchoidal
fracture. American Mineralogist, v. 24,
No. 11, November 1939, p. 728.
price list. A comprehensive list or schedule
in the form of an agreement, signed by
management and workmen's representatives, which sets out in detail the rates of
payment for each separate item of work
performed by the miners in a district or
seam. In general, there is a price list for
each seam worked. Nelson.
pricked. In ceramics, ornamented with dotted

depressions male with a single point or
with a comb. Standard, 1964.

pricker. a. A thin brass rod, once used to
make a hole through the tamping of a
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primary
charged shothole, through which the blasting fuse could then be inserted. Pryor, 3.
b. A nonferrous tool for making a hole in

the primer cartridge to receive the detonator. B.S. 3618, 1964. sec. 6. c. S. Staff.
A long iron rod or poker used for loosening coal from overhead. Fay. d. A j)iece

of bent wire by which the size of the
flame of a .safety lamp is regulated without removing the top of the lamp. It
passes up into the lamp through the oil

reservoir in a tube. Fay. e. An iron rod for

probing or sounding as in a bog, quicksand, etc. Webster 3d.

pricking. a. Hand-holing in a layer of soft
clay at the bottom of a coal seam. See
also sloom. Nelson. b. The act of lifting
or loosening with a lever or a pick. Fay.
c. Scot. A thin stratum suitable for holing.
Fay.

pricking bar. a. A bar used in opening the
taphole of a furnace. Fay. b. A rod used
for removing obstructions from tuyeres and
blowpipes. Fay.

pricking dirt. Same as holing coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
pride of the country. A term sometimes given

to rich bodies of ore discovered near the

surface. Nelson.
priderite. A mineral, (K,Ba )3.5( Ti,Fe" ') sOla,

minute red tetragonal crystals, previously
mistaken for rutile in leucite rocks from
Kimberley, Western Australia. Related
structurally to cryptomelane. Spencer 19,
M.M., 1952.
prill. a. Eng. A nugget of virgin metal. Web-

ster 2d. b. See button, a. Fay. c. Corn.
The best ore after cobbing. Fay. d. In

assaying, the bullion bead resulting from
cupellation of an auriferous or argentifer-

ous lead button. Pryor, 3. e. Spherical
particle about the size of a buckshot.
Bennett, 2d, 1962. f. Globular, porous
particle obtained by spraying a 95 percent

solution of ammonium nitrate into a rising current of warm, dry air. It is usually
coated with about 3 percent by weight of
kieselguhr to prevent sticking. Frills vary
in density, size, and size mixtures according to brand and specification. Nichols,
pp. 9-8.
prilling. Spray solidifying of molten salts,
for example, ammonium nitrate, to form
small spheroids. Bennett 2d, 1962, Add.

prillion. Tin extracted from slag. Also spelled
prillon. Standard, 1964; Fay.

Primacord. A fuse composed of an explosive core within a textile or plastic covering. It detonates every explosive that is

in direct contact with it. Streefkerk, P. 44.
Primacord-Bickford fuse. A detonating fuse
having an explosive of pentaerythritetetranitrate (PEMI). Used in large-scale blasting work, especially in quarries. Lewis,
pp. 118-119.
Prima 011. Trade name for a shale nil with
a low density and low boiling point. Fay.
primamimpf. Applied by Penick to an upwarped, pri,gressively expanding dome,
with a rise so slow that degradation keeps
pace with uplift. A.G.1.
primary. a. Characteristic of or existing in
a rock at the time of its formation; said
of minerals, textures, etc., of rocks; essentially, the same as original and contrasted
with secondary, a. Fay. b. Formed directly
by solidification from fusion or deposition
from solution; said of igneous rocks and
chemical sediments and contrasted with
derivative (little used). Fay. c. Originally,
the same as the present Precambrian, then

primary
extended to include the present Paleozoic,
Paleozoic; finally
and later restricted obsolete.
Fay. d. Of
abandoned and now
oxidized
by
supergerm
ore, not enriched or
is
processes. Ballard. e. A substance which
extraction
and
purifiobtained directly, by
material; for
.cation from natural raw
examPle, benzene, phenol, and anthracene
are coal-tar primaries. C.T.D.
a current of
primary air. a. In combustion,
the coal and
air which serves to disperse
coal and air;
form an intimate mixture of
this mixture issues from the burner into
the furnace, where it burns. Also called
p. 259. b. Air
converter air. Newton,
througn
the fire bed,
whi,..h flows up and
by oprning the grids in the fire doors, to
supply oxygen necessary for proper combustion of fuel to take place in a furnace.
Cooper, p. 261.
of smelting
primary aluminum. Theproduct
furnace that re-
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in which flows a curpiece of apparatus
flux necesrent setting up the magnetic machine
or
sary for the operation of the
apparatus. C.T.D.
The reduction in volprimary consolidation.caused
by the applicaume of a soil mass
to the mass and
tion of a sustained loadsqueezing
of
due principally void
to a spaces of theout
mass
water from the by a transfer of the
and accompanied
load from the soil water to the soil solids.
Also called primary compression; primary
time effect. ASCE P1826.
primary creep. See creep. ASM Gloss.of ore,
primary crusher. a. In comminution capamachine
a heavy-duty dry crushing
ble of accepting run-of-mine coarse ore
and reducing it in size to somewhere between 6 or 4 inches. Heavy-duty connotes
tonnages
both the ability to handle large
daily and to withstand very rough treatfirst crusher in a
ment. Pryor, 3. b. The
series for processing shale or other rocks.
See also secondary crusher. ACSG, 1963.
primary crushing. In ore dressing, the first
stage in which crushers take run-of-mine
ore and reduce it tia a size small enough
in the
to be taken by the next crusher
jaw
crusher
Ordinarily,
the
Blake
series.
or a gyratory crusher is used. Newton,
P. 53.
type of crystal
primary crystal. The firstmelt
on cooling.
that separates from a
ASM Gloss.
The current
primary current distribution.
distribution in an electrolytic cell that is

primary mineral deposits
soil, as

distinguished from rehandling

stockpiles. Nichols.

explosive. Exprimary explosive; initiating
plosive or explosive mixture sensitive to
shock and friction; used in primers and
detonators to initiate explosion. Bennett
2d, 1962.
primary flat joints. See L-joints. A.G.I.
of either
primary flow structures. Structures
in ignelinear or platy nature developed
ous rocks prior to or during consolidation.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
primary foliation. That variety of platy flow
structure that forms during crystallization
of a magma and is due to the parallelism
of platy minerals. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

primary gneiss. Applied to a rock that exor other planar
hibits foliation, lineation,
such
as
are generally
or linear structures,
characteristic of metamorphic rocks, but
absence of observwhich because of the
recrystallization is conable
granulation
or
alumina in an electric
sidered to be igneous. The qualifying adduces the oxide to aluminum metal, which
jectives trachitoid or gneissoid for coarsefurther
processing.
is cast into ingots for
for felsitic
grained rocks and trachytic
Nelson.
preferable, for the
rocks
are
regarded
as
primary anomaly. See geochemical anomaly.
term gneiss should properly be employed
Lewis, p. 296.
A.G.I.
only for metamorphic rocks.
original
magma,
primary basalt. A presumed
Exhibited by cerprimary
gneissic
banding.
rock
types
are
obfrom which all other
tain igneous rocks of heterogeneous comtained by various processes. A.G.I.
position produced by the admixture of
the
blasts
by
primary blasting. a. Applied to
or, in
two magmas only partly miscible;
is
intimately admeans of which the original rock ledge
other
cases,
by
magma
into which it
broken into fragments. Fay. b. The blastmixed with country rock
bedding
or foliaing of solid rock, ore, or coal; blasting in
has been injected, along
situ. See also secondary blasting. Nelson.
tion
planes.
C.T.D.
ASM
Gloss.
free of polarization.
primary boiling. a. The evolution of gas durA short haul
formed directly primary haulage; face haulage.
secondaryor maining the initial firing of porcelain enamel; primary deposit. A deposit
in
which
there
is
no
from a cooling magma. Stokes and Varnes,
example, a mine is
sometimes a defect. ASTM C286-65. b.
line
haulage.
For
mine cars,
1955.
See also boiling; reboiling.
started into a hillside, using
ionic, and metallic prhnary detecting element. In flotation, that
An empty car is
primary bonds. Covalent,
track
and
hand
loaders.
elements
which
portion of the feedbacktransforms energy
car
bonds. These have energies of the order
placed for the loader and the loadedmanfirst either utilizes or
of magnitude of 100 kcal/mole. VV.
the dump Ly motor or
medium
to
produce
a
is
taken
to
from the controlled
process for each
primary breaker. A machine which takes
of
power, repeating the
signal which is a function of the value
from
over the work of size reduction
loader.
Kentucky,
p.
210.
Fuerstethe directly controlled variable.
blasting operations, and may be a gyratory
Arabian
primary heat poles. The Sahara,
capacity
must
be
nau, p. 542.
Its
deserts. Macbreaker.
altitude
or jaw
attitude
assumed
and
other
low
plant primary dip. The dip or
greater than the overall crushing
at the time of its
Cracken.
by a bedded Jeposit original
capacity. In mines, primary ore crushing
dip. Stokes primary igneous gneiss. See gneissose granformation.
See
also
be
performed
unto about 7 inches may
ite. Holmes, 1928.
aria rarnes, 1955. Geochemical disperfrom
derground. See also reduction ratio. Nelson.
primary
metal. a. Metal extracted Also
primary
dispersion.
a.
in
bituminousprimary breaking. A stage
brines,
or
ocean
water.
originating
processes
ores, natural
sion of elements byopposite
b. Incoal crushing which occurs at the enof secondary
called virgin metal. Newton, p. 1.refined
within the earth;
comists of raw
trance to the plant and
reduced
and
perhaps
A
pattern
formed
got
cast
from
dispersion.
Hawkes.
b.
breaker for
containing
feed flowing into the primarysize
or metamorphic
metal as distinct from ingot
of 4, 5,
at depth by igneous
Pryor, 3.
reduction to a maximum top
depth
the
recirculated
scrap
metals.
P.
297.
c.
At
washing or other
processes. Lewis,
6, or 8 inches either forMitchell,
proc- primary mill. A mill for rolling ingots or
p. 194.
physical chemistry of geochemical
to blooms,
preparation purposes.
temperature
presthe rolled products of ingots
by
or
esses is controlled
of mill is often
primary cell, a. A cell which generates
composition
of
materials.
billets,
or
slabs.
This
type
sure, and the
makes its own electrical energy from the
patterns
called a blooming mill and sometimes a
Three types of primary dispersion
chemical action of its constituents. Exambeing of imcogging mill. ASM Gloss.
(anomalies)
recognized
as
the voltaic cell,
mineral. A minare:
(1)
the
geoples of primary cells arecell,
portance
in
prospecting
primary
mineral; original
and the dry
of
Daniell cell, LeClanche
formed
at
the same time
within
the
mass
eral which was
chemical province composition can be
p. 233. b. A
in concell. Morris and Cooper,
in
which
it
is
found,
as the rock
which the chemical
the raw
of
ores;
(2)
group of flotation cells in which
secondary mineral
a
to
correlated
with
certain
types
tradistinction
treatment,
by tho fluids
feed is given a preliminary
formed later than the rock. For example,
dispersion patterns formed
deposition;
and
(3)
either or both of the products being subbiotite in a granite is a primary mineral.
associated with ore produced by the mithe
sequently retreated. B.S. 3552, 1962.
If the biotite is altered to chlorite,
dispersion
patterns
dimineral,
low temperature.
primary chemical. A chemical obtainedfrom
is
termed
a
secondary
grating
gaseous
phase
at
chlorite
rectly by extraction and purification
since its formation was later than that of
Primary dispersion patterns may include
for example,
the
processes
of
metaa natural raw material;
the granite in which it occurs. Nelson.
the end products of
and magmatic
toluol from coal tar. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Compare secondary mineral.
morphism,
metasomatism
clay still reof minerals in primary
deposits
primary clay; residual clay. Alocation
differentiation
(separation
mineral deposits. Mineral
where
subdivided
into
299-300.
maining in the geographical
magma).
Lewis,
pp.
formed
from
magmas;
a molten
United Kingdom primary
of
drilling
deposits.
They
it was formed; in the by
syngenetic
and
epigenetic
drilling. The process
the china clay
through weathsuch a clay is typified sedimentary
holes in a solid rock lesige in preparation
are sub.jected to alterationmechanical,
clay.
is
and
of Cornwall. Compare
ering, both chemical and
for a blast by means of which the rock
deposits, which are
Dodd.
thrown
down.
Fay.
give
rise
to
secondary
primary coil. a. The coil through which the primary environment. See geochemical en.
divided into three .groups: sedimentary
in an induction
10.
inducing current passes
vironment.
Hawkes,
2,
p.
rocks, secondarily enriched ore deposits,
3d. b. A coil,
Digging in undisturbed
coil or transformer. Webster
primary
excavation.
forming part of an electrical machine or

--

primary mineral deposits
and residual or detrital ore
Lewis, p. 273.

deposits.

primary openings. Openings or voids existing when the rock was formed. In sedimentary rock, primary openings are usu-

ally the result of the arrangement and
nature of the original sediment. A.G.I.
primary ore. Ore that has remained practically unchanged from the time of original formation. .Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

primary ore minerals. Ore minerals are
classed as primary or hypogene, and secondary or supergene. The former were
deposited during the original period or
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priming tube

primary settling. The surface subsidence that

prime cost. Term used in contracting when
provisional sums are included in a bill of
quantities. Prime cost items normally include a 5 percent cash discount? packing
and dtlivery. They must be paid for by
the contractor to the supplier as part of
his contract. Abbreviation, P.C.. Pryor, 3.
prime mover. a. A machine which converts

manifests itself after a few months and
that usually constitutes 60 to 90 percent
of the total subsidence. It varies accord-

ing to the depth and thickness of the

seam, the nature of the overburden, the
mining method and the thoroughness of

the filling in the mined-out areas. The primary period is followed by the secondary
period in which the surface subsides gradually for a period of many years or even
decades. Stoces, v. 1, p. 497.

primary shaft. The shaft from surface in
which the first stage of hoisting is carried
out. Spalding.

periods of metallization; the latter are
alteration products of the former as a
result of weathering or other surficial

primary situation. A mineral found in the
rock in which it was formed. Hess.

designate the earliest of a sequence of

contain both earthy secondary minerals
that distintegrate in water to colloidal
sizes, and suitable electrolytes to furnish

processes resulting from descending surface waters. It has also been used to
ore minerals as contrasted with later

minerals of the same sequence, which
some writers have called secondary. This
gave rise to some confusion, and to avoid
this, Ransome proposed the terms hypogene and supergenc. Primary and hypogene are generally considered synonymous,

but hypogene, as the word implies, indicates formation by ascencEng solutions.
All hypogene minerals are necessarily pri-

mary, but all primary ore minerals are
not hypogene sedimentary hematite, for

example, is of primary deposition but has

been formed from ascending solutions.
Similarly, confusion has arisen with the
use of the word secondary, which is
eliminated by the better term supergene.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
primary phase. The first crystalline phase to

appear when a liquid is cooled. For example, in the A1208-SiO2 system, if a
liquid is formed containing 40 percent
A120,, and if this liquid is then cooled,

the primary phase, when solidification begins, will be mullite; if the liquid contains
80 percent Al20s, however, it can be seen
that the primary phase will be corundum.
Dodd.
primary pressure instruments. Manometers

and gages which can be calibrated without reference to another pressure measuring instrument. The mercury barometer
and dead weight scale are examples of
such primary pressure instruments. H&G.
primary radiation. Radiation coming directly
from the radioactive source. NCB.
primary recrystallization. A process by which
nucleation and growth of a new generation of strain-free grains occur in a

matrix which has been plastically

de-

formed. See also secondary recrystallization. ACSG, 1963.
primary reject elevator. A refuse elevator
which extracts the first or heavier reject;
usually situated at the feed end of the
washbox. B.S. 3552, 1962.
primary relict. A relict that was a constituent of the original rock, whether igneous
or sedimentary. Schieferdecker.
primary relief. Includes the continental platforms

and

ocean

basins

which

were

evolved during the early stages of the
earth when it was solidifying from the

molten state. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
primary salinity. Salinity of the soil due to

alkali salts of strong acids; for example,
sodium chloride. Bennett 2d, 1962.
primary screen. A screen used to divide coal
(usually raw coal) into sizes more suitable
for the subsequent cleaning of some or all
of them. B.S. 3552, 1962.

primary slime. Most ores and rocks as mined
the i ons necessary to stabilize dispersion

of fine particles. The viscosity and density
of this disperse system are such, that

coarser particles, which would settle in
water, are suspended, if any turbulence
exists at all; thus, primary slime is formed.
Taggart, p. 973.

primary solid solution. A constituent of al-

loys that is formed when atoms of an
element B are incorporated in the crystals
of a metal A. In most cases, solution in-

volves the substitution of B atoms for
some A atoms in the crystal structure of A,
but in a few instances the B atoms are
situated in the interstices between the A

atoms. C.T.D.
primary source. If an operation produces or
creates dust, it is termed a primary source.
Hartman, p. 59.
primary structure. a. The structure of a sedimentary rock which is dependent on the
conditions of deposition, mainly current
velocity and rate of sedimentation. A.G.1.
b. Those structural features that are contemporaneous with the first stages in the
formation of a rock. A banding or foliation that develops in a plutonic rock while
it is consolidating from magma is primary. A.G.1.
primary-type coal. The types of coal which
compose the banded and unbanded coalbeds. Also called banded ingredients or
rock types, that is, vitrain, clairain, durain, and fusain. See also banded ingredients. A.G.I.
primary washboz. The first of a series of
washboxes which receives the feed and
from which one product at least is given
further treatment. B.S. 3552, 1962.
primary washer. The first of a series of wash-

ers, receiving raw feed, from which at
least one product is retreated. B.S. 3552,
1962.

primary water supply. The principal or original source from which drilling water is
obtained, as opposed to recirculated water.
Long.
primary wave. Same as longitudinal wave.
primary zinc. Zinc produced by direct smelting from its ore. Camm.

primary ram. Portion of lode below that
changed by leaching and secondary enrichment, and characteristic of the

of ore most likely 'to persist into 1):

deeper levels of the mine: Pryor, 3.
prime. a. To add water to displace air and
promote suction, such as in an intake on
a pump. Long. b. In blasting, to place a

detonator in a cartridge or charge of
explosive. Nichols.

fuel or other natural energy into mechanical power. Nelson. b. A tractor or

other vehicle used to pull other machines.
Nichols. c. Any machine which is capable
of producing power to do work. Shell Oil
Co.

primer. a. A contrivance, as a cap, tube, or
wafer containing percussion powder or
other compound, for igniting an explosive
charge and itself ignited by friction percussion, or electricity. Webster 3d. b. The
cartridge

or that portion of a charge

which carries a detonator or is coupled
to Cordtex fuse and which detonates or
sets off the remainder of the charge. The
primer cartridge is placed at one end of
the charge with the detonator pointing
towards the charge and not away from it.
See also direct initiation. Nelson. c. In
blasting, the cartridge in which the cap
is placed. Streefkerk, p. 48. d. Usually
the combination of a dynamite cartridge

and a detonating cap. Nichols. e. The first
stage of explosion in rock-breaking with
high explosive is the firing of a detonator
embedded in a primer cartridge. Pryor, 3.
primer cartridge. The explosive cartridge into

which the detonator has been inserted.

B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
primer charge. A boosting charge placed in
contact with a detonator to ensure detonation of the main charge. B.S. 3618, 1964,
primseces. 6.

etal products, principally sheet and

plate, of the highest quality and free

from visible defects. ASM Gloss.
prime strata. In mine subsidence, the undisturbed strata lying outside the littoral
zone. Briggs, p. 61.

prime virgin mercury. A term used for mer-

cury produced by the mines. BuMines

Bull. 630, 1965, p. 574.

prime western spelter. See prime western
zinc. Bennett 2d, 1962.

prime western zinc. Low grade of virgin
zinc Containing about 98 percent zinc,

1.60 percent lead, 0.08 percent iron, with
no limitations on cadmium or aluminum.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
priming. a. Filling a pump, siphon, or pipe

column with water before starting the
appliance. Nelson. b. The act of adding
water to displace air, thereby promoting
suction, as in a suction line of a pump.
Long. c. Water used to promote initial
suction in a centrifugal or reciprocating
pump. Pryor, 3. d. Act of placing detonator in explosive charge. Pryor, 3. e. In
a boiler, the excessive carryover of fine
water particles with the steam due to in-

sufficient steam space, faulty boiler design,
or faulty operating conditions. Strock, 10.
priming cartridge. See primer. Nelson.

priming coat. A coating of binder applied

to a surface of natural compacted or

stabilized
Nelson.

soil before surface

priming horn. A miner's or quarryman's
pri,owder horn. Fay.
D_etonalng or fulminating
cntiler. Stanr.
w el ard 19
ins tube. A tube containing fulminating

powder for firing a charge. Standard,
1964. A detonator. Fay.

.%

dressing.

ing cylinder of a steam engine to dis-

charge the priming. Standard, 1964. b. A
valve connected with the discharge pipe
of a force pump through which the pump
may be primed. Fay.
primitive circle. In crystallography, the great
projection. Fay.
primitive form. A crystal form from which
other forms may be derived. Fay.
primitive period. With a periodic quantity,
the smallest increment of the independent

primitive rocks. Rocks supposed to be first

formed and containing no organic re-

mains, being irregularly crystallized and
aggregated without a cement, such as
granite, gneiss, and the like. See also
primary. Fay.

Prince Rupert's drops. Drops of glass that
have been highly stressed' by quenching;
when the tail of one of these drops is
broken the glass explodes to dust, but the
drop itself is immensely strong. These
drops were first made by Prince Rupert,
nephew of King Charles I. Dodd.
princess. Roofing slate 24 by 14 inches.
Pryor, 3.
principal. a. Primary, or leading function.

principal axis is the longest one in a

crystal. The principal valence is that at

which an element forms the greatest number of stable compounds. Pryor, 3. b. The
money lent or due. Hoov, p. 156.

principal axes. The principal axes cf an
area for a given point in its plane are
the two mutually perpendicular axes, pass-

ing through the point and lying in the
plane of the area, for one of which the

moment of inertia is greater, and for the
other less, than for any other co-planar
axis passing through that, point. If the
point in question is the centroid of the
area, these axes are called principal central axes. Ro.
principal axes of strain. In elastic theory,
the principal axes of the reciprocal strain
ellipsoid. The extensions of lines drawn

in these directions, in the unstrained state,
are stationary for small variations of di-

rection. One of them is the greatest extension, the other is the smallest. A.G.I.

principal axes of stress. The coordinate axes

along which no shearing stresses exist.
A.G.I.

principal axis. a. In the tetragonal and hexagonal systems, the vertical crystallographic

axis; hence what is the same thing in

uniaxial crystals, the optic axis. Fay. In
the orthorhombic and triclinic crystals,
the axis of the principal zone; the axis
with the shortest period, often the axis of
the principal zone. In monoclinic crystals,

the axis c, usually the axis of the prin-

cipal zone excluding the symmetry axis;
the symmetry axis b. A.G.I. b. In a transducer used for sound emission or reception, a reference direction for angular co-

ordinates used in describing the directional characteristics of the transducer.
It is usually an axis of structural symmetry or the direction of maximum response, but if these do not coincide, the

prWcipal earthquake. The strongest of a
greilecker.

pal meridian. a. A meridian line ac-

printing. Standard, 1964.
printer's bit. A small piece of refractory ma-

pendicular planes through a po:nt in a

stacking of decorated pottery ware before

major principal plane; minor principal
plane. ASCE P1826.

printies. Circular or oval depressions cut
into glass vessels. They are usually arranged in rows but sometimes cover the

vey photograph which is the intersection

printing. Printing on the enamel

which is effected by means of transfer

principal moment of inertia. The moment

itself. Hy.

consecutive number of earthquakes. Schis-

of inertia of an area about either prin-

through the initial point of a system of

coordinated township boundary lines. See

variable for which the function repeats

reference direction must be described explicitly. Hy.

also base line. See lye 2.

paper, using glass cutter. Positions design
around ware, cutting off excess with scissors and smoothing with soaped brush.
Redecorates ware by removing defective
portions of design with chemical solution
and fitting in patch cut from design.
D.O.T. Supp.
printed ware. Pottery, the decoration of

curately located, and used as a basis from
which to construct interior lines of monuments, called guide meridians for the use
of surveyors. Standard, 1964.b. In public
land surveys, the meridian established

priming valve. a. A safety valve on the work-

circle in the plane of a stereographic

prismatic layer
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priming valve

cipal axis. Ro.
principal plane. Each of three mutually per-

terial for use as a distance-piece in the
and during firing; an item of kiln furni-

soil mass on which the shearing stress is
zero. See also intermediate principal plane;

ture. See also kiln furniture. Dodd.

principal point. That point on an air sur-

entire surface. Haggar.

between the optical axis of the camera
and the center of the photograph. Ham.

ing raised letters or design. The ink for

principal section. In crystallography, the
plane passing through the optical axis of
a crystal. Standard, 1964.
principal stresses. The normal stresses on
three mutually perpendicular planes on
which there are no shear stresses. ASM

this work is composed of a suitable mix-

ture of oils as a vehicle and a ceramic

printing oxide. Hansen.
printing body. In ceramics pottery when in
condition to be printed; biscuit. Standard,
1964.

Gloss.

principal tectonic. Synonym for synorogenic.
A.G.I.

principle of Archimedes. See Archimedes'
principle. Ham.

principle of moments. a. The algebraic sum
of any number of forces with respect to
a point, equals the moment of their re-

sultant about that point. Crispin. b. A

body will be in equilibrium when the sum
of the clockwise moments equals the sum
of the anticlockwise moments, or the
algebraic sum of all the moments is zero.
Morris and Cooper, p. 153.

principle of superposition. In order to determine the stress in a member due to a
system of applied forces, the system can
be split up into several component forces

and their moments and reactions added
in order to calculate the total stress. Ham.

principle of uniformity. Synonym for uniformitarianism. A.G.I.

Pringap. Eng. The distance between two
mining possessions in Derbyshire. An odd

piece of mining ground of less than half
a mere. Fay.
Prhrs process. A dense-media process in
Inhich large-size coal is separated from
the refuse in a flowing bed of small coal
in a reciprocating launder. Refuse sinks
to the bottom. The small coal is screened
from the coarse refuse and returned to
the head of the launder hy a drag conveyor. The floating large coal passes over
skimmers in the trough to the discharge
chute. Mitchell, p. 530.
Prins washer. A combination trough washer
and jig bi which the feed enters the unit
through the central launder where stratification takes place. The stratified material

overflowing the stationary trough is divided at the first opening in the shaking

jig, allowing the upper stratum of the

material to flow onto the top deck of the
jig while the lower stratum enters the jig
reclean chamber. Mitchell, p. 431.
print. a. In founding, a projection on a
core, by which it is placed and held in
proper position in a mold; a core point.

Standard, 1964. b. An impression of a
pattern or Of a part thereof, as in mold-

ing sand. Standard, 1964.
print decorator. One who applies designs to

chinaware. Cuts design from sheet

is done

with a rubber or composition stamp hav-

of

printing ink. See ceramic ink. ACSG, 1963.
print inspector. One who looks for defective
decoration of printed pottery and porcelain ware. D.O.T. 1.
priorite. A titanoniobate of yttrium, cerium,
and other rare-earth minerals (Y,Er,Ca,
FeTh) (Ti,Cb)206. An end-member of
the isomorphous eschynite-priorite series;
orthorhombic, moderately to strongly radioactive; black, but dark brown to yellow

by alteration; occurs in granite pegma-

tites with euxenite, zircon, monazite, xeno-

time, allanite, and other rare-earth minerals; it is also found as detrital crystals
in placers. Dana, 7, v. 1, p. 793; Crosby,
pp. 18-19.
prism. a. In crystallography, an open form
of three or more similar faces parallel to
a single axis; the shape of its cross section
is generally used as a modifier, as trigonal

prism, rhombic prism, or dihexagonal
prism. A.G.I. b. In crystallography, any
prism that is parallel to the vertical axis
c. Obsolete. A.G.I. c. The liquid mobile

volume of a stream. The volume of a
length of embankment or excavation.
Seelye, 1. d. A solid with ends that are

siinilar, equal and parallel polygons, and
with sides that are parallelograms. Jones,
2, p. 116.
prismatic. a. In optics, resembling the col-

ors formed by the

refraction

of light

through a prism. Shipley. b. In crystallography, having elongation in one direction, commonly parallel to one of the
crystallographic axes; also parallel to the
faces of a crystal, as prismatic cleavage.
Shipley.

prismatic compass. Surveyor's compass, usually portable and handheld in which the
graduated rotating 'scale to which the
needle is attached is read through a
prism while sighting. Pryor, 3.
primatic glatil. Glass that has been pressed
or rolled to Produce a pattern of prisms;

these refract light passing through the
glass. The term is sometimest erroneously,

applied to lens fronted tubing. See also

lens-fronted tubing. Dodd..
prismatic layer. A layer, in pearl or motherof-pearl, composed of minute crystals of

aragonite arranged with their principal
axes perpendicular to the surface of the
layer. Shipley.

prismatic moonstone
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prismatic moonstone. Clouded chalcedony.
Shipley.

prismatic plane. In noncubic crystals, any
plane that is parallel to the principal c

axis. ASM Gloss.
prismatic quartz. Io lite. Shipley.
prismatic sulfur. See monoclinic sulfur.
cooper, p. 277.
prismatic system. See orthorhombic system.
C.M.D.
prismatic telescope. A telescope having an
eyepiece fitted with a prism which reflects
at 900. See also diagonal eyepiece. Ham.

prism level. A kind of dump level with a
mirror over the level tube, and a pair of
prisms so placed that the position of the
level bubble can be determined by the
levelman without moving his head from
the eyepiece. Webster 3d.

prismoid. Any solid, bounded by planes,

whose end-faces ate parallel. It is usually
understood to include also figures whose
bounding surfaces are warped surfaces.
Seelye, 2.

prismoidal. A figure resembling a prism.
Gordon.

prismoidal formula. A formula used in the
calculation of earthwork quantities. It
states that the volume of any prismoid is
equal to one-sixth its length multiplied by
the sum of the two end-areas plus four
times the mid-area. C.T.D.
prism square. An optical square in which
the fixed right angle is obtained by reflection from a prism. Ham.
private coal car. One having other than railroad ownership which is marked with the

name of the owner or lessee; bears his
permanent reporting marks (or initials),
and car number; is equipped as required
for railroad operation; is under control
of the owner or lessee as to use; and is
subject to the provisions of the agency
mileage tariff of the carriers as to pay-

ment therefore. Hess.
prize. Leic. To lift or loosen with a lever or
a pick. Fay.
proactinium. See protactinium.

probability. Mathematically, for an event
which can occur in a ways and fail in b
ways, the probability of occurrence is
a
a + b and of failure
Pryor, 3.

a+b

probable error. For a series of measurements, the range inside which half the
observations are contained. Pryor, 3.

probable ore. a. A class of ore whose occurrence is to all essential purposes reasonably assured but not absolutely certain.

A definite grade can be assigned to the
tons thus classified, but mining excavations have not progressed to the stage
where the probable tons are available to
current mining, although the tonnage
could become ready for withdrawal in a
relatively short time. The grade assigned
to many probable ore blocks may be the

grade determined for contiguous developed blocks. Some probable ore thus distinguished may be the essential counterpart of some measured ore as classified
under the governmental plan. Forrester,
p. 554. b. Ore partly exposed by develop-

ment, sampling, driving, or dnlling, but
not fully blocked out (that is, exposed

in panels). Usually such ore ranks

as

probable when exposed and sampled on
two or three sides. Pryot, 3.
probable performance curve. A performance

curve allowing the expected results of a

Proctor dryer

coal-preparation treatment.
1962.

B.S.

3552,

probable reserves. Areas of coal or mineral
lying beyond the developed reserves but
still close enough to be considered proved

within ordinary probability. Where the
acreage of probable reserves is known

from maps or surveys, the tonnage of coal
may be calculated as: (1) Theoretical
tonnage = 101.37 x specific gravity of coal=

tons per inch per acre; and (2) workable

tonnagededuct 10 to 20 percent

process flowsheet. A basic flowsheet indicating
the main operational steps within the

plant, the movement of the various materials between the steps, and the final
products obtained, and often also the
quantities

of material with which the

plant must be capable of dealing at various points. B.S. 3552, 1962.
process heat reactor. A nuclear reactor that
produces heat for use in manufacturing
processes. L&L.

or

more according to geological report and
the area's known consistency. See also

processing. a. The various artificial methods
adopted for strengthening a soil, such as
compaction, treatment with bitumen, lime,

probe. a. A small tube containing the sens-

Nelson. b. The methods employed to clean,

can be lowered into a borehole to obtain
measurements and data. Long. b. To conduct a search for mineral-bearing ground
by drilling or boring. Long. c. To lower

Nelson. See also plant mix.
process inspector. One who repairs flaws,

economic coal reserves. Nelson.

ing element of electronic equipment, which

drill rods, etc., to locate obstructions

and/or to determine the attitude of a

piece of junk in a borehole. Long. d. Electrode used in measuring a potential difference. Schieferdecker.
probertite. A colorless hydrous borate of so-

dium and calcium,

Na20.2Ca0.513103.-

10H20; columnar, radiated; monoclinic.
From Kramer District, Kern County,
Calif. Locally known as boydite. Inde-

pendently described as kramerite. English.
probing. Thrusting a pointed steel rod down
through sand or soft clays to contact the

seam or ore body. The point of the rod

is examined for traces of coal or mineral.
See also auger. Nelson.

probing a hole. Using a probe attached to
a Geiger counter to detect radioactivity
in a drill hole. Ballard.
probitumen. Spores, algae, and resins con-

tained in coalpotential source of coal

bitumen. Tomkeieff, 1954.
proceedings. The term proceedings is broader than the term action, yet in the mining

law it is used in the sense of action and

refers to the commencement of an action.

It is used to enable a party to institute

such proceedings under the different forms

of actions allowed by the state and federal courts. Ricketts, I.
procello. In glassmaking, a pair of spring
tongs with flat jaws, used to reduce the
external diameter of a glass object as it

rotated by the

cement, etc. See

also soil stabilization.

process, and prepare coal and metallic
ores into the final marketable product.

such as blisters, bruises, and other surface
marks, on enameled metal parts. Removes

enamel from broken surfaces, using a
metal probe, and fills cavitks with thick

enamel undercoat applied to surfaces with
fingers. Also called patcher; touchup man.
D.O.T. 1.
processioner. An official land surveyor.
Standard, 1964.
processioning. The official inspection of
boundaries and maintenance of surveyors'
marks, as in North Carolina and Tennessee. Standard, 1964.

process lag. In flotation, process lag is the
delay or retardation in the response of
the controlled variable at a point of
measurement to a change in value of the
manipulated variable. Fuerstenau, p. 545.
process metallurgy; production metallurgy.
a. That branch of metallurgy that deals
with the recovery or extraction of metals
from their ores. Henderson. b. Usually
synonymous with extractive metallurgy.
ASM Gloss.

process of mining. The prospecting or developing of ground by shaft, tunnel, or
other opening, whether mineral is extracted at a profit or at all; by quarrying;

or by dredging the bed or banks of a

waterway for the purpose of obtaining

mineral therefrom. 1?icketts, I.
process scrap. The scrap arising during the
manufacture of finished articles from iron

and steel, and usually returned to steel-

pontil. Also spelled

works after sorting and processing by

gical operations conducted to an end.

process tolerance. The dimensional variations

processing, large-scale beneficiation of
ores. Processing, or dressing, operations
may include crushing, sorting, sizing, grinding, classification, dewatering, leaching,

prochlorite. One of the chlorite group. A
green silicate of magnesium and aluminum with chemically combined water;

is

procellas; pucellas. Standard, 1964.
process. a. A series of chemical or metallurWebster 3d. b. As term is used in mineral

amalgamation, gravity treatment flotation,
magnetic and electrostatic treatment, and
pyrometallurgy. Pryor, 3, See also dry
process; gob process; wet process. ACSG,
1963.

process annealing. In the sheet and Wire industries, heating a ferrous alloy to a
temperature close to, but below, the lower
limit of the transformation range and then

cooling, in order to soften the alloy for

further cold working. ASM Gloss.
process companies. Companies formed for
the pumose of exploiting patented processes. Many of these have some bearing on
mining and metallurgy. Hoot), p. 255.
process fishscaling. Fishscaling that appears
during the drying or firing cycle of cover
coat application. ASTM C286-65.

scrap merchants. See also circulating scrap.

Nelson.'

of a part characteristic of a specific process, once the setup is made. ASM Gloss.

ferrous iron substitutes partially for magnesium. Monoclinic, occurring in metamorphic rocks. C.T.D.
Proctor compaction curve. See compaction
curve. ASCE P1826.
Proctor compaction test. A method of compacting soils in a laboratory so as to
give comparative results. By weighing different compacted samples of the same soil,
optimum moisture content can be determined. See also compaction. Ham.
Proctor dryer. The original Proctor dryer of

the early 1920's was a tunnel dryer for

heavy clay and refractory. bricks ; drying

was achieved by air recirculating over
heated steam coils, or over pipes carrying

hot waste gases. Today, Proctor dryers

still operate on the same principle but are
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profilograph

production gang. A team of men employed

also geophysical prospecting. Nelson.
profile of equilibrium (shore). a. There is a
profile of equilibrium which the water
would ultimately impart, if allowed to
carry its work to completion. The continual change of shoreline and the supply
of new drift are everchanging conditions
with which no fixed form can be in equilibrium. There are, however, certain adjustments of current slope, and load which
when once attained, are maintained with
some constancy. The form involved in
these adjustments is commonly known as

Proctor dryer
made in a variety of types suitable for

all kinds of ceramic product. Dodd.
Proctor penetration curve. See penetration
resistance curve. ASCE P1826.

Proctor penetration needle. A quick and
convenient method for testing the resistance of a fine-grained soil to penetration

at a standard rate of one-half inch per
second. Needles from 1 to 0.05 square
inch area are used and a spring balance
indicates the pressure required for the
needle to penetrate the soil. See also

penetrometer, soil. Nelson.
Proctor penetration resistance. See penetration resistance. ASCE P1826.
Proctor plasticity needle. An approximate
measurement of the resistance of a soil to
penetration at a standard rate of IA inch
per second. See also California-bearing
ratio. Ham.
prodelta clays. The fine muds or silts which
make up the bottomset portion of crossbedding. These are deposited in the sea
offshore from a river delta. A.G.I.
prod mark. A short ridge, parallel to the
current, which unlike flute casts, rises
down-current and ends abruptly. PettiJohn.

produce. a. The marketable ores or minerals

produced by mining and dressing. Fay.
b. Corn. The amount of fine copper in
one hundred parts of ore. Fay.

producer. a. One who extracts ore or coal
from mines, rock from quarries, metals
from ore by metallurgical processes, etc.
See also production. Fay. b. A producing
well. A.G.I. Supp. c. A furnace or apparatus that produces combustible gas to be
used for fuel and is usually of the updraft type which forces or draws air or a
mixture of air and steam through a layer
of incandescent fuel (as coke) with the
resulting gas consisting chiefly of carbon

monoxide, hydrogen, and nitrogen. Webster 3d.
producer gas. Obtained by the partial combustion of coal or coke in air. It consists
mainly of carbon monoxide and nitrogen,
with small proportions of hydrogen (obtained by the "water gas" reaction),
methane (obtained by the partial carbonization of coal), and carbon clioxide (resulting from conditions unfavorable for the
complete conversion of carbon to carbon

monoxide). Francis, 1965, v. 2, p. 376.

producing horizon. Rock from which oil or
gas is produced. Institute of Petroleum,
1961.

producing sand. A rock stratum that contains recoverable oil or gas. Strictly, the
term would apply only to a sandstone,
but in loose usage it also applies to other
sedimentary rocks. Williams.

producing well. A well from which oil or
gas is obtained in commercial quantities.
A.G.I. Supp.
producing zone. The part of a sandstone or
other reservoir rocks that yields oil and/or
gas. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
product. Percent of metal in ore. Gordon.

production. That which

is

produced or

made; any tangible result of industrial or
other labor. Standard, 1964. The yield or
output of a mine, metallurgical plant, or
quarry. Fay .

production checker. In metal mining, one

who keeps a record of the number of containers (cars, buckets, or skips) raised to

the surface, and the amount of ore con-

tained in each, estimating or weighing the
contents. D.O.T. 1.

at the face on production, covering all
face operations, maintenance, and sup-

plies. See also development gang. Nelson.
production reactor. A reactor designed primarily for large-scale production of plutonium by neutron irradiation of uranium
238. Also, a reactor used primarily fcr the
production of isotopes. L&L.
productive. Yielding payable ore. Fay.
productive development. The headings, and
levels excavated in a coal seam, preparatory to opening out working faces, may
be termed productive development. These
drivages are planned to prove and render
accessible the maximum area of coal for
the minimum yardage of development

work. The modern trend is to make in
the seam development as productive as

possible with the aid of machines. See also
unproductive development. Nelson.

productive land. That which has produced
farm crops within the five previous years.
Woodruff, v. 3, p. 447.
productivity. a. A term closely allied to, and
may be expressed as the O.M.S. of a face
or colliery or metal mine. Productivity
will vary with the degree of mechanization and multishift working; it is also a
function of the horsepower, of a suitable
nature, at the disposal of each miner.
See also intensive machine mining. Nelson.

b. The efficiency with which economic

resoutces (men, materials, and machines)
are employed to produce goods and services. Crispin.

product of inertia of an area. The product

of inertia of an area with respect to a
pair of rectangular axes in its plane is
the sum of the products obtained by
multiplying each element of the area dA
by its coordinates with respect to those
axes, x and y; it is therefore the quantity
dA.xy. Ro.

profile. a. A vertical section of a soil show-

ing the nature and sequence of its vari-

ous zones. Webstqr 3d. 13. A drawing used

in civil engineering to show a vertical
section of the ground along a surveyed
line or graded work. Webster 3d. c. A
graph showing as ordinate the variation
of some geophysical quantity along a
straight line against horizontal distance
on this line as abscissa, for example, a
gravity profile. A.G.I. d. In seismic prospecting, the data resulting from a single
series of observations made at one geo-

graphic location with a linear arrangement of seismometers. Also used as an

adjective or verb, as profile shooting, con-

tinuous profiling. A.G.I. e. See soil profile. ASCE P1826. f. An outline, contour,
or drawing showing the outline of a vertical section through a bit, borehole, etc.
As applied to diamond bits, the profile

serves to illustrate the shape of the bit

crown. Compare double-round nose; flat
face bit; single-round nose. Long. g. In
ceramics, a metal plate giving in hollow
section the exterior out/ine of half of the
object to be made, so that when placed
against the clay on the rotating throwing
wheel it will shape it to the desired form.
Standard, 1964.

profile flying. The technique of flying at a
constant height above the ground during
airborne mineral exploration. Generally,

the aircraft maintains a height of 300
or 500 feet above ground. This often involves a series of skillfully controlled
climbs and dives over rolling ground. See
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the profile of equilibrium. A.G.I. b. A
(shore) profile on which the incoming
and outgoIng of beach graveJ and sand is
balanced. A.G.!. c. A marine platform
consisting of a wave-cut platform which
extends

to shore and a built platform

farther seaward whose slope has become
smooth and nearly. uniform. At all points
on the slope 'there is a balance between
erosion and deposition. This profile,
termed a graded profile or profile of
equilibrium, is slightly concave, being
steepest near the shore. A.G.I. d. A profile of equilibrium, or graded profile, is a
river profile in which the slope at every
point is just sufficient to enable the stream
to carry its load of sediment, neither
depositing sediment nor eroding the riverbed. A.G.I.
profile paper. Paper ruled horizontally and
vertically with equidistant lines to scale,
for convenience in drawing engineering
1p9ro6fi41.es
in either direction. Standard,

profile shooting. A refraction type of seismic shooting in which the shots and detectors are laid out on long lines. Successive shots are taken at uniform or
almost uniform intervals along each line,
and successive detector spreads are shifted

about the same distance as the corresponding shot points so as to keep the
range of shot-detector distances approximately the same for all shots. Generally,
shots are received from opposite directions

on each detector spread. The distance
range is chosen so that the first, or where
desired the second, arrivals will be refracted from a particular formation such

as the basement or a high-speed lime-

stone marker. The proper distance is usually determined from time-distance plots
based on experimental shooting at the
onset of the program. Dobrin, p. 89.
profiling. Any operation which produces an
irregular contour on a workpiece, a tracer
or template-controlled duplicating equipment usually being employed. ASA( Gloss.
Profilm. The trade name for a specially pre-

pared paper consisting of a thin coating
of shellac on a waxed paper backing. In
silk screen work, profilm paper is used
for stencils, the design being cut from
the material before fusing into the silk
mesh and removing the paper backing.
Enam.

profilograph. An appliance for plotting the

perimeter profile of an airway on a reduced scale, and primarily used when

taking air measurements underground. It
consists of a pivoted arm mounted on a
chart board and arranged to align itself
with the direction of a cord extending to
successive points around the airway. A
marking pointer moves to a radial position proportional to the radial length of
the extended cord. A slight pressure causes

the pointer to make a dot on the chart

and thus by moving the cord from point
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temperature in steps or continuously during the aging cycle. See also aging. Compare interrupted aging. ASM Gloss.
progressive die. A die in which two or more
sequential operations are performed at

project plans. A series of plans of a pro-

profilograph
to point the perimeter profile is plotted
on a reduced scale. Nelson.

profilometer. a. An exceedingly accurate

instrument for measuring the smoothness
or roughness of a surface. As a diamond-

pointed tracer arm is moved across a

surface, the arm, by moving a coil in an
electric field, causes the generation of a
current in proportion to the roughness of
the surface, which is registered by an
indicating needle. Crispin. b. See M.R.E.
profilometer. Roberts, I, p. 61.
profit. When one speaks of the interest on a
mining investment, the rate mentioned
ordinarily consists of the normal rate plus
a substantial additional rate that represents the profit that should accrue in
proportion to the hazardous nature of the
mining business. In this sense, the rate
of interest in most forms of mining should

be high; to be satisfied with less than

10 percent annually would show a lack
of acumen. Hoov, p. 157.
profit-and-loss account. Form used in presenting accounts which shows the gross

balance over a working or trading period,
plus the net balance and the expencliture.
Pryor, 3.
profit-and-loss statement. A statement show-

ing in detail the sum to be added to, or
subtracted from, the net worth of a business as a result of operations during the

fiscal period. Hoov, p. 448.
profit in sight. Probable grou profit from a
nune's ore reserves, as distinct from the
ground still to be blocked out. Fay.
proforma invoice. One which does not charge

for goods marked, but shows cost details.
Pryor, 3.
preglacial deposit. A deposit laid down be-

yond the outer limit of a glacier but
made of material, or laid down by waters,
derived from the glacier. Outwash deposits and glacial-lake deposits are examples. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

preglacial lake. A lake occupying a basin
in front of a glacier generally in direct
contact with the ice. Varves commonly
formed in such lakes. A.GJ. Supp.
proglyph. Term applied to a cast of markings such as grooves. Pettijohn.
prograde. To build a beach outward. Hess.
prograded coast. See shoreline of progradation. Schieferdecker.
prograding. See accretion. Schieferdecker.
program. Sequence of steps to be performed.
Preparation is called programming, done
by a programmer. Pryor, 3.

progress. The rate of penetration, usually
stated in terms of feet drilled per shift
of depth of hole at a stated time. Long.
progress chant. A chart or graph forming a
continuous record, which is kept up to
date, of the amount of work done on a
major project. It may take the form of a
bar graph, divided into sections representing different jobs to be done, estimated and actual completion dates, etc.
The chart covers the entire project from
the initial site preparation or drivage to
Completion. Nelson.
progression. Usually known as traversing, in

wnich a traverse is carried out with a
plane table set up at each survey station,
in turn, using an alidade to align the

backsight and foresight, and measuring
either-by tape or by stadia the distance
between the stations. The traverse lines
are recorded on the plane table as they

are made. Ham.
progressive aging. Aging by increasing the

two or more positions, the work being

moved from station to station. ASM Gloss.
progressive failure. Failure in which the ultimate shearing resistance is progressively
mobilized along the failure surface. ASCE

P1826.
progressive forming. Sequential forming at
consecutive stations either with a single
die or with separate dies. ASM Gloss.
progressive powder. A gunpowder made so
that it burns slowly until the projectile
moves, and then with increasing rapidity,
to avoid the extreme pressure caused by

the explosion of powders in which the

posed new mine or reconstruction which
are drawn up for the purpose of obtain-

ing approval of the project. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 1.

proksolin. A term that has been applied to
an amorphous intermediate product in the
process of kaolinization. See also kaolinization. Dodd.
prolapsed bedding. A series of flat folds with
near-horizontal axial planes contained entirely within a bed with undisturbed

boundaries. Pettijohn.
prolong. Secondary condenser used in zinc
industry. Bureau of Mines Staff.
promethium. A rare earth element discovered in the fission products of uranium.
It is prepared in a cyclotron by bombard-

ing neodymium with protons and from
nuclear reactor fuels by ion-exchange

combustion is instantaneous. Webster 3d.
A slow-burning explosive. Compare propellant explosives. Fay.
progressive sand waves. Sand waves that migrate down-current. Pettijohn.

separations. Fourteen isotopes, promethium
141 to promethium 154, have 13een made;
the longest lived isotope, promethium 145,

water particles are in maximum motion in

half life of 2.5 years. Symbol, Pm; valence,

progressive wave. Wave motion in which

one direction when at the high point of

the wave, a maximum in the opposite direction at the low point of the wave, and

exhibit no motion at the midpoints be-

tween. Hy.
project. In operational procedures, any set
of actions directed toward a specific aim
or objective. Taylor.
project data. Basic information needed by
engineers concerned with design, site development, machine and housing assembly, plant erection, contract supervision
ancl coordination when planning, erecting

and bringing into operation a new mine
and its attendant services, including the
ore treatment plant. Pryor, 3.
projected diameter. Of a particle, that of

circle which has the same area as the

projected profile. Pryor, 3.
projected pipe. A pipe laid on the surface be-

fore building a fill that buries it Nichols.
projection. a. A plan showing the proposed
direction and location of entries, rooms,
shafts, fans, and watercourses. Such projections frequently cover the entire property to be worked by any mine anoi all
completed work, though the latter is not
strictly projection. Zorn. b. Synonym for
exposure. See also exposure, a. Long.
c. Synonym for outcrop. Long. d. In mapping, a geometric (or mathematical) sys-

tem of constructing the true mendians

and parallels, or the plane rectangular coordinates on a map. Seelye, 2. e. A geometrically or mathematically derived por-

trayal of the surface of the geoid on a
plane surface. The requirement for a
particular projection is that it show the

features of the surface of the earth with
a minimum of distortion of distances, directions, shapes, and areas. Hy. f. The
act or result of constructing a figure upon
a plane or other two-dimensional surface

that corresponds point for point with a
sphere, a spheroid, or tome other threedimensional form. Fay.

projection balance. Shows movement of
pointer by means of an illuminated scale.
Pryor, 3, p. 35.
projection welding. Resistance weld;ng in
which the welds are localized at projections, embouments, or intersections. ASM
Gloss.

projector. An underwater acoustic transnit-

ter. Hy.
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has a half-life of 18 years; and the most
useful isotope, promethium 147, has a

3; atomic number, 61; meltint point,
1,035° C; and boiling point, 200° C.

CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-51,

B-I29.

promising. Looking as if likely to turn out
well; as in mining, a promising prospect.
Fay.

promontory. a. A projecting tongue of lode
surrounded on three sides by stoped
ground. Spalding. b. A cape of comparatively high land. Also called headland;
head. Schieferdecker.
promoter. a. Entrepreneur; introducer of fi-

nance for a mining venture. Pryor, 3.

b. A reagent used in froth-flotation process, usually called the collector. See also
collector. Pryor, 3. c. A substance which
increases the activity of a catalyst. C.T.D.

prompt criticality. The state of a reactor
when the fission chain reaction is sustained

solely by prompt neutrons; that is, with-

out the help of delayed neutrons. Lin.

prompt neutrons. Neutrons that are emitted
in

less than one-millionth of a second

following nuclear fission, as distinct from

delayed neutrons, which are emitted at
time intervals after fission
has occurred. Prompt neutrons comprise
appreciable

about 99 percent of fission neutrons. L&L.

prong. Eng. The forked end of the bucketpump rods for attachment to the traveling valve and seat. Fay.
prongs. The fingerlike springs on a basket

core lifter. Ste also basket core lifter.
Long.

Prony's dynamometer. A dynamometer for
obtaining data for computing power delivered by turbines and other waterwheels,

or from the flywheel of an engine, or

transmitted by shafting. Fay.
proof. See rod proof. ASTM C162-66.
proof load. A predetermined load, generally

some multiple of the service load, to
which a specimen or structure is submit-

ted before acceptance for use. ASM Gloss.

proof spirit. Old standard of alcoholic content of liquid, based on that strength of
the alcohol to water mixture which, when

poured on to gunpowder, just permitted ignition. Now, 57.1 percent ethanol. Therefore, 70 percent proof is 70 x 57.1/100 or

40 percent alcohol Official Great Britain
definition requires a spirit which at 51*

F weighs 12/13 of an equal weight of

distilled water at the same temperature.
Pryor, 3.

proof stress. a. The stress that will cause a
specified small permanent set in a material. ASM Gloss. b. A bpecified stress to
be applied to a member or structure to
indicate its ability to withstand service
loads. ASM Gloss.

prop. a. Underground supporting post set
across the lode seam, bed, or other opening. Pryor, 3. b. In mining, a roof support, usually temporary. B.C.I. c. A timber set upright or at right angles to the
dip, to support the roof rock. Fay. d. A
strut or post in tunnel construction work,

either vertical or raking, usually of round
timber, used as a support, or stay. A raking prop is sometimes called a raker. Fay.
e. See post, b.; steel prop. Notun.
propagate. To transmit oi spread from plce

to place; as coal dust propagates a ne
explosion. Fay.

propagated blast. A blast consisting of a
number of unprimed charges of explosives

and only one hole primed, generally for
the purpose of ditching, where each
charge is detonated by the explosion of
the adjacent one, the shock being transmitted through the wet soil. In this method, one detonator fired in the middle of a
line of holes is capable of bringing about
the explosion of several hundred such

charges. Fay.
propagation. In general, propagation is said
to occur when the flame of an explosion
travels over considerable areas of a mine
in such manner as might result in loss of

life were men in the mine. In standard
propagation tests, propagation is said to
occur when the flame travels to the end
of the prepared dust zones. If the flame
stops short of the end of the zone, propa-

gation is not obtained. Rice, George S.
propagation anomaly. The difference between the actual propagation loss for a
given length of water path and the nominal value of propagation loss identified
with the distance covered by that path.
Hy.

propagation loos. The transmission Ion associated with any given length of ray path
in the water. Hy.
propagation test. SOf standard propagation
test. Rice, George S.
propane. A saturated hydrocarbon containing three carbon atoms, gaseous at normal
temperature and pressure, but generally
stored and transported as a liquid under
pressure. Used for domestic heating and
cooking, and for certain industrial pur-

Nies, such as metal cutting. See also

bottle gas. Institute of Petroleum, 1961.
prop az. Eng. An iron ax, with a wooden
handle, used by the deputies in drawing
or setting props. Fay.

prop-crib thnberieg. Shaft timbering with
cribs kept at the proper distance apart
by means of props. Fay.
prop cutter. Sae timber cutter. D.O.T.].
prop drawer. a. A sylyester or other appliance for withdrawang props from the
waste area in coal mi ning. See also monkey winch. Nelson. b. A workman who
withdraws props and allows the roof to
collapse. Props are withdrawn when caving of the roof is adopted. Nelson. C. See
timber robber. D.O.T. 1.
propellant. Sae low explosive. Bennett, 2d,
1962.

propellant explosives. Those explosives in
which the velocities of combustion are

prop stay
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regulated, either by chemical composition
or by preparing the explosive in various
shapes. Fay.

propeller. The zotating curved blade of a
rotary pump or fan. See also impeller.
Nelson.

propeller fan. a. Axial-flow ventilating fan
used to blow fresh air into mine workings or to extract foul air. Pryor, 3. b. A
fan having an impeller other than of the
centrifugal-type rotating in an orifice, the
air flow into and out of th f. impeller not
being confined by any casing. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 2.

propeller pump. This type of pump, often
called axial-flow, develops most of its head

by the propelling or lifting action of the
vanes upon the liquid. The impeller is
single-inlet with the flow entering axially
and discharging nearly axially into a
guided case. The spejfic speed is usually
above 9,000. The impeller closely resembles a ship'? propeller. These pumps are
built in horizontal or vertical casings, and
are primarily used in handling sludge,
dewatering pits, sewage pumping, and
similar duties requiring large capacities

and heads under 100 feet. Pit and Q,uarry,
53d, Sec. E, p. 88.

propeller shaft Usually a main drive shaft
fitted with universal j oints. Nichols.
propel shaft. In a revolving shovel, a shaft

used to include any mixture containing a
liquid explosive. Fay.
proplatinum. A trade name of a white alloy,
72.0 percent nickel, 23.6 percent silver,
3.7 percent bismuth, and 0.7 percent gold;
used as a substitute for platinum. Brady,
p. 404.
proportion. A statement of equality between
two ratios. When one ratio is equal to
another ratio, they are said to be in proportion. Jones 2, p. 63.
proportional action. Movement of a regu-

lating unit directly in proportion to the
magnitude of the error in the system un-

der control. Pryor 3, p. 32.
proportional control action. As used in flo-

tation, action in which there is a con-

tinuous linear relation between the output
and the input. Fuerstenaut p. 549.
proportional counter. A gas-filled, radiation-

detection tube in which the pulse produced is proportional to the number of
ions formed in the gas by the primary

ionizing particle. ASM Gloss.
proportional limit. The greatest stress which
a material is capable of developing without any deviation from proportionality of
stress to strain (Hooke's law). In the case

of rocks, this term and elastic limit are
restricted to short-time tests as in tests
of long duration they slowly and perma-

nently deform, even at stresses below the
short-time proportional limit. Stokes and

which transmits engine power to the walking mechanism. Nichols.
proper proportion (of a cut gemstone). In a
transparent stone the proportion of the
mass above and elelow the girdle, as well

proportional plus integral cattrol adios. As
used in flotation. action in which the
output is proportional to a linear com-

the girdle, which will produce the greatest

proportional phis behind plus derivative

as the angles of the facets in relation to

brilliancy from the particular species.

These proportions vary with the refractive
index of the gem species. Shipley.

properties. Term loosely used to mean the
physical properties and optical properties
of a gemstone or its substitute. Shipley.
properties of sections. These include the
cross-sectional area of a structural member, its moment of inertia, section modulus, and other geometrical properties essential for accurate design calculations.
Ham.

property man. In bituminous coal mining,
one who keeps record of location and has
charge of distribution of coal cutting machines, drills, loaders, and other mechani-

cal equipment in and about the mine.

D.O.T. I.
proper working load. The maximum load
that a rope should be permitted to support under working conditions. Sff also
working load. Zern.
prop-free. In longwall mining of a coal seam,
a face with no posts between the coal and
the conveyor used to remove it. Pryor, 3.

prop-free frost. a. In coal mining, longwall
working in which support to the roof is
given by roof beams cantilevered from
behind the working face. This leaves unobstructed room for dining and conveying equipment in a mechanized working.
Pryor, 3. b. Such a face is necessary where
armored flexible conveyors are used to

carry a coal cutter or power loader. See
also

link bar; self-advancing supports.

Nelson.

propkylcol dinitrate upissive. A

term used by Dr. Charles E. -Munroe to
define an explosive containing the liquid
ingredients named, in contradhtinction to
dynamite, which contains nitroglycerin. In
commerce the term dynamite is loosely
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Varna's, 1955.

bination of the input and to the time

integral of the input. Fuerstenau, p. 549.
control adios. As used in flotation, action

in which the output is proportional to a
linear combination of the input, to the
time integral of input, and to the time
rate of change of input. Fuarstanau, p.
549.

proportion's*, Measuring by weight or by

volume the constituents, before mixing of
concrete, mortar, or plaster. See also
batching plant. Ham.
proposition. A project plan, undertaking, or
situation requiring action (as dealing with,
managing, operating, carrying out) with
reference to it. Webster 3d.

propping. The setting of timber props in
mine workings. Nelson.

propping agent. A name given to sand or
other granulated rock material used to
prop the artificial crevice formed when
underground formations are hydraulically

fractured. Sff also hydraulic fracturing.
prop retriever. See prop drawer.

props. a. N. of Eng. Timber or steel supports for the roof. Steel props may be
adjustable. Trist. b. Kiln sbelf supports

made of refractory material. ACSG, 1963.
prop sawyer. Stf timber cutter. D.O.T.!.
prop setter. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, one who installs props (posts)
to support the roofs of underground work-

ing places, placing and wedging them at
the most effective points. D.O.T. 1.
prop slicing. See top slicing and cover caving. Fey.
orop stay. A stay used to strengthen tubes

and water spaces, in steam boilers, or
e tubes and annular spaces, in air

Itms. and resist pressure tending to collapse or rupture. Irhe opposite of tie rod,
wWch resists tension. Fey.

propulsive
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propulsive. A term applied to the kind of
force exerted by an explosive that tends
to push out masses of rock rather than
to break them up. See also progressive

or ore. Craigie, v. 3, p. 1843. m. To work
(a mine, ledge, etc.) experimentally in
order to ascertain its richness in precious
minerals. Craigie, v. 3, p. 1843.
prospect drilling. The exploratory drilling of
boreholes in the search for minerals and
petroleum. Long.
prospect drill planner. In metal mining, one

powder. Fay.

prop wall. Props that are fastened together
in a group, like a fence, and placed
against the walls to prevent the roof
from caving into the stope. Stoces, v. 1,

who with a cable drill rig drills down

prop wood. Eng. Timber suitable for cutting, or already cut into props. See also

through gravel to bed rock along a present
or an old creek bed that usually has been
prospected by a hand-dug hole. Saves the

beginning of Tertiary time. In recent

possible presence of paydirt (gold bearing
gravel), and weighs gold particles recov-

p. 147.

prop. Fay.
propyllte. Originally, andesites formed at the

literature, andesites and similar rocks that
have undergone extensive alteration so
that green minerals such as chlorite and
epidote have developed. Calcite, pyrite,
and quartz are also commonly present,

chiefly as pseudomorphs after original
minerals. Propylites are usually green or

greenish gray in color. They are abun-

dantly represented in the mining districts
of the Western United States. Stokes and
Vernet, 1955.

propylitic. Applied to any kind of a vein,
meaning that the ore solution which has

furnished the vein filling has also effected
a decomposition or alteration of the wall
rock as well, so that the walls of the vein
Jnsist of clay talc, etc. Fay.
propylitic alteration. A rock alteration con-

sisting of the abundant development of
chlorite and pyrite; sometimes aho epidote; in places also by the development
of carbonates and a little sericite. A.C.I.
propylitindon. The introduction of, or re-

placement by, an assemblage of minerals
including carbonates, epidote. secondary
quartzt and chlorites. Other minerals, such
as pyrite zeolites, alkali feldspars, or sericite may also be formed. Most characteristic of the hydrothermally altered, finegrained, intermediate rocks, such as andesites. A.C.I.
prosoplte. A colorless, tabular mineral with
1
distinct cleavage, Ca Fs.2A1(F,OH)g.H10; Mohs' hardness, 43; specific grav-

ity, 2.88. Larsen, p. 99.

a. A mineral property, the value of
Prct.
oarch has not been proved by exploration.

Lewis, p. 20. b. To search for minerals
or oil by looking for surface indications,

by drilling borehole:, or both. Long. c. A
plot of ground believed to be mineralized

enough to be of economic importance.

Long. d. Territory under examination for
its mineral wealth. Prospecting is the
search for deposits and is performed by

!trial survey, magnetometry, surface examination, pitting, trenching, use of prospector's pan, geochemical test of soil, drilling

(ffi0ow or deep), seismic probe and re-

sutwity survey. Pryor, 3. e. The name
given to any mine workings the value of
which has not yet been made manifest.
A prospect is to a mine what mineral is
to ore. Fay. f. A place showing signs of
containing a mineral deposit. Webster 3d.

g. The gold or other mineral obtained
by working a sample of ore. Pay. h. A

formation that may be capable of develop-

ment into a mine, but whkh is untested.
See aho favorable locality. Nelson. I. To
search for mineral occurrences. Nelson.
j. A sample of gold obtained in panning
off. Nelson. k. Can. Nonproducing mining property under development or considered worthy of such attention. Hoffman. I. A specimen or sample of mineral
obtained from a small amount of paydirt

drillings and pans them to discover the

ered. In the event of the discovery of

gold in quantities sufficient for profitable
removal, moves drill and continues operations to determine the boundaries of the
gold bearing strata. D.O.T. I.
prospect hole. a. Any shaft, pit, drift, or drill
hole made for the purpose of prospecting
the mineral-bearing ground. Fay. b. A

prospect hob adds nothing to the value

of the land but only tends to show its
actual condition. Ricketts, I.
prospecting. a. The search for outcrop: or
surface exposure of mineral deposits. BuMines Bull. 419, 1939, p. 2. b. Searching
for new deposits; also, preliminary ex-

plorations to test the value of lodes or

placers already known to exist. Fay. c. The

protective boots
occurrence of minerals and petroleum.
Long.

prospecting license. Authorization granted by

a government to an individual in some
countries, permitting him to prospect for
minerals and to register (stake) a claim.

Pryor, 3.
prospecting pan. Same as gold pan. Craigie,
v. 3, ,p. 1844.

prospecting tour. A tour or journey of exploration made in seeking regions or deposits rich in minerals, especially gold or

silver. Craigie v. 3, p. 184,f.
prospective ore. Ore that can not be included
as proved or probable nor definitely

known or stated in terms of tonnage.

See also possible ore; ore expectant. Fay.
prospector. A person engaged in exploring
for valuable minerals, or in testing supposed discoveries of the same. Fay.
prospect shaft. A shaft sunk in connection
with prospecting operations. Craigie, v. 3,
p. 1844.
prospect tunnel; prospect entry. A tunnel or
entry driven through barren measures, or
a fault, to ascertain the character of
strata beyond. Zern.
prospectus. A preliminary printed statement
describing a business or other enterprise,
and distributed to prospective buyers,

investors, or participants; such as a de-

scription of a new security issue supplied
basic meaning of the term prospecting is
to prospective purchasers and giving desearch and the objective is discovery.
tailed information concerning the comThe surface discovery of coal or mineral
pany's business and financial standing.
only proves its superficial existence and
Webster 3d. Common in mining. Fay.
further work 4 neceuary to establish its protactinium. protoactinium. A shiny, gray,
quality and extent. The term exploration
metallic r:dioactive element that is formed
is sometimes applied to this extension of
in nature by the loss of an alpha particle
the discovery work. See also exploration.
and a beta particle from uranium 235.
Nelson. d. 'The examination or exploraProtactinium 231 disintegrates into actinition of an area by means of geophysical
um 227 and ultimately into lead 207.
instruments or methods, for example,
Predicted as eka-tantalum, protactinium
gravity prospecting uses the torsion balshows close chemical resemblance to tanance or gravimeter, magnetic prospecting,
talum but differs from it in that the penteither land or airborne magnetometers.
oxide (Pas0s) is exclusively basic with
Seirmic prospecting uses reflection or reno acidic characteristics. Symbol, Pa; vafraction techniques, while electrical proslences, 4 and 5; tetragonal; atomic numpecting makes measurements uf electric
ber, 91; atomic weight, 231; specific gravpotential, resistivity, or electromagnetic
ity, 15.37; melting point, possibly about
field. A.G.I.
1,230' C; and boiling point, unknown.
prospecdog and mining. Generic terms whici
Webster 3d; Handbook ol Chemistry and
include the whole mode of obtaining
Physics, 45th id., 1964, pp. B-129, B-212;
metals and minerals. Ricketts, I.
Clanton., 2, p. 135.
prospectin claim. Aust. A claim larger than prods& Irr geology, the oldest of the mounthe average allotted to the miner who is
tain ranges in a mountain chain. Standthe first in a district to discover the presard, 1964.
ence of gold. Standard, 1964.
protein stow. An alabasterlike artificial stone
prospectheg dub. A small group organized
made from gypsum. Standard, 1964.
for the purpose of staking a prospector prokction magnet. Electromagnet or permaand sharing in the development of any
nent one installed ahead of crushing maclaims he may discover. Hoov, p. 251.
chinery to remove tramp iron which otherprospeedag disk pam dolley pot. A simple
wise might enter and damage the appliances. Safi also guard magnet. Pryor, 3.
appliance used in the search for gold and
other heavy minerals. By means of water prokction, ekclrlcaL Sff electrical protection.
washing, the lighter, worthless material is protedion screen deck. A screen plate with
separated from the valuable, heavier minlarge apertures mounted over the screenerals, whkh are made visible by concening deck in order to reduce the load and
tration and retention in the diA. Standwear thereon. B.S. 3552, 1962.
ard dishes with sloping sides are inade in protecdve alludl. In cyanidation process, the

sizes varying from 10 to 18 inches tup
diameter and from 2 to 4 inches deep,

with riffles or grooves to retain the heavy
minerals. Nelson.
prospectift driller helper. In petroleum production, one who raises anti lowers drill
pipe and casing, mixing mud to be circuWed in the bore hole, to drill shallow bore
holes used in petroleum enploration activities. Also called driller helper. D.O.T. I.
prospectlei bole. A borehole drilled for the
purpose of obtaining information on the
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use of diuolved lime to maintain a slightly
alkaline pulp, therefore ensuring that the
cyanide salt retains its potency and does
not acidify to hydrocyanic acid (H.CN.)
which cannot dissolve gold or silver. Sae
also cyanide process. Pryor, 3.

prolecti, boots. Strong and tough footwear
for miners; usually provided with green
or black gram uppers, external steel toe-

caps and lipped tip and heel plates to

mW;nize foot injuries. In steel works, pro-

tective boots must be worn whenever
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protective boots
danger from molten or corrosive materials
exists. Nelson.
protective clothing. The special items of
clothing worn by miners to protect vulnerable parts of the body, such as protective

boots, miners' helmets knee pads, and
shinbone protectors. OLasionally, leather
protective gloves and goggles may also be
used. Nelson.
protective colloid. A colloid of considerable
stability which is unaffected by small concentrations of electrolytes; referred to as
hydrophilic. Hydrophobic sols are protected from the coagulating influence of
electrolytes by the addition of very small
quantities of the protective or hydrophilic
colloid. Used in flotation to improve the
depression of minerals which are not
wanted in the floated portion. Hess.
protective equipment. Electrical circuits and
apparatus which provide protection against
overloads or faults and include such devices as circuit breakers, earth leakage
protection, overload trips, and relays.

ing about 394 pounds when fully charged.

A steel cylinder, in which the oxygen is
stored,

is attached on the back and a

reducing valve regulates the flow to the

wearer. A breathing bag containing caustic
soda absorbs the carbon dioxide from the
mouth. Sinclair, 1, pp. 311-314. The

breathing bag and oxygen cylinder are
attached to a harness that enables the
whole apparatus to be comfortably carried. Nelson.

protobitumen. a. A generic term introduced
in 1926 by R. Potonie for petrographic
constituents, from which bitumen is derived. The protobitumens include sporinite, cutinite, resinite, pollinite, alginite.
Chemically, the protobitumens are composed mainly of sporinites, pollenines,
cutines, suberins, resins, waxes, fats, and

oils of plant and animal origin. IHCP,
1963, part I. b. An unaltered or little

protective filter. See filter, c. ASCE PI826.
protector block. A protector block is a lightning protective device used on telephone,
telegraph, and signal systems to protect
persons and equipment against lightning
and foreign currents of a hazardous char-

altered plant and animal product, such as
fat, oil, wax, and resin, which forms the
original material from which fossil bitumen is derived. Protobitumens are subdivided into labile protobitumens and
stabile protobitumens. Tomkeisff, 1954.
protoclase. A rock possessing cleavage originally developed during sedimentation under water or cooling from magma, such
as bedding, flow structure, etc. Comport

block includes a fuse for each side of the

protoclastic. Applied to a structure of igneous

Ham.

acter. (The common form of protector

line and a small gap between each line
and the ground.) ASA M2.1-1963.

protector lamp. Eng. A safety lamp, the flame

of which it is impossible to expose to the
outside atmosphere, as unlocking, or rather
unscrewing it, extinguishes the light. Fay.

proteolite. A general term for hornfelsic rocks

introduced by Boase, in 1832, and used
by Bonney, in 1886, for andalusite horn-

fels. Compare cornubianite. Fay.
proterobase. An altered doleritic or basaltic
rock containing purple-brown augite and
primary brown hornblende, and characterized by the presence of secondary green
hornblende and other alteration products.
Holmes, 1928.
Proterozoic. a. The younger of two Precambrian systems or eras. Sponym for Algonkian. A.G.I. Supp. b. The entire Precambrian, as recognized by the U.S. Geological Survey. A.G.I. Supp.
protest. An objection to the patent proceeding and when made calls for a hearing on
the matter in the local land office. Lewis,
p. 31.
protestant. A person who has filed no adverse

claim during the period of publication
and comes forward and presents obiections to the granting of a patent. Ricketts, I.

protium. Hydrogen isotope of mass number 1.

&mien 2d, 1962.

proloactiolum. a. Synonym for protactinium.

Merriman. b. The first name given to
element 91 when discovered in 1917. It
was subsequently contracted to protac-

tinium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-130.
protoamplabole. A name for a series of artificial orthorhombic fiuoramphiboles hav-

ing only half the a-dimension of antho-

phyllite. The presence of lithium and
absence of calcium appears to be essential

to their formation. Named because of a
structural relation to protoenststite. Hey,
M.M., 1961.

Preto apparatus. A self-contained, compmsed

oxygen type breathing apparatus weigh264-972 0-66-56

metaclase. Fay.

rocks in which the constituent nunerals
show granulation and deformation, produced by differential flow of the magma
before complete consolidation. A.G.I.

protodastic gneiss. A rock in which gneissose

structure was produced by differential

flow of partly consolidated magma. Ste
also augen gneiu; autoclastic schist;
gneiu; granite gneiu; orthogneiu. 4.G.1.
protoclastic structure. A structure produced
by the granulation of minerals of early
formation, the granulation being due to
differential flow of the partly consolidated
magma from which the fracttred minerals
separated. Holmes, 1928.

Protozoa
or arkose on weathered surfaces. Com-

monly shows innumerable megascopic gliding surfaces. Backlund clearly emphasizes

the coarse brecciation, pointing out the
resemblance of the rock to conglomerate,
and implying in the prefix proto that the
rock is first in a series of rocks of which
mylonite and ultramylonite are representa-

tives. A.G.I. b. Used for contact meta-

morphic rocks which have been mylonitizecl by movements on thrusts controlled
by the contact surfaces between the intrusion and the country rocks. See also
mylonite. A.G.I.
proton. An elementary particle with a single
positive electrical charge and a mass approximately 1,847 times that of the elec-

tron. The atomic number of an atom
equals the number of protons in its nucleus. L&L.

protopetroleum. a. A name for a hypothetical

material which eventually gave rise to
petroleum. Tomkeieff, 1954. b. The primary source material of petroleum. A.G.I.

protoquartzite. Sandstone intermediate between orthoquartzite and subgraywacke.
A.G.I. Supp.
protore. a. In older writings, any primary
material too low in tenor to constitute ore

but from which ore may be formed
through enrichment. As commonly employed today, a protore is one that cannot be produced at a profit under existing
conditions but that may become profitable

with technological advances or price increases. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b. Metalliferous material before it becomes ore
through enrichment. Webster 3d. c. The
unchanged portion of any primary mate-

rial that locally has been concentrated
into ore, and that which by weathering
may be so concentrated. Ballard.

protoset. Fleuu breathing apparatus, weighing some 40 pounds. It incorporates an
oxygen cylinder, breathing bag with chem-

icals for absoreing carbon dioxide, a demand valve, and mouthpiece and goggles.
It is used in mine rescue work in foul air.
A lighter form is the Salvus set. Pryor, 3.

protodolondle. A crystalline calcium-magnesium carbonate in which the metallic
ions occur in the same crystallographic

protosorb. A compound used in the breathing

for an artificially produced modification
of MgSiOs. Spencer 18, M.M., 19!9.

kept at a rescue station using compressed
oxygen breathing apparatus. See also regenerative apparatus. Nelson.

layers instead of in alternate layers as
in dolomite. A.G.I. SuPp.
protoesstatite. Replacing the name metatalc
Folmar.. Ste protogine. Hess.

protogesk. a. Capable of supplying a hydro-

gen ion (proton). C.T.D. b. Of or pertaining to a first origin or production;

of or pertaining to those
crystalline rocks supposed to be formed
by igneous action. Also called potogenetic. Standard, 1964.
specifically,

protogesous. A group name for original rocks

as opposed to derived rocks, and including saline deposits, coal, igneous rocks,
and ore deposits. The term is no longer

used. Holmes, 1928.
protosime. Applied to alpine gneissose gran-

ites which are considered to be either

protoclastic or composite in origin. A.G.I.
protoklese. A German term for the process
producing protoclastic structure. Schisltrdecker.

proMmylonke. a. A coherent crush breccia
made of megascopically visible particles
which are commonly lenticular In shape
and which preserve faintly the primary
schistosity) of
structures (stratificatio
the original rock. Resembles conglomerate

bag of a rescue apparatus to remove
carbon dioxide from the expired air and,
together with oxygen form two of the
most important items of supplies to be

prototectites. Suggested by Loewinson-Lessing

for one of three types of igneous rocks,
subdivided according to their genesis.
Protectites are products of the crystalliza-

tion of the primary magmas. They are
characterized by their great uniformity

in composition and their relatively large
volume. Compare syntectites. Schisfer-

decker.
prototype. The stage following the basic idea
for a new machine. It is an experimental

model which assists the inventor and
manufacturer in solving the difficult details The prototype may cover only the
basic new principles or features of the

machine but is adequate to conduct tests.
The final stage is the production of parts,
fitting assembly and factory testing before
the first production models leave the
works. See also lead time. Nelson.
probable. The oxide of any metal containing

the least proportion of oxygen. Weed,
1922.

Protozoa. The lowest of all animals, and
have no definite organs. They are just

Protozoa
like a piece of jelly in a strong case.
Mason, V. I, p. 25.
Protozoans. Minute one-celled animals, most

of which are invisible to the naked eye

and occur universally in the surface layers
of the sea and other waters. Several genera
are capable of producing bioluminescence,
usually of the sheet type. Hy.
protractor. a. A device for measuring angles
on drawings. Nichols. b. Any one of several goniometerlike devices used to deter-

mine the etch angle inside an acid tube.

See also goniometer. Long.
proud. A South African term for an extreme
diamond or slug exposure. See also diamond exposure. Long.
proud coal. Scot. Coal that naturally splits

off in flakes or slabs when worked in a
particular manner, producing waste by

deterioration. Fay.
proustite. A light ruby, silver-arsenic sulfide

mineral, ADA'S,. Trigonal. It is com-

monly associated with other silver-bearing minerals. Also called ruby silver; light
red silver ore. Compare pyrargyrite. C.T.D.

prouty kiln. A tunnel kiln of small crosssection suitable for rapid firing of pottery
ware, which is carried through the kiln
on bats. Dodd.
prove. a. Eng. To ascertain by boring, driving, etc., the position and character of a
coal seam, a fault, etc. Fay. b. Scot. To
examine a mine in search of firedamp,
known as proving the pit. Fay. c. To determine, by boring from the surface or
driving a passageway underground, the
location and character of a coalbed or
the nature of rock strata. Hudson.

proved ore. Ore where there is practically no

of failure of continuity. See also
positive ore. Fay.
proved reserves. Ore deposit which has been
reliably established as to its volume, tonnage and quality by approved sampling,
valuing and- testing methods supervised by
a suitably qualified person. The proved
reserve is the over-ridingly important asset
of the mine, and by its nature is a wasting
one from the start of exploitation save
insofar as it is increased by further development. Pryor, 3. See also developed
risk

reserves. Nelson.

provenance. Has to do with origin or birth,
and as applied to a sedimentary deposit,
has to do primarily with the source rocks
from which these materials were derived.
Pettijohn, 2d, 1957, p. 499.
prove up. a. To show that the requirements

for receiving a patent for government
land have been satisfied. Webster 3d.

b. Can. To establish economic value of a
property. Hoffman.
provincial altendion. The recurring cyclic
variation of mineral associations in the

border area of two mineral provinces.

Schieferdecker.
provincial succession. A succession occurring

in mineral provinces due to changes in
supply of a certain mineral association.
Schieferdecker.

prods; hole. a. A borehole drilled for )rorsepecting purposes. Fay. b. Advance
or heading into a mineral deposit, made

either to check the quality of the ore

being approached or to relocate a deposit

which has been distorted or dislocated

by faulthig. Pryor, 3.
proving ring. A steel ring which has been
accurately turned, heat treated, and polished. It is precisely calibrated in a testing machine by measuring its deflection
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for d'fferent loads and can be used for
measuring applied loads on a structure.

psephite
the action of potassium ferrocyanide on
ferric salt. Fe,[Fe(CN).]s; an intense blue

See also dial gage. Ham.
proving the area. The establishment of the

precipitate. Used as a pigment and in

surveys, exploratory drilling, or exploring
headings. Nelson.
provitraln. a. Vitrain with a ghostly or indis-

Molecular weight, 859.25; dark blue i crys-

by plant tissues (telite, periblain, phyllovi-

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-I82.
Prussian blue, native. Synonym for vivianite.

quantity and grade of coal or ore avail.
able for working by means of geological
tinct indication of structure as manifest

trite, and structural vitrain). Tomkeieff,
1954. b. Vitrain in which it is shown
microscopically that gelatinization of plant
cell units has not taken place completely,

dyes. Mixed in oil, it is usecl in the fitting

of bearings to indicate high spots which
must be removed by scraping. Crispin.

talline; no melting point because it de-

composes on heating; insoluble in water,

in alcohol, and in ether; and soluble in
hydrochloric acid and in sulfuric acid.

Dana 6d, p. 815.

wherein some cell structure remains dis- prussic acid. See hydrocyanic acid. Standard,
1964.
cernible under the microscope and someeCllorn. Miners' term for soft white
times macroscopically. It can be further
Aanrk.
differentiated into three subvarieties on pryclapyry.
botanical basis. Compare euvitrain. See pryan. Ore in small pebbles mixed with clay.
Fay.
also periblain; suberain; xylain. A.G.I.
lode. A lode in which the ore is mixed
provitrinite. A variety of the major maceral pryany
with gossan or flucan. Arkell.
vitrinite. The micropetrological constitu- prypok.
A pole that forms the prop of a
enti or maceral, of provitrain. Further
hoisting
gin and stands facing the winddivisiblei nto four subvarietiesperiblinite,
lass. Webster 3d.
suberinite, xylinite, and resinite. See also psammite.
a. Fine-grained, fissile, clayey sandtelinite. A.G.!.
stones. See also arenite. 4.0.1. b. A rock
prowersite. A variety of minette richer in
composed of sandy particles; sandstone.
orthoclase and biotite than a normal
Webster 3d.
minette. 4.G.1.
A textural term meaning sandy;
proximate analysis. a. The determination of psammitic.
the synonymous term, arenaceous, is more
the compounds contained in a mixture
widely used. Stokes and Varner, 1955.
as distinguished from ultimate analysis, psammitic gneiss. A gneissose rock which has
which is the determination of the elebeen produced by the metamorphism of
ments contained in a compound. Standarenaceous sediments. C.T.D.
ard, 1964. Used in the analysis of coal. psammitic
schist,. Schists formed from arenaFay. b. In the case of coal and coke, the
ceous
sedimentary
rocks. Compare pelitic
determination, by prescribed methods, of
gneiss; pelitic schist. C.T.D.
moisture, volatile matter, fixed carbon psammyte.
Synonym for psammite. A.GJ.
(by difference), and ash. Unless otherle. Same as hartite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
wise specified, the term proximate analysis
monoxide detector. A portable
does not include determinations of sulfur r.tir."Carboa
and
highly
efficient apparatus for estior phosphorus or any determinations other
mating tile amount of carbon monoxide
than those named. ASTM D121-62. See
in mine atmospheres. It consists of a small
also chemical constitution of coal.
rubber pump to draw a fixed amount of
proximity log. A Schlumberger log based on
the air under test through the testing
the principle of shallow investigation, and
tube. The central part of the tube conas its name implies is markedly affected
tains silica gel impregnated with potasby material which lies in its immediate
sium palladosulfite. If the sample of air
proximity. It depends for its operation
being tested contains carbon monoxide,
on the forcing of a more or less horizontal
the color of the palladosulfite changes
beam of current into the formation. Its
from light yellow to brown, and the length
vertical resolution is about 6 inches and
of the brown stain gives the percentage
it is almost impervious to the presence of
of carbon monoxide. McAdam, pp. 153a mud cake on the formation wall. Wyllie,
pp. 92. 106.
Abbreviation for pore size distribution.
proximity switch; nape* switch. A con- PSD
See also pore size distribution. Dodd.
tactless device for detecting the presence P.S. detector tailse. A device to estimate the
of another metallic body, generally in
proportion of carbon monoxide in mine
movement. NCB.
air. It consists of a glus tube containing
P.R.U. hand pomp sad deaskometer. A dust
a plug of silica gel impregnated with
sampling instrument comprising a D.V.P.
Penedo sulfite and enclosed between two
Mark 11 pump with a swept volume of
plugs of purified silica gel which have no
90 cubic centimeters. A filter paper is inreaction with CO. When a sample of air
serted into a bridge behind the inlet nozzle
containing CO is passed slowly through
of the i?ump such that a circle of 1 centithe tube the color of the central plug
meter diameter of the filter paper is exchanges from yellow to brown for a cerposed to the dust. The dust, while passtain distance from the inlet end according through the filter paper, produces a
ing to the percentage of CO in the air.
stain. The opical density of the stain is
The length of 'he brown stain is measured
determined photoelectrically in a demiin millimeters and on reference to a table
tometer by the light that falls upon a
the percentage of CO is obtained. See
galvanonieter. The dust particle concenalso electronic CO detector. Nelson.
tration is evaluated by a calibration factor. peephicity. The degree of roundness characIts main disadvantage is that it underterizing mbbles or sand grains. The coestimates the number of fine particles. See
efficient os psephicity is the ratio of spealso photialeetric densitometer. Nelson.
cific gravity to hardness, and roughly expresses the relative facility with which
prunt. A seal or button of glass impressed
minerals can be rounded. Holmes, 1928.
with a pattern, added as an ornament to
peephits. A coarse, fragmental rock composed
the stems of glass vesselsZ Hagar.
of rounded pebbles; for example, conPromise hies; ferric ferrocymehle. Made by
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psephite
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glomerate. Stokes and Varner, 1955.
psephltic. Made up of small stones. Fay.
pseudamygdule. A mineral nodule that replaces a primary constituent of a crystalline eruptive rock, so as to appear like a
true vesicular filling or amygdule. Standard, 1964.
pseudo-. As a prefix, implies something false,
its meaning is modified by the subject to
which it applies. Fay.
pseudoanticline. An upward buckling of the
superficial layers of the ground due either

growths of sulfide minerals which more

to changes in volume brought about by

pedogenic processes or to some other
cause. Challinor.
pseudoatoll; bank atoll; shelf atoll. Atoll

which rises back from the outer margin
of rimless shoals. Schielerdecker.

pseudoblnary system. a. A three-component
or ternary alloy system in which an intermediate phase acts as a component. ASM
Gloss. b. A vertical section through a

ternary diagram. ASM Gloss.
pseudobolelte. Probably a basic oxychloride
of lead and copper, 3PbC11.3Cu(OH)1.AgCl. Tetragonal. Found only in parallel

growth on boleite, frequently as raised

crystalline masses. From Bo leo, Lower
California; Mexico. English.

pseudobrecda. a. An apparent breccia that
develops as a result of weathering. 4.G.1.

b. An apparent breccia found in some

dolomitic limestones, probably formed by
algal crusts. A.G.1. c. Particles of irregu-

lar shapes surrounded by a matrix of
lighter color and coarser texture. The
matrix is more argillaceous than the fragments and the carbonate in the matrix

may be wholly or partly dolomite. 4.G.1.
pseudobrooldte. A titanium-iron oxide resem-

bling brookite, occurring in cavities of
some volcanic rocks, as andesite. Fay.
pseudocannel coal. Also called humic cannel
coal. A nonbanded coal consisting largely

of a mixture of translucent humic and

sapropelic material. 4.G.1.

pseudocarburidag. See blank carburizing.

ASM Gloss.
pseudochrysollte. Synonym for moldavite (of
Zippe). Fay.
pseudoconglomerate. a. A rock so broken up

into displaced fragments and interpenetrated by intrusive or precipitated material as to appear like a conglomerate.
Fay. b. A rock made up of rounded fragments and formed by catalysis. 4.G.1.
pseallocroddollie. Quartz pseudomorphous
after crocidolite. Same as tiger eye; hawk's
eye. English.
pseudo cross-stradicatioa. Inclined bedding

which by unusual sorting, commonly in
response to ripple mark migration, pro-

duces foreset beds that appear to dip
into the current. Pettijoha.

pseadocrystalline. Composed of detrital crystalline grains little worn and solidly compacted by siliceous or other mineral accretion, so as to strongly resemble true crystalline rock. Standard, 1964.
paeudodlabase. Proposed by Becker for certain metamorphic rocks In the coast ranges

of California that are supposed to have
been derived from sediments, but ham

the minerals and texture of diabase. Compare metadiabase, which means the same
thinig and has precedence. Fay.
pserdodinasond. Quartz crystal. Shipley.
punk
Dioritic rocks produced as
described under pseudodiabase. Fay.
pnimionweralkl. Malachite. Shipley.

psaudoeutecdc Intern. The peculiar inter-

or less closely simulate the eutectic texture
in metals. See also graphic granite. 4.G.1.
pseutlofaults. Bold escarpments resulting from

the action of disintegrating forces acting
along joint or shrinkage planes splitting
the rocks along lines approximately vertical. Engineertng and Alining Journal, v.
110, No. 18, October 30, 1920, p. 851.
pseudofibrous peat. Peat, which, in spite of
its fibrous condition, is soft, noncoherent,
plastic, and on drying, shows great shrinkage. See also fibrous peat; amorphous
peat; woody peat; mixed peat. Tomkeieff,
1954.

pseudogalena. Sphalerite. Standard, 1964.

pseudobexagonal. Of a crystal or axis, approximating in form to the hexagonal
type. Webster 3d.
pseudojade. A name that may be applied to
any mineral resembling jade in appearance for example, bowenite. English.
patudoladelte. a. A mineral similar to jadeite.

From Tawmaw, Upper Burma. English.
b. Name given to the molecule, (Ca,Mg,Fe)Ala(SiOs),, assumed to be present

sometimes in isomorphous replacement
with the normal jadeite mulecule, NaA1(Si01)1. English.
paeudoleucite. Pseudomorphs of a mixture of
nepheline, orthoclase, and analcime after
leucite, found in the syenites of Arkansas,
Montana; Brazil. Dana 17.
pseudomalachlte. A hydrous phosphate of
copper occurribg ordinarily in massive
forms of bright green color, 5CuO.P,05.2%0, resembling malachite; monoclinic
or triclinic. Larsen, p. 135.
pseudomorph. a. A crystal, or apparent crys-

tal, having the outward form proper to
another species of mineral, which it has
replaced by substitution or by chemical
alteration. Fay. b. One mineral that has
replaced another and has retained the
form and size of the replaced mineral.
Bateman.

pseudomorpous quartz. Quartz under the
forms of many of the mineral species,
which it has taken through either the
alteration or replacement of crystals of
those species. The most common quartz
pseudomorphs are those of calcite barite,
fluorite, and siderite. Silicified Wood is
quartz pseudomorph after wood. Fay.

pseudomorpbous tossed'. A type tonstein

characterized by numerous pseudomorphs
of kaolinite-feldspar or kaoinite-nuca

within a kaolinite groundmau. 111CP,

1963, part I.
pseudo mud cracks. See parting cast. Petti-

pandoultridiag. See blank nitriding. ASM
Gloss.

psentiaoduks. See ball-and-pillow structure.
Pettijohn.
pseudolphke. A green mineral resembling ser-

pseudowollastonite
attributed to lateral pressure, characterized by regularly spaced corrugations or
small-scale similar folds; occurs in beds
immediately beneath slump sheet. Term

also applied to tectonic corrugations. Pet&

john.
pseudosparite. Limestone consisting of relatively large, clear, calcite crystals that
have grown by recrystallization. 4.G.1.

supp.

pseudospherullte. A spherulite in which the
rays are composed of two different deter-

minable substances, usually quartz and

feldspar. Fay.
pseudostratIfication. Occasionally till deposits
which have been overridden by ice (drum-

lins, etc.) exhibit a structure concentric
with their surfaces and somewhat resembling stratification. This is not true bedding. It is caused in part by the plaster-

ing of layer on layer by the ice and in
part by shearing of the till by the great
pressure of the ice. Stoker and Varner,

1955.
pseudostromadsm. A rock atructure approximately resembling false bedding produced

by numerous minor thrust fault planes.

Standard, 1964.
pseudosucdalte. Variety of amber differing

from the Baltic amber in its reaction to

solvents. Tomkeieff, 1954.
pseudosymmetrical. Crystal structures

in

which the atoms are only slightly dis-

placed from positions which would be in
accord with a higher symmetry. Thus, a
monoclinic, pseudotetragonal mineral contains atoms only slightly displaced from
positions of tetragonal symmetry. Hen.
pseudosymosetry. Apparent

symmetry

of

higher grade than that proper to the

mineral, generally due to twinning. Also

called mimetry. Fay.
pseudotachylyte. a. A black vein rock externally resembling tachylyte but produced
by extreme mylonitization. See also buchite;

flinty crush rock; hartschiefer; mylonite;

trap-shotten gneiu; ultramylonite. Billings,

1954, p. 151. b. A massive microbreccia
that lacks streaky or platy structure and
superficially resembles tachylyte (a black
glass of basaltic composition). Billings,
1954, p. 151.
pseudotektke. A tektite that contains crystallites. Hess.
pseudothuringite. A mineral very similar to
thuringite, but with the composition
Al4Fe",MgsSisOu.5aq. Spencer 17, M.M.,
1946.
pseedotopsz. Quartz simulating topaz. From
Striegau, Silesia, Poland. Englith.
poewdoviscosity. Viscous resistance offeredly

a slurry, sludge, mud or suspension of
minerals in water as a pulp, due to the
specific surface involved, with possibly an

element of thixotropy under stated conditions of pH value, agitation, flow, tem-

perature and solid to liquid ratio. The
pseudoviscous effect is distinct from viscosity due to molecular shear. Pryor 3.

pentine and mentioned as a possible jade
substitute. Classified by Dana as a variety
of penninite. Monoclinic. Mohs' hardness,
2.5; specific gravity, 2.6 to 2.8; refractive
index, 1.57 to 1.58; birefringence, 0.003.
From Switzerland, Italy, Austria, and
Scandinavia. Shipky.
pseudoporpkyritle. Proposed by Lasaulx for
a texture in which larger crystals occur in
a finer megacrystalline.mitrix or groundmau; for example, large orthoclase crys-

poetedovolcuso. Applied co a Ltrge, circular

morphic rodts, the term is synonymous

pseudowollastoslie. Wollastonite heated above

mob ripple ororks. A type of deformation

coming a pseudohexagonal calcium meta-

tals in a granite. As applied to meta-

wifa porphyroblastic. 4.G.1.
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pseudo-viscous Sow. Flow in which deforma-

tion is at a constant rate. Lewis, p. 579.

hollow or crater rnerally not associated
with any jxxitive indication of recent vol-

canic activity; for examplet a crater of
doubtful meteoritic origin which is thought

to be the result of phreatic explosion or
caldron subtidence. A.G.I.

1,180 C develops a basal cleavage, be-

pseudowollastonite
silicate

dimorphous

with

wollastonite,

CaO.Si02. Also called betawollastonite;
earlier called bourgeoisite. Larsen, p. 71;

Mineralogical Magazine, v. 17, No. 82,
April 1916, p. 356.
psf Abbreviation for pounds per square foot.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
psi Abbreviation for pounds per square inch.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
psi& Abbreviation for pounds per square
inch, absolute. BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
psis Abreviation for pounds per square
inch, gage. BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
pallomelane. A natural oxide of variable composition, BaMmOis(OH)6. Calcium, nickel,

cobalt, and copper are frequently present.
The name sometimes refers to mixtures
of manganese minerals. Color, black;
streak, brownish-black; luster, suemetallic;
Mohs' hardness, 5 to 6; and specific gravity, 3.7 to 4.7. Found in the Linited States
(Arkansas, Virginia, and Georgia), India,

Republic of South Africa, Cuba, and the

U.S.S.R. An important ore of manga-

nese. CCD 6d, 1961.
psilomelanite. Same as psilomelane. English.
psychrometer. An instrument for measuring

the vapor pressure and the relative humidity of the air or the quantity of moisture in the air. It consists of a dry-bulb
thermometer and a wet-bulb thermometer,
the latter having it! bulb covered with a

layer of muslin kept moist with water.
The rate of evaporation from the moist
muslin depends upon the quantity of
moisture in the air. The more rapid the
evaporation the greater the cooling, and
hence the greater the difference in the
temperature readings of the two thermometers. Standard, 1964. Another name

for hygrometer.
psychrometric chart. a. A graph showing the
properties of air stream mixtures and used
in au conditioning. Strock, 10. b. A graphical representation of the relationship
between the relative humidity, specific

volume, weight ratio of moisture to air,
temperature, vapor pressure,
total heat, and dew point of moist air.

dry-bulb

The chart finds use in the ceramic in-

dustry, particularly in the control of dryers. Dodd.

psychrometry. a. Study of atmospheric humidity and its effect on workers. The
psychrometer, or hygrometer, measures the
difference between dry-bulb and wet-bulb
thermometer readings. Pryor, 3. b. The

determination of the psythrometric properties of air at a given state point. Hartman, p. 306. c. Measurement of the humidity of air. Nelson.
pt Abbreviation for pint. BuMin Style Guide,
p.

61.

Pt Chemical symbol for platinum. Handbook

of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p.
P.T. Pipe thread. Nichols.

pieridosperms. These Coal Measures fernlike
trees include the well represented foliage
neuropteris, alethopteris, maripteris, pe-

coptens and sphenopteras. They carried
their frUctifications on their leaves and
not on cones or catkins. Nelson.
Pleroceriam. Lower Kimmeridgian. A.G.I.
Supp.

pieroped ooze. A fine-pained pelagic deposit

with more than 30 percent calcium carbonate of organic origin, of which pter°pods are an important constituent. 4.01.

ptygmatic. See ptygniatic folding. Hest.

Mastic !oldies. Propoeed for the primary
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folding in migmatites (injection gneisses,

etc.), caused by the processes to which

the migmatites owe their origin and composite character. Synonym for flow folding. Holmes, 1928.

Pu Chemical symbol for plutonium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

p. B-i.
public domain. All lands and waters in the
possession and ownership of the United
States, including lands owned by the
several states, as distinguished from lands
owned by individuals and corporations.
1964,

Fay.
public land. In the United States, the portion

of the public domain to which title is
still vested in the Federal Government.
A.G.I.

public land and public use. There is a clear
distinction between public lands and lands

that have been severed from the public
domain and reserved from sale or other

disposition under general laws. Such reservation severs the land from the mass of
the public domain and appropriates it to
a public use. Ricketts, I.
public limited liability company. An association of individuals, at least seven in
number, who together subscribe the neces-

sary means or capitalt that is, money,
property, or other credit, to engage in a

joint undertaking. Truscott, pp. 250-251.
public mineral land. Land belonging to the

United States containing a deposit of
mineral in some form, metalliferous or
nonmetalliferous, in quantity and quality
sufficient to hutify expenditures in the
effort to extract it and subject to occupation and purchase under the mining

laws. Ricketts, I.

pucelia. A tool for widening the top of a
wine glau in the handmaking process;
from Italian word meaning a virgin.
Dodd.

pucberite. A reddish-brown tabular or acicular orthorhombic mineral with 1 perfect
cleavage, Bia0s.Vs0s; Mobs' hardness, 4;
and specific gravity, 6.25. Larsen, p. 212.
A vanadium ore. Osborne.
puck. A wall or pillar built of waste rock to
support the roof. Fay.
puckerimg. Producing wrinkles or buckles in
a drawn shell in an area originally inside
the draw ring. ASM Gloss.
pock's's. S. Wales. A term for creep, or the
lifting of the floor in a coal mine. Nelson.

packing cutter. A man employed in a coal
mine to cut the floor in cases of creep or
upheaval towards the roof. C.T.D.
puddles raw podding. Eng. A soft stone in
the Purbeck beds, Swanage. Arkell.
puddlog balk. See armored mud balls. Pattijohn.

puddling process
subject (iron) to the process of puddling.
Webster 3d. h. A small pool. Webster 3d.
puddle ball. The lump of pasty wrought iron

taken from the puddling furnace to be

hammered or rolled. Webster 3d.
puddle bar. An iron bar made at a single heat

from a puddle ball by hammering and

rolling. Webster 3d.
puddled steel. Steel made in a puddling fur-

nace, a type of reverberatory furnace in
which the flame plays down upon the

metal. Camm.

puddle panning. A pan operation used at the
Kimberly mines in South Africa in which
the millfeed contains fine clay and slimes
that form a puddle as the pan is operated.

In effect, it is a heavy medium form of
gravity separation in which the medium
is a water-and-slime pulp. This puddle is
kept at a density of 1.25 by adding more
slimes or water as required. The efficiency
of this method relies on keeping the pud-

dle at the correct composition and pulp
density. The maximum particle size of
pan feed is 31.7 mm, and diamond recovery is reported to be phu 98 percent.
I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 66.

puddler. a. One who converts cast iron into
wrought iron by puddling. Webster 3d.
b. A rabble used in puddling. Webster 3d.
c. A puddling furnace. Webster 3d. d. A
system of small pipes admitting com-

pressed air to a tank of water and zinc

chloride, to effect a thorough solution for
use as a timber preservative. Webster 2d.

e. A machine for breaking up alluvial
wash, consisting of a shallow tank in
which arms rotate slowly. The coarse
stones are forked out and the pulp passed
down sluice boxes along which the gold
settles. Nelson.

puddle rolk. The roughing rolls through
which puddle balls are passed to be con-

verted into bars.

Standard, 1964. Also

called puddle train. Fay.
peddler's mime. In metallurgy, a fixing or
fettling for finishing the lining of a
puddling furnace, consisting of red hema-

tite ore made to a paste with water.

Standard, 1964.

peddle train. A train of rolls for !educing
squeezed puddle balls to puddle or muck
bars. Fay.
peddlisg. The agitation of a bath of molten
pig iron by hand or by mechanical means,

in an oxidizing atmosphere, in order to
oxidize most of the carbon, silicon, and
manganese and thus produce wrought
iron. C.T.D.

peddlieg furnace. A reverberatory furnace
for puddling pig iron. Standard, 1964.
peddlig madame. U.S.; Aust. A machine

peddle atom. a. A conglomerate in which

used for mixing auriferous clays with
water to the proper consistency for the

Fay. b. A siliceous rock, cut into blocks

peddling process. Production of wrought iron

the pebbles are rounded. Compare breccia.

for furnace linings. Bureau of Mines Stall.
See conglomerate. ACSG.

separation of the ore. Fay.

from molten pig iron, in an oxidizing atmosphere in a reverberatory furnace of
special design. Manganese and sulfur are

peddles skins jade. Nodules of nephrite cemented together by a darker olive-green
variety of nephrite. Ship/ey.

oxidized and slagged off. Roll scale or

puddle. a. To compact loose soil by soaking it
and allowing it to dry. Nichols. b. Earthy

then workable into balls which are re-

material as a mixture of clay, sand, and
gravel, placed with water to form a compact mass to reduce percolation. Seelye,1.

c. To place such material. Seely*, /.
d. The molten portion of a weld. Webster
3d. e. To work (metal) while molten.
Webster 3d. I. To form (molten metal)
into a desired shape. Webster 3d. g. To
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oxidic iron ore is added and worked into
the charge, which becomes first pasty and

moved by tongs, hammered into blooms
and then rolled into puddle bars, the slag
being squeezed out. In the concentration
of diamondiferous heavy particles from
blue ground (weathered kimberlite), the
puddling process is one which slurries the
blue clay at a controlled solid to liquid
ratio at which the lighter fraction over-

puddling process
flows the circular pan in which stirring
rakes revolve, while the heavy fraction
containing the values sinks and is periodically removed. Pryor, 3.

Scot. Cast-iron plate forming the
crossing of flanged mbe.car rails. Fay.
Pud lo. Trade name for waterproofing agent
added to cement used to seal back water,
for example, in concrete tanks. Pryor, 3.
puff blowing. Blowing chips out of a hole by
means of exhaust air from the drill.
puddock.

Nichols.

puffed bar.

In powder metallurgy, a cored

bar expanded by internal gas pressure.

Rolfe.

A compact expanded by internal gas pressure. ASTM B 243-65.
puffer. a. A small stationary engine used for
puffed compact.

hoisting material on construction work,
in operating a haulageway, or for hoisting at shallow mines, especially in pros-

pecting and development work. Fay. b. See

puffer man. D.O.T. 1.

puffer

boy.

a. A person employed to operate

an engine used for hauling loaded mine
cars through haulageways. Also the operator of any small stationary hoisting engine. -Fay. b. See puffer man. D.O.T. 1.
puffer man. In bituminous coal mining, one
who operates a small hoisting engine used
for hauling loaded mine cars through

haulageways in a mine, or operates a

small stationary engine used for hoisting
coal or rock in a shallow shaft, especially
for prospecting or development work. Also

called puffer; puffer boy; puffer tender.
D.O.T. I.
puffer tender. See puffer man. D.O.T. 1.
t puller. N. of Eng. A member of a shift or
task group informally recognized by the
group as a spokesman. Takes up matters
with management on behalf of the team.
(In some pits, used as a term of abuse.)
Trist.
refits's.. Eng. Travertine, hard enough to
use for building, so called from its cavtf

ernous structure. Ark. ll.
pug. a. Crushed strata or clay. See also fluk
can. Nelson. b. The coal left on the floor
t
by a coal cutter. Nelson. c. In metalliferous mining, the parting of soft clay which
sometimes occurs between the walls of a
vein and the country rock. C.T.D. d. 'A
vessel in which the coal and binder are
agitated and heated, usually by live steam,
il

t

to facilitate the spread of binder. Also

called fluxer. B.S. 3552, 1962. e. To prevent leakage by packing cracks with clay;
the material so used. C.T.D. Sujip. f. N.Z.
Selvage; clay. See afro pugs. Foy. Ir. A
pug mill. Webster 3d. h. it large lump of
tempered clay for making pottery. Web-

ster 3d. I. To wedge (clay) for making

bricks or pottery. Webster 3d. j. A com-

tt.'
:+7

pacted mass of plastic substance, especially

a large lump of tempered cla_y for mak-

ing pottery. Webster 3d. k. To plug or

pack with compacted substances (as clay
or mortar). Webster 3d. 1. A machine for
consolidating _plastic clay or body into a
firm column. It consists of a steel cylinder

(barrel) which tapers at one to a die,

through which the clay or body is forced
by knives mounted on a shaft which so.
tates centrally to the barrel. Dodd.
pug eagles. Scot. A small locomotive. Fay.
pumper. See pug-mill operator. D.O.T. 1.

passim'. The process of mhdng clay, shales,
etc., with water to achieve the plasticity
necessary for forming clay products. Also
called tempering. Bursas of Mints SW/.

pull holes
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puglianite. A phanerocrystalline rock composed essentially of augite, leucite, and
anorthite. Holmes, 1928.
pug lifter. One who removes coal left adher-

ing to the floor by a coal-cutting ma-

chine. C.T.D.
pug lifting. The breaking and clearing of the
coal left adhering to the floor by a longwall coal cutter. Nelson.
pug WI a. A machine for mixing water and
clay which consists of a long horizontal
barrel within which is a long longitudinal
shaft fitted with knives which slice through

stretched and torn apart into shapes similar to those of boudinage. Pettijohn.

pull cracks. In a casting, cracks that are
caused by residual 'stresses produced during cooling and that result from the shape
of the object. ASM Gloss.

pulldown. A system of pulleys or sheaves
reeved with cable or chains attached to

the drive rod or kelly and used to increase

the cutting pressure on the bit when the
weight of the rod is insufficient. Long.

pull drift. A small crosscut through barren
ground to connect two ore bodies. Hess.

the clay, mixing it with water which is

pulled. The extraction of any object or equip-

are canted to give some screw action,

drill stem, from a borehole. Long.
pulled back. Applicable when casing, drill
string, or rods retreat or lift a short dis-

added by sprays from the top. The knives

forcing the clay along the barrel and out

one end. AISI, No. 24. b. See paddletype mixing conveyor. ASA MH 4.1-1958.

pug-mill operator. a. One who prepares
ground, sifted, and filtered clay for molding

by mixing it with water. in a rotary-type

mixer called a pug mill. This machine

is frequently operated in conjunction with
an auger mill and a cutting machine, the
same worker tending the operation of all
three machines simultaneously. Also called
clay pugger; mixing-mill operator. D.O.T.

1. b. One who mixes ground preheated
magnesia and carbon with hot asphalt in
a pug mill to form a viscous mixture suit-

able for processing into pellets. Also called
mixer tender; pug miller; pug-mill tender.

D.O.T. 1.
pup. Scot. A stratum of hard coal in a free
coal seam, for example, in the Main coal

seam of Lanarkshire. See also pug, f. Fay.
pug tub. See settler. Fay.
pulaskite. A foyaitic igneous rock, occurring
in dikes, and composed of cryptoperthite,

barkevikite, biotite, and augite, and accessory nepheline, sodalite, etc. It is a

nepheline syenite, poor in nepheline. Webster 2d.
pull. a. The linear advance resulting from the

firing of a round of shots. B.S. 3618,

1964, sec. 6. b. The unit advance during
the firing of each complete round of shot-

holes in a tunnel. A pull of 6 to 7 feet
is common. With the burn cut, a tunnel
pull of up to 9 feet has been achieved.

In British coal shafts, pulls of about 6 feet

are common, while the trend is towards
deeper pulls up to about 8 feet. In South
Africa, the drag cut is used widely and
pulls of 8 feet are obtained. Nelson. c. To
wind; to hoist. Mason. d. To loosen the

rock around the bottom of a hole by
describe a blast which did not shatter
blasting. Usually used with a negative to

rock to the desired depth. Nichols. e. To
hoist drill-stem equipment from a bore-

hole. Long. f. The amount of core obtained each time the core barrel is re-

moved from a borehole. Long. g. Eng. To
subside or settle. See also creep, a. Fay.
h. Strata movements over large excavated

areas will extend to the surface and the
disturbed surface area is almost always
larger than the area of the underground
excavation. The extent of this pull or
draw depends on the depth of the workings, the nature of the strata, the thickness of the seam being mined, and the
degree of packing support. Letvu, p. 622.
I. Tlie drag in ventibttion of mines. Fay.
j. To draw or remove the coal pillars, or

pillars of ore. Fay. k. The quantity of
glass delivered by a furnace in a given

time usually 24 hours. ASTM C162-66.
pulielurt structure. Beds which have been

ment, such as pipe, casing, core, or the

tance from the bottom of a borehole.

Long.
pulled stem. See stemware.
puller. a. N. of Eng. One who moves forward

the face conveyor equipment and withdraws and rebuilds chocks and face sup-

ports as the coal face advances. Trist.

b. A laborer who withdraws metal parts
from a heat-treating furnace with tongs,
by use of a hoist, or by pulling a loaded
car from the furnace. Also called furnace
puller; heat-treat puller. D.O.T. I.

puller-off. Mid. A man who takes the loaded

trams off the cages at the surface, or

who withdraws the empties from them at
the bottom. Fay.
puller-out. The operatot who charges, pulls
out, and otherwise manipulates the crucibles. Mersereau, 4th, p. 459.
puller rod. The rod used between the crank

arm or drive arm of the drive unit and
the panline of a shaker conveyor. Also

called connecting rod. Jones.
pulley. a. A cylinder, with a shaft for mounting it so that it may rotate, used to change
the direction or plane of belt travel. If the

shaft is designed to be mounted so that
it will not rotate, a pulley includes the
bearings that provide for rotation of the

cylinier on the shaft. NEMA MB 1-1961.
b. A sheave or wheel with a grooved rim,
over which a winding rope passes at the

top of the headframe. Fay. c. A wheel
that carries a cable or belt on part of its

surface. Nichols.
pulley box. The bearings on or in which the
crown-block-axle ends are supported.

Long.
pulley brae. Scot. A self-acting incline. Fay.
pulley frame. A gallows frame or headframe.
Fay.
pulleyiag. Eng. Overwinding or drawing up

a cage or bucket into the pulley frame.
Fay.

pulley mac

See rollerman. D.O.T. 1.

In bituminous coal mining, a
laborer who oils and greases the pulleys
on which run the cables that are used to
raise and lower cars along haulage roads
undeNround and at the surface of mines.

pulley offer.

D.O.T. /.

pulley repairatam See rollesman. D.O.T. 1.
penny dose. The common name for a hollow
cast, or mold, of the joints and stems of
encrtnites. Fay.
poll boles. In sublevel sloping, term applied
to raises along the haulage level put up
to the first sublevel. These raises are en-

larged at the bottom into Lizzly cham-

bers immediately over the

ulage level

and at the top are widened into funnelshaped openings. As the ore is broken,
it drops directly into these pull holes.

Lewis, pp. 444, 447.
pulling back. Eng. See posting. Fay.
pulling casing. Removing pipe from a drilled
well. Hess.

pulling-over rope. Eng. A short, light hemp
rope for drawing the ends of winding
ropes over the pulleys. Fay.
pulling pillars. The common expression used

for mining the coal in the pillars of a
mine; robbing pillars. See also pulling

stumps. Fay.
pulling stumps. The process of taking out the

pillars of a coal mine. See also pulling

pillars. Fay.
pulling the plug. Can. Withdrawal of market

support in a given stock by the once-

interested broker promoter. Hoffman.
pulling up. One phase of forming clay objects
on the potters' wheel in which a plastic

clay lump is raised into a column by
applying pressure with the hands. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

tions of a pnlp in which the pH, added

chemicals, solid-liquid ratio, temperature,

particle size range, and ionization of a

flotation pulp are being held within controlled limits while a considerable num-

ber of associated factors of less direct
importance to the surface chemistry of
the process are, at best, only indirectly
monitcard. Pryor, 3.

pull-up stakes. To strike camp; to remove
from one place to another, as in search
of new diggings, etc. Fay.
pullway. The path from the face to the load-

ing point taken by the scraper of a
scraper loading unit. Jones.

pull wheel. A large driving whe41 or sprocket.
Nichols, 2.

pulmonary dusts. Dusts harmful to the respiratory system. They include silica
(quartz, chert); silicates (asbestos, talc,
mica, sillimanite); metal fumes (nearly

all) ; beryllium ore; tin ore; iron ores
(some) ; carborundum; coal (anthracite,
bituminous). Hartman, p. 41.
pulsator. A mechanical device designed to

perform artificial respiration in cases of
asphyxia, electric shock, drOwning, etc.,
by exhausting the lungs and filling them

with oxygen-enriched air. Fay.
pulp. a. A mixture of ground ore and water
capable of flowing through suitably graded

channels as a fluid. Its dilution or con-

sistency is specified either as solid-liquid

ratio (by weIght) or as a percentage of
solids (by weight). Pryor, 2. b. Pac. Pul-

verized ore mixed with water; also applied
to dry, crushed ore. Fay. C. To reduce to
a soft mass. Gordon.
paIp army. Pac. The assay of samples taken

from the pulp after or during crushing.
Fay.

pulp lialasce. Weighs ore pulps in a con-

108.

Taggart, p. 862. b. The weight of a unit

of power and radiation can be produced.
The neutron flux during the surge is much

volume of pulp, for example, if one cubic
centimeter of pulp weighs 2.4 grams, then
the pulp density i s 2.4. Newton, p. 112.
pulp dilution. The ratio of water to solids by
weight. It is expressed as a ratio; for ex-

higher than could be tolerated during

ample, a ,pulp dilution of 3 to 1 means
that a pulp contains 3 tons of water for
each ton of solids. Newton, p. 112.

controls of a rolling mill in which iron
and steel ingots or billets are rolled into
such shapes as bars, T's, rails and sheets

ACSG, 1963.
pulpwood. Wood to be used in making paper.
Nichols.
pulsate. See surge, b. Long.
pulsation dampener. See dampener. Long.
pulsation welding. Sometimes used as a synonym for multiple-impulse welding. ASM
Gloss.

pulsator. a. That which beats or throbs in
working;. as: (1) a pulsometer pump;
(2) a lund of shaking machine used in
diamond mining to separate the stones
from the earth; or (3) a device for producing pulsations in a reaction chamber
by periodic discharges of es or vapor.
Webster 2d. b. A motor-driven air compressor that supplies compressed air to an
electric channeler. It receives the exhaust
from the channeling machine cylinder and

thus utilizes the pressure of the exhaust.

Fay. c. In mineral proceuiff, a jig of

the Han type. See also Han Jig. Pryor, 3.
pulsator jig. A gravity concentrator utilizing
vertical pulsations in a hydraulic medium
to separate particles due to specific gravity differences. Bureau of Mines Staff.
pulse. A disturbance propagated in a medium
in a similar manner as a wave, but not
having the periodic nature of a wave. it
i
may represent the envelope of a sntall
wave group. ASM Gloss.
Imbed bluslos. A variation of water infusion
that has been effective in reducing both
explosives consumption and airborne dust

concentrations during mining. Water h

introduced under pressure into long holes
containing the explosive charge and forted

into the coal seam by detonation of the
charge. Hartman, p. M. See aro infusion
shot firing.

tainer of known volume and is graduated

pulsed Wain shot king. A coal blasting

general physical and chenueal condi-

duced through an infusion tube which

. to show pulp density direct. Pryor 3,
35.
climate. In mineral processing indicates

efficiently than when blasting in the conventional manner, and better coal preparation is obtained. McAdam II, pp. 107-

with which continual, short, intense surges

by throwing the correct electric switches
when signaled or by personal observation.
Also called manipulator operator and mill
control operator. D.O.T. 1.
pulpstone. a. A very large grindstone employed in pulp mills for crushing or grinding wood into fiber. Fay. b. See burring.

also tail rope. Nelson.
pull shovel; ens*ovel; hoe. A shovel with a
hinge- and stick-mounted bucket that digs
while being pulled inward. Nichols.

and slips and thus breaks the coal. The
energy from the explosive is used more

percent, by weight. It has a marked effect
on the recovery and grade of concentrate.

the rolls has to be passed back over the

the rope that pulls the loaded scoop or
bucket in a scraper loader layout. See

pressure impulse which is transmitted into
the numerous water-filled clee.vage planes

pulsed reactor. A type of research reactor

pulpit. The special platform upon which the
operator of the Bessemer converter stands.
Mersereau, 4th, p. 408.
pulpit man. One who operates the complor

top roll for rerolling. Osborne, p. 357.
pull pin. A device for throwing mechanical
parts i n or out of gear, or for readily
shifting in or away from a fixed relative
paition. Crispin.
pill rope; main rope. The rope that pulls a
journey of loaded cars on a haulage plane;

also seals the hole. When the charge is
fired, it produces in the water a high-

pulp density. a. In flotation the amount of
solids in a pulp, ranging' from 10 to 25

pull lift. A modern sylvester used on construction work, which curves a maximum
pull of 5 tons. It can be carried by one
man. Ham.
pull-over mill; drag-over mill. A two-high
mill in which the piece is rolled in one
direction only, and after traveling between

pulverized coal
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pull holes

technique which consists of firing an explosives charge in a borehole filled with
water under pressure. The water is intro-

steady state operation. L&L.
pulse-echo method. A nondestructive test in
which pulses of energy are directed into

a part, and the time for the echo to re-

turn from one or more reflecting surfaces

is measured. ASM Gloss.
pulse-height discriminator. An electronic circuit which accepts only those pulses having amplitudes greater than a preset level

and produces an output pulse of fixed

amplitude (and sometimes of fixed width)
for each input pulse accepted. NCB.
pulse rise time. The interval of time required

for the leading edge of a pulse to rise

from some specified small fraction to some
specified larger fraction of the maximum
value. H&G.

pukka stroke. In ore concentration by wet
Jigging, the stroke of the plunger device
which controls the hydraulic lift of water
through the bed of ore particles. Pryor, 3.

pubonseter. a. A steam pump in whicl an
automatic ball valve (the only moving
panel admits steam alternately to a pair
of

ambers, so forcing out water which

has been sucked in by condensation of
the steam after the previous stroke. It can
deal with very dirty water and has been

used widely for shaft sinking and miscellaneous pumping duties. Nelson. b. A
displacement pump with valves for raisiqg

water by steam, partly by atmospheric

pressure, and partly by the direct action
of the steam on the water, without intervention of a piston. Also Called a vacuum

pump. Webster 3d. c. A type of steam
siphon frequently used on construction

work for pumping out cofferdams. Crispis.

pubometer pump. One with two chambers
which are alternately filled and discharged. An automatic ball valve admits
steam which forces out the charge from
the filled chamber while the other is filling as its steam condenses. Pryor, 3.

Pelvises. Vermiculite. Bennett 2d, 1962
Add.
pulverite. A textural term desiguating a gator clay-sized constituent of sedimentary
rocks of constructional but noneastic ori-

gin. It corresponds to the term lutite of
the elastic textural terms. A.GJ.
pularbadon. a. In soil stabilization work,
pulverization means the separation of
particles from each other rather than the
breaking up of individual particles as
suggested. Separation of the particles is
the first step towards good dispersion of
stabilization additives and moisture. Nel-

son. b. The reduction of metal to fine
powder by mechanical means. Disintegration and comminution are terms also

used. Rolle.
pulverize. To reduce (as by crushing, beating,
or grinding) to very small partida (as in

fine powder or dust). Webster 3d.
pnlverisad coal. Coal that has been crushed

to a fine dust by grinding mills. The

latter are often air swept, the velocity of
the air being so regulated that particles
of coal, when sufficiently reduced, are
carried away. Pulverized coal particles of
which about 99 percent are below 0.01
inch in diameter will burn very rapidly
and efficiently. Low-grade coal may be
pulverized and conveyed from the mill
by air into the boiler plant. Nelson.
pulverized dint. Dust of which 95 to 98 percent will pass a 100-mesh screen and of
which 75 to 95 percent will pass a 200mesh screen, the Intermediate size depend-

ing on the hardness of the material used.
Pulverized Pittsburgh coal dust will run
75 to 85 percent through 200 mesh. Rice,

George S.
pulverized fuel. Finely ground coal or other
combustible material, which can be burned
as it issues from a suitable nozzle through
which it is blown by compressed air.
Pryor, 3.
pulverized fuel ash. Finely divided ash car-

substitute for cement to the extent of 10
to 20 percent, without reducing the
strength of the concrete. It is said to increase the density of the concrete and to
reduce its absorption of water. Also used
in making a cement similar to the pozzuolana of Europe. The principal use of
pumicite is in cleansing compounds and
abrasive soaps. Stokes and Varner, 1955.
pumilith. Lithified volcanic ash. See also

pumicite. Hess.
pumisoll. Soil frrmed from volcanic ash. See
also pumicite. Hess.
pump. a. A machine used to impart flowing

motion or to accelerate a fluid stream
(gas, water, pulp, slurry). The main

SRN, 24 to 28 percent Al, Os, 6 to 12

percent Fes Os, 2 to 4 percent CaO, 2 to
3 percent MgO, 3 to 5 percent alkalies,
and 2 to 10 percent loss on ignition. In
c
the United Kingdom, the C-ntral Eletricity Generating Board Specification is,
not less than 35 percent Si OA, not greater

than 4 percent MgO, not greater than
3 percent S03, and not greater than 12

percent loss on ignition. See also thermalite ytong; Lytag. Dodd.
pulverized lime. Quicklime which will pan
a fine sieve of specified size. The size of
the sieve is usually IA inch. ASTM C
51-47.

pulverized silica. Finely ground quartz. Bureau of Mines Staff.
pulverizer. See fine grioder; grinder; glaze
maker.

pulverizing mixer. A mixer used in soil stabilization which pulverizes with revolving

passes.

See also processing, a. Horn.

pulverulent. That which may easily be reduced to powder. Weed, 1922; said of
certain ores. Fay.

pumice. A highly porous igneous rock, usually

containing 65 to 75 percent Si Os and

10 to 20 percent Als; with a glassy

texture. Potassium, sodium, and calcium
are generally present in small amo. ants.
Insoluble in water; not attacked by Acids.
Found in New Mexico, California, Idaho,
Oregon, Ntbraska; Italy; New Zealand.
Used as an abrasive; lightweight concrete
aggregate. CCD 6d, 1961.
pumtkeoss. Applied to the foamy structure
of pumice. Schieferdecker.
pomaceous structure. A structure akin to that

of a coarse froth, due to the extreme

vesiculation of a lava by expanding gases
and vapors. Holmes, 1928.
ponlcite. A very finely divided volcanic ash

or volcanic dust. It varies in color from
white to gray and buff. It is widely distributed in K,ansas, Nebraska, Colorado,
and other states in and adjacent to the
Rocky Mountains, where it occurs interstratified with clays and sandstones of the

Tertiary period. Pumicite is used with
Portland cement in concrete work as a

oil per ton, together with 50 to 60 pounds
of ammonium sulfate. Fay.
pumping. a. The operation of filling a sludge
pump by an up-and-down motion of the

rods or rope. Also called pumping the

sludger. b.The act of raising or transferring a liquid or gas by means of a pump.
Fay. c. In scraper operation, raising and

of displacement pump and the centrifugal

sure in a varying wind. C.T.D.
pumping engine. An engine used for pump-

mining. Lewis, p. 634. See also centrifugal
pumps; plunger pumps; LaBour centrifu-

pumping engineer. In mining and in the

force pump; lift pump; submersible pump.

drainage tunnel. Also called pitwright;
plugman. D.O.T. 1.

pump are the two types most used in

composition of the ash is 43 to 50 percent

Pumpherston shale. A Scottish oil shale
which yields 16 to 22 gallons of crude

divided into two general classes: displace-

classification given in the standards of
the Hydraulic Society, pumps may be

boilers.

It has found some use in the

natural outlet or pumping station.
D.O.T. 1.
pump fist. Eng. The lower end of a plunger
case of a pump. Fay.
a

lowering the bowl rapidly to force a

ment and centrifugal. The plunger type

manufacture of building materials, for
example, thermalite ytongi lytag, and to
a less extent in clay building bricks. The

water, accumulated underground in low
places, into a drainage ditch flowing to

types are the reciprocating pump, the air
compressor (reciprocating or centrifugal),
the diaphragm pump, the monopumpt the
injector and the centrifugal pump (single
or multistage). Pryor, 3. b. Following the

ried over from coal-fired power station

tines the ground over which it

pump lift
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gal pump; reciprocating pumps; sinking
pumps; direct-acting pump; feed pump;

pumpage. The amount raised by pumping;
as, the pumpage of an oil well. Standard,
1964.

pump bob. The balance weight used to bring

up the plunger in a Cornish pumping

engine. Standard, 1964.
pump bucket. a. A packed piston having an
aperture, in its center, covered by a

clack or valve opening upwards. Fay.

b. Synonym for cup leather. Long.
pump capacity. The volume of fluid, at a
specified pressure, that a pump can transfer or lift when powered by an engine or
motor of any given horsepower. Pump capacity also depends on fluid viscosity,

pump condition, line friction, etc. Long.
pump chamber. An underground pumping
station. Fay.
pump cup. Synonym for cup leather. Long.
pump-cup leather. The leather cup-shaped

packing used on the pistons of certain
classes of pumps. Same as cup leather.

Long.

pump discharge. a. The port through which
a fluid is ejected as it is acted upon by
the pump. Long. b. The hose or length of

pipe transferring a fluid from a pump
after the fluid has been acted on by the
pump to the point where fluid is to be
used or discarded. Long.

pump disk pomp disc. Synonym for cup

leather. Long.
pumpellyke. A bluish-green, hydrous silicate
of calcium and aluminum, 6Ca0.3A1.0s.
7SiOs.4H40; orthorhombic; minute fibers
or plates. From Keweenaw County, Mich.;
New Zealand; Haiti; and California.
English.
Puespelly's tole. The generalization that the

axes and axial planes of minor folds are
parallel to the axes and axial planes of
the major folds in the same region. A.G.L
pumper. a. An instrument or machine used
in pumping. Webster 3d. b. An oil well

that has to be pumped. Webster 3d. c. The
man who maintains the pumps in a mine.

Bureau of Mints Staff.
pumper, bawl. In bituminous coal mining,

one who works a hand pump to force

larger load into it. Nichols, 2. d. Mechani-

cal transfer of fluids. Nichols. e. Alter-

nately raising and lowering a digging edge
to increase the volume of clirt being transported. Nichols. f. The motion of mercury
in a barometer arising from the movement
of a ship or from fluctuations of air pres-

ing; as a steam engine and pump combined for raising water. Webster 3d.

quarry industry, one who operates one or
a battery of pumps to force excess water
from a lower level to the surface or to a

pumplft head. In an air lift, the distance
from the surface to the level of the water
during pumping; it equals static head
plus drop. Lewis, p. 687.

pumping hick. A device for transmitting
power to an oil-well pump. Institute of
Petroleum, 1961.
pumping of pavement (pumping). See pavement pumping. ASCE P1826.
pumping out. The procedure of maintaining

circulation of drilling mud through the

drill stem while withdrawing the drill stem
from the hole. Hess.
pumping plan. A plan which shows, in addi-

tion to the workings of a mine and the
seam contours, the position of pumps,

dams, and waterlogged areas. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 1.

pumping shaft. The shaft containing the
pumping machinery of a t line. Standard,
1964.

puns*g station; relay station. A station

on a pipe line supplied with a pump for
forcing the crude oil along from one station to the next. Mersereau, 4th, p. 199.
pomplog water level. See depressed water

level. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4.
pompimg well. A borehole from which oil
is being extracted by pumps. As the pressure in the oil pool diminishes, a flowing
well becomes a_pumping well. Nelson.

pomp Intake. a. The port and/or point at

which the suction hose passes a fluid into
a pump so that the fluid can be acted on
by the pump pistons. Long. b. The source
from which a fluid is fed to a pump. Long.
pump betake pressure. The pressure in the
casing opposite the pump under producing conditions. American Petroleum Insmut*. Drilling and Production Practice,
1963, jo. 149.

pomp keNe. A convex perforated diaphragm

fixed at the bottom of a pump tube to
prevent the entrance of foreign matter;
a strainer. Fay.

pump Wilber. Synonym for cup leather;
pump-cup leather. Long.

pump Wt. a. The vertical distance that a
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pump lift
pump can suck up water. Theoretically,
this should be about 34 feet at sea level;

practically, the limit is about 26 feet.
Long. b. The vertical distance a pump

can force water to flow. Long.

pump liner. A replaceable cylindrical or

ceramic-coated metal sleeve installed in a
pump cylinder inside of which the piston

works. Long.
pump lining. Synonym for pump liner. Long.

pump load. The back pressure and/or re-

sistance to flow of fluids that a pump must
overcome to force a fluid to flow through
a pipeline, drill string, etc. Long.
pumpman. Mineworker who operates mine
pumps. Bureau of Mines Stall.

pump packing. The material placed around
drill rods, piston rods, and similar moving
parts that, when compacted under a packing gland, serves to prevent leakage of
fluids without materially restricting the
rotation of the vertical or reciprocating
movement of the rod, etc. Long.
pump pressure. The force per unit area or
pressure against which the pump is acting
to force a fluid to flow through a pipeline,
drill string, etc.; also, the pressure imposed on the fluid ejected from a pump.
Long.
pump ring. A flat iron ring that, when lapped

with tarred baize or coarse cloth, secures
the joints of water columns. Fay.
pump rod. The rod or system of rods (usually heavy beams) connecting the steam
engine at the surface, or at a-higher level
with the pump piston below. See also balance bob. Fay.
pump-rod plates. Scot. Spear plates; strips
or plates of iron bolted to wooden pump
rods at the joints for the purpose of making the connection. Fay.
pump slip. The leakage past the valves and
the plunger in a reciprocating pump
which should not be greater than 2 or 3

percent for a pump in good condition.
Pumps showing 5 percent or more slip
are in poor condition and should be repaired. Lewis, p. 636.

pump slope. A slope in which pumps are
operated. Fay.

pump sollar. A platform to give access to
the door-piece and working parts of a
lift or set of pumps. Standard, 1964.
pump station. a. In mining, chamber near
shaft at depth, where pump is installed.
Pryor, 3. b. An enlargement made in the
shaft, slope, or entry to receive the pump.
Also called pumproom. Fay. c. The site at

which one or more pumps are installed
along a pipeline for the purpose of forcing a fluid through the line. Long.
pump stock. Lanc. See pump tree. Fay.
pomp stroke. The linear distance through
which the piston in a pump travels from
one extreme position to the other within
the cylinder. Long.

pump munp. A tank into which the circulating water gravitates and from which
it is recirculated by means of a pump.
B.S. 3552, 1962.
pump surge. The pulsating effect transnutted to a pipeline or drill string at the

completion of each compression stroke of
a reciprocating-piston pump. Long.

pump tree. Eng. A cast-iron (wrought iron
was formerly used) pipe, generally 9 feet
in length, of which the water column or
set is formed. Fay.

pm. The action of ramming wet concrete

or earth to drive the air out of it and
thus to consolidate it. Ham.

punch. a. A tool (ram) for knocking out
timbers in coal workings. Standard, 1964.
b. Same as leg or prop. Also called punch-

eon. See also punch prop. Fay. c. The
member of a tool that forces the metal
into the die during blanking, coining,

drawing, embossing, forging, powder molding, or similar operations. ASM Gloss.

punch-and-aid. S. Staff. A kind of pillarand-stall system of mining coal. Fay.

punched screen. Thin plates through which
holes have been punched. These may be
round, rectangular, or slotted. Pryor, 3.
puncheon. a. A pointed tool for piercing or
for working on stone. Webster 3d. b. Eng.

A prop or post set up between lines of
waling in shaft sinking. See also studdle.
Stauffer.

puncher. An early model pick machine used
to undermine or shear coal by heavy blows
of sharp steel points attached to a piston
driven by compressed air. Fay.

punching. a. A method of cold extruding,

cold heading, hot forging, or stamping in
a machine whereby the mating die sections control the shape or contour of the
part. ASM Gloss. b. The operation of
cutting out blanks for the various pieces
of ware. A punch press is generally used
for this work. Hansen.
punching machine. A machine tool used for
punching holes in metals or other material. Fay.
punching shear. If a heavily loaded column
punches a hole through the base on which

it rests, the base has failed in punching
shear. 'This is prevented either by thick-

ening the base or by enlarging the foot of
the column so as to ensure that the allowable shear stress is not exceeded. Ham.
punch mica. Thumb-trimmed block mica less
than 1.5 by 2 inches but of sufficient area
in dito yield a disk at least 1.5

ameter free of cracks and open areas.

The term now has been broadened to include circle mica and washer mica. Skow.
punch mining. a. Mining in which the rooms
are opened off the strip mine highwall.
I.C. 8149, 1963, p. 26. b. An underground
method of extracting coal from fingershaped areas of reserves not amenable to
other mining methods. Openings are driven by continuous mining machines back
and forth across the fingers from outcrop
to outcrop leaving a pillar of coal between
each cut. Bureau of Mines Staff.
punch press. a. In general, an; mechanical

press. ASM Gloss. b. In particular, an

endwheel gap-framepress with a fixed bed,
used in piercing. ASM Gloss.
punch-press operator. One who makes lenses
for switchboard lights, glass novelties, or

other glass products in a molding press.

Removes heated glass rods from the oven,
and places them under ram of 'press and
turns valve or depresses pedal to lower ram
and stamp outmoabetts. Also called fire'ne operator; powerman; molding-

punch operator; puncher; punch man;

punch operator. D.O.T. 1.
punch prop. a. A short timber prop for supporting coal in holing or undercutting;
a sprag. Standard, 1964. b. Eng. A short
prop set to carry a roof support. SMRB,
puzter No. 61.

radios. The radius on the bottom end
of the punch over which the sheet is bent
in drawing. ASM Gloss.
puede lest. A simple test to determine
whether the glaze on a piece of fired pottery is in tension or compression. A steel

center punch with a blunt end 1/32 to
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pure oxides
1/16 inches in diameter is placed on the
glazed surface and hit sufficiently hard
with A hammer to break the glaze. If the
latter was in tension, one or more cracks
will be found to have radiated from the
point of impact; if the glaze was in com-

pression a circular crack will have formed
around the punch mark or a conical piece
of glaze will have become detached. Dodd.
punch ware. Handmade, thin, blown glassware especially tumblers. ASTM CI 62-66.
pungernite. Yellowish-brown organic matter
from the Silurian of the U.S.S.R. English.
punning. a. A form of light ramming. Taylor. b. Consolidation of earth by ramming

with a hand or mechanical punner, a

heavy dropping weight, or a special vehicle such as the sheepsfoot punner, which
is towed over the surface treated, its heavy

load being brought to bear by way of

projections on its wheels. Pryor, 3.
punt. The bottom of a glass container. Dodd.

punt code. A mark of identification on the
base of a glass bottle. Dodd.

punty. a. A gathering iron of solid

cross

section. ASTM C162-66. b. A device to
which ware is attached for holding during
fire polishing or finishing. ASTM C162-66.

c. In glass blowing, a pontil. Also called
punty rod. Fay.
punty rod. See punty, c.
pup. a. Synonym for guide coupling. Long.

b. A pilot and/or sub. Long. c. A brick
(particularly a refractory brick) of a shape

and size based on that of a standard

square but with the end faces square (or

nearly square). This shape of brick

is

also known as a soap or closer. Dodd.

pup joint. A reaming-bit pilot to which a
reaming bit can be coupled. See also guide
coupling. Long.
puppet. See poppet. Fay.

puppet bead. Eng. See poppet head, a. Fay.
puppet valve. A valve that, in opening, is
lifted bodily from its seat by its spindle
instead of being hinged at one side. Fay.
puppy. An underground set of pumps. Fay.
Purbeck beds. Eng. A freshwater deposit con-

sisting of various kinds of limestone and
marls, immediately above the Portland
beds. Fay.
Purbecidan. Upper Portlandian. A.G.I. Supp.
pure bending. In mine subsidence, bending
without fracture. Briggs, P. 205.
pure culture. A collection of microbial cells
of the same species in a container that is

devoid of any other form of life. I.C.

8075, 1962, p. 64.

pure gold. See fine gold. Newton, p. 19.

pure iron. The product of a basic open-

hearth furnace refined to a ooint where
the impurities are reduced to the lowest

practicable minimum, after which copper

and molybdenum are added in correct

proportions. Mersereau, 4th, p. 482.
pure metal. Theoretically, an absolutely pure

metallic element; but as such is not ob-

ta:qable, the term is applied in practice to
metals of high purity. C.T.D.

pure metal crystak. The crystals of w1lich
a solid pure metal is composed. C.r.D.
pure oxide ceramics. Ceramic products made
from the pure oxides of nonmetallic materials, that is, Als0s, Mg0, SiOs, etc.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
Pare oxides. A group of refractories. These

include: alumina (2,050' C), magnesia
(2,800' C), thoria (3,050' C), zirconia
(2,700' C), beryllia (2,500' C), and
ceria (2,800 C). The figures in paren-

pure oxides
theses represent
Osborne.

their melting points.

pure shear. A strain in which the body is

elongated in one direction and shortened
at right angles to this of such an amount

push-down collet. A fault occasionally found

in sheet glass as a result of the presence
of cullet in the zone of the furnaces from
which the glass was drawn. See also collet. Dodd.

that the volume remains unchanged. A.G.I.

pushed-bat kiln; sliding-bat kiln. A tunnel

for a period of 2 hours. McAdam, pp.

the ware is conveyed on sliding bats instead of on the usual cars; when there are
a number of such tunnels in a single kiln,
it is known as a multipassage kiln. See

Purelha gas mask. An all-service gas mask
that can be used in atmospheres containing up to 2 percent of carbon monoxide
62-64.

purifiers. In the destructive distillation of

coal, iron vessels containing several layers
of bog iron ore (ferric oxide, Fess%) in
granular form, mixed with moist sawdust

),

putty
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to make the whole porous; used to remove impurities, such as ammonia gas,

sulfur dioxide, and hydrogen sulfide from
coal gas. Cooper, pp. 390-391.
parties. Timbers spanning from truss to truss,

and supporting the rafters of a roof.

kiln, of small cross-section, through which

also multipassage kiln. Dodd.
pushed punt. The concave bottom of a glass
wine bottle or other container. Dodd.
pusher. a. In mining, a laborer who pushes
loaded mine cars on trar1cs from underground working places t, haulage roads
where they are picked up by a locomotive
(motor) and hauled to the surface, shaft,
or slope bottom for hoisting. May, at bituminous mines, shift empty and loaded

puron. High purity iron. Osborne.

can in and about the tipple where coal
is prepared for market. Also called car

purple copper ore. Same as bornite. Fay.

b. In mining parlance, one who is en-

Crispin.

purple blende. An old synonym for kermesite.
Fay.

puller; car shifter; headsman; mule; putter; trailer; trammer; wheeler. D.O.T. 1.

purple of Cassius. Produced by adding a mix-

gaged for the purpose of encouraging or
hastening the miners. Also called jigger
boss. Ricketts, I. c. A tractor that pushes

ture of stannic and stannous chlorides to
a very dilute solution of gold chloride;
hydrated stannic oxide is precipitated,
and the gold chloride is reduced to gold.
The red to violet color is due to the
precipitation of the finely divided gold on

the stannic hydroxide. C.T.D. Used in
painting and staining porcelain and glass.
Fay.

purple ore. Sintered pyritic ore. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
purple slate. See colored slates. AIME p.793.
purple stone. See Cornish stone. Hess.

purpling. A fault liable to occur with
chrome-tin pink ceramk color if the
amount of alkali and borax is too high

and the amount of lime too low. See also
chrome-tin pink. Dodd.
purpurin. Same as hematinon. Shipley.

purpurite. A deep red or reddish-purple

mineral; essentially a hydrous ferric-manganic phosphate, (Mn,Fe)10s.P.Os.H10.
An alteration product of lithiophilite and
triphylite. Orthorhombic. Small, irregular

masses. From Pala, Calif.; Hill City, S.
Dak.; Newry, Me. Erongo Mountains,
Southwest Africa. English.

purser. Corn. A paymaster and actountant
at a mine. Fay.
push bench. Equipment used for drawing
moderately heavy:gage tubes by cupping
sheet and forcing st through a die by pressure exerted against the inside bottom of

the cup. ASM Gloss.

pushbutton. Relay switch worked by pressure

of finger, to initiate switch movement

which controls an operating motor. Pryor,3.

pushbutton coal mhsing. A fully automatic
and remotely controlled system of coal
cutting, loading, and face conveying, including self-advancing roof support systems. See also manless coal face. Nelson.
pushbutton winding control. A system in
which the operation of the winder is similar to automatic cyclic winding, but the
starting is instigated by the onsetter and
banknnan. When everything is ready for
winding, the onsetter and banksman
their respective start pushbutton ancrtre
winder starts, accelerates and banks automatically without the intervention of
the winding engineman. With this form
of control, loading and dischang of the
skips is fully automatic. See also manual
winding enntrnl. Nelson.

ports which slide forward on the floor and
provide their own abutments for both

their forward movement and that of the
conveyor. Nelson.

push-pull wave. A wave that advances by
alternate compression and rarefaction of
a medium, causing a particle in its path
to move forward and backward along the
direction of the wave's advance. In connection with waves in the earth, also
known as primary wave, compressional
wave, longitudinal wave, or P-wave. Leet.
push-up. Alternative name for pushed punt.
See also pushed punt. Dodd.
push wave. Synonym for P-wave. A.GJ.
push welding; poke welding. Spot or projection welding in which the force is applied
manually to one electrode, and the work

or a backing bar takes the place of the

other electrode. ASM Gloss.
put. a. To haul by haw:. Waso.s. b. To haul.
Mason. c. Newc. TJ ccnvey coal from the
working face to the tramway. This is
usually done by young men called putters.
Fay. d. Som. A box hav;ng a capacity of
from 3 to 6 hundredweights of coal, used
in thin seams. Fay. e. Eng. To haul a tub

to and from the face. When the tub is

pick up a load.

pushed by hand, it is called hand putting;
when drawn by a pony, pony putting. In

push.: bar conveyor. Two endless chains
cross-connected at intervals by ban or
rotablepushers which propel the object

Paper No. 61. f. S. Afr. A pit or well.

a scraper to help

it

.'recholt.

along the bed or trough of the conveyor.
ASA MH 4.1-1958.
pusher chain conveyor. One or more endless
chains with attachments which move or
retard the movement of packages, objects,
trucks, dollies, or cars along stationary
wood, metal or roller beds, troughs, rails
or tracks. ASA MY 4.1-1958.
pusher grades. See helper grades.
pusher man. One who operates an electric
pusher that discharges coke from ovens;

also, supervises chartim of ovens with
, using an eleccoal and levels the
trically driven leveling bar. Also called
pusher doorman, pusher engineer, and
pusher operator. D.O.T. I.
pusker on. The man in charge of haulage
hands in a coal mine. Also called master
hauler (haulier). C.T.D.
pusher operator. See pusher man. D.O.T. I.
pusher tractor. A bulldozer exerting pressure
on rear o! scraper loader while the loader
is digging and loading unconsolidated
ground being excavated and moved dur-

ing opencast mining. Bureau o' Mines

Staff.

push fit A fit similar to a snug or slip fit
rlitoably
m cparable to one or more of
asses of clearance locaticnal fits listed

in ASA 84.1-1955. ASM Gloss.

push hole. A hole through which glass is
introduced to a flattening furnace. Standard, 1964.

pushing jack An implement for moving a
and heavy object a short distance,
as a railroad car. Fay.

pmh moraine; shoved moraine. A kind of
terminal moraine consisting of material
pushed along and piled into a marginal
ridge. Standard, 1964.

push-plate t011,4yor. A scraper conveyor in
which the depth of the flights is much
greater than that of the chain. B.S. 3552,
1962.
pusle-poll support system. A method of ad-

vancing power-owrated supports on a
longwall face. Moble-acting

hydraulic

jaclu are used in conjunction with sup-
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Cumberland, to push a tub by hand is

called trailing. Also called trail. SMRB,
Hess.

Putnam clay. A fine-grained, plastic, Florida
kaolin; it fires to a good white color.
Dodd.
putrefaction. A process of &composition of

organic substances which occurs in the
presence of water and with the complete
exclusion of air. It is a kind of slow dis-

tillation whereby chiefly methane and
smaller quantities of other gaseous prod-

such as Hs, Nlis, and HsS, are
ing; peat formation. Stutter and Noe,
ucts,

formed. Compare disintegration; molder-

1940, p. 91.

putter. a. A coal miner who takes empty

tubs from a nearby junction to the working face and brings back the loaded ones.
Except in small mines, man handling of
tubs

is now obsolete. See also drawer.

Also called hurrier; hutch runner; kibbler.
Nelson.

b. One who hauls by hand.

Mason. c. A small hauling machine or
engine. Mason. d. Underground worker

who conveys coal by tram from working
face to main underground haulage. Pryor,

3. e. Eng. A man or boy who conveys
coal from the working place to the tramway. Same as haulier; tratnmer; drawer,
a. Fay. f. N. of Eng. In single place

tems a man, usually a young lad, w%s-o

conveys tubs between the workings and a

flat. Ile may have a pon7. Trist. g. See
pusher. D.O.T. 1.
putter sad filler. A miner who fill. his tub,
pushes it back to the nearest junction, and

returns with an empty tub. Obsolete ex-

cept in small mines near outcrop. Nelson.
putter-out. See hanger-on, a. C.T.D.
putt A gold-washing tray used in Madras.
Fay.

putting. a. Eng. Same as hauling. Fay. b. See

manual haulage. Sinclair, V, p. 350.
putting posies. Eng. Ponies 10 or 11 hands
high used in mines for hauling nine cars.
Fay.

Staff. Stoppage of coal
mining on account of fire stink. Fay.
putty. a. Tin oxide, sometimes mixed with

Iset-tashooll. S.

lead oxide, used for polishing glass, metals,
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better called a bipyramid. Fay. c. A solid
with a polygon for a base, and with triangular sides that meet at a common
point called the vertex. !one:, 2, p. 119.
pyramidal. Possessing the form of or pertaining to the pyramid; a crystal form,

in ligroin. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-517.
Pyrenean orogeay. Post-Eocene diastro-

putty
ieweIry, etc. Standard, 1964. Also called
Jewelers' putty; putty powder. b. In ceramics, glazing-slip. Standard, 1964. SII
also iron putty. Fay. c. A white polishing
compound. ASTM C162-66. d. A composition of whiting and linseed oil, used for
filling small holes in woodwork, and securing panes of glass in sash. Crispin.
tin, used for
putty powder. Crude oxide ofenamels
or for
giving opaque whiteneu to
grinding glass. See also putty, b. Fay.
putty stones. Soft pieces of decomposed rock
found in placer &posits. Fay.
put work. See tutwork, I,. Fay.
putzas. a. Ger. Small, irregularly deposited
spots or bunches of ore. Fay. b. Xenoliths
or cognatt inclusions. Holmes, 1928.
origin. espepay. A conical hill of volcaniceither
( I) of
cially in Auvergne, France,
volcanic ashes or scoria with or without
intervening sedimentary strata, (2) sedimentary or granitic with a cap of basalt,
or (3) sedimentary, with or without volcanic ash, traversed by a dike of basalt
or trachyte. Standard, 1964.
chloride,
P.V.C. Abbreviation for polyirja widely
for
substance,
a nonflammabk
mine belt conreyors, ducting, etc. Nelson.
types,
P.V.C. belt. There are two main impregnamely (I) solid woven carcass
nated and covered with polyvinyl chloride,
and (2) normal multiple construction
which has polyvinyl chloride interlayers

and covers. P.V.C. belts are now

the faces of which commonly intersect
three crystallographic axes. Shipley.
pyramidal garnet. Same as idocrase; a variety
of vesuvianite. Fay.
pyramidal plane. In noncubic crystals, any
plane that intersects all three axes. ASM
Gloss.
pyramidal stoping. See rill stoping, b. Fay.
pyramidal system. See tetragonal system.
C.M.D.
pyramid cut. a. In tunnel driving or shaft
sinking, a pattern of shotholes drilled so
that the middle holes converge and outline
a pyramid-shaped volume of rock. These
holes are fired first, and thus create a free
face or relieving cut. Pryor, 3. b. This cut
has received its name from the shape of

used

widely in coal mines, being not only fire
resistant but equal, if not better in quality
than normal rubber belting. It u now

possible to use up to 300

horsepower

with 36-inch-wide Iselts and up to

400

longitudinal wave; pressure wave;

push

horsepo V.T with 42-inch-wide belts. See
also cot. ,eyor. Nelson.
PVT Abbrevation for pressure-volume-temperature. BaMin Style Guide, p. 61.
P-wave. A seismic body wave advancing by
alternating compressions and rarefactions
in an elastic medium. It is the type which
carries sound. Synonym for compressional
wave ; dilatational wave; irrotational wave;
wave. A.G.1
pychite. A columnar variety of topaz. Fay.

pycafte. A variety of topaz, occurring in
columnar aggregations. Fay.
pymocline. A steep vertical gradient of density. Hy.
pycaosneter; pykometer. a. A device for
weighing and thus determining the specific gravity of sms11 quantities of oil or
other liquids. Hess. b. A small bottle for
determining the specific gravity of grains

or small fragments. Fay.
pycnobrope. A compact mineral near ser-

eentine; probably an alteration product.
Fay.
Pryor, 3.

pyknorneter. See pycnometer.
pyrabol; pyrabole. Same as pyribole.

Supp.
pyralmsedite. A contraction of pyrope and

almandite for garnets of intermediate composition. English.
pyramid. a. In crystallography, strictly in
the tetragonal, hexagonal, and orthorhombic systems, an open form of three, four,
six, eight, or twelve faces which meet thi
vertical axis in a common point; in the
monoclinic and tzklinic systems, an open
form of one, two, or four faces which cut
all three axes. Fey. b. As generally used,
a form enclosed by all the faces answering the above description whose int
rc ehave the same ratio; hence, a deoiigts
ended pyramid having both ends alike;

phism. A.G.1. Sapp.

pyreseite. A variety of grossularite garnet

the initial opening. The three or four
holes are so directed that they meet at a
point furthest in. The pyramid cut is
mainly employed in raises and for shaft
sinking but is not recommended for horizontal tunnels where a machine setup for
a definite direction of the four holes cannot easily be obtained. Also caned German
27.

cut. Fraenkel, v. 1, Art. 6:02, p.

c. This type of cut usually consists of four
holes drilled to meet at a common apex
in the center of the face. This arrangement permits a high concentration of explosive to be used, and the pyramid cut
ss therefore particularly suitable for break-

ing hard ground. In very hard ground the
number of holes forming the cut may be
increased to six. Tht main disadvantage
of this type of cut is the difficulty in drilling the holes at the correct angles so that
they will meet at the back of the cut.
As in the case of the wedge cut, therefore,
called
a hole director should be used. Also
diamond cut. McAdam 11, p. 122. d. In
undem-raind blasting, a type of cut employed in which the three cut holes in

the center may be drilled to form a
pyramid. Also applied to four holes meet-

ing in a point. The simultialeous firing of
these holes is somewhat equivalent to
using a very heavy charge of explosive
and makes a powerful blast. Lemis, p. 165.
e. A cut in which four central holes are

drilled towards a focal point, and when
fired break out a tetrahedra/ section of
strata. BS. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
pYramid-set. A bit crown, the face of which
is covered with a series of stubby pyramids, each apex of which is set sn'th a
diamond. Long.
pyramid structure. In czystalography, that
of a crystal in which three or more inclined faces cut !he three crystal axes.
Pryor, 3.
marmite. A mineral, AgSbSi commonly
associated with other si r-bearing minerals; trigonal. Also called ruby silver;

dark red silver ore. Compare proustite.
C.T.D.; A.G.1.; Dana 17.
mese. A tetracydic hydrocarbon obtained

which is birerracting, 3CaO.A1,011.3Si0i;
colorless; hartneu 7; specific gravity 3.5;

fusibility 3; insoluble in acid. See also
garnet. Larsen, P. 135.

Pyrex. Trade name; a borosilicate glass with
a high thermal endurance and much used
for making chemical ware. Dodd.

,

pyrbeliometer. The general term for the

class of actinometers which measure the
intensity of direct solar radiation. The instrument consists of a radiation sensing
element enclosed in a casing which is
dosed except fo- a small aperture, through
which the direct solar rays enter, and a
recorder unit. H&G.
pyribole; !symbols. A general term for minerals belonging to either the pyroxene or
amphibole groups, suggested for field use.
Holmes, 1928.

pyrkanstates. A general name for fossil combustible substances. Tomkeieff, 1954.
pyridine operator. In the coke products
industry, one who produces pyrit6ne
fate from tar oils iry controlling movement of materials through interconnected
units of processing equipment. Also called
pyridine-recovery operator. D.O.T. Sapp.
pyrite; fool's gold. Iron disulfide, FeS,, often

with small amounts of copper, arsenic,
nickel, cobalt, gold, selenium. Brass-yellow
or brown tarnished mineral, greenish- or

brownish-black streak; metallic luster; isometric; contains 46.7 percent iron, 53.3
percent sulfur; specific gravity, 4.9 to 5.2;
Mohs' hardness, 6 to 6.5. Found in Virginia, New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, Colorado, Utah; Norway, Germany, France, Italy, Spain,
Portugal, England, Hungary, Sweden,
Canada, North Africa. Used in copperas;
recovery of gold, silver, and copper. An
ore of iron. An important ore of sulfur.
Also called iron pynte; mundic. CCD 6d,
1961' Dana 17.
pyrites. The term pyrites as frequently used,
literally, means s mineral that strikes fire.
It is applied to any of a number of metallic-looking sulfides, of which ;ron pyrites
(pyrite) is the commonest; as copper

pyrites (chalcopyrite), tin pyritis (stanride), etc. The term isyrite applies only
to the iron disulfide, eSic Fay.
pyrites of cloppeL Conwnon sdame for dialcoyprite. Weed, 1918.

pyritk. Of, pertaining to, resembling, or
having the properties of pyrites. Standard,
1964.

pyritk melting. Smelting of sulfide
ores, in which heat is msinly sum)

b7

oxidation of iron sulfide. C.T.D.
pyritic sulfur. The part of the sulfur in coal
which is in the form of pyrites or marcasite. 8.S. 1016, 1961, Pt. 16.
pyrkiferous. Containing or producing pyrite.
Webster 3d.

pyritiatim. Conversion into pyrite either
by simple replacement or by alteration, or
both. Standard, 1964.

above
from the coal-tar fraction boiling
360 C. Colorless; monoclinic; soluble in
ether; slightly soluble in alcohol; and in-

pride*. To convert into pyrite; to introduie

soluble

pyritobedrea. A pentagonal dodecahedron

in water. C.T.D. Pale yellow;
molecular weight, 202.26; Cullgti melting
point, 149' to 150' C; boiling point, 260'

C (at 60 mm) ; specific gravity, 1.271 (at

23' C, referred to water at 4' C); and

soluble in carbon disulfide, in toluene, and
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I

pyrite into. Webster 3d.

that is a hemihedral form of the isometric
system of crystalline symrnetry common to
pyrite. Webster 3d.
pyritology. The science of analyzing com-

1

pyrometric cone equivalent

pyritology
pounds by means of the blowpipe. Standard, 1964.

pyre. A common expression for the compound tetrasodium pyrophosphate, (Na4-

KW, either

hydrous or

anhydrous.

ASTM C286-65.
pyroastimomite. See kennesite. Bennett 2d,
1962.

pyr000rke. A mineral of the hydrotalcite
group occurring in goldlike submetallic

scales also brownish with pearly to greasy
luster, 6MgO.FeOs.0O3.12H10; Mohs'
hardness, 2 to 3; specific gravity, 2.07; a
silvery-white variety is known as igelstrom-

fragmental volcanic since much of the
superficial material of certain types of
flows, such as the aa lavas of Hawaii, is
fragmental. Neither is pyroclastic material always the product of explosive eruptions, for much Pele's hair and also large

amounts of pumiceous cinders are produced during the most quiet volcanic activity of the Kilauean type. It appears
that the most careful usage would limit
the term to detrital material which has
been expelled aerially from a volcanic
vent. A.G.I.
pyrocrystallioe. Crystallized from a molten
Ilrebster 3d.

ite. Larsen, p. 80.
pyrobelosite. A firr-red basic vanadate of
manganese and lead, 4(Mn,Pb)O.V10..-

pyroekcfrift. Positive and negative charges

tals. From Langban, Sweden. English. A
vanadium orr. Osborne.
mobilises's'. a. A dark-colored, solid, infusible, natural hydrocarbon complex, often

its temperature is suitably changed, for

1120. Orthorhombic ; minute acicular crys-

of electricity which simultaneously develop
on different parts of the same crystal when

example, in tourmaline. C.T.D.
pyroemersid. Green fluorite. Shipley.
pyroplik acid. Whitn lustrous crystals; turn

associated with a mineral matrix, insoluble
in water and relatively insoluble in carbon

gray on exposure to light; C14,(OH),;

semisolid, hydrocarbons found in kerogen
shales and which yield liquid and gaseous

in water, alcohol, and ether. A solution of
pyrogallic acid acquires a brown color cm
exposure to air. Used as a protective col-

disulfide, benzol, etc. Fey. b. Solid, or
hydrocarbons only when heated. A.G.I.
pyrobitsmisoms. Yielding bituminous products or heating. Webster 3d.
pyrobkomismes stale. Another name for oil
shale. Tomkeieff, 1954.
pyrobole. See pyribole. A.G.l.

Pyrocermo. Trade name for the original
corimercially availabl .! devitrified glass;
tlie equivalent material made in the United
Kingdom under license ;s known as Pyrosil.

See also devitrified glass; Pyrosil. Dodd.
pyrocidore. A complete oxide of sodium.
cakium and niobium, NaCaNNO.F. Tantalum, rare-earth metals, and other elements may be present. Isometric. Color,
brown to black; streak, light brawn;
Mohs' hardness, 5 to 5.5; specific gravity.

4.2 to 6.4. Forms a series with minelite.
Koppite is a variety of pyrochlore. Found
in Maier, California, Colorado; Africa;

Europe. An ore of niobium. Dana 17;
CCD U, 1961.
pylockroffe. Manganese hydrate, a mineral
occurring in foliated forms with pearly
luster, resembling brucite. It is white
when fresh, but changes to bronze and

black upon exposure. Trigonal. Fay.
pyroclostic. Prmluced by explosive or aerial
ejection of material from a volcanic vent.

Applied to the deposits as well as the
textum 90 formed. Stokes and Verses,
1955.

pyrodastie deposits. Deposits made up main-

ly of rock material that has been ex-

pelled aerially from a vokanic vent, such
as agglomerate, toff, and ash. The fragments range in sire from great blocks to
the finest dust or ash. Such deposits are
usually designated according to the lavas
to which they correspond in composition.
Stokes era Verses, 1955.

modal& redo. a. A general term for indurated deposits of volcanic ejecta, including volcanic aggbmetates, breccia',
tuff breccias, tuffs, conglomerates, and

sandstones. A G.I. b. Any rock consisting
of unreworked solid tnaterial of whatever
size esplosively or aerially ejected from a
volcanic vent A.G.I. sspp.

specific gravity, 1.463;

melting point,

132.5' C; boiling point, 309 C; soluble

loid in preparation of metallic colloidal
solutions; analysis of free oxygen in air
and other gas mixtures. CCD 6d, 1961.
worn. A substance produced by the action
of heat. Webster 3d.

propene*. A term introduced to designate
minerals developed at high temperature
in melts containing only a small propor-

tion of volatile (hyperfusible or fugitive)
constituents. The first stage of consolidation of magma, during which only pyregenetic minerals an formed, is referred to
as the orthomagmatic stage. Synonym for
pyrogenic. Schieferdecker.

pyroceselic miserals. The anhydrous minerals of igneous rocks, usually developed at

high temperature in magmas containing
only a small proportion of volatile components. Examples are the feldspan, pyroxenes, and divines. 4.01.

muse*. A term essentially equivalent to
igneous; formed through the effects of
high temperature. A.G.I.
pyrogesk ore ohms& Ore minerals which
crystallized as primary magmatk minerals
of igneous rocks. Schieferdecker.

pyrospok rocks. Used by Grabau for all
rocks resulting from cooling of a molten
magma. See also pyrolith. Synonym for
igneous rock. A.G.I.

proposes. Formed by fusion; igneous, as
pyrogenous rock Standard, 1964.
pyramidic& The characteristics (as the degree of fusibility or the flame coloration)
of a mineral thserved by the use of the

blowpipe. Webster 3d.
pyrolik. An explosive resemNing gunpowder
in composition. Webster 21.

pyrolitb. Proposed by Grabau for igneous
rock. A.G.I.
ppolosite. Native manganese dioxide, Mn0,;

a soft, iron-black or dark steel-gray min-

etal. Tetragonal. The principal ore of

manganese. Also used as an oxidizer and
a decolorizer. C.T.D.; Webster 3d.
pyrolysis. Chemical decomposition by the action of heat. Barnes of Mines Staff.

pyrseytk mew Pyrolysis is die decom-

*c ejectamenta, includdeposits of
ing volcanic congk,merates, agglomerates,

position of a material by heat; a pyrolydc
coating is a thin coating produmd by the
breakdown of a volatile compound cm a

not strictly the equivalent of

made by the pyrolytic coating of an ekc-

pyroebsb. a. Avof=21 term for fragmental

tuffs, and ashes. Holmes, 1920. b. The
term is

hot surface. Some types of resistor are
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uoceramic rod with carbon. Pyrolytic
cOatings of BN, SiC, and Si111, have been
applied to components for their protection
during exposure to high temperatures.
Dodd.

lowly* splopidte. Graphite formed by pyrolysis of a carbonaceous gas. V V.
pyromagmedc. Of, or relating to, the effects

of heat upon the magnetic properties of

substances. Webster 3d.
pyromeride. An anglicized French term for
nodular rhyolite. It is a quartz fehite or
drAitrified rhyolite containing spherulites

up to several inches in diameter which
impart a nodular appearance to the rock.
C.T.D.

pyrometallomr. Metallurgy involved in win-

and refining metals where heat is
:ist/ , as in roasting and smelting. Practically all iron and steel, nickel and tin,
most copyier, and a large proportion of
zinc, gosa, and silver, as we's! as many of

of the minor metals are uon from their
ores and concentrates by pyrometallurgical
methods. It is the most important and
oldest of the extractive processes. ASM
Gloss.; Newton. p. 275.

pyrometsmsorpilism. Metamorphism produced
by heat. Compare hedrometamorphism.
Standard , 1964.

pyromeessommtk. Formed by metasornatic
changes in rocks, principally in limestone,
at or near intrusive contacts, under influence of nsagmatic emanations and high
temperature and pressure. A.G.1.
pyrometssomudie deposits. Closely allied to
hypothermal deposits is the group known
as pyrometasomatic. This group includes
contact metamorphic deposits in limestone
near the margins of granular intrusive:,
but the inclusive term, pyrometasomatic,
recognizes the fact that the group is not
restricted to the vicinity of contacts. Al-

though carbonate rocks are the typical

hosts, a few pyrometasornatk deposits occur in schists and gneisses which may or
may not originally have contained alkaline
earth carbonates. Calcium and magne-

sium, if not supplied by the host nick,
must have been introduced by ore solutions, as the distinguishing trait or the
&posits is the presence of silicates of

these elements. But most pyrometasomatic
deposits may be regarded as h
deposits Ishose host rock wasylialeslerintrj.
McKinstry, p. 389.
pyromeMmoisstism. Contact metamorphism.
Hest
pyrometer. An instrument for measuring temth e range of thermomeperatures
nt he increase of electric reters usualli;e4d

sistance in a metal when heated; by the
generation of electric current by a thermocouple when acted upon by direct heat or

focused radiation; ot by the increase in
intensity of light radiated by an incan-

descent body as its temperature increases.
Webster 3d.
pyrosseirk tome. A small, slender three-

sided pyramid made of ceramic or refractory material for use in determining
the time-temperature effect of heating and
in obtaining the trymmetric cone equivalent (P.C.E.) of refractory material.

Prrometric cones are made in series, the
temperature intetval between successive
cones usually being 20C. The best known
series are Seger rones (Germany), Orton
cones (United States), and Staffordshire
cones (United Kingdom). Dodd.
pyrometrie come emdrolemt. The number of

pyrometric cone equivalent
that standard pyrometric cone whose tip
would touch the supporting plaque simultaneously with a cone of the refractory
material being investigated when tested
in accordance with the Method of Test
for Pytometric Cone Equivalent of Refractory Materials. ASTM Designation:
C24. The terms fusion point, softening
point, deformation point, and melting
point have heretofore been lonely used
for pyrometric cone equivalent. Abinevia-
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of fireclay refractories when loaded at

high temperatrres. Dodd.
proplastidty. The physical state induced by

soaking heat which permits a refractory
body to be readily deformed under pressure or by its own weight. NW.
pyroradiatim pyrometer. A self-contained
instrument with the millivoltmeter mounted

in the pyrometer tube, and the radiant
energy is concentrated by means of an
objective lens (quartz or fluorite) rather
than Ly a reflecting mirror. Newton, Joseph, Introduction to Metallurgy, 1938,

lion, PCE. ASTM C7I-64.
pyromary. The techniques and methods of
measuring high temperatures; especially,
the art of using a pyrometer. n'ebster 3d.
pyromorphite; gram lead ore. A chlomphosphate of lead, Pb1C1(P0,),, a member of
the apatite group. Hexagonal. It is a

p. 359.
pyroreibr. A brittle, brownish-black resin
that occurs in bmwn coal, near Aussig,

active; yellow, browns green, gray, or
white; found in the oxidized tone of kad
deposits. Some specimens of pymmor-

cient hydrocarbons to burn with a bright
flame, or one yielding volatile hydrocarbon or inflammable gas when heated.

mineral of secondary origin; weakly radio-

phite have been reported containing uranium. A.G.I.; Dena 17; Crosby, p. 131.
Crystallizing from a molten

3d.
mums,. An explosive containing the ingtedients of gunpowder, and also antiPITsItilitei.1:1'4:11r

Bohemia; specific gravity, 1.05 to 1.18.
Fey.
pyroschist. A schist or shale containing suffi-

Fey.

pytuncove., A device that, by a change in
shape or size, indicates the temperature

or, more correctly, the combined effect of

time and temperature (which has been
called heat work). The bat known pro-

mony, potassium chlorate and chromate,
and flour. Fey.

scopes are pyrometric cones, hullers' rings,

magnesium and aluminum, Mg:A1,(Si0,)s,
crystallizing in the cubic system. It is
often perfectly transparent and then prized

bars; Watkin heat recorders. Dodd.

prop. The fiery-red garnet; a silicate of
as a gem, being ray red in color. C.T.D.

pyropbane. A -ariery of opal that by the
absorption of melted wax is made trans-

lucent when hot, but becomes opaque

again on cooling. Standard, 1964. Synonym for fire opal.
rpoplardie. A deep blood-red scaly mineral
with 1 perfect and 1 less petfect ckavage,
MnO.TiO,; Mobs' hardness, 5; specific
gravity, 434. Larsen, p. 94; Dana 6d, p.
1045.

pyrupboric aim% Alloys capable of producing sparks when struck sharply at a
certain angle; used as flints in lieiters.
Nelson.

propbork spbalernie. A variety of sphalerite
that gives off sparks or glows when
abraded. Some pieces are so sensitive that
the effect is obtained by scratching them
with a fingernail. Hess.
pyrophyinie. A natural hydrous aluminum

nlicate, AllSi.0,40H)s, found in metamorphic rocks; monocfinic. Color, white,
green, gray, brown; luster, pearly to
greasy; good micaceous cleavage; specific
gravity, 2.8 to 2.9; Mohs' hardness, 1 to 2.
Found in North Carolina, California;
Newfoundland; Japan. Used in ceramics,

slate pencils; subrtitute for talc. Abo
called pencil stone. Fay; Dana 17; CCD

6d, 19CI.

proplesalite. Same as physalite. A coarse,
nearly opaque, variety of topaz. Fay.
pyropiselte. Yellowish-white resin and wax
coals found in the mining district of
Eeitz-Weissenfels, Germany. lkown coal
and proihnites are frequently closdy

mixed, and are called pyroptic bfewn

coal. Stutter and Noe, 1940, p. 120.
ynoloak brown coal. Closely mixed resin
and wax coal and brown coal. See also
pympissite. Stutter and Noe, 1940, p. 120.
pyroplank deformation. The ineversible deformation suffered by many ceramic materials when heavily stressed at high tem-

peratures. The term has been applied
more particularly to the slow deformation

pyroxene of different kinds, as with the

feldspan. Also pyrosene micropenhite, pyroxene cryptoperthite. English.
pyrozeolle. A coane:grained, holocrystallinc
igneous rock consisting chiefly of pyroxenes. It may contain biotite, hornblende,
or olivine as accessories. C.T.D.

promoold. A group name for minerals of
the rhodonite and wollastonite series, as

distinct from the pyroxene group. Spencer
15, M.M., 1940.

prolamine. A general term for phanero-

crystalline rocks of igneous origin, consisting predominantly of pyroxenes pyrox-

enite (French usage) being restncted to
metamorphic rocks of the same mineral

composition. Holmes, 1928.
pyronsmille. A brown manganese pyroxene;

a metasilicate of iron and manganese,
WtE4iMn)Si0,1; trklinic. Cleavage masses.

ite is identical, also iron rhodonite
from slag. Found near Iva, South Carolina; Hornedale, Idaho; Sweden; and

Scotland. English.
pyabotioe. See pyrrhotite. Nelson.
pyrrbotite; nsagnefic pyrites. A mineral,

Fe._,Sn. with n ranging from about 5 to
16. Hexagonal. Usually in brown to red-

Holdcroft bars, and Watkin heat recorden. See also prometric cone; Holdcroft

dish-brown masses, magnetic. Commonly

Ppm& Trade name for ceramic ware con-

nickel ore. A.G.I.; Fay.
pya. a. A package of coins selected for testing. Hess. b. A receptacle for coins to be

sisting of devitrified glass; it is the British
equivalent of Pyroceram. See also devitrified class; Pymceram. Dodd.
pyromania. A colorless, green or brownish
mineral with 1 perfect and 1 poor cleavage, 9( Fe,Mn )0.8SiO,TeCIL7H2O; Mohs'
hardness, 4; and specific gravity, 3.1.
Larsen, p. 86.
pyrombear. See barysphere. Fay.

motet. A thermosta:; especially, one for

associated with pentlandite. Often contains nickel, and therefore mined as a

tested. Hess. c. To test the weight and

fineness of coins. Hess.
pm jury. A jury called to determine whether
the minted coin is of the legal weight and
fineness. Hess.

Pythagoras Inre. Trade name; a gas-tight
mullitic porcelain that can be used at
temperatures above 1,400' C; pyrornetric

cone equivalent, 1,825. C; thermal ex-

use with high temperatures. Webster 3d.
pyrostibite. An old synonym for kermesite.

pansion (20° to 1,000' C), 5.7 x

pyrostibrite. Same as pyrostilzite. C.M.D.
pyrostilpoite. A hyacinth-fed variety of mar-

inch; crushing streng.th, 98,000 pounds
per square inch. Dodd.

chiefly in sulfonation and sulfation processes, in mixed acid in nitration, aml in
petroleum refining. Webster 3d. b. H,SO4SO,; specific gravity, 1.90 (at 20 C) ;

q a. Abbreviation for quintal. See also quin-

Fay.

Tensile strength, 7,000 pounds per square

pys. Trial of the pyx is the periodic test
gyrite, Ag,S.Sb,S,_ Fey.
of coins minted for Great Britain's sterlpyrosolfork add; fuming Who& add. a.
ing. Pryor, 3.
A heavy, oily, strongly corrosive liquid
that consists of a solution of sulfur tri- PZT. Lead zirconite-titanate, Pb(Zr,Ti)0,;
used as a ceramic component in piezooxide in anhydmus sulfuric acid. It fumes
electric transducers. Dodd.
in moist air and reacts violently with
water with the evolution of heat. Used

melting point, 35' C; and decomposes

water and acohol. bennett 2d, 1962;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-228. c. A solution of sulfur trimdde in sulfuric acid; 11.4,01.

Colorless to dark brown daiding on
purity and hygroscopic. Un-d in explo-

sives and in petroleum refining. CCD 61,
1961.

}mune. A mineral group, ARSi10,, where
A is chiefly Mg,Fe", Ca, or Na, and II is

chiefly Mg,Fe", or Al. Silicon may be replaced in izart by aluminum. The group
includes diopride, hedenbergite, augite,
pigeonite, and many other rock-forming
minerals. Although members of the group
fall into different systems (orthorhombic,
monoclinic, and triclinic), they are closely
related in form, composition, and structure. Fay; A.G.I. See also acmite; aegirite;
diallage; enstatite; hypenthene.
pyronne peellfte. Lamellar intergmwths of
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tal. Zimmerman, p. 87. b. Symbol for
quantity. Zimmerman, p. 87.

q. a. Symbol for quantity rate in general.

Zimmerman, p. 175. b. Symbol for volume

rate in general, volumetric rate of flow.
Zimmerman, pp. 146, 176. c. Symbol for
quantity of heat flow, rate of heat trans-

fer, heat entering a system, quantity of
heat per unit time, quantity of heat per
unit weight. Zimmerman, pp. 147, 157,

179,367. d. Symbol for discharge rate of
flow per unit width. Zimmerman, p. 185.
e. Symbol for electric charge, quantity of
electric

charge, quantity of

electricity.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. F-100; Zimmerman, p. 163.
Q a. Symbol for Quaternary. USGS Sapp., p.

86. b. Symbol and a unit to expren vay
large energy figures. One Q equals
British thermal units. Len. c. Symbol for
quantity by volume. Zimmerman, p. 87.
d. Symbol for quantity of fluid, quantity

quarry
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of water, quantity of gu. Zimmerman,
p. 87.

Q. a. Symbol for quantity in general. Zimmerman, p. 1 75. b. Symbol for total water
discharge. Zimmerman, p. 185. c. Symbol

for quantity of heat, quantity of heat per
mole, quantity of heat transferred, quantity of heat energy. Handbook of Chem-

istry and Phystcs, 4.5th ed., 1964, p.
F-100; Zimmerman, pp. 147, 175, 179 ,
367. J.

Symbol for quantity of light and

for luminous energy. Zimmerman, $ 163.

e. Symbol for electric charge quantity of
electric charge, quantity of electricity in
mulombs. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-100; Zimmerman, pp. 163, 259. 1. Symbol for volume rate in general, volumetric flow rate
or rate of flow by volume. Zimmerman,
pp. 174, 1 75, 1 76. g. Symbol for Q4actor
or quality factor of a rractot. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. F-100.

west. A small capacity water tunnel commonly used in the Middle East. Sandstrom.

Q factor. Q. the factor of merit, is the ratio
of reactance to resistance and indicates
the relative effectiveness of capacitor reactance with respect to nnistance. It increases as the effective series resistance

of the capacitor decreases. A high Q value
thus indicates high capacitor quality. For
values greater than 10, Q is almost equal

to the reciprocal of the power factor.
Skate.

q shell. Seventh (outermost) electron shell
ist

surrounding large atomic nucleus. Pryor, 3 .
Abbresiation for quart. &Min Style
Goads.

p. 61.

misdnisi. a. A quarter of a circle; an arc

of 90'. Webster 3d. b. Any of the four
parts into which a plane is divided by
rectangular cooniinate axes lying in that
plane. Webster 3d. c. An instrument for
measuring altitudes. Webster 3d. d. A unit
of length that equals 10,000 kiktmeten.

Webster 2d. e. CIne-fourth part of the

gravimetric methods an included. Fey.
quadrivakutr tetravalent. a. Havinit a valence of 4. Webster 3d. b. Having four quistitativs survey. See ventilation survey.
Sinclair, I, p. 133.
valences; for example, chlorine which has
a valence of 1, 3, 5, and 7. Handbook of qammitatire lest. A test showing the amounts
Chemistry and Physics, 45th el., 1964,
of the constituents present in a compound
p. B-106.

quadrume. A gritstone with a calcareous
cement. Fay.

quadramk Mock A pair of blocks,

each

having four sheaves, reeved with rope or

cable and used to increase the

lifting

capacity of a drill-hoisttrirg mechanism; a
kie. Long.
four-sheave block and

~aim Soft, wet, miry land that shakes
or yields under the foot Webster 3d.

quake sheet. A product of seismic shock
quake (quake load-casting) without horizontal slip. Probably transitional to true
slump sheets. Pettijohn.

qualm bog. A bog that shakes u ider fact,
consisting of growing peat saturated with
water. Standard, 1964.
quallikstioas, deputy. See deputy's qualifications. Nelson.

qualitative. Pertaining to the nature of the
components rather than to the quantity of
such components present. AST AI ST P
No. 148-11
qualitative undysis. In chemistry, the process of finding how many and what elements an present Standard, 1964.
qualitative lest. A test determining the nature
or presence of the constituents of a compound or mixture. API Glossary.

quality. a. Refers to the nature, and not
the amount, of material. In the case of a
coal seam, its quality is closely linked
with its rank and its chemical composition. In the case of metals, average
unit values are determined by systematic

t

a shear cut as well as a horizontal cut

central column is wedged tightly beiThe
tween roof and floor and operates similar
t.
to a radial percussive coal cutter. Nelsen._
quadratic systems. The tetragonal system.
#

C.M.1).

k quadratnne. The two opposite points in the

iorbit of the moon at which its longitude
diffcrs by 90' from that of the sun, reative to the earth; points of fint and last
quarters. Hy.
quadrat", compouent. Component of an
electrical or magnetic quantity that is

tion of the elements which iumptiise the
sample. Light Metal Age, e. 1 , No. 9,
October 1938, pp. 17-24.
nmistsma. SI. The unit amount of a quantity
(for example, action, angular momentum,

or energy of a harmonic oscillator) which,
according to the quantum theory, can
change by integral multiples only of that
unit amount 1VC11. b. A photon. NC11.
c. The minimum discrete quantity of those
physical parameters, like energy and mo-

mentum, which are observed to be noncontinuous in nature. LalL.

gamy lode. See quarry lode. Fey.
quarfelaills. A portmanteau word from
quartz., feldspar, and feldspathoids. Compare feloids. English.

hy weight of vapor to liquid plus vapor

in a mixture, as in steam. Strock, 10.

trouble; to check condition of ore, pulp
or products at important transfer points.
Pryor, 3. b. Graphic method of
exPdo
abnormalities in sets of figures prousZ
by measurement of repetitive operations
or as variances hems operating norms.

1 quadrant nem A machine which will make

specified wavelengths emitted by the constituent elements in the percent composi-

temperature standards. Skase. d. The ratio

I quadrantal hearing. A horizontal angle or
bearing kss than 90' measured to north,
south, east, or west from a survey line.
Ham.

quaatity comtnit. The control of air movement, its direction, and its magnitude.
Hartman, p. 73.
issoloaseter. An electronic instrument specifically designed for the rapid analysis
of metallic samples. This instrument utilizes electric excitation of the sample
placed in the analytical gap, and aeparates
and measures the individual intensities of

quaqueiveesid. Dipping outward in all

quantity. See also ventilation standards.
1Velsoa b. Native values of a gem irrespective of color and cut. Hess. c. The
designation of the characteristics of sheet
mica according to visual, electrical, or
quality contra a. Systematic setting, check

:

rate of air per unit time. Measured in
cubic feet per minute. Hartman, p. 8.

sampling and thenfore, represent a known

perimeter of the face of a bit crown.
Long. f. A can-ed guide for a lever.
Nichols. lg. A curved scale for measuring
angles. Nichols.

or a mixture. API Glossary.
quaatity. a. Deals with the amount, and not
the nature, of a substance. In the case of
a coal seam, quantity refers to its workable thickness and acreage. In the case of
ore, the quantity determines its commercial importance. Unit ore values without
the quantity factor have only a qualitative
significance. Nelson. b. Volumetric Row

and operation designed to maintain steady
working conditions in continuous process
such as mineral concentration; to forestall

dons from a central point, as a dome in
stratified rocks. Fey.
a. S. Wales. Sandstone. Arkell. b.
Forest of Dean. An indurated day. See
also bind, a. Also called cliff guar. Fay.

Qaarisel. A nonpermitted gelatinous explosive suitable for all surface operations

where the rock is to be well shattered.
It has high strength, high density, and

fair water resistance. Nelson.
gash sporie. A large brick or tile; especially,
a curved firebrick used to support melting

for zinc and retort coven. Webster

Pryor, 3. c. The maintaintrag of air within
desired limits of purity. Hartmari, p. 15.

gad block. A refractory shape forming the

dust or how many particles. Certain

fired burner, particularly in a boiler furnace or glass tank furnace. Dodd.
apurasso. A quarryman. Standard, 1964.
quarpit. An obsolete term for a quarry. Fay.
tprarreL a. A stone quarry. Standard, 1964.

quautitatioa. Once a dust sample has been
collected, it must be evaluated. Of principal concern is quantitation: how much

methods of quantitation are favored for
the various sampling methods. The nutnber basis is preferable for evaluating a
pulmonary hazard, while the weight basis
scefverred for toxic, radioactive, or

whole, or a segment, of a gas- or oil-

b. Matetials from a quany. Standard,
1964.
wirier. A workman in a stone quarry; a

hazards. Number quantitation is
usually employed for impinger, konimeter,

quarryman. Standard, 1964.

' quailed. a. A square brick, tile, or stone;

samples. We:ght quanthation is used for
filter paper and electrostatic samples.

stone, as slate, limestone, etc. Fay. b. Eng.
An underground excavation formed in the

Eng. A square of peat or turf. Standard,

quangtathe. In testing ore, how much of

900 oat of phase as compared to the primary quantity. Schieferdecker.

1

especially, a whitish air-dried brick made
3f chalky earth. Standard, 1964. b. Prov.
1964.

msaddlalletai. A four-sided plane figure of any

4.

shape, having an area equal to the product of the diagonals multiplied by half
the sine of the angle between them. Ham.

quay. a. An open or surface working,
usually for the extraction of building
molecular falter, and thermal pretator
Hartman, p. .54.

each metal is present von Bernewite.
qsamdadive sualysis. In chemistry, the process of finding the quantity of each element

present Also calkd elementary analysis.
Standard, 1964. Both volumetric and
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roof, or fault, for the purpose of obtaining material for pack walls. Fay. c. In its
widest sense, the term mines includes
quarries, and has been sometimes so con-

strued by the courts; but when the distinction is drawn, mine denotes underground workings and quarry denotes su-

perficial workings. Open workings for iron

ore, day, coal, etc., are caPed banks or
pits rather than quarries. Webster 24. d.
In its proper significance, a quarry is a
stone mine and may be located as a
placer claim. It is distinguished from a

mine in the fact that usually it is open

at the top and front, and in the ordinary
acceptation of the term, in the character
of the material extracted. Ricketts, 1.

e. An open pit, mine, or excavation, where

stone, sand, ravel, or mineral is obtained
from open faces, with or without a waste

rock overburden. See also opencast. Nelson. f. Day work pit. Also called opencast;
quarpit. Pryor, 3. g. S. Mr. A large open

working with a road into it. /kerma&

h. A mai pir. Nichols. i. An opencut mine
in rock chosen for physical rather than
chemical characteristics. Nichols. j. See
floor quarry.

quarry bor. A horirontal bar supported at
each end by legs and used to carry machine drills. Fey.
quarry bed. Quarry face. Webster 34.

quanymas. a. A man employed at the face
of a quarry, stripping, drilling, excavating, and loading rock or economic product Quarrying is a skill which can only
be learned by ererience. Nelson. b. One
who operates a jackhammer to drill holes
in quarry stone, and drives wedges into

Nelson.

20 that pools of inter do not collect in

the working area. One-half percent grade

away from the face will generally keep
tbe floor free of mud and water. Nelson.
Nichols.

qualm face. The freshly split face of ashlar,
squared off for the joints only, as it comes
from the quarry, and used especially for

massive work. Distinguished from nick
face. Webster 31.
quarryfaced ouneary. That in which the
face of the stone is left unfinished just as
it comes from the quarry. Crispie.
quarry Soon bale kent The lowest level on
which stone is loaded. Streetkerk, p. 14.
quarry Sounseet. A diagrammatic representation of the sequence of quarry processes
in produdng the finished marketable
product The details of the flowsheet will
differ according to the product required,

the type of stone, size of gamy, plant

available, and other factors. See the flowsheet Nelson.

quarry bird. See mocker, h. D.O.T. 1.
gearryins. a. The surface exploitation of
stone or mineral deposits from the earth's
crust. Nelson. b. Removal of rock which
has value because of its physical characteristics. Nichols, 2. c. One of the effects

of glaciation whereby blocks of sto

bounded minty by yomt planes, are lifted
from the bedrock and carried away by ice.
Also called plucking. Stokes and Vernet,
1955.

quarrying macbise. Any machine 1:ly which

to drill holes or cut tunnels m native

rock; a gang drill, or tunneling machine,
but most commonly a small form of locomotive, bearing tock-dnlling mechanism,
and operating on a track laid temporarily

along or opposite the ledge to be cut.
Standard, 1964.
quarry lode. a. A lode which is jointed and
rocky in character. Nelms. b. Corn. A

lode or stratum that breaks in large hard
blocks, by reason of joint planes. FOy.
*wry midi. be. See quanying machine. Fay.

Fey.

prds), used in measuring mineral ground.

quarries, a laborer who performs any one
or combination of euch duties as: loading
rock into boxes to be hoisted out of quarry
pit ; assisting in moving power shovel from
one loading position to another; dumping

rock from cars into crusher or storage

bins; feeding rock into a crusher; tending
belt conveyor that transports crushed rock

from crusher to storage bins; loading

crushed rock from storage bins into trucks
or railroad can. D.O.T. 1. d. In building

stone quarries, a laborer who performs
any one or combination of such duties as:

the quarry office organization. He is con-

quarry arsine. Arranging the quarry layout

crown. Long.
quarter cool. York. Same as colliers' coal.

plug-and-feather driller; rockrnan: rock
splitter. D.O.T. 1. c. In crushed rock

blocks of stone. Also calkd hamrnerman;

sizes suitable for building purposes with

cerned with factual records of (1) labor
employed each day; (2) vehicles in and
out; (3) stone or other material exported;
(4) output of stone; and (5) accidents.

for quadrant as applied to a drill-bit
gunner cord. a. Derb. A cord or chain one-

Nichols.

"Parry checker. An important member of

sludge, core, and other pulverized or
granular samples into four equal parts.
See also quartering, b. Long. b. Synonym

the holea to break or split off slabs or

cleaning dirt and mud from surface and
sides of stone deposits; chipping irregularities from surface of granite

gamy body. A dump body with sloped sides.

quarry eu. A blasthok drill.

quartz
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quarry

breaking large pieces of stone into smaller
a sledge hammer; attaching hoisting cable

hooks or slings to blocks of stone to be
hoisted from quarry; guiding and steadying blocks of stone as they are loaded at

the quany surface on trucks or railroad
can by a derrick. D.O.T. 1.

querrysueseee. Scot. The owner of a quarry.

Fay.
Quarry Maaosiel. A nonpermitted. nongelatinous explosive; high strength but
with no water resistance; used in soft-

medium hardness rocks where a heaving
action is required. See also A.N. gelatine
dynamite 75. Nelson.
gunny powder. Ammotium nitrate dynamites
intended to replace the more costlywrielate-

tin dynamites used in
blasts of 'metal tons clulacTrglosives are
used. Cartridges up to 8 inches in diame21 inches i n length, can be entczsel in metal cans to protect against

water damage. Levis, p. 112.
quarry4111. Overburden. Compare ridding.
Arkell.
emery sup quarry mar. The moisture contained in newly quarried stone. Arkell.
gerwrystaea bond. Itubblework. Webster 31.

gamy tik.

a. A vitreous unglazed tile,
usually 6 square inches or more in surface area and Vs to 3/4 inches in thickfrom
ness, made by the extrusion I
natural clay of shales. ASTM C242-60T.
b. See floor quarry. Dodd.
quarry water. a. Water that fills the pore
spaces of a rock as it lies in its original
bed. See alto ground water. Fay. b. See
NT. Arkell. c. Synonym for water
ofinTm
sibition, a. A.G.1.
clua

quarry wade. Material discarded after crush-

ing, as being too fitie, irregular, or flaky
for constructional work. Nelson.
quart. Quarter gallon (694 cubic inches).
Reputed quart is two-thirds of this and

is standard content of bottle of wine.
Pryor, 3.

quartallos. 'The separation of gold from silver by dissolvieg out the latter with nitric
acid. It requires not less than threefourths of silver in the alloy, whence the
which is also applied us the alloying

of gold with silver, if necessary, to prepare it for this method of parting. _Fey.
gnarter. a. The act or proven of dividing
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quarter of a mere in length (about WI

Fey. b. Seven yank and a quarter which

the miner has crossways of his vein on

either side; used for piling waste rock
and for washing and drening ore. lieu.
gender bard. See temper. ASU Gloss.
genteriag. a. The reduction in quantity of
a large sample of material by dividing a
heap into four approximately equal parts

by diameters at right angles, removing

two diagonally opposite quarters and mixing the two remaining quarters intimately
topther so as to obtain a truly representative half of the original mass. The process is repeated until a sample is obtained
of the requisite site. Taylor. Also called

coning. b. To split a piece of core longitudinally into four equal parts. Long.

gunneries k. Lanc. A plan of building or
putting together tubbrng plates from the
top downward, the rings and segments
being bolted together as the work of excavation proceeds. Fay.

quartering way. a. The direction of the

natural joints in a quarry rock. See alto
rift. Nelson. b. Grain, second way, bate,
hem. sheeting plane. Ada. c. Corn. A
quarry term to designate a direction in

which a rock cleaves with moderate famlity. Fay.
gunner Doe. Western US. The original sur-

vey line by which a section of government land is divided into four parts.
Standard, 1964.

quarterly survey. An underground survey re-

quired by law to be undertaken at least
once every three months for the purpose
of bringing the working plans and other
plans up to date. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.
gunner octagonal. A square shaft with cornen cut back. Nichols.
gunner peke. The points at which the face
of a bit is divided into quadrants. See
also quadrant.
grarteripoinn velee.1".°'W.. of Eng. Small veins

having an intermediate bearing between
strike and cross veins. Fay.
gunner poet. A half-way post between two

section corners on the same line of a

surveyed section of land. Standard, 1964.
opener web& Signifies that the log is first

cut into quarters. In sawing into boards,

the cuts are made parallel with the medullary rays. Crispin.
quarter sedion. A fourth of a section; a piece
of land 160 acres in area in a U.S. publicland survey. Webster 3d.

quirts. a. A crystallised silicon dioxide,
SIG& Amethyst is a variety of the wellknown amethystine color. Aventurine is
a quartz spangled with scales of mica,
hetnitite, or other minerals. False topaz
or citrine is a yellow quartz. Rock crystal
is a watery clear variety. Rose quartz is

a pink variety. Roasted quartz contains

needles of ruble. Smoky quarts is a brown-

ish variety, sometimes called cairngorm.
crocidolite (an asbestoslike

Tigereye is

mineral) replaced by quartz and iron
oxide and having a chatoyant effect. Sanford. The name of the mineral is prefixed

to the names of many rocks that contain

as quartz porphyry, quartz diorite.

,;

Fey. b. Pac. Any hard, gold or silver orr,

as distinguished from gravel or earth.
Hence, quarts mining, as distinguished
from

quarts,

mining, etc. F y.
See low quartz. Ben nett 21,

1962 A l.
quaetz-boryks rock. A rock compoaed of
about 30 percent barytes, 70 percent
quartz, and considered to be of magmatic
origin, occurring in the Salem District of
Madras, India, as a network of pegmatitelike veins. Holmes, 1928.
quartz buddy. A stamp, or series of stamps,

for crushing quarts ore. Mathews, v. 2,
p. 1340.
quartz, bets. See high quartz. Bennett 21,
1962 Add.
quads bodl. An outcrop of a quartz reef. Fay.

quartz bead. A bucket for hoisting quartz.

'

Fey.

quota C1111111111. A camp of quartz miners.
Creigie, v. 3, p. 1873.
quartz cars eye. Light to dark grayish-gtren
quartz -..Ith good cat's eye effect resulting
from fibrous mineral inclusions. See also

Bavarian cat's eye; Harz cat's eye; Hun-

garian cat's eye. Skiidry.
quartz dohs. In the United States, a mining
claim containing ore in veins or lodes, as
contrasted with plater claims carrying

mineral, usually gold, in alluvium. Fey.

quartz cangfomerate. A rock made of pebbles

of quartz with sand. The pebbles are
sometimes of jasper and chalcedony, and
make a beautiful stone when polished.
Osborne.

quote crusher. A machine for crushing or
pulverizing quartz. Craitis, v. 3, p. 1873.
quote Morin. A plutonic rock containing
major plagioclase, trans, and hornblende
and/or biotite, sit tl accessory apatite,
zircon, and opaque oxides. A small amount
of orthoclase may be present. The plagioclase is usually andesine or oligoclase.

With an increase in orthoclase, the rock
passes into granodiorite. Synonym for
tonalite. A.G.1.
volts doiedge. An oveisaturated variety of
dolerite containing interstitial quartz. The
latter mineral is frequently associated

with orthoclase in mkmpegmatite and

when this is present, the rock is described
as granodolerite. Holmes, 1928.
quads drift. Any loose rock material containing quartz fragments as a ptominent con-

'
I
1
1

stituent- See also drift, t. A mine opening in a quartz-bearing rock. Fey.
epode fele*. A rhyolite or quartz porphyry
having a cryptocrystalline or devitrified
groundmass; in the older usage of the
name, it was synonymous with quartz
porphyry, but the latter term is now more
-

conunonly used, especially when
ous phenocrysts are present. Holmes, 1928.

quartz Ors. Applied to silica glass made by
fusing vein quartz. ASTM C162-66.
quartz gold. Gold that is not rounded and
waterworn, but irregular and frequently
twisted in form, usually very bright, ar.d

always of fine quality. Craigie, v. 3, p.
1873.

quartzk. Same as quartziferous. Fay.
quarbilferaus. C.:consisting chiefly of quartz.
Fey.

quasibinary system
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quarts

quartz index A derived quantity (qz) in the
Niggli synem of rock classification, which
may be either positive or negative, and is
a vas/liable indicator of the minerals to be
expected. A.G.I.
quota itabirite. See banded quartz-hematite
ore. Hess.

duration, either through cementation with
silica or through recrystallization, that it is
essentially homogeneous and breaks with
vitreous surfaces that transect otiginal

major plagioclase, orthodase, and quartz,
with minor biotite. hornblende, and accessory apatite, zircon, and opaque oxides.
With an increase in plagioclase and femic
minerals, the rock passes into granodiorite
and with an increase in orthoclate it passes
into granite. Synonym for adamellite.

stone possesses a very low degree of poms-

quartzaid. A crystal having the torrn of two
six-sided pyramids base to base. Standard,

quartzite. a. A quarts rock derived from

sandstone, composed dominantly of quartz,

and characterized by such thorough in-

grains and matrix or interstitial material
with approximately equal ease. Such a

ity and the broken surfaces are relatively
smooth and vitreous as compared with the
relatively high porosity and the dull, rough

surfaces of sandstone. ASTM C119-50.
There are two types (1) metaquartzite, a
metamorphic rock usually derived from
sandstone, and (2) orthoquartzite, a sedi-

mentary rock consisting of grains of silica

sand, cemented together by at least 10
percent oi prscipitated silica. NW. b. Stone

composed of silica grains so firmly ce-

mented by Oka that fracture

occurs

through the grkins rather than around
them. BeMittes Si". 630, 1965, p. 876.

c. As used in a general sense by drillers,
a very hard, dense sandstone. Long. d. A
granulate metamorphic rock consisting essentially of quartz. Holmes, 1920. e. Sandstone cemented by silica which has grown

A.G.1.
1964.

quartz au the kale. Same as gold fever.
Mathews, v. 2, p. 1310.

quartz on. A rock containing a large quantity of quartz. Gordon.
quortoose. Containing quartz as a principal
ingredient. Fey.

q uarts perphyrik. A porphyrite carrying
quartz as an accessory constituent; the
representative in the medium-grain size

group of the fine-grained dacite.
q uarts porphyry. A medium-grained igneous
rock of granitic composition occurring nor-

mally as minor intnnions, and carrying
prominent phenocrystr of quartz. Diffen

from rhyolite only in the coarser grain of
the grosindmass. C.T.D.

in optical continuity around each kap

quartz projecton. X-cut quartz crystals are
in a
laid flat on a steel plate,
mosaic so that the plate a's:Tarairqduately

quanzite or quartz. Fey.
quartz lontiegs. See banded quartz-hematite

nect the plates to the terminals of the

ment. Holmes, 1920.
gesartzlde. Of, pertaining to, or consisting of
ore. Hess.

quartz kerataphyre. A type of soda trachyte
carrying accessory quartz. C.T.D.
quarts ladle. The extrusive equivalent of a
quartz monzonite. The principal minerals
are quartz, sanidine, biotite, sodic plagioclase, and often hornbknde usually occurring as phenocrysts in a groundmass of
potash feldspar and quartz (or tridymite
cristobalite), or glass. Accessory minerals
are magnetite, apatite, and zircon. With
an increase in silica and alkalies, the rock
passes into a rhyolite and with a decrease
in these constituents it passes into a dacite.
A.G.1.

quartz lead. A lode or vein of mineralbearing quartz_ Mathews, v. 2, p. 1340.
'adz Nadler. In metallurgy, An apparatus

for extracting gold from iis ore, in which,
by the action of an alkali and high-pressure steam, gold bearing quartz is converted into a soluble silicate from which

gold may be separated by washing. Standard, 1964.
queirtz-nreek Nuentane. Limestone containing

a reticulated network of quartz veinlets.
Hess.

quartz nen A machine or establishment for
pulverizing quartz ore, in order that the
gold or silver it contains may be separated
by chemical means; a stamp mill. Standard, 1964; Fay.
quarts seine. A mine in which the deposits of

ore are found in veins or fissures in the
rocks forming the earth's crust. Usually
applied to lode gold mines, but not to
placers. See also quartz mining. Fey.

quartz ober. A miner ',who does quartz

mining. Mathews, v. 2, p. 1340.
quartz Wake. Tht mining on veins or ore

bodies in place, as distinguished from tutface digging or washing (alluvial or placer

mining); underground mining in rock.
Webster 3d. So tailed because quartz is

the chief mineral alsociated with gold in
such deposits. Webster 2d.
quads moszonite. A plutonic rock containing

covered. An identical plate is then laid on
top of the crystals, forming a sandwich.
Insulating washers make it possible to con-

alternating current source. When the potential of the upper face of the crystal is

positive, the thickness increases. Simultane-

ously, the other two dimensions shrink.

Since the plate will be compressed during

one-half of the cycle of an alternating
current field, and extended the same
amount during the other half, it snll vi-

brate with the same period as that of the
field. If this is the natural period of the

crystal, the amplitude of the ibrations
will be a maximum. MTG.

quote reef. A lode or vein of quartz_ See also

teef, a and b. Fey.

quer:: reefer. Aust. One engaged in mining
for mid in a quartz reef or vein. Fay.

quota mock. See quartzite. Fey.
quartz schist. A schist in which the foliation
is due to the presence of streaks and lenticks of nongranular quartz. Mica is usually

present, but in less amount than in mica

schist. Holmes, 1928.
quartz, Mica (11102). A raw material used at

a refractory in the manufacture of sheet

steel and cast iron porcelain enamel,.

Hessen.
quartz dater. Siliceous sinter. Fay.

quartz apatite. A potash syenite or soda
syenite carrying quartz as an accessory
constituent, and hence on the borderline
between true rrenite and granite. C.T.D.

quarts topes. See citrine. C.M.D.
quartz trackyte. Synonym for rhyolite. A.G.1.
quartz vein. A deposit of quartz in the form
of a vein. Auriferous veins are often called
quartz veins, and mining for gold in the
rock is called quartz mining. Fay.
quads wedge. In mineralogy, a wedge-

shaped piece of quartz used in optical
work. Fay.

quasibinery system In a ternary or higherorder system, a linear composition series
between two substances, each of which
exhibits congruent melting, wherein all
equilibriums, at all temperatures or pressures, involve only phases having cornpo
sitions occurring in the linear series, so

quasibinary system
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that the series may be represented as binary on a phase diagram. .4SM Gloss.
quaternary. Consitting of four components.

Also spelled quere; queere; qweear. Fey.
b. Corn. Loose earth in a mine. Arkell.
queer creek. A fine-grained sandstone found

Rolle.

Quaternary. The younger of the two geologic

periods or systems in the Cenozoic era.
Quaternary is subdivided into Pleistocene

and Recent epochs or series. It comprises

all geologic time and deposits from the
end of the Tertiary up to and including

the present. It has also been called postTertiary and Pleistocene, hut Pleistocene

is now generally restricted to the earlier
part of the Quaternary. A.G.1.
quaternary alloy. An alloy containing four
principal elements. Rolfe.
quaternary steel. Steel composed of the usual

iron and carbon with two other alloying
elements, as nickel and chromium. Webster 2d.
rpsemtes. See queries. Hers.

Quebec City series. Same as Quebec group.
Fey.

Quebec diamond. Quartz crystal. Shipley.
Quebec poop. A series of strata near
Quebec, Canada, formerly supposed to be
intermediate in age between -the Calciferous and the Chary, bus now known to in-

clude beds from the Precambrian to the
Lower Silurian. Fay.

Quebec staNdard asbestos testing machine.
This well-known machine consists essentially of a nest of three screens and a box

or pan resting on a table driven by an

eccentric, thereby imparting an elliptical
motion to the set of screens. To make a
test, a sample of asbestos weighing 16

ounces is put in the machine and run
through a series of boxes (four in number) the first three of which contain

screening material consisting of wire mesh
of different sizes. They are superimposed

one above the other. A regular shaking
movement results in the shortest fibers in

the sample dropping through from the
top box to either box 2 or 3 according

to its length, while the finest material falls

into the bottom pan. After a two-minute

test, the fiber in each tray is weighed and
indicate the proportionate
lengths of fiber contained in the product.
Sinclair, W. E., pp. 254-25.5.
the results

quebracbo. Aqueous extract of a bark of
quebracho tree, contains up to 65 percent
tannin. Used in froth-flotation as depres-

sant for oxidized minerals. Pryor, 3.
queen. Slate measuring 36 by 24 inches.
Pryor, 3.

queen closer. A cut brick having a nominal
2-inch horizontal face dimension. ACSG,
1963.

Queensland opal. Australian opal with light
yellowish color. Shipley.
theeenslaud sapphire. Sapphire from near
Anakie, Queensland, Australia, which is
usually the dark blue of the typical Australian sapphire. Often green, sometimes

yellow, pink, or purplish. Rarely lighter
and more desirable blue. Many bluish star
sapphires
Shipley.

also

have been found here.

queen's metal. Corn. An alloy consisting of
nine parts tin and one part each of antimony, bismuth, and lead. Fay.
queenstownite. Tasmanian tektite. A.GJ.
Sapp.

queensware. Glazed English earthenware of
a cream color; cream-colored Wedgwood
ware. Webster 3d.
queer. a. Nov. Eng. A fissure, joint, or small

cavity, as in a rock or vein of quartz.

in Ohio and used in the manufacture of

inexpensive sharpening stones. Fey.

*leery. Com. When the lode or rock on
which the miner is driving partakes of
the character of quarry stone, namely, in
detached lumps by natural divisions, it
is called queery ground, and is frequently
worked with crowbars and levers instead

of being blasted or gadded. A "queer of
ground" is a detached rock. Also called
quarry lode. See also queer. Fey.
spselualle. A manganese-garnet (spessartite)

rock, in some varieties containing amphiboles, pyrosenes, or micas with or without
free manganese oxides. Residual deposiu
derived from this rock constitute valuable
manganese ores. Holmes, 1928.
quench. a. To cool suddenly (as heated
steel) by immersion especially in water
or oil. Webster 3d. b. To produce a
crust or a succession of crusts on (molten

metal), each crust being removed as it is
formed. Standard, 1964.

quack aging. Aging induced by rapid cooling after solution heat treatment. ASM
Gloss.

goads anneallsg. Annealing an austenitic
ferrous alloy by solution heat treatment.
ASM Gloss.
quench hardenbeg. Hardening a ferrous alloy

by austenitizing and then cooling rapidly
enough so that some or all of the mistake
trandorms to martensite. The austenitizing temperature for hypoeutectoid steels
is usually above Ace and for hypereutectoid steels usually betwen AcI and Ac...
ASM Gloss.
quesching. a. Generally means cooling steel
from above the critical range by immersing in oil or water, in order to harden it.
Also applied to cooling in salt and moltenmetal baths or by means of an air blast,

and to the rapid cooling of other alloys

after solution treatment. See also oil hard-

ening and tempering. C.T.D. b. Rapid
cooling; when applicable, the following

more specific telm should be used: direct
quenching, fog quenching, hot quenching,
interrupted quenching, selective quenching, spray quenching, and time quenching.
ASM Gloss. c. Cooling the hot coke as it
comes from the oven by means of water.
Merserean, 4th, p. 364. d. Passing of the

molten glaze or enamel from the hot

smelter into cold water. Also called kitting. ACSB, 3. e. The act of terminating
a pulse of ionization current in a GeigerMuller counter. This may be effected
internally (internal quenching or selfquenching) by the use for example of an
appropriate gas or vapor filling, or externally (external quenching) by moromtary
reduction of the applied potential difference. NCB.
quenching canna& One who operates power
equipment which handles the car used to
transfer hot coke from ovens to wharf or

other loading platform. Also called hot

carman; hot car motorman; hot car oper-

ator. D.O.T. I.

quenching of Mt. Molten glaze-firt or enamel-

frit is quenched to break it up, thus making it easier to grind. The simplest method

is to allow the stream of molten frit to

fall into waters but this does not give gniform quenching and fracture. Better
methods are to expose the stream of molten

frit to a blast of air and water, or to pass
the stream between water-cooled rolls; the
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quicklime sizes
latter process gives a flaky product. Dodd.

qouscbing oils. Oils wed in heat treating.
Fish oils are much used but hate offensive odors. Minerals, fish, vegetable, and

animal oils are often compounded and
sold under trade names. Crum.
quenching pit. A pit filled with water in
which graphite, a residue of iron, and
slag from hot-metal ladles is granulated,
so that ii will pass through bin doors
when it is recharged into furnace. Fay.
(peach* steel. The rapid cooling and
hardening of steel by immersion in water,
or oil. See also air-hardening steel. Nelson.

quenching tub. A tub of water in which to

cool, harden, or temper iron or steel.
Standard, 1964.

womb dine. In resistance welding, the time
from the finish of the weld to the begin-

ning of temper. Also called chill time.

ASM Gloss.
queoug quennes. Crvrites in lodes or veins.
Hell.

oneself.. A hydrous basic manganite of
lead (the only basic manganite known),

2PbO.Mns0s.H2O; has a very perfect
; pitch-black crystals; monoclinic.
, Sweden. English.

clein
From

quentedtite. See copiapite. Larsen, p. 263.
quergesteim Ger. Strata crossed at right
angles by a lode. Fay.

*undone. Millstone. Arkell.

questa! bentonite. A colloidal bond which,
when added to molding sands in amounts

up ro 3 percent, increases porosity and
strength (green and dry), and reduces the
amount of water needed. Osborne.

quick. a. Applied to a productive vein as
distinguished from dead or barren. An
ore or pay streak is said to be quickening when the associated minerals indicate
riclx-r mineral ahead. Fay. b. Pac. A local

tam for quicksilver. Fey. c. Soft waterbeating strata, such as running sand. Fay.

d. S. Staff. Solid or ungotten coal form-

ing the roof of a roadway in a "thick

coal" colliery. Fay. e. Blasting powder is
said to be quick" when it burns or goes
off very rapidly. Fay. f. In electroplating,

to wash with quicksilver or other substance that ensures the adhesion of a coating of silver. Standard, 1964.

quid minims (quicksand). A condition in
which water is flowing upyrards with sufficient velocity to reduce significantly the

beating capacity of the soil through a
decrease in intergranular pressure. ASCE
PI826.

"kinds( liquid. A solution of a salt of
mercury, in which articles to be plated
with silver are plunged before being put

into the silver bath. A thin film of mercury is formed which ensures a perfect
adhesion of the silver coating. See also

quick. Webster 3d; Fay.
quick ground. Ground in a loose, incoherent
state. Fay.

qukklerelift bead. A ball-and-socket type
of fitting for a dumpy level used instead
of the normal three leveling screws to
facilitate setting up. Ham.
quicklime. A common name for an oxide of
calcium made by calcining calcium carbonate. Sometimes added to portland cement as a setting accelerator. Compare
lime; slaked lime. Long.
quicklime sites. Quicklime may be obtained
in different sizes depending upon the type
of limestone, kind of kiln used, or treat.nent subsequent to calcining. The sizes
commonly recognized are as follows: (1)
large lump-8 Inch and smaller, (2) peb-

'

quicklime sizes
We or crushed-21/4 inch and smaller,
(3) ground, screened, or granular-K
inch and smaller, (4) pulverized-sub-

stantially all passing a No. 20 13443-micron
sieve. ASTM C51-47.

quick maids. Rapid burning fuse, burning
on its surface only, used to ignite pyro-

or precious stones. Fey. b. Sp. A carat.
Fey.

bushing fitting around and splined or

technics. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

keyed to the drive rod or screw in a drill
swivel head. It transmits power received
from the drill motor to the drive rod and
causes the drive rod to be rotated. Long.
c. Sometime incorrectly used as a name

which it is in contact. The quickest explosive of the dynamite class is the 60
percent straight dynamite. Quick explo-

qukicsared.

a. Sand saturated with water;

(1) underground, quicksand tends to run
into any opening and must be well supported at all points. Forepoling with
closely placed faceboards and the use of
bottom bmrils is required; in major jobs

freezing is adopted, and (2) at the surface, quicksand has no bearing capacity,

but can be improved in this respect by

thorough draining. Nelson. b. Sand which
is (or becomes, upon the access of water)
quick., that is, shifting, easily movable, or
wmili id. Fey. Also called running sand.
. Containing or abounding in
quicksands. Fey.

quicksetting cermet. A hydmalumina-calcium silicate- or calcium sulfate-base cement that, because of its special composition and fineness of grind, sets in a
shorter period of time than ordinary builder's or portland-type cements. Long.
quidwettikg level. A level which has a
quick-leveling head. Ham.
quicksilver. a. A common name for mercury;
one of the metallic elements, remarkable
for its low melting point, being liquid
down to minus 40 F. Fey. b. To overlay
with, or as if with quicksilver, especially
to coat (glass) with an amalgam of quicksilver an I tin in making mirrors. Webster

for drive rod and/or drivescrew. Long.
d. A sleeve or hollow shaft that slides

over, or revolves upon, a solid shaft; used

in the design of some clutches or in a

flexible coupling of the driving shaft and
the driven shaft of two machines. Long.
e. A hollow or tubular shaft, designed to
slide or revolve, carrying a rotating member within itself. ASM Gloss. f. Removable spindle projection for supporting a
cutting tool or gnndidg wheel. ASM Gloss.
quill sink A light drive shaft inside a

heavier one, and turning independently
of it. Nichols.

+Amite. Light carmine-red partic/es found
in a limestone near Quincy, France; color
apparently organic; a doubtful mineral.
Dane 6d, p. 710.
quinkydrine electrode. A half cell with a

platinum or gold electrode in contact
with a solution saturated with quinhy-

drone, [C1120..C.H2(OH)2). Lowenheim.
quinquevelten quiloquivskst; peataveleat.

a. Having a valence cf 5.

Webster 3d.
b. Having five valences. Tungsten has

five valences which are 2, 3, 4, 51 and 6.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physscs, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-142.

qubquivalest.

quick test. A shear test of a cohesive soil
without allowing the sample to drain.
See also drained shear test; unconsolidated-undrained test. Nelson.

quickwater. A dilute solution of nitrate of
mercury and gold, used in the process of
water gilding. Fay.
quiebra. a. Sp. A fault, fracture, or break in
mks. Fay. b. Sp. The breaking or crushing of ore by hand or machinery. Fay.
quiet periods. Periods during which 'shortperiod magnetic fluctuations do not ex-

quinquevalent.

Webster

3d.

kilograms. Webster 3d. Abbreviationt q.

Zimmerman, p. 87. b. Any of various
units of weight, used especially in Latin
American and Mediterranean countries,
that equals from 100 pounds to about 130

ard, 1964.
qukksilver cradle. A wooden box placed in
a sloping position, and fixed upon rockers,
in which gold-bearing gravel is washed,
the gold being caught by mercury in the
lower part of the cradle. Fay.
qukkeilvering. The process of coating with
mercury. See dro quicksilver, C. Stand; Fey.
ard,
quicksilver rock. An altered serpentine consisting mainly of dark opal and chalcedony and commonly associated with the
ore in mercury deposits in serpentine.
Webster 3d.
quicksilver water. See quickening liquid. Fay.

See

quintal. a. A metric unit that equals 100

3d. c. An amalgam of tin used for the
reflecting surface of looking glasses. Stand-

c. Sp. A unit used by assayers in

weiehing gold and equal to 4 grains. lieu.
quid a. A slow-burning fuse made formerly
of the quill of a feather filled with powder. Standard, 1964. b. A sleeve-shaped

quickness. The property of an explosive by
virtue of which it exert, a sharp blow or
shattering effect on the material with
sives are the ones particularly desired for
mudcapping. For maximum effect for this
purpose, they should be of high density
and sensitiveness. See also quids, e. Fay.

rabbiliite
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pounds; s hundredweight. Webster 3d.
a. A release of a claim; a deed
of release; specifically, a legal instrument

by which some right, title, interest, or
claim by one person in or to an estate
held by himself or another is releawd to
another, and which is sometimes used as
a simple but effective conveyance for
making a grant of lands whether by way
of release or as an original conveyance.
Webster 3d.

b. In the United States, a

document in which a mining company
sells its surface rights but retains its min-

eral ri

NeLson.

Shrop. Grayish-black clay with
streaked shining surfaces. Fey.
qwoin. a. The keystone or a voussoir of an
arch. Webster 3d. b. A wedge to support
and steady a stone. Fay. c. A large square
ashlar or stone at the angle of a wall, to
limit the rubble and make the corner true
and strong. Standard, 1964. d. One of

the four facets on the crown, en the

pavilion, or on the base of a gem. Standard, 1964. e. An exterior masonry corner.
ACSG.

Q-wave. Synonym for Love wave. A.G./.

ceed specified magnitudes. Hy.

Quigky gun. An air gun which mixes drv:
granular, refractory materials with water.
,Bstreau of Mines Staff.

quilate. a. Sp. The degree of purity of gold

r a. Abbreviation for roentgen or roentgen
unit. &Min Style Guide, p. 61. b. Abbreviation for ratio, rod. Webster 3d. C. Ab-

264-972 0-68-57
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breviation for resistance. Zimmerman, p.
91. d. Symbol for refraction. Webster 3d.
r. st. Symbol for angle d refraction. Hand-

book of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed,
1964, p. F-100. b. Symbol for angle of

reflection, radius, radii, radial distance,
nuclear radius. Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-100;
Zimmerman, pp. 163, 183, 192. C. Sym-

bol for electric resistance, specific resist-

ance. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. F-100; Zimmerman, p.

d. Symbol for specific gas constant.

171.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1965, p. F-100. r. Symbol for relative

i umidity. Also given as r. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, .rith ed 1964
p. F-100; Zimmerman, p. 157. f. Simbof
for polar coordinates. Haudbook of hemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-100.

R a. Abbreviation fot Range or range. Zimmerman, p. 89. b. Abbreviation for radius.
Also abbreviated r. Zimmerman, p. 89.
c. Symbol for Rhumur temperature scale.
Bullfin Style Guide, p. 61. d. Symbol for
universal gas constant. Zimmerman, p. 49.

e. Symbol for Reynold's number. Zim-

merman, p. 92. f. Abbreviation for River
or river. Also abbreviated r. Zimmerman,
p. 93. g. Abbreviation for resistor. Zimmerman, p. 91. h. Symbol for ohm. ZimMerMan, p. 76. i. Abbreviation for rain.
Also abbreviated r. Zimmerman, p. 88.
j. In earthquake seismology, a phase designation applied to Rayleigh waves. Synonym for La. A.G.1.
R. a. Symbol for resistance, electric resistance,
thermal resistance, radiation resistance.
Handbook of Chemistry end Physics, 45th
ed.,

1964, p. F-100; Zimmerman, pp.

171, 260. b. Symbol for radius and for
radii. Zimmerman, pp. 183, 192. C. Symbol for gas constant, universal ga con-

stant, standard gas constant for air. Zimmerman, pp. 145, 174, 424. d. Symbol for
range rMioactivity. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-100.

e. Symbol for Reynold's number. Zimmerman, p. ?67. f. Symbol for Rydberg

constant. Zimmerman, p. 169. g. SyMb01
for production rate. Zimmerman, p. 148.
Ra. Chemical symbol for radium. Handbook

of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
P. B-1.

RA Abbreviation for radioactive. Webster 3d.

rab. a. S. Wales. Mudstone. Arkell. b. Rill=
fragments. Arkell. c. Corn.; Northumb.

Broken roadstone. Arkell.
rabid. Imperfectly fired potters' day; used as
a polishing material. Standard, 1964.
rabid:1p. A system of working steep seams
of any thickness. See also fearer workings.
Nelson.

rabbas. Corn. A dry yellowish gossan. Fay.
rabblt. A device used for the rapid insertion
of irradiation samples into reactors and
for their subsequent fast transfer to v.earby
laboratories. LigL.

rabbit ear. Recess in the corner of a die to

allow for wrinkling or folding of the

blank. ASM Gloss.
rabbit-eye. York. Limestone in the Coraliine
Oolite. Compare wad's-eye, a rock with
smaller gastropods. ArkelL
rabbinate. A very rare, strong radioactive,
monoclinic, pale .grftnish- low minaxl,
Ca2Mga(UO2)2(C)2(OH 2.181120, found
as an efflorescence on mine walls associ-

ated with gypsum, sphaerocobaltite, bi-

elierite, and uranium sulfates. Crosby, pp.
34-35.

rabble
rabbk. a An iron scraper 'ening for a rake
in removing scoriae from the surface of

melted metal. Fey. b. A charcoal burner's
shovel. Webster 3d. c. A mechanical rake

for skimming the bath in a melting or

refining furnace cr for stirring the ore in
A roasting furnace by band or mechanically. Webster 3d.

rabbkr. a. See rabble. Standard, P;64. b.
One who uses a rabble, as in puddling
iron. Standard, 1964. c. A scrar Ir. Standard, 1964.
rubbilog. Stirring molten metal, ore, or other
charge, using a hoelike tool or other deASM Gloss.

rubbliag rake. Device shaped like a rake;
foe rabbling by hand. Bennett 2d, 1962.
rabbling fool. A rabble of simple construction

for use by hand. Also called rabble rake.
See alto rabble a. Standard, 1964.

rabillopissite. Rod:of brown bituminous material found in coal from Siberia. Tomkeiejf,
1954.

robot. A hardwood block used in polishing
marble. Standard, 1964.

race. a. An aqueduct or channel for conducting water to or from the ptace where
it performs work. The former it termed
the head race, and the latter the tail race.
Gordon. b. Scot. See journey, a. Fay.

c. Eng. The space in which a winding
drum revolves. Fey. d. To acrape or clean,

as a grindstone, to make it rounder and

more abrasive. Standard, 1964. e. A suall
thread of spar or ore. Fey. f. Scot. A set
or train of hutches coupled together. Fay.

g. See flume. BS. 3618, 1963, Sec. 4.
h. A groove along which some pan of a

machine moves, such as the annular ring
in a ball bearing that guides and holds the
balls in place. Long. i. The excessive
speed at which an engine runs when the
governor falls to control its speed. Long.
raceway. The term is applied to conduits,
moldings, and other hollow material, often
concealed, through which wires are fished
from one outlet to another. Crispin.
Derb. Loose weathered rock at surface. Same as ratchel. Arkell.

racing. In S. Wales, a term for topping.
NeLeon.

racing nod. a Practically the same as molding sand, the difference being one of refinement in the bond property. Hess. b.
See foundry sand. Hess.
rack. a. An inclined trough for washing or
separating ore. Nelson. b. A toothed or
notched drill-base-slide and meshing-gear
pinion used to facilitate the moving of a
drill to dear the borehole when hoisting
or lowering the drill string; generally limited to larger, skid-mounted machines.
Long. c. A framewovic of wood or metal
for the orderly storage of core, pipe rods,

etc., in a horizontal pnition. Long. d.
Tilting table on which concentrates are
separated from passing flow of finely

radial machine:min

:4:4:

away from the borehole collar by sliding

it on its baser using the rack-and-gear

pinion to facilitate moving the madune.
See also rack, a. Long.
rack bar conveyor. See reciprocating beam
conveyor. ASA MY 43-1958.

rack car. A drier CM containing racks to
support the greenware without stacking.
ACSG, 1963.

parity of a plain sleeve specimen of 'sintered metal to resist fracture induced by
a load applied between flat parallel plates

in a direction perpendicular to the axis

of the specimen. ASTM B 243-65.
radial dikes. A descriptive term specially
used by Pirsson for those dikes that radiate outward from a center. Fay.
radial drainage Wiens. In radial drainage,

racked timbering. limbering braced diagonally as stiffening against deformation.

the streams radiate from a central area,
like the spokes of a wheel. Volcanoes

rocker. One who removes green or fired
brick, tile, or pipe from band trucks or

type of drainage pattern, owing to the

Ham.

conveyor belts and stacks them on rackdrier can. Sometimes designated aLzording to material racked, as brick nicker;

ftmr-brick racket; tile tacker. Also called
.

D.O.T. 1.

furnish the most perfect examples of this

marked symmetry of form which usually

characterizes them and to the conical
nature of their intanal structures. A.G.I.
radial draw famine Forming metals by the

appli :Anion of tangential
stretch and radial r oomprenion forces, the

simultaneous

operation being dam gradually by tangential contact to the (lie member. This

nicker sad cleaner. One who wipes dust,
grease, or oil from sheet-metal utensils
with cloth dipped in benzene and hangs
them on racU preparatory to dipping
in enamel. Also called cleaner; racier.

type of forming is characterized by very
close dimensional control. ASM Gloss.
radial drill a. A heavy drilling machine in

rack frame. Inclined table used to treat

radial adjustment along a rigid horizontal

D.O.T. 1.

slimes. Pryor.
rack gear. A toothed bar. Mchols.

racking. a. The setting back slightly of the
end of each course of brick or stone as it
is laid near the junction with another
wall so that each course is shorter than

which the drilling head is capable of

arm earned by a stand. See also radial

percussive coal cutter. Nelson. b. A small
diamond drill having a drilling head that

can be adjusted radially along a rigid

horizontal arm radiating from a vertical
column; usually driven by air and used
to drill radial

blastholes underground.

the one below. Webster 3d. b. The procen of separating OfeS by washing on an
indined plane. F'ay. c. The same as ragging. Standard, 1964. d. In approaching a
corner where two walls meet, racking is
the making of each course Owner than
the course below it, in order that the

See also radial drilling. Long.
radial drilling. The drilling of a number of

courses in the easiest manner. Crispin.
racking table. A table on which to wash ore
slimes. See also rack, a. Standard, 1964;
Fay.
rack mark. A surface blemish on rolled glass
resulting from a mechanical defect in the

of the drill can be adjusted to the work

workmen on the walls may tie in their

drive actuating the former roller. Dodd.
rack railroad. A cog railway; cog tramway.

Fey.
rack railway. A mountain cog railway which

can be used safeh on gradients ranging
from 8 up to 15 percent at which steepness the rack system becomes 1lDeCOnomical and haulage by ropes is to be
preferred. Ham.
rack up. a. To move the drilling machine
forward into alinement with the borehole, using the rack-and-gear pinion t
facilitate moving the machine. Long. 0.

To stack and arranp the drill rods in
an orderly fashion in the tripod, mast,
or derrick, or horizontally on a rack
provided on the ground. Long. c. To
place core on a rack. Long.

rail. See rem. ASM Gloss.

holes in a single plane and radiating from
a common point. Compare horaciiam.
Long.

radial drilling machloe. A heavy drilling
machine, so constructed that the position

without moving the latter. Crif pin.
radial drill operator. See drill press operator.
D.O.T. 1.
radial faults. a A group of faults that

radiate out from a collusion center. Billings, 1954, p. 141. b. Faults with dominantly vertical displacement A.G.I.

radial Sow. Having the working fluid flowing

mainly along the radii of rotation. Webster 3/1.

radial-Sow faa. A mine fan in which the air
enters along the axis parallel to the shaft

and is turned through a right anglç by
the blades and discharged radially. There

are three main types: (1) With backwardly inclined blades; (2) with radial

blades; and (3) with forward curved
blades. In (2) and (3) the blades are
made of sheet steel, while in (1) the
present tendency is to replace curved
sheet-steel blades by blades of aemfoil
section. The aerofoil lbladed radial-flow fan

has an efficiency of about 90 percent. See
also axial-flow fan. Nelson.

radial ph. A sluice gate having a curved

ground pulp, system toeing arranged to
be perioclically seff-flushing. Racking is

nate& a. Lane. Ironstone, or deeply ironstained rock. Nelson. b. York. Earthy
hematite occurring in the coal measures.
See also reddle. Fay. c. A rabble. Stand-

frame. Prpr, 3.
of parallel ban to
e. A screen
catch floating de 's. Seely', I. f. In plat-

Radentbela protein See Hamerg process.
radial. Lines converging at a single center.

the principal paints of the photcgraphs
are used as horizontal directions to plot

old term for concentration in sluice boxes.
Also called

ing, a frame used for suspending and

conducting current to one or more cath-

odes during electrodeposition. Lomeheim.
rackoodslaion. See rack, b. Long.
rack-nrock. Mining explosive based on mix-

ture of potassium chlorate and nhro-

benzene. Pryor, 3.

rack back. To move the dnlling machine

ard, 1964.
milk balk. Lane_ Ironstone nodules. Nelson.
Nichols.

radial arm. The movable cantilever which
supports the drilling saddle in a radial

drilling machine. Crispin.
radial kick. A brick with the two end faces

curved to form parts of concentric cylinden. Compare drcle brick. Dodd.

=dill awaking streagib. The relative ca-

upstream face, mounted on a horizontal
pivot axis. Also known as a minter gate.
Ham.

radial lioe plot. In aerial photographic mapping, plot constructed from vertical aerial
photographs in which lines radiating from
the image points by graphic triangulation.

Stays, 2

radial MaCiisesus. In bituminous coal min-

ing, one who operates a =hal type coal
cutter. The machine remains stationary
at the center of the working place and
undercuts or shears the coal m an arc

rather than making a straight cut by

radial machineman
moving across tin working face. Also
called arewall machineman. D.O.T. I.
radial premiere coal cutter. A heavy coal
cutter for use in headings and rooms in
pillar methods of working. The machine

weighs about 12 hundredweight and is
usually mounted on a light carriage to
suit the mine track. A percussive drill,
with extension rods, makes a horizottal
cut about 5 feet deep and 15 feet wide
at any height in the heading. The central column is tightened between roof and

floor about 4Vs feet from the face. The
machine can also be useci for drilling

shotfiring holes. Nelson.

radial pressure. The radial pressure of wire

rope is a function of the rope tot:ion,

rope diameter, and tread diameter. The
radial pressure can be determined by the
2T

following eqution: P = , where P
Dd
equals radial pressure in pounds per

square inch; T equals tope tension in
pounds; Dequals tread diameter of sheave
or drum ni inches; and d equals rope
diameter in inches. ASA M11.1-1960,
ratin135.
rake. The angle between the tooth
face and a radial line passing through
the cutting edge in a plane perpendicular to the cutter axis. ASM Gloss.

radial runast. The total variation in the

radial distance of all cutter teeth in a

plane of rotation. ASM Gloss.
radial slicing. A method of caving by which
all the ground around a central raise

might be worked in a series of slices
arranged like the spokes of a wheel.
Levris, p. 505.

radial iftbe. The change in length per unit

length in a direction radially outward

from the charge. R. 1., 5356, 1957, p. 4.
radial Mess. Stress normal to the tangent to
the boundary of any opening. &Mines
Boll. 587, 1960, p. 2.
Mad velocity. In a fan, the quantity of
air delivered in cubic feet per second

divided by the outlet area of the fan at

the periphery. Lewis, p. 724.
radial vendistioa. A ventilation system in

which a number of downcast shafts ar-

ranged around the periphery of the working area are served by a common upcast
shaft within the area, or vice vena.
Sometimes known as compound ventilation. B.S. 3618, 1963, see. 2.
maim. A unit of plane angular measure-

ment equal to the angle at the center of

a circle subtended by an arc equal in

length to the radius. One radian equals
about 57.29'. Webster 3d.
rename energy. Energy that radiates or
travels outward in all directions from its
source. Mat-Crean.
mann heathy& Usually a system of heating
by surfaces at higher than body tempera-

tures whereby the rate of heat loss from
human beings by radiation is controlled.
Strvek, 10.
mart puncher. One who further indents
the more inaccessible designs on the dieimprened surfaces of decorative clay
grilles of radiant gas heaters with a steel
furlpreparatory to firing. D.O.T. I.
tube rummer. A type of furnace deriving its heat from the radiation of

tubes in which the fuel is burned. Loam.
Diet.
radiate. Emission and diffusion of light ar.'

heat. von &remit&

radiated. Applied to crystal aggregates that

radio-acoustic range finding
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radiate from a center without producing
stellar forms. Fey.

radiated pyrite. Same as marcasite. Fay.
radiate mad cracks. Mud cracks that display

an incomplete radiate pattern and lack
normal polygonal development. Pettijohn.

radioing. A mineral with crystals or fibers

arranged around a center point, for enample, stibnite. Also called divergent.

Nelson.
radistios. a. The process of emitting radiant

energy in the form of waves or particles;
ako, the combined
of emission,
transmission, and atZcZaieosn of radiant

energy. Webster 3d. b. A term which

embraces elecuomagnetic waves, in particular X-rays, and gamma rays, as well
as streams of fast-moving charged particles (electrons, protons, mesons, etc.)

and neutrons of all velocities. See also
primary radiation; secondary radiation.
NCB.
radiadon absorbed dose. The basic unit of

absorbed dose of ionizing radiation. One
radiation absorbed

dose

(abbreviation,

rad) equals the absorption of 100 ergs of
radiation

energy per gram of matter.

L&L.
radiatioa chemistry. That branch of chem-

istry that is concerned with the chemical
effects (including decomposition) of highenergy radiation and particles on matter.
NRC-ASA NI.1-1957.

radiation damage. A general term for the
rties of a material
alteration of
arising from raAlif:tron exposure to X-rays,
gamma rays, neutrons, heavy-particle

radiation, or fission fragments in nuclear
fuel material. ASM Gloss.
radiation detector. A device used either on

the surface or in drill holes to detect
and/or indicate the occurrence or the

nearby presence of radioactive minerals.
Alao called electronic logger; gamma-ray
detector; Geiger counter; Geiger-Mueller
counter; Geiger-Mueller probe; scintillation counter; scintillorneter. Long.
radiation dose. Accumulated exposure to
radiation during a specified period of

time. ASM Gloss.
radiance energy. The

energy of a given

photon or particle in a beam of radiation,
usually expressed in electron volts. ASM
Gloss.

radiative pp. An instrument for measuring
the intensity and quantity of radiation.

ASM Gloss.
radiative bawd. The danger to living things
resulting from the presence of radiation;

generally refers to the danger to health
from cxpure to radiation. Ham.
---21-af-111111.111QUE
In general, the quantity
of radiant energy at a specified location
passing perpendicularly through unit area
in unit time. It may be giver. as number
of particles or photons per square centi-

meter per second or in energy units, as
ergs per square centimeter-second. ASM
Gloss.

radiation monitariag. The continuous or pe-

riodic measurement of the intensity of

radiation received by penonnel or present
in any particular area. ASM Gins.
radiation physicist. A person who, through

formal education or training and appli-

cable experience, is especially qualified
concerning (1) applications of penetrating
electromagnetic radiation, as well as

atomic particles and (2) the hazards involved and the safety precautions con-

nected with um of such radiations or
particles. ASM Gloss.
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radiation process. Any process giving rise to

the production and/or emission of ionizing radiation. NCB.

radiatioa protection guide. The ttal quan-

tities of ionizing radiation dose over cer-

tain periods of time that may be safely
permitted to exposed industrial groups.
These standards, established by the Fed-

eral Radiation Council, are equivalent
to what was formerly called the maximum
permissible exposure. L&L.

radiatioa pyrometer. a. A device for eweru..ning the temperature of a distant

source of heat, such as a furnace. A concentrated group of thermocouples, railed
a thermopile, is used. Radiant heat from
the furnace or object is focused by a lens
onto the thermopile. Radiation pyrometers
may be used for measuring temperatures
to 7,000 F. The device is used in automatic control systems in mineral dressing
and other processes. See also automation.
Nelson. b. One which determines tempera-

ture by measuring the intensity of radiation
in= the hot body. Bureau: of Mines Staff.
rediatioa quality. A term describing roughly

the spectrum of radiation produced by
a radiation source, with respect to its
penetrating power or its suitability for a
-en application. ASM Gloss.
source. A quantity of radioactive
material used as a source of ionizing radiation; by extension any piece of radioac:ive material. Alliha, beta, and gamma
sources are those used primarily to yield
the radiations speciiied, though often
other radiations also will be lament. NCB.

radiatfoe survey. A study of factors in any
process or device involving radiation

which could cause danger to any persons
working near the process or device. NCB.

radiations survey meter. An instrument to

measure radiation units in the concent-atkm of alpha particles emitted from radon
gas and its daughters (particulate decay
products which attach themselves to dust

particles and water droplets drawn into

the instrument and adhering to a molecular filter). Hartman, p. 54.
radiatioe-type gap. An instrument for measuring the density or percentage of solids
in slurries flowing through pipes. It normally uses a gamma-ray source, usually
cesium 137 or cobalt 60, which is mounted
in a lead-shielded holder on one side of
the pipe. A radiation detector is mounted
on the opposite side. Since the absorption
of the gamma radiation, as it passes

through the slurry, varies as a function
of the density of the slurry, the change
in radiation received by the radiation
detector is representative of the Tecific
gravity or percentage of solids in the

slurry. Ste also differential pressure flowmeter. Nelson.
radical. An atom or an element, or a group

of atoms or elements, that is the chief
constituent of the molecules of a given
compound or that will not decompose in
the ordinary chemkal reactions to which
a compound is liable. More specifically, a

group of different atoms acting as a
single element in a compound and in-

capable of independent existence, as NH.
(ammonium) in NI-14C1 (ammonium
chloride) or Cala (ethyl) in CalfrOH
rad(ie:hyl alCohol). Standard, :964.
A combming form denoting radioactivity or a relationship to it. NRC-ASA
NI.1-1957.
radio-acoustic range Indies. used to deter-

mine position of a ship by measuring

the time retiuired for the impulse of a
bomb explosion to travel to 2 or more

hydrophones at known lorsiions. Abbreviation, rar. Hy.
radioactinium. A short-lived radioactive eknent of the actinium disintegration series.
Formed by thr degradation of actinium

227; isotopic with thorium (being thorium 227); emits alpha rays and has a
half-life of 18 17 days, degrading to actinium X (radium 223); symbol, RdAc;
atomic number, 90; and atomic mass, 227.

p. 135; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

Hess; Glantone, 2,

_ve. a. Generally, the property posratios/144.
sessed by certain elements, such as uran-

ium minerals, of spontaneously emitting
alpha, beta, and/or gamma rays by the
disintegration of the nuclei of their atoms.
Long. Es. Of, relating to, caused by, or
exhibiting radioactivity. Abbreviation, RA.
Webster 3d.
radioactive dating; radlocrbon datimg. a. A
technique for measuring the age of an
object or a sample of material by determining the ratios of various radioisotopes
in it. l'or example the ratio of carbon 14
to carbon 12 reve.ils the approximate age
of honest pieces of woW, and other
archeological or geological specimens.

L&L. b. A method of finding the age of

carbon-containing materials by measuring

the radioactivio. of carbon in the materials. MccCracken.

radioactive decay. The change of one element

to another by the emission of charged
particles from the nuclei of its atoms.

A.G.I.
radioactive dusts. Dusts which are injurious
because of radiation. They include ores
of uranium, radium, and thorium. Hart-

l

radnata. 41.

e densest. AppNed to certain unstable atoms, the nuclei of which spontaneously disintegrate emitting particles
and rays, eventually reverting through a
series of such emissions into an atom having a stable nucleus and a different atomic

number. For example, radium becomes
lead 207. MacCracken.
radioactive fallout. See fallout. A&L.

radioactive InIkator; radiotbor. A radio-

active substance used to detect small
quantities of its nonradioactive isotope in
chemical analysis. It is mixed in minute

quantities with the isotope, and the re-

suiting mixture behaves as a single chem-

ical substance, although the radioactive
indicator may always be detected by its

radioactivity. Hackh's Chem. Dia.
radioactive isotope. See radioisotope. L&L.
radioactive lead; radiolead. Any of the radio-

active isotopes of lead: Lead 194; lead
195; lead 196; lead 197 (isomer) ; lead
198; ld.d 199 and isomer; lead 200;

radiograph
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gneisses, and pegmatites. However, it is
concentrated sometimes by weathering
processes in sands and gravels as commercial placer deposits along rivers and
beaches. The most important primary

uranium ore minerals are uraninite and
the massive variety of this mineral, the
pitchblendes, and davidite. These are of

curacy for general character of uranium
ore. Service available at AEC installations. Ballard.

radiocarbon. Carbon 14; a radioactive isotope

solutions. Carnotite, a potassium uranium
vanadate of conspicuous yellow color is,

perhaps, the most important of the secondary uranium ore minerals. Others ate
tyuyamunite, closely related to carnotite,
and the torbernites and autunites uranium minerals. Bureau of Mines Staff.
radioactive aeries; radioactive disintevation
swim radioactive decay aeries. A succession of nuclides, each of which transforms
by radioactive disintegration into the next

until a stable nuclide results. The first
member is called the parent, the in:er-

mediate members are called daughters,
and the final stable member is called the
end-product. NRC-ASA NI.1-1957. Four
radioactive series are the uranium serion,

the thorium series, the actinium serim
and the neptunium series.

ractioalae

Cantons, 2,

tracer demist. A radioactive

isotope of an element used to study the
movement and behavior of atoms by observing the intensity of radioactivity.
ASM Gloss.
radioactivity. The spontaneous decay or disintegration of an unstable atomic nucleus, accompanied by the emission of
radiation. L&L.
radioactivity age method. A method for the
determination of the age of formation of
certain rock-forming minerals, and thus
of the rocks in which they were originally
formed, by finding the proportions in

them of a certain kind (isotope) of an
element to a certain kind (isotope) of

another element from which it is known
that it must have been derived by radioactive change at a known half-life rate.
Challinor.
radioactivity concentration guide. The concentration of radioactivity in an environment that results in doses equal to those
in the radiation protection guide. This
Federal Radiation Council term replaces

bidium, thorium, uranium, samarium, and
lutecium. Thorium, uranium, and associated radium are the only ones of present
commercial importance. Thorium usually
occurs in monazite, a sparsely scattered
accessory mineral of certain granites,

Bennett 2d, 1962.
radioactive minerals. Six radioactive elements occur in nature: potassium, ru-

verse types of ore samples. Sufficient ac-

tion was formtd by precipitation from

of primary deposits and, also, in irrevelz
flat-lyir.g deposits in sedimentary
primarily sandstones, as in the Colorado
plateau where the uranium mineraliza-

radioactive minerals utilizing various instruments, generally the Geiger counter
or scintillation counter, by measuring the
natural radioactivity ik earth materials.
Dobrin, p. 7.
raelloaltimeter. Equipment carried in survey
aircraft to ensure constant height above
ground (not sea) level of 300 or 500

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. 8-76, 8-77.

vice for determining radioactivity of di-

radio autograph. Photograph of mineral
which contains either radioactive isotopes
or carries sorbed layers or zones of radioactive tracers. The mineral exhibits its

radioactive metal. See radioactive element.

lead 209; lead 210; lead 211; lead 212;
and lead 214. Handbook of Chemistry and

geophysical prospecting and nerial mapping surveys. See also profile flying.
Nelson.
radioassay unit. An automatic scanning dr

rather underspread occurrences in certain
granites and pegmatites and occur as secondary minerals in metallic vein deposits.
However, the secondary uranium ore
minerals are more underspread and more
numerous than the primary uranium ore
minerals. Secondary uranium minerals
are found in weathered and oxidized zones

the former maximum permissible concentration. L&L.
radioactivity logs. Logs of boreholes obtained
through the use of gamma logging, neutron logging, neutron-neutron logging., or
combinations of the severai radioactivity
logging methods. A.G.I.
radioactivity prospecting. The exploration for

lead 201 and isomer; lead 202 Lid isomer;
lead 203 and isomer; lead 204 and isomer;
lead 205 and isomer; lead 207 (isomer) ;

feeta critical factor in certain airborne
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excitation by making a record on photo-

rdZic film. Pryor, 3.

logy. The study of the scientific
principles, mechanisms, and effects of the
interaction of ionizing radiation with
living matter. L&L.

of carbon. it has a half-life of 5,770

Makracken; Handbook of Chemtstry and Physics 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-7.
years.

radloclbensistry. Tge aspects of chemistry

connected with radionuclides and their
properties, with the behavior of minute

quantities of radioactive materials by
means of their radioactivity, and with the
use of radionuclides in the study of
chemical problems. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

radio dfrectice finding. Use of directional
receivers to estimate position by intercepting and obtaining the bearings of

radio transmissions. Abl3reviation rdf. Hy.
radioelement. A form or sample cif an dement containing one or more radioactive
isotopes. The combining farm radio- before the name of an element indicates a
particular radioelement; for example,
radiocarbon or radioleacl. To avoid ambiguity, the combining form radio- should
not be used to indicate radiogenic; thus, 1
radiolead should not be used as a synonym for radiogenic lead. In chemistry, an
element with no stable isotopes; for ex- I
ample polonium or radium. NRC-ASA

N1.14957; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics 4.5th ed. 1964, pp. 8-I27, 8-I30.

radio frequency he;ding. See inductic.a heating. Dodd.

radiogenic. Produced by radioactive transformation. Thus, uranium minerals contain radiogenic lead and radiogenic helium. The heat produced within the earth

by the disintegration of radioactive nuclides

is

rachogenic

heat.

NRC-ASA

N1.1-1957.

radlogenic lead. A stable isotope of lead or a

I

radioactive isotope of lead derived from I
the disintegration of radioactive isotopes
of other elements. Nonradioactive lead
206, the stable end-product of the uranium disintegration series, is radiogenic
lead derived ultimately from uranium 238.
Radioactive lead 214 and radioactive lead

210 in the uranium disintegration series
are also radiogenic lead derived ultimately

from uranium 238. Glasstone 2, p. 133;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed. 1964, p. 8-77.

radloiold. A radioactive colloidal concentrate

a gold 198 (half-life, 64.8 hours) in the

particle-size range, 0.003 to 0.007 micron

in diameter. Stable to heat but not to

autoclaving under pressure; and miscible
with many solvents and solutions but

flocculated by metallic ions. CCD 6d,
1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Phys-

ics 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-72.

radloiraph. a. A photographic shadow
image resulting from uneven absorption
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radiograph
of rathation in the object being subjected
Glol.s. b. A
to penetrating radianon
pirtureptottgaced upset sensitive suefa
form of
raphic film), by
(as a
radiation other than light; specifically,. an
X-ray or a gamma-ray phowgraph. Web

tier 3d
radlographk contrast. The difference in den-

sity between an image. or part of an
image, and its immediate surroundinfir
un a radiograph. Radiographic contrast
depends upon both abject contrast and
film contract. ASM Gloss.

fxtor. The recip-

Mg VIAbilts

haviag

hisuinuus dial of a watch. The positions
of these maskino &Ss recorded on small.
circular. photographic film. Long.
radiolitle.

Proposed

by

tion quality. ASM Gloss.
radiographic sensitivity. A measure of quality
of radiographs whereby the minimum dis-

continuity that may be detected on the
film is expressed as a percentage of the

base thickness. It depends on subject and
film contrast and on geometrical and film
graininess factors. ASM Gloss.
radiography. a. A nondestructive method of

internal examination in which metal or
other objects are exposed to a beam of
X-ray or gamma radiation. Differences
in thickness, densityr or absorption, caused

by internal discontinuities, are apparent
in the shadow image either on a fluorescent screen or on a photographic film
placed behind the object. ASM Gloss.
b. The use of penetrating ionizing radiation to examine solid material. When the
source of radiation is internal, such as
an implanted radioactive tracer, the tech-

nique is known as autoradiography. L&L.
radiohalos. See pleochroic halos. Holmes,
1928.

radioisotope; radioactive isotope. a. An unstable isotope of an element that decays
or disintegrates spontaneously, emitting

radiation. More than 1,300 natural and

artificial radioisotopes have been identified. L&L. b. Radioisotope is loosely
used as a synonym for radionuclide. NRCASA N1.1-1957. See also cesium 13 7;

cobalt 60; iridium 192; radium- radon;
strontium 9 0; thulium 170. ASM Gloss.

radioisotopic generator. A small power gen-

erator that directly converts the heat released during radioactive decay into electricity. Such generators generally produce

only a few watts of electricity and use

thermoelectric and thermionic converters.

L&L.
Radiolaria. a.

Subclass of

the Sarcodina

consisting of marine protozoans that possess complex internal siliceous skeletons.
A.G.I. Supp. b. Silica rock formers.

Mason, V. I, p. 25.

;radiolarian ooze. Deposits of siliceous ooze
whicL are made up largely of radiolarian
skeletons and which are formed at depths
between 13,000 and 25,000 feet. A.G.I.
Iradiolarite. a. A siliceous earth composed of
fragments of radiolaria. A.G.I. b. Indurated radiolarian ooze. A.G.I.
radio link. Radio signal unit used to conzrol
or communicate between scattered sec-

tions of mine, or to link isolated camp

with other places. Pryor, 3.
radiolite. a. A variety of natrolite, especially
that from southern Norway. Dana 6d, p.
600. b. Synonym for radiolite survey instrument. Long.
radiolite survey instrument. A one-shot bore-

sgtmoths& An elecromagnetic method
w'Uch a hich-freqUincy current is
used, ranging from 30,000 to 50,000

cycles but, if necessary, a frequency as

low as 30 to 3,000 can be made available.

The detecting or di-ection-finding coil,
mounted on a tripod, has the form of a
pair of spectacles and is etsuipped with
an amplifier and head tekplsome. When
the exciting coil is energised, a current
is caused to flow in the conductor and

1939, p. 230.

of radiant energy in the diagnosis and

a secondary electromagnetic field is set

up around the conductor. The detrcting
coil is affected by both the primary field
from the exciting coil and the secondary

radiation; for exarnpk, a small amount

of water in a reactor core dissociates into
hydrogen and oxygen during operation.

field. Lowis, p. 320.
radiosonde. Apparatus consisting of a free

L&L.

balloon filled with hydrogen and equipped
with a self-recording instrument for measuring atmospheric temperature and pres-

radiometal. An alloy of permalloy type. It

50 percent iron, 45 percent
nickel, and 5 percent copper; used becontains

sure, as well as with a radio transmitter.
The latter transmia readings of temperature and pressure at various heights to
the ground. This equipment can be used
for weather forecasting under all weather
conditions and at considerable heights.
Ham.

cause of high magnetic permeability and
low hysteresis :oss. C.T.D.
radlometallography. The application of Xrays to the study of the internal structure
of various materials, especially metals.
Fay.

radiometer. Essentially a heat-flow meter used

radiothorium. A name for thorium 228;

to measure long-wave radiation as well
as solar radiation. It can be used both
for daytime and nighttime measurements

and to measure the net heat

showing

irs

141X
that is riot
for a texture of ; ne
truly spherulitic but which shows onlr
radial, fanlike grouping of needles, ike
lectors 44 spherulites. Johaniusa. v. 1, 24,

treatment of disease. Webster 3d.
radiolysis. The dissociation of molecules by

as a unit thickness of a material

Spheres

ragg70

Lorwinson-Lnsiag

taken as a standard. It not only depends
on the standard, but also on the radia-

4.1114h.11.0.

radial platy structure Frout Rhineland,
Germany initial b. A thocrodstod sem
equal so souphylitto. Atootteos Atswelo.
:us. v. 44. No. 3-4. Moult-Apra 1939,

cane mat kings plumed with a radioactive substance, such as that on die

radiology. The science of radioactive substances, X-rays, and other high-energy
radiations. Spesihcally, the use of sources

tion

*incase,

the

horimatal (compass) and vertical ion,-

rocal of the thicknes. of a given material
that has the same radiographic absorp-

radiographic aqui valiant

-

It44-suneving

radians

half-life, 1.91 years; and symbol, RdTh.
NRC-ASA N1.1-1957; Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-84.
radium. A radioactive metallic element in
group II of the periodic system; one of
the alkaline-earth metals. The metal is

transfer

through a surface. H&G.
radio methods. Electrical exploration methods based on the passage of radio waves
through the ground. Schieferdecker.
radiometric assay. A test with a radioassay
unit to determine the indicated quantity
of uranium. The actual uranium present
may be more or less than the radiometric
assay shows. See also rquilibrium, c; in-

silvery-white and resembles barium in its
chemical properties. It occurs in pitchblende in carnotite, and in othc uranium
minerals and it is separated from these

minerals to obtain the radium salts of
commerce. All 13 known radium isotopes
(radium 218 to radium 230) are radio-

equilibrium. Ballard.
radlomettic ore sorter. A device for separat-

ing gangue from uranium-bearing ore,
after primary crushing. Each sorter head
comprises a light source and detection
unit, and scintillation counter. Each rock
piece first falls in front of the light source
and the amount of light intercepted pro-

active. The most common and most stable

scintillation counter head which generates

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

isotope is radium 226 which has a halflife of 1,620 years. Symbol, Ra; valence,
2; atomic number, 88; mass number of
the most stable isotope (atomic weight),
22 6; specific gravity, 5 ( ?) ; melting point,

reported as 700° C and as 960° C (?);
and boiling point, reported as 1,140° C
( ?) and as below 1,737° C. C.T.D.;

duces a signal proportional to the area
of the piece. It then falls in front of the

a signal proportional to the radiation re-

ed., 1964, pp. B-2, B-82, B-130, B-212.
radium A. A very short-lived radioactive

ceived from the rock. The sorter compares
these signals and all ore worth processing

is passed on while the waste rock is de-

flected to the waste bin. An in-line feeder
is necessary for
maximum efficiency.
Nelson.

radiometric prospecting. Use of portable
Geiger Muller apparatus for field detection of emission count in search for radioactive minerals. Pryor, 3.
radionuclide. See radioisotope. L&L.
radio opal. Common opal of a smoky color
caused by organic inclusions or impurities.
Shipley.

radiophone. An F.M. apparatus using the
mine haulageway trolley wire for power
and antenna, that permits the dispatcher

to talk back and forth with his motor
crews as they are moving throughout the
mine. This saves stopping and starting
trips to make telephone calls. Kentucky,
p. 225.

radiophyllite. a. A white, hydrous calcium
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element of the uranium disintegration
series, of the seventh generation from
uranium 238, and formed by the degradation of radon 222. Symbol, RaA; atomic
number, 84; atomic mass, 21 8; isotopic
with polonium (being polonium 218);
emits alpha particles; half-life, 3.05 minutes and degrades to radium B (lead
214;. Hess; Glasstone, 2, p. 133.
radium B. A short-lived radioactive element
formed by the degradation of radium A
(polonium 218) and eighth in the series
of elements formed in the degradation
of uranium 238 through the uranium
disintegration series. It is isotopic with
lead (being lead 214) and with uranium-

lead or radium G (lead 206) ; with actinium-lead or actinium D (lead 2 07);
with thorium-lead or thorium D (lead
2 08); with radium D (lead 21 0) ; with

actinium B (lead 211); and with thorium
B (lead 212). It emits beta particles and

ragman

radius B
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gamma rays, arid ises a isalf-ble al 26.8

mesa ad wallas. Tkei yak.. amid *Lea t,.1cubismg the shirmlernewi ratio of pillars

aunistas, dioursororating 10 radium C (bismuth 214) Radium II (lead 214) and
radium C ( bismuth 214/ Irtoshsco Ike
gamma rays of radium peeparamons

which give ra.hum its value in thereSymbol, us, atomic numtmr, $-2:
and at..msc mass, 214 Hen; Glamors., 2.
ria.m.1133. 198.

C. A name for bismuth 214, a member of the uranium disintegration series;
symbol, RaC; and half.life, 19.7 minutes.
NRC-ASA

411.1-1957;

Handbook

of

Chemi. ry and Physics, 45th ed.. 1964,
p. B-79.

ratlitma C . A name for polonium 214, a
m .mber of the uranium disintegration
series; symbol, RaC'; and half-life, 1.64 X
10 seconds. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957; Handbook of Chemistfy and Physics, 45th ed.,

1964. p. 8-80.
radium C". A very thort-livel radioactive
element of the uranium disintegration

series, formed by the degradation of 0.04
percent of the atoms of radium C. It is of
the 10th generation of elements formed in
the degradation of uranium 238. Symbol,
RaC"; atomic number, 81; atomic mass,
210; isotupic with ThC" (thallium 2 08),

AcC" (thallium 207), and thallium (being thallium 210); emits beta particles
and gamma rays; half-life, 1.32 minutes;
and degrades to radium D (lead 210).

Hess; Glasstone, 2, p. 133.
radium D. A name fur lead 210, a member
of the uranium disintegration series; symbol, RaD; and 1.alf-life, 21 years. NRCA( 4 NI.1-1957; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-77.
radium E. A name for bismuth 210, a member of the uranium disintegration series;

symbol, RaE; and half-life, 21 years.
NRC-ASA NI.1-1957; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-78.
radium E". A name for thallium 2 06, a
member of the uranium disintegration
series; symbol, RaE"; and half-life, 4.2 0
minutes. NRC-ASA NI.1-1957; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
tr. B-75.

radium F. A name for polonium 21 0, a
member of the uranium disintegration

series; symbol, RaF; and half-life, 1 38.4 0
days. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
fr. B-80.

radium G. A name for Icad 206, the stable
end-product of the uranium disintegration series. Natural lead contains 23.6
percent of lead 206. Symbol, RaG. NRCASA N1.1-1957; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th .ed., 1964, p. B-77.
radiumite. A mixture of black pitchblende,
yellow uranotile, and orange gummite.
Schaller.
radium minerals. See uranium
Pryor, 3.

minerals.

radius. Horizontal distance from the center
. of rotation of a crane to its hoisting hook.
Nichols.

radius and safe load indicator. A freely suspended pendulum hanging from a crane

ji5 over a board on which are marked
the crane radius for any angle, together

with the safe load for each radius. Ham.
radius of curve. A term used in laying mine
track and is the calculated radius of an
aic which will connect two pieces of
track (at a desired angle of direction

from each other) with a smooth curve
section.. Bureau of Mines Staff.

and strum U A 4 tbe WOW wessonml are*

in tacks. 1.1 Mat pleas co strut and 1 is
its moment lit inertia, the radius of gyration Is

, generally known as K. How
)1-A

rafts at ilimacs a a wee. The distance
from the center of the well to the closest
pant at which the pieloatetric surface is
not lowered when pumping has produced
the maximum steady rate of flow. ASCE

P1826.

roam a rupture. In crater tests, the average
distance from the center of the explosive
charge to the periphery of the crater at
the surface. R.I. 5356. 1957, p. 4.
radius ratio. The ratio of the radius of the
smaller ion to that of the larger ion. It
may not exceed I. Hurlbut.

radome. A protective cone for the radar

equipment in the nose of an aircraft,
rocket, or space vehicle. At high speeds
the skin temperature may exceed 500' C
and ceramic radomes become neceuary;
alumina and devitrified glass ceramics
have been vsed. Dodd.
radon; radium emanation. a. A heavy, radioactive, zerovalent gaseous element; in
group 0 (inert gases) of the periodic

table formed by the disintegration of
radium. Used similarly to radium in medi-

where bear, 1146is ate 10. ',.111.atd,
form 4 touoitssion kir Use whole resew
of a structure Hoot
ier

4.

I he transporting

net

ontoesens,

rairtitse NU. and other muter iif land origin
ons to lira by ice, kilts. ste swab 'tuba,Room deposition of the rafted master

*her the carrying eons diainsagrahrs.
?I' ; b. Ma.ting or agglomerating of
roal. Bennett 24, 1962 Add
rag. a. Ens. Flaw sandstone, Lancaidurand Yorkshire. Nelson, b. Any of various
hard rocks, as a quaruose mica schist

used far wheutones or a leard hmestone
used in building. Webster 3d. c. A large
roofing slate left rough on one side. Web-

ster 3d. d. To break (ore) into lumps

for sorting; to cut or dress roughly (as a

grindstone). Webster 3d.

rag-and-cbaia pomp. Eng. An early type of
chain pump in which rags were tied on

the chaia in place of rubber or metal

buttons. Used in draining coal pits. Fay.
rag bolt. See Lewis bolt. Pryor, 3.
rag-burn. Corn. To subject the product of
the first dressing of tin ores to a first or
partial roasting. Fay.
rag frame. A broad, slightly inclined wooden
frame for the rough concentration of
slimes; used in serits. Nelson.
ragged coast. A sharply indented coast with
numerous peninsulas and islands. Schieferdecker.

cine. Symbol. Rn; atomic number, 815;
mass number of the most stable isotope

ragged robins. Shrop. A very irregular ore

grams per liter; melting point, -71' C;

ragged rolls. Rolls with rough surfaces to
facilitate the gripping of the steel in the

(atomic weiaht), 222; density of gas, 9.73

and boiling point, -61.8' C.

Webster

3d; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, pp. B-2, P-130. b. Radon
is the heaviest known gas. Colorless as a
gas; yellow to orange-red, phosphorescent,
opaque crystals; specific gravity of liquid,

4.4 (at -62° C) ; and of solid, 4.0;
soluble in water; and slightly soluble in
alcohol and in organic liquids. All 18

known isotopes from radon 204 to radon
224 are radioactive. Radon 222; emanates
from radium; half-life, 3.823 days; and

an alpha particle emitter; radon 220 or

thoron; emanates from thorium; half-life,
54.5 seconds; and an alpha particle emitter; and radon 219 or actinon; emanates
from actinium; half-life, 3.92 seconds; and
an alpha particle and a gamma ray emitter.

One part of radon exists in I sextillion
parts of air. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B81, B-131.

Radstockian. A subdivision of the Coal Measures-based mainly on the contained

floras. In part it is represented by the
Upper Coal series with coal seams of
S. Wales; no roal seams in the Midland

and N. Wales coalfields. Nelson.
raft. The coarse ore after crushing by Cornish
rolls. Fay.
raffain. Corn. Poor ore. Fay.

raffinite. The aqueous solution remaining
after uranium has been extracted by the
solvent; the tailing of the solvent extraction system. Newton, p. 440.

raff wheel. A revolving wheel with side

buckets for elevating the mfr. Fay.
ruff yard. N. of Eng. A walled-in yard on

the surface, in which the smiths, wrights,
carpenters, etc. work. Fay.
raft. See float coal. A.G.I.
rafter timbering. A method of mine timbering in which the timbers appear like roof
rafters. Fay.

raft foundation. Continuous slab of concrete,
usually reinforced, laid over soft ground

of iron. Arkell.

first stages of rolling as distinguished from
the smooth-finishing rolls. Mersereau, 4th,

p. 426.
ragging. a. The rough washing or concentra-

tion of ore or slimes on a rag frame.

Nelson. b. In roll crushers, grooves cut in
surface to improve grip on feed, and increase angle of nip. Also, in ore concentration in jigs, oversized bedding placed
on jig screens. Pryor, 3. c. See bedding,

f. Pryor, 4.
ragging-off. Pulling down loose coal at the
face before loading or setting supports.
Nelson.

raple. A groove or channel in a mortar
joint or in a special masonry unit (raggle
block), to receive roofing, flashing, or

other material which is to be sealed in

the masonry. ACSG, 1961.

niggling. Scot. A channel cut in the side of

a mine and covered with boarding to
serve as an airway. Fay.

raggy stone. Thin-bedded or flaggy sandstone. TIME.
raglanite. A facies of nepheline syenite containing, in order of abundance, oligoclase, nepheline, and corundum, with
small quantities of micas, calcite, magnetite and apatite. Holmes, 1928.
rag line. A rope or cable the strands of
which are made of twisted plant fibers,

t,

such as hemp. Long.
ragman. A kind of paving stone. Arkell.
rag pump. a. A chain passing through a pipe, .
with pieces of rag here and there, which 4
act as buckets or suckers. Gordon. b. Corn.
A chain pump. Also called rag-wheel

pump. Fay.

rag roofing felt. An absorbent sheet

of

felted fibers of vegetable or animal origin,
or mixture thereof, suitable for use in the
manufacture of bituminous saturated felt,
roll roofing, siding, and shingles. ASTM
D1079-54.
ragstone. a. Scot. Dark hard sandstone. Nel-

I
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gore Cod, ciaseaa tisausead rusli
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ran okapi. a. A speneket wheel. Weimer 34
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network. A sena epplied to wail covisteuclion In which undressed Ras stone, of
about the thickness of a brick ate built
up :filo a w ell the outer faces a which
are kit rough. C.T D
rail. I ke chain or inner surface of a cratekr
Niehotr.

rail bander. A porubk apoliance for bendinv rails to make curves and turnouts fur
mine track or for straightening bent or
curved rails. See all. J1111 Cflete. &PUP

of Mine, Staff.
rail blocks, clacks and skid.. A variety of

stopping and holding devices which can
be mounted on the rails as needed for
slowing railroad cars or holding them in
place. Blocks or chocks are basically
wedges that prevent rolling of the wheels
and may also have a (big or sign attachment to indicate their use. Skids are also
placed on the rails and are designed to
slide along the rail, braking the car to a

stop. Beth, p. 371.
rail bonder. See bonder, b. D.O.T. 1.
rail chair. A type of cast-iron support for a
rail, now supeeded by a rail fastening.
Ham.
rail clamp. A device for connecting a conductor or a portable cable to the track
rails which serve as the return power
circuit in mines. ASA C42.85: 1956.
rail fastening. A cast-iron plate (having
holes for track spikes) placed between
the base of the rail and top of the tie
before spiking rail in place. Bureau of
M;nes Staff.
rail gage; track gage. 'The distance or width
between the inner edges of the heads of
the rails; (1) in coal mining, the rail
gage for tub and car tracks ranges from

2 to 3 feet, and 2% feet is considered a

satisfactory compromise; (2) the standard

gage for railway tracks is 4 feet, 81/2
inches and, (3) in metal mining, the rail

gage ranges from 11/2 to 2.4 feet. Nelson.
rail haulage system. A materials transportation system consisting of gondola cars, and
the

steel

rails on which the

cars ale

moved about with a suitably powered traction unit as a locomotive. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
rail riffles. These may bc either longitudinal
or transverse and consist of rails of various sizes, placed in sets usually upside
down, either longitudinally in the sluice
box, or transversally across the box. They
wear well, are rigid, and give some security against theft of gold from the sluice
.

Griffith, S. V., p. 62.
railroad-car cleaner. See car cleaner.
D.O.T. 1.
raliroad-car loader. See chute puller. D.O.T.
boxes.

1.

ralkoad-car

D.O.T. 1.

shifter.

See

car

pincher.

railroad powder. An explosive consisting of
assorted grains, similar to gunpowder,
made in such a way that the grains are

not porous, having nitroglycerin on the
surface not absorbed by the grain. Abbreviated, R.R.P. Fay.

rails. a. Specially shaped steel bars which
when laid parallel on crossties and fastened thereto form a track for vehicles
with flanged wheels. Bureau of Mines

164 bk.

4045 fete4eute

circa.** lonawall mining where facis time k
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rail sad. The steel used ft :. making rails

lot Alan* tracks. arstrally tither low
carbon steel or high carbon steel Citron,'
and manganese steel which have a much
higher resistance to wear are also lined
Notion.
rail track. Normally, parallel steel rails laid
to track gage on ski pen to form a track
for the running of railway wagons or
mine cars. Nebo%
rail track ballast. Material placed around and
between track ties and tamped under sides

and ends of the ties to bring the track
to proper grade thus filling the space between

the bottom A the ties and the

woad have Irma covered eith tam, or

wining thas nose f Quid swap. fmm sha
gAdo since the lam wow Is was read A
Me4Mttelftetst el I at it represents the
eyaoalent 01 OE Willa a 166466

Mon
Mahan. 1 he line completely contained
nuclear explosion. code a.m. itainier. of
I 7 kiloton energy rilleme ',TNT equivalent) fired at the Nevada Tess Site of
the Atomic Loewy Commission on September 19, 1917

Although one of the

prune purposes of the blast was to test
the depth of solid rock necessary to conLain 4 nuclear explosion, the rock break.
age, seismic waves generated and local
effects on the rock were also of vital in-

terest. /mei,. pp. 141. 143.
rain pillars. Minor erosiona: forms composed

of upward projecting pillars Of soil or
soft rock capped and protected by nebbles

The soil arourd the pillars
is cut away by the impact of falling rain.
or concretions.

Stoker

and Varner. 1955.

graded roadbed. Bureau of Mins, Staff.
rail train. A train for rolls for reducing iron

rain prints; rain casts; rais-drop impressions.

railway (railroad) curves. A set of templates
comprising thin sheets of wood or celluloid cut out to arcs or spirals of differing
radii and used for drawing railway curves
to scale. 11am.
railway wugon. Set wagon. Nelson.

as casts on underside of superjacent sandstone bed. Pettijohn.

rain-spot slate. A mottled Lower Silurian

rain. Mid. Water dropping freely from the

rainwash. a. On exrosed mountainous coun-

or steel ingots or blooms to rails. Fay.

mine rebel. Fay.

rainbow chalcedony..Eng. A variety of chale.Idony of thin concentric layers, which,
when cut amass, exhibit an iridescence
resembling the colors of the rainbow. Fay.
rainbow obsidian. An American Indian name
for iridescent obsidian. From Lake County, Ore. Shipley.
rainbow quartz. See iris. C.M.D.
rain casts. See rain prints. Pettijohn.
rain chamber. A chamber in which fumes,
as from molten metal, may be condensed
by a water shower. Standard, 1964.

rain channel. In geology, a miniature furrow

on a rock surface carved by the rain.
Standard, 1964.

rain-drop impressions. See rain prints. Petrijohn.

rainfall. The total amount of rain deposited
over a given area as measured in a rain
gage. Melted snow and hail are included
with rain, this precipitation from clouds
composing the greater proportion of rainfall. Very small additions are derived from
dew and hoar frost. There are three different types of rainfall: orographic, cyclonic, and convectional. The heavy rainfall on the mountains of western Scotland
is

mainlf orographic;

cyclonic

rainfall

caused by depressions occurs in eastern

England and on the Continent; convectional rainfall is typical of equatorial regions.

Rainfall in any particular place

depends largely upon the prevailing winds
and may vary seasonally. Ham.
rain gage. An instrument which collects and

rainfall, comprising a funnel,
generally from 5 to 8 inches in diameter
measures

at the mouth, held in a glass vessel which
contains the rain that has fallen upon the
funnel. Water cannot evaporate from the

vessel. When it has been collected for a
period, it is measured in another vessel
graduated in relation to the area of the.
mouth of the funnel. Rainfall is expressed
in inches or centimeters of depth, representing that depth to which the ground

Small circular pits formed in soft sediment, usually mud, generally preserved

slate of Wales. Standard, 1964.

rain stone.

Pebbles

of waterworn quartz.

Shipley.

tries the light matters thus formed are
washed away by rain, or roll down the
hillsides by their own weight. These acof rainborne decomposed
rock go by the general term of rainwash.
A.G.I. b. On more gentle slopes, even
where no bare rock projects into the air,
the fall of rain gradually washes down
the upper parts of the soil to lower levels.
Hence, there arise thick accumulations of
what is known as rainwash. A.G.J. c. The

cumulations

water from rain, after it has fallen on

the surface of the ground and before it
been concentrated
into definite
streams; the work done by this water in
striking the earth's surface and in transporting debris. USGS Bull. 730, 1923,
has

p. 89.

rain water. The purest form of naturally-

occurring water on earth. It is described

as soft water because it easily lathers with
soap. The nitrous and nitric acids present

in the air and contained/ in rain water

are produced from the oxides of nitrogen
formed by electrostatic charges in the

atmosphere. Rain water has a definite
chemical action on metals and rocks in

addition to its erosive or mechanical
action. Cooper, p. 359.
raise. a. A vertical or inclined opening driven

upward from a level to connect with the
level above, or to explore the ground for
a limited distance above one level. After
two levels are connected, the connection
may be a winze or a raise, depending
upon which level is taken as the point of
reference. Lewis, p. 21. b. A mine opening, like a shaft, driven upward from the

back of a level to a level above, or to

the surface. Cumming. c. To cause to rise,
or expand upward. Fay. d. Eng. To wind
coal, etc., to the surface. Fay. e. To take

up the floor or bottom rock in a room,

gangway, or entry to increase the height
for haulage. Fay. f. A vertical or inclined
opening or passageway driven to connect

one mine working place with another at
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raise &tier. a. In metal mining, one who
works in a raive (passageway driven from
a lowee level upward into the ore re to
an upper ,.rvel 44 the 'nine). Also calkd
raisernan. D 0.T. I. b. See torml bolter.
T. Sapp.
D

raked shaft. See raise. Fraentel.
raised aissarellse; raked coast. A ro.i..t having

undergone an absolute rriie. Seism/or-

desks,.
miasmas. S or raise driller. D.O.T. I.

raking. Excavating a shaft or steep tunnel

upwards. See also rise. Nelson.
rait; rats. Mid. To split off the walls or sides
of underground workings. Called rosh in
Leicestenhire. Fay.
rake. a. A train of mineial trucks. Pryor, 3.
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shAls

subs site. s. Las v ta And gas vein us
evionymoue, st 16 SAW that they are lodes
filling distinct &rum. Their course ia

Irregular, these dip, eri A rule, vertical.
Ruiessi, p, IV 15. A steeply inclowd
Vein. I 5. 3618,
metalliferous lode
431.

c. Derb. In lead wining, a
vertical or highly inclined vein, as
tinguished horn a flat vein or a pipe
.P96-4, fee

vein. See she rake, M. and n.

Fe. d. A

vein or lode rutting through the strata.
Fay.

raking hood. Om characterized by liagonal
headerseither all parallel ot laid in herringbone pattern. Bureau ol Mines Staff.
raking coal. Eng. A large lump of hard coal
placed upon a fire or ventilating furnace,
for the purpose of just keeping it burning, or rather smoldering, when a larger
fire is not required. Fay.
raking pik. A pile which is not vertical; its
purpose is to sustain thrust. Ham.

Also

raking pr9p. An inclined timber prop. Nelson,

ing ironstone nodules. BS. 3618, 1964,
Sec. 5. d. Can. Direction of ore below
surface. Also called plunge. Hoffman.
e. As used by diamond drillers and bit
manufacturers, rake is the angle, measured in degrees, formed by the leading

cavation. Ilam.
raku. The name of a very soft lead-and-borax
glazed Japanese ware chiefly used for the
tea ceremony. ACSG.

b. A timber placed at an angle.

called raker. Sandstrom. c. Shale contain-

face of a cutting tool and the surface

behind the cutting edge. Compare negative rake; positive rake. Long. f. Scot. A

raking strut. A strut set at an angle to the
vertical to support timbering during ex-

raku ware. A type of pottery used in Japan
for the tea ceremony. The ware is thickwalled, covered with a very soft lead boro-

silicate glaze, and is once-fired at about
750 C. Dodd.

journey of trams. Nelson. g. Derb. An
irregular vein of ironstone or any transverse fissure vein. Nelson. h. A forked

Raky boring method. A method of boring

especially for loading large coal only.
Nelson. z. A batter or angle of inclination.

with a mud flush. A walking beam, fitted
with steel springs, imparts from 80 to 120

somewhat similar

to Fauck's. Hollow

hand tool for loading coal underground,

steel rods 2 inches in diameter are used

Nelson. j. Mid. To smother a ventilating
furnace with fuel, so that 1t smolders for
many hours. Fay. k. Mid. An iron rake
with a short handle, with which fillers fill
baskets or pans. Fay. 1. Derb. A series of
beds of clay ironstone lying within a few

short blows to the chisel each minute.

feet or yards of one another, makhig a

workable ironstone. Fay. m. Derb. A fissure vein crossing the strata. Also called
rake vein. Fay. n. The inclination of anything from the vertical; said of mineral
veins, faults, etc. Fay. o. See race, f. Fay.
p. The angular relationship between the
tooth face, or a tangInt to the tooth face

at a given point, and a given reference
plane or line. ASM Gloss. q. See block

reek. ACSG, 1963.
rake bind; rake shale. York. Shale containing
ironstone nodules. Arkell.

rake blade. A dozer blade or attachment

made of spaced tines. Nichols.
rake classifier. A type of mechanical classifier

Nelson.

Raleigh's law. In 1909 Lord Raleigh established the general law of fluid flow:
wVD
R = wV1(f)

where R=resistance of flow, w=density
of fluid, V=velocity of flow, D=diameter
of pipe, m=viscosity of fluid, f=signifies
function.

For any particular value

of
combination of

(wVD)/m, using any
quantities, there will be a definite corresponding value of RAvV'. Lewis, pp.
708-709.

raistonite. A colorless, white or yellowish min-
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raashils. a. Eng. Coed among Lanciaakio-

mitten for rocf coal or roof shale. Tomkese . 1954. b. Eng. A stratum lying
immediately above a seam which often
falls as the coal is worked. Also called

following stone. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
ronablin Mono. Northumb. A loose stone.

Arkell.
ransdohrke. a. A dark gray sulfantimonite of
silver and lead, AgiS.3PbS.3SboSii; prismatic to lance-shaped crystais. From Potosi, Bolivia. English. b. A discredited
term equal to andorite. American Mineralogist, v. 28, No. 3, March 1943, p. 214.
ramilly clot. Indurated clay with sand intermixed. Arkell.
Ramis. Refractory of high magnesia content.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
rammel; rumel. Loose stone, rubbish stone,

loose sandy or hard stony barren soil.

Arkell.
rammell. Eng. In the Midland counties, beds

of shale or clay and sandstone. Nelson.

rammelly. Mid. Mixed argillaceous and sandy
rocks. Fay.
rammelsbergite. A mineral, essentially nickel
diarsenide, NiAse, like chloanthite, but
with isomorphous iron diarsenide. Orthorhombic. Fay.

rammer. A rod for charging and stemming

shotholes. See also stemmer. Nelson.
ramming. a. Stemming; tamping. Mason. b.
Same as scaling. Stoces, tr. I, p. 113. c.
Packing sand, refractory, or other material
into a compact mass. ASM Gloss. d. The

packing of molding sand around a pattern in a mold. Freeman,.

ramming and patching tiffractories. Those
which can be rammed /to form a monolithic furnace lining Or special shapes.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
ramming bar. N. of Engs A beater. A tamping or stemming bar for rod. Fay.
ramming material. A coarsely-graded refractory batch which, when moistened, can

be rammed into position, in a furnace
hearth for example. The rammed mass

2.61. Larsen, p. 47.
Ralston's classification of coal. A classifica-

becomes strong and monolithic by vitrification or sintering in place. Dodd.
ramming mix. A ground refractory material
which is mixed with water and rammed
into place for patching shapes or for
forming monolithic furnace linings. HW.
ramoff. A casting defect resulting from the
movement of sand away from the pattern

ordinates giving well-defined zones of
bituminous coals, lignites, peats, etc.

ram, one way or single acting. A hydraulic
cylinder in which fluid can be supplied

eral crystallizing in octahedrons without

cleavage, (Nar,Mg)F2.3A1(F,OH)2.21150;
Mohs' hardness, 4.5; and specific gravity,

plane to separme coarse from fine material
contained in a water pulp, overflowing the

tion based on the percentage of carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen in tl'ie ash-, moisture-, sulfur-, and nitrogen-free coal.
These figures are plotted on trilinear co-

system. Bureau of Mines Staff.
rake of sldps. Aust. A number of skips con-

ram. a. To stem; tamp. Mason. b. Ore. Black

to only one end so that the piston can
be moved only one way by power.

Compare brockrarn. Arkell. c. The plunger

ram operator. In bituminous coal mining,

utilizing reciprocal rakes on an inclined

fine material and discharging the coarse
material by means of an inclined raking

nected that form a set or train. A trip.
See race, f. Fay.

rakers. a. Slanting props placed at the end
of a drift set to keep the timbers steady
when blasts go off. Fay. b. Eng. Shots
placed round a sumper shot. Fay.

Miall.

ram, bog iron ore; gold ram, gold ore.

of a pump. Zern. d. A device for raising
water. Zern. e. See barney. Fay. f. A
mechanical pusher for forcing (discharging) the coke from a byproduct coke oven.

so

,

because of improper ramming. ASM Gloss.

Nichols, 2.

a laborer who tends operation of, adjusts,
and repairs pumping devices (rams) used

in low places in shallow mines to force
a portion of the mine water to the surface
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gastropod, the sloping sutteee

of a

whorl nest below a suture. A C.1 a. An

inchnal approach, used leavoily when applied to a loadine ramp. Soo also car

Mason. g. Ass
incline connecting two levels. Nichols.
rasa pronnap. A process for the plastic shapslide. Nelson

I Slender.

ing of tableware and sanitary ware by

pressing a bat 41 the prepared body between two porous plates ne mold units;
after the pressing operation, air is blown
through the porous mold parts to release
the shaped ware. Dodd.
ram pump. a. A pump consisting essentially

of a plunger or ram which forces

the

contained water into the discharge pipe.
See also force pump. Nelson. b. A singleacting reciprocating pump which has a
ram Instead of a piston. The ram has a
constant diameter and does not fit closely
in the cylinder, pumping only by displacement. IIam.

ramp valley. a. A valley produced by the
ramping or upthrusting of two masses,
one on either side of the intervening

strip. A.G.I. b. A valley bounded by
thrust faults. A.G.I.
rams; pushers. Appliances for exerting a pressure on face equipment such as steel supports, conveyors, or ploughs. There are
two types available, hydraulic and pneumatic ram. See alsohydraulic ram; pneumatic ram. Nelson.

ramsayite. A rare, dark brown to black,
titanosilicate of sodium, Na20.2SiOs.2TiOs;
orthorhombic. Large crystals. A variety of
lorenzenite, partly lacking its zirconia.

From Kola Peninsula, Russian Lapland,

U.S.S.R. English.
ram scraper; Peissenberg ram. A plough-type

machine hauled by endless chain at a
speed of 6 feet per second. The ram
scraper is pressed towards the face by the

tension of the return strand, the return
sheave being located inby for this purpose. Nelson.
ramsdellite. A mineral, orthothombic, Mn02,
dimorphous with tetragonal pyrolusite.

Spencer 17, M.M., 1946.

ram, two way or double acting. A hydraulic

cylinder in which fluid can be supplied
to either end, so the piston can be moved

by power in two directions. Nichols, 2.

rance. a. Scot. A long narrow pillar of coal.
Fay. b. A prop set against the coal face
that is undermined. Fay. c. Fr. A dull red

marble with blue and white markings.
Webster 2d. From Belgium, and sold in

the United States as Belgian marble. Fay.
rance marble. a. A white, hard, shining grit,
striped red. Arkell. b. A kind of varie-

gated marble from Hainault, Belgium.

Arkell.
rance rag. Eng. Oolitic building stone quarried at Raunds, Northamptonshire. Arkell.
Rancholabrean. Upper Pleistocene. A.G.I.

Supp.

Dusch 4 mews st hills, Par

emit

rancid. A rank taste or smell resulting from
decomposition. API Glossary.
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Randolph prone& A modifIcanori ol the
series process of copper relining in which
the electrodes lie Itorsonially, the top
surface of each one acting aa anode, the
lower as cathode. Theoretically, it has the

advantage of extremely low metal losses
and great purity of copper. Practically, it
is difficult to right matters in a tank after
a short circuit. See also Hayden process;
Smith process. Lid ell 2d, lc 495.
random The direction of a rake vein. Fay.
random access. Giving of equal time to all
memory locations. Pryor, 3. p. 32.

random ashlar. Structural unit for limestone
that consists of blocks of several sixes that

may be fitted together to make a wall
having unequally spaced joints. AIME,
p.

330.

random courses. Courses of masonry in which
the stones are of different thickless,

though dressed and fitted. Standard, 1964.
random error. Not biased, therefore may cancel out in a series carefully observed.

Pryor, 3, p. 159.

random line. a. A trial line, directee as
nearly as may be toward a fixed terminal
point which is invisible from the initial
point. Seek, e, 2. b. A random trave rse,
that is, a traverse run from an initial to

a terminal point to determine the direction of the latter from the former. See-

lye, 2.
random noise. An oscillation, the instantaneous magnitude of which is not specified

for any given instant of time. The in-

stantaneous magnitudes of a random noise

are specified only by probability distribu-

tion functions giving the fraction of the
total time that the magnitude or some
a
sequence of magnitudes lies within
Hy.
specified range.

random orientation. Synonym for random set.
Long.
random pattern. The setting of diamonds in
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random mark. Stonework Lod up in irregular

order; as a wall built up of odd-siled
stones. Crispin.

R & 3 plaslemsler. A device designed

by

ceramic consultants for the assessment of

the theological properties of a clay slip
in terms of the time taken for a given
volume of the slip to flow through a

tube of known diameter. Dr:did.
Randupson process. A system of molding in

which the molds are made of a mixture

of silica sand and cement with water
added. Osborne.

rang. A division of igneous rocks considered
after the division into orders, based (in
classes

I, II, and III) on the relative

proportions of the molecules of salic KA)

and Nas0 to those of salic Ca0. This
division is analogous to the more general
division of rocks Into alkali and calc alkali
types and usually fails to express the kind
of feldspar present. In classes IV and V,
the rangs are based on the relative pro-

portions of the molecules of Mg0, Fe0,
and femic Ca0 to those of femic K10
and Nas0. This is analogous to the division of perknites, peridotites, and similar

rocks into normal and alkali types. Holmes,
1928. b. A Ceylonese term for gold, taken
from rangwelle, meaning golsien sand.
Fay.
range. a. A chain of mountains or hills. Fay.

b. A belt or strip of country within which
certain economic minerals are supposed
to occur or run. Fay. c. In the Lake Superior region, a tcrm applied to a deposit
of iron ore and the associated rocks. It
originated from the finding of ridges or

ranges formed by thJ wearing of

the

Standard, 1964.

softer rocks while the hard rocks in which
the iron ore is found made ridges, or low
ranges. Now the term simply means deposits of iron ore, which are all known
as ranges, even if the ground where they
occur be low swamps. Fay. d. One of the
north-south rows of a township in a U.S.
public-land survey that are numbered
east and west from the principal meridian
of the survey. Webster 3d. e. An orderly
arrangement or family of diamond-drill
fittings, such as casing, core barrels, drill

Pryor, 3.

rods, etc., with diameters appropriately
related to each other and intended to be

a bit crown without regard to a geo-

metric patternwithout regular and even
spacing. Also called random set. Long.
random rubble. Uncoursed rubblework.
random sample. a. A chance sample taken
without plan or pattern. See also systematic sampling. Nelson. b. Observation,
oi group based on samples drawn with
the best available probability for exhibiting correctly the value under scrutiny.
random sampling error. Errors which lead to
results which are sometimes higher and
sometimes lower than the true figure. The
magnitude of random errors are generally
denoted by the variances (mean square
deviations from the mean), and are addi-

tive. See also duplicate sampling. Nelson.
random sequence. A longitudinal sequence

901

used together. Ranges commonly are designated by letter namesi using letters such

as E, A, Bt and N individually or as the
first letter in two and three letter names.
Comparegroup, f. Long. f. The prolonedon (usually by eye) of any line to Intersect a transit line, or other fixed line.
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Rankine cycle. An ideal reversible heat.engine
cycle approximated by the operating cycle

nap eawl. i
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onal township boundary line Seely. I
nap 61 same. 'The r owe between the upper
and lower limit of a cycle of stress, such
C.T.O.

mg, Pohl mai* rod. a. A 6 to 12

foot

wooden pole painted in contrasting colors

at one foot intervals. Used in surveying
to mark lines of sight. stations. etc. Pryor,

3. b.

Se.

picket. Fay.

range. stradgrephk. The distributicn of any
given species. genus, or other taxonomic
group or organisms throughout geologic
time. Synonym for range, geologic. A.G./.
se
work. Ashlar laid in horizontal cours
ragOreven height. Also called range masonry.
lEebster 3d.
ranp zone. A biostratigraphic unit defined
and identified by the actual occurrence of
a single fossil or a group of fossils. A.G./.
Supp.
ranging. a. Scot. Searching for minerals by
means of shallow pits across the outcrops.
Fay. b. The English term for aligning a
tunnel. Stauffer. See also alignment. Fay.
ranging rod. See range pole.
rank. a. This term describes the stage of carbonification attained by a given coal.
1HCP, 1963, pt. 1. b. The place occupied
by a coal in a classification. Specifications

of the American Society for Testing and
Materials cover the classification of coals
according to their degree of metamorphism, or progressive alteration, in the
natural series from lignite to anthracite.
The basic scheme of this classification is
according to fixed carbon and calorific
value (expressed in British thermal units
per pound) calculated to the mineralmatter-free-basis. The higher-rank coals
are classified according to fixed carbon
on the dry basis; the lower-rank coals are

classed according to calorific value on the
moist basis. Agglomerating character is
used to differentiate between certain adjacent groups. For a complete analysis of
this classification consult ASTM Designa-

tion: D 388-64T. American Society for

Testing and Materials. 1966 Book of

ASTM Standards, Part 19Gaseous Fuels;
Coal and Coke, p. 73. c. When applied to

coal, denotes its age in geological formation. Not necessarily denoting quality.

B.C.I. d. The position of a coal relative
to other coals in the coalification series
from brown coal (low rank) to anthracite (high rank), indicating its maturity
in terms of its general chemical and
physical properties. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.

e. Those differences in the pure coal ma-

terial due to geological processes designated as metamorphic, whereby the coal
rilaterial changes from peat through lignite and bituminous coal to anthracite or
even to graphite. A.G.I. f. All fossil fuels

depends MS the

(14411141111

f coal, mut ins-ream of rank is. in genend. marked he the decrease of volatiles
and moisture Toreskeieff. f9/4 h. The
term rank MA also be applied to other
series, such as the upropelic coal series
or the bitumen series. Tomilteieg. 1914.

of an actual steam engine. h'ebtter 3d
Raabe wale. A temperature scale in which
the zero is absolute sem and the size of
the degrees is that of the Fahrenheit
scale, that is, the temperatures in degrees
Rankine art equivalent to degrees Fahrenheit plus 459.6. Osborne.
Rankles's formula. An empirical formula giving the collapsing load for a given column.
C.T.D.
Rankine's theory. The state cif stress theory
as developed by Rankine in 1860 for application to earth pressures. Ile formulated

that the pressure on a vertical retaining
wall restraining earth with a horizontal
1

sin*

surface is

multiplied by the soil

1 + sin.
density for each foot depth of soil retained, where 0 is the angle of internal
1

friction of the soil. The value

sin.

I +sin.

is the coegficient of active earth pressure.
Ham.
rankinite. Tricalcium disilicate, 3Ca0.2Si0i,
as monoclinic crystals in the dolerite-

chalk contact at Scawt Hill, County Antrim, and in blast furnace slag. Spencer
16, M.M., 1943.

Rankin process. Recovering copper from its

ores by treatment with nitric acid at
about 250° F. Bennett 2d, 1962.

rank variety. Variety in coals brought about
as a result of progressive metamorphism.

More or less arbitrarily, although carefully, selected chemical criteria are used
to differentiate coals of different rank.
Physical criteria are also used but are
more difficult of application. A.G.I.

ransomite. A sky-blue hydrous sulfate of copper, iron, and aluminum, Cu0.(Fe,Al)s0s.
4S03.7H2O. Orthorhombic; slender prisms.
From Jerome, Ariz. English.
Raoules law. The fraction by which the vapor

pressure of a liquid is lowered when a

small amount of a substance that is nonvolatile, not dissociable, and usually not
a high polymer is dissolved in it is equal
to the mole fraction of the solute. Web-

ster 3d.
YMoult's method. A method of determining
the molecular weight of a dissolved substance by the extent to which it depresses
the freezing point of the substance. Web-

ster 3d.
rap. a. To warn men in an adjoining working
place, of a blast when the working places

are separated by only a small pillar, by
knocking on the pillar with a tool or bar.

9'02

Mihail 4

11

WIth sh111'i

blows and al the tame time

rotates Stoillt, v.

1, pp. 79-80

rapid curbs cutback. An asphalt cement
thinned down with a gasoline or naphthaty
distillate. AP! Clattery.
masent. A more finely itrourd
grade of Portland cement which. although
Flavin.; the same setting time ss ordinary
Port ind cement, develops its strength
mor rapidly and allows formwork to be

struck earlier, a particular advantage in
cold n!ather. Ste also high-alumina cement. llam.

rapidity separator. A tangential disc type
separator in which the sized ore is fed
into hoppers, glass funnels being used to

regulate the flow on to spreader baffles

for uniform distribution over conveyor
bands. The bore passes through intensified
fields, the magnetics being extracted by a

revolving disc and discharged. The disc.
incorporating concentrating grooves, is
magnetized by induction from powerful
stationary magnets located beneath the

bands. Harrison, pp. 275-276.
rapid plough. A fast moving plough with
picks attached. The rapid plough is a

continuous lcngwall cutter loader capable
of working without manpower controlling
it on the face. For this reason, it is one
of the safest machines in operation.
Nelson.
rapids. a. A term used by some writers for
chute. Seelye, 1. b. Swift and turbulent
flow, without pronounced falls. Seelye, 1.
rap-in. Som. To wedge down blocks of stone
in underground quarries. Fay.
rappage. Excess in size of a casting because

the mold is larger than the pattern when

the latter is unduly rapped, as with the
hand, for drawing. Standard, 1964.
rapper. a. A lever or hammer at the top of
a shaft or inclined plane for signals from
the bottom. Fay. b. Mid. The upper end

of the vertical arm of a staff used for

gaging the depth of holing. Fay.
rapping. In foundry work, loosening of pat-

tern before its withdrawal from molding

sand in flask. Pryor, 3.
rapping roller. An eccentric roller or a roller
fitted --rith devices such as bars welded
longitudinally along its outer casing, so
arranged as to rap the belt and knocic off

fine coal or dust adhering to the return
belt, or to centralize the coal on the

carrying belt. Nelson.
rare earth deposits. Sources of cerium, lan-

thanum, thorium, yttrium, and related
elements of the rare-earths group. A.G.I.

rare earth elements; rare earths. A group of

rare metals very similar to one another
and to aluminum in many properties.
Thorium is closely associated in nature
with this group and the source of thorium
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another verc closely in chemical and
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rather than their actual rarity in
nature, that they are so described The
this,

metals ale divided into three groups the
cerium metals (too cerium), the terbium
metals (Ise terbium), and the yttrium
metals (too yttrium) The divisions are

based upon such methods as may be used

to separate them from their ores. Rolfe;
Henderson.
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satN Ilmameir. A, shish furrost mond in
lead, coppery. end irm smelting and havcectangulmr, or oval horsing en
somal section l'ev
Ramble rIng. A thin- walled holiess cylinder
made of chemical stoneware, a 1...se, car-

bon, or metal, for the pecking of absorption towers. Thews rings ate mad. in
inch
various wee horn about 0:1 X
I in WO cubic feet) to 7 X 2 inch** I 170

and even up to h X PI inches.
Dodd
nu*. a. A substance grading about halfwit),

tutor Not

between a coal and a shale and looks
somewhat

like an oil

shale,

which

characterised by a brown streak

is

and

cerium; solubk in

leathery appearance with paning planes
often smooth and polished, except that
riksh is more flexible. It usually occur, in
very thin ',Alin or sheets at the bottom.

and carbon dioxide from the air. Used
in coloring glass, in polishing glass, and

is usually dark but frequently grades into
a lighter shade. Kentucky, p. 26. b. An

tare ardi We. Brown; contains tetravalent
acids; insolubk in
water; and it readily absorbs moisture

in cores of arc carbons. CCD 6d, 1961.
rare earths. a. A series of widely distributed
but relatively scarce minerals, principally
oxides of the rare-earth metals. The names
of the mineral, are the same as the
metals except for their ending in (a)

instead of (urn) as, for example, ceria,
terbia, yttria, etc. The name is misleading as the elements are not earths and
they are not really rare. Henderson. b.
See rare earth elements. Nelson.
salts. Small
rare earth-sodlum sulfate; pink
pink crystals; (RE),(SCX)s.NaeS0..211,0,
in which RE stands for rare earths; sparingly soluble in water and in acids. Used
in the manufacture of ultraviolet-rayabsorbing glass and as an intermediate in
the making of rare earth and cerium materials.

CCD 6d, 1961.

rare element. Any element, the concentration

of whkh in the earth's crust is less than
0.01 percent. Hess.

rarefaction. a. The process or act of making
rare or less dense; increase of volume,
the mass remaining the same: now usually of gases; also, the state of being ratified; as, the rarefaction of the atmosphere
on a high mountain. Standard, 1964. b.
Diminution of air pressure below normal,
as in alternate half-cycles in the transmission of a sound wave past a point. C.T.D.
Supp.
rare gases; inert gases; noble gases. The six
gaseous elements, helium, neon? argon,

krypton, xenon, and radon, which con-

stitute group 0 of the periodic

table.

Each of these six elements at ordinary
temperatures is a colorless, odorless gas.
These elements are chemically inactive;

zerovalent; and practically without any
tendency to combine with each other or
with any other element. They possess the
highest excitation and ionization energies.
Every rare gas except radon can be obtained from the atmosphere. Gaynor.
rare metals. A loose term for the less common

and more expensive metallic elements.
Included are the alkaline-earth metals
barium, strontium, and beryllium, also

cobalt, columbium
(niobium), gallium, germanium, hafnium,

bismuth, cadmium,

indium, lithium, molybdenum, rhenium,

the top, or within the seam. The color

impure and unmerchantable coal; coal
mixed with clay, slate, or other foreign
substance taken from the top or bottom
of the seam. Fay.

washing. a. Soft, scaly slate or earth beneath
a coal seam, often containing much carbonaceous matter. See also rash. Fay.
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.Also spelled ratchet*, rachel. :when.

oetid! Per.

1.4fif of 5 yards in kmath
&Wog & vomiting fee Pay
rabrIket 'kart of teeth whsch ate veiticitl on

Mama Lew

one tot. And sloped on the ',awe which
will hold a pawl moving its one direction,
hot allow is tit 1410.4 in another Nsekole

ssachememn. A togothistl
teitihet) with which a single pivoted
catch (pawl) engages, thereby preventing

ratehat-atsd.pavel

any backward turning Haas

rakhol MIL A hand drill in which the drill

is revolved intermittently by a
levet through a ratchet wheel and pawl.
Webster ld A drill used for boring slate.
Fay.

holder

ratchet leek. See jack.

raSchat man. The rnan who operates the
duckbill loader when mining with duck-

bill conveyors. Lewis, p. 549.
rate. See nit. Fey.
rate adios (amestandmil). As used in flotation, the component or proportional plus

rate action or of proportional plus reset
plus rate action for which there is a
continuous linear relation between the
rate of change of the controlled variable
and the position of a final control element.

Fuerstenau, p. 549.

b. A thin layer of shale or inferior coal,

rate determining step. In any sequence of
chemical reactions used to leach a product from its ore, the slowest in the chain.

Many accidents are caused from such

rated horsepower. a. Theoretical horsepower

sometimes found between the coal seam
and the roof. C.7'.D. c. In Illinois, the
sloughing ofT of coal from ribs and faces.
pieces falling on workmen. The coal along
the ribs of entries and rooms has the appearance of pillars which have been

compressed by weight of the overlying
strata, however, the weight does not appear to be present in many cases. Hess.

rashings. a. A very friable carbonaceous clay.

with numerous slickensides and sometimes streaks of coal. Bashing, may underlie, overlie, or be interstratified with

the coal; a very weak material and breaks
up around the face supports. Nelson.
b. See wild coal. Fay.
Rasorite. Identical with kernite, which name

has published priority, but the borax
company had earlier called the mineral
Rasorite and has used that as a trade
name. From Kramer, Kern County, Calif.
English.

rasp. a. An instrument used in a borehole for
fishing operations, for reducing the length

of the box, or for coupling lost

tools.

Also called mill; rose bit. Long. b. A
course file on which the cutting prominences are distinct points raised by the
oblique stroke of a sharp punch instead
of lines raised by a chisel (as on the true
file). Also called rasp-cut file. Webster 3d.

c. A machine or contrivance used for
rasping or grating. Webster 3d.

raspberry spar. A form of rhodochrosite.
C.M.D.
raspeso. Mex. A term used in Jalisco for ore
containing native silver. Fay.
raspite. A brownish-yellow lead tungstate,
PbW0i, like stolzite. Intense adamantine
luster; monoclinic; small, elongated, tabular crystals, usually twinned. From Broken
Hill, New South Wales. English.

903

Pqor, 3.

of an engine based on dimensions and
speed. Nichols.

according

to

b. Power of an engine

a

particular

standard.

Nichols.
rated load. This is the kilowatt power output

which can be delivered continuously at
the rated output voltage. It may also be
designated as the 100 percent load or
full-load rating of the unit. Coal Age, 1.
rated output current. The current derived
from the rated load and the rated output
voltage.

Coal Age, I.

rated output voltage. The current specified
as the basis of rating. Coal Age, 1.
rate of advance. a. The distance the bit pene-

trates a rock formation in a unit of time,
such as inches per minute or feet per
hour. Long. b. In coal mining, the number of feet between the coal face at the
beginning and at the end of a workshift.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
rate of decay. The time rate at which the
sound pressure level or any other stated
characteristic decreases at a given point
in a given time. A commonly used unit
to express the sound pressure level rate
of decay is the decibel per second. Hy.
rate of feed. See feed rate. Long.
rate of grade; gradient. The inclination of
profile gradeline from the horizontal, expressed as a percentage. Urquhart, Sec. 2,
p. 26.
rate-of-oil-flow. The rate at which a specified

oil will pass through a sintered, porous
compact under specified test conditions.
ASTM B 243-65.
rate of penetration. See feed rate; rate of
advance. Long.
rate of set. The determination of the rate of
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South Australia, p. 10/.

ratline. A lead-gray sulfrrsenite of lead,

Monoclinic; twinned prismatic crystals. From Binnenthal, Swiuerland. English.
ratboie. a. A shallow auxiliary hole alongside
3PbS.2AiuSs.

the main borehole, in which the kelly is
stored when not in use. See alio dilly

hole. Long. b. A hole drilled at an angle
to the main hole by means of a deflection
wedge. Long. c. A small-diameter pilottype hole drilled a short distance ahead
of a larger diameter hole to stabilize a
smaller diameter bit and core barrel used
to core a limited portion of the borehole.
After core drilling is completed, the rathole is reamed out and the larger size
hole advanced, usually by some noncoring
method. Long. d. A small sump or settling

pond in which the larger sized cuttings
from a drill hole are collected between

the top of the drill hole and the main

settling pond. Long. e. A slanting hole,
perhaps 25 feet deep, used for adjusting
or lubricating the swivel on a grief stem.

The start of a hole for rotary drilling.
Hess.

rathole bit. A bit designed and used to drill
the first portion of a deflected hole alongside and beyond the deflection wedge;

also, a bit used to drill a rathole. Compare wedge bit. See also rathole, b and c.
Long.

rat-holing. The act or process of drilling a
deflected or pilot hole. See also rathole,
b and c. Long.
ratholite. Same as pectolite. Fay.
rafine. The cottony or fuzzy appearance seen

in a mixture of alcohol and water. The

body appearance of most brilliant-cut zircons. Shipley.
rating. The maximum capacity of a drill hoist

or a prime mover such as an engine,
motor, or pump; generally the maximum

economical capacity. Long.
rating curve. See duration curve. Ham.

rating flume. A flume used for purposes of
control. Ham.

rating of a rectifier unit. The rating is the
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on the feldspar convention or the mic

rads of slaw ndeettan. ItAtio of the upper
particle size in the crushed material In
the upper particle size of duo toed ma-

present are kaolinite, feldspar, and quartz.

eerie!. BS 11.12. 1962
redo of tidal magas Nista rade). The rano
of the hesaht of the tide at the secondary

convention. The former is the older procedure and assumes that the mMeral.

It is now known, however, that the alkali
impurity in English pottery clays is present as mica and according to the mica
convention the rational analysis is calculated on the basis of kaolinite, mica, and
quartz. (The term proximate analysis is
somtunes applied to the rational analysis

of clays). Dodd. b. The resolution into
chemical types of a mass of rock or coal.
Francis. 1965, v. 1, p. 38.

rationality of intercepts, law of. The intercepts of the faces of a crystal upon the
crystallographic axes are in a simple ratio
to each other. Sometimes referred to as

the law of rationality of indices. Miall.
ratio of absorption. a. The percentage by
weight that the absorbed water bears to

the dry weight of the one. Fay. b. The
ratio, A, expressed as a percentage of the

volume, Vp, of the pore space in a rock
to the weight, W, of the rock when dry,
A=100 Vp/W. Holmes, 1928.
ratio of concentration.
Weight of c.re fed

Weight of concentrate produced
Pryor, 3.
ratio of enrichment. The ratio of the percent-

age of valuable material in the concentrate to the percentage of the material in
the original ore. Bureau of Mines Staff.
ratio of gears and sprockets.
(For two gears or sprockets: )
radius (of driven)

rpm (of driver)

rpm (of driven)
radius (of driver)
diameter (of driven)
circumference

diameter (of driver)
circumference
(driven)
number of teeth (driven)
(driver)
number of teeth (driver)
(For train of gears: )
rpm of first
number of teeth on first
rpm of last

number of teeth on last

To calculate drum speed from engine
speed: assume 400 revolutions per minute

on engine, an 18-tooth engine sprocket

driving a 23-tooth jack-shaft sprocket;
a I6-tooth jack-shaft sprocket driving a
I6-tooth line-shaft sprocket; a 12-tooth
line-shaft sprocket driving a 36-tooth
drum-shaft sprocket. The jack-shaft will
turn 18/23 of 400 rpm=313 rpm; the
line shaft will turn 16/16 of 313 rpm=
313 rpm; and the drum shaft will turn
12/36 of 313 rpm=1043 rpm. There-

,

904

station to the height of the tide et the
reference station. Ily.

rattan. A minor buckle. occurring as A small
irregular line on a cast surface. ASA4
Gloss.

rat-taniag. Drilling or prospecting ahead in

an oil well to mumi out or test deeper

formations before putting in casing. lien.
rank. a. Leic. To work with great vigor and
energy, especially in driving or shaft
sinking. Fay. b. Eng. A bed of limestone.
Arkell.
rattle boxes. Limonite geodes from Chester
County, Pa. Schaller.
ratflehead. Scot. A suction pipe. Fay.
rattle Jack. Mid. Carbonaceous shale; hoo
cannel. Fay.

rattier. a. York. Cannel coal. Fay. b. Scot.
Inferior gas coal; sandy shale. Fay. c. Eng.

A celebrated variety of gas coal which
was used to fetch high prices and was
reputed to be ignited with a match. It is
hard, compact, uniform, bright, brittle,

fine-grained:slightly sonorous when struck,

resembling let but not so brilliant. Arkell.
d. A revolving steel drum, with a charge

of metal spheres, used for testing the
abrasive resistance of brick. Bureau of
Mines Staff. e. A device for shaking out
the cores from small castings, as a tumbling barrel. WeIsster 3d.

rattler test. A method for evaluating the resistance of paving bricks to impact and
abrasion. A sample of 10 bricks is subjected to the action of 10 cast-iron balls
3.75 inches in diameter and 245 to 260
balls 1.875 inches in diameter in a drum
(28 inches in diameter, 20 inches long)
rotating at 30 revolutions per minute for
1 hour. The severity of abrasion and impact is reported as a percentage loss in
weight. Dodd.
rattles. Dev. See scree, c. Fay.
rattlesnake ore. Mottled, gray, black and yel-

low carnotite, vanoxite ore. Spotted appearance

resembles

southwestern snake

species from which it derives its name.

Ballard.
rattling. a. Consists of tumbling small castings

in a rotating cylindrical mill with small

pieces of cast Iron and sometimes sand.

Fins, sprues, and other projections are
thus removed from the castings after they

have been shaken out of the molds and
cooled. Enam. Dict. b. Tumbling. Osborne.
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ravens. York. Miners' term for an inferior.
sometimes pyritous, coal found in places
at the top of Beeston Seam. Tomkeief.
1954

ratio.. a. A deep, hollow, narrow eise.syation

formed by the force of running waler

The French use the two words ravin and
ravine in different signification,. The word
ravin is used to express a place which

has been holluwed out by a stream of

running water and ravine is employed to
denote a torrent of water. Sometimes,
however, ravine is also used to signify
the place worn by the torrent. A.G.1.
b. A deep precipitous gorge; usually the
narrow excavated channel of some mountain stream. A.G./. c. Ravine and gorge
are terms very closely resembling each
other in meaning. As used at the present
time, a ravine is something less precipi-

tous and important as a topographical

feature than a defile, and not so grand as
a gorge. A.C.I. d. A gulch; a small gorge
or canyon, the sides of which have com-

paratively uniform slopes. A depression
worn out by running water, larger than
a gully and smaller than a valley. A.C.I.
raw. a. In ceramics, fresh from a plastic
process; unbaked. Standard, 1964. b. Not
prepared for use by heat. Webster 3d.
raw batch. a. A glass charge without cullet.

ASTM CI62-66. b. An unfired mixture

of ceramic materials. See also charge.
Bureau of Mines Stag.
raw coal. a. Coal which has received Too
preparation other than possibly screening.

B.S. 3552, 1962. b. Mineral as severest
beneficiation. Run-of-mine ore.
Pryor, 3.
raw coal screen. A scrcen used for dividing
before

t

1

mama.

$391)

Nam:1SW Leelia

run-of-mine coal into two or more sizes
for further treatment or disposal; usually
employed to remove the largest pieces
for crushing readdition to the run-ofmine coal. B.S. 3552, 1962.
raw cullet. A glass chargc made totally of
cullet. ASTM C162-66.
raw dolomite. a. Dolomite which has not
been calcined. A.R.I. b. Crushed dolomite

used for dressing of basic open hearth
bottoms and banks. A.I.S.I. No. 24
raw edge. The sheared edge of metal not
completely covered with porcelain enamel.
Bryant.

raw feed coal. Coal supplied to a plant or
machine, in which It undergoes some
form of preparation. B.S. 3552. 1962.
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raw quarts. Quarts that has undergone nn

treatment, such as burning or reductson,
prior too being placed under the stamp
heads. Fay,

raw refractory dolomite. Natural limestone
consisting predominately of MgC0i, and

on approximately equal molecular

ratio and which is suitable for use as a
refractory material. AST M (.71.64.

raw shape. A metal part ready to be started
through the porcelain enameling opera,
tion. Bryant.
Raybestos. Trademark for insulating mater:al
used in packings, heating panels, asbestos

boards. etc. Bennett U, 1962 Add.
raydist. A radio system for medium range
precision surveying in which the phases
of two continuous-wave signals are compared. It is based on the heterodyne principle and uses low or medium frequencies.

It requires a minimum number of fre-

quencies and these frequencies usually
need bear no fixed relationship with each

other. H&C.
Rayleigh wave. A surface wave associated
with the free boundary of a solid. The
wave is of maximum intensity at the surface and diminishes quite rapidly as one
proceeds into the solid. Therefore, it has a

tendency to hug the surface of the solid.
Such waves have been used quite effectively in detecting surface cracks and
flaws in castings. H&C. Synonym for Rwave.

Raymond Bash dryer. A suspension-type dryer

that employs the principle of flash drying
of fine coal. The coal is transported ver-

tically through a drying column in

a

stream of hot gases. The source of heat
for this system is usually an automatic
stoker. In this system the hot gases are

drawn into the drying column by the
action of the fan connected to the ny-

clone collector vent. The coal to be iried
is continuously introduced to the hot gas
stream. Virtually instantaneous drying
occurs. The dried coal and the moistureladen gases are drawn into the cyclone
collector. The dry coal drops to the bot-

tom of the collector and the moisture-

laden gases are discharged by the fan to
the atmosphere. Kentucky, p. 320; Mitchell, p. 683.
Raymond mill. Grinding mill in which spring-

loaded rollers bear against a horizontal
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aro electromagnetic waves which travel at

vekwcy of light and are not dr/Octetl by
magnetic gelds Length between 0 I and
IN) angstrom (stumble light hes between
&MO and 8,000 angstroms) Short X-rar)
are soft and lona ones hard. Rays emitted
by radio-actiye substances are of three

types, alpha, bets, and gamma. Alpha
rays consist of /le' and move at some
10,000 miles per second. Beta rays are

electrons with speeds between 50,060 and

180,000 miles per second; gamma rays
are not charged. They move at speed of
light, but are shorter than X-rays (0,01
tu I angstrom). Pryor. 3.
raywork. A kind of rubble work; in the

United States, any rubble work of thin

and small stones. Fay.

raze. Variant of race. Arkell.
razorback. A sharp, narrow ridge. Webster 3d.
razor saw. A narrow saw used in excavating
limestone. Webster 3d.
razor stone. See novaculite. Fov.

razumovskyn. A clay mineral described as
near montmorillonite except for less water,
and having the formula, 2A1,0s.Hs(SiOs)s.
Dana 6d, p. 691.

Rb. Chemical symbol for rubidium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1.
RBM Abbrevation for reinforced brick or
clay masonry. ACSG, 1963.
rbp Abbreviation for reservoir bubble-point
pressure. Also abbreviated RBP. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 61.
Re. Chemical symbol for rhenium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.

reach. A comparatively short length of a
stream or channel. Seelye, 1.
reacher. A slim mine prop reaching from one

wall to the other. Fay.

reactance. The part of the impedance of an
alternating-current circuit that is due
either to capacitance or inductance or to
both and that is expressed in ohms. Webster 3d.
reactant. A substance which undergoes chem-

ical change when in contact with another
substance. Osborne.

reaction. Physically, a force opposing a given
force in terms of Newton's laws. Chemically, either 1) change in pH value or,
(2) molecular alteration. 'Type (1) is
typified by the equation A B-1-1-1* and,

(2) a redox reaction by A=B+e (or
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continued reaction wnh the
magma. See also Bowen's reaction series.
ber

by

A.G.,. b. The conversion of one mineral
species stable at high temperature into a
different one at lower temperatures.
C.M.D.
nettles process. See roasting and reaction
process. Fey.

roadie* rim. a. A term used mostly in micro-

scopic work, for the curious rims of hy-

persthene, garnet, hornblende, biotite, mag-

netite, and perhaps other minerals, that
surround grains of magnetite or of ferro-

esian silicates, wherever, as in many
thee come next to feldspar. They

iTaabitnros,

are suppceed to be produced by the reaction of these minerals on each other,
probably in the crystallization of the rock.
Fay. b. Applied to a peripheral zone of
mineral aggregates formed around one
mineral (for example, hypersthene) by
reaction with another (for example, plagioclase) with which it would otherwise
come into contact. See also corona.
Holmes, 1928.

reaction series. Any series of minerals in an
igneous rock, related in such a way, that
each member of the series can be regarded

as derived from the preceding member
by reaction with the magma. The series
may be continuous, like ths plagioclase
or forsterite-fayalite series, or discontinuthe olivine-pyroxene-amphibole
series. See also Bowen'il reaction series.
A.G.!.
reaction-sintering. A process in which sinterous like

barge
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transport au producers and tow vnlardo
fuels wted for open Ares. Nohow r. An
assenownt of the treed 1 reArtion of a
coal with nitycen under opecilleil rondo
tions. 8.3 1123. 1960
device
rondat. . In arc-welihne circuits,

used for the purpose of minimitinc irreguhuities in the How of welding current.

Cosi Age. v. 66. Nu, 3. Mir. 1961. p. 92.
b. See nuclear reactor. 1.811.

readily *Unstable =deb cold-satracbble
metal. As used in aeocheinical prospecting.

refers to the content of a metal that can
be extracted from weathered rock, over-

burden, or stream sediment, by weak
chemical reagents. Ilatakes. 2. p. 1S1.

Reading beds. A group of sand-s. mottled
clays, and gravels of Eocene age, occurring in the London and Hampshire Basins; of fluviatile origin in the west, passing into deltaic deposits and ultimately

into the marine Woolwich beds of the
same age in the east. C.T.D.

Reading Jg. A plunger-type jig of releively
simple design with only a single plunger
being

manually controlled. The hutch

compartment is round, for good wate:
distribution. Mitchell, p. 429.
trolled. The hutch compartment is round,
for good water distribution. Mitchell,
p. 429.
readout. Method of display of processed information. Pryor, 3, p. .72.
ready-mixed concrete. Concrete delivered at
the site in a plastic condition and requiring no further treatment before being

placed in the position in which it is to
set. Taylor.

reagent. a. A chemical or solution used to
produce a desired chemical reaction; a
substance used in assaying or in flotation.
See also catalyst. Nelson. b. A substance

or more components take place shnultane-

used for various purposes (as in detecting, examining, or measuring other substances, in preparing material, or in developing photographs) because it takes
part in one or more chemical reactions

pacted Si powder can be reaction-sintered

or biological processes. Webster 3d.
reagent feedir, Appliance which controls ratc

ing and chemical reaction between two

ous17. For example, Si and C can be
reaction-sintered to produce SiC; comin N. to form SiiNa. See also sintering.

Dodd.
reaction turbine. A steam or water turbine in
which the jets or nozzles are on the moving partt as distinct from an impulse turbine which has only fixed jets. Ham.

of addition of reagent to mineral pulp
undenifoing

treatment

(notably

during

conditioning for flotation and in leach-

ing). Solid feeders include miniature belt
conveyors, slowly inched forward to de-
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reel prepens. includes mining clainu, dumps,
water rights. and ditches. 1144ettr.

mot. a to enlister the hole by redrilling
with a apecial bit. Wheeler b An imperfection; nonhomogeneous layers in Am
%Lae. A3TM C161.68

ream Welt The act or process of enlarging
a *queered for cave-obstructed borehole to

ns original nay by reaming as the drill

tering is pulled Long
reused satrapies bagel. A cast. hollow ex.
trusion ingot which has been machined
to remove the original inside surface.
AS M Glom

reamer. a. A handtool or power tool for enlarging or smoothing a borehole. It has a
conical or cylindrical shank with cutting
edges, or in which separate teeth are
fixed. See also ditmond reamer; expanding reamer. Nelson. Compare expansion

bit; paddy bit. Long. b. A kind of chisel
for cutting two V-shaped grooves from
a round blasthole in the line of the desired rift. Webster 3d. Ste also reaming,
b. Fay. c. Synonym for reaming bit. Long.

d. Synonym for reaming shell. Long. e.

Synonym for gage stone. Compare kicker.
Long. f. A rotary cutting tool with one

or more cutting elements called teeth,
used for enlarging a hole to size and
contour. It is supported principally by
the metal around the hole it cuts. ASM
Gloss.

reamer bi'. Synonym of reaming bit. Long.
reamer shill. a. A cutter just above a diamond bit, used to assure a full-size hole.
Nichols. b. Synonym for reaming shell.
Long.
reamer stone. See gage stone. Long.
ream, glass. See glass ream. Bennett 2d, 1962

Add.
reaming. a. The act or process of enlarging
a borehole. Long. b. A quarryman's term
for the process of cutting grooves on opposite sides of drill holes in order to promote straight splitting of a stone. See also
reamer, b. Fay.

reaming barrel. A heavy-wall tube or rod,
5 to PO feet long, acting as a connecting
link between a reaming-bit assembly and
the drill rods. The diameter of the ream-

ing barrel is slightly smaller than that of
the attached reaming bit. Long.
reaming bit. A bit used to enlarge a borehole.

Also called broaching bit; pilot reaming
bit; reamer; reamer bit. Long.

reaming diamond

901

reaming diamond. See gage stone. Long.
reaming pilot. a. See pilot, a. Long. b. A

after it previously appeared plain.
ASTM C162-66.
reboller; kettle; still pot. The heat-transfer
equipment which generates vapor at the
bottom of a continuous distillation unit.

smooth bar used to guide a reaming bit

or casing bit in the hole. B.S. 3618, 1963,
Sec. 3.
reaming pilot adapter. An adapter or coupling
in a reaming pilot assembly attaching the
flush-joint casing to the casing reaming

shell and the reaming pilot hoin by pin

and box threads respectively. Long.
reaming pilot horn. An adapter or coupling
in a reaming pilot assembly attached to
the reaming pilot adapter. It passes
through the reaming shell and casing bit
to which is attached the pilot bit. Long.
reaming ring. Synonym of reaming shell.
Long.
reaming shell. A short tubular piece designed

to couple a bit to a core barrel. The outside surface of the reaming shell is provided with inset diamonds or other cutting media set to a di &meter to cut a

specific clearance for the core barrel. Also
called core shell ; reamer; reamer shell.
Long.
reaming shell bit. A sleeve set with diamonds

on the outer surface of the shell itself or
in inserted strips. Usually placed between
the core barrel and the drill bit and slightly
larger in diameter than the latter to maintain the gage of the hole. A casing reaming shell is similar but larger in diameter.
See also core shell ; swelled coupling.
Cumming.

reaming stone. Sec gage stone. Long.
ream out. To enlarge by reaming. Long.
rear-dump scraper. A two-wheel scraper that
dumps at the rear. Nichols.

rear dump truck; end dump truck. A truck

or semitrailer that has a box body that can

b- raised at the front so the load will

slide out the rear. Nichols.
rearer. a. Vertical or nearly vertical strata,
Mason. b. N. Staff. See edge coal. Fay.

rearer method of working inclined seams.
See bord-and-pillar method. Fay.
rearer seam. N. Staff. A steeply inclined coal
seam. Nelson
rearer workings. A method of working steep
seams of any thickness at an earlier period
in North Staffordshire. Its essential fea-

tures are: (1) the waste is filled with dirt
poured into it from a higher level, (2) the
waste dirt forms the floor for the colliers
at the face, and (3) the coal worked slides
down over the dirt into the level below and
loaded into tubs or cars. The method pro-

duces run-of-mine coal with a high dirt
content. See also rabatage. Nelson. Also
known as the heading-and drifting system.

rearing. a. Rising of the front of a tractor
when pulling a heavy load. Nichols. b. The
setting of pottery flatware on edge for the
firing process. Compare dottling. Dodd.

Réaumur. Relating to or conforming to a

thermometric scale on which under standard atmospheric pressure the boiling point
of water is at 800 above the 0 of the scale

and the freezing point of water is at 0.
Symbol, R. Webster 3d. To convert to
centigrade degrees, multiply degrees Mau-

mur by %. To convert to Fahrenheit degrees, multiply degrees Réaumur by %
and add 32° if above 0°R; and if below,
subtract 32°. Standard, 1964.
Reeumur porcelain. A devitrified glass made
in 1739 by Reaumur in St. Cloud, France,

of the nature of artificial soft porcelain.

Standard, 1964.
reboil. Reappearance of bubbles in molten

reciprocating rotating engine

glass

NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.

reboiling. Gas evolution occurring and recurring during repeated firing of the
ground coat; sometimes a defect. ASTM

escarpment, the melting back of a glacier,

or the withdrawal of a body of water so
that the shoreline moves successively far-

ther away from the higher land. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.

recessional end moraines. Successive end
moraines built during temporary halts or
slight readvances of an ice front during a
period of general recession of a glacier.

C286-65.
recalescence. A phenomenon, associated with
the transformation of gamma iron to alpha

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
recharge. a. The processes by which water is
absorbed and added to the zone of satura-

glowing) of the metal surface owing to

also, the quantity of water that is added to

iron on the cooling (supercooling) of iron
or steel, revealed by the brightening (rethe sudden increase in temperature caused

by fast liberation of the latent heat of

transformation. ASM Gloss.
recarburize. a. To increase the carbon content of molten cast iron or steel by adding
carbonaceous

material, high-carbon

pig

iron, or a high-carbon alloy. ASM Gloss.
b. To carburize a metal part to return
surface carbon lost in processing. ASM
Gloss.

recarburizing. Introducing spiegelehen into

the converter after the blow to add the

desired element. Mersereau, 4th, p. 408.
recast. To form anew by running, as molten
metal, into a mold; cast again; as, to recast a cracked bell. Standard, 1964.

An apparatus which serves to
equalize the pulsations of the air as it

receiver.

tion, either directly into a formation or
indirectly by way of another formation;

the zone of saturation. A.G.I. b. Water
that enters the ground and reaches the

water table. Legrand.
recharge of water. Putting water back into
the body of ground water to augment the
ground water supply. Bateman.

rechuck. To loosen the chuck, return it to
the initial position, and retighten in on
the rods so that the bit again may be ad-

vanced the distance equal to the length of
the feed screw or drive rod on a diamonddrill swivel head. Long.
reciprocal leveling. A method of leveling in
which instrumental errors are eliminated
by setting up the level at two places, one
near each point leveled; the average of the
differences in level represents the true
difference. Ham.

comes from the compressor and causes a
more uniform flow of air through the pipeline. A receiver of proper size placed near
the compressor will prevent the discharge
pressure at the compressor from reaching
an abnormally high figure and thus bringing a heavy strain on the machine. Another
function of a receiver near the compressor
is to collect moisture and oil carried in
the air. A receiver at the end of the pipeline prevents the pressure from dropping
to an abnormally low figure in case of a

reciprocal proportion law. See law of recip-

receiving clack. Scot. The bottom clack or

central radius vector of the surface drawn
in the given direction. A.G.I.
reciprocating. Having a straight back-andforth or up-and-down motion. Nichols.
reciprocating beam conveyor. One or more
parallel reciprocating beams with tilting
dogs or pushers, arranged to progressively

sudden draft on the pipeline. Lewis, p. 682.

valve in a pump set. Fay.
receiving hopper. A hopper used to receive

and direct material to a conveyor. ASA
M1r4.1-1958.

receiving pit. A shallow pit for containing

material run into it. Zern.
receiving rods. Eng. Auxiliary cage guides at
insets and at headframes. Fay.
receiving station. The location or device on
a conveyor or conveyor systems where bulk
material or objects are loaded or otherwise
received onto the conveyor. ASA MH4.11958.

recemented glacier. A glacier formed by re-

rocal proportion.

reciprocal strain ellipsoid. In elastic theory,
an ellipsoid of certain shape and orientation which under homogeneous strain is
transformed into a sphere, and any set of
conjugate diameters of the ellipsoid is
transformed into a set of orthogonal diameters of the sphere. The ellipsoid has
the property that the_. length of a line,

which has a given direction in the unstrained state, is increased by the strain
in a ratio inversely proportional to the

advance object. ASA M114.1-1958.

reciprocating drill. A piston drill often referred to as a hammer drill. Ham,
rec'procating engine. Any steam or internale mibustion engine, which has a piston
moving under pressure within a cylinder.
Ham.

reciprocating feeder. a. A feeder in which

compacted ice which has fallen down a
cliff from a higher glacier. Fay.

the material is carried on a plate subjected

Recent. The later of the two geologic epochs
comprised in the Quaternary period, in the
classification generally used; same as Holocene. Also the deposits formed during that

reverse dirmtion the material remains stationary. The rate of feed is normally varied
by adjusting the stroke of the reciprocating
plate. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. A device used
to empty a bin or hopper from the bottom
by horizontal reciprocating action of its
parts, usually after primary crushing.

epoch. The Holocene, or Recent, com-

prises all geologic time and deposits from

the close of the Pleistocene or Glacial

epoch until and including the present. Fay.

recent alluvials. The newest of the alluvial
deposits. New South Wales, p. 12.

recess. A groove or depression in a surface.
ASM Gloss.

recessed wheel. A wheel made with a central recess in one or both sides. ACSG,
1963.

recession. Going back; as, the gradual retreat

of a waterfall, the retreat of an erosional
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to a reciprocating motion and so con-

structed that when the plate 1110%.,8 in the

ACSG, 1963.

reciprocating flight conveyor. A reciprocatiag beam or beams with hinged flights arranged to advance bulk material along a
conveyor trough. ASA MI14.1-1958.

reciprocating pump. A pump consisting of a

piston or plunger which lifts water to a

higher level by a series of to-and-fro movements. See also pump. Nelson.

reciprocating rotating engine. A type of en-

reciprocating rotating engine
gine, from 5 to 50 horsepower, used for
haulages, consisting of two double-acting
cylindcrs with the cranks set at 900 to
each other, and fitted with slide valves or
piston valves. Mason, v. 2, pp. 380-381.

reciprocating screen dryer. Usually an inclined reciprocating screen on which the
coal travels and through which the hot
gases pass. The screen may eliminate
moisture in coal up to 21/4 inches in size.

It may also serve as a fine coal dryer to

treat coals down to Va inch. Nelson.
reciprocating slide-valve engine. One of the
best known typos of steam engines; it consists of a cast-iron cylinder and valve chcst
provided with ends and cover. Inside the
cylindcr is a cast-iron piston attached to a
forged stecl piston rod which passes

through a cylinder end by a gland and
stuffing box. Steam is admitted to the

valve chest by a pipe passing through the
cover and cnters either end of the cylinder
alternately according to the position of the
valve. The valve also controls the opening
to cxhaust through which the spent steam
is discharged. The valve is moved backwards and forwards on its seat by a valve

rod, which in turn is actuated by an cc-

centric working on the engine crankshaft.
Mason, v. 2, pp. 363-364.
redprocity theorem. The mciprocity theorem
states that if, in any electric network composcd of linear elements, a given clectromotive forcc applied between two given termi-

nals produces a current at a point in some
branch of the network, then the same vol-,
tage acting at this second point in the net-

work will produce the same current between the two original terminals if they
are short-circuited. H&G.

recirculated air. Air returned from a space
to be heated, conditioned, or cleancd then
redistributed to the space. Strock, 10.
recirculating dip tank. A dip tank provided
with a means for keeping the slip in con,
stant circulation. ASTM C286-65.
recirculation. The continuous circulation of
all or some part of the same air in part of
a mine ventilation system. B.S. 3618,1963,
sec. 2.
recirculation of air. A term describing a con-

dition in which the ventilating air current
is returned to the face repeatedly along a
circuitous path. It may happen in the case

of auxiliary fans or booster fans. If the
intake end of the air pipes of a blowing
fan is not placed well to the intake side
of the main air current, the foul air from
the heading may be recirculated to the
face again and again. With an exhausting
auxiliary fan the end of the pipes is kept

well to the return side of the main air

current. Nelson.
recirculation of water. The water used in a

condenser or in a ,vashery or other wet

process is often repu mped into the system
by means of a circula ting pump. The practice is economical in water and in reagent
consumption and also reduces pollution of
local streams. Water which s recirculated
is clarified to reasonable purity. Nelson.
reck. Lanc. Chips of wood and other debris
hoisted with coal. Fay.
Reckna clay beams. Prefabricated beams

made of specially designed hollow clay

building blocks reinforced with steel rods;

the load bearing capadty is about 40

pounds per square foot. Dodd.
reckoning. Wage. Mason.
reckoning day. Eng. The day on which the

workmen receive a Matement of wages
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recover

due, usually 2 days before payday. Fay.
reclaim. a. Enamel or glaze which is removed

reconstituted mica. A paperlike material

from the sprav booth and reconditioned
for use. A great deal of enamel or glaze
may be used again by this method, but its
use is generally limited to first coat work.
Enam. Dict. b. S. Afr. To obtain ore left
standing during previous operations in an

consisting

of fine

flakes

of scrap mica

&posited as a continuous mat. The sheet
usually is impregnated with an organic
material. Skow.
recpostructed. A term applied to an artificial
gem composed of fused particles of a
natural precious stonereconstructed rubiesalthough not difficult to differentiate
by tests, from the red corundum of gem
quality from nature's laboratory, attain

arca. Also called reclamation. Beerman.
reclaimer. A device for saving waste cnamel
which results from the spraying or dipping
of the ware. Hansen.
reclaiming. a. Digging from stockpiles.
Nichols. b. Reprocessing previously rejected material. Nichols.
reclaiming conveyor. a. Any of scveral types

reconstructed emerald. A term which has

terials from storage. ASA MI-I4.1-1958. b.
The conveyor which receives material

ald, including glass, doublets, and especially smaragodlin. Bmcrald was never

of conveyors used to reclaim bulk mafrom the reclaimer in a blending system.
ASA MH4.1-1958.

some commcrcial success. Also called scien-

tific ruby. Hess.
reconstructed amber. Same as pressed amber.
Shipley.

been applied to various imitations of cmer-

successfully reproduced as a reconstructed
stone. Shipley.

reclaim rinse. A nonflowing rinse used to

reconstructed granite. Synonym for recom-

reclamation. The recovery of coal or ore
from a mine, or part of a mine, that has

john, 2d, 1957, p. 325.
reconstructed ruby. Particles of genuine ruby
fused together. The term is often uscd in-

recovcr dragout. ASM Gloss.

been abandoned because of fire, water, or
other cause. Fay.
reclosing circuit breaker. A circuit breaker
that recloses automatically as soon as the
demand .for current becomes equal to or
less than that for which the circuit breaker
is set. Zern.
recomposed granite. Conglomerate recrystallized by excessive metamorphisms into a
rock which simulates granite. Found in tho
Lake Superior region. A.G.I.
recomposed rock. Surface weathering of a
rock may break it up into small fragments,

which, if in place, and especially if ce-

posed granite. Compare meta-arkose. Petti-

correctly for synthetic ruby. Shipley.

reconstructed sapphire. An incorrect name

for synthetic sapphire. Blue corundum has
never been reconstructed commercially, if
at all. Shipley.
reconstructed stones. Stones made by fusing
together small particles of the genuine
stone. They differ from synthetic stones.
Shipley.

reconstructed turquoise. An imitation turquoise made of finely powdered ivory
which is dcposited in a solution of copper.
Fay.

mented, might be called breccia. There are
many uncommortable surfaces, particularly
in the Precambrian, where it is very diffi-

reconstruction. The modernization of underground roadways, transport1 ventilation
systems and the layout of mine workings.

brecciated surface of the lower formation
and the conglomeratic base of the upper
formation. The intermediate rock in some
such cases has been called a recomposed
rock. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
reconcentration. Recleaning, in mineral processing, of a mineral product, either to remove residual gangue, to raise the assay
grade, or to separate one valuable species
from another. Pryor, 3.
reconnaissance. An exploratory or preliminary survey, inspection, or examination
made to gain information; as (1) an
engineering survey of a region (as in
preparing for triangulation of the rcgion)
designed espccially to yield information
about its general natural features, or (2)

and winding and also the improvement of
surface handling and cleaning or washing

cult to draw the line between the older

a geological survey of a region. Webster 3d.

reconnaissance map. A map incorporating
the information obtained in a reconnais-

sance survey, and data obtained from
other sources. A.G.1.
reconnaissance sampling. See pilot sampling.
reconnaissance SUM'. Preliminary and rough
survey of terrain prior to mapping in
detail and with greater precision. Pryor, 3.
reconnoiter. To examine by the eye; survey;
especially, to make a preliminary cxamination of for military, surveying, or geological purposes. Standard, 1964.
reconstituted feed; calculated feed. The
composition (for example, relating to size

or density) of the feed to a preparation

plant (or to a component part) calculated
by combining the properties of the products obtained in the appropriate weight
proportions, in contrast

to the

analysis

of the actual feed. B.S. 3552, 1962.
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It may include modernization of shafts

equipmcnt. See also mechanization. Nelson.

reconstructive transformation. Polymorphic
phase change which requires bond breaking (as contrasted to displacive transformation). VV.
record. To enter in the book of the proper
officer (usually a district or county officer)
the name, position, description, and datc

of a mining claim or location. See also
district. Fay.

record books. Official books required by
some states as permanent signed reports
of underground conditions. B.C.I.
record borehole. See record hole. Long.
recorder, gravity prospecting. See observer,
gravity prospecting. D.O.T. I.

record hole. The first borehole drilled in
an arca that is cored (all the way) so
that a detail record of the formations
penetrated .lan be obtained. Also called
stratigraphic hole; test hole. Long.
recording gage. A gage which automatically
records the level of water in a stream or

tank, or velocity and pressure in a pipe.

It is operated by a float or by a submerged

air tank fitted with a rubber diaphragm.
Ham.

record table. Heavy duty shaking table used
to trcat relatively coarse sands. Shaking
is by double-link cccentric motion, with
longer and slower throw than with Wilfley

type of table. Pryor, 3.
recover. a. To restore a mine or a part of a
mine that has been damaged by explosion,

fire, water, or other cause to a working
condition. Fay. b. See recovery, b. Fay.

red cake

recoverable grade
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recoverable gratin. The mill-head grade less
metallurgical losses. It must be determined
by a mctallurigcal test if a close calculation is necessary. For preliminary estimates, the experience with similar ores

calcite. On the other hand, entirely new
minerals may be formed; some prefer to

rectifier. Equipment used in mines to convert

call this process ncomineralization. See also
paratectonic recrystallization; posttectonic
recrystallization; pretectonic recrystalliza-

reau of Mines Staff.
rectifier anode. An electrode of the rectifier

as a basis.

tion. A.G.I. b. The process whereby the

recovered sulfur. Elemental sulfur produced
from hydrogen sulfide obtained from the
sour natural gas, petroleum refinery gas,
water gas, and other fuel gases. BuMines
Bull. 630, 1965, p. 903.
recovery. a. S. Afr. The amount of gold
or metal, expressed in weight, money,
pennyweights per ton, etc., which is obtained from the treatment of ore. Beerman.
b. The proportion or percentage of coal
ore mined from the original scam or
deposit. Fay. c. A general term to desig-

or lost, and the shell is converted into a
mosaic of interlocking crystals. A.G.I. c.
A change from one crystal structure to
another, generally by a change in temperature. Bateman. See also primary re-

in the district will serve
McKinstry, p. 463.

nate the valuable constituents of an ore

which are obtained by metalkirgical treat-

ment; as, the recovery was 90 percent.

Recovery is better used in connection with
milling operations, while extraction is especially applicable to smelting or wet
chemical methods and applies to the bul-

lion actually obtained. The copper, for
example, in a 2 percent ore is recovered
in a 35 percent concentrate, but it is
extracted in a 98 percent blister because
this last is marketable as metal. The gold
in a mill is recovered in the cyanide
solution, but it is not extracted until precipitated in the zinc box. Like the amalgam in a stamp mill, the precipitate in a
cyanide plant is a product so concentrated
and so valuable as to be marketable. Fay.

d. The work of reopening a mine after
a disastrous fire or explosion. See also

rescue; recover; reclamation. Fay. c. In ore
sampling, the percentage of recovery may
be calculated from the following formulas:
Let a = assay of ore; b = assay of tailing;

and c = assay of concentrates. Then perlO0c(a h) and
centage of recovery =
b)

a(c

ratio of concentration =

c

b

a

D

p.

73. f. The ratio of the footage of core

acquired from core drilling a specific
length of borehole, expressed in percent.

Long. g. The carat weight of diamonds

original microstructure of a shell is blurred

crystallization ; secondary recrystallization.

d. The formation of a new, strain-free

grain structure from that existing in coldworked metal, usually accomplished by
heating. ASM Gloss.
recrystallization annealing. Annealing coldworked metal to produce a new grain
structure without phase change. ASM
Gloss.

recrystallization temperature. a. The approximate minimum temperature at which
complete recrystallization of a cold-worked
metal occurs within a specified time. ASM
Gloss. b. The temperature of first welding
of ceramic particles. This term also generally includes phase changes in the solid
state, such as sintering, grain growth, and
precipitation, or exsolution phenomena.
ACSG, 1963.

recrystallize. To purify a substance by re-

peated crystallization. Enam. Dict.
recrystallized silicon carbide. A refractory

made of about 98 to 99 percent SiC.
Bureau ol Mines Stall.

rectangle. A four-sided parallelogram having

two oppos:te sides equal in length but

differing in length from the other opposite
sides and all its angles are right angles.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
rectangular drainage pattern. The rectangular
pattern is characterized by right-angled

bends in both the main stream and its
tributaries. It differs from the trellis patin that it is more irregular; there

tern
is

not such

perfect parallelism

of side

streams; these latter are not necessarily

as conspicuously elongated; and secondary
tributaries need not ije present. Structural
control is prominent, as the pattern is

directly conditioned by the right-angled

salvaged from a worn bit. Long. h. Reduction or removal of work-hardening effects,
without motion of large-angle grain boundaries. ASM Gloss. i. Ability of stressed
material to return to its prestressed state.
Pryor, 3.
recovery oven. A byproduct oven. Webster
3d.
recovery pegs. In survey, markers set in
easily located and described positions and

joining or faulting of rocks. A.G.I.
rectangular Interference ripples. Interference
ripples with rectangular pattern. Pettijohn.
rectangular kiln. A periodic kiln, rectangular
in shape. ACSG, 1963.

Pryor, 3.
recovery plant. A plant designed for separating diamond particles from concentrate by
various processes, usually including grease
belts, jigs, electrostatic separators and flotation. Also known as picicing station. I.C.
8200, 1964, p. 149.
recovery tap. A fishing tool. Long.

compartments. However, developments over

tied in with the working station pegs.
Purpose is to aid relocation in event of
loss or displacement of a fixed station.

rectangular shaft. a. A shaft excavated to
the oblong shape. The majority of shafts
sunk in the Republic of Suuth Africa
before 1948 were rectangular and timber
lined. The shape lends itself to equipping
concurrently with sinking; it pro vides a
convenient in-line hoisting arrangement
and can easily be divided- into separate

the last 10 years or so have been towards
the concrete lined circular shaft, Nelson.
b.

S. Afr. Vertical shafts can be made

rectangular and circular. Among the advantages of the former is the fitting in of
cages and compartments, and among those
of the latter their suitability for ventilation
purposes. Beerman.

reerystallization. a. The formation of new
mineral grains in a rock while in a solid
state. The new grains may have the same

rectangular weir. A measuring weir which
has a rectangular notch. Ham.

chemical and mineralogical composition as
in the original rock, as when a fine-grained
limestone composeol of calcite recrystallizes

current circuit to a direct.current circuit.

to a coarse-grained marble composed of

rectification. a. The process by which electric
energy is transferred from an alternating-

Coal Age, 1. b. The purification of a

264-972 0-68-58
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liquid by redistillation. C.T.D.

alternating current to direct current. Bu-

from which the current flows into

the

arc. Coal Age, 1.
rectifier cathode. An electrode of the rectifier
into which the current flows from the arc.
Coal Age, 1.
rectifier unit. An operative assembly consisting of the rectifier, or rectifiers, together
with the rectifier auxiliaries, the rectifier
trasnformer equipment, and the essential
switchgear. Coal Age, 1.
rectifying device. An elementary device consisting of one anode and its cathode which

has the characteristic of conducting cur-

rent effectively in only one direction. Coal
Age, 1.

rectorite. A pearly-white hydrated aluminum
silicate, similar to kaolinitc. Standard,
1964.

recumbent fold. One in which the

axial

plane is essentially horizontal. McKinstry,
p. 641.

recuperafive furnace. a. A furnace for the

recuperation or recovery of heat from the
waste gases of combustion. Fay. b. A
furnace having a recuperator. ASTM
C162.66.

recuperativc heating. See recuperator.
recuperator. a. A continuous heat exchanger

in which heat is conducted from the
products of combustion to incoming air
through flue walls. ASTM C162-66. b. A
system of thin-walled refractory ducts used
for the purpose of transferring heat from

a heated gas to colder air or gas. HW.

Preheating equipment for recovering
sensible heat from hot spent gases from
c.

a furnace and using it for heating incoming

charge or fuel gases; essentially, a low-

pressure heat exchanger. Henderson.
recurrence horizon. A layer of peat marking

a sharp change in the charatcer of the

peat and resulting from a profound change
in climate. Tomkeieff, 1954.
recurved spit. Under these and other similar

conditions i: often happens that the end
of a spit is more or less strongly curved
inward. When the growing embankment
acquires this form it is called a hooked
spit, or better, a recurved spit. A.G.I.
recycling. The reuse of fissionable material
in irradiated reactor fuel which is recovered by chemical processing, re-enriched, and then refabricated into new
fuel elements. L&L.

red. Prov. Eng. The waste in ^oal mining;
attic. See also redd, e. Fay.
red antimony. See kermesite. Fay.
red arsenk. Synonym for realgar. Fay.
red.ash coal. a. Coal that leaves a reddish
ash. Fay. b. In Pennsylvania, the name of
an anthracite coal seam. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

red beds. Applied to red sedimentary rocks,
which usually are sandstones and shales,
though in exceptional cases red limestone
have been reported. The coloring of the
red beds is ferric anhydride. A.G.I.
red bole. Same as red ocher. Standard, 1964.
red brass. A copper-zinc alloy containing
leu than 15 percent zinc. Bureau of Mines
Staff,

red brick. Building brick of red color. AISI,
No. 24.

red cake. The vanadium concentnite in a
milling operation. Ballard.

red chalk. a. Red ocher mixed with more
or less clay. Fay. b. Eng. A thin bed of

brick-red chalk occurring in the Cretaceous

rocks of Lincolnshire and Norfolk. It is
equivalent in age to the gault clay of
southern England, and separates the carstone from the white chalk above. C.T.D.
red clay; red mud. A more or less brown to
red deep-sea deposit, which usually contains manganese nodules or a film of manIt is the finest divided clay sus-

ganese.

pension that is derived from the land
and transported by ocean currents, accumulating far from land and at the
greatest depths. It has a high proportion

of volcanic material due to lesser dilution
material owing to slowness of
accumulation of the clay portion. The
color is believed to be caused by oxidation.
A.G.I. Also called brown clay.
red cobalt. An early name for erythrite. Fay.
red copper ore. Cuprite. Fay.
red copper oxide. See cuprite.
Red crag, a. Eng. A division of the Pliocene
of this

of East Anglia. Arkell. b. A local group
of richly fossiliferous sands which accumu-

lated as shell banks in landlocked bays

in the Pliocene Sea; restricted in distribution to parts of Norfolk and Suffolk, England. C.T.D.
Red Cross explosives. A class of high explosives characterized by the low-freezing
point. Fay.

Red Crosq Extra. Trademark for a high-

aluminum and ferric oxides, mixed with
an equal or greater quantity of aluminum
silicate clay. Tropical red soils containing
more than 50 percent of free sesquioxides
in the clay fraction are usually regarded
as impure laterites. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

rouge pits located
around the edges of a large sheet of
polished plate glass. ASTM C162-66.
red glass. About percent selenium may be
added to the melt of soda-zinc glass containing a small amount of cadmium. Red
red edge. Numerous

may also be obtained by using cuprous
oxide or gold chloride usually as purple
of Cassius. CCD 6d, 1961.

red glassy copper ore. Common name for
cuprite. Weed, 1918.

red ground. Eng. Old name for the Keuper
marl. Arkell, p. 53.
Red H. Nongelatinous permissible explosive;
used in coal mines. Bennett 2d, 1962.

red-hard. A term applied to some varieties

of tool steels that will retain their hardness

even when operating at a red heat. New-

ton, p. 493.
red heart. A harmless reddish core, sometimes

found in fire clay refractories. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

red hematite. A compact columnar variety
of hematite with a brownish-red to ironblack color. So calleci to contrast it with
limonite and turgite. Fay.

red horse. a. fork. A red day body in the

mite of 20 to 60 percent strength. Used for
quarrying, stripping, agricultural work, and
general construction work. CCD 6d, 1961.
Red Crown. A nongelatinous permiviible explosive. Used in mines. Bennett 2d, 1962.

Upper Magnesian Limestone. b. Eng. Decomposed ferruginous sandstone in the
Yorkshire Coal Measures. Arkell, p. 61.
redingtonite. A hydrous chromium sulfate,
occurring in fibrous masses having a pale
purple color. Fay.

through, take down, or to rip. Fay. d. Scot.

the balance being Ca504; specific gravity,

density, general-purpose ammonia dyna-

redd. a. Eng. To clear away fallen stone or
debris. Also called rid. SMRB, Paper No.
61. b. Northumb. Overburden. Compare
rid; riddings. Arkell. c. Scot. To scour

To clear out pillars of coal. Fay. e. Scot.
Pit rubbish or debris. See also red, b. Fay.
redd bing. a. A pile of waste made of material

brought direct from the mine, not waste

from washery. Zern. b. Scot. A spoil heap
on the surface. Fay.
red delph. N. Wales. A bed of shale, in the
Carboniferous limestone, Hunts quarry,
Porthywaen. Arkell.
reddingite. A hydrous phosphate of iron and
manganese resembling scorodite in form.
From Redding, Conn. Fay.

reddle. A variety of ocherous red iron ore
used for marking, especially sheep; red
ocher. Also called red chalk and spelled
ruddle or raddle. Standard, 1964.
reddleman. A dealer in reddle or red chalk.
Fay.

red dog. Material of a reddish color resulting

from the combustion of shale and other
mine waste in dumps on the surface.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
reddsman. Scot. One who works at night
cleaning up and repairing roadways, etc.
Fay.

red earths. The characteristic soils of most
tropical regions, and regarded as forming
a group intermediate between the brown
earths and the laterites. They appear to
develop most readily from crystalline metamorphic or igneous rocks, and closely
similar soils etxend over outcrops of these

rocks beyond the normal limits of red
earths into temperate regions. These soils
arc characterized by the presence of free

red roast
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red iron froth. A variety of hematite. Fay.
red iron ore. See hematite. Fay.
red iron oxide. Dark red crystalline powder
containing 96 to 98 percent ferric oxide,
5.12

to 5.24; melting point, 1,565° C;

insoluble in water; and soluble ni boiling
hydrochloric acid. Used as a pigment, a
polishing powder, and in ceramics. Bennett
2d, 1962.

red iron trioxide. See ferric oxide. CCD 6d,
1961.

red iron vitriol. Same as botryogen. Standard,
1964.

redisallation. The process of distilling a
product which has already been distilled.
API Glossary.
redistilled zinc, Zinc from which the impurities have been eliminated by selective
distillation. The process takes advantage of
the different boiling points of zinc (907°

C) and the impurities, lead (1,620° C)

and cadmium ('p78° C). Metal over 99.99
percent zinc is produced. C.T.D.
red jaspqr. See jasper. C.M.D.
red lead ore. See crocoite.
red lead oxide. See lead oxide, red Bennett
2d, 1962.
redledgeite. A mineral, Mg4CreTinSi,061
(OH)4, from Nevada County, Calif. Formerly called chromrutile. Hey, M.M., 1964;
Fleischer.

red lime mud. a. A red mud to which lime

has been added. The pH is usually '12.0 to
13,0. Brantly, I. b. Mud treated with

caustic soda, quebracho, and lime. Used
as a well-drilling additive. Bennett 2d,
1962 Add.
red manganese; red manganese ore. Applied

to both rhodonite and rhodochrosite, by
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reason of the reddish color of these two
minerals. Fay.
redmanol. Name of a phenol resin molding
composition and varnish somewhat similar
to bakelite. Shipley.

red marl. A term often applied to the New
Red Sandstone. Fay.

red measures, Eng. Generally refers to the
strata of Permian or Triassic age. Fay.
red metal. a. A copper matte containing
about 48 percent copper. Fay. b. Any one
of several alloys used in the manufacture
of silverware. Fay.

red mud. a. A reddish-brown terrigenous
deep-sea mud which accumulates on the
sea floor in the neighborhood of deserts
and off the mouths of great rivers; contains calcium carbonate up to 25 percent.
H&G. b. A clay-water-base drilling fluid
containing sufficient amounts of caustic
soda and tannates to give a pronounced
red appearance. The pH is usually 10.0

to 13.0. Brantly, 1. c. A residue, containing
a high percentage of iron oxide, obtained
in purifying bauxite in the production of
alumina in the Bayer process. ASM Gloss.
See also red clay.
red-mud thickener operator. See thickener
operator. D.O.T. Supp.
red oil. The commercial grade of oleic acid
or cis-9-octadecenoic acid; CH3(CH2)7CH:
CH (CH2)7CO:H. See also oleic acid. CCD

6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-43 7.

red ore, Hematite ore. BuMines Bull. 630,
1965, p. 458.
red orpiment Same as realgar. Standard,

1964.
redox; electronation. Term is abbreviation of
reduction-oxidation and is applied to reversible electrochemical reactions driven by
oxidizing or rechicing agents. Redox indicators are organic dyes which exhibit sharp

color change between oxidized and reduced state (for example, methylene blue).
Redox potentials are those of redox solu-

tions when 50 percent oxidized, as indi-

cated by the potential of an immersed

platinum electrode. Redox oxidation is
accompanied by liberation of electrons
which are taken up by an oxidizing agent ;
redox reduction acts in the opposite way.
Redox potential is the oxidation-reduction
potential or voltage between an inert
electrode and a normal hydrogen electrode
in a given environment. Pryor, 3.
red oxide of copper. See cuprite.
red oxide of zinc, See zincite. Fay.
redox potential. a, The oxidation-reduction
potential of an environment ; in other
words, the voltage obtainable between an
inert electrode placed in the environment
and a normal hydrogen electrode, regardless of the particular substances present in
the environment. A.G.!. b. Same as oxidation-reduction potential. A.G.I.
red peat. Fibrous variety of peat forming the

surface layer of a peat bog. Tomkeieff,

19 osphorus. See phosphorus. Fay.
redp5h1.

red precipitate. See mercuric oxide, red.

red rab. Corn. Red killas, or slaty rock.
Fay.

redrill; redrilled. To reopen a borehole by
redrilling after it has been cemented,
caved, or lost because of junk in the hole.
Also called drill out, drilled out. ComPare overlap. Long.
red roast. In fluidization roasting, conversion
of iron from sulfides to red oxide. Pryor, 3.

reedmergnerite

red rock
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Ire d rock. a. Drillers' term for any reddish

reducing bushings. Steel, fiber, plastic, or
wood inserts used to reduce the arbor hole
of a (grinding) wheel to fit a smaller
spindle. ACSG, 1963.
reducing conditions. Prevail in the kiln if
there is not enough air available to make
a complete combustion of the carbon particles and carbon compounds in the flame
possiblo. Rosenthal.
reducing fire. Smoky impure fire; opposite
of oxidizing. Noke.

sedimentary rock; may be shale, sandstone,
or

limestone. A.G.I. Supp. b. A pre-

dominantly granophyric rock of red color
intimately associated with some large gabbroic masses, such as the Duluth gabbro.
A.G.I. Supp.

redruthite. Corn. Copper glance; same as
chalcocite. Fay.

reds. High explosive; used in mines. Bennett
2d, 1962.
red schorl. Rutile. Shipley.

redsear. In ironworking, to break or crack
when red-hot, as iron under the hammer.
Standard, 1964.
red-short. Brittle at red heat. Compare coldshort. Fay.
red-shortness. In metallurgy, the quality or
state of being Ted-short. Fay.

red silver ore. Pyrargyrite, proustite. Pryor,
3.

red slate. See colored slates. AIME, p. 793.
redstone. Consolidated red, sandy, or silty
strata deposited on a flood plain. A.G.I.
Supp.
Redstone. Trade name for a red sandstone.
Fay.

Redston-Stanworth annealing schedule. A
procedure for determining the optimum
conditions for annealing small glass particles; it is based on the Maxwell model

of stress release, modified to take account
of the variation of viscosity with time.
Dodd.
red top moss agate. Mocha stone with a red

stain at base of the black dendritic inclusions. Shipley.

reduce. a. To deprive of oxygen. Fay. b. In
general, to treat metallurgically for the
production of metal. Fay.

reduced iron. Free iron in a fine state of
division obtained by reducing ferric oxide

by heating it in a curient of hydrogen.

Also called iron by hydrogen, iron powder,

and spongy iron. Standerd, 1964; Fay.
reduced level. Height abuve specified datum
level of a surveyed point. Ptyor, 3.
reduced natural frequency. The natural frequency of vibration of a foundation at an
average ground pressure of unity is the
reduced natural frequency divided by the
square root of the ground pressure. This
relationship has been
Tschebotarioff. Ham.

established

by

reducer. a. A fitting having a largei .ze at
one end than at the other. Some have tried

to establish the term increaserthinking

of direction of flowbut this has been
due to a misunderstanding of the trade
custom of always giving the largest size
of run of a fitting first; hence, all fittings
having more than one size are reducers.
They are always threaded inside, unless
specifically flanged or for some special
joint. Strock, 3. b. Threaded type, made

reducing flame. a. The inner cone of the

blowpipe flame, characterized by the excess of carbon or hydrocarbons of the
gas, which, at the high temperature present, tends to combine with the oxygen of
a mineral brought into it. Fay. b. A gas
flame produced with excess fuel. ASM
Gloss.

ciency of oxygen. Bureau of Mines Stall.

phere, notably to render iron ore ferro-

magnetic. Pryor, 3.
reduction smelting. A pyrometallurgical process which produces an impure liquid metal

and a liquid slag by heating a mixture of

reduction to center. The offset of a side

by a

metallic oxides by heating in contact with
coal

or other reducing agents. Newton,

7oseph, Introduction to Metallurgy, 1938,
p. 384.
reducing roasting. Heating oxygen-containing ore below its melting temperature

with a reducing agent. Used to obtain

a compound of lower, or no, oxygen con-

tent or to obtain the free metal. Bennett
2d, 1962.
reducing scale. A form of scale used by surveyors to reduce chains and links to acres
and rods by inspection, and also in mapping and drawing to different scales. Fay.

reduction. a. The extraction of any metal

from its ore, and the offiical in charge of
the mill and extraction plant is called the
reduction officer. The term reduction is
sometimes applied to the smelting process. Nelson. b. A chemical reaction in
which electrons are added to the constitution of the reactant. More specifically, the
addition of hydrogen or the abstraction
of oxygen. A reaction which takes place
at the cathode in electroylsis. Lowenheim.
reduction cell. A pot or tank in which either
a water solution of a salt or a fused salt
is reduced electrolytically to form free
metals or other substances. ASM Gloss.
reduction facton The factor relating the allowable stress on a long column with that

on a short column in order to prevent
buckling. Ham.

reduction furnace. A furnace for reducing
ores. See also reducing furnace. Fay.
reduction gears. A system of gears designed

to reduce the speed of shaft delivering
power. API Glosuiry.

reduction of area. a. The difference be-

Percentage decrease in cross-sectional arca

reducing atmosphere. One having a defi-

Another basis of expression is the ratio of
the average size of feed to the average size
of product. Taggart, p. 308. See also
overall reduction ratio.
reduction roasting. Lowering of oxygen content of ore by heating in reducing atmos-

nonoxidizing heat or flame; usually a
shaft furnace. Fay.
reducing roast. The reduction of certain

separated from other substances

d.

body. Strock, 3. c. Misapplied at times, to
a reducing coupling Strock, 3.
reducing agent. P . A chemical which, at
hie' temperatures, lowers the state of
oxidation of other batch chemicals.
ASTM C162-66. b. One which readily
parts with valence electrons and, by becoming oxidized, reduces the acceptor of
these electrons. Pryor, 3. c. A substance
that causes, reduction. ASM Gloss.

feed to that passing all of the product.

ore, flux, and reducing agent (usually

Flanged eccentric pattern with taper
body, but flanges at 900 to one side of

pattern with taper body. Strock, 3.

feed particle to the smallest distance between the roll faces, that is, the set. As
used frequently in the field, it is the ratio
of the smallest aperture passing all of the

reducing furnace. A furnace in which ores
are reduced from oxides, or metal is

tween the cross-sectional arca of a tension
specimen at the section of rupture before
loading and after rupture, expressed as a

with abrupt reduction. Strock,3. c. Flanged

may convey useful qualitative information.
As defined by Truscott in connection with
rolls, it is the ratio of the size of the largest

percentage of the original arca. Ro. b.
of bar or wire after rolling or drawing.
11am.

reduction of levels. The calculation of reduced levels from the staff readings recorded in a field book. Ham.
reduction plant. A mill or a treatment place
for the extraction of values from ore; the
reduction officer is the plant superintendent. Pryor.

reduction ratio. A phrase commonly used in
discussing crushing performances. It has
no exact quantitative significance, but
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coke). Newton, Joseph. Introduction

to

Metallurgy, 1938, pp. 369-370.

auxiliary telescope requires a correction to
observed horizontal angles, and the offset
of a top auxiliary telescope requires a correction to observed vertical angles. The

process of computing the correct angle
from the observed angle is called reduction to center. Urquhart, Sec. 1, p. 106.

reduction-type transmission. A transmission
whose output shaft (usually the countershaft) always turns more slowly than the
input shaft. Nichols.
reduction works. Works for reducing metals
from their ores, as a smelting works,
cyanide plant, etc. Fay.

redundant frame. A frame having more

members than are required for it to be a
perfect frame. Ham.
reduzate. A sediment formed in a strongly
reducing environment; for example, coal,
oil, sedimentary sulfides, and sedimentary
sulfur. A.G.I.
red vitriol. Same as bieberite, Co504-1-71110.
See also rose vitriol. Fay.

red ware. See Rockingham ware. Dodd.
Redwood-Baringer water finder. An instro.ment designed to ascertain the presence
and quantity of water in a tank containing
oil. Fay.
Redwood number. Viscosity, defined as rate
of flow of oil from a Redwood viscometer.
Pryor, 3.
Redwood viscometer. A viscometer that has
been adopted for making viscosity deter-

minations on petroleum products in the
United Kingdom. API Glossary.
red zinc ore. See zincite. CCD 6d, 1961.
reed. a. Scot. Rift, first way, cleavage way.

Arkell. b. A reed filled with powder to act
as a fuse. Also called rush; spire. Gordon.
c. Eng. A grass or other vegetable tube

used for a train of gunpowder (fuse) in

blasting. See also spire, a. Fay. d. A weakness in a sedimentary rock parallel with

the bedding. See also cleat, a. Fay.
reed casts. A term used for vertical cylindrical sand-casts presumably of reed-roots.
See also root cast. Pettijohn.

reeder. A frame of thatched reeds used to
protect china clay from rain while drying.

Standard, 1964.
reeding. The operation of forming serrations
and corrugations by coining or embossing.
ASM Gloss.

reedmergnerite. A mineral, NaBSis0e; triclinic, small colorless crystals from oil wells
in Duchesne County, Utah; a boron
analogue of albite; occurs in stubby prisms
with characteristic wedge-shaped ends.

reedmergnerite
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American Mineralogist, v. 45, No. 1-2,
January-February 1960, p. 188.
reed peat. Peat composed mainly of reeds.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

reefing. Working auriferous reefs or veins.

formed mainly in shallow areas around the
border of water-filled depressions, of which
they gradually take possession, or in boggy

reef knoll. Applied by Tiddeman in 1889 to
conical limestone masses, 200 to 300 feet
high, more or less circular in ground plan

reed sedge peat. Deposits of this type are
meadows. Important constituents of this
group are plants of the sedge family, cattail (typha), various grasses, and miscellaneous shore and swamp-loving plants of
other families. Peats of this type are rattier

fibrous and somewhat felted or matted ;
they consist mainly of roots and rootlets of

the plants mentioned and often contain

the rootstocks or stems of the plants. They
are light yellowish to reddish, rusty brown,
or even blackish. BuMine Bull. 556, 1956,
pp. 446-447.

rt2dy coal. Coal having alternate layers of
splint and bright coal. Fay.
reef. a. Aust. A lode or vein. A word intro-

duced into mining by sailors who left their

ships to participate in the rush to Ballarat and Bendigo, in 1851. To them a
rock projecting above the water was a reef,
and the term was therefore applied to

quartz outcrops on land. Fay. b. S. Afr.
In the diamond mines, the barren shales,
etc., limiting like an oval funnel, the soft
dmmantiferous breccia. Fay. c. Thick,
lenticular limestone mass surrounded by
distinctly different sedimentary formations.

Wheeler. d. S. Afr. A vein, lode, banket,
etc., containing ore. Beerman. c. A goldbearing tubular depoist or quartz vein.
C.T.D. f. A lode typically flattish. Pryor

g. Bedded deposits such as those of
South Africa. Hoov, p. 94. h. A narrow
ridge or chain of rocks either at the
2.

water surface or insufficiently subm, rged
to permit safe passage of a vessel. Some,imes also applied to a similarly situated
ridge or mound of sand cr, gravel more

generally called a shoal or bank. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955. i. A jagged ridge of
generally upturned rock, especially in the
Western

United States; formerly used

rather widely, but not much used today.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.1. A sedimentary
rock aggregate, large or small, composed of
the remains of colonial-type organisms that

lived near or below the surface of water
bodies, mainly marine, and developed rela-

tively large vertical dimensions as com-

pared with the proportions of adjacent

sedimentary rocks. Also called bioherm.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
reef cap. Fossil reef limestone covering or
capping an island or mountain. Schieferdecker.

of the reef, above the dwindle-point of
abundant living coral and coralline algae

current is obtained from the measurement

to the reef edge. Schieferdecker.

the wire to bring the vane back to its vertical position. The instrument is mounted on
a tripod, and the arrangement is such that

Fay.

and commonly surrounded by black shales.

Also called knoll reef. It is more or less
synonymous with bioherm. A.G.I.

reef limestone. Reef limestone differs from
the majority of fragmental and organic
deposits in the fact that it is largely built
up in a solid coherent form from the first,
and therefore constitutes a rock mass in
the strict sense, without any process of
cementation. See also coral rock. A.G.L
reef rock. See bedrock, b.
reef wall. An elongated reef core. Schieferdecker.

reef wash. Aust. Cold-bearing drift. Fay
reel. a. A revolving rack used for storage of
hose and cable. Nichols. b. In a churn
drill, the winches are usually called .reels.
Nichols. c.

Scot. A drum or frame on

which winding or haulage ropes are coiled.

Fay. d. In blasting, a device for winding
the leading wire to avoid kinking and
breaking the wire, and to keep it in good
condition. Fay. c. To haul or bring in by
winding an attached cable or rope on a
drum. Long. f. A spool-shaped device
(cathead) used as a hoist by winding or
wrapping the attached rope or cable. Long.

g. A devie used for hoisting that hag
largely been replaced by round ropes. A
flat rope is used for the reel, which is
wound on an overlapping spiral like a
clock spring. The reel is like a conical
drum that increases in diameter by the
thickness of the rope at each turn. Reels
are more suitable for hoisting from a
single level than from different levels.
Lewis, p. 245.

reel boy. In bitumir1oq coel mining, one

who works on electric locomotive, power
being transmitted through electric cablo
wound around reel on locomotive, tending
cable to see that it is wound up and fed
from reel so that it will not pull or break
from point where electric current is supplied. Also called nipper. D.O.T. I.

reel culler. A type of cutting-off tabk in
which the wires are stretched within a

large circular frame, the axis of which is
slightly above the line of the extruding
clay column. This type of cutter can operate on a stiff clay and, if powered and

automatic, has a high output. See also

cutting-off table. Dodd.
reel locomotive. A trolley locomotive with a

reef cluster; hermatopelago. This term is appropriate where a number of separate reefs

wire rope reel for drawing cars out of

area or geologic province. Schieferdecker.
reef core. The rock mass constructed in situ
by the reef-building organisms. Schiefer-

Zern.

of wholly or partially contemporaneous
growth are found within a circumscribed
drcker.

reef drive. Aust. A cutting through the bedrock in alluvial mining for the purpose of
seeking other underground, gold-bearing
gravel channels. Fay.
reef edge. The seaward margin of the reef
flat. Commonly marked by an algal ridge
and surge channels. Schieferdecker.
reefer. One who reefs, Webster 3d.
reef fiat. The summit of the reef above low
water. Schieferdecker.
reef front. The upper part of the outer slope

refikite

rooms. The rope end is pulled by a runner into the face of the room, attached to
a car and reeled out by the locomotive.

reenforcing bars; reinforcing bars. Iron or

steel bars of various cross-sectional shapes
used to strengthen concrete. Fay.
Rees-Hugill flask. A 250 milliliter flask, with
a neck graduated directly in specific gravity
units, designed expressly for the determina-

tion of the specific gravity of silica and

other refractories. Dodd.
Reese River process. Pan amalgamation with
previous roasting. Liddell 2d, p. 495
Rt. !'s

torsion anemometer. Consists of a

thin square aluminum vane centrally susvended from a horizontal wire mounted in

a vertical frame. The velocity of the air
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of the torque which has to be applied to

the torsion can be applied, at rt point 2
feet away from the vane, by means of a
shaft and bevel gearing. The instrument
has been used to measure low air velo_ities in mines down to about 10 feet per

minute and up to 180 feet per minute.
Robert, I, p. 54.
reeve. a. Can. A foreman of a coal mine.
Standard, 1964. b. The orderly arrange-

ment Gf a rope or cable on a system of pulleys or sheaves to assemble block-andtackle equipment for handling heavy loads.
Also called reeved. Long.

reeves. A North Carolina term for crossgra ins. Skow.

reeving. Threading or placement of a working line. Nichols, 2.
reeving thimble. An oyal-shaped thimble
fittcd to one end of a crane sliro, and
through which an ordinary thimble at the
opposite end can be passed. Ham.
reference axes. In structural petrology, three
mutually perpendicular axes to which
structural measurements are referred. A is
the direction of tectonic transport, c is
perpendicular to the plane along which the
differential movement takes place, and
lies in this plane but is perpendicular to
a. A.G.I.
reference electrode. Hydrogen electrode used
to determine electrode potentials of halfcells. Pryor, 3.
reference input. See desired value. NCB
reference mark. A selected distant point from
which the bearings to other points can be
measured at a survey station. Ham.
reference plane. a. The plane which contains

the cutter axis and the point of the cutting edge. ASM Gloss. b. A plane from

which measurements are made. ASB Gloss.

c. In the use of descriptive geometry in
solving structural problems, a -)lane on

which data is plotted. A.C.I.
reference seismometer. In seismic prospecting, a detector placed to record successive
shots under similar conditions, to permit

overall time comparisons. Used in connection with the shooting of wells for
velocity. A.G.I.

reference size. The separation size or the

designated size or the control size used to
define analyses of the products of a sizing
operation. B.S. 3552, 1962.
reference standard. Taken or laid down as a
standard for measuring, reckoning, or constructing. Webster 3d.
reference station. A station for which tidal
constants have previously been determined

and which is used as a standard for the

comparison of simultaneous observations
at a second station; also, a station for
which independent daily predictions are

given in the tide or current tables from
which corresponding predictions are ob-

tained for other stations by means of differences or factors. A.C.I.
referencing. The process of tying in points,
that is, measuring horizontal distances and
angles that will locate a point (such as an
instrument station) definitely and accurately with reference to near-by permanent
objects, for the purpose of finding or relocating the station if it becomes disturbed
or lost. Seelye, 2.
refikfte. A white, very soft resin, Cs4-1160,,
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refikite
found in the lignite of Montorio, Abruzzes,
Italy. Fay.
refine. a. To free from impurities; to free
from dross or alloy: to purify, as metals; to

cleanse. Webster 3d. b. To treat cast iron
in the refinery furnace so as to remove the
silicon. Webster 3d.

refined asphalt. Natural asphalt from which

coar.sc mineral matter and water have been
removed by heat treatment. Nelson.
refined coal tar. Coal tar from which mois-

ture and more volatile constituents have
been removed. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

refined iron. Wrought iron made by puddling
pig iron. C.T.D.
refined tar. a. Tar freed from water by evaporation or distillation which is continued

until the residue is of the desired con-

sistcncy. Hess. b. A tar produced by .fluxing tar residum with tar distillate. Hess.
refiner. A compartment of a glass tank furnace, for the purpose of conditioning thc
glass. See also nose, g. ASTM C162-66.

refinery. A term sometimes applied to the
plant in which metal or valuable mineral
is extracted from an ore or concentrate.
Usually such a plant would be described
as an cxtraction plant or chemical treatment plant. Nelson.

refinery gases. These consist mainly of

CIS

and C4 hydrocarbons, with smaller propor-

tions of ethane, methane, hydrogen, and
hydrogen sulfide. Francis, 1965, V. 2, p.
415.

refining. a. The purification of crude metallic

products, as the refining of base bullion
(silver lead) produces nearly pure lead
and silver. Fay. b. See fining, c. ASTM
C162-66.

refining heat. A medium orange heat, about
655°C, which imparts fineness of grain
and toughness to steel that is raised to it
and afterwards quenched. Webster 2d.

refining of metals. Operations performed

aftcr the crude metals have been cxtracted
from their ores in order to obtain them in
a condition of higher purity. See also electrolytic copper and Hoopes process. C.T.D.
refining temperature. A temperature, usually
just higher than the transformation range,
employed in the heat treatment of steel to
refine the structure, particularly the grain
size ASM Gloss.
Refinite. Trade name for bentonite. Hess

refire. To reoperate by putting the ware
through the firing operation a second time.

Enam. Did.

reflectance. The fraction of incident light refleeted from an enameled surface, or other
specimen. Hansen.
reflected light. Light that has been reflected

from any surface; hence, any light not

traveling directly from the aunt or lamp,
or other source. See also reflection; tramwitted light. Shipley.
reflected wave. A (gaseous) pressure wave resuiting from a direct wave striltlng an ob.

stacle or an opposing surface and being
reflected bacl,:wards. Rice, George S.

reflecting levet. Surveyor's level with mirror
which hangs vertically and incorporates an
unsilvered window by means of which the
line of sight is referable to a horizontal line
across the mirror. Pryor, 3.
reflection. a, The bounding back of light rays
or ether rays as they strike a solid surface.
Shell Oil Co. b. In seismic prospecting, the

returned energy (in wave form) from a

shot which has been reflected from a

velocity discontinuity back to a detector;
the indication on a record of reflected en

refractories

'The proportion of reflected to refracted
light in transparent substances increases
with the refractive index of the substance
and with the angle of incidence. For example, 17 percent of the light falling at
perpendicular incidence on the surface of
diamond is reflected, whereas with quartz

grooves to facilitate the reading of the
liquid level. Dodd.
reflowing. The melting of an electrodeposit
followed by solidification. The surface has
the appearance and physical characteristics of being hot-dipped (especially tin or
tin-alloy plates). ASM Gloss.
reflux. A distillate fraction having a certain
boiling range which is introduced into
fractionating equipment to bring about a
cooling effect, resuliing in a more intimate

to 25 percent, whitewashed or cement-

more ilficient fractionation. Shell Oil Co.
reflux vnlve. An automatic nonreturn valve
which opens freely to permit fluid to pass
in one direction but closes under its own
weight when motion ceases or when the

c. A ray of light incident on
a polished plane surface is reflected by it
ergy.

in such a manner that the angle of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence.

less than 5 percent is reflected under thcse
conditions. Anderson.
reflection factor. a. The ratio of the reflect-td
luminous flux to the incident luminous
flux. For coal it is 4 to 7 percent, shale f:0
washed roadway 40 to 75 percent. Sinclair,

I, p. 200. b. The rata; of light reflected
from a surface to the total incident light.
Hansen.

reflection goniometer. In mineralogy, an instrument for measuring angles. Fay.
reflection loss. Thc transmission loss at the
junction between an energy source and an
energy load measured by the ratio of (1)
the load power which would be measured

if source and load were connected by a
hypothetical transducer having an input

impedance equal to the source impedance
of the source, an output impedance equal
to the load terminals as are developed at
its source terminals, to (2) the actual load
power whcn source and load are connected
directly to cach other. Hy.
reflection mechanism, blasting. A rule stating
that rock breaks from the surface inward
toward the explosive rather than from the
explosive charge outward. Lewis, p. 146.
seismic reflection

reflection method. See
method.

reflection shooting. The seismic prospecting
procedure which is based on the measurement of the travel times of waves which,
originating from an artificially produced

disturbance, have been reflected back to
detectors from subsurface boundaries sep-

arating media of different elastic wave

velocities. A.G.I.
reflection wave; reflexion wave. A wave that
is propagated
backward through the

burned gas as the result of an explosion
wave being completely or partly arrested
against the closed extremity, or in a constricted portion of its path, as in a tube,
gallery, etc. Fay.

reflectivity. a. The ratio of radiant energy
reflected by a body to that falling upon it.
Strock, 10, b. The reflectance of an enamel

or other material Hansen. c. The reflec-

tance of a coatl.gg so thick that additional
thickncss does not change the reflectance.
ASTM C286-65.
reflectometer. An apparatus for determining
reflectance of an enamel or other materials.
Enam. Dict.

reflector. A layer of material immediately
surrounding a nuclear reactor core that
scatters back (reflects) into the core the

neutrons that otherwise would escape. The

returned neutrons can then cause more

fission and improve the neutron cconomy
of the reactor. L&L.
reflet. Fr. a. Iridescent glaze; especially the
metallic glaze in pottery. Standard, 1964.

Pottery having metallic or iridescent
luster; especially a brilliantly tinted tile.
Standard, 1964
reflex glass. Glasi strip, for use in vessels
b.

contlning liquids; m ie with prismatic
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contact betwem the vapors and thus in

fluid commences to flow in a reverse direc-

tion. Also called check valve; retaining

valve. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4.
reforming. The cracking cif petroleum naphtha or of straight-run gasoline of low octane number usually to form gasoline containing lighter constituents and having a
higher octane number. Webster 3d.
refraction. a. When a train of waves approaches a shoreline at an angle, the wave
crests arc bent because the first portion to
reach shallow water travels more slowly

than the portion still advancing in the

deeper water. This process of bending wavo
crests is known as refraction. A.G.I. b. Tho
bending of wave crests by currents. A.G.I.

c. A chalage of direction of a ray of light
when it passes from medium to another of
different optical density. A.G.I. d. The deflection from a straight path undergone
by a light ray or a wave of energy in passing obliquely from one medium (as air)
into another (as water, glass) in which its
velocity is different. Webster 3d. e. The
refraction of light passing through the
earth's atmosphere. Atmospheric refraction
includes both astronomical refraction and
terrestrial refraction. A.G.I.
refraction loss. That part of the transmission
loss which is due to refraction in the
medium. These losses arise from irregularities in the medium. Hy.
refraction method. A seismic method of geo.
physical prospecting. Nelson.
refraction shooting. The detonation of heavy
charges of explosive in comparatively
shallow holes or pits. The effects may be

measured over a wide area. The firing
creates the shock waves in the seismic

method of prospecting. Nelson.
refractive index. Ratio of speed of heat, light

or sound traversing a medium to that in
air. Ratio of bine of angle of incidence to
sine of angle of refraction of light refracted
from vacuum into a medium, as measured
in a refractometer. Property used in identification of transhicent minerals by observa-

tion of their bending of an incident ray of
light. Pryor, 3.
refractometer. a. A firedamp detector. See

also in+erference methanometer. Velson. b.
An instrument designed for mec.suring the
refractive indices of various substances.
Anderson.

refractories. Nonmetallic materials suitable
for use at high temperatures in furnace
construction. While their primary function
is resistance to high temperature, they
are usually called upon to resist other
destructive influences also, such as abrasion, pressure, chemicri attack, and rapid
change in temperature. HW. China clay,
ball clay, and fire clay are all highly refractory, the best qualities fusing at about

L700° C. Other materials are silica, mag-

nesite, dolomite, alumina, and chromite.
See also silica. C.T.D.

refractoriness. The capacity of a material to
resist high temperature. In the refractories
industry, the pyrometric cone equivalent
is a comparative value used to determine
the refractoriness of a material. Henderson.
refractoriness under load. A measure of the
behavior of a small brick section when

heated at a steady rate, normally 10° C
per minute, while under a load of 28 or
50 pounds per square inch. The temperature is noted when the brick has lost 5
percent in height by subsidence or shear.

Francis, 1965, v. 2, p. 653.
refractory. a. A material of a very high melting point with properties that make it suit-

able for such uses as furnace linings and

kiln construction. ASM Gloss. b. Tb.: quality of resisting heat. ASM Gloss. c. S. Afr.
Ore difficult of treatment, usually contain-

It is made from a good-quality refractory
clay, fireclay, or gainister. Nelson.

refractory magnesia. A dead-burned refractory material consisting predominately of
crystalline magnesium oxide. ASTM C7164.

refractory material. A material which can be
used at high temperatures. Rosenthal.
refractory metal; refractory alloy. a. A heatresistant metallic material. Bureau of
Mines Staff. b. An alloy having an extremely

high melting point. Bureau of

Mines Staff. c. A metal or all, difficult to

work at elevated temperatures. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

refractory mortar. A finely ground prcparation which becomes plastic and trowelable
when tempered with water and is suitable
for laying and bonding refractory brick.
A.R.I. For various types, see entries under
air-setting; grog fire clay; ground fiie clay.
ACSG, 1963.

ing a second metallic comtituent. For example, a gold sulfide ore must be roasted
to reduce the ore to an oxide and permit
the gold to be recovered. Beerman. d. A

refractory ore. Ore difficult to treat for recovery of the valuable substances. A.G.I.
refractory porcelain. That made to resist
heat or acid, or both. Bureau of Mines

able flux and placed in a kiln to form a

refractory

piece of pottery ware covered with a vaporglaze on other articles. Fay.
refractory alloy. See refractory, metal.

refractory bonding mortars. High-temperatut.e bonding mortars containing various
materials and exhibiting various properties, but primarily intended for providing
structural bond between refractory units in
high-temperature industrial furnace construction. Henderson.

regelation
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Staff.

stone. Consists of sandstone,
quartzite, mica schist, soapstone, or other
rock that will withstand a moderately high
temperature without fusing, cracking, or
disintegrating. It may be used in solid
blocks ol crushed and mixed with a binder
to form bricks. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965,
p. P86.

uids or ice are sent underground to cool
the air current in heat exchangers. By this
method, the air in deep mines is cooled
considerably and the working environment is improved. See also deep mining.
Nelson.

refrigeration ton. The heat required to melt
one short ton (2,000 pounds) of ice in 24

hours. The latent heat of ice being 144

British thermal units per pound; 1 refrig-

eration ton = 144 X242,000

12,000

Btu/h. Sinclair, I, p 66.
refuge hole. A place formed in the side of
an underground haulageway in which a
man can take refuge during the passing
of a train, or when shots are fired. Also
called refuge stalls. Fay. See also manholes. Nelsor,
Refugian. Upper Oligocene. A.G.I. Supp.
refusal. A condition arrived at when driving

pipe, casing, piling, etc., when it cannot
be driven to a greater depth or made to
penetrate the ground a distance of more
than 1 foot per 100 blows delivered by a
drive hammer. Long.

refuse. a. Waste material in the raw coal
which it is the object of cleaning to re-

move. B.S. 3552,1962. b. Notably used to
describe colliery rejects ; in washbox
(jigging of coal) these may be removed by
a screw conveyor called refuse worm. Also
called tailings. Pryor, 3.

refuse conveyor. An adaptation of a drag

refractory wave. Usually hollow wareas
sagrrs, pyrometer tubes, crucibles, etc.;

chain conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.
refuse discharge pipes. Pipes used on some
washboxes instead of a refuse worm. B.S.

various sizes and shapes; the most common

of Mines Staff.
refrangibility. The capacity of being re
fracted. See also refraction. Shipley.
refrangible. Capable of being refracted, as

3532, 1962.
ref,:se engineer. See dump motorman.
D.O.T. 1.
...efuse extraction chamber. That part of the

is not a very good insulator. API olossary.
refractory cement. See refractory mortar.
refractory clay. Any clay showing a pyro-

refrigerant. A substance which will absorb
heat while v:.porizing and whose boiling
point and other properties make it useful
as a medium for refrigeration. Strock, 10.
refrigerition. a. In special application to
mining, cooling of air before release in
lowest levels of deep, hot mine; also, expansion of compressed air for sante purpose (an extravagant practice if used in-

refractory brick. a. A brick made from refractory material such as fire clay, bauxite,
diaspore etc., used to withstand high tem-

peratures. Refractory brick are made in

sizes are 9 X 4-7/16 X 21/4 inches, 9 X
6 X 21/4 inches, ard 131/4 X 6 X VA
inches. Bureau of Mines Staff. b. A brick
which is used as a lining for the interior
of fireboxes in furnaces and boilers.. Refractory brick is constructed so that it can
withstand very high temperatures Lut it

metric cone equivalent a not less than

cone 27. ACSB-1. See also fire clay.
refractory chrome ore. A refractory ore consisting essentially of chrome-bearing spinel
with only minor amounts of accessory minerals and with physical properties that are
suitable for making refractory products.
ASTM C71-64.
refractory coating. A refractory material for
the protection of the surface. of refractory
brickwork or of metals (for example, pyrometer sheaths or aircraft exhaist systems).
Examples of such coatings include Ala Os,
ZrSi0g, MoSig, and (for the protection of
metals) refractory enamels. Refractory

coatings fa furnace brickwork are sometimes know.t as washes. Dodd.

refractory concrete. Concrete made with

high-alumina or calcium-aluminate cement

and a refractory aggregate to withstand

very high temperature. Tayior.
refractory lime. An unreac.ive dolomitic
quicklime, stabilized with iron, that is used
primarily for lining refractories of openhearth steel furnaces, Synonymous with
dead-burned doltmite. Boynton.
refractory lining. A lining which has high
refractory qualities and therefore suitable
for t'urnace linings and boiler foundations.

also refractory brick and shapes. Bvreau

rays of light. Shipley.

discriminately). Pryor, 3. b. The process of
absorption of heat from one location and.
its transfer to and rejection at another
place. Arbitrarily expressed in units of tons

and is equal to the coil cooling load divided by 12,000 (a ton of iee in melting
in 24 hours liberates heat at the rate of
200 Britain thermal units per minute, or
12,000 British thermal units per hour).

Hartman, pp. 327, 331.
refrigeration plant. a. A surface plant to form
the protective barrier of ice in the freezing
method of shaft sinking. The cooling agent
used is ammonia which, in its gaseous
state, is compressed to about 120 pounds

per square inch when it passes to the top
of the condensers. emerging at the bottom
as liquid ammoria under pressure. It then
passes through a regulator valve into the
coolers where it immediately evaporates.
The latent heat of evaporation is extracted

from the brine circuitthe brine being

passed through the coolers by the brine

pumps. The ammonia gas passes back for
re-use. The brine emerges from the cool-

ers at a temperature of 4° F and is

pumped down thr horeholes to feeeze the
water around the l'aft sinking, Nelson. b.
A surface plant to cool liquids. These liq-
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washbox into which the refuse extractor

discharges. B.S. 3552, 1962.
refuse extractor. A device used in a washbox
to remove the reject from the washing
compartments, operated manually or outomatically. B.S. 3552, 1962.

refuse rotor; star wheel extractor. A reject
gate in the form of a rotary (or star)
/alve. B.S. 3552, 1962.
refuse worm. A screw conveyor fitted at the
bottom of some wat,hboxes to collect the
fine reject which has passed through the
a19p6er2tures in the screen plate. B.S. 3552,

regain. The ratio of normal moisture weight
to the weight of material holding the
moisture, expressed in percent. Strock, 10.
regalian doctrine. The old doctrine that all
mineral wealth was the prerogative of the
crown or the feudatory lord. The concession system, in which the state or the private owner has the right to grant conces-

sions a- leases to mine operators at discretion and subject to certain general restrictions, had its origin in this doctrine.
Almost all mining countries of the world,
except the United States, follow this system. Hoov, p. 365.

Regal Roof Coating. Trademark for asphalt
coating for repair and preservation of
roofs. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

regelation. a. A theory based upon the fact
that broken ice heals under pressure, even
at melting temperatures, holds that the
movement of glaciers is accomplished by
the repeated fracturing and later freezing
together (regelation) of the surfaces of

the fractures when they again come into
contact. A.G.I. b. The freezing together of

pieces of ice in contact under pressure.
A.G.I. c. Refreezing of ice which has

melted under pressure. A.G.I.
regenerated anhydrite. Anhydrite produced
by the dehydraLion of gypsum. A.C.I.
Supp.

regenerated crystal. A large crystal that has
grown in a mass of crushed material like
mylonite. See also integration. A.G.I.
Supp.

previous to their combustion in the furnace. Newton, p. 317.
regenerater. See regenerative furnace.
regenerator checkers. Brick used in furnace
regenerators to recover heat from hot outgoing gases, and later to release this heat
to cold air or gas entering the furnace; so
called because of the checkerboard pattern
in which the bricks are arranged. HW.
regime. In hydraulics, the condition of a

regenerated dense medium; recovered dense
medium. Medium obtained from the medium recovery system and purified (wholly

river with respect to the rate of its flow

and clay. B.S. 3552, 1962.
regeneration. a. In mineral leaching, recon-

regimen of a stream. The system or order

has completed its chemical attack on min-

In cyanidation, this may include bringing

pacity to transport sediment, amount of
material supplied for transportation, etc.

protective alkali; removal of salts and ions
undesirable in leaching process. Regenera-

osition, or, in other words, to a graded

or partly) from contaminating fine coal
stitution of barren leach solution after it

eral and its values have been removed.

it back to working strength; addition of

tion of ion exchange (IX) resins

is re-

moval of poisoning elements or compounds

from resin sites by special cluants. Pryor,
3. b. A reversing heat exchanger for r,.e.
heating combustion air (and gaseous fueis)
from waste heat of the cxhaust gases. VV.
regeneration of cyanide solution. The partial
regeneration of the cyanide solution used
in gold reduction by sodium sulfide and
by sulfuric acid. Nelson.
regenerative opparatus. Breathing apparatus
in which the absorption of the carbon dioxide is

regular system
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carried out by causing the

air

breathed out to pass over caustic soda or

other substance. Caustic soda has the property of absorbing carbon dioxide, the
chemical action causing the absorbent fc,
become heated with the ft. rmation of moisture. See also -)rotosorb. Nelson.
Use of electric moregenerPtive braking.
tors to return power to supply system when

the momentum of their driven system is

reduced. Pryor, 3. b. Regenerative braking
is used in both the Ward-Leonard and the

I'gner systems of winding and, as it

re-

turns energy to the supply during the brak-

ing period, is -me of the advantages of
these systems If the driver's lever is returned towares the off positionand if
need be to the other sid,..--the winding

motor becomes a generator driven by the
overhauling load in the shaft and the variable-voltage generator becomes a motor
driving the induction motor as an a.c. gen-

erator, which then returns power to the
supply. By moving back the lever, the

brahing effort produced can be varied from

a light to an extremely powerful retardation at any speed. Sinclair, V, p. 136.

regenerative chambers. Separate compai
ments connected with a furnace arranged
for preheating the gas and the air used
for fuel. Mersereau, 4th, p. 414.
regenera give furnace. A furnace in which the
hot gases, usually waste combustion gases
1. ;ss through a set of chambers containing
firebrkk structures, to which the sensible
heat is given up. The direction of hot gas
flow is diverted periodically to another set
of chambers and cold incoming combustion

gas or air is preheated in the hot cham-

bers. Bureau of Mines Staff.
regenerative heating. See recuperative heating. Pryor, 3.
regenerative principle. Used in open-hearth
furnaces to increase the furnace tempera-

ture by preheating the fuel gas and air

as measured by the volume of water passing different cross sections in a given time.
Webster 3d.

characteristic of a stream, in other words,
its habits with respect to velocity and volume, form of and changes in channel, caAlso applied to a stream which has reached
an equilibrium between corrosion and dep-

stream. USCS Bull. 730, 1923, p. 89.
regional. a. Extending over large areas in
contradistinction to local or restricted areas.

Fay. b. In gravity prospecting, contributions to the observed anomalies due to den-

sity irregularities at much greater depths
than those of the possible structures, the
location of which was the purpose of the
survey. The term is also employed in an
analogous sense in magnetic prospecting.
A.G.I.
regional anomaly. The more localized de-

partures in the earth's field from the values

that would be predicted if the field were
to originate with a single magnet oriented
alonf the magnetic axis. These have
maximums as great as 10,000 gammas,
which is about a third the total intensity
at the ecwator, and extend over areas as
large as a million square miles. The locations of such features do not change with
time as do anomalies associated with secu-

lar variation. Dobrin, p. 298.
regional correlation. Th c. study and matchrocks over or across wide
ing of beds
areas of the earth's surface. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.
regional dip. The tr,meral inclination of strata
over a large area in which they dip in one

direction with or without interruptions.

Compare homoclinc; monocline; uniclinal.
A.G.I.
regional geology. Geology covering a widespread area. 3chieferdeeker.
regional gradient. See regional, b. A.G.I.
regional gravity. See regional, b. A.G.I.

regional gravity map. Gravity map that
shows only the gradual changes of gravity.
Schieferdecker.
regional metamorphism. A general term for
metamorphism due to the urn of the proc-

esses which have affected the rocks over
ex.ensive areas; contrasted with local
metamorphism in which each area affected

is restricted to an aureole of limited extent, and related to a definite intrusion
of magma. Originally, the tern, covered
changes due to deep burial and the action
of heat and hot gases from the interic,r;
by many writers, it has been used as syn.
onymous with dynamic metamorphism,
and by others in the sense defined above
but with the proviso that the metamorphism is not genetically connected with the
intrusion of magmas. This specified limita-

tion would often be difficult to substantiate, for many of the features of regional
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metamorphism are not distinguishable from

those of local or contact metamorphism,
except in uniformity, depth, and extent.
Homes, 1928. See also metamorphism.
Nelson.

regional unconformity. Unconformity continuously present throughout an extensive
region, recording an important interruption in sedimentary deposition and generally erosion of older strata. A.G.I. Supp.
registered premises. Premises registered with
the local authority for the storage of not
more than 60 pounds of explosive. See also
licensed store; magazine. B.S. 3618, 1964,
sec. 6.

reglette. A 12-inch scale divided into tenths
and hundredths of a foot, used for accurate measuremcnt in conjunction with a
steel band which is graduated only in feet.
See also band chain. Ham.
regolith. The layer or mantle of loose, incoherent rock material, of whatever origin,
that nearly everywhere forms the surface
of the land and rests on the hard rocks or
bedrocks. It comprises rock waste of all
sorts, volcanic ash, glacial drift, alluvium,
windblown deposits, vegetal accumulations,
and soils. Fay.
regosol. Soil without definite genetic horizons
developing from deep nnconsolidated rock
or soft mineral deposits. Schieferdecker.

regradation. The process of forming a new
gradation level of equilibrium in a land
surface by streams when an old one has
become deformed. Fay.
regression. a. Gradual contraetion of a shallow sea resulting in the emergence of land
as when sea level falls or land rises. A.G.I.

supp. b. The loss by organisms of advanced characters; a degeneration. A.C.I.

Supp. c. See offlap. A.G.I.
regressive overlap. Synonym for offlap.
A.G.I.
regressive ripples. A series of asymmetric

current ripples with steep sides pointing
into the current. Pettijohn.
regressive sand wave. A sand wave that mi-

grates up-current. See also antidline. Penijohn.
regular. a. Sometimes used to designate mediium-quality drill diamonds. Long. b. Mex.
Average ore; ore of fair grade. Fay.

regular alumina. A product recrystallized
from a molten bath where the alumina
cmtent is less than 95 percent and the
crystal size is relatively large. ACSG, 1963.

regular lay. Wire rope or cable in which the
individual wire or fibers fonaing a strand
are twisted in a direction opposite to the
twist of the sti ands. Also called ordinary
lay; standard lay. Long.
regular-lay left lay. Syn3nym for left regular
lay. Long.
regular-lay right lay. Synonym for right ,.egular lay. Long.

regular polygon. A polygon havin2 equal
sides, and the angles between these sides
are equal. Jones, 2, p. 109.
regulars. Eng. PhoThatic nodules with rough
sandy surface comprising the main copro-

lite bed of the Lower Greensand at Upware, formerly worked for fertilizer. Arkell.

regular sampling. The sampling of the same
coal or coke received regularly at a given

point. There are two forms of regular
sampling, namely, continuous sampling
and intermittent sampling. B.S. 1017,
1960, Pt. 1.

regular system. The cubic system. C.M.D.

regular ventilating circuit
regular ventilating circuit. All places in the
mine through which there is a positive

flow of air without the aid of a blower

derived from forest growth: similar to the
black earth of the U.S.S.R. Also spelled
regar. Standard, 1964.

fan or of ventilation tubing. Grove.
regulated feed. In contrast with choke feed,
feed which is throttled back to a value

reh. Hind. A sterilizing salty efflorescence
that forms on the surface of parts of the
Valley of the Ganges in India, from the

South Australia, p. 101.
regulated split. In mine ventilation, a split
where it is necessary to control the volumes in certain low-resistance splits to

rehabilitation. A period of active exercise
and suitably graduated work in order to

below the full capacity of the crusher.

evaporation of water rising from beneath.
Standard, 1964.
restore certain injured miners to full work-

cause air to flow into the splits of high

ing capacity. See also model coal face.

regulating course. A layer of stone placed
over an old road in order to re5tore its

reheat behavior. The changes in length or
volume taking place in a fired refractory
when subjec.ed to a reheat test. ASTM

resistance. Bu Mines Bull. 589, 1960, p. 18.

shape before surfacing. Ham.
regulating gate. A gate used to vary size of
opening so as to control the flow of material through the opening. See also bin
gate. ASA MH4.1-1958.
regulating rod. A nuclear-reactor control rod

for making frequent fine adjustments in

reactivity. See also shim rod. L&L.
regulating unit. One which converts the output signal of the controller into an appropriate Proportional movement of the de-

vice waich operates the process, usually
by means of a relay. Pryor, 3, p. 32.
regulating wheel. A wheel used on a center-

less grinder to regulate speed and pressure
on the part being ground. ACSG, 1963.
regulator. a. An opening in a wall or door in
the return airway of a district to increase
its resistance and reduce the volume of air
flowing. This increased resistance induces a
greater volume of air to flow through the

other districts. A regulator consists of a

sliding shutter which can be adjusted to any

proportion of the maximum armture. See
also ventilation splitting. Nelson. b. The
shutter of a fan. Fay. c. A ventilating de.
vice, such as an opening in a wall or door,
and usually placed at the return of a split
of air to govern the amount of air entering
that portion of the mine. A simple mems

of erecting a regulator is by building a
stopping with a sliding door in it across
the airway to adjust the amount of air

that is permitted to pass through. If .more
air is needed the sliding door can be
opened to permit the air to pass through.
Mines that are properly ventilated usually
have a regulator at the return of the splits

so that the air can be properly propor-

tioned to all parts of the mine. . Cantucky,
p. 89. d. A device for creating shock loss
to restrict passage of air through an airway. They are usually set in doors as adjustable, sliding partitions that can be

varied to the desired opening. In their
simplest form, for temporary service in an

untraveled part of the mine, regulators
consist of doors propped partially open.

When possible, regulators are located on
the exhaust side of a split (in a return airway) to minimize interference with traffic. Hartman, p. 252. e. A device for controlling the delivery of gas or electricity at
constant pressure (or voltage) or rate.
ASM Gloss.

initiator door. See scale door. B.S. 3618,

1963, sec. 2.
regulators. See pH regulators. Hess.
regulus. Impure metal produced during
smelting of ores or concentrates. Pryor, 3.

repaint of Venus. A violet alloy of copper
and antimony, Cul Sb. Webster 2d.

regur. Hind. A dark-colored, loamy soil of
the volcanic regions of India, a residual
product, rich in organic matter that is not

reiteration
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Nelson.

C71-64.

reheater. An apparatus for reheating a substance, as ingot steel, that has cooled or
partly cooled during some process. Standard, 1964.

keheater load. The amount of sensible heat
in British thermal units per hour, restored
to the air in reheating. Hartman, p. 327.

reheating furnace. The furnace in which
ynetal

ingots, billets, blooms, etc., are

heated to bring them to the temperature

required for hot-working. C.T.D.
reheat test. The heating of a refractory to a
temperature usually higher than that to
which it has previously been subjected to
determine its linear or volume stability by
measurements taken before and after the
heating. A.R.I.
reheat treating; retreating. Heat treating of
previously heat-treated products, either as
a corrective measure or as a complete additional cycle. Henderson.
Rehisshakenhobel. A plough developed from
the Anbauhobel machine and designed for
cutting thin coal seams. The plough

drives, instead of being on the face side
of the conveyor, are on the waste side and
the plough chains run in two tubes along
the waste side of the conveyor chutes. Nelson.

rehoboam. A 6-quart wine bottle. Dodd.
Rdd vapor pressure. One of the important
specifications for gasolines. It is a measure of the vapor pressure of a sample at
100° F, and the test is commonly made

in a bomb. The results are mported in
pounds per square inch. API Glossary.

reinerite. Pale

yellow-green orthorhombic

crystals from Tsumeb, Southwest Africa,
having the compostion, Zns(As08)1; a sea-

blue variety contains 2 percent CuO. An
unfortunate name easily confused with
renicrite. Hey, MM., 1961.
reinforce. Application of ettra enamel in certain areas of the surface prior to firing.
Bryant.

reinforced asbestos roving. Asbestos roving
containing a core of other fibers. Bennett
2d, 1962.

reinforced brick masonry. Brick masonry in
which steel reinforcing bars are embedded
in such manner that the two materials act
together in resisting forces. Abbreviation,
RBM. ACSG.

reinforced brickwork. brickwork embodying
expanded metal, steel-wire mesh, hoop

iron, or thin steel rods in the bed joints.
Steel. rods can also be bedded vertically
through a properly bonded wall at the
points where the vertical points intersect

or, in conjunction with concrete grouting,
at specially designed intervals. Ham.
reinforced center. Designating a wheel with

steel rings molded into the wheel sttuc-
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turc near the hole for additional strength.

ACSG. 1963.
reinforced concrete; ferroconcrete. Concre te
in which metal is embedded in such a way

that the two materials act together in resisting forces or loads. Concrete alone is
very weak in tension compared with its
strength in compression. Approximate values for comparison being: tensile strength,
600 pounds per square inch; compressive

strength, up to 8,000 pounds per square
inch. The idea, therefore, of a reinforced
concrete lining for shafts or tunnels is to

reinforce the sides subject to tension loading with steel rods. Mild steel rods have a

tensile strength of about 60,000 pounds

per square inch. Stress calculations are usually made on the assumption that the steel
takes ell the tensile forces and the concrete
all the compressive forces. Nelson.
reinforced concrete lining. A lining for road-

ways and shafts composed of reinforced
concrete. It is not suitable for tunnels subjected to severe presswes as any distortion

is costly and difficult to repair. (Wedgeshaped precas, concrete blocks have been
used to form dry wall arches which arc
very strong. These blocks are self-tightening and are fairly easy to take out for re-

pairs. Nelson.
reinforced grouted brick masonry. Reinforced brick masonry in which the continuous longitudinal vertical or collar joint is

filled with grout as the wall is built. No
masonry headers are used in this type of
construction. Abbreviation, RGBM. ACSG.

reinforced masonry. Masonry units, reinforcing steel, grout, and/or mortar combined to act together in resisting forces.

ACSG, 1963.
reinforced products (abrasives). Bonded products with some type of mechanical addition

as an integral part of the product to increase the strength of the product. ACSG,
1963.

reinforced wheel. A grinding wheel in which
some type of mechanical addition has been

made as an integral part of the wheel to

increase its strength. ACSG, 1963.

reinforcement, rods, bars, or fabric, usually
of steel, embeded in concrete for the riurpose of resisting particular stresses. They
arc not used as tendons. Taylor. Among
other materials used in reinforcement, bamboo has been applied successfully, and hessian is suitable for reinforcing molded
plaster. See also reinforced brickwork; reinforced concrete. Ham.

reinforcement of weld. a. In a butt joint,
weld metal on the face of the weld that ex-

tends out beyond the surface plane common to the rnembers being welded. ASM
Gloss. b. In a fillet weld, weld metal that

contributes to convexity. ASM Gloss. c. In
a flash, upset, or gas-pressure weld, the portion of the upset left in excess of the original diameter or thickness. ASM Gloss.
reinforcing steel. Steel bars of various shapes
used in concrete construction to give added
strength. Crispin.

reinite. Iron tungstate (FeW04) often associated with wolfram. Pryor, 3.

reins. The links of a pair of jars. Long.
Reinsch tc". Qualitative test for arsenic in

a solution. The liquid is added to a coil of
bright., copper foil suspended in concentrated HC1 and warmed. Dark stains of
copper arsenide show presence of arsenic.
Pryor, 3.

reiteration. In surveying, angular measurement made first with vertical circle of theo-
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relict texture

of attaching organisms in the same fouling
complex. Hy.
relative humidity. The amount of moisture
contained by an atmosphere compared with
the maximum amount that it could contain
at the same temperature. A high relative
humidity is detrimental to the efficient
working of the human body, and becomes
a problem in hot and deep mines. See also
refrigeration plant, b. Nelson.
relative movement. In studying structural
features, for example, faults, it is genepally
impossible to determine which block actually moved relative to some plane or point
of reference, such as sea level, the equatorial plane, the North Pole, or center of the
earth. Thus, most displacements can be
discussed only in terms of relative movement. That is, block A moved north relative to block B. A.G.I.
relative permeability. The ratio of the effec-

relay haulage. Singlc-track, high-speed mine
haulage from one relay station to another.
Each operator has his own track section be-

reiteration
dolitc to right of sighting telescope, then

repeated after transiting this through 1800.

Also called face right, face left observation. Pryor, 3.
reject. a. The material extracted from the
feed during cleaning for retreatment or
discard. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. The stone or
dirt discarded from a coal preparation
plant, washery, or other process, as of no
value. See also middlings; residue; tailings.

Nelson. c. Ore mineral removed and discarded at any stage of treatment. Pryor, 4.
reject den or; refuse elevator. An elevator
for removing and draining the reject from
a washing appliance. B.S. 3552, 1962.
reject gate. The mechanism of the refuse extractor which may be manually or automatically operated to control the rate of
removal of reject from the washbox. B.S.
3552, 1962.

rejections. a. Diamonds not worthy of cutting. Hess. b. See common goods. I.C.
8200, 1964, p. 3.
rejuvenate, a. To stimulate, as by uplift, to
renew erosive activity; said of streams.
Webster 3d. b. To develop youthful features of topography in an area previously
worn down to a baselevel. Webster 3d. c.
Thc process of relieving fatigue in drill
rods. See also Bardine process. Long.
rejuvenation. A change in conditions of erosion that causes a stream to begin more

tive and specific permeabilities. Institute
of Petroleum, 1961, p. 21.

relative response. The amount, in decibels,
by which a transducer's response, under
some particular condition, exceeds the

response under a reference condition whic1t

relative age. The age of a given geologic

should be stated explicitly. Hy.
relative roughness. The dimensions ratio eld
(where e is the average height of the surface irregularities and d is the diametei of
the pipe) is termed the relative roughness.
The physical interpretation of this functional equation is that the friction fzetors
of pipes are. the same if their flow patterns

of comparison with its immediate surroundings; that is, not stated in terms of years
or centuries. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
relative biological effectiveness. The relative effectiveness of a given kind of ioniz-

namically similar. The term e indicates the
height of the irregularity above the boundary surfacc only, hence it is apparent that,
dependent upon the thickness of the boundary layer adjacent to the surface, the pro-

active erosion and a new cycle. Leet.

feature, form, or structure stated in terms

ing radiation in producing a biological response as compared with 250,000 electronvolt gamma rays. Abbreviation, rbc. L&L.

relative compaction. a. For soil compaction,
two types of tests are necessary: (1) determining the dry density of the soil after a
standard amount of compaction has been

applied, and (2) measuring the density

in every detail arc geometrically and dy-

jection can either lie submerged within
the boundary layer or else project outside

it. Roberts I, p. 12.

relative settiement. See differential settlement.
Ham.

relative time. Dating of events by means of
thcir place in a ebronologic order of occurrence rather than in terms of years.
Compare absolute time. Leet.

of the soil in the field. The state of compaction is expressed as the relative compaction, and is the percentage ratio of the
field density to the maximum density as
determined by standard compaction. The

relative water .:ontent. See liquidity index.
ASCE PI826.
relativity. A principle that postulates the
equivalence of the description of the uni-

about 80 percent. Nelson. b. The dry density of soil in situ divided by the maximum dry density of the soil as established

observers, or for various frames of reference. A theory that utilizes such a principle is called a relativity theory. An example is Einstein's restricted theory of relativity, in which the relativity principle
applies to all inertial frames of reference.

percentages of relative compaction are high,
since the initial relative compaction is

by the Proctor compaction test or any

other standard test. See also loose ground.
Ham.
relative consistency. The ratio of the liquid

limit minus the natural water content to
the plasticity indcx. ASCE P1826.

relative density. a. The ratio of the differ-

ence betwen the void ratio of a cohesionless soil in the loosest state and any given

void ratio to the difference between its

void ratios in the loosest and in the densest

states. ASCE PI826. b. The relative density or specific gravity of a substance denotes the number of times the substance
is heavier or lighter than water (for the
same volume). Relative density and specific gravity mean the same thing. Morris and Cooper, p. 88-89. e. The number
of individuals of a species present per
unit of a submerged surface or per volume
of liquid observed during a period of time
compared with the numbers of other types

verse, in terms of physical laws, by various

tween relay stations, and since no other
haulage equipment is operating on this
section, he can run his motor wide open
without fear of anything getting in his
way. Side track at each relay station permits the operator to pick up or drop off
loads or empties then make the return run.
Kentucky, pp. 225-226. Also called intermediate haulage.

relay motorman. Sec gathering motorman.
D.O.T. I.
relay station. See pumping station. Mersereau, 4th, p. 199.

release analysis. A procedure employed to determine the best results possible in cleaning
a coal by froth flotation. B.S. 3552, 1962.

released mineral. A mineral formed during
the crystallization of a magma as a consequence of an earlier phase failing to react with the liquid. Thus, the failure of
earlier formed olivine to react with the

liquid portion of a magma to form pyroxene may result in the enrichment of the
liquid in silica, which finally crystallizes as
quartz, the released mineral. A.G.I.

release fractures. Fractures that form perpendicular to the greatest principal stress
axis in a specimen that is compressed and
has yielded plastically while under hydro-

static pressure. On the assumption that
these fractures form when the load is re-

moved, they have been called release fractures. A.G.I.

release Joints, joints parallel to the axial
planes of the fold; presumably formed at

right angles to the greatest principal stress
axis after the pressure was released. A.G.I.
release mesh. a. In liberation of specific mineral from its ore by comminution the optimum grind. Pryor, 3. b. Specified meshof-grind for best conditions for treatment
to recover a specific mineral from the ore.
Pryor, 4.

release valve. Synonom for pressure-relief
valve. Long.

reliability of method. In geochemical prospecting, the reliability of a method rcfers
to the probability of obtaining and recognizing indications of an ore body or mineralized district by the method being used.
Reliability depends not only on whether a
readily detectable target exists and how effective the exploration method is in locating it, but also on the extent to which the
anomaly is specifically related to ore and
the extent to which it is possible that nonsignificant anomalies may confuse the in-

NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
relaxation. a. Relief of stress by creep. Some
types of tests arc designed to provide di-

terpretation. Hawkes, 2, p. 323.
relic. When a block is stoned in such a manner that its remainder is at all times separated from solid ground by not more than

stant strain, as frequently occurs in service.
ASM Gloss. b. The decrease of load support and of internal stress because of plas-

relict. (adj.). a. Relating to minerals that
represent an earlier stage or assemblage,

minution of stress by relaxation at con-

tic strain at constant deformation. A.G.I.
relay. a. A valve or switch that amplifies or

restores original strength to an air, hy-

draulic, or electrical impulse. Nichols. b. A
device, operated by an electric current, and
causing by its operation abrupt changes in
an electrical circuit (making or breaking
the circuit, changing of the circuit connections, or variation in the circuit characteristics. NCB.
relay earthquake. Occurring as an aftereffect

of an earthquake happening elsewhere.
Schieferdecker.

the width of a level. winze, or rise, that
remainder is termed a relic. Spaulding.

which have persisted in spite of processes
tending to destroy them, as relict olivine
grains in a serpentinized peridotite. A.G.I.
b. Applied to a glacier that is remnant of
an older and larger glacier and not a newly
formed glacier. A.G.I. c. Belonging to a

nearly extinct class or group of animals
or plants. A.G.!.

relletion. The slow and gradual recession of

the water by which the land is left dry.
Fay.

relict texture. Preservation of any original

texture when a mineral is replaced. A.G.I.

relief
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relief. a. The character of the surface of a
mineral section as observed under the

relighter flame safety lamp. A locked spirit-

3d. On a topographic map these may be

safety lamps can be relighted under con-

Renn-Walz process

burning lamp fitted with an internal re-

microscope. Webster 3d. b. The elevations
or inequalities of a land surface. Webster

lighting device. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
relighting station. A place in a fnine at which

indicated by hachures, shading, or contour
lines. The term may be used also to desig-

trolled conditions. B.S. 3618, 1965, Sec. 7.

nate the difference in elevation between

the hilltops or summits and the lowlands of

a particular region. Stokes and Varnes,

1955. c. The result of the removal of tool
material behind or adjacent to the cutting
edge to provide clearance and prevent rubbing (heel drag). ASM Closs.

reHef angle. The angle formed between a
relieved surface and a given plane tangent

to a cutting edge or point on a cutting

edge. ASM Gloss.

reHef hole. a. A borehole that is loaded and

fired for the purpose of relieving or removing part of the burden of the charge

to be fired in the main blast. Fay. b. Holes
drilled closely along a line, which are not
loaded, and which serve to weaken the
rock so that it will break along that line.
Nichols. c. A port or passageway through

which the core, as it advances into the
inner tube of a double-tube core barrel,
forces water out of the inner tube to the
outside of the barrel through the innertube head. Long. d. A borehole drilled

relinquishment. To turn the land back to

the United States, and with it every right,
possessory or otherwise, that the relinquisher enjoyed. Ricketts, I.
Relizian. Upper lower Miocene. A.G.I. Supp.
reluctance. Magnetic quality analogous to
resistance in flow of electric current. Pryor,
3.

rem. The quantity of any ionizing radiation,
such that the energy imparted to a biological system per gram of living matter has
the same biological effectiveness as an ab-

sorbed dose of one rad of X-radiation.
ASM Gloss.

remanence. Residual magnetism in ferrogmagnetic substance (its hysteresis) after
removal of external magnetizing force.
Pryor, 3.
remanent magnetization. Part of the mag-

netization of a body that does not disappear when the external magnetic field

, disappears. Schieferdecker.

porous limonite occupying the site of a

remanie. Fr. a. Derived from or containing
' fossils derived from an older formation;
as, remanie deposits. Standard, 1964. b.
. Recemented, as a glacier formed by the
falling of fragments of ice (glacier remanic). Standard, 1964.
remilling. The practice of milling enamel or
glaze reclaim collected from the spray

relief map. a. A map representing topo-

made to this material before remilling.

ahead of underground openings to tap and
drain a water-bearing formation. Also
called cover hole; pilot hole. Long.
relief limonite. Minutely craggy, cavernous,
former grain of sulfide. A.G.I.

graphic relief by contour lines, hachures,
coloring,

shading,

or

similar

graphic

means. Webster 3d. b. Ordinarily used in
the United States for hypsometric map.
See lye, 2.

relief valve. a. A valve which will allow air
or fluid to escape if its pressure becomes
higher than the valve setting. Nichols. b.
Synonym for pressure relief valve. Long.
relief well. A borehole which is drilled at the

toe of an earth dam as a relief for any
high pore water pressure caused by the

weight of the dam. Ham.
reliever. a. Synonym for gage stone. Long.

b. Synonym for pressure-relief valve. Long.
c. Relief hole. See also relief hole, d. Long.
relieving. Buffing or other abrasive treatment
of an embossed metal surface to reveal the
base-metal color on the highlights contrasted to that of the finish in the recesses.
ASM Gloss.

relieving arch. An arch built over a lintel, or

similar opening in a wall, and intended

to divert the superimposed load above the
opening to the piers or abutments on both
sides, thus relieving the lintel or flat arch
from excessive loading. Also known as
discharging arch; safety arch. ACSG.

relieving cut. In a round of shots planned

for sequential firing when shaft sinking or
tunneling, holes fired after cut holes and
before lifters and slippers. Pryor, 3.
relieving platform. A loading deck for lor-

ries on the land side of a retaining wall

contructed, for example, as a jetty of steel
sheet piling, the relieving platform being

supported as a rule partly by the wall

anod partly by bearing piles. See also surcharge, a. Ham.
relieving shot. A shot fired to dislodge or expose a misfire. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
relieving timbers. Replacing broken timber
sets with new ones. Fay.

booth. A further addition of clay is usually

Enam. Diet.
remingtonite. A hydrated carbonate of cobalt
found in Maryland. Fay.
remnant. When a block of ground is stoped

in such a way that at some time its re-

mainder is surrounded on all sides iby
stoped ground, that remainder is termed
a remnant. Spalding.
remolded soil. Soil that has had its natural
structure modified by manipulation. ASCE
P1826.

remolding. Disturbance of the interval structure of clay or silt; when remolded, such

material will lack shearing strength and
gain compressibility. In consequence
driven piles are not recommended in certain clays. See also thixotropic fluid. Ham.

remolding index. The ratio of the modulus

of deformation of a soil in the undisturbed state to the modulus of deformation of the soil in the remolded state.

ASCE P1826.

remolding sensitivity. The ratio of the unconfined compressive strength of an undisturbed specin.Jn of soil to the unconfined compressive strength of a specimen
of the same soil after remolding at unaltered water content. Also called sensitivity ratio. ASCE P1826.
remolinite. Synonym for atacamite. Dana Li,
p. 172.

remote control. a. The control of plant
operation by personnel housed under con-

ditions which can be remote, safe, and

convenient. This is a feature of both elec-

trical and electronic automatic control.

In the control room, various plants can be

started up by pushbutton and the gov-

erning conditions can be set. Instrumentation records all relevant data; t also gives
1

warning of unsafe conditions and shuts
down the plant if nd correction is made.
Changeover switches can introduce dif-

918,

ferent operations and sequences in the
working of the plant. Indicating lights
can show what plant is working and the
progress made. Fault indication can show

the reason in the event of a shutdown.

Also called centralized control. See also
automation. Nelson. b. A term applied to
a switch, circuit breaker, starter, or similar
apparatus, to denote that its operation can
be controlled manually, from a distance,

by electrical or other means. B.S. 3618,
1965, sec. 7. c. Regulation of machine,
group of interdependent machines, or of
progress by use of distant control gear,
worked either manually or by sensing
devices. Pryor, 3.

remote control support system. A self-advancing

support

system in

which

the

chocks and/or props are advanced and
reset on a longwall face from a point in the

gate road leading to the face. Hydraulic
pressure and valves are commonly employed and the system is largely in the
experimental stage. See also push-button

coal mining. Nelson.
remote control switch; pilot switch.

A

switch operating in a low voltage control

circuit to open or close a contactor or

other automatic switch in a main circuit.
B.S. 3618, 1965, Sec. 7.

remote underwater manipulator. Used to
study the ocean bottom (down to 20,000

for prolonged periods (speed 3
mi/hr). It is equipped with television cameras and a mechanical arm and hand. Hy.
renardite. A very rare, strongly radioactive,
orthorhombic, yellow mmeral, Pb(UO2)4PO4)2(OH)4.7H20, found associated with
dcwindtite, dumontite, and tobernite. Isostructural with dcwindtite and phosphuranylite. From Kasolo, Katanga, Republic
of the Congo. Crosby, p. 36.
feet)

rendering. The application, by means of a

trowel or float, of a coat of mortar. Taylor.

rending. The breaking of coal into lumps
with a minimum of smalls. The relative
slowness of low explosives makes them
suitable for rending coal since they lack
the grear shattering power of high explosives. Mason, V. I, p. 159.

rendrock. A dynamite used in blasting and
consisting of nitroglycerin, potassium nitrate, wood pulp, and paraffin or pitch.
Webster 3d.
renierite. A mineral, (Ca,Fe)2(Fe,Ge,Zn,Sn)-

(S,As), reported to contain up to 8 percent germanium. Found in Republic of

the Congo. Possible source of germanium.
CCD 6d, 1961.
reniform. Kidney-shaped; applied to certain
mineral s. Fay.

renk. a. An average or standard distance for
putting coal at a stated price. Webster 2d.

b. Newc. The average distance coal

is

brought by the putters. Fay.
Renn-Walz process. A method of reclaiming
iron and other metals from the waste ma-

terials produced in the smelting of zinc
and lead ores. This material, which can-

not be treated in the blast furnace because
of the presence of other metals, is brought
up to 1,000° C in the preheating zone of
the kiln by the countercurrent gases, and
this drives off CO2 from the carbonates.
The process differs from the Krupp-Renn
method in 'that it is a volatilization process for recovering molten metals in oxide

form. The metal vapors are oxidized by
excess

air and carried

off in the flue

gases from which they are subsequently
filtered. Osborne.
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rensselaerite
Waxlike masses of talc.
Pseudomorphous after pyroxene. Fay. b.

rensselaerite. a.

Talc of northern Ne.w York. It has a
fibrous nature wtihout usual talc slip.
Brady, 4th ed., 1940, p. 474.

rent and royalty. a. The amount paid by a
coal mining operator to the owner of the
coal for each ton of coal mined and usually
expressed in cents per ton. Bureau of

Mines Staff. b. In mining leases, words
used interchangeably to convey the same
meaning. Ricketts, II.
reos. Rare-earth oxides. Bennett 2d, 1962
Add.

rep Abbreviation for roentgen equivalent

physical. BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.

repairer. a. A miner who repairs and enlarges underground roadways. He is a
skilled man on excavation of roadways to

neat lines and the setting of supports.
The nature of his work usually means
working on the afternoon or night shift,

and he is paid either per shift or on piece-

work rates. He works with an assistant.
Nelson. b. See repairman. Fay.

repairman. a. A workman whose duty it is

to repair tracks doors, brattices, or to reset
timbers, etc., under the direction of a foreman. Zern. b. A repairer. Fay.
repeated twinning. In crystallography, three
or more crystals united according to the

same law. Fay.

repetition. In survey, repeating angular
measurement by unclamping lower plate

of theodolite after first measurement and
resighting on back station; then clamping
this and freeing azimuth plate and again
sighting on foresight, therefore doubling
the angular observation. Pryort 3.
repetition of beds. The duplication of beds
of rocks through faulting or intense folding. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
SuPP.
Repettian. Lower Pliocene.
replaceable ferrule. Synonym for guide ring.
Long.
replaceable hydrogen. Hydrogen atoms in
acid molecule which can be replaced by
those of metal. Pryor, 3.
replaceable Insert. Diamond inset plates and
other geometric forms fastened to and/or
supported by the bit blank by brazing or
mechanical locking so that they may be
replaced when diamond wear exceeds a
specified amount. Long.
replaceable pilot. A central interchangeable

pluglike portion of a noncoring bit protruding or leading the outside portion of
such bits. See also pilot, b. Long.

replacement. a. The process of practically

simultaneous capillary solution and deposi-

tion by which a new mineral of partly or

wholly differing chemical composition may

grow in the body of an old mineral or
mineral aggregate. A.G.I. b. Same as meta-

somatism. Bateman. c. In mineralogy, an
ore body which has replaced the original
country rock by means of deposition from
circulating carrier fluids; hydataogenesis;

pneumatolysis. Pryor, 3.
replacement bit. Synonym of reset bit. Long.

replacement deposit. a. A deposit formed by
replacement; not infrequently is a disseminated deposit. A.G.1. b. Those formed.

by the replacement of rock by an equal
volume of ore. Baternan. c. N.S.W. A

replacement ore body. A mass of ore formed
by the dissolution of previous minerals and
their replacement by others. Sinkankas.

replacement series. A list of the metals arranged in order of the magnitudes of their
oxidation potentials. Gaynor.
replacement vein. A vein in which certain
minerals have passed into solution and
have been carried away, while other minerals from the solution have been de-

posited in the place of those removed. The
process is called metasomatic replacement.

Also called substitution vein. Fay.
replacing switch. A device consisting of a
united pair of iron plates hinged to shoes
fitting over the rails to replace, on the
track, derailed railway rolling stock. Also
used for mine cars. Fay.
replica, natural. A fillinff of mineral material
deposited by percolating ground waters in
external molds, thus reproducing the orig-

inal exterior of the fossil shell or other

object, with its exact size and shape. A.G.I.
replicate sampling. Taking each sample in a

number of subsarnples by putting increments in turn into different containers,
in order to estimate the sampling accuracy.

The same total weight of sample is collected whether or not replicate sampling

is employed. B.S. 1017, 1960, Pi. 1.
reportable injuries. Injuries caused by accidents, or dangerous occurrences, immediately reportable to the Inspector of Mines,
either because of the severity of the injury
or the nature of the occurrence. Nelson.

Ppose angle. The angle betweea the horizontal and the surface slope of any pile

of material formed by free fall of the

material. Bureau of Mines Stall.
representation work. Same as assessment
work, on a mining claim. Fay.

representative fraction. The ratio of the distance between two points on a map and
the actual distance between them; a map
scale. A.G.I. Supp.
representative sample. In testing or valuation
of a mineral deposit, sample so large and
average in composition as to be considered

representative of a specified volume of
the surrounding ore body. Blended large
samples from different exposures are not
necessarily representative since the mineral
structure may have vaned so as to intro-

duce special problems from area to area
in treatment. Pryor, 3.
repress. A machine for pressing stiff or soft
clay blanks into brick shapes. A.R.I.
repressed brick. Brick formed by subjecting

blanks of a clay mix to pressure in a

mechanical press. A.RJ.
repressing. a. In powder metallurgy, the application of pressure to a previously
pressed and sintered compact, usually for
the purpose of improving some physical
property. ASM Gloss. b. A second pressing
sometimes given to bricks (both building

and refractory) to improve their final
shape; with building bricks, the purpose
can also be to provide some special sur-

Wales.

.

reprocesdng. See fuel reprocessing. L&L.

reproducibility. Quality of research or test
which demonstrates that, provided specified procedures are used, results will be

substantially repeatable. Pryor, 3.
reproduction. A term used to include reconstructed stones, synthetic stones, and, less
accurately, cultured pearls, in a manner
similar in its application to the use of the
word for the finer copies of original works
of art. Imitation stones are not reproductions as they differ structurally or chemically from the stones they imitate. Shipley.
rerailer. A small lightweight device, used in
pairs that straddle and are locked to each

of the rails to retrack railroad cars and
locomotives. Of 'Y' shaped design, they
permit both wheels to be retracked from
either or both side of the rail at the same
time. As the car is pulled across the device

the derailed wheels are channeled bacli

onto the tracks. Bests, p. 371. Also called
retracker.
rerun oil. Oil which has been redistilled.
API Glossary.
res Abbreviation for resistivity. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 61.

rescue. To move live men or dead bodies

from a mine after a mine disaster. Some-

times called recover. The latter applies

especially to putting the mine in shape for
operation again. Fay.
rescue apparatus. a. The rescuing of miners

overcome by a mine fire, or trapped in

workings by an explosion necessitates the
use of apparatus that will enable the rescue team to work in irrespirable or poisonous gases. The equipment used is known as
rescue apparatus. See also breathing apparatus; Proto apparatus. Nelson. b. See
mine rescue apparatus. Fay.
rescue-car. See mine rescue car. Fay.

rescue crew. a. Composed of at least five
men thoroughly trained in the use of the
oxygen-breathing apparatus. Under ordinary conditions a crew can make a trip
of 1,000 feet (2,000 feet round trip) in
irrespirable gases. This distance may be
exceeded if there is a reasonable chance
of saving life. The men are directed by
signals from one of their number who
acts as the leader. Lewis, pp. 761-762. b.
See mine rescue crew. Fay.

rescue man. A general term applied to a
member of a mine rescue squad who is

subject to immediate cal! in case of fire,
explosion, or cave-in to go underground
to effect the rescue of trapped workers.
Also called helmet man. D.O.T. 1.
rescue station. Chamber in mine equipped
with rescue gear, including oxygen apparatus, manned by trained rescue workers. Pryor, 3.

rescue team. A team of men, from five to
eight strong, trained in the use of breathing apparatus and in rescue operations
after colliery explosions or mine fires. The

men train every week or so at a rescue

station. See also miners rescue party; central rescue station. Nelson.

face effect. Dodd.
repressing machine. A machine for making
pressed bricks or for giving ordinary green
bricks a second pressing. Standard, 1964.
repressuring. The injection of water, natura:

research. Word often 'misused. Two broad

gas, or compressed air to increase the reser-

pansion of basic knOwledge; and search in
reality, "specific to an entirely novel concept

and calling for development of new ap-

increased by forcing air or gas into an
input well and obtain flowing oil from

proaches. ,Wrongly defined when descriptive of original rehash. Pryor, 3.
research reactor. A nuclear reactor primarily
designed to supply ionizing radiation for

voir oil pressure. The oil flow, in a well
gradually diminishes as the gas Pressure
underground falls. The pressure may be

mineral deposit which has been formed.by
mineral solutions taking the place of some
earlier, different substance. New South
replacement lode. A fissure or fissures whose
walls have been replaced by ore. Bateman.

research reactor

.

output wells. Nelson.

meanings are reexamination of previously

accepted data in the light of current ex-

experimental purposes. It may also. be

research reactor
used for training, materials testing, and
production of radioisotopes. In Atomic
Energy Commission usage, the term is

limited to reactors having a thermal power
level of 10 megawatts or less. L&L.
resection. In surveying, fixing of station not
necessarily occupied by means of two or
more intersecting lines. Pryor, 3.
resequent. A term coined by combining parts
of the terms recent and consequent. When
applied to physiographic forms, it signifies
resemblance or agreement with some fea-

ture of consequent origin but developed
at a later date. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
resequent fault-line scarp. a. After a fault,
in which movement has completely ceased,

has reached this stage of effacement, it
will never again, with any amount whatever of further erosion, produce another
scarp, except through the juxtaposition of
beds of unequal resistance. IDepending
upon the position of these beds, the fault

scarp may face in the same direction as
before (resequent fault-line scarp) or in
the opposite direction (obsequent faultline scarp). A.G.I. b. A fault-line scarp in
which the structurally downthrown block
is also topographically lower than the upthrown block. A.G.I.

resequent stream. It was suggested a few
years ago that streams, which after spontaneous development aside from an original
consequent course, came again to follow it,

Should be called resequent streams. A
stream which flows in a direction identical

with that of the consequent drainage but
which develops at a lower level than the
initial slope is called a resequent stream.
We may think of such a stream as having

retaken a consequent direction (hence

reconsequent = re(con)sequent = resequent). The essential elements in the
conception of this stream type are the re-

newed development of drainage in a conse-

quent direction, after other drainage has
intervened for a time, and the fact that
this renewed development takes place at
a lower horizon than that on which the
drainage initially developed. A.G.I.

reserve. a. To keep back; to keep in store for
future or other use. Fay. b. That which is
held back, or in stock. Specifically, known

ore bodies that may be worked at some
future time, as ore reserves. Fay.
reserved coal. Scot. Coal not included in,
but reserved from lease, as coal under
buildings. Fay.

reserved minerals. Economic minerals that

are not the property of the land owner

but belong to the state. The state confers
the right to prospect for and to mine these
minerals on any one who applies for this
right on the form prescribed and at the

competent mining office. Such minerals as
coal and iron ores are included in this group.
Compare unreserved minerals. Stoces, v. 1,
pp. 654-655.
reserve ore estimate. Is classified into measured ore, indicated ore, and inferred ore.
See also measured ore; indicated ore; inferred ore. Forrester, pp. 552-553.
,

reserves. a. The quantity of mineral which
is calculated to lie within given boundaries. It is described as total (or gross),
workable or probable working, depending
on the application of certain arbitrary
limits in respect of deposit thickness,
depth, quality, geological conditions, and
contemporary economic factors. Proved,
probable, and possible reserves are other
terms used in general mining practice. B.S.

residual magnetism
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3618, 1963, sec. 1. b. Sampled ore, developed, blocked out, or exposed on not less
than three sides. C.T.D. c. Unmined coal.
Hudson. d. Solid blocks of coal left in the

ground for support of shafts gangways,
surface improvements, or other specific
purpose. Hudson. e. The amount of payable ore, developed and ready for extraction, or blocked out ahead of immediate
requirements. Weed, 1922. f. See devel-

oped reserves; development sampling; economic coal reserves; ore reserves; probable
reserves; workable. Nelson.

reserves, natural-gas. Gas in natural underground formation. Proved recoverable natural-gas reserves may be divided into that
drilled, producible by existing operating
practices and undrilled, underlying areas
which, however, are so related to thc developed acreage and to the known geology
and structure that their productive ability
is considered assured.

reservoir. a. A natural underground container of liquids, such as oil or water, and

gases. In general, such reservoirs were

formed by local deformation of strata, by

changes of porosity, and by intrusions.

These, however, are classifications in the
broadest sense. A.G.I. b. Openings in the
ground in which water is stored. Legrand.
c. An artificially built, dammed, or excavated place for holding a reserve of water.
Zern. d. Rock formations having productive possibilities the pay section. Wheeler.
reservoir oil. Crude petroleum as its exists
under reservoir conditions of temperature,
pressure, and composition. Bennett 2d,
1962 Add.
reservoir oil pressure. The pressure within an
oil pool. It may be sufficient to cause the
oil to flow to the surface without pumping.
Additional pressure may be created by injecting gas or compressed air as in repressuring. Nelson.
reservoir rock. A porous and permeable rock

in which commercially important oil and
gas accumulations are found. See also cap
rock, b. Institute of Petroleum, 1961.
reset action (nonstandard). In flotation the
component of control action in which the
final control element is moved at a speed
proportional to the extent of proportional
postion action. This term applies only to a
multiple action including proportional position action. Fuerstenau, p. 549.
reset bit. A bit made by reusing the sound

diamonds salvaged from a used bit and set-

ting them in the crown attached to a new
bit blank. Some new diamonds usually are

added to those salvaged, since generally

not all of the salvaged or recovered stones
are reusable. Also called replacement bit.
Long.
resettable; rtsettables. A salvaged diamond

or used diamonds in good condition;

hence, diamonds that can be used again
by being reset in another tool or bit. Also
called usable diamond; usables; usable

stone. Long.
reset the chuck. Synonym for rechuck. Long.
resetting. a. The act or process of producing
a reset bit. See also reset bit. Long. b. To

rerun a casing string into a borehole by
placing its bottom end at a lower point in

the hole. Long.
resident engineer. An engineer employed,
.usually to work in the field office rather

than the main office, to handle the employer's engineering work. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
residual. a. Characteristic of, pertaining to,
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or consisting of residuum. Remaining es-

sentially in place after all but the least
soluble constituents have been removed ;
said of the material eventually resulting
from the decomposition of rocks. Fay. b.
Standing,

as a remnant of a formerly

greater mass of rock or area of land, above

a surrounding area which has been generally planated; said of some rocks, hills,

mountain3, mesas, plateaus, and groups of
such features. Fay.
residual ash. Mineral matter in coal remaining after complete incineration. Tomkeieff,
1954.

residual asphalt. Asphalt obtained by steam
distillation of semiasphaltic or asphaltic
petroleums. Bennett 2d, 1962.
residual bond. A chemical bond that occurs
in the solid and liquid states and manifests
itself as the cohesion that holds distinct
molecules to each other. It is much weaker

than any of the three kinds of primary
bond (covalent, ionic, metallic) and is
sometimes regarded as physical rather than

chemical. Gaudin, 2, P. 12.
residual boulder. A boulder of local origin
produced by weathering. A.G.I. SupP.
residual clay. a. A clay deposit formed by the
decay of rock in place. This type is abun-

dant in the Southern States. Fay. b. See
primary clay. Dodd.
residual concentration. Concentration of a
valuable mineral by solution and removal
vf valueless material. A.G.I.

residual deposits. a. By the removal of soluble material from the original substance
the insoluble material remaining may form
valuable residual deposits. Iron carbonates

and silicates in the original rock may be

converted into practically insoluble oxides,

which form iron ores as rock weathers;

silica may be leached from kaolin, leaving

the insoluble hydrous aluminum oxide,
bauxite, a most important aluminum ore.
Such deposits are generally formed in
warm moist climates and would not be

found in areas which have been.glaciated.
Lewis, p. 276. b. See residual, a, as residual gravel, sand, clay, etc. Fay.
residual elements. Elements present in an alloy in small quantities, but not added intentionally. ASM Gloss.
residual errors. The differences between

measured values and the most probable

value. Seelye, 2.
residual field. The same as residual magnetic
field. ASM Gloss.

residual fuel oils. Topped crude petroleum
or viscous residuum obtained in refinery
operation. API Glossary.
residual gravity. In gravity prospecting, the
portion of a gravity effect remaining after
removal of some type of regional; usually
the relatively small or local anomaly components of the total or ob3erved gravity
field. A.G.I.
residual gravity map. See local gravity map.
Schieferdecker.

residual liquids. Liquid of magma that remains after most mineral constituents have
splidified. Bateman .
residual magma. Synonym for ichor. A.G.I.
residual magnetic field. The magnetic field
that remains in a part after the magnetizing force is removed. ASM Gloss.
residual magnetism. a. In magnetic prospect-

ing, the portion of a magnetic effect remaining after removal of some type of
regional; usually the relatively small or
local anomaly components of the total or
observed magnetic field. A.G.I. b. The

magnetism remaining in a substance after
the magnetizing force has been removed.
C.T.D. c. See remanence. Pryor, 3.
residual method. Method of magnetic-particle inspection in which the particles are

resin opal
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residuvl magnetism

analysis of coke, a calculated figure obtained by substracting the sum of the percentages of moisture in the analysis sample,

volatile matter and ash from 100. B.S.
1016, 1961, pt. 16. e. See rock fracture.

been removed. ASM Gloss.
residual minerals. The rock-forming minerals

Roberts, I, p. 111.
residulte. a. The constituent petrological unit
or maceral occurring as characteristic unresolvable granular and translucent ground-

vironment or unstable but react so slowly
that they are not appreciably broken
down. Hawkes, p. 268.
residual ocher. Residual ochers are natural
mineral pigments consisting of limonite,
or hematite, mixed with varying propor-

sidium, b. Tomkeieff, 1954.
residuum. a. That part remaining after any
processing, such as separation. Shell Oil
Co. b. Weathered material, including the
soil, down to fresh, unweathered rock. Le-

applied after the magnetizing force has

that are either stable in the surface en-

tions of clay. They range in color from
yellow to chocolate brown and deep red;

and in the trade are known as sienna,
umber, and Indian red. They probably
originate as colloid precipitates. A.G.I.

residual oil. a. The amount of liquid petroleum remaining in the formation at the
end of a specified production process.
A.G.I. b. Liquid or semiliquid products
obtained as residues from the distillation
of petroleum. They contain the asphaltic

hydrazarbons. Residual oils are also known
as asphaltum oil, liquid asphalt, black oil,
petroleum tailings, and residuum. CCD
6d, 1961.

residual ore. Ore formed by the process of
dissolving foreign materials combined with

it, leaving only the ore. Mersereau, 4th,
p. 383.

residual ore deposit. An accumulation of valuable minerals, formed by the removal of

undesired constituents of rocks or lodes

during weathering or by leaching. Scheeferdecker.
residual placer. See residual ore deposit.
residuals. The elements ordinarily present in
steel in small quantities without definite

intent on the part of the steel maker.

Osborne.
residual soil. Soil formed in place by the dis-

integration and decomposition of rocks

and the consequent weathering of the mineral materials. Presumably developed from

the same kind of rock as that on which

it lies.
residual stress. The stress which exists in an
elastic solid body in the absence of, or in
addition to, stresses caused by an external
load. Such residual stress may be clue to:
(1) deformation, caused by cold-working,
as in drawing or stamping; (2) change in
the specific volume due to thermal expansion, a phase change or magnetostriction;

(3) by the joining together of structural

parts by force, such as welding. Ham.
residual volume. In physiologythe amount
of air that remains in the lungs even after
the most forceful expiration. It normally
amounts to between 1 and PA liters. Note
that the sum of the vital capacity plus the
residual volume equals the total lung capacity. H&G.
residuary. Resulting from ,local rock decay;
said, of deposits of disintegration that have
not been transported. See also residual, a.
Fay.
residue. a. That which remains after a part
has been separated or, otherwise treated.
ASTM STP No. 148-D. 131 The waste or
final product from a hydrometallurgical

plant which, at the time of operation, is
valueless as far as metal content is con-

cerned. Fay. c. S. Mr. The amount of

valuable matter remaining in the ore after
treatment, in percent or pennyweights per
ton. Beerman. d. As applied to proximate

mass in clarain. A.G.I. b. Same as

re-

grand. c. A name given to a very dense,
blackish to deep reddish-brown material,
without definite organic structure, which
appears as somewhat granular interstitial

matter between individual microscopic ingredients in certain coals. See also desmite.

Tomkeieff, 1954. d. The finely comminuted matter unresolvable in the thinnest

sections by the best illumination under the
highest powers of the microscope. Essentially characteristic of durains, it is generally opaque but not always. The essential
characteristic is its fineness of fragmentation into particles of one or two microns,
or less. A.G.I. e. The material eventually
resulting from the decomposition of rocks

in place and consisting of the nearly insoluble material left after all the more
readily soluble constituents of the rocks
have been removed. See also residual, a.
Fay. f. The residue left in the still after
the distillation of crude oil has been completed, and not the residue from redistilled

condensates. Also known as the cokings

and tailings. Fay.
resilience. The work which a body can do in
springing back after a deforming force has
bcen removed. If a body is stressed beyond
its elastic limit, the resilience equals that
proportion of the total work of deformation which the body can give back upon
removal of the forces. A.G.I. It is sometimes called elastic rebound. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

resilient couplings. The resilient type of coupiing has many designs but essentially has
torsional response to application or varia-

tion of the transmitted load. For the allmetal types, the resilient element may be
in the form of laminated spring packs or
a cylindrical grid member, connecting the
driver and driven hubs. Resilience damps
shock loads and also provides means of
keeping gear teeth in contact, compensating for small errors in gear cutting. Other
types use rubber or rubberlike material
which may be in the form of a spider, seg-

mental blocks, a number of balls or a
molded disk with metal inserts, providing

the connection between the driver and
driven hubs. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec.

D, p. 67.
resillometer. A device for testing resilience.
Standard, 1964.
resin. a. A solidified and mainly amorphous

product of secretions and excretions of

certain trees, produced by condensation of

a fluid on a loss of volatile oils. Resins
represent a complex mixture of aliphatic

and cyclic organic compounds, such as terpenes and oxyterpenes, resin alcohols, resin
acids, resenes (esters or lactones), etc. Res-

ins are as a rule wholly or partly soluble
in alcohol, 'ether, or volatile oils and in
this respect are distinct from gums (carbohydrates) which are soluble in water. Fos-

sil resins may be subdivided into: (1) am-

ber group resinsusually containing suecinic acids and found in clay and other
sediments, and (2) retinite group resins

usually devoid of succinic acid and found
in brown coal or peat. Tomkeieff, 1954. b.
Ion exchange resins are water-insoluble
polyelectrolytes with high capacity for adsorbing counter-ions (for example, Us0s)

from pregnant or royal solutions. Resin
acids are of two typesabietic and dextropimaric; both are unsaturated and can

polymerize. Structurally they resemble ste-

rols. Pryor, 3. c. A synthetic addition or

condensation polymerization substance or
natural substance of high molecular weight,

which under heat, pressure, or chemical
treatment becomes moldable. BuMenes R.I.
5971, 1962, p. 2.

resin-anchored belts. A roof bolting tech-

nique in which the bolt is anchored in the

resin placed at the back of the hole in a
glass cartridge, which ruptures when the
bolt is inserted. The resin is permitted to
set before tensioning the bolt with a plate
and nut similar to the old split-rod-and-

wedge method. Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8,

August, 1966, pp. 87-89.
resiniferous shale. See tasznanite.

resin-In-pulp. An ion exchange process applied in acid-leach slurry from which abrasive particles of sand have been removed.
Abbreviation, R.I.P. Pryor, 3.
resin-In-pulp (RIP) process. The methud in
which pulp is classified to remove the
sands, and the resin adsorbs the uranium
directly from the slime pulp without the
necessity of thickening or filtering. It is
especially adapted for those ores that do
not settle readily, and where thickening
and filtration are difficult. Newton, p. 439.
resInite. A constituent occurring as discrete
small bodizs of various shapes which, in

cross section, are round, oval or rod-like; as

diffuse impregnations or filling cell cavities in telinite. The properties of resinite
are not yet known in detail. It is feasible
to consider that they are similar to those

of other members of the exinite group.
IHCP, 1963, part I.

resinite coal. This coal consists of more than
50 percent of small resin bodies embedded
in gelito-collinite, fusinito-collinite, or in
collinite of fusinitic nature. The resin bod-

ies differ in shape and may be angular,
spheroidal or lenticular. Varying in size,
they may be visible to the unaided eye in

a hand spectrum of coal or only distin-

guishable under the microscope. Resinite
coal may also contain small quantities of
microspores, fine fragments of fusinized

sue and not infrequently, broad streaks of
vitrinite. Hand specimens of resinite coal
are matt or semmatt and in coals of low

rank are brown or brownish-black. On frac-

tures perpendicular to the bedding the
resin bodies appear rounded, black and
lustrous; in the bedding planes themselves
they frequently appear as matt rodlets. Res-

inite coals frequently are high in ash.
IHCP, 1963, part I.
resin jack. See rosin jack. Fay.
resinold. A coal constituent similar to material derived from resin. A.G.I. Supp.

resinold bond. An organic bond usually of
the phenol formaldehyde resin type but
can consist of other synthetic resins. ACSG,
1963.

resinold wbeeL A grinding wheel bonded
with a synthetic resin. ASM Gloss.
resin opal. A honey- to ocherous-yellow vari-

resin opal
ety of common opal with a resinous luster.
Shipley.

resinous. Resembling resin, as opal, and some

yellow varieties of sphalerite. Fay.
resinous cement. A term used in chemical engineering fcr an acid-proof cement, based

on synthetic resin, for jointing chemical
stoneware or acid-resisting bricks; the cement, when set, is impervious and very
hard. Dodd.

resinous MA Coal in which the attritus may
contain a large proportion of resinous matter. Coals of this type are found more often
among the younger coals. A.G.I.

resinous luster. The luster of resin. Zinc

blende, amber, opal, are examples. Nelson.
resinous shale; resinoid shale. Another name
for oil shale. Tomkeieff, 1954.

resin peat. Peat rich in resins. Tomkeieff,
1954.

resin rodlets. A constituent representing res .
inous secretion of plants; most resin rodlets have been formed by the secretion of
resin into canals or ducts by. the surround-

ing epithelial cells. Many of the rodlets

were formed in the petioles of the Medullosans, although some may have been contributed from the stems of other gymnosperms. As the name implies, resin rodlets
are cylindrical and rod shaped. They may
occastonally be hollow but are usually solid

except that they may be traversed by
small vesicles or canals. They have infrequently been observed split lengthwise with
an inner pattern of disklike forms inclined

from either end toward a central flat-lying
disk. When the rodlet is hollow, the space
is commonly mineralized, kaolinite being
a common filling. Common, but in relatively small quantity in banded bituminous
coals. Rare in nonbanded coals. May occur
genetically associated with anthraxylon or
fusain, or be scattered and mixed at random with other constituents in the attritus,
and in bands of highly mineralized coal.
Synonym for resin rods; resin fibrils; resin
needles; resin casts; resin canal casts.
IHCP, 1963, part I.
resin tiff. A light-colored zinc blende. Fay.
resin tin. See rosin tin.
resist. a. A decoration formed by withholding
the application of glazes, slips, or colors in
certain areas-by the use of wax or stencils.
See also paper resist; wax resist. ACSG,

1963. b. A material applied to the work
rack or a portion of the work itself to prevent chemical electrolytic action in the
coated area. Also called stopoff. ASM
Gloss.

Resists!. Trade name for a special glass used
in the manufacture of goggles. Fay.
resistance.

a. When an air current flows

through a mine it meets with frictional

resistance from the roof, sides, and floor.

The amcrunt of this resistance depends upon

the extent and nature of rubbing surface,
the area of the airways, and the velocity of

the air. See also Atkinson. Nelson. b. In
floatation, a property opposing movement
of material or flow of energy, and involving loss of potential (voltage, temperature,

pressure, and level). Fuerstenau, p. 545.
c. In heat transfer, the reciprocal of conductance. Strock, 10. d. Electrical resistance (ohms) is measured by the fall of
potential (volts)

when current

resolved-time method
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(amps)

flows through the resistance. Pryor, 3. e.
The property of an electrical circuit which
opposes the flow of a current and is meas-

ured in ohms. It depends upon length,

sectional area, material, etc. Mason, a. 2,

p. 388.

resistance brazing. Brazing by resistance heat-

ing, the joint being part of the electrical

circuit. ASM Gloss.

resistance furnace. An electric furnace in
which heat is generated by electric resistance. Bennett 2d, 1962.
resistance methanometer: A new version of
the catalytic methanometer with the addition of improved detector elements. Platinum may be used as the filament which
both heats the detecting element and acts
simultaneously, as a resistance type ther-

mometer. Gas is drawn through the in-

strument by a rubber suction bulb and the
filaments are heated from a dry battery of
the mercury type contained in the appara-

tus. Readings of methane concentration

can be taken on the built-in electrical
meter. Nelson.

resistance of detonator. As.applied to elec.
tric blasting caps, the total resistance of
the leg wires and the bridge wire. Fraenkel, v. 3, Art. 16 : 10, p. 3.

resistance strain gage. See electrical resistance strain gage. Nelson-.

resistance test. A low voltage electrical test
used in measuring the continuity of a non-

conducting coating on a metallic base.

ACSB, 3.
resistance to blasting; rock factor. Specific
value of the resistance of the rock to the
explosive force, determined by trial blasting. It is a function of maximum burden,
hole depth, quantity of explosive (degree
of packing) and throw. Fraenkel.
resistance welding. Welding with resistance
heating and pressure, the work being part
of the electrical circuit. Some examples are
resistance spot welding, resistance seam
welding, projection welding, and flash butt
welding. ASM Gloss.

resistance welding die. The part of a resistance welding machine that is usually
shaped to the work contour, with which
the parts being welded are held and which
conducts the welding current. ASM Gloss.
resistant mass. See mobile belt. Challinor.

resistivity. a. Resistance, R, of block of speci-

fied material in terms of units of length 1
and cross section a. Unit volume is 1 cubic
centimeter of the mineral concerned, and
resistivity measurement is made during deetrical prospecting. Specific resistance =

Ra
1

Pryor, 3. b. The electrical resistance offered to the passage of a current. Usually
expressed in ohm meters which is the elec-

trical resistance of a column of fluid one
meter long and one square meter in cross
section. Brandy, 1. c. The opposite of con-

ductivity of an electrical current passing
through fluid-bearing rock formations.
Wheeler. d. The electrical resistance between opposite faces of a one-centimeter
tube of a given substance. The unit of resistivity is ohm/centimeter. Hy. e. The reciprocal of conductivity. Strock, 10.
resistivity index. This quantity may be defined as follows: resistivity index =
resistivity of rock containing oil or gas
resistivity of same rock containing only water

I = , where I equals resistivity index, Rt

equals true resistivity of a rock, and R.

equals resistivity of a rock that is 100 percent saturated with water of resistivity R.
Wyllie, p. 15.

resistivity method. a. An electrical method of
prospecting

in which measurements are

made directly by observing the ratio of volt-

age to current when a current is forced to
flow through the section of ground to be
tested. In the inductive method, the meas-

urement of resistivity is indirect, the phase
shifts or other electrical phenomena may
be studied in the field. Resistivity surveys
have been applied to several coal-mining
problems. One in particular being the location of the base of drift and of bur:ed driftfilled channels. This knowledge is impor-

tant in some .ireas when conducting site
investigations or when working shallow
seams. See also expanding electrode test.
Nelson. b. An electrical geophysical prospecting method used to determine lateral
or vertical variations in conductivity within the earth. It is frequently used to mew,-

ure depth to bedrock in connection with
civil engineering projects, since there is
normally a large contrast in conductivity

between unconsolidated overburden material and the hard rock below. All resistivity techniques require the measurement of
apparent resistivity. Dobrin, pp. 8, 347.
resistivity profile. A geophysical test by the
resistivity method. An assembly of elec-

trodes of constant distance, a, is moved
along profiles, lateral variations in resistiv-

ity being shown. In favorable terrain, the

test shows the existence of faults by throwing strata of different resistivity against
each other; the same may apply to an anticline, a syncline or an underground channel. Nelson.

resistor. A device to provide resistance in an

electric circuit, usually to limit the current, dissipate energy, or provide heat.

Kentucky, p. 263.
resistor tube. a. A ceramic body wound with
wire, used in electrical apparatus. Enam.
Dict. b. A ceramic body wound with resistance wire. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

resolling. The replacement of the original
top soil at an opencast site on completion
of operations to allow the growing of
crops. See also surface reinstatement. Nelson.

resolution. a. The separation of a vector into
its components. A.G.I. b. The sharpness
with which the images of two closely adjacent spectrum lines, etc., may be distinguished. A.G.I. c. In gravity or magnetic
prospecting, the indication in some measured quantity, such as the vertical component of gravity, of the presence of two or
more close but separate disturbing bodies.
A.G.I. d. In seis...ic prospecting, the ability to indicate separately two closely adjacent interfaces. A.G.I. e. The ability of
an optical or radiation system to separate
closely related form or entities; also, the
degree to which they can be discriminated.
ASM Gloss.

resolution limit. In gravity and magnetic
prospecting, the separation of two disturbing bodies at which some obvious indica-

tion in a measured quantity of the presence of two separate bodies, ceases to be
visible. A.G.I.
resolution of forces. When a single force can
be replaced by two or more forces which
together produce exactly the same effect,
it is known as resolution of forces. Morris
and Cooper, p. 175.
resolved-time method. A seismic reflection
technique that involves the plotting of reflections in time and the representation of

horizontal distances along the section in

equivalent time units (obtained by dividing the true horizontal distance by the subweathering velocity as determined from
first-arrival times). Once this transformation of the coordinate system is made, migration is accomplished by swinging arcs
of reflection times from successive shot
points and drawing lines which are tangent to the respective arcs for thn same
events from adjacent shot points. For the

final mapping of migrated horiznns in

depth, the times are recorded directly beneath the shot points. These times are converted to depths by using the best available
velocity information. Dobrin, p. 139.
resolviug power. In optical viewing, minimum distance possible between two separately distinguishable objects. Pryor, 3.
resonance. A term denoting a variety of phenomena characterized by the abnormally
large rtsponse of a system having a natural
vibration period to a stimulus of the same,
or nearly the same, frequency. A.G.I.
resonance method. A procedure in which a
transducer is placed in contact with the
test object and excited over an appropriate
range of frequencies. A displacement-type
resonance will be encountered at the frequency for which the thickness of the test
object is equal to the half-wavelength of
the ultrasound, and also at all other fre-

Nelson. See also supplied air respirator;
filter-type respirator; chemical cartridge
respirator.

respiratory cycle. One complete breathan
inspiration followed by an expiration, including any pause that may occur between
the movements. H&G.

respiratory exhaustion. Resistance to underwater breathing has four components: (1)
airway resistance caused by valves, length
and diameter of tubing, and possibly inertial factors due to the density of the
inspired gas at increased depth; (2) hydrostatic resistance caused by the difference
in pressure between the level of the swimmer's center of breathing (most commonly
believed to be at the bottom of his throat)
and the level of the inlet or demand valve;

quencies such that the thickneas is a
whole multiple of the half-wavelength.

This method is used principally to measure thickness. ASM Gloss.
resonance screen. A high-speed vibrating
screen in which the applied force has a
frequency equal to the natural frequency
of the suspended mass. In its basic form,

the vibrating frame of the resonance screen
is a mass oscillating between two compression springs, which alternately store and
return this energy. The Flamrich screen is
of the resonance type. The screen is used
for screening out the large sizes from raw
coal, final screening of washed coal, dewatering of products, etc. Nelson.

resorption. a. A partial refusing of phenocrysts in a porphyritic rock, followed by
recrystallization in modified forms. Stand-

ard, 1964. b. Decrease or disappearance of
a solid phase during cooling as a result of
of

equilibrium changes. VV. c. Capture
migrant mineral, geologically, by one relatively fixed. Pryor, 3. d. In physics, absorption or adsorption of material which
has prLviously been shed from the sorbing
substance. Pryor, 3.

resorption border. A border of secondary
minerals surrounding an original crystal
constituent of a rock, produced by partial
resorption and recrystallizatjon. Standard,
1964.

resuing
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respiration. The process of drawing air, or
another breathing medium, into the lungs
to supply oxygen and purify the blood.
H&G.
respirator. a. A device (as a gas mask) for
protecting the respiratory tract (as against
fumes,
irritating and poisonous gases,
smoke, dusts) with or without equipment
suppling oxygen or air. Webster 3d. b. A
device for maintaining artificial respiration. Webster 3d. c. The mining type is a
fitting which covers the nose and mouth
to prevent the wearer inhaling excessive
quantities of dust. Tunnel miners and men
at sinter plants and blast furnaces are
iusued with respirators for use where danger is known to exist. See also breathing
apparatus; Martindale dust respirator.

(3) inerital resistance introduced by the
inertia of water which must be displaced
during respiratory moveivnits of the chest;
and (4) miscellaneous factors such as the
resistance of breathing bag fabric to inflation and deflation. H&C.
respiratory minute volume. The total
amount of air moved in and out the lungs
in a minute. Multiplying the tidal volume
times the rate give3 the resniratory minute
volume. Minute volume varies greatly with
the body's activity. It is about 6 liters at
complete rest and may be over 100 liters

during very heavy work. Abbreviation,
rmv. H&G.

respiraimy quotient. a. The ratio of carbon
dioxide expelled to oxygen consumed. It
is a volume ratio. In other words, a miner
working at a moderate rate would consume 0.07 cubic feet per minute of oxygen

but liberate only 0.07 X 0.9 =

0.063

cubic feet per minute of carbon dioxide.
Hartman, p. 16. b. The ratio between the
amount of carbon dioxide produced and

the amount of oxygen consumed in breathing. The average value for a working diver
is 0.9. This means that 9/10's of every liter

of carbon dioxide is produced for every
liter of oxygen consumed. H&G.
respiratory rate. Indicates the number of

complete respiratory cycles that take place
in I minute. At rest, a normal adult will
have a respiratory rate somewhere between
10 and 20 breaths per minute. The rate
normally increases during work. H&G.
respiratory tract. The series of passages guiding the air into the lungs, that is, the nose
and mouth, the pharynx, the larynx, the
trachea, and bronchi. McAdam, p. 82.
resplendent. Shining with a brilliant luster;
very bright. Standard, 1964. Applied sometimes to certain minerals. Fay.
response. In a device or a system, the motion or other output resulting from an ex-

citation or stimulus under special conditions. Hy.

rest. A term distinguished from steady rest;

that part of a floor stand or bench stand

grinder which serves to support the work
or the dressing tool applied to the wheel.
See also steady rest. ACSG, 1963.
rest magma. A magmaticrest solution de-

prived of a great deal of its silicate content through crystallization and containing

a concentration of volatile constituents,
metals, and rare elements; it constitutes
the mother substance which is held responsible for the creation of many eco-

nomic mineral...deposits of igneous origin.
Schieferdecker.

restore circulation. The action taken to fill

or seal the cracks or openings through
which drill fluid is escaping from the bore-

hole into the rocks forming the walls of
the borehole and by which the drill fluid
is made to return to and overflow the collar of the borehole. Long.

restrained cable plug and socket. a. A plug
and socket designed to be held together by

an operating bolt, or screwed union ring, or

other equivalent device, the use of which .

enables the plug to be readily inserted

or withdrawn. B.S. 3618, 1965, Sec. 7. b.
A flameproof r :strained plug and socket
incorporates an interlock to ensure that
the power connections are dead when they
are separated or until they make contact;
the design is such that the enclosure is
flameproof at all times when there is contact between the pins and tubes. B.S. 3618,
1965, Sec. 7.

restrained plug and socket. These are used

wh,.:11 the cable is removed from a machine

or apparatus frequently. The most common type is the 100-amp British Standard
plug and socket and is employed to connect the trailing cable to a coal cutter or
face conveyor. The gland of the plug is
arranged to grip the sheath of the cable
and to make connection with the screen
and earth core. Power and pilot conductors are connected to the appropriate contact tubes, which make connection with
corresponding pins in the socket portion.
Mason, V.2, p. 436.
restricted earth fault protection. As used in
mining, a system of earth fault protection
in which the fault current is limited, without requiring the use of sensitive earth
fault protection. B.S. 3618, 1965, Sec. 7.
restriking. a. Striking a trimmed but slightly
misaligned or otherwise faulty forging one
or more blows to impeove alignment, or
surface, maintain close tolerance, increase
hardness, or to effect other improvements.
ASM Gloss. b. A sizing operation in which
coining or stretching are utilized to correct
or alter profiles and counteract distortion.
ASM Gloss.
rests. The arrangement at the top and bottom of a shaft, or intermediate levels, for
supporting the shaft cage while changing
the tubs or cars. Also called chairs; keeps;
catches; wings. Fay.
rest water level. a. The level of the water
table at any particular point. B.S. 3618,
1963, Sec. 4. b. The level of water in a
well or borehole when pumping is not in
progress. B.S. 3618, 1963, Sec. 4.
reuse. a. To mine or strip sufficient barren
rock to expose a narrow but rich vein,
which is then extracted in a clean condition. Nelson. b. To open up a stope, not
in the vein but in the wall rock. See also
resuing, a. Fay. c. In lode mining, separate
removal of undercut barren rock immediately below a lode or vein too narrow for
human entry. Following this, the lode is
mined and separately remo.,ed. Used when
the lode is less than 30 inches wide. Pryor,
3.
resuIng. a. A method of sto;;ing tvherein the

wall rock on one side of the vein is removed before the ore is broken. Employed
on narrow veins, less than 30 inches, and
yields cleaner ore than when wall and ore
a..-e broken together. Fay. b. A method of

sto,..ing in which the ore is broken down

first and then the waste or vice versa;
usually the one which breaks easier is

blasted first. The broken waste is left in the
stope as filling, and the ore is broken down
on flooring laid on the fill to prevent ad-

mixture of ore and waste. Resuing is ap-

plicable where the ore is not frozen to the
walls and works best if there is considerable difference between the hardness of

the ore and of the wall rocks. BuMines
Bull. 390, 1936, p. 28. c. S. Afr. A method
of stoping a narrow reef by which only the

payable ore is delivered to the reduction
plant. Beerman.
resultant field. The magnetic field which is

tained the particles. Pit and Quarry, 53rd,
Sec. B. p. 115.

retaining wall. a. A thick wall designed to
resist the lateral pressure of earth behind
it. Retaining walls are often necessary at

ings. See also plane of rupture; wedge

forming a network. Fay. See also stock-

mine sites in valleys to gain space for sid-

theory. Nelson. b. A wall separating two

magnetizable object. Sometimes called vec-

retard. To increase the time required for

tor field. ASM Gloss.
resultant force. Two or more forces acting on
a body may be replaced by a single force

whose effect is exactly the same as the

combined effect of the other forces. Such
a force is called the resultant, while the
other forces, to which it is equivalent, are
called components. Morris and Cooper, p.
174.

resultant rake. The angle between the tooth
face and an axial plane through the tooth
point measured in a plane perpendicular
to the cutting edge. The resultant rake of
a cutter is a function of three other angles;

the radial rake, axial rake, and corner

angle. ASM Gloss.
resurfacing. See activation, c. Pryor, 3.
resurgent. Applied to magmatic emanations
derived not from the magma itself (juve-

nile), but from entrapped country rock.
Holmes, 1928.

resurgent gases. Gases such as water in a
magma derived from assimilation or dissolving, either in place or in fragments,
some wall rock that contained such gases.
A.G.I.

resurgent water. Water derived from hydrated rocks engulfed by rising magma.
A.G.I.

resurrected erasion surface. An erosion surface produced in the geologic past, covered by younger deposits, and finally exposed or uncovered by more recent erosion.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
resurrected stream. The later river is a direct

descendant of the one before, and has inherited its channel from its predecessor.

After a period of nonexistence such a

stream is reformed and takes up the work
of the earlier stream. A.G.I.
rezusdtate. To restore to animation or life;
especially, to restore from apparent death;
revive; revivify; as, to resuscitate a drowned

person. Standard, 1964. In cases of electric shock, asphyxiation from mine gases,

etc., to revive by means of artificial respiration. Fay.
resusdtatior. An act of resuscitating or the
state of beirg resuscitated; restoration; revival ; renewal (by means of artificial respiration or cardiac massage). Webster 3d.
resuscitator. An apparatus that delivers oxy-

gen or a mixture of oxygen and cp+on
dioxide to and induces a renewal of respiration in the asphyxiated. Webster 3d.

retaining mesh. In sieving or screening, that
at which division is made between oversize

(arrested on screen) and undersize

(passing through meshes). Pryor, 3.
retaining ring. 3. A shoulder inside a ream-

ing shell that prevents entry of the core

lifter into the core barrel. Long. b. A term

sometimes incorrectly applied to a core
lifter. Long. c. A soft steel ring between
the races of a ball bearing to maintain
the correct distribution of the balls in the
races. Long.
retaining screen. The screen which has re-

Nelson.b. Said of pottery having a surface
decoration of false pierced work, produced

either by impasto overclay (deep), addition of slip (shallow), or by stamping.
C.T.D.
reticulated masonry. Same as herringbone
bond. Standard, 1964.

retaining valve. See reflux valve. B.S. 3618,
1963, Sec. 4.

the result of two or more magnetizing
forces impressed upon the same area of a

retort
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resuing

ground levels. Nichols.

reticulated veins. Veins that cross each other,
work.

reticulate texture. A veined texture when
veins follow cleavage or parting planes

Long.

nearly at right angles, resembling network.
Synonym for mesh texture. Schieferdecker.
reticulation. The leatherlike pattern or

certain age and thereafter never attain

of large and sudden changes in temperaure
during processing. ASM Gloss.
reticule. A set of intersecting very fine lines.
wires, etc., in the optical focus of an opti-

cement to set by mechanical agitati in or
chemically by the use of a retardant.

retardant. A substance that, when added to
cements, prolongs the setting time. Long.
retardation. Regressive evolution where certain members of otherwise progressive
groups stop developing after reaching a
the perfection of development reached by
their normal relatives. Rice.
retarder. a. An appliance for restraining the
movement of surface wagons or mine cars.
See also car retarder; wagon retarder.
Nelson. b. A mineworker who works in the
gravity inclines. Stoces, v. 1, p. 648. c. Any

device used to slow the rate of travel of
bulk material or objects on a conveyor.
ASA MH4.1-1958. d. In the case of
stucco, plaster, mortar, concrete, etc., a
substance which will retard the set.

ASTM C11-60. Sodium citrate, for example, is used to retard the setting of pottery
plaster. Lee.
retarding conveyor. a. A chain-type conveyor
used on steeply inclined faces, where the
problem is not so much to move the coal
but rather to restrain its movement downhill. It consists of link chains carrying 6 to
8 inch diameter discs at every yard. The
endless chain runs in an open semi.ircular
trough and the coal is lowered to the dis-

wrinkled appearance of a photographic
emulsion, which may occur as the result

cal instrument. It is also referred to as

graticule. See also collimation line. Ham.
reticulite. Au extremely attenuate pyroelastic rock consisting of glass threads

which join a series of points forming a
polyhedral space lattice. It is formed from

pumice by the collapse of the walls of

adjacent vesicles and the retraction of the
liquid into threads which form the perimeters of the former polygonal faces. The
threads are usually of tnangular cross section, indicating chilling, before rounding
couid, take place. Such rock has generally
been known by Dana's name, thread-lace
scoria. A.G.I.

retiform. Netted; reticulate; said of the
boundaries of some vein quartz (rare).
Hess.

retigen. Bitumen contained in meteorites.

per hour. Nelson. b. Any type of conveyor

The aame indicates that this substance on
distillation gives rise to resin, in contrast
to "kerogen" which on distillation gives
rise to oil. Tomkeieff, 1954.
retinalite. A resinous variety of massive serpentine. Fay.
retinas-a:Wt. A light brown resinous substance found in brown coal in Devonshire,

bulk materials, packages, or objects where
the slope is such that the conveyed material tends to propel the conveying medium.

characterized by the absence of succinic
acid; composition very variable, 0.6 to 15

charge end. The chain returns uphill, in
an enclosed tube, to the driving unit at the

top end. Its capacity is about 100 tons

used to retard the rate of movement of

ASA MH4.1-1958.

retempering. The remixing of concrete or
mortar which has started to harden.
Taylor.

retentivity. The capacity of a material to
retain a portion at me maretic field setup in it Ifter the magnetizing force has
been removed. ASM Gloss.
retgersite. Nickel sulfate hexahydrate, NiSO4.
6H20, tetragonal trapezohedr.d, long
known as an artificial salt, has been recognized as a natural mineral at fiv localities,
in association with morenosit, (orthorhombic, Nig:14.71120). S pencer, 18, M.M.,

England. Tomkeieff, 1954.
retinite. a. A very large group of resins,

percent. Probably includes resins of various

origins. Hey 2d, 1955. b. Synonym for

pitchstone. Hey 2d, 1955. c. Synonym for
retinasphalt. Hey 2d, 1955. d. Synonym
for copalite. Hey 2d, 1955.
retinosite. A microscopical constituent of
torbanite consisting of translucent orangered discs. Compare gelosite; humosite;
matrosite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
retire. To discontinue the use of a bit when
it becomes dull or when the matrix metal
is critically worn. Long.
retonation wave. A wave passing back
through burned or burning explosion gases

1949.

toward the origin, at the rate of I sound
wave through gases of like temperature,

has a specific gravity of 4.6; lower specific
gravity if diluted. A heavy liquid. Shipley.

of high pressure, to an area of lower

Retger's salt. Thallium silver nitrate which,
when melted at 75° C to a yellow liquid,

reticulate. a..In petrology, a term applied to
a texture of crystals which are partly al-

from a point in the explosion wave, usually

pressure. Rice, George S.

retort. a. A vessel used for the distillation
of volatile materials, as in the separation

network or mesh of the secondaay mineral.

of some metals and the destructive distillation of coal. ASM Gloss. b. A long semicylinder, now usually of fire clay or silica,

3d.
reticulated. a. A mineral with cross meshes,

See also amalgam retort. Fay. d.- The

tered to a secondary mineral, the remnants of the original mineral lying in a
A.G.I. b. To divide mark, or construct so
as to resemble or form 'network. Webster

like a net, for example, rutile needles.
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for the manufacture of coal gas. Webster
3d. c. A vessel with a long neck, used for
distilling the quicksilver from amalgam.
vessel used in distilling zinc. Fay, e.. To

retort

revdanskite; rewdanskite
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driving haulage

retreating longwall. a. First
treat by heating in a retort, as gold amalroad and airways to the boundary of a
and
recover
gam, to drive off the mercury
tract of coal and then mining it in a single
the gold. Fay. f. A unit coke of the gasface without pillars back toward the shaft.
364.
house design. Mersereau, 4th, p.
Fay, p. 407. b. See longwall retreating.
retort carbon. Retort carbon, or glance coal, retreating system. a. A method of working a
is a very dense form of carbon, produced
mine which is designed to allow a stope
by the deposition of carbon in the upper
out, thus
to cave soon after it is worked
the supports in
part of the retorts in the manufacture of
relieving
the
weight
on
c3al gas. It exhibits the luster of a metal,
adjacent stopes. Lewis, p. 438. b. A metha sonorous when struck, and is a good conod of extracting coal or ore by driving a
ductor. Ordinarily it is rich in silica, the
then
narrow heading to the boundary,
working the deresult of adhering fragments of brickwork
opening
out
a
face
and
and refractory pastes from the retorts.
posit backwards towards the shaft, drift, or
Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering,
main entry. See also longwall retreating.
v. 27, July 26, 1922, p. 163. clay used for
Nelson. c. A stoping system in which supretort clay. A semirefractory
porting pillars of ore are left while deposit
gas or zinc retorts. CCD 3d, 1942, p. 195.
is worked outward from shafts toward
removed
retort coke. See coke. Bennett 2d, 1962.
boundary, these pillars beingtoward
from
the
heating
of
the
retort gas. Gas resultingexample, in the by(robbed) as the work retreats
workings are
coal in retorts, for
shaft
and
the
unsupported
product proccss of coke manufacture. Benabandoned and left to cave in. Pryor, 3.
nett 2d, 1962.
d. A system of robbing pillars in which
retort gas tar. Obtained as a condensation
the line of pillars being robbed retreats or
product in the hydraulic mains, scrubbers,
moves from the boundary toward the shaft
of coal
or condensers in the manufacture
or mouth of the mine. See also longwall
less
It
is
gas for illuminating purposes.
method. Fay.
fluid and contains less of the lighter hydro- retrievable inner barrel. The inner barrel asand
anthracarbons, more naphthalene
sembly of a wire-line core barrel, designed
and
cene, and their accompanying oils,other
for removing core from a borehole without
tars from
more free carbon than
pulling the rods. Long.
sources. Retort gas tar contains 20 to 40 retrievable wedge. See retractable wedge.
and
yields
on
dispercent of free carbon
Long.
tillation from 50 to 75 percent of pitch, retrieve.
To recover or remove from a borethe
all
carried
if
the
distillation
is
or,
hole;
to
fish. Long.
t of coke. Chemical retrieving ring.
way, 45 to 65 percer
A catch ring on a retractable
Engineering,
v.
27,
No.
and Metallurgical
wedge that engages a lifting device on the
4, July 26, 1922, pp. 161-165.
deflection barrel or bit enabling the drill
retort house. The building containing the
runner to remove a deflecting wedge from
gas retorts in which gas is manufactured.
a borehole after deflection has been efStandard, 1964.
fected. Long.
retorting. a. Removing the mercury from an retrograde metamorphism. The mineralogiamalgam by volatizing it in an iron retort,
cal adjustment of relatively high-grade
conducting it away, and condensing it.
metamorphic rocks to temperatures lower
Fay. b. In the sulphur industry, synonythan those of their initial metamorphism.
mous with sublimation. Fay.
Synonym for retrogressive metamorphism;

retort kilnman. See kiln burner. D.O.T.

Supp.
retort oven. A coke oven that conserves the
gas evolved. Zern.

operates a hymiort pressman. One who
draulic press in which fireclay retorts, used
in smelting imc ores, are made. D.O.T. 1.
retort scaler. A scraper for cleaning gas
retorts. Standard, 1964.
retoucher, metal stampings. One who repairs defective coloring on metal stampings
to bring out etched or embossed patterns.

D.O.T. Supp.
retracker. See rerailer.
which a dipper
retract. The mechanism byback
out of the
shovel bucket is pulled
digging. Nichols.
retractable wedge. A type of deflecting
wedge that can be retrieved after the deflected hole has been completed. Long.
retracting. See crowding. Carson, p. 38.
retreading roads. A process of repairing road
surfaces which are breaking up. Ham.
retreat. a. To work rooms, rooms-and-pillars,
or pillars to finish coal =traction in any
to its
area which has been penetrated
workings
in
the
limits by advance work;
general opposite direction of advance work
completed, will permit
and which, when abandoned
as finished.
the area to be
B.C.I. b. To treit over again; said of tailings from ore dressing plants. Fay.
retreat& moraine. See moraine of recession.
retreating. a. Robbing pillars in coati mines
and working back toward the shaft. von
Bernewits. b. Set reheat treating.
264-972 0-68.-59

thing on the return belt before it reaches
the drum. The drum has a screw adjustment to center the belt accurately on it.
W1:ere no loop take-up is provided, anchor
props are connected to the drum by chains
after tension has been applied by two Sylvesters. The return drum should be kept
very well guarded to prevent accidents.
Sinclair, V, p. 318.
return idler- The idler or roller uaderneath
which the conthe cover or cover plates
veyor .belt rides after the load which it
was carrying has been dumped at the
head section and it starts the return trip
toward the foot section. Jones.

returning charge. Charge made per unit of
ore or concentrate treated by smelter in
custom smelting. In addition to a basic

charge which allows for process costs and
agreed percentage loss in recovery, extra
charges may be specified, or remitted as
premiums, in adjustment of variations from
the normal makeup of the parcel treated.
Pryor, 3.
returning fluid. The water, mud, or other
circulated medium reaching tin borehole
collar after having been circulated past
the drill bit. Long.
return-line corrosion tester. A tester developed by the U. S. Bureau of Mines for detecting and controlling corrosion in steamcondensate-return lines of large heating
plants. This tester is superior to other devices for determining types and rates of
corrosion because it can distinguish among
various possible causes. Other advantages
are that it is assembled from ordinary black
iroil pipe nipples and couplings, the linings
and the corroded linare easily machined,quickly
in any laboraings can be analyzed
tory. Bureau of Mines Staff.
one
return man. In anthracite coal mining,
who resets timbers, shovels un falls of slate,
rock, or dirt, and keeps in general repair
the airways by which mine air returns to
the surface. D.O.T. I.
return roller. A small roller supporting a belt
diaphthorite.
A.G.1.
diaphthoresis. See also
on its retura run, whether above or below
retrogionive metamorphlun. Synonym for
the carrying belt; if supporting the bottom
diaphthoresis; retrograde metamorphism.
belt, it is often referred to as a bottom
See also diaphthorite. A.G.I.
roller. Nelson.
return. a. Any airway in which vapid air returns. The drill fluid and entrained sludge
flows from the workings to the upcast shaft
that overflows the collar of a borehole.
or fan See also intake. Nelson. b. Any airLong.
way which carries the ventilating air out- return sheave. A pulley placed at the extreme
from the
by and out of the mine. B.S. 3618, 1963,
end of an haulage plane remote
haulage drum. The tail rope from a mainsec. 2. c. The rate of profit in a process of
production per unit of cost. Webster 3d. d.
and-tail haulage drum passes around it and
is attached to the inbye end of the journey.
Any surface turned back from the face of
a principal surface. ACSG.
Nelson.
retura air. a. Air traveling in a return. BS. return tunnel. Aust. A tunnel or adit used as
3618, 1963, sec. 2. b. Air which has circua return airway. Fay.
lated the workings and is flowing towards return water. The drill fluid that reaches the
or foul air.
the main mine fan; vitiatedheater
surface and overflows the borehole collar
or conNelson. c. Air, returring to a
after it has been circulatedthedownward
drill bit.
ditioned from the heated or conditioned
through the rods and past
space. Strock, 10.
Long.
return aircourse. Portion of ventilation sys- retzian. A very rare, weakly radioactive, orwhich
contaminated
tem of mine through
thorhombic, dark to light brown hydrated
basic arsenate of Mn, Ca, and the rare
air is withdrawn and evacuated to surface. Pryor, 3.
earths; found with jacobsite in cavities in
of a circureturn circulation. flat portion
dolomite; from Sweden. Crosby, p. 107.
lated drill fluid flowing from the face of a rennin. An impure Glauber's salt (mirabibit toward *the collar of a borehole. Comlite), found native. Standard, 1964.
pare return water. Long.
reussinite. A resinlike, reddish-brown oxygenreturn drum. This consists of a boxlike strucated hydrocarbon, soluble in boiling alcowhich
ture containing the drum around belt
hol and in ether. Found in certain coal
is
the
the return belt passes. As
deposits. Fay.
turned through 1800 the drum should be rev Abbreviation for revolution. IluMin Style
conditions
allow.
The
as large a diameter as
Guide p. 61.
drum may be of the self-cleaning type and nvdanskite; nwdanskite. An impure, hyincorporated
to
deflect
anya plough is

drous nickel silicate from Revda (Revdinsk), Ural Mountains, U.S.S.R. Also
spelled revdinite, revdinskite, rewdinskit,

rewdjanskit, and refdanskite. English; Hey
2d, 1955.
reveal. That portion of a jamb or recess vis-

ible from the face of a wall back to the

frame placed between jambs. ACSG, 1961.
revenue expenditure. That recurring expenditure directly to be written off against income. Truscott, p. 281.
reverberate. a. To deflect flame or heat, us
in a reverberatory furnace. Fay. b. To reduce by revcrberated heat; to fuse. Fay.
reverberation. a. The persistence of sound in
an enclosed space as a result of multiple
reflections after the sound source has

stopped. H&G. b. The sound that per-

sists in an enclosed space, as a result of re-

peated reflection or scattering, after the
source of the sound has stopped. H&G.

reverberation index. Measure of the ability
of an echo-ranging transducer to distinguish the desired echo from the reverberation. Computed from the directivity patterns as ratio in decibels of the bottom,
surface, or volume reverberation response
of a specific transducer to the corresponding response of a nondirectional transducer. Hy.
reverberation strength. The difference between the level of a plane wave producing
in a nondirectional transducer a response
equal to that produced by the reverberation corresponding to a range of one yard
from the effective center of the transducer

designed so that core tends to float within

the barrel when the fluid is circulated

down the outside of the rods and returned
to the surface inside the rods. Long.
reverse classification. In jigging, stratification
of particles by size with largest uppermost;
in streaming, rolling effect of transporting
current which arranges particles with
smallest nearest feed end. Pryor, 3.
reverse-current braking. A method used in
the braking of alternating-current winders.
This method absorbs power equal to the
energy destroyed and dissipates it in the
liquid controller as heat. Two phases of
the stator supply are interchanged by
bringing back the driver's lever to the off
position and then to that for the opposito
direction of drum rotation. The amount of
braking depends upon the position of the
lever, since the lower the resistance in the
controller, and therefore in the rotor circuit, the greater the rotor current and the

cleaning. ASM Gloss.

reverse curve. a. A continuous curve composed of the arcs of two circles of the same
or different radii, the centers of which lie

reverberatory furnace. A furnace, with a

coal, pulverized coal, oil, er gas. Two of
the most important types an., the openhearth steel furnaces and the large reverberatories employed in copper smelting.
ASM Gloss; C.T.D.; Newton, p. 280.

reverberatory roasting. Roasting conducted

in a reverberatory furnace. Bennett 2d,
1962.

revergen kiln. Trade mark. See also Davis

ASM Gloss.

gional dip. A.G.I.
reversal of ventilation. See ventilation, reversal of. Nelson.

other cause. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.See
also obsequent stream. Fay.
reverse face. In theodolite survey, transit of

rection over another sheave. Nichols.
reverse book fashion. The manner in which

core is laid in a core box, starting at the
upper-right-hand corner of the box and
laying core from right to left in each
groove. Long.

reverse circulation. The circulation of bitcoolant and cuttings-removal liquids, drilling fluid, mud, air, or gas down the borehole outside the drill rods and upward in-

side the drill rods. Also called counter-

current; counterflush. Long.
reverse-circulation core barn). A core barrel

fans, one for forcing, one for exhausting.
at the mouth of the heading. This arrangement is particularly suited to underground

airways. The reversing system combines
practically all the advantages of the forcing and exhausting system. A serious objection to it for mining use is that all fans
must be concentrated at one point. Roberts, I, p. 221.
reversible endless-rope system. A haulage
system in which a single rope is used pass-

three-rail system with passbys, which eliminates facing points, may be used. The system may be operated at higher speeds than
normal endless systems since the trains are

reverse drawing. Redrawing in a direction
opposite to that of the original drawing.
direction of flow reversed by glacial action,
landslides, gradual tilting of a region or

tdescope from face right to face left or
vice versa. Pryor, 3.

reverse fault. a. A fault where there is an

overlapping of the ruptured beds, the rock
roass on one side having been pushed over
the rock mass on the other side. See also
thrust fault; overthrust. Nelson. b. Where
the hanging wall appears to have moved
up with relation to the footwall. Ballard.
Compare normal fault.

reverse feed. To move bit and drill stem
backwards away from borehole bottom
while drill stem is rotated. Long.

reverse-feed gear. System of gears in drill
swivel head that can be engaged to move
the bit and drill stem backwards away

from the bottom of the borehole while the
drill stem is rotated in a clockwise direction. Also called backup gear. Long.
reverse flange. A flange made by shrinking,
as opposed to one formed by stretching.
ASM Gloss.
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hausted. Ventilation is again reversed to
forcing when the work at the face is re-

heading and the contaminated air returns
from the face along the narrow section.
In this way, men working in the heading
are placed in relatively clean air. Nelson.
reversed flush boring. See counterflush boring. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3.
reversed loader. A front-end loader mounted
on a wheel tractor having the driving
wheels in front and steering at the rear.

reversed stream. A stream that has had its

reverse. To reverse the direcuun of flow of
gas and air in a regenerative furnace.
ASTM C162-66.
reverse bearing. In surveyinz, a sight taken
backward for the purpose of verifying the
foresight. Standard, 1964. See also backsight, b and c. Fay.
reverse bend. To bend a line over a drum
or a sheave, and then in the opposite di-

operated by forcing. After blasting, airflow
is reversed and the fumes and dust are ex-

ing around a surge wheel. A single track
may be used or, if more than one train is
hauled, a single track with passbys, oe a

revergen kiln. Dodd.
reversal (of dip). A local change of approxi-

mately 180° in the direction of the re-

original drawing. ASM Gloss.
reverse saddles. Bedded veins found in the
trough of a fold between anticlines. Reverse saddles are seldom large or rich. See
also saddle reef. Nelson.
reversible auxiliary ventilation. In this system a single duct is provided and normally

heading ventilation in coal mines by means

Nichols.

;

tion in a direction opposite to that of the

use as it allows clean air to be drawn
from, and contaminated air to be discharged to, separate points in the main

of a bratdce partition. The air is led to
the face along the wide section of the

face of the charge. Firing may be with

strands right and left lay. H&C, p. 130.

reverse polarity. Arc welding circuit arrangement in which the electrode is connected
to the positive terminal. ASM Gloss.
reverse reaming. See road back. Long.
reverse redrawing. A second drawing opera-

stator and the rotor is doubled and the insulation of both must be adequate to prevent breakdown. Sinclair, V, p. 120.
reverse-current cleaning. The same as anodic

field is reversed, the voltage between the

1

3618, 1964, sec. 6.
reverse laid rope. A wire rope with alternate

sumed. The usual arrangement is to use two

and the index level of the pulse trans-

shallow hearth, usually non-regenerative,
having a roof that deflects the flame and
radiates heat toward the hearth or the sur-

reverse gear. See -everse. feed gear. Long.
reverse initiation. See invede initiation. B.S.

braking torque produced. When the direction of rotation of the stator magnetic

on opposite sides of the curve. Zern, p.
455. b. A curve formed of two arcs in the
shape of the letter S. Ham.
reversed bratticing. A method of narrow

mitted, on any bearing, by the same nondirectional transducer. Hy.

reversing mill
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revdanskite; rewdanikite

attached and detached from a rope at rest
and has been used for the haulage of men
at speeds up to 12 miles per hour. Extra

rope must br spliced onto the rope and

the return wheel moved forward when the
system is extended. Sinclair, V, pp. 339341.
reveNelson.
rsible pick. See double-ended pick.

reversible reaction. One which can be made
to proceed in either direction by the alteration of the conditions of the experiment.
Cooper.
reversible tramway. See jig-back. Nelson.
reversible transducer. See bilateral transducer. Hy.
reversing clutch. A forward-and-reversing
transmission which is shifted by a pair of
friction clutches. Nichols.
reversing contactors. Magnetically operated
switches controlled through a master con-

troller operated by a hand lever on the

control platform or desk. They may be of

the air break or the oil break type. Sinclair V, p. 111.

reversing doors. The system of doors or shutters on or near a surface radial-flow fan for

reversing the direction of the air passing
through the mine. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
reversing machine. A molding machine having a flask or flasks that may be turned

over for ramming the sand. Standard,
1964.

reversing mill. A type of rolling mill in
which the stock being mechanically worked

by rolling passes backwards and forwards
between the same pair of rolls, which are

reversing mill
reversed between each pass. See also con-

tinuous mill; three-high mill, b. C.T.D.

reversing rolls. See three-high train. Fay.
r^versing shaft. A shaft whose direction of

rotation can be reversed by the use of

clutches or brakes. Nichols.
reversing thermometer. A precise mercury-in-

glass temperature measuring instrument
constructed so that when the thermometer
is suddenly inverted, a separation of the
mercury column occurs. Subsequent reading at a known temperature permits com-

putation of the temperature in situ. The

protected thermometer gives a reading unaffectezi Ly pressure, an unprotected thermometer gives a reading influenced by
pressure. The difference br,tween the two
corrected readings is a function of depth.
Hy.
revet. To face, as with slabs of stone or with
any kind of masonry; furnish with a revet-

ment; as, to revet an embankment, wall,
or building. Standard, 1964.

revet crag. In geology, one of a series of narrow, pointed outliers of eroded strata, inclining inwardly, like a revetment, against
a mountain. Standard, 1964.
revetment. a. A facing, sheathing, or retaining wall, as of masonry or other materials,
for protecting a mass or bank of earth, etc.,
as in fortifications and riverbanks. Stand-

ard, 1964. b. A retaining wall. C.T.D. c.
A wall sloped back sharply from its base.
Nichols.

reviewing. Eng. See toiler. Fay.
revived. Having had its ability to cut down
its bed renewed or augmented through increase of its gradient by deformation of
the earth's crust by an uplift or tilt; said
of certain streams. Fay.
reviving apparPtus. Any of a series of products or equipment designed to aid patient

resuscitation by giving him oxygen to
breathe instead of fresh air. See also
Novox reviving apparatus; Novita reviving apparatus. McAdam, p. 93.

revolution. A time of major crustal deforma-

tion when folds and faults are formed.
Often accompanied by the emplacement
of plutonic rocks. A.G.I.

revolution counter. See automatic counter.
Hansen.
revolver press. A type of press for the shaping of clay roofing tiles. It consists of a
pentagonal or hexagonal drum, mounted
on a horizontal shaft and carrying bottom
press molds on each flat surface. As the
drum rotates, discontinuously, each mold
in turn is brought beneath a vertical
plunger which consolidates a clot of clay
the mold. While the drum is stationary
( -luring pressing) a clot of clay is fed to
the mold next due to arrive beneath the
plunger. Dodd.
revolving pot. A rotating circular container
from which the Owens machine gathers
glass. ASTM C162-66.

revolving screen. A screen consisdng of a

cylindrical (sometimes conical) screening
surface mounted on a revolving frame for
sizing coarse material; it is still common in
gravel-washing, coal-washing, and stonetreating plants, but is not widely used in
ore dressing. Also called tiommel. New-

of its base. Nichols. c. The most widely
used machine for excavating and loading

in pits and quarries. It is designed to operate a dipper against a face or bank, which
it displaces as it moves forward, and

power is applied so effectively that the
dipper can be forced into hard materials.
Taken altogether, the digging action is
exactly suited

to

the average pit and

quarry excavation problem. The revolving
shovel, mounted either on crawlers or on
rubber tire traction, is extremely mobile
and a moveup takes only a few seconds.
The digging, swinging, and dumping

motions are coordinated into a speedy,
flexible operating cycle. The front-end
attachments give the machines versatility.
Working . range is limited only by the

boom length. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, sec.
A, p. 91.

revolving shovels. The revolving shovel is
the most widely used machine for excavating and loading in pits and quarries.
It is designed to operate a dipper against

a face or bank, which it displaces as it
moves forward, and power is applied so
effectivelV that the dipper can be forced
into hard materials. Taken altogether, the
digging action is exactly suited to the
average pit and quarry excavation prob-

lem. The revolving shovel, mounted either

on crawlers or on rubber tire traction, is

extremely mobile and a moveup takes only
a few seconds. The digging, swinging, and

dumping motions are coordinated into a

speedy, flexible operating cycle. The frontend attachments give the machines versa-

tility. Working range is limited only by
the boom length. Pit and Quary, 53rd,
Sec. A, p. 91.

revolving tube. A hollow cylinder, concentric

with the needle of a feeder, revolving in
the glass. ASTM C162-66.
revolving washing screens. The rotary washing screen is cylindrical in shape and made

of three sectionsa scrubber, a sand
jacket, and a gravel-screening section

mounted on a steel frame. Pit and Quarry,
53rd, Sec. B, p. 174.

reward claim. Aust. A prospecting claim;
often shortened to reward. Fay. A tract
grant to one who first discovers gold in

paying quantities in an unworked district.
Webster 2d.

rewash. a. To re-treat a product in the same
or in another washer. B.S. 3552, 1962. b.

The product from one wather to be re-

treated in another. B.S. 3552, 1962.
rewash box. A washbox to which the product
(or a portion thereof) of a previous wash-

ing operation is fed for adolitional treat-

ment. B.S. 3552, 1962.
rewotked. Said of components derived from

an older formation and incorporated in a

younger deposit. Schieferdecker.
Remo process. A method for producing low
temperature coke in which the retort is a
brick-lined cylinder, 10 feet in diameter
and 25 feet high. A charge of 34 tons of
coal is carbonized downwards by burning

gas at the top, passing the combustion
products . through the charge. Carboniza-

tion takes 6 hours, and cooling, by re-

ton p. 72.

circulating of combustion gases, a further
seven houn. The process requires a care-

b. A digging machine that has the ma-

doubles and 67 percent of cobbles of low
caking power to reduce resistance to the
flow of gases through the charge. Francis,
1965, v. 1, pp, 160-161.

revolting shovel. a. A digging machine .in
which the upper works can revolve inde,
pendently of the supporting unit. Nichols.
chinery deck and attachment on a vertical
pivot, so that it can !wing independently

rheid folding
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ful selection of type and grading of the
coal, which is a blend of 33 percent of
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Reynolds' criterion. In 1883 Reynolds found
that as the velocity of flow of water was
increased
filament of colored liquid re-

mained axially in the stream until a certain velocity was reached, when the colored filament mixed with the water and

the flow became confused. The velocity at
which the flow turned from streamline to
turbulent conditions is called the critical
velocity. Reynolds deduced the general
VeDw

expression:
C, where V.
equals the critical velocity, D equals diam-

eter of pipe, w equals density of the fluid
flowing or weight per cubic foot, m equals
viscosity of the fluid, which depends on
the temperature, and C equals a constant
known as Reynolds' number or criterion.
Thus Reynolds' number depends on the
density, velocity, and viscosity of the fluid

and the diameter of the pipe. Lewis, p.
707.

Reynolds' number. A dimensionless number

proportional to tic pipe diameter or the

duct diameter and to the veloicty and the
density of the fluid and inversely proportional to the viscosity of the fluid. A Reynolds' number above 2,500 indicates turbulent flow and below 2,500, streamline
flow. Strock, 10. Symbols, R and R. Webster 3d; Zimmerman, pp. 92, 367. Used in
fluid.flow calculations to estimate whether
flow through a pipe or a conduit is streamin which
line or turbulent. R = DUp
IL
R is Reynolds' number; D is the inside
diameter of the pipe or conduit; U is the
average velocity of flow; p is the density
of the fluid; and p. is the viscosity of the
fluid. Different systems of units give identical values of Reynolds' number. Values

below 2,100 correspond to streamline flow,
and values above 3,000 correspond to turbulent flow. CCD 6d, 1961.
rezilite mastic. A preparation of elaterite
containing asbestos fiber; it is used for
surfacing floors. Fay.

RE value. In paper-strip chromatography,
ratio of distance moved by component in
solution under test to that of transporting

solvent. Pryor, 3.
Rh Chemical symbol for rhodium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.
p.
rhabdite. See schreibersite. Dana 7,
124.
rhahdomancy. The alleged divination by rod
or wand when searching for minerals.
Fay.

rhabdophane. A very rare, weakly radio-

active mineral, (Ce,Y,La,Di) (PO4).}1,0;
possibly tetragonal or hexagonal; brown,
pinkish- or yellowish-white; found as thin
incrustations in ore bodies. Crosby, pp.
107-108.

Rhaetian. Synonym for Rhaetic. A.G.I.SuPp.

Rhaetk. Upper Upper Triassic, transitional

into Jurassic. A.G.I. Supp.
Rhaetic beds. Certain fossiliferous shales and
limestones of the Upper Trias of Europe.
Also called avicula contorta zone. Fay.
rhegmagenesis. Process resulting in the development of joint systems in tectonically
quiet regions. A.G.I. Supp.
rheid. Body of rock showing flow structure.
A.G.I. Supp.
timid folding. Folding accompanied by slippage along shear planes at an angle to the
bedding or earlier developed foliation.
A.G.I. Supp.

rheidity. Capacity of material to flow within
the earth. A.G.I. Supp.

Rhenania furnace. A combination of the
Hasenclever and O'Hara furnaces, with
four hearths, and with a combination flue
under the lowest hearth and one over the
upper hearth. It has mechanical rabbles.
Fay.

Rhenish furnace. A zinc distillation furnace
which is a modified type of the Silesian
furnace. Fay.
rhenium. A rare, silvery-white metal; resembles platinum; oxidizes only at high temperatures; and is very resistant to corrosion. It occurs in very small quantities in

columbite and in platinum and molybdenum ores. Rolf e . Symbol, Re; atomic

number, 75; and atomic weight, 186.2.
C.T.D. Metallic luster; hexagonal; valences; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7; melting
point, 3,180° C or 3,167° -± 60° C; boil-

ing point, 5,627° C (estimated) or 5,900°
C (estimated) specific gravity, 21.02 (at
20° C); insoluble in water and in hydrochloric acid; slightly soluble in sulfuric
acid; and soluble in dilute nitric acid and

in hydrogen peroxide. Its density is ex-

ceeded only by that of platinum, iridium,
and osmium, and its melting point is exceeded only by that of tungsten and carbon. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, pp. B-131, B-212.
rheoglyph. A heiroglyph produced by syngene tic

deformation, slump and related

processes, as oposed to turboglyphs which
are current produced. Pettijohn.
Rheolayeur system; launder washer. A

washer in which the raw coal and water
is fed into the head of an inclined trough
equipped with openings in the bottom for
the discharge of the heavy, high-ash material, the lighter coal being discharged with
the bulk of the water at the far end of the

trough. The Rheolaveur has declined in

popularity. Nelson.
Rheolaveur washers. Apart from the launder

washer, there are three types of Rheolaveurs used in coal washing: (1) the sealed
discharge type for coarse sizes, from which

the reject falls against an upward current
of water and is removed by an automatic
gate which controls the feed to a drowned

elevator; (2) a system of two, three or
four superimposed troughs for washing fine
coal below about /2 inch. The troughs are
equipped with several bottom discharge devices. The separation of the heavy shale

from coal and middlings takes place progressively until finally the pure shale is
discharged from the lowest trough, and
(3) a system for washing slurry consisting
usually of two troughs one above the other

and equipped with a .number of Rheo

ance equal to a known number of electric
blasting caps of a standard-length wire,
using one electric blasting cap as an indicator. Fay. b. An instrument by which a
variable or an adjustable resistance may be

introduced into a circuit to regulate the
strength of a current, as in the field coils
of a motor or a generator. Standard, 1964.
rheostat rope. A small rope consisting of 8
strands of 7 wires each. H&G, p. 130.

manganese. Dana 17; Fay; A.G.I.

rhodoid. An artificial resin (cellulose acetate)
used to imitate amber; specific gravity

about 1.28; refractive index about 1.49.

Shipley.
rhodoise. Synonym lor erythrite. Dana 6d, p.
817.

rhodolite. A variety of garnet, 3(Mg,Fe)

0.A1202.3Si02; characterized by its roselike color and brilliant luster. Composition

ence of a stress concentration or at low

of almandite. Isometric. Sandford; Dana

rhigolene. This term is archaic and should

rhodonite. A rose-colored, triclinic mineral,
MnSi02, sometimes used as an ornamental
stone. Also called manganese spar. Dana

tered cubic metals where tested in the pres-

temperatures or high strain rates, that may
be eliminated by prestraining under milder
conditions. ASM Gloss.

not be used. ASTM D 288-57.
Rhine diamond. Colorless beryl. Shipley.
rhinestone. a. A colvless imitation gem

stone made of glass paste or stress, and
cut, usually as a brilliant, to imitate the
diamond. Standard, 1964. b. Water-clear
quartz. Hess.

Rhinog grits. A group of massive bedded
unfossiliferous grits, arkoses, and conglom-

erates; part of the Harlech series of the
Cambrian system; seen typically in the
Rhinog Mountains in Merioneth, North
Wales. C.T.D.

corresponds to 2 molecules of pyrope and 1
17.

/7; Fay.

rhodotilite. Synonym for inesite. L:Thna 6d,
p. 564.
rhoenite. See rh6nite.
rholites. A word employed by Wadsworth to
designate smelting materials or fluxes. Fay.
rhomb. In crystallography, a form bounded
by three parallel pairs of lozenge-shaped
faces. Shipley.
rhombarsenite. Synonym for claudetite. Dana
6d, 0. 199.
rhombenglimmer. Synonym for biotite. Dana

6d, p. 627.

rhm Abbreviation for 1 roentgen per hour at
1 meter. ASM Gloss.
Rhn Abbreviation for Rockwell hardness
number. BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
Rhodanian orogeny. Mid-Pliocene diastrophism. A.G.I. Supp.
rhodanite. Sulfocyanic acid, HCNS, as a
natural gas. Tomkeieff, 1954.
rhodesite, A fibrous zeolitic mineral contain-

rhomben porphyries. Applied to certain No.wegian porphyries, whose phenocrysts of
orthoclase resemble a rhombohedron. The
orthoclase is rich in soda. Fay.

Na2,K2)0.10Si02.7H20, unit-cell contents

and having equal intercepts on the other

taining A1202 only 0.29 percent, 4(Ca,

(Ca,Nal,K2)2Sii2042.11H20, orthorhombic.

Closely associated with mountainite; from
Bultfontein mine, Kimberley, Republic of
South Africa. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.

rhodite. Same as rhodium gold. Standard,
1964.

rhodium. A rare element of the light platinum group in group VIII of the periodic
system; found in platinum ores and separated as a silvery-white metal that is difficult to melt. Alloyed with platinum to
form the positive wire of the platinumrhodium-platinum thermocouple. Used for

plating silver and silver plate to prevent
.tarnishing. Symbol, Rh; valences, 2, 3, 4,
and 5; isometric; atomic number, 45;
atomic weight, 102.905; specific gravity,
12.41 (at 20° C); melting point, 1,966°
3° C; boiling point, 3,727° -± 100° C;
insoluble in water; slightly soluble in acids

and in aqua regia and soluble in sulfuric
acid plus hydrochloric acid and in concentrated sulfuric acid. C.T.D.; Fay;

Handbook of Chemistry lnd Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, pp. B-2, B-131, B-213.
rhodium gold. Gold occurring naturally alloyed with rhodium. Pryor, 3.

fusion, such that the rock may be deformed
viscously. Kemp, 6d, pp. 208-209.
rheopexie Converse of tbixotropic. See also
dilatancy, e. VV.
theopezy. The complex behavior of some materials, including a few ceramic bodies,
which show dilatancy under a small shear-

borate, usually carrying apreciable amounts

higher stress. Dodd.
rheostat. a. An instrument for testing blasting machines by inserting definite relist-

and calcium. Trigonal. Occurs as rose-pink
rhombohedral crystals. A minor ore of

brittleness characteristic of nonface-cen-

rheotropic brittleness. That portion of the

boxes of the open discharge type but designed to minimize the loss of coal with
the fine shale. Nelson.
theology. Study of the flowage of materials,
particularly plastic flow of solids and flow
of non-Newtonian liquids. A.G.I. Supp.
rheomorphism. A process of at least partial

ing stress followed by thixotropy under

rhombohedral system
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rheidity

rhodium plating. Coating metal objects,
jewelry in particular, with rhodium. Bennett 2d, 1962.
rhodizite. A complex beryllium-aluminum

rhombic. Four-sided; me, side of equal

length but not at right angles to each other
as a rhombic facet. Shipley.
rhombic dodecahedron. In the isometric system, the ordinary dodecahedron, formed
by twelve faces, each parallel to one axis
r h ot wmobicFfaayc.et.

See rhomaic. Shipley.
rhombic mica. Synonym for phlogopite. Fay.

rhombic quartz. An old name for feldspar.
Fay.

rhombic sulfur; octahedral sulfur. Sulfur in
its native form; named according to the
shape of its crystals. Prepared by allowing
any form of sulfur to remain for a sufficient length of time at ordinary temperature, or by crystallizing sulfur below 95.5°

C. Crystallizes in octahedra from a solution of sulfur in carbon disulfide. Melting
point, 114.0° C; specific gravity, 2.06;
soluble in carbon disulfide; insoluble in
water; stable below 96.5° C at ordinary
pressures. Cooper, pp. 277 & 278.
rhombic symmetry. See orthorhombic symmetry. A.GJ.
rhombic system. In crystallography, same as
orthorhombic system. Fay.

thomboclase. A colorless, gray hydrous acid
ferric sulfate, Ve2024502.9H20. Rhombic
plates; orthorhombic. From Smolnik,
Czechoslovakia (formerly Szomolnok, Hun-

gary). English.
rhombohedral. a. Of, pertaining to, forming,
or crystallizing in rhombohedrons. Fay. b.

Pertaining to or belonging in that group
of the hexagonal system which is characterized by a vertical axis of threefold

lesser amounts of both rubidium and

symmetry and three horizontal axes of twofold symmetry. Fay.
rhombohedral system. a. Same as the hexag-

Dana 6d,- p. 650.
rLodochrosite. A mineral of the calcite group,
MnCO3, commonly containing some iron

referred to three axes parallel to the faces
of the fundamental rhombohedron instead
of to the usual four axes. Fay. b. The trigonal division of the hexagonal system, the

of the alkalies sodium and potassiumwith
cesium. E.C.T., v. 11, p. 946.
rhodocbrome. Synonym foy kammererite.
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onal system, except that the forms are

forms being referred to the same three

of orbicular structure. See also corsite.

rhombohedron. A crystal form bounded by

rhythmic driving. In this type driving, the
drilling, loading, and blasting are carried

axes as above. Neither usage has been generally accepted. Fay.

six faces of rhombic outline. Fay.

rhomboid. A parallelogram that does not
have any right angles, and one pair of
opposite sides differ in length from the

other pair of opposite sides. Jones, 2, 99.
rhomboidal. Shaped like a rhomboid, as a
rhomboidal facet. Shipley.

rhomboid ripple mark. Ripple mark with a
reticulate, rhomboid pattern. Pettijohn.
rhomb porphyry. A variety of syenite containing rhomb-shaped phenocrysts of alkalic felispar. A.G.I.
rhomb spar. Synonym for dolomite. Fay.

rhombus. A parallelogram that does not have
any right angles, but the sides are all equal
in length. Jones, 2, p. 99.
rhone. a. Scot. A wooden channel for conveying water. Fay. b. Scot. A line of wooden
boxes for conveying air. Fay. c. An eaves
gutter. C.T.D.

rhönite. A dark brown titanosilicate of ferrous and ferric iron, aluminum, magnesium, calcium, and alkalies, (Ca,Na2
K2)3Mae"2Fe' "2A14(Si,Ti)803.3. A constituent of basaltic rocks. Triclinic. It is a
triclinic amphibole close to enigmatite.

C.T.D.

out in one shift and the mucking and trans-

portation in the following one. This enables every man to specialize in his tasks
and machines, which in a highly mechanized job is a necessary condition for mak-

ing the best use of expensive equipment.
It also reduces or eliminates the loss of
time for ventilation that in rhythmic driving is

carried out between two shifts.

Langefors, P. 205.
rhythmic sedimentation. A regular interband-

ing of two or more types of sediment or

sedimentary rocks due to a seasonal change
in the conditions of sedimentation, such as
alternation of wet and dry periods. C.T.D.
See also varved clay.
rhythmic succession. The ,.onstant repetition

of a definite unit in a vertical range of

rocks; has been observed throughout the
British Coal Measures. See also Coal

Measure unit. Nelson.
rhythmites. a. Rhythmic laminations: A.G.I.
b. Individual units of rhythmic beds.

A.G.I. c. The couplet of distinct types of
sedimentary rock, or the graded sequence

of sediments, that forLi a unit bed or

Found in various localities in Germany;

lamina in rhythmically bedded deposits. It

also in Bohemia. English.

lamina, or complexity, but the term should
exclude groups of beds, such as cyclothems,
and carries no time or seasonal connotation
such as varve. Compare cyclothem; varve.

rhumb line. A curve on the earth's surface

which cuts all meridians at the same angle.
Its bearing is, therefore, constant. Also
called loxodrome; Mercator track. See lye,
2.

rhums. Scot. Bituminous shale. Fay.
rhyacolite. Sanidine. Webster 3d.

rhyobasalt. Suggested for rocks which are
the effusive equivalent of granodolerite.
Holmes, 1928.
rhyocrystal. Applied to crystals of idio-

morphic outline which are arranged in
streamlines. Holmes, 1928.

rhyodacite. The extrusive equivalent of a
granodiorite. The principal minerals, sodic

plagioclase, sanidine, quartz, and biotite
(or hornblende), usually occur as phenocrysts in a glassy or finely crystalline
groundmass of alkalic feldspar and silica
minerals. Accessory minerals are apatite

and opaque oxide. A small amount of
pyroxene may occur in some varieties. With

an increase of alkalic feldspar and quartz
and a decrease of calcic feldspar and ferric
minerals, rhyodacite passes into rhyolite,
and conversely into dacite. A.G.I.
rhyodiabasic. A texture which resembles the

ophitic except that the plagioclase laths

are more or less parallel. Rice.
rhyolite. The general name for fine-grained
igneous rocks having a similar chemical

composition to granite, commonly occurring as lava flows, 'though occasionally
as minor intrusions, and generally contain-

ing small phenocrysts of quartz and alkali
feldspar set in a glassy or cryptocrystalline
groundmass; sometimes called liparite.
C.T.D.
rhyolite breccia. A rock composed of angular

fragments of rhyolite embedded in finer

material. Stokes 'arid Van:es, 1955.
rhyolite glass. Obsidian. Shipley.
rhyolite-porphyry. A rhyolite in which some

grains or crystals are visibly larger than
others. Sirikankas.

rhythmic crystallization. A phenomenon exhibited by rocks of widely different composition but characterized by the-development
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implies no limit as to thickness of bed,

A.G.I.

ria. a. A more or less wedge-shaped inlet,

gradually widening and uniformly deepen-

ing from its head to the sea, showing no
trace of an included basin. A.G.I. b. The
term Ha, from the Spanish, may be advan-

tageously used to cover all types of subaerially carved troughs, including von
Richthofen's fjord, Ha, dalman, and liman
types. A.G.I.
ria coast. See Ha shoreline. Schieferdecker.
da shoreline. Shorelines formed by the partial

submergence of a landmass dissected by
numerous river valleys, may be called Ha

shorelines, after the ria coast of north-

western Spain, which was produced by the
drowning of normal river valleys along a
mountainous coast; thus used, the term Ha

is not restricted to the narrow meaning
assigned to it by von Richthofen, who first
used it in a generic sense; but is employed
in the broader sense in which it has been
used by Gulliver and others. A.G.I.

rib. a. The side of a pillar or the wall of an
entry. B.C.I. b. The solid coal on the side
of a gallery, or longwall face; a pillar or
barrier of coal left for support. Fay. c. The
solid ore of a vein; an elongated pillar left
to support the hanging wall in working out
a vein. Fay. d. Scot. A thin stratum, as of
stone, in a seam of coal. Also spelled ribb.

Fay. e. A stringer of ore in a lode. Fay.
f. The termination of a coal face. Where
solid coal is left, the term fast rib, end or

side, is used; and where the coal face ends
at the gob, the term used is loose rib, end

or side. T.I.M.E. g. A side wall in an

anthracite mine. Korson. h. See buttock.
Mason. i. A hard zone, bed, or horizon
within a formation; a silicified zone in a

sedimentary stratum. Long. j. A ridge, paralleling the long axis of a drill string mem-

ber, that acts as a wear-resistant surface.
Long; k. The hard vector plane or direction in a diamond. See also hard vector.

Long. 1. A ridge projecting above grade in
the floor of a blasted area. Nichols. m. A

wooden or metal tool for smoothing the
outside of a vase or bowl while it is being

thrown. Dodd.
riband agate. A variety of banded agate with
especially wide bands which are p/ane or

uniformly curved, without indentures or
prominences. See also banded agate. Shipley.

rib-and-furrow. The bedding plane expression
of micro cross-stratification. Originally
called schrkschichtungsbögen. Pettijohn.
riband jasper. A variety of jasper with colors
arranged in parallel bands. C.M.D.
rib-and-pillar. S. Staff. A system upon which
the "thick coal" seam was formerly exten-

sively mined, being a kind of pillar-andstall plan. Fay.
rib and stall working. N. of Eng. A gateway
with a face to one side about 6 yards in
length (the stall) is advanced for up to 50
yards. Anoth r face (the rib) is then re-

treated down the other side of the gateway
already made. Worked by a small group of
men, usually one on shift at a time, doing
all operations. Trist.

riband stone. Eng. Sandstone in thin layers
alternating in color, generally light and
dark gray. A variation of ribbon. Fay.
ribbed. Containing bone; said of coal. Fay.
ribbed rolls. A crusher in which the material
passes between a moving set of rolls with
ribs on their surfaces parallel to the axis
of the rolls. ACSG, 1963.

ribbed roof. A furnace roof (particularly of
an open hearth steel furnace) in which
some of the refractory bricks, while conforming with the smooth internal surface
of the roof, project outwards to form continuous ribs across the furnace; these ribs,
because they remain cool, conler strength
on the roof even when it has worn thin.
Dodd.

ribbing. a. Lane. A strip of coal 3 yards in
width. Fay. b. Enlarging a heading or drift.
Fay.

ribbon. a. A mass of soft or sticky material
adhering to a roll during the process of
crushing. Fay. b. Having parallel bands or
streaks; as, ribbon jasper: in this sense
commonly riband. Standard, 1964, When
the lines of cont. ast are on a larger scale,
they are said to be banded. Fay. c. A continuous strip of glass in process. ASTM
C162-66.

ribbon agate. Same as riband agate. Shipley.

ribbon borer. A boring tool consisting of a

twisted flat steel blade. Fay.
ribbon brake. A friction brake having a metal
strap which encircles a wheel or drum and
may be drawn tightly against it. Standard,
1964. A band brake. Fay.
ribbon courses. Successive courses of roofing

tiles laid to alternately greater and lesser

exposures. Dodd.
ribbon diagram. Geologic cross section drawn

in perspective and joining control points
along a sinuous course. A.G.I. Supp.

ribboned structure. It was noticed in some
parts of the ice of a glacier, an appearance
which cannot be more accurately described,

than by calling it a ribboned structure,
formed . by thin . and delicate blue and
bluish-white bands or strata, which ap. peared to traverse the ice in a vertical
direction or rather which, by their apposition, formed the entire mass of the ice.
The direction of these bands was parallel

to the length of the glacier and, of course,
being vertical, they cropped out at the-

surface, and wherever that surface was
intersected and smoothed by superficial

watercourses, their structure appeared with

the beauty and sharpness of a delicately
veined chalcedony. A.G.I.
ribbon flight screw conveyor. A screw conveyor having a ribbon flight conveyor screw.
See also screw 'conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

ribbon jasper. See riband jasper. Fay.
ribbon process. A process whereby molten

glass is delivered to a fonning unit in a
ribbon form. ASTM C162-66.

ribbon quartz. Quartz, usually from veins,

a cross section of which is divided by more
or less parallel lines of darker material so

that the quartz appears to be in narrow
bands or ribbons. Hess.

ribbon rock. Rock with varvelike layers of
alternating brown weathering dolomite,
sandy dolomite, and light weathering limestone. A.G.I. Supp. See also ribbon. Fay.
ribbons. a. Term applied to wavy or banded

structures that appear in certain slates,

notably those in Virginia and Pennsylvania.
Bull. 630, 1965, p. 882. b. Bands that follow the natural bedding and cross the
blocks of slate at various angles. They consist of minor beds differing in composition

from the main body of the slate. In some
deposits the ribbons are rich in carbonaceous matter and so are darker in color
than the slate between them. They may
weather more rapidly than the clear slate
and accordingly may not be adapted for

uses that expose them to the weather.

AIME, p. 792. c. Mica that is separated
into strips or ribbons by parallel ruling

planes. Skow.
rib boss. See pillar boss. D.O.T. 1.

rib dust. Dust found on the side walls of a
mine. The dust from the roof is generally
ineuded wth this sample. Rice, George S.
rib hole& Final holes fired in blasting around

at sides of shaft or tunnel. Also called

trimmers. Pryor, 3.
rib lines; break lines. Continuous lines along
which pillars are mined. Lewis, p. 543.
rib lining. In rod or ball mill, replaceable ribs

which project longitudinally from shell
liners so as to act as lifters for crop load
as mill rotates. Pryor, 3.

rib marks. The marks found on the surface
of broken glass; thcy are in the form of
raised arcs perpendicular to the direction

in which fracture occurred. Dodd.
rib mesh. Expanded metal stiffened at intervals with bent steel plates. Ham.
rib pillar. A rllar whose length is large Compared with its width. BuMines Bull. 587,
1960, p. 2.
rib road. Scot. A road formed along the rib
side. Fay.
ribs. a. The lines or ridges of cut gems which
distinguish the several parts of the work,
both of brilliants and roses. Hess. b. See
ripples. Skow. c. War. Grayish limestone,
Lower Lias, Binton. Compare bearer.
Arkell.

rib shot. A shot in the face next to a rib. Pay.

rib side. a. Scot. The edge of solid mineral
left by a longwall working. In longwall
working, if one face or wall is considerably

in advance of the next it is said to have
a rib side. Fay. b. N. of Eng. Exposed coal

flanking one side of a roadway. Trist. c.
Eng. See fast side.. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
rib-side gate; rib-side road. A gate -road in
longwOl conveyor mining with a rib of
'
solid coal along one side. Nelson.
rib-side pack. A pack formed by working 5 to
10 yards of coal along a rib-side of a road

rider
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and packing the waste. See also roadside
pack; skipping. Nelson.

rib-sides. The sides of a heading or roadway
driven in the solid coal. See also fast; narrow stall. Nelson.
rice. See birdseye. C.T.D.
rice coal. a. Anthracite coal of a small size;
No. 2 Buckwheat coal. See also anthracite
coal sizes. Webster 3d. b. A steam size of
anthracite. Jones.
rice grain. A decoration formed by pressing
rice or other seeds in thin, raw clay objects,

then glazing and firing. The seeds are

burnt to ashes in the kiln, leaving transparent designs. C.T.D.
rice hulls; rice husks. The waste husks from
rice consist, when calcined, of about 96.5
perceut SiOr, 2.2 percent CaO, and minor
amounts of other oxides. Because this composition is highly refractory, and because

the porosity of the calcined material is

rick. Penn. An open heap or pile in which
coal is coked. Fay.

rickardite. A deep purple copper telluride,
Cu4Te3, massive. From Vulcan and Bonanza, Colo.; Warren, Ariz.; Salvador,
Brazil. English.

ricket; ricketing. a. Mid. A narrow brattice
for ventilation. Fay. b. Mid. A channel
forrwd along the floor of a mine for drainage purposes. Fay. c. An airway along the
side of an adit or shaft. Fay.

tickle. Scot. A heap or pile as of stones or

peat, loosely thrown together. Same as rick.
Fay.

Ricolite. A trade name for a rich green

banded serpentine. From New Mexico.
English.

rid. Eng. See redd, a. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
War. Corn. A sieve; a riddle. Fay.
riddam. Eng. Water, reddish with iron; also
scum. Webster 2d.

nearly BO percent, this waste product has
been us d, particularly in Italy where rice
is an important crop, as a raw material for
the manufacture of insulating refractories.
Dodd.
rice husks. See rico hulls. Dodd.

ridding. a. N. of Eng. Separating ironstone
from coal shale. Fay. b. Clearing away
fallen stone and debris. Zern. c. Eng. The
highest 9 feet of the Great Oolite limestones at Coombe Down quarries, Bath.

rice grains. Standard, 1964.
Richards' pulsator classifier. A classifier operating in such a manner that the pulp grains

ridding racking. S. Wales. Cutting up or

rice stone. A kind of stone spotted as with
fall through a sorting column against an
upward pulsating current of water. It has
no screen. Liddell 2d, p. 392.

Richards' pulsator jig. An outcome of the
pulsator classifier, in which a pulsating

column of water is used in the jig. See also
pulsator jig. Liddell 2d, p. 388; Fay.
Richards' shallow-pocket hindered-settling
classifier. A series of pockets through
which successively weaker streams of water
are directed upward. The material that can

Arkell. d. Eng. Overburden above the freestone at Ham Hill. Arkell.

removing a crept floor. Fay.
riddle. a. A barrel-shaped, revolving perfo-

rated drum in which blank coins are

washed and dried after passing through
a bath of sulfuric acid. Standard, 1964.
b. A coarse sieve. Webster 3d. The large

pieces of ore and rock picked out by hand
are called knockings. The riddlings remain
on the riddle ; the fell goes through. Fay.
c. A sieve used to separate foundry sand

or other granular materials into various
particle-size grades or free such a material
of undesirable foreign matter. ASM Gloss.

settle does so, and is drawn off through

riddle cloth. A type of screening material
used for the separation of large ?ieces of

eral ; possibly 4FeP,Oe.Fe10F1(OH),.36H10;

from Richelle, Belgium. Dana 6d, p. 852.
richetite. A very rare, strongly, radioactive
monoclinic, black mineral; hydrous (
lead uranate; found embedded among fine
needles of uranophane. Crosby, p. 37.
rich lime. See fat lime. Bennett 2d, 196?.
Richmondian. Upper middle Cincinnatian.
A.C.I. Stipp.
richmondite. A discredited mineral term
since a number of specimens have proved

rEdlings. a. Coarse material left in a riddle
after shaking; siftings. Webster 3d. b. In
metallurgy, pieces of broken ore that do
not pass through the sieve smaller than
knockings and larger than fells. Standard,

abundance, argentian tetrahedrite, galena,
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, and perhaps stromeyerite. American Mineralogist,
v. 32, No. 11-12, November-December
1947, p. 702.
rich ore. Ore that is of relatively high grade
or value as compared with ore of low or
medium grade or value from the same general area and mined at the same time. The

shaft. It is carried up and down by, but is

Under very favorable conditions it is pos-

nal, etc., as rope rider, trip rider. Fay.
g. Eng. A guide frame for steadying a
bucket in a sinking pit Fay.' h. An ore

spigots. Leddell 2d, p. 392.
richellite. A yellow, compact or foliated min-

to be mixtures containing, in order of

terms rich and poor, as applied to ores,
are used with great frequency, although
most indefinite and often meaningless.
sible to work profitably an ore of given

value in one locality, while if found under
other less favorable conditions at another
point it Might be almost worthleis. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.
rkhterite. A brown, yellow, or rose-red Mineral of the amphibole group with perfect

particles from the smaller ones. Enam. Dict.

1964.

ride over. Ark. A squeeze that extends into
the workings beyond the pillar. It is said
to ride over the pillar. Fay.
rider. a. A steel or iron crossbeam which

slides between the guides in a sinking

not attached to, the hoppit. Its function
is to guide and steady the hoppit during its
movement up and down the shaft. Nelson.

b. A man in charge of a rope haulage

underground. Nelsen. c. A thin coal seam
above a workable seam, or a seam which

has no name. Nelson. d. The rock lying

between two lodes or beds. Fay. e. A mass
of country rock enclosed in a lode; a horse.
Fay. f. A person who rides with the trains
of cars, to handle brakes, couple cars, sig-

deposit overlying the prineipal vein. Standard, 1964. i. N. of Eng.'A ferruginous vein-

stone, or a similar mipregnation of the
walls adjaceni to the vein: PaY. j. See

brakenian. D.O.T. 1. k. Shrop. Ribs of rock

Cleavages, CasNa1(Mg,Mn)10Siu0i4(OH)..
Larsen, P. 171.

within a vein. Also called rither. Arkell.
I. Staff. A small fault Arkell. m. Eng. A

Fay.

land ind Durham: Arkell. n. Eng. Lumps

tieing. N. Staff. Lagging. See also lacing,. b.

crush fracture in a coal seam,. Northumber-

of gypsum connected up by strings of gyp-

sum in marl, Nottinghamshire. Arkell. o.
Eng. Calcite, Yorkshire lead mines. Arkell.
p. A small movable piece of platinum wire

on the beam of a chemical balance. It is

moved to make the final adjustment in
weighing. C.T.D.
rider arch. One of a series of arches which
support the checkerwork in a regenerator.
ASTM C162-66.

rider bricks. Refractory bricks, which may be

solid, perforated, or arched, used in the
base of a regenerator chamber to form a
support for the checker bricks; in a cokeoven regmerator, also known as sole-flue
port bricks or nostril blocks; in a glass tank
regenerator, also known as the rider arch,
bearer arch, or saddle arch. Dodd.

ridered. Relating to the country rock of a

vein when impregnated by the vein materials in strings. Standard, 1964. See also
rider, i. Fay.
ride-the-tow. Scot. To slip or slide down the
shaft rope. See also run-the-tow, b. Fay .
ridge. a. A relatively narrow elevation which
is prominent on account of the steep angle

at which it rises. It is thus narrower than

an extended rise, the distinction being clear

where a rise assumes in some part the

character of a ridge. A.G.I. b. A long elevation of the deep-sea floor having steeper
sides and less regular topography than a
rise. A.G.I. c. The narrow, elongated crest

of a hill or mountain; an elongated hill;

a range of hills or mountains. A.G.I. d. The

rift
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charging alternately to opposite sides. The

shaped pool of separating fluid and being
withdrawn by a rising belt. Pryor, 3.
rid up. To clean out rubbish or waste from a
mine, metallurgical plant, etc. Fay.

rifileman. In metal mining, a laborer who
scoops accumulated concentrates of gold

Ridley-Schoks bath.

used to float coal away from shale, the
latter falling to the bottom of a wedge-

rid-up runners. To clean up after a cast, as
when the scrap, slag, and iron is removed
from runners, troughs, and skimmers, and
they are freshly clayed, loamed, or sanded.
Fay.

riebeckite. A blue to black amphibole mineral

similar in composition and occurrence to
arfvedsonite, NasFee'Fee(SisOn) (OH) 1 ;
monoclinic. Dana 17; Larsen, p. 125.
Illecke's law. Synonym for Riecke's principle.
A.C.I.

Riede's principle. Mineral grains that are

under stress have higher solubilities, that
is, they dissolve in preference to unstressed grains of the same mineral. If a
given grain is not stressed homogeneously
(for example, there are point contacts),
the grain will dissolve at these points and
recrystallize at points of lower stress.

Synonym for Riecke's law. A.G.I.
riemannite. Synonym for allophane. Dana 6d,
p. 693.

Riemer formula. A formula used for calculating the thickness of tubbing:
0.43DH
130

t=

1,600

'

where t is the thickness of tubbing required
in inches, D is the internal diameter of the

area separating adjacent pairs of ambulacral pores (in the regular echinoids).
A.G.I. e. Som. A fault filled with fault

shaft in feet, and H is the head of water
in feet. Sinclair, II, p. 318.
riffle. a. From the Danish rifle, a groove or
channel. In mining, the lining of the bot-

ridge and trough. A submerged ridge and

tom of a sluice, made of blocks or slats of
wood, or stones, arranged in such a manner that clinks are left between them. The

breccia. Arkell.

trough which form approximately parallel
to beaches having an abundant supply of

sand and a gently sloping bottom. They
are formed by 'the action of plunging
breakers along relatively straight shorelines.
I. Geol., v. 48, No. 5, July-Aug., 1940, pp.
476-477.

ridged ice. Pressure ice having readily observed surface roughness in the form of a
ridge or many ridges. Hy.
ridge fault. Two sets of step faults, each set

heading in a direction away from the other.
Nelson.
ridge fillet. A runner or principal channel for
molten metal. Standard, 1964.

ridge roll. A curved piece for covering the
ridge of a roof laid with roofing tile. Fay.
ridges. See ripples. Skow.
ridge-T. Used in roof tiling to indicate a
trimming piece for use at the intersection
of two ridges. Fay.
ridge terrace. A ridge built along a contour
line of a slope to pond rainwater above it.
Nichols.

ridge tile. A special fired-clay or concrete
shape for use along the ridge of a pitched
roof. There are a number of varieties, for
example, segmental, hog's back, wind ridge,

etc. Dodd.
Ridgeway filter. A horizontal, revolving, continuous vacuum filter. The sudace is an annular ring consisting of separate trays with

vacuum and compressed air attachments.
The filtering surface is on the underside,

the trays being dipped into' the tank of

pulp to form the cake, and then lifted out
of it. Liddell 2d, A 392.
gMig. See cresting. Pay.
a. Said of mine timbering when the

sets are thrust out of line, or lean. Pay.
b. Can. Voting district. Hoffman.

whole arrangement at the bottom of the
sluice is usually called the riffles. In smaller

gold-saving machines, as the cradle, thc

slats of wood nailed across the bottom are
called riffle bars, or simply riffles. Fay. b.
A groove or indentation set in the bottom
of an inclined trough or sluice, for arrest-

ing gold contained in sands or gravels.
Standard, 1964. c. A modification of the
split shovel. Fay. d. A device used to reduce the volume or weight of a sample
consisting of a thin metal plate on which
is mounted a series of metal strips to guide

widtl varies according to the largest particle size. The volume reduction is rapid
for dry material of suitable fineness. Nelson.

from behind riffles (cleats) in sluice boxes
(gold-bearing gravel is washed with water
or shoveled into sluice boxes where free
gold particles sink and are caught behind
the riffles). D.O.T. 1.
riffles. a. Transverse bars in a cradle or sluice
to trap heavy minerals. Riffles are also fixed

on concentrating tables to catch coarse
gold, tin, or other heavy mineral. Also
called ripples, Nelson. b. Raised projections at the bottom of a mechanical shovel

(duckbill), which allow material to slide
on easily, but opposes sliding in the other
direction. Mason. c. Wooden cleats in the
bottom of placer sluice boxes; natural
riffles are bedrock irregularities that resemble riffles. Bateman. d. The raised portions of the deck of a concentrating table,
which serve to trap the heaviest particles.
B.S. 3552, 1962.
rine. rifled. a. As used by drillers, a borehole
that is following or has followed a spiral or
corkscrew course; also said of a drill core

that has spiral grooves appearing on its
outside surface. Long. b. A drill hole, in
rock, that has become three-cornered while

drilling. Fay. c. Applied to the three-

cornered section of a hole drilled by hand.

Though the bit is supposed to be turned

one-eighth after each blow, to insure a
circular hole, the majority of hand-drilled
holes are three-cornered. Stauffer.

rifie bar. A cylinder with curved splines.
Nichols.

rifled pipe. A pipe used for conveying heavy
oils. The pipe is rifled with helical grooves
which make a complete turn through 3600
in about 10 feet of length. Fay.
rifie nut. A splined nut that slides back and
forth on a rifle bar. Nichols.

rifler. York. Miners' term for a mixture of
hard and soft coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.

rifling. a. Working coal which was left behind over the waste. Nelson. b. S. Staff.
Working the upper portion of a coal seam

over waste or goal. Fay. c. The spiral
grooving in the walls of a drill hole and/or
on the surface of a drill core. Long. d. A
borehole following a spiraled course. Long.

e. Forming a spiral thread on the wall of
a drill hole, 'which makes it difficult to pull
out the bit. Nichols.
rift. a. A large strike-slip fault parallel to the
regional structure; specifically applied to
to the San Andreas rift in California.
of
ground
ore
into
two
equal
sample
A.G.I. b. The intersection of a fault plane
streams as it falls across an assembly of
with the surface. A.G.I. c. A planer propdeflecting chutes. Pryor, 3. f. A shallow
erty whereby granitic rocks split relatively
extending across the bed of a stream over
easily in a direction other than the sheetwhich the water flows swiftly so that the,
ing (parallel to the surface of the earth).
surface of the water is broken in waves;
A.G.I. d. A narrow cleft or fissure in mck.
also, any expanse of shallow bottom causA.G.L e. A shallow rocky place in a
ing broken water. Webster 3d. g. A small
stream; used in northeastern states as a
wave or succession of small wavei; a ripsynonym for riffle. A.G.1. f. The shallow
ple. Webster 3d.
edge of the surf; the ripling washup on the
riffle Mrs. Slats of wood nailed across the
beach after a wave has broken. A.G.I. g.
bottom of a cradle or other gold-washing
In speleology, a long, narrow opening
machine for the' purpose of detaining the
above or between underground channels.
gold. Fay.
h. A term used in slate quarrying
rifle blocks. Crou sections of timber set on
to describe a second direction of splitting
the floor of a sluice, with irregular spaces
less pronounced than slaty cleavage and
between., in which the gold settles. Also
usually at right angles to it. BuMines Bull.
called nffle bars. See also riffle. Fay.
630; 1965, p. 883. i. A quarryman's term
riffle box. A device designed to reduce a
for the natural joints in the quarry rock.
sample of coal or ore to half its original
The rift is the' easiest direction for splitting
size. The box contains about 12 chutes dis-

or deflect a small portion of the sample
material into a separate container. Compare Jones splitter; sample splitter. Long.
e. Sample reducing devicefull name being Clark rifflerwhich splits a batch
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or excavating the rock. See also grain.
Nelson. j. In sedimentary rocks, the horizontal plane of stratification, or the bed of
the rock. Stauffer. k. An obscure foliation,
either vertical (or nearly so) or horizontal,
along which a rock splits more readily than

in any other direction. See also grain, a.
Fay.l. See fault trace. Fay. rn. A crack, as
in the midocean ridges. MacCracken.
rifter-trimmer. One who separates blocks of
mica into sheets and trims sheets preparatory to processing. Also called full trimmer.
D.O.T. Supp.
rifting. The process of splitting hand-cobbed

mica into sheets of usable thicknesses.
Skow.

rift structure. Two faults, more or less paral-

lel, with the region between them struc-

turally depressed. Also called trough faulting; fault trough. Challinor.

rift valley. A relatively long and narrow

troughlike valley formed by the sinking of
a strip of the earth's crust between two approximately parallel and opposed normal
faults or zones of faulting. Fay. Also known
as graben and trough fault.
rift zone. A system of fractures in the earth's
crust. Often associated with extrusion of
lava. Leet.

rig, a. A derrick complete with enginehouse
and other equipment necessary for operation that is used for boring and aftermkrds
pumping an oil well; an oil derrick. Webster 3d. b. A drill machine complete w;th
auxiliary and accessory equipment needed
to drill boreholes. Long. c. To assemble
and set up a tripod, derrick, and/or drili
machine and put it in order for use. Also
called rig up; set up. Long. d. A general
term denoting any machine. More specifically, the front or attachment of a revolving shovel. Nichols.

rigaree trail. The appilcation of threads of
glass to a vessel, and the tooling of them
to form close parallel ribs with the edge
of a small metal wheel. Nagger.
rig builder. In petroleum production, one of

a crew of men who erect the steel or
wooden structure used to support the tools,

cable, and machinery, for drilling oil or
gas wells. Also called derrick builder.
D.O.T. 1.

Rigden's apparatus. An air-permeability apparatus for the determination of the
specific surface of a powder; air is forced
through a bed of the powder by the pressure of oil displaced from equilibrium in a
U-tube. Dodd.

rigged. Drill machine and equipment in place

at a drill site and ready to start drilling.
Long.

rigger. One who, with special equipment and

tackle, moves and transports heavy machinery, etc. Crispin.

rigging. a. Process of setting up a drill and
its auxiliary equipment preparatory to
drilling. Long. b. The cables or ropes anchoring a drill derrick, mast, or tripod.

See also guys. Long. c. Sometimes used as

a term for derrick, mast, or tripod complete with anchor, stay ropes, and cables.
Long. d. Can. Bidding up the price of a
stock to create illusion of favorable property results. See also jiggle. Hoffman. e.

The equipment or gear such as

hoists,

tackle, winches, chains, or rope used by
riggers in their work. Bureau of Mines
Staff. f. The engineering design, layout,
and fabrication of pattern equipment for
producing castings; including a study of
the casting solidification program, fedding

and gating, risering, skimmers, and fitting
flasks. ASM Gloss.

rigging bar. A long, extension-type jack bar
or drill column for use underground, on
which a drilling machine can be mounted.
Long.
rigging-up. See rigging.

right-angled block. In quarrying, a block of
stone bounded by three pairs of parallel
faces, all adjacent faces meeting at right
angles. Fay.
right ascension. Arc of equator intercepted
between celestial meridian which passes

through the first point of Aries and the

declination circle which passes through the
hody concerned. It is measured from west

to east, in hours, minutes and seconds of
sidereal time. Abbreviation is R.A. Pryor,
3.

right bank. That bank of a stream which is
on the right when one looks in the direction in which the current flows. Seely, 2.
right hand. Drill rods or threaded fittings

having right-handed threads. See also
right-handed threads. Long.
right-hand cutting tool. A cutter, all of
whose flutes twist away in a clockwise direction when viewed from either end. ASM
Gloss.

right-handed threads. Threaded parts that
can be co.upled only by turning the upper
piece in a clockwise direction. Long.
right-hand feed screw. A diamond-drill feed
screw that rotates in a clockwise direction.
Long.

right-hand lay. Rope or strand construction
in which wires or strand are laid in a
helix having a right-hand pitch. See also
lay. Ham.
right hand nde. See Fleming's rule.
right lang lay. Wire or fiber rope or cable in
which the individual wires or fibers forming a strand and the strands themselves
are both twisted to the right. Also called
right long lay. Long.

right lay. Wire or fiber rope or cable in

which the strands formed from a group of
individual wires or fibers are twisted to the
right. Long.

right line. A straight line; the shortest dis-

tance between two points. Chrispin.
right long lay. See right lang lay. Long.
right-of-way. A grant by Act of Congress, to

convey water over or across the public

domain, for mining purposes. Fay.
right regular lay. Wire or fiber rope or cable
in which the wires or fibers in the strand

arc twisted to the left and the strands to
the right. Also called regular-lay right lay.
Long.

right running. N. of Eng. a. Applied to a
vein carrying ore in beds often unproductive. Fay. b. Rake veins extending approximately east and west. Fay.

right-running lode. A lode parallel to the

axis of elevation of the district. Standard,
1964.

right twist. Corresponds to left lay, or to a
left-hand screw thread. H&G, p. 130.
rigid arch. A continuous arch which is fully
fixed throughout. Ham.
rigid coupling. A rod-to-feed-screw sub or

rod-to-drive-rod sub by means of which the

drill rods are coupled directly to the feed
screw or drive rod of the diamond-drill
swivel .head, and the chuck is discarded
or eliminated. Also called screw-to-rod
adapter. Long.
rigid double tube. Synonym for rigid-type
double-tube core barrel. Long.
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rigid ducts. See ventilation ducts. Roberts, I,
p. 225.
rigid foam. Formed by mixing isocyanate and
a polyether polyol containing a halogenated
hydrocarbon agent. Mixing releases heat,
causing the foam to expand as much as 30

times the original volume 'of the liquid.

The foam, which becomes cellular and rigid

within minutes, is heat resistant and es-

sentially impervious to air and water, and
has substantial binding strength. Its characteristics suggest possible uses in mining
for insulation, stoppings to control ventila-

tion, and seals to control water and to
consolidate broken ground. Encyclopaedia

Britannica. Britannica Book of the Year,
1964. P. 570.

rigid frame. A framed structure having columns and beams rigidly connected; there
are no hinged joints in this type of structure. Ham.
rigid guides. See fixed guides; winding
guides.

rigid hammer crusher. A machine in which
size reduction is effected by elements
rigidly fixed to a rotating horizontal shaft

mounted in a surrounding casing. B.S.
3552, 1962.

rigidity. The property possessed by solid
bodies whereby they offer an elastic re-

sistance to deformation. See also elasticity
of form. Holmes, 1928.
rigidity modulus. The number that expresses
a material's rigidity; for example, the number of pounds per square inch necessary to
cause a specified change of shape. Leet.
rigid pavement. A road, taxitrack, or hardstanding constructed of concrete slabs. See
also flexible pavement. Ham.
rigid. side framed intermediate section. An
intermediate section consisting of interchangeable increments in which the carrying idlers are supported by rigid side members. NEMA MB1-1961.
rigid side-framed intermediate-section in-

crement. The basic interchangeable unit
of the intermediate section. Normally the

the length of this increment is 3'to 16 feet,
inclusive. NEMA MB1-1961.
rigid solution. Ap,-slied to rock glass to connote its physical state, in contradistinction

to a solid solution which implies a crystalline condition. Holmes, 1928.
rigid-type carrying Idler. Consists of three
cylindrical rolls mounted in a fixed relation

to one another so as to form a troughed

shape. The individual rolls may be in line

or the center roll may be offset. NEMA
MB1-1961.

rigid-type core barrel. Rigid-type double-tube
core barrel. Long.
rigid-type double-tube core barrel. A double-

tube core barrel in which both the outer
and inner tubes arc rigidly connected to a
single headpiece. Long.
rigid urethane foam. Sea rigid foam.
rig time. a. The hours, days, etc. a drill rig
is actually in use in actual drilling and
other related borehole-drilling operations.

Long. b. Time devoted to the operator's
rather than the drilling contractor's in-

terest. Wheeler.
rig up. Synonyr, for rig. See also rig, c. Long.

rig-up time. The time required to set up and

make a drill rig ready for use at the site
where a borehole is to be drilled. Also
called setup time; rigging time. Long.
( Ta,Nb)10.
rinceboerite. A mineral,
(H,0),. Fleischer.
dill!. Shrop. Shivery sandstone. Arkell.

dn. a. The coarse ore at the periphery of a

ring riser
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pile. Fay. b. To so mine ore that it runs
down a slope to a chute or loading level.
Ore is said to be rilled to a chute when it

is rolled down a slope left in mining. Hess.
c. A very small brook; a streamlet. Web-

ster 3d.

rill-cast. Probably the same as furrow flute
cast. See also furrow flute cast. Pettijohn.
stoping. See rill stoning, b. Fay.

rill-cut vertical stopes. See rill stoping, b.
Fay.

rill mark. Dendritic, bifurcating-upstream,
rivulet commonly found on subaerial portion of beaches, sand bars, and sand flats
formed by flow of thin sheet of water. Some

rill marks show a distributary pattern of
down-current bifurcation. Pettijohn.

rill stope. Overhand stone so shaped that
miners can stand on the ore they have

severed, and work horizontally along the
side walls of unbroken ore which confine
the excavation. The stone is carried as an
inverted stepped pyramid, its apex ending
in a winze which leads to the tramming
level, down to which ore gravitates or is
moved. Pryor, 3.
dll sloping. a. A mcthod of stoping, such as
overhand, inclined, or pyramidal, in which
the miners can rise on the pyramidal heap
of broken ore. Excavation proceeds from
below upwards. Nelson. b. Stoping in
which the ore is cut back from the winzes
in such a way that an inverted pyramidshaped room is created, with its apex in a
winze and its base at the level. Sometimes
called pyramidal stoping; inclined cut and
filling ; rill-cut vertical stones; overhand
stoping in inclined floors; rill-cut stoping.
Fay. c. Cut-and-fill stoning in which slices
are inclined to the horizontal. The slope
of the slices is preferably such that both

ore and waste will

slide

to the stope;

otherwise these materials must be moved
by scrapers or by shoveling. Lewis, p. 470.

rim. U.S. a. A cliff formed by a resistant
sandstone. Hence, rimmedcaught in a
place from which it is difficult to escape on
account of cliffs or rims; also, rimrockera
prospector for carnotite deposits, and rim-

rockingprospecting for carnotite. Hess.
b. A narrow zone of minerals generally
arranged radially around a crystal. A.G.I.
SuPP. c. The canyon wall. Ballard.

rim flying. A reconnaissance method in which

the plane follows an outcrop along steep

canyon walls, keeping where possible within

built-up of calcite precipitated from slowly
overflowing water. Schieferdecker.

rim texture. A texture in ores where the
metasome forms a narrow rim around
grains (.4 the host mineral. A.G.1.

rim walking. Prospecting the canyon rim with

a Geiger counter. Ballard.

rincon. Sp. Recess in a mountain or cliff
such as would be formed by a river bend.
Sinkankas.

rine pan. A pan in which salt water is evapo-

rated to obtain salt. Fay.
ring. a. A complete circle of tubbing plates
around a circular shaft. Fay. b. Troughs

placed in shafts to catch the falling water,
and so arranged as to convey it to a certain
point. Fay. c. Newc. A gutter cut around

a shaft to catch and conduct away the

water. Fay. d. S. Staff. A circular piece of
wrought iron, about 8 inches.deep, placed
on the top of a skip of coal to increase its
capacity. Fay. e; See wedging crib. Pryor,

3. f. A refractory ring that floats on the
molten glass in a pot to keep any scum
from the gathering area within the ring.
Compare floater, d. Dodd. g. The part of
the mold that forms the rim of pressed

glassware. Dodd. h. An arch of zefractory
bricks forming part of a furnace roof and
unbonded with the adjacent arches. Dodd.
i. A saggar without a bottom. Sometimes
called a ringer. See also saggar. Dodd. j.
The sound produced when two bricks are
struck together or when one brick is
tapped with a hard object. A.R.I.
ring agate. Agate with concentric rings but
with less distinct color contrasts than eye
agate. ShiPley.

ring and ball test. A method for determining
the softening point of bituminous materials. Institute of Petroleum, 1961.
ring and circle shear. A cutting or shearing
machine with two rotary-disk cutters driven

in unison and equipped with a circle at-

tachment for cutting inside circles or rings
from sheet metal, where it is impossible to
start the cut at the edge of the sheet. Onc
cutter shaft is inclined to the other to provide cutting clearance so that the off-fall
(or outside) section remains flat and
usable. See also circle shear. ASM Gloss.

ring arch. One composed of a series

of

straight, unbonded, rows, one brick wide.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
ring bit. Obsolete synonym for core bit. Long.
ring block. A fireclay shape used as the vent

hole for exhaust gases in the top of the
50 feet of the face of the cliff. This type
dome of a bee-hive coke oven. Bureau of
of prospecting has been successful in disMines Staff.
covering new deposits in the Colorado
ring MIL a. An old name for bituminous
Plateau region. Dobrin P. 392.
coal. Tomkeieff, 1954. b. Bituminous coal
rimmed steel. A low-carbon steel containing
as opposed to stone coal or anthracite.
sufficient iron oxide to give a continuous
Arkell..
evolution of carbon monoxide while the
ingot is solidifying, resulting in a case or ring complex. See ring dike. C.T.D.
rim of metal virtually free of voids. Sheet ring crib. Eng. A wedging crib upon which
tubbing is placed, having a gutter or ring
and strip products made from the ingot
cast round the inner edge, to collect any
have very good iurface quality. ASM Gloss.
water that may run down the walls of the
rimming steel; rimmed steel. Steel that has

not been

completely deoxidized before
casting. Gas is evolved during solidification

and bubbles-are entraped. Ingots contain
blowholes but no pipe. Compare killed
steel. C.T.D.

rimrock. The bedrock rising to form the

boundary of a placer or gravel deposit. Fay.

rimstotte. Suggested by Davis to designate

calcareous deposits formed around the rims
of overflowing basins. A.G.I.

rimstone bar. The rim of a rimstone pool.
Schieferdeeker.

rimstone pool. A basin formed within a rim

shaft. Fay.

ring crusher. a. A type of hammer mill with
a high-speed horizontal shaft upon which
a series of steel rings are swung. ACSG,
1963. b. Impact mill, beater mill, or hammer mill, in which the beaten are loosely
swinging rings. Pryor, 3. c. See hammermill, c. Mitchell, p. 198..
ring-cut, Some six holes in a ring around one
central hole used to carry cavity forward.
Pryor, 3, P. 49.

many miles long, hundreds or thousands
of feet thick; radius of arc is generally from
one to 10 miles; although some ring dikes

may form a nearly complete circle or

ellipse, more commonly, they encompass
one-fourth to three-fourths of the circle or
ellipse. A.G.I.
ring drilling. Synonym for radical drilling.
Compare horadiam. Long.

ringed nut. A diamond bit in the face of
which has been gouged a circular groove
deeper than, and at least as wide as, the
diameter of one row of the inset diamonds.
Long.

ringed roof. A furnace roof consisting of

arches of bricks unbonded with adjacent

arches. ComPare bonded roof. Dodd.
Ringelmann chart. A chart divided into five
(nos. 0-4) shades of darkness as a means
of designating the blackness of smoke
emitted from industrial chimneys. The

charts have been standardized and are
used in the ceramic industry in compliance

with the Clean Air Act of 1955 in which

dark smoke is defined as equal to, or denser

than, shade 2 on the Ringelmann chart.
Dodd.
ringer. a. Derb. A hammer for driving
wedges. Fay. b. A crowbar. Fay.
ringer-and-chain. Mid. See dog-and-chain, a.
Fay.

ring fault. A steep ring-shaped fault, complete or incomplete. Challinor.
ring gage. a. Synonym for gage ring. Long.
b. Synonym for setting ring. Long.

ringhole. An opening in a tank through
which glass is gathered. ASTM C-162-66.

ring holes. The group of boreholes radially
drilled from a common-center setup. See
also horadiam; radial drilling. Long.
ring-induction rfiethod. An inductive method
in which the primary coil and the measuring coil are concentric. Schieferdecker.
ringing. The audible or ultrasonic tone produced in a mechanical part by shock, and
having the natural frequency or frequences

of the part. The quality, amplitude, or

decay rate of the tone may sometimes be
used to indicate quality or soundness. ASM
Gloss.

ringite. A hybrid igneous rock formed by
the mixture of silicate and carbonatite
magmas. A.G.I. Supp.

ring kiln; sod kiln. A limekiln made by digging a conical pit, filling it with alternate
layers of limestone and fuel, and covering
the top with sods. Standard, 1964.
ring lifter. Synonym for core lifter. Long.
ring-lifter case. Synonym for lifter case. Long.

ring main. Closed loop of piping, including
provision for entry of material, circulation
boost and controlled withdrawal points;
used for circulating solids such as pulver-

ized fuel, or fluids such as lime slurry, con-

tinuously without settlement or chokeup.
Pryor, 3.

ring-madi. Ringlike ridges commonly appearing in a line, the higher side is upcurrent.
Incomplete rings, forming semicircles with
concavities downcurrent are common. Con-

sidered a species of saltation mark produced by fish vertebrae. Pettijohn.
ring mold. See neck mold. Dodd.
ring ore. Fragments of gangue covered with
regular deposits of other minerals. See also
sphere ore. Fay.

ring pit. A circular pit in which a large
wheel is revolved for tempering clay. Fay.

ring dike. An arcuate, rarely circular dike , ring riser. A riser block with openings matching those in the press bed. ASM Gloss.
with steep dip. Larger ring dikes may be

.
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ring-roll crusher
ring-roll crusher. A type of crusher in which
high-speed rolls act on the inside circum-

ference of a vertical cylinder to powder
raw material like clay. Enam. Diet.
ring-roll grizzly. A sturdily built grizzly for
handling large pieces of ore. This type
transports its material across a series of
grooved rollers moved mechanically or
alternatively by the sliding ore. Undersize
falls through the grooves. Pryor, 3, p. 197.
ring-roll press. A press consisting of rolls of
unequal diameter, revolving one within the

other and in the same direction. B.S.
3552, 1962.

ring-roll process. A method for the production of blanks for plate glass manufacture.
Molten glass passes between a heated ringroll casting table, of large diameter, and a
smaller forming roll. Dodd.

Ringrose firedamp alarm. An alarm that
gives warning automatically of the presence of methane. Cooper, pp. 220-223.

Ringrose methane recorder. A recorder which

gives a continuous record in the range of
0 to 3 percent. Roberts, I, p. 84.
Ringrose pocket methanometer. A small instrument that is capable of estimating

methane in the range of 0 to 2 percent.
Roberts, I, p. 84.
ring section. Narrow peripheral section cut
from a glass article for optical examination.
ASTM C162-66.
ring-shaped occurances. In some areas altered

rock has been found as a halo over an ore
body and thus serves as a geologic "target"
for guiding prospecting operations. The
ratio between the size of the ring and the
ore body must not be too large for practical purposes. Such target rings are not
always obvious and will only be recognized

after much painstaking work and study.
Lewis, p. 286-287.

ring size. Particle size where the piece of
ore is too large for screening. It refers to

the diameter of the gage or ring which can
be slipped over it. Pryor, 4.
ring-small. Designating stones, as for roadmaking, broken small enough to pass
through a ring of specified diameter. Ringsmall stones. Webster 2d.
ring stone. a. A voussoir showing on the face

of the wall. Webster 3d. b. Eng. Large

oolitic grains in very hard crystalline matrix above the slates at Collyweston.
Aden.
ring stress. The zone of stress, higher than
that pre-existing in the rock, which surrounds all development excavations, is
called the ring stress. Spalding.
ring-stress bursts.

In

stopping,

ripper
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the

ring

stresses around a level, rise, or winze are

so increased by the influence of an ap-

proaching stope face that at some point on
the periphery the rock fails. The stress ring
is broken and the rock of sides, hack, and
bottom released thereby expands suddenly
and violently into the excavation, causing
a rock burst. This rock burst is identical in
type with those occurring in development.

It is usually extremely local in effect,
though a heavy earth tremor is caused.

Spalding, p. 68.
ring structures. See sorosilicates. A.G.1.
ring tension. That tension which develops in
the wall Of a circular tank containing liq-

uid or solid material. See also hooping.
Ham.

ring test. a. In the glaze fit test, the test

pieces are hollow cylindrical rings 2 inches

in diameter glazed on the outside only
with the glaze to be tested. The glazed

ring is fired and two grooves or holes are
then cut in one edge of the ring, approximately 1/4 inch apart and large enough to
hold glass capillary tubes 1,4 inch long and
%2 inch in diameter; these capillaries pro-

vide sharp reference marks, the distance
between which is measured with a micrometer microscope. The ring is then cut open

with a diamond saw and the distance between the reference marks is again measured. Similar measurements are made on
unglazed rings so that the true expansion
or contraction caused by partially releasing the stress between glaze and body can
be determined. If the glaze is in tension,
the ring will expand when cut open; if in
compression, it will contract. Dodd. b. In
the thermal shock test, a stack of ceramic
rings, each 2 inches in outside diameter
and 1 inch in inside diameter and Y2 inch
long, are heated from the inside by a heating element and cooled from the outside by
a calorimetric chamber. Both thermal conductivity and thermal-shock resistance can

be evaluated. Compare brittle-ring test.

Dodd. c. The practice of tapping a (grinding) wheel while freely "suspended from

the arbor hold, or free standing to the

periphery, to determine whether the wheel
is cracked. ACSG, 1963.
ring-type reaming shell. A reaming shell the

inset reaming diamonds of which are set

into a cast- or powder-metal band en-

circling the outside surface of the shell.

Long.
ring-type wedge. A deflecting wedge having
a short metal sleeve attached to the upper-

most end. The outside diameter of the

sleeve is the same as that of the lower, fullcircle part of the wedge. Long.
ring wall. The inner firebrick wall of a blast
furnace. Standard, 1964.
rinkite. A very rare, weakly radioactive,
monoclinic, yellow-brown to straw-yellow
complex silicate of Na,Ga,Ce, and Ti with
small amounts of Th; formulas have been
given as Na20.3Ca0.(Ti,Zr)
35iO3.

(RE),(F,OH)s, and as 20Ca0.6(RE)s0a.

6TiO,. 2 OSiOa.11-12NaF ;

found in

alka-

lisyenite with arfvedsonite, aegirite, eudialyte, lithia mica, and steenstrupine;
from Kangerdluarsuk, Greenland, and the

Khibine (Kola) Peninsula, U.S.S.R. Related to rinkolite; lovchorrite. Crosby, p.
78. M. Fleischer states that the name can

be dropped in favor of mosandrite. American Mineralogist, V. 43, No. 7-8, JulyAugust 1958, pp. 795-796.
Millman scale. A Swedish standard scale for
the estimation of slag inclusions in iron and
steel. This scale consists of a series of micrographs, designed to show different typical fields of view and arranged in groups
according to the form and distribution of
the inclusions and numbered according to
their. quantity. In the practical application,
the appearance of the specimen under the

microscope is compared with the micrographs in the scale. Osborne.
rinnelte. A colorless, rose, violet, or yellow
anhydrous chloride of ferrous iron, potas-

sium, and sodium, FeC 1 a.3KC 1 .NaC 1.
Coarse, granular .masses. Rhombohedral.
From the salt deposits of Harz Mountains,
Germany: English.

rinsability. The relative ease of removing a

substance from a metal surface with a
liquid such as water. ASM Gloss.

rinse tank. A tank of flowing water into
which the basket of ware is immersed dur-

ing the cleaning and pickling operations.
Enam. Dict.
rinsing. In the ion-exchange (IX) cycle,
applied to pregnant leach liquors, the displacement wash used after the absorption
cycle, which moves pregnant liquor still in
the column onto the next absorption col-

umn in the series. Term also applied to
water rinse used after elution cycle, and
before acid rinse. Pryor, 3.
rinsing waters; spray water. Water used to
remove fine particles from larger sizes. B.S.
3552, 1962.

rio. Sp. A river or stream. Fay.
rionite. A bismuthiferous variety of tennantite; contains 13 percent bismuth. Weed,
1918.

Rio finto process. Heap leaching of curiferous sulfides after their slow oxidation to
sulfates on prolonged atmospheric weathering. Pryor, 3.

rip. a. To bring down rock in a roadway to

increase headroom. See also dint. Fraenkel.

b. Mid. To cut or blast down the roof or
top; also, to take up the floor or bottom.
Fay. c. See brush. Mason. d. Turbulent

water produced by conflicting tides or currents; generally, a vertical oscillation. See
also overfalls. Hy.
riparian. Of, pertaining to, situated, or

dwelling on the bank of a river or other
body of water. ASTM STP No. 148-D. A
riparian owner is one who owns the banks;
a riparian right is the right to control and

use water by virtue of the ownership of
the bank or banks. Seelye, I.
riparian rights. The rights of a person owning land containing or bordering on a
watercourse or other body of water in or to
its banks, bed, or waters. At the common
law a person owning land bordering a non-

navigable stream owns the bed of the

stream and may make reasonable use of its

waters. Webster 2d. b. Rights of a landowner to water on or bordering his property, including right to prevent diversion or

misue of upstream water. Nichols.

ripbit; jackbit. A detachable cutting bit,

screwed or driven onto shank of drill steel
used

in preparing ground for blasting.

Pryor, 3. See also detachable bit.
rip current. A strung surface current of short
duration flowing seaward from the shore.

It usually appears as a visible band of

agitated water and is the return movement
of water piled up on the shore by incoming waves and wind. Schieferdecker.

ripe peat. Moor peat in the advanced state
of decomposition. In its ripest form it is
dopplerite. Stutzer and Noe, 1940, p. 91.
ripidolite. A mineral of the chlorite group.
Monoclinic. It is essentially a hydrated sili-

cate of magnesium and aluminum with
ferrous iron. See also clinochlore; prochlorite. C.T.D.

rippability. A measure of the ease or difficulty with which a rock or earth material
can be broken by tractor-drawn rippers or

rigid steel tines into pieces that can be

economically moved by other equipment,
usually scrapers. Bureau of Mines Staff.
ripper. a. Coal miner who breaks down roof
of gate road to increase headroom. Also
known as brusher; stoneman; repairer.

Pryor, 3. b. An experienced miner who
breaks down the roof at the ripping lip,
or where the roof has sagged on a roadway due to subsidence. He is often paid on
yardage of ripping performed. Nelson. c.
A tool for remoVing slates, or edging them.

Standard, 1964. d. See brusher. D.O.T.1.
e. An accessory that is either mounted or
towed at the rear of a tractor and generally

used in place of blasting as a means of

loosening compacted soils and soft rocks
for scraper loading. The ripper has long,
angled teeth that are forced into the
ground surface, ripping the earth loose to
a depth of 2 feet or more. Carson, p. 75.
f. A rooter. Nichols,,2.
ripper step bit. Synonym for step-face bit.
Long.
ripping. a. A machine for cutting stone into
slabs by apssing it on a bed under a gang

of saws. Standard, 1964. b. The act of
breaking, with a tractor-drawn ripper or
long-angled steel tooth, compacted soils or

rock into pieces small enough to be economically excavated or moved by other
equipment as a scraper or dozer. Bureau
of Mines Stafl. c. The breaking down of
the roof in mine roadways to increase the
headroom for haulage, traffic, and ventilation. See also brushing, d; second rippings.
Nelson. d. Eng. See canch, b. SMRB, Pa Per

No. 61.
sipping bed. A machine for cutting stone into
slabs by passing it on a bed under a gang
of saws. Standard, 1964.
ripping blasting. Where coal seams are worked

by the longwall method it is necessary to

maintain roadways leading to the face.
These roadways should be of sufficient

height to permit the easy passage of men
and maetrials, and this invariably means
that some of the stone above the coal must
be remcved. This operation is known as
ripping, and, unless the roof strata are very
soft, blasting will be required. The main
considerations in ripping blasting are to
keep the sides of the roadway square, and
to obtain good fragmentation of the stone
so that it can be removed easily. Therefore
special care must be taken in the placing

of the shot holes. However, the use 'of

efficient breaking-off bars and props will
greatly assist in squaring-up the sides of
the roadway and the ripping lip. McAdam

H, p. 114.

ripping face support. A timber, or timber and

steel structure, to provide support at the
ripping lip. There are various types; one
consists of bent corrugated steel bars behind which wooden planks are wedged;
another consists of adjustable stretchers
which are fitted across the roadway. See

also horsehead; S.M.R.E. Bar. Nelson.
ripping lip. a. The edge of the rippings at the
face of a roadway. When enlarging a road-

way, the ripping lip is the end of the
enlarged section and where work is pro-

ceeding. See also forepoling girders. Nelson.

b. The edge of the nether roof at a gate
end at the point up to which the ripping
has been taken. T.1.M.E.

ripping scaffold. A staging or platform
erected over the moving conveyor at a ripping lip of a gate road, on which the men
can stand and work. This implies that the
coalface"and conveyor loading point are
some distance ahead. Nelson.

rip plates. A means of repairing damaged
belting. They consist of two short plates,
with teeth on one side to grip the belting,

which are fastened on both sides of the

belting across .the rip.or worn place. Short
bolts and nuts serve to compress and hold
the plates tightly against the belting. Jones.
ripple. a. A groove or bar across sluices for
washing gold. See also riffle, a. Fay. b. In

dry process enameling, a surface defect

rising
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characterized by pronounced waviness, uni-

form over a considerable area. ASTM
C286-65.

ripple bedding. Bedding surface characterized

by ripple marks. Pettijohn.

ripple board. An inclined trough having

grooves or strips across its bottom to catch
fine gold. A riffle. Fay.
ripple cross-lamination. Cross-lamination of

small thickness, usually less than 2 centimeter, formed by migrating ripple mark.

lower to an upper level. In deep-lead min-

ing, the rise is usually divided into two
compartments, namely, a manway and a
gravel chute. The gravel from the working

faces in the deep lead is taken by cars to
the top of rise and dumped into the chute.
The loading of cars in the main reef drive
at the bottom of the rise is controlled by
a sliding door actuated by a lever. Engineering and Mining J., v. 139, No. 4, April
1938, p. 55. The completed excavation is

water surface. Standard, 1964. See also

also called a raise, upraise, or riser. See
also raise. Fay. b. The inclination of the
strata, when looking uphill. To the rise is
directly uphill in an inclined coal seam.
Fay. c. To dig upward, as from one level

ripple mark. Fay.
ripple index. The ratio of wavelength to amplitude of a ripple mark. A.G.I.

upward. Standard, 1964. e. Upward in-

beds of sandstone and mudstone, produced

f. An ascending gallery at the end of a

Pettijohn.

rippled. See dragged. Dodd.
ripple drift. Current bedding; or marks made
on the bed of a stream from ripples on the

ripple mark. a. The wavy surface of some

by gentle movements in shallow water

when these rocks were in a soft condition.

Fay. b. Periodic undulations of primary
origin at interface between a fluid and

granular material; usually on a small scale;

many varieties. See also sand waves, c.
Peuijohn.

ripple-mark index. The ratio of wavelength
(horizontal distance from crest to crest, or
from trough to trough) to twice the ampli-

tude (vertical distance from trough to

crest). For ripple marks due to water currents, the ratio varies from 3:6, whereas

for those due to air currents (wind) the

ratio varies from 20:30. The index, therefore, provides a criterion of the origin of
the ripple mark. Holmes, 1928.

ripple marks of oscillation. Ripple marks

formed by oscillating movement of water
such as may be found along a sea coast
outside the surf zone. They are symmetrical, with sharp or slightly rounded ridges
separated by more gently rounded troughs.
Lett.

ripples. a. Small waves on the surface of a
liquid for which the controlling force is

not gravity, as for large waves, but surface
tension. The velocity of ripples diminishes
with increasing wavelength, to a minimum

value which for water is 23 centimeters
per second for a wavelength of 1.7 centimeters. C.T.D. b. See riffles, a. Nelson.

ripple scour. A shallow, linear trough with
transverse ripple mark. Pettijohn.
ripple surface. See shot-sawed surface.
AIME, p. 330.
ripple voltage. The alternating component of
a substantially unidirectional voltage. Coal
Age, 1.

rippling. See ripple mark. Fay.
riprap. a, A foundation or sustaining wall of
stones thrown together without order.
Webster 3d. b. Consists of heavy, irregular
rock chunks used chiefly for river and harbor work, such as spillways at dams, shore
protection, docks, and other similar construction

that must resist the force of

waves, tides, or strong currents. It is also
used to fill in roadways and on embankments. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 886.

ripsawyer. In the stonework industry, one
who operates a long-bladed, diamondtoothed ripsaw to cut large, rough blocks
of building stone, such as marble, limestone, and sirodstone, into smaller blocks
preparatory to milling. Also called draw
sawyer or ripsaw operator. D.O.T. 1.
rip tide. See rip current.

rise. a. A vertical or inclined shaft from a

to that next above; opposite of sink. Standard, 1964. d. A shaft excavated from below
clination of a coal stratum. Standard, 1964.

level. Gordon. g. Cornish for raise. A development or drivage excavated upwards
from a level drive or crosscut. Nelson. h. A

road inclined uphill. Mason. i. A long,

broad elevation in the sea floor with gently
sloping sides. Hy. j. The vertical distance
between a plane connecting the spring lines
and the highest point of the under surface
of an arch. A.R.I.
rise and fall. A system of reduction of levels

by working out the rise or fall of staff

readings from each level point to the one
following it. See also collimation method.
Ham.
rise doors. Scot. The entrance from a shaft
into upper workings. Fay.

rise face. A face advancing towards the rise
of the seam. Briggs, p. 23.

rise beading. A heading driven to the rise in
a long-way workings. See also heading, e.
Fay.

rise level. Scot. The upper of two parallel
level roads. Fay.
rise of archers. The vertical distance between
the level of the spring lines and the highest point of the under surface of an arch.
HW.
rise of tide. In oceanography, the vertical distance of high-water level, at a given place,
above a fixed datum (usually low water of
ordinary spring tides at the place). C.T.D.

riser. a. A shaft excavated from below upward. Fay. See also raise; rise. b. No. of
Eng. An upthrow fault. Fay. c. A passage
or channel from the interior of a mold,
in which the molten metal rises and by its
pressure keeps the mold full as the metal
in the latter contracts. Standard, 1964. d.
In mining, a rising main. See also column
pipe. Fay.
riser brick; end runner. A runner brick with
a hole near one end of its upper face and
(generally) a short tubular projection from
this hole to lead molten steel into the bot-

tom of an ingot mold. See also runner
brick. Dodd.

rise split. Eng. The proportion of the ventilating current sent into the rise workings
of a mine. Fay.

rise tsp. Som. A sudden rise in the dip of a
coal seam. Arlan.
rise workings. Eng. Underground workings

carried on the rise or high side of the

shafts. Fay.

rising. a. An excavation carried from below

upward; a rise or riser. Standard, 1964.
b. Eng. The horizontal division of the
stratum, from which the blocks of stone
are lifted; Portland quarries. Arkell. c. The

rising
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boiling in the mold of molten steel after
teeming. Standard, 1964. d. The honeycombing of a steel casting caused by such

river mining. Mining or excavating beds of

unheaded end being upset after the rivet
is in place. ASM Gloss.
rivet snap. A punch having a recess in its
head shaped to the form of the rivet. See

boiling. Standard, 1964.
rising column. See thing main, a.
rising current. The direction in which a drill
circulation fluid is flowing after it has

passed the bit and continues toward the

collar of a borehole. Long.
rising-head test. A soil permeability test in
which the level of water in a borehole is

reduced and then the rate at which the

water recovers is observed. Institution of
Mining and Metallurgy. Symposium on
Opencast Mining, Quarrying, and Alluvial
Mining. London, 16-19 November, 1964.
Paper 17, p. 5.
rising main; delivery column. a. The length
of steel piping which conveys the water
from a pump to thc surface or to a higher
pump in the shaft. The term rising main
is obsolete, delivery column being preferred.

Nelson. b. See column pipe. Fay.
rising shaft. Excavating a shaft upwards from
mine workings. See also rise; staple shaft.
Nelson.

rising tide. Synonym for flood tide. Schieferdecker.
Riss. Third Pleistocene
Supp.

glaciation. A.G.I.

rither. Eng. '1 he matrix in which an ore
occurs. See also rider, i and k. Fay.
rittingerite. Synonym for xanthoconite. Dana
6d, p. 136.
Munger ratio. The
ratio used in some
series of sieves, for example, Tyler sieves.
Dodd.

Rittinger's law. The energy required for reduction in particle size of a solid is directly
proportional to the increase in surface
area. See also Kick's law. CCD 6d. 1961.
'Mager table. A side-bump table with plane

surface, actuated by a cam, spring, and
bumping post. Liddell 2d, p. 388.

rivelaine. A pick with one or two points,

formed of flat iron, used to undercut coal
by scraping instead of striking. Fay.

river. A stream of water bearing the waste
of the land from higher to lower ground,
and as a rule to the sea. A trunk stream
and all the branches that join it constitute
a river system. Stream is a general term,
with little relation to size. Rill, rivulet,

brook, and creek apply to streams of small
or moderate size. River is generally applied
to a trunk stream or to the larger branches
of a river system. A.G.I.
river agate. Pebble of mocha stone or moss
agate from a stream bed. Shipley.
river-bar placers. a. Gravel flats and terraces
laid down by rivers when flowing at higher

levels than at present. The deposits are
sometimes gold or tin-bearing. See also
bench placer. Nelson. b. A term used in
Alaska for placers on gravel fbts in or

adjacent to the beds of large streams. Fay.

river bars. Ridges or mounds of boulders,
gravel, sand, and mud found along or in
stream channels at places where decrease
in velocity causes deposition of sediment.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
river brick. Low grade, wire-cut fire-brick,

made along the Ohio River. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
river CiaillI. A claim that includes the bed of
a river. Fay.
river drift. The gravel deposits accumulated
by a river in its torrential stages. Fay.
river marble. See landscape marble. Fay.
,

existing rivers after deflecting their course,
or by dredging without changing the flow
of water. Fay.
river pebble. Applied in Florida to a certain
class of phosphatic pebbles, or concretions,
found in rivers as distinguished from land
pebble phosphate. Fay.

river piracy. The diverting of the waters of
one stream into another by natttral means.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
river quartz. A name given to rounded,
waterworn masses of quartz found in
stream gravels. See also unfaced quartz.
AM, 1.
river right. Sam: as creek right. Fay.
river run gravel. Natural gravel as found in
deposits which have been subjected to the
action of running water. See also alluvial
deposits. Nelson.

river sand. Sand generally composed of

rounded particles, and may or may not

contain clay or other impurities. It is obtained from the banks and beds of rivers.
Zern, p. 145.
river sapphire. Light-colored sapphire from
Montana. Shipley.

riversideite. a. A white hydrous calcium silicate, 2CaSiOs.H$0, fibrous veinlets and
compact. Orthorhombic ( ?). From Crestmore, Calif. . Vnglish. b. A discredited mineral term since it is a mixture consisting of
submicroscopic intergrowths of tobermorite
and wilkeite. American Mineralogist, v. 39,
No. 3-4, March-April 1954, p. 405.
river terrace. A river terrace always consists

of a plain and an accompanying escarpment. The terrace plain is approximtaely
horizontal and usually slopes both with the

grade of the stream and away from the
riverbed which it faces. On the side toward

the stream, the plain is bounded by an
escarpment, the two together making the
terrace; the opposite side of the plain iz
usually bounded by more elevated land,
either an older and higher terrace or the
true valley wall. A.G.I.

also pneumatic riveter. Ham.

rivet steel. A soft kind of mild steel, used

especially for making rivets. Fay.
rivet test. A test on the steel used for rivets,
in which a bar is bent through 1800 ; if any
cracks are formed, the steel is rejected.
Ham.

rivet tester. A trained workman who can

detect sound or loose rivets by testing them
with a hammer. Ham.
riving seams. Open fissures between beds of

rock in a quarry. Fay.
rizzonite. Applied to .1 local variety of limburgite. Holmes, 1928.
R.K. process. A method for converting pig
iron into a product with a low carbon content, which is suitable as a substitute for
steel scrap for remelting in steel furnaces.
The iron tapped from the blast furnace is
granulated in the molten condition. The
granulated iron is fed continuously into a
rotary furnace, where it is decarburized
without melting, in a gas mixture containing carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide
in suitable proportions. Decarburization
down to very low carbon contents is possible. Osborne.
rms Abbreviation for root mean square; also

for square root of mean square. BuMin

Style Guide, pp. 61, 62.
RMS (root-mean-square). Square root of the
mean of the sum of the squares of tht: distances, in microinches, above or below a
mean reference line, of corresponding
points on a surface. A measure of surface
roughness. Lowenheim.
Rn Chemical symbol for radon. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, P.
B-1.

Toach. Eng.

The upper and most valuable

bed of Portland stone. Standard, 1964.
b. A rock; refuse gritty stone. Fay.

Roach bed. A bed of cavernous limestone
river valley. The depression made by the
found in the Portlandian; full of fossil
stream and by the various processes which
precede and accompany the development
of the stream. Webster 2d.

river water. Part surface water and part
spring water; usually contains varying

amounts of solid matter in solution, and
also in suspension. Cooper,

360.

rives in. Eng. To crack open or produce
fissures. Fay.

rivet. A round bar of mild steel having a

conical, cup- or pan-shaped head, 'which
is driven while red hot into a hole through
two plates of steel which have to be joined
together. Aluminum copper, and other materials are also used for rivets. See also
holder-up; pneumatic riveter. Ham.
rivet catcher. An appliance attached to the
pump rods of oil wells to prevent damage
to the pump from the dropping of rivets
from the pump rods. Fay.
riveter. A man who forms the head of a rivet,
generally with a pneumatic rivet hammer.
Ham.
rivet forge. A portable forge, used by boilermakers and ironworkers, for heating rivets
near the work for which they are required.
CresPin.

rivet 'neater. A laborer responsible for heating

rivets in a portable forge and throwing

them with tongs to the rivet catcher. Ham.
riveting. joining of two or more members of
a structure by .means of metal rivets, the

casts. C.T.D.
road. a. A roadway in a mine for example,
gate road, traveling road, dummy road.
Nelson. b. Any mine passage or tunnel.
Mason. c. Rail track. Mason.
roadbed. a. The material fundamental part

of a road; primarily, the foundation of
gravel, road metal, etc., constituting the

bed, but by extension, especially in railway
use, the superstructure also. Standard,
1964. b. The foundation carrying the
sleepers, rails, chairs, points, and crossings,
etc., of a railway track. C.T.D.
road binders. A group of products consisting
of petroleuM asphalt, properly fluxed with

heavy petroleum oils that will not evapo-

rate and of such qualities that they will
bind the road materials together both in

summer and winter. Fay.
road clenner. See track cleaner. D.O.T. 1.
road dust. Dust found on the floor of a mine
entry. Rice George S.
roadhead. a. The facc of a roadway, usually
in longwall conveyor mining. The records

indicate that the roadhead is the most

dangerous place in a coal mine based on
accidents from falls of ground. See also
ripping face support; S.M.R.E. bar. Nel-

son. b. Scot. In longwail, the end of a road
at the working face. See also gate end. Fay.
road heater. A machine used to heat a road
surface by blowing a flame or hot air upon

it before remaking the surface. See also
planer. Ham.
roading. Eng. Repairing and maintaining

roads. Fay.
roadlayer. Platelayer. Mason.
road-making plant. Various types of specialized plant used solely for road construction,
including such machines as planers, scarifiers, rollers, pavers, finishers, gritters, and
mixers. Ham.
[
' roadman. a. A man employed on the laying
and maintenance of rail tracks underground. See also block layer. Nelson. b. A
,
person whose duty it is to keep the roads
of a mine in order. Fay. c. In bituminous
coal mining, a general term for men working along haulageways or airways (roads).
.
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Usually designated according to job, as

repairman; wasteman. D.O.T. 1.
road material. See road metal. Fay.
road metal. Rock suitable for surfacing either
dirt or macadamized roads, and for foundations for asphalt and concrete roadways.
Sanford.

road-mix method. A method of preparing
aggregates for bituminous surfaces in which

the aggregates and bitumen are combined
on the surface of the road, using the penetration or mixed-in-place method. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, sec. E, p. 70.
road-mix surface. A surface made by mixing
aggregate and asphaltic binder mechanically in place on the road, spreading uniformly coated aggregate and compacting
by rolling. API Glossary.
road oil. a. Oil or petroleum residue intended
for cold application to road"surfaces. Institute of Petroleum, 1961. b. An asphaltic
.

residual oil or a blend of such oil with

distillates which do not volatize readily.
It is used for dust laying or in the construction of various types of highways.
Shell Oil Co. c. Nonasphaltic road oil is
a nonhardening petroleum distillate or

residual oil used as a dust-laying oil. It has
sufficiently low viscosity to be applied without preheadng. API Glossary .
road roller. Power-driven roller of any weight
from one-half to 12 tons. Ham.
roadside pack. A pack built alongside a roadway. See also ribside pack. Nelson.

roadstead. A tract of water near shore with
good holding ground for anchors and some
protection from heavy seas. Hy.

firm plastic carpet. See also dust consolidation. Nelson.

roadway support. A timber, steel, concrete,
or other erection in a roadway to: (1)
ensure safety by preventing falls of ground,

and (2) maintain the maximum possible
roadway size by resisting the tendency of
the roadway to contract and distort. See
also iteel arches. Nelson.
roak X seam. C.T.D.

roaring. A term used in California for a
disease among horses in which there is
partial or complete paralysis of certain
muscles of the neck and throat, often a
result of lead poisoning. Fay.

roast. To heat to a point somewhat short of
fusing, with access of air, as to expel volatile matter or effect oxidation; in copper
metallurgy, applied specifically to the final

heating which causes self-reduction to
occur by the reaction between the sulfide
and the oxide. Fay.

roaster. a. A contrivance for roasting or a

furnace for drying salt cake. Fay. b. A re-

verberatory furnace or a muffle used in

roasting ore. Standard, 1964.
roaster slag. Slag resulting from the calcination of the white metal in the process of
copper smelting. Standard, 1964.

roasting. a. Heating an ore to effect some

chemical change that will facilitate smelting. ASM Gloss. b. The operation of heating sulfide ores in air to convert to oxide.
Sometimes the sulfur-bearing gases pro-

duced are used to make sulfuric acid.

C.T.D. c. Calcination, usually with oxidation. Good, dead, or sweet roasting is com-

plete roasting, that

is,

carried on until

surfurous and arsenious fumes cease to be
given off. Kernel roasting is a process of
treating poor sulfide copper ores, by roasting in lumps, whereby copper and nickel

are concentrated in the interior of the

lumps. Fay. d. The heating of solids, frequently to promote a reaction with a gaseous constituent in the furnace atmosphere.
A.R.I. See also magnetizing roast.
roasting and reaction process. The treatment
of galena in a reverberatory, by first partly

roasting at a low temperature and then
partly fusing the charge at a higher temperature, which causes a reaction between
the lead oxide formed by roasting and the
remaining sulfide, producing sulfurous acid
and metallic lead. Fay.

roadster. Low priced model of a scraper or
a truck. Nichols.
roadstones. Stones used for road metal. Fay.
road tar. A product prepared by treating coal
tar in such a manner that it conforms to
a specification which defines its applicability for some branch of road work. Bennett 2d, 1962.
roadway. a. An underground drivage. It may
be a heading, gate, stall, crosscut, level, or
tunnel and driven in coal, ore, rock or in
the waste area. It may form part of long-

roasting and reduction process. The treat-

steeply inclined. See also roadway support.
Nelson. b. Aust. An underground passage,

This is done by having a shallow bed

wall or bord-and-pillar workings or an
exploration heading. A roadway is not

whether used for haulage purposes or for
men to travel to and from their work. Fay.
roadway cable. An electric cable designed
for use in mine roadways. It may be either
rubber insulated, sheathed, and armored or
paper insulated. Nelson.

roadway consolidation. To bind the floor

dust together with water and calcium chlo-

ride flakes, .or other chemical, to form a

ment of lead ores by roasting to form lead
oxide, and subsequent reducing fusion in
a shaft furnace. Fay.
roasting cylinder. A furnace with a rotating
cylinder for roasting, amalgamating, or
smelting ore. See also Bruckner furnace.
Standard, 1964; Fay.
roasting furnace. a. A furnace in which ore

is roasted. Fay. b. A furnace in which

finely ground ores and concentrates are
roasted to eliminate sulfur; heat is provided by the burning sulfur. The essential
feature is free access of 'air to the charge.
which is continually rabbled. Many types
have been devised; multiple hearth is the
most widely used. C.T.D.
roasting kiln. A kiln for roasting ore. Fay.
roasting oven. An oven for roasting ores. Fay.
road sintering. See blast roasting. C.T.D.
roast stall. A form of roasting furnace, built
in compartments or stalls open in front,
with flues running up the wall at the back
for the purpose of creating a draft. Fay.

rob. a. To extract pillars previously, left for
support; or, in general, to take out ore or
coal from a mine with a view to immediate
product, and not to subsequent working.
Fay. Referred to as second mining. Hudson. b. To remove ore pillars without regard to maintaining the mine workings;
usually preparatory to closing a mine. Ballard c. To get coal from where it should
not normally be got. Mason. d. To remove
part of an installation for use elsewhere.
Nichols.

robbed out. Cumb. Work away; said of a
mine or part of a mine from which the
pillars have been removed. See also hollows. Fay.
robber. a. In anthracite and bituminous coal
mining, one who breaks down and rips out
with a pick, pillars of coal left to support
the roof in rooms when the usual mining
was being done. Also called pillar robber.
D.O.T. 1. b. An extra cathode or cathode
extension that reduces the current density
on what would otherwise be a high currentdensity area on the work. ASM Gloss.

robbery. Eng. See kokens. SMRB, Paper
No. 61.
rubbery lift. Eng. See jud, b. SMRB, Paper
No. 61.
robbing. a. Removing timber from a minedout stope in order to use it again elsewhere.
Stoces, v. 1, p. 282. b. Extraction of the
pillars of ore left to support workings during original stopng. Pryor, 3. c. Scot. Reducing the size of pillars; taking as much
as possible off pillars, leaving only what
is deemed sufficient to support the roof.
Fay.

robbing an entry. See drawing an entry.

Zern.
robbing pilars. a. The cutting away of coal
left to support the roof after breasts have
lyzen worked out, often resulting in caveins. Korson. b. Eng. See brokens. SMRB,
Paper No. 61.
robble. Eng. A fault. Fay.

robble coal. Staff. Miners' term for a coal
seam which varies considerably in thickness
or in quality in a short distance. Tomkeiefr,
1954.

Robertson kiln. Several types of tunnel kiln
were designed by H. M. Robertson but that
most commonly associated with his name

is a tunnel kiln for salt-glazing; the salt

is introduced via fireboxes in the side walls
and the fumes are extracted in the cooling
zone. Dodd.

Robey oven. A down-draft type of pottery
bottle oven. See also bottle oven. Dodd.

Roblette process. A heat treatment process
carried out in a substantially closed furnace, in which a fluid fuel is burnt to partial combustion with a gas containing 70
percent or more of oxygen to produce a
non-oxidizing atmosphere. The treatment
is effected continuously in the furnace
through which the heating gas and metal
are passed in opposed directions. The fuel
and gas are partially burnt at the exit end
of the furnace, and passed to the cooler,
entry, end of the furnace and burnt to substantially complete combustion so as to preheat metal entering the furnace. Osborne.
Robins-Messiter system. A stacking conveyor
system in which material arrives on a con-

veyor belt and is fed to one or two wing
conveyors. This part of the system moves
so as to form a long ridge; reclaimed' by
raking gear which works across the ridge,

.

moving slowly forward and shifting mate-

Robbins-Messiter system
rial loosened and blended by the rake

action by means of a spiral which pushes
it to a reclaiming conveyor at the side of
the ridge. Used to stockpile ore, concentrates, and coal. Pryor, 3.
Robinson and Rodger system. A method of
obtaining sound steel by fluid compression

of the ingot in the mold. The molds are

divided in the center, a removable packing
piece being placed between the halves of
the mold. The packing piece is removed
when the metal has set, and the mold is
placed horizontally in the press, pressure
being applied to the ingot at both ends.
Osborne.

robInsonite. A lead sulfantimonite, 7PbS.-

6SlitS3, triclinic, and as artificial crystals,
from Nevada. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
robot loader. A pneumatic loader for insertinff cartridges into drill holes. Bureau of
Mmes Staff.
Robson and Crowder process. An early oil

flotation process. The oil was added to

several times its weight of ore and mixed
in a slowly revolving drum or tube. The
protess at one time had quite a large application. The process used but little water,
25 to 30 percent and no acid. Fay.
Roburite. Smokeless and flameless safety explosive consisting of ammonium nitrate
and dinitrobenzene or dinitrochloro benzene; used in mines. Bennett 2d, 1962.
rocs. Sp. a. Rock standing out from the general surface. Fay. b. Rock or stone, whether
in the ordinary or geological sense. Fay.
c. A vein or bed of hard rock and stone.
Fay.

rocaille flux. An alternative (now less common) name for strass. See also strass.
Dodd.

roch coal. See rough coal. Tomkeiell, 1954.
roche. a. Prov. Eng. Refu.,e gritty stone.

Standard, 1964. b. A rock. Also spelled

roach. Standard, 1964.
roche alum. Synonymous with Roman alum.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
rochelime. Eng. Lime in the lump after it is
burned; quicklime. Webster 2d.
Rochelle copper. a. A copper electrodeposit
obtained from copper cyanide plating solution to which Rochelle salt (potassium
sodium tartrate) has been added for grain
refinement, better anode corrosion, and
cathode efficiency. ASM Gloss. b. The solution from which a Rochelle copper electrodeposit is obtained. ASM Gloss.
roches moutonnées. Rounded hummocks or
bosses of rocklike whales' backs, smoothed
and striated by glacial action. Also called
dressed rocks; sheepback rocks. Fay.
rock. a. Strictly, any naturally formed aggregate or mass of mineral matter, whether or
not coherent, constituting an essential and
appreciable part of the earth's crust. Ordi-

narily, any consolidated or coherent and
relatively hard, naturally formed mass of
mineral matter; stone. In instances, a single
mineral forms a rock, as calcite, serpentine,

kaolin, and a few ethers but the vast majority of rocks consist of two or more min-

erals. Fay. b. A local term used in New

York and Pennsylvania for the more massive beds of bluestone that are not jointed

and are, therefore, well-suited for struc-

tural purposes.'Fay. c. A usually bare cliff,
promontory, peak, or hill that isnne mass;
as, the Rock of Gibraltar. Webster 3d. d.
Eng. A big lump of ore, Cornwall. Webster
2d. e. In the geological sense, any natural

deposit or portion of the earth's crust

rock burst
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whatever be its hardness or softness, but

denote sandstone.
T.I.M.E. f. In engineering, a natural aggreused by miners to

gate of mineral particles connected by

strong and permanent cohesive forces. In
igneous and metamorphic rocks, it consists
of interlocking crystals; in sedimentary
rocks, of closely packed mineral grains,
often bound together by a natural cement.
Since the terms strong and permanent are
subject to different interpretations, the
boundary between rock and soil is necessarily an arbitrary one. H&G. g. In geology,

the material that forms the essential part
of the earth's solid crust, and includes
loose incoherent masses, such as a bed of
sand, gravel, clay, or volcanic ash, as well
as the very firm, hard and solid masses of
granite, sandstone, limestone, etc. Most
rocks are aggregates of one or more minerals but some are composed entirely of
glassy matter, or of mixtures of glass and
minerals. H&G. h. Any material which re-

quires blasting before it can be dug by

available equipment. Nichols, 2. i. In the
Lake Superior region, crude copper ore as

it comes from the mines. The concen-

trate obtained is called mineral, and contains about 65 percent metallic copper.

anchor to grip the sides of the borehole
along its entire length, if necessary. The
key to the design is a seamless steel anchor-

ing tube, welded to the threaded end of
the bolt. Exploding a small charge inside
the tube makes it expand to fit tightly in
the borehole. Water, wax, or a similar
buffer surrounds the charge to distribute
the force of the explosion evenly and pre-

vent it from rupturing the tube. Its use

may permit mining of mineral deposits formerly considered uneconomic because of
the hazards encountered in loose rock formations. Bureau of Mints Staff.
rockbolt; roof bolt. A bar, usually constructed
of steel, which is inserted into pre-drilled
holes in rock and secured for the purpose
of ground control. Rockbolts are classified
according to the means by which they are

secured or anchored in rock. In current

usage there are mainly four types, namely:
expansion wedge, grouted, and explosive.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
rock bolting. The process of rock bolting consists of : (1) anchoring the bolt in the

hold; (2) applying tension to the bolt to

place the rock under compression parallel

to the blt; and (3) placing the bolts in

such a pattern that they will properly support ine rock structure. Rock may be supFay.
ported by bolts in five ways: (1) suspenrockallite. A mafic alkalic granite consisting
of aegirine, quartz, albite and microcline.
sion ; (2) beam building; (3) reinforcement
of arched opening requiring support; (4)
A.G.1.
reinforcement of an opening otherwise selfrock amber. Same as block amber. Shipley.
supporting; and (5) reinforcement of walls
rock-and-rig. a. S. Staff. A sandstone full of
little patches and shreds of coal. Fay. b. S.
against shear and compressive action.
Lewis, pp. 61-63. See also roof bolting.
Staff. Fine-grained, white sandstone in the
form of thin beds and veins in coal. Arkell. rock bottom. a. The very bottom; the fundamental basis. Compare bedrock. Mathews,
rock asphalt. Naturally occurring, consoliv. 2, p. 1407. b. In well-digging, a stratum
dated calcareous rock impregnated with
bitumen exclusively by a natural process.
of rock prever ting further excavation.
Institute of Petroleum, 1961.
Standard, 1964.
rock-asphalt pavement. A wearing course rockbound. Aust. A reef not accompanied by
composed of broken or pulverized rock
gangue stuff. Fay,
asphalt, with or without the addition of rock-bound coast. See rocky coast. Schieferother bituminous materials. Fay.
decker.
rock associations. The association of mineral rock breaker. a. A jaw breaker or gyratory
deposits with certain rock types. If mineral
breaker. Nelson. b. See rock splitter;
sledger. D.O.T. 1. c. Usually applied to a
producing localities are considered indiclass of machines, of which Blake's rock
vidually, valuable generalization: often can
breaker is a type, and in which the rock
be made, but sweeping generalizations are
unreliable. Nelson.
rock has,. Synonym fen:. bedrock. Long.
rock basin. A depression or basinlike excava-

tion in the solid rock, sometimes of great
extent. Nearly all lakes, even the largest
of them, ate entirely surrounded by solid
rock or lie in rock basins. Fay.
r3ck bind. a. Eng. A banded or nonbanded
siltstone, Lancashire and North Staffordshire coalfields and South Staffordshire.
Nelwn. b. Eng. Sandy shale. Fay.
rock bit. a. Any one of many different types
si roller bits used on rotary-type drills for
drilling large-size holes in soft-to-mediumhard rocks; also sometimes applied to dragtype bits. See also drag bit; roller bit.
Long. b. In mining, a detachable-type chisel

or cruciform bit used on percussive drills
to drill small-diameter holes in rock. Long.
rock bluff. A bluff consisting chiefly of rock.
Mathews, o. 2, p. 1407.

rock body. A dump body with oak planking
set inside a double steel floor. Nichols.
rockbolt, exploshoely anchored. A device developed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines to
give better support in underground mining
operations. It can be anchored more firmly
than conventional bolts because the principle of explosive forming enables the

is crushed between two jaws, both movable,

or one fixed and one movable. It is common to use a rock breaker instead .of hand
spalling to prepare ore for further crushing
in the stamp mill. See also rock crusher.
Fay.

rockbridgelte. A dufrenitelike mineral, Fe"Fe" '4(POE)a(OH)6, orthorhombic, isomorphous with frondelite. Named from one of
the localities. From Rockbridge County,
Va. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952; Spencer 20,
M.M., 1955.
rock bump. The sudden release of the weight

of the rocks over a coal seam or of enoi.mous lateral stresses due to structural or
tectonic folds and thrush and sometimes
both. A rock bump may take the form of
a pressure bump or a shock bump. Nelson.

rock burst. a. That phenomenon which occurs
when a volume of rock is strained beyond
the elastic limit and the accompanying

failure is of such a nature that accumulated energy is released instantaneously.
Engineering and Mining J., v. 148, Sept.
1947, p. 62. b. The sudden yielding, somet.:/nes with explosivelike violence, of the

rock in pillars, in the bottom of shafts

being sunk, in stripes or at the face of drifts
being driven to develop the mine. They are
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rock burst
not likely to occur until a depth of 1,500
to S,000 feet below the surface is reached.
Lewis, p. 37. c. The occurrence of the rupture of a mass of strained rock in such a
manner that a large portion of the local
accumulated strain energy is released in a
short period of time. Types of failures vary
from splitting off of small slabs of rock
from a mine wall or face to the collapse of
large pillars, roofs, or other massive portions of the mine structure. The conditions
which influence rockbursts in mines are:

rock cycle. A concept of the sequences

through which earth materials may pass
when subjected to geological processes.
Leet.

rock-dust testing kit
dangerous dusts are silica, sericite, and
asbestos; but all fine dusts are health
hazards when inhaled. The smaller sizes,
10 microns and less, are more dangerous
than the larger sizes. Wet drills, sprays,
water infusion, and ample ventilation are
employed to reduce the dust menace. See
also dust consolidation; dust-free conditions; stone dust; stone-dust barrier.

rock-defended terrace (marine). Soft, coastal
plain sediments undergoing marine erosion
are worn back rapidly until the waves encounter a buried resistant oldland mass at
the base of the cliff cut in the coastal plain
Nelson.
sediments. The resulting terrace is said rock-dust
barrier. a. A device which releases
resembles
similar
to be rock defended and
a
large
quantity
of inert dust in the air in
valleys.
A.G.I.
terraces along river
the path of an explosion, extinguishing the
mine
passage
cut
drift. a. A horizontal
flame. Rice, George S. b. A series of
(1) the area of the excavation; (2) the rock
b. Surface
in
solid
rock.
A.G.I.
Supp.
(3)
stress
pattern
and
troughs or shelves laden with rock dust
shortest roof span
creep. A.G.I. Supp.
concentration; (4) types of rock involved; rock
and so arranged that the air waves from an
boring
relatively
drill. a, A machine for
explosion will trip them and fill the air
(5) directions of planes of weakness in the
short holes in rock for blasting purposes.
with rock dust and thus quench the flame
rock; and (6) the dip of the mineral deIt may be a sinker, jackhammer, drifter,
of exploding coal dust. Grove.
posit. The heaviest rock bursts are attribalso
percussive
drill;
rotary
or stoper. See
rock-dust
distributor. A portable rock-dusting
utable to pillar failure. Lewis, pp. 622-623.
for
boring
in
drill. Nelson. b. A machine
mixture
of
alum
unit
designed
to overcome the laborious
rock butter. A soft yellowish
effected by rerock,
either
by
percussion,
decomwork
of
moving
dusting machinery from
with aluminum and iron oxides; a
ciprocating motion, or abrasion, effected
roof mines. The unit
room
to
room
in
low
position product of aluminous rocks. Standair
is
the
by rotary motion. Compressed
is
mounted
on
skids
or can be equipped
ard, 1964.
usual motive power, but steam, electricity,
blower, motor
D.O.T.
1.
with
rubber
wheels.
Hopper,
rock car runner. See car runner.
and electricity in combination with comwiAt the unit and
and
winch
are
included
rock cement. Roman cement. See also Roman
The
following
pressed air are also used.
the hose can be connected or disconnected
cement. Dodd.
are common types: Burleigh, the first rock
rapidly by means of a quick-acting clamp.
rock channeler. A machine used in quarrydrill manufactured in the United States.
Combats coal just explosion hazard in active
ing for cutting an artificial seam in a mass
miners
to
any
heavy
A term applied by
work areas of coal mines. Assures that a
of stone. It is made in several forms, the
applied
to
two-man drili; chippy, a name
balanced blend of slurry discharge adheres
principal types being the bar channeler (in
jackhammer, a name
small
piston
drills
;
carto ribs and roof of mine. Bests, p. 374.
which the cutters are mounted on a
given by the manufacturer to the first rock
duster. a. A machine that distributes
riage that works along a heavy bar or bars)
the
United
self-rotating drill made in
rock
dust over the interior surfaces of a
and the track channeler. Standard, 1964.
States; Murphy, a hollow steel hand drill;
hole.
Also
coal
mine
by means of air from a blower
rock chute. See chute a; rock
also called jap or little jap; Waugh, a stopor
pipeline
,Jr by means of a mechanical
also
called slate chute. Fay.
ing drill; sometimes called a stoper;
contrivance,
to prevent coal dust explorock-chute mining. See bord-and-pillar methwarrior
;
known in the Southern States as a
sions.
Also
called
rock dust distributor.
od. Fay.
widowmaker, a name applied to stoping
ASA C42.85, 1956. b. See rock dust man.
rock cleavage. As originally defined, rock
unhealthy
effect
of
drills by reason of the
of
D.O.T. 1.
cleavage is any structure by virtuepart
the dust on the miner's lungs; wiggle tail, rock
dusting. a. The dusting of underground
which a rock has the capacity to
stoping drill, derived
a
name
applied
to
a
surfaces
more
areas
with powdered limestone to dilute
along certain well-defined
from its actions when ii, operation; Water
dust in the mine atmosphere
the
coal
easily than along others. Geologists usually
using
hollow
steel
Leyner, a type of drill
thereby
reducing
explosion hazards. B.C.I.
employ the terms for secondary structures
"remove
and
through which water flows to
control measure used
b.
A
very
widespread
produced by metamorphism or deformaallay dust. Fay. c. A drag or roller bit.
explosive dusts.
in
coal
mines
to
combat
tion rather than for original structures,
,
Long.
(combustible) dust is
By
machine,
inert
such as bedding or flow structures. Stokes rock-drill
bit. See rock bit. Long.
sprayed, dry or wet, on the roof, floor, and
and Varnes, 1955.
rock-drill dust exhauster. Design to collect
Tomkeieff,
1954.
ribs in all working places and haulageways,
rock coal. See rough coal.
dust produced in percussion rock drilling,
of settled coal
to reduce the explosibilityMines
operated
with
rock cone bit. Synonym for roller bit. Long.
this device has an exhauster
requires
dust.
The
U.
S.
Bureau
of
air
sysrock contractor. In anthracite coal mining,
compressed air from the available
of
the
face.
mine
rock,
as
disrock
dusting
to
within
40
feet
one wha contracts to
dust and cuttings is
tem.
Air
laden
with
of
settled
dust
price
per
The incombustible content
tinguished from coal, at a certain
drawn from the boreholes through the bit
constitute
samples
after
rock
dusting
must
ton or footage of advance. .D.O.T. 1.
the
adapter,
holes, the hollow drill steel,
65 percent or more by weight, with an inrock core. The cylindrical column of rock
and the suction hose into a filter. The
drill.
See
also
core.
crease of 1 percent fpr each 0.1 percent
cut out by a rotary core
filtered air is evacuated with the spent
methane present. A dust as nearly inert,
exhaust
port,
Nelson.
compressed air through an
physiologically, as possible, should be emrock cork. A light colored variety of asbestos.
in
a
removable
and dust and cuttings settle
ployed in rock dusting; limestone (calStandard, 1964. Also called rock leather.
storage tank. Bests, p. 597.
cium carbonate) is most widely used. HartFay.
rock driller. a. In bituminous coal mining,
man, p. 67.
rock cover. Thickness of consolidated rock
one who works in rock or slate as dis- rock-dusting
machine. A machine consisting
above the roof of an opening (equivalent
rock
coal.
Also
called
tinguished from
essentially of a flexible hose fed by a powb.
See
to cover, minus depth of weathering or of
1.
shooter; slate driller. D.O.T.
erful blower. It is used in forcing rock
other soil). A.G.I.
splitter; jackhammer operator.
rock
dust, usually powdered limestone, onto the
rock crusher. a. A machine for reducing rock
D.O.T. 1.
sizes.
Three
principal
floor, walls or ribs, and rooms and entries
or ore to smaller
rock drilling. Drilling done in any rock
of a mine, thereby making the coal dust
types are the jaw crusher, the gyratory, and
overburden.
formation underlying the
nonexplosive. Bureau of Mines Staff.
the hammer crusher. See also rock breaker,
Long.
crusher
man.
D.O.T.
1.
rock-dust
man. In bituminous coal mining,
c. Fay. b. See
stone drift.
rock crusher foreman. In quarry industry, a rock drivage. A hard heading or
a laborer who sprinkles rock dust, by hand
Nelson.
or with a machine, throughout mine workforeman who assists and supervises the rock-dump
hoistman. See dump hoistman.
ings as a precaution against explosions.
operations of crushing to proper size rock
D.O.T. 1.
Also
called rock duster; rock-dust sprinremoved from a quarry. D.O.T. 1.
name for any kind
kler,
D.O.T.
1.
rock crystal. a. Transparent quartz. ASTM rock dust. a. The generalrendering
coal dust
of inert dust used in
sprinkler. See rock-dust man.
C162-66. b. Highly polisheel blown glassrock-dust
barriers.
rock-dust
inert or in filling
D.O.T. 1.
ware, handcut or engraved. ASTM C162Equivalent to the British stone dust. Rice, rock-dust testing kit. This kit is designed to
66.
in mines
George
S.
b.
The
dust
produced
prevent coal-dust explosions. It helps to
rock cat. A way, especially for a railroad,
and hanby
blasting,
drilling,
shoveling,
rocky
formation.
determine the explosion hazard prior to
cut through a rock or
dling rock. Rock dust in suspension varies
rock dusting, the fineness of the rock dust
Mathews, v. 2, p.1407.
in particle size and composition. The most
sludge.
Long.
rock cuttings. See cuttings;
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as it comes from the pulverizer, and the
percentage of combustible matter present
in rock and coal dust mixtures after rock
dusting. Bests, p. 374.

rock-dust zone. A section of a mine entry
the ribs, roof, and floor of which have
been coated with rock dust. Rice,George S.

rocker. a. A small digging bucket mounted
on two rocker arms in which auriferous
alluvial sands are agitated by oscillation,
in water, to collect gold. A shortened term
for rocker shovel; rocker arm shovel.
Bureau of Mines Staff. b. Used for testing
placer deposits, and for working pockets
and small placer deposits. The gold-bearing

gravel is placed on the screen; gold and
fine sand are washed through the screen,

and the stones remaining are cleaned out.
A chute directs the material to the upper
end of the bottom, which may be covered
with small transverse riffles or canvas.
Waste material passes over a tailpiece at
the end of the rocker. Rockers range in
length from 6 to 12 feet, and in bottom
width from 14 to 20 inches, with holes in
the screens from VI to IA inch in diameter.

The slope of the rock should be adjusted

to the nature of the gravel and is commonly 1 in 12, ranging from 1 in 8 to

1 in 20. Two men with a rocker can handle from 3 to 5 cubic yards of gravel in
place in 10 hours if the ground is easily
rocked. Lewis, pp. 380-381. c. A portable

used by prospectors and fosin treating alluvial mineral de-

sluicebox
Bickers

posits. Also called rocking cradle. Pryor, 3.
d. A glass bottle that has a faulty, convex
bottom. Dodd.

rocker arm. a. A lever resting on a curved
base so that the position of its fulcrum
moves at its angle changes. Nichols. b. A
bell crank with the fulcrum at the bottom.
Nichols.

rocker arm shovel. See rocker shovel. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
rocker bearing. A support for a bridge which
is free to rotate but cannot move horizontally unless it is carried on rollers. Ham.
rocker bottom. See rocker. ASTM C162-66.

rocker dump cars. Among the smaller capacity cars, the most popular and most
widely used are the gravity dump types,
such as riieker dump and scoop cars, designed so that the weight of the load tips
the body when a locking latch is released

by hand. The body of this type is bal-

anced to right itself after the load is discharged. Rocker dump cars range in
capacity from 1 cubic yard handloaded

types, to units of 10 cubic yards for power
shovel loading. Pit and Quarry, 53rd,
Sec. A, p. 112. See also mine cars.
rocker shovel; rocker arm shovel. A digging
and loading machine consisting of a bucket
attached to a pair of semicircular runners

which when rolled, lifts and dumps the
bucket load into a car or other materials

transport unit behind the machine. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
rocker shovel loader. See mechanical mucking. Nelson.

rocker sieve. A miner's cradle or rocker, a
cradlelike device for washing out mud
from the contents of a dredge. Mathews,
v. 2, p. 1409.
rocket jet. A jet produced in a jet propulsion

system in which the fluid jet consists of

high-temperature gases produced in a
combustion chamber by chemical reaction

rock hole
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rock-dust testing kit

of a fuel and a chemical oxidizer. Shell

slump into a more stable slope position.

rocket motor. The apparatus in which the
chemical reaction of the rocket jet takes
place. It includes the discharge nozzle.

rock formation. A part of the lithosphere

Oil Co.

Shell Oil Co.

rocket nozzle. The flame temperature in a
rocket nozzle exceeds 2,500° C; in addition, thermal shock is very severe. Special

refractory materials that have been used
in rocket nozzles include silicon carbide
(usually with graphite additions), silicon

nitride, boron nitride. beryllia, and various
refractory carbides. Dodd.
rock excavation. In situ removal of all firm,
unaltered, and unweathered surface geological materials. Bureau of Mines Staff.

rock fabric. See fabric. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

rock-face brick. Brick with surface chiseled
to imitate cut stone. Ray.

rock factor.

See

resistance

to

blasting.

Fraenkel.

rock failure. Up to a certain value of stress
which is known as the elastic limit, the
deformation is purely elastic and the mass
will return to its original shape if the
stress is removed. Above this stress value
the material is permanently deformed; it
acquires permanent set. Finally, if the
stress is still further increased, the material

ruptures or fails, and the value of stress
required to cause failure is known as the
ultimate strength of the material. Rice.
rockfall. The relatively free falling of a
newly detached segment of bedrock of any
size from a cliff, steep slope, cave, or arch.
A.G.I.
rock fan. a. A cross section of any one of the

ravines in its middle course shows a Vshaped profile, somewhat rounded at the

lower angle; but near the base of the
mountain front nearly all of the ravines

broaden and their floors become distinctly
convex, thus imitating the form wellknown in alluvial fans, though rarely

matched in an eroded surface of solid

rock. These convex floors will be called
rock fans. A.G.I. b. Forms closely resembling alluvial fans but developing by
erosion on bedrock. A.G.I.

rock fault. Eng. A replacement of a coal

seam over a greater or less area by some
other rock, usually sandstone. Fay. See
also washout.

rock-fill dam. An earth dam built of any

broken rock or similar material which may
be available. Nam.

rock filling. a. Waste rock, used to fill up
worked-out stones to support the roof.
Weed, 1922. b. See overhand stoping, b.
Fay.

rock flour. Very finely powdered rock mate-

rial formed by the grinding up of rods

beneath a glacier, deposited as part of the
till, and not washed or blown away and
deposited elsewhere as stratified drift or
loess. Also called glacier meal; rock meal.
Fay. Ste also silt. ASCE P1826.

rock flow. a. The movement of solid rock
when it is in a plastic state. Lest. b. The
term given to a slope failure when there is

a general breakdown of the rock mass.
When such a rock mass is subjected to

shear stresses sufficient to break down the
cement or to cause crushing of the angularities and points of the rock blocks, the

blocks will move as individuals and the
mass will flow down' the slope, or will
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Woodruff, V. 3, p. 539.

that is more or less distinct (lithologically
or structurally and

hence,

genetically)

from other parts. To a considerable extent, a fopnation is an arbitrary unit.
A.G.I.

rock forming. Refers to minerals occurring
in ordinary rocks as opposed to minerals
occurring only in veins, ore deposits, etc.
A.G.I. Supp.
rock-forming mineral. A mineral that is com-

mon and abundant in the earth's crust;

one making up large masses of rock. Authorities do not agree on any specific number but from 20 to 30 minerals are usually
considered as being the most important.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
rock foundation. A foundation which is carried down to the solid rock. The rock is
cut and dressed level, loose and decayed
portions are removed and holes filled with

concrete. The crushing strength of the
rock can be ascertained by tests and the

bearing pressure should not exceed oneeighth of the value. Nelson.

rock fracture. When rock is broken by crushing or impact, the resulting fragments can

be divided into two components: (1) the
complement, comprising a wide-size distribution in accordance with a probability law, and (2) the residue of large
incompletely broken pieces. The relative
proportions of compliment and residue de-

pend upon the mode of fracture. If the
rock is completely crushed, only complement is formed, but if the rock is fractured

by the impact of a point or wedge there
may be more residue than complement.
Roberts, I. pp. 111-112.
rock froth. Fused lava so inflated with gas
bubbles or steam bubbles as to be foamy.
When hardened it becomes vesicular or

scoriaceous lava. Standard, 1964.
rock gas. Same as natural gas. Fay.
rock glacier. a. A tonguelike body of angular
boulders, resembling a small glacier, generally occurring at high altitudes in rugged
terrain. A.G.I. b. (Rock) streams in which
the interstices between the pieces of 'rock
are filled with ice. A.G.I. c. A glacierlike
tongue of angular rock waste usually heading in cirques or other steep-walled am-

phitheaters and in many cases grading

into true glaciers. See also talus glaciers;
rock stream; rock river. A.G.I.
rock glass. Obsidian. Shipley.
rock gypsum. Massive coarsely crystalline to
fine-grained gypsum. Webster 3d.
rock handler. See slate handler. D.O.T. 1.
rock hardness. The resistance of the rock tc
the intrusion of a foreign body. Moses, v.
1, p. 103.
rockhead. a. The boundary between super-

ficial deposits (or drift) and the under-

lying solid rock. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.
b. Another name for bedrock. Nelson. c.
Scot. In boring or sinking, the top of hard
strata next to the surface. Fay. d. Ches.
The uppermost stratum of the rock salt
beds. Fay.

rock hoishnan. See dump hoistman. D.O.T.
1.

rack hole. A short staple shaft driven from

a lower to a higher coal seam and used for
the gravity transfer of coal to the haulage
road in the lower seam. See also roofing
hole. Nelson. Also called rock chute.
Pryor, 3.

rock hound
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rock soap

rock hound. Same as rock sharp. Mathews,
v. 2, p. 1407.

rock meal. a. A fine flourlike earth composed

bump; rock bump; rock burst. Nelson.
rock pulverizer. A rock breaker; stone
crusher. Standard, 1964.
rock quartz. The ordinary crystallized varieties of quartz, as Brazilian pebbles. Called
also rock crystal. Standard, 1964.
rock rake. A heavy duty rake blade. Nichols.

rock house. In the Lake Superior region,
the building (usually the one over the
shaft) where copper-bearing rock from the

mine is dumped from the ore skip (or
bucket) and is screened, crushed, and

stored in a bin, ready for shipment to the
mill. Weed, 1922.
rocking. a. The process of separating ores
by washing on an incline trough. See also
rocker. Fay. b. Pushing a resistant object
repeatedly, and packing or rolling back
between pushes to allow it to reach or
cross its original position. Nichols.

rocking beam. See walking beam, a. B.S.

3618, 1963, sec. 3.
rocking bob. See bob. Fay.
rocking cradle. Short sluice, hand-oscillated;
used in gold prospecting and fossicking.
Pryor. See also rocker. Pryor, 3.
Rockingham ware. The term originally re-

ferred to the ornate porcelain made at a
pottery at Swinton, Yorkshire, England.
Ware with a brown manganese glaze was
also produced and it is this type of glaze,
which in the United Kingdom, is usually
applied to teapots made from red clay, to
which the term Rockingham ware now
refers. In the United States, Rockingham
ware was made at Bennington, Vermont.
Dodd.

rocking lever. a. A beam to give the re-

ciprocal motion in hand boring. See also
spring pole. Nelson. b. Eng. A brakestaff.
Fay.

rocking shear. A type of guillotine shear that
utilizes a curved blade to shear sheet metal
progressively from side to side by a rocker
motion. ASM Gloss.

rocking stone. An often large stone so balanced upon its foundation that it can be
rocked or slightly moved with but little
force. Webster 3d. In some cases, it is left
in this position by the weathering away of
the softer material. Webster 2d. Also called
loggan stone. Fay.
rockiag stretcher. See Eve method. McAdam,

p. 88.
rock in place. See in situ. Fay.
rock leather. Synonym for mountain leather.
Fay.

rock loader. a. Any device or machine used
specifically for loading slate or rock inside
a mine. However, it is most frequently

used with scraper loaders equipped for
handling rock. Jones. b. In bituminous coal

mining, one who loads rock, as distin-

guished from coal, into cars. Also called
rock-loader operator. D.O.T. 1. c. See box
loader. D.O.T. 1.
rock loader operator. See rock loader, b.
D.O.T. 1.
rock making. Synonym for rock forming.
A.G.I. Supp.
rockman. In bituminous coal mining, a fore-

man who is in charge of the drilling of
holes in rock or slate and the charging
and tamping of explosives in the hoks

drilled by miners prior to blasting. D.O.T.
1. See also brusher; quarryman, a; slateman.

rockman helper. See slate-shooter helper.
D.O.T. 1.
rock mantle. Synonym for regolith; rock
waste. A.G.!.
Rockmaster. Trademark for a controlled system of blasting rock which produces pieces
of convenient size with less disturbance.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

of shells of infusoria. Fay. b. A white,

powdery variety of calcite, occurring as an
efflorescence. Fay. See also rock flour; rock
milk. Fay.
rock mechanics. An attempt at a mathematical analysis of the forces acting along the
joints and bedding planes of natural rock
in situ. Nelson.
rock melt. A liquid solution of rock-forming
mineral ions. Leet.
rockmen. The slate-getters in slate mines, in
which rock means the slate deposit. Nelson.

rock metal. Another name for rock milk.

Bureau of Mines Staff.
rock milk. Soft pulverulent forms of calcite
found in caves, or as an efflorescence. Fay.

rock miney. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, a miner who works in rock
as distinguished from coal. D.O.T. 1.
rock navvy. A cranelike loading machine
used at opencast pits and quarries. See
also power shovel. Nelson.
rock oil. Synonym for petroleum. Fay.

rock out. To separate (gold) from auriferous
gravel by means of a rocker. Mathews, v.
2, p. 1409.
rock passer. See mucker, g. D.0.2'. 1.
rock pediment. a. In some cases, the sloping
margin of an intermontane basin is what
it appears to be, namely, an assemblage of
deep alluvial fans. In other cases, the fans

are superficial forming a relatively thin
covering on a sloping surface or pediment
of solid rock. A.G.I. b. A flat zone of bed-

rock one to several miles in width at the
base of many mountains and especially in
arid regions, only slightly veneered with
alluvium and which slopes away, to the
adjacent basins. Synonym for rock plane;

conoplain. A.G.I.
rock pendant. A blade projecting down from
the roof. Schieferdecker.

rock phosphate. Phosphatic limestones and
guano, formed as result of seabird droppings; of random chemical composition.
Pryor, 3.
rock picker. See slate picker, a. D.O.T. 1.
rock plane. See rock pediment. A.G.I. Supp.
rock pressure. a. In petroleum geology, the
pressure under which fluids, such as water,
oil, and gas, are confined in rocks. No particular cause or origin of the pressure is
implied. Geophysicists and isostasists, how-

ever, have used, and are using, the term
rock pressure in the primitive and more
correct sense of the pressure exerted on

underlying rocks by superincumbent strata.
In order to avoid confusion it is des"...able
to substitute for the term rock pressure as

now used in oil, gas, and underground
water technology, the more appropriate

term reservoir pressure. Stokes and Varnes,
1955. b. The compressive stress within the
solid body of underground geologic materials. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. c. The pressure exerted by surrounding solids upon the
supports of underground openings, Includ-

ing that due to the weight of the over-

lying material, residual unrelieved stresses,
and pressures associated with swelling

clays. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. d. Synonym for ground pressure. Long.
rock pressure bunt. A sudden and violent
failure of rock masses under stresses exceeding the elastic strength of the rock.
The classification and nomenclature of
these occurrences are not clear and are
based largely on effects and not on the
basic causation factor. See also pressure
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rock riders. a. During the formation of a

washout, the vegetable material may .slip
towards the erosion channel and the fisrures so formed are filled with sandy sediuient giving rise to wall-like masses of
rock or rock riders within the seam. Nel-

son. b. A mass of rock overlying or en-

closed in a (coal) seam. Usually somewhat
continuous or repetitious in occurrence

parallel with the seam. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

Rockzite tube-reducing process. See tube reducing. ASM Gloss.
rock river. See rock glacier. A.G.I.

rock rolla. Inverted ridges of rock, usually
sandstone, extending from the overlying

strata into a coal seam; caused by localized
streams active during the formation of the
coal. Nelson.

rock rubble. Same as fault rock. Standard,
1964.

rock ruby. A fine red variety of garnet.
Webster 2d,
rock salt. Common salt, NaCI, occurring naturally. Mohs' hardness 2.5; specific gravity
2.1 to 2.5. Some 35 percent of the annual
output is made into soda-ash, soap, glass

and chemicals. Other important uses are
paper pulp, rayon, bauxite, hydrochloric
acid, chlorination, ceramics, fertilizers and
tanning industries. See also halite. Pryor, 3.

rock sediment. The combined cuttings and
residue from drilling

and sedimentary

rocks and formations, commonly known
as sand pumpings. Williams.

rock series. An assemblage of igneous rock
types in a single district and belonging to
a single period of igneous activity, characteilzed by a certain community of characters, chemical, mineral, and sometimes

even textural. Not to be confused with
series in the stratigraphic sense. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955. See also igneous rock
series.

rockshaft. A shaft made for sending down
rock for filling the stopes, etc., generally
kept nearly full, the rock being trammed
away as needed. Standard, 1964.
rock sharp. A mineral expert. Mathews, v.2,
p. 1407.
rock shooter. See rock driller. D.O.T. 1.
rock shovel. A machine for loading broken
rock. See also sllovel loader. Nelson.
rock silk. A silky variety of asbestos. Fay.
rockslide. The downward and usually rapid
movement of newly detached segments of
the bedrock sliding on bedding, joint, or
fault surfaces or any other plane of

separation. Also, the rock mass that has
attained its present condition by such a
movement. Sirkes and Varnes, 1955.
rock slip. A downward movement of hard
rock and soil in valleys where the strata
possess a dip in the same direction as the
slope of the hill of which they form a part.
Slippage usually occurs along bedding or

cleavage planes. Heavy rain, or excavations at the base, may initiate the movement. See also landslide. Nelson.

rock elope. A slope driven through rock
strata. Fay, p. 625.

rock soap. A pitch-black or bluish-black

aluminum silicate, greasy to the touch,
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rock vein. A quartz vein containing gold

rod coupling. a. Name for a double-pin-

rock soap
and which crumbles in water; used as a
filler and for crayons. Also called mountain soap. Standard, 1964. Synonym for

montmorillonite; saponite; oropion.
rock spar. Material filling fracture cleavages
in coal, consisting of nonclay mineral matter, probably deposited from solution, and
sand. A.G.I. SuPP,
rock specimen. A representative sample of
a larger rock mass. BuMines Bull. 587,

1960, p. 2.

rock splitter. In the stonework industry, one
who splits large blocks of building granite,
marble, and sandstone into slabs or smaller
blocks, by drilling holes into the stone and
then driving wedges into them until the
stone breaks along the line of drilled

deposits. Mathews, v. 2, p. 1407.

rock waste. a. Material making up a talus
or scree. A.G.I. b. Fragments of bedrock

produced by weathering. Mather.
rock weight. S. Afr. One ton of rock in

place equals about 12 cubic feet. Horizontally, therefore, the weight of an ore
reserve covering a claim over a stoping
64,000 X 3 tons , or 16,width of 3 feet is

12

000 tons at 100 percent payability. In

case the reef dips downward, the resulting
amount must be divided by the cosine of
the angle of dip. Beerman.
Rockwell. A unit of hardness as determined

by a Rockwell hardness tester. See also

D.O.T. 1. See also quarryman. D.O.T. 1.
rock stream. Regarded as a landslide of special character, a rock mass which was com-

Rockwell hardness. Compare Knoop hardness. Long.
Rockwell hardness. A measurement of metal
hardness which interprets resistance to

debris acquired a momentum so great that
it became a rapidly flowing body and descended in a streamlike form far beyond
the normal limit of a landslide mass. See
also rock glacier. A.G.I.
rock stress. The problem of determining the
stresses which exist in the earth's crust has

Mines Staff.
Rockwell hardness est. A method of determining the relative hardness of metals and
case-hardened materials. The depth of
penetration of a steel ball (for softer
metals) or of a conical diamond point (for
harder metals) is measured. See also
scleroscope hardness test. Nelson.

holes. Also called rock breaker; rock driller.

pletely broken up in falling and whose

long been of interest to engineers and

geologists. Many mining problems are directly concerned with stresses which may
cause mine openings to collapse. Two
phases of occurrence of rock stresses are
important: (1) the stresses existing in the

rock before the excavation of the mine

openings, that is, the free field stress, and
(2) the indirect stresses caused by the
mine openings. See also free field stress.
Lewis, p. 611.
rock surface. Means an exposed surface of
rock, whether or not this surface is structurally significant. See also surface. Challinor.

rock tar. Crude petroleum. Standard, 1964.
rock temperature. a. The formational temperature at depth. The rate of increase of
temperature with depth is highly variable
over the earth, but averages 1° F per 100
feet of depth, Long. b. The temperature
of the rock in a mine can be measured by
enclosing a maximum recording thermometer within a metal tube of proper diameter for placing in a drill hole. The tube

left in the borehole for 3 or 4 hours
until the thermometer has reached the

is

temperature of the rock. The tube is then
removed and the thermometer reading
noted. Another method is to fill an insulated tube with water only. After the tube
is removed from the drill hole, the temperature of the water is quickly read with

an accurate thermometer of small

size.

Lewis, p. 703.
rock-tram engineer. In anthracite coal min-

ing, one who operates an aerial tram for
hauling rock, slate, and refuse from .surface of mine to dump. D.O.T. 1.'

rock tunnel. A tunnel, drift, or crosscut

driven through rock, usually connecting
one coalbed with another; also through
barren rock in metal mines. Fay.
rock turquoise. A matrix of turquoise with
small grains of turquoise embedded in it.
Fay.
rock type. The megascopically recognizable
ingredients of the coal rock, that is, vitrain,
1

clarain, durain, fusain; being nan.es explicitly applied to visible portions of the

bituminous coal- rock and applicable only
to hand specimens. A.G.I.

penetration by indentation. Bureau of

Rockwell hardness tester. A machine for

testing the indentation hardness of materials by means of a diamond point. See
also Brinell hardness tester. ACSG, 1963.
Rockwell machine. Trade name for an apparatus that measures the hardness of metals
and alloys, hi which a diamond-pointed
cone is pressed under a specific load into
the metal. The relative resistance to penetration (Rockwell hardness) is indicated

by a number (Rockwell number) on a

dial. The operation is called a Rockwell

test. Long.
Rockwell test. See Rockwell machine. Long.
Rockwell tester. Synonym for Rockwell machine. Long.
Rockwood. a. A brown, compact variety of
asbestos, resembling fossil wood. Standard,
1964. Synonym for mountain wood. Fay.
b. A locality in Tennessee where sedimen-

tary iron ore is mined, therefore, a name
for a type of ore. A.G.I.

rock wool. A fibrous insulating material produced by blowing steam or hot air through
a molden mass of rock, such as argillaceous
limestone. According to the U. S. Bureau

of Standards, rock wool is the most efficient fireproof, chemically stable insulator

known today. Compare mineral wool, slag
wool, and glass wool. CCD, 3d, 1942, p.
442.
rocky coast; rock-bound coast. A coast consisting of rocks. Schieferdecker.
Rocky Mountain ruby. Garnet. ShiPley.

rod. a. A bar, the end of which is slotted,
tapered, or screwed for the attachment of
a drill bit. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. b.
Guide; cage conductor. Mason. c. See
drill red. Long. d.- A unit of brickwork? 306

cubic feet (11y2 cubic yards) containing
about 4,500 bricks. Pryor, 3.
rod adapter. Synonym for sub. Long.

rod bit. A noncoring bit designed to fit a
reaming shell that is threaded to couple
directly to a drill rod, thus eliminating the
core barrel in blasthole drilling, designated as 11,4 XRT, 11/2 E, IN A, 23io B,
and , 211)18 N. Also called blasthole bit.
Long.

rod clamp. See safety clamp. Long.
rod clearance.lee clearance. Long.
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thread coupling used to connect two drill
rods together. Long. b. A clasp or other
device for uniting the rods that carry the

tools used in boring artesian wells, oil

wells, etc. Fay.
rod cover; rod sleeve. A cylindrical fireclay
shape having an axial hole and terminating

in a spigot at one end and a socket at the
other. These refractory sleeves are used to
protect the metal stopper-rod in a steelcasting ladle. (In the United Kingdom,
six sizes of rod cover are standardized in

B.S. 2496; in the United States, three

qualities are specified in ASTM-C435.
Dodd.
rodding. a. Cleaning and descaling of piping

by means of scrapers attached to series of
jointed rods. Pryor, 3. b. Eng. The opera-

tion of fixing or repairing wooden cage

guides in shafts. Fay,
rodding structure. Structure characterized by
the development of small parallel rods of
quartz generally oriented parallel to the
fold

axes of the containing highly de-

formed rocks.

SuPp.

rodding up. The act of coupling and lowering a drill string into a borehole. Long.
rod dope. Grease or other material used to
protect or lubricate drill rods. Also called
gunk; rod grease. Lorg.

rod drag. The rubbing of the rods or drill
string on the sidewalls of the borehole.

Also called rod friction. Long.
rod drop. The distance of slump or sag in a
long string of rods when released from the
drill chuck. Long.
rod elevator. Synonym for elevator; elevator
plug. See also elevator, i; elevator plug.
Long.

rod float. A wooden rod with a weight at
its lower end and designed to float vertically with most of its length submerged,

for the purpose of measuring the average
velocity of flow of a stream or river. Ham.
rod friction. a. The drag created in the flow
of the drilling liquid by contact and con-

strictional effects created by the inside surface of the drill rods and couplings. Compare skin friction; wall friction, a and b.
Long. b. Synonym for rod erag. Long.
rod grease. Synonym for rod dope. Long.

rod guide. a. An appliance attached to the

drilling rod in oil wells that serves to prevent the rod from oscillating or knocking
against the sides of the borehole. Fay. b.
A swelled coupling and/or other mechanical device for centering the drill rod string
in a borehole. Long.
rod gun. Synonym for rod puller. Long.
rodinglte. A coarse-grained, gabbrolike rock
associated with dunite, containing diallage
and grossularite. Altered varieties containing prehnite and/or serpentine are recognized. Holmes, 1928.

Rodloathottay process. A method of shaft
sinking by the freezing method. It is based
on the direct cooling effect of expanding
highly compressed carbon dioxide in the
freezing pipes. See also Koch freezing process. Nelson.

rod Iron. Iron made in the form of round
iron rods for commercial use. Standard,
1964.

rodite. A breccia ted achondritic meteorite

composed of bronzite and olivine with small

amounts of oligoclase and iron, rich in
nickel. Holmes, 1928.

rodman. a. One who uses or carries a surveyor's leveling rod. Also called rodsman.

Standard, 1964. b. A staffman. C.T.D. c.
See chainman. D.O.T. I.

rod mill. a. A mill for rolling rod. ASM
Gloss. b. A mill for fine grinding, somewhat

similar to a ball mill, but employing long
steel rods instead of balls to effect the
grinding. ASM Gloss.
rod milknatt. One who grinds clinker, phosphate rock, or ore in a revolving cylinder
partially filled with round steel rods; also,
he tests a product for fineness by observing

how much material is left on sieve of deter-

mined mesh, and regulates
material entering the mill

amount of

accordingly.

D.O.T. I.

rodney. Eng. A rude platform near the shaft's
mouth for a night fire. Fay.

rodometer. An instrument devised by Prof.
Cady of Wesleyan University to find the
hand and piezoelectric axes of quartz by
focusing a beam of light upon an etched Z
or other section. AM,1.
rod plug. Synonym for elevator plug. Long.
rod proof. A test specimen taken from the
melt on an iron rod. ASTM C162-66.
rod puller. Various mechanisms, essentially a
double-acting air-actuated piston equipped
with a rod-gripping device commonly used
to pull drill rods from a bcirehole in underground workings where a small drill without a hoist is used. Long.

rod pulling. The removal of the drilling rods
from a borehole. Long.
rod pulls. a. The number of borehole round
trips made in a unit of time. Long. b. The
number of lengths of drill rod ( two or more
standard 10-foot lengths coupled together
and handled and stacked as unit lengths)

needed to reach the bottom of the borehole. Long.
rod reaming shell. A reaming shell designed
to be coupled directly to a drill rod. See
also rod bit. Long.
rod reducing bushing. A pin-to-box sub used

to connect one size rod in
larger or smaller size. Long.

roll
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rodman

a string to a

rod reducing coupling. A pin-to-pin sub used
to connect one size rod to a larger or
smaller size. See also sub. Long.
rods. a. Eng. Vertical or inclines& timbers for
actuating pumps. Fay. b. Long bars of

Swedish iron of the toughest quality, for
boring through rocks, etc. Fay. c. See cage
guides, a. Fay.
rod sag. The bending of a long drill string
due solely to its own weight. Also called
rod slack. Long.

rod shaft. The mine shaft containing the
pump rods. Fay.

rod shell. Synonym for rod reaming shell.
Long.

rod slack. See rod sag. Long.

rod slap. The impact of drill rods with the
sides of a borehole, occurring when the
rods are rotating. Long.
rod slide. A wooden guide running from

above the swivel head to a few feet below
the sheave of the tripod. Used to aline drill
rods when drilling an angle borehole. Long.
rod map. A sudden acceleration in rotational
speed of the rods followed immediately by
a sudden return to the former speed. Long.
rod spear. A long, tapered, four-sided fishing

tool. Used to remove a lost drill rod or

other tubular piece of drill equipment from
a borehole. Long.
rod stabilizer. Synonym for rod guide. Long.
rod stand. a. The length of drill rod handled

and stacked in the tripod or derrick as a
unit piece during round trips. See also

double; treble. Long. b. Seeoff-take. B.S.

per, and in part silver, from gold by fusing
with sulfur or with antimony sulfide, Ob-

rod stock. Round steel rod. Nichols.
rod string. The drill rods coupled to form the

taining copper or silver sulfide. Fay.
roestone. A fine-grained ()Mite resembling the
roe of a fish. Fay.

3618, 1963, sec. 3.

connecting link between the core barrel and

bit in the borehole and the drill machine

RO fusioncast refractory. A fusion-cast re-

rod stuffing box. An annular packing gland
fitting between the drill rod and the casing
at the borehole collar. It allows the rod
to rotate freely but prevents the escape of
gas or liquid under pressure. Especially
utilized when drilling with counterflow ;

in France. (RO = retassure orientée, that
is, oriented cavity). Dodd.
rogenstein. Ger. Oolite in which the spherules are united by argillaceous cement.

at the collar of the borehole. Long.

when drilling in an area where a high

hydrostatic pressure or flow of water may
be encountered, as in drilling a cover or
pilot hole; or when drilling up holes from
an underground drill site. Long.
rod tools. a. Those used in rod drilling. See
also cable tools. Pryor, 3. b. See pole tools.
Fay.
rod up. To couple and lower an assembled
drill string into a borehole. Long.
rod vibration. The eccentric and oscillatory
movements of the drill string while being
rotated in a borehole. Compare rod slap.
Long.
rod wax. A light yellow, pasty mass consisting of an emulsion of high-boiling oils with
solid hydrocarbons; it collects in considerable quantities around the rods and casing
in some of the Pennsylvania wells. Fay.

rod whip. See rod slap; rod vibration. Long.
rod wkking. The soft twisted cotton string
used as a packing material to seal the joints

of drill rods (when coupled) against leakage of drilling fluid. See also wick; wicking. Long.
rod wiper. An annular rubber disk for wiping

mud from rods as they are pulled from
the borehole. Long.

roeblingite. A white, basic hydrous silicate
and sulfate of lead and calcium, 2PbSO4.
(Ca,Mn,Sr)71110(Si0o).. Compact, fibrous.
Orthorhombic ( ?). Analogous to hauynite.
From Franklin, N.J.; Langban, Sweden.
English.

roemerite römerite. A rust brown to yellow
hydrated sulfate of ferrous and ferric iron,
[Fe"Fe'",(S0a)4.14}110]; hardness 3 to
3.5; specific gravity 2.15±. Dana 7d, v. 2,
pp.

520-521.

roentgen. The quantity of X-ray or 'gammaray radiation, such that the associated corpuscular emission per 0.001293 grams of
air produces, in air, ions carrying one electrostatic unit of aarge of electricity of
either sign. ASM Gloss.
roentgen equivalent man. A unit of absorbed

radiation dose in biological matter. It is
equal to the absorbed dose in rads multiplied by the relative biological effectiveness of the radiation. Abbreviation, rem.
L&L.

roentgen equivalent physical. An obsolete unit
of radiation dosage superseded by the rad.

Abbreviation, rep. lin:

roentgenogram; roentgenograph; radiograph.
A photograph made with X-rays. Webster
3d.
roentgenograph. See roentgenogram. Web-

ster 3d.

Roeshsg lead pump. An automatic apparatus

for discharging lead from the kettle; used
in the Parkes process. Fay.
Roesing wires. Wires suspended in a dust
chamber to assist in settling and condensing dust and fumes from furnace gases.
Fay.
Roesler process. A process for separating cop-

fractory made in an inclined mold designed
to concentrate the shrinkage cavity in one
corner of the block ; such bloz'ss are made

Also spelled roggenstein. Standard, 1964.

roggan. A rocking stone. Fay.
roggenstein. Ger. 0Olite or roestone. Holmes,
1928.

rogueite. A local trade name for greenish
jasper from gravels of the Rogue River,
Ore. Shipley.
Roheisenzunder process. A method which
makes use of an airstream at a pressure of

4 atmospheres for atomizing molten pig

iron into minute particles. The molten

metal falling into an air stream formed by
an annular slit in a steel cyclone is atomized, the particles falling into a water bath
and subsequently dried. Osborne.
Rohrbacb solution. An aqueous solution of
mercuric-barium iodide; clear, yellow liquid; very refractive; and specific gravity,
3.5. Used in separating minerals by their
specific gravity, and in microchemical detection of alkaloids. CCD 6d, 1961.

roke. Prov. Eng. A vein of ore. Standard,

1964. A variation of rake. See rake 3 and
4. Fay,
Rokicky group. A type of meteorites belong-

ing to the pallasites. Sea also pallasite.

Hess.

Rokide C. Silicon carbide; refractory. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
Rokide process. Trade name; a process for
the production of a refractory coating, on
metal or on ceramic, by atomizing directly
from the fused end of a rod of the coating

material, for example, A110,, or ZrOa;

the molten particles are blown against the
cool surface that is to be coated. Dodd.
Rolands' cement. Trade name; a high-alumina cement. See also high-alumina cement.
Dodd.

roll. a. A local thickening of roof or floor
strata, causing thinning of a coal seam. B.S.

3618, 1964, sec. 5. b. Variously used to

describe minor deformations or dislocations
of a coal seam, for example faults with

small displacement to small monoclinal
folds, to welts or ridges projecting from
either the roof or floor into the coal, and

to fillings of stream channels or low areas
extending downward into the coal. A.G.I.
c. A lenticular mass of shale, usually cov-

ered by a thin layer of coal, extending

downward from the overlying strata into

a coalbed and sometimes almost completely

replacing the coal. A.G./. d. The appearance of other types of mineral deposits in
places where the bed or vein thickens or
thins.

Stokes fit Varnes, 1955. e. Washout;

partial washout. A downward irregularity
in the roof causing a thinning of a seam
of coal. Mason. f. An inequality in the roof
or floor of a mine. Fay. a. S. Wales. The
drum of a winding engine. Fay. h. See
bump. Fay. i. A roughly cylindrical distri-

bution of uranium mineralization occurring
usually in the Salt Wash sandstone. There

is soine question whether the feature is
structural or sedimentary. Ballard. j. The

wheel of a roller. Nichols. k. A cylinder,
with a shaft for mounting it so that it may
rotate, used to support or guide a portion

of the conveyor belt. If the shaft is designed to be mounted so that it will not
rotate, a roll includes the bearings that

provide for rotation of the cylinder on the
shaft. NEMA MB1-1956. 1. A cylindrical
body set in bearings (usually fixed) and
used singly or in pairs or sets for crushing
or squeezing. See also rolls. Webster 3d;
Fay. m. One of two cyl:nders or grooved
rollers between which material is drawn,
for reducing its thickness, as the finished

rolls of a rolling mill. Fay. n. A heavy

metal cylinder for flattening molten plate
glass into a sheet. Fay.
rollback. See crawling. Bryant.
roll bending. Curving sheets, bars, and sections by means of rolls. See also bending
rolls. ASM Gloss.

roll compacting. The progressive compacting

of metal powders by the use of a rolling
mill. ASTM B 243-65.

roll crusher. A type of secondary or reduction crusher consisting of a heavy frame
on which two rolls are mounted. These
rolls are driven so that they rotate toward
one another in the manner of the rollers

in a clothes wringer. Each roll shaft has its
own pulley and is driven independently,

but both rolls should have the same pe-

ripheral speed. Rock fed in from above is
nipped between the moving rolls, crushed,
and discharged at the bottom. Newton, p.

61. See also double-roll crusher; singleroll crusher.

roller straightening
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roll

been produced by hot rolling at the steelworks,

for example,

rolled

steel joists,

channels, angle sections, etc. See also steel
arches. Nelson.

roller. a. A broad pulley or wheel fixed to
the floor, roof or sides of roadways to pre-

vent a haulage rope running against the

ground which would cause excessive fric-

tion and wear of rails and sleepers. The
roller consists of a high carbon quality
tubular steel barrel with a pressed steel or

malleable iron frame with end castings

which contain a reservoir of oil. Nelson. 13.
A heavy vehicle used for compacting soil,

earth fill, and top layers of spoil dumps to
increase the density and bearing capacity
of the material. See also compaction. Nelson. c. A round part free to revolve about
its center and roll on its outer surface. The

face may be straight, tapered, crowned,

concave, or flanged. ASA MH4.1-1958. d.

A component part of a roller chain in
which it may serve only to reduce fric-

tional loss occurring as the chain negotiates

sprockets. Rollers may also serve as the
rolling support for the chain and the load
being conveyed. ASA MH4.1-1958. e. An
indefinite term, sometimes considered to

be one of a series of long-crested, large
waves which roll in upon the coast, as
after a storm; also, a long, high swell.
Schielerdecker. f. A blown cylinder for

making window glass by the nearly obsolete hand process. ASTM C162-66. g. A
small, soft rubber roller used for applying
transfers and decalcomanias to enamelware.
Enam. Diet.

rolled asphalt. A road surface consisting of roller-bat machine. A machine for making,
asphalt mixed with coarse aggregate, laid
from stiff-plastic clay, bats for a final presshot and rolled until it is quite solid. See
ing
process in one method of roofing-tile
also mastic asphalt. Ham.
manufacture.
Dodd.
rolled compact. A compact made by passing
metal powder continuously through a roll- rolkr burlap. Hard steel cylinders in bearings which have very low frictional resisting mill, so as to form relatively long
sheets of pressed material. ASTM B 243-65.

rolled edge. The edge of a plate or saucer is
said to be rolled if its diameter is greater
than the general thickness of the rim of
the ware. Dodd.
rolled glass. a. Flat glass that has been rolled

so that one surface is patterned or tex-

tured. Compare roughcast, b. Dodd. b. A
term also applied to optical glass that has
been rolled into plates at the time of manufacture, as distinct from transfer glass
Compare transfer glass. Dodd.

rolled gold. The same as gold filled except

that the proportion of gold alloy to the
weight of the entire article may be less
than 1 / 20th. Fineness of the gold alloy
may not be less than 10K. See also goldfilled. ASM Gloss.

rolled metal. Refers to metal such as silver

or stainless steel which has been clad with
a precious metal and rolled to reduce the
thickness of the coat. BuMines Bull. 630,
1965, p. 713.
rolled pebbles. Pebbles which have been worn

by transportation in water to a compara-

tively smooth and round shape. Shipley.
rolled plate. A thin plate of gold spread upon

ance. Ham.
roller bit. a. A rotary boring bit consisting of

two to four-cone-shaped, toothed rollers
which are turned by the rotation of the
drill rods. They are used in hard rock in
oil well boring and other ;leen holes down

to 15,000 feet and more. Although their

penetration speed is somewhat slow, roller
bits last longer which is a very important
factor in deep drilling. See also drag bit.
Nelson. b. A type of rock-cutting bit used
on diamond and rotary drills. The bit consists of a shank with toothed, circular, or
cone-shaped cutter parts affixed to the
head of the bit in such a manner that the
cutters roll as the bit is rotated. Generally
used for drilling We-inch-size or larger
holes in soft to medium-hard rocks such as

shale and limestone. Usually noncoring
and not diamond set. Also called cone bit;

rock bit; roller cone bit; roller rock bit;

roller cutter bit. Long.
roller-bit drilling. See crushing drilling.
roller chain. a. Generally, any sprocket-driven
chain made up of links connected by hinge
pins and sleeves. Nichols. b. Specifically a
chain whose hinge sleeves are protected by

an outer sleeve or roller that is free to
a layer of base metal by soldering the
turn. Nichols.
metals in the bar and then rolling the
whole out into plate, forming a thinner roller come bit. Synonym for roller bit. Long.
plate of gold than that of the ware known
as gold-filled. Also called rolled gold. Fay.

rolkd-steel joht. An I-beam made from a

single piece of steel passed through a hot

rolling mill. Hop:.
rolled steel section. Steel sections which have

roller-cone core bit. A
of roller bit with
cutter cones arrangerto cut an annular
ring leaving an uncut section in the center
as core. Long.
roller conveyor. A series of rolls supported in
a frame over which objects are advanced
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manually, by gravity or by power. ASA

MH4.1-1958.
roller-cutter bit. Synonym for roller bit. Long.

roller elutriator. An air-type elutriator de-

signed for the determination of fineness of
portland cement. Dodd.
roller gate. Hollow cylindrical crest gate con-

trolling a dam spillway. See also sector
gate; sliding gate. Ham.
roller grip. A device for clutching a traction
cable between grooved sheaves or rollers.
Fay.
roller-head machine. A machine for the Aaping of pottery flatware on a rotating mold,
as in a jigger, but with a rotary shaping
tool instead of a fixed profile. The rotary
tool is in the form of a shallow cone of the
same diameter as the ware and shaped to
produce the back of the article being made.
f he ware is completely shaped in one operation at the rate of about 12 pieces per
minute. Dodd.
roller-hearth kilo. A tunnel kiln through
which the ware, placed on bats, is carried
on rollers. Such kilns are rare in the
ceramic industry. Dodd.
roller leveling. Leveling by passing flat stock
through a machine having a series of smalldiameter staggered rolls. ASM Gloss.
rollerman. In mining, a laborer who inspects

idler rollers or pulleys over which cable
passes along inclined haulageways, oiling
or greasing rollers, resetting displaced ones,

and repairing or replacing damaged ones.
Also called pulley man; pulley repairer;
pulley repairman; roller repairman; sheaveman ; wheelinan. D.O.T. 1.
roller mark; rolkr scratch. A surface blemish
on vertically drawn sheet glass caused by
contact with the rollers. Dodd.
roller mill. See Chilean mill. Pryor, 3.

rolkr repairman. See rollerman. D.O.T. 1.
rolkr rock bit. a. A rotary bit fitted with two
or more hardened steel or tungsten-carbide-tipped rollers of cylindrical or conical
form. Variously known as two-cone bit,
three-cone bit, four-cutter bit, etc. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec 3. b. Synonym for roller
bit. Long.
roller scratch. See roller mark. Dodd.
roller screen. See revolving screen.
Roller's equation. A relationship between the
percentage weight and the size of powders:

w=aN/d. exp( b/d ), where w is

the

weight percent of all material having diameters less than d, and a and b are constants. Other equations were deduced relat-

ing to specific surface and to the number
Of particles per gram of powder. Dodd.
roller slot conveyor. A slat conveyor employing rollers for slats. ASA MH4.1-1958.
roller spiral. An auembly of curved sections
of roller conveyor arranged helically and
over which objects are lowered by gravity.
ASA M114.1-1958.

Roller's plasticity test. A method for the asseument of plasticity on the basis of the
streu/deformation relationship when clay
cylinders are loaded. Dodd.
roller stampiag die. An engraved roller used
for impressing designs and markings on
sheet metal. ASM Gloss.

roller stralghtealig. A proceu for straightening rod, tubing, or extruded shapes which
uses one pair or more of staggered rolls to
correct minor deviations in the section ts
the material passes through. The process is
essentially a series of banding operations.
Light Metal Age, v. 16, No. 9, October
1958, pp. 17-24.

rolley
olley. N. of Eng. A kind of truck running
upon wheels for carrying tubs or boxes,
and drawn by horses along underground
roadways. Fay.

olley man. See incline repairman. D.O.T. 1.
rolleyway. N. of Eng. The underground road
along which rolleys are conveyed. A gangway. Fay.

rolleyway man. Eng. A man who attends the
rolleyway and keeps it in order. He also
supervises the movement of cars at shaft

bedding related to ripple-mark migration;
asymmetrical with more pronounced leeside accumulation than in unilateral rolling

strata. See also unilateral rolling strata.
Pettijohn.
rolling mill. a. An establishment in which
metal is made into sheets, bars, rails, or
rods by working it between pairs of rolls.
Standard, 1964. b. A pair or set of rolls between which metal is reduced in thickness

landings. Fay.

or formed into beams, rails, etc.; a roll
train. Standard, 1964. c. Machines used

to support a haulage road. SMRB, Paper

stock and produce certain desired shapes
as the metal passes between rotating rolls

rolleyway pillars. Eng. Pillars usually of
larger size than the ordinary ones, formed
No. 61.

roll feeder. a. A smooth, fluted, or cleated

roll or drum which rotates to deliver packages, objects or bulk materials. ASA
M114.1-1958. b. A circular drum, plain or
ribbed, rotating on a horizontal shaft and
situated at the mouth of a bunker or hop-

per to control the rate of discharge of

material therefrom. B.S. 3552, 1962.
roll flattening. Flattening of sheets, that have
been rolled in packs, by passing them separately through a two-high cold mill, there

being virtually no deformation. Not to be
confused with roller leveling. ASM Gloss.
roll forging. Forging with rotating dies that
are not full round, the desired shape, either
straight or tapered, being produced by a
groove in the dies. ASM Gloss.

roll forming. Metal forming by the use of
power-driven rolls whose contour determines the shape of the product. Sometimes

used to denote power spinning. See also

flospinning. ASM Gloss.

roll pindlag machine. A special type of
cylindrical machine for grinding cylindrical
rolls to be used in rolling metals, paper, or
rubber. ACSG, 1963.
roll hammerer. One who punches designs on
polished steel rolls used in fabricating dec-

orative sheet glass. D.O.T. Su Pp.
roiling. Reducing the cross-sectional area of
metal stock or otherwise shaping metal
products through the use of rotating rolls.
ASM Gloss. See also roll train. Fay.
rolling and quarteriag. A sampling method in
which the sample is formed into the

requisite flat heap by placing it upon a

rubber or other smooth sheet and, by lifting
the corners of this sheet in proper rotation,

rolling the material to and fro. The resultant heap is then quartered and alternate quarters are taken. This method is
used with smaller bulk and smaller sizes of

material. Trustott, p. 40.

rolling dude conveyor. One or more endless
roller chains on which packages or objects
are carried. ASA MH4.1-1958.

ruling cradle. A rod slide equipped with
rollers

that contact the rods and over

which the rods roll on being pulled or
lowered into an angle borehole. Long.

ruling cotter bit. Synonym for roller bit.
Long.

ruling friction. a. The resistance offered by
a tub wheel as it rolls over the steel rails,
or the resistance offered by a shaft turning
in the ball or roller bearing. Morris anef

Cooper, p. 188. b. The resistance developed

when a spherical or cylindrical body is
rolled over a plane surface. Rollers and
ball bearings are used to reduce rolling
friction. Crupin.

rollieg "mod. A land surface much varied
reatmany hills and valleys. Fay.

Inclbe-balding. Small scale

Roman ocher
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cross-

to decrease the cross-sectional area of metal

mounted in a framework comprising a

break coal and other materials into various
sizes. Applies to the type of crushing machinery in which the ore is broken between
cylindrical rolls which rotate in a vertical
plane. See also roll train. Fay. b. Two

cylinders, with faces much less than the
diameters, revolving toward each other,

drawing the material in between the crush-

ing peripheries. One roll at least usually
runs in fixed bearings, the other may or
may not run in movable bearings held by
springs. Liddell 2d, p. 357. c. In powder
metallurgy, a machine used to apply pressure progressively to form a compact.

Rolle. See also crushing rolls; ribbed rolls;

smooth rolls.

basic unit called a stand. Cylindrical rolls
produce flat shapes; grooved rolls produce
round, square, and structural shapes.
Among rolling mills may be listed the billet
mill, blooming mill, breakdown mill, plate

roll scale. The same as mill scale. Standard,

and temper mill. ASM Gloss.
rolling mills. Machines used to decrease the
cross-sectional area of metal stock and produce certain desired shapes as the metal
passes between rotating rolls mounted in a
framework comprising a basic unit called
a stand. Cylindrical rolls produce flat
shapes; grooved rolls produce round,
square, and structural shapes. Among
rolling mills may be listed the billet mill,
blooming mill, breakdown mill, plate mill,

roll shell. The casing or tire of specially

mill, sheet mill, slabbing mill, strip mill,

sheet mill, slabbing mill, strip mill, and

temper mill. ASM Gloss.
rolling of glaze. A term sometimes used instead of crawling. Dodd.
rolling plant. A rolling mill or establishment

for rolling metal into forms. Standard,
1964.

rolling resistance. a. The tractive resistance
caused by friction between the rails and
wheels, and forms the major resistance on

level tracks. See also tractive force. Nelson.
b. The sum of the external forces opposing

motion over level terrain. Carson, p. 72.
rolling strata. A little-used term for ripple
cross-lamination. Also called wavy bedding.

Peteijohn.
rolliwg-up curtain weir. A type of frame weir,
the frame of which remains upright, being

rolled up from the bottom. Ham.
roll jaw crusher. A crusher of the same general type as the Blake or Dodge, but the
movina jaw has a rolling instead of an oscillating motion. Liddell 2d, p. 357.
roll latten. Sheet brass polished on both sides.

Standard, 1964.
manna. In ore dressing, one who tends lolls
that are used to crush ore, which has already been broken into small pieces in a
crusher, to a fine size preparatory to the
extraction of the valuable minerals.

D.O.T. I.

roll-mark. A series of similar marks appearing in line in direction of flow made by a
rolling object. Rolling is commonly combined with saltation. Pettijohn.
roll operator. One who operates conical rolls
that separate stone from clay, preventing
machine from jamming by rnuUting How
of clay into it. D.O.T.!.
roll out. When a diamond in a coring bit is

retained by less than 50 percent of its

volume by the bit matrix material, it frequently is pulled, in toto, from the matrix
and is said to roll out. Lost.

roll weed** See quenching of frit Dodd.
rolls. a. Cast-iron or steel cylinders, either
plain or fitted with steel teeth, used to
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1964.

roll screen. A screen consisting of a number
of horizontal rotating shafts, fitted with
elements arranged to provide screening
apertures. B.S. 3552, 1962.

hardened steel forming the wearing surface of a crushe, roll. Fay.

roll spot welding. Spot welding with rotating
circular electrodes. ASM Gloss.
roll-spuren. See roll-mark. Pettijohn.
roll straightening. Straightening of metal
stock

of various shapes by passing it

through a series of staggered rolls, the rolls

usually being in horizontal and vertical

planes. ASM Gloss.
roll sulfur. a. A commercial name for sulfur

that has been purified and cast into rolls
or sticks. Standard, 1964. b. See brimstone.
Nelson.

roll table. A conveyor table where rolls furnish the contact surface. ASM Gloss.
roll threading. Making threads by rolling the
piece between two grooved die plates, one
of which is in motion, or between rotating, grooved, circular rolls. ASM Gloss.
roll train. The set of plain or grooved rolls
through which iron or steel piles ingots,
blooms, or billets are passed to lie rolled
into various shapes. Fay.
roll-up structure. See convolutional ball.
Pettijohn.
roll weldift. Forge welding by heating in a
furnace and applying pressure with rolls.
ASM Gloss.

rolok. See rowlock. ACSG.
tom Abbreviation for run-of-mine coal (or
ore). Nelson.

Roman alum. Alum crystallized in cubes;
especially, alum formerly made from alumite at Tolfa near Rome that was reddish

because of a very small amount of iron
oxide though otherwise very pure. Webster 3d.

Romeo brick. Term for a building brick of
nominal size 12 x 4 x 2 inches. Dodd.
Roman cement. A cement capable of setting
under water with rapidity and of ac9uiring a great degree of hardness within a

very short space of time. Nelson.

Also

known as rock cement.
roaamik. A yellow, black, or green amber
from Romania. Also spelled rumanite. English.

romaalam. An alloy consisting of aluminum
having an admixture of less than one per-

cent of tungsten together with a little

copper, nickel, antimony, and tia. Webster 3d.

Rams lime. Synonymous with hydraulic
lime, but of the snore Impure and highly
hydraulic type. Boynton.

Roam ocher. A native ocher of a deep

Roman ocher
orange-yellow color. Standard, 1964.

Roman pearl. A sphere of opalescent glass
with interior coated with essence d'orient
and then filled with wax. Shipley.

Roman tile. A roofing tile that is channel
shaped and tapered; the roof is built of

alternate descending lengths of tiles placed
channelwise and tiles placed ridgewise over

the junction of adjacent channels. Dodd.
Roman vitriol. Same as blue vitriol. Fay.
romannovite. Dark-brown grossularite garnet;
from Finland. Shipley.
rombly limestone; rombly post. Northumb.
Limestone and sandstone containing pebbles. Compare rumble. Arkell.
romeite. Essentially a pyroantimonate of calcium with the ideal formula, CasS13207.
Color usually pale yellow to yellowish
brown; also redsdish brown, dark brown.
Mohs' hardness, 5.50 to 6.50; Specific

gravity, 4.7 to 5.4. Dana 7, v. 2, p. 1020.

romerite. See roemerite. English.

romometer; roof movement meter. An in-

strument for measuring changes in vertical
height and lateral movements of the roof

relative to the floor at the coalface. See

also convergence recorder. Nelson.
rondle; rondelle. The crust or scale that forms
upon the surface of molten metal in cooling. Fay.
rontgen; R. The unit of exposure dose of X-

or gamma radiation. One run:gen is an
exposure dose of X- or gamma radiation

such that the associated corpuscular emis-

sion per 0.001 293 g of air produces, in
air, ions carrying 1 electrostatic unit of

quantity of electricity of either sign. NCB.
rontgenite; roentgenite. Minute wax-yellow
to brown, trigonal pyramidal crystals, intergrown with synchysite, parisite, and
bastnasite, from Narsarsuk, Greenland.

From X-ray and optical data the composition is deduced as 3CeFC08.2CaCO3.

Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.
roof. a. The rock immediately above a coal
seam. It is commonly a shale and is often
carbonaceous in character and softer than
similar rocks higher up in the roof strata.

The roof shale may contain streaks and
wisps of coaly material which tends to
weaken the deposit. Roof in coal mining
corresponds to hanging wall in metal min-

ing. Nelson. See also roof stone. b. The

Also called raise driller; stoperman; timberman. D.O.T. Supp.

roof bolting. A system of roof support in
mines. Boreholes from 3 to 8 feet long
are drilled upward in the roof land bolts
of 1 inch diameter or more are inserted
into the holes and anchored at the top
by a split cone or similar device. The bolt
end protrudes below roof level and is used

to support roof bars, girders, or simple
steel plates pulled tight up to the roof by
a nut on the bolthead. The bolts are put up
to a definite pattern. The idea is to clamp
together the several roof beds to form a
composite beam with a strength considerably greater than the sum of the indi-

vidual beds acting separately. See also slotand-wedge bolt; rock, bolting. Nelson.
roof bolts. a. Long steel bolts driven into

walls or roof of underground excavations
to strengthen the pinning of rock strata.

They are inserted in a drilled hole and
expanded by means of a wedge which

opens a sleeve surrounding it (the sleeve
bolt), or which slides in a half-sleeve (the
sliding wedge bolt). Used at about 4 feet
spacing and pin steel beams to roof. Pryor,

3. b. Steel bolt unit& are used to support
mine shaft roof, preventing and limiting
the extent of roof falls. The unit consists
of the bolt (up to 4 feet long), steel plate,
expansion shell, and pal nut. Use of' roof
bolts eliminates the need for thnbering.
Best, p. 374. Same as rock bolt.

roof coal. a. Scot. That part of a seam of
coal left for a roof. Fay. b. Used among

British miners for inferior coal found near
the roof of a seam. Tomkeieff, 1954.

roof control; strata control. The scientific
study of rock behavior when undermined
by mining operations and the most effective measures to control movements. The

wbject is comprehensive and includes the
systematic measurement of the movement

of strata and the fcrces and stresses involved. An attempt is made to correlate
the data with rock types and nature of
excavation. Effective roof control means
higher productivity and safer mining operations. See also rock mechanics. Nelson.

roof cot. A machine cut made in the roof

head in a mine. Gordon. d. The ceiling

root cottiog; ps cutting. It is a common oc-

of any underground excavation. Hudson.
e. In mine timbering there are two classifications of roof, the immediate roof and

currence to hear miners talk of gas cutting;

the main roof. The immediate roof lies

ever, this condition is seldom encountered.
There are some seams where gas does cut

the top and causing it to weaken; how-

the roof, generally where top coal is left
in gassy seams. The most common cause
of roof cutting is its exposure to air.
Gunite or painting of the top helps a condition of this kind. Kentucky, p. 145.

root *W. Various hydraulically operated

mechanized units designed to install roof
bolts. Two men PIA fasten up to 200 bolts
per shift. Units are available in both stand-

ard and spedal dear to satisfy requirements in different mines. Bests, p. 374.

support its weight. Kentucky, p. 134 f.
N. Wales. A passage excavated in slate
quarrying from below upwards; a raise.

rooters. Lane. Miners' term for the upper

who reinforces roofs of mine haulageways,
side drifts, and working places with metal

roollog. a. Ches. The upper 5 or 6 feet of
the rock salt beds. Fay. b. The wedging
of a loaded wagon or horse against the

or timber to prevent rock and slate falls.

small, steeply inclined stone drivage from
a lower to an upper coal seam or for exploration in disturbed ground. Nelson.

roofing slate. A finely fissile, compact, homog-

eneous argillite or clay slate, yielding thin
alabs,

used for roofing. The prevailing

colors are nearly black, though sometimes
greenish, purple, or red. Standard, 1964.
Regular roofing slate ranges in size from

7 by 9 to 16 by 24 inches and are commonly three-sixteenths of an inch thick.
The so-called architectural grades are
much thicker and heavier. AIME, p. 798.
roans tile. a. Fired clay tile used for covering roofs. Fay. b. A structural unit with
overlapping or interlocking design to be
used for roofing. ACSG, 1963.

roof jack. A screw- or pump-type extension

post used as a temporary roof support.

B.C.I.
roof layer. a. Uniformly thick layer of rock

supported or damped at the edges by
pillars. BuMines Bull. 587, 1960, p. 2. b.

A layer of firedamp under the roof

of

mine workings. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

roof looseser. See roof trimmer. D.O.T. 1.
roofman. See roof trimmer. D.O.T. I.
root 'movement meter. See ronometer.
roof pendant. Older rocks projecting down
from the roof into a batholith. On a map,
the roof pendant is completely surrounded

by the rocks of the batholith. A.G.I.
root pressure. The pressure which the over-

lying rocks exert on the support of the

mine workings. See also ground pressure.
Stoces, v. 1, p. 137.

roof rock. The rock forming the ceiling of
a cave passage, chamber, etc.

roof shale. The layer or seam of shale oc-

curring immediately above the Pittsburgh

coal seam. This shale or slate has to be
taken down in mining operations. Rice,

George S.

root station. A survey station fixed in the
roof of a mine roadway or working kce.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

coal cutter. Nelson.

for the miner at his work. Korson. c. Over-

Webster 3d.
root holler. In bituminous coal mining, one

roofing bole; roof-up. In West Wales, a

root stringer; leggin bar. Used in a weak
or scaly top in narrow rooms or entries

lies over die coal and forms a protection

hundred, or even thousands of feet in
thickness. This roof is generally controlled
by leaving pillars of solid coal that will

manufacture asphalt roofing shingles.
ACSG, 1963. b. See granule, b.

root stow. Scot. The stone immediately

the coal which gives increased height in
thin seams. The cut is made with a turret

port it as the coal is removed. The main
roof is the roof above the immediate top,
and may vary from a few feet to several

top of an underground passage. Fay.

roofing granule. a. A particle of rock or
fired clay about 9 mesh in size, used to

immediately above the seam. A roof cut is
sometimes made in a soft band of dirt over

stratum of hardened clay or sandstone that

directly over the coal, and may be a single
layer or several layers of rock material of
the same, or different Consistencies, and
from a few inches to several feet in thickness. This roof requires timbering to sup-

roof trimmer
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part of a coal seam. Tonskeie 1, 1954.

root-fairy. A root which is tenacious, and

when allowed to fall breaks down in large
blocks or frames of stone. Peel.

above a coal seam. See also roof, a. Fay.

which have short life. It is done by placing the lagging bars running parallel with
the working place above the header. It has
limited uses due to necespry additional
height and causing the weight to rest on
the center of the header. Kentucky, p. 141.

root kiting; top testi* In the simple test-

ing of roof, the roof is struck by a hammer or a heavy object. The loose roof will

give off a dull or hollow sound as com-

ps-ad with solid top which has a dear
riug. Good toof that has a dear ringing

sound is called "bell top." Also known as
sounding, sounding the roof, sounding the
top, and jowling. 1Centucky, p. 133.

root-Molin; tool. Usually a woo&m pole with
a metallic ball at the upper end. Grove.

roof trimmer. In metal mining and In the
quarry industry, a laborer who inspects
roofs and walls of working places in un-

derground mines and quarries after blasting, and knocks or pries down any loose
lumps or blocks of stone or rock with a
bar to prevent danger of their falling and

roof trimmer

rope core
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injuring workmen. Also called bar loosbarman, roof loosener; roofman.

ener

1.

roof-up. See roofing hole. Nelson.
roof work. A term applied to a vein worked
overhead. Fay.

room. a. A place abutting an entry or airway where coal has been mined and ex-

room entry. a. Name applied to pairs of

intersects the base-metal surfaces. It may
be coincident with the root of joint. ASM

or dinting is necessary. These headings are
driven from which pillars are formed to the

root opening. The distance between the parts
at the root of the joint. ASM Gloss.

Mason, v. 1, p. 109. b. Any entry or set
of entries from which rooms are turned.

root pendration. The depth to which weld

Safety CodeBituminous Coal and Lignite Mines, Pt. I Underground Miner,

root sealer bead. Same as root pass. ASM

headings that are especially provided for
stowing of ripping dirt when road ripping

rise and then extracted on the retreat.

tending from the entry or airway to a face.
LC. 8001, 1960, p. 1. b. Space driven off
an entry in which coal is produced. Rooms

A panel entry. U.S. BuMines Federal Mine

and in depth from 50 to 300 feet, depending on depth of overburden, underground
conditions, and seam thickness. B.C.I. c. A
wide working place in a flat mine corresponding to stope in a steep vein. A chamber. Compare stope. Fay. d. A heading, or
short stall. Fay. e. A weight of 7 tons of
coal, or 51/2 chaldrons by measure. Fay.
room-and-pillar. A system of mining in which
the distinguishing feature is the winning

room neck. A short passageway, from the

may vary in width from 14 to 45

feet

of 50 percent or more of the coal or ore
in the first working. The coal or ore is
mined in rooms separated by narrow ribs
or pillars. The coal or ore in the pillars
is won by subsequent working, which may
be likened to top slicing, in which the roof

caved in successive blocks. The first
working in rooms is an advancing, and
the winning of the rib (pillar) a retreatis

ing method. The rooms are driven parallel
with one another, and the room faces may
be extended pari:llel, at right angles, or at

an angle to the dip. This method is applicable to flat deposits, such as coal, iron
ore, lead, zinc, etc., that occur in bedded
deposits. Modifications of this method are:
County of Durham system; double-entry
room-and-pillar miningi double-room sys-

tem; double-stall working; heading and

stall; pillar-and-stall; post-and-stall; roomand-stoop; single-entry room-and-pillar
mining; single-stall working; square work;
stall-and-breast; and triple-entry roomand-pillar mining. Fay.
room-amd-pillar mining. In coal and metal
mining, supporting the roof by pillars left
at regular intervals. Lewis, p. 424.
room-and-pillar with waste lillion. See overhand stoping, b. Fay.

room-ead-rance. Scot. A srtem of working
coal with long narrow pUlars; less usually

a sptem of working with extra large pillars and narrow rooms. Similar to larand-stall. Fay.

roons-medintoop. Scot. See room-and-pillar.
Fay.

room boss. In bituminous coal mining, a
foreman who inspects the working face in
working places (rooms) to determine
whether mining operations are being carried on roperl and safety regulations are
. Also called wall 1ms.
being
D.O.T. 1.
room conveyor. a. Any conveyor which Car

ries coal from the face of a roan toward
the mouth. Normally, a room conveyor
will deposit its coal into a car or another
conveyor at the mouth of the room, but

October 8, 1953.

mine entry, to the room in which the

miner works. Fay.
room system with caving. See bord-and-pillar.

Fay.
Rooseveltite. Bismuth arsenate, BiAsta, as a

white coating on wood-tin from Santia-

guillo, Bolivia. Spencer 18, M.M., 1949.
rooster coal. See cube coal, a. Fay.
root. a. A geologic term meaning the part of
a mountain which extends below the sur-

face of the earth's crust. MacCracken. b.
Of an orogene, a low density sialic mass

projecting downward into the basaltic layer formed by downbuckling or downsucking movements, or by physicochemical
processes (hypodifferentiation). Schieferdecker.

root buttress. A root that is above ground

where it joins the trunk. Nichols.
root cast. Slender, tubular, near-vertical and
commonly downward-branching structure
formed by filling of tubular openinp left
by roots. Many resemble some organic borings. Pettijohn.
root clay. Same as underclay. A.GJ.

root crack. A crack in either the weld or
heat-affected zone at the root of a weld.
ASM Gloss.

root deposit. A lode or vein from which alluvial tin may have been derived. Fay.
rooter. a. A towed scarifier; sometimes used
to break up a hard surface and prior to the
use of bulldozers in removing overburden
at quarries and opencast pits. Nelson. b. A
towed machine equipped with teeth, used
primarily for loosening hard soil and soft
rock. Nichols, 2. c. A heavy-duty ripper.
Nichols.
Rootes blower. Low-pressure rotary air compressor with large capacity. Two specially

shaped leaves rotate so as to entrain and
compress air. Used with cupolas, pneumatic flotation cells, etc. Pryor, 3.

root face. The unbeveled portion of the
groove face of a joint. ASA!! Gloss.

root book. A very heavy hook designed to

catch and tear out big roots when it

is

dragged along the ground. Nichols.

rootlet bed. See seat earth, a. B. S. 3618,
1964, sec. 5.

rootneesongoare value. The root-meansquare value of an alternating current or
voltage. It is the square root of the mean
value of the squares of the Instantaneous
values taken over a complete cycle. When
an alternating current or voltage is specified, it is almost invariably the root-mean-

occasionally it will dump into a cross conveyor at some point between the face and

square value that I. used. Also used of
quantities which alternate over lomor

500 feet in length. It is used in room and
pillar mining to transport material from

as effecifre value. Abbreviation,
R.M.S. CTD.

the mouth. Jones. b. Generally 100 to

the face to the room entry. MIA MB11961. c. See underground mine conveyors.

ASA M114.1-1938.

ram drier. A heated room used to dry clayware. AOC, 1963.

=

volts, for example, month or year.

root ol joint. The location of closest approach between parts of a joint to be
welded. ASM Gloss.

root of weld. The points, as shown in cross
section, at which tbe bottom of the weld
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Gloss.

root pass. The first bead of a multiple-pass
weld. ASM Gloss.

metal extends into the root of a joint.
ASM Gloss.
Gloss.

root zone. a. The place where the axial plane
of a recumbent fold becomes steeper and
dips beneath the surface of the earth.

A.G.I. b. The place where a low angle

thrust fault becomes steeper and disappears
beneath the surface of the earth. A.G.1.

roove. Eng. To rub or knock against the
roof. Fay.

rope. a. A winding or hoisting; a draw.

Mason. b. Rope is designated by its lay,
material of construction (steel, fiber, etc.),
maximum diameter across strands, and

strands. A rope of 1 inch diameter has 6
strands and 19 wires per strand. Patented
rope is made of galvanized wire. See also
lay. Pryor, 3. b. See fiber rope; wire rope.
Nelson.

rope and button conveyor. a. A series of buttons or flights attached to an endless wire
rope or cable for the purpose of conveying
or retarding the movement of bulk materi-

al, or objects along a stationary trough.

ASA MH4.1-1938. b. A conveyor consisting

of a rope with disks or buttons attached at

intervals, the upper flight running in a
trough. The coal or other material is
dropped into the trough, and the conveyor

is either actuated by the weight of the
coal in the trough when the trough is inclined forming a retarding conveyor, or
moves the coal along the trough where the
gradient is insufficient or adverse. In the
one case a brake is provided; in the other,

the sprockets are actuated by a motor.
Zorn.

rope boriag. In this system, rigid rods are

replaced by a steel rope to which the boring tools are attached and allowed to fall
by their own weight. The surface set-up is

practically the same as for rod drilling,
the difference being in the attachment to
the end of the walking beam. The row:
passes from a drum over a pulley in the
derrick and through a rope clamp, above
which is a temper screw which is turn
attached to a walking beam. The temper
screw allows the drill to fall as the boring
proceeds and is then run back and the rope
reclamped higher up. No device is necessary with rope boring to give the twist to
the chisel in the borehole between each
blow. The lay of the stranded rope accomplishes this. As the tools are being raised

the rope is in tension and its spiral lay
tends to straighten out and stretch, but

when the chisel strikes the bottom of the
hole the tension is off, the rope assumes its

natural spiral and imparts a twist to the
chisel. Mason, V.1, p. 54.

rope cappel. The attachment between the
winding rope and the bridle chains of the
cage. See also cappel. Nolsaa.
rope embeds's.. See brakeman, c. D.O.T. 1.

rope core. An important component of

stranded ropes is the core, which may be
either el fiber or of wire. In windim ropes
it is generally made of manilla, dial, or
hemp. The function of the core is to sup-

port the strands and prevent them from

bearing hard against one another. An even
more important function is as a store for

lubricant for the interior of the rope and
during manufacture it is saturated with

lubricant. Sinclair, V, p. 8.
rope crab. An appliance used in cable drilling

for recovering ropes that may have been
accidentally dropped in the borehole. Fay.
rope cutter. See hook tender, a. D.O.T. 1.
rope diameter. The diameter of a steel wire
rope is the maximum obtainable measurement across the outer edges of the strands.
The size of fiber ropes is usually specified
by their circumference. Modern steel wire
winding ropes are large and heavy and
may be 21/4 inches in diameter locked coil
for a moderately deep shaft. Nelson.
rope drilling. a. Percussive method in which

endless rope haulage; main-and-tail haulage; tail-rope haulage. Nelson.
rope haulage systems. Systems of rope haulage may be classified as: (1) self-acting or
gravity planes; (2) engine planes; (3)
tail-rope haulage; (4) endless-rope haulage; and (5) aerial tramways, which are
frequently considered by themselves, since
they are not applied to transporting material underground. Lewis, p. 225.
ropehouse. In salt manufacturing, an evaporating house. Fay.
rope lay. A rope lay is that length of rope in
which one strand makes one complete revo-

lution about the core. ASA M11.1-1960,
p. 31.

ropemaker. In the asbestos products industry,
one who make asbestos wicking and square
braided rope using carding machine, roper,

a string of tools is raised in the drill hole
by a rope which is given a loose turn or
two around a powered horizontal windlass, and is eased to let the tools fall free.

and braider. D.O.T. 1.
rope plucking. The sudden jerking or twitching of a haulage rope due to the rope laps
slipping to a smaller diameter on the drum.

able depths. Usually employed for rela-

faintly more than 800 yards distance from

Drills vertically, if necessary, to consider-

tively shallow alluvial bores with portable
rig. Pryor, 3. Sometimes called jump drilling, as the rope with the bit is raiserl and
dropped. Fay. b. Synonym for churn drilling. Long.
rope drh,e. A replacement of belts by ropes
for driving machinery. Fay.

rope driver. In bituminous coal mining, a
foreman who looks after the haulage cable

and the equipment of trains of cars by
which coal is hauled from the mine. He

superintends attaching of can to cable by
clipper and directs movement of cable by
signaling slope engineer through a buzzer
system. D.O.T. 1.
rope driving. The transmission of power by
means of rope gearing, as distinguished
from belt drive. Crispin.

rope drum. Any drum, pGwered or otherwise, on which rope is wound; for example,

mining machine rope drums, room hoist
rope drums, etc. Jones.

rope fastening. The most suitable fastening
between a wire rope and its socket is a
white metal capping. Haulage ropes are
generally doubled back on themselves
around a steel thimble and secured with
bulldog clips. Ham. Set also cappel.
rope grab. A three-prong fuhing tool with

barbs on the inner sides of the prongs,

designed to recover rope or wire cable from
a borehole. Long.

rep? vides. Steel ropes suspended in vertical shafts to prevent excessive swinging

of the cages or skips. Eight rope guides
are generally used for the shaft, four for
each cage, and two additional rubbing

ropes are installed to prevent possible collision between the cages or skips. The ropes

are suspended from girders fixed on the
safety hook catch-plate platform and kept
taut in the shaft by means of weights sn
the shaft bottom sump. The clearances
between the cages, and also between the
cage corners and the shaft wall, should be

about 12 inches. Ste also fixed guides.
Nelson.

rope Mobs& a. Means of moving loaded

and empty mine cars by use of woe rope;
generally used on steep inclines where use
of electric mine locomotives is inefficient.
B.C.!. b. Any transportation system employing a mai wire rope to haul the mine
cars or trams. Ste,alro direct rope haulage;

roselite
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rope core

A severe plucking of a rope may be felt
the engine. See also overhaul. Nelson.

rope rider. a. Rope haul trip rider. Herr. b.
Train attendant. Mason. c. An employee

whose duty it is to see that cars are coupled
properly, and to inspect ropes, chains, links,

and all coupling equipment. A trip rider.
Fay. d. See brakeman. D.O.T. 1.

rope roll. Eng. The drum of a winding

engine. Fay.
rope roof bok. A steel wire rope, with wedge

ous malachite, or an orthorhombic modification of RCOa.R (OH )2,

dimorphous

with malachite. Fibrous masses or coatings, minute botryoidal to mammillary.
Orthorhombic. From Rosas mine, Sulcis,

Sardinia. English.
Röschen method. A firedamp drainage
method utilizing controlled drainage from

the coal seams as they are being mined.
This method, which is also known as the
pack cavity method, was devised to extract
gas from the mined out areas of advancing
longwall mining systems by leaving corri-

dors or cavities at regular intervals in the
pack. Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Mineral Industries Journal, v. 7, No. 1, March
1960, p. 3.
roscherite. A dark brown basic hydrous phosphate of aluminum, manganese, calcium,
and iron, (Ca,Mn,Fe )sBes ( POO s ( OH)8.2H20. Crystals; monoclinic. From Ehren-

friedersdorf, Saxony, Germany. English;
American Mineralogist, v. 43, No. 9-10,

September-October 1958, p. 824.

roscoellte. A mineral member of the mica

group, KsV4AlsSis0,0(OH).. It is essentially

muscovite in which vanadium has partly
replaced the aluminum. Monoclinic. Very
rare, weakly radioactive; green, gray, tan,
or brown; found with corvusite, hewettite,
carnotite, and tyuyamunite; impregnates
sandstone and replaces clay pellets and
stringers. Also called vanadium hydromica.
A.G.I.; Dana 17; Crosby, p. 133.

heads fixed to its ends, used instead of the
normal steel rod in roof bolting. The rope

rose. a. Scot. The perforated nozzle of a
water pipe. Fay. b. A diamond so small
that it can be cut little if at all. Webster

length from 15 to 20 feet. The method is
largely in the experimental stage. Nelson.

rase agate. Local name for a gray and rose

has a diameter of about MI inch and a
rope socket. A drop forged-steel device, with
a tapered hoie, than can be fastened to the

end of a wire cable or rope and to which
a load may be attached. It may be either
the open- or closed-end type. Long.

3d.

banded agate from Brewster County, Tex.
Shipley.
roseaker. An old name for realgar. Fay.

rope spear. A fishing tool having a shaft
upon which are projected barbs used in

rose beryl. Same as morganite. ShiPley.
rose bit. A hardened steel or alloy noncore
bit with a serrated face to cut or mill out
bits, casing, or other metal objects lost in
the hole. Also used to mill off the rose-bit

rope or broken wire line or cable. Long.
rope speed. Synonym for cable speed. Long.

dropper on a Hall-Rowe wedge. Also called
mill; milling bit. Long.

cable and rotary drilling for fishing up a

rope-system MU. Synonym fox chum drill.
Long.

rope trip. A trip of cars handled by a rope.
Fay.

ropeway. a. A line or aouble line of sus-

pended ropes, usually wire, along which
articles of moderate weight may be transported on slings, either by gravity or
power; much used in mining districts for
transportation to watercourses or to steam-

railway lines. Standard, 1964. .kn aerial
tramway. Fay. b. See aerial ropeway. Pietson.

!Zoo fureace. A long reverberatory furnace
over the hearth of which a series of plows
or rakes is drawn by a continuous cable,
moving the ore steadily from the feed to
the discharge end. Fay.
ropy lava. Same as pahoehoe. Fay.

rose-bit dropper. The annular-shaped ring at
the top of the deflection wedge, the outside
diameter of which is the same as the diameter of the borehole in which it is installed,
by means of which the wedge is attached
to a rose bit and drill-rod string when lowered into position in the borehole. Long.
roes-bit pilot. A plug to keep a rose bit concentric while milling off Hall-Rowe deflect-

ing wedge top ring or rose-bit dropper.

Long.
rose copper. The same as rosette copper. Fay.

rosocett. A form of gem cutting, which, in
its most symmetrical shape, consists of a
hemisphere covered with 24 regularly dis-

triangular facets and a fiat base.
V,
rose, Antwerp rose, double Dutch rose,
as:idations

include Dutch rose, half Dutch

small inclusions in bornite; from Charner,
Allier, France Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.

cross-rose, and the briolette whi:h may be
considered a modified double rose. Hess.
A circular or semicircular dia.
MSS
gradla olt i.Tioting strikes (or dips) of planar
features, such as joints, dikes, etc. A.G.I.

of sea plants, used as an alkali, were traded

sprinkler, spreading the water. Standard,

A sufide of copper and indium,

111Mits, isostructural with chalcopyrite% as
reeeetta. The name under which the ashes
in Egypt. Haggdr.
mediae. Thulite. Shipley.
ressidle. A pale to bright green or sky-blue
basic carbonate of- copper and zinc,

(Cu,Zn)C0..(Cu,Zn) (OH)s. A :inciter-
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reediemmi A perforated naale, as for a
1964. See also rose, a. Fey.

reee kessile. Pink synthetic sapphire or
spinel. Shipley.
melds. A rose-red triclinic mineral with ipe_r-

feet cleavage, 3(Ca,Co,74)0.AS.012H10;
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rotary bucket drill

mits the rods to be used in the same manner as left-hand-threaded rods in fishing
operations. Also called rosining. Long.
rosin blend.. A yellow variety of zinc blende,
ZnS. When dark in color it is called blackjack. Bureau ol Mines Staff.
rosined joints. Drill-rod or casing couplings
to which hot rosin was applied and which
were joined before the rosin cooled. Long.
roiling. The act or process of milling a metal
object in a borehole with a rose bit. Long.

finement of the red ware previously made
in N. Staffordshire, England. Dodd.
rosso antico marble. A red marble used by
the Estruscans and ancient Rpmans; said
to have been obtained from Cbiopolis and

roselite
Mohs' hardness, 3.5; specific gravity, 3.5
to 3.6. Larsen, p. 132.

rose moonstone. Pink scapolite. Shipley.
rosenbuschlle. A complex zirconium silicate
mineral; it is a sodium-calcium-titanium-

zirconium fluoride silicate. E.C.T., v. 15,
p. 309.

Rosenbusch's law or rule. A statement of the
sequence and crystallization of minerals

from magmas, proposed by Rosenbusch
(1882), to which many exceptions have

been taken. A.G.I.
Rosendale cement. A name given to natural
cement because it was first discovered and

made from rock found near Rosendale,
N. Y. Merstreau, 4th, p. 236.

Rosenstiehl's green. See barium manganate.
rose of cracks. The system with radial cracks

issuing from the center of the hole as a

result of the tangential stresses. Lange tors,
p. 18.
rose opal. A variety of opaque common opal

having a fine red color. C.M.D.
rose porcelain. Chinese hard porcelain brilliantly decorated with a red enamel. Standard, 1964.

Me quartz. Crystalline quartz with a rose
pink color, due probably to titanium in
minute quantity. The color is destroyed by

exposure to strong sunlight. Used as a

rosin jack; resin jack. A yellow variety of
sphalerite. Fay.
rosin oil. An oil obtained from destructive
distillation of rosin. API Glossary.

Rosin-Rammler equation. An equation relating to fine grinding: for most powders
that have been prepared by grinding, the

relationship between R, the residue remaining on any particular sieve, and the
grain size in microns (x) is exponential:

R=

where e is the base of the naural logarithm
and b and n are constants. Dodd.

rosin fin; resin tin. A reddish or yellowish
variety of cassiterite. Fay.

rosin Zinc. Sphalerite of a rosiny appearance.
Hess.

rosette. a. A form of cutting in which the
stone's base is a single face; the general

form is pyramidal and the several varieties
each possess a different number of facets;
a double rosette, also called pendeloque, is

the form of two rosettes joined at their

microscope slide. C.T.D.

in the Midland Valley of Scotland; of
Carboniferous age, falling partly in the
Lower and partly in the Upper Carboniferous; it the Scottish equivalent of the
English Millstone grit. From Roslin Glen,
south of Edinburgh, Scotland. C.T.D.

noodle. A rose-pink variety of grouulatire
garnet. Also called landerite and xalosto-

ette copper. Fay. e. Rounded configuration
of microconstituents arranged in whorls or

loops of chain lie above and bear on ore
which rests in the delivery chute at just
above its natural angle of repose. When
the shaft from which the loops are suspended is rotated by its small motor, ore

rosette copper. Disks of copper (red from
the presence of suboxide) formed by cooling the surface of molten copper through

sprinkling with water. Also called rose

copper. Fay.
rosette texture. Rounded somewhat scalloped
aggregates of one or more minerals. A.G.!.

rose vitriol. Cobalt sulfate; bieherite. Also
called cobalt vitriol; red vitriol. Standard,
1964.

rosh. Leic. See rait. Pay.

rods. a. The hard, ambereolored residue

which is left the. distilling off volatile oil
from pine pitch. API Glossary. b. To met

a resin and apply a coat to the righthanded threads of heated rod couplings;
the coating sets when cooled which per-

Long.

MH4.1-1958.

rotary bit. As used in a broad sense by
drillers, a roller bit. Long.
rotary blower. An air compressor suitable for

developing pressures up to 10 pounds
above atmospheric. Its impellers are lobed

and meshed together, sweeping the air

tion is achieved by the rotation of the
cutting tool. The method is used exten-

of feed of coarse ore in the primary and

directions. ASM Gloss.

8-inch round screens are nested on .the
appliance, and given a shaking, rotary

roasting furnace of the annular type; used
in Germany. Fay.
Ross feeder. Mechanism for control of rate

this form in some rocks. See also petrified

radiating from a center. ASM Gloss. f.
Strain gages arranged to indicate at a
single position strains in three different

fluids. Rate-of-flow indicator. Pryor, 3.
rotap. Laboratory screen shaker widely used
in screen sizing analysis. Up to seven

rotary boring. A system of boring, using

Roo sal Welter furnace. A multiple-deck

roses. 4.G.1. d. A disklike crust or plate
of metal purposely formed on the surface
of molten metal by chilling it suddenly
with water. Standard, 1964. See also ros-

velocity of the rising liquid. Variations
include spinning floats, and magnetic or
radioactive ones for use with opaque

cite. From Xalostoc, Morelos, Mex. English.

bases. Hess. b. A flowerlike crystal growth
of gypsum. Synonym for oulopholite; gypsum flower. A.G.I. c. A symmetrical growth

form, resembling a rose, assumed by an
accretionary body. Barite and pyrite take

found in the granite of the Island of Elba,
Italy. Fay.
rosthornite. A brown to garnet-red resinous
material forming lenticular masses in the
coal of Carusthsa. A.G.1.
rotacore. A special drill used in soft rocks
in oil well prospecting to drill three inch
holes. Cumming.
rotameter. A tapered float rises or falls in a
transparent tube in accordance with the

intercept, on a polished surface or on a

Rodin sandstone. A yellow sandstone found

crystals often contain inclusions of liquid
carbon dioxide. C.M.D.

Fay.

umiak.. A variety of pale rose-red beryl

rotary air valve. A washbox air valve that
rotates on a central axis. BS. 3552, 1962.
rotary belt duper. A series of straight or
spiral blades symmetrically spaced about
the axis of rotation and caused to scrape
or beat agaSnst the belt for the purpose
of cleaning. See also brush cleaner. ASA

from that near the surface. Standard, 1964.
rose topaz. The yellow-brown variety of topaz

changed to rose pink by heating. These

.

and tapping motion. Pryor, 3.
rotary. a. In a rotary drill, the unit that turns
the kelly and drill string. Nichols. b.
Synonym for rotary table; rotary-drill rig.

Long.
rose steel. A steel that shows a peculiar frac-

ture and texture in the interior, different

fine black veins. Fay.

rosso levanto marble. See verde antique.

mite. Synonym for chalcostibite. Hey 2d,

1955.
Rosiwal method. A method used in quantitative petrography involving the estimation
of the volumes of the component minerals
in a rock by the measurement of aggregate

gem or an ornamental stone. See also Bohemian ruby. Fay.
rose rig,. Synonym of deflector-wedge ring.

Damaristica. It has white markings and

secondary crushing system. Several heavy

slides under control. Pryor, 3.

Roods fumes. 'in American variety of
hearth for the treatment of galena, differing from the Scott.% hearth in using wood
as fuel, working continuously, and having
hollow walls, to heat the blast. Fay.
Rowd-Forel baleadly Kole. A scale for rating
earthquake intensities. Devised in 1878 by
de Rossi (Italy) and Forel (Switzerland).

No longer in general use, having been
supplanted by Wood and Neumann's Modified Merealli intensity scale of 1931.
44.GJ.

mak& A very rare, weakly radioactive, triclinic, yele mineral, CaVeC6.4H50,
found in thin seams in sandstone or shale
with metaroesite in Colorado; dear, glassy;
has one excellent cleavage so that it splits
ble gypsum. Crosby, p. 133-134; Larsen,

p. 136.
roam ardles. A red unglazed stoneware; a re-

k
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before them. See also Rootes blower. Ham.

usually hollow rods, with or without the
production of rock cores. Rock penetra-

sively in exploration, particularly when
cores are required. It is die usual method
in oil well boring with holes from 6 to
18 inches in diameter. See also diamond
drilling; rotary drill. Nelson.
rotary bream A breaking machine for coal
or ore. It consists of a trammel screen
with a heavy cast steel shell fitted internally with lifts which progressively raise
and convey the coal and stone forward
and break it. As the material is broken
the undersize passes through the apertures, so that excessive dwadation does
not occur. See also BrMford breaker.
Nelson.

rotary boast. A 12- to 96-inch-diameter
porthole augerlike device, the bottom end

of which is equipped with cutting teeth

similar to those on a flat-spiral auger
shoe. The device is used to rotary-drill
large-diameter shallow holes to obtain

samples of soil lying above the groundwater level. Loa,.
missy beelket dr.!. A rotary-type drill on
which a rotary bucket is fastened to the
kelly bar. The bucket is equipped with a
hinged bottom, which has straight-edged
cutting blades or teeth. When rotated by
the kelly bar the bucket loads from the

rotary bucket drill
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bottom; when filled it is withdrawn from
the hole and dumped by unlatching the
bottom. Holes 12 to 96 inches in diameter
can be drilled with this machine in soft,
boulder-free ground. Also called bucket
rig; cesspool digger; dry-hole digger; rathole rig. See also bucket auger. Long.
rotary car dumper. In the United States, a
car or wagon tippler. Nelson.
rotary compressor. A compressor designed
for a delivery pressure of 100 pounds per
square inch and ranging in capacity from
60 to 300 cubic feet per minute. Lewis,
p. 672.
rotary derrickman. See derrickman. D.O.T.

one or more mine cars simultaneously to
discharge coal, They may rotate either
180° or 360°. B.C.!.
rotary dump cars. A standard small car in

1.

rotary disk feeder. See disk feeder. Dodd.

rotary drier. A drier in the shape of an inclined

rotating tube used to dry loose

material as it rolls through. ACSC, 1963.
rotary drill. Broadly, various types of drill
machines that rotate a rigid, tubular
string of rods to which is attached a bit
for cutting rock to produce boreholes.

The bit may be a roller cone bit,

a

toothed or fishtail drag bit, an auger bit,
or a diamond bit. Bureau of Mines Stall.
Compare diammd dr:11; shot drill.
rotary-drill cutiags. The chips and pulverized rock !noduced by the abrasive and

chinping action of either a drag, roller

bit, or diamond bit when used on a

diamond- or rotary-drill machine to drill
a borehole. Compare cuttings. Long.
rotary driller. The person in charge of the
actual operation

of a rotary

drill; a

driller a runner. Long.
rotary chiller helper. In petroleum production, one who works in a crew of men
(usually four) who assist in drilling oper-

ations and in running the drill pipe and
casing in and out of a well. Also called
floorman. D.O.T. 1.

rotary drilling. a. The act or process of
drilling a borehole using a rotary-drill
machine and equipment. Compare dia-

mond drilling; shot drilling. Long. b. The
hydraulic process of drilling which con-

sists of rotating a column of drill pipe,
to the bottom of which is attached a
drilling bit, and, during the operation,
circulating down through the pipe a current of mud-laden fluid, under pressure,

by means of special slush pumps. The
drilling mud and cuttings from the bit
are forced upward and outside the drill

pipe to the surface. A.C.I.
rotary drill rotor. The space available in the

casing of a rotary rock or coal drill is
necessarily limited, and precludes the use
of a reciprocating.engine. The power unit

used instead is stmilar in design to the
vane compressor. The rotor runs at a
very hiph speed, between 3,500 and 4,000

which the car body, of about 2 cubic
yards capacity, is mounted on a turntable
in the car frame. The car body may be

swung by hand to dump over either side
or either end. Pit and Quarry, 53rd,
Sec. A, p. 112.
rotary dumper. A steel structure which revolves a mine car and discharges the contents, usually sideways, into a bunker or
on to a screen. See also tippler. Nelson.

rotary excavator. Earth-moving machine with
vertical wheel which carries digging buckets peripherally. These loosen soil and

deliver to short conveyor loader, the assembly being mounted on caterpillar
track. Capacity up to 5,000 tons hourly.
Also called wheel excavator. Pryor, 3.
rotary fault. A fault in which some straight
lines on opposite sides of the fault and
outside of the dislocated zone, parallel
before the displacement are no longer
parallel, that is, where one side has suffered rotation relative to the other. A.C.I.
rotary feed table; disk feeder. A feeder comprising a horizontal rotating circular plate

mounted under the mouth of a hopper
and arranged with an adjustable plough
to control the rate of flow of material
over the edge of the plate. B.S. 3552,
1962.

rotary furnace. Horizontally mounted cylin-

der rotating between trunnions through
which gas or oil flame is introduced.

Pryor, 3.
rotary-hearth kilo. A circular tunnel with a
slowly rotating platform for conveyance

of the ware through the kiln. An early
example was the Woodhall-Duckham kiln.
The principle has since been adapted in
the Clark circle system of brick making
introduced in Australia in 1953, and in
some modern pottery decorating kilns.

ute. It is claimed that with or at a

pressure of 80 pounds per square inch
shotholes can be drilled tn coal 4 feet

deep in 20 seconds. Mason, V. 2, p. 383.
rotary-drill pipe. Drill rods used by oilfieldtype rotary drills. Drill pipe is usually of

larger diameter than the krgnt size diamond-drill rod and is equipped with

tiKlered modified-V-thread couplings that
are kenerally inside flush and ouuide upset. Long.
rotorpdrill eft. A rotary drill complete with
accessory tools and equipment necessary
to drill bneholes. Long.

rotary dump. An apparatus for overturning

ting edges. A disadvantage is the great

size of the air-operated machine which is
usually mounted on a carriage. See also
Hausherr DK9/51 drilling machines.

Nelson.

rotary percussive drilling. A method of drill-

ing in which repeated blows are applied
to the bit which is continually rotated
under power. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
rotary-percussive drillis. The drilling effect
of these machines is obtained by a combination of percussion and cutting action,
which implies high-pressure feed and a
powerful rotating movement. Bits are
either of the regular chisel type or in a
modified version raked negatively to the
direction of rotation. The drilling method
in question should not be confused with
that employed in the United States, particularly in drilling for oil which is called
rotary percussion drilling, but uses a
roller-type bit. Fraenkel, v. I, Art. 8:30,
p. 19.
rotary press. In powder metallurgy, a machine fitted with a rotating table carrying
multiple dies in which a material is
ASM Gloss.

puddler.
rorhyessed.

A mechanical puddler in
which the treatment of molten metal is
effected by the rotation of the furnace.
Fay.

rotary pump. A positive-displacement pump

in which the liquid-propelling parts are

cams, gears, impeller wheels, etc., rotating
within a case, as distinguished from those
pumps that move liquids by means of the

to-and-fro motion of a piston within a
cylinder.
Long.

Compare

centrifugal

pump.

rotary ris. Synonym for rotary drill. Long.
rotary rig eoginemou. In petroleum production, one who supplies power for draw
works (power distribution center for raising and lowering or rotating drill pipe or

casing in a well), pumps, and other
mechanical equipment of a rotary rig

(This type of kitn is sometimes also known

for drilling gas and oil wells, and assists

necting the drill pump to the water or
mud swivel. Long.
rotary Ma. A kiln in the form of a long

Also called gas or diesel engine engineer.
D.O.T. 1.
rotary scree& a. A screen for sizing aggregate and similar material; it is a pierced

as a rotating-platform kiln.) Dodd.
rotary hose. The flexible pressure hose con-

cylinder, usually inclined, and slowly rotated about its axis; the ldln is fired by a
burner set axially at its lower end. Such

are used in the manufacture of

kilns

Portland cement and in the dead-burning
of magnesite, calcination of fire clay, etc.
Dodd.
rotary kilo block. A modified circle brick,
usually with a 9-inch outside chord and

a smaller inside chord, 6 or 9 inches in
radial length and 4 inches in thickness.
A.R.I.

revolutions per minute, and this is re- roan trachise. Synonym for rotary drill.
duced by gearing to give a drill spindle
Long.
speed of about 650 revolutions per min-

rotary sorting table

saes. Men trained to operate a rotary

meclagl. Long.

rotary meter. A current meter for measuring

the speed of flow of a river or stream.

Ham.

rotary mod. See drill mud; drilling mud.
Long.

rotary outfit. Synonym for rotary-drill rig.
Long.

iparcutivo drill A drilling machine

mtWilach operates as a purely rotary machine

to which is added a percussive action.

The specially designed rotary-percussive
drilling bit not only gives egreater pene-

tration rate, but is also able to operate
longer without deterioration ol tbe cut-

,

eso

in setting up rigs and in drilling wells.

rectangular plate bent into a cylinder.

Ham. 13. See trommel, a. Nelson.
rotary shear. A sheet metal cutting machine

with two rotating disk cutters mounted

on parallel shafts driven in unison. ASM
Gloss.

rotary shoe. Synonym for washover shoe.
Long.

shot drill. a. Any rotary drill used to
mtclirrit blastholes. Long. b. Synonym for
seismograph drill. Long.
rotary sandW. Any of the cylindrical smelters

that depend on slow rotation about a

horizontal axis for agitation of the molten
mass. ASTM G286-65.

rotary nowillouglt. A snowplough with a
rotating blade which throws the snow
well clear of the machine. nom.

totaly oortin tole* circular (radium table.
A circular plate conveyor to effect a

preliminary grading of coals and removal
of stone by hand. A screened-out fraction
of the run-of-mine coal is delivered to the

table by chute from a conveyor. As the
stream of coal revolves on the table, the
various grades of coal and the dirt are
raked into _positions where they__ are diverted by ploughs into chutes. The oper-

awn are positioned on the inner and

outer edges of the table and the coal is

rougher cell
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rotary sorting table
not handled but only raked. See also picking conveyor. Nelson.

rotary speed The speed at which the drill

stem is turned, usually measured in revolutions per minute. Long.
rotary squeezer. A puddle-ball squeezer haying a rotating drum mounted out of

center in a cylindrical case. Standard,
1964.

rotary swager. A swaging machine consisting

of a power-driven ring that revolves at

high speed causing rollers to engage cam
surfaces and force the dies to deliver
hammerlike blows upon the work at high
frequency. Both straight and tapered sections can be produced. Sea also swaging.
ASM Gloss.

rotary Mini. Synonym of water swivel or
mud swivel. Long.
zotary system. Synonym of rotary drilling.
Long.

rotary table. a. The geared rotating table
that propels the kelly and the drill stem
when drilling a borehole with an oilfieldtype rotary rig. Also called rotary; table:
turntable. Long. b. The mechanism used
in some forms of rotary drilling to rotate
the drilling column. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 3.

rotary table feeder. A rotating horizontal
circular table to which material flows from
a round bin or hopper opening and from
which it is discharged by a plow. ASA
MH4.1-1958.

rotary Wm. A machine that loosens and

mixes soil and vegetation by means of a
hiffh speed rotor equipped with tines.
Nichols.

rotary tippler. See tippler. Nelson.
rotary took; rotary tools. Drilling equipment

mechanical forces due to the load. Mason,

jet system of drying bricks and tiles.

rotating-platform kiln. See rotary hearth kiln.
Dodd.
rotating sampler. A soil sampler that rotates

rotor. Any unit that does its work in a ma-

v. 2, p. 423.

to cut and obtain a sample, as opposed
to a drive sampler that is pressed into
the material to be sampled. Long.

rotational cylindroldal folding. Subsequent
folding that has distorted the axial planes
of cylindroidal folds without destroying
their cylindroidal character. A.G.I. SuPp.
rotational failure. See slope failure, c. Lewis,

p. 627.
rotational fault; hinge fault; pivotal fault;

scissors fault. A fault where there has been

pronounced rotation of the fault blocks.

Nelson.
rotational flow. Turbulent flow involving all
parts of a moving liquid. A.G.I. Supp.
rotational shear. One of four types of slope

failure. Failure by rotational shear produces a movement of an almost undisturbed segment along a circular or "spoon-

shaped" surface and occurs in comprehrnsive, uniform material. This material

would not

be

affected

by geological

planes of weakness. Failure of this type
can oczur from causes which either in-

crease the shear stresses or which decrease
the shear strength of the material. Wood-

ruff, v. 3, p. 539.
rotational slide. A slide of homogeneous
earth or clay in which the slip surface
of failure closely follows the arc of a

circle. Nelson.
rotational speed. The speed at which a drill

string and attached bit is turned. Long.

rotatiomal wave. See shear wave, b. Hy.

used on rotary and/or diamonol drills;

:rotation diagram. A petrographic diagram

that applied to equipment used on

some desired position. Rotation is generally done in order to similarly orient the
fabric of different diagrams for comparison purposes. Bureau ol Mines Staff.

the commonly accepted usage of the term
is

drills having a rotary table, such as the
rigs normally used in oilfield work. Long.

rotssy vam feeder. A rotor of cylindrical

outline with radial, spaced plates or vanes
rotating on a horizontal aius, for controlling the flow of bulk materials. ASA MH
4.1-1958.

May vihratiog tippler. A tippler designed
to overcome the tendency for coal or dirt

to stick to the bottom of the tubs or
mine cars. When the tippler is in the inverted position, the car rests upon a
vibrating frame which gives it a high-

speed vertical jolting motion which frees
any material tending t.) stick inside the
car. Nelson.

rotatiwannatswe gemerator. A generator
having stationary field magnets, and the
a.c. current is collected from slip rings
connected to the witidinp of the armature or rotor. This machine is used normally in small sizes only, and either
permanent magnets used for the field or
an external d.c. supply obtained from
mains or batteries. Afason, V. 2, p. 423.
rota* eosin screw conveyor. A screw conveyor in which the tubular casing rotates

at a diffeaent speed or in an opposite

direction to the conveyor screw. See also
screw conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

rota* field allemstor. An alternatingcurrent generator that is very convenient
for modern power genemtion on a large

scale. The main current which Is nor.
a= at high voltage, is conryed through

O

connection% the sliprings
ca
only the low-votage direct-currentrr
current. The main windings are insulated
and braced against normal or excessive

in which the fabric axes are rotated to

rotation thing. Crushing a small piece of
rock with a first explosion, and timing
other holes to throw their burdens toward
the space made by that and other pmceding explosion'. Also called row shooting. Nichols.
rotation recorder. An instrument for measuring any slight rotation of a bridge supplrt under load. See also spread recorder.
Ham.

rotation speed. Same as rotational speed.
Long.
rotator. A revolving or rotary furnace. Fay.
rota. See rotche. Fay.
rotcbe; rocke. S. Staff. A soft and moderately
friable sandstore. Also called roach; rotch.
Fay.
Rotes. A reciprocating-type screener used in

the tail screening operation in rock salt

mining. Kanfmems, p. 134.
rotbollite. A yellowish- to liver-brown, magnesian calcium-iron garnet. Fay.

Rodiegeodes. Lower and middle Permian.
A.GJ. Stipp.
rotobeit illter. Drum-type vacuum filter in
which membrane is a beitt which leaves

the drum at discharge point and is returned via pulleys. This arrangement
facilitates washing of filter cake from

both sides, also discharge. Pryor, 3.
rob flash. A tumbling method using
chips and chemical compounds. osTZ.
Rotalec. Trade name; a circular electric dec-

orating kiln for pottery ware. Dodd.

Robsembalr. Tra4e name; a reciprocating air-

4 h.
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Dodd.

chine by spinning, and does not drive

other parts mechanically. Nichols.
rotor steel process. A steel making process
using the principle of rotation as in the
Kaldo. It has two lances, one above the
bath surface using low-pressure oxygen
to burn CO from the bath, while the other

blows oxygen on to the bath at high
pressure to obtain similar fast oxidation
as in the L. D. It was developed at
Oberhausen in Germany. Nelson.

rotospray. A rotary spray screening device
which sieves enamel by centrifugal force.
Enam. Diet.
rotten ice. Ice having become honeycombed
in the course of melting and which is in

an advanced state of disintegration. Schieferdecker.
rotten reel. S. Afr. Decomposed, soft country
rock found in connection with auriferous
conglomerates. Fay.
rottensione. A soft, light, earthly substance
consisting of silica in fine grains, resulting
from the decomposition of siliceous lime-

stone. Fay. Used for polishing. Gordon.
rouge. Finely divided, hydrated iron oxide,
used in metal buffing and polishing.
Bennett 2d, 1962. Used as a pigment and
for polishing glass, metal, or gems. Crispin.

Alm used in the final polishing operation
on plate glass. The average grain size lies
between 1 and 10 microns. Lee.
rouge antique marble. See rosso antico marble. Fay.
rouge Iambi:. A red glaze first made by the

Chinese; the color is due to collodial
copper produced in the glaze by firing

under reducing conditions. Dodd.
rougemontite. A phanerocrystalline rock con-

taining anorthite and titanaugite, with
small amounts of olivine and iron ores.

Holmes, 1928.
rouge pits. An imperfection; traces of rouge
remaining in an incompletely polished
glass surface. ASTM C162-66.
rough. a. Difficult. Long. b. Work dore un-

der adverse conditions. Long. c. Highly
fractured, broken, or cavey ground. Long.

d. A new-condition or uncut diamond.
Long.

roughbacks. Term used in the dimension
stone industry for ends of blocks that are
used as byproducts. BuMines Bull. 585,
1960, p. 796.

roughcast. a. A coating of pebbles set in

cement on a wall. Arkell. b. A descriptive

term for glass that has been rolled so
that one surface is textured. Compare

rolled glass. Dodd. c. A plastering made
of lime mixed with shells or pebbles and
used for covering buildings, usually by being thrown from a trowel forcibly against

the wall. Webster 3d. d. To roughen the
surface of (pottery) before firing. Standard ;964.
roe* coal. Term used among Scottish
miners for black, free coal of good qualiw. Also called roch coal; rock coal.
Tontkeieff, 1954.

rough diamond. A diamond in its natural
state. Lon.
roughened Isle tile. Tile whose plane die
surfaces are entirely broken by mechanical
means, such as wire cutting or wire brush-

ing, to give increased bond for mortar,

plaster, or stucco. ASTAI C43-65T.
cell. Flotation cells in which the bulk

"IbtelL
Fey.

gangue is removed from the ore.

rougher man

royalty
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rougher man. In ore dressing, one who op-

to be fired either simultaneously or with
delay periods between shots. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 6. c. A set of holes drilled and

original sheet of rolled glass into work-

which are fired instantaneously or with
short delay detonators. A round generally

erates a rougher jig which separates coarse
gravel from ore. D.O.T. 1.
rough glass. A glass obtained by cutting the
able sizes. ASTM C162-66.

rough grinding. Grinding without regard to
finish, usually to be followed by a subse-

quent operation. ASM Gloss.
rough ground. Highly fractured, fragmented,
or cavey rock formations. Long.
roughing. Upgrading of run-of-mill feed

either to produce a low-grade preliminary
concentrate or to reject valueless tailings

at an early stage. Performed by gravity
on roughing tables, or in flotation in

rougher circuit. Prycr, 3.
roughing hole. A hole to receive slag from a

blast furnace, or molten iron when it is
undesirable to let it run into pigs. Stand-

sinking

consists of cut holes, easers, and trimmers.

operation on the string (such as changing
a bit, emptying the core barrel, etc.), and

charged in

a tunnel or shaft

also drill-hole pattern; shot-firing in

See

rounds. Nelson. d. The holes drilled for a

blast, the advance from a blast, or the

ore, or rock from a single blast. Ba/lard.
e. Planned pattern of drill holes fired in
sequence in tunneling, shaft sinking, or
stoping. First the cut holes are fired, followed by relief, lifter, and rib holes.
Pryor, 3. f. A blast including a succession
of delay shots. Nichols. g. In the operation of a blast furnace, one complete
charge ri ore, coke, and limestone. Henderson.

circuits. Stoces, v. 1, p.

ard, 1964.

roundabouts.

an abrasive, used for the first work in

round coal. Large coal, or large coal which
has passed through tilt preparation plant

roughing mill. a. A metal disk charged with
grinding gems. Standard, 1964. b. A set
of roughing rolls. Standard, 1964.
roughing rolls. The rolls of a train which first

receive the pile, ingot, bloom, or billet,
and partly form it into the final shape.
Also called breaking-down or roughingdoini rolls. Fay.

roughing stand. The first stand of

rolls

through which the reheated billet passes,
or the last stand in front of the finishing
rolls. ASM Gloss.

roughing foul. The ordinary tool used by
machinists for removing the outer skin
and generally for heavy cuts on cast iron,
wrought iron, and steel. Crispin.
rough lumber. Lumber undressed as it comes
from the saw. Crispin.

rough =whisk's. Machining without regard

to finish, usually to be followed by a

subsequent operation. ASM Gloss.

roughneck. a. One who performs unskilled
manual duties on a drilling operation or
leasehold. A.G.1. b. A laborer employed
in oilfield work, sometimes in connection
with drilling operations. Also called bully;
roustabout. Long. c. Workman in a rotary
drilling crew. Wheeler. d. A member of

a drilling crew who works on the derrick
floor. Brantly, 2.

roughneckprool. Equipment so ruggedly constructed as to be able to withstand abusive
use. Lodi:.

roughness. a. Relatively finely spaced surface irregularities, the height, width, and
direction of which establish the predominant surface pattern. ASM Gloss. b. A
value entering

ihto every formula for

calculating flow through pipa. Ham.

roughuess-width cutoff. The maximum width

in inches of surface irregularities to be
included in the measurement of roughness height. ASM Gloss.

rough plate. Plate glass that has not been

ground and polished after the rolling operation. C.T.D.
roughs; rows. Corn. Coarse poor sands, resuhing from tin dreuing. Fay.
rough mod. Eng. Coarse grit, Buxton. dirket:.
rougheetter. A stonemason employed on
coarse work. Standard, 1964.
mesh stow. a. Same as ragstone. Arkell. b.
Synonym for rough diamond. Long.
roughway. Corn. A quany term to designate

a direction along which there is no natural cleavme tn a rock. See also cleaving

quartering way. Fay.
rza;
a. A series of shots; also, the muck
pile obtained when the round is blasted.

F'ranskel. b. A number of shots intended

continuous system. ASTM C162-66.

'round the clock. Drilling operations maintained on a 24-hour basis. Long.
round trip. The process of pulling the drill

See

237.

and ioecome more or less rounded. Nelson.
round-edge sUp. Su slip stone.

rounded stone. A carbon the sharp corners
and edges of which have been worn off
through use so that the stone is rounded.

string from a borehole, performing an

then rerunning the drill string into the

borehole. Long.

Rouse-Shearer plastometer. See R & S plastometer. Dodd.
roustabout. a. One who does odd jobs around
a mine or other places. Hess. b. A name

applied to one who is called upon to do
any of tht unskilled manual assignments
in an oilfitid. A.G.I. c. See roughneck.

Long.

routivarite. A fine-grained igneous rock com-

posed of orthoclase, plagioclase, quartz,
and garnet. Holmes, 1928.
rouvillite. A leucocratic variety of theralite,
containing about 53 percent labradorite
and 27 percent nepheline, with small
amounts of titanaugite, brown hornblende,

pyrite, and apatite. Holmes, 1928.

roving. Ono or more staple-fiber slivers with

a very small amount of twist. An interte stage between sliver and yarn.

Theidlliiaps.

Long.

roving asbestos. Strand composed of chryso-

Standard, 1964.

row. a. Row or streek, that is, strike. Arkell.
b. Corn. Coarse, undressed tin ore; refuse
from the stamping mills. Arkell. c. N.
Staff. A seam or bed of coal. Fay. d. Corn.
Large, rough stones. Fay.

rounder. a. See reamer, a. Fay. b. An indented cylindrical tool for rock boring.
round-tace bit. A bullnose bit; also, any bit
the cutting face of which is rounded, such

as a single- or double-round nose bit.
Long.

rouad-headed buttress dam. A mass concrete
dam constructed of parallel buttresses
thickened at the upstream end until they
rztin. See also multiple-arch dam. Ham.
eads. York. Well-sinkers' term for

boulders of coral, usually Thamnasteria
concinna, in the Coral Rag. Arkell.
round book; sUp hook. A hook that has a

smooth inner surface, and will slide along
a chain. Nichols.

rounding tool. A forming or swaging tool

having a semicylindrical groove; a black's
smithswage
or collar tool. Standard,

1964.

round kiln; beehive kiln. An interrnitten
kiln, circular in plan, with fireboxes arranged around the circumference. Such
kilns find use in the firing of blue engi-

neering bricks, pipes, some refractory
bricks, etc. Dodd.

round-kik drawer. See bisque-kiln drawer.
D.O.T. 1.

round ore. Same as leap ore. Standard, 1964.

shovel. See shovel, b. Carson,

11711.111rat

round rte. Scot. A space at the shaft bottom
where coal is stored. Fay.
romailstose. a. Small, roundish stones collectively, used for paving; cobblestone.
Fay. b. A rounded rock fragment of any

size larger than a sand grain; a group
name for pebbles, cobbles, or boulders,
any or all of these. Stokes and Varlets,
1955. c. A diamond crystal with an arched

facet. Hess.

round strand rope. A rope composed of a
number of strands, generally six in number, twisted together or laid to form
the rope around a core of hemp, sisal, or
manilla, or, in a wire-cored rope, around
a central strand composed of individual
wires. Sinclair, V, p. 5.
rowed table. A type of laying table used for

spuzorting plate glen for grinding and
ng, now largely superseded by the
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tile asbestos and cotton or other organic
fiber. Bennett 2d, 1962.

roweite. A light brown hydrous borate of

manganese and calcium, HaMnCa(B03)..
Lath-shaped crystals. Orthorhombic. Differs from suuexite in containing calcium
and in its optical properties. From Franklin N.J. English.
rowliodite. A yttrium silicate, 2Y408.3SiOs.

Sanford. Possibly a metamict thalenite;

massive and drab, dark green when fresh,
brick red by alteration. Crosby, p.80.
rowlock. A form of brickwork which includes
counes of headers laid on edge. Ste also
header. Dodd.

rowlock backwall. A vall made with the
bricks of the exterior face laid flat, and
the bricks of the backing laid on edge.
Crispin.

rowloa course. A course of brick laid on
edge with their longest dimensions per-

pendicular to the face of a wall. /M.

rows. See roughs. Fay.
row 'booth's. In a large blast, setting off the

row of holes nearest the face first, and
other rows behind

it in succeuion.

Nichols.

Rozite. A nonpermitted gelatinous explosive;
medium strength, high density, and good

water resistance. Used in tunneling in

nongauy mines in rocks of medium hardness. Nelson.

royal apte. A mottled variety of obsidian.
Fay.

roTal barren. Solution overflowed from tint
ion-exchange column in a series which is
receiving and stripping pregnant uranium

liquor; contains some uranyl. Pryor, 3.

royal bin. See masarine blue. Dodd.
royal green. Paris green. Webster 3d.
royal tapas. Blue topaz. Shipky.
royalty. a. As used in an od and gas lease,
a share of the product or profit reserved

by the owner for permitting another to
use the property. Ricketts, II. b. A kase
by which the owner or lessor grants to
the lessee the privilege of mming and

operating the land in consideration of the
payment of a certain stipulated royalty on

the mineral produced, creates the relation of landlord and tenant and when
that relation is created whatever is paid
for the occupation and use of the premises, whether it be in money or kind, is
equally in substance rent, and under such
circumstances the royalties received are
rentals. Ricketts, 11. c. See overriding
royalty. Ricketts, 11. d. Usually refers to

the Vs free interest in oil and gas production held or conveyed by the land
owner. Wheeler. e. Ownership of mineral

rights under restricted terms. Wheeler.
f. Eng. The mineral estate or area of a
colliery, or a portion of such property.
A field of mining operations. Fay. g. A
seigniorage on gold and silver coined at
the mint. Webster 3d. h. A percentage

paid to the British crown, of gold or

silver taken from mines, or a tax enacted
in lieu thereof. Webster 3d. i. See acre-

age rent. Fay. j. The amount paid by

the lessee, or operator, to the owner of
the land, mineral rights or mine equipment, based on a certain amount per ton
or a percent of total mineral production.
Fay. k. The take or area embraced by a
colliery lease from the landowner. Nelson.

1. In Great Britain, a sum of money paid

by the mine owner to the landlord for
the purchase of a specified quantity of
mineral or coal, which is extracted from
the earth and removed once and for all.

The right to work coal is usually conceded in return for an annual rent and a
royalty which is covered by, or merged in,

the rent as far as the rent extends. The
minimum rent may be fixed at 1,000
pounds per annum, and the royalty rent
averages about 6 pence per ton of coal.

See also minimum rent. 1Velson.
royet. In foundry work, centrifugal belt
thrower. Short length of conveyor belting

travels at 2,000 to 4,000 feet per minute

and conditions molding sands by discharg-

ing them vigorously so as to mix and

partially dry them. Similar arrangement
also used in forming storage piles and
loading small material to ships. Pryor, 3.
Roam prongs. Luce-Rozan proceu. Pattinsonizing with steam; an improvement of
the Pattinson proceu. Fay.
ronsite. A mineral, FeSO4.4H30, isomorphous with ilesite and leonhardtite, from
Ornak, western High Tatra, Poland, and

from the Staszk mine: Rudki, Poland.

Optical data show that it is identical with
siderotile, the water content of which has
hitherto been uncertain. An unnecessary
name. Hey, M.M., 1961.
rp Abbreviation for reservoir preuure. Also
abbreviated RP. BuMin Style Guide, p.
61.

rpm Abbreviation for revolutions per minute.
Also rev min". BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
qm Abbreviation for revolutions per second.

Also rev sec". &Min Style Guide, p. 61.

RM. Abbreviation for rolled steel joist.

Pryor, 3.
Ra Chemical symbol for ruthenium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p.
nab. See brick, c. ACSG, 1963.
tubas's. a. Fr. A crystalline variety of quartz
els
containing, distributed throsgh it, spanfils)
of hematite which reflect a ruby red.
spelled rubace. Standard, 1964. Mso known

as Ancona ruby; Mont Blanc ruby. Fey.
b. Quartz, stained red in cracks to imitate

rubble
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royalty

ruby. Hess.
rubbed joint. A very thin mortar joint, made
with very thin

mortar, and with the

i
brick rubbed together as nstalled.
Bureau
of Mines Staff.
rubber. a. Guide; binder; conductor. Mason.
b. Scot. A piece of wood for pump rods
to slide on, or for hutches to rub on
going round sharp curves. Fay. c. A buck-

ing iron or bucking hammer. See also
bucking. Fay. d. A gold-quartz amalgamator in which the slime is rubbed against
amalgamated copper surfaces. Fay. e.
Derb. Fine scythestone j micaceous sandstone. Arkell. f. A building brick made

from a sandy clay and lightly fired

so

that it can be readily rubbed to shape for
use in gaged work. The crushing strength
of such a brick is about 1,000 pounds per
square inch. Dodd.

rubber belt. A belt for conveying coal or
other pay load. It consists essentially of

a rubber cover, impregnation and fabric.
The fabric may be cotton fabric multiply,
solid woven fabric, cord, nylon, or other
synthetic fiber, with steel wire reinforcement. See also conveyor. Nelson.
rubber blanket. A sheet of rubber used 'as an
auxiliary tool in forming. ASM Gloss.
rubber bond. A bonding material whose prin-

cipal constituent is natural or synthetic

rubber. ACSG, 1963.

rubber-busbed couplings. Consists of two
flanged hubs, one equipped with rubberbushed holes, the other equipped with
pins which mesh with the rubber bushmgs. To prevent excessive wear, the rubber bushings are bushed with nonferrous
bushings which provide satisfactory contact and wearing surfaces. Pit and Quarry,
53rd, S.C. D, p. 66.

rubber clay. A fine grain, white to light
colored clay used as a filler in rubber.
Rubber clays must be very low in free

silica, and certain compounds of manganese, iron, and copper. Bursau of Mines

Staff.

rubber conveyor belt. A conveyor belt consisting of a central stress-bearing carcass
for transmitting power enclosed in rubber
covers to protect the carcau from abrasion
and atmospheric changes. The carcau usually consists of plies of cotton duck fabric,

but other constructions used are cotton
cords, steel cables, and woven fabrics of
synthetic fibers, such as rayon, nylon,
orlon, dacron, glau, and asbestos. The
rubber covers are furnished in various
thicknesses and qualities of rubber com-

pounds. ASA MH4.1-1958.
rubber-covend steel conveyor. A steel con-

veyor band with a covering of rubber
which is vulcanized to the steel with a

special bonding agency. The thickness of
rubber on the underside is 2 millimeters
and on the carrying skle it may vary from

3 to 10 millimeters. The cotilisvoeior is rela-

for heavy
tively cheap and normally
work on trunk roadways. Nshon.

is discharged

the rubber expands and

releases the sticky fragments. Nelson.
rubber return idlers. Return idlers utilizing
a roll or rolls covered with or composed

of a rubber material to aid in the clean-

ing or shock absorption of the return belt.
NEMA MB1-1961.
rubberstone. A sharp-gritted Ohio or Indiana
sandstone used for sharpening shoe knives;
also known as shoe stone. Fay.
rubber-tired haulage. The underground use

of tractors and dump truck haulagel of

battery or diesel type, and battery driven
shuttle cars. Nelson.
rubber wheel. A grinding wheel made with
a rubber bond. ASM Gloss.
rubbing bars. Aust. Bars placed on the side
of a cage nearest to the other cage when

rope guides are used. The buffer ropes

are placed outside for rubbing bars. Fay.
rubbing bed. In quarrying, a bed consisting
of a circular disk of cast iron of varying
diameters, rotating on a vertical axis.
Marble slabs or blocks held on the suriace
of this rotating disk, to which sand and

water are applied, are worn down to
desired dimensions and smoothness. AIME,

p. 332.
ribbing bed man. See bed rubber. D.O.T. 1.
rubbing bed polisher. See bed rubber.

D.O.T. 1.
rubbing block. A shaped block of abrasive
material used in the grinding of blocks
of marble or other natural stones. Dodd.

rubbing brick. A heavy, coarse-grained stone
generally artificial, used principally for
rubbing down rough castings, smoothing

concrete work, and for dreuing marble
and granite. Fay.
ropes. Special guide ropes to prevent

nagtittle collision between cages or skips
at the passing point. Nelson.

rubbing stone. a. Stone used for rubbing,
smoothing, or sharpening; in particular
for facing building stones by removing
toolmarks. Arkell. b. A block of finegrained abrasive, for example, corundum,

for the stoning of vitreous enamel. See
also stoning, b. Dodd.
rubbing surface. The total area of a given
length of airway; that is, the area of top,
bottom, and sides added together, or the
perimeter multiplied by the length. Fay.
rubbing up. N. Staff. A proceu whereby
when flatware is placed in a bung for
biscuit firing, the spaces between the rims

of the ware are filled with sand (if the

ware is earthenware) or calcined alumina
(if the ware is bone china) ; this is done
by takingg handfuls of sand, or alumina,
from a heap around the bung and allow-

ing it to fall between the rims of the

ware. Dodd.
nebbish. a. Eng. Fallen stone from the roof;

holing debns made in sinking, drifot,
etc. Waste. Fay. b. See common
I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 3.

rubbk. a. Loose, unconsolidated overburden
consisting mostly of large angular rocks

regular.

as acid leading. Also, pumps and hn-

intermixed with a small amount of soil
or earthy material. Long. b. Rough, irpieces of broken stone, partly
trimmed, squared, or irregular. BuMines
Bull. 630, 1965, p. 877. c. Waterworn or
rough broken stones or bricks used in
coarse masonry or to fill up between the
facing courses of walls. Webster 3d. d.

over the bottom. Men the ore or

and decomposed portion of a mass of stone
especially in a quarry; brash. Webster 3d.

rubber forming. Forming where rubber is
used as a functional die part. Processes

in which rubber is employecl may to con-

tain the hydraulic fluid should not be

clauified as rubber forming. ASM Gloss.
rAber-nood pipes. Pipes prepared for handling corrosive liquids in such proceues
pellers handling ore pulps. Pryor, 3.
See also hydraulic stowing
rubber-SW skip. A skip wkh a rubber lincini
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Rough stone as it comes from the quany.

Webster 3d. e. The upper fragmentary

f.

Eng. A hard chalk used in making
In roadbuilding,

paths. Webster 2d. g.
rough stones of irregular shapes and

broken from larger masses either
naturally or artificially, as by geological
action, in quarrying, or in stone cutting

sizes,

h. Aust. Ore as It

is

or blasting. Hess.
broken from the deposit. Hess.
rubble ashlar. Ashlar with rubble backing.
Webster 3d.

rubble concrete. Concrete in which large
blocks of stone, roughly squared, are
placed and arranged roughly in courses,

so that they break joint both horizontally
and vertically. The stones are placed with
not less than 6 inches of space between
them so that the concrete may be properly rammed. Care is taken that all voids
are filled with concrete. Nelson.
rubble drain. A trench filled with stones selected so as to fill the trench, yet to
allow the flow of .vater through it. Ham.
rubble drift. A coarse agglomeration of angular debris and large blocks set in an
earthy matrix of glacial origin. Fay.

rubble Ice. Any solid material in irregular
fragments; specifically, a collection of
broken fragments of floe ice. Standard,
1964.

rubbleman. In the quarry industry, a foreman who directs and supervises the work
of drilling and splitting stone. D.O.T. 1.
rubble magonry. a. Uncut stone, used for
rough work, foundations, bacldng, etc.
Crispin. b. Rough, unsquared stone laid

in irregular courses. Fay.
rubble-mound breakwater. A breakwater
which is composed of stones weighing up

to 5 tons dumped on top of one another
at a flat slope. Stone rubble immersed in
water is often stabilized by grouting with
fluid bitumen and sand injected at 200°

C. See also blockwork. Ham.
rubble-mound structure. A mound of random-

shaped and random-placed stones pro-

tected with a cover layer of selected
stones or specially shaped concrete armor
units. (Armor units in primary cover

layer may be placed in orderly manner

or dumped at random.) H&G.
rubbles. Eng. Slack or small coal. Fay.
robblestose. a. Eng. A name given by Kirwan to graywacke. Fay. b. See rubble.
Fay.

rubblework. Masonry composed of irregular

or broken stone, or fragments of stone
mingled with cement or clay. Standard,
1964. Also called rubble masonry. Fay.

rubbly reef. Aust. A vein much broken up.
Fay.

Tubelike. A dark pink or red tourmaline.
Fay.

Robses brown. Another name for Cauel
brown. Bureau of Mines Staff.

nitrite. Same as cuprite. Fay.
'whitens. A yellow or orange-red variety of
spinel; an aluminate of magnesium.
C.M.D.
rubidium. A soft, silvery-white, metallic ele-

ment in group I (the alkali group) of the
periodic system. An alkali metal closely
resembling potassium in general properties. The element is widely distributed in
small quantities in

ruffled groove cast
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nature. The chief

source is carnallite. Slightly radioactive.
Symbol, Rb; valences, 1. 2, 3, and 4;
atomic number, 37; atomic weight, 85.47;
specific Igravity of solid, 1.532 (at 20 C),
and of liquid, 1.475 (at 39 C) ; melting

point, 38.89' C; boiling point, 688* C;
ignitp spontaneously in air; decomposes

water violently and sets fire to the liberated hydrogen; decomposes alcohol; and
soluble in acids. C.T.D.; Fay; Handbook

of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
pp. B-132, B-213.

rubbablende. Synonym for pyrargyrite; proustite; miargyrite. Dana 6d, pp. 116, 131.
rublo. Sp. Limonite or brown hematite. Fay.

ruble. The Russian monetary unit in gold,
coined in silver at a value of about 51.5
cents. Standard, 1964.
Ruble hydraulic elevator. A device by which

coarse material in placer gravel is separated from the fines and elevated onto a
dump. It consists of a chute about 100
feet long inclined at an angle of 170 to
the horizontal. The lower 20 feet has a
solid bottom; the upper section is fitted
with transverse grizzly bars on the bottom
set 21/, inches

apart. Underneath the

grizzly is a closed bottom which leads to
a sluice set at right angles to the elevator.
A working giant drives gravel and boul-

ders to the foot of the elevator, and a

second giant, set in line with the elevator,
drives the material over the grizzly, care
being taken not to wash the large boulders
over the top until after the gold and fine
gravel have been seat through the grizzly.
Lewis, p. 388.

rubman. One who guides and breaks angles

(bent) sewer pipe or tile as it emerges

from press. D.O.T. 1.
rub maliU4 A minor form of scratching consisting of areas made up of a large number of very fine scratches or abrasions.
Light Metal Age, v. 16, No. 9, October
1958, pp. 17-24.

rubolite. A variety of red common opal.

melted in a non-oxidizing atmosphere.

The most common ruby glass today is
selenium ruby; a recommended batch contains 2 percent Se, 1 percent CdS, 1 per-

cent As303, and 0.5 percent C; the fur-

nace atmosphere must be reducing. Dodd.

ruby juice. Transparent red lacquer sometimes used for coating pavilion of stones.

See also lacquer back. Shipley.
ruby luster. In ceramics, any red or reddish

metallic luster. Standard, 1964.

ruby matrix. Any rock embedded with red
corundum; especially that which consists
of smaragdite and red corundum found in
Clay County, N.C., and sometimes cut
cabochon. Shipley.

ruby mita. An old synonym for goethite.
Fay.

ruby, oriental. Corundum. Dana, 6d, pp. 210,
1031.

ruby sand. Sand, colored red by garnets.
Beach sands at Nome, Alaska, have been
so called. Hess.

ruby sapphire. A term sometimes used for
almandine sapphire or amethystine sapphire. Shipley.

ruby silver. Dark ruby silver is pyrargyrite
and light ruby silver is proustite. Dana
17.

ruby spinel. That variety of magnesian spinel,

MgAl304, which has the color but none
of the other attributes, of true ruby. Also
called spinel ruby, a deceptive misnomer.
C.M.D.

ruby sulfur. Same as realgar. Standard, 1964.
Also called ruby arsenic; ruby of arsenic;
ruby of sulfur. Fay.
ruby tin. Red cassiterite. Shipley.

From Texas. Shipley.
rubstose. A whetstone; also, a stone suitable
for making whetstones. Standard, 1964.
ruby. Gem variety of corundum, AlsOs; trans-

ruby zinc. A popular name for transparent
sphalerite of a deep red color, and also
for zincite with the same characteristics.

ndsy ear. Glass having a characteristic red
color resulting from the presence of colloidal gold, copper, or selenium. To pro-

rotas Suggested by Grabau for fragmental

Fay.
ruck. a. Scot. A line of crushing and faulting,
Paisley. Arkell. b. A crease, fold, wrinkle,
gravity 4. Pryor, 3.
ridge. Arkell. c. Lanc. The stock of
ruby, alwasdine. A violet colored magnesium or
coal on the bank. Fay. d. A streak of
spinel. Synonym for ruby spinel. Dana 6d,
pyrite in roofing slates. Fay.
p. 221.
ruby alumina. An abrasive similar to white ruckle. Eng. Loose heap of stones, Yorkshire
lead mines. Arkell.
alumina except ruby red in color due to
rud.
Prov. Eng. Red ocher. Standard, 1964.
ACSG,
the presence of chromic oxide.
rudaceous
a. The texture of the rubble rocks
1963.
in which the grain is larger than that of
ruby wsenk. An early name for realgar. See
a sand grain. Consolidated rocks of this
also ruby sulfur. Fay.
type are rudites. Synonym for psephite.
ruby, baba. A rose-red magnesium spine!.
A.G.1. b. Applied to coarse-grained, fragDana 6d, p. 221.
mental sedimentary rocks of gravel or
ruby blonde. A red or brownish-red variety
rubble texture. The term is broader than
sphalerite.
of transparent, crystallized
pebbly, bouldery, or the like, since it imStandard, 1964. See also ruby zinc. Fay.
plies no special size or shape of fragments
Synonym for rubinblende.
throughout the gravel range. A.G.1.
ruby cafe eye. A term applied to girasol ruby muddle'. N. of Eng. The act of clearing away
with a chatoyant effect. Although a true
refuse rock. Fay.
cat's eye is theoretically possible in a ruddle.
Eng. A common term meaning red,
ruby, as well as in any gem species yieldfor a red variety of iron ore. Fay.
ing asterias, a well-defined single band Rudkta.
A division of Eulamellibranchia
of light occurs rarely. See also girasol.
comprising extinct chiefly Cretaceous biShipley.
valve mollusks with one valve elongate,
ruby copper. An early name for cuprite, from
conical, and thick-shelled and the other
its color. Fay.
small and fitting lute a lid on the first.
roby copper ore. See cuprite.
Webster 3d.

parent, red. Mohs' hardneu 9; specific

duce gold ruby, a batch containing a small
quantity of gold is first melted and cooled;

at this stage it

is

colorless, but when

greatly heated, it develops a red color
as colloidal gold is formed. For copper
ruby, produced in the same manner but

with copper substituted for the gold, the

batch must contain zinc and must be

954

sedimentary rocks composed of fragments

coarser than sand grains. Synonym for

rudyte; psephite. A.G.I.
rudyte. Synonym for rudite. A.G.I.
ihsepkg proems. An empty-cell process of
pressure creosoting. Ham.

fulled groove cast. A groove cast with a
feather pattern, that is, a groove with
lateral wrinkles that join the main cast in

the downcurrent direction

runner
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ruffled groove east
at an acute

angle. Pettijohn.
Rugg les-Colea dryer. Rotary drier or kiln, in
which material is worked through a horizontal cylinder counter to drying or heat-

ing gas blown through by fan. Pryor, 3.
ruggstones. Eng. Ferruginous nodules produced by oxidation of iron pyrites with
the formation of selenite and larown pow-

der, in the Gault at Barnwell near Cam-

bridge. Arkell.
Ruhrstahl.Heraeus (R-H) method. See vacuum degassing.
ruin. Eng. A term occasionally employed in

familiar description for certain minerals
whose sections or cut faces exhibit the
appearance of ruined buildings, as ruin
agate, ruin marble, etc. Fay.
ruin agate, Varient of agate. See also ruin.
Dana 6d, p. 188.

ruin aragonite. Brecciated Mexican onyx
(aragonite). Schaller.

ruiniform. Having the form or appearance
of ruins, as certain minerals. Fay.
ruin marble. A variety of marble. See also
ruin. Dana 6d, p. 267.
RuL Abbreviation for refractoriness under
load. See also refractoriness under load.
Dodd.
ruled structure. In mica, regular sharply defined parting planes that intersect the
basal cleavage plane at about 67°. Also

a cage in a mine shaft. Webster 3d. d. An
inclined passage between levels in a mine.
Webster 3d. e. A settling trough for
slime!. used in working ore. Webster 3d.

f. At irregular body of ore having, an

approximately horizontal direction. Webster 3d. g: The horizontal distance to
which a mine drift is or may be carried.
Webster 3d. h. A direction of secondary

or minor cleavage; grain. Compare rift.
Webster 3d. i. The length of time reduction works or a mine is kept in operation
without stopping to clean up, make rtpairs or for other purposes. Fay. j. By the
run. A method of paying coal miners per
linear yard of breast excavated insteau
of by the amount of clear coal produced.
Fay. k. A journey. Fay. I. A word commonly made use of to express the degree
of leverage or breaking-down power of a
shot. Fay. m. Eng. To work a winding,
or other engine. Fay. n. Soft ground is
said to run when it becomes mud and will
not hold together or stand. Fay. o. Corn.

To quit a piece of work before it

is

quite finished. Fay. p. Train, set. Mason.

q. Course of the lode or rich gutter (a
run of gold). Gordon. r. The escape of

any flowing material into the tunnel area;
it may be sand, gravel or mud. Stauffer.
s. See grain. AIME, p. 326. t. Eng. T'he
grain of stone, Northamptonshire. Arkell.

u. Copper pyrites,

blister ore. Arkell.

known as ruling structure. Slcow.

v. Derb. & N. Wales. A branch that flies

mining locations and entries upon surveyed lands, to be applied on the basis

distance or route covered by a conveyor.
ASA MH4.1-1958. x. The length of feed

enough for use in rough figuring. Nichols.

long; thus a 3-foot advance on a machine
equipped with a 3-foot feed screw or quill
would be one run. Compare pull, f. Long.

rule of approximation. Applicable to placer
of ten-acre legal subdivisions. Ricketts, I.
ruk of thumb. A statement or formula that
is not exactly correct, but is accurate

ruling grade. The grade which determines
tonnage that can be handled by a single
locomotive over a particular engine dip
trict. Urquhart, Sec. 2, p. 26.
ruling gradient. See limiting gradient. Ham.
ruling wage. The wage rate payable to each

category of worker in a mine. The rate
naturally increases with the skill and
responsibility attached to the work, for

example, miners, heading and tunnel men
receive higher rates than trammers, packers, and general laborers. Nelson.
roll. Eng. To wheel or trundle, as ore. Web-

ster, 2d.

roller. Corn. A workman who wheels ore in
a wheelbarrow underground. Fay.
rumanite. A yellow amberlike resin obtained
from Romania. Fay.
rumble; nnnel. See rammel. Arkell.
rambling. See scouring. Dodd.
Rumford's photometer. A photometer consisting of a rod standing vertically in
front of a white screen on which are cast

shadows of it by the two light

sources

whose intensities are to be compared.
When the shadows are of equal darkness
the ratio of the intensities of the sources

equals the square of the ratio of their

distances from the screen. C.T.D.
rumpled texture. A texture showing folded

or rumpled minerals often with platy
forms, such as specularite. Schieferdecker.

maples. Eng. A bed of sofish limestone be-

neath the White Lias, with thin clayey

partings, to which the wells of the Rad .
stock district are sunk. It contains mus-

cles in abundance. Arkell.
rum a. The direction in which a vein of ore
lies. Webster 3d. b. A caving in of a

mine working. Webster 3d. c. A fall of

out of a vein or pipe. Arkell. w. The

or the advance made by a bit before it
becomes necessary to rechuck the rods.
Feeds on diamond drills are 1 to 3 feet

y. Sometimes used as a synonym for
round trip. Long z. To operate a drill

or other machine. Long. aa. As used by
churn drillers, the footage of a borehole
from which the cuttings are collected as
a single sample. Long. bb. A length of

pipe.that is made of more than once piece
of pipe. Strock, 3. cc. The portion of any
fitting having its ends in line or nearly so,
in contradistinction to the branch or tide
opening, as of a tee. The two main open-

ings of an ell also indicate its run, and
when there is a third opening on an ell,
the fitting is a side outlet or back outlet
elbow, except that when all three openings are in one plane and the back outlet
is in line with one of the run openings,
the fitting is a heel outlet elbow or a
single sweep tee, or sometimes a branch
tee. Strock, 3. dd. Continuous production,
operation of any furnace between major
repairs. Bureau of Miner Stall. ee. In ore
testing, series of treatments in more or
less continuous sequence, made to Five
information as

to

effects

of a given

method of concentration. Pryor, 3. ff. To
make by pouring melted metal into molds;
mold; found. Standard, 1964. gg. An act
of flowing, or that whida flows; especially,

(1) the quantity that flows at one time
or during one operation or period; as, a
run of iron in a melting furnace or (2) a
single operation of pouring or casting in

a foundry. Standard, 1964. hh. A test

made of a process or material such as an
ore. Webster 3d. H. A term employed in
the Central United States for a lead-zinc
deposit (in Pideozoic limestone or dolomite) folly:wing a certain line in the plane

of stratification parallel to a joint or fault
system. Schieferdecker.

runaround. a. A passage driven in the shaft
pillar to enable men and animals to pass
safely from one side of the shaft to the
other side. See also bypass, a- Fay. b. A
conveyor in the form of a circuit as distinguished from a shape in which the
carrying and return runs travel substantially the same path. ASA MH4.1-1958.
runaway. The uncontrolled downward rush
of trams when the haulage rope breaks
or becomes detached while the set is being

hauled up an incline. Safety devices are
provided to arrest or derail such trams.
Nelson.

runaway switch. Catch points or other automatic diverting switch gear; acts when a
mine car runs downgrade or out of control by diverting it to a siding. Pryor, 3.
runback. a. To retract feed mechanism to its
starting position when rechucking. Long.
b. To drill slowly downward toward the
bottom of the hole when the drill string
has been inadvertently or deliberately
lifted off-bottom during a rechucking operation. Long.

runback water. Scot. Water from a set of
pumps that is run back and pumped up
again in order to keep the pump from

going "on air" while the other pumps are
at work. Fay.
run coal. Term used by British miners for
soft bituminous coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
rundown. A fault in vitreous enameling resulting from an excessive amount of covercoat becoming concentrated in one area of
the ware. Dodd.

run dry. To drill without circulathig a drill-

ing fluid or mud. Compare dry block.
Long.

rum midi.; round. A step or crossbar of

a ladder. Zern.
runk texture. Suggested by Johannsen as an
alternative to graphic texture, since the
intergrown quartz and feldspar resemble
runic characters. C.T.D.
run in. a. To lower the assembled drill rods,

core barrel, and bit, or other types of
pipe, casing, or drill string into a borehole. Long. b. To drill the first few inches

slowly at the beginning of a core run or
when collaring a borehole. Long. c. The
initial period of operation of any mechanism during which the component parts
seat themselves. J&M.
nan-in table. See entry table. ASA MI14.11958.

tusk.. Suggested by Johannsen as an alternative to graphic granite. C.T.D.
run levels. To survey an area oz strip to determine elevations. Nichols.
nnmel. A rivulet or small brook. Fay.
runner. a. A transportation employee who

runs loaded mine cars by gravity from
the working places to the gangway and
assists in the delivery of empty cars.

Hudson. b. An operator. Austin. c. Bearer

or carrier girder, beam, or bar. Mason.
d. Eng. A movable bridge or platform
over the mouth of a shaft. Also called
jiddy. Fay. e. A fault slip. Fay. I. A
crowfoot. Fay. g. York. A flat piece of

timber placed above bars, and connecting

theni. Fay. h. Leic. The piece of timber
placed in a horizontal position between

two inclined sprags in coltemzellz. Fey. i.

Scot. A man or boy who goes with a

train of cars in mechanical haulage. Fay.
j. A steel-shod poling board, driven into
unbroken but loose ground as excavation
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run-to-waste

used with its own cullet. ASTM C162-66.
running block. See traveling block. Long.
running bond. A term applied to overlapping
stretchers and also to English and American bond Bureau of Mints Stall.
running bridge. Aust. A platform, on wheels,
that serves as a cover for a shaft in

running the drum. Eng. The lowering or
sinking of a cylinder or drum through
quick ground, tc secure the upper part

runner
progresses. Webster 2d. k. One who operates or manages anything, as a machine,
especially, the driver of a locomotive.
Standard, 1964.1. A stone slab or rubber
moved over a stone surface to polish it.
Standard, 1964. m. A horizontal channel
in the sand of a mold from the bottom of

the gate to the space left by the pattern.
Standard, 1964. n. Any pouring gate.
Standard, 1964. o. S. Staff. A runaway

cage or skip, due to tnre of brakes or

breaking of cable. Fay. p. Synonym for
driller. Long. q. See car runner. D.O.T. I.
r. A channel through which molten metal
flows from one receptacle to another.
ASM Gloss. s. The portion of the gate assembly that connects the downgate, sprue,
or riser with the casting. ASM Gloss.
t. Parts of patterns and finished castings
corresponding to the described portion of
the gate assembly. ASM Gloss.

runner bar. Iron casting attached to a cir-

cular grinding runner or head for abrasive
grinding of plate glass. ASTM CI62-66.
runner box. A distribution box that divides

the molten metal into several streams

before it enters the mold cavity. ASM

process of sinking and on which buckets
cr skips are landCd. See runner, d. Fay.
running coal. A term applied to bituminous
coal on account of its tendency to soften
and cohere when burning. It is also ap-

plied to a very friable coal which disintegrates and flows into the workings.
Nelson.

running dry. The act of drilling without
circulating a drilling fluid. Long.

running St. Any clearance fit in the range

used for parts which rotate relative to
elch other. Actual values of clearance

resulting from stated shaft and hole toler-

ances are given for nine classes of running and sliding fits for 21 nominal shaft

sizes in ASA B4.1-1955. ASM Gloss.
running ground. a. Insecure or easily caved
wall of excavation. Pryor, 3. b. Ground
which is incoherent, for example, soils,

Gloss.

sand, peat, moss, or waterlogged mate-

tion and about 1 foot long, with a hole
about 1 inch in diameter along its length
and terminating in a spigot at one end
and a socket at the other end. A number
of such refractory pieces, when placed
together, form a passage through which,
during the bottom pouring of steel, the
molten metal can pass from the center
brick to the base of the ingot mold. See

such as wet clays. All such deposits deform readily under pressure and relief
is obtained by squeezing into openings,
such as mine workings. The miner uses
the term running ground to indicate the
difficulty of support and sometimes of
danger. See also forepoling; quicksand;
mudrush. Nelson. c. Superincumbent ma-

of a mine shaft. Fay.

runoff. a. That portion of the rainfall that
is not absorbed by the deep strata; is

utilized by vegetation or lost by evaporation or may find its way into streams as
surface flow. Nelson. b. The collapse of

a coal pillar in a steeply pitching seam,

caused either naturally or bir a small shot

placed in it. This occurs in connection

with pillar robbing, and the pillar is
said to have run off. Fay.
runoff coefficient. See impermeability factor.
Ham.

runoff pit; spill pit. Catchment to which
spillage can gravitate should it be necessary to dump contents of such Mill machines as classifiers, thickeners, slurry
pumps. Provided with reclaiming pump

so that contents can be returned to apzzriate part of flow line. Pryor, 3.

-kiln quicklime. Unclassified quicklime
as discharged from a kiln. Boynton.

run of lode. Corn. Its direction or course.
Fay .

terial that breaks off readily and falls

run-of-mill; mill-bead ore. Ore finally accepted by mill for treatment, after waste
rejection, dense media rejection. Original
mined ore (run-of-mine) is orc as severed and hoisted. Pryor, 3.
run-of-mhte. a. The raw coal (or ore) as it
is delivered by the mine cars, skips, or
conveyors and prior te treatment of any
sort_ See also rom. Nelson. b. N.S.W.
Average grade of ore produced from a
mine. New South Wales.

Earth and rock that falls, runs, or caves
runner brick prem. A press for forming
in. Standard, 1964.
shapes having holes through them, particularly for open-hearth runner brick. musing gug. Som. A self-acting incline. Fay.
running bead. Eng. See stringer, g. SMRB,
A.R.I.
t4 No. 61.
runner cut. An impel fection in plate glass

of easy splitting in a rock, but subordinate in ease to the rift direction. Fay.

runner brick. A fireclay shape, square in sec-

also center brick. Dodd.

resulting from rupture of the surface by

the runner bar. ASTM C162-6U.
runner-on. See bottomer, b. Fay.
runners. a. Vertical timber sheet piles driven

to protect an excavation from collapse.

See also guide runner; cross poling. Ham.
b. English term for sheet piling. Stauffer.
rummer stick. A slightly tapering, round stick,
used as a pattern for the opening through
which molten metal is to be poured into
the mold. Standard, 1964.
running. a. The act or process of operating

a drill, drilling with a bit, or lowering
casing, drivepipe, or drill string into a
borehole. Long. b. Earth and rock that
will not stand, especially when wetted,
and falls, flows, or sloughs into a borehole
or a workplace in a mine. Long. c. A

trade term used to cover the overall process of converting quicklime to a milk or
putty. It comprises slaking, sieving, and

maturing. Stowell.
running mean. Scot. The running of a wind-

ing rope down into the shaft, due

to

failure of brake or other appliances. Fay.
running balk. Eng. A set of timbers in the

direction of a drift (at its side instead
of across it) to form a support for the

crosspieces. A running balk at each side,
with balks or planks supported by them,
is the common method of timbering
through an old bord or place where the
roof has fallen badly. Fay.
running bar. Eng. See stringer, g. SMRB,
Paper No. 61.
running batch. The regular batch formulated
to produce the desired composition when

rial.

It may be seraiplastic or plastic,

into the mine openings. Weed, 1922. d.

M. a. Preliminary runs made with
new machines or groups, during which
they are gradually worked up to their
rated performance. Pryor, 3. b. The act
or process of lowering a casing, drivepipe,

or dnll string into a borehole. Synonym
for break in. See also run in, b. Long.
running kiln. A lime kiln that is fed from
above, and delivers continually below.
Standard, 1964.
running lift. Light mine pump used in sinking which can be raised or lowered in
shaft as required. Pryor, 3.
running masons. Eng. Sand and gravel containing much water. Fay.
running off. In founding, the opening of the

taphole of a blast furnace and allowing
of the molten metal to flow out to the

molds. Standard, 1964.
running on. See aherrunning. Instiiute of

Petroleum, 1961.
rmming-out machine. Name sometimes applied to a batch type extrusion machine
of the type more commonly called a stupid. See also stupid. Dodd.
running roil. A cylinder used in plate-glass
manufacturing for spreading the soft glass

on the casting table. Standard, 1964.
rmming rope. A flexible rope of 6 strands,
12 wires each, and 7 hemp cores.
p. 130.
running sand. a. An unconsolidated sand. See

also run, e. Long. b. Quicksand. Fay.
running sheave. A sheave used as a singlepulley traveling block. Long.
rumd+rg stone. A diamond that cuts well with

the grain. Hess.

run of OM See shoot of ore. Fay.
run-of-tite-farnace. A term used to mean a
furnace cammi ign. Bureau of Mines Staff.
run of the rocL Same as run, h. A direction
named. a. The unintentional escape of molten

metal from a mold, crucible, or furnace.

ASM Gk r. b. The defect in a casting

caused by the escape of metal from the
mold. ASM Gloss. c. In mineral processing. dumping of pulp before eon:ained
solids have packed down and choked
stalled mechanism in event of breakdown

or power failure. Pryor, 3.
runost lire. A forge in which cast iron is refined. Fay.
naiad table. a. Any conveyor carrying ma-

terial from the discharge end of a processing machine, such as metal from a

rolling mill. ASA MI14.1-1958. b. A roll
table used to receive a rolled or extruded
section. ASM Gloss.

run rider. Eng. A lad who goes with a train

(trip) on an engine plane. A trip rider.

Fay.

runs. a. Purchases from a producing lease

usually computed in a monthly state-

rnent or run ticket. Wheeler. b. Eng. Percentage of metal in the ore. The ore runs

(contains) ten percent copper. Fay.

run splent coal. Term used by Scottish miners

for a variety of splint coal of a clear
and glossy black color. Tomkeieff, 1954.

rum steel. Malleable castings. Fay.

ren-the-tow. a. Scot. To cause the cages to
traverse the shaft preparatory to allowing men to descend. Fay. b. Scot_ Sliding

dawn the shaft on the winding rope.

Fay.
rum-to-waste. Drill cuttings that are not col-

lected or saved as a sludge sample and

are allowed to collect in the sump; also, the

run-to-waste
return drill-circulation fluid not returned
to a sump for recirculation. Long.

Rooms jig. A jig used chiefly on tin dredges
to treat the undersize from the main re-

volving screen. It diFers from the Harz
jig in that there is 10 longitudinal divi-

sion and the screening compartment extends over the whole surface of the jig;
the plungers are located in the hutch below the screen, are set in a vertical plane
and reciprocate horizontally. The screen-

ing area of this jig is double that of a

Harz and great saving in space results
from the location of the plungers within
the hutch and below the screen. Hardson, p. 125.

Rapala. Middle Olircene. A.GJ. Stipp.
Roperrs drop. A piece of molten qlass
droppel into water, so that it is rapidly
chilled outside. Great stresses are set up
inside, but are more or less balanced. If,

however, the tail of the drop is pinched
off, the release of stress causes such a

violent readjustment that the drop is

shattered with a loud report C.T.D.
rapture. Deformation characterized by loss
of cohesion. Frequently flow grades into
rupture, with a progressive loss of cohesion, until complete separation occurs.
Challinor.
rupture envelope. See Mohr envelope. ASCE
P1826.

rapture radar. The term is used with ref-

erence to brittle materials, that is, materiab in which failure occurs through
tensile rupture rather than through excessive deformation. For a member of
given form, size, and material, loaded
and supported in a given manner, the
rupture factor is the ratio of the fictitious
maximum tensile stress at Whim, as cal-

culated by the appropriate formula for
elastic stress, to the ultimate tensile
strength of the material as determined

by a conventional tension test. Ro.
rwptutre lime. See Mohr envelope. ASCE

P1826.

rapture strength. See strength. Billings,1954,

P. 17.

rupture rose. In explosion-formed crater
nomenclature, the region of aversive inplace crushing and fracturing. With increased distance from the shot site, the
plastic zone becomes dominant. Mining

and Minerals Engineving, v. 2, No. 2,

February, 1966, p. 63.
rapist* capacity. a. The ability of a switch,
in a particular situation, to clear safely
the heaviest fault current which can flow,
and which depends upon the amount of
power available in the system, size of
cables, transformers, etc. Mason, v. 2, pp.
437-438. b. See breaking capacity. C.T.D.

rink a. An old-fashioned way of exploding
blasts by filling a hollow stalk with slow
powder and then igniting it. Zeros. b. Can.
Stampede of prospectors into a new disA moving forcovery area. Hoffman.
ward with rapidity and force. Webster 3d.
d. Scot. The sudden weighting of the roof
when robbing the pillan begins. Fay.

e. A sudden movement of a large number of miners to some new locality. See
also stampede. Fay. f. See spire, a. Fay. g.

A place where gold is found in abun-

dance. Standard, 1964.
tusk coal. Lignite composed mainly of rushes
and similar plants. Tomkeieff, 1954.

rusher. One of the persons who rush into a
region when it is first gened to settlement, or, on a discovety

precious metal.

rutherfordine
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Standard, 1964.

A stampeder. Fay.

rush gold. Gold coated with oxide of iron or
manganese; rusty gold. Fey.
rusks. N. of Eng. Small slack, or that coal

next larger than dust. Fey.
russellite. Yellow pellets approximating in
composition to Bi1O..W01 . X-ray examination suggests that it is a mixed (tetragonal) crystal of BitOe and WON rather
than a bismuth tungstate. Occurs as an

alteration product with native bismuth
and wolframite in Cornwall, Englane.
1940.
Spencer 15, 14

Runell process. A metallurgical process simi-

lar to the Patera process, except that
cuprous-sodium hyposulfite is used in addition to the sodium hyposulfite. Lidlel 21,
0.495.

Russell shaker. Laboratory screen machine,
also commercial screen, operated by outof-balance

drive which imparts rotary

motion to load in circular sieve. Pryor, 3.
Russia Iron. A high-grade, smooth, glossy
sheet iron, not liable to rust: once made
by a process that was long a secret with
Russian manufacturers. The sheets were
subjected to severe hammering in piles
with powdered chatroal between them.

Standard, 1964.

Remise alesnadrke. Alexandrite from the
Ural Mountains which occurs in smaller
sizes than Ceylon alexandrite. Also more
bluish.

Shipley.

limbo crystal. Colorless selenite. Shipley.
Remise jasper. Red flecked jasper. Shipley.
nasskolsle. Ger. Name for sooty coal. Torn-

keief, 1954.
not a. A corrosion product consisting of
hydrated oxides of iron. Applied only to
ferrous alloys. ASM Gloss. b. A mixture
of iron filings, animonium chloride, and
sometimes sulfur, moistened and placed
between iron surfaces, where it hardens

by oxidation, and fonm a solid joint
called a rust joint. Standard, 1964. c.

Porous red-brown oxide of iron produced
by action of oxygen, moisture, and elec-

trolysis of the metal. Rustless bets are

special alloys, usually containing 12 percent or mole chtrimium. Rust prevention
is procured by use of special grease coat-

ings, galvanizing, storage with low hu-

midity or use of sacrificial anodes, or applied electric current. Pryor, 3.
Ill* ball. a. A lump of yellow iron ore found
in the chalk, in Cambridgeshire, England.
Stands:v-4 1964. b. Such material collectively.

Standard, 1964.

noifesIbeg. A mechanical process for the

sodium nitrite to the mill addition. Hansen.

rod Walton. A substance or process used
on iron-base materials which prevents or
significantly retards rusting. Stamen 21,
1962.

rod joist. Employed to secure rigid connec-

tion. The joint is made by packing an
intervening spate tightly with a stiff paste

which oxidizes the iron, the whole rusting together and hardening into a solid
masa. It generally cannot be separated ex-

cept by destroying some of the pieces.
One recipe is 80 pounds cast-iron borings

or filings, one pound sal ammoniac, two
pounds flown of sulfur, mixed to a paste
with water. Strock, 3.
rustic In brickrnaki,g, to increase the heat

of (a kiln). Standard, i9e4.
node. In anthracite and bituminnus coal
mining, a genetsl term applied to any
worker who looks after the haulage rrtern, performing the necessary work by
which mine can ase raised and lowered

to and from the mine surface. May be
designated according to job, as clipper;
rollennan. D.O.T. 1.

nodes process. A process for the manufacture of stainless steels in an electric furnace which uses a chrome ore as a source

of chromium with or without the addi-

of silicoferrochromium, conjointly
with stainless steel scrap. The hearth of
the furnace is lined with chromite brieks.
The hearth temperature is 1,780° C.
tion

Osborne.

rag *Whig. A fault in vitreous enameling;
the appearance of rust colored spots in
ground coats of high Na.0:140, ratio.
It can often be cured by the addition of
0.05 to 0.10 percent of sodium nitrate to
the enamel slip. Dodd.

eddy. a. Affected by or coated with rust.
Webster 3d. b. Having or tinged with
the color of iron rust; of the color rust.
Webster 3d. c. Applied to coal discolored
by water or

re, as well as to quartz,

etc., discolod by iron oxide. Fay.
iwdy gold. Cal. Free gold, that does not
readily amalgamate, the particles being
covered with a siliceous film, thin coating
of oxide of iron, etc.. Fey.
nite. a. In mining, threadlike veins of ore
Standard, 1964.
rodoidoes. A hard, brittle, silvery-white,
polyvalent, rare metallic element in group

VIII of the periodic system. It is one

of the platinum metals and resembles
osmium but is more resistant to corrosion

(as by oxidizing acids). It occurs in pla-

roughening of the facing surface of a
clay building brick, whik it is still maid,

tinum ores, especially in iridosmine. Used

to give it a rustic appearance when fired;
wire combs or brushes, or roughened rollen are used. Dodd.
rustic belch. A fired ciay facing brick with a

dium alloys. Symbol, Ru ; valences, 0, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8; atomic number, 44;
atomic weig.ht, 101.07; specific gravity,

rough textured surface; this effect can
be obtained by stretching a wire across
the top of the die so that it removes a
thin slice of clay from the moving column.
Dodd.

rustic ware. Brown, glazed, buff, or lightbrown terra cotta, sometimes green mottled. Standard, 1964. Used for ornament
in construction. Fay.
noting. The formation of brown, rust spots,

on the surface during the drying of a
coat of wet enamel on a ferrous metal
base. This condition m5y be avoided by

the use of proper drying conditions or
by adding an antirust chemical such as

264-972 0-68-61
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chiefly in hardening platinum and palla-

12.41 (at 20° C) ; hexagonal (alpha);
four allotropic crystal forms: (1) alpha

ruthenium; (2) beta ruthenium; (3) gamma ruthenium; and (4) delta mthenium;
transformation temperatures, 1,035° C,

1,200' C, and 1,500° C; melting point,
2,250° C or 2,450° C; boiling point, 3,900° C or 4,150° C; insoluble in water,
in aqua regia, in acids, and in alcohol;
and soluble in fused sdkalies. Webster 3d;

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ed., 1964, pp. 8-2, 8-132, 8-215; Bureau
of Mines Staff.
eititerfordine. A very rare, strongly radioactivei_Porribly _orthorhombic, yellow min-

eral, (U0s) (COI), in earthy manes and
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rutherfordine

saddleback

exceeds gravity and will fall if gravity

in cubic pseudomorphs after uraninite

Saba/Ate. A trade name for a banded varis-

cite. Same as trainite. May be banded

exceeds cohesion. Priggs, p. 37.

composed of aggregates of minute fibers;

from east Africa; found associated with

vashegyite and laubanite ( ?). From Man-

mica. Most specimens of rutherfordine ase
mixtures containing uranium silicates and

oxides. Not to be confused with miler-

hattan, Nev. English. Used as a gem stone.
Hess.

fordite. Crosby, p. 37.
radiated quartz. Quarts penetrated by needles of rutile. Fay.
nstile. A weakly radioactive, tetrarnal mineral consisting of titanium dimude, Ti Os,
commonly in prismatic crystals; reddishbrown to red; sometimes yellowish, blu-

s a. Symbol for surface area, specific surface.
Zimmerman, p. 104. b. Symbol for entropy

talsan varieties are black. It is found commonly in gneiss and adtist; an accessory
mineral in igneous rocks, especially those

Zimmermaa, p. 131. f. Abbreviation for
solubility. Zimmerman, p. 99. g. Abbtevi-

per unit weight. Zimmerman, p. 42. c.
Symbol for linear distance. Zimmerman, p.

37. d. Symbol for iinear displacement.
Zimmerman, p. 1.59. e. Abbteviation for
second, especially in submultiples such as
ros for millisecond and us for mintosecond.

isk violet, or black; columbian and tan-

rich in hornbknde; also found in pegmatite, and in metamorphosed limestone; a
common detrital mineraL Another tetragona, TAX, with different facial angles
is called Annan or octahedrite. Orthorhombic ro, is known as brookite. Crosby, p. 132; &men, p. 77.
cermak. Trade designation for 92
percent 1108; light brown powder; specific gravity, 4.2 melting point, 1,790 C;
particle sire (average), 44 microns maximum; insolubk in water and in alkalies;
slightly soluble in dilute mineral acids;
and soluble in hot concentrated sulfuric
acid. Used in glares, in floor bit, and in
artware and dinnerware bodies. CCD 61,

ation for soil solid, solidus. Webster 31. h.
As a subscnpt, a symbol for sublimation.

Zimmerman, p. 103. i. Abbreviation for
sten. USGS Sun., p. 203. j. Abbreviation for sphere, spherical, xpeed, aver,
silicate, standard, small. Webster 31. k.
Abbreviation for stegl. Zimmerman, p.
102. I. Abbreviation for aeries. Zimmerman, p. 96. m. Abbreviation for snow.
Zimmermaa, p. 99.

s a. Symbol for surface area, mecific surface. Zimmermaos, pp. 148, 170. b. Sym-

bol for entropy per unit weight or per

unit man, specific entropy, entropy per
atom, per molecule, or pet mole. Zimmerman, pp. 145, 155, 368. c. Symbol
for linear distance. Zimmerman, p. 154.
d. Symbol for displacement Zimmerman,
p. 154. e Symbol for solubility. ZimmerMas, p. 170. f. Symbol for slope of cuts

1961.

nabeelbs. An equigranular, medium-grained,
dark pink igneous rock composed essen-

and embankments. Also given as s. Zimmerma*, p. 186. g. Symbol for stress,
normal; stress, shear. Zimmerman, p. 184.

tially of feldspar, microperthitr, minutiae,

and sodaclaset with minor amounts of

nepheline, biotite, graphite, magnetite, and

h. Symbol for sensitivity of phototube,
dynamic. Zimmerman, p. 165. i. Symbol
fot scattering coefficient (turbidity). Zimmerma*, p. 164. j. Symbol for spin.

amphanik. There is 42 percent micro-

dine, 46 percent sodadase, ± nephefine,
12 percent hornblende, and traces of titanite and apatite. Johannsea, v. 4, 1938,
P. 46raven doe dog. Can. Loafing or soldiering

on a job. Holmes.

sueles. Broken strata found in doge proxim-

Zimmermast, p. 165.
so-

a. An abbreviated prefix meaning symmetrical in the names of organic commmds. For example, s-dichlortethylene.

a. Destruction of property (as
tools of production or materials) or deliberate slowing down of work or interference with production in any way during a labor dispute. Webster 31. b. Willful effort by indirect means to hinder,
prevent, undo, or discredit (as a plan or
activity); deliberate subversion. Webster

sabotage.
;

31.

A mineral, HAI ( U0r) ( POO r-pseudotetragonal, nostructural

with fully hydrated autunite. Crusts of
minute platy yellow crystals in pegma-

tite. Named from locality, Sabugal, Beira,
Portugal. Spencer 19, M.A 1., 1952.
sactinroldaL Having a granular texture resembling that of loaf sugar; said of some
sandstones and marbles. Fay.

sactbamidal marble. Any marble ha.ing a
granular crystalline soucture lac that
of loaf sugar. Fay.
meted taigsobe. Pak-blue smithsonite. Shipley-

sortlicial modes. The anode% used in cathodic ptutection against corrosion. Ham.
11110111kild ItrAlett011. Reducing the extent of

corrosion of a metal in an electrolyte by
cou ling it to another metal that is ekeically mote active in the environment. ASM Gloss.

satellkial red. Old Chinese name for the
ceramic colon known as rouge flambe
and sang de boeuf. See also rouge flambe;
sang de boeuf. Dodd.
saddle arch. See rider bricks. Dodd.

saddle. a. A ridge connecting two higher
elevations; a low point in the crestline
of a ridge. A minor upfold along the axis
of a syncline; a minor downfold along the

axis of an anticline_ Webster 31. b. A
gold-bearing quarts vein of anticlinal
form, cottoning especially in Australian
saddle reefs. Webster 21. c. A peculiar

ity to a fault. See also fault smash. Nese*.
R-vakte. The partial dirpersion ratio of a
glass expressed as (urn.) (nr-n.)' wbere
n, isa, and to are the refractive indices

Webster 31. b. An abbreviated prefix
secondary, especially in the
names of organic radicals. For example,
r-butyl. Webster 31.
S a. Overnia-1 symbol for sulfur. Handbook
of Chemistry mut Phprics, 45111 ed., 1964,

lines C, D, and F. Compere Abbe minbet. Dodd.

p. 11-1. b. Abbreviation for south. Zimmerma*, p. 100. c. Symbol for Silurian.

upper side is smooth, having no particular bond with the sand rock wren which

it-wave. Synonym for Rayleigh wave. A.G.1.

face area, cross-sectional area. Zimmerman, pp. 32, 104. e. Symbol for entropy.
Zimmerman, p. 42. f. Abbreviation for

no other derangement of the surrounding

at wavelengths ectuivalent to the spectral

I. Essentially a Same safety lamp
with an inlet tube through which a sample of mine air may be intmduced through

an aspirator. A ptobe enables a sample

of air to be drawn (torn a heiet of up
to I I feet with the lamp held at eye
leveL A small magn;iyg glass is fitted
to facilitate the estimation of the gas

cap. It may be used to detect a firedainp
layer near the roof. Helios.
roller. See rider. Arkeil.
tyolez. A volcanic rock product axisisting
of about 70 nement silica, the remainder
being principally alumina. Its main use,
after a heat treatment, is in lightweight
thermal insulation. Lee.
lblba's dowry. A mine subsidence theory
that is a variant or extension of the vertical tbeory. In this theory, aBowance is
made for movements beyond Sie under-

mined area, but the dip of the beds is
considered to be of link or no influence.
R.2iha maintained that if nick is undercut, it will stay undisturbed if cohesion

meaning

USGS Sig., p. 86. d. Symbol for sursolubility. Zimmetmaii, p. 99. g. Abbre-

viation for sand, science. Zimmerman, p.

94. h. Abbreviation for snow. Zimmerman, p. 99.

S a. Sonlx4 for area, surface area, cross
sectional area, reinjected area. Zimmerman, pp. 145, 151, 365. b. Symbol for
entrupy, entropy per mole, total value of
entropy, total value of entropy pet mole.
Handbook of Chrmist7 and Physics, 45t11
ed., l.964, p. F-100; Zimmerman, pp. 145,
155. c Symbol for sohibility. Zimmetmari,

p. 148. d. Symbol for slope of energy

grade line. Also given as S. Zimmermaa,
p. 186. e. Symbol for sand. Zimmerman,
p. 341. f. Symbol for sensitivity of phototube, static Zimmerman, p. 164. g. Sym-

bol for total spin. Zimmermaa, p 165.

as Abbreviation for semianthracite. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 61.
Sadism otagelty. Mid-Permian diastrophism.
A.G.:. Sapp.
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formation of sard slate found in shale or

sand rock and may be surrounded by

soapstone. The under or exposed side of

a saddle looks hie natural mck, but its

it is embedded, and is liable to fall out
of its place; a fall, however, producing

parts of the mom from which it

falls.

Ricketts, 1. d. A hump-shaped piece of
roof rock with a smooth back, in-

securely attached to adjacent strata. Also
called saddleback. Hudson. e. A steel
block over one of the towers of a suspen-

sion bridge or aerial ropeway providing

;
j
:

I

a bearing surface for the suspension rope

paining over it. Hem. f. An item of kiln
furniture. It is a piece of refractory material in the form of a bar of triangular
cmn section. See also kiln furniture.
Dodd. g. The upper part of a two-piece
low tension porcelain insulator of the
Callender-Brown type. Dodd. h. Synonym
for cradle. Long.

j
;

;
!

saddlebott. a. Eng.; Scot. A roll or undulation in the mof or pavement of a wenn.
See also saddle, e. Fay. b. Two timbers
placed so as to form an inverted V and
used as a support for a load above. Fay. I
c. A hil! or ridge having a concave outline at the top. Webner 3d.
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saddle back reef. A lode or reef bent archwise. Antkline. P.yor, 3.
saddleback tip. See concave bit. Nelson.
saddle block. In a dipper shovel, the boom
swivel block through which the stick slides
when crowded or retracted. Nichols.
saddle joint. Iluckk joint. Arke
saddler. A man employed to make and repair harnesses, etc., for the draf t animals
at a mine. Fey.
saddle reef. a. Aust. A bedded vein that has
the form of an antkfine; an inverted saddle has the fonn of a syncline. See also

handk a stand of drill rods for that
number al joints. Long. b. A bulletin

ing with safety committees in

toons. slogans etc. having to do with
safety education are in full view of
workman going to work. Usually enclosed

paign among workers; to cooperating with
mendes such as the Safety Division of tbe

saddk, b. Fey. b. An opening at the
ant of a sharp fold in sedimentary rocks,
occupied by ore. Bateman.
saddles. a. Supports placed in swears far
holding articles to lbe fired in the glost
OWTI.

C.T.D. b. Clay props used between

plates when packed on edge in a kiln.

ASCG. 1963.
taddleeimped. Having the form of an anticlinal fold. Webster 3d.

with glass and well-tighted at al times
and having the posters changed at freanent intervals. Batten of Alines Staff.
a ty cable. This mining machine cable ftduces the chance of shock hazard and
arcing when a break occurs. The cable
is designed to cutoff the power when the
positive conductor insulation is damaged.

It is used in conjunc5on with a pound
trip relay uhk:i, when enereeM, cuts
the power off. Bests, p. 373.

safety aloe. A cage, box, or platform used
for lowering and hoisting minem, tools,
etc., into and out of mines, and which i
pnyvided with a "safety dutch," an auto-

matic device for preventing the fall of

the cage if the supporting cable breaks.

saddles& Forming a seamless ring by forging

eddy car. a. Any mine car or hoisting cage
iftps, canzbes or
provided with
a
Fay. b. Penn.
other precautiona5rfretlevices.
A barney; a small cat used on inclined
an and slopes to push up a mine car.

a pierted disk aver a mandrel (or sad-

dle). ASM Gloss.

settler day. See Albany clay. Dodd.
S.A.E. amber. Relative viscosity of oil as
measured by the Saybolt system. Pryor, 3.
wife applimices. The term safe when used
in respect to appliances to be furnished
by an empioyer to an employee means
reasonably safe, and reasonably safe means

such tools as are in general use among
employers of ordinary caution and prudence in the same line of business under

f

board placed on surface, near the lamphouse, on which bulletins, posten, car-

saddle vele. Saddle-shaped ore deposit formed

between sedimentary beds in the crests
of, mostly sharply folded, anticlinal
structures. Schieferdecker.

t-

safety hat

saddle back reef

the same circumstances. Ricketts, I.
drcolt. See flameproof enclosure; intrinsically safe machine. Nelson.

Fey.

grn

safety catch. A safety appliance which transfers the weight of the cage onto the guides

if the winding lope breaks. This device
is a kgal requirement in certain courttries. Nelms.
safety dads. Scot. A chain connecting the

first and last cars of a uip to isrevent

separation, if a coupling breaks. Fey.
safety cheek. A check valve to slow the excessive travel speed of a piston in a hydraulic qrfinder. Long.

safety cct. Any drill chuck on which the

astegnanis. The preacutions taken to prevent men from being injusrd; guardrails,

heads of the set krews do not protrude
beyond the outer periphety of the chuck.

automatic signals, warning signs, etc. Fey.
safe place. The rule that a mine operator or
other employer must exercise reasonable

safety damp. Any of several types of rod
clamps used at the collar of a borehok

care to furnish a miner or an employft
with a safe place in which to wnrk does
not apply wfure the minor or employee
is himself creating the place in which
he works, or where the danger was such
as was created by the miner or employee

in the pmgress of his work. Ricketts, I.

safety. a. A safety lamp that can be carried
into flammable gases without igniting
them. Rosso*. b. As appfied to mining,

means freedom from danger, injury, or
damage. Kentucky, p. 413.
safety arch. See relieving arch. ACSG.
safdy belt. a. A orkrnan's belt attachable
to some fixed object to safeguard against
falls. Grove. b. A protective belt or har-

ness with remote anchorage, worn by a
workman, for es:ample, a quanyman,
working an a face at height. Since the
belt allows a drop of about 6 feet a shock
another is prorkled. Nese*. c. A belt
worn by a derrickman or teipodman to

mevent injury due to accidental falls
from the top of the derrick. Also called

d. A belt to which
tools are attached to prevent tisk of

belly buster. Long.

their falling into machines, thickeners, etc.

Lost

to hold the drill rods while they are being

pulled or kneeled. Also caM
automatic spider; floor damp;

focift1=.

Long.
safety datcL A clutch which will slip under
loads which might damage the machine.

Nkhols, 2.

various

parts of the organisation; to keeping informed upon safety literature and to
carrying on a perpetual educational camUnited States Bureau of Mines, the National Safety Council, and state bureaus
and inspectors; to heading all rescue work,

first-aid instruction courses, and safety-

first meetinp; and to drawing up and
enfoning a wiitten code of minimum
safety requirements for all work at the
mine and *tit. Hoov, p. 499.

safety
Explosive which requires a
powerful initial impulse and therefore

may be handled safely under ordinary

conditions. Bennett 2d, 1962.
safety factor. a. The ratio between breakage
resistance and load. Nichols. b. See factor

of safety. Nebo*. v.. Ratio of
stress to working stress. !batiste:ear:1

387, 1960, p. 2.
safety Ord. A term often applied to accident-

prevention methods, and fint-aid and
rexue work. As a slogan, was first used

nationally by Dr. Joseph A. !Ulm tbe

first director of the U.S. Bureau of Mins,

at the national mine safety meeting in
Pittsburgh, Pa., in 1911. A Middle West

steel company claims to have originated
the expression, but it did not come into
national use until taken up by the Bureau

of Mines. The Bureau, unconscious of
its use in any other place, made up the
slogan from a pmgram of the H. C. Frick

Coal & Coke Co., for a safety meet

which stated "safety ahead of output,"
"safety ahead of dividends," "safety the
first consideration." The Bureau of Wms
shortened these espressions into "safety
fitst." Fey.

safety Inge. A type of flange

ith tapered

sides designed to hold together pans of
a wheel in the event of accidental breakage. See also flange, d. ACSG, 1963.
safety fuse; Madge Me. A train of powder
enclowd in cotton, jute yarn, and water-

pmofing compounds; used for firing a

cap containing the detonating
which in turn sets off the esplosiZnraZ.I.
The fuse burns at the rate of 2 feet per
minute. Used mainly for small-scale blasting in quarries and metal mines. See also
capped fuse; premature blast. Nelson.

safety departmest. Gr. Brit. A department
whkh aims at winning and working coal
with a minirnum possible sacrifice of life
and limb. The head of the department
is a qualified mining engineer often with
experience as a colliery manager. The
National Coal Board has a safety tio=

seedy fuse main. The fuse is measured to
the desired length, cut off squarely by a

Nelson.
lady detaching hook. A device which releases automatically the hoisting lupe
fmm the cage in the event of an overwind. See also detaching hook; Onnered
detaching hook; King detaching hook.

powder train and choke the fuse. A waterpmofing compound may be used on each

ment in eacl. area. See she safety

Nelms*.

eddy door; entenency door. A spare or
extra door fixed ready for use in a roadway in the event of damage to the existing ventilation door. The safety door is

also positioned so that it can be em-

Prfur 3.

safety bosed. a. A board placed in a derrick

ployed in any emergency, for
e of
explosions or fins. The door mellr
e airPl

for a man to stand on when handling
dnll rods at single, doub!e, triple, or

steel construction. Nelson.

quadruple levels, which means that the
boards are placed at suitable heights to

safety engineer. An employee who devotes
himself to inspecting all possible danger
spots in the mine and plant; to cooperat-
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sharp knife to avoid mashing the end and
is inserted into the cap. It is then aimpcd

near the open end of the cap

mechanical crimper which makes a groove

of proper depth around the cap but does

not bring too great a pressure on the

cap connection. Lewis, is. 119.
safety gate. An automaticallroperated gate

placed at the top of a mine shaft, or at
landinp, to reed the entrance, to prevent anyone rom falling into the shaft.
Fay.

safety Ø. Most commonly a sandwich of
plastic between two sheets of glass, that
is, laminated safety glass. Ales called
tempe.ed safety glass; wire safety glass.
VV.

sofety grand. See grounding conductor.
ASA M2.1-1963.

toddy bat. a. A cap or hat with a hard
crown worn by miners and which will
resist blows against it. B.C.l. b. A hat
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safety hat
or cap made of rigid material, designed
for the protection of the heads of work-

men. If worn in a mine equipped with
ekttricity, the material should be elec.

tekally nonconducting. Also called safety
cap. Grove. C. See tin hat. Long.

safety book. A. A hoisting hook with a
spring-loaded latch that pmvnts the load

from accidentally slipping off the hook.
Long. b. A aelf-acting detachable hook
on 2 mine cage, which acts in the event
of an overwind. Pryor, 3. c. See safety
detaching hook. Fey. d. A hook, shut by
a spring (At other device, to prevent an
article from being accidentally or forcibly
detached from a chain. Standard, 1964.
e. A safety catch in a mine hoist. Standard, 1964. 1. A round hook with a hinged
piecc actors the opening, that allows

a line to enter it readily, but requires

special manipulation to remove it. Also
calkd lock on hook. Nichols.
safety bespector. See coal mine inspector;
metal mine inspector. D.O.T. 1.

safety J. A ...mese-threaded joint in tIr
head of a double-tube core barreL If
the core barrel becomes lodged in the

borehole, the safety joint, innei tube, and
core can be removed by backing off at the
safety joint, thereby facilitating the subsequent fishing job. Long.

safety lamp. In coal mining, a lamp of an
type, and which is relatively
:Zeuti7duse in atmospheres which may
contain flammable gas. Latterly, the term
tends to Le restricted to oiThurning safety
lamps, which are issued to deputies and
used

for firedamp tests. See also cap

lamp; flame safety lamp; gauze; electric
cap lamp. Nelson.

safety-ksaup keeper. See lampman, C. D.O.T.
1.

safety-lamp Wise. In Great Britain, a coal
mine in no part of which below pound
is the use of lamps or lights other than

lights lawful. Nelson.
erlatells. A latch provided on a hook or
Jtted
elevator to prevent It from becoming
detached prematurely. Compare

safety

hook. Loa'.
safety leek. An offset swivel coupling that
supports the weight of the rods when

door is closed to prevent any material

from falling back onto workmen in the
shaft. &rear of Mines Stat.
safety phis. Fusible plug in high-pressure
devices such as boilen, which melts at a
detetmined temperature. Prrar, 3.
safety posts safety prop. A timber placed
near the face of working places to afford
protection for the workmen at the face.

It must be set like a line timber and

with equal care. At least two safety posts
should be set at the face of each working

place, not mote than 3 feet back from

the face. Kentucky, pp. 136-137.
safety poster. A pictorial form of appeal to
workmen to exercise care and observe
recognized or stipulated safety precautions. The poster is usually displayed at
the pithead, canteen, or office. Nelson.
safety powder. A term used for shon-fiame
explosives before the introduction of permissibk miplosives. Fay.
safety prop. Eng. See temporaty pmp; safety

jt.

ery flag. A metallic ring embedded in otganic bonded products to contain pieces

should breakage occur en the grinder.
ACSG. 1963.

safety rod. A standby control rod to shut
down a nuclear reactor rapidly in emersogcies.

L&L.

tope Mork A cable-winding device
anchored at the upper grade of an inclined face and having its cable attached

to the head of the coal cutter or cutter
loader to assist overcoming frictional re-

sistance of the cutter or loader whik in
operation against the grade. Barran of
Mines Stet
sulfety shoe. A well-built shoe of leather or

rubber provided with a sheet-steel or
other strong, stiff toe. Grove.
safety stop. a. An appliance to stop or control cars near the shaft at the pit bottom
or at the top of incline haulages. See also
retarder. Nelson. b. On a hoisting appa-

ratus, a check by which a cage or lift
may be prevented from falling. Standar , 1964. C. An automatic device on a

hoisting engine designed to prevent overwinding. Fey.

whipstocking. Loag.
sofety maw See safety engineer; mine pa-

eatery tools. a. Consist of catching hooks,
grappling tongs, fish heads, bell screws,
and die like, for recovering broken bor-

who works directly under the colliery

made of beryllium copper for use in ex-

Fey. c. To cause to curve downward in
the middle usually as a result of im
loading or supporting. Webster 3d.

r9K:

difference between the sagging path a
conveyor belt actually takes due to the
imposed load of material and its own

weight, and the theoretical plane tangent ;

to the top of the supporting idler rolls.
This sag is limited by proper correlation
of idler spacing and belt tensioning.

ASA M114.1-1938. e. See closure. Spalding.

p. 159. f. See rod sag. Long. g. A broad,

erode, shallow basin, for example. the
Michigan and Illinois Basins. A.G./. h.

Downwarping of beds near a fault that is
opposite to that of frictional drag. .4.6.1.
i. A decrease in the section thickness of
a casting caused by insufficient strength of
the mold sand of the cope or of the core.
ASM Gloss.
simg and swell. The adulating topography
characteristic of sheets of 611. The till
usually is thick enough to completely obliterate all traces of former tomrraPhy, and
the postglacial drainage is then cant/oiled

by the surface configuration of the till.
Stokes and Versus, 1955.

inn bell trashes. The minimum tension in
any portion of the carrying run of belt
necessary to prevent excessive sag of the
belt between belt idlets. ASA MI14.1-19.58.

sag bolt. Bolts installed at intersections to
measure roof sag. A sag bolt is a 12-foot

unit put in without a bearing plate. It

is securely anchored in the 12-foot horizon with the aid of a heavy nut, and ex;ends about 2 inches from the hole.
Three 1,4-inch strips of colored pressuresensitive tape are wrapped around the
extending section of the bolt, beginning
with green at the roof line, then yellow
and red. The color bands provide a simple, economical means of detecting roof
sag at a glance. Coe( Age, v. 71, No. 8,
August 1966. pp. 86-87.
sag comedies. A tape correction applied to
the apparent length of a level base line
to counteract the sag in measuring tape.

flam.
sogeolle. A quartz crystal which contains
ackular crystals of mile. A.G.).
sageoltk. Occurring as needles at plates in-

tervectng in a gridlike or grill-like manner A.G.!. Sapp.

trolman. D.O.T. 1.
safety siker. A certificated colliery official

ing tools, picking up material, etc., at
the bottom of borehole:. Fay. b. Tools

sagged& qsarts. Quartz containing included

manager and also in close consultation
with other mine officials. He investigates
and reports on even serious accident.
He keeps the manager informed on all

*sive atmospheres because they are nonsparking. Nest
safety nave. Synowywo far preinne-relief
valve. Long.

similar crystals of black tourmaline, goethite, stibnite, asbestos, actinolite hornblende, and epidote. Standard, 1964.
mow. A fireclay box, usually oval (23 X 17

safety problems and makes reconmienda-

tions. Nebo*.
softly olaremeter. A circuit tnter which con-

sists of a hand-driven generator and a

direct-reading ohmmeter mounted together in a strong case. This instrument

is perfectly safe, since the testing current developed by the low-voltage gen-

12 milliamperes
erator cannot
even at excessive handle speeds. McAdam
pp. 64-65.
safety ~twos. a. A platform built in a derrick as a safe working place for men who
exceed

must be up the derrick to handle elevators, casing, drill rods, etc. See also
safety board, a. Long. b. A platform
with a hinged-door opening, aver a shaft
white being sunk, especially where blasted

materials art hoisted with a muck bucket.
After the bucket is., hoisted, the hinged

safe yield. The rate at which water can be
withdrawn from an aquifier without depleting the supply to such an extent that
withdrawal at this rate is harmful to the

aquifer itself, or to the quality of the

water, or is no longer economically feasible. A.G.1.

sullloefte. a. Essentially, a diarsenide of cobalt but usually with a considerable

amount of iron, and rarely, a small
amount of nickel. It crystallizes in the
orthorhombic system. See also smaltite.

G.M.D. b. It should be redefined as a

acicular crystals of nitik or sometimes

inches) in which pottery ware can be

set in a kiln. The object is to protect the
ware from contamination by the kiln
gases and the name is generally thought
to be a corruption of the word safeguard.
Since the bottle oven has become obso-

lete as a kiln for the firing of pottery
and since clean fuels and electricity have
become increasingly used in the industry,
the use of saggars has been largely dis-

placed by the setting of ware on lighter
of kiln forniture. See also kiln
ritirecnrture. Dodd.

cobaltiferous loellingite or as a cobaltian

saggar-taakess' bottom-knocker. The man
whose job it was to beat out., by means

dependent species. 'American M;neralogist, r. 28, No. 1, janaary 1943, p. 63.
saftelm. Port. Mucker. Hess.
sag. a. A depression in a. mine floor or roof.

of a heavy wooden tool, a wad of grogged

loellingite; has doubtful merit as an in-

D.C.!. b. A depression in a coal-seam.

fireclay to form a bottom for a saggar;
the job is now virtually extinct. See also
%anat. Dodd.
sagged. Sheet glass shaped into three-dimen-

sagged
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saline dome

s.onal form by firing on, within or over
clay or metal forms. Kinney.
saws; saggar. a. A local term for fireday,
often forming the floor (or thrill) of
coal warns. Fay. b. A box in which castiron articles are placed in contact with

colorless mica andpyrite arc also ptesent
The name was given by Peterson. Fey.
sabansaiite. A very rare, weakly radioactive,
monoclink, colorless mineral, (Mg,Fe)
( Ce,La,Nd , Pr) I (CO, ) o, found in barite-

Mississippi Valley, consisting partly of
()Mites. partly of cross-bedded lime sand
(dune limestone). C.T.D.
der. A saltcellar or salt dish. Keafmenn.

hematite or smithy scales, to be rendered
malleable by decarbonizing in the annealing furnace. Webster 3d. c. In ceramics,

dolmite rock with bastnaesite, parasite,
dolomite, rartz, and hematite. Crosby,

a box made of fireclay in which delicate

manire).8A10sulfur-yellow basic chloroarsenate
of lead, I2PbO.AsoO,APbCls. Aggregates

pieces are placed while being baked. Also
saggard; segar; sagre. Fay. d.
The clay of which saggen are made. Fay.
nigger day. Clays used in the making of sag-

sahlite. Variant spelling of salite. Hey 2d,
1955.

spelled

y.hme
rswhere high-grade pottery is burned.

clays may be of two types: openburning and semi-open or tight burning.
Saggrn are containers in which whiteware and pottery are burned to prevent
fire damage. Found in Tennessee, Kentucky, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ns-

spud. California. CCD 6d, 1961.
dew Mir. See kiln p;.-....er D.O.T. 1.
gagger maker. One who makes saggen that
are used to protect delicate tiles and other
clay products during burning and general

handling. Shapes clay by wounding with
maul to form new saggrrs. May prepare
clay for sagerr making by grinding, soaking. and mixing by machine (sagger prephrrr). D.O.T. I.

saggenaaa. One who form. the sawn on
a muting horizontal disk (potter's wheel).
D.O.T. /.
gagger washer. One who sprays or brushes
saegers with glaze slip. D.O.T. 1.

a. The permanent distortion, toy
downward bending, of vitreous enamelware that is inadequately supported during firing. Dodd. b. The flow of enamel
on vertical surfaces of vitreous enamel-

raggissg.

ware while it is being fired; the fault h
visible

as

roughly horizontal lines or

waves. Dodd.

c. A method of shaping

glassware by heating the glass above a

mold and allowing it to sag into the
contours of tLe mold. Dodd.
sank* moment. A bending moment which
produces concave bending at midspan of
a simply supported beans, generally termed

a positive bending moment It is the opposite of a negative or hogging moment
which would occur at the supports. Ham.
sag lawns. See buckling length. Long.
ametee. See closure meter. Spalding, p.
76.

sag pipe. A very appropriate term proposed
as a substitute for inverted siphon. See-

lye, 1.
sagponels. Ponds occupying depressions along
active faults in California. Depressions

due to uneven settling of the ground.

Billings, 1954, p. 161.
sagre; seggsr. See sagger.

Fay.

sag structure. A general term for

load-

casts and related structures. Pettijohn.

sag tower. A pair of Boating lightweight
sheaves Which give support, at a suitable point, to the ropes leading away
from the winding drums. The sheaves are

located at a point about one-third of the

length of rope between the drum and

winding pulleys, measured from the drum.
A sag tower suppresses the rope oscillation and dampens out the rhythmic swing
of the rope. Nelson.

sardine. A granulose metamorphic rock
composed essentially of progene and calcite. Holmes, 1920. A curious rock from

near Lake Sagvand, Norway, that is
mainly bronzite and magnesite. A little

of thin seeks. Monoclinic. From Langban, Sweden. English.

Saint Amse marbk. A deep blue-black, whiteveined marble from Biesme, Belgium.

Fey.
Saint Bade asarble. A yellow stone veined
with brown or red; from 'he province of
Var, France. Fay.
Saint Peter's sondsteme. An Mr:. Ordovician
formation in the Midwesiee:o Urited

States. The Saint Peter's sanoi..ont in
Illinois is commercially significant since
the material mined near Ottawa, Illinois, is the standard for the Industry.

Bare.. of Mines Staff.

Saint Stephen's slope. A white or grayish
chakedony with tiny red spots wo close
together that the appearance at a distance is a uniform rose-red. Hess.
sakalarite.
A glassy andesite containing
phenocrysts of intermediate plagioclase,
augite, and xenocrysts of quartz.
Sakmarlan. Lower lower Permian. A.G./.
ep
Ssalau.

coal. Total coal-mine output less
rejected or consumed during
preparation for market Pryor, 3.
nibble output. The total tonnage of clean
coal produced at a mine as distinct from
pithed output It is the tonnage of coal
tonnage

as weighed after being cleaned and classi-

fied in the preparation plant Nelson.

salamander. A solid mass of iron, frequently

weighing many tons, that
and substantially replaces

is deposited

the firebrkk

hearth in the bottom of a blast furnace
after long periods of operation. Henderson. Also called bear.
salamanders' hair. Asbestos. Standard, 1964.
salamander% shim sairander's wool. First
asbestos textiles wen supposed to consist of these, based on the fable that
these animals were able to live in fire.

Sinclair, W. E., p.

484.

saltine. Copper iodate. CidOs(OH), as
bluish-grcen orthorhombk crystals from

Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.

Chile.

mak. A mnemonic term derived from (s) for

silica and (al) for alumina, and applied
to the group of standard normative minerals in which one or both of these elements are present in large amount, including quartz, the feldspars, and the
feldipathuids. The corresponding term for
the silicic and &luminous minerals actu-

ally orient in a rock is felsic. Opposite
of femk.

salient point. A point of land projecting

sharply from the shore. Hy.
sallfeross. Containing a considerable propor-

tion of salt in beds, or as brine; said of

strata.

Standard, 1964.

Salitemos system The Triassic: so called
because of its rich salt deposits in Europe.

Standard, 1964.

salimeter; salindseter. a. A hydrometer spe-

cially graduated to indicate directly the
percentage of a salt (as common salt) in
a brine or other salt solution. Webster 3d.
b. A hydrometer graduated to show the
percentage of salt In a solution. One type
is used to indicate the proportion of salt
in a marine boiler. Standard, 1964.
miss. a. A pool, pond, or marsh containing

salt water diked in from the sea. Standard, 1964. b. A saltworks. Webster U.
c. The name given in South America to
those superficial deposits which often
occupy extensive plains on the Pacific
or rainless side of the Andes. and which
are usually cowered with a white saline
efflorescence or crystalline incrustation.
They occur at all elevations, from a few
feet to several thousand feet above sea
level, and are evidently the remains of
old sea reaches and lagoons that have
been dissected by the upheaval of the
land. A.G.I.
Salida. Lower Upper Silurian. A.G./. supp.
sallow. a. A salt spring or well; a saltworks.
Fay. b. Applied to minerals having the
taste of common salt Fay. c. In aome
playas the amount of mineral substances

(common salts and others) left by eva-

porating water is so great as to encrust the
entire area, sometimes to a depth of sev-

crystallizing in the cubic system. It is
found as a white enctustation around

eral inches. Such an area is then called
a saline. A.GJ. d. In Louisiana, a body
of water lying behind a barrier. A.G.!.

mlandowe. A variety of sapphire, usually

saline deposits. This group covers a variety
of chemically formed rocks characteristic
of certain well-defined environments, for
example, lagoons, inland lakes, relic
(landlocked) seas, etc. It includes chlorides, sulfates, borates, nitrates, etc., oc-

sal 21111110111611C. Ammonium chloride, raw,

volcanoes such as Etna and Vesuvius. It
is used in chemical analysis, medicine, dry
batteries, as a soldering flux, and in textile printing. C.T.D.
in small, transparent, hexagonal prisms of
pale red or blue, found chiefly in Ceylon.

Standard, 1964.

dare. A desert area covered by deposit of
rock salt A.G.1. slop.
sanded. A term current among miners fc,r
the parts of a vein ot dike next to Ore
country rock.. Fay.
galbands. Mex. Slickensides. Fay.
saleeite. A lemon-yellow hydrous phosphate

of magnesium and uranium, MgO.U0s.
Po05.811:0; orthorhombic; square plates.

The magnesium analogue of autunite.
From Katanga, Republic of the Congo.
English.
Salem or Spews limeshme. A member of
the Middle Mississippian series of the
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Sapp.

cutting as products of precipitation, usually in regular beds or layen, but lacking stratification in the accepted tense.
Apart from such developments per se,
certain of the compounds considered here
also occur as replacements of preexisting
rocks, more particularly those of the calcareous group; the sulfates are implied in
this connection. Stokes and Verne:, 1955.

dim dome. An upswelling of the earth's
surface on the coastal flats of Lonisiana
and Texas, one-fourth to I mile in trameter, often showing a marshy depression at

the summit with escaping oil or gas, or
both, around the periphery of the dome.

The center is barren of vegetation, consisting of a nucleus of salt. See also salt
dome; dome, c.

nabs lakes. See salt lakes. C.T.D.
sallsellen. See mud volcano. A.C.I.

sail's residue. One of a class of deposits
formed by evaporation of surface bodies
of water and consequent precipitation of
the salts dissolved in them. Common salt
and gypsum are examples. Stokes and
Vernes, 1955.

salksero. a. A dealer in sah: an owner of a
salt mine or works. Fay. b. Sp. Applied to
ores requiring much salt in amalgamation.
Fey.

Wises. a. A general term for salt mines of
rock salt, mineral springs, salt springs,
salt beds, and salt rock. Ricketts, I. b.
As used by Congress, includes not only
salt springs but all salt lands of every
character. Fay.

salts, soil. A soil containing excessive quan-

tities of the neutral or nonalkaline solu.
ble salts. Stoker and Vernes, 1955.

Salida. foreman& A series of nonmarine
strata which succeed the Niagara stage
in the Silurian system of North America.
Red shah and lime mud deposits containing rock salt and gypsum are included;

these form the basis of the salt industry
in New York (Syracuse), Michigan, and
Pennsylvania. Also called Salina formation. C.T.D.
sodkiferoos. Yielding salt, as a salt bed.
Standard, 1964.

salleity. The total amount of solid material
in grams contained in one kilogram of

salt deficiency
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saline dome

bottom of an adit. Fey. d. The floor or
stage on which the ladders rest in a shaft.
Fay. Also spelled solar, lunar, sonar, and
ogler, sonar being preferable.

solamnasar. A 12-quart wine bottle. Dodd.
sal

l.. Marine salt, Ilea Salt ; a name used

as early as the 17th century by the alchemist van Helmont. Kailtnana.
sahniact sal ammoniac. A colorless water
soluble mineral with imperfect cleavage,
N1-141. Larsen, p. 53; Dana 6d, p. 157.

up by the stream current, is flung upward after which being too heavy to remain in suspe:ssion, drops to the stream
floor again at a stsot downstreasn. A.G.,.
saltallos ma sr b s. Marks and the casts thereof,

made by an object proceeding along a
sahatory path. Related to roll-mark and
includes nng-ossuit. Pettijohn.

saltatioa transport. A mode of

transport

wher.by particles bounce along the stream
bed in a series of short, interrupted leaps.
St 'aieferdeeker.

Sahniss. Synonym for Tremadocian. A.G./.
Sapp.

salt both. Mixture of salts (for example,

embracing those not hard enough for out-

evaporating process is used; saltern. Stand-

salmon. An underfired building brick (in
allusion to its color). Dodd.
salmon brick. A class of underfired brick

side walls, and includint eat, salmon-

backing-up, pale, light, chimney, fillinc,in, mode wall, and foundry brWt. Swatard, 1964. Sometimes referred to as rauff
or place brick.
sahnonsite. A buff hydrous phospf ate of
manganese and iron, Fe02.9Mn0.4P20a.
141420. Orthorhombic. CleavaF.e fibtous
masses. An alteration product A hureaulite. From Pala, San Diego C Aunty, Calif.
English.
salmatrom Crude soda ash. Ytandard, 1,64.

saiouseter; melimeter; milonneter. A type
of hydrometer with sc2le reading 0° S

in water and 100' S in fully saturated
brine, the scale inexating the percent

of saturation. Kau( mann.

Wooden. Middk ard Upper Silurian (restricted). A.C.I. Sapp.

sal nspions. Rock salt. KaufMane.

sodium nitrate and chloride) used to
heat, harden or temper metals. Pryor, 3.
salt block. a. Eng. A salt factory where the

ard, 1964. b. An installation of vacuum
pans or grainers for producing salt by
evaporation. Kaafmassa.
salt himin. Evaporated salt Of fine rock salt
compressed into dense
blocks, usually 50 pounds in weight, for
stock feeding. A specially compressed
block for strengthening tefrigerating
mechanically

brines is marketed under the name Kooks.
Rubes. Kam/mann.

salt boot. The lower portion of a vacuum
pan into which the finished salt settles;

also, the pit or tank into which the
barometric leg of a vacuum pan drops
sa:t. Kaufmann.

salt bottom. A Rat piece of relatively lowlyitg alkali ground. Webster 24.
sunhat. a. A small reservoir or tank, usually

cylindrical, and with a false bottom for
drainage and a cleanout door, placed un-

reawater when all the carbonate has been

mho. Eruptions of hot acidulated mud from

der an evaporator for removal of salt.

dine replaced by chlorine, and all organic
matter completely oxidized. Expressed as
grams per kilogram of seawater or parts

tricts, and often accompanied by steam
and at hi-,h temperature. Fay.

in colonial kitchens for holding culinary

converted to oxide, the bromine and

ffy.
bridge. An instrument for determinszythousand.
ing salinity of water (a salinometer) by
measuring ekctrical conductivity of the
water sample with a wheatstone bridge.
110fG.

&dinky log. See chlorine log. Wyllie, p. 164.
salbasseter. An instrument which meanxes
conductivity of a water sample. This con-

ductivity when compared with that of a
sample of known salinity can be converted to an ecpreasion of salinity for
the unknown. ify.
sate; sabilte. A variety of monoclinic pyroxene, grayish green, deep green to black

in color; obtained from Sala, Sweden.

Dana, 6th ed, p. 352,- Webster 2d.
maker. Soda niter. Standard, 1964.

salines. Used by Wadsworth to include all
salts and :aline materials. Fay.

salitral. A swampy place where certain salts,
as saltpeter, become incrusted in the dry
season. Standard, 1964.
salltrite. An igneous rock consisting of predominant aeg!rite-bearing diopside, in

small orifice generally in volcanic dis-

sid soda. V. ashing soda. Used in glass manufacture Crispin.
salt. a. o acddentally or purposely introduce

extm amounts of a valuable or waste

mi-leral into a sample, such as a sludge
!ample, to be assayed. Long. b. To add
an accelerator or retardant to cement_
Long. c. To enrich, u a mine, artificially,
usually with fraudulent intent by secretly
placing valuable mineral in some of the
working places. Webster 2d. d. The gen-

eric term salt, applied to any one of a
class of similar compounds formed when
the acid hydrogen of an acid is partly or
wholly replaced by a metal or a metallic
radical. Kaufmann. e. The specific chemi-

cal, sodium chloride, NAO. Kaalmann.
f. A slang term for money. Kaufmann. g.
An akhenfical name for the earth, or the
principk of solidity or fixity. Kaufmaan.
h. A saltcellar, salt dredge, satshaker,
or salt dish. Kaufmann.
salt acid; hydrochloric add; enariatic acid.
HC1. Kaufmann.
salt-and-pepper fond. Sand consisting of a
mixture of light- and dark-colored grains.

A.G.l. Sapp.

part with aegirite-rich mantles, and of
abundant titanite with the accessories

salt anticline. An antkline in which the core

thoclase and baddeleyite. Johannsen, v. 2,

whereas a salt dome is essentially circu-

apatite, microcline, and sometimes &nor1927, p. 40.

Windom A mild form of mercury poisoning
suf.ered by workmen in amalgamation
pl int'. By efficient ventilation, the wearmg of gloves, and perhaps respirators,
the hazard is not great. Ste also mining
diseases. Nelson.

salter. Corn. a. A chamber in a mine. Fay.
b. A stage to work on. Fay. c. A boarded

channel for water to run in along the

is composed of rock salt. It is elongate

lar in plan. A.G.!.

saltation. a. The variable or leaping movements arising largely in combsnations of

friction with inertia as discussed long

ago by Hopkins and mote recently by Le
Conte, Gilbert, and others. A.G.1. b. The
reputed direct transformation of one
form into another in the course of evaluation; discontinuous variation. Webster 3d.
c. lite process by which a particle, picked
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Kasfmann. b. A wooden receptacle used

salt. Kaufmann.
salt kfek. Compressed salt of approximately
brick shape and size, for animal nutrition.
Kaufman*.
salt bridge. Unman.: an inverted glass Ushaped tube filled with a sodium-chloride

solution, the two legs of which dip into
the connecting two vessels of electrolyte,

forming an electrochemical cell. KeelMISR.

slit bash Plants of the genus Atriplex grow-

ing in arid saline soils, particularly in
Australia. A plant of this genus is found
in California under the name Australian
salt bush, or Greasewood. Kass/maxe.

salt cake. Impure sodium sulfate (90 to 99
percent Na2.502) obtained, usually as a
bypiruduct:

(1) from production of hy-

drochloric acid; (2)

by crystallization
from natural Nines, such as the Searles
Lake (Calif.) brine; (3) from the coagulating bath for viscose rayon; and (4)
by the Hargreaves process. Impurities vary

according to the source. Used in ceramic
'dazes. CCD 6d, 1961.
salt catchen A long cylindrical tube attached
to the bottom section of a vacuum pan,

into which the full-sise crystals settle.

Kaufmann.
salt cote. A salt pit, or salt house. Kasifmann.
salt-cruet process. A method of binding mine

roadway dust by spraying the area with
salt and water. The salt is subjectA to
wetting and drying cycles. The deposited
dust is bound at first by surface tension

and then in the recrystallization of the
dissolved salt. See also roadway cony&
datirs,,, Nelson.

salt dein:lacy. A condition gometimes suffered by miners in hot and deep mines

and workers in steelworks, due to ex-

salt deficiency
cessive penpiration, causing heat prostration. The salt balance may be restored by

taking sodium chloride tablets or drinking water containing I ounce of salt
gallons of water. Nelson.
dome. A structure resulting from the
upward movement of a salt mass, and

sr6

with whkh oil and gas fields are frequently associated. In the Gulf Coast area

of the United States, the salt is in the
form of a roughly circular plug of rela-

tion works, with the intent and for the

purpose to thereby give increased appar-

ent but misleading and inflated value to
the property, whic.h is the subject of the
option or contract of sale thereof and so
induce its sale at a price greater than
its mineral value warrants. Ricketts, I.
ealtlog a Woe. Sprinkling gold or rich ore

upon or digging it into the ground, or
placing it in samples for assay. In uranium, drill holes are sometimes salted

tively narrow diameter, but often several

before logging with radiation counter&

ion in common with the precipitate is

seldom evaporator. An evaporator which
produced crystals or other solids, in distinction to one which only concentrates

thousand feet in depth. A.G.,.
salt effect. The solubility of a precipitate in
a solution of an electrolyte which has no

higher than it is in pure water. Thh is

not the salting-out effect. Kaufmann.
salters. A build ng where salt is made: a
saltworts. Also, a pond where solar salt
is made; a salt garden. Kaufmann.
salt Seld. An area beneath which salt orcurs,

with the implkation that the salt
work at k. Challinor.

samarium
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salt hat. The salt-incruned bottom of an
evaporated lake; a playa. Kaufmann.
salt fog test. An accelerated corrosion test
in which specimens ate mmosed to a fine
mist of a solution usually containing so-

dium chloride but sometimes modified
with other chemkals. For testing details
see ASTM B117 and B287. ASM Gloss.

salt toraace. A simple form of furance for
heating evaporating psns in a salt plant.
Kaufmann.
salt gage. A salometer, or salinometer.

mann.
salt gordes. A saltern where seawater is
evaporated in large shallow basins by
solar heat. Kan/mama.
salt plass. A glaze produced by the reaction,

elevated temperature, between the
ceramic body surface and salt fumes producf-d in the kiln atmosphere_ ASTM

at

C242-60T.

Ballard.

liquids. Kaafmestn.
softlog ht. See salting out. Kaufmann.
whin out. a. The addition of sodium chloride or some other electrolyte to a solo-

tion of a inonelectrolyte to redurx the

solubility of the latter. The rarer convene
effect is termed salting in. Kaa/meini. b.

Addition of salt to hasten or to improve
the separation of soap from glycerol and
weak lye outing manufacture. Also, to
hasten or to improve the separation of
sulfated oil from the residual solution

in which salt is made or stored. Kaufmann.

salt:Nog. See chlorine log. Wyllie, p. 164.

widow a. The fraudulent adulteration of a
sample, for example, adding a small
amount of gold to a sample to make it
appear that the gold content of the rock
is much higher than it actually is. Salt-

ing may be accidental, caused by the

fortuitous segregation of rich mineral during sampling. Sampling methods ate conducted to reduce chance segregation to a
minimum. See alto moocher. Nelson. b
Eng. Sprinkling salt upon the floors of
underground ways in very dry mines, in
order to lay the dust. Fey. c. Consists in

serreptitiously placing valuable mineral
from a foreign source in such form and
place within the claim-as the characteris-

tics of the latter may require, or, in like
manner, tampering with the samples of
ore or mineral taken therefrom or with
the assays thereof, or the amalgam cr
other matter in the mill or other reduc-

rle. Same as soda prairie. Standard,

1964.

salt rouge. A mountain range in the Punjab,
India, containing steep cliffs of solid rock

salt, which are extensively quarried or

mined. Kaufmann.
salts. Reaction products of acids (MX) with

bases (M.OH). M.OH

= Mx

HIO being the simplest form. Pryor,.3.
mit nil stabillisatioa. A method of stabigli:a=
roads composed of clay, sand and

by adding salt. 'Me resultant stabilised

road remains dustless in dry weather and
mudless in wet weather. Kaufmann.
salteper. Coarsely crystallized and cleavable
halite. Spencer 17, N.M., 1946.
ash spray test. Porcelain enamel and other

finishes are tested for resistance to salt
water in a special spray test apparatus.

&sm. Dkt.

mit spin. A spring of water containing a

salt epos alt. Refined salt made by re-

distance to exceed the barometric height
of the solution therein. Kaufmann.
salt ikk. a. place on the rurface of the ground
where salt deposits, or the discharge of

orating the brine. Kaufmann.
salt 'at. Also corruptly, saltfoot, saltfat. A

a salt spring, can be licked up by wild
animals. Kaufmann. b. Pan scale; cal-

cium sulfate with small, varying amounts
of salt and various mineral rmputities. It
settles out or coats immened surfaces
during brine evaporation, and is occasionally sold as a cattle feed supplement, or
as a fertilirer. Kaufmann.

est tides; usually covered with a thick
mat of halophyte vegetation. Schiefer-

sailboats. A term used by Pliny; a building

salt

from an evaporator bottom a sufkient

and usually magnesium chloride as well
as magnesium and cakium sulfate. A.G.I.
salt kg. A long pipe extending down ward

or chemicals. ACSG, 1963.
salt rzierdas. Forming a fusible sodium nlicate, on surface of ceramics which ate
being fired, by throwing salt into the furSee also salt vein. Fey.

Kaufmann.

aft plug. See salt dome. A.GJ.

after sulfating. Kehl/mann.
soil lakes. Lakes which contain a predominating amount of sodium chloride in solution

salt nank; high mar* aftlag. The area

nace. Bennett 2.1, 1962.

take or a seacoast for making solar salt.

large quantity of common salt. Fey.
aft stock. See salt dome. A.G.I.
Net MOM Rock salt. Kea/main&
salt table. The flat solution mrface between
the anhydrite cap rock anu the top of a
salt stock (salt dome). Kaaiman.
salt tablets. Tiwrnwp1:gia tabkts; heat tab-

salt-glemed tie. Facing tile whose surface
faces have a lustrous glazed finish from
the thennochemical reaction of the silicates of the clay body with vapors of salt

salt hone. A quarryman's term for aplite.

saltplt. a. A pit where salt is obtained; a
saltpan. Fey. b. Reservoir along a salt

above mean high tide k 'el, which is coveted by sea water only during the highdecker.

soft mil. A salt grinder. Kaufmann.

sok mdse. A mine in which rock-salt deposits
are worked. Standard, 1964.
unit of phosphene'. Sodium-ammonium phosphate. CCD 6.1, 1961.
salt of tartar. Potassium carbonate, RAC03.

ILO. Crispin.

soft el da; tie talk steam= chloride. A

mordant made by dissolving tin in hydrochloric acid. Standard, 1964.
soft of vkriel. See white vitriol. Fay.
saltoneter. A salinometer or salometer.
Kattfmann.
soltpas. a. A shallow lake of brackish water.
Fay. b. An undrained natural depression
in which water gathers and leaves a deposit of salt on evaporation. Webrter 3d.
c. A large pan for making salt by evaporation. Webster 3d.

saltpeter; alter. Potassium nitrate. Otte of
the principal ingredients of black blasting powder. Fay.
saltpeter cave. A cave in which the earth
fill contains appreciable quantities of nitrates,
formerly mined commettially.
A.G.I.
saltpeter earth. A cave fill from which
nitrates may be obtained. A.G.I.
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lets. Kaufmann.

dissolving crude or impure salt and evap-

saltcellar, or dredge. Kaafmana.

sal vele. A term applied by quarrymen to
a coarse granite vein from 2 inches to 2
or more feet thick, intersemng granite
or any other crystalline rock. See also
salt horse. Fay.

mit water. Molten sulfates floating on the
surface in a glass-melting unit. See also
c. ASTM C162-66.

gait well. A bored or driven -well from which
brine is obtained. Standard, 1964.
sahwerks. A building or group of buildings
used for salt production. Kaufmann.

salvage. a. A layer or parting of day or
pug occurring on the wall of a vein.
C.T.D. b. To chemically or ekctmyfrscally remove diamonds from used diamond bits. Long. c. To recover lost bits
or drill pipe from a borehole. Long.

Balms mot. Number of resettable cliimonds

salvaged by cutting out of worr. or wed
diamond bit. Long.
salvage dicer. An official appointed to srganire and supervise the recentry of timber, rails, steel archm, pipes, etc., from
ablindoned workings, and to prevent
wastage in the use of materials underground. Nelson.

salvage valve. The net worth of diamonds
recovered from a used or worn diamond

bit or other diamond-inset tool. Long.

Saftgltter OM An important iron ore deposit
in Germany. It consists of conglomerated

oolitic limonite and contains about 30

percent iron. Osborne.
samarlem. A pale gray 31. silvery, lustrous,
metallic element of the rare earth group
that occurs associated especially with ce-

rium, yttrium, and neodymium in rare
earth minerals. It is bhalent and trivalent in red-brown and pale yellow compounds, respectively. Symbol, Sm; atomic

number, 62; and atomic weight, 130.35.

Webster 3d; Handbook of Chemistry and
Pity sits, 45th ed., 1964, p. 13-I33. Two
alk tropic forms: (1) alpha samarium;
hesuagonal; specific gravity, 7.536; and

stable up to 917" C; and (2) beta samarium; specific gravity, 7.40; and stable
from 917' C to the melting point; ignites

in air at ISO' C; melting point, 1,072'
C; 'soiling point, 1,900' C; in'oluble

water; and *oluble in acids. IlandIro of,
of Chemistry end Physics, 45th ed., 1944,
pp. 13-133, 13-215.

satularisio oside. StruCl, has a melting point

of 2,350' C. This material has a high

thermal neutron cross section, making it
usable as a nuclear control rnd material.
It is also used as a phosphor activator.
Lee.

samankite. A moderately to strongly radioactive, orthorhoalic mineral, (Y,Er,Ce,
U, Ca,Fe,Pb,Th)(Cb,Ta,11,Sn),09; vek
vet black, sometimes with a brownish tint;
surface is often brown or rellowist-brown
due to alteration; found in granite pegmatite', commonly associated with columbite; other associates are monazite, magnetite, rircon, beryl, biotite, uraninite,
and
muscovite, eschynite, albite,
gamet; also found as a detrittnt ninezal
in placer deposits. Crosby, pp. 39-40.
Samba ware. See terra sigillata. Dodd.
smite. Artificially produced silicon carbide
or carbonrodum. Bateau of Mines Sta
sample. a. Representative fraction of
of material, removed by
methods, guarded against accidental or
fraudulent adulteration, and tested or
analyzed in order to determine the nature,
composition, percentage of specified constituents, etc., and possibly their reactivity. Bulk samples are large ;several

tons), so taken as to represe- t the ore

for the purpose of developinh a suitable
treatment. Channel samples, cores, chips,
grab, panninp, stope samples, etc., are
small cr-es, made primaa.ly to establish

the val..e of the ore reserve. Pryor, 3.
b. A section of core cr a specific quantity of drill cuttinp that reptesents the
whole from which it was removed. Long.
c. To select or take at random a sample or specimen, as of ore, coal, etc. Fay.
d. To try or test. Fay.

sample backer. In ore dressing, a laborer

who pdverizes samples of ore to re-

quired- fineness so that they may be analyzed to determine their composition.
Also called bucker. D.O.T. I.
sample amber. See sample grinder. D.O.T.!.
sample miter. Scot. A steel tube with teeth

at the end for cutting cores of mineral

in boring. Fsy.
sample cotters. In mine valuation and process
control, devices which cut a repre-

sentative fraction from a ple of ore or
from a passing stream. For dry ore, pipe
samplers are thrust into static rock piles.

Augers can be similarly used. Riflfing
shovels lift half the load. Devices which
deflect part of a moving stream include

the whistle pipe (a vertical metal pipe
with notched deflection plates each of
which in series deflects half the volume);
riffles which split the stream in two; and

may be assembled in a riffle bank for

senes reduction; Vain samples in which
two hollow cones are joined at their outside diameter, mounted vertically and rotated, when the sweam of falling ore is
cut through each time an aperture in the
upper cone ttgisters; arc-path samplers

sampling action
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samarium

with oscillating deflectors such as the

Brunton; tipping pans, for example, the
arid various hopper systems

Snyder;

mounted on chains which travene the

stream of ore leaving a belt conveyor. For

wet materiat and finely crushed dry orr,
such hoppers are driven by small electric

motors which are controlled by auto-

matic timing and reversing gear mounted
on chains, for example, Ge.w, or !MVOs
(Geary-jannings). Pryor, 3.

sampled grade. The tenor of the ore

in

place as determined by underground, sur-

f ice, or drill-hole sampling. Mairastry,

p. 463.
sample division. The process whereby part

of the sample is retained and the re-

mainder resected. The passage through
the sample divider of all dm sample remaining at a given stage is a pass. The
passage of only part of the material, as
may be required if the quantity of the
sample remaining is too large, is a step
B.S. 1017, 1960, Pt. I.
sample manager. A mechanical device for
removing a soil sample from a sampling
tube; usually consists of a piston driven
by a jackscrew or a hydraulic mechanism.
Long.

smapie gnabber. See core grabber. Long.

Ma* grinder. in metal mining, one who
grinds samples of ore to required fine!teas (depending on character of ore) to
prepare them for analysis by assayer. Also
called sample crusher. D.O.T. I.

saireke. Hydrous phosphate and chloride
calcium, and sodium, NaCa
CusTg,

e).C1.31110, as blue crusts of min-

ute onhorhombk crystals. Spencer 16,
M.M., 1943.

sample log. Strip of graph paper showing
units of depth on which the geologist,
using cores and samples, describes the
rock formation: penetrated by drilling.

plea of ore for assaying by the following
method: Removes samples of ore, using
automatic sampling machine; pours wet
splitter to obtain
sample through
ionate sample of reduced size and
rgerTit to remove liquids; scrapes nsidue
into pan and dries it in oven; pulverites

dried sample and reduces it in splitter;
screens specific amount of dried sample

through series of screens of varying mesh

size mounted in mechanical shaker and
computes proportions of ore left on each
screen; and records results of screen tests
and places small amount of sifted ore in
labeled envelope for asseying. See also
mill sampler. D.O.T. Saps.; D.O.T. I. 1.

In mining one who selects small amounts
of coal or ore from differ mt sections of
a mine, groups of cats, a otweyor, chute,
or other sotlftli to obtain representative
samples. He bags and marks sample with
n _ord of kxation, and forwent' hag to
laboratory for analysis. Also called mine
sample; sample taker. D.O.T. I. g. A specific device for recovering samples of over-

burden. See alto sampler barrel. Loaf.
h. An instrument designed to take sampks of the flame or other explosion gases
at predetermined intervals during an explosion. Rice, Geor e S.
barrel. As used in
soapier Wish
soil-testing work, one of several tubelike
devices used to cut and recover a core
sample of soil or soft rock. It can either
be a plain tube designed to be driven or
pressed into the formation being sampled,
or be equipped with cutter heads and heli-

cal flutes for taking the sample by rnsalvemethods. Long.

reductive. To reduce a soil, coal, or

other sample to manageable size while
still obtaining a representative sample.

sample pia. See pan, a. Long.
sample preparadon. In coal and coke sam-

The methods may be divided into manual,
for example, quartering and mechanical;
riffle box. Nelson.
sampkr bead. An adapter or sub for attaching a sampler to a drill-rod string. Long.

ple dividing in successive stages. A stage

The liner serves as a retainer for the
sample and when sealed at either end

Wheeler.

pling, the process when:by an analysis
sample is obtained from a sample by
particle size reduction, mixing and sam-

sompler limr; samplieg Hoer. A thin-wall
tube fitted inside the barrel of a sampler.

of sample preparation refen to the sequence of operation kading up to a sample division. BS. 1017, 1960, Pt. I.

is used as a container in which the sample can be transported safel,f. Long.
sampler tube; sempliag tube. Synonym for
sampler barrel; sampler liner. Long.

sampler. a. A mechanical device for selecting
a certain fractional part of ore to be
used as an assay sample; as, for example,
split shovel, riflle sampler, Brunton's me-

chankal sampler, and Vez;n's sampler.
Fay. b. One whose duty it is to select the

samples for an assay, or to prepare the
mineral to be assayed, by grinding and

sampling. Fay. c. A laborer who collects
samples of materials and products, such
as coal, coke, tar, sulfate, benzol, and
sewer water, from various parts of coke

plant and prepares them for laboratory
analysis by grinding, screening, mixing,
weighing, and identifying them. May be
designated according to location, as sampknnan, overs. D.O.T. Alp. d. In metallurgy, one who prepares samples of scrap
metal for laboratory analysis by crushing,
weighing, melting, grinding, and drilling.
D.O.T. Sapp. e. In ore dressing, smelting, and refining, (1) one who tends mechanical device that cuts out temple of

entire shipment of ore by diverting a
small portion of the ore finm the full
strewn flowing into bins after being
crushed, or (2) one who prepares sam-
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sampk spitter. A mechanical device for
ioportionally reducing the physical size
Jf a sample. See also Jones splitter. Long.
sample taker. See sampler, f. D.O.T. 1.

sampling. a. Cutting a representative part
of an ore (or coal) deposit, which should
truly reptesent its average value. Most
usually a trenchlike cut four inches wide
and two inches deep is cut into the clean
face of ore (or coal) and across its
course. Honest sampling requires good
judgment and practical experience. Weed,

1922. b. Selecting a certain fractional

part of ore or coal from can, stock piles,
etc-, for analysis. Fay. c. Separation of a
representative fraction of ore, pulp, or any
product for testing or checking purposes.
Pryor 2.

sampling accuracy. The measure of the
closeness with which a single sample
represents the unit of coal or coi- from
which it is taken. IS. 1017, 1960, Pt. I.

sampliag adios. In a feedback control sys-

tem, the operation or action by which

the difference between the set point and
the value of the variable being measured,

is established intermittently, th . correction

being made intermittently also. NCB.
sampling area ratio. The volume of the displaced soil in proportion to the volume
of the sample. 'The cross section of the
tithe metal is made as small as possible
since a quantity of soil equivalent to the
volunw of the tool must be displaced
when the sampler is forced into the
ground. A well-designed tool has an arra
ratio of about 20 percent. Nelson.
sampling mon. a. Biaoed; arise hum consistent error or peculiarity in gathering,
reducing, and evaluation. They are consistently wising in the same way. Pryor.
3. b. Random, as liable to show too much

as too little of the quality being scruti-

nized. They tend to cancel out. Pryor, 3.
sampling imstrunsent; tester; sampler. A de-

vice to determine the methane or dust
concentration in mine air to assess safety
and health. Instruments are designed to
sample instantaneously, or over short pe-

riods or operate continuously. For methane, warning is required whenever the
percentage approaches a danger figure.
Dust dangers are not momentary peak
concentrations but the bulk quantity of
dust breathed over a period. See also air
sampling; dust sampling; methanometer.

The term may also be applied to soil-,

coal-, or mineral-sampling devices of an
instrumental nature. Nelson.
sampling pipe. A small pipe built into and
through a stopping or seal to enable sam-

ples being taken of the air within the

waled area. The analysis of such samples will give an indication of the state
of the fire or heating. In the case of a
waste heating a sampling pipe may be
pushed into the waste, on the return side,

to give an indication of the conditions.

See also pipe sampling for soils. Nelson.
sampliag spoon. A cylhider with a spoonlike
cutting edge for taking son samples. Long.

stenplbsg tip. The head of a soil auger or
soil-sampling barrel. Long.
saimplirs worim. A plant and its equipment

for sampling and determining the value
of ores that are bought, sold, or treated
metallurgically. Fay.

sonnsoulte. A steel-black, red 'n transmitted

light, sulfantimonite of silver and manMonoclinic.
re:7116c. Resembles mianeyrite in appearance and pyrargyrite in composition,
,

2ApS.MnS.SINSt.

with part of the silver replaced by man-

Samson mine, Si Andreass, Germany. English.
it
gelarleieFrom
Samsol loader. A loader of the well-known

joy type. The gathering head of the

Imder has arms which pull the stone or
coal on to ramps and push it to a scraper

chain conveyor which conveys it to and
delivers it at the end of the jib. The jib
can be swivelled horizontally and raised
or lowered to suit the tub, car, or conveyor to which it is delivering. The whole
machine is self-hauling (automobile) on
prwer-driven tractor crawlers with mechanical steering. It is not applicable in

steep inclinations. Mason, V. 1, pp. 85-86.
Samos post. A vertical beam which supports

and serves as a fulcrum for the walking
beam need in a cable-tool drilling rig or
in an oil-well pumping unit. Shell OilCo.
Samson stripper. A longwall cutter loader

of the plough type, with two cutting

blades, one at each end, operated by a
hydraulic cylinder which can

sand-burned
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sampling action

give a

powerful thrust (about 42 tons) to the

blades and :ause them to bite into the
coal. While this trust is being exerted,
the machine is anchored by means of a
vertical jack which engages the roof and

floor. The jack is built on sliding ban

and the machine is moved by sliding the
jack along the bars to the next position

for anchoring the machine. It travels
akngside the conveyor but is not connected to it. A loading ramp_ guides the
cut coal on to the conveyor. The machine

is employed in scams hem 4 to 5 feet
thick with a strong roof and floor. Nel-

son.

sanakke. Weinschenk's name for a glassy
phase of andesite that contains bronzite,
augite, magnetite, and a few large plagioclases and garnets. The mck is related

to the midesites, as are the limburgites
to the basalts. Hess.

sanbornite. A white, barium metadisilicate,
BaSis0s, trklinic. Crude tabular crystals.

From Mariposa Comity, Calif. English.
semi a. Separate grains or particles of
detrital rock material, easily distinguishable by die unaided eye, but not large
enough to be called pebbles; also, a loose

mass of such grains, forming an inco-

herent arenacrous sediment_ Building
sand, w_iy hard, granular rock material
finer than gravel and coarser than dust.
The term indicates material comminuted
by natural means. Quitttl grains generin natural deposits, alally
though such deposits commonly contain
many other minerals. Glass sand, a sand
of medium grain consisting of 98 to 100

percent silica, Si0p, used in glassmaking.
Iron oxides should form less than 1 per-

cent of the mass. Molding sand, a sand
used in making molds for casting metal.

Fey. b. In geology, any loose or moderateiy
consolidated bed consisting chiefly of

sand; often used in the plural, even in
the name of a single deposit. Standard,

an oil-I water-, or gas-bearing formation.
Long. j. A trade term for rough diamond
particks having an average weight of 120
to the carat. This term is very loosely ap-

plied. I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 149. k. Rock

chips and other waste produced by drill.
ing action. Niehols.
mad add. Ste fluosilicic acid. CCD 6d, 1961.
sandbag. a. A term sometimes applied to
pocketlike deposits of glacial sand, and
gravel extending down into a coal seam
with branches extending in all directions
They are a -emit of glacial erosion and
deposition subsequent to the accumulation of the coal. Stutter and Noe, 1940, p.

402. b. A bag filled with sand or small
debris and used for the building of pack

walls, chocks, or for filling cavities bd
timber, steel, or concrete roadway linings.
The bags are made of cheap hessian material and usually measure 33 by 14

inches when empty. Also called dthrb
sasIg.agNelson.

stopping& In many mines a rapid
ard efficient means of erecting stopping'

and walls for the coronA of ventilation
near the face. The walls of doors and
air crossinp in the workings are often

entirely of interlocked sandbags. This
method minimizes the use of brattice and
gives more permanent n.sults in the workings. Mason, v. I, pp. 211-212.
sand bailers. See bailers. Arkell.

=Nam A ba- of silt formed by currents
in riven and at their mouths or of sand
formed along beaches by tidal action.

Standard, 1964.
sand batb. a. A bath of sand in which labora-

tory vessels to be heated are partly immersed. Webster 3d. b. A shallow or deep

w usually of iron for holding the sand.

IVebster 3d.
sand bats. Eng. Layers of calcareous sandstone in the Bridgport sand. Arkell.

send bearbsgs. The supports of a core in
the sand of a mold. Standard, 1964.

1964. c. Specifizally, sandstone: a technical usage in petroleum-producing regions. Standard, 1964. d. Deftital mate-

sand bed. a. The bed into which molten

diameter. Very coarse, 1 to 2 millimeters;

which large iron castings are made. Standard, 1964.

rial of size range 2-1116 millimeters in
to 1 millimeter; medium, %
to V2 millimeter; fine, % to % millicoarse,

meter; very fine, % to 1/16 millimeter.

A.G.I. e Continuously graded unconsoli.
dated material that appears in the earth's

surface as a result of the natural dis-

integration of rocks, and in a wide varitypes, sizes, and ranges of size
classification. The American Society for
Testing Materials (ASTM Designation
C58-55T) defines sand as: Granular ma-

ety of

terial passing the %-inch sieve and almost
entirely passing the No. 4 (4,760-micron)

sieve and predominately retained on the
No. 200 (74-micron) sieve, and resulting
from natural c:isintegration and abrasion

of rock or processing of completely friable sandstone. AIME, p. 733. f. Granular material, composed mainly of quartz,

that will settle readily in water. In the

mechanical analysis of soil, sandaccord-

ing to international classificationhas a

size between 0.02 and 2.0 millimeters. It
has no cohesion when dry or saturated
but has apparent cohesion when damp.
Nelson. g. Tire residue after amalgamation

on plates. Nelson. h. In gold-ore treatment, the coarser and heavier portions of

th trushed ore in a mill or battery. Nelson. i. Sometimes used by drillers as a
name for potent, friable sandstone or for
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metal from a blast furnace is run. Stand-

ard, 1964. b. A floor of a foundry in

samdblast. a. Abrasive cleaning by the im-

pingement upon the work of sand entrained in a high velocity air or stream.
Henderson. b. The apparatm used to apply it. Webster 3d. c. A mudcap in which

sand is used instead of mud. Fay. d. In
mica, shady or silvery discolored areas
that appear in straight or curved lines
or in small silvery dotted areas, possibly
sraidpits. Skov,.

mmdblastleg. A method of cleaning metal
and stone surfaces with sand sprayed
over them through a nozzle at high velocity. Sandblasting is also used to form
a key on the intrinsically smooth surfacn
of materials, such as glass, requiring a
particular finish. Ham.
sand boil. The ejection of sand and water
resulting from piping. ASCE PI826.
sand bottle. A sand-pouring cylinder used
for determining the dry density of soil.
Nelson.

smsd bottom furnace. Furnace, usually of
the reheating type, lined with silica sand
as a refractory. Bennett 2d, 1962.
and-bumed. Said a metal casting, having
a hard skin due to the silica of the sand
combining with the surface of the metal
when the latter is poured into the molds
at high temperature. Webster 3d.

c

sandburrs
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mandburn. Concretions of sandstone. See also
burr, a. Arke IL

pans, a dilute solution of aluminum sulfate in shallow pans. Liddell 24, p. 408.
sander-np. See bedder. D.O.T. 1.
sand faced. A clay building brick that has

sand calcite. Calcite crystals containing a
large percentage of sand. Also called siliceous calcite; Fontainebleau limestone.
English.

sand catcher. A hydrographic instrument
through which water flows and deposits
sand, the quantity of which can then be
measured. Ham.
sand cay; sand key. A comparatively small
and low island of sand. Schieferdecker.
sand contest. Usually expressed as the percentage bulk volume of sand in a drilling fluid. Brandy, 1.

'gad control. Control of the properties of
foundry sand mixtum through the adjustment of physical and :'icmical corn

been blasted with sand wl:ile in the
green state; alternatively, with extruded
bricks, the sand facing can be applied

by gravity to the zolumn of clay. A wide
range of surface textures can be obtained
by sand facing. Dodd.
sand III. Hydraulic filling, stowing. Use of
sand or plant tailings, conveyed underground by water to support cavities kit
by extraction of ore. Pryor, 3.
sand filter. A filter for nurqving domestic
water, consisting of specially graded layers of aggregate and sand, through which

position, including moistur,. ASM Gloss.

the water flows slowly downwards. A
similar type of filter is used for treating
sewage effluent, but has coarser sand.

handmade process the clot of clay is first
sprinkled with, or relied in, sand; where

Hant.
wood Mal& Units whose surface faces are
covered with sand, applied either to the
clay column in the stiff mud process or

sand creased. A texture produced on the
surface of clay facing bricks. In the
the sand keeps thc clay away from the

mold, a crease is produced. An imitation

ni this texture can be achieved in ma-

chine-made bricks by impressing the surface of the green bricks with a tooled steel
plate. Dodd.
mod crasher. A machine comprising a sta-

tionary eyEnder into which the sand is
charged. Inside this cylinder is fitted a
main shaft onto which are bolted retaining discs whose main fInction is to prevent the loose ball in between each disc
from traveling laterally. As the discs rotate on the shaft the lumpy sand is removed into contact with the balls which
crush the sand to grain size. Osborne.

mod crystal. A large, euhedral or subhedral.
poikfloblastic crystal containing up to 60

percent sand, developed by etc growth
of calcite or barite crystals in a sand deposit May also form during or as result of cementation. A.G.I.
mod diamosols. Name in the trade for diamonds occurring in the gravels and old
marine deposits on the Gold Coast of
Africa. Griffith,S. V., p.132.

sand dike. Scot. A wall a sand or gravel.
Fay.

and drier. a. A laborer who shovels sand
onto a drying stove and removes it when
thoroughly dry (the sand is used on haul-

ar tracks to increase friction between

wheels and rails). Also called sandman.
D.O.T. I. b. One who dries sand for use
in brickmaking by shoveling it into hopper of drying oven and removing it after
it i s dry. Also called sand-drier operator.
D.O.T. 1.

mad drift. Eng. A general term for

all

windblown sands, whether occurring in in-

land deserts or along the seashores. Fay.
sand dune. A mound, ridge, or hill of loose
sand heaped up by the wind. Fay.
sainted M. Drill-string equipment7 casing, or

so firmly fastened in a bore-

hole

reason of caving walls or impac-

as thr lubricant to the molds in the 'oft

mnd Process. ASTM C43-65T.
sand flag. Fine-grained sandstone. cleavable
into flagstones. Standard, 1964.
sand Bit. A sandy tidal flat. Sch;eferdecker.

sand Saw. in brickmakine. a flaw caused
by imperfect mixture of the clay with

sand: sand crack. Standard, 1964.
sand food. A vast body of sand movinc or
borne along a desert, as in Arabia. Fay.
sand floor; casdng door. A sand bed in the

floor near the blast furnace into which

the molten pig is run to be cast into

convenient sizes for handling. Merserrau,
4th. p. 399.
sand flotation. The use of well-graded sand.

mixed with water, as the medium for
washing coal as in the Chance washer.
See also dense medium washer. Nelson.

sandfrac. Iniection of jelled oil and graded
sand into formation under high pressure
to incterse permeability. Wheeler.
Sandfrac. Trade name for hydraulic-fracturing sand. AIME. 771.
sand gall. a. A solution pipe in the Chalk.
variant of sand gull. See also gull. Arkell,
p. 47. b. See sandpipe. Fay.
sandgate beds. A dic;cion of the lower Green-

sand of the Weald in southern England.
comprisinz variable clayey sands, sandy
loams (often glauconitic), fuller's earth
(at Nutfield. in Surrey), and rock bands,
the chief of which occur in the Bargate
beds. C.T.D.
send gritting. The process of rougheni:Ig
those parts of the glaze of an electrical
porcelain insulator where cement will be
applied in the final assembly. The sand
(a specially prepared mixture of coarsegraded porcelain together with powdered
glaze) is applied to areas of the glazed
insulator before it is fired. Dodd.
sandhog.. a. A man who wnics in compressed

air. Nichols. b. Synonym for sand pump.
See also sand pump, b. Long.

tion o sand, mud, or drill cuttings that
the article cannot be pulled from the

sand holder. A cavity in a pump barrel to
catch sand and keep it out of thc way

sued equivaleat. A measure of the amount
of day contamination in fine aggregate.

sandbok. a. Eng. A small cavity in stone.
Bath stone worked to a fair face, free
from vents, sand holes, or other defects.

borehole. Long.

Taylor.
sander. See ware dresser. D.O.T. 1.

sasderite. A mineral, MgSO4.211.0, from
the hydration of kieserite. Spencer 19,
M.M., 1952.
Smilm.'s process. A flotation process which
uses,

instead of an acid bath in deep

of the plunger or buckets. Standard, 1964.

Compare clay hole. Ariel!. b. Small frac-

tures in the surface of glass, produced
by the rough-grinding operation, which

have not been removed by subsequent fine
grinding. ASTM C162-66.

siodiug. a. The sprinkling of sand or finely
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sand de boeuf
crushed brick between courses of bricks

as they are being set in a kiln; the object is to make even any irreguhrity in
level and to prevent sticking. Dodd. b.
The treatment, during manufacture, of
the surface of a facing brick to give it a

pleasing texture and color. Dodd. c. The
bedding of earthenware in sand. Dodd.
d. In ceramics, the testing of gilding with
fine sand and water after firing. Webs.er
2d.
sanding-machine worker. One who charges
mixing mill and removes mixture of sand
and refractory clay to be used in packing
around ware in bisque firing. D.O.T.!.
sanding np. The filling in with sand. Schieferdecker.

Sandiver. A neutral salt skimmed off the

surface of melted crown glass. Also called
gall of glass. Fay.
sandhi; sandy& Any of various red pigments,
especially orange mineral. Webster 3d.
sand jack. A device consisting essentially of
a sandbox and a series of plungers for
gradually lowering into position a heavy

weight, supported by the plungers, by

running out die sand below. Webster 3d.
sand key. See sand cay. Schieferdecker.
sand leaching. Sand leaching or perrolation

may be practiced wherever the ore is

coarse enough to permit free passage of
the solvent through the voids. The ore is

loaded into large vats or tanks which
are then filled with leaching solution.
After the solution has been in contact

with the ore for a certain time, it

is

withdrawn, and fresh solution is added.
Liquid may be added from the top (down-

..ard percolation) or from the bottom

(upward percolation). Newton, p. 419.
sand-lime brick. A product made from silica

sand and lime under the influence of

high-pressure steam. ACSG, 1963.
sandline. A wire line used to raise and lower
a bailer or sand pump to remove cuttings
from a borehole. See also wire line. Long.
sandike drum. The hoist drum upon which
a sandline is wound. Long.

sandline sheave. The sheave in the crown

block over which the sandline runs. Long.
sandman. a. In metal mining, a laborer who
switches flow of sand (waste minerals and
water resulting from treatment of ore for
removal of valuable minerals) in pipe or
flumes from one stope (underground
openings from which ore has been mined)
to another, so that they will be properly
filled with sand (after water has drained

off) to support the walls and roof and

prevent caving of the ground surrounding the worked out area. D.O.T. 1. b. See
sand drier. D.O.T. I.
sand mold. A body of sand surrounding a
cavity for the reception of molten metal
in the production of castings. The cavity
must have dimensional accuracy and the
sand surrounding it must be of sufficient
stability to allow the metal to solidify in
the exact shape of the impression. The

production of the sand mold involves
rnaking a pattern of the part to be cast,

packing molding sand round the pattern,
which when withdrawn leaves the cavity
into which the metal is poured, cores
being inserted to leave cavities where
desired in the casting. Osborne.

mod mailer. A machine for mixing sand
by a kneading and squeezing action. Osborne.

sandpile. A filling of sand that is rammed
hard in a deep round hole, is made by

:

saseipile
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dtiviag and withdrawing a wooden pile.
and is sometiawi mead ae a, means of pre-

paring foundations in soh soil Weide"
)d.

finadoito. A tubular cavity irons a

fsv. ISii.PW,

to inany feet in depth formed by soloticn in -akareous rocks and often filled
with gravel and sand. Wabeter Jot Also

railed sand ga/l. Foy.
seed plain. A general term for the sand delta

formed at the mouth of a glacial stream
as it 'outwit horn the ice margin into
standing waters of a glacial lake or into
the sea. A.G.!

sand pump.

a. A piston-type h tiler.

Also

called American pump. Long. h. A pump.
usually a centrifugal-type. capable of
handling sand- and gravel-laden liquids
without clogging or werring unduly. Also
called sludge pump. Long. c. A cylinder
with a valve at the bottom, lowered into

a drill hole from time to time to take

out the accumulated slime resulting from

the action of the drill on the rock. Also
called shell pump; sludges.. Fay. d. A
pump for lifting tailings at ore-dressing
plants. Fay. e. See sludger. Nelson.
sand-pump dredger. A long pipe reaching
down from a vessel into the sand, the
latter being raised under the suction of
a centrifugal pump and discharged into
the vessel itself or an attendant barge.
Also called a suction dredger. C.T.D.
sand-pump sampler. A sand sampler made
and used in the same manner as an
Ameriran pump or sand pump, a. Long.
sand reel. a. The reel on which the bailer
rope is wound. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3.
b. In a churn drill, the high speed winch
that lifts the bailing cylinder. Nichols. c.
A windlass for working a sand pump in
well boring. Standard, 1964. d. Synonym
for sandline drum. Long.
sand-replacement method. 'The normal method of measuring soil density. In its simplest form the measurement requires only

a container full of dry sand of known

density, a balance and apparatus for determination of soil moisture content. Nelson.

sandrock. Same as sancistone. Fay.

sand roll. A metal roll cast in a mold of
sand; distinguished from a chilled roll,
which is cast in an iron mold or chill.
Standard, 1964.

sands. a. The coarser and heavier portions
of the crushed ore in a mill. Fay. b. Tailings from the stamp mills of Lake Superior copper mines. Fay. c. Particles of
crushed ore of such a size that they settle
readily in water and may be leached by
allowing the solution to percolate. See
also slimes. C.T.D.

sands-and-slimes process. Any cyanidation
process for gold ores which involves separation of two portions in a classifier, and
separate treatment of sands by percolation and slimes by agitation. Nelson.
sand scratches. Scratches or furrows worn

in a rock surface by windblown sand.

Such appearances are apt to be mistaken
for glacial marks and require careful observation. Compare glacial striae. Fay.
sand seal. A device for preventing hot gases
from reaching the undercarriage of the

cars in a tunnel kiln. It consists of two
troughs running parallel to the internal
walls of the kiln and filled with sand;
into this sand, dip vertical metal plates
(aprons) which are fixed to the sides of
each kiln car. Dodd.
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sendsksle. Sedimentary deposit conseming of

thin alternating beds of sandstone and

shale A CJ. Sop.

Med shaft The region ol mis accumulation
of sand. A.G 1
sued Malegsmite. A structure consisting of
calcor-cemented sand produced by water

dripping from the ro- f of a cave and
seeping into sand on the cave floor.
A G I. Sapp.

sandstone. A cemented or otherwise

pocted detrital sediment composed predominantly of luaru grains, the grades
of the latter besng those of sand. Mineralogical varieties such as feldspathic

and glauconitic sandstones are recognised,
and also argillaceous, siliceous, calcareous,
ferruginous, and other varieties according
to the nature of the binding or cementing
material. A.G.1.
sandstone bells. See pillow-structure. Pattijohn.
sandOon. dike a. A tabular-shaped body
composed of sandstone ranging in thick-

ness from a fraction of an inch to several inches, and in lengtl. up to several
miles, which cuts across structure and
bedding of the enclosing rocks. May be
formed by fissure filling or by injection
of sand into a fissure from below. A.G.I.
b. A vein of sandstone or mudstone pene-

trating coal scams from either the floor
or roof, both as irregular bulbous masses
and vertically or steeply dipping sheets.
It frequently extends from roof to floor.
See also elastic dike. A.G.I. c. A body
of sandstone contained in a crosscutting

maple entavirmaile. in a tonduis fee armating !he send, sill, nt . sensed to. *he

water, and *unwrap, tote huh*, *VMS mi

tow hag them Noon Ow conduit.
1
c. An nclined tesiugh acmes which

ban an sst st interv isIs. Dunes the pas
sane of the pulp so miaow's, aay heavy
particlrs. such ae sand, lush so the hetwen sad ass ortamed by the ban. C.T.D.
seed manses& Miniature vokaao-like ac
cumulations of sand generally situated on
seaof slump sheets. Pettsjelos.

wall. A temporary indepeadent wall
separated from a slag pocket wall by a
thickness of sand for the purpose of easy
slag removal and the protection of the
permanent wall. 4.1.5.1.. No. 24.
mad washer. An apparatus for separating
sand from earthy substance& Fey.
sand naves. a. Croesbending may be consid-

ered in connection with ripple mark, because it probably represent, in many instances one phase of a phenomenon called
sand waves, which are nothing more than
current-made ripple marks of mammoth

proportions. Sand waves appear to he

formed ineead of ripple marks when the
current is cverloadei with sediment. The

crests are often 15 to 35 feet apart and
rise from 2 to 3 feet above the troughs.
A.G.I.

b. A large

ripplelike structure

formed by water currents of high velocity.
Sand waves may be symmetrical, asym-

metrical, or irregular in shape. In currents of high velocity, the sand waves

move down current and at slightly lower
velocity, they move upstream. A.G.I. c.

Ridges on the bed of a stream formed
by the movement of the bed material,

which is usually approximately normal

to the direction of flow, and has a shape

somewhat resembling a wave. Sand waves
are usually periodic and are also common

in other fluid systems such as those in
aeolian and marine environments. Pttti-

fissure; related to sandstone sills, a product of quicksand intrusion. Pettijohn.
sandstone grit. a. In geology, a coarse,
angular-grained sandstone. Fay. b. In
commerce, a sandstone well adapted for
abrasive purposes and not necessarily having a coarse grain. Fay.
sandstone opal. A contraction of sandstone
boulder opal. A variety of boulder opal

sand wheel. A wheel about 16 feet in diameter fitted with mild steel buckets around
the circumference for elevating sand or

needle to 1 inch or more, running through

sandwich kiln. A tunnel kiln designed for
rapid filing; the height of the setting is
small compared with the width and the
firing is from above and below the set-

in which thin layers of opal occur in
boulders between layers of sandstone and
soft clay. This variety occurred in the
form of pipes from the thickness of a

a free sandstone; it was thick enough to
cut into well-shaped cabochons. Shipley.
sandstone pipes. See cylindrical structures.
Pettijohn.
sand storm. See dust storm. Hess.
sand streak. Linear, parallel, low ridges with
symmetrical cross-section that form at in-

terface of sand and air or water and are
parallel to direction of flow. Pittijohn.

sand-struck brick. See soft-mud brick. ACSG,
1963.

sand thickness. In ordinary usage the distance between the top and bottom of
the oil and gas producing zone of a rock
stratum. Thus one speaks of having 50
feet of sand, meaning a paying horizon
50 feet thick. The term is often used although the stratum is not technically
sandstone. Williams.

sand trap. a. A device for separating sand
and other heavy or coarse particles from

a cuttings-laden drill-circulation fluid
overflowing the collar of a borehole. Com-

pare; shaker. Long. b. A device, often a

7

john.

sludge out of a sump to stack it at a

higher level. Sand wheels are sometimes
used to raise the tailings from the stern
of a dredge. The trend is away from
wheels and towards bucket elevators. Nelson.

ting. Dodd.
sandwich rolling. Rolling two or more strips

of metal together to form a metallurgi-

cally bonded composite sheet. ASM Gloss.
sandy clay. See mild clay. Bennett 2d, 1962.

sandy gravel. Gravel containing 50 to 75
percent sand. A.G.I. Sapp.
sandy sard. Sard dotted with darker spots.
Shipley.

sandy soil. A soil in which sand is the basic

The sand contributes to
strength by mechanical interlock, that is,
internal friction between particles. Nelconstituent.

son.

Sangamon. Post-Illinoisan interglacial. A.G.I.
Supp.

sand de boeuf. A distinctive red glaze originally produced in China during the Sung
dynasty; the color is due to metallic copper formed in a glaie containing copper
and fired under reducing conditions.
Dodd.
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cent Catt. 1 percent S1110, 6,5 percent
alkalies, and 4 percent loss on ignition.

of sanalme or cable tunas of alkali feldspar. A GI, 5Ipp.
grallkise. Ilydrateti kne used in agriculture
&east, 24. 1962.
sarkary itsawe. A type of sanitary

naterielle. a. A 1*.U4 4141IC volcanic u la
with normative quaru and about 65 perc-nt silica content composed mainly of
plagioclase varying from labradorite to

sarldlimis. An Ighil

ware made from whits iring clays but

often covered with a colored gla.se; the
body itself has a water absorption of 6
to 8 percent. The body is made from a
batch containing 22 to 24 percent ball
clay. 24 to 26 percent china clay. 15 to
18 percent china stone and 33 to 35 percent flint. Compare vitreous-china sanitary ware. Dodd,
sanitary engineer. One who supervises the
planning and construction of water supply, sewage systems, etc. Crispin.
sanitary tire day. A type of sanitary ware
made from a grogged fire clay body,
which is covered with a white engobe,
which in turn is covered with a glaze.
A typical bod7 composition is 60 to 80
percent fireclay, 20 to 40 percent grog.
The engobe contains 5 to 15 percent ball

clay, 3 to 50 percent china clay, 15 to
30 percent flint, 20 to 35 percent china
stone, 0 to 10 percent feldspar; the pro-

portions of china stone and feldspar vary
inversely as one another. Dodd.
sanitary nipper. See latrine cleaner. D.O.T.
1.

sanitary presser. Builds large articles, such as
bathtubs and sinks, by hand in very large
molds. D.O.T.I.

sanitary sewer. Underground pipe or tunnel for carrying off domestic sanitary
wastes. Crispin.

sanitary ware. The various types include:

sanitary earthenware; vitreous china sanitary ware; sanitary fire clay; vitreous
enamel sanitary ware, for example, baths.
Dodd.
sanitation. The neutralization or removal of

conditions injurious to health. Sanitary

engineering; purification of water supply;
disposal of sewage, etc. Crispin.
Sankey diagram. A heat flow diagram for a
heating process in which the quantities of

heat in the various items of a heat balance are represented by the width of a
band. Francis, 1965, v. 2, p. 701.
sanmartinite. Zinc tungstate, near ZnW04
with small amounts of Fe, Mn, Ca, as
minute monoclinic crystals very similar
to wolframite; from San Martin, Pro-

vince of San Luis, Argentina. Spencer 18,
M.M., 1949.
sannalte. A lamprophyric porphyritic igneous rock with phenocrysts of barkevikite,

colorless diopside with rims of aegirine

or aegirine-augite, and biotite in a groundmass of alkali feldspar, aegirine, chlorite,
calcite, mica pseudomorphs after nepheline, and accessory minerals. Differs from
other related rocks in having pyroxene for
its ferromagnesian mineral. Johannsen, v.
4, 1938, p. 159.
santafeite. A hydrous vanadate, Naa0.3Mn02.6 (Mn,Ca,Sr) 0.3 (V, As ) 205.8H50,
orthorhombic, black needles, on limestone
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Salaburg, Austna, toed as
ous gem stone Also known as asurr.

Dodd.

qua, es , sultrier C
D
sapphire irae. tatui e with 1.p.slewence
girasol effect. Shipley
sappleire stpinel. Aapphire-c.h,red ;pow!, with

anorthite. A.G.1. Sepp. b. Ilypersthene

taioS:olista

andesite containing iodic andesine or oligoclase A.G 1. Sapp.
andesitic comsanakite. A volcanic rock
position. containing crystals of hyper).-

them garnet, and a little andesine in a

glassy groundmau. Carnetiferous boninite.

sap. a. The part of the rock in a quarry
which is next to the surface or to joints
and crevices and has been somewhat

stained and softened by weathering. Fay.
b. A deep, narrow ditch duff from an advanced parallel in the direction of a fortification, as for the advancement of siegeworks. Standard, 1964.
sapanthradte. Sapropelic coal of anthracite
rank. Tomkeieff, 1954.
saranthracon. Sapropelic coal of Carboniferous age. Tornkeielf, 1954.
saphir d'eau. French water sapphire. An intense-blue variety of the mineral cordierite, occurring in waterworn masses in the

nver gravels of Ceylon; used as a gem

stone. C.M.D.
saponification. a

The hydrolysis of esters
into acids and alcohols by the action of
alkalies or acids, by boiling with water,
or by the action of superheated stea i. It
the reverse process to esterification.
C. T.D. b. Conversion into soap; the process in which fatty substances form soap,
is

by combinatioa with an alkali. A term
used in the flotation process. Fay.

saponifier. Any compound, as

caustic
alkali, used in soapmaking to convert the
a

fatty acids into soap. A term used in the
flotation process. Standard, 1964.
saponify. To hydrolyze an ester or form a
soap. Enam. Dict.
saponin. Complex polyhydroxy carboxylic
flotation reagent used as depressant. It
destroys bubble adhesion to collectorcoated minerals. Pryor, 3.
saponite. A hydrous magnesium aluminum

silicate,
(OH)4. It

(Mg,A1 )6 ( Si,Al )5 (Si,A1) a0s3

is

soft and massive, with a

white, yellowish, grayish-green, bluish, or

reddish color; occurs in cavaties in basalt, diabase, etc. A member of the
muntmorillonite group. Fay; Dana 17;
A.G.I.

sapper; sappare. Synonym for sapphire and
(by error) for kyanite. Hey 2d, 1955.
sapphire. a. Blue transparent corundum
(A120,), color being due to traces of cobalt, chromium, titanium; Mohs' hard-.
ness, 8 to 9; specific gravity, 4. Pryor, 3.
b. Single crystal alumina; sapphire bouks
can be made by the Verneuil process and

denvation similar to that of ruby spinet.

. A rare aluminosilicate of mag .
nesium occurring as diaorminated blur

grains and occasional monoclinic crystals.
C.M.D. Synonym for haUyne . blue chalcedony.

The breaking away of blocks of
rock by the alternate freezing and thaw-

sapping.

ing of water at the head of a glacier;

also, the undermining and menhrowing
of rock masses by the wcaring back of
underlying softer layen. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

saprocol. Indurated sapropel.

Tomkeieff,

1954.

saprodil. Sapropelic coal of Tertiary age.
TomIceieff, 1954. Variety of dysodile.
saprodite. Sapropelic coal of brown coal
rank. TomIceieff, 1954.

saprohumolith series. The series oi organic
and coaly mi.erials intermediate between
those of the saproneLte and humolith
series. TomIceieff, 19.74.

somewhat decomposed rock that lies in its original place.

saprolite. Disintegrated
Webster 3d.

saprolith. Synonym for sathrolith; regolith.
A.G.1.

sapromyzite. Another name for tomite. Tomkeie ff, 1954.

sapropel. a. An aquatic ooze or sludge rich
in organic (carbonaceous or bituminous)
matter. A.G.1. b. A fluid organic slime

originating in swamps as a product of

putrification. In its chemical composition,

it contains more hydrocarbon than peat.
When dry, it is a lusterless, dull1 dark,
and extremely tough mass which is hard
to breakup. Stutter and Noe, 1940, pp.

92-93.

sapropel-calc. Sedimentary deposit made of
remains of calcareous algae (dominant)
.and sapropel. Tomkeieff, 1954.
sapropel-clay. Sedimentary deposit made of
clay (dominant) and sapropel. Tomkcieff,
1954.

sapropelic coal. a. This term was introduced

by H. Potonie in 1906 to designate coal
of which the original plant material was

more or less transformed by putrefaction.
Complete scams of sapropelic coals are
rare, but layers or bands of varying thickness within scams are more frequent.
This type coal is not abundant and
proves troublesome in cleaning processes
with jig and dense medium washers because of its lower density relative to humic coals of the same rank and the same
ash content. 1HCP, 1963, part 1. b.

find use as bearings and thread guides.

A group of coals, including the cannel
and torbanite types, which are largely

sapphire cat's eye. A term often applied to
girasol sapphire with a chatoyant effect.
Although a true cat's eye is theoretically

derived from macerated organic debris,
and known as sapropel, and also of
remains of spores and algae. They are

See also Verneuil process. Dodd.
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Asieg, 1914

saprovininik. Vitrain of sapr.pelie
Tomleieff. 1954.

Infiltell MOW. Syn,.nym for graywether.
A.G.I.

%MOM. Upper Cambrian. A.G./. Supp.
sycophagm. A kind of limest,ine, wed by
the Greeks tor coffins. Standard, 1964.
sari. A variety of quartz; brownish red. similar ;o hut darker than carnelian. classed
by some as carnelian. A gem stone. CCD
6d, 1961,

sardachate. A variety of agate with reddish
bands of carnelian; carnelian agate.
Standard, 1964.
sard agate. Banded agate simliar to sardonyx
in coloring except bands are not straight
and parallel. Shipley.
sardinianite. A variety of anglesite, PbSo.,
that crystallizes in the monoclinic system.
Standard, 1964.
Sardinian orogeny. Post-Cambrian diatrophism. A.G.I. Supp.
sardium. A name for sard which has been
artificially colored brown. Shipley.
sardonyx. A variety of chalcedonic quartz.
See also sard. Fay.
Sargassum. A marine alga which grows attached to the bottom in tropical and subtropical waters and becomes detached to
form extensive drifts, sometimes called
gulfweed. Hy.
sargent tube. Synonym for acid bottle. Long.

Sarmatian. Upper Miocene. A.C.I. Supp.
sarmlentite. A hydrous arsenate and sulfate
of ferric iron, FeAs04.Fe(OH)S015H20,
as minute, lemon-yellow, monoclinic crystals, isomorphous with destinezite; in sulfate deposits from Argentina. Spencer 16,
M.M., 1943.

sarrancolin marble. One of the most beauti-

of foreign marbles. The prevailing
colors are red, white, brown, green, and
orange in veins and blotches; from the
Valley of Aure, in the French Pyrenees.
ful

Pay.

sarsen. Eng. A large loose residual mass of
stone left after the erosion of a once
continuous bed or layer; specifically, one
of the large sandstone blocks scattered
over the English chalk downs. Also called
druid stone. Webster 3d. Also spelled
saracen; sarcen. See also graywether. Fay.
sarsen stone. Synonym for graywether. A.C.I.

sartorite. A monoclinic mineral, PbAss54,
found in the sugary dolomite of the Binnental at Lengenbach, Valais, Switzerland; dark lead-gray; conchoidal fracture;
metallic luster. Dana 7, v. 1, pp. 478-4b0.
saryarkite. A silicate and phosphate of aluminum, rare earths, thorium, and calcium,
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in packed snow by the .vind. Hsu.
1.4,111N. A trade name for a serpentine ears

eye from Tulare County. Gehl it

terrible. chrysotile EnOsils
satellise. A dike accompa.iying

re-

larger plo-

sonic men. Stoker mad Yernet. 1955.

satelliews. Ceri on minerals usually asoociated

with diamond, such as ilmenity, garnet,

zircon, rutile, corundum. spine!, olivine,
arid gorceiaite. 1.C. 8200. 1964, p. / 49.

Wanks madam In surveying, one used as
reference but not occupied. Pryor, 3.
sathrolith. Synonym for saprolith; regolith.

A.C.I.
satin Sabin Butler ilahh; scratch-brush Maish. A finish that involves scratch-brushing
highly polished metal surfaces to pro-

duce a soft sheen instead of a high de-

gree of gloss. Henderson.
satin glaze; satin-vellum glaze; vellum glaze.

A sernimatt glue, particularly for wall
tiles, with a characteristic satin appearance. Such glazes are generally of the

tin-zinc-titanium type. Dodd.
satin rouge. Lampblack used for polishing
celluloid and bane. AIME, p. 20.
satin spar. A fibrous silk variety of aragonite
or gypsum. Fay.

satin stone. Same as satin spar. Standard,
1964.

satin-vellum glaze. See satin glaze. Dodd.
satpaevite; satpajewit. A yellow aluminum
vanadyl vanadate, near 6A1,0s.V504.3V5
00.30H2O, in minute weakly pleochroic
flakes in the argillaceous anthraxolitic
vanadiferous deposits of Kurumsak and
Balasanskandyk, Karatau, Kazakhstan,

U.S.S.R. The color is unexpected for a

mineral containing both V" and V".

Hey, M.M., 1961.
saturable reactor. See flux-gate magnetom-

eter. H&C.
saturated. a. A rock or soil is saturated with
respect to water if all its interstices are
filled with water. A.C.I. b. In petrology,
applied to minerals capable of crystallizing from rock magmas in the presence
of an excess of silica. Such minerals are
said to be saturated with regard to silica
and include 'the feldspars, pyroxenes,
amphiboles, micas, tourmaline, fayalite,
spessartite, almandine, and accessory minerals, such as sphene, zircon, topaz, apatite, magnetite, and ilmenite. Also applied

she standard hydvorsen eiectnate wide of
0 114

se.

ono07sCr.11

Bull 619. 1964, p 204.

C)

1111 Ina!

NIAllnded nnillireldn. Thole minerals capable

of crystallising /nun rock magma even
in the presence of ruen silsca; they do
not necessarily contain silica A C.I.
saturated rocks. Thirse rock, that Lnotain
neither earns silica nor unsaturated min-

eras. A al.

saturated sedation. A saturated solution of a
solute at a particular temperature is one
which contains as much of the solute as
it can dissolve at that temperature. Irs
the presence of iolid rt-anieles of the solute. Cooper,
saturated steam. Steam at the boiling temperature corresponding to the pressure at
which it exists. Dry saturated steam contains no water particles in suspension.
Wet saturated steam does. Strock,s.10.
saturated unlace. The watet table. Nelson.
saturated unit weight. The wet unit weight

of a

PI826.

soil mass when saturated. ASCE

saturated volume. The volume of unit mass

of dry air plus the vok me of water vapor required for saturation. Francis, 1965,

v. 2, p. 780.

saturation. a. The extent or degree to which
the voids in rock contain oil, gas, or

water. Usually expressed in percent related to total void or pore space.
b. In petrology, a principle developed by
Shand for the classification of igneous
rocks, based on the presence or absence
of saturated or unsaturated minerals.
A.C.I. c. The extent to which gas is dissolved in oil found in an underground

formation. Williams.
saturation coefficient. See C/B ratio. ACSG.

saturation curve. See zero air voids curve.
ASCE P1826.

saturation factor. The decimel fraction of

the pore space of reservoir rock occu-

pied by oil. Williams.
saturation line. a. The line, on a variation
diagram of an igneous rock series, representing saturation with respect to silica;
rocks to the right of it are oversaturated,
those to the left are undersaturated.
A.C.I. b. The water table in a given stratum. Ham.

saturation point. Another name for 'dew

point. Spalding, p. 240.

to

igneous rocks composed wholly of
saturated minerals. A.G.I. c. In fatty

saturation pressure. That pressure for a given

acids and other organic compounds, a
structure in which each carbon valence
is combined either with a distinct atom
or by polylinkages. Pryor, 3. d. A term

describing a membrane which is filled as
completely as practicable with bituminous
material. ASTM 01079-54.
saturated aggregate, suKace-dry. Aggregate

can exist in stable equilibrium.
Strock, 10.
saturnine. Of or pertaining to lead. Bennett
2d, 1962.

saturnine amaurosis. Impairment of vision
from lead poisoning. Standard, 1964.
saturnine breath. The peculiar odor in the
breath of one affected with lead poisoning. Standard, 1964.
saturnine colic. Lead colic. Standard, 1964.
saturnine palsy. Lead palsy. Standard, 1964.
saturnism. Lead. poisoning. Standard, 1964.

which has been immersed for 24 hours
in water, and has subsequently had the

surface moisture removed. Taylor.
saturated air. Air which contains the maximum possible amount of water vapor at
that temperature. The amount of water
vapor which will saturate a given volume
of air increases with the temperature.
Therefore, if saturated air is cooled, the
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temperature at which the vapor and the
liquid

saucer wheel. An abrasive wheel shaped like
a saucer. Dodd.

Saucesian. Middle lower Miocene. A.G.I.
Supp.
sauconite.

Artificial Zn(OH)s as various
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or annular bit with the cuttiog adon

serrated in the loan of saw.like teeth The
teeth may be liased-faced with stellite or
boron-tube marericj Long.
snwOneds Mods". The blasting ot oblique.
horiaontal holes along a face and so cut-

ting a series of slabs whkh, in plan, resemble saw teeth. Nelson.

nimbus& nose chameling. A method of
channeling inclined beds of marble by
remosing right-angle blocks in succession

from the various beds, thus giving the
floor a zigzag or iawtooth appearance.
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541010031. Gm rift4ay
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n susivertally adopted in the Vowed
States for determining the colot of light
oils. API Gloitery

S.

was& Una. ot viscosity TUne in

which a specific volume of h2,4euiti at given
orifice of
temperature nowt through

Saybolt viscometer. Pryor. 3

Slh Chemical symbol for antimony. Ifividbooh
of Chows:toy and Physics. Oils ed..
1464, p.

sheriffs. Hydrous edium borate. Sa90.50,-

(X.10/(.0, triclinic. A deposit in item
pipes at the hot spring's of Larderello,
Tuscany. Spcncer 21, M.M.. 1938.

Se Chemical symbol for scandium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics. 45th esi., 1964,

Savehberg proem. See blast roasting. Fay.
Saviors °corny. Post-Oligocene diastrophism.
A.G,I. Supp.
Savox apparatus. A self-contained, oxygen-

sawtooth sloping. In the United States, a
form of overhand stoping in which the

scab. a. To trim (rough blocks of stone) with

pounds, and is carried on the
wearer's chest by means of shoulder straps

benches are advanced in a line parallel

with the drift. The method permits a
large number of machines to be used but
requires the m:ners to work under a

men. Standard, 1964. See also scabble, a.
Fay. b. A man who works at a mine con-

breathing escape apparatus that weighs
1316

and a body belt. It will give complete

respiratory pretection in any atmosphere
for a period of 45 minutes. McAdam, p.
48.

saw. Eng. A tool (or removing irregularities
from C. e sides of boreholes. Fay.
sawback. Something that has a serrate dorsal
outline; specifically, a mountain range

or crest that has sharp peaks of about
equal hei. Webster 3d.
saw bit. A bit having a cutting edge formed
by teeth shaped like those in handsaw.

Generally it is used to drill through wooden plugs in a borehole. Long.
sawed timber. A log which has been squared
by sawing lengthwise. Jones, 2, p. 56.
saw gang. A frame provided with a number
of parallel iron bars which are employed
to saw stone. See also stone saw. Fay.

saw gummer. A grinding wheel used for
gumming or sharpening naws; it may be
either straight or saucer-shaped. ACSG,
1963.

saw gumming. In saw malufacture,

the

grinding" away of the punch or milling
marks in the gullets (spaces between the
teeth), and in some cases, the simultaneous sharpening of the teeth; in reconditioning worn saws, the restoration of the
original gullet size and shape. ASM Gloss.

sawing. a. The cutting of blocks of stone
using a continuous one- or three-strand
steel wire cable running over pulleys as
a bolt, which when fed by a slurry of
sand and water and held against the rock
by tension cuts a narrow uniform channel

by abrasion. Bureau of Mines Staff. h.
Cutting a workpiece with a band, blade,
or circular disk having teeth. ASM Gloss.
sawmaker. See sawsetter. D.O.T. I.
sawman. In metallurgy, one who cuts metal
rods to specified lengths as they emerge
from a continuous casting machine, using

an auton.atic saw that moves parallel

with the rods. D.O.T. Supp.
sawney. Mid. To lower full trams down a
road with a rope or chain passing round

a prop, etc. Fay.
saw operator. One who cuts fire clay blocks
to specified dimensions, using a circular
saw. D.O.T. I.

Fey.

general line of advance is up the dip. The

p. 3-1.

a pick or broad chisel; used by quarry-

In stonework industry, a gentral

trary to union orders or during a strike.
Zorn. c. A defect consisting of a flat volume of metal joined to a casting through
a small area. It is usually set in a depression, a flat side being separated from

techniques required and types of ma-

fault in the base metal for vitreous enam-

process is based on the discovery that if
melted beryl is quenched in cold water
the resultant frit reacts with sulfuric acid.
The beryl, containing 10 to 12 percent
beryllia, is crushed, dried, and melted in
an electric :.rc furnace. The melted beryl
is poured into water to obtain frit, which

piece of metal which may subsequently
have been rolled into the metal surface)
and is liable to cause faults in the applied
enamel coating. Dodd. e. A fault in glass
caused by an undissolved inclusion of
sodium sulfate; also known as sulfate
scab; whitewash. Dodd.
scabbing. Damage sustained by the surface
dressing of a road. See also raveling, b.
Ham.
scabblt parting. Scot. A rough parting. Fay.

comparatively dangerous back. Nelson.

See also rill stoping.
sawyer.

term applied to workers engaged in cutting stone with power driven saws. The

chines very considerably. D.O.T. I.
Sawyear-Kjeligren process. A process for converting beryl to beryllium oxide. This

is dry-ground in a ball mill to a fine

powder. Batches of the powder are mixed
with concentrated sulfuric acid, steamed,
and agitated. Wates and more steam are
then added to the slurry. The liquid, containing soluble beryllium and aluminum
sulfates, is filtered from the sediment and
pumped to :I tank where ammonium hy-

droxide is stided. The filtrate from this
operation i, further treated with a chelating agent to prevent impurities from
precipitating upon subsecluent addition
of caustic soda. Hydrolysis follows, and

the precipitate, beryllium hydroxide, is

filtered off. This precipitate is ignited in
an electric furnace to form beryllium
oxide. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 104.

sawyer, mine timber. See timber cutter.
D.O.T. I.
sax. A slate-cutter's knifelike chopping tool
for trimming roof slates having a pointed
pick at the back to maim nail holes. Also
called slate ax. Standard, 1964.
saxatile. Saxicolous. Webster 3d.

saxicolous. Inhabiting or growing among

rocks. Webster 3d.

Saxon chrysolite. Pale greenish-yellow topaz.
Shipley.
Saxonian. Middle Permian. A.G.I.. Sup p.
Saxonian chrysolite. A pale wine-yellow
topaz. Fay.
saxonite. A variety of periodotite containing
essential olivine and orthorhombic pyrox-

ene, with or without biotite, hornblende,
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the metal of the casting proper by a
thin layer of sand. ASM Gloss. d. A

eling; the scab

is

a partially detached

scabble. a. To v.ork or shape roughly (as
stone before leaving the quarry). Web-

ster 3d. b. To dress (as stone) in any
way short of fine tooling or rubbing.
Webster 3d. Compare scab, a. Fay.

?crabbier. a. In granite works, a workman who

scabbles. Fay. b. In quarry industry, one
who roughs stone slabs in blocks with a
scabbling pick to produce a uniform
rectangukr shape and to reduce shipping
weight. See also lumper; stone dreuer,
c. D.O.T. 1.
scabbling. a. A quarrying term used to describe the process of trimming blocks of

stone. It may be done by hand with a

scabbling nick, with circular saws, wire
saws, heavy iron disks provided with cutting tools, diamond-toothed dragsaws, or
scabbling planers. AIME, p. 329. b.
Rough trimming of dimension stone before smoothing it into rectangular shape.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add. c. The process of
removing all surface irregularities from
blocks of stone and thus reducing them
to proper form. See also scab, b. Fay. d.
A fragment or chip of stone. Webster 3d.

scabbling hammer. A hammer with

two

pointed ends for picking the stone after
the sinning hammer. Fay.

scabbling planer. A planer consisting of massive

blades, which scrape the

surfaces

being scabbled. Such blades will remove
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areas where denudation has

re-

moved or prevented the accumulauon of
mantle of sod, and the underlying rock
is exposed or covered largely with its own
coarse, angular

debris. A G I

weedlike. a. A dehqueecent cubic mineral.
MnCle.Larren. p. 51. b. Synonym lot monticellite. Hey 24. 1933. c. A se'enide of
lead. Very doubtful. Iley 24. 1953. d.

A brick.red powder on Vesuvian lava
at first supposed to contain Fe,TisPh. and

Se. but later described as a fluoride o:
Ce, La, and Di. Hey 24. 1933.
scad. A name occasionally applied to a nueget, as of gold. Fay.
seal. Prov. The tapered edge of metal where
two pieces are welded together. Stand.
ard, 1964.
scuffling& Derb. Refuse from ore dressine;
chippings. Fay.

scaffold. a. The framework in the drill tripod
on which the helper stands to couple and
uncouple drill rods or casing. Also called
safety board; safety platform. Long. b.
An obstruction in a blast furnace above
the tuyeres, caused by an accumulation

or shelf of pasty, unreduced materials
adhering to the lining. Fay.

scaffolding. Incrustations on the inside of a
blast furnace. See a/so scaffold. Fay.
scaglia. An Italian calcareous semewhat fissile
and fossiliferou.s Cretaceous rock, corresponding to the Chalk of England.
Standard, 1964.

scagllola. An imitation of colored marble obtained in plastering, used for floors, columns, and other ornamental interior
work. Crispin.
Scalfe process. A modified Ugine-Sejournet
process for hot extrusion of steel and

other metals. The basic difference between the original Sejournet extrusion

process and the Scaife modification is one

of direction. In the Sejournet, the billet
is forced forward through the die with
the mandrel projecting through the die
to maintain internal shape. In the modified process, the billet is forced into the
closed die and the ram pressure squeezes
it back over the mandrel. Both are based

on the use of molten glass as a lubricant. Osborne.
scat. Corn. See scall. Fay.

scalar. A quantity fully described by a number, such as a speed. See also vector. Hy.
scalding. A term that has been used to describe the fault in the glost firing of pottery when glaze falls off the ware before it has fused; a cause is too great a
difference between dimensional changes

of body and applied glaze. Dodd.
scale. a. Newc. A small portion of air abstracted

aglatipaissp

9db

from the main current. Also

called scale of air, and sometimes spelled

skail. Fay. b. The tate of wages to be
paid which varies under certain contingencies. Fay. c. Loose, thin fragments of
rock, threatening to break or fall from
either roof or wall. Fay. d. To regulate
the air current in a roadway. B.S. 3628,
1963, sec. 2. e. Used among English
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the evaporation of water containing minreal salts. Fay. m. To get rid of the film
of oxide formed on the surface of a metal
bir
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Kahn bar. A batlike implement for removing incrustations as from the inside surfaces of boilers. Fay.
seal* circuit. A device that produces an

scale dosser. In bituminous coal mining. onr

ber of input pulses haw been received;
for example, (I) binary scaling circuit
whrre the prescribed number is 2, and

as to clean

the surface.

in glass or vitreous enamelware, in the
form of an embedded particle of metal

oxide or carbon. Dudd.

who scales off loose pieces of slate from
the roof ik .1 walls of haulageways, using
a pick os a bar. Also called slate handler.

D.O.T. 1.

scale copper. Copper in very thin

flakes.

Weed, 1922.
scale door; regulator door. A door which has
an air regulator. B.S. 3618, 1063. sec. 2.

scakuohedron. An important form in the
rhombohedral system; a solid bounded

by twelve scalene triangles and still show-

ing a threefold arrangement about the
vertical axis. C.M.D.
Scaknt. In the Pennsylvania (Roger's) system of stratigraphy, a group considered
equivalent to the Lower Helderberg of
the New York survey. Fay.
scale of stk. Newc. See scale, a. Fay.
scale of hardness. See hardness scale. C.M.D.
seale7. a. An electronic instrument for counting radiation-induced pulses from Geiger
counters and other radiation detectors.

L&L. b. A laborer who knocks the roasted
lead ore off grates with a bar as it is
dumped from conveyors into cars below,
prior to melt;ng, to separate and recover

the lead. Lead ore is loaded on grates
attached

to

a

conveyor

and

carried

through a furnace in which the sulfur is
driven off by roasting. D.O.T. I.

scales. For weighing ore in transit,

these

include the track scale (carload lots)
in which the load is checked by manual
operation of weights; platform scales; automatic dump hoppers; conveying weighers which continuously record or register

the weight of a portion of passing conveyor belt. Merrick, Dennison, etc. Pryor,
3.
scales lay. A rope ccnstruction in which the
line of contact between each ring of
wires is in the interstices between the
wires, thus eliminating a concentration
of pressure where the wires cross as in
other types of rope. This rope construction is often used where shocks and crush-

ing of the strands occur as in scraper

loader layouts. See also winding rope. Nel-

son.

scale-up. In plant design, calculations of required capacities, machine sizes, etc.,

from data obtained in batch and pilot
testing. Pryor, 3.
scaling. a. The plucking down of loose stones
or coal adhering to the solid face after
a shot or a round of shots has been fired.

output pulse whenever a prescribed num-

(2) decade scaling circuit where the prescribed number is 10. NCB.

scaling furnace. A furnace or oven in which
plates of iron are heated for the purpose
of saling them, as in the preparation of

plates for tinning. Fay.
scaling of the face. In quarrying, consists of
the removal of loose overhanging rock.
Streefkerk, p. 16.
scull. a. Eng. Loose ground; foliated ground
is frequently called scatty ground by
miners. Also spelled scal. Probably a variation of scale. Fay. b. Rock easily broken
up because of its scaly structure. Fay.

scallop. a. Eng. To cut or break off the sides
of a heading without holing or using
powder. Fay. b. Eng. To get or hew coal
off the face. S.M.R.B., Paper No. 61. c.
The rims and edges of pottery ware some-

times trimmed to give a scalloped effect,
that is, small segments are symmetrically
removed from the edges before the ware
is

fired. Until 1955, when a scalloping

machine was introduced, the process had
always been carried out by hand. Dodd.

scalloped upland. The region near or at the
divide of an upland into which glacial
cirques

have

cut

from opposite sides.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

scalloping. A name given to a structure of
unknown origin found only in slates and
resembling ripple marks.
Pettijohn.
scalp. a. The process of removing oversize
superficially

lumps on a continuous basis from a stream
of bulk material. A.S.A. MI14.1.1958. b.
Removing large pieces of mine waste

from run-of-mine coal, usually when pas-

sing over a screen, on way to the preparation plant. Bureau of Mines Staff.
scalped anticline. An anticline whose upper

part was eroded before the deposition of
unconformable strata. A.G.I.

overlying
Supp.

scalped intrusion Ingot. A cast, solid, or hollow extrusion ingot which has been machined on the outside surface. ASM Gloss.
scalper. Heavy screen shielding fine screen for
separating differently sized particles. Ben-

nett 2d, 1962.

scalping. a. The removal, by screen or grizzly,
of undesirable fine material from broken
ore, stone, or gravel. Nelson. b. Removing
surface layers from ingots, billets, or

See also die scalping. ASM Gloss.
c. A milling term for the removing of
slabs.
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b. In mineralogy. consisting at scales or
tabular crystals. Shipley.
scanseesd. N. of Eng. Sooty. Fay
seamy. Eng. Applied to freeuone in thin
layers, mixed with mica. Fey.
seamy post. N. ol Fne. Soft short. joints,
freestone, thinly-laminated and much
mixed with mica. Fay,
scab. a. Refers to

See scandium oxide. CCP 6d, 1961.
scandium. s. A silvery-white, trivalent metal-

'candle.

lic element sparsely but widely distributed
in combMed form in association with

the rare earth metals with which it is
sometimes included Found especially in
various Scandinavi.in minerals (such as
shortveitite). Symbol, Sc; atomic number, 21; atomic weight, 44.956; specific
gravity, 2.992; melting point, 1,539' C;
and boiling point, 2,727' C. Webster 3d;

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics; 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-133. I). Soft; very light
metal; isometric or hexagonal; and decomposes

water liberating hydrogen. Men-

deleev predicted the existence of scandium and called it ekaboron. Handbook

of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
pp. B-133, B-215.

scandium oxide; scandla. White; molecular
weight,

137.91;

isometric;

seam. paw
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rni ping

ScsOs;

re-

magnesia; insoluble in water;
soluble in hot acids; less soluble in cold
sembles

acids; specific gravity, 3.864; and specific

hcat, 0.153 (at 0° to 100' C). Used in
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formula is ( VAX& itAle( A1,5s)4SieOsti Cl.
Very weakly radooscrve.
Ct
wf.ite, gray , bliosh . greenish , o, re dUish.
Fluorescent varieties rclarain Man quart

tiltws of uranium. Common scapolite is
intermediate in composition between
these two minerals. It crynalltses in the

tetragenal system and is found aseocisted
with altered lime-nc Is igneous and metamorphic rocks. Also known as wnnerite.
C.M.D.; Crosby, p. 134.

scapollk gabbro. A massive hornblende seapu-

lite rock formed by the alteration of gabbro. Steadied. 1964. Also called spotted

gabbro. Fay.
scapollis rocks. A general term for rocks con-

taining scapolite, irrespective of its origin, as a major constituent. Holmes, 1928.

scapolitization. a..The processes by which the
aluminosilicate minerals of igneous rocks,

such as gabbro, are replaced by scapo-

lite. Plagioclase is the mineral commonly
associated augite being
so altered,
changed concomitantly to hornblende.

b. The introduction of or
replacement by scapolite. This may invoke the introduction of chlorine.
scar. a. Eng. In roasting pyrite for sulfuric
Holmes, 1928.

acid manufacture, a lump formed by
fritting;

a hard cinder;

furnace slag.

2d. b. In founding, an imperfect
spot in a casting. Standard, 1964.
scarbrolte; scarbroeite. A white, compact,
fine-grained aluminum oxide hydrate, Al,
(C01)1.12A1(OH)s, from vertical f awes
in sandstone at South Bay, Scarborough,
and from sandstone at Yorkshire, EngJ. ebster

land. American Mineralogist, v. 43, No.

ceramics. C.C.D. 6d, 1961; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-215.

3-4, March-April 1958, pp. 384-385.
scarcement. a. A projecting ledge of rock, left

on an area or in a volume either (I)

band of earth. Webster 3d.
scares. a. Lenticular pockets of clean coal in
sandstone, usually found in the region of
a washout. Also called coal scares. Tomkeieff , 1954. b. N. of Eng. Thin laminae
of pyrite in coal. Fay.
scarf. a. A lapped joint made by beveling,
notching, or otherwise cutting away the

scanning. The sequential measurement of
some quantity at a number of positions
continuously, by mechanically moving a
detector, or (2) discontinuously, by means
of systematic electrical or mechanical
switching. N.C.B.

scanning electroprobe X-ray microanalyzer.

A new instrument for metallurgical research developed in Great Britain. It
can create visual images of the minutest
particles in metals and alloys by use of
electronic X-ray beams. Marification

goes up to 3,000 times and particles smal-

ler than a millionth of an inch can be

examiaed in detail. Nelson.
scanning line. The focus of points on ocean
surface at which the detecting instrument
is directed. Hy.

scanning sonar. Echo-ranging system in which

the out-going ping is transmitted simultaneously throughout the entire angle to
be searched and a rapidly rotating narrow beam scans for the returning echoes.

Hy.
scantite. A gage by which slates are assorted
in sizes. Fay.

scantling. a. The dimensions of a stone in
length, breadth, and thickness. Standard,

1964. b. Stones more than 6 feet long.

C.T.D. c. A piece of timber of thickness

from 2 to 4 inches and of width from

in a shaft as footing for a ladder, or to

support pitwork, etc. Fay. b. An offset or
retreat in the thickness of a wall or
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wag mold. A weld joint between two metal
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A machine with downward Prviers,

ncsarillsy.

lvg teeth for breaking hud soil at guar

nes and opencast pits. It may be self-pro
pelled or sttsched to another vehicle. St.
atio rooter.
scarify. To roughen up, As A road, for revairs.
Ccirjsn.

ICU ft/MOM*. The mountain limestone of
the English Lower Carboniferous: so
called because it frequently forms scars
or cliffs. Also called scaur limestone.
Standard. 1964.

scarp. a. An escarpment, cliff, or steep slope
&icing the margin of a plateau, mesa, ter-

race, or bench. The term implies a certain amount of linearity and should not
be used for a cliff or slope of highly irregular outline. Fay. b. To cut so as to

form a scarp; to cut vertically or to a
steep slope. Webster 3d. c. Northumb.
Boulder clay. Arlan.

.;carred. A mark in the enamel surface produced by firing enamel which has been
scarred after drying. May be applied to
the defect as it appears in the dry state.
Also called scuffed. Bryant.
scarring. a. A mark left by abrasion, or such
marks collectively: said specifically of

geological processes, as, the scarrings of
the glacier. Standard, 1964. b. The formation of scars or scaurs in roasting pyrite
for sulfuric acid manufacture. Sete also
scar, a. Fay.
scars; skares. Eng. Thin seams of coal; white
skares in Coal Measures, Northumberland and Durham. Arkell.
scatter. a. York. A rumbling or falling noise
in a mine shaft. Fay. b. Deviation of por-

tions of a radiation beam by scattering
centers in the medium through which

the beam passes. In ultrasonics, it occurs
by reflection, refraction, or diffraction at
any acoustical discontinuity comparable

in size with, or larger than, the wave

length used; in radiography, scatter occurs
by the Compton, photoelectric, and pairproduction processes. ASM Gloss.

sides of two timbers at the ends, and

scatter coefficient. See coefficient of scatter.

to form one continuous piece, usually
without increased thickness. Also called
scarf joint. Standard, 1964. b. A piece
of metal shaped or beveled for a scarf

scattering. a. A process that changes the trajectory of a particle. Scattering is caused
by collisions with atoms, nuclei and other
particles, or by interactions weth fields of
magnetic force. If the energy of the scattered particle is not changed by the collision, it is elastic scattering; if a change
in energy occurs, it is inelastic scattering. L&L. b. A phenomenon which occurs
when a sound wave travels outward from
a source into the sea; the energy producing a primary directional wave and also
secondary wavelets which travel in other
directions. Hy.
scattering loss. That part of the transmission
loss which is due to scattering within the

bolting or strapping them together so as

weld. Standard, 1964.

scarfed Joint. In welding, or joining by rivets,
a diagonal joint, giving a larger area of

contact than with butt welding or joining. Pryor, 3.

searfer. In the iron & steel industry, one who

through which skelp (steel
strips for making pipe or tube) or steel
sheet is run to bevel edges prior to its
tends rolls

being formed into tube. D.O.T. I.
scarfing. a. Splicing timbers, so cut that when

joined the resulting piece is not thicker
at the joint than elsewhere. Fay. b. Tapering the ends of two pieces to be joined

to avoid an enlarged joint. Crispin. c.
Cutting surface areas of metal objects,
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Dodd.

medium or due to roughness of any reflecting surfaces. Hy.

scatter pik. In underground mining, ore left

adjacent to a longwall face to stop fly-
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c, Oxygen, iodine, or more complex materials which when added to a mixture
combine with free radicals in the mixture
and permit the measurement of these
radicals. C.C.D. 64. 1961. d. In Rotation, a rougher cell in which the taili-gs,
before being rejected as ware, are subjected to a scavenging flotation treatment.
Concentrating tables are also used as
scavenger machines. Hess.
scastager cella. Second sty cells los ele retreatment of tailings. B.S. 3552. 1962.
scavenger might& The taking out Of COal so
close to the surface as to undermine the
topsoil, resulting in devastation above

ground. Usually engaged in by an independent operator working an old mine on

a kase from a major corporation. Kor-
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schaisteks. A term used foe basaltic arid opthew rocks showing incipient cleavage, and
usually partial replacement by calcite.
See elm desmoeitit; spiloaite. itCh.
schaphaeldte. A lead-bismuth mineral, PbS.Ag2.5.812.%, recurring in acicular crystal*,
granular and massive; lead-gray color.
Alm caked bismuth silver. Fey.

j

Sekameabees diamoad. Rock crystal from
Schaumberg, Germany. Shipley.
schema earth. Same as aphrite. Fay.

scheduled maistenasce. Invokes (I) the periodic 'nspection of mine plant and equipment to disclose conditions leading to
production breakdowns or to harmful de-

preciation, and (2) the upkeep of plant
to eliminate such conditions or to adjust
or repair such conditions while they are
still in a minor stage. Se, also preventive

maintenance. Nelson.
scbeeUte. Calcium tungstate, CaW01; tetrag-

discard of tailing. The cells are so worked

Mohs' hardness 4.5 to 5; specific gravity

lowgrade rising mineral as possible under
the given working conditions. Pryor, 3.

Fluoresces to show blue color, a property
useful in prospecting and process check.
Pryor, 3.
scheererite. A whitish, gray; yellow, green,
or pale reddish; brittle; tasteless; inodorous hydrocarbon; melts at 44* C; soluble

in flotation of mineralized froth before

onal. Color, yellowish white to brown;

as to remove for retreatment as much

5.9 to 6.1. WO, less than 86 percent.

scaxtfte. A carbonated calcium silicate hydrate, CasSi40122/120:CaCO2.Z=2. Mono-

clinic; colorless; found in bundles of thin
tabular crystals. From Scawt Hill, County

Antrim, Ire.; Ballycraigy, Lame, North

Ire.; Crestmore, Calif. American Afineralogist, v. 40, No. 5-6, May-Junt 1955, pp.
505-514.

scenographical geology. An account of rocks

as they exhibit themselves to the eye in
their general outlines; in other words, an
account of natural scenery. A.C.1.
scepter quartz. Quartz forming in a crystal
resembling a scepter in shape. Shipley.

scf Abbreviation for standard cubic foot.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
schafarzikite. A tetragonal mineral, probably
isomorphous with synthetic
FeSb204;
ZnSb202. American Mineralogist, V. 37,
No. 1-2, January-February 1952, p. 136.
Schafer method. A mcthod proven to be the

least effective of all the methods of artificial respiration. The operator kneels
astride the patient who is laid face downward, places his hands on the small of the

patient's back, parallel with the vertebral
column, and then gradually swings forward, bringing the weight of his body onto the lower part of the patient's thorax
to cause exhalation. This pressure is maintained for 2 seconds. Inhalation is induced

in alcohol and ether; may be distilled

without decomposition, boiling at 92° C.
Fay.

schelferite. A brown monoclinic mineral of
tile pyroxene group with perfect intersecting cleavages, (Mg,Mn)401.Ca0.2SiOa;
hardness 6±... Larsen, p. 127.

scheibeite. Fossil resin found in brown coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
Scheldhaner and Giessing process. See S.u.G.
process. Dodd.

Schellbach tubing. A type of enamel-back
tubing with a central blue line. See also
enamel-back tubing. Dodd.
schematic. Showing principles of construction

or operation, without accurate mechanical representation. Nichols.
Schenck porosimeter. Apparatus for the determination of pore size distribution by
the mercury penetration method; it has
been applied to the study of refractories.
See also pore size distribution. Dodd.
scheteligite. A very rare, weakly radioactive,
possibly oithorhombic, black mineral, (Ca,

Y,Sb,Mn),(Ti,Ta,Cb)2(0,0H)2, found at
Torvelona, Norway, in pegmatite with
plagioclase, tourmaline, bismuth, euxenite,

by the operator swinging sharply back to

his upright position, and removing all

thortveitite, monazite, alvite, beryl, garnet, and magnetite. Small amounts of

pressure from the patient's thorax, allow-

uranium may be present. Crosby, pp. 109-

ing the lungs to recoil naturally and fill
with air. McAdam, pp. 85-86.

110.
Schicht mixed-Bow fan. In this fan, the blades

Schafer-Nielsen-Thinker method. A combina-

are mounted on the curved jaortion of

tion of the Schafer and Nielsen methods
of artificial respiration. Two operators are
required, in which one performs the
Schafer movements to cause exhalation,

or static energy to the air, the dynamic
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a dish-shaped rotor and are designed to
impart dynamic energy but no pressure
energy being converted to pressure in the

vsfiely of calcite cwt. tannic
selleller war.
in very thin plate* oze lc s. fay.
Odlibly. A phenomenon 'elated it. AOC*. A.A
sluices metallic iridescent iltimmee spew

just below the surface la certain directions ir erriasa minerals a. in biotite.
brown.. hypenthene. etc. Milers mark.
ally in appearance from say other optical phenomenon emu opt adularesc once
and aventurescence. Shipley.

Enstatile. Or brow*, peridotite
with poikilitic pyroxenes. Orthorhombic
pyrolienes pore's the poikilitic tsitture to
a peculiar degree, and especially when
More Or kW altered to bastite. the term
'chiller is especial y applied to them. Fey.

schillieri. The evelopment of poikilitic
texture by the formation of Inclusions and

cavities along particular crystal planes,

largely by solution SOMewhat AS Ate etch
figures. Fey.
schiller obeldba. Obsidian with schiller effe; t.
Shipley.
schiller quartz. Quartz cat's eye. Shipley.
Willer spar. Art altered enstatite or bronzite,

having approximately the composition of
serpentine. Also called bastite. Fey.

schist.

a. A crystalline rock that can be

readily split or cleaved because of having
a foiiated or parallel structure, generally
secondary and developed by shearing and
recrystallization under pressure. Fay. b.

A rock which occurs in thin layers

called slate by some drillers. Legrand.
schistose. Characteristic of, resembling, pertaining to, or having the nature of schist.
Fay.

schistose cleavage. Rock cleavage in which
grains and flakes are clearly visible and
cleavage surfaces are rougher than in slaty
or phyllitic cleavage. Lee,.

schistose structure. A banded structure in

rocks caused by long-continued stress and
recrystallization which accompany re-

gional metamorphism and rock flowage.
Various minerals in the rock are oriented
with their longer axes parallel. This produces planes of weakness when the rocks
are subjected to fracture stresses that
differ from those which caused the cleav-

age. Lewis, p. 604.

schistosity. The variety of foliation that occurs
in the coarser grained metamorphic rocks.

Generally, the result of the parallel arrangement of platy and ellipsoidal mineral grains. Billings, 1954, p. 336.
schizolite. A light red, changing to brown
basic silicate of sodium, calcium, and
manganese. Triclinic. Columnar prismatic
crystals. A manganiferous variety of pectate. From Julianehaab, Greenland; Kola

i
Peninsula Russian Lapland. Englh.

schizomorpliic. See deuteromorphic. Obsolete.

A.G.I.

Schlenkermann's stone. A German firestone;

it contains about 90 percent Sill. Dodd.

schlicker. Ger. The skimmings from molten,
unrefined lead, containing chiefly copper,
iron, and zinc, with a little antimony and
arsenic. Fay.
schliere; schlieren. Tabular bodies generally

a few inches to tens of feet long that

sehliarsi *salaams
emote as phateme melte. they boom the
same geserel nueseralegy ee E. phaetons

melba, hut linamma 4 maw dilfeesmeise to
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Wad moll laid et I. temosisimsal. Some

whiten* aos moddled a.. Now. moms
may be MIN ilkaaaaa/ 4 amaerah. 4 C I.
ashIleemo. *. tromp 4 daftness down in
sp.rielly ae shown by special apwawa. UM: b. A method to apperrams
lio atsabaang el Photoarstrtql I.
Saud.

4
of varyiag &nate in a
HUG
Sehhemshetagee dip trestee. This dip mese

measum both Me &mount aad direction
of dip by readings uken in the borehole,
and can be operated by using either sell.
potential or resistivity measurements The
instrument ha a tong cylindrical body la
two parts, the lower part moving telescopically into the upper.

nee* long

springy metal stripe, arranged syrnaletri-

cally round the body, have dime upper

and lower ends attached to the upper

and lower parts of the body respectively.
These springs pens outwards and make
contact with the walls of the hole. Sinclair, III, p. 107.

Schhsnsherger loggia& See electrk logging.
lintiture of Petroleum, 1961.
Schhomberger logo. Records obtained from
instruments developed by the Schlum-

berger brothers for use in borehole logging. Such records are the gamma-ray

log, laterolog, microlog, and neutron log.
B.S. 3618, 1963, 1ft. 3.
Schlumberger method. See electric logs.
Schlumberger pholoclhoometer. This instrument measures simultaneously the amount
and direction of the deviation of a borehole. The sonde is fitted with a small

camera on the axis of a graduated glass
bowl

in which a steel ball

rolls freely

and a compass mounted in gimbals. The
sonde is designed to lie exactly parallel
to the axis of the borehole. When a
reading is required at a particular depth,
the camera is electrically operated from
the surface and takes a photograph of the

bowl. The steel ball has rolled to the

lowest point and so marks the amount of
deviation. Its position in relation to the

image of the compass needle gives the
direction of deviation. Sinclair, III, p.
107.

Schlumberger sidewall sampler. Consists of
long cylindrical body or gun from which
small, hollow cylinders or bullets are fired
Irterally into the strata forming the walls

of the hole by means of an electrically
ignited powder charge. Each bullet is
closed at one end except for small holes
for the escape of the drilling fluid as the
sample is forced into the open end and
each remains attached by a pair of wires

to the gun, to be retrieved when it is

withdrawn. Sinclair, III, p. 109.
schmelderite, A selenate of lead and copper,
(Pb,Cu):Se04(OH) j from La Rioja, Argentina. Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
schmelze. Any one of various kinds of decorative glass especially the variety that is
colored red with a metallic salt, as copper or gold, and used to flash white glass.
Standard, 1964.
Schmidt apparatus. Apparatus used to determine the position of rest of a freely
swinging shaft plumbline. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 1.

Schmidt hammer. A device for the nonde-
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variety of

brown coal. Towieioll. 1914.
Sehmtehms hopes. Genuine topaa Same as
Saxon topes. Sitioasy

Meader fumee. A distillation fu.nare for
the reduction of sine ores containing lead,
with a reLovery of the latter metal as well

as the sine.

Fey.

WOO. A tin gold color.
produced by a wet method; it has been
used for the decoration of porcelain.
Dodd.
Ilehoderiaa. Orange microcrystalline coatings
on sandstone from Eureka, Nev. have
the composition 2A120&V,011.P202.12H20.

Hey, M.M., 1961.
achoeake. Natural salt, MeS0..K2S0..611.0,

obtained from Stassfurt, Germany, salt
deposits, and an important source of po-

tassium compounds. C.C.D., 6d, 1961.
schoeptte. A very rare, strongly radioactive,
sulfur-yellow to citron-yellow, orthorhom-

bic mineral, possibly 4U0..9H20; has a
perfect cleavage knd occurs as an alteration product of :uraninite or ianthinite,
associated with inbaltian wad, becquerlite, curite, and other secondary uranium

minerals. Crosby, pp. 40-41.
schoepite-I; schoeplte-II; schoeplte-Ill. Synonyms respectively of schoepite; metaschoepite ; paraschoepite. Hey, M.M.,
1961.
Scholl's method. A method for determining

the uranium in any of. its ores in which
the uranium is extracted with dilute nitric acid. This extract is then diluted,
filtered, and treated with ferric chloride
and sodium carbonate causing the vanadium iron and aluminum to precipitate.
The uranium is then precipitated from
the filtrate by boiling with caustic soda
and purified by solution in nitric acid.
Following precipitating with ammonia,
the ammonium uranate is ignited to the

oxide, U20., and weighed. When this

weight is multiplied by the factor 0.847,
it gives the weight of uranium. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

scholzfte. a. A mineral, CasZn(OH) ( PO4 ) ae

H20, as colorless monoclinic crystals with

blende and triplite in pegmatite from
Hagendorf, Bavaria, Germany. Spencer
19, M.M., 1952. b. An orthorhombic mineral, CaZol(PO4)2.21.120, with some sub-

stitution by Mfi, Mg, and Fe; colorless
to white. American Mineralogut, v. 46,
No. 11-12, November-December 1961, p.
1519.

Schone's apparatus. Au elutriator consisting
of a tall glass vessel tapering towards the
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school. An 41 name fur tourmaline. tometimes used

in names el rocks. Mainly

restricted to black tourmaline. Fey.

schedules* Containing black tourmaline,
as granite. Standard. 1964.
schoelits, A black variety of tourmaline.
DMUS 17.

nelsorkatIte. A massive, black silicate of
titanium, iron, and calcium. Fay.
whorl rock. A rock composed essentislly of

aggregates of black tourmaline (schorl)
and quarts. A Cornish term for the end-

product of tourmalinization. See also luxulianite. C.M.D.
Schottky defect. An atomic vacancy VV.
Schrambobel cotter plough. See cutter plough.
Nelson.

schrammen. Ger. Striae; grooves; furrows.
Heu.
schraufile, A resin, CoHi202. that occurs in
Carpathian sandstone near Wamma, Bukovma, Romarua. It has a specific gravity
of 1.0 to 1.12 and fuses at 326 C. Fey.
schrelberdle. a. A phosphide of iron and
nickel, (Fe,Ni)2P, with small amounts of
cobalt and traces of copper; tetragonal,
strongly magnetic; highly metallic luster;

silver white to tin white, tarnishing to

brass yellow or brown; found in all iron
meteorites, as oriented inclusions in kama-

cite, and in troilite (pyrrhotite), and graphite. Also called rhabdite; in tables or
plates (schreibersite); in rods or needles
(rhabdite). Dana 7, v. /, pp. 124-125.
b. Name for a supposed meteoritic occurrence of CriSs; true nature of the material unknown. Hey 2d, 1955.
schrieshelmlle. A varitey of hornblende picrite. Holmes, 1928.
schroeckingerite. A natural hydrated fluocar-

bonate-sulfate of sodium, calcium, and

NaCas(UO2) (C0a)s(SO4)F.10
H2O; greenish-yellow; luster, vitreous;
Mohs' hardness, 2.5; specific gravity, 2.51;

uranium,

fluorescent in ultraviolet light; radioactive. Found in Wyoming, Utah, Arizona;

Europe. An ore of uranium. CCD 6d,
1961.

schrotterite. See allophane. A.G.I.

Schuermann series. A list of metals so arranged that the sulfide of any one will
be precipitated at the expense of the sul-

fide of any metal lower in the series.

USGS Bull. 625, 1917, p. 117.
schuettelte. A basic mercuric sulfate, HgSO4.-

2Hg0, yellow, hexagonal; from Nevada,
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gamma rar, and a phosomulaphor tube

die bight from the crystal mikes it Tile

scintillation counter AA

advasuagee over

tbe dllindal pare le. Nether. the coagu-

the t;eiger counter as

the ion Prior. it

between types of radution. The mumment rnponds to gamma rays emitted

lating power increases with this vidency of

&hob% illwrg. A mine subsidence theory of

A Schub a German engineer. in which

he distinguished between the manner of
fracture of shak and sandstone, holding
that the former rock breaks along ventcal lines irrespective of the angle of dip.

and l'iat the latter has a vertical fracture over a rise flue and a fracture at
right angks to the bed over a dip face.

The theory predicts vertical lines of break

in either rock for a level seam . and is,
indeed, a compromise between the vertical theory anJ that of the normal. Brim.
p. 44.

Schema= plot. Integral p!ot in graphic representation of sizing analysis. Pryor, 3.
schungite. Sof shungite. Tomkeieff, 1934.
Schuncht's ratio. A term that has ;.een used
for saturation coefficient; named from H.

G. Schurecht who introduced this coefficient in his research on frost-resist-

ance of terra cotta carried out at the

National Bureau of Standards in 1926 but
never published; the term Schurecht ratio was first applied by T. W. McBurney.
Dodd.
schwarxkohle. Ger. Name for bituminous coal
as distinct from brown coal. Tomkeieff,
1934.
schwatxite. A mercury-bearing variety of
tetrahedrite. CCD 6d, 1961.
Schweinturth green. See copper acetoarsenite.
schwelkohle. Ger. Name for tar coal. Tom-

keieff, 1954.

Schwimmtiefgrelfer. A German floating deep

is

is more Whit-

use, more compact and CAA distiagsseth

from the minerals mentioned and charts
their intensity. It is wird in aerial goophysical prospecting

'and

the mulsiag

maps Ate used as a guide for a more de.
tailed

ground investigation.

It

is

also

being developed, inter elm, for steering
cutter loaders and coal cutten. See ale
coal-sensing probe. NOWA,

sciaddstiots polio. An electronic logging de.
vice consisting of a scintillation-type gam-

ma-ray detecting unit built into a container small enough to be lowered into a
borehole. Long.

scintiliator. Brand name of a scintillation
counting device. Long.
seistilloaseter. An instrument for measuring

radioactivity, based on emission of light
by certain crystals under impact of gamma rays. A.G.I.

Kind*. A variant of skintle. Webster 3d.
winding. a. A scintled brick, or one ready to
be scint'ed. Standard, 1964. b. Placing
half-dry raw bricks diagonally and a little
distance apart, so as to admit air between
them. C.T.D.
scirpus peat. Peat composed of deergrass.

Tomkeieff, 1954.
scissors crossover. A junction between two

parallel railway tracka in the shape of

a pair of sciuors, enabling trains to cross
in either direction from one Lrack to the
other. Alto called double crouover. Ham.

scissors fadit. a. A fault of dislocation, in
which two beds are thrown so as to cross
each other. Zern. b. See rotational fault.
Nelson.

grab dredge with a grab capacity up to
8 cubic yards and capable of dredging
to a depth of 130 feet. Lutitution of Mining and Metallurgy. Symposium on Opencast Mining, Quarrying, and Alluvial
Mining. London, 16-19 November, 1964.

sciaffery. Scot. Liable to break off in thin

sdentific alexandrite. An artificial corundum

hydrocarbon from the coal measure of
Wigan, England; it has a specific gravity

sembling true alexandrite in some of its
optical characters. C.T.D.

of 1.136, and is insoluble in alcohol, ether,

Paper 2, p. 1.

colored with vanadium oxide and re-

scientific emerald. It resembles true emerald
in color, but is a beryl glass colored with
.chromic oxide. C.T.D.
scientific ruby. Red glass. Shipley.
scientific sapphire. Blue glass. Shipley.

scientific stones. A term correctly used for
reconstructed or synthetic stones, but
often used misleadingly for various imitations. Shipley.
scientific topaz. a. A name for the first synthetic sapphires which were pale pink.
Shipley. b. Topaz-colored glass. Shipley.
scintillascope. See scintillation counter.

fragments, as the roof of a mine working.
Fay.
seleretinite. A black, brilliant, oxygenated

alkalies, and dilute acids. Fay.
scierometer. An instrument for determining
the degree of hardness of a mineral by
ascertaining the pressure on a moving
diamond point necessary to effect a scratch.

Standard, 1964.
sderoseope. An instrument for determining
the relative hardness of materials by a
drop or rebound method. See also Brinell hardness tester. A.C.S.G., 1963.
scieroseope hardness test. A test to determine

the hardness of metals by measuring the

rebound from them of a standard diamond-tipped hammer dropped from a
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stesullisli. N. of tut , Scot To eultricate, as
with bast gee or smoke; smother, stifle.
Pdry.

seesre. A protecting cover or screen. prowstion shelter. Webitor 3d. A metal cover
and holder combined for holditig a minor's
candle, especially for hanging on wooden
timbers. Fey.

setae. High-grade tin requiring brae or no
dressing. Nelson.

MOM Firebricks a a certain standard .;:e.
Other's*.

scoop. a. A tarntsised shovel with a scoopshaped blade. Zorn. b. Coal miner's
shovel; also sometimes used to refer to
scraper.

B.C.!. c. York. A barrel or box

used in a gin pit. Fey. d. See scraper

bucket. Nelson. e. A device which gathers

ore at feed end of ball mill and delivers
it into the feed trunnion. Pryor, 3.
Koopman. In bituminous coal mining, a
laoorer who places cable-drawn scoop of
scraper loader in position for it to scrape

up coal (blasted from working face) u
it is dragged by the hoisting engine to a
point where the coal is dumped Into mine
cars.

D.O.T. 1.

scoop stone. A name for amber dredged from

the Baltic Sea. Shipley.
ecopulite. A variety of crystallite consisting

of rods or stems terminated by divergent

brushes

or

plumes, characteristic

examples of which are fnund in the Corriegills

pitchstone

of Arran, Scotland.

Holmes, 1928.
score. a. N. of Eng. A standard number of

tubs of coal upon which hewers' and

putters' prices for working are paid. Fay.

b. A bill runup by a collier in bad times
for the necessaries of life. Fay. c. Another

name for task. BuMiner Bull. 390, 1936,
p. 53. d. To burst or split from unequal
cooling; said of casting. Standard, 1964.
e. To mark with scratches or furrows, as
rocks in certain localities by glacial drift.
Standard, 1964. f. To mark with grooves,
usually with a cutter or tool designed for
the purpose. Kinney.
scored finish tile. Tile whose face surfaces are
grooved as they come from the die.

A.S.T.M. C43-65T.
scoria. a. An irregular, rough, clinkerlike,
more or less vesicular fragment of lava,
thrown out in an explosive eruption or
formed by the breaking up of the firstcooled crust of a lava flow Plural, scoriae.
Fay. b. Refuse of fused metals; dross;

slag. Standard, 1964.

scoriaceons. Characteristic of, pertaining to,
consisting of, or resembling scoriae; hay-
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scarodlee. Natur.il ferric

!MO, pale leek-green or liver-brown.
Found in Utah; Washington. A lesser ore
of arsenic CCD 6.1. 1961.
scorpion skies. Cora I Of jet. ShijoIrr.

Korps. War. Top of seam of boner coal.
Tomkeieff. 1954.
svetecci process. A peocess for direct reduction of iron pyrites which depends on

the dissociation of pyrites in the absence

of air, and in the presence of carbon,
with the formation of iron and carbon
disulfide. It is claimed that iron yiekls
of more than 95 percent have been obtained. Osborn*.

sconalite. A hydrous phosphate, Al.01.(Fe.Mg)O.PiOs.H10,

blue,

monoclinic,

differing from lazulite in having Fe0
in excess of Mg0. From Divino, Brazil;

Custer, S. Dak. Spencer 18, M.M., 1949.
scotch. a. A wooden stop-block or iron cat:h
placed action or between the rails of un-

derground roadways, to keep the can

from running loose, or to hold diem when

standing upon an inclined plane. Fay.
b. Leic. The lower lift of coal which is
wedged up in driving a heading. Fay.

c. A chock placed under a wheel or other
curved object to prevent slipping or rolling. Webster 3d. d. To dreu, as stone, with
a pick or picking tool. Standard, 1964. e.
A slotted bar used to hold up well-boring
rods during adjustment Standard, 1964.
scotch block. a. A wedge or block temporarily
fitted to a running rail in order to scotch

the wheel of a railway vehicle. Ham. b.
One form of gas port in an open-hearth
steel furnace; the distinguishing feature
is that it is monolithic, being made by
ramming suitably graded refractory mate-

rial around a metal template. Dodd.

Scotch coal. Cannel coal found in Scotland.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
Scotch gauze lamp. Scot. A safety lamp used

in Scotland, the top of the lamp being

wholly of wire gauze. Fay.
Scotch hearth. A furnace for smelting highgrade lead ores without previous roasting. Air is blown through a shallow layer
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ery of mercury from its ores. lisnastt
1962.

Mid. To excavate or brush a rildway through a goal Fay. b. The erosion

KOOS'. a

of the bed or bank of a river or of a

seacoast by the action of flowing water
and waves. See alto scour protection.
Ilam.
SCOW and IL a. A stream at flood may be
deepening (degrading) its channel, where
it) velocity is great, at the same time
that it is building up (aggrading) its

flood plain where the velocity is slight.
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other sub/wrenl material against senor, by
the use of steel sheet pilings, nott.ment,

riprap, or brushwood, or by combining
any such methods as moot suited to the
site See ilia Dutch mattress. lining Hans.

weershmes. Eng A bed of maasive sandstone
worked for hearthstone, for rubbing
hearth, and sills, Coal Meast.res, Bonnder

House quarry, Durham. Arkell.

steamily. A drainage furrow caused by a
strong current, as till a glacial river flow.
ing over a gravel plain. Standard, 1964.
scold. a. One who gathers information about

the drilling rig of a rival company for

the benefit of his employer. Also called
snooper. Long. b. An engineer who makes
a preliminary examination of promising
oil and mining claims and prospects.

Long. c- One who goes into a potential
area, especially for oil or gas, to lease
or option the land. Long.

After the flood has subsided, the channel
thus deepened may be entirely filled with
sediment. This process is called scour and
fill. A.(3./. b. The process of cutting and
refilling channels in sediments, by which

scout boring. Trial bores made to test formations of area being prospected. Pryor, 3.
scouter. In stonework;lig, a quarryman whose

redistributed. 4.G.1. c. Small-scale bottom
scour or channels that subsequently filled.
Also called cut and fill; channel; washout.
Pettijohn.
scour cast. See flute cast. Pettijnhn.
scour channel. See channel. Pettijohn.
scour finger. See flute cast. Pettijohn.

scoot hole. A borehole penetrating only the

nuggets and other placer particles are

scouring. a. A wet cleaning or drycleaning

function is to split off Large portions. of
rock by means of a
wedges. Standard, 1964.

jump drill

and

uppermost part of an ore body with the
intention of delineating its surface configuration. Also, a shallow hole drilled

to scout for an indication of ore or to

explore an area in a preliminary manner.
Long.
scout prospecdni. Prospecting undertaken in

process involving mechanical operations.

new country in which the first step is to

finishing operation using fine abrasive
and low pressure by hand or with a cloth
or wire wheel to produce satin or butler-

by washing gravel obtained from their
beds. GriffiM, S. V., It. 1.

ASM Gloss. b. A wet or dry mechanical

type finishes. ASM Gloss. c. Having the
quality of eroding the furnace hearth, as
some kinds of slag or cinder. See also
scouring cinder. Fay. d. The cleaning and

smoothing of biscuit-fired ceramic ware
by placing the ware in a revolving drum
together with coarse abrasive material,
for example, pitchers. In the United

States, this process is used in the making

of bone china and of some other types
of vitreous tableware. In the United
Kingdom, when applied in the manufacture of electrical porcelain the process
is known as rumbling. Set also pitchers.
Dodd. e. See gob heading. Nelson.
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scout prospect rivers, streams, and creeks

scovan. Corn. A tin-bearing lode. Fay.
scovan lode. A lode devoid of gossan, espe-

cially at the outcrop. Standard, 1964.
scovany. Like a tin lode; hard to work, because lacking selvage or other soft materid. Standard, 1964.
wove. a. Corn. Rich, clean tin ore. Webster

2d. b. To case up (bricks) in a kiln.

Standard, 1964. c. An early type of up-

draft intermittent kiln for the firing of

bricks, etc. It was rectangular and consisted of sidewalls and end walls only,
with fire holes in each sidewall and wick-

etts in each end wall. The top of the

setting was covered with a platting con-

sisting of a layer of fired bricks, with

scove

scraper loader

Q71

kiln. Dodd.

before charging and manganese ore is
used instead of iron ore for oxidizing

or oil. ACSG, 1963.

cess and yields are said to be higher.

ashes or earth above. Also called Scotch

score kiln. An updraft kiln usually having no
permanent parts. It is built of unfired
brick and i s fired with wood, coal, gas,

scovens. S. Staff. Forks for loading coal into
tubs, or cars. Fay.
scovillite. Synonym for rhabdophane. Crosby,
p. 108.

scoring. The outer. layer usually wet clay,
of a scove kiln applied to make the kiln
gastight. ACSG, 1963.

scow. A device used to a limited extent to
load out solid Mocks of coal. The scow
proper is a flat steel plate which is moved

underneath the undercut and blocks the
coal by means of a hoist and tail rope.
The coal is then wedged down on the
scos, and the solid block is hauled by
means of the hoist and a headrope to a
delivery point where it is transferred to
cars. Jones.

scowl a brow. Forest of Dean. To drive a
heading or level by guesswork. Fay.

scowles; scowl holes. Forest of Dean. Ancient
ironstone

quarries

and mine workings.

Arkell.

scp Abbreviation for spherical candlepower.

BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.

scrablag. Hardpan, Isle of Man. Arkell.
S-crack. Lamination, in the form of a letter

S, in a clay column from a pug having

a poorly designed mouthpiece. The crack
develops from the central hole in the

clay column formed at the end of the
shaft in the pug, the hole being deformed to an S in the rectangular mouthpiece, Dodd.

scrag. The batir of a post. Stauffer.

scram. a. To search for and extract ore in
a mine that is apparently worked out.
Weed, 1922. b. An Alabama term for a
small soft-coal mine complete in itself.
Fay. c. The sudden shutdown of a nuclear reactor, usually by rapid insertion

of the safety rods. Emergencies or deviations from normal reactor operation cause

the reactor operator or automatic con-

trol equipment to scram the reactor. L&L.

scram drive. Underground drive above the
tramming level, along which ore is moved
by scrapers (slushers) to a discharge

chute. Pryor, 3.
scrammer. One who scrams. Standard, 1964.
See also scram, a. Pay.
scraw plle. Prov. The product of the scram-

rers' labors, gatIlered for shipment. See
also scram, a. Fay

scrap. a. Defective proi'act not snitable for
sale. ASM Gloss. b. Discarded metallic
material from whatever source that may
be reclaimed through meltin. and refining. ASM Gloss. c. Som. Stone only fit
for rough walling. Arkell. d. See diamond
scrap. Long.
scrapalurgy. A term coined by Brearley for
the efficient use of scrap. Osborne.

scrap baler. In the iron and steel industry,
one who presses, in a baling press, steel
scrap into compact blocks, for remelting
in the open-hearth furnace. Also called
scrap builder; 3cr n pressman. D.O.T. 1.
scrap bar. The unee, ends of the muck bars.

the carbon. The quality of the steel made
by this process is claimed to be as high
as that obtained by the pig-and-scrap proOsborne.
scrap diamond. See diamond scrap. Long.

scraper. a. A rod for cleaning out shotholes
prior to charging with explosives. A %inch copper rod with the ends flattened
and turned at right angles to the line
of the rod is usually used. No iron or
steel scraper is allowed in a mine. See
clso stemmer. Nelson. b. A steel tractordriven surface vehicle, 6 to 12 cubic yard
capacity, mounted on large rubber-tired
wheels. The bottom is fitted with a cutting blade which, when lowered, is
dragged through the soil. When full, the
scraper is transported to the dumping
point where the material is discharged
through the bottom of the vehicle in an
even layer; used for stripping and releveling topsoil and soft matcrial at opencast
pits. See

also scarifier. Nelson.

c. A

scraper loader or scraper chain conveyor.

Nelson, d. A tool for cleaning the dust
out of the borehole. Fay. e. A mechanical
contrivance used at collieries to scrape

the culm or slack along a trough to the
place of deposit. Fay. f. One who separates the ores from the waste rock. Fay.

g. An apparatus drawn by horses or oxen
for scraping up earth in making roads or
canals, and for removing overburden from
shallow coalbeds and mineral deposits.

Fay. h. An apparatus used to take up
coal from the floor of a mine after it
has been shot, and deposit it either in
cars or in a conveyor. It is pulled back
and forth by two roper attached to sepa-

rate drums of a hoist; a mober-tired
device used to move earth in surface

mining; local name for a cuttilg machine
operator's helper. B.C.I. i. 4. machine
used in nines for loading cart and transporting o:7e or waste for short distances.
There are two basic types of scraper:
(1) the hoe or open type, which is
particularly suitable for moving coarse,

lumpy ore, and (2) the box or closed
type, which is particularly suited for
handling fine material, especially on a

loading slide. Lewis, p. 198. j. A blade.
or blades caused to bear against the moving conveyor belt for the prpose of removing material sticking to the conveyor
belt. ASA MH4.1-1958. k. A digging,
hauling, and grading machine having a
cutting edge, a carrying bowl, a movable
front wall (apron), and a dumping or
ejecting mechanism. Also called carrying
scrapnr; pan. Nichols. 1. See machine
scraT er. D.O.T. 1. m. The name applied
to a bowl scraper or a multibucket excavator; also known as scraper excava-

n. See carryall. Bureau of
Mines Staff. o. See poker man. D.O.T.
tor. Ham.

Supp,
scraper and break detector. In Great Britain,
every shot firer is provided with a scraper

for cleaning out shotholes, and in safety

lamp mines a break detector mist also

scrap-carbon proms.
lian scrap-carbon
process using NO percent steel scrap in

be provided. The two tools are combined
in the scraper and break detector. It can
clean out the shothole and detect breaks

acid slag replaces silicon. The hearth is
protected from erosion by spreading an
easily fusible silica sand over the banks

traversed by a crack exceeding one-eighth
of an inch in width is forbidden. Nelson.

Mersereau, Ch, P.

f4.

which petroleum coke replaces carbon and

in the walls of one-eighth inch or more
in width. The firing of a shot in a hole

scraper boxes. N. of Eng. In this system a
thin web of coal is removed by the vertical cutting edges of a series of boxes
which move to and fro across the face.
The coal so peeled is scraped into the
boxes, and transferred from one to another until it reaches the gate conveyor.
Trist.
scraper box plough; Haarmann plough; Kema

plough; Gusto scraper box. A layout of
rope-drawn scraper boxes with knives on
the face side. They are drawn to and fro,

and pushed agoinst the face by guides
controlled by rams. A haulage of 250
horsepower must be installed in a semi-

permanent engineroom ; has a rope diam-

eter of 114 inches and a speed of 3 feet
per second. No conveyor is required as
the coal is scraped by boxes to the loading point. The maximum workable seam
thickness is 20 inches on gradients of
0° to 30°; maximum length of face, 220
to 275 yards; and advance per shift, 61/2

to 8 feet. Ne!son.
scraper bucket. a. One of the excavating

bowls or buckets which fc,..,1 part of a
scraper. Ham. b. In coal mines, the
scraper bucket is a bottomless, threesided boxl with a hinged back. The hinge

operate3 in a forward direction so that
on the return journey on the coal face,
the back opens allowing the box to re-

main empty. On the loading journey, the
coal closes the hinge and the material is
drawn or scraped forward to the point of
discharge. Also called scoop. See also
scraper loader. Nelson.
scraper chain conveyor. See chain conveyor.
Nelson.

scraper chaser. One of a number of men
whose business is to follow the scraper
(go-devil) in the petroleum pipes, and

give instant notice if a clog occurs. Standard, 1964. He follows the pipeline on the
surface and detects the location of the
go-devil by sound, especially where pipes
are shallow. See also go-devil, a. Fay.
scraper conveyor. a. A mechanical device for
conveying coal, rock, ashes, culm, etc., in

a rw:tal trough by means of scrapers attached to a rope or chain. Fay. b. A

conveyor consisting of chain-drawn scrapers or flights running in a trough through
which they push the material to be transported. Also called drag-link conveyor;
flight conveyor; chain conveyor. B.S.
3552, 1962.
scraper, hand. See stope scrapa. D.O.T. 1.

sayer hoist. A powei-ariven hoist that
operates a scraper to move material (generally ore or coal) to a loading point.

ASA C42,85: 1956.
scraper loader. a. A machine used for loading
coal or rock by pulling an open-bottomed

scoop back and forth betwc xi the face
and the loading point by means of ropes,
sheaves, and a multiple drum hoist. The
filled scoop is pulled on the bottom to an

apron or ramp where the load

is dis-

charged onto a car or conveyor. Jones. b.
A combined scraper and transporting machine. Originally towed by a tractor, but
now diesel-electric with direct current
motor in each wheel. Pryor, 3. c. A
double-drum winch with two steel ropes.

The tail rope passes around a pulley or

tail sheave at one end of the face or
road, brought back and attached to
the scraper bucket; the pull rope is

coupled directly to the front end of the

bucket. The bucket is hauled forward

and digs into the loose coal or stone until
full and then rides to the discharge point.
When empty, the bucket is drawn 1)ack
by the tail rope. The haulage motors are
from 5 horsepower upwards and rope

speed about 150 feet per minute. The
loading capacity of a scraper loader
ranges from 30 to 80 tons per hour depending on conditions. The loader is

used for transporting and loading coal on
longwall faces; for removing and loading
stone in tunnels, and for stowing dirt on
longwall faces. Also called slusher. Nelson.

scraper-out man. In the coke products industry, a laborer who follows coke-drawing
machine, removing the coke remaining in

ovens, using a long iron rod (scraper).

Also called coke-drawing machine helper.
D.O.T. 1.
scraper packer. N. of Eng. A machine-oper-

ated dragline and scoop, for removing

stone from the gateway and packing it in
the goaf. Also called slusher. Trist.
scraper plough; porte et gardin plough. One
scraper box with picks, rope-drawn and
unguided along the face. A 30-horsepower
haulage advances with the face, which is

made convex to eliminate the need for
guides. Speed, 3 to 4 feet per second.
Suitable scam conditions; thickness, 12

screened trailing cable
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scraper loader

or on the mold. Compare fettling,

d.

Dodd.

scrapping bottom coal. Lifting coal that has

been left by an undercutting machine.

to sort ore and coal according to size.
Stamp mortars have screens on one or

broken, unfired pieces. Scraps are usually
returned to the blunger for reuse. Dodd.

the escaping pulp. Fay. c. A cloth brattice or curtain hung across a road in a
mine to direct the ventilation. Fay. d.
A term used in Joplin, Mo., for a grizzly
near the top of a headframe. Fay. c.

ing of pottery ware, together with any

scrap sorter. In metallurgy, a laborer who
sorts scrap metal and removes foreign
matter preparatory to use in recasting.

D.O.T. Supp.
scratch. A calcareous, earthy, or strong substance which separates from seawater in
boiling it for salt. Fay.
scratch-brush finish. See Butler finish.
scratched. In ceramics, ornamented with

rough scratches in the paste. Standard,
1964.

scratched blue. Incised ornament on unbaked
clay, sprinkled with

cobalt glass, then

fused in the kiln. C.T.D.

scratcher. Eng. A boring tool for loosening
(or scratching) the cuttings at the bottom of a borehole, to be removed afterwards by a mizer. Fay.
scratch hardness. The hardness of a metal

determined by the width of a scratch

made by a cutting point drawn across the
surface under a given pressure. ASM Gloss.

teeth on the lip for breaking the coal
and a flight conveyor for carrying the
broken coal away from the lip. As the
ripper teeth bite into and loosen the

upward and prevents buildup ahead of
the lip. Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8, August

screaming joint. A joint from which air leaks
and makes a screaming noise. Compressed

(preferably 15° to 25°) ; and maximum
length of face, 65 yards. Nelson.

scraper ripper. A new piece of strip-mine
equipment that handles the jobs of break-

ing coal, loading, and hauling. Features
of the scraper ripper include ripping

coal, the conveyor sweeps the loose coal

1966, p. 232.

forgings. Forgings formed from
wrought-iron scrap. Standard, 1964.
scrap hoist operator. In the iron and steel
industry, one who operates a skip hoist
to carry scrap material to the furnaces.
D.O.T. 1.
scrapings, enamel. Enamel recovered from
spray booths having been deposited there
scrap

during a period of spraying. See also

reclaim. ACSB-3.

scrapman. See clay carrier; dust-box tender.
D.O.T. 1.
scrap MICR. Mica that because of size, color,
or quality is below specifications for sheet
mica. Includes flake mica and the mica,
except sheet, obtained from pegmatite

mining as a sole product or as a byproduct, from the preparation of sheet

mica, and from waste in fabricating sheet

mica. Sk 2W.
scrapper. a. One who removes scrap from bin,
casthouse, or chute to skip pit, and

charges tile material removed into a skip
at regular intervals. Fay. b. A local name

given to men who ,pick up the ore left

on dumps. Fay.
scrap picker. A man employed on the slag
dump to pick out pieces of iron carried
to the dump in slag ladles, Fay.
scrapping. a. The breaking up of metal castings, plate, etc., with explosives, generally by mudcapping. Fay, b. The removal

of excess body from a shaped piece of
pottery ware while the latter is still in

screen. Nelson. b. A sieve of wire cloth,
grate bars, or perforated sheet iron used

Zern.
scraps. Excess body removed during the shap-

scratch pan. A pan in saltworks to receive
the scratch. Fay.
scratch test. a. A test used to determine the
relative resistance of enamel surfaces to
scratch or gouging action. Enam.
b. See scratch hardness.
SCR brick. A brick whose nominal dimensions are 2-2/3 by 6 by 12 inches, laying up three courses to 8 inches this
brick, with norman brick face dimensions builds a nominal 6-inch thick wall.

to 24 inches at gradients of 00 to 35°

wet or dry operation. See also shaking
screen; stationary bar screen; vibratory

ACSG.

air escaping at a "screaming joint" or
hole in an air hose can be the cause of

a mine fire. Sinclair, I, p. 242.
scree. a. Long trails of loose rock collected

on the slopes beneath steep mountain

See also scree iron ore. Nelson.
b. A sieve, screen, or strainer; a coal
screen. Fay. c. A heap of rock waste at
sides.

the base of a cliff or a sheet of coarse
debris mantling a mountain slope. By
most writers, scree is considered to be
a synonym for talus but it is a more inclusive term. Whereas talus is an accumu-

lation of material at the base of a cliff,
scree also includes loose material lying
on slopes without
Varnes, 1955.

cliffs,

Stokes and

scree bars. Scot. Bars of which a scree is con-

structed. See also scree, b. Fay.
screed; screed board. A wooden or metal
template for tamping and finishing a
concrete surface to set levels, It may be
fitted with a mechanical vibrator. Ham.
screed board. See screed. Ham,
screen iron ore. Accumulation of surface
debris on the lower slopes of iron-bearing hills, The scree material may contain
sufficient iron ore to make its mining an
economic proposition as at Middleback
Ranges of South. Austrafla, Nelson,
screen. a, A large sieve for grading or sizing
coal, ore, rock, or aggregate. It consists
of a suitably mounted surface of woven
wire or of punched plate. It may be flat
or cylindrical, horizontal or inclined, sta.
tiohary, shaking, or vibratory, and either
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both sides, to determine the fineness of

A device for carrying out the operation of
screening. B.S. 3552, 1962. f. A perforated sheet placed in the gating system of

a mold to separate dirt from the molten
metal. ASM Gloss. g. A more or less
tabular body of older rock lying between
two intrusions, such as a band of schist
between two ring dikes. A.G.I.
screen analysis. a. The mechanical analysis
of a soil by screens without the aid of
wet analysis. This test gives information
on particles of clay type. Ham. b. The
size distribution of noncohering particles

as determined by screening through a
series of standard screens. HW. c. See
sieve analysis. ASTM B243-65. J. The

percentage of a sample retained on each
size of a series of standard laboratory
screens. Nelson.

screen ape. a. One who attends the grizzly,
or screen. He breaks the large pieces of
ore and picks out such waste rock as he

can as it passes over the screen. Fay. b. See
grizzly worker; scieenman, a. D.O.T. 1.
screen attendant. In the quarry industry, one

who tends operation of screening equipment by which crushed rock is separated
into

various sizes at a

D.O.T. 1.

rock

quarry.

screen box. a. A container in which diamond

screens are inserted and in which the
material that passes through a sieve or
screen collects and is retained. Long. b.

Incorrectly used as a synonym for shaker;
also, for shale shaker. Long.

screen chute. A discharge chute equipped
with a screen section, either stationary
or vibrating, to remove the finer portions

cf the material being handled from the

major line of flow. ASA MH4.1-1958.
screen cleaner. A laborer who cleans the
screen that filters magnesium dust from
natural gas. D.O.T. Supp.
screen cloth. a. A woven tissue suitable for
use in a screen deck. B.S. 3552, 1962. b.
Scot. Tarred canvas; brattice cloth. Fay.
screen deck. A surface provided with apertures of specified size for carrying out the
operation of screening. B.S. 3552, 1962.
screened coal. a. Coal that has passed over

any kind of a screen and therefore consists of thi marketable sizes. Fay. S. Specifically, coal that is weighed and crtzlited

to the miner after passing over a stand-

ard screen, Fay.
screened lump lime. Lump lime after forking
or screening to remove the finer portion.
Hess.
screened material. Material which has been
separated by being passed through screens
of various sizes. Ham.
screened sand. Sand freed of finer material

by the winnowing action of waves and

currents. A.G.I. Supp,
screened trailing cable. A flexible cable provided with a protective screen or screens
of tinned copper wire, or other conducting material, applied (1) to enclose each
power core separately (individual screen-

screened trailing cable,
ing), or (2) to enclose all the cores of

(collective
3618, 1965, Sec. 7.
the

cable

screening).

B.S.

screener. a. Newc. A man who shovels the
coal from the screens into the wagons.
Fay. b. See screenman. D.O.T, I.
screen feeder. See chute puller. D.O.T. I.
screen film. Any film intended primarily for
use under conditions such that the action
of X-rays or gamma rays on fluorescent
screens in contact with the film is largely
responsible for the density produced.
ASM Gloss.

screen foreman. The man responsible for the
routine daily operation of a coal-preparation plant which may include the washery.
Nelson.

screening. a. The separation of solid materials
of different sizes by causing one com-

ponent to remain on a surface provided
with apertures through which the other
component passes. B.S. 3552, 1962. b.
Use of one or more screens (sieves) to
separate particles of ore into defined sizes.
Also called sizing. Pryor, 2. c. The recommended practice of running liquid enamel
through a sieve or screen, as it flows from
the mill.

In this way, any particles of

unusually hard unground frit, broken pebbles, and pieces of mill lining, when pres-

ent,.may be removed. The use of 20- or
30-mesh screen for the initial screening
should be satisfactory, but the enamel
must be screened again through a finer
sieve of 50- or 60-mesh before it is ready
sieve of 50- or 60-mesh before it is ready to

use. Enam. Dict. d. See sieving. Pryor, 3.
screening analysis. Grading rock into sizes,
by use of screens. Screen analysis is a
laboratory procedure widely used in ore
testing and plant control, in which a sample of 100 grams or so is screened for a

prescribed period on a series of sieves,
ranging in size from (perhaps) 48 mesh
to 200 mesh or even smaller. The dried
product retained by each screen is

weighed and yields data on grinding efficiency, floatability, specific surface, etc.
The main laboratory systems are the

in which each successive screen
is #2 larger (or smaller) in arca.
200 mesh (#) being a weave in which

Tyler
size

screenings crushing. A stage in bituminous-

coal crushing in which units for crush-

ing screenings reduce secondary products
to final small, commercial sizes, such as

1- to %-inch stoker coal or screenings.
Mitchell, p. 194.
screen loading chute. A type of chute with
a bar screen or grizzly bottom which
permits fines to fall onto the conveyor belt

first, providing a cushion for the larger
matenal which passes over the screen.

ASA MH4.I-1958.
screenman. a. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, a laborer who tends shaking
screens or tables over which coal is run
to c,ize it. He breaks large lumps of coal
that will not pass through openings and
picks out such waste material eslate,

rock, and dirt) as he can as coal passes
over screens. Also called bankhead screenman; screen ape; screener; shaker attend-

ant; shaker tender; tableman; table runner; table tender. D.O.T. I. b. See screen
operator. D.O.T. Supp. c. One who
tends shale-and-clay-sifting screens, keeping the wire mesh unclogged. Also called
screener ; screen tender. D.O.T. 1.

screen operator. One who sifts crushed ore
to separate particles within predetermined
size ranges. Also called screenman and
screenman helper. D.O.T. Supp.
screen pipe. A perforated pipe lined with a
fine mesh screen, set in portions of a
borehole where the walls must be sun-

ported and the ingress of water or oil
cannot be restricted. Also called well

point. Long.
screen plate. a. A metal plate with specificsized openings used to control the fineness of grinding in dry pans and hammer
mills. ACSG, 1963. b. A plate provided
with apertures of specified size for use as

a screen deck. B,S. 3552, 1962.
screen-printing. See silk-screen process. Dodd.

screen room. That part of a breaker where
boys picked slate and bony. Korson.

screens. Wire meshes with specific-sized opengrading particles of various sizes.
See also vibrating screens. ACSG, 1963.
screen scratcher. A laborer who removes wood

hs

chips from ore screens to prevent clogging, using a long-handled hoe. D.O.T.

the side of each square measures 74 u.
The British Standard (B.S.) system approximates the Tyler, 200. # being 76 u.
In the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy (I.M.M.) system each wire has the
same diameter as the succeeding gap,

Supp.
screen size. A standard for determining the
size of diamond particles. The diamonds
are passed through screens with openings
of specified size. The size of the diamonds

number of wires per linear inch measured
along either warp or woof. Other systems

through which the diamonds will not pals.
Long.
screen sizing. Separating various sized grains

200 # being 63 u. Mesh refers to the

the Amerk m Society for Testing Materials (A.E.T.M.) and the German Deutsche Industrie Norm (D.I.N.).
Ako called sizing. Pryor, 3.
include

screening ink. See ceramic ink.
screening machine. An apparatus having a
shaking, oscillatory, or rotary motion,
used for screening or sifting coal, stamped
ores and the like. Fay.
screening paste. An oil suspension of enamel

for use with a silkscreen. Bryant.
screenings. a. Fine coal that passes through
a screen when screening for lump coal.
Fay. b. Coal which will pass through the
smallest mesh screen normally loaded for
commercial sale for industrial use. B.C.!.
c. Material rejected (either oversize or
undersize) as a result of screening. Pryor,
3. d. The residue from a screening operation. Nelson.

screwfeed
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is determined by the size of the opening

into portions1 by a screen or sieve. Also
called screening; sizing. Bureau of Mines

Staff.
screen tender. See screenman. D.O.T. I.
screen test. A standard test for enamel fine-

ness. A 50 cubic centimeter samplz of
the liquid enamel is washed through a

200-mesh wire screen, the residue being
dried and agitated for a specific leng^h
of time before weighing. Enam. Dict.
screen-test man. In ore dressing, one who
tests crushed ore samples to determine

the grinding efficiency of a ball mill.
D.O.T. Supp.

screen, types of, Commercial screens include
the fixed grid, the grinly or grizzley,

which may be w mounted that arriving
ore causes it to vibrate (cantilever mount-

ing). Moving frizzlys include the Illov
ing bar; the chain; the disc or toner; Ross

roll; spool or

live-roll; and vibrating

grizzly. Fixed screens are of light construction in punched plate, bars, or wire
weave. The drag screen is a flight conveyor in a trough with perforated base.
The revolving screen is the trommel,
simple or compound, conical, hexagonal
or prismatk and round. The shaking
screen has mechanical or electric vibratory

transport from feed to

discharge,

probably plus throwing action. Screening
surfaces include woven wire, slotted
plates, stretched piano wire, bars, and for
fine dry work, bolting cloth or silk. Washing screens have spraying arrangements

for aiding the undersize to become detached from the oversize and then wash
through the meshes. Pryor, 3.

scree plate. Scot. An iron plate at the foot of

a screen on which screened coal is
charged. Fay.

dis-

scree slips. A slip or louse material on scree
slopes, which may bring down rocks, especially during wet weather, or excavations
along a new mining site at base. A thick
retaining wall is often effective in checking incipient movement. Nelson.
screw. a. The feed screw in the swivel head

of a gear-feed diamond drill. Long. b.
Synonym for check screw. Long. c. To

couple threaded parts. d. Synonym for
an auger stem having helical webs. Long.
screw bell. a. A device to withdraw broken
rods from a borehole, when the fracture

occurs below a joint. The screw bell is
lowered to cut a thread on the end of
the broken rod and thus secure a grip
sufficient to withdraw it safely. See also
crow's-foot; fishing tool; spiral worm.

Nelson. b. A fishing tool shaped like a
bell, bell tap, or bell screw. Long.
screw casing. A threaded lap-welded well
casing. Fay.
screw conveyor. a. A conveyor screw revolving in a suitably shaped stationary trough,
or casing fitted with hangers, trough ends
and other auxiliary accessories. ASA

MH4.I-1958. b. One in which a spiral
blade presses material forward as it rotates in g. suitable housing. Pryor, 3.

screw-down mechanism. That mechanism on

a mill for lowering and raising the rolls
to accommodate the distance between
them to the requirements of the article
being rolled. Mersereau, 4th, p. 427.
screwed flanged joint. These flanges have
plain faces; the joint is made by fitting a
washer of insertion rubber which is com-

pressed by tightening evenly with the

bolts disposed arouni the flanges. Mason,
V. 2, p. 627.
ocae"V elevators. Vertical screw elevators are
used for handling pulverulent materials.
A typical installation for delivering bulk

cement into a plant consists of a screw
feeder, which takes the cement from the
bulk-cement car and feeds it to the screw
elevator. Both these units are airtight and

all joints are fitted with rubber gaskets
which prevent the loss of cement and
render the operation dustproof. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, Sec. C, p. 38.

screw fan. See axial-flow fan, a. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 2.

screwteed. A system of gears, ratchets, and
fri,tkn devices, or some combination of
the. 4..

parts, in the swivel head of a dia-

mond drill, ,ehich controls the rate at
which a bit is made to penetrate the rock
formation being drilled. When controlled
by a feed gear, the bit maintains the same

screwfeed
penetration rate per revolution regard-

less of drill-stem revolutions per minute.
Also called gear feed, mechanical feed.
Long.
screw feeder. An auger-type screw to transfer
material from one piece of equipment to
another. ACSG, 1963.
screwfeed head. Synonym
swivel head. Long.

for

screwfeed

screwfeed machine. A general term applied
to

scuttling
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a diamond drill on which the bit-

feeding mechanism is actuated through

a system of gears. Compare hydraulic machine. Long.
screwfeed swivel head. A diamond-drill swivel

head, equipped with a device consisting
of a system of gears, ratchets, friction devices, or some combination of these ment

bers, that controls the rate at which the
drill stem and bit are fed into the rock.
Also called feed head; gear-feed head;
mechanical-feed swivel head; screwfeed

head. Long.
screwjack. Synonym for jackscrew, a. Long.
screw mixer. See screw-type mixing conveyor.
ASA MH4.1-1958.

sere w pile. A wide helical blade fixed on a

shaft and screwed into the ground by
means of a winch or capstan. Ham.

screwplug. Synonym for hoisting plug. Long.
screw press. a. A press whose slide is operated

by a screw rather than by a crank or

other means. ASM Gloss. b. Sec friction

press. Dodd.
screw shackle. A long cylindrical nut, threaded

internally with a right-hand thread at one

end and a left-hand thread at the other,
used to connect and tighten together the
ends of two rods forming a brace or tic.

Ham.
screwstock. Free machining bar, rod, or wire.
ASM Gloss.

screw thread. Helical ridge of uniform sec-

tion, formed on inner or outer surface
of cylinder (straight thread) ; concial
spiral on inner or outer surface of cone

payday in lieu of cash. The scrip drawn
is

charged against the pay of the em-

ployee, and is exchangeable for commodities at the company store at its face value.

Fay. b. A document create& by legislative enactment, whereby the holder thereof is entitled to acquire public nonmineral
land, in the certain quantity therein

named upon its surender to the officers
of the land offic.c for the district of lands
subjected to sale and wherein the selected lands may lie, or as otherwise provided by the law authorizing its creation.

called indemnity certificates
or land warrants. Ricketts, I.
scroddle. To variegate, as pottery ware, in
different colors by the use of various
colored clays. Standard, 1964.
scroll. a. A helical projection on a drill rod
or stem to remove the cuttings from the
hole. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. b. A powerdriven rotary head consisting of iron rings
or segments. When supplied with steel
Sometimes

this head

to smooth the
surface of granite in a process known as
ironing. AIME, p. 328.
shot,

is used

scroll drum. Eng. A conical winding drum.
Fay.

scronge. S. Wales. Overlying strata loosened
or broken by workings underneath. Prob-

ably a variation Of scrunge, to squeeze.

Fay.

scrowl. Corn. A thin, sometimes calcareous
or siliceous rock attached to the wall of

a lode. Fay. b. Corn. Loose ore at the

point where r. lode is disturbed by a cross
vein. Fay.
scrubber. Device in which coane and sticky
ore, clay, etc., is wathed free of adherent material, or mildly disintegrated.
The main forms are the wash-screen, wash

trommel, log washer and hydraulic jet

or monitor. Scrubbers or scrubbing towers
are also used to separate soluble gases
with extracting liquids, or to remove dust

from air by washing. Pryor, 3.

(taper thread). Right-hand thread winds
clockwise ..cceding direction when
viewed end-on. Rolled threads are coldpressed and cut-threads chased. Tolerance is total permissible variation of size.
Pitch is distance between adjacent points

scrubbers. Special apparatus for cleaning thz
waste gases (with water) before they are

tance advanced in one complete turn.

ety of calciferous sandstone. Fay.
scrub water. Ark. Water supplied to mining
camps for bathing and laundry purposes.

in

measured parallel to axis. Lead is dis-

Threads per inch are reciprocal of pitch

inches. Included angle (angle of
thread) is that between flanks, measured
in axial plane. Pryor, 3.

in

screw-to-rod adapter. A rigid coupling or sub.
When coupled to the drive rod of a
screwfeed swivel head of a diamond drill

(in place of a chuck), it acts as a device

by means of which drill rods can be
coupled directly to the screwfeed drive
rod. Also called rod adapter. Long.

screw-type mixing conveyor. A type of screw

conveyor consisting of one or more conveyor screws, ribbon flight or cut flight
conveyor screws with or without auxiliary
paddles. See also screw
ASA MH4.1-1958.

conveyor, a.

scribe. An instrument used by surveyors for
marking posts, trees, etc. Fay.
scribing. Scoring the dry enamel coat with

a sharp tool. Generally combined with
a brushing operation. Bryant.

scrin. a. Derb. Ironstone in irregular-shaped
nodules. Fay. b. Derb. A small subordinate vein. Fay. Also spelled skrin. Fay.
scrip. a. Credit slips or tickets issued by a
mining company to its employees before

used for the engines. Mersereau, 4th, p.

399.

scrub marks. A surface blemish on glass
bottles. See also brush marks. Dodd.
scrubstone. Eng. A provincial term for a vari-

scruFaZ.crud. Mixture of foreign matter (scale,

rust, dirt, water, oil,

etc.) in pipelines.

Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

scruff. a. A mixture of tin mdde and iron-tin

alloy formed as dross on a tin-coating

bath. ASM Gloss. b. See scum, a. Pryor, 3.
scrumboard. A board dipping below the surface of a fluid to prevent scum flowing
away. Ham.
scuba. Self-contained underwater breathing
apparatus. The diving equipment used by
skin divers. Hy.
scud. a. Used among British miners for very

soft coal with numerous fusain bands.

Tomkeiell, 1954. b. Leic. Very thin lay-

ers of soft matter, such as clay, sooty
coal, etc. Fay. e. Mid. Pyrite embedded
in coal seams: Fay.

scuffed. See scarred. Bryant.
scuffing. The dull mark that sometimes re-

sults from abrasion of a glazed ceramic

surface or of glassware. Dodd.
sniffing grind. Tumbling of sands with sufficient violence to remove loosely adher-

ent surface coatings without otherwise
breaking down the particles to any great

extent. Pryor, 3.
scuffier. N. of Eng. Man working with a cutting team responsible for cleaning out

the kirvings from the undercut coal and
placing nogs or sprags to support the
coal. Known also as gummer or duffer.

Trist.
scull. See skull. Dodd.

sculls. Incrustations of slag, dross and metal
on the contacting surfaces of vessels which
treat or hold molten metals. Pryor, 3.
sculp. To break slate into slabs suitable for
splitting. Webster 3d. See also hard way,
a. AIME, p. 796.
sculping. Fracturing the slate along the grain,
that is, across the cleavage. Zern.

scum. a. Impure or extraneous matter that
rises or collects at the surface of liquids,
as vegetation on stagnant water, or dross
on a bath of molten metal. Sometimes
incorrectly used for till: word froth in flo-

tation. Fay. b. A surface deposit sometimes formed on clay building bricks. The

deposit may be of soluble salts present
in the clay and carried to the surface
of the bricks by the water as it escapes
during drying; it is then known as dryer
scum. The deposit may also be formed
during kiln firing, either from soluble
salts in the clay or by reaction between
the sulfur gases in the kiln atmosphere
and minerals in the clay bricks; it is then
known as kiln scum. Compare efflorescence. Dodd. c. Undissolved batch con-

floating as a layer above the
molten glass in a pot or tank furnace.
stituents

Dodd. d. Areas of poor gloss on a vitreous enamel; the fault may be due to ac-

tion of furnace gases, to a nonuniform fir-

ing temperature, or a film clay arising
from faulty enamel suspension. Dodd. c.

The "clouds" appearing around decal-

comania

formed

by

varnish

residue.

ACSG, 1963. f. A surface defect appearing as dull patches on otherwise bright surfaces of glazes, glass, nr porcelain enamel.
ACSG, 1963. g. Eng. A thin scam of clay,

termed by the quarrymen scum, spread
over the whole of the top of the Portland

series, at the base of the Purbeck beds,

Upwcy, Dorsetshire. Arkell.
scumming. a. Wa.er-soluble salts which appear on the surface of ceramic ware after
drying or firing. Bureau of Mines Stag.
b. A defect characterized by areas of poor
gloss on the surface of porcelain enamel.
ASTM C286-61T. c. The formation of

a scum on the surface of a cyaniding
bath. It consists of decomposition products of the bath. Osborne.
scun. Dcv. A small vein. Fay.
scupper nails. Nails with broad heads, for
nailing down canvas, etc. Fay.
scud. A hard deposit, mainly of crystalline
carbon, formed by the thermal cracking
of crude coal gas on the refractory walls
of gas retorts and coke ovens. When the
scurf is periodically removed, by burning off, there is a danger that the refractory brickwork of the retort or oven
may be damaged by overheating. Dodd.
scutch. A tool resembling a pick on a small
scale, with flat cutting edges, for trimming bricks for particular uses. Crispin.
scuttling. Dry concentration of crushed rock

by the natives of southwest Africat a

mandate of the Republic of South Afnca,
:ding a wood platter that is 24 by 12 by
2

inches.

Stratification

and

force of

scuttling
desert wind winnow the tossed sands.

Pryor, 3.
scyelite. A mica-hornblende peridotite, named

from Luch Scye in Sutherlandshire, Scotland. It is a coarse-grained, ultramafic

igneous rock, consisting of green hornblende and other mafic minerals. These
include serpentine pseudomorphs after
olivine set poikilitically in large amphi-

bole crystals associated with large bronze
mica crystals. C.T.D.
scythestone. A whetstone suitable for sharpening scythes. Fay.
Se Chemical symbol for selenium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.

sea. a. An ocean, or alternatively a large body
of (usually) salt water less than an

ocean. A.G.I. b. Waves caused by wind
at

i

the place and time of observation.
c. State of the ocean or lake sur-

face in regard to waves. A.G.I.
sea amber. Amber which has been scooped
from the oce.an or found on the beaches.
Its surface is devoid of the incrustations
natural to mined amber unless they have
been artificially removed to imitate sea
amber. See also scoop stone. Shipley.
sea arch. The roof of a cave cut by the sea
through a headland. Leet.
sea balls. Ball-like masses of somewhat fibrous

material of organic origin mechanically
collected by wave movement in shallow
waters. See also lake balls. Pettijohn.

seabeach placers. Alaska. Placers adjacent to
the seashore to which the wave, have
access. Fay.

sea bloom. See plankton bloom. Hy.

sea cave. A cleft in a sea cliff excavated in
easily weathered rocks by waves and
currents. A.G.I.
sea cavern. See sea cave.

cliff. Wave erosion, acting within a
definite zone, may be rudely compared
to the operation of a horizontal saw; but
the upper wall of the saw cut, being
without support, is broken away by its
own weight and falls in fragments, leav-

sea

ing a cliff at the shoreward margin of the
cut. This wave-wrought cliff is termed
a sea cliff. See also wave-cut terrace.

A.G.I.

sea coal. A. Old name for bituminous coal,
either becr,use it was exported by sea
from collirries in coastal districts, or be .
cause it W AS at first applied to coal washed

ashore from deposits below sea level.

Arkell. b. Coal dug from the earth; so
called

formerly to distinguish it from

charcoal, because it was brought to London by sea. Known formerly as pit coal;
earth coal. Standard, 1964. c. U.S. Rare.
Soft coal as distinguished from anthracite.
Standard, 1964. d. Archaic: Mineral coal.
Webster 3d. e. Pulverized bituminous coal
used as a foundry facing. Webster 3d.
sea current. The currents that constitute part
of the general oceanic circulation. Synonym for ocean current. Schieferdecker.
sea foam. An early synonym for meerschaum.
Fay.

sea grass. Seed-bearing marine plants, more
highly organized than algae, found in
shallow waters, both brackish and marine.
Attain lengths up to 8 feet. See also eelgrass. Hy.

sea-green slate. See colored slates. AIME, p.
793.

seahigh. Elevation of the deep-sea floor of
more than 3,000 feet, the morphology of
which is insufficiently known to be coy-

sealing
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ered by a more
Schieferdecker.

precise

dcfinition.

sea ice. a. Within polar regions, the surface
of the sea freezes during the long winter
season, the product being known as sea
ice or field ice. A.G.I. b. Ice formed in
the sea (in contrast to icebergs which
and formed on land). Schieferdecker.
Seailles process. For the simultaneous production of alumina and Portland cemcnt
from siliceous bauxite, or from an aluminous slag or clay. An appropriately proportioned batch is fired in a rotary kiln
to give 5Ca0.3A1203 and 2Ca0.5i02;
leaching of this product yields alumina
and reburning of the residue with more
lime yields a cement clinker. Alternative
name Seailles-Dyckerhoff process. Dodd,
sea incense. Old Russian name for amber
found on the seashore. Tomkeieff, 1954'.
seaknoll. Submarine hill or elevation of the
deep-sea floor less prominent than sea-

mount. This term should only be used
if the feature has been adequately surveyed, and the terms seamount, tablemount or guyot, and seapeak should be
used if the elevation exceeds 3,000 feet

above the surrounding floor. Schieferdecker.
seal. a. Corn. A portion of earth or rock

which separates and falls from the main

body. Fay. b. To secure a borehole or

excavation against cave-ins and flowing
or escaping gas or liquids by the use of
cement or other sealants. Long. c. To secure a mine opening against flowing or
escaping gas, air, or liquids by injecting
grout, by coating rock surfaces with gunite, or by erecting rock, concrete, wood,
or cloth barriers, Long. d. A short length
of roadway which has been tightly tilled
with concrete, brickwork, sand, sandbags,

or other material to close off an arca
against fire, gas, or water. In the case
of a fire, the seal cuts off the air supply
and also prevents noxious fumes given
off horn reaching other parts of the mine.
A common method of sealing is to erect
a barrier of sandbags, and to plug crevices
with sand or clay. The sandbag barrier is
usually the first line of defense and when

a more permanent and effective seal is
needed a brick or concrete wall is erected.
Also called stopping. Nelson. c. The air-

tight joint made between the cover and
frame of a soil drain manhole cover.
The name also applies ti. the seal formed
by tile water contained within the trap
of a gulley. See also double-seal manhole

cove.. Ham. f. The water contained in a
trap, which prevents the flow of air or
gases from one side to the other. C.T.D.

g. See ceramic-to-metal seal; glass-to-metal

seal; metallizing; scaling glass. Dodd.
seal coat. An asphaltic treatment of new or
existing surfaces to make them waterproof. Shell Oil Co.

seal-discharge washer operator. See coal
washer, a. D.O.T. Supp.
Seale construction. Strand construction having one size of wires for the outer layer
with the same number of smaller wires
in the underlayer. Both layers have the
same length and dirc:.tion of lay, 6 x 19
(9/9/1) equal laid. Ham.

sealed area, In mining, portion o; underground workings sealed off, usually because of fire (in which case no air is
allowed to enter). Pryor, 3.
sealed area, reopening. There are four methods used in reopening sealed-off areas

in a mine: (1) the direct method in
which the stoppings are breached and
air is circulated around the district with-

out previous inspection by a rescue team;
(2) the prior inspection method in which
prior inspection of the whole district by
a rescue team is followed by circulation

of air around the district; (3) the stage
method in which the ventilation is restored and the enclosed gases are removed

in successive stages; and (4) the partial

reopening method which is adopted when
it is required to recover part of a district

but leave the remainder scaled off. Sinclair, I, pp. 302-305.

sealed off. See seal off. Long.
sealed-off area. A part of a mine which has
been sealed off from the rest of the mine.

The object of sealing off a fire arca is
to: (1) contain the trouble, and to pre-

vent an explosion which may occur inby
from extending to other parts of the
mine; (2) build up an extinctive atmosphere inside the sealed-off arca; and (3)
prevent the access of air to the inby side
of the seal. Nelson.
sealed porosity. See porosity. Dodd.
sealed source. Any radiactive source of ionizing radiations that is firmly bonded with-

in metals or sealed in a capsule or similar container. NCB.

a. A container in which unconsolidated core or soil samples are placed to
prevent drying or damage in transit. See
also sampler liner. Long. b. See capper.
D.O.T. I.
Seale rope. A wire rope that has six or eight
strands each, having a large center wire
covered by nine small wires that are
sealer.

covered in turn by nine large wires. Lewis,
p. 249.

Seale's lay. A wire rope with the inner and
outer layers consisting of the same number of wires, the outer being larger and
lying in the grooves or valleys between
the inner wires. Both layers are stranded

or laid in one operation. Extra support

is given to the outer wires by this method
and the wires are in line contact through-

out and there is no internal crosscutting
of wires. Sinclair, V, p. 6.

sea level. See mean sea level. Seelye, 2.
sea level correction. The deduction made

from a measured length of a base line
to establish its true length at sea level.
See also tape correction. Ham.

sea level datum. A determination of mean sea

level which has been adopted as a stand-

ard datum for heights although it may
differ from a later determination over a

longer period of time. Hy.
sealing. a. Shutting off all air from a mine
or portion of a mine a practice used
in an emergency in order to check fire
by eliminating oxygen. Also, as a routine shutting-off method for worked-out
areas in some mines. B.C.I. b. Sealing is
used to overcome mine fires when other
methods have failed. It involves the erection of temporary or permanent seals for
the purpose of cutting off the oxygen sup-

ply to the arca on fire. Sealing causes

the fire to extinguish itself by consuming

the oxygen in the sealed off arca. Kentucky, p. 277. c. Cutting off the air supply to effect extinction of underground
fires by erecting sandbag stopping! at
convenient places. The combustion process uses up the available oxygen within
the sealed arca, the process is arrested
and the hot ground cools down gradually
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seat earth

seaming. Joining sheet metal parts by interlocking bends. ASM Gloss,

tal sufficient to carry on a campaign over
several years. Hoov, p. 251.
searlesite. A white, hydrous borosilicate of

sealing
heat is conducted away by the
surrounding cooler strata. Mason, v. 1,
p. 286. d. Closing pores in anodic coatas the

ings

to

render them

less

absorbent.

ASM Gloss. c. Plugging leaks in a casting by introducing thermosetting plastics
into porous areas and subsequently set-

seamless-ring rolling. Hot rolling of a circular

blank, with a hole in the center, to form
a weldless, circular ring by continuous
compressive forces exerted by a main roll

on the outer diameter against a pin on

ting the plastic with heat. ASM Gloss.
sealing coat. Bitumen or road tar either pure

the inner diameter. Shaped cross sections
may be obtained ;.)y appropriate con-

thin film over a road surface. Ham,

of the ring is eonirolled by auxiliary rolls.

or as an emulsion, applied

to form a

seaflng glass. A glass that is suitable for use

touring of the pin and roll. The height
ASM Gloss,

in scaling a glass envelope of an elec-

seamless tube. Tube other than that made by

usual basis for the selection of such a

fiat strip. May be made by extrusion (non-

tronic valve, for example, to metal. The

glass

is matching its thermal expansion

and contraction with that of the metal
over the rAnge of temperature from that
at which the seal is made to room tem-

perature; however, a glass that is sfficiently soft (for example, a lead glass)
can accommodate considerable stress at
a glass-metal seal by slowly yielding. See
also glass-to-metal seal. Dodd.

sealing surface. The portion of the finish
which makes contact with the sealing

gasket or liner. See also finish, d.
ASTM C-162-66.
sealing-wax flow. See convolute bedding. Pettijohn.
sealing-wax wood. Pieces of wood full of resin

found in brown coal. When ignited they
burn, melting and giving off soot and an
aromatic odor like scaling wax. A.G.I.

seal off. The use of a cement or other sealant
in a borehole. Seal off is not synonymous
with blank off and case off, where securing the walls of a borehole is accom-

plished by setting pipe or casing. Compare seal, b. Long,

seal sapphire. A seal-brown silky variety of
sapphire, usually

a giraal;

sometimes

epiasteriated. Same as adamantine spar.
Shipley.

seam. a. A stratum or bed of coal or other
mineral; generally applied to large deposits of coal. Fay; B.C.I. b. In geology
a thin layer or stratum of rock; also

applied to coal. Vein of coal, coalbed,

equivalent terms.
Ricketts, I. c. Corn. A horscload. Fay. d.
and

coal

scam

are

A joint, ;left, or fissure. Fay. c. A plane
in a coalbed at which the different layers of coal are easily separated. Fay. f.

As used by churn d "lers, a synonym

for crevice. Long. g. A Jorseload of tin.
Gordon. h. A very narrow vein. Nelson.
i. on the surface of metal, an unwelded

fold or lap which appears as a crack,
usually resulting from a defect 4 tained
in casting or in working. ASM Gloss.

j. Mechanical or welded joints. ASM

Gloss. k. Mark on ceramic ware or glass
surface resulting from joint of matching
mold parts. ASTM C162-66.1. To slightly
grind the sharp edges of a piece of glass.
ASTM C162-66. m. See joint line. Dodd.
seamanite. A transparent, pale yellow
wine-yellow mineral, Mne(P0s) (BO.).
31120; orthorhombk; found in the Chicagon mine near Iron River, Mich. Dana
7, v. 2, p. 388.
seam blast. A blast made by placing powder
or other explosives along and in a seam
or crack between the solid wall and the

stone or coal intended to be removed.
Fay.

seam contour. A line drawn on a plan joining points on the floor or roof of a seam
which haw the same height above a premribed datum. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

bending over and welding the edges of

metals), or by piercing a hole
through a billet and then rolling down
over a mandrel to form a tube of the
ferrous

required dimensions. C.T.D.

seamount. a. A submarine mountain rising

more than 500 fathoms above the ocean
floor. A.G.I. Generally a volcanic cone.
A.G.I. SuPP. b. An isolated mountain
structure rising from the sea floor to with-

in a short distance of the surface. Hy.

c. Any hill found on the ocean floor with
a relief of more than one kilometer.
Mero, p. 103.
seamout. A shot that merely blows out a soft

stratum in the coal or escapes through

a scam without loosening the main mass
of coal. In Arkansas, called squeal-out.
Fay.

seam structure. The physical characteristics
of a coal seam. It refers to the scam thickness, and to the slips, joints, partings, and
bands of dirt or inferior coal. The seam
structure will influence the method of
working, the choice of face machines,

machine cutting, and shotfiring. The degradation and dirt produced will depend on the scam structure. See also
cleat. Nelson.

sea mud. A rich saline deposit from salt
marshes and seashores. Fay.
seam welding. a. Arc or resistance welding in

which a series of overlapping spot welds
is produced with rotating electrodes rotating work, or both. ASM Gloss. b. Making a longitudinal weld in sheet metal or
tubing. ASM Gloss.
seamy. Full of seams, so as to be difficult to
blast. Fay.
sea ore. Eng. Seaweed. Webster 2d.
seapeak. A leamount, roughly circular or elliptical in plan, with a pointed top.
Schieferdecker.

sea peat. Peat derived from seaweeds. It is
very rare. Tomkeieff, 1954.
seaquake. Earthquake of which the origin

below the sea bottom. Often unnoticed on land but observed at sea as
lies

shocks felt on board ship. Synonym for

submarine earthquake. Schieferdecker.
search coil. a. Sensitive device, using the
mine-detector principle, for locating ferromagnetic material which is to be removed before ore treatment. It typically

monitors a stream of ore passing along
a conveyor belt, which it stops when
iron is detected Pryor, 3. b. Coil that
is used in electromagnetic methods for
measuring the magnetic field that is associated with the electric current. Schie-

ferdecker.
search ,srndlicate. Search syndicates, like pros-

pecting clubs, deal mainly with mines in
the early stages of discovery and develop-

ment, but they have a stronger type of

organization and a firmer financial backing. Such a byndicate should have capi-

sodium,

NaB(SiO2)2.H20 ;

monoclinic.

Minute spherulites composed of radiating
fibers. From Searles Lake, Calif. English.
Searles Lake brine. A source of trona, Na2
CO2.HNaCO2.2H20. Occurs in Searles
Lake, San Bernardino Co -.ity, Calif.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-221.
seasale. Newc. Coal delivered by or to ships,
as for export. Fay.

sea salt. Salt made by the evaporation of
seawater. Standard, 1964.
sea sand. Sand containing alkaline salts that

attract and retain moisture and cause

efflore-,:ence in brick masonry. Zern, p.
145.

seancarp. Elevated and comparatively steep
slope of the sea floor. Schieferdecker.
sea.slick. An arca of sea surface, variable in

size and markedly different in appearance, with color and/or oiliness; usually

caused by plankton blooms. Hy.
season cracking. Cracking resulting from the
combined effects of corrosion and internal

stress. A term usually applied to stresscorrosion cracking of brass. ASM Gloss.

seasoned. Applied to q..:arrystone after the
moisturr has dried out. Fay.
seasoning; weathering. A mode of treatment
of iron castings which are allowed to re-

main in storage, or to stand out in the

open, for a more or less extended period,
for example, 6 months, in order to effect

a reduction in the residual stresses and
consequently in the degree of distortion
during subsequent machining. A very
similar result can often be obtained by
a comparatively short period, for example,
30 minutes of tumbling. Since stress

relieving by heat treatment

is

a more

certain process, and seasoning involves

much delay and the use of considerable
space for storage, stress relieving is more

usually employed. Osborne.
seasoning timber. The drying of the sap and

moisture in the woody fibers and thus

reducing the timber by shrinkage. It .becomes more durable and weighs less.
Timber may be air-drit.d, that is, dried
naturally in air, or kiln-dried, which
means dried in kilns under the action of
artificial heat. The former is more general. See also timber preservation. Nelson.
sea state. Numerical or written description of
ocean surface roughness. Hy.
seastone. Amber. Shipley.

seat. a. The underclay or fireclay on which
a coal scam rests. Also called mating.
Arkell.

b. Barb. The floor of a mine.

Fay. c. The foundation or framework on
which a structure rests, for example, engine seat, cage seat. Fay. d. A synonym
for socket. See also socket, d. Long. e.

The surface against which the closure
part of a Valve is pressed to close the
valve. Long. f. A place prepared on the
siege of a glass pot furnace for the sup-

port of a pot. See also siege. Dodd.
seat clay. a. Fireclay. Fay. b. See scat earth.
b.s. 3618, 1964) sec. ,5.

seat earth. a, A bed representing old soil,
usually containing abundant rootlets, underlying a coal seam. See also fire clay.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. ,5. b. The soil on
which the coal forests flourished. Nelson.
c. Stratum underlying the valuable seam.
Floor of a coal seam. See also underclay;
clunch; seat rock. Pryor, 3.

seated
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seated. a. Pla-.ed in position. See also socket,

seaweed agate. A descriptive term for certain
specimens of mocha stone or moss agate.

d. Long. b. Closed by pressing the closure part of a valve against its seat. See
also seat, c. Long.
seating. The surfr ce of the point of support
for a heavy load. Ham.
seating block. A block of fire clay refractory
shaped to support a boiler. Dodd.

seating curve. The curve at the bottom of the
tooth gap on .a roller chain sprocket.
J&M.
seat of settlement. Thc deposit of soil under a
loaded foundation within which the majoy settlement occurs. See also excavation
deformation. Nelson.
seat rock. The nearest bed of clunch, grit, or
sandstone, under a coal seam. Also called

seat stone; hard seat; seat earth; underclay. Fay.

seat stone. See seat rock. Fay.
ses vacuum cleaners. The notion that a pump
system may be the best means for collection of minerals from the bottom of the
sm. Hy. Vacuum cleaners are presently
being used to recover gold-bearing fines
from shallow depths in some California
rivers (possibly in other localities). Bureau of Mines Staff.
seaward rise. Thc elevated seaward margin
of reef islands, generally formed uf
boulders, or finer gravel, and commonly

Shipley.

seaweed bed. An area of attachment and

growth of much algae or eelgrms. Hy.
sea weld. Any weld used primarily to obtain

tightness and prevent leakage. ASM Gloss.
sebastianite. A phanerocrystalline rock composed of anorthite and biotite, with smal-

ler amounts of augite and apatite. The
type differs from puglianite, of which it
is a heteromorphic form, i n containing

biotite instead of leuc:te. Holmes, 1928.
sebka. N. Africa. A dry area or bed of a lake
incrusted with salt; a salt marsh, Standard, 1964.
sebkainite. Crude potassium chloride obtained by solar evaporation of brine from
a lake south of Gabcs, Tunisia. Hess.
sec Abbreviation for second, secant. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 61.
secant. The secant of an arc is a line drawn

from the center of the circle through
one extremity of the arc, and limited by
a tan;ent at the other extremity..Zern,

p. 54.
secant modulus of elasticity. Materials such

as concrete or prestressing wire have a
variable Young's modulus (E) so that
the particular value of E adopted must
be either the slope of the tangent to the
stress-strain curve or that of the secant.
The latter is the line which joins the
origin of the ,:urve to, for instance, the

capped by dune sand. Where appropriate, this rise may be mere specifically

designated as gravel ridge. See also gravel
ridge. Schieferdecker.

seawater. Water from a sea and having a
high content of dissolved salts, 3.5 to

0.1 percent proof stress, expressed on the

curve. For a material within its elastic
range, the secant will coincide with the

3.6 percent, which is made up as follows:
2.72 percent sodium chloride 0.38 percent magnesium chloride, 0.17 percent
magnesium sulfate, 0.01 percent magnesium bromide, 0.13 percent calcium sulfate, 0.01 percent calcium carbonate, and

tangent. Ham. See also modulus of elasticity, a.
Secar. Trade name; a pure calcium aluminate cement, suitable for use in making
special refractory castables or shapes. It
is available in two grades, the purer

p. 360,

A1203, 4 6 to 29 percent CaO, less than 1
percent 5i02, and less than 1 percent
Fe203. Dodd.
secchl disk. A lAite disk which, when sub-

0.08 percent potassium sulfate. f%oper,

seawater batteries. Silver-zinc batteries activated by flow of seawater through them.
These can provide six times the power of
ordinary batteries. Hy.
seawater magnesia. Seawater contains approximately 0.14 percent magnesia. It
can be extracted by treatment with
slaked lime or with lightly calcined dolomite: MgCl2+Ca(OH)2Mg(OH)21-CaCl2
MgS0,1 + Ca ( OH)2 Mg ( OH )2 + CaSO4.

When calcined dolomite is Ised as precipitant, the yield is almost doubled because the Mg0 in the calcined dolomite
is also largely recovered. The precipitated Mg(OH)s is settled in tanks, filtered, and then calcined or dead-burned
to produce Mg0. The first small scale

plant was put into operation in Cali-

fornia in 1935. Tht first large scale production was at Wes: Hartlepool, England,
in 1938; most of magnesia needed for

the productien of bask refractories in

Great Britain has since been derived

horn the sea. Dodd.

Sea water magnesite. A dead-burned material
composed essentially of magnesia obtained

from sea water or other saline solutions
by chemical processes. Bureau of Mines
Staff. See also synthetic magnesite.
sea wax. a. A kind of ozocerite or mineral
wax; maltha. Webster 3d. b. Bituminous
matter thrown up along seacoasts and
probably derived from seaweeds. This ma-

terial is sometimes mistaken for an indication of the presence of petroleum. Tomkeieff, 1954.

(Secar 205) contains 70 to 72 percent

mergzd to varying depths, aids in detemuning the color and depth of light

penetration in the sea. Ily.
sec ft Abbreviation for second-foot, BuMin
Style Guide, p. 61.
.

second. a. A unit for measuring angles or
time, the 60th part of a minute. Zern, p.

54. b. Sometimes used to designate a medium-quality drill diamond. Long.
secondarily enriched deposits. Deposits

formed by the dissolving or leaching of

the metal from the upper part of the

."..tposit close to the surface, the metal
content of the solutions collecting on the
metallic minerals below, thus forming an
enriched zone. Some silver and zinc deposits have been enriched in this way, but
certain copper deposits form the most important products of secondary enrichment.
Lewis, p. 276.

Secondary. Geological period genetally called

Mesozoic, which embraces all the rocks
between the Tertiary and Primary. Gordon.

secondary. a. A general term applkd to rocks
and minerals formed as a consequence of
the alteration of preexisting minerals.
Secondary minerals may thus be formed
in situ as pseudomorphs or paramorphs,
or they may be deposited from solution
In the interstices of a rock through which
the solut'on is percolating. Holmes, 1928.

b. Formed of material derived from the
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secondary consolidation
erosion or disintegration of other rocks;
derivative; said of elastic sedimentary
rocks. Fay. c. Of rock minerals: minerals

introduced into the rock or formed by
metamorphism or alteration. Of ore: en-

riched by supergene pro,-esses. Ballard.
secondary air. In a combustion chamber, air

that meets with primary air to consume
the fuel completely and complete combustion. Newton, p. 259.

secondary allochthonous coal. Coal from deposits representing the resedimentation of
peat or coal masses previously deposited
elsewhere. Stutzer and Noe, 1940, p. 156.
secondary anomaly. See geochemical anomaly.
Lewis, p. 296.
secondary ash. Ash in coal derived from

mineral matter precipitated in cleat cla-

vities, etc. Tomkeieff, 1954.
secondary heam. A beam supported off, and
transferring loads to, main beams which
are themselves carried directly by the

walls or columns. Ham.

secondary blasting. Irrespective of the method
of primary blasting employed, it is usually

necessary to reblast a proportion of the
rock on the quarry floor so as to reduce
it to a size suitable for handling by the
excavators and crushers availablt!. Two
methods of secondary blasting of rack are

available. The first is to fire a charge of
explosive placed on the rock and covered
with clay, the shock of the detonating
explosive breaking the block. This is
usually called

the

plaster or mudcap

method. The second technique known as
pop-shooting, is to drill a hoie into the
block and fire a small charge in thig hole,
which is usually stemmed with ivarry
fines. McAdam II, p. 158. Also called
blistering ;

bulldozing.

Fay.

See

also

plaster shooting; popping; snakeholing;
pop shot. Nelson.

secondary bonds. Van der Waals bonds.

These have energies of less than 10 kcal/
mole. V.V.
secondary calcium phogphao. See calcium
phosphate, dibasic. CCD 6d, 1961.
secondary cek. a. A cell which receives its
electrical energy from a charging operation, then stores this energy until it is

required. Hence the name storage bat-

tery or accumulator which is often giver
to secondary cePs. Used in motorcars,
miners' electric safety lamps, and battery
locomotives. Morris and Cooper, p. 233.
There are two main types iti general use:
the lead acid and the nickel iron or alkaline, and each has its own particular application. Mason, v. 2, pp. 399-400. b.
A group of flotation cells in which a product from the primary cells is retreated.
B.S. 3552, 1962. c. See accumulator.
Nelson.

secondary clay; sedimentsky day. A clay
which has been geologically transported
from its place of formation. ASTM
C242-60. See ah transportod clay.
secondary consolidation. a. The reduction in
volume of a soil mass caused by the appli-

cation of a sustained load to the mass
and due principally to the adjustment

of the internal structure of the soil mass

after most of the load has been transferred from the soil water to the soil

solids. Also called secondary compression.

secondir/ time effect. ACSE P1826. b.

Compaction of sediment occurring at essen-

tially constant pressure resulting from internal processes such as recnstallization.
A.G.I. Supp.

secondary twinning

secondary copper
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secondary copper. Copper scrap. Mersereau,
4th, p. 506,
secondary creep. See creep. ASM Gloss.
secondary crusher. Crushing and pulverizing

phism, involving rock flowage. Compare
primary gneissic banding. C.T.D.
secondary grinding. Further comminution of
material already reduced to sand sizes in

crushing to further reduce the particle size

secondary hardening. Tempering certain
alloy steels at certain temperatures so
that the resulting hardness is greater than
that obtained by tempering the same steel

machines next in line after the primary

of shale or other rock. See also primary
crusher, ACSG,

1963. This group

of

machines includes the finer types of jaw

crusher and gyratory crusher, and also
crushing rolls, hammer mills, and edge

runner mills. Dodd.
secondary crushing. In ore dressing, the sec-

ond stage of grinding in which the discharge

from

the

primary

crusher

is

broken down to a size suitable for feed

to fine grinding machines. Newton, p. 58.
secondary deposit. a. Made when the sediments already deposited are eroded and
redeposited. Schieferdecker. b. A deposit
formed by denudation and concentration
of the minerals at the surface of the
earth. !boo, p. 94.
secondary dispersion. Geochemical dispersion

of elements by processes originating at
the surface of the earth; opposite of primary dispersion. Hawkes. Secondary pAt-

terns are those foimed at the earth's surface by weathering, erosion, or surface
transpn-tation. Secondary patterns have
been classthed more in detail as halos,
fans, and trains, depending on the char-

acteristic shape of the pattern and its

geometric relationship to the lre deposit
or other source. Lewts, p. 29.

secondary drilling. The process of drilling the

so-called "popholes" tor the purpose of
breaking the larger masses of rock thrown

down by the primary blast. Fay.
secondary enlargement.

The

desposition

rod or ball mills. Pryor, 3.

at some lower temperature for the same

time. ASM Gloss.
secondary hardness.

Further increase

in

hardness produced on tempering highspeed steel after quenching. C.T.D.
secondary haulage. That portion of the
haulage system which collects the coal
from the various gathering-haulage delivery points and delivers it to the main
haulage system. Whee.er, H.R. p. 2.
secondary hydrothermql deposit. A metalliferous deposit formed by metal displacements from already existing deposits

of an earlier phase of plutonism, for example, the formation of an Alpine ore
deposit through the rearrangement of Hercynian ore material. Schieferdecker.

secondary interstices. Those developed by
processes that affrc ed the rocks after
they had been formed. A.G.I.
secondary lead. Lead derived from salvage
of wornout end-product items, such as
battery plates, cable covering, pipe and
sheet, which are collected, remelted, and
refined in secondary smelters to produce
refined lead or various lead-base alloys.
RuMines Bull., 630, 1965, p. 491.

secondary spins. The main air splits, occur at
the shaft bottom. In most cases, these

these by hydration become hydrous forms

HW.

secondary fan. Any fan installed underground

to ventilate tunnels or workings where

the air current is slugjish. See also auxiliary fan; booster fan. Nelson.
secondary fertilizer components. Fertilizer

comprments, other than primary, euential to proper plant growth, for example, calcium, magnesium, sulfur, manganese, copper, zinc, and boron. Bennett

2d, 1962.
secondary foliation. Foliation that develops
after the rock has consolidated. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.
secondary geochemical cycle. This cycle is
comprised of the processes of weathering,
erosion, transportation,
p. 75,
and sedimentation. Hawkes,
secondary gneissic banding. A prominent
mineral banding exhibited by coarsesoil

formation,

grained crystalline rocks that have been
subjected to intense regional metamor-

primary shaft but not in line with the

of tht same. Fay. b. A mineral that was
formed later than the rock in which it

from the alteration of a primary mineral.

tion as the nucleus. Under proper con-

by some fire clay and high-alumina refractories of developing permanent expansion at temperatures within their useful range; not the same as overfiring.

ASM Gloss.

secondary reject elevator. A refuse elevator
which extracts the second or lighter reject; usually situated at the discharge
end of the washbox. B.S. 3552, 1962.
secondary rocks. Rocks composed of derived
or secondhand materials. They include
residual, sedimentary, chemical, and organic types that are formed of elastic
or precipitated materials or of materials
accumulated by organisms. The term was
also Ised in the past al one of the series
primary, secondary. Tertiary, and Quaternary, to designate one of a series of successively formed groups of rocks. In this
sense, it is no longer employed but the
term Tertiary and Quaternary have been
retained as period names in the time
scale. Stokes and Varnes 1955.
secondary seining. The per' od following the
primary settling in surfa :e subsidence in
which the surface subside, gradually. This
period may continue for many yt ars or
even decades. Compare primary settling.
Stoces, v. 1, p. 497.
secondary shaft. The shaft which extends a
mine downwards from the bottom of the

to sulfates, carbonates, and oxides and

secondary metal. Metal recovere.d from scrap
by remelting and refining. ASM Gloss.
cecondary mineral. a. A mineral resulting
Thus, original sulfides by oxidation chL ige

ditions, good crystal faces may be developed in this way. A.G.I.
secondary enrichment. An enrichment of a
vein or an ore body by mzterial of later
origin, often derived from the oxidation
of decomposed, overlying ore masses.
Nature's process of making high-grade
ores out of low-grade ores. Weed, 1922,
secondary environment. See geochemical environment. Hawkes, 2, p. 10.
secondary expansion. The property exhibited

a secondary development
period. A,G.I.
secondary recrystallizafion. See grain growth.
followed by

primary shaft. Spalding.
secondary shooting. In quarrying, the reduction in size or dimension of blasted rock
by additional or secondary blasting.
St7eefkerk, p. 17.
secondary slimes. See slimes. Pryor, 4, p. 817.
secondary source. If an operation agitates or
disperses dust, it is a secondary source.

around a nucleus, in optical continuity
with it, of material of the same composi-

voir energy, as by fluid injection. It
usually implies substantial depletion of
the reservoir before the injection of fluids,

is found. See also primary mirY-LAL Nelson.

secondary mineral deposits. Primary mineral
deposits are eventually sul-jected to alterations through weathering, both chemical and mechanical, and give rise to
secondary deposits, which are divided in-

to three groups: sedimentary rocks, secondarily enriched ore deposits, and residual or detrital ore deposits. Lewis, p.
273.

secondary mineral matter. In a coal scam,
the material brought in solution by percolating waters and deposited in cracks
and joints, subsequent to the formation
of the coal. Nelson.

secondary openings. Voids produced in rocks
subsequent to their formation through
agencies, such as solution, weathering, or
movement. A.G.I.

secondary ore. The alteration or secondary
concentration products of primary ore.

Hartman, p. 59.

splits are again separated at come point
inbye and these are called secondary
splits. See also ventilation splitting. Nelson.

secondary station. A tide station operated
only over a short period of time or one
at which limited data are collected. See
also subordinate. stat:m. Hy.

secondary stratication. Stratification -developed when sediments already deposited
are thrown into suspension and redeposited. A.G.I.
secondary structure. Ctructure in a sedimentary rock which developed penecontemporaneously with sedimentation or shortly
thereafter. Refers to an accretionary
structure of chemical origin. A.G.I.
secondary sulfide zone. r, many metalliferous
deposits, particularly those of copper,

there is found below the zone of oxidation, a second zone containing sulfide min-

Schieterdecker.
secondary ptoosity. Porosity developed after

erah that have reprecipitated from down.
trickling solutions containing metals
leached from the oxidized zone. This

solution, or weathering. A.G.I.
secondary prodAts. See middlings.

change from oxidizing to reducing conditions, such as the level of ground water,
at the time of secondary deposition. The

the formation of a deposit and resulting
from subsequent fractueng, replacement,

secondary radiation. Radiation, other than

the primary radiation emitted by any
irradiated matter or scattered in any

other direction than that of the primary

beam. Mr ' ,
secondary re kivery. The recovery obtained by

any method whereby oil or gas is produced by augmenting the natural reser-
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tr.

1

secondary sulfide. zone generally marks the

zone is often greatly enriched and may
constitute economically recoverable ore,

whereas the original primary deposit may
not. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
secondary twinning. Twinning produced sub-

sequently to the original formation of a
crystal, or crystalline man, due to pressure, causing the inversion of the atomic

1

1

secondary twinning
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pattern of the crystal structure in certain
lamella. The cause of parting. Shipley.
secondary vein. A mineral vein which was
discovered after the original or discovery
vein on which the claim was based. Also
called incidental vein. Nelson. The extralateral rights of secondary veins in a
claim depend on the dip of the original

seconds. a. N.S.W. The second-class ore that

that is, extralateral rights are allowed on
the secondary veins if they dip in the
same general direction as the original
vein, but they arc not allowed if the
secondary veins dip ir the opposite d'rection. Lewis, pp. 33-34.
secondary water. Water entering the mine
from other workings, as opposed to water
inherent in the area worked by the mine.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4.
secondary wave. Synonym for distortional
wave; equivolumnar wave; shear wave;
S-wave; transverse wave. A.G.I.
second bye. Fifth grade of rough diamonds.

second side. The final side of a plate glass to
be ground and polished. ASTM C162-66.

vein on which the claim was located;

Hess.

second cape. Third grade of South African
rough diamonds. Hess.
second-class lever. A lever whose force is
exerted between the fulcrum and the
point where it is applied. Nichols.
secondclass ore; mill ore. An ore that must
be given

some preliminary treatment,

requires dressing. New South Wales. b.
Pottery ware with small, not readily noticeable, blemishes. Compare firsts, b;
lump, b. Dodd.
secones A.P.I. A unit of viscosity as measured with a Marsh funnel according to
American Petroleum Institute procedure.
Brantly, 1.

second way. Grain, quartering way, bate,

hem, sheeting plane. Arkell.
second weight. In mine subsidence, the

powerful thrust or pressure, generally 20
to 40 feet from the face, that causes the
distance from the roof to the floor to

diminish rapidly and for packwalls to

become compressed or pushed down into
a soft bottom. Timber legs or metal sup-

ports (if any) in the gates are generally
broken or twisted. Briggs, p. 162.
second worker. In anthracite coal mining,
one who is required to serve a specified number of years before being termed
a first-class miner. D.O.T.1.
second workbag. a. The operation of getting

or working out the coal pillars formed

by the first working. Fay. b. In coal mining, unless the pillars of coal are left
permanently to support the surface, they

such as concentration, nicking, etc., before a mark:.table grade or a grade suit-

are removed. This phase of mining is

tained. See also first.class ore. Nelson.
second derivative. The magnetic field intensity or of one of its components with respect to the vertical coordinate. Schiefer-

greater portion of the coal is produced in
the second working. Compare first working. Also called pillar working. Kentucky,
pp. 334-335.
seconite. A finely ground plastic clay which

able for further treatment can be ob-

decker.

second-foot. A cub:c foot per second. See lye,

1. Uqually abbreviated to cusec. Ham.
second-foot-day. The volume of water represented by a flow of 1 cubic foot per second for 24 hours. It is 86,400 cubic feet,
or nearly 2 acre-feet (actually 1.9835) ;
a convenient unit in storage computations.
Seely., 1.
second mining. a. The recovery of pillar coal

after !irst-mining in chambers has been
compk ted. Hudson. b. The recovery of
pillar. after development of block pillars
by the multiple entry system has completed a panel. Dureau of Mines Staff.

seebad moment of area. The correct term for
tilt, moment of inertia (I) of the plane
area of a section. Ham.
second or back explosion. Aust. Supposed to
be due to the ignition of gases developed

from higHy heated coal dust, and gases

sucked out of the faces of coal by the
partial vacuum resulting from the primary explosion, or liberated 'oy fall of

roof. Compare retcnation wave. Pay.
second-order reaction. Chemical treatment in

which rate of reaction is determined by
two concentration terms. When two mole-

cules react (A -I- B

.
. .) the rate
expression at constan' volume is
d[A]
d[b]
k2[A].(13]
dt
dt

k being the velocity constant. Pryor, 3.
second outlet. An emergency exit from the
min's to the surface. Also called second
opening; escapeway. Hudson.
second quality fire clay brick. A trade term,

usually indicating fire clay brick of the

intermediate duty class: Bureau of Mines
Stall.

second ripplogs. The first back rippings on a
roadway. Nelson.

called the second working or pillar work-

ing. Where the pillars are removed the

in proportions not lower than 6 percent
gives satisfactory green strength when
used al a bond with molding sand. Osborne.

secretion. a. The process by which animals
and plants transform mineral material
from solution into skeletal forms. Holmes,

192. b. Material which has been de-

secular change
Standard, 1964. i. The representation to
scale of

the variations in level of the

ground surface along any particular line.
C.T.D. j. In geology, either a natural or
an 'artificial rock cut, or the representa-

tion of such on paper. Fay. k. Usually
applied to a vertical exposure of strata.
Fay. 1. A piece of land that is 1 square
mile or 640 acres in area forming one
of the 36 subdivisions of a township in
a U.S. public-land survey. Webster 3d.
m. The local series of beds constituting
a group or formation; as, the Cambrian
section of Wales. Standard, 1964. n. A
surface of metals or opaque minerals cut
or prepared for examination. Hess.

secfional core barrel. A core barrel, the length

of which can be increased by coupling

unit sections together. See also extension
core barrel. Long.
sectionalizing circuk breaker. See circuit

breaker, a. Kentucky p. 255.

sectionalizing switch. A sectionalizing switch

is used for connecting and disconnecting
(or both) adjacent electric circuits.
ASA M2.1-1963.

sectional mining belt conveyor. A belt conveyor so arranged that it can he lengthened or shortened by the addition or the
removal of interchangeable increments or
parts. NEMA MB1-1961.

sectional tank. A water tank built up of

standardized pressed steel units having
external flanges which are bolted together
in an assembly for varying sizes of tank.
Ham.

sectional-type conveyor. A conveyor that is
lengthened or shortened by adding or
removing ir lermediate sections. NEMA
MB1-1956.
section boss. A more or less loosely used term

applied to the assistant mine foreman in
charge of an area, although used in law

in some states in lieu of assistant fore.
man and certified as such. B.C.I.

section factor. See sector modulus. Ro,

posited from solution by infiltration ir.to
the cavity of a rock. Compare concretion.
Holmes, 1920. c. Oppobite of concretion

section foreman. In anthracite and bitumi-

cleus. A.G.I.

also assistant.
section man. See section foreman. D.O.T. 1.

in which growth is outward from a nu-

sectile. Capable of being cut with a knik,
without breaking off in pieces. A..3./.
sectile mineral. A mineral that yields a
smooth surface when cut with a knife
(gypsum, talc, kaolin, fuller's earth, or
attapulgite). Stokes and Varnes, 1955, p.
149.

sectillty. A mineral

said to be sectile when

it may be cut wish a knife, but is not
malleable for example, graphite. Nelson.

section. a. A porti m of the working arca
of a mine. B.6.I. b. Representation of
features such as mine workings or geological features on a vertical (or inclined)
plane. A longitudinal section is parallel
to the strike of a vein or geologic plane.

A cross section is pernendicular to the

strike. McKinstry. c. A subdivisicn of the
mine workings under the supervision of
a sectional foreman. Hudson. d. Detailed
measurement, taken vertically, of a coal
vein or of strata embracing several veins.
Hudson. e. A drawing or diagram of the

strata sunk through in g. shaft or inclined plane, or proved by boring. Fay.
f. Eng. See fiat, j. SMRB, Paper No.
61. g. A part of a work area or strip.

Nichols. h. A very thin slice of anything,
especially for microscopic examination.
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nous coal mining, a foreman who has
complete charge of a section of a mine.
Also called section man. D.O.T. 1. See

section modulus; section factor. The term
pertains to the cross section of a beam.
The section modulus with respect to
either principal cer.:ral axis is the moment

of inertia with respect to that axis divided by the distance from that axis to
the most remote point of the section.

The section modulus largely determines
the flexural strength of a beam of given
material. Ro.
section of rectifier unit. A part of a rectifier
unit with its auxiliaries which may be
operated independently. Coal Age. 1.
sector gate. A roller gate in which the roller
is in the form of a se...e.or of a circle instead of being cylindrical. Ham.
secular. Continuing or taking place progressively throughout an age or ages, without observed recurrence in a cycle; having a vastly extended indefinite period;
brought about in the course of ages; as,
I
secular decay of rocks, secular depres,
sion, or elevation of land. Standard,
1964.

secular change. Increase or decrease of intensity and/or change of direction of the
total magnetic field over a period of may
years; usually given a; average gammas.

secular change
per year for intensity values and minutes
per year for directional values. Hy.
secular variation. A relatively large, slow

change in part of the earth's magnetic
field caused by the internal state of the
planet and having a form roughly to be
expected from a simple but not quite

uniformly polarized sphere. A.G.I.
secundine dike. A dike that is injected into a

hot country rock; contact generally ir-

regular, close-welded, the grain generally
equal throughout, either finer or coarser

at or near the margin. This is a characteristic mode of occurrence for pegmatites and aplites. J. Geoi., v. 30, No. 2,

Feb.-Mar., 1922, p. 16.5.
securite explosives. The securites are a type
of plastic explosives with a bah...Iced oxy-

gen content which satisfy very high requirements for safety. They are built up
on a non-explosive, hydrophilic gel also
containing oxygen-emitting salts and solid
high explosive. They also contain water.
In spite of the high degree of safety

against involuntary initiation they detonate easily with a blasting cap of normal
strength. They have about the same
density as the plastic nitroglycerin ex-

plosives. Fraenkel, v. 3, Art. 16:01, pp.

35, 37.
security risk. Operation in which there is an
unusual possibility of theft of valuable
product, or danger to personnel or plant,
or of leakage of classified or secret information of technical importance. Pryor, 3.

sedentary. Formed in place, without transportation, by the disintegration of the
underlying rock or by the accumulation

of organic mateal; said of some soils,

etc. Fay.
sediment. a. Solid material settled from suspension in a liquid. A.G.I. Sup!). b. Solid

material, both mineral ane, organic, that
is in suspension, is being transported, or
has been moved from its site of origin

by air, water, or ice and has come to
rest on the earth's surface either above

or below sea level. A.G.I. Supp.

sedimentary. A descriptive term for rock

seed charge
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algae and other aquatic plants. Tomkeieff,
19.54.

sedimentary petrography. The science of laboratory investigations of sediments, their
description, and classification. Also called
sedime ntography. Schieferdecker.

sediment%y petrology. The study of sediments in regard to their composition and
characteristics as a rock. Schieferdecker.
sedimentary rocks. Rocks formed by the accumulation of sediment in water (aqueous
deposits) or from air (eolian deposits).

The sediment may consist of rock fragments or particles of various sizes (con-

glomerate sandstone, shale) ; of the re-

mains or products of animals or plants
(certain limestones and coal); of the
product of chemical action or of evaporation (salt, gypsum, etc.) ; or of mix-

tures of these materials. Some sedimentary
deposits (tuffs) are composed of fragments blown from volcanoes and deposited
cm land or in water. A characteristic fea-

ture of sedimentary deposits is a layered
structure known as bedding or stratifica.

tion. Each layer

is

a bed or stratum.

Sedimentary beds as deposited lie flat or
nearly flat. Fay.
sedimentary tuff. A tuff' containing a subordi-

nate amount of sedimentary detritus in-

troduced' either during 'or after deposition,

for example, the finer deposits of some
mud flows, or rocks produced by the
erosion and rt.deposition

of pyroclastic

ejecta admixed with nonvolcanic mate-

rials. A.G.I.
sedimentation. a. The settling of solid particles of soil, coal, or mineral from li9uid,
as a result of either gravity or centrifug-

ing. The larger particles sink at a faster
rate than smaller particles of the same
shape. The principle is applied to a num-

ber of coal and mineral washers, cyclones,
and classifiers. Nelson. b. In powder metallurgy, classification of powder particles
by settling in a gas or liquid. ASM Gloss.
c. Method of classification by exploitation
of free-falling rates of minute (subsieve)

particles. Pryor, 4. d. Includes that portion of the metamorphic cycle from the

formed of sediment, especially (1) elastic

separation of the particles from the parent

shales, formed of fragments of other rock

stitu don, to and including their consolidation into another rock. Sedimentation, thus

rocks, as conglomerate, sandstone, and

transported from their sources and deposited in water, or (2) rocks formed
by precipitation Loin solution, as rock
salt and gypsum, or from secretions of

most limestone. Webster
3d.
sedimentary ash. a. Mineral matter introorganisms, as

duced into the coal substance during its
accumulation. See also extraneous ash.
Nelson. b. Ash in coal derived from the
mud mixed up with plant debris during
the formation of coal. Tomkeiell, 1954.

sedimentary clay; secondary clay. A clay that

has been geologically transported from
the site of its formation and redeposited

elsewhert. The English ball clays, for example, are secondary kaolins. Compare
primary clay. Dodd.
sedimentary environment. The geographical,
physical, chemical, and biological conditions under which a sediment accumulates.
Chat linos.

sedimentary ore. Ore formed by the chemical

reaction of iron in solution with other
materials with which it comes into contact,
especially lime. Merse7eau, 4th, p. 383.

sedimentary peat. Peat formed underwater,
principally in lakes, and largely made of

rock, no matter what its origin or conincludes a consideration of the sources

from which the sediments are derived; the
methods of transportation from the places
of origin to those of deposition; the methods, agents, and environments of deposition; tlae chemical and other changes taking place ;n the sediments from the times
of their production to their ultimate consolidation; the climatic and other environmental conaitions prevailing at the
place of origin, over the regions through

which transportation takes place, and in
the places of deposition; the structure de-

veloped in connection with deposition and
consolidation; and the horizontal and vertical variations of sediments. A.G.I.

sedimentation balance. Apparatus used to
measure ..ettling rate of small particles
dispersed in liquid. One scale-pan is immersed in the mixture, and the balance
is adjusted by increasing the counter-

weight at suitable time intervals. Pternatively, a float is suspendedi and the

compensating external weight is reduced
the suspension surroundas the density
s reduced by settlement of
ing the float iof
its solids. Pryor, 3.
sedimentation test; clay soils. A test used

when selecting materials for stabilized
road construction and concrete. Soil, after
pretreatment, is shaken up in water and
allowed

to settle

out. The change

in

specific gravity of the suspended matter
with time is measured, and the equivalent
diameter is calculated from Stokes' law.
See also organic test. Ham.
sedimentation trend. The direction in which
the sediments were laid down. Uranium
mineralization often follows such trends,
due to increased porosity, carbon precipitants, etc. Ballard.
sedimentation unit. A layer or deposit formed

under conditions of essentially constant

flow and sediment discharge; distinguished

from like units by change!, in grain size
and/or fabric indicating changes in velocity and/or direction of flow. Pettijohn.

sedimentation volume. The volume occupied

by solid particles after they have settled
from suspension in a liquid. With most
clays, the sedimentation volume depends
on the degree of flocculation or dcfiocculation. Determination of the sedimentation

.,olume of brick clays has been found to
provide some indication of the fineness of

the clay, its worl.ing moisture contert, and
drying shrinkage. Dodd.
sediment discharge. A time rate of movement
of sediment passing a cross section; also
called sediment transport rate or sediment
load. USGS Prof. Paper 462-F.
sedimentography. Same as sedimentary petrography. Schieferdecker.

sedimentology. The study of sedimentary
rocks and the processes by which they
were formed. A.G.I.
sed Iment-petrological province. Comprises a
complex of sediments which forms a unit

as to source, age, and regional distribu-

tion. Schieferdecker.
sediment tube. A long open tube fixed above

the core barrel in the shot-drill method

of exploratory boring. The enlarged space
above the sediment tube reduces the up-

ward velocity of the flushing water and
the coarse chippings are deposited in the
tube where they are retained until drawn
up to the surface. Nelson. Also called

calyx; sludge barrel.
sediment vein. A fissure filled from above by
sedimentary matter. A rare occurrence in
nature. Fay.
Seebeck effect. The phenomenon involved in

the bperation of a thermocouple. Named
for Thomas Seebeck, the German scientist, who first observed the phenomenon
in 1822. See also thermocouple. MM.

seebenite. A feldspar-cordierite homfels. See
also aviolite; cornubianite; edolite; hornfels; leptynolite. A.G.I.
Seeboard process. A wet scrubbing process
for removing hydrogen sulfide from fuel

gases in which the gas is scrubbed by a

solution of sodium carbonate. The hydrogen sulfide is dissolved and subsequently
removed, unchanged, by blowing air
through the solution. Francis, 1965, v. 2,
p. 428.

seed. A fault, in the form of small bubbles,
in glass. When near the surface of plate
glass, they sometimes become exposed, as
minute depressions, during the polishing
process; they are then known as broken
seed. Dodd.
seed bag. A borehole packer made by filling
a fabric bag with flaxseed, which swells
when wetted. Long.

seed charge. A small charge of material
added to a supersaturated solution to
initiate precipitation. ASM Gloss.

seed core seed and blanket core. A reactor
core wWch includes a relatively small
volume of highly enriched uranium (seed)

surrounded by a much larger volume of
natural uranium or thorium (blanket). As
a result of fissions in the seed, neutrons
are supplied to the blanket. In this way
the seed causes the blanket to furnish a
substantial part of the core power. LegL.
seed gypsum. Gypsum beds of loose small
crystals. New South Wales, p. 54.
seeing. In chemical treatment, addition of
ny crystals of material to a supersaturated solution to induce nuclear precipitation. Pryor, 3.
seep. A spot where a fluid (as water, oil, or
gas) contained in the ground oozes sl6wly
to the surface and often forms a pool; a
small spring. Webster 3d.

seepage. a. A quantity of a fluid that has

seismic area
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see core; seed and blanket core

of high equivalent weight by

fluxes of

lower equivalent weight. To prevent peeling, the body or glaze should be adjusted
in the revers', direction. Dodd.

seggar. a. Eng. In Yorkshire, Durham, and
the Northumberland

coalfield, a

clay

tration of ore mineral in one part of a

See also underclay. Nelson. b. Eng. Fireclay often forming the floor of a seam.
SMRB, Paper No. 61. c. Clay box used
to hold ceramics during firing. Pryor, 3.
d. See seat earth, a. B.S. 3618, 1964,
sec. 5.
segger. See sagger. Fay.

being more fluid, form veins which are

When sandy it may be called sandy seggar.

segment. A separated part; an indiv:dual
piece. Kinney.

segmental arch. A sprung arch having the
contour of a segment of a circle. Dodd.
segmented sluice gate. See radial gate. Ham.

segmental wheel. An abrasive wheel that
has been built up from specially made
segments of bonded abrasive; wheels up

soil without formation of definite channels. Nichols. e. Seepage into a body is
referred to as influent seepage; that
away from a body, as effluent seepage.

workpiece. Synonymous with split die.
ASM Gloss.
segmented belt. A coated abrasive belt made
of sections spliced together. Segmentation

Seelye, 1.

seepage force. The force transmitted to the
soil grains by seepage. ASCE P1826.
seepage line. See line of seepage. ASCE
P1826.

seepage velocity. The rate of discharge of
seepage water through a po:ous medium
per unit arca of void space perpendicular
to the direction of flow. ASCE P1826.
S.E.G. Abbreviation for the Society of Exploration Geophysicistc, a professional organization of geophysicists primarily engaged in exploration for oil and gas and
other minerals. Williams.
Seger cone. A small cone made of a clay and
salt mixture which softens at a definite,
known temperature. Seger cones are used
for the approximate determination of
temperatures in furnaces (for example,
smelting furnaces) and in volcanology, to
determine. the approximate temperature
of molten lavas. A.G.I.
Seger formula. A procedure commonly used
for the representation of the composition

of a ceramic glaze. The chemical com-

position is recalculated to molecular frac, 3ns and the constituent oxides are then
arranged in three groups: the bases, which
are made equal to unity: R203, R02;
for example, (0 . 3 Na20 . 0 . 2 Ca0 . 0 . 5
PM)) . 0.2 Al202. ( 3 . OSi02. . 7Sn02) .
Dodd.

Seger's porcelain. A German porcelain com-

pounded of 30 percent feldspar, 35 to

40 percent quartz, 30 to 35 percent kaolin. It is covered with a glaze prepared
from 83.5 parts feldspar, 26 parts kaolin,
35 parts whiting, 54 parts flint. It is
biscuit fired

at a low temperature and

to 5 feet in diameter can be made in

this way. Dodd.
segment die. A die made of parts that can be

separated for the ready removal of the

is

necessary to obtain belts wider than

50 inches, the widest

coating width.

ACSG, 1963.
segments. Bonded abrasive sections of various

shapes to be assembled to form a continuous or intermittent circular grinding

surface. ACSG, 1963.
segregate. a. Pac. To separate the undivided

joint ownership of a mining claim into

smaller individual segregated claims. Fay.

b. In geology, to separate from the general mass, and collect together or become
concentrated at a particular place or in a
certain region, as in the process of crystallization or solidification. Webster 2d.
See also segregated vein. Fay.

segregated vein. A vein in which the filling
is believed to have been derived from the
adjacent country rock by percolating
water carrying the dissolved mineral matter into the fissure. Fay.
segregation. a. A term which refers to the
tendency of particles of one and the same

mineral to gather together. In the crystallization of molten rock certain minerals

sometimes grow in groups, or segregations, in the magma. Nelson. b. Nonuniform distribution of impurities, inclusions,
arm alloying constituents in metals. Arises
from the process of freezing, and usually
persists throughout subsequent heating

and working operations. C.T.D. c. The

involuntary separation of particles of different physical characteristics. B.S. 3552,
1962. (I. Partial reseparation of a previ-

ously mixed batch of material into its
constituents thip can occur either as a
result of differences in particle size nr
in density. Segregation is liable to oczur

gloat fired at cone 9. Dodd.
Seger's rules. A series of empirical rules for
the prevention of crazing and peeling. To

in storage bins, on conveyors, and in

adjusted as follows: decrease the clay, increase the free silica (for example, flint),
replace some of the plastic clay by kaolin,
decrease the feldspar, grind the flint more
finely, biscuit fire at higher temperature.
Alternativey, the glaze can be adjusted:
increase silica and/or decrease fluxes,
replace some SiO, by &Os; replace fluxes

nents of mixed concrete, resulting in
nonuniform proportions (for example,
coarse and fine aggregate) throughout

prevent a crazing, the body should be

A.G.I.

segregation in magmas. Synonym for magmatic segregation; magmatic differentiation. A.G.I.
segregation, magmatic. In geology, concen-

stratum which underlies a coal seam.

seeped through porous material (as soil).
Webster 3d. b. (percolation) The slow
movement of gravitational water through
the soil. ASCE P1826. c. Naturally occurring escape of crude oil, gas, or bitumen
to the earth's surface. Institute of Petro-

leum, 1961. d. Movement of water through

geneous rock. See also cleavage banding.

feeders during the dry or semidry proressing of ceramic materials. Dodd. e. The
differential concentration of the compo-

the mass. Taylor.
segregation banding. A compositional band-

ing in gneisies that is not primary in
origin, but rather the result of segregation of material from an originally homo-
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cooling igneous mass of rock. Pegmatites,

intruded into sedimentaries near the
boundaries of such magmas. Pryor, 3.
See also magmatic differentiation.
segregations. Applied to authigenous mineral
aggregates, in masses or streaks, occurring

in igneous rocks, and representing early
products of crystallization from the same
respective magmas. Holmes, 1928.
segregation survey. The survey of a mining
claim located on lands classified as agricultural. Fay.
segregation vein. Same as segregated vein.
Fay.
sehta. Synonym for cobaltite. Bureau of Mines
Staff.
seiche. a. Stationary inertia oscillation of the

water of a lake, bay, or marginal sea.

for standing wave. Schieferdecker. b. In oceanography, an apparent
tide in a lake (originally observed on
Lake Geneva) due to the pendulous motion of the water when excited by wind.
Synonym

C.T.D.
scidozerite. Fanlike clusters of brownish-red

needles embedded in microcline in an
alkali pegmatite from near Lake Seidozero, Lovozero tundra, Kola Peninsula,
near Na2Zr2Ti3Mn2Si204 Named from
locality. A member of the wöhlerite family, and in need of full examination. Hey,

M.M., 1961.
self dune. A long, sharp-crested dune extend-

ing in the direction of the wind that constructed it. Mather.
Seignette electric. Scignette salt is the alternative name for Rochelle salt (sodiumpotassium tartrate). Crystals of this composition are markedly peizoelectric and
were used, for this property, before titanite ceramics were introduced. The term
Seignette electric is still used in Western
Europe and in the U.S.S.R. to signify
ferroelectric. Dodd.
S.E.I. photometer. In this instrument the internal comparison lamp is set to a standard brightness as indicated by a photo-

electric cell and not by reference to a

voltmeter or ammeter. Roberts, II, p. 52.
seism. An earthquake. Mather.
Seismex. Trademark for an ammonia dyna-

mite for seismic prospecting. CCD 6d,
1961.

seismic. a. Pertaining to characteristic of, or
produced by earthqualces or earth vibration; as, seismic disturbances; seismic
records. Standard, 1964. b. Pertaining to
sound waves generated by earthquakes or,
artificially by explosives, to map subsurface structure. Wheeler.
seismic activity. See seismicity.
seismic analysis. A quick, easy, and inexpensive method of oletermining the consolidation of overburden. The process is

based on the principle that sound or

shock waves travel through different sub-

surface materials at varying speeds and
along iifferent paths. By this method the
operator can determine whether overburden can be ripped or whether it will
need to be drilled and blasted. Coal Age,
v. 71, No. 8, August 1966, p. 219.
seismic area. The area affected by any particular earthquake. Standard, 1964.

seismic belt. One of the broad, more or less
well-defined,

elongate

tracts

seizure
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seismic belt
in which

most earthquakes originate. Stokes and

Varnes, 1955.
seismic drill. Synonym for seismograph drill.
Long.
seismic explosives. Special forms of blasting
gelatint gelatin, and ammonia gelatin

dynamites used in geophysical prospecting by the seismic method; developed to
shoot consistently at their characteristic
rate of detonation under unusually heavy
water pressure. Lewis, p. 109.
seismic focus. The place of origin, within the

earth's crust, of an earthquake; usually
some more or less restricted area of a
fault surface. If the focns is to be some
particular point, it is the central point
of the area over which fault movement

occurred and caused the earthquake.
Challinar.
seismicity. a. Measure of frequency of earth-

quakes, for example, the average number
of earthquakes per year and per 100
square kilometers. Schieferdecker. b. The
phenomenon of earth movements. Hy.
seismic method. A geophysical prospecting
method based on the fact that the speeds
of transmission of shock waves through
the earth vary with the elastic constants

and the densities of the rocks through
which the waves pass. A shock wave is
initiated by firing an explosive charge at
a known point (the shot point) and records are made of the travel times taken
for selected shock waves to arrive at
sensitive recorders (geophones). There are
two main subdivisions of seismic opera-

tions, that is, the reflection method and

the refraction method. The seismic method

has not been applied to any great extent
to elucidate mining problems, partly due
to the high cost. It has been used to
investigate the base of drift deposits, and
drift-filled channels have been successfully outlined. Nelson.

seismic prospecting. A method of geophysical

prospecting in which vibrations are set
up by firing small explosive charges in
the ground. Precise measurements of the

resulting waves are taken, from which the

nature and extent of underlying strata

are revealed. Ham.
seismic reflection method. In this geophysical
prospecting technique, the structure of
subsurface formations is mapped by making use of the times required for a seismic

wave (or pulse), generated in the earth
by a near-surface explosion of dynamite,

to return to the surface after reflection

from the fnrmations themselves. The reflections are recorded by detecting instruments responsive to ground motion, which

are laid along the ground near the shothole. Variations in the reflection times

from place to place on the surface usually

indicate structural features in the rock

below. Dobrin, p. 4.
seismic refraction method. In refraction
shooting, the detecting instruments are
laid down at a distance from the shothole

that is large compared to the depth of
the horizon to be mapped. The explosion waves travel large horizontal dis-

tances through the earth and the time

required for travel gives information on
the velocity and depth of certain subsurface formations. Dobrin, p. 5.
seismic region. Arca in which earthquakes
are frequent. Schieferdecker.
seismic seawave. An exceptionally long wave

caused by water displacement following

a submarine earthquake. Synonym for
tsunami; tidal wave. Schieferdecker.

seismic shooting. The initiation of shock
waves in the rocks by the firing of an
explosive charge at a known point. The
disturbance must be capable of accurate

and must be such that, after
traveling considerable distances through
varying strata, it produces a sharply defined effect on the seismograph. These
requirements may be supplied by the
shock produced by detonating a charge
timing

of high explosive. The intensity of the
shock and its effective range can be
controlled by varying the quantity of

explosive charge. See also reflection shooting; refraction shooting. Nelson.
seismic shothole. A hole drilled for a seismic

shot. Usually a slim hole, although has

also been termed core hole. See also slim
hole; stratigraphic test hole; structure
test hole. Williams.
seismic survey. An exploration technique utilizing the variation in the rate of propagation of shock waves in layered media.
It is used primarily to delineate subsurface geologic structures of possible economic importance. Seismic surveying is
employed most frequently by the petroleum industry. Long.
seismic waves. The disturbance or earth

tremors produced by a mechanical disturbance on the surface or underground,
and are utilized in the seismic method of
geophysical exploration. Three types of
waves are produced: (I) longitudinal
or P waves; (2) traverse or S waves; and
(3) surface or Raleigh or L waves. The
speed of propagation is characteristfr. for
each type of rock, depending largely on
its compactness. In sandy clay, the speed

of the P wave is about 4,000 feet per
second; in sandstone, 10,000 feet per second and in igneous rock up to 22,000

feet per second. Nelson.
seismism. The processes or phenomena involved in earth movements. Standard,
1964.

Seismitron. An instrument designed to check
ground stability. It amplifies sound

2,500,000 times, and can detect a rock

movement a3 small as .000001 inches.
Receiving phones are placed in holes in
the area being tested. Either earphones
or automatic recording apparatus may
be used for listening. A rate of 3 or more
microseisms a second indicates probable

collapse, and any rate over 25 or 30 a
minute is considered dangerous. This instrument is also finding use above ground
in checking highway cut slopes. Nichols,
p. 9-90.

Seismoi 1. Trademark for a straight gelatin
dyoamite for seismic prospecting. CCD
6d, 1961.
seismogram. The record made by a seismograph. A.G.I.
seismogram synthesis. This prr less produces
an artificial reflection record from a con-

tinuous velocity log or an electric
With this system the log is converted
from a depth scale to a time scale and is
log.

run through a scanning device that trans-

forms the fluctuations on the log into

electrical impulses which.vary with time
so ag to simulate reflections. These impulses arc passed through appropriate
filters and are then recorded on an oscillograph in the same way as signals from
a geophone. Dobrin, p. 151.
seismograph. a. The instrument used to re-

cord the reception of the waves in the

ass

seismic method. It works on the general
principle that its frame is shaken by the
arrival of the waves, wnile a pendulum
of high inertia, mounted in it, remains
stationary. The relative movement of the
frame and the pendulum is magnified by
optical means in the seismograph and by
electrical amplifiers in the geophone. The
record is on a film. The instrument can
also detect and record earthquakes. Also
called

geophone.

also

See

vibrograph.

Nelson. b. Also used in geophysical prosto

pecting

of waves

register passage

caused by detonation of dynamite. Hess.
seismograph drill. A rotary drill, pump, and
mast mounted

hinged

as

an

integral

drilling unit on a truck body and used
primarily to drill vertical :hallow holes in
which explosives are placed and detonated to produce shock waves from the
rock strata, which then are measured by

seismic recording instruments. Also called
jackknife rig; rotary shot drill; seismic
drill; shothole drill. Long.

seismograph rod. A collared, tapered,
V-thread-coupling drill rod used on seismograph drills. Long.
seismologist. One who applies the principles
of seismology to his work, for example,
oil exploration, earthquake detection, and
analysis.

seismology. a. The science of earthquakes

and attendant phenomena. Schieferdecker.

b. A geophysical science which is concerned with the study of earthquakes and
measurement of the elastic properties of
the earth. A.G.I. c. The science that
studies and measures the velocities of
seismic waves in different rock deposits
and interprets thc results in terms of
geological structures at depth. See also
geophysical prospecting. Nelson.

seismometer. n. An instrument buried in the
ground which transforms the mechanical
effects of earth shocks into electrical
energy. This is transmitted by a circuit

to a seismograph placed above ground,
which records the impulses. Ham. b. De-

tecting device which receives seismic impulses. Synonym for geophone; detector;
pickup; jug. A.G.I.
seismometer spacing. Distance between successive

seismometer

stations.

Schiefer-

decker.

seismometer spread. Number of seismometers,

placed along a straight line, that record

the same shot. Schieferdecker.
seismoscope. An instrument which indicates
that an earthquake has occurred. Considered by some as equivalent to seismometer. A.G.I.

seize. a. To bind wire rope with soft wire,
to prevent it from raveling when cut.
Nichols. b. Synonym for bind; freeze.
Long.

c. To cohere or stick to an

in-

adequately lubricated moving part, such
as a bearing, piston, or sliding part,

through excessive friction, pressure, or

temperature. Long. d. To protect rope
ends by binding with yarn, marline, or
fine wire. Long.

seizing. a. stopping of a moving part by a
mating surface as a result of excessive
friction caused by galling. ASM Gloss.
b. Wire bound securely around the end

of a wire rope to prevent unlayingor

securing by wire two parallel portions of
rope. Ham.
seizure. Welding together of metal parts designed to move smoothly, owing to breakdown of interfilm of lubricant. Pryor, 3.

Sejournet process
Sejournet process. See Ugine-Sejournet process. ASM Gloss.

selagite. Hauy's name for a rock consisting
of mica disseminated through an intimate
m:xture of amphibole and feldspar, but
it has been since applied to so many

different rocks as to be va/ueless. Fay.

select. Sometimes used as a synonym for select

round. Long.

selected fill. Dumped fills made up of selected

materials. These fills are used when it is
desired to utilize a particular property of
a soil or rock and this property can be
secured solely by selective excavation.
Carson, p. 362.
Selected Natural Diamond. The name applied to a recently developed method of
selecting particularly abrasive natural diamond grain. This method, developed by
the Diamond Research Laboratory of
Johannesburg, Republic of South Africa
can be utilized for different industrial
preparations. I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 115.
selective crushing. Crushing in such a man-

i

ner as to cause one ingredient of the
feed to be crushed preferentially to
others. B.S. 3552, 1962.

selective digging. Separating two or more

,

types of soil while digging them. Nichols.
.i selective filling. Hand filling, during which
the miner rejects stone or dirt and loads
.

only clean

coal.

Similar methods are

adopted in metal mining. Nelson.
selective flotation. a. Generally refers to the
surface or froth selecting of the valuable

minerals rather than the gangue. Sometimes used to mean differential flotation.
See also preferential flotation. Fay. b. A
process for the preferential recovery of a
particular ingredient of the coal, for example, a petrological constituent, by

froth flotation. B.S. 3552, 1962.
selective freezing. A process involved in the
solidification of alloys, as a result of
which the crystals formed differ in com-

position from the melt. Thus, in alloys
in a eutectic system (except the eutectic
alloy), crystals of one metal are formed
from a melt containing two, and this continues until the melt reaches the eutectic
point. C.T.D.

selective grinding. Grinding in such a manner

as to cause one ingredient of the feed

to be ground preferentially to others. B.S.
3552, 1962.
selective heating. Hcating only, certain por-

tions of an object so that they have the
desired properties after cooling. ASM

Gloss.
selective iridescent filming. A method of
forming a thin pellicle of transparent

character on polished metallic mineral
surfaces which presents diagnostic data
for identification. Films may be formed
by contact with a hydrochloric acid,

chromic oxide, water solution at a definite

self-annealing
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of a much more expensive stoping system

and high exploration and development

costs in searching for and developing the
separate bunches, stringers, lenses, and
bands of ore. In general, selective meth-

are applicable where the valuable
sections of the deposit are rather large,
comparatively few in number, and sepaods

rated by relatively large volumes of waste.
Selective methods of stoping are square-

set stoping, open stoping in low-dipping
beds, and cut-and-fill stoping. BuMines

Bull. 390, 1936, p. 32. c. In coal mining, selective methods may be dictated

by market demands and prices. It may be

desirable to work the

different quality

proportions as to
obtain a uniform and salable blend over
coal seams in

such

a period of years. In metal mining, the
stopes may be restricted in both length
and width and thus produce a much
higher grade of ore. It is not always
practicable to resort to selective mining
as the mineralization may be so distributed as to necessitate taking the whole
ore body in mining operations. Nelson.

selective quenching. Quenching only certain
portions of an object. AS..I Gloss.
selective reflection. The reflection by a sub-

stance, such as an opaque gem of light

rays of only certain wavelengths: the oth-

ers being absorbed. This cause of color
in gems is a sort of selective absorption.
Shipley.

selective replacement; preferential replacement. Replacement of one mineral in preference to or more rapidly than another.
A.G.I.
selective screwfeed. A drill screwfeed swivel

head fitted with three or moru sets of
feed

gears and a shifting mechanism,

whereby the driller can easily select and
engage the pair giving the desired rate

of feed. Long.
selective wetting. In mineral processing, development of selective attraction to the

water phase of an ore pulp, as a prelude

to flotation of an air-attracted fraction
of the contained minerals. Pryor, 3.

surface of which is sprayed with a thin

coating of metallic selenium. The rectifier
consists of a number of these plates form-

ing a stack when clamped over an in-

sulating sleeve; the stacks are connected
in series or in parallel to give the necessary current and voltage. The a.c. supply
is generally connected through a transformer to give the required d.c. voltage
with the load in series with the rectifier,
current then passing through the nickelsteel to the selenium but not in the reverse
direction. The transformers and rectifiers
may be oil-immersed, and contained in a
tank mounted on wheels to run on the pit
rail gage. The efficiency of this type
rectifier is over 80 percent. Sinclair, V,
pp. 243-244.
selenolite. a. Wadsworth's name for rocks
composed of gypsum or anhydrite. Fay.

b. A mineral, Se02, reported as white

needles with cerussite and molybdomenite

at Cacheuta, Argentina. Dana 7, v.
p. 595.

1,

selentellurium. See hondurasite. Spencer 19,
M.M., 1952.
self-act. Gravity haulagc, Mason.
self-acting door. A ventilation door consisting

of two halves, so constructed that they
are forced apart centrally by the trams

as they come in contact with the converging beams which operate them. The door
halves move on small pulleys which run
on inclined rails so that after the passage

of the trams the door closes by gravity.
Nelson.

self-acting incline. a. In transport by mine
car, a brake incline. See also brake incline. Pryor, 3. b. See gravity haulage.
Nelson.

haulage. A system of rope haulage used for

operation. Webster 3d.

best quality of industrials normally used
as drill diamonds. Long.

selenite. Finely crystallized gypsum. cooper,
p. 287.
selenite

plate. In mineralogh a plate of

selenite that gives a purplish-red interference color of the first order with

crossed nicols. Fay.
Selenitza. Trade name for a fairly hard as-

ing with softer petroleum bitumens for
paving, for mastic and bitumiuous coating, and in the manufacture of paints.
AIME, p. 632.

asphalt has been used locally after soften-

low-grade ore in the mine. Frequently

selenium. A nonmetallic element in the sixth
group of the periodic system. Selenium is
widely distributed in small quantities,
usually as selenides of heavy metals. Ob-

mining. b. The object of selective minning is to obtain a relatively high-grade
mine product; this usually entails the use

in red glasses and enamels, and in photoelectric cells and rectifiers. Resembles

264-972 0-68-63

built up of a number

select round. Sometimes used to designate the

selective mining. a A method of mining
whereby ore of unwarranted high value
is mined in such manner as to make the

called robbing a mine. Fay. Compare bulk

is

bottoms and a purified copper in one

tinuous operation such as mineral proccuing. Abbreviation S.I. Pryor, 3.
selector. In copper snielting, a kind of converter with horizontal tuyeres, to produce

phalt mined in Albania. It contains between 10 and 20 percent mineral matter
and approximately 6 percent water. This

low-grade ore left in the mine incapable
of future profitable extraction. In other
words, the best ore is selected in order
to make good mill returns, leaving the

tact type. It

of units each consisting of a disk or plate
of nickel-plated steel or aluminum, one

self-acting plane. An inclined plane upon
which the weight or force of gravity acting on the full cars is sufficient to overcome the resistance of the empties; in
other words, the full car, running down,
pulls the other car (empty) up. Fay.

selectivity index. Criterion of trend in a con-

temperature, between 22° and 22.5° C,
for a definite period; for example, 10 or
23 seconds. Introduced by A. M. Gaudin.
Hess.

sulfur and tellurium chemically. Symbol,
Se atomic w:ight, 78.96. C.T.D.
selenium cell. Photoelectric cell which emits
electricity in ratio to the light falling on
it. Pryor, 3.
selenium rectifier. A rectifier of the dry-con-

tained from sulfide ores and copper refining. Used as a decolorizer for glass,
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self-acting rope haulage; gravity plane rope

transporting material on the surface and
to transfer loaded cars from one elevation
to a lower one in mines. Slope must be
sufficiently steep so the loaded cars will
pull the empty cars up the grade. Lewis,
p. 225.

self-advancing supports; power-operated supports. An assembly of hydraulically oper-

ated steel hydraulic supports, on a longwall face, which are moved forward as
an integral unit by means of a hydraulic
rain coupled to the heavy steel face conveyor. Nelson. Also called walking props.
self-aligning carrying idler. A belt idler
which controls and limits the side runout of the carrying belt within practical
limits by means of a swivel mechanism.
NEMA MB1-1961.
self-aligaing return idler. A belt idler which

controls and limits the side runout of
the return belt within practical limits' by
means of a swivel mechanism. NEMA

MB1-1961.
self-annealing. A term applied to metals such

as lead, tin, and zinc, which recrystallize

self-annealing
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selvage

at air temperature and in which little

ing ore to stamps or crushers without the
employment of hand labor. Fay.
self-feeding portable conveyor. Any type of
power-propelled conveyor designed to advance into a pile of bulk material, thereby
automatically feeding itself. ASA MH

self-propelled hoprx dredge. See hopper

strain hardening

working. C.T.D.

is

produced by cold

self-centering chuck. A drill chuck that, when
closed, automatically positions the drill

rod in the center of the drive rod of a
diamond-drill swivel head. Long.

self-cleansing

gradient. The gradient

at

which flow in a pipe of a particular
diameter will carry away any solids in it.
This gradient must not be too steep nor
too gradual, and is usually laid down
under bylaws affecting drains and sewers.
Ham.

self-contained breathing apparatus. A selfsufficient breathing unit which permits
freedom of movement, unencumbered by
air hoses. It offers the wearer respiratory
protection in atmospheres either oxygendeficient or too highly toxic to permit
the use of gask masks or respirators. The
oxygen or air is supplied in compressed
form or by chemical generation and the
wearer's exhalations are either purified
for re-use or released to the surrounding
atmosphere. The equipment is devised to

afford protection for special lengths a
time, in accordance with the standards

set by the U.S. Bureau of Mines. The
two hour apparatus is used for mine
rescue

recovery operations, and
period apparatus for industrial

and

shorter
uses and auxiliary equipment. Bests, p.
100.

self-contained cooling unit. A combination
of apparatus for room cooling complete
in one package; usually consists of compressorl evaporator, condenser, fan motor,
and air filter. Requires connection to
electric line. Strock, 10.
self-contalned portable electric lamps. Electric lamps that are operated by an electric battery that is designed to be carried
about by the user of the lamp. Fay.
self-detaching hook. One used to attach
hoisting rope to cage, which sets the
latter free in the event of overwinding.
Pryor, 3.
self-diffuslon. The spontaneous movement of

an atom to a new site in a crystal of its
own species, as, for example, a copper
atom within a crystal of copper. ASM
Gloss.

self-docking dock. A floating dock built in
sections, each of which can be unbolted
and lifted up on the others for repair as
required. Ham.
self-dumping cages. Cages in which the cars

are generally fitted with end doors and

the cage deck is pivoted and a roller

engages with a tipping guide at the surface. As the cage is lifted, towards the

end of the wind the deck tilts and the
end door is lifted and the coal discharged.

Sinclair V, p. 60.

self-dumping car. A mine car which can be

side-tipped while in motion on the rail
track. A ramp structure is fitted alongside

the track opposite to the spot where tipping is required. The car is fitted with
a spherically-contoured wheel which en-

gages the ramp and gradually tilts the

car while in motion. A chain attachment
to the underframe opens the side of the

car when tilted for tipping. The ramp
can be retracted when
Nelson.

not required.

self-energizing brake. A brake 'that is applied partly by friction between its lining and the drum. Nichols.
self-feeder. An automatic appliance for feed-

4.1-1958.

self-fluxing ores. Ores that contain both acid

and basic gangue minerals in the proper

to form a suitable slag. Newton,

ratio

p. 303.

self-glazed. Having a glaze of but one tint;
said of oriental porcelain. Standard, 1964.
self-hardenhig steel. See air-hardening steel.
self-help system. See self-issue system. Rob-

erts, II, p. 271.
self-Inductance. Thc property of a circuit
whereby self-induction occurs. It is measured by the rate of change of linkages in
a circuit accompanying a rate of change

of current in that circuit of one unit per

second. C.T.D.
self-issue system. self-help system. A system

of storage in lamp room operation charging and issue, for alkaline-type car lamps,

which allows a user access only to the
storage racks for the purpose of lamp
collection or return. Charging is controlled by a lamp room attendant. B.S.
3618, 1965, Sec. 7.

self-loading dumper. A dumper provided

with a bucket, hinged by arms to the

chassis, which scoops up the material and
discharges it backwards into the hopper.
Hydraulic rams operate the lift arms,

bucket movement, and dumping tvcration. Nelson.

self-mulching soiL A soil that breaks up into
fine

dry dust by cultivation, forming a

mdch. Seelye, 1.
self-open. Derb. A natural fissure in rock.
Also called shack. Fay.
self-opening reamer. An underreamer having

cutters that expand when they come in
contact with, and are pressed against, a
surface. Compare expansion bit; underreamer. Long.

self-potentiaL See spontaneous,

b.

Wyllie,

P. 1.

self-potential log. Strip recording of natural

potentials of complex origin arising in
the immediate neighborhood of liquidfilled boreholes. Abbreviation, SP log. See

also electric logging. Institute of Petro-

leum, 1961.
self-potential method. Electrical potential
caused by dissimilar conductors in an

electrolyte, similar to the action of an

electric battery. See also spontaneous potential method. A.G.I.
self-potential prospecting. A method of electrical prospecting based on the measure-

ment of natural earth potentials caused
by the self-potential effects from ore
bodies, commonly metallic sulfides. A.G.I.

self-powered scraper. A scraper built into
a single unit with a tractor. Nichols.
self-pdming centrifugal pump& A pump of
the centrifugal type which combines in a
single hydraulic stage and with a single
hydraulic impeller and casing the dual
abiliry to pump, under vacuum, either
liquids or gases. These pumps are advantageously used

for sump,

bilge,

mine

water gathering, tankcar unloading, vacuum evaporator applications, chemical
processing and other uses where the liquid
is below the pump center line, or under
high vacuum. The suction lift is usually

guaranteed at 20 feet for cold water at
sea levtl. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. .E,
p. 87.

dredge self-propelled. Carson, p. 354.
self-reading staff. A leveling staff, marked
with graduations so that the observer
looking through the telescope of a level,
can read the elevation at which his line

of sight intersects the staff. Ham.
self-rescuer. A small filtering device carried

by a miner underground, either on his

belt or in his pocket, to provide him with
immediate protection against carbon mon-

oxide and smoke in case of a mine fire

or explosion. The device is used for
escape purposes only because it does not
sustain life in atmospheres containing deficient oxygen. The length of time a self-

rescuer can be used is governed mainly
by the humidity in the mine air; for ex-

ample, in moist air it will last for a
minimum period of 30 minutes, and in

moderately dry atmospheres, for a period
of 1 hour or more. See also Draeger selfrescuer; M.S.A. self-rescuer; Siebe-Gorman self-rescuer. McAdam, pp. 65-67.
self-service system. A system of storage and
issue for lead-acid battery operated lamps,
whereby the user has direct access to the

charging racks for the purpose of connecting or disconnecting his lan p from
the charging circuit. B.S. 3618, 1965,

Sec. 7.
self-shooter. See booming; flop gate. Fay.
self-slip. In archeology, a term sometimes

used to describe the fine layer resulting
from the wet-surface smoothing of clay
vessels. Also called mechanical slip. ACSG,
1963.

self stones. Derb. Fragments of rocks still
possessing the original shape and angles.
Arkell.
self-stowing gate. Applied to an advance gate

which carries forward a waste or skip,
from 6 to 10 yards wide, to take all the
broken rock produced by the gate rippings. A short face conveyor is usually

used to move the coal and dirt as required. The width of the waste is just
sufficient for stowing the dirt produced.
Nelson.

self-tightening jar block. Synonym for C-S
jar collar. Long.
self-tightening jar collar. Synonym for C-S
jar collar. Long.
self-timing anemometer. An anemometer
which has a ti.ning device incorporated
in it. Twenty seconds after being started,
the device automatically engages the
pointer with the rotating vanes and after
an interval of one minute disengages it.
A German instrument. Nelson.
seligmannite. A lead-gray sulfarsenite of lead
and copper, 2PbS.Cu3S.AuSs; orthorhom-

bic. Small, complex crystals. From Bin-

nenthal, Switzerland; Emery, Mont.; Bingham Utah. Resembles bournonite. English.

sellaite. A mineral substance consisting of

magnesium fluoride, MgFa, which occurs
in colorless tetragonal crystals. Mohs'
hardness, 5; specific gravity, 2.972 to
3.170. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Selma chalk. An argillaceous sandy limestone

some 900 feet thick, of Upper Senonian
age, rich in foraminifera and lamelli-

branchs (Exogyra, as well as the aberrant
form Rudistes), occurring in the coastal

region of the Southern United States.
C.T.D.

selvage. a. The material found along the

fault zone. See also breccia; flucan; gouge.
Nelson. b. A layer of clay or decomposed

rock along a vein wall. Also called self-
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semiloose

semicircumkrentor. A surveyor's instrument

semiduplez process. The process consists essentially of pouring molten metal from a
primary open-hearth furnace on a heated
solid charge of hurry and light alloy scrap

selvage
edge. Fay. c. The chilled glassy border of

a dike or lava flow. Stokes and Varnes,
1955. d. A marginal zone, as in a dike or
vein, having some distinctive feature of
fabric or composition. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

selvedge. a. Eng. Joint or parting in a stone
quarry, Northamptonshire. Arkell. b. A
thin layer of clayey or earthy matter sur-

rounding a

metalliferous

vein. Arkell.

c. The formed edge of a ribbon of rolled
glass. Dodd.
Selvulize system. A cold vulcanizing method

for use underground. It is simpler and
quicker than hot vulcanizing and there
is

no fire or explosion risk involved.

Sinclair, v, p. 302.

used for setting out land or buildings to
any angle and in preliminary survey work

generally and made up of a horizontal.
graduated

semicircle that surrounds a

compass and is attached to a base with
fixed vertical sights at each end and of
a movable arm with vertical sights at
each end that pivots on the center of the
base. Webster 3d.

semicoke. See Coalite. C.T.D.
semiconducting glaze. Porcelain insulators
that are covered with a normal glaze are
liable, particularly if the surface gets
dirty, to surface discharges which cause
radio interference and may lead to com-

semiantbracifr. a. Coal intermediate between
anthracite and semibituminous coal. Tomkeieff, 1954. b. Nonagglomerating anthracitic coal having 86 percent or more and
less than 92 percent of fixed carbon (dry,

plete flashover and interruption of the
power supply. This can be largely prevented if the glaze is semiconducting as
a result of the incorporation of metals
oxides, such 33 Fe202, Fe20,, Mn02,
Cr203, Co304, CuO, or Ti02; SiC and
carbon have also been used as semicon-

matter (dry, mineral-matter-free). A-^TM
D 388-38. c. Coal intermediate between
true anthracite (fuel ratio of fixed carbon

semiconductor. Crystal system in which,
though thz.- electrons are ionically bound,

mineral-matter-free), and 14 percent or
less and more than 8 percent of volatile

to volatiles of 12:1) and bitumen coals.
Pryor, 3.
semiarid. A term applied to a country or
climate neither entirely arid nor strictly
humid, but intermediate, with a shading
to the arid side. A dry-farming country
in which many crops grow without irrigation, but in which far better yields result from irrigation. The term semihumid

has a similar significance, with a shading
toward the humid side. See lye, 1.
semiautomatic control. A system to control

the speed of a winder consisting of a

cam-operated rheostat in parallel with
the manually operated winder controller,
the instantaneous cam position being di-

rectly related to the position of the cage
in the shaft. Assuming that the driver left
his manual control in the full-speed position, the cam control and associated
closed-loop control would take charge
and automatically decelerate the winder
to creep speed as the cage approaches the
surface. Should the driver still defer the
operation of his lever, the winder would

stop on the operation of the overwind
limit switch. By the introduction of a
small switch to initiate the wind and
another to terminate the wind, fully automatic operation is possible. See also automatic cyclic winding. Nelson.

semibastard amber. Partly cloudy bastard
amber. Shipley.

semibituminous. Of coal, intermediate between bituminous coal and anthracite,
and averaging from 10 to 20 percent of
volatile matter. Webster 3d.

semibituminous coal. It is harder and more
brittle than ordinary bituminous coal.
The term superbituminous was suggested
instead of semibituminous as a more appropriate one. Tomkeieff, 1954.
semibright coal. A variety of banded coal
containing from 61 to 80 percent of pure,
bright ingredients (vitrain, clarain, and
fusain), the remainder consisting of clarodurain. Compare bright coal, d.; intermediate coal; semidull coal; dull coal.
A.G.I.
semkannel coal. Lean cannel coal; otherwise
a cannel coal relatively poor in hydrogen.

ducting constittaents. Dodd.

a slight rise of temperature frees the valence atoms so the system becomes a conductor. An example is germanium. Conduction of electricity proceeds in one
dirntion only. Pryor, 3.
semicontinuous casting. See dc (direct chill)
castiag.

semicontinuous kiln. A transverse arch kiln
having only a single line of chambers, so
that when the firing zone reaches one end
of the kiln the process of fire travel must

be restarted at the other end. Kilns of

this type are uncommon. Dodd.
semicontinnons mill. One that incorporates
some stands in tandem, either for roughing or finishing, an example being a semicontinuous wire rod mill with a continuous roughing train and a looping finishing
train. Osborne, p. 358.
semkoring bit. A noncoring bit that produces
a small-diameter core. Compare pencilcore bit. Long.
semictystalline. Somewhat crystalline; said
of rocks that are partly crystalline or
partly amorphous. Fay. Synonym for hypocrystalline; hemicrystalline; merocrystalline. Hypocrystalline i preferred. A.G.I.

semIdiursal. Having a period or cycle of

approximately one-half lunar day (12.42
solar hours). The tides and tidal currents
are said to be semidiurnal when 2 flood

periods and 2 ebb periods occur each

lunar day. Hy.
semidry mining. a. Underground work in
which humidity of ventilating air is kept
low, though moisture is used in drilling

to allay dust. Pryor, 3. b. In semidry

mining every effort is made to prevent
the ventilating air from picking up mois-

ture in the downcast shafts and in the
main ways .leading to the workings. In the
workings themselves moisture is added

freely in order to reduce dust, and the
air rapidly becomes saturated. Spalding.
semidry priming. See dry-pressing. Dodd.
sankirppress process. In brickmaking, prac-

tically the same as dry press, but clay

may be slightly moister. Fay.
semiddi coal. A variety of banded coal con-

taining from 21 to 40 percent of pure,

bright ingredients (vitram, ,clarain, and

fusain), the; remainder consisting of claro-

Tomkeieff, 1954.-

durain and durain. Compare bright coal,
d; semibright coal; intermediate coal; dull

for yellow carnelian. Shipley.

coal. A.G.I.

semkameliat. An old and undesirable name

(20 to 40 percent of total). The charge
melted and finished under reducing

is

conditions. There is no boil. Osborne.
semifaience. Pottery with a glaze very thin or
transparent. Fay.
semffinishIng. Preliminary operations performed prior to finishing. ASM Gloss.

semitlint clay. A term that is used in some
states to include fire clays which are intermediate in hardness between flint clay
and plastic fire clay. ACSB, 1.
semifriable alumina. An abrasive similar to
regular alumina except that the alumina
content is in the range of 96 to 98 percent. See also regular alumina. ACSG,
1963.

semifusain. A coal constituent transitional
between vitrain and fusain. It displays
gradual disappearance of 'cell structure
hardneu, and yellowish color when ob.!
served in thin sections. Same as vitrifusain. Stutzer and Noe, 1940, p. 71.
semifusinite. A constituent intermediate between vitrinite and fusinite showing a
well-defined structure of wood and sclerenchyma. The cell cavities, either round,
oval, or elongated in cross section, vary
in size but are generally smaller and
sometimes less well defined than those of

fusinite. Occurs as lenses and bands of

variable thickness, and as small fragments;
associated with fusinite, or included in
vitrite, dlarite, duroclarite, clarodurite,

and durite. It often lies as a transition
material between vitrinite and fusinite,
and the properties lie between those of
fusinite and vitrinite; behaves as a semiinert diluent in carbonization. IHCP,

1963, part I.
semifusite. Same as semifusain; vitrifusain.

Tomkeieff 1954.
femigelatins. Dynamites containing ammonium nitrate as the chief explosive in-

gredient, also a certain percent of blasting gelatin to make them plastic enough
to remain in holes directed upward. They

are more resistant to water than am-

monia dynamites, but less resistant than
gelatin dynamites. Lewis, p. 110.
semigrouser. A crawler track shoe with one
or more low cleats. Nichols.
semillorizon mining. Broadly, this is the
method adopted in British coal mines for
many years. it consists in driving cross
measure drifts and developing in the gleams.

The roads in the seam are equipped with
conveyors for transporting coal, and locomotives may be used in the cross measure
drifts when these are horizontal or nearly
so. The present trend is to concentrate
all the production at one central loading
point. Semihorizon mining may include
the longwall retreating method. Nelson.

semihydraulic lime. Lime which is intermediate in composition and character between

high-calcium lime and hydraulic lime.
Taylor.

semikilied steel. Steel that is incompletely
deoxodized and contains sufficient dissolved oxygen to react with the carbon
to form cathon monoxide to offset solidification shrinkage. ASM Gloss.

semiloose. In an excavation, term used to
include rock which is only partially detacheci from the solid and which rings
as solid when struck, and rock being still
attached to the solid but parting from it
by incipient shear cr;cks. Spalding, p. 22.

semimat finish
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semisolid Mtn iinous materials. Those hav-

sempatic. A descriptive term applied to
porphyritic gneous
i
rocks to indicate that
the total volumes of phenocrysts and

muffle, in which the products of a combustion come in contact with the ware.
ASTM C286-65.
semiopal. Common opal distinguished from
precious and fire opal. Fay.

semisplint coal. a. Coal intermediate between
durain coal and clarain coal (duroclarain).

and lead, ( Fe,Mn,Pb ) 0.TiOs. Isomor-

semipelitic rock. A rock intermediate be-

and granular opaque matter in varying
proportions. Translucent humic matter,

semimat finish. An enameled or glazed sur-

face that is not altogether rough to the

touch, and having a slight glossy appearance. Enam. Dict.
semimat glaze. A colorless or colored glaze
having a moderate gloss. ASTM C242-60.
semimetallic pellets. See prereduced iron-ore
pellets.

semimuffie furnace. A furnace with a partial

mee could be classed as semiskilled and

wiil in time Fecome a skilled man. Nelson.

ing a penetration at 25° C (77° F),
under a load of 100 grams applied for
5 seconds of more than 10, and a penetration at 25° C (77° F), under a load
of 50 grams applied for 1 second of not
more than 350. Urquhart, Sec. 2, p. 81.

semiopaque enamel. See semitransparent, b.

Tomkeieff, 1954. b. A coal in which the
proportions of anthraxylon and attritus
are more or less equal, but the attritus of
which is essentially composed of brown

tween pelite and psammite. A.G.I. Supp.
semipermanent mold. A permanent mold in
which sand cores are used. ASM Gloss.
semipermeable membrane. In osmosis, a
membrane which separates two components of a solution by allowing only one

spores, pollens, and finely divided fusain
are always present in small proportions.
Also known as block coal. Compare bright
coal, c.; splint coal. BuMines I.C. No.
7397, 1947, p. 47. c. A banded coal con-

to pass. Pryor, 3.

semipWstic explosives. In these types the
quantities of liquid products are insufficient to render the mixture compressible.
When packing cartridges, however, the
same high density is obtained as with
plastic explosives. The proportions of the
various constituents are actually so ar-

ranged that the spaces between the grains
are filled out. The proportions in question
are determined entirely according to the
constituents selected. Fraenkel, v. 3, Art.

16:02, p. 9.

semipolar bond; dative bond. Type of cova-

lent bond in which one atom supplies

both bonding electrons. Pryor, 3.
semiporcelain. a. A trade term designating
semivitreous dinnerware. ASTM C24260T. b. A well-fired china not sufficiently
translucent or nonporous to qualify as
porcelain. Alsc called Paris granite. Webster 3d.
semiportable electric equipment. Semiportable electric equipment is moved infrequently; for instance room hoists, room
conveyors, and gathering pumps. ASA
M2.1-I963.
semiportable electric lamps. Semiportable

electric lamps are connected to a fixed
source of power by a flexible cord whose

length limits the movable range of the

lamp. ASA M2.1-1963.
semiprecious. Of less commercial value than

those called precious; applied especially
to such stones as amethyst, garnet, jade,
and tourmaline. Webster 3d.
semiround nose. A bit-crown design, in
which the radius of the arc forming the
rounded portion of the bit face is equal to

or greater than the thickness of the bit

wall. Long.
semisilica fire day brick. a. A fire clay brick
containing not less than 72 percent silica.
HW. b. See siliceous fire clay brick.
A.R.I.
semisilica refractory; semisiliceons refractory. A refractory containing not less than
72 percent Si Os. Western European Refractories Federation (PRE) defines a
temisiliceous refractory as one containing

hss than 93 percent Si Os and less than
19 percent (A1303-1-Ti01) ; it is noted
that the pyrometric cone equivalent shall

taining 20 to 30 percent of opaque at-

tritus and more than 5 percent anthraxy-

lon. A.G.I.
semisteel. A term once commonly applied to

castings made by mixing pig iron and

steel scrap; now rarely used. Admixture
with steel scrap is now regarded as one
of the methods of obtaining high-duty

irons. P.T.D.
semitrailer. A towed vehicle whose front rests

on the towing unit. Nichols.

semitranslucent. A degree of diaphaneity between translucent and opaque. Passes
light through edges of cabochons but very
little through thicker parts. Shipley.
semitransparent. a. Used to describe minerals
when objects may be seen through them

but without distinct outlines. Fay. b. Al:
enamel glaze which is partly opaque and
not totally transparent. May also be
known as semiopaque
Dict.

enamel.

Enam.

semiturbuient. Flow in a large airway with
fairly smooth sides in which the eddies

caused by the slight roughness of the

sides are correspondingly small, and may

not extend over the full area of the air-

way. When the roughnesses are large and
the airway is comparatively small it becomes filled with eddies and the airflow
is then described as turbulent. Spalding,
pp. 296-297.
semiturquoise. A term which has been used
for soft pale-blue turquoise or a turquoiselike mineral. Shipley.
semivitreous; semivitrified. That degree of
vitrification evidenced by a moderate or
intermediate water absorption. ASTM
C242-60. See also impervious; nonvitreous vitreous.
semivitreous china. A white or ivory body
with 4 to 10 percent absorption and fair

strength, with a fairly hard glaze (the
common tableware made in the United

States). ACSG, 1961.
semivitritied. See semivitreous. Dodd.
semiwater gas. A mixture of carbon monox-

ide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and nitrogen obtained by passing a mixture of air
and steam continuously through incandescent coke. Its calorific value is low,
about 125 British thermal units per cubic
foot. Osborne.

be considered as a further basis of classification. See also siliceous refractory..Dodd.
semisiliceous refractory. See semisilica refrac-

semiwet method. A method of mixing the
raw materials for portland cement. The
materials at first are dry; at some stage

semMilled man. A workman with experi-

similar to those employed in the wet
method. Also termed semidry method.

to.q.flodd.
ence rather less than that of a skilled
man. A repairer's assistant or a fitter's

water is added, all subsequent steps being
Fay.

't

groundmass are nearly equal. Fay.
semseyite. A monoclinic mineral, PbsSbsS.;
color, gray to black; Mohs' hardness, 2.5;
metallic; and specific gravity, 5.8. An uncommon mineral rarely identified except
in polished section. McKinstry.
senaite. A black titanate of iron, manganese,
phous with geikielite and ilmenite. Rhombohedral. Complex, trirhombohedral cryszals.

From Diamantina, Minas Geraes,

Brazil. English.
senarmontite; antimony trioxide. A white or

gray mineral, Slos0s, with white streak
and resinous, almost adamantine luster.
Yellow on melting. InsoluWe in water;

slightly soluble in sulfuric or nitric acids;

soluble in hydrochloric acid, alkali hy-

droxides, or 'sulfides. Specific gravity, 5.2

to 5.3; Mohs' hardness, 2 to 5. Found
in Europe; northern Africa. Used as a
paint pigment and in flameproofing. See
also valentinite. CCD 6d, 1961.

Sendzimir mill. A mill having two work rolls
of 1 to VA inches diameter each, backed

up by two rolls twice that diameter and
each of these backed up by bearings on
a shaft mounted eccentrically so that
rotating it increases the pressure between
beaeings and backup rolls. ASM Gloss.
Senecan. Lower Upper Devonian. A.G.1.
Supp.
Seneca oil. A crude petroleum formerly in

medicinal use. Webster 3d.
senesland. Subdued landforms that have lost

the full measure of relief that characterizes maturity. Such lands are neither mature nor old, but senescent. Perhaps they
may be called senetlands. Synonym for

oldland; matureland. A.G.I.
sengierite. A very rare, strongly radioactive,
green, orthorhombic mineral, 2Cu0.2U0s.V205.10H10, occurring in fissuces

in chlorite-talc schist adjoining a fault

containing uranium, vanadium, and copper minerals. It is related to carnotite and

tyuyamunite. Crosby, pp. 42-43. A va-

nadium ore. Osborne.
senile. Approaching the end of a geological
cycle of erosion; as, a senile topography.
Webster 3d. See also old. Fay.
senile river. A river in maturity, rarely fully
reached, characterized by a sluggish cur-

rent meandering through a peneplane
scarcely above baselevel; a dead river.
Standard, 1964.

senile stream. A stream whose current has be-

come enfeebled by reason of an approximation of its valley to baselevel. Standard, 1964. Compare senile river. Fay.
senile topography. The physical aspect or
conformation of land which approximates
to a baselevel plain. Standard, 1964.

Senonlan series. A division of the Upper

Cretaceous of France and Belgium, used
also somewhat in England; equivalent to
the Upper Chalk of England. Fay.
sensible cooling effect. The difference be-

tween the total cooling effect and the

dehumidifying effect. Strock, 10.
sensible heat. a. Thermal energy, the transfer of which to or from a substance results in a change of temperature. Compare latent heat. Webster 3d. b. The heat
added to a body when.its temperature is
changed. Bureau of Mines Staff. c. The
sensible heat of a body is the heat given

off when it cools to ordinary temperature. Newton, p. 134.

sensible horizon
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sensible horizon. The visible horizon. Ham.
sensitive earth fault protection. A system of
earth fault protection in which the fault
current is limited by design to a low value
which generally requires amplification in

is thought to be due, in many cases to
the action of the hydrophilic colloid as
a colloidal electrolyte. Miall.
sensitizer (luminescence). Ions added to a
luminescent material to increase the effi-

density required to achieve a given separation. B.S. 3552, 1962.
separation. a. Indicates the distance between

the case of 3-phase alternating-current
systems, the limitation of the leakage cur-

sensitizing compounds. Metal salts in aqueous

order to operate an earth fault relay. In

rent may be effected by either (1)

in-

serting a current limiting device between
the neutral point of the system and earth
(single-point earthing), or (2) connect-

ing, in each circuit to be protected all
phases, in star, through current limiting

devices, each star point being connected

to earth through an earth leakage pro-

tective device (multipoint earthing). B.S.
3618, 1965, sec. 7.
sensitive explosive. See explosive sensitiveness. Nelson.

sensitiveness. The property in a high explo-

sive that permits it to be exploded by a
shock. The more insensitive an explosive

is, the stronger detonator it requires to
develop the full strength. Fay.
sensitivity. The effect of remolding on the
consistency of a clay, regardless of the
physical nature of the causes of the
change. The degree of sensitivity is different for different clays, and it may also be

different for the same clay at different
water contents. The change in consistency produced by the disturbance of a
sensitive clay is always associated with
a change of the permeability. The degree of sensitivity, St of a clay is expressed by the retio between the unconfincd compressive strength of an undisturbed specimen and the strength of the
same specimen at the same water content
but in a remolded state. The values of St

for most clays range between two and

four. For sensitii,e clays, they range from
four to eight./ However, extrasensitive

clays are known with the values of St

greater than eight. They are encountered
chiefly among soft glacial clays that were

deposited in brackish or sea water and

soft clays derived from the decomposition
of volcanic ash. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

b. In explosives, a measure of the ease
with which a substance can be caused
to explode and its capacity to maintain

ciency of electron activation. VV.

or organic solutions which form an infilm on glass and other ceramic

visible

surfaces. Supersensitizing refers to a second step involving the use of noble metal
compounds which further enhances the
reduction properties of the metals about

to be formed on the ceramic surface.

Sensitizing compounds include aluminum
compounds, barium salts, cadmium compounds

tin chloride, and others. Super-

sensitizing compounds include gold chloride, iridium salts, palladium chloride,
and some silver compounds. Lee.
sensitometry. The science of measuring the
sensitivity of photographic materials. In
practice, it includes the quantitative
measurement of the relation between the

image produced on a photographic material and the treatment to which it has
been subjected, including exposure and

development. ASM Gloss.
sensor. The component of an instrument that

converts an input signal into a quantity
which is measured by another part of the
instrument. Also called sensing element.
H&C.

sentinel pyrometers. Small cylinders (used

principally in controlling the heat treatment of metals) made from blended
chemical compounds (nonceramic) and
so proportioned that they melt at stated
temperatures within the range 2200 to
1,050° C. Dodd.

Sentinel pyroscopes. Consist of alloys whose
melting point under favorable conditions

is known. They are useful for temperatures between 200° and 1,000° C. Small
pieces of these alloys are placed on porcelain saucers in various parts of the
furnace. Those that melt indicate that a

temperature exceeding their melting points

has been reached. In this way the maximum temperature may be known within
a range of about 20° C. Francis, 1965,
v. 2, p. 745.

sentries. Men posted at approach points to a

explosion through the length of the borehole. Nichols, 3, p. 9-4. c. The smallest
quantitative increment detectable in using
a measuring instrument. ASM Gloss.
sensitivity ratio. A measurement of the sensi-

place where a shot is about to be fired.
They are positioned at a safe and sheltered place and are authorized to stop
all persons from passing towards the firing area. In some mines, smtries are
issued with discs as a sign of authority.

sensitivity to propagation. Sensitivity %.0 prop-

senfor. A Wales term for iron pan. Compare
Incbench; sinter, e. Arkell.
separable tin. Eng. An incorrect spelling of
zparable. See also sparable tin. Fay.
separan 2610. Proprietary nonionic flocculat-

tivity of a clay to the action of remolding.'Ham.
agation of an explosive can be asmrtained

by a method called the Ardeer double
cartridge, or A.D.C., test. The A.D.C.
test consists of firing an explosive cartridge with a standard detonator and

determining the maximum length of the
gap across which the detonation wave
will

travel and detonate a second, or

receptor, cartridge. Both the primer and
the receptor cartridges should be of the
same composition, diameter, and weight.
McAdam II, pp. 19-20.

sensitization. A very small amount of hydrophilic sol (such as gelatine) is able to

protect a hydrophobic colloid (such as
gold or arsenic sulfide) from the coagulating influence of electrolytes; a still
smaller amount either coagulates the hydrophobic sol or makes it more sensitive
to the action of electrolytes. This phenomenon is known as sensitization and

ing agent. Pryor 3.

separate system. The drainage system in

which sewerage and surface water are

carried in separate sewers. See also combined system. Ham.
separate tandem electric mine locomotive.
See electric mine locomotive.
separate ventilation. A term used at an
earlier period for auxiliary ventilatioi.
Nelson.

separating bath. a. A vessel containing dense

medium in which the feed material is
separated on a commercial scale into
different fractions according to specific

gravity. BS. 3552, 1962. b. The liquid

in a separating bath. B.S. 3552, 1962.
separating medium. Dense medium of the
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any two parts of an index plane (bed,

vein, etc.) disrupted by a fault. Horizontal separation is separation measured in
any indicated horizontal direction; vertical separation is measured along a vertical line; stratigraphic separation is measured perpendicular to the bedding planes.
Billings, 1954, p. 136. b. Treatment of
ore to separate values (concentrates) from
nonvalues (gangue, barrens, tails). Also
called segregation. Pryor, 3.
separation coal. Eng. Coal that has been prepared by screening or washing. Fay.
separation density. The effective density at
which a separation has taken place, calculated from a specific-gravity analysis of
the products; commonly expressed as

either partition density or equal errors
cut point (density). B.S. 3552, 1962.

separation door. a. A door to separate the air
in an intake airway from that in a return
airway and prevent leakage. It is normally

constructed with tongued and grooved
boards secured by battens, and built into
brick or concrete walls to form an airtight closure of the airway. Separation
doors are usually arranged in two's or
three's several y xrds

apart, to reduce

leakage when men or cars are passing
along the roadway. See also automatic
closing door; steel separation door. Nelson.

b. See air door. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
separation size. A general term indicating
the effective size at which separation has
taken place, mlculated from a size analysis of the product; commonly expressed
as either partition size or equal errors
size. B.S. 3552, 1962.
separation valve. Eng. A massive cast-iron

plate suspended from the roof of a re-

turn airway, through which all the return
air of a separate dictrict flows, allowing
the air to always flow past or underneath

it; but in the event of an explosion of
gas the force cf the blast closes it against
its frame or seating, and prevents a

communication with other districts. The
blast being over the weight of the valve
causes it to return to its normal position,
allowing the ventilation to continue. Fay.
separator. a. A machine for separating, with
the aid of water or air, materials of different specific gravity. Strictly, a separator
parts two or more ingredients, both valu-

able, while a concentrator saves but one
and rejects the rest ; but the terms are
often used interchangeably. Fay. b. Any
machine for separating materials, as the
magnetic separator for separating magnetite from its gangue. Fay. c. A screen,
especially a revolving screen for separating things like stones or coal into sizes.

Standard, 1964.
sepiolite. See meerschaum. Fay
septaria. Balls of stone, tLe interior cellularly
constructed. Arketl.
septarian. A structure developed in certain
concretions known as septarian nodules,
consistins of an irregular polygonal system of internal cracks, which are almost
always occupied by calcite or other minerals. Holmes, 1920.
septarian boulder. Sea septarium.
septarian nodule. Under primary concretions
may be included the flint anui chalcedonic

nodules found in chalk and the older
limestones, the material of which was in
part derived from the siliceous remains

of radiolaria and sponges. Such sometimes

series parallel circuit
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occur in the form of lenticular nodules
with or without an appreciable concentric structure, lying in parallel layers or

sequence interlock. An interlock provided

ironstone, an impure carbonate of iron,

prevents a circuit from being operated

beds, continuous for long distances. Clay
occurs characteristically in

this

form.

These latter often crack on drying and

consequent shrinkage, the cracks extending from within outward. In these cracks,
calcite is subsequently deposited, whereby
the nodule is divided into septa of a

white or yellowish color. On being cut
and polished, these often form beautiful
and unique objects. To such the name

septarian nodule is commonly given.
A.G.I.
septarian texture. A concretionary nodule intersected within by cracks often filled
with a later mineral. Schieferdecker.
septarium. A roughly spheroidal concretion,
generally of limestone or clay ironstone,

cut into polyhedral blocks by radiating
and intersecting cracks that have been

filled (and the blocks cemented together)
by veins of some material, generally calcite. Plural, zeptaria. Also called sep-

tarian boulder; septarian nodule; turtle

stone. Fay.
septavalent; heptavalent. Having a valency
of 7, as with chlorine and manganese in
perchlorates and permanganates. Pryor, 3.
septeamesite. Synonym for amesite. See also
se p te chlorite. Hey, M.M., 1961.
septechlorite. A group name for the amesitecronstedtite-berthierine family, dimorphous
with the chlorites; the name refers to
the 7A. c-spacing characteristic of this
family. Hey, _M.M., 1961.

septic tank. A tank in which bacterial action
is encouraged to break down sewage to
harmless constituents. Ham.
septum. Membrane separating two phases,

for example, pulp and filtrate. Pryor, 3.
sequence. The order in which events are
connected or related in time; simple suc-

cession. Especially, the connection of an-

tecedent and consequent in a temporal

series apart from any causal necessity; as,
the reactions of chemical agents may be
conceived as merely invariable sequences.
Webster 3d.

sequence control. a. A method of control
whereby, once action has been initiated,
a numbtr of electrical circuits will automatically function in a prescribed order.
B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7. b. The electrical
arrangement whereby in a system of conveyor belts the conveyor nearest to the
main discharge point starts first and the
auxiliary conveyors are automatically

staled at 5 to 10 second intervals, the
furthest away starting up last. With sequence control (1) attendants are not
required at each of the terminal drives
of individual conveyors, and i2) the
staggered starting brings on the electrical

load gradually. See also actuated roller
switch. Nelson. c. Sequence control in
which centrifugal devices are driven by

the conveyor belt, by a sprocket and
chain from a conveyor roller, or by a

flexible drive from a special pulley from
the conveyor belt. Their speed, therefore,

is proportional to that of the beh; con-

between a number of manually controlled
electrical circuits, which are required to
function in a prescribed order, and which

unless the preceding circuit has completed its part in the sequence. B.S.
3618, 1965, sec. 7.
sequence starting. An arrangement whereby
the starting of one belt conveyor starts
all of its feeder conveyors in a predetermined manner. The purpose of sequence
starting is to prevent spilling at transfer
points and to reduce the power demand
in starting the system. NEMA MB1-1961.
See also power sequence; pilot sequence;
sequence control. Sinclair, V, p. 306.
sequence timer. In resistance welding, a de-

vice used for controlling the sequence

and duration of any or all of the elements
of a complete welding cycle except weld
time or heat time. A$M Gloss.
sequence weld timer. The same as sequence
timer except either weld time or heat

time, or both, are also controlled. ASM
Gloss.

sequester; sequestration; sequestering agent.
A sequestering z gent forms soluble com-

plex ions with a simple ion, thereby inhibiting the activity of that ion. In water
treatment, the effects of hardness can be
suppressed by adding agents to sequester

calcium and magnesium. Lowenhettn.
sequestering agent. Any chelating com;ound
that forms a water-soluble metallic com-

plex and prevents the usual reactions of
the metallic ion in question; for example, sodium metaphosphate and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). Bennett
2d, 1962 Add.; CCD 6d, 1961.
seracs. When two or more sets of crevasses

intersect, the surface of the glacier is
torn into a broken mass of jagged ice
pinnacles known as seracs. Stokes and

Varnes, 1955.
serandite. A peachblossom red acid metasilicate of 'manganese, calcium, sodium, and
potassium, 15 (Mn, Ca) 0.3 (Na, K ) 20.20Si-

02.21-110. Monoclinic. Elongated crystals.
From Los Islands, Guinea. English.

serendibite. An indigo-blue to grayish bluegreen borosilicate of aluminum, calcium,
and magnesium, 3A1203.4Mg0.2Ca0.B4O3.4SiOs. Triclinic. Grains. From Kandy,

Ceylon; Johnsburg, Warren County, N.Y.
English.

serial samples. Samples collected according
to some predetermined plan, such as along
the intersections of gridlines, or at stated

u::tances or times. The method is used

to ensure random sampling. A.G.I.
serial sections. A series of parallel sections
illustrating the development of a certain
stratigraphic or tectonic event. Schieferdecker.

sedate. A rock fabric in which the sizes of
the crystals vary gradually or in a continuous series. Fay.
sedate fabric. The fabric of inequigranular
rocks in which the sizes of the crystals
vary gradually from one extreme to the
other... Seriate fabrics are intermediate in
character between hiatal and equigranular. Schiefirdecker.

tacts or microcontacts are opened or
closed at definite predetermined speeds.
Belt speeds vary according to conditions

sedate texture. An exsolution texture in
which exsoluted large and small bodies

possible; belt wear is then less,' although

if not identical with, muscovite mica. It
occurs in small flakes and scales in meta-

and loading between 150 and 450 feet
per minute, but should be as low as

a wider belt is required to' deliver the
same output. Sinclair, V, p. 306.

show an ordered or sedate arrangement.

Schieferdecker.
serkfte. A white, potash mica very similar to,

morphic rocks, such as,

sericite schists

and sericite gneisses, and in the wall

rocks, fault gouge, and vein fillings of
many ore deposits. Stokes & Varnes,

1955; C.T.D.
sericite gneiss. Gneiss containing sericite in

the place of the ordinary more coarsely

crystalline muscovite. Fay.
sericite schist. Mica schist whose mica is
sericite. Sericite is also used as a prefix
to

many names of metamorphic rocks

containing the mineral. Fay.
sericitization. a. A type of hydrothermal alteration which results in a complete loss
of soda and a large gain in silica, potash,
perhaps pyrite and other substances. The
typical product of complete sericitization
is a finely granular aggregate of sericite,
quartz, pyrite, and calcite, which usually
forms a very incompetent rock. Sericitized

rocks are often white to light yellow in

color and are usually soft. Lewis, p. 605.
b. The development of sericite in schists

and other rocks due to metamorphism.

Fay.
series. a. An arrangement of electric blasting
caps in which all the firing current passes

through each of them in a single circuit.
Nichols. b. Formerly applied to core barrels, casings, rods, etc., and used in the

same manner as the currently accepted

term design. Long. c. As used by persons

associated with the diamond industry,
parcels of different types of diamonds sold

in one lot. See also sight. Long: d. In

geology, the stratigraphic subdivision of

the third rank, in the classifications in
general use; a division of a system. The
chronologic term of equivalent rank is
epoch. Fay. e. A time-stratigraphic unit
ranked next below a system. A.G.I. f.
Loosely used in petrology for related

igneous rocks. A.G.I. SuPp.
series circuit firing. A method of connecting

together a number of detonators which
are to be fired electrically in one blast.
Each detonator is connected to the adjacent detonator to form a continuous
circuit having two free ends which are
then connected to the firing cable. In
British coal mines, all rounds of shots
must be connected electrically in series.
This results in large rounds having a
high electrical resistance, requiring high

voltage at the exploder which in turn

increases the chance of misfires due to
zurrent leakage. See also parallel circuit

firing. Nelson.
series connection. When the various parts of

a circuit are connected in sequence so

that the same current passes through each
in turn, they are connected in series and
the total electromotive force is found by
adding together the electromotive forces

of the individual parts. Mason, V. 2,

p. 388.
series copper.refinhig process. See Hayden
process; Smith process; Randolph process.
Liddell 2d, p. 495.

series firing. The firing of detonators in a
round of shots by passing the total sup-

ply current through each of the deto-

nators. Compare parallel firing. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 6.
series motor. Electric motor with field windin?s in series with armature. Pryor, 3.

series of Igneous rocks. See igneous rock

series. A.G.I.
series parallel circuit. A method of connecting together a number of detonators

which are to be fired electrically in one
blast. The detonators are connected in
parallel in a number of groups and these

series parallel circuit
parallel groups in turn connected in
series. See also
Nelson.

1..c

t,

parallel series circuit.

series parallel firing. The firing of detonators

in a round of shots by dividing the total
supply current into branches, each containing a certain number of detonators
wired in series. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
series refining. See Hayden process.
series shots. A number of loaded holes connected and fired one after the other. In
contradistinction to simultaneous firing,

where the charges are connected dectrically, and are all exploded at one time.
Stauffer.

YA

series ventilation. A system of ventilating a
number of faces consecutively by the same
air current. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

terized by the occurrence of the organism
serpulites, by some geologists regarded as
a very primitive nautiloid cephalopod,

by others as merely a segmented worm.
C.T.D.

serrate. Notched or toothed on the edge;

saw-toothed. Webster 3d. Frequently applied to mountain ranges. Fay.
serrated. (An edge) cut into a line of teeth.

Nichols.
serrated saddle. A refractory support for pottery ware during kiln firing; this particu-

lar item is a rod of triangular section,

its upper edge being serrated to facilitate
the rearing of the ware. Dodd.
serrate texture. A term denoting saw-toothed
contacts between minerals. A.G.I.
serumite. A bonding clay for foundry sands.

series welding. Making two or more resistance
spot, seam, or projection welds simultane-

Osborne.
Serval. Asphalt-impragnated asbestos fiber

series circuit. ASM Gloss.
serpentine. a. A hydrous magnesium silicate,
Mge(SieCho) (OH) e ; monoclinic, but only
as pseudomorphs. It is always of second-

the will of the master or of a mine
operator in the prosecution of the work
not only as to the result to be accomplished but also as to the means to be
employed, is a servant and not ,an in-

ously by a single welding transformer
with three or more electrodes forming a

felt. Bennett 2d, 1962.
servant. One who represents and carries out

ary origin. The translucent varieties are
used for ornamental purposes; those with
a fibrous habit (chrysotile) are called
asbestos. Commonly green, greenish-

dependent contractor. Ricketts, I.
serve. To furnish; supply; as, the gas wells
serve the town with light and heat. Web-

distinct minerals,

issues more or less regularly from a fault-

yellow, or greenish-gray. The name includes at least two

antigorite and chrrotile, very difficult to
distinguish. Most asbestos is chrysotile.
Fay; A.G.I.; Dana 17. b. In petrology, a
metamorphic rock serpentinite composed
chiefly or wholly of the mineral serpentine. Fay.
serpentine asbestos. See chrysotile. C.M.D.
serpentine cat's-eye. Same as satelite. Shipley.

serpentine jade. A variety of the mineral

serpentine, resembling bowenite, occur-

ring in China; used as an ornamental

stone. C.M.D.
serpentine marble. See verde antique. Fay.

serpentine rock. A rock generally having a

dull green color and often spotted or
mottled, resembling the spots of a sui.
pent's skin. Mersereau, 4th, p. 302.

serpentine spit. Occasionally it happens that
variable or periodically shifting currents

ster 2d. Gas is said to "serve" when it
slip, a break, etc. Fay.

service agreement. Contract between em-

ployer or company and member of staff.

Pryor, 3.

service compartment. The section of a mine
shaft in which are located the water

pipes, the pipeline for compressed air,
the cables and telephone wires, and sig-

naling and similar arrangements. Stoces,
v. 1, p. 508.
service ell. A pipe elbow having an outside
thread on one end. Also known as street
ell. Strock, 3.
service factor. A factor by which the specified

horsepower is multiplied to compensate
for drive conditions. J&M.
service pipe. A pipe connecting mains with
a dwelling. Strock, 3.

extend a spit first in one direction, then
in another, giving it a more or less ser-

service rails. Scot. Rails used for a temporary
purpose. Fay.
service reservoir. A reservoir which is filled

rare form, the name serpentine spit may

gravity main, and which distributes a

pentine pattern. To this comparatively

from an impounding reservoir through a

be applied. A.G.I.
serpentine talc; serpentintaik. A mineral between serpentine and talc in composition,
MgeSie0u(OH)e, ahd physical characters.

servke road. a. A short road parallel to a
main road, for the use of local stopping

From silicification of dolomite in anhydrite bed of the Werra salt deposits,
Thuringia, Germany. Spencer 21, M.M.,
1958.

serpentine ware. a. A hard, green-spotted or
green-veined pottery suggestive of serpentine. Webster 3d. b. A variety of Wedg-

wood ware. See also pebble ware. Fay.

serpentinite. A rock consisting almost wholly

of serpentine minerals derived from the
alteration of previously existing olivine
and inykaroxene. A.G.I.

don; serpendzation. The conversion of ferromagnesian minerals or rocks
into aggregates of the serpentine minerals.
A.G.I.
serplerite. A bluish-green mineral occurring
in minute crystals, (Cu,Zn,Ca)O.S01.serPen

H10. Tabular andi n tufts with I very
perfect cleavage: Larsen, Ir.' 175.

Serpulite grit. A minor subdivision of "the
Eriboll quartzite of Cambrian age in the
Northwat Highlands of Scotland, Charac-

set casing
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water supply to consumers. Ham.

traffic. Ham. b. Scot. A temporary road-.

Fay.
service shaft. A shaft employed solely for the

hoisting of men and materials to and

from underground. Nelson.
stevice tee. A pipe tee having inside thread

on one end and on branch, but outside
thread on other end of run. Also known
as street tee. Strock, 3.

serving. a. Fiber cord wrapping around the

surface of a wire rope. Ham. b. Corn.
A supply of tin ready for smelting. Fay.

servomechanism. An apparatus for exercising
arcurate and More or less remote control.

tisborne.
servomotor. A motor supplying power to

move a servomechanism. NCB.
sesquidlicate. A slag with a silicale degree of
1.5. Newton Joseph. rntroduction to
Metallurgy, 1938, p. 399.
sessile. a. Permanently fixed, sedentary, not
free moving. H&G.' b. Organisms which

are firmly attached to a substratum. Hy.
set. a. A timber frame for supporting the

;71..

sides of an excavation, shaft, or tunnel.

Also called sett. Webster 3d. See also one-

piece set; two-piece set; timber set; sett.
Lewis, p. 40. b. Another name for bench
of timbers. Kentucky, p. 140. c. A group
of pumps that are used for lifting water
from one level to another; a lift. Web-ter 3d. d. Corn. A group of mines under
one lease. Webster 2d. e. A flat steel bar;
a kind of r wbar. Webster 2d. f. A piece

placed tenvorarily upon the head of a
pile that cannot be reached directly by

the weight or hammer. Webster 3d. g. A
train of mine cars; a trip. Fay. h. To fix
a prop or sprag in place. Fay. i. S. Staff.
To mine the sides off and trim up a head-

ing. Fay. j. N. of Eng. To load a tub
unfairly by placing the greater part of the
coal on the top of it and leaving_ the

bottom part mostly empty. Fay. k. N. of
Eng. The natural giving way of the roof
for want of support. Fay. I. To make an
agreement with miners to do certain
work; for example, to set a stall. Fay.
m. Mid. A measure of length along the
face of a stall, usually from 6 to 10 feet,
by Which holers and drivers work and

are paid. Fay. n. A section of a leased

mining area in Cornwall, England. Nelson.

o. The distance between roll faces of a

crusher. Nelson. p. N. of Eng. A number
of tubs (usually of 10 hundredweight
capacity) coupled together. Up to about
60 to 70 form a set. Trist. q. A facework

team or group. Trist. r. To place a diamond in the crown of a bit. Long. s. To
place casing in a borehole. Long. t. The

hardening or firmness displayed by some
materials when left undisturbed, such as
cement when hardened or gelatin when
cooled. Long. u. The distance a pile pens-

trates with one blow from the driving

hammer. Nichola. v. The failure of a rock

subjected to intense pressure below the

point of rupture to recover its

original

form when the pressure is relieved. Fay.
w. A group of essentiaiiy parallel planar
features, especially joints, dikes, faults,
veins, etc. A.G.I. x. The discharge opening of a crushing machine. It regulates
the size of the largest escaping particle.
Pryor, 2. y. The shape of the solidifying
surface of a metal, especially copper, with
respect to concavity or convexity. ASM
Gloss. z. Strain remaining after removal
of stress. Also called permanent set; permanent deformation; plastic strain; plastiz deformation. Ro. aa. The direction
in which a current is flowing; for exartple, when a current sets southward, the
movement of water is toward the south.
Hy. bb. The property which enables an

cnamel slip to leave a layer of definite
thickness on a nonporous surface immersed in the slip and allowed to drain.
ACSB, 3. cc. To adjust the flow properties of the enamel so as to leave a layer

of definite thickness on a nonporous surface either by dipping or spraying. ACSB,

3. dd. To place ware on a Itiln. ACSG,
1963. ee. To harden, as ti th gypsum
plaster. ACSG. ff. A flaw property of
porcelain enamel slip affecting the rate
of draining, residual thickness, and uniformity of coating. ASTM C286-65. gg.
The hardening or solidifyink of a plastic
or liquid substance, by chemical action
(as of mortar, concrete, or cement) or
%

by cooling and drying (as of glue). grebster 3d.

set bit. A bit insert with diamonds or other
cutting media. Long.
set casing. The cementing of casing in the

hole. The cement is introduced between
the casing and the wall of the hole and
then allowed to harden, thus sealing off
intermediate formations and preventing
i entering the hole. It is
fluids from
customary to set casing in the completion
of a producing well. Williams.
set casing shoe. DCDMA name for a casing
shoe set with diamonds. Often used for
a one-shot attempt to drill casing down
through overburden to bedrock. Also
called casing-shoe bit. Compare casing
bit; casing shoe. Long.
set coal. a. Used among British miners for
w e at here d

coal.

Tomkeieff,

1954.

b.

Leic. Coal occurring near hollows and
having a hard dead nature. Fay.

set copper. An intermediate copper product
containing about 3.5 percent cuprous
oxide, obtained at the end of the oxidizing

portion of the fire.refining cycle. ASM
Gloss.

set diameter. The inside and/or outside

diameter of a bit measured from the exposed tips of diamonds or other cutting
media inset in the wall portions of the bit

crown. Long.
set hammer. The flat-faced hammer held on

into another part to prevent relative
movement between the two parts. Long.

sett. a. A quarryman's term for a square

faced steel tool which is held in position
and struck with a sledge to cause a fracture in a rock mass. Fay. b. Corn. A

lease; the boundaries and terms of the
mining ground taken by the adventurers.

See also set, d. Fay. c. A timber frame
used in underground support. Also spelled
set. Pryor, 3. d. A small rectangular
dressed stone of granite, quartzite, or

whinstone, used as road paving in localized areas subject to especially heavy
traffic. Ham.

setter. a. A man who sets bricks or tiles in a

kiln (the man who sets pottary ware is
known as a placer). Dodd. b. An item
of kiln furniture; it is a piece of fired
refractory material shaped so that its up-

per surface conforms to the lower surface of the piece of ware that it is designed to support during kiln firing.
individual trained and
skilled in the art of setting diamonds in
Dodd. c. An

a bit mold, a bit die, or in the face of a
blank bit by handsetting methods. Also
called diamond setter. Long.

hot iron by a blacksmith when shaping

setters. N. of Eng. Large lumps of coal placed

striker's sledge. Fay.
set i.d. Synonym for set inside diameter.
Long.

the center. Fay.
setting. a. Those runners, sheeting, or poling

or smoothing a surface by aid of

his

set inside diameter. The minimum inside
diameter of a set core bit. Usually written set i.d. in drilling industry literature.
Also called bore; center bore; inside gage;
set i.d. Long.

set o.d. Synonym for set outside diameter.
Long.

set-off. Eng. The part of a connecting rod
to which the bucket rod is attached.
Fay.

setoff man. One who removes green brick,
tile, or pipe from cars or conveyor belts

and stacks products

settlement
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set casiv g

in drying

room,
spacing products so that hot air will

circulate between them. Also called belt
boy; floorman. D.O.T. 1.
set of Umber. Thc timbers which compose

any framing, whether used in a shaft,
slope, level, or gangway. Thus, the four
pieces forming a single course in the curb-

ing of a shaft, or the three or four pieces
forming the legs and collar and sometimes the sill of an entry framing are
together called a set, or timber set. Zern.

setout. a. See offtake, b. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.

3. b. N. of Eng. See la)out, c. Fay.
set outside diametek. 71: maximum outside
diameter of a set bit. Usually written set

round the sides of coal dealers' carts for
the purpose of piling up a good load in

boards which are held in place by one

pair of timber frames supporting the sides
of an excavation. See also timbering; top

frame. Ham. b. The timber frames used
at intervals in shaft sinking and closepax' behind. Stauffer. c. Sec heading, i.
Fay. d. See square timbering. Fay. e. S.
Staff. See double timber. Fay. f. A group
of retorts for gas manufacture. Webster
3d. g. The day and place of contracting
with the men of a mine. Standard, 1964.

h. The act of contracting with miners

for work to be done. Standard, 1964. i.
The arrangement of ware in a kiln. With
pottery ware, the setting generally consists
of the individual pieces together with the

kiln furniture that supports them; a set-

ting of building bricks or refractories consists merely of the bricks themselves.
Dodd. j. A group of gas retorts or cham-

bers within a bench, the group being

heated independently of other groups of
retorts in tae same bench. Also known
as a bed. Dodd. k. The process of hardening of a cement or of plaster. See also
final set; initial set. Dodd.
setting block. A tool to which a blank bit

can be coupled and held in a selected

o.d. in drilling industry literature. Also
called outside gage; set o.d. Long.
set reamin shell. A reaming shell a portion
of the outside surface of which has em-

position in a vise while handsetting diamonds in a blank bit. Long.
setting charge. The amount charged by bit
manufacturers for setting a diamond bit.

or other cutting media, having a set

selling chisels. The chisels and punches used

bedded diamonds, diamond-inset inserts,

Long.

diameter slightly greater than the standard set size of the bit to which the shell

by a handsetter to peen or calk a diamond in place in the face of a blank

a set of skips hauled by the main-and-

setting gage. Plug or ring gages used by bit
setters to measure the inside or outside
diameter of a diamond bit. Long.
setting out; laying out. Marking out on the

is coupled. Long.
set rider. a. Aust. The man who accompanies

tail-rope system, so that he can attend to
any points on the track, unfasten the
rope, and signal to the engine driver as
required. The corresponding American
term is trip rider. Fay. b. See brakeman;

c; trip rider. D.O.T. 1.

setscrew. a. Synonym for chuck screw. Long.

b. A machine screw, sometimes cupped

or pointed at one end and screwed

through one part tightly upon or slightly

bit. Long.

ground by means of pegs and lines the

positions and dimensions of
earthworks, masonry, etc. Pryo7, 3. Also
called staking out.
setting pattern. The geometric arrangement
proposed

of the inset diamonds in a bit crown.
Long.

setting plug. A cylindrical object, having a

diameter equal to the inside set diametei
of a specific-s; :e bit, used to measure the
inside set diameter of a core bit. Long.
setting rate. A comparative term referring to
the time required for the glass surface to
cool between the limits of the working

range. A short time implies a fast

set-

ting rate, and a long time implies a slow
setting rate. ASTM C162-66.
setting ring. A ringlike sleeve the inside diameter of which is the same as a specific
set outside diameter of a diamond bit or
reaming shell; it is used to check the set
diameter of a bit or reaming shell. Also
called bit gage; bit ring; gage ring; gaging ring; ring gage. setting gage. Long.
setting rod. A special diamond-drill rod used
to set a deflecting wedge in a borehole.
Long.

setting shack. A temporary shelter, located
near one or more drills used as a shop
by a diamond-bit handsetter. Long.

setting lime; set. The time required by a

freshly mixed paste of cement an,.1 water
to acquire an arbitrary degree of stiffness
as determined by specific tests for initial
and final set. Taylor.
setting tools. The chisels, punches, and other
equipment used in handsetting a diamond
bit. Long.

setting up. a. The act or process of setting
a diamond bit. Long. b. See rigging, a.
Long. c. In mining, to gather the neces-

sary tools and complete all work preparatory to drilling. Long. d. The hardening
of substances such as cement, plastic,
molten gelatin, etc., by cooling or as the
result of a chemical action. Long. e. The

act or process of tightly couoling two

threaded parts together. Long. I. Hardening of air-setting or hydraulic-setting mortars. Bureau of Mines Staff. .

setting-up agent; setup agent. An electrolyte
used to increase the measured pickup of
a slip. ASTM C286-65.

setting vise. Used to hold a setting block.
Cumming.

.

settle. a. A term used to indicate thc amount
of vertical fire shrinkage that takes place

in a kiln full of bricks. Fay. b. To clear
of dregs and impurities by causing them
to sink. Webster 3d. c. To cause to sink;
to depress; to render close or compact.
Webster 2d. d. To sink or drop as sedi-

ment, especially of ooze or dust. Schieferdecker.
settle blow. The stage in the blow-and-blow
glassmaking process when glass is forced
into a fioish or ring mold by air pressure.
Dodd.

settle boards. a. N. of Eng. Iron plates or

sheets forir.ing the floor of a heapstead, to
admit of the tubs being pushed and
turned about with facility. Turnsheets.

Fay. b. N. of Eng. See cage shuts. Also
spelled settle bords. Fay.

settkd ground. Ground that has ceased to
subside over the waste area of a mine

and has reached a state of full subsidence.
Nelson.
settled production. The production of an oil

well which, apart from the normal progressive annual dimunition, will last a
number of years. Fay.

settle mark. a. mark on a steel bar used to
measure the vertical firing shrinkage in
a kiln full of ware to indicate that the
firing process is complete. Bureau o
Mines .Staff. b. Any slight variation in
the wall thickness of a glass container;
sometimes called a settle wave. Dodd.
settlement. a. The downward movement of a

settlement
structure, due to compression of the soil
below the foundations. Uniform settlement of a reasonable amount is not harmful to normal structures. Damage is liable

to occur when different parts settle by
different amountsknown as differential
settlement. Nelson. b. The gradual low-

ering of the superincumbent strata in
mines as the co. 1 or stratified mineral is
extracted. See ,:o subsidence; differential
settlement; seat of settlement. Nelson.

settlement clerk. One who calculates payment

due shipper for ores, concentrates, scrap

metal, and other metal products

for-

warded to plant for processing, based on
weight figures on freight bills, and laboratory report of moisture content and ore
analysis. D.O.T. Supp.
settlement crator. Uniformly loaded soils
settle in such a way that a surface which
has been level will assume a basin shape
over the loaded area. Such form of crater
is largely responsible for the differential
settlement of foundations often accompanied by heavy structural damage. Ham.

settlement of the roof. See closure; convergence, f.

settler. A separator; a tub, pan vat, or tank
in which a separation can be effected by
settling. A tub or vat in which pulp from
the amalgamating pan or battery pulp is
allowed to settle the pulp is stirred in
water to remove ihe lighter portions. Fay.
See also settling tank.

settling. a. Falling out of a solid within a

liquid because of gravity. ASM Gloss. b.
A process for removing iron from liquid
magnesium alloys by holding the melt at
a low temperature after manganese has
been added to it. ASM Gloss. c. The sag
in outcrops of laminated sedimentary
rocks caused by rock creep. A.G.I. d. The
compaction of coastal sediments. Schiele?...
decker.

settling basin. An enlargement in a conduit
to permit the settlement of debris carried
in

suspension,

sgraffito
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usually provided with

means of ejecting the material so col-

lected; one form of sand trap. Seelye, 1.
settling box. A box or container in which
drill cuttings or sludges are accumulated
and coarse materials permitted to settle.
Long.

settling cone. A conical tank used to settle
coarse solids from the circulating water.
B.S. 3552, 1962.
settlingite. See settling stones resin. Fay.

settling pit. An excavation through which
mine water is conducted in order to

reduce its velocity, thus allowing sediment
to settle and to be cleaned out from time
to time. Also called dredge sump; seteiog
sump (undesirable usage). B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 4.

settling pond. A pond, natural or artificial,
for recovering the solids from washery
effluent. B.S. 3552, 1962.
settling sand. Drillers' term for friable sand-

stor.e that caves into wells and settles
around the bit. .4.G.I. Supp.

settling-tank operator. A laborer who drains
excess liquid from concentrates and dis-

charges from precipitation drum, using
settling tanks. D.O.T. supp.
settling vat. A vat in which particles of ore
are allowed to settle. Fay.
settling velocity. A function of the size of the
particles and their relative delsitier. It

is also influenced by shape of the particles, inasmuch as flat particles tend to
settle more slowly than rounded grains
of equivalent size. Hawkes, 2, p. 135.
setts-off. Eng. See distance blocks. Fay.

setup. a. Working arrangement of a process,

for example, a pilot-plant run. Pryor 3.
b. In surveying, location of theodolite
above a station point. Pryor 3. c. In drill-

ing, location of machne. Pryor 3. d. In

transit or leveling, the instrument placed
in position and leveled, ready for taking

measurements; or a point where an instrument is to be or has been placed.
Seelye, 2. e. In base-line measurement,

bacterial action, chemical precipitation,

filtration or by any other method including that of use on a sewage farm.

Ham.
sewage farm. A farm on which sewage, usual-

ly in the form of sludge, taken from
settlement tanks, is plowed into the land
as manure and the effluent is drawn off
for use in irrigation. Ham.
sewage gas. A gas which generates in, and
can be collected from, sealed tanks where
sewage sludge undergoes digestion, by
anaerobic bacteria. It may also arise in
badly ventilated sewers, where it becomes
dangerous. It consists of two-thirds methane, and one-third carbon dioxide. See
also Imhoff tank. Ham.

sewer. A large-diameter pipe or an open
channel laid to gradients underground,

up. Synonym for rig; rig-up. Long. g. In
iron and steel manufacture, a machine
for upsetting a bloom that has been
lengthened by a squeezer. Webster 2d.
h. An iron bolt or rod upset at one end.
Webster 2d. i. That characteristic of an
enamel which allows it to drain and seize

sewerage. A planned system of sewers in a
particular Authority's district, through
which sewage is collected and removed to
a disposal works. See also collecting system. Ham.
sewer brick. A low-absorption, abrasive resistance brick intended for use in drainage structures. ASTM C43-65T.
sewer pipe. An impervious clay pipe (usually
glazed) for sewerage and trade-effluent

on the surface of a piece of ware so as

to produce a uniform smooth surface on
a desired thic mess. Enam. Dict.
setup time. a. The time required for a cement or gelatin to harden. Long. b. Synonym for rig-up time. Long.

setup wheel. An abrasive wheel made of a
series of sheets of abrasive-coated fabrics
compressed into wheel form. ACSG, 1963.

set weight. The quantity of diamonds set in
a bit, expressed in carats. Long.
seventy-two-hour coke. Owing to the sus-

pension of labor on Sunday, an oven
charged on Friday must necessarily go
over to Monday, so that all charges made
on Friday and drawn on Monday must
be in the ovens 72 hours, and the coke

resulting is called 72-hour coke. The 72hour coke, has higher ash, less volatile
matter, less sulfur, an& is preferred for
foundry purposes. Fay.
severance. a. Separation of a mineral or
royalty interest from other interests in
the land by grant or reservation. A min-

eral or royalty deed or a grant of the

land reserving a mineral or royalty interest, by the landowner before leasing, accomplishes a severance as does his execu-

tion of an oil and gas lease. Williams.
b. See liberation.

Sevilla ores. Spanish brown and red hematite,

with a very low phosphorus content and

containing about 60 percent iron. Osborne.
Sivres. Fr. A fine, often elaborately decorated

French porcelain made at the national
factory at Sivres,. France. Webster 3d.

was found in an old lead mine in Northumberland, England. Fay.

b. Fr. The darker blue of Sivres porce-

which the return water from a borehole
collects and the entrained drill outline
settle. Long. b. A tank in which pulp is
held while solids settle from suspension.
Also called thickener; settler. Pryor, 3.

aewage disposal. Ham.
sewage disposal. The treatment of sewage by

which carries sewage or surface water to
a point for disposal. See also self-cleansing gradient; separate system; outfall, c.

a measuring plate is set ahead so that
the end mark of the tape will fall on
the next plate. Seelye, 2. f. See setting

Sivres blue. a. Fr. The lighter blue of the

settling tank. a. A reservoir or tank into

private septic tank for disposal. See also

distance by which the reference mark on

settling stones resin. A resinoid, hard, brittle
substance possessing a pale yellow to deep

red color, a specilic gravity of 1.16 to
1.54, and burning in a candle flame. It

to a public sewer, or occasionally to a

Sivres porcelain, especially of pieces antedating the Revolution (1789) distinctively called bleu celeste. Webster 3d.
lain, distinctively called bleu-du-roi. Web-

ster 3d.
sewage. The discharge from all types of
sanitary appliances, including medical and
industrial as well as domestic collected

into drains which are connected usually

Ham.

disposal. Dodd.

sewer pipe clay. A clay that is similar in
characteristics to those used for paving
brick. It must contain enough silica and

stand sufficient heat to combine with the
salt fumes to produce the required glaze.
A high percentage of iron is also necessary since it aids in the formation of the
salt glaze. A high percentage of soluble
salts is desirable. CCD 6d, 1961.
sewer tile. Impervious tile of circular cross
section designed to conduct sewage.

ACSG, 1963.
sextant. A surveying instrument, held in the

hand, which measures angles between
distant objects up to 120° in any plane.
A fixed horizon glass, reflects images from

a second mirror, the index glass attached

to a moving arm by which the degree
readings are accurately observed on a
graduated scale. It is used at sea to
measure the altitude of the sun or a star,
thereflected image of which is brought to
coincide with the visible horizon, enabling
the longitude to be determined. Ham.

seybertite. A reddish-brown to copper-red
mineral of the brittle mica group with
perfect micaceous cleavage, 10 ( Mg,Ca) O.-

5A1,08.45i02.3H2O. Larsen, p. 178.
Seyler's classification. A classification of coals

based primarily upon the carbon and
. hydrogen content calculated to a pure
coal basis, according to the Parr formula.
See also carbon-hydrinen ratio. Nelson.
Seymourite. A copper-base alloy containing
approximately 18 percent nickel and 18
percent zinc; highly corrosion-resistant.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
sgruffito. A mode of decoration sometimes

used by the studio potter.; a colored engobe is applied to the dried ware and a
pattern is then formed by scratching
through the engube to expose the differently colored body. (Derived from Italian
graffito, to scratch.) Dodd.

shack. Derb. An irregular ore deposit. See
also self-open. Fay.

shackanite. A variety of analcite trachyte
with phenocrysts of rhombic feldspar.
A.G.I.

with a hoisting engine at the top for
handling men, rock, and supplies, or it
may be used only in connection with
pumping or ventilating operations. Compare incline. Lewis, p. 21. b. A wooden

1
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shack

bits similar to oilfield rotary drilling. Six
tricone cutters are used anal a large core
is formed. A central hole is drilled in the
core and a small explosive charge fired to
break it for removal. In some cases, it is
removed bodily by a core catcher. Nelson.
shaft driver. See hoistman. D.O.T. I.
shaft engineer. See hoistman. D.O.T. 1.

shackle. a. A connecting link or device for
fastening parts together; usually in such
a manner as to permit some motion.
Crispin. b. A connecting device for lines

handle of a pick, etc. Fay. c. The term
shaft came into use towards the end of

section pierced for cross bolt or a pin.

the strata to the coal or mineral to be

shaft feeder cable. A cable mounted in a
shaft to transmit electrical power to the
shaft bottom and/or to an intermediate

circular shaft; rectangular shaft;

shaft furnace. A high furnace, charged at
the top and tapped at the bottom. Fay.
The iron blast furnace is the most im-

and drawbars which consist of a U-shaped

the sixteenth century. It means a vertical
or steeply inclined excavation or opening
from the surface (usually) down through

Nichcls. c. A short wrought iron or manganese steel chain for connecting mine
cars to form a journey or train, for trans-

developed. A mine is provided with an
upcast and a downcast shaft. A shaft in
metal mining may be sunk upon a vein,
even if the inclination is but slight. See

and from the workings. Also called cou-

also

port by rope haulage or locomotive to
pling; clipl jig; coupler. See also automatic clip. Nelson.

shackle bolt. A bolt passing through a
shackle and some other part fastening the
two together. Crispin.

shackler; coupler. A person employed to at-

tach and detach the shackles between
mine cars either at a junction near the
face or at the pit bottom. He attaches
the cars at the junction to form trains
for the locomotive or rope haulage. Another shackler detaches them at the pit

bottom for loading into the cage. Nelson.
shadd. a. Corn. Smooth, round stones on the
surface, containing tin ore, and indicating

a vein. Fay. b. Same as shoad. Arkell.

shade. a. A color that has been darkened by
the addition of black. Hansen. b. A term
descriptive of that difference between

colors which results from a difference in
luminosity only, the other color constants
being essentiady equal. A darker shade
of a color is one that has a lower luminosity. Hess.

shade classifier. See boardman II. D.O.T.I.
shading. a. A common method of showing

relief on maps. The map is shaded so
that the landscape appears as if illuminated with parallel rays of light from a
given angle and viewed from a point vertically above. The topographic forms are

thus shown by the shadows they cast.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b. A pleasing
effect produced in enamel by applying,
usually by spraying, an area of dark

service shaft; staple shaft. Nelson. d. S.
Afr. Subshaf ts are those sunk underground as a continuation of shafts from
the surface, and there are often several
stages. Vertical shafts have been sunk to
beyond 5,000 feet in one stage. Beerman.

e. A vertical or steeply inclined tunnel.

S. Wales. To pull or draw
at a tub. Fay. g. A round bar that roNichols. f.

tates or provides an . axis of revolution.

Nichols. h. The interior of a shaft fur-

nace above the boshes. Fay. i. A brick or
stone stack or chimney. Standard, 1964.

j. The upper zone of the blast furnace.

Mersereau, 4th, p. 399.
shaft allowance. The difference between the
excavation diameter and the finished diameter in the clear; the extra space
allowed to accommodate the permanent
shaft lining. Nelson.
shaft bottom. See loop-type pit bottom; pit
bottom, a; single approach pit bottom.
Nelson.

shaft cable. a. A specially armored cable of
great mechanical strength running down
the shaft of a mine. C.T.D. b. See borehole cable.

shaft cable cleat. A clamp fixed to a shaft
wall or to a bunton to support vertical
cables in a shaft. B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.
shaft capacity. The output of ore or coal that

can be expected to be raised regularly

and in normal circumstances, per day or
week. Nelson.

enamel to a lighter background, the thick-

shaft casing; air lock. The structure enclosing the top of a shaft designed to prevent

directions. Enam. Dia.
shadoof. A counterpoised sweep used in
Egypt and nearby countries for raising
water, ore, etc. A hand whip. Fay.
shadowing. Same as shielding. ASM Gloss.
shadow photometer. See Rumford's photo-

shaft column. A length of pipes installed in

ness being tapered off in one or more

metet

C.T.D.

shadow wall. A refractory wall in a glasstank furnace erected on the bridge cover;
it may be solid or may have openings,
its purpase being to wreen the working
end from excessive heat radiation. It is
also sometimes known as a baffle wall or

curtain wall but the latter term is by

some authorities reserved for a suspended
wall serving the same purpose. Dodd.
shadow zone. Region in which refraction effects cause exclusion of echo-ranging
sotind signals. Hy.
shadrach. See salamander. Fay.
shaft. a. An excavation of limited area compared with its depth, made for finding or

mining ore or coal, raising water, ore,

rock, or coal, hoisting and lowering men
and material, or ventilating underground
workings. The term is often specifically
applied to approximately vertical shafts,

as distinguished from an incline or inclined shaft. Fay. A shaft is provided

short circuiting of air into or out of the
shaft. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
shaft cave. A cave formed primarily of a
shaft or shafts. A.G.I.
shaft collar. See collar set; collar structure.
Nelson.

a mine shaft for pumping, compressed

air, or hydraulic stowing. Nelson.
shaft cruther. Hard-rock crusher in upcast
shaft, set to reduce larger lumps of ore
to convenient size for delivery to skip by
way of leading pocket. Pryor, 3.
shaft deformation bar. A useful contrivance
for metauring the deformation in the
cross section of a shaft. It consists of a
length of 11/4-inch pipe fitted at one end
with a micrometer and at the other end
with a hard steel cone. The micrometer
should have a range of 3 to 4 inches and
should fit into a bushing in the pipe in
some manner. It may thus be removed
from the bar for safe keeping or during
transport. Isaacson, p. 207.
shaft driller. See shaft sinker. D.O.T. 1.

shaft drilling. The drilling of small shafts
up to about 5 feet diameter with the shot

drill. In Virginia, shafts up to 6 feet

diameter have been sunk by core drilling.
A ririg 4 inches wide is formed by roller

level. B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.
shaft foot. Scot. The bottom of a shaft. Fay.

portant example of a shaft furnace. Newton, p. 279.
shaft guides. See cage guides; fixed guides;
rope guides. Nclson.

shaft headman. See eager, a. D.O.T. 1.
shaft-holst engineer. See hoistman. D.O.T. 1.
shaft hoistman. See hoistman. D.O.T. I.
shaft horsepower. a. Actual horsepower pro-

duced by the engine after deducting the
drag of accessories. Also called flywheel

hifsepower; belt '-..orsepower. Nichols. b.

7he shaft horsepower of a winding engine is the average load of coal or ore

in pounds raised per wind multiplied by
the average number of winds per minute
(which may be a fraction) multiplied by

the depth of the shaft in feet and the
product divided by 33,000. Sinclair, V,
p. 150.

shaft house. A buildi,g at the mouth of a
shaft, where ore or rock is received from
the mine. Weed, 1922.
shaft inset. The point where a horizontal tunnel intersects a shaft. See also inset.
Nelson.

shaft kiln. A vertical kiln charged at the top

and discharged at the bottom. If solid
fuel is used it is fed in with the charge,

but shaft kilns can also be fired with gas

or oil by burners placed nearer to the

bottom of the shaft. Such kilns are used
for the calcination of flint, dolomite, fire

clay, etc. Dodd.
shaft kip. Eng. See kip, a. Fay.
shaft lamp. Eng. Set comet. Fay.
shaft lighting. The lighting of shafts at land-

ing stations is often found to be far from
ideal. Work in the cages, during loading
and unloading, and examination of shaft
gear, is facilitated by the provision of
fittings to provide a directional flux dis-

tribution in uch a way that

light is

thrown forwards from the pit bottom or
inset roadway into the shaft area. There
must also be adequate illumination on a
vertical plane at the shaft inset. Roberts,
p. 122.
shaft lining. The timber, steel, brick, or con-

crete structure fixed around a shaft to
support foe walls. In modern shafts, a

concrete lining is generally favored as a
permanent shaft sunport. Nelson.
shaftman. a. In mining, one who inspects
shaft timbering, guides, guards, and parts

from top of slowly moving rage or by
climbing down manway, replacing and

repairing damaged or defective shaft timbers, cage guides and guards, and other
parts; and tightening joints of compressed air, steam, and watei pipes. Also
called shaft mechanic; shaft repairman;
shaft tender; sheaveman. D.O.T. 1. b. See
shaft sinker. D.O.T. 1.
shaft mechanic. See shaftman. D.O.T. 1.

shaft mine. a. One where the coal seam is
reached by a vertical shaft which may
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vary in depth from less than 100 feet to
several thousand feet. Kentucky, p. 329.

mounted in the winding engine house,

Fay. b. Enlarged space made to accom-

access is by means of a shaft. Compare

onsetter to regulate the movement of

shaft survey. A survey to determine the
alinement of a shaft. Bureau of Mines

shaft mixer. See mixer, b. Dodd.
shaft pillar. a. A large area of a coal seam
which is left unworked around the shaft

also cancelling device. B.S. 3618, 1965,

shaft tackle. A poppet head. Standard, 1964.
A headframe. See also poppet, a. Fay.
shaft tender. See shaftman. D.O.T.1.
shaft tunnel. N. Staff. Headings driven across
the measures from shafts to intersect inclined seams. Fay.
shaft wall. a. The brick or concrete lining in
a shaft to support the surrounding ground.
The construction of the permanent shaft

b. A mine in which the main entry or
drift mining. Nelson.
shaft miner. See shaft sinker. D.O.T. 1.

bottom to protect the shaft and in the

surface buildings from damage by subsi-

dence. All roadways in the shaft pillar

are narrow and coal faces are not opened
out until the limit line of the shaft pillar
is reached. The area of shaft pillar is
considerably greater than the surface area
requiring protection. Nelson. Also called
high pillar. Fay. b. A solid block of ore
left around the shaft where it crosses the
lode, for protection against earth movement. Pryor, 3.
shaft plumbing. a. The operation of transferring one or more points at the surface
of a vertical shaft to plumb line positions

at the bottom of the shaft; a method to
ensure that a shaft is sunk in the true
vertical line. See also centering of shaft.
Nelson. b. Survey operation in which the

orientation of two plumb bobs is measured

both at surface and at depth in order to
transfer the bearing underground. See also
Weisbach triangle, a. Pryor, 3.

shaft plumbing wire. Piano wire used for
shaft plumbing. Staley, p. 136.

which gives visual indication of the signals received from the banksman and the

conveyances in a shaft, and which retains the indication until cancelled. See

Sec. 7.
shaft signaling. The transmission of visible
and audible signals between the onsetter

at the pit bottom and the banksman at

the pit top, and also the winding engineman. A definite and clear code of signals
is used to avoid misunderstandings. Bell
signaling is widely used. Units are now
available so that the operators who control the loading and unloading of the

cages, instead of signaling by coded ring-

ing, merely push a signal button for the
action they wish to occur, that is, raise,

lower, man riding, etc. Nelson.
shaft signal recorder. A device which records,

on paper or otherwise, the signals given
by the banksman and the onsetter and the

movements of the winder drum. B.S. 3618,
1965, sec. 7.
shaft sinker. In mining, one who sinks shafts

(passageways) from the surface or an
intermediate level to lower levels. Also
called shaft driPer; shaftman; shaft miner;
sinker; sinkman. D.O.T. I.
shaft sinking. a. Excavating a shaft down-

wards, usually from the surface, to the
workable coal or ore. High sinking rates

pockets of one or more compartments

are possible by (1) mechanical mucking;
(2) increased winding capacity; (3) improved concrete supply and placing; (4)
improved surface layout; and (5) im-

built at the shaft stations. They are cut
into the walls on one or both sides of a
vertical shaft or in the hanging wall of
an inclined shaft. Lewis, p. 257. c. See

cavating a shaft with a shaft sinking drill.
Bureau of Mines Staft. Compare raise.
shaft sinking drill. A large-diameter drill with
multiple rotary cones or cutting bits used

shaft pocket. a. Ore storage, excavated at

depth, which receives trammed ore pending removal by skip. Pryor, 3. b. Loading

for different classes of ore and for waste

measuring chute. Nelson.
shaft raising. See raising.

shaft rent. Eng. a. Rent paid for the use of
a shaft for raising the minerals from another property. Fay. b. Interest on capital
invested in sinking a shaft. Fay.
shaft repairman. See shaftman. D.O.T.].
shaft section. A drawing or log giving details

proved methods of blasting. Nelson. Ei. Ex-

for shaft sinking. An adaptation from
oil well drills. Engineering and Mining J.,
v. 167, No. 6, June 1966, p. 378.

shaft sinking power supply. A supply of compressed air at a working pressure of

about 100 pounds per square inch. The

quantity required for a modern high-speed
sinking may be 2,000-2,500 cubic feet

of the structure and the nature of strata
intersected by a shaft. B.S. 3618, 1963,

per minute. At a new mine where two

shaft set. a. Supporting frame of timber,
masonry, or steel which supports sides of
shaft and the gear. Composed of two

cooled compressors with a total output
of almost 5,000 cubic feet per minute at
100 pounds per square inch. Nelson.
shaft sinking pump. See sinking pump.

sec. 1.

shafts are being sunk, the power installation may comprise eight slow-speed water-

wallplates, two end plates, and dividers
Nelson.
which form shaft into compartments.
Pryor, 3. b. A system of mine timbering shaft sinking ventilation. The ventilation of a
Sinking shaft is by means of auxiliary fans,
similar to square sets. The shaft sets are
normally with 24 inch steel ducting. Axial
placed from the surface downward, each
flow fans are commonly used powered by
new set supported from the set above
flameproof motors. The ventilation equipuntil it is blocked in place. New wallment for a shaft sinking 24 feet dianr:ter
plates are suspended from .those of the
and between 2,000 and 3,000 feet deep
set above by hanging bolts. Blocking,
is often designed for an output of from
wedging, and lagging complete the work
20,000 to 30,000 cubic feet per minute.
of timbering. At stations the shaft posts
Nelson.
are made much longer than usual to give
ample head room for unloading timber shaft space. An opening created with the
object of relieving pressure. on the shaft.
and other supplies. Lewis, pp. 45-47.
lizgham, p. 109.
shaft siding. The station or landing-place
arranged for the full and empty tubs at shaft spragger. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, a laborer who controls the
the bottom of the winding shaft. Peel.
movement of mine cars as they are run to
shaft signal. Code of electric ringing, or for
the top or to the 'bottom of the shaft by
shallow depths knocking, between the onpoking sprags (short metal or Wooden
setter or hitcher at bottom, the banksrods) between the spokei of the wheels.
man at top, and the engineman who
D.O.T. I.
operates the winder. Signals inform the
latter as to type of load, etc. A telephone shaft station. a. An enlargement of a level
near a shaft from which ore, coal, or rock
is also installed. Pryor, 3.
may be hoisted and supplies unloaded.
shaft signal indicator. A device, usually

034039

modate pump, crusher, ore pockets, shunt-

ing, truck tnpples, etc. Pryor, 3.
Staft.

wall is normally in concrete with reinforcement at insets and in bad ground.

The wall thickness is between 12 and 36
inches depending on the shaft size and
water pressure within the strata. Also applied to the rock masses surrounding the
shaft. See also permanent shaft support.

Nelson. b. The side of a shaft. Fay. c.

Newc. A pillar of coal left near the bottom of a shaft. Fay.

shag boss. In the stonework industry, a
foreman who supervises the removal of
waste stone, loading and unloading of
finished and semifinished stone, and the
moving and piling of stone slabs and
blocks at a stoneworking mill. D.O.T. I.
shaggy metal. a. Ches. Porous clay in the
sides of the salt mine shafts. Arkell. b.
Ches. Horse beans. Arkell.

shake. a. In a coal mine, a vertical crack in
the seam and.roof. C.T.D. b. Fissures in
rock. Arkell. c. Minute calcite veins traversing limestone or other rocks containing carbonates. These veinlets, unlike

vents1 have no harmful effect on the
building stone. Arkell. d. A cavern, usually in limestone. Fay. e. A close-joint

struct ire in rock, due to natural causes,
as pressure, weathering, etc. Used in the
plural. Fay. f. A crack or fissure. Gordon.

g. A separation of wood between the

growth rings. Lewis, pp. 38-39.
shake-out. Removing castings from a sand
mold. ASM Gloss.
shaker. a. In anthracite and bituminous coal

mining, one who operates a shaker (vibrating screen) on which lump coat is
sized. Also called shaker engineer; shaker

operator; shaker runner; shaker tender.
D.O.T. 1. b. A workman who turns the

drill steel while it is hammered into rock.
Sandstrom. c. A mechanically vibrated

screen through which a returning drill

fluid is passed to screen out larger chips,
fragments, and drill, cuttings before the
drill fluid flows into the sump. Also called

shale screen; shale shaker. Long. d. Incorrectly used as a synonym for agitator.
Long.

shaker attendant. See screenman. D.O.T.].
shaker chutes. Metal troughs, operated mechanically, for the loading of coal into
mine cars underground. Hudson.
shaker conveyor. a. A conveyor consisting of
a length of metal troughs, with suitable
supports, to which a reciprocating motion

is imparted by drives. In the case of a

downhill conveyor, a simple to-and-fro
motion is sufficient to cause the coal to

slide. With a level or a slight uphill
gradient, a differential motion is necessary, that is, a quick backward and
slower forward strokes. The quick' back-

ward stroke causes the trough to slide
under' the coal, while the slower forward

stroke moves the coal along to a new

position. See also conveyor. Also called

shaker conveyor
jigger. Nelson. b. A type of oscillating
conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.
shaker-conveyor engine. A reciprocating en-

gine operated by compressed air which
is used to impart the reciprocating motion to a shaker conveyor panline. Jones.

shaker engineer. See shaker, a. D.O.T.1.
shaker operator. See shaker, a. D.O.T.1.
shaker runner. See shaker, a. D.O.T.1.
shaker screen. A screening medium mounted

in a rectangular frame, supported in a
horizontal or slightly inclined position,

and reciprocated longitudinally by a crank
or eccentric and connecting rod. The
unique feature that differentiates the

shaker from all other screens is that the
load is made to travel over the screening
medium by the shaking motion of the
screen. Mitchell, p. 134.
shaker-shovel loader. A machine for loading

coal, ore, or rock usually in headings or
tunnels. It -consists of a wide flat shovel
which is forced into the loose material
along the floor by the forward motion of
the conveyor. The shaking motion of the
conveyor brings the material backwards

and is loaded into cars or a conveyor.
It works at its maximum efficiency to

the rise or in flat tunnels. The American
version of the shaker-shovel is called the
duckbill ioader. See also loader. Nelson.
shaker tender. See shaker, a; screenman.
D.O.T. I.
shake wave. A wave that advances by causing

particles in its path to move from side to

side or up and down at right angles to
the direction of the wave's advance, a
shake motion. Also called shear wave;

secondary wave. Leet.
shaking. a. Same as springing. See also shak-

ing a hole. Fay. b. Corn. Washing ore;

ore dressing. Fay.
shaking a hole. The enlargement of a blasthole, by exploding a stick of dynamite,
so it will contain a larger amount of
explosives for a big blast. Also callul a

shake blast. See also springing, c. Fay.

shaking conveyor. An apparatus which slides
under the broken coal and by reciprocating motion moves the coal along to a dis-

charge point. B.C.I.

shaking-conveyor loader. The broad tapering
shovellike end of a shaking conveyor that
is

thrust suddenly under the coal and

slowly withdrawn so as to carry the coal
which has been lifted toward the dumping
point. Zern.

shaking down. The stirring of an open-hearth
bath with a rod to assist in oxidizing and
removal of carbon. Henderson.
shaking screen. a. A screen for sizing coal or

shaly sandstone
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dressing, flattish

tables oscillated hori-

zontally during separatioa of minerals fed
on to them. Pryor, 2. c. In concentration

of finely crushed ores by gravity, a rectangular deck with longitudinal riffles.
It is shaken rapidly in a compounded toand-fro motion by a vibrator, in such a
way as to move the sands along, while
they are exposed to the sweeping action
of a stream of water flowing across the
deck, which is tilted about its long axis.
In dry or pneumatic tabling the feed is
dry, and air is blown upward through a
porous deck. Pryor, 3.

shaking test. A test used to indicate the
presence of significant amounts of rock
flour, silt,

or very fine sand in a fine-

grained scil. It consists of shaking a pat
of wet soil, having a consistency of thick
paste, in tt.e palm of the hand; observing
the surfacf; for a glossy or livery appearance; ther, squeezing the pat; and observing if a apicl apparent drying and subsequent cracking of the soil occurs. ASCE
P1826.

shale. a. A Ltminated sediment, in which the
constituent particles are predominantly
of the clay grade. Holmes, 1928. b. Shale
includes the indurated, laminated, or fissile claystones and siltstones. The cleavage
is that of bedding and such other second-

ary cleavage or fissility that is approximately parallel to bedding. The secondary cleavage has been produced by the
pressure of overlying sediments and plastic flow. A.G.I. c. One of the impurities
associated with coal seams; this term
should not be used as a general term for
washery rejects. B.S. 3552, 1962.

shale-and-clay feeder. One who keeps conveyor belt that feeds dry mill constantly
loaded with shale and clay. Also called
clay-and-shale feeder; clay feeder; conveyor loader; shale-and-clay-conveyor

man; shale feeder. D.O.T. I.

shale assay ton. In the assay of oil shale, the
oil distilled is usually measured in cuoic
centimeters. To obviate the need of con-

version to gallons per ton the shale is
weighed in units of 239.66 grams, or

shale assay ton. Each cubic centimeter of
oil derived from the unit is equivalent to
1 gallon per short ton. Th;..-. weight is, of
course, only an approximation, as the
specific gravity of the oil varies. Hess.
shale break. Thin layer or partini; of shale
between harder strata, primarity a driller's term. A.G.I. Supp.
shale crescents. Crescents formed by shale
filling the troughs of ripple mark. PettiJohn.

other material. It consists of a screening
surface of punched plate or wire mesh

shale cutter; shale planer. A mechanical excavator sometimes used for getting clay

clined position and reciprocated longi-

clay face. The main feature of the machine is an endless chain that carries a
series of cutters which bear downwards
on the clay, removing a layer about 3/4
inch thick. The machine makes semi-

mounted in a rectangular frame, supported in a horizontal or slightly in-

tudinally by a crank or eccentric and
connecting rod. The slightly inclined shaking screen is favored. Also called jiggling

screen. See also wet screening. Nelson.
b. A suspended screen which is moved
with a back-and-forth or rotary motion
with a throw of several inches or more.
Nichols.

shaking table. a. A slightly inclined table to
which a lateral shaking motion is giVen by
means of a small crank or an eccentric.
One form is covered with copper plates

from deposits that are both hard and
friable, and that will maintain a steep

circular sweeps into the clay face before
being moved forward or sideways. Dodd.
shale dust. The dust obtained by drying and
grinding shale. Rice, George S.
shale

feeder. See

D.O.T. I.

shale-a nd-clay

feeder.

coated with mercury for the purpose of

shale naphtha. Naphtha Obtained from shale
oil. Fay.
shalene. A term proposed in place of gasoline

separating alluvial gold. Fay. b. In ore

von Bernewiti.
shale oil. A crude oil obtained from bitumi-

amalgamating gold or silver; other forms
are provided with riffles and used in

for that product distilled from oil shale.

nous shales, especially in Scotland, 'by

submitting them to destructive distillation in special retorts. Fay.
shale-oil shale. Scot. Shale yielding oil on

distillation. This term was formerly used
as signifying argillaceous rock. Fay.
shale pipe. A hollow cylinder made from red
burning hard clay with a distinct fissile
structure. Vitrification from 1,050° to
1,250° C, and salt glazing is successful
only at highest temperature. Hess.
shale pit. A dumping place for coarse ma-

terial screened out of rotary drill mud.
Nichols.

shale planer. See shale cutter. Dodd.
shale screen. See shaker, c. Long.
shale shaker. a. A screen in the mud circulating system of a rotary drill. Nichols.
b. A cylindrical seive or vibrating table
that removes the drill cuttings from the
circulating mud stream. Wheeler. c. See
shaker c. Long.
shale spirit. The lower boiling fractions obtained in the refining of crude shale oil.
Fay.

shaley blaes. In Scotland, bituminous shale.
Nelson.

shaliness. Shaliness is the property of lu-

taceous rocks, rich in clay, to split with
concave or shelly surfaces in a general
way parallel to the bedding planes. A.G.I.

shallow. Having the bottom not far below
the surface or top; not deep. Standard,
1964.

shallow cave. A cave close to the ground surface. A.G.I.
shallow ground. Aust. Land having gold near

its surface. Standard, 1964.

shallow investigation laterolog. The main use

of this log

is

to provide data on the

resistivity of a porous zone (immediately
behind a mud filter cake) which is fully
flushed by mud filtrate to correct induc-

tion log readings. It may also be used

in conjunction with a proximity log and
other focused devices to give a suite of
logs which, in theory, can be unequivocally interpreted. This is the so-called
"grand slam" technique. This log is also
called the laterolog 8, or more often LLS.
Wyllie, pp. 92-93.

shallow vein zone deposits. These deposits
are formed at depths prObably not greater

than 2,000 feet below the surface and
within a temperature range of from 50°
to 200° C. They are found as tabular

veins, irregular veins with ore chambers,
and as ledges and irregular replacement
deposits; they constitute a very important
class of deposits, being the source of the
world's silver, all of its mercury and important quantities of gold, copper, lead,
zinc, and antimony. Lewis, p. 275.
shallow water. Water of a depth less than

one-half the length of the waves con-

cerned. Schieferdecker.
shallow-water blackout. A carbon dioxide ac-

cumulation or excess in a breathing system which causes the diver to lose consciousness without the usual warning of
dyspnea or other symptoms such as headache, nausea, dizziness or weakness. H&G.

shallow well. A shaft sunk to pump surface
water only. See also well. Ham.
shaly. a. Characteristic Of, pertaining to,
composed of, or resembling shale having
the characteristic structure and fi;sility of
shale, as a shaly sandstone or limestone.
Fay. b. Brittle ground. Fay.'
shaly blaes. Term used among Scottish miners for oil shale. Tornkeieff, 1954.
shaly sandstone.

Arquillaceous

sandstone
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shapes. A general term aplied to rolled structural metal, as I beams, channels, Z bars,

normal dacites. Holmes, 1928.
shastalite. Wadsworth's name for unaltered,
glassy forms of andesite. Fay. Obsolete.
Shasta series. The Lower Cretaceous of the
Pacific Coast, entirely marine, the Knoxville beds below, and the Horsetown
above. Obsolete. Fay.
shatter. To splinter with or as if with a blow;
reduce to fragments: fracture; smash.
Webster 3d.
shatter belt. A belt of shattered, but not intensely crushed, .rock. It may usually be
considered as taking the place of a cleancut fault. Challinor.
shatter cut. See burn cut. Nelson.
shattered zone. Applied to a belt of country
in which the rock is cracked in all directions, resulting in a network of small

shaly sandstone
with a fissile structure. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

shambles. Shelves or benches, from one to
the other of which ore is thrown successively in raising it to the level above,
or to the surface. See also shammel. Fay.
sham door. Eng. A check or regulator door.
Fay.

shammel. a. A stage for shoveling ore upon,
or for raising water. See also shambles.
Fay. b. To work a mine by throwing the
material excavated onto a stage or bench

in the "cast after cast" method, which

was the usual way before the art of regular mining by means of shafts had been
introduced. Fay.

shamiite. A mineral, Ni5Pb2S2, rhombohedral,

with X-ray pattern distinct from parkerite
and from the artificial beta-phase in the

system Ni313i2S8NisPb2S2. From Trial Har-

bor, Tasmania. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952,

Shand's classification. A classification

of

igneous rocks based on crystallinity, degree of saturation with silica, degree of
saturation with alumina, and color index.

A.G.I.
shandy-gaff. Aust. Shovel-filled coal. Coal

that is loaded by a shovel without screening, hence containing an excess of fines;
run-of-mine coal. Fay.

shangie. Scot. A ring of straw or hemp put
round a jumper in boring to prevent the
water in the borehole from splashing out.
Fay.

shank. a. Scot. A shallow shaft underground;

a winze. Fay. b. The steel-threaded portion of a diamond bit to which the crown
is attached. Also called bit blank; blank;
blank bit. Long. c. The body portion of
any bit above its cutting edge. Long.

angles etc. Crispin.
shape-silica-brick molder. One who makes
shaped silica bricks in steel molds.
D.O.T. 1.

shaping. Producing flat surfaces using single-

point tools. The work is held in a vise
or fixture, or clamped directly to the
table. The ram supporting the tool is
reciprocated in a linear motion past the

work. ASM Gloss.
shaping block. A piece of wood for the preliminary shaping of glass on the blowing
iron before it is blown in a mold. Dodd.

shapometer. An instrument designed for
measuring the shape of pebbles. A.G.I.

Shap rhyolite group. A division of the great
Borrowdale volcanic series of the Lake
District of England, occurring high up in

the series and consisting essentially of

rhyolitic flows. C.T.D.

shard. A curved, spiculelike fragment of

volcanic glass. A.G.I.
shards. Bits of broken pottery. ACSG.
share. A share of stock is a piece of paper
certifying that the owner possesses one of
a number of equal parts of the business.
Hoov, p. 246.
Sharon quartzite. A quartzite occurring in
Ohio and used in the manufacture of
silica refractories. A quoted analysis is:
98.7 percent 5i02, 0.3 percent A1205, 0.3
percent Fe203, and 0.3 percent alkalies.
Dodd.
sharp bit. a. A bit in which the exposed acute

vei ns. Fay.

shatter index. The percentage of a specially
prepared sample of coke remaining on a
sieve of stated aperture after the sample
has been subjected to a standardized
dropping procedure. B.S. 1016, 1961,

Pt. 16.

shatterproof glass. Layers of glass cemented
to clear plastic sheets to prevent shattering. Mersereau, 4th, p. 329.
shatter test. An empirical test for coke or

briquettes which gives an indication of
the resistance of the sample to breakage.
A 50-pound sample of test material over
2 inches in size are dropped four times

from a height of 6 feet onto an iron

.plate. It is then screened and each fraction recorded as a percentage of the

edges and points of the diamonds have
not been worn off, dulled, or blunted by
abrasion. Long. b. A newly set and un-

original sample. Miall.
shattery. S. Staff. Burnt clay in the vicinity
of burnt coal. Arkell.

d. That part of the drill steel which is sharpening stone. a. Any natural or artificial
inserted in the chuck of the drill. Frastone with grit used for putting an edge
enkel. e. A bar or standard which conon steel tools. Mersereau, 4th, p. 285.
nects a rooter tooth with the frame.
b. Hand-used stones that Include scytheNichols, 2. f. The end of the drill steel
stones, whetstones oil stones, water stones,

mineral, 2Cu0.25i05.H50; fibrous. Larsen, p. 137. Possibly identical to plan-

that is struck by the hammer. Lewis, p. 89.

used diamond bit. Long.

razor hones,

holystones, and

rubbing

g. The handle for carrying a small ladle
or crucible. ASM Gloss, h. The portion
of a die, tool, or forging by which it is
held. ASM Gloss. i. The main body of a
lathe tool. If the tool is an inserted type,
the shank is the portion which supports
the insert. ASM Gloss. j. A ladle for
molten metal, with long handles for use
by two or more men. Webster 3d.
shanker. Scot. A pit or shaft. Fay.
Shank lin sand. Eng. A marine deposit of
siliceous sands and sandstone of various
shades of green and yellow gray. Also

sharp finish. See finish. Dodd.
sharp fire. Combustion with excess air and
short flame. ASTM C162-66.
sharp gas. Eng. Firedamp that explodes suddenly within a safety lamp without showing any preceptible cap. Gas is sharp
when at its most explosive .point. Fay.
sharp gravel. Angular flint gravel. Arkell.
sharpite. A very rare, strongly radioactive,
greenish-yellow, orthorhombic mineral,

or tapered shank to fit into the machine
tool spindle or adapter. ASM Gloss.
shaped charge. An explosive contained in a
case so shaped as to concentrate the

sometimes black, containing small loughs
filled with bitumen. Arkell.
shut) pitch. See pitch, 1. Dodd.
sharps. Thin, knife-edge pieces of diamond.

called Lower Greensand. Fay.
shank-type cutters. Cutters having a straight

power of the explosion in one small area.
Shaped charges are used in armor-penetrating weapons, such as the bazooka, for
tapping open-hearth furnaces, for cutting
deep well linings, and for breaking boulders. Nichols, 3, p. 9-30.
shaped stone. An artificially blunted or
shaped carbon or diamond cut to form a

point conforming to a specific profile.

Long.

shape factor. Property of a particle which
determines the relation between its mass
and surface area, and hence its response
to frictional restraint. Pryor, 4.

shape-firebrick molder. One who makes
shaped sliebricks in steel molds.,D.O.T. 1.
shaper. See finisher, c. D.O.T.!.

stones. AIME, pp. 1344.

possibly (U05)e (CO3 ) 5( OH)1.61.110, found

associated with uranophane, curite, and
becquerelite. Crosby, p. 43.
sharp lime. Derb. A very hard limestone,

Hess.

sharp sand.

Sand composed of angular

quartz grains, used in making mortar.
Arkell.

sharP stone. a. Drill diamonds or carbon
having sharp edges and corners that have

not been artificially blunted or rounded

through use. Long. 13. New condition, unused carbon or drill diamonds. Long.

Vont. A fine-grained sandstone, free
from mild and breaking into angular
c.

fragments. Nelson. d. Proposed by Shrock
for a sedimentary rock made up .of angu-

lar particles more than 2 millimeters in

greatest dimension. A.G.I.

shastaite. A general term suggested by
Iddings for andesine dacites, that is, for
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shattncidte. A green to blue, monoclinic

cheite, the formula being 6Cu0.5SiO2.1.52H50. American Mineralogist, v. 47, No.
5-6, May-June 1962, p. 811.
shaver. In the stonework industry, one who
trims the outline edges of granite blocks,
using an abrasive saw. D.O.T. 1.
shaving. a. As a finishing operation, the ac-

curate removal of a thin layer by drawing a cutter in a straight-line motion
across the work surface. ASM Gloss.
b. Trimming parts like stampings, forgings, and tubes to remove uneven sheared
edges or to improve accuracy. ASM Gloss.

Shaw kiln. A gas-fired chamber kiln; one

feature is that a proportion of the hot
gases pass beneath the kiln floor to di-

minish the temperature difference from
top to bottom of the setting. Dodd.
Shaw process. A process for the precision
casting of small metal components; its
main feature is the use of silicon ester as
the bond for the refractory powder, for
example, sillimanite, from which the mold
is made. Dodd.
shcherbakovIte. A silicate and titanoniobate

Na(K,Ba),(Ti,Nb),(5i207)2, monoclinic.

Spencer, 20, M.M., 1955.
shear. a. To make vertical cuts in a coal

seam that has been undercut. Standard,
1964. b. See shearing, a. Fay. c. Mode of

failure of a body or mass whereby the

portion of the mass on one side of a plane

or surface slides past the portion on the
opposite side; important property in soil
stability problems and earth slopes. See
also shear tests. Nelson. d. That type of
force which causes or tends to cause two
contiguous parts of the same body to slide
relative to each other in a direction parallel to their plane of contact. ASM

e. A type of cutting tool with
which a matenal in the form of wire,
Gloss.

shear strain
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forward section by section as the coal
face advances. Pryor, 3.

sheet, plate, or rod is cut between two

Shearer plastometer. See It & S Plastometer.

of cutting action produced by rake so
that the direction of chip flow is other

shear failure; failure by rupture. Failure in
which movement caused by shearing

opposing blades. ASM Gloss. f. The type

than at right angles to the cutting edge.
ASM Gloss. g. To make into shear

steel by condensing blister steel and mak-

ing it homogeneous. Standard, 1964. h.
Application to material of external force
(stress) parallel to the cross section concerned. Shear strength (f) is

f=

BM

where BM is the bending moment and

Z the section modulus. Pryor, 3.
shear angle. In metal cutting, the angle that

the shear plane makes with the work

Dodd.

stresses in a soil mass is of sufficient mag-

nitude to destroy or seriork endanger

a structure. See also general shear failure;
local shear failure. ASCE P1826.
shear fold. A fold formed as a result of the
minute displacement of beds along closely
spaced fractures of cleavage planes.
Synonym for slip fold. Billings, 1954, p.
91.

shear fracture. a. A fracture that results from

stresses which tend to shear one part of
a specimen past the adjacent part. Contrast with tension fractures. Billings, 1954,

shear box test. A standard method of measuring the shear strength of soil in a box,

p. 93. b. A fracture in which a crystal
(or a polycrystalline mass) has separated by sliding or tearing under the

horizontally; the box can be either 6
centimeters or 12 inches square. Although

shearing. a. The vertical side cutting which,
together with holing or horizontal undercutting, constitutes the attack upon a face

surface. ASM Gloss.

split in half, to which vertical pressure
is applied combined with shearing force

this is a very simple shear test, the distribution of stress on the shear plane is
difficult to assess, and it is often superseded by the maxial compression test.
Ham.

shear boy. One who swabs with oil the inside of the funnel through which blobs

of molten glass pass from the cutting

shears into the molds of a bottle-making
machine, to faOitate passage of the glass.
Observes the Pow of molten glass from
tank opening 1,there automatic shears cut
it into regulated amounts, and swabs
transfer chute intervals between drops.
D.O.T. 1.
shear bursts. In deep mining fields, shear
bursts are the most common type. By the
occurrance of a single shear crack parallel
to the face in one of the walls, the wall

rock behind the shear plane is able to

expand freely into the stope, heavily compressing those supports which up till then
have not taken stress, throwing still more

action of shear stresses. ASM Gloss.

of coal. Fay. b. Making a vertical cut or
groove in a coal face, breast, or block,

as opposed to a kerf, which is a horizontal cut. B.C.I. Called in Arkansas a
cut or cutting. Fay. c. The term given to
vertical cuts. These are applied in coal
headings only to provide an additional
free face, since in heading work it is
usual

to employ deeper cuts than cn

longwall faces, and the shots in headings
are much tighter. McAdam II, p. 96. d.
The deformation of rocks by cumulative
small lateral movements aka: innumerable parallel planes, generally, resulting
from pressure, and producing schistosk,
cleavage, minute

plication, and other

metamorphic structures. Fay.
shearing force; sliding force. a. A straining
action wherein tangentially applied forces

tend to produce a skewing type of deformation. Shear forces are usually ac-

companied by normal forces produced by
tension, thrust or bending. McGraw Hill
Encylcopedia of Science and Technology,

stress on those which have and causing
the wall rock between the nearest supports and the face to disrupt and fill the

'v. 12, 1960, p. 243. b. A force such as
the force on .rivets securing two plates

occur at the working face of a pillar,
remnant, or promontary. In such cases

shearing jib. A jib of. a coal cutter or cutter

slab used as a gate or door to a small

machine for making vertical cuts in coal.

place with debris. Shear bursts frequently

together, for example, boilers and bridges.

Morris and Cooper, p. 141.

they should not be mistaken for true pillar bursts. Spalding, p. 68.
shear-cake. A counterweighted refractory

loader which makes a vertical or shear
cut in the coal, ore, or rock. Nelson.
shearing machine. An electrically driven

furnace or oven. ASTM CI62-66.
shear center. See flexural center. Ro.
shear cleavage. Synonym for slip cleavage;
strainslip cleavage. A.G.I.
shear cut. A vertical cut made by a special

ASA C42.85: 1956.
shearing-machine operator.
D.O.T. 1.

type of coal cutter or arc-shearing ma-

chine. See also turret jib.Nelson.
shearer. In bituminous coal mining, one who

operates a type of coal-cutting machine
which shears (cuts) out a channel down
the sides of the working face of coal (as
distinguished from undercutting) prior to

blasting the coal down. Also called shearing-machine operator. D.O.T. 1.
shearer loader. Machine which shears coal

or other easily broken mineral from the
face of a .seam or other suitable forma-

tion and delivers the broken material continuously to a conveying system: The Anderton is' a vertical drum armed' with
steel

picks and mounted on a flexible

armoured conveyor, which can be pressed

See

shearer.

shearing of rocks. Shear zones, which are
common in metamorphic rocks, are indi-

cated by bands of crushed rock (cata-

clasite, etc.) and by the development of
such minerals as chlorite. See also strainslip cleavage. J.T.D.

shearing strain
ASM Gloss.

(shear strain). See strain.

shear joints. Joints that formed as shear

heavy weights. ZPrn. See also shears, a.
Fay. b. A tripod on which miners sometimes stand in drilling. Standard, 1964.
c. Three long poles fixed together at the

top, standing over a shaft, to which a

pulley is suspended for hauling. Gordon.
shear lip. A narrow, slanting (hence shear)

ridge along the edge of a fracture surface. The term sometimes also denotes

a narrow, often crescent-shaped, fibrous
region at the edge of an otherwise cleavage fracture, even though this fibrous

region is in the same plane as the rest
of the fracture surface. ASM Gloss.

shear mark. A scar appearing in glassware,
caused by the cooling action of the cutting shear. ASTM CI62-66.

shearmeter. An instrument used to measure
the gel strength of drilling mud. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 3.
shear modulus. Also known as the modulus
of rigidity, it equals the shear stress divided by the shear strain. Ham. See also
modulus of elasticity, a.

shear of ore. Ore shoot or ore body. von

Bernewitz.
shearpin. A small soft metal pin, connecting

or pinning together two parts of a tool
that will break by shearing if an excessive load is placed on the pinned components. The shearing of the pin prevents damage to the overloaded com-

ponents; thus it is a safety device. Compare shear rivet. Long.
shear plane. a. A fracture that produces a

positive draw. It differs from a weight

break in that the character of the fracture
'is less ragged and hading takes place over
the unwrought coal instead of the waste.
Briggs, p. 172. b. A confined zone along
which shear takes place in metal cutting.

It extends from the cutting edge to the
work surface. ASM Gloss.

shear rate. Rate of strain in shear in a Newtonian fluid system. Velocity gradient
across direction of flow of fluid. The
concept does not apply to non-Newtonian
fluids such as the typical ore pulp where
flow commences once the yield point is
passed or where there is some thixotropy.
Pryor, 3.
shear reinforcement. Reinforcement, usually
in the form of stirrups and bent-up rods,
designed to resist shear. Taylor.
shear rivet. Soft copper rivets used in the

Hall-Rowe wedge to connect the drive
and pilot wedges ; they can be sheared
off to leave the drive wedge as a permanent reference in the borehole at the

point the hole is to be deflected. Compare
shearpin. Long.
shears. a. Corn. Two high timbers, standing

over a shaft and united at the top to

carry a pulley for lifting or lowering timbers, pipes etc. of greater length than the
ordinary gpisting gear can accommodate.
Fay. b. Scot. A haulage clip. Also called
sheers. Fay.
shear slide. A landslide or rock slip in which
a mass of rock and soil shears and slides
downhill. Slippage may occur along a bed-

fractures. See also shear fractures. A.G.I.

ding or cleavage plane. See also slip

longitudinal tensile or compressive bending stress in wide beam flanges diminishes
with the distance from the web or webs;
this stress diminntion is called shear lag.

rhear steel. A steel produced by heating
blister steel (sheared to short lengths)

shear legs. a. A high wooden frame placed

'greater heat. Webster 3d.
shear strain. Angular displacement of a structural member due to a force acting across

shear lag. On account of shear strain the

over an engine or pumping shaft fitted
with small pulleys and rope for lifting

1 '1
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surface of failure. Nelson.

to a high heat, welding by hammering or
rolling, or both, and finally finishing un-

der the hammer at the same or slightly

,

shear strain
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it, measured in radius. See also shear
modulus. Ham.
shear strength. a. The stress or load at which
a material fails in shear. Nelson. b. The
internal resistance offered to shear stress.

these hot gases causing a firedamp ignition. Sheathed explosives were first introduced into British coal mining in 1934.

sheeted vein. A group of closely spaced, distinct parallel fractures filled with mineral
matter and separated by layers of barren
rock. Bateman, 1950, p. 112.

It is measured by the maximum shear

'stress, based on oi:ginal area of cross
section, that can be sustained without failure. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. c. Rocks
subject to load are seldom free from
shear stresses, and if weak in shear, stress
caused by a compressive load may cause
them to fail because of induced stresses

along shear planes, the angle of failure
depending on confinement. There are no
generally accepted tests to determine shear

strength of rocks. Lewis, p. 572. d. A
measure of the shear value of a fluid. Also
a measure of the gelling properties of a

fluid. Brant ly, 1.
shear stress. a. The shear force operating in

a material, measured per unit of crosssectional area. See also shear modulus;
punching shear. Ham. b. The stress component tangential to a given plane. Also
called shearing stress; tangential stress.
ASCE P1826.

.

shear structure. A local geologic structure
resulting from the relief of earth stresses
by the formation of a multitude of minute
closely spaced fractures with slight slipping or faulting along each. Webster 311.

See also Eq.S explosive; explosive. Nelson.

sheathing deals. Scot. Deals (plank) nailed
to cribs all round a shaft to preserve the
cribs from injury and make the sides of

the shaft smooth. Fay.

sheathing driver. Essentially a paving breaker,
an impact hammer driven by air, designed

and adapted for driving wood sheathing.
Carson, p. 254.

sheaths. Newc. The upright framing of a
coal wagon or car. Fay.

sheave. a. A wheel, grooved around its circumference, that guides and supports a

cable or rope between the load and the

hoisting engine. Long. b. Grooved pulley

wheel much used in underground rope

haulage. Pryor, 3. See also Koepe sheave;
return sheave; tail sheave; winding
sheave. Nelson. c. Any grooved wheel or
pulley. Webster 3d.
sheave block. A pulley, and a case provided

with means to anchor it. Nichols.

sheaveman. See shaftman; rollerman. D.O.T.
1.

sheave wheel. See sheave. Long.
shed. a. Penn. A kind of long car or trolley.

Fay. 'b. Eng. A thin, smooth parting in
rocks, having both sides polished. Fay.

c. Eng. A very thin layer of coal. Fay.

a. An optical effect due to reflection
shear tests. Tests to determine the shear sheen.
of light from a position within the stone,
strength of soil samples. The box shear
in contradistinction to luster. Shipley. b.

test or the triaxial compression test may
be performed in the laboratory, but the
vane test may be made of the in situ soils
in a borehole. Nelson.
shear thrust; stretch thrust. Proposed by
Willis for a thrust fault that follows the
sheared and stretched underlimb of an

overturned fold. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
shear wave. a. The same as transverse wave.
AS41 Gloss. b. A wave, usually in a
;
solid, which causes an element of the solid

to change its shape without at the same
time undergoing a change in volume.
Also called rotational wave. Hy.

shear zone. a. In geology, a zone in which
shearing has occurred on a large scale,

so that the rock is crushed and brec-

ciated. Fay. b. A zone of rock fracturing
consisting of many closely spaced, roughly
parallel discontinuous cracks. Bateman.

c. A narrow portion of a rock mass traversed by closely spaced surfaces along
which shearing has occurred. The weakness resulting from the stressing of the
rock along the shear zone allows ready

access of ore-bearing solutions giving rise

to an ore body. Many of the ore bodies

in Western Australia occur in shear zones.
Also called sheeted ground. Nelson. d.
Hogback. Zern.
shear-zone deposit. An ore deposit formed in
a system of interlacing openings parallel
to the shearing and mostly of infinitesimal
size. After mineralization by replacement,

a wide, tabular, massive lode or a lenslike mass of irregular shape is produced.

Schieferdecker.
sheath. To enclose or encase with a covering.
Carson, p. 244.
shedline. The summit line of elevated ground;
the line of a watershed. Fay.
sheathed explosive. A permitted explosive
surrounded by a sheath containing a noncombustible powder. The powder acts as
a cooling agent and reduces the tempera-

ture of the resultant gases of the explosion, and therefore reduces the risk of

An optical effect that modifies the luster
of a mineral and hence a variety of luster,
as the mineralogical definitions of both
pearly and silky luster indicate. Shipley.
sheepback rocks. Synonym for roches moutonnées. A.G.I.

sheephacks. See roches moutonnées. Fay.
sheep's-foot. A tamping roller with feet ex-

panded at their outer tips. Nichols.

sheep silver. Scot. Mica. Standard, 1964.
sheer legs. See shear legs. Fay.
sheers. See shears, b. Fay.
sheet. a. In geology, an extensive bed of an
eruptive rock intruded between or overly-

ing other strata. Fay. b. Aust. A

solid

sheeted vein deposit. An ore deposit occu-

pying a group of closely spaced, distinctly
parallel fractures or fissures, separated br
narrow plates of country rock. After metallization, a composite vein or a replacement lode results characterized by a
banded structure. Schieferdecker.
sheeted zone. A zone of closely spaced fractures whether mineralized or not. A.G.I.

sheet erosion. a. In the first case, the water
flowing off over the surface (the runoff)
will descend equally in all directions. It
will constitute a continuous sheet of surface water1 and both its volume and its

velocity will be the same at all points

equally distant from the summit. Erosion
accomplished by sheets of running water,
as distinct from streams, is sheet (or
sheetflood) erosion. A.G.I. b. Lowering of

land by nearly uniform removal of particles from its entire surface by flowing
water. Nichols.

sheeters. Light steel poling boards driven
down to protect trench sides from col-

lapse. Ham.
sheetflood. Under certain conditions, sandladen water flowing over an erodible plain
tends at first to divide into parallel

streams like those of pure water on an

surface, yet, since the
streams formed in this way at once begin

indestructible

to scour and overload themselves and
thus check their own flow, this tendency
is soon counteracted

and the water is

districuted again, so that the ultimate
tendency is toward movement in a more
or less uniform film or sheet and the term

sheetflood has come into use in notes
and conversation. A.G.I.
sheet flow. See laminar flow. H&G.
sheet glass. a. Flat glass made by continuous
drawing. ASTM C162-66. b. Glass used
for common glazing purposes; produced by

drawing a continuous thin film of glass
from a molten bath and, after a suitable
time interval for cooling, cutting up the

body of pure ore filling a crevice. Fay.
c. In the Upper Mississippi lead region,
galena in thin and continuous masses.
The ore itself is called sheet mineral.
Fay. d. A tabular mass of igneous rock,
either a flow, sill, or dike. A.G.I. e. A
flat-rolled metal product of some maximum thickness and minimum width arbitrarily dependent on the type of metal.

product into sheets. It is not of such good
quality, nor so flat, as plate glass, which
is ground and polished. C.T.D.
sheet ground. A term used in the Joplin district, Mo., and applied to horizontal,

It is thinner than plate. ASM Gloss.
sheet-asphalt pavement. A pavement having
a wearing course composed of asphalt,
cement, and sand of predetermined grad-

b.
to be confused with ice sheet.
In Newfoundland, large floes varying in
size from several acres to square miles.
A.G.I.
sheeting. a. The development, in rock formations, of small, closely spaced, parallel
fractures. Fay. b. In a restricted sense, the
gently dipping joints that are essentially
parallel to the ground surface; they are
more closely spaced near the surface and
become progressively further apart with
depth. Especially well-developed in granitic rocks. A.G.I. c. Seven-eighths-mch
tongue-and-groove board. Nichols. d.
Planks used in shoring and bracing.

ing, with or without the addition of fine
material. Fay.

sheet deposit. A mineral deposit (as a lode
or bed) that is extended in length and

breadth, has relatively small

thickness,

and is typically approximately horizontal.
Webster 3d.
sheet drying conveyor. A disk type of live
roller conveyor equipped with air outlets
from a blower to remove dampness from
processed sheet metal while being conveyed. ASA MH4.1-1958.
sheeted ground. a. When a fault is distributed along several parallel faults dose
to each other, the wall rocks are broken
into thin sheets and are, therefore, termed
as being sheeted. Ham. b. See shear zone.
Nelson.
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low-grade, disseminated zinc-lead deposits,
covering an extensive area. See also sheet
deposit. Fay.

sheet ice. a. Ice formed in a relatively thin,

smooth layer over a water surface not

Nichols.

sheeting caps. A row of caps placed on

blocks about 14 inches high placed on top

of the drift sets when constructing the
permanent floor in the stope. Round poles
are then laid lengthwise of the stope on

sheeting caps
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the sheeting caps and are covered with

other, thus forming a pendent triangle.

lagging. Lewis, p. 486.
sheeting driver. An air hammer attachment

sheet structure. a. Sheet like tracts of crushed

be driven without splintering. Nichols.
sheeting jacks. Push-type turnbuckles, used
to set ditch bracing. Nichols.
sheet iron. See sheet. Fay.
sheet-iron gang. Anti-Molly Maguire vigilantes. Korson.

A.C.I. c. Used in quarrying to describe
fpanite in which there is only one set of
joints, approximately parallel to the rock

Schieferdecker.

rock parallel and adjacent to a fault.
A.C.I. b. See phyllosilicates; sheeting, b.

that fits on plank ends so that they can

sheet-iron pitch. The inclination of a coal
seam at which loose coal will not move

on the natural bottom, but at which it
will slide or can be easily pushed along
on iron slides placed on the bottom in

surface. Street kerk, p. 30.
sheet tin. Thin sheets of iron or steel, coated
with tin which serves to prevent corrosion. Crispin.

Sheffield process. A basic open-hearth proc-

cess using charges so low in sulfur and
phosphorous that they could be used in
the acid process; the pig iron charged is

the chambers or rooms. Fay.
sheet metal. See sheet. Fay.
sheet-metal gage. A gage used for measuring

hematite iron. The charge contains all the

elements required to give the required

the thickness of sheet metal. Crispin.
sheet mica. Mica that is relatively flat and
sufficiently free from structural defects to
enable it to be punched or stamped into
specified shapes for use by the electronic

analysis, plus the usual margin of carbon.
The charge contains about 0.5 percent of
silicon and a maximum amount of manganese, in order to insure correct conditions in the bath. Nickel-chromium-moly-

and electrical industries. Sheet mica is

bdenum steels can be made by this process, and high yields of the valuable al-

classified further as block, film, and splittings. Skow.
sheet minerals. Those minerals belonging to
the phyllosilicates having sheets of linked
5iO4 tetrahedra. Includes the mica, chlo-

rite, and most of the clay group of minerals. See also sheet, c. A.C.I.

sheet pavement. Continuous road surfacing,

as asphalt, tarmacadam, or concrete. Ham.
sheet pile. A pile with a generally flat cross
section to be driven into the ground or
seabed and meshed or interlocked with
like members to form a diaphragm, wall,
or bulkhead. H&C.
sheet piles. Closely spaced piles of timber,
reinforced concrete, prestressed concrete,
or steel driven vertically into the ground
to support earth pressure, to keep water
out of an excavation, and often to form
such

loying elements are obtainable from scrap
charges. No melting and slag difficulties
are experienced if the chromium bearing

materials are charged first and covered
with carbon steel turnings, the limestone

and iron being added last of all. Osborne.

Shelby tube. A thin-walled soil-sampling
tube, 12 to 30 inches long, attached to
a special rod adapter or sub by means
of machine screws. The device is designed
to take soil samples by pressing or pushing
the tube down into the formation sampled.
Also called Shelby-tube sampler; thin-wall
drive sampler. Long.

Shelby-tube sampler. Synonym for Shelby
tube. Long.

shelf. Corn. a. The solid rock or bedrock,
especially under alluvial tin deposits. Fay.
b. A charging bed in a furnace at a higher

an integral part of a permanent struc-

level than the working bed. Standard,
1964. c. A rock, ledge of rock, reef, or
sandbank in the sea. Fay. d. A projecting layer or ledge of rock on land. Fay.
e. The submerged border of a continent

ture. See also guide pile. Ham.
sheet-pile wall. A wall formed of sheet piles
which may be of cantilever design, or
anchored back at one or two levels. See
also retaining wall. Ham.

or of an island extending from the shore-

sheet piling. a. A diaphragm made up of

line to the depth at which the sea floor

begins to descend steeply toward the bot-

meshing or interlocking members of wood,
steel, concrete, etc., driven individually

tom of the ocean basin. See also con-

to form an obstruction to percolation,
to prevent movement of material, for
cofferdams, stabilization of foundations,
etc. See lye, 1. b. Steel strips shaped to in-

terlock with each other when driven into
the ground. Nichols.
sheet quarry. Often used in granite quarrying
to designate a quarry having strong
horizontal joints and a few vertical ones.
Fay.

Sheetrock. Wallboard composed of gypsum

core in tough paper. Bennett 2d, 1962

Add.

tinental shelf. Webster 3d. f. A ledge of
bedrock upon which drift rests. Statistical Research Bureau.

angle. A mild steel angle section,
riveted or welded to the web of a comparatively deep I-beam supporting the

shelf

.

formwork for hollow tiles or forming the
seating for precast concrete floor or roof
units. Ham.

shelf atoll. See pseudoatoll. Schieferdecker.

shelf edge. The point at which there is a
marked increase of slope at the outer mar-

gin of the continental shelf. Commonly

Eng. Coarse, cloth curtains or
screens for directing the ventilation underground. b. Eng. See brattice cloth, b;

occurs between 50 and 80 fathoms. A.C.I.
shelf ice. Land ice extending outward from
the shore over the continental shelf.

sheet sand. A sandstone of great areal exteat, presumably deposited by a transgressing sea advancing over a wide front
and for a considerable distance. See also
blanket sand. A.C.I.

shelf quarry. An open-pit quarry where the
ledge of stone forms a hill and the floor
of the quarry worked on a hillside may

welding, the gap which exists between

able. AIME, pp. 324-325.
shelf retaining wall. A retaining wall of rein-

sheets. a.

brattice sheeting.

sheet separation. In spot, seam, or projection
faying surfaces surrounding the weld, after
the joint has been welded. ASM Gloss.

sheet stalactite. A stalactite that is thin in
one horizontal direction and broad in the

Schieferdecker.

be a little, if any, lower than the surrounding country. In such openings, both

transportation and drainage are favorforced concrete having a relieving platform built onto its upper part. Ham.

shelf seas. The seas overlying the continental

shell marl
shelf, corresponding to the belt of vari-

ables. Challmor.
shell. a. A steel tube from which air or
other gas at high pressure is discharged

with explosive force in a shothole; as

used with Cardox, Hydrox and air blast-

ing. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. b. Incorrectly

used by some drillers as a synonym for
reaming shell; also incorrectly used as a
synonym for the inner or outer tube of

a core barrel. Long. c. Any thin wall
tubular device. Long. d. A torpedo used
in oil wells. Fay. e. A metal or paper
case which holds a charge of powder.
Fay. f. A thin, hard band or layer of
rock encountered in well boring. Fay.
g. A hollow structure or vessel. ASM

Gloss. h. An article formed by deep drawing. ASM Gloss. i. The metal sleeve re-

maining when a billet is extruded with

a dummy block of somewhat smaller
diameter. ASM Gloss. j. In shell molding, a hard layer of sand and thermosetting plastic or resin formed over a pat-

tern and used as the mold wall. ASM

Gloss. k. A tabular casting used in making seamless drawn tube. ASM Gloss.
I. A pierced forging. ASM Gloss. m. In
grinding mill, external cylinder and ends.
Pryor, 3. n. The falling away of a 1- to
2-inch internal layer of refractory from
the roof of an all-basic open-hearth steel
furnace; the probable cause is the combined effect of flux migration, tempera-

ture gradient, and stress. This form of
wear is also known as slabbing. Dodd.

o. A flake of glass chipped from the edge
of glassware, or the hollow left by such

a flake. Dodd. p. The shell of a hollow
clay building block refers to the outer
walls of the block. Dodd. q. A group of
electrons in an atom, all of which have
the same principal quantum number.
C.T.D. r. A curved form of _plate construction applicable to roofs. Ham.
shellac bond. A bonding material whose

chief constituent is shellac. ACSG, 1963.
shellac wheel. A grinding wheel bonded with
shellac. ASM Gloss.
shell agate. Agate containing silicified mollusk shells. Shipley.
shell-and-auger boring. Method of making ex-

ploratory shallow bores in soft ground
using the auger for clay and the shell, or

sandpump, for sands. Pryor, 3.
shell band. See mussel band. Fay.
shell bed. A bed containing abundant fossil

shells. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.

shell cameo. A cameo carved from shell with

raised figure cut from white layers and
the background cut way to the darker

layers. Shipley.
shell clearance. The difference between the

outside diameter of a bit or core barrel
and the outside set or gage diameter of

a reaming shell. Long.
shell core. A shell-molded sand core. ASM
Gloss.
shell door. Eng. A temporary door. Fay.
shelling. See shell. Dodd.
shell lime. Lump lime which when flaked has

a characteristic shell-like appearance. It
is used mainly in Scotland. Osborne.
shell limestone. A sedimentary rock composed chiefly of fragments of fossil shells.
Fay.
shell marble. An ornamental marble containing fossil shells. Fay.

shell marl. A light-colored calcareous deposit in the bottoms of small lakes, composed largely of freshwater shells, but

shell marl
apparently also to some extent of precipitated carbonate of calcium and the
hard parts of minute organisms. Fay.

shell molding. Forming a mold from thermosetting resin-bonded
sand mixtures

brought in contact with preheated (3000

to 500° F) metal patterns, resulting in

a firm shell with a cavity corresponding
to the outline of the pattern. Also called

Corning process. ASM Gloss.
shell-natron. A commercial compound used

as a carbon dioxide absorbent in diving.
H&G.
shell-perm process,. A method of reducing
the flow of water through a permeable
soil into an excavation, by injecting the
soil with bituminous emulsion containing
a coagulator, which will solidify in the
ground. See also permeability. Ham.
Shell phosphate process. A wet scrubbing
process for removing hydrogen sulfide
from fuel gases in which a solution of tripotassium phosphate removes }LS from
gases, particularly underpressure, and
without appreciable effect upon carbon
dioxide. The hydrogen sulfide is regenerated by boiling, and sulfur may be recovered in a Claus kiln. The plant consists of a packed tower, or a bubble-cap
tower, for absorption, preferably underpressure, and a bubble-cap tower for regenerating with steam heat. The reagent
is stable, noncorrosive to mild steel, and
the solution loss is negligible. Francis,
1965, v. 2, pp. 428-429.
shell pump. A simple form of sand pump or
sludger consisting of a hollow cylinder
with a ball or clack valve at the bottom,
used with a flush of water to remove detritus. Webster 3d. See also sand pump;
sludger.

shells. The outer walls of tile. ASTM C4365T.
shell sand. Sand chiefly or largely composed
of fragments of mollusk shells. Standard,
1964.
shells of the earth. Concentric shells compos-

ing the interior of the earth. Schieferdecker.

shellstone. Eng. A china stone from Cornwall containing too much iron (as brown
mica) for use as a flux in pottery glazes
but of ifotential value in sewer pipe glazes.

See also china stone. Dodd.
shell wall; ring wall. The wall of fireclay refractories that protects the outer steel
casing of a hot-blast stove. See also hotblast stove. Dodd.

shelly. a. A name applied to coal that has
been so crushed and fractured that it
breaks up easily into small pieces. Broken

ground. Fay. h A laminated roof that

sounds hollow and breaks into thin layers of slate or shale. Zern.
shelly formation. A thin and generally hard
stratum encountered in drilling. See also
shell. A.G.I.
shelly stone; shelly metal. Eng. Laminated
stone liable to flake; fissile stone; marl
containing flakes of limestone, NorthNorthamptonCheshire,
umberlaid.
shire. A ell.
shelter cav . a. A cave formed from without,

for ex ple, by the wind or by waves.

Schieferdecker. b. A cave formed within

the nick, mostly by solution. Schifferdecker. c. A cave only partially underground, which is formed by a protecting

roof of overlying rock; generally open on

one or more sides. Sometimes called a
rock cave. A.G.I.
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shelter hole. In coal mining, a niche in the
rib along a haulage road into which one
may step to avoid passing trains. Grove.
Shelton loader. An adapted coal-cutting ma-

chine in which the picks of the cutter
chain are replaced by loading flights.

The machine hauls itself along the face,
the jib leading, by means of an anchored
rope. The flights push the prepared coal
up a ramp on to the face conveyor, and

shielded stud welding
ous vanadium mines on the Colorado Plateau. Hey, M.M., 1961.

she's fired! Eng. An expression used when
an explosion of firedamp has taken place
in the pit. See also squat lads! Fay.
shet. S. Staff. The broken-down roof of a
coal mine. Fay.

sheth. a. Eng. An old term denoting a district of about eight or nine adjacent
bords. Thus a "sheth of bords," or a

on their return path to the back of the
prepared coal, fold back and then open
up for coal loading as they emerge at
the end of the jib. It requires well pre-

"sheth of pillars." Fay. b. N. of Eng. To
course the air in the workings. See also
coursing. Fay. c. N. of Eng. The rib of
a chaldron wagon. See also sheaths. Fay.
sheth door. N. of Eng. A temporary door

quently it has to be flitted back along the
coal face. The jib can be swung into line
with the body for flitting. Mason, v. 1, p.

shething the air. N. of Eng. Ventilating the
goaves in a systematic way. Fay.
sheth of bords. Eng. See sheth, a. Fay.
sheugh. a. Scot. To make ditches or drains

pared coal for successful operation, and
will load only in one direction, conse-

126.

shelves. The most stable areas of the craton

that are periodically flooded by marine

waters. A.G.I.
shelving. The effect produced in the refractory lining of a glass tank furnace by se-

vere erosion of the horizontal joints between the tank blocks. Dodd.

shelving stone; shelyngstone; shilling stone.

Corn.; Dev.; Som. Slate; a roofing slate
or tile. Arkell.

shepherd. Aust. A miner who preserves legal

rights to a claim without working on it.
Standard, 1964.

shepherding. Preserving .the rights in a mining claim while doing the minimum possible amount of developing. Nelson.

sherardize. Named after the 20th century
English inventor, Sherard 0. Cowper-

Coles. To coat (an article of iron or

steel)

with zinc by covering with com-

mercial zinc dust in a tightly closed drum
and heating for several hours at 3000 to
420° C so that a zinc-iron alloy is formed
at the surface through the action of zinc
vapor. Webster 3d.
sherardizing. A galvanizing process in which
the metal to be coated is heated, with or

without tumbling, in contact with zinc
dust. Blue powder or manufactured dust
may be used for the source of the zinc.
Liddell 2d, p. 495.

sherd. A fragment of pottery. In petrography

applied particularly to the characteristic
crescentic or cuspate particles into which
volcanic glass is sometimes blown, while

hot, by the expansive force of included gases. The glass particles of tuff
often show such cuspate outlines. Fay.
still

shergottite. An achondrite (stony meteorite)
that is chiefly augite with maskelynite.
Hess.

sheridanite. A pale greenish to nearly colorless talclike chlorite, near to leuchtenbergite, containing much aluminum and very
little iron, tisMgsAlsSilOis. From Sheridan, Wyo. English.
Sherman settler. A series of cylindrical tanks
with conical bottoms having central feed
and a peripheral overflow. The tanks con-

tinually decrease in depth and increase
in diameter. Liddell 2d, p. 392.
sherry topaz. a. Topaz the color of sherry
wine. Shipley. b. An incorrect name for

citrine of the same color. Shipley.
Sherwen shaker. An electromagnetic vibrator
used in shaking table mechanisms, concrete consolidation, ore feeders and

screens. Pryor, 3.
sherwoodite. A mineral, CaNsOn.151-110,

blue-black tetragonal prisms from numer-
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placed in a working heading. Fay.

in; to dig, as peat, by making ditches.

Webster 2d. Also called sheuch. Fay. b.
Scot. A shaft or coalpit. Fay.

slicer. Aust. An unproductive mine. Webster
3d. A mining claim without gold. Fay.
shides. Brist.; Scot. Pumps for draining
mines. Fay.

shield. a. In mining or tunneling, a framework or screen of wood or iron protecting the workers, pushed forward as the
work advances. Standard, 1964. b. A
metal diaphragm used in tunneling under
rivers, or in water-bearing ce loose ma-

terial under cities. The shield may be

cylindrical and include the entire tunnel

section, or it may be a roof shield and
support the roof only. Stauffer. c. The

Precambrian nuclear mass of a continent
around which and to some extent upon
which the younger sedimentary rocks

have been deposited. Webster 3d. d. A
layer or mass of material used to reduce
the passage of ionizing radiation. See
also biological shield; thermal shield.
L&L.
shield basalts. Basaltic

accumulations of

smaller size than the plateau or flood
basalts, arising from the confluence of

lava flows from a large number of small,
closely spaced volcanoes. The flows coal-

esce into masses hundreds to thousands
of square miles in size. Synonym for
multiple vent basalts. A.G.I.
shielded arc welding. Arc welding in which

the arc and the weld metal are protected either by a gaseous atmosphere,
the products of decomposition of the
electrode covering, or a blanket of fusible flux. ASM Gloss.

shielded carbon-arc welding. An arc-welding
process wherein coalescence is produced

by heating with an electric arc between
a carbon electrode and the work. Shielding is obtained from the combustion of
a solid material fed into the arc or

from a blanket of flux on the work or
both. Pressure may or may not be used

and filler metal may or may not be used.
Coal Age, v. 66, No. 3, Mar. 1961, p. 92.
shielded metal-arc welding. An arc-welding
process where coalescence is produced by

heating with an electric arc between a
covered metal electrode and the work.

Shielding is obtained from decomposition
of the electrode covering. Pressure is not

used and filler metal is obtained from
the electrode. Coal Age, v. 66, No. 3,

Mar. 1961, p. 92.
shMded monoelectrode. See guard electrode
log. A.G.I.
shielded stud welding. An arc-welding proc-

L
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ess wherein coalescence is produced by

working places in a coal mine at night.

heating with an electric arc drawn between a metal stud or similar part, and
the other work part, until the surfaces
to be joined are properly heated, when
they are brought together under pres-

sure. Shielding is obtained from an inert
gas such as helium or argon. Coal Age,
v. 66, No. 3, Mar. 1961, p. 92.
shielding. Placing an object in an electrolytic

bath so as to alter the current distribution on the cathode. A nonconductor is
called a shield; a conductor, a robber,
thief, or guard. ASM Gloss.

shielding glass. A protective glass for use in
nuclear engineering; although it is transparent to visible light, it absorbs high
energy electromagnetic radiation. Such

glasses contain a maximum proportion
of oxides of heavy elements, for example,
Pb0, Ta200, Nbi05,W03. Dodd.

shields. Large areas of ancient rocks that
have remained relatively stable through
most geologic time. Bateman.
shield volcano. A broad, gently sloping volcanic cone of flat, domical shape usually
several tens or hundreds of square miles
in extent, built chiefly of overlapping and
interfingering basaltic lava flows. Typical
examples are the volcanoes, Mauna Loa

and Kilauea, on the Island of Hawaii,
and the great basaltic volcanoes of Ice-

land. The slops of shield volcanoes gen-irally range from about 40 to 100. The
Schildvulcan of German writers. A.G.I.
shift. a. The number of hours or the part of
any day worked. Also called tour. Long.

b. The gang of men working fo, the

period; as, the day shift or the night shift.
Fay. c. One of the main divisions of the
day (day, afternoon and night), or of
the operation cycle. Mason. d. Move-up;

extension. Mason. In Great Britain the
coal miner works 7% hours estimated
from the time of departure and return
to the surface. The actual working period

at the face is from 6 to 61/2 hours because of traveling time. Nelson. e. See
fault shift. Nelson. f. Miner's term for

a small fault or slip. Arkell. g. To change

the ratio of the driving to the driven

gears to obtain the desired rotational
speed or to avoid overloading and stalling

an engine or motor. Long. h. A fault of
dislocation. Fay. i. The maximum relative
displacement of points on opposite sides

of the fault and far enough from it to be
outside the dislocated zone. Also called
net shift. See also dip shift; normal shift;
strike shift; vertical shift. Fay. j. A casting defect caused by mismatch of cope
and drag or of cores and mold. ASM Gloss.

shift boss. a. The foreman in charge of men

on a shift. Ballard. b. The foreman or

Fay. d.

In bituminous coal mining, a

general term for workers who assist brattice men repairmen, timbermen, and
other worker: not engaged in the actual
mining of coal. D.O.T. 1. e. See shift boss.
D.O.T. 1. f. See track shifter
shift gear. A gear on a gear-feed swivel head
of a diamond drill by means of which the
feed-shifter rod may be moved to engage
the shifter-rod pin into the selected feed
gear. Long.

shifting clothes. Street clothes into which
the miner changes on emerging from the

mine. Korson.
shift joint. In masonry, a break joint. Fay.
shift lever. A short rod or shaft attached to
the shift-gear shaft by means of which the

ratio of the driving to the driven gears

may be (hanged in a gear-feed swhel head
of a diamond drill or other transmissiongear mechanism. Long.
shifnnan. See shift boss. D.O.T. 1.
shiftmen. Aust. Men cngaged on a time-wage
basis working at various jobs. Also called
company men. Fay.
shift work. a. Work performed at a mine

and paid for by day wage as opposed to
payment by results, namely by tonnag!,
yardage, or by pricelist. Nelson. b. Er.g.
Work performed underground for which
wrges are paid on a time basis; for example, timbering, road cleaning, etc. Fay. c.
N. of Eng. Work, not included in a
particular agreement, which is done and
paid for at a fixed rate. Trist.

shr.let. Term for the Devonian slates used for

brickmaking in the Plymouth and Tor-

quay areas of England; the word is a

dialect form of shale. Dodd.
shim. a. A thin piece of material used between two surfaces to obtain a proper fit,
adjustment, or alignment. ASM Gloss.
b. Laminar packing piece used to regu-

late the gap or set between a pair of

spring-loaded crushing rolls, or otner device h,eld together by springs or pressure.
Pryor, 3.

shimmer aggregate. Fine-grained alteration
products of sillimanite, kyanite, and staurolite, largely white mica cemented by
quartz, which give a shimmer of high
polarization tints under crossed nicols.

A.G.I.

shimmy die. See fiat edge trimmer. ASM
Gloss.

shim rod. A nuclear-reactor control rod used
in making infrequent coarse adjustments
in reactivity, as in startup or in shutdown. See also regulating rod. LEYL.

Shia. An edge of a moldboard which is replaceable. Ham.

shinbone protectors. A form of leggings
which protect the shinbone. They are de-

official in charge of operations at a quarry
or metal mine dunng a specific shift.
Nelson. c. A master workman who directs
the work of the set of men engaged upon
a particular shift; that is, the set of

shindle. A roofing slate. Standard, 1964.

in a specific portion of the mine. At

shindle stone. Stone from which shindies or
roofing slates are made. Local variant of
shingle. Arkell.
shiners. Minute fish scales that sparkle in re-

workmen who work in turns with other
sets. Ricketts, I. d. In metal mining, a
foreman who is in direct charge of men
small mines, performs a considerable
funount of production work. In coal mining, sxnonymous with pit boss. Also
called inside foreman; shifter; shiftman ;
underground foreman. D.O.T. 1.
shifter. . See bottomer. Fay. b. N. of 'Eng.

One who repairs roadways in a mine.
Fay. c. Newc. A man-who prepares the

signed in both metal and tough plastic

and are secured by leather straps around
the legs. See also protective clothing.
Nelson.

flected light; they are liable to occur in

vitreous enamelware if the ground coat is
overfired. Dodd.
shingle. a. Loosely and commonly, any beach
gravel which is coarser than ordinary

gravel, especially if consisting of flat or
flattish pebbles. Fay. b. Strictly and properly; beach gravel composed of smooth,
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shipping measure
well-rounded pebbles of roughly the same
size, the interstices between -vhich are not

filled with finer matenal as in ordinary
gravel, and which gives out a musical note

when trod upon. Fay. c. In iron manu-

facture, to drive out scorias and other impurities from puddled iron by heavy blows
or pressure. Stanaard, 1964.

shingle block structure. A series of thrust
sheets lying against one another like the
shingles of a roof. Also called imbricate
structure. Billings, 1954, p. 184.
shingler. A machine for squeezing puddled
iron. Webster 3d.
shingle rampart. See gravel ridge. Schieferdecker.

shingle structure. Arrangement of veins en
echelon in the manner of shingles on a
roof. A.G.I. See also imbricate structure.
shingle tile. A flat form of roofing tile. Fay.
shingley coal. Newc. Small coal free from
dust. Fay.
shingling. In wrought iron manufacture, the
operation by which sinter and other impurities are removed from a bloom and
the metal solidly welded together by ham-

mering and squeezing. Also called nob-

bing. Henderson.
shingly. Composed of, or abounding in,
shingle. Webster 3d. See also shingle, a.
Fay.
shining. As applied to the degree of luster of
minerals, means those which produce an
image by reflection,but not one well-defined, as celestite. Fay.
shin plaster. See suspension, a,

ship and galley tile. A special quarry tile
having an indented pattei n. on the face
of the tile to produce nil antislip effect.

ASTM C242-60T.
ship auger. An auger having a simple spiral
(helical) body and a single cutting edge,

with or without a screw on the end but
without a spur at the outer end o: the

cutting edge, used to obtain soil samples
in sticky material. Long.
ship CaiSS011. A floating steel box fitted to
close the entrance to a lock, dry dock, or
wet dock. See also gate chamber. Ham.
shiplap liners. Longtiudinal lining plates for

ball mill of wedgelike shape. The thin
edge of each wedge underlies the thick

edge of the preceding plate in direction of
revolution. Pryor, 3.
Shipley polariscope. A gemmological polari-

scope suitable for use in the hand with-

out use of microscope or other magnifier.
Can be used in determinative gemmology
to detect glass imitations and to differentiate between singly and doubly refractive

gemstones. A mounted or unmounted
stone is held, in an enclosed compart-

ment, by a device which permits its being
observed in various positions, affording

rapid determination. Shipley.
ship observations. Meteorological and ocean-

ographic data taken for a specific loca-

tion, observed from a ship underway or at
anchor. Hy.
shipper. a. An official who inspects the coal
in the railroad cars before they are

shipped to market. Korson. b. Aust. An
instrument used for placing an endless
rope on its rollers in cases where it gets

off them. Fay. c. See snowbird mine. Fay.
shipper shaft. In a dipper shovel, the hinge
on which the stick pivots when the bucket
is hoisted. Nichols, 2.
shipping measure. For measuring entire internal capacity of a vessel: One register
ton equals 100 cubic feet; for measuring

r;i!,

ver

cargo: One U.S. shipping ton equals 40

cubic feet or 32.143 U.S. bushels. Crispin.

shipping ore. a. Any ore of greater value
when broken than the cost of freight and
treatment. Fay. b. See first-class ore. Nel-

son.
ship-po. In ceramics, Japanese cloisonne

shock. A sudden depression of the nervous
system due to accident. Grove.
shock bump. a. A rock bump caused by the
sudden collapse of a thick sandstone or
other strong deposit. See also rock burst.
Nelson. b. A thump experienced in a mine
when the breakage of overlying rocks

produces the effect of a hammer blow.
enamelware. Standard, 1964.
Ham. c. See bumps. Kentucky, p. 327.
shirt. The inner lining of a blast furnace. shock
loading. In winding, shock loads proStandard, 1964.
duced by picking up the cage from the
shist. See schist. Fay.
pit bottom with slack chains or by lifting
shiver. a. Shale; a hard argillaceous bed.
heavy pithead gates or covers. This often
See also sheave. Fay. b. A variety of blue
causes dry fatigue in the winding ropes.
slate. Standard, 1964. c. Shale or slaty
Sinclair, V, pp. 12-13.
debris. Arkell. d. Eng. Shaly strata be- shock losses. Losses resulting from changes
tween the beds of stone, Purbeck beds,
in direction of flow or area of duct. They
Swanage. Arkell.
also occur at the inlet or discharge of a
shivering. a. A term used in connection with
system, at splits or junctions of two or
dry process enamels indicating chipping.
more currents of air, and at obstructions
Usually the result of a too low coefficient
of expansion of the enamel. Enam. Dict.
b. The splintering which occurs in fired

glazes or other ceramic coatings due to

critical compressive stresses. Also called
peeling. ASTM C242-60T.
shiver spar. A calcite with a slaty structure.
Webster 3d.
shivery post Eng. See seamy. Fay.
Shlikh method. A geochemical prospecting
method widely practiced in the U.S.S.R.,
which consists of systematically mapping
the heavy minerals in stream sediments.
Hawkes 2, p. 5.

shoad; shode. a. Waterworn fragments of
vein minerals found on the surface, such
as beds of streams, away from the outcrop.
Arkell. b. Float ore, which has broken
from outcrop and gravitated to a distance.

Pryor, 3. d. To shoad, to trace a lode by
following up shoad. Pryor, 3. d. Corn.
Stream tin, or any surface rubble or
talus containing fragments of tin, copper,
or lead ore and signifying proximity of
a lode. Arkell.
shoading. The process of tracing upstream
the parent seam or vein by following fragments along the bed. Nelson.
shoal. a. Part of the sea bottom over which
the water is relatively shallow. Schieferdecker. b. A detached elevation of the sea
bottom comprised of any material except

rock or coral, and which may endanger
surface navigaf on. A.G.I. c. A shallow

part in a channel above or below low tide
level. Also called bank. Schieferdecker.
shock pressure loss. There is a constant
ratio between shock pressure loss and the
velocity pressure corresponding to the
r ean velocity of flow. Shock pressure
losses can be calculated from the follow-

ing formula: Ps=XPv, where Ps equals
the total shock pressure loss in inches of

in airways. Hartman, p. 78.

shock-proof. As applied to the current-

carrying parts of an electric system (excepting trolley wires) is taken to mean
that contact with such parts is prevented

by the use of grounded metallic coverings

or sheaths. Fay.

shock-resistant steels. A rather general name
for steels used for tools that are required

to withstand much pounding. There are
two general types. One type contains
chromium, vanadium, and a small amount
of molybdenum, with usually fairly high
manganese; the other type contains up to

wave height increases. Hy.
shoal reef. See patch reef. Schieferdecker.

of a crosshead of a compressor or engine.
Long. g. A wearing piece in various types
of machines used to break rock, such as a
column of drill pipes; bottom of crushing
stamp; muller of amalgamating pan. Pry-

or, 3. h. The lower replaceable part of a
gravity stamp which falls on the mineral
ore or rock. Nelson. i. A ground plate
forming a link of a track, or bolted to a
track link. Nichols. j. A support for a

bulldozer blade or other digging edge to

prevent cutting down. Nichols. k. A clean-

up device iollowing the buckets of a
ditching machine. Nichols. I. A boat-

shaped ingot of sycee siher weighing

about 66% ounces. Standard, 1964. m. A
metal block used in a variety of bending

operations to form or support the part

being processed. ASM Gloss. n. In glassmaking, a crucible with open end, placed

in a furnace, in which the blower heats
the rods and punties. Webster 2d. o. A
hollow refractory shape that is placed in
the mouth of a glass pot and used for
heating the blowing irons. Dodd.
shoe-nose shell. A cylindrical tool, cut
obliquely at the bottom, for boring through

shoestring location. A location of a long and
narrow strip of mineral land. Ricketts, I.
shoestring sands. a. A narrow and relatively

of the shot initiating an explosion. This
wave travels with the velocity of sound
and produces to the human ear the noise
like the boom of a cannon. Rice, George

system of east-central Kansas. They originated as channel fillings, bars, beaches,
etc. A.G.I. b. A type of lenticular formation in which a porous, permeable sandstone lens or streak is surrounded by impervioua rock, frequently shale. Such

426.

which, in some cases, travels ahead of the
flame of a coal dust explosion. It may oc-

shoestring claim. A mining claim in the form

cannot escape freely. Nelson. b. The wave
sent out through the air by the discharge

long body of sandstone. Examples have
been described from the Pennsylvanian

S.

shock-wave compression. Nonisentropic adia-

batic compression in a wave traveling at
greater than local sound velocity. I.C.
8137, 1963, p. 76.
shode. a. Corn. A loose fragment of veinstone. Ore washed or detached from the
vein naturally. See also float ore. Fay. b.

Eng. To search for ore by tracing the
shode. Fay. Also spelled shoad. Fay.

shode pit. An excavation made in tracing
shodes. Standard, 1964.

shode stone. See shode, a. Fay.

'I, P. 273.
shoaling effect. Alteration of a wave proceeding from deep water into shallow
water. The wavelength decreases and the

mechanism made of wood, steel, or asbestos that contacts the brake flange on
a wheel or hoist drum. Long. f. A part

cur when an ignition takes place near
the closed end of a mine roadway, and
the reaction products behind the flame

for pneumatic tools and for such purposes
as coining dies. Brady, 4th ed., 1940, p.

0.075 pound per cubic foot), and X equals
an empirical factor or shock factor found
by experiment. Ps and Pv are expressed in
the same units and are equally affected by
is the number of velocity pressures equivalent to the shock pressure lo A. Roberts,

pled. Long. e. That part of a braking

shock wave. a. The wave of air and dust

2 percent of silicon, with usually some
molybdenum. The silicon steels are used

shoder. The pa'.1kage of. goldbeater's skin in
which the thin metal sheets are hammered

density. X is therefore independent of
both the density and the units used and

when pressed into a formation being sam-

hard clay. Fay.
shoe shell. Eng. A tool used in deep boring
for cleaning out the drill cuttings. It has
a valve rtt the bottom, opening upward.
A sand pump or bucket. Fay.
shoe silver. Ingots of precious metal popularly thought to resemble a shoe. Webster 2d.

water, Pv equals the velocity pressure, in
inches of water corresponding to the mean
velocity of flow (equals approximately

(V/4,000)' at standard air density of

shoot
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in the second stage of making gold leaf.
Standard, 1964.

shoding; shoading. Corn. The tracking of
boulders toward the vein or rock from
which they have come. Fay.
shoe. a. Pieces of steel fastened to a mine
cage and formed to fit over the guides to
guide the cage when it is in motion. Long.

b. The bottom. wedge-shaped piece attached to tubbing when sinking through

quicksand. Fay. c. A trough to convey ore
to a crusher. Fay.. d. A coupling of rolled,

cast, or forged steel to protect the lower
end of the casting or dnvepipe in overburden, or the bottom end of a sampler

of a long narrow strip. Fay.

stratigraphic traps are difficult to locate
because of the absence of significant struc-

tural relief. Williams.

shonkinite. A melanocratic syenite often con-

taining a small amount of nepheline; the
principal minerals are augite and orthoclase. Other minerals that may often be
present in varying small amounts are olivine plagioclase, sodalite, and analcite,
witli accessory apatite and opaque oxides.
A.G.I.

shoo-fly. a. Miner's work train. Korsan. b.
Any crosscut between a haulageway and
airway through which cars are run.. See
also slant, a. Fay.
shoot. a. To break coal loose from the seam
by the use Of explosives; loosely used, also

as applied to other coal breaking devices.

B.C.I. b. To break down by airblasting.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. c. To explode a
charge in blasting operations. Hudson. d.
To detonate an explosive in a borehole.
Long. e. Incorrect spelling of chute. Long.

f. A body of ore, usually of elongated

formt extending downward or upward in
a vein. Also' called ore shoot. .Long. g.

The payable section of a lode; an en-

riched portion of a continuous ore body.

shoot
Nelson. h. Any considerable and somewhat regular mass of ore in a vein., fre-

quently a rich ore streak in a vein; a
chimney; also, a vein branching et a

small angle from and reentering the nain
vein. Standard, 1964. i. The valuable
minerals are commonly concentrated in
certain portions of a vein that have one
dimension much longer than the others.
This shoot or chimney of ore is usually
highly inclined to the horizontal. Lewis,
p. 20. j. S. Afr. Enrichment of reef extending in long stretches like the shoots

of a plant. Beerrnan. k. The portio:i of

the lode, of greater or less length, which
carries the ore, and which generally dips

as an inclined plane at an angle along
the line of lode; a larger form of pipe.
Gordon. I. See ore shoot. Pryor, 3. m.
See chute, a. Fay. n. See blast. A shot is
a single operation of blasting. Fay. o. See
chute, b. Fay. p. To torpedo an oil or gas
well. Fay. q. In seismic exploration the

firing of the explosive by an electrical impulse; also, the process of carrying out
a seismic survey, to shoot an area or
prospect. A.G.I.
shooter. a. Aust. The man who fires a
charged hole after satisfying himself that

the place is free from firedamp. A shot
firer. Fay. b. In the petroleum industry,
one who shoots oil wells with nitroglycerin to loosen or shatter the oil-bearing
formation. Fay. c. Tamping the shots.
A.G.I, Supp. d. See blaster. D.O.T. 1. c.
The shooter is that person on a seismo-

shooting off-the-solid. Mining the coal by
heavy blasting without undermining or
shearing it. In England, called shooting
fast. Fay.
shooting on-the-free. The use of a small
charge of powder to blow down the face
of the coal after it has been undercut as
distinguished from "shooting off-the-solid". Fay.
shooting rights. The right to enter upon
land and
Williams.

make a geophysical survey.

shooting the gob. N. Staff. Working the coal
in the pillars of inclined coalbeds by blasting. Fay.
shooting truck. In seismic operations, a truck
equipped to carry explosives, materials,

and equipment for preparing, loading,
tamping,
A.G.I.

and firing explosive charges.

shooting valve. The control valve provided
for the purpose of admitting compressed
air to an airblasting shell and of venting
residual air, in the shell and hose, to
atmosphere. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
shoot of ore. A body of ore with relatively
small horizontal dimensions and steep inclination in a lode; in contradistinction

to a course of ore, which is flatter. See
also chute, e. Fay.

shop. a. Trades union reference to its membership. Closed shop is one in which only
unionmen may work for specified firm.
Pryor. b. A unit group of workmen pro-

ducing glassware. ASTM C162-66. c. Also,
its location at the furnace. ASTM C162-66.

graph crew who has some or all of the
following duties: (1) loading the shotholes; (2) damping the shots; (3) firing
the shot; and/or (4) care of explosives

shop rivet. A rivet driven in a workshop as

shooting. a. Eng. Blasting in a mine. Fay.

one made on a site. Ham.
shoran. A high-frequency radio wave location system using microwave pulses used
for offshore and airborne prospecting operations. Two stations are located at fixed
points, the third is on the mobile station
whose location is desired. The fixed stations broadcast pulses, the mobile station

and shooting equipment. A.G.I.

b. The use oi explosives in rock breaking.
Shooting an oil well uses a charge of high
explosive to disturb the bearing strata
and increase the flow of oil. Shooting fast
is the breaking of a solid coal face. Shooting-on-the-free is shot firing after an easing face has been formed. Nelson.
shooting a well. Exploding nitroglycerine or

other high explosive in a hole, to shatter the rock and increase the flow of oil
or gas. Williams.

shooting boat. In marine seismic explora-

tion, a boat equipped to carry explosives,
and from which the placing and firing of
shots are performed. A.G.I.
shooting by seismograph. The making of a
seismographic survey. The term shooting
derives from the setting off of explosions

in the ground. The shock waves from

these explosions are recorded by a seismograph, and from these records a contour map can be made. Williams.
shooting fast. Lanc. Blasting without previously holing or shearing the coal. See
also shooting off-the-solid. Fay.
shooting flow. See jet flow. Lett.
shooting flow cast. Strong parallel ridges, up

to 30 centimeters wide, 10 centimeters
deep, and up to 2 meters long. Pettijohn.

shooting lease. An instrument granting permission to conduct a geophysical survey;
it may or may not give the right to ,take
an oil and (gas lease on all or part of the
lands. Wil hams.
shooting needle. A blasting needle; a metal-

lic rod used in the stemming of a drill
hole for the purpose of leaving a cavity
through which the charge may be fired.
Fay.
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distinct from a field or site rivet. Ham.

shop scrap. Same as bench scrap. Skow.

shop weld. A weld made in a workshop,
which is often better and cheaper than

rebroadcasts them, and the round trip

time is measured by means of cathode-ray
screens to an accuracy of ±-25 feet. A.G.I.
shore. a. Eng.
studdle or thrusting stay.
Zern. b. Mine timber used to prop, brace,

or stay working places. Pryor, 3. c. To
support as by a stout timber, usually as
a prop. Crispin. d. Meeting of land and
water; shoreline. A.G.I. Supp. e. Land

immediately beside water. A.G.I. Supp. f.
Zone between high and low watermarks.
SuPp.
shore cliff. See sea cliff. Schieferdecker.
shore drift. The coarse material which covers

the bottom where the agitation of the
water at the bottom is effective, constitutes shore drift. See also littoral drift.

A.G.I.

shore face. The zone seaward from the lowtide shoreline) permanently covered with
water, over which the sands and gravels
actively oscillate with changing wave conditions. Schieferdecker.
Shore hardness test. A scale of hardness of
rocks as determined by the Shore scleroscope test. The test utilizes the drop and

rebound method of a diamond-tipped

hammer. This qcale avoids the limitations

of Mohs' scale of hardness and gives a

better asseument of rock hardness. Welsh
quartzitic sandstones have an average
hardness of 85 Shore; the quartz and iron-

stone bands between 90 and 102 Shore

and shales between 35 and 55 Shore.

Nelson.

Shore hardness tester; scleroscope. A procedure for the determination of the hardness of a surface by dropping a ball from
a fixei height above the surface and noting the height of rebound. This technique
was first proposed by A. F. Shore in 1906.
Although primarily for the testing of the

hardness of metals, it has also been applied to a limited extent in the testing of
ceramics. Dodd.

shoreline. a. The line of intersection of the
sea with the land. The region immediately to the landward of the shoreline is
called the coast, and seaward from this
line, the shore. Thus, cliffs and deltas arc
coastal features while waves advance and
retreat along the shore. A.G.I. b. A more
or less concentric, wavy line which appears in the surface of the fired enamel,
similar in appearance to the shore of a
lake which has receded and deposited silt
in waves. This condition, most frequently
found in sheet-steel, acid-resisting enamels, may be caused by too rapid drying of

the wet enamel coating or insufficient

enamel setup. A shoreline is commonly
thought to be the direct result of a too
high concentration of sulfate salts in the
enamel milling. Enam. Dict.
shoreline cycle; cycle of marine erosion;
marine cycle. The sequence of coastal
forms, developing, according to the Davisian school, under the influence of
marine erosion and other coastal processes. Schieferdecker.

shoreline of advance. See shoreline oi" progradation. Schieferdecker.
shoreline of emergence; emerged coast. A
coast havin gundergone a relative raise.
Schief erdecker.

shoreline of progradation shoreline of advance; prograded coast; accretion coast.
Shoreline showing a regular seaward
movement in consequence of sedimentation. Schieferdecker.

shoreline of retrogradation* abrasion shore-

line. Shoreline produced by the cutting

back of the shore in a line of cliffs. Schieferdecker.
shoreline of submergence; submerged coast;
drowned coast. A coast having undergone
a relative lowering. Schieferdecker.
shoreman, dredge. In metal mining, one who
buries anchor logs (deadmen) in the
earth, attaches wire cables, and performs

shore duties to keep dredges in the dig-

ging positions. D .0 .T.1 .
shore platform. On a rocky shore, the tendency is to produce a horizontal or gently
sloping platform the outer edge of which
corresponds to tlie line of nonerosion so
that its surface is bare at low water. 'this

platform often is called a scar, and its
inner side is bounded by cliffs more or
less lofty, arzording to the height of the
land whicb. is eaten into. See also plain
of marine abrasion; wave-cut terrace.

A.G.L

shore profile. Profile of the sea bottom immediately in front of and perpendicular
to the shoreline. Schieferdecker.
shore protection. The prevention of scour

by means of constructing breakwaten,

graded filters, groins, and revetments.
Ham.
shore scleroscope. An instrument comprising a small diamond-shaped hammer
which falls freely down a graduated tube

shore scleroscope
of glass from a constant height. The hardness of the surface under test is measured
by the height of the rebound. In one type

of this instrument the rebound of the
hammer actuates the pointer of a scale
so that the height of rebound is recorded.
[1:

See also scleroscope hardness test. Ham.

shore terrace. a. A coastal terrace that is

cut in rock or built up of gravel or sand.
Webster 3d. b. See marine terrace. Schieferdecker.

shore up To stay, prop up, or support by
braces. Fay.
shoring. Timbers braced against a wall as a
temporary support. Also, the timbering
used to prevent a sliding of earth adjoining an excavation. Crispin.

shorn. Eng. Cut with a pick, as in undercutting coal. Fay.

short. a. Said of roof shale that tends to
break up or crush under pressure into

small fragments and which will not hold
in any span over a few inches. Also called
tender. Raistrick & Marshall, pp. 36-37.
b. Brit le; friable; breaking or crumbling
readily; inclined to flake off; said of coal.

Fay. c. Used to denote a roof that has
very little structural

strength. TIME.

d. Term applied to a clay body that has

little workability, or to a glass that quickly
sets. Dodd.
short and rough. Unmellowed, as by weathering; said of brick clay, as distinguished
from mild and tough. Standard, 1964.
short awn. A direction of more than 450 to
the main natural line of cleat or cleavage
in the coal. Also spelled horn. TIME.

Comer:: long awn.

it. A short circuit is an abnormal
connection of relatively low resistance,
whether made accidentally or intentionally, between two points of different potential in a drcuit. ASA M2.1-1963.
short clod. Forest of Dean. Clod with pronounced cross fracture or cleat. Arkell.
short coal. See short, b. C.T.D.
short column. A column so short in relashort

tion to its cross section that, if overloaded,
will fail by crushing rather than by buckling. See also long column. Ham.
short-delay blasting. a. A method of blasting
where the enplosive charges are detonated

with a very short delay interval between

them. It enables shots to assist one another

as in simultaneous firing and also each
shot or group of shots establishes a free
or semifree face for the following group

of shots. Nelson. b. Method of blasting by
which charges are caused to explode in a
given sequence with time intervals of
0.001 to 0.1 second. Fraenkel.
short-delay . detonator. a'. A detonator in
which the interval of time delay is incremental in milliseconds. B.S. 3618, 1964,

b. The original 1-second delay
detonators are no longer used and the
sec. 6.

choice now lies between the 1/4-ilecond
type and those known as short-delay detonators. The new type gives better fragmentation of rock and consequently better
loadashrates. Nelson.
short
. An imperfection in plate glass,
resulting from incomplete polishing. ASTM
C162-66.

short-flre. See underfire, a: Fay.
short flame. A strongly aerated flame, such

as the blowpipe. Air and gas are well

mixed and delivered at high speeds with
turbulent flow. Francis, 1965, v. 2, p.
436.

short-Same coal. a. Coal with a medium
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volutile matter, approximately 20 to 25
percent dry-mineral-matter-free-basis. B.S.
3323, 1960. b. Dry or lean coal, otherwise
coal poor in volatiles. Tomkeieff, 1954.
short-flame explosive. See permissible explosive. Fay.

short fuse. a. Any fuse that is cut too short.
Fay. b. The practice of firing a blast, the
fuse on the primer of which is not sufficiently long to reach from the top of the
charge to the collar of the borehole. The
primer, with fuse attached, is dropped
into die charge while burning, and tamping may, or may not, be attempted. It is
an exceedingly dangerous practice. Fay.
short glazed. See starved glaze. Dodd.

short hole. a. Taphole in a furnace that is
not properly stopped and that is likely to
release the molten charge prematurely.
Henderson. b. See blasthole; grout hole.
Long.

short-hole drill. A blasthole or grout-hole
drill, Long.
short-hole work. Diamond drilling where
the length of borehole generally does not
exceed 100 feet. Long.
shortite. A double carbonate of sodium and
calcium, Na2CO3.2CaC0i, as hemimorphic orthorhombic crystals from Wyoming.

Spencer.15, M.M., 1940.

short leg. One of the wires on an electric
blasting cap, which has been shortened so
that when placed in the borehole, the two
splices or connections will not come op-

posite each other and make a short circuit. Fay.
short length. Refers to lumber less than 8
feet in length. Crispin.
shortness. A form of brittleness in metal. It
is designed as cold, hot, and red, to indicate the temperature range in which the
brittleness occurs. ASM Gloss.

short nipple. One whose length is a little

greater than that of two threaded lengths
or somewhat longer than a close nipple.
It always has some unthreaded portion
between the two threads. Strock, 3.
short outcrops. Outcrops that do not extend
for the full length of the claim have extralateral rights allowed, but only between

planes through the ends of the outcrop
and parallel with the ,boundaries of the

claim. Sidelines may become the endlines
in these cases. Lewis, p. 33.
short-perild delay; millisecond delay. An

electric blasting cap that explodes one-

fiftieth to one-half second after passage of
an electric current. Nichols.

short periods. The time required to drill a
few holes for trolley hangers or a few
short block holes, or one or two holes for
bringing down a piece of loose roof. Eu-

Mines. Coal Mine Inspectors' Manual,
June 1966, pt. 3-21f, p. 81.

short-range order. Identical first-neighbor
coordination of atoms. Typical of glassy
structures. V.V.

short run. To be forced by adverse Condi-

tions or core blockage to pull the drill
string before the core barrel being used

is filled to capacity with core. Compare
long run. Long.
shorts. a. The, contents of a wagon of coal
containing very much dirt. C.T.D. b. The
shortage in production under a royalty
lease. C.T.D. c. Eng. The contents of
cars filled with coal, or coal and dirt
mixed, otherwise than in accordance with

the colliery regulations. Fay. d. Eng. Deficiency of mineral worked under a lease
during any .year or other period agreed

shortwall development
upon. Fay. e. As applied to asbestos, conoist of the very shortest of classified grades,
and the fibers may vary from microscopi-

cal thin filaments to crudey bundles of

fibers of appreciable thickness. Included
may be particles of nonfibrous serpentine
ranging from a palpable Powder to granules of visible size. Sinclair, W. E., p.288.
f. The product that is retained on a
specified screen in the screening of a
crushed or ground material. ASM Gloss.
g. In gold cyanidation, the oversize after
the gold-rich zinc from the precipitation
boxes has been rubbed through. Pryor, 3.
short section. A section of land according to
the United States Governmental Survey
which contains less than 640 acres. Williams.

short shot. Colloquialism for weathering (or
low-velocity layer) shot in seismic prospecting. A.G.I.
short stall. Mid. A single-road stall. Fay.
short-term engagement. In a short-term engagement, men are taken on by the day,
week, or month; there is little encourage-

ment given them to become permanent
employees, and discharges are frequent.
Spalding, p. 370.
short-time rating. The maximum electrical
load which can be carried for a specified
short time without exceeding the specified
temperature rise limitations under pre-

scribed conditions of test and within the
limitations of established standards. Coal
Age, 1.
short ton. A unit of weight that equals 20
short hundredweights or 2,000 avoirdupois
pounds. Used chiefly in the United States
in Canada, and in the Republic of Soutli
Africa. Webster 3d.

shortwall. a. The reverse of longwall, frequently used to mean the face of a room.
Zern. b. A method of mining in which

comparatively small areas are worked sep-,
arately, as opposed to longwall; for exam-

ple, room and pillar. B.C.I. c. A length
of coal face intermediate between a stall
and a normal longwall face. A shortwall
face may be any length between about 5
and 30 yards and is generally employed in

pillar methods of working. Rooms and

stables may also be classified as shortwall
faces. See also shortwall development.
Nelson.

shortwall coal cutter. a. A machine for undercutting coal which has the cutter bar
fixed in relation to the main body of the
machine. It sumps and cuts across a face
in a more or less continuous motion, except when it becomes necessary to stop to
change the position of the ropes used to
move the machine through the action of
rope drums, or when difficulties in cutting are experienced. Jones. b. This coal
cutter has a long, rigid chain jib in line
with the body of the machine and cuts
across a heading from right to left, being
drawn across by means of a steel wire

rope. This machine cannot be readily

flitted from one heading to another unless a power-propelled flitting truck is

available, otherwise each heading requires
its own shortwall cutter. A shortwall cut-

ter will make a 6-foot cut across a 15foot heading in 20 minutes, including
sumping in and out of the cut. Mason,

v. 1, p. 106.
shortwall development. A system of coal
working sometimes employed in seams 4

feet or under in thickness, with the aid
of machines. Short faces, each 15 to 30

.101111.19.,

shortwall development

shot-firing cable
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port and ventilation. The rippings are

small spherical-shaped drill diamond.
See drill diamond. Lone. b. Synonym of
ballas. Long. c. Variety of bort with little

coal pillars worked by longwall retreating.

spherical stones with radiating structure
and great toughness. Tomkeill, 1954. d.

yards wide, are driven at 50 to 70 yards

centers, with crosscuts to assist coal trans-

used to form roadside packs. The shortwalls are driven to the boundary and the
Nelson.

shortwall working. N. of Eng. An enlarged

version of rib-and-stall working with faces
of up to 50 yards in length. Gateways are

made at both ends of the face. Trtst.
short workings. Eng. See shorts, d. Fay.
shoshonite. A variety of alkalic basalt consisting of about equal amounts of labradorite and eanidine with lesser amounts
of augite and olivine. Leucite is sometimes

present in small amounts. Shoshonite is
intermediate in a series with absarokite
and banakite. It is transitional into absarokite with increasing amounts of olivine and transitional into banakite with

increasing amounts of sanidine. A.G.I.
shot. a. A charge of some kind of explosive
in regular mining placed in a hole drilled

in the coal, the purpose being to break
down the coal. Rice, George S. b. Coal
which has been broken by blasting or
other devices. B.C.I. c. A single explosive
charge fired in coal, stone, or ore. Nelson.

d. A shot as used in seismic shooting.
Nelson. e. A charge or blast. Balanced
shot, a shot so placed that the hole con-

taining thc powder is parallel to one face
of the coal to be broken. Blown-out shot,
a shot which merely throws out the stemming without loosening much coal. Cut-

ting shot, a shot arranged to loosen the
coal prepared by the cutting and to scatter the coal in advance to facilitate the
making of another cutting. Gouging shot
(Ark.), a gripping shot or opening shot

in a straight face, as to start a breakthrough. Gripping shot, a shot which is
farther from the face of the coal at the

point than at the heel; also called wedging shot. Opening shot, the first gripping
shot fired, in a straight face of coal. Slitting shot, a shot put into a large mass of
coal detached by a previous blast. Windy
shot, a shot which causes a concussion in
the air, usually by an excessive
amount of powder behind an easily
loosened mass of coal. Fay. f. The firing
of a blast. Fay. g. Injured by a blast. Fay.
h. Small spherical particles of brittle hard
steel used as the cutting agent in drilling
a borehole with a shot drill. Also called
adamantine shot; buckshot; chilled shot;
corundum steel shot. See also shot drill.
Long. i. e.lf no further use. Long.
shot bit. A short length of heavy-wall steel
tubing, ranging from less than 3 inches to

more than 6 feet in diameter, with di-

agonal sloth cut in the flat-faced bottom
edge. The replaceable flat-faced shoe on
a shot-drill core barrel. See also shot drill.
Long.

shot blasting. A method similar to sandblasting for cleansing the surface of metals using broken shot or steel grit in-

stead of sand. It

is

less effective than

sandblasting because the peening effect of
the shot tends to drive unwanted deposits
such as oxides into the .surface. See also
descaling. Ham.

shot boring. The act or process of producing a borehole with a Shot drill. See also
shot drill. Long.
shot-boring 'drill. Synonym for shot drill.
Long.

shot bort. a. Incorrectly used to designate

impurity, in milky-white to steel-gray

Spheres of translucent diamond with more

cohesion

than ordinary bort.

See also

bort, c. Hess.
shot break. In seismic exploration, the electrical impulse which records the instant of
explosion. A.G.I.
shot charger. In bituminous coal mining, one
who charges explosives in drill holes to
prepare them for blasting. D.O.T.1.
shot copper. Small, rounded particles of native copper, somewhat resembling small
shot in size and shape. Fay.
shot-core drill operator. See diamond driller.
D.O.T.1.
shot-core-drill-operator helper. See diamonddriller helper. D.O.T.1.
shotcrete. See guniting. Nelson.
shot datum. Seismic calculations are usually
reduced to a convenient reference surface

or plane. These calcidations simulate a

condition where the charge is shot on the
reference surface and the energy is also
recorded on this same reference surface.
At this reference surface, the time-depth
charts have their origin. A.G.I.
shot depth. The distance from the surface to
the charge. In the case of small charges,
tim shot depth is measured to the center
of the charge or to the bottom of the hole.
In the case of large charges, the distances
to the top d to the bottom of the column of explosives are frequently given,

and may be reduced to effective shot
depth to give the equivalent of a concentrated charge. A.G.I.

shot drill. A core drill generally employed in

rotary-drilling boreholes of less than 3
inches to more than 6 feet in diameter
in hard rock or concrete, using chilledsteel shot as a cutting medium. The bit

is an annular-shaped, flat-face, steel cylin-

der with one or more diagonal slots cut
in the bottom edge. As the bit and attached core barrel are rotated, small

quantities of chilled-steel shot are fed, at
Intervals, into the drill stem with water.

The shot works its way under the flat

face of the bit and wears away the rock
as the bit rotates. At intervals, the core is
removed from the borehole in somewhat

the same manner as in diamond coredrilling operations. Also called adamantine

drill; calyx drill; chilled shot drill. Long.
See also shaft drilling.
shot-drilled shaft. Shafts of up to 5 feet in
diameter drilled through rock to a maxi-

mum depth of 1,200 feet by means of
a shot drill. The latter makes use of
shot for cutting a circular groove in the

rock being penetrated, from which solid
cores are extracted. Ham.
shot-drill hole. Borehole produced by a shot
drill. Long.
shot drilling. The act or process of drilling
a borehole with a shot drill. See also shot
drill. Long.

shot-drill sample. In addition to the core
sample produced, the heavier sludge particles are caught in a sediment tube which

is continuous with the core barrel and

open at the top. The combined length of
core barrel and sediment tube is about
10 feet. Nelson.
shot elevation. Elevation of the dynamite

charge in the shothole. 4.01.

shot examiner. a. In Iowa a shot firer. Hess.

b. See shot inspector. b.O.T.1.
shot fast. Coal mined by blasting; shot off
the solid. Fay,
shot feed. A device to introduce chilled-steel

shot, at a uniform rate and in the proper
quantities, into the circulating fluid flowing downward through the rods or pipe
connected to the core barrel and bit of
a shot drill. Long.
shot firer. a. A man whose special duty is to
fire shots or blasts, especially in coal
mines. A shot lighter. In Australia, called
a shooter. Fay. b. In a colliery, a qualified miner who tests for gas before firing
explosive shots. Pryor 3. c. In Great
Britain, the shot firer has charge of operations which are a potential source of
grave danger in mines, and it is therefore imperative that he be thoroughly
competent for his job. He must be appointed in writing by the manager, who
is entirely responsible for seeing that the
shot firer is in every way qualified for his

duties. Mason, v. 2, p. 673. Also called
shotman. d. N. of Eng. An official whose
sole responsibility is to charge, stem, and

fire down undercut coal in preparation

for filling. Trist. e. See blaster. D.O.T.1.
Shot Firer. A multiple shot permissible blast-

ing unit introduced in 1948, known as
Capacitor Type Permissible Shot Firer.
Weighing approximately one pound and
about the size of an ordinary flashlight,
the nonmetallic unit is equipped with a

belt hook which permits its being carried under supervision of the shot firer.
If desired, shots can be fired without re-

moving the unit from the belt. It

is

capacitor operated, eliminating dependence on speed of operation for energy out-

put. Capacitors supply high voltage, for
a few milliseconds, more than ample to
fire from one to ten electric blasting
caps. Kentucky, pp. 175-176.
shot-firer runner. See fire runner. D.O.T. 1.
shot-firer's magnetoexploder. In principle, a
simple electric generator depending for
its action on electromagnetic induction.
Morris and Cooper, p. 224.
shot firing. a. The action of detonating or
igniting a charge of explosive, usually in
a drilled hole. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
b. The firing of an explosive charge in a

drilled hole to break the material to a

suitable size for loading. Nelson.

shot-firing blasting cord. A two-conductor
cable used for completing the circuit between the electric blasting cap (or caps)
and the blasting unit or other source of

electric energy. ASA C42.85: 1956.
shot-firing cable. A pair of insulated copper
conductors which lead from the exploder

to the detonator wires. It may be either
twin-core toth conductors contained in
the one ca le) or single-core (each conductor contained in a separate cable).
Twin-core cables having cores

of 4

strands, each 0.018 of an inch in dia-

meter (4/0.018) with a resistance of approximately 5 ohms per 100 yards, are
commonly used. Actual choice of cable
must depend upon conditions of use and

the relevant regulations. Nelson.
shot-firing cable tests. The methods of testing
twin-core and single-core cables are identical. Two teso are applied, one for

insulation and one for continuity, and
where large and important charges are
being fired, as in tunnel, wellhole, and
quarry blasts, tests are made before

1,

'

every blast. For the cable insulation test,
an approved circuit tester or ohmeter
is connected to one end of the cable_, the

two conductors at the other end being

separated. No current should flow and the
resistance should be infinite. For the continuity test1 the two far ends of the cable
should be Joined. The tester should show
that the current is complete, or if an

ohmeter is used, this should show the

correct resistance of the shot-firing cable.
Nelson.
shot-firing circuit. Extends from the exploder
along the shot-firing cable, detonator
wires, and finally the detonator. The shotfiring circuit is the path taken by the

electric current from the exploder when
a shot is detonated. Nelson.

shot-firing curtain. A steel chain mat suspended from the roof about 9 to 12 feet
from the face of an advancing tunnel to
limit damage to equipment and danger
from flying debris when shot firing at the

face. It consists of a steel frame with

chains suspended about 6 inches apart.
See also blasting curtain. Nelson.
shot firing in rounds. The firing of a number of shots in a tunnel, or shaft sinking
at one operation with instantaneous or
delay detonators. This practice requires
only one complete inspection for firedamp and the taking of shelter on one
occasion only. It also saves the time of
the shot firer and the workmen. Formerly,

the shot firer had to return to the face,
containing dust and fume, after each
shot to connect the cable for the next
shot. In Great Britain, the practice of

firing in rounds is increasing and nearly
30 percent of coal shots and 40 percent
of ripping shots are now fired in this way.

Nelson.

shot-firing unit. See blasting unit.
shothole. a. A hole drilled for the purpose of
shot firing. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. b. A
hole drilled in coal, ore, or rock, usually
from 3 to 9 feet in length (underground)
for breaking down the material by means
of explosives .See also blasting. Nelson.
c. The borehole in which an explosive is
placed for blasting. Fay. See also blast-

hole. d. A borehole drilled with a shot
drill. Lotrg. e, See shot point.

shothole bridge. When an obstruction in the
shothole makes it difficult or impossible

to get the charge down deeper, the hole
is said to be bridged. A narrow diameter
in the hole due to a resistant bed often
makes it difficult to get the charge down
the hole. A mechanical device is on the
market that purposely bridges the hole
at a shallow depth in order that the hole
may be filled. A.G.I.
shothole casing. Lightweight pipe, usually

about 4 inches in diameter. A typical
joint of casing is 10 feet long and has

threaded connections on both ends. The
primary use of casing is to prevent the
shothole from caving and bridging. The
lightweight casing may be considered as
as expendable item. A.G.I.
shothole drill. Drills for shotholes are two

shovel craneman
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vide a means for rotating the pipe, and

both make provisions for circulating fluid
down through the pipe, thus washing the

cuttings away from the bit and conveying them up to the surface in the annular
space between the wall of the hole and
the string of drill pipe. Portable drills,
water jets, and airblast equipment and
augers are also used in certain areas.
A.G.I.

shothole elevation. The elevation of the
ground at the top of the shothole. A.G.I.
shothole fatigue. Phenomenon causing observed traVeltimes to another point to increase with successive shots in the same
hole. A.G.I.

shothole log. The drillers' record of the
depths, thicknesses and lithologic char-

acteristics of the formations encountered
in the seismic shothole. A.G.I.
shothole plug. A plug, u;ually of wood, used
by seismic field parties to plug the hole
upon completion of shooting. This prevents caving, protects the public from injury and protects the exploration company

from damage claimi that might result

from open holes. A.G.1.
shot hopper. A boxlike metal container that,

when filled with chilled-steel shot, acts
as a reservoir for the shot-feeding device
on a shot drill. Long.
shot house. A detonator magazine. Hess.
shot inspector. In bituminous coal mining,

one who inspects shots (holes drilled and
charged with explosives by miners) to see

that they are properly tamped and are
not likely to cause a fire when they are
set off. He prohibits the firing of any
shot he considers unsafe. Also called shot
examiner. D.O.T.].
,

shot Instant. The instant of detonation of
the dynamite charge in seismic explora6,.

A.G.I.

shot lichter. See shot firer. Fay. See also
blasur, b.
shot mild. a. Metal in the form of small,
spherical, or nearly spherical, pellets. It
is usually made by causing molten metal
to fall, dropwise, from a suitable height

into a quenching medium. Also called
shot. Henderson. b. An alloy of 98 per-

cent lead and 2 percent arsenic for making small shot. Webster 3d.
shot moment. See shot instant. A.G.I.
shot-moment line. An electric line which is
wrapped around the dynanite charge

and connected to a telephone or radio
circuit. The explosion breaks the circuit
to record the shot instant or moment.
Use is largely obsolete. A.G.I.

shot-sawed surface; ripple surface. Term
used to describe the surface finish of
building limestone that is deeply scored
by using steel-shot abrasive with gangsaws. AIME, p. 330.

shot soil. Soil in which small pellets of iron
oxide occur or are forming. A.G.I. Supp.
shot tamper. See tamper, a. D.O.T. I.

shotter. Bedded pebbles and sand; glacial
outwash gravels. Arkell.

shotter wick. Eng. Chert in the Upper

Greensand, Isle of Wight. Arkell.
shotting. The production of shot by pouring
molten metal in finely divided streams.
Solidified spherical particles are formed
during the descent and cooled in a tank
of water, ASM Gloss.

shotty gold. Small granular pieces of gold
resembling shot. Fay.

shoulder. a. The graded part of a road on
each side of the pavement. Nichols. b.

The side of a horizontal pipe at the
level of the center line. Nichols. c. A
line formed by the intersection of the
face or leading surface of a bit crown

and the straight-wall side surface of the
crown. Long. d. A ledge formed by an
abrupt change in the course of a borehole. Long. e. A ledge or projection on
drill rods, couplings, pipe, or bits formed
at points where an increase or decrease in
diameter occurs. Long. f. The butt of a
threaded part. Long.
shoulder angle. A special shape of ceramic
wall tile. Dodd.
shoulder cuffing. S. Staff. Cutting the sides

of the upper lift of a working place in
a thick coal colliery next the rib, pre-

paratory to breaking the coal. Fay.
shouldering. The splay at the top right-hand
and bottom left-hand corners of a singlelap roofing tile. Dodd.

shoulder nipple. A nipple of any length,

which has a portion of pipe between .two
pipe threads. As generally used, however,
it is a nipple about halfway between the
length of a close nipple and a short nipple. Strock, 3.

shoulder stone. The diamonds set in a bit
at or along the line formed by the intersection of the face or leading surface
of a bit crown and the straight-walled
side surfaces of the bit crown or shank.
Compare kerf stone. Long.
shoved moraine. See push moraine.

shot off the solid. A method of breaking coal

shovel. a. Any bucket-equipped machine used

ously been cut or sheared to prepare the
coal for blasting. Also called shot last.

the square-point and the round-point.

from the solid seam by the use of explosives, when the scam has not previB.C.I.

shot-peen. Method of surface treating steel
to increase its resistance to surface fa-

tigue by bombarding the surface with

general types: (1) the rotary drill and

high velocity steel shots. Sandstrom.
shot peening. Cold working the surface of
a metal by metal-shot-impingement.

underground cavities hamper the return
flow of the circulating fluid used in ro-'
tary methods. The rotary methods can
be subdivided into (1) mechanical feed
and (2) hydraulic feed. Both types pro-

shot point. That point at which a cliarge of
dynamite is exploded for the generation
of seismic energy. In field practice, the
shot point includes the hole and its immediately surrounding area. A.G.I.
shot point distance. The distance from the
shot point to the seismometer spread.

(2) the churn drill. The churn drill is
similar to the larger cable-tool type. It
is seldom used except in areas where

Schieferdecker.

shot rock. Blasted rock. Nichols,
shot runner. See fire runner. D.O.T. 1.
shot samples. Samples taken for assay from
molten metal by pouring a portion into
water to granulate it. Webster 3d.

ASM Gloss.

for 6.,^ging and loading earthy or fragmented rock materials. Bureau of Mines
Staff. b. There are two types of shovels,

These are available with either long or
short hstndles. The round-point shovel
is 'used for general digging since its forward edge, curved to a point, most readily

penetrates moist clays and sands. The
square-point shovel is used for shoveling

against hard surfaces or for trimming.

Carson, p. 134, c. See power shovel.
shovel craneman. In bituminous coal mining,

a maintenance mechanic who inspects,

oils, greases; adjusts, and repairs machin-

ery of a power shovel used to, dig and
load coal (after blasting) into cars in
a strip mine. May be designated according to type of power, as electric-shovel

shovel eraneman

shroud laid rope
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craneman; steam-shovel craneman. Also

shredded texture. A texture showing irreg-

equipped with a front-mounted bucket
that can be used for pushing, digging,

another. Schieferdecker.
shredder. See clay shredder. Dodd.
shredding action. Tearing apart of fibers due

called stripping-shovel craneman. D.O.T. 1 .
shovel dozer; dozer shovel. A tractor

and truckloading. Nichols.
shoveler. a. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, one who shovels coal, rock,

slate, or refuse into mine cars or con-

tainers at working places, along haulageways and passageways, or at other

places underground and at the surface
of the mine. May be designated according to material shoveled, such as coal
shoveler. D.O.T.]. b. A man below ground

who shovels ore into cans. Hess. c. See
mucker. D.O.T.].
shovel-filled.

Aust.

Run-of-mine coal

broken at the face. Fay.

as

shovel front. In power-shovel nomenclature,

the shovel front is composed of a main
boom and a secondary boom known as
the dipper stick, at the outer end of
which is the dipper or shovel bucket.
Carson, p. 38.
shovel loader. A loading machine mounted
on driven wheels by which it is forced

into the loose rock at the tunnel face.
A bucket hinged to the chassis, scoops
up the material which is elevated over

discharged behind the machine.
There are two types: (1) the bucket is
and

discharged directly into a mine car behind the machine, and (2) a short conveyor, built into the loader, receives the
dirt from the bucket and conveys it back

into a car or conveyor. See also mechanical mucking. Nelson.
shovel sample. A small flat sample of porcelain enamel obtained at the smelter by

allowing the molten enamel to run onto
a steel shovel during the discharging of
the smelter to the quench tank. The
shovel sample is air quenched and examined for smoothness, uniformity, and

color. Enam.
shovel trough. In a duckbill, the shovel part

of the loading mechanism which is advanced into the coal pile or retracted according to the adjustment of the operating carrier. Jones.
show. a. The pale-blue, lambent flame on
the top of a common candle flame, indicating the presence of firedamp. Fay. b.
When the flame of a safety lamp becomes
elongated or unsteady, owing to the
presence of firedam p i n the air, it is
said to show. Zern. c. A concentration of

ular particles of a mineral enclosed in

to friction in some crushing machines.
Sinclair, W. E., p. 484.
shrend. The process of making cullet by
running molten glass into a water stream.
ASTM C162-66.

shrinkage. a. The decrease in volume of a
soil or fill material through the reduction of voids by mechanical compaction,
superimposed loads or natural consolidation. Nelson. b. The settling or reduction
in volume of earthen fills cement slur-

ries, or concrete on setting. Long. c. Synonym for outage. Long. d. In bitmaking by
the powder-metal processes, the difference between the dimensions of the

finished bit crown and those of the bit
mold. Long. e. The reduction in dimensions of a ceramic shape caused by drying or firi..g. Bureau of Mines Staff.

shrinkage cavity. A void left in cast metals
as a result of solidification shrinkage.
ASM Gloss.

shrinkage crack. a. One of a series of cracks,
or of filled-up cracks,

often seen on

rock surfaces; supposed to have resulted
from the

drying and shrinking of the

layer while it was plastic mud. Synonym

for sun crack. Standard, 1964. L. Hot

tears associated with shrinkage cavities.
ASM Gloss. c. Cracks due to restrained
shrinkage. Taylor. d. See desiccation
cracks; syneresis cracks. Pettijohn.
shrinkage index. The numerical difference
between the plastic a;-1.d shrinkage limits.
ASCE P1726.

shrinkage limit. The shrinkage limit of a
soil is that moisture content, expressed

as a percentage of the weight of the
oven-dried soil, at which a reduction in
moisture content will not cause a decrease

in the volume of the soil mass, but at
which an increase in moisture content
will cause an increase in the volume
of the soil mass. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

shrinkage ratio. The ratio of a given volume change, expressed as a percentage
of the dry volume to the corresponding
change in water content above the shrink-

age limit, expressed as a percentage of
the weight of the oven-dried soil. ASCE
P1826.

shrinkage rule. A measuring ruler with grad-

flammable gas just sufficient to form a

uations expended to compensate for the
change in the dimensions of the solidified

flame safety lamp. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.
2. d. The detectable presence of mineral,
oil, or gas in a borehole, as determined

shrinkage spa/ling. The shearing off of the
face of a refractory as the result of

perceptible cap above the

flame of a

by examination of the core or cuttings.

Long. e. A noncommercial quantity of oil
or gas, encountered in drilling. A.G.I.

shower roasting. Rapid oxidation-roast of
finely , ground sulfide ores which are

caused to fall through rising heated air.
Pryor, 3.
showing. a. The first appearance of float,

indicating the approach to an outcropping
vein or seam. See also blossom. Zern. b.
Can. Surface occurrence of mineral. Hoff-

man.
shp Abbreviation for

,

shaft

horsepower.

BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
shraff. N. Staff. Term for the waste (for
example, broken fired ware, broken Beg-

gars, old plaster molds) from a pottery.
Dodd.

casting as it cools in the mold. ASM Gloss.
stresses

set up within the refractory by

the shrinkage of the exposed face. AISI,

No. 24.

shrinkage slope. One in which only part of
severed ore is removed during stoping,
balance being temporarily available as
support of workings. Used in steeply
dipping lodes with strong walls. Pryor, 3.
shrinkage stoping. a. In this method of stoping the ore is mined out in successive
flat or inclined slices, working upward
from the level. After each slice is blasted
down enough broken ore is drawn off
from below to provide a working space

between the top of the pile of broken
ore and the back of the stope. Usually
about 40 percent of the broken ore will
have been drawn off when the stope has
been mined to the top. Shrinkage stopes

often are excavated by taking slices
along the vein (especially in narrow

veins) from one end of an ore shoot to

the other, without leaving any pillars for
supporting the walls. Sometimes (especially in wide veins) the ore is mined in
a series of transverse stopes of limited
size, each stope being separated from the
next by a pillar of solid ore to reduce the
length of the unsupported span. In some
instances, casual pillars may be left to
support local areas where the walls are
weak; in other instances, pillars of lean

ore or waste within the ore body are
left. The latter are left primarily be-

cause it does not pay to mine them, but
at the same time they reduce the length
of the unsupported span and assist in
supporting the walls and back. BuMines
Bull. 390, 1936, pp. 6, 8, 10. b. A modification of overhand stoping and its characteristics is the use of a part of the ore
for the purpose of support and as a work-

ing platform. As applied to small ore

bodies, two modifications are used: stoping without ore passes (chutes) and stoping with ore passes (surplus ore is removed by means of the ore passes). As
applied to large ore bodies, the stopes

are separated by pillars or ribs and the
name used is shrinkage stoping with alternate pillar and stope. Also known as
back stoping; shrinkage with waste fill;

overhand stoping with shrinkage and delayed filling; overhand stoping with
shrinkage and no filling. Fay.
shrinkage test. A quantitative approximation
is obtained as follows: (1). all course
particles and fibrous matter are removed

from the sample and water added and
mixed until the soil is plastic; (2) the
plastic soil is filled into wooden or metal

trays of similar shape and size, and the
length of the sample measured; and (3)
the sample is allowed to dry out Mowly
and completely and the length again
measured. The linear shrinkage i then
expressed as a percentage:
(Original lengthlength after test) X 100
Original length

Also,

the

clay content = 5 X linear

shrinkage (percent). Nelson.

shrinkage water. That part of the water of
plasticity which contributes to drying
shrinkage. ACSG, 1963.
shrinkage with waste fill. See shrinkage

stoping, b. Fay.

shrink fit. A fit which allows the outside
member, when heated to a practical
temperature, to assemble easily with the
inside member. ASM Gloss.

shrink forming. Forming metal wherein the

inner fibers of a cross section undergo
a reduction in a localized area by the
application of heat, cold upset, or me-

chanically induced pressures. ASM Gloss.

shrinkhead. A very large riser intended to
feed the castings as well as collect impurities. It is subsequently machined off
the casting. Freeman.
shrinking on. Method of securing a tight fit

either by casting molten metal on to a
relatively cool shank or by driving an
ke-cold shank into a heated bushing.

Pryor, 3.
Shropshire method. See longwall method, b.
Fay.

shroud. A housing or jacket; especially, a
housing around gearwheels. Pay.

shroud laid rope; four-strand rope. A rope
of four strands laid around a core. Zern.

shuff
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shuff. A clamp-fired stock brick that is of
too poor a quality for use. See also stock

shutter. a. A movable sliding door, fitted

brick. Dodd.
shungite; schungite. Coal like hard bitumen

containing over 98 percent carbon and

found interbedded among the precambrian
schists. Conchoidal fracture, Mohs' hardness, 4; specific gravity, 2.0; incombustible at low temperatures; and insoluble in
organic solvents. Tomkeieff, 1954.

shunt. a. To shove or put aside or out of
the way: sidetrack. Webster 3d. b. To
turn off to one side; to turn off, as a car
or train, from one track to another. Web-

ster 3d. c. A connection between two wires
of a blasting cap which prevents building
up of opposed electric potential in them.
Nichols. d. Pass by. Mason.
shunt back. a. A track arrangement for
bringing a wagon or mine car to another
track without the need for a curve turntable, or traverser. The car runs down a
gentle incline and is arrested by a buffer
stop or. a short sharp upgrade at the end

of it. The car runs back by gravity over
spring-operated points to another track at
an acute angle to the first. At the buffer
stop,

the car may receive a push by

springs (or hydraulically), the intensity of
which can be adjusted to ensure smooth
running. Nelson. Also called back shunt;
switchback. b. This system is used to
economize the area required for surface
tub circulation and in manpower. A rising

shunt back operates at either end of the
car circuit to reverse the direction of
mine-car movement after tipping. Sinclair, V. p. 73.

shunt excitation. The most common method
of working a dynamo. The field coils are
wound with many turns of fine wire being
of such a resistance that they can lie connected in parallel with the armature, that
is, in shunt. Mason, V.2, p. 416.
shunt-wound motor. A direct current motor

in which 'the field circuit and armature
circuit are connected in parallel. Lowenheim.

shut; shuff. a. S. Staff. The crushed and
broken-down roof of a seam of coal. Fay.

b. S. Staff. Old workings. See also god,
a. Fay.
shutdown. A term denoting that work has
been temporarily stopped, as on an oil
well. See also standing, a. Fay. Compare
lost time.
shutdown time. One of the rate provisions
in drilling contracts, specifying the compensation to the independent drilling contractor when drilling operations have been
suspended at the request of the operator.
Williams.

within the outer casing of a Guibal or
other closed fan for regulating the size of

the opening from the fan, to suit the

ventilation and secure economical workin? of the machine. Fay. b. A slide cov-

ering the opening in a door or brattice,
and forming a regulatory for the propor-

tionate division of the air current between
two or more districts of a mine. Fay.
shuttering. a. The casing to contain concrete
during the period of setting and hardening. For the concrete lining of a circular
shaft, the shuttering for 5-foot lifts usually

consist of two 2% feet high rings of %inch steel plate with releasing segments.

Nelson. b. A common'name for formwork

and which may also include permanent

shuttering. Ham.
shuffle. A back-and-forth motion of a machine which continues to face in one direction. Nichols, 2.

shuffle car. A vehicle on rubber tires or
caterpillar treads and usually propelled by
electric motors, electrical energy which is
supplied by a diesel-driven generator, by
storage batteries, or by a power distribution system through a portabl,a cable. Its

chief function is the transfer of raw materials, such as coal and ore, from loading
machines in trackless areas of a mine to
the main transportation system. ASA
C42.85 1956. The introduction of shuttle

cars in the United States originated the
term trackless mining. See also rubber-

tired haulage; trackless tunneling. Nelson.

shuttle car, explosion-tested. A shuttle car

equipped with explosion-tested equipment.
ASA C42.85: 1956.
shuttle-car operator. In bituminous coal min-

ing, one who drives an electrically powered truck (shuttle car) in a coal mine to
transport coal from the excavation point
to the conveyor belt. D.O.T. 1.
shuttle conveyor. a. A conveyor that is
moved forward or backward in normal
operation to vary the loading or discharge

points, or both. It may be designed to
move only in a straight path, or in either
a straight or a curved path. NEMA
MB1-1 956. b. Any conveyor, such as belt,

chain, pan, apron, screw, etc., in a selfcontained structure movable in a defined
path parallel to the flow of the material.

ASA MH4.1-1958.
shuttle kiln. An intermittent bogie kiln consisting of a boxlike structure with doors at

each end and accommodating kiln cars

(usually two in numberc). Pottery ware is

set on the refractory ecks of the cars
which are then pushed along rails into

the kiln, displacing two other cars of fired

the top of the bed to the bottom of the

ware from the kiln. The fired ware is
taken from the displaced cars which are
then reset with more ware to be fired.

up. In general, it is the maximum die
height that can be acconunodated for

then repeated. Compare bogie kilns. Dodd.
shuffle man. In metal mining one who hauls

the flow of gas or fluid can be made to
ceaseusually not with the intention of
metering or regulating the flow. Long.

working area, as lumberyard motorman.
D.O.T. Stipp.
shuttles. Eng. Natural cracks running at
right angles to the dip of the strata, from
the Lancashire coalfield. Fay.
shut np. a. To weld together, as pieces of
metal. Standard, 1964. b. To condense, as
porous metal, by hammering or pressure.
Standard, 1964.
SL Chemical symbol for silicon. Handbook

shute. See chute. Fay.
shut height. For a press, the distance from
slide with the stroke down and adjustment

normal operation, taking the bolster plate
into consideration. ASM Gloss.
shut-in. In geology, a narrow gorge cut by
a superposed stream across a ridge of hard
rock between broad valleys of softer rock
on each side of the ridge. Standard, 1964.
shutoff valve. A device by means of which

shuts. Scot. Movable or hinged sitilgorts for

the cage at a shaft landing.

called

kept; keeps; chairs; dogs; seats. Fay.

The shuttle movement of the kiln cars is

mine cars containing timber and other
mine supplies to and from the shaft entrance. May be designated according to
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of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.

sial. A layer of rocks underlying all continents, that ranges from granitic at the top
to ?abbroic at the base. The thickness is
variously placed at 30 to 35 kilometers.
The name derives from the principal ingredients,

silica and alumina.

gravity, about 2.7. A.C,1.

Specific

siallites. Clays or other ceramic materials
consisting of silica and alumina. Bureau
of Mines Staff..

sialma. A mnemonic term derived from (si)
for silica, (al) for alumina, and (ma) for
magnesia, and applied as a compositior al
term to a layer within the earth which occupies a position intermediate between

sial and sima. A.G.I.
Siam aquamarine. An incorrect but rarely
used term for blue zircon or for greenish

spine!. Shipley.
Siam ruby. A name sometimes erroneously
applied to the dark ruby spinel found

with the rubies of Siam Fay.

Siberian amethyst. A long-established trade

term for the desirable deep or reddish-

violet or purple amethysts although amethysts now found in the Ural Mountains,
U.S.S.R.? are characterized by the less desirable light violet color. Shipley.

Siberian aquamarine. A blue-green beryl

found in Siberia, U.S.S.R. Fay.
Siberian chrysolite. Demantoid garnet. Shipley.

Siberian garnet. Almandine garnet. ShiPley.

Siberian jade. Nephrite from Siberia fine
almost emerald-green qualities being
found in the Lake Baikal region. Shipley.
Siberian ruby. Rubellite; a red variety of
tourmaline found in Siberia, U.S.S.R. Fay.
Siberian tourmaline. Light violetish-red (rubellite) to violet tourmaline from the
Ural Mountains, U.S.S.R. Shipley.
Omits. A violet-red variety of rubellite.
See also Siberian ruby. Fay.

sibirskite. A mineral, CaHBO,, in minute
probably
M.M., 1964.
crystals,

orthorhombic.

Hey,

siccative. A medium which promotes the

drying of oils used in underglaze or overglaze colors. ASCG.
Sicilian amber. Simetite. Shipley.
sickening. a. A scum that forms on the surface of mercury that retards amalgamating, caused by grease, sulfides, arsenides,
etc. Gordon. b. The flouting of mercury.
See also floured. Fay.
sicker. See zighyr. Fay.
sickle-dressed mica. Crude mica cobbed,
rifted, and dressed with a sickle to elim-

inate major flaws. It has irregular out-

lines and beveled edges. Skow.
sicklerite. A dark brown hydrous phosphate
of iron and manganese with lithia, Fes08.6Mn0.4P105.3 (Li,H),O. Orthorhombic
(?). In cleavable masses. From Pala,
San Diego County, Calif. English.
sick mercury. Mercury which has become

contaminated so that it has neither a
clean bright surface nor a spheroidal

shape when in globules. Effect produced
by sulfur, oil, talc, graphite sulfides of
antimony, arsenic or bismah, calcium

earths. In this state it cannot be used to

amalgamate gold. Pryor, 3.
sick tin. Tin which has been affected by the
tin pest. Bennett 24, 1962.

siddle. The inclination of a seam of coal.
Fay.

side. a. The more or less vertical face or
wall of coal or goaf forming one side of

.....

an underground working place. Fay. b.
Lanc. A district. Fay. c. 'The wall of a
vein. Fay. d. Part of a rock mass border-

ing on a fault plane. Sehieferdecker.
side edits. A side passage sometimes made
when the main adit is choked with waste
rock. Fay.
side arch. A brick with the two largest
faces symmetrically inclined towards each
other. Dodd.
side arch pups. Firebricks of a certain standard size. Osborne.
sidearm. A short bar connected to, and extending outward at a right angle from, a

drill column and on which a small dia-

side guide. See guard, a. Fay.

sidehill. A slope that crosses the line of
work. Nichols.

sidehill cut. A long excavation in a s1ope
that has a bank on one side, and is near
original grade on the other. Nichols.
side-hitching. An act in which the mule is
hooked by its harness to the side instead

of the front of a loaded car to give it
enough momentum to slide onto a cage.
Korson.

side-inning. S. Staff. The widening of an

side-boom dredge. Similar to the hopper
dredge except that the discharge, instead

of going into hoppers or directly back
into the sea, is carried in a discharge pipe

hung from a boom, a distance of from
200 to 500 feet directly to port or starboard of the vessel, and there discharged
into the atmosphere, dropping vertically

from a height of about 50 feet onto the
surface of the sea. The drag heads of the
dredge provide a channel, and the excavated soil is spread over a wide shoal area

on either side, without the necessity of

hauling it to the sea. Carson, 2, p. 63.
sidecasting. Piling spoil alongside the excavation from which it is taken. Nichols, 2.

the apex law

applies (United States)
neighboring mine owners may come to a
sideline agreement to adjust or limit the
law as it affects their respective properties. Nelson.
sidelong reef. An overhanging wall of rock
in alluvial formation extending, parallel

with the course of the gutter; generally
only on one side of it. Fay.
side milling. Milling with cutters having
peripheral and side teeth. They are usually profile sharpened but may be form
relieved. ASM Gloss.

side of work. S. Staff. The series of breasts
and pillars connected with a gate road in
a colliery. Fay.
side-over. N. of Eng. To cut or drive in a

line with the cleat through a pillar of

coal when robbing pillars. Fay.
side piles. Another term for the side poling
boards in driving a heading. Stauffer.

side-construction tile. a. Tile designed to receive its compressive stress at right angles
to the axes of the cells. ASTM C43-65T.

skle plate. In timbering, where both a cap
and a sill are used, and the posts act as
spreaders, the cap and the sill are spoken
of as the sideplate,. See also end plate;
wallplate. Fay.
side pocket. Alternative name fcr slag pocket as applied to glass-tank furnaces. See
also slag pocket. Dodd.
side-port furnace. A furnace with ports on

structions. ACSG.
side-discharge shovel. A shovel loader, driven

side rake. In a single-point turning tool,
the angle between the tool face and a

side chain. A chain hooked onto the sides
of cars running on an incline or along a
gangway, to keep the cars together in
case the coupling breaks. Fay.
b. Tile designed for use in interior con-

by compressed air or by electricity, for
loading loose coal or rock. A 21-cubicfoot-capacity bucket, hinged to the chas-

sis, digs, lifts, and discharges the material
sideways onto a scraper or belt conveyor;
suitable for stable holes, pillar methods of
working, and general repair work. Nelson.
side-discharge tippler. See tippler. Nelson.
side dumper. An ore, rock, or coal car that
can be tilted sidewise and thus emptied.
Fay.
side-entrance manhole. A deep manhole in
which the access shaft is built to one side
of the inspection chamber. Ham.
side feather. See feather brick. Dodd.
side-fired furnace. A furnace with fuel supplied from the side. ASTM C162-66.
side forms. Side shuttering between which

concrete' is laid to form a road surface.
Ham.
side grinding. The practice of grinding on
the side of a wheel mounted between
flanges. ACSG, 1963.

2NasO.Fea08.4508.7H2O; Mohs' hardness,

2 to 2.5; specific gravity, 2.15 to 2.36.

siderolite. A type of meteorite consisting of
approximately equal parts of metal and
silicate phases. Also called pallasites,
stoney irons, or syssiderites. A.G.I.
sideromagnetic. Synonym for paramagnetic.

sideline agreement. In a mineral claim where

type, to increase the height when coal is
being loaded at the face by hand onto the
conveyor. Also applied to a baffle plate
used with belt conveyors. fonts.

wood. Fay.

slderogel. A mineral, colloidal, Fe() (OH),
in bog iron ore. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
sideronatrite. An orange to straw-yellow fibrous mineral with 1 perfect cleavage,

on board used to steady the hull in required digging position. Pryor, 3. b. A
surface line of the claim along the vein.
It bounds the side of the claim. Fay.

the converter. Bennett 2d, 1962.
sideboard. a. A board which is used in tim-

the sides of conveyors, usually of the chain

Fay.

sIderoferrite. Native iron found in petrified

siderograpby. The art of engraving steel;
especially, a process cf multiplying fac-

course of tiles next below. Dodd.
side lengths. See lengths. Fay.
sideline. a. The line connecting the dredger
with anchorage on either side and winch

bering the sides of a heading. See also
side trees, a. Ham. b. Board applied to

orite. Standard, 1964. d. A sapphire
quartz. Webster 3d.
siderodot. A calciferous variety of siderite.

abandoned gate road, and making it part
of the new side of work. Fay.
side lap. The distance by which the side of
a roofing tile overlaps the joint in the

mond or other-type drill can be mounted.
Compare crossarm. b. Long.
sidebars. See bars. Hess.
side basse. A transverse direction of the line
of dip in strata. Fay.

side blowing converter. A Bessemer converter in which the airblast is admitted
through the sidewall near the bottom of

side shot
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the sides. ASTM C162-66.

reference plane, corresponding to radial

rake in milling. It lies in a plane per-

pendicular to the tool base and parallel
to the rotational axis of the work. ASM
Gloss.

side rasp. A curved rodlike fishing tool with
a serrated surface to help grip or hold an
object lost in a borehole. Long.
sid:real. In a day, one complete revolution

of our globe 'on its axis, as determined
by transit of a fixed star (23 hours, 56
minutes, 4.0906 seconds of local mean
time). In a year, one revolution around
the sun (365.2564 solar days). Pryor, 3.
siderite. a. A spathic iron ore. An iron carbonate, FeC01, containing 48.2 percent
iron. Sanford. Siderite is frequently found

as clay ironstone, impure by admixture
with clay material, in concretions with
concentric layers. Dana 17, p. 341. Also
called chalybite; :parry iron ore; spathic

iron. Fay. b. A indigo-blue variety of
quartz. Standard, 1964. c. An iron mete-

±014'

Larsen, p. 101.

similes of an engraved steel plate by roll-

ing over it, when hardened, a soft steel
cylinder and then rolling the cylinder,
when hardened, over a soft steel plate.
Webster 3d.

Fay.

sideromelane. A basaltic glass from the palagonite tuffs of Sicily, Italy. Fay.

sidereal& texture. Texture of rocks suggesting a silicate meshwork later shattered and pressed to force out solutions
and other volatiles. A.G.I.
siderophile. Having so little affinity for oxy-

gen and sulfur that in a molten mass the
greatest concentration (as of an element)
would be found in the metallic phase (as
in the iron of a blast furnace). Webster
3d.

siderophile elements. Elements with a relatively weak affinity for oxygen and sulfur, characterized by ready solubility in
molten iron, hence concentrated in iron

meteorites and probably in the earth's
core. A.G.I.

siderophylilfe. A black variety of biotite in
which the magnesium is partly replaced
by ferrous iron. Standard, 1964.

sidereal. Sp. Spathic iron ore or siderite.
Fay.

skleroscope. An instrument for detecting
small quantities of iron by the magnetic
needle. Webster 2d.
siderosis. Pneumoconiosis occurring in iron

workers from inhalation of particles of

iron. Webster 3d.
siderotil. A hydrous sulfate of iron, FeSO4.
5%0. Groups of divergent needles. From
Idra, Gorizia, Italy. English.
sides. A local New York and Pennsylvania
term applied by bluestone quarrymen to

spen joints that extend east and west.
Fay.

side shear. See grip, c. Fay.
side shearing. In salt mining, a vertical cut
at each end of the room that permits the

explosive to expand with the least resistance, thus promoting efficiency and

power economy. Kaufmann, p. 116.
side-shearing machine operator. In salt production one who cuts slots along the side
of the working face of salt-mine deposits
to reduce the amount of blasting powder

required to loosen the depmits and to

eliminate excess amounts of fine salt particks after blasting. D.O.T.].
side shelves. The shelves faztened along the

sides of the entry throughout the explosion zone on which dust is pia& in explosion resting. Rice, George S.
side shot. A reading or measurement from a
survey station to locate a point which is
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sieve fraction

not intended to be used as a base for the
extension of the survey. A side shot is
usually made for the puipose of determining the position of some object which
is to be shown on the map. A.G.I.

siding. a. A short piece of track laid parallel

siding over. a. A short road driven in a

tillation furnace employing the Siemens
system of heat recuperation. Fay.
sienna. a. A brownish orange-yellow clay
colored by iron and manganese oxides;
used as a pigment. Fay. b. Mineral paint.

is inclined at an angle other than 90° to
the largest faces. A.R.I.
side slicing. See top slicing combined with

Eng. See skirting, b. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

sienna marble. One of the most highly es-

sidings. The surface wagon tracks to pro-

side spit. The emission of sparks through
the sides of a burning fuse. Fay.
side stake. a. On a road job, a stake on the
line of the outer edge of the proposed
pavement. Nichols. b. Any stake not on

ties cannot supply and remove coal wagons as required and therefore sufficient

side shot

side skew. A brick modified so that one side

ore caving. Fay.

the centerline. Nicholc.
side 'toping. See overhand stoping, b. Fay.

sidesway. A slight lateral movement of a
structural frame in its own plane due to
the action of a horizontal force such as
wind pressure or tO unsymmetrical loading. Ilam.
side thrust. a. The lateral force against the
borehole walls resulting from the buckling

or sag in the drill rods at one or more

points above the bit. Long. b. The lateral
force developed when the area covered
by the bit is not uniformly hard. Long.
side track. Passing or storage track in a rail
system. Bureau of Mines Staff.
sidetrack. When tools have been lost in the
hole and fishing for their recoveryis without succeu, the lost equipment is sometimes drilled by. The lost tool, are forced

to one side, the hole is continued past
them, and the lost equipment is said to

have been sidetracked. A.G.I.
sidetracked. a. A term applied when tools
or downhole drilling equipment is not recovered from a borehole because of tbr,
drilling-by or bypassing techniques used.
Long. b. A term applied when a borehole

has been deflected, go as to bypass an

obstruction. Long.
sidetracked bole. Drill purposely directed

away from a normal,

straight course.

A.G.I. supp.
sidetracking. 'The act or process of deflecting and drilling a borehole to the side of
and beyond a piece of drill-string equip-

ment permanently lodged in the hole.
Long.

side trees. a. Posts ranging from 3 to 6

inches in thickness which support both
the head trees and sideboards in a heading. See also foot blocks. Ham. b. The

two posts of a heading set. Stauffer.
Me wrier; side waver. a. N. of Eng. Overhanging stones or roof in underground
roads liable to drop. Fay. b. N. of Eng.
A fall of fire clay. Fay.
sidewall core. A core or rock sample ea-

tracted from the wall of a drill hole,

either by shooting a retractable hollow
projectile, or by mechanically removing
a sample. A.G.I.
sidewall code, tool. An eccentric sampling
device that gouges a small sample, some-

times in the form of a core from the

sidewall of a borehole. Also Called sidewall sampler. Long.
sidewalk. a. Walls, usually masonry, at each
end of a culvert. Nichols. b. Same as endwalls. Spalding, p. 160.

sidewall sampler. a. See sidewall coring tool.
Long. b. See Schlumberger sidewall sam-

pler. Sinclair, III, p. 109.
Aswan samplies. The process of securing
samples of formations from the sides of
the borehole anywhere in the hole that

has not been cased. 4.0.1.

to the main track, to serve as a passing
place. Jones. b. Eng. See flat. SMRB,
Paper No. 61.
piilar in a headwise direction. Zeus. b.

vide a regular flow of wagons to and
from the main railway system to the coalpreparation plant. The railway authori-

siding space is providedusually for 1%
or 2 days operation. The term siding may

also be applied to stock tracks for mine
cars near the pit bottom. Nelson.
siding tile. Any roofing tile employed for
upright work. Fay.
Siebe-Gorman self-rescuer. A Biitish-made
self-rescuer =misting of a hermetically
sealed, quick-release canister with inhalation and exhalation valves fitted to the
top, a head strap, a rubber mouthpiece,

a chin rest, and a nose clip. It is carried on the miner's belt and weighs only
22 ouncns. The air enters at the perforated diaphragm in the bottom of the
canister, and passes through layers of
filters before it reaches the mouthpiece.
The complete respirator is held in pod-

don by the head strap. McAdam, pp.

67-68.
slegburgite. A fossil resin from the brown

coal near Bonn, Germany; it varies in
color from golden yellow to brownish-red,
and is partly soluble in alcohol and
ether. Fay.
siege. The floor of a pot furnace, often

called bench. ASTM CI62-66.
Siegenian. Middle Lower Devonian.
Supp.
siegenite. A member of the linnaeite series

with the formula, (Co,Ni),S4. Dana 7,
v. 1, p. 262.
Siemens. The man who connected the openhearth process of making steel with the
regenerative system. Mersereau, 4th, p.
414.

Siemens and Haiske process. A metallurgical process for the recovery of copper.
Copper sulfides are dissolved by solutions

of ferric sulfate containing free sulfuric
acid, and the solution is then electrolyzed
in a tank having a diaphragm. Copper is
deposited and ferric sullate regenerated.
Liddell 2d, p. 495.
Siemens direct process. A process for making wrought iron directly from iron ore,
without the previous production of pig
iron. Standard, 1964.
Siemens furnace. A reverberatory furnace,
heated by gas, with the aid of regenera-

A.G.I.

teemed of marbles for interior decoration.
The prevailing color is yellow, but often
variegated with white and violet or purple. From Monte Arenti, in Montagnola,
Tuscany, Italy. Fay.
sierra. Sp. A saw; a chain of hills or mountains; used as part of the name of many
mountain chains, as Sierra Nevada. Local
in the Southwest and the Pacific States.
Fay.

Sierra Leone. A diamond from the Sierra
Leone District in Africa. Long.
Sieurin process. A process for nonufacturing sponge iron, in which layers of highpurity ore, coal, and lime are heated in

closed crucibles. After cooling, the porous
cake pf powdered metal is removed from
the crucible and crushed for further processing. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Sieve. a. Any screen that is used to separate

particles according to size. Enam. Diet.
b. The screen or grating fixed in a stamp
box. Fay. c. Vessel, the bottom of which
is porous, with apertures of defined size

and shape, allowing contents to be re.
tained as oversize or sieved through as
undersize. The chief sieve systems used in
laboratory work are rings 8 inches in diameter with woven wire cloths so speci-

fied. Pryor, 3. d. This term is generally
reserved for testing equipment; the corresponding industrial equipment is generally called a screen. There are several
standard series of test sieves; those most
frequently met with in the ceramic industry are: British standard sieves (conforming with B.S. 410), United States

standard sieves (conforming with Nationar

Bureau of Standards LC-584 or ASTME 1 1 ), French standard sieves (AFNOR
NF 11-501), German standard sieves
(DIN 4188). Tylor sieves, in which the
ratio between the mesh sizes of successive sieves in the series is V2; thus the
areas of the openings of each sieve are
double those of the next finer sieve.
Dodd.

sieve analysis. a. The determination of the
percentage of particles which will pass
through screens of various sizes. Brantly,
1: See also screen analysis. b. In powder
metallurgy, particle size distribution; usually expressed as the weight percentage
retained upon each of a series of standard
sieves of decreasing size and the percent-

siememite. A highly refractory material, produced by the fusion of chromite, bauxite,

age passed by the sieve of finest size.
Synonymous with sieve classification.
ASM Gloss. c. A test to determine particle-size distribution in a soil. A set of

furnace. Osborne.
Siemens-Martin proems. The production of
steel in a reverberatory furnace by oxida-

200 (number of apertures to the linear

tors. Pay.

and magnesite, in the open electric arc

tion of the Impurities by oxides added
(either the rust on scrap, mill scale, or

pure ores). It may be conducted either on
acid or basic lining. See also open-hearth
process. Liddell 21, p. 496; Pay.
Skusens-Martia steeL Steel in which pig iron

is decarburized by the Siemens-Martin
process. Fey.
Siemens prodacer. A furnace used for the
manufacture of producer gas. Fay.
Siesnweefillesies furnace. A silesian

4015

sieves may contain the following sizes:
1% inch, % inch, % inch, 3is inch (size
of aperture), no. 7, 14, 25, 36, 52, 100,
inch). A set is complete with lid and receiving pan, and can be 9, 12, or 18 inch
diameter sieves. See also screen analysis.
Nelson.

sieve daselleation. The separation of powder into particle size ranges by the use
of a series of graded sieves. ASTM B24365. Same as sieve analysis. ASM Gloss.

sieve fraction. In powder metallumy, that
portion of a powder sample which passes
through a standard sieve of specified

sieve fraction
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silica fire clay

number and u retained by some finer sieve
of specified number. ASM Gloss.
sieve mesh. a. Standard opening in sieve or
screen, defined by four boundary wires

Stilled% A large and important group of
Coal Measures trees. Some species had
tall, straight trunks over 100 feet high.
Others had short, squat winks 6 feet diameter at the base and less than 20 feet

silent chain. A roller-type chain in which the
sprockets are engaged by projections on
the link side bars. Nichols.
Silesian furnace. A rectangular combustion
chamber, containing about 20 muffles for

(warp and woof). The laboratory mesh
is square and is defined by the shortest
distance between two parallel wires as
regards aperture (quoted microns or milli-

meters), and by the number of parallel
wires per linear inch as regards mesh.
Sixty (60) mesh equals sixty (60) wires
per inch. Pryor, 3. b. The length of the
side of a hole in a sieve. See also mesh, f.
Fay.

sieve mesh. The length of the side of a

hole in a sieve. See also mesh, f. Fay.
sieve raggings. Eng. Pieces of ore deposited
at the bottom of a sieve. Fay.
sieve scale. Term applied to the list of
screen apertures, taken in order from the
coarsest to the finest. Pit and Quarry,
53rd, Sec. B, p. 115.
sieve shakers. Mechanized devices on which
a nest of laboratory sieves can be shaken

or electrically vibrated during the size

analysis of sands. Pryor, 3.
sieve sixes. Sieves are standardized in British Standard 410, and sieve size diamond

powders in British Standard 1987. Osborne.

sieve texture. a. A. texture of metamorphic

rocks and of some igneous rocks produced by inclusions of a mineral or glass
in larger spongy crystals of another species. Synonym for diablastic. Holmes,

1920. b. A mineral formed by replacement that contains inclusion of the old.

A.G.I.
sieving. a. Grading in accordance with particle size and shape by means of sieves or
screens. Pryor, 3. b. The operation of
shaking loose materials in a sieve so that
the finer particles pass through the mesh
bottom. By using a number of sieves with
different meshes the particles can be
graded according to size. Also called sifting. C.T.D.
slue. See freeze, a. Long.
sifting. See sieving, b.
digger. See zighyr. Fay.
sight. a. A bob or weighted string hung

from an estabished point in the roof of
a room or entry, to give direction to the
men driving the entry or room. Fay. b.

A quantity of diamonds of different types

ancl sizes sold as a single group or lot.
Long. c. A bearing or angle taken with
a compus or trensit when making a survey. Fay. d. Any established point of a

survey. Fay.
sight dMsace. The distance from which an
object at eye level remains visible to an
obstrver. Ham.

sighthog hub. A stake or mark used by a

driller as a means of setting and orienting
a drill so that the borehole can be drilled
to follow a predetermined directional
course. See also hub, b. Long.

sight Use. Established compau or transit

course for alignment of working places,
usually marked on the mof. B.C.I.
slight rail. A horizontal board fixed at a particular height above a required level, and
used in conjunction with boning rods for
checking the levels in drain trench excavations. Ham.
sight rule. See alidade, c. Ham.
sights. Bobs or weighted strings hung from
two or more established points to give

direction to men driving a chamber or

gangway. Hudson.

high. Nelson.
ware.

Pottery decorated with
stamped patterns; stamped ware. Standard, 1964.
sigillation. Decoration of pottery with
stamped patterns. Standard, 1964.
sigiolte. A mineral, (Fe+',Fe+') Al ( PO4)
sigillated

(0,0H).8H:0; anorthic; from Llallagua,

Bolivia. Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.

Sigma cement. Trade name for a hydraulic
cement made by mixing portland cement
consisting only of particles len than 30
microns with 16 to 50 percent of an inert
extender, for example, limestone, basalt,
or flint, the particle size of which is 30
to 200 microns. Dodd.
sigma function. a. The enthalpy of an airstream mixture less the heat of the liquid.

Strock, 10. b. Another name for sigma
heat. Spalding, p. 242.
sigma beat. See total heat, a. Spalding, p.
242.

sigma phase. A hard, brittle, nonmagnetic
intermediate phase with a tetragonal crystal structure, containing 30 Atoms per unit
cell, space group P4s/mnm, occurring in

many binary and ternary alloys of the
transition elements. The composition of
this phase in the various systenu is not the

same and the phase usually exhibits a

wide range in homogeneity. Alloying with
a third transition element usually en-

larges the field of homogeneity and ex-

tends it deep
ASM Gloss.

into the ternary section.

sigma recording methassometer. See butane
flame methanometer. Nelson.
signal bell; signal hammer. Scot. A bell or

other appliance for signaling in mine
shafts or on haulage roads. Fay.
signal code, hoist. See hoist signal code.
signal glass. Colored glass for light signals
on railways, roads, airfields, and at sea;

the glass must conform to a close specification. Dodd.
signaling system. The arrangement in use for
transmitting signals to stop or start conveyors, rope haulages, locomotive', wind-

etc. See also face signaling; loudspeaker face telephone; shaft signaling.
ers,

Nelson.

signal systems, boht. See hoist signal system.
signal systems, Wee fae. See mine fan signal
system.

sigsal wave. Any sound wave upon which
an observation of any kind is required;
more often known as a signal. Hy.
signs! wire. Scot. Thin wire strand used for
operating signal hammers and bells. Fay.
sign camel. A brilliant high-gloss enamel
particularly adaptable for sign wodc.
ACSB, 3.

sigallicast anomaly. An anomaly that is re-

lated to ore and that can be used as a
gukle in exploration. Hawke:, 2, f. 26.
slims& Ice,
years old, which does
not drift away as in the fiords on the
north coast of

reenland) and which is

largely formed by snow. Schieferdeeker.

Waste. a. A superficial quartzite formed by

the cementation of rock fragments (as
soil, sand, or gravel) by silica. Webster
3d. b. Pocket word for siliceous concreted
gravel. Compare calcrete; ferricrete, c. A

sponym for puddingstone, but utdul for
finer grained varieties. Addl.
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the distillation of zinc. The furnaces are
commonly built in pairs with chambers
between each for the calcination of the
ore. Fay.
Silesian method. A metallurgical process
characterized by a lhrge charge of lead
ore, slow roasting, and a low tempera-

ture. It is not aimed to extract all the

lead in the reverberatory, as this is supplemented by the blast furnace. The
hearth is inclined toward the flue, beneath which, the lead is collected and
tapped at intervals into an outside kettle.
Fay.

sllex. A name sometimes applied to chert,
particularly to the trimmed blocks of this
material, from Belgium used in the lining of ball mills. For the milling of vitreous-enamel frits, silex blocks are used

more in mills for ground coats than for
cover coats. Dodd.

Slim A trade name for a type of heat-re-

sistant glass.
silexite. a. Proposed for any body of pure

or nearly pure silica (quartz) of igneous
or aqueolgneous origin, which occurs as
a dike, segregation mass, or cognate inclusion. Holmes, 1920. b. Proposed by
Cayeux for chert that occurs in calcareous
beds. A.G.I.

Miran. Trademark for bonded refractories
containing from 40 to 78 percent silicon
carbide. High refractorinessi great
strength; high thermal conductivity; freedom from spalling; resistance to clinker
adhesion; and resistance to mechanical

and flame abrasion. Used in bricks for
boiler and furnace installations; kiln furniture in ceramic kilns; shapes for boiler
furnaces, air-cooled furnace linings, glass
lehrs, pit furnaces, and enameling furnace

ware supports. CCD 6d, 1961.
silica. a. Dioxide of silicon, SiOs, which oc-

curs in the crystalline forms as quartz,
cristobalite., tridymite; as cryptocrystalline

chalcedony; as amorphous opal; and as
an euenual constituent of the silicate

groups of minerals. Used in the manufacture of glau and refractory materials. Refractory materith containing a high pro-

portion of silica (over 90 percent) are
known as acid refractories (for example

ganister), and are used in open-heutl;

and other metallurgical furnaces to resist

high temperatures and attack by acid
slags. C.T.D. b. Very fine white disintegrated chert, used in pottery manufacture. Pay.

silica black. A pigment and a gas absorbent made by grinding coal extremely fine,

intimately muung it with silica, such as
diatomaceous earth, then heating.to 316°
C or higher without acceu of an% Hess.
silica brick. Refractory bricks used to line
roofs of furnaces, where there is no contact
with basic molten material. Silica cemented
with a binding agent, for example, slurried
lime. Pryor, 3.
silica cement. A refractory mortar, often silica
and fire day, or a highly siliceous preparation which may not contain clay. A.R.I.

slIka-Ilrebrick =OWL One who forms silica
brick for use in lining furnaces and ovens
of various kind. D.O.T. I.
'Aka In clay. A refractory mortar consisting

of a finely ground mixture of quartzite,

silica fire clay
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silica brick, and fire clay of various proportions; often called silica cement. HW .
silica flour. A sand additive, containing about
99.5 percent silica, commonly produced by
pulverizing quartz sand in large ball mills
to a mesh size of 80 to 325. ASM Gloss.
silica gel. Porous material consisting of pure

silicate bond. A type of bond matured by
baking at a temperature of about 500°F;

and a dehydrating agent. Bennett 2d, 1962.
silica glass. a. Vitreous silicon dioxide,
(SiOs) ; quartz glass; pure silicon dioxide,

ing, this term denotes an acid-proof cement, consisting of an inert powder and

silicon dioxide. Used as a dehumidifying

(SiOs) ; glass. ASTM C162-66. b. Fused

quartz, occurring in shapeless masses on
the surface of the Libyan Desert, in Moravia, Czechoslovakia, and in parts of Aus-

tralia; believed to be of meteoric origin.
See also tektites. C.M.D.

silicallte. Wadsworth's name for rocks composed of silica, such as diatomaceous earth,
tripoli, quartz, lydite, jasper, etc. Fay.
silica modulus. The ratio of SiOI: (A1503 +
Fes0s) in a hydraulic cement. In Portland
cement this modulus usually lies between
2 and 3. A cement with a low silica modu-

lus can be expected to have high early
strength, but if this modulus is high, the

final strength will be the greater. Dodd.
silica ramming mix. Usually a sized mixture
of ganister, often with sand, silica flour,
fire

clay, bentonite, or combinations of

them. Burepu of Mines Stall.

silica refractories. Refractories made from
quartzite, bonded by. lime, and consisting
essentially of silica, usually with about 2
percent of lime, and small quantities of
iron oxide, alumina, and alkalies. Henderson, p. 265.
silica rock. a. A rock containing a high proportion of silica or quartz, for example,
Dinu rock, which may contain 90 percent
silica. Nelson. b. N.S.W. Usually refers
to a clean hard quartzite suitable for making silica firebricks. New South Wales, p.
60.

silica mad. Sand very high in SiOsi hence a
source of silicon; also, it has industrial
uses. 4.G.1. A sand used extensively for

sandblasting, for the initial grinding or
surfacing of plate glass, and as a cutting

medium for gang saws on stone. AIME, p.
15.

siliceous shale

silicate of soda is the principal constituent.
ACSG, 1963.

silicate brick. Usually refers to Forsterite

brick. Strictly, most brick are silicate brick
of one kind or other. Bureau of Mines Staff.
silicate cement. As used in chemical engineersodium silicate solution, for jointing chemical stoneware or acid resisting bricks.
Dodd.
silicate cotton. Slag wool; mineral wool. Fay.

silicate degree. In the metallumical nomenclature of slags, the ratio of the weight of
oxygen in the acid to the weight of oxygen
in the base. Newton, p. 397.
silicated marble. A marble that contains silicates, such as pyroxenes, amphiboles, mica,
or chlorite. Fay.

silicate injection. Joosten process in which
calcium chloride and sodium silicate are
separately injected into soil, where they
react and form a watertight gel. Pryor, 3.
silicate minerals. Minerals with crystal structure containing SiO, tetrahedron arranged
as (1) isolated units, (2) single or double

chains, (3) sheets, or (4) 3-dimensional

networks. Loot.
silicates, classification. Silicates were formerly
classified as salts of hypothetical silicic

acids, as orthosilicatessalts of 11,SiOs,
This
and metasilicatessalts of

classification has now been abandoned in
favor of one based on types of linkages of
sick tetrahedra. in which silicon may be
partly replaced by aluminum. Nesosilicates
(Greek neso, meaning island) have independent SiOi groups; for example, Mgr
sich. Sorosilicates (Greek soro, meaning
group) have two tetrahedra linked to form
SisO(' groups; for example, CashigSia01.
Cyclosilicates (Greek cyclo, meaning ring)
have three tetrahedra linked to form rings
such as Sia0: or Si.Oicu groups; for example,

beryl,

BesAlSisOis.

Inosilicates

(Greek ino, meaning thread) have three

tetrahedra linked to form continuous chains
of Sis0:4 or Si3O,1(OH)-4 groups; for ex-

silica sof. Colloidal silica in the form of a

ample, enstatite, MgSiOs, and tremolite,

manufacture involves the passage of sodium silicate solution through an ion-exchanger. As made, the sols contain about
3 percent SiO3 but the concentration can

hedra linked to form continuous sheet of
SW1:4 groups; for example, kaolinite, Alr

dispersion in water. The modern method of

be increased to 20 percent by evaporation;
to give stability, a concentrated sol must
have a larger particle size or a stabilizer,

for example, NaOH, must be added. In
the ceramic industry, silica sol has been

used to a small extent as a bond. Dodd.
silkaslone. Suggested by Shrock for sedimentary rocks composed of siliceous minerals.
Ther may be fragmental, concretionary, or
precipitated of organic or inorganic origin.
I. Geol., v. 56, No. 2, Mar. 1948, pp. 118,
125.

scate. a. A salt or ester of any of the silicic
acids, real or hypothetical; a compound
whose crystal lattice contains SiO. tetrahedra, either isolated or joined through one

or more of the oxygen atoms to form
groups, chains, sheets, or three-dimensional

structures. A.G.I. The micas, amphiboles,
pyroxenes, feldspars, and garnets are exsilicates.
amples of groups of
C.T.D. b. A esm used in the oplin district, Mo., for zinc carbonate. ay.

CashiftaSii0u(OH)s. Phyllosilicates (Greek
phyllo, meaning sheet) have four tetra-

SW:X(0H )1, and muscovite, KAla(AlSii)0,.(OH),. Tectosilicates (Greek tecto,

meaning framework ) have continuous three-

dimensional frameworks of compositions,
(Si,A1)035; for example, quartz, SiOs, orthoclase, K(AlSia)08, and nepheline,
A.G.I.

IliiiCate wheel. A grinding wheel bonded with

sodium silicate (water glass). ASM Gloss.
silicatioa. a. The process of changing into a
silicate, as the silication of a limestone.
A.G.1. b. Metamorphic process whereby
silicates, such as garnet, amphiboles, and
pyroxenes, are developed an carbonate

behind the leaking tubbing, is highly im-

pervious. Nelson.
silicatosis. A disease of the lungs thought to
be caused by silicates. BuMines Bull. 400,
1937, p. 26.5.
silica-wet-pan charger. See wet-pan charger.
D.O.T. 1.

siliceous. Of, relating to, or derived from

silica; containing or resemblin? silica or a
silicate; silicic. Also spelled silicious. Webster 3d.
siliceous bricks. See silica brick.
siliceous calcite. See sand calcite.
siliceous clay. A clay containing appreciable
free silica in particles which may or may

not be visible to the naked eye. When
visible particles of silica are present in
large amount, the term sandy is often used.
ACSB, 1.

siliceous deposits. A group of natural earth
materials including chert and flint and the
deep-sea oozes which are formed of the
skeletons of such organisms as radiolarians,
diatoms, and sponges. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

siliceous dust. Dust arising from the crushing or other dry working of sand, sandstone, trap, granite, and other igneous
rocks are included in this class. Siliceous
dusts are not soluble in the body fluids,
and when introduced into the respiratory
tract in the form of particles of the proper
sizes and in sufficiently high concentration
produce nodular growths that often result

in a form of pneumonoconiosis that has

been known as silicosis or "stone cutters's

consumption. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, sec.
B, p. 252.

siliceous earth. A general term including both
diatomaceous earth (diatomite) and radiolarian earth (radiolarite). A.G.I.
siliceous fire day. A fire clay composed mainly
of fine white clay mixed with clean, sharp
sand, found in pockets. Nelson.
siliceous fire day brick. Fire clay brick con-

taining appreciable quantities of uncombined silica and usually low in fluxing
constituents. 4.R.1.

siliceous malachite. Green chrysocolla. Shipley.

siliceous materials. Materials that consist
mainly of SiOs and must be low in metallic oxides and alkalies. Newton, p. 261.
siliceous oozes. These are pelagic deposits
which contain a large percentile of siliceous skeletal materials produced by plank-

tonic plants and animals. The siliceous

oozes are subdivided into two types on the
baais of the predominance of the forms rep-

resented, namely: (1) diatom ooze, containing large amounts of diatom frustules,

therefore, produced by plankton plants,

and (2) racliolarian ooze, containing large
porportions of radiolarian skeletons formed
by these plankton animals. IWO.
siliceous ores. Another name for gold-quartz
ores. Newton, p. 19.

siliceous minatory. A refractory material
that in the fired state, contains not less
than 78 percent but less than 92 percent
SiO., the remainder being essentially AlsOs.

rocks. A.G.1.

silicadsation. Synonym for silication. Standard, 1964.
allicatisatsom process. A special method of
sealing off water, for example, reducing
its inflow into shafts, by the injection of
calcium silicate under pressure. It is sometimes used to reduce the leakage of water
through defective lengths of tubbing in a
shaft; the calcium silicate on solidification,
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Semisilica and semisiliceous refractories
are also comprised within this definition.
Dodd.

siliceous rocks. Rocks which are chiefly

formed by sponges and small marine animals called Racliolaria and small plants
called Diatoms. Mason, V. 1, p. 13.
silkeous shale. A hard, fine-grained rock of

shay structure generally believed to be

siliceous shale
shale altered by silicification.
siliceous sinter. See fiorite. Fay.

Sup).

snick. a. In petrology, containing silica in
dominant amount. Fay. b. In chemistry,

containing silicon as the acid-forming element. Fay.

snick acid; hydrated silica. Applied to the
jellylike precipitate obtained when a sodium silicate solution is acidified. The
formla 1-11SiOs is, often used for convenience but no such compound has been isolated, and SiOs.nHs0 is the proper formula.

The proportion of water varies with the
conditions of preparation and decreases

gradually during drying and ignition, until
relatively pure silica, SiOs, remains. During

drying, the jelly is converted into white

amorphous powder or lumps. In this form,

the material has great surface area and
absorbing power. Used for decolorizing
(bleaching) oils,

silicosis
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fats, and waxes; as a

catalyst, a carrier or base for other catalysts

and for chromatographic adsorption; and
recovery of gases and vapors including
moisture from air or gas streams. The adsorbent properties may be regenerated by
heating to 150° C. See also silica gel. The
term silicic acid is also sometimes applied
to various hypothetical acids of silica, such

(orthosilicic acid. See orthosilcic acid), HiSis0s, etc. CCD 6d, 1961.
Two types of silicic acid are metasilicic
add and disilicic acid. Metasilicic acid;
as 1-145:04

1-1,SiOs; molecular weight, 78.10; colorless;

amorphous; decomposes at room tempera-

ture; insoluble in water; and soluble in

ammonia, in hydrofluoric acid, and in hot
alkalies. Disilicic acid; HsSiOs; molecular
weight, 138.18; colorleu; crystalline; decomposes at 150° C on heating; insoluble
in water; and soluble in ammonia and in
hydrofluoric acid. Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

snick magmas. Magmas rich in silica. Bate.,
man.

illicit'. A binary compound of silicon with a
metal. Osborne.

Alcides. A group of special ceramic materials. Dodd

silkificatioa. The entire or partial replacement of rocks and fossils with silica, either
as quartz, chalcedony, or opal. Fay.
silkilled. Made into silica. Organic remains,
both plant and animal, are often thus converted. Fay.

siliced wood. A material formed by replacement of wood by silica in such manner that

the original form and structure of the

wood is preserved. The silica is generally in

the form of opal or chalcedony. A.GJ.
slickest*. Cemented with silica. 4.GJ. Supp.
Akita& Ste siliceous. Fay.
alicalinoric acid. See fluosilicic acid. CCD
6d, 1961.

silicosanganess. A high-silicon, low-carbon
ferromanganese. Also called manganese
silicide. BuMines Bull. 585, 1960, p. 294.
Akarnania's* sleet. See manganese alloys.

materials in cermets, and as a semiconductor (as in transistors) and element in
photovoltaic cells. Symbol, Si; valence, 4;
isometric; atomic number, 14; atomic

weight, 28.086; specific gravity, 2.32 to
2.34 and 2.33 (at 25° C) ; melting point,
1,410°C; boiling point, 2,355° C; insoluble in water and in hydrofluoric acid; and

soluble in hydrofluoric acid and nitric acid
mixed. Webster 3d; Handbooks of Chem-

istry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pP.

B-134, B-217. Silicon constitutes 25.7 perccnt of the earth's crust by weight. Never

found uncombined in nature but occurs
abundantly as the oxide and as silicates.
This relatively inert element is not af-

fected by most acids, except hydrofluoric
acid, but it is attacked by halogens and
dilute alkalies. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-135.
silicon alloys. Silicon bronze is a noncorroding alloy with copper and tin. Silicon copper (70 to 80 percent and 20 to 30 percent
silicon) is an alloy added to molten copper
or brass to remove oxygen. Silicon, iron
is a grain-improved iron, corrosion resistant. See also ferrosilicon. Pryor, 3.
silicon and selenium rectifiers. Silicon and
selenium power conversion units are an
economical means of obtaining direct cur-

rent power from the excitation of synchronous motors, magnets, magnetic chucks,

arc lights, etc. The basic unit consists
of a three phase, insulated transformer and
silicon rectifier diodes or selenium rectifier
stacks, enclosed in a ventilated steel cabi-

net. To this can be added the proper

accessories, alternating current and direct
current switchgeari voltage regulator, regenerative protective panels, off-and-on
pushbuttons, meters, etc. Both convection
cooled and forced draft cooled units are
available. In most large indoor industrial
applications, it has been found economical
to use forced draft cooled units. Rectifier
equipment using silicon diodes requires less

floor space, is credited with higher efficiency, and permits better voltage regulation. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. D, p. 35.
silicon besides. Two compounds have been
reported: Silk, oxidation resistant to
1,370° C; Si& melting point 1,950° C. A
special refractory has been made by react-

ing silicon and boron in air, the product
containing Sill and Si in a borosilicate
matrix; it is stable in air to at least 1,550°
C and has good thermal shock resistance.
Dodd.

silicas browse. An alloy of copper and usually 1.5 to 3.0 percent silicon with small

Used chiefly in the form of alloys (as fer-

rosilicon), in combination with ceramic

various organic groups atached to the silicon. Silicones range from low-molecularweight volatile materials to cyclic, linear,
and cross-linked high-molecular-weight po-

lymers. Produced to the basic forms of

fluids, resins, and elastomers, they are also
further compounded to yield greases, rub-

ben, protective coatings, and foamable

powders. Silicones are heat stable; serviceable over a wide temperature span; water-

repellant; and resistant to oxidation and
weathering. Used in surface treatments for
glass ad ceramic. CCD 6d, 1961.

silicon ester. The first chemical compound
manufactured in which silicon replaces
carbon in a molecule in the realm of organic chemistry. One carbon atom in an
alcohol molecule is replaced by silicon.
One of the latest developments in the
manufacture of highly refractory materials
is the mixing of refractory powders with
silicon ester. This operation produces a
workable body which will not shrink during drying and firing. Rosenthal.
silicon Inn. A cast iron containing 0.75 to
14 percent silicon. Has low magnetic
hysteresis, used for sheets for transformer
cores and those containing the higher percentages of silicon are used as cathodic
protection anodes. Bureau of Mines Staff.

alkalize. To unite or cause to unite with

silicon, as in the combination of iron with
silicon in certain metallurgical processes.
Standard, 1964.

slikonizing. Diffusing silicon into solid metal,

usually steel, at an elevated temperature.
ASM Gloss.

Alcoa nitride. A grayish powder, SisIsl, (can
be prepared as crystals) ; sublimes at 1,900°
C; Mohs' hardneu, 9+ ; resistant to oxidation, various corrosive media, molten aluminum, zinc lead, and tin. Used in abrasives
and in rocket nozzles. An important refrac-

tory. CCD 6d, 1961.
alkoaaxygen tetrabedron. A complex ion
composed of a silicon ion surrounded by
4 oxygen ions. It has a negative charge of

represented by the symbol
(SiO4)", is the diagnostic unit of silicate
minerals, and is the central building unit
of neary 90 percent of the materials of the
earth's crust. Lest.
4 units, is

certain special web. Webster 3d. b. A

furnace by heating a mixture of anthracite
or coke with sand, a little sawdust, and
salt, and forms hexagonal black crystals,
many of which have an irridescent coating.

own under a number of trade names,
Evder,

ica with carbon in an electric furnace.

mers made up of a skeleton structure of
alternate silicon and oxygen atoms with

silicon, SiC. It is made in the electric

slices carbide. A compound of carbon and

that occurs In combined form as the most

hard, lustrous, steel-gray crystals with the
lattice structure of diamond, as a glistening
black graphitic form, or as a dark brown
powder. Usually prepared by reducing gil-

Crispin.

silicon dioxide. See silica. ACSG, 1963.
silicone. Group name for semi-inorganic poly-

silicon spiegsl; silicospiegeL a. A spiegeleisen

It is used as an abrasive in the form of

n in the
abundant element next to
earth's crust. It can be obtaionxgeas brittle,

a trace of silicon remains in the metal.

amounts of various third elements (as zinc,
tin, or manganese). Webster Cd.

C.T.D.

silicon. A tetravalent nonmetallic element

ings, etc. When used in the proper amount
(about 11/s to 2 pounds per hundred)

grains, hones, grinding wheels, etc.

such as Carborundum1 Carbosilite, Carbowalt, Crystolor, Moissanite, and Silundum. Hass.
silicon carbide refractories. Refractory products consisting predominantly of silicon
cubicle. HW.
silicas copper. A rich copper alloy added to
molten copper in order to secure clean,
solid castings free from blowholes, swell-
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containing 15 to W percent managanese

and 8 to 15 percent silicon used in making

form of pig iron. Henderson.
silicas steel. A variety of steel containing 1/2

to 5 percent silicon. It is very hard, but
brittle, and difficult to work. Used in the
form of sheets for t ie making of cores for
electromagnets, transformers and motors
and generator armatures. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

silicas ware. A slightly glued stoneware
made at Lambeth, England. Standard,
1964.

silks*. a. Lung disease caused chiefly by inhaling rock dust from air drills. Nichols.
b. A condition of massive fibrosis of the
lungs marked by shortness of breath and
resulting from prolonged inhalation of

silicosis
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ica dusts by those, as stonecutters, asbestos
workers, miners, regularly exposed to such
dusts. Webster 3d. See also pneumoconiosis; simple silicosis. Nelson.
silicoluberculosie. Complication of tuberculosis by silica. Hartman, p.45.

the bottom of a door or opening in

Slihnite. Trademark for a high magnesium
dolomitic lime used for silica reduction in
hot process water softening equipment.
CCD 6d, 1961.
Sint. Trademark for heating element consisting principally of SiC; to maintain a constant resistance for a long period, silicon
is included in the batch and the shaped
rods are fired in a controlled atmosphere
to cause some nitridation and/or carbonation. Dodd.
silk. Microscopically small inclusions in ruby

or sapphire; subsurface reflections which
produce a whitish sheen resembling the
sheen of silk fabric. Inclusions now generally conceded to be tiny needles of rutile,
although some authorities still mention canals or negative crystals. Shipley.

sliklay. A finely ground-plastic clay of high
refractoriness used as a bond for molding
sands. Osborne.
silk-screen process. A decorating method that

cap be applied to pottery, glassware, or
vitreous enamelware. The simplest silk-

screen equipment consists of a frame over

which is stretched silk bolting cloth, or

fine wire gauze of 125 to 150 meshes per
inch. A stencil is then placed on the frame
and varnish is applied to fill in those parts
of the screen not covered by the design.
Color, dispersed in a suitable oil, is pressed

through the open parts of the screen by
means of a roller and the pattern of thc
stencil is thus reproduced on the ware. The

stencil can be made photographically. A
further development was the screen printed
collodion-film transfer, which has itself
been improved to give screen printed cover
coat transfers. Dodd.

silky. Having the luster of silk, like fibrous
calcite or fibrous gypsum. Fay.
slay fracture. A metal fracture in which the

broken metal surface has a fine texturc

usuall dull in appearance. Characteristic
of toub;h and strong metals. ASM Gloss.
silky baler. The luster of silk, and is peculiar
to minerals having a fibrous structure. The
fibrous form of gypsum and 'eel spar are
good examples of silky luster. helson.

Applied in mining to flat-bedded
strata of sandstone or similar hard rocks.
A.G.I. b. A sheet of igneous rock lying

sill. a.

nearly hevizontal. A sill may become a dike

or vice versa. Nelson. C. A footpiece or

silundum
a

furnace wall. AISI No. 24.
sill course. See belt course.
sill depth. Greatest depth at which there is
free, horizontal communication between
two ocean basins. Hy.
silicone. Body-centered cubic modification of
Bi203 as greenish, waxy masses from Durango, Men, Spencer 17, M.M., 1946.
sill floor. See square-set stopes. Nelson.
8111111121111e. a. A silicate of aluminum with

the same formula as andalusite and cyanite,
Al,OSiOe; orthorhombic; white, gray,
brown, or greenish; vitreous luster; Mohs'

hardness, 6 to 7; specific gravity, 3.23;

usually found as fine fibrous masses. Found
in Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Geor-

gia; India, Brazil, Australia. Used in refractories. Fibrolite is a variety. See also
mullite. CCD 6d, 1961; Dana 17. b. A
high heat-resisting material containing a
maximum amount of mullite, developed
from the alteration of andalusite during
firing. This necessitates firing above 1,550°

C, for the development of a suitable crystalline structure. Used for special porcelain shapes, furnace patch and refractories.
CCD 6d, 1961.

sillimaidte refractory. A refractory material
made from any of the sillimanite group of
minerals. Such refractories generally contain about 60 percent AlsOs; they have a

high RuL and good spalling resistance. Sil-

limanite refrectorics are much used in
glass-tank furnaces and in kiln furniture

for use in the firing of pottery ware. Dodd.
&Ullmann. schist. A schist containing an appreciable amount of sillimanite (fibrolite).
Sinkankas.

Gumbel's name for a rock from the
Bavarian Alps, variously referred to by
others as gabbro, diabase, mica syenite, and
mica diorite. Fay.

sills. Strong timbers laid horizontally to support posts or other tunnel timbers. Stauffer.
silo. A tall tower, usually cylindrical and of
reninforced concrete construction, in which
grain cement, or similar bulk material is
storej. Ham.

sii-o-cel. A natural material known as di-

atomaceous earth, used for insulation purposes. Enam. Dict.
dismiss. A silicone with alternating silicons
and oxygens. VV.
tillozicon Silicon carbide refractory. &mat
2d, 1962.

silt. a. A name aplied to the fine materials
such as culm, ashes, etc., that are flushed

laid acmes a drift to constitute a frame

into a mine in hydraulic mine-filling. Fay.
b. I:t anthracite terminolou, the accumulation nf waste fine coal, bone, and slate
settled out of breaker water. It is made up
of particles ranging in size from 3/32-inch
round-opening to the finest slime. The material is also called sludge, fines, slush, and
mud, and it is the partly dewatered solids
content of what has been defined as slurry.

of the tramway. Fay. f. Cumb.; York.

terminology, silt corresponds to

footblock. A flattish piece of wood or steel

placed beneath timber or steel props, or
under the uprights of timber sets to prevent or reduce floor penetration. Nelson.
d. A piece of wood laid across a drift or on

the surface which timber or other struc-

tures are built. Ballard. e. A piece of wood

with which the posts and to carry the track

Same as clunch, spavin, and warrant. Fay.

g. The floor of a gallery or panne in a
mine. Standard, 1964. h. Fire clay, used
for making slate or sill pencils, Coal Meas-

ures. Arke:I. i. See floor sill. Long. j. A
submarine ridge or rise separating partially closed basins from one another or
from the adjacent ocean. Schieferdocker.
k. Horizontal structural member forming

Mitchell, p. 610. c. In bituminous coal

r=aration
sludge. It is also called slush, mud,
and duff. Mitchell, p. 610. d. Breaker
waste composed of water, coal, slate, pyrite,
and clay. KOI1011. e. Fine-grained sedi-

ments, mainly sand and mud, the particles

of which have the limiting diameters of
0.1 and 0.01 millimeter, namely, Want
silt (0.1 to 0.05 millimeter) and fine silt
(0.05 to 0.01 millimeter). Silt is closely

linked with alluvium or marsh land. Nelson. f. A general name for the muddy deposit of fine sediment in bays or harbors,
and one much employed in conection with
engineering enterprises. Fay. g. In the
mechanical analysis of soil, silt, according
to international classification has a grain
size between 0.002 and 0.02 millimeter.
C.T.D. Supp. h. Soil consisting of 80 percent or more silt (0.05 to 0.002 millimeter) and less than 12 percent clay. A.G.I.

Supp. i. Material passing the No. 200

U. S. standard sieve that is nonplastic or
very slightly plastic and that exhibits little
or no strength when air-dried. ASCE
PI826. j. A fine-grained sediment having
a particle size intermediate between that
of fine sand and clay. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec.
5. k. Soil particles between 0.05 and 0.005

millimeters in size as classified by the
American Society for Testing and Materials. Carson, 2, p. 94.
silt box. A loose iron box fitted in the bottom
of a gulley for collecting deposited silt. It
can be removed periodically for emptying
and flushing. Ham.
slit displacement. A system of using a shield

for driving a tunnel in silts which are

nearly fluid. Ham.
slit ejector. See hydraulic ejector. Ham.
silt grade. a. Fine-grained sediments, the individual particles of which have thc limiting diameters of 0.1 and 0.01 millimeter
namely coarse silt (0.1 to 0.05 millimeter)

and fine

silt (0.05 to 0.01 millimeter).
C.T.D. b. Sediments of silt-size particles.
Ham.
silting. a. Sedimentation in water that results
in the deposition of somewhat fine material, which is suspended in the entire body
of water or in some considerable portion

of it. A.G.I. b. Filling with soil or mud
deposited by water. Nichols. c. See hy-

draulic mine-filling. Fay.
silting up. a. The filling in with silt or other

fine sediment. Schieferdecker. b. See filling
up. Schielerdecker.
OM:. Synonym for siltstone. A.GJ. SuPP.

sin loam. A type of soil having half of the

particles of the size called silt. The amount
of material of sand or clay size is relatively
small. Stokes and Verses, 1955.
slit 111/1. That portion of the soil finer than

0.02 millimeter and coarser than 0.002
milimcter (0.05 and 0.005 millimeter in

some cases). ASCE PI726.
siltstoos. a. A rock type intermediate in
character between shale and sandstone. Essentially a compacted silt, conformuig in

grain sizes to the silt grade, that is, be-

tween 0.1 and 0.01 millimeter. Also called
flakes; linsey; slaty stone; stone bind; rock
bind; stone clunches. Nelson. b. A consoli-

dated silt. B.S. 3618, 1964, VIC. S. c. A

very fine-grained, consolidated elastic rock
composed predominantly of particles of silt
grade.

silt trap. A .ettling hole or basin that prevents water-borne soil from entering a

pond or drainNre system. Nicholt.
silly solL A soil in which silt is the task constituent. The silt contributes to instability
especially when subjected to vibration or
when saturated with water. Nelson.
tillenlo. Ste alpax. C.T.D.
samsdnms. A trade name for a form of silicon
carbide; produced in an electric furnace.
and possessing great hardness, high electrical resistance, and not subject to oxidation below 2,912' C. Fey.

Silurian
Silurian. The third in order of age of the

geologic periods ccrnprised in the Paleozoic

era, in the nomenclature in general use.

Also, the system of strata deposited during

that period. (The above usage, in which
the term is restricted to the period follow-

ing the Ordovician and . preceding the

Devonian, is the one now prevalent. For-

merly, Silurian included what is now called
Ordovician, and it has been used by some
geologists to include the Cambrian also.
Fay.

Aver. A white metallic element in Group I
of the periodic system; sonorous, ductile,
very malleable, and capable of a high de-

gree of polish. It is not oxidized in air, and
has the highest thermal and electrical conductivity of any substance. Occurs massive,
or assumes aborescent or filiform shapes.
Native silver often has variable admixture

of (Wier metals: gold, copper, or sometimes platinum. Used for coin, jewelry,
etc. Symbol, Ag; atomic weight 107.88;
specific gravity 10.5 at 20° C. C.T.D.
silver acetylide. See silver carbide. Bennett
2d, 1962.

silver amalgam. A solid solution of mercury
and silver crystallizing in the cubic system.
The percentage of silver is usually about
26 percent, but in the variety arquerite it
reaches 86 percent. It is of rare occurrence,
and is found scattered either in mercury or
silver deposits. C.M.D.
silver bed. Eng. A compact oolite, the best
local building stone in the neighborhood of

Lincoln. So called because it has a true
ring like silver. Compare guinea bed.
Arkell.

silver bloc. A group in Congress composed
of the senators from the silver-producing
states of Idaho, Utah, Montana, Nevada,
Colorado, and Arizona. Mathews, v. 2, p.
1545.

silver bonanza. A rich silver mine. Mathews,
v. 2, p. 1544.
silver brazing. Brazing with silver-base alloys
as the filler metal. ASM Gloss.
silver-brazing alloy. Filler metal used in
silver brazing. ASM Gloss.

silver brick. A bricklike mass

of silver.

Mathews, v. 2, p. 1544.

silver camp. The temporary quarters of silver miners. Mathews, v. 2, p. 1545.
silver capes. Diamonds having a very slight
tint of yellow. Hess.
silver carbide; silver acetylide. AgoCr; molec-

ular weight, 239.76; white; explodes; in-

soluble in water; soluble in acid; and

slightly soluble in ethyl alcohol. An explosive used in detonators. &linen 2d, 1962.
silver carbonic. Yellow; AgsCOs; molecular
weight, 275.75; specific gravity, 6.077; de-

composes at 218' C on heating; very

slightly soluble in water; soluble in ammonium hydroxide, in nitric acid, and in
sodium thiosulfate (sodium hyposulfite) ;
and insoluble in alcohol. Handbook of
Chemistry end Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

B-218; ccD 6d, 1961. Used to produce

iridescent stains or sheens on glazes. This
done at relatively low temperatures

is

(300' to 700 C). Also used as a com-

ponent of some glass stains. Lee.
silver chloride; coargyrik; horn diver.
White; AgCl; molecular weight, 143.32;
isometric; specific gravity, 5.552 or 5.56;
Mohs' hardness, 1 to 1.5; melting point,

455' C

bo1lin

silver zinc battery
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point, 1,550' C; very

slightly soluble in water; and soluWe in
ammonium hydroxide, in sodium thiosul-

fate (sodium hyposulfite) solution, and in
potassium cyanide solution. Occurs as the
mineral cerargyrite (horn silver) which
ranges from white to grayish, yellowish,

or greenish and turns violet, brown, or
black in light. Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-218,
B-242. Used in the preparation of yellow

glazes, purple of Cassius, and silver lusters.
A yellowish-silver luster is obtained by mixing silver chloride with 3 times its weight

of clay and ocher and with enough water
to form a paste. Lee.
silver claim. A claim to an area selected for
silver-mining purposes. Mathews, v. 2, p.
1544.

silver freighter. A wagoner who hauls silver
ore. Mathews, v. 2, p. 1545.
silver fulminate. ADC:MAI; molecular
weight, 299.77; small needles; soluble in
hot water; and it explodes easily. Used as

a detonator. Insoluble in nitric acid and

soluble in ammonium hydroxide. Bennett
2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-218.

silver glance. The native silver sulfide, ar-

gentite. Fay.
silver halides. Silver bromide, AgBr; silver
AgI; silver chloride, AgCl; and
silv -- fluoride, AgF. The bromide and
chloride are sensitive to light and are of
basic importance in photography. C.M.D.
silver bunter. One who prospects for silver.
Mathews, v. 2, p. 1545.
silvering. a. A plating or covering of silver

or an imitation of it, as applied to any
surface; as, the silvering on tilt. back of
a mirror. Standard, 1964. b. The art or
process of coating surfaces with, or as

with, silver. Standard, 1964'.
silver jamesonite. Same as owylieeite. English.
silver king. A man of importance in the sil-

ver industry. Mathews, v. 2, p. 1545.
Silver Land. A nickname for Nevada Mathews, V. 2, p. 1544.

silver lead. Lead containing silver. Standard,
1964.

silver lead ore. The name given to galena

containing silver. When 1 percent or more
of silver is present, it becomes a valuable
ore of silver. Also called argentiferous
galena. C.M.D.
silver Jester. Because silver tends to tarnish,

silver luster is, in fact, made from plat-

black on exposure to light in the presence
of organic matter ; odorless; bitter, caus-

metalEc taste; corrosive; soluble in
cold water; more soluble in hot water;
soluble in glycerol; slightly soluble in
ether; very slightly soluble in absolute alcohol; specific gravity, 4.352 (at 19° C) ;
melting point, 212° C; and it decomposes
at 444° C. Used as a reagent in chemical
laboratories and in glass manufacture.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-2I8.
AgNOs provides the most convenient
method of introducing silver into glass;
tic,

a solution of the compound is poured over

the batch. A very low concentration of
silver produces a colorless glass which,
upon reheating, can be struck to a yellow.
Lee.

silver ore, brittle. See stephanite.
silver ores. Sometimes found native. S,e also
acanthite; amalgam; argentite; brongnairdite; bromyrite; calaverite; cerargyrite;
dyscrasite; electrum; embolite; freibergite;
freieslebenite; hessite; iodyrite: krennerite; nagyagite; petzite; polybante; proustite; stephanite; stetefeldite; stromeyerite;
sylvanite xanthoconite. Fay.
silver oxide; argentous oxide. Brown-black;
isometric ;

Aga();

molecular

weight,

231.74; ;pecific gravity, 7.143 (at 16.6°
C); decomposes at 300° C; very slightly
soluble in water; and soluble in acids: in

potassium cyanide solution, in ammonium

hydroxide, and in alcohol. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed, 1964, p.
B-219; CCD 6d, 1961. Usually produces a
yellow color in glazes, but in the presence

of lime or zinc compounds the color is

brownish, and with boric acid the glaze is
gray. In ceramics, other silver compounds

are usually preferable to the oxide. It is
sometimes used in glau stains. Lee.

Sliver Peak jade. Local Nevada term for

malachite. Shipley.
silver plate. Ware plated with silver. Standard, 1964.
silver plating. The deposition of a coating
of metallic silver, commonly by electrolysis. Nelson.

silver powder. A powder used in japanning,

composed largely of bismuth, tin, and
mercury; also: finely precipitated silver

for electroplating. Standard, 1964.

gold. Dodd.

silver sand. a. A sharp, fine sand of a silvery appearance used for grinding litho-

may have this defective surface as it leaves

silver dais. a. Yellow color used in stained-

quate chemical durability. The fault Is

Aver date. A state producing silver or actvocating the free coinage of silver. Mathews, v. 2, p. 1544.

inum, with or without the addition of
silver marking of glues. Silver cutlery, or
other relatively soft metal, will leave a
very thin smear of metal on pottery ware
if the glaze is minutely pitted. A glaze

graphic stones, etc. Fay. b. Specially pure
silica. Pryor, 3.
tither solder. See silver brazing alloy. ASM

the glost kiln, or it may subsequently develop such a surface as a result of inade-

glass painting. Nagger. b. See air stain.

also known as cutlery-marking. Dodd.

silver mil. The mill or metallurgical plant
used in treating silver ores by either the
wet or dry process. Fay.
silver minerals. Occurs native, alloyed with
gold as electrum, as sulfide argentite

(AgeS), proustite, pyrarprite, and horn
silver AgC1 or cerargynte. Main source
is argentiferous ores of lead, zinc, copper
where it is extracted as a byproduct. Bulk
of production is used for coinage, elec-

trical alloys, photographic chemicals, and
the arts. Pryor, 3.
t; tabular
silver nitrate. Colorless;
orthorhornbic crystals; Ag Os; molecular
weight, 169.87; becomes gray or grayish-
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Skow.

State. Nevada, a nickname; also,
rarely, Colorado. Mathews, v. 2, p. 1544.
sliver steel. Bright-drawn carbon steel low
in sulfur and phosphorus, with up to 0.3
percent silica, 0.45 percent manganese, 0.5
percent chromium, and 1.25 percent carbon. Pryor, 3.
silver dome. Moonstone. Shipley.
silver *Ike. The discovery of a rich silvermining area. Mathews, n. 2, p. 1544.
silver-aim balmy. This type of battery has
many outstanding features. In each WI the
electrodes of silver and zinc are enclosed
in an absorbent material which also hold
Silver
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silver zinc battery
the electrolyte, very little free liquid being present.. The plates contain no paste.
No separators are required and the cells
are claimed to be unaffected by prolonged
charge or discharge. The most noticeable

characteristics of the silver-zinc cell are
those of comparative size and weight,
when compared with other types in general use. They are less than half the size
and less than one-third the weight of conventional type batteries of the same capacity. Roberts, II, p. 248.

must be doubled or its volume (weight)
cubed. If, however, linear dimensions in
each case are divided by ,VW, then this
should yield the same scaled values. The
cube root of the weight of explosive is
usually denoted by r and is given for
convenience the dimensions of fcet. Linear distances are scaled by dividing by r,
areas by r' rnd volumes of weights by r'.
Lewis, pp. 149-150.

Si !wester method. The oldest manual method

similor. A golden-colored variety of brass.
Also called Mannheim gold; Prince Rupert's metal. Fay.
Simmons jar block. Synonym for C-S jar

as follows: Lay the patient flat on his

Simmons ler collar. Synonym for C-S jar

of artificial respiration on record, dating
back to 1858. The cycle of operations :h;

back and place a roll of clothing under his
shoulders to ensure that the head is thrown

well back and the respiratory tract is
clear. Pull the patient's tongue forward
and fix it in that position. Kneel at the

patient's head and grasp his arms immediately below the elbows. Swing forward

and press his arms steadily and firmly

downwards and inwards against the lower. .

ribs and the upper part of the abdomen.
Maintain a steady pressure for 2 seconds
to force air out of the lungs and simulate
the movement of exhalation. Thereafter
bring the patient's arms steadily backwards

until they are in line with the body and

the elbows are almost touching the ground.

Hold the arms in the extended position
for 3 seconds. In this position the chest
cavity is extended, air enters the lungs,
and ti`" movement stimulates the natural
inhalation movement of breathing. McAdam, p. 84.
sima. The basic outer shell of the earth; ur.
der the continents it underlies the eat,
but under the Pacific Ocean it directly
underlies the oceanic water. Originally,
the sima was considered basaltic in composition with a specific g:avity of about

3.0. In recent years, it has been sug-

gested that the sima is peridotitic in composition with a specific gravity of about

3.3. First used in its present form and

spelling by Sueu. A.G.I.
Amax. A glass, of very high thermal endurance and good chemical resistance, made
by the Kavalier Glassworks, Sazara,
Czechoslovakia. Dodd.
Mahal breathlag appeases& An improved
liquid oxygen breathing apparatus, weigh-

ing 33 pounds and approved for use in
British mines. Air is fed to the wearer
at a temperature ot 50* rising to 70' in
just over half an hour and is still only
80* after 21/2 hours. Nelson.

dawdle. A resin near succinite from near
Mount Etna, Sicily, Italy. It is remarkable for its deep red colors contains but
0.4 percent of succinic acid, and has a
specific gravity of 1.052 to 1.068. Fay.
similar folding. That type of folding in which

each successively lower bed diows the
same geometriml form as the bed above.

Thus, if the shape of one bed is that of
a sine curve, all the beds show the same

colorless gemstones. Shipley.

sired to break a crater of double the linear

Schieferdecker.

simple pegmatite. A pegmatite of simple

mineral composition and corresponding to
the last products formed during the main
stage of magmatic crystallization, without
replacement by pneumatolytic-hydrother-

. collar. Long.

Simonacco filter. A trade name for a rotary vacuum disk filter used in the final
stages of coal preparation. It is continuously operated and designed for the filtra-

tion of froth concentrate from flotation

plants and for the treatment of flocculated slurries. Nelson.

Simon's theory. A theory of drilling to include the effects of drilling by percussion
and by vibration with a rotary (oil well)

Schieferdecker.

(and possibly the nature) of the dust
breathed by miners over the years. See

also complicated pneumoconiosis. Nelson.
simple silicosis. Silicosis which is not complicated by tuberculosis; a condition which
may remain almost stationary for many
years. Nelson.
simple sill. A sill resulting from a single in-

trusion of magma. Ofposite of multiple

The formula developed is for rate of pene-

sill; composite sill. Bil ings, 1954, p. 295.
simple sound source. A source that radiates

rock. The rate of drilling may be defined
by the following equation:

simple split seam. A coal seam which has

bit, cable tool, and pneumatic hammer.

tration of a chisel-shape bit into brittle
R

NAIY

where R equals rate of advance of bit,

N equals number of wings of bit, ft, equals
number of impacts per unit time, D equals

diameter of the bit, A equals cross-sectional area of crater at periphery of drill

hole. Lewis, p. 98.
simonyite. Synonym for bloedite. Dana 6d,
p. 946.
simple alloy steel. An alloy steel containing
one alloying element, as for example, simple nickel steel. See also ternary steel. Fay.

simple beam. A simply supported beam.
Ham.

simple bead*. The bending of a beam
which is freely supported, having no fixed
end. Ham.

simple cromitraticatioa. Lower bounding
surface of cross-stratified unit is a non-

erosional surface. Pettijohn.
simple carve. A curve having but one radius.
Zeros, p. 455.

simple dike. A dike resulting from a single
intru.ion of magma. Opposite of multiple
dike; composite dike. Billings, 1954, p.
307

sound uniformly in all directions under
free-field conditions. Hy.

separated into two layers of coal some dis-

tance apart vertically. See also multiple

splitting. Nelson.
simple steel. A steel consisting chiefly of iron

and carbon. Other elements are always
present, but are not essential to the formation of the steel. The content of carbon may be very small. Often called carbon
steel. Fay.

simple vein. A vein composed of homogeneous, not banded, material. Standard,
1964. A vein composed of one mineral,
as pyrite, fluorite, hematite, etc. Fay.
simplex kilo. A type of annular kiln in which
two barzl-arch galleries are each divided

by transverse walls into eight or nine

chambers, each of which has grates at the
corners for the hand firing of solid fuel.

This kiln can be used for the firing of

facing bricks, roofing tiles, firebricks, or
(because the flue system permits each
chamber to be isolated) blue engineering
bricks. Dodd.

Simplex pump. A reciprocating single- or
double-action piston pump having one
water cylinder. Long.
simplodte. Hydrous tetravanadite of calcium,
CaV40,.5Hs0; monoclinic, as dark-green

simple eaglet. A reciprocating engine from

plates and warty aggreptes with U-V

which steam or compressed air is exhausted
to atmosphere after expansion in one cylin-

cores in crevices in sandstone from Peanut mine, Montrose County, Colo., and

der only. Ham.
explosives. These explosives consist
alltilleone simple chemical compound. The
explosive heat is liberated with the breaking down of the molecules and the atoms
recombining to form water, carbon diox-

other localities in Colorado and Utah.

Spencer 21, M.M. 1958.
simpeoulte. Hydrous tantalate ot aluminum
and calcium, Ca0.5AlsOr.4Tasa.2H2O;
hexagonal; from Western Australia. The
name simpsonite has also been applied to

does not itself bear interest. Hoov, p. 156.

*NIL A name for lead glass imitations of

simple ore. Ore that yields a single metal.

simple pneumoconiosis. Pneumoconiosis of
the lungs that can be related to the amount

dimensions, then the charge dimension

supratenuous folding. Billings, 1954, p. 56.

ture of three simple mineralsquartz,
feldspar, and mica. Fay.

mal agencies introducing rare elements.

similitude. If a given charge will break a
crater of given dimensions and it is de-

the limbs of the folds and thickening at
the axes. Contrasts with parallel folding;

simple mineral. A mineral found in nature,
as distinguished from rocks, which, in the
scientific sense, are mixtures of minerals.
Standard, 1964. Calcite and hematite are
simple minerals, while granite is a mix-

collar. Long.

ide, nitrogen, and other gases and possibly solid substances such as carbon. To
this group belong explosives in the pruirr
sense of the word, such as nitroglycerin,
nitroglycol, nitrocellulose, trotyl, and cycionite (RDX). Freenkel, v. 3, Art. 16:01,
p. 29.
simple framework. See perfect frame. Ham.
Interest. Interest arising solely from

shape. Similar folding implies thinning on

simulated insert bit

prineA ,and even though unpaid,

264-972 0-68-65
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an alkalic amphibole, wh:th was after-

wards renamed magnophorite. Spew., 15,
M.M., 1940.

Simpeoe's rule. A rule for estimating the
area of an irregular figure after dividing
it into an even number of parallel strips
of equal width. See also trapezoidal risk.
Ham.

sinelated brat bit. A core bit in the face
of which are deeply cut, closely spaced
waterways to pruce the superficial ap-

simulated insert bit
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pearance of an insert-type bit. Also called
Thedford crown bit. Long.
simultaneous decking. The operation of
changing mine cars in a multideck cage
at the same time. Nelson.
simultaneous filling. Filling in which the
mined-out area or room is filled immediately after mining out only a small part
of the deposit. Stoces, v. 1, p. 27,5.
simultaneous shot firing. The concurrent firing of a round of shots using instantaneous

ledge as a single bench the full height of
the quarry face. Fay.
single bevel cut. A style with beveled sides,
flat top and flat base, and used for opaque

detonators. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

sin Abbreviation for sine in equations and
tables. BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.

sinalte. An alliterative substitute for syenite
proposed by Rozieres because on Mount

Sinai, true quartzless syenites occur, where-

as at Syene, the rock is a hornblende
granite. Fay.
sincosite. A leek.green hydrous vanadyl calcium phosphate, CaO.Vs04.Ps0s.5H2O.
Tetragonal. Small, tabular crystals. From
Sincos, Peru. English. A vanadium ore.
Osborne.

sanding brick. See dolomite brick.

sine. The sine of an arc is the perpendicular let fall from one extremity of the arc
on the diameter that passes through the
other extremity. Zorn, p. 54.

Sinemurian. Lower Lower Jurauic, above
Hettangian. A.G.I. Supp.

sing. A hissing noise often made by gas and

water when a seam of coal is cut into.

Fay.

Singapore tin. Pig tin of approximately 99.9
percent purity; obtained from the Singapore area. Bennett 2d, 1962.

Singer's test. A rough test for glaze fit proposed by F. Singer; the glaze is placed in
a dish of the biscuit ware and fired to its
normal maturing temperature; when cold,

the glazed dish is examined for faults.

Dodd.

singing. Resonance phenomenon that is frequently observed on marine seismograms.
Schielerdecker.

singing coal. Eng. A bed of coal from which
gas escapes with a hissing sound, particu-

larly if the surface be wet. Fay.
singing lamp. Eng. A form of safety lamp
which, when placed in an atmosphere of
explosive gas, gives out a peculiar sound
or note, the strength of the note varying
in proportion to the percentage of firedamp present. Fay.

sink. A unit length of pipe, casing, or drill

rod. Long.
single acting. The description given to reciprocating compressed air or steam engines

in which pressure is applied to only one
side of the piston, as is the case in most

internal-combustion engines. Ham.
single-acting hammer. A gravity drop hammer. ASM Gloss.
single-action press. Any press with a single

slide actuated by means of one or more
cranks or eccentrics. ASM Gloss.

single-acdon pomp. A pump valved so as
to discharge liquid at only one end of
the water cylinder. Compare double-action pump. Long.

single-approack pit bottom. A pit bettor*.
layout at a mine where development
branches off on one side only. The empty
cars are returned from the opposite side
by a loop, shunt back, turntable, or traverse. See also loop-type pit bottom. Nelson.

slogle-besch numb& Quarrying a rock

single replacement

stones. Shipley.

single-bevel groove weld. A groove weld in

which the joint edge of one member is

beveled from one side. ASM Gloss.
single-bladed bit. Synonym for chopping bit.
Long.

single block. A block with one pulley or
sheave. Long.

single bucket excavator. There are two principal types of this machine; the mechanical shovel and the drag-line. Dodd.
single-burned dolomite. Calcined dolomite.
A.R.I.
single consignment. A quantity of coal which
is to be sampled to a specified accuracy.
It is used in contradistinction to the sam-

pling of a coal received regularly at a
given point.

See also

isolated consignment.

Nelson.

single-core shot-firing cable.

See

cable. Nelson.

shot-firing

single crystal alumina. A product recrystallized from a molten bath. The crystals are
of high purity alumina and each grain is
essentially a single complete crystal.
ACSG, 1963.

single-cut sprocket. For double-pitch roller
chains, a sprocket having one set of effective teeth. NM.
single-cycle mountain. A mountain that has
been folded and then destroyed without
re-elevation of any important part. Stoks's
and Varnes, 1955.

single-cycle reactor system.
reactor system. MIL.

See

direct-cycle

single deck screen. A screen having one
acreening surface, not necessarily limited
to one size or shape of aperture. B.S. 3552,
1962.

single entry. A system of opening a mine by
driving a single entry only, in place of a

pair of entries. The air current returns

along the face of the rooms, which must
be kept open. Fay.
single-entry room-and-01er mining. See
room-and-pillar.

Fay.

single-entry :one test. A test in which coal
dust is placed only in a single entry. Rice,
George S.

single fire. The process of maturing an unfired ceramic body and its glaze in one
firing operation. ACSG, 1963.
single tired ware. See once-fired ware. Dodd.
single-graised structure. An arrangement
composed of individual soil particles; characteristic structure of coarse-grained soils.
ASCE P1826.

single hand drilling. Rock drilling by hand,
for example, in narrow reefs. A drill steel
held in the left hand is struck blows with
a 4-pound hammer, the drill being turned
between the blows. The drilling is very
slow and laborious. Nelson.
single-Impulse welding. Spot, projection, or
upset welding by a single impulse of current. Where alternating current is used, an
impulse may be any fraction or number of
cycles. ASM Gloss.

siegle-inlet fan. A centrifugal fan in which

the air enters the impeller at one side
only. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

simile-Intake fats. A ventilating fan that takes
or receives its air upon one side only. Fay.

sigle jack. a. A lightweight hammer (usually 4 pounds or im). When used in hand

drilling holes in sock, the hammer is held

in one hand and the drill is held in the
other. Long. b. Sometimes incorrectly used
to designate a sinker drill. Long. c. A drill

column having a single jackscrew in the
bottom end. See also drill column. Long.

d. A method of manual drilling ivith one

man wielding the hammer and turning
the steel. Sandstrom.

single4 groove weld. A groove weld in which

the joint edge of one member is prepared
in the form of a .1 from one side. ASM

Gloss.

single figback. An aerial ropeway in which
a single carriage runs to-and-fro along a
track rope connecting the loading and discharge points. The system is suitable only
for short lines of medium capacities. See
also double jigback; fixed clip monocable.
Nelson.

single-lap roofing tile. This term includes

pantiles, double roman tiles, fiat interlocking tiles, and Pooles tiles. Dodd.
single-layer bit. Synonym for surface-set bit.
Long.

singk line. A hoist line that is not reeved

thrmigh a block and tackle and that runs
directly from the hoisting point at the collar of a borehole, over the sheave, and to
the hoist drum. Long.
&Ingle opening. Any underground opening
which is separated from a free surface by

a distance greater than three times the

size of the opening in the direction of the

free face. BuMines Bull. 587, 1960, p. 2.

single outlet. For safety reasons mines with
only a single outlet (shaft) are subjected

to restrictions in the numbers of mine

workers employed at a time. Beerman.
single packer. An expandable rubber bushing used to block off a borehole at one
point. Long.

single packing. The conventional method of
strip packing on a longwall face, in which
the widest pack is along the roadside. A
single packing system varies but may have

a 10 yard roadside pack, then 7 yards

waste and followed by 4 yard packs and
5 yards waste repeated across the entire
face. See also double packing. Nelson.
single-pass weld. A weld made by depositing
filler metal with one pass only. ASM Gloss.
single-phase circuit. A two-wire circuit using
altunating current. Kentucky, p. 263.
single place working. N. of Eng. Systems in

which one man works in each place on
a shift, doing all coal hewing and stonework tasks as necessary to advance the
face. (Includes bord-and-pillar; rib-and-

stall; stepwise-and-gateway longwall systems. Trist.
single plane idler. A troughing idler in which

the shafts of troughing and center rolls
are in the same vertical plane. NEMA
MB1-1956.

skagle-pulley-drive conveyor. A conveyor in
which power is transmitted to the belt by
one pulley only. NEMA MI31-1961.
single reduction. A gear set that causes one

shaft to turn another at reduced speed.
Nichols.

sigh retraction. When a ray of light enters
a crystal of the isometric system, or an
amorphous substanee, it is refracted in
the normal manner; this is single refraction in contradistinctim to double refraction. Shipley .

single replacement. Occurs when a single
substance replaces another substance in a
chemical action. Also called single substitution and single displacement. Cooper.

1

single-road stall
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single-road stall. S. Wales. A system of working coal by narrow stalls. Fay.
single-roll breaker. A coal crushing machine

with a single-shot instrument. Long.
single sling. A sling which has a single hook

in which the roll teeth crack downward

or. the lump and the roll itself compresses
the coal against the breaker plates. Teeth
of two or more designs are used generally

on the same roll, some for the slugging,
cracking, or blow action and others for
a pulling and splitting force. The breakers
are not easy to stall by choking, since they
will pass a heavy overload, partly because
of the action of a relief mechanism, with
which they are all equipped. Mitchell, p.
196-197.

single roll crusher. A crushing machine consisting of a rotating cylinder with a corrugated or toothed outer surface which

crushes material by pinching it between
the teeth and stationary breaking bars.

ACSG, 1963. Compare double roll crusher.
single-rope friction pulley. Ste Koepe sheave.
Nelson.
single-rope haulage. A system of underground
haulage in which a single rope is used, the

empty trip running in by gravity. Engineplane haulage. Fay.
single-round DOM. The cross-sectional view

of the cutting-face portion of a core bit

when the profile is an arc having a radius

equal to or greater than the wall thick-

ness. Compare double-round nose. Long.
slink-round-nose bit. Ste single-round nose.
Long.
single row blasting. The drilling, charging,
and firing of a single row of vertical holes
along a quarry or opencast face. The holes
may be fired simultaneously or by delay
detonators to give a peeling action starting at one end of the face. See also multiple row blasting. Nelson.
single-screened ground refractory material.
A refrectory material that contains its
original gradation of particle sizes resulting from ,Irushing, grinding, or both, and
from which particles coarser than a specified size fume been removed hy tcreening.
ASTM C71-64.

at one end and an iron or steel ring at

the other. See also two-leg sling. liam.
single-speed floating control system. In flotation, floating control in which the manipulated variable changes at a fixed rate,
increasing or decreasing depending on the
sign of the actuating signal. Fuerstenau,
p. 549.
single spot method. One of three recognized
methods of determini g the average veloc-

ity of airflow along a mine roadway by
anemometer. A velocity reading is taken

at the center of the airway and the result is multiplied by the center constant
to give the average velocity of flow. Alternately, the reading is taken along a

midway line at a position some 1/7 to
1/3 of the width of the airway, measured from the side. At this position the

mean velocity is obtained, so that no constant is required. Roberts, I, p. 49. Compare division method; traversing method.
single-stage compressor. A machine designed
to compress air to its full pressure in one

Fay.

single stamp mill. a. A lonely mill, like

some to be seen in the deserts of Nevada.
Fay. b. A mill possessing batteries of one
stamp each, like the Nissen, instead of the
usual five. c. A mill possessing only one
stamp, after the Lake Superior fashion,

where one big stamp does the work of

150 ordinary gravity rtamps. Fay.
single-stand mill. A rolling mill of such detandem mill. ASM Gloss.

cycle. Trist.

its top. This type of jaw crusher has a

multiple shot where charges in a number
of boles are fired at one time. Pay.
sisgle-sbot blandag unit. A single-shot blasting unit is a unit designed for tiring only
one explosive charge at a time. ASA M2.

of fairly uniform size. Dodd.
single tube. See single-tube core barrel. Long.

lating through an eccentric mounted near

fired at .one time as contrasted with a

relatively high output and the product is

single-tube core barrel. A core barrel consisting of a single length of tubing, the
upper end of which may be threaded to
fit a drill rod or a head, which also amtains a drill-rod thread. The lower end

neto type and they are operated by the
twist action given by a half-turn of .:4e
firing key. A magneto exploder consists

can be thr.gided to fit a reaming shell with

be rotated between the polts of a set of
permanent magnets. The armature is rotated by means of toothed gear wheels
which are actuated by the movement of

core-barrel tube downward past the bit;
hence the core inside the core barrel is
subject to wash effects of the circulation

the exploder and the detonator is com-

pleted by means of an automatic internal
switch operating at the end of the stroke,

or contact may be made by means of a
push button. MeAdens ZZ,. fss.

abogle-abat Ininbassat. A borthole surveying
Instrument that records only one measure-

ment of the bearing and of the inclination of a hole on a single trip Into the
borehole. Long.

abialls-sbat wog. A borehole survey made

unit conveyor. Nelson.

single vein. A single ore deposit of identical origin, age and character throughout. A single small vein is weighed and
measured by the same law and entitled to
the same consideration as the mother lode,
and very often is far inore valuable in the
eyes of the miner. Ricketts, pp. 123-24.

single-V groove weld. A groove weld in
which each member is beveled from the
same side. ASM Gloss.
single-way rectifier circuit. A circuit in which

the current between each terminal of the
alternating-voltage circuit and the rectifying element conductively connected to

it flows in both directions. Coal Age, 1.
single waded joint. Any joint welded from

son. e. A water lodgment. See also sump.

single-stall working. See room-and-pillar.

ACSG, 1963.

the firing key. The electric :Inuit between

usually for coal haulage, while the other
acts as a return airway and for bringing
in supplies to the face. See also double

single task machines. N. of Eng. Any machine which mechanizes one task of the

inch. See also two-stage compression. Ham.

single-stage pump. A centrifugal pump with
a lift of 100 feet per stage. Ham.

single shot. A charge in one drill hole only

essentially of a small armature which can

roads, one serving as an intake airway and

sign that the product contacts only two
rolls at a given moment. Contrast with

cylinder, a type seldom used for pressures exceeding 60 pounds per square

single-toggle jaw crusber. A jaw crusher
with one jaw fixed, the other jaw oscil-

1-1963.

yards long developed between two gate

one side only. ASM Gloss.
singulosilicate. A slag with a silicate degree
of I. Newton, Joseph. Introduction to
Metallurgy, 1938, p. 399.
sinh Abbreviation for hyperbolic sine. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 59.
sinhalite. Borate MgA1B04, orthorhombic.
Hitherto mistaken for brown gem olivine.
Named from Sinhala, the Sanskrit name
for Ceylon. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
Sinian. System of late Precambrian age in
China, referred to the Paleozoic because
strata is unmetamorphosed and may be
conformable beneath the Cambrian. A.G.!.
Supp.
sinistral fault. See dextral fault. Challinor.
sink. a. Corn. A preliminary excavation or
pit to be enlarged in working until it is a
full-sized shaft; a sump. W ebster 3d. b.
To excavate strata downward in a vertical
line for the purpose of winning and working minerals. Fay. c. The depression in a

single &ell tile. Tile with only one outer
shell in contrast with double shell tile.

single-sbot ezplotlen. Exploders of the mag-

sinker bar

its attacned coring bit. Circulation fluid
is conducted from the drill rod between

the core and the inside surface of the

fluid throughout its length. Compare double-tube core barrel. Long.
single-U groove weld. A groove weld in which

each joint edge is prepared in the form

of a J or half-U from one side. ASM
Gloss.

shaft made by a center blast. Standard,
1964. d. To drive a shaft or slope. HudNelson.

f. To put standpipe, or

casing

down through overburden by rotation or
by driving, chopping, or washing operations, employed singly or in combination.

Long. g. To drill or put down a bore-

hole. Long. h. A depression in the land
surface; especially, one having a central
playa or saline lake with no outlet; a hollow in a limestone region communicating
with a cavern or subterranean passage so
that waters running into it disappear. Also

called sinkhole; swallow hole. Webster 3d.

sinker. a. One who sinks mine shafts and
puts in supporting timber or concrete.
Webster 3d. b. A man employed in shaft
sinking. He works in a team, on a three-

shift basis, and may be paid a daily wage
plus a bonus for fast sinking rates. He is
skilled in drilling and bhisting and in handling sinking equipment. Shaft sinking is

usually contract work and therefore a

sinker works under a contractor. Nelson.
b. A rock drill for drilling blasting holes

in a sinking shaft. Nelson. c. See shaft
sinker. D.O.T. 1. d. Eng. A man who
works at the bottom of a shaft when a

dash wk. N. of Eng. A longwall face with
a mothergate and tailgate but no' second

shaft is being sunk. Pay. e. A special mov-

ham 70 to 100 yards, usually 80 yards.

siaker bar. a. A heavy rod used to increase
the snatching effect of the sliding jars in

face across the mother gate. In N.W. DurTrist.

skskink panel; slialo-amit face. A longwall eonveyor face from about 80 to 200
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able pump used in shaft sinking. Pay E.
See sinker bar. Pay.

rope drilling. B.S. 3618, 1963, see. 3. b. A

short bar or stem placed above the drill

sinker bar
jars to give force to the upward jar in

well-drilling with cable tools. Webster. 3d.

sinker-bar guides. Bars of iron (usually 4)
fitted

to the drill

tools

in order to in-

crease their girth and render it impossible
for the drill to deviate. Fay.
sinker drill. a. A one-man drill, ranging in
weight from 25 to 80 pounds, that can be
held in the hand but is frequently

mounted. This drill has found wide application in sinking shafts and is made in
several sizes, each suited for a particular
kind of work. Also called plugger drill.
Lewis, p. 87. b. A rock drill of the jack-

hammer type commonly used in shaft sinkings. Also called sinker. Webster 3d. c. A
handheld compressed-air rock drill used in

boring down holes as in shaft sinking.

Pryor, 3.

sinker hoistman. In metal mining, one who
operates

small power driven hoist to

raise rock and lower supplies in shaft sinking operations. D.O.T. 1.

sinkers' hat. Scot. An oilskin or leather hat
used for working in falling water, as in
wet shafts. Fay.
sink-float processes. Processes that separate
particles of different sizes or composition
on the basis of specific gravity. When ore
or coal particles are introduced into a li-

quid (or into a medium: a solid suspension), those having a specific gravity higher

than that of the liquid will sink, while

those that are lighter than the liquid will
float. Chemical Engineering, v. 56, No. I,
January 1949, pp. 106-107.
sink-float separation. See dense media separation. Pryor, 3.
sinkbead. The same as riser. ASM Gloss.
sinkhok. A vertical hole worn by water into

limestone rock along a joint or fracture.
Such a hole is usually connected with an
underground channel. The caving in of
the roof may cause more extensive depression and the formation of a pond. The
course of a joint is often marked by a row
of sinkholes. Synonym for sink. Standard,
1964. Also called swallow hole. Fay.

sinking. a. The process by whkh a shaft is
driven. B.C.I. b. Extending excavations
downward at or near the vertical plane.
See also raising; shaft sinking. Nelson.
sinking and walling scaffold. A platform or
staging designed for use in shaft sinking

to enable the operations of sinking and
walling to be performed simultaneously.
The late Prof. W. Galloway designed the
original scaffold in 1875. The ropes used
for supporting the walling scaffold were
also used as guides for the kibble which

paued through an opening provided in

the center of the scaffold. See also multideck sinking platform. Nelson.
sinking bogie. Scot. A wheeled platform to

cover a shaft while the bucket is being
emptied. Fay.

sinking bucket. A large bucket for hoisting

dirt in a shaft sinking. See also hoppit.
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scrap or refined pig iron is partly melted
or welded together by means of a char-

coal fire and a blast. Fay.
sinking fund. Money reserved for amortization of wasting asset. Pryor, 3.
sinking head. The same as deadhead, b. Fay.
sinking in rock. Shaft sinking in rock usually
comprises the following cycle: Drilling a
round of holes, blasting, removing the
broken rock, trimming the shaft to form,

placing the sets or concrete in position

and then preparing to drill the next round.
Lewis, p. 180.

sinking kibble. A large bucket for raising
the stones, etc., from a shaft being sunk.

Sometimes called bowk; hoppett. Peel.
sinking lamp. An electric lighting fitting designed to be suspended, either singly or in
a cluster, in a sinking shaft. B.S. 3618,
1965, sec. 7.
sinking lift. A lift (pump) of small size with
especially heavy castings to resist the force
of blasting: used in shaft sinking. Standard, 1964. A sinking pump, which is also
sometimes called sinker. Fay.
sinking pit. Eng. A shaft in course of being
sunk. Fay.

sinking plant. In a shaft, consists of the

headframe, hoisting equipment, air-compreuor for drills, concrete mixing equipment, and suitable pumps. May be either
a temporary or permanent plant. Lewis,
pp. 179-180.
sinking platform. A tcatfold or staging designed for use during shaft sinking particularly during lining operations. See also
sinking and walling scaffold. Nelson.

sinidng pump. A long, narrow pump de-

signed for keeping a shaft dry during sinking operations. It is usually large enough
to deal with 1,000 gallons per minute from

the greatest depth at which water will be

encountered. A sinking pump must be

slung from the surface and be fairly easy
to raise and lower when shot firing takes

place at the shaft bottom. Most are of

the electrically driven centrifugal type and
allow for additional stages to be fitted as

sinter bit; sintered bit. A bit the crown of
which is formed by applying heat and

pressure to a mixture of powdered metals
covering diamonds set inside a mold or
die-shaped to the form of a bit crown. The
bit crown thus formed may be a surfaceset, multilayer, or impregnated type. Long.
sintered alumina. An abrasive manufactured
by sintering (heating without thoroughly
melting) mixtures .relatively high in alu-

mina but usually containing associated
minerals, such as diaspore and various
silicates. Commonly coarsely, crystalline
but sometimes microcrystalline. Also called

alumina, manufactured. ACSG, 1963.
sintered carbides. Sintering as used in powder metallurgy consists in mixing metal
carbide powders having different melting

points, and then heating the mixture to
a temperature approximating the lowest
melting point of any metal included. In

sintered carbides, powdered cobalt, having
the lowest melting point, acts as the binder
holding together the unmelted particles of
the hard carbides. Compare cemented carbides. C.T.D. Supp.
sintered carbide-tipped pick. The pick generally used in coal cutters and cutter loaders, in which the sintered tip is brazed in

various ways to the shank 9f the pick.

In the external tip type, which is widely
used, the sintered tip is brazed externally
to the shank, which is usually a forging.
It is self-gaging and as the tip wears
down, the cutting edge maintains its shape
and clearance. In the slotted type, the tip

is brazed into a slot cut in the shank of

widely used in the soft coal mines in Germany. See also coal cutter picks. Nelson.
sintered filter. A filter made from sintered
glass, sintered silica or unglazed ceramic.
Compare ceramic filter. Dodd.
angered gins& Glassware of controlled porosity used for filtration, aeration, etc. It

Nelson.

sinkmaii. a. Scot. Same as sinker, d. Fay.

b.See shaft sinker. D.O.T. 1.
disks. a. Fractions with a defined lower limit

of specific gravity and so described, for
example, sinks 1.60 specific gravity. B.S.
3552, 1962. b. Lanc. Natural cavities
found in iron mines. See also sink. Fay.

Aso*. A variety of red hematite used as
a pigment. CCD 6d, 1961.
sinopk. An aventurescent quartz with inclu-

sions of a red iron mineral. From Hun-

ess involved. ASTM C242-60T. e. A chemical sediment deposited by a mineral

tice. Nelson.

perature raised to a point just below Melting, thus fusing the entire mass together.
Also called sintered. Long.

inking tubing. Drawing tubing through a die
or passing it through rolls without the use
of an interior tool to control inside diameter, generally resulting in increased wall
thickness and length. ASM Gloss.

slabs fire. A forge in which wrought-iron

shaft sinking methods, in order to achieve
the high standard of safety, co-ordination,

a diamond-set mold or die and the tem-

the pick. In the inserted rod type, the

and timing necessary in modern shafts.
Training enables rapid sinking to commence from the first shift. This is a new
feature of South African sinking prac-

sinking crew tralabg. The instruction and
intensive training of personnel in rapid

spring, either hot or cold. Siliceous sinter,
consisting of silica, is called geyserite and
fiorite; calcareous sinter, consisting of calcium carbonate, is called tufa, travertine,
and onyx marble. Fay. f. A process commonly used in making diamond bits,
whereby powdered metal is compacted in

the shaft depth increases. It may be suspended by a single drum, worm driven,
capstan engine with a very slow speed.

gary. Also spelled sinopal. Shipley.
sister. a. Dross, slag. Webster 3d. b. To become or cause to become a coherent imporous man by hearing without melting.
Webster 3d. c. To heat a mass of fine particles for a prolonged time below the melting point, usually to cause agglomeration.
ASM Gloss. d. A ceramic material or mixture fired to leu than complete fusion,
resulting in a coherent mass, or the proc-

Nelson.

sintering

e

ID g4

sintered carbide takes the form of a rod
inserted into a hollow in the shank of the
pink which is a forging. These picks are

is made by carefully heating powdered
glass so that the surfaces of the partiJes
begin to melt and adhere to one another.

Dodd.
sintered 111112friL A bit-crown diamond-embedment metal or alloy produced by a sin-

ter powder-metal process. See also sinter;
sinter bit. Long.
sintered meta,. See sintered matrix. Long.
sintered-metal bit. See sinter bit. Long.
sintering. a. The agglomerating of small par-

ticles to form larger particles, cakes, or
masses; in case of ores and concentrates,
it is accomplished by fusion of certain constituents. C.T.D. b. In powder metallurgy,
(1 ) the bonding of adjacent surfaces of
particles in a mass of metal powders or a
compact, by heating: (2) a shaped body
composed of metal powders and produced
by sintering with or without prior compacting, ASM Gloss. c. A heat treatment

sintering
which causes adjacent particles of material

to cohere, at a temperature below

that of complete melting. 11W. d. A proc-

ess in which fine iron ore is mixed with
coke and ignited, the coke providing the
heat to produce semifused lumps of ore,
which can be more efficiently smelted in
the blast furnace than the fine ores which
would cause operational difficulties. See

also conditioned sinter. Nelson.
sintering furnace. In powder metallurgy, a
furnace used to heat metal powders or
'

compacts during the presintering or sintering operations. The heating and subse-

quent cooling may be carried out in a

controlled inert or reducing atmosphere,
or in a vacuum. Rolle.
sinterings. A product made by sintering metal
powders. Synonymous with powder metal-

lurgy parts, and sintered metal powder
parts. ASTM B243-65.

siater-machine operator.

In ore

dressing,

smelting, and refining, one who burns out
sulfur and other volatile impurities in iron,

lead, or zinc ore prior to smelting. Also
called burner man. D.O.T. Supp.
magnesia. Dead-burned magnesite.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

sinter

sinter plant. A plant in which sintering is
carried out, that is, where the feed to the
blast furnace is prepared to secure maximum efficiency. Nelson.
sinter set. See sinter bit. Long.
sinter-set bit. See sinter bit. Long.
Sinter. Ceramic-tipped tools whose performance is equal to that of carbides. The tips
are made of a high-grade alumina pressed
and sintered into the desired form. These
tips are thcn attached to steel shanks by
platinizing and brazing. Bureau ol Mines
Staff.

sinuous flow. See turbulent flow. See lye, 1.
Sioux Falls jasper. A decorative brown jas-

perlike, fine-grained quartz, from Sioux
Falls,

size reduction
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S. Dak. Used for tables and in-

terior architectural trim. Shipley.

siphon; syphon. a. An arrangement of closed

pipes and valves to conduct water from
one level to a lower level over an intervening ridge which should not exceed 25
feet (theoretically 34 feet). The difference
of level between the inlet and outlet ends
of the pipe column must be sufficient to

provide a motive head great enough to

overcome the frictional resistance of the
pipe column. The siphon was often used
in the earlier days of mining when pumps
were too costly or power was not available. See also suction head. Nelson. b. A
closed conduit, a part of which rises above
the hydraulic grade line. It utilizes atmos-

pheric preuure to effect or control the
flow of water through it. An inverted
siphon has none of the properties of a
siphonthe term is a misnomer. See also
sag pipe. Seetye, I.

siphonage. The action or operation DI a
siphon. Fay.

siphon separator. An apparatus for the sizing of pulverized ores in an upward current of water. Fay.
siphon spillway. A spillway built in the form

of a siphon passing over the crest of a

dam. Ham.
siphon tap. See Arents tap. Pay.

*ores. A building material developed in
Sweden composed of sand, lime or cement, and aluminum powder which are

mixed and cast into molds. After a number of hours of steaming, the molds are

made into roof slabs, door lintels, and wall
blocks which give excellent heat and sound
insulation. AIME, pp. 494-495.

six wheeler; ten wheeler. A truck with two

sismondinite. A schist in which magnesium
chloritoid (sismondine) is thr- chief constituent. See also schist.
sit. Eng. To settle or subside without breaking, as a mass of coal after undercutting
and removal of the props. Standard, 1964.
site. a. The area investigated or selected
for mining works. See also site investigation. Nelson. b. The location selected
where a borehole is to be drilled, engi-

sets of rear axles. Nichols.
size. a. Eng. The extent of the displacement
or the throw of a fault. Fay. b. To separate minerals according to various screen
meshes. Fay. c. In brickmaking, plasticity,
as of tempered clay. Standard, 1964. d. A
solution used to treat the surface of pottery ware or of plaster molds. Moldmakers'
size is commonly a solution of soft soap.
Decorators' size is traditionally based on
boiled linseed oil; after its application, and
after it hes become tacky, the lithograph
is applied And brushed down. Dodd.
size analysis. The division of a sample into
size fractions with defined limits, the proportions of the fractions being expressed as
percentages of the total sample, commonly
with an indication of the ash percentage
(and other characteristics, if required) of
each fraction. B.S. 3552, 1962.
size assorter. One who inspects end racks
finished tile according to color and size
marking prior to further classification by

erected. Also called location. Long. c. In
ion exchange, position where ions are attached to resin (uranium hydrometallurgy). Pryor, 3.

size consist. Screen analysis of particle size
(coal). Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
sized coal; graded coal. Coal screened be-

Sirocco fan. A centrifugal fan invented by

Samumel Davidson in 1898. It has 64
narrow blades curved forward, mounted
at the periphery of a braced, open drum.
It is a high-speed, small diameter fan,

usually direct driven. It was a popular

fan in Great Britain for many years. See
also Guibal fan; Waddle fan. Nelson.
sisenkite. Synonym for sysertskite. Hey 2d,
1955.

neering work conducted, or a structure

site exploration. a. The investigation and

testing of the surface, subsoil, and any obstruction at a site to obtain the full information necessary for designing a complete

structure with its foundations. Ham. b.

See site investigation. Nelson.
site investigation; site exploration. The soil
and geological examinations at a new mine
site to obtain detailed information for the
design of foundations, and surface works.

At a large and important site, the fol-

lowing investigations may be necessary:
(1) a geological survey to determine the
nature, thickness, and dips of the superficial deposits; (2) a geophysical survey to
obtain data regarding the subsurface geology; and (3) a drilling program and possibly a few trial pits for sampling and fixing bedrock. The amount of investigation
will depend on the nature of the terrain
and magnitude of surface works. See also
geophysical site investigation; soil me-

boardman II. D.O.T. I.

tween specified size limits. B.S. 3552, 1962.

of prescribed size of individual particles. ASTM

sized gypsum. Crushed gypsum
C11-60.

size distribution. a. Analysis of crushed or
ground materials on the basis of particle
size. Bennett 2d, 1962. b. In sizing analysis of sands, the percentage of the sample retained on each laboratory sieve in
the range examined. Pryor, 3.
size-distribution curve. A graphical representation of the size analysis of a mixture
of particles of various sizes, using an ordinary, logarithmic, or other scale. /3..V. 3552,
1962.

sized variation. The variation in dimensions
of any ceramic product from the intended
dimensions. Bureau ol Mines Staff.
size effect. Effect of the dimensions of a

piece of metal upon its mechanical and
other properties and upon manufacturing variables, such as forging reduction
and heat treatment. In general, the mechanical properties are lower for a larger

chanics; soil profile, c; foundation sampling. Nelson.
site plan; location plan. A plan, drawn to a
suitable scale, showing the location of proposed shafts or opencast operations. It
would show the area to be requisitioned,

size fraction. Portion of a sample of sand
lying between two size limits, the upper
being the limiting and the lower the re-

existing roadways, railways, proposed ac-

mining mesh. Pryor, 3.
size-frequency analysis. Determination of the
statistical distribution of sizes of particles

in powder or colloidal systems. Bennett

powerlines, sewers, and proposed spoil
dumps or topsoil dumps. The information

size of weld. a. The joint penetration in a

area to be worked (if opencast), grid of
100-foot squares with ground levels, all
cess road (in red), water and gas mains,

shown would vary with nature of land

and works contemplated. Nelson.
site rivet. A rivet which is driven on a construction site. See alto shop rivet. Ham.
site weld. A weld which is made during construction on a site. Ham.
sitter-vp. An assistant teaser in a glanworks.
See also teaser, b. Dodd.

six by di (6 x Q. A truck having drive to

the front wheels and to tandem

rear

wheels. Nichols.

six-mile-square rale. The rule that the lands
in a lease offer for federal lands must be
entirely within an area of 6 miles square

or within an area not exceeding 6 gutveyed sections in length or width. Williams.
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size. ASM Gloss.

2d, 1962.

groove weld. ASM Gloss. b. The lengths
of the nominal legs of a fillet weld. ASM
Gloss.

size range. That between upper (limiting)

and lower (retaining) mesh sizes with reference to screened or classified material.
Pryor, 4.

size ratio. The upper size limit divided by
the lower one when these terms are defined as the largest British Standard Test
Sieve on which not more than 5 percent
of the screen analysis sample will remain
and the

smallest

standard

test

sieve

through which not more than 10 percent
will pass. Nelson.

ssie redaction. The breaking of large coal,

ore, or stone by primary breaker or of

smaller sizes by grinding. See also reduc-

size reduction
tion ratio; primary breaker. Nelson.
sizer, band. See tile sizer. D.O.T. 1.
size selector. A device attached to the intake of a dust-sampling instrument to re-

move the bulk of the particles above 5
or 10 microns in size and thus the sample is more representative of the health
hazard size range of dust, mainly 5 microns and smaller. Nelson.

sizing. a. Secondary forming or squeezing
operations. required to square up, set
down, flatten, nr otherwise correct sur-

faces, to produce specified dimensions and
tolerances. See also restriking. ASM Gloss.
b. Some burnishing, broaching, drawing,
and shaving operations are also called
sizing. ASM Gloss. c. A finishing operation for correcting ovality in tubing. ASM
Gloss. d. In powder metallurgy, final pressing of a sintered compact. ASM Gloss. e.

See screening. Pryor 2. f. The process of
separating mixed particles into groups of
particles all

of the same size, or into

groups in which all particles range between definite maximum and minimum
sizes. Mitchell, p. 128. g. Division of a
material into products between nominal
size limits. BS. 3552, 1962. h. The operation of separating an aggregate of particles into sizes on a series of screens.
When performed so as to show percentage of each size in a sample, called sizing
analysis or screen analysis. See also size, b.
Pryor, 3. i. See painting. Kentucky, p. 145.

sizing punch. A punch used for pressing of
the sintered compact during the sizing operation. Osborne.

sizing screen(s). A screen or set of screens
normally used for dividing a product (for
=ample, washed coal) into a range of
sizes. Also called graiing sc:een(s) and
classifying screen (s) ( undesirable usage).
B.S. 3552, 1962.

ajogrenite. a. A hydrous basic carbonate of
magnesium and ferric iron, FesMg4(OH)2,
C01.41410, as hexagonal scales dimorphous with the rhombohedral pyroaurite.

Spencer 16, M.M., 1943. b. A synonym
for dufrenite. American Mineralogist, V.
35, No. 34, March-April 1950, p. 336. c.
A synonym for chalcosiderite. American
Mineralogist, v. 34, No. 7-8, July-August
1949, pp. 521-523.

S. J. table. A pneumatic table of American
design, for the drycleaning of coal. It is
rated at 15 tons per hour for 1/4 to 1,ininch coal and 160 tons per hour for 2- to
4-inch coal. A sizing ratio of 2:1 is desirably the maximum range of sizes which the

table can separate in one operation. Nelson.

skail. Scot. A quantity of air allowed to take

a short cut to rejoin the main current;
air finding its way into the return air
course by other than the designed way.

large amounts of silicon, aluminum, iron,
and magnesium has been introduced. See

also calc-flinta; calc-silicate hornfels; limurite; pneumatolytic hornfels; tactite. A.G.I.
skate-wheel coaveyor. A type of wheel conveyor making use of a series of skate wheels

gritty clay used for making firebricks, Upper Estuarine Series, Stamford. Arkell. e.
Prov. Eng. A loose, irregular piece of rock;
rubble. Fay. f. See reef. Schieferdecker.
skerry coast. Norway, Sweden, Finland.
Coast conisting of innumerable small islands and crags, formed by glacial action.

Eng. A rail or deal fixed to roadway props
to prevent their displacement by derailed
tubs. SMR.B, Paper No. 61.
skedopisyric. Suggested by Cross, Iddings,

Pirsson. and Washington for the texture
of porphyritic rocks in which the pheno-

crysts are scattered more or less uniformly
through the groundmass. Obsolete. Johannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939, p. 233.

skeet. a. Eng. A layer of soil of any kind ;
a stratum, Hampshire. Arkell. b. Som. A

dam a. Scandinavian

carrying magnetite. Skarn-minerals iorMude iron-garnets,

iron-pyrogense, epidote. These ores are

pyrometasomatic or contact-metamorphic.
Pryor, 3. b. The term is generally reserved
for rocks composed nearly entirely of limebearing silicates and derived from nearly

pure limestones and dolomites in whicb

of ferruginous, micaceous rock,
crowded with fossils, Middle Lias, Sutton

band

Basset, Rutland. Arkell. d. Eng. A hard

Schieferdecker.

skerrystoese. Mid. Hard, thin bedded sandstone. Fay.
sketch liner. One who draws lines on ware en

guide decal applier in transferring decalcomania design to ware, judging the
proper distance from top or bottom or ends

by experience. D.O.T. 1.

kind of bucket or tub in which coal is

skew. a. An irregular discontinuous vein

skeins. Eng. Skeins of clay, as the farmer
terms the fuller's earth band with which

port from which an arch is sprung. A.1.S.I.

lowered down the cuts or staples. Fay.
*elf. A lapidary's polishing wheel. Hess.

the otherwise brashy land is divided. Cotswolds. Arkell.
skeleton. The resulting network of accurate
survey lines which have been obtained by
triangulation. Him.
skeleton crystab. Hollow or imperfectly developed crystals formed by rapid crystallization. Fay.
skeleton sheathing. Consists of a continuous
wood frame with sheathing planks placed
vertically at intervals, usually of about 4
feet, behind it. Used where the banks consist of compacted, stable soils, primarily

to prevent initiai yield at the top. Cons-

pare close sheathing; tight sheathing. Carron, p. 244.
skeleton structure. A mineral structure showing crystal outlines with embayments that
are not filled with the mineral. Schieferdecker.

skeleton texture. The texture of a rock or
ore containing skeleton crystals. A.G.I.

skeleton tubbing. A temporary method of
supporting a circular shaft sinking. It consists

essentially of iron curbs or rings.

Each ring consists of segments of wrought

iron, 3 to 5 inches deep, 4 to 74 inch

thick, and from 6 to 8 feet in length. The
segments are bent to the curvature of the
shaft and bolted together, each ring being suspended from the ring above. Laggings or backing deals are wedged behind
the rings. Everi fourth rink or so is sup-

ported on steel strata bolts driven into
holes drilled in the rock sides. Nelson.

ing temperature, to produce butt-welded

shares. See scares. Arkell.

Kruper Marls, Leicestershire, and
Derbysh.re coalfield. Arkell. b. Micaceous
sandstones in the Coal Measures of Wales
the

Paper No. 61.
skeating rail; sheaths* deal. a. Eng. A rail
or timber fixed as a check to guide tubs
around a curve. SMRB, Paper No. 61. b.

dividual axles. ASA MH4.1-1958.
skeating deal. Eng. See skeating rail. SMRB,

fresh air into the gaseous workings. Fay.
slrumy coal. York. Miners' term for impure
coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.

skerry. a. Eng. Thin layers of sandstone in

and the Midlands. Arkell. c. Eng. A thin

skelp. Mild steel strip, often of Bessemer
steel, from which tubes ate made by

air by means of diverting a current of

slurries. War. Greenish-white micaceous
sandstone. Fay.

mounted on common shafts or axles or
mounted on parallel spaced bars on in-

skailiag the air. Scot. Brushing out the foul

See also scale, a. Fay.

skid
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drawing it through a welding bell, at weld-

or lap-welded tubes or pipes. See also butt
weld ; lap weld. Ham.
skelp leo& Wrought iron rolled into flat bars
suitable for making pipe. Merserean, 4th,
p. 444.
skep. a. Corn. An iron box working between
guides, in which ore or rock is hoisted. It
is distinguished from a kibble, which hangs

free in the shaft. A skip. Fay. b. Eng. A
bucket or tub at a mine out of which a
horse drinks. Fey.
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striking out from the principal vein in an
uncertain direction, lying in a slanting and
irregular position. Fay. b. The angled supNo. 24.

skew arch. An arch whose jambs are not at
right angles with the face. Webster 3d.
skewback. A refractory block having an inclined

fa,e, or a course of such blocks

forming the top of a wall, from which an
arch or furnace roof may be sprung; also
known as springer. Dldd.
skew brick. A brick with one narrow side inclined so that the two larse faces are unequal in size. VV.

skew bridge. A bridge spanning a gap at an
oblique line and which is, therefore, longer
than the width of the gap. Ham.

skewed. On a horizontal angle, or in an
oblique course or direction. Nichols.
skewed roller COIrrleyOr. A roller conveyor

aring a series of rolls skewed to direct

objects laterally while being conveyed.

ASA MH4J-I958.

skew-facets. Skill-facets. Hes-

skewness. In coal sampling, a lack of symmetry in the distribution. It is a tendency
of the observed data to extend farther to
one side of the average than to the other.
Mitchell, p. 86.
skew plate. See bloomery. Fay.
skews. a. Stones cut to form the coping of a
gable. Arkell. b. Cracks on irregular joint:.

in a mine, sometimes indicating danger
from fails. Arkell.

sklagite. The ferrousferric garnet molecule,
3FeO.Fet0,.3SiOa From Glen Skiag, Scot-

land; India. Also called iron andradite.
English.

skialith. a. Proposed by Goodspeed far shadowy relics of country rock fragments, in-

eluded in a granitic rock of metasomatic
origin, which are not yet entirely reraced
by the process of granitization. Sc ieferdecker. b. A term for a process of metamor-

phism of a very high grade with or without introduction of new material. It may
result in the formation of migmatites and

even granites. In this process, no magmatic phase appears. Transport of materials during recrystallization takes place
by diffusion. Schieferdecker.

skid. a. An iron shoe or clog attached to a
chain and placed under a wheel to prevent its turning when descending a steep

hill; a drag. Webster 3d. b. A brake for
a power machine, as a crane. Webster 3d.
c. A timber, bar, rail, pole, or log, used in
pairs or sets to form a slideway or rollway,

as for an incline from a truck to the

ground. Webster 3d. d. An arrangement
upon which certain coal cutting machines
travel along the working faces. Fay. e. A

E,

the furnace by which slag is automatic/AY
removed or skimmed from the top of iron
at cast, and diverted to ladles or pit. Fay.

between a moving fluid and its enclosing
surface. Webster 3d. b. The frictional resistance developed between soil and a structure. ASCE P1826. c. Resistance of ground

to the movement of a pile or caisson, seri-

ally proport;onal to the area in contact.

metal slide placed under a mine ear wheel

in pouring molten metal. .Standard, 1964.

plate placed under a shortwall cutting

ASM Gloss.

skin rock. The thin band of rock immediately

d. An iron bar for holding back the slag

temporarily to restrict the speed of a trip
on a descending grade. B.G.1. I. A metal

e. A tool for removing scum, slag, and
dross from the surface of molten metal.

machine to control it while cutt.ag.
g. The sledlike platform forming the base
on which a machine or structure is set and
slid or skidded into position; also, the skd
runner, bottommost part of tie base of a

skimmer block. A special refractory block

easy transfer by use of lift trucks, used for
storing and moving materials in process of
manufacture. Hiram. Ditt.
Skiddavian. Synonym for Arenigian.
Sapp.

Wading tie rig. Moving the rig to a new location pre ratory to drilling. Williams.
A term applied when a drill
mu
skid
or other machine is attached permanently

to a did. a sledlike base, or a base the

bottom parts of which are shaped like the
runners of a sled. Long.

skidoo bell. A term used in Missouri for a
bell placed near the bottom of a shaft to
warn men of any impending danger, as of
falling material, descending cage, fire, etc.
Fay.

f

cavator base machine equipped with jib
and bucket for digging and loading from
a shallow face above track level. Nelson.
c. A device on the taphole trough next to

Ilam. d. See wall friction, b. Long.
skin laminadon. In flat-rolled metals, a surface rupture resulting from the exposure

drill or other machine. Long. h. To slide
into place on a skid or skids. Long. i. A
raised wood or metal platform adapted to

i

skip hoist
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skid

skids. a. Balks of timber, steel rails, pipes, or
similar supports placed under a heavy object when it is being moved over bare
ground. Ham. b. Refractory skids for use

in pusher-type reheating furnaces in the
steel industry have been made from sinfeted or fused alumina; they have a long

service life and permit more uniform heating of the ingots or billets than do watercooled rri.nal skids. Dodd.
shining. The knocking off or knobbing of the
corners of building stone in the first dressing. Standard, 1964.

ski boist. A type of conveyor adapted for
earning or assisting skiers to the tap of a
slope. It is also used for carrying or assist-

ing workmen up or down a slope. ASA
M114.1-1958.

ski-lift conveyor. A new method of transporting miners to the coalface in special
chairs which move continuously on an endless conveyor. Nelson.

skilkd man. A man skilled mainly by experience in any specific branch of underground operations, for example, repairer,
collier, block layer, hard headiag man,
stallman, sinker, ripper, etc. Mot skilled

that is partly immersed in the molten glass

in a tank furnace to prevent impurities

from entering the feeder channel. Dodd.
skimmer equipment. A digging bucket which
is mounted to slide along the boom of an
excavator so that the bocket can be used

skimmer. a. A single-bucket excavator in
which the bucket travels along the boom,
which is kept almost horizontal during

operation. This machine is sometimes used
for removing overburden. Dodd. b. An ex-

Webster 3d.

skietihag. The setting of bricks in a kiln so
that couszes of bricks lie obliquely to the

tangular with a capacity from 4 t 10 tons
and used in vertical or inclined shafts for

other are said to be skin to skin; for example, placing timbers on each other, as
laying a wall with rock or brick. Fey.
skip. a. A guided steel hoppit usually rec-

debris carried as bottom load. Seelye, I.

hoisting coal or mineral. It can also be

through. See also skimmer. Standard, 19C4.

mounted within a carrying framework,
having an aperture at the upper end to
permit loading and a hinged or sliding

skimming gate. A channel in a sand mold
having over it a bridge that removes the
dross from the molten metal as it p.sses

adapted

for man riding. The skip

is

skimming ladle. Any ladle used in skimming;
specifically, a ladle used for pouring
molten metal, having its lip covered with
a guard to retain the dross. Standard, 1964.
skimming pocket. One of the small trcesses,
on the sides of a tank furnace for the pro-

door at the lower e id to permit discharge

pockets are usually located a short distance
before the floaters. Dodd.

connecting at or near the bottom of the
bucket so that it may be automatically
dumped at the surface. Fay. c. An open
iron vehicle or car on four wheels, running
on rails and used specially on inclines or

duction of flat glass, by means of which
impurities on the surface of the molten
alas; can be removed. The skimming

skimmings. a. Thin films of mica split (tom
Meeks to remove imperfections. Show. b.

Com. The poorest part skimmed off the

Ore in a jig. Also called skimpings. Fay.
skimmings operator. See crusher man. D.O.T.
Supp.

skimping. a_ The skimmings of the dross

from the ore in the vat or tank. Nelson. b.
The sanr as jigging. See aLso skimmings.
Fay.
skin. A thin outside metal layer, not formed

by bonding as in cladding or electro-

plating that differs in composition, structure, or other characteristics from the main
mass of metal. ASM Gloss.

skin-drying. The drying of the mold surface
by direct applicm'on of heat. This drying
inch.
should extend inward at least
1

Freeman.

skis effect. Tendency of an alternating cur-

skis flotation. a. A concentration process in

ASM Gloss.

skin rock. Spalding.

Math. To stack molded bricks with places
between to allow ventilation for drying.

soil or of irregularities in the ground surface at new mine or opencast sites. See
also skimping. Nelson. b. Removal of surface film from molten metal. Pryor, 3. c.
Diverting surface water by shallow overflow to avoid diverting sand, silt, or other

moted from helpers or assistants. hlelson.
skill facets. Small triangular faces or planes
of cut gems, divided into upper and under.

skim gate. A gating arrangonent designed
to prevent the passage of slag and other
undesirable materials into the casting.

surrounding an excavation is called the

alldnandng. a. The removal of the top layer of

rent to concentrate at the surface of a

pavilions and terminate in the girdle. Hess.

Gloss.

courses above and ;vlow. Dodd.
skin to skin. As close m practicable. Timbers
set up so close as to be t .uching each

to trim various angles of slope from the
horizontal to about 60 elevation. Ham.

men in the above categories have bsen pro-

Upper skill facets are cut on the lower
part of the bezel and terminate in the
girdle. Under skill facets are cut on the

of a subsurface lamination by rolling. ASM

conductor. Schieferdecher.

which adhesion is effected between a free
water surface and particles, usually larger
than those involved in froth flotation. Gaudin, p. 334. b. In skin Botation processes,

the separation between minerals and

gangue is accomplished at the surface of
a body of water, or, in other words, at the

air-water interface. Use is made of the

surface tension of the water and of the fact
that certain minerals such as sulfides and
hydrocarbons resist being wetted by water.
Mitchell, p. 571.

skin Wins. a. Friction between a fluid and
the surface of a solid mowing through it or
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of the load. The cars at the pit bottom
deliver their toad either direct into two
meaouring chutes located at the side of
the shaft or into a storage bunker from

which the material is fed to the measuring
chutes. Nelson. b. A large hoisting bucket,
constructed .4 boiler plate, which slides
between gu;des in a shaft, the bail usually

in irclined shafts. Sometimes spelled skep.

Fay. d. A thin slice taken off a breast,

pillar, or rib along its entire length or part

of its length. in Arkansas, called slab.

Fay. e. A truck used in a mine. Gordon.
f. The small car that conveys the charge
to the top of the blast furnace. Mersereau,
4th, p. 399.
skip bucket The tub or bucket used for containing the material conveyed by a skip
hoist. ASA MH4.1-1958.
skip cants. See skip marks. Pettijohn.
skip guides. See skip track. Nelson.

skip guillotine door. A vertically sliding type
of door, which, when fully open, does not
protrude beyond the projected plan area
of the skip. The guillotine door is a safer

the continental hinged type

p door. It
rethan

is operated by pneumatic,

magnetic, or other equipment. ?Jetsam
skip kaninge. A method of underground haulage sometimes adopted in steep workings,

where the gradient is 1 in 2 to 1 in 11/4.

There ate two kinds, namely, (1) a skip
carriage on which the tub is placed in a
horizontal position, and (2) a aelf-dumping system in which the skip is perma-

nently attached to the rope and discharged
automatically at the top of the incline, and
then returns for reloading. Nelson.
skip babe. A bucket or car operating up and
down a defined path, receiving, elevating,
and discharging bulk materials. ASA

MH4.1-1958.

skip loader I
skip loader I. In metal mining, one who
can-shaped con-

loads ore into

ets (underground
tainer) from skip
storage bins) at if erent shaft stations in
mine, operating a mechanics; device tn
en and close the gates of the loading
chutes.

Also

D.O.T. 1.

called

skiprnan;

slabbing
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skipper.

11. In metal mining, one who

sklloader
iSumps ore front trine cars directly into
skip in mines not equipped with skip
pockets. D.O.T. 1.
Sad/NM& See skip loader I. D.O.T. 1.

skip marks. Regularly spaced marks (or

casts) in a straight line produced by regu-

lar intermittent impinhement cn bottom.
Essentially a regular series of bounce or
brush cast. See also bounce cast. Pettijohn.
skip mister. In bituminous coal mining, one
who drills holes into pillars of coal suppotting the roof, charges holes with explosives, and blasts out slabs (skips) of
coal to widen haulageway or working
place. D.O.T. 1.
skip operator. In the iron and steel industry,
one who controls the skip hoist by which
a skip car containing coke, limestone, or
orr is hauled up an inclined runway to the
furnace top and dumped into the changing

bell of the furnace. D.O.T. 1.
skipper. See skip loader I. D.O.T. 1.

skipper helper. In metal mizing, a laborer
who keeps ore moving in chutes leading
from skip pocket (undergro mud storage
bin) to point of loading, usin.s a bar or
pick to bosen clogged ore and breaking
sledge hammer.
large boulders with
D.O.T. 1.
skipplegg Aikido& The working of 2 to 10
yards of coal along the side or sides of a
narrow stall or heading to gain coal and
make room for ripping stone. See also nilside pack. Nelson.

~Ng the pillar. To take a slice off the

pillar before abandoning the workings; to
rob. Also widening the gangway or entry.

skip feeder. Set eager, a. D.O.T. 1.

Wit guidaL The lengths of steel
Alp
rails in a shaft on which the skips are
guided ana to prevent them from swinging
and colliding with each other while travel-

ing in the shaft. In inclined shafts, tie

track is similar to a haulage track. In v4erti-

cal shafts, the rails ate secured as with
fixed guides. Nelson.
. The section or compartment of the
skisratifir in which the hoisting equipment is
located. Slimes, v.1, p. 229.
ship wiedheg. A system of winding in vertical or steeply inclined shafts, in which
skips replace cages. A skip is often loaded
from a measuring chute positioned at the
shaft bottom. Skip winding is often
adopted where an increased output is re-

quired from a small-diameter shaft and
which could not be obtained with cages.
Nelson.

skkt; skkt hosed. A vertical strip placed at
the side of a conveyor belt to prevent spill-

age or to increase capacity. Nichols.

skktiNg. a. Used in pillar extraction and
refers to a stall or roadway working a
slice or lift of coal along the side of a
pillar. Nelson. b. Eng. A place driven
alongside a fall of stone or an old fallen
place. More especially applied to a jud
in the broken, worked headways. Also
called siding-over. SMRB, Pepe No. 61.
skkt plates. Steel sideplates which overlap
the conveyor beit slight/7 and which A.11-

list in settling the coal on to the belt at

the tail end or at a transfer point. Nelson.
skirts. Derb. That which bounds and limits
the vein's breadth. Arkell.
skirt-type core spring. A core lifter, usually

a split-ring type, having a split, thin tubular extension attached above the bev-

eled portion of the cote spring, which
slides upward and inside the lower end
of the inner tube of a core barrel. Loaf.
skit. Cornish term for a pump. Fay.
skItteting era. An anomalous low-pressure

skip pit. The depression into which the skip
descends when at the bottom of the skip

incline to bring its top below the dis-

arc form characterized by multiple ca:hode spots of small size and in rapid
motion. Skittering arcs are further described as "stable" if the cathode spots

charge chute or the scale car or bin. Fey.

skip rood; skip way. A track of T-rails,

operate at the tips of cathodic electrodes,

and as "displaced" if the cathode spots

Fay.

spiked to wooden sleepers, on which a skip
runs. Weed, 1922.

skips. a. Metal buckets, usually opening at
the bottom; sometimes used for removing
water from shafts. Stealer. b. Cars operated from the surface by cables attached

to a drum which in turn is operated by

an engine. The cars or skips are used by
the employees of the mine owner to rate,
and leave the mine and also for the lowering of supplies into and the t Acing of ore
from the mine. Rickets, I. c. Wales. Skirtings for widening out a coal road. See
also skip, c.; skirting. Fey.

ship shift. A (mine) shaft especially preshrfor hauling a skip. Standard, 1964.
sed
ystem. A system used for moving mate-

rial from a quarry floor to a plant located
at a considerable elevation. This system
utilizes two parallel inclined tracks with a

skip car operating on each track. The
cars are operated by cables controlled by a

winding gear at the head of the incline.

The quarry trucks or can deliver their

loads to the skips through a chute at the
base of the incline. A hopper at the top
of the incline receives the loads from the
skips trod feeds the rock to a crusher. Pit
and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. A, p. 120.

operate up and down the sides of cathodic
Baldimes Ball. 625, 1965, p.

electrodes.

VII.

skittle pot. A small plt, resembling a skittle
in shape, which ran be set in a furnace

in some small corner to melt a special
glass, for example, a color. Some small
firms use a furnace holding only four or
six of these, fired by coke. C.T.D.

silk*. a. Removal of a material in thin
layers or chips with a high degree of

shear or clippage, or both, of the cutting
tool. ASM Gloss. b. A machining operation in which the cut is made with a form
tool with its face so angled that the cutting edge programs from one end of the
work to the other as the tool feeds tangentially past the mtating workpiece.
ASM Gloss. c_ To dig in thin layers.
Nichols.

skiempelle. A rock produced by low-grade
metamorphism of an argillaceous sediment without the devekrpment of cleavage. See a/so hornfels. A.G.I.

skiodowskita A very rate, stmngly radioactive, orthorhombic, citron-yellow mineral, MII(U0s)vSisOr.71110; formed from
the alteration of uraninite, it is comtnonly
associated

with

uranophane,

soddyite,

kasolite, uraninite, curite, and schoepite.
Crosby, pp. 43-44.
skomerite. A volcanic rock containing penocrysts of augite and albite oligoclase, with
less abundant olivine, in a felted ground-

man, consisting titominantly of albite.

Holmes, 1928.
SE peresNy test. A method for the determination of the porosity of aggregates;
the principle is to fill the voids in turn
with mercury, air, and water. The method,
prinfogeill for the testing of iron ores, was

by H. L. Saunders and H. J.

Kensington, thus the
name SK. Dodd.
aft NAIL Derb. Cross fissures in limestone,
sometimes conteining small quautities
ore. Fey.
shall. a. A layer of solidified metal or dross
on the walls of a pouring vessel after the
f'ress

at South

metal has been poured. ASM Gloss. b.
The same term is used for the glass left
in a ladle after most of the molten glass
has been poured in glassmaking; in the
glass industty the usual spelling is scull.
Dodd. c. Eng. Layers of irregular and impersistent limestone and clay, shale and
shaly marl

with

impersistent

mottled

limestone, and limestones with very irmauler surfaces, and very little shale.
Arkell.

skull Mai!. A heavy iron ball allowed to
height to break up, or crack,
as aloxite, rock, etc.
Merserems, 4th, p. 286.
drop from

hard substances,

skull drop; skull cracker. A place where
heavy ladle skulls are broken. Fay.
skull guard. See tin hat; safety hat. Long.
shells. See sculls. Pryor, 3.

slastierwike. A natural cobalt-nickel arsenide, (Co,Ni,Fe) Ass, with cobalt in
cess of nickel. Isometric. Tm white to silver gray; luster, metallic; Mohs' hardness, 5.5 t 6; specific gravity, 6.5. Found

in Colorado; Canada; Norway. A minor
ore of cobalt and nickel. CCD 6d, 1961;
Dana 17.
sawbuck. A system of technun for rescuing men at sea or from bdated areas by
airborne means fly.

skylight. A very poor quality of plate glas.
ASTM C16246.
Skylidso. Lower Triassic. A.G.I. Sapp.
Ask a. Any horizontal section of masonry.
Nichols. b. A thin piece of stone, marble,
concrete, or the like, having a flat surface. Crispin. c. The outside pieces cut
from a log when sawing it into boards.
Crispin. d. A split piece of timber from 2
to 3 inches thick, 4 to 6 feet long, and
7 to 14 inches wide, placed behind sets
or frames of timber in shafts or levels.
Fay. e. A skip ot slice taken off the rib of
an entry or mom. Fay. f. Cleaved or finely
parallel jointed rocks, which split into tabular plates from 1 to 4 inches thick. Slabs
are seldom so strong as flags. Also called
slabstones. Fay.

g. A mass oi tin run into

a stone mold. Standard, 1964. h. A piece
of metal, intermediate between ingot and

plate, with the width at least twice the
thickness. ASM Gloss.

slabbing. a The fixing of ceramic tiles to
fireplace surrounds, etc_, to produce a
prefabricated unit. Dodd. b. A form of fail-

ure of refractoties, also known as shelling. Dodd. c. Close timbesing between sets
of timber. Fey. d. Lagging placed over
ban. Also called slabs. Fay. e. Cutting a

slice or slab from the side of a pillar.
See alto slab, e. Fay.

labbing cut
dabble cat; Moe eat. A drill hole pattern
suitabe for a wide rectangular tunnel, for

example, 8 by IS feet wide. The entire
face is fired in three separate rounds of
shots, the first or cut holes providing a
free face for the remaining shots. 'T'he
face is broken in successive lifts or slabs
from one side to the other. Nelson.

c-a--gatow--. a. A power-drhen mobile cutting machine which is a singlepurpose cutter in that it cuts only hori-

dabbing

zontal kerf at variable heights. Also ..alled

arrwall machine. ASA C42.85 1956. b.

A coal cutting machine designed to make

cuts in the side of a room or entry pillar
preparatory to skipping or slabbing the
t

pillar. Jones.

dabbles ssallsoll. A method of mining pillan in whkh successhe slabs are cut from
one side or rib of the pillar after a rnom
is finished, until ay much of the pillar is

removed as can safely be mcovered. This
poem has the disadvantage that the open
area is always increasing and the loaders

are working away from the solid pillars
toward the goaf. Lewis, p. 543.

slabblas INS. A primary mill whirl produces slabs. ASM Glou.

;

;

dab estry. An entry which is widened or
slabbed to provide a working place for a

second miner. Fay.
slab glom A block of optical glass resulting
from preliminary shaping of chunk glass.
See also chunk glass. Dodd.

slab ntilling. See peripheral milling. ASM
Gloss.

who hauls mull can of slack (fine coal)
from tipple to boiler room of power plant
at mine to maintain fuel supply. D.O.T_. 1.

deck*. a. Degradation in size (coal). &amen 2d, 1962 Add. b. Coals having a pro.
nounced tendency to disintecrate or slack
on exposure to weather, particularly when
alternately wetted and dried or subjected

to hot sunshine. Coals that slack readily
contain relatively large amounts of moisture. When expwed to the weather, such
coals lose moisture rapidly. As the coal
loses moisture at the surface, the moisture from the interior of the piece gradually drifts outward to the surface. If the
loss of moisture at the surface proceeds

at a faster rate than that at which it is

replaced by moisture from the interior of
the piece, then the shrinkage CI tbe coal
at the outface is greater than that in the
interior; consequently, stresses ate generated in the surface 'coal. lbese stresses
cause the coal to crack and disintegrate.
Mitchell, pp. 47-48. Also called weathering. See also weathering; weathering index.

slacking Wu See weathering index_ A.G.1.

dackliee cablovay. a. A cableway having
one low and one high tower and a track
cable with adjustable tension suspended
between them. One end of the track cable
is attached to a hoist drum by means of

which the tension on the cable can be
rapidly changed so as to position, lower,
or raise the digging skip. Bateau of Mints

Star. b. A cable marmot having a track

dab pile. A pile built up wholly of flat bars

cable which is loosened to lower the buc-

of the pile. Ness.
slabstose. a. A rock that readily splits into
flags or slabs; flagstone. Stasd.rd, 1964.

The process of hardening
slack
steel by quenching from the autenitizing
temperature at a rate slower than the crit-

extent, and as hard as pendle, by which
name they are also called, Northamptonshire. Arkell.
dab dm. Commercial zinc cast in various
shapes and sizes. Slab zinc is produced
in six standard grades which range from
about 98.3 to more than 99.99 percent
zinc. &Wines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 1086.
Mack. a_ Commonly used to describe the

resulting in incomplete hardening and the
formation of one or more transformation
products in addition to or instead of mar-

of iron, all ban running the full length

b. Eng. Stones very thin for their large

smaller sizes of coal passing through scrrea

openings, approximately I inch or kis in
diameter.- Mitchell, p. 2. b. To disintegrate rapidly when exposed to weathering.

A.G.1. c- rine-grained coaly material resulting from weathering, screening, or
washing of coal. A.G.1. d. The process by
which soft coal clisintegrates when ex-

posed to the air and weather; also to

slake, as lime. Fay. e. Small coal, usually
less than TA inch. It has a high ash content and is difficult to clean in the washery. High ash slack is being used increas-

ingly in special boilers and power stations. See also culm; duff. Nelson. f. An
old English term for small pit coal. Torn-

keieff, 1954.
slack adjuster. In air brakes, the connection
between the brake chamber and the brake
cam. Nichols.

slack hos. Aust. A bin in which fine coal

(slack, a) is stored. Fay.
Mack-brake swikih, bolsi See hoist slackbrake switch.
slacken. In metal smelting, the scoria of
previous operations, mixed with the ores
to retard or prevent fusion of the nonmetallic portions. Also spelled slakin.

Standard, 1964.
slack bawler. In bituminoto coal mining, one

slag pocket
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ket, and ti htened to raise it. Nichols, 2.

ical cooling rate for the particular steel,

tensite. ASM Gloss.

slack water; slack tkle. The state of a tidal
current when its velocity is near zero, the
moment when a current reverses direction.
Sometimes considered the intermediate peread between ebb and flood currents dur-

ing which the velocity of the currents is
less than 0.1 knot. Ily.
slack-water stnipdoa. Navigation in water
where the current is negligible. Ham.
slate. a. An indined pathway. C.T.D. b. A
spade with an L-shaped blade for digging
peat. Standard, 1964.
slag. a_ A substance formed in any one of
several ways by chemical action and fu-

sion at furnace operating temperatures:
(1) in smelting operations, through the
combination of a flux, such as limestone,
with the gangue or waste portion of the
ore; (2) in the refining of metals, by substances such as lime added for the purpose of effecting or aiding the refining;
or (3) by chemical reaction between te-

gangue minerals and the flux; in most refining operations, the oxidized impurities.
C.T.D. e. Volcanic scoria. Standard, 1964.

I. Oxide liquids (exclusive of the commercial

glasses)

with a high melting

temperature. VV.
slag bWidtet. The coating of slag, or scum,
that forms on the top of the bath in the
open-hearth furnace. Merseresa, 41h, p.
414.

slag, Idast-furaNce. See blast-furnace slag.
ACSG, 1963.
slag brick. Brick made of furnace slag. Fey.

sin baggy. Local U.S. A very large pot for
holding slag obtained in the smelting or
ores. It is mounted on a railway triza or
the like, 10 as to permit easy dumping.
Standard, 1964. See also slag pot.
slag car. Iron vessel on wheels used to trans-

port molten slag from furnace to dump.
Also called slag buggy. Pryor, 3.

slag ceaseals. Artificial cements produced
by grinding blast furnace slag and mixing

it with lime, portland cement, or dehydrated gypsum. Set also portland blastfurnace cement. 11ans.

slag dump. A dumping place for the shell
or cone that forms in a slag pot. Standard, 1964.
slag forance. A furnace designed for obtaining lead by resembling skge Fay.
slswble. Capable of becoming or forming
into a slag. Fay.
dagglag. Destructive chemical traction between refractories and external agents at
high temperatures resulting in the formation of a molten liquid. Henderson.
slagging of retract:Irks. Destructhe chemical
reaction between refractories and external
agencies at high temperatures, resulting in
the formation of a liquid. Barre, of Mines

Star.

dam groembded. See granulated slag. Ben-

nett 2d, 1962 Add.

slaw. a_ Pertaining to, containing, or of
the nature of slag; as, a slaggy substance.

Standard, 1964. b. Of slaggy structure;
said of melts composed of intermingled
roughly cellular and comPact roeions,
like slag from an iron furnace. Standard,
1964.

slag beards. A hearth, on the principle of
the Sexitch hearth, for the treatment of
slap, etc_, produced by lead unelting in
the reverberatory furnace. The English
slag hearth has one tuyrre; the Castillian
or Spanish, three. Fay.

slag iclasloa. Slag (dross) entrapped in a
metal. ASM Gloss.
slag lead. Lead obtained by a resmelting of
gray slag. Fay.

slag Use. The normal levrl of the slag/

metal interface in the working chamber
of a metallurgical furnace. The refractory
lining of the furnace is liable to be severely eroded at this level owing to the
improbability of chemical equilibrium between slag, metal, and refractory. Dodd.

fractories and fluxing agents such as coal
ash, or between two different type. of refractories. NW. b. Partially fined mixture
of spilled batch, overflowed glass, breeze

slaws. One who breaks up slag refuse

consisting essentially of plicate: and aluminosilkates of lime or other base4 which
separates from the metallic products in

slag aolcis. The hole i11 the refractory brick-

coal, and day from the siege. ASTM
C162-66. c. The nonmetallic top layer
smelting of ores. Stokes and Verses, 1955.

d. The top layer of the multilayer melt

formed during tome smelting and refining
operations. In smelting it contains the
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into sizes convethent for handling, using
a sledgehammer, drop hammer, or diem
weight attached to the crane. Also called
slag breaker, slag handler, and slag yardman. D.O.T. SuPP.

work of the wall of the hearth of a blast
furnace permitting molten slag to flow

from the furnace as and when necessary.
It is also sometimes known as the cinder
notch. Dodd.

deg pocket. A refractory lined chamber at

the bottom of the dawntake of an openglass tank
hearth steel furnace, or of
furnace, designed to trap slag and dust
from the waste gases before they enter
the regenerator. Dodd.

slag pot. A send for the disposal of slag at
furnaces. Small pots are mounted on
wheels and handled by hand, while the

larger ones are mounted on trucks for

mechanical transportation. See also slag
buggy and slag car. Fey.
slag runoff. Tat ping off excess slag after
the ore boil in the basic open-hearth process of steelmaking. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
slag shingle. Broken slag used in toadbuilding. Standard, 1964.
slag is ool. An aggregate of fine filaments of

slag produced by blowing a blast of air

or steam through a stream of molten blast
furnace slag; used for heat insulation, in
high-temperature furnaces, etc. Also called
miniral wool. C.T.D.

slake. a To crumble in water. VV. b. To
cnimbk or disintegrate; said of lime, coal,
or the like. Webster 3d. c. Small coal.

Webster 2d. d To become mixed with
water, so that a true chemkal combina-

tion takes place. as in the slaking of lime.
Fay.

slaked lime. a. A hydrated form of lime, as
a dry powder, putty or aqueous suspension. Bnynton. b. A hydrated oxide of calcium, someti:nes mixed by drillers into a
cement slurry to lengthen its setting time.
See alto lime. Compare quicklime. Lone.
striker. See lime slaker. D.O.T. 1.
slake trough. A blacksmith's water tank for
cooling forgings or tools. Webster 3d.

agape back. Eng. See back. SMRB, Paper
No. 61.
slasa. a. There are many successive ridges
of shingle running in varying directions,

x 11, Wide Countess 20 x 12, Countess
20 x 10, Viscountess 18 x 9, Wide Lady
16 x 10, Lady 16 x 8, Wide Headers 14
x 12. Headers 14 x 10, Small Ladies
14 x 8 (in inches). Nelson.
slate driller. See rocls driller. D.O.T. 1.
slate fault. A local replacement of a coal
seam by slate; a simple thickening of a
regular slate parting is also often &nig-

e. Eng. A trough or hollow filled with

fractured coal, Pemblokeshire. Also called

:latch. Arkell.
slasher. a. In brickmaking, a wide swordlike

implement for slicing masses of clay in
search of stones and roots. Standard,
1964. b. The man responsil-!e for me-

chanical plant and transport on a con-

struction site. Ham.
slat. a. A thin piece of slate, as for roofing.
Standard, 1964. b. A fiat piece of stone
used in veneering masonry. Also spelled
slatt. Standard, 1964. c. Prey. Eng. Dark

blue ooze, rather hard, left dry by the
ebb of the sea. Standard, 1964.

slat bead. a. A digging bucket of basket

construction, used in handling sticky.

chunky mud. Nichol,. b. An openwork
bucket made of ban instead of plates.
used in digging sticky soil. Nichols.
slat conveyor. One or more endless chains

to which nonoverlapping noninterlocking
spaced slats are attached. ASA MH4.11958.

posed to air or moisture. More specifically,

plied to bony coal. Fay. b. Dark shale
lying next to the coalbeds. It contains
impressions of the plant life of distant

or slate accompanying coal; sometimes ap-

the breaking up of dried clay when saturated with water, due either to compression of entrapped air by inwardly migrating capillary water or to the progitssive

ages, proving the vegetable origin of coal.

dad. a. Any short inclined crosscut connecting the entry with its air course to
facilitate the hauling of coal. Commonly
called a dip switch when the coal is not
level. Also called shoo-fly. Fay. b. A head-

ing driven diagonally between the dip
and the strike of a coal seam. Also called

a run. See also counter, a_ Fay. C. In
West Wales, an inclined tunnel or drift
from the su-lace to intersect coal seams
at depth; a drift driven down from the
surface in an inclined coal seam. See also
drift. Nelson.

dad chides. Chutes driven diagonally across
to connect a breast manway with a manway chute. See also slant, b. Fay.
daat drilling. See directional drilling. Williams.

dant& Eng. A set of joints in slate parallel
to the main cleavage, Denbighshire. At-

ka.

dant vela. York. One vein crossing another
at an acute angle. Arkell.

slap. a. Som. Slack coat Fay. b. See rod
slap. &fig.

rods when installed in a building. D.O.T.!.

from logging: also such debris. A.G.1. d.
Eng. A man of coal crushed and shattered
by a movement of the earth's crust. Fay.

tract in a forest strewn with debris, as

integration of earth materials when ex-

don. Eng. Thin slurry and mud, Yorkshire
lead mines. See also skarn. Arkell.

to drill holes into slate so that the slabs
may be fastened in place with wires or

date-cutter operseoe. In the stonework industry, one wh. cuts slate to appropriate
sizes for such uses as the construction of
sinks, floors, and stair treads. D.O.T. I.
slate dhneasioas. The names and sires of

slate. a. A coal miner's term for any shale

layers. Also, the distintegration of tunnel
walls in swelling clay due to inward movemett and circumferential compression.
Stokes and Ferries, 1955. b. The addition
of water to lime to give slaked lime. Nel-

who operates an upright drilling machine

and often with narrow strips of marsh enclosed between successive ridges. Such
bands of marsh have been given the very
appropriate name of slashes in New jersey. A.G.1. b. Swampy land, overgrown
with dense underbrush. Local in the
Northeast. A.G.1. c. An open or cutover

staid& See slacken. Fay.
shadow. a. Loosely, the crumbling and dis-

swelling and sloughing off of the outer

slate shooter
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slag pocket

Korson. c. A fine-grained metamorphic
rock which breaks into thin slabs or
sheets. Usually gray to black, sometimes
green, yellow, brown, or red. Slates are
composed of micas, eolorite, quartz, hema-

tite, clays, and other minerals. Found in
Pennsylvania, Vermont, Maine, Virginia,
California, Colorado; Europe. Used for

roofing; decorative stone; various building
applications- irk crushed form on shingles;

abrasive; pigment. CCD 6d, 1961. See
also clay slate; phyllite; spotted slate.

date black. See mineral black. CCII 64,
1961.

date ceaseat. A cement made with slate;
specifically, (1) kind of hydraulic cement, or (2) a mixture of broken slate
and tar, asphalt, or the like, used as a
roofing matetial. Webster U.

date chute. a. A chute for the passage of
slate and bony coal to the pocket from
which it is loaded into dump cars. Fay.
b. A chute driven through slate. Fay.

date day. a. Shale. Standard, 1964. b. A
fireclay occurring among coalbeds. Stand-

ard, 1964.

date coal. a. Eng. A hard, dull variety of

coal. Fay. b. Coal that has pieces of slate
of greater or less size attached to it, which
can be separated by breaking the coal into
smaller pieces and subjecting the coal to
a washing process Fay. C. Translation of
German schiefetkohle. An old name applied to ordinary banded bituminous coal.
Tornkeieff, 1954.
date caller. In the stonework industry, one
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the different grades are as follows: Queen
36 x 24, Princess 24 x 14, Duchess 24 x 12.
Small Duchess 22 x 12, Marchioness 22

nated by the same term, or is called a

"horse". Fay.
slate-pte attendant. See chute puller. D.O.T.
1.

slate ground. a. In Wales, dark fissile shades
Arkell, p. 5.7. b. See kind clift. Nelson.
slate hauMer. In bituminons coal mining, a

laborer who shovels up falls of slate or
rock along haulageways in a mine and
loads it into cars. Also called rock handler. D.O.T. 1. See alto slate picket :

slateman.
slate-hoist engineer.

See dump hoistman

D.O.T. 1.
siste-hoistman. See dump hoistman. D.O.T. I.
slate larryman. See slate motorman. D.O.T.!.
sideman. In an th raci te and bituminous

coal mining, a general term for a worker
handling slate or rock as distinguished

from coal. Usually designated according to
type of activity, as rock driller; rock
loader; slate motorman; slate picker; slate

shooter. Also called rockrnan; slate handler. D.O.T. 1.
sideman helper. See slate-shooter helper.
D.O.T. 1.
slate motorman. In anthracite and bitumi-

nous coal mining, one who operates a
mine locomotive to haul trains of cars
loaded with slate or shale, underground

and at the surface of a mine. Also called
larryman; slate larryrnan. D.O.T. 1.
slate picker. a. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, a laborer who picks slate,
bony coal (coal high in slate), rock, sulfur, and other impurities from coal as it

passes by him on a conveyor, picking

table, shaking screen, or gravity incline,
and throws impurities into pocket, chute,
or bin from where it is hauled to a dump.

Also called bone picker; breaker boY;
breaker hand; breaker picker; breaker
worker; dirt picker; picking-table boy;
picking-table man; rock picker; slate handler; slater; sulfur picker; tiphouse man;

tipple boy; tippler. D.O.T. 1. b. A seg-

ment of a cylindrical screen provided

with narrow slits, through which the flat
pieces of slate fall, but through which
the coal, not being flat, cannot pass. Fay.
slate-picker boa. In coal mining, a foreman
who supervises the removal of date, rock,

and ot er impurities from coal to prepare it for market. Also called picking

boss; picking-tableman, head; slate boss.
D.O.T. 1.
slater. See slate picker. D.O.T. 1.
slate saw. Same as marble saw. Standard,
1964.

slate shooter. In bituminous coal mining,

"11

one who drills boles into the slate roof

'r

of haulageways, and charges and sets off
explosives to blast down slate to increase
Seight or improve safety of roof. D.O.T. F.
slate-shooter helper. In bituminous coal min-

,

in removing slate and rock from roof,

r.

ing, a laborer who assists sla.c shooter

ribs, and face of haulageways. Also called
rockman helper; slaternan helper. D.O.T. 1.

slate spar. A variety of crystallized cakite.
Standard, 1964. Also called shiver spar.

i

r-

Fay.

g
t,

slate splitter. In stonework industry, one who
splits slabs of slate into desired thickness

t

slatestosse. A slab of slaty rock, the surfaces

t

i

for roofing. D.O.T. 1.

being determined by the cleavage. Chal-

linor.
slat gate. A gate, for controlling water, com-

of two upright grooved posts with
rds between the boatth of slats being
removed or added to regulate the height

of wate. ray.

r

stetter. Forest of Dean. Miners' term for a
ha-d cakareous shale varying to impure
coal and found on top or in a coal seam.
Tomkeieff, 1954
slattens. Eng. Hard slau, slate, or slattern,

1

beck beds near the top of the quarries,
Portland. Arkell.
sla ty. Chtracteristic of, pertaining to. re-

r

fissile shivery limestone of the Lower Pur-

1

sembling, or consisting of slate; having the
characteristic cleavage and texture of slate.

l'

Fay.

slaty based. In Scotland, ironstone and flaky
Macs. Nelson.

slaty mend coal. Laminated cannel coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

slaty cleavage. a. That variety of foliation
typical of slates but found in many other
kinds of rocks. Generally, the result of
parallel arrangement of platy or ellipsoidal

minerals. Set also foliation. A.G.1. b. A
parallelism of the flakes in slate causing
the tendency to split w:th ease in one di-

road to where it is loaded into cars, or to
the chute. Also called sledge; slype. Fay.
sledge. A long-handled heavy hammer used
with both hands. Crispin.
siedger. a. In bituminous coal miningt one

who digs out dirt, rock, or coal with a
longhandkd pick (sledge) in a strip

mine so that it may be loaded into cars

by hand or with a power shovel. D.O.T. 1.
b. In the quarry industry, one who breaks
up large stone into small pieces suitable

for use in building work. Also called lab-

orer, stone; rock breaker; "awl Lester;
stone sledger. D.O.T. 1.

siedgiag roll. Crushing roll with projection
which breaks the rock, instead of fracturing it by squeezing. Also called slugging

sleeper. a. The pressure-crrosoted wood, steel,

or preeast-concrete beams laid crosswise

under the rails of a rail track and holding them at the correct tail gage. Alio
called sole plate. Nelson. See also track
spike. h. A strong piece of wond or other
material toed as a support: as (1) a horirontal beam placed on or neat the ground
to support a floor or superstnicture, and
(2) one of the heavy strips of wood that

are set in or on a concrete floor base so
that a wooden floor can be nailed down
over the concrete base. Webster 3d. c. In
corduroy roads, a cross log or timber sup-

porting the stringers (longitudinal supports). Nichols. d. Can. Old property,

erwise) built to carry floor Joists. Dodd.

between buddk and table. See also buddle.
Fay.

Sometimes incorrectly used as a synonym

pipe. Long. c. Tubular refractory shapes
used to protect the metal rod which holds
the stopper head in the valve assembly of
a bottom-pouring ladle. A.R.!. d. See rod
cover. Dodd.

deeve brick. A tubular-shaped brick used to
protect the rod that operates the stopper
head in the bottom of a ladle during the

teeming of metal. Ant, No. 24.

sleeve catcher. A skirt-type core lifter. Long.
slender beam. A beam, which ii overloaded,

will fail by buckling of the compression
flange. Ham.

demlemess fano. a. A formula in which the

effective height of a column is divided

slawm. Derb. A rock joint filled with moist

by hi radius of gyration. For steel a dere

Fay. b. Small pit coal. Adel. c. Newc.

timber this ratio is 150. See also long column; reduction factor. Ham. b. The ratio
of effective length or height of a wall or
pier to effective thickness. It is used as

day. Also called !laum; sloam; doom. Fay.
deck. Eng. a. A kind of reddish sand.Ftone.

Mud deposited by water in a mine. Fay.
d. See slack, f. Tomkeief I, 1954.

sled. A drag used to convey coal along the

1964.

slicing. In continuous mining, slicing consists of driving up some 4 to 6 places the
set or desired distance, which may be 1,-

000 feet or more, and then pulling the

pillars on retreat. After completion of one
slice, the unit moves over and mines anotner along the gob. Coal Age, r. 71, No.
8, August 1966, p. 185. See also top dicing. Nelson.
slicing-and-1111km system. See overhand :top-

ing. Fay.

SWIM method. Removal of a horizontal
layer from a massive ore body. In top
slicing extraction retteats along the top

guires. Korson.

for a coupling thLt joins two lengths ef

logist, v. 27, No. 2, February 1942, p. 144.

lowered into position much more easily
than in coursed blockwork. Ham.
slice drift. In sublevel caving, the crosscuts
driven between every other slice from 18
to 36 feet apart. Lewis, p..508.
slicer. A lapidary's slitting mill. Standard,

sleepers. An early nickname of Molly Ms.

sleeve. a. A pump-cylinder liner. Long. b.

Pryor, 3.
slave piston. A small piston having a fixed
connection with a larger one. Nichols.
slam's diamond. Colorless topaz. Shipley.
slave snit. A machine which is controlled
by or through another unit of the same
Nichols.
A yeilowish-green mineral, MgFe
sl
(S0s) a (OH ) s.1 8 MO ; hexagonal, rhombohedral crystals. From the hfina "Santa
Elena" in Argentina. American Minera-

courses of concrete blocks, which can be

dicing machine. An upright pug mill, with

larger cylinder. 4Viehols.
slave mechanism. In automatic process con-

by varying & specific detail in the work.

lace. Standard, 1964.

abandoned, which later is successfully revived Hoffman.
sleeper block See throat, a. b, c. Dodd.

is moved by a piston rod controlled by a

put out by s. monitoring apparatus, there-

that the load moves through the arc of a
circle on a horisontal line. 11am. b. To
turn or twist. Bureau of Mine; Staff.
slice. a. In an ore body of consiaerable lateral extent and thickness the ore is removed in layers termed slices, which may
be 6, 12, 20, or 40 feet thick. Nelson. b.
A thin broad piece cut off, as a portion
of ore cut from a pillar or face. Fay. c. To
remove ore by successive slices. Fay. d.
A gem-slitting mill. Standard, 1964. e. A
large block of rock caught along a thrust.
Billings, 1954, p. 150.

sliced biockwork. A method of break tater
construction using sloping nearly vertical

skeplag teat. A fixed rent stated in leases
of coal mines, as distingLished from royalty or share of prcfits. Standard, 1964.
tie -wlift table. Corn. A stationary huddle;
for the strict distinction sometimes made

trol, a devici which responds to signals

aiming. a. The rotation of a crane jib so

Britt. Soft ano_ troublesome, as applied to
the condition of :he floor in steep seams.
Fay. c. Fine scrate:.. with smooth boundaries produced in polishing glass. Bennett
21, 1962 Add.

See state coal. Tomktieff, 1954.
slaty emartzite. A rock intermediate between
a slate and a quartzite. Kemp, 61, p. 238.
slaty stone. York. A cross-bedded siltstone.
Nelson.

against lateral loading. Taylor.
slew. To turn around (slue). Mason.

dice bar. A thin, wide hon tool for cleaning clinkers from the grate ban of a fur-

sleeper wall. In structural brickwork, a low
wall (generally built with openings check-

slave cylinder. A small cylinder whose piston

onry wall or concrete panel or column

roll. Pryor, 3.

sleek. a. Smooth or even on the surface;
smooth ars: glossy. Standard, 1964. b.

oection. This is the outstanding characteristic of slate_ AIME, p. 791.

slaty coal. a. Coal high in mineral matter
and low in combustible matter. Hess. b.

sHekensides
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slate shooter

demess ratio of 200 is allowed and for

a means of assessing the stability of a mas-
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radial blades, for slicing clay in the manufacture of pottery. Standard, 1964.

of the ore body, leaving a horizontal floor
which becomes the top of the next slice.
A timber mat separates this from the over-

burden which caves downward as the
slices are made. Other methods attack

from the bottom (sublevel caving) or side.
Pryor, 3.
slicing under mats of timber Iii panels. See
top slicing and Conti' caving. Fay.
Biking ander ore with back casing in rooms.
See top slicing combined with ore caving.
Fay.

stick. a. Ore in a state of fine subdivision;

synonymous with dimes. Also called slickens. Fay. b. A scraper for removing excess

material from the top of a mold and for
smoothing the surface of the shape in the

mold. A.R.I.
dickens. Cal. A word sometimes used to

designate the debris (tailinp) dischamed
from hydraulic mines or stamp mills. Fay.
alickenside. A polished and sometimes striated surface on the walls of a vein, or on
interior joints of the vein material or
rock masses. Produced by rubbing during
faulting, on the sides of fissures, or on
bedding planes. Also called slicks. Fay.
dichensided clay. A name given to stiff-fissured clay. Ham.
slickensides. a. The str;ations, grooves, and
polish on joints and fault surfaces. See
also fault striae. Nelson. b. A variety of
galena found in England. Standard, 1964.

slicker
sicker. A small implement used in a founry for smoothing the surface of a mold.
Standard, 1964.

sicken. Term used in western part of the
United States for boulders of specular iron
ore found in gold placers. &treat of Mines
Staff.

slick hole. A hole column loaded with exrlosive, without springing. Nichols.
sikking. a. A narrow vein of ore. Standard,

1964. b. The effect on plastic clay of

moving over its surface a smooth metal
blade; the combined action of pressure
and movement tends to bring water, solu-

salts, and fine day particles to the
surface. If slkking occurs as a result of
ble

movement of the knives or screw in a pug,

it causes lamination as the affected day

surfaces do not readily knit together again.
Dodd.

sick rim A term used by uranium miners

on the Colorado Plateau for the Entrada
sandstone. Ballard.

slicks. Eng. Smooth parting or mere planes
of division in strata. Same as slickenside.
Fay.

dick deed. a. Steel sheet lak! at rail intersections, on whkh trucks are skidded
around, thus avoiding need for switching
points. Worker who handles these trucks
is called a flatter. Also called fiat sheet.
Pryor, 3, p. 172. b. Thin steel plate spread

on a tunnel floor before a blast, to make
hand mucking easier. Nichols.
slickstooe; sleekstoae. A smooth stone used
for smoothing and polishing. Arkell.

dick top. In coal mining, a term used to
descn'be the roof of the coal vein when it
is very smooth. Kentucky, p. 179.
slide.

a. An uptight rail fixed in a shaft

with corresponding grooves for steadying
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slime pit

slide casts are one to several decimeters
wide and commonly smoothly curved, less

than a meter in length and ascribed to
larger clots of mud, sand, or
colonial organisms that dipped tr:rethsliZs.
suralohn.

trander. A type of transfer for the
decoration of pottery. The pattern is silkscreen printed un litho paper and then
covered with a suitable plastic medium.
Prior to use, the transfer is soaked in water

burns away. See also silk-screen. Dodd.

slide mi. A mounting of steel or cast iron
for a belt driven machine enabling it to
be moved along as the belt stretches in
order to take up the slack. Ham.
did, rock. Rock making up mass of material in a landslide. Bureau of Mines Star.
did. rale. A device for mechanically performing arithmetic processes, such as mul-

tiplication, division, extracting the sqinue

root, etc. It consists of one rule sliding
within another, so that their adjacent

similar logarithmic scales persait addition
and subtraction, corresponding to the mul-

tiplication and division of the numbers
engraved on it. C.T.D.

sliding. A peculiar manrer in which enamel
slip sometimes drains from the ware. Instead of draining evenly, patches of the
enamel will slide down quickly, thus leaving an uneven coating. An c..amel having more than sufficient "setup" will cause

this trouble. Enam. Dia.
Ain ramie. Angle at or abase which rods
in movement will continue to slide, but
less than the angle needed to initiate

16*-25'

14*-22'

23

Hematite
Pryor, 3.

23'

20'

20'

18

21*

Midis-bat kilo. See pushed-bat kiln. Dodd.
sliding calsnos. See ship caisson. Ham.

a mass (as of earth, rock, or snow) down

dialog lit. A series of nine classes of running and sliding fits of 21 nominal shaft
sizes defined in terms of clearance and
tolerance of shaft and hole in ASA B4 1-

An accumulation of loose gravel and detached boulders washed down from the
mountains. Fay. i. A small dislocation in
a rock mass. Standard, 1964. j. Sudden

sliding friction. Sliding friction is the resistance offered when one body slides over
another body. The amount of friction or

dislocation itself. hy. f. The descent of
a hill or mountain side. Webster 3d. g.
The track left by a slide. Webster 3d. h.

movement of earth and rocks down a steep

slope; a landslide. A.GJ. Supp. k. Slides
are considered by some to have large lateral displacement in contrast to slumps

which are local or restricted displacements. See also slump, d. Pettijohn. I.
Main reciprocating member of a mechanical press, guided in a press frame, to
which the punch or upper die is fastened. The slide of a hydraulic press is
often referred to as the platen. ASM Gloss.
dide casts. The casts of marks made by slid-

ing object!, such as a mass of sediment,
large soft-'xidied animal, plant mab, etc.
Pettijohn.
slide comely. A slip joint. Nichols.
slide Joist. A connection acting in rod boring Iffse the jars in rope boring. Fay.

did. mark; did. ciuls. A parallel system

of scratches or grooves left on sediments
by subaqueous gliding or dumping. The

BS. 3618, 1963, sec. 4.

pipe.

and with his right hand holds on to the
car and allows his foot to slide on the

Coal
Limestone
Sandstone

gold-washing cradle. Standard, 1964. e.
Corn. A vein of day intersecting and dislocating a vein vertically; or, the vertical

lona.

siding swim A telescopic suction

applied to the ware. During the subtlequent decorating fire, the plastic coating

called rod slide. Long. c. As used by ch Urn

or drill hole. Long. d. The bottom of a

2=of swivels or angle troughs use this

Mikis tba MI. Said of a driver when he
places one foot on the rail in front of

the filastic, can be slid off the paper and

movement from rest. Some angles on clean
steel are:
Material
Starting
Continuing

drillers, a fault plane or opening encountered in a hole that deflects the bit and/

shovel trough of a duckbill and certain

so that the pattern, still firmly fixed to

the cages. See also guide. Fay. b. A trough

used to guide and to support rods in a
tripod when drilling an angle hole. Also

about 1910. It had many critics. Nelson.
Masi abase. A metal plate which serves as
partial or total support for devices used
with shaker conveyors where the device
must move or slide on the bottom. The

1933. ASM Gloss.

resistance

is dependent on the laws of

friction. Morris and Cooper, p. 188.
sliding gate. A crest gate which has a high
frictional resistance to opening and ss
therefore suitable only for small gates. See
also roller gate. Ham.

sliding iron. See lowering iron. Long.

sliding Jars. A sliding Joint used in rope
drilling to apply a snatch to the bit at
each upward stroke. BS. 3618, 1963, sec.
3.

sliding panel weir. A frame weir which has
wooden panels sliding between pairs of
di=vuprights. Ham.

seeinle. Ark. A method of paying for
the coal in proportion to the amount of

lump coal it contains. Fay.
sliding scale system. A system which regulated colliers' wages by the ascertained

selling price of coal. It was in existence
in some district agreements from 1870 to
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the car, and the other foot on the bumper,

rail. Fey.

did* wed, Wind. The wedge theory by

which the passive or active earth pressums acting on a retaining wall may be
determined either graphicaly or by caleulation. Hem.

sliding wisdbore. Eng. The bottom pipe or
suction piece of pumps used in shaft sinking, having a lining made to slide or tele-

scope within it, to give leagth without al-

tenng the adjustment of the whole column of pumps. Also called sliding suc-

tion. Fey.
sloe; slimes. a. A material of extremely fine
partide size encountered in ore treatment
ASA Gloss. b. A mbrture of metals and
some insoluble a:impounds that forms or.
the anode in el...drays:is. ASM Gloss. c. A
product of wet grinding containing valuable ore in particles so fine, as to be carried in suspension by water; chiefly used
in the plural. Webster 3d. el. In metallurgy,

ore reduced to a very fine powder and

held in suspension in water so as to form
a kind of thin ore mud; generally used in
the plural. Fay. e. A mudlare substance

formed of ore ir an almost impalpable

powder, mixed with water; usually
Standard, 1964. f. Primary slimes are ex-

tremely fine particles derived firm ore,
associated rock, clay, or altered r..ick. They

ate usually found in old dumps and in
ore deposits which have been

to

dimatic action; they include 1"toedyi,alu-

mina, hydrated iron, :icor colloidal common earths and weathered feldspars.
Secondary slimes are very finely ground
minerals from tlie true ore. Pryor, 2.
dine bal. See slime pit. Fey.
dime coding. In mineral processing, adherence of an impalpably fine layer of particles of another (for example, calcite on
galena), therefore hindering or preventing
true surface reaction in leaching or flotation. Pryor, 3.
disuse dellvetymaa. In ore dressing, smelt-

:ng, and refining, a laborer who washes

slime from cloth strainers, electrolysis tank

debris, and collection barrels into a settling tank, using a water spray preparatory to recovery of precious metals from
slime. Becoming oWolete. D.O.T. 1.

dine leaching. A leaching method in which
the slime and the leach solution are agitated in one or more agitators until the
ore minerals have been dissolved. Some
agitators have mechanically-driven paddles
or elevators inside an agitation tank which

serve to keep the pulp in cimilation until
dissolution is complete. This method may
be either continuous or intermittent. Newton, p. 420.

dine pit. A tank or bulge reservoir of any
kind into which the slimes are conducted
in order that they may have time to settle,

slime pit
or in which they may he reserved for subsequent treatment. See also slime. Fay.
Amer. A machine that makes slime; for example, a tube mill. Fey.

slimes. a. Extremely fine sands, slow to set-

tle in quiet water. Anode slimes are the
metals or metal compounds left at, or fall-

ing from, the anode during electrolytic
refining of metals. In alloliming. the arbitrary figure of 200 mesh is used to de-

fine slimes. Pryor, 3. Primary slimes are

are usually found in old dumps, and in

pipes are suspended. Fey.

consistency of cream and used in the casting process, for the decoration of ceramic

ware, or as a cement for handles and
other applied parts. Webster 3d. t. Enamel or glaze powdered and suspended in
water and featly for application. Webster

3d. u. A suspension of ceramic material in
Also called slurry. ASTM C242-60.
slip Wed. a. A group of parallel slip lines
so closely spaced, as to appear as a single

line when observed under an optical microscope- See also slip line. ASM Gloss. b.

slimier pruce. A method sued for the molding of insulating nth:dories; the wet batch

C ie of the parallel lines on the crystal
grains of a material stressed beyond its
elastic limit that are viable only under a

chinea flingerLi form a column on a

microscope and are produced by slippages

slimes are very finely pound minerals
fsom the true ore. Pryor, 4. b. Undesir-

belt conveyor; the column is then cut to
shape, dried, and fired. Dodd.
slim/ hygrometer. See Etonow whirling hy-

slime sludge. a. The pulp ot fine mud from
a drill hole. Pay. b. See slime, c and d.
Fey.
sibs, table. a. A table for the treatment of
sErne; a huddle. Fey. b. A shaking table
used in gravity concentration of finely
"'round ore, characterized by special rifles
and shallow pooh in which stratification
is gently produced. Pryor, 3.
slime f. Cassiterite too finely ground to be
readily concentrated by the use of gravtreatment Usually associated with hydrated iron. Pryor, 1.
slime wasber. A vanner, concentrator, or
similar rrachine, used in the separation of

ity.
ores.

Standard, 1964.

slime water. Water defiled in washing ore.

Standard, 1964.

;

.:bals. Scot. A chain by which pump

times called glide. ASM Gloss. s. A mixture of fine clay and water having the

ore deposits which have been exposed to
climatic action and include clay, alumina,
hydrated iron, near-colloidal common

able extremely fine particles in
or present with larger partiees. slitr331.5°2n,
1962.

;

with a handle at each end for cutting
potter's day. Webster 3d. f. To cut day
(for pottery) with a sling. Webster 3d.
sibs block. A frame in which two sheaves
are mounted so as to receive lines from
opposite directions. Nichols.
sling cart. A cart to transport heavy loads
in which the load is suspended by a chain
at:Ached to the aideure. Webster 3d.

earths, and weathered feldspars. Secondary

i

ging unduly. Long. d. A short loop or
kngth of cable with small loops at either
end. Long. e. In ceramics, a piece of wire

extremely fine particks derived hum

associated nick, clay, or altered rock. They

sHp, enamel
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sift

hole. a. Oil driller's term for diamond-

drill borehole 5 inches or less in diameter.
Long. b. Oil-production drill holes begun
about 7 inches in diameter at the surface

and bottomed in the oil tone with a 4%inch-size bit Long. c_ Drill hole of the

smallest practicable size., often bored as a
stratigraphic test. A.G.I. Sapp. d. A hole
drilled with less-than-normal diameter
tools. Used primarily for seismic shotholes,

and structure tests, and more rarely for
strat tests. See also seismic shothole; stratigraphic test hole; structure test hole. Williams.

slim-bole *Mimi sod as*. Use of the

smallest feasible drill hole and casing size.
Williams.
slim-bole systems. Name applied to lightertype boring rigs used where holes are not

required to reach depths of more than a
few thousand feet. The Raky system is of

this type. Sinclair, II, p. 235.

sliming. Another name for over-grinding in
a ball mill. Newton, Joseph. Introduction
to Metallurgy, 1938, p. 237-238.
gibe. a. Mid. Potholes in a mine roof. Fay.
b. The principal cleat in coal. Arkell. cA natural transverse cleavage of rock; a
joint. Fay.
slim back. A joint or crevice that bounds a

block of rock in the roof, as the

u
surface of a pothole or kettle bottom.reayr.

Mag. a. A rope or chain put around stones
or heavy weights for raising them. Zern.
b. A lifting hold consisting of two or more
strands of chain or cable. Nichols, 2. c.
A ropelilie device used to give additional

support to lengths of drill mi too long
o stand in the drill derrick without sag-

is thrown on to pallets by a rotary ma-

grometer. Nelson.

snag pydevareter. A hygnatneter whkh is
held on a short length of con! and whirled
wound, the observer standing sideways to

the air current. The wet bulb is tharby

rapidly teduced to its final rending. Hem.

slink. Scot A wide clayey joint; a stage.

Fey.
slip. a. Ark. A joint in the coal upon which
there may have been no precepuble movement. Fey. b. Same as horseback, kettleback, or kettlebottorn. eny. c_ A back. Ar,
kell. d. Landslip, or subskling mass of rock

or day in a quarry or pit. Arkell. e. A

joint or pronounced ckavage plane, say
in the roof. Mason. f. Eng. See back.
SMRB, Paper No. 61. g. A minor landWale. Nelson. h. A joint or cleat in a coal
seam. Nelson. i. A small fault. Nelson. j.
A sudden descent of a hanging or sticking charge in a blast furnace. Fey. k. A

measure of the slipping of a belt on a
pulley, for example. 5 percent slip implies

that the driven pulley is rotating 5 percent slower than the driver. See also belt
slip. Nelsnn. 1. The difference between
the volumt of water which a pump deliven and the volume theoretkally calculatedcaused by slip et the valves and
leakage past pistons or rams. Nelson. m.
One of a set of serrated-face wedges that
fits inside the spider of a drill-rod damping device. See also spider; slips. Long. n.
The rate expressed in feet per minute, at

which a particle of rock will darend or
sink in water. See also slip velocity. Long.
o. The parentage of wate- leaking
through valves expressed as a percentage
of the volume swept out by the bucket or

ram, and is a measure of the volumetric
efficiency of a pump. Generally for nor-

mal pumping speeds, and with pump
valves in good condition, the slip is between 5 and 10 percent but may rise to
20 percent with !Tither pumping speeds.

Sinclair, lit, p. 52. p. The relative dis-

placement of formerly adjacent points on
opposite sides of the fault, measuied in
the fault surface. See also dip slip; strike
slip. Fey. 9. The downhill movement of a
mass of soil under wet or saturated conditions. The movement is only a short distance and the soil mass stays relatively
intact A form of landslide. A.G.I. r. Plastic deformation by the irreversible shear
displacement (translation) of one part of
a crystal relative to &timber in a definite
crystallographic direction and usually on
a specific crystallographic plane. Some-

1.033

I ;de the grains. Webster 31.
slip amilims. The contortion of stratifwation
planes caused by gliding. See also cozy°.
lute bedding. Pettijohn.
slip block. A separate mass, which has slid
away helm its original position and come
to rest down the skpe without being much
deformed. Pettijohn.
slip be**. A spider. See also spider and slips.
Long.

slip esatiog proms. One in which clay, or
other slip is plurted into plaster molds
which absorb the water, leaving a body
the shape of the mold. Bureau of Mines
Stacride.
milip

A clay embankment is designed

on the assumptiot that it is liable to fail
along a circular arc. Ham.
slip day. A type of clay containing such a
high percentage of fluxing impurities and
of such a texture that it melts at a relatively low temperature to a strenish or
brown glass, thus forming a natural glaze.
It must be fine-grained, free from Tomos
or concretions, show a low air-shrinkage

and mature in burning at as little above
1,300' F., as possible. CCD 6d, 1961.

slip clomp. a. That variety of foliation

along which there has been visible displacement, urially shown by bedding that
is cut by the cleavage. Such displacements
are commonly shown along many adjacent ckavage planes. Billings, 1954, p.

339. b. Microscopk foldine and fracture
accompanied by slippa,,e; qoarrymen's
false cleavage. Fay. c. S. Wales. The cleat
of the coal in planes parallel with slips
or faults. Fey.

sap date* moiety clef& A friction clutch
that protects a mechanism by slipping under excessive load. Nichols.

slip coolie& A ceramic material or mixture
other than a glaze, appli_d to a ceramic
body and fired to the maturity required
to develop specified characteristics. ASTM
C242-60.
slip crack. A rupture in the pressed compact
caused by the mass slippage of a part of

the compact. Synonymous with multi?
crack. ASTM B243-65.

slip decoratfoo. Decoration on ceramic ware
made by applying slip or barbotine with a
small pipe. Standard, 1964.

slip dike. Scot. A whin d&e accompanied
by a dislocation of the strata; a fault. Fay.
sip direction. The crystallographic direction

in which the

translation
place. ASM Gloss.

of slip

takes

slip dock. A dock which has a sloping bottom and a gate to exclude the entry of
water. Hem.
esassel. The prepared liquid enamel as

dip, enamel
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sliver

it comes from the mill after wet grinding
operation. Enam. Dirt.
slipes. S. Staff. Sledge runners, upon which
a skip is dragged from the working breast
to the tramway. Fey.
sap face. The lee surfa-e of a sand wave.
The fount laminations of a ctoss-bedded
layer are slip-face accumulations. Also re
fazed to as slip slope. Pettijohn.
slip fiber. One of the three recognized Lem
in which asbestos fiber is found in rovk
deposits. in this, the fibers are found
lying flat between the encasing mck walls
of the cracks. The fiber lies in a direction parallel to the seam and in this way
is virtually matted together between the
rock walls irrespective of fiber length.

the intersection of the surface by planes
on whkh shear stress has produced plastic slip or gliding. Ro.
slip woakm.. See clay maker. D.O.T. 1.
slip ether. See day maker. D.O.T. 1.
slip-olf dope. By the time a valley is graded,
it is also somewhat winding and its Vn.aped cross profile is unsymmetrical, the
slopes being steeper in the COM or amphitheaters against which the stream has
cut (undercut slopes) than on the tapering and interlocking spurs running down
to the convex banks. The slopes of the
latter are termed slip-off slopes, because
of the way in which they are developed.

dip stooe. A small wedge-shaped oils:one

Normally, slip-fiber occurrences are found
in fractures, cracks and slips in chrysotile
or anthophyllite asbestos rock formations,
sometimes associated with stockwork cross-

fiber mineralization in serpentine man dements. Sinclair, W. E., p. 39.

slip fiber 'umbilici.. Another name for anthophyllite. Sint /an, W. E., p. 75.
slip Gt. A loosely defined clearance fit between parts assembled bv hand without
force but implying slipping contact and
probably comparable. to one or more of
I I classes of clearance locational fits listed

in ASA 84.1-1955. ASM Gloss.

dip fold. Synonym for shear fold. A.G.I.
slip forming. Forming parts with both stretch
flanges and shrink flanges in two opera.
tions. ASM Gloss.

slip glare. a. Glaze consisting primarily of
a readily fusible clay or silt. ASTM C24260. b. A glaze produced with slip day.
See also slip day. Fay.

slippage. See slip, n. Long.
slipper. Staff. A coal seam. Arkell.

slipper cool. Eng. A variety of coal found

in Staffordshire. Tomkeieff, 1954.
slippety parties. Eng. See back. SMRB,
Paper No. 61.
slip pease. a. Closely spaced surfaces along
which differential movement takes place
in rock. Analogous to surfaces between
playing cards. Billings, 1954, p. 378.

Synonym for glide plane; gliding plane.
A.G.1. b. The crystallographic plane in
which slip occurs in a crystal. ASM

with rounded edges. It is held in the hand
and used for whetting gouges. Crispin.
slip stabs. See pottery body stains. CC!) 61,
1961.

sUp straiser. A strainer through wlsich potter's slip is passed. Fey.

dip surface. The surface along which an
earth bank is liable to fail under load.
Ilam.
slip surface of faihwe. In a bank of homogeneous earth or day, the slip surface of
failure closely follows the arc of a circle

which usually intersects the toe of the
bank. Stability depends upon fixing the
position of the center of rotation of the
slip surface along which he greatest shearing resistance would be -equired for equilibrium. See also landsLie. Nelson.

slip Magi. S. Staff. The more or less vertical planes of cleavage in coal. See also
slippy backs. Fey.

slip trailer. A device for squeezing out or
flowing lines of slip on a clay surface.
Sometimes known as bulb trailer. ACSG,
1963.

slip trifling. See trailing. Dodd.

slip process. See wet process, b. ASTM C242-

slip trouble. Scot. Difficulties encountered in
mining due to slips. Fay.

fluid clay) from mixing machine directly

core spring, consisting of a series of tapered wedges contained in slotted rttesses

ing and observing gage to determine if
pressure is correct D.O.T. 1.
slippy. Eng. Abounding in cracks or joints;
said of rocks in the Midland coal field.

lifted the wedges are pulled tight against
the core. Long.

60T.
dip-pump mass. One who pumps slip (semi-

slip-type core lifter. A device used like a

tn caster, turning valves to start slip flow-

in a circular ring or sleeve; as the core
enters the inner tube, it lifts the wedges
along the taper, and wt.en the barrel is

Standard, 1964.

slip vela. A mineral vein accompanier: by
faulting or dislocation. Fay.

slip grip. A hold or grip on a drill rod,

sappy backs. a. N. o Eng. Vertical planes
of cleavage occuring every 4 or 5 inches

slipbook. A hook, generally on a hinge,
which can be readily slisconnected by

Fay. b. Closely spaced principal cleat in
coal. Arkell, 1953.
slip-room foreman. See glare maker, a.
D.O.T. 1.
slips. a. Clearly defined breaks of natural
formation in a coal seam, usually having

of rock particle will descend or settle in
water. (Example: The slip velocity, in
water, of a round, flat particle of rock,
half an inch in diameter, is about 34 feet
per minute.) Long.
slipware. Pottery decorated by the application of slips. ACSG, 1963.

and with an inclination between vestical
and 45 degrees from the vertical. Synonymous with nannies. TIME. b. Used
among British miners for: (1) inferior

slipway. A concrete or masonry slap sloping
down to the water's edge, which supports
a vessel under construction or repair. See
alio traversing slipway. Horn.
slit. a. A communication between two levels.

casing, or pipe by means of serrated-face
steel wedges or slips. Long.

withdrawing a cotter bolt that holds it in
position. Fay.

slip bane. The department of a pottery fac-

tory where the days and other constit-

uenu are dispersed in water and blended
to produce the slip. Dodd.
dipping. Enarging an excavation by breaking one or more walls. Higham, p. 86.
sample cut. In blasting underground, a cut
used in a wide tunnel fake, in which each
successive vertical line of shots (round)
breaks to the face made by the previous

round, so that the relieving cut moves
across the end being blasted. Also known
as slabbing cut; swing cut Pryor, 3.

sliplaterfereace theory. Theory involving
the resistance to deformation offered by
hard phase dispersed in a ductile matirx.
ASM Gloss.

slip joist. a A contraction joint between
two adjoining sections of wall, or at the

horizontal bearing of beams, concrete slabs,

and precast units, to allow slight move-

ment in relation to one of the other. Nam.
b. A splined connection loose enough to
allow its two parts to slide on each other
to change shaft length. Nichols.
slip kis. A heat-resistant trough placed over

a heated flue; water can be evaporated

from slip placed on the trough. This
method of dewatering has been replaced
by filter messing. Dodd.
dip limes; Laden Hoes. Lines which appear

on the polished surface of a crystal or

crystalline body which has been stressed
beyond the elastic limit. They represent

in the seam of coal. Also caned slip things.

a direction between end and bord line

dirty coa', and (2) joints in shale and

other strata. Tomkeieff, 1954. C. Small
faults. BS. 3618, 1964, sec. S. d. A tool
used at the mouth of a borehole to grip
the drill rods or the casing, as these are
being inserted or withdrawn. Also called
damp. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3. e. Clay
made into paint for pottery. Arkell.

slip scratch. Markings on a rock surface

made by the movement over it of another

rock surface, other than the distinctive
slickenside effect. Slipping between two
bedding surfaces, in adjustment during
folding or from some other cause, may
produce angular marks. Challinor.

slip velocity. The rate, expressed in feet per
mir.ute, at which a given size and shape

Fay. b. A short heading put through to

connect two other headings. Zern.
srd-side solid sampler. A solid-tube sampler

with a slight worm twist on the bottom
and an offset slit in the side. When tn-

tated, the lip of the slit scrapes a sample
from the side of a borehole. Long.
slitter. Eng. A pick. Fay.
slilling. A term used for the sawing of colored stones. Usually accomplished with a

thin soft metal wheel or disc which re-

volves vertically. The operation precedes
grinding. Shipley.

slitting Mc. a. Circular saw used in pre-

paring rock specimens. The cutting edge

slip sealer. One who works as member of
team casting tar rings around ends of
clay sewer pipe to insure tight fit when
they are subsequently joined. D.O.T.

b. A gemcutter's slitting mill. Fay.
slitting mill. A rotating disk used by gem-

as a translucent pale green coating along

cutters in slitting; a slicer. Standard, 1964.
slitting shot. A shot put into a large mass of
coal detached by a previous blast. Fay, p.

Sapp.
slip serpeatime. A fibrous material often noted

fault planes in Canadian serpentine deposits. Sinclair, W. E., p. 16.
slip slope. See slip face. Pettijohn.
stip spear. A tool for extracting tubing from
a borehole. Fay.
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incorporates diamond duff and the thin

steel disk revolves at high speed. Pryor, 3.

612.

sliver. a. A defect consisting of a very thin,
elongated piece of metal attached by only

one end to the parent metal into whose
surface it has been rolled. ASM Gloss. b.

sloshing loss
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sliver
Bundles of noncontinuotu or short-kngth

gradual increase or decrease in the weld-

twist. ASTM C162-C6. c. Strands from
combing machine after the blending of

slope cosveyor. a. Usually a troughed belt
co-veyor used for transporting coal or oft
through an inclined passage to the surface from an underground mine. See also

fibers that have reached that stage of their
fabrication into yarn wherein they are
parallel and overlapping and have no

cotton and asbestos before roving. Sinclair,

W. E., p. 484. d. Eng. A thin wooden
strip, inserted into grooves in the adjacent edges of two boards of a brattice, to

make it airtight. Fay.
sloans. A layer 01 clay between seams of
coal. Also spelled sloom. Standard, 1964.

docking stone. Eng. A piece of rich ore
used to tempt persons into a mining enterprise. Webster
mine. Fay.

2d. Set also saltit; a

doom; dome. A thin layer if day at the

bottom of a coal seam and used for hold-

ing or pricking to losen the coal, Midland Counties, England. Nelson.

aloof. S. Afr. A ditch; frequently misspelled

ing current between definite limits and
within a selected time interval. ASM
Gloss.

apron conveyor; belt conveyor; flight conveyor. ASA M114.1-1958. b. Generally less

than 1,000 feet in len4th. It is designed
to raise or lower material on steep grades
and is rimmonly used to transp.irt matef.om discharge bins or a main haulage conveyor to the outside. It is often
used as a transfer conveyor from a lower
to a higher entry or to a gangway in a
pitching seam. NEMA MD1-1961.
slope cocrection. A calculation of deduction
from a length as nteasured on a slope to
bring it to its true horizontal length. See
also tape corrections. Ham.

sluit. Hess.

slope dook. Scot. An incline driven not direct to the dip, that is, intermediate between the dip and strike. Compare slant,

Standard, 1964. See also wedging, e.

h. Fay.
slope engineer. In anthracite and bituminous

slop. In ceramics, to blend thoroughly, as
clay, by kneading, or cutting and piling.

slop brick. A name sometimes applied to
soft-mud brick. Fay,
slope. a. An inclined passage driven from
the dip of a coal vein. Compare slant, b.
When not open at one end to the farface. it is known as an inside slope. See
also incline; plane. Fay. b. The inclination of a mine roadway or coal seam.
Nelson. c. S. Wales, An oblique heading
driven to the rise off which stalls are
turned. Nelson: d. Gr. Brit. An inclined
tunnel from the surface, usually in stone.

Nelsen. e. The main working gallery or
entry of a coal seam which dips at an
angle and along which mine cars are
hauled. Nelson. f. An entrance to a mine
driven down through an inclined coal
seam; also, a mine having such an entrance. An inside slope is a passage in the

mine driven through the seam by which
coal

is brought up from a lower level.

Korson. g. In a mining statute or in mining parlance, an inclined way, passage, or
opening used for the same purpose as a
shaft and is sometimes used as embracing
the main haulage passageway, whether in-

clined or level. Ricketts, I. h. Eng. See

crossheading. SMRD, Paper No. 61. i. The

degree of inclination to the horizontal.
Usually expressed as a ratio, such as 1:25,

indicating one unit rise in 25 units of hori-

zontal distance; or in a decimal fraction
(0.04); degrees (2°I8'); or percent (4%).
It is sometimes expressed by such adjectives as steep, moderate, gentle, mild, flat,
etc. Also called gradient. HEW. j. The

inclined surface of a hill, or any part of
the surface of the earth; the inclination
of a roadway. Also, an inclined tunnel.
Compere pit slope. Berea* of Mines Staff.
k. In surface miningl the steepest possible

slope of an excavation that is consistent
with safety of working. Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, Symposium on Openedit Mining, Quarrying, and Alluvial
Mining, Londor, 16-19 November, 1964,
Paper 17, p. 1.
dope oft coorse. A passageway parallel to
the haulage slope used for the passage
of the air current. Fay, p. 625.
slope cage; slope carriage. A truck on which
the cars are raised at slopes or steep dips.
Fay.
dope control. Producing electronically a

coal mining, one who operates a hoist-

ing engine te haul loaded and empty mine
Cars along .a level or inclined haulage

road (slope gr plane) in a mine on a

level, or from a lower to an upper level,
or to the mine surface. Also called drag
engineer; dragline ergirrer; drumman;
plane engineer; plane tender; slope tender. D.O.T. I.
slope failure. a. The dmv...vard and out-

ward movement of rock or unconsolidated
material as a unit or as a series of units.
Also called slump. Leet. b. Failure of the
mass of soil beneath a natural slope or a
slope of an embankment by the formation

of a slide. Huntington, p. 346. c. Slow

any horizontal movements in the soil. It
consists of a tiltmeter housed in a watertight brass cylinder about 2.5 inches outside diameter and about 15 inches long.
Within it, the tip of a pendulum contacts
a precision-wound resistance coil forming
one half of a Wheatstone bridge. The

other half of the bridgr, together with a
pontentiometer, resistors, switches and bat-

teries ir contained in a control box. The
tiltmeter, which is lowered into an observation well, is connected by cable to the
control 'Aix. Carson, 2, p. 30.
dope level. A batter level. Standard, 1964.
slope man. A worker who grades slopes of
excavations with hand tools. Webster, 3d.
slope Wow. a. A mine opened by a slope
or incline. Fay. b. A mine with an inclined
opening used for the same purpose as a
shaft or a drift mine. It resembles a tuna shaft, depending on its
nel, a drift,
inclination. Kentucky, p. 330.
slope road. Scot. A road driven at an angle
less than a right angle with lewl course.
See *Ito slope dook. Fay.

slope stability. The resistance of any inclined surface, as the wall of an open pit
or cut, to failure by sliding or collapsing.

Bureau of Mines Staff.
slope stake. a. Stake set at the point where
the finished side slope of an excavation
or embankment cut the surface of the

ground. it is usually placed on a line at
right al.gles to the center line and passing through the station point. Seelye, 2.
b. A stake marking the lint where a cut
or fill meets the original grade. Nichols.
dope staking. Marking the ground surface
by pegs at points where proposed new
slopes in cut or fill coincide with the original surface. Ham.
slope tender. See slope engineer. D.O.T. I.
slope test A test to determine whether, and

failure may take place by one Or more of

to what extent, the course of a well de-

tf.e material will assume an angle of repose approximately equal to the angle of
friction of the material, and within limits
the stable slope is independent of the

slope wads. Soil and rock material that is
being or has been moved down a slope
predominantly by the action of gravity

three process's: (1) raveling, in which

weight of the mass, the height of the

slope, and the size of the fragments. It is,
however, characteristic of each rock ma-

terial and is dependent on angularity,
grading, and mineral content; (2) transitional failure in which failure occurs

viates from vertical. Williams.

assisted by running water that is not concentrated into channels. The term may also
designate the process by which such material is moved. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

slop glaze. A suspension of glaze forming
materials prepared for application to ceramic ware, usually by dipping or spraying.

mostly along existing fault planes or other
planes of weakness. Stability is a function

The materials are kept in suspension by

friction, the angle of dip of the slip plane,

amount (about 0.02 percent) of calcium

of rock cohesion, the angle of internal

the length of the slip surface, and the
total weight of the block; and (3) ro-

the preaence of dispersed clay and by the
high concentration of solids. A small
chloride is also added to prevent the glaze

from setting in the glaze tub and to act
as a thickening agent. Dodd.

tational or base failure which is uncommon in open-pit mines or rock cuts because of geologic structure. However, in

sloping pomp. Scot. A hand pump Wd on
the slope of the strata to drain dip work-

the case of homogeneous cohesive mate-

rialvery deep excavation or low rock

slop molding. A method of molding bricks

suength---failure may occur along a cylindrical surface. Lewis, p. 627. Four
of slope failure are rockfall, rock r e s

in open-topped boxes or molds previously

,

dipped in water to keep the clay from

plane shear, and rotational shear. See also

rockfall; rock flow, b; plane shear; rotational shear. Woodruff, v. 3, pp. 537-539.
dope gage. A staff gage placed on an incline
and graduated to indicate vertical heights.
Seelye, 1.

dope keadisg. Scot. A heading driven not
direct to the rise. Opposite of slope dook.
Fay.

...ope hold. A direct rope haulage. Nelson.
dope imlicator. A device which will record
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ings. FaY-

sticking to them; distinguished from pallet molding. Standard, 1964.
slop peck. The volume of slip that contains
20 pounds of dry material. Dodd.
dapple& In ceramics, a process of kneading
clay to render it homogeneous. Standard,
1964. See also wedging, e.

dop weight. The weight (ounce) per pint
of a suspension of day, flint, etc., in

water. Dodd.
slosh* loss. A loss occurring when there is
a fluid in the pores of the rock. This loss

sloshing loss
arises from the relative movement of the
fluid and solid as the elastic waves pus

through the rock. Weill. p. 171.
slot. a. A narrow, vertical opening generally too small to permit traverse by a man.

A.G.1. b. York. To hole; to undercut or
channel. Fay.

slot-asd.wedge bok. A special rod designed
for use in roof bolting. It consists of a mild
steel rod, threaded at one end, the other
end being split into halves for a length of

about 5 inches. When the bolt is driven
into the hole, a wedge opens the slotted

end thus forming the anchorage. See also
wedge-and-sleeve bolt. Nelson.
slot &slog. A method of moving large quan-

tities of material with a bulldozer. Each
trip is made in the same path and thus
the spillage from the sides of the blade

builds up along each side and afterwards
all material pushed into the slot is re-

tained in front of the blade and bigger
loads are handled. Nelson.

slotted duct sampler. A new instrument
for sampling airborne dust and developed
by the National Coal Board, Great Britain.

It consists of a wide horizontal duct
through which the mine air enters in

streandine flow, so that dust particles will
be deposited on the duct floor according
to their falling speeds derived from Stokes'
law. The instrument combines the duties
of monitoring and measuring airborne dust
concentrations in mine roadways. See also
thermal precipitator. Nelso.i.
slotted ani-i-e---'rew

tip pick. See sintered car-

bide tipped picks. Nelson.
slottlag. a. York. Coal cut away in the procCSII of holing. Often used in tl!e _plural.
Sometimes called bug dust in the United
States. Fay. b. Cutting a narrow aperture

or groove with a reciprocating tool in a
vertical shaper or with a curer, broach,
or grinding wheel. ASM Gloss.
slotting wheel. A thin grinding wheel, usually organic bonded, used for ("ming
slots or grooves in the workpiece. ACSG,
1963.

slot weld. Similar to plug weld, the difference being that the hole is elongated and
may extend to the edge of a member without dosing. ASM Gloss.

slough. Fragments of rocky material from
the wall of a borehole which either
fell into and obstructed the borehole or
were washed out of the hole with the returns; fragments of material resulting from
the enlargement of a borehole. Long.
doughiNg. Minor face and rib falls. Cool

Age a. 71, No. 8, August 1966, p. 200.

sioughimpolf cone. Large cone (for example,

Callow) in pulp flow-line designed to remove fine slimes as overflow while delivering a thkkened spigot product containing the coarser parades. Pryor, 3.

alms. a. Corn. The outcrop or back of a
lode. This generally applies to the appear-

ance of a lode in a manhy place. Cropping out is a Welsh, also East and North
of England term; but it is never used in

Cornwall. Fay. b. A gallery in a mine; day
level; especially applied to damp places.
Standard 1964.

alow-badd4 device. An appliance for use
in conjunction with the -Lilly controller
for controlling the landing speed of less
than 5 feet per second when men are
being wound. On each dial of the Lilly
controller, an auxiliary dial is bolted to
carry a slow-banking cam engaging near
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the end of the wind with a roller arm.
The action of the appliance depends on

the relative rate of movement of this roller

and that of the piston in an oil dashpot
cylinder. Sinclair, V, pp. 209-210.
slow feed. See slow gear. Long.

slow-feed gear. Set slow gear. Long.
slow gear. a. When applied to a screwfeed-

sludge sample
agitators in the chemical treatment of

distillates. Fay. k. Soft mud; muddy sediment in a steam boiler; slime. Webster 3d.
I. Refuse from a coal-washing plant. Standard, 1964. m. A device for pumping sludge

from a borehole; a sand pump or shell

pump. Standard, 1964. n. Sometimes syn-

feed mechanism that advances the bit the

onymous with slime. Fay. o. Sometimes
called slurry. B.C.I.
sludge abatement. The control of the discharge into watercourses (or on adjacent
land), of mineralized or impure water, or

than a 100-feed gear. Compare feed ratio.
Long. b. When applied to speed at which

this effect are inserted in the Mining Acts

the drill motor rotates the drill stem, the
transmission gear position giving the lowest number of bit revolutions per minute;
thus, slow gear corresponds to low gear
in an automobile. Long.
slow %esker cord. It consists of a plastic incendiary composition extruded around a
central copper wire. An iron wire is added
to give greater strength, and the whole is
then enclosed in a thin extruded plastic

sludge acid. Waste or spent sulfuric acid,
usually from refining petroleum oils or

type drill, the pair of feed gears in the

least amount for each revolution of drill
drive rod and/or the coupled drill stem;
for example, a 400-feed gear is slower

coating. The diameter of slow cord is
0.07 inch. McAdam II, p. 61.

slow amino. See thermal neutron. MIL.
slow powder. Blackpowder, often called gunpowder. Also, some of the slow-acting dynamites. Nichols.

slow-radius thermometer. Consists of a
thick-walled glass test tube containing a

thermometer, the bulb of which is em-

bedded in cork or paraffin wax. The open
end of the tube is corked and the whole
protected by rubber rings. When employee
in the measurement of strata temperature,

this is inserted to the back of a 30-foot
borehole and allowed to remain there for
24 hours. The thermometer is read, with-

out removing it from the tube, immediately after withdrawal. Roberts, !, p.
138.

slow best See consolidated-drained test.
ASCE P1826.
slow wheel (archeok. The surface perfecting

of a handmade vessel by turning it on a
rotating base, such as a plate or a block

of wood or a sherd. ACSG, 1963.
dodge. a. The mud and cuttings made by a
diamond or churn drill bit and carried to
the surface by the uprising stream of water.

Nelson. b. The soft mud settling out of
water in a pump sump. Nelson. C. The
machine shop waste containing diamond
from grinding operations when obtained
from wet grinding. BuMin es B1,11.630,1965 ,

p. 305. cl. In diamond grinding operations,
a wet oily product obtained where Pberal

quantities of coolant are applied to the
work. It is a semifluid ruxture and is
discharged into a collectiog chamber below the grinding( machire. Excess liquid
may be separated from the solids by decantation or filtration. I.C. 8200, 1964, p.
75. e. In diamond drilling, portion of core

ground finely by accident or defect in
drilling, and therefore reducing reliability

of oortion of sample in which it hap-

pened. Mineral mud, slurry too thick to
flow. Pryor, 3. f. A soft mud, slush, or
mire; for example, the solid product of
a filtration process before drying (filter
cake). CCD 6d, 1961. g. Rock cuttings
Produced by the drill bit. BS. 3618, 1963,
sec. 2. h. See cuttings. Long. i. A murky
colored sediment flowing from the opera-

tions of a lead and ztnc miningg plant
Ricketts, I. j. Applied to the tar fro.n the
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sludge, or mining debris. Provisions to

of most countries. Nelson.

crude benzenes. CCD 6d, 1961.
sludge asphalt. Asphaltlike products obtained

by separation from the add sludge produmd in the refining of petroleum. CCD
6d, 1961.

sludge assay. The chemical assaying of drill

cuttings for a specific metal or group of

metals. Long.
sludge barrel. a. See sediment tube. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 3. b. Set calyx, a. Long.
sludgebousd. Aongygesart of the drill-string

equipment d
Long.

by impacted cuttings.

stodge box. a. A wooden box in which the
sludge is allowed to settle from the mud
flush and sometimes retained for examination. Nelson. b. See settling box. Long.
sludge bucket. See calyx, a. Long.
sludge cast. See furrow cast. Pettijohn.
sludge disused. A tailrace for conveying the

tailings away after the gold has been extracted from alluvial beds. Fay.
sledge door. An opening through which sediment may be moved. Fay.
sludge, general. Any waste product obtained

during refining of any material; also, the
mud obtaised from a drill hole in boring.
Shell Oil Co.
sludge ma& a. One who tends the concentrating tables used in treating fine slime
or sludge from a prior separation for the
separation of an additional valuable mineral. Also called sludge mill operator.

D.O.T. 1. b. See sludge sampler, a. Long.
sludge mill. A machine in which the sludge
(slime) from another mill is washed; as,
for example, a slime table. Fay.
sludge paddocks. Collecting or settling areas

for the slurry which results from hydraulicking overburden. Austin.

sludge pan. See tempering tub. Dodd.
sludge pit. Synonym for sump, n. Long.
sludge pomp. A short iron pipe or tube fitted

with a valve at the lower end, with which
the sludge is extracted from a borehole.
Fay. Ste also mud hog; mud pump; sand
pump. Long.

slodger. a. A long cylindrical tube, fitted
with a valve at the tottom and open at
the top, used for raising the mud which
accumulates in the bottom of a boring
during the sinking process. Also called sand

pump; shell pump; sludge pump. C.T.D.

b. A scraper for clearing mud out of a
shothole. C.T.D. C. A centrifugal pump
designed for dealing with sand and slime.
Nelson.

sludge sample. a. All or part of the drill
cuttings collected, dried, and saved for
assaying or chemical analysis. Long. b.
The mud and chippings made during bor-

ing with a diamond or churn drill and

sludge sample
sometimes used for sampling purposes. Lit-

tle reliance can be placed on the assay of
the sludge, and it is not regularly saved
for assay, except occasionally when drill-

ing in weathered or friable ore zones.
Sludge tanks are often used to collect

sludge samples. Nelson.
sludge sampler. a. An individual responsible
for collecting and preparing drill cuttings

for the purpose of examining, assaying,
chemical analysis, or storage. Also called
sampler. Long. b. A device used to collect
and to split drill cuttings. See also riffle.

Long.

sludge samples. Samples of mud from a ro-

tary drill, or sand from a churn drill, or

fine materials from diamond drilling used
to obtain information about the formation
being drilled. Nichols.
sludge sampling. Process of collecting and
preparing drill cuttings as samples. Long.
sludge-saver. A device for collecting all the
drill cuttings from a given interval of
borehole. Long.
sludging. The act or process of becoming
sludgebound. Compare, mud up; a. Long.
sludge splitter. See rifle, a. Long.
sludge water. See return water. Long.
sludging formation. A formation from which
it is nearly impossible to ..ccover core, so

that sampling is done by collecting the

drill cuttings or sludge. Long.
sludging up. See sludging. Long.
slue. To turn, twist, or swing about. To slide
and turn or slip out of course. Webster 3d.
In cutting the coal, the machine moves

from right to left, the back part moving ,
faster than the front. It is necessary at
intervals to stop the machine and straighten it, or "slue" it, as called by miners.
Fay.

sluff. a. Mud cake detached from the wall
of a borehole. Long. b. A variant, incorrect spelling of slough. Long. c. The falling of decomposed, soft rocks from the
roof or walls of mine openings. Bureau

of Mines Staff.
slug. a. A piece of alluvial gold up to about
one pound weight. Gordon. b. A lump of
metal or valuable mineral, for example,
cassiterite or cerargyrite. Fay. c. Eng. A
loop formed at the end of a rope through
which a miner passes his leg previously

to descending an old shaft or working.
Fay. d. To inject a borehole with cement

slurry or various liquids containing shred-

ded materials in an attempt to restore

lost circulation by sealing off the openings in the borehole-wall rocks, Long. e.
Small, shaped pieces of hard metal that
can be brazed or handpeened in slots or
holes cut in the face of a blank bit.
Slugs may or may not contain diamonds.
Compare insert. Long. f. A short piece
of metal to be placed in a die for forging
or extruding. ASM Gloss. g. A small piece
of material produced in piercing a hole
in sheet material. ASM Gloss. h. A mass of
half-roasted ore. Webster 3d. i. A lump

of nuclear fuel, commonly in the form of

a short, round bar, or a cylinder, to be

inserted into holes or channels in the active lattice of a reactor. Slugs are commonly encased in jackets. The term often

refers to the fuel of a natural uranium-

graphite reactor. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957. j.
A rough piece of prepared clay body suffi-

cient for making one piece of ware, for
example, by throwing or by jiggering.
Dodd. k. A fault in a glass-fiber product
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elu mp bedding
A valve consisting of a plate, moved by
a screw, between closely fitting channel

resulting from the presence of nonfibrous
glass; also called shot. Dodd.
slug bit. See insert bit. Long.

guides. B.S. 3618, 1963, MC. 4.

slugp. An Irish term for hole in the sur- sluiceway. An artificial channel into which
water is let by a sluice. Webster 3d.

face rock of some limestone formations,

caused by the falling in of parts of the sluicing. a. Washing auriferous earth through
long races or boxes (sluices), provided
crust over subterranean streams. Standwith riffles and other gold-saving appliard, 1964. Compare sink, h; sinkhole. Fay.
ances. Fay. b. Separation of minerals in a
slugged bottom. A fault in a glass container
flowing stream of water. See also sluicecharacterized by the bottom being thick
boxes. Bureau of Mines Staff. c. Moving
on one side and thin on the other; also
earth, sand, gravel, or other rock or mincalled a wedged bottom and (in the United
States) heel tap. Dodd.
slugger. A tooth on a roll-type rock crusher.
Nichols.

slugging. The unsound practice of adding a
separate piece of material in a joint before or during welding, resulting in a
welded joint which does not comply with
design, drawing, or specification requirements. ASM Gloss.

slug iron. Iron strengthening band, keeping
grinding pan arms in position. Noke.

sluice. a. To mine an alluvial deposit by

hydraulicking. Nelson. b. A long troughlike box set on a slope of about 1 in 20,
through which placer gravel is carried by
a stream of water. The sand and gravel
are carried away, while most of the gold
and other heavy minerals are caught in rif-

fles or a blanket on the floor. See also

box sluice; ground sluice; placer mining.
Nelson. c. S. Afr. A sort of trough used
in washing alluvial dirt. Beerman. d. See
flume. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4. e. To wash

with or in a stream of water running
through or from a sluice. Webster 3d. f.
To drench, wash, or scour with gushes or
floods, as of water; flush. Webster 3d. g.
A conduit for carrying water at high velocity. Seelye, 1. h. An opening in a structure for passing debris. Seelye, 1. i. To
cause water to flow at high velocities for
wastage, for purposes of excavation, ejecting debris, etc. Seelye, 1. j. A steep, narrow waterway. Nichols. k. A channel,

drain, or small stream for carrying

off

surplus or overflow water. Craigie, v. 4,
p. 2,151.

sluiceboxes; sluices. Long, inclined troughs
or launders containing riffles in the bot-

tom that provide a lodging place for

heavy minerals in ore concentration. The
material to be concentrated is carried
down through the sluices on a current of
water. Sluiceboxes are widely used in
placer operations for concentrating such
minerals as gold, platinum, and cassiterite
from stream gravels. Newton, pp. 92-93.

sluice fork. A form of fork having many

tines, used to remove obstructions from a

sluiceway. Fay.

sluice gate. The sliding gate of a sluice.
Webster 3d.

sluice bead. Aust. A supply of 1 cubic foot

of water per second, regardless of the head,
pressure, or size of orifice. Compare miner's inch. Fay.

sluice tender. In metal mining, a laborer

who tends sluiceboxes (troughs) used in
placer mining to separate gold from the
sand or gravel in which it occurs; and removes wood and other obstructions to see
thai the gravel and water run freely
through the sluices and that the riffle
(cleats) is clear, so that the gold will be
caught and held when settling to the bot-

tom. D.O.T. 1.
sluice valve. a. A sluice gate. Webster 3d. b.
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eral materials by flowing water. Bureau of
Mines Staff. See also hydraulic mining, b;
placer mining.
sluicing table. N.Z. A table, on wheels, used

for washing black sand for its gold content. Fay.

slum. a. The very finely divided clayey portion of the residue overflowing from a

box, particularly applied to deep
lead mining. Nelson. b. A short roadway
sluice

to the dip in coal mines used solely to
stock spare cars or the spake until required at the end of the shift. Nelson. c.
N. Staff. A black slippery, indurated clay.
Fay. d. A soft clayey or shaley bed of coal.

Fay. Also spelled slumb. e. Used in the
plural for the discharge or waste from
hydraulic mines. See also tailing; slime.

Fay.
slume. See sloom. Nelson.

slumgullion. A usually red, muddy deposit
in mining sluices. Webster 3d.
slump. a. Material that has slid down from
high rock slopes; to slip down en muse.
A.G.I. b. The downward slipping t:f a
mass of rock or unconsolidated materiaj of
any size, moving as a unit or as several
subsidiary units, . usually with backward
rotation on a more or less horizontal axis
parallel to the cliff or slope from which
it descends. A.G.J. c. To slide with perceptible motion down a declivity; said
of loose earth or rock. Standard, 1964. d.
The deposit produced by a downslope, en
masse movement of material; may be subaqueous or subaerial. See also slide, k.
Pettijohn. e. The vertical distance through
which the top of a molded mass of fresh
concrete sinks on removal of the mold,
under specified conditions of test. Taylor.
slump balls. More or less flattened balls, 2
to 3 centimeters to 2 to 3 meters across;
commonly laminated, with internal contortions and a smooth external form. Probably the same as pillow-structure. Pettijohn.
slump basins. Near the base of many canyon
walls and on shale hills and ridges, small,
irregular slumps give rise to basins which

may be filled with water that runs down
the higher land surfaces. Such basins usually are shallow and the lakes that they
contain are short-lived. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

slump bedding. a. Deformation in an unconsolidated or plastic sediment due to
subaqueous slump or gliding. The disturbance may be restricted to layers only
an inch or two thick, and are confined
to a single bed or zone between undisturbed beds. Synonym for curly bedding.
A.G.I. b. Disturbed strata interbedded between undisturbed strata, caused by flow
of newly deposited sediment. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 5. c. Term loosely applied to
any disturbed bedding; strictly applicable
only to structures produced by lateral
movement or slump. Pet!ijohn.

dumping. When the soil and earthy mate-

rial on a steep slope become charged with
water, their weight is greatly increased. At

the same time the water makes them

more mobile. Under these circumstances
the material sometimes slides down the
slopes.

Such movements are known as

slumping or sliding. If the movement is on
a large scale, it is a landslide. A.G.I.
slump mark. Marks and structures made by
dry or wet sand avalanching down the lee
side of a sand wave or dune. Pettijohn.
slump overfold. Hook-shaped masses of sand-

stone produced during slump. Pettijohn.
slump sheet. A bed of limited thickness and
wide extent consisting of slumped materials. Pettijohn.

slump test. a. A rough test for the consistency of freshly mixed concrete in terms
of the subsidence of a truncated cone of
concrete when upturned from a bucket.
Dodd. b. A worked test for the consistency of vitreous enamel slip. See also Irwin slump test. Dodd.
Cartridges of explosive
which are lowered into position in drill-

slung cartridges.

hole blasting at the end of a length of
strong twine (not wire). As detonating

cord is normally used for ignition in drill
holes, the primed cartridge is lowered first
in each charge by using a detaching hook
or a length of twine, and it is followed by
the remainder of the charge. Nelson.
slurry. a. Any finely divided solid which has
settled out as from thickeners. Nelson. b.
The fine carbonaceous discharge from a
colliery washery. All washeries produce
some slurry which must be treated to separate the solids from the water in order to

have a clear effluent for reuse or discharge.
Also, in some cases, it is economical to extract the fine coal from the effluent. Nelson.
c. A mixture of cement and water pumped

into a borehole or oil well to support the
casing and prevent movement of underground fluids. See also mud flush, b. Nelson. d. Semiviscous material composed of

fine sediments mixed with oily or waxlike
substances and water, which accumulates
in a borehole. Long. e. A mud-laden drillcirculation fluid. Long. f. Fine particles

concentrated in a portion of the circulating water (usually by settling) and waterborne to treatment plant of any kind.

B.S. 3552, 1962. g. Cement grout. Nichols.
h. Pulp not thick enough to consolidate as
a sludge but sufficiently dewatered to flow

viscously. In metallurgy, a porridge used
to repair furnace linings. Pryor, 3. i. Eng.

A mixture of sulfides and arsenides of copper, lead, silver, etc., resulting from silver
smelting. Standard, 1964. j. A liquid mixture of cement or other finely divided ma-

terial and water. Taylor. k. A thin watery
suspension; for example, the feed to a filter

press or other filtration equipment. CCD
6d, 1961.

,

compounds such as sugar, molasses, or
emulsified oil. These slurries are used

chiefly in open-p:t mines where rock is
hard and/or holes are wet. Also called

DBA (dense blasting agent). Nichols, pp.
9-11.
slurrying. The process of filling in joints with
slurry. Osborne.

slurry man. See furnace sprayer. D.O.T.
Supp.

slurry man helper. A laborer who makes

slurry for use by furnace sprayer, mixing
specified amounts of silica, clay, and
water in large drums with air-pressure
hose. D.O.T. Supp.
slurry pond. Any natural or artificial pond

or lagoon for settling and draining the

solids from washery slurry. B.S. 3552, 1962.

slurry screen. A screen to recover a granular

product from the circulating water in a
washer, usually after a preliminary concentration of the solids and with or without the use of Water sprays. B.S. 3552,
1962.

slurry slump. A slump in which the moving
mass disintegrates into a quasi-liquid
slurry. Pettijohn.

slush. a. To fill mine workings with sand,

usually added. Slurries may also be made
with nonexplosive reducing agents, includ-

ing finely divided metals such as magnesium or aluminum, and with organic

metal very well but is easily removed when
desired. Crispin.

slush plt. An excavation dug near a drill to
form a reservoir in which the returns from
a borehole are collected and stored. Also
called drill sump, mud pit, sludge pit,
slush pond, sump. Long.
slush pond. A slush pit or sump. Long.
slush pump. A pump used to circulate drill-

ing mud in rotary drilling. Institute of

Petroleum, 1961. See also mud pump; circulating pump.
sly bed. Eng. Soft, black, bituminous shale
with a white efflorescence on exposure. A
hard calcareous band near the base, Middle Purbeck Beds, Swanage. Arkell.
slyne. Same as cleat. Raistrick and Marshall,
p. 43. See also sline.

with a scrape: (slusher) hoist. Bureau of

called sawney. Fay.
Sm Chemical symbol for samarium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

frozen together, forming a thin layer and
giving the sea surface a grayish or leadentin ted color. With light winds no ripples

small. Eng. A term frequently used for ?lack
or fine coal. Fay.
small-angle boundaries. Two-dimensional defects consisting of aligned dislocations. VV.

Mines Staff. d. Accumulation of ice crystals
which remain separate or only slightly

appear. Schieferdecker. e. Snow or firn

1964, p. B-1.

saturated with water. A.G.I. f. To fill in

small bottom. Ark. A local term used at

slush box. Container hbout the polishing
wheel which collects the mud often used

the top bottom and separated from it by

(as the joints of a wall or of a block pavement) with slush or grout. Webster 3d.
in lrzrping. Shipley.

slush casting. A hollow casting usually made

of an alloy with a low but wide melting

temperature range. After the desired thickness of metal has solidified in the mold, the
remaining liquid is poured out. ASM
Gloss.

slush casting process. One in which molten
metal is poured into a metal mold and immediately poured out, leaving a casting.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

slusher. a. A scraper loader. Nelson. b. A

mechanical dragshovel loader. Mason. c. A

mobile drag scraper with a metal slide to
elevate the bucket to dump point. Nichols.
d. N. of F.ng. See scraper packer. Trist.
slusher drift. Drift in stope block above haulage level, down which scraper loader conveys broken or to loading chutes which
are usually without gates. Pryor, 3.

slusher operator. In metal mining, one who
operates the hoisting engine of a scraper
loader, known as a slusher, to load ore into
cars or to scrape it into chutes, or to move

slushing. a. Term sometimes applied to hydraulic stowing and also to scraper loader
operations. Nelson. b. A method for the

is

the ore drops into the cars. Nelson.

slushing oll. Used to coat metals, machine
parts, etc., to prevent corrosion. It usually
is nondrying oil or grease which coats the

silt. Korson. c. To move ore or waste filling

mixtures of an explosive such as TNT,
which is a reducing agent, an oxidizing
agent, such as ammonium nitrate and/or

sodium nitrate, and water. A thickening or

equipped w th a scraper loader, for loading ore directly into cars in the haulage
level. The drift is formed at right angles
to the haulage level and over it so that

slype. Scot. A sled for drawing coal along
the wall face, or in steep workings. Also

hydraulic mine filling. Fay. b. Same as

sand or rock fill in the stopes. D.O.T. 1.
slush-fitted pump. A pump equipped with
valves capable of passing a mud-laden
fluid. See also mud hog; mud pump, a;

high-velocity explosives of great power and
very high water resistance. They are usually

quired for this process. Dodd.

slushing drift. A drift in an ore body,

culm, etc., by hydraulic methods. See also

slurry bedding. See slump bedding, b. B.S.
3618, 1964, sec. 5.
slurry blasting agents. Dense, insensitive,

jelling substance such as guar gum

small mine
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slumping

slush pump. Long.

application of vitreous enamel slip to ware,

particularly to small awkwardly shaped

items. The slip is applied by dashing it on
the ware to cover all its parts, excess then
being removed by shaking the ware. A slip
of thicker consistency than normal is re-

Jenny Lind for the smaller part of the bottom bench of the coal seam. This is below

a smooth seam. Fay.
small butty. Staff. A contractor who engages

to work a certain part of a seamusually
reckoned as a certain width of faceat a
tonnage price, the contractor finding and

paying the labor necessary to mine and deliver the coal to the haulage load. Fay.
small coal. a. Coal broken into small pieces,
usually that smaller than stove size; slack.

Standard, 1964. b. Thin seams of coal;
also called low coal. Fay. c. Coal with a

top size less than 3 inches. B.S. 1017,1960,
Pt. 1.

small colliery. In Great Britain, generally a
colliery producing less than 1,000 tons per
day. See also large colliery. Nelson.

small diameter blastholes. Multiple row

blasting with holes 1 IA to 3 inches in diameter in low face quarries. Short-delay
blasting is usually adopted using explosive
factors similar to those of large diameter
holes. With smaller diameter blastholes,
the explosive charges can be brought up
higher in the holes and so provide better
breakage in blocky ground. Nelson.
Smalley process. A method for desulfurizing
iron and steel with metal hydrides in which
a molten slag is floated on a mass of molten
ferrous metal and at least one metal hydride

is introduced into the mass. The molten
ferrous metal is separated from the slag,
the metallic hydrides breaking down into
metal and nascent hydrogen. Hydrides of
the alkali metals have been found very
satisfactory and are readily available. Osborne.

small floe. Approximately 10 to 200 meters
in diameter. Schieferdecker.
small mine. A British coal mine employing
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small mine
not more than 30 persons below ground.
Nelson.

small ore. Eng. Copper, lead, and zinc ore
dressed to a small size; also called smalls.

Fay.

small punch. Same as washer mica. Skow.
smalls. a. Small coal; slack. Standard, 1964.
b. Small particles of m'.xed ore and
gangue. Standard, 1964. c. See small ore.
Fay. d. Om of the three main size groups
by which coal is sold by the National Coal

Board of Great Britain. It embraces all
coals with no lower size limit and ranges

from a top size uf 2 to Ya inch, and can be
either untreated, that is, have received no

preparation other than dry screening, or

treate d, having been washed or dry
cleaned. See also graded coal; large coal.

Nelson.

small-stone bit. a. In mitieral exploration
drilling, a diamond bit set with 100-percarat size or smaller diamonds. Long. b.
In petroleum drilling, a diamond bit set
with 10-per-carat-size or smaller diamonds.
Long.

small tiu. Eng. Tin recovered from slimes.
Fay.

smalt. A potash-cobalt glass made by fusing

pure sand and potash with cobalt oxide,
grinding, and powdering; a blue powder.
Used in ceramics as a pigment and for

coloring glass. CCD 6d, 1961.
smaltine. An arsenide of cobalt, often containing nickel and iron. Also called smaltite; gray cobalt; tin-white cobalt. Fay.
smaltite; smaltine. Probably skutterudite; the
smaltite formula, CoAs2, was probably
based on analyses of impure material, for
it has been shown that the diarsenide series
does not exist. Dana 17, P. 276.

smaragd. A precious stone of light green
color; a variety of beryl. Fay.
smaragdite. A thin-foliated variety cf amphi-

bole, near actinolite in composition but

carrying some alumina. It has a light green
color resembling much common green diallage. Fay.
smaragdmatrix. Emerald. Feldspar and quartz
embedded with emerald. Shipley.
smaragdolin. Trade name for a glass imita-

tion of emerald which was usually beryl
glass and was sold in boules shaped like
those of synthetic corundum. Mohs' hardness, 5 to 5.5; specific gravity, 3.3 to 3.45;
refractive index, 1.62. Shipley.

smart aleck. A limit switch that cuts

,

off

power if a machine part is moved beyond
its safe range. Nichols.
smart fire. N. of Eng. A severe, though small,
mine explosion. Fay.
smart money. N. of Eng. A weekly allowance
of money given by employers to workmen
who are injured while at work. Accident
compensation. Fay.
smashup. A wreck, usually of haulage equipment. Bureau of Mines Staff.
smear. a. A volatile flux for glazing ware.
Standard, 1964. b. To give a luster to (ar-

ticles of pottery) without glazing, as by
putting a volatile flux in the kiln with the

ware. Standard, 1964. Also spelled smeir.
Fay. c. In the glass industry, the word has
the special meaning of a surface crack in
the neck of a glass bottle. Dodd.
smectic state. Liquid-crystalline state of some
fatty acids and soaps in which bundles of
long molecules are oriented into parallel
layers. Smectic liquid crystals are composed

of series of planes. They glide rather than
flow. When less completely oriented (ne-

smithite

matic) they are distributed at random
and flow. Pryor, 3.

smectite. a. A green clay. Standard, 1964. b.
A greenish variety of halloysite. In certain
states of humidity, it appears transparent
and almost gelatinous. Fay.
smeddum. a. Scot. The smaller particles of

ore which pass through the sieve of the

hutch. Fay. b. Eng. Clay or shale separating coal seams. Webster 2d. c. Fine coal
slack. Standard, 1964. Also spelled smiddam; smiddum; smitham; smithem; smitten; smytham. Fay.
smeir. A semiglaze used on pottery; a mix-

ture of common salt and slip glate. See

also smear. Fay.

Smekal cracks. The canals or pores which,
according to Smekal's theory of the structure of crystalline solids, exist between
small, structurally perfect lattice blocks in
the crystal. Miall.

smelt; smelting. a. A process distinct from
roasting, sintering, fire refining, and other
pyrometallurgical operations. The two
most important types are reduction smelting which produces molten metal and
molten slag, and matte smelting which produces

molten matte and molten

slag.

Smelting may be conducted in a blast furnace, a reverberatory furnace, or an elec-

tric furnace. Reduction smelting is

usu-

ally performed in blast furnaces and matte
smelting in reverberatories, but there are
exceptions in both cases. Newton, p. 298.

b. Any metallurgical operation in which
metal is separated by fusion from those
impurities with which it may be chemically combined or physically mixed, such
as in ores. Bureau of Mines Staff. c. A
specific batch or lot of frit. ASTM C28665.

smelter. a. One engaged in smelting or works
in an establishment where ores are smelted.

Fay. b. In the United States, smelting
works; an establishment where ores are
smelted. Fay. c. A furnace in which the
raw materials of the frit batch are melted.
ASTM C286-65. See also batch smelter;
continuous smelter; rotary smelter.
smelter, batch. Sec batch smelter.
smelter, continuous. See continuous smelter.
smelter drippings. a. Drippings of molten
glassy material formed. on the crown of
the smelter. ASTM C286-65. b. Burnt
glass, usually overfired material from roof
of smelter, generally seen as amber-colored

beads in enamel frit. Enam. Dia.
smeltered. A California term applied to ani-

mals that have been injured by smelter
fumes, either by inhalation or by eating
vegetation upon which smelter fumes have

settled. Fay.

smelter returns. In a contract, returns from
the ore, less the smelting charges, without deducting transportation charges. Ricketts, I.

smelter, rotary. See rotary smelter.
smelters' ton. A long ton plus an allowance
for sandage, etc. Standard, 1964.
smeltery. A smelting establishment. Webster

3d.
smelting. a. The chemical reduction of a
metal from its ore by a process usually involving fusion, so that the earthy and other

impurities, separating as lighter and more
fusible slags, can readily be removed from
the reduced metal. An example is the reduction of iron ore (iron oxide) by coke in
the blast furnace to produce pig iron.
Smelting may also involve preliminary
treatment of the ore, as by calcination and
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further refining processes, before the rietal
is fit for a particular industrial use. Rolfe.

b. Thermal processing wherein chemical
reactions take place to produce liquid

metal from a beneficiated ore. ASM Gloss.
c. Smelting by its derivation is synonymous
with melting. When metallic ores are ex-

posed to heat, and such reagents as develop the metal, it is called smelting in
contradistinction from the mere application of heat, causing the ore to become
fluid, which is called melting. Ricketts, I.
d. The process of melting porcelain enamel
raw materials in a melting furnace around
2,500° F. The raw materials, which have
been first thoroughly mixed, are loaded

into the smelter and allowed to remain
there until thoroughly and uniformly melted. This melting process requires from one

to three hours' time. The molten enamel

runs from the furnace in a white hot

stream and the ccntact with the cold water
in the quenching tank shatters the enamel

into millions of friable pieces which are
known to the enameler as either frit or

glass. Enam. Dict. Also known as melting.
smelting furnace. A blast furnace, reverberatory furnace, or electric furnace in which
ore is smelted for the separation of a metal.
Standard, 1964.

smelting house. a. A structure built over a
smelting furnace; a smelting works. Standard, 1964. b. A smeltery. Fay.
smelting works. a. An establishment in which
metals are extracted from ores by furnaces.
Standard, 1964. b. A smeltery. Fay.
smiddam; smitham. Derb. Lead-ore dust. A
variation of smeddum, a. Fay.
smiddum. Eng. A variation of smeddum. Fay.

smiddum tails. Eng.; Scot. Ore sludge; ore
slime. A variation of smeddum. Fay.
smiddy coal. Scot. Smithy coal. Fay.

Smidth agglomerating kiln. A rotary kiln pro-

viding an alternative method to sintering

for the treatment of fine ores and flue dust.
Osborne.

smift. a. Eng. A fuse or slow match. Fay b.
A bit of touch paper, touch wood, etc., at-

tached by a bit of clay or grease to the
outside end of the train of gunpowder

when blasting. Also called snift. Zern.
smith. See blacksmith. Nelson.

smithany smithen; smytham. a. Mid. Fine
slack. 'Fay. b. Clay or shale between two
beds of coal. A variation of smeddum, b
and c. Fay.
smithery. a. The art of shaping or fashioning,
as iron or steel, with a hammer and other
tools; smithing. Standard, 1964. b. A
smith's shop; smithy. Standard, 1964.
smith forge. A small, open-hearth furnace
utilizing an air blast with coal or coke for
fuel. It is commonly used for heating small
metal parts previous to manual, hot-working operations. Henderson.

smith forging. Hand forging with flat or
simple-shaped dies that never completely
confine the work. ASM Gloss.

smithing. Forging or working iron or steel
while hot. Ham.
smithing coal. A good smithing coal should
have the following characteristics: (1) ash

content not to exceed 7.0 percent; (2)

calorific value 14,000 British thermal units

per pound or higher; (3) low to medium
volatile ranging from 19 to 26 percent;
(4) quick and positive coking qualities

and (5) low sulfur, preferably 1.0 percent
or less. Mitchell, pp. 121-122.
smithite. A scarlet vermillion, exactly like
proustite; on long exposure to sunlight, it

smithite
changes to orange red. A sulfarsenite of

silver. Monoclinic; tabular, flattened pyramid. From Binnenthal, Switzerland. English.

Smith-McIntyre mud sampler. With this device the digging and hoisting mechanisms
are separated. This fact improves overall
performance even under bad working conditions. The sampler consists of a springloaded bucket actuated only after the de-

vice rests squarely on the bottom. The

bucket is carried on a heavy metal bridle

which slides on a guide tube, and two
heavy springs on the frame bear on the
movable bridle. In the set position the

springs are held by two catches which fit
into a pair of holders and these are triggered when the device strikes bottom. On
release, the springs bear on the bridle and
push the bucket down into the sediment.
At the same time as these are triggered,
a release bar moves so that on hoisting the
weight goes on the wire and the two halves
of the bucket are drawn together taking
a sample of the sediment. H&G.
Smith process. a. A variation of the series

system of copper refining in which the
plates are placed horizontally, the top

surface of each one acting as cathode, the
lower as anode. Linen diaphragms must be
placed between the plates to catch the
slime. When these diaphragms break and
allow the slime to drop on the cathode, it
is difficult to remedy any short circuits
without dismantling the tank. Liddell 2d,
p. 496. b. A process for the production of
sponge iron, which is carried out in vertical ovens or retorts, similar to coke ovens
in design. The crushed ore or iron oxide
material is mixed with carbonaceous material and charged into the oven, where it
is heated and cooled by means of horizontal flues. It is preheated in the upper part
of the oven by the waste gases, which leave

the stack at about 200° C. The charge
then enters the reduction zone, where
temperatures range from about 8700 to
1,095° C and is subsequently cooled by
the incoming air for combustion in the

heating flues, being discharged at less than
120° C. Osborne.
Smith refractumeter. A very small gemmological refractometer of fair accuracy (-17.01)

employing a segment of a hemisphere of
highly refractive glass in a nonrotating

mount. It was designed by G. F. Herbert Smith and is suitable for use in the

hand. See also Rayner refractometer; Tully
refractometer. Shipley.
smithsonite. See zinc carbonate. Bennett 2d,
1962.

smithum. Lead ore dust. Arkell.
Smith welding See forge welding. Ham.
smithy coal. Eng. A grade of small coal habitually used by blacksmiths. Fay.
smithy forge. See smith forge.
smithy ore. N. of Eng. A soft variety of hematite that is used much for forming bottoms of puddling furnaces. Fay.
smitten. Fine gravellike ore, occurring free

in mud openings, or derived from the

breaking of the ore in blasting. A variation
of smeddum, a. Fay.
smoke. The exhalation, visible vanor, or ma-

terial that escapes or is expelled from a

burning substance during combustion; applied especially to the volatile matter expelled from wood, coal, peat, etc., together
with the solid matter which is carried off

in suspension with it. That which is expelled from metallic substances is generally

smooth shoreline
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called fume or fumes. See also fume and

metallurgical smoke. Fay.
smoked. a. A term applied to the discoloring
of glass in a reducing flame. ASTM C16266. b. Glass covered with smoky film from
open-fired lehrs. ASTM C162-66.
smoke farmer. The agriculturist whose chief
crop is a suit for damages. Hoot), p. 257.
smoke behnet. A helmet which encloses the

head and to which is attached an air

hose through which air is pumped to the
wearer b.; a bellows placed at the fresh
air base. This type of apparatus is only
suitable for work within a short distance
of the fresh air base and this limits the
work range in which it can be used. McAdam, p. 75; Sinclair, I, p. 321. By the
use of compressed air a greater length of
hose can be used, and probably a length of

500 feet or more could be attained. A
smoke helmet is not normally used by a
rescue team, but for building fire seals
and for firefighting operations. See also
breathing apparatus. Nelson.

smokeless coal. Finest type of steam coal,
otherwise a low volatile bituminous coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

smokeless gunpowder. A powder used as a
propellant in guns which makes very little

smoke when exploded. Standard, 1964. See
also smokeless powder. Fay.
smokeless powder. Nitrocellulose containing
13.1 percent nitrogen. Produced by blending material of somewhat lower (12.6

percent) and slightly higher (13.2 percent) nitrogen content; converting to a
dough with an alcohol-ether mixture; ex-

truding; cutting; and drying to a hard,
horny product. Small amounts of stabilizers (amines) and plasticizers are usually present, as well as various modifying
agents (nitrotoluene and nitroglycerin

salts). CCD 6d, 1961.
smokeroom. a. Ark. An entry air course
driven room width. Fay. b. A room especially constructed in which noxious gases
may be generated and confined for the
purpose of testing breathing apparatus.
Fay.

smoke shade. A scale of tints, ranging from
0 to 10, used for comparison of the smoke

of different varieties of coal, which are
graded according to the amount of unconsumed carbon contained in their smoke,
the lightest color indicating the most valuable. Standard, 1964.

smoke stick. A means of making a smoke
cloud to measure the velocity of air.
Fuming sulfuric acid or anhydrous tin

tetrachloride are favorite smoke producers.
Zern.
smokestone. Cairngorrn. Webster 2d.
smoke technique. A technique used to measure only very low-speed air velocity. The
release of smoke enables the fluid motion
to be observed with the eye. If the smoke
is timed over a measured distance along
an airway of constant cross section then

the velocity of flow can be determined.
Usually a spot reading, that of maximum
velocity, is obtained. Roberts, I, p. 53.

smoke test. A test for the efficiency of drains
carried cut with smoke. Ham.
smoke tester. One who tests efficiency of Cot-

trell plant and flue recovery method by

determining rate of discharge of gases and

tart method is commonly used, particularly in metal mines. The device consists
of an aspirator bulb which discharges air
through a glass tube containing a smoke-

generating reagent. Usually pumice stone
saturated with anhydrous tin or titanium
tetrachloride is employed. The dense white
cloud of smoke released when the bulb is
squeezed travels with the air current; the
approximate air velocity in a mine airway
is

determined by timing how long the

cloud takes to travel between two points.
Hartman, p. 108.
smoke washer. A device in which smoke is
forced upward against a downward spray
of water in order to remove the solid particles in the smoke. Webster 3d.
smoke zone. The area surrounding a smelt-

ing plant in which the smoke or fumes

damage vegetation, or in which it may be
classed as a public menace or nuisance.
Fay.

smoking. The first stage of biscuit firing dur-

ing which all water is expelled from the

greenware. ACSG See also watersmoking.
smoky opal Smoky-brown opal. Shipley.

smoky pit. Mid. An upcast shaft with a furnace at the bottom of it. Fay.
smoky quartz. A smoky, brown-colored crystalline variety of quartz; fyom the Cairngorm Mountain in Scotland. Fay.
smoky topaz. A smoky quartz used for jewelry. Webster 3d.
smooth, a. Wales. The line of face, as of a
stall cr room. Fay. b. Wales. A plane of
cleavage more or less vertical. Fay. c. The
vibration-free rotation of a drill stem.

Long. d. A dull diamond bit. Long. e.
Finely ground, as applied to a flat glass
surface, prior to polishing. ASTM C-162-

66.

smooth blasting. Blasting to ensure as even
faces as possible without cracks in the rock.
Fraenkel. Also known as smoothing; perim-

eter blasting; presplitting. Langefors, p.
297.

smooth drilling. a. A rock formation in which
a high rer.overy of core can be attained at
a high rate of penetration. Long. b. A rock

formation in which fast rotation of the
drill stem, a fast rate of penetration, and
a high recovery of core can be achieved
with vibration-free rotation of the drill
stem. Long.

smoother See glazing - machine operator.
D.O.T. I.
smoother bar. A drag that breaks up lumps
behind a leveling machine. Nichols.
smooth-faced drum. Plain-faced drum without grooves. Ham.
smooth finish tile. Tile whose surfaces are
not altered or marked in manufacture but
left as a plane surface as formed by the
die. ASTM C43-65T.
smooth head. York. A smooth plane of cleavage. See also bright head. Fay.

smoothing iron. A flat iron tool, heated to
the appropriate temperature for smoothing asphalt surfaces and sealing points.
Ham.
smoothing mill. A lapidary's polishing wheel.
Standard, 1964.
smoothing trowel. Used by plasterers and cement workers for finishing surfaces. Crispin.

solids from sthelter smokestack. D.O.T.

smooth rolls. A crusher in which the ma-

smoke tube. To determine the presence of
moving air, the direction of flow, and the
approximate velocity of flow, the smoke

smooth shoreline. See graded shoreline. Schie-

SuPP.
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terial passes between a moving set of rolls
with smooth surfaces. ACSG, 1963.
ferdecker.

smooth wheel roller
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smooth wheel roller. A self-propelled roller
for soil compaction. See also compaction
plant. Nelson.
smored. Scot. Obstructed with rubbish, mud,
or silt, as the suction pipe of a pump. Fay.
smother kiln. A kiln in which the smoke is
smothered to blacken the pottery within.
Standard, 1964.
S.M.R.E. The Safety in Mines Research Establishment of the Ministry of Power,
United Kingdom. Nelson.
S.M.R.E. bar. Primarily a roadhead support
consisting of two special rolled steel joists
welded together longitudinally to form one
composite bar. The finished weight of the

snag grinder. In the iron and steel industry,
a laborer who cleans and rough finishes
the surface of castings and large metal objects with a large rotary abrasive wheel
mounted in a counterbalanced frame. Also

bar is 16IA pounds/feet and after heat
treatment, quenching, and tempering, the
tensile strength is raised to 47 tons per

square inch with the steel remaining ductile. Nelson.
S.M.R.E. firedamp recorder. This methane
recorder is a combination of the principles
used in the Ringrose and McLuckie detectors. Two combustion chambers are used,
each of which operates every 6 minutes,
the operation being staggered so that 20
determinations are made per hour. SampleS are drawn into the instrument by
means of an electrically driven pump, the
operation of the pump and the combustion
filaments being controlled by cams on a
shaft driven by the motor. Pressures are
measured by an aneroid cell and recorded
on a clockwork driven drum. Roberts, I, p.
84.

smudge. See smudge coal, b.Tomkeieff, 1954.

smudge coal. a. Coal partly deprived of its
bitumen, and_ converted into a sort of
natural coke. Fay. b. Used among British
miners for coal altered by an igneous intrusion. Tomkeieff, 1954. c. Small coal or

fine slack. Arkell. d. Clay or shale between
two coal seams. Arkell.
smush. Term used among British miners for

a soft inferior coal or fesion dust. Tomkeieff, 1954.

smut. a. A thin band of soft, inferior coal.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5. b. S. Staff. Bad,
soft coal, containing much earthy matter.
See also blossom. Fay. c. Coal

smuts.

C.T.D. d. Worthless outcrop material of a

coal seam. C.T.D. e. York. Friable coal

intermixed with dirt. Nelson. f. Poor, dull,
sooty portitms of a coal seam. Gordon. g.
A reaction product sometimes left on the
surface of a metal after a iiickling or etching operation. ASM Gloss.

smuth; mucks. Eng. Very inferior coal. A
variation of smut. Fay.
smytham. Lead ore that has been stamped
or pounded down to a sand or powder
to remove rock and earth from the ore.
Iless.

Smythe producer. A furnace used for the
manufacture of producer gas. Fay.
smythite. Iron sulfide, Fe354, rhombohedral;
X-ray pattern similar to, but distinct from,
pyrrhotine. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.

Sn Chemical symbol for tin. Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
8-1.
snag boat. A boat equipped with a hoist and
grapple for clearing obstacles from the
path of a dredge. Nichols.

snagging. a. Offhand grinding on castings

and forgings to remove surplus metal, such

as gate and riser pads, fins and parting
lines. ASM Gloss. b. Rough grinding with

an abrasive wheel to remove large surface defects; wheels with an organic bond
are generally used. Dodd.

smibble

called casting finisher, snagger, swing-

frame grinder operator, and swing grinder.

D.O.T. I.
snake. a. The product formed by the twisting

and bending of hot rod prior to its next

rolling process. ASM Gloss. b. Any crooked
surface defect in a plate, resembling a

snake. ASM Gloss. c. A flexible mandrel

used in the inside of a shape to prevent

flattening or collapse during a bending operation. ASM Gloss. d. Progressive longi-

tudinal cracking in continuous flat glass

opertaion. ASTM C162-66. e. Variation in
width of sheet during the sheet-glass drawing process. Also called snaking. ASTM
C162-66. f. See bulldog, d. Long.
snake fashion. A method'of boxing core. Beginning in the upper-right-hand corner of
the core box the core is run from right to

left in the first row, from left to right in

the second row, left in the third, etc., until
the box is filled. Long.
snakehoie. a. A borehole driven horizontally
or nearly so and approximately on a level
with thc quarry floor. Fay. b. A borehole

driven under a boulder for containing a

Used in plural form. Fay. d. Eng. A small,
flat, pointed pick for chipping off brasses,
stone, or slate from lump coal. Fay. e. A
device for gripping a piece of formed glass
for fire polishing and finishing. ASTM

CI62-66.
snap flask. A foundry flask hinged on one
corner so that it can be opened and removed .from the mold for reuse before the
metal is poured. ASM Gloss.
snap header. See half bat. Dodd.
snaphead rivet. A rivet having a hemispherical head. Ham.
snapper. a. A car coupler; trip rider. Fay. b.
See coupler, a; brakeman, c. D.O.T. 1.
snapping time. Mid. A short period of rest
during a ihift in which a miner takes his
lunch. Fay.
snatch. Eng. A small chimney used for ventiiation. Fay.
snatch block. a. A single-rope sheave set in
a housing provided with a latch link, which

can be opened for admission of a rope or
line without the necessity of threading

the end of the rope through the block.
Long. b. A block or sheave with an eye
through which lashing can be passed for
fastening to a scaffold or pole. Ham. c. A
pulley in a case which can be easily fastened to lines or objects by means of a
hook, ring, or shackle. Nichols.

d. A

charge of explosives. In quarry work, it is

sheave in a case having a pull hook or

a bench. The holes are not quite horizontal
but are inclined slightly downward so the

snatch plate. A thick steel plate through
which a hole about one-sixteenth of an
inch larger than the outside diameter of
the drill rod on which it is to be used is
drilled. When drilling a cover or pilot

called a lifter. Fay. c. Nearly horizontal
holes drilled at the bottom of the face of
bottoms will be a few feet below grade.
Lewis, p. 159. d. A hole driven into a toe

for blasting, with or without vertical holes.
Nichols.

snakeholing. a. A method of blasting boulders to break them up, by boring a hole
under a boulder and firing a charge in it;
this is more efficient but slower than using
plaster shots. See also plaster shooting.

Ham. b. Drilling under a rock or face in
order to blast it. Nichols. c. A horizontal
bore on the quarry floor. Pryor, 3.

snake line. A line used to skid a drill rig
:rom place to place using a block and
tackle or cable, one end of which is attached to

a deadman and

the other

wrapped around the cathead or the hoisting drum. Long.
snakesking glaze. A decorative effect obtainable on pottery ware by the application of
a glaze of high surface tension. Dodd.
snake statement. A monthly statement by a

coal company on which a crooked line
in red ink was drawn to show a miner's
indebtedness. The company checked off

rent, supplies, and groceries, which often
added up to more than a miner's monthly
earnings. Korson.
snakestone. A spotted whetstone from Ayr,
Scotland. See also Ayr stone. Fay.
snaking. a. The progressive sliding forward
of an armored flexible conveyor, by means
of hydraulic rams, as the coal is removed
by a cutter loader. See also self-advancing
supports. Nelson. b. Moving a drill rig by
the use of its own cathead or hoist unit.

ring. Nichols.

hole that may penetrate formations containing water under pressure, the plate is
slipped over the drill rod between the drill

and the collar of the borehole, and one
edge is fastened to a securely anchored
chain. If a high-pressure water-bearing
formation is encountered and rods must be
pulled, the eccentric pull of the chain
causes the outside of the rods to be gripped
and held against the pressure of the water.

Tapping the plate causes the plate to release its grip momentarily, and the rod

moves a short distance out of the hole and
may thus be removed from the borehole a
short distance each time the plate is
tapped. Long.
S-1NT curve. See stress-number curve. C.T.D.

S-N diagram. A plot showing the relationship

of stress, S, and the number of cycles, N,

before failure in fatigue testing. ASM
Gloss.

speck. a. Scot. An appliance for diverting
wagons, or cars, from the main line into
a siding. Fay. b. The latch or catch of a
door. Webster 3d. c. To lay (rubblework)
with spalls and fragments to fill the inter-

stices. Webster 3d.
snecked rubble. Bonded rubble masonry.
Standard, 1964.
snecking. In masonry, rubblework. Standard,
1964.

load with a long cable. Nichols. d. Insert-

snecky. Eng. A wedge-shaped vertical cut at
the end of a stall or room. Fay.
Snell's law. The concept that the sound ray
path undergoes certain specific changes as
it passes through different layers of water;

withOut moving the object. Nichols:
snaking conveyor. See armored flexible con-

dence to the sine of the angle of refraction
is the same for all angles of incidence and

See also bulldog, d. Long. c. Towing a

ing a tow or hoist line under an object

the ratio of the sine of the angle of inci-

veyor. Nelson.

is equal to the index of refraction. Hy.

snap. a. Miner's morning meal (elevenses),
bait, crowst. Pryor, 3. b. Mid. Lunch.
See also bait. Fay. c. Mid. A haulage clip.
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See also law of refraction.
snibble. Scot. A sprang or drag for hutches,
wagons, or cars. Fay.

snore; windbore
snore; windbore. A cylinder of cast iron, terminating in an egg-shaped or flat-bottom
strainer which is submerged in the sump,
and connected at the upper end to a
pump. The water drawn up into the pump
is thus relatively free from straw, dirt, and
debris. Nelson.

snorehole. The hole in the lower part of

windbore of a mining pump, to admit the
water. Fay.

snorepiece. a. The suction end of a mine
pump fitted with a strainer. Ham. b. An
intake; a suction pipe. Fay. c. A filter
fitted to the inlet of a suction pipe. Also

called strum; strainer. See also on snore;
on air. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4. d. The
lower part of the pipe which admits the
water to a mine pump; the nose or wind
bore. C.T.D.

snorkel. A tube used by skin divers which

permits breathing without raising the nose
or mouth out of the water when swimming

face down on the surface of the water.
One end of the tube is held in the mouth

of the swimmer while the other end protrudes above the surface. H&G.
snort valve. A butterfly valve opening from
the cold-blast main of a blast furnace to
the atmosphere. It allows casting at the
furnace without shutting down the blowing engines; operated by large wheel or
lever in cast house. Fay.
snowball structure. Same as slump balls. See
ball-and-pillow structure. Pettijohn.

snowbird mine. A mine that produces or
ships only small quantities of coal, and

operates only when coal is costly by reasons of a scarcity or a shortage of cars for
shipment. The coal is loaded from wagons
or trucks into cars on sidings. No tipple is
used. Also called shipper. Fay.
snow course. A course marked on an area
drained by a stream, along which snow
samples are taken in order to estimate the
depth and density of snow subject to melting in spring. Ham.
snow density. The water content of snow
calculated by the ratio between the depths
of snow before and after melting respectively. Ham.

snowfield. A stretch of perennial snow existing in an area where winter snowfall
exceeds the amount of snow that melts
away during the summer. Leet.
snowline. The limit of height at which snow
is

permanent throughout the year. Al-

though in all cases, except in the tropics,
the actual height varies from summer to

winter, the mean or average height remains very nearly the same. Sometimes

called limit of perpetual snow. A.G.I.
snow load. The live load which must be included when designing a flat or low-

pitched roof in temperate and cold climates; in England it is assumed at 15
pounds per square feet. Ham.

snowplow. A machine for moving snow off
a road or railway. See also rotary snowplow. Ham.

Mow sample. A core of snow taken on a
snow course by a sampling tube from
which snow density can be measured and
analyzed. Ham.
snow sampler. A set of light jointed tubes
used for taking snow samples with a

spring balance which indicates directly
the equivalent depth of water for a given

weight of snow. Ham.
snowshed. a. A term used in Missouri for a
shed or structure of heavy timber for the
purpose of protecting the tub hookers and

socket
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other workmen on the station floor (in a
mine) from stone ard debris falling from
the cans while being hoisted. Fay. b. A

surface structure of heavy timbers erected
to protect railways or other passageways
from snowslides. Bureau of Mines Staff.
snow surveys. A set of measurements of the
depth and density of snow, usually made
to determi-.e the water stored on a drainage basin in the form of snow, as a means
of forecasting the subsequent runoff.
See lye, 1.

snub. a. To increase the height of an undercut by means of explosives or otherwise.

Fay. b. To check the clzscent of a car,
by a turn of a rope around a post. Fay.
c. To check descent of any object being

lowered by hand. Bureau of Mines Staff.
snubber. In bituminous coal mining, a laborer who follows in wake of coal-cutting
machine as it undercuts face of coal, and
breaks down the front of the working face
above the channel with a pick so that the
coal will drop freely when it is blasted.
D.O.T. 1.
snubbing. a. A New York and Pennsylvania
term applied by bluestone quarrymen to

the proem of forcing a cross break in

the absence of an open seam. Fay. b. Increasing the height of an undercut by
picking or blasting down the coal, just
above the undercut. Fay.
snub-drive conveyor. A conveyor in which a
snub pulley is used. NEMA MB1-1956.
snub pulley. An idler pulley so 'mounted as
to increase the arc of contact between a
belt and a drive pulley. When used in a
wrap drive, it has the added function of
changing the direction of the return belt
travel. NEMA MBI-1961.
snuffboxes. Eng. Iron-bearing nodules in the
Discites Zone of the Inferior Oo lite, Burton Bradstock, Dorsetshire. Arkell.
Snyder sampler. A mechanical sampler consisting of a cast-iron plate revolving in a

vertical plane on a horizontal axis, and
having an inclined sample spout passing
through the flange. The ore to be sampled comes to the sampler by way of an
inclined chute and impinges upon the
flange of the sampling disk. Whenever the

sample spout comes in line with the ore
stream, the ore passes through the plate

and into the sample; at all other times
the ore is deflected from the plate and

drops into the reject. Generally, the sampler makes from 10 to 30 revolutions per

minute, and the size of the cut (gener-

ally one-fifth) depends upon the width of
the sample spout. Newton, Joseph. Introduction to Metallurgy, 1938, pp. 466-467.
soak. a.. Aust. A natural receptacle for conserving water drained off rocky mounds.
Fay. b. To hold ;he kiln at one temperature for a time. ACSG, 1963.
soakaway. A covered pit filled with broken

brick or stone into which surface water

is drained. See also separate system. Ham.
soak cleaning. Immersion cleaning without
electrolysis. ASM Gloss.

soaking. a. A phase of a heating operation
during which metal is maintained at the
requisite temperature until the temperature is uniform throughout the mass.
C.T.D. b. Prolonged holding at a selected temperature. ASM Gloss. C. As
applied to the firing of ceramic ware,
this term signifies the maintenance of the
maximum temperature for a period to effect a desired degree of vitrification, chem-
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ical

reaction,

and /or

recrystallization.

Dodd.

soaking area. The part of a crossfired glass
tank furnace between the gable wall and
the first pair of ports; also known as the
fritting zone. See also gable wall. Dodd.

soaking pit. a. In the steel industry, a refractory lined furnace for the reheating

of ingots. Dodd. b. In the glass industry, a

furnace for bringing pots of glass to a

uniform temperature. Dodd.
soak pit. A pit in which wet clay is allowed
to soak preparatory to molding. Fay.
soams. N. of Eng. A pair of cords about 3

feet in length, by which boys pull tubs
along the roads. A draft rope or chain.
Fay.

soap. a. A salt of higher fatty acids (stearic,
palmitic, oelic mainly) with an alkali or
metal. Important property is its labile
micellar colloids. In water soaps hydrolyze slightly and become weakly alkaline.

1-130 = R.COOH
If water is acid, the fatty acid is precipitated, making soap unsuitable for conditions in which sulfonated detergents are
used. Ions of calcium and heavy metals
precipitate sodium and potassium soaps
and limit their use in hard or mineralized
water. Pryor, 3. b. A brick approximating
a standard straight cut longitudinally so
that its cross section is approximately
square. AISI No. 24. See also pup, c.

soap brick. A brick modified so that the
width is one-half
A.P

the usual dimension.

soap flotation. A process in which soaps are
used as collectors for the flotation of those
minerals that do not have a metallic luster

and appearance. Oleic acid and sodium

oleate are most commonly used. Some me-

tallic minerals that are recovered by soap
oxidized copper minerals,
iron oxides, manganese oxides, rhodochroflotation are
site,

magnesite, and scheelite. Newton,

pp. 103-104.
soaprock. Synonym for soapstone. Fay.
soapstone. a. As used loosely by miners, well
drillers, and others, any sof t unctuous rock,
such as micaceous shale or sericitic schist.
Fay. b. Lane. A variety of firc clay, sometimes applied to bind. Arkell. c. Talc,
massive. Hydrated magnesium silicate,
(3Mg0.4SiOs.H20) . It has a pearly, greasy
feel. Ivlohs' 'hardness, 1; specific gravity,
2.7 to 2.8. Pryor, 3. d. Synonym for stea-

tite; saponite. Hey 2d, 1955.

soapy blaes. York. Smooth sandstone or shale.
Arkell.

soapy feel. Or unctuous, as talc and other
magnesium miherals. Nelson.

soapy heads. Eng. The joints of stones,
which are filled with saponaceous or talclike mineral. Fay.

Sobrisky opal. Opal from the Lead Pipe
Spring district in
ShiPley.

Death Valley, Calif.

Society of Free Hosts. An old-established so-

ciety originally founded in 1404 by the
fifth statute of Henry IV for the purpose
of entertaining merchants and aliens resorting to Newcastle to buy coals and
stones

(grindstones)probably the first

combination of coal owners formed in

Great Britain's history. Nelson.
socket. a. A device fastened to the end of a

rope by means of which the rope may
be attached to its load; the socket may
be opened or closed. Zern. b. In blasting, the hole left after firing. This may

1:
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sodium antimonate

with some chlorine, Na4(AlSiOt),Cl; usually blue. Isometric. Dana 17.
soda augite. Augite containing Nas0 up to
1.7 percent, intermediate between augite
and aegirine-augite, as zoned crystals and
single crystals. Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.
soda ball. Synonym for black ash. Stand-

soda richterite. To replace the name asto-

soda blasting powder. See B Blasting Powder. Bennett 2d, 1962.
soda, caustic. A commercial term used to
designate caustic alkali, sodium hydrate,
or sodium hydroxide. Shell Oil Co.
sodaclase. Proposed by Johannsen for the
sodic plagioclases from Ano to Ann, commonly called albite. The latter term would
be reserved for the pure end-member.

soddyite. A very rare, strongly radioactive,
orthorhombic, greenish-yellow canary yellow, or amber yellow mineral, possibly
5U0s.2Si02.6HoO, occurring in pegmatites associated with malachite; aiso found

socket
be due to incomplete explosion in which
case any attempt to drill into the socket
is highly dangerous. Such a socket should
be cautiously plugged to show its position, by means of a wooden stick and no
drilling should be done in its close vicinity. Pryor, 3. c. A hollow tool for grasp-

have been
dropped in well boiing. Standard, 1964.
ing

and lifting

tools that

d. The point in a borehole, usually in
bedrock, at which the bottom end of a

string of casing or drivepipe is set. Long.
c. To lower casing or drivepipe into, and
scat it in, a borehole. Long. f. An overshot. Long. g. A fishing tool designed to

encircle and grasp a cylindrical object.
Long. h. To spring a borehole. See also
camouflet. Long. i. See cappcl; bootleg.

Nelson. j. The female portion of a plugand-socket connection in an electric circuit. C.T.D.
socketing. a. A method of fastening rope.
The rope is seized or tied near the end,
cut off square, another seizing tied just
below the end of the socket, and the end

seizing then untied and the wires straightened. They are carefully cleaned in gasoline, acid, and washed with hot soda
water. The socket is put on the rope, the
lower end sealed, and melted zinc poured
in to fill the socket. The wires project to

a half inch beyond the zinc so that the
pulling out of a wire can be quickly detected. Lewis, pp. 254-255. b. See springing.

soda. a. The normal carbonate of sodium,
Na2CO3, soda ash; the latter being the
common name of the commercial article
used in chemical industries. Fay. b. A
prefix added to the names of igneous
rocks to indicate that they contain soda
pyroxenes and/or soda amphiboles; for
example,

soda

rhyolite, soda

trachyte,

soda granite, etc. Holmes, 1928. c. A
general term applied to various commercial compounds used in the household
and in the industries. The sodas of commerce are manufactured from salt. Sodium carbonate is used in the manufacture of glass and as a cleaning agent. See
also sodium carbonate. Crispin.

soda-acid extinguisher. One that contains
charges of bicarbonate of soda and sulfuric acid. The sulfuric acid is isolated
in a glass bottle within the alkali solution in the sheet steel container. There

are two types of soda-acid extinguishers:
(1) the turn-over type, in which the acid
bottle has a loose lead stopper which falls
down when the extinguisher is inverted,
thereby allowing the acid to flow into
and mix with the bircarbonate of soda solutions; and (2) the plunger type, in
which the acid is contained in a hermetically sealed bottle which can only be
broken by operating a plunger. Used for
fighting general surface and underground
mine fires. McAdam, pp. 112-114. This
extinguisher is going out of favor for underground use due to difficulties associated with the acid charges. See also fire
extinguisher. Nelson.
soda alum. An alum of aluminum and so..

dium. Occurs in nature as the mineral
mendozite. Standard, 1964.

soda-and-cleanup man. A laborer who sifts
soda ash for use in refining copper. D.O.T.
SuPP.

soda ash. Sodium carbonate used as a flux
in assaying. Statistical Research Bureau.
sodalite. A silicate of sodium and aluminum

ard, 1964.

Obsolete. A.G.I.

soda feldspar. A sodium-aluminum silicate
occasionally used as a refractory raw
material in the manufacture of porcelain
enamels, giving a softer enamel when used
to replace potash feldspar in equal weights.
Enam. Dice. See also albite; barbierite.
C.T.D.

soda-granite. See natron-granite. Fay.
soda hornblende. Synonym for arfvedsonite.
Dana 6d, p. 401.
soda lakes. Salt lakes, the water of which
contains a high content of sodium salts
(chiefly chloride, sulfate, and acid carbonate). These salts also occur as an efflorescence around the lakes. C.M.D.
soda lime. A granular mixture of calcium
hydroxide with sodium hydroxide, or with
potassium hydroxide, or with both, and
sometimes with other substances (as kicsclguhr). Used to absorb moisture and acid
gases, especially carbon dioxide, as in gas
masks. Webster 3d.
soda-lime glass. See crown glass, a. C.T.D.

soda-lime sinter process. Discovered by the
Aluminum Company of America for recovering alumina from red mud. The red

mud is mixed with soda ash (Na2CO3)
and ground limestone, and sintered in a
rotary kiln at temperatures of 1,800° to
2,000° F. This breaks up the sodium
aluminum silicate and forms an insoluble calcium silicate and sodium alumi-

nate. The sinter is leached with water to
recover the sodium silicate, which is then
treated in the same way as in the Standard Bayer process. Newton, p. 443.
sodalitite. A phancrocrystalline rock composed essentially of sodalite, with small
amounts of aegirinc, cudialyte, and alkali
feldspar. Holmes, 1928.
soda microcline. A microcline in which sodium replaces potassium. Dana 17, p.
494.

soda niter. See sodium nitrate. CCD 6d,
1961.
soda nitrate;

sodium nitrate. (NaN08),
widely used as a fluxing raw material in
enamels, usually in conjunction with soda
ash. A small percentage is beneficial in
oxidizing any organic impurities. Enam.
Dict. Also called chile nitre; chile salt-

peter.
soda orthoclase. Those apparently monosymmetric feldspars with notable amount

of soda may be called soda orthoclase.

When the soda equals or exceeds the potash, the crystals exhibit triclinic sym-

metry and are soda microcline. Spencer
20, M.M., 1955.
soda prairie. One of the vast level tracts of
land covered with an eflioresc.ence of soda,
in the southwestern United States and

northern Mexico. Standard, 1964.
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soda spar. A feldspar containing more than
10 percent Na30. AIME, p. 341.
soda syenite. A sycnitic igneous lock containing an excess of soda feldspar or
feldspathoid.
C.M.D.

Compare

potash

syenite.

as fissure fillings with curite and sklodowskitc. Crosby, pp. 44-45.
Soderberg electrode. Continuous electrode.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

sod hog. See groundman, b. D.O.T. 1.
sodium. A soft, bright, silvery metallic element in group I of the periodic system.
One of the alkal; metals. Sodium does
not occur in the free state in nature, because of its high reactivity, hut it is widely
distributed as the chloride, nitrate, etc.

Symbol, Na (from the Latin natrium);

valence, 1; isometric; atomic number, 11;
atomic weight, 22.9898; specific gravity,
0.971

(at 20° C); melting point, 97.81°

0.03° C; boiling point, 883° C or
892° C; ordinarily does not ignite in air
below 115° C; floats on water; may or
-±

may not ignite spontaneously on water;

decomposes water liberating hydrogen and

forming sodium hydroxide; decomposes
alcohol; and insoluble in ether and in
benzene. It is the sixth most abundant
element on earth, and it constitutes 2.6
percent of the earth's crust by weight.
It is the most abundant alkali; sodium
chloride or salt is the most common natural compound; and sodium is produced
commercially by electrolysis of fused anhydrous sodium chloride. C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

1964, pp. B-136, B-219.
sodium acetate. White powder, NaC21-1302;
molecular weight, 82.02; specific gravity,

1.528; melting point, 324° C; soluble in
water; soluble in ethyl alcohol. Bennett
2d, 1962.

sodium acid fluoride. See sodium biflouride.
CCD 6d, 1961.
sodium aluminate; sodium metaaluminate.
White; NaA102; molecular weight, 81.97;
hygroscopic; soluble in water; insoluble in

alcohol; aqueous solution strongly alkaline; and melting point, 1,650° C or 1,800° C. Used in water purification, in

the manufacture of milk glass, and in

hardening building stones. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ed., 1964, p. B-219. Also used as a setting-up agent for acid-resistant enamel
slips. When used in this capacity, it affords easier control of the slip than can

be obtained by the use of alum or sulfuric
acid, because of its tendency to stabilize
the mobility and yield values. Sodium
aluminate may also be used as a substitute
for sodium silicate and sodium carbonate
in whiteware slips. Its use gives increased
dry strength, superior drying and finishing characteristics, and increases the stability of the slip condition as to mobility
and casting behavior. Lee.
sodium-aluminum fluoride See cryolite.
C.M.D.
sodium-aluminum sulfate. See aluminumsodium sulfate. CCD 6d, 1961.
sodium antimonate; sodium metaantimon-

ate. White; NaSbOo; molecular weight,

sodium-gold chloride
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sodium an timonate
192.74; slightly soluble in hot water and

heating. Used in etching glass. CCD 6d,

and in mineral acids; and soluble in tartaric acid and in sodium sulfide solution.
Used as an opacifier in enamels for glass
and as an ingredient of acid-resisting,

sodium bisulfate; sodlum-hydrogen sulfate.
Colorless; triclinic; NaHS08; molecular

in alcohol; insoluble in dilute alkalies

sheet-steel enamels. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-220. Melting point, 1,427° C.
For use in cast-iron enamels, it is generally

recognized as being more desirable than
antimony trioxide. When antimony is used,
the development of opacity during smelt-

ing depends upon oxidation of thc antimony trioxide to the pentavalent state. In
sodium antimonate, the antimony is al-

1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. B-222.

weight, 120.06; aqueous solution is strongly acid; specific gravity, 2.435 (at 13' C);
decomposes above 315° C; soluble in water ; slightly soluble in alcohol; and insoluble in ammonia. Used as a flux for decomposing minerals and in the manufacture of
magnesia cements. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-224.
sodium bisulfate monohydrate; sodium-hydrgen sulafte rnonohydrate. Colorless; mono-

ready combined as the pentavalent oxide,
and consequently the development of uni-

clinic; NaHS08.1120; molecular weight,

dium antimonate is used. Lee.
sodium aurichloride; sodium-gold chloride.
See gold-sodium chloride. CCD 6d, 1961.
sodium autunite. A tetragonal mineral, Na2(UO2)2(P08)2.8H20, occurring in lemon-

and decomposes in water and in alcohol.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-224.
sodium bisulfite. An etching reagent for ferritic steels. A solution of 60 milliliters
NaHS03 and 40 milliliters H20 is used

formly high opacity and the control of
enamel color are more certain when so-

yellow and lettuce-yellow plates; sometimes

138.07; deliquescent ;

specific

gravity,

2.103 (at 13.5° C, referred to water at
4° C); melting point, 58.54° ± 0.5° C;

in foliated and radiating masses; found in
one of the granodiorite massifs of the
U.S.S.R.; a member of the meta-autunite
group. See also calcium autunite; natroautunite. American Mineralogist, V. 43,
No. 3-4, March-April, 1958, p. 383.
sodium azide. Colorless; hexagonal; molecular weight, 65.01; NaN8; decomposes to

at 30° C for selective attack of the ferrite which takes on a uniform maroon

specifiz gravity, 1.846 (at 20° C) ; soluble
in water and in liquid ammonia; slightly
soluble in alcohol; and insoluble in ether.
Used in the preparation of lead-azide ex-

sodium bromide. A compound used as a

sodium and nitrogen at about 300° C;

plosives. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-220.

sodium bentonite. A highly swelling clay

from Wyoming. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
sodium benzoate. An effective inhibitor of the
corrosion of mild steel in water and very
dilute (for example, 0.03 percent) NaC1
solutions. The concentrate of benzoate re-

quired for inhibition is greater for machined than for emeried surfaces and for
mains water or chloride solutions as com-

pared with distilled water. It is a safe
inhibitor, since it does not lead to intense

local corrosion when the concentration is
just below the minimum required for protection. The following benzoates also possess inhibitive properties; potassium, lithium, zinc, and magnesium. Osborne.
sodium bicarbonate; sodlum-hydrogen carbonate; sodium acid carbonate. White;
monoclinic; NaHC08; molecular weight,
84.00; cooling, slightly alkaline taste; soluble in water ; insoluble or slightly soluble
in ethyl alcohol; stable in dry air; slowly
decomposes in moist air; specific gravity,
2.159 or 2.20; and loses CO2 at 270° C
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-221.
Used in ceramics and as baking powder.
Bennett 2d, 1962. Also used as a deflocculant in special casting slips, in preparing
cobalt body stains, as a body wash to increase glaze-body interaction, and in cleaning solutions for enameler's steel. Sodium
carbonate (Na2C08) has more general use
as a deflocculant for body slips. Lee.
sodium bifluoride; sodium-hydrogen fluo-

ride; sodium add fluoride. Colorless or
white; hexagonal. rhombohedral; NaHF2;
molecular weight, 61.99; specific gravity,
2.08; soluble in water; and decomposes on

color. The solution is particularly useful
for the examination of magnetic silicon

steels after annealing and 18-4-1 highspeed steels after isothermal quenching.
Higher concentration of NaHS03 decreases contrast in the etched surfaces.
Osborne.

nerve sedative in medicinal preparations
and for the preparation of silver bromide
emulsions used on photographic films,
plates, and papers. Also used in process
and laboratory reagents. BuMines Bull.
585, 1960, p. 151.

sodium carbonate; soda ash. White; Na3CO3;
molecular weight, 105.99; hygroscopic;
specific gravity, 2.532; melting point, 851°
C; no boiling point because it decomposes;

soluble in water; slightly soluble in abso-

lute alcohol; and insoluble in

acetone.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-221. Soda ash is the crude
sodium carbonate of commerce. A gray-

ish-white powder or lumps that contains
up to 99 percent Na2C08. Used in glass,
in ceramics, in petroleum refining, and
in metals processing. CCD 6d, 1961. Also
used extensively to supply the soda content in glasses, glazes, and enamels. Most
soda ash is made by the Solvay process
and some is prepared from brines and by

electrolytic methods. Lee.
Eodlum chloraurate. See gold-sodium chloride. COD 6d, 1961.

sodium chloride; common salt; table salt;
rock salt; halite. Colorless; transparent;

isometric; molecular weight, 58.44; NaCI;

occurs in nature as the mineral halite;
somewhat hygroscopic; Mohs' hardness,
2.5; soluble in water and in glycerol;
very slightly soluble in alcohol; specific
gravity, 2.165 (at 25° C, referred to water
at 4° C); melting point, 801° C or 804°

C; and boiling point, 1,413° C or

1,-

490° C. Used in ceramic glazes and in

glass. Sodium chloride is slightly soluble
in liquid ammonia and insoluble in hydrochloric acid. The mineral halite is colorless, yellowish, and often reddish-blue,
gray, or black, and ranges from 2.135 to
2.170 in specific gravity. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, pp. B-221, B-243.
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sodium cyanide. Colorless or white; deliquescent; isometric; NaCN; molecular weight,
49.01; poisonous; soluble in water and in
ammonia; slightly soluble in alcohol, melt-

ing point, 563.7° C; soiling point, 1,496°

C; and thc aqueous solution is strongly
alkaline and decomposes rapidly on stand-

ing. Used in extracting gold and silver
Irom ores and in electroplating. CCD 6d,

1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. B-221. Also used in the
process of pickling sheet iron for enameling. The cyanide forms complex iron salts
which are removed in the neutralizing
bath. Lee.
sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate. See so-

dium dihydrogen phosphate. Cooper, p.
311.

sodium dihydrogen phosphate; sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate; sodium phosphate,
monobasic. NaHRO,; forms white crystals
which are highly soluble in water yielding
an acid solution. Cooper, p. 311;CCD 6d,
1961.

sodium disilicate. Colorless; orthorhombic;
Na2Si208; molecular weight, 182.15; pearly

luster ; melting point, 874° C; and soluble

in water. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-224.

sodium diuranate; uranium yellow. a. Yellow-orange; Na2U207.6H20; insoluble in
water; and soluble in dilute acids. Used
in ceramics to produce colored glazes and
in the manufacture of fluorescent uranium
glass. CCD 6d, 1961. b. Sodium diuranate,
or sometimes yellow uranic oxide, UO3, is

used as a pigment to produce yellow or

ivory shades in pottery glazes and for imparting an opalescent yellow color to glass,
which becomes strongly fluorescent and
appears yellowish-green by reflected light.
Merriman.
sodium ethylxanthate. Pale green; C2H80.CS:SNa; molecular weight, 144.19; and
soluble in water and in ethyl alcohol. An
ore-flotation agent. Bennett 2d, 1962;
Handbook of Chemistry and Phys:cs, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-225.
sodium fluoaluminate. See cryolite, synthetic.
CCD 6d, 1961.
sodium fluoride; villiaumite. Colorless or
white; isometric or tetragonal; NaF; molecular weight, 41.99; soluble in water and
in hydrofluoric acid; slightly soluble in
alcohol; specific gravity, 2.558 (at 41°
C) ; melting point, 988° C or 993° C; and
boiling point, 1,695° C. Used in glass

manufacture and in vitreous enamels and
single crystals are used as windows in
ultraviolet- and infrared-radiation detecting systems. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-222.

sodium fluosilicate; sodium silicofluoride.
Colorless; odorless tasteless; hexagonal;
molecular weight, 188.06; NaaSiF8; specific

gravity, 2.679; no melting point because
it decomposes at red heat; very slightly
soluble in cold water; soluble in hot water;
and insoluble in alcohol. Used in opales-

cent glass and in vitreous enamel frits.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-222. Also

used as a flux in acid-resistant enamels,
which contain titania as a partial replacement for silica, and it provides the best
means of introducing fluorine when it is
desirable to add alumina or lime with the
fluorine. Lee.
sodium-gold chloride. See gold-sodium chbride. CCD 6d, 1961.

sodium-graphite reactor
sodium-graphite reactor. A nuclear reactor

that uses liquid sodium as coolant and
graphite as moderator. L&L.

sodium hexametaphosphate; sodium-phosphate glass; Graham's salt. Colorless; glass;

(NaP02).; molecular weight, 611.17; very
soluble in water; and insoluble in organic
solvents. A sequestering agent, a dispersing
agent, and a deflocculating agent. Used to
sequester alkaline-earth ions and heavy
metal ions, to disperse clays and pigments,
to soften water, and to prevent scaling and
corrosion of pipes. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-223;
CCD 6d, 1961.
sodium hydride. The compound attained on
heating metallic sodium in hydrogen, NaH.
It finds application in modern strip mills
descaling agent for hot rolled strip.
Othorne.
sodium hydroxide. See caustic soda.
sodium hyposulfite. See sodium thiosulfate
pentahydrate.
sodium Wife. Synonym for brammallite.
Spencer 16, M.M. 1943.
sodium isopropykanihate. Light-yellow crystals soluble in water. Used as a fortifying

agent for certain oils and as a flotation
reagent for base metal ores and precious

metal ores. CCD 6d, 1961.
sodium light. Light emitted by the glowing
vapor of sodium, consisting of two sets of
light waves of slightly different wavelengths, and commonly considered to be
a monochromatic light. Used with the refractometer to produce more well-defined
readings than can be obtained with white
light. Special monochromators, employing

special electric bulbs and special filters,
produce similar light consisting of buc a
few wavelengths, and such light is also

popularly known as sodium light. Shipley.
sodium-line reversal method. A technique for

the measurement of flame temperatures.
If a blackbody is viewed, by means of a
spectroscope, through a flame that has
been colored by sodium, there will be some

temperature of the blackbody at which its
brightness in the spectral region of the
Nap line will equal the brightness of the
light transmitted in this region through the
flame, plus the brightness of the Nap lines
from the flame itself. At this temperature
the spectrum of the blackbody as seen in
the spectroscope is continuous; there is a
reversal in contrast above or below this
temperature. The method was first described by C. Fery. Dodd.
sodium metaantimonate hydrated; sodium

hydroxide; and insoluble in alcohol and
in acids. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-224.

sodium metasilicate pentahydrate. Colorless;
crystalline; NalSi02.5H10; specific gravity,
1.75; melting point, 72.2° C; and soluble

in water. CCD 6d, 1961. Used in most

commercial preparations for cleaning drawing compounds from enameling stock. Lee.

sodium minerals. Rock-salt (halite) NaCl,
niter NaNO3, thenardite Na2S02 mirabiiite Na2S0410H20. Various carkionates
and borates. Cryolite Na3A1F2. Pryor, 3.

sodium monosulfide. White; isometric; de-

liquescent; Na2S; molecular weight, 78.04;
specific gravity, 1.856 (at 14° C) ; melting
point, 1,1CO° C; soluble in water; slightly

soluble in alcohol; insoluble in ether; decomposes in acids; and is largely hydrolyzed to sodium acid sulfide and sodium
hydroxide. Used as a solvent for gold in
the hydrometallurgy of gold ores, in sulfiding oxidized lead ores and copper ores
preparatory to flotation, and in flotation
processes for lead ores and copper ores.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-225.
sodium monosulfide nonahydrate. Colorless;
tetragonal; Na2S.91-120; molecular weight,
240.18; deliquescent; specific gravity,

1.427 (at 16° C, referred to water at 4°
C) ; decomposes at 920° C; soluble in
water; and slightly soluble in alcohol.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-225. Used as a solvent for
gold in the hydrometallurgy of gold ores,
in sulfiding oxidized lead ores and copper
ores preparatory to flotation, and in flota-

tion processes for lead ores and copper
ores. CCD 6d, 1961.

sodium niobate. NaNb02; a compound believed to be ferro-electric and having
potential use as a special electroceramic.
The Curie temperature is 360° C. Dodd.
sodium nitrate; soda niter. Colorless; transparent; odorless; hexagonal; NaNO2; molecular weight, 84.99; slightly bitter taste;
2.267; melting point,

specific gravity,

308° C; no boiling point because it decomposes at 380° C; soluble in water, in

ethyl alcohol, and in methyl alcohol; very
soluble in ammonia; only slightly soluble
in acetone; and slightly soluble in glycerol.
Used as an oxidizer in solid rocket propellants, a flux, in glass manufacture, in
military explosives, and in enamel for

pottery. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-223. Also used in enamel frit batches to
prevent reduction of any easily reducible
ingredients, such as lead oxide. The function of sodium nitrate, when used in glass
batches, is to oxidize organic matter and
to prevent reduction of some of the batch

B-220. b. Na2H2Sb202.6H20 ( ?) ; decom-

constituents. Lee.

poses at 280° C on heating; insoluble in
cold water; and soluble in hot water with
decomposition. Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-220.
sodium metasilicate. Colorless; monoclinic;
Na2Si02; molecular weight, 122.06; spe-

f

weight, 284.20; effloresces; melting point,
400 to 48° C; loses 6H20 at 100° C; very
soluble in water; soluble in dilute sodium

dihydropyroantimonde. a, 2NaSh02.7H20 ;
molecular weight, 511.58; cc lorless or

white; tetragonal; loses 2H20 at 200° C;
and is soluble in hot water and in ethyl
alcohol. Used as an opacifier in glass and
enamels. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of
Chemistry and Phystcs, 45th ed., 1964, p.

i

sodium phosphate
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cific gravity, 2.4; melting point, 1,088° C;
soluble in water; and insoluble in alcohol,
in potassium-salt solutions, and in sodiumsalt solutions. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-224.
sodium metasilicate nonahydrate. Colorless;
orthorhombic; Na2SiO2.9H20; molecular

sodium nitrate gelignites. These explosives
are sometimes referred to as straight gela-

tins. They are really modifications

of

blasting gelatin in which varing percentages of nitroglycerin are replaced by sodium nitrate and combustible material to
give a range of gelatinous explosives of
varying strengths. The nitroglycerin content may be from about 30 to 80 percent.
Straight gelatins are characterized by their
plastic consistency; high densities of 1.5
to 1.6 grams per cubic centimeter; medium
velocity of detonation of 2,500 meters per
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second; good resistance to the effects of
water which also gives them good storage
properties, and they possess fume characteristics which

are suitable for under-

ground workings. All the various requirements for metal mining, tunneling, ?knd
quarrying operations are covered by this
wide range of gelatinous explosives. Their
high resistance to water makes them particularly useful in wet conditions, and

their relatively high density is advantageous where a powerful concentration of
explosive energy is required. McAdam II,

pp. 29-30.
sodium nitrite. Colorless to yellow; NaNO2;
orthorhombic prisms; molecular weight,
69.00; hygroscopic; specific gravity, 2.168
(at 0° C) ; melting point, 271° C; decomposes at 320° C; soluble in water in ethyl

alcohol, in methyl alcohol, and in ammonia. Handbook of Chemtstry and Phys-

ics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-223. Used as a
mill addition, or as an addition after mill-

ing, .to enamel ground coats to prevent
rust while drying and also as a setting-up
agent. Lee.

sodium oleate. White or yellow; Na2C121-12202;

molecular weight, 304.45; slight tallowlike
odor; melting point, 232° to 235° C; solu-

ble in water with partial decomposition;
soluble in alcohol; and slightly soluble in
ether. Used in ore flotation. CCD 6d,

1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, P. B-223.
sodium orthosilicate. a. Colorless; hexagonal;
Na,SiO, or 2NA20.Si02; molecular weight,
184.04; melting point, 1,018° C; and soluble in water. Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-224. b. A
silicate of high alkali content. Used in
water as a cleaning compound or it is
compounded with other cleaning agents

for the same purpose. Hansen.
sodium oxide; sodium monoxide. Na20; molecular weight, 61.99; gray, deliquescent;
specific gravity, 2.27; sublimes at 1,275°
C. Bennett 2d, 1962; CCD 6d, 1961.
sodium pentaborate. White; crystalline; Na2B12012.10H20; free-flowing; stable under
ordinary conditions; soluble in water

(15.40 percent at 20° C, increasing with

temperature) ; specific gravity, 1.72; and

pH of solution, approximately 7.5. Used
in cv:eproofing compositions and in glass

manufacture. CCD 6d, 1961.
sodium perchlorate. White; deliquescent;
orthorhombic; NaC104; molecular weight,

122.44; soluble in water and in alcohol;

and decomposes at 482° C. Used in explo-

sives and in jet fuel. CCD 6d, 1961;

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-22I.
sodium perchlorate hydrate; hydrated sodium
perchlorate. Colorless; deliquescent; hexagonal rhombohedral; NaC104.H20; molecular weight, 140.46; specific gravity, 2.02;

becomes dehydrated at 130° C; decomposes at 482° C; soluble in water and in
alcohol. Used in explosives and in jet fuel.

CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-221.
sodium peroxide. Yellow powder, Nas0s;
molecular weight, 77.99; specific gravity,
2.805; soluble in water; used for bleaching fibers, printing and dyeing textiles, as
oxidizing agent, germicide. Ben:tett 2d,
1962.

sodium phosphate; disodium hydrogen phosphate. sodium phosphate, dibasic. White
cristals; Na2HPO4.12H20; soluble in
water; crystals liquefy at 98° F and if the

sodium phosphate

soft-burned lime
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in glass. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of

a bitter aftertaste; soluble in water, in oil
of turpentine, and in ammonia; insoluble

B-224.

effloresces above 33° C in dry ait ; specific

temperature of the inspired air exceeds this
the heat is extracted by these crystals; the
sodium phosphate recrystallizes on cooling.

is slightly".alkaline. Used in ceramics and

the Proto self-contained breathing apparatus. cooper, p. 311; CCD 6d, 1961.
sodium pyrophosphate; tetrasodium pyrophosphate. White or colorless; Na4P102;
crystalline; molecular weight, 263.90; specific gravity, 2.534; melting point, 880°

sodium stearate. White powder with fatty
odor, Na0OCCrass; soluble in hot water
and hot alcohol; slowly soluble in cold

Used as a cooling agent in the cooler of

C; and soluble in water. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

B-224. Used as a deflocculant in glazes
and enamels, in the beneficiation of clays,

and in high-alumina body slips. It is an

efficient water-conditioning agent and may

be added when the use of hard water

would otherwise produce undesirable results. Lee.
sodium regulations. A permit, not including

more than 2,560 acres in one state,

is

granted to prospect for chlorides, sulfates,
carbonates, borates, silicates, or nitrates of

sodium, and the royalty and rentals are

similar to those for potash. Where necessary to secure the most economical mining,

a person, assodation, or corporation may
be permitted to hold up to 15,360 acres
in one state. Lewis, p. 35.

sodium selenite. White; tetragonal; Na2Se03.
5H2O; molecular weight, 263.01; soluble
in water; and insoluble in alcohol. Used in
glass manufacture and in decorating porcelain. CCD 6J, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-224.
sodium sesquicarbonate; natrona; trona; urao.
Colorless, gray, or yellowish-white; monoclinic; Na2CO3.NaHCO3.2H20; molecular
weight, 226.03; specific gravity, 2.112, but
ranges from 2.11 to 2.147 in the mineral;
Mohs' hardness, 2.5 to 3.0; and soluble in
water. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, pp. B-221, B-246. Extensive deposits of sodum sesquicarbonate,

variously known as the mineral natrona,

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

water and cold alcohol; insoluble in many
organic solvents. Used in medicine: waterproofing and gelling agent; as stabilizer in
plastics. CCD 6d, 1961.
sodium sulfate; sodium sulfate, anhydrous;
thenardite. Usually white and sometimes
brownish; orthorhombic, or monoclinic, or
hexagonal, depending on temperature;
orthorhombic at ordinary temperatures,

monoclinic about 160° to 185° C, and
hexagonal above 241° C; Na2504; molecu-

lar weight, 142.04; odorless; bitter saline
taste; specific gravity, 2.67 to 2.69; Mohs'
hardness, 2 to 3; melting point, 884° C or
888° C; soluble in water, in hydroiodic
acid, and in glycerol; and insoluble in alco-

hol. Occurs as

the mineral thenardite.

Used in glass manufacture and in ceramic
glazes. See also salt cake. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, pp. B-224, B-246. Added to glass

batches as a source of soda and to prevent
scumming. It is necessary to use a reducing
agent with it. Lee.
sodium sulfate test. A test claimed to indicate the resistance of a clay building material to frost action. The test piece is
soaked in a saturated solution of sodium
sulfate and is then drained and dried; the
cycle is repeated and the test piece is examined for cracks after each drying. The
principle underlying the test is that the
stresses caused by the expansion of sodium

sulfate as it crystallins are, to some extent, similar to the stresses caused by
water as it freezes. The test has also been
used to reveal laminations present in

bricks. Dodd.

trona, or urao, occur in California and
Wyoming in the United States; in Hungary and in Egypt; and in the deserts of

sodium tannate. Sometimes used as a deflocculant for day slips; the effect is marked,

1961.

erally prepared from NaOH and tannic
acid; the former should be in excess and
the pH should be ubout 8 to 9. Dodd.
sodium tantalate. NaTa03; a ferro-electric

Africa, Asia, and South America. CCD 6d,

sodium silicate. Compositions range from
Na20.3.75SiO2 to 2Na20.5i02 and have
various proportions of water. Lumps of
greenish glass soluble in steam under pressure, white powders of different degrees of
solubility, or cloudy or c:;ar liquids; range
from high fluidity to extreme viscosity (the
viscosity ranges from 0.4 to 600,000
poises) ; freezing point, slightly below that

of water; miscible with some polyhydric
alcohols; and partially miscible with primary alcohols and ketones. Used in the

manufacture of cements, in concrete
hardeners, in cementing stones, in cement-

ing pipe insulations, in ore flotation, in
lining Bessemer converters, in ceramic ce-

ments, and in drilling mud. CCD 6d,

1961. Sodium silicates high in silica are
,more potent deflocculating agents for a
given soda content than ale the more alkaline sodium compounds; such as sodium
carbonate or sodium hydroxide. Sodium

silicate, in combination with soda ash,

provides the most commonly used deflocculant for whiteware-body slips. Lee.
sodium stannate; sodium hydroxostannate.
Colorless, white, and light tan; hexagonal;
NavSn03.3H20 or Na2Sn(OH)8; molecu-

lar weight, 266.71; soluble in water; insoluble in alcohol and in acetone; loses
3H20 at 140° C; and its aqueous solution

only a small proportion being required.

in alcohol; deliquescent in

moist air;

gravity, 1.729 (at 17° C) ; melting point,

40° to 45° C; and no boiling point be-

cause it decomposes at 48° C; and loses
5%0 at 100° C. Used in extracdng silver
from its ores. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

p. B-225.
sodium uranate. Na20.2UO2.6H20; has been
used as a source of uranium for uranium
red. See also uranium red. Dodd.
sodium uranospinite. A tetragonal mineral,
Na2(UO2)*(As04)2.8H20, occurring in
fine, tabular to elongated crystals, as radial
fibrous

aggregates, and as square crys-

tals pseudomorphous after metazeunerite
(sometimes with a core of metazeunerite) ;
yellow-green to lemon- and straw-yellow;
found in the oxidation zone of a primary
hydrothermal deposit; the most abundant

secondary U mineral; a member of the
meta-autunite group. American Mineralo-

gist, v. 43, No. 3-4, March-April 1958,
pp. 383-384. See also hydrogcn uranospin-

ite. Spencer 19. M.M., 1952.

sodium vanadate. NaV03; a ferro-electric
compound having potential use as a special

electroceramic. The Curie temperature is
approximately 330° C. Dodd.
sodium vapor lamp. A light source derived
from an electrical discharge through sodium vapor. Valuable as a source of monochromatic yellow (sndium ur D-lire)
illumination, which, when used as illumi-

nation in using the usual gemmological

refractometer, assists the efficiency of the
instrument. Shipley.
sodium xanthate; sodium ethylxanthate. Yellowish; amorphous; NaS.CS.0C2H2 or
NaC2H2OCSS; molecular weight, 144.19;
and soluble in water and in ethyl alcohol.

Used as a flotation agent. Bennett 2d,

1962; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. B-225.
sods. Leic. Clay beneath coal seams. Fay.

The material used for this purpose is gen-

soffioni. An emanation, from the earth, of
vapors which are principally boric acid;
also, the opening from which the vapors
issue. See also solfatara; fumarole; mof-

compound having the ilmcnite structure at
room temperature; the Curie temperature
is approximately 475° C. Of potential interest as a special electroceramic. Dodd.

Sofim-Fichter kiln. A gas-fired open flame
tunnel kiln; its novel feature, when introduced in about 1935, was the design of
the pre-mix burners. The name derives

sodium tetrasilicate sodium silicate; water
glass; waterglass; liquid glass. a. Na25i402;
molecular weight, 302.23; colorless; amorphous; deliquescent; and soluble in water.
Used for waterproofing walls. Bennctt 2d,

1962. b. Water glass (also waterglass) is
also called sodium silicate with the general formula Na.20.xSiO2 in which x = 3
to 5. It is insoluble in alcohol, in potassium-salt solutions, and in sodium-salt solutions. Handbook

of

Chemistry

and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-224; CCD
6d, 1961; Webster 3d.

sodium tetrasuffide. Yellow; hyg-oscopic;
isometric; Na2S4; molecular weight, 174.24;

melting point, 275° C; and soluble in

water and in alcohol. Used as an ore-

flotation agent. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-225.
sodium thiosulfate pentahydrate; sodium
hyposulfite. Colorless or white; transmolecular weight,
;
monoclinic
248.18; Na25203.5H20; a cooling taste and
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ette. Fay.

from the initial letters of Société des Fours
Industriels et Metallurgiques, the designers

of the original kiln, and Fichter (of Sarreguemines) who designed the burners.
Dodd.

soft. a. Tender, friable, or full of slips and
joints. Fay. b. Bituminous as opposed to
anthracitic; said of coal. Fay. c. In mineralogy, usually refers to minerals readily

scratched by a needle or knife blade. Hess.
d. As applied to a glass or glaze, this word

means that the softening temperature is
low; such a glass or glaze, when cold, is
also likely to be relatively soft, that is, of
lower than average hardness, in the nor-

mal sense. Dodd.
soft air. Scot. A stagnant state of the ventilation. Fay.

soft asphalt. See diasphaltene. Bennett 2d,
1962.

soft brass. Brass which has been annealed
after drawing and rolling; used where
ductility is essential. Crispin.
soft-burned lime. A quicklime that is cal-

tr.

't
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soil catena

soft mud brick. Brick produced by a process

soft skin. A soft outer skin developed on

soft-burned lime
cined at relatively low temperature. It is
characterized by high porosity and chemical reactivity. Boynton.

soft clay. A soft clay can be easily molded
in the hand and dug with a spade. Ham.
soft coal. a. Bituminous coal as opposed to
anthracite. Fay, p. 631. b. Term in use
among British miners for (1) bright bituminous coal which breaks easily and (2)
vitrain or clarain. Tomkeiell, 1954.
soften. To heat ore so that the minerals are
cracked and fissured, permitting easier
crushing. Fay.

softening. a. Treatment in which metal is
heated below critical point and then slowly

cooled. Pryor, 3. b. Of lead, the removal
of antimony and other impurities. Fay.
softening point. a. Certain materials do not
have a definite melting point but soften
over a range of temperatures. In certain
refractory substances, the softening point

is measured as the pyrometric cone equivalent (P.C.E.) wh:ch is the number of that
standard pyrometric cone whose tip would
touch the supporting plaque simultaneously with a cone of the refractory material being investigated. See also deformation point. Bureau of Mines Staf. f. b. The
term has a definite meaning when referring
to glass, namely tht temperature at which
the viscosity is 107.° poises; this viscosity

corresponds to the temperature at which
tubes, for example, can be conveniently
bent. Also known as the 7.6 temperature;
Littleton softening point. Dodd.
softening temperature. The temperature, under specified conditions, at which porcelain enamel oi frit begins to flow. ASTM
C286-65.

soft fire. A flame with a deficiency of air.
ASTM C162-66.
soft-fired ware. Clay products1 fired at low
temperature, producing relatively high absorptions and low compressive strengths.
ACSG, 1963.

soft formation. Synonym for soft ground.
Long.

soft forms. Organisms which do not possess
a hard exterior. Examples include tunicates, algae (other than calcareous algae)
and Hydroids. Hy.
soft glass. Opposite of hard glass. See also
hard glass, ASTM C162-66.

soft glaze. A glaze softening at low firing
temperatuiz; and alternative term would
be low temperature glaze. Rosenthal.

soft ground. a. That part of a mineral de-

posit which can be mined without drilhag
and shooting hard rock ; commonly occurs
in the upper weathered portion of a vein.
Supp. b. Heavy ground. Rock about
ur.derground openings that does not stand
well and requires heavy timbering. Fay.
soft-ground boring tools. Drilling tools used
in soft ground such as overburden, clay,
soft shale, etc. Long.

soft inclusion. Applied in the grading of
quartz crystals to feathery or fernlike types
of foreign inclusions, which look soft (no
implication of physical hardness). AM, I.

soft Iron. Iron which can be worked with
ordinary cutting tools or which can be
readily abraded with files. It is gray ;n
color as distinguished from the harder
cast iron which is lighter in color. Crispin.
soft mica. Mica which, when slightly flexed
or distorted with thumb pressure, generally shows a tendency to delamination.
Such mica, in thick pieces, generally gives
a dull sound when tapped or dropped on
a hard surface. Skow.

burned diamonds. Long.

of forming relatively wet clay (20 to 30
percent water content) in molds. When
the inside of the molds are sanded, the

soft solder. Alloys of lead and tin used in
soldering. Tin content varies from 63 to

molds are wetted with water to prevent
sticking of the clay, the bricks are called

but some type: contain about 2 percent
antimony and others contain cadmium.

product is called sand-struck brick. When

31 percent. The remainder is mainly lead,

water struck. ACSG, 1963.
soft-mud molder. One who hand-molds vadshaped silica green bricks which cannot be
made profitably by machinery. Also called
soft-silica-mud molder. D.O.T. 1.
soft-mud process. A process for the shaping

The best-known types are tinman's, solder
and plumber's solder. C.T.D.
soft soldering. See soldering. ASM Gloss.

which are then shaken or jolted until the
clay fills the mold; because of its thixotropy, after the jolting ceases the clay
stiffens sufficiently for the bricks to maintain their shape. The process can form the

able, give a high proportion of screenings,
and sometimes are termed "soft structure
coals." If the fracture system is not so
pronounced and the individual fracture
planes farther apart, the coal may be char-

soft steel. A general term applied to steels
of low carbon content which do not temper. Mild steel. Crispin.

of building bricks from clay at a water soft structure coal. Development of joints and
content of about 35 percent. The precleats is most pronounced in low volatile
pared wet clay is fed into sanded molds
bituminous coals. Such coals are very fri-

basis of handmaking or, more commonly, it

can be mechanized as in the Berry ma-

chine or in the Aberson machine. See also
thixotropy. Dodd.
softness. a. Tendency to deform easily. It is
indicated in tensile test by low ultimate
tensile stress and large reduction in area.
Usually the elongation is also high. In
notched bar test, specimens bend instead
of fracturing, and energy absorbed is relatively small.- See also toughness. brittleness. C.T.D. b. The opposite of hardness

for either surface or firing temperature.
Bryant.

soft ore. A soft or incoherent hematite, as

opposed to the hard specular variety. From
Lake Superior region. Fay.
soft paste; flitted porcelain. A type of porcelain made from a body containing a glassy

frit and fired at a comparatively

low

temperature (1,100° C). The most famous
soft paste ware was that produced in the
18th

century at the Sèvres factory

in

France, and at Chelsea, Derby, Bow, Worcester, and Longton Hall in England.
Dodd. See also pate tendre; paste, f.
soft phosphate. A term used in Florida
which is applied arbitrarily to anything
phosphatic that is hot distinctly hard rock.
Fay.

soft pitch. Pitch showing a penetration of
more than 10. Fay.

soft pottery. Pottery, the surface of 1-hich
is unglazed and easily scratched by a sharppointed piece of iron. Standard, 1964.

soft radiation. ionizing radialion of

long

wavelength and low penetration. NCB.
soft rays. Beta particles or ga.nma rays having little penetration. Hess.
soft rock. Rock that can be removed by airoperated hammers, but cannot be handled
economically by a pick. A.G.I. Loosely
used to distinguish sedimentary from Igneous and metamorphic rock. A.G.I. Supp.
soft-rock geology. Geology of sedimentary
rocks. A.G.1. SuPP.
softs. a. A commercial term for friable bright
coal. B.S. 3323, 1360. b. Mid. Coal which
breaks easily. Fay.

soft seat. Eng. Fire clay found under coal
seams. Fay.
soft shale. Soft and poorly conso:idated shale

strata and stiff clays commonly encountered in coal-bearing strata. Woodruff, v.1,

p. 14.

soft silicas. A common term used in the abrasives trade for the fine-grained, porous
materials, tripoli, microcrystalline silica,
and rottenstone. AIME, p. 16.
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acterized
p. 34.

as "hard"

structure. Mitchell,

soft vector. A plane or direction in a diamond or other mineral having less resistance to abrasion than that of the hard-

vector planes. See also hard vector. Long.

soft water. Water free from calcium car-

bonate and calcium sulfate. Crispin.
soggendalite. Proposed by Kolderup for a
variety of diabase that is especially rich in
pyroxenc, and intermediate between true
diabases and pyroxenites The type rock
forms a dike near Soggendal, Norway. Fay.

soil. a. Broadly and loosely, the regolith, or
blanket of unconsolidated rock material

that lies on the bedrock. Fay. b. More

precisely, the earthy or sandy layer, ranging in thickness from a few inches to several feet, composed of finely divided rock
debris, of whatever origin, mixed with decomposing vegetal and animal matter,
which nearly everywhere forms the surface of the ground and in which plants
grow or may grow. Fay, c. In agriculture,
loose surface material capable of supporting plant growth, and having properties
resulting from the integrated effect of
climate and living matter. Hawker. d.. In
geology, any loose surface material overlying solid rock. Hawker. c. To the pedologist soil is a natural body of mineral and
organic constituents, differentiated into
horizons, of variable depth, which differs

from the material below in morphology,
physical makeup, chemical properties and

composition, and biological characteristics.
Hawkes, 2, p. 91. f. In metallurgy, unde-

sirable material on a surface and yet not
an integral part of the surface. Oil, grease,
and dirt can be soils; a decarburized skin
or excess 1.ard chromium are not soils.
Loose scale is soil; hard scale may be an
integral part of the surface, and hence not
soil. ASM Gloss.

soil analysis. The method of geochemical

prospecting which consists of taking soil
samples and analyzing them for the various hydrocarbons and other gases and
waxes, minerals, or other rare components
which they may contain. A.G.I.
soil cap. The earthy material that oftens
covers naturally the rock surfaces of the
crust. Standard, 1964.

soil catena. A related sequence of profile
types created by changes from one drainage condition to another. These changes
are usually transitional. Hawke:, 2, p.
101.

soil cement
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soil cement. The addition of cement to a

soil classification. Soils and the corresponding

soil sampler. a. A tube driven into the
ground so as to obtain an undisturbed soil

soil, as a binding agent, and converting it

into a weak form of concrete. See also
cement stabilization. Nelson.
Grade
scree, shingle, gravel
very coarse sand
coarse sand
medium sand
fine sand
si 1 t

mud or clay
Nelson.

rock types may be classified according to
their dominant grain size or grade, as fol-

lows:
Dominant grain size
2 mm and over
2 mm to 1 mm
1 mm to 0.5 mm
0,5 mm to 0.25 mm
0,25 mm to 0.1 mm
0.1 mm to 0.01 mm
less than 0.01 mm

soil classification tests. The tests are of two
main types, namely: (1) mechanical analysis, performed by sieving or sedimentation, to determine the size-distribution of

the constituent particles; and (2) index

property tests, for soils passing a 36-mesh
B.S. sirve, by means of which the type is
deducA from the moisture content at
standard consistencies. See also index properties. Nelson.

soll climate. The nature of the air between
the soil particles, water content and condition, etc. Challinor.

soil core. A cylindrical sample of soil for

tests and examination. Undisturbed samples may be obtained by the use of special
appliances, which allow soil cores of
usually 1 IA inch or 4 inch diameter being
extracted. The core barrel, forming part
of the coring tool, is detachable and is
capped and the core hermetically scaled

for delivery to the laboratory. The nat-

ural moisture content and other properties
are preserved for examination. Individual
soil cores, up to 3 feet in length, may be
obtained and continuous coring if necessary. See also soil sample. Nelson.

soil creep. A very slow movement of rock
fragments down even, gentle slopes. It is

this that makes some streams muddy even
during periods of dry weather. A.G.I.
soil density. Normally expressed as pounds

per cubic foot. Although soil density is

measured initially on moist soil, the result
is always converted in terms of dry density.
Nelson.

soil discharge. A discharge of ground water
through evaporation directly from the soil
or rocks. A.G.I.

soil evaporation. Evaporation of water from
moist soils. Seelye, 1.
soil formation. The process whereby fragmental material resulting from rock weathering is transformed into a medium that
can support plant growth. Hawkes.
soil-forming factors. Factors, such as parent
material, climate, vegetation, topography,
organisms, and time involved in the transformation of an original geologic deposit
into a soil profile. ASCE 131826.
soil horizon. A layer of soil, approximately
parallel to the surface, which differs from
adjacent layers in chemical and physical
properties; the principal horizons from the
surface downward are (1) the topsoil, A
horizon, or leached horizon ; (2) the subsoil, B horizon, or horizon of accumulation;

and (3) the parent material, C horizon,
from which the upper horizons were
formed. Hawkes.

soil mechanics. a. The subject embracing the
detailed investigation of soil composition, its

classification, consolidation, and strength;
the flow of water through various soils, and

the active and passive pressures acting
upon them. The father of soil mechanics
is Dr. Karl von Terzaghi, and this new

Rock type
conglomerate
very coarse sandstone
coarse sandstone
medium sandstone
fine sandstone
siltstone
mudstone, shale, clay

branch of science was initiated in 1936 by
the First International Conference on Soil
Mechanics and Foundation Engineering at
Cambridge, Mass. See also earth pressure;

site exploration. Ham. b. The science of
the mechanical properties of a mass of
loose or unbonded particles, particularly

of their composition, shear resistance, and
effects of water. Applied in highway and
foundation engineering and other prcblems
depending on support by stability of and
varieties in loose surface materials. A.G.I.
soil mixer. Any machiiie used to pulverize
soil in the process of soil stabilization. See
also plant mix; travel mixer. Ham.
soil moisture. Pellicular water of the soil
zone. It is divided by the soil scientist into
available and unavailable moisture. Available moisture is water easily abstracted by
root action and limited by field capacity

and the wilting coefficient. Unavailable
moisture is water held so firmly by ad-

hesion or other forces that it cannot usually

be absorbed by plants rapidly enough to
produce growth. It is commonly limited by
the wilting coefficient. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

soil physics. The organized body of knowledge concerned with the physical characteristics of soil and with the methods employed in their determinations. ASCE
P1826.

soil, preliminary classification. A classification made at the site to recognize the main
types, such as gravels, sands, silts, clays,
and peat. The clays may be described as
soft, stiff, or firm, but the same clay can

change into any of these groups by a
change in its water content. See also soil
classification. Nelson.

soil profile. a. The vertical section of a soil,

showing the nature and sequence of the

various layers, as developed by deposition,
weathering, or both. ASCE P1826. b. Succession of zones or horizons beginning at
the surface that have been altered by normal soil-forming processes of which leach-

ing and oxidation have been particularly
important. A.G.I. app. See blso soil horizon.

c. A section, at a spot or along

a centerline, indicating the various strata
as disclosed by boreholes, trial pits, or
geophysical surveys. The section shows all

deposits likely to have a bearing on the
stability of surface works. Quarriest cuttings, and escarpments often provide a
mady-made soil profile. Nelson.

soli sample. a. A small sample of the soil,
representing the arca from which it wps
removed. Long. b. Any sample which is
reasonably representative of a soil deposit.
Undisturbed soil samples are preferred.

Where the ground tends to change laterally, the sampling positions are so spaced

as to indicate the change. See also soil
core. Nelson.

soil-sample barrel. A tubular device de-

signed for taking samples of soil. Long.
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sample.

In sands, such tubes would be

fitted with a core catcher. See also Ray-

mond standard test. Ham. b. One of a
number of different mechanical devices
used for taking samples of an unconsolidated material. See also Shelby tube;
solid-barrel sampler ; split-tube barrel;

split-tube sampler. Long.
soil sampling tube; sampling tool. A tool for

obtaining an undisturbed sample of the
soil. It consists of a cylindrical mild steel

tube with a fitting at the top for boring

rods and a hardened steel cutting nose. It
provides for a sample 41/3 inch diameter,
while a length of 15 inches is usually sufficient. The tube is forced into the ground
without rotation until it is full. Then the

is cut at the bottom either by a wire
snare or by rotating the tool to shear the
soil at the base. See also sampling area
soil

ratio. Nelson.
soil science. The science which treats of soils.
Synonym for pedology. Schielerdecker.

soil series. A group of soils having horizons
similar as to differentiating characteristics
and arrangements in the soil profile and
developed from a particular type of parent
material. Except for texture, especially of
the A-horizon, the morphological features
of the soil profile, as exhibited in the physical characteristics and thicknesses of the
soil horizons, do not vary significantly with
a series. These characteristics include
especially structure, color, and texture

(except the texture of the A-horizon or

surface soil)

but not these alone. The

content of carbonates and other salts the
reaction (or degree of acidity or allialin-

ity), and the content of humus are included with the characteristics which determine series. The soil series must not
only have definite soil profile features, but

also occupy an arca on the landscape.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

soil shredder. A machine employed in soil

stabilization comprising two nearly touch-

ing half drums which rotate in opposite
directions and break up the soil. Ham,
soil stabillAtion. Chemical or mechanical

treatment designed to increase or maintain
the stability of a mass of soil or otherwise
to improve its engineering properties.
ASCE P1826. See also bituminous stabilization; cement stabilization; pulverization.

soil stabilizer. A chemical which can alter
an engineering property of a natural soil
to suit an intended use of the soil. Refers to chemicals which convert clayey
soils or sandy soils to satisfactory traffic-

bearing materials. CCD 6d, 1961.
soil structure. The arrangement and state of
aggregation of soil particles in a soil mass.
See also flocculent structure; honeycomb
structure; single-grained structure. ASCE
P1826.

soil survey. a. A detailed investigation of

the soils at a site, including boreholes and
tests to determine their nature, thickness,
strength, and depth to bedrock. See also
site investigation; soil mechanics. Nelson.
b. Geochemical prospecting term for the
chemical analysis of systematkally collected samples of soil and weathered rock.
Hawkes, 2, p. 3.
soil suspension. A highly diffused mixture of
soil and water. ASCE P1826.
soil test. a. Synonym for soil sampling. Long.
b. The laboratory procedure followed in

examining and determining the physical
characteristics of a soil sample. Long.
soil testing. See soil sampling, soil test. Long.

soil texture. See gradation, b. ASCE P1826.
soil type. A minor subdivision of a soil series
based on texture of the surface layer.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
soil ulmin. An alternative term for humus.
,

Tomkeieff, , 1954.

Soisson Rodange process. A process for the
manufacture of high quality killed basic

Bessemer steel in which the steel, after

dephosphorization, is poured into another
ladle containing the solid components of
a basic oxidizing and fluid slag. Blowing
for 30 to 40 seconds generates sufficient
heat to promote mixing and avoid skull.
Phosphorus contents are readily lowered
and high quality killed steel is produced
wit!: low additional cost. Osborne.
sol. Colloidal dispersion of a solid in a liquid.

In water, hydrosol. In alcohol, alcosol.

Hydrophilic sols (for example, starch, ferric oxide) attract water and form gelatinous glomerules. Hydrophobic sols are solvent repelling. The solid particles are

usually of colloidal dimensions (1 m
less than 100 mp.), below which sizes the
solid is considered to be in true solution.
Pryor, 3.

solar. a. A platform in a Cornish mine shaft
and especially between a series of ladders;
a longitudinal partition forming an air
passage between itself and the roof in a
mine. Usually sollar or soller. Webster 3d.
b. A colloquialism among surveyors to
mean an observation on the sun. Fay.
solar compass. Synonym for sun compass.
Webster 3d.

solar furnace. A particular type of image
furnace. See also image furnace, Dodd.
solarization. An effect of strong sunlight (or
artificial ultraviolet radiation) on some

glasses, causing a change in their transparency. Glasses free from arsenic and of
low soda and potash contents are less
prone to this defect. Dodd.

solar salt. Salt obtained by solar evaporation
of seawater or salt lake water in shallow
lagoons or ponds. Kaufmann.
solar screen tile. Tile manufactured for ma-

sonry solar sereen construction. ACSG,
1963.

solar time. Varying period, marked by successive crossings of the meridian by the
sun, Hour angle of sun at observer's point
(apparent time) corrected to true time by
use of equation of time. Sundials show
apparent Solar time. See also apparent
day. Pryor, 3.
solder. To unite the surfaces of metals; an
alloy for uniting metals. Brazing solders
are alloys of zinc and copper, while soft
solders r re alloys of tin and lead. Nelson.
soldered emerald. A name for any emerald
doublet, but correctly for a fused one only.
Shipley.

solder embrittlement. Reduction in mechani-

cal properties of a metal as a result of

local penetration of solder along grain

boundaries. ASM Gloss.
soldering. Similar to brazing, with the filler
metal having a melting temperature range
below an arbitrary value, generally 800°
F. ASM Gloss%

soldering coal. Term used among British
miners for caking coal. Tomkthll, 1954.
soldier. An upright timber used in timbering

secured in position by horizontal struts.
See also puncheon, b. Ham.

soldier blocks. Refractory blocks set on end.

solid couplings
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In the glass industry the term is particularly applied to blocks that extend more
than the depth of the glass in a furnace.
Dodd.

soldier course. A course of brick laid in a

wall on end with their narrow side parallel

to the furnace wall. A.R.I. Little used in
the case of refractories except in the bottoms of some types of furnaces, HW.
soldier frame. Frame set into the inside of

a shaft prior to breaking through for a
heading. Stauffer.

soldier sprag. N.S.W. A long sprag used to
support a seam in a coal mine between the
top of the holing and the roof. Webster
3d.

soldier's stone. Amethyst. Shipley.

sole. a. The major fault plane over which
other beds ride forward as a group during
distributive faulting. Fay. b. The lowest

thrust plane in an arca of overthrusting.
Commonly rocks above are imbricated.

c. The lower surface of a sedi-

mentary stratum. A.G.I. Supp. d. The bol.tom of a level. Fay. e. Eng. See solepiece.
SMRB, Paper No, 61. f. The bottom of a
reverberatory furnace. Fay. g. The refractory brickwork forming the floor of a coke
oven; as the charge of coal, which is subsequently transformed into coke, rests on
this brickwork, and as the coke is pushed
out of the oven by means of a mechanical
ram, the sole is subjected to severe abrasion. Dodd.

soled boulder. Many of the stones in the

(boulder) clay have their corners blunted
and have smooth faces ground upon them,
which may be scratched by hard, projecting points as they are forced along. Such
stones are called soled boulders or striated
stones, and are very characteristic of ice

action, since no other agency produces
such effects. A.G.I.

sole-flue port brick. See rider bricks. Dodd.

sole mark. A term which has come to be

generally applied to the various hieroglyphs

found on the undersides or soles of sandstone (and in some cases limestone) beds.
These marks are largely casts of structures
formed on the surface of the underlying
mud : y currents, organisms, or other
agents, After consolidation and exposure,
the ui'derlying shale weathers away leaving thz east as a raised positive feature on
the sole of the overlying sandstone. Petti-

concrete invert. Stauffer. b. Scot. The

plate on which a machine rests, Fay. c.
See sleeper. Nelson.

solfatara. An expiring or dormant volcanic

vent from which steam and vapors are
emitted; also, a district or area in which
volcanic emanations are given off from

fissures and small vents. Compare fumarole; mofette; soffioni. Fay.

solfatarlc. Applied to a dormant or decadent stage of volcanic activity characterized by the emission at the surface of
gases and vapors of volatile substances.

Holmes, 1928.
solid. a. Coal that has not been undermined,
sheared cut, or otherwise prepared for
blasting. Used in the expression, "shoot-

ing off the solid." Fay. b. That parr of
the coal which cannot be thrown out by

a single shot, or the coal beyond the loose
end. Used in expressions describing holes

drilled for blasting, such as "3 feet into
the solid," or "on the solid." Fay. c. Unmined ; ungot. Mason. d. A rock having
few open cracks, crevices, or joints and

relatively unaffected by the weakening effects of weathering, Long. c. A diamond
free of cracks discernible by eye. Long. f.
The rock near underground openings that
stands well without artificial support.

Long. g. Anything which can be measured

in

three dimensions. That is, a

solid has length, breadth, and thickness.

Jones, 2, p. 116. h. State of matter in

which the constituent atoms, ions, or
molecules are sufficiently restricted in
their relative movement to result in a

definite shape. Between this bound struc-

ture and a fully liquid one lies the plastic state exemplified by bitumen. Pryor, 3.

solid agate. See agate ware, c. C.T.D.

solid angle. See angle, a. Webster 3d.
solid anthraxylon. Anthraxylon units having
the appearance of solid bands. Hess.
solid-barrel sampler. A straight-walled cylin-

der with or without a valve on the bot-

tom. Used for taking soil samples. Comtube, split-tube sampler.

pare Shelby
Long.

solid bearing. A one-piece bushing. Nichols.
solid bit. Synonym for noncoring bit. Long.
solid bituminous materials. Those having a

penetration at 25° C (77° F), under: a
load of 100 grams applied for 5 seconds

of not more than 10. Urquhart, See. 2,

Solenhofen stone. An exceedingly fine and

p. 81.
solid car. A mine car equipped with a swivel

Upper Jurassic age, occurring in Solenhofen, Bavaria, West Germany; widely

into the rotary dump, which turns through

john.

even-bedded limestone, thinly stratified, of

used in lithography. C.T.D.
solenoid. a. An electromagnetic helix. A system of equal circular currents flowinq in
uniform direction about a single straight
or curved axis. Crispin. b. A series of coils

of wire carrying a current of electricity.

One can be made by winding wire on
a glass or cardboard tube. Morris and
Cooper, p. 210. c. A cylindrical coil used
to produce a magnetic fiele ; sometimes
the solenoid includes an iron bar or rod
which moves freely along the axis of the
coil under the influence of its magnetic
field, NCB.

so/epiece; sole; foot lid. Eng. A piece of
wood placed under a prop. SMR13, Paper
No. 61.

sole plate. a. Formed of several pieces of
lagging fastened together, and laid down

in the bottom of an invert. It forms a
base for the iron ribs used in laying a

4,09

coupling and generally used with a rotary dump. One or more cars are pulled
180° and the coal is emptied out. These

cars have a low first cost, low mainte-

nance, and no spillage. Kentucky, p. 211.
.7( e also mine cars.
soill casting. Forming ceramic ware by inVoducing a body slip into a porous mold,
which usually consists of two major sections, one section forming the contour of
the outside and the other forming the
contour of the inside of the ware, and al-

lowing a solid cast to form between the

mold faces. See also casting. ACSG, 1963.
Generally of either the
flanged-face or the compression type. They
are used to connect two shafts to make
a permanent joint and usually are de-

solid couplings.

signed to be capable of tranrmitting the
full load capacity of the shaft. This coupling has no flexibility, either torsional,
angular or axial, hence it is limited to

those installations where rigid connections

are suitable, particularly in line shafts

extension shafts. Pit and Quarry, 53rd,

\and
sec. 4, p. 65.
solid crib timering. Shaft timbering with

cribs laid solidly upon one another. Fay.
solid-crown bit. Synonym for noncoring bit.
Long.

solid cutters. Cutters made of a single piece

of material rather than a composite of
two or more materials. ASM Gloss.

solid deposits. Rocks other than drift deposits. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.

solid-drawn. Drawn from hollow ingots, or
otherwise, on mandrels of successively de-

creasing diameters; said of certain seamless metal tubes. Standard, 1964,
solid drilling. In diamond drilling, using a

bit that grinds the whole face, without

preserving a core for sampling. Nichols.
solid explosives. These explosives are employed to a certain extent in the form of
a powder in cartridges, or as a light-running granulated mass, or as solid sticks.
They have the disadvantage that the density of charging will be small, which
means ,that the cost of drilling will be
comparatively high. Fraenkel, v. 3, Art.
16:01, p. 33,

solid fuels. Any fuel that is a solid; such

as wood, peat, lignite, bituminous, and
anthracite coals of the natural variety and
the prepared varieties as, pulverized coal,
briquettes, charcoal, and coke. These are
divided into two broad classes: (1) naturally occurring solid fuels, and (2) manufactured solid fuels. Newton, p. 247.
solid geology. The geological features of the
rocks underlying superficial deposits, specifically excluding these latter. A solid
geological map, as opposed to a drift map,
shows the whole outcrops as they would
appear if all the superficial deposits were
removed (though the larger tracts of al-

luvium are often shown even on solid

maps). Challinor.
solidification. The process of changing from
a liquid or gas to a solid, as, for instance,
the solidification

of molten alumina to

solid in the synthesis of corundum. Shipley,

solidification range. Temperature range over

which mixtures (alloys, fluxes) melt. In
constitutional diagram, area between LT
uidus and solidus. Pryor, 3.

solidification shrinkage. The decrease in volume of a metal during solidification. ASM
Gloss.

solid loading. Filling a drill hole with all

the explosive which can be crammed into
it, except for stemming space at top.
Nichols,

solid map. A British Geological Survey map

which shows the solid or stratified hard

rocks, the plan view being on the assump-

tion that all superficial deposits are absent or removed. The deposits of alluvium along river courses are, however,
shown. See also drift map. Nelson.

solid masonry unit. A unit whose net cross
sectional area in every plane parallel to
the bearing surface is 75 percent or more
of its gross cross sectional area measured
in the same plane. ASTM C43-65T,

solid masonry wall. A wall built of solid

masonry units, laid contiguously with the
joints between units completely filled with
mortar. ACSG.

solid packing. See solid stowing. Nelson.
solid-phase welding. Any method of weld-

ing in which pressure, or heat and pres-

solubilization
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sure, are used to consummate the weld

without fusion. ASM Gloss.
solid road. Any roadway driven through the

solid coal seam with rib sides. See also
narrow stall; narrow work, a, b. Nelson.

solid rock. Rock which is both consolidated
and in situ. Challinor.
solids classification. Separation of solids into

two or more fractions, on the basis of

their velocities of flow through fluids.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
solids handling pump. Usually a centrifugal
pump designed to resist abrasion and used

for pumping sand, gravel, fine coal, and
ore tailings. Rubber linings are generally
used, which last longer than steel or iron.
See also pulsometer, a. Nelson.

sohd smokeless fuel. A solid fuel, such as
coke, which produces comparatively no
smoke when burnt in an open grate. The
gas industry produces certain brands of
smokeless fuel, such as Coalite, Rexco,
Clean-glow, and Phimax. See also anthracite; briquette; coke; smokeless coal. Nelson.

solid solubility. The extent to which one

metal is capable of forming solid solutions with another. This varies widely be-

tween different pairs of metals, some of
which are mutually soluble in all proportions, while others are practically in-

soluble in each other. C.T.D.
solid solution. a. A single, solid-homogeneous

crystalline phase containing two or more
chemical species. ASM Gloss. b. Substitution of one ion for another ion of a dif-

ferent element in a crystal. Also called
isomorphism. Hulbut. c. The term may
refer to the solution of small proportions

of a materinl in a seemingly unrelated
substance. IlW.

solids, suspended. See suspended solids. Ben-

nett 2d, 1962 Add.

solid stowing; /solid packing. The complete
filling of the waste area behind a longwall

face with stone and dirt. The packing

operation may be by hand or mechanical
methods, for example, pneumatic stowing. See also double packing; strip packing. Nelson.
solidus. In a constitution or equilibrium diagram, the locus of points representing the
temperatures at which various compositions finish freezing on cooling or begin
to melt on heating. ASM Gloss.
solid water. Scot. Water sufficient to fill the
pump barrel at each stroke. Fay.

solid web. The web of a steel beam consisting of a rolled section or a plate as
distinct from a lattice. Ham.
solid workings. Scot. In stoop-and-room
workings, the first working or room driven
into the solid coal, Distinguished from
pillar work Lir pillar drawing. Fay.

solid woven conveyor belt. A construction
of conveyor belt consisting of multiple
plies of fabrics woven into one piece,
which is done on looms designed for this
purpose. Stripes are woven into the belt
to show the number of pliesi which range
from two to ten. Impregnattng and coating treatments are frequently employed.
ASA MH4.1-1958.

solid woven fabric belt. A rubber belt in
which the plies are interwoven and thus

have no dependence on the adhesive

properties of the covering material. The
belt is claimed to give greater strength
for less thickness and weight. See also

conveyor. Nelson,
sollfluction. a. The process of slow flowage
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from higher to lower ground of masses
of waste saturated with water. See also
mud stream. A.G.I. b. The movement of
soil particles and rock waste chiefly by
frost action. Mather.
soligenuus peat. Peat whose character is de-

termined by soil rather than amount of
rainfall. Tornkeieff, , 1954.

soling. Large stones used in pitched work.
Ham.

solitary wave. A wave consisting of a single

elevation and neither followed nor preceded by another elevation or depression
of the water surface. 5 chieferdecker.

solar; soller. a. Landing stage in a mine
shaft. Pryor, 3. b. A timber staging, alongside a haulage level, for piling ore ready
for loading into mine cars. Nelson. c. A
staging between ladderway sections in a
shaft. Nelson. d. A wooden platform fixed
in a shaft for the ladders to rest um
Gordon. e. The pank flooring of a gallery
coverinF a gutterway beneath. Fay. f. A
longitudinal partition forming an air passage between itself and the roof in a mine
working. Webster 3d. g. A platform from
which trammers shovel or throw the ore

or rock into a car. Fay. See also sailer,

b. Fay,
solonchak soil. A soil occurring most commonly under arid conditions, but may also
be found in semial id and subhumid regions. Usually found in depressions where
it has originated by evaporation under
shallow ground-water conditions. The typical

salts of solonchak are sulfates and

chlorides of sodium, calcium and magnesium. These often appear as a white efflorescence at the surface which is liable to
be dissolved and temporarily washed
rains. Hawkes, 2, p.
downward when
112,

solonetz soil. A soil occurring most commonly under arid conditions, but may
also be found in semiarid and subhumid
regions. Usually found in depressions
where it has originated by evaporation
under shallow ground-water conditions.
Characterized by sodium carbonate as the

predominant salt and a dark-colored B
horizon which is strongly alkaline in reaction. Hawkes, 2, p. 112.
solubility.

a. The extent to which a sub-

stance will dissolve in a particular sol-

vent. ASTM STP No. 148-D. b. The

weight of a dissolved substance that will
saturate 100 grams of a solvent. C.T.D.
c. Concentration of substance in a saturated solution, that is, in equilibrium between dissolved and undissolved phase at
given temperature. Dissolved product is
solute. Pryor, 3.

solubility product concentration. In a saturated solution of an electrovalent compound having limited solubility, the product of the ionic concentrations, at the
exponential value shown in the stoichiometric equation for its dissociation, is con-

stant at a given temperature. For the

substance BA yielding ions B+ and A' the
equilibrium constant
(B+) (Al
K
BA

The concentration of a solid substance
is constant, in moles per liter. Making

BA = k then (B+) (Al = K x k =
solubility product. Pryor, 3.

solubilization. Spontaneous passage of solute
molecules of a substance insoluble in water

into aqueous solution of a soap or deter-
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solubilization
gent, to form a thermodynamically stable
system. Pryor, 3.
soluble. Capable of bcing dissolved in a
fluid. Crispin.
sohiable anode. An anode which goes into

solution heat treatment. Heating al,

soluble cutting oil. See soluble oil.
soluble glass. Solid sodium silicate or potassium silicate. C.T.D.
soluble oil; soluble cutting oil. A blend of
mineral oil and emulsifiers which, when
mixed with water, forms a dispersion for
use as a cutting fluid. Institute of Petroleum. 1961.
soluble products of weathering. Consist of
those constituents that are released by the
decomposition of primary minerals and
that are not required in the formation of
insoluble secondary minerals. Hawkes, 2,
p. 88.
soluble salts. Salts, particularly sulfates of
calcium, magnesium, and sodium, present

state and may subsequently exhibit quench
aging. ASM Gloss.
solution injection. Artificial cementing of
loose soils or strata to increase their loadbearing capacity. Ham.

during glazing; in the wet process of body
preparation, however, these salts are mostly eliminated during filter pressing. If
present in clay building materials, soluble
salts can cause efflorescence and scumming.
Dodd.
solum. The upper part of the soil profile,

solution plane. A direction in a crystal of
relatively easy solubility (as when the

solution during an electrolytic process.
Osborne.

i

'
1

sonic

in some clays. When the clay is dried
these salts migrate to the surface. In the
pottery industry this can cause trouble

alloy

to a suitable temperature, holding at that
temperature long enough to allow one or
more constituents to enter into solid solution, and then cooling rapidly enough to
hold the constituents in solution. The alloy is left in a supersaturated, unstable

solution man. One who regulates, by opening and closing pipe valves the amount
of cyanide solution flowing from solution
tanks into leaching tanks or vats in which
finely ground, gold-bearing ore is treated
with cyanide to dissolve the particles of
free gold. The resulting gold-bearing solution is later run through boxes containing zinc shavings to precipitate the gold
thereon. C.O.T. 1. b. See leacher. D.O.T.
Supp.

solution pipe. A tubular or narrowly conical
hollow in a soluble formation, filled in by
later rock material. Challinor.

substance is under great pressure). Chemical action along solution planes in minerals in rocks has often resulted in schillerization. Webster 3d.
solution potential. Electrode potential where

above the parent material, in which tin

the half-cell rcaction involves only the

place. In mature soils, this includes the
A- and B-horizons. Stokes and Vatnes,

solution pressure. The pressure by which

taking

processes of soil formation are

1955.
solute. a. The substance dissolved in a so-

lution, as distinguished from the solvent.
Standard, 1964. b. A substance dissolved
in a liquid. ASTM STP No. 148-D.
solution. a. The change of matter from the

solid state or the gaseous state into the

liquid state by its combination with a liquid. When unaccompanied by chemical
changel it is called a physical solution;
otherwise, a chemical solution. Standard,
1964. b. The result of such change; a liq-

uid combination of liquid and a nonliquid substance. Standard, 1964.

solution breccia. Breccias formed, for ex-

ample, where the lime carbonate of a
cherty limestone is removed by solution,
the chert fragments gathering together as
the mass settles. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
solution cavities. A mode of mineral formation in which percolating solutions have
filled cavities in rocks with valuable minerals; cavities formed in certain rocks,
such as limestones, where portions have
dissolved by percolating
See also mineralization. Nelson.
been

waters.

solution ceramics. A type of ceramic coating. In the original process, metal salt is
sprayed on the hot surface that is to be
coated. A subsequent development refers
to the application of a coating of vitreous
enamel or thermoplastic resin to the surface that has been flame-sprayed with the
solution; this is claimed to result in a
vitreous enameled surface having improved resistance to thermal shock. Dodd.

solution grooves. More or less parallel furrows that sometimes develop on inclined
and vertical surfaces of soluble and fairly
homogeneous rocks like limestone

and

marble. They always trend down the
slope, for they are made through the slow
corrosion by water as it trickles down
over the surface. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

metal electrode and its ion. ASM Gloss.

other substance; for example, the water
in a solution of salt in water. Crispin. b.
That component of a solution which is
present in excess, or the physical state of
which is the same as that of the solution.

C.T.D.
solvent extraction. a. A method of separating one or more substances from a mixture by treating a solution of the mixture
with a solvent that will dissolve the required substances, leaving the others. It
is used in purifying certain fuels. Ham. b.
In uranium technology, selective transfer
of metal salts from aqueous solutions or
pulp, to immiscible organic liquid. Pryor,
3. c. See liquid-liquid extraction, a. CCD
6d, 1961.

solvsbergite. A hypabyssal rock intermediate

between grorudite and tinguaite, having
a trachytoid texture and consisting of alkali feldspars and aegirite. A.G.I.; Webster 2d.
solvus. In a phase or equilibrium diagram,
the locus of points representing the temperatures at which the various compositions of the solid phases coexist with other
solid phases, that is, the limits of solid
solubility. ASM Gloss.
somatic effects of radiation. Effects limited
to the exposed individual, as distinguished
from genetic effects. Large radiation doses
can be fatal. Smaller doses may make the
individual noticeably ill or may merely
producc temporary changes in blood-cell

levels detectable only in the laboratory.

the particles of a dissolved substance are
driven into solution and which when
equal to the osmotic pressure establishes
equilibrium to that the concentration of

sombrerite. Synonym for apatite. Dana 6d,
p. 759.
sommaite. Monzonitic volcanic ejecta containing bytownite, orthoclase, augite, and
clivine; leucite may occur in small

of a formation into hollows or pockets

sonar. The method or equipment for de-

the solution becomes constant. Webster 3d.
solution subsidence. The subsidence of parts
an immediately underlying soluble
formation. The solution is caused by water

of

percolating through the upper formation.
Challinol.

Solvan. Lower Middle Cambrian. A.G.1.
Supp.

solvate. A chemical compound consisting of
a dissolved substance and its solvent, for
example, hydrated calcium sulfate. A.G.1.
Supp.

solvation. a. The chemical union of a dis-

Solved substance and its dissolving liquid.
A.G.I. Supp. b. Association or combination of molecules of solvent with ions of

solute. In the case Of micelles, adsorption of dispersion medium by lyophilic
sol in such wise as to form sheated groups

which do not readily coalesce. Pryor, 3.

Solvay process; ammonia-soda process.
Manufacture of sodium carbonate (or soda

ash, Na,C0a) from salt (sodium chloride),
ammonia, carbon dioxide, and limestone
by an ingenious sequence of reactions involving recovery and reuse of practically

all the ammonia and part of the carbon
dioxide. Limestone is calcined to quicklime and carbon dioxide. The carbon dioxide is dissolved in water containing the
ammonia and salt, with resulting precipitation of sodium bicarbonate. This is separated by filtration, dried, and heated to
form normal sodium carbonate. The liquor from the 'bicarbomte filtration is
heated and treated with lime to regenerate
the ammonia. Calcium chloride is a ma-

jor byproduct. See also sodium carbonate. CCD 6d, 1961.
solvent. a. A substance used to dissolve an-

amounts. A.G.I. Supp.

termining, by underwater sound, the presence, location, or nature of objects in the

sea. The word sonar is an acronym derived from the expression SOund NAvigation and Ranging. H&G.

sonar background noise. The total

noise

which interferes with the reception of the
desired signal. The noise is that presented
to the final receiving element, such as a
recorder or the ear of a listener. Hy.
sonar message. Numerical groups which define sonar conditions for echo ranging in
certain areas. Hy.
sonar thumper seismic system. A complete
continuous seismic profiling system consists of the sonar thumper unit, sonar
recorder, transducer fish, receiving hydrophone preamplifier if necessary and variable filter. Sonar thumper units are avail-

able from 1000 watt-second models up
to

13,000

watt-second

(experimental

models): The standard thumper consists
of a power supply, capacitor bank and
transducer. Thumpers are used for mnrine geological studies and dredging surveys. The power supply output is fed to
the capacitor bank whkh is discharged
into the transducer producing a precisely
repeatable pressure pulse in the water.

HOW.
sondalite. A metamorphic rock composed of
cordierite, quartz, garnet, tourmaline,
and kyanite. Holmes, 1928.

sonde. A circular container in which electrodes are set. The sonde is supported
during logging in approximately the center of the borehole. Wyllie, p. 98.
sonic. a. Pertains to phenomena involving

frequency in the audio rangefrom about
20 to 15,000 cycles per second. ASM
Gloss. b. Of, pertaining to, or using sound
waves, as in sonic depth finding. Hy.

sonic depth finder. An instrument which
measures time interval between the origin

of a sound signal within the instrument
and its reflected return from the bottom.
This time interval is then expressed as
a function of water depth. Hy.
sonic frequencies. Range of underwater

sound, generally taken as from 0.02 kilocycle to 15 kilocycles. Hy.
solliC gage. See acoustic strain gage. Nelson.
sonic log. An acoustic log continuously recording travel time of sound from surface
to an instrument lowered down a borehole.

A.G.I. Supp.

sonic marine animals. Species of fishes, marine mammals and Crustaceans which may
produce noise of sufficient intensity and

frequency to interfere with sound rang-

ing operations and acoustic mines. Hy.
sonic method. A method of measuring underground rock pressure by determining
the velocity of sound through the rock.
Sonic velocity is a function of the elastic modulus of the rock traversed by the

sorting
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sonic

random effects tend to cancel one another. A.G.I.

sonolite. A mineral, Mno(Si0,),(OH, F)2;

garded as a mineral. It is derived from
Sordavala, Finland. Compare wichtisite.

other manganese mines in Japan. Named
from the locality. Hey, M.M., 1964;

Sorel cement. Calc:ned magnesite or mag-

occurring as monoclinic prisms and anhedral crystals at the Sono, Hanawa, and

Fleischer.
sonometer. a. An instrument for measuring
rock stress. Piano wire is tuned between
two bolts cemented into drill holes in the
rock, and change of pitch after destressing is observed and used to indicate stress.

Pryor, 3. b. Consists of a mild steel rack
with a micrometer head. A length of piano
wire is stretched from one end of the
rack to the end of the micrometer screw,
so that by rotating the micrometer a continuously varying tension may be induced
in the wire. This instrument is used for
measuring strain in rock. Isaacson, p. 203.

sonoprobe. A type of echosounder that generates sound waves and records their reflections from inequalities beneath a sedimentary surface. A.G.I. Su Pp.
sonorousness. Property of emitting sound on
percussion or deformation. This is especially marked in alloys of tin and copper.

wave, and this, in turn, is a function of

Aluminum emits a clear sound on percussion, and bar tin gives rise to a peculiar crackling sound, known as tin cry,

which are picked up by a microphone
placed at the site of the blow and by a
second microphone at the other end of

when it is bent. This phenomenon is considered to be caused by the sliding of the
layers of crystals over one another. Hess.
Sonstadt solution. See Thou let solution.

the pressure. A hammer blow on tha rock
face is used to initiate the sound waves,

the path through the rock under test. The
difference between the times of the signals received from the two microphones

will equal thc time takin by the sonic

pulse to pass through the ruck. The signals are converted into visible waveforms
on the screen of an oscillograph, and
these are photographed to form a permanent record. Isaacson, pp. 217-219.
sonic ;13e ealver. A driver based on the prin-

ciple of delivering vertical vibrations to
the head of a pile in alternating up and
down cycles at a rate of 100 cycles per

second. These vibrations set up high-amplitude waves of tension and compression
in the pile, producing alternate expansion
and contraction in minute amounts. The

elongation of the pile in expansion dis-

places the soil at the pile tip, and the

weight of the pile, hammer, and added
loads shoves the pile into the miniscule
void. Since this action is occurring at the

rate of 100 times a second, the individual
movements need not be of great magnitude
to produce rapid penetration of the pile.

Carson, 2, p. 18"

sonigage. An ultrasonic testing instrument

used primarily for the measurement of the
thickness of materials. Osborne.
sonlms. Solid, nonmetallic inclusions in
metal.

Henderson.

soniscope. An inspection instrument, which
sends, by electronic means, pulses of high
-terial to be
frequency through the

tested and measures the time of travel
from the transmitter on one face to the
receiver on the distant face of the material. This method of inspection is known
as pulse testing. Osborre.

sonograph. Seismograph developed by Frank

Rieber for the application of reflection
methods to areas of complex geology and
steeply dipping beds. The ordinary oscillograph traces are replaced by sound
tracks of variable transparency on a mov-

ing pieture film. The analyzer adds up
impulses which are in phase while tbe

sordavalite. An old name for the glassy salbands of small, diabase dikes formerly re-

Holmes, 1928.
soot. a. A black substance, consisting essentially of carbon from the smoke of wood
or coal, especially that which adheres to
the inside of the chimney, containing also
volatile products condensed from the combustion of the wood or coal, including certain ammonia salts. Standard, 1964. b.

Term used among British miners for soft
powdery coal, especially fusain. Tomkei-

eff, 1954.

s.loty back. Eng. A parting in the coal

Fay.

nesia mixed with a solution of magne-

sium chloride o a concentration of about
20° B. It sets to a hard mass within a

few hours. The basis of artificial flooring
cements.

C.T.D. See also

magnesium-oxy-

chloride cement. CCD 6d, 1961.

Sorel slag. A Canadian-produced titanium
slag containing about 70 percent TiOg.
It is made by electric-furnace smelting
or iron-titanium ores. Newton, p. 25.
Soret's principle. If differences of temperature are induced in a solution of sodium
chloride or some other substance ;n water,

the dissolved material will become relatively more concentrated in those portions

in which the temperature is lowest. Fay.
sörkedalite. An ultrabasic, feldspathoid-free
igneous rock consisting of a titanium-iron
potassium-rich facies of essexite or kjelsasit.

johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p.

.54.

soroche. A mountain sickness that attacks
miners who are newcomers in high altitudes. Symptoms are headaches, nausea,
vomiting, and nosebleed. If the symptoms.

do not soon pass off, there is nothing to
be done except for the miner to return to
a lower altitude. Hoot', p. 509.

sorosilicates. Silicate structures in which the

SiO, units are linked into finite groups,
as into pairs of two, rings of three or
more, etc. An example is beryl. A.G.I.
See also silicates, classification.
sorption. Any type of retention of a material at a surface, especially when the
mechanism

is not specified. Sorption is
to the physical process

then restricted

which leads to the formation of a unimolecular surface layer; chemisorption refers to the corresponding chemical proc-

ess; and absorption to the entrance of
the sorbed material within the solid. Mia 11.

which runs at right angles or obliquely
to the stratification and contains a thin
layer of fine coal, SMRB, Paper No. 61.

sort. To examine and separate diamonds
into quality groupings. See also grmle.

sooty streamers. Pine and often unburnt dust

sorter. a. In bituminous coal mining, a la-

sooty chalcocife. A black, pulverent variety
of chalcocite of supergene origin. A.G.I.
sooty coal. Eng. Dull, soft coal. Fay.

settling out in steamy, warm conditions
in stagnant situations.

Sinclair, I, p.

267.

sop. a. Cumb. A hematite iron-ore body of
circular or oval Oen and conical section,
formed in a swallow hole. Arkell. b. Cumb.
A nest or pocket of black lead. Arkell.
Sophia-Jacoba process. See Barvoys process.

Mitchell, p. 495.

sopwith staff. A telescopic self-reading staff
dividing into three sections, set one above

the other when the staff is at its full extent of 14 feet. Graduations are marked
in feet, tenths and hundredths of a foot,
and the thickness of the horizontal lines
is 0.01 foot, alternately black and white.
Ham.
soquetero. Mex. One who wets and kneads
clay to be used at the furnace. Fay.

sorbite, A fine mixture of ferrite and cementite produced either by regulating the
rate of cooling of steel or tempering steel

after hardening. The first type is very

fine pearlite, difficult to resolve under the
microscope; the second type is tempered
martensite. (obsolete). ASM Gloss.

3orbo-Cel. Diatomaceous silica; used in filtering. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
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Long.

sorted bedding. A type of graded bedding in
which only one grain size is present at
each horizon within the .bed and the size
decreases upwards. Pettijohn.

borer who picks out and sorts coal according to different qualities as it passes by

him on a conveyor belt. D.O.T. 1. b. In

metal and nonmetal mining, a laborer who
sorts ore from waste rock by hand as it is

dumped from mine surface. May sort
cleaned ore into various grades, judging
grades by sight. Also called ore sorter.

D.O.T. 1.
sorters. The experts at the South Aff can
diamond mines who assort the rough
diamonds. Hess.
sorting. a. In a genetic sense, it may be applied to the dynamic process by which
material having some particular characteristic, such as similar size, shapet specific gravity, or hydraulic value, is selected from a larger heterogeneous mass.
b. In a descriptive sense, it may
be used to indicate the degree of similarity, in respect to some particular characteristic, of the component parts in a mass

of material. A.G.l. c. A measure of the
spread of a distribution on either side of
an average. A.G.I. d. The separation and
segregation of rock fragments according

to size or specific gravity by natural proc-

esses, mainly by the action of running
water. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. e. The
separation of coal or ore as mined into

material of economic value and dirt, particularly by hand. Nelson. f. Removal by
hare (handpicking) of selected pieces of
rock. Also applied to classification of
finely ground pulps. Pryor 2. g. A method

of separating mixtures of minerals into
two or more products on the basis of the
veloeity

at which

the grains will fall

through a fluid medium. Newton, p. 75.
h. The removal, from pottery taken from
the glost kiln, of adhering bedding material and/or particles that have become detached from the kiln furniture; sorting is
usually done with a small pneumatic tool.
Dodd.

sorting coefficient. a. A coefficient used in
describing the distribution of grain sizes
in a sample of unconsolidated material. It
is defined as So = VQ1/Q3 where Qi is
the diameter which has 75 percent of the
cumulative size-frequency (by weight) dis-

tribution smaller than itself and 25 percent larger than itself, and Qs is that diameter having 25 percent smaller and 75
percent larger than itself. H&G. b. Dimensionless measure for degree of sorting. Schieferdecker.
sorting hammer. A hammer for breaking up
ores in sorting. Standard, 1964.
sorting, particle. See particle sorting. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
sorting table. a. Any horizontal conveyor
where operators, along its side, sort bulk
material, packages or objects from the
conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958. b. Tables on
which rough diamonds are sorted. Hess.
sory. A black earth impregnated with vitriol;
also, vitriols. Webster 3d.

so& S. Staff. To sink into the floor under

great pressure from overlying strata; said
of mine timbers and pillars. Fay.
souffle. Spotted or mottled by blowing liquid
color upon it, as through lace or network;
said of pottery decoration. Standard, 1964.
sough. Eng. An adit for draining a mine; a
ditch; a drain. Webster 3d,
soumaite. An igneous rock similar to leucite
monzonite. Hess.
sound. a. Th9 act of striking the roof with

a metal testing bar to asccrtain whether
or not it is strong and safe. Hudson. b.
A dam or barrier in a ir ine in which the

acoustic frequencies to travel great distances. Hy.

sound-energy density. At any point in a
sound field, the sound energy contained in
a given infinitesimal part of the medium
divided by the volume of that part of the
medium. Hy.

sound field. A sound field is a region con-

taining sound waves. H&G.
soundhead. A cylinder containing the transmitting projector and the receiving hydrophones. Abbreviation, fm. Hy.
sounding. a. Knocking on a roof to see
whether it is sound or safe to work under.
Fay. See also roof testing. b. Rapping on
a pillar to signal a person on the other
side of it, or to enable him to estimate its
width. Fay. c. See sounding the roof.
Nelson. d. A rough method of judging by
sound the direction and distance apart

of two roadways driveq in coal to meet
each other. The sounding is made by giving two slow and three sharp knocks on
the solid coal which is answered in similar manner from the opposite roadway.
The method is sometimes called chap.
Nelson. e. Subsurface investigation by ob-

serving the penetration resistance of the

subsurface material without drilling holes.
This can be done by driving a rod into the
ground or by using a penetrometer. Long.
See also penetrometer, soil. f. The measurement of the distance between a given
point on the surface of the water and the

bottom directly beneath. This may be

accomplished by a weight attached to a

line or by sonic means. Hy.
sounding lead. The hand lead used in sounding. Ham.
sounding rod. A closed pipe, 1 inch in diameter, with a flush point and a driving tip,
used in sounding. See also sounding. Long,
lounding the roof. a. Tapping the rock roof
with a pick to test its solidity. A sharp

ringing sound would suggest film solid
strata, whereas a hollow drummy sound
would suggest bed separation and insta.'3ility. Naurally, a roof is supported whatever sound it yields. Nelson. b, Same as
sounding the top. See also roof testing.
BuMines Staff.

sounding the top. Tapping the roof with a
pick or bar to test its soundness; the first
thing a miner does when he begins his
day's work. Korson.

rocks. Long. d. An oscillation in pressure,
stress, particle displacement, particle veloc-

sound inteksity. In a specified direction at
any point, the average rate of sound energy transmitted in the specified direction
through a unit area normal to this direction at the point considered. Hy.
soundness. a, The freedom of a solid from
cracks, flaws, fissures, or variations from
an accepted standard, It is a measure of

perposition of such propagated oscillation.

setting as measured by the LeChatclier
Taylor. b, A hydrated lime is sound

frictional resistance to the passage qf

water is high. Such a dam permits little
water to pass through it and is said to be
"sound." Sinclair, IV, p. 2. c. Synonym
for solid, as applied to diamonds and

ity, etc., in a medium having internal
forces; that is, elastic viscous, or the suHy.

sound absorption. Sound absorption is the
change of sound energy into some other
form, usually heat, as it passes through a
medium or strikes a surface. Hy.
sound channel. Sound waves in the surface

layers of the ocean tend to be refracted

downward due to decrease of temperature

with depth. In deep waters the sound
waves are refracted upward by pressure

which is more effective in determining the
refractive index of these layers than is the
decreasing temperature, The result is the

formAtion at middepth of a wave guide
which

permits compressional waves

sourdough
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of

the freedom of cement from expansion on

when it contains no particles of unolaked
lime, water-burnt lime, or any other similar type liable to decompose in subsequent processes, causing either expansion
or localized high temperature. Stowell. c,
As applied to portland cement, refers to
its volume stability after it has set. ComPare unsoundness, c. Dodd.
sound pressure. At any point in a medium,

the instantaneous pressure at that point
in the presence of a sound wave, minus
the static pressure at that point. Hy.

sound pressure level. The level, in decibels,

of a sound is 20 times the logarithm to
the base of the ratio of the pressure of

264-972 0-68-67
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this sound to the reference pressure. The
reference

pressure

must

be

explicitly

stated. Hy.
sound transmission quality. Water is excellent medium for sound transmission. Sound

travels faster with mailer energy losses in
water than in air. Acoustic methods thus
are best known for transmission of intelligence through the water mass. Sound velocity in seawater is independent of wavelength. Hy.
sound velocity. The rate at which the sound
wave travels through the medium. Velocity is equal to the square root of the
quantity elasticity divided by density. Hy.
sound wave. a. Sometimes used interchangeably with shock wave; technically, a wave

motion in the air which affects the hu-

man ear as sound. Owing to the reflection
of w ayes from the various surfaces, the
sound is more or less pronlonged, and as
it reaches a given point is really a series
of vibrations. Rice, George S. b. The wave
of compression emanating from any sound
source. Since sound travels as a wave of
compression it heats the water as it passes
through the water mass. Density and compressibility thus influence the velocity of
sound; increasing density due to temperature, salinity, and pressure changes inc,,.eases the velocity. High frequency waves

above 10,000 cycles per second have very
short range because absorption is high.
Low frequencies have greater range. Hy.
c. Same as longitudinal Wave. Lewis, p.
313.

sour. a. Having an acid or tart taste; applied to minerals having the taste of sulfuric acid. Fay, b. In cerarrics to macerate and render fit for plas:er or mortar ;
said of lime. Webster 3d.
source. a. In seismic prospecting either (1)

the point of origin or shot from which

elastic waves are propagated or (2) the
formation, horizon, interface, or boundary
wave is refracted
at which the seir
and/or reflected and ieturned to the surface. In earthquake seismology, the point
of origin of an earthquake. In neutron
logging, the source of neutrons at one end
of the logging tool. A,G,I. b. A radioactive material packaged to produce radiation for experimental or industrial use.
LOH,.

source area. The arca from which the sedinientary material is derived. Schieferdecker.

source beds. Rocks in which nil or gas has
been generated. A.G.I.

source container. The container housing a
sealed source in a radiation process, and
providing radiation shielding and security
devices. NCB.

source holder. The holder which provides

the immediate mounting and shrouding of

a sealed source and is fitted within the

source container. NCB.

source material In atomk energy law, any
material, except special nuclear material,
which contains 0.05 percent or more of
uranium, thorium, or any combination of
the two. LAM.
eource-receiver product. In seismic prospect-

ing, the product of the number of detectors per trace and the number of shotholes
fired simultaneously. A,G.I.

scnirce rock. The geological formation in
which oil, gas, and/or other minerals
c,riginate. A.G.I.

sourdough. a. Old-fashioned and seasoned
prospector. Pryor, 3. b, A miner who has
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sourdough
lived in

Alaska more than one season.

von Bern ewitz.

sour gas. Slang for either natural gas or a
gasoline contaminated with odor-causing
sulfur compounds. In natural gas the contaminant is usually hydrogen sulfide, which

can be removed by passing the gas mixture through carbonate solutions cuntaining special metal or organic activators. In
gasolines, the sour contaminents are usually mercaptans, which are removed in
the doctor trea. dent or by ethylene oxide
with a phenolic catalyst. The improved
gas or gasoline is known as sweet gas.
CCD 6d, 1961.
souring. a. An alternative ta.rrn for aging.
See also aging. Dodd. b The storage for
a shdt while of the moistened batch for
making basic refractories; some magnesium hydroxide is formed and this acts as
a temporary bond after the bricks have
bet.r Olaped and dried. If souring is allowed to pro:eed too far, cracking of the
bricks is likely during drying and the
initial stages of firing. The high pressure
exerted by modern brick presses generally

gives sufficient dry strength without the
bricks being soured, and this process is
therefore now generally omitted. Dodd.

sour oil; sour gas. Crude oil containing an
abnormally large amount of sulfur and
sulfur compounds; or natural gas which
contains objectionable amounts of hydrogen sulfide and other sulfur compounds.
A.G.I.

South African. Whole-stone diamonds having outside faces that are smooth as contrasted to the pebbly, encrusted surface
of a Congo diamond; also applied to
diamonds produced in South African

mines as contrasted to those found in the
Sierra Leone, Congo, Brvil, etc. Long.
Sou In African jade. Same as garnet jade.
English.

Southerndown beds. A local series of massive
and in part conglomeratic limestones found

in South Wales and forming part of the

Lower Lias; deposited as coastal deposits
near islands of Carboniferous limestone
rising through the Liassic seas. C.T.D.
southern pine. Long-leaf, yellow pine used
principally in heavy construction work.

Is often spoken of as southern pine although there are a number of varieties
native to the southern states. Crispin.

southing. A distance measured southwards
from an east west reference line. Ham.
south-seeking pole. See north-seeking pole.
Morris and Cooper, p. 197.
South Staffordshire method; thick-seam
method. See room-and-pillar method. Fay.

H. Pneumatic flotation masouthwestern
chine consisting of long tank with V-

shaped base into which pipes connected
with a low-pressure source deliver compressed air. Internal baffles provide an air
lift and the cell discharges a mineralized
froth along one or both sides, tt.,3 tailing
leaving at the far end. The Britannia cell
is a modified form. Pryor, 3.
souzalite. A hydrous phosphate, (A1,Fe)s
01.3 ( Mir,Fe )0.213,05,51110, green, fibrous,
monoclinic ( ?) ; an alteration product of

scorzalite from Divino, Brazil, Spencer,
18, M.M., 1949.

sovereign gold. Standard 22 carat gold, containing 91.7 percent gold and 8.3 percent
copper. Osborne.
slivite. An igneous rock composed of pyrogenic calcite. A.G.I. Supp.
SOW.

a. Mold of larger size than a pig.

Webster 3d. b. A channel or runner which
conducts the molten metal to the rows of

molds in the pig bed. Webster ?d. c. A

mass of metal solidified in such a channel
or mold. Webster 3d. d. An accretion that
frequently forms in the hearth or crucible

spall
Hackh's Chem. Dice. See also crystal pattern; lattice.

space nipple. A nipple with a portion of
or shoulder between the two threads.

It may be of any length long enough to ;

allow a shoulder. Strock, 3.
space of discission. According to Posepny,
a space or opening in or between rocks,
formed by deformation of the rocks. OPrach. Fay.
posite of space of dissolution. Fay, p. 221..
sowback. The same as hogback or horsespace of dissolution. According to Posepny,
back; a la.me or drumlin. Fay.
a space or cavity in or between rocks,
sow block. In forging, a removable block set
formed by the dissolving away of rock
into the hammer anvil to lessen the wear
material. Opposite of space of discission.
of the anvil. ASM Gloss.
Fay, p. 222.
Soxhiet thimble. A dust-sampling instrument.
In this apparatus, a paper thimble, after spacer. a. A piece of metal wire twisted at
each end so as to form at one end a
being dried at 105° C and weighed, is
guard to ke ep the explosive in a shothole
fastened to the tapered end of a ground
in place and at the other end another
glass tube whid, in turn, is fitted into
guard to hold the tamping in its place,
a copper holder and placed with its open
thus providing an open space between exend facing the airstream. A hand pump
plosive and tamping. When this is proand air meter are attached to the copper
vided, the charge constitutes a cushion
holder to draw a measured volume of air
shot. Zern. b. Piece of wood doweling
at a standard rate through the filter, and
which is interposed between charges to
a sample of dust is retained. A true samextend the column of explosive. Nelson.
ple of the airborne dust can be collected
c. A marker block. Also called spacer
by this apparatus only when air is drawn
block. Long. c A device for holding two
through :Le filter tube at the same velomembers at a given diAance from each
city as that of the body of air outside.
other. Also called spacer block. Long. e.
The apparatus gives a gravimetric mass
The tapered section of a pug joining the
infomation
on
the
size
sample, with
barrel to the die; in this section beyond
distribution of the dust collected. Is usethe shaft carrying the screw or blades,
ful where a sample is needed for deterthe clay is compressed before it issues
mining mass concentration and for colthrough the die. Dodd.
petrological,
lecting dust for chemical,
and X-ray analysis. See also Hexhlet sam- spacer strip. A metal strip or bar inserted
in the root of a joint, prepared for a
pler; tyndallometer. Roberts, I, pp. 117groove weld, to serve as a backing and to
118.
maintain root opening thioughout the
soykerdraad. A local name in the Repubilc
course of the welding operation. ASM
of South Africa for a hard, crocidolite asGloss.
Hess.
bestos of needlelike strum.
spacing.
a. The distance between adjacent
spaad. A fibrous talc. From the German
shotholes in a direction parallel to the
spath. Fay.
quarry or other face. Nelson, b. See spacspace. In a screen, the actual dimension of
ing of holes. Fraenkel.
the clear opening between aejacent paral- spacing of holes; spacing. The distance be-

of a furnace; it consists mainly of iron.
Also called salamander, bear, or shad-

lel wires or bars, Nichols.
space coordinates. In photographic mapping,

the three coordinates of a point defining
its horizontal position and elevation with
reference to some system of ground coor-

dinates. Seelye, 2.
spaced loading. a. Loadin7 so that cartridges

or groups of cartridges are separated by
open spacers which do not prevent the

concussion from one charge from reaching
the next. Nichols. b. See deck loading.
Nelson.

space frame. A three-dimensional frame
which is stable against wind pressures

without being braced against any other

structure. Ham,

tween two adjacent holes in a cut or a
bench. Praenkel.

Spacknum System. See coal constituent clas-

sification, IHCP, 1963, part I.

spad. a. A means of marking an underground
survey station that cons;els of a flat spike

in which drilled a hole for the threading of a plumbline. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.

1. b. See spud, a, Fay.

spade. A cameo cutter's tool, used with diamond powder. Webster 2d.
spade drill. See flat drill. ASM Gloss.

spade-end wedge. A type of deflecting wedge.
See also deflecting wedge. Long.

spadiard. Corn. A woiker in the tin mines.
Standard, 1964. Also called spalliard. Fay.

space group. a. Applied to the whole array spake. A term used in South Wales for a
train of man-riding carriages, for use on
of symmetry elements in a crystal timethe main slants at the beginning and end
work or lattice. There are 230 space
of each shift. The scats are so arranged
groups. The atoms in any crystal must
that they are horizontal when the carbe arranged so that they fit into one of
riage is on the inclined slant. See also
these groups. The framework composing
man-riding car; man-riding conductor.
a space group is called a space lattice,
Nelson.
Miall. b. A grouping together of identical
space lattices either by interpenetration or spale. a. Corn. In mining, to fine for disobedience of orders. Fay. b. A variation
by rotation about a definite axis. C.T.D.
of snail, c. Fay.
spacu lattice. a, A three-dimensional pattern
of points so arranged as to determine, by spall. a. A relatively thin, commonly curved
and sharp-edged piece of rock prociuced
indefinite repetition, sets of equally spaced
by exfoliation. A.G.I. Sup p. b. To break
parallel planes in various directions formoff in layers parallel to a surface. A.G.I.
ing polyhedral cells (as in a honeycomb).
Supp. c. To break ore. Ragging and coblInt.ifically, a set of such points occupied
bing are, respectively, coarser and finer
y the atoms of a crystal. Webster 3d. b.
breaking than sinning, but the terms are
The pattern formed by the spatial distrioften used interchangeably. Pieces of ore
bution of atoms or radicals in a crystal.
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spatter rampart

thus broken are called spalls. Also spelled
spawl. Fay. d. In masonry, to reduce irregular blocks of stone, approximately to
size by chipping with the hammer. Also
spelled spawl. Webster 3d.
spalliard; spallier. Eng. A pickman; a working miner. A laborer in tinworks. Fay.
spailing. a. To break off small flat pieces of

tapers along its length so tha., the lower
end of one tile will fit over the upper end
of the tile below. Compare Italian tiles.
Dodd.
Spanish topaz. A trade name for orange-

tor can detect differences in carbon content of steels of 0.05 percent in the range
up to 0.35 percent and 0.10 percent in the
range from 0.35 to 0.60 percent. Ham.
Sparnacian. Upper upper Paleocene. A.G.I.
Supp.
sparrow-pecked. See stippled. Dodd.
sparry. Resembling, consisting of, or abounding with spar; spathic. Webster 3d.
sparry coal. Scot. Coal, the backs or joints
of which are filled with calcite. Fay.
sparry iron. Siderite or chalybite. Webster

rock, formerly by means of fire setting.
Rock under excessive tension may also
spall, that is, throw off thin surface slabs.

spanner man. The man who repairs and

Sandstrom. b. Flaking off of rock, mineral,
or metal from its surface. Hand breaking
of ore values away from gangue. Chipping
to shape of masonry. Pryor, 3. c.inThe
cracking of a refractory prcduct or, severe cases, the breaking away of corners or
faces. The principal causes are: thermal
shock, crystalline inversion, a stcep tem-

perature gradient, slag absorption at the
working face with a conseilaent change in
properties, or pinching due to inadequate
hotplate
expansion allowance. See also Dodd.
d.
spalling test; panel spalling test.
The chipping of vitreous enamelware in
consequence of internal stress. Dodd.
spall:og floor. A place for lreaking ore with
a 4- to 5-pound sledge ha,nmer. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
spalling of refractories. The cracking or rupturing of a refractory unit, which usually
results in tir.: detachment of a portion of
the unit. ASTM C71-64. See also structural spalling; thermal :palling.
epaimandite. A ccatraction of spessartite and
almandite, for garnets of intermediate

c,)mposition. English.
valt. A scaly, whitish nri;neral, used as a flux
for metals. Standara, 1964.
span. a. The horizontal distance between the

side supports or solid abutments along
sides of a roadway. See also abutment;
pressure arch. Pre Isom b. The horizontal

distance between the supports of a bridge,
arch, beam, or similar structuiral member.
See also clear span; effective span. Ham.
span beam. Eng. A long wooden beam supporting the head pivot of the drum axle
of a gin, and resting at the extremities
upon inclined legs. Fay.
spand:te. A contracdon of spessartite andradite, applied to garnets intermediate ill
chemical composition between spessartite
and andradite. See also garnet. English.

spangle gold. Aust. Smooth, flat scales of
gold. Fay.
spangolite. Chemical formula probably
(AlC1)804.6Cu(OH),-1-3H10. A basic
copper and aluminum chlorosulfate, carrying about 47.7 percent copper. Crystallization, rhombohedral; fracture, conchoidal.
Coloi, dark green; luster, vitreous. Hardness 2 to 3. Specific gravity, 3.14. Occurrence: Cochise County, Ariz. Weed, 1918.
Spanish amethyst. A term forrrerly used for
fine purple amethysts of unknown origin,
marketed through Spain. Shipley.
Spanish chsOk. A variety of talc or soapstone
from Aragon, Spain, Fay.

Spanish citrine. Citrine from Spain, especially that called Hinjosa topaz. Shipley.
Spanish emerald. Emerald of the finest 9uality (presumably from South America).
Schaller.
Spanish furnace. Reverberatory furnace used
in the smelting of lead. Dennett 2d, 1962.
Spanish !Amalie. Io lite, Shipley.

brown quartz, the color resembling that of
the honey-brown Brazilian topr.z. It is often
amethyst which has been 'neat-treated.
C.T.D. Also called false topaz.

Spanish ocher. A variety of red ocher. Standard, 1964.
Spanish tile. A fired clay roofing tile that,
in section, Is a segment of a circle; the tile

maintains rock drills and who is generally
the leading miner on tunneling or shaftsinking work. Ham.
spar. a. As used loosely, almost any transparent or translucent, readily cleavable,
crystalline mineral having a vitreous luster, as calcspar, fluorspar, feldspar, heavy

spar, etc. Fay. b. A Cornish name for

quartz. Fay. c. Applied locally by miners
to small clay veins found in coal seams.
A.G.J.
sparabie ore. A nonmetallic tin ore occurring
in small grannies. Osborne.
sparable tin. Corn. Tin ore in grains lil:e
sparables, or small nails. Webster 3d.
sparagmite. A collective term for the late
Precambrian or Jotnian Scandinavian
rocks, which, like those of the Torridonian
of Scotland, comprise polygenetic conglomerates, feldspathic grits, arkose, and
graywacke. Holmes, 1928.
spar coal. Cumb. Miners' term for coal
which breaks into long elastic spars or
1.ods. Tomkeieff, 1954.
spare. N. of Eng. A wedge from 6 to 8 inche3
long, for driving behind plates when adjusting them to the circle 0: the shaft. Also
called spear wedge. Fay.

spare face. A standby face. Nelson.
spar, Iceland. See Iceland spar. C.M.D.
spark absorber. See absorber, b. C.T.D.
spark chamber. An instrument for detcoting

and measuring nuclear radiation; analogous to the cloud chamber. It consists
of numerous electrically charged metal
plates mounted in a parallel array, the

spaces between the plat:....s being occupied
by inert gas. Ionizing radiation causes
spc..rks to !lump between the plates along
its path t rough the chamber. See also

bubble chamber; cloud chamber. lin.
sparker. A geological research device which
employs an electrical snark discharge to
form the outgoing sign:-.1 ai.d produces a
trace in the recorder showing the subbottom strata. Hy.
sparking out. The pracdce of allowing the

work piece and wheel to traverse in relation

to each other without additional

ir!eed until all contact between the two
ceases, ACSG, 1963.

sparkle metal. A matte containing about 74
pert at copper. Webster 3d.
spark plug. U.S.; sparking plug. U.K. The

older type of ceramic core for sparking
plugs was made of electrical porcelain;

the modern type is sintered alumina. The
cores are shaped by pressing, rotary
tamping cn injection molding; they are
fired at 1,6000 to 1,650° C. The standard

size is 14 millimeter. Dodd.

spark test. a. Identification of type of iron
alloy by appoarance of sparks emitted
when rubbed on grindstone. Pryor, 3. b.
A method for the detection of pinholes in

a vitreous enamel surface by the discharge
of an electric spark. Dodd.
spark testing. A method of determining the
approximate composition of steel by holding a sample on a grinding wheel and
producing sparks. An experienced opera-
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sparry iron ore, Siderite. Hess.
sparry lode. A lode filled with spar, for example, fluorspar, calcspar, or heavy spar.
Fay.
3parse vitrain. A field term to denote, in ac-

cordance with an arbitrary scale established for use in describing banded coal,
a frequency of occurrence of vitrain bands
comprising less than 15 percent of the
total coal layer. Compare abundant vitrain ; dominant vitrain; modern vitrain.

A.G.I.
sparstone. Gypsum. Arkell.

spar sulfur. A minar's term for deposits of
pyrite found in vertical or inclined veins

in fissures in the coalbed where sometimes
they are as much as 4 inches thick. Mitchell,

p. 67.
spartaite. A variety of calcite containing
some manganese. Fay.

spartalite. An old name for zincite. C.M.D.
spastolitb. Applied to notably deformed
ooliths. Pettijohn, 2d, 1957, p. 97.
spathic. Of, pertaining to, or resembling
spar; especially, having cleavage. Stand-

ard, 1964.
spatbic iron. A native ferrous car'.anite, also
calhd siderite, containing 48 perc.znt iron
and usually traces of manganese. It is the
best native ore for making steel tools by
the direct method formerly used. Sandstrom. See also siderite.

spathizatioe. a. The widely distributed crystallization of calcite or dolomite, forming
either open or closed fabrics. A.G.1. b.
The development of relatively coarse
sparry crystals. A.G.I. Supp.
spathose. Same as spathic. Fay.

spathose iron. Carbonate of iron, FeCOs.
See also siderite, Nelson.
spatter. a, Agglutinated clots of primary
magmatic ejecta larger than lapilli and
erupted in a fluid ea plastic condition,
commcily accumulating around isolated
vents as cones or mounds, or along fissures as ramparts. Spatter is produced

mainly by the frothing of erupting magma
in lava fountains, Essentially synonymous
with driblet. A.G.I. b. The metal particles
expelled during arc or gas welding. They
do not form part of the weld. ASM Gloss.
spatter cone. A secondary or parasitic lava
cone. Fay.

spatterdash. A rich mix of port, nd cement
and coarse sand, such as 1 to 2 ..,y volume,
which is thrown onto a background by e
trowel, scoop or other appliance, so as to
form a thin, coarse-textured, continuous

coating As a preliminary ireatmer e hefore
render! g, it assists bond of the undercoat
to the tackground, improves resistance to

rain penetration, and evens out the suction of variable backgrounos. Taylor.

spatter loss. The metal lost due to spatter.
ASM Gloss.

spatter rampart. A low Wall of coagulated
spatter or agglutinate, b...ilt by a lava

fountain along the sides of an eruptive

specific humidity

spatter rampart
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fissure.

The structures range in height
horn a few inches to 15 or 20 feet and in
thickness from 1 to 10 feet. They merge
into spatter cones. A.G.I.
spattle. a. To sprinkle, as earthenware, with

special improved plow. Wire with a tensile

a range of frequencies centered on the

glaze or colored slip; to make party-colored

inch (175 to 190 kilograms per square
millimeter). Ham.
Fpecialist. A broker who confines his operations to a single group of securities. Hoot),

dependent of the velocity, and thi q independent of the frequency, and is sume-

ware. Standard, 1964. b. A tool for mottling a molded article. Standard, 1964.
S.P. curve. See spontaneous, b. Wyllie, p. 1.
spattling machine. A machine for spattling
earthenware. Standard, 1964.
spatula. A long, narrow instrument of metal,
horn, or other material, usually flat, but

p. 281.
special nuckar material. In atomic energy, it
includes plutonium, uranium 233, uranium
containing more than the natural propor-

sometimes spoon-shaped or trowel-shaped.
Used by enamelcrs, fresco painters, sculptors, druggists, and dentists to spread

enamel, plaster, etc., as on a plate or a
mold. Standard, 1964.
spavin. York.; Leic. Fire clay or other hard

unstratified clay and sand in the Coal

Measures. The more siliceous varieties are
called ganister and caliiard. Arkell.
spew!. See spall. Fay.
spawl beater. See sledger, b. D.O.T. 1.

strength of 110 to 120 tons per square

tion of uranium 235 (or more than 0.72
percent of uranium 235), or any material
artificially enriched by any of these sub-

stances. L&L; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-I43.
special oxides. See oxide ceramics. Dodd.
special place. Aust. A place where coal cannot be won so easfly as in ordinary working places; for example, development
work, headings, etc. Fay.
special purpose sampling. The American Society,

for Testing and Materials divides

coal sampling into "commercial sampling"

and "special purpose sampling." Sptrial

spear. a. One of several types of fishing tools

purpose sampling procedures apply when
special accuracy is required, and four to
nine times the number of increments required in the commercial procedures reduce the expected lim:ts of error of the
gross sample by one-half to one-third.

pare fishing tap. Long. b. A rodlike fishing

p. 81.
special purpose tile. A tile, either glazed or

wooden pump rod cut into lengths of about

or decoration; keys or lugs on backs or

speak. Aust. To give signs of weight by
cracking; said of mine props. Fay.
speaking flame lamp. Eng. An early type
of safety lamp. See also singing lamp.
Fay.

designed to be driven and wedged inside
of bits, rods, etc., lost in a borehole. Com-

Compare commercial sampling. Mitchell,

tool having a barbed-hook end, used to
recover rope, wire line, and other materials from a borehole. Long. c. Eng. A

unglazed, made to meet or to have specific
physical design or appearance characteristics, such as size, thickness, shape, color,

40 feet and, for heavy work, often measuring 1 5 inches square. Wrought iron
spears are also used. Fay.
spearhead. a. The point of convergence of
two cross faces snt off in the form of the
letter V. T.I.M.E. b. A conical head on a
wire-line core barrel, engaged by the dogs
on the overshot assembly for the purpose

sides; special resistance to staining, frost,

of removing the inner tube of the core

barrel from a borehole. Long.
spear plates. Eng. Wrought-iron plates bolted

alkalies1 acids, thermal shock, physical impact, high coefficient of friction, or electrical properties. ASTM C242-60T.
special rounds. Sometimes used to designate

a vet,/ high quality or grade of drill dia-

monds. Long.
special shapes. Refractories molded

into

shapes, the size and contour of which dif-

fer from the series of standard shapes.
A.R.I.

cut-work

to the sides of spears where joined to-

special-shapes

helps to pack up the space between the
tubbing and the rock. Also called spare.

species. All organisms, of either animal or

gether. Fay.
spear pyrite. A marcasite in twin crystals resembling the head of a spear. Webster 3d.
spear wedge. Aust. A long wooden wedge
used for !entering iron tubbing and which
Fay.
special. See speL;a1 rounds. Long.
1962.

special dynamite. Brand name applied to a
series of ammonia-type dynamites. They
are more economical, less flammable, and
eelatively safer than nitroglycerin dynamites. Used in open-pit mining, in quarrying, in construction projects, and in general blasting. CCD 6d, 1961.
4recial flexibk rope. A wire rope composed
of 6 strands of 37 wires each. Lewis, p.

to a

series of an ammonia-gelatin-type dynamites. Used in open-pit mining, in underground metal mining, in quarrying, and in

construction projects. CCD 6d, 1961.
specie!1 hydrated lime. See Type S hydrated
lime.

special improved patent. Wire with a tensile
strength of 90 to 100 tons per square inch

(140 to 160 kilograms per square milli-

meter. Ham.

See

man.

called alloy steel. Ham.

vegetable kingdoms, which possess in com-

mon, a set of constant characteristics and

the whole of which form a distinct and

special cokes. See coke tinplate. Bennett 2d,

248.
special gelatin. Brand name applied

man.

D.O.T. 1.
special steel A steel containing alloys which
provide special properties such as resistance to corrosion or to heav,, load. Also

type would constitute
species. Se) also genus. Nelson.
well-defined

a

specific. Word used with a special meaning
in mir eral dressing, where minerals of the
same dpecies often exhibit differences in
their reactions. "Specific to" warns the
observer that the process in hand is empirical in some ways, designed to apply to
one specific ore body. Pryor, 3.
specific adhesion. The chemical bond between glued or cemented surfaces as distinct from any form of mechanical bond.
Ham.
specific adsorption. Selective adsorbing action. Pryor, 3, p. 7.
specification. A detailed sta:,ment of particulars. Crispin.

specific damping capacity. A measure of the

vibrational energy absorbed by the rock
and may be considered to be a measure
of the internal friction. It is determined
by the sharpness of resonance that is evident when a specimen is vibrated through
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fundamental longitudinal resonant frequency. Damping of the dry type (coulomb
damping) is commonly assumed to be inwhat sensitive to moisture content. Lewis,
pp. 569-570.

specific energy. In cutting or grinding, the
energy expended or work 'lone in remov-

ing a unit volume of work material, usually
expressed as inch-pound per cubic inch or

horsepower per minute per cubic inch.
ASM Gloss.

specific extraction of rock broken. Quantity
of broken rock (ore) in volume or weight
per foot drilled or fired per pound of explosive

(cubic yard per pound, ton per

pound; or, cubic yard per foot drilled, ton
per foot drilled. Fraenkel.
specific gravity. a. The weight of a substance

compared with the weight of an equal

volume of pure water at 4° C. Anderson.
b. The ratio between the weight of a unit
volume of a substance and that of some
other standard substance, under standard
condinons of temperature and pressure.
For solids and liquids, the specific gravity
is based upon water as the standard. The
true specific gravity of a body is based on
the volume of solid material, excluding all
pores. The bulk or volume specific gravity
is based upon the volume as a whole, that
is, the solid material with all included
pores. The apparent specific gravity is
based upon the volume of the solid material plus the volume of the sealed pores.
HW. See also specific gravity of solids;
apparent specific gravity; bulk specific
gravity (specific mass gravity). c. Ratio of
densities of a gas and air. Based on dry

air = 1. Hartman, p. 8. d. In oceanog-

raphy, the specific gravity is considered
numerically equal to the density. Hy.

specific-gravity hydrometer. A hydometer indicating the specific gravity or relation of

the weight of a given liquid per unit volume to the weight of a given unit volume
of water. Compare hydrometer; Marsh
funnel; Twaddell hydrometer. Long.
specific gravity of soil grains. This is meas.
ured in a calibrated glass bottle with special precautions against the inclusion of
air. Such test is applied in many soil problem computations. See also pycnometer.
Ham.

specific gravity of solids. The ratio of the
weight in air of a given volume of soil
solids at a stated temperature to the weight
in air of an equal volume of distilled water
at a stated temperature. ASCE P1826.

specific heat. a. Heat required to raise the
temperature of a unit weight of air 1° F.
Usually, the specific heatat constan. pressure is used in air conditioning. Measured

in British thermal units per pound per

degrees F. Hartman, p. 8. For ordinary

concrete and steel it is 0.22 and 0.12 British thermal unit per pound per degree F,

respectively. Taylor. b. The ratio of the
amount of heat required to raise a unit

weight of a material

1

degree to the

amount of heat required to raise the same
unit weight of water 1 degree. Brantly, 2.
c. The heat in calories required to raise the
temperature of 1 gram of a substance 1°
C. Webster 3d.
specific humidity. a. The mass of moisture

per unit mass of dry air. Roberts, I, p.

127. b. Absolute humidity, or weight of
water vapor contained per unit weight of

spectrum density
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specific humidity
c'ry air. Measured in grams, or pound per
pound. Hartman p. 8.

case of ore in particular, the specimen
should admit of the identification of the

ured when the rock contains only one

not be viewed as a sample. Nelson.

specific permeabilliy. The permeability meas-

various minerals present. A specimen can-

fluid. Institute of Petroleum, 1961, p. 20.
specific population. Number of particles in
unit volume of pulp. Pryor, 4.
specific power. a. The power generated in a
nuclear reactor per unit mass of fuel. Expressed in kilowatts of heat per kilogram
of fuel. L&L. b. The same as unit power.

Properly speaking, a sample of anything;
but among miners it is of ten restricted to
selected or handsome minerals, as fine
pieces of ore, crystals, or pieces of quartz
containing visible gold. Fay. c. A lump of
gold intermixed with quartz or very rich
in gold. Gordon.
specimen boss. An employee whose duty is

ASM Gloss.
specific resistance. Same as resistivity. Wyllie,
p. 2.

specific retention. As applied to a rock or
soil, the ratio of the volume of water
which, after being saturated, it will retain
against the pull of gravity to its own volume. It is stated as a percentage. A.G.I.
specific speed. a. A factor by which the performance of any particular design of impeller for a centrifugal pump or water

turbine can be computed. It is the speed
in revolutions per minute at which a geometrically similar

impeller

of

suitable

diameter will rotate to deliver one gallon

per minute at one foot head in the case

of a pump. In a water turbine, the specific

that at which a geometrically
similar runner of suitable diameter will
turn to develop one horsepower under a
head of one foot. Ham. b. The speed in
revolutions per minute at which a geospeed is

metrically similar pump would deliver one
gallon of water per minute against a head
of one foot of water. Sinclatr, IV, p. 67.

c. The particular speed at which a fan

achieves its maximum efficiency. Roberts,
I, p. 190.
specific surface. a. The surface arca per unit
of volume of soil particles. ASCE P1826.

b. The ratio of the total surface of a substance (as an adsorbent) to its volume;
surface area (as of a finely divided pow-

der) per unit mass. Webster 3d.
specific surface area. The ratio between the
total surface area of a number of particles

and thcir total weight, usually expressed
in square centimeters per gram. Taylor.
specific volume. a. Volume of one gram at
specified temperature. Pryor, 3. b. Volume

per unit weight of dry air. Not equal to
the reciprocal of density, which is based
on unit volume of mixture. Measured in
cubic feet per pound. Hartman, p. 9. c.
The volume occupied by a unit of air.
Usually given in cubic feet per pound.

Strock, 10.
specific-volume anomaly. The difference in
specific volumes of the sample under the
conditions which prevailed in situ and the
conditions if at salinity 35°/00 and temperature 00 0. Hy.
specific weight of sediment. The dry weight
per unit volume of the sediment in place.
See also dry density. Nelson.
specific yield. As applied to a rock or soil,

the ratio of the volume of water which,

after being saturated_,_ will yield by gravity

to its own volume. This ratio is stated as
a percentage. A.G.I.

specified dimensions. The dimensions

to

which masonry units or constructions are
required to conform. Actual (measured)
dimenoions may differ from the specified dimensions by permissible variations. ASTM
C43-65T.

specimen. a. A small mass of coal, rock, ore,
mineral, or soil, which gives, roughly, an

idea of the kind and quality of the deposit from which it was derived. In the

b.

to watch carefully, in all parts of the
mine, for the appearance of high-grade
mineral, and when it is likely that such
spots will be opened up he should be the
first man at the face after the blast. His
job is to prevent high grading (the theft

of valuable sanples). Hoov, pp. 494-495.
specimen hunting. Another name for high
grading. Hoov, p. 490.

specimens. In mineral dressing, unusually
rich pieces of ore or characteristic con-

stituents thereof in coarsely crystalline

formnot representative samples. Pryor, 4.
speck. A small piece of alluvial gold weighing up to 1 or 2 ounces. Gordon.
specking. a. Walking over the ground on the

chance of picking up a lump of gold on
the surface. Gordon. b. The discoloration

of an enamel surface due to foreign particles of dirt or scale imbedding themselves
in the enamel. This trouble may often be
avoided by the use of burning equipment
in good condition and proper care in the
burning operation. Enam. Dict.
speckled ware. A decorative finish with particles of one color appearing in a uniform

background of another color or shade.

ASTM C286-65.
specks, black. In the enameled surface, may

be caused by the accidental introduction
of foreign particles or by minute bubbling
formations in the sheet-iron ground coat
during the early stages of firing the first

cover coat. Hansen.
speckstone. Adapted from speckstein, "bacon

stone"; an early name for talc, because it
feels greasy. Fay.

spectacle. A two-handled frame for carrying
well-boring tools. Standard, 1964.
spectacle furnace. A form of smelting shaft
furnace, used in Germany, with two tap-

holes, having an inclined bottom from

which the melted metal flows into an outside receptacle. Standard, 1964.
spectacle stone. An early popular name for
selenite, alluding to its transparency. Fay.
spectral gamma-ray log. Record of the radiation spectrum and relative intensities of
gamma rays emitted by strata penetrated
in drilling. Because of their different energies the relative amounts of radioactivity
contributed by different elements can be
determined. A.G.I. Supp.
spectral shit. reactor. A nuclear reactor con-

cept in which heavy water moderator is
added to, or subtracted from, the light
water in the coolantmoderator stream to
change the average speed of the neutrons
that cause fission. Since the probability of
neutron capture varies with neutron veloc-

ity, a measure of reactor control is thus
obtained. L&L.

spectrograph. An apparatus for determining
the presence and concentration of metallic
constituents in a material and for producing a photographic record by indicating
the existence and intensity of characteristic wavelengths of radiation when the
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material is excited either electrically or
thermally. Henderson.
spectrographic analysis. Analysis by obtaining the spectrum of a substance and
matching lints in the spectrum with known

wavelengths of lines in the spectra of the
elements. The analysis can be made quantitative by comparing intensities of the

spectral lines. A.G.I.
spectrography. a. Qualitative or quantitative
analysis by visual or photographic assess-

ment of a spectrum of the substance. In
emission spectrography, the material is

made incandescent in an electric arc; in
X-ray work it is bombarded by X-rays and
the interference is recorded by a camera,
or Geiger-Muller tube and scaler; in sorption spectrography the substance is dissolved and the effect on a beam of visible

or ultraviolet light is measured by use of
a photoelectric cell. Pryor, 3. b. The art
or technique of using the spectrograph.
Webster 3d.

spectrometer. An optical instrument similar

to, but more versatile than, the simple

spectroscope. Scales are provided for reading angles. A wavelength spectrometer is

one designed or equipped in a manner to
measure the wavelengths at which absorption bands occur in an abs)rption spectrum. Shipley.
spectrometry. The art or process of using the
spectrometer or of measuring wavelengths
of rays of a spectrum. Webster 3d.
spectrophotometer. An instrument to detect
very slight differences in color of solutions

of different chemicals and thus measure
the quantity of the chemical present. It

consists of a light source, an optical prism
for providing monochromatic light, that is,

light of a single wavelength only, and a
device for measuring the intensity of the
light beam after it has passed through the

solution. Traces of aluminum in steel may
be determined in this way. See also X-ray
spectrograph. Nelson. Also called spekker.
spectroscope. Instrument in which collimated light is directed through a narrow
slit onto either an optical prism or a diffraction grating, exhibiting its spectrum.
The elements from which light emanates
have characteristic patterns which aid in
their identifica:ion. Pryor, 3.

spectrum. A band of light showing in orderly succession the rainbow colors or
isolated bands or colors corresponding to
different wavelengths, as seen through a
spectroscope or photographed in a spectro-

graph. The visible spectrum

is

only a

small region in the vast spectrum of electromagnetic waves, which extend from
the longest radio waves to the minutely

short wavel (gamma rays) emitted

by

radioactive elements. See also emission

spectrum; continuous spectrum; absorp-

ton spectrum. Anderson.
spectrum analysis. Identification and rough
quantification by measurement of charac.
teristic radiations (emission spectrography)

or wrptions of light (sorption spectrography). Pryor, 3, p. 20.
spectrum colors. The hues into which white
light is separated upon passing through a
prism. Six of these hues are easily disedtguished by the eye: red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, and violet. See also visible
spectrum. Shipley.

Spectrum density. The spectrum density of
an oscillation is the mean-square amplitude of the output of an ideal filter with

unity gain responding to the oscillation,
per unit bandwidth; that is, the limit for
vanishingly small bandwidth of the quotient of the mean-square amplitude di-

vided by the bandwidth. Hy.
spectrum intervals. Sometimes used to designate frequency bands represented by intervals on either a linear or a logarithmic
frequency scale. Hy.

on a flint and generated an abundance of
sparks and emitted considerable light. The
mill was carried and operated by a boy
accompanying each miner. Mason, v. 1, p.
231.

speed. a. Corn. A quick, but wasteful way
of dressing, or rather coarse cleaning of
copper ore, by an iron grate in a swift cur-

rent of water. Fay. b. The length of belt,

spectrum level. With a specified signal at a
particular frequency, the level of that part
of the signal contained with a band one
cycle per second wide, centered at the
particular frequency. Ordinarily this has

chain, cable, or other linkage which passes

components

speed is expressed in terms of revolutions

significance only for a signal having a
continuous

distribution

of

within the frequency range under consideration. The phrase spectrum level cannot
be used, but must appear in combination
with a modifier, as, for example, pressure,
velocity, voltage, etc. Hy.
spectrum pattern. A graph showirg :!. relative response of a sonar transducer as a
function of frequency for some specified
bearing. Hy.
specular. Mirror like, as specular iron ore,

which is a hard variety of hematite. See

also specularite. Fay.
specular COW. Same as pitch coal. Fay.

specular gloss (450). An operational definition of this property, relevant in the surface evaluation of glazed or enameled surfaces, is as follows: the ratio of reflected
to incident light, times 1,000, for specified
apertures of illumination and reception

when the axis of reception coincides with
the mirror image of .the axis of illumination. Dodd.
specular iron. Variety of hematite, (Fe008),
black, lustrous,

metallic

gleam.

spessartite
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spectrum density

Mohs'

hardness 5.5 to 6.5. May be micaceous in
form. Contains 70 percent iron. Specific
gravity 4.9 to 5.3. Pryor, 3. See also specularite; hematite.
specular iron ore. A variety of hematite with
brilliant black color and metallic luster.
CCD 6d, 1961,
specularite; specular hematite; specular iron;
gray hematite. An iron oxide, Fe203, occurring in tabular or disklike crystals of
gray color and splendent metallic luster.
Contains 70 percent iron. Also called micaceous hemetite if occu.:Ting in foliated or
micaceous masses. See also hematite. Sanford.

specular reflection. Reflection of light from
the surface only, as distinguished from reflection of light from positions below the
surface. Shipley.
specular schist. See itabirite. Fay.

specular slate ore. A laminated ore with

smooth face and brilliant reflection. Standard, 1964. Compare itabirite, Fay,
specular stone. Mica. Standard, 1964.

speculation. The outlay of money in an enterprise offering the hope of high reward

in return for the incurring of high risk.
Hoov, p. 322.

speculum alloy. Copper and tin alloyed in
a 2 1 proportion, forming a hard, silvery
metal capable of being highly polished;
utied in manufacture of mirrors, optical

instruments, etc. C.T.D. Supp.
speculum metal. A hard brittle alloy of two

parts copper and one part tin. It takes

and retains a high polish and is therefore

much used for reflectors. Crispin.
flpedding's flint mill. A means of illumination

invented about 1750 in which a steel
wheel 5 inches in diameter and driven

through a gearwheel and pinion pressed

a fixed point within a given time. It is

spencerite. a. A white basic hydrous phos)a.Zn (OH )2.3%0.
phate of zinc, Zna (
Radiating masses of crystals; lamellar;
monoclinic. From Salmo, British Columbia, Canada. English. b. Carbide and sig..
cide of Fe and Mn, (Fe,Mn)e(C,Si). Artificial. Hey 2d, 1955.

Spence shale. A subdivision of the Middle
Cambrian at Mount Stephen in the Canadian Rockies, famous for its remarkable
fossils. C.T.D.

ute. In the case of the rolling chain conveyor, the load is moved at a rate double
the chain speed. In screw conveyors, the

spencite. A dark brown metamict borosilicate of Ca and Y, near (Ca,Fe)2Y3B3(Si,
A1)5(0,0H)so, from Cardiff Township,
Haliburton County, Ontario. Hey, M.M.,

per minute and the speed at which the

spend.

usually expressed in terms of feet per min-

material is conveyed is dependent upon

speed, pitch of the screw, type of flight,
angle of inclination, nature of material,
etc. ASA MH4.I-1958.

speed of travel. In welding, the speed with
which a weld is made along its longitudinal axis; is usually measured in inches per
minute or spots per minute. ASM Gloss.

speed reducer. A train of gears, totally enclosed for minework, placed betwetii a
motor and the machinery which it will
drive, to reduce the speed with which
power is transmitted. Belt and chain conveyors are typical examples of machinery
employing speed reducers. Jones.

speedy moisture tester. A calcium carbide
method for the quick determination of
moisture. A pressure gage is calibrated to
give direct values of moisture content percent of soil samples. Nelson.

speiss. Metallic arsenides and antimonides
smeltal from cobalt and lead ores. Pryor,
3.
speiss-cobalt. See smaltite.

spekker. See spectrophotometer.
speleogen. An individual, specific modifica-

tion of the surface of a cave's bedrock or
a speleothem, other than a secondary mineral deposit. A G.I.
speleologist. One who scientifically investigates caverns. Schieferdecker.
speleology. The scientific Viudy or exploration of caverns and related features. A.G.I.

speleothem. A secondary mineral deposit

formed in caves. A.G.I.
spell. a. A rest period for crews at furnace,
stock house, etc., or a period of work in
drilling

the taphole; a change or turn.

Fay. b. N.S.W. Used in leaching extraction methods to describe the time during
which operations are sometimes suspended

for several months at a time to spell the

mine. New South Wales, p. 161.
spellerizing. Subjecting the heated bloom to
-.he action of rolls having regularly shaped
projections on their working surface, then
subjecting the bloom while still hot to the
action of smooth-faced roll!. The surface
working is said to give a dense texture to
pipe made from the bl om, adapting it to
resist corrosion. Liddell 2d, p. 496.
spelter. Commercial zinc of under 99.6 percent purity which is used in galvanizing.
Ham.
spelter solder. A brazing filler metal of ap-

proximately equal parts of copper and

zinc. ASM Gloss.
Spence automatic desulfurizer. An improved
Maletra furnace provided with automatic
rakes. Fay.
Spence furnace. A furnace of the muffle or
reverberatory type, the ore being sup-

ported on shelves and stirred mechanically. Fay.
o'f '
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a. To break ground; to continue
working. Fay. b. To exhaust by mining; to
dig out; used in the phrase, to spend
ground. Standard, 1964.
Spengler press. Trade name; a cam-operated,
rotary table, dry-press brickmaking machine. Dodd.
spent fuel; depleted fuel. Nuclear-reactor
fuel that has been irradiated to the extent
that it can no longer effectively sustain a
chain reaction. Fuel becomes spent when
its fissionable isotopes have been partially
consumed and fission-product poisons have
accumulated in it. LOIL.
spent shot. A blasthole that has been fired,
but has not done its work. Fay.
spergenite. A calcarenite containing less than
10 percent of quartz and composed pri-

marily of osiilites and fossil detritus. A.G.I.
Spergen limestone. See Salem limestone.
C.T.D.

sperone. A porous variety of leucitite containing small crystals of melanite. Holmes,
1928.

sperrylite. A tin-white mineral, PtAss, black

streak; metallic luster. Of very rare occurrence but of interest as the only native

compound of platinum. Contains 52.57
percent platinum; 43.5 percent arsenic,
with some replacement of platinum by
rhodium and palladium. Specific gravity,
10.60; Mohs' hardness, 6 to 7. Found in

Wyoming, North Carolina, Nevada; Canada. CCD 6d, 1961.
Sperry process. A process for manufacturing
white lead which begins with softened and
lead, preferably containing
some bismuth, cast in the form of anodes.

desilverized

These anodes are placed in the Sperry

white-lead cells. Direct current is used to
dissolve the lead from the anodes, with
diaphragms separating the anolyte and the
catholyte. Carbon dioxide is passed into
the solution, white lead (basic lead carbonate) is produced, and no cathode de-

posit is formed. The impurities in the

anodes remain on the anodes as a slime
blanket. If the slime blanket falls off, the

impurities will contaminate the white lead;
on the other hand, if the slime blanket is
allowed to become too thick, the electromagnetic force across the blanket will increase to a value high enough to force solu-

tion to metals other than lead from the
face of the blanket. The Sperry process
slime is washed, dried, and melted to an
impure bismuth bullion, which goes to the

bismuth refinery. BuMines Bull, 556, 1956,
p. 106.
spessartine. See spessartite.
spessartite. a. Manganese garnet, MsnAls
(SiO4)2. C.T.D.; Dana 17.-b. A dioritic or

gabbroic lamprophyre. The principal min-

erals are hornblende or augite or both,

with plagioclase (usually andesine) feld-

spessartite
spar. Olivine or biotite may be present,
but in small amount. Apatite and opaque
oxides are normal accessories. A small

amount of quartz and orthoclase may occur interstitially. Since the name has already been used for a variety of garnet, it
is a very unfortunate term for the lamprophyre. A.G.I.; Sanford.
spew. The cauliflowerlike blowout or outcrop

of a lode that extends beyond the limits
of the defined vein deeper down. Fay.

spewing. An exudation of soft material
through gravelly or broken stuff bedded on
mud, soft wet clay, or the like. Webster 2d.
sp gr Abbrevation for specific gravity. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 62.

sphagnum peat. Peat composed mainly of
bog moss. It is characterized by an open
texture, is lightweight, has a high absorbing power, good isolating properties,
a clean appearance, and freedom from
black dust. Tomkeieff, 1954.

sphalerite; zinc blende; blende; black jack.
Zinc sulfide, ZnS, cubic crystal, black to
brown in color, resinous. Mohs' hardness
3.5 to 4.0, streak white to red-brown,
specific gravity 3.9 to 4.2. Pryor, 3.
titanite. CaO.Si02.TiOs; melting

sphene;

point, 1,386° C. This mineral has been
found in the ceramic color known as

chrome-tin pink. See also chrome-tin pink.
Dodd.

sphenhite. An igneous rock consisting of a
sphene-rich jacupirangite. johannsen, v. 4,

1938, p. 464.
sphenoid. a. In

crystallography, an open

form in the monoclinic system, consisting
of two intersecting similar faces related to
one another only by a twofold symmetry

axis perpendicidar to their line of intersection and bisecting the dihedral angle
between them. Compare dome. A.G.I. b.
A disphenoid. A.G.I.

sphenolith. A term invented to distinguish

the special form and relations of intrusion

at Las Parroquias, Mex. A rock mass of
the injected class, partly concordant like
a thick sill, and partly discordant. The
country rocks have been displaced and
even overturned. Fay.
Sphenopterias. A fernlike tree of the coal forest characterized by round-lobed pinnules
which are contracted at the base. See also
Neuropteris. Nelson.
sphere. a. A solid which is bounded by a uni-

formly curved surface, every point of
which is equidistant from a point within
the solid, termed the center. Jones, 2, p.

125. b. Solid figure swept out by rotation
of a semicircle about its diameter. Pryor, 3.
sphere ore. Fragments of rock encrurted with

metallic minerals. Same as cocarde ore.
Fay.

spheric. A general term applied to rocks

made up of spherults. It includes such textures as oolitic, pisolitic, spherulitic, vario-

litic,, orbicular, etc. Johannsen, v. 1, 2d,
1939, p. 234.

,

spherical coordinates. A system of threedimensional coordinates defined by a
radius and two angles (like latitude and
longitude). In seismic prospecting, the
radial distance and angular. measures
which give the.orientation of pubes origi-

-nating at a point, source, such as a shot
hole. A.G.I.

spherical dam. A. brick or concrete seal or
stopping built into a roadway to close off
an area.against water. The convex surface
is from -the water side of the roadway. The
construction is built well into the ground
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spiderweb rock

and all crevices cemented. Nelson.
spherical powder. Globular-shaped particles.
ASTM B 243-65.

glassy groundmass of silicic lava flows and
in obsidians. A.G.I.
spherulitic. Relating to the texture of igneous

spherical trigonometry. That which deals

with geometric relations of figures drawn
on surface of sphere. Pryor, 3.

spherical wave. A wave in which the wave
fronts are concentric spheres. Hy.
spherical wave front. Spherical surface which

a given phase of a seismic impulse (in an

isotropic medium) occupies at any par-

ticular time. A.G.I.
sphericity. a. The degree in which the shape

of a fragment approaches the form of a
sphere. A.G.I. b. Ratio of surface area of

sphere to that of particles of same volume.

Parameter for flow through particle columns. Pryor, 3.

spherite. a. The preferred spelling for sphaerite. English. b. (of Bucher). Spherical

grains, including ovulite with concentric
structure and spherulite with radial struc-

ture. Spencer 16, M.M., 1943.
spherocobaltite. Cobalt carbonate in spherical masses and having a peachblossom
red color. Fay.
spherocrystal. A homogeneous spherulite
formed of minute crystals branching outward from the center. Standard, 1964. See
also spherulite. Fay.
spheroid. In general, any figure differinu but
little frorn a sphere. In geodesy, a mathematical figure closely approaching the

geoid in form and size, and used as a

surface of reference for geodetic surveys.
A.G.I.
spheroidal. a. A descriptive term applied to

igneous rocks that break up on cooling
into spheroidal masses analogous to basaltic columns; also, used as a synonym
for orbicular, as applied to certain granites. Fay. b. In crystallography, enclosed
by convex surfaces. Standard, 1964.

spheroidal graphite cast iron. The same as
nodular cast iron. ASM Gloss.
spheroidal parting. A structure due to uniform contraction during cooling produced

in igneous rocks of fine homogeneous grain

and occurring as a series of concentric

spheroidal or ellipsoidal cracks about com-

pact nuclei. Each set r)f cracks is more
strongly developed during weathering, the

successive shells so produced resembling

the layers of an onion, and varying in diameter from an inch or two to several feet.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
spheroidal structure. Synonym for orbicular
structure. A.G.I.
spheroidal weathering. Boulders produced
chiefly by chemical weathering of rock
along fractures. Such boulders are called
boulders of decomposition. Synonym for
concentric weathering. A.G.I.

spheroldite. An aggregate of iron or alloy

carbides of euentially spherical shape dispersed throughout a matrix of ferrite.
ASM Gloss.
spheroldizing. Heating and cooling to pro-

duce a spheroidal or globular form of
carbide in steel. ASM Gloss.

spherosiderite. A variety of iron carbonate

rocks in which spherulites are very abundant. A.G.I.
spherulitic jasper. Jasper with inclusions of
spherulites which are usually quartz. If

they are of different color from the jasper it is usually an orbicular jasper. Shipley.

spherulitic *re. A globule of ore having a
radiated structure. Sphere ore. Fay.
spherulitic structure. A structure in which
spherulites are distributed through an igneous rock or groundmass. Holmes, 1928.
spherulitic texture. A texture showing groups

of fibers radiating from a central point
or area, and these units embedded in a

groundmass. Schieferdecker.
sp ht Abbreviation for specific heat. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 62.

spicularite. A sediment or rock in which

sponge spicules are an important constituent. A.G.'. Supp.
spiculite. a. A spindle-shaped crystallite believed to represent the coalescence of a
linear series of globulites. Synonym for
belonite. Holmes, 1920. b. A rock containing abundant sponge or other siliceous
spicules. A.G.I. Supp.
spider. a. A ring inserted at the joints of the
suspension column of a borehole pump.
Radial vanes from the ring Aipport a central sleeve, which acts as a steady bearing from the pump shaft. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 4. b. A light steel hook with candleholder, once used underground to anchor
tallow dip to rock crack or timber. Pryor,
3. c. The bowl part of a spider and slips.
Also called bowl. See also spider and slips.

Long. d. A contrivance consisting of a
frame or skeleton having radiating arms
or members, as a casting forming the hub

and spokes to which the rim of a wheel
or pulley is secured. Webster 3d. e. See
drum horns. Fay. f. A wheellike casting
consisting of a rim and radial spokes on
which are mounted felt polishing pads.
ASTM C162-66. g. Assembly of radiating

tie rods on the top of a furnace. ASTM
C162-66. h. A defect characterized by a
star-shaped fracture in the porcelain enamel. ASTM C286-65. 1. Sometimes used
as an alternative to center brick. See
also center brick. Dodd.
spider and slips. A gripping device used to
grip and hold rods or casing while coupling or uncoupling them as they are being run into or pulled from a borehole.
The device is essentially a heavy caststeel circular ring called a spider in which
the hole is tapered forming a surface
against which four quarter-circle-wedge
segments fit and slide. The inside faces
of the wedge segments (slips) are serrated
and shaped to fit snugly the outside of a
drill rod or casing. When in use, any down-

ward movement of the rod or casing
causes the slips to wedge inside the tapered ring and grip the rod firmly; when
the rods are moved upward the slips re-

occurring in globular concretionary forms.
Fay.

lease. Also called bowl and slips. Long.
spider die. The same as porthole die. ASM

concentrically arranged aggregation of one
or more . minerals, generally of spherical
or spheroidal shape, formed by the 'radial
growth of acicular crystals in a rigid glass
about a common center or inclusion. Such
structures . are especially common in the

spider gear; carrier pinion. A differential
gear which rotates on its shaft in a rotat-

spherulite. A small, radiating and usually

4.94?

Gloss.

ing case. Nichols.

spider lines. Crouhairs in eyepiece of surveying telescope. Pryor, 3.
spiderweb rock. A local term in Ohio for

spiderweb rock
sandstone beds that show crossbedding on
a small scale, which is complicated by intricate interlacing of fine-bedding planes.
Frequently seen in sawed stones, especially
where the lamination is slightly oblique

spinner
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pies at discrete depths within the limit
couple or uncouple parts of a drill, casof operation. Basically, a bathythermoing, or drivepipe string. Long.
graph tu which 12 small seawater sam- spin coal. Eng. A variety of black shining
coal found in Staffordshire. Tomkeieff,
pling bottles are attached, it performs the

wood that shows in a planed board. Fay.
spiegeleisen. An alloy containing 10 to 25

same functions as a cast of Nansen bottles and reversing thermometers to limited depths, but with less accuracy. It is
useful for studies of shallow water areas,

as a deoxidizing agent and to raise the

pling is of greater importance than the

or irregular. It is very like the grain of
percent manganese. Is used in steelmaking
manganese content of the steel. Also called

spiegel and psiegel iron. C.T.D.; Henderson; Camp, 6th. ed. 1961, p. 291.
spigot. a. The end of a pipe, fitting, or

valve that is inserted into the bell end.
Fay. b. The tapered male part of an inserted joint, as in a plumber's wiped joint.
Fay.

c. A cock, tap, or faucet used to

draw water, etc. Fay.
spigot joint. A pipe joint made by tapering
down the end of one piece and inserting
it into a correspondingly widened opening
in the end of another piece. Sometimes
called faucet joint. Fay.
spigot product. In ore dressing, the material
discharged at the bottom of the hydraulic
classifier. Newton, p. 79.

spike. A large nail, but thicker in proportion. Crispin.
spike

amygdule. A cylindrical amygdule

whose longer axis is at right angles to
the bedding. Standard, 1964.

spiked bottom. One form of bottom for a
converter; it is of monolithic refractory
material, air passages being formed by

spikes which pierce the bottom while the
refractory material is being rammed into
place. Compare tuyere block bottom; tube
bottom. See also converter. Dodd.
spiked core. See seed core. L&L.
spike driver. In bituminous coal mining, one

who drives team of two or more draft
animals in tandem for hauling wagons or
cars of coal. Also called spike-team driver.
D.O.T. 1.

spike team. a. A team consisting of three
draft animals, two of which are at the
pole while the third pads. Three mules,
two abreast and one in the lead, used in
a mine to haul coal cars. Fay. b. Ark. A
tandem team of mules for hauling coal.
Fay.

spike-team driver. See spike driver. D.O.T, 1.

spiking. A term used in the. United States
for the operation of adding ferromanganese, silicomanganese, or other deoxidiz-

ing agent, to an open hearth bath for
the immediate stoppage of all oxidizing

reactions. Osborne.

spiking curb. Eng. A curb to the inside of
which plank tubing is spiked. Fay.
spilching. Eng. A soft, friable machine-made
brick. Fay.

a. A large timber driven into the
ground, used as a foundation; a pile.

spile.

Crispin. b. A plank driven ahead of a tunnel face for roof support. Also called forepole.

Nichols.

c. A temporary lagging

driven ahead on levels in loose ground.
See also spill. Fay. d. A short piece of
plank sharpened flatways and used for
driving into watery strata as sheet piling
to assist in checking the flow. Fay.
spiler. An ironstone miner who excavates
and sets timber supports in roadways
through wastes and disturbed ground.
Nelson.

Splibaus-Miller sea sampler. An instrument
resembling the bathythermograph and operating in a similar fashion, with the additional

ability of obtaining water sam-

bays, and estuaries, where rapidity of sam-

1954.

spindle. a. Derb. A small piece of wood set
in the ground to mark the boundary of a
mine. Fay. b. Shaft of a machine tool on
which a cutter or grinding wheel may be
mounted. ASM Gloss. c. Metal shaft, to

degree of accuracy of temperatures. H&G.
which a mounted wheel is cemented.
ASM Gloss. d. In founding, a rod or pipe
sidling. a. Forepoling over timber and steel
used in forming a core. Standard, 1964.
supports in weak, loose beds. See also
spilling. Nelson. b. Driving timbers ahead
e. See drive rod, a. Long.
of advancing tunnel through treacherous, spindle breaker. Old name for gyratory
crusher. Pryor, 3.
loose, watery ground. Pryor, 3.
spilite. A basaltic rock with albitic feldspar, spindle conveyor. A chain-on-end conveyor
generally highly vesicular. The pyroxenes
in which the chain pins are extended in
or amphiboles are usually altered. These
a vertical plane, usually of enlarged diameter in that portion above the chain,
rocks are frequently developed as submarine lava flows and exhibit pillow strucon which special revolvable fixtures can
tures. C.T.D.; A.G.I.
be rotated, for the purpose of spraying or
spilitic suite. A suite of igneous rocks, comdrying. Outboard rollers or sliding shoes
prising extrusions and minor intrusions,
support the chain and product. A.S.A.
characterized throughout by an abundance
MH4.1-1958.
of soda feldspar, and by the prevalence spindle rod. See drive rod, a. Long.
of albitization; named after spilite, the spindle speed. a. Same as bit rotational speed.
type member of the suite. Holmes, '1928.
Long. b. The number of times the drive
spilitization. The process of albitization of
rod of a gear-feed-drill swivel head must
basalts to form spilites. A.G.I.
turn to advance the attached drill string
spill. a. Any of the thick laths or poles
1 inch. Long.

driven ahead of the main timbering to
support the roof or sides in advancing a
level in loose ground, or to support the
sides of a shaft when sinking through a

stratum of loose ground. Fay. b. Same as
spile, c and d. Fay. c. See forepole. Nelson. d. The accidental release of radioactive liquids. L&L.
spillage conveyor. A small, short conveyor

to lift the coal out of a spillage pit and
deliver it into a mine car or on to the
main conveyor. It is usually a chain conveyor run either continuously or intermittently. Nelson.

spillage pit. An opening below the loading
point of a trunk or gate conveyor, to re-

ceive the spillage. Where the output is
small, the pit may be emptied by hand
once or twice in a shift, but where big
tonnages are loaded, a spillage conveyor

is installed. Nelson.

spilling. A method of tunneling through
loose, running ground by driving spills
(sharp-edged thick boards or steel rods)
ahead and around timber or steel frames.

Nelson.

spilling breaker. A breaker that spreads out

and loses force because of a smooth shoreline. MacCracken.
spill pit. See runoff pit. Pryor, 3.
spilla, spillage. Ore, pulp, circulating liquor
inadvertently discharged from flow line

and requiring appropriate means of recovery or removal. Pryor, 4.

spill trough. A trough to retrieve melted

brass that may be spilled in pouring from
a crucible into a flask. Standard, 1964.
spillway. a. A passage, as a paved apron or
channel, for surplus water over or around
a dam or similar obrtruction. Webster 3d.
b. A bye channel. C.T.D. c. Release overflow for water impounded in a dam.

Pryor, 3.

spliosite. a. A rock arrested at an early stage

in adinole formation

also,

used as a

synonym for spotted slate. A.G.I. b. A
spotted schistose rock produced by contact metamorphism of clay slate, usually
by diabase. Webster 3d.

spin. To rotate the bit or drill stem or to

spine. A mass of igneous rock solidified in the

vent of a volcano; a plug. Fay.

spin& a. An isometric mineral, typically
magnesium aluminate, MgA1304. The

magnesium may be in part replaced by

ferrous iron, or manganese, and the aluminum by ferric iron and chromium. Spinel

is red, yellow, green, black, and other
colors, and is used as a gem. Fay; Dana

17. b. A mineral group of general formula,
AB204. They occur typically as products
of contact metamorphism of impure dolo-

mitic limestones, and less commonly, as
accessory minerals in igneous rocks of
basic composition. A.G.I.
spinet emery. A mixture of spinel (pleonaste
hercynite), corundum, and magnetite, the
corundum being present in variable proportions and sometimes entirely lacking.
It is usually a heavy, black, fine-grained
aggregate with dark gray crystals of
corundum appearing in the best varieties.
A.I.M.E., p. 7.
spinet law. Cubic crystal system twinning,
either contact or penetration type, in
which the twinning plane is parallel to a
face Of an octahedron. Hess.
spinellids. A name for minerals of the spinel
group characterized by isometric crystallization, predominating octahedral form,
having composition of double oxides with

the general formula R"O.R" ',Os, with

R" = Mg, Fe, and less frequently Mn, Zn;
= Al,Fe,Cr,Mn. All of the species are
hard. English.
spinellite. A medium- to coarse-grained hypautomorphic granular titaniferous mag-

netite-rich igneous rock with pleonaste
(spinel) from a few to 20 percent. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 469.

spine!, ruby. See ruby spinel. C.M.D.
spinet sapphire. Blue spinel. Shipley.
spinet synthetic. This artificial mineral is
produced, in a wide variety of fine colors,
by the Verneull process; in chemical and
optical characters identical with natural
spinel; widely used as a gem stone. C.T.D.
spinner. In the asbestos products industry,

one who operates a machine that spins
thread froth asbestos fibers. D.O.T. 1.

spinning
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spinning. An operation by which round hol-

the Naylor Spiralarm. Roberts, I, pp. 8486.
spiral balls. Sandstone bodies with rolled-up
spiral structure due to lateral mass flowage of thin inter-bedded sands and shales.
Peuijohn.

formed by pressing metal
sheets or light plates to molds or forms
revolving on a special lathe the latter
being called a spinning lathe. See also
low-ware is

metal-working. Henderson.
spinning cable. A flexible wire or plant-fiber

cable or rope used as a spinning chain.
See also spinning chain. Long.

spinning chain. Link chain wrapped several
times around drill rod, casing, or pipe and

used on cathead to spin up or spin out

such equipment when it is being pulled or

run into a borehole. A rope or flexible

wire cable may be used in lieu of a chain.
Long.

spinning fiber. Asbestos suitable for the spin-

ning of asbestos fabrics. A.G.I.
spinning line. a. A chain or rope used as a
wrench in attaching and detaching drill
pipe sections. Nichols. b. A line wrapped
around a threaded pipe, so that a pull will

rotate the pipe to fasten or unfasten it
from another. Nichols.

spinning rope. A plant-fiber rope used for the

same purpose as a spinning chain. See
also spinning chain. Long.
spin out. To unscrew lengths of drill rod,
casing, or pipe by mechanical means, us-

ing a spinning chain, rope, or cable in

conjunction with power derived from the
cathead or other rotating device. Long.
S-P interval. In earthquake seismology, the
time interval between the first arrivals of
longitudinal and transverse waves, which

is a measure of the distance from the

earthquake source. A.G.I.
spinthariscope. Screen coated with zinc sulfide or other fluorescing substance, on
which scintillations are observable when
bombarded by radioactive rays. Pryor, 3.
spin up. To screw lengths of drill rod, casing,
or pipe together by mechanical means by
using a spinning chain, cable, or rope in
conjunction with power derived from the
cathead or other rotating device. Long.
spimn; spilus. Found in mines this stone cut
in pieces and thrown togedier in a heap,

exposed to the sun, burns; and that the
more if it be moistened or sprinkled with

water. Perhaps this refers to a pyritous

bituminous shale. Tomkeieff, 1954.
spiracle. One of the minute cones formed on .

the surface of a liquid lava stream by
steam or gases escaping from the mass.

Standard, 1964. Also called bocca. Fay.
spiral. a. A spiral coal chute that mechanically

separates the slate from the coal. The
coal being irregular in shape and light
falls over the edge of the spiral due to
centrifugal force while the flatter and
heavier slate adheres somewhat to the
chute surface and is carried down to a
special pocket. Fay. b. The Humphrey's

spiral, developed during the past 30 years,
is successfully used in recovering chromite from chrome sands, rutile, ilmenite,

and zircon from ileach sands (Florida):

and tantalum minerals and lepidolite from
crushed ores. Also used in concentrating
some iron ores. See also Humphrey's
spiral. Bureau of Mines Staff.
spiralann methanometer. An instrument

which depends for its action on the heat
output of burning methane. They may be
divided into those having a controlled
flame burning within them and others in
which combustion of methane occurs on
electrically heated filaments. A firedamp
alarm making use of the flame principle n

spiral chute. a. A vertical or near vertical
steel plate forming a screw down which

coal flows from an upper level or seam to
a lower haulage road. Spiral chutes, built
into large steel pipes, are used widely in
staple shafts in horizon mining. They are
kept filled with coal and therefore, breakage is reduced considerably. See also telegraph. Nelson. b. A continuous curved

trough over which bulk material or objects are guided while beinti lowered by

gravity in a substantially nelical path.

A.S.A. MH4.1-1958.
spiral classifier. See Akins classifier. Pryor, 3.

spiral cleaner. A device for removing dirt

from a conveyor belt. Nichols.
spiral coal cleaner. A spiral chute in whicli
the plate is inclined towards the center of
the spiral. The stone tends to flow down
centrally, the coal tends to slide off round
the outside of the spiral. They are seldom
used as coal cleaners. Nelson.

spiral concentrator. A sluice formed in five
or six tight spirals, in which centrifugal
force aids the separating effect of sluice
action. See also Humphreys spiral. Pryor,
3.
spiral conveyor. See roller spiral; screw conveyor, a. A.S.A. MH4.1-1958.
spiral core. A piece of core the outside sur-.
face of which is rifled. See also rifle, a.
Long.
spiral curve. a. A curve of gradually increasing radius which allows an easy transition
between a circular arc and a straight on
a road or railway. Ham. b. In railroad or
highway surveying, a curve of progessively

decreasing (or increasing) radius used in
joining a tangent with a simple circular
curve or in joining two circular curves of
different radii. Also called transition
curve. Seelye, 2.
spiral drum. A kind of conical winding drum.
Fay.
spiral grooving. See rifling, c and d. Long.
spiral gummcr. A screw device, attached to a

longwall coal cutter, for removing the
holings and deposit them either in the
track of the machine or at the side clear
of the face. It is designed in two types,
that is, end discharge and side discharge.
See also gum stower. Nelson.

spiral hole. A borehole that follows a corkscrewlike course. Compare rifle, a. Long.
spiraling. a. Rifling. Nichols, 2. b. A drill
hole twisting into a spiral around its intended centerline. Nichols, 2.
spiral runner. One who operates a battery of
spirals (mechanical devices that separate
slate from small-size coal by centrifugal

force); and regulates spirals so that too

much slack (fine coal) does not go in
refuse. D.O.T.1.
spiral structure. Probably same as snow-ball

structure. Term also applied to organic
burrows. See also snow-ball structure.
Pettijohn.

spiral system. In open pit mining, a haul
road arranged spirally along the perimeter

walls of the pit so that gradient of road

is mOre or leu uniform from bottom to the

top of the pit. Bureau of Mines Staff.
spiral track. A track layout for rail or road
transport from large opencast pits. The
track n arranged spirally along the steep

spissograph
rise from the coal or ore benches so that
the gradient is moderate throughout. Nelson.

spiral tunnel. A method of gaining grades in

a tunnel by driving the tunnel on a con-

stantly ascending and circular line. Stauffer.

Spiral Vane Disk Cutter. Trade name for a
cutter loader incorporating a new type of

shearer head. The Mark H model con-

sists of section plates welded together to
form a composite whole spiral. The disk
is made in different sizes to give cutting
diameters of from 31 to 72 inches with
a maximum web depth of 30 inches. A
single spiral is used for the softer coals

and a double spiral for hard coals. A

plough attached to the machine throws
the coal onto the conveyor. Nelson.

spiral worm. A device to withdraw broken
rods from a borehole. It is lowered down
the hole and the screw turned round until

it grips the broken rod below the

joint. See also crow's-foot; screw bell.
Nelson.

spire. a. The tube carrying the train to the
charge in a blasthole. Also called reed or
rush, because these, as well as spires of
grass, are used for the purpose. A kind of

fuse. Fay. b. Leic. Coal of a hard, dull,
slaty nature, and difficult to break. Fay.

Spirelmo smoke helmet. A helmet in which
the crown and frontpiece are blocked out
of rawhide, and the front shield is fitted
with two mica windows in hinged aluminum frames. It has a twin-tubed air feed

on each side of the helmet and a valve
for the escape of excess and vitiated air.
Air is supplied through armored hose
from a double-acting bellows or blower
worked by a second man at the fresh air
base. Sinclair, I, pp. 321-322. Airtightness

is obtained by means of a soft leather

apron which is secured in position about
the neck and shoulders. Illumination is
provided by portable electric lamps and

communication with the wearer by an

approved type of mine telephone. Mason,

v. 1, p 326.
spiral level. A section of convex glass tube
containing fluid and an air bubble. When
.level the air bubble centers itself on an
etched line, on the tube. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

spirit of copper. Acetic acid obtained by distilling copper acetate. Fay.
spirits of hartshorn. An aqueous solution of

ammonia, the name being derived from
the old method of obtaining ammonia by
heating the hoofs and horns of animal&
Osborne.

spirits of after. a. Nitric acid. Osborne. b. A

solution of ethyl nitrite in alcohol. Osborne.

spirits of sulfur. Sulfurous acid. Osborne.
spirits of verdigris. Acetic acid. Osborne.
spirits of vinegar. Dilute acetic acid. Osborne.
spirits of wine. Ethyl alcohol. Osborne.
spirits of wood. Methyl alcohol. Osborne.
spiroffite. A mineral, (Mn, Zn)2Tes08; occurring in red to purple cleavable masses,
from Sonora, Mex.. monoclinic. Hey,

M.M., 1964; Fleischer.

Spirogyra. A genus of freshwater green algae
(family Zygnemataceae) having spiral
chlorophyll bands and forming slimy

manes in still waters and slow streams.
Webster 3d.

spissograph. Automatic machine for detemiin-

ing the setting time of portland cement.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

spit
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spit. a. To light a fuse. Fay. b. Prov. Eng. A
spade's depth in digging. Standard, 1964.

a mineral, reflecting with brilliancy and

c. In brickmaking, a certain amount of
brick clay. Standard, 1964. d. A small
point of land extending into a body of
water or a long, narrow shoal extending

from the shore. Webster 3d.
spitout. a. A glaze defect of the pinhole type
developed in the decorating kiln, due to
evolution of minute gas bubbles from body
or glaze. A.S.T.M. C242-60T. b. A defect
in the surface of a piece of ceramic ware
caused either by the breaking of a blister

in the glase or by the breaking out of a
part of the surface of the clay. A.C.S.G.

spitted fuse; lighted fuse. Slow-burning fuse

which has been cut open at the lighting
end for ease of ignition. A small quantity
of the plastic explosive use.d in the hole

is sometimes inserted in the cut. Pryor, 3.
spitting. a. Lighting the fuse for a blast. Fay.

b. An action of or appearance on the

surface of slowly cooled, large masses of

melted silver or platinum, in which the
crust is forcibly perforated by jets of

oxygen, often carrying with them drops of
molten metal. Standard, 1964. Also called
sprouting. Fay.
spitting rock. A rock mass under stress that

breaks and ejects small fragments with

considerable velocity. BuMines Bull. 587,

1960, p. 2.
spitzkasten. A series of hopper-shaped or
pointed boxes for separating mineral-bearing slimes according to fineness, in which

the width of each box is double that of

its predecessor, while the lengths increase

by arithmetical progression. As used in
flotation, it is the froth-separating com-

partment of mechanical-agitation-type flotation machines. Also called spitz. See also
funnel box. Fay; Hess.
spltzlutten. Hydraulic classifiers shaped like

the spitzkasten, but having provision for
pressure water to flow upward from near
the apex, thus improving efficiency of
separation. Pryor, 3.

s-plane. An unwarped s-surface. A.G.I. Supp.
splash cup. A cup at the top of some stalag-

mites formed by the falling drips. Schieferdecker.
splasher. a. A plate lined with firebrick and

placed over the iron trough next to the
taphole to keep down flame that blows
from the taphole during a cast. Fay. b.
A water spray system for the protection
of the meial structure inunediately above

th.: tapping hole during the tapping of

a blast furnace. Henderson.
splash man. A laborer who shovels charcoal
over the surface of molten copper being
poured from a reverberatory furnace into
a tilting ladle to prevent excess oxidation
of metal. D.O.T.1.
splash stalagmite. A stalagmite having whorls

of upstanding petaline proturberances in
many stories. Schieferdecker.

splash zone. The area which undergoes the
splashing effect of the breakers. Schieferdecker.
splay. a. Spread; said of arches whose straight
limbs instead of being vertical are spread

(splayed) outwards. Mason. b. Eng. See
hang, c. S.M.R.B., Paper No. 61.
splay faulting. Minor faulting which diverges

from a longer dislocation at an azute

angle. Schieferdecker.
splays. Divergent small faults at the extremities of large, normal faults, especially rifts.

4.01.

spleadent. Applied to the degree of luster of

giving well-defined images, as hematite or
cassit..iite. Fay.
splent. A hard variety of bituminous coal that

ignites with difficulty owing to its slaty

structure, but makes a clear, hot fire.
A.G.I.

splice. a. A joint made in a broken haulage
rope. It is a skilled job and the rope ends

are unlaid for a length on each side of

the break and reformed to a definite pattern. In British coal mines, a splice is not

allowed on a winding rope. Nelson. b.

Generally used to designate an insulated
reconnection of wires of an electric cable
after it has been cut. B.C.I. c. To unite
two ropes by interweaving the strands.
Bureau of Mines Staff. d. A joint made by
splicing. Bureau of Mines Staff.
splice bar. See fishplate. Ham.
splice box. An enclosed connector permitting

short sections of cable to be connected
together to obtain a portable cable of the

required length. A.S.A. C42.85:1956.
spliced. Applied to veins when they pinch out

and are overlapped at that point by
another parallel one. Fay.

spline. A groove or rib on a shaft or inside a
wheel or pulley which allows axial sliding
but not rotation. Mason.
splint coal. A miner's term long used in East-

ern United States and Scotland for certain hard dull coals with a distinctive

type of fracture. Splint coals are irregular
and blocky, with an uneven rough fracture, grayish black in color and of granular texture. Splint coals are barided coals.
Coals containing more than 5 percent of
anthraxylon and more than 30 percent of

attritus determined by microscopic examination are classed as splint
coal. The content of anthraxylon and
opaque matter is determined perpendicular to the bedding across the entire thin
section (2 to 3 centimeters in width). The
opaque attrital portion of the splint coal
may be intercalated with fine, hairlike
streaks of anthraxylon. It occurs mainly
as bands and benches in otherwise brightbanded coal and is wide-spread in bituminous coal seams. Corresponds either to
duroclarite or, more frequently, to clarodurite according to the ration of vitrinite
and inertinite. May also correspond to
vitrinertite.
1963, part I.
splintery fracture. Breakage which produces
elongated splinterlike fragments. Shipley.
split. a. A divider for an air current. C.T.D.
b. To divide the air current into separate
opaque

circuits to ventilate more than one section

of the mine. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2. C.
Any division or branch of the ventilating
current. Fay. d. The workings ventilated

by that branch. Fay. e. A current of air
which has been separated from the main

intake to ventilate a district in a mine.
The proportion of air allowed in a split
varies directly with the size of the district and the number of men working in

it. Nelson. f. A bench separated by a considerable interval from the other benches
of a coal bed. Fay. g. To divide a pillar or

post by driving through it one or more
roads. Fay. h. A layer of coal which has
separated from its parent seam. Seam
splitting is often detrimental as it may
separate a coal seam of workable thickness into two or more layers which are
too thin for economic mining.' See also
eplit seam; ventilation, splitting. Nelson.

i. The upper or lower portion of a di-
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splits
vided coal seam. C.T.D. j. The division
of a bed of coal into two or more horizontal sections by 5ntervening rock strata.
Hudson. k. The process of dividing a core

lengthwise, dividing a granular material
into several representative parts so that
samples can be sent to several interested
parties, or reducing core storage space or
the

quantity of material retained as a

sample. Long. I. A brick of the shape of
a standard square split down its length;
commonly a 9 by 41/2 inch brick with a
thickness of either 114, 15, or 2 inches.
Also known as a scone. See also standard
square. Dodd. m. A glass bottle containing 61/2 fluid ounces (for mineral water).
Dodd. n. A crack that penetrates glassware, as distinct frora a check or vent.
Dodd.
split barrel. A core barrel that is split lengthwise so that it can be taken apart and the
sample removed. Long.

split-barrel sampler. A drive-type soil sampler

with a split barrel; also a swivel-type

double-tube core barrel, the inner tube of
which is split. Long.
split block. Mica not exceeding 15 mils in
thickness that has been split and selected
within tolerances of 3 to 4 mils but which

has not been cut or stamped to dimen-

sions, shape, or form. Skow.

split brilliant. A brilliant split apart at the
base of its pyramidal forms, so as to maks

two gems. Standard, 1964.

split bushing. A bushing made in two pieces,

for ease of insertion and removal. Nichols.

split check. A system of leasing practiced at
Cripple Creek, Colo., whereby the men
and company divide the profits. von
Bernewitz.

split Coal. Coalbed separated by clay, shale,

or sandstone parting which thickens so
that both benches cannot be mined together. 4.0.1. Supp.
split core. A core that has been split length-

wise into halves or quarters. Long.
split core barrel. A type of core barrel which

can be opened longitudinally to remove
the core. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3.

split die. A die part made in two pieces,

usually vertically sectioned to facilitate
the forming of a cavity; in powder metal-

lurgy, a segment die. See also segment
die. Henderson.

split inner-tabe core barrel. A double-tube
core barrel with
lengthwise. Long.

the inner tube

split

split lagging. Drum lagging made in two
pieces to allow changing it without dismantling the drum. Nichols.

split-ring core lifter. A hardened steel ring
having an open slit, an outside taper, and
an inside or outside serrated surface. In
its expanded state it allows the core to
pass through it freely, but when the drill
string is lifted the outside taper surface
slides downward into the bevel of the bit
or reaming shell, causing the ring to contract and grip tightly the core which it
surrounds. Also called core catcher; core
gripper; core lifter; ring lifter; split-ring
lifter spring lifter. Long.
split-rink lifter. Synonym for split-ring core
lifter. Long.
split rock. A rock possessing tabular structure,

or which cleaves easily in the lines of

lamination, and consequently suitable for
flagging and curbstones. Fay.
'pins. a. In mine ventilation, the branches of
a circuit. Hartman, p. 127. b. Eng. Small

Specific gravity, 3.13 to 3.20; Mohs' hardnem, 6.5 to 7; monoclinic. Found in North
Carolina, California, Massachusetts, South
Dakota; Brazil, Malapsy Republic. A

pieces of wood set on a prop in place of
a headtree. S.M.R.B., Pa Per No. 61.

split seam. A coal seam that has separated
into two or more layers which may, or
may not, rejoin some distance away. See

also multiple splitting. Nelson.
split shovel. A device for sampling fine ore,
consisting of a fork in which the prongs
are separate scoops, each scoop being the
same width as the open spaces between.
Fay.

split spread. In seismic prospecting, a line of
detectors symmetrically disposed on two

source of lithium, and used in ceramics
and glass as a source of lithia and alumina. Also called triphane. Sanford; Dana
17 ; CCD 6d, 1961.
spoil. a. The overburden or nonore material
removed in gaining access to the ore or
mineral material in surface mining. Also
called waste. Bureau of Mines Staff. b.

ture with thin partitions between the
visicles, and thus resembling a sponge.

Schieferdecker.
spongy enamel. Vitreous enamelware that is

Zen:. c. Eng. A stratum of coal and dirt
mixed. Fay. d. Dirt or rock which has
been removed from its original location.

faulty because of local hi3h concentrations of bubbles. Dodd.

spongy iron. See reduced iron Fay.
spontaneous. a. Self-starting. 'Jason. b. Used
to describe the driving potential which

causes electric currents to circulate in
boreholes. These currents are not in any

Nichols.

spoil bank. a. A term common in surface

warm air heating and radiator heating.
Also used for other combinations, such as
hot water steam, steam warm air, etc.
Strock, 10.

splitter. One employed in the mica industry
whose duty it is to separate mica into thin
sheets. Fay.

split the air. Same as split, b.
split timber. Logs split to form two pieces.
Jones, 2, p. 56.
splitting. a. Parting of a coalbed into two or
more benches separated by other rocks.
A.G.I. b. In mine ventilation, the practice of connecting airways in parallel by
dividing the total air flow among them.
Hartman, p. 127.
splitting knife. A knife used for splitting
leather or for diamond cleaving. Standard, 1964.
splitting limits. Of a parcel of mineral or
metal being sold, agreed limits of difference between assay values between
which buyer and seller will adjust and
deal without further external arbitration.
Pryor 3.
splitting method. A method of mining pillars

seldom followed at present. A room is first
driven through the pillars, splitting them
into smaller blocks. The pockets are
turned at right angles and are driven into
the blocks. This method is really gouging
the pillars and is wasteful. Lewu, p. 543.
splitting of air. See ventilation, splitting.
Nelson.

splitting of samples. To reduce a bulk sample
to a representative sample by quartering
or by riffle box. Nelson.
splitting& a. Laminae of mica with a maximum thickness of 0.0012 inch split from

blocks and thins. Skow. b. Lanc. Two

spongolite. A sediment or rock in which the
remains of sponges are an important constitutent. A.G.I. Supp.
spongy. a. In powder metallurgy, a porous
condition in metal powder particles, usually existent in reduced oxides. Henderson. b. Applied to a vesicular rock struc-

Debris or waste material from a coal mine.

sides of the shot point.

split sprocket. A two-piece spro-Aet that can
be assembled on a shaft without removing the shaft bearings. Nichols.
split switches. Any form of mine switch using
switch points or latches. Kiser, 2, p. 36.
split system. Historically, a combination of

spoon
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splits

horizontal level headings driven through
a pillar, in pillar workings, in order to
mine the pillar coal. Fay.
splitting shot. Ark. A shot put into a large
mass of coal detached by a previous blast.
See also block hole. Fay.
split-tube barrel. Synonym for split-barrel
sampler. Long.
split-tube sampler. Synonym for split-barrel
sampler. Long.
split wall; half-pIllar wall. Eng. A place
driven headways through the middle of
a pillar. &AIRS, Paper No. 61.
spm Abbreviation for strokes per minute. Pit
and Quarry, 53rd, sec. E, p. 82.
spodumene. White, palegreen, emerald green,
;
pink, or purple mineral, LiAl(Sis0s)
white su.eak; vitreous luster. Contains SA
percent lithium oxide with some replacement by sodium; insoluble in acids. Hiddenite and kunzite are gem varieties.

mining to designate the. accumulation of
overburden also, underground refuse
piled outside; that part of the mine from
which the coal has been worked away and

the space more or less filled up with
waste. B.C.I. b. To leave coal and other
minerals that are not marketable in the
mine. B.C.I. c. Eng. The place on the
surface where spoil is deposited. Also
called spoil heap. Fay.
spoil dam. An earthen dike forming a depression in which returns from a bore-

way deliberately induced by the well-logging equipment. Also called self-potential;

S.F. curve. Wyllie, p. 1.

spontaneous chipping. See spalling.
spontaneous combustion. a. The heating and

hole can be collected and retained. Long.
spoil heap; dump; tip. The pile of dirt produced by mining operations and stacked
at the surface of a mine either in conical

heaps or in layered deposits. Nelson.
spoil-heap fire.. The heating and burning of
small coal, carbonaceous shale and perhaps iron pyrites in spoil heaps. Nelson.
spoil pile. See waste dump. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

spoil pool. The reservoir formed by a spoil
darn in which the returns from a borehole
collect and are retained. Compare sludge
pit; sump. Long.
spoils. a. See cuttings. Long. b. The debris or
waste material from a mine. Long.
sponge. a. A form of metal characterized by
a porous condition, which is the result of
the decomposition or reduction of a compound without fusion. The term is applied
to forms of iron, the platinum-group

slow combustion of coal and coaly material initiated by the absorption of oxygen. The two main factors involved are:
(1) a coal of a suitable chemical and
physical nature and (2) sufficient broken
coal and air le;king through it to supply
the oxygen needed. The heat pnerated is
retainee with consequent rise in temperature. See also gob fire; gob stink; hydrogen sulfide; open fires. Nelson. b. The
outbreak of fire in combustible material
(such as oily rags or damp hay) that occurs without the direct application of a
flame or a spark. It is usually caused by
o-ddation processes (such as atmospheric oxidation or bacterial fermentation) under conditions that do not permit the dissipation of heat. Webster 3d.
spontaneous fission. Fission that occurs without an externia stimulus. Several heavy
isotopes decay in this manner; for example, curium 242. L&L.
spontaneous liquifaction. See liquefact1an.
ASCE P1826.
spontsneous pneumothoraz. This disease or

accident refers to the forceful entry of
air into the chest cavity. It results from

blemishes on pottery ware before it is

an overexpansion of the lunir.s. H&G.
spontaneous polarization. a. Electrochemical
reactions of certain ore bodies causing
spontaneous electrical potentials. Schieferdecker. b. Synonym for self-potential
method; spontaneous potential method.

2d, 1962 Add.
sponge gold. See cake of gold. Bennett 2d,
1962.
sponge iron. Either porous or pow iered iron

spontaneous potential method. An electrical
method in which a potential field caused
ly s?ontaneous electrochemical phenomena is measured. Synonym lor self-potential method; spontaneous polarization.

metals, titanium, and zirconium. ASM
Gloss. b.. Hafnium produced by the Kroll
process. Thomas. c. The smoothing out,

with a moistened sponge, of slight surface

dried. Also called sponging. Dodd.
sponge, ceramic. See ceramic sponge. Bennett

produced directly without fusion, as by
heating iron ore or an oxide with charcoal, or with a reducing gas ASM Gloss.
sponge iron powder. Ground and sized sponge
iron, which may have been purified or
annealed or both. ASTM B243-65.

sponger. One who removes scratches and im-

perfections from inside of hollow green
tile. Also called tile finisher. See also

finisher. D.O.T. 1.
spouses. Numerous sponges of all types are
used in the enameling incluse-v. A large
quantity are used for ordinary cleaning
work, but others are used for enamel
decoration. The fine small type of sponges

are used for the beading operation in

kitchenware plants. Hansen.
spaying. Smoothing the surface of clay ware
with a sponge before firing. Rosenthal.

InGzi

A.G.I.

A.G.I.

spontaneous spoiling. See spatting. ACSG,
1963.
spool. a. Cast iron distance piece placed between timbers. Ham. b. To wind rope or
cable on a hoist drum. Long. c. Synonym

for cathead. Long. d. The drum of a
hoist. Long. e. The movable part of a

slide-type hydraulic valve. Nichols. f. To
wind in a winch cable. Nichols.
spool-type roller conveyor. A type of roller
conveyor in which the rolls are of conical

or tapered shape with a diameter at thr:

ends of roll larger than at the center.
ASA MI-14.1-195C.

moon. a. A tool for cleaning dust or sludge
from quarry blasting holes. Also called
scraper. See also pneumatic blowpipe.
Nelson. b. An instrument made of an ox

spoon
or buffalo horn, in which earth or pulp
may be delicately tested by washing to
detect gold, amalgam, etc. Fay. c. See
spoon end. Fay. d. A slender rod with a
cup-shaped projection at right angles to

the rod, used for scraping drillings out of
a borehole. Fay. e. A scraper, or similar
instrument, for cleaning the sludge out of
shallow drill holes. This spoon is usnally
made of a
to %-inch iron rod, with
a spoon-shaped end. Stauffer.
spoon end. The edge of a coal basin when the

coal seam spoons, that is, rises to the
surface after growing thinner as it approaches its
spoon. Fay.

termination. Also called

spooner. In bituminous coal mining, a laborer

who scoops drillings out of boreholes in
which explosives are to be charged for
bhating down coal, using a slender iron
rod with a cup-shaped projection bent at
right angles to the handle. D.O.T. 1.
spooning. Many mineral raw materials, such
as petroleum, cementation water (water
containing dissolved copper or iron sulfates or other metal compounds), or brine
are extracted by pumping through boreholes. In spooning, a long spoon (a hollow cylinder with a bottom equipped with

a clap valve, or ball valve, and open

above) is attached to a cable which is let
down into the boreholes where the cylinder fills with the liquid; this is emptied
out after the cylinder is raised. Stoces, v.
1, p. 478.
spoon out. To thin out ; said of a coal seam.
Korson.

spoonproof. Test ladle specimen taken during various stages of melting and fining.

ASTM C162-66.
spoon sampler. A rotating soil sampler, fitted
with an auger-type cutting shoe. Long.
sporadosiderite. Meteoric stones in which iron

is more or less disseminated through the
mass. Dana 6d, p. 32.
sporanglophore. A structure which bears
sporangia, or spore cases. A.G.I.
sporangium. A spore case. A.G.I.
spore. An asexual reproductive structure,
commonly unicellular and usually produced in sporangia. A.G.I.
spore coal. a. Coal formed out of the spores
of lycopods. Fay. b. Coal in which the

attritus may contain a large amount of
spore matter

together with a certain

amount of transparent attrius. See also
cannel coal. A.G.I.

spores. Parts of renroduction organs of Lqny
Coal Measures; plants. There are two
kines, namely, me
res (female) and
microspores (malersPT)hey are found in
most coal seams, particularly the dull
layers. The megaspores vary from 1 to 5
millimeters in size, and the microspores
(or pollen grains) from about 0.01 to 0.1
millimeter. Nelson.
spores zone% Some Coal Measures plants and
their spores possess restricted time ranges,
and these make possible the recognition of
a series of spore zones as narrow subdivi-

sions of geological time. Correlation of

individual seams is frequently possible by

comparison of the frequencies of occurrence of sports making up the seam assemblages. See also palynology. Nelson.

sporinite. A maceral of the exmite group
consisting of spore exines generally much

flattened parallel to strabfication. Compare cutinite. A.G.I. Supp.

sporinite coal. This type coal consists of more

than 50 percent of spores (microspores

sprag
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and mepspores). The spores occur em-

bedded in gefitocollinite, fusinito-collinite
or collinite of fusinitic nature. Other
structured components uniformly dis-

tributed through the coal are cuticles,

resin bodies, gelified and fusinized tissues. Hand specimens of low rank
sporinite coal are brownish, with matt
or granular surfaces. The coal may
have high or low ash and occurs in seams

of different geological age but is particularly common as bands of limited

thickness in seams of the Lower Carboniferous. Sporinite coal naturally admixed
with medium rank gelitocollinite coals is
used for coking. IHCP, 1963, part I.
sporite. a. A deposit formed through the accumulation of fern spores in the caves of
the Island of Reunion. Tomkeieff, 1954.
b. Same as spore coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.
c. See liptite. IHCP, 1963, part I.
sporogelite. A colloidal form of aluminum
hydroxide, A1201.H20, occurring as one
of the constituents of bauxite. Also called
diasporogelite; cliachite; alumogel. English.
spot. a. To mark the site at which a borehole
is

to be drilled, a piece of equipment

placed, or a structure built. Long. b. To

set a drill or piece of machinery at a
preselected site. Long. c. An inclusion in
a diamond. Long. d. To direct to the
exact loading or dumping place. Nichols.

spot-bolting. When one or just a few roof
bolts are used at spot locations. Bureau of

Mines. Instructions for Disaster, FatalAccident, and Miscellaneous Health and

Safety Reports, April 1966, Chapter 11.5,

p. 63.

spot coolers. Low capacity, semiportable re-

frigeration units of 150,000 to 500,000
British thermal units per hour cooling
capacity that are used in cooling sites of
limited extent, such as an underground
enginehouse or the face of a development end. The refrigerant used is nontoxic, and an electric or compressed-air
drive is applied to a reciprocating compressor. Roberts, I, p. 155.
spot drilling. Making an initial indentation
in a work surface, with a drill, to serve as

a centering guide in a subsequent machining operation. ASM Gloss.

spot facing. Machining a flat seat for a bolt
head, nut, or other similar element at the
end of and at right angies to the axis of
a previously made hole. ASM Gloss.

spot level. The reduced level of any survey

point. Ham.

spot log. A log or marker placed to show a

truck driver the spot where he should

stop to be loaded. Nichols.

spots, sweat. B. ads of perspiration, if allowed

to drop on cisque ware, can cause a defect in a fired enamel surface. Enam.
Dict.

spotted. An irregularity of the ore content of

any vein pockety. Fay.
spotted said. See spotted slate. A.G.I.
spotted slate. An argillaceous rock in which
low-grade metamorphism has caused the
growth of incipient porphyroblasts. See
also desmoisite; desmosite; fleckschiefcr;
fructschiefer;. garbenschiefer; hornfels;
knotenschiefer; knotted slate; maculose;
porphyroid; slate; spilosite; spotted schist.

spotter. a. In truck usage the man who directs the driver into loiding or dumping
position. Nichols. b. In a pile driver, the
horizontal connection between the ma-
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chinery deck and the lead (pile guide).
Nichols. c. See car pincher. D.O.T. 1.

spot tests. Simple and speedy qualitative tests

used to identify element of minerals species when prospecting, valuing a deposit,
or testing mill products. Pryor, 3.
spotting. a. The bringing of mine cars or surface wagons to a specific spot for loadink

discharging, or any other purpose. Su
also wagon spotter. Nelson. b. Plac:ng
trucks for loading or dumping. Nichols,
2. c. Laying bags of stabilizer at regular

intervals on the ground preparatory to
soil stabilization. Ham. d. Fitting one part

of a die to another by applying an oil

color to the surface of the finished part
and bringing this against the surface of
the intended mating part, the high spots
being marked by the transferred color.
ASM Gloss.

spotting hoist. A small haulage engine used

for bringing mine cars into the correct

position under a loading chute, feeder or
other point. See also pickrose hoist. Nelson.

spotting out. Delayed, uneven staining of
metal by entrapment of chemicals during
the finishing operation. ASM Gloss.
spotty ore. Ore in which the valuable material is concentrated irregularly as small
particles; for example, coarse gold in lowgrade rocks. Nelrun.

spot welding. Welding of lapped parts in
which fusion is confined to a relatively
small, circular area. It is generally resistance welding, but may also be gasshielded tungsten arc, gas-shielded metal
arc, or submerged arc welding. ASM Gloss.

spout. a. S. Staff. A short underground passage connecting a main road with an airheading. Fay. b. Newc. A box or trough
down which coal is run from the wagons
or cars into ships. Fay. c. See stenton, c.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2. d. The part of a
feeder which carries the orifice, revolving
tube, needle, etc. ASTM C162-66. e. A
refractory block shaped to carry molten
glass, usually to a forming machine. See
also feeder spout; pot spout. Dodd.
spout delivery pump. A pump similar te
diaphragm pump which is not capable of

delivering water above its own height.
See also force pump. Ham.

spouter. An oil or gas well, the flow of which
has not been controlled by the engineers.
Webster 3d.

spout hole. S. Wales. A short siding vpon
which trams are loaded in the mine. F.1'
spoutman. One who directs the pourh
f
slag from ladle through spout into a reverberatory furnace used for smelting.
D.O.T. Supp.
spout mouth. Scot. A place on a level road

where the material from a spout (or

chute) is filled into the cars. Fay.
spout road. Scot. A chute so steep that the
mineral slides down to the haulage level.
Fay.

sp pd Abbreviation for specific productivity.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
sprag. a. A short wooden prop set in a slanting position for keeping up the coal during the operation of holding. Fay. b. Ark.
Heavy slanting props wedged against the

to prevent it from flying when
blasted. Fay. c. A short, round piece of
hard wood, sharpened at both ends, incoal

serted between spokes of mine car wheels

to retard motion. Hudson. d. A nog.

Mason. e. To strut or nog; to set a prop.
Mason. f. To chock or stop, as a vehicle
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or wheel, by a sprag; prop. Stmidard,
1964. g. The horizontal member of a

spray lance. The pipe from a hand sprayer
carrying the jets through which a road

square set of timbers running parallel to
the axis of a heading. Siauffer. h. Eng. A
short prop, set inclined, as a strut to support the overhanging side. Also called
stay; spur. SMRB, Paper No. 61. i. Synonym for rod spear. Long.
spragger. In anthracite and bituminous coal
mining, a laborer who rides trains of cars
and controls their free movement down
gently sloping inclines by throwing
switches and by poking sprags (short,
stout, metal or wooden rods) between the
wheel spokes to stop them. D.O.T. 1.

spragging. The act of checking a mine car

with a sprag. Korson.

sprag road. A mine road having such a sharp
I

spring auxiliary cylinder

sprag

grade that sprags are needed to control

the descent of the car; hence, two-, three-,
or four-sprag road. See also sprag, b. Fay.

sprague and henwood core barrel. A core

barrel which is mounted on ball bearings
inside a diamond drilling bit and is capable of taking rock cores down to 1 inch
diameter. Ham.
spray. a. In a hydrocyclone, the discharge
from the apex in spray form, showing that
the cyclone is not overloaded. Pryor, 3.

b. In high-tension separation, the spray
discharge

is

the

high-voltage

corona

sprayed from the discharge wire, in an

area through which the ore falls. Pryor, 3.
spray bar. A pipe with jets spraying binder

on to a road from a tank in which the

binder is kept under pressure by a pump.
Ham.

spray-booth. A spray-booth is generally a
galvanized iron chamber with an exhaust
system, a means for collecting the waste
enamel, and the front open for spraying.
In some cases spray-booths are of sufficient size so that two operators may work

at the same time. Hansen.
spray drying. The process of dewatering a
suspension

for exampk, clay slip, by

spraying the suspension into the top of a
heated chamber, the dried powder being
removed from the bottom. Dodd.

sprayer. a. A spraying machine. Nelson. b.

A surface vehicle with a container for

distributing fluid material in a thin layer
while in slow transit, whether by gravity
or pressure. Nelson. c. See tank sprayer.
Ham.

spray gun. The primary requirements for an
enamel spray gun are light weight, simplicity, good atomization, a constant flow

of enamel and resistance to wear. The

operation of a spray gun depends upon a
flow of enamel slip through a control
orifice, called the fluid tip and the air cap
through which the air at a preuure of 60
to 100 pounds. escapes. Rapid progress

has been made in the developments of
superior types of spray guns during the
last few years. Hansen.

spraying. The application of enamel slip or

glaze to a surface by means of a spray

gun. ACSB 3.
spraying machine. A machine which applies

a spray under pressure on mine timber

supports to preserve and fireproof them.
It may also be used for lirnewashing and
water spraying of dust. The machine is
mounted on wheels and operated by compressed air. Nelson.
spraying screen. A screen used for the removal by spraying of fine solids present

among or adhering to larger particles.

B.S. 3552, 1962.

binder is spread. See also spray bar. Ham.
spray lime. A specially milled dry hydrated
lime of very fine particle size of at least
98 percent passing a No. 325 mesh rcreen.
Boynton.

spray quenching. Quenching in

spray of

liquid. ASM Glo:s.

sprays. Appliances to damp deposits of dust
in tunnels and workings before shotfiring
and loading operations. Water sprays are
also used along dusty roadways. Various
types of mist projectors and atomizers are
used and effect considerable improvement,

but the dust trapped consists chiefly of
the coarser particles. In many dusty mines,

a water pipe system extends throughout
the workings and sprays employed at all
loading and other dusty points. Sprays
are also used to suppress dust at coal and

ore processing plants. See also whale-type
jib. Nelson.
spray sagging. The appearance of wavy lines
on the vertical surface of vitreous enamelware after it has been sprayed and before

the slip coating is dried. The fault is
caused by incorrect adjustment of the

fluidity and thixotropy of the slip. Dodd.
spray transfer. The term describes the transfer of metal as a spray of droplets during
consumable-electrode arc welding. Spray
transfer is further described as "axial"
when the stream of droplets is along the
arc axis, and as "rotating" if it rotates at

an oblique angle to the arc axis thus

generating a conical surface. Also known
as small-drop transfer. BuMines Bull. 625,
1965, p. VII.
spray welding. A process for the localized

repair of clacks in the refractory brickwork of a gas retort or coke oven; a refractory powder is carried by a stream of
oxygen into an oxy/coal-gas flame so that
the powder fuses on the brickwork to seal
the selected damaged area on which it is
projected. Compare airborne sealing.
Dodd.

the tail chain to ends of the spreader.

Zern.
spreader operator. See tripper man. D.O.T.
Supp.
spread footing. A particularly wide footing,
generally of reinforced concrete. Ham.

spreadiir. The diminution of sound pres-

sure level with distance according to vari-

Jus laws or behavior, such as spherical

spreading, cyclindrical spreading, or dipo-

lar spreading. Hy.
spreading anomaly. That part of the propagation anomaly which may be identified
with the geometry of the ray paths. Hy.
spreading box. An appliance having a container into which road material is loaded,
and from which it is spread in a uniform
layer without being compacted. Ham.
spreading the load. Foundation arrangements

to spread the structural load over sufficient area of hard soil to prevent pene-

tration and excessive yield. The methods
include wide footings concrete in trenches
or rafts, inverted arches, grillages and piles.
In soft soils, trenches or rafts of concrete
are used, and in sand sheet piles may be
used as binders. The concrete extends from

8 to 12 inches beyond the footings to

spread the load. Nelson.
spread length. Length of a seismometer
spread. Schieferdecker.

spread of ash. The maximum tolerance allowable for performance between deter-

mined bed quality of the coal and the

average run-of-mine analysis in the railroad car. Some authorities have accepted
a 15-percent increase in ash content as
the maximum tolerance allowable. For
example, a coal that aven ges 4.50 per-

cent ash in the bed should not exceed
5.1b percent in run-of-mine shipments.
Mitchell, p. 220.

spread recorder. An instrument used in

bridge testing to measure any outward
spread of an abutment under load. See

also rotation recorder. Ham.
sprig. In foundry work, stiffening length of
iron inserted in sand mold. Pryor, 3.
spray zone. The area affected by the spray sprigged ware. Pottery that is decorated by
of the breakers. Schieferdecker.
the application of low-relief clay ornaspread. a. The area covered at a given thickmentation, sometimes formed in molds.
ness by a given quantity of such materials
ACSG, 1963.
as chippings or road binder. Ham. b. The sprigging. The decoration of pottery' vases,
surface in proportion to the depth of a
etc., by affixing clay figures usually classistone. Hess.
cal, to form a bas relief; the figures are
spreader. a. A horizontal timber below the
pressed separately from the vase and are
cap of a set, to stiffen the legs, and to
made to adhere to the wart by means of
support the bratfice when there are two
clay slip. Dodd.
air courses in the same gangway. Fay. b. sprills. In powder metallurgy, metal powder
A piece of timber stretched across a shaft
particles of cylindrical form, little longer
as a temporary support of the walls. Fay.
than their diameters. Henderson.
c. A tool used in sharpening machine drill spring. a. To enlarge the bottom of a drill
bits. Fay. d. One that spreads, holds, or
hole by small charges of a high explosive
keeps apart; as, any of a series of crossin order to make room for the full charge;
bearers that supports a line of rails (as in
to chamber a drill hole. Fay. Compare
an adit or heading). Webster 3d. e. A
camouflet. b. Synonym for core lifter.
strut in tunnel or heading timber sets.
Long. c. To chamber. See also chamber,
Nelson.

f. A surface machine which

spreads dumped material with its blades.
Nelson. g. A machine traveling on railway track and equipped with 15-foot-wide

blades for spreading dunwed material.
Ham.

spreader beam. A stiff beam suspended from

a crane hook and fitted with a number
of ropes hanging from different points
along its length. It is employed for such
purposes as lifting long reinforced con-

crete piles or large sheets of glass. Ham.
spreader block. See deflecting block. Dodd.
spreader cludas. Chains joining the end of

k. Long. d. Synonym for finger, as ap-

plied to the fingers of a basket core lifter.
Long. e. A general name for any discharge
of deep-seated, hot or cold, pure or mineralized water. Fay. f. A place where, without the agency of man, water flows from

a rock or soil upon the land or into a

body of surface water. A.G.I.

spring auxiliary cylinder. A heavy tension
spring, enclosed in a cylinder, which is
connected to the paaline of certain types
of shaker conveyors to keep the conveyor
in tension. It is attached to the conveyor

by a driving chain and to a prop by a

fixing chain. Keeping the conveyor in
tension, it is claimed, will save the conveyor rannections and increase the output. Jones.
springback. a. The elastic recovery of metal
after stressing. ASM Gloss. b. The degree to which metal tends to return to its
original shape or contour after undergoing a forming operation. ASM Gloss. c.
In flash, upset, or pressure welding, the
deflection in the welding machine caused
by the upset pressure. ASM Gloss.

spring balance. Records weight by measuring spring distortion produced by weight
of load. Pryor, 3, p. 35.
spring beams. Eng. Two short parallel timbers built into a Cornish pumping engine
house, nearly on a level with the engine

beam, for ratching the beam, etc., and
preventing a smash in case of a break-

down. Zern.
spring constant. Force for unit elongation of
the spring used in geophysical instruments. A.G.I.
spring core lifter. Synonym for core spring.
Compare split-ring core lifter. Long.

sedimentary and some igneous rocks, particularly granite. The principle of spring-

the end of a winding, capstan, or crab

charge in it. Nichols. c. In blasting, a

method of enlarging the bottom of holes
by firing a number of charges, of increas-

ing size, until the required quantity of
explosive can be placed in the hole.
Springing is best done with a powerful,

quick-acting explosive, such as 40 percent
straight dynamite, 40 percent gelatin
dynamite, 50 percent low-freezing dyna-

mite, or 60 percent ammonia dynamite.
Overspringing the hole results in the disadvantage of causing cushioned blasting,
and the full force of the explosive is not
realized..Lewis, p. 161. Also called bully.
ing; chambering; shaking a hole. See also
spring, a. Fay. d. In certain types of rock

large quantities of stone can be blasted
down by the method known as springing
the shothole. The technique requires that

the rock contains well defined bedding or
Jointing planes, auch as are found in most

suitable bor making springs. Pryor, 3.
spring switches. Switches sometimes used

gradually increasing charges of black pow-

where it is desired to permit flanges of
trailing wheels to pass along the other
track from that for which the points are

149.

operadng mechanism so that the points
automatically return to their normal po-

ing is to drill a borehole with a heavy
burden and then explode a succession of

der so that the bedding planes or joints
are opened up to permit the placing of a
large final charge. McAdam II, pp. 148springing a hole. See springing.

set for facing movements. To accomplish
this e. spring device is incorporated in the
sition after the trailing wheels have passed

through the switch. Urquhart, Sec. 2, p.

springing drill holes. The operation of enlarging the bottom part of a drill hole by
exploding small successive charges. The
purpose is to form a chamber so that
more explosive can be concentrated in the
bottom of the hole. Fraenkel.
springing line. a. The horizontal line drawn

spring temper. See temper. ASM Gloss.
spring tidal currents. Tidal currents of increased velocity prodUced during syzygy.

the point where the intrados of the arch
meets the interior face of the sidewalls or
abutments. Stauffer. b. The line joining
the springings on both sides of an ,arch.

ring cut through and bent into helical

at the point of origin of an arch; or at

C.T.D.

springing points. The points at which the
undercurve of an arch commences. A.R.I.

spring latch. The latch or tongue of an automatic switch, operated by a spring at
lost
spring dart. a. A tool used to ntrieve
the side of the mine track. Fay.
withboring gear. Pryor, 3. b. A device to
lifter. Synonym for core lifter. Comdraw the steel casing from a borehole spring
pare split-ring core lifter. Long.
when finished. The casing is cut into con- spring-lifter
case. Synonym for core-lifter
venient lengths and then the spring dart
case.
Long.
is lowered to bring up each length sep- spring line. The meeting of the roof arch
arately. The dart springs open immediand the sides of a tunnel. Nichols.
ately when it meets a cut or recess in the spring-loaded.
Held in contact or engageand
casing, which length it then grips
ment
by
springs.
Nichols.
Iifts to the surface. See also Kind's plug. spring-mounted rolkr
conveyor. a. A type
Nelson.
of roller conveyor where the ends of each
formed
by
spring deposits. Minor deposits
roll is supported on a spring. ASA
springs of magmatic origin that are of litMH4.1-1958. b. A section of roller contle economic importance but of considveyor supposted on springs. ASA MH4.1erable scientific interest. Silica and the
1958. b. A section of roller conveyor supsulfides of arsenic, antimony, lead, copported on springs. ASA MH4.1-1958.
per, and mercury are being deposited by spring
pits. Small craterlets found on sand
these springs, as are also gold, silver, fluorbeaches
produced by ascending waters.
ite, and barite. Lewis, p. 275.
They range in diameter from 30 to 60
spring dog. Scot. Same as spring hook. Fay.
centimeters with a depth of about 15
springer. See skewback. Dodd.
centimeters. Pettijohn.
Springeran. Lower lower Pennsylvanian.A.G .1 . spring points. Railway points other than
Supp.
trailing which are held closed by springs.
spring hook. Eng. An iron hook attached to
Ham.
rope, fitted with a spring for closing the
opening, and thus preventing the kibble or
tub from falling off. Fay.
springing. a. A quarry blasting method in
which a succe:sion of charges is fired in
a boreh h r.; open up a chamber. B.S.
3618, 1964, sec. 6. b. Enlarging the bottom of a drill hole by exploding a small

spud

1.060

spring awziliary cylinder

spring ipole; rocking lever. A horizontal beam

to give the reciprocal motion to the rods
in hand boring. The pole is from 25 to 30
feet in length and is made of pliant larch.
The arrangement is slow and only used
for shallow holes and where mechanical
power is not available. Nelson.
spring range. The average semidiurnal range
of tide at time of syzygy. Hy.
spring rise. The mean height of high water
above chart datum during syzygy. Hy.
spring roll crusher. A crushing machine sim-

42.

Hy.

spring tide. The increased range of tide

generated by tractive effect of the moon
and the sun occurring in phase. Hy.
spring washer. A washer consisting of a steel
form, which prevents a nut from unscrew-

ing. Ham.
spring water. Often contains a considerable
amount of dissolved solid substances which

render the water hard, but having filtered
through finely porous rocks it is usually
free from bacteria. Cooper, p. 360.
springy fiber. Fiber strands lacking, the usual
soft texture but possessing a high degree
of elasticity. Sinclair, W.E., p. 484.

sprinkler. a. In bituminous coal mining, a

laborer who sprays or sprinldes water on
dry coal or dust in a mine to reduce ex-

plosion hazards, using a sprinkler or a

sprayer. D.O.T. 1. b. See timber sprinkler.
D.O.T. 1. c. The device with which
sprinkling is done. Bursau of )fines Staff.
sprinkling. An act of spraying water into the
atmosphere and on coal surfaces to allay
coal dust. B.C.I.

sprocket. A gear that meshes with a chain
or crawler track. Nichols.
sprocket gear. A gear that meshes with a
roller or silent chain. Nichols.
sprocket wheel. Eng. Rag wheel. A wheel
with teeth or pins which engage the links
of a chain. Zern.
spruce ocher. Brown or yellow ocher. Fay.
sprat. a. A piece of metal attached to a
casting, occupying the gate or passage,

through which the metal was poured.

Fay. b. A molder's rod for making sprue
holes. Standard, 1964. c. The channel
that connects the pouring basin with the
runner. ASM Gloss. d. Sometimes used
to mean all gates, risers, runners, and similar scrap. ASM Gloss. e. The waste
enamel frit which accumulates at the taphole of a smelter. Spruce is air-cooled and,

therefore, cannot ground

as easily as

water-quenched frit, producing gallstones

in milhng. Enam. Dia.

ilar to the double roll crusher witb the
difference that springs are fixed to the

sprue bole. A pouring hole in a mold; a gate.
Standard, 1964.

bearings of one roll. Nelson.
spring rolls. Crushing rolls used in ore
breaking. Two parallel cylinders, mounted
horizontally, are held apart by shims, and
pressed together by powerful springs.
Crushable rocks falling between them are
drawn down as the cylinders revolve,.but

ported solely by skewbacks. Compare suspended arch. See also skewback. Dodd.
spud. a. A nail, resembling a horseshoe nail,

unbreakable material causes, the spnngs
to yield and let it pass without damage.
Pryor, 3.
spring steel. a. A steel that is processed (as

by cold drawings, told rolling or heat
treating) iu give it the elastic properties
and yield strengh useful in springs. Web-

ster 3d. b. CarWn steel, or low-alloy steel

clOft6

sprung arch; sprung roof. An arch, or furnace roof, the brickwork of which is sup-

with a hole in the head, driven into mine
timbering, or into a wooden plug inserted
in the rock, to mark a surveying station.
Also called spad. Fay. b. Tr> bore, as the
first 50 feet of an oil well, by the use of
the bull leheel. Standard, 1964. c. To
commence drilling operations by making
a hole. Wheeler. d. To begin the drilling

of a borehole with a spud or diamondpoint bit. Long. e. An offset type of fish.
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square groove weld

and to move the dredge. Nichols, 2.
spud setter. a. A mine surveyor. See also

spyker-draad. Nail wire (or wire nails), an
Afrikaans term describing springy fiber.
Sinclair, W. E., p. 484.
sq cm Abbreviation for square centimeter.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
sq dkm Abbreviation for square dekameter.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
sq ft Abbreviation for square foot. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 62.
sq hm Abbreviation for square hectometer.
BuAtin Style Guide, p. 62.
sq in Abbreviation for square inch. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 62.
sq km Abbreviation for square kilometer.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
sq m Abbreviation for square meter. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 62.
sq 11 Abbreviation for square micron. Also

spud
ing tool used to clear a space around
tools stuck in a borehole. Long. f. A cabletool drill bit. Long. g. An anchorage during dredging provided by a steel post underneath a dredger which can be lowered

by a toothed rack or by ropes until it is

secured in the seabed, riverbed, or dredge
pond. Ham.
spud bit. a. A mud or diamond:point bit

used to drill through overburden or soil
down to bedrock. Long. b. A broad, dull,
drilling tool for working in
earth down to rock with a churn or cabletool drill. Long.

chisel-face

spudded-In. A term applied to a borehole
that has been started and the hole has
reached bedrock and/or the standpipe
has been set. Long.

spudder. a. A drill used for seismic shot holes

in hard rock or gravel. The bit is raised
and dropped and the resulting cuttings
are removed with a bail or pipe with a

flap valve in the bottom. A.G.I. b. A

churn drill, churn-drill operator, or the
special bit used to begin a borehole by
rotary, diamond, or churn drills. Long. c.
A colloquialism for a small drilling rig.
Williams.
spudder drill. Synonym for

churn drill.

Long.

spudding. a. The operation, in rope drilling, of boring throui,h the subsoil at the
start of a hole. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3.
b. In diamond and/or rotary drilling, a
general term applied to drilling through
overburden with a fishtail bit, drag bit, or
diamond-point bit. Long. c. Sinking a'conductor, standpipe or casing with a churnor cable-type drill rig. Long.

spudding bit. a. A broad dull drilling toot
for working in earth down to the rock.

Standard, 1964. b. A heavy chisel bit
used in percussive drilling to drill through

subsoil. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3. c. See
spud bit. Long. d. The bit wed to start
the hole. When the hole is deep enough,
regular drilling tools are substituted. Williams.

spudding boreholes. The working of a cable

drill up and down on a short length of
rope when passing through the superfi-

cial deposits down to bedrock. This section of hole is cased. Nelson.
spudding drill; churn drill. A drill that makes

a hole by lifting and dropping a chisel
bit. Nichols.

spudding driller. In petroleum production

industry% one who uses a lightweight, por-

table drilling rig (spudder) for the drilling of shallow wells, or a regular cable
drilling rig to drill the first few feet of a
well. Also called spudder or spud driller.
D.O.T. 1.

spudding drum. In a churr drill, the winch

that controls the drilling line. Nichols.
spudding in. a. As employed and understood
by oil operators, denotes the first abrasion

of the soil by the drill or that of first

entrance of drill into the ground. Ricketts II. b. See spud, d. Long.

spudding tools. Tools used to begin a borehole in earthy materials with a diamond
or rotary orill; also, the drilling tools used
by a cable tool or churn drill. Long.
spud drill: Synonym for churn drill. Long.
spud driller. See spudding driller. D.O.T. 1.
spud-in. See spud, d. Long.
spuds. On a dredge, steel tubes pointed at

the bottom and provided with lifting
tackle at the top which are used to hold

spud, a. Fay.
D.O.T. 1.

b.

See surveyor, mitie.

spud well. On a dredge, a pair of guide

collars for a spud. Nichols.
spun concrete. Concrete compacted by centrifugal action. Taylor.
spun glass. See fiber. ASTM C162-66.
spunney. Lanc. A self-acting plane or incline. Fay.
spur. a. Scot. A portion of the coal left

unholed to support the coal seam until
the rest of the holing is completed. Also
called spurring; spurn. Fay. b. Eng. To

support or brace with a spur; prop. Web-

ster 3d. c. S. Afr. A small vein leaving
the main body of ore. Beerman. d. A

stempel. Standard, 1964. c. A rock ridge

abbreviated p.i. BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
sq mi Abbreviation for square mile. BuMin

quate blasting. Nichols. f. Eng. See sprag,

h. SMRB, Paper No. 61. g. A ridge or

sq mm Abbreviation for square millimeter.

tain, a range of mountains, or a higher
land surface to some distance at right
angles or in a lateral direction. Webster

squad.

projecting from a sidewall after inadelesser elevation that projects from a moun-

3d. h. A prolongation of a mountain

range on or across the continental or insular shelf. Schieferdecker. i. A solution
remnant of rock projecting from the wall
of a cave. A.G.I. j. An item of kiln furni-

ture in the form of a tetrahedron with

concave faces and shaip points on which
the ware is set. Dodd.
spurious count. Count caused by any agency
other tlian the passage into or through a
counter of photons or particles to which
it is sensitive. NCB.

spurlous frequencks. The response of a crystal at frequencies other than the nominal
one, commonly due to interfering coupled
modes of oscillation. In predimensioning,
this is reduced by edge dimensioning.
AM, 1.
spur markg. Dry spots, not covered by glaze,
sometimes seen on the base of ware which

has been supported in saggars on spurs.

C.T.D.
spurns. S. Staff. Small connecting masses of
coal, left for safety during the operation
of cutting, between the hanging coal and
the main body. See also spur, a. Fay.

spurrite. A pale gray silicate and carbonate
of calcium, 2Ca2SiO4.CaC0s. Granular
masses resembling crystalline limestone.
Probably monoclinic. From Velardena,

Durango, Mex. Scawt Hill, Ire.; Luna
County, New Mex.; Crestmore, Calif.
English.

spur road. Scot. A branch road leading from

a main haulage road. Fay.
spurs. a. Relatively short and small veins of

quartz that cut across the bedding, in
contrast to saddle reefs which more or
less follow the bedding. Nelson. b. Triangular refractory supports that are

placed under glazed ware during firin g. to
prevent sticking to the kiln shehes.
ACSG, 1963.
spurt. Forest of Dean. A distintegrated stone.
Fay.

spur track. In railroading, a short sidetrack

connecting with the main track at one
end only. Standard, 1964.

spur valley. A short branch valley. Nichols.
sp vol Abbreviation for specific volume.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
spy. The small hole, kept plugged, through
which tests and cones are observed. Crispin.

s3
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Style Guide, p. 62.

BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
a. Prov. Eng. Mire; slime; mud
Standard, 1964. b. Prov. Eng. A small
bunch of loose tin ore mixed with earth.

Standard, 1964. Also called squat. Fay.
squamiform cast. See squamiform load cast.
Pettijohn.
squamiform load cast; squamiform cast. A
type of load casting that covers some soles
with crowded lobate casts overlapping
down-current; resembles sagged flute casts

that have an opposite orientation with
respect to current direction. Pettijohn.

squander. York. To extinguish an underground fire. Fay.
square. a. A term used in the slate industry

with reference to roofing slate. A square
is a sufficient number of any size to lay
100 square feet of roof, allowing the
standard 3-inch lap. The estimated weight
of a square of I4-inch slate is 1,000
pounds. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 882.
b. See standard square. Dodd.
square-cut glass. Optical glass cut in small
squares,

separated and designated by

weight. ASTM C162-66.
squared. Eng. A round prop or balk is said
to be squared off when one or more faces

have been hewed on it with an axe by

slightly flattening it lengthwise. SMRB,

Paper No. 61.

square drill collar. A long stabilizer of rectangular shape which when used properly
gives a super-packed-hole effect. Square
drill collars are made primarily from 30foot steel bar stock with a diagonal measurement greater than the hole diameter in
which the collar will eventually be used.
This collar has proved successful in controlling rapid directional and deviational

changes in wells drilled in a disturbedbelt-type area. American Petroleum In-

stitute. Drillin,g and Production Practice,
1963, pp. 75-79.
square drilling. Making square holes by
means of a specially constructed drill,
made to rotate and oscillate so as to follow accurately the periphery of a square
guide bushing or template. ASM Gloss.

square foot of radiator. The amount of
heating surface in the form of radiators,
convectors, unit heaters, or other devices
which will emit 240 British thermal units
per hour. This amount of surface has no
exact relationship to the actual area of
the surface. Strock, 10.

square groove weld. A groove weld in which

the abutting surfaces are square. ASM
Gloss.

squareman
squareman. Eng. A stone cutter or stone
dresser. Standard, 1964.
square measure. I nc I ud es t h e foll owing: 144
square inches (sq in) equal 1 square foot

(sq ft); 9 square feet equal 1 square yard
(sq yd); 303 4 square yards equal 1 square
rod (sq rd); 160 square rods equal 1 acre

(A); 640 acres equal 1 square mile (sq
mi); and 36 square miles equal 1 township ( twp) . Crispin .

bers. The ends of the members are framed

to give each a bearing against the other
two at the corners of the sets where they
join together. The stopes usually are
mined out in floors or horizontal panels,
and the sets of each successive floor are

framed into the sets of the preceding
floor. Sometimes, however, the sets are
mined out in a series of vertical or inclined panels. BuMines Bull. 390, 1936.

square-milefoot. A unit of measure repre-

pp. 10, 12. This method is most applicable

(H/2) to the magnetization at (H),

structurally weak; also, the surrounding
rock may be fractured, faulted, and altered to such an extent that it also is very
weak. The primary function of the square
sets is to furnish only temporary support
for loose fragments of rock and to offer
a passageway to the working face. Permanent support for the stope walls is sup-

senting the volume of water one foot deep
over an area of one square mile. See also
acre-foot. Ham.
squareness ratio. Ratio of magnetization at

where H is the field strength of the completed hysteresis loop. VV.
square-nose bit. A flat-face bit. Long.
square-point shovel. See shovel, b. Carson,
p. 134.
square set. A set of timbers composed of a
cap, girt, and post. These members meet
so as to form a solid 900 angle. They are
so framed at the intersection as to form
a compression joint, and join with three

other similar sets. The posts are 6 or 7
feet high while the caps and girts are 4
to 6 feet long. Fay. This system of timber-

ing can be adapted to large or irregular
ore bodies. Sills are laid in trenches cut in
the floor of the stope if the stope is to be

caught up from the level below. If no

stoping is to be done immediately below,

and if the ground is hard, sills may be
omitted and the posts set directly in

hitches in the floor or on footboards. Caps
and girth are placed on top of the posts, a
line of caps being at right angles to a line
of girts. Square sets vary in dimensions at
different mines, but in general should
give a clear opening of at least 5 feet each
way between posts to afford sufficient

working space in the stope, and a clear
height of 6% feet is about the minimum

height desirable. Lewis, pp. 42-44.
square-set and fill. See square-set stoping.

in mining deposits in which the ore is

plied by filling the sets with broken

waste rock. This is placed as soon as pos-

sible after a tier of sets is worked out,

especially if the ground is heavy. Lewis,
p. 484. The modifications are open stope,
partly filled stope, filled stope, vertical
slice (underhand), vertical slice (overhand), an alternate pillar and stope. Also
known as Nevada system; square-set underhand; pillar-and-stope; back-filling
method; square-set and fill. Fay.
square-set system. A method of mine timbering in which heavy timbers are framed

together in rectangular sets, 6 or 7 feet
high, and 4 to 6 feet square, so as to fill
in as the ore body is removed by overhand stoping. Webster 3d.
square-set underhand. See square-set stoping. Fay.
square thread. a. A screw thread the cross
section of which is square. Long. b. A
robust type of screw thread which can
transmit thrust in both directions. Ham.
square timbering. Eng. The formation of a
shaft through an excavation. It consists of
square settings or frames at intervals,
close-poled behind. Fay.

Fay.
square-set block caving. A 'method of block

square work. a. S. Staff. An old syrem of
working the thick coal by mining the

tracted through drifts supported by square
sets. A retreating system is adopted. Nel-

Fay. b. A system of working a seam of

caving in which the caved ore is ex-

son.

square-set slicing. See top slicing and cover
caving. Fay.
square-set slopes. A method where squareset timbering is used

to support the

ground as the ore is extracted. It is often
used for mining wide ore bodies particularly where the conditions are irregular
and where walls and ore masses are weak.
The first tier of timber sets is termed the
sill floor and the uppermost the mining
floor. Neison.

square-set stopktg. A method of stoping in
which the walls and bc.sk of the excavation are supported by regular framed timbers forming a skeleton enclosing a series
of connected, hollow, rectangular prisms

in the space formerly occupied by thc
excavated ore and providing continuous

lines of support in three directions at
right angles to each other. The ore is
excavated in small, rectangular blocks just

large enough to provide room for standing a set of timber. The essential timbers
comprising a standard square set are respectively termed posts, caps, and girts.
The posts are the upright members, and
the caps and girtz are the horizontal mem-

squeezers
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upper beds first and then the lower ones.

coal by cutting it up into square blocks or
pillars. See also stoop-and-room. Fay.
square work and caving. Set sublevel stoping. Fay.

square work, pillar robbing, and hand filling. See sublevel stoping.

squaring shear. A machine tool, used for
cutting sheet metal or plate, consisting
essentially of a fixed cutting knife, usually

mounted on the rear of the bed, and
another cutting knife mounted on the

front of the reciprocally moving crosshead, which is guided vertically in the
side housings. Corner angles are usually

900. ASM Gloss.
squat. a. Corn. Tin ore mixed with spar.
Also called squad. Fay. b. Corn. A small
ore body in a ven. Standard, 1964.

squat lads! Fall flat down on the floor! In
the early days of coal mining, igniting
the gas was a very common thing; so,
whenever an explosion took place, the
colliers shouted to one another, "Squat,
lads!" See also she's fired! Fay.

squat of ore. Eng. A bunch of ore. Fay.
squealer. A shot that breaks the coal only
enough to allow the gases of detonation
to escape with a whistling or squealing
sound; also called a whistler. Zern.

squeal-out. Ark. See seam-out; squealer. Fay.

squealy coal. Ark. Seamy coal from which
the powder gases escape with a squealing

sound. Fay.
squeegee oil. a. A special mixture of oils

used to suspend enamel color in paste
form for silk screen work, etc. This oil
will burn off during the firing process.
Enam. Dict. b. A liquid mixture of organic materials used as the vehicle in
squeegee paste. ACSG, 1963.

squeegee paste. A mixture of squeegee oil
and finely divided inorganic materials
such as color oxides and fluxes. ASTM
C286-65.

squeegee process. The term squeegee oil is
used, particularly in the United States in-

dustry, for the mixture of oils used to
suspend a ceramic or enamel color for
silk-screen priLting. Similarly, the term

squeegee paste is used for the mixture of

oils, colors, and flux in this process of
decoration. See also silk-screen process.
Dodd.

squeeze. a. A crushing of coal with the roof
moving nearer to the floor. Lewis, p. 543.
b. TbP. settling, without breaking, of the
roof over a considerable area of working.
Also called creep; crush; pinch; nip. Fay.
c: The gradual upheaval of the floor of a
mine, due to the weight of the overlying

strata. Fay. d. The effect of the closure

of stope walls on supports placed between
them. Spalding. e. A passageway in a cave
that is very narrow and can be passed by

a man only with great difficulty. A.G.I.

f. Applied to sections in coal seams where
they have become constricted by the
squeezing in of the overlying or underly-

ing rock as a result of pressure during

folding or other movements. A.G.I. g. A
pinch of the vien in passing through hard

bands of rock. Gordon. h. To inject a
grout into a borehole under high pressure. Long. i. The plastic movement of

a soft rock in the walls of a borehole or
mine working that reduced the diameter
of the opening. Long. j. Pumping cement
back of casing under high pressure to
block off or recement channeled areas.
Wheeler. k. Squeeze in diving is due to
the effect of increasing external pressure
upon the ears and sinuses, the face plate
or the swim suit uncompensated by an
equal increase in pressure from within.

The incidence of squeeze is low. It is

recognized by beginning pain in the ears
and sinus areas or by a feeling of tightness within the face covering, usually
within the first few feet of descent. This
pressure differential decreases with increased depth. Face squeeze can easily be
prevented by exhaling into the face plate.
H&G.

squeeze job. The high-pressure grouting of
a borehole. Long.
squeezer. a. A machine for reducing the puddle ball to a compact mass, ready for the

hammer or rolls. Also called alligator.

Fay. b. The mechanical device for squeez-

ing a part of the slag from the wroughtiron ball and thoroughly mixing the re-

mainder among the fibers. Mersereau, 4th,
p. 444.
squeeze riveter. A single stroke compressed
air cylinder for closing rivets through the
medium of a 'toggle mechanism. See also
hydropneumatic riveter. Ham.
squeezers. A mine tub controller which acts

by squeezing the tub or the wheels. Mason.

nawen.l.=emilinmalf.

1

squeeze time. In resistance welding, the time

between the initial applications of pres-

sure and current. ASM Gloss.
squeezeup. A small excrescence of lava on
the surface of flow (usually a basaltic

flow) produced by the extrusion of viscous

lava through an opening in the solidified

crust. It may be bulbous, linear, or irregular in shape. Linear squeezeups result from the rise of viscous lava into fissures and ordinarily, they project a few

inches to a foot or two above the flow

surface. A.G.I.
squeezing. The slow increase in weight on
pillars or solid coal eventually resulting

in such things as crushing of the coal,

heaving of the bottom and the driving of

pillars into soft floor or top. The cause
normally is leaving pillars or other support which, after considerable area is
opened up, prove to be inadequate, permitting the top to settle gradually with
transfer of the weight to active places
and solid coal. Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8,
August 1966, p. 200.
squeezing-box. A metal cylinder having at
its bottom an orifice through which a
mass of plastic clay is forced in the shape

of a long roll, from which handles may

be cut, as for jugs. Standard, 1964.
squib. a. A thin tube filled with black powder, forming a slow-burning fuse to explode a stemmed charge of black powder.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. b. A firing device

that will burn with a flash Which will

ignite black powder. Nichols. c. A small
charge of powder exploded in the bottom

of a drill hole, to spring the rock, after
which a heavy shot is fired. A springing
shot. Fay. d. In well boring, a vessel, con-

taining the explosive and fitted with a
time fuse, that is lowered into a well to
detonate the nitroglycerin charge. Fay.
squib, electric. See electric squib.
squib shot. A blast with a small quantity of
high explosives fired at some point in the

borehole for the purpose of dislodging
some foreign material which has fallen
into it. Fay.

squint. A building brick with cne end chamfered on both edges so that the brick can
be used at an oblique quoin. Dodd.
squinted vein. Derb. A mineral vein cut by
a dike and thereby thrown out of alinement on the two sides of the dike. Arkell.
squirrel cage fan. A centrifugal blower with
forward-curved blades. Strock, 10.
squirrel-cage motor. An alternating current

electric motor with many applications.
The rotor is made of strong parallel col,per or aluminum bars on the perimeter,
joined to end rings of the same metal.
Ham.

squirting. Forcing lead by hydraulic pressure into the form of rods or pipes. Fay.
squotting. A stage in the heating of clay
when so much of the material has fused
that the mass begins to loie its shape and
becomes viscous. See also fusion of clay.

Nelson.

Sr Chemical symbol for strontium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1.
SR fusion-cast refractory. A French fusioncast refractory, for example, glass tank

block, made by a process that largely

eliminates the cavites that occur as a result of shrinkage while the block cools
from the molten state. The block is made
by a so-called high filling 'process' (SR=
264-972 0-68---68
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squeeze time

sur-remplis) and is then heat treatcd.
Dodd.

srp Abbreviation for static reservoir pres-

sure. Also abbreviated SRP. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 62.
SSF Abbreviation for Saybolt seconds furol.
Pit and Quarry, 53rd, sec. E, p. 82.
s-surface. One of numerous parallel surfaces
of bedding or foliation which indicate di-

rectional properties in rocks; it -nay be
warped. A.G.I. Supp.
stab. a. To guide a pipe, casing, or drill rod
so that the threads will engage properly.
Long. b. To recover a drill tool lost in a
borehole by using a spear-shaped or
pointed fishing tool. Long. c. In adding
to a drill string, the action of lining up

and catching the threads of the

loose

sometimes freely rotating, slightly larger
than the outer diameter of a core barrel
and mounted directly above the core barrel back head. Also called ferrule; fluted
coupling. Long. b. A misnomer for guide

rod. Long. c. Any powdered or liquid

additive used as an agent in soil stabiliza-

tion. See also processing; spotting; soil

stabilization. Ham.
stabilizing treatment. Any treatment intended

to stabilize the structure of an alloy or
the dimensions of a part. ASM Gloss.

stable. a. Not readily decomposed or de-

formed. Nelson. b. A short drivage, room,
or space excavated at the end of a longwall face to accommodate a cc...1 cutter
or cutter loader. The stable provides room

for turning the machine where this

is

piece. Nichols.

necessary,and also exposes a buttock for

derrick to connect with other joints,

face. Nelson. c. An elongated recess in a
mine roadway, near the pit bottom, and
divided into compartments to accommo-

slabber. In the work of tubing oil and gas
wells, the person whose duty is to guide
the joints suspended by a rope from the
placed in tlie well. Ricketts, I.

stag hole. Usually a short hole drilled,
charged, and fired to shatter the rock

the machine to start its cut across the

date horses or pit ponies. Nelson. d. Chem-

ically, in a balanced state which is not
easily upset.

Structurally, resistant to

near the collars of the cut holes. Nelson.

overturning. Of emulsion, resistant to
breakdown into its component phases.

amorphism, occurs in coal and kerogen

stable boss. a. A man placed in charge of
the stables and of the animals employed

stabile metabitumens. Stabilized bitumen
derived from labile protobitumens by met-

shale. Stabile metabitumens are subdivided

into two groups, polymerbitumens and
kerobitumens. Tomkeieff, 1954.

stabile protobitumen. Organic material that
resists decay, for example, waxes, resins,

spores, leaf cuticle, that is likely to be
preserved as amber or in torbanite and

Pryor, 3.

at a mine. Fay. b. The same as barn boss.

Korson.

stable coast; stationary coast. A coast show-

ing no signs of a relative raise or subsidence. Schieferdecker.

devitrification. ASTM C162-66. c. Chemical durability, resistance to weathering.

stable equilibrium. Bodies are said to be in
stable equilibrium when they tend to return to their original position of equilibrium after being slightly displaced. Morris and Cooper, p. 167.
stable gravimeter. A gravimeter having a
simple weight on a spring Such that the
sensitivity is proportional to the square of
the period; for example, the Gulf (Hoyt)
gravimeter. A.G.I.
stable hole conveyor. A short belt or other
conveyor for use in stables in advance of
the longwall face. The conveyor is usually About 18 inches wide and driven at
the tail end by a combined electric motor
and driye pulley. The unit can tht trans-

system, temperature, pressure, or composi-

useful where coal or stone has to be moved
short distances in confined spaces. See also
shortwall. Nelson.

cannel coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.

stability. a. The resistance of a structure,
spoil heap, or a clay bank to sliding over-

turning, or collapsing. A structure is only
as stable as its foundations and those in
turn upon the soil or rock on which they
are constructed. Soil stability, such as
mountain slopes, spoil heaps, and embankments, depends on- the shearing

strength of the material and that is a

function of internal strength and cohesion. See also angle of repose; differential settlement. Nelson. b. Resistance to

ASTM C162-66, d. In thcrmodynamics,
a phase is said to have stability if a slight
perturbation in the variables defining the

ported by sliding on steel skids, and is

tion does not result in the appearance of

stable isotope. A nuclide that does not undergo radioactive decay. LW.
stable lead; nonradioactive lead. Any of the

a new phase. A.G.I.
stability field (critical level). The temperature

and pressure within which a mineral is

stable. A.G.I.

stability series; order of persistence. The
order of resistance of minerals to alteration or destruction by we4thering of the
parent rock, abrasion during transporta-

tion, and post-depositional solution. A.G.I.
stablization. See soil stabilization.
stabilize. To make soil firm and to prevent
it from moving. Nichols.
stabilized coupling. A rod coupling built up

to reaming-shell size by welding on an

abrasion-resistant metal, applied in 'ridges

parallel to the long axis of the drill rod.
Long.
stabilized soil base. A base of soil stabilized
mechanically,

with cement or' with a

bituminous biader. See also soil stabilization. Nelson.
stabilized tray conveyor. See over-and-under
conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.
stabilizer. a. A hardened, splined bushing,

nonradioactive isotopes of lead: Lead
206, 23.6 percent of natural lead, and the

stable end-product of the uranium dis-

integration series; lead 207, 22.6 percent
of natural lead, and the stable end-product of the actinium disintegration series;

and lead 208, 52.3 percent of natural lead,
and the stable end-product of the thorium
disintegration series. Glasstone, 2, pp. 133,

134, 135; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-77.

stable protobitumens. This term includes

spore and pollen exines, cuticle, cork tissue, primary resins, waxes, and cell walls
of algae. Also included are products derived from nonbituminous matter and unstable protobitumens, among others, as

a result of changes brought about by

saprophytic agents. Such prochicts are
termed secondary bitumen or stable meta-

bitumen, and are usually structureless.
Stable protobitumens only show marked

stable protobitumens
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changes in coals with less than 30 percent
volatile matter. I.H.C.P., 1963, part I.
stable relict. A relict that was not only stable

under the conditions prevailing while it
was formed but also under the newly im-

posed conditions. Schieferdecker.
stable-type gravimeter. A gravity

meter

which uses a high order of optical and/or
mechanical magnification so that a change
in position of a weight or associated property is measured directly. See g...2.o gravimeter. A.G.I.

staccato injection. The intrusion of igneous
material in distinct, separate steps inter-

rupted by pauses. Stokes and

Varnes,

1955.

stack. a. Chock; a chock built of old timber. Mason. b. To stand and rack drill
rods in a drill tripod or derrick. Long. c.
In a blast furnace, the cone-shaped section rising from bosh to throat. Also
called shaft; inwall. Pryor, 3. d. A chimney. Fay. e. A shaft furnace. Fay. f. To
build up coal, ironstone, etc., into heaps

on the surface for winter or other use.
Fay. g. In gas works, a row of benches

containing retorts. Fay. h. In the old
method of making white lead, one of the
piles of sheet lead in stoneware pots, or
of horse dung or spent tanner's bark.
Standard, 1964. i. Eng. A measure of
fuel consisting of 108 cubic feet. Standard, 1964. j. Any structure or part thereof that contains a flue or flues for the discharge of gases. ACSG, 1963. k. A lofty
columnar rock on the shore or shore face.
Also called pillar; needle; chimney rock.
Schieferdecker.
stack cutting. Oxygen cutting of stacked

metal plates arranged so that all
severed by a single cut. ASM Gloss.

are

stack effect. The impulse of a heated gas
to rise

in a vertical passage, as in a

chimney, a small enclosure, or building.
Strock, 10.
stacker. a. One who stacks coal, etc. Fay.

enclosure to the top of the outlet. Strock,
10.

stacking fault. A missing plane in a stacking sequence. VV.

stack out. Mid. To dam off or shut up the
entrance to a goaf by building a wall of
stone, coal, and clay in front of it. Fay.
stack welding. Resistance spot welding of
stacked plates, all being joined simultaneously. ASM Gloss.

staddle. Mid. The foundation of a pack in
ironstone workings. Fay.
stadia. a. A temporary surveying station.

Standard, 1964. b. Same as stadia rod.
Standard, 1964. c. An instrument for

measuring distances, consisting of a telescope with special horizontal parallel lines

or wires used in connection with a verti.
cal graduated rod; also, the rod alone or
the method of using it. Standard, 1964. d.
A method of surveying in which distances

from an instrument to a rod are deter-

mined by observing the space on the rod
scale intercepted by two lines in the reticule of the telescope. Seelye, 2.
stadia hake. Two horizontal lines in the reticule of a theodare arranged symetricslly
above and below the line of sight. They
are set at such a distance apart that they
subtend a particular known angle at the
eye of the observer, generally about 0.01
radian. An intercept of L feet on a vertical staff means that the staff is at a distance of 100 L feet plus or minus an additive constant from the instrument. The
figure 100 is known as the multiplying
constant. See also compensating diaphragm; tacheometer. Ham.

stadia rod. A graduated rod used with an
instrument having stadia hairs to measure
the distance from the observation point to
the place where the rod is positioned by

observation of the length of rod subtended by the distance between the stadia
hairs when these are fixed or of the space

between the stadia hairs when they are
adjusted to cover a certain definite interval on the rod. Webster 3d.

b. Leic. A miner who looked after the
unloading of the coal on the bank, on
behalf of the miners, in the earlier days

stadia surveying. The process of measuring

on a long steel boom, for carrying tail-

through a telescope the distance intercepted on a rod bctween two horizontal

and elevations by observing

of 'mining. Fay. c. A conveyor, mounted

distances

ings beyond the stern of a gold or tin

crosshairs. These hairs are carried on the
same ring as the regular horizontal cross-

dredge to avoid silting it up. Nelson. d.
A machine for blending ore that beds the
ore before reclaiming for processing. Bureau of Mines Staff. e. One who controls
conveyor belt moving molds containing
molten lead through water spray to
stamping and discharge tables. D.O.T.
Supp. f. A conveyor adapted to piling or
stacking bulk materials, packages or object& See also apron conveyor; lielt conveyor; flight conveyor portable conveyor;
slat conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958. g. A

fixed or pivotally mounted boom conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958. h. With a
blending system the stacker'operates over

the stocking conveyor in a manner similar

to a wing tripper to build layered piles
or beds of material parallel to the stocking conveyor. See also boom conveyor;
portable conveyor; wing belt tripper.
ASA MH4.1-1958.

stacker conveior. See stacker. ASA MH4.11958.

stack glass. Over smelted glass which accumulates in the stack of enamel smelters.
Enam. Dict.
stack height. The height of 'a convector enclosure measured from the bottom of the
.

hair, and are equidistant from it. Zern,
p. 482.

stadi4 tables. Mathematical tables from which

may be found, without computation, the
horizontal and vertical components of a

reading made with a transit and stadia

rod. Fay.
stadia wires. In tacheometry (survey),.horizontal wires in the eyepiece of the telescope which span an intercept on a leveling or stadia staff and thus show distance
from the telescope of the tacheometer.

Also called stadia hairs. Pryor, 3.
stadia work. Tacheometric survey, in which

points sighted frorn a survey station are
oriented as with al theodolite, and their
distance is read byl means of a vertically
held leveling staff on stadia wires. Pryor,

3.

staff. a. A body of as1sistants serving to carry

into effect the plans of a superintendent
or manager. Webster 2d. b. A surveyor's
leveling rod. Standard, 1964. c. An iron

puddler's rabble or rabbler. Fay.
staff gage. Graduated scale marked on a rod
or a metal plate, or on the 'masonry of a
bridge pier or similar structure, from

stage micrometer
which the depth of water in a canal, dock,

or river can be read. Ham.
staff hole. A small hole in a puddling fur-

nace through which the puddler heats his
staff. See also staff. Fay.
staff man. The man who carries a leveling
staff for a surveyor. See also target rod;

telemeter rod. Ham.

Staffordian. A subdivision of the Coal Meas-

ures based mainly on plant remains. It
represents the Pennant sandstone series
of South Wales and the southern coalfields, with few coal seams, together with

part of the Lower Coal series. See also
Coal Measures; Westphalian; Yorkian.
Nelson.

Staffordlan series. The so-called Transition
group of the British Coal Measures between the Middle and Upper Coal Measures in the Carboniferous system. They ininclude the Newcastle-under-Lyme group
and the Etruria marl, and the Blackb.:nd

group in north Staffordshire, England.
C.T.D.

Staffordshire cones. Pyrometric cones. See
also pyrometric cone. Dodd.

Staffordshire kiln. A particular design of
transverse-arch kiln; it is fired from the
top into combustion spaces in the setting.

Such kilns are used for firing building

bricks. Dodd.

stannic. A material made by sintering together lumps of limestone and certain
kinds of iron oxide, such as iron ore or
mill scale, at a temperature of 1,450° C
in a rotary furnace. Though fusion does
not occur, the iron oxide penetrates the
limestone completely and rapidly, and
forms dicalcium ferrite. Osborne.

stage. a. A landing, as in a shaft mine.

b. The pit bank. Fay. c. A certain
length of underground roadway worked

by one horse. Fay. d. Scot. A narrow whin
dike, especially one where the material of

which the dike is composed is soft. Fay.
e. A platform on which mine cars stand.
Zern. f. A process of size reduction followed by one of sample division, with
possibly one of mixing interposed. B.S.

1017, 1960, P. II. g. Stage grinding is

successive comminution. Stage concentra-

tion is stage grinding repeated on the
concentrate produced by treatment between grinding stages. Stage addition in
flotation refers to deliberate use of insufficient reagent in the early part of the

treatment, in order to increase selectivity
of conditioning, followed by further addition at a later point in the process. Pryor,

4. h. A time-strarigraphic unit next in

rank below a series and corresponding to
an age; generally consists of several biostratigraphic zones. It is the most im-

portant unit for long-range conclation.
Supp. i. A Pleistocene stage was

formerly recognized as a time unit.
Supp.
stage addition. See stage, g.
stage compression. See compound compression. Lewis, p. 667.
stage concentration. See stage, g.

stage crushing. A method of ore or stone
crushing in which there is a series of

crusher, each one crushing finer than the
one preceding. Fay.
stage grinding. See stage, g.
stage loader. Sdd feeder conveyor, a. Nelson.
stage micrometer. In microscopy, a grid or

line ruled on glass and accurately divided into, say, millimeters. Placed, on

stage, and then used to calibrate microm-

eter set in ocular or eyepiece of microscope. Pryor, 3.
stage plumbing. A precise method of orienting underground workings in which

plumblines are transferred down a deep
shaft in stages of 400 to 600 feet (120
to 185 meters). While shaft sinking is in
progress, the lines can also be employed

t.

to orient the shaft itself and to keep it

5,

plumb. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.
stage pumping. Draining a mine by means of

two or more pumps placed at different
levels, each of which raises the water to
the next pump above or to the surface.
Fay.

stage treatment. In mineral processing, development of the desired condition of thc.
particles by defined states, such as comminution to sUccessively fine sizes (pos-

sibly coupled with staged concentration
or gangue elimination) between such
stages of communthon. Pryor, 3.

[i
l.:,

stage winding. Winding, usually in compound shafts, where, the wind is divided
into two or more stages, and underground
winding engines are installed to deal with
the lower stages. Sinclair, V, p. 2.
stage working. A system of working minerals

by removing the strata above the beds,

after which the various beds are removed
in steps or stages. Fay.

staggered blastholes. When shot firing in
thick coal seams two rows of holes may
be necessary and these are usually staggered to a triangular pattern to distribute

the burden. A similar pattern is often
adopted in quarry wellhole blasting. Nel-

son.

staggered holes. To arrange boreholes in a
row, in such a manner that those in one
row are placed opposite the spaces between the boreholes in the next row.
Long.

staggered idlers. An arrangement where the
idler rollers of a belt conveyor is such that

the central or horizontal idler is placed
behind the tw6 inclined or wing idlers.
This greatly assists in training the belt.

See also vertical guide idlers. Nelson.
staggered-intermittent fillet welding. Making
a line of intermittent fillet welds on each
side of a joint so that the increments on

one side are not opposite those on the
other. Contrast with chain-intermittent
fillet welding. ASM Gloss.

staggered-tooth cutters. Milling cutters with
alternate flutes of oppositely directed
helixes. ASM Gloss.

staging. a. A temporary flooring or scaffold,
or platform. Zern. b. One or more work-

ing platforms, fixed at defined levels in
deep trenches or similar excavations, on
to which excavated earth is thrown by
shovel. Ham.

stagmallte. A general term, to include both
stalactite and stalagniite, for formations
produced by dropping water. Hess.
stagnant ice. Glacier ice that has ceased to
move and receives no accretion from the
center of accumulation; it wastes away in
place.,Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
stahlstein (steelstone). The German name for
some pure crystalline carbonate of iron,

because a kind of steel is readily made
from such ores without passing through

the process of cementation. Fay.
stahlton system. Prefabricated building elements made from hollow .clay blocks., a

row of whicli is united by prestressed wires

and cement'filling;each reinforcing wire
is prestress individually and anchored

stall-and-room working
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stage micrometer

singly. The elements are used in floors and
ceilings. The name derives from tl,e Ger-

man words stahl (steel) and ton (clay).
Dodd.

stain. a. An imperfection; chemical corro-

sion on surface of glass. ASTM C162-66.
b. Color applied to glass by absorption at
an elevated temperature. ASTM C162-66.
c. Ceramic color, usually one of the transition metals in combination with other elements. ACSG, 1963.
stained agate. See stained stone. Shipley.

stained stone. A stone, the color of which
has been altered (1) by dyeing with analine dyes, which fade or (2) by impregnation with a substance, like sugar, followed by either a chemical or heat treatment, which usually produce a permanent color. Cryptocrystalline quartz is
especially adapted to staiiiing, including
agate, in which the bands become more

pronounced. Shipley.
stainierite. a. A black hydrous sesquioxide

of cobalt, with some iron and aluminum,
Co20a.H20. The crystalline form of heterogenite. Granular and crystalline, not colloidal. Orthofhombic

(?). From Min-

dingi, Katanga, Republic of the Congo;
Goodsprings, Nev. English. b. Synonym
for heterogenite. Amer:can Mineralogist,
v. 43, No. 11-12, November-December
1958, pp. 1223-1224.

stainless; stainproof. An enameled surface is
considered stainproof if it is not stained,
discolored, or otherwise affected by acids
(except hydrofluoric), chemicals, dyes, or
fruit juices, under atomspheric conditions.
ACSB, 3.
stainless steels. Iron-base alloys containing

enough chromium to confer a superior
corrosion resistance. The American Iron
and Steel Institute has chosen 4 percent
chromium as the dividing line between
alloy and stainless steels: Broadly speaking, the stainless steels fall into three categories: ferritic stainless, martensitic stainless, and autenitic stainless. They are heat
and corrosion resistant, and are used for

such things as cutlery, furnace parts,
valves turbine blades, ballbearings, etc.
ASM Handbook, 8d, v. 1, p. 408 ; Newton,

p. 492; C.T.D.; Camp, 6d, 1951, p. 1313.

stainproof. See stainless.

stains. The broad term indicating inclusions

and intergrowths in mica. Stains arise
from foreign materials, resulting in a par-

tial or total loss of transparency. They
may be in the form of specks or patches
of appreciable area. In a narrower sense
the term indicates inclusions having no
regular form. Skow.
stair pit. Scot. A shallow shaft or staple in
a mine fitted with a ladder or steps. Fay.
staithe. N. of Eng. A depot in which coal
is placed when it comes from collieries by

wagons, to be ready to be loaded into
keels (boats). Fay.

staithman. Eng. A man employed at a staitb
in weighing and shipping coal. Standard,
1964.

stake. a. Leic. To fasten back or prop open

with a piece of chain or otherwise the
valves or clacks of a water barrel, in
order that the water may run, backi nto

the sump when necessary. Fay.' b. Short
for grubstake. Webster 3d. c. A permanent interest, as in an enterprise or community. Webster 3d. d. A pointed piece
of wood driven into the ground to mark
a boundary, survey, station, elevation, et,.
Fay. e. A stake is not a post, The latter

signifies more permanence, and to stick it

in the ground requires more effort and

outlay than to drive down a stake. It suggests larger proportions, is more readily
seen than a stake. Ricketts, I. f. Can. A
fortune, or a claim post. Hoffman. g. To
cut lines in bush by blazing trees, marking posts in prescribed rectangles to designate mining claims. Hoffman. h. Sprag

Mason. i. An iron peg used as a power
electrode to transfer current into the

prospecting. This
term is also used to include all power and
search electrodes, such as iron pegs, copper coils, and copper screens; also, a station marker used by field parties. A.G.I.

ground in electrical

staking. Fastening two parts together permanently by recessing one part within
the other and then causing plastic flow
at the joint. ASM Gloss.
staking out. a. The driving of stakes into
the earth to indicate the foundation loca-

tion of the structure to be built. The

stakes are often connected by a cord in
order to secure a clean edge in the excavation. Crispin. b. The physical act of
locating a lode or placer mining claim.
Bureau of Mines Staff.

columnar deposits,
generally of calcite, formed on the roof of
a cavern by the drip of mineral solutions.
Compare stalagmite. Fay.
stalactitic marble; stalagmitic marble. Marble obtained from the calcareous deposits
on the roofs and floors of caves. Such are
often beautifully banded and are known
commercially as onyx marbles. Fay. See
also travertine.
stalacto-stalagmite. Column formed by the
stalactite. Depending,

union of a stalactite and a stalagmite.

Synonym for column. A.G.I.
stalagmite. A column or ridge of calcium
carbonate rising from the floor of a limestone cave formed bv the evaporation of
water dripping from above. Compare stalacite. A.G.I. Supp.

stalagmite barrier. A dam of stalagmite

stretching right across a passage. Schieferdecker.
stalagmometer. An apparatus for determin-

ing surface tension. The mass of a drop

of a liquid is measured by weighing a
known number of drops or by counting
the number of drops obtained from a given

volume of the liquid. Lowenheim.
stalch. Eng. A mass of ore left in a mine.
Fay.
stalk. The vertical part rising from the hori-

zontal base of a reinforced concrete retaining wall. Ham.
stall. a. A working place in a coal scam for
one miner or one miner and his helper

in the longwall stalls method of working.

The empty tub or tram is brought into

the face and loaded tub removed by hand
or by horses. The narrow coal drivages in
pillar-and-stall are also termed stalls. See
also narrow stall; stallman. Nelson. b. S.
Staff. A working place in a mine, varying in length from a few feet to 80 yards
or more, according to the thickness of the
seam and system of working adopted. A
room. Fay. c. A working place at the coal
face; a term associated with narrow workings. Mason. d. A small compartment in a
furnace or kiln where ore is roasted. See

also stall roasting. Fay.

stall-and-breast. See room-and-pillar. Fay.
stall-and-room working. A pillar method of
working a relatively thick coal seam by a

stall-and-room working
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system of compartments; a modification of
pillar-and-stall. Nelson.
stall gate; stall road. Eng. A road along

company. Standard, 1964, as a stampede
to a new gold field. Fay.
stampeder. One who rushes into a new dis-

stand. a. Two or more lengths of drill rod
or casing coupled together and handled
as a unit length as they are taken from
a borehole and set upright in a drill tripod or derrick. See also double; forble;

which the mineral worked in a stall is
conveyed to the main road. Fay.

stallin. Eng. Working in a stall, in the ca-

trict when a discovery of gold or other
precious metal is reported. See also rusher.
Fay.

pacity of a butty or contractor. Fay.
stalling angle; critical angle. The blades of
axial-flow fans are of aerofoil section,

stamper. One who ctamps colored designs
on finished pottery and porcelain ware.

(known as the angle of attack) to the air
stream produces a large lift or raising
force for a small drag or retarding force.

ard, 1964.
stamper box. A stamp-mill mortar box. Fay.
stamp hammer. A power hammer that moves
vertically. Webster 3d.
stamp head. A heavy and nearly cylindrical
cast-iron head fixed on the lower end of

which when inclined at a small angle

The lift force is the useful one which gives

the thrust to the air in an axial-flow fan.

The lift increases with increase in the
angle of attack until a point is reached
when the lift begins to fall. This angle
is the "critical" or "stalling angle." Sin-

D.O.T. 1. b. A mill for powdering calcined
flints for use in making porcelain. Stand-

the stamp rod, shank, or lifter to give
weight in stamping the ore. The lower

clair, I, pp. 101-102.
stallman. A collier who works at the face
of a narrow stall or a longwall stall. He

surface of the stamp head is generally protected by a cheese-shaped shoe of harder
iron or steel which may be removed when
worn-out. These shoes work upon dies of

per ton of coal loaded out and for other
work, such as timbering. A stallman usu-

mortar or stamper box. See also stamp, g.

is paid according to a pricelist of so much

ally has a mate or boy working with him.
Nelson.
stalloy. A steel containing 3.5 percent silicon and often used in electrical parts subject to alternating magnetic fields because
of its low energy losses due to hysteresis.
See also permalloy. Nelson.

stall roasting. The roasting of ore in small
enclosures of earth or masonry walls. The

enclosures are called stalls and may be
open or closed. Fay.
stamp. a. Scot. A hole or mark in the roof
of a mine working from which measurements may be taken. Fay. b. Eng. A hole
made in coal, with the pick, in which the
wedge is fixed before driving. Fay. c. In
brickmaking, to remove from an undried

brick with a stamper the rough edge

caused by a mold vent. Standard, 1964.
d. Eng. See let into. SMRB, Paper No.
61. e. Eng. A section of a bloom nicked,

partially cut through, or broken off to

show the grain. Webster 3d. f. To break
up the ore and gangue by machinery, for
washing out the heavier metallic particles.
Fay. g. A heavy pestle raised by water or
steam power for crushing ore. Those
stamps in which the blow of the pestle is

caused by its mere weight are called
gravity stamps. See also stamp head;
steam stamp. Webster 3d; Fay.
stamp battery; gravity stamp. A machine
for crushing very strong ores or rocks,
such as the South African quartzites, and
used particularly in gold milling. It consists essentially of a crushing member
(composed of a stem, head, and shoe)
which is dropped on a die, the ore being
cruhed in water between shoe and die.
The crushing space is surrounded by a
mortar box which is equipped with a
screen to regulate the size of discharge.
The number of stamps is referred to as so

many headthey are usually made up of
sets of 5, for example, a 5 head battery

means 5 stamps enclosed in a mortar box.
An important crushing machine but now
becoming obsolescent. See also breaker;
grinding mill. Nelson.
stamp copper. Copper produced from copper-bearing rock by stamping and washing before smelting. Fay.

stamp duty. The amount of ore (tons) that
one stamp will crush in 24 hours. Fay.

stampede. Any sudden, confused, impulsive
movement on the part of a crowd or large

the same form laid in the bottom of the
Fay.

stamping. a. Reducing to the desired fineness in a stamp mill. The grain is usually
not so fine as that produced by grinding
in pans. Fay. b. A general term covering
almost all press operations. It includes
blanking, shearing, hot or cold forming,
drawing, bending, and coining. ASM
Gloss. c. A process for the application, by
hand or by machine, of decoration to pottery ware; a rubber stamp with a sponge
backing is used. Stamping is particularly
suitable for the application of backstamps

and for some forms of gold decoration.
See also backstamp. Dodd.

stamping ink. See ceramic ink. ACSG.

stampman. One who tends stamp mills in
which ore is finely crushed preparatory to
grinding or extraction of the valuable
mineral.

Also

called batteryman

stamper. D.O.T. 1.

and

stamping maundrill. Leic. A heavy pick. Fay.

stamp mill. An apparatus (also the building containing the apparatus) in which
crushed by descending pestles
(stamps), operated by waterpower or
steam power. Amalgamation is usually
combined with crushing when gold or
silver is the metal sought, but copper, tin
rock is

ores, etc., are stamped to prepare them
for dressing. Fay.
stamp rock. A term used in Michigan for
ruck containing fine copper that must be
crushed and jigged to recover the metal.
Weed, 1922.

stamps captain. Corn. The superintendent

or foreman of a stamp mill. Fay.
stamps. a. S. Afr. Heavy pestles for pulverizing broken ore. Beerman. b. S. Wales.

The pieces into which the rough bars
shingled from the finery ball are broken,

to be piled for subsequent rolling into
sheet iron. Fay.

stamp shoe. The heavy, chilled iron casting

attached to the lower end of a stamp

piston, that does the actual crushing of
rock in a stamp mill. It drops on a round,
steel block called a die. Weed, 1922.

stampsman. One who attends or ormates

a stamp or stamp battery. Fay.
stampwork. A term used 'in the Lake Superior region for rock containing dissemmated native copper. Stamp rock. Fay.
stanch alr. Som. Choke damp. Fay.
stanchion. a. A vertical prop or strut. Zern.

b. A support or post of iron or wood.
Crispin.

treble. Long. b. A drill floor. Long. c. To

allow a cement slurry to remain undisturbed in a borehole until it hardens or

sets. Long. d. To set a string of casing in
a borehole. Long. e. Gt. Brit. A somewhat
variable unit of measurement for coal tar
varying from 21/2 to 3 hundredweights
(280 to 336 pounds). Hess.
standage. a. Reservoir or storage capacity,
said of watcr and of mine cars. Mason. b.
A sump. Mason. c. Eng. A large sump, or
more than one, acting as a reservoir. Fay.

d. A lodge. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4. e.
The capacity of a sump or lodge. B.S.

3618, 1963, sec. 4.

standage room. A length of roadway provided near the shaft-bottom to stock
loaded mine cars and/or empty cars, (1)
during peak hours when the coal reaches

the pit bottom at a faster rate than the
shaft can wind, and (2) during emergency periods, such as plant breakdown at
the surface, therefore, permitting coal production to continue. In general, the standage room accommodates 45 minutes to 1
hour's winding capacity. See also bunker
conveyor; bunkering capacity. Nelson.

standard. a. Something that is set up and
established as a rule for the measure of

quantity, weight, extent, value, or quality;
especially, an original specimen measure
or weight (as the international prototype

meter and kilogram of the International
Bureau of Weights and Measures) or an
official copy of such a specimen used as
the standard of comparison in testing
other weights and measures. Webster 3d.
b. The fineness of the metal used in coins
and the legally fixed weight each coin
should have when first minted. Webster
3d. c. A metal casting in the shape of a
U, which is fixed to the upper plate of
a theodolite and carries the trunnions for

the telescope. Ham.
standard air. Atmospheric air having a spe-

cific weight of 0.075 pound per cubic
foot. Note: the specific weight of 0.075
pound per cubic foot corresponds to atmospheric air at a temperature of 68°F,

a barometric pressure of 30 inches of mer-

cury and a relative humidity of C2 percent. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

standard air course. N. of Eng. The quantity or supply of fresh air allowed to pass
through each district or split. Fay.
standard air density. In mine ventilation, the
standard density of air for mine ventilation work is considered to be 0.075 pound

per cubic foot. This is based upon the
weight of 1 cubic foot of dry air at 70°
F at a sea-level pressure of 29.9 inches

mercury. BuMines Bull. 589, 1960, p. 4.
standard bit. a. Commonly, although incorrectly, used as a synonym for bevel-wall
bit. Long. b. A bit the size and design of
which are as specified in standards accepted by the drilling industry. Long.
standard black. A ceramic color; a quoted
composition is 30 parts Co202, 56 parts
Fe303, 48 parts Cr201, 8 parts NiO, and
31 parts A1203. Dodd.

standard compaction. See compaction test.
ASCE P1826.

standard conditions. In refrigeration, an

evaporation temperature of 5° F, con-

densing temperature of 86° F, liquid tem-

perature before the expansion valve of
77° F, and suction temperature 14° F.
Strock, 10.

standard copper. Practically any brand of
96 percent, or higher, fineness. Fay.
standard core bit. a. See standard bit, b.
Long. b. Commonly, although incorrectly,
used

as a synonym for bevel-wall bit.

Long.

standard costing. A system which attempts
to relate performances and actual results
to standards in the field of productivity
and labor costs. One defect disclosed was
that the presentation of statistics was too
late to effect speedy and effective control.
See also method study. Nelson.
standard deviation. A measure of accuracy
or precision, calculated as the square root
of the variance. B.S. 1017, 1960, Pt. I.
standard dolomite brick. See dolomite brick.
standard electrode potential. The reversible

electrode potential where all reactants
and products are at unit activity. ASM
Gloss.

standard error. The standard deviation of
many samples of the mean. This reveals

the amount of inconsistency between the
sample and an average sample. Ham.
standard gage. A width -of 4 feet 81/2 inches
between the inner edges of the rails. It is

the recognized gage for main line rail-

ways in Great Britain, Europe, Australia,
and the United States. Nelson.
standard gold. A legally adopted alloy for
coinage of gold. In the United States, the
alloy contains 10 percent copper. ASM
Gloss.

standard height. Aust. A given height of

seam? say 5 feet, below which the miner
is paid so much extra for every inch short
of the standard height. Fay.
standard ignition test. A method developed
for testing coal dust to obtain the limits
of explosibility. Rice, George S.
standard impinger. For many years, the
Greenburg-Smith impinger was the routine

dust sampling instrument in

this

country. It is still relied upon as a standard, but because of its size and weight, is
little used underground today. Hartman,
p. 53.
standardization. An agreement between engineers or authorities on certain tests, dimensions, qualities, and tolerances of a
certain madiine, product, or practice and
to adopt same in engineering or mining
practice. Standardization offers many
advantages in the mining industry such
as interchangeability of machine parts
and a reduction in stocks of spares. Nelson.

standardization correction. A tape correction
applied to a tape which is not of the correct length when filled at the correct tension under a standard temperature. Ham.
standard lay. Synonym for regular lay. Long.

standard mineral. A hypothetical mineral
composition, as used in the calculation of
the norm. Synomym for normative mineral. A.G.I.

standard mix. Concrete mixed in the proportions of 1 cement, 2 sand, and 4 of
coarse material. See also aggregate; cement. Nelscfn.

standard of ventilation. An adequate amount
of ventilation to dilute and render harm-

all noxious and flammable gases to
such an extent that all roads and workings in a mine shall be kept in a fit state
less

standing gas
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for working or passing therein. Mason, v.

1, p. 183.
standard parallel. In public land survey, a
parallel of latitude, other than the base
line, passing through a selected township

corner on a principal meridian, and established for the purpose of limiting the
convergence of range lines that intersect

it from the south. Seelye 2.
standard penetTation resisiance. See penetration resistance. ASCE PI826.
standard penetration test. a. A soil-sampling

procedure to determine the number of
blows by a drive hammer freely falling a
distance of 30 inches per blow, needed to
drive a standard sampling spoon 1 foot.

The first 6 to 7 inches of penetration is
disregarded, but the blows required to
drive the sample the ensuing foot are
counted. Long. b. See penetration test.

Nelson.
standard pile. See guide pile. Ham.
standard pipe. a. A coupled pipe conforming to specifications accepted as standard
by the API. Long. b. As used by plumbers, etc., pipe conforming to specifications
adopted as standard by the wrought pipe
makers in 1886. Long.
standard plough. The original coal plough;
a heavy double-ended machine with fixed

blades. Its length is 6% feet and height
varies from 14 to 31 inches. The depth
of cut can be varied from 2 to 6 inches.
From this relatively slow-moving machine

has been evolved the rapid plough. Nel-

son.
standard potential. The reversible electrode

potential for an electrode when all prod-

steel section. Ham. c. A profile showing
as complete as possible a sequence of all
the strata in a certain area, in their correct order, and thus affording a standard
for correlation. Schieferdecker.
standard selling price. Aust. An assumed
price, not necessarily the actual selling
price, adopted so as to afford a basis for
a uniform mining rate. Fay.
standard shapes. A series of refractory units

in various sizes and shapes which, because of their extensive or essential use,
are stocked by the manufacturer or can
be made from stock molds. A.R.I.

standard silver. An alloy containing 92.5

percent silver and 7.5 percent copper.

Bureau of Mines Staff.
standard solution. One which contains a
known weight of a substance in a given

volume of solution. Cooper.
standard surface factor. See surface factor.
Dodd.

Standard Temperature and Pressure. Atmospheric pressure of 760 millimeter mer-

cury, at 0° C. Pryor, 3.

standard time. Mean local time of one meridian, as used throughout a defined coun-

try or zone. For Great Britain this

is

Greenwich mean time. Pryor, 3.
standard tin. Tin of 99.75 percent or greater
purity. Bennett 2d, 1962.
standard wire gage. Gage number defining
the diameter of wire. Abbreviation, SWG.
Pryor, 3.

standard zinc dust. A mixture of metallic
zinc powder and zinc-oxide powder. Used

in protective paints for metals. Bennett

ducts and reactants are in the standard
states or at unit activity, expressed on a

2d, 1962.
standard zinc-lead white. A mixture of lead
sulfate and zinc oxide. Used as a pigment.

potential used in preparing the electromotive force series. BuMines Bull. 619,
1964, p. 206.

standby. A piece of equipment held in readiness to replace a piece that may become
inoperative. Long.
standby face. A spare conveyor face, of normal length, which could be worked should

scale in which the potential for the standard hydrogen electrode is zero. This is the

standard practice. In progressive plant, sys-

tem worked out and adopted for doing
given job; arrived at by cooperation between research, planning and workers.
Pryor, 3.

Bennett 2d, 1962.

another face cease production due to
faults, washouts, roof collapse, water, gas,
or any other unforeseen impediment. Nelson.

standard pressure. A term applied to valves
and fittings suitable for a working steam
pressure of 125 pounds per square inch.

standdown. In Great Britain, the sending
of miners home because they cannot be

veloped for testing coal dust to obtain the
limits of explosibility. Rice, George S.
standard rig. a. A well-drilling machine that
operates with a heavy steel bit and stem

this right to certain occurrences, for example, breakdown of plant or machines. Nel-

Strock, 3.
standard propagation test. A method de-

that is raised and dropped, thus cutting
away the rock by percussion. See also
cable tools. A.G.I. Supp. b. A common
misnomer for cable-tool rig, churn-drill
rig. Long.

standards. Agreed specific values as defined
by the organization concerned with such
definition. These groups irclude: U.S.A.
Standards Institute, United States of
America Standards Institute., formerly the
American Standards Association . B.S.I.,
British Standards Institution; 13.v.m.,
German Association for Testing Materi-

als; A.FN.O.R. French Association for
Standardiing Materials; I.S.A., International Standards Association. Basle.
Pryor, 3.
standard section. a. Applied to belt conveyor equipment to distinguish standard
intermediate sections from special types
of intermediate sections. Jones. b. A rolled

4

c

usefully employed due to any reason out-

side the control of the management. In
some cases, coal mining awards confine
son.

stander. Eng. A coal-pillar support. Webster
2d.

standing. a. Used by well drillers to denote

that work has been stopped for a con-

siderable time. Also applicable to mines
and other industrial plants. Fay. Compare
shutdown; standby. Long. b. Drill rods or
casing stacked vertically in the drill tri-

pod or derrick. Long. e. An iron floor cov-

ering the sunken part of a rolling mill.
Standard, 1964.
standing bobby. N. of Eng. An exploded
shot that does not blow the stemming out,
but expends itself in crevices or cleavage
planes, without doing its work. Fay.
standing column. The column of drilling li-

quid left in the hole when the drill tools
have been removed. Long.
standing fire. A fire in a mine continuing
to smoulder for a long time; often many
years. Fay.

standing gas. A body of firedamp known to
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standing gas
exist in a mine, but not in circulation;
sometimes fenced off. Fay.

standing ground. Eng. Ground that will

stand firm without timbering. Fay.
standing pier. A bridge pier, free standing
between two spans, as distinct from an
abutement pier. Ham.
standing rope. Another term applied to galvanized guy rope which consists of 6
strands, 7 wires, and a hemp core. H&G,
p. 130.
standing set. Eng. A fixed lift of pumps in
a sinking shaft. Fay.
standing shot. Thc result of a small or undercharged shot wherein the coal is slightly
loosened so that it is easily mined by

pick. The term is a misnomer, as it applies to the result and not the "shot" or

"charge." Fay.
standing time. In Great Britain, the period
when face workers are idle due to lack
of empty cars, etc. Payments are made to
miners on piecework for time lost. See also
lying money. Nelson.

standing water level. The level at which
water stands in a well or pit. The ground
below this level is saturated, and any pore
water above the level is retained by capillary attraction. The standing water level
at mine locations often fluctuates on ac-

count of pumping operations. See also
water table a; held water; water-bearing

grcund. Nilson.
standing wave. a. A type of wave in which

there are nodes, or points of no vertical
motion and maximum horizontal motion,
between which the water oscillates vertically. The points of maximum vertical
motion and least horizontal motion are
called antinodes or loops. It is caused by
the meeting of two similar wave groups
traveling in opposing directions. Sometimes called stationary wave. A.G.I. b. A
wave in which the energy flux is zero at
all points. Such waves in elastic bodies
result from the interaction of similar trains

of waves running in the opposite direction, and are 'usually caused by reflected
waves meeting those which are advancing. ASM Gloss.

stand of drill rods. See stand, a. Long.
standoff. a. A short length of core attached
to and left standing upright in the bot-

tom of the borehole when the core barrel
is pulled. Long. b. On taper-tool or drill-

pipe joints, the space between the pinand box-thread shoulders before wrenching up. Long.

standoff distance. The distance from the
charge to the material to be penetrated.
Higham, p. 90.
standpipe. a. A relatively short length of
pipe driven into the upper soillike portion
of the overburden as the first steP of col-

laring or spudding-in a borehole. Also
called conductor; conductor pipe. Long.
b. A short piece of pipe wedged or cemented into a borehole after completion
to act as a marker and keep collar free
of cave. Long. c. The first length of cas-

ing inserted in a borehole. Also called
conductor casing; surface casing (undesirable usage). B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3.
d. A pipe or tank connected to a closed
conduit and extending tot or above the
hydraulic gradeline. Seelyi,, 1. e. A large
vertical pipe or water tow r which serves
as a reservoir, and is used o secure a uniform pressure in a supply ystem. Crispin.
standpiping. Driving pipe deep enough
I

1

through overburden to deep soil, sand,

etc., out of a borehole. See also standpipe.
Long.

stands. Connected joints of drill pipe racked

in the derrick while changing the bite.
Wheeler.

stanekite. A resintike hydrocarbon derivative, CrcHz108, found chiefly in coal deposits in Bohemia, Czechoslovakia. Stand-

ard, 1964.
stanford joint. A joint, for sewer pipes, consisting of tar, sulfur, and ground brick or

sand; the proportions vary according to
the nature of the tar, which should con-

tain sufficient pitch to ensure that the
joint will set. Dodd.

stangenkohle. Ger. Name for columnar coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

stank. a. To make watertight; to seal off;
an airtight and watertight wall against
old mine workings. See also seal; sealed-

off area. Nelson. b. A small cofferdam
constructed of timber and made watertight with clay. Ham. c. Mid. A watertight stopping; generally a brick wall.
Fay. d. See stanking. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 4.

stanking; stank. a. A watertight stopping or
bulkhead. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4. b. The
application of a waterproofing material to
a stopping or bulkhead. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 4.
Stanley compensating diaphragm. A specially designed theodolite used as a direct
reading tacheometer. See also Beaman
stadia arc. Ham.
stanley header. See header, a. Fay.
stannary. a. A tin mine or tin works. Webster 2d. b. One of the regions in England
containing tinworks and formerly placed
under jurisdiction of special courts. Usually used in plural. Webster 3d.

stannary courts. Eng. Courts in Cornwall
and Devonshire for the purpose of regu-

lating the affairs of tin mines and tin

miners. Fay.
stannate. A salt of stannic acid, especially
metastannic acid (111Sn04). Metal stan-

nates arc commonly used in plating baths.
Henderson.
stannatores. An early name applied to Corn-

ish tin miners. Fay.

stunners. Scot. The small stones found near
or in a body of water. Webster 3d.
stannic. Of, pertaining to, or containing tin
in the tetravalent state; for example, stannic dioxide (Sn02). Webster 3d; CCD
6d, 1961.
stannic bromide; stannic tetrabromide; tin

bromide; tin tetrabromide. Colorless or

orthorhombic; SnBr4 molecular
weight, 438.33; deliquescent; fumes when
exposed to air; specific gravity of liquid,
white;

3.34 (at 35° C) ; melting point, 31° C;

boiling point, 202° C (at 734 mm); soluble in water with decomposition soluble

in alcohol, in acetone, in carbOn tetra-

chloride, in phosphorus trichloride, and in
arsenic tribromide. Used in mineral sep-

stannopalladinite
and in oil of turpentine; and it is decom-

posed by hot water. Used in ceramics.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed. 1964, p. B-232.
stannic chromate; tin chromate. Brownishyellow; crystalline; Sn(Cr04)2; molecular weight, 350.68; decomposes oh heating; and soluble in water. Used in decorating porcelain and china in rose and violet colors. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-232; Bennett 2d, 1962.
stannic dioxide; tin dioxide; cassiterite. a.
White; tetragonal; Snal; molecular
weight, 150.69; specific gravity, 6.95, and
ranges from 6.8 to 7.1 ; Mohs' hardness,
6 to 7; melting point, 1,127° C; sublimes
at 1,800° to 1,900° C; insoluble in water;
decomposes in potassium hydroxide and

in sodium hydroxide; and insoluble in
aqua regia. The mineral cassiterite is
brown or black, and sometimes red, gray,
white, or yellow. Used in ceramics

(glazes), in the production of ceramic

colors, as polishing powder for steel, glass,

etc., and in the manufacture of milk

glass, alabaster glass, enamel, and opaque
glass. CCD 64, 1961 ; Hanelbot k of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp.
B-233, B-242. b. This oxide is used as an
opacifier in glazes. It is an important con-

stituent of ceramic stains for enamels,

glazes, and bodies. Pink and maroon colors

are obtained with tin oxide, chromates,
and lime. Yellow stains are made from
tin oxide and vanadium compounds, and

these have replaced uranium compounds.
Lee.
stannic dioxide hydrate; tin dioxide hydrate;
stannic acid. White; amorphous or gelatinous; SnOi.x1120; insoluble in water;
and soluble in alkalies and in potassium
carbonate. Alpha stannic acid (ordinary
stannic acid) is soluble in acids, and beta
stannic acid (metastannic acid) is insoluble in acids. Used in ceramics. See also
stannic dioxide. Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-233;

CCD 6d, 1961.
stannic sulfide; tin-bronze. mosaic gold.
Gold-yellow to brown hexagonal SnSs;
molecular weight, 182.82; soluble in concentrated hydrochloric acid, in alkali sulfides, in aqua regia, in alkali hydroxides,
in phosphorus pentachloride, and in stan-

nous chloride; insoluble in some acids;
and nearly insoluble in water; specific

gravity, 4.42 to 4.60; and no melting

point because it decomposes at 600° C.
Used as an imitation gilding and a pig-

ment. CCD 6d., 1961 ; Handbook of Chemitry and Phystcs, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-233.

stanniferons. Yielding or containing tin; as,
stanniferous ores. Standard, 1964.
stanniferous ware. Pottery with a tin glaze.
Standard, 1964 .
stannite. a. A mineral, CusFeSnS4, a sulfostannate of copper, iron, and sometimes
zinc, which crystallizes in the tetragonal

arations. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of

system. It usually occurs in tin-bearing
veins, having been deposited from hot

B-232.

bell-metal ore. Dana 17; Pay; A.G.I. b.

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

stannic chloride; tin chloride. Colorless; fum-

ing; caustic liquid; isometric when solid;
SnC14; molecular weight, 260.50; water
converts it into the crystalline pentahydrate, SnC14.511s0; specific gravity, 2.226

or 2.2788; melting point, 33° C; boiling point, 114° C; soluble in cold water,
in alcohol, in ether, in carbon disulfide,

ascending solutions. Also called tin pyrites;

Impure cassiterite. Hey 2d, 1955.
stannometric surveying. Geochemical prospecting term for soil surveys based upon
semiquantitative spectrographic analyses
of soil and stream sediment for tin.
Hawkes, 2, p. 3.

stannopalladinite. A cubic alloy of tin and
palladium, PdeSnl, with some Pt and Cu.

Spencer 18, M.M., 1949.
stannous. Of, pertaining to, or containing
tin in the bivalent state; for example,
stannous oxide (Sn0). Webster 3d;
CCD 6d, 1961.

stannous chromate. tin chromate. Brown;
SnCrOo; and alinost insoluble in water.
Used in decorating porcelain. CCD 6d,
1961.

stannous oxide; tin monoxide; tin protoxide.
Black to brownish-black; tetragonal; SnO;
molecular weight, 134.69; unstable in air;

usually misnamed star

to be MgSO4.41120. Named from the lo-

star amethystine sapphire. Violet star sapphire which is usually misnamed star

Missouri. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
starling, a. projecting pointed or rounded

phire which

is

ruby. Shipley.
ruby. Shipley.

star antimony. Refined metallic antimony
characterized by crystalline patterns resembling stars or fern leaves on its surface. Also called star metal. Webster 3d.
star beryl. Asteriated beryl. Shipley.

it decomposes with combustion or at

star bit. Synonym for cross bit. Long.
starboard. Right side of a boat. Nichols.
starch. Used as depressant in flotation process. Alkaline starch (starch dissolved in
dilute sodium hydroxide) is a flocculating
agent used in purifying the water in coalcleaning plants. Also known as amylum.

termediate in the preparation of stannous

starc191162.nitrate. See nitrostarch. Bennett 2d,

industries and as a reducing agent. CCD
6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-233.
stannum. See tin. Fay.
stantienite. Black amber found on the Prussian coast together with the normal yellow amber. Tomkeieg, 1954.
Stanton diagram. Historically the plot of the
airflow friction coefficient against the
Reynolds number is referred to as a Stanton diagram. Originally Stanton and Pannel carried out flow experiments with

star chrysoberyl. Applied to chrysoberyl
specimens which have shown an indistinct unsymmetrical six-rayed star with
two of the three streaks which made up
the star closer to one another than either

ferent velocities and temperatures. The
friction coefficients were evaluated and
plotted against the respective Reynolds
number for the flow system on log-log
ordinate paper. The curve obtained from

in delta is 1.732 times that in star. Mason,

slightly soluble in ammonium chloride;
soluble in acids and in strong alkalies;
insoluble in water; specific gravity, 6.446

(at 0° C); and no melting point because

1,080° C (at 600 mm). Used as an in-

salts used in the plating and the glass

starter
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stannopalladinite

Pryor, 3.

is to the third streak. Shipley.
star connection. A method of connecting the

cality,

Starkey mine, Madison County,

structure of piles driven close together
around a pier of a bridge and often filled
with gravel or stone to protect the pier
by breaking water, ice, or drift. Webster,

3d. Also called sterling. A sort of cofferdam. Fay. b. One of the piles of such an
enclosure. Standard, 1964.
Starlite. Trade name given by Kunz to the
artifically-colored blue zircon from Siam.
English.

star malachite. Chalcedony with inclusions of

malachite arranged in the form of a star.
A variety of prase malachite. Shipley.
star mark. A defect (star shaped fricture)

liable to occur in vitreous enamel cover
coats if the ware is roughly handled as
it is being placed on the pointed supports
used in the firing process; the marks result from fracture of the enamel coating.

Dodd. See also burning tool mark.
star metal. Synonymous with star antimony.
Fay.

windings of a three-phase machine, in
which one end of each of the phases is

star observation. In surveying, location or
orientation of a station by means of star
sights with theodolite. Pryor, 3.
Starolite. A jewelers' trade name for asteriated quartz showing a six-rayed star by

water and air in the same pipes at dif-

times that in delta, and the line current

Star Peak group. A group which comprises
three great limestones with three inter-

these experiments provides the best proof

V. 2, p. 421.
star-delta starter. A starting switch for an
induction motor which, in the one position, connects the stator windings in star
for starting and, in the other position,

of Reynolds' law of similarity, as the
points obtained fall on the one curve
thereby establishing that identical flow
conditions exist for such apparently dif-

ferent fluids as gas and liquid provided the
two flow systems are dynamically similar.

Roberts, I, p. 14.

staple. a. A shaft that is smaller and shorter
than the principal one and joins different
levels. Webster 3d. b. Eng. A small pit.
Webster 2d. Used in "coal mining. Th e
American equivalent in metal mines is
winze. Fay. c. N. of Eng. A spiral chute
down which coal passes from one seam to
the haulage system of a lower seam. Can
act as a storage bunker in case of haulage
breakdown. Trist. d. An internal shaft
connecting two coal seams. Also called
staple pit. Compare winze. C.T.D. e. In
founding, a piece of nail iron pointed at
one end and having a disk of sheet iron

riveted to the other; used to steady a

core and gage the thickness of the metal.
Standard, 1964.
staple fiber. See fiber. ASTM C162-66.
staple shaft. a. An underground shaft, which
does not penetrate to the surface. Fraenkel. b..A relatively small vertical pit connecting a lower seam to an upper seam.
It corresponds to a rise or winze in metal

mining. A staple shaft is, an important
drivage in horizon mining and may be

used kir droPping coal or stowing dirt to
a lower level. It is often equipped with
a spiral chute or an auxiliary winder system with a single cage and counterweight.
Nelson.

stopping. Scot. A method of wedging down
coal across the working face. Fay .
star agate. Agate exhibiting star-shaped fig-

ura. Shipley.

star almandkne sapphire.' Purplish star sap-

connected to the same point and the other
three ends are connected each to its own
slip ring. The line voltage in star is 1.732

reflected light. English.

quartzites, totalling more than
10,000 feet in the Triassic rocks of Neva-

vening

da; succeeds the Koipato group. C.T.D.

star pinner. Sets small cylinders bearing four

potter's pins in center of saggers to sup-

reconnects the windings in delta when the
motor has gained speed. C.T.D.
star doublet. Assembled stones which imitate
star sapphire or ruby, consisting usually
of (1) a cabochon top of some asteriated
stone, usually decolorized rose quartz; (2)

port four columns of small ware. D.O.T. I.
star quartz. See asteriated quartz. Fay.
star reamer. A star-shaped tool for regulating

sometimes indented with intersecting lines;

conducting period of 60 electrical degrees
plus the commutating angle. Coal Age, 1.
starred glaze. Term sometimes applied to a

a thin mirror of sapphire or ruby color,

and (3) (usually) an unpolished domed
back of some transparent to translucent
substance which imitates the back of the
genuine stone. Star sapphire has also been

imitated by coating the back of decolorized rose quartz with a brillant coloring
substance. See also lacquer back; starolite. Shipley.

star dresser. A tool for the dressing of abrasive wheels; it consists of a series of starshaped metal cutters separated by washers,
freely mounted on the spindle of a holder.
Also sometimes known as a Huntington
dresser. Dodd.
star drill. A tool with, a star-shaped point

used for drilling in stone or masonry.
Crispin.

star facets. a. Small triangular faces or
planes of gems cut on the upper part of
the bezel, terminating in the table. Hess.
b. The light triangular facets that bound
the table of a round; brilliant-cut gem

between the main bezel facets. Bureau of
Mines Stall.
star feeder. A rotating feeder consisting of
a horizontal shaft fitted with radial blades
running within a close-fitting cylindrical
chamber provided with, an inlet and an

outlet. Aho called star gate; star valve

(undesirable usake). B.S. 3552, 1962.
star garnet. Variant of almandine. Hey 2d,
1955.

starkeyite. First described from the X-ray
pattern as FeS01.4H10, and later shown
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the diameter of, or straightening a borehole. Fay.

star rectifier circuit. A circuit which employs

six or more rectifying elements with a

glaze that has partially devitrified, star-

shaped .crystals appearing on the surface;
the cause may be sulfuring. See also sulfuring. Dodd.
starring. A defect of glazes characterized by
starlike figures. C.T.D.

star ruby. An asteriated variety of ruby.

Webster 3d.
star ruby sapphire. Pink, purple, or violet star
sapphires. Shipley.

stars. A defect similar to star marks, and
showing in the burned ware in a series
of small hairlines radiating from a common center, due to the use of cold burning points, or slight impact upon the un-

burned ware. Enam. Dict.
star sapphire. An asteriated sapphire. Standard, 1964.
starstone. a. A variety of ruby exhibiting a

bright opalescent star of six rays in the

direction of the principal axis. Fay. b. An
asteriated sapphire. Standard, 1964. c. A
cross section of a petrified tree fern when
cut and polished. Standard,1964. d. Corn.
A variety of hornfels containing starlike
bunches of radiating crystals of amphibole.
Arkell. e. Fossil corals. Arkell.
start. N. of Eng. A lever for working a gin to
which the horse is attached. Fay.
starter. a, A drill used for making the upper
part of a hole, the remainder of the hole

being made with a drill of smaller gage

starter
known as a follower. Fay. b. Penn. The
miner who ascends to the battery to start
the coal to run. Fay. c. See battery starter. D.O.T. I. d. Protective equipment to

ensure that an electric motor does not

receive too high a current when starting.
Ham.
starter bar. A steel reinforcing bar embedded
in the concrete and projecting through a
construction joint to bind adjoining masses
of concrete together. Ham.

starter rods; stub rods. Rods left projecting
from concrete, in order to locate and provide continuity with other reinforcement.
Taylor.
starting anode. An electrode which is used in
establishing the initial arc. Coal Age, I.
starting barrel. A short (12 to 24 inches) core
barrel used to begin coring operations
when the distance between the drill chuck
and the bottom of the hole or to the rock

surface in which a borehole is to be collared is too short to permit use of a full
5- and 10-foot-long core barrel. Long.

starting casing barrel. A short piece of casing

to which a casing bit and shell are attached and used under the same condi-

tions as a starting barrel. See also starting
barrel. Long.
starting sheet. A thin sheet of metal used as
the cathode in electrolytic refining. AS1
Gloss.

starting submergence. In an air lift, the distance below the static head at which the
air picks up water. Lewis p. 687.
star topaz. Yellow star sapphire. Shipley.
starvation. a. As used in flotation, the deliberate .:nadequate addition of a reagent in
order to restrict its effect. In comminution, avoidance of crowding in the machine by restricting rate of feed. Pryor, 4.

In conditioning for flotation, use of
threshold quantity of collector agent to
aid in selective adsorption by the desired
species of mineral. In precipitation of
pregnant cyanide, use of threshold quanb.

tity of powdered zinc so as to attract gold
salts rather than copper ones in first stage
of precipitation. Pryor, 3.
starved. Eng. When a pump is chocked at the
brass holes. Zern.

starved glaze. The poor quality of the glazed
surface of ceramic ware if insufficient glaze
has been applied; also sometimes called
short glazed. Dodd.
starved ripples. Only isolated crests of ripple

marks are present. See also incomplete

ripples. Pettijohn.
star zircon. See asteriated zircon. Shipley.
Stassano furnace. Indirect arc furnace, with

electrodes entering the furnace through

the sides. Bennett 2d, 1.962.
Stassfurt deposits. A series of saline minerals

found in the Triassic rocks at Stassfur,

Saxonyz Germany, which include halite,
anhydrite, kieserite, gypsum, and boracite.
C.T.D.
stassfurtite. A massive variety of boracite

found in East Germany. It resembles a

fine-grained white marble L sometimes has

a subcolumnar structure. Fay; C.T.D.
Stassffirt salt. See abraum salts. Kau/mann.
stat. A suffix meaning apparatus to render
stationary; for example, thermostat, a
device to maintain a constant temperature,
etc. Strock, 10.

statement of performance. A statement describing the scope and duty of a plant in
terms, for example, of the tonnage of coal
treated per hour, the processes used, the
separations effected and sizes produced;
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static tube

sometimes also used to express the results
of plant ogivetion. B.S. 3552, 1962.

charge heads. CIrson, p. 211.
static level. a. The position of the water table
when not hfluenced by pumping. Lcgrand.
b. Synonymous with hydrostatic level.
static load. a. The basal pressure exerted by

state mine

ctor. See inspector; mine

inspector.
state of ground. The physical condition of the

surface of the ground resulting from effects of climate and weather; usually expressed in terms such as dry, moist, wet,
or frozen, and ice-, slush-, or snow-covered.

state of strain (strain state). A complete description of the deformation within a
homogeneously deformed volume or at a
point. The description requires, in general, the knowledge of six independent
components of strain. ASM Gloss.
state of stress (stress state). A complete description of the stresses within a homogeneously stressed volume or at a point.
The description requires, in general, the
knowledge of six independent components of stress. ASM Gloss.

state point. The determination ef the psy-

chrometri:. properties of air at given conditions. Hartman, p. 306.
stettimograph. An apparatus which records
automatically, in the form of a graph, the
loss of weight during the whole reduction
of iron ores. Osborne.
sattically determinate frame. A structural
frame the bending moments and reactions
in which can be determined by the laws
of statics alone. Ham.
statically indeterminate frame. A redundant
frame in which the bending moments and
reactions cannot be calculated from stati-

the weight of a mass at rest, such as the
load imposed on a drill bit by the weight

of the drill-stem equipment or the pressure

exerted on the rocks around an underground opening by the weight of the
superimposed rocks. Also called dead load.

Long. b. A load that is at rest and exerts
downward pressure only. Nichols.
static magnification. The ratio between the

pulse of the indicator and the respective
pulse of the gravity center of the stationary mass. Schielerdecker.

static metamorphism. In geology, metamor-

phism produced by the internal heat of
the earth and the weight of the superincumbent rocks and not accompanied by
appreciable deformation. Used in contradistinction to dynamic metamorphism
which involves stresses principally due to
thrust. Fay.

static method. See Young's modulus of elasticity. Lewis, p. 565.

static moment. The static moment of a section about an axis, YY, is also termed the
first moment of the area about the ?xis.
It is the sum of the products obtained by
multiplying each component of an area,
A, by its distance, X, from YY. See also
moment of inertia. .Ham.

cal equations alone. See also perfect frame.
Ham.
static !valance. A condition of rest created by

static penetration test. A penetration test in
which the testinr; 4evice is pushed into
soil with a measurable force, as distinct
from a dynamic penetration test in which

relation to mine fans. See also fan effi-

at a point, and the absolute pressure of
the ambient atmosphere, being positive

when no current is flowing between the

below. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2. b. The

inertia (dead weight) sufficient to oppose
outside forces. Nichols.
static efficiency. Is calculated in the. same
way as fan efficiency, but using a reading
of static pressure at so:ne point instead of
total pressure. Was formeily widely quoted, and is still used to some extent, in

the testing device is driven into the
ground by blows from a standard hammer.
See also penetrometer; penetrometer, soil.
Ham.
static pressure. a. The difference, in consist-

ciency. Roberts, I, p. 186.
static E. P. The electrode potential measured

when the pressure at the point is above the
ambient pressure, and negative when

electrode and the electrolyte. Lowenheim.

basal pressure exerted by the weight of a
mass on a unit area, such as pounds per
square inch or tons per square foot. Long.

static friction Static friction is that which
prevents the sliding of a stationary body.
A greater force is required to overcome
static friction than to maintain motion
against sliding friction. Morris and Cooper, p. 188.
static grizzly. A grizzly in the form of a stationary bar screen, often improvised from
bars or rails set longitudinally, without
cross bars. If used as a chute it has a slope
of 35° to 45°. It may allow suitable pieces

tent units, between the absolute pressure

c. The force per unit area acting on the

surface of a solid boundary parallel to the
flow. The static pressure is constant in all
directions and is the component normal to
the direction of the flow. Roberts, 1, p. 2.

d. The pressure exerted by a fluid in all

directions; the pressure which would tend
to burst the container; the pressure exerted
by the fluid if stationary. Strock, 10.

of rock or ore to pass over and the unwanted small sizes drop through, or it

e. Tim static pressure at a point is the

able material to drop through. See also

mine ventilation, the pressure, either nega-

static head. a. The height of a standing column of water as measured from the bottom of a borehole upward. Generally expressed in feet but sometimes expressed
in pounds of pressure as measured at the

May be compared to atmospheric pressure.

rejects oversize pieces while allowing suit-

pressure that would exist at that point in
the absence of sound waves. H&C. f. In

power grizzlies. Nelson.

tive or positive, exerted in all directions.

bottom of the borehole. Long. b. The

total head without deduction for velocity
head or losses; for example, the difference
in elevation of headwater and tail water

of a power plant. Seelye, I. c. In an air
lift, the distance from the surface or top
of well, casing to the normal surface of
the water when not pumping. Lewis, p.
687. d. The sum of the suction and do-

r
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BuMines Bull. 589, 1960, p. 3.
statics. That branch of mechanics dealing
with the relations of forces that produce

equilibrium among material bodies. Webster 3d.
static switch. A device giving contactless control of a circuit, for example, a transistor,
thyratron, saturable reactor, etc. NCB.
static tube. Has a shaped, solid nose, on the

downstream side of which a number of
small holes are positioned around the
circumference. The holes are so placed
that the pressure in the tube is that of the

static tube
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undisturbed airstream. Unlike the Pitot
tube, the measured pressure is affected
considerably by the position of the stem

stationary dredge. A fixed vesse/ with equip-

holes, also by the distance between the
holes and the nose tip. The static tube is
considerably more sensitive to yaw than

stationary dredger. A bucket ladder dredger
which is not self-propelled, the dredged

variation in quality of materials of manufactured goods which is stable and deteiminate, so that statistical analysis and
prediction can be applied to it. See also
representative sample; level of control.
Ham.
statistics. The collection, tabulation, and

of the tube in relation to the pressure
is

the Pitot tube. See also Pilot tube;

Pitot-static tube. Roberts, I, p. 40.
static zone. Suggested for the zone which
extends below the level of the lowest point

of discharge, and in which the water is
stagnant or moves with infinitesimal velocity. Fay.
station.

ment for digging, washing, and concentrating alluvial deposits. See also dredge.
Nelson.

material from which is discharged into
either a hopper barge or a pipeline. Ham.

study of numerical facts and data. In

portable engine. Crispin.
stationary grizzly. The simplest of all separating devices and the cheapest to install and

of work done, goods, or machines in terms

stationary engine. An engine located on a
fixed foundation as distingdished from a

maintain. It consists Of a series of fixed
bars or rails spaced the required distance
apart in order that the "undersize" may

a. The excavation adjoining the

shaft at each of the different levels, where
men and material are removed or delivered. Higham, p. 35. b. An enlargement of
a shaft or gallery on any level, thus affording room for landing at any desired place,

and at the same time provides space for
receiving loaded mine cars that are to be
sent to the surface. Empty cars and material to be used in the mine are taken from
the cage at this place. Also, a Similar enlargement of shaft or level to receive a
balance-bob (bob-station), pump (pumpstation), or tank (tank-station). Fay.
c. Any fixed point underground beyond
which naked lights may not be carried.
Foy. d. Any fixed point in a mine where
deputies or foremen meet to report upon
the condition of their respective districts.
Fay. e. An opening into a level heading
out of the side of an inclined plane. Fay.
f. See underground station. ASA M2.I1963. g. In surveying, the point at which
an instrument is planted or observations
are made. Webster 3d. h. Reference point

in surveying, marked by a readily seen
indentation in metal plate set permanently
in concrete, or by suspending plug drilled
into roof of underground working. Pryor,
3. i. Any one of a series of stakes or points
indicating distance from a point of beginning or reference. Nichoh. j. A setup

point, that is, a marked point on the
ground, over which an instrument is to

be placed. See lye, 2. k. A length of 100
feet, measured along a given line, which

drop through. The use of a stationary

grizzly is limited to coarse screening of

dry material (aperture 2-inches and larger), although it is sometimes used with
openings as small as 34 inch, the efficiency

dropping off in proportion. It is not satis-

factory for moist or sticky material. Pit
and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. B, p. 118.
stationary inner-tube core barrel. Synonym
for rigid-type dout,/e-tube core barrel.
Long.

stationary Jaw. The fixed jaw of a safety
clamp or wrench. Compare anvil; anvil
jaw. Long,
stationary mass. Main element of every seis-

mograph. A heavy weight in one way or

another suspended or supported and which
by its own inertia remains at first quiescent
during the earthquake. Schieferdecker.
stationary motors. Motors installed in a permanent manner. Fay.

stationary-piston drive sampler A pistontype sampler in which the position of the
piston relative to the sample remains constant during the sampling operation. Long.
stationary slip. Synonym for stationary jaw.
Long.
stationary wave. A wave of essentially stable

form that does not move with respect to
a selected reference point; a fixed swelling.

Sometimes called standing wave. A.G.I.
station equipment. Stationary equipment is

installed in a given location and is not
moved from that location in performing

may be straight, broken or curved. See lye,

its function. This includes equipment such
as substationst pumps, and storage-battery
charging stations. ASA M2.1-I963.

2. 1. Any point on a siraight, broken, or
curved line, whose position is indicated
by its total distance from a starting point,

station error. See deflection of plumbline.

ing point, the distance being measured

Sect e, 2.
station foreman. In metal mining, a laborer
who supervises the haulage and handling

or zero point. For example, station 4+47.2
identifies a point 447.2 feet from the start-

along a given line. See lye, 2. m. The loca-

tion on a conveyor or conveyor system

where bulk material or objects are received

or loaded onto the conveyor or are discharged from the conveyor. ASA MH4.11958.

stationary bar screen. A large-capacity screen-

ing or sorting appliance for coal or ore.
It consists of a series of heavy metal bars

arranged side by side and spaced at a

definite distance apart. The bars are set
at an angle so that material delivered at
the upper end will just slide, and chutes
are arranged to receive oversize at the

lower end and undersize passing between
the bars. Today, the stationary bar screen
has been discarded in most modern cleaning plants but is still used at many small
mines. See also Bradford breaker; resonance screen screen. Nelson.
stationary bloa. Relatively undeformed rocks
beneath the plane of an overthrust. A.G.I.
stationary coast. See stable coast. Schieferdecker.

of ore, timber, and mining supplies at a

shaft station. D.O.T. I.
stationman. See bottomer, a. D.O.T. I.

station pump. A mine pump permanently
placed, as distinguished from a movable
sinking pump. Weed, 1922.
stations. Points on the center line of a tunnel,
permanently marked. These stations may
be outside of the tunnel and used for pro-

jecting the center line into the tunnel, or
they may mr.rk the center line inside the
tunnel. Stauffer.

station tender. a. A cage tender. Fay. b. See
bottomer, a. D.O.T. 1.

station yards hula Equals the number of

cubic yards multiplied by the number of
100 feet stations through which it is
moved. Nichols.

statistical method.
.

Classification, judging,

and evaluation of numerical data denved
from observations made under suitable

control. Pryor, 3.
statistical uniforMity. A term describing that

gli:0117

industry, statistics will indicate trends
which would be almost impossible to establish by other means. The statistical method

is useful in: (1) estimating the real value

of useful service and maintenance costs;
and (2) estimating and forecasting profits
and markets. Nelson.

stator. In a torque converter, a set of fixed
vanes that change the direction of flow

of fluid entering the pump or the next

stage turbine. Nichols.
statuary marble. A fine-grained saccharoidal
marble used for sculpture. The best quali-

ties are pure white and free from mark-

ings. Fay.
staubosphere. The dust-bearing portion of the
atmosphere. Hess.

staunching piece. The vertical gap left between successive bays of concrete in a
concrete dam. Ham.
staunching tod. A strong rubber rod which
is in contact with the crest gate of a dam
and is compressed between gate and struc-

ture to form a watertight joint. Ham.
staurolite. a. A silicate of aluminum and iron
with chemically combined water, Fe2Alia(SiO4) 4 (OH), commonly occuring as
brown cruciform twins, and crystallizing
in the orthorhombic system. It is usually
found in metamorphic rocks. Occasionally
a transpareht stone is cut as a gem stone.

Also called granatite; grenatite; staurotide; xantholite. Fay; Dana 17. b. Syno-

nym for harmotome. Hey 2d, 1955.
stauroscope. A modified ,polariscope used to
find the position of planes of light vibra-

tion in sections of crystals. Webster 3d.
staurotile. A variety of mica schist characterized by porphyroblastic crystals of saturolite, often accompanied by garnet.
Holmes, 1928.
staurotypous. In mineralogy, having crosslike
msatings. Standard, 1964.

stave. a. A ladder step. Zern. b. A wedge-

shaped section placed around the die of a

stamp to take up the side wear. Fay.
c. Individual longitudinal element, a

number of which makes up a sonar transducer. Hy.
stavrite. A coarse-grained rock possibly of
metamorphic origin essentially amphibple
(grammatite) and biotite with the accessories of a little quartz, ilmenite and
apatite. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, p. 445.
stay. a. Eng. A prop, strut, or tic for keeping
anything in its place. Zern. b. A diagonal
brace or tie bar to stiffen or prevent move-

ment of a structural component. Ham.

c. Eng. See stretcher sprag. SMRB, Paper
No. 61.
stay-bolt tap. A type of combination reamer
and tap used extensively in locomotiveboiler work. Crispin.
stay pile. A pile driven or cast in the ground
to anchor a land tie. Ham.
stay prop. Eng. A long sprag. SMRB, Paper
No. 61.
stb Abbreviation for stock tank barrel. Also
abbreviated STB. BuMin Style Guide,
p. 62.
stb d' Abbreviation for stock tank barrels per
day. BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.

stb per day Abbreviation for stock tank barrels per day. BuMin Styl,.. Guide, p. 62.

std cu ft Abbreviation .for standard cubic
foot. BuMin Style Guide, p. b2.
std fe Abbreviation for standard cubic foot.
Bu Min Style Guide, P. 62.

stead. S. Wales. Very thin bands of ironstone. Nelson.

steadite. a. A eutectic consisting of iron phos-

phide and iron, as a constituent of gray
cast iron. English. b. A basic calcium

[3( 3Ca0.13205).2Ca0.(2CaO.Si02)], occuring as yellow, hexagonal needles in basic slag. English.
Stead's brittleness. A condition of brittleness
that causes transcrystalline fracture in the
coarse grain structure that results from
silicophosphate,

prolonged annealing of thin sheets of low-

carbon steel previously rolled at a temperature below 1,300° F. The fracture
usually occurs at about 450 to the direction of rolling. ASM Gloss.

Stead's reagent. An etching reagent, used in
metallographic examination of steels, containing 100 milliliters methyl alcohol, 18
milliliters water, 2 milliliters concentrated
hydrochloric acid, 1 gram copper chloride,
CuC12.21110, 4 grams magnesium chloride,
MgC12.61150. Osborne.

steady. A support for blocking up a stone
that is to be worked. Standard, 1964.
steady flow. a. A constant flow, that is the

same volume in equal units of time. Also
called permanent flow. Nelson. b. A steady
flow exists when the velocity, pressure,
density, and temperature of the fluid at a
point fixed in space do not change in time.
If these quantities do vary with time at a
point in the system, then unsteady flow
results. Roberts, I., p. 2.

steady-Sow process. One in which the fluid
is continually in motion in a linear direction through a conduit. Hartman, p. 73.

steam thawing
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stb per day

few colleries prepare steamboat coal ex-

cept to fill special contracts or orders. Fay.

steamboat rolls. Those rolls in an anthracite breake; which are set farthest apart
to break the coal into steamboat coal.

what similar to water iniusion. Due to
technical, safety, and other problems,
water infusion is preferred. Nelson.
steam jet. a. A blast of steam issuing from
a nozzle. Fay. b. A system of ventilating

Standard, 1964.

a mine by means of a number of jets of
steam at high pressure kept constantly
blowing off from a series of pipes in the
botton of the upcast shaft. Fay. c. A jet

boiler (Babcock and Wilcox boiler). The
most common and simplest boiler is the
Lancashire which was developed in 1844
by Fairbairn, who put in the second flue,
from the original Cornish boiler of Treve-

and thus keep the coal dust in the mine

steam boiler. A vessel or plant for generating steam. There are two basic types
of boiler in use, the fire-tube shell type
(Lancashire boiler) and the water-tube

thick. The Lancashire boiler is now gradually giving away to the Economic boiler.
Nelson.

of steam to moisten the intake air current
wet. Zern.

steam jet refrigeration. A method of cooling
involving the use of steam nozzles to reduce the pressure in a water chamber so
that the water boils at a low temperature;

since heat is drawn from the water, it is
thus cooled. Strock, 10.

steam coal. a. Coal suitable for use under

steam main. A horizontal pipe for carrying
live steam from a boiler to radiators, a
steam engine, or other steam consuming

coal contains from 8 to 22 percent of

steam metal. Any copper alloy specially designed to endure exposure to steam. Web-

steam boilers. Webster 3d. b. Coal which
is intermediate in rank between bituminous coal and anthracite. The Welsh steam

volatile matter, and from 91 to 93 percent

of carbon. Typical steam coz.ls have a
carbon/hydrogen ratio of abo at 20 and
as the ratio becomes less thLy pass into
the bituminous coals, and as it becomes
greater, they pass into anthracite. Some

kinds of steam coal are used for smelting
and coke making, while others are specially suitable for steam generation. See also
rank of coal. Nelson.
steam condenser. A device primarily used
to condense exhaust steam from an engine
or turbine into water. A condenser is used
to: (1) reduce the exhaust steam pressure
by condensation and thus reducing back

pressure on the engine; and (2) return
the feed water to the boiler at as high a

temperature as possible. The condenser
may be of the surface or jet type. Nelson.
steam curing. The rapid curing of precast
concrete units; this can be done at high

device. Crispin.
ster 3d.

steam navvy. a. A mechanic excavator having a single large bucket, 1/2 to 8 cubic
yards, at the end of a long beam carried
in a revolving jib. Also called steam
shovel. C.T.D. b. See excavator. Pryor, 3.
steam point. See point, d. Fay.
steam press. A press actuated by steam pres-

sure for truing the shape of green fire
clay brick A.R.I.

steam pressed brick. See repressed brick.
A.R.I.

steam pressed de-aired brick. Repressed
brick made from a cclumr. of clay from
an auger machine equipped to evacuate
the air from the extruding chamber.
A.I.S.1. No. 24.

steam rack drier. A room equipped with
pipes containing steam erected so as to

of moderate pressure hydraulic water (for
example, in classification of ore pulps),
a reservoir set above the draw-off points

pressure in chambers or tunnels. Dodd.
steam dredger. A dredging machine oper-

allow the stacking of pallets of green, wet
ware for drying. ACSG, 1963.
steam-reduced asphalt. Asphalt produced as
a residue in distilling petroleum. Bennett

of

steam drill. A drilling machine operated by

steam rig. Synonym for steam drill. Long.

steady bead tank. In connection with use

the system, which maintains a full

supply of water at a set height and therefore constant pressure. Pryor., 3.
steady point; peg point. A pointed steel bar

which can be locked in a clamp, and is
used to brace a drill frame against the
ground. Nichols.

steady rest. In cutting or grinding, a stationary support for a long workpiece.
ASM Gloss.

steal down. Can. Paying for continuing shaft
sinking by finding ore i.i progress. Hoffman.
stealite. Chiastolite. Shipley.
steam. Water in the form of vapor; aqueous
vapori the gas into which water is changed
by boiling. It is colorless and transparent
until it begins to condense. Standaid.,
1964.

steam accumulator. A vessel to smooth out
violent steam loads on a boiler. While the

steam demand is relatively low the accumulator is charged and acts as a buffer

when sudden steam demands occur. A
similar effect is obtained by a recently
type of shell boiler of the ther-

mal storage type. Nelson.

steamboat coal. In anthracite only, coal
small enough to pass through bars set 6
to 8 inches apart, but too large to pass

through bars from 31/2 to 5 inches. Steam-

boat coal prepared at different colleries

varies considerably in size. Comparatively

pressure in an autoclave or at atmospheric
ated by steam. Fay.

2d1 1962 Add.

a steam-powered engine. Long.
steam sagine. A reciprocating engine, worked

steam shovel. An excavating Machine in

in 1698, and of Newcomen, in 1705, were
designed to pump water from mines.
Nelson.
steamer. A laborer who cleans dirt and cor-

steam shovel mine. An opencut mile in

sheets, and electrical conductors to prevent
these accumulations from breaking electrical contacts during electrolytic refining of

through a 3/4-inch-diameter hole. Compare
beans, b. Nelson.

by d e force of the steam on the piston ;
the steam expands from the initial pressure to the exhaust pressure in a single
stage. The early steam engines of Savory,

rosion from contacts of anodes, starting

copper, using high-pressure steam hose.
D.O.T. 1.
steam gas. Highly superheated steam. Webster 2d.
steam hammer. A heavy hammer moving
between vertical guides, actuated by steam
pressure. Crispin.
steam-haulage engineer. In bituminous coal

mining, one who operates a steam locomotive to haul railroad ears in and about

a strip mine. D.O.T. 1.
steam-hoist man. 'See hoistman. D.O.T. L
steam infusion. The injection of steam into
the coal seam by infusion tubes, connected

to a small boiler through high-pressure
hose pipes, to suppress the dust in situ.
The technique and equipment are some-

which a large dipper is operated by steam
power. Standard, 1964. Used for stripping
purposes and in open-pit mining, especially
for iron and coal. A similar shovel is now
operated by electricity, gasoline, and diesel
engines. Fay.

which steam shovels or other power shov-

els are used for loading cars. Hess,
steam sizes. A coal product which passes
steam stamp. A crushing machine comisting
of a vertical stamp shaft which is );orced

down to strike its blow, and lifted up
preparatory to striking the next, by a

steam piston. Fay.
steam tempering. The treatment of clay (particularly brick clay) with steam to develop
its plasticity for the shaping process and,
as an additional advantage, to reduce the

time required to dry the shaped bricks.

The clay generally reaches a temperature
of 70° to 80° C. Also known as hot preparation. Dodd.
steam thawing. A method of dredging permanently frozen ground in Alaska and the
Yukon territory in which steam is forced
through pipes which are fitted with steel
points on one end and a driving head on
.

the other end so that the pipes can he

hammered into the frozen gravel. Thawing by steam is a slow and costly process.
See also thawing. Lewis, pp. 394-395.
steam trap. An apparatus for allowing water
or air to pass but preventing passage of
steam. Strock, 10.
steam turbine. A machine in which high-

taining ateatitei used where great accuracy
of size and resistance are needed. C.T.D.
steatite whiteware. Any ceramic whiteware
in.which magnesium metasilicate, (Mg0.-

pressure steam is made to do work by

k,

acting on, and rotating, blades in a cylinder. It is used for large stationary engines

in power stations. Its comparative efficieny is high. Nelson.
steam winders. The most common type of
steam winder at work today is the two-

SiO2), is the essential crystalline phase.

ASTM C242-60.
steatitic. Of or pertaining to steatite or soapstone made of steatite. Fay.

cranks set at 900 to each other and are

large enough for either to start the engine
from rest against full load, since one may
happen to stop at dead center (that is,
with the piston at the end of its stroke,
in which position it can exert no turning
moment on the crank). Mason, v. 2,
p. 450.
stearates. Stearates of aluminum, calcium,
magnesium, and zinc are used chiefly as
die lubricants for dry-pressing certain
ceramic products. Lee.

per minute. It has been claimed that a

4-inch steel belt will transmit as much
power as a 19-inch leather belt. Crispin.
steel bit. The cutting tool at the end of the
used,
drill steel. Various bit shapes are single
the three commonest being the

steatitizistion. The introduction of or replacement by steatite (talc). Usually used
in reference to ultrabasic rocks as that
process of hydrothermal alteration of an

cylinder double-acting horizontal engine
driving direct on the drum shaft. These
engines, which are made with cylinders
up to 42-inch diameter and 84-inch
stroke, possess the merit of simplicity and
ease of control. The two cylinders act on

ultrabasic which in its final stages results
in the formation of a talcose rock. A.G.I.
Stebinger drum. A type of gradienter used

chisel bit (used only for hand drills) ; the
double chisel bit (used for fairly soft rock),
and the cross bit (used for hard rock and
for general purposes). See also tungsten
carbide bits. Nelson.
steel boy. A boy who carries drills to the
miners, and collects dull drills and sees
that they are returned to the blacksmith
shop. Fay.

particularly on alidades, such as gale,
explorer, or miniature types. A.G.I.

Steckel mill. A cold reducing mill having
two working rolls and two backup rolls,
none of which is driven. The strip is
drawn through the mill by a power reel
in one direction as far as the strip will
allow and then reversed by a second
power reel, etc., until the desired thick-

steel

acid; octaetcanoic add. Colorless;
waxlike; monoclinic; CH1(CH2)2402H;
molecular weight, 284.49; slight odor and
taste suggesting tallow; specific gravity,

0.9408 (at 20° C, referred to water at
4° C) ; melting point, 69.6° C or
70.1° C; boiling point, 361.1° C (at
760 mm), or 358° to 383° C; insoluble
in water; slightly soluble in alcohol, in

acetone, and in benzene; very soluble in
ether; and soluble in chloroform, in carbon tetrachloride, and in carbon disulfide.
Used in metal polishes. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. C-435. Sometimes used as a
lubricant in extruding structural clay
products, Lee.
Steart fan. A propeller or axial flow fan developed by Steart in Australia. See also
fan. Nelson.
steatic talc. High-grade variety of talc suitable for use in electronic insulators. A.G.I.
Supp.
Steatite. Massive form of the mineral talc,
MgaSi4020(OH)2. The chief sources are in
the United States, France, Italy, India,

Norway, and Austria. The natural rock
parts
can be machined and the shapedA
far
fired for use as electroceramics.
greater proportion is ground and shaped

in the usual way with a clay bond to

produce low-loss electroceramics. Steatite
is also used as a raw material for cordierite electroceramics and refractories. Dodd.
steatite ceramic. Any ceramic whiteware in
which magnesium metasilicatel (Mg0.SiOs), is die essential crystalline phase.
ACSB-4.
steatite porceelaln. A vitreous ceramic whiteware for technical application in which
magnesium metasilicate, (MgO.SiOs), is
the essential crystalline phase. ASTM
C242-60.
steatite talc. A high-grade variety of talc
suitable for use in electronic insulators.

steatite ware. Ware made from a body con-

bronze. The same as bronze steel.

Standard, 1964.
steel cable. A flexible rope, the strands of

ness is attained. ASM Gloss.

deformed rock characterized by an s-surface,

such as schistosity, shear planes, bedding,

etc. Billings, 1954, p. 378.
steel, a. The borer, consisting of shank,

shaft, and bit or cutting edge; used for
rock-drilling with drifters or jackhammen. C.T.D. b. In air hammers, the hol-

low or solid steel bar which connects the
hammer with the cutting tool. Nichols, 2.
c. Can. The railroad. Also, drill steel used
in various mining and rock-cutting tools.
Hoffman. d. In iron-base alloy, malleable

in some temperature range as initially

cast, containing manganese, usually carbon, and ofi.en other alloying elements.
In carbon sieel and low-alloy steel, the

maximum carbon is about 2.0 percent;

in high-allm steel, about 2.5 percent. The
dividing line between low-alloy and highalloy stcels is generally regarded as being
at about 5 percent metallic alloying elements. Steel is to be differentiated from
two general classes of irons: the cast irons,
on the high-carbon side and the relatively
pure irons, such as ingot iron, carbonyl

iron and electrolytic iron, on the low-

carbon side. In some steels containing
extremely low carbon, the manganese
content is the principal differentiating
factor, steel usually containing at least

0.25 precent; ingot iron contains considerably less. ASM Gloss. See also chromium

steel; manganese steel; nickel steel.
steel arches; steel rings. Curved lengths of
steel, usually of H-section, used for supporting mine roadways. Two- three-, or
four-segment arches are available, with
straight leg, splayed leg, horseshoe, or
circular design; in double radius or with

welded baseplate. See also camber girder;
steel support. Nelson.

steel band. III. A thin band or larr of
pyrite in a coal seam. Also called sulphur;
brasses. Pay.

steel band belt. A belt of relatively thin

carbon or stainless strip steel alloyed and
heat treated to withstand continued flexing over pulleys. ASA MH4.1-1958.
steel belt. Thin, flat, steel belts varying from
0.008 to 0.035 inch in thickness and from

7/8 to 8 inches in width have been suc-

which are steel wires instead of plant

fibers. See also cable e. Long.
steel-cable conveyor belt. A rubber conveyor
belt in which the carcass is composed of
a single plane of steel cables which acts
as a longitudinal tension-carrying member
and includes two or more plies of fabric

s-tectonite. In structural petrology, a

stearic

Sun,.

steel grit
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cessfully used. The pulleys should be faced
with a thin layer of cork. Steel belts can
be run at speeds as high as 10,000 feet

to provide transverse strength and hold
the cables together. ASA MH4.1-1958.
steel casing. A pipe to support the walls
of a borehole in loose ground. The casing
is secured in position by a concrete block
or by the cross beams of the platform. It
is driven down from the surface and fol-

lows the drilling operation closely or sometimes even precedes the borehole in sand
or very loose ground. See also borehole
casing. Nelson.
steel centralizer. On a wagon drill, a guide
to hold the starting steel in proper alignment. Nichols, 2.
steel cluing:: s. The difference in length between successive steels used in drilling one
hole. Nichols.
steel chock. See hydraulic chock. Nelson.

steel converter. The retort, lined with refractory material, in which cast iron is
converted into steel, as by the Bessemer
process. Crispin.

steel conveyor band. A conveyor consisting
and
of a band of cold-rolled, hardened,
tempered charcoal steel. Steel bands are
extremely flat and straight and are supplied in widths up to 32 inches, thickness
up to
up to 0.064 inch, and in lengths
500 feet. For normal conveyors, the ends
are usually joined together by a small lapriveted joint, but for long runs the overlap joint is vulcanized. See also rubbercovered steel conveyor. Nelson.

Steele; Steele dry table. See Sutton. Fay.
steel equivalent. a. The radiographic equivalence factor of a material, in terms of
steel, i. e., the relative thickness of steel
which has the same radiographic absorption as a unit thickness of the material in
question. ASM Gloss. b. The thickness
of steel which has the same radiographic
absorption (which will require the same
radiographic exposure) as a particular
specimen, or part of a specimen, of another material. ASM Gloss.

steel erector. A skilled member of a team
steel framed
specially trained
buildings, bridges a other steel structures. Ham.
steel grit. Steel grit a product manufactured by crushing nd grading steel shot.
It is angular, pre ring many sharp corners and is very hard and strong,itsthese
use
features being important towards
abrasive.
Steel
grit
is
as a sandblasting
produced in sizes from about 14 to 100

steel grit
mesh, the finer being used for soft iron
where a finely ground surface is desired.
In some operations the sizes of steel grit
may be blended to give the desired surface and in other cases silica sand should

be mixed with the steel grit. Hansen.
steel guides. Steel rails, rods, or bars fixed
in a vertical shaft to guide the cage and
prevent it swinging. See also fixed guides.
Nelson.

steel iron. A mixture of iron and steel; imperfectly made steel. Standard, 1964.
steel jack. a. This support is in effect a
screw jack and it is especially suitable in
mechanical mining. Under headers at the
face, or near the face, steel posts or jacks
are used for legs or upright timbers, then
usually replaced with wood as the equipment advances. As a safety post this type
of support is very good if a wooden block
is used on the top end to avoid slipping
on the roof rock. Also called steel post.
Kentucky, p. 142. b. Same as sphalerite.
Fay.

steel lines. Lines visible in the enamel surface which follow the rolling direction of
the steel. May also result from scratches
in the metal surface. Bryant.
steelmaking. The process of making steel

from solid or molten pig iron, with or
withoui admixture with steel scrap. The
processes used are the Bessemer, openhearth, crucible, electric arc, high-fre-

quency induction and duplex. C.T.D.
steel mill. a. Eng. An early-type apparatus
for obtaining light in a fiery mine. It consisted of a revolving steel wheel, to which

a piece of flint was held, to produce

sparks. See also flint mill, a. Fay. b. A mill
where steel is manufactured. Also called
steelworks. Webster 3d.

steel money. N. of Eng. Payment made to
faceworkers who have to handle steel
straps instead of timber planks. Trist.
steel needle. An instrument used in pre-

paring blastingholes, before the safety fuse
was invented. Fay.

steel nipper. See nipper, a. Fay.
steel ore. A name given to various iron
ores and especially to siderite, because it
was supposed to be especially adapted for
making steel by the earlier and direct process. See also stahlstein. Fay.

steelplate. A steel product obtained by the
reduction in thickness of steel slabs. The
slabs are reheated to rolling temperature
about 2,250°F and the thickness reduced
in a hot roughing mill. Steelplates may be
up to 75 inches and between 3/16 and 41/2
inches thick. Nelson.
steel plate conveyor. See plate conveyor.
Nelson.
steel press.
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beams. The addition of galvanized-iron
corrugated wall sheets (or laggings) form
a secure and fireproof shaft. See also
permanent shaft support; barring, a; bun-

ton a; wall plate; lagging, a. Nelson.
steel ring. Ring or horseshoe shaped sup-

port for underground traveling way. Also
called arch ring. Pryor, 3. See also steel
arches.

steel scrap. Miscellaneous pieces of steel, old

avoid destruction by fire. Steel doors may

also be used as separation doors in the
vicinity of the pit bottom or fan drift.

Nelson.
steel sets.

Used in main entries of coal

mines and in shafts of metal mines in the
United States. The sections are I-beams

ing into wide use in deep European coal
mines where pressures are so great that
timber would not be satisfactory. Lewis,

p. 51. See also steel tunnel support.
steel sheet piling. Piling composed of interlocking rolled steel sections driven vertically into the ground with guide walings
in place before ezavation starts. Ham.
steel shot. a. Chilled cast iron drops; used

as abrasive. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add. b.

Synonym for chilled shot. Long.
steel slab. Steel which has been rolled in a
slabbing or primary mill. The slabs, which

may weigh up to 11 tons, are deseamed,
that is, the surface flaws are removed by

the use of oxyacetylene torches to provide
a smooth surface. See also steelplate. Nelson.

steel support. A straight or curved length of

usually of H- or channel section,
used for support purposes in mine roadways, faces, or shafts. A steel support (1)
possesses a high degree of permanency or
long service; (2) ensures a minimum area
of excavation for given dimensions in the
clear; and (3) it is fireproof. In return
steel,

airways and shafts, a chrome-nickel-copper

steel. is sometimes used to counteract the
corrosive air. For high-strength roof bars

best results are obtained by the use of

heat-treated low-alloy steels of the carbon
manganese type. See also S.M.R.E. bar;
steel arches. Nelson.

twisting and kinking. Mason, v. 2, p. 713.

vets, and fastening angles are used to
connect and secure the steel members.
The fastening angles are riveted to the

facefor favorable rock where support is
not needed tight to the face, for tunnels

is

other. Steel sets of various shapes are com-

handling as they are easily snapped by

gles, and sheeting. The design is somewhat
similar .to that used for timber. Bolts ri-

conditions required quick support; and full

in two directions at right angles to each

plates, the H-section giving equal stiffness

port the nether roof at a longwall or other

steel pu!ler. A hinged clamp on the bottom
of a hand drill. Nichols.
steel rectangular shaft supports. A shaft support consisting of H-beams, I-beams, an-

headingfor quick support to roof; side
driftin large tunnels with bad rock

whose roof makes an angle with the sidewall, and where post and rib spacing dif-

1964.

Nelson.

(4) rib, wallplate, and postthis method

for caps and H-beams for posts or wall

steel prop. A steel upright or post to supdevice. See also hydraulic prop; mechanical yielding prop; self-advancing supports.

made in two pieces for maximum speed
of erection, lowest first cost, and lowest

of support is used with the following methods of attack: heading and bench and top

emergency, such as a fire or explosion.
Steel is necessary to secure strength and

wound into round leather cases and graduated in feet and inches on one side and
links on the reverse.. They require careful

It usually incorporates a yielding

platein this type the rib is also usually

gency door. A steel door specially erected
for the purpose of being closed only in an

Mersereau, 4th, p. 414.
steel separation door; safety door; emer-

steel tapes. Thin bands of varying lengths

face.

multiple drift and side drift in tunnels of
such large size that two-piece continuous
ribs cannot be shipped and/or handled;
and heading and bench and top heading
for support in the drift (with truss panels)
for early support to roof; (3) rib and wall-

erection cost. It is sometimes used in three
or more pieces to meet special conditions
and with the following methods of attack :
heading and bench, top heading, and full
face. This type is especially applicable
to circular and high-sided tunnel sections
where only a light roof support is needed;

and new, used in the bath for steel making, especially ;n the open-hearth furnace.

A machine for compressing

molten steel in casting, to improve the
the quality of the product. Standard,

steep seams

steel tunnel suppod. Tunnel-support sys-

kr; and (5) full circle ribthis method
used with the following attack: full

facein tunnels in squeezing, swelling and

crushed rock, or any rock that imposes

considerable side pressure, also where bottom conditions make it impossible to carry

roof lodes on foot blocks, and in earth
tunnel conditions sometimes encountered

in rock tunnels; and heading and bench
under earth tunnel conditions with joints

at spring line. The invert strut is used

where mild side pressures are encountered
and also to prevent the bottom from heaving. A full circle with ribs closely spaced
is heavily lagged for heavy loads associated
with squeezing conditions. Lewis, pp. 54
56.

steel wire reinforced belt. A rubber belt in
which the cords are replaced by high car-

bon steel wide strands. The wires are

copper plated and rubber coated to provide maximum adhesion to the rubber

covers. Nelson.
steel wire rope. See wire rope. Nelson.
steel wool. Fine threads of steel matted to-

gether into a mass; used principally for

polishing or cleaning surfaces of wood or
metal. Crispin.
steelworks. See steel mill.
steelyard. Weighing machine in which rigid
steel bar is pivoted about a fulcrum placed
close to one end, from which the scalepan

and object are suspended. Weights are
moved over the long portion, which is

graduated appropriately. Pryor, 3.
steening; shining. The brick, or stone lining
of a shaft. Fay.
steenstrupine. A silicate and phosphate with
fluoride ( ?), of rare earths, Na,Ca,Mn,Fe,
and Th; one analysis also shows Be. None

of the analyses show F, but it has been
suggested that it may be present. The for-

tems made of steel are roughly of five

mula ( La,Ga,Na )1 ( Al,Fe Mn), ( Si,P), (0.OH,F),, has been suggested. Hey 2d, 1955.

usually made in two pieces for maximum

steep (dipping) fault. Fault dipping at an

types:

(1) continuous ribthis type is

speed of erection, lowest first cost, and
lowest erection cost. Sometimes used in
three or four pieces to meet special conditions and the following methods of attack: full face, side drift, and multiple

drift; (2) rib and postthis type is employed with the following methods of
attack: full face in tunnels whose roof

arch makes an angle with the sidewall;

1

steep. See brasque. Fay.

angle of 45° or more. Synonym for highangle fault. Schieferdecker.

steep gradient. In general, in coal mining,
an inclination (of a roadway, working, or

coal seam) steeper than 1 in 4. Nelson.
steeply inclined. Said of deposits and coal

seam with a dip of from 40° to 60°.
Stoces, v. 1, p. 56.

steep seams. See edge coal; rearers, Fay.

1

steer. Leic. Steep; highly inclned, dips fast.
Fay.

steering brake. A brake which slows or stops

drill. Long. e. The vertical rod or shaft
of wrought iron which carries the stamp
at its lower end. Also called shank. Fay.

temperature of the body, To the absolute
temperature of the surroundings, and K
is a constant. Osborne.
Steger's crazing test. A method for the as-

f. The handle of the hammer. Fay. g. The
heavy iron rod to which the bit is attached
in deep drilling by the rope method. Fay.
h. Frequently used as a synonym for tamp.
See stemming. Fay. i. Corn. A day's
work. Also called stemmyn. Fay. j. See
ram. Mason.
stem bags. Fire-resisting paper bags, about
8 inches long, filled with dry sand for
stemming shotho!es in coal or hard headings. See also water-ampul stemming.

on cooling, of a thin bar glazed on one

steamer. a. Eng. A blasting needle. Standard, 1964. b. A wooden rod used by shot

one side of a tractor. Nichols.
steering dutch. A clutch which can discon-

nect power from one side of a tractor.
Nichols.

Stefan-Boltzmann Law. The energy radiated

in unit time by a black body is given as

E=K(VT04), where T is the absolute

sessment of the fit between a ceramic body
and a glaze by measuring any deformation,

side only. Dodd.

steg the deek. Scot. To retard or stop the

winding; to stop the work. Fay.
steigerite. A very rare, weakly radioactive,
amorphous, canary yellow mineral, Al,(VO4)2.61/2H20, found as coatings on
highly weathered sandstone of the Colorado-Utah carnotite region; found associated with the sodium analogue of hewettite. Crosby, p. 135.
stein. Stonework used to secure the sides of
a shaft. Cordon.

steinhellite. Synonym for corderite. Dana
6d, p. 419.
steining. The brick or stone lining of a shaft
to prevent the loose strata of the sides

from falling. Fay.
steinkohle. Ger. Coal. Holmes, 1928.
steinmannite. A variety of galena with part

of the lead replaced with antimony and

arsenic. Standard, 1964.
stele. In coal, primarily the vascular tissues

of the axis of a vascular plant. It con-

sists of two parts: the xylem which carries

water from the roots, and the phloem
which carries the food. Hess.

sten. Sprag. Mason.
stellar coal. See stellarite. Fay.
stellarite. A variety of asphaltum, called also
stellar coal, because stars of fire drop from
it when burning. Fay.

stellate. Resembling a star (as in shape) ;
pointed, formed, or radiated like a star.
Webster 3d. Frequently applied to minerals. Fay.
stellite. a. A series of alloys containing cobalt, chromium, tungsten, and molybdenum in various proportions; very hard.
The range is 10 to 40 percent chromium,
35 to 80 percent cobalt, 0 to 25 percent

tungsten, and 0 to 10 percent molybdenum. It is used for cuttmg tools and for
protecting surfaces subjected to heavy

wear. C.T.D. b. Synonym for pectolite (or
of wollastonite?). Hey, 2d, 1955.

dell prop; anchor prop. A steel or timber

prop fixed firmly between roof and floor
at the end of a longwall face and from

which a coal cutter is hauled by rope
when cutting. A stell prop may also be

used as part of a belt-tensioning arrangement, or a return sheave. Nelson.
stem. a. To insert and pack stemming in a
shothole. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6. b. A bar
to the forged end of which is brazed a

hard metal tip for drilling. B.S. 3618,

1964, sec. 6. c. The assemblage of drill
rods in a borehole connecting a drill bit
and core barrel to the drill machine. Long.

d. The heavy iron rod acting as the connecting link between the bit and the balance of the string of tools on a churn
rods in a borehole connecting a drill bit

step eut
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steer

Nelson.

firers for inserting the explosive cartridges
and stemming material in shotholes. The

stemmer must be long enough to reach
the back of the shothole, and the diameter 1/8 inch larger than the cartridges.
Metal is not permitted in any part of a

stemmer used in British coal mines. Also
called tamping rod; beater. See also scraper; break detector. Nelson.
stemming. a. The material {limestone chippings or sand and clay) used to fill a shothole after the explosive blowing out along

the hole. In tunnels and hard headings,

the stemming may be blown in by a hurricane air stemmer. Nelson. b. The act of
pushing and taliping the material in the

hole. See also water ampul stemming.

Nelson. c. Inert material packed between
the explosive charge and the outer end of
the shothole, or between adjacent charges
in deck charging. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
d. See tamping. Fay.

stemming rod. A nonmetallic rod used to
push explosive cartridges into position in
a shothole and to ram tight the stemming.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

stemming stick. See stemming rod. B.S.
3618, 1964, sec. 6.

stemmyn. Corn. See stem, i. Fay.
stempel; stemple. a. Derb. One of the cross-

bars of wood placed in a mine shaft to
serve as steps. Fay. b. A stullpiece. Fay.

c. A cap, both sides of which are hitched

instead of being supported upon legs.

See also stull, e. Also spelled stimple. Fay.
stemware. A general term for wine glasses,
etc., having

stems. The stem may be

pulled or drawn from the bowl (pulled
stem or drawn stem), or it may be made
separately (stuck shank). Dodd.
stence. Eng. Timber fnr supporting a roof.
Fay.

stench. A substance with a distinctive, disagreeable odor put in the air current to

transfer process to prevent adherence of

oil; hence, the pattern made by such

called a templet. Enam. Dict.
stencil brush. See brushes. Hansen.
stencil carver. See stencil cutter. D.O.T. 1.

stencil cutter. In stonework industry, one
who designs, lays out, and cuts inscriptions and designs in stencil compound applied to the face of monumental stones
preparatory to sandblasting. Also called
engraver; engraver, hand; modeler; stencil carver. D.O.T. 1.

stencil knife. A sharp pointed instrument
used for cutting stencils. Surgical knives
and also knives fashioned from tempered

hacksaw blades are frequently used for

this work. Hansen.
stencil metal. Metal from which stencils for
the enamel shop are cut is usually sheet
lead or sheet zinc. Enam. Dict.

stenonite. A mineral, (Sr,Ba,Na)sAl(C0s)
Fo, in monoclinic grains from Ivigtut,
South Greenland. Hey, M.M., 1964;
Fleischer.

stent. a. The amount of work expected from
a coal miner in a day or week. See also

stint. Nelson. b. Corn. Tourmaline and

quartz veins in kaolinized granite. Arkell.
c. Eng. Rubble; waste. Fay. d. Eng. Extent
or limit, as of a pitch or bargain. Standard,
1964. e. See pitch, h. Fay.
stenting. N. of Eng. See stenton, b. Fay.

stenton. a. Eng. A narrow road driven to
connect two winning places. SMRB, Paper

No. 61. b. Newc. A passage between
two winning headways. A stenton wall

is

the pillar of coal between them. Also called

stenting. Fay. c. A connecting roadway

between two adjacent roadways which
may be used for ventilation purposes. Also
called air slit; breakthrough; crosscut;
cross hole; thirling; througher spout. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 2. d. See pidar-and-stall.
Nelson.

stenton wall. Newc. The pillar of coal between two working headings. Fay.

step. a. Eng. The cavity in a piece for receiving the pivot of an upright shaft or
the end of an upright piece. Zern. b. Eng.
The shearing in a coal face. Zen:. c. Scot.
A hitch or dislocation of the strata. Fay.
d. Eng. The portion of a longwall face at
right angles to the line of the face formed
when a place is worked in front of or be-

hind an adjoining place. SMRB, Paper
No. 61. e. Eng. Any right angle bend on
a face. SMRB, Paper No. 61. f. Fault; a
small fault; a small fault in a stepped

series of faults. Mason. g. A small offset
on a piece of core or in a drill hole resulting from a sudden sidewise deviation

warn underground workers of fire or other
emergency; ethyl mercaptan is commonly
used. Hess.

of the bit as it enters a hard, tilted stratum or rock underlying a softer rock.
Compare kick. Long. h. One of several
terracelike or stairstep concentric configurations on the crown of a diamond
bit. See also step-face bit. Long. i. A
treatment of one part of the sample in a
sample divider (thus a pass consists of
one or more steps. B.S. 1017, 1960, Pt.
II. j. The action of setting a lock gate

tainer with a hexagonal head, arranged to
liberate the stench agent at any temperature chosen. Tests in pits have shown
that a strong smell could be detected ,1.7
miles from the discharge point 25 to 30
minutes after the device operated. Sinclair, I, pp. 277-278.

step banks. S. Wales. Working places at
regular distances along the face of the

surface of pottery to be decorated by the

cutting employed for stones not deeply

stench capsule. A fire warning device designed to be bolted to a flat surface which
may rise to a dangerous temperature. It
consists of a cavity filled with 20 cubic
centimeters of ethyl or butyl mercaptan
alone or with other atench agents and is
sealed with a fusible plug in a brass con-

stencil. A substance laid on parts of the

into a vertical position. Ham.
longwall system. Fay.

step core bit. Synonym for step face bit.
Long.

step cut. a. A mode of cutting gems in steplike facets. Standard, 1964. b. A form of

stibiocolumbite

step cut
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colored when they are not cut as brilliants;
a simple typical form is that of a stepped
pyramid with the apex sliced off. Also
called trap cut. Hess.
step-face bit. A thin-nosed bit with diamonds
set in several concentric terracelike rows,
which form the outside wall. Long.

step socket. A special form of socket for

step fault. A series of parallel faults which,
all inclined in the same direction, gives
rise to a . gigantic staircase; hence these
are called step faults. Each step is a fault

block and its top may be horizontal or
tilted. A.G.I.

step grate. A grate made in steps or stairs,
to promote completeness of the combustion of the coal burned upon it. Fay.
Stephanian. Upper Upper Carboniferous.
A.G.I. Supp.
stephanite; brittle silver ore. A sulfide of
silver and antimony, Ag5SbS4, which crys-

tallizes in the orthorhombic system. It is

usually associated with other silver-bearing
minerals, and is deposited from ascending

solutions. Dana 17; Sanford.
Stephenson lamp. An early type of coal min-

ers' lamp. It had a glass chimney sur-

rounded by a wire gauze about 2 inches
in diameter. The glass chimney was covered by a perforated copper cap, and the
air was fed to the flame from below
through small holes and wire gauze in a
lateral extension of the oil vessel. The
lamp was unsafe, that is, it passed flame
when the velocity of the air current exceeded about 8 feet per second. See also
safety lamp. Nelson.

step irons. Galvanized malleable cast iron
staples built into a wall of a brick or concrete manhole approximately 12 inches
apart vertically to allow men to get into
and out of a deep sewer. Ham.

use on locked-wire rope. Zern.
steptoe. An island of bedrock in a lava flow.

ster 3d.
step vein. A vein alternately cutting through

sterilized coal. That part of a coal seam

the strata of country rock and runnin.g
parallel with them. In Australia, it a
called step reef. Fay.

stepwise longwall. N. of Eng. A variant of
gateway longwall in which faces 12 to
40 yards in length are stenped, each face

being 4 to 6 yards in advance of the

adjacent one. Trist.
stercorite. Microcosmic salt, NH4NaHPO4.H2O. Native salt of phosphorous. Dana
7, v. 2, p. 698; Hey 2d, 1955.
stereochemistry. Branch of chemistry which
deals with the graphic bonding of atoms
in a molecule, and their spatial or steric
arran,ement. Pryor, 3.
stereocomparator. In photographic mapping,

an instrument for accurately measuring
the three space coordinates of a point by

stereoscopic observation of two images of
the same point contained in two overlapping photographs taken from two different
exposure stations. Seelye, 2.
stereogram. a. A stereographic projection of
a crystal. Fay: b. Diagram in raphic form
with three axes, used to give three-dimensional representation on a plane surface.
Pryor, 3.

stereographic projection. In mineralogy, a
projection made on a plane through tlie
center of a sphere by projectors from the
South Pole. Fay.

stereometer. An apparatus for determining
the specific gravity of powders or porous

step-out time. In seismic prospecting, the

restrial 'photographs. Also called stereotopographic map. Seelye, 2.
stereophotogrammetry. The art of surveying
by stereoscopic measurements of photographs. Seelye 2.
stereoradlography. A technique for produc-

Ham.

stepped longwall; hitch-and-step. A system
of longwall stalls in which the faces are
carried forward in a steplike formation,
one stall about 5 yards in advance of the
next stall. It is claimed to have advantages
when the roof is friable. See also top holes.
Nelson.
stepped slope. Similar to advance stope.

The term implies that mining at one face
is stepped aside from that below so as not
to hinder the work at it. Stoces, v. 1, p.
249.

stepping. N. of Eng. The 'system of working
a face of coal in advance of the one next
to it. Fay.
stepping ahead. Term used in dredging operations when the diggii. g spud is dropped,

the other spud is raised, and the dredge
is ready to begin a new cut. Lewis, pp.

392-393.
step reef. See step vein. Fay.

stereometric

step up. To increase the voltage of (a current) by means of a transformer. Web-

materials. Osborne.
stereometric map. In photographic mapping,

time differential in arrivals of a given
peak or trough of a reflected or refracted
event for successive detector positions on
the earth's surface. This difference gives
information on the dip of the reflecting
or refracting horizon in the earth. A.G.I.
steppe. A vast tract in southeastern Europe
and in west central Asia, generally level
and without forests. MacCracken.
stepped foundation. See benched foundation.

map. See

stereotype metal. An alloy resembling type
metal, but containing more lead, suitable
for stereotype plates. Standard, 1964.
sterile coal. Eng. Black shale or clay on top

Fay.

step-out correction. The correction, determined from the geometry of the detector
spread., which eliminates the effect on the
reflection time of the horizontal distance
between seismometers and shot point. See
also step-out time. A.G.I.

stereotopographic
map. Seelye, 2.

a relief map made by the application of
the stereoscopic principle to aerial or ter-

ing paired radiographs which may be
viewed with a stereoscope to exhibit a
shadowgraph in three dimensions with
various sections in perspective and spa-

tial relation. ASM Gloss.
stereoscopic principle. In photographic map-

ping, the formation of a single, three-di-

mensional image by binocular vision of two

photographic images of the same terrain
taken from different exposure stations.
With proper equipment all measurements
needed in map construction can be made
from this visual model. Seelye, 2.

stereoscopic vision. The normal vision of
human beings in which depth and distance can be seen and estimated accordingly. A special plotting instrument enables vertical photographs taken during
an air survey to be viewed stereoscopically. Ham.
stereosphere. a. Suggested by Willis for a
highly elastic shell, 1,900 kilometers thick,
which is. the inner of three composing the

mantle of the earth. A.G.I. b. 'That part
of the earth's crust which lies above the
level of compensation, or the top of the
asthenosphere. See

also

asthenosphere.

A.G.I. c. The relatively strong outer shell
of the earth. A.G.I.

of a coal seam. Fay.

which, for various reasons, is not mined.

B.S. 3618,1963, sec. 1.
sterile. Scot. A drum or wheel on a selfacting incline. Fay.

sterling. Having a standard of value or fineness established by the British govern-

ment; said of British money of account

and of gold and silver; as, pounds sterling;
sterling plate. Standard, 1964.

sterling silver. A silver alloy containing at
least 92.5 percent silver, the remainder
being unspecified by usually copper. ASM
Gloss.

sternbergite. A silver-iron sulfide, AgsS.FeiSs.

It contains 30.4 percent sulfur, 34.2 percent silver, and 35.4 percent iron. Fay.
sterny. Scot. Rough; coarse-grained or crys-

talline, for example, sterny limestone. Fay.
sterrettite. Supposediy Alo(PO4)4(OH)0.51120,

is probably ScPO4.2H20; its structure is
of the metavariscite type; eggonite and
sterrettite are identical. American Mineralogist, V. 45, No. 1-2, JanuaryFebruary 1960, p. 257; Fleischer.
sterro metal. An alloy of three parts copper,
two parts zinc, and a small proportion of
iron and tin; stronger and cheaper than
gunmetal. Standard, 1964.
stetefeldite. A somewhat uncertain compound
containing silver, copper, iron, antimony,
sulfur, and water. Fay.

Stetefeldt furnace. A furnace for the chloridizing and roasting of silver ores, and also
for roasting fine copper ores low in sulfur.
Provision is made for an auxiliary fireplace. Fay.
stevensite. A hydrous magnesum silicate,
[Mg's.ssMn.taFe.02] [Sii] Oso [OH]2X.151 tYPi-

cally pseudomorphous after pectolite in
basalt; a member of the montmorillonite
group of clay minerals. From Hoboken,
N.J. American Mineralogist, V. 38, NovemberDecember 1953, p. 973.
Stevenson's fonnula. A formula by which
the height of waves can be calculated.
See also fetch. Ham.

steward. York. An underground foreman.
Fay.

stewartite. a. A colorless to yellow hydrous
manganese phosphate, 3MnO.P30..4H10.
Triclinic. Fibers or minute crystals. From
Stewart mine, Pala, Calif. English. b. A
steel-gray fibrous variety of bort containing iron and, therefore, magnetic. From
Kimberely, Republic of South Africa.
English.

Stewartite bort. See bort, c. Hess.
stey. Scot. Steep; highly inclined. Fay.
stibianite. Stibiconite. Fleischer.
stibiconite. (n14, Ca),S13,..0 (0,0H,H10)
'with the value of y ranging from 2 to less
than 1; usually chalky white to pale yellow, but orange, brown, gray, and black
are not uncommon; isometric; pyrochlore
structure; typically occurs as an alteration
product of stibnite. AMerican Mineralogist, v. 37, No. 11-12, November-December 1952, pp. 982-999.
stiblocolumbite. Name proposed for the nibiotantalite from Mesa Grandei Calif., because the amount of niobium is greatly in
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stibioeolumbite
excess of the tantalum (in one analysis).
English.

stick loading. A technique used in trench

blasting, etc., in which a lower concentra-

sliblopalladinke. A silver-white to steel-gray
antimonide of palladium PdsSb. Isometric.
Grains and small crystals. From the plat-

tion of charge is obtained by placing
wooden pegs between every cartridge in
the hole thus halving ,the concentration.

Transvaal, Republic of South Africa. Eng-

stickup. See standoff, a. Long.
sticky. A term applied when drilling rock

iniferous morite of the Bushveld in the
lish.

stiblotantalite. A brown, yellow, reddish-yel-

low tan taloniobate of antimony, (Sb0)3
(Ta,Nb),0,. Orthorhombic, hemimorphic.

English.
stiblum. The ancient name for antimony and

stibnite and now used in pharmacy for
the metal. Dana 6d, p. 36.

stiblite. Synonym for stibiconite. Dana 6d,
p. 203.
stibnite; gray antimony. An orthorhombic,
lead-gray mineral, Sb,S3; inclining to steel-

gray; subject to blackish tarnish; metallic

Langefors, p. 89.

or a formation so soft that the drill bit
tends to penetrate too rapidly and the
circulation fluid is unable to clear the

cuttings away fast enough to prevent their

adhering to and compacting on the surfaces of the bit and other downhole drilling equipment and/or the borehole side-

Chile. The most important ore of anti-

ASCE P1826.
stiff clay. Clay of low plasticity. A.G./. Supp.

lish.
stick.

a. To become fixed or lodged in a

borehole due to the constriction created
by swelling ground or to the compaction
of cave materials and/or drill cuttings.
Long. b. A cartridge of explosive. B.C.I.
c. A stick of mine timber, due to the cellular nature of the wooil, may be considered as a bundle of parallel tubes. It
resists pressure against the ends much
better than pressure brought against the
sides. Lewis, p. 38. d. Eng. To cease work
in order to obtain an increase, or prevent
a reduction of wages; to strike. Fay. e. In
a dipper shovel or pull shovel, a rigid bar

hinged to the boom and fastened to the
bucket. Also called handle. Nichols. f. A
bonded abrasive product of sticklike di-

mensions, used for such operations as hand
sharpening of tools, precision honing, and
dressing of wheels. ASM Gloss.
sticker. See stone repairer. D.O.T. 1.
sticking. a. Derb. A small vein (a scrin) not
wide enough for shoulder room. Arkell. b.
The selvage of mineralized country rock

at the side of a vein. Arkell. c. Derb. A
rib of ore in a vein, or a small rake vein
crossing the main vein. Arkell. d. Eng. A

thin vein of ore, or thin seam of clay in
an ore vein. Fay.

stkkbsg BMUS. Eng. Small veins that do not
afford shoulder room. Fay.
sticking up. The process of joining together,

by means of slip, the various parts of
items of pottery ware that cannot readily
be made In one piece, for example, putting the knob on a tureen cover, or spouts
on teapots. See also slip. Dodd.

dium, calcium, and aluminum with chemically combiaed water; Ca (A14401.) .
7H2O; crystallizing in the monoclinic system, the crystals frequently being grouped
in sheaflike aggregates. Found in igneous
rock cavities and metamorphic rocks. Dana
17; Fay.

still. a. An apparatus in which a substance
por is then liquefied in a condenser and

sticky coal. a. Ark. Coal strongly adhering
to a hard stratum of rock above or below
it; also called frozen coal. Fay. b. A coal

sticky limit. The lowest water content at
which a soil will stick to a metal blade

Dundas, Tasmania; near Dinvel's Kantoor, Barberton district, Transvaal, Republic of South Africa; Cunningsburgh,
Shetland Islands; Quebec, Canada. Eng-

treeforms of the coal forest. Nelson.

stilbite; desmine. A zeolite; silicate of so-

is changed by heat into vapor, with or

evolution of IfIsS. Specific gravity, 4.52 to
4.62; Mohs' hardness, 2. Found in Arkansas, Alaska, California, Nevada; Germany;

mony. Formerly called antimony glance.
Also known as antimonite and antimony
red. Dana 17; Sanford; CCD 6d, 1961.
stichtite. A lilac basic hydrous carbonate of
magnesium, chromium, and iron, MgCO3.
5Mg(OH),.2[(Cr,Fe) (OH)],.41110. Hexagonal ( ?). Masses of fibers or scales in
serpentine. A chrome-brugnatellite. From

and more. The Stigmaria gave support
and anchorage for the growth of the till

Long.

luster ; sometimes containing silver or gold.
Differs from galenite and other sulfides by
ease of .fusion. Contains 71.8 percent antimony, 28.2 percent sulfur. Soluble in con-

Hungary; France; japan; China; Mexico;

other Coal Measures trees. They usually
occur in the underclays as casts and vary
in size from less than 1 inch to 2 feet

walls. Compare balling formation, gummy.

seam which does not separate cleanly from
the roof and fragments of the roof adhere

centrated boiling hydrochloric acid with

stilpnomelane

to the top coal as it is worked. A sticky
coal results in a high proportion of shale
in the run-of-mine coal. Also called ditched top. _Nelson.

drawn across the surface of the soil mass.

stiffener. a. S. Wales. A door tor regulating
the ventilation. Fay. b. A steel angle or
bar riveted or welded across the web of
a built-up girder to stiffen it. C.T.D.
stiff-lissured clay. a. A clay which is firm

when dry at depth but is intersected by
cracks through which water will seep

easily. Clay deposits of this type are liable
to slips on hillside slopes. Nelson. b. See
slickensided clay. Ham.

stiff frame. See redundant frame. Ham.

stiff mud. A plastic mix of clay of very stiff
consistency, as extruded from an auger
machine. Bureau of Mines Staff.
stiff mud brick. a. Brick formed by repressing blanks cut from a column of clay ex-

truded by an auger machine. A.R.!. b.
Brick produced by extruding through a
die a plastic clay with a water content of
from 12 to 15 percent. ACSG.

stiff mud machine. A brick machine for making bricks out of very stiff clay. Mersereau,
4th, p. 261.
stiff-mud process. A plastic method of mold-

ing bricks by loran? the clay through a

die. Fay. See also wire-cut process.
stiffness. The ability of a metal or shape to
For identical
resist elastic deflection.
shapes, the stiffness is proportional to the
modulus of elasticity. ASM Gloss.
skit plastic process. A process of brickmaking by mechanical presses; the clay is prepared to a moisture content of about 12
percent and the shaped bricks can be set
direct in

the kiln without preliminary

drying. This is particularly common in
brickworks sited on the clays and shales
of the Coal Measures. Dodd.

without chemical decomposition. The va-

collected in another part of the apparatus.

Used generally for separating the more
volatile parts of liquids and obtaining them
in pure form. Standard, 1964. b. Slang for

a steam-generating boiler. Long. c. See
amalgam retort. Nelson.

stillage. A small platform on which shaped
clayware may be placed to facilitate its
handling within the factory, for example,
to and from a dryer. Compare pallet, a.
Dodd.

still coke. The residue left in the still on
distilling crude shale oil to dryness. Fay.

stillen. Corn. See astyllen. Fay.
stilliards. Ware racks for pottery. ACSG.
stilling pond. Enlargement and deepening of
a river at the foot of a dam spillway. Ham.
stillings. a. N. of Eng. The walling of a

shaft within the tubbing above the first
hard stratum underlyin4 quicksand. Fay.
b. A stand, as for holding vats or casks,

or for unburned pottery while it is drying.
Standard, 1964.
stilling well. A chamber connected to a main

body of water by a small inlet; such an
arrangement is suitable for a recording
gage. Ham.

still leaching. Sands or coarser materials are
leached by still or percolation methods,

i.e., by merely allowing the solution to
contact the solids by fillimit the voids in
the mass of crushed material, and to remain in contact for some time. Ency. of
Chem. Tech., v. 8, p. 938.

stillman helper. See benzol stillman helper.
D.O.T. Supp.
&Bison wrench. The pipe wrench of common use, named for its inventor. Crispin.
still wax. See wax tailings. Bennett 2d, 1962.
stillwellite. Borosilicate of lanthanons, (Ln,
s rhombohedral, in radioactive
Ca)BSiO'
ore from Queensland, Australia. Spencer
21, M.M. 1958.
stilpoischorsine. A yellow to bronze-red hydrous silicate of ferric iroc, aluminum, cal-

cium, and magnesium. Possibly Hx(Al,
Fe),e(Ca,Mg)Sis0«. A chloritic mineral.
In scales. Structurally identical with nontronite. From Gobitschau, Moravia, Czechoslovakia. English.

stilpnomelane. a. A mineral, near K(Fe",

stifle. a. A . suffocating atmosphere. Webster

Fe" ',A1)30Sin0s,(0,0H) 13, with Al nearly

Scot. Noxious gas resulting from an underground fire. Fay. e. To suffer difficulty in
breathing, or to be oppressed, as by reason

nearly absent; Mg or Mn may be present
in appreciable amounts. Also formulated,
(K,Ca) (Fe,Al),-1 SisOu-n (OH )4. 2-4%0.
Hey 2d, 1955. b. Synonym for ferrostilpnomelane. Dana uses stilpnomelane for

3d. b. To blanket or envelop to the point
of suffocation. Webster 3d. c. To cut off
(as the voice or breath). Webster 3d. d.

2 and Fe" ' more than Fe"; K may be

of air charged with smoke or other im-

the ferrous member of the series, and
chalcodite for the ferric, but Hutton has
shown that stilpnomelane from the origi-

purities. Webster 2d.

Ekigmaria. The below-surface portions of
Sigillaria, Lepidodendron, and probably

nal locality is a ferric mineral, chemically

stilpnomelane
identical with

typical chalcodite. The

name stilpnomelane has a priority over

chalcodite. The ferrous mineral does exist;
for it, the varietal name ferrostilpnomelane
is appropriate. Hey 2d, 1955.
stilpnosiderite. Limonite. Standard, 1964.
stilt. a. A device to allow roadway steel
arches a measure of yield under roof pres-

sure to prevent buckling. The stilt may
take the form of wooden extensions

strapped to the legs of the arch, wire bags
filled with dirt, and mechanical frictional
appliances and even hydraulic stilts. See
also yielding support. Nelson. b. Any of

the piles forming the back of the sheet
piling for a bridge starling. Webster 3d.

c. In ceramics, a piece of hard, fired clay,
usually three-armed with points on each
side used to keep articles apart in a pot-

tery kiln. Webster 3d. d. A support of
nonfusible material for ware placed in

saggars. G.T.D. e. A tripodlike setter for
glostware. ACSG, 1963. Also called spur.
stilt marks. Three marks left in the bottom
of a glazed piece from the stilt. ACSG,
1963.

stimples. S. Wales. Small timbers. See also
lacing; stempel. Fay.
stinger. a. A steel cylinder projecting beyond
the face of a cutting bit that serves as a
pilot or guide. See also pilot. Long. b. The
pneumatically actuated piston attached to
a pointed rod that acts as a feed mechanism on a stoper drill. Long.
stinger ream. To ream a borehole using a

reaming bit equipped with a pilot or

stinger. Long.
Hot air and flame exhausted
through openings in furnaces or tanks due
to positive internal pressure. ASTM C162-

sting-out.
66.

stink. See gob stink, b. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.

stocking end
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called stent; cut; darg. Nelson.
stip. See hitch, a.

stiplte. Variety of lean coal rich in pyrite
found in the Lias formation in France.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

stipple. A spatter of a different colored
enamel over the surface of a porcelain
enamel finish. Bryant.

stippled. a. A surface texture on a clay facing brick produced by the rapid impingement on the green brick of a head, carried on a reciprocating arm, fitted with
steel spikes; this texture is also called
sparrow-pecked. Dodd. b. A mottled deco-

ration on pottery ware or on vitreous

enamelware, produced by applying color
with a sponge or brush. Dodd.
stippled finish. A pebbly textured porcelain
enamel, often multicolored. ASTM C28665.
stippling. The application of fine drops of

enamel to a background of enamel of a
different color. Enam. Dict.
stirian. An early name for nickel-bearing
marcasite. Fay.

stirrup. a. An adjustable bale of a socket.
Zern. b. A piece of steel like that part
of a horse's harness of the same name

but having a long bar in place of the
strap which it is suspended. This stirrup iby
s hung at dumps from a gallows
frame. When the car is tilted over, the
endgate hooks are engaged each by a
stirrup and the endgate is lifted, thus

causing the material in the car to pitch
forward onto the chute or over the bank.
Zern. c. A long screw placed between the

initial short rod and the bracchead, to
enable the boring to proceed a greater
depth before a change of rods becomes
necessary. Nelson. d. Eng. A screw joint
suspended from the brakestaff or spring

2.

pole, by which the boring rods are ad-

in lignite. See also dysodile. Fay. b. Brown

called temper screw. Fay. e. A

stink coal. a. A hydrocarbon mineral found

justed to the depth of the borehole. Also

coal which on burning emits odor of

holding together the main reinforcing
bars in reinforced concrete. Ham.

petroleum. Tomkeieff, 1954.
stinkdamp. A mining term for hydrogen sul-

fide. The gas has an unpleasant smell,
resembling that of rotten eggs, hence the
name. The presence of this gas may indicate a gob fire in its early stages. Nelson.

Produced by the distintegration of iron

pyrites. Seldom found in anthracite mines
in sufficient quantity to cause explosion or
to be otherwise dangerous. Hudson.
stinker. a. Used among British miners for inferior coal which stinks when burned.

Tomkeieff, 1954. b. N. Wales. A bed of

dolomite. Arkell.
stinkquartz. A variety of quartz, which emits
a fetid odor when struck. Fay.
stinkstone. a. Boulders of phosphate rock,

from Tennessee. Fay. b. A stone that
emits a fetid smell on being struck or
rubbed owing to the decomposition of

organic matter. Webster 3d. Also called

swinestone. See also bituminous limestone.
Fay.

stint. a. Mid. A measure of length by which
colliers mine coal. Fay. b. Glouc. A certain number of trams filled per man per

day. Fay. c. S. Staff. A collier's day or
shift. Fay. d. Brist. To fix upon or agree
to, a certain number of trams being. filled

binder

stishovite. A mineral consisting essentially of
Si Oa; occurs in aggregates of submicron
size; from coesite-bearing Coconino sandstone from Meteor Crater, Ariz. American

son. b. Eng. Coal, or ore, stored at the
surface during slack trade, or in reserve
for an extra demand at any time. Fay. c.

The average tonnage sent out of a working place in one day. Fay. d. In quarrying,
the useful rock as distinguished from the
waste. Fay. e. An irregular, metalliferous
mass in a rock formation; as a stock of
lead ore in limestone. Fay. f. A body of
igneous rock that is smaller than a batholith and intruded upward into older formations and that in ground plan is roughly
circular or elliptical but in cross section
may increase downward. Webster 3d. g. A
core of small wet coal, with a hole

through for the air blast, made between
the tuyere and the front of a forge. Webster 2d. h. A holder for a threaded die.

Webster 3d. i. The proprietorship element

in a corporation divided into shares and

represented by transferable certificates and

giving to the owners a pro rata interest
in the assets, the earnings, and except
where withheld in the charter the voting

power of the business. Webster 3d. j.
The mixture of ore, coke, and limestone
charged into the furnace, or stored in

bins at the stock house. Fay. k. A sharply
domed body of intrusive igneous rock that
presumably has no floor. Bateman. 1. A
body of plutonic rock that covers less than
40 square miles, has steep contacts (gen-

erally dipping outward), and, although

generally discordant, may be concordant.
A.G.I. m. In forging, the portion of metal
cut from the bar that has been alloted to
a given number of forgings. Henderson.
stock brick; kiln-run brick. A class of bricks
embracing all hard enough for the outside
of buildings, divided into hard brick, com-

mon building brick, paving brick, hard
building brick, outside brick, hard red

brick, strictly hard brick, select hard brick,

rough hard brick, hard washed brick,
kiln-run hard brick, and common hard

brick. Stindard, 1964.
stock craneman. One who lifts and moves

stitched in a machine and afterwards

stocker. A laborer who performs various

1962, p. 807.
stitch. To fasten a timber by toenailing. Fay.
stitched camas belt. A belt made of plies of
cotton fabric, in which the plies are
waterproofed. The duck is generally more

closely woven than is usual with rubber
belting; not very suitable to mining con-

ditions especially in the presence of water.
See also solid woven fabric belt. Nelson.

stock, such as limestone, scrap iron, or pig
iron, for the open-hearth furnaces.
D.O.T. 1.
stock dumper. See trestleman. Fay.

duties, such as unloading scrap material
from cars, sorting and assembling the different grades of scrap in piles, and loading materials for open-hearth melting
(limestone, scrap, and pig iron) into

charging boxes. Also called billet handler;
laborer, scrapyard; laborer; stock; laborer,
stockhouse; and stock unloader. D.O.T. 1.

stitched canvas conveyor belt. A construction of conveyor belt made up of plies of
cotton fabric stitched together. Stitched
canvas belts may be untreated, inpregnated, or coated. ASA MH4.1-1 958.
stitch welding. Spot welding in which suc-

stockbouse larryman. One who drives an

taining abundant corals and echinoids,
resting upon continental beds of Middle

stocking conveyor. A belt conveyor in a
blending system which receives bulk materials for delivery to the stacker con-

ing down coal after it has been holed.
Fay.

stocking end. a. Lane. The inner end of a
heading at a short distance from which
there is a depression in the seam, which

cessive welds overlap. Ham.
stithe. Eng. Choke damp; afterdamp; blackdamp. Also spelled stythe. Fay.
St. Louis limestone. A marine limestone con-

target on the coalface which every collier
the length, area, or volume of face which
he regularly clears or loads out. Also

stob-and.featber. Eng. See fox wedge. Fay.
stochastk. Containing a random variable;

is expected to do in one shift or in one
week. In longwall conveyor work, it is

stock. a. An ore body similar to a chimney
but of greater irregularity of outline. Nel-

Mineralogist, v. 47, No. 5-6, May-June

Mississippian age in the Mississippi Valley. C.T.D.
stob. Eng. A long steel wedge used in bring-

per stall per day. Fay. e. A fixed work

word used to describe a system (for example, sampling method) which has in it an
element of randomness. Pryor, 3.
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electric car to haul ore and limestone from
the stockpiles to the blast furnace.
D.O.T. 1.
stockbouse man. A general term for anyone
working in stockhouse. See also stock, j.
Fay.

veyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

has become more or less filled with water,
causing the ventilation to be cut off. Fay.

b. Leic. A geordie. Fay.

stockpile. a. The ore accumulated at the
surface when shipping is suspended.

Standard, 1964. b. An accumulation of
ore or mineral built up when demand
slackens or when the treatment plant or
beneficiation equipment is incomplete or
temporarily unequal to handling the mine

output; any heap of material formed to

create a reserve for loading or other purposes. Nelson. c. Material dug and piled
for future use. Nichols, 2.
stock rail. A fixed outer rail against which

the point is held at a turnout. See also

points. Ham.
stock salt. Rock or evaporated salt, with or
without added trace minerals, used for
feeding stock. Kaufmann.
stock unloader. A laborer who unloads ore,

coke, or stone from cars on trestle. Fay.
stockwork. An ore deposit of such a form
that it is worked in floors or stories. It
may be a solid man of ore, or a rock mass
so interpenetrated by small veins of ore

that the whole must be mined together.
Stockworks are distinguished from tabular or sheet deposit (veins, beds), which
have a small thickness in comparison with
their extension in the main plane of the
deposit (that is, in strike and dip). Taken
from German term stockwerk. See also
stock, e and f. Fay.
stockyard. A space reserved on the surface
near the materials shaft for the temporary
storage of steel, timber? and other bulky
items of supplies for mine use. The yard
is surfaced and a mine car is used
throughout. Nelson.
stokblometric. A chemical compound, or a
batch for synthesis, is satti to *ue stoichiometric when the ratio o; its constituents
is exactly that demanded by the chemical
formula. Of more interest in the field of
special ceramics are non-stoichiometric
compounds. Sii also non-stoichiometric.
Dodd.
stokhlometric chemistry. Quantitative chemical relations during reaction. Pryor, 3, p.
80.

stokblostetry. That branch of chemistry
that deals with the numerical relationships between elements or compounds
(atomic Weights); the determination of
the proportions in which the elements
combine (formulas); and the weight relations in reactions (equations). Hackh's
Chem. Dirt.

stoke. Unit of kinematic viscosity. The cgs
unit of kinematic viscosity being that of
a fluid which has a viscosity of one poise
and a density of one gram per cc. Web-

stone crusher
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stocking end

diameter. Equivalent free-falling.
Pryor, 3.
stokesite. A colorless basic silicate of tin and
Stokes

calcium, 114CaSnSisOu. Orthorhombic.
Acute pyramidal. A single specimen

known. From Roscommon Cliff, St. Just,
Cornwall, Eng. English.

Stokes' law. a. A formula expressing the rates
of settling of spherical particles in a fluid.

A.G.I. b. Gives the rate of fall of a small
sphere in a viscous fluid. When a small
sphere falls under the action of gravity
through a viscous medium it ultimately
acquires a constant velocity, V:
V

2ga'(d1ds)
9n

where g is gravitational acceleration, a
is the radius of the sphere, di and ds are

the densities of the sphere and of the

medium respectively, and ti is the coefficient of viscosity. V will be in centimeters per second if g is in centimeters
per second per second; a will be in centi-

meters; di and d1 will be in grams per
cubic centimeter; and ti will be in dyne-

seconds per square centimeter, or poises.
Handbook of C'hemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. F-58. c. The wavelength of
light emitted by a fluorescent material is
longer than that of the radiation used to
excite the fluorescence. In modern language, the emitted photons carry off leu
energy than is brought in by the exciting
photons; the detaih accord with the

energy conservation principle. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. F-58. See also elutriator; sedimentation
test.
Stokes stretcher.

The

simplest

type

of

stretcher used for underground first aid.
This basket-typc stretcher acts as a splint
for the whole body, and is constructed of
tubular steel and strong wire mesh. Used
for lifting or lowering Injured persons in
difficult places. McAdam, p. 104. This

used, while in Michigan copper minn

"rock" is the common expression. Fay. g.
Commonly, although incorrectly, used as
a synonym for diamond. Long.
stone amiante. Ancient term for fiber-bearing
rock or ore. Sinclair, W. E., p. 484.
stone az. A stonecutter's ax. Standard, 1964.
stone bind. A variety of sandstone. Fay.
stone-block paving. Paving consisting of
stone setts accurately cut to a rectangular
shape in order to obtain a minimum joint
thickness. Ham.
stoneboat. a. A flat runnerless sledge or

drag for transportating stone or other

heavy material. Webster 3d. b. A runnerless plank sled on which to transport
heavy stones, or a platform, used for the
same purpose, swung under the axles of
a wagon. Standard, 1964. c. A flat steel
sled with an up-curbed front. Nichols. d.
A species of wooden sled, used for haul-

ing large stones a comparatively short

distance. Stauffer. e. Can. Jumper. Hoffman.
stonebrash. Land abounding in stones, especially a subsoil of small stones or finely
broken rock. Webster 3d.
stone breaker. A stone crusher. Fay.
stone brick. A hard brick or firebrick made
in Wales. Webster 3d.
stone butter. a. A variety of halo trichite.
Standard, 1964. Also called rock butter.
Fay. b. A sort of alum. Fay. c. A kind of

clay said to have been used instead of
butter. Fay.

stone carver. In stonework industry, one who

carves out figures or designs in full or
bas relief on blocks or slabs of marble,

sandstone, or granite, to be used for building or monumental purposes. May be des-

ignated according to type of work, as
monument carver, or according to the
kind of stone worked on, as granite carver
or marble carver. Also called cutter,
hand ;*decorator. D.O.T. I.

type of stretcher is used in metal mines or

stone china. See ironstone ware. ACSG,

steep pitch. Kentucky, p. 393.
stoking. In powder metallurgy, presintering
or sintering in such a way, that the com-

fragments of stone containing no dust.

in coal mines where the coalbed has a
pacts are advanced through the furnace
at a fixed rate by manual or mechanical
means; also called continuous sintering.
ASM Gloss.

stolalte. A mineral, PbW01, consisting of a
native lead tungstate isomorphous with
wulfenite aud probably with scheelite and
powellite. Webster 3d. Tetragonal. Dana
17.

1963.
stone chips. In road building, small angular

Hess.

stone dunch. Eng. Hard, sandy underclay,
Midlands. Arkell.

stone coal. a. Wales. Anthracite, in lumps;
also certain other very bard varieties of

coal. Fay. b. Mineral coal, as distizsguished

from charcoal; especially, in England,
hard or anthracite coal. Standard, 1964.
c. Sometimes applied to anthracite on
account of its hardneu. Nelson. d. Early
term for anthracite. KOMOIS.

stone conceatrados. Synonym for diamond

'stokehole. A hole, as in a reverberatory fur-

stomp. a. Mid. To set a prop or sprag with
one end in a slight hole cut out of a floor
or roof to receive it. Fay. b. A short
wooden plug fixed in the roof, to which

tool for stirring. Standard, 1964.
stoker. A mechanical appliance for feeding

mark for surveys. Fay.
stone. a. Consolidated rock either in mass or

stone copper. A somewhat misleading translation of granada de cobre which may be

A.G.I. Sun). b. A gem. A.G.1. supp. C. A
stony meteqrite. A.G.1. Supp. d. Crushed
or naturally angular particles of rock that

copper, meaning small scrap such as turnings or filings. Him

ster 3d.

nace, for introducing a rabble or other

coal, coke, or other fuel into a boiler or
furnace. In hand stoking, the man who

shovels the fuel into the furnace is known
as the stoker. See also underfeed stoker;
vibrating grate. Nelson.
stoker coal. a. A screen size of coal specifi-

cally for use in automatic firing equipment. B.C.4 b. This coal can be of any
rank and the stoker is usually desired to
fit the coal available. Factors of importance in the selection of coal for stoker
use are: size limits, size consist, uniformity of shipments,coking Properties; nibfusion characteristics, ash, sulfur and volatile-matter percentages. Mitchell, p. 123.

concentration. Long.

lines are hung, or to serve as a bench

stone content. Synonym for diamond content. Long.

in a fragment of pebble or larger size.

interpreted as gravel copper or granular

will pan a 3-inch sieve and be retained
on a No. 4 U.S. standard sieve. ASCE
PI826. e. Stone is more properly applied
(than rock) to individual blocks, muses.
or fragments that have been taken from
their original formations for commercial
use. BuMines Bull. 585, 1960, p. 794. f.
Aust. (The Englishman uses the term
"millstuff" and the Colorado-Cornishman "mill dirt.") In southwest Missouri

lead and zinc mines the term -dile is

264-972 0-68-69
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stone count. Synonym for diamond count.
Long.
stone crane operator. a. In the 4uarry indus-

try, one who lifts blocks of stone and

boxes of broken stone with a guy derrick
in a quarry. Also called stone hoist operator. D.O.T. I. b. In the stonework indus-

Inf. one who lifts and moves blocks of
stone with an electric bridge crane in a
stone mill. D.O.T. I.

uA
Now crusher. a. A machine for breaktg
stones, as for road building. When

stone crusher
for breaking ore, called ore crusher.
Standard, 1964. b. See crusher man.
D.O.T. 1.

stone-crusher operator. See crusher operator.
D.O.T. 1.

stonecutter. a. One whose occupation is cutting stone, as for building. Standard,
1964.

b. A gem cutter. Standard, 1964.

c. A machine for facing stone. Standard,
1964. d. See jadder. Pryor, 3.

stonecutter, hand. In stonework industry,
one who cuts and shapes. building and
monumental stone by hand from rough
blocks or slabs of granite, marble, and
stone. May be designated according to
type of work or kind of stone, as building
stonecutter, granite worker, marble cutter,
marble worker, or stonecutter, monument.
Also called chisel worker; stoneworker.
D.O.T. 1.

stonecutter, machine. In stonework industry,
one who trims and surfaces rough blocks
and slabs of building or monumental granite to specified size and finish with a pneumatic surfacing machine. Also called surfacer operator; surfacing machine operator. D.O.T. I.
stone cutters consumption. See siliceous dust.

stone dike. A clean-cut washout in coal
which penetrates to the base of the seam

and takes out all the coal. Arkell.

stone drain. See rubble drain. Ham.

stone dresser. a. One who smoothes and
shapes stone. Standard, 1964. b. A machine for trimming and shaping, dressing
and finishing building stones, etc. Stand-

stone repairer
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propagation of the explosion. Sinclair, I,
p. 257. See also flame inhibitor.

stone duster. The man in charge of stone

dusting in coal mines. See also dust suppression man. Nelson.
stone dusting. The systematic distribution of
stone dust along mine roadways to cover
the coal dust and reduce its flammability.
Although stone dusting may not always
stop an explosion, it is less violent with
stone dusting than without. Nelson. Safety
regulations in many countries require that
stone dust be applied either mixed with
the coal dust along mine roadways, or as
stone dust barriers, to reduce the liability
of coal-dust explosions. Roberts, I,'p. 108.

stone exposure. Synonym for diamond ex-

posure. Long.
stone eye. See stone intrusion.
stone feeder. See crusher man. D.O.T. I.
stone fields. See felsenmeer. A.G.I.
stone finisher.See marble polisher, d; stone
mechanic; stone rubber. D.O.T. 1.
stone flax. An early name for asbestos. Fay.
stone fork. A hand tool with tines designed

for loading broken rock, on which ma-

terial from about 2 to 4 inches will stand.
Nelson.
Monegall. A clay concretion found in certain
sandstones. Standard, 1964.

stone gobbet. In bituminous coal mining,
one who removes stone and other refuse
from coal mine floors and dumps refuse
into mine cars for disposal. D.O.T. 1.

stone grader. a. In the quarry industry, one
who inspects and measures newly quarried stone, and classifies it as to quality
according to a standard classification

from the surface down to a coal seam.
See also hard heading; rock drivage;

grader may act only as a measurer. Also
called measurer. D.O.T. 1. b. In the
stonework industry, one who selects marble stock from yard accord:ng to order
specifications, making choice through the
knowledge of color and quality of stand-

slabs to approximate dimensions preparatory to the tone being worked on a
planer, surfacing machine, or stone lathe.
Also called scabbler. D.O.T. I.
stone drift. a. A drift excavated in rock, as

slant, c. Nelson. b. Aust. A passage driven
in rock instead of coal. Fay. See also drift.

stoat driller. a. In the stonework industry,
one who drills holes in large finished slabs
and blocks of building stone for insertion

of wires or rods in mounting and fastening them in place. D.O.T. Lb. See driller,
machine. D.O.T. 1.

stoat dropout. See rollout. Long.
stogie dust. a. In coal mines any inert dust
spread on roadways as a defense against
the danger of coal dust explosions. The
stone dust used is of a type that does not

cake in mine air. Ground limestone is

satisfactory in most conditions. About 5

percent less limestone is required than

shale, and gypsum has about two to three
times the efficiency of shale. The gypsum
appears to owe its high efficiency to its

hydrate water. Inert dusts are effective
because they absorb heat that the coal
dust would otherwise receive from the
flame. See also dust consolidation. Nelson. b. Really shale dust and loosely applied to any incombustile dust used tu
render coal dust incombustible. Mason.
stonedust barrier. A device erected at strategic points in mine roadways for the
purpose of arresting eaplosions. Consists
essentially of trays or We trough loaded
with stone dust, which are upset or over-

turned by the pressure wave in front of
an explosion ahead of the flame, producing a dense curtain or cloud of inert dust

to blanket the flame and stop further

stone maker. In concrete products industry,
one who specializes in making concrete
blocks designed to resemble stone. D.O.T.
1.

stoneman. a. A miner employed on stonework. See also repairer; ripper. Nelson. b.

A man who drills shotholes in rock in
readiness for firing by the shotfirer. Ham.

c. N. of Eng. Face (gateway) stonemen
make the mothergate and tailgate to the
face, shovel

the shot stone from the

caunches into the goat; build packs, and

erect gateway supports. Trist. d. N. of
Eng. One who is employed in driving a

stonehead, or who rips, titnbers, and repairs roads. See also brusher. Fay. e.
Aust. A man who works in rock, in contradistinction to one who works in coal.
Fay.

stonemason. One who builds foundations,
walls, etc. of stone. Crispin.
stoat asechiialc. In stonework industry, a
general term applied to one who I. skilled
in layout work and the use of hand tools
and machines for cutting, polishing, and
sandblasting building and monumental

stone. Also called stone finisher. D.O.T. 1.
stone mill. a. A stone crusher. Standard,

b. A machine for dreuing and finishing marble, slate, etc.; a stone dresser.
1964.

Standard, 1964.

stone-gotten See gotten. Stowell.

c. In the stonework industry,
one who points down (dresses or chips)
the surfaces of rough granite blocks or
ard, 1964.

other cylindrical work to a smooth, lustrous finish on a polishing lathe. D.O.T.

schedule. In some quarries, the stone

ard grading samples used by plant. D.O.T.
1.
stone green. A mixture of ground green earth
and a white clay used as an ingredient of
waterproofing paints. CCD 3d, 1942.
stone
See granite polisher.

stone
. A hammer for breakiag or
for dressing stone. Standard, 1964.

stossebead. a. Eng. A heading driven in stone

Eton Woe. a. Scot. An ironstone mine or
working. Fay. b. Scot. A mine driven in
barren strata. Fay.

stow molder. In concrete products and
stonework industry, one who sets up,
maintains and operates a machine with
specially ihaped abrasive wheels for cutting moldings, grooves, shaped fluted col-

umns, panels, and other decorative designs in building or monumental limestone, granite, sandstone, marble, artificial
marble or stone, and other concrete products. Also called carboman; molder; molding machine operator. D.O.T. I.

stone ocher. Ocher found in hard globular
masses. Webster 3d.
stone of ore. A piece of ore. Fay.
dose ou. Petroleum. Webster 3d.

stone peat. Compact dark variety of peat
forming the lower layer of a peat
Tornkeseff, 1954.

or bind. A stone drift. Fay. b. The solid

sloes pit. A quarry where stones are dug.

C.T.D. c. Scot. Rockhead Arkell. d. See
bedrock. Nelson. e. N. of Eng. The first
hard stratum underlying quidcsand. Fay.
stone bolsi operator. See stone crane operator. D.O.T. 1.

stone pitch. Pitch that is hard, like stone.

rock first met with in sinking a shaft.

stone Window Irregular masses of sandstone occurring within a coal seam or
penetrating the seam from top to bottom,
sometimes much distorted, but always
connected with a similar sardstone in the

roof or higher strata. Also called stone

eye. Raistnek and Marshall, pp. 92-93.
stone land. Land chiefly valuable for stone,
as sandstone, limestone, granite, etc. Fay.
stows lathe operator. In stonework industry,
one who cuts or turns blocks of limestone,
marble, granite, or sandstone to col
Eillaikag balusters, and other cylindrical
or monumental work on a stonecutting lathe. Also called lathe man; lathe
operator; turner. D.O.T. 1.
stone lathe pollsissr. In stonework, one who
polishes the rough surface of granite or
marble columns, pillars, balusters, and
,unins

1.01%

Webster 2d.
Webster 2d.

dose polisher. In the stonework industry,

one who polishes to a high luster by
hand methods those curbed, irregular,
and straight surfaces of blocks and slabs
of marble and granite that cannot be
polished by machtne. May be designated

according to kind of a stone, as granite
polisher; marble polisher. Also called
stone finisher. D.O.T. 1.
stow polygon. A polygon of stones formed

in some stony-soil regions by frost action.
Also called stone ring; stone net. Challinor.
stone pressure. Synonym for diamond pressure. Long.
stoat spomy. A place where stone is quarried.

Standard 1964.
stoner. A ;forkman in a glassworks whose

job is to smooth the rims of the ware;

also called a flatter. Dodd.
nose repairer. In stonework industry, one
who mends broken marble slabs to restore them to a usable condition. Also

s

stone repairer
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stope

called sticker. D.O.T. 1.
stone rubber. In stonework industry, who
rubs down the surface of finished blocks
and slabs of building limestone or sandstone with abrasive to remove defects and
marks left by machine and hand tools.

stonework. a. All underground work involving the excavation, loading, or handling

stones. a. Detached particles of rock usually
smaller than 10 inches (256 millimeters)
in diameter. Stones are classed as gravel
on bottom sediment charts. H&G. b. In

aration, or setting of stone. Webster 3d.
c. Scot. Driving of drifts or galleries in
stone or rock. See also stonehead, a. Fay.
stoneworker. See stonecutter, hand. D.O.T.

pillar (as of coal) left to support the roof
of a mine. Webster 3d. c. Scot. A chief
supporter; prop; mainstay. Webster 3d.
stoop-and-room. a. Scot. A method of working moderately thick seams, and similar
in principle to the pillar-and-stall. The
rooms were the narrow roadways or stalls
in the coal and the stoops were the pillars

Also called rubber; stone finisher. D.O.T. 1.

mica, small embedded crystals or holes
resulting from them. Also called stone
holes. Skew. c. A crystalline inclusion
present as a fault in glass; stones may re-

sult from incomplete reaction of particles
of batch or from the pickup of small fragments of the refractory lining of the pot
or furnace in which the glass is melted.
The most common constituents of stones
are carnegieite, corundum, cristobalite,
mullite, nephelite, triydmite, and zirconjs. See also china stone, c. Dodd.
stone saw. A stone-cutting apparatus having

no teeth, being a simple iron band fed
with sand and water, cutting by attrition.
Standard, 1964.
stone sawyer. See circular sawyer, stone;

gang sawyer. D.O.T. 1.
doss SW. Comb. Sandy fireclay. Compare
sill, h. Arkell.
;
' dose 'ledger. See sledger. D.O.T. 1.
stone apse's. York. Usually a stone bind or
sandstone with rootlets. Arkell.
done per carat. a. Synonym for diamonds
per carat. Long. b. The number of nearequal-size diamonds the weight of which

is I carat, hence a relative measure of
the size of diamonds. Long.
doss squarer. A workman who squares or

shapes stones, as for building. Standard,

1964.
stone trimmer. a. In stonework industry, one

who trims rough roofing slate to largest
size which slabs will make on a trimnung
machine fitted with rotary cutting knives
cr a single blade on a spring pole. Also
called slate trimmer. D.O.T. 1. b. See
coper, machine. D.O.T. 1.
done tubblsg. Watertight stone walling of a
shaft cemented at the back. Fay.
doss turf. Same as black turf. Tomkeieff,
1954.
done wall. Applied by Newberry to the feature now called hogback. A.C.I.
glassware. a. Ceramic ware fired to a hard,

dense condition and with an absorption
of less than 5 percent; not translucent; it
may be undergbiW-., salt glazed, or glazed

with hard feldspathic &us. ACSG. b.

A vitreous or seznivitreous ceramic ware
of fine texture, made primarily from nonrefractory fire clay. ACSG.

doneware day. a. A clay suitable for the
manufacture of. stoneware; it possesses
good plasticity, vitrifies between cones 4
and 10, and has a long firing range. The

fired color is buff to gray. ACSB-1. b.
Clay which ranges from inferior ma-

terial through semirefractory to firebrick
clay. It should have a tensile strength of
125 pounds or more pounds par square
inch; lov fire shrinkage; enou& plasticity
and toughness for shaping; no lime or Febearing concretions; and very little coarse
sand. CCD 3d, 1942, pp. 195-196.
doss weight. Synonym for diamond content.
Long.
stoles wks. Wire smaller than No. 14 put up

in 12 Isound coils, which are about 8
inches inside diameter. Zero.

of rock or dirt, such as ripping, dinung,
tunneling, packing, etc. In thin coal
seams, stonework is a major cost item.
See also deadwork. Nelson. b. The process of working in stone; the shaping, prep-

1.

stonework'. a. An establishment for cutting

stone, as marble. Standard, 1964. b. A
pottery for making stoneware. Standard,
1964.

stoneyard. A yard in which stones are cut,
shaped, broken or the like. Webster 2d.
stone yellow. Yellow ocher. Webster 3d.

stoning. a. Broken i7tone laid along a river-

bed to prevent scour. 11am. b. The removal, by means of a rubbing stone, of

excrescences from enamelware during thc
stages of manufacture. The need for ston-

ing may arise as a result of splashes of
enamel slip from the spray gun, or of

nonuniform draining of the slip. See also
rubbing stone, b. Dodd.
stooy. Containing or composed of stones,
used especially in describing agricultural
land. Synonym for lithoidal. Stokes and
Varner, 1955.

stony duacb. Eng. Compressed clays with
sandstone layers interspersed, Midlands.
Arkell.

stony coal. Northumb. Miners' term for coal
with stone ribs, coal of good hard quality.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
stony

meteorite. A meteorite

consisting

mainly of rock-forming silicate minerals,
such as pyroxene, olivine, and feldspar.

Compare achondrite; chondrite. 4.01.
Supp.

Stoodke. Trade name for cast tungsten carbide. Hess.

stook. a. The last stump or vorner block of
coal left when extracting pillars by means
of lifts, in pillar methods of working.
Nelson. b. Eng. A small pillar of coal left
to support the roof (bord-and-pillar).
SMRB, Paper No. 61.
stook-and-featber. Eng. A wedge for breaking down coal, worked by hydraulic power, the pressure being applied at the extreme inner end of the drilled hole. Fay.
stool. a. The point where a miner stops his

of coal. Nelson. b. Scot. A system of working by which mineral is extracted from its
bed in a series of galleries or rooms leaving pillars or stoops to support the roof.
Also called pillar-and-stall; post-and-

stall. Fay. c. See bord-and-pillar. Pryor,

3.
stoop-and-thld. Scot. An old name for stoopand-room. Fay.
stooped. Scot. Said of a mine when the pillars or stoops have been extracted. Fay.
stooped waste. Scot. Stoop-and-room workings where the pillars have been worked

out. Fay.
stooper. A miner in pillar methods of working employed in pillar eobbing; a practice now obsolete. Nelson.
stooping. Scot. The process of extracting
stoops or pillars. Fay.
stoop road. Scot. A road driven in the solid

coal in connection with the stoop-and-

room system of mining. Fay.
stoopway. A passageway, the height of which

requires a man to stoop or crouch in
traversing it. A.G.I.
stop. a. Any cleat or beam to check the
descent of a cage, cart pump, pump rods,
etc. Fay. b. In mining, a variation of
stope. Fay.
stopblocks; Dubber. A simple arrangement of

two stout timbers, sliding on pivots, one
of which can be placed across the track

rail and held in position by the other
block. They are often used on haulage

landings to prevent trums running i'own
the incline uncontrolled. Nelson.

stope. a. An excavation from which ore has

been excavated in a series of steps. A
variation of step. Standard, 1964. Usually
applied to highly inclined or vertical
veins. Frequently used incorrectly as a
synonym for room, which is a wide working place in a flat mine. Fay. b. To excavate ore in a vein by driving horizontally
upon it a series of worLings, one im-

mediately over the other, or vice versa.

Each horizontal working is called a scope

because when a number of them are in

digging downward to work outward. /fess.
b. The assembly carrying the return rollers and brackets for connecting standard
sections together in belt conveyors. Nel-

progress, each working face under attack
assumes the shape of a flight of stain.
When the first stope is begun at a lower
corner of the body of ore to be removed,

son.

distance, the next is commenced above it.

stooled. Eng. Applied to a vein tut vertically
for same distance. Fay.

stool eat A supporting pillar of rock in a
mine. Webster 3d.
stool pigeoa. A recording device attached to

and, after it has advanced a convenient

This is called overhand doping. When

the first stope begins at an upper corner,
and the succeeding ones are below it, it

is called underhand stoping. The term

a drill machine, showing on paper the
time required to complete certain drilling operations and also how the drill
machine was operated during a unit of

stoping is loosely applied to any subter-

time. Long.

plied to the extraction of ore, but does
not include the ore removed in si nk
shafts and in driving levels, driftsatA

stool pipe; stool piece. Scot. The pipe on

which a column of pipes rests. Fey.
**I stalagmite. A calcite formation shaped
like a plate and grown around a stalag-

mite at the point where it had touched
the surface of a pool of saturated water.

Schielerdecker.

stoop. a. Eng. A hogback of limestone or
iron ore, Whitehaven district. Arkell. b.
Eng. A post or pillar; specifically, a large
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ranean extraction of ore except that which
is incidentally performed in sinking shafts,

driving leveh, etc., for the purpose of

opening the mine. Fay. c. Commonly apother development openings. Lewis, p. 21.

d. The working above and below a level
where the mass of the ore body is broken.
A dope is the very antithesis of a shaft,
tunnel, drift, winze, or other similar ex-

cavation in a mine. Ricketts, I. e. Any

excavation in a mine, other than develop-

stope
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ment workings, made for the purpose of

stoping. a. The act of excavating ore, either
above or below a level, in a series of steps.

piing and is estimated from direct meas-

act of excavating ore by means of a series
of horizontal, vertical, or inclined workings in veins or large, irregular bodies of
ore, or by rooms in flat deposits. It covers
the breaking and removal of the ore from
underground opening., except those driven
for exploration and development. The removal of ore from drifts, croucuts, shafts,
winzes, and raises, which are excavated
to explore and develop an ore deposit, is
incidental to the main purpose for which

With wide tabular deposits, there is little
difference between the stoping width and
the clean width. Nelson.
stop log. A log, plank, cut timber, or steel
or concrete slab or beam fitting into end
guides between walls or piers to close an
opening to the passage of water. Sfelye,

extracting ore. The outlines of the ore
body determine the outlines of the stope.

The term

is also applied to breaking
ground by drilling and blasting or other
methods. See also caving. Nelson. f. The
opening created when ore is mined. As a
rule stoping is started on each side of a
raise-winze connection. Highman, p. 35.

g. A body of mineral left by running
drifts about it. Standard, 1964. h. S. Afr.
Workings in a mine, or the activity by

which ore is broken from blocks in ore
reserves and other areas. Bierman. i. A

cavern, chamber, or room from which ore

has been extracted. BuMinos Bull. 587,
1960, p. 2.

stope assay plans. Plan showing assay value

of exposures of ore in a stope, together
with any other data desired. Pryor, 4.

stope board. A timber staging on the floor of
a stope for setting a rock drill. The stage
is tilted to enable the bottom holes being
drilled in the same inclined direction.
Nelson.
stope development. The driving of subsidiary

openings designed to prepare blocks of
ore for actual extraction by stoping. BuMines Bull. 419, 1939,p. 3.
slope driller. In metal mining, one who operates

compressed air, percussion-type

rock drill in a stope (an underground

opening from which ore is extracted in a
series

of

D.O.T. 1.

steps).

Also

called

stoner.

slope fillings. Broken mullock or rock or the
broken low-grade portion of a lode or vein
used to fill stopes on abandonment. Nelson.
Stope hamer. A trademark name applied to
air-feed hammer drills. Hess.
slope boW. A small portable compressed-air
hoist for operating a scraper-loader or for
pulling heavy timbers into position, often
used in ilarrow stopes. Nelson.
slope miner. See miner, i. D.O.T. SupP.
stop end. The shuttering erected at the end
of a length of concrete construction
shaped to provide a suitable joint for the

next length. Ham.

A column of ore left to support
stope: Pryor, 3.

dpillar.
ot:

eloper. a. A stoping drill. Fay. b. A light
percussive drill Incorporating a pneumatic cylinder to provide support and
thrust while drilling steeply upward. B.S.

3618, 1964, sec. 6. c. A hammer drill
usually used for drilling upwards. See
also autostoper. Nelson. d. A hand-size
air drill mounted on a column or other
support. Nichols. e. Sff stope driller.

D.O.T. 1.
stopeemam. See roof bolter. D.O.T. Supp.
slope samplisg. The P.smp ling of exposures
in the stopes, or r. material coming from
the stopes. This type of sampling permits
a closer control of the grade of ore being

won and is conducted largely at the

working place or stope. Truscott, pp. 9,

27.

stops scraper. In metal mining, one who
shovels or rakes ore into mine can in a
stope (an underground opening in a vein
from which ore is extracted in a series of
steps). Also called scraper, hand. D.O.T. 1.

stop* wasbiegs. In gold mines, auriferous
slimes washed down from the floor (foot-

wall) of the stope and sent to the mill.
Pryor, 3.
valve. Synonym for gate valve.

skiL-r4g,

stop valve

In its broadest sense stoping means the

stopes are driven and is not a sloping

urement behind the stope face and reduced to allow for any waste stowed.

1.

stopolf. a. To close off a part of a mine by
means of a brattice, wall, stopping, etc.
Fay. d. In founding, to fill part of a mold
with sand or earth to prevent access of
molten metal to that part. Fay.
stoppages. Eng. Deductions from miners' S

operation. Exploratory and development
openine are driven to prepare a mine for
extraction of the ore by stoping. BuMines
Bull. 390, 1936, p. 3. b. In civil engineering, an enlargement. Frainkel. c. The
loosening and removal of ore in a mine
either by working upward overhead or

wages, such as rent, candles, blacksmith's
work, field club, etc. Fay.
stopper. a. The round-ended refractory (fire-

A.G.I. Supp. d. A method of intrusion of

metal through the nozzle. Dodd. b. A

overhand)

or downward

underhand).

light acidic magma into heavier basic

rocks at Ascutney Mountain, Vt. Blocks
of the older rock are wedged loose over-

head, settle in the magma, and are assimilated at depth. Thus, the magma
works its way upward. A.G.I. e. A process whereby plutonic rocks are emplaced.
Magma engulfs blocks of the overlying

country rod, these blocks sink into the
magma, and are presumably assimilated
at depth. The magma in this way can eat

its way upward. A.G.I. f. Sff stope, b.

Fay.

stopingund-filling. See overhand stoning, b.
Fay.

stoping drill. A small air or electric drill,

usually mounted on an extensible column,

for working stopes, raises, and narrow
workings. Fay.

sloPlag ground. Part of an ore body opened
by drifts and raises, and ready for breaking down. Fay.

stopin in horizontal layers. Sff overhand

stoping, b. Fay.
sloping methods. The classification of stoning

methods adopted by the U.S. Bureau of

Mines, devised largely on the basis of
rock stability, is as follows: (1) stopes

naturally supportedthis includes open
moping with open stopes in small ore
bodies, and sublevel stoping; and open

stopes with pillar supports which includes

casual pillars and room (or stope) and

pillar (regular arrangement) ; (2) stopes
artifically supportedthis includes shrinkage stoping, with pillars, without pillars,
and with subsequent waste filling; cutand-fill stoping; stulled stopes in narrow
veins; and square-set stoping; (3) caved
stopesthis includes caving (ore broken
by induced caving), block caving, including caving to main levels and caving to
chutes or 13ranched raises; sublevel caving;

and top slicing paining under a mat

which, together with caved capping, follows the mining downward in successive

stages); and (4) combinations of supported and caved stopes (as shrinkage
mooing with pillar caving, cut-and-fill

stoping with top slicing of pillars, etc.)
BuMines Bull. 390, 1936, p. if.
stopleg nederbaNd. Mining a stone downward in such a series that presents the
appearance of a flight of steps. Fay.
Utopia, width. a. Width of lode broken during mining, including any barren rock.
Pryor, 3. b. Used in underground saw
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clay or graphite) shape that terminates
the stopper-rod assembly in a steel-casting ladle and controls the rate of flow of
movable refractory shape for the control
of the flow of glass in the channel leading
from a glass tank furnace to a revolving

pot of a suction machine. Dodd. c. A
refractory closure for the mouth of a cov-

ered glass pot or for the working hole

outside an open pot. Dodd.
stopper grinder. One who grinds bottle necks

and stoppers on a grinding lathe to produce a perfect fit between the two.
D.O.T. 1.
stopper bead. A refractory shape, usually

made of clay and graphite, which is a

movable valve head seating in the nozzle
brick, the assembly forming a valve for the
metal in bottom-pouring ladles. A.R.I.
stopper bole. In a puddling furnace, the hole
through which the rabble is introduced.
Webster 2d.
stopper maker. One who forms and finishes
fire clay stoppers for open hearth ladles,
using a stopper press and a finishing machine. D.O.T. 1.
stopping. a. A brattice, or more commonly,
a masonry or brick wall built across old
headings, chutes, airways, etc., to confine the ventilating current to certain
passages, and also to lock up the gas in
old workings, and in some cases to
smother a mine fire. Fay. b. A permanent

wall built to close off the unused or no

longer needed crosscuts to prevent the air
from short circuiting. Lewis, p. 544. c. A
dam or seal to isolate old workings containing water or injurious gases. See also
inrush of water. Nelson. d. 'The filling up
of any cracks in biscuit pottery ware prior
to the gloat firing. Dodd.
stopping builder. In bituminous coal mining,
one who builds walls of concrete, stone,

or brick and mortar, to dose off old pu-

sageways or haulageways underground, to
maintain ventilation in new workings.
D.O.T. 1.
stopping dbtaace. Sff braking distance.
stopping off. a. Depositing a metal like copper in localized areas to prevent carburization, decarburization, or nitriding In

those areas during heat treatment. ASM
Gloss. b. Filling in a portion of a mold
cavity to keep out molten metal. ASM
Gloss.

slop valve. a. A valve used for controlling
the Bow of a liquid or gas by turning It
on or completely shutting It off. Ham. b.
In a steam boiler, a valve which serves
to isolate the boiler from the common

stop valve
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steam range when it is laid off for cleaning or repair. Mason, v. 2, p. 359.
storage; memory device. The element of a
computer in which information is retained for reference. N.C.B.

storage battery. a. A combination of secondary cells or accumulators which when

once charged may be used for a con-

siderable time after as a source of electric current. There are a number of types

and makes. Large ones find use in operating mine-haulage motors, while a portable

type is used in the electric safety lamp.
Fay. b. See secondary cell, a. Morris and
Cooper, p. 233. c. See accumulator. Nelson.

storage battery locomotive. a. An underground locomotive powered by storage
batteries which is cheaper than one driven

by compressed air, or by electric power
supplied from an overhead wire. Ham. b.
See battery locomotive. Nelson.

storage-battery-type electric mine locomotive. See electric mine locomotive.

storage tanks. Large circular steel tanks for
storing oil, located near the well or near
the refineries. Mersereau, 4th, p. 199.
Stora-Kaldo process. See Ka Ido steel proc-

eu.

store. A mine surface building where spare
tools, equipment; machine, and plant replacements, protective clothing, fuel, etc.,

are stored and issued for use when re-

quired. Nelson.
stored-esergy welding. Welding with electrical energy accumulated electrostatically,
electromagnetically, or electrochemically

at a relatively low rate and made available at the higher rate required in welding. 45M Gloss.
storekeeper. A man appointed at a mine to
supervise the issue of stores and to insure that materials are readily available
when required. Guided by the manager,
he aims to avoid the accumulation of excessive quantities of slow moving articles.
Nelson.

storm beads. A pebble beach built up by

storm waves at exceptionally high ticies,
immediately above the level reached by
normal spring tides. Chi' ninon
storm delta; wasbover. A deltalike deposit
formed by the breaching of a barrier or
barrier-spit during a storm. Schieledecker.
stammer viecoamter. A rotating cylinder vis-

cometer of a type that has found con-

siderable use for the determination of the

viscosity and thixotropy of clay

slips.

Dodd.
storm pavement. A gently inclined paved
bank to a breakwater. Ham.
storm-roller. See pillow-structure. Pettijohn.

storm sewer. A sewer which is normally
empq but which is designed to carry the
ovatow of storm water. Ham.

storm serge. A rise or piling up of water
against shore, produced by wind stress
and atmospheric pressure differences in
a storm. Schialerdecker.

dormourge isankea. A lamination in
marsh deposits caused by storm surges.

Schielerdecker.

storm water. The water which runs off s
catchment area after a heavy rainfall.
Hein.

storm-water tanks. Tanks which receive ex.
cessive storm water and allow grit or other

solid material to settle before the water

is discharged into a stream or river. Ham.
Mona wave. A rise of the sea over low coasts

not ordinarily subject to overflow; it is
caused primarily by wind, and has no relation to the tide brought about by gravi-

tational forces except that the two may
combine. More than three-fourths of all
the loss of human lives in tropical cyclones has been caused by these inunda-

tions and not by the winds directly. A.G.1.
Storrow whirling hygrometer. A hygrometer
in which the two thermometers are

mounted side by side on a brass frame
and fitted with a loose handle so that it
can be whirled in the atmosphere to be
tested. The instrument is,whirled at some
200 revolutions per minute for about one
minute and the readings on the wet- and
dry-bulb thermometers recorded; used in
conjunction with Glaisher's or Marvin's
hygrometrical tables. It gives more consistent and accurate ranks than the ordinary instrument. Nelson.

doss side. That side facing the direction
from which a glacier moves, as a rock or

hill in its track; as, the stoss side of a
crag; opposite of lee side. Standard, 1964.
stottite.

Ferrous germanate, Fe"Ge(Oli).

tetragonal, occurring with tennantite and
renierite at Tsumeb, Southwest Africa.
Hey, M.M., 1961, Brown; greasy luster;
contains by far the highest germanium
content of any known mineral. American
Mineralogist, v. 43, No. 9-10, SeptemberOctober 1958, p. 1006.
dove. a. A large steel furnace or oven connected with the blast furnace to .preheat
the blast before it is introduced Into the
furnace proper. Mersereau, 4th, p. 400.
b. A kiln, as for firing pottery or drying
minerals. Webster, 2c1. c. See hot-blast
stove. Dodd.

stove coal. a. In anthracite only; two sizes
of stove coal are made, large and small.

Large stove, known as No. 3, passes
through a 24 to 2 inch mesh and over
a 1-7/8 to 13 inch mesh; small stove,
known as No. 4, passes through a 1-7/8

to 1% inch mesh and over a 1% to I

inch mesh. Only one size of stove coal is

now usually made. It passes through a
2 inch square mesh and over 1-% inch

square mesh. Zeros. b. See anthracite coal
sizes.

stoved salt. Stoved open-pan salt. Kaufmann.
stove filliags. The special fireclay refractory

shapes used as checker bricks in a hot-

blast stove. Normally, these stoves operate

at a muimum temperature (at the top

of the stove) of about 1,200' C; the top
15 feet or so of fillings are therefore built

with 40-42 percent A150. refractories,

straightaway
it I. said to be upset or stove up. Zorn.

stowing finish; heat.hardening finish. Finish
produced by hardening a paint or varnish

coating by means of heat, for example,
with infra-red lamps. Also called baking

finish. Bennett 2d, 1962.
stow. a. To pack away rubbish into goaves or

old workings. Fay. b. To gob; to fill the
waste; to put debris into the waste.
Mason. c. Eng. To fill a place with stone
or debris. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
stowage. Scot. In longwall mining the space

from which the mineral has been extracted and which has been filled with

waste. Fay.
stowbord. Newc. A place into which rubbish
is put. Also spelled stowboard. Fay.
stowce. a. A windlass. Fay. b. Dcrb. A
wooden landmark, placed to indicate pm-

seuion of mining ground. Also spelled

stowse. Fay.
stower. Aust. One who stows away waste in
old workings. Fay.
stowing. a. A method of mining in which all

the material of the vein is removed and
the waste is packed into the space left by
the working. Fay. b. The debris of a vein
thrown back of a miner and which supports the roof or hanging wall of the ex-

cavation. Zorn. c. See solid packing. Nelson.
stowing forms; stowing molds. The temporary boards or sheets to hold the material

stowed by pneumatic or hydraulic ma-

chines in the waste area. The forms some-

times used are corrugated iron

sheets,

which are moved forward as the stowing
of each track is completed. Nelson.
stowing methods. Methods of working coal
or ore deposits in which systematic stowing of the worked out areas is part of the
system. See also coal mining methods;
filled stopes; solid stowing; strip packing.
Nelson.
stowing molds. See stowing forms. Nelson.
stow road. Scot. An abandoned road in which
waste is stowed. Fay.
stows. Seven pieces of wood set on the sur-

face of mining property which were fast-

ened together with pins of wood; two
stows are called soul trees; two, stowblades; two, hank benches; and one, a
spindle. Gave the miner the right to a
meer, or mews, of ground. Every sneer

had a pair of stows. Hess.
stowse. N. of Eng. A windlass. Also spelled
stowce. Fay.

stp Abbreviation for standard teraperature
and pressure. Also abbreviated STP. Du-

with 35.37 percent ALO, refractories below. Recently, interest has been shown in

Miss Style Guide, p. 62.
st. P. Abbreviation for strain point. See also
strain point. Dodd.
straddle. A vertical mine timber, especially

with 50-65 percent AlsOs stove fillings for
the upper courses. See also hot-blast stove.

straddle asE*g. Face milling a workpiece on

the possibility of still higher hot-blast
temperatures and trials have been made
Dodd.

stove glass. Mica for use in stoves. Standard,
1964,

stove ants. A cleaned and screened anthracite product 2 by I% inches. Nelson.
stovepipe. Riveted-seam or spiral-weldedseam, thin-wall pipe used as a conductor,
standpipe, or casing in a borehole. Long.
stovepipe casing. See stovepipe. Long.
slovens. A cleaned and screened anthracite
Product I% Inches by 7/8 inch. See oho
beans, b. Nelson.
Move up; stowed. Upset. When a rod of iron

heated at one end is hammered endwise
the diameter of that end is enlarged, and
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one supporting a set in a shaft. Fay.

both aides at once by using two cutters

spaced as required. ASM Gloss.
straddle pipe. In gas manufacture, a bridge
pipe connecting the retort with hydraulic
main. Fay.
straddle shot. Shot with the shotpoint in the
center of the seismometer spread. Schielerdecker.
strahlite. Synonym for actionalite. Standard,
1964.

sizerCommon term for straiOt brick, as

inch straight. Barran of Alines Staff.
straight arch See jack arch. 4.I.S.1. No. 24.
straightaway. In stripping, a pit that follows
a straight line when projected on a horizontal plane. Woodruff, v. 3, p. 414.

straight bit
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strain gage, electric resistance

straight bit. Eng. A flat or ordinary chisel for

tained as a result of distilling a selected
petroleum. Ham.

bar between two stops, and the extent of
movement is indicated by a dial gage attached to the bar. Isaacson, p. 202.
strain breaks. Fractures occurring in rock
quarries where the rock is under compres-

boring. Fay.
straight brick. A rectangular shape, 131/2
inches or less in length, in which the
thickneu is less than the width, the latter
being substantially less than the length.
A.R.I.

straight chopping bit. Synonym for chopping

bit. Long.
straight coal. S. Staff. An excavation made
in thick coal, having the solid coal left on
three sides of it. Also called straight stall.
Fay.
straight-cut gang frame. In quarrying, a saw

gang which slides back and forth on a

bed, as contrasted with the ordinary saw
gang which swings back and forth when
suspended from above. Fay.
straight dynamites. Dynamites composed of
nitroglycerin, a combustible such as wood
meal, sodium nitrate, and an antacid, such
as calcium or magnesium carbonate, and

are made in 15 percent to 60 percent

strength, the percentage representing the
proportion of nitroglycerin in the dynamites. They are powerful, quick acting,

and fairly water resistant, but on deto-

nation produce poisonous gases, especially
in the higher grades. Lewis, p. 108. Their

relatively high cost, sensitivity to shock
and friction, and high flammability, together with the dangerous fume' developed, make them less suitable for general

use than more recently developed modification,. Carson, p. 308.
straightedge kveling. A system of leveling

using a straightedge and a spirit level.

B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.
straight-ends-aad-walls. N. Wales. A system
of working coal somewhat similar to bordand-pillar. Fay.
straightening press. A power press to

straighten iron and steel bars, such as

straight-run pitch. A pitch run to the consistency desired in the initial process of
distillation and without subsequent fluxing. Urquhart, Sec. 2, p. 81.
straight shoreline. See graded shoreline.
Schielerdecker.

straighkade core bit; straight-sided core bit.
Synonym for straight-wall bit. Long.

straight stall. A lateral excavation Into a
thick seam of coal. Standard, 1964. Also
called straight coal. Fay.
straight throat. A throat the same level as
bottom of melter. ASTM C162-66. Ste
also throat.

straight-type wedge. A plain deflecting wedge,

not equipped with a rose or stabilizing
ring. I,ong.

straight-wall bit. An annular-shaped (core)
bit the inner walls of which are parallel
with the outer walls and not tapered to
receive a core lifter. Long.
straight-wall core shell. a. A reaming shell
the outside walls of which are straight and
not set with diamonds or hard-metal reaming points. Long. b. Sometimes used as a

synonym for blank reaming shell. Long.
straightway valve. Synonym for gate valve.
Long.

straight wheel. A grinding wheel that has
straight sides or a straight face and which
is not recessed, grooveci, dovetailed, beveled, or otherwise changed from a cylindrical shape. ASM Gloss.

straight work. a. Eng. Roads driven in the
solid

to open out a district or seam.

SMRB, Paper No. 61. b. Narrow headings in coal. C.T.D. c. A method of working coal by driving parallel headings and

then removing the coal between them.

C.T.D.
strain. a. Deformation resulting from applied

rails, shafting, etc. Fay.
straight gkder support. An H-section girder
used as a roadway or face beam support.
The girder for spanning roadways is com-

force; within elastic limits strain is proportional to stress. A.G.I. Sapp. b. The
change in length per unit of length in a
given direction. ASCE P1826. C. A

sidewalls, the roof being made secure by
timber or sheet lagging. Channel section
girders are also usW in special cases. See
also steel support. Nelson.
straight-hole tool. Annular diamond bit in-

shape of a body, referred to its original
size or shape. Linear strain is the change
per unit length of a linear dimension.
True strain (natural strain) is the natural
logarithm of the ratio of the length at the
moment of observation to the original
gage length. Conventional strain is the
linear strain referred to the original gage
length. Shearing strain (shear strain) is
the change in angle (expressed in radi-

monly 6 inches deep and 5 inches in
width of flange. It is supported by wood
or stzel props or by bnck or concrete

side of which is mounted a roller bit,

used to straighten a crooked borehole in
petroleum drilling. Long.
straight Rae. One that does not change its
direction throughout its entire length. It
is the shortest distance between two points.

Jones, 2, p. 80.

airnightaie compremor. A compressor with
either a simple air cylinder or a tandem

compound air cylinder in line with a
simple steam cylinder. Lowis, p. 671.

straight itroglycerin dynamites. These
grades, which contain nitroglycerin as the
only explosive ingredient, are highly flam-

mable and quite sensitive to shock and

friction. They should be used only above
ground, for such work as mudcapping in
secondary blasting. Pit and Quarry, 53rd,
See. A, gs. 79.
straight pots& Aust. That straight portion of
the inner main rail between the rails of a
turnout. Pay.
straight polarity. Arc welding circuit arrangement in which the electrode is connected
to the n tive terminal. ASM Gloss.

draight-res

A residual bitumen ob.

measure of the change in the size or

ans) between two lines originally at right

angles. When the term strain is used
alone, it usually refers to the linear strain

in the direction of the applied stress.
ASM Gloss. d. There are, generally
speaking, two kinds of strains. Normal
strains are those that may result in the
relative displacement

of two

particles

sive stress. This stress is relieved locally in

the process of quarrying, resulting in the

rending or fracturing of the rock mass.
Fay.

strain bursts. Rock bursts in which there is
spitting, flaking, and sudden fracturing at
the face, indicating increased pressure
there. Higham, p. 208.

strain cleavage. Synonym for strainslip cleav-

age. A.G.!.
strain disk. A glass disk internally stressed to
give a calibrated amount of birefringence;
the disk is used as a comparative measure

of the degree of annealing of glassware.
Dodd.

strain ellipsoid. In elastic theory, a sphere
under homogeneous strain is transformed

into an ellipsoid with this property; the
ratio of the length of a linel which has a
given direction in the stramed state, to
the length of the corresponding line in
the unstrained state, is proportional to
the central radius vector of the surface
drawn in the given direction. The ellipsoid
whose half axes are the principal strains.
A.G.I.

strain energy. a. The work done in deforming a body. ASM Gloss. b. The work

done in deforming a body within the
elastic limit of the material. It is more
properly elastic strain energy and can be
recovered as work rather than heat.
ASM Gloss.

stralmer. a. A screening device on the suction line of the primary pump or in the
head of a core barrel to keep out debris
that might clog the pump valves or core

barrel. Long. b. Set snorepiece. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 4.
Outlier corer. A porous refractory shape for

use in foundries to control the flow of
metal and to keep slag and sand inclusions out of the casting. High thermal-

shock resistance is required. .Dodd.
strain gags. a. An electrical, mechanical, or
optical device for measuring movement of
rock, cumulative loading of support props,
opening cracks, etc. Pryor, 3. 13. An electrommhanical device which transforms

small displacements to changes in re-

sistance which are proportional to the displacement. Strain gages are used in ocean

bottom pressure measuring equipment.
li&G.
strain gage electric residue*. The basic
principle 'of this was enunciated by Lord
Kelvin in 1854 when he applied tension
to the fine wires and observed that their
resistance increased with tension. This
was first used for measuring strain in
1930 by Carlson, who investigated strains

along the line joining those particles, or
they may be shear strains, in which case
the particles are displaced at right angles
to the line joining them. AU possible deformations may be represented as a com-

in concrete structures, using fine steel

Arai semi. Aging induced by cold working.
Ste also aging. ASM Gloss.

Isaacson, p. 9.

World War this type of gage was used
with outstandkg success by the Royal

consists essentially of an invar steel bar
with a fixed point at one end and a movable pint attached to a rider at the other
end. 'The rider may be moved along the

test by an adhesive, reliable operation

bination of thm two types of strain.

drain bar. An instrument well suited for
measuring the strain on a rock face. It
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wires. A further advance was the bonding

of wire to a metal structure so that the

wire automatically adopted local strain in
the metal. This was applied by Andrews
and Crockett for research on the vibration
of forging hammers. During the Second

Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, in
England, for laboratory and flight testing
of complex aircraft structures. The foil
strain gage is bonded to the surface under
being possible between 300' and 350' C.

strain gage, electric resistance
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See also electric resistance strain gage.
Ham.
strain gage, vibrating wire. This consists of
a thin steel wire stretched between knife
edges, one being free to move longitudinally. The wire is maintained vibrating
at its natural frequency by an electrical
method. The knife edges are held firmly
against the [Order under test, a change of
strain in the girder varying tension in
the wire and hence its natural frequency.
This gage is used in conjunction with a
reference instrument of fixed frequency;
electrical impulses from both instruments
are superimposed to produce beats having a frequency equal to the difference

of three properly chosen intersecting gage
lines make possible the calculation of the
principal stresses at that point. Such gage

between the frequencies of the two instru-

ments. Changes in the frequency of the
test gage caused by variations in strain
result in identical changes in the beat
frequency. The joint output from these
two instruments is applied to the plates
of a cathode-ray tube, leading to an oscil-

lation of the electron be:.in with a frequency equal to that of the higher of the
two applied frequencies, with an amplitude which increases and decreases with
the same frequency as that of the beats.
Ham.

strata hardeabsg. An increase in hardness and
strength caused by plastic deformation at
temperatures lower than the recrystallizadon range. ASM Gloss.
strain line. Alternative term for the vitreous

enamel fault more generally known as

hair-line. Dodd.
strides point. The temperature corresponding

to the lower end of the annealing range
and defined in ASTM-C336 as the temperature at which the viscosity of a glass
is 1014.5 poises. Abbreviated to St. P. Dodd.

arab rate. The time rate of straining for the
usual tensile test. Strain as measured directly on the specimen gage length is used

for determining strain rate. Since strain
is dimensionless, the units of strain rate
are reciprocal time. ASM Gloss.
strain relief method. A technique for the determination of absolute (total) strain and
stress within rock in situ. In this method,
a smooth hole is bored in the i-ock and a
gage capable of measuring diametral def-

ormation is inserted. The hole is then

overcored with a large coring bit so that
the cylinder of rock containing the deformation measuring gage is free to expand.
The change in the diameter of the hole
when the rock cylinder is free to expand is

a function of the original stress in the
rock and its elastic =dais. Woodruff, v.
I, p. 95.
strain motorail= method. A technique for
the determination of absolute (total)

strain and stress within rock in situ. This
method involves (1) installation of strain
the rock surface, (2) cutting of
sirost in the rock between the strain gages
so that the surface rock is free to expand,
(3) Installation of a "flat-jack" (hydraulic pressure cell) in the slot, and (4) appli-

faon

cation of hydraulic pressure to the flat

jack until the rock is restored to its oricinal state of strain. The original stress in
the rock is presumed to be equal to the
final pressure in the flat jack. Woodruff,
v. I, pp. 9S-96.

drab rods. Rods sometimes used on gap
framepresses to lawn the frame deflection. ASM Mon.

Woks Med& At any point on the surface of
a stressed body, snzins measured oa each

lines, and the corresponding strains, are
called a strain rosette. Ro.
strain shadows. A general term for the undulatory extinction seen in homogeneous
minerals, such as quartz, indicating a
modification of the normal optical properties due to strain. The phenomenon is
commonly seen in cataclastic rocks, and
must not be confused with the partial extinction of zoned crystals. Holmes, 1928.
strain sheet. a. A skeleton drawing of a
structure, as a roof of truss or a bridge,
showing the stress to which each snember will be subjected. Fay. b. A quarryman's term for granite sheets produced
by compressive strain. Fay.
stralnallp cleavage. a. A variety of cleavage
occurring in certain low-grade metamorphic rocks, due to differential movement

or slip along each of a nearly parallel

series of closely packed shear planes. Between each pair of shear planes, the rocks
are puckered into sigmoulal microscopic
folds,

the outer limbs of which merge

tangentially into the shear planes. Holmes,

1928. b. In slates and schisu, a structure
similar to fracture cleavage but with
marked flexing of the earlier cleavage or
foliation along the shear planes. Synonym
for close-joints cleavage; false cleavage;
slip cleavage; strain cleavage. A.G.I.
strait. a. Scot. Narrow; in the solid. See also

straight work. Fay. b. A narrow passage of water connecting two large boclies

of water, for example, Straights of Florida. MacCracken.
Straits fin. One of the purest commercial
forms of tin (99.89 percent purity) produced from alluvial ores In Malaysia.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
strait work. a. Narrow headings in coal.
C.T.D. b. A method of working coal by

driving parallel headings and then removing the coal between them. C.T.D.
c. A roadway driven in the solid coal.

stroke. a. A relatively wide launder or sluice
set at a slope and covered with a blanket

strata gases
existing theories. Hyperons and nesons

are in this class. L&L.
stransklIte. A mineral, ZnsCu(As0,),, anorthic, blue crystals, from Tsumeb, Southwest Africa. Also synthetic. Hey, M.M.,
1961.

strap. a. A bar; a beam; a coal face bar.
Mason. b. Scot. A plank supported at
each end to make the roof strata secure.
Fay.

c. Mid. An old iron rail put up

between the coal face and the front row

of props, in longwall stalls, for supporting

a weak roof. Fay. d. Eng. See plank.
SMRB, Paper No. 61. e. A thin bar or

metal plate, similar to a fishplate, used to
together butt-jointed timber or
steel members. Ham.
strap belt. A length of belting, of the same
width as the conveyor belt, passing around
secure

the driving drum inside the main belt

and returning around the leading-in roller.
A strap belt Increases the driving capacity

of the drive head and reduces belt slip.
Nelson.

strap brake. A brake generally used on small
winding engines. Sinclair, V, p. 197.
strap fishplates. Flattened bars of iron with

holes punched through them for bolts.

The holes are made somewhat larger than
the bolt to permit rail expansion and con-

traction. Kiser, 2, p. 14.
strapping plate. Corn. One of the wroughtiron plates by which the spears of a pump

rod are bolted together; a spear plate.

Fay.

strap-rope haulage. A system of haulage
(usually endless rope) in which the engine is installed on the surface, and the
power is transmitted to

the haulage

drums at the pit bottom by means of a
rope, known as a strap rope, or driving

rope. This rope merely transmits power,
and is distinct from the haulage rope.
Nelson.

N. of Eng. Corrugated steel bars
stglitut 4 inches wide and 6 feet, 9 feet, or
12 feet in length, held against the roof
by props. Are replacing timber planks.

Usually placed at right angles to the face
and 3 to 4 feet apart. Trist.
straw. a. Flint glass with high content of

or corduroy for catching comparatively
coarse gold and valuable mineral. See
also blanket unlike; tye, a. Nelson. b. A

lead which results in relatively great specific gravity, refractive index, and dispersion. it is the most common glass imita-

washed; a launder. Standard, 1964. c.
The place where ore is assorted on the

other colored gemstones. See also paste.
Shipley. b. A term widely but incorrectly
used es a synonym for paste to mean any

trough in which ore, gravel, etc. are

floor of a mine; a dressing floor. Standard, 1964.
skated. a. A number of steel wires grouped
together by twisting. A round steel wire
rope (except a locked coil rope) for
winding or haulage purposes, consists of

a ner of strands laid around a fiber

core to a definite pattern. See also wind-

ing rope. Nelson. b. A multiplicity of

continuous glass filaments combined in a
single compact unit, without twist. Phillips.

tion of diamond. Also used to imitate

glass imitations of gems. Shipley.
struts. a. Sedimentary rock layers. Wheeler.

b. Plural of stratum. Layers either artificial or natural. Crioin.
strata bolts. Bolts or rods, from 2 to 5 feet
or more in length, set in drill holes in
the strata for the support of curbs, skeleten tubbing, helical steel supports, etc.,
in shafts and staple shafts. In general,
the weaker the ground, the longer the
bolts. Compare roof bolting. Nelson.

straod count. The thickness of a strand of
glass fibers expressed at the number of

strata cootrol. a. N. of Eng. The system of
props, straps, chocks, and packs used to

stramdad. Term for wire rope with one or

strata. Trat. b. See roof control. Nelson.
strata gases. These occur in the mineral deposit itself or in adjacent or nearby formations. Their origin may be in a particular formation in which they were laid

100 yard lengths perpound weight. Dodd.

more broken strands. Pryor,3.
stroaded calms. See box caisson. Hem.
stranded rope. See preformed rope; multistrand rope; flattened strand rope. Sistheir, V. pp. 5-6.
partifemme porddes. A class of elemen
cles for whit* the details of production
and decay cannot be fully explained by
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maintain control of the roof and floor

down or formed subsequently by chemical
action, or they may occasionally migrate
into other formations, frequently because
of release of pressure with mining. Water

flow and rock porosity and fissures also
allow gas migration. The principal strata
gases are methane, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, and
radon. Hartman, pp. 22-23.
strata temperature. The strata temperature is
determined by the surface temperature,
the diffusivity of the strata and the emissivity of the surface. With rocks of high
thermal conductivity, and thus, high diffusivity, as in metal mines, the increase
in temperature with depth is small, that
is, the geothermic gradient is low. Where
rocks have low thermal conductivity, as

in coal measure strata, the geothermic
gradient is steep. See also geothermic
gradient. Roberts, I. p. 138.
strategic mica. Ruby and nonruby block
mica. Good-stained or better qualities,
grade No. 6 or larger; ruby-stained A/B
quality, grade No. 6 or larger; ruby and
nonruby film, first and second qualities,
grade No. 4 and smaller; muscovite and
phlogopite

splittings;

and

stray sand
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strata gases

phlogopite

block of high heat quality. Skow.

strategic minerals. Minerals essential to the
national defense for the supply of which,
during war, we are wholly or in part de-

pendent upon sources outside the continental limits of the United States, and

for which strict measures controlling conservation and distribution are necessary.
In 1941, strategic minerals of the United
States included aluminum, antimony,
chromium, manganese (ferrograde) mica,

nickel, quartz crystal, mercury, tin, and
tungsten. Hess.
strategic planniag. The long-term planning
of major reconstruction work and possibly new sinkings, involving a large increase in production capacity or a transfer of productive capacity and the closure of uneconomic mines. See also tacti
cal planning. Nelson.
gratis. a. A broad valley, as distinguished
from a glen or gorge; it may not be the
valley of a single stream. Fay. b. A broad

valley with a planated floor which is a
local or incipient peneplain. Fay.

Wads stage. That stage in the peneplanation
of a region when the main streams have
carved broad valleys with planated floors

ffadecl to the same regional baselevel.

Walk. Of, pertaining to, or designating the
order or sequence of strata; stratigraphic.
Webster. 2d. Obsolete.
strMkulaSe. a. Having numerous thin layers,
either of sedimentary deposition, as by
oscillation or wave motion, often somewhat oblique to the main layers of stratification, or of deposition from solution, the
layers being often those of color or struc-

ture, and not of fissility, as in banded
agate. Standard, 1964. b. Applied to polygonal columnrr structure in limestone.

See also columnar structure. Pettijohn.
stratification. A structure produced by deposition of sediments in beds or layers
(strata), laminae, lenses, wedsges, and
other essentially tabular units. A.G.I.

*Macadam foliation. The segregation of
certain minerals in thin, irregular. discontinuous laminae, in planes parallel to
the bedding or stratification. Standard,
1964.

stratcation of methane. In relatively unventilated cavities in coal mines, such as
wastes, it is frequently found that the
methane percentage or concentration is
higher at roof level, lower at midheight,

and least at floor level. This is termed
stratification of methane. See also fire-

damp layer. Nelson.
stratification planes. Continuous divisional
planes of great extent, marking changes
in the character of material or the mode
of deposition, and the presence of fouiles
generally arranged in planes parallel to

the plane of deposition and with their
broader surfaces lying in the same planes.
Standard, 1964.

stratified. Formed or lying in beds, layers,
or strata, Fay.

stratified cone. See composite cone. A.G.I.
stratified rocks. a. Derivative or stratified

rocks may be fragmental or crystalline;
those which

have

been

mechanically

formed are all fragmental; those which

have been chemically precipitated are
generally crystalline; and those composed
of organic remains are sometimes partially
crystalline. Synonym for sedimentary
rocks. A.G.!. b. Rocks arranged in layers.
Shell Oil Co.
stratiform. Bedded or layered. Bateman.
stratigrapher. A geologist who specializes ii
stratigraphy. Webster 3d.
strat*raphic. Pertaining ot the composition,
sequence, and correlation of stratified
rocks. BuMines Bull. 587, 1960, p. 2.
stratigraphic bores. Exploratory boreholes
drilled primarily to determine geological
sequence and type of rock formations in
a given region. See also structure drilling.
Nelson.

stradgrapbk classification. Classification of

stratified rocks and geologic time into

rock, time-rock, time, and biostratigraphic
units. A.C.I. Supp.
straligraplalc control. The apparent localization of mineral deposition by stratigraphic
features. A.G.I.
stratigraphIc geology. See geology. Fay.
stratigraphic brave. a. For normal faults, the

width of the gap between two parts of a
disrupted bed, measured in the direction
of the faulted bedding plane. Schieferdecker. b. For reserve faults, the width of
the overlap between two parts of a disrupted bed, measured in the direction of

the faulted bedding plane. Schiejerdecker.
stratigrapisk bole. A borehole drilled specifi-

cally to obtain a detailed record of the
character and compmition of the rosi

reservoir rock, a termination of the reservoir (usually on the up-dip extension), or
other interruption of continuity. A.G.I.
stratigraphy. a. That branch of geology
which treats of the formation, composition, sequence, and correlation of the
stratified rocks as parts of the earth's
crust. Fay. b. That part of the descriptive
geology of an area or district which pertains to the discrimination, character,
thickneu, sequence, age, and correlation
of the rocks of the district. Fay.
stratonsetrk survey. A system whereby the

in situ orientation of a core sample can
be renroduced on the surface. A line is
inscriiied on the smoothed bottom of a
borehole, and its azimuth relationship
with a compass direction photographically
recorded. When cored and removed from

the borehole, the inscribed line can be
used as a guide in orienting the core on

the surface. Long.
stratoscope. An apparatus imerted

in, the
drill hole which permits engineers to make
a visual inspection of the strata. Coal

Age, v. 71, No. 8, August 1966, p. 86.
stratovolcano. A volcanic cone, generally of
large dimension, built of alternating layers of lava and pyroclastic materials. Essentially, synonymous
cone; stratified cone.

with

composite

strut test. A hole drilled to determine stratigraphic sequence and thickness, or lithologic character of formations penetrated,
but not necessarily aimed at securing
structural information. A.G.I. See 41so
structure test hole. Williams.
striatum. a. A bed or layer of rock; strata,
more than one layer. Fay. b. Also defined
as a layer greater than 1 centimeter in
thickneu. Pettijohn.
stratums contours. See structure contours.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.
stratum plain. A plain that har been reduced
approximately to the surface of a level or
nearly level resistant stratum which has
served as a local baselevel. Fay.
straw. Eng. A straw or reed filled with gunpowder, and used as a fuse. Fay.
straw bops. A generic term which sometimes
includes all supervisory officials in a mine;

a supervisor of a small group of men
usually working under a certified foreman.

formation penetrated and not for the purpose of locating a mineral deposit. Long.
See also record hole.

B.CJ.
straw stalactite. In the United States, a hollow, thin-walled stalactite, uniform in diameter throughout its length. Schiefer-

throw.

straw stem. The slender hollow stem of a

stratigrapbk separation. See stratigraphic

stratigrarbk sequence. Any stratum (not
complicated by overthrusting or overfolding) is younger than the strata below
it and older than the strata above it. This
original succession from older below to
younger above is referred to as stratigraphic se uence. Nelson.

test bole. A hole drilled for

stratigraphic information including lithology porosity and peimeability. It is
drilleii to penetrate a potentially productive sone, and thus may result in produc-

tion. See also seismic shothole; slim hole;
structure test hole. Williams.
liralitimplic throw. The stratigraphic thickness that separates two beds brought Into

contact at a fault. Synonym for stratigraphic separation.

time. See time, stratigraphic.

IthrSr.a/!*
stratignybk trap. A type of trap that results from variation in lithology of the
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decker.

wine glass. Dodd.
straw tin. Metallic tin cast into molds shaped
by pressing stalks of straw into wet cky.

Pryor, 3.
stray current. a. The use of direct current
electric power in most coal mines presents
a problem of corrosion caused by an elec-

trolytic action on the pipe. Where the

track is employed as a conducted of elec-

tricity in this type of power system, the

system, the voltage drop thereon produces
a difference in potential between the track

and earth or other structures that may
serve as a conductor, such as pipelines.
This condition may cause an electric current to flow in pipelines that form a par-

allel path with the track system. Such
current is called stray current. &Wines

570, 1957, p. 17. b. Electric current
that is introduced in the earth by leakage
of industrial currents. Schieferdecker.
ray seed. A rock formation, usually sandstBull.

stray sand
stone, separated by a short interval from
a more persistent member by a break or
other change in lithology. A.G.I.
streak. a. The color of the powder of a

mineral as obtained by scratching the
surface of the mineral with a knife, file,
or, if not too hard, by rubbing it on an
unpolished porcelain surface. Fay. b. The

characteristic white or colored streak a
mineral makes when rubbed against or
along a streak plate. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

streaked. Having some of the mineral constituents so arranged as to give the rock
a striped or streaked appearance. In the
eruptive rock, this structure is often pro-

duced by the flowing of the mass in a

partially cooled condition. It is best seen
in obsidian, rhyolite, and quartz porphyries. Fay.

streaked-out ripples. See flame structure.
Pettijohn.
streaking. Synonym for streaming. See also
mineral streaking. A.G.I.
streak plate. A piece of unglazed porcelain
for testing the streak of minerals. Fay.
streaks. Irregular, generally platy lentils of
ore. Schisferdecker.
streaky structure. A term denoting the presence in rhyolitic and allied rocks of numerous dark films or lenticular veinlets,
arranged parallel, or nearly so, to the flow
surfaces, and containing minerals, such

as quartz, pyrite, chlorite, sericite, carbonates, epiliote, and sometimes garnet.
Typically developed in the Lake District,

the streaks are considered to be due to
deposition in and arounc: contraction
cracks from infiltrating solutions under
high pressure during the solfataric stage
of the Borrowdale vulcanism. Holmes,
1928.

stream. a. Corn. To separate or clean ore
by washing. Fay. b. A body of flowing
water, whether in an open or closed con-

duit; a jet of water as from a nozzle;

the term is incorrc.ctly used to designate
the conduit in Waich the stream flows.
See lye, I. c. A steady current in water
or air. The Gulf Stream is an example.
MacCracken.

stream capture. Ss. stream piracy. Lest.

damp is released from a break at the
lower end, the gas will cling to the roof
and stream upwards forming a pool at the

upper end. Pure steaming and diffusion
can occur where the air currents are sluggish or nonexistent, such as i n wastes
which have not collapsed, and roadways
of large cross-sectional area in which the
ventilation air speed is low. Roberts, I.
pp. 74-75.
streaming potential. Potential difference bepermeable diaphragm and the
tween
liquid passing through it. Pryor, 3.

streamline. A hypothetical line which shows
the velocity direction of the fluid stream
at each point along the line. Streamlines

do not therefore cross each other. A set
of streamlines charts the flow pattern. If

the flow is steady then the streamline pattern does not change with time. If, however, the streamlines are continually
changing shape the flow is unsteady.

Roberts, I. p. 2.
streamlined waterway. A bit waterway the
configuration of which is such that the
flow of coolant (water or mud-laden
liquid) and cuttings is not impeded in
any way. Compare expanding waterway.

Long.

streamline flow; study flow; laminar flow.

Fluid flow in which the movement is
steady, continuous and more or less

parallel at all points. See also critical velocit ; turbulent flow. Nelson.
This involves the placing of
stre
fairing round or over obstructions to air-

flow, in such a way as to change that

flow from turbulent to laminar. Spalding.
stream pdracy; stream capture. The process
whereby a stream rapidly eroding head-

ware cuts into the divide separating it
from another drainage basin, and provides an outlet for a section of a stream

tables of a dredge. Fay.

SIIVIMINC a. Corn. A searcher for stream tin.

Fay. b. One who washes out stream tin.

Webster 2d.
Synonym for counterstreamllow
bored coucZtilong.

streadlow rod complies. Synonym for counterbored coupling. Long.
stream gold. Gold in placer deposits of alluvial origin. Stokes and Varner, 1955.
a. Separating ore from gravel by

strteltilltillS. of running water. Fay. b. The
deposits for the tin
of allu
them; the washing of tin ore
t
f:Trlwi%
from the detrital materials; also, the reduction of stream tin. Standard, 1964. C.
A property which firedamp posseases as

a roadt of its low density. If, in a sloping roadway having a smooth roof, Era

mostly in pale red botryoidal masses, and
being isomorphous with variscite; specific
gravity, 2.87. Webster 3d.
strength. a. In explosives as measured by the
ballistic mortar, it is the strength per
unit weight or, more simply ? the weight
strength. To assess the blasting capabilities of different explosives, however, it is
also necessary to take into account its bulk

strength, that is, the strength per unit

volume. McAdam II, pp. 16-17. b. The
energy content in relation to its weight.
Nichols. c. The force developed by the

explosive. Kentucky, p. 167. d. The stress
at which rock ruptures or fails. BuMines

Bull. 587, 1960, p. 2. e. The limiting
stress that a solid can withstand without
failing by rupture or continuous plastic
flow. Rupture strength or breaking
strength refers to the stress at the time of
rupture. If a body deforms plastically con-

tinuously after a certain stress has been
reached without any increase in stress,
this is also called strength. See also fundamental strength; ultimate strength. A.G.I.

f. A term to indicate relative thickneu in
sheet glass. ASTM C162-66.

strength of cuneet. The number of amperes
flowing through a circuit. Analogous to
the flow of gallons per minute in a water
pipe. Crispin.
strength of materials. The science that deals
with the effects of forces in causing

changes in the size and shape of bodies.
Crispin.

wash. A.G.I.
stream tin. Alluvial tin, as opposed to that

stress, respectively. True stress denotes the

waterworn and has resulted from the

stress, as applied to tension and compression tests, is force divided by the original
area. Nominal stress is the stress computed
by simple elasticity formulas, iporing
stress raisers and disregarding plastic flow;

rock terrace with thick cover of slope
contained in reefs and lodes. The tin is

stress where force and area are measured at the same time. Conventional

border them. A fair proportion of commercial tin is derived from this source.

receive the material rejected from the

of a hydrous iron phosphate, occurring

of as force acdng through a small area
within a plane. It can be divided into
components, normal and parallel to the
plane, called normal stress and shear

pockety and grade laterally into sandy
material. The pockets, however, yield a
fine plastic clay, but different pockets
vary greatly in composition. Stokes and
Versus, 19.55.

variation of striae. Fay.

streaglte. A mineral, FePO4.2H20, consisting

stress. a. Force per unit area, often thought

wearing away of tin veins or rocks containing the ore. It occurs in the beds of

stream-down sluice. A sluice box placed to

streck. Eng. A signal word for the whim or
tackle to be lowered. Fay.
street ell. A pipe elbow with male threads
on one end, female on the other. Nichob.
strek. Corn. A trough for washing tin ore. A

in the adjoining valley. The lower portion
of the partially diverted stream is called a
beheaded stream. Lest.
stream terrace, Sbosboal type. A stream-cut

dream days. Clays deposited in protected
areas on flood plains during periods of
overflow. Consequently, the deposits are

stress circle
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streams and in the alluvial deposits which

See also cassiterite; black tin. Nelson.
stream fretting'. That process by which rock
material is forced downstream by pushing,
rolling, and saltation. Stokes and Varner,
1955.

in a notch bud test, for example, it is
bending moment divided by minimum
section modulus. ASM Gloss. b. The
intensity at a point in a body of the internal forces or components of force which

act on a .given plane through the point.

stream tube. A tube of fluid the enveloping
surface of which consists of streamlines.

As used in product specifications, stress

stream valley. By the removal of weathered
material and the abrasion of bottom and
sides of its bed, a stream gradually excavates a trench in the solid rock or regolith
which is called the stream valley. Stakes
and Varner, 1955.
stream wbeel. A wheel used to measure the
velocity of flowing water in which it dips.
Webster 2d.

Tecimen. A.G.I. c. The force that results
in strain. A.G.I. Supp. d. Resistance of a
body to compressional, tensional, or tortional force. A.G.I. Supp. e. Any condition of tension or compression existing
within the glass, particularly due to incomplete annealing, temperaturefadient,
or inhomogeneity. ASTM CI62 6.
stress amplitude. One-half the elgebraic difference between the maximum and mini-

Roberts, I. p. 2.

streaetworks. a. Corn. A name given by
miners to alluvial tin deposits usually
worked in the open air. Fay. b. A place
where orei sue:ally tin ore, is washed

from alluvial deposits. Standard, 1964.
&Ahem. Ger. The longwall system of coal
mbdng. Fay.

is calculated on the basis of the original

dimensions of the cross section of the

mum stress in one cycle. ASM Gloss.
stress sealysis. Determination of the stresses

in the component parts of e structure

when subjected to load. See also photoelasticity. Ham.

stress &de. A Mohrs' circle which reveals

the distribution of streu. Ham.
stress concentration. a. Sudden changes of
cross sectional area in a structural member will cause concentrations of stress, revealed by photoelastic analysis. See also
notch effect. Ham. b. See factor of stress
concentration. Ro. c. Ratio of the stress

at any point to the applied streu. Bu-

Mines Bull. 587, 1960, p. 2.
stress concentration factor, IL The ratio of
the greatest stress, in the region of a notch

or other stress raiser as determined by
advanced theory, photoelasticity, or direct measurement of elastic strain to the

corresponding nominal stress. ASif Gloss.

siren corrosion. a. Chemical corrosion, as
of reactor pressure veuels, that is accelerated by stress concentrations either
built in, or resulting from a load. L&L.
b. The acceleration of the corrosion of a

metal '3y static stress. BuMines Bull. 619,
1964, p. 206.
stress-cotrosion cracking. Failure by crack-

ing under combined action of corrosion
and stress, either external (applied) or internal (residual). Cracking may be either
intergranular or transgranular, depending
on metal and corrosive medium. ASM
Gloss.

stress diagram. See stress-strain diagram.
Ro.
IMAM difference. The algebraic difference
between the maximum and minimum

principal stresses. A.GJ.
stressed-aids construction. A term borrowed
from the aircraft industry, applicable in
structural engineering to plywood, cladding, shell concrete, and lamella roofs,
with the particular connotation of sandwich construction. Ham.

stress envelope. The zone of extra stress
around a cylindrical hole being actually
cylindrical inform. The term ring stress
is synonymous. Spalding, p. 17.
stress Reid. By the use of force lines the distribution of one component of stress can
be illustrated. This is the stress field.
Spalding.
stress 1.14 hydrostatic. Where the medium is

subjected to equal stresses in three mutually perpendicular directions. BuMines
Bull. 587, 1960, p. 2.
stress Reid, two directional. Where the me-

dium is subjected to compressional or tensional stresses in two directions. BuMines

Bull. 587, 1960, p. 2.
stress field, unidtrectiosal. Where the medium is subjected to compreuional or
tensional stresses in one direction. BuMines Bull. 587, 1960, p. 2.

stress Enter. An instrument designed to meas-

ure pressure changes within rock as a result of mining operations. The instrument
consists of a tongue of steel containing a
groove filled with glycerin. When pressure is exerted upon the external surface
of the tongue the glycerin is partially
squeezed from the groove and exerts pres-

sure on a diaphram, which accordingly
bulges outwards. A strain gage is ce-

mented on the outer wall of the dia-

phragm, and as the curvature increases

and dte gage is strained, so does its resistance vary. Isaacson, p. 214.
stress mistrals. Suggested for minerals, such
as chlorite, chlontold, talc, albite, epidote,
amphiboles, ranite, etc. whose formation

in meomvrOosed rods is favored by
sbeari

stress; opposite of antistress min-

erals. A.GJ.

siress-Nenber (11-N) norm A curve obtained

stretching bond
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in fatigue tests by subjecting a series of

specimens of a given material to different
ranges of streu and plotting the range of

against the number of cycles required to produce failure. In steel and
many other metals, there is a limiting
stress

range of stress below which failure will
not be produced even by an indefinite
number of cycles. C.T.D.
stress misers. a. Changes in contour or discontinuities in structure that cause local
increases in stress. ASM Gloss. b. See
factor of stress concentration. Ro.

stress in the rock surrounding and caused
by a stoped area. Spalding.
stret. a. Mid. Solid, close, compact; as
gobbed stret, packed stret, etc. Fay. b.

l'he system of mining coal by headings

or narrow work. See also bord-and-pillar.
Also spelled strett. Fay.
strotch. A particular direction or course; as,
the stretch of a coal seam. Standard, 1964.
stretched-membrane theory. See membrane
theory of plasticity. Dodd.
stretcher. a. A bar used for roof support on
roadways either wedged against or pock-

stress range. The algebraic difference between
the maximum and minimum stress in one
cycle of a fatigue test. ASM Gloss.

eted into the sides of the roadway and

the minimum stress to the maximum streu
in one cycle, considering tensile stresses
as positive, compreuive stresses as nega-

across a narrow working place or tunnel
to suppoit a rock drill. C.T.D. d. A main
backing deal or longitudinal bar in contact with three or more support bars or
girders. Mason. e. A brick or stone laid
lengthways along a wall. Mason. f. A litter usually made of canvas stretched on a
frame for carrying injured, disabled, or

stress ratio. In fatigue testing, the ratio of
tive. ASM Gloss.

stress-relief beat treatment. See streu relieving. ASM Gloss.

stress relieving. Heating to a suitable tern
perature, holding long enough to reduce
residual stresses and then cooling slowly
enough to minimize the development of
new residual stresses. ASM Gloss.

stress ring. Stress rings are force lines drawn

on the crou section of an excavation to

indicate the distribution of the additional
stress in the rock caused by that excavation. Spalding.
stress-nspture test. A tension test performed

at constant load and constant temperature, the load being held at such a level

as to cause rupture. Alto known as creeprupture test. ASM Gloss.

stress solid. The solid figure formed by surfaces bounding vectors drawn at all points
of the cross section of a member and rep-

resenting the unit normal stress at each
such point. The stress solid gives a picture of the stress distribution on a section. Ro.

stress-strain curve. A curve similar to a load

extension curve, except that the load is
divided by the original cross-sectional area

of the test piece and expressed as tons or
pounds per square inch, while the extension is divided by the length over which
it is measured and expressed in inches
per inch. C.T.D.
stress-strain &gram. a. A graph on which
is plotted stress vs. strain. Such a graph

may be constructed in any test during
which fro:pent or continuous measure-

ments of both strer and strain are made.
It is commonly constructed for the compression, tension and torsion tests. It is
usually necessary for the determination
of deformation energy, elastic limit, modulus of elasticity, modulus of rigidity,
propordonal limit and yield strength. It is
often useful in determination of elongation, modulus of rupture, ultimate
strength and other related properties.
INC. b. The curve obtained by plotting
unit stresses as ordinates
nst corres-

ponding unit strains as abscissas.

Also

called stress diagram. Ro.
stress: strength ratio. The ratio of the actual

stress in a rock to its ultimate failing
stress is called the stress, strength ratio.
Its reciprocal gives the factor of safety.

Spalding.
strew

A line (in a

stressed body tangent to the direction of

'pal stresses at every point
one of the p
through which it passes. Ro.

stress woe. This is the sone of additional

(01

not supported by legs or struts. T.I.M.E.
b. Eng. In Cumberland it is called a stay.

SMRB, Paper No. 61. c. A bar fixed

dead persons. Webster 3d. See also Stokes
stretcher; Neil-Robertson stretcher; Briggs
stretcher carriage; Croxdale stretcher
tram. McAdam, pp. 104-107.
stretcher bar. a. A single screw column, capable of holding one machine drill; used

in small drifts. Fay. b. A telescopic bar

used to support a theodolite when the inclination of the roadway (and sometimes

its width) does not permit the use of a

tripod. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. I.
stretcher bood. A form of bond in which the

bricks or aslar are laid lengthwise in

successive courses, so that the joints of
one course are at the middle of those of
the adjacent courses. Standard, 1964.
stretcher carriers. See Briggs stretcher car-

riage; Croxdale stretcher tram. McAdam,
pp. 105-107.
stretcher course. A course of brick laid in a

wall with their largest faces horizontal
and their longest dimension parallel to
the face of the wall. A.R.I.
stretcher levelinp. Leveling where a piece
of metal is gripped at each end and subjected to a stress higher than its yield
strength to remove warp and distortion.
Sometimes called patent leveling. A.S.M.
Gloss.

stretchers. In shaft-sinking, the croupieces
holding the waling apart. Stau_ffer.
stretcher straight:slog. A process for straight-

ening rod, tubing, and shapes by appli-

cation of tension at the ends of the stock.

The products are elongated a definite

amount to remove warpage. ASM Gloss.
stretcher stabs. Elongated marikngs th.:t ap-

pear on the surface of some materish

when deformed just past the yield point.
These markings lie approximately paral-

lel to the direction of maximum shear

stress and are the result of localized yielding. Thr same as Lliders lines. ASM Gloss.

stretch former. a. A machine used to perform stretch-forming operations. ASM
Gloss. b. A device adaptable to a conventional press for accomplishing stretch
forming. ASM Gloss.

stretch fonolog. Shaping of a sheet or part,
usually of uniform cross section, by first
applying suitable tension or stretch and
then wrapping it around a die of the desired shape. ASM Gloss.

sbotchhig bond. The laying of brick in a
wall as stretchers with broken vertical
joints. A.RJ.

stretch point. The greatest stress at which a

material exhibits a specified elongation
under load. Hess.

stretch thrust. Thrust that forms when the
inverted limb of an overturned or recumbent fold becomes so stretched that it

,

ruptures. A.G.I.
stretch wipe forming. Thc same as wiper
forming. ASM Gloss.
stria. a. A minute groove or channel ; a
threadlike line or narrow band (as of
color) especially when one of a series of
parallel grooves or lines. Webster 3d. See
also glacial striae. Fay. b. A cord of low

intensity generally of interest only in opti-

i

cal glass.

See also

cord, b.

ASTM C162-66.

striae. A line or furrow generally seen on the
walls of a lode or fault. Gordon.

striated. Streaked, or with lines or grooves

running more or less parallel to each
other. Cordon.

striated crystal. One with striae on the surface of a face or faces. Shipley.
t striation. a. A very fine parallel line marking
the surface or cleavage face of a mineral.
t
t

f

r

f

Fay. b. A channel or scratch made in
rock scoring. Standard, 1964. c. A scratch
or small channel gouged by glacial action.

Bedrock, pebbles and boulders may show
striations produced when rocks trapped by

the ice were ground against bedrock or
other rocks. Striations along a bedrock
surface are oriented in the direction of
ice flow across that surface. Lest.
striation cast; microgroove cast. Casts of
striations or very small grooves. Pettijohn.

Wick. Corn. To let a man down a shaft by
a windlan. Compare streck. Fay.
striding level. Ir, surveying, a sensitive level
tube fitted at each end with a leg at right
angles to the tube, so that the striding
level may be placed astride a theodolite
by resting the V-shaped ends of the legs
on the trunnion axis, enabling the latter
to be accurately leveled. C.T.D.
strike. a. The course or bearing of the outcrop of an inclined bed or structure on a
level surface; the direction or bearing of
a horizontal line in the plane of an inclined stratum, joint, fault, cleavage
plane, or other structural plane: it is
perpendicular to the direction of the dip.
Compare trend. Fay. b. To find a vein
of ore; a valuable discovery. Webster 3d.
c. See level course. Nelson. d. See fault
strike. Nelson. e. S. Mr. Intersecting a
reef in a borehole or in shaft sinking, etc.
Brennan. f. To withdraw supports. Mason. g. A combined effort among workmen to compel the employer to the concession of a certain demand by preventing the conduct a his business until compliance with the demand. A strike is lawful. It only becomes unlawful when the
means employed to carry it out are unlawful, or when it maliciously is originated to attain an unlawful end. Ricketts, I. Compare lockout. h. A straightedged implement for leveling something
as day in a hrick-maker's or potter's mold,

or sand in a founder's mold, by scraping

off the superfluous portion on top; a
strickle. Standard, 1964. i. In masonry,

to wipe off the projecting ftesh mortar
from (a joint). .Standard, 1964. j. In

ironworking, a puddler's rabble. Webster

3d. k. In a foundry, a hoisting hook for
metal. Standard, 1964. I. A thin elec.
trodeposited film of metal to be followed
by other plate coatings. ASM Gloss. m.
A Plating solution of high covering power

stringer
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metal or with the same metal under different conditions. ASM Gloss. f. Lowering the arch centers, after the masonry is
strike a lead. To come upon or discover a
completed and the mortar set. Stauffer.
lead, lode, or vein, as of ore. Standard,
striking deal. Eng. Planks fixed in a sloping
1964. See also strike, b. Fay.
direction just within the mouth of a shaft,
strike board; strike tree. Scot. A board at
to guide thc bucket to the surface. Fay.
the top of a shaft from which the bucket
striking hammer. A quarryman's hammer for
is tipped; used in shaft sinking. Forstriking a rock drill. Standard, 1964.
merly thc beam or plank at thc shaft top
striking house. Derb. A sheltered place at the
on which thc baskets were landed. Fay.
and low efficiency designed to electroplate
a thin adherent film of metal. ASM Gloss.

strikebreaker. The same as blackleg or scab.
Korson.
strike cut. In separating blocks of stone in a
quarry,

the cut that is parallel to the

strike of the rock strap', Fay. strike fault. A fault whuse strike is parallel
to thc strike of the strata. A.G.I.
strike joints. Joints which lie parallel to the
strike of bedding, schistosity, etc. Lewis,
p. 593.

strike line. A structure contour which is suffi-

ciently regular to keep a more or less
constant direction and thus define a sim-

ilarly constant strike of the structural
surface

(usually

a bedding

surface).

Where the surface is plane, strike lines
are straight, parallel, and equally spaced
for equal vertical intervals. Challinor.
strike pan. Vacuum pan. Bennett 2d, 1962.

striker. a. Derb. The man who lands the
kibble, coil, or buckct at the top of a
shaft. See also strike board. Fay. b. A
blacksmith's assistant who handles

the

hammer. See also forping. Nelson. c. A
workman who dresses off the clay bricks
with a strickle in molding. Webster 3d.

strikeroff. One who levels off clay projecting above tops of brick and tile molds by
drawing a straightedge across the molds

flush with their top edges so that brick
and tile will be of uniform size. D.O.T.!.
strike shift. The horizontal component of
the shift parallel to the fault strike. Fay.
strike slip. The horizontal component of the
slip parallel with the fault strike. Schitfer.
decker.

strike-sUp fault. A fault in which the net
slip is practically in the direction of the
fault strike. Synonym for transcurrent
fault. A.G.I.

strike tree. See strike board. Fay.

strike valley. A valley parallel to the strike
of the underlying rocks of a region. Also
called longitudinal valley. Webster 3d.
strike %widget opencast working. Where the

dip of the coal seam is about 1 in 10 or
less,

the opencast method of working

usually employed is to excavate along lines

parallel to the outcrop. This is termed
the strike or opencast method. Ste also
box-cut method. Nelson.
striking. a. The development of opacity or
color in glassware by a heat treatment
process1 for example, by the formation of
a colloidal dispersion, within the glass, of
a small amount of copper, silver, or gold

(Cu, Ag, or Au). Dodd. b. The smoothing of the wet clay surface in a mold by
means of' a wooden or metal rod, as in
the hand-molding of special day building bricks. Dodd. c. A fault sometimes
encountered with enamel colon on pottery wt, . e, the color becoming detached

top of a shaft for the striker, or eager.
See also striker, a. Fay.

striking plates. Two horizontal timbers separated by striking wedges and supporting

an arch center. The latter is lowered by
slacking the wedges. Stauffer.

striking solution. A dilute solution of silver
cyanide, containing potassium cyanide, in
which articles to be silver-plated are
dipped before being inuaersed m the silver bath proper. Standard, 1964.
string. a. Pieces of pipe, casing, or other

downholc drilling equipment coupled together and lowered into a borehole. Compare string of tools. Long.. b. A driller's
term for the drilling bit, ;ars, drill stem,
rope socket, and other tools connected to

the lower end of a drilling cable in

standard or percussion drilling. Also used

for the rig and complete drilling equip-

ment. A.G.I. c. A measurement of depth
of a drill hole obtained by stringing over

the length of cable from the drilling
floor to the crown pulley on top of the
derrick or mast. A.G.I. d. A very small

vein, either independent or occurring as
a branch of a larger vein; a stringer. Fay.
e. An imperfection; a straight or curled
line, usually resulting from slow solution
of a large grain of sand or foreign material. ASTM C162-66.
string (stringer) bead. A continuous weld
bead made without appreciable transverse
oscillation. Contrast with weave bead.

ADM Gloss.
string course. A distinctive, usually projecting, course in a brick wall; its purpose is
aesthetic. Dodd.
string dryer. A tunnel-type dryer, particularly
for building bricks, that is operated inter-

mittently; in the early stages of drying,
the exits and exhaust ducts are closed so

that a high humidity is built up. Dodd.
stringer. a. A small vein usually one of a
number making the kide. Ballard. b. A

thin layer of coal at the top of a bed,

separating in plates from the main coal
by material similar to that comprising the
roof. A.GJ. c. A narrow vein or irregular filament of mineral traversing a rock
mass of different material. Webster 3d. d.
A heavy timber or plank, usually horizontal, but sometimes inclined, supporting other members of a structure, and

usually running in the directiot of the

greatest length of the collection of sup-

ported members. Standard, 1964. e. A
vemlet or seam. Nelson. f. The horizontal
crosspiece in square set timbering. Nelson. g. Eng. A balk set between the heads

of the props and the balks or girders of
several adjacent settings along a road.
Also called running bar; running head.

roof

from the ware during firing; a common

SMRD, Paper No.

cause is lack of control during hardeningon. See also hardening-on. Dodd. d. Set
ting out the first mold and the profile tool
for the shaping of ware on a jigger. Dodd.
e. Elecuodepositing, under special conditions, a very thin film of metal which will
facilitate further plating with another

or which runs under each rail of a steel
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61.

h.

See

stringer. Kentucky, p. 141. L A long horizontal member which hams together the
heads of trestles in timber trestle bridges

railway bridge. Ham. j. In American

railway building, a longitudinal construetion member in a bridge or tunnel. Sand-

stringer
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strom. k. In wrought materials, an elongated configuration of microconstituents
or foreign material alined in the direction
of working. Commonly, the term is associated with elongated oxide or sulfide

inclusions in steel. ASM
stringer lead. A small ore bodygenerally, a
vein leading to a more valuable one.
A.G.1.

stringer lode. A shattered zone containing a
netwu:!- of small nonpersistent veins. Also
caned stringer zone. Fay.
stringer sets. Mine timbering in which the

caps reach across two or more sets in a
dnft or stope. Hess.
stringing deals. Eng. Thin planks, nailed to
the inside of the curbs ni a shaft, so as
to suspend each curb from those above it.
Fay.

string level. A spirit level equipped with

prongs so that it can be hung from a

string. Nichols.
string loading. Filling a drill hole with cartridges smaller in diameter than the hole,
without sliting or tamping them. Nichols.
string of tools. a. The bit, jars, drill stem,
rope socket etc., attached to cable of percussion drill rig. Also called drill assembly. Pryor, 3. b. In a churn drill, the tools
suspended on the drilling cable. Nichols.
c. The entire downholc drilling assembly.
Long.

string pump. A system of pumping whereby

the motion of the engine is transmitted

to the pump by timbers or stringers bolted
together. Zern.
string rods. A line of surface rods connected
rigidly for the transmission of power; used

for operating small pumps in adjoining
shafts from a central station. Zern.
string nnvey. a. A rough method of transferring points from upper to lower levels
in very narrow steep workings by suspending strings from point to point and measunng offsets. The excavation dimensions
may be similarly obtained. See dm plumbing. Nelson.

b. The use of

stretched

strings in awkward underground workings
to provide survey lines and basis for offsets. In the lost thread method of survey,

string or thread is paid out over a measuring device as a traverse line is walked.
Pryor, 3.

In coal mining, to remove the
earth, rock, and other material from a

strip. a.

seam of coal, generally by power shovels.
Generally practiced only where the coal
seam lies close to the earth's surface.

B.C.I. b. To remove from a quarry, or

other open working, the overlying earth
and disintegrated or barren surface rock.
Fay. c. To mine coal, alongside a fault,
or barrier. Fay. d. To fill prepared coal
from a coal face. Mason. e. To complete
the filling of prepared coal from the face.
Mason. f. Can. To remove soil and vegetation covering mineral deposit. Hoffman.

g. To remove overburden or thin layers
of pay material. Nichols, 2. h. A shallow
cast ingot of brass for rolling into sheets.
Webster 3d. i. To bare an ingot of steel
by removing the mold. Webster 3d. j. One

of a set a troughs, or their equivalent,
along which ore particles, as they come

from the stamps, are deposited in the

order of their specific gravity. Standard,

1964. k. A sheet of meal in which the
length is many times the breadth. ASM

Mon.
Stripa process. a. A dense medium washer

developed in Sweden for concentrating

stripping-pit limits

poor quality ores. It often utilizes part of
the ore under treatment as medium solids.
The trough is a shallow, reciprocating,
rectangular box supported on flexible rods.

The sink and

float

fractions are dis-

charged separately at the end of the

trough. A bed of sand-sized particles lubricated by water is used as the separating
medium. The process can be used for up-

grading ore prior to ftoth flotation. In

central Sweden, a number of Stripa plants
have been installed for iron-ore treatment.
Nelson. b. A method of gravity treatment
of coarse sands, in which feed is shaken
along horizontal launder and at the same

time kept in teeter by hydraulic water.
Constituent minerals stratify into separable layers. Pryor, 3.

strip-borer drill. A skid- or caterpillar-mounted

drill operated by electric motor or diesel
engine. It is used at quarry or opencast
sites for drilling 3 to 6 inches in diameter,

horizontal blast holes up to 100 fect in
length, without the use of flush water. It
cannot penetrate strong strata. Nelson.

stripe. The series of bands of variation in
color or texture in a rock mass, or the
course of the planes of such bands, as
indicative of the course of the bedding
plane when that is otherwise obscure.

Standard, 1964.
striper. A pen-shaped article having a small
wheel at the point, onto which the special
printing ink flows, used for placing borders, etc., on enameled surfaces. Exam.
Diet.

striper, hand. One who paints stripes and
decorative edges on glass, enamel, or
ceramic ware using small hand brushes.

Bureau of Mines Staff.
strip foundation. A continuous foandation
for a wall or for several piers or columns
too closely spaced to permit indi,,idual or
pad foundations. Ham.

Stripholes. Trademark for a dynamite for
coal stripping operations. CCD 6d, 1961
strip mine. a. A stripping; an opencut mine
in which the overWrden is removed from

a coalbed before the coal is taken out.
Hess. b. See open-pit mine. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
strip mining. The mining of coal by surface
mining methods as disdnguished from the
mining of metalliferous ores by surface
mining methods which is commonly designated as open-pit mining. Woodruff, o. 3,

p. 469. See also opencast mining; open-

mining; surface mining.
packing. An arrangement of alternate
packs and wastes built in a direction parstiw*It

allel to the gate roads in longwall conveyor mining. A common practice is to
&low 5 yard wastes between 4 yard packs

or both ate made 5 yards wide. The di-

mensions vary with local conditions. See
also double packing; single packing. Nelson.
stripped atom. One from whkh one or more
electrons has been removed, rendering it
ionically charged. Pryor, 3.
stripped Mite. Synonym for degraded illite.
A.G.!. Sapp.
stripped plain. A plain composed of flat-lying

or gently tilted sedimentary rocks from

which sediments have been removed down
to some resistant bed which seems to have
controlled the depth of erosion. Compare
diP sloPe.
stripper. a. A nearly depleted well whose in-

come barely exceeds operating cost of

production. Wheeler. b. In the quarry in-

dustry, a laborer who cleans up dirt left
by the power shovel in stripping overlying ground from rock, using a shovel and
wheelbarrow. D.O.T.!. c. A person employed in the pottery industry to remove
the dried ware from the plaster molds.
Dodd.

stripper punch. In powder metallurgy, a
punch that serves as top or bottom of the

die cavity and later moves farther into

the die to eject the compact. ASM Gloss.
a. An excavation with power
shovels in which the coal seams are laid
bare by the stripping of the surface soil

stripping.

ani rock strata. Operators are morting
more and more to this form of mining as
it greatly reduces cost of production,

especially the item of labor. It is estimated that for every ton of anthracite

that is stripped instead of mined, ten men
are deprived of work. Stripping also eliminates the cost of timbering, hauling,
pumping, ventilating, and complicated
safety provisions. !Corson. b. The operation of removing the overburden prior to
working the mineral in a quarry or open
pit mine. Barger. c. The loading or clear-

ing away of coal from a longwall face

after shotfiring. Ne11011. d. Opencast min-

ing. Nelson. e. See stripping the quarry.
Nelson. f. An open pit working. Fay. g.

See strip, b. Fay. h. The earth, rock or

soil so removed. Fey. i. York. A wet; or
portion of coal worked off all along the
face of a stall. See also strip, c. Fay. j.
Removal of a surface layer or deposit,
usually for the purpose of excavating
other material under it. Nichols. k. In
chemical extraction of minerals, treatment of pregnant solution to remove dissolved values. Pryor, 3. 1. The removal of
earth or nonore rock materials as required
to gain access to the ore or mineral materials wanted; the process of removing
overburden or waste material in a surface
mining operation. Bureau of Mines Staff.
m. Removing a coating from a metal sur-

face. A.S.M. Gloss. n. Removal of an
electrodeposit by any means, that is, by

chemical agent or by reversed electrodeposition. C.T.D. o. The removal of molds
from ingots. Mersereas, 4th, p. 408.

stripping a gutter. Removing the headings
from off the wash dirt, which is left undhturbed. Fay.
shipping a Mg. Aust. The forming of a jig,

by enlarging a cut-through on in incline. See also jig, g. Fay.

stripplag a mine. a. See strip, b. Fay. b.
Robbing a mine of its best ore. Fey.
stripping area. In stripping operatiors, an

area encompassing the pay material, its
bottom depth, the thickness of the layer
of waste, the slope of the natural ground
surface, and the steepness of the safe slope

of cuts. Nichols, pp. 10-Il.
dripping a shaft. a_ Taking out the timber
frcm an abandoned shaft. Fay. b. Trim-

ming or squaring the sides of a shaft. Fay.
stripping Job. The operation of dismantling

the nicker rod in the come of bringing
a pump to the surface for repair. wauams.

stripping-pit limits. The strip area that includes area of pay material plus enough
area beyond the limits of tht ore pit to
provide for a bench. The total volume of
stripping will be that vertically above the

limits of the ore pit plus that outside of
the ore pit necessary to maintain safe
strip-pit slopes and benches and plevide
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working approaches to the pit. BuMines
Bull. 419, 1939, pp. 356, 363.
stripping ratio. The unit amount of spoil or
waste that must be removed to gain ac-

cess to a similar unit amount of ore or
mineral material. Bureau of Mines Staff.

strippings. A strip mine. Hess.
stripping salt. See abraum salts. Kaufmann.

called boom cat; coal-loading-shovel en-

alternating layers of igneous and schistose

man. D.O.T.!.

in a strip mine to strip back overlying
ground and to load coal into cars. Also

be organic. A.G.I. b. Applied to a large
mass of mixed rock which consists of

D.O.T.!.

rocks in sill relationship. A large mass of
soma ti te. A.G.I.
stronstolkhic. A term, meaning stone layer,
applied to the banded structure of composite gneisses that consist of alternating
layers of igneous and schistose rocks in
sill relationship. Holmes, 1928.
Stroasboli type. In vokanology, activity
characterized by eruption of slag bombs

gineer; loading-shovel engineer.

stsipp*t solution. In solvent extraction, the
aqueous solution used to reextract the
uranium from the pregnant solution. Newton, p. 440.

suippirg system. The removal of the overburden and mining of the ore in one or
more benches, the ore face being broken
by blasting and the broken ore loaded by
hand, shoveling machine, or steam shovel.

The name "terrace or bench open-pit
working" has been suggested. Fay.

stripping the quarry. The removal of all dirt
and disintegrated material from the quarry face. Nelson.
stripping yard. The place where glass plates
are removed from tables after grinding
and polishing. ASTM C162-66.

strip pit. A coal or other mine worked by
stripping. An open-pit mine. Fay.

strip simple. A sample, in the form of a
notch or groove, cut from mof to floor of
a coal seam, or hanging wall to footwall

of a vein. See also groove sample. Nelson.
strip steel. Flat rolled steel from the finishing

rolls in a hot strip mill. Strip steel may
be up to 60 inches wide and ranges in
thikness from 0.049 to 0.25 inch. The
strip is wound into coils by downcollets,
and may be cut to size and coated with
a thin protective layer of tin (tinplate).
Nelson.

drip thrust. See decollement. A.G.I.
;

to the work of blue-green algae. Com-

stripping-shovel operator, In bituminous coal
mining, one who operates a power shovel

stripping-shovel crewman. See shovel crane-

;

strata, or bands so intricately united that
the whole rather than the individual layen constitutes the geological field unit.
A.G.I.
stromatolite, This term has been generally
applied to laminated structures attributed
monly called algal structures. Characteristically laminated with varied gross forms,
from near-horizontal, to markedly convex,
columnar and sub-spherical. Pettijohn.
stronstolkb. a. Certain curious layered,
banded structures in the buntenandstein
aisociated with oilliths. and supposed to

strippingbotrel, A shovel with an especially
and stick which enables it to
long
reach further and pile higher. Nichols, 2.

,

sedimentary rock) form a system of layers,

light
source used to observe the behavior of

stroboscope.

Variable-speed flashing

machinery in rapid closed-circuit motion.
Also known as a mtoscope. Pryor, 3.
strobooropk effect. The illusion that a fastmoving past is stationaty. Mason, V. 1, p.
258.

simile. A shovel with a turned-up edge

used by glassworken. Webster 3d.
stroge. a. The distance traveled by a piston

in a pump or a piston in a hydraulic-

feed mechanism on a drill. Long. b. The
maximum distance a piston moves within
a cylinder before the direction of its travel
is reversed. See also run, x; travel. Long.

c. The distance a chum-drill stem and
bit are raised for dropping while dnlling.

Long. d. To_give a finely fluted surface to
(a stone). Webster 3d.
strobe of crusher. The diffetence in inches

between the open and closed positions
memurecl at the throat of the crusher.
For small crushers it is about 4 inch to
3/4 inch, and for large crushers from
I
to 2 birches. Also known as throw of
crusher. Newton, Joseph. Introduction to
Metallurgy, 1S38, p. 216.

*man e A type of mixed rock or choris-

mite in which the units of the fabric

(granitic material and metamorphic or

and gas. Hem

Moneyed*. A somewhat, variable sulfide
of silver and copper. (Air,Cu4S, containing 50.2 to 52.7- percent silver and 30.5
to 33.7 percent copper. Orthorhombic.
Sanford; Dana 17.
stronalite, A cataclastic biotite gneiss asso-

ciated with diorite gneiss and kinzieite.
See also cataclasite; flaser gneiss; kinzigite. Holmes, 1920.

strong. a. Han/ and thick; said of dikes.
Standard, 1964. b. I
nt or rich; said
of veins. Standard,TrZtac. Referring to

the character of bind, meaning that the
argalaceous is

largely mixed with the

arenacemn or siliceous material. Fay. d.
Scot. Hard, not easily broken, for example, strong coal, strong blaes. Fey.
Mossback. A heavy timber or metal beam or
bar for taking a strain. Webster 3d.
strom lode. A large, persistent lode. At Alston moor, England, applied to lodes

strontium 90
pale yellow; should be kept under kerosine to prevent oxidation; specific gravity,

2.6 (at 20' C); when finely divieledt it

ignites spontaneously in air; melting point,

769' C or 774' C; boiling point, 1,366`
C or 1,384' C; decomposes water more
violently than does calcium metal; and
is soluble in acids, in alkalies, and in
liquid ammonia. Three allotropic forms
include at least one isometric form: (1)
alpha
2

540° C ; and (3) gammastrontium, stable
from 540' C to the melting posnt. Stron-

tium 90 is the most important of the 16
known isotopes (strontium 80 to strontium 95). Strontium 90 has a half-life of
2Z. veers; is one of the best long-lived,
high-e.mitry beta particle mitten known;
is a product :4 noclear fa/lout; and as
such constitutes a 9tii -.11 health
See also strontium 90. throulCiteg:f

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
pp. 8-25, 8-136, 1-226.

drench= aped*. A vitreous lusterrd mineral, nearly (Sr,Ba),(Ca,RE,Mg,Na),(P0.).(F,OH) 2 j pale green to yellowishgreen, colorless and transparent in small
cs,stals; greasy fracture; ound in sugary
albite filling intentiers between crystals
of aegirine and mkermannite in veins in

alkalic pegmatites from Inagil massif,

southern Yak itia. It is suggested that the

name strontium apatite be used for all
members of the apatite group with more
than 50 percent (atomically) of Sr.

American Mineralogist, v. 47, No. 5-6,
May-June 1962, p. 808. Synonym for

fermorite ; saamite.

strontium hod& STE.; melting point. 2.235'
C; specific gravity, 3.42. Dodd.
strundun carbonate; droatissite. Colorless
or white; onhorhornbic becoming
nal at 926' C; StCO2; molecular
147_63; specific gravity, 3.62 or 3. 0;
Molts' hardness, 3.5 to 4.0; melting point,
1,497

C (at 69 atm); ordinanly no

melting point because it decomposes los-

lying in a fault plane 'in which the dif-

ing CO, at about 1,100' C or at 1,3400
C; very slightly soluble in water; soluble

considerable. Fey.

solutions of ammcmium salts. The mineral

ference of level between similar strata is
stroutimiferous. Containing or yielding strontium or its salts. Standard, 1964.
drouthrite. Natural strontium carbonate,
SrCO3; white, gray, yellow, green; luster,

vitreous; Mobs' hardness, 33 to 4; specific gravity, 3.7; orthorhombk. Found in
California, New York, Washington; Ger-

many; Mexico. Associated with limestones

and less frequently with eruptive rocks.
A source of strontium chemicals. Dana
17; CCD 6d, 1961.
stroatiogindte. A stronan variety of ginorite, (Sr,Ca):1124021.811,0, from the "OM
Halite" bed of the Königshall-Hindenburg

mine, Reyenhausen, Germany. The unit
cell and refractive indices are near those
of volkovite. Compere strontium ginorite.
Hey, M.M., 1961.

itteutlue. A bivalent metallic element in
group II of the periodic system. One of
the alkaline-earth metals. Nlien pure and

untarnished, it is Astry-white. It is always combined in nature, ddefly in the

(SrSO,) and strontianite (StC0I). It also owns in mineral
minerals celestite

springs. Symbol, Sr: atomic member, 38;
and atomic weight, 87.62. C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry and Phyrics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. 8-136. Softer than calcium
metal; oxidizes quickly in air and becomes

in carbonated water, in acids, and in

strontianite is colorless, white, gray, Tel-

low, or green, and it ranges in
gravity from 3.680 to 3.714. CCra 6fiifc,
1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry end Phys-

ics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. L. 226,

13-145.

Used in the manufactute of iridescent

glass. CCD 6d, 1961. Has limited use in
introducing strontia into glasses, glazes,

and enamels. It is principally used in
making low-temperature leardless glazes.
Lee.

strewth.= ginorite. The strontium analogue
of ginorite, Sr2131,015.8Ht0, as distinct
from strontioginorite. See also suontioginorite. Hey, 1W.M., 190.
strwellism minerals. Used in the chemical
and rayon industries, and ocmionally for
metallurgical purposes; also for railroad
and winery flares. Known chiefly as celestite. Domestic production has been unimportant. Barger.
stroullum SS. Radioactive strontium of mass
number 90; half-life, 28 years; radiation,
beta; and radiotoxicity, very hazardous.
ln fallout, this isotope, a member of the

man 90

chain which is
yield from fission, is
member of that chain
and cconsequently is itself produced in
produced in le'
the longest I.

/high yield. Because of its half-life, which

strontium 90

structure
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is comparable to times of importance in
meteorological and biological processes,
this isotope is one of the principal radioactive species in terms of activity and in
fission products that are a few months to
a few years old. The element is classed
as a bone seeker; is metabolized in much
the same manner as calcium; is generally
considered the most hazardous component

of fallout; is the cause of much oe the
concern for the fallout problem; and it is
the radioisotope generally isolated and

measured when fallout measurements are

made. Used in electronics for studying
strontium oxide in vacuum tubes, for
measuring silt density, and in atomic batteries. See abo strontium. CCD 61, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
td., 1964, p. 0-26.
Unmans oidin secede. Grayish-white; isometric; Sr0; specific gravity, 4.7; melting
point, 2,430' C; and it is convened to
strontiinn hydroxide by water. Molecular
weight, 103.62; boiling point, about 3,000'

C; soluble in hot water and in fined

potassium hydroxide; slightly soluble in

alcohol; and insoluble in ether and in
acetone. Used in pigments. CCD 61,
1961; Handbook of C emistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, a. 0-227. Obtained
by heating strontium nitrate or carbonate

to a high temperature. Standard, 1964.
stroutleue stusaste. St SnOs; sometimes used

as an addithe to titanate bodies, one

result being a decreav in the Curie temperature. Dodd.
stroatime sulfa* celestite; celestine. Colorless or white; orthorhombic; SrS0,; molecular weight, 183.68; specific gravity,
3.96; Mohs' hardness, 3.0 to 3.5; melting
point, 1,605' C; very slightly soluble in
water; slightly soluble in acids; and insoluble in alcohol and ;11 dilute sulfuric

acid. Occurs naturally as the

mineral

which is colorless,
white, or yellow, and sometfines bluish,
celestite

(celestine)

reddish, or greenish and its specific grav-

ity ranges from 3.84 to 3.97. Useu in

CCD 61, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
ceramics.

pp. 0-227, 0-242.
Madam Mamie. SrTiOs; isometric; and

melting poin ,t 1,670' C. Used in ceramic
dielectric bodies, either a/one or in com-

bination with barium titanate or other
titanates. Lee; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th rd., 1964, p. 0-137.
strontium drconale. SI-Zr0,; melting It:,
2,700' C; specific gravity, 5.48.
times used in small amounts (3-5 percent)

in ceramic dielectric bodies, one effect
being to lower the Curie temperature.

Dodd.
stroup. Scot. A spout. Fay.

struck capddly. a. The capacity of a mine
car, tram, hoppit, or wagon to the fiat
surface at the edges. that Ts, the volume

of water it would hold if of watertight

construction. Nelson. b. In scraper load-

ing, the maximum volume of liquid that
the bowl can hold. Compare heaped ctpacity. Carson, p. 78.
strati out. Corn. The telmination of a vein
or lode by a fault. Fay.

Anew. A unit of atomic structure in an

amorphous solid, m/ch as glass and further defined as a single atom (or ion, or
molecule) surmunded in a specified man-

ner by others; examples for a sodium

silicate glass would be Si(40),0(2Si,Na),
etc. The concept aimed to reconcile the
randomness of the long-range structure of

a glass with the relative regularity in the
short-range structure. The term has not
:schieved popularity. Sec also vitron.

Dodd.
structural facing mak A structural or
building unit desired for .ise where one
or more faces will be exposed in the
finished wall and for which specifications
include requirements on color, finish and
other properties affecting appearance.
This classification includes facing brick
structural clay fadng tile, ceramic glazed
structural fadng tile, architectural terra
cotta and ceramic veneer. ASTM C43-

65T.

Sifecturall. Pertaining to, part of, or consequent upon the geologic structure; as, a
structural valley. Fey.
strut-MIA aaalssis. The initial stage of structural design, in which all the forces car-

ried by the various parts of a structutt
are determined. Ham.

strudatral lousle. a. The form within the
earth bends it (the rrust) down between

die mountain ridges, gfring rise to depressions. These are called

structural

basins or valleys. A.G./. b. An elliptical
or roughly circular structure in which the
rock strata are inclined toward a central
structural hattossiag. See bottoming, a. Lewis,

p. 29S.
structural chemistry. The branch of chemistry dealing with atomic linkages. Pryor, 3,
p. SO.

structural day haw tile. Tile designed for
use in interior and exterior unplastered
walls, partitions, or coh;mns. ASTM
C43-65T.
structund day We. Hollow burned clay ma-

sonry building units with nVel cells

or cores or both. ASTM C4
st guttural control. The apparent localization
of mineral deposition by structural features. A.G.I.
strudurall drill. A highly mobile diamond- or

rotary-dnll rig crter with terraulicontrolled

wadi,
iprimarily for ra°p1d1;
dnling holes to
ffinie structure in

subsu ace strata or for use as a shallow,
slim-hole producer or seismograph drill.
Capacity is generally about 1,300 feet of
3%-inch\-diameter or NX-siee borehole.
See alto seismograph drill, structural drillthg. Long.
serwhirsi *Ms. Drilling done specifically
to obtain detailed information delineating
the location of folds, domes, faults, and
other subsurface structural features undiscernible by studying strata exposed at
the surface. Compare structure drilling.
Long.
structural fable. Sev fabric. A.G.1.
structassi geolagy. The study of the structural (as opposed to the compositional)
features of rocks, of the geographic distnbution of the features and their causes.
structural glaw a. Flat glass, usually colored

or opaque, and ftequently ground and
polisbe4, used for structural purposes.
ASTM C162-66. b. Glass block, usually
hollow, used for structural purposes.
ASTM C162-66.
structural blob. See high, structural. A.G.1.
structural load. The load due to the structure
itself as- distinguished from the imposed
load. Crispin.
stsuctural lag. A record of the breaks, frac-

tures, faults, and physical properties of

rocks within a formation. BrAlines Buil.
587,1960, p. 2.
structural low. See low, structural. A.G.1.
structural petrology. a. That phase of petrofabric analysis that deals with deformed
rocks and tiseir tectonic history. Synonym

for petrotechtonics. A.G./. b. The study
of structure within rocks, particularly
minute structure revealed by petrofabric
investi ation. A.G.1. Sapp.
rudural plain. A gently sloping stratum
plain. Fay.

structural pnuleicts. As applied to structural
clay products, building material units

which, when assembled in a structure.
may be load-bearing (designed to support loads in addition to their own
weight) or non-load-bearing (desired to
resist no loads other than their own
weight). ASTM C43-65T.

strucloral relief. The difference between the
highest and lowest elevations of a bed or

stratigiaphic horieon within a given region; more commonly, the difference in

elevation between stratigraphically equiv-

alent points at the crest of an anticline
and in the trough of the adjacent syncline. Stokes and Vannes, 1935.

structural shape. A piece of metal of any of
several designs accepted as standard by

the structural branch of the iron and
steel industries. ASM Glom

structural slate. Relates to products used
chiefly for interior construction such as
mantels, floor tiles, steps, risen, baseboards, window sills, lavatory slab!, and

many others. AIME, p 798.
structural spalling. a. The breaking off of
pieces of a refractory as the result of
repeated unequal heating at high temperatures. A.I.S.1. No. 24. b. The spelling

of a refractory unit caused by stresses
resulting from differential changes in the
structure of the unit. ASTM C71-64.

struggle' steetwook. Rolled steel sections or
other fabricated members assembled to
form structural frames by riveting, welding, bolting, or a combination of all three.
Ham.
structural terrace. Shelflike flattening of the
dip in more steeply inclined strata. A.C.1.
Sapp.

strurtaral inm. A reservoir, capable of holding oil or gas, formed from crustal move-

ments in the earth that fold ot fracture
rock strata in such manner that oil or
gas accumulating in the strata are sealed
off and cannot escape. The most common
structural traps are fault traps, anticlines,
and salt domes. Williams.

stroctutul split. The vertical distance between the trough of a syncline and the
crest of an anticline; also the upthrow
of a fault or series of faults. Challis's's.
stunner.' valley. A valley that awes its otigin or form to its geologic structure. It
may be a synclinal, anticlinal, or fault
valley. A.G.1.
structural vitrals. Same as phylkrvittite.
Tomkeief, 1954.

stricture. a. The parts or members of any
building that carry the loads and transmit
them to the foundations. Structures in

mining areas may suffer some subsidence
and are designed accordingly. Nelson.
b.-Geologically, the disposition of the tock

formations, that is, the broad dips, folds,
faults and unconformities at depth. Nel-

son. c. In petrology, one of the larger
features of a rock mass, like bedding,
flow banding, jointing, cleavage, and brecnation ; also, the sum total of such fea-

.4
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structure
tures. Comp°. textum. Fey. d. See soil

structure. ASCE PI876. e. A general
term refering to the propunion and arrangement or spacing of abrasive in a
wheel. A number in the specification,
generally from 0 to IS, designates this
spacing in arbitrary fashion ancl is termed
"structure number." ACSG, 1963.

structure bit. a. A hollow, cylindrical chop.
ping !sit used in the Lake Superior iron
fractwed
districts to sample soft co
iron formations by was.. boring. Long.
b. An oboolete terni1 colloquially used in
the Midwestern United States as a synonym of core bit. Long.
strottore coalmen a. A contour line drawn
doriugh points of equal elevation on a

stratum, key bed, or horizon, in order
us depict the attitude of the rocks. A.G.f.
b Contours of a selected bed, which
indicate the physical farm of that bed.

BS. 3618, 1964, sec. S.
structnee-coistrailed shoots. Ore shoots that
are localized by various structures. Places
of change in strike and dip of fissures are

favorable sites for ore shoots. Stoles and
Verses, 1933.

steocture drIllios. a. Exploratory drilling to
determine the geological structure par-

tkularly with reference to the coals or

minerals sought. Rotary or diamond drilling is usually employed to yield cores at
key horizons. Ste also stratigraphic bores.

Nelson. b. A form of drilling practiced
in the Lake Superior iron district to
sample soft iron formations by countercirculation-wash bcring methods. Long.

structure suusbee. A number. generally foon

0 to 15, designating in arbitrary fashion
the spacing of the abrasive grains in a
indin g wheel relative to their grit size.
higher the number the greater is
the spacing, but the actual relationship

.1

depends on the wheel manufacturer. ASM

1,

Gloss.

!

I

between two adjacent girders.
SAIRB, Paper No. 61. f. An inside brace.

stall. a. A bolt having one end firmly anchored. Nichols. b. A threaded rod or a
bolt without a head. See aho welding.

placed

Nichols.

And teem A tenon, such as is used on a
diagonal piece or strut, usually on heavy
timbers. Crispin.

Strove mutilator. A pneumatic ventilating
amaratus consisting of two vessellike gas

holders, which are moved up and down

in a tank of water. By this means, the
air is sucked out of the mine as required.
Zeta.

stravite. a. A coiciriess o yellow orthothom-

bic mineral with 1 perfect and I good

cieavage, (NM )20.2 'Afg0 . P202 . 12 /120;

Moto' hardness, 2; specific gravity, 1.72.
Larsen, p. 99. b. An isomorphous mixture

of noile and tapiolite or a solid solution
of tapiolite in mole. Hess.
slob. a. York. Drub. Arlen. b. York. Miners'
term for impure cannel coal. The same
as trub. Tomkeieff, 1934. r.. An abrasive
wheel that has been used until its diameter has been so much reduced by wear
that it is Ito longer serviceable. Dodd.
stobsebite. An altered diallage peridotite containing tremolite, talc, serpentine, mos-

netite, pyrite, and breunnente in variable
amounts. By increase of serpentine, the
type passes into stubachite serpentine.
Holmes, 1928.

Nab entry. A short, nanow entry turned
from another entry and driven into the
solid coal, but not connected with other
mine workings; a dead end. Fay.

stab pipe. A fitting to which the lower end
of the casing must be joined in borehole
lining. The stub pipe serves as a connec-

tion with the docSarge pipe from the
pump. It must be reced at the top to

senecture test hole. A hole drilled for geologic

or cement-lined--or of bronze, depending
on the nature of the water. BaMiner BuX
370, 1937, p. 6.
stab rods. See starter rods.

geological structure

faces or, more commonly, to show the
inferred geological structure as it would
appear on the sides of a vertical trench
cut into the earth. Biliegs, 1934, p. 422.
r

ence on the ware of too much glaze, or

brace between two legs of a drill tripod
or derrick; also, a vertical-compression
member in a structure or in an under*round timber set. Long. e. Eng. Timber

receive the casing and be flanged at the
bottom for discharge-pipe connections. It

served

j

under cotnpression. Mason. d. A diagonal

on vertical

stnectere sectloos. Diagrams to show the ob.

structure aione, although other types of
information may be acquired during the
drslling. This type of hole is drilled to a
structural datum which is normally short
of known or expected producing zones.

may be made of cast ironplain, wood,

Stub's gage. A gage for measuring the sim of

wire. Also known as Birmingham gage.
Crispin.

stak switches. Switches used to some extent

Ham. c. An upright beam or scantling as
in the framework of a dwelling. Crispin.
'Cuddle. a. A strong crossbeam in a shaft

cella: set. Nelson. b. Corn. A prop to
support the middle of a stuff. Fey. c. A

distance piece between successive frames

of timbering. Fey. d. The vertical members of shaft-timber sets placed at each
corner and at the intersection of the
dividers and the wallplates. Fay. e. An
uptight prop supporting a platform in a
mine, usually one of a set of four. Standard, 1964.
Wad type choke. A roller chain in which the
inner (block) links are connected solidly
by nonrotating bushings. Nichols.
stod welkin. An art-welding process wherein
coalescence is produced by heating with

an electric arc drawn between a metal
stud, or similar part, and the other work
part until the surfaces to be joined are
properly heated, when they are brought
together under pressure and no shielding

is used. Coal Age, e. 66. No. 3, Mar.

1961, p. 92.
stura. A jet of slum issuing from a fissure in
volcanic regions. Fey.
stuff. a. Ore alsociated with the gangue of
a lode. Fey. b. The produee of a mine,
as coal and slack. Fey.
stolid sehserol. A mineral having large interstices in its sttucture may accommodate
various foreign ions in theso holes; such
a mineral is then said to be stuffed. The

stuffing may have considerabk consequences On the stability of the mineral.
A.G.!.
shams los. a. A cylindrical recess, filled

with packing and compressed by a gland,

to make a pressure tight joint. It prevents leakage of water from a pump or
steam from an eaglet. Nelson. b. A
chamlos designed to contain packing and

to maintain a fluid tight jotnt about a
piston rod where it entm a cylinder or
around a dnll rod where it enters the

casing at the collar of a borehole. Long.
c. A space around a shaft filled with soft

only at or near one end and free to move

W. Scot. To take down coal with the pick

pump, to prevent stones or other rubbish

stucco. a. A material used in a plastic state,
which can be troweled to form, when set,

safety fuse. Fey. C.. See snorepiece. BS.
3618, 1963, rec. 4.
Strumlam. Uppermost Devonian, transitional
into Carboniferous. A.G.!. Seipp.
of laueite
stnadee. A monoclinic
4*(0102.and psendolaueite,Mnfe 'a(
811,0, es straw-yellow radiating fiben

therefore becomes too fluid Dodd.

wking to prevent fluids or gases from

sist of a pair of short switch rails, held

passing into the pump. Fay. b. Scot. A

by firing at a temperature that is too
high for the glaze being used, which

on narrow gage industrial tranmys, con-

See also seismic Ad.liole; slim hole; stratigraphic test hole. Williams.

strum. a. N. of Eng. A kind of iron sieve
placed around the suction pipe of a

stall covering

at other end to meet rails of straight or
diverging track. Urquhart, Sec. 2, p. 42.

a hard coverirat for the exterior walk or
other exterior surfaces of any building or
structure. ASTM C11-60. b. A fine plaster
made of gypsum and glue-water, or of
powdered white marble and fine sand,

leaking liking it. Nichols.

only. Fey.
MM. a. A timber prop set between the walls
of a stope. Nelson. b. A timber platform

on which valueless rock or mineral is
deposited. Nelson. c. The top piece of a
set of Mine tireben. Weed, 1922. d. A

timber prep suppurting the roof of a

gypsum, and water, for walls or their

mine opening. Weed, 1922. e. Corn. A
platform (stull-coveting) laid on timbers
(stullpieees), braced across a working

from alteration of triphyline at Hagendorf, Baveria, Getmany, and 12 United

ammo dab. Consists of various types of

or to carry ore or waste. Pay. I. A timber emending from footwall to homing

strut a. A piece of wood or steel insened
between each pair of steel or timber
mailways to resist buckling

&Mises Bull. 630, 1965, p. 886.
slott. See sanded in. Compare freeze, a.

States localities. Spencer 21, M.M., 1938.

maintain the proper spacing be=7:son
tween the sets. Steel struts are often used

and liammerlock is one type. Nelson.
b. A mine prop to sustain compressive,
whether vertical, or inclined. Zen,. c. A
prop; any structural member or support

tetief ornaments. Standard, 1964. c. Plaster of Paris. Standard, 1964,

from side to side, to 5u,t workmen

stones, usually white or brilliantly colored,
crushed to 1/2- to %-inch size range.

wail Ballard. g. Can. Timber used to

Long.

stock sisoli. See stemware. Dodd.
stuck wale. Pottery ware that has stuck to

the kiln furniture during the glost firing
and is therefore waste. The fault may be
caused by careless placing, by the pres-
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brace the walls of mine openings. Hoffman. h. A round timber used to support

the sides or back working of a tame.
Merserean, 41th, p. 506.

sten menial. a. A platform resting on stulls

in a stope as a staim for miners or for
holding rock or mrneral. Nelson. b. A
platform in a stope, to carry men or
mraeral. C.T.D.

Stull dirt; stull rock
stall dirk dull rock. Material supported upon
the stulls. Fay.

nulled slopes. Slopes in which the roof is
supported by stuns, square-set timbering,
or concrete columns. Storni, v. 1, p. 394.
dull piece. A piece of timber placed slanting
over the back of a level to prevent rock
falling into the !esti from the stopes
above. Standard, 1964.
stall sloping. The walls of narrow veins frequently are supported by stull timbers

placed between the foot and hanging

walls, which constitute the only artificial
support provided during the excavation

of the stopes. Stuns may be placed at
irrefular intervals to support local patches
of insecure ground, in which case the
dopes arr airtually open stopes. Sometimes the stulls are placed at regular internals both along the stone and verti-

cally, in which case stull stoping should
be considered a distinctive method. BoMines Bull. 390, 1936, p. 10.

dull timberksg. The support of walls in
shrinkage stopng by setting stuns. Nelson.
Shift An approximately horizontal passage-

way into a mine; an adit. Taken from

the German term stollen. Webster 3d.
stump. a. Entry pillars; small portion of

room pillan left for pick mining. B.C.!.
b. A small pillar of coal left between the
gangway or airway and the breasts to
protect these passages; any small pillar.

Fay. c. A narrow pillar of coal. Lewis,
p. 543.

stamper. A narrow heavy doter attachment
used in pushing out stumps. Niches.
shmsping. Lane. A kind of pillar-and-stall
plan of mining coal. Fay.
stump prop. Short posts set under the crown
ban of a tunnel. Stauffer.
stamp pulling. Mar robbing. Fay.
slum. a. In stonecutting, to kosen the surface
of, as stone in dressing, by blows with the
edge or point of a hammer, delivered at
right angles to the fact. Standard, 1964.
b. A white or discolored place in marble
or other stone, caused by a blow from a
blunt-edged or blunt-pointed hammer.
Standard, 1964. c. A groove or scar on
the sawed face of a piece of stone, caused
by sand or .grit between the side of the
sawblade and the stone. Standard, 1964.
stmmisg. A quarrym an's term for the forma-

tion of fractures ,-aused by the cutting
ban of a channeliot machine striking the
rock excessively heti" blows. Fey.
Amt. Ste dunt.
dup. A pulverized mixture of clay and coke
or coal. Fay.
sispalith. See lithium cerarncs. Osborne.

stupid. An extrusion machine in which the
clay is forced through the die by meam
of a piston; such machines are now rare.
Dodd'.

stupp. Deposit, obtained in the distillation of
mercury ores, consisting of mercury metal,

mercuric oxide, soot and dust and ore

particlex. Bermett 21, 1962.
Not Corn. A tribute bargain which turns out
profitably foe the miner. Fay.
Sturtevant balanced roils. Rolls in which all
four boxes are moveable and held in

position by springs. The idea is to divide
the thrust whenever the springs yield and
thus reduce internal stresses. Liddell 21,
p. 357.

Illurtevast grinder. A disk grinder in which
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groove which forms can be ground out.
Liddell 2d, p. 357.

Sturtevant ring roll amber. A crusher simi-

lar to the Kent roller mill. Liddell 2d,
p. 358.

Sturtevant roll jaw crasher. A crusher in

which the motion of the upper part of the

jaws is like that of the Dodge crusher,

while the lower parts of the jaws, of cylindrical surfaces of varying radii, grind the
ore between them. Liddell 2d, p. .758.
Stonelberger iron redectios process. A process evolved for dealing with pyrite roast-

ing residues rich in zinc (8 to 10 per-

cent). The direct reduction takes place in
a short rotary drum which has a rammed
tar-dolomite lining. Lime is added to

produce a hietly basic slag, the pyrite

of (such) an element or radical; not used
systematically. Webster 3d.

subs Abbreviation for subbituminous

A.

BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
uthadansandne. Luster not as highly reflective

as adamantine, but more no than

vitreous. Shipley.
sobaeratfon cilia. See sub-A flotation cells
subarratios onetbod. In flotation, a method
employing an impeller, of which the principal function is to keep the pulp in sus-

pension, and a port for admusion of air
below the surface of the pulp, this port
of entry being in the vicinity of the un-

subaerial depodt. Deposit laid down on a

waste gasr. The drum works discontinuously in 7-hour heats and the capacity
of such plant is limited in compariaon
with a b6st furnace. The product is a

not permanently covered by water. This
is contrasted with the negligible erosive
forces under the sea. Hy.

burners. The rine is recovered from the

liquid pig iron, which is claimed to be of

high grade. Osborne.
Stygian deposits. A general term for ore deposits formed und
nd by waters of
atmospheric origin.erVa°y7

sepiolite. Suture planes in marble or lime-

stone. See also suture joint; cmwfoot.

Bureau of Mines Staff.

stylotypite. A mixture, mainly tetrahedrite.
American Mineralogist, v. 37, No. 3-4,
March-April 1952, p. 362.
stypimic acid; 20140,ydrosp-1,3,54rimetkplbeeszegl: 2,4,64rinkrortsorcisol. Yellow;

h.mtal; C11(OH).(NO,),; molecular

weight, 245.11; astringent taste; melting
rit, 179' to 180' C; esplodes on rapid
heating; no boiling point because it sublimes; soluble in ethyl alcohol and in
ether; and slightly soluble in water. Used
as a constituent of griming agents in the
explosive industry. CD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. C-161.

Styria' jade. Same as pseudophite. Shipley.
Serino mummy. Early Miocene diastrophism.
A.G.1. Sapp.
stylise. A transparent plastic with compara-

tively high refractive index and disper-

sion; refractive index, 1 59. Shipley.
stptbe; abbe. a. Used among British miners
for carbonic acid gas, often found in old

workings and given off in most shallow
mines. Tomkeieff, 1954. b. Scot. A miner's

term for firedamp, or rather for stiflim,
suffocating odor of chokedamp that f4lows an explosion of the former. Fay.
c. Blackdamp. Mason.

sub. a. Mid. Subsistence; money or wages
paid on account. Fey. b. Short for sublevel
caving systems of mining. Fay.
c. A conpling with different types and
sizes of box or pin threads at either end.

Used to connect unlike threaded members
of drill string, casing, or drive pipe equipment together. Alao called adapter; substitute. Long. d. A short section of hollow

shafting used to connect parts of a drilling shaft which, because of difference in

thread design, size, or for some other
cannot be screwed together. Subs
srhenu always be made of properly heattreated LA-joint steel. Also called substitute. Brandy, 2.

sub,-. A prefix denoting under, below, or less

centee from time to time, so that any

proportion or less than the normal amount

than. Containing only a relatively small
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11cr. Gaudin 2, p. 416.
Formed, existing, or taking phis.:
on the land surface; contrasted with subaqueous. Fay.

cinders, ptecakinecl, are mixed with coke
breeze and fired with pulverized coal

one disk is stationary and the other ro-

tates. The stationary disk is moved out of

subaudible noise

land surface. Schielerdetker.
mbserial erosion. The erosion of land masses
Sub-A Sotation eel* sobseratiou cells. Those
in which air is supplied direct to a rotary
agitator, mechanically driven, situated at

depth in the flotation cell so that air is
churned with ore pulp. Two types are:
(1) that in which air is drawn down by
impeller; and (2) that in which low-

ly air is blown in. Pryor, 3.
a. Refers to igneous rocks lacking alkali minerals other than feldspars.
A.G.I. Sapp. b. Formerly used to describe
the Pacific series of igneous rocks. A.G.I.
gaittpt.te
peat. Peat deposit formed at moderate elevation under the influence of a

cold-temperature climate. Tom krieff,, 1954.
subakrunksones. In the Shand classification of
igneous rocks, a division embracing those

rocks in which the molecular proportion
of alumina is equal to, or slWitly greater
than, that of soda and potaA combined,
that is, there is little or no excess of
alumina over that required to form feldspar and feldspathoids. A.G.I.
Sobillopdst. Somewhat angular; having
rounded edges and corners. A typical
glacial boulder is subangular. Chattinor.
subantionscite. Coal intermodiate between
anthracite arid superbitominous coal.
Tomkete If, 1954.
subaqueous. Formed, existing, or taking place

beneath a body of water; contrasted with
subaerial. Fay.
depot*. Deposit made beneath a

water. Schieferdecker.
sobigneous Wish",. Surface mining in which
strollisf

the material mined is removed from the
bed of a natural body of water. American
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical

Engineers. Technical Publicativn No. 604,
1935, p. 6.

subarkose. Sandstone containing 10 to 25

percent feldspar. Compare feldspathic
sandstone; arkosic sandstone. A.G.I. Sapp.

mbatomk particle. Any of the constituent
particles of an atom; such as, an electron, a beta particle, a neutron, a proton,

etc. LEIL.
subsnallble noise. Noise the intensity of which

is so low that it can only be detected bv
means of a microphone and suitable amplifying equipment. How these subaudible
noises, or miczoseisms, originate has not
definitely been established, but it is believed that they are produced by incipient
cracking or intermovement between fragments of crystalline aggregates in the rock

and it has been found that almost in-

4.

variably a period of increased micro-

seismic activity precedes any large-scale
ground movement or failure. Isaacson,
seale:71-172.

. a. A layer of material laid on the
natural ground under a road base for
purposes of strengthening. Nam. b. The
lowest part of a base. Criigia.

ssibbitosnisoss A coal. Both weathering and
nonagglomerating subbituminous cial having 11,000 or more, and less thar 13,000
Bntish thermal units (moist, mineralmatter-ftre). ASTM 1)388-38.
subbituosimous B cual. Both weathering and
subbituminous coal hay.
nonagglomc
in 9,500 or more, and less than 11,000
British thenral units (moist, mineralmatter-ftre). ASTM 1)388-38.
mabbkoomiwous C coal. Both weathering and
nonagglornerating subbituminous coal hav-

L&L.

'Aerostat deformation. Deformations of very
viscous subcrustal manes. Schielerdecker.
subilella. A smaller delta forming part of a
larger, lobate- or bird.foot delta..Schieferdecker.

sAdeposle level. See group level. Stores, r.
1, p. 228.
subdivide. In geology, a divide between the
tributaries of a main stream; a subordinate divide. Standard, 1964.
"Adrift coven. See sublevel caving. Nelson.
sabdriftleg sad antis& See top slicing combined with ore caving. Fey.

ing 8,300 or more, and less than 9,500
British

unbends. A su:wariety of provitrain in which

mineral-

n ttee-free). ASTM 1)388-38.
milli' Abbreviation for subFituminous B.
Dublin Style Guide, p. 62.
sobbitousimms cool. a. 'Rack lignite or fig-

nitic coal. Fay. b. Coal of rank inter-

mediate between lignite and bitumioous.
In the specifications adopted jointly by
.

proper geometry to sustain a fission chain
reaction. L/SL.
subcritical reactor. See subcritical assembly.

sebdrilling. Refers to the breaking of the
base L. which boreholes are drilkd one
foot N. several feet below the level of
the quasr: floor. Stregkerk, p. 16.

thermal units (moist,

the American Society for Testing Ma-

terials (D388.38) and the American
Standards Association (M20.1-1933), sub-

bituminous coals are those with calorific
values in the range 8,300-13,000 Btu, calculated on a moist, mineral-matter-free

basis, which are both weathering and
nonaggkanerating according to critetia

tentatively adopted in the classification.
Stokes 6, Verses, 1955. c. Glossy black
coal which grades downwards in properties from bituminous to brown coal and
includes black lignite. Tornkeief, 1954.
sobisommilary *whore. A Network of lowangle boundaries (usually ) ess than one

degree) within the main crystals of a

metallographic structure. ASM Gloss.
sole Abbreviation for subbituminous C.
BaMisi Style Guide, p. 62.

inibeamel cod. Cannel coal of brown coal
and subbituminous rank. Tomkeieff, 1934.

Subrarboalfeross. Synonym for Mississips=ii. Obsolete. A.G.I. Slop.

Any chord of a circular curve
whose lerrgth is less than that of the
chord adopted for laying out the curve.
In a railroad curve, for example, a subchord is a chord less than 100 feet in

length. Seelye, 2.
Submerged plains of the
oalbroaotal pl
continental shelf. Fay.
subtoo0oldig. Partially or irklistinctly conchoidal. Webster 3d.
Cooling of a liquid refrigerant
litecondensing temperature at constant pressure. Strad, 10.
sasbalelad mem of abeam An area of
goaf too small to cause full subsidence at

velocity less than Belassger's critical vesaWlastreaming flow. Seelye, I.

slam An amount of fissionable
material insufficient in quantity or of im-

alas

,

.1.954.

An inclined shaft along the foot-

wall of a reef on the Rand. It devels
and extracts ore from areas below the
main haulage level. See also staple shaft.
Nelson.
subismIlMdsal.

One of the small crystals that

often unite in parallel growths to build
up larger crystals of the same general
habit. Standard, 1964.

sob-krigatios. Irrigation effected by raising

the standing water level in the proximity
of the roots of plants. Ham.
sublease. Situated directly underneath; ly-

ing below; in geology, lying below a

stratum or another formation. Standard,
1964.

11116j1Kfat iglItOOS body. An intrusive igneous

under the conditions in which the surface
is seen. The sensitivity of the eye is partly
controlled by the contrasts presented over
the visual field, but is mainly dependent

joirfil.A.G.I.

Tornkeieff , 1954.
sobk4Apoddc. Applied

percent matrix. A.G.1.
subglacial. Formed or deposited beneath a
gallAidere.. Fay.

a. The natural gruund below a

mad, track, or siding. Nelson. b. The surface produced by grading native earth, or
cheap imported materials, which serves
as a base for a more expensive paving.

Nichols. c. The soil prepared and compacted to support a structure or a pavement system. Taylor.

says* sarface. The surface of the earth

or roct prepared to support a structure
or a pavement system_ ASCE P1826.

inigesim. A portion of a crystal or grain,

with an orientation slightly different from

the orientation of neighboring portions

of the same crystal. Generally, neighboring 'abstains are separated by low-angle
boundaries. ASM Gloss.
sologrophite. a. Coal intermediate between
pure graphite and anthracite. Tornkeier,
1954. b. Synonymous with superanthracite. A.G.I. Sapp.
imbinviacke. Similar to graywacke but has
less feldspar and more and better rounded
quartz grains. A.G.I.
'Woks& Bounded in part by crystal faces

tocks and intermediate in meaning be-

turbulent flow with a mean

hydrogen content, such as fusinite. Tom-

Vitrain made of cork tissues.
to a lithic wacke
or lithic arenite containing less than 10

of subnain. It consists of corky tissue

traction. Nelson.
suallsallekal assembly. A mass of fissionable
material and moderator, the effective null-

flksl low.
1111Flow at velocities less than
one of the recognized critical values; spe-

1954.
soblcydroos mood& Macerals having a low

almost jellified in bulk but still showing
indications of cell structure under the
mkroscope. A.G.1. b. A distinction of
telinite based on botanical origin (corky

micmrrilogical constituent, or mama!,

the surface. See also critical area of ex-

tiplicatirm fattor of which is las than 1
and hence which cannot sustain a chain
reaction. Used primarily for educational

percent on a dry &shies* basis. Tonskeiet,

body that has no visible floor and which
enlarges downward to some unknown
limit. Examples are batholiths, stocks, and
bosses. Contrasted with injected igneous
body. A.G.I.
subject costrasi. The ratio of the X-ray intensities transmitted by selected portions
of a specimen. ASM Gloss.
subjective brightens. The subjective brightness of a surface is detetmined by two

the corky coigin of the cellular structure
is microscopically visible. Compare penblain; xylain, a. A.G.1.
sebetbile. a_ A variety of provitrinite. The

proper to the nannal itself and in .pan,
by surfaces formed against preausting

cifically,

sublevel caving
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and hypidiomorphic; said of some crystals in igneous
crystals; hypautornorphic

tween euhedral and anhedral. Fey.
subiltercyolin orosery. Mid-late Cretaceous
&a:wapiti:an. A.G.I. Sapp.
solionobloolk. Of or pertaining to material, as rocks that contain hornblende dis-

seminated through their mass. Fay.
soiiydrour cosi. a. Coal of hydrogen con-

tent below average for the rank of coal,
for Maniple, coals containing a high proportion of fusain. RS. 3323,1960. b. Coal

with a low hydrogen contentbelow 5

264-972 0-66-70
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factors, the light flux radiated hem the
surface and the sensitivity of the eye

on in adaptation brightness level. Roberts, ft, p. 81.

sobiolsO. Minor joints diverging from or nat-

al/lel to the regular joints. Fey.
subloist prolector. A threaded thread protector used with a drill pipe. Nichols.
sollobbile sosolstose.

Sandstone containing 10

to 20 percent of nonquartz material not
counting matrix or cement. A.G.I. Sapp.
a. A secondary level for working
ore in top slicing and sublevel caving; a
companion headmg. Natoli. b. An imermediate level opened a short distance
below the main level; or, in the caving
system of mining, a few feet (15 to 20;
below the top of the ore body, preliminary
to caving the on between it and the
level above. See also sublevel stoning;

caving system of mining. Fay.
sublevel backstop*. See sublevel stoning,
b. Fay.

sobkvel anisg. a. A :toping method in

which relatively thin blocks of ore are
caused to cave by successively undermining small panels. The ore deposit is

developed by a series of sublevels spaced
at vertical intervals of 18 to 25 or 30 feet

and occasionally more. This is not all

done before :toping operations are begun,
but usually only one or two sublevels are
developed at a time, beginning at the top

of the ore body. The sublevels ate developed by connecting the raises with a
longitudinal subdrift from which timbered

slice drifts are driven right and left opposite the raises to the ore boandari!s or
to the limits of the block. Usually s4ternate drifts are driven first, and caving
back from them is begun and contirnred
while the intrmediate slices are bein_g
driven. The caving is be4un at the ends
of the slices by blasting out cuts and retreating in the same manner toward the

raises. 'The brolam and caved ore formerly

was shoveled into can and trammed to
the raises, but in recent 'van it is dragged
to the raises by power scrapen. Successively lower sublevels are developed and
caved back until the entire block has been
mined. This method is intermediate between block caving and topslicing, since

part of the ore is mined as in top slicing
and part is caved. Bs Mines Ball. 390,
1936, p. 15. b. Similar to top slicing from

which it

is

thought to have been de-

veloped. The general plan of operations
is

to mine every other slice by driving

crosscuts (slice drifts) frorn 18 to 36 feet
apart. The ore between the crosscuts as

well as that in the slice above is then
mined, thus causing the overlying material to cave. The method is applicable

to irregular and steeply dipping ore bodies

that cannot be worked by top slicing.

The present tendency is to sink vertkal
shafts in the footwall rather than inclined shafts as formerly done. Lewis,
p. 508. Also called subdrift caving. Net.
son. c. See top slicing cvmbined with ore
caving. Fay.

sublevel drive. A drive often made in a section, especially in gently inclined deposits, which divides the deposit into
narrower panels and zones. They ate
narnnver, and the support and equipment

for them is more simple than :hat re-

quired in level drives. Stoca s, v. 1, p. 233.

sublevel method. See sublevel stoning, b.
Fay.

sublevel slidog. See top siking combined
with ore caving; sublevel hoping. Fay.
sublevel *misc. a. A method of storing in
which the ore is excavated in open stopes,
retreating from one end of the stope

toward the other. The ore body is de-

veloped first by a series of sublevel drifts
above the main haulage level. These sub-

levels usually are 20 to 25 feet

vertically but in some instances are

submersible pump
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50 feet apart. They are connected by a

starting raise at one end of the :tope

and by a manway raise for entrance to
the sublevels and hope face at the other
end. Chute raises connect the haulap
level to the lowest sublevel, at whkh the
tops of the chute raises are belled out to
form millholes. Beginning at the starting
raise the ore is benched down from the
sublevels; the broken ore falls into the
millholes, where it is drawn off through
the chutes. The stone face is kept nearly
vertical as it is benched backward toward

the manway raise. &Wines Dull. 390,
1936, p. 6. b. A mining method involving overhand, underhand, and shrinkage

stoning. Its characteristic feature is the

use of sublevels. The sublevels art worked
simultaneously, the lowest on a siven

block being farthest advanced anl the

subs above following one another at short
intervals. The uppermost sublevel underneath the egrer ts partly caved. The caved

cover follows down !mon the caved ore.

The broken ore is in part drawn from

the level, and a part remains in the stme

in order to give latera, support to the

walls and to peevvut admixture of cover
and ore. The breaking faces are developed

by crosscuts, which are extended from
wall to wall from the end of the sublevel.
The method can also be looked upon as
a retreating method, the ore body being
worked from the top down and the individual blocks upon a given level being
worked from their ends to the center.
Modifications of this method are: Cham-

ber-and-pillar system; chamben without

tom of which grades continually down-

pillar robbing and hand fdling; toom-and-

subliming con drill. Used for investigating
strata beneath the sea bed and taking
sample and cores from which dredging

filling; combination of subdicing and
stoning; drift moping; filling syrem;
Mitchell slicing system; pillar Tabbing;
pillar system: square work and caving;
square work, pillar robbing, and hand
Mling; sublevel back stoning; sublevel
method; sublevel slicing system; substop-

ing. Fey. c. A method of mining best

adapted to steeply inclined deposits which

have strong ore and sttong walls. The
orr is usually blocked out by two horizontal drifts separated vertically by 100
to 200 feet and raises between the two
horizontal drifts, the latter separated by

wards. A.G.!.

conditions may be assessed. Ram.

sobstatim *Mg. Drilling from the surface
of a body of water with a drill mounted
on an anchored tower, platform, or barge.
Long.

submarim earthquake. Earthquake originating at or beneath the sea bottom. A.G.1.

geology. The marine science
whkh treats with the topographical features of the sea bottom, the phenomena

submarha

which have deveed them, and the

comparable distances. Vertical pillass may
types, processes, alW distribution of sedibe left between mopes on the same level,
mentatton.
and horizontal ones to
the main . ssilimarbe miles. Workings that follow the

haulage. After the mai7Cles
s
of ore
have been completely mined, it is common practice to rob the pillars, and the
walls of the stope may collapse after the
pillan have been robbed. Lewis, pp. 439440. d. Of lodes, open-stope mming in
which ore is blasted and drawn through
footwall openings to a gathering level in
the country rock below. Used with strong
containing walls and wide lodes. Pryor, 3.
e. Of massive deposits, workin,. simultaneously of a series of sublevels echeloned

vertically, the lowest leading, and the

uppermost being partly caved as the
covered rock descends. Pryor, 3. f. See
substoping. Nebo*.

sublimate. a. A coating or &posit formed
in a glass tub. er on charcoal as a result

of heating certain minerals. Fay. b. A

solid deposited by a gas or vapor; commonly used in reference to material deposited by vokanic gases. A.G.1. c. The
ini=diatt sof sublimation. C.T.D.
The vaporization of a solid
(especially when followed by the reverse
change) without the intermediate forma-

tion of a liquid. C.T.D.

sublimation theory. The theory that a vein
was filled first with metallic vapor:i.cf:z.

salami:km vela A vein formed m

ance with the sublimation theoty. Standard, 1964.
salaam. a. To cause to pass from the solid
state to the vapor state by the action of
heat and again to condense to solid form.
Webster 3d. b. To produce, to purify, or
to release by heating a containing misture. Webster 3d.
subliased. Purified or prepared by a process

of sublimation; for example, zinc dust.

Retract: 2d, 1962.
Solbgetend Zerse. See Benthic Division. Hy.
submargloal hod. Generally means land not

very good for farming. Tens of tmliions
of tons of coal am removed each yea r by

stripping the surface of this type .a.M.
Kentucky, p. 330.

solimarime blast. A charge of high explosives
fired in borehole' drilled in the rock
underwater for dislodging dangerous pro"ections and deepening channels. Fay.

llastlag. Blasting operatioth unFor isolated blasting under
shallow water the gelatinous explosives
are in common use. Nelson. Blasting underwater.

derwater often has to be done in wet

shafts or to break up rock during dredging. Special detonators and wires are
used for this purpose. Ham.
sailbusarbre myes. An elongated, st
walled cleft running across or partis;
e
across the continental shelf, the continental borderland and/or slope, the hot-

mineral under the sea. Zell.
msbassehre

pocking.

Special

heavy paper

shells in which dynamite is packed in

underwater blasting. Carson, 2, p. 54.
submarkse Onset. A throat with level below

the bottom of melter. ASTM C162-66.

Ste 11110 throat.

sabstarlse vanty. a. Like a submarine canyon but having sides with gentle slopes.

A.G.1. b. A prolongation of a land valley into or acrnss the continental or
insular shelf, which generally gives evidence of having been formed by stream
erosion. A.G.1.

ssbmerged are midis. An arc-welding process wherein coalescence is produced by

heating with an electric arc or arcs be-

tween a bare metal electrode or electrodes

and the work. The weldirg is shielded by
a blanket of granular, fusible material on
the work. Pressure is not used and filler
metal is obtained from the electrode snd
sometimes from a supplementary welding
rod. Coal Age, v. 66, No. 3, Mar. 1961,
2.419.4ted

bee. See offshore bat. Schiffer-

decker.

submerged coast. See shoreline of submersuazirickieferdecker.

ilost. See subsurface float. Ham.
submerged objects. Any objects which are
more or less constantly beneath the surface of the water, rarely exposed to the
and never exposed long
tObecome dry. Hy.
enough 4e
submerged office. An orifice entirely below
the level of water in a tail race. Hem.

submerged Snot. See submarine throat.
ASTM C162-66.

submerged unit weight. The weight of the
solids in air minus the weight of wattsdisplaced by the solids per unit of volume

of soil mass; the saturated unit weight
minus the unit weight of water. ASCE
P1826.

submerged wall. A wall of refractory material below the level of the molten glass

in a tank furnace and separating the
melting ?one from the refining zone.

Dodd.

submagessee. a. In an air lift, the distance
below the water level, during pumping, at

which the air picks up water. Lewis, p.
687. b. A term which implies that part
of the land area has become inundated
by the sea but does not imply whether
the sea rose over the land or the land

sank beneath the sea. A.G.I.
submersible pump. A centrifugal pump, us-

rally driven by electricity, which can be
wholly submerged in water. The motor
is totally enclosed and fully protected
and its position in a shaft or borohole

1

can be adjusted as the water level %Ivies.

Control of the pump can be remote and

automatic. It is usuany made of comnion-

resistant bronze and stainless steel with

sealed motor stator windings. Submersible
pumps are often used for dewatering old

shafts and workings to safeguard active

workings in the area or to Inevent the
seepage of water into such workings.

These pumps are available for heads up
to 1,000 feet and capities up to 100,000
allons per hour. Nelson.
Mc. Applied to minerals having an

imperfect metallic luster, as columbite
and wolframite. Fey.
aniouretailic ham A luster between metallic
luster and nonmetallic luster. Hurlbut.
saInnicremeopk twining. A twinning of certain minerals that is on such a small scale
it can only be detected by X-rays and not

by a microscope. lieu.
snimate. Applied to rocks formed within ot
below the crust. Fey.
sobaseenic. a. Situated, taking place, or
formed beneath the ocean or the bottom
of the ocean. Webster 3d. b. Coottnned
with the sea bottom. Webster 3d.
salpopidoc. Used by some authors for ophitic

texture when the feklspan are of approximately the same order of size as the
and their enclosure by the
rtt;xeire
rrinlneral is only partial. &Airier-

decker.

snbonlimate statics. A tide or current station at which a short series of observations

is obtained to be reduced by comparison
with simultaneous observations at another
station having well-determined tidal or
current constants; also a station listed in
Tide Tables or Current Tables for which
predictions are obtained by means of dif-

ferences or factors applied to the full
predictions at a reference nation. See

also secondary station. Hy.

snlaretcrup. a. A blind apex. Nelson. b. S.
Afr. What would have been 'the outcrop

on the surface, but covered by other

formations. /kerma*. c. Intersection of

a vein, or other structural feature, with
an unconformity. MeKinstry. d. Area of
intersection of geologic feature with the
surface of bedrock beneath the regolith.
Hearkes.

dikes. J. Geol. v. 30, No. 2, Feb.-Mar.,
1922, p. 165.
sabormmeat fault. A fault whose detailed
location has been mostly determined by
existing planes of weakness.
ecs:ad Varies, 1955.
Mimly
aubsegnent on deposit. See epigenetic deposit.

soWtmseut stream. Subsequent, which Jukes
used in a descriptive sense, has been used
similarly in a restricted and tethnical

sense for streams that have grown headward by retrogressive erosion along belts
of weak structure, and also for streams
which, having been thus developed in one

eyrie, penist in the same courses in a

following cycle. See also longitudinal valky. A.G.1.
subseqesent valley. The valleys on the soft
locks which are opened up after the birth
of the streams are called subsequent valkys, and their streams subsequent streams,
because their origin is subsequent to that
of the consequent streams. Valleys cut by
those streams which have gtown by head-

ward erosion along belts of weak structure, without relation to the initial trough
lines. A.GJ.
sabstrolb. S. Afr. Subshafts are those sunk
underground as a continuation of shafts

from the surface, and there are often

several stages. Vertical shafts have been
sunk to beyond 5,000 feet in one stage.
Beer-men.

subsiamoce. a_ A sinking down of a part of

the earth's crust. Fay. b. The lowering
of the strata, including the surface, due

to underground excavations. See also
maximum subsidence. Nelson. c. Surface

caving or distortion due to effects of

collapse of deep workings. Pryor, 3.
sulnideace area. The area affected hy subsidence over areas where minerals or
other substances have been removed. The

area is larger than the mined-out area
below. A.G.I.

subsidlence basks. The shallow troughlike depression at the surface resulting from
subsidence. Nelson.

sutahltece Ism. A fracture in the rocks
overlying a coal seam or mineral deposit
as a result of its removal by mining operations. The subsidence break usually ex-

milmorplryritic. Having, in an imperfect decharacter of porphyry. Fey.
A basic salt. Standard, 1964.
saistratple. In coal and coke sampling, part

tends from tbe face upwards and backwards over the unworked area. Nelson.
sahdienee curve. A curve on a graph rep-

increments spaced evenly over the unit.
B.S. 1017, 1960, Pt. 1.

as a fraction of the thickness of coal

=the

of the sample consisting of a nuer of

miloonver. a. A sub which is used to take the

wear between frequently broken joints,
such as the position between the swivel
and the kelly and between the kelly and
the drill pipe. Brandy, 2. b. A protector
for the thread protector on the kelly of a

rotary drill. Nichols.
suirsemeent. Tributary to and subaequent in
development to a primary consequent

stream, but itself consequent upon structure brought out in the degradation of the
tegion; subcousequent : said of tome
streann and their valleys; as, a subsequent
valley.

enisequent

were not
ge=.

Proposed for ores which

irectly the result of igneous
Fay.

Me. A dace that has been injected into a cold country rock, with
selvages with straight and

not close-welded contacts. A characteristic occurrence of many basic or basaltic

subsoiling
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resenting a subsidence basin. Nelson.
subsideace factor. Full subsidence expressed

seam extracted. See also maximum sub-

sidence. Nelson.
subsidence process. The strata composing the

earth's crust are, generally spea, subject to two main natural forces, namely,
vettical and lateral compressive forces.
Both of these can, normally, be con-

sidered as being in equilibrium (that is,
in a state of Wance). The general effect
of mining is to create a mace into which
the overlying strata tend to subside and
break down. In this way the normal state
of equilibrium is disturbed, and there are

vertical and lateral movements in the
strata, which ultimately transmit themselves

to the

overlying surface. These

movements srill continue unfil the
has been closed and all the forces sal::

been redistrbuted and equilibrium re-

stored. The general tendency of the strata
movement is inwards and downwards towards new centers of gravity in the area

of extraction. Thus, the strata over the
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unworked coal is alma affected and is
drawn towards the workings. Mason, o. 1,
p. 151-152.
company. A company in which a

majority of the shares of stock are held
by another company, giving the control
to the latter. Fey.
salnkliary fracture; amnia. fracture. Minor
breaks sometimes developed in the rocks
along a fault plane. They often indicate
the general direction of movement, and
were caused by differential tension in the
rocks contiguous to the main fault plane.
Nelson.

wabsidiso survey. An underground survey
made to determine the position of a face
line or goal line or some other specific
feature. ES. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.
sebitliary Inmspoet. The conveying or haulage of coal or mineral along the working
faces and outwards to a junction or loading point. See also main transport; underground haulage. Nelson.
subsiere amslyris. In powder metallurgy, sire
distribution of particles all of which will
pan through a 44-micron (No. 325)
standard sieve, as determined by specified
methods. ASM Gloss.

salinity. frac**. In powder metallurgy,
currently, particles all of which will pass
through a 44-micron (No. 325) standard
sieve. ASU Gloss.

notaleve auderial. In ore dressing, material
finer than 400 mesh which must be stied
by elutriation in rising currents of water

or air, by microscopw counts or other

methods. Nezrton, p. 72.
sulookme sizes. Particle sizes too small for
efficient grading on screens; usually 200
mesh material. They are examined by elutriation (beaker decantation, sedimentation, infrasizing in air, tbidimetry, permeability). Pryor, 3.
soinieve siring. Size analysis of particles too
small for efficient grading by use of
screens, usually minus 200 mesh. Pryor, 4.
salnilicate. A basic silicate. Standard, 1964.

salailick. Used in place of the term bask
to connote rocks having a silica content
of less than 52 percent. A.G.1.

sufnlicing. See top slicing combined with ore
caving. Fey.

mama a. Broadly and loosely, the part of
the regolith (eatth mantle) which lies
beneath the true soil and which contains
almost no organic matter. Fay. b. More
predsely, a laser of the regolith, grading
into the soil above and into unniodified
rock waste below, that is less oxidized
and hydrated than the soil proper and
contains almos. no organic matter, but is
somewhat charged with and indurated

by iron oxides and day that has been
leached down from the ovetlying soil.
Fay. c. Soil below a subgrade or fill; that
part of a soil profile occurring below the

A-horizon. ASCE P1826. See also soil

saCrediealis. An agricultural drain laid lust

below the surface in wet ground and

covered with broken stones. See also halfsocket pipe. Ham.

subsoil drainage. The removal of subsoil
water by open intercepting ditches and
drain pipes. The distance between subsoil drains is a maximum in sandy soils
and a minimum in clay. See also catchwater drain. Nelson.

suimailleg. The firing of small charges of
dynamite 2 or 3 feet below the surface
for breaking up impervious strata of
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subsoiling
soil, clay, etc., for aerating, draining, and
moistening the soil. Fay.
subsoil plow. A one-tooth ripper designed
for agricultural wotk. Also called pan
breaker. Nichob.
ssibsolinedlos. Subaqueous solifluction. Pettijohn.

Irialtana. The time-stratiraphk unit next in

rank below a stage. Schieferdecker.
substalappnite. A comp ct, noncrystalline deit of calcium carbonate. Webster 3d.

. In the glass industry, this word
means the thickness of glass sheets in

ounces per square feet. Dod 1.

substation. a. An elehrical installation containing generating or
venion
equipment and associated electric catut-

ment and parts, such as switch

switches, wiring, fuses, circuit breakers,
compensators, and transformers. US. Be-

dtimes Federal Mine Safety CodeBituminous Coal end Ligniu Mines, Pt. I
Underground Mines, Oc.ober 8, 1953.

b. A mining-type substation is an assemblage of equipment, such as motor generators, rotary convetten, transfonners,
and rect:fien, through which electric
enemy in bulk is passed to change or to
modify its characteristics. ASA M2.1-1963.

c. The place where power is converted
to the type, usually direct current, and
voltage necessary for the mining equipment before it is fed into the mine power
system. /Ones. d. An asstmi,iage of plant

and equipment at one place, including
the necessary housing, for the conversion,
transformation, or control of electric

energy. See also power station. Nelson.
e. Subsidiary station in triangulation survey. Pryor, 3.
substitute. a. In gerrimdogy. any substance
represented to be, or used to imitate, a
more valuable or better known substance,

such as a genuine gem stone. Shipley.

b. Synonym for sub. Long.
substitutional sold solstice. A solid alloy in

which the solute atoms are located at

some of the lattice points of the solvent,
the distribution being random. AS M
&loss.

substitation predict. Chemical replacement
of an element or group by another; redox
reaction. Pryor, 3.
substitutive eels. A metalFfzrous vein formed

by the partial or complete substitution of
the vein material for the original rock or
mineral. Webster 3d. Alto called replacement vein; replacement deposit. Fay.

substoplag. a. An open stope method of min-

ing employed in wide ore bodies with

strong walls. Nelson. b. See sublevel 'toping. Fay.
substrata' l'ineatios. Defined to indude

groove casts and load-cast lineation but

commonly extended to include all sub
strata! lineations. Pettijohn.

substrnte. a. A layer of metal underlying a
coatiog, regardless of whether the layer
is bars metal. ASM Gloss. b. The true

lattice of a crystal, as distinct from its

discontinuity lattice, or surface. Pryor 2.
substratum. a. An underlayer or understraturn; a stratum, as of earth or rock, lying
immediately under another. Standard,
1964. b. As used more
Daly
(1946) and others, the
etical
vitreous

basaltic suatum

g

be-

neath the lithosphere or outer granitic
shell of the earth. A.G.I.
substracinte. a. That part of any St"ucture
which is below ground, more particularly
the

foundations. The latter may take

many forms, according to the nature and

beanng strength of the ground. 11am.
b. The lower portion of a structure upon

which something else is built up. Crispin.
subsurface. a. Underground; the :one below
the surface whose geologic features, prin-

cipally stratigraphic and structural, are
interpreted on the basis of drill records
and various kinds of geophysical evidence.

A.G.I. Sapp. b. An underground work-

place. Long. c. The underside of a glass
blank or sheet of glass. Kinney.
subsurface air. The gases in the interstices
of the tone of aeration that open directly
or indirectly to the su 'ace and hence
communicate with the atmosphere. A.G.I.
SolbsterfaCe C01110111S. Same as structure con-

tours and so called to distinguish them
from topographic contours representing
the surface of the ground. Stokes and
Varna, 1955.
subsurface cerreintioa. Carrelat' rn of rock
units and structures that do not appear
at the surface, by means of well logs,
mine maps, and geophysical data. Stokes
and Vanes, 1955.
subsurface corrodon. Fonnatkm of isolated

particles of corrosion products beneath
the metal surface. This results from the
preferential reaction of certain alloy constituents by inwaid diffusion of oxygen,

nitrogen, and sulfur. ASM Gloss.
subsurface curreots. Currents flowing below
the surface. These currents normally flow

at a speed different from that of the

surface currents and may have a different
set. Hy.
subsurface drainage. The removal of the sur-

plus water from the interior of the soil,
by means of natural drainage (for a
gravelly subsoil) or by artificial drains

placed under the surface. See also catchwater drain. Nelson.
subsurface maims. See piping, C. Nelson.
sutranface loot. A submerged float attached
by a line to a surface float which reveals
its movements. Ham.
subsurface geology. a. Geology of rock formations and str-uctures at depth; the study
of rock relationships and structures by the

use of data obtained in mines or from
exploratory dnlling. Compare oirface

geolotti. Nelson. b. The study of structure,
thickness, facies, correlation, etc., of rock
formations beneath land or sea floor surfaces by means of drifting for oil or

water, core dnlling, and geoph,lical pim-

a= "J.

'ejection. See subsurface waste

disposal.

subsurface map. A plane surface representation, generally in horizontal projection,
of geologic data or features beneath the
earth's surface. There are many types of
subsurface maps, such as structure contour maps, isopachous maps, and maps
showing variations in lithology, or propor-

tions of different types of lithology in

rocks not exposed at the surface. Stokes
and Vanes, 1955.
sebsurfacs waste disposul. Waste disposal

in which manufacturing wastes are disof in porous und
nd rock
rorimedations. Disposal wellser=uld be at
least 200 feet deeper than the deepest
waterliemin! formation, and they must
be sealed with cement from top to bot-

tom. Also called subsurface injection.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
aslessrface water. All the water that exists
below the surface of the valid earth.

A.G.I.
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sucker Hit
sublease bor. A horizontal bar used in the
subtense system of surveying by tacheom-

etry. It is held at a distant point and its
distance is calculated from its known
length and the angle which it subtends

at the observer's eye. Set also tacheometer. Ham.
subterpostriou. The state of being placed beneath something else; specifically, in ge-

ology, the order in which strata art dis-

in descending series. Standard,
,964.
subterrane. The bedrock beneath a mrficial
deposit. Fay.
subterrasman. Being or lying under the surface of the earth. Webster 3d.
sebternmes stream. A body of flowing water

that paeses through a very large inter-

stice, such as a cave, cavern, or a group
communicating interstices. A.G.I.

of la
fla

aL Same

as

semitranslucent.

Shipley.

adaramparmd. Imperfectly or partially
t
t; semitransparent. Webster 3d.

convagence. A region of con-

vergent currents marked by rapid increase
in surface water density with distance to-

ward poles. Water sinking farther from
the equator is more dense and will sink
to greater depth. Hy.

sebtoberod. Having a domelike form due to
igneous intrusion into the rocks beneath;
said of some domes in strata and of the
consequent deformation of the surface and

the moltant form of the topography.
Fay.

subvitreons. Not quite vitreous. Webster 3d.
subvolcassk deposit. According to European
nomenclature, a mineral deposit of magmatic origin formed at moderate or shallow depth, that is under epicrustal condi-

tions, very often in Tertiary or Quater-

nary lavas; a term sometimes substituted
by volcanic deposit. Schieferdecker.
subwentbering. Below weathering. Pertaining

to the consolidated materialbedrock or

high-velocity weathered layer or zone.

This velocity is distinctly greater than
that in the weathered zone. A.G.I.

sebwentber velocity. The velocity of a seis-

mic wave in a bed immediately under-

lying the low-velocity weathered layer or
zone. This velocity is distinctly greater
than that in the weathered zone. A.G.I.
'welsh.. a. A yellow or reddish-brown resinous substance commonly known as amber.

It occurs in considerable quantities on

the coast of the Baltic Sea, and in the
bituminous coals of Southern France.
A.G.I. Also called elecr-um. Fay. b. An
amber-colored garnet of the grossularite

species. C.T.D.
succinite gorse,. Light yellow amber-colored
andradite. Shipley.
sack. The shap -. of the bottom of a cutting

edge or tooth which tends to pull it into
the ground as it is moved. Nichols.

malc-mod-blow process. A method of shaping glassware, the parison is made by

sucking molten glass into a mold, the

final shape being subsequently produced
in a blow-mold. The pro.-stss is also known

as vacuum-and-blow. See also pillion.
Dodd.
sucked stone. Corn. A honeycombed or porous stone. Fey.

Becker Isl. A list .....mposed of the names
of people who have in the pas been attracted by the advertisements of the type
of wildcat company offering "one-dollar
shares at three cents, the shares to advance to ten cents Fnday." Noon, p. 262.

sucker rod
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SWIM rod. a. The pump rod of an oil or
artesian well. Fey. b. A rod of steel or
wood havini screw connections so that
it may be 'ned :13 other rods and so

form a string by which to operate a

by means of powerful suction pumps, the
semiliquid spoil thus raised being frequently_ conveyed away in a floating pipe-

line. Ham. b. See sand-pump dredger.

pump in a well. Hess.

C.T.D.
mortise fals. A fan whkh rucks or draws the

widely in the United States for extracting oil. The pump is fixed at the foot of
the well and consists of a woeking barrel
and hollow plunger operated by a line

pipes. The term generally used is exhaust
fan. Nelson.
socdse bead. The Lead or height to which

smelter rod poop. A deep oil well pump used

of rods hung from a walking beam at

the surface. Nelson.
mockisg. Loss of volatile oxides, pecticularly
lead wide, from a glaze by vrAatilization
touring glost firing in ung!azed saggars Or
adjacent to nonntreous kiln furniture, the

vapor being sucked into the porous re-

fractory. The fault is peeventecl by wash-

ing the inside of sawn with glare or,
in saggarkss firing, * the use of kiln

furniture of low porosity. Dodd.
melds* pomp. A suction pump. Standard,
1964.

sordse.

a. Atmosphere pressure

pushing

against a partial vacuum. Nichols. b. The
pull of a pump. Nichols. c. Adhesion of

a mass of mud to the underside of an
object being lifted out of it. Nichols.
d. Resistance of objects to being lifted

out of mud. Caused by atmosphenc pressure. Nichoh, 2.
MOM 110/160111Nier. An anemometer that
measures wind velocity by the degree of
exhaustion caused by the blowing of the
wind through or across a tube. Standard,
1964.

audios bailer. Synonym for sand pump. See
also sand pump, a. Long.

Nation Ilsoltet. The strainer at the foot of
the suction pipe of a pump or of a suction hose. Standard, 1964.

swan Met. See backlash, a.
Meal COMM See vacuum casting. Henderson.

amiss elmallers. If the pmssure witMst the
sealed-off mine area is less than Wat outside, it is necessary to reduce the ;unsure
within the chamber. Ilsh can be done by

using an ejector or fan to draw air
=a pipe in the outer wall of the
a second pipe, fitted with a

control ;Ave, serving as an intake. Adjustment of the valve gives regulation of
the chamber immure within fine limits.
The function of the suction chamber is
to provide a trough of low pmsure be-

tween the sealed area and the intake,
so that air which would otherwise be

drawn into the sealed area, thmugh fissures and pores surrounding the seal, is
drawn instead into the chamber. Roberts,
I, p. 100.
media cotter. a. In dredging, use of pump
fed by pipe with power-rotated cutting
biades to rift spoil. Pryor. b. In alluvial
dredging, use of power-rotated cutting
shoe to detach minerals from deposit,
followed by their delivery by suction and

elevation thtough a centrifugal pump.
Pryor, 3.
motileetidter dredger. A dredger in which
rotary blades dislodge the material to
be excavated, which is then removed by

suction as in a sand-punip dredger.
C.T.D.

awed= dredge. a. Essentially a centrifugal
mounted on a barge. Carson, p.
3uSrb. A dredge in which the material
is lifted by pumping through
suction

dredger. a. A dredger which digs

sise%Fay.

suite
stsdburile. A variety of hypersthene basalt.
A.G.1.

eedd. The name given to a floating mass of
decaying vegetable matter, originating
from the impenetrable mass which accum-

air towards it through airways or air

ulates on the Upper Nile and where it
hinders navigation. It has sometimes

water can be raised on the suction side
of the pump by an influence a atmo.

wades drawdowe. A rapid bwering of water

sure will sustain in a vacuum, a column
of mercury 30 inches high, or a column
of water 30 by 13.6 divided by 12, equals

eddy partici. Term used among Lanca-

pheric pressure. Normal atmospheric pres-

34 feet in height. Therefore, theoretically,

a pump should be able to draw water

from a depth of 34 feet. Because of constructional imperfections, mine pumps art

not usually placed at a greater height
than 20 to 23 feet above the surface of

the water in the sump. Nelson. See also
lift pump.

mass hole. The &sale, reinforced hose
that runs from the drill sump to the intake port on a pump. Long.

section Wt. In pump nomenclature, oda'
when the liquid level is below the pump

centerline and/or when a gage on the
suction would show a vacuum. Pit and

Quarry, 53rd, sec. E, p. 82.
modise pipe. a. That part of a pump v-her.
the water enters. Fey. b. See snore;
strainer. Nelson.
sordse premiere. Pressure in the suction line

or evaporator of a refrigerating system.
Strock, 10.
mactise primer. A pump auxiliary to a steam

pump, used to exhaust the air from the
main chamber, as a preliminary to the
use of steam. Standard, 1964.
swam process. Any process where glass is

gathered by vacuum into the mold. ASTM

C162-66.

formed an obstruction 20 miles long and
about 20 feet deep, when it becomes so
compact that it will support an elephant.
Ham.

level such as that caused by tidal vanetions. See also drawdown. Hem.

shire miners for isolated lumps or broad
lenticular bands of fusain in coal. Tomkeiel, 1954.
&Meese orogen. Late Early Carboniferous
diastrophism. A.GJ. Sapp.
Satiolk kis. An early type of updraft intermittent kiln. The fire boxes were below
the kiln floor which was perforated for

the upward passage of the hot gases.

Dodd.
isaggir. A fault on lead crystal glass resulting
from inadNuate control during arid

polishing aM revealed as crystallites on
the surface of the glass. Dodd.
sugar of lead. Lead acetate. Fey.

saw sand. A variety of sandstc.ne that
boyaks up into granules resembling sugar.
Arkell.

sugar spar. Corn. Friable granular quartz.
Fay.

saw tow. Eng. An ironstone in Norfolk,

so-named from its rich brown color. Arkell.
roger test. A quality test for cement. See also
Merriman test. Dodd.
sager tribe. A device to assess the degree of
dustiness of mine air. It was first used on

the Rend and consists of a tube containing about 50 grams of crystallized sugar.
A known volume of mine air is aspirated
through the tube. The sugar is dissolved

sorties pump. A common pump in which the

and the dust is canht on a filter paper

water about 34 feet, but practically only a

alro dust sampling; midget impinger;
screhlet thimble. Nelson.
imemar-tabe method. A dust sampling technique which measures airborne dustiness
on a mass basis. A sugar tube consists of

liquid to be raised is pushed by atmospheric pressure into the partial vacuum
under a retreating valved piston on the
upstroke and reflux is prevented by a
nonreturn valve in the pipe. Webster 3d.
Theoretically the suction pump will lift

little over 20 feet can be counted on,

because of leakage and other losses. Webster 2d.
mortise pynammeter; bleb Madly Sermonple. An instruinent for the determination
of the temperature of moving gases when

it differs considerably from tbst of their
surroundings; the hot gases are drawn
=past the junction of a fine wire
metal thermocouple. Such an instru-

ment is used, for wimple, in the determination of the temperature of hot kiln
gases passing through a setting of relatively cool bricks. Dodd.

mese rate. See absorption rate.
meow vain. a. A check or nonreturn valve
on a suction pipe which allows an up-

ward flow of water only. Melton. b. The
inlet valve forming pan of a reciprocating pump. BS. 3618, 1963, sec. 4.

which is incinerated to give the weight
of dust. The instrument thus measures
airborne dustiness on a mass basis. See

a glass tube 2% inches in diameter and
Ws inches 14.1tig, one end of which is
constricted to 15/16 inch oucside diameter, for connection to ap air pump by
means of suitable rubber tubing. In the
Olt= tube is placed a layer, 1 i/2 inches
deep, of sized granulated sugar weighing
100 grams. By means of a suitable pump,
air is drawn through the sugar tube at a
rate of approximately 1 cubic foot per
minute. The dust is retained in the sugar

tube, which is then stoppered and sent
to the laboratory for analysis. R.I. 2392,
September 1922, p. 1.
sugary cat. Undue roughness of the edge of
flat glass resulting from faulty cutting.

Dodd.
mogary emartz. A granular and somewhat fri-

able and massive variety of quartz. Same
as sugar.
spar. Fay.

soave ate. A dae which has been forced
quickly into a crack otherwise opened,
by fault or earthquake relieving strain,
aided by gravitative suction, owing to

S.C. home A German method for the

straight and not dose welded. I. Geol,
a. 30, No. 2, Feb.-Mar., 1922, p. 165.

Dodd.
wife. a. A series of objects or things related

the condensation by cooling of the gmia
from the magma; contacts generally fairly
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shaping of highly grogged fire clay refractones; the bond- clay is added as a
slip and shaping is by a compressed-air
rammer. The name derives from the origi-

nators; Scheidhauer und Geissitlt A.G.

through origin or composition and classed

other than the pyritic sulfur. B.S. 1016,

and rocks are commonly treated in suites.
Stokes and Yams, 1955. b. Collection of
rock specimens from a sinille area, generally representing related igneous rocks.
A.CJ. Sapp. e. Collection of rock speci-

Mask tut. Sulfate in soil can be precipi-

together fur purpose of study. Minerals

mens of a single kind, for example, granites

from all over the world. A.C.1. supp. d.

Succession of closely associated sedimentary strata, especially a repeated sequence.
A.C.I. Sapp.
sews (of himeam rocks). See consanguinity.
A .C.1.

mehlealte. A name given by Stache and von
John to gray, acidic, andesitic porphyrites
in the eastern Alps. They range from 54

to 62 percent, SiOs, and have, in the

littr=

prevailing gray groundmass, ph
hornMende, plagioclase, a

dase, and accessory augite, b;otite, and
uartr. Compere ortktite. Fay.

ink odd; semidamIturie acid; imolmorealfook ackl. Colorless or white; orthorhombic; HSODNIls; molecular weight,
97.09; nonvolatile; specific gravity, 2.126
(at 25 C); melting

sulfur
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200' C or

205 C (with decomposition moderately
soluble in water; slightly r uhle in ako-

hol, in ether, and in acetone; insoluble
in carbon disulfide and in carbon tetra-

chloride; and odorless. Aqueous solutions
are highlv ionized giving pH values lower

than solutions of form., citric, tartaric,
phosphoric and oxalic acids. All of the
common alts (including calcium, barium,

and lead salts) are extremely soluble in

water. Used in metal and ceramic cleaning

and in the electroplating and refining of

metals. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

p. 8-227.
walfamtime. Compovnd with the structure R

being an organic radical. For maniple:

0
R - S - Nil
0

Pryor. 3.
sulfate. a. A salt or an ester of sulfuric acid,

of which mnst of the salts except those
of barium, lead, strontium, and calcium
are Way soluble in water. Webster 3d.
b. As a verb, to treat or to combine with
sulfuric acid, a sulfate, or a related agent.

To convert into a sulfate, especially to
convert (an organic compound) into a
sulfuric monoester containing the add

group-050,0H. Webster 3d. c. As a

verb, to form a deposit of a whitish scale

of lead sulfate on (as on the plates of a
storage battery). Webster 3d.

1961, Pt. 16.

tated as barium sulfate and measured so
as to indicate whether water or soil will
have a harmful effect on concrete. Ham.
solfadme road. One in which conditions in
furnace allow sulfur in feed to recombine
with calcined products to form sulfates.
Pryor, 3.
salaam& The formation of insoluble white

lead sulfate (PbS0,) on the plates of a

lead storage battery Bennett 211, 1962.
ImItatite. A liquid compound found in certain volcanic regions, consisting of native
dilute sulfuric acid, H.S0,. Standard,
1964.

saltathte. To convert into sulfate, as by roast-

ing sulfide ores. Webster 31.
soltatkleg. The chemical reaction that taket
place in many toasting operations in which

metallic sulfates form instead of oxides.
Newton, p. 287.
soilL=rairt.echSwee sulfating roast.
method. In flotation, a
au
method for treatment of various oxygen
ores where sulthydryl collectots are used
to float the base-metal minerals from
associated minerals. Gaudin 2, pp 462 &
465.

sande. A compound of sulfur with more
than one element. A salt or an ester of
hydrogen sulfide. Except for the sulfides of

stances, such as cylinder oil. Used in

water softening plants. Cooper, pp. 372373.

alba of tom See melanterite.
sulfate of lend. See anglesite.

MM. of lune. See

Mkt, of stramthm.Vurnelestite.

andfale golfer. The inorganic sulfur in coal

solfomic

add; malamute& A hydrophilic

group known as H50.. In the sulfate
ester 0. SOX an oxygen link is provided,
forming the acid group of many commercial surface-active agents in which a little
sulfonie acid and much long-chain sulfate

ester are linked to fatty acids and oils.
Examples of reagents used in mineral

processing include Lissapol LS (sodium
salt of oleic acid chloride and p-anisidine

sulfonie acid) ; Aerosol (sulfosuccinic acid

diester). Pryor, 3.
sellomite. Light green to yellow vaselinous
variety of sulfur-containing bitumen. Tom-

keit!, 1954.

indrophile. Elements that occur preferentially

in minerals free of oxygen (or fluorine
or chlorine) that is, mostly as sulfides,

seknides, tedurides, arsenide:, untimonides,
intermetallic compounds, native elements,

etc. This group includes some of the

rhalcophile ancl some of the siderophile
elements as classified by Goldschmidt.
A.G.I.

at least two amorphous forms and two

another of higher valuable metal content,
as pyrite by chalcocite. A.C.1.

MO& of how An iron ore with sulfur as

its main impurity. Merseresa, 4th, p. 383.
WNW ore. Ore in which the sulfide minerals
predominate. Ballard.

Ie rem That part of a lode or vein not
yet oxidized by the air or surface water

ane containing sulfide minerals. Fay.
sedildiamtioo. In conditioning a flotation pulp,

addition of soluble alkaline sulfides in
aqueous solution to produce a sulfidemetal layer on an oxidized ore surface.

jarrizti4.47.

method. In flotation, a method
for treatment of various oxygen ores in
which the desired base-metal minerals
are sulfidired, then the ore is floated as

if it were a sulfide ore. It is useful in
treating lead carbonat:. ores, less useful
if other lead minerals are present, and
of limited utility in connection with copper and zinc ores. Gaudin 2, pp. 462-463.

Mate lye. A byproduct of the paper industry used as a cheap temporary bond, for
example, for silica refractories; it has also

severe. Ham.
Mkt. of almohm. A chemical teagent added
to water for the temoval of organic sub-

direct use of %SO, or by means of a

mercaptan ( -SH), followed by oxidation.
Pryor, I.

posit by replacement of one sulide by

usually insoluble in water and occur in
many cases as minerals. Webster 3d.
Wide earklumemt. The enrichment of a de-

than 0.5 percent of this substance, the
use of lime-free cement in all concrete

resisting cement to Britil Standard 12
may be used where conditions are less

or more sulfonic acid groups either by

Aaron a. This brittle, odorless, nonmetallic
element in group VI of the periodic system exists in two stable crystalline forms

sante. A salt or ester of sulfurous acid; a
rompound containing the radical, SOC.

work is essential to prevcnt the resulting
igh-alumina eEment
chemical attack.
gives complete protection but a sulfate-

sollonates. See sulfonic acid.
sollomatiom. Reaction which introduces one

the alkali metals, the metallic sulfides are

indrmia.g nib. On silts where the

ground water contains more than 0.1 percent of SOs, or where a day soil has more

indloorsemite. An ore mineral of any metal
or metals with which sulfur and arsenic
are united chemically. Weed, 1922.

been used as a plasticizer in making building bricks. It generally contains 50 to 70

percent of the ligno-sulfonate of Na, Ca
or NMI together with 15 to 30 percent
of a mixture of sugars; the ash content
of the NH, type is very low but that of

the Ca or Na types may amount to 30

canes& A hydraulic cement

made by grinding a mixture of high
alumina cement and gypsum (or an-

hydrite). Dodd.
sollo-mmthoomite. A mineral in which sulfur
and antimony are united chemically with

a metal. Weed, 1922.
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(alpha sulfur and beta sulfur) and in

liquid forms. In every physical state,
whether solid, liquid, or gaseous, elemental

sulfur occurs in more than one allotropic
form, the relationships of which are not

yet well understood. Alpha sulfur converts to beta sulfur at 943' C or 95.5' C
on heating. This transformation is reversi-

ble, and beta sulfur slowly changes to
alpha sulfur when cooled below 94.5' C
or 95.5' C. Alpha sulfur is yellow; orthe.

rhombic; specific gravity, 2.07 (at 20' C) ;
melting point
Molu' hardness, 13 to

(on rapid heating),

8' C; boiling

112.2.5;

point, 444.6' C; insoluble in water slightly sduble in alcohol, in toluene, in ben-

zene, in ether, and in liquid ammonia;
and soluble in carbon disulfide and in
carbon tetrachloride. Beta sulfur is pale

yellow; monoclinic; specific gravity, 1.957

(at 20' C) ; melting point, 118.75" to

119.3' C; boiling point, 444.6' C; insoluble in water: slightly eoluble in alcohol
and in ether; mid soluble in carbon disulfide, in carbon tetrachloride and in

benzene. Gamma sulfur (amorphous sulfur or plastic sulfur) is pale yellow; amorphous; specific gravity, 1.92; melting
point, about 120' C; boiling point,

444.6' C; and insoluble in water and in

carbon disulfide. Amciahous sulfur is

obtained by raeid cooling of crystalline
sulfur. Symbol, 3; valences, 2, 4, and 5;
atomic number, 16; and atomic weight,

32.064. The formula of alpha sulfur,

beta sulfur, and gamma sulfur is S. and
the molecular weight of each of these
allotropic forms of elemental sulfur is

tl
256312 (8 times the atomic wejliaht:
investigations suggest that

X-ray

line sulfur is composed of rings of eight
sulfur atoms, each ring joined with the

other rings to give the normal sulfur X-ruy

patterns, and that amorphous sulfur may
have a helical structure with eight sulfur

;
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al.,nse per spout The lime isotopes ( nada*
10 s4, ulfur, la i me hide four noneadio..

wife* es* al of slIrkol. Colorless .4; dark

ac rive mauvei that wens as oatmeal sulfur in the following abundant.: ( I ) ustfur 32, 9i 0 percent, (2; nalltir 33 a 7e
Perteng. CI) sulfur 34, 4 22 percent ; and
(4) wallas 36, 0.014 percent. Native sulfur occurs in Inas and Louisiana associated with salt domes and in volcanic deposits in Sicily, Italy. Sulfur is also obtained from some natural gas arid some
crude petroleum. Used mainly in the
manufacture ol sulfuric acid, which is the
largest tonnagt- chemical ;Produced in the
United States; used in the vulcanisation
of natural rubber, in blackpowder, and
as an electrical insulator. CU) 6d, 1961 :
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, pp. 8-2, 8-I0, 8-137. 8-227.
8-246. b. Iron pyrite occurring in coal
seams. Also iron sulfide (pyrite) occurring with Wisconsin and Missouri zinc
ore. In the Southern States, synonymous
with pyrite. Fay. c. Sulfureted hydrogen,
HIS; stinkdamp. Fay. d. S. Staff. An old,

but improper, term for firedamp. Fay.

e. One of the elements present in varying
quantities in most bituminous coal as part

of the ash and deleterious to coke for
steelmaking. B.C.I.

sulfur ban. a. An accumulation of sulfur in
the form of iron pyrites sometimes found
in coal seams, often hard enough to break
the bits on cutting machines. B.C.I. b. A
concretionary form of the sulfide of iron
occurring as both pyrite and marcasite.
This material seems to crystallize or grow
within the coal as a result of the action
of waters beiring sulfuric acid acting upon
compounds of iron. This iron is then ta.ken

into solution as iron sulfates and subsequently converted to sulfides which form
into the sulfur ball. Kentucky, p. 25.
sulfur band. See band, a. Fay, p. 61.
sulfur burner. A furnace in which sulfur is
burned in the manufacture of sulfuric

'

acid. Standard, 1964.

sulfur-concrete. A mixture of sulfur with
,

i
1

!

/
;

i
I

l
1

1,

uauser black

Half ter

pulverized stoneware and glass, melted
and run into molds. Fay.
sulfur, crude. See crude sulfur.
sulfur diamond. Pyrite. Shipley.
sulfur dioxide. Colorless gas or liquid; S0a;
molecular weight, 64.06; suffocating odor ;
density of gas, 21927 grams per liter; spe-

,

cormbeuwn depending oft poetry ,
nye. dense. oily hqisid. nisch. r walecular
weight. W0$ . speci6.. itravirp of 913 to aft
percent mid. I 64. oselung point of 100

percent acid,

I 0 4' C

boding

point,

ranges from 11'3" to 336' C due so lose
of natio trioxide during heating to 300'
C and higher, and boiling point of 98 3
percent acid, 338
soluble in water in
all proportions accompanied by the nolunon of heat; and it decompoaes alcohol.
Used in petroleum refining, in the pro;

duction of iron and steel, in industrial
explosivei, and in nonferrous metallurgy.
Generally considered, from the annual

tonnage produced in the United States,

to be the most important industrial chemical. See also pyrosulfuric acid. CCD 6d,
1961; handbook of Chemistry and Physics. 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-228.
sulfur impngnated product. A bonded abrasive product in which all connected pores
have been filled with sulfur. ACSG, 1963.

sulfating. A surface bloom or dulling of

glazed ceramic ware resulting from attack
by SOI in the kiln, and more particularly
by sulfuric acid condensed on the ware in
cooler parts of the kiln in the early stages
of firing. The sulfur compounds may originate in the fuel or in traces of sulfur
compounds (for example, pyrite) present
in the ware itself. The fault is most common

in glazes

containing calcium

or

barium; glazes containing lead are usually
more flui:1 and, although they may absorb
more sulfur as sulfate, this may not result

in a visible fault. Dodd.
sulfurlfe. A mineralogical name for native
sulfur. English.

sulfur minerals. The element occurs naturally in association with volcanoes and hot
springs1 and in cap rocks in salt domes.
Extensively produced from pyrites and
pyritic minerals, either direct or as a
byproduct, also as byproduct in gas strip-.
ping. Main uses are as sulfuric acid, sulfur dioxide (paper making), and in vulcanizing compounds, fungicides and insecticides. Pryor, 3.
sulfur mining, Thick sulfur-bearing deposits
may be worked by a network of tunnels
and general caving. The bed is extracted

cific gravity of liquid, 1.4337 (at 0° C);

in a series of thick slices, horizontal if
the dip is great, or parallel to the dip if
a is moderate. See also Frasch process.

in alcohol, in ether, ?in acetic acid, and

sulfur monochloeide. Amber to yellowish-

soluble in water (especially in cold water),
in sulfuric acid; forms sulfurous
HIS 03 j melting point, 72.7°

acid,

C or

76.1° C; boiling, point, 10° C ; and
vapor pressure, 3.2 atmospheres at 20° C.
Used in extracting bituminous matters

from lignite and in the annealing of glass.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-227.
sulfur dome. An inverted container, holding
a high concentration of sulfur dioxide gas,

used in die casting to cover a pot of
molten magnesium to prevent burning.
ASM Gloss.

sulfuret. Pac. In miners' phrase, the undecomposed metallic ores, usually sulfides.
Chiefly applied to auriferous pyrites. Concentrate and sulfide are preferable. An
old synonym for sulfide. Obsolete. Fay.
sulfureted hydrogen. See hydrogen sulfide.
sulfur group. The group VI elements sulfur,
selenium, tellurium, and oxygen. Standard, 1964.
sulfur hydrides. Combinations of sulfur and
hydrogen; HaS; HaSa; HaSai,HaSs. Pryor, 3.

Nelson.

red; oily; fuming liquid; S,C12; molecular

seem ankles. CosancstArfotts of suffice wish
omega*, SO. SO.; SO., W. and 50..
Pryer. J
mem pram. 34e thile picker. a 0 r)

ester Wit Exhibition of mitur coateits end
location in a pofishod specimen of steel
ow iron, by pressing against it akar paper
moistened with acid anu a lead sah.

is penetrated and blarkena the paper at the
of contact. hyor. 3.
. Mhos& Sulfur of purity n4,1 ism than
99 kt percent, distilled from crude product.
Bennett U. 1962 Add.
sialfwe sans. A particular type of scumming
Nerhiorint

resulting in an area of poor gloss on an
enameled surface, caused by a film of
some sulfate burning into the enamel, A
leaky mu& in a gas, oil, or coal-fired
furnate will sometimes result in this

trouble. Also called sulphur scum. Exam.
Diet. See also scumming.
sulfur Mose. Pyrite. Shipley.
sulfur 35. Radioactive sulfur of mass number 35; half-life, 86.7 days; radiation,
beta; and radiotoxicity, moderately hazardous. Used as a research tool in studying the role of sulfur in the coking proc-

eu, in steel, and in sulfur deposition in
diesel engines. CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook
of Chemutry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-10.

wifur trioxide. Colorless trimetric crystal or
liquid, S0a; molecular weight, 80.06; specific gravity, 2.75, liquid 1.9 25" melting

point, 16.83° C; boiling point, 44.8' C.
1Bennett 2d, 1962.

sulfydril. Mercapto thiol. SH, the monovalent radical. Pryor, 3.

soilage piece. The szme as deadhead, b.

Standard, 1964.
sullage. a. Mud and silt deposited from flowing water. Ham. b. Scoria on molten metal
in the ladle. Webster 3d.
Sullivan angle compressor. A two-stage compressor in which the low-pressure cylinder
is horizontal and the high-pressure cylinder is vertical. It is a compact compressor

and is driven by a belt, or it can be directly connected to an electric motor or
diesel engine. Lewis, pp. 671-672.

Sullivan process. A process for the treat-

ment of sheet steel prior to vitreous enam-

eling; it is based on the spraying of a
suspension of Ni0 on the metal to give a
deposit of about 0.1-1.0 grams per
square foot. Dodd.
Sulman and Picard processes. Pioneer flotation methods which marked advances
in the technology of the moderi: process.

point,

The patented use Of very sinall quantities
of surface-active reagents and method of
introducing air bubbles were upheld as innovations in protracted litigation. Pryor, 3.
sulvanite. A gray, bronze-yellow sulfovanadate of copper, CuaVSi, cubes, also massive. Isometric. Found in Burra Burra,
South Australia; Mercur, Utah. English.

istry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-227.

tivated charcoal. Hess.
sumacolte. A dark gray, moderately porph.,-

weight, 135.03; penetrating odor; reacts
violently with water when contained in a
closed vessel; soluble in alcohol, in ether,
in benzene, in carbon disulfide, and in
amyl acetate; decomposes on contact with

water; specific gravity, 1.690 (at 15.5°
C); melting point, 80° C; boiling point,

135.6° C or 138° C; and flash

130° C. Used in extracting gold from its
ores. CCD 6d,1961; Handbook of Chem-

Sumo Carl), Gr. Brit. Trade name for ac-

sulfur ore. Pyrite, often roasted for its sulfur. Webster, 2d.
dulfurous acid. A solution of sulfur dioxide
in water. H8S08; the acid occurs in solution only and is known only through its
salts. Suffocathig sulfur odor; specific
gravity, about 1.03; unstable; and soluble
in water, in alcohol, in ether, and in
acetic acid. Used in metallurgy and in ore
flotation. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

ritic igneous rock with phenocrysts of
plagioclase and augite. It consists of 33
percent potassium feldspar, 40 percent

p. B-228.
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acid plagioclase, 6 percent nepheline and

hailynite, 15 percent augite, and 6 percent iron ores. Johannsen, v. 4, 1938, P.
188.

summary of reinforcement. A cutting list

with details of reinforcing bars. Ham.
summer black oil. A black lubricating oil of
540° F fire test, used as a heavy tempering oil and for waterproofing cement. Fay.
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sissusait mad. A canal cutting across a summit and which, therld0fr. must have water

pumped into it. Ham.
summit campaigner*. The equal or almost
equal elriation of ridge tops or mountain
summits that is thought to indicate the
evistance of ancient erosioi surfaces of
which only scattered pat,.bes are preserved. Stoles and Varies. 1955.
sump. a. That portion of the shaft below
the normal winding level which is used
for the collection (41 water for pumping.
B.S. 3618, 1963, JfC. 4. b. Any excavation
in a mine for colleciing or storing water.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4. c. An excavation
made underground to collect water, from

lowest pert of the shalt. b. Forcing the
cutter bar Of a COW Cuthir IMO or

Webster 3d. i. To undercut coal prelimi-

nary to placing a shortwall machine in
position for cutting along the working
face. Sometimes called a sumping cut.

Fay. j. To test the load in depth. Gordon.
k. See cut. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.1. To
chill diagonally. Mason. m. See jib in.

Mason. n. A pit or basin in which the
returns from a borehole are collected and
stored arid in which the cuttings settle
before recirculating the cuttings-free drill-

ing fluid. Long. o. A cellar under a drill
floor. Long. p. A pit or basin in which

waste oil products are collected and stored.

Long. q. A storage tank for solutions,

usually at a level I3elow other vats. Fay.
r. A round, clay-lined pit of stone used in
metallurgy for collecting fused metal.
Webster 3d.

sump cleaner. In bituminous coal mining,
one who shovels up accumulations of coal,

rock, dirt, and refuse at the bottom of a
shaft and loads it into buckets which are
hoisted to the surface or an upper level
for dumping. D.O.T. 1.

stamper.

a. A shothole drilled

diagonally.

Mason. b. Eng. A shot placed in or very
near to the center of the bottom of a
shaft. Fay. c. Scot. A shot for breaking
up the bottom or floor. Fay. d., In bituminous coal mining, one who oils and greases
coal-cutting machines. Also called ma-

chine sumper. D.O.T. 1.

awls produced by weekend
coohng down and quiet urface evapora.
tem from open evaporating pans Kew/.

day and n.ght shifts and a brmider light
band corresponding to Sunday. 4.111.
Seadberg method. In electrical prospecting

coal-cutting machine. Fey.

=supine clet. See sump, i. Fay.

samping bolo. Aust. The first or opening
cut made by a coal cutter. A lumping

cut. Fay.
susespiarks. See jibbing-in. Nelson.
stamping sbot. Newc. See sumper, b and c.
Fay.

sumpataa. a. Corn. A man employed in

installing the timbers as the work ad-

a judd of coal which is extracted first.
Fay. h. An excavation smaller than and
ahead of the regular work in driving a
mine tunnel or sinking a mine shaft.

sgli. Ass Inglialt term for sent wasso

grainer-type

bac An angle iron about 11 feet
long with flanges about 4 inches high,
weighing about 75 pounds. Its function
is to guide the cutter bar on an electric

etc. Fey.

smemping

point. Lewis, p. 21. d. The prolongation
of a shaft or pit, to provide for the collection of water in a mine. C.T.D. e. A
water lodge or catch basin that receives
the gravity drainage and supplies the
pump inlets. It also serves as a settling

the water. Nelson. f. N. Wales. A staple
shaft sunk in the lode from one level to
the other. Nelson. g. Newc. That part of

SOO feet thick. C T Li

%Ode WOOL A calcareous deposit formed

shaft sinking to assist the miner with the
pumping machinery, timbers, etc. Fay.

basin to remove sludge and sand from the
water before it enters the pumps. Screens
may be interposed between drainage ditches
and sumps to extract wood and trash from
the water. A sump should provide a sufficient settling capacity with baffles to still

Sig Horn Mountains. where the isms as

the coal. Also called 'lumping cut. Fey
c. A small square shalt, generally made in
the aitheadings when crossing faults, etc..
of made to prove the thickness ot coal.

which water is pumped to the surface or
to another sump nearer the surface. Sumps
are placed at the bottom of a shaft, near

the shalt on a level or at some interior

seeds sposear ea the From Lenge Deo
loaf, Coto lassulas. though thicker. weea
with some limestones 1/CCVII 440 In the

b. In metal mining, one who installs sets
of timbers to support the walls of a shaft,
working with the shaft sinking crew and

vances. D.O.T. 1.
sump planks. S. Staff. Strong timbers bolted
together, forming a temporary bottom, or
scaffolding, for the shaft. Fay.

sump pump. A pump employed to raise
water from a mine sump. Standard, 1964.

sumps. Holes sunk in drifts to a depth of
2 or 3 yards. Hess.
sump shaft. That shaft in a mine at the
bottom of which is the sump. Standard,
1964.
sump shot. A blast made in a shaft that is

being sunk, to make a collecting place for
water. Standard, 1964.
sump throat. See submarine throat. ASTM
C162-66.
sump winze. A winze sunk in the bottom of

--the lowest level, in order to explore the
lode below and ascertain whethcr the
sinking of the main shaft is advisable.

Standard, 1964.
sunbaked. Hardened and desiccated by the
sun's heat as mud, clay, or unburnt bricks.
Fay.
sun bed. Som. A widespread and persistent
bed of fine-grained sublithographic lime-

stone or mudstone, with a conchoidal
in the center, at the top of the White

fracture, pale brown on the outside, blue

Lias. The upper surface often bears polygonal cracks which geologists have likened

mann.

inside pipes

carrying waste

water

from

collieriei. It is composed of alternating
dark and light bands corresponding to the

an inductive method in which the current
flows through an insulated copper cable
connected to a source of alternating cur-

rent and run along the surface in a rectangle I by 'A mile in dimensions. A
series of transverse profiles are laid out
perpendicular to and crossing the cable,
and the magnetic part of the electromagnetic field is measured at discrete points
along the profiles by special search coils
consisting of several hundred turns of
wire. The magnitude and direction of the
induced field observed by the coils can
be related to the inductive effect of the
subsurface material directly below. Dobrin,
p. 367.

Sunderland splatter. A characteristic effect
found on some of the old luster pottery
mad,: in Sunderland, England; after the
luster had been applied it was splattered
with a second medium which caused the
formation of irregular patches on the
base luster. Dodd.
sundiusite. The hypothetical amphibole endmember,

Na2CaMg3Al1 (SisAls)022(OH)1.

Hey, MM, 1964; Fleischer.

brick. See adobe brick. ACSG,
sun effect. The quantity of heat from the
sun-dried
1963.

sun tending to heat an enclosed space.

Strock, 10.
Sunflower apparatus. See Craven Sunflower
method. Roberts, I, p. 59.
sun gear. The central gear in a planetary
set. Nichols.
sun gears. A planetary gear set consisting

of a central gear, an internal-tooth ring
gear,

and two or more planet gears

meshed with both of them. Nichols.
sunk. a. Drilled downward. Long. b. As used
by miners, excavated downward. Long.
sunken pit. See dig-down pit. Nichols.
sunk shaft. A shaft which is driven from the

top downwards

(vertical

or inclined).

Fraenkel.

sun observations. In surveying, fixation of
longitude and/or latitude of a station, or

to sun cracks and have thus explained

orientation of a survey line, by use of

the name means sound bed, because it
rings (if dry) when broken by the ham-

time and theodolite's location. Pryor, 3.
sun opal. The same as fire opal. Standard,

Arkell.

sunshine. A name of a soft grade of paraffin wax with a low melting point. It can
be burned in an ordinary miners' lamp
with a nail (usually copper) in the wick

the name. It is more likely, however, that

mer. Compare guinea bed; ringstone, b.

sunburner. A faulty piece of hand blown

glassware characterized by excessive local
thickness. Dodd.
sun cheek. The south side of a vein. Arkell.
Suncole. Low-temperature coke used in making producer gas. Bennett 2d, 1962.
sun compass. A navigational compass that
uses the sun and its calculated bearing to
establish direction especially in high latitudes. Webster 3d.
sun crack. See shrinkage crack; mud crack.
Sundance series. Marine Jurassic clays and
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theodolite to relate Sun's position, sidereal
1964.

and gives little smoke. Also called miners'
sunshine. Fay.
sunstone. A Russian metaphorical name for
fossil coal. It is also an old name for
aventurine feldspar similar to moonstone.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
sunstroke. A sudden attack of illness from

prolonged exposure to the direct rays of

the sun or to other high temperatures,
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Wu akflIrsa chasm In this cleancr, the
coal is fed horn a raw coal hopper be art
oscillating plumer feeder insurtng uniform ked throughout the entire width of
the machine deck. A rotating shutter in
the inlet duct provides a pulsating air

current which is much more effective as
a separating current than a uniform airstream. The coal and refuse stratify as
they move toward the discharge end of
the deck with the refuse falling to the
bottom against the deck. The perforated
deck has four refuse draws; normally the
products of the first two draws ore discharged as refuse and the third and fourth
draws are middlings. The product of the

third draw may be refuse or middlings
depending on the ash content of the feed.
Generally, this cka nee is an effective machine for cleaning coal from Ya inch or
Vs inch x 28 mesh coal if it contains less

than 5 percent of surface moisture. It

will not clean efrectively below 20 mesh.
Kentucky, pp. 312-313.
superalloy. An alloy developed for very high
temperature service where relatively high
stresses (tensile, vibratory, and shock) are

encountered and where oxidation resistance is frequently required. ASM Gloss.
superanthracite. a. Same as meta anthracite.

Tornkeieff, 1954. b. Coal intermediate between anthracite and graphite. A.G.I.
Supp.
superbituminous coal. Same as semibituminous coal. Tornkeieff, 1954.
superbronze. Corrosion-resistant, high-tensile-strength brasses, containing .both aluminum and manganese. Crispin.

of

continuous bucket elevator employing supercapacity elevator buckets. See also supercapacity elevator bucket. ASA MH4.11958.

super capacity elevator bucket. A type of
continuous elevator bucket used with a
pair of chains in which the back of the
bucket at the bottom extends backwards
into space between the up and down
runs to provide additional capacity without increase in length or projection. ASA
MH4.1-1958.

supercharger. A blower that increases the

intake pressure of an engine. Nichols.
superconductivity. The abrupt and large increase in electrical conductivity exhibited

by some metals as the temperature ap-

proaches absolute zero. ASM Gloss.
supercooled liquid. A liquid which is cooled
so rapidly below its freezing point that it

has not had time to crystallize. Cooper,
p. 279.
supercooling. Cooling below the temperature
at which an equilibrium phase transformation can take place without actually
obtaining the transformation. ASM Gloss.

supercritical area of extraction. An area of
goaf of sufficient extent to cause full sub-

sidence at more than one point on the
surface. Nelson.

supercritical flow. Flow at velocities greater
than one of the recognized critical values;
specifically turbulent flow with a mt...n
velocity equal to or greater than Belan-
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suastrake
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is higher than

If uncontr'illed, a supercritical reactor
will undergo an excunton Wt.
esperrnatal rock. A geneeal term foe rocks
that originated at the urface of the
earth, namely sediments and volcanic
rocks. Intercalated eruptivn ate also ineuded in this term Sehieferdecker.

sups/dip. An instrument of limited sensitivity for measuring changes in the total intensity of the magnetic field. Srhisfor.
docker.
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superlharea. ApplWd by MOM to those ig.
neous magmas which discharge at the
summit on a iokano. See mho diligent;
interfluent. Fay.

seprgese. Applied to 43fes or ore minerals
that have been formed by generally descending water. Ores 4r minerals formed
by downward enrichment. Compare hypogene, c. Fay._

superdusting. Thc presence of a very large
excess of coal dust in the air over that
required for consumption of the oxygen.

slipups* mrkbment. Solution of metal by
surface waters from the upper pan of an
ore deposit and its redeposition below,

Rice, George S.
superduty fire clay brick. Fire clay brick
which have a pyrometric cone equivalent
not lower than cone 33, and which meet
certain other requirements as outlinrd in
ASTM Designation: C27-58T. 11W.
superduty fire clay plastic refractories. Sim-

enrichment near the ground water table
in a sulfide deposit, where the primary
ore acquires increasing metal values as a
result of the chemical reaction between
descending metal-btaring solutions with

ilar to fire clay plastic refractories, but
having higher P.C.E., lower shrinkage,
and lower spalling loss. Bureau of Mines

Stag.

superduty silica brick. See low alumina silica

brick. Bureau of Mines Stag.
superduty silica refractory. In the United
Kingdom,' the National Silica Brickmakers' Association has defined this type of
refractory as a silica refractory containing

not more than 0.5 percent A1203 and with
a total of A1203 plus alkalies not exceeding
0.7 percent. Dodd.

causing enrichment of the underlying ore.
Bakman.
supervise sulfide enrichment. A process of

the primary (or hypogene) sulfides, whereby secondary sulfur compounds are formed.
Also called secondary sulfide enrichment.
Schieferdecker.

supergene sulfide zone. Thc zone in which
supergene sulfide enrichment occurs. Schieferdec ker.

superheat. a. To heat a vapor not in con-

tact with its own liquid so that it remains
free from suspended liquid droplets. Web-

ster 3d. b. Heat added to a substance
after melting is complete. Leet. c. Sensible

heat in a gas above the amount needed

superelevation; cant; banking. A tilt given
to a haulage track at a curve to counter-

to keep it a gas. H&C.
superheated steam. Steam above a tempera-

locomotive-hauled cars, the outer rail is
superelevated above the inner rail of the

water under a pressure greater than at-

act the effect of centrifugal force. For
track. For rope-hauled cars, the cant is
reversed, the inner rail being higher. A
useful rule for determining the supereleva-

ture of 100° C; produced by heating
mosphere. Nelson.

superheater. a. One that superheats especially steam or other gases; especially, a

non (E) of the outer rail of a curve is

coil or other device through which steam

per hour; and R equals radius of curve

decomposition of the oil vapors begun in

GV'
E (Inches) =. 1.251e where G equals gage
in feet; V equals maximum speed in miles
in feet. Nelson.
superficial. Pertaining to the surface, for example, superficial deposit. Nelson.
superficial compaction. Compaction of soil
in layers generally not greater than 6
inches deep, by various methods including

the use of the frog rammer, vibration,

sheepsfoot roller, pneumatic tired rollers,
or similar machines. Ham. See also compaction plant.
superficial deposits. The most recent of geological formations; unconsolidated detrital

material lying on or near the surface,

generally unstratified. Fay.
superficial Rockwell hardness test. A form
of Rockwell hardness test using relatively
light loads which produce minimum penetration. Is used for determining surface
hardness, hardness of thin sections or

small parts, or whiere large hardness impression might be harmful. ASM Gloss.
superficial structure. A structure, particularly a deformation structure in sedimentary rocks or in superficial deposits, which
has originated and formed under recent
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from a boiler passes to be superheated.
Webster 3d. b. A refractory lined chamber in a water-gas plant; it is filled with
checkers and insures completion of the
the carburetor. See also carburetor, b.

Dodd.

superheating. a. Heating a phase above a

temperature at which an equilibrium can
exist between it and another phase having more internal energy, without obtaining the high-energy phase. ASM Gloss.
b. Heating molten metal above the normal casting temperature so as to obtain
more complete refining or greater fluidity.

ASM Gloss. c. The heating of a vapor,
particularly saturated (wet) steam, to a
temperature much higher than the boiling

point. This is done in power plants to
improve efficiency and to reduce con-

densation in the turbines. L&L.
supecimpose. a. In geology, to establish (a
structural system) over, independently of,
and eventually upOn, underlying structures; said of terranes, rivers, drainage

systems, valleys, etc.; as a superimposed

valley. Standard, 1964. b. To place one
thing upon another. Kinney.
superimposed ac. A form of current in
which an ac component is superimposed
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midstream. kola. A clisperiion pattern

formed in the regolinh by the mmiement
of material in subsurface waters. Hawker.

surrimposed load. In foundation work, it
implies al: loads other than dead load.
See also liv,2 load. Nelson.
superimposed stream. There can be no doubt

that the present courses of the streams
were determined by conditions not found
in rocks through whkh the channels are
now carved, but that the beds in which

the streams had their origin when the

district last appeared above the sea, have

been swept away. While Powell applied

the term first to the valley only, hter

writers ha ve applied it also to the streams
which occupy such valleys. Synonym for
superposed stream. A.G.I.
superincumbent strata. Snata above thc
nether strata. See also nether strata.
Mason.
superintendent. a. The mining engineer or

manager of n coal or metal mine. He is
in immediate charge of all operations
conccrned with the development and min-

ing of the coal or ore. See also mine
superintendent. Nelson. b. The person

who shall have, on behalf of the oper3tor,

immediate supervision of one or more
mines. Jones. c. One who superintends;
a director; an oversem Ricketts, I.
superintendent, colliery. In anthracite and
bituminous coal mining, one who supervises and is responsible for all activities of

mining and preparing coal for market at
a mine. Also called colliery boss. D.O.T. 1.

superintendent-of-tanks. One who supervises

the feeding and maintenance of glassmelting furnaces (tanks), and the operation of reheating ovens (lehrs) for firearticles. Directs unloading
and storage of raw materials and crushing and washing of waste glass (cullet)
used as ingredients in the manufacture
glazing glass

D.O.T. 1.
superior official; higher official. An official
of new glass.

between the owner and the manager of a
coal mine. It includes both officials in
the direct line of command and functional

or specialist officials. See also agent.
Nelson.
superjacent pattern. A dispersion pattern de-

veloper), more or less directly over the

bedror.i source. Hawkes, 2, p. 153.
snperjacent roadway system. See methane
drainage.
superiattice.
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sepoirisispesosi me

Roberts, I, p. 80.
An ordered arrangement of

atoms in a solid solution to form a lattice

superimposed on the normal solid-solution

ASM Gloss.
Super Norite. Trade name for activated
charcoal. Hess:
lattice.

superopagne. A classification applied to highly opaque enamels. Enam. Dict.
soperpanser. A mechanism, invented by Pro-
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whey granules or powders by acidulating
ground insoluble phs m pima, rock. as ( I)
a posuluct made by acKlialatstui with sulfurs.' and consisting essentsally of witubls
primary calcium phosphate, calcium sulfate, and smaller quantities of secondary
rakism rhosphate, and containing usually
about ',!t percent of available phcaphoric

acid, or (J) A product m.acle by acidulating with phosphoric acid, consisting essentialy at primary calcium phosphate and

containing usually 40 to 30 percent of
available phosphoric acid. it'obiter 3d.

superposed. Not in adjustraent to the struc
ture of th.2 rocks upon which it now
flows, having acquired its course on a
previously overlying terrane which has
since been removed or cut through ; said
of some streams; the same as superimposed, which it is replacing. Fay.
superposed stream. A stream with a present course which was established on young
rocks burying an old surface. With uplift,
this course was maintained as the ttream
cut down through the young rocks to and
into the old surface. A.G.I.
A principle stating that if a
superposition.

body be subjected to several stresses acting simultaneously: then each stress produces its own strain or strains, and these
strains may be superimposed to give the
complete state of strain of the solid.
Similarly, two separate stress distributions

in a body, due to the application of two
separate strew's, may be superimposed to

give the strew distribution due to

the

of those two
Isaacson, pp. 16-17. b. The order
in which rocks are placed above one another. Fay. c. A principle which simplifies
structural calculations and which can be

simultaneous application
stresses.

used for solving the forces acting in a
redundant frame. Ham.

Super Prime. Brand name for a specially

constructed explosive primer for detonating noncap, sensitive blasting agents and
ammonium nitrate-fuel oil mixtures. CCD

6d, 1961.

superpushing. Using extra large pushers, or

two or even three standard units in tandem, in order to increase the speed and
size of loading. Nichols, P. 8-30.

super-refractory. Refractory i-apable of withstanding unusually high. temperatures
and/or other severe cor.ditions of operation. Bennett 2d, 1°.:4.
supersaturated solution. A solution is said to
be supersaturated when it contains in

solution more of the solute than it can

hold at that temperature in the presence
of the crystals of the solute. Cooper.
supersaturation. Higher concentration of a
solute in a solvent than would normally
correspond to its solubility at a given
temperature; a metastable condition, as
the excess solute separates when the solution is seeded by introducing a crystal
of the solute. Bennett .2d, 1962.
supersoMc. Pertains to phenomena in which

the speed is higher than that of sound.
Not synonymous with ultrasonic; see also
ultrasonic frequency. ASM Gloss.

supersonic testing. See ultrasonic inspection.

Osborne.
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marm's UPTITI trill the upper nonmsgmatitic
phase of an evolving granitic magma,

A C./. e. Structural features resulting from
later deformation that modified older
structures. .4 C /. S. pp. 4. Thaw pans of
a tank above the sidewall tank blocks.

ASTM C162.66. e. Anything built up or
founded on something else. Criipin.

supensifsied cower. A type of hydraulic

cement, also known as metallurgical cement, made by grinding together blastfurnace slag, calcium sulfate, and about
one percent of lime or cement. It is particularly resistant to sulfate attack. Ham.
Super X. Trademark applied to each of a
series of permissible ammonia gelatin type

dynamites developed for use in under-

ground coal mining operations. CCD 6d,
1961.

suppkment. The supplement of an arc is
180' minus the arc. Zen!, p. 54.

supplementary twinning. Twinning by which
a crystal simulates the symmetry of a
crystal class with higher grade in the
same system. Fay.
supplied-air respirator. An atmospheric-supplying device which provides the wearer

with respirable air from a source that is
outside of the contaminated area. The
worker's range of operations is always
limited by the length of the air-hose which

brings him the uncontaminated air. Only

those with manual or motor operated
are approved for immediately

blowers

harmful or oxygen-deficient atmospheres.

Ones which have no blower, or which

receive air from a central air supply system are recommended for trench work,

paint spraying, etc., where gases and dusts
are of sufficiently light concentration to

permit the wearer's escape in case of
accident. With the addition of special
mask-hoods or helmets, the air supplysystem respirator has been adapted for
protection against abrasive blasting. Bests,
p. 100.
supplies department. A department which
aims to ensure that the requirements of
the mine, in matters of equipment and
stores, are fulfilled; that the various articles are of the necessary quality and, as
far as possible: of standard design and
price. In addition, the quantity of physical stores held at the mines is controlled,
thus avoiding the tying up of capital by
unnecessary duplication. A further function is to ensure that spare parts, vital to
production, are always available. See also
store; storekeeper. Nelson.

supplies vehicle. A carriage or car for taking in materials alongside gate-load conveyors. A recent development, the carriage is

capable of carrying a load of

about 1 ton over the normal coal mine

roadways up to gradients of 1 in 4. It
runs on pneumatic tires and is driven by
a diesel engine. The narrow width of the
vehicle (3 feet 3 inches) enables it to
run in the space normally available along-

side a gate conveyor. In addition to the
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supply-WM ...rider. In enthracote and bituminous cod mining, one who operates
the hoisting machinery which serves the

shalt or shalt compartment of a mine on
which mining supplies are lowered into
the mine, Also calkd supply-hoist motto
neer.

D.O.T. I.

in bituminous coal mining, one who oprates a mine locomotive
to haul trips (trains) of cars, loaded with
timbers, rails, explosives, and other supplies, into a mine. D.O.T. 1.
supply pump. S f bank pump. Long.
support. A general term for any I'mber, steel,
SOPIpply 111010f1Nall.

concrete, brick, or stone structure erected
to counteract the subsidence of the roof
strata when undermined. See also selfadvancing supports; steel arches; steel
support. Nelson.
support moment. See hogging moment. Ham.
support pins. Rods or pins of accurate length
used to support the overhand of irregu-

larly shaped punches. ASM Gloss.
support plate. A plate that supports the

draw ring or drawplatc; it also serves as

a spacer. ASM Gloss.
support roller. In a crawler machine, a roller
that supports the slack upper part of the
track. Nichols.
supports. Supports arc materials placed in
stopes for the purpose of ground control,

that is to arrest or regulate the closure
of the walls. Spalding.

suppressed weir. A measuring weir having
its sides flush with the sides of the channel, so that there are no end contractions.

Ham.
supratenuous fold. a. A fold in which the

beds thicken toward the syncline because
the basin subsided during sedimentation.

A.G.I. b. A fold which shows a thinning
of the formations upwards above the
crest of the fold. A.G.I.
surbed. To set, as stone, on edge, or in a
position different from that in the quarry.
Standard, 1964.

surcharge. a. Any load including earth which
is supported above the level of the top
of a retaining wall. See also relieving
platform; active earth pressure. Ham. b.
The algebraic sum of the losses and gains

of the cornet of gold during cupellation
and solution. Fay. c. In ceramics, an
enamel painting or an enamel ground of
darker hue. Standard, 1964.
surcharged wall. A retaining wall which supports a surcharge such as an embankment
above its top level. Ham.

surf. The swell of the sea which

breaks

upon the shore; also, the breaking waves.
Schieferdecker.

surface. a. The top of the ground; the soil,
clay, etc., on the top of strata. As used in

the conveyance of coal in place, or in a
conveyance of land reserving the minerals,
includes not merely the surface within the
boundary lines, without thickness, but in-

cludes whatever earth, soil, or land lies
above and superincumbent upon the coal
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tratg wahout injury to the superiescumbent abut Rickert,. II c. Above ground
a comobtatbow well known to mining personnel

ASA W1-1963 d. As used in the

Lake Superior iron District, a synonym
be cover, drift, mentle. and overburden.
Long. e. An area that has length and
breadth but no thickness. Jones. 2. p. 90.

Of a mineral particle, a zone of change
from the true substrate (usually an ionic
repetition of unit cells) with increasing
1.

chemical and sorptive change, to a sheared
lattice structure :It which it forms an
interface or int( phase wit), faces i.r
phases with which it is in contact. Face
and phase are not necessarily synonymous.
See also interface; interphase; zeta potential. Pryor, 3. g. In geology, usually refers to the boundary surface between one

bed or mass of rock and another immediately adjacent, such as a bedding surface, a fault surface, a surface of unconformity, a surface of igneous compact, or
to an imaginary surface, such as the axial
surface of a fold. It thus usually mcans a
surface within a structure, not an outside
surface which is what is usually implied
in

the ordinary use of the term. The

exposed surface of a rock is an obvious

rock surface, but not a surface in the
structurally significant meaning of the

Challinor. h. The outer face of a
solid body; usually the upper level of a
term.

sheet of glass. Kinney.
surface action. Any kind of action which affects a surface; for example, action of
smoke fumes, moisture, etc., on a painted
surface. Crispin.
surface-active

agent. Onc which modifies

physical, electrical or chemical characteristics of surface of solid, also surface ten-

sions of solids or liquids. Used in froth
flotation, and in detergency. Characteristically, its heteropolar molecules are attracted to a specific typc of surface in a
mixture where one group forms polar
monolayer attachments while the rest of
the molecule points outward and changes
the relations between the surface and the

ambient phase. These relations may change

lyophilic and aerophilic attraction, surface
tension, intermiscellar grouping, emulsification, froth foaming. Surface-active agents
include cleaners (for example, soaps) ;
water-repellants (for example, greases);

dispersants and emulsifiers (for example,
glue); additives adsorbed at interfaces
between liquids (usually aqueous) and
external gas, liquid or solid phases, with

change in interfacial tension.
Three electro-chemical types are unionized molecule, anion and cation. Impor-

resulting

tant characteristics of surface-active agents
are solubility in the medium and effects of
specific adsorption at interfaces. Such
agents either provide anchorap between

phases or form a barrier, according to
their

flocculating or dispersing effect.

Pryor, 3.
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11411rface ans. Of a particle, area calculated
from data obtained by a specified method,
such as: (I) adsorption measurement,
(2) calculation, (3) permeability meas.
urement, (4) microscopic observation, or
(S) close screening and averaging from

stody of a number of particles. Pryor, 3.
surface NNW a. In bituminous coal mining,
a foreman in charge of the surface workings of a mine. May also be in charge of
the washery, where coal is sized and

cleaned for market. Alto called surface

D.O.T. 1. b. Any person in charge of surface operations. Buforeman; top boss.

reau ol Miner Stag.

surface break; surface damage. The disturbance or sinking of the strata reaching to
the surface consequent on the extraction
of coal or mineral. Fay.
surface bunker. See bunker, surface. Nelson.
surface casing. See standpipe, c. B.S. 3618,

1963, sec. 3.

surface charges. All expenses incurrcd on the
surface of a mine which have to be
charged against the mineral. Fay.
surface checking. The same as checks. ASM
Gloss.

surface circuit. The mine car track layout
from the shaft to the preparation plant
and back to the shaft. The term includes all the equipment necessary to
move and control the movement of cars
such as creepers, retarders, back shunts,

traversers, and turntables. Nelson.
surface clay. An unconsolidated, unstratified clay, occurring on the surface. ASTM
C43-65T.

surface combustion. Combustion of injected

properly proportioned fuel and air, on a

or within a definite zone; as
when a mixture of air and gas or of air
and oil vapor is forced through a porous
surface,

wall, and ignited on the other side. Since
necessary air is mixed with the gas it will
burn regardless of atmospheric conditions,

and even under water. Porter.

surface condenser. A condenser in which exhaust steam is condensed by contact with
the surfaces of metal cooled by a flow of

cold water on their sides opposite the

condensing surfaces. Fay.
surface conductance. The heat

transmitted

from (or to) a surface to (or from) the
fluid in contact with the surface in a

unit of time per unit of surface area per

degree temperature difference between the
surface and fluid. Strock, 10.
surface conductor. See conductor, c; standpipe. Long.
surface cooling. Air cooling by passing it
over cold surfaces. Strock, 10.
surface creep. See creep. Challinor.
surface damage. a. Any damage done to land

surface during exploration or develop-
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oven. drift. A drift ( usually inclined) from
the surface to the coal seam or ii, body
to be developed .See taw drift mining, b,
slant, c. Nebo%

airfare glue. In ceramics, a thin and perfectly transparent glare over both the
body and the decoration. Fay.

surface drilling. Boreholes coltarrd a t the
surface of the earth, as opposed to boreholes collared in mine workings of underwater. Long.

surface nergy. Product of surface tension
(dynes per centimeter) and surface area
(cm'), expressed in ergs. Work required
to increase surface
Pryor, 3.

area by unit

area.

surface factor. A factor used in the ceramic
industry to indicate the fineness of a
powder. It is calculated from the equation:
6
WI
Ws
Ws

_ ____

s=

G

di

where G is the specific gravity of the
powder; WI, WI, etc., are the fractional
weights of material whose average diameters are di, dl, etc. ; WI+ W3-1-. . .= 1.
Dodd.

surface finish. a. The condition of a surface
as a result of a final treatment. ASM
Gloss. b. Measured, surface profile characteristics, the preferred term being roughness. ASM Gloss.
surface float. A float on a water surface used

to indicate velocity or direction of flow.

Seelye, 1.

surface foreman. a. An official in charge of
the general labor at the surface of a mine,
and all handling operations and movement
of mine cars, supplies, etc. See also foreman. Nelson. b. See surface boss, a.
D.O.T. 1.
surface geology. The geology of the super-

ficial deposits and of the surface of the
fundamental rocks. Compare areal geology. Fay.

surface grinding. Producing a plane surface
by grinding. ASM Gloss.

surface leakage. The amount of air which
leaks through the casing at the top of the
upcast shaft, the air-lock doors, and the

fan-drift walls. It will depend upon the
fan-drift water gage, and on the size,

method of construction, and condition of
the pit-top structures, on the number and

type of entrances, and on whether the
shaft is used frequently for winding.
Roberts, I, p. 255.

surface lift. A term used in the freezing
method of
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sinking. The surface
around the shaft tends to heave due to
the formation of ice and the variation of
temperatures. This uplift is sufficient to
shaft

throw surface structures, such as winding
towers, out of alignment. To enable corrections to be made, the tower bases may
be mounted on grillages with facilities for
jacking in order to keep the towers level.
Nelson.

surface lines. The boundary lines of a min-
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surface mising. a. The mining in surface
excavations.

It includes placer mining.

mining in open glory-hole lir milling pits,
mining and removing ore from opencuts
by hand or with mechanical excavating
and transportation equipment, and the
removal of capping or overburden to uncover the ores. BuMiner Bull, 419. 1939,
p. 323. b. Mining at or near the surface.
This type of mining is generally done
where the overburden can be removed
without too much expense. Kentucky. p.
330. c. The obtaining of coal from the
outcroppings or by the removal of overburden from a seam of coal, as opprsed
to underground mining; or any mining
at or near the surface. Also called strip
mining; placer mining; opencast; opencut
mining; open-int mining. B.C.I.; Stand-

ard, 1964.
surface moisture. a. The moisture attached
to the surface of he coal particles or
that is retained in cracks and fissures other

than capillary openings in the coal substance. Mitchell, p. 648. b. Moisture on
the surface of an aggregate, as distinct
from the moisture contained in the ma-

terial itself. Taylor.
surface orientation. Alignment of certain

types of low-solubility molecules (for ex-

ample, terpincol) at the air-water interface with one group (nonpolar and acrophilic) turned outward from, and one
(polar, hydroxyl) turned inward to the
water phase. Pryor, 3.

surface plan. A plan of the surface layout
of a mine. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.
surface reinstatement. The restoration of the
surface after opencast mining operations

have been completed. The work may involve leveling the hill-and-dale formation,
drainage and relaying of the original topsoil. Nelson.

surface resistance. The surface resistance
between two electrodes is the ratio of the
electromotive force applied to the electrodes, to the current which flows through
the surface layers. Hess.

surface resistivity. Surface resistivity is four
times the resistance between two electrodes covering opposite faces of a cube
when the volume resistance is so high

that practically all of the current flows
through the surLice layers. This is equiva-

lent to defining surface resistivity as the

resistance between two opposite edges of
a square of the surface layers. Hess.
surface reverberation. See reverberation.

surface rig. A drill rig designed specifically
and used only for surface drilling operations. See also surface drilling. Long.
surface rights. a. The ownership of the surface of land only, where mineral rights
are reserved. Weed, 1922. b. Those reserved to the owner of the land beneath
which ore is being mined. Pryor, 3. c. The

right of a mineral, owner or an oil and
gas lessee to use so much of the surface
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surface-ad I*. A bit containing a tingle layer
of diamonds set so that the diamonds
protrude on the surface of the crown.
Also called single-layer bit. Comport multi-

layer bit. Long.
surface slope. The inclination of the water
surface expressed as change of elevation

per unit of slope length; the sine of the
angle

which the water surface

error

resulting

makes

with the horizontal. The tangent of that
Angle is ordinarily used, no appreciable
slopes. Seely., I.

except

for the steeper

surface speed. Synonym for peripheral speed,

a. Long.
surface string. A large diameter drivepipe
sunk through the uppermost part of the
overburden. Compare conductor; standpipe. Long.
surface tension. a. In the flotation process,
the contractile force at the surface of a
liquid whereby resistance is offered to
rupture. Fay. b. Interfacial tension between two phases, one of which is a gas.
ASM Gloss. c. A condition that exists at
the free surface of a body (as a liquid)
by reason of intermolecular forces unsymmetrically disposed about the individual surface molecules and is manifested by

properties resembling those of an elastic
skin under tension. Specifically, the force

per unit length of any straight line on
the surface that the surface layers on

opposite sides of the line exert upon each
other. Webster 3d.

surface texture. The surface texture of an
exposed rock is an expression of the interaction between weathering and lithology;
that of a rock particlt, particularly a
boulder or pebble, is usually an indica-

tion of its manner of attrition, for exam-

ple, water-smoothed, ice-scratched. Challinor.

unlace thrust. Synonym for erosion thrust.

A.G.I.
surface water. a. Water running into underground workings from the surface of the

ground. Fay. b. Water that rcsts on the
surface of the lithosphere. A.G.I.
surface-water drain. Any pipe laid in the
ground for carrying away surface water.
See also separate system. Ham.

surface wave. An elastic wave in which the
energy

is confined to the surface or a

narrow region just below the free surface
of an extended solid. These waves readily
follow the curvature of the part being inspected and are reflected only from sharp
changes of direction at the surface. ASM
Gloss.

surface working. Same as surface mining.
Standard, 1964.
surfacing. a. The top layer or crust of a pave-

ment. Fay. b. Treating the surface of a
finished roadway with a bituminous material. Fay. c. The action of bringing the
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surfastust. Surface active agent, a suhittaace

that affects the properties ol the surfare
of a hguid or solid by concentrating in
the surface layer. Broady. I.

surfeit. Terra used among British miners foe
( I ) afterdatnp of chokedamp, or (2)
pressure exercised by .a pent-up gas resulting in its escape with or without rupture of strata. Tonskeieff. 1934.
surlidal. Characteristic of, pertaining so,

formed on, situated at, or occurring ,on
the earth's surface; especially, consisting
of unconsolidated residual, alluvial, or

glacial deposits lying on the bedrock. Fay.

surficial geoko. The geology of the young
and unconsolidated materials at the earth's
surface, such as stream alluvium, glacial
deposits, and windblown sand; also, the
geology of soils and the untransported
products of rock weathering. Surficial
geology maps are specially prepared to
show these deposits, which are generally
of Pleistocene and Recent age, in greater
detail than is possible if both they and the

underlying bedrock are presented on a
single map. Stokes and Varner, 1955.
surf ripples. A general name for ripples
formed by wave-generated currents in the
surf zone. Fettijohn.
surf TOM. The area between the outermost

breaker and the limit of wave uprush.
Schieferdecker.

surge. a. To move sideways; to fleet. Mason.

b. The uneven rate of flow and regular

variations in pressure caused by time lags
between pressure strokes on a piston-type
pump. Long.
surge bin. a. In salt mining, a generally large
bin above the crusher into which the
mine-run salt is dumped prior to being

discharged into the primary crusher. A
feeder at the bottom of the surge bin
facilitates transfer of the mine-run material to jhe crusher. Kaufmann, pp. 128/29. b. A compartment for temporary
storage, which will allow converting a

varialale rate of supply into a steady flow
of the same average amount. Nichols.
surge bunker. A large-capacity storage hop-

per, installed near the pit bottom or at
the input end of a processing plant to

the pump. Whoa new pulp is in shore
supply
of part

of the kmd, therefor. avoiding
settlement Alternatively, a llois may vary
speed of pump, vary rate of delivery to
the tank. or divert the How to A parallel
system.

Pryor. 3.

mem wheel. Fleeting wheel , a wheel or pul-

ley which drives an endless rope by fric-

tion grip of lap. of rope which surge,

slip, or fleet sideways against a rim sv. as
not to lap off the pulley. MalON. See eho
surge pulley.

surging. The flapping of a moving rope.
ZO/11. Set whipping, a. Zeta.
surturbrand. An Icelandic term for a peatlike variety of brown coal or lignite occurring

in the

Pliocene

deposits,

and

sometimes under the volcanic overflows
of that island. Fay.
survey. a. To determine and delineate the
form, extent, and position of (as a tract

of land, a coast, or a harbor) by taking

linear and angular measurements, and by

applying the principles of geometry and
trigonometry. Webster 3d. b. To view with

a scrutinizing eye; to look over or ex-

amine with reference to condition, situation, or value. Webster 3d. c. The process

voir at the downstream end of a closed
aqueduct or feeder pipe, as for a water
wheel, to absorb sudden rises of pressure

mine and in making necessary surveys;

and draws map of the mine from data

secured by mine surveyor, using drafting
instrument. Also called surveyor. deputy.

D.O.T. 1.

esorveyor, deputy. a. In anthracite, bitumi-

nous, and metal mining, one who works

under a permit of the General Land

Office, surveying and marking the bound-

aries of mining claims prior to the issuing of a patent; drafts and files maps
with the district United States Land
Office.

D.O.T.

Also called surveyor, mineral.
1. b. See surveyor, assistant.

D.O.T. I.

surveyor general. a. A principal or superintending surveyor. Webster 3d. b. A U.S.
government official in charge of the survey of public lands in a particular area
(as a state). Webster 3d.
surveyor, geophysical prospecting. In pe-

surveyor, mine. One who applies special

area or of a road or line through an area
obtained by surveying. Webster 3d. e. An
organization (as a government agency)
engaged in surveying. Webster 3d. f. See

borehole survey, a and b. Long. g. The
information plotted from a borehole survey.

Long.

survey, cadastral. A survey relating to land
boundaries and subdivisions, made to create units suitable for transfer or to define
the limitations of title. Derived from
cadastre, meaning register of the real

property of a political subdivision with

details of area, ownership, and value; the
term cadastral survey is now used to desig-

nate the surveys of the public lands of
the United States, incluchq retracement
surveys
surveys

for the identification, and refor the restoration of property

erence.

surge tank. a. A standpipe or storage reser-

Welsdee. 34 b
geophysical
prospecting, one who determines the aleyawns and ?morons of IC UMW Of gray ify
GUMMI. A (.1
searvayoe. haddhat. One who a mists the mine
surveyor in planning delft! 'present of the
surverow;

plan and description of a portion of an

the contour, dimensions, and position of
any part of the earth's surface whether
land or water. Webster 3d. d. A measured

the shaft and the coal preparation plant
and the working faces. Nelson; Sinclair,
V, p. 71. See also bunker, surface; bunker,

ating rate and to deliver it at some predetermined rate. B.S. 3552, 1962.
surge pipe. Open-topped standpipe to release pressure from surge. Ham.
surge pulley. The pulley used on a tension
carriage in endless-rope haulage. See also
balanced direct-rope haulage. Nelson.

surfaces. Oaf who peutices the an of

troleum production, one who locates and
marks sitcs selected for conducting geophysical prospecting activities concerned
with locating subsurface earth formations
likely to contain petroleum deposits.

lines; the term may also be applied properly to corresponding surveys outside the
public lands, although such surveys are
usually termed land surveys through pref-

underground.
surge hopper; surge bunker. A hopper (bunker) designed to receive a feed at fluctu-

,flitterd radiations need in presispecting toe
rathoactivit deposits. Weimer 34
OM who nerveys land esti other
sursergat.

of surveying an area of land or water;
the operation of finding and delineating

provide uniform feeding of material from
bulk deliveries. Surge bunkers are generally required either on the surface or un-

derground to act as a buffer between

oil WI Iternaalt the st,44all 4 awl facia,
or so itesatihsh such Ittiataltl. 3.s4ye. I
urney meow. Aa matrumens tentative so

A.C.I.

survey department. A department under the
control of the chief mine surveyor. Nelson.
surveying. a. The action or occupation of one
that surveys; specifically, a branch of ap-

plied mathematics that teaches the art

of determining the area of any portion of
the earth's surface, the lengths and directions of the bounding lines, and the contour of the surface and of accurately delineating the whole on paper. Webster 3d.
b. The act or process of making a borehole survey. See also borehole survey, a
and b. Long. c. Specifically, in civil engineering, the science or art of making
such measurements as are necessary to
determine the relative position of points
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D.O.T. 1.

knowledge and techniques gained through

experience or training to make surface
and underground surveys at a mine, la
cating himself on the earth's surface by
taking instrument shots on the sun or

stars and making necessary calculations,
surveying and calculating the volume of
material in dumps, carrying survey lines
underground by shaft plumbing (cord or
wire with attached bob is suspended from
the shaft surface) and instrument shots
taken on the bob at a shaft station, controlling by underground surveys and cal-

culations the driving and connection of
underground passages on and between
various levels, computing the volume of
coal in portions of the mine from survey
notes, and drafting maps of the mine
workings. Also called spud setter; sur-

veyor, underground. D.O.T. 1.
surveyor, mineral. See surveyor,

deputy.

D.O.T. 1.

surveyor's area measure.
625 square links =1 square pole or
square rod
(sq. li.)
16 square poles =1 square chain
(sq. ch.) surveyor's
10 square chains= 1 acre (A.)
=1 square mile (sq. mi.)
640 acres

36 square miles =1 township
Crispin.
surveyor's compass; surveyor's dial. An instrument used in surveying for measuring
horizontal angles. Compare circumferentor; semicircuniferentor. Webster 3d.
surveyor's cross. A simple instrument made
of two bars forming a right-angled cross
with sights at each end and used in setting out right angles in surveying. Web-

ster 3d.

swab, eaki

serveryee. thai
11.111131.l MIA la/ flutvorr4 co10048a. Weal-

r114 suotablp pallataaa aw,5 . can,

surreyeet beet. A level comaistiag of a teleSprit hovel mounted oss
scope and
vetoed sant, and
tripod, revolving on

tiun

liar hi

hav ing licv elute tic rims peov ided tor ad-

imminent. Compare dumpy level. V level
Webiter 1d
1111111111111111111. a A system, ol maaaute-

men/ baying the surveyor's duns, as a
unit and used in lam! %untying Wetotter
3d b 1 9. inches:: 1 link, 100 bnki
66 feet Z.! yards 4 rods I chain, 2'20
yards1.-: 10 chains= 1 lurking , 00 c hams

tusking' = I mile Crum.
surveyor. owlergrosod Se. surveyor, mine

D.O.r. 1.
clinograplt. Well-surveying device
which determines the departure of the

Soma

borehole from vertical. Uses a gyroscope

and spherical level with a photographic
record- made on 16-millimeter movingpicture film which includes a photograph
of a small watch by which the depth is
determined from correlation with a synchronized depth-time record made at the
surface. A.G.1.
SUS. Abbreviation for Sayholt Universal
Second. BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.

susannite. Variant of leadhillite. Dana 6d,
p. 922.
susceptibility. Property of a material that
defines the extent to which it will be
magnetized in a given external field.
Schieferdecker.
susceptibility, magnetic. See magnetic sus-

ceptibility. A.G.I.
susceptible. When not otherwise qualified,
tending to change in consistency with vari-

a1 in in temperature. ASTM D 1079-54.
suspeLded arch; suspended roof; suspended

wall. An arch, furnace, roof, or wall, in
which some or all of the bricks are sus-

pended by metal hangers from a steel
framework. In an arch or roof, the object
is to relieve the bricks from the mechanical stress resulting from the thrust of

the arch; in a suspended furnace wall,

the usual purpose is to permit refractory
brickwork to be inclined inwards without
danger of it falling into the furnace.

Dodd.
suspended frame weir. A frame weir in which

the frames are raised and hung above

water level from a bridge during times of
flood. Ham.
suspended load. a. In the process by which

running water transports detritus, two
factors are distinguished. The smaller
particles are lifted far from the bottom,

sustained for long periods, and distributed

through the whole body of the current;
they constitute the suspended load. A.G.I.

b. That part of the total load of a stream
which is carried in suspension. Distinguished from traction load. Stokes and

Varnes, 1955.
suspended matter. Particles from the feed of

specific gravity equal or close to that of

a separating mediumr and which are
therefore relatively difficult to remove

from the bath. B.S. 3552, 1962.
suspended roof. See suspended arch. Dodd.
suspended solids. Solids that can be separated from a liquid by filtration. Bennett
2d, 1962 Add.
suspended span. The middle freely supported

length of the central span of a cantilever
bridge. Ham.
suspended tray conveyor. A vertical conveyor having one or more endless chains

nen Much receive bteeta ma one sin&
!

I and &bye, them it, 40404,11
.1 MPH I - l954
Ina shmessr. Joe suspended Way

non (
suesoeseled

tosivera 434 MIld 14418.

orpsaded trey Mk 3e. uspended troy eon

vevoor US Mild I 1918.
A permanent method 14
lining a circulat shalt, us which the tubbale (G4trman tYpe ) is temporarily sus-

wsepeeded Subbing.

pended from the neat wedging curb above.
Slurry is run on behind the tubbing by

means of A funnel passing through the
holes provided in the segmenu. No temporary supports are required. otelsoa
suspended wall. See suspended arch. Dodd,
susptaded vista. Underground water held
in the zone of aeration by molecular attraction exerted on the water by the rock
and earth materials and by the attraction

exerted by the water particles on one
another. Lea
suspender. A vertical rod or hanger in a
suspension bridge by which the road is

supported from the cables. Ham.
agent. A material, such as clay,

suspending

used to keep a vitreous enamel or glaze
in suspension so that it can be conveniently used for application to the ware by
dipping or spraying. Dodd.
suspension. a. A method of rock bolting
employed to secure fragments or sections
of rock which are loose and subject to

dropping out of place, such as small slabs
or fragments barred down after blasting
when they would not constitute an inte-

gral part of the rock structure if bolted

in place, and blocks of rock
which are broken by fracture or joint
securely

patterns in such a manner that they may
subsequently loosen and fall. Lewis, p.

63. Also called shin plaster. Fraenkel, v. 3,
Art. 22: 01. p. 45. b. A cessation of work

by the miners consequent on the conclusion of a contract before another contract
is made. Zern. c. In washing practice,
when a large number of minute solid particles are allowed to settle in a fluid, the
solid/liquid mixture is known as a suspension. Nelson. d. The condition of a mix-

ture of solid particles and water or air

in which the solid particles are completely

and individually supported, normally by
means of an upwardly moving current
and sometimes with the assistance of mechanical agitation. B.S. 3552, 1962. e. A
turbid or cloudy mixture of two or more
substances, usually small solid particles
in a liquid medium. A suspension will
generally settle on standing, the suspended

matter forming a layer at the bottom of

the container. Crispin.
suspension dryer. See flash coal dryer. Nelson.

suspension roast. See flash roast.
suspension transport. Mode of transport

whereby particles are swept along, free

from the streambed. Schieferdecker.
suspensoid; hydrologe hydrophobe. A mixture of finely divided, colloidal particles
in a liquid. The partic/es are so small that
they do not settle, but are kept in suspen-

sion by he motion of molecules of the

liquid (Brownian motion). Enam. Diet.
suspensoid particles. Small solid particles

suspended in a liquid; they exhibit the

Brownian movement and do not settle by
themselves but can be readily coagulated.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
suspent. Material in suspension that is to be
filtered out. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
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sanidine, minor biotite, and manse., with
accessory apatite and opaque owl* A l; I
gesness. Seale. sad Snub dry table. A rimtentrator of the %Wiley type in motion,
but instead of using water, stratification
is Ly means of rising currents of air The
heavy grains are pushed fonvard by the
head motion, while the lighter grains roll
or flow down the slope toward the tailing
side. Liddell 2d, p 388.
sutured texture. A mosaic texture in which
the meeting lines between grain* are very
irregular or toothed, like sutures; applied
to igneous rocks. The term has also been
applied to sedimentary rocks in which
mineral grains, which have grown or enlarged after the sediment was deposited,
interfere with their neighbors, producing
suturelike contacts. Stokes and Varner,
1955.

suture joint. Same as styolite. Fay.
svabite. Essentially a fluoride arsenate of calcium CaG(A105)3F; is colorless and transparent; also yellowish-white to gray. Dana
7, v. 2, p. 899.
svanbergite. A hexagonal mineral, SrAls(P01)(S01)(OH)., a member of the
alunite-beudantite group; rhombohedral,
sometimes pseudocubic; also granular;
colorleu to yellow, rose, or reddish-brown;
vitreous to adamantine luster; from Hornjoberg, Wermland. Sweden, as euhedral

crystals in quartzite; also from Skane,

Sweden. Dana 7, v. 2, pp. 1005-1006;
Hey 2d, 1955.

svedala kiln. A chamber kiln with a dryer
built above it; designed in Scandinavia
for use in the building brick industry.
Dodd.

swab. a. A pistonlike device provided with

a rubber cap ring that is used to clean
out debris inside a borehole or casing.
Long. b. Synonym for bailer and/or sand

pump. Long. c. The act of cleaning the
inside of a tubular object with a swab.
Long. d. In petroleum drilling, to pull the

drill string so rapidly that the drill mud
is sucked up and overflows the collar of

the borehole, thus leaving an undesirably
empty borehole. Long. e. Procedure for
applying suction within the casing or
tubing to draw fluid from the reservoir.
Wheeler. f. A rod with flexible rubber

suction cups working inside the pipe on a
wire line. Wheeler. g. A hemp brush used
in founding especially for holding water,
moistening mold Joints, spraying on edges,
or spreading blacking on dry-sand molds.
Webster 3d. h. To clean, as with a swab;
to mop. Webster 3d.
swabber. In petroleum production, one who

uses a special device known as a swab
to draw the mud, which clogs the screen
at the well bottom, into the well so that
it mar be bailed out and the flow of oil

established. D.O.T. 1.

swabbing. The moving of a rubber swab,
by means of a rope, up and down in the
casing of a well. Nelson.

swab stick. A stick frayed at one end, for
cleaning the sludge out of holes in process

of being bored for blasting. Fay.
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conta.ning water is,. b. Low Subs,Jen. e of weighting of the roof Pay r
pack of personal belongings car
ssagman Wihttsir
A digger'. roll of blanket., in which he

%ova

fled especially :iv
c

carries his spare clothes, food, etc Gordon
wog*. a A part of the christmas tree Wit.
ltarni b A tool used to repair collapsed

Williamt c A tool
used bv metal workers to shAPIP material
to A desired form. A dolly, jumper. or
upset. A tool used in sharpening drill bits.
Webiter 3d: Fay.
swags block. A large rrctangular block of
cast iron used by a blacksmith. It is
of damaged casing

pierced

through with

numerous holes,

both round and square in section, for the

reception of work which requires shouldering. Crispin.

swaged. Iti-duced in diameter by use of a
blacksmith's swages, hence the name. This
is

a hammering process, but the same

result may be attained by press forging or
by spinning. Fay.
swaging. Forming a taper or a reduction on
metal products, such as rod and tubing by
forging, squeezing, or hammering. See also
rotary swager. ASM Gloss.
swagman. Aust. A man who travels in search
of employment; so called because he carries his swag, or bundle of clothes, blankets, etc. Fay.
swale. A local depression in the floor of an
entry or room. Grove.
swallet. a. Eng. An underground stream;
also, an opening through which a stream
disappears underground-. Webster 3d. Also
called swallow; swallows. Fay. b. An in-

rush of water in a mine. Fay.
swallet hole. Synonym for swallow hole;
sink; sinkhole. A.G.I.

swallow. Derk A loose, broken, or porous
place in a vein. It derives its name from
the ease with which water sinks through
the loose material. See also swallet, a.
Fay.

swallow hole. a. A natural cavern formed

by the solution of rock, usually limestone,
by water passing down a joint or bedding
plane. B.S. 3618, 1963, Sec. 4. b. A sinkhole. A.G.I.

swally; swelly. A trough, or syncline, in a
coal seam. Zern.

swamp. a. A local depression in a coalbed
in which the water colkcts; applied particularly in bituminous coal mining. Fay.
b. As applied to a mining claim, to clear
a narrow strip along the boundary line,
where the location is on timberland. Fay.
c. Eng. All rocks on the downthrow side
of a fault, Shropshire coalfield. Arkell.
d. In geography, a low, spongy land generally saturated with moisture and unfit
either for agricultural or pastoral purposes. The term is commonly used as
synonymous with bog and morass; but a
swamp may be here and there studded
with trees, while bogs and marshes are
destitute of trees, though frequently covered with grasses and aquatic vegetation.
A.G.I.
swamp buggy. Any vehicle with very large,

lowrpressure tires enabling it to be used

*lump Aria/
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shells

in different stages of asnalg.unation. Stand-

ard. 1964
swamp mock. Imperfect prat, especially the
lets compact vatiety. Pay.
swoop OWL Box iron ore It eloter 3d.

swamp peat. Sam. As fen peat. Tontkelet).
1954.

swamp shooting. See peat blasting. Ham.
swamp theory. The theory which holds that

coalbeds formed in the place where the
plants grew. Expressed by von Bergoldingen in 1778. Ste also autochthonous coal;
in

situ origin theory. Sharer and Noe.

1940, p. 134.
swape. N. of F.ng. A large oar by which coal-

boats are steered. A variation of sweep.
Fay.
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closely fitting pieces by enlatifulif the
outer one by heat. Nichol,. d. Exuclatsius
of a low-melting phase during solidification. For tin bronzes, it is called tin sweat.

ASM Gfott.
sweaters. See thawing LOWI.t. p. 395.
sweating. A. Thr condemation of moisture

and distillation products on the surface
of a roast heap, forming a damp and
sticky crust. Fay. b. The illegal removal
from coins, of a portion of their metallic
content, by shaking them in a bag until
some of the metal wears ofT by abrasion.

The dust is retained and the coins are
put back into circulation. Ham c. See

Sward hardness. Hardness measured by the
number of oscillations of the Sward hardness rocker on a polished plate glass surface coated with the material to be tested.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
swarf. a. Scot. A tool for widening boreholes. Fay. b. In diamond grinding operations, a relatively dry dust derived either
from grinding operations where no coolant, or lubricant is applied to the grinding operation, or where the coolant (kerosine, an aqueous solution, or an emulsion
of oil and water) is sprayed on the wheel

exudation. ASTM B 243-65.
sweating out. Bringing small globules of one
of the low-melting constituents of an
alloy to the surface during heat treatment,
as ;ead out of bronze. ASM Gloss.

shavings from soft iron castings, used as
a reducing agent in various chemical syntheses. Webster 3d. d. An intimate mixture of grinding chips and fine particles

A basic salt of HsSbOs. From Langban,

as a fine mist. I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 75.
c. Fine metallic particles removed by a
cutting or grinding tool; chippings and

Of abrasive and bond resulting from a

grinding operation. ASM Gloss.
swarm. See dike swarm.
swartzite. A very rare, strongly radoactive,
green, monoclinic mineral, CaMg(U0s)(CO3)3.12H20, found as an efflorescence
with gypsum, schroeckingerite, baykyite,
and andersorute. Crosby, pp. 45-46.
swash mark. a. A thin wavy line on a beach
marking the upper limit of the swash of a
wave. Also called wave line. Pettijohn.
b. A delicate arcuate ridge of fine-grained

beach material, left on the beach at the

end of the uprush. Schieferdecker.
swaugh. Derb. A soft clay in the vein. Fay.
S-wave. A transverse body wave that travels
through the interior of an elastic medium.
Originally applied to earthquake seismology, where it was the second (hence: S)

type of wave to arrive at a recording

sweat out. In powder metallurgy, the lowmelting constitue it of a compact that
melts during sintering and subsequently
appears on the surface of the compact.
Henderson.

sweat spot. Imperfection of enamel surface
caused by a drop of perspiration falling
on the bisque ware. ACSB-3.

swedenborgite. A colorless to wine-yellow antimonate of sodium and beryllium, Nast).8Be0.51:1205. Prismatic crystals. Hexagonal.

Sweden. English.

swedge; drift. A tool used in oil wells for
straightening bulged casing. Fay.
Swedish amber. See Baltic amber. Shipley.
Swedish bit. Synonym for chisel bit. See also
chisel bit, b. Long.
Swedish iron. An iron of hiithest quality due
to the freedom from phosporous and sulfur of the Swedish ore. Crispin.
SwedLsh mining compass. A magnetic instrument in which a magnetic needle is

suspended on a jewel and a stirrup so

that it can rotate about a horizontal and

vertical axis. A.G.I.
Swedish process. See continental process.
Fay.

sweep. a. Aust. That part of a branch that
reunites with the main vein farther on.

Fay. b. In founding, a profile pattern,
used especially in forming molds for cylindrical or other symmetrical articles.
Standard, 1964. c. A form or template

station. Synonym for distortional wave;

used for shaping sand molds or cores by
hand. ASM Gloss. d. A curved metal

swiy, in a structural frame. Ham.
swaying of a bank. York. Undergoing dis-

of a pug mill, to force clay through holes
at the bottom. Standard, 1964.
sweep delay. The action of a control (or an
alternate control), found on some instruments using cathode-ray tube displays, that
causes the observed time-base sweep to

equivolumnar wave; secondary wave;
shear wave; transverse wave. A.G.I.
sway. A sideways movement, such as side-

turbance due to weight of the roof. A

settling of the mine roof. Fay.
sway rod. A diagonal brace designed to resist wind or other horizontal force acting
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blade projecting from the central shaft

begin at a time other than the normal
initial event. ASM Gloss.
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sweep plates. Eng Curved plates for bar14,w ways at a turn. A turnsheet. Fey.
sweep pole,. Aust. The curved rail of a
turnout that crosses the main rails and is

moved against or from the outer main
rail, according to the track it is desired

the skip or car shall run on. Fay.
sweep rail. Aust. The inner curve of a turnout. Fay.

sweeps. a. The dust of thr workshops of

jewelers, goldsmiths, silver-smiths, and as-

sayers and refiners of gold and silver.
Also called sweeping. Fay. b. Brushwood

arms on round buddies which rotate
slowly and break down channels as the
ore slime runs across the surface. Pryor, 3.
tweepwasher. A person who extracts pre-

cious metals from the sweepings of refineries of gold and silver. Fay.
sweepwashings. Valuable metal washed from
sweepings. Standard, 1964.
sweet. a. Eng. Free from firedamp or other
gases, or from fire stink. Fay. b. Applied
to potable water and to oil and gas free
of hydrogen sulfide. Bureau of Mines
Staff. c. Applied to easily workable glass.
ASTM C162-66.
sweet coal. Eng. Term in use among miners
in Wyre Forest for a non-sulfurous coal.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
sweetish astringent. Applied to those minerals that have the taste of alum. Fay.
sweet roasting. Complete roasting, or until
arsenic and sulfur fumes cease to form.

See also roasting. Fay.

swell. a. The tendency of soils, on being removed from their natural, compacted
beds, to increase in volume due to an in-

crease in void ratio; that is to say, the
space

between

soil

particles

increases.

C'arson, p. 46. b. The volumetric increase,
normally expressed as a percentage, which

occurs through change from bank (in

situ) to loose (excavated) measure. Austiu. c. A local enlargement or thickening
in a vein or ore deposit. Webster 3d. d.
A space in a seam from which the coal
has been eroded and its place filled with
clay or sand. Standard, 1964. Also called
horse; horseback; swine back.; want. Fay.
e. A low dome or quaquaversal anticline cf
considerable areal extent. Fay. f. Waves

caused by the wind but no longer being
activated. Schieferdecker. g. Long and
generally symmetrical waves, period approximately

10

seconds,

issiliaveloottail. resusliov
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produced

by

storm and wind remote from the point of
observation. These are gravity waves and
contribute to the mixing processes in the
surface layer and thus to its sound trans-

mission properties. Hy. h. In geology, a
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pick Fay b. In power-shovel nomenclature, the rotation of the superstructure on
the vertical shah in the mounting Cerium. p 18 c In revolving shovels, to 11(4.
tate the shovel on its base Nichols d.

In churn drills, to operate a string of
tools. Nichols.

sunk

swim magic The distance in degrees whch
a shovel must swing between digging and
dumping points. Nichols, 2.
swing cot. A slabbing cut. Nelson.
swing day. Synonym for change day. Loot

through a thick, dry deposit of shale, the
absorption of water may cause the shale

suspended by a chain at the center point

swelling umber. A numerical expression to
indicate the relative swelling properties
of a sample when heated under standardised conditions. Nelson.

swelling of shale. When a shaft

is

to swell and damage the shaft lining.

Again when shale is exposed to weathering, the lamina tend to separate and the

material swells. When wet, the disinte-

grated mass still further swells and eventually becomes a plastic clayey deposit.
It follows that the strength and hardness
of a shale freshly exposed in place gives
no clue as to its probable behavior when
wet or after contact with moist air. When
excavations are made in a shale deposit
during a wet period, the foundations may
be constructed on exposed shale which
has swollen considerably. Later, the ma-

terial may shrink unevenly due to the
drying of parts protected by the building.
Nelson.

swelling pressure. a. A force. The pressure

that the softened coal mass frequently
is obstructed from free
swelling. A.C.I. b. The pressure exerted
by a contained clay when absorbing waexerts when it

ter. This pressure may greatly exceed that

of the overlying soil. Ham.

swelly; swilly; swally. a. A seam of coal
which thickens out over a limited arca.
See also pressure belt. Nelson. b. Eng. A

local thickening of a coal seam. Also ralled
Standard, 1964. c. Eng. See swally.

swell.

SMRB, Paper No. 61.

swept valley. A form of roof tiling designed

to cover a re-entrant corner of a roof

without any sharp valley; careful cutting
of tf.e roofing tiles is necessary to ensure
a symmetrical finish. Dodd.
SWG Customary abbreviation for British
Standard wire gage. Ham.
swilley. A depression in a mine road from

which the road rises both ways. Mason.
which tinplate is
washed after pickling. Standard, 1964.

swilling vat. A vat in

swilly. York. A detached portion of coal

strata. Fay. See also swell, d; swelly.
swimming pool reactor. See pool reactor.
L&L.
swimming stone. Same as floatstone, b.
Standard, 1964.
Swindell-Dressler kiln. See Dressler kiln.
Dodd.
Swindell producer. A furnace used for the
manufacture of producer gas. Fay.

swing-fnune grinder. A grinding machine

so that it may be torned and swung in
any direction for the grinding of billets,
large casting 1, or other heavy work. Its
principal use is removing surface defects
and roughness. ASM Gloss.

swhig-hammer crusher. a. A rock breaker
in which crushing force is generated by
hammers loosely mounted on a rapidly
revolving shaft. Rock entering the crushing chamber is hit, and rebounds against
liner plates of walls or against other rock,
until small enough to escape through a
grid. Pryor, 3. b. A machine in which
size reduction is effected by elements
loosely pivoted to disks fitted on a rotating horizontal shaft mounted in a surrounding cazing. Also called pulverizer;
swing-hammer mill; swing hammer. B.S.
3552, 1962.
swing-hammer regulator. A simple method of

regulating the flow of lump ore in a
chute. It consists of several heavy pivoted

hammers which allow fine ore to pass
through but check the passage of lumps.
Artlson.

swinging a claim. The adjustment of the
boundaries of a mining claim to more
nearly conform to the strike of the vein.
A reasonable time is allowed the discov-

erer to explore the vein or lode to find
out its strike and thus enable him to lay
his claim. Fay.
swinging bont; swinging bant. Mid. Before

the introduction of cages and guides, the
skips or buckets or coal, etc., and also the
men, were raised and lowered swinging
loose in the shafts. See also bant. Fay.
swinging-electrode controller. This controller is made up of three fixed electrodes
consisting of groups of parallel plates of
noncorroding alloy fixed at the bottom of

curved troughs of insulating material of
uniform width and varying depth. The
trough is deep at the end corresponding
to full speed and minimum resistance;
and shallow at the maximum resistance,
starting position. The moving electrodes,
of similar construction, are joined to form
the star point of the rotor and are moved
towards or away from the fixed electrodes,
giving a wide range of resistance. Sinclair,

V, pp. 114-115.

swinging field magnetization
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syenite

swinging field magnetization. A magnetic

Swiss jade. Stained jasper. See also stained

swivel coupling. a. A coupling where one

field which is the result of two or more
magnetizing forces impressed upon the

same area of a part in controlled sequence

and which permits magnetic-particle in-

spection after one processing. ASM Gloss.
swinging-gate anemometer. An instrument of
the steady deflection type, where !Teed is

read off directly from the scale of the

instrument. This is most useful for measuring low speeds, since it permits a spot

reading. This instrument does not inte-

grate and is used extensively in work connected with the ventilation of building interiors, and to a fair extent underground.

Roberts, I, p. 39.

swinging plate. An amalgamated copper plate

hung in a sluice to catch float gold. Fay.

swinging-vane anemometer. This instrument
consists essentially of a damped, pivoted
vane which is deflected when placed in

an airstream. As the weight of the vane
is constant, the angle of inclinaticr I will
be dependent upon the rate of change of
momentum of the impinging airstream.
The instrument gives a direct reading and

can be calibrated for use over a wide

range of velocities, from 20 to 2,000 feet
per minute. In underground airways it
can be used without attachments. Its
main field of use is the measurement of air
velocity in ducts and the rate of air discharge from ventilating grills. Roberts, I,
p. 45.
swing jack. A jack used to replace derailed
cars on a railway track. Fay.
swing-jib crane. A crane with one horizontal
boom on which there is a counterweight.

It can swing through a full circle. See

also titan crane; tower crane. Horn.
swing louder. A tractor loader that digs in
front, and can swing the bucket to dump
to the side of the tractor. Nichols.
swing loose. Ark. To gradually loosen over
a considerable area and sag; said of the
rock over a mine working. Fay.
swing of a lathe. The largest diameter of
work which can be carried between the
centers of a lathe. In England, the swing
refers to radius. Crispin.
swing offset. The perpendicular distance

from a point to a transit line found by
holding the zero point of a tape at the

given point and swinging the (taut) tape
in an arc until the minimum (horizontal)
distance is obtained. Seelye, 2.

swing parting. Ark. A parting some distance

from the mouth of an entry. The loaded
cars are left by the gathering driver to be
taken out by a swing driver. Fay.
swing press. A hand-operated screw press
sometimes used, for example, in the shaping of a small quantity of special-shaped
wall or floor tiles. Dodd.

swing roller. In a revolving shovel, one of
several tapered wheels that roll on a circular turntable and support t e upper

stone. Shipley.

Swiss lapis. A fraudulent imitation of lapis
lazuli obtained by staining pale-colored
jasper or ironstone with ferrocyanide. Also
known as German lapis. C.M.D.

switch. a. A mine switch is a device for enabling a car or a trip of cars to pass from
one track to another. The term switch is
also frequently used in a loose sense to
apply to the whole side track or turnout,
and a car standing on a side track is frequently said to be standing on the switch.

Kiser, 2, p. 33. b. The junction of two

tracks. Fay. c. Eng. A mechanical device
for opening and closing an electric circuit; a mechanism for shifting a moving
body in another direction. C.T.D.
switchback. a. A zigzag arrangement of a
roadway (or rail tracks) for surmounting
the grade of a steep hill or the slope wall
of a surface or open-pit mine. Bureau of
Mines

Staff. Common in

mountainous

mining districts. Fay. b. A hairpin curve.
Nichols. c. See shunt back, a. Nelson.
switchboard. a. This is a type of switchgear
assembly consisting of one or more panels
and associated framework on which electric devices are mounted. ASA M2.1-1963.

b. An assembly of switch panels. C.T.D.
switch boy. See switchman. D.O.T. 1.
switcher. See switchman. D.O.T. I.
switchgear. This is a general term applying
to switching, interrupting, controlling,
metering, protective, and regulating devices, as well as assemblies of these dewith associated interconnections,
accessories and supporting structures. The
term is used primarily in connection with
generation, transmission, distribution, and
conversion of electric power. ASA M2.1vices

1963.

switchman. a. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, a laborer who throws
switches (points) of mine tracks with a
bar or by means of a lever to control the
movement of train or cars along the haul-

age system underground or at the surface of a mine. Also called latchman;

point tender; switch boy; switcher; switch
thrower. D.O.T. ,l. b. See grinder.
D.O.T. 1.
switch plate. An iron plate on tramroads in
mines, to change the direction of movement. Standard, 1964. A turnsheet. Fay.
switch point. A movable tongue or rail for

diverting a train from one track to another. Grove.

switch rope. A short length of rope fitted
with a hook on one end and a link on
the other, used for the switching of cars.
Zern.

switch throw. a. The arrangement of levers
by means of which a switch is thrown for

the straight track or the turnout. Jones,
b. The handle or lever by which a switch

works. Nichols.

is operated. Grove.
switch thrower. See switchman. D.O.T. 1.

p.m. Nichols. b. Occasionally refers to the
12 p.m. to 8 a.m. shift. Nichols. c. Work-

swither. A term used in Wisconsin lead regions to denote a crevice or crack branching from a main lode. Fay.

swing shift. a. Workday from 4 p.m. to 12

ing arrangement in a three-shift continuously run plant which changes working
hours at regular intervals. During swing
the old morning shift becomes the new

afternoon shift. 'The afternoon shift of the
first period must work the morning shift
of the next with only an 8-hour break on
the first day of change. Pryor, 3.
swing table. A movable bed on which plate
glass is cemented for polishing; a runner.
Standard, 1964.
264-972 0-68-71

swivel. a. A shortened term for water swivel;

also for swivel head. Long. b. In oil well

drilling, a short piece of easing having
one end belled over a heavy ring, and
having a large hole through both walls,
the other end being threaded. Fay.
swivel

barrel. A misnomer applied to a

swivel-type double-tube core barrel; also,
the inner tube of a like-type core barrel.
Long.

link

is made so that it can be rotated

independently of other links. When such
a coupling is used, one or more cars can
be rotated on a revolving dump without
uncoupling from the re,, of the trip.
Zern. b. A coupling that gives complete
rotary freedom to a deflecting wedge-setting assembly. Long.

swivel head. a. The assembly of a spindle,
chuck, feed nut, and feed gears on a
diamond-drill machine that surrounds,
rotates, and advances the drill rods and
drilling stem. On a hydraulic-feed drill
the feed gears are replaced by a hydraulically actuated piston assembly.

Also

called boring head; drill head; drilling
head; gate. Long. b. In a diamond drill,
the mechanism that rotates the kelly and
drill string. Nichols. c. See drill head.

B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3.
swivel-head bevel gear. The

bevel gear
mounted on the outside of the drive quill
in the swivel head of hydraulic-feed,
and/or some types of gear-feed, diamond.

drills. The gear meshes with, and is
driven by, a snatching gear on the drill-

motor shaft. Long.
swi7e1 hoisting plug. Same as hoisting plug.
Long.

swivel hook. a. A hoisting hook suspended

from a freely rotating (bearing) part in
such a manner that the rotation of the
drill rods is not transferred to the hoist
cable, or vice versa, when the rods are
pulled or lowered. Long. b. A hook with
a swivel connection to its base or eye.

Nichols.

swivel neck. Synonym for a water or a .nud
swivel. Long. Also called gooseneck.

swivel plug. Synonym for hoisting plug.
Long.
swivel sockets. Another name

for jars.

Stoces, v. 1, p. 77.

swivel trough. A short, adjustable angle
trough which permits turning the conveyor panline any amount up to 300,

either to the right or to the left. The

position of the swivel is controlled by a
roof jack and a pendulum. Jones.

swivel-tube barrel. A misnomer for a swiveltype double-tube core barrel. Long.
swivel-tube core barrel. A misnomer for
swivel-type double-tube thre barrel. Long.
swivel vise A bench vise which may be rotaLed on its base to bring the work which
it holds into better position. Crispin.

sworn stuff. Eng. An old 'term for certain
alluvial deposits found in coal measurea.
Fay.

swori. The marks on the bottom of a pot
formed by cutting from the wheel. ACSG,
1963.

sycee silver. Pure, uncened, lump silver of
various sires, usually having a banker's or
assayerN seal stamped on them; used by
Chinese as a medium of exchange and
reckoned by weight. The larger, sometimes called shoes, axe boat shaped and
weigh about one pound troy. Standard,
1964.

sycite. A fig-shaped pebble or mass of flint.
Standard, 1964,
syderolite. A variety of Bohemian earthenwz..re. Standard, 1964.
syenite. Any granular igneous rock composed

essentially of orthoclase, with or without
microcline, albite, hornblende, biotite,

augite, or corundum. In mica syenites,
hornblende is replaced by biotite and in
augite syenites it h replaced by augite.
If a small quantity of quartz is present,

it is

called quartz syenite. In nepheline

syenite? the feldspar is partly replaced by
nepheline. Fay.
syenite porphyry. A rock of porphyritic texture and the same mineral composition as

syenite. Fay. Of medium grain size, occurring in minor intrusions; it consists of
phenocrysts of feldspar and/or colored
silicates set in a microcrystalline groundmass. C.T.D.

syenodiorite. A term based on the form of
granodiorite for rocks like the latter, but
free from quartz, that is, for phanerpcrystalline igneous rocks intermediate in
composition between syenite and diorite
rocks of this kind have generally been
called monzonite, a term which should,
however, be restricted to types intermediate between
Holmes, 1928.

syenite

and.

gabbro.

syenogabbro. An intrusive rock that contains
orthoclase in addition to the normal gabbroic minerals. An orthoclase gabbro. The
plutonic equivalent of trachybasalt. A.G.1.
sylvane. Native tellurium, and original form

of sylvanite. Hey 2d, 1955.
sylvanite. a. One of the gold telluride group
of minerals, (Au,Ag)Te2. Conesponds to
the same general formula as calaverite and
krennerite. It is usually associated with
igneous rocks and, in veins, with native
Monoclinic.

gold.

synchronous timing
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syenite

Steel-gray to silver-

product near volcanoes. It is a source of
potash compounds used as fertilizers,
A.G.I.; Dana 17.
symbiosis. Two or more organisms living together to the mutual benefit of both.
I.C. 8075, 1962, p. 64.
symbol. a. An arbitrary or conventional
sign (as a character, a diagram, a letter,

or an abbreviation). Used in writing or
in printing relating to a particular field
(as mathematics, physics, chemistry, or
geology) to represent operations, quantities, spatiat position, valence, direction,
elements, relations, qualities, character,

etc.; a sign. Webster 3d.

b. Geological

maps are generally accompanied by spe-

cial symbols to show the outcrops of

formations and the attitude of beadding,
foliation, faults, joints, etc. A.G.I.
symbols of crystal faces. a. The mathematical expressions for designating the position of crystal faces on coordinate axes,
Fay. See also Miller indices. b. Any sign
or letter used in crystallography to designate a group of smaller faces. A.G.I.
symmetrical. Fold in which the axial plane
is essentially vertical. McKinstry, p. 641.
symmetrical dispersion. In optical mineralogy, the dispersion that produces an interference figure with color distribution
symmetrical to the trace of the axial plane

and also to a line normal to it. Fay.

gravity, 7.9 to 8.3; Mohs' hardness, 1.5

symmetrical fold. A fold in which the axial
plane is essentially vertical, that is, the
two limbs dip at similar angles. Billings,
1954, p. 40.
symmetrical osdllation ripple mark. See

b. An old name for

symmetrical ripple marks. Ripple marks

white in color. Brilliant metallic luster

becoming dull on exposure. Contains 24.2
percent gold, 13.3 percent silver. Specific

to 2. Found in California, Colorado; Australia. A source of gold. CCD 6d, 1961.
native tellurium.

Dana 6d, p.
sylvester. A hand-operated device for with-

drawing supports from the waste or old
workings. The appliance enables a leverage of about 30 to 1 to be applied. A
long chain allows it to be positioned a
safe distance from the support to be extracted. It may also be used for applying
tension or for moving machines short
distances. See also monkey winch. Nelson.

Sylvester process. A method for the recov-

ery of manganese and iron from open

hearth slag and low grade ores. The process consists of three essential steps. First,

a slag is corrected to a molecular lime:
silica ratio of about 2, as determined by

the following formula:
( C a0-3 P,05)
2=
Si02
This is accomplished by the addition of
limestone or silica, as required. The mixture is then fired until the oxides of iron,
manganese, aluminum, and magnesium

separate into one crystalline phase and
the oxides of silicon, calcium, and phosphorus separate into another crystalline
phase. Second, the oxide phase is separated from the silicate and phosphate
phase. Third, the oxide phase is either
reduced directly to spiegeleisen or, by a
two-stage reiuction, to iron and ferromanganese. Osborne.

sylvine. The name for potassium chloride
found native in th salt deposits at Stass-

furt1 Germany. Cc oper, p. 322. See also
sylvite.

sylvinIte. A mining term for the mixtures of

sylvite and halite occurring in the Prussian

salt deposits; mined as potassium

ore. English; A.C.I.
sylvite; sylvine. The principal ore of Wassium, KC1, occurring as a sublima:'on

wave ripple mark. A.G.I.

with symmetrical cross-section; straight
crests predominate. Pettijohn.
symmetry. The symmetrical distribution of
nonparallel but equivalent directions (faces,
edges, etc.) in a crystal with reference to

certain planes and lines called planes of
symmetry and axes of symmetry. The
grade of symmetry is determined by the
number of nonparallel equivalent directions that a given crystal possesses. There
are only 32 crystal classes possible having

different grades of symmetry. Standard,
1964.

symmict clay. One in which the varves are
composed of mixtures of fine and coarse
material. A.G.1.
symon. Shrop. Red shale. See also calamanco. Arkell.
symond strings; simon strings. Thin veins of

carbonate of lime running through the
coal. Arkell.

symon fault. a. A space in a seam from
which the coal has been eroded and its

place filled with clay or sand. A.C.I.
b. The original symon fault of the Coalbrookdale field of England, once thought
to be a great fault, has subsequently been

angle to each other. These disks revolve
with the same speed in the same direction

and are so set as to be widest apart at

the bottom. Feed is from the center, and ;
the material is gradually crushed as it
nears the edge, and is then thrown out
by centrifugal force. Liddell 2d, p. 358.
symplectic. The rock texture produced by ;
the intergrowth of two different minerals. I
;

Pegmatitic, granophyric, poikilitic, ophitic,

and basiophitic textures are included under this term. See also symplektite, Stokes
and Varnes 1955.
symplektite. A secondary intergrowth of two
minerals which are interwoven or plaited
together, one of the minerals usually hav-

ing a vermicular shape. The texture so

produced is described as symplektitic, and
is found in certain igneous and metamorphic rocks. Commonly the intergrowth is I
of quartz and feldspar. Holmes, 1920.
symplesite. A pale indigo or green prismatic ;
monoclinic mineral with perfect cleavage, 1
3FeaAs205.8H20: Mohs hardness, 2.5; I
specific gravity, 2.96. Larsen, p. 181.
symptomatic minerals. See diagnostic min-

eral, a. A.G.I.

synadelphite. A basic arsenate epsentially of ;

divalent manganese. The formula prob-

ably is

( Mn, Mg, Ca, Pb), ( As0,) (OH) 5.

Fracture uneven to conchoidal. Dana 7,
v. 2, p. 781.
synantetk. Proposed by Sederholm and ap-

plied to those primary minerals in igneous
rocks which are formed by the reaction of
two other minerals, as in kelyphite rims,
reaction rims, etc. Johannsen, v. 1, 2d,
1939, p. 198.
synchfsite; synchysite. A rare, weakly radioactive, orthorhombic or monoclinic mineral, (Ce,La)Ca(CO3)2F, usually found
in pegmatites associated with aegirite,
microcline, astrophyllite, fluorite, gadolinite, xenotime, cordylite, and catapleiite.
May be related to parisite. Crosby, p. I to.
synchrocyclotron. A cyclotron in which the
frequency of the accelerating voltage is
decreased with time so as to match exactly
the slower revolutions of the accelerated
particles. The decrease in rate of accelera-

tion of the particles results from the increase of mass with energy as predicted

by the Special Theory of Relativity. L&L.
synchromesh. A silent-shift transmission con-

struction, in which hub speeds are synchronized before engagement by contact

of leather cones. Nichols.
synchronal. Occurring at the same time. Fay.
synchroneity. Synchronism; specifically, sup-

posed coincidence in the time of formation; said of strata. Standard, 1964.
synchronism. The state when the phase difference between two or more periodic
quantities

is zero; they are then said to

denuded slope resulting from erosion and

be in phase. NCB.
synchronous See synorogenic. A.G.1.
synchronous motors. This type of motor has
a stator similar to a squirrel cage motor

in unconformable relationship, even in-

winding with salient poles equal in num-

shown to be the surface of an extensive

weathering followed by deposition of strata

cluding a pebble conglomerate. Also called
horse; horseback; swine back; want. A.C.I.
Symon's cone crusher. A modified gyratory

crusher used in secondary ore crushing
that conshts of a downward-flaring bowl
within which is gyrated a conical crushing head. The main shaft is gyrated by

means of a long eccentric which is driven
by bevel gears. Newton, pp. 59-60.
Symon's disk crusher. A mill in which the
crushing is done between two cup-shaped
plates that revolve on shafts set at a small

but the rotor has a direct current field

ber to the stator poles. The direct current is supplied to the field winding
through slip rings. In addition to the

direct current field windings, the rotor
normally has a squirrel cage (amortisseur)

winding which is used for starting. Pit
and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. D, p. 7.
synchronous dining. In spot, seam, or projection welding, a method of regulating
the welding-transformer primary current
so that all the following conditions will
prevail: (1) the fit-et halt-cycle is initiated

at the proper time in relation to the voltage to insure a balanced current wave;
(2) each succeeding half-cycle is essen-

tially identical to the first; and (3) the
last half-cycle is of opposite polarity to
the first. ASM Gloss.

synchrotron. An accelerator in which particles are accelerated around a circular
path of essentially constant radius by

electrostatic fields. L&L.
synclase., Used by Daubree for minor divisional planes produced by some intense
mechanical or molecular motion; gen-

erally by contraction, as in cooling and
drying. Fay.

synthetic ore
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synergism. a. Action of two agencies, usually

two chemicals, to produce an end effect
greater than or different from the sum
of the effects of the two agencies acting

separately. I.C. 8075, 1962, p. 64. b. Used

in metallurgy with reference to reagent

combinations to obtain the maximum possible recovery of ore or metal. Nelson.

syngenesis. The process by which mineral
deposits were formed simultaneously and
in a similar manner to the rock enclosing

them. See also epigenesis. A.G.I.
syngenetic. A term now generally applied to

mineral or ore deposits formed contemporaneously with the enclosing rocks, as

synclinal. a. In geology, characteristic of,

contrasted with epigenetic deposits, which

forming a syncline. Opposite of anticlinal.
Fay. b. A trough-shaped curve of the
strata. Gordon.

rocks. Holmes, 1920.
syngenetic deposits. Deposits formed contemporaneously with the parent rock and enclosed by it. There are two types of
syngenetic deposits, the igneous and the
sedimentary. Some examples are nickeliferous sulfides, nontitaniferous magnetite,
diamond, chromite, al;c1 corundum. Lewis,
p. 273.
syngenetic igneous deposits; magmatic segregations. These deposits are formed by the
solidification of basic magmatic material
and occur as dikes and irregular masses.

pertaining to, occurring, situated in, or

syncHnal axis. In geology, the central line
of a syncline, toward which the beds dip
from both sides. Fay.
synclinal bend. An upwardly concave flexure

in which the beds of one limb dip relatively steeply toward the apex (line of
greatest flexure) and the beds of the

other limb dip gently away from it. Stokes
and Varnes, 1955.
synclinal closures. Structural basins and canoe folds, so called because when these
are represented by structure contours,
these contours are closed. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.
synclinal mounhia. See anticlinal mountain.
A.G.I.
synclinal valley. a. The plication of the
earth's crust produces alternating depressions and elevations, unless the folds are
pressed together into a close mass. The
depressions are synclinal valleys. A.G.I.
b. Synclinal valleys are those which follow synclinal axes. A.G.I.
syncline. A fold in rocks in which the strata

dip inward from both sides toward the

axis. Opposite of anticline. Fay.
synclinore.. Same as synclinorium. Fay.
synclinorium. a. A compound syncline ; a
closely folded belt, the broad general
structure of which is synclinal. Also called
synclinore. Fay. b. A major syncline com-

posed of many smaller folds. Ballard.
syndets. Abbreviated form for synthetic detergents. See also detergents, synthetic.
CCD 6d, 1961.
syndicate. A group of persons or concerns
who combine under 'a usually temporary
agreement to carry out a particular trans-

action, such as underwriting a bond issue. Webster 3d.
syndicate man. In bituminous coal mining,
one who works with a, party of men who
operate machines for undercutting, drill-

ing, and loading coal into cars at the
working face, and are paid on a basis of

tonnage of coal mined. D.O.T. I .
Syndalog. Rice-size clinkered dolomite used

in electric furnace practice. Bennett 2d,
1962.

syndromous load cast. A peculiar form of
load casting characterized by elongate
shallow casts with sharp creases which
combine to form a dendritic pat'ern.
the
Juncture: occur without exception
downcurrent sense. See a4o rill cast; rill
mark; furrow flute cast. Pettijohn.

syneclise. See anticlise. Challinor.
syneresis cracks. Cracks developed by shrink-

age related to dehydration; usually applied only to cracks formed upon aging
of gels. Pettijohn.

are of later origin than the

enclosing

Lewis, p. .273.

syngenetic ore deposit. Term gmerally applied to ore (mineral) deposits formed
contemporaneously with the enclosing
rocks. Schieferdecker.'
syngenetic

pattern. A

dispersion

pattern

formed at the same time as the matrix

in which they occur. Syngenetic patterns
include those developed (1) in igneous
rocks during their crystallization, (2) in
residual soil, gossan, or leached rock as

a residual product of weathering, and

(3) in glacial till, as elastic material mechanically transported and deposited by
glacial action. Hawkes, 2, p. 26.
syngenetic sedimentary deposits. Include
placer deposits and beds like the Clinton
hematite ores, which are simple sedimentary rocks containing sufficient valuable
minerals to constitute ore. Lewis, p. 273.
syngenite. See calcium potass'uni sulfate.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
synglyph. A hieroglyph formed during the
sedimentation process. Pettijohn.
synkInematic. See synorogenic. A.G.I.
synneusis. Applied to a texture of rocks in
which the individual crystals of a mineral
species are collected together to form
groups or aggregates. The texture resembles glomeroporphyritic texture except
that the rock is not necessarily a porphyry

nor do the aggregated crystals need to

form the phenocrysts. johannsen, v. 1,2d,
1939, pp. 234-235.

synorgenlc. Adjective describing some procesa,

usually the emplacement of plutons or the
recrystallization of metamorphic rocks,
that is, contemporaneous with orogeny.
Synonym for synkinematic; syntectonic;
synchronous. A.G.I.
synorgenic granite. A granite of which the
emplacement took place during the proc-

ess of mountain making. Sclueferdecker.
synorgenic plutonism. Intrusion of. ignous

verted to two conjugate liquid

phases.

ASM Gloss.
syntectites. Rocks produced by the melting of
older rocks. A.G.I. Supp.
syntectonic. Synonym for principal tectonic;
synkinematic; synorogenic. A.G.I.
syntexis. a. Synonym for assimilation. A.G.I.

b. The formation of a magma by direct
melting of more than one kind of rock.
A.G.I.

synthesis. The production of a chemical com-

pound by the union of elements or of

simpler compounds or by the degradation
of a complex compound especially by
laboratory or industrial methods. Broadly,
the artificial production of a substance.
Opposite of analysis. Webster 3d.
synthetic aknandrite. Usually synthetic
spinet; sometimes synthetic sapphire. See
also synthetic stone. Shipley.

synthetic aquamarine. Pale blue synthetic
sapphire or synthetic spinel. Synthetic

aquamarine is not yet made commercially.
Shipley.
synthetic beryl. a. Made commercially in all

tones of green. See also synthetic emerald. Shipley. b. Misnomer for light green
synthetic spinel. Shipley.

synthetic corundum. Made by melting
alumina in an oxyhydrogen flame. So far
has been crystallized only in long slender
rods or in boules which differ greatly
from shape of natural crystals. Rarely the
correct color of the genuine natural stone.
Detected most effectively by nature of
its inclusions which differ from thosc of
genuive corundum. See also synthetic
stone. Shipley.
synthetic cryolite. Cryolite produced by
chemical reaction. Mersereau, 4th, p. 515.
synthetic diamond. a. A diamond produced
artifically by subjecting a carbonaceous
material to extremely high temperature
.

and pressure; currently and commorly
called MM and/or manmade diamond.
See also manmade diamond. Long. b. A
misnomer for sintered tungsten carbide.

Long.
synthetic emerald. a. A synthetic beryl crystallizing in the same form as the genuine

and sold commerckily. Rarely of suffirigidly
ciently dark green color to
classed as emerald. Made in Germany
and in California, but so far in small
quantities. Shipley. b. Term widely used

for so-called emerald triplets and for glass
imitations, especially of beryl glass. Shipley.
synthetic faults. Subsidiary faults parallel to
the master fault. A.G.!.

synthetic gem. One artificially made from

chemicals. Schaller.
synthetic hematite. Manufacturers' misnomer

for various metallic imitations of hematite. Shipley.

synthetic magnesite. Magnesite made by a
chemical process using seawater or other
saline solutions (often called seawater
magnesite). A.R.I.

synthetk mica. Any of a large number of

micas formed from a batch of accurately
proportioned raw materials by crystallization during slow cooling of a melt or

simultaneously with

by solid-state reactions. Skow.
synthetic miuerai. An artificial substance hav-

orogenic derormation. A.G.I.
syntectic. a. Magmas produced by syntexis,
and also used substantively to connote the
magmas themselves. Holmes, 1920. b. An
isothermal reversible reaction in which a
solid phase, on absorption of heat, is con-

synthetic ore. A term used by the Bureau of

plutons essentially
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ing all the properties of a mineral. Hurlbut.
synthetic oil. Oil produced artificially as in
the Bergius process or Fischer-Tropsch
process. Nelson.

synthetic ore
Mines for material that is the equivalent
of, or better than, natural ore, which
can be put to the same uses, and is produced by means other than ordinary con-

centration, calcining, sintering, or nodulizing. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 555.
synthetic ruby; synthetic sapphire. In chemical composition and in all their physical
characters, including optical properties,

these stones arc true crystalline ruby or
sapphire, but they are produced in quantity in the laboratory by fusing pure precipitated alumina with the predetermined
amount of pigmentary material. They
can be distinguished from natural stones
only by the most careful expert examina-

tion. C.T.D.
synethetic sapphire. See synthetic ruby.
synthetic spinel. See spincl, synthetic. C.T.D.

synthetic stone. A reproduction of a stone
which has the same chemical composition,
hardness, specific gravity, refractive power,

dichrosim, etc., as has the genuine stone
it reproduces. Many gem minerals have
been made synthetically as a scientific
experiment, but only corundum, spincl,
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sytems ordinarily recognized are the isometric, tetragonal, hexagonal, orthorhombic (or rhombic), monoclinic, and tri-

lar method or order; a plan. Fay. e. Applied to the sum of the phases that can
be formed from one, two (binary system), three (ternary system), or more

components under different conditions of
temperature, pre3sure, and composition.
Holmes, 1928. f. The term is used to
denote any member of any assemblage of
members such as a composite column, a
coupling, a truss, or other structure. Ro.
g. The term system or general system of

work means simply that the work, as it

is commenced on the ground is such that,
if continued, will lead to a discovery and

development of the veins or ore bodies
that are supposed to be in the claim, or,
if these are known, that the worl: will
facilitate the extraction of the ores and

and emerald have been commercially made

synthetic turquoise. A misnomer for various
amorphous imitations of turquoise, including Vienna turquoise. Shipley.
syntholite. A trade-mark name for a synthetic
alexandritelike sapphire, green changing
to violetish. Shipley.
syphon. A special type of refractory block for
the bath of a glass tank furnace. Dodd.
syphon brick. A brick for tapping metal from
the cupola, the primary object of which

Pryor, 3. b. Thosc errors in surveying
which are either always positive or always negative, as distinct from compensating errors. Ham. c. See biased error.
Pryor, 3, p. 159.
systematic sampling. The taking of samples
at evenly spaccd periods (for example,
one every 5 minutes) or quantities (for
example, one per wagon) from a unit of
coal. See also inteimittent sampling. Nel-

is

to eliminate the tapping and botting

paign, calculation

of ore

reserves, etc.

son.

up of the cupola tap hole each time metal
is drawn off. With the syphon brick, the
orifice from which the metal is drawn is
continually open to the atmosphere, and
the flow of metal is controlled by shutting
the blast on and off. The ease of control

systematic sampling errors. Errors that arise
from some basic defect in the sampling or

Osborne.

systematic support. The s.tting of timber or
steel supports regularly at fixed intervals
irrespective of the condition of the roof
and sides; a support in accordance with
a system sper:fied in rules made by the
manager of the mine. Nelson.
systematic timbering. Placing mine timbers

permits the use of quite small ladles at
the cupola, so that there is no need for
redistribution from large to small ladles.

syphonic inciinometer. An instrument widely
used in the, United States for surveying
oil wells or boreholes. The device is low-

ered to a given position in the well and
allowed to stand a short period, during
which a marking fluid records its level
upon a cylindrical chart within its recording chamber. The device is with-

drawn, the chart is removed, and its reading is reduced to degrees. See also photomagnetic borehole surveying. Nelson.
Syracuse salt series. The chief-salt-bearing
members of the Salinian of southern
Michigan and the adjacent areas. C.T.D.

Syrian asphalt. A vlance pitch found in

Syria, containing mineral matter up to 5
percent and having a fusing point (ball
and ring) of 275° k CCD 6d, 1961.
Syrian garnet. Trade name for almandine

garnet, of gem stone quality. C.T.D.
..yssiderite. An obsolete term for meteorites
that consist of silicates cemented together
by metallic iron. Siderolite is the term
now used. A.G.I.
system. a. A standard, worldwide division;

contains rocks formed !hiring a fundamental chronologic unit, a period. An
example is the Devonian system.

b. The fundamental time-rock unit is the
system.
c. In crystallography, the
division of first rank, in the clanification

of crystals according to form. The six

English.

clinic; some divide the hexagonal system
into hexagonal and trigonal. Fay. d. Regu-

mineral. Ricketts, I.
systematic error. a. Cumulative, always on
the same side of correct reading, leading
to biased interpretation of sampling cam-

and cut as stones for the trade. Shipley.

composition. From Smolnik, Czechoslovakia (formerly Szomolnok, Hungary).

preparation process such that the result
obtained is always either higher or lower
than the true figure. Systematic errors
are additive, that is, if there are two
sources of error, the total error is obtained by adding the individual errors.
Nelson.

according to a predetermined plan, regardless of roof conditions. Zern.

system sand. U.S. Foundry sand used

in

making molds and which eventually be-

comes the bulk of the sand used in the
mechanical system or mechanized unit.
Osborne.

systems of crystals. The seven large divisions
into which all crystallizing substances can
be placed, namely isometric (or cubic),
tetragonal, hexagonal, trigonal: orthorhombic (or rhombic), monoclinic, and
triclinic. This classification is based on
the degree of symmetry displayed by the
crystals. C.M.D.
szaibelyite. A white to yellow acicular min-

eral, (Mn,Mg) (B02) (OH). Probably orthorhombic. Occurs in nodules; related to
camsellite. Larsen, p. 85; Dana 7, v. 2,
p. 375.

t a. Abbreviation for temperature, usually

crdinary temperature as expressed in degrees centigrade, or in degrees Fahrenheit. Zimmerman, pp. 106, 184. b. Symbol

for standard temperature of the atmos-

phere. Zimmerman, p. 107. c. Abbreviation for time, times. Zimmerman, p. 109.
d. Abbreviation for troy in weight. Zimmerman, p. 1 12. e. Abbreviation for ton.
Zimmerman, p. 110. f. Abbreviation for
thickness. Zimmerman, p. 108. g. Symbol
for depth. Zimmerman, p. 34. h. Abbreviation for territory, territorial. Webster
3d. i. Abbreviation for tension, technical,
technician. Webster 3d. j. Abbreviation
for transition, transitional. Zimmerman,
p. 1 11. 1. Abbreviation for temporary.
Webster 3d. m. Symbol for height. Zimmerman, p. 1 74.
t a. Symbol for temperature in degrees centigrade, degrees Fahrenheit, thermometric
temperature, general temperature. Zimmerman. pp. 146, 186, 368. b. With subscript c Ls t, symbol for critical temperatuie. Zimmerman, p. 152. c. With subscript 0 as to, symbol for ice point, ordinary temperature of ice point. Handbook
of Chern:stry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. F-101. d. Symbol for time. Whan
symbols for both time and temperature
are required in the same expression and
i is used for temperature, then r is the
symbol used for time. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-101.

c. With subscript
half-life in

1/2

as int, symbol for

radioactivity. Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-4. f. Symbol of thickness. Zimmerman, p. 1 76. g. Symbol for length of
prism base. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-101. h. As

a subscript, symbol for transition between
polymorphic forms. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-101.
t- Abbreviated prefix meaning Tertiary. Used
especially in the name of organic chemical radicals; for example, t-butyl, for

Teritary butyl. Webster 3d.
T a. Abbreviation for temperature; absolute
temperature; standard absolute temperature of the atmosphere. Zimmerman, pp.
107, 370. b. Abbreviation for time, Time.
Zimmerman, p. 132. c. Symbol for Tertiary. USCS Sugg., p. 86. d. Abbreviation for town, Town, township, Township. Webster 3d; Zimmerman, p. 110. e.
Abbreviation for territory, Territory. Web-

ster 3d. f. Symbol for tritium which is
the radioactive isotope of hydrogen hav-

ing the mass number 3; also hydrogen 3.
CCD 6d, 1961. g. Abbreviation for
trace. Webster 3d. h. Abbreviation for
ton. Zimmerman, p. 492. i. Symbol for
kinetic energy. Zimmerman. p. 41. j. Sym-

bol for torque. Zimmerman, p. 110. k.

Symbol for thunderstorm. Zimmerman, p.
109. 1. Abbreviation for technical technology. Webster 3d. m. Symbol for trans-

szomolnokite. A yellow or brown hydrous

former. Zimmerman, p. 111.
T a. Symbol for absolute temperature, temperature on the Kelvin scale or degrees

Monoclinic. Ferropallidite has the same

scale. Handbook of Chemistry and Phy-

szaskaite. Same as smithsonite. From Szaska,
Hungary. English.
ferrous sulfate, FeS0t.}120. Pyramids,
prismatic crystals, or botryoidal stalactites.
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Kelvin, temperature on any of several
absolute scales, including the Rankine

'
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sics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-101; Zimmerman, p. 14 6. b. With subscript c as Tc,
symbol for critical temperature. Zimmerman, p. 15 2. c. With subscript 0, as To,
symbol for ice point, absolute tempera-

Ta. See refractoriness-under-load. Dodd.
taaffeite. A mineral, BeMgA1408, hexagonal.

geography, any flat or comparatively level
tract of land considerably elevated above

stones resembling mauve-colored spinel.
Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
tab. Token, check, tally. Mason.
tabah. In Sumatra a term for crowbar used
in gold mining. Fay.
labaschir. See tabasheer. Hess.
tabasheer tabaschir. Amorphous opallike
silica deposited within the bamboo joints;
used in native jewelry of the Orient.
Hess.

tabby. In Morocco, a mixture of lime with
shells, gravel, or stones in equal proportions, with an equal proportion of water,
forming a mass which when dry becomes
as hard as rock: a substitute for bricks or
stone in building. Fay.
Tabbyite. Trade name for a solid elastic

bitumen from the Uintah basin, Utah.

EF

stones. Fay.

table diamond. A relatively flat diamond of
table cut. Webster 3d.
table feeder. See rotary table feeder. ASA

slurry. Flotable particles become g'-,merules, held together by minute air bubbles and edge adhesion. These roll across
and are discharged nearly opposite feed
end, process being helped by jets of lowpressure air from piping set across table.
Tailings work along deck to discharge
end. Pryor, 3.
tableland. a. A plateau, or elevated region of
flat or undulating country rising to heights
of 1,000 feet, and more, above the level

Known only as two small faceted gem

c

plane faces on diamonds or other precious

ture of ice point. Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-101. d.
Symbol for reverberation time. Zimmerman, p. 164. c. Symbol for period, oscillation period, period of a periodic motion.
Zimmerman, pp. 161, 183. f. Symbol for
half-life in radioactivity. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1946, p.
F-101. g. With parentheses as (T), or
without parentheses, symbol for kinetic
energy. Zimmerman, pp. 158, 183. h.
Symbol for tension, surface tension. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. F-59.
Ta Chemical symbol for tantalum. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

p. B-1.

F

table cutter. A lapidary who cuts tables or

Closely related to wurtzilite. English. A
mineral hydrocarbon found in Utah.
Used as a filler in rubber and roofing materials. CCD 6d, 1961.
Taber abraser. A device for assessing the
abrasion resistance of a surface; the principle is contact with loaded abrasive
wheels which are rotated against the sur-

face to be tested. It has been used for

testing vitreous enamel and floor-tile surfaces. Dodd.
table. a. Any tablelike surface for cleaning
or sorting coal or ore, for example, rotary

sorting table. Nelson. b. A water table.

Nelson. c. In placer mining, a wide, shallow sluice box designed to recover gold or
other valuable mineral from screened
gravel. See also undercurrent. Hess. d.
Synonym for rotary table. Long. e. Scot.

A platform or plate on which coal is
screened and picked. Fay. f. A concentrating machine for separating finely
crushed particles of ore from gangue.
Weed, 1922. g. The flat face forming the
top of a brilliant-cut stone. A cut stone
having two flat faces and a border of
triangular or square facets. Standard,
1964. h. A large, round sheet of crown
glass. Webster 3d. i. In iron slab with a
raised rim, on which melted glass is
spread in making plate glass. Standard,
1964. j. That part of a grinding machine
which directly or indirectly supports the
work being ground. ACSG, 1963.

table cut. Having a flat top or table with a
beveled or triangular facet border; said
of cut diamonds, emeralds, etc. Standard,
1964.

MH4.1-1958.

table flotation. Flotation process practiced on
a shaking table. Ore is ground, deslimed,
conditioned, and fed to table as thick

of the sea. See also plateau. Fay. b. In

the general surface of a country. A.G.I.
c. A flat or undulating elevated arca; a
plateau or mesa. A.G.I.

tableman. a. In the stonework industry, one
who lays out and marks marble slabs to
size prior to their being cut, using a rule,
straightedge, and crayon or chalk. D.O.T.

I. b. See screenman. D.0 T. I. c. In ore

dressing, smelting, and refining, one who
tends concentrating tables used in treat-

ing pulp (mixture of finely ground ore

and water) to separate valuable minerals
from gangue (waste minerals). D.O.T. I.
tablemount. Searnount (roughly circular or
elliptical in plan) generally deeper than
100 fathoms, the top of which has a comparatively smooth platform. Schieferdecker.

table mountain. A mountain with a flat top.
Standard, 1964.
table reef. An isolated coral reef or island
without lagoon. Schieferdecker.
table runner. See screenman. D.O.T. 1.
table salt. See sodium chloride. CCD 6(1,
1961,

table spar. Tabular spar. See also wollastonite.
Fay.

table stone. The typical form thus described
is a style of diamond cutting derived

from an octahedron by cutting to opposite corners to an equal amount. Hess.
tablet. In mineralogy, a tabular crystal.
Shipley.

table tender. S ee screenman. D O.T. 1,
table traverse. The reciprocating movement
of the table of a grinding machine.
ACSG, 1963.

tableware. All utensils and decorative articles
used on the table for meal service.
ASTM C242-60.
tabling. Separation of two materials of differ-

ent densities by passing a dilute suspension over a slightly inclined table having
a reciprocal horizontal motion or shake
with a slow forward motion and a fast
return. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
Tabriz marble. A beautiful transparent limestone, composed of innumerable laminae,
thin as paper, and formed by deposition
from a celebrated calcareous spring near
Maragheh, Iran. Fay.
tabulare a. The form of crystals which are
flattened in one plane. Tabular crystah
may occur in tables, plates, disks, foliae,
and scales. Schieferdecker. b. A mineral
showing broad, flat surface, for example,
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tack coat
wollastonite. Nelson. c. See tabular deposit

Nelson.

tabular alumina. Corundum (> 99.5 percent
A1203) supplied by Aluminum Company
of America: T-60 grade, for refractories,
contains <0.25 percent Na20; T-61, for

electroceramics, contains <0.05 percent
Na20. Dodd,
tabular cross-bedding. A cross-bedded unit

with a flat base and flat top forming a

tabular body. Pettijohn.
tabnlar crystal. A crystal flattened parallel to
any face. Standard, 1964.
tabular deposit. A flat tablelike or stratified
bed, for example, a coal scam. Nelson.
tabular ore body. An ore body shaped like a
tablet, relatively long in two dimensions
and short in the third. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

tabular spar. Same as wollastonite. Standard,
1964.

tabular structure. A tendency in certain igneous or crystalline rocks to separate into
plates or laminae. It differs from stratification in manner of origin. Standard,
1964.

Taby cut. This is a modified double-spiral
cut. As regards the advance it is inferior
to the proper double spiral. The benefits

of the Taby cut are, however, that the
holes

are here located vertically below

one another on one and the same line.
This facilitates drilling and mechanization of the drilling. Langefors, pp. 245,
247.

tacharanite. A mineral (Ca,Mg,A1) (Si,A1)
02.H20, with gyrolite, tobermorite, and
mesolite in dolerite from Portree, Isle of
Skye, Scotland. Readily changes to a mixture of kermorite and gyrolite. Named
from the Gaelic tacharan, a changeling.
Hey, M.M., 1961.
tacheometer. An instrument, generally a theodolite, embodying a telescope which is
used for measuring distances by means
either of the stadia hairs in the telescope
or of a subtense bar. See also direct-reading tacheometer. Ham.

tachometer. a. An instrument of the directreading type, indicating the speed of a
shaft or machine in revolutions per minute. Long. b. An instrument for measuring speed. In mining it is used on hoists

lifting cagc, cars, or skim in shafts or

slope. Zern.
tachyhydrite. A yellowish, massive, hydrous
calcium magnesium chloride, sometimes
found in the form of chlorobromide mixed
crystals,

2MgCls.CaCl2.12H20.

Webster

3c1; E.C.T., v. 2, p. 637.
tachylyte; tachyllte. A black, glassy igneous
rock of basaltic composition, that occurs

as a chilled margin of dikes and sills. In
Hawaii, it forms the bulk of certain lava

flows. C.T.D.

tachymeter. Form of tacheometer. Pryor, 3.
tachymetry. A method of measurement of dis-

tances by use of transit or theodolite and
a levelling rod. Zern.

tack. a. N. of Eng. A small pillar. See also
spurns. Fay. b. Som. A wooden scaffold
put into a mine shaft for temporary purposes. Fay. c. A small piller of coal. Fay.
d. Veinstone; gangue, etc. Fay. e. Scot.
A 'lining lease. Fay.

tack coat. A thin coat of hot road tar or
bitumen emulsion applied over a road
surface to improve adhesion with the

subsequent single or two course bitumen
final surfacing. See also wearing coulle.

Ham.

tackey. Having a rough, catchy surface.
Gordon.

tacking. Making tack welds. ASM Gloss.

tackle. 1. An assemblage of ropes or wire

cable,: and pulleys arranged for hoisting
or pulling. Long. b. Eng. Ropes, chain,
detaching hooks, cages, and all other apparatus for raising coal or ore in shafts.
Zern. c. Corn. The windlass, rope, and
kibble. Fay.

tackle block. Synonym of block and tackle.
Long.

tacklers; tucklers. Leic. a. Small chains put
around the top of loaded tubs or buckets,
to keep the coat from falling off. Fay. b.
Short chains formerly used for raising and
lowering men in a shaft. Three men generally sat in them at one time. See also

bant; bont, a. Fay.

tackler skip. S. Staff. A kind of box in which
men used to ride in a shaft; used also for
carrying minerals. See also paddy pan;

bant; bont, a. Fay.

tack rivet. A rivet which carries no load but
is inserted for convenience of construction. Ham.

tacksman. Scot. The lessee of a colliery. Sec

also tack, c. Fay.
tack welds. Small, scattered welds made to
hold parts of a weldment in proper alignment while the final welds are being

tailings
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tackey

mineralogy formed by the contact metamorphism of limestone, dolomite, or other
carbonate rocks into which foreign matter from the intruding magma has been
introduced by hot solutions. Stokes and

Varnes, 1955.
tadjerfte. A black, semiglassy, crustlike stony

hind a small isle or a skerry. Also called
trailing spit; banner bank. Schieferdecker.
tall anchor. The anchor for a track cable, or

vine. Hess.
tadpole nests. An early name used for interference ripple mark. Pettijohn.
taeniogranite. In Besborodko's classification,

cable excavator. Nichols, 2.
tail back. Eng. When firedamp ignites and
theflame is elongated or creeps backward
against the current of air, and possibly

meteorite composed oi bronzite and oli-

a mixed rock with more than 65 percent
granite; one with 35 to 63 percent is
a migmatite and with less than 35 perdent, an injection gneiss. A.G.I. Sup p.
taeniolite. A white, colorless, or tinged with
blue basic silicate of potassium, lithium,

and magnesium, KLiMg2Si4010F2(Ark.).
Crystals thin, elongated strips; friable
masses. Monoclinic, belonging to the mica
group. From Narsarsuk, Greenland; Magnet Cove, Ark. English.
taenlopegmatite. Synonym for taeniogranite.

A.G.I. Supp.
tacnite. A nickel-iron phase found in some

meteorites; contains about 73 percent iron
and a little cobalt. Hess.
taffrail log. A log consisting essentially of a

rotator towed through the water by a
braided logline attached to a distance

made. ASM Gloss.
Tacoma process. An electrolytic method for
the production of iron powder. Osborne.
Taconian. Lower Cambrian. A.G.I. Supp.
Taconian orogeny. Post-Ordovician diastro-

registering device usually secured at the
taffrail, the railing at the stern. Also
called patent log. H&G.
tag. A numbered piece of tin or wood that
a miner attaches to, or places on the cars
loaded by him. These tags are removed
at the tipple where the car is credited to
the miner. See also ticket, c. Compare

It is the Lower Cambrian of English
geologists, and the Huronian of the typical fitironian area of the Canadian ge-

tagged. Said of atoms rendered radioactive
(labeled), the movements of which can

phism. A.G.I. Supp.
Taconic. That series of rocks containing the
primordial fauna at least that portion
which is older than New York Potsdam.

ologists. Named from the Taconic Moun-

tains of western New England, by Dr.

Emmons; it antedates, as a primordial
system, both Cambrian and Huronian. It
is the principal iron ore-bearing system of
the Lake Superior Region. The term wad
not generally accepted by geologists. Fay.
Taconic revolution. A period of intense folding that affected the eastern parts of
North America at the end of the Ofdovician period. Thc effects are best seen in

the Taconic Mountains, on the borders

of New York and Massachusetts. C.T.D.
taconite; taconyte. a. The cherty or jaspery
rock that encloses the Mesabi iron ores
in Minnesota. In a somewhat more general sense, it designates any bedded ferruginous chert of the Lake Superior district.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b. In

Minnesota practice, is any grade of extremely hard, lean iron ore that has its
iron either in banded or well disseminated form and which may be hematite or
magnetite, or a combination of the two

within the same or body. Cumminfi.
taconite ore. A type of highly abrasive iron
ore now extensively mined in the United
States. Sandstrom.
taconyte. See taconite.

tactical planning. The short-term or day-to-

day planning at a mine to maintain the
scheduled output. The planning does not
cease with the layout of facesit also includes the necessary services, such 2.5
haulage, veniilationt stowing, supplies,

etc. See also strategic planning; ventilation planning. Nelson.
tactite. A general term for rocks of complex

in a wall; a tailing. Standard, 1964. d.
The rear of a shovel deck. Nichols. e.
The anchor end of a cable excavator.
Nichols. f. A bar or bairier formed be-

wedge rock. Fay.

then be traced by use of Geiger tube.

Pryor, 3.
tagged atom. See tracer. L&L.
tagger. Tinplate below the stdndard size; in
the plural, very thin tinplate. Standard,
1964.

Tagg's method. A graphical method of determining the resistivity of the ground.
A.G.I.
Taghanican. Upper Middle Devonian. A.G.I.
Supp.
tagilite. Pseudomalachite. American Mineralogist, v. 36, No. 3-4, March-April 1951, p.
383.

tagline. A line from a crane boom to a clam-

shell bucket that holds the bucket from

...oi,ning out of position. Nichols.
tague. Eng. An iron plate fitted on one side
with a semicircular projection or rib, and
two other'short curved pieces, adjusted to
the gauge of the tram rails, by which the
wheels of the trains are guided from the
plate onto the rails. Fay.
tahltite. A variety of feldspathoidal trachy-

phenocrysts of hatlyne.
andesite
The rock is a microlitic form of the nepheline monzonite with which it is associated

in the type locality. Holmes, 1928.

tahona. a. Mex. An arrastre operated by

the turn point for a backhaul line in a

causes an explosion of a large body of gas,

it is
Fay.

said to tail back into the workings.

tail bay. That part of a canal which is immediately downtream of the tail gates. Ham.
tall beam; tail joist. A joist or beam which
abuts against the header joist. Crispin.
taliblock. a. The boom foot and idler sprocket
assembly on a ladder ditcher. Nichols. b.

The block used to pull a slusher to the

face. Bureau of Mines Staff.
tailboard. Tailgate. Nichols.
tail chain. a. A chain used in mine haulage;

also, t4il rope. Korson. b. Scot. A chain

by which a horse hauls hutches or wagons.

Putters in former times also used a tail

chain. Fay.

tall crab. In mining, a crab or winch for
operating a tail rope. Standard, 1964.
tallend. a. That part of a mining belt conveyor which consists of the tail section
and, when required, a belt takeup, a tele-

section, and a loading station.
NEMA MB1-1961. b. The end of a conveyor remote from the delivery point. See
also tension end. Nelson.
tallend loading station. See loading station.
N.E.M.A. MB1-1961.
tail-end rider. See brakeman, c. D.O.T. 1.
tailgate. a. A subsidiary gate road to a conscopic

veyor face as opposed to a main gate.

The tailgate commonly acts as the return
airway and supplies road to the face.

b. Eng. A gateway, usually an
airway at the opposite end to the -ieNelson.

livery gate on a conveyor face, Also called

harrier gate. SMRB, Paper No. 61. c.
The hinged rear wall of a dump truck

body. Nichols. d. The hinged or sliding

of a suraper bowl. Nichols.
rear
tall house; tail mill. The buildings in which
tailings are treated. Fay.
tall-in. Mid. To run nit or terminate a length

of holing stints at a buttock or other

point along the stall face. Fay.
tailing. a. Giving the proper angle, or eleva-

tion, in driving the poling boards in a
heading. Stauffer. b. The part of a projecting brick or stone inserted in a wall.
Crispin.

tailing machine. Aust. A machine or appara-

tus for dressing the tailings and for obtaining gold from the detritus from other

ore-dressing apparatus. Fay.
tailing out. See dying out. Fay.
tailing pit. See catchpit. Fay.

tailing pond. Area closed at lower end by
constraining wall or dam to which mill
effluents are run. Clear water may be

mule power. Standard, 1964,
tall. a. (-also Plural). The inferior? less valu-

returned after settlement in dam, via penstock(s) and piping. Pryor, 3.
tailings. a. The parts, or a part, of any incoherent or fluid material separated as

ings. Fay, b. The poor grade of ore slime

in quality or value; leavings; remainders;
dregs. The sand, gravel, and cobbles

waterrower. Fay. b. In the United States,

an arrastre operated by horsepower or
able, or refuse part of anything; foots,
bottoms, dregs; sediment. See also tail.

at the lower end of the dale box as It

flows from the stamps. Standard, 1964.
c. The unexposed end of a brick or stone

:t.
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refuse, or separately treated as inferior
which pass through the sluices in hydraulic mining were formerly generally
designated as tailings, but of late years,

especially in state and United States legis-

lative documents, they have been called
mining debris or simply debris. Fay. b.
The gangue and other refuse material resulting from the washing, concentration,
or treatment of ground ore. Webster 3d.
c. Those portions of washed ore drat are

regarded as too poor to be treated further; used especially of the debris from
stamp mills or other ore-dressing machinery, as distinguished from material
(concentrates)

that

is

to be

smelted.

Standard, 1964. d. The inferior leavings
or residue of any product; foots, bottoms.

In mining the residum after most of the
valuable ore has been extracted. Fay. e.
The term tailings has been construed as
including slag. Fay. f. The term tailings
as used in the mineral industry is used in
the plural form. Fay. g. Also applied to
sectional residue, for example, table tailings, which is the residue from shaking
screens and tables. This material may be
recrushed or retreated. Nelson. h. The
waste rock after the asbestos fiber has
been removed. Marsereau, 4th, p. 210.
i. The decomposed outcrop of a vein or
bed. Fay. j. Borehole returns allowed to
run to waste; the parts of the drill cuttings (sludge) that are discarded. Long.
k. The reject from froth flotation cells.
B.S. 3552, 1962.
tailings dam. One to which slurry is trans-

,
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ported, the solids settling while the liquid
may be withdrawn. Pryor, 3, P. 122.
tailings dam laborer. In ore dressing, smelting, and refining, a laborer who performs
duties concerned with flow and distribution of tailings (waste). Also called laborer, tailings dam. D.O.T. Supp.
tailings machine. A machine for sifting the
tailings and collecting the gold from the

detritus after it has passed through the

washer. Nelson.

rtailings man. A general term applied to a
workcr who tends equipment used to dispose of tailings (worthless material) after
va 'uable minerals have been removed by
ore-dressing processes. The equipment
used varies with each individual mill;
pumps, bucket elevators, desliming cones,
thickeners, and launders being commonly
used. D.O.T. 1.

of the conveyor opposite the normal discharge end, It is usually an idler pulley
but may be a drive pulley. NEMA
MB1-1961. b. The pulley or roller in the

tail or foot section of a belt conveyor

around which the belt runs. Also known
as foot-section pulley. Jones.
tailrace. a. A trough or channel used for con.

veying the tailings; a channel for conducting water away from any plant or

sprocket. Jones.

tail sheave. a. An arrangement whereby a
sheave is placed at the bottom of a shaft,

used to draw the empties back into a mine
in a tail rope haulage system. Zern. c. A
counterbalance rope attached beneath the

Lewis, p. 246. b. Aust. The return sheave
for an endless rope or the tail rope of the
main-and-tail-rope system, placed at the

main rope. Nelson. b. The rope that is

cage when the cages are hoisted in bal-

ance. Zern. d. A hemp rope used fnr

moving pumps in shafts. Fay.
tail-rope boy. See tail-rope coupler. D.O.T. 1.
tail-rope coupler. In bituminous coal mining,

one who works on a tail-rope haulage

system, removing haulage-cable hook from

the rear of a train of empty cars which

has been lowered down an inclined haul-

ageway, and attaching hook to front of
train of loaded cars to be hauled to the
surface. Also called tail-rope boy. D.O.T.
1.

tail-rope engineer. In bituminous coal min.
ing? one who operates a hoisting engine

which draws the cable of a tail-rope
haulage system used to raise and lower

cage in the other compartments, thus
practically complete balancing is effected.

far end of a haulageway. Fay. c. The
pulley around which the tail rope of a

scraper loader or main-and-tai: haulage

passes. See also return sheave. Nelson.
tail swing. The clearance required by the rear
of .a revolving shovel. Nichols.
tail-track system. The simplest form of track

layout for car or trip loading. In this
system, the track can merely be extended
down the heading, or it can be turned
right or left, or turned right or left and
then turned back, U-fashion, in an adjacent heading. The major disadvantage
is that trips must come out the same way

they go in, meaning increased loss of
time unless the changing track is very
close. Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8, August

mine cars on tracks between the surface
and a level in a niine. D.O.T. 1.
tail-rope haulage. a. A single track system of
rope haulage now used only in coal mines
abroad. A double-drum haulage engine
at the unloading terminal winds the

1966, p. 206.
tail water. a. Water in a tailrace. Fay. b. The

trip of cars is connected to the other end
of the main rope and also to a tail rope
which extends to the inner terminal in
the mine, around a tail sheave and then

equivalent of nordmarkite. Holmes, 1928.
tainiolite. Same as taeniolite. English.
tainter gate. See radial gate. Ham.
Tainton recess. Electrolytic recovery of

main rope on one drum. The train or

back over idler sheaves at one side of the
haulagway to the other drum at thc haulage engine. Lewis, p. 225. b. A system of

rope haulage by which the full hutches
(cars), with the tail rope attached behind,
are drawn by a main rope passing over a

drum, and the empty hutches, with the

from the tailings effluent as in a coal
washery. The tank is about 60 feet in
diameter and 10 feet deep. The tailings

tail-rope man. See taif-rope rider. D.O.T. I.
tail-rope rider. In bituminous coal mining,
one who works on trains of cars hauled
by tail.rope haulage system at mine,
coupling and uncoupr..ig cars, and hook-

Grove.
tall mill. See tail house.
tail of water. The edge of water standing in
mine workings. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4.
tail pipe. The suction pipe of a pump. Fay.
tall pulley. a. The terminal pulley at the end

of a belt or chain conveyor which supports either the tail pulley or the tail

and a rope is fastened to thc bottom of
one cage and then passed down around
the sheave and up to the bottom of the

main rope attached, are drawn back again

are fed in at the center with a flocculant.
As the suspe.-ision travels from the center
to overflow at the perimeter of the tank,
the solids settle out and the clear water
verflow!, is collected, and returned to
the washer for reuse. Nelson.
tailings thickener operator. See thickener
operator. D.O.T. SOP.
tailings wheel. A wheel carrying buckets or
compartments on :he periphery and used
in conveying liquid, pulp, or sand from
a lower to a higher level. Pay.
tail joist. A joist which has one end terminating against a header joist. Crispin.
taillight. A light carried at the back end of
a car, train, trip, or movable machinery.

NEMA MB1-1961.
tail shaft. The shaft in the tail or foot section

works. Nelson. b. An afterbay. Seelye, 1.
tail rope. a. The rope which passes around
the return sheave in main-and-tail haulage or a scraper loader layout. See also

tailings sampler. See mill sampler. D.O.T.
Supp.

tailings settling tank. A vessel to remove solids

veyor which consists of the tail pulley,
the framing, belt idlers if included, and
means for attaching a belt takeup.

by the tail rope passing over another
drum. Fay.

ing and unhooking cable to and from
trains. Also called tail-rope man. D.O.T. 1,

Itaikope system. A method of haulage in

which one ropethe main ropeis attached to the front end of trip of cati
and another ropethe tail ropeis attached to the rear end of the trip. Is
operated by a hoisting engine and two

separate drums. Hudson.
tails. a. Can. Portion of tailings containing
some mineral which cannot be economically removed. This is constantly assayed as

it leaves the treatment plant so that recovery can be known and controlled at
all times. Hoffman. b. Corn. Refuse tin
ore thrown behind the stamps to be treated

again. Sle also tailing:. Fay. c. See depleted uranium. L&L.
tails-common. Eng. Washed lead ore. Fay.

tail section. That part of a mining belt con-
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water immediately downstream from a

structure. Seelye, 1.
taimyrite. A variety of soda trachyte charac-

terized by the presence of actual or occult quartz, and regarded as the effusive

lead; lead sulfate, formed by roasting of

the ore at approximately 950° F, is
leached with hot saturated brine and then
subjected to electrolysis with graphite
anodes and rotating sheet-iron cathodes.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
take. a. A mineral bearing arca which a mine
is permitted to work. Also called holding;
parcel; taking. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.

b. The arca or extent of coal which a
coal mine owner has the right, under a
lease, to mine and extract. Also called
taking. See also concession system; royalty.

Nelson. c. Eng. The extent or arca of a
lease of mineral property, often several
thousand acres. Fay. d. Lanc. To show
or reveal gas. Fay.

takeoff man. One who removes green bricks
from feed-out table of a brick-pressing
machine, and stacks the bricks on a harm
truck for removal by another worker.
Also called brick machine tender. D.O.T.
1.

takeout a. Cumb. An outcrop. As a verb, to
crop out. Fay. b. A mechanical device for
removing a finished article from any
glass-forming unit, ASTM C162-66.
take over. To assume the ownership, control,
or management of, as a mining property.
Fay.

taker. a. Eng. A contractor; a man who
works in a mine on tribute. Pay. b. Corn.
A leaser; a contract miner. Fay.
taker-off. 'York. Same as pullerloff. Fay.

take the air. a. To measure the ventilating

current. Fay. b. Applied to a ventilating
fan as working well, or working poorly.
Fay.

takeup. a. In a belt-conveyor system, a tensioning device such as a carriage-mounted
weight free to run downslop .; or a take-

up pulley with weights hanging vertically below the belt near the feed end.
Pryor, 3. b. Any device for taking up
slack or removing the looseness of parts

due to wear or other cause. Crispin. c.
See chain takeup.

take up bottom. Ark. To remove rock from
the floor of a roadway to increase the

height. Also called bottom brushing. Fay.
takeup pulley. An idler pulley so mounted
that its position is adjustable to accornodate changes in the length of the belt as
may be necessary to maintain proper belt
tension. NEMA MB1-1961.

takherite. A clay mineral. Hey 2d, 1955.
taking. Eng. A mineral-land lease. See also

take, b; tack. Fay.

taking-a-test. Removing a small amount of

steel from the furnace to determine its

quality. Mersereau, 4th, p. 414.
taking-off boy. In brickmaking, a boy who rzmoves newly made bricks from a pallet or

brick machine to the barrow. Standard,
1964.

taking of props. Lanc. Drawing the timbers
from the mined-out workings. Fay.
taking timber necessary to support their improvements. The term applied to a miner
which means all the timber h might

need to make the working of his mine

possible. Rickets, I.
takong. In Malaysia, local word for riffles.
Institution of Mining and Metallurgy.
Symposium on Opencast Mining, Quarrying, and Alluvial Mining. London, 1619, November, 1964. Paper 6, p. 7.
takyr. A surface depression containing clay
and evaporites in south-central Asia.
SuPP.

Taibot continuous 7wocesF. This is a pig and

ore process, although scrap is occassion-

ally added. It depends upon the rapid

tamper
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be called steatite in distinction to the
foliated varieties which are called talck.
Monoclinic. Color, white, apple green,
gray; luster, pearly or greasy; high re-

foot of a cliff, or a sheet of waste cover-

2.8. Found in New York, North
Carolina, California, Vermont, Georgia,
Maryland, Virginia, Nevada, Montana,
Texas, Washington. Used in cermics; in
gas burner tips and electrical insulation.
French chalk is a variety used for crayones. Also called potstone; soapstone.
Dana 17; Fay; CCD 6d, 1961.
talcite. a. A massive variety of talc. Fay. b.
A kind of muscovite. Fay.
talcoid. Resembling talc, as talcoid schist.

composing the talus. Fay.
talus creep. The slow downslope movement

alkalies, and heat;
Mohs' hardness, 1 to 1.5; specific gravity,
sistance to acids,
2.7 to

Fay.

talcose. Containing talc, as potstone, steatite,

and talcose schist. Fay.
talcose granite. Same as protoginc. Stand-

ard, 1964.
talc schist. Schistose rocks consisting chiefly

of talc and quartz. Talc is also prefixed
to several Other rock names. Fay.

talcum. The same as talc and soapstone. Fay.

tale. Som. A day's work or a day's output
of coal. Fay.

talking. Term applied to a series of small
bumps or cracking noises within the walls.

Bumping, talking, and spitting are signs
that the rock is beginning to yield to the

stress and indirate a change in condi-

tions within the rock. Spalding, p. 76.
tall oil. The oily niixture of rosin acids, fatty

acids, and other materials obtained by
acid treatment of the alkaline liquors from
the digesting (pulping) of pine wood.
Used in drying oils, in cutting oils and
in emulsifiers, in flotation agents, in dryers, in cil well drilling muds, in core oils,

in lubricants and greases, and in asphalt
derivatives. CCD 6d, 1961.

tallow drop. A style of cutting

precious

stones in 'Which the stone is domed on one

or both sides. Fay.

taHow peat. Ir. A variety of highly flammable
peat. Tomkeieff, 1959.

ing a slope below a cliff; the same as
scree, which is more commonly used in
Great Britain, whereas talus is more commonly used in the United States, but is
often incorrectly used for the material
of a talus or scree, or of any of the material of a talus or scree. A.G.I.

talus glacier. The loose debris on steep slopes
sometimes assumes a sort of flowing mo-

tion and descends the slope with some
such form and at some such rate as a
glacier. Such bodies of debris are sometimes called talus glaciers. See also rock
glacier. A.G I.

Talwalker-Parmelce p:Astkity index. This in-

dex, based on thc results of tests on a
clay in shear whh a specially designed
apparatus, is the ratio of the total deformation at fracture to the average stress
beyond the proportional limit. Dodd.
tamaraite. A melanocratic dike rock, containing augite and barkevikite as the chief

mafic minerals, and nepheline or anai-

cite as the chief felsic constituent; in

addition, small amounts of orthoclase or
plagioclase may. be present. The type is
thus a lamprophyric facies of nepheline
basalt. Holmes, 1928.
tamarugite. A monoclinc, colorless vitreous
lustered mineral, NaAl(SO4)2.6F120, found

at Tarapaca, Chile; a secondary mineral
formed principally 'Hider arid conditions
by the oxidation of sulfides in aluminous
gnd alkali-rich environments. Dana 7, v.
2, pp. 466-467.
Tamasopo limestone. The chief member of
the oil-bearing strata in the Mexican oilfields, of Lower to Middle Cretaceous
(Wasnita or Cenomanian) age; includes
the Escamela limestone above and the
Maltrata limestone below. C.T.D.
Tamax. Trade name for a premium grade
mullite refractory made from the best

grade of calcined Indian Kyanite to which
a mineralizer is added. The mineralizer
increases the mullite content of the bond.
A1203, 68 percent. Specific uses are glass

oxidation of the impurities contained in
pig iron by a liquid, highly ferruginous
slag and is carried out in the basic open
hearth furnace, generally of the tilting
type. The essential feature of the process
is to retain a certain amount of metal in
the furnace (1) to dilute the impurities

tallow top. A precious stone with a very

the slag very fluid. A tilting furnace of
200 tons capacity or over is ordinarily
employed1 and from about one-quarter

Fay. b. Any numbering, counting, or

Tamiskamian. Precambrian system of late

to a chain at every tenth link, and so

A.G.I. SupP.
tammite. A doubtful mineral, possibly an

contained in the additions of pig iron, and
(2) to supply the heat necessary to Leep

to one-third of the finished steel is tapped
out at one time. This having been one,

additions of ore or iron oxide and lime
are made, and after they are properly
melted and incorporated in the slag,
molten pig iron h a un in. A violent reaction takes place and most of the phosphorus and silicon are eliminated in a
few minutes, a large part of the slag running out of the furnace. The bath is then

adjusted as in ordinary practice, a part
tapped, and the cycle of operat4ons re-

peated. Osborne.
Talbot pror, :fr. A process for protecting the

rounding front and a flat back. Standard,
1964.

tally. a. A mark or nu.aber placed by the
miner on every car of coal or ore sent out
of his place, usually a tin ticket. By
counting these, a tally is made of all
the cars he sends out. In Arkansas, called
a check. See also tag; ticket; mott,,, b.

memorandum, as a tally sheet. Fay. c. See
tab; motty. Mason. d. A brass tag attached

marked or shaped as to enable the posi-

tion of the tally along the chain to be

immediately read. C.T.D.
tally boy. See tally shouter. D.O.T. 1.
tallymm. See chute checker. D.O.T. 1.
fatly shouter. A laborer who calls out the
number ch4lked on each londed mine car,
as it is run on scales for ...cighing, so that
weighmaster can identify for pay purposes the miner who loaded the car. Aiso
called tally boy. D.O.T. 1.
tahni gold. A variety of brass made to resemble gold, Sometimes plated. Also called

inside of cast iron pipes with a coeting
of sand and bitumen. Ham.

Abyssinian gold. Standard, 1964; Fay.
ta-lou. A glass flux consisting of lead sili-

silicate, Mge(Si400 (OH),, usually occurring as a natural alteration of mag-

on porcelain.
Chinese as an enamel
Standard, 1964.
taltallte. Tourmaline. Dana 6d, p. 551.

talc; steatite. A natural hydrous magnesium
nesium silicate rocks or in metamorphosed
dolomites. Compact massive varieties may

cate with a little copper, used by the

talus. A heap of come rock waste at the

4.11.;?,4

melting superstructure and feeder parts,
ferrous and nonferrous melting refract,ries, crowns a..tcl hnings for all types of
furnace and kilns. CCD 6d, 1961.

tambikir quail. A Malayan term for black
incrustation found on auriferous quartz.
Fay.

Archeozoic age, younger than Kewatinian.

artificial alloy, essentially Fe and W. Ferrotungstine; ,:rookesite (crookesite also
the name of a Cu,Ti selenide). Dana 6d,
p. 1049.

tam-o-shanter. A very fine-grained, soft,
gritty, natural stone found in Scotland.
It is used in the Unita: States as an axstone and for sharpellbg knives. Fay.
tamp. a. To tightly pack a drilled hole with
nloist, loose material after the charge has
been placed: Hudson. b. To fill a charged
shothole with clay or other stemming material to confine the force of the explosion.

See also stemming. C.T.D. c. To ram or
pound down ballast on a railway track,
or road metal. See also punning. C.T.D.
d. To pound or preu soil to compact it.
Nichols. e. See stem. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec.
6.

tamper. a. In bitu minous coal mining, one

1,
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lower skip is suspended from the tail rope

tangent distance. The distance from the point

tamper
who fills drill holes in which explosives
have been charged, by machine driller or

miner, with clay or some other tamping

material, using a tamping bar. Also called
shot tamper. D.O.T. 1. b. One who tamps.
Standard, 1964. c. An implement for
tamping; a tamping iron or tamping bar.
Standard, 1964. Sometimes made of
wood, copper, or iron with a copper tip.

See also tamping bar. Fay. d. A tool for
compacting soil in spots not accessible to
roller]. Nichols.

tamping. a. The act of inserting and packing explosives and stemming in a shothole. See also stemmer. Nelson. b. The act

of packing a drilled hole around a cartridge with fine dirt from the floor of a
mine before blast:mg, to prevent a misdirection of the force of the blast. Korson.

c. The material placed over a charge in
a borehole, to better confine the foxe of
the explosion to the lower part of the
hole. Stauffer. d. Ramming down, as of

ballast. Crispin. c. The operation of compacting freshly placed concrete by repeated blows. Taylor. f. The shaping of

a semidry powder, for example, of refractor7 material, in a .nold by repeated
blows 'delivered mechanically on the top
mold plate. Compare jolt molding. Dade'.
tamping bag. A paper bag which is filled
with good stemming material such as
sand for use in horizontal and upwa.:d
sloping holes. Plastic bags are ako available for this purpose. See also tamp.

1

Ham.

tamping bar.- a. A rod made of wood for
pushing explosive cartridges into shot-

.

holes. Metal rods must nevei be used for
this purpose. Ham. b. A piece of wood
the si. e of a broom handle for tamping or
forcLig the stemming in a drill hole. von
Bernewitz.

tambing plug. A Wag of iron or wood and
instead of tamping material to close up
a loaded blasthole. Standard, 1964.
tamping rod. See stemmer, b. Nelson. See
als.) stemming rod. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec.
6.

i

tamping roller. Oi e or more steel drums,
fitted with projs cting feet., and towed by
means of a box frame. Mchols.
tamping (
tick. See stemming .ocl. B.S. 3618,

1964, sec. r
Tamul. Trade name for a refractory made
i

of sintered synthetic,mullite grain; A1,05,
68.21 percent. Available in refractory
heat setting cements, air setting cements,
hydraulic setting cements, and ramming
mixes. Used in refractories for glass melting superstructure, ferrous and nonferrous
metal melting, construction of high temperature furnaces and kiln.= using all
types of fuel. CCD 6d, 1961.

tan Abbreviation for tangent in equations
and tablcs. BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
tandem. Lt, A double-axle drive unit for a
truck or grader. A bogie. Nichols. b. A
pl : in which one part follows he other.
Nichols.

tandem die. The'same as follow die. ASM
Gloss.

I

tandem drive. A three-axle vehicle having
two driving wk.& Nichols.
tandemdrive conveyor. A conveyor having
a belt drive mechanism in which the conveyor belt is in contact with two drive
pulleys, both of which are driven with
the same motor. NEMA MB1-1961.

tandem hoisting. Hoisting in a deep shaft
with two skips running in one shaft. The

a pocket halfway down the shaft. The

of curvature to the point of intersection
(vertex), or from the point of intersection to the point of tangency. Seelye, 2.
tangiential cross-bedding. Foreset beds tangential to underlying surface. Pettijohn.
tangential stress. a. Stress parallel to the
tangent to the boundary of anyopening.
BuMines Bull. 587, 1960, p. 2. b. See

two-stage hoisting. Nelson.
tandem hydroseparator. A two-celled hydroseparator with troughs. The raw coal feed

tangent modulus. Set modulus of elasticity.

of the upper skip. Both are loaded and

discharged simultaneously. The upper one
discharges at the surface and is loaded at

lower skip is loaded at the shaft bottom
and discharges at the half-ww pocket.
Thus, the rope on the winding drum is
only equal to half the full depth. See also

is

conveyed through a trough by water

under pressure where the refuse stratifies
to the bottom. The action in the first cell
is that of a forceful upward current which
iesults in the removal of the heavy refuse.

shear stress, b. ASCE P1826.
ASM Gloss.

tangent point. The point at which a curve
meets a straight line or another cvrve.
Ham.

metal being processed travels in a straight

tangent screw. Fine adjustment screw used
on thf.udolite to complete alignment of
sight, by gentle rotation of reading circle
about its axis. Pryor, 3.
tangers. Wales. Timbers fixed in a particular
manner for supporting the sides of headings in soft ground. Fay.
tangilble. Evident; real. Crispin.
tangiwai. A variety of serpentine used by
the Maoris for ornaments. Similar to
bowenite. Dana 6d, p. 670.
tangiwaite. A variety of serpentine, identical
with bowenite. From New Zealand. Eng-

rolling, the various stands are synchronized

tangle sheet. Mica with intergrowths of

In the second cell a lighter current permits the settling of lighter and smaller
refuse. The refuse settles to a perforated

cell deck where it jOins the slowly moving

slate bed to the discharge. Refuse discharge is controlled by a refuse gate or
hinged plate at the end of the cell bed.
Kentucky, p. 308.

tandem mill. A roiling mill consisting of
two or more stands arranged so that the
line from stand to stand. In continuous
so

that the strip may be rolled in

all

stands siniultaneously. Contrast with single-stand mill. ASM Gloss. See also continuous mill.
tandem roller. A road roller with two rolls
of similar diameter running on the same
track. Rn,n.
Tandem support system. A trade name for
a longwall steel support system. It consists of two 50 ton chocks in line at right
angles to the face and linked together

with a dotnale-acting ram. In operation,
the front chock is lowered and advanced
with the conveyor and reset to the roof,
the rear chock is then lowered and
brought forward. Nelson.

tandem unit prod. A longwall conveyor

face with two face conveyors of different
capacities, one delivering on to the

othertandem fashion. The layoat has

the disadvantage that the whole tonnage

of coal must be transported along the

second conveyor, and any breakdown on
the second conveyor will affect the output of the entire face. Nelson.
tandem welding. Arc welding in which two
or more electrodes are in a plane parallel
te the line of travel. ASM Gloss.
tanette. A small hill covering a residual
surface of laterite frequently ore bearing.
Hess.
tangeite. Synonym for calciovolborthite. Cros-

by, p. 68. A vanadium ore. Osborne.
tangent. a. A straight line v aich touches a
given curve at one and only point, and
whk h does not intersect it. Seelye, 2. b.
That part of a traverse line, or alinement,
included between the point of tangency
of one curve and the point of curvature
of the next curve. Seelye, 2. c. In public
land survey, the line of a great circle
normal to the meridian at a selected

corner on a base line, standard parallel,
or latitudinal township boundary. Seelye,
2. d. A line that touches rt circle and is
perpendicular to its radius at the point
of contact. Nichols.

tangent bending. Wiping metal around a pre-

determined radius to form a number of
identical bends with parallel axes in a
single part. ASM Gloss.

lish.

crystals or laminae resulting in books that

split well in soh, e places but tear to
produce a large proportion of partial films.
Skow.

tanh Abbreviation for hyperbolic tangent.

BuMin Style Guide p. 59.
tank. a. A large vessel or receptacle, made
either of wood or of metal, intended to
contain a fluid as gas or water; as water
tank, gasoline tank. Used as a synonym
for vat. Fay. b. A subterranean reservoir

into which a pump delivers water for

another pump to raise. Fay. c. A melting
unit, in which the container for the molten
glass is constructed from refractory
blocks. ASTM C162-66.
tankage. a. The act or process of storing oil,
etc., in a tank. Fay. b. The price charged
or paid for storage in a tank. Fay. c. The

capacity of a tank or tanks. Fay. d. The

waste residue deposited in lixiviating vats
or tanks. Fay.

tank block. A refractory block used in the
lower part of a glass tank furnace. These
blocks are normally made of sillimanite,
mullite, or corundum; they are frequently

made by electrofusion of th refractory,
which is then cast in a mold to form a

highly crystalline, virtually non-porous,
block which is very.resistant to attack by
the molten glass. Dodd.
tank cars. Railroad cars equipped with large

transporting crude oil.
Mersereau, 4th, p. 199.
tanker. A vessel constructed for the special
purpose of carrying liquids in bulk form.
steel tanks for

Shell Oil Co.

tank furnace. a. Essentially a larg.: box of
refractory material holding from 6 to 200
tons of glass, through the sides of which
are cut ports fed with a combustile mix-

(producer gas and air, coke oven
gas and air, or oil spray and air), so that
ture

flame sweeps over the glass surface. With
the furnace is associated a regenerative or

recuperative system for the purpose of

recovering part of the heat from the
waste gas. C.T.D. b. See tank. ASTM
C162-66.

tank glass. a. Glass melted in a tank as distinct from a pot. ASTM C162-66. b.
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peratures; used for cemented carbide
tools. Bennett 2d, 1962.
tantalum nitrides. Two nitrides arc known:

tap den&Ry. In powder metallurgy, the apparent density of a powder, obtained when
the volume receptacle is tapped or vibrated dining loading under specified

tank glass
Glass suitable for tank melting. ASTM
C162-66.

tank k eac tor. A nuclear reactor in which the
core

is

suspended in a closed tank, as

distinct from an open pool reactor. Commonly used as research and test reactors.
L&L.

tank sprayer. A pr.ssure tank mounted on
wheels for impregnating timber. Ham.

tank station. Sec station. Fay, p. 646.
tannic acid. (C14111000), tannin. A yellow
amorphous powder or lustrous crystalline
scales, soluble in water, alcohol or glycerol

and slightly soluble in ether. It is used as
a reagent and in the treatment of borns.
Enam. Diet.
tannin. A complex organic compound of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen produced by
metabolism in trees and plants. Sodium

tannate is used to some extent as a de-

flocculant for clay slips. Dodd.
tantalic ocher. A native brown tantalum oxide found in Finland. Standard, 1964.
tantalite. A tantalate of iron and manganese,
(Fe,Mn)Ta 'lc, crystallizing in the orthorhombic system. It usually has an admix-

ture of the niobate of iron and manganese and the mineral passes from the

pure tantalate (tantalite) to the pure
niobate (columbitc). In some varieties,
(manganotantalite) the iron is replaced

by manganese. It commonly occurs in

pegmatite veins, and is used for the filaments of electric lamps and as a source
of tantalum. See also columbite. C.T.D.
tantalum. A metallic element in group V of
the periodic system; it occurs in various
rare minerals and principally in c^lumbite-tantalite. A rather brittle, lust,.ous,

hard, heavy, gray metal. Used for corrosion-resisting laboratory apparatus and

in the manufacture of electronic equipment. Symbol, Ta; atomic number, 73;

atomic weight, 180.948; specific gravity,
16.6 (at 20° C) ; ductile; isometric;
valences, 2?, 3, 4? and 5; melting point,

2,196° C or 2,996° ± 50° C; boiling

point, 5,425° ±- 100° C; practically immune to chemical attack below 150° C,
being at.acked only by hydrofluoric acid,
by acidic solutions containing the fluoride

ion, by sulfur trioxidez and only slowly
by alkalies; more reactive at higher temperatures; melting point is exceeded ;nly
by that of tungsten and that of rhenium;
insoluble in water and in most acids; and
soluble in hydrofluoric acid and in fused
alkalies. Used in many alloys having high
melting points, high strength, and good
ductility,

in electrolytic capacitors, in

lightning arrestors, in surge suppressors,
in chemical-process equipment, in nuclear
reactors, and in aircraft and missile parts,
and it has good gettering ability at high
temperatures. C.T.D.; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

pp. 13-137, B-228.
tantalum boddes. Several bondes are known,
including the following: TaB21 melting
poim 3,200° C; specific gravity, 12.5;
thermal expansion, 5.5 x 10'; TaB, melting point, 2,400° C; specific gravity, 14.3;
Ta8134, melts incongruently at 2,650° C;
specific gravity, 13.6. Dodd.

tantalum carbide. TaC; molecular weight,
193.4; melting point, 4,150° C; boiling
point, 5,500° C; very hard material extremely re:sistant to chemical action except

at high temperatures; formed by heating
tantalum oxide with carbon at high tem-

TaN, melting point, 3,090° at 50° C;
TasN, which loses nitrogen at 1,900° C.
Dodd.

tantalum pentachloride; tantalum chloride;
tantalic chloride. Pale yellow; vitreous
luster ;

crystalline ;

TaCls ;

molecular

weight, 358.21; specific gravity, 3.68 (at
27° C); decomposes in moist air; melt-

ing point, 216° C or 221° C; boiling

point, 242° C; decomposes in water; and
soluble in absolute alcohol, in sulfuric
acid, and in potassium hydroxide. Used
in the production of tantalum metal.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-228.
tantalum pentoxide; tantalum oxide. Color-

orthorhombic; Ta205; molecular
weight, 41.89; specific gravity, 7.6 or 8.2;
melting point, 1,800 C; insoluble in
less;

water and in acids except hydrofluoric
acid; and soluble in hydrofluoric acid and
in fuss d potassium-hydrogen sulfate. Used

in the production of tantalum metal, in
optical glass, in special glass having a
high index of refraction for camera lenses,

as an interme.diate in the preparation of
tantalum carbide,

and

in

electronks.

CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physi,s, 45t;t ed., 1964, p. B-228.
tantalum-potassium

fluoride;

postassium-

tantalum fluoride. White; silky needles;
K2TaF7; slightly soluble in cold water;
and soluble in hot water. Used as an intermediate in the preparation of tantalum

metal. CCD 6d, 1961.
hmteuxenite. a. A black or brown, resinous
tantalum mineral, (Y,Er,Ce,U) (Ta,Nb)(Ti)Os. Orthorhombic. E.C.T., v. 13, p.

602. b. Euxenite with Ta206 in greater
amoant than Cb20s. Crosby, p. 20.
tap. a. To drive one passageway into another. Hudson. b. To cut or bore into old
workings or water-bearing strata for the
purpose of proving or extracting gas or
water. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4. c. To win
coal in a new district. Fay. d. To intersect with a borehole and withdraw or
drain the contained liquid as water from
a water-bearing formadon or from underground workings. Long. c. A threaded
cone-shaped fishing tool. It may be either

an inside or an outside tap, depending
on whether the tap fits into or over the

conditions. ASM Gloss.

tape. a. A long, thin, narrow band of min- ;
eral or ore. Standard, 1964. b. A narrow
strip of woven cloth or steel marked with
linear dimensions, as feet and inches,
used for measuring distances. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
tape corrections. These are applied as a routine matter to slope, temperature, sag,
standardization, gravity and sea level effect when measuring a length accurately
with a tape. See also precision. Ham.

taper. A gradual and uniform decrease in
size, as a tapered socket, a tapered shaft,
a tapered shank. Crispin.
taper bit. A long cone-shaped noncoring bit
used in drilling blastholes and in wedging
and reaming operations. When the nose

of the bit

is rounded and the overall
shape resembles the. silk end of a corncob the bit often is called a corncob bit.

Compare bull nose bit. Long.

tapered acme. An acme thread cut on a
tapered surface on either the pin or the

box ends of a piece of tubular equipment.
See also tapered thread. Long.
tapered core bit. A core bit having a conical
diamond-inset crown surface tapering

from a borehole size at the bit face to

the next larger borehole size at its upper,
shank, or reaming-shell end, as from EX
to AX, or BX to NX. Long.

tapered end. An end of rope having a re-

duc:d diameter to facilitate threading the
rope through fittings and over pulleys.
Ham.
tapered-flange beam. The common form of
rolled steel joist in which the inner surfaces of the flanges are tapered, normally

at an angle of 98° to the web. See also
I-beam; web, c. Ham.
tapered ledge reamer. A tapered reaming
bit or shell the maximum outside set diameter of which corresponds to a standard X-group-size casing, with the smaller
end threaded to receive a matching and
same-range coring or noricoring bit. Compare tapered reamer. Long.
tapered prop; pointed prop. Eng. A prop of

which one end has been reduced in diameter. SMRB, Paper No. 61.

outside of a piece being fished. Long. f.

A tool for cutting screw threads (box
threads) inside a tt bular part or inside
a hole. Long. g. A quantity of a liquid,

tapered reamer. A reamer having a conical
diamond-inset surface tapering from any
borehole size at its lower (bit) end to
the next larger borehole size at its upper

as molten metal from a furnace, run out
at one time. Webster 3d. h. To (vain a
furnace. ASTM C162-66. i. To :emove
excess slag from the floor of a put furnace. ASTM C162-66. j. To center a
pot upside down on the wheel for trimming or decorating. ACSG, 1963. k. A
connection to an electric coil making it
possible to place only part of the coil in
circuit.. Webster 3d. I. A wire brought
from a winding to which connections may

AX to BX, BX to NX. Long.
tapered rope. See taper rope.
tapered step-core bit. Synonym ot tapered
step-face bit. Long.
tapered step-face bit. A tapered core bit having the cutting face set in the same manner as a step-face bit. Also called tapered
step-core bit. Long.
tapered tap. Snyonym for tap. See also tap,
c. Long.

be made. Webster 3d. m. An intermediate point where an electrical connection
may be made. Webster 3d.
tap bar. A pointed bar by which a blast-furnace taphole is opened or the metal in a
melting pot, etc., is tested. Standard,
1964.

tap cinder. The basic iron silicate slag flowing through the tap hole of the puddling
furnace. Bennett 2d, 1962.

(core barrel) end, such as EX to AX,

tapered thread. a. A screw thread cut on
the surface of a tapered part; it may be
either a pin or box thread or a V-, Acme,
or squib...screw thread. Long. b. Used

sometimes as a misnomer for a V-type
thread. Long.

tapered wheel. A tapered grinding wheel,
with a flat face, having greater thickness
at the hub than at the face. ASM Gloss.
taper-lock sprocket. A sprocket with a split

-
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taphole gun. A gun shaped device used to
force taphole clay into the taphole of a
blast furnace after it has been tapped.
See also taphole; taphole clay. Dodd.
Weed, 1922.
consisting of niobate and
taper of thread. Measurement in inches of tapiolite. A series
tantalate of iron and manganese. This
taper or slope for a 1 foot length of the
variable series of minerals may be conthreaded section. Brantly, 2.
sidered dimorphous with the columbitetaper pin. A straight-sided pin that is smaller
tantalite series. The various molecules
at one end than at the other. Nichols.
have been named tapiolite (tantalate of
taper reamer. A reamer whose fluted poriron), mossite (niobate of iron), ard
tion is smaller at the front end than at
ixiolite (tantalate of manganese). The
the back, sed to produce a hole with a
minerals crystallize in the tetragonal sysspecified taper. ASM Gloss.
tem. C.M.D. They are rare, weakly radiotaper rope. A rope that has a gradually diactive; black, sometimes brown on surminishing diameter from the upper to the
face by alteration; found in granite peglower end. The diameter of the rope is
matites or detrital deposits resulting from
decreased by dropping one wire at a time
their disintegration. Crosby, pp. 135-136.
at regular intervals. Both round and flat tapish. a. Eng. To break in "at unawares"
and
such
ropes may be made tapered,
as gas. A miner who just escapes with his
ropes are intended for deep shaft hoistlife is said to be "tapished". Fay. b. Derb.
ing with a view to proportioning the diTo let water out of a mine by tapping
ameter of the rope to the load to be susthe place where the water is confined.
tained at different depths. Zern.
Fay.
taper shank. Part of a tool, conical in shape, tappet. a. A sliding member working in a
which fits a driving member, usually with
guide, interposed between a cam and the
a tongue on its end. ASM Gloss.
push rod or valve system which it opertaper tap. A tap with a chamfer of seven
ates, to eliminate side thrust on the latter.
to nine threads in length. ASM Gloss.
C.T.D. b. The collar under which the
taper-type dropper. A device by which a
cam is inserted so as to lift the stamp.
straight-type wedge can be attached to a
Also called disk. Fay.
diamond-drill rod, lowered, and set in a tapping. a. Opening the outlet of a melting
furnace to remove molten metal. ASM
borehole. Long.
Gloss. b. Removing molten metal from a
taper-wan bit. Synonym for bevel-wall bit.

tapered bushing for rigid mounting on

a shaft. J&M.
taper off. Corn. To stop work temporarily.

Long.

taper-wall core shell. Synonym for bevelwall reaming shell. Long.
tapestry brick. a. Brick made by the stiff
mud process and having all surfaces

roughened by wire cutting. Much used
now for exteriors. Fay. b. A rough, un-

scored textured brick. ACSG, 1963.
tape-triangulation method. A mine roadway
arca measurement method in which the
tape is stretched diagonally ,across the

roadway. Offsets to the roof, floor, and
sides are taken at right angles to the tape
and on both sides of it. Alternatively, the
floor of the cross section is divided into
equal increments and vertical offsets to
the roof are made at each division. Horizontal offsets to the sidewalls are made
from the nearest adjacent vertical offsets.
The measurements so obtained are plotted
to

scale and the area of the resulting

diagram determined from the plot. Roberts, 1, p. 59.
taphoglyph. Imprints of dead animal bodies.
Pettijohn.

taphole. a. The opening through which the
molten metal is tapped or drawn from a
furnace. Fay. b. In steel manufacturing,
a hole at or near the bottom of a fur-

nace or ladle through which molten
metal, matte, or slag can be tapped.

Webster 3d. c. In a puddling furnace, a

hole for drawing off slag. Also called tapping hole. Standard, 1964; Fay.
taphole clay. The plastic refractory material

used to plug the taphole of a blast furnace generally consists of a mixture of
fire clay and grog together with carbon
in the form of coal or coke (pitch is some-

times also used). In Great Britain, the

range of chemical composition of a num-

ber of taphole clays is 40 to 60 percent
Si01; 22 to 27 percent A150s; 8 to 18
percent lots on ignition. The material is
adjusted to have a moisture content of
15 to 18 percent and is forced into the
taphole by means of a gun. Dodd.

furnace. ASM Gloss.
tapping assembly. A mechanical device consisting of a short piece of casing cementthe collar of a borehole at the
upper end of which is affixed a gate or

ed in

large plug valve followed by a rod stuffing
box. Utilizing this assembly, underground

drilling can be accomplished safely in

areas of high hydrostatic pressure. Long.
tapping bar. See tap bar. Fay.
tapping clay. A plastic clay used in plugging
the tap hole of a smelting furnace.
Standard, 1964.
tapping old workings. Boring a hole into old
to release gradually any accumulation of water and gas. The borehole tapping may be followed by driving
an advance heading into the area. This
is dangerous work. As the heading is extended, borehole are kept in advance of
the face to prevent the sudden breakthrough of water. See also inrush of

workings

water. Nelson.

tapping the hollows. Eng. Allowing water

or gas, or both, to flow out of old or

abandoned workings, often under a great
pressure. See also tapish. Fay.
tapplt hen. A 3 quart wine bottle. Dodd.
taproot. A big root which igrows downward
from the base of a tree. Nichols, 2.
tar. a. Any of various dark brown or black
bituminous usually odorous viscous liquids or semiliquids that are obtained by
the destructive distillation of wood, coal,
peat, shale, and other organic materials,
and yield pitch on distillation. Webster
3d. b. Soft pitch or thickened petroleum,
found in cavities of some limestones. Fay.

tar-acid oll. Black liquid; specific gravity
0.950 to 1.090; used in wood preservation. Bennett 2d, 1962.

taramite. A black, with a tinge of blue,

soda-iron amphibole. Monoclinic. Incorrectly spelled tamarite. From Wali-tarama,
Martupol, Ukraine, U.S.S.R. English.
taramellIte. A reddish-brown basic metasili-

cate of barium and iron, (Ba,Ca,Na)4-
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tarnish
(Fe",Mg) (Fe," 'Ti ( 54012) ( OH )4, with a
little Ti replacing Si; apparently to be.

classed as a sorosilicate. Radiating, fib-

rous aggregates; orthorhombic. From Can-

doglia, Piedmont, Italy. English; American Mineralogist, V. 44, No. 3-4, MarchApril 1959, pp. 469-470.
taranakite. Described as a massive yellowish-white mineral resembling wavellite;

hydrous Al phosphate with ferrous iron
and potash. Dana 6d, p. 846.
tarapacaile. A yellow mineral with fair
cleavage; K,O.CrOa; specific gravity, 2.74.
Larsen, p. 192.

tarbuttite. A colorless to pale yellow basic
phosphate of zinc, Zn,P,08.Zn(OH) 2.

Rounded crystals often aggregated into
sheaves. Triclinic. From Broken Hill,

Northern Rhodesia. English.
tar chaser. See chaser, tar. D.O.T. Supp.
tar coal. Variety of brown coal rich in resins
and bituminous matter. Tomkeieff, 1954.
tar, dehydrated; tar, refined. Dark brown,
thick, viscid liquid. Used in waterproofing
compounds and on roads. CCD 6d, 1961.

tar distillate. A fraction in petroleum refining containing heavy oils and paraffin.
Webster 3d.
tare. a. The weight of a mine car when
empty. B.C.I. b. To weigh mine cars

when empty in order to determine the
weight of coal in a car when the loaded
car is weighed, done at specific intervals

in order that miners paid on a tonnage
basis may receive proper credit for coal

which they have loaded. B.C.I. c.

Al-

lowance for weight of packing in which

goods are moved. The difference between
gross and net weight. Pryor, 3.
target. a. Sliding weight on leveling rod used

in surveying to enable staffman to read

line of collimation. In underground leveling, bead on hanging plumbline used for
same purpose, distance from this to roof
or working then being measured. Pryor,
3. b. The point a borehole or exploration
work is intended to reach. Long.
target length. The distance, measured along
the direction of propagation, between the

first point and the last point, on a given
target, to return detectable echo signals
to the source. Hy.
target rod. A type of leveling staff provided
with a sliding target, which can be moved
by the staffman, under directimi from the

leveler, to a position in which it is in
line with the line of sight of the level,
the staff reading being recorded by the

staffman. C.T.D.
target strength. Measure of reflecting power

of the target. Ratio, in decibels, of the
target echo to the echo from a 6 foot
diameter perfectly reflecting sphere at

the same range and depth. Hy.
tarmacadam. a. Asphalt that is made artificially from grit or crushed stone and
bonded with tar. See also bituminous
macadam; premix. Nelson. b. Material
used for the base and wearing courses
of roads, consisting of graduated broken
stone or gravel coated with tar or a tarbitumen mixture. See also tar pavior.
Ham.
tarman. See chaser, tar. D.O.T. SuPP.
tarn. A small rock-rimmed lake in an icegouged basin on the floor of a cirque or
in a glaciated va/ley. Mather.

tarnish. a. In mineralogy, the thin fllm of
color, different from that of a fracture,
that forms on the exposed sutface of a

mineral, especially a metallic mineral, as
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ferrous and nonferrous metal melting and
heat treating, linings and crowns for high
temperature furnaces and kilns firing all
kinds of fuel, kiln furniture. CCD 6d,

fluid mixtures. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec.
A, p. 122.
tautomeric. Descriptive term for amphoteric
substance, able to react in accordance
with two oppositely directed structural
arrangements of its atoms. Pryor, 3.
tavistockite. A white mineral occurring in
microscopic acicular orthorhombic crystals with perfect cleavage, 3CaO.A1203.P205.2H20. Larsen, p. 103.
tavolatite. A volcanic rock consisting pri-

tarnish
columbite. Standard, 1964. b. A change
of color resulting from exposure to atmospheric action. Fay. c. Surface discoloration of a metal caused by formation
of a thin film of corrosion product. ASM
Gloss. d. A thin film of stain on the surface of glass. ASTM C162-66. e. To lose
luster; to become dull. Crispin.
Tarnowitz process. A metallurgical process

in which large charges of lead ore are
roasted at low temperatures in furnaces

and treated substantially as in the Carinthian process. The residual containing
considerable lead is remelted in special
furnaces. See also Silesian method. Fay.
tar oil, wood; pine.tar oil. Almost colorless
liquid when freshly distilled; turns dark
reddish brown; has a strong, tarry odor
and taste; specific gravity, 0.862 to 0.872;
and soluble in ether, in chloroform, in
alcohol, and in carbon disulfide. Used as
quenching oil for steel and iron castings

and as a reagent in ore flotation. CCD

6d, 1961.
Taro la. Coal-tar product; used as cattle and
sheep dip. Bennett 2d, 1962.

tarpaulin. A stout waterproof covering of

canvas. Crispin.
tar pavior. A leading hand who forks coated
macadam on to a foundation course and
spreads it to a cambered or level space.
Ham.
tar, pine. Very viscous; dark brown to black;
liquid or semisolid; strong characteristic
odor; sharp taste; translucent in thin
layers; hardens with aging; specific gravity, 1.03 to 1.07; boiling point, ranges
from 2400 to 400° C; soluble in alcohol,
in ether, in chloroform, in acetone, in
glacial acetic acid, in fixed and volatile

oils, and in sodium hydroxide; and insoluble in water. Chief constituents are
complex phenols; also present are turpentine, rosin, toluene, xylene, and other

hydrocarbons. Used in ore flotation and
in asphaltic compositions. CCD 6d, 1961.
tar, refined. See tar, dehydrated. CCD 6d,
1961.

tarring. a. The coating of piles used for

permanent work with prepared acid-free
tar before driving. The tar is obtained
from the high temperature carbonization
of coal in horizontal retorts. Nelson. b.

The act of coating, (as of a pipe) with

1961.

task. The number of tons or the amount of
ore or material that can or should be
loaded either by mechanical loaders or
by hand loaders. Also called score. BuMines Bull. 390, 1936, p. 53.
Tasmanian alexandrite. Alexandrite of good
quality from Tasmania. Shipley.
Tasmanian diamond. White topaz. Shipley.
Tasmanian topaz. Colorless to light blue
topaz from Tasmania. Shipley.
Tasmanian zircon. Yellow-brown to dark
red zircon from Tasmania, the former becoming colorless by heating. Shipley.
tasmanite. A reddish-brown, resinous mineral, dissemniated in scales through a
laminated shale (combustible shale) ; it
has a specific gravity of 1.18 and yields
oil on distillation. Also called resiniferous
shale and yellow coal. Fay.
tasmanite shale. Same as tasmanite. Tomkeieg, 1954.

tassette. Fr. A small, sharp-pointed infusible earthenware cone, used in threes to
support plates, etc., in a kiln or muffle,
in place of a stilt. Standard, 1964.
Tassie paste. Glass which is lower in lead
content than strass, used by James Tassie,

a Scottish chemist who studied art and

later produced impressions in his paste of
most of the then-known famous antique
intaglios and cameos, remarkable reproductions representing almost all colored
stones. Complete sets were made for collections. The paste was inferior for imi-

tating diamond. It contained about 49

percent silica, 34 percent lead monoxide,
and 10 percent potassium oxide. Shipley.
tatarskite. A mineral, CasMg(SO4) (CO3)
C12(OH)2.31/21120; massive, in anhydrite.

Hey, M.M.. 1964; Fleischer.
Tatham furnace. A stationary crucible furnace for retorting zinc crusts. Fay.
tutor butt. Shrop. Fragile sandstone. Arkell.
Tauridan topaz. Very light blue, almost col-

orless, topaz. Shipley.
tauriscite. A doubtful mineral possibly epso-

mite. Dana 6d, p. 939.
taurite. A variety of rhyolite, with granophyric or spherulitic texture, rich in soda,
and containing aegirite. Fay.

tar. Bureau of Mines Stag.
tar runner. See chaser, tar. .D.O.T. Supp.
tar sand. a. Barbados name for sand im-

taut. Tensez tight; as a rope pulled taut,

or bitumen, impregnating sand or
clay near the surface of the earth. Vast
quantities exist, notably at Athabasca in
North Alberta, Canada, and in Iran.

operation is limited to the distance between two tower (not over 3,000 feet
apart), it has only one carrier, and the
traction cable is reeved at the carrier so

pregnated with petroleum which dries up
to viscous or solid bitumen. Tomkeiell,
1954. b. These consist of heavy petroleum
oils,

Francis, 1965, v. 1, p. 320.
tar sprayer. A member of a team of skilled
hands responsible for the various operations of spraying tar on a road. Ham.
tasco. A fire clay from which melting pots
are made. Also spelled tasko. Standard,
1964.

Tasil. Trade name for a mullite super refractory made from the best grade of cal-

cined Indian kyanite, selected for low
content of impurities including iron, titania, and alkalies. A1308, 59.0 percent.
Available in bonded brick and special
shapes; also refractory heat, air setting
and hydraulic setting cements, and ram-

ming mixes. Used in refractories for glass

melting superstructure and feeder parts,

marily of leucite, sanidine, nepheline,
haiiyne, aegirine-augite, and plagioclase.
A.G.I.

tavorite. Hydrous lithum ferric phosphate,
LiFe (PO4) (OH), as yellow fine-grained
aggregates from Brazii. Spencer 20, M.M.,
1955.

tawite. A granular igneous rock composed
essentially of sodalite and pyroxene. Fay.
tawmawite. A dark green chromiferous variety of epidote, Cr203, 11.16 percent. Mas-

sive fragments. From Tawmaw, Upper

Burma. English.
taxite. Lavas that, on crystallizing, have

broken up into contrasted aggregates of
minerals so as to present an apparent
elastic texture which is either banded,
that is, eutaxitic, or brecciated, that is,
ataxitic. Fay.
taxitic. Having separated, during cooling,
into small portions differing in texture,
color, or composition, and hence having a
false appearance cf being elastic; said of
some volcanic rocks, especially if banded.
Fay.

taxoite. Serpentine from Chester County, Pa.
Schaller.

Taycor. Trade name for a corundum basc
super-refractory made of sintered high
purity alumina. A1208, 88.0 to 90.0 perAvailable in bonded brick and
shapes and also heat, air setting and hydraulic setting cements, patches and ramming mixes. Outstanding resistance to
abrasion, load and iron oxide slag attack
at high temperatures. Used as rails in
billet heating furnaces and other service
where iron oxide slag is a problem; lin-

cent.

ing for ferrous melting in electric furnaces,
direct arc, indirect arc and induction

types; high temperature furnaces of all
types including crowns, linings, kiln furniture, =files and piers. CCD 6d, 1961.
taylorite. a. Obsolete term for bentonite.
Bureau of Mines Stag. b. A potassium-

thus eliminating sag. Crispin.
tautline cableways. The tautline cableway
differs from the aerial tramway in that its

aluminum sulfate found in guano. A.G.I.
Taylor process. A process for making extremely fine wire by inserting common
wire into a glass tube and stretching the
two together at high temperature. ASM

that loads can be raised and lowered. Also,

Taylor producer. A furnace used for thc
manufacture of producer gas. Fay.
Taylor-White process. A process invented
about 1899 for' heat treating high-speed

the tautline cableway is not restricted to
a fixed position; the towers can be mount .

ed on trucks or crawlers and the machine

then can be shifted across a wide area.
The machine will hoist loads from any

point under the span, convey these loads
in either direction and lower these loads

at any point under the span. By using
movable towers, an area of any length

can be traversed. Equipped wi.h slings,
this machine will pickup and carry unwieldy loads of every kind1 then by exchanging the slings for a skip it will handle large chunks of ore, stone, etc., or it
can be equipped with a dump bucket to
handle any bulk material including semi-

Gloss.

steels. Webster 3d.
Taylor Zircon. Trade name for a refractory
made of selected qrades of refined zirconium silicate. Available in bonded bricks

and special shapes; also high temperature cements and ramming mixes of all
types. Used in refractories for phosphate,
sodium silicate and frit melting; kiln

furniture for firing of certain porcelain

and other ceramic bodies. CCD 6d, 1961.
Tb Chemical symbol for terbium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
I). B-1.

T-holt. A bolt with a T-shaped head, made
to

fit into a T-shaped slot in a drill

T-bolt
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swivel head; by means of it the swivel
head can be turned to any angle of inclination to drill a borehole. Also, a
similar bolt made to fit into a T-slot
in the bed of a machine, for the purpose
of holding a piece of metal to be ma-

team captain. N. of Eng. See puffier. Trist.
team shovel. A scraper or large scoop for

chined or to fasten a machine to its base.
Long.

tc Abbreviation for thermocouple. Zimmerman, p. 108.
Tc Chemical symbol for technetium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1.
Tcf Abbreviation for trillion cubic feet.
Williams.

tcheremkhite. An algal sapropelic deposit

found in the vicinity of Cheremkhovo,

t

U.S.S.R., and which has been interpreted
as an aggregation of peaty matter washed
from other deposits. A.G.I.
tchesa stick. a. An igniting stick used to

light powder fuses when firing a round

of shots. Also called a fire stick. Pryor, 3.

b. A paper shell about 34 inch in diameter and 8 inches long, filled with a bal-

anced combustible that gives a strong spit-

ting flame of 4 minutes duration. This

device requires the individual lighting of
each fuse. Lewis, p. 120. c. See fuse lighter.

B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.

T-chisel. A boring tool with its cut-edge
made in the form of the letter T. Fay.
tchornozem. Literally, black mold; the local
name for the black earth that covers the

whole of the Aralo-Caspian plain, and
much of the South of Russia in Europe;

interesting from its close resemblance to
the regur or so-called cotton soil of India. It is evidently one of the most recent
deposits, and of alluvial origin. Synonym
for tschernosem; chernozem. A.G.I.
tcr Abbreviation for tracer. Zimmerman, p.

Te Chemical symbol for tellurium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-1.

T. a. The temperature at which the electrical resistivity is 1 megohm per cubic

centimeter. The Te value of some ceramics is: porcelain, 350° C; cordierite, 780°
C; steatite, 840° C; zircon, 870° C; forsterite, 1,040° C; alumina, 1,070° C.

Dodd. b. A temperature associated with
refractoriness under load. See also refractoriness under load. Dodd.
teaching reactor. See research reactor. L&L.
tea dust glaze. An opaque stoneware glaze,
greenish in color from reduced iron compounds, sometimes used by studio potters.
Dodd.
Tea-Green marl. The highest portion of the

Keuper series, characterized by a green
color, and lying immediately beneath the
Rhaetic system. C.T.D.
Tealby clay. A thin bed of clay found in
Lincolnshire, England; believed to be of
Neocomian age. It forms part of the
Lower Cretaceous rocks. C.T.D.
Tealby limestone. A limestone found beneath
the Red Chalk of Lincolnshire, England;

believed to be of the same age as the

Lower Greensand of southern England.
It forms part of the Cletaceous system
of rocks. C.T.D.
tea lend. A term used in Ceylon for lead
manufactured into tea-chest lining. Fay.
teallite. A blackish-gray sulfostannate of lead,
PbS.SnSi. Thin, flexible folic Orthorhombic (?). From Montserrat, Pasna, Bolivia. English.

moving earth, having guiding handles, and

drawn by one or more horses. Standard,
1964.

teapot ladle. A ladle, lined with refractory

material and used in foundries for the
transfer of molten iron or steel; its dis-

tinctive feature is the refractory dam below which the metal passes to reach the
ladle spout; the refractory dam prevents
the outflow of slag. Dodd.
tear. An imperfection; a small surface section of glass tom out by sticking to hot
metal. ASTM C162-66.
tear down. To disassemble the drilling rig
preparatory to moving it to another drill
site. Long.

tear-down time. The time needed to dis-

assemble a drill rig. Long.
teardrop set. A surface-set damond-bit
crown molded in a die, prepared so that
each inset diamond is backed by a raised
teardrop-shaped .mound of matrix metal.
Long.

tear fault. a. A horizontal displacement of
a series of rocks along a more or less vertical plane, as a result of differential
stresses acting upon the bed. C.T.D. b. A

strike-slip fault that trends tranverse to
the strike of the defOrmed rocks. Synonym for transcurrent fault; transverse

fault. A.G.1..
tearing. Cracks (usually, partially healed) in

the cover coat of vitreous enamelware.
The cause is high drying shrinkage resulting, most commonly, from to fine
grinding, too wet a slip, or too heavy an
application of slip. The amount of electrolyte in the slip is important; the presence of sodium nitrite is beneficial. Dodd.

tearing down. The dismantling of a rig at
completion of oil well drilling, and preparation for moving to another site. Nelson.

tears. Torn laminae. Skow.
tear war! Newc. A signal that men are ready
at the bottom to ascend the shaft. Fay.
teary ground. a. Ground easily broken and
worked. Gordon. b. Corn. A lode or

stratum that breaks easily by reason of

many joint planes. Fay.
teaser. a. Can. Prospect with values but no
defined ore shoots. Hoffman. b. The
worker in direct charge of glass furnace
operations who regulates the charging of
batch and adjusts fires. ASTM C162-66.
Also called furnaceman. c. Scot. An iron
rod for stirring a boiler furnace. Fay.

teasing rods. Light iron rods, about 2 feet
long, hinged together to form one continuous length of 40 to 60 feet. They are

pushed up inside a drainage borehole

casing to clear stoppages of pebbles and
gravel away, thus allowing the drainage
water to flow freely. Engineering and
Mining Journal, v. 139, No. 4, April,
1938, p. 55.
tears hole. The opening of a glass furnace
through which fuel is introduced. Standard, 1964.
Tecalamit system. Trade name; an impulse
system for the oil-firing (from the top or
side) of ceramic kilns; the impulses are
controlled by a Compressed air device.
Dodd.
technate. A less common name for didyrnium.

Dodd.

technetium. A metallic element in group
NII of the periodic system. First obtained
by the deuteron bombardment of moly-

tectonic geology
bdenum in 1937 but since has been found

in the fission products of uranium and

plutonium. All 14 known isotopes (technetium 92 to technetium 105) are radioactive. Silvery-gray; melting point, 2,200°
50° C; specific gravity, 11.50 (calculated) ; and it is slightly magnetic. The
principal chemical interest in technetium
derives from the remarkably strong corrosion-inhibiting properties for steel of
pertechnate compounds. Symbol, Tc;
valences, 3? 4, 6, and 7; atomic num-

ber, 43; and the mass number of the

most stable isotope, 97 or 98. CCD 6d,
1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Phyics 45th ed., 1964. pp. B-29, B-I38.
technic. See technique.
technical cohesive strength. Fracture stress
in a notch tensile test. Often used instead of merely cohesive strength to avoid

confusion among the several definitions
of cohesive strength. ASM Gloss.

technique. The manner of handling details 'in the execution of an undertaking.
Kinney.

technologist. A specialist in technology. Webster 3d.

technology. a. The science of the application of knowledge to practical purposes;
applied science. Webster 3d. b. The terminology of a particular subject; *echnical language. Webster 3d.
tectofades. a. A group of strata of different
tectonic aspects from laterally equivalent
strata. A.G.I. b. Laterally varying tectonic

aspects of a stratigraphic unit. A.G.I.

tectogene. a. A deeply downbuckled belt
of sediments within a eugeosyncline.

A.G.I. b. A large downfold of the granitic crust (sial) beneath an orogenic belt.
A.G.I.

tectogenesis. A term sometimes used instead
of orogenesis for folding and thrusting, to

avoid any implication that actual mountains were necessarily formed. Challinor.
tectomorphic. Applied to deuteromorphic
constituents of a rock whose shapes have
been modified by magmatic corrosion.
Schieferdecker.

tectonic. Pertaining to rock structures and

topographic features resulting from defor-

mation of the earth's crust; also earthquakes not caused by volcanic action,

landslides, or collapse of caverns. Mather.
tectonic breccia. An aggregation of angular
coarse rocks formed as the result oi tectohic movement. Included in this category
are fault breccias, especially those amciated with great overthrust sheets, and
fold breccias or riebungsbreccia. A.G.I.

teeonic change of sea level. A change in
sea level produced by land movement.
Leet.

tectonic conglomerate. A coarse elastic rock
produced by deformation of brittle closely
jointed rocks. Rotation of the joint block
and granulation and crushing sometimes

produce a rock that closely simulates a

normal conglorherate. Synonym for. crush
conglomerate. A.G.I.
tectonic earthquakes. Earthquakes caused by

faulting within the upper layers of the
earth's 'crust, usually at depths of 5 to
10 miles. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

tectonic geology. Used more or less synonymously with structural geology. On
the whole, there is perhaps a little
stronger tendency to restrict this term to
rock deformation during earth movements

than it apparent in the use of the term

structural geology, but even its use is not

telescopic tripod
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tectonic geology
strictly confined to secondary deformation. Stokes and Varnes 1955.

tectonic map. A map showing structure.
Ballard.

tectonks. The study of the structures resulting from deformation of the earth's
crust. B.S. 3618, 1964, Sec. 5.

tectonic unmixing. Mechanical segregaton of

minerals resulting from recrystallization
in sheared zones. A.G.I. Supp.
tectonite. A rock whose minute structure
has been produced by internal movement
of its parts without these parts losing

spacial continuity or the rock its individuality. A.G.I. Supp.
tectonites. A term used by M. E. Wads-

worth to include all mineral construction
material for buildings or roads. Fay.
tectonized region. An area which has been
affected by tectonic movements. Schieferdecker.

tectonometer. a. New radar apparatus which
is affected by changes in rock structure,

particularly faults. At about 5 meter intervals along selected lines, the reading
of a microarnrneter is recorded. The instrument is affected by the surface
whether ploughed or grassland. It has
been used in conjunction with resistivity
methods to determine the presence and
throw of faults and general geological

structures. See also geophysical prospecting. Nelson. b. An apparatus used on the
surface to obtain knowledge of the structure of the underlying rocks. B.S. 3618,

1963, sec. 3.
tectonophysickt. One who studes elastic de-

formation of flow and rupture of con-

stituent materials of the earth's crust and
makes deductions concerning the forces

D.O.T. 1. c. The person who teems or
casts the pot of glass. See also casting.

ASTM C162-66.
teeming. a. Shaping glass by pouring it into

or on molds, tables, or rolls. Bureau of

Mines Staff. b. See casting. ASTM C1F266.

teeming hole. A pit containing the mold in
which crucible steel is cast. Standard,
1964.
teeming trough. Lanc. A cister (or trough)
into which the water is pumped from a
mine. Fay.
teepleite. a. A hydrous borate and chloride
of sodium, Na313204.Na3C12.4H20. Tetra-

gonal. English. b. Synonym for burkeite;
gauslinite. From Borax Lake, Calif. English.

tee-slot. Synonym for T-slot. Long.
teeter. a. Dancing or boiling movement of
small particles in a rising fluid column,
when velocity is too high to let them fall
and too low to sweep them clear. Characteristic zone in hydraulic classifiers.
Pryor, 3. b. The condition c.f. a suspension of solids in an upward-moving current of water or air, whereby the support
given to the particles reduces the internal
friction between them to such an extent
that the suspension acquires fluid or partially-fluid properties. B.S. 3552, 1962.
teeth. A molded organic bonded abrasive
segment for insertion in the periphery of
a steel disk. ACSG, 1963.

teeth work. Scot. A system of working coal
end-on. Fay.
teggoglyph. A load structure. See also load
cast. Pettijohn.
tegula. See Italian tiles. Dodd.
teineite. A hydrous tellurate and sulfate of

(changes).

copper, Cu(Te,S)04.2F120, as blue or-

tectonosphere. The outer part of the earth
above the level of isostatic equilibrium,
in which the dynamic processes are
thought to occur which cause orogenesis
near and at the surface. Schieferdecker.
tectosilicates. Silicate structures in which

pan. Named from locality. Spencer 15,

causing these
D.O.T. 1.

deformations

the SiO, tetrahedra share all oxygens with

adjacent tetrahedra, to build up a three-

dimensional network structure. Examples
are quartz and feldspar. A.G.I.

tedge. In founding, an ingate in a mold.
Standard, 1964.
tee. a. Eng. A crossvein meeting a main vein

without intersecting it. Fay. b. A sleeve
with a third.openmg in the side, usually
at right angles, to allow a branch line to
be connected to the main pipeline. Kentucky, p. 119. c. A fitting, either cast or
wrought, that has one side outlet at right
angles to the run. A single outlet branch
pipe. See also branch tee; crossover tee;
double-sweep tee; drop tee; service tee;
union tee. Strock, 3.

tee-beam. A rolled steel section in the shape
of the letter T, the flat top being the table.
Ham.
tee-bolt. Synonym for T-bolt. Long.
tee joint. A joint ni which the members are
oriented in the form of a T. ASM Gloss.
keit). a. Eng. Sometimes tem. To dump

rubbish, etc. down a spoil bank. Fay. b.
Pouring moften metal from a ladle into

ingot molds. The term applies particularly
to the specific operation of pouring either
iron or steel into ingot molds. Also called
teeming. ASM Gloss.
kaiser. a. A pourer of metal. Standard,1964.
b. One who controls the rate of. pouring
(teeming) stainless steel into molds.

thorhombic crystals from Teine mine, Ja-

M.M., 1940. Possibly a tellurite instead of
a tellurate. American Mineralogist, V. 46,
No. 3-4, March-April 1961. pp. 466-467.
teja. Sp. A roofing tile. Fay.
tekoretin. Fossil hydrocarbon similar to fichtelite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
tektites. A group term (of Suess, 1900) covering moldavites, billitonites, australites,

and replacing the term obsidianite

(of

Walcott, 1898). They consist of balls and
other spheroidal dumbell forms of green
and black glassi approximating to obsidian in composition. C.M.D.
tektonite. See tectonite. A.G.I.
telain. Anglicized from the German telit.
Greater fragments of plant tissues, which
are completely soaked with vitrain, that
is, the cell walls as well as the cell cavities.

A.G.I.

telecontrolled power station. A hyldroelectric
power station operated by remote control.

Ham.
telegraph. A vertical rectangular timber or
steel chute for the transfer of coal to a
lower level. Strips of wood placed crosswise in the chute retard the downward

flow and the chute is kept. full for the

same purpose. See also spiral chute. Nelson.

telemagnetic deposit. An ore deposit of
magrnatic origin but far removed from

the original source. Schieferdecker.
telemagnetk. Deposits far from the intrusive
center. A.G.I.
telemeter rod. A leveling staff used in connection with stadia work. See also stadia
rod. Ham.
telemetary. The science involved with meas-

t
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uring a quantity or quautiCes, transmit-

ting this value to a station, and there

interpreting, indicating, or recording the
quantities. H&G.
telephone coupler. A device, of a type ap-

proved by the Minister of Power, designed to enable telephones of approved

type below ground to be connected to

telephones, of a type not so approved, at
the surface, without affecting the intrinsic
safety of the approved telephones. B.S.
3618, 1965, sec. 7.
telephone system, mine radio. See mine radio telephone system.

telephoto lense. Photography: A combination

of positive and negative lenses designed
to obtain larger magnification of distant
objects than is possible with ordinary
lenses. See lye, 2.

tekscope. a. To slide one piece inside another. Nichols. b. To force or jam one
segment or part into the part to which it
is coupled by applying excessive load;
for example, to force or telescope a core-

barrel head into the upper end of the

outer tube of the core barrel. Long. c. Any
optical instrument used to aid the eye in
observing distant objects. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

tekscoped ore deposits. Ore deposits representing most of the metals of most of the
plutonic ore-sequence zones within short
horizontal or vertical distances. A.G.I.
telescopic derrick. A drill derrick divided
into two or more sections, made so that
the uppermost sections nest succesively
into the lower sections. In usel the sections are extended and locked Imo place

to form a tall derrick and when moved
are nested to form a unit length trans-

portable on a single truck. Compare telescopic tripod. Long.

telescopic dial. See improved dial. B.S. 3618,

1963, sec. 1.

telescopic drill rig. A two-man-operated,

mobile electric hydraulic four drill rig for
boring blasting holes in quarries and
opencast pits. All drills, percussive and

rotary, can be simultaneously or inde-

pendently raised, lowered, or slewed enab-

ling the rig to serve a working face 32

feet high and 24 feet wide. Nelson.
tekscopic loading trough. A shaker conveyor
trough of two sections, onc nested in the

other, used near the face for advancing
the trough line without the necessity of

adding either a standard or a short length
of pan after each cut. C-clamps hold the
two sections together in any desired
length. Jones.

telescopic section. That section of a rigid
side-framed conveyor which

is

(1) ad-

justable in length, (2) immediately adjacent to the tail section, and (3) so designed that it forms a continuous framing and cover for the return belt when
the tail section is pulled back to tension
the belt. NEMA MB1-1961.

telescopic tripod. a. A drill tripod each leg
of which is a series of two or more closely
fitted nesting tubes, which can be locked
rigidly together in an extended position to

form a long leg or nested one within the
other to shorten the leg while it is being
transported from one drill site to another.
Long. b. A misnomer applied to a drillhoisting derrick, hinge-mounted on a
truck-mounted drill machine, that is
raised or lowered by means of hydraulic
pistons. Long. c. A surveyor's tripod, similarly constructed. Bureau af Mines Staff.

telescoping conveyor
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telescoping conveyor. A type of conveyor,

ment or radical. Webster 3d. Often rich
in gold and silver. Fay.
telluric ocher. The mineral tellurite, Te02.
Fay.

sist of telain. Obsolete. Compare durotelain. A.G.I.
telofusaln. a. A coal constituent transitional
between telain and fussain, and showing

the length of which may be varied by

telescoping frame members. See also extendable conveyor. ASA M114.1-1958.

telethermal. Zone or environment of ore
deposition characterized.by lesser intensity

than epithermal and in general by re-

moteness from an igneous source. McKinstry.

tellurides. Ores of the precious metals (chiefly

gold) containing tellurium. Gordon.
telluriferous. Yielding or containing tellurium. Standard, 1964.

tellurie. A mineral, Te0s, that consists of
tellurium dioxide and occurs sparingly in
tufts of white or yellowish crystals. Web-

telethermal deposits. Ore deposits produced

at or near the surface from

t

1

ascending

hydrothermal solutioas and representing
the terminal phase of its activity. A.G.I.
telex. Wired or radio-transmitted communication system. Pryor, 3.
telford. Being or related to a road pavement

ster 3d.
tellurium. An element in group VI of the

having a surface of small stone rolled

hard and smooth and distinguished from
macadam road by its firm foundation of
large stones with fragments of stone
wedged tightly in the interstices. Webster
3d.

telfordize. To furnish (a road) with a telford pavement. Webster 3d.
telfunken process. See metallizing. Dodd.
telinite. This term was proposed by W. J.
Jongmans (1935) to designate a vitrinite
showing cellular structure. The Nomenclature Sub-committee of the International Committee for Coal Petrology de-

cided in 1957 to use the term telinite

only for the cell walls seen in vitrinite.

Only in this manner can telnite be rightly
included among the macerals. Telinite
shows more or less clearly defined cell

structure (wood, periderm, etc.) sometimes deformed. The cells are generally
filled with collinite, but the structure is
better shown when the cells are either
empty or filled by material such as resinite, fine micrinite, clay minerals, etc.
I.H.C.P., 1963, part I.
telite. Same as provitrain. See also telain.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

teller. See tab. Mason.
telltale. a. A simple device, perhaps fabricated on site, for indicating selected conditions of loading, flow, etc., in a plant.
Flashing light, hooter, bell, mther moving along scale are among such arrange-

ments showing height of hqui-1 . in a tank,
loading on conveyor belt, :.,ce level in bin,
failure in oil line, stalling of thickener

rakes. Pryor, 3. b. A device for keeping
a check on employees (as factory hands,
drivers, check takers) , especially a time
clock. Webster 3d. c. A wind direction
indicator in the form of a ribbon or similar piece of material. Webster 3d. d. A
device serving as a warning on a railroad. Webster 3d. e. A small overflow
pipe that indicates by dripping when a
tank or cistern is full. Webster 3d.
telluric bismuth. The same as tetradymite.
Standard, 1964.
telhnic-current prospecting. A geophysical
prospecting technique utilizing natural
earth currents as a source instead of artificially generated currents injected into
the ground. Dobrin, p. 8.
telluric currents. Natural electric currents
that flow on or near the earth's surface
in large sheets. Methods have been developed for using these currents to make
resistivity surveys. Synonym for earth currents. A.G.I.

telluric /diver. Same as hessite. Standard,
1964.

telluride. A binary compound of tellurium
usually with a more electropositive ele-

periodic system. Silvery-white; metallic
luster ; metallic characteristics; orthorhom-

bic or hexagonal; Mohs' hardness, 2.3;

zpecific gravity, 6.24 (at 20° C) ; melting
point, 449.5° -.±: 0.3° C; boiling point,
990° C or 989.8° ± 3.8° C; soluble in
sulfuric acid, in ,nitric acid, in potassium
hydroxide and in potassium cyanide solution; arid insoluble in water. Ozcasionally found in native form. Obtained from
anode slime produced in the electrolytic

refining of copper and lead. Used as a
coloring agent in glass and ceramics.
Symbol, Te; valences, 2, 4, and 6; atomic
number, 52; and atomic weight, 127.60.

CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, .pp.
B-138, B-228. Two forms of tellurium

are listed: Crystalline tellurium and amor-

phous tellurium. Crystalline tellurium is
silvery-white and amorphous tellurium is
brownish black. Whereas the specific
gravity of crystalline tellurium is 6.25, the
specific gravity of the amorphous form
is 6.00. All other properties are the same

for both forms. lt is uncertain whether
the amorphous form is truly amorphous
or is composed of minute crystals, in

which case all tellurium is crystalline.
There are two allotropic forms of crystalline tellurium: Alpha tellurium and beta
tellurium with the temperature of trans:tion being 348° C. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp.

B-41, B-138, B-228; Bureau of Mines

Staff.
telbarium glance. Same as nagyagite. Webster 2d.
telurium minerals. These include native tel-

lurium (Te); tellurite, Teti; tetradymite

Bit ( Te,S)8; hessite sylvanite, calaverite,
petzite, nagyagite, these last being tellu-

rides of silver and gold. Pryor, 3.
tellurnickel. Synonym for melonite. Dana 6d,

p. 76.
tellurobkinutite. A mineral, Biaes, as distinct from tetradymite (BisTe2S). The
earlier names tellurwismuth and tellurbismuth covered both. A synonym for tell-

urobismuthite. Spencer 20, M.M. 1955.

tellurometer. Survey instrument which measures distance electronically with high accuracy. A radar pulse is sent to the dis-

tant station (up to 40 miles) and the
time taken for its echo to arrive is re-

corded, with an accuracy of 1 to 100,000.
Also called trilateration. Pryor, 3.
tehnatic peat. Same as reed peat. Tomkeieff,
1954.
telociaraia. A rock-type coal containing the
maceral telinite and other macernh, main-

ly exinite, and in which the quantity of
other macerals exceeds that of termite.

plant cell structure. The cell walls are
soaked with vitrain and the cell cavities
are partly filled with vitrain. It is not a
transition. Accepted by the Heerleu Con-

gress of 1935 to desirate material transitional between telain and fusain with

fusain being predominant. Compare fusotelain. A.G.I. b. Same as fusovitrite.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
telovitrain. Structureless vitrain with minute

inclusi,sis of telain (fragments of plant
tissue completely soaked with structureless vitrain, that is, cell walls as well as

cell cavities). Obsolete. Compare vitrotelain. A.G.I.
telpher. An electric hoist which hangs from
a power-driven wheeled cab rolling on an

overhead rail; it is often referred to as
a monorail. See also aerial ropeway. Ham.

telpherage. Automatic aerial transportation,

as by the aid of

electricity, especially
that system in which the carriages having

independent motors are run on a stout
wire conducting an electric current.
Standard, 1964.

Telsmith breaker. A type of gyratory crusher
often used for primary crushing. It has a

fixed spindle, that is, the spindle is not
suspended from above, but is mounted in
a long eccentric sleeve. Rotation of the
sleeve imparts a gyratory motion to the

crushing head, but gives a parallel stroke
that is the axis of the spindle describe;
a cylinder rather than a cone as in the
suspended spindle gyratory. Adjustment
for set in the Telsmith breaker is accomplished by placing shims between the

bottom of the breaking head and an ad-

justing plate-the addition of shims at

this point raises the crushing head and de-

creases the throat opening. Newton, Jo-

seph. Introduction to Metallurgy, 1938, p.
221.

Teinnith gyraspbere. A type of secondary
crusher that utilizes the pratory principle; it has a hemispherical crushing head.

Newton, p. 61.

temblor. An earthquake. Mather.
temper. a. In heat treatment, reheating hardened steel or hardened cast iron to some
temperature below the eutectoid tempera-

ture for the purpose of decreasing the
hardness and increasing the toughness.

The process also is sometimes applied to
normalized steel. ASM Gloss. b. In tool
steels, temper is sometimes used, but inadvisedly, to denote the carbon content.
ASM Gloss. c. In nonferrous alloys and
in some ferrous alloys (steels that cannot

be hardened by heat treatment), the

hardness and strength produced by mechanical or thermal treatment, or both,
and characterized by a certain structure,
mechanical properties, or reduction in
area during cold working. ASM Gloss.
d. An alloy composed of two parts of tin
and one of copper, added to pure tin to
make the finest pewter. Standard, 1964.

e. An alloy of arsenic and lead sometimes
used for hardening shot. Standard, 1964.

f. To moisten and mix clay, piaster, or

mortar to the proper consistency for use.

telociarite. A type of coal intermediate be-

ACSG, 1963. g. To anneal or toughen
glass. Webster 3d. h. The degree of re-

tellodinrabt. Durain in which a large part

pathon with a standard such as one or

Compare clarotelain. A.G. I.

tween telite and clarite. Tomkeieff, 1954.

of the microconglomerate elements con-

sidual stress in annealed glass measured
polarimetrically or by polariscopic com-

temper
more strain disks. See also strain disk.
ASTM CI62-66. i. Term sometimes employed in referring to tempered glass.
See also tempered glass. ASTM CI62-66.

temperature. a. A degree of hotness or of

coldness measured on one of several arbitrary scales based on some observable
phenomenon, as the expansion of mercury
on heating, for example. The degree of a

material substance that is a linear function of the kinetic energy of the random
motion of its molecules. The degree of a
vacuum that depends upon the density of
the radiant energy within it. Abbrevia-

tions and symbols, temp; T; t; T;

temper screw
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Compare absolute zero. See also absolute
temperature; Celsius; centigrade; critical
temperature; Fahrenheit; Kelvin temperature scale; Rankine scale. Webster 3d. b.
The heat content of a body as measured
on a definite scale. In oceanography both
the centigrade and Fahrenheit scales are
used. Temperature of seawater usually is
determined to an accuracy of ± 0.02° C.
Hy.

temperature coefficient. a. A numerical value

indicating the relation between a change
in temperature and a simultaneous change
in some other property (for example, solu-

bility). Specifically, the factor a in the
equation Re = RO (1 + at) in which Re
equals the resistance of a conductor at
t° C, and RO equals its resistance at 0°
C. Webster 3d. b. The change in reactor
reactivity occurring when the operating
temperature changes. The coefficient is
positive when an increase in temperature
increases the reactivity and negative when

an increase in temperature decreases the
reactivity. Negative temperature coefficients are desirable because they help to
prevent power excursions. LEM.
temperature colors. Colors shown to the eye
by incandescent bodies at different temperatures. Bureau of Mines Staff.
temperature dew point. Temperature at
which condensation of water occurs; a
saturation temperature. Measured in degrees F. Hartman, p. 9.
temperature, dry bulb. Temperature indicated by a conventional dry thermometer;
a measure of the sensible heat content of
air. Hartman, p. 9.
temperature gradient. a. The rate of change
of temperature with distance in a specified direction. Also called ;lapse rate.
A.G.I. b. A curve showing the temperature at different distances from the hot
face, in refractory wall. BureaiLof Mines
Staff.

temperature gradient furnace. A laboratory
electric resistance furnace in which the
heating element is wound around the
furnace tube in such a manner that there

is a steady temperature gradient along
the axis of the furnace. Such a furnace

is useful in the ceramic laboratory in that

it will expose a long test piece placed

within the furnace to different temperatures at different points, so that the effect
of various firing temperatures can be
studied in a single operation. Dodd.

temperature logging. The measurement of
temperature in boreholes by use of a deli-

cate thermometer that will record temperature anomalies of as much as 7° F
for thin coal seams in coal measures according to the thermal conductivity of
the rocks concerned. This type logging
has proved useful in discriminating be-

tween coal and sandstone and aho in

cased holes in conjunction with gamma-

ray logging. Sinclair, III, p. 105. Also

widely used in oil fields for locating position of cement, casing leaks, etc. Bureau of Mines Staff.
temperature profile recorder. A portable unit
consisting of a thermistor sensing element,
6-volt power supply, amplifier, and a re-

corder. The recorder is geared to a drum
containing an electrical cable to which

the bead is fastened. When the bead is
lowered into the water, the paper on the

recorder is moved accordingly. Depth is
measured by the amount of wire paid out.
This device is used in shallow water, particularly in lakes. H&G.
temperature reducers. In an explosive copper
sulfate (CuSO4.51-120), magnesium sulfate (Mg504.71-120), sodium chloride
(NaCI), and ammonium chloride (NH,-

Cl), all of which act as cooling agents

either by giving off water or by volatilizing. They also tend to reduce the sensitivity of the explosive. Cooper, p. 345.
temperature-regulating equipment. Any equip-

ment used for heating and cooling the

rectifier together with the devices for
controlling and indicating its temeprature. Coal Age, I.
temperature-salinity (t-s) diagram. This is
the plot of temperature vs. salinity data

of a water column. The result is a diagram which makes it possible to identify
the water masses within the column, its

stability, to read off its at value and to

estimate the accuracy of the temperature
and salinity measurements. Hy.
temperature standards. For normal measure-

ment 0° C (regarding gas properties).

For thermodynamics and physical proper

ties either 18° C or 25° C as defined in

each stated case. Pryor, 3.
temperature steel. Reinforcement which is
introduced into a concrete slab or other
member in order to minimize any cracks
arising from shrinkage or from temperature stresses. Ham.
temperature stress. Stress in a structural
member due to a rise or fall of temperature. See also temperature steel. Ham.
temperature survey. A geophysical prospect-

ing method which either measures (1)

temperature anomalies in boreholes (see
temperature logging), or (2) temperature trends and concentrations along the
ground surface. For 'example, a temperature survey across a salt dome may give

peak values in the central area, due to
the high thermal conductivity of the

buried salt mass. Nelson.
temperature, wet bulb. Temperature at which

water evaporating into air can bring the
air to saturation adiabatically at that
temperaturea measure of the evaporating capacity of air. Indicated by a thermometer with a wetted wick. Measured
in degrees F. Hartman, p. 9.
temper brfttleness. Brittleness that results
when certain steels are held within, or
are cooled slowly through, a certain range
of temperature below the transformation
range. The brittleness is revealed by
notched-bar impact tests at or below room

temperature. ASM Gloss.
tempered. In brickmaking, (1) moistened and
worked to the proper consistency, as clay
for bricks or molding and, (2) capable of

being cut with ease, as bricks made of

such clay. Standard, 1964.
tempered glom. Glass which has been rapidly
cooled from above the annealing point to
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induce residual compressive
the surface. VV.

stresses in

tempered lead. Lead hardened by addition
of alkaline-earth metals and/or lithium;
usually made by electrodepositing the alkaline-earth metal into a fused lead cathode. Bennett 2d, 1962.

tempered safety glass. A single piece of specially heat-treated glass, with a stress pat-

tern such that the piece when fractured
reduces to numerous granular fragments,

with no large jagged edges. See also safety
glass. ACSG, 1963.

tempered steel. Steel that has been hardened
and subsequently tempered by a second
lower heating. Fay.
temperer. One who or that which tempers;
specifically, a machine for mingling and
thoroughly working potter's clay, brick
clay, mortar, plaster, or other materials.
Standard, 1964.
temper hardening. A term applied to alloys
that increase in hardness when heated
after rapid cooling; also to the operation

of producing this. Also called artificial
aging; distinguished from aging or age
hardening, which occurs at atmospheric
temperature. Both processes are covered
by thc term precipitation hardening.
C.T.D.

tempering. a. Reheating a quench-hardened
or normalized ferrous alloy to a temperature below the transformation range and

then cooling at any ratc desired. ASM

Gloss. b. Thorough mixing of clays with
water, etc., to form a plastic paste for
molding. C.T.D.
tempering bar. See furgen. Fay.

tempering furnace. A furnace fcr heating
articles in the process of tempering.

Standard, 1964.
tempering machine. A machine for giving
large steel plates a uniform and thorough
tempering without permitting them to
bend or buckle; usually by pressing them
between hot masses of iron, or by firmly
clamping them between jaws or plates
while immersing them in a tempering
bath. Standard, 1964.
tempering mortar. Softening mortar by adding water and mixing.
No. 24.
tempering oil. An oil that is used for tempering hot metal. Shell Oil Co.
tempering oven. An oven for heating lass in
the process of annealing; a leer. Standard, 1964.
tempering sand. Foundry sand wetted to the
proper dampness for molding. Bennett
2d, 1962.

tempering tub. A combined pan and vertical

pug mill for the preparation of clay for
brickmaking. The mixing pan is about 7
feet in diameter, a central vertical shaft

carrying the mixing blades; the shaft continues downward as the shaft of the pug

mill. In some districts of England, this

equipment
Dodd.

is known as a sludge pan.

tempering unit; tempering pan; cooling unit.
A vessel intermediate between the pug and

the press used to regulate the tempera-

ture of the charge. B.S. 3552, 1962.
tempering water. The amount of water used
to give the desired consistency of workability to a mix. A.R.I.

tempering wheel. A wheel mounted on a
shaft and revolved in a pit after the manner of an arrastre, for kneading and tempering clay. Standard, 1964.
temper screw. a. A screw link by which wellboring tools are hung from the walking

beam and connected and lowered as the
work progresses. Standard, 1964. b. An
adjusting screw. Standard, 1964.
temper time. In resistance welding, that part
of the postweld interval during which the

current is suitable for tempering or heat
treatment. ASM Gloss.

template. a. A form for building tunnel inverts. Stauffer. b. A pattern device used
as a guide to mark points at which boreholes are to be collared in ring drilling.
Long. c. A full-sized mold, pattern, or

frame, shaped to serve as a guide in
forming or testing contour or shape. Taylor.

d. A pattern or guide of any of

various kinds used in manufacturing as
usually thin metal pattern for laying out
and scribing a workpiece. Also, a gage or
pattern for checking dimensions locations,
or contours as on castings. Weester 3d. e.

A thin plate, cut to the shape or profile
required on a finished surface, by which

the surface is marked off or gaged during
machining or other operation. Also called
temp/et. C.T.D.
temporary adjustment. An adjustment, such

as leveling or focusing, made to a sur-

veying instrument at each setup. Ham.
temporary beselevel. The valley flat (flood
sort of baselevel, though the
plain) is

tension carriage
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agreed upon between lessor and lessee,
upon which a royalty is paid. A ten varies
between 48 and 50 tons or 1814 Newcastle chaldrons of 53 hundredweights.
Fay.

tenacity. a. The force or strength with which
the particles (or molecules) of a mineral
or rock hold together or resist separation.
The terms commonly used to describe the

tenacity of a mineral are friable, brittle,
sectile, malleable,

flexible, elastic

and

tough. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. la. The
adhesion possessed by a substance, or its
toughness. Cordon.
tenpr.t helve. Eng. See frontal hammer. Fay.

tender. a. Said of roof shale that tends to
break up or crash under pressure into
small fragments, and which will not hold

in any span over a few inches. Also

called short. Raistrick and Marshall, pp.

36-37. b. The formal offer by the ten-

derer to carry out the work described in
the drawings and/or specif cation for a
certain sum of money. See also agreement; schedule of rates. Nelson.
tenderfoot. A newcomer in a comparatively
rough' or newly settled region; especially
one not hardened to frontier or outdoor
life. Webster 3d.

tender roof. Aust. A mine roof that requires

lowest level to which the stream can
bring its valley under the conditions

support. Fay.
tendbg chuck. Pouring water into a drill hole
to assist in drilling. Stauffer.
tendon. A stretched element used in a concrete member or structure to impart

and serves as the limit below which tribu-

teniogranite. Synonym
Supp.

flat developed by a stream is not
necessarily the lowest level to which it
may bring its valley bottom. It is the
first

which exist when the fiat is developed.
It is, therefore, a temporary baselevel,
tary streams may not cut. A.G.I.
temporary hardness. Of water, that which
can be removed by boiling out the CO2,
therefore precipitating calcium and mag-

nesium as their carbonates from the more
soluble bicarbonate form. Pryor, 3.
temporary hardness GI. water. Water hardnels
which can be destroyed by boiling. See
also hard water. Nelson.
temporary installation. An installation made
for a limited time only, generally in the

area between the loading point and the
working face, but also in other locations
where portable or mobile equipment is
installed for a limited time. A temporary
installation is limited to a period of six

months. BuMines. Coal-Mine Inspectors'
Man Ual, June 1966, pt. 3-18e, p. 53.
temporary prop; policeman; safety prop. a.

(Eng.) A prop set temporarily in adPaper No. 61. b. Eng. A prop set temporarily under a broken balk. SMRB,

vance of the main timbering. SMRB,

Paper No. 61.
temporary shaft support. A timber or steel
lining inserted for a limited period until
the permanent shaft support is put in to
replace it. See also skeleton tubbing. Nelson.

temporary splice. According to the Federal
Coal Mine Safety Act, is considered to

be one that does not have a rubber or
neoprene jacket vulcanized over the
splice and bonded to the cable jacket.

prestress to the concrete. Taylor.
for

taeniogranite.

tenmoku. A glaze containing iron compounds

sometimes used by studio potters; it is
lustrous black except where it is thinner

and has oxidized to a red color. Dodd.
tennantite. A natural sulfarsenide of copper
and iron, (Cu,Fe)naks,Sis, found in metallic veins. Isometric. A variety of fahlore.
Flint gray to iron black; luster, metallic;
streak, black to brown; Mohs' hardness,
3.5 to 4.5; specific gravity, 4.6. Found in
Colorado, Idaho, Utah, Montana; Canada; Europe. An important ore of copper
and silver. Synonum for gray copper ore;
fahlore. A.C.I.- Fay; CCD 6d, 1961.
Tennesseean. a. tipper Mississippian, includes
Merainecian and Chesterian. A.G.I. SuPp.

b. System between Waverlyan and Pennsylvanian. Obsolete. A.G.I. Stipp.
tenon. A orojecting tonaue fitting into a corresponding cavity called a mortise. Fay.

tenor. The tenor of an ore refers to the
amount of valuable metal in the ore. This
is given in percentage of metal or metallic oxide, except in gold, silver, and platinum ores, where the analysis is reported

in troy ounces per avoirdupois ton (1
ton=29,167 troy ounces), or in pennyweight (dwt) per ton (1 troy ounce=20
dwt). Newton, p. 8.

tenorite; melaconite. A copper mineral, C4O,

occurring as dull black earthy masses,
black powder, or shining black scales;

streak, black; luster, metallic in scales, dull
in masses. Triclinic. Specific gravity, 5.82

I.C. 8149, 1963, p. 16.

to 6.24; Mohs' hardness, 3. Found in

ing a tunnel, one that is erected immediately after breaking the ground to give
support for a limited time, that is, until

See also copper oxide. Fay; Dana 17;

temporary support. In sinking a shaft or driv-

it is no longer needed or until it is re-

placed by a permanent support. Stoces,
v. 1, p. 142.

ten. N. of Eng. A certain weight of coal

Utah, Arizona, Wyoming, Oregon, Tennessee; Italy. Also called black copper.
CCD 6d, 1961.
tensile force. A force such as the force applied when a haulage rope pulls a set of
tubs. Morris and Coo er, p. 141.
tensile modulus of elasticity. The tangent or

264-972 0-68-72
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secant modulus of elasticity of a material

in the tension tc.t. The relationship between tensile stress and tensile strain.
Also called modulus of elasticity in tension and often merely modulus of elasticity. H&G.
tensile strength. a. The ultimate strength of
a material subjected to tensile loading.

The maximum tensile stress developed by

a material in the tension test. It is cal-

culated by determining the tensile stress
corresponding to the maximum load observed in the tension test. For ductile
metals, tensile strength of a material is
usually greater than its breaking strength,
but is well below the maximum true stress
developed by the material. Tensile strength

is a common index for strength comparison of materials. It may be directly useful
in design where some plastic deformation
is permitted, but yield strength is the common basis for elastic design. Tensile
strength Tray also be some indication of
allowable severity of hot and cold working processes. H&G. b. Tenacity of resistance to pulling, measurable in dynes
per square centimeter or, for metals and
alloys, tons per square inch. Measured in
latter case by testing a dimensioned bar
to breaking point on tensile testing machine. Pryor, 3.

tensile stress. Sometimes called modulus. The

nominal stress developed by a material
subjected to a specified stretching load,
as in the tension test. Above the elastic
limit, nominal tensile stress is considerably lower than the true stress because
it does not reflect the Jet rease in crosssection area accompanying continued deformation. H&C.
tensile test. a. A test in which specimens are
subjected to an increasing tensile pull
until they fracture. A stress-strain curve
may be plotted and the limit e: proportionality, proof stress, yield point, ultimate tensile stress, elongation and reduction iri area, determined. C.T.D. b. Rock
specimens are tested for tensile strength
in a standard testing machine with special

tension grips which allow rock cores to
be easily adjusted to ensure alinement of

the load with the axis of the test piece.
The rate of loading is 100 pounds per

minute. For rocks of nonuniform nature
this test yields erratic results, and tensile
strengths determined from rupture tests

are preferred. Lewis, p. 570. See also
Brazilian test.

tension. a. In subsidence, the amount of
lengthening per unit ca measurement.

b. In engineering, a pulling
stress; metals in tension are
strong, while concrete and masonry are
weak. Nelson. c. A system of forces tend-

Nelson.

force or

ing to draw apart the parts of a body,
especially of a belt, a line, a cord, or a
sheet, combined with an equal and opposite system of resisting forces of cohesion

holding the parts of the body together.

The stress caused by pulling; opposite of
compression and distinguished from torsion. Standard, 1964. d. Sometimes used
in Mace of voltage or electromotive force.

tension carriage. A bogie or frame carrying
a pulley round which the rope of an endless rope haulage passes to be tensioned

or tightened. The bogie moves on rails

and may be kept taut by balance weights
or placed on an inclined roadway (with
sufficient weights) to move up or down

according to the tension in the endless

rope. A tension device is necessary to take
up any slack rope created by varying loads
on the haulage system, Nelson.
tension-control cylinder. A hydraulic piston

that is mined in excess of the minimum

or certain rent. See also ten. Fay.

tenter. Eng. A man who has the control or
working of an engine or jig. Fay .

ten wheeler. See six wheeler.

and cylinder mechanism that can be attached to a rotary-drill feed-off line and
adjusted to allow the drill stem to feed
downward while maintaining a constant

tepee butte. a. In the Pierre shales of Colorado are limestone masses of peculiar
character. Their height is greater than
their width and all dimensions are of a

a tension different from that at which it
was standardized. See also tape correc-

shales, they stand above the general surface. Their fallen fragments protect sloping pedestals of shale, and their positions
are marked in the landscape by conical
knolls or buttes. The formal resemblance
to these buttes to the conical lodges, or

preset tension on the drill string. See also
tension drilling. Long.
tension correction. The correction which must
be applied to a tape if it is being used at
tions. Ham.

tension drilling. Drilling with part of the
weight of the drill string supported by the
drill swivel head or suspended on a drill-

ing line, as opposed to drilling with the

entire weight of the string imposed on the
bit. Long.
tension end. The tail end or receiving end of

a belt conveyor. It consists of a return
drum carried in a boxlike structure. A
scraper, plough, or brush is attached to

remove as much as possible of the spillage

on the bottom belt before it passes on to
the

return drum. The tension end is

drawn back by two Sylvesters attached

to staking anchor props; this enables ade-

quate, but not excessive, tension to be

imparted to the belt. Sinclair, V, p. 287.
See also drivehead.
tension fault. Geological fault due to tension
which separates rock strata; unlike gravity or normal fault, since strata may re-

appear on other side of gap caused by

fall of intervening section to lower level
when fissure opened. Pryor, 3.
tension flange. The side of a beam which is

in tension, being the lower side in the
general case of a simple beam supported

at both ends. Ham.

tension fracture. a. A fracture that is the result of stresses that tend to pull material
apart. Billings, 1954, p. 93. b. See subsidiary fracture. Nelson.
tensioning device, belt. A device fitted to a
belt conveyor which automatically takes
up any slack or stretch in the belting. A
gravity takeup device is sometimes fitted
immediately behind the driving unit, thus
eliminating slack which would otherwise
occur. The main disadvantage of gravity
takeup is that it gives the belt three entire
bends. Nelson.

tension jack. A type of jack equipped with a

jaclucrew for wedging against the roof,
which also has

ratchet device for apply-

ing tension on a chain to be attached to

the tail or foot section of a belt conveyor.
The jacks and tension chains pull the tail
section back until the belt is at the proper
tension. Jones.
tension joint. A joint that is a tension fracture. See also tension fracture. A.G.I.
ttnsion linkage. A chain application in which
linear motion is not continuous in direction. J&M.
tension pulley. Aust. A pulley around which

an endless rope paues mounted on a

trolley or other movable bearing so that
the slack of the rope can be readily taken
up by the pull of the weights. Fay.

tension aleeve. See screw shackle. Ham.

tension zone. The surface area affected by
tensile strain. Set also compreuion zone;
neutral zone; tension. Nelson.
tentide reit. N. of Eng. A rent or royalty,
paid by a lessee upon every "ten of coal"

Terni furnace
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to be measured by feet or yards.
Resisting erosion much better than the

size

tepees, of the Sioux and other Indians,
has led us to call them distinctively tepee

buttes. A.G.I. b. A conical erosion hill,
so named from its resemblance to the
Indian wigwam or tepee. A.G.I. c. A hill
formed by a columnar bioherm found in
the Cretaceous Pierre shale of Colorado,

contaiyili,i2 enormous numbers of the small
Pelee
, lucina. A.G.I.

tepetate. Mex. In geology, a secondary volcanic or chemical nonmarine deposit, very
commonly calcareous, coating the solid

rock or penetrating the earthy portions
of a district; so called in Mexico and in

the central United States. Standard, 1964.
tephra. A collective term for all elastic volcanic materials which, during an eruption,

are ejected from a crater or from some
other type of vent and transported through
the air, including volcanic dust, ash, cin-

ders, lapilli, scoria, pumice, bombs, and

blocks. Synonym for volcanic ejecta. A.G.I.
tephrite. A volcanic rock composed essentially
of calcic plagioclase, titanaugite, and

nephefine or leucite. Sodic sanidine is
sometimes an accessory. A feldspathoidal
basalt. A.G.I.
tephritoid. A rock having the chemical com-

position of a tephrite, but containing a

soda-rich, glassy base in place of nepheline. Compare basanitoid. Holmes, 1928.
tephroite. A manpnese orthosilicate, Mn2(5iO4), containing 70 percent Mn0 and
commonly, small quantities of magnesium, iron, and zinc. Orthorhombic. One
of the olivine group minerals. Sanford;
Dana 17.
tepla-masae. A coal-tar pitch, for protecting

the outside of steel tubes against corrosion
and bacteria. Osborne.
tepostetes. Boulders of specular iron ore
found in gold pl,..cers, Sonora, Mex. Fay.
teratolite. A clay from the coal measures of
Saxony, formerly supposed to have curative properties. Also spelled terratolite.

Standard, 1964. Also called lithomarge.
Fay.

modifications; 18 known isotopes (terbium

147 to terbium 164) ; insoluble in water;
and soluble in acids. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B139, B-229.

terbium oxide; terbla. White; Tb203; isometric; molecular weight, 365.85; and sol-

uble in dilute acids. Bennett 2d, 1962;

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-229.
terlinguaite. An oxychloride of mercury, Hgz00, or a mercuric-mercurous oxychloricle,
HgO.HgCl. Monoclinic. Small, elongated,
pnsmatic crystals. From Terlingua, Texas.
English.

terminal curvature. The sharp change in dip

of strata in the vicinity and abutting a
fault plane, caused by the movement and
drag of the rocks against the fault plane.

The curvature may be only local or extend a considerable distance from the
fracture. Terminal curvature is reliable
evidence in establishing the direction of
displacement of coal or mineral deposiu.

See also drag j. Nelson.
terminal moraine. The transported debris left
by a glacier at or near its lower terminus.
Standard, 1964. See also moraine. Fay.
terminal phase. A solid solution, represented

by an area, at either extreme side of a

binary diagram. ASM Gloss.
terminal velocity. The constant velocity ac-

quired by a particle falling in water or
air when the frictional resistance is equal
to the gravitational pull. See also equalfalling particles; Stokes' law. Nelson.

termination. In mineralogy, the end of a

crystal and especially the natural crystal
faces on that end as distinguished from a
broken or nolished end. A crystal is said
to be singly terminated if natural faces

occur on only one end as in attached

crystal; doubly terminated if they occur
on both ends as in disseminated crystals.
Shipley.

terminology. The technical or special words

or terms used in any science, art, industry, trade, etc. Shipley.
terms of reference. Schedule which defines
responsibilities and area of activity delegated to and/or accepted by subsection,
department or subordinate official in organization working on line-and-staff system of large company where harmonious
cooperation might otherwise be endangered. Pryor, 3.
ternary.

Consisting of three components.

Rolfe.

ternary alloy. An alloy that contains three

principal elements. ASM Gloss.
ternary diagrams. Phase diagrams of 3-component systems. VV.
ternary steel. An alloy steel that contains one
alloying element; the term being synony-

mous with a simple alloy steel. It contains the one element plus the iron ang

terbia. See terbium oxide. Bennett 2d, 1962.
terbium. A metallic element and a member
of the rare earth group. Resembles yttrium
and occurs in the same minerals as dysprosium, europium, and gadolinium. C.T.D.
Silvery-gray; metallic luster; hexagonal;
reacts slowly with water; soluble in dilute
acids; specific gravity, 8.272 or 8.332;

terneplate. Sheet steel covered with a tinlead alloy. BuMines Bull. 585, 1960, p.

boiling point, 2,800° C; and its salts are
colorless. A phosphor activatOr. Syrthol,
Tb; valences, 3 and 4; atomic number,
65; and atomic weight, 158.924. Ste also
rare earth metals. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-139. Malleable; ductile; soft
enough to be cut with a knife; two crystal

Terni fumace. A modification of the open
hearth furnace in which the essential feature is the port design. The airports
gradually increase .7.n cross section until
they are as large as, the hearth itself, thus
practically eliminating turbulent flow in
the furnace. This is claimed to result in
increased output and reduced fuel con-

melting point, 1,356° C or 1,360° C;

carbon, hence ternary. Fay.
term. Sheet iron or steel coated with an alloy

of about 4 parts lead to 1 part tin. Web-

ster 3d.
876.

sumption. Osborne.
terosin. Same as fichtelite. Tomksieff, 1954.
terp; mound. An artificial mound or hill of
earth. Schieferdecker.
terpene. Hydrocarbon of general formula
Cut.H1e; present (30 to 60 percent) in
pine oil which is widely used as frother in
fluthtion process. Present in many plant
grcrnhs as essential oil. Pryor, 3.

frothing agent m
terpintol. The principal C101-1110.
Pryor, 3.
pine oil with formula
terra. The earth; earth. Standard, 1964.
Caterra alba. a. Finely pulverized powder,
SO4.2H50, made from gypsum and used
in the manufacture of paper, paints, artiplastics.
ficial marble, and composition
CCD 6d, 1961. b. Any of several white

tertschite
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terra-cotta clay: (1) dense burning character and strong bonding; (2) low shrinkage and freedom from warping; and, (3)
absence of soluble salts. Found in New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Missouri.
CCD 6d, 1961.

terrain. a. A complex group of strata accumulated within a definite geological epoch.
A.G.I. b. Area of ground considercd as to
its extent and natural features in relation
to its use for a particular operation. A.G.1.
c. The tract or region of ground immediately under observation. A.CJ. d. Ground
surface. Nichols. e. A variation of terrane.

mineral substances as: (1) gypsum ground
for a pigment; (2) kaolin used especially

(3) burnt
as an adulterant of paints;
alum; (4) magnesia; and (5) Wane fixe.

marine and not to water in general.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
terrestrial magnetician. See geomagnetician.
D.O.T. I.
terrestrial magnetism. The natural magnetic

field within and surrounding the earth
and the factors affecting it. Hy.
terrestrial peat. Ptat formed above water

Fay.
terrain coefficient. A terrain coefficient is a
number expressing the ratio of actual
ground displacement by elastic waves to
that which the same waves would produce
for rock is
in rock. The terrain coefficientmaterials
it
thus 1; for unconsolidated
ranges upward to as high as 30, depend-

Webster, 3d.
terra carioca. The uune as tripoli. Standard,

level. Tomkeieff, 1954.

mineral
terre rate. Gl.aconite, or the similar
celadonite used as a gret. pigment by

character if mixed with other pigments.
Webster 2d.
terrigenous. Produced from or of the earth;
the land; said
in geology, derived from
of material
of marine deposits formed
washed from the land, as contrasted with
those of organic, chemical, or other origin,
formed primarily in the sea. Standard,

ing on the thickness of the material.

Leet 2, p. 75.
terrain correction. A correction applied to
1964.
observed values obtained in geophysical
terrace. a. A level or nearly level plain, genits
comparison
with
surveys in order to remove the effect of
narrow
in
erally
surface
slopes
upvariations to the observations due to the
length, from which the
downward
on
the
topography in the vicinity of the sites of
ward on one side and
observation. Synonym for topographic cortheir bounding
other side. Terraces andvariety
of ways,
rection. A.G.I.
slopes are formed in a
de- terrain slope. Used to describe quarries when
some being aggradational andinothers
marble,
gradational. Fay. b. A flaw
located in low slopes. Compare hillside.
Streefkerk, p. 14.
commonly cored out and filled up. Webster 2d. c. A raised poreon of an ancient terrane. a. A group of strata, a zone or a
riverbed or a bank on which alluvial deseries of rocks; used in the description of
pbsits may be found. Nelson. d. A bench
rocks in a general, provisional, or noncommittal sense. Fay. b. A region conin quarry or opencast mining. Nelson. e.
A ridge, a ridge and hollow, or a flat
sidered in relation to its fitness for some
contour.
purpose; an extent of ground or territory.
bench built along a groundriver
gravNichols. f. N.S.W. High-level
Standard, 1964.
els. New South Wales.
terranean. Of or relating to the caeth.
terrace day. Any clay, usually impure, which
Webster 3d.
underlies a topographic terrace occurring terra ponderosa. Literally, heavy earth; anon the slopes of valleys, basins, or on
other name for heavy spar or barite. Fay.
slopes of other types. ACSB-1.
terra
roma. Residual red clay mantling limeterraced Bute cast. Flute casts with external
stone
1,..drock. A.G.I.
sculptu ring resembling differentiallyterms.
In
marble working, a defective or disweathered bedding laminations. In reality,
figured place in a marble block, which is
laminations
a cast of differentially erodedunrelated
cut out and filled with a composition.
to
in the underlying shale and
Standard,
1964. Also spelled terrace. Fay.
internal structure of the cast. Pettijohn. terra sienna.« See ocherii. Fay.
terraced stalagmite. A stalagmite having terra stellate. A porous red clayware characmore or less horizontal terraces. Schieferterized by embossed decorations of the
decker.
same color and a satinlike unglazed surTerrace epoch. In geology, the earlier part
face. Originated on the Isle of Samos.

of the Recent or Holocene epoch; also
called Terracian; a time of general fornation of terraces in the drift-filled valleys of the region glaciated during the

preceding Pleistocene epoch. Fay.
terrace placers. Placei deposits on levels
above the present streams. A.G.I.
terracettes. Ledges of earth on steep hillsides,
varying from a few inches to 4 to 5 feet

in height and averaging 2 to 4 feet in
width, formed as a result of the develop-

ment of slippage planes in, and subsequent
slumping of, the soil or mantle. Also called
terracette slope. A.G.I.
Terradan. Synonym for Terrace epoch.
A.G.I.
product widely
tens colts. A burned-clay
usefl for ornamental work on the exterior
of buildings. Crispin.
terra-cotta day. Terra-cotta clays differ quite
widely, 'Jut semifire clays or a mixture of
a more impure clay or shaleare
these
mostly used. Buff-burning ckys are- preferred because of the hard body produced
on burning. Desir4ble qualities in ihe

artists. The best preparations are very
permanent but of slight intensity, losing

1964.
terrigenous deposits. Particles of rock that
have been washed from the land into the
ocean. MacCracken.
derived
terrigenous sediments. Sediments
from the destruction of pre-existing rocks
as distinguished,
on the earth's surface,
for example, from sediments of organic
or volcanic origin. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.
territe. A plastic explosive which consists of
the constituents, blasting gelatin+BNT+
perchlorate.
sodium nitrate+ammonium
of
The explosive has a relatively low rate on
insensitive,
detonation and is very be
taken to enwhich account care must
sure that its initiation is extremelyinpowerloose
ful. It is preferably employed
rock. Fraenkel, v. 3, Art. 16:02, p. 25.
terroite. An extra-strong high explosive of
the nitroglycerine type. Standard, 1964.
Tertiary. The earlier of the tv-o geologic
periods comprised in the Cenozoic era,
generally. used. Also,
in the classification deposited
during that
the system of strata
period. Fay.
tertiary air. Preh sated air introduced into the

ACSG, 1963.

terra althea. See infusorial earth. Bennett 2d,
1962.
terrazzo. Small chips or pieces of stone,

waste-gas flue of a kiln firing under reducing conditions, for example, a bluebrick kiln; its purpose is to burn the combustible matter in the gases leaving the
to minimize
kiln chamber, thus helping
smoke emission from the stack. Compare
primary air; secondary air. Dodd.

tertiary creep. See creep. ASM Gloss.
tertiary crushing. The preliminary breaking
.down of run-of-mine ore and sometimes

crushcoal. In metal mines, the tertiary
ing may be performed at a central point
underground. See also primary breaker.

Nelson.
fine
tertiary grinding. When a particularly
grinding of ore is needed, two and even
three ball mills may be used in a series
sucto attain the degree of fineness. The
cessive stages are referred to as primary,
secondary, and tertiary grinding. Newton,
Joseph. Introduction to Metallurgy, 1938,
p. 237.
1960, p. 804.
Tertiary igenom rocks. The various types of
terrene. a. A land area ; the earth; terrain.
igneous rocks which were intruded or
Webster 3d. b. In surveying, the surface
extruded during early Tertiary times, esof the ground. Webster 2d.
pecially over a region stretching from
temp/els. An embankment of earth with a
Great Britain to Iceland; for example, in
broad, level top. Webster 3d.
the Inner Hebrides and northeast Ireland
terrulrfal. Of or relating to land as distinct
(the Thulean Province). C.T.D.
from air or water. Webster 3d.
tertiary shaft. The shaft which extends a
laid
dowr.
on
terrestrial deposits. Deposits
mine downwards from the bottom of the
land, specifically those of glacial or ea=
secondary shaft. Spalding.

usually marble or limestone, about onehalf to three-fourths of an inch in diameter, made by crushing and screening.
Terrazzo chips are used with portland
which are
cement in making floors,
smoothed down and polished after the
cement has hardened. BuMines Bull. 585,

oriign. Some .geologists also include deposits laid down in lakes and rivers, and
hence coniider, the term to be opposed to

.*11.35

tertschke. A hydrous calcium borate, Ca41110probably
0111.20-211.110, finely fibrous,
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monoclinic; from Turkey. Spencer 20,
M.M., 1955.
tervalent. Having three difference valencies.
Not synonymous with trivalent. Pryor, 3.
teschenite. a. An alkali-rich variety of analcite dolerite characterized by the presence
of idiomorphic purple augite or aegirineaugite, and generally containing soda amphiboles, such as barkevikite. Holmes,
1928. b. A name given in 1861 by Hohenegger to a group of intrusive rocks in the
Cretaceous strata near Teschen, Austrian
Silesia. Their have si, .e, however, been
shown to embrace suct. a variety of types

test core. Core removed from a concrete
structure by diamond core drilling and
tested in a laboratory to determine the

that the name has little value, but as

analcite occurs quite constantly in most
of them, many still use the term for dia-

basic rocks with this mineral. Fay.
tessellated. a. A surface divided in squares,
or figures approaching squares, by joints
or natural divisions. Fay. b. Composed of
tesserae or small cubes of stone marble,
glass, or terra cotta variously cofored and
arranged in artistic design: inlaid; mosaic;
as tessellated pavement. Standard, 1964.
tessera. A small square stone or tile used in
making mosaic pavements, walks, etc.
Crispin.

tesseral. In crystallography, the same as isometric. Standard, 1964.
tesseral system. Isometric or cubic system.
C.M.D.

tessba. A version of the tenmoku glaze; it is

described as more metallic and broken.

Dodd.

test. a. A cupel, or cupelling hearth, for refining precious metals; also a palticular
portion of metal refined for the purpose

of isolating and weighing its gold and

silver. Webster 2d. b. To subject to cupellation as gold and silver. Webster 3d. See
also cupel, b. c. To explore an unproved

area by using boreholes to search for a
mineral deposit, or to obtain samples of
soil

or rock from which the physical

characteristics of the sampled formations
can be determined, as in foundation testing. Long. d. To determine the inclination

of a borehole by means of an acid-dip

survey. Long. e. Any procedure for sampling reservoir content. Wheeler. f. A
procedure or a reaction used to identify
or to characterize a substance or a constituent; as,

the iodine test for starch.

Webster 3d. g. An apparatus for proving
light hydrocarbon oils by heat to find the
temperature at which they evolve explosive vapors an oil test. Fay.
test bore. Milling to test su'Iscil and rocks
when considering foundations ci ouildings,

dams and heavy plant. Pryor, 3.
test borer. See diamond driller. D.O.T. I.
test-borer helper. See giamond-e,iller helper.

D.O.T. 1.
test boring; test borings. a. As used by foun-

dation engineers, the act or process of

sinking holes into the overburden (sometimes to considerable depth into bedrock)
with rotary or drive sampling equipment
for thepurpose of recovering samples from
whichi nformation on the physical characteristics of the materials penetrated can

tetragonal

strength and other physical properties of
the concrete. Also, core removed from a
borehole drilled in search of oil and used
to determine the porosity of the core and
whether oil is present. Long.
test-correction chart. See capillarity-correction chart. Long.
test cube. A 6- or 4-inch cuhe of concrete is

used in Great Britain as a specimen to

test the strength of concrete. A compressive test is generally taken at eithtr 7 or
28 days age, the methods of casting and
testing being described in British Stand-

ard 1,881. See also slump test. Ham.
tester. a. A sampling instrument. Nelson. b.

supervises drill stem testing operations.
Wheeler.

Fay. b. Generally, any borehole drilled to
obtain samples whereby the structural and
physical characteristics of the rocks penetrated can be determined; more specifically, a hole produced by rotary or driving soil-testing tools in the course of
obtaining sampbs used in soil- and foundation-testing work. Long. c. Usually a
small hole drilled ahead and flanking in
a working place to ascertain proximity of
old workings and to determine water or
air centent of same. B.C.I. d. A tap hole,

as in a cementation furnace. Standard,
diamond

driller.

1964.

signed to test the behavior of materials
and components under the neutron and

gamma fluxes and temperature conditions
of an operating reactor. LOIL.

a plain tube of thin glass closed at one
end, but sometimes having a foot, bulb,
graduated scale, or other modification.
Webster 3d. b. Synonym for acid bottle.
Also called testing tube. Long.

test well. a. One that determines not only
the presence of petroleum oil, but its

commercial value? considering its abundance and accessibility. The information

resulting should be such as a prudent

and experienced investor would desire to
know before expending his capital h.
labor, or improvements for the profitable
working of the property. Ricketts, II. b.
An exploratory well for water. Bureau of
Mine; Staff.

or sample to standard methods of treatment; batch tests on small representative
samples, made to obtain reliable details of
grade and recovery percentage of values
and to compare or originate methods of
Luch recovery; pilot tests to confirm the
findings of batch tests and aid in costing

George S.
tetartohedral. Of a crystal, having one-fourth

and E 1250 to A 950, used in the standard ignition and propagation tests. Rice,

the number of planes required by com-

and design of a full-scale plant, also to

reveal potential difficulties not displayed
in miniature batch testing; routine control tests of established process made in
order to maintain operating efficiency in
a working plant. These tests may include
crushing and grinding, jigging, tabling
and other gravity-based treatments, chemical attack, flotation, magnetic and electrostatic tests, and thermal treatment.
Pryor, 3.

test lead. Lead free from any silver, and

specification is being followed. Dodd.

test plate. A white plate or tile on which to
try vitrifiable colors by heat. Standard,

with the zone from E 1300 to E 950

certain response of unknown ore specimen

cone equivalent. The shape is that of a

sions vary according to which national

the fitness of an area for engineering
works, such as buildings or bridges.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955. See also trial
pit.

test zone. The section of the mine loaded
with coal dust for a given explosion test.
It is most frequently used in connection

be obtained; also applied to the sample

pyramid on A triangular base; the dimen-

test pit. A shallow shaft or excavation made
to determine the existence, extent, or
grade of a mineral deposit or to determine

D.O.T. 1.
test-hole-driller helper. See diamond-driller
helper. D.O.T. I.
testing. II) mineral processing, main categories are amenability tests, made to as-

testing bedrock. See bedrock test. Long.
testing flame. The lowered flame of a miner's
flame safety lamp, which is used to detect
the presence of small percentages of firedamp in mine air. See also firedamp tests.
Nelson.
testing machine. A machine used for applying test loads to Standard test pieces or to
structural members. Machines are available for carrying out tensile, compressive,

or samples so obtained. Long. b. Synonym
for borehole; drill hole; drilling. Long.
test cone. A test piece cut or molded from a
sample of refractory material that is to be
tested for refractoriness or pyrometric

suitable shape so that it can be tested in
a testing machine. Ham.

of precious metals. Shipley.
test tube. a. A tube for simple tests; usually

tion for testing an ore body; a test pit.

See

3d.

rest piece. A piece of material prepared in a

test ring. An oval iron frame for holding a
test or movable cupelling hearth. Fay.
test stone. Basanite. Used for testing streak

testeras. Mex. Uprights in a mine, whether
pillars, arches, or posts. Fay.
test hole. a. A drill hole or shallow excava-

driller.

in testing for various substances. Webster

test reactor. A nuclear reactor specially de-

A person responsible for carrying out
ventilation, dust or other tests. Nelson.
c. Service company representative who

1964.
test-hole

ally in strips
A sat,-rated with an indicator or oth .eagent that changes color

impact, and fatigue tests. Ham.

often finely granulated; used in testing or
cupelling, assaying, etc. Webster 3d.
test paper. Paper (as litmus paper) cut usu-
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plete symmetry. Webster 3d.
tetrabromoethane. Same as acetylene tetrabromide. Shipley.
tetrachionde. A chloride (as carbon tetrachloride, CCIa) containing four atoms of
chlorine. Webster 3d.
tetradymke; telluric bismuth. A natural telluride of bismuth, Bi,Tes, frequentll containing sulfur and selenium. Trigonal.
Color and streak pale steel gray; luster,
metallic; Mohs' hardness, 1.5 to 2; specific gravity, 7.3. Found in California,
Colorado, Arizona, Montana, New Mexico,

Virginia; Canada; Europe. An ore

of

bismuth. Fay; A.G.1.; CCD 6d, 1961.
tetraethyllead; lead telraethyl. a. The important constituent of antiknock gasoline; Pb-

(C2115)4. Crispin. b. Colorless; liquid; spe-

cific gravity, 1.659 (at 18° C); boiling
point, 200° C with decomposition; in-

in cold water; and soluble in
benzene, in petroleum, in alcohol, and in
ether. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 42d ed., 1960, p. 706.
tetraethyl orthosilicate. See ethyl orthosilicate. CCD 6d, 1961.
tetragonal. a. Designating or belonging to a
system of crystallization having all three
soluble

axes at right angles and the two lateral
axes equal. Fay. b. The crystal system in

which crystals have one fourfold symmetry

axis. Huribut.
tetragonal system. That system of crystals in

which the forms are referred to three

mutually perpendicular axes, two of which

are of equal length and the third either

longer or shorter. Fay.
tetrahedral. Pertaining to the tetrahedron, a
four-sided form of the cubic system.
Shipley.

tetrahedrite. A mineral, the part with Sb
greater than As of the tetrahedrite-tennanthe series, Cu3(Sb,As) Ss. S i lver, zinc,

iron, and mercury may replace part of

the copp3r. Isometric. An important ore
of copper and silver. Color, grayish-black
to black; luster, metallic; streak, black to
brown; Mohs' hardness, 3 to 4; specific
gravity, 4.6 to 5.1. Found in Colorado,
Montana, Nevada, Arizona, Utah; Mexico; Europe; South America. Synonym
for gray copper ore; fahlore. A.G.I.; Fay;
CCD 6d, 1961.
tetrahedron. A crystal form, in the isometric
system, enclosed by four faces having
equal intercepts on all three axes. Fay.
tetrahedron, SI04. A silicon atom surrounded
by four oxygen atoms. Each oxygen must

either receive an extra electron or be

shared by two tetrahedra. VV.
tetrahexahedron. A crystal form of the isometric system bounded by twenty-four

equal triangular faces, four to each face
of the cube. Fay.
Tetrakis. A light yellow liquid used in stopping water production in air- or gas-

drilled wells. Chemically, Tetrakis may be

as a titanium ester; the compound is tetra 2-ethylhexyl titanate. American Petroleum Institute. Drilling and
classified

Production Practice, 1963, p. 7-8.
tetralite. See tetryl. CCD 6d, 1961.

tetranitronniline. C21-1(NO2)4NH2; a nitration

product of aniline; melting point, 170°

C; and it explodes at 237° C. A high

explosive used in the manufacture of
detonators and- primers. Abbreviation,

TNA. CC7) 6d, 1961.
tetrapod. An equiangular figure in the form

of a tripod, haying a fourth leg, engaging from the intersection of the other
three. Solid tetrapods weighing 15 tons,

made of concrete, were used very successfully to form a breakwater at Casablanca.
Ham.

tetra sodium pyrophosphate. (Na3P203) or
(2Na.O.P205), a salt commonly used in

small amounts to reduce set in milled

enamels. Enam. Dict.
tetray-alence. An atom, or group, haying four
vao. Ice bonds. Pryor, 3.
tetravalent; quadrivalent. a. Having a valence

of 4. Webster 3d. b. Haying four valences; for example, chlorine which has
valences of 1, 3, 5, and 7. Webster 2d;

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-106.
tetrazene. A.a initiating explosive. CCD 6d,
1961.
tetryl; N-methyl-N,2,4,6-tetranitroaniline; tetraffic. Yellow; prismatic crystals; C31-13N202; molecular weight, 287.15; specific
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and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-120.

tewel. a. A hole; bore , a chimney, as for
smoke. Webster 3d. b. The tuyere of a
furnace. Webster 2d.
Texas agate. Agate jasper from gem gravels
of Pecos River, Tex. Shipley.

textile clays. China clays low in grit and
used as fillers for textiles.
CCD 6d, 1961.
textile glass. Glass in form suitable for spinning, weaving, etc. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
texture. a. The character, arrangement, and
silica, and

mode of aggregation of the fragments,
particles, or crystals that compose a rock;
the sum total of those features of a roc!:

which determine its physical structure and
appearance as a rock. Texture anc struc-

ture have been and still are used more
or less interchangeably, but there is a
growing and commendable tendency to
confine structure to the features that
characterize the rock mass, as a part of
the earth's crust, and texture to those
that characterize the particular specimen,

as a piece of rock. For example, the
structure

of a rock may be

stratified,

slaty, or brecciated, and its texture may
be elastic, crystalline, or glassy. Fay. b.

The grain pattern, relating to sizes, shapes,
and mutual relations of component grains
or crystals, as equigranular (grains of
approximately same sizes), ineguigranular

(grains of markedly unequal sizes); porphyritic (relatively large grains of one or
more mineral components in a ground-

mass of .narkedly finer t xture) ; interlocking (in which grains with irregular
boundaries interlock by mutual penetration) ; mosaic or granulitic (closely packed

grains with smooth to moderately irregular, noninterlocking mutual boundaries);
elastic (naturally cemented fragmental
grains but without interlocking or mosaic
relations). ASTM C119-50.

textured brick. A brick with the surface
treated to change its appearance from

that created by the die. ACSG, 1963.
texture of rock. The size and arrangement
of mineral grains. Bateman.
Tg point. See transformation points. Dodd.

di. Abbreviation for total head. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, sec. E, p. 82.

in hydrochloric acid. C.T.D.; Fay; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, pp. B-139, B-229. Malleable; metal-

lic luster; soft enough to be cut with a
knife; toxic; two allotropic forms: (1)

alpha thallium, tetragonal or hexagonal,

and stable below 235° C; and (2) beta
thallium isometric, and stable from 235°

C to the melting point, 303.5° C; and

20 known isotopes (thallium 191 to thallium 210). Obtained from the roasting of
pyrite in the manufacture of sulfuric acid

and from the smelting of lead ores and

zinc ores. Used in low-melting glasses and

in glasses haying a high index of refrac-

tion. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, pp. B-74, B-139, B-229;
Bureau of Mines Staff.

thallium acetate; thallous acetate. White;

deliquescent ; crystalline; T1OCOCH3; poisonous ; very soluble in water and in

alcohol; melting point, 110° C; and specific gravity, 3.68. Used in high-specificgravity solutions for separating ore constituents by flotation and settling. Molecular weight, 263.42; specific gravity of
liquid, 3.765 (at 137° C) ; melting point,

131° C; insoluble in acetone; and very
soluble in chloroform. CCD 6d, 1961;

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-229.
thallium glass. A variety of flint glass of great

density and refracting power made by

using thallium in place of lead. Standard,
1964.
thallium oxide; thallous oxide. Black ; T120 ;
molecular weight, 424.74; deliquescent;

specific gravity, 9.52 (at 16° C); melting
point, 300° C; no boiling point because

it loses oxygen at 1,865° C; soluble in
water with decomposition to TIOH; and
soluble in acids and in ethyl alcohol.
Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-230.
Used in low-temperature glasses and in
optical glass; it raises the refractive in-

dex. It imparts greenish-yellow shades to
lead glass. Lee.
thallous. Of, pertaining to, or containing

thalassophile element. An element specifically

ample, thallous oxide (T120). Webster 3d.
thallous acetate. See thallium acetate. CCD
6d, 1961.

thalassk. Marine; usually implying deep or
open water. Challinor.
enriched in sea water. Schieferdecker.

thalassoxene element. An element specifically

concentrated in the continental masses.
$chieferdecker.

thalealte. A very rare, weakly radioactive,
monoclinic mineral, Y2S4033(OH), oc-

curring in pegmatite with fluocerite;flesh,
red, or pink. Crosby, p. 80.
thallassk rocks. Strata formed in deep, still
water, far from shorelines, generally composed of very fine particles of material;
contrasted with littoral rocks. Standard,
1964.

129° C; explosion point, 187° C; insolu-

Used as an explosive in detonators and
as a priming or intermediate detonating
agent for less sensitive high explosives.
CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry

thallium. A rare metallic element in group
III of the periodic system resembling
lead in physical properties. 'The metal is

ble in water; and slightly soluble in
alcohol, in ether, and in chloroform.
Tetryl and tetralite are commercial names.

insolublei n water; soluhle in nitrk acid
and in sulfuric acid; and slightly soluble

Th. Chemical symbol for thorium. Handbook
of Chemiary and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.

thank. Of, pertaining to, or containing thallium in the trivalent state; for example,
thallic oxide (T1203). Webster 3d.
thallite. Yellowish-green epidote. Dana 6d,

gravity, 1.57 (at 19° C); melting point,

Used in alloys and in glassmaking. Symbol, Tl; valences, 1 and 3; atomic number, 81; atomic weight, 204.37; specific
gravity, 11.85 (at 20° C) ; melting point,
C;
303.5° C; boiling point, 1,457°

p. 516.

silvery-white, but turns bluish-gray in air.

thallium in the univalent state; for ex-

thalweg. a. In physical geography, a term
adopted into English usage signifying the
line of greatest slope along the bottom of
a valley, that is, a line drawn through the
lowest points of a valley in its downward
slope. It thus marks the natural direction
of a watercourse. A.G.I. b. Yn hydraulics,

the line joining the deepest points of a
stream chaimel. A.G.I. c. By many geomorphologisys, the term is used as a synonym for valley profile. A.G.I. d. The
center line
the principal navigational

channel of a waterway constituting a

boundary between political subdivisions.
H&C.
Thanetian. Lower upper Paleocene. A.G.I.
Supp.
thanite. a. A mixture of kainite and halite.
English. b. Carbon oxysulfide, COS, as a
natural gas. Tomkeieff, 1954.
thaumasite. A white, commonly fibrous mineral with a trace of cleavage, 3Ca0.0O2.-

603.Si02.15H20; Mohs' hardness, 3.5;
specific gravity, 1.87. Larsen, p. 78.
thaw house. A small building, designed for
thawing dynamite, of such size as to

provide enough thawed dynamite for the

day's work. Thawing houses should be
heated either with hot water or exhaust
steam in such a manner that the explosives cannot come in contact with the
heated metal or lie directly over the
heated metal. Fay.

thawing. a. A method of working permanently

frozen ground in which water at a temperature of from 500 to 60° F is pumped
through pipes down into the frozen gravel.

The pipes through which the water

is

pumped are called sweaters. Thawing with
cold water is practicable during only
about 3 months of the 6 month's working
season in Alaska and the Yukon territory,
and a supplementary steam thawing plant
is necessary for the early summer and late

fall. See also steam thawing. Lewis, pp.
394-395. b. In dynamiting, warming to
reduce risk of premature explosion which
might originate from rupture of frozen
crystal. Performed in thaw house or thawing kettle using steam or hot water. With

modern methods of explosive manufac-

ture, the need has practically disappeared.
Pryor, 3.
thawing kettle. A double kettle, built somewhat like a farina boiler, having two
compartments, an outer compartment,
which is filled with hot water and which
entirely surrounds the inner compartment
that contains the dynamite to be thawed.
It is provided with a lid for retaining the
heat. Fay.

thaw pipe; thawing pipe. A string of pipe
lowered into a string of drill rods that is
frozen in a. borehole drilled into permafrost, through which water is circulated
to thaw the ice and free the drill rods.

Lonstecre also thawing.
thaw
operator. In the coke products in-

dustry, one who thaws frozen materials
in railroad cars by heating sections of

shed where cars are spotted. D.O.T. Supp.
THDM. See translucent humic degradation
matter. IHCP, 1963, part I.
Meats. Scot. A horse's draw chains. 7race
chains. Fay.
Thedford crown bit. Synonym for simulated
insert bit. Long.
the hanging. See hanging wall. Pryor, 3.

The Industrial Revolution. Began during the

second half of the eighteenth century.
The factors which led to it were the use
cf coal in the :nanufacture of iron (developed at Cmibrookdale Foundry in
Shropshire, England, in about 1740) and

James Watt's great inventionthe steam

engine. Nelson.
thelotite. A carbonaceous constituent of torbanite, occurring in the form of a solidified clear, jellylike substance, something
like solidified dopplerite, but probably of
unlike chemical composition. Tomkeieff,
1954.
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thenardite; verde salt. A natural anhydrous
sulfate of sodium, NasSo4, appearing in
saline lakes. Orthorhombic. Color, white
to brownish. Found in Arizona, California, Chile, Spain, and Germany. Dana,
17; Sanford; CCD 6d, 1961.
Thenard's blue. See cobalt aluminate.
theodolite. Survey instrument in which a
sighting telescope, equipped with a vertical and a horizontal circular plate graduated in degrees and minutes, together with
verniers or other devices giving still finer

readings, is mounted so as to rotate about
a leveling base, the whole being equipped
with spirit levels. Horizontal (ground)

angles between observed points can be

read, also slopes from instrument to such
points. A transit theodolite is mounted
between trunnions and can be rotated in
the vertical plane, thus facilitating repetition of the observations face-right and
face-left, and cancellation of slight errors
of axial alignment of the instrument. See
also face right; face left. Pryor, 3.
theoretical depression. The water gage pro-

duced by an imaginary fan which

is

perfect and connected to an evasé chimney of infinite height so as to eliminate
kinetic losses at discharge. Its value is a
calculated value and depends only on the
speed of the blade tips and on the shape
of the blades. See also manometric efficiency. Nelson.

theoretical fan depression. That depression
which can be produced by a perfect fan.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
theoretical time curve. See consolidation time
curve. ASCE P1826.

theoredcal tonnage. See probable reserves.
Nelson.

theoretical yield. The maximum yield (a3
shown by the washability curve) of a
product with a specified percentage of
ash. B.S. 3552, 1962.

theory of lateral secretion. The theory that
the contents of a vein or lode are derived

4:rom the adjacent country rock by a leaching process, whereby either superficial
water or thermal water is involved. Schieferdecker.
theory of machine& Comprises the study of

the relative motion between the parts of

a machine and the study of the forces
which act on those parts. See also machine design. Nelson.

theralite. A granular igneous rock composed
essentially of andesine, nepheline, and

pyroxene, with or without a little horn-

blende, biotite, or olivine. Fay.
therm. Equals 100,000 British thermal units.
Newton, p. 122.
thermal. Hot or warm; applied _to springs
which discharge water heated Dy natural
agencies. Fay.
thermal-acceptance ratio. A physiological

and cooling, the method is commonly
used for determining certain critical temperatures required for the construction of

is highest in the melting end of a glass
tank furnace. Dodd.

thermal boring. Use oi high-temperature

flame to fuse rock in drilling. Heat comes
from ignition of kerosine with oxygen or
other fuel system, at bottom of drill hole,

in which the fission chain reaction is sustained by thermal neutrons. See also
breeder reactor. L&L.
thermal capacity. a. Heat required to raise

the temperature of a kiy one degree
centigrade. Bennett 2d, 1962. b. 'The
amount of heat that a clay product will
absorb, usually expressed in Btu per °F.
ACSG, 1963.

thermal column. A channel incorporated in
some research reactors to supply thermal
neutrons for experimental purposes. It

consists of a large body of moderator
located adjacent to the coie or reflector
of the reactor. Neutrons escaping from
the reactor enter the thermal column
where they are slowed down to thermal

energies (about 2,200 meters per second).
L&L.

thermal conductivity. The quantity of heat

which will pass through unit area of a
material in unit time, when unit differ-

ence of temperature is established between
the faces of a unit thickness of it. Taylor.
thermal cutout. A device fitted in hydraulic

power systems underground so that temperatures cannot rise above about 85° C.
It is a safeguard against fire risk due to

a rapid rise in temperature if the fluid

circuit is interrupted by wrcng manipulation of valves etc. Nelson.
thermal diffusaty. a. Thermal conductivity

divided by the product of specific heat
times unit weight. It is an index of the
facility with which concrete undergoes
temperature change. Taylor. b. See coefficient of thermal diffusion.

thermal diffusivity of strata. See thermal
conductivity.

the ratio between the heat actually lost
by the body via the skin, lungs, etc., and
the maximum which can be lost in the

thermal drying. a. The evaporation of water
by thermal means from a mixture of coal

(or atomic groups of molecules) of a

substance at any temperature above absolute zero are in ceaseless motion, and this

motion is thermal agitation. This may

take the form of motion of translation,
in which case the atoms move in straight
lines until they collide with other atoms,
motion of vibration with the atom vibrat-

ing about a fixed point, or motion of

rotation which occurs when a molecule
having a definite moment of inertia spins
about an axh. Newton, Joseph. Introduction to Metallurgy, 1938, p. 15.
thermal analysis. A method for determining
transformations in a metal by noting 'the
temperatures at which thermal arrests
occur. These arrests are manifested by
chanFes in slope of the plotted or mechanically traced heating and cooling
curves. When such data are secured under
nearly equilibrium conditions of heating

t

A

tilas

1

and water with compressed air may be
used to flush out the products. Pryor, 3.
thermal breeder reactor. A breeder reactor

method of aueuing the effect of a given

prevailing conditions. Roberts, I, p. 136.
thermal agitation. All the constituent atoms

;

equilibrium diagrams. ASM Gloss.
thermal barrier. The zone where temperature

thermal dissociation. The decomposition of
a compound by the action of heat. If the

climate upon workmen which is based on

I.

products are allowed to cool they will
reform the original substance. Cooper.

and water. Mitchell, p. 649. See

also

McNally-Vissac dryer; multilouvre dryer;
Raymond flash dryer; cascade coal dryer;
flash coal dryer; fluidized bed dryer.
b. The application of heat (generally

hot-air currents) to wet coals and other
materials and the evaporation of the

free moisture and also part of the in-

herent moisture. Nelson.
thermal efficiency. The ratio of the electric
power produced by a poweiplant to the
heat value of the fuel consumed; thus
measure of the efficiency with which the
plant converts thermal energy to electric
Handbook of
energy. L&L. Symbol,
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
F-102.

thermal electromothe force. The electromotive force generated in a circuit containing two dissimilar metals when one junc-

tion is at a different temperature from

the other. ASM Gloss.
thermal emissivity. The thermal emiuivity,

I

or heat transfer coefficient, of a rock
surface is the rate at which heat will flow
from rock to air, per unit area for one
degree temperature difference. This varies
with color and other surface characteris-

tics. Roberts, I, p. 141.
thermal endurance. The relative ability of
glassware to withstand thermal shock.
ASTM C162-66.

thermal exhaustion. The underwater swimmer is extremely sensitive to moderate
changes in water temperature in both
directions because water is a much better
heat conductor than air. At present there
is no equipment to protect a man against
moderately warm water. Heat prostration
may occur during exercise in water around

86° F and at rest in water around 96° F.
A much commoner stress is water colder
than 65° to 72° F. Many types of clothing have been devised to protect against
cold water. Unfortunately most have obvi-

ous handicaps such as loss of protection
when wet inside limitation of motion,
squeeze and chafing at depths, marked
buoyancy changes of depth and lack of
mechanism to rid oneself of sweat and
excreta. H&G.
thermal expansion. The increase in linear
dimensions and volume which occurs
when materials are heated and which is
counterbalanced by contraction of equal
amount when the materials are cooled.
HW.

thermal expansion factors for glass. Factors
that have been proposed from time to time

for the calculation of the coefficient' of
linear thermal expansion of a glass on
the assumption that this is an additive

property. Dodd.
thermal fatigue. Fracture resulting from the
presence of temperature gradients which

vary with time in such a manner as to

produce cyclic stresses in a structure.
ASM Gloss.
thermal glass. A glass in which boron oxide

replaces the calcium oxide in ordinary
lime soda glass. Has low coefficient of

expansion, can be heated and cooled rap-

idly without breakage. See also Pyrex.
CCD 6d, 1961.
thermal gradient. In the earth, the rate at
which temperature increases with depth
below the surface. A general average
seems to be around 30° C increase per
kilometer of depth, or 150° F per mile.
Leet.
thermal growth. See thermal ratcheting. VV.
thermal insulating cement. A prepared composition in dry form, comprising granu-

lar, flaiy, fibrous, or powdery materials
which, when mixed with a suitable proportion of water to develop a plastic consistency, and applied and dried in place,
forms a coherent covering that affords

substantial resistance to heat transmission.
ACSG, 1963.
Thermalite ytong. Trade name; a lightweight
concrete made from Portland cement,

sand, and pulverized fuel ash; these are
well mixed with water and a small proportion of aluminum powder is then
added. Thit, causes gas bubbles to form.
Blocks of the cellulated material are then
autoclaved. The material is a development of the Swedish material ytong.

Compare ytong. Dodd.
thermal metamorphism; thermametamorphism. Metamorphism in which heat is the
principal agent causing reconstitution.
A.G.I.
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thermal neutron; slow neutron. A neutron
in thermal equilibrium with its surrounding medium. Thermal neutrons have been

slowed down by a moderator to about
2,200 meters per second from the much
higher initial speeds of neutrons released
by fissioning. L&L.

thermal piercing. See fusion piercing; jet
piercing.

thermal precipitator. An instrument for obtaining information regarding the number
of particles present in unit volume of a
dust cloud, together with their size distribution. Nelson. This is probably the
most efficient instrument used for dust
counts since its efficiency is practically
100 percent for all particles from 0.2 to
10 microns in diameter. Its principle of
operation is to pass an aspirated sample

of the mine air around an electric resistance wire heated by a battery. The hot
wire is thus surrounded by a thermal
gradient and the dust in the air is deposited on two

glass plates,

suitably

spaced one on either side of the wire.
The plates consist of microscope cover
glasses and are held in brass plugs so
that they can be inserted in the sampling
head and stored in carriers, as required.
After a sample has been colhcted underground the cover glass is stored away
for transport to the laboratory where the
particles of dust are counted under a
microscope. Roberts I, p. 118. See also

long-running thermal precipitator; P.R.U.
hand pump and densitometer. Nelson.
thermal probe. A device used for measuring

the heat flow out of ocean bottom sedi-

ment. H&G.
thermal prospecting. A system of geophysical

prospecting based on measuring underground temperatures or temperature gradients and relating their irregularities to

geological deformation. A.G.I.
thermal ratcheting. Irreversible volume ex-

pansion accompanying thermal cycling.
VV.

thermal reactor. A nuclear reactor in which
the fission chain reaction is sustained primarily by thermal neutrons. Most reactors
are thermal reactors. L&L.
thermal recovery. A petroleum recovery proc-

ess that utilizes heat to thin viscous oil
in an underground formation and allows
it to flow more readily towards wells
through which it can be brought to the
surface. Most of the recoverable heavy
crude is locked in sandstone formations
at depths of less than 3,000 feet. Such
relatively shallow reservoirs are most suit-

able for injection of steam or hot water,
fireflooding or in situ combustion, and

increasingly popular combinations of ther-

mal with other methods of stimulating
recovery. Bureau of Mines Staff.

thermal-release water spray. A device which
brings water sprays into action when
heating occurs on roadway belt conveyors.

The local heat fuses an element holding

absorb the heat and become warm, while

the rock salt transmits the radiant heat

and remains cool. Thc warm, impure particles adhere slightly to a belt covered

with heat sensitive resin, while the salt

remains free. Separation takes place at the

end of the belt. The cool salt is thrown

into one container, while the adhering impurities drop direclly into another. Nelson.
thermal shield. A dense shield, located just

outside a reactor, between the reflector

and the biological shield, to reduce radiation damage and radiation heating in the
pressure vessel and biological shield. L&L.

thermal shock. The development of a steep
temperature gradient and accompanying
high stresses within a structure. Thermal
shock (repeated heating and cooling) of
a refractory may cause it to break apart
or spall. This can be prevented by careful operation to avoid sudden temperature changes. ASM Gloss.; Newton, p.
264.

thermal shock failure. Fractures or crazing
produced by sudden cooling (quenching)
of the porcelain enamel surface by appli-

cation of water or other cold liquids.
Spot-cooling of a large hot surface is

more severe than quenching of the whole
area. Bryant.
thermal shock resistance. The ability to withstand sudden heating or cooling, or both

without cracking or sinning. Bureau of

Mines Stag.
thermal sintering. In metallurgy, molding by
sintering, without prior compacting. Gaynor.

thermal spalling. The chipping or spalling
of ceramic ware by repeated heat:ng and
cooling. Bureau of Mines Staf. j.
thermal swilling of refractories. The spalling

of a refractory unit caused by stresses

resulting from nonuniform dimensional
changes of the unit produced by a difference in temperature. ASTM C71-64.
thermal spring. A spring that brings warm
or hot water to the surface. Sometimes
called warm spring or hot spring. Tem-

perature usually 15° F or moie above

mean air temperature. Leet.
thermal stresses. Stresses in metal, resulting
from nonuniform temperature distribution. ASM Gloss.
thermal structure. The temperature variation
with depth of sea water. Hy.
thermal unit. A unit for the comparison or
the calculation of quantities of heat.
Abbreviation, tu. See also British thermal
unit. Compare calorie. Webster 3d.
thermal value (volatile matter); volatile
therms. The calorific value in therms per
ton of dry coke, of the gas given off when
dry coke, ground to pass a 36 mesh B.S.
test sieve, is heated under standard conditions. B.S. 1016, 1961, Pt. 16.
thermal water. The mineral-charged water

that issues from a hot spring or geyser.

A.G.I.
thermic boring. a. A method of boring holes

thermal separation. The separation of minerals and metals by heat. The method is
used, for example to remove impurities

in concrete under the high temperature
generated by a burning steel tube known
as a lance. This is packed wiih steel
wool, through which a jet of suitable gas
flows to ignite the end of the lance and
keep it burning. Ham. b. Another, name
for jet piercing. Streefkerk, p. 153.
thermk drilling. See jet piercing. Nelson.
thermionk conversion. The conversion of
heat into electricity by boiling electrons

exposed to radiant heat. The impurities

them on a cooler surface. No moving

taut wires. On release by fusion, the

wires allow spray valves to open and the
water cools the affected area. Nelson.
thermal resistance. Same as resistance. Strock,
10.

thermal resistivity.
Strock, 10.

Same

as

resistivity.

from rock salt. 'the crude salt is fint

from a hot, metal surface and condensing
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parts are required. L&L.
thermistor. An electrical resistor made of a
material whose resistance varies sharply
in a known manner with the temperature.
Thermistors are commonly used for shipboard oceanographic temperature measurements because of their percentage re-

thermoelectric conversion. The conversion of
heat into electricity by the use of thermocouples. L&L.
thermoelectricity. Electricity involved in
thermoelectric phenomena. Specifically,

Tomkeieff, 1954, p. 91. b. An intimate
mixture of aluminum powder and powdered iron oxide that when caused to
react by strong heating evolves a great
deal of heat and yields alumina and a
white-hot molten mass of metallic iron
that is used in welding and in incendiary

electricity accumulated or put in motion
by thermoelectric action. Webster 3d.
thermoelectric metals. Metals or alloys used
in thermocouples for measuring high temperatures. Platinum, nickel, copper, rhodiun., etc., are much used. Crispin.
thermograph. A self-recording thermometer
which gives a continuous trace of air
temperature on a rotating drum worked
by clockwork. It is mainly used for recording variations in temperature rather
than actual temperatures. Ham.

thermites. Used by Wadsworth including

thermoluminescence. The property possessed
by many minerals of emitting visible light

sponse to unit temperature change and
their great sensitivity. H&G.

thermite. a. Any fossil combustible substance.

bombs. Webster 3d.

mineral fuels or burning materials. Fay.
thermit process. The energetic action of
finely divided aluminum on a metallic
oxide, when heated together, is utilized
for the production of metallic iron manganese, chromium, tungsten, molybdenum,
uranium, etc. The aluminum combines
directly with the oxygen of the oxide, and

the heat evolved by the reaction is sufficient to promote the fusion of the reduced
metal. Nelson. At one time, the process
was much used for welding railroad rails
in the field. Bureau of Mines Staff.
thermit welding. Welding with heat produced
by the reaction of aluminum with a metal

oxide. Filler metal, if used, is obtained
from the reduction of the appropriate
oxide. ASM Gloss.

thermoaqueous. Produced by or related to
the action of heated waters. Fay.
thermochemistry. The study of the heat

changes accompanying chemical reactions.
C.T.D.
thermodine. a. A temperature gradient; espe-

cially, one marking sharp change. Web-

ster 3d. b. A layer of water in a thermally stratified lake or other body of
water separating an upper warmer lighter
oxygen-rich zone from a lower colder

heavier oxygen-poor zone; specifically, a
stratum in which temperature declines at

least 1° C with each meter increase in

depth. Webster 3d.
thermocouple. Two conductors of different
metals joined together at both ends, producing a loop in which an electric current
will flow when there is a difference in

temperature between the two junctions.
L&L. Abbreviation, tc. Zimmerman, p.
108.

thermodynamics. Study of transformation of

energy into other manifested forms and
of their practical application. The three
laws are: (1) Conservation of energy;
energy may be transformed in an isolated
system, but its total is constant. See also
energy; (2) Heat cannot be changed
directly into work at constant temperature
by any cyclic process. See also entropy;

entropy change; and (3) Heat capacity
and entropy of every crystalline solid
becomes zero at absolute zero (0° K).
Pryor. 3.

thertnodyne test. A test to determine the dur-

ability of optical glass in contact with
moist air. Freshly broken o: optically
polished surfaces, sealed

off in a flask
together with a quantity of water, are

subjected to a series of temperature cycles,
each of .2 hour duration from 15° to
60° C in air saturated will' water vapor

for a period of 12 days. Dodd.

thia-; thiused in scientific work. The Fahrenheit
scale has the freezing point at 32° F and
the boiling point at 212° F, whereas the
centigrade scale has the freezing point at

0° C and the boiling point at 100° C.

Nelson.

thermometric fan test. A method of assessing
the efficiency of a mine fan by comparing
the temperature rise in an ideal isentropic

fan for a given fan pressure with the

measured temperature rise actually occurring in the fan under consideration when

producing the same fan pressure. The

ratio of isentropic temperature rise to the
actual temperature rise across the fan
gives the fan efficiency. The method is

claimed to give an accuracy of plus or
minus 5 permit. See also overall ventila-

energy stored as electron displacements
in the crystal lattice. A.G.I.
thermometamorphism; thermal metamorphism. a. Metamorphism in rocks that is
produced by heat but is not the result of

tion efficiency. Nelson.
thermonatrite. A white, water-soluble mineral
occurring in flat orthorhombic crystals
with a difficult cleavage, NaaO.0O2.H20;
hardness 1.5; specific gravity 1.55. Larsen,
p. 153.
thermonuclear reaction. A reaction in which

tions. Webster 3d. b. See pyrometa-'aor-

ier atom, thus releasing a large amount

when heated. It results from release of

dynamic action or of volcanic emanaphism.

thermometer. An instrument for determining
temperature usually by means of a scale

graduated directly in temperature units
and consisting typically of (1) a device
having a bimetallic element, the expansion or contraction of which indicates a
change in temperature or (2) a glass
bulb attached to a fine tube of glass with
a numbered scale etched on it or fastened
to it and containing a liquid (as mercury

or cooled alcohol) that is sealed in and
rises and falls with changes of temperature and that indicates the temperature
by the number at the top of the column

of liquid. Webster 3d.
thermometer anemometer. An anemometer
consisting of two thermometers, one with
an electric heating element (battery powered) connected to the bulb. The heated
bulb cools in an airstream, and the difference in temperature as registered by
the heated and unheated thermometers

can be translated into air velocity by a
conversion chart. It is nondirectional ad
can be made safe (6 volts) for use in

explosive atmospheres. Hartman, p. 110.
thermometer float. This instrument is used
for studying the temperature structure in
the upper 10 meters of water. The instrument is in two sections a float which
contains a spooling winch from which the
sensing unit is lowered, and an indicator
case which contains the remote indicating
equipment and remote control system.

The two sections are connected by an

electric cable and flexible shaft, supported

by net floats. The indicator case is clear

lucite. It contains the indicating meter

and electric circuitry for temperature de-

termination. It also contains a Veeder-

Root counter which indicates dii:..ctly in
centimeters the depth at which the sensing unit is located. This instrument makes
it possible to read temperature to within

0.1° C and to know the depth of the

sensing unit to within plus-or-minus 0.5
centimeter. It is intended to be used at

sea from a skiff or tender rather than

from .the research vessel itself. H&C.
thermonteter scales. Two thermometer scales

are in general use, the Fahrenheit which
is generally used in engineering, and the
centigrade which is almost universally

two light nuclei combine to form a heav-

of energy. Crispin.
thermo-osmosis. Natural migration of mois-

ture from a relatively warm part of a

mass of .soil towards a cooler part. See
also electro-osmosis. Ham.

thermophile. An organism growing best at
high temperatures, usually 50° C, or
above. I.C. 8075, 1962, p. 64.
thermopile. An apparatus consisting of a
number of thermoelectric couples (as of
antimony and bismuth or of copper sulfide

and German silver) combined so as to
multiply the effect and used to generate
electric currents for various purposes and
also in a very sensitive form for determining intensities of radiation due especially to its heating effect. Webster 3d.
thermoplastic. In plastics, rigid material
which

temporarily becomes soft

when

heated and can then be molded into a

shape which it will retain on cooling.
Antonym for thermosetting, a material
which reacts chemically on heating (curing) and is then resistant to deformation.
Pryor, 3.
thermoPiegia salt. Heat tablets. Kaufmann.
thermoscope. See pyroscope. Dodd.

thermoscopic bars. Small ceramic bars of
specified composition which soften at certain temperatures. See also Holdcroft
thermoscope bars. Osborne.
thermostat. An automatic device for regulat-

ing temperature (as by opening or closing the damper of a heating furnace or

by regulating the supply of gas) and

commonly utilizing either the differential
expansion of solids or the vapor pressure
of liquids. Webster 3d.
theta. Symbol (0) for contact angle in flotation testing. Pryor, 4.
'Thetis hakstone. Crystalline quartz containing inclusions of green fibrous crystals

which may be tangled or wound into a
ball and are hornblende, or actinolite or

also moss stone- Venus
hairstone; sagenitic quartz. Shipley.
thi-; thio-. A combining form meaning containing sulfur (for example, thiamine);
especially containing bivalent sulfur, usu-

asbestos. See

ally

in place of oxygen (for example,

thiocyanic' thioether). Webster 3d.
thial thi-. A, combining form meaning con-

taining sulfur in place of carbon or regarded as in place of carbon, usually in

place of the methylene groupC112-(for example thiacyclohexane; thiadiazole; thiazole). Webster 3d.

thick band. A field term that, in accordance
with an arbitrary scale established for use
in describing 13anded coal, denotes a

vitrain band ranging in thickness from
5 to 50 millimeters (about 1/2 inch to 2
inches). Compare thin band; medium
band; very thick band. A.G.I.

thick-bedded. In sandstone quarrying, a term

used to describe open-bed seams farther
apart than 3 feet. Compare thin-bedded.
AIME, p. 333.
thick coal; thick seam. Eng. A coal scam of
greater thickncss than 8 or 10 feet (sometimes as much as 130 feet), or those which
are worked in two or more stages or lifts.
Fay.
thickener. A vessel or apparatus for reducing
the proportion of water in a pulp. Nelson.
thickener operator. In ore dressing, smelting,

and refining, one who separates waste

solids from ore solutions or water, using
thickeners, preparatory to

thiourea; Ithiourea
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recovery of

metal or disposal of waste. Also called
millman. D.O.T. supp.
thickening. a. The process of concentrating
a relatively dilute slime pulp into a thick
pulp, that is, one containing a smaller

percentage of moisture,by rejecting liquid
that is substantially solid free. Settling is
another name for the same operation.
Taggert, p. 972. b. The concentration of
the solids i n a suspension with a view to
recovering one fraction with a high con-

centration of solids than in thr original

suspension. B.S. 3552, 1962.
thickness. a. The distance at right angles between the hanging wall and the footwall

of a lode or lens. Standard, 1964. b. As
used in mine subsidence, the thickness
of a bed or seam of mineral is the distance
from its roof to its floor, measured at
right angles to the plane of stratification.
Briggs, p. 22. c. In founding, material,

as loam, set in a mold to a certain thickness, to be partially displaced by a templet. Standard, 1964. d. That dimension
designed to lie at right angles to the
face of the wall, floor, or other assembly
in which tile is used. ASTM C43-65T.
thick seam. In general, a coal seam pver 4
feet in thickness. See also medium thickness seam. Nelson.

thick-wall drive sampler. Synonym for thick-

wall sampler. Long.

thick-wall sampler. A soil sampler made from
a steel tube having a wall thickness
greater than 16 gage. See also drive
sampler. Compare Shelby tube. Long.

thief. a. A sampling rod used for obtaining
representative samples from large lots of

materials. Enam. Dict. b. The same as

robber. ASM Gloss.
thierschite. Calcium oxalate occurring as a
grayish, warty, and somewhat opaline incrustation on marble. Probably identical

with whewellite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Thiess process. A chlorination process for

underclay. Nelson. b. Eng. Seat earth or

pavement of underclay directly underlying
a coalbed, Newcastle. Raistrick and Marshall, p. 37. c. A thin stratum of fire clay.
Webster 3d.
thil-whin. Eng. An old name in use in North-

umberland and Durham for hard bituminous shale or fireclay found in the Coal
Measures. Tomkeiell, 1954.

thimble. a. An oval iron ring around which
a rope end is bent and fastened to form

an eye. Zern. b. Aust. The iron ring,
placed a few feet below the headframe

pulley which supports the safety detaching hook in case of an overwind. Fay.
c. A metal socket for fixing a lead pipe
to stoneware. Webster 3d. d. An item of
kiln furniture ; it is conical, hollow, and
with a projection at the base to support
the pottery ware being fired; thimbles are
inserted into one another so that a bung
of ware can be built up. Dodd. e. A refractory shape, usually resembling the
pot. Dodd.
thimble-bat. A refractory bat of a type used
in the firing of pottery; it is perforated
to hold the ends of thimbles. See also
thimble. Dodd.
thimble joint. A sleeve joint packed to allow
longitudinal expansion. A slip expansion
joint. Fay.
thin band. A field term that, in accordance
with an arbitrary scale established for use
in describing banded coal, denotes a

vitrain band ranging in thickness from
0.5 to 2 millimeters (about 1/50 to 1/12
inch) thick. Compare medium band;
thick band; very thick band. A.G.I.

thin-bedded. a. Applied to shale indicating it
is

easy to split. A.G.I. b. Occurring in

relatively thin layers or laminae. A.G.I.
c. In sandstone quarrying, a term used
to describe open-bed seams a few inches
to 3 feet apart. Compare thick-bedded.
AIME, p. 333.
thin coal. See thin scam.

thing. a. N. Staff. A straight facing from
floor to roof, often many yards in length.
Fay. b. Mid. A fault slip. Fay.
thinner. A liquid which is used to dilute a

solution of a paint or lacquer. Enam.

Dia.

thinolite. A tufa deposit of calcium carbonate
occurring on an enormous scale in northwestern Nevada; also occurs about Mono

Lake, Calif. It forms layers of interlaced
crystals of a pale yellow or light brown
color and often skeleton structure, except
when covered by subsequent deposit of
calcium carbonate. Fay.
thin out. Applied to beds or strata that grow
gradually and continually thinner in one
direction, until they disappear entirely.
Fay.

thins. Knife-trimmed mica, 0.002 inch to less

than 0.007 inch in thickness. They may
be classified as follows: (1) thins, 0.002
to 0.004 inch and (2) .thick-thins, 0.004

to 0.007 inch. Skow.
thin seam. In general, a coal seam 2 feet and

are added, and the drum. revolved for

coal reserves. Nelson.
thin section. a. A fragment of rock or mineral

some time. A solution of chloride of gold
is thus obtained. The silver remains as an
insoluble chloride, which can be separated
by the addition of sodium hyposulfite solution. Fay.

thin. a. The floor of a coal seam. See also

microscop9. Fay. b. A coal seam which is
below its normal thickness. Nelson.
thin stock. Slabs of stone employed for wainscoting, flooring, etc. Fay.

thin-wall bit. A coring bit the kerf or wall
thickness of which is about one-half or
less that of the wall thickness of the same
outside-diameter-size standard coring bit.
Long.

thin-wall drive sampler. Synonym for thinwall sampler. Long.
thin-wall sampler. A soil-sampling barrel
made from steel tubing having approximately a 16-gage wall thickness. Compare
Shelby tube. Long.
thin-wall tube sampler. Synonym for thinwall sampler. Long.

thio-. A prefix derived from the Greek
"theion" Meaning sulfur. It is used to
indicate a sulfur atom that has a negative
valence of two. Enam. Dict.
thio-carbanilid. Derivative from thio-urea:

H2C0I1NCNHCsH2

letter L, used to stir optical glass in a

recovering gold from its ore. For each
ton of ore in a revolving drum, 130 gal-

lons of water, 30 pounds chloride of lime,
and 36 pounds concentrated sulfuric acid

each mineral can be studied with the

under in

thickness.

See also

economic

ground to paper thinness, polished, and
mounted between glasses as a.' microscopical slide. Rocks and most minerals
except the oxides and sulfides of the
metals are translucent to transparent in
thin section and the optical properties of
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In flotation process, collector agent of
low solubility in water; sometimes used
in copper or galena flotation. Pryor, 3.
thlocarbonates. These (di- and tri-) have

the general formula X2N.CS.SM; X being
hydrogen or an alkyl or aryl radical. The
dithiocarbonates are powerful collector
agents in the flotation process where
xanthates fail, but of limited use owing

to cost. They are reaction products of

carbon disulfide with cold alcoholic ammonia or amines. Pryor, 3.

thlokerite. Kerite containing 9 percent sulfur.
Tomkeieft, 1954.
thlols. Hydrosulfides of formula R.SH. See
also mercaptans. Pryor, 3.
thlophene; thiofuran. A liquid; C41-14S;
analogous to furan and pyrrole in its
heterocyclic structure and resembles ben-

zene both physically and chemically except for its greater reactivity. Found in
small amounts (as up to 0.5 percent by
weight) in benzene from coal tar unless
it has been removed by treatment with
sulfuric acid. Usually made commercially
from butane and sulfur at high temperature. Used chiefly in organic synthesis (as
of antihistaminic drugs). Webster 3d.
Molecular weight, 84.14; specific gravity,

1.0583 (at 25° CI referred to water at
4° C) ; melting point, 38.4° C; boiling
point, 84.12° C (at 760 mm) ; insoluble
in water ; and, soluble in all proportions in
ordinary organic solvents. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ed., 1964, p. C-567,

thlophile elements. Equivalent to chalcophile.
Literally, sulfur-loving. A.G.I.
thiophosphates. Sulfydric flotation agents,

produced by reacting phosphorus pentasulfide with phenols alcohols etc., and
marketed as Aerofldts. Pryor,3.
thiourea; 2-thiourea. White; crystalline;
(N}11)2C5. Can be prepared from ammonium thiocyanate by melting the latter
(melting point, 147° C) and then main-

taining the liquid at 170° C for some
time. Used in the glass industry and as

the basis of a solution for cleaning silver;
for example, silver dip. Merriman. Molecular weight, 76.12; orthorhombic ; specific gravity, 1.405; melting point, 180°
to 182° C; soluble in water and in alcohol; and insoluble in ether. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1954, p.
C-593.

third-class lever
third-class lever. A lever to which force is

applied between the fulcrum and the work
point. Nichols.
tbirdhand assistant. Aust. A boy who helps

the machinist and his assistant with a
coal-cutting machine. Fay.

third quality fire clay brick. A trade term,
usually indicating fire clay brick of the
low duty class, as classified by ASTM.
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Pryor, 2. c. Important property of muds
used in drilling deep oil wells since, if
drill stops, rock chips on way to surface
are held in suspension instead of settling
to bottom where they might jam the drill-

Third Theory of Communition. The Third
Theory states that the specific work input required for size reduction is inversely proportional to the square root

to form the feed. Pit and Quarry, 53rd,

ing oversaturated late differentiates. Char-

of the product size, less the work required

Sec. B, p. 43.
thid. a. A cross hole or ventilation passage
between two headings. Standard, 1964.
See also thurl; thurling; thirling. Fay.

b. To cut through from one working
into another. C.T.D. c. To cut out the
lost coal between two workings or headings. C.T.D.

thirilog. a. The driving of a proposed roadway from two points some distance apart
and to meet each other; the connecting

of underground roadways or shafts. A
careful survey is made to ensure the ac-

curate meeting of the roadways. Nelson.
b. Slit; crosscut; through cut. Mason.

c. N. of Eng. In lead mines, a mark at
the end of a pitch or set. Standard, 1964.
d. See holing; stenton. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 1.

13.0 temperature. See annealing point. Dodd.

thirting. Cutting ball clay into blocks about
9 inch cube. Dodd.
this vein. A notice claiming a location upon
this vein has only one meaning. It raises
an inference that the notice was posted

upon or in close proximity to a vein or
lode; although, as a fact, no vein or lode

then was exposed. Ricketts, I.
Thivier earth. A siliceous hydrated iron oxide from Thivier, 19 miles northeast of
Perigueux, France. A quoted composition
is:

83 percent Si02, 10 percent Fe203,

2 percent A1203, 1 percent CaO, 1 percent

alkalies, 3 percent loss on ignition. It has
been used as a red color for pottery

decoration. Dodd.

containing little or no olivine and yield-

acteristically, the primary magma from

which the Pacific series of rocks are derived. Also called nonporphyritic central

magma type. Opposite of olivine-basalt

magma type or Atlantic series. A.G.I.
tholoid. A dome of viscous lava squeezed up,
exuded, and accumulated over a volcanic
orifice. Challinor.

thomaite. A variety of siderite that is found
massive and in pyramidal crystals. Stand-

ard, 1964.
Thomas converter. A bottom-blown basic.
pneumatic converter having a basic bottom and lining, usually dolomite, and

employing a basic slag. ASM Gloss.
Thomas-Gilchrist process. Conversion of iron
to steel in basic-lined Bessemer converter.
Phosphorus combines with dolomite in
this lining to produce basic slag. Pryor, 3.
Thomas slag. The finely powdered basic slag

obtained in the Thomas process. It consists of phosphates and is used as a
fertilizer. Hackh's Chem. Dict.

Thomas steel. Steel made in the Bessemer
converter using a basic refractory lining.
The process was developed by Thomas

and Gilchrist. In Europe such steel is

known as Thomas steel; in Great Britain,
Thomas-Gilchrist steel; and in the United
States, basic Bessemer steel. Henderson.
Thompson arc cutter. Synonym for arc cutter. Long.
Thompson clinometer. A clinometer having

ports through which a cooling flow of

water can be circulated past the acid and

gelatin containers. Long.

thixotropic. a. Behavior whereby there is a
decrease in the apparent viscosity of a
colloidal structure during mechanical
agitation. The transformation from gel to
sol by mechanical agitation. VV. b. Of,
or pertaining to, liquid plastics which
contain suspended colloidal solids (such
as finely divided silica) that are gellike

Thompson limestone. A marine limestone

its flow downward. Crispin.
thixotropic fluid. Clays termed thixotropic
are those whieh reveal this property by
weakening when they are remolded and
by increasing in strength when allowed
to stand undisturbed. See also remolding.
Ham. An important characteristic of oil-

pilot is slightly smaller than the set inside

at rest but become fluid when applied.
A thixotropic resin remains more or less
fixed on an inclined surface, inhibiting

well drilling fluids.

thixotropy. a. The property of a material
that enables it to stiffen in a relatively
short time on standing, but upon agitation or manipulation to change to a very
soft consistency or to a fluid of high
velocity, the process being completely reversible. ASCE P 1826. b. Property of
certain mineral suspensions in water (for
example, bentonite) of remaining fluid
while agitated, but gelling when quiescent.

thomsenolite. A mineral, NaCaAlF3.1-120,

consisting of a hydrous fluoride of aluminum, calcium, and sodium and occurring in small white prismatic monoclinic
crystals on cryolite. Webster 3d.

ing bit. See also gel and plastic flow. thomsonite. A mineral,
Pryor, 3.
tholelite. Rosenbusch's name for augite pc,rphyrites, which, aside from the usual
phenocrysts, have a groundmass with but
one generation of crystals and with a
little glassy basis between them, affording
a texture called intersertal. Fay.
tholelitic magma. A type of basaltic magma

A.R.I.

Thorite

occurring in the Jurassic succession of the
Cordilleran geosyncline in California;

equivalent, with the overlying Mormon
sandstone, to the Bajocian of the Euro-

pean succession. C.T.D.
Thompson pilot shoulder reamer. A reaming

or coring bit with an articulated steel
pilot protruding about 36 inches beyond
the face of the bit. The diameter of the
diameter of the bit; its upper end is a
piston fitted tightly inside a single-tube
barrel with its attached coring bit. When
lowered into a brehole in which a dewedge has been set, the pilot
section forces the coring bit to ream out
the first part of the deflected hole at a
flection

point about 20 inches above the tip of

,the wedge. Reaming is continued to about
6 inches below the wedge tip, at which

point the pilot shoulder reamer is with-

drawn anti replaced by a bullnose or
deflection bit. Long.

Thompson shoulder reamer. Synonym for

Thompson pilot shoulder reamer. Long.
Thompson wedge. A retrievable type of deflecting wedge. See also deflecting wedge.
Long.
.

NaCa2A13(SiOt)3.-

61-120; one of the zeolites. White, reddish
or green in color streak uncolored; vitreous luster specific gravity 2.3 to 2.4;

hardness 5 to 5.5. Found in the United
States; Europe, Iceland, Nova Scotia.

CCD 6d, 1961.
Thomson process. A process of electric weld-

ing in which heat is developed by a large
current passing through the metal. Webster 3d.
thonstein. Formerly the fine pelitic varieties
of porphyry, more correctly known as
porphyry tuff or felsite tuff. Hess.
thorax. In the respiratory system, the chest

cavity that occupies the upper part of
the trunk. McAdam, p. 82.

thoreaulite. A brown

tantalum mineral,

SnTa201, found in pegmatite at Katanga,

Republic of the Congo. Hey 2d, 1955;
Dana 7, v. 1, P. 832.

thoria. A rare refractory oxide, Th02. Fusion

point 3,050° C (5,522° F). Bureau of
Mines Staff.

thorian gummite. Gummite derived from

uranothorianite containing large amounts
of thorium. Crosby, p. 24.
thorianite. A mineral consisting largely of
thorium oxides with oxides of the cerium
metals, uranium, etc.; important as an ore
of thorium and uranium. NRC-ASA N1.11957. Strongly radioactive; isometric thorium. A complete series between UO2
(uraninite) and thorianite has been artificially prepared; (Ce,La) may substitute
for Th up to 8 percent by weight. Thorianite is dark gray to brownish-black and
black, sometimes with a bronze tarnish;
found principally in alluvial deposits as
water-worn crystals, associated with zircon, ilmenite, geikielite, thorite, and other
heavy minerals; also occurs in pegmatites,

and in one locality, at the contact of

limestone with pegmatite. Crosby, p. 46.
thorian uraninite. A variety of uraninite containing thorium in partial subsiitution for

uranium. Crosby, p. 53.
thorides. a. A name proposed for elements
of the last row of the perioclic system in

oxidation state +4. The compounds of

the elements beyond thorium in this state
are generally isostructural with the corresponding compounds of thorium. NRCASA N1.1-1957. b. A name proposed for
the series of elements immediately following thorium, atomic number 90, based on
the assumption that the filling of the 5e
electron shell begins with protactinium
(protoactinium), atomic number 91. This
name has not received as wide acceptance
for this series as the name actinides has.
NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
thorite. a. A high explosive tiled as a bursting
charge for shells. Fay. b. A rare mineral
consisting essentially of thorium silicate,
n15iO4, usually hydrated. Tetragonal.
Strongly radioactive. The color is highly
variable, commonly brown, black, reddish,

orange, and sometimes green. A minor
accessory mineral of granites, syenites, and

pegmatites; found associated with zircon,
monazite, xenotime, ellsworthite, allanite,
gadolinite, betafite, euxenite, and fergusonite. Crosby, p. 47 ; Dana, 17.
Thorite. Trade name for a nonshrink grouting

compound used as a patching mortar to

IS

Thorite
fill holes and blisters in masonry surfaces
and to prevent further destruction of steel
reinforcing. CCD 6d, 1961.
thorium. A radioactive, silvery-white, metallic
element in group III of the periodic system. The most stable of its 13 radio:Active
isotopes (thorium 223 to thorium 235) is
thorium 232 which occurs naturally, has

a hall...life of 1.4 X 1010 years, emits alpha

particles, and is the parent of the thorium
disintegration series. Thorium occurs in
the radioactive minerals thorite (ThSiO4)

(+He) and thorianite (Th,U)02 (+He,Ce,La,Pb,Fe), but its chief commercial

source

is

monazite

(Ce,Nd,Pr,La) PO4

(+Th2(PO4)4). Symbol, Th; valence, 4;

isometric; atomic

number, 90; atomic

weight, 232.038; specific gravity, 11.7;
often pyrophoric; its turnings ignite when

heated in air; melting point, uncertain,
variously reported about 1,700° C, or
1,845° . C, or 1,900° C; boiling point,

about 4,000° C or 4,230° C; is fissionable
and is a source of nuclear power; insoluble

in water or slowly attacked by water;

readily soluble in hydrochloric acid; solu-

ble in sulfuric acid and in 'aqua regia;
and slightly soluble in nitric acid. Used
in the preparation of gas mantles, as an
alloying element in magnesium, to coat
tungsten wire for electronic equipment,
and can be used as a nuclear fuel, but
thorium has not received the attention

given uranium because of the demand for
plutonium. C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. 8-83,
B-140, 8-231; Glasstone, 2, p. 134.

thorium A. A name for polonium 216, a
member of the thorium disintegration
series; symbol, ThA; emits alpha particles; and half-life, 0.16 second. NRC-ASA
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ThCI melting point, 2,625° C; ThC2,
melting point, 2,655° C. These special
carbides are of potential interest in nuclear engineering. Dodd.
thorium D. A name for lead 208,. the stable
end-product of the thorium disintegratior
series; symbol, TM/ Natural lead contains
52.3 percent of lead 208. NRC-ASA
N1.1-1957 ; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-77.
thorium dioxide; thorium oxide; &oda;
thorianite (uranium-free). White; isometric ; Th02; molecular weight, 264.04;
specific gravity, 9.7 or 9.86; Mohs' hardness 6.5; very refractory; melting point
3,050° C or 3,300° C (the highest melt-

ing point of all oxides); boiling point,
4,400° C; insoluble in water, in dilute

acids, and in alkalies; and soluble in hot

sulfuric acid. Used in mantles for portable
gas lights, in high-temperature ceramics,
in high-temperature labdratory crucibles,
in nonsilica optical glass, as nuclear fuel,
to control the grain size of tungsten
(thoriated tungsten) for electric lamps,
as a catalyst, and in electronics. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

ber of the thorium disintegration series;
symbol, ThC; emits alpha and beta particles; and half-life 60.6 minutes. NRCASA N1.1-1957; dandbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-78.
thorium C'. A name for polonium 2121 a
member of the thorium disintegration
series; symbol, ThC'; emits alpha par-

ticles; and half-life, 3 X 104 seconds.

Handbook of
N1.1-1957
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

NRC-ASA
B-80.

thorium C". A name for thallium 208, a

member of the thorium disintegration series; symbol, ThC"; emits beta particles;
and half-life, 3.1 minutes, NRC-ASA
N1.1-1957; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-75.'
thorium carbides. Two Carbides are known:

des; and half-life, 3.64 days. NRC-ASA
N1.1-1957; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-82.
thorofare. In geology, a channel cut across
a spit or barrier beach. Fay.
thorogummite. a. A hydroxcl-containing
variant of thorite, ThSiO4, in which there
is a serial substitution of (OH)4 for
( SiO4) with the formula, Th (SiO4)1-1(OH)41. Isostructural with thorite; differs from thorite in being secondary in
origin, in being formed by the alteration
of primary thorium minerals including
thonte itself, in occurring as fine-grained
aggregates that are not metamict but

crystalline, and in containing essential
water. American Mineralogist, v. 38, No.

11-12, November-December 1953, p. 1007.

b. Altered mackintoshite. Crosby, p. 48.
Monks. A name for radon 220, a member
of the thorium disintegration series; symbol, Tn; emits alpha particles; and halfgllie, 5.5 seconds. Also called emanation;
orium emanation. See also emanation.

RC-ASA NI .1-1957 ; Handbook of Chem-

istry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-81.
thorosteenstrupine. A dark brown metamict

1964, pp. B-231, 8-246; CCD 6d, 1961.
Has limited use in ceramic bodies and

mineral, (Ca,Th,Mn)3Si4OuP.6H20.

cermets. Lee.
thorium disintegration series; thorium decay

thorotungstite. A very rarel moderately to
strongly radioactive mineral, possibly
3W03.Th02.41120, found in eluvial deposits of cassiterite as an alteration product of wolframite or scheelite; possibly
orthorhombic. Crosby, p. 48.

series; thorium wits a. The series of

radioactive elements produced as successive intermediate products when the element thorium (thorium 232) undergoes
its spontaneous natural radioactive disintegration into stable lead (lead 208).
CCD 6d, 1961. b. Thorium 232 to radium

228 to actinium 228 to thorium 228 to
radium 224 to radon 220 to polonium
216 to lead 212 to bismuth 212 to po-

lonium 212 plus thallium 208 to lead 208,
N1.1-1957; Handbook of Chemistry and
the stable end-product. Glasstone, 2, p.
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-80.
134.
thorium B. A name for lead 212, a member
of the thorium disintegration series; sym- thorium fluoride. White; isometric; ThF4;
molecular weight, 308.03; specific gravity,
bol, ThB; emits beta particles; and half6.32 (at 24° C) ; melting point, above
10.64
hours.
NRC-ASA
N1.1-1957;
life,
900° C; decomposes slightly in dilute
Handbook ofChemistry and Physics, 45th
sulfuric acid and in hydrochloric acid;
ed., 1964, p. 8-77.
and insoluble in concentrated sulfuric
thorium boddes. Two borides are known:
acid. Used to produce thorium metal and
Th114 (gray) and ThBe (deep red). The
magnesium-thorium alloys and in highmore attention has been paid to the
temperature ceramics. Handbook of Chemtetraboride, the properties of which are
istry and Physics, 45th ed.,1964, p. 8-231;
melting point, > 2,200° C (but oxidizes
CCD 6d, 1961.
thermal
expanslowly above 1,000° C) ;
sion, 5.9 X 10 (20 to 1,000° C); specific thorium minerals. These include monazite, a
rare earth of cerium with some thorium;
gravity, 8.45 grams per milliliter; moduthe silicate thorite (Th.SiO4) ; and the
lus of rupture (20° C), 20,000 pounds
per square inch. Some properties of Th112
are: melting point, 2,200° C; specific
gravity, 7.1. Drdd.
thorium C. A name for bismuth 212, a mem-

thread

Named from the composition. Hey, M.M.,
1964; Fleischer.
-

thorough cut. a. A narrow open longitudinal
cut advanced in a deposit. Hess. b.
Through cut. Nichols.
thorough Joints; upright joints. Eng. Vertical
joints affecting all the strata, as opposed
to cricks or looses, Oölite quarries, Northamptonshire. A rkell.
Thorpe's ratio. A .formula for assessing the
probable solubility of a lead frit: the sum
of the bases expressed as Pb0 divided by.

the sum of the acid oxides expressed as
Sit), should not exceed 2. Dodd.
thortveitite. A silicate mineral belonging to
the sorosilicate group and used as a
source of scandium, (Se,Y)202.2Si02. It
is the only mineral rich in scandium and
may contain up to 42 percent Se202. It
is a very rare, weakly radioactive, monoclinic mineral; grayish-green when fresh,

white to reddish-gray by alteration; found
in pegmatites associated with monazite

and euxenite; also found with beryl,
strueverite monazite, and possibly, ferguoxide thorianite (Th02.U208). Pryor, 3.
thorium nitride. Three nitrides have been ' sonite. Bukines Bull. 585, 1960, p. 718;
Crosby, p. 110411.
reported: ThN, Th2N2, and Thalsh. Dodd.
law. With decreasing geological
thorium oxalate. White, crystalline. Th- Thoulers
age, there is an increase in the complexity
(C104)2; molecular weight, 408.08; speof the heavy mineral suites. A.G.1.
cific gravity, 4.637 (at 16° C) ; decom- Tboulet
soluPon. A yellowish-green, transbefore
poses to thorium oxide (Th02)
parent, aqueous solution of potassium
melting; nearly insoluble in water; insolumercuric iodide, having a maximum speble in nitric acid; and soluble in alkali
cific gravity of 3.19. Also known as Son-

solutions, such as that of sodium carbonate, and in hot ammonium oxalate

solution. Used in ceramics. Handbook, of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,' 1964,
p. B-231; CCD 6d, 1961.
thorium oxide. S. Afr. Occurs in monazite
and thorianite, Th02. Beerman.
thorium sulfides. Three sulfides have been reported: Th4S7, Th2S2, and ThS. Crucibles
made of these sulfides have been used as
containers for molten Ce. Dodd.

thorium X. A name for radium 224, a
member of the thorium disintegration
series; symbol, ThX; emits alpha parti-

stadt solution. Holmes, 1928. Used in the
sink-float process of mineral separation.
thp Abbreviation for theoretical horsepower.

Pit and Quarry, 53rd, sec. E, p. 82.

thrackscat. Eng. Metal or mineral still in the
mine. An obsolete term. Fay.

thread. a. An extremely small vein, even
thinner than a stringer. Fay. b. Mid. A
small wooden wedge. See also cleat, c.
Fay. c. A more or less straight line of

stall faces, having no cuttings, loose ends,
fast end., or steps. Fay. d. 'To reeve rope
or cable through a sheave or block and

thread
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tackle. Long. e. A spiral-shaped groove
forming a screw. Long. f. To couple
screw-threaded parts. Long.
thread cutter. a. A tool used to cut screw

fused with the three-wire service supplying 110 volts and 220 volts. This latter is
merely a two-voltage single-phase circuit
arrangement and is used almost universally to provide power and lighting to
homes and small business establishments.
Kentucky, p. 263.
three-phase current. Alternating current
(A.C.) in which three separate pulses

threads on a pipe or bolt. Long. b. A

name sometimes applied to a diamond
crystal having the shape of an octahedron.

Long.

thread grinding. The use of bonded abrasive
products to form
ACSG, 1963.

threads on a

piece.

thread guide. Porcelain thread guides are
satisfactory for use with cotton, wool, or
silk; manmade fibers, for example, rayon
and nylon, are more abrasive and mitered
alumina or synthetic sapphire thread
guides are used. Dodd.
thread-lace scoria. Synonym for reticulite.
A.G.I.

thread protector. A short-threaded ring to
screw onto a pipe or into a coupling to
protect the threads while the pipe is

being handled or transported. Also called
pipe-thread protector. Long.
threads per inch. The number of full threads

and the fractions of a thread within the
limits of 1 inch. Brant ly, 2.

three-blanket method. An arrangement used
for blanketing a stretcher, in which there

are as many layers of blanket between
the stretcher and the patient as there are

on top of the patient. This method is

veryeffective in underground first aid in
keeping the patient warm and reducing
the rise of shock while waiting to be
transported to the surface. McAdam, pp.

are present, identical in frequency and

voltage, but separated 120°. Pryor, 3.

three-phase inclusion. An inclusion in a gem-

stone consisting of a liquid or negative
inclusion which in turn encloses (1) a
gas or air bubble or bubbles, and (2) a
small mineral crystal or crystals. Distinguishable under a gemmological microscope in some stones, especially some

emeralds. Shipley.
three-piece set. A set

of timber used in

ground that requires greater support than
a two-piece set or scull will provide. A
cap is supported by two posts often spread

three-high mill. Consists of three rolls arranged horizontally, one above the other,
each rotating continuously in one direction only, the piece being rolled between
the bottom and middle, and middle and
top rolls alternately. Osborne, p. 357.
three-high train. A roll train composed of
three rolls, the bar being entered on one
side between the bottom and the middle
roll, and on the other side between the
middle And the upper roll. The passes in
both directions thus take place without
reversing the movement of the rolls, as is
done in so-called reversing rolls. Fay.

three-hinged arch. An arch hinged at its
abutments and at its crown, with the advantage that each half can sink in relation

to the other without damaging the arch.
Moreover, it is statically determinate.
Ham.

three-jaw chuck. A drill chuck having three
serrated-face movable jaws that can be
made to grip and hold fast an inserted
drill rod. See also chuck, a. Long.
three-leg sling. A sling having three chains
or ropes with a hoolc at the end of each.
The legs are hung from a ring known as

a thimble. See also double sling. Ham.

threeling. In crystallo_graphy,

a group of

three crystals united by the same twinning law. Standard, 1964.

three-part line. A single strand of rope or
cable doubled back around two sheaves
so that three parts of it pull a load together. Nichols.

three-phase circuit. Usually a three-wire cir-

cuit using alternating current with three
equal voltages. This should not be con-

separate circuits. Kentucky, pp. 250-251.
threshold. a. In geochemical prospecting: the

limiting anomalous value below which
variations represent only normal back-

ground effects and above which they have
significance in terms of possible mineral
deposits. Hawkes. b. In analytical chemistry: the limiting sensitivity of an analytical method. Hawkes.
thribble. Three sections of drill pipe handled
as a unit. Nichols.

throat. a. The part of a blast furnace at the
top of the stack. Dodd. b. The zone of

decreased cross section found between the

port area and the furnace chamber in

blocks forming the sides of the throat are
known as throat cheeks, sleeper blocks,
or dice blocks, the refractories for the top

die. ASM Gloss.
three-point problem. a. In surveying, a meth-

od used to orient underground workings
via three plumblines suspended in a verti-

cal shaft. Pryor, 3. b. The problem in
the point at which the table is set up,
plane table surveying of locating precisely

points not in a straight line. Bureau of

lation. Synonym for true dip. A.G.I.

third wire (mine track) carries only the
unbalance between the loads on the two

is placed upon two supports and a force
applied between them. See also V-bend

bility. See also four-piece set. Lewis, p. 41.
three-point bending. Bending where the metal

three-dimension dip. In seismic prospecting,

the true dip of a reflection or refraction
horizon found by exploration and calcu-

transmission of

power, yet the individual circuits provide
normal low voltage power. In effect, this
is the Edison three-wire system, wherein
the rails form the neutral third wire. The

some designs of open-hearth steel furnace.
Dodd. c. The submerged passage connect-

1963, sec. 3. Also called tricone bit.

three-cone bit. See roller rock bit. B.S. 3610,

vides high voltage for

apart at the bottom to give greater sta-

using three fixed points are visible from
the plane table. Ham. c. The problem of
determining dip and strike of a plane

101-102.

througher

from elevations determined at three known

Mines Staff.
three-product washing. A method in which
the dewiest fraction of the coal with an
ash content of 1 to 2 percent (for hydrogenation, etc.) is separated; the remainder
giving coal with an ash content of 10 to
15 percent (for boiler firing, etc.) and
finally incombustible shale. Nelson.

ing the melting end to the working end
of a glass tank furnace; the refractory
are the throat cover. Dodd. d. The least
thickness of a weld, the calculation of its
strength being based on the thickness at
the throat. Ham.

throat depth. On a resistance welding
machine, the distance from the center line
of the electrodes or platens to the nearest

point of interference for flatwork. ASM
Gloss.

throat of a fillet weld. ActualThe shortest
distance from the root of a fillet weld to
its face. Nominal or theoreticalThe perpendicular distance from the beginning of
the root of the joint to the hypotenuse of
the largest right triangle that can be inscribed within the fillet-weld cross section.
ASM Gloss.

throat of crusher. Point at which the rock is
discharged, and its short diniension varies,
depending upon whether the swing jaw is
in the open or closed position. Newton,
Joseph. Introduction to Metallurgy, 1938,
p. 216.
throstlebrest. Derb. An ore with much gangue
adhering, so that it requires a great deal
of knocking or breaking to make it marketable. Also spelled throstlebreast. Fay.
throttle. a. To obstruct the flow of, as steam
to an engine especially by a throttle valve.
Webster 3d. b. See accelerator, c. Long.
throttle valve. A valve designed to regulate
the supply of a fluid (as steam or gas
and air) to an engine. IVebster 3d.
through; thlrling. A passage cut through a
pillar to connect two rooms. Fay.
through and through. Wales. Mining bitu-

three-quarter coal. A mixture of lump and
nut coal. Fay.
three-shift cyclic mining. A system of cyclic
mining on a longwall conveyor face, with
coal cutting on one shift, hand filling and
conveying on the next, and ripping, packing, and advancement of the face conveyor on the third shift. The system restricts coal production to one shift. Nelson.
three-term process controller. Instrument
which automatically regulates a process
in proportional, integral and derivative
terms, thus neutralizing and removing the
errors which arise during operation. Pryor,
3, p. 32.
three-throw ram pump. This type of pump
consists essentially of three single-acting
minous coal without regard to the size
ram pumps side by side, either vertical or
of the lumps. See also through coal. Fay.
horizontal and driven from a triple crank- through
coal. a. Coal as it is mined, that is,
shaft witg, cranks set at angles of 120°.
large and small mixed together; run-ofThe three-throw pump can deal with
mine coal. Nelson. b. Coal after passage
heads up to 1,000 yards in a single lift.
through a screen of stated size. B.S. 3323,
Sinclair IV, p. 51.
1960. c. A commercial term for coal with
three treeii. Eng. A kind of ladder used in
a specified top size, usually above 2 inches
mines. Fay.
(50 millimeters) and below 6 inches (150
three-wire system. A voltage improvement
millimeters)
and having no lower size
system which consists of the series operalimit. B.S. 3553, 1962.
tion of two generators. One circuit of a
cut. An excavation between parallel
mine is fed from one generator, and a through
banks that begins and ends at original
second circuit is fed from the other gengrade. Nichols.
erator. The mine track or return is com- *rougher. a. Scot. A crosscut between two
mon to both generators and is connected
headings. Fay. b. See stenton. B.S. 3618,
between the generator. This method pro1963, sec. 2.

1.1.44

throughput. Quantity of material (ore or
selected fraction) passed through the mill
or a section thereof in a given time or at
a given rate. Pryor, 3.
through

stone. A stone

formed on the surface of a pot during

the process of throwing. ACSG, 1963.
throwing power. The ability of a plating solu-

tion to produce an approach to uniform

metal distribution on an irregularly shaped
cathode. It is measured by the joercentage
improvement of the metal-distribution
ratio over the primary-current ratio. ASM

passing entirely

through the thickness of a wall; a bond

stone; perpend. Standard, 1964.
through ventilation. The normal ventilation
produced in a mine as the air flows from

thumb-marked fracture
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throughput

Gloss.

the intake to the return, as opposed to

throwing table. A potter's wheel. Standard,

fans. Nelson.

throwing wheel. A potter's wheel. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
thrown. a. Faulted or broken up by a fault.

ventilation produced locally by auxiliary
through weld. A weld of appreciable length
made by either arc or gas welding through
the unbroken surface of one member of a

lap or tee joint, joining that member to
the other. ASM Gloss.
throw. a. Eng. To break out the pillars in
(a coal mine), leaving the hanging coal

unsupported. Standard, 1964. See also
spur, a. Fay. b. See fault throw. Nelson.
c. The amplitude of shake of a vibratory
screen, concentrating table, jigger conveyor, etc. Nelson. d. The projection of
broken rock during blasting. See also
flyrock. Nelson. e. The longest straight
distance moved in the stroke or circle of

1964.

Fay. b. Turned, as a piece of ceramic

ware on a potter's wheel. Standard, 1964.
throw of crusher. See stroke of crusher.
throwoff. A switch used in derailing cars.
S tandard, 1964.

throwoff switch. Aust. A switch by means of
which an obstruction is thrown across the
rails ot a track, causing the derailment of
the trucks. A derailing switch. Fay.
throwout bearing. a. A bearing, sliding on a

clutch jackshaft, that carries the engage
and disengage mechanism. Nichols. b. A
bearing that permits a clutch throwout
collar to slide along the clutch shaft
without rotating with it. Nichols.

a reciprocating or rotary part. Nichols.

f. Scattering of blast fragments. Nichols.
g. The distance from air supply opening

measured in the direction of air flow,

from the opening to the point where the
air velocity is 50 feet per minute. Strock,
10. h. A fault; a dislocation. Fay. i. The
amount of vertical displacement up (upthrow) or down (downthrow) produced
by a fault; sometimes, loosely, a disloca-

thrust block, which forms the connecting
link between the yoke and the drive rod,
by means of which link the longitudinal
movements of thefl feed mechanism are
transmitted to the swivel-head drive rod.
Also called back end; cage. Long.
thucholite. A brittle, jet-black hydrocarbon,
having a variable amount of ash rich in
thorium, uranium, and other radioactive
elements. Occurs as small nodules associated with uraninite in pegmatite in Canada. Tomkeieff, 1954. VVeakly radioactive.

Crosby, p. 81.
thud. Eng. A dull and heavy report made by

the rending of the strata far overhead
when the coal has been extracted. Fay.
thulite. A pink monoclinic mineral of the
epidote group, owing its color to the
presence of manganese. Dana 17; Fay.
See also zoisite. Fay.
thulite stone. A pink or rose-colored siliceous

rock from Norway, composed chiefly of
quartz and thulite; used for small ornaments. Standard, 1964.

thulium. A silvery-white, metallic element of

organized by the upheaval of the floor,
which being softer than the roof is the

the rare-earth group. It occurs combined
in rare minerals associated with granite
or pegmatite veins. Its pale green compounds resemble those of erbium, ytterbium, and lutetium in solubility. Symbol,
Tm; valences, 2 and 3; hexagonal; atomic
number, 69; atomic weight, 168.934; and
specific gravity? 9.35. Webster 3d; Handbook of Chemtstry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, pp. B-140, B-232. Reacts slowly
with water; soluble in dilute acids; forms
green salts; and melting point, 1,550° to

weight or pressure applied to a bit

with a knife; malleable; ductile specific
gravity, 9.332; melting point, 1;545° C;
boiling point, 1,727° C; and insoluble in

thru-and-thru. Run-of-mine coal. Pryor, 3.

thrust. a. A crushing of coal pillars caused
by excess weight of the superincumbent

rocks, the floor being harder than the
roof. Nearly the same as creep, except
that in the latter the workings are dis-

1,600° C. CCD 6d, 1961. Can be cut

dicular throw; stratigraphic throw. Fay.

first to yield. Compare creep. Fay. b. The
ruins of the fallen roof, after pillars and
stalls have been removed. Fay. c. The

water. It is the rarest of the rare-earth

from plastic clay on a potter's wheel.

make it cut. Long.
thrust arm. A cable-controlled bar that can
slide by power in two directions. Nichols.
thrust hearth& a. One which resists attempt
of shaft to move along its axis. Pryor, 3.

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-60,

table. Standard, 1964.

thrust block. The antifriction 'part of the
thrust yoke attached to the drive rod in
the swivel head of a diamond-drill machine. Also called cage; friction head;

like vases, may mold separate sections and
stick them together. Also called clay

thrust borer. Mechanism for forcing a hole
through an embankment for the insertion
of pipes or cables. Ham.

tion not vertical, the direction being specified. Webster 2d. See also heave; perpen-

j. Synonym for deviation. Long. k. Lateral
displacement of screen, shaking table, or
crushing surface in motion. Pryor, 4. 1. In
ceramics, to form or shape ceramic ware

Bureau of Mines Staff.
throwaway bit. A bit that is discarded when
worn. Nichols.

throw crook. A potters' wheel; throwing
thrower. One who forms ware of clay by
molding it with hands as it revolves on
potter's wheel. In forming large ware,
thrower; pot maker; potter. D.O.T. 1.

thrower belt. See boxcar loader. ASA MH4.11958.

thro ving. a. S. Staff. The operation of break-

ing out small pillars, so as to leave the
hanging coal unsupported, except by its
own cohesion. See also throw, a. Fay.
b. The method of shaping pottery hollowware in which a ball of the prepared
body is thrown on a revolving potter's
wheel, where it is centered and then
worked into shape with the hands. The
process is now chiefly used by studio
potters, although a small amount of highclass commercial pottery is still made in
this way. Dodd.

b. Bearing designed to carry axial loads
.on a shaft. Shell Oil Co.

thrust collar. Long.

thrust collar. Synonym for thrust block. Long.

thrust fault. a. A reverse fault that is characterized by a low angle of inclination
with reference to a horizontal plane.
A.G.I. b. A reversed fault heading at a
high angle. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.
thrust nappes. Reverse fau'..ts in which the
fault plane is horizontal, or nearly so, are
called low-angle thrusts, or if the transla-

tion of the thrust blocks is very great,
thrust nappes. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

thrust plane. The plane of a thrust or reversed fault. Fay,

thrust plate, a. The upper and/or the lower

race parts of the thrust bearing in the
thrust block or cage on the drive rod in

throwing clay. Clay plastic enough to be
shaped on a potters' wheel. Standard,
\1,964.

throwing amine. A potter's wheel with its
supports, used in throwing. Also called
throwing table; throwing mill; throwing
wheel. Webster 2d.
throwing house. A building in which clay is
thrown on potters' wheels. Standard, 1964.

throwing marks. The striations or ridges

to

a diamond-drill swivel head. Long. b. In-

correctly used as a synonym for thrust
yoke. Long.

thrust race. See thrust plate. Long.
thrust washer. A washer that holds a rotating
part from sideward Movement in iti bear,

ings. Nichols.

thrust yoke. The part conneciing the piston
rods of ihe feed mechanism On a hydraulic-feed diamond-drill swivel head to the
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elements. It constitutes about 0.007 per-

cent of monazite and is obtained commercially from that mineral. Thulium 169 is
the only nonradioactive isotope among
the sixteen known isotopes (thulium 161
to thulium 176). Handbook of Chemistry
B-140.

thulium 170. A radioisotope that has a halflife of 127 days; emits beta particles;
and has a characteristic gamma-radiation

energy of 0.084 million electron volt.

ASM Gloss.; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-61.
thulium exolate. A greenish-white precipitate Tms(C204)3.6H20; molecular weight,
710.02; soluble in aqueous alkali oxalate

solutions; and insoluble in water and in

dilute acids. Used for th : analytical sepa-

ration of thulium and other rare-earth
metals from the common metals. CCD
6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-232.
oxide; thulia. Greenish-white;
thulium
Tm20s; molecular weight, 385.87; specific

gravity, 8.6; and slightly soluble in mineral acids. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-232; CCD
6d, 1961.

Thum-Balbach process. A silver refining proc-

ess using carbon cathodes, dore anodes,
and a silver-nitrate nitric-acid electrolyte.
The silver is scraped off the bottom as

crystals. Liddell 2d, p. 496.
Thum furnace. A gas-fired furnace especially

for the treatment of zinc ore which is

high in lead. Fay.
thumb-marked fracture. The minute ripples
or thumbmarks characteristic of the fractured surface of amethyst. C.M.D.

thumb marks
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thumb marks. In gemmology, the rhythmic
or rippled markings or fractured surfaces
of crystalline quartz which contains twinning laminae. Shipley.
thumb-trimmed mica. Rifted mica trimmed
by thumb and fingers. Skow.
thunderbolt. a. A stone or stony concretion,

of Chemistry and Physics, 4.5th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.
Tibet stone. A mixture of aventurine quartz

especially if elongated and tapering, found

in the ground and ignorantly supposed
to have fallen from the sky. Standard,

1964. b. A nodule or mass of iron pyrites
found in English chalk formations. Standard, 1964.
thunder egg. Agate-filled nodules usually
with the form of a 5-pointed star in cross
section. Hess.

thunderstone. Same as thunderbolt. Fay.
Thurinhlan. In geology, designating the Sup-

per division of the European Permian.
Webster 2d.

thuringite. An olive- to pistachio-green min-

eral of the chlorite group occurring in
monoclinic plates of hexagonal outline

and with a micaceous cleavage, 8Fe0.4(AI,Fe)108.6Si02.9H20. Larsen, p. 174.
thuri. S. Staff. To cut through from one
working into another. Also spelled thirl.
Fay.
thurling. a. A passage cut from room to room,
in post-and-stall working. Fay. b. See
thirling. Nelson.
thurni. a. In mining, a small displacement of

fault of a seam. Fay. b. A Nova Scotian
term for a ragged, rocky headland swept
by the sea. Also called thurm cap. Fay.
thwack. To beat (a half-dried pantile) into
shape. Webster 3d.

thwacker. One that thwacks; specifically, a
wooden implement with which the half-

dried pantile is beaten to take out any

warping. Webster 3d.
thwacking. The process by which clay pan-

tiles are given their final curved shape.
When partially dry, the tiles are placed
on a wooden block of the correct curvature and beaten so that contour by means
of a beveled piece of wood; any distortion

of the tile caused by unequal shrinkage
during the preliminary drying is thus
corrected. Dodd.

thwacking frame. A table, or horse, with
curved top, used in thwacking a pantile.
Standard, 1964.
thwacking knife. A knife used for trimming
unburned pantiles after thwacking. Standard, 1964.

thwarting. A short tunnel driven between
two or more veins where they are nearly
vertical. Nelson.

Thylox process. A process for the removal
of hydrogen sulphide (HaS) and the recovery of sulphur from artificial gas in
which the gas is scrubbed with a solution

of soda ash whose alkalinity

is partly

neutralized; 98 percent of HaS is said to

be thus removed and the gas is

then

passed through boxes containing iron hy-

droxide to remove the other 2 percent
}LS. The foul scrubbing liquid is passed

into a thionizer where air

is bubbled

through it, setting free elemental sulphur

which floats and is then separated and
dried. Hess.

thyratron. A gas-filled valve or tube in
which the initiation of current in an
ionized gas or, vapor is controlled by the
voltage applied

to a control

electrode.

and quartz porphyry which may be of
various colors. It has been cut as ornamental or curio stones. From U.S.S.R.
Shipley.

tick. Credit. Korson.

tick book. An account book. Korson.

Tickell roundness number. An index of the

shape of a particle in terms of the ratio
of the actual area of the projection of
the grain to the area of the smallest cir-

cumscribing circle. Dodd.
ticket. a. Scot. An old measure for coal. The
Campbeltown ticket wt a about 300 pounds.

Fay. b. A sealed bid for ore to be sold.

Webster 3d. c. The numbered check which

the miner puts on his loathe' car to in-

form the v eighmaster to whom the coal
belongs. See also tag; tally. Fay. d. Can.
Slang; the cost of a mining property or

enterprise. Hoffman.
ticket boy. See check puller. D.O.T. 1.

ticketing. a. In English mining districts, a
periodical sale of ore to the highest bidders by ticket. Standard, 1964. b. See
ticket, b. Fay.
tick hole. A small cavity in a rock; a vug.
Fay.

tidal air whistle. A smll whistle used for
training operators in die various methods
of artificial respiration. The air whistle
is inserted in the patient's mouth and

sounds when the patient is exhaling or
inhaling. In this way the movements of
artificial respiration are timed by the
patient's respirator,/ reactions, and the
operator quickly develops the required

slow, steady, and smooth rhythm of operations. McAdam, pp. 92-93.
tidal basin. Portion of a tidal-flat area,
drained at ebb tides by the channel system
of a single tidal inlet. Schieferdecker.

tidal bedding. Deposits produced by tides
especially where currents of high tides
are stronger than those of low tides flowing in the opposite direction. Thus, high
tide deposits a layer of coarse sediments
that the low tide does not destroy. Hess.
tidal bore. As a tide wave approaches the
shore it is slowed in proportion to the

square root of the depth and becomes
steeper. If this occurs in an estuary in
which the discharge of a river impedes
entry of the tide wave the wave will be
restrained until it rises sufficiently to

move against the river discharge. When
this happens the tide wave sweeps up the
river. This is the tidal bore which bears
the characteristics of a shock wave. Hy.
tidal channel. A Major channel followed by
the tidal currents. Schiejerdecker.
tidal (force) correction.' Correction for the
effect on gravity of the sun and the moon,

including the effect of the tides of the

solid earth. Schieferdecker.
tidal current. The periodic horiZontal movement of water accompanying the rise and

fall of the tide and due to the tide producing forces. Schieferdecker.

tidal current Ode. The complete oscillation
of the flood and ebb through all phases
of the tide from high' water to the next
succeeding high water. The duration of a
semidiurnal tide approximates 12.42 hours,

while that of a diurnal tide approximates

24.84 hours. HY.
Thyssen gravimeter. An early gravity meter, tidal difference. Difference in time or height
of a high or low water between a subof the unstable equilibrium type. A.G.I.
ordinate station and a reference station.
Tt Chemical symbol for titanium. Handbook

r,
.1,"
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tide curve
The difference is applied to the prediction

at the reference station to give the corresponding time or height for a subordi.,
nate station. Hy.

tidal divide. Divide between two adjacent

channel systems. Schieferdecker.
tidal dock. A dock having no gates to segregate it from outside tides. Ham.
tidal fiat. A flat, soggy area, which emerges

during low tide and is characterized lay
the simultaneous deposition of clay and
sand by tidal waters. Hy.

tidal-flat area. A relatively extensive area of
unconsolidated sediments, the greater part

of which is alternately covered and uncovered by the tides. Schieferdecker.

tidal inlet. a. A natural inlet maintained by
tidal flow. A.G.I. b. Loosely, any inlet in
which the tide ebbs and flows. Also called
tidal outlet. A.G.I.
tidal lag. The delay between high tide or low

tide in an estuary and the subsequent

level of adjacent ground water. Ham.
tidal lamination. A lamination in channel,
tidal-flat or marsh deposits caused by the
tides. Schieferdecker.
tidal marsh. See tidal flat. A.G.I.
tidal predictioo. The prediction of times and

heights of faigh and low waters. Tidal

predictions generally are published by the
hydrographic departments of various countries for various reference stations through-

out the world. In the United States they
are published by the U.S. Department of
Commerce, Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Hy.

tidal prism. The volume of water required on

the flooding tide to produce the rise of
water level in a bay, estuary, fiord, etc.
Hy.

tidal range. The differences in height between

consecutive high and low waters. Hy.
tidal river. A river up the course of which
the tides are noticeable for a considerable
distance. Schieferdecker.

tidal wrve. a. In astronomical usage, restricted to the periodic variations of sea
level produced by the gravitational at-

tractions of the sun and the moon. A.G.I.
b. Commonly and incorrectly used for a

large sea wave caused by a submarine

earthquake or volcanic eruption, properly

called a tsunami. A.G.I. c. Sometimes
used for a large sea wave caused by a
hurricane wind or a severe gale, properly
called a storm wave. A.G.I.

tidal wedge. Tidal channel, narrowing or
shallowing at downstream end, in which
either the ebb or the flood current domi-

nates Schieferdecker.
tide. Rise and fall of the surface of the sea
due to the gravitational pull of the moon,
generally taking place twice daily. In the
open sea, this rise may not exceed 2 feet,
whereas in the shallow seas bordering
continents it may be more, than 20 feet,

and in narrow tidal estuaries from 40

to 50 feet. Since the moon travels in its
own orbit in the same direction as the

earth, a period of about 24 hours, 25

minutes will elapse between successive

occasions when the moon is vertically

above a given meridian. The interval between successive high tides will therefore
be about I2Ya hours. Ham.
tide crack. Line of junction between an im- '
movable ice foot and fast ice, the latter
being subject to rise and fall of the tide.
Schieferdecker.

tide curve. A graphic representation of the

rise and fall of tide in which time

is

tide curb
represented

by the abscissas and
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the

heights by the ordinates. For a normal
tide, the trace approximates a sine or

,

t

cosine curve. Hy.
tide gage. An apparatus used for predicting
the tides in a known set of channels. Ham.
tidelands. Technically lands overflowed during floodtide but the term, by reason of
the so-called Tidelands cases, has been
used to describe that portion of the continental shelf between the shore and the
claimed boundaries of the states (3 or 9
miles at sea). Williams.
tide level. See mean tide level, a. See lye, 2.

tide race. A very rapid tidal current in a
narrow channel or passage. Hy.
tide rips. A turbulent water body produced
by opposition to tidal currents. Hy.
tidewater glacier. A glacier that descends to
the sea, especially if it breaks off into
icebergs. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

tie. a. A beam, post, rod, or angle to hold
two pieces together a tension member in

a construction. Weester 3d. b. One of the
transverse supports to which railroad rails

are fastened to keep them to line, gage,
and grade. Webster 3d. c. Eng. A level;
also, a support for the roof in coal mines.
Fay. e. Linear or angular measurements
or a combination of the two made for the

purpose of locating other points from

points of known position. 'ries may be
made to connect physical objects with the
survey line, or to locate the instrument
point with reference to physical objects so

that it can be reestablished if lost. To tie

to close a survey on itself or on
another survey, or to locate a point by
in is

means of ties. Seelye, 2. f. See sleeper.
tieback.

a. A beam serving the purpose

similar to a fend-off beam, but fixed at
the opposite side of the shaft or inclined
road. Fay. b. The wire ropes or stayrods
that are sometimes used on the side of
the tower opposite the hoisting engine,

in place of or to reinforce the engine

tile

subjected to thrust. Ham. b. A round or
square iron rod passing through or over
a furnace and connected with buckstays
to assist in binding the furnace together.
Fay. c. For forging or forming presses,

the same as strain rods. ASM Gloss.
tier of pumps. See tyer. Fay.

tierra. a. Sp. Earth, land, soil, ground; t.

arcillosa, clay ground. Fay. b. Sp. Region

of the earth; t. adentro, the interior of a

country. Fay. c. Sp. Any rock or mineral;
t. blanca (Mex.), a calcareous tufa; t. de
batan fuller's earth; t. de fluor (Venez.),

a bed of reddish clayey earth; t. de porcelana china clay; t. pesada, heavy spar.
Fay. d. Mex. A fine-sized ore. Fay.
tierra blame. Sp. White, chalky, limestone
beds having special value for hydraulic

cement. Fay.
&eras. a. Sp. Fine material impregnated with
quicksilver ore, which must be made into

adobes before roasting. Fay. b. Sp. Ore
generally in a fine state of division. Fay.
c.

Sp. Gangue or matrix. Fay. d. Any

low-grade, powdered ore. Standard, 1964.
tier saw. A saw for giving bricks curved outlines. Standard, 1964.
ties. Sleepers. Nelson.
tiff. a. A common name for calcite in Wisconsin and Missouri zinc fields. Fay. b. Barite
in southeast Missouri. Fay.
tiffanyite. A hydrocarbon present in certain
diamonds, to which the phosphorescence
is due. English.

tiger. A device, as a fork, for supporting a
continuous series of well-boring rods or
tubes while raising or lowering them in
the hole. Stan gird, 1964. See also nip-

ping folic. Fay.
tigereye; tiger's-eye. a. A usually yellowbrown chatoyant stone that is much used
for ornament and is a silicified crocidolite
in which the fibers penetrating the quartz

are changed to oxisie of iron. Compare
hawk's-eye. Webster 3d. b. A ceramic

braces. Fay.
tie band. Eng. A piece of rope used in securing long timbers or rails when being sent
down in the cage. Fay.
tie bar. a. A bar used as a tie rad. Webster
3d. b. A rod between two railway switch
rails to hold them to gage. Webster 3d.
tied retaining wan. A retaining wall tied into
the adjoining ground by means of a dead
man or other suitable anchorage. Ham.
tie line. a. A line drawn to join opposite
corners of a four-sided figure, thereby

glaze resembling in appearance the tigereye. Webster 3d.
tigerite. Same as tiger eye. Shipley.
tight. a. Soil or rock formations lacking veins
of weakness. 'Nichols. b. Blasts or blast-

angulation. Hari. b. See conode. VV.
demannIte. A mercuric selenide, HgSe, con-

f. An impermeable rock formation. Long.
g. An underground opening having lim-

enabling its area to be checked by tri-

taining 71.7 percent mercury, and 28.3
percent selenium. Sanford.

tie plate. A metal plate used under rails
where they rest on ties. The rail is spiked
to the tie through holes in the plate.
Jones.

tie point. Point of closure of a survey either
on itself or on another survey. Seelye, 2.
tie pumping. When track is not adequately
drained and water enters the ballast and
roadbed, tie pumping occurs. Under the
action of the rolling stock, pressure on the
tie discharges water to the surface, washing the ballast from beneath and around
the tie. ASA M7.3-1958, p. 3.
tier. See wythe. ACSG.
fleeing. See torching. Dodd.

tie rod. a. A tie, taking the form of a steel
rod, often provided with a screw thread

at each end to engage with a member

holes around which rock cannot break

away freely. Nichols. c. Inadequate clearance or the barest minimum of clearance
between working parts. Long. d. Unbroken crack-free, and solid rock in which

a naked hole will stand without caving.
Long. e. A borehole Made impermeable
to water by cementation or casing. Long.

ited space in which to work. Long. h.

Lacking in porosity; .impervious. Wheeler.
fight-bedded. In sandstone quarrying, a term
used to describe the rock if it is massive,
showing no,open-bed seams. See also thinbedded; thick-bedded. AIME, p. 333.
fight-burning clay. A clay which is dense or
approaches vitrification after, firing. Bureau of ,Mines Staff.

tight crawl passage. A passage which can
only be mastered by crawling in a prone
Position. Schieferdecker.
light fit. A loosely defined fit of slight nega-

tive allowance requiring a light press or
driving force to assemble; probably comparable to certain classes of interference
locational fits

or force and shrink

fits

given in ASA B4.1-1955. ASM Gloss.

tight formation. See tight, d and f; tight
rock. Long.

tight head. Synonym for circulating head;
stuffing bcx. Long.

tight hole. a. A borehole the diameter of

which is too small for adequate clearance
between the drill-stem equipment and/or
inserted casing. Long. b. A borehole the
wall rocks of which are impermeable to
water or have been made tight by cementation or insertion of casing. Long. c. A

borehole-drilling operation access to which
and information about which are not
released except to authorized persons.
Long.
tight lagging. Lagging placed touching each
other. Bureau of Mines Staff.

tight rock. a. Rock formation in which the
joints, cracks, or crevices are sealed and
impermeable to water. Long. b. Rock
composed of tightly cemented grains of
very fine, even-sized crystals. Long. c.
Rock that does not chip easily under the
impact of cable tools. Long. d. A tough,
resilient rock. Long. e. Can. Without
evidence of shearing or mineralization.

Hoffman.
tight sand. In petroleum geology, commonly

used for a sand with pores so few or so
filled with clay or cementing material
that oil and water cannot pass through.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
tightset. A quarrymen's term, equivalent to
blind seam or incipient joint. Fay.

tight sheathing. The most complete sheathing
using wood timbering. Used where water

or fine wet soils must be rctained. The
frame is de.igned for this use and is
generally stronger than that required for
other types of sheathing. A specially
edged plani generally tongue-and-grooved,

eliminates the crevices existing in close

sheathing. Compare close sheathing; skele-

ton sheathing. Carson, p. 244. See also

tight lagging.
tight shot. An explosive shot which has been

set off to loosen coal in the seam that
has not been previously cut or sheared.

B.C.I.
tikhonenkovite. A mineral, SrA1F2(OH).H20,

in small monoclinic crystals. The strontium analogue of gearksuitite. Hey, M.M.,
1964; Fleischer.

Waite. A melanocratic variety of olivine
gabbro or olivine eucrite containing pyroxenes and olivine with subordinate feld-

spar (bytownite to anorthite) and small
amounts of hornblende biotite, apatite,

and magnetite, Holmes,1928.
tilasite. A fluoarsenate of calcium and mag-

nesium, (MgF)CaAs0,. From Langban,

Sweden; Kajlidongri, Central India. Same
as fluoradelite. English.

tile. a. A flat or curved piece of fired clay,
stone,: concrete, or other material used
especially for roofs, floors, or walh and

often for such work of an ornamental

nature. Webster 3d. b. A small, flat piece

of dried earth or earthenware, used to
cover vessels in which metals are fused.
Webster 3d. c. Rectangular refractory
shapes in sizes larger than brick and usually typified by thinness with respect to

length and width. A.R.I. d. A ,ceramic
surfacing unit, usually relatively thin in

relation to facial area, made from clay or
a mixture of clay and other ceramic materials, called the body of the tile having
either a glazed or unglazed fac e and

fired above red heat in the course of
manufacture to a temperature sufficiently
high to produce specific physical proper-

tile

timber
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ties and characteristics. See also structural
clay tile. ASTM C242-60T.
tile classifier. See boardman II. D.O.T. 1.
tile copper. Copper obtained by roasting and

of material deposited by and underneath

under the regulus in smelting certain impure ores; usually cast in flat, rectangular
plates, hence its name. See also bottoms,
b. Standard, 1964; Fay.
tile-cutting-machine operator. See brickcutting-machine operator. D.O.T. 1.

Fay. Two kinds are recognized: (1) glacier till, deposited directly by glacier ice,
not by glacier waters, though it may be

refining the metal bottoms that collect

tile

decorator. One who traces,

transfers,

stamps, or stipples decorative designs on
glazed and unglazed (bisque) tile with
brushes, stamps, sponges, stencils, and
decalcomanias. May do freehand decorating. Also called decorator. D.O.T. I.

tile designer. One who designs individual tiles

and lays out designs for tile walls and
floors. D.O.T. 1.

tUe earth. A compact clay soil. Standard,
1964.

tile edger. See fettler. D.O.T. 1.
tile field. A field or yard, as at a pottery,

devoted to the construction of tiles. Standard, 1964.
tile finisher. See sponger. D.O.T. 1.
tile-fixture caster. One who casts hollow-tile

fixtures, such as lavatory equipment, in
individual shaped molds by hand. Also
called caster. D.O.T. 1.
tile hanging. The process of fixing roofing
tiles (as distinct frcm wall tiles) on a
vertical outside wall. Dodd.

tUe kiln. A kiln for vitrifying tiles. Standard,
1964.

tile machine. A machine for making tubular
or arch-shaped tiles from clay, operating

by forcing the raw material through a

die, in a continuous stream, which is cut
into suitable lengths by wires. Standard,
1964.

tUe ore. A massive variety of

z.uprite, of

brick-red color. Fay.
tile-ovea. An oven for burning tiles. Standard, 1964.

tile-pickup man. One who separates tile after
removal from iln according to color or
hardners. D.O.T. 1.
tile place.. One who deposits glaze-dipped
and fettled green tile in saggers, places
covers over saggers, and passes the saggers

to setter for setting in kiln. Also called
placer. D.O.T. 1.
tiler. a. A kiln or oven for baking tiles.
Standard, 1964. b. A maker or layer of
tiles. Standard, 1964.
tilery. A factory in which tiles are made.
Standard, 1964.
tile segregator. See boardman I. D.O.T. 1.
tile shoe. A device that permits laying tile
directly behind a ditcher. Also called tile
box. Nichols.

tile slzer. One who measures the thickness of

ceramk tile with a thickness gage and
sorts it accordingly.

Also called sizer,

hand. D.O.T. 1.
tile sorter. See sorter. D.O.T. I.
tile, special purposes. See special purpose
tile.

tilestone. A tile, particularly of stone; a
brick. Standard, 1964.
tile turner. One who removes green tile from
clay press, performing essentially the same

duties as described under pipe turner.

D.O.T. 1.

tile works. A tilery or file field. Standard,
1964.

tilgate stone. Beds of calcareous sandstone or
ironstone, near Hastings, England. Fay.

till. a. That part of a glacial drift consisting

the ice, with little or no transportation
and sorting by water; it is generally an

unstratified, unconsolidated, heterogeneous
mixture of clay, sand, gravel, and boulders.

locally modified by them. Contrasted with
glacier sediment. It may be englacial (car-

ried within the ice mass), superglacial

(borne on the ice surface), or subglacial
(dragged along beneath the glacier), and
in this case called also ground moraine
or boulder clay; and (2) berg till or floe
till, detrital matter deposited by icebergs.
Also called subaqueous till. Standard,
1964. b. Nonsorted, nonstratified earth or
rock materials carried or deposited by
glaciers. Equivalent to moraine of some
European geologists and to boulder clay
of some British geologists. Compare alluvium. Bureau of Mines Staff. c. Synonym
for boulder clay. Long. d. Incorrectly

used as a synonym for glacial drift. Long.
tiller. a. Eng. An instrument similar to a
brace head, but usually made of iron, for
turning drill tools. Fay. b. See brace head,
b. B.S. 3618, 1963, SSC. 3.

tiller rope. A flexible wire rope composed 3f
six small ropes, usually of seven wire

tilting gate. A crest gate for dam spillways
designed so that water pressure acting
upon it will do so only at a definite level.
It closes automatically when the water
level falls to normal. Ham.
tilting idlers. An arrangement of idler rollers
in which the top set is mounted on vertical arms which pivot on spindles set low

down on the frame of the roller stool.
This permits the entire carrier frame to

lean forward slightly in the direction of
belt travel. In the event of the belt not
running true, the tilting idlers guide it
back to its correct course again. See also

staggered idlers. Nelson.
tilting level. In surveying, an instrument with
sighting telescope so mounted that it can
be raised or lowered through a limited

arc without impairing accuracy of reading, though axis of rotation is not precisely horizontal. Pryor, 3. In this instrument the telescope and the vertical axis
or limb are not rigidly connected, but the
former can be tilted vertically by means
of a micrometer or gradienter screw. The
bubble therefore has to be brought to the

center of its run for each sight as the

line of collimation does not traverse horizontally. The bubble tube is usually
mounted alongside the telescope and is

strands each laid about a hemp core.

viewed from the eyepiece and through
an optical sighting arrangement, which

tilleylte. A white silicate and carbonate of

image into coincidence or the end of the
bubble to a reference line. Mason, v. 2,

Zern.

calcium, CasSi0,.CaCO3. Monoclinic (?).

Grains in rock. From Crestmore, Calif.

English.
finite. A sedimentary rock composed of firmly
consolidated till. Mather.
till sheet. A. sheet, layer, or bed of till. It
may or may not be moraine.

TI-Loc process. Trade name; a process for
the treatment of steel prior to enameling;
it is claimed to improve adherence and to

eliminate the need for a ground coat.
Dodd.

tilt a. In aerial photography, the angle be-

tween the lens axis'and a vertical through
the exposure station (rear nodal point of

lens). Seeyle, 2. It is seldom more than
3° and can generally be kept to 1° regarded as satisfactory for vertical photographs. Ham. b. To hammer or forge with

a tilt hammer; as, to tilt steel to render

it more ductile. Standard, 1964.
tilt dozer. A bulldozer to which a large de.
gree of tilt can be applied to either side.
Med steel. Hammered steel. Standard, 1964.

tine.. One who forgs metal with a

tilt

hammer. Standard, 1964.

filth. Soil condition in relation to lump or
particle size. Nichols.

tilt hammer. A hammer for shingling or
forging iron, arranged as a lever of the
first or third order, and tilted or trippcd
by means of a cam or cog gearing and

allowed to fall upon the billet, bloom, or
bar. Fay.
tilting. Forging by means of a tilt hammer.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
tilting disk valve. A form of quick-closing
reflux valve used with high-lift pumps in
order to minimize water hammer or closing. Usually pivoted on a diameter. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 4.
tilting dozer. A bulldozer whose blade can
be pivoted on a horizontal center pin to
cut low on either side. Nichols.
tilting furnace. Open-hearth furnace swung

about its major axis when pouring out
the melted product. Pryor, 3.
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either brings opposite halves of the bubble
pp. 734-735.

tilting manometer. See Chattock-Fry tilting
micromanometer. Roberts, I, p. 31.
tilting mixer. A concrete mixer with a rotating drum which is tilted to discharge its
contents. Ham.
tiltmeter. a. In earthquake seismology, a device for observing surface disturbances on

a bowl of mercury, employed in an at-

tempt to predict earthquakes. A.G.I. b. An
instrument used to measure displacement
of the ground surface from the horizontal.

In volcanology, used to indicate the degree and intensity of tumescence or doming up of a volcano by magmatic pressure.
A.G.I.

tilt mill. A mill where metal (as steel) is
titled. Webster 3d.
tilt-mold billet. The same as tilt-mold ingot
except the size of the piece of metal permits the use of the term billet. ASM
Gloss.

tilt-mold ingot. An ingot made by a casting
practice employing a book-type mold that
has its bottom nearly vertical at the start
of the pouring and is gradually tilted
back to a normal horizontal position during pouring. The object of such a practice
is to reduce the amount of agitation while
the metal stream is being poured into the
mold, thus reducing the tendency toward
formation of oxide film and entrapment.
ASM Gloss.

thnazite. A metamorphosed, basic igneous
rock with white feldspar and hornblende,
and sometimes quartz. A.G.I. A variety of
andesite. Webster 2d.
timber. a. Applied to rough blocks of natural
rock as it comes from the quarry before
being shaped into sharpening stones. Mersereau, 4th, p. 286. b. Any of the wooden
props, posts, bars, collars? laggi g, etc.,
used to support mine workings. F y . c. To

set or place timbers in a mine. Fay. d.
One of the steel joists or bea ,, which
have

in some mines replaced rmooden
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time-distance curve

timbers. Fay. e. Generally considered as
that part of a tree which is obtained by
sawing the trunk of the tree into sections
with varying lengths. Jones, 2, p. 56.
f. Trees in the forest, trees when cut into

timberline. The upper !,imit of aboreal growth

timber sprinkler. In metal mining, one who

sizes. Specifically, lumber 5 inches or more
in the least dimension. Crispin.
timber boss. See timberman, head. D.O.T. I.

support the walls and roofs of haulage-

a power saw to cut to designated- and
standard-length timbers and props used
to support the walls and roofs of under-

skilled in notching, erecting, and securing
timbers sets in mine workings. The craft
of the timberman is gradually becoming

timber

logs or when sawed into large squared

timber cutter. In mining, one who operates
ground passageways and workplaces. Also

called prop cutter; prop sawyer; sawyer,
mine timber. See also timber

framer.

D.O.T. 1.

timber drawer. a. An appliance for withdrawing timber supports from wastes, for
example, a Sylvester. Nelson. b. A miner
engaged in timber drawing. Nelson. c. See
timber puller. Kentucky, p. 152.

timber dzawing. See drawing timber. Kentucky, p. 151.
timbered stopes. These are stopes in which
square-set timbering and its variations are
employed. As a rule the ground is broken

by overhand methods, the face being

in mountains or in high latitudes. Web-

sprays timber in mine with a chemical

ster 3d.

rotting, using a spray gun. Also called
sprinkler or timber treater. D.O.T. I.

timberman. a. In mining, one who frames

(cuts end and side notches), fits, and
installs sets of timbers underground to
ways, airways, and shafts. In some mines,

miners do their own timbering as the
work advances. D.O.T. I. b. A miner

extinct with the advent of power tools,
and steel as a support. See also repairer.

Nelson. c. See timberer. Fay. d. See roof
bolter. D.O.T. Supp. e. One who installs
precut timbers. Bureau of Mines Staff.
timberman, head. In bhuminous coal mining,
a foreman who supervises timbermen
installing timbers in a mine to support the
roof and walls of haulageways, passageways, and the shaft. Also called timber
boss; timber foreman. D.O.T. 1.
timberman helper: In mining, a laborer who
assists the timberman in erecting supports

for roof of mine, using posts, headers,
cap pieces, and wedges. D.O.T. I.

advanced by successive small excavations,
each one timbered before the next is
begun. Higham, p. 196.
timberer; timberman. a. One who cuts,

timber mat. Broken timber iorming roof of
ore deposit being extraeted by caving
methods such as top slicing. It separates
the downward gravitating overburden and
rock strata from the ore. Pryor, 3.

timbers used in a shaft, slope, mine, or

timber packer. a. A litborer whe delivers tim-

frames, and puts in place any of the

tunnel. Also one who draws props, posts,
etc. Fay. b. One who puts in place timbers

cut and framed by power equipment.

Bureau of Mines Staff.
timber foreman. See timberman,

head.

D.O.T. I.

timber framer. In mining one who operates
a power saw to frame (cut and fit notches
in the ends) timbers used in mine to support the roof and walls of underground
openings.

D.O.T. I.

Also

called

timber

cutter.

limbering. a. The operation of setting timber
supports in mine workings or shafts. The

term support would cover the setting of
timber, steel, concrete, .or masonry supports. See also timber set. Nelson. b. Eng.

The timber structure employed for supporting the faces of an excavation during
the progress of construction. Fay. c. Timber work taken collectively, as in a mine.
Standard, 1964. d. The protecting against
falls of roof formation of a mine, by means

of horizontal timbers or caps extending
across the passageway just under the roof,
the ends of such timbers resting upon the
vertical timbers or posts. Ricketts, I. e. A
general term for the placing of timber, to

support the roof or the face of a tunnel
during excavation and lining. Stauffer. See

also face timbering; pin timbering. Kentucky, p. 149.
timberWg machine. An electrically driven
machine to raise and hold timbers in place
while supporting posts are being set after

cut to length by the machine's power-

driven saw. ASA C42.85:1956.
timbering set. A tunnel support consisting of

a roof beam or arch, and two posts.
Nichols.

timber jack. A jack to raise and hold cross-

bars against the roof while props are
being set. Hess.

timber !ander. In metal mining, one who

loads on a cage timbers, lagging, lumber,
track ties, and sand, ordered from underground. D.O.T. I.
264-972 0-68-73

solution to fireproof and prevent it fibril

timber treater. See timber sprinkler. D.O.T. 1.
timber trestle. Name applied to such wooden

structures as are used for carrying railroad tracks across a stream or ravine.

Crispin.
timber trolley. A strong carriage of low height

for transporting timber from the surface
stockyard to underground workings. It

consists of a timber or steel base, mounted
on wheels, with U-shaped arms in which
the timber is lashed with chains. See also
bogie. Nelson.
timber truck. Any truck or car used for hauling timbers inside of a mine. In conveyor
work, it is applied to the small truck
mounted on wheels which is designed to

run in the panline of a shaker conveyor
for the purpose of carrying timber and

other materials to the face. Jones.
time. a. A statement of the number of days
or hours worked by, or of the amount of
wages due a workman; usually furnished
him upon request in the event of his quitting work before the regular payday. Fay.

b. To count the strokes of a pump, or
revolutions of an engine or fan. Zern.
c. In surveying, civil mean time or Green-

ber to the working place in a pitching or

wich mean time (G.m.t.) may require
adjustment to apparent time. Pryor, 3.
d. In geology, a general term indicating

timber pickling. A method to assist timber

Paleozoic time. Standard, 1964.
time-and-motion study. The coordination and

inclined coal seam. Fay.
builder. D.O.T. 1.

b. See pack

preservation, for example, creosoting. See
also timber preservation. Nelson.
timber preservation. Any treatment of mine

timber for the purpote of extending the
useful life of the timber. Various preservatives are used such as creosote, zinc
chloride, sodium fluoride, and other
brush treatment;
guniting, b; open-tank method; pressure
process; Bethell's process; seasoning timchemicals.

See

also

ber. Lewis, p. 71.

timber puller. a. A piece of equipment used
in removing the supports or timbers in a
mine. The timber puller should be constructed so that the operator will be under
safe

roof while drawing the timber. A

Sylvester is an example of this type appli-

ance. Also called timber drawer. Kentucky, p. 151. b. See timber robber.
D.O.T. 1.
timber rights. The right to cut timber on the
public domain for use in the mining
induetry. Fay.

timber robber. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, a laborer who pulls out and

recovers timbers and props in working
places from which all coal has been
mined. Also called prop drawer; timber
puller. D.O.T. 1.

timber .s.t. A timber frame to support the
roof, sides and sometimes the floor of
mine roadways) or shafts. For a mine

roadway, the simplest timber set consists
of a crossbar, cap, or collar supported on
two upright posts or arms with round or
board lagging. Such a set will resist roof
pressure and moderate side pressure, and

are erected at intervals of from 2 to 6

feet. The timbers are about 5 to 10 inches
in diameter. In South Wales, such a timber set is known as double timber. Nelson.
See also two-piece set; three-piece set;
four-piece set.

a subdivision of geological history; as,
analysis

of the data provided by time

study and motion study. Nelson.
time at shot point. In seismic exploration, the
time required for the seismic impulse to

travel from the charge in the shothole

to the surface of the earth. Synonym fpr
uphole time. A.G.I.
time break. An indication on a seismic record

showing the instant of detonation of a

charge. Compare time signal.
Synonym for shot moment; shot instant.
A.G.I.
lime clock. A special alarm clock which can
be set to ring at fractions of a minute and

shot or

widely used as a timing device for burning

enamel ware. As the ware must be fired
at a recommended temperature for a
specific length of time a time or reminder
clock is a valuable asset to gooil work.
Hansen.
time correlation. Correlation of rocks in one
area with those of another area on basis
of time equivalence or contemporaneity
of origin. A.G.I.
time curve. See consolidated time curve.
ASCE P1826.
time-delay relays. Those that do not operate
until a predetermined time has elapsed.

The time ratings are usually adjustable
but there are a few that have the time
rating built into them. Coal Age, v. 71,

No. 8, 1966, p. 270.
time-depth chart. A graphical expression of
the functional relation between the velocity function and the times observed in
the seismic method of geophysical explora-

tion. It permits the time increments to be
converted to the corresponding depths.
Synonym for time-depth curve. A.G.I.
time-depth curve. See time-depth chart.
A.G.I.
time-distance curve. In refraction seismic
computations, a graph, usually with arri-

time-distance curve
val

times of seismic events plotted as

ordinates and distances along the surface
of the earth plotted as abcissas. In earthquake studies, the times of arrival of
seismic waves at recording stations may
be known but the time of initiation of the
waves may be unknown. As data is accumulated from different recording stations,
a time-distance graph may be constructed.
If it is possible to extrapolate this graph

to the origin on the time and distance
coordinates it becomes a navel time
curve.

time-distance graph. In refraction seismic
computations, a plot of the arrival times
of refracted events against the shot point

to detector distance. The reciprocal slopes
of the segments plotted are the refraction
velocities for the refracting bed. A.G.I.
time gradient. In the reflection seismic methods applied to dipping reflectors, the

travel time curves may not be straight
lines that is, the apparent velocity observed varies with the spread from shot
point to detectors. The time gradient is
the reciprocal of the apparent velocity.
In seismic prospecting, also the rate of

change of travel time with depth. A.G.I.
timekeeper. A clerk who records all details
of time, place, nature of work, and rates
of payment of surface and underground
workmen. Nelson.

time lag. In refraction seismic .:nterpretation,

where arrival times are plotted against
shot-detector distances,

if some of the

paths from shot point to detector include
a low-speed bed, the corresponding arrival

times will be abnormally long, and the
departure from normal travel time is
called a time lag. Also, in seismic prospecting, time delays in arrivals due to
phase

shifts

in filtering,

to shot-hole

fatigue etc. A.G.I.
'lime leads. In a method of interpretation of
refraction seismic records where the arrival times are plotted against shot-detector
distances, if some of the paihs from shot

point to detector include a high-speed

segment, the corresponding travel times
will not fall on a smooth curve. The
departure in this case from the curve is
called a time kali, and it is proportional
to the horizontal exttnt of the high-speed
segment. Used in salt-dome exploration.
A.G.I.
time mark. Synonym for time break. Schieferdecker.

time meridian. Any standard meridian to
which time is referred, may be Greenwich,
standard, or local. Hy.
time quenching. Interrupted quenching in

which the time in the quenching medium

is controlled. ASM Gloss..
timer. A special alarm clock which can be set

to ring at fractions of a minute, widely

used as a timing device 'for firing enamelware. As the ware must be fired at a

recommended temperature for a specific
length of time, a timer or reminder clock
is a valuable asset to good work. Enam.
Dia.
timer lines. Lines on the seismogram that
mark the time. Schieferdecker.
time scale. An arbitrary system of organizing
geologic events or subdividing geologic
time usually presented in the form of a
chart showing the names of the various

divisions of time, rock time, or rock as
currently understood. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.
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time signal. A signal sent by telegraph or

radio indicating an exact instant of time;
in geophysics, such a signal is used to
indicate the time of explosion in a shothole. Compare time break. A signal sent
from the Naval Observatory to regulate

timepieces. A.G.I.
Timiskaming group. An important member
of the Precambrian succession in the

Canadian Shield, of post-Laurentian, preHuronian age, and consisting essentially
of quartzites and arkoses. Equivalent to
the Sudbury series (or Sudburian) of
Coleman, the Hastings series of southwest
Ontario, Canada, and the Pontiac series'
around Lake Quebec, Canada. C.T.D.
time stratigraphic. Applied to rock units with
boundaries based on geologic time, that
is, with synchronous boundaries. A.G.I.
time-stratigraphic unit. The stratigraphic unit
of rocks representing some definite inter-

val of geologic time; see also paratime
rock units. Time-stratigraphic units in

descending order of importance are system, series, stage, and substage corresponding to period, epoch,
subage. A.G.I. Supp.

age, and

time study. A detailed investigation under-

ground, in shafts, or on the surface, in

which the average time taken to do each
operation of a complete cycle is recorded.
Time studies will disclose whether face,
haulage or winding operations can be
improved by reducing idle times and
whether the equipment and power services are adequate at all times to provide
full employment for men and machines

throughout the shift. See also motion
study. Nelson.
time tie. In seismograph continuous profiling,
a coincident travel path for seismic energy
initiated at opposite ends of the path. The

use of such coincident travel paths on

coat with tin, as to tin iron; tinplate.

Standard, 1964.
tinaja. Mex. A large earthen jar. Fay.
tinajitas. Small, shallow flutes de /eloped on
surfaces of limestone, southwest
Texas. A.G.I.
tin bath. Molten tin into which sheets of iron
are dipped in order to form tinplate.
Standard, 1964.
flat

tin bound. a. Corn. To mark a limit, as on

a tract of waste land, within which one
claims or reserves the right to mine unworked tin ore. Standard, 1964. b. Land
so reserved. Standard, 1964.

tin bromide. Pe stannic bromide. CCD 6d,
1961.
tin-bronze. See stannic sulfide. CCD 6d, 1961.

tincal. The name given since early itmes, to
crude borax obtained from salt lakes in
Kashmir, India, and Tibet, China. C.T.D.
Also spelled tinkal. Fay.

lincalconite. a. A colorless or white mineral
without cleavage, Na20.2/3203.5H20. Larsen, p. 68. b. A pulverulent variety of

borax, with 32 percent water. Same as

octahedral borax; mohavite. Fay.
tin-can safety lamp. A Davy lamp placed in-

side a tin can or cylinder having a glass
in front, airholes near the bottom, and
open-topped. Fay.

tin chloride. See stannic chloride. CCD 6d,
1961.

tin ay. Crackling sound heard when pure tin
is bent; assumed to be due to the sliding

of layers of crystals over one another.

Bennett 2d, 1962.
tin cut. A misleading trade term sometimes
applied to glass imitations of rock crystal

beads which have been cut, as distin-

guished from molded or cast beads. See
also tin polished. Shipley.

tinder. Any dry inflammable material such

as might be used for kindling a fire.
Crispin.

adjacent reflection layouts facilitates correlation from one layout to the next as the
shot point or recording position is changed. A.G.I.
time value. The geologic time represented by
a stratigraphic unit, unconformity, range

tinder ore. An impure variety of jamesonite.
Standard, 1964.
tin disease. See tin pest. Bennett 2d, 1962.

timing. The time elapsing between two successive exposures of an aircraft camera
when taking vertical photographs. See

tin dredging. The extraction of tin-bearing
ore from placers by means of dredges. In

of a fossil, etc. A.G.I. Supp.

tin dish. a. A pan used by prospectors for
washing gold-bearing materials and ex-

tracting the gold. Fay. b. See pan, a.
Long.

large-scale operations, tin or gold dredges

also photogrammetry. Ham.
timing lines. Marks or lines placed on seismic

may handle up to 15,000 cubic yards of

of time (usually at intervals of 0.01 or

tine. The actual excavating tooth or point of

records at precisely deterthined intervals

0.005 seconds) for the purpose of measuring the time of events recorded. The

timing mechanism commonly includes an
accurate tuning fork for the determination
of small time intervals. A.G.I.
tin. a. A soft, faintly bluish-white metallic

element in the fourth group of the periodic system. Obtained as a soft crystalline
metal, malleable at ordinary temperatures,

but brittle when hot. Sometimes occurs
native; found in several minerals, but its
only ore is cassiterite. Is used principally
as a coating, to protect iron and cOpper,
as tin foil, and in solder, bronze, and
other alloys. Commercially, tin is available

in three grades. Grade A tin must assay
99.75 percent tin.. grade B must assay
99.7; and grade c, or, common tin, must

assay 99.0 percent tin. Symbol, Sn; atomic
weight, 118.7; specific gravity, 7.3 at
20° C. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, pp. 962
963 ; Webster 3d; Bennett 2d, 1962. b. To
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gravel per 24 hours and dig 135 feet
below pond level. Nelson.

a grab bucket, scraper loader, dragline

or excavator bucket. Ham.
tin enamel. An opaque glaze containing tin
oxide. ACSG, 1963.
tin floor. a. Corn. A thin flat mass of tinstone
between beds of rock. Fay. b. A fiat mass
of tin ore. Standard, 1964.
tinfoil. Tin or a tinlike alloy made into foil.
Standard, 1964.

tin frame. Corn. A sloping table used in

dressing tin-ores slimes. It is discharged
by turning it upon an axis till its surface
is nearly vertical, and then dashing water
over, it to remove the enriched deposit.
A machine frame or self-frame thus discharges itself automatically at intervals;

a hand frame is turned for the purpose
by hand. Fay.

ting. The same as sycee silver. Standard,
1964.

tinge. A color designation. A faint tract, of
a hue which modifies another hue, as a

tin glass. A name formerly applied to bis-

Also incorrectly used synonymously with
the term tin cut. Shipley.
tin pot. a. A vessel for holding molten tin in
the tin plating process. Webster 3d. b. A

muth. Fay.
tin glaze. An opaque glaze of stannic oxide,
used on pottery. Standard, 1964.
tin ground. Corn. Tin-bearing alluvium,

plate. Standard, 1964.
tin protoxide. See stannous oxide. CCD 6d,

blue with a tinge of green that is, blue
tinged with green or, stated differently,
very slightly greenish-blue. Shipley.

1):

tisar
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stream works. Arkell, p. 53.

tinguaite. A dike rock composed of alkalic
feldspars, nepheline, alkalic pyroxene, and

amphibole. The rock is commonly porphyritic and the mafic constitutents have
a characteristic crisscross orientation in
the groundmass. A textural variety of

bath of molten tin in which sheet iron
or sheet steel is dipped in making tin1961.

tin pyrites. Same as stannite. Standard, 1964.
tin, roofing. Terneplate made with a 25 percent tin alloy. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

which, are numerous needles of sodic

pyroxene, more or less parallel to the
contacts. bhannsen, v. 1, 2d, 1939,

p. 235.
tin hat. A head covering made of reinforced
sheet aluminum or plastic-impregnated

fabric and shaped somewhat like a sun
helmet; worn for protection and/or to
reduce the severity of head injuries from

cars were tipped and emptied of their

that has been crushed and

now more generally applied to the surface structures of a mine, including, the

Fay.

(ceramic ware) by washing with a metallic substance. Standard, 1964. b. Very

coal, and still used in that sense, although

thin glass

preparation plant and loading tracks.
B.C.I. b. The dump; a cradle dump. Fay.
c. Aust. The tracks, trestles, screens, etc.,

silvered for use as a decorative material.
Compare glass frost. Dodd.

tin spar. Synonym for cassiterite. Fay.
tinstone.. Cassiterite; a miner's name. Standard, 1964.
tin stuff. Eng. Tin ore mixed with its gangue.
Fay.
tin sweat. See sweat, d. ASM Gloss.
tint. A color which has been lightened by the
addition of white. Hansen.
tin telluride. Gray; isometeric; SnTe; nifilecular weight, 246.29; specific gravity, C.48;

melting point, 780° C; and insoluble in
water. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

falling objects. Long.

tin house. Building or room for tin plating.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
tinkal; tincal. Borax. Dana 6d, p. 886.
tinker. Derb. Laminated carbonaceous shale.

p. B-233.

tinter. See painter, hand. D.O.T. 1.
tinticite. A hydrated basic ferric phosphate,
2FePO4.Fe(OH)8.3 TA 1-1,0, as a compact

marmite, cylindrite and franckeite. Bulk
of cassiterite comes from alluvial work-

creamy-white wall coating in a limestone
cave at Tintic, Utah. Named from locality. Spencer 18. M.M., 1949.
tintometer; comparator. Instrument in which
color of test solution is compared with
that of reference cell or tinted glass slide.
Also called colorimeter. Pryor 3.
tin-vanadium yellow. See vanadium yellow.

foil, solders, bearing metals, bronze and

tin-white cobalt. Synonym for smaltite. Fay.

tin mill. Plant for manufacturing tin and

terneplate. Bennett 2d, 1962.
tin minerals. Virtually all the industrial supply comes from cassiterite (Sn03), though

a little has been won from the

sulfides

ings. Main market is in tin plating, tin

other alloys, and in such salts as opacifiers
and dye mordants. Pryor, 3.

filler metal. ASM Gloss.

tinning metal. An alloy of equal parts of tin
and lead; used by electrotypers for coating
copper shells before backing. Fay.
tin ore. Sec cassiterite. CCD 6d, 1961.
tin pest; tin disease. Disintegration of tin to a
gray powder at low temperatures. Bennett 2d, 1962.
tin pickling. In the manufacture of tinplate,
the process of immersing thin iron plate

in a bath of acid, previous to tinning.

Standard, 1964.
tin-pkkling machine. A' machine for hoisting
and lowering the plates in the process of
.

pickling and washing. Standard, 1964.

do

Sheet iron or steel, cleaned by pickling in acid and then passed through bath

of molten tin to produce coating. Three

grades . are charcoal plate, coke plate and
crystallized. Tin is also , deposited by
electroplating. Pryor, 3.
tin polished. A term correctly applied to gems

which have been polished on tin laPs.

at the entrance to a colliery where coal
is creened and loaded. See also tipper,
b; tip. Fay.

tipple boss. In bituminous coal mining, a
foreman in charge of operations at a tipple where the coal output of a mine is
dumped, screened, cleaned, and loaded
into railroad cars or trucks for market.
Also called tipple foreman. D.O.T. 1.
tipple boy. See slate picker, a. D.O.T. 1.
tipple engineer. In bituminous coal mining,
one who operates steam engines or motors
that drive conveyors, shaking screens,

and other machinery in a tipple where
coal is prepared for market. Also called

tipple operator. D.O.T. 1.
tipple foreman. See tipple boss. D.O.T. 1.
tipple inspector. See coal inspector. D.O.T. 1.

tippleman. a. In bituminous coal mining, a

general term applied to a worker in a
tipple. Classifications are made according

to type of works as slate picker, tipple
tipple engineer, tipple repairman,
etc. D.O.T. 1. b. In metal mining, a
boss,

laborer who uncouples one or more loaded

Dodd.

mine 'cars from train, pushes them on

rotary dumper, ant actuates dumper
which turns cars ove and dumps contents

tin wilts. Corn. The product of the first

dressing of tin ores, containing, besides
tinstone, other heavy minerals (wolfram
and metallic sulfides). It must be roasted
before it can be further concentrated. Its
first or partial roasting is called rag burn-

tinned rope. Rope made of wires that have
been coated with tin to protect them from
corrosion. Zern.
tinned sheet iron. See tinplate. Fay.
timer. a. A tin miner. Webster 3d. b. A tinsmith. Webster 3d.
tinning. a. The act, operation, or process of
covering with or preserving in tin. Standard, 1964. b. A protective coating of tin,
as on sheet iron. Standard, 1964. c. Coating metal with a very thin layer of molten

skips into a tippler. Fay.

tipping lorry. A lorry with its body pivoted
so as to discharge its load, often to either
side as well as endways. Ham.
tipping wagon. A small wagon, similar to the
jubilee wagon running on a narrow gage
track and pivoted for either end or side
tipping. Ham.
tipple. a. Originally the place where the mine

tinsel. a. To give a metallic appearance to

phonolite. A.G.I.
tinguaitic. Applied to the texture of tingua-

ites, and consisting of a mosaic of equigranular grains of feldspar and nepheline,
between which, and sometimes within

to the original position with a minimum
of manual labor. Tipple is the common
name. Fay. c. Aust. The man who runs

ing. Fay.

into chutes or bins. D.O.T. 1.

tipple mechanic. See tipple repairman.
D.O.T. 1.
tipple operator. See tipple engineer. D.O.T. 1.
tippler. a. A power-operated appliance for

discharging the coal or mineral . from a
mine car. It consists of a steel structure
with a rail track to receive a mine car.
On rotation, it discharges the material

tinworks. A place or an establishment where

tin is manufactured or mined. Standard,
1964.

Tioughniogan. Middle
A.G.1. Supp.

Middle Devonian.

(usually) skleways on to a primary screen
or bunker. Also called dumper; unloader.
See also end-discharge tippler; multiple
tippler.; rotary vibrating tippler; tipi tip-

tip. a. The point at which loaded mine cars
are dumped on the surface. Also called
tipple. Hudson. b. Eng. A platform upon
which a pair of iron tramrails, fixed upon
an axle and attached to a lever, are bolted

per; tipple. Nelson. b. See slate picker.

D.O.T. 1.
tipple repairman. In bituminous coal mining,

down, for emptying tubs or cars into

a maintenance mechanic who inspects,
repairs, and overhauls machinery in a

wagons, boats, bins, etc. Also called tipple.

Fay. c. S. Wales. A coal mine spoil heap.
Nelson.. d. A piece cf tool material secured to a cutter tooth or blade. ASM Gloss.
tinphouse man. See slate picker, a. D.O.T. 1.
Opped bit. A. drill bit in . which the cutting
edge is made of specially hard material,
B.S. 3618, 196i, sec. 6.
tipped solid cutters. Cutters having a body of
one material with tips or cutting edges of
another material brazed or otherwise

Alio called tipple mechanic.
D.O.T. 1.
TIR Abbreviation for total indicator reading.
tipple.

ASM Gloss.

!bar. a. Sp. To hoist or wind. Fay. b. Sp. To
blast or shoot. Fay. c. Mex. T. una labor,
prospecting; placer mining. Fay.
T-fron. a. An angle, iron having T-shaped

,

cross section. Fay. b. ,T-rails used in a

mine, as distinguished from wooden rails.
Fay.
tirr. a. Scot. The covering on rock in a
quarry; overburden, Also called tirring.

bonded in place. ASM Gloss.

tipper. a. A vehicle, commonly a truck, with
a'body which can be raisM at one end or

,

sideways in order to .discharge its con-

tents. Nelson. b. An apparatus for empty-

ing cars of coal or ore, byturning them
upside down and then bringing them back
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,

.

Fay. b. Scot. To remove the covering

from the rock in a quarry. Fay.

War. In plate-glass making, a heating furnace

tisar
for an annealing chamber. Standard, 1964.

fit. An imperfection; a small protrusion on
a glass article. ASTM C162-66.
titan. a. Titanium. Standard, 1964. b. Titanite. Standard, 1964.
dtanate. a. Any of various compounds (as
barium titanate) that are multiple oxides
or solid solutions of titanium dioxide with
other metallic oxides. Webster 3d. b. An
ester of the general formula, Ti(OR)4,

obtainable by the reaction of titanium
tetrach!nride with an alcohol or a phenol

in the presence of a base. Webster 3d.

titanate ceramics. A group of electroceramic

materials generally based on the com-

pound barium titanate but often with the
addition of other titanates, zirconates,
stannates, or niobates. These ceramics are

notable for their high dielectric constant
(up to, and even exceeding 10,000 compared with a value of 5 to 10 for the more
common ceramic materials); because of
this property they find use in capacitors.
Titanate ceramics are also used where
piezoelectric properties are needed, that

is in transducers. Dodd.
titanaugite. A titaniferous variety of augitc,
(Ca,Na) (Mg,Fe.Ti) (Si,Al)202. English.

titan crane. A heavy crane generally of at
least 50 tons lifting capacity which con-

sists of a portal frame carrying a swing-jib
crane and is used for building breakwaters
and for shipbuilding. See also Goliath
crane. Ham.
titanhornblende. A titaniferous variety of
hornblende. English.
Mania. See titanium dioxide.
Mania brick. Rutile, Ti02, formed into brick,

using lime as a binder. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

titania ceramic. Any ceramic whiteware in
which titania, (Ti02), is the essential
crystalline phase. ACSB-4.

titania porcelain. A vitreous ceramic whiteware for technical application in which
titania, (Ti02), is the essential crystalline
phase. ASTM C242-60.
titania whiteware. Any ceramic whiteware in
which titania, (Ti02), is the essential
crystalline phase. ASTM C242-60.
titanic. Of, pertaining to, or containing titanium. Used especially for compounds in
which titanium is tetravalent. Webster 3d.
titanic anhydrite. A white pulverulent titanium oxide Ti02, found native as brookite, octahedrite, and rutile, and a common
constitutent of iron ores. Also called
titanic oxide. Fay.
titanic iron ore. Ilmenite, FeTiOs. Fay.
titanic schori. Rutile. Standard, 1964.
titaniferous. Carrying titanium, as titaniferous iron ore. See also ilmenite. Fay.
titaniferous augite. See augite. Hess.
titaniferous magnetite. Magnetite containing
titanium. Bateman.
titanite; sphene. A calcium silicotitanite, CaTiO(SiO4), with iron, manganese, or
yttrium in varying amounts. Monoclinic.
Wedge-shaped crystals. Weakly radioactive; brown, gray, yellow, green, red, or
black; a very widespread mineral commonly occurring in hornblende granites,
syenites, and diorites; also common in
schists and gneisses found associated with
pyroxene, amphibole, chlorite, scapolite,
zircon, and apatite. Crosby, pp. 111

112; Dana 17.
titanium. A.silvery-gray or iron-gray1 metallic

element in group IV of the periodic system found in nature only in combined

titanium metal
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form. The chief ore

is ilmenite. Characterized by strength; lightness; and corrosion resistance. Used in steel alloys, as
a deoxidizer, and as a carbide in cemented
carbides. Symbol, Ti; valences, 2, 3, and

4; atomic number, 22; atomic weight,
47.90; and specific gravity, 4.5 (at 20°
C). 'Titanium burns in air; is the only
element that burns in nitrogen; melting
point, 1,675° C or 1,725° --L10° C; boiling

point, 3,260° C; insoluble in water; and
soluble in dilute acids. It is dimorphic
(having two allotropic forms) : (1) alpha

titanium, hexagonal, stable below 880° C;

and (2) beta titanium, isometric, stable
from 880° C to the melting point. The
metal

occurs in

ruffle

ilmenite,

and

sphene (titanite) primarily, and it is the
ninth most abundant element in the
crust of the earth. Used as an alloying

agent with aluminum, molybdenum, manganese, iron, and other metals. Alloys of
titanium are used ii aircraft and missile
parts because they have light weight,

strength, and the ability to withstand

temperature extremes, and in ship parts
because they resist salt-water corrosion.
C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-141, B-233.
titanium boride. See titanium diboride. CCD
6d, 1961.
titanium carbide. A compound produced by

fusing titanium dioxide with carbon or
calcium carbide. Has a melting pohit in
the range of 3140 to 3160° C. This very
hard, refractory material is used for wearresistant applications and where good
thermal shock resistance is needed, as in
bearings, nozzles, and special rdractories

under either neutral or reducing condi-

tions. Lee.
titanium diboride; titanium boride. TiB2; hexagonal; molecular weight, 69.52; oxidative

resistance up to 1,400° C; melting point,
2,480° C or 2,900° C; specific gravity,
4.50; Mohs' hardness, 9+ and low electrical resistance. Used as a metallurgical
additive, a refractory, a cermet component, and in nuclear steels. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ed., 1964, p. B-233.
titaninm dioxide; titanium oxide; titanic diox-

ide; titanic oxide; titania; rutile; anatase;

octahedrite; brookite. Colorless, white, pale
yellow or yellowish red reddish-brown,

brown, blue or bluish, violet, and black;
tetragonal and orthorhombic; Ti02; molecular weight, 79.90; specific gravity, 3.82
to 5.13 depending on crystal system and
crystal form; Mohs' hardness, 5.5 to 6.5;
melting point, 1,825° to 1,850° C; boiling

point, 2,500° to 3,000° C; insoluble in
water and in most acids; arid soluble in
hot concentrated sulfuric acid and in

Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-233, B-242,
alkalies. Handbook of

B-245; CCD 6d, 1961. Titanium dioxide
occurs as the minerals rutile (tetragonal);
anatase or octahedrite (tetragonal); and
brookite (orthorhombic). Titanium di-

oxide is a common constitutent of iron
om. Fay; Handbook of Chemistry and

C; insoluble in water and in most acids;
and soluble in hot concentrated sulfuric
acid and in alkalies. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp.
B-234, B-245. Titanium dioxide as anatase

or octahedrite: Brown, blue, and black;
tetragonal; refractive indexes, 2.493 and
2.554; specific gravity, 3.84 and ranges
from 3.82 to 3.95 Molts' hardness, 5.5 to
6.0 insoluble in water in in most acids;
and soluble in hot concentrated sulfuric
acid and in alkalies. Titanium dioxide as
brookite: White, brown, yellowish, reddish, and iron black; orthorhombic refractive indexes, 2.583, 2.586, and 2.741;
specific gravity,

4.17 and ranges from

3.87 to 4.17; Mohs' hardness, 5.5 to 6.0;

melting point, 1,825° C; insoluble in
water and in most acids; and soluble in

hot concentrated sulfuric acid and in
alkalies. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-233, B-242.
Titania commonly refers to synthetic

white titanium dioxide that is produced
mainly from ilmenite which contains 50
to 54 percent Ti02. Titania is used as a
pigment, and it replaces zinc oxide in

manufacturing white rubber and as a

filler for paper. Titania can be used alone
as a refractory and as an electrical insulator. Its crystals show marked piezoelectric
effects and have a greater brilliance and
a higher refractive index than diamond.
Merriman. Titanium dioxide possesses the
greatest hiding power of all the white
pigments. Used in glassware and in ceramics, in enamel frits, in welding rods, and
single crystals are used as high-temperature transducers. CCD 6d, 1961.
titanium dioxide pigments. Generally there
are three grades of titanium dioxide pigments sold domestically. Rutile and anatase grades are more or less pure titanium

dioxide, but owing to a difference in
crystal structure, they differ slightly in
hiding power and chalking quality. Titanium dioxide of pigment qualkty is manufactured principally by treating finely

ground ilmenite or titanium slag with
concentrated sulfuric acid. They are used

in the production of paints, paper, and
many other products requiring a white
pigment with a high hiding power and

chemical stability. Also used in ceramics,
fiberglass, and in making titanium gems.
BuMines Bull. 585, 1960, pp. 883,
885, 887, 890.
titanium hydride. Gray-black; metallic; TiH2;
molecular weight, 49.92; dissociates above

290° C or at 400° C; specific gravity,
3.8 or 3.9 (at 12° C); and is attacked
by strong oxidizing agents. Used in refractories, in powder metallurgy, in the

production of foamed metals, in solder for

joining metal and glass, as a source of
hydrogen gas (approximately 1,800 cu cm
of hydrogen at standard temperature and

pressure per cu cm of the hydride), as

a hydrogenation agent, and for reducing
atmospheres for furnaces. CCD 6d, 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-233.

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-242, B-245.
Titanium dioxide as rutile: Colorless,

titanium metal. One of the newest of thc

2.616 and 2.903; specific gravity, 4.26 and
ranges from 4.18 to 5,13; Molls' hardness,
6.0 to 6.5; melting point, 1,830° to
1,850° C; boiling point, 2,500° to 3,000°

resistance make it ideal for use in chemical
process equipment such as anodizing racks

pale yellow, reddish-brown, red, bluish,
violet, and black; tetragonal; adamantine
to submetallic luster; refractive indexes,

52

engineering metals used primarily in aircraft and missiles because of its high
gtrength-weight ratio and strength at elevated temperatures. Themetal's corrosion

and reaction vessels for leaving cobaltnickel-sulfide ores. Symbol Ti; atomic
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titanium metal
weight 47.9; specific gravity 4.5. Bureau
of Mines Staff.
titanium minerals. Main commercial ones are
rutile (TiOs) and ilmenite (FeTiO3).

Used in paints, pigments, fillers for plastics, steel metallurgy, welding, enamels,
smoke-screen chemicals and as titanium
metal where strength, lightness and corrosion-resistance justify cost. Pryor, 3.

titanium nitride. TiN; a special refractory
material (melting point, 2,950° C). It
can readily be produced from TiC14, and
N113. Dodd.

titanium oxide. TiO,; used as an opacifier,
particularly in vitreous enamels, and as a
constituent of some ceramic colors. Titania

and titanate electroceramics, for use in
the radio-frequency field, are based on this

oxide and its compounds. Titania occurs
in three crystalline forms: anatase, brook-

ite, and rutile. Dodd.
titanium peroxide. See titanium trioxide.
CCD 6d, 1961.
titanium allicide. Tio Sis; 2,120° C, specific
gravity, 4.2. This special ceramic has good

resistance to high temperature oxidation
but not to thermal shock. Dodd.
titanium sponge. The metal product from reducing titanium tetrachloride with magnesium in the Kroll process. It is called
sponge because of its sponge-like appearance. Sodium reduced metal also is referred to as sponge. BuMines Bull. 630,
1965, p. 974.

titanium tetrachloride. A volatile colorless
liquid which is used in the manufacture
of titanium metal and pigments. BuMines

a reagent (as a standard solution) to a

known volume of a sample in a solution,
or t9 a known weight of a sample, until
a desired end-point (as a color change or

a large change in potential of the solution) is reached. Webster 3d. b. The

operation forming the basis of volumetric
analysis. See also volumetric analysis.
Nelson.

TIV Abbreviation for total indicator variatfon. ASM Gloss.
tizar. Mex. A white, pure silica used in glassmaking. Fay.

tizon. Mex. A bond in masonry. See also

diente, b. Fay.
TKPP Abbreviation for tetrapotassium pyrophosphate. See also potassium pyrophosphate. CCD 6d, 1961.
T1 Chemical symbol for thallium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.
Tm Chemical symbol for thulium. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-1.

TM Abbreviation for temperature meter,
technical manual. Zimmerman, p. 106.
tn Abbrcviation for ton. Zimmerman, p. 110.
TNA Abbreviation for tetranitroaniline. CCD
6d, 1961.
TNT Abbreviation for trinitrotoluene. CCD
6d, 1961.

TNT/ammonium nitrate explosive. An explosive containing arnmonium nitrate
sensitized with trinitrotoluene. A proportion of aluminum powder or calcium silicide may be added to increase power and

sensitiveness. It is susceptible to moisture,
and under wet conditions, is used only in
a watertight container. See also A.N./fuel
titanium trioxide; titanium peroxide. Yellow;
TiOo and is soluble in acids. Used in
oil explosive. Nelson.
denl
ta porcelain and in dental cements toadback marl. Eng. Unlaminated marl with
lumpy fracture, in contrast to beechleaf
and in yellow tile. CCD 6d, 1961.
marl, Lancashire. Arkell.
titanmagnetite. A titanifcrous magnetite (titanomagnetite) containing TiO, in solid toadrock. See toadstone. Fay.
solution, as distinct from ilmenomagnetite toad's-eye. En.% Shelly pink limestone in the
Corbula Be'ds of the Purbeck Beds at
with exsolution ilmenite. See also mogenBull. 630, 1965, p. 974.

senite. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
titanmelanite. A titaniferous melanite garnet
approaching schorlomite in composition.
English.

titanomagnetite. Magnetite containing titanium. Bateman.
titanous. Of, pertaining to, containing, or derived from titanium. Used especially for
compounds in which titanium is trivalent.
Webster 3d.
titan process. A process of concentrating iron
ore which comprisses the steps of effecting

a dry, thermal partial reduction of the
iron in the ore to the metallic state to a
degree or reduction of between 50 and

80 percent, subjecting the reduced product to a magnetic separation and recovering the magnetic concentrate. Osborne.
titer. The solidifying range of a liquid fatty
acid. Pryor, 4.

titer (of soaps). The melting point of the
fatty acids derived from a fat or oil.
Lowenheim.

tithe ore. Eng. A portion of ore set aside for

the payment of rental or royalty on
mineral lands. Fay.

Tithonlan. Synonym for Portlandian. A.G.I.

Durlston Bay. So called because full of

the small gastropods Pachychilus manselli
which resemble eyes when seen in transverse section. Compare rabbit-eye. Arkell.
toad's-eye tin. Massive cassiterite. Bennett 2d,
1962.

toadstone. a. Eng. A kind of traprock. Fay.
b.

Eng. An old Derbyshire name for

amygdaloidal basalt lava in the Carboniferous Limestone. Arkell. c. Applied earlier to various stones or stonelike objects
likened in color or shape to toads (batrachites, bufonites, crapodius). Arkell.
to-and-fro ropeway. See jig-back. Nelson.
toas. Corn. To shake or toss tin ore in a kieve
or vat with water, 'to cleanse and dress it.
Fay.

tobacco rock. Light yellow or gray with
brown limonite stains, a favorable host

rock in the Salt Wash formation, Colorado
plateau. Ballard.
tobermorite. A hydrated 'calcium silicate approxiMating

in composition to 5Ca0.-

6SiOs.5H20. Tobermorite gel is the principal cementing compound in hardened
Portland cement. Dodd.
Tobin bronze. A type of alpha-beta brass or

Supp.

Muntz metal containing tin. It contains

a coal or mineral deposit. See also claim;

tin, and the remainder zinc; ussed when
resistance to seawater is required. Also

title. The right to enter, develop and work
lease. Nelson.

titration. a. A determination of the reactive

capacity, usually of a solution. Especially,
the analytical process of successively add-

ing from a burette measured amounts of

59 to 62 percent copper, 0.5 to 1.5 percent

called naval brass. C.T.D.
todorokite. A hydrous oxide of Me, alkaline

earths and Mn' formula uncertain, pos-

sibly (Mn,Ba,Ca,Mg) Mn801.11,0. Occurs

4

11.53
2

toe-to-toe drilling
as

black spongy banded and reniform

aggregates composed of minute, possibly
monoclinic, lathlike crystals at Hokkaido,
Japan. Dana 7, v. 1, p. 573.

toe. a. The base of the coal, ore, or over-

burden face in a quarry or opencast mine.
Nelson. b. The projection of the bottom

of a face beyond the top. Nichols, 2.
c. The burden of material between the

bottom of the borehole and the free face.
Fay. d. Sometimes used to designate: the
bottom of the borehole itself as distinguished from the heel, collar or mouth
of the borehole, Which is the open end.

Fay. e. A spurn, or small pillar of coal.
Fay. f. The front end of a frog, opposite
the heel,.in a car track. Fay. g. The part
of the base of a reinforced concrete retaining wall projecting in front of the
face of the stalk. C.T.D. h. The base of a
bank, bench, or slope in a quarry or

open-pit mine. Bureau of Mines Staff.
toeboard. A raised edging around the perimeter of a work platform to prevent hand-

tools from being accidentally kicked or
knocked off the platform. Long.
toe crack. A base-metal crack at the toe of
weld. ASM Gloss.

toe cut. In underground blasting, the cut ob-

tained by the use of single cut holes

inclined downward. Lewis, p. 165.
toe filter. A graded filter constructed at the

lower end of an earth dam on its free

side. Ham.
toehole. A blasting hole, usually drilled horizontally or at a slight inclination into

the base of a bank, bench, or slope of a

quarry or open-pit mine. Bureau of Mines
Staff.
toeing-In. A quarry term for the wedging-in

of the end of a granite sheet under an

joint, probably in consequence of the faulting of the sheets along

overhanging

the joint. It is also applied to the over-

lapping of lenticular sheets. Fay.
toellite. A biotite-hornblende porphyrite, with

garnets, that forms dikes in mica schist
and gneiss near Meran, Tirol, Austria.

Fay.
toenails. In geology, curved joints intersecting the sheet structure, in most cases
striking with the sheets, in some differing

from them in strike 45° or more. Fay.

toensbergite. A name given by Brögger to
certain feldspathic syenitic rocks; from

Tönsberg, Norway, that are close relativei
of the anorthosites. They differ from the
anorthosites in their smaller percentage
of lime and higher percentage of alkalies.
Fay.

toe of a shot. The distance from the inner
end of the hole to the adjacent free face
measured at right angles to the direction
of the hole or that portion of the hole
which is filled with powder; or that part
of the seam to be broken lying between
the powder and a free face. Zern, p. 668.
toe of weld. The junction between the face
of a weld and the base metal. ASM Gloss.
toeset. The forward, lower part of a tangential foreset bed. Name derived from deposition at the toe of a tangential foreset.
Pettijohn.
toe-to-toe drilling. The drilling of large diam-

eter blasting holes in quarries and opencast pits. They are put down vertically

from top to bottom of the quarry face.
Deck loading is often adopted with half
to two-thirds of the total charge at the
bottom and the remainder in one or more
deck charges as required. Nelson.

with benzene. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

tofo. Mex. China day. Fay.

miscible

tofus. Same as tufa. Standard, 1964.
to gage. a. Made to gage, or a size as speci-

p. C-571.

fied, especially as applied to the outside
set diameter of bits and reaming shells
and the inside diameter of a borehole.
Long. b. To determine, by measurement
or other test, the capacity, quantity, or
dimension. Long.

toggle action. Application of crushing force
so that the distance moved diminishes
without change of input stren3th, between
gape and set. Thus greatest speed of
movement of the approaching faces is
applied with weakest thrust and vice
versa. Pryor, 4.

toggle joint. A joint having a central hinge
like an elbow, and operated by applying
the power at the junction of motion, as
from horizontal to vertical, and giving
enormous mechanical advantage; a mechanism common in many forms of presses,

and in stone crushers. Standard, 1964.

toggle mechanism. A mechanism utilized to
apply heavy pressure from a small applied
force, such as in a jaw breaker, and other
machinery. Ham.

toggle press. A mechanical press in which the

slide is actuated by one or more toggle

links or mechanisms. ASM Gloss.
toise. A unit of length used in early geodetic
surveys and equal to about 6.4 'English
feet. It became the legal standard of
length in France, and from it was derived
the French meter. A.G.I.

token. a. Aust. A metal or leather ticket

stamped with a distinctive number, fastened to a skip so as to indicate to the
weighman who mined the coal. A ticket;
tag; tally. Fay. b. Wales. A thin bed of
Coal, etc., indicating a thicker seam at no
great distance. Fay.

tongue
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tofo

toluol. See toluene. Nelson.

tom. a. An inclined trough in which goldbearing earth or gravel is crudely washed;

long tom because it is
longer than the rocker. Webster 2d. b.
Eng. A parting of black shale in a coal
usually called

Cumberland. Compare bulgram.
Arkell.
Tomassi process. An electrolytic process for
seam,

refining lead in which the electrolyte is a
solution of a double acetate of lead and

potassium or sodium. The anodes are cast

from crude argentiferous lead; the cathodes are in the form of large disks of cop-

per or aluminum bronze and are about
half immersed in the electrolyte, in which

they slowly revolve, each being placed
between two anodes. The lead crystals

formed are detached by scrapers; when in

they are collected,
drained, washed, dried, and fused with
sufficient quantity

a little charcoal. Fay.
tombac. Any one of several copper and zinc
alloys, as Prince's metal, Mannheim gold,
etc.

Also spelled tambac and tombak.

Standard, 1964.

tombolo. a. Upon the coast of Italy where
island-tying in its various stages is beautifully shown, such a bar is called a

tombolo. For convenience in distinguishing island-tying bars from those of other
kinds? it was proposed to call every bar
of this kind a tombolo, giving an English
plural tombolos. A.G.I. b. Spits or bars
may tie islands to the mainland, the bar
then being known as a tombolo, and the

island as a tied island. A.G.1. c. A bar

connecting an island with the mainland or
with another island. A.G.I.

freight usually considered to be 40 cubic

feet; also called a freight ton; a measurement ton. Webster 3d. b. A unit of
weight for large quantities. In Great
Britain, the short ton is used in metal
mining; the long ton in coal mining; and
the smelter's ton is heavier than the long
ton. C.T.D. Usually not abbreviated, but
abbreviations are t and tn. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 62; Webster 3d.

tonalite. A coarse-grained igneous

rock,

quartz-mica diorite. Two varieties are dis-

tinguished: soda tonalite, with albite in
excess of anorthite, and lime tonalite, with
anorthite in excess of albite. Compare
adamellite. C.T.D.
Tonawandan. Middle Middle Silurian. A.G.1.
Supp.
Toucan copper-molybdenum iron. See pure
iron. Mersereau, 4th, p. 482.

ton-cap screen. Commercial brand of wire
screen cloth with long rectangular meshes.

Pryor, 3.
tone. That attribute of a color which determines its position in a scale from light to
dark. Thus white, and also light gray, are
light tones, and dark gray the dark tone
of the same color sensation; pink is a light

tone of red, and maroon a dark tone. A
light tone is usually known as a tint, a
dark tone as a shade. Shipley.
tonelada. Sp. Term meaning ton. The ton of
Castile equals 2,032.2 pounds avoirdupois;

the Mexican and Spanish Amercian ton
equals 2,028.88 pound: avoirdupois; the
metric ton, 1,000 kilogram equals 2,204.6
pounds avoirdupois. Fay.

tong die. A hard, replaceable, serrated metal
insert in pipe tongs, which comes in contact with and grips the outside of a pipe,

casing, or drill rod. Also called tong key.
Long.

tomite. A variety of algal coal the name of

tong bold. The portion of a forging billet,

or minus) of the given dimensions of a

which was later "hanged to sapropmyxite.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
tommy. A movable point in rail track where

operator's tongs. It is removed from the
part at the end of the forging operation.

tolerance is generally small as compared
with the standard dimension of the part;
for example, the tolerance allowed in the
set diameters of a diamond bit is plus or
minus five-thousandth (0.005) of an inch.
Long.

handle for turning a jackscrew or a spanner by being inserted loosely in the hole
provided for that purpose. Long.
tommy dodd. Aust. A series of small pulleys,
with verticil axles placed betwen the rails
at a curve, so as to keep an endless rope

tol. Corn. The land owner's part of the tin
ore; toll or rental. Fay.
tolerance. A specified allowance (either plus

finished product to take care of inaccuracies in workmanship of parts to be
fitted together. The amount allowed as

tolerance limits. In control of a measured
value in a process, limited drift from

optimum or norm (for example, pH
7.6+ or 0.2). Pryor, 3.
toll. Ches. Royalty on rock salt, or other
mineral. Fay.
toll enrichment. A proposed arrangement by
which uranium owned privately could be
enriched in uranium 235 content in Government facilities upon the payment of a
service charge. LtilL.

toiler; tollur. Corn. One who inspects or

superintends tin-bearing lands. To review
or inspect. Fay.
toluene. toluol; metbylbenzene; phenylmethane. Colorless; liquid; C.113.C113;

point, 94° C; boiling point, 110° C;
insoluble in water; and miscible with

alcohol, with ether, and with chloroform.
It occurs in coal tar and wood tar. Used
as a solvent and as an intermediate for
its derivatives. C.T.D. Molecular weight,
92.13; C7111; melting point, --95° C;
boiling point, 110.6° C; specific gravity,

0.8669 (at 20° C); soluble in acetone,
in carbon disulfide, and in ligroin; and

there is onlr one point whose fulcrum is
at the crossing; a swing rail. Mason.
tommy bar. A short rod used as a lever or

in place. Fay.

tomography. A division of radiography deal-

ing with the photography of a particular
plane in an object while leaving out undesired detail in other planes. Although

usually on one end, that is gripped by the

Common to drop-hammer and press-type
forging. ASM Gloss.
tong key. Synonym fa tong die. Long.
tong outcrop clay. A fire clay associated with
the better bed coal, Yorkshire, England.

The raw clay contains about 65 percent

SKI, 22 percent A130,, 1.5 percent Fes04,
and 1.6 percent alkalies. Dodd.

Tongrian. Synonym for Lattorfian. A.G.1.
Supp.

tongs. a. A pair of curved arms pivoted to
each other, scissor fashion, so that a pull
on a ring or chain connecting the short

ends will cause the long ends to dose,

this technique was developed for medical
radiography, it is recommended for certain purposes in work with metals where

to grip an object between them. Nichols.

be exactly known. Osborne.

holding material while it is being worked.
Also called a pair of tongs. Crispin.

it is essential that the location of faults
ton. a. Any of various units of weight: (1)
a unit that equals 20 long hundredweight
or 2,240 pounds, used chiefly in England;

also called a long ton (21 a unit that

equals 20 short hundredweight or 2,000
pounds, used chiefly in the United States,
Canada, and the Republic of South

Africa; also called a short ton (3) a
unit of internal capacity for &Sips that

100 cubic l'eet; also called a
register ton; (4) a unit that approximately equals the volume of a long ton
weight of sea water; used in reckoning
the displacement of ships and its equals
35 cubic feet; also called a displacement
ton; and (5) a unit of voluzne for cargo
equals
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See also pipe grip; pipe tongs; pipe
wrench. Fay. b. A two-legged instrument

used for picking something up or for
c. One of the various tools or wrench

devices that can be made to fit and grasp
drill rods, casing, or drivepipe. Compare
chain tone. Long. d. Any of the varsous
tools consisting to two pivoted or hinged
legs designed to clasp hot metal, such as
a churn-drill bit, while it is being dressed.
They are made m several sizes and forms
essential to a toolie or a blacksmith. Long.

e. In fem cutting, a viselike arrangement
by which the dop is firmly held in order
to press the stone against the wheel. '0
Standard, 1964.
tongue. a. Drawbar of a towed vehicle.

Nichols, 2. b. A piece of iron or steel

tongue
projecting from the stem of a stamp head.
Fay. c. A long narrow strip of land, pro-

jecting into a body of water. Schieler-

decker.
tongue Joint. In .welding, a split joint formed

by inserting a wedge-shaped piece into a
corresponding split piece
the two together. Fay.

top and apex
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and

welding

tongue plate. An adjustable plate which con-

trols the quantity of feed entrapsped by
the rolls of a double-roll press. B. . 3552,

1962.
tongue test. A test by which crystals or crystalline gemstones, all of which are
genuine or synthetic, can be distinguished

band for correlation. B.S. 3618, 1964,
sec. 5.

tool box. The same as powder box. Korson.
tool box miner. A lazy miner, specifically one
who rests on his tool box while his laborer
does his work. Korson.
tooldresser. a. The driller's helper on a cable

tool rig. Formerly a tooldresser on both
cable tool and rotary rig was responsible
for sharpening or dressing the bit. A.G.I.
b. A churn driller's helper. Compare dresser. Long. c. A toolstone-grade diamond
inset in a metal shank and used to trim

or form the face of a grinding wheel.
Long.

parison, when held to the tongue. Shipley.
tongue tile. In a port, the projection partition
between gas and air stream. ASTM

tooled surface. Term used to describe the
surface finish of building limestone that
has fine parallel grooves. AIME, p. 330.
tooler. A stonemason's chisel 2 to 4 indies

tong up. To couple lengths of drill rod, pipe,
or casing, using tongs to grip and screw
the members together. Long.
ton he Abbreviation for tons per hour. Bu-

broken, detached, or lost in a borehole.

from glass which feels warmer in comC162-66.

Min Style Guide, p. 62.

tonite. A blasting explosive consisting of a
mixture of guncotton with a nitrate and

sometimes a nitro compound. Webster 3d.
ton-kilometer. A unit of measurement often

used for the work done in transport. The
number of ton-kilometers is the weight in
tons of material transported multiplied
by the number of kilometers driven.

broad. Standard, 1964. Also called broad
tool; drove. Fay.
tool extractor. An implement for grasping
and withdrawing drilling tools when
A fishing tool. Also called tool grab. Long.
tool grab. See tool extractor. Long.
tool grinder. In stonework industry, one who
grinds the cutting tools for stoncworking

planers and lathes to a keen edge of the
desired shape. D.O.T. I.

tool beat treater. One who hardens and

bide, for example, tungsten carbide; oxide,
for example, corundum. It is important

that the size of the individual corundum
crystals in an oxide tooltip shall be small
((10A); the presence of a small amount
of Mg0 inhibits crystal growth. Important
advantages of oxide tooltips is their re-

tention of strength, hardness and wear

resistance at high temperatures; these
factors result in long life and clean Cutting
even at cutting speeds higher than normal.

Dodd.

to open. To start a hollow or opening in a

ball of clay as it spins on the potter's
wheel. ACSG.

tooth. a. A projection on a tool, such as a
saw or file, designed to provide a cutting
acion. ASM Gloss. b. A projection on the

circumference of a wheel, designed

to

engage corresponding projections on another wheel and thereby transmitting
force. ASM Gloss. c. Roughness in a clay;
coarse grain structure. ACSG, 1963.
tooth base. a. The inner part of a two-piece

tooth on a digging bucket. Nichols. b.

Occasionally, the socket in which a tooth
fits. Nichols.

tooth brake; jaw brake. A brake used to hold

a shaft by means of a tooth or teeth

engaging with fixed sockets. Not used for
slowing or stopping. Nichols.

toothed roller bit. Synonym for roller bit.

ton mile. In railroading, a standard measure

tempers tools, dies, and fixtures. Bureau
ol Mines Staff.
toolk. A man who sharpens churn-drill bits ;
a dresser; a tooldreuer. Long.

per mile of each passenger or ton of

a mortar joint with a special tool other

toother. A masonry unit projecting from the
end of a wall against which another wall

Stoces v. I, p. 166.

of traffic, based on the rate of carriage

tooling. Compressing and shaping the face of

freight. Standard, 1964.
Ton MPH. A system recently developed that

tool foint. The point at which drill-stem

permits calculating how hard an earth-

rnovinfg tire should work and how much
work it is doing. The Ton MPH for any
tire is determined by multiplying the mean

load and average speed. The resulting
figure provides an index to the work a
tire is doing: The system enables the
operator to determine which type of tires
he should use to get top performance

without overheating. Coal Age,

v.

711

No. 8, August 19661 p. 234.

tonnage. The amount of ore handled per day.

The amount of ore in sight. Fay.
tonnage factor. Cubic feet or ore per ton in
deposit. Pryor, 3.

tonnage man. In anthracite coaj mining, one

who is paid at a certain rate per ton
of coal mined. D.O.T. I.

ton of refrigeration. The extraction of 200
British thermal units per hour, 12,000
British thermal units per hour or 288,000
British thermal units per day of 24 hours.

The last is also called a ton-day of refrigeration. Strock, 10.

Tonolowayan. Middle Upper Silurian. 4.0.1.
Supp.
Tamils machine. An apparatus for measuring
damping values. Osborne.

tiinsbergite. A red, laurvikitelike rock, in
which the feldspars are orthoclase and
andesine. Some varieties are porphyritic.
Holmes, 1928.

Town. Activated decolorixing earth. Bennett
2d, 1962.

tousle's. a. Term introduced by G. Bischof
(1863-1866)

to dalte certain argil-

laceous bands in the hard coal seams of
the Carboniferous. INC?, 1963, Pt. 1.
b. Uncommon Coal Measures rock, consisting mainly of the clay mineral kaoUnite, and which may be used as a marker

than a trowel. ACSG.

equipment is provided with screw threads
uy means of which various members can
be coupled. Long.
toolmaker. A workman skilled in the making
of jigs, fixtures, gages, etc. Crispin.
tool marks. a. Sole marks produced by engraving tools such as shells, sand grains,
pebbles, and others swept over firm lutite
bottoms by currents, generally preserved

as casts on base of overlying bed. Pattijohn. b. Any of the imperfections in the
enamel surface caused by contact with
furnace tools during the firing of the

enamel. Enam. Dict.
tool nipper. A person whose duty it is to carry

powder, drills, and tools to the various

levels of the mine and to bring ouch tools

and drills as have been dulled by use to

the surface. See also nipper, a. Fay.
toolpusber. The head driller or drill foreman.
Long.

tool steel. Steel suitable for use in tools, usually for cutting or shaping wood or metals.
The main qualities required are hardness,
toughness, ability to retain a cutting edge,

etc. Contains 0.6 to 1.6 percent carbon.

Many tool steels contain high percentages

of alloying metalstungsten, chromium,
molybdenum, etc. Usually quenches and
tempered, to obtain the required proper-

ties. C.T.D.
toolstoses. Industrial diamonds used for

wire-drawing dies, indentor points, shaped-diamond tools, glaziers, and dressers.

Toolstones approach gem diamonds in
perfecion, although not in color. The
finer grades may be identical with dia-

monds sold as low-grade gems. The lower
grade toolstones are also sometimes used
as drill diamonds. Long.

tottLCeramic tooltips for use in the maof metals are of two types: car-

eia
oott.

-shoe cutter. A drivepipe or casing
shoe with a serrated or toothed cutting
edge. Long.

is to be built. ACSG.

tooth flange thickness. The width in profile
of a sprocket tooth. BYM.
tooth form. The shape of the working surface
of a sprocket tooth. JtirM.

tooth pp. The space between two sprocket'
teeth. BYM.

toothing. Leaving a section of brickwork
toothed so that the brickwork to follow

can be bonded into it. It consists of allowing alternate courses to project a sufficient

distance to assure a good bond with the
portion to be built later. Crispin.
tooth point. On a face mill, the chamfered
cutting edge of the blade, to which a flat
is sometimes added to produce a shaving

effect and improve the finish. ASM Gloss.
tooth profile. The outline of a sprocket tooth
as

projected on a plane through the

sprocket axis and the center of the tooth.
J&M.

tooth turquoise. Odontolite. Shipley.
too wet. A mine-safety expression used to describe those mines or areas of mines which
art too wet to propagate explosions even
though they are not rock-dusted. Too wet
is when water exudes from a ball of dust
when it is squeezed in the hands. Bureau
ol Mines Staff.

top. a. The surface around a mine shaft; the
outside. Jones. b. A mine roof. Top coal,

the upper part of a coalbed separated

from the rest by a seam or parting. Top
bottom (Ark.), the upper part of the bottom bench of a coalb. Fay. c. A quarryman's term for uverburden. Fey. d. The
apex of a vein. Hess. e. To pile coal above

the sides and ends of a mine car. Hess.

f. The part of a cut gem above the girdle;

the crown. Webster 3d. g. See cap, e.;
blue cap. Fey.

top awl apex. The words top and apex as
__applied to mineral veins were not a part

topping
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top and apex
of the miner's terminology prior to the
adoption of the federal mining law, but

were words used by legislators to convey
the intent of the formulators of that law.
Ricketts, I.
top and bottom process. See Orford process.
topaz. A mineral, Als(Si0,)(F.OH)s, orthorhombic, colorless, pale blue, or pale
yellow. It occurs usually in granitelike

rocks. Used as a gem stone. Compare

false topaz; Oriental topaz; Scotch topaz.
Dana 17 ; Fay.
topaz cat's eye. Yellow girasol sapphire which
theroretically can exhibit a more or less
well-defined light line, or chatoyancy.
Shipley.

topagels. Ger. A brecciated, contact rock,
near granite contacts, and formed of

topaz, tourmaline, quartz, and some rarer
accessory minerals, Also called topaz rock.
Fay.
topaz glass. Topaz-colored glass. One variety
used in imitation gems has a specific gravity of 4.98 and a refractive index of 1.77.
Shipley.
topazite. Igneous dike rocks composed almost

exclusively of quartz and topaz: Stokes
and Varna, 1955.

topazolite. A little-known greenish-yellow to
yellow-brown .ariety of andradite garnet.
Rarely transparent. Shipley.
topazoseme . A rock composed essentially of

topaz, quartz, and tourmaline. Holmes,
1928.

vides an example of a top-fired car-tunnel
kiln. Dodd.

top frame. A frame set at or just below

tion. A.G.I.
topographic deseris. Deserts deficient in rain.

method of driving used for adits, tunnels,
and drifts. The upper part or top heading

in slight depreuions, shallow streams, and
drainage systems not well established.
Standard, 1964.
topographic low. See topographic high. Fay.

is driven to the full length, before the
enlargement of the rest of the section
is carried out. Fraenkel.

Tophet A. Alloy consisting of nickel and
chromium; resistant to mine and sea-

waters. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Topbet C. Alloy consisting of iron, nickel, and

chromium; resistant to mine and seawaters; used for electrical resistance. Bennett 2d, 1962.

top bole. S. Wales. A horizontal shothole in

the roof of a stall road for ripping pur-

poses. It is usually about 5 feet in length.
Nelson.

of fragments of quartz and tourmaline,
cemented by a mixture of quartz and

coal seam. The top holes are driven to the
full rise and the face-line is usually stepped. Only the coal is worked and no rip-

topaz. Also called topazfels. Fay.

Arkell.

top benching. The method by which the
bench is removed from above, as with
a dragline. American Institute of Mining
and Afetallurgical Engineers.
Publication No. 604, 1935,

p. 7.

Technical

top boss. See surface boss, a. D.O.T. 1 .
top bottom. Ark. See top, b. Fay.
top brick. Fire clay brick for use in lining the
top section of a blast furnace. A.R.I.

top cager. A man at the top of a shaft to
superintend the operation of lowering and

raising of the cage. It is also his duty,

at most mines, to remove the loaded cars
from the cage, and place the empty cars
on the cage. See also eager, a. Fay.

coal between two levels in an inclined
ping is done in the top holes. The coal
gravitates into trams in the lower level.

See also stepped longwall. Nelson.
top booker. See lender. D.O.T. 1.

topbus. Any natural calcareous tufa. Also
called toph; tophin. Standard, 1964.
topit. Eng. A amall bracehead, screwed on to
the top of boring rods when withdrawing
them from the hole. Fay.
top kick. See top shot. Fay.
top Loader. See lander, d. D.O.T. 1.

top kase. A lease granted by a landowner
during existence of a recorded mineral
lease which is to become effective if and
when the existing lease expires or is
terminated. Williams.

tomes. a. In mining, a workman who is
employed at surface jobs around the mine

plant. Bureau of Alines

clamperman. D.O.T. Supp.

Staff.

b. See

top coach. That part of a mine roof which
has to be taken down to give headroom

topothemkal. Referring to localized reactions

b. Fay.
top crystals. Standard grade of diamonds.

Topochemistry is the study of localized
reactions. Lowenheim.
topocheadcal elements. Elements Fenerally

on roadways. Fey.
top coal. Scot. The uppermost of two or more
divisions of a seam of coal. See also top,
Hess.

top cut. a. A machine cut made in the upper

limit of the workable section of a coal
seam. See also overcut. Nelson. b. A
horizontal cut or groove made in the coal

at or near the top of the working face.
Grove.

topadter. A cutting machine designed especially for cutting through the seam at a
high level above the footwall. Maces, v. /,
p. 106.
Sop-Ilred Mo. A kiln fired by feeding coal or

oil through aprnura in the roof. The
typical kiln of this type is the Hoffman
annular kiln, but the 111onnier kiln pro-

fall either because they are located far
from the oceans toward the center of
continents, or because they are cut off
from rain-bearing winds by high moun-

tains. Leet.
tophot kiln. An intermittent kiln of a type
sometimes used in the firing of pottery. topographic high. Frequently used in the oilfields to Indicate the higher elevations,
The ware is set on a refractory hearth,
regardleu of age; opposite of topographic
or plinth, over which a box-shaped cover .
low, which indicates a lower elevation.
is then lowered. Dodd.
ComPare geologic high. Fay.
top bead. S. Staff. A passage driven in the
upper part of a thick coal seam for draw- topographic infancy. In geology, a featureless
stage characterized by a smooth, nearly
ing off the gas. See also boss. Fay.
level surface of deposit, lakes abounding
top beading (underhand bench). The Belgian

top boles. An earlier system of working thu

top bed. Eng. Often applied to the highest
bed in a quarry. In Dorset and Somerset
the upper division of the Inferior Oolite.

Ham.

topographic correction. See terrain correc-

ground level as a preliminary to the main
timbering in an excavation. Ham.
top gas. Aust. Firedamp. Fay.
top gate. A gate road at the upper end of an
inclined longwall conveyor face, usually
a tailgate. See also bottom gate. Nelson.

topaz rock. A rock resulting from contact
metamorphism, made up of an aggregate

land, as undertaken by the land surveyor.

which take place m the inner or outer
fields of force of crystalline materiaL

present m low concentrations, m rocks
and minerals, which are characteristic of
the conditions of formation of the host.
Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
topographic adolescesce. A geologic stage
when lakes have mostly disappeared, and
the

river drainage

is well established,

stream channels bang comparatively narrow and well marked. and falls occuring
characteristically. Also called topographic
youth. Standard, 1964.
topogragshic sole. Agate with fine markings
like hnes on a topographic map. See afro
fortification agate. Shipley.
topographkal porveybag. The mapping of a
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topographic map. a. A representation on
paper that is designed to portray certain

selected features of a section of the earth's
surface plotted on some form of projection

and to a certain scale that primarily de-

picts the relief of the country mapped but
shows also, its drainage and cultural features; and that delineates all features in
true latitude and longitude and therefore,
all parts in a rigidly correct relative
position. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b. A
map showing the topographic features of
a land surface generally by means of contour lines. A.G.I. Sapp.

topographic maturity. In geology, a stage of
maximum diversity of form when valleys
have greatly increased, and the river channels are widely opened. Standard, 1964.

topographic old age. A geologic stage

is.

which there is a featureless surface, differ-

ing from the earliest stage in having a

system of drainage streams, separated by
faintly swellin hills. Standard, 1964.
topographic quadrangle. Map upon which is
shown a small portion of land with elevations indicated by a series of curving

lines each passing through a specified
altitude; the curvature and crowding

together of the contour lines, as they are
called, indicate the nature of the terrain.
Sinkankas.

topogr.phic aiscoaformity. If the invading
glaciers disappear before they carry their
erosion beyond youth, the area will show
two kinds of topography: (1) the mature
upland incised by (2) the new glacial
valleys, and these two topographic phases
will be out of harmony with one another,

that is, they will be topographically unconformable. Their relation will be that

of topographic unconformity. A.G.I.
topography. a. The science of surveying the

physical features of a district or region
and the art of delineating them on maps.
Fay. b. The physical features of a district

or region such as are represented on
maps, taint collectively; especially, the

relief and contour of the land. Fay. c.

The configuration of a surface including
its relief. May be applied to a surface such

as the sea bottom or a surface of given

characteristics within the water mass. Hy.
topped crude petroleum. A residual product
remehting after the removal, by distilla-

tion or other artificial means, of an

appreciable quantity of the more volatile
components of crude petroleum. ASTM
D288-57.
a. The contents of a loaded mine

car above water level. Hudson. b. S.
Wales. The amount of coal or ore loaded

into a tram or wagon above its struck
capacity. Topping is sometimes adopted
with hand filling especially where the

slices are mined in a similar manner up
to the overlying mat or gob, which con-

sists of an accumulation of uroken timbers
and lagging from the upper slices and of

caved capping. As the slices are mined

finishing layer of fine concrete, usually

viously by the ore. BuMines Bull. 390,
1936, p. 15. Much timber is required for

2 inches thick, laid over the base concrete

of a ground floor or over the structural
components of a solid or hollow suspended

floor or roof. See also hollow tile. Ham.

topping curve. The curve of the outer portion

of the tooth form. It is shaped to guide
the roller smoothly into mesh with the
sprocket. RIM.

toppings. Eng. The first regular layers of
flints in the Brandon flint mines. Arkell.
topping-up. a. In a lead-acid cap battery, the

filling up with pure distilled water to

restore the electrolyte to its proper gravity.,

the loss of water from the battery

be2ng caused by normal evaporation and

charging of the battery. Mason, vi I, p.
238. b. In automotive fuel or lubricating
oil tanks the filling of the tank with the

1

timber to separate the caved material from
the solid ore beneath. Succeedingly lower

number of empty trams for each miner is
restricted. See also racing. Nelson. c. Fine
material forming a surface layer or dress-

ing for a road or grade. Nichols. d. A

proper file( or lubricant. Bureau of Mines
Staff.
topple. S. Wales. From tophole. A working
place driven to the rise of the main levels.
Fay.
top ply; top leaf; tops. Scot. The uppermost
layer of a bed of coal left for a roof. Also

called water leaf. See also top, b. Fay.

top pouring. See direct teeming. ZIodd.
top-reef deposits. Deposits on the reef flats.
Schieferdecker.

top ripping. Roof ripping. Nelson.
top rod. Scot. The rod connecting the uppermost pump rod to the bellcrank. Fay.
tops. a. Eng. Term in use among Lancashire
miners for the top section of a coal seam,
usually when separated by a -parting.
Tomketeff, 1954. b. The unrefined distil-

late obtained in topping a crude petro-

leum. ASTM D288-57.
topsallite. A lamprophyric rock (intermediate
in type between camptonite and kersantite), containing phenocrysts of plagioclase

(about Ana), augite, apatite, and titanoferrite in a groundmass composed of
andesine, biotite barkevikite, augite, and
sphene. Holmes,1928.

topset bed. Gently inclined strata deposited

on the subaerial plain or the just submerged part of a delta. It is succeeded

seawards by the foreset beds and, in the

deep water, by the bottomset beds. C.T.D.
lop shot. An explosion or puff of gas at die
furnace top. Fay.

topside. a. Above the drill rig in the derrick
or tripod. Long. b. The inlet end of the
hydraulic cylinder of a hyraulic-feed

mechanism on a diamond drill. Long.
c. On the surface as opposed to under-

tornado
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topping

out and caved this mat folhms the mining
downward, filling the space occupied pretop slicing, and a low-cost, adequate supplyof low-priced timber is necessary. Top
slicing is also applied to the extraction of
pillars between stopes and for cleaning up
operations in caved or badly broken
ground. Lewis, pp. 405, 502-503. See also
block caving.

top slicing and caving. Ste top slicing and
cover caving. Fay.

top slicing and cover caving. A mining
method that entails the working of the
ore body from the top down in successive
horizontal slices that may follow one another sequentially or simultaneously. The
whole thickness of the slice is worked. The
ore may be broken by overhand or under-

hand stoping in each unit. The over-

burden or cover is caved after mining a
unit. The method is a retreating method.
The longwall method, the pillar robbing
in both room-and-pillar, and bord-andpillar methods of mining coal are euentially the same in principle as top slicing.
The principal difference is that a single
slice only is worked in these methods.
There are two modifications: top slicing
by drifts, and top slicing by rooms. A
timbcr mat is used in almost all cases.

Other terms used for this system are:

caving system; crosscut method (combin-

ed with removal of pillars); horizontal
slicing (descending) i mining ore from
top down; panel slicing; prop slicing;
removing pillars and allowing roof to
cave; slicing under mats of timber in
panels; square-set slicing;top slicing and
caving; and transverse slicing with caving.
Fay.

lop slicing combined wkh ore cavisg. A
method in which the ore body is worked
from the top down in successive slices.

Instead of taking the full height of the
slices, only the lower part is taken and
the upper part is caved. After removing
this portion of the ore the cover is caved.
A timber mat is useh in most cases to
separate the broken cover from the ore
and for safew. Also known as caying

system sub-drifting and caving; subslicing;
slicing under ore with back rave; sublevel
caving; and sublevel slicing. Pay.
lop slaloms's. See headman. D.O.T. 1.

topsoil. A ;general term applied to the sur-

water. Compare flush water. B.S. 3552,
1962.

tor. Eng. a, A rounded mass of rock left in
an elevated position by the decay of surrounding parts. Sometimes called boulder.

Fay. b. A rocky pinnacle or peak; a high
craggy hill. Webster 3a1.

Torbane Hill mineral. A boghead coal obtained from Torbane Hill, Scotland. Webster 2d.

torbanite. a. A variety of algal or boghead
coal from Torbane Hill, near Bathgate,
Scotland. Is layered, compact, brownishblack to black in color, very tough and

difficult to break. The fracture is conchoidal or subconchoidal. Under the

microscope, it is seen to be composed of
elipsoidal yellow bodies, which consist of
colonies of blue-green algae. On distillation, torbanite gives a high yield of oil.
Tomkeieff, 1954. Also called bathvillite.
See also boghead cannel; boghead coal;
boghead mineral; kerosine shale. b. A
dark-brown variety of cannel coal. Fay.

c. An oil shale mined in South

Africa.

Burman.
torbernite. A rich green mineral. A hydrous

phosphate of uranium and copper, Cu(U0s),(pa) s.8-I 2H20, tetragonal. It is
associated with autunite and frequently
in parallel growth with it, and also with
other uranium minerals. Strongly radioactive; a secondary mineral resulting from

the alteration of uraninite. Also called
copper (cupro-) uranite. Dana 17; Fay;
Crosby, pp. 49-50.

Tortike. Lane. A trademark name of a dried
and compressed peat. Fay.
torch. a. A gas burner used to braze, cut, or
weld. For brazing or welding, it has two

gas feed linesone for fuel, such as acetylene or hydrogen, and the other for
oxygen. For cutting, there may be an
additional feed line for oxygen. See also
oxygen cutting. ASAI Gloss. b. An oilburning, wick-fed lamp of tin or copper,
with a long spout, used by miners. Fay.
torch brazIng. Brazing with a torch. ASM
Gloss.

torching. The pointing, with cement or matar, of the underaWe of a tiled roof; also
sometimes known as tiering. Dodd.
torch pest. Peat rich in wax and resins and
composed mainly of pollen grains. Tonte , 1954.
tontrildte. An obsolete name for a variety of
rhyolite.

loreatirikik. The first member of a distinct
group of amphiboles, intermediate between those or richterite, imerinite, and

glaucaphane, approximately Nas0.4Mg0.GaO.FeO.Fes0,.10SiO,; monoclinic; dark

blue color. From Itorendrika, M

Republic; near Tine, Wadai, Africti1:11-

face portion of the soil including the
average plow depth (surface soil) or the

toll. German and Russian name for peat.

depth. It cannot be precisely define(' as
to depth or productivi/ except in reference to a ?articular soU type. Stokes end

ing refractory patching material on the

Tomkeieff, 1954.

A-horizon, where this is deeper than plow

Torkret process. A German process for spray-

top slid* A method of stoping in which the
ore is extracted by excavating a series of
horizontal (ametimes Inelired) timbered
slices alongside each other, an!nritiraitr

Varner, 19.75.
top leatisg. See roof testing. Kentucky, p. 133.

walls of steel furnace ladles. Dodd.
tonaentor. a. A wooden axle, studded with
iron spikes, for puddling auriferous clay,
by spinnhig or turning in a trough. S fe

pmeressively downward; the slices are
caved by blasting out the timbers, bring-

gas well from a sand above the productive
sand. Compare bottom water; edgewater.

ground. Long.
lop slice. A horizontal block of ore extracted

by top slicing. The dimensions vary in
different mines. Nelms,.

the top of the ore body

ing the capping or overburden down upon
the bottom of the slices which have been
previously covered with a floor or mat of

top wail. Same as harnging wall. Standard,
1964.

lop water. a. Water which enters an oil or

Pay. b. Water introduced with the raw
coal feed to assist the transport of material
through the washbox Also called transport
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alio puddler, e. Nelson. b. A device somewhat similar to the log washer. Pay.

Tommie. The Tornado crusher is based on
the principle of central impeller shoes
spinning to hurl particles of gravel against

breaker plates at tremendous speed. The
impact literally "explodes" the rock, causing it to cleave across the grain as well as
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tornado
with the grain, producing the most desirable

cubical product. Pit and Quarry,

53rd, Sec. B, p. 35.
tornebohnilte; toernebohmite. A, very rare,
weakly radioactive, possibly monoclinic,
green to olive mineral, RI(F',OH) (SiO4)2,
where R=Ce, (La,Nd), Al,Fe,Mn,Mg,Ca.

Found in contact zones at Bastnas, Sweden. Crosby p. 112; Hey 2d, 1955.

torose load cast. A sole mark formed by
elongate ridges which pinch and swell
along their trendsi unlike flute casts, the
down-current terminations are bulbous or

tear-drop shaped. Pettijohn.
taped°. a. An encased explosive charge slid,

lowered, or dropped into a borehole and
exploded to clear the hole of obstructions
or to open communications with an oil or
water supply. Also called bullet. Long.
b. A charge of explosive contained in a
narrow cylinder, which is lowered into an

total cap lag

coarser materials. Believed to originate

under desert conditions of concentrated
rainfall, abundant wind action, and playa
cross-bedding. Pettijohn.
torrents. Bech of quicksand

encountered

below the chalk marl in the Anzin coal-

torreyite. A monoclinic mineral, (Mn,Mg,Zn),(SO4)(OH)w4I-130, from Sterling
Hill, N.J. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
torsion. a. A body is under torsion when subjected to force couples acting in parallel
planes about the same axis of rotation but
in opposite senses. A.G.I. b. A strain due
to twisting, as of a rod or filament; measured by the angle of rotation of one cross

section with respect to another at unit

distance from it. A.G.I. c. The process of
twisting a wire, thereby glowing its ductil-

couple is applied at a given section of a

without a protective coating. Nelson. d. A
kind of detonating cartridge placed on a
rail, and exploded when crushed under a
locomotive wheel; used as a signal. Webster 3d.
tospedo bit. A seldom-used synonym for noncoring bit. Long.
torpedo crows. A torpedo or noncoring bit.
Long.

torque. a. An engineering term defined as
the product of a force times its lever arm.

It is a measure of tEe ability to produce
rotation. API Glossary. b. See twisting
moment. Ro.

torque bar. Square or vertically fluted bar
run on one type of auger drill to rotate,
raise, and lower the auger. Long.
torque convener. A hydraulic coupling which
utilizes slippage to multiply torque.
Nichols.

torquenseeer. A device for measuring the
actual torque transmitted to the drilling
head and/or to the drill-rod string. Long.
torque rod. a. A bar having the function of
resisting or absorbing twisting strains.
Nichols. b. Synonym for torque bar. Long.

torque thickener. Tank thiclener in which
bottom rakes rise when overloaded with
settled material Pryor, 3.

torque wimling diagram. A chart showing
how the wisding load on a winch drum
varies and IS used to decide the method
of balancing needed A torque diagrsm
Is usually made by plotting the

ity. Zorn.

torsion; center of shear. If a twisting
straight member, that section rotates about
some point in its plane. This point, which

does not move when the member twists,
is the torsional center of that secdon. It
is sometimes defined as though identical

with the flexural center, but the two points
do not always coincide. Compare flexural
center; elastic center; elastic axis. Ro.
torsional moment. In a body being twisted,

the algebraic sum of the couples or the

moments of the external forces about the
axis of twist, or both. ASM Gloss.
torsional shear fest. A shear test in which a
relatively thin test specimen of solid cir-

cular or annular cross section, usually

confined between rings, is subjected to an
axial load and to shear in torsion. Inplace
torsion shear tests may be performed by

(Mn0,,CoO, or CuO) over the surface

and firing. Dodd.

Tortoni's. Upper middle Miocene. A.G.I.
Supp.

tortuga. A slang expression for seismic geophone in Spanish-speaking localities.
A.G.I.
tortuous flow. See turbulent flow. Nelson.
toryhillite. A light-colored igneous rock that
is a nepheline qpe containing albite.
Related to witite. Herr.
.

toscanite. Proposed by Washington for a
group of acid, effusive rocks in Tuscar?y,
Italy, that are characterized mineralogically by the presence of basic plagioclase,

as well as orthoclase, and by occasional
quartz. They range from 62 to 73 percent
silica and are intermediate between rlwolites and ciliates. Compare dellenite. Fay.

toss. See tossing. Fay.
tosser. One who picks up dried or fired brick

or tile stacked on drier car in storage
yard or in kiln and tosses articles to setter,
car loader II, or to another tosser. May
be designated according to material handled as brick tosser, tile tosser. Also called
handler. pitcher; pitchman. D.O.T. 1.

toodug toxing.
a. The operation of raising
'
the grade or purity of a concentrate by
violent stirring, followed by ;lacking, in a

Fay. b. An operation in tin refining in
which the molten metal is lifted in a
ladle and poured back in a fine stream

axial load. ASCE P1826.
torsion anemometer. See Rees's torsion anemometer.

tombs balance. A geophysical prospecting
instrument for locating gravity anomalies,
and its use Is generally.confined to shallow
and localized investigations. See also
gravimeter. Nelson.

torsion break. A break in the drill

core

caused by an accumulation of chips at the

bit face. When drillipg is stopped to rechuck, these chips grip the core, and the
core is twisted and broken. Compare
torsion fracture. Lortg.

!Grilse fracture. A spiraled crack in a drill
core caused by torque in a blocked bit or
core barrel Compare torsion break. Long.

at which a stationary mass is fastened

the torsion of a vertical suspension thread

With a conical drum, the depth is not

sidewise. Schislerdeeker.
torsion viscometer. An Instrument much used

to alot torque against revolutions. Nelson.

Ism she pressure exerted per squire centimeter by a cokunn of mercury I milli-

thixotropy of clay .slips. It consists of two
concentric cylindms,...the slip occupying
the space between them; the inner cylinder Is suspended from a torsicet wire and

where the acceleration of gravity is
980.665 centimeters per second.
cresieddles. Fine, horizontally
laminated strata alternating with uni-

gives a measure of viscosity- comparison
of this degree of ovenwing with that after
a specified lapse of time provides a mea-

formly crosthedded strata composed of

a lead glaze by dusting metal oxides

its resistance to rotation under a given

revolutions of the drum and the diagram
obtained in each case would be identical.

meter high at a temperature of 0. C

also camel back. A.G.I.
tortobeshell. A decorative effect produced on
.

kieve or open dolly tub. Chimming is a

nular plate against the soil and measuring

torsion ssimsometer. A seismograph with
which the horizontal component of the
eatihquake can be defined maldng use of

proportional to revolutions of the drum
nor to time and in such cases, it is usual

to such structures as pots, bells, kettles,
and other rock masses that tend to fall
easily from the roof of a coal mine. See

pressing a dentated solid circular or an-

moment in pounds per foot on the
axis against time, or revolutions orp:InV

on the horizontal axis. With a
drum, the depth is proportional to the

tortoise. A term sometimes applied by miners

field, in France. Fay.

oil. Nelson. c. A tough cardboard tube
a line into a quarry blasthole which has
been chambered. It is used when the
ground is too hot to receive explosives

few inches in thickness, ready for amalgamation in the patio process. T. rendida,
amalgam ready to be washed. Fay.

lake deposition. A.G.I.

torsional center; center of twist center of

containing explosives, which is lowered by

spread out on the floor of the patio in a
cake about fifty feet in diameter and a

torrential crostiamination. See torrential

oil well to the required depth and then
fired. The object u to fracture the oilbearing rock and thus increase the flow of

torta. Mex. The flat circular heap of ore

for works"control of the viscosity and

is relasa from a position equivalent to
a 360* twist in the wire. The ovenwing

sure of the tsotropy of the slip. Dodd.
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similar process on a smaller scale. C.T.D.;

to oxidize Impurities. Webster 3d. c.
Corn. The same as jigging. Fez.
tossimg. de. Oxidizing impurities in molten
it from one vessel to antin by
other nipouring
air, forming a dross that is
mechanically separable. ASM Gloss.
tot. N. of Eng. A measure of gunpowder used
in blasting. Fey.
total acidity. Acidity to phenolphthalein.

Total acidity of mine water indicates the

complete capacity of water to produce
chemical change by acid reaction. It is
the total amount of acid held in solution
or the sum of the quantities of both the
ionized and the un-ionized portions of
actual acid and the potential quandy/
of acid that can be formed from mineral
salts held in soludon. Total acidity is
customarily reported in equivalent parts
per million (ppm) by weight of calcium
carbonate. The indicated total acidity of
mine water found by currently sent:, sed
methods of analysis generally is greater

than the actual total acidity. T.P. 710,

1948, II. 2.
total am*ids ad cosi. See ultimate analysis, C.
Cooper, p. 396.

total bM load. A drilling term descaing the

total amount of any load or pressure,

=1:in pounds or tons, that is apa bit when it is in use. Long.
Med bit prawn. See total bit load. Long.
Isla; asp Is& A blasting term describing the
41

touchup man

total cap lag
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total time between application of current
and the detonation. Streefkerk, p. 44.
total carbon. The sum of the free and combined carbon (including carbon in solution) in a ferrous alloy. ASM Gloss.
total cooling effect. The difference between

out and removed and the air cooled to

mixture entering a conditioner per hour
and the total heat of the mixture leaving

latent heat in a substance or fluid above

total refiectometer. An instrument for meas-

Strock, 10.
total ice season. a. (maximum) The longest
ice season recorded over a period of years
in an area. Hy. b. (minimum) The shortest ice season recorded over a period of
years in an area. See also ice period. Hy.

tion).Shipley.
total resistance. The total resistance or friction of a ventilation system (in Atkinsonsl
is calculated from the total ventilating

the total heat content of the air-steam
per hour. Strock, 10.

total cooling load. The sum of the sensible

and latent heat components. Hartman,
p. 3,52.

total critical load; total critical pressure. a.
The total load or pressure that must 'oe
applied to a bit for its optimum rate cf
penetration in a specific rock. Long. b.
The maximum load that can be applied
to a bit without causing damage to the
bit. Compare critical pressure, a and b.
Long.

total cyanide. Cyanide content of an electro-

plating bath including both simple and
complex ions. ASM Gloss.

total diglactment Used by Spurr and Tolman to designate slip. A.G.!.
total dynamic. bead. The total of the static
head (the suction and discharge heads),
the friction head, together with any discharge head that must be overcome by
a pump is termed the total dynamic head.
Carson, p. 200, 211.

total energy. The total energy at any section

in a moving fluid consists of the sum

of the internal static, velocity, and poten-

tial energies at that section. Hartman,
p. 74.

total bardaess of water. All waters contain
two forms of hardness, that is, temporary
(or carbonate) hardness and permanent
(non-carbonate) hardness. The combina-

tion of the two is referred to as total

hardness. See also hard water. Nelson.
total bead. a. Energy lost by friction of water
against the walls of the pipe column, and
the kinetic energy of the water, are both

derived from the pump, which come-

quently consumes more power than that

theoreticaUy necessary for elevation. This
extra power is allowed for in calculations
by increasing the vertical height. The in-

0°. Some engineers use 32° F as the

basic temperature so care should be taken

to verify the base used. If absolute total
heat is specified, it b measured above

absolute zero (-459° F). Spalding, p.
242. b. The sum of sensible heat and

a base point, usually 32° F or 0° F.

variation. ASM Gloss.
total indicator varilla011. The difference between the maximum and minimum indicator readings during a checking cycle.
ASM Gloss.

total lift. In an air lift, the distance the

water is elevated during pumping; it
equals drop plus static head plus elevation.
Also called lift. Lewis, p. 687.
total lung capacity. The total volume of air

that the lungs can hold when filled to
capacity. It is normally between 5 and
6 liters. (A liter is about the same as a

quart. ) It is the standard unit of volume
in the metric system, which is generally
used in physiological measurements. H&G.
total magnetic intensity. The vector resultant

of the intensity of the horizontal and

The latter is a very =all quantity, and
in mining work sigma heat is always use..

S4ma heat is usually measured above
0 F, so that it is the heat that would be
given up If all moisture were condensed

the fan. Thus:

R=
48

See also modified Atkinson formula. Nelson.

total sediment load. All the sediment being
moved by the stream, that is, susnended

load and bedload. USGS Prof Paper
462-F.

total stress. The total force per unit area act-

ing within a mass of soil. It is the sum
of th neutral and effective stresses. ASCE
P1816.

total tonnage. The total tonnage taken from
a mine is the tonnage of the ore or product shipped, plus the tonnage of the ore,
waste, and tailing on the dumps. Hoov,
p. 84.

total value. The total va!ue taken from a
mine is the value of the ore or product

the total ventilating power of each split
is worked out separately, the natural and

cluded in the products of a sizing or
density separation, expressed as a percentage of the weight of the feed to the
separator (and equal to 100 minus the
total of misplaced material). B.S. 3552,
1962.

fan drift Nelson. b. The pressure in a

water below the wet-bulb tempesature.

pressure and the total quantity of air at

Pt. 16.
total of correctly placed material. The sum
of the weights of material correctly in-

coal or coke as samples. BS. 1016, 1961,

the static and dynamic pressures. Roberts,
p. 2. c. The static heati plus the friction
head. Kentucky, p. 125.

Is the sigma heat plus the beat of the

uring the critical angle (of total reflec-

BS. 3552, 1962. b. The moisture in the

of the feed to the separator.
rtage
..;713552, 1962.
total porosity. Synonym fur porosity. A.G.!.

sigma heat. True total heat or enthalpy

Shipley.

all fans are in series. When the circuit is

as percentages of the sample as received.

of the three products, expressed as a

heat) plus the latent heat of the contained
water vapor plus the sensible heat of the
water vapor above the wet-bulb temperature. Thb is called the sigma function or

critical angle, in

in air-dried coal, both being expressed

falling. Higham, p. 238. b. The pressure
attained when the free stream velocity is
decreased to zero along a streamline. The
pressure measured is the algebraic sum of

air is the heat contained in the same
amount of dry air (known as sensible

than the

shipped plus the value of the ore, waste,
and tailing on the dumps. Hoov, p. 84.
total naiades! power. The sum of the natural ventilating power plus the effective

vertical components of the earth's magnetic field at a specified point. Hy.
total moisture. a. Free moisture plus moisture

total a misplaced material. The sum of the
weights of the misplaced material in the

total beat. a. The total heat of atmospheric

angle less

which event it passes out of the stone.

total indicator reading. See total indicator

creased height is called the total head,
and is made up of three parts: (I) static
head, the vertical distance which the
water must be raised, (2) friction head,
the head needed to overcome frictional
resistance, and (3) velocity head, the
head which would be necessary to produce
an equal velocity in water which is freely

critical angle. Total reflection may continue indefinitely within a stone as the
light striking any boundary is tOtally reflected until it strikes a boundary at an

products of a sizing or density separation,

expressed as a percentage of the weight

of the feed. When three products are
made in a single operator the total of

misplaced material will be the sum of the
weight of material wrongly placed in each

total pram*. a. The to:11 ventilating pressure in a mine, usually measured in the
soil mass due to overlying material and
any sumi mposed loads. Nelson. c. The
and
algebra& sum of the
cuter point.
velocity prwure at any
B.S. 3618, 1963, Sec 2. The gross load
applied on a giver surface. Long. e. The
pressure on im horizontal plane in a
mass of mil. Wculated from dm weight
of the mateeial above it tolether with any
wlied loads. See also effective pressure.
HOPIL

total reenties. In gemmology, total reflection
occun when a ray of light, after entering
a gesnstone, strikes sty boundary of that

(or air) horsepower of the fans where

divided and there are fans in parallel,

fans powers being added together. Finally

the total powers of each mrcut are summed to give the total ventilating horsepower. Spalding, pp. 302-303.
total mediating presbere. The water gage
reading In the fan house, which can be

converted into pound pressure per square
foot by multiplying by 5.2. Nelson.
Totaisie. Trade name; an ammonium based
sulfite ly. See also sulfite lye. Dodd.
Totco test. A test to determine the deviation
of a well from the vertical, employing an
instrument known as a Totco. Williams.
tooth. a. Eng. A fuse for setting off a powder
charge. Fay. b. See touchstone. Fay. c. A
stone of durable character suimble for
preserving inscriptions or for fine monumental work. Fay.
touch wadi*. A needle or small strip of gold
alliolg of known composition, for deterthe composition of another alloy
by comparing marks made by each on the
same touchstone. Standard, 1964.
toochstose. a. A black siliceous stone, allied
to flint, 510,. Fay. b. A black, Mini stone
(basalt or jasper), on which the fineness

of an alloy

tested by com

of a piece

and silver can be
its streak with that
alloy (touch needle) of

known fineness. Also called Lydian stone;

basalt& Pay.
tacit sp. A term used to describe the practice of applying a small amount of liquid
enamel to the ware in order to cover up
small defects. The ware must, at course,
be refired after this operation. Num. Diet.

gemstone at an angle greater than its Swat oss.Ses process inspector. D.O.T. 1.

touf, pisee (archeol.)
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tour, piste (archeol.). Walls built of strawtempered, sundried clay without forming
clay into bricks; this type of construction,
used in ancient times in the Near East,
is still employed today; it is similar to

break. Ham. b. Hardway; head. Arkell.
tour. A work-shift. Sometimes incorrectly

some forms of adobe construction. ACSG,
1963.

tough. a. The exact state or quality of texture and consistency of well-reduced and
refined copper. Fay. b. Copper of the
above quality; also called tough cake. Fay.

spelled tower. Long.
tourbe. Fr. Peat. Tomkeiff, 1954.
tourmaline. A complex aluminum silicate of
hexagonal crystallization containing boror

and in some varieties, lithium and other
elements, XY,Ale(B0s)s(Si00) (OH)4, of
various colors; the clear pink, blue, and
green varieties are used as gems. It occurs

in long, usually striated, prisms in the

c. Having the quality of being strong or
firm in texture, but flexible and not brittle; yielding to force without breaking;
capable of resisting great strain without

ancient crystalline rocks. Rhombohedral.
Also called schorl. Sanford; Dana 17; Fay.
tounnaline-corundum rocks. Very hard and

tough alumina. A relatively impure regular

by their name. Under the microscope,

fine-grained rocks of blue-black color,

coming apart. Webster 3d.

having the mineral composition indicated

alumina (90 to 96 percent alumina) of

they show oolitic structure, indicating they

blocky shape. ACSG, 1963.

tough cake. Refined or commercial copper-

are probably due to the intense metamorphism of &Hide cherts by granite.

See also tough, a; b. Fay.
toughen. To remove the last remaining quantities of foreign metals from copper in
refining as by poling. Standard, 1964.
toughened' glass. Glass that has been rapidly

Holm,es 1928.
tourmalinkation. The processes whereby min-

compreuion; the thermal and mechanical
endurance are increased and, if the glass

Tourn. Lower Lower Carboniferous.

granular, fragments rather than into large
and dangerously jagged pieces. Dodd. See
also tempered glau.
when it
tough nsineral. A mineral is

slip from baked and decorated ceramic

cooled so that the surface layers are in
does break, it will shatter into small,

strongly resists a tearing stress muscovite,

the native metals, such as go and copper). Stokes and Vannes, 1955, to. 149.
a. A property of a material that

nominally, an intermediate value
between softneu and brittleness. Tensile

emellelotal.es,

tests show a tough material to have a

fairly high tensile strength accompanied

by moderate values of elongation and
reduction of area. Generally, a tough
material also shows high values in the
notched bar impact test. Henderson. b.
The amount of work required to deform a

body to its rupture point. A.G.I. c. All

diamonds, including carbons, are brittle,
and while showing extreme resistance to
pressure, are apt to break under vibration
or sudden shock,. Toughness can be used
to denote relative resistance to shock and

is greatest in carbons balks, bortz, and

cougos in No. 1 ries, in that relative

descending order. ee also hardness. Cumming.
toughness isdex. The ratio between the index

of plasticity and the flow index of a soil.
Ham.

toughness of refractories. Resistance to
crumbling, abrasion, or to coarse particles
being dislodged from the brick structure.
Bureau of Mines Seal.

tough pitch. a. A term used in electrolytic
copper refining to designate copper which

has set, from the molten condition, with

a level surface. See also underpoled; overpoled. Fey. b. A term applied to cogeln r

in which the oxygen content has

correctly adjusted at 0.03 to 0.06 percent
by poling. Distinguished from overpoled
and underpoled copper. C.T.D.
tough pitch copper. Copper containing from
0.02 to 0.05 percent oxygen, obtained by

erals or rocks are replaced wholly or in

the spoil pile and the tail tower on the

unexcavated wall, it is possible to dig

pits of almost unlimited width. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

tower loader. A front-end loader whose
bucket is lifted along tracks on a more or
less vertical tower. Nichols.

Towers magnetic stirrer. A device utilizing a
rotating field of magnetic force to induce

a vigorous rotary movement in a small
magnetized bar totally enclosed in a

polythene or glass tube and placed in

Supp.
tournmin. Fr. A knife for scraping excess of

pottery flatware before it is fired. Tow is
commonly used for the purpose, but sandpaper or a profile scraper are also some-

ware. Standard, 1964.
tournette. Fr. In ceramics, a rotating tablet,
resembling a small potter's wheel, used
in decorating the finer wares with lines.
Standard, 1964.
tourniquet.

Any instrument or appliance

which, by means of a constricting band,
a pad to lie over the artery, and a device

for tightening it, exerts pressure on an
artery so as to control bleeding from it.
C.T.D.

Toussaint-Heists:mum arch. A channel section steel arch support consisting of three
elements or sections. The three elements
overlap and yield by sliding one upon the
other under the constraint of bolted
clamps. They are set closeup to the face

ered wheel, of the outer edge of dried
times used. Dodd.

towing hawser. A large flexible wire rope
made of galvanized wires. Uusal construction, 6 strands of 37 wires each, or
6 strands of 24 wires each. H&C, p. 130.
towing winch; lqWng winch A heavy-duty
winch mount.W on the rear of a crawler

tractor. Nichols.
towned. Citified. Used derisively by the prospector. Hoffman.
tow net. In oceanography, a conical net hav-

ing the mouth kept open by a frame and

at the apex a glass or metal vessel in

of the tunnel. The center or crown ele-

which the catch accumulates it is towed
behind a boat in order to obtain samples
of the fauna of the surface waters. C.T.D.
town's gas. Gas manufactured from coal foi
use in cities for illumination and heating;

The arch is used widely in France and

bursted water gas. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
township. A piece of land that is bounded in

ment is usually foreset to give temporary
protection until the complete arch is erect.

West Germany. See also steel arches; steel
support. Nelson.

Tovex. Trademark for a nonnitroglycerin,
water-compatible explosive slurry that
gives very high loading density. Used
where rock or ore is massive and hard to

break. CCD 6d, 1961.
tow. a. Leic. Dark, tought earth clay or shale.

Pay. b. Scot. The winding rope, which
before the introduction of iron or steel
ropes was made of hemp or tow. Fay.

tow conveyor. An endless chain supported by

trolleYs from an overhead mei or running in a track at (above, flush with, or
under) the floor with means for towing

trucks, dollies, or cars. ASA MH4.1-1958.
towed groat. See grader, a. Nelson.
tower. a. A peak rising with precipitous slopes

from an elevated tableland; a towerlike

formation. Local in the Northwest. 44.0.1.

b. Synonym for tour. 4.0.1. c. A misnomer for derrick and an incorrect spelling of tour. Long.

tough tom. Soft tenacious clay floor of coal

base of which may sometimes move on

and along which the rock is hard to

market. D.O.T. 1.

tower excavator. A cableway excavator designed specifically for levee work but
which is used extensively in the stripping
of overburden, spoil, or waste in surface
mining. The unit is basically a Sauermantype excavator with towers either fixed or
movable. With the headtower located on

the liquid to be stirred. Osborne.
towing. The smoothing, generally on a pow-

tower crane. A swing-jib or other type of

direction in rock opposite to the rift

one who operates a hoist to raise loaded
mine cars from the surface of the mine
to the top of the breaker where the coal
is dumped, crushed, and prepared for

part by tourmaline. These processes result
from the invasion by mineralizing fluxes
and gases. C.M.D.

Mk's.copper in a reverberatory furnace.

seams. Arkell.
Mrway. a. A quairyman's term to denote

trace

crane mounted on top of a tower, the
rails. These cranes are especially effective
on

ted sites. See also monotower

Clanceliessm.

Sewer esghseer. In anthracite coal mining,
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usually a mixture of coal gas and carthe east and west by meridians 6 miles

apart at its south border, has a northsouth length of 6 miles, and forms one
of the chief divisions of a U.S. publicland suryey. Webster 3d.

toxic. Having poisonous effects. Strock, 10.
toxic assts. Dusts poisonous to body organs,
tissue etc. They include ores of beryllium,
arsenic, lead, uranium, radium, thorium,
chromium, vanadium, mercury, cadmium,
antimony, selenium manganese, tungsten,
nickel, and silver ,4prinapally the oxides
and carbonates). artman, p. 41.
tosficity symptoms. In geochenucal prospect-

ing, a collective term for the abnormal
colors and morphological features of a
plant caused by a poisonous element in
the nutrient solution. Hawkee, pp. 297

298.
tozbig. See tossing. Fey.

tph Abbreviation for tons per hour. &Win
Style Guid.,,p. 62.

trace. a. The unersection of a line or plane
with a plane or other surface and especially with a plane of projection. Webster
3d. b. A very small quantity of a chemical
constitut.an or cow nonent especially when
not quantitatively determined because of
minuteness. Webster 3d. c. To follow the
lode on the surface, and to lay it open by

trace
long pits. Fay. d. Recording on the seismogram of a single seismometer station.
Schielerdecker.

trace-by:trace plotting. A procedure used in
seismic reflection where reflection times
from all traces, or sometimes alternate
trace!, are plotted at the reflecting point
positions (midway between shot and de-

tector). When no correction has been
made for normal moveout, the plotted
times appear to lie along arcs which are
convex upward and straddle the shot

positions symmetrically. Compare centertrace time. Dobrin, p. 132.

trace elements. Elements present in minor
amount in the earth's crust; all elements
except the eight abundant rock-forming
elements: ogen, silicon, aluminum, iron,
calcium, sWium, potassium, and magnesium. Synonym l'or minor elements;
accessory elements. A.G.I.

trace element salt. Table salt or cattle salt

which contains trace elements equivalent
to those found in seawater. Kaufmann.
trace hole. A small horizontal pzssage or flue
left in a
facilitate

setting of bricks in a kiln to
the movement of hot gases.

Dodd.
trace mineral salt. Livestock salt with added
trace minerals td suppliment mineral
deficiencies. Kaufmann.
tracer. a. An employee who makes tracings,

or copies of plans or machine drawings
on transparent paper or cloth. In mining,
tracers are employed in the drawing office,
and surveying and planning departments.
Nelson. b. In jhe stonework industry, one

who lays out or traces lettering and designs on the surface of marble and granite

to prepare the stone for cutting. Also

called decorator. D.O.T. 1. c. An element
or compound that has been made radioactive so that it can be followed (traced)

easily in industrial and biological processes. Radiation emitted by the tracer
(radioisotope) pinpoints its location. LIM.

Abbreviation,

tcr. Zimmerman, p.

tracer gas. A gas introduced in small quan-

tities into the main body of the ar to
determine either the air current or the
leakage paths in a ventilation system.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

tracer-ps tecludiene. This methodi as applied for the measurement of airflow in
headings, can be used for determining
velocities below the working range of the

vane anemometer. The tracer used

is

nitrous oxide. The technique consists of
releasing a quantity of tracer gas either
instantaneously or over a timed enterval.
The tracer then diffuses throughout the
airstream until a paiition is reached where
it I. uniformly dispersed over the cross
section of the airway. At such a position
samples are taken and these are rout

through the analyzer to determine the

gas concentration. Roberts, I. p. 57.
tracer BM& Duplication of a &a...ft-dimensional form by means of a cutter controlled by a tracer that is directed by a master
form. ASM Gloss.

tutees. The lines of intersection of a fault
plane with the two parts of a dislocated
bWding plane. Schisferdasker.

trace sip. Cponent of the aet

lel to the trace of an Index plane

track cleaners
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vein,

bedding, etc.) on plane of the fault. A.GJ.

kaarellp Mk. A fault on which the net slip
is parallel to the trace of a bed (or some
other index plane) on the fault. 41.GJ.
kaebeeksile. Proposed by Redlich as a col-

lective designation for the four rocks

propylite, andesite,trachyte, and rhyolite,
as used by von Richthofen. Fay.
trachyandeslte. Effusive rocks, intermediate
betww-n trachytes and andentes. Used by
Washington for trachytes that also have
much acidic plagioclase (andesine to
oligoclase). Fay.
trachybasalt. An extrusive rock intermediate
between trachyte and basalt and consisting primarily of calcic plagioclase, sanidine, augite, and olivine. Analcite or
leucite may be minor constituents. A.G.I.

trachydokrite. Suggested by Abich for a
group of rocks intermediate between the
trachytes and basalts. Trachydolerite as

used by Washington means a trachyte

with considerable basic plagioclase (labradorite to anorthite). Compare lathe.
Fay.

trachyte. Any aphanitici aphanophyrict or
glassy igneous rock composed essentially
of alkalic feldspar, with or without mica,

amphibole, pyroxene, and other acces-

sories, or of rock glass having essentially

the same composition. It was formerly

used for both rhyolite and trachyte proper,
as a field term for light-colored lavas and

porphyries. As such, in older reports, .it
is to be understood. Compare amine
trachyte; pantellerite. Fay.

trachytic. A textural term applied to the

groundmaues of volcanic rocks in which
neighboring microlites of feldspar are arranged in parallel or sulmarallel fashion,
bending around phenocrysts, and corresponding to the flow lines of the lava from
which they were formed. The texture is
common in trachytes. A.G.I.

trachytic texture. A special name for those
microscopic groundmasses that are made

up of rods of feldspar, usually in flow

lines, but without bans. Fay.
trachytoill. A textural term applied to phaneritic igneous rocks in which the feldspars
have a parallel or subparallel disposition,
as in many varieties of nepheine syenite.

CorrespcnWs to the trachytic texture of
some lava flows. A.GJ.

trackytold ithouoilte. A general term for verities of nepheline phonolite, containing

preponderant alkali feldspars, and con-

sequently having a trachytic texture.; contrasted with nepheinitoid phonolite in
which nepheine is the preponderant felsic
mineral. Holmes, 1928.

trackytold texture. A texture in which the
pragmatic feldspars of a phanerocrystalline

rock have a parallel or subparallel disposition, as, for example, in many varieties

of alkali syenites and nepheline syenites.
Holmes, 1928.

row following in the track cut by a preceding diamond. Long. d, The slide or
rack on which a diamond-drill swivel head

can be moved to positions above and/or
clear of the collar of a borehole. Long.
e. Can. Railroad. Word used in the same
sense as

steel. Hoffman.

f. A crawler

track. Nichols. g. A railroad-type track.
Nichols. h. Applied to rails along which
a train or a crane travels or to the single
rail for a monorail or telpher. See also
gage, railway. Ham. i. One of a pair of
roller chains used to support and propel
a machine. It has an upper surface which
provides a track to carry the wheels of
the machine, and a lower surface provid-

ing continuous ground contact. Nichols, 2.
j. See conveyor track; rail track. Nelson.
track bolt. A chair bolt or coach screw used
in fastening rails. Ham.
track braking. Track brakes, similar to those
used on surface tramcars, may be installed
on heavy downgrades underground to supplement other braking systems; they apply

blocks to the rails by mechanical, pneumatic, or electromagnetic power. The
normal shoe brake must be designed to

work in conjunction with the track brakes
so that the wheels are not skidded when
the track brakes utilize part of the weight
of the locomotive. Electromagnetic track
brakes may utilize the braking currents
produced In rheostatic braking to excite
the electromagnets, which are then pulled
down onto the rails and produce a strong

retarding pull. Sinclair, I; p. 229.

track cable. Steel wire rope, usually a locked-

coil rope which supports the wheels of

the carriers of a cableway. Ham.
track cable. mower. This type of excavator
operates in general the same as a slackline
cableway except that it uses a bottomless
scraper bucket which must convey its load
over the ground instead of through the
air. Like the slackline cableway, this ma-

chine is operated by a two-drum hoist
which controls a track cable that spans
the working area and a haularre cable that

leads to the front of the bucket. Both

cables are reeved through sheave blocks
attached to a high guyed mast or tower
at the head end of the installation. When

the bucket comes in with a load and

reaches the desired dumping point, a few

rotations of the rear drum of the hoist
serve to tighten the track cable and lift

the bucket off its load; then the brake is
released on the front drum which controls

the haue cable, permitting the empty

bucket and carrier to glide back down the
inclined track cable. Pot end Quarry, 53rd,
Sec. A, p. 100.

tracks gloat. In rough countryt float may be
found a long distance from its source. To
the prospector
trace it back to its o
for pieces of
works up the slope loo
seen. At thls
float until no more are to

track chamoder. In quarrying, a rock channeler designed to operate from a track ou
which it is mounted; frequently a com-

abilities are that the sokl or loose surface
material covers a hidden outcrop, which
can be sought by digging pits or trenches.

deans mine track and switches by shovelling coal, ore, rock, mud, and rduse, and
throwing it to one side or loading it into

ric

bined locomotive and channeling machine.
Standard, 1964.

point if no outcrop is visible, the prob-

track cleaner. In mining, a laborer who

Lewis, p. 279.

a mine car. Also called road deaner.
D.O.T. I.
track dames Remove gob from railroad

buck. a. Aust. In Bening°, applied to veins
when the walls come together; when followed the veins widen out again.. Pay.
b. The groove cut in a rock by a diamond
Inset in the crown of a bit. I..o . c. As
applied to a pattern of setting diamonds

in a bit crown, an ....rr.,mt of diamonds in concentric circular rows in the
bit crown, with the diamonds, in a specific
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tracks, between rails, and to a distance of
48 Inches from the track centers. Digger
plates remove gob to the top of ties While
wings on either side of the machine gather

it from the sides of the track, Into the

track to be moved by conveyors to a car
at the machine's rear. One man operates

the towing motor and observes the digging, while another controls the digging
plate heighti adjusts wins plows, and
observes loading. Bests, p. 372.

track diamonds. Diamonds set in the face
or lead portion of the drill-bit crown.
Long.

track frame. In a crawler mounting, a side
frame to which the track roller and idler
are attached. Also called truck frame.
Nichols.

track gage. a. The distance between the inside edges of installed railway rails. B.C.I.
b. The minimum track gage which should

be used on a modern haulage system is
3 feet 6 inches. This gage has been estab-

lished as a standard by the American
Mining Congrers as a result of the consensus of opinion of mining engineers
and manufacturers in the United States.
Wheeler, H.R., p. 11. c. See rail gage.
Nelson.

track haulage. Movement or transportation
of excavated or mined materialsin cars

or trucks running on rails. Bureau of

Mines Staff.

tracking. a. Iron or wooden tramrails. Fay.
b. Lines of wear on a road surface caused
by vehicles following in each other's
tracks. Ham.

tracking *tooth. N. of Eng. Clearing a path

along the whole length of the face through
the newly fired-down coal. The first cr,ieration of filling. Trist.
tracklayer; trackman. A workman engaged in

work involved in putting railway tracks

in place. Webster 3d. Also, one employed

at mines to lay or repair tracks. Fay.

track !ay* amidst) operator. SU track
moving machine operator. D.O.T. I.

tracklayisg tractor. A tractor moving on
crawler tracks. Ham. See also halftrack.

trackless mime. A mine with no rails. In

these mines, rubber-tired vehicles operating independently of tracks, are used for
haulage and transport. Stoces, v. , p. 185.
trackless tamaelteg. Tunneling by means of

loaders mounted on caterpillars, with a
combined dump truck haWage system of
battery or diesel type. See also rubber-

tired hau!age. Nelson.
gradates vehicle. See supplies vehicle. Nelson.

trockeboodel. Referring to ths operation of
equipment on tracks, such al track-mounted cutting machines, track.mounted loaders, etc. /ones.

track moving maids. eguater. In metal
mining, one who operates a machine that

moves and lays track mechanically in
up a section of
open pit
anti lams it in the
track and
desired position thout having to detach
rails from ties. Also called track laying
machine operator. D.O.T. 1.

track pla. A lunge pin connecting two sections or shoes of a crawler track. Nichols.
track reslatemm. The total rolling friction of

the train on straight level track. It is
generally taken u SO pounds per ton

weight of the train for cars having plain
bearings and 20 pounds per ton for cars
with roller bearings. These figures should
be Increased from 10 to 15 pounds if the
track is in poor condition and may be less
for track in excellent condition. Laois,

p. 212.
trunk Maw. In a crawler machine, the small

wheels which are under the track frame
and which rest on the track. Nichol:.
track Misr. A machine or appliance used
in shifting a railway track laterally. Also

trailing cable
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the operator of such a device or machine.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
track spike. A heavy steel nail of square section which is driven into a wooden sleeper
to hold a flanged rail. See also rail fastening. Ham.
track utones. See track diamonds. Long.

track wheel. One of a set of small flanged
steel wheels resting on a crawler track
and supporting a track frame. Nichols.
tract book. A book maintained in the District
Land Office of the Bureau of Land Man-

agsment listing all entries affecting descibed lands. Williams.

traelon. a. The act of drawing a vehicle
over a surface and the force exerted in

bar on an extendable arm. Small air
motors control the movements of the arm
used in tilting and turning the guide bar
and provide power for crawler movement.
The compressor is a separate unit, which

can be towed by the tractor drill. These
drills have now largely superceded the
wagon drill. Corson, p. 296.

tractor loader. A tractor equipped with a
bucket which can be used to dig, and to

elevate to dump at truck height. Also
called tractor shovel; shovel dozer. Nichols.

tractor, mine. See mine tractor.
tractor pan operator. In ore dressing, smelt-

ing, and refining, one who scrapes up

so doing. Traction is the friction developed

bauxite ore from stockpiles, hauls the ore

the ground on which they are moving.
Carson, p. 68. b. The total amountS of

crusher hopper, using a combination bulldozer carryall. D.O.T. 1.
tractor shovel; front-end loader; loader.

between tracks or tires and the surface of

driving push of a vehicle on a given

surface. Nichols. c. Adhesive or rolling
friction as of wheels on a road. Crispin.
See also frictional force.

traction rope. a. A rope used for transmitting the power in a wire rope tramway
and to which the buckets are attached.
Zen:. b. The rope by which a container

is hauled along the track cable of a cableway. Ham.
hullos transport. Mode of transport whereby

particles roll, slide, or tumble along the

bottom. Schiefordecker.
tractive efficiency. A measure of the propor-

tion of the weight resting on tracks or
drive wheels which can be converted into

vehicle movement. Nichols.
tractive effort. a. The necessary drawbar pull
plus the resistance of the locomotive itself.

Kentucky, p. 235. b. The effort exerted
by the locomotive at the rim of its driving
wheels and is a function of its weight, the

nature of its tires, and the condition of
the track. It is equal to the weight of the

locomotive times the adhesion of the loco-

motive to the track. For steel wheels on
clean drj track the adhesion is 25 percent,

and the tractive effort is therefore 500
pounds per ton of weight. For cast-iron

wheels the adhesion is 20 percent. Lewis,
p. 213. c. See tractive force. Nelson.
tractive force. a. The pull exerted by a haulage rope on the drawbar of a car to over-

come the frictional resistance of the car

and the force of gravity acting on it.

Similarly, it is the force available at the
wheels of a locomotive for propulsion of
the locomotive and its attachM load.
Also called tractive effort Nelson. b. The

pull which a locomotive is cambia of

producing at its drawbar. See mho drawWir pull. lians.
tractive power. The weight of the vehicle
multipled by the coefficient of traction;
it is the total pounds of pull that can be
exerted before slippage occurs. Carson,
_A. 68.
=CUTS rosidmeo. The resistance to motion

due to friction per unit weight hauled.
Ham.

tractor. a. A self-propelled vehicle which
may be mounted on crawler tracks, on
wheels with large pneumatic tires, or on

a mixture of both. See also halftrack;
wheeled tractor. Ham. b. A piece of
mechanical equipment designed to convert

engine power into creaky power for the
purpose of moving itself and other veldcies. Carson, P. 68.

leader drift. These drills have a crawler
mounting that supports the feed vide
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to the crusher, and dumps it into the

Some of the names applied to a class of
excavating equipment that has a bucket
supported from the front end of a tractor.
Carson, p. 62.

tractor-towed szaper. See scraper, b. Nelson.

trade. a. Eng. Refuse; debris. Foy. b. Demand for coal. Fay.
traffic mom See motor boss. D.O.T. 1.

Italic marks. Abrasions which result from
metal to metal contact and vibration during transit. These abrasions are usually
dark in appearance because of the presence of a dark powder, which consists of

aluminum and aluminum oxide fines produced by the abrasive action of surfaces
rubbing together. Light Metal Age, v. 16,
No. 9, October 1958, pp. 17-24.
tropoodt. Gum dragon. A gum powder, organic in nature. Used in small amounts

as a mill addition to improve dry

film

strength. Enam. Dia.
trail. a. A track made by passage (as through
a wilderness or wild region). Webster 3d.
b. See trail of the fault. Fay. C. Eng. See
put, e. SMRB, Palter No. 61.
trailer. a. Scot. A bar dragging behind a car

to prevent it from running downgrade
should a coupling break; a jock. Po. b.
N. of Eng. One who pushes a md car
in a mine; a putter. Fay. C. A towed carrier which rests on its own wheels both

front and mar. Also called full trailer.
Nichols. d. See drag. Mason. e. See
brakeman; pusher. D.O.T. 1.

talks collie Aust. A branch cable for
conveying electricity to a coal cutter, one

end of which is attached to the main
cable. It is capable of being paid out as
the machine advances. Also used on

gathering motors, as the trollej wire does
not extend into the rooms. Fay.
frailbg. A method of slip decoration sometimes used by the studio potter; a pattern

is formed on the ware by means of a
viscous slip squeezed through a fine orifice,
for example, a quill. Dodd.

Iranable a. A flexible cable designed
movable while in use. B.S. 9618,
1965, Sec. 7. b. A flexible electric cable
for connecting portable face machines and
equipment to the source of supply located
some distance outby. The cable Is heavily

insulated and protected with either galvanized steel wire armoring, extra stout
brakling hosepipe, or other material. See
also collectively screened trailing cable;
individually screened trailing cable. Nelson. C. A cable for carrying electricity
from a permanent line or trolley wire to

a movable machine such as in mining or
quarrying. It is usually paid out from a
reel as the machine advanees. Grove. d.
A flexible, rubber-insulated conductor, or
set of conductors, which carries electric

flow within the confines of a given channel. Ham.
training works. Any structure designed for
the purpose of altering or remedying the

chine. Ham. e. A flexible insulated cable

Tralnite. Trade name for a mixture of
vashegyite with a colloidal zeolitic mineral
near laubanite. Used as a gem stone.

power to a crane or other moving maused for transmitting power from the

main power source, such as a trolley wire,
nipping station, or junction box, to a
mobile machine. It includes cables between
the nipping station and distribution center. BuMines Coal-Mine Inspectors' Man-

ual, June 1966, pt. 3-18e, P. 53.
trailing cable coupler. An assembly of two
restrained type sockets for coupling together two trailing cables fitted with
restrained plugs. B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7.
fraftksg points. Points which are approached

by a train from such a direction that it
first meets the heel of the points. Ham.

trailing spit. See tail, f. Schieferdecker.

trail jud. In driving a wide heading or jud,
the first 3 or 4 yards are driven narrow
and then opened to the full width. This
practice provides a pillar of coal to protect the roadway off which the jud
branches. Nelson.

trail of the fault. Crushed material of a bed

or vein that indicates the direction of
the fault movement; valuable as a guide
to the miner in search of the main vein.
Fay.

trail road. Eng. See gate, b. SMRB, Paper
No. 61.

train. a. A number of empty or loaded mine

cars, coupled together, for transport by
rope haulage or locomotive. See also
journey. Nelson. b. To trace, or follow
an alluvial mineral deposit to its place of
origin. Fay. c. A roll train. Fay. d. A
connected line of cars on a railroad, with
or without a locomotive. Fay. e. A line of

gunpowder laid to lead fire to a charge.

1?tsy. f. Can. A long sleigh for transportation of merchandise. Fay. g. A trip of coal

can. Fay. h. A linear dispersion pattern
resulting from movement along well-defined drainage channel.. Hawke:.
train boats. York. A number of boats coupled together in a simple manner, admitting of free articulation, in which coal is
carried on canals or rivers from the mines
to the shipping ports. Fay.
traleboy. A boy that rides on a trip, to attend

to rope attachments, signal tn case of

derailment of cars, etc. A trip rider. Zern.
train cooductor. See brakeman, c. D.O.T. I.

trait dkpalcber. See motor boss. D.O.T. I.
trailing face. Usually a longwall coal face
where new colliery entrants or trainees
can gain experience, skills: and confidence

in the winning and working of coal. The
trainees are under the conuvl of a traintriamofficer. Nelson.

lam One used to teach workers the
technical details of machines or p

and to show them how to contrs!or
handle them. Pryor, 3.

triads! gallery. A short tunnel or chamber

attacned to a rescue station, in which
rescue workers may receive training in
irrespirable atmosphere In the form of
dense smoke. It is also used to give rescue

men experience in stretcher drill, in the
use of reviving apparatus, and practice
with tube-breathing apparatus, artificial
respiration, etc. See also central rescue
station. Nelson.

*AIN walL A wall constructed along the
banks of a river or estuary to restrain the

transcurrent fault
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trailing cable

flow, scouring, or silting capacity of a
river or estuary. Ham.

Originally described as a banded variscite.
Also called Sabalite. From Manhattan,
Nev. English.
trainman. a. In metal mining, a laborer who

loads railroad cars from chutes of ore

bins located near the shaft into which
ore has been dumped from skip as it is

hoisted to surface. D.O.T. 1. b. See brakeman. D.O.T. I.
train-mile. One mile travened by one train;

used as a unit in railroad accounting.
Webster 3d.

train of rolls. A series of mills, one after the

other, each succeuive mill approaching

more nearly the size of the finished piece.
Mersereau, 4th, p. 427.

train resistance. The grade resistance plus
the track resistance. Kentucky, p. 235.

trainroad. A temporary track in a mine, used
for light loads. A tramroad. Fay.
trajectory. Line that intersects the wave
fronts at right angles. Schieferdecker.

tram. a. A trip of coal cars. Jones. b. Generally to move a self-propelled piece of
equipment other than a locomotive; tramcar. B.C.I. c. A small wagon, tub, cocoa

pan, corve, corf, or hutch for carrying
mineral. C.T.D. d. S. Wales. A tub. In
general, a tram is larger than a tub with
a capacity ranging from about 1 to PA

tons. Nelson. e. A four-wheeled truck to
carry a tub, corve, or hutch. Fay. f. The
rails of a tramroad or railroad. See also
tramroad. Fa,y. g. A boxlike wagon, now
often of steel, running on a tramway or
railway in a mine, for conveying coal or
ore.

Webster 3d. h. To haul or push

tram or cars about in a mine. Fay.

tramcar. Eng. A car used in coal mines;
same as tram, g. Fay.

tram carriage. Corn. See tram, e. Fay.

tram driver. In mining, one who drives a
draft animal to haul coal, ore, or rock in

a tram (car) along tracks underground or

at the surface of a mine. D.O.T. I.
trandimes. a. An overfill appearing as two
parallel lines on rolled 1Gars. Osborne.
b. Long, straight marks due to drawn out
inclusions on rolled sheet. Osborne.
trauma a. A board with two grooves intersecting at right angles, in whith the two

ends of a beam compass Lan slide and
describe an ellipse. Ham. b. See beam

compass. C.T.D. c. A pivoted rod, used to
keep brick in alinement in lining circular
kilns. Bureau of Mines Stat.
trammel net. In oceanography, a form of gill
net consisting of two taunt outer nets of
large mesh and a larger slack middle net
of finer mesh, all three being attached to

each other at the head, foot, and ends.

See also gill net. C.T.D.
Mummer. a. One who pushes cars along the

tsar& In Arkansas known as a pusher.

Also called haulier; putter. Pay. b. A pereon whose duty it is to load broken rock
upon tramcars and deliver it at the shaft.
Fey. c. Trammel's work as assistant miners
in all tbe work a miner does. They load

the broken mineral onto shaker or belt
conveyor:, fill and haul the mine cars,
bring in the mine timber and other ma.
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terials

to support and equip the mine

workings, serve the mining and transport
machines, and work also as auxiliary mine
timbermen. Stoces, v. 1, p. 648. d. See
pusher. D.O.T. 1. e. One who transports
coal, ore concentrate, or flux to roasting
furnaces or bins. D.O.T. Supp.

tramming. The practice of pushing tubs,
mine cars, or trams, by hand. Tramming
was an earlier practice in longwall stall
mining, but is now largely obsolete. On
the surface, tramming means moving material in skips

or wagons running on

light railway track. See also hand putting.
Nelson.

tramming motor. May refer to an electric
locomotive used for hauling loaded trips,
or it may refer to the motor in a cutting

machine which supplies the power for
moving or tramming the machine. Jones.

tramp. Synonym for boomer, drifter, or
duster, as applied to a drill-crew member who moves often from job to job,
usually after payday. Long.

tramp from a. Stray metal objects, ouch as
coal-cutter picks or bolts, which have become mixed with the run-of-mine coal_pr
ore. To remove this iron before it damages the crushers or other machines, various types of magnets are widely used. See
also magnetic separator. Nelson. b. Any
loose piece of metal in a borehole. Long.
tram plate. Scot. A cast-iron flanged rail or
plate for tramroads. Compare tramrail.
Fay.

tramp oversize. a. Ore which should not have

been released from the previous section

at the delivery size. Pryor, 4, p. 818. b. Ore
undergoing treatment which is larger than

the maximum particle size that can be
handled efficiently by the machine into
which it is fed. Pryor, 3.
trammel!. Eng. A rail for a tram. Webster 3d.

A light railroad rail distinguished from

tram plate by being rolled while the latter
is cast. Fay.
trainroad. a. A mine haulage road. Jones. b.
Eng. A road laid with tramrails or plates.
So called after Benjamin Outram, of Little

Eton, in Derbyshire, who in 1800 used
stones for carrying the ends of the metal
plates or edge rails. The name Outram
was subsequently contracted into tram,

hence tramway, trams, etc. Fay.
tram rope. A hauling rope, to which the cars

are attached by a clip or chain, either

singly or in trips. Zerst.
tram viiff111r. See vibrating platform. Nelu.s.
tramway. a. A roadway having Otte, or rails

on which wheeled vehicles may run. A
tramroad. Standard, 1964. b. A suspended
cable system along which material, as ore
or rock, is transported in suspended

buckets. See also aerial tramway. Fay.

c. A system in which carriers are support-

ed by cable and in which the movement
is continuous over one or more spans.
ASA MH4.1-1958.

tramway operator. See inclined railway operator. D.O.T. I.
trimecrystaiNse. The same as intracrystalline.
ASM Clou.

tratmerystallie hew. The normal type of
failure observed In metals. The line of
fracture passes through the crystals, and

not around the boundaries as in intercrystalline failure. C.T.D.

trarcervest fault. a. A fault resulting from
movement that is essentially honzrAtal
along the face of the fault, the plane of
fracture being vertical or approximately

so. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5. b. Synonym
for strike-slip fault. A.G.I.

c. See tear

fault, b. Nelson.
transducer. a. A device actuated by one
transmission system and supplying related waves to another transmission sys-

tem; the input and output energies may
be of different forms. 'Ultrasonic accept
electrical waves and deliver ultrasonic
waves, the reverse also being true. ASM
Gloss. b. A device which measures quan-

tities in a system, that is, pressure, current, voltage, and converts them into
related or proportional units. NCB.
transducer loss. The transducer loss of a
transducer connecting an energy source
and an energy load is the transmission
lon measured by the ratio of the source
power of the source to the load power of
the load. H&G.
transductor; magnetic amplifier. A device
consisting of one or more ferromagnetic

cores with winding by means of which an
alternating voltage or current can be
varied by an independent voltage or current, utlilizing saturation phenomena in
the magnetic circuit or circuits. NCB.
transfer. a. A vertical or inclined connection
between two or more levels and used as

an ore pass. Nelson. b. The action of

transferring load in prestressing tendons
to concrete. Taylor. c. A printed decoration which is applied and burned into the
enamel surface. Stove names, trademarks,
borders, and heat-control wordings are
applied in this way, the transfers being
made from ceramic inks or overglazes
which will fuse at temperatures between
1,2000 and 1,5000 F. Hansen.
transfer admittance. The transfer admittance

of a network made up of an energy
source and an energy load connected by
a transducer is the quotient obtained by
dividing the phasor representing the
source current of the source by the phasor

representing the load voltage of the load.
H&C.
transfer car. a. A quarry car provided with
transverse tracks, on which the gang car

quarries in order to save time in handling stone blocks and slabs. In this system, a transfer car which runs on a depressed track in front of the gangs is

provided with a short section of track
across the top. A gang car loaded with
marble, iandstone, etc., is placed on this

track and when moved to proper position
is shifted beneath the gangsaw. Similarly,
a gang car loaded with sawed slabs may
be quickly moved from beneath the saws

to the transfer car for transportation to

the shops. AIME, p. 332.
transfer gear. Self-acting mechanim at shaft

head by which skip is emptied and its
contents are moved away to the next stage
of handling. Pryor, 3.

transfer glass. Optical glass cooled in the
pot in which it is melted. ASTM C16266.

transfer guilding. In ceramics, a transfer of

a pattern in gold, as from paper to unglazed ware, usually done either by direct

transfer of the gold in reverse, or by

stampir.g the pattern in oil and dusting

with gold powder. Standard, 1964.
transfer impedance. The transfer impedance
of a network made up of a given source

and a given load connected by a given
transducer is the quotient obtained by

the phasor representing the
source voltage of the source by the phasor
representing the load current of the load.
dividing
H&G.

transfer ladle. A large ladle lined with refractory material (usually fire clay bricks)
for the transport of molten pig iron from

a blast furnace to a hot-metal mixer or
to a steelmaking furnace. See also hot-

metal ladle. Dodd.
Transfer Order. A statement in which an interest is conveyed through an understanding between the pipe line purchasing
company and the participants in production. Wheeler.

transfer point. a. The point where coal or
mineral is transferred from one conveyor

to another. See also loadin? point, a.

gang. See also transfer carriage. Fay. b.
A car equipped with rails, used to trans-

Nelson. b. Turning point. Nichols.
treader printinp. An intaglio process of decoration, particularly applicable to pottery
ware; a single-colored pattern is trans-

tracks to another. ACSG, 1963.
transfer car helper. See brakeman. D.O.T. I.
tramfer-car ann. One who operates an elec-

soft soap is the traditional size for the

may be conveyed to or from the saw

fer a drier or kiln car from one set of

tric car on an ore trestle, which trans-

fers ore from the ore bridge to an ore bin..
Fay.

tmoder carriage. A movable platform or
truck used to transfer mine cars from one
track to another. Zara.
hamster caw. A transmission or gearset that
provides drive to secondary drives, winches, etc. Bureau ol Mines Staff.

transfer dude. A chute used at a txansfer
point in a conveyor system. The chute
is designed with a curved base or some

other feature so that the load can be

discharged in a centralized stream and in
the same direction as the receiving conveyor. Nelson.

trawler conveyor. Generally 50 to 300 feet
in length. It is used to transport material
only from one conveyor to another. NEMA MBI-1961.

tramfereece nosn:m. The proportion of the

total current carried by the ions of a

given kind. Also called transport number.
Lomenheins.

imsfer-gang-car system. A system used in

transfusion
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ferred directly from a printing plate or
roller by means of thin paper. The color

used is generally dispersed in linseed oil;

transfer paper but various synthetics have
also been used. Dodd.
fresher ring. See holding ring. Dodd.
trawler bide. A table connected with rolling
mills for transferring work from one mill
to the other laterly. Afersereau, 4th,
p. 427.
amsforiaatioa. A constitutional change in a
solid metal; for example, the change from

pmma to alpha iron, or the formation

of pearlite from austenite. C.T.D.
tramfonratios points. Temperatures

at
which the coefficient of thermal expansion

of a glass
there are

For any one glass,

nolaars.two such points known

respectively as the Tg point and the Mg
pomt; the Tg point is the first temperature at which there is a sudden change
in expansion when the glass is heated at

4° C per minute; the Mg point is the
temperature at which the thermal expansion curve reaches a maximum and

is usually equal to the softening temperature. Dodd.

tramfoffcommuom" tines (tram(ormatios tem.

perature ranges). Those ranges of tem-

perature within which austenite forms
during heating and transforms during
cooling. The two ranges are distinct,
sometimes overlapping but never coin-

ciding. The limiting temperatures of the
ranges depend on the composition of the
alloy and on the rate of change of temperature, particularly during cooling. See
also transformation temperature. ASM
Gloss.

transformation temperature. The temperature at which a change in phase occurs.
The term is sometimes used to denote
the limiting temperature of a transformation range. The following symbols are
used for iron and steels: Accrain hypereutectoid steel, the temperature at which
the solution of cementite in austenite is
completed during heating; Acsthe temperature at which austenite begins to
form during heating; Ac3the temperature at which transformation of ferrite
to austenite is completed during heating;
Acsthe temperature at which austenite
transforms to delta ferrite during heating;
Accra, Aes, Aes, Aes,the temperatures

of phase changes at equilibrium; Are.
in hypereutectoid steel, the temperature
at which precipitation of cementite starts

during cooling; Arsthe temperature at
which transformation of austenite to fer-

rite or to ferrite plus cementite is cornleted during cooling; Arsthe temperature at which austenite begins to transform to ferrite during cooling; Arsthe
temperature at which delta ferrite transforms to austenite during cooling; M.
(or Ar")the temperature at which
transformation of austenite to martensite

starts during cooling; and Msthe temperature at which martensite formation
finishes during cooling. NOTE: All these
changes except the formation of martensite occur at lower temperatures during
cooling than during heating, and depend

on the rate of change of temperature.
ASM Gloss.

transformed flow net. A flow net whose

boundaries have been properly modified
(transformed) so that a net consisting of
curvilinear squares can be constructed to

represent flow conditions in an anisotropic
porous medium. ASCE P1826.
transformer. A device which, through electromag.te tic induction but without use of

moving parts, transforms alternating or
intermittent.electric energy in one circuit
in another
into energy of similar
circuit, commonly with

at,rtPeered

values of

voltage and current. Transformers are
frequently classified as stepdown, stepup, radio-frequency, input, output, push-

pull, power, etc. A.G.I.
transformer oil. A special type of oil of high
dielectric strengthi forming the cooling
medium of electric power transformers.
C.T.D.

transformer station. A tranwormer station
is any installation of one or more transformers,

either portable or stationary,

used for power or lighting service, for
increasing or reducing alternafing-current potential, or for isolation. ASA Af2.11963.

tramformist. One who believes that all gran-

hes had a metasomatic or palingenetic
o

Supp.
'n. Compare magmatist
A term proposed for a process

in which a h4hly energized stream of
emanations, rich in alkalies, etc., moves

into the crustal rocks from below and

reacts with them to produce either solid
altered rocks or even completely liquid
magmas. A.G.1.

transgranuiar. The same as intracrystalline.
ASM Gloss.
transgression. a. In geology, discrepancy in
the boundary lines of continuous parallel
strata; unconformability of overlap; used
only by European geologists. Standard,
1964. b. In the United States, the en-

croachment of the sea upon the land.

Standard, 1964.
transgressive overlap. Synonym for onlap.
A.G.I.
transient vibration. Temporarily sustained
vibration of a mechanical system. It may
consist of forced or free vibration or both.
H&G.
transistor. A device for amplifying alternating electric currents by the controlled
movement, through a crystal of silicon

or germanium, of electrons and holes.

Hurlbut.
transit. A surveying instrument with the tele-

scope mounted so that it can measure
horizontal and vertical angles. Also called
a transit theodolite. Fay. The principal

differences between the ordinary transit
and the mining transit are that the latter
has, as far as possible, been made water-

and dust-proof and is equipped with a
full vertical circle, with guard. Some

transmission loss
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transition elements are taken to include
those from scandium to zinc in the first
long period, from yttrium to cadmium in
the second, and from lanthanum to mercury (excluding the 14 rare-earth metals
from cerium to lutecium) in the third.

and concrete blended together in precast
or prestressed panels. Taylor.
translucent glass. Glass that will admit rays
of light to pass but through which objects
cannot be seen. Mersereau, 4th, p. 329.
translucent humk degradation =after;

transition point. A single point at which dif-

R. Thiessen in 1930 for transparent humic
matter consisting of irregular particles
varying greatly in shape and size. Al-

ferent phases of matter are capable of
existing together

in

equilibrium.

Also .

called inversion point. Webster 3d.
transition rocks. See transition, a. Fay.
transition temperature. The temperature at

which the change from tough to brittle
fracture occurs in a notched bar impact

test, or sometimes in other forms of test,
for example, notched tensile test. Osborne.
transition :one. The water area between two
opposing currents manifested by eddies,
upwelling, rips and similar turbulent
conditions occurring either vertically or
horizontally; or a zone between two water
masses of differing physical characteristics

such as temperature and/or salinity. Hy.
transitman. One who operates a surveyor's
transit. He need not necessarily be a
graduate engineer. Crispin.
transit mixer. See truck mixer.11..m.

translational failure. See slope failure,

c.

Lewis, p. 627.

intermediate. Fay. b. A short conduit

uniting two others having different hy-

draulic elements; a conversion. Seelye, 1.
transitional environment. The place of meet-

ing of environments, for example, land
and sea. Schielerdecher.

transitional fit. A fit which may have clearance or interference resulting from specified tolerances on hole and shaft as
given by six classes of transition locational
fits of 13 nominal shaft sizes in ASA B4.11955. ASM Gloss.

transition belt. A short belt carrying material from a loading point to a main conveyor belt. Nichols.
transition carve. a. A curve designed te effect
a gradual change between a straight and
a circular curve. See alio junction point.

Ham. b. See spiral curve b. Seelye, 2.

tramition rimiest'. a. In periodic system,
a group characterized by incompleteness

of the second outermost shell of electrons.
Pryor, 3. b. Elements having atomic num-

bers 21 to 30; 39 to 48; and 57 to 80.

Hurlbut.
transition lattke. An intermediate, unstable,
crystallographic configuration that forms
during solid-state reactions, such as precipitation from solid solution and eutectold decomposition. ASM Gloss.
transition metals. Elements in the middle of

the long petiods of the periodic table.
Usage varies, but most commonly the

crospic plant entities (phyterals) such
as spores, cuticles, resins and waxes. May

transmissibility (nearest. The rate of flow
of water, in gallons a day, at the prevail-

translucency. a. Descriptive of mineral crys-

tems; i. ale used at present. See also

attritus in which are embedded the mi.

most porcelain. The translucency of these
matenals agrees reasonably well with

asbestos fiber and Portland cement mold-

proof walls, roofing, and in lining ovens,
etc. Crispin.
transition. a. In the nomenclature of Werner
and other early geologists, the older Paleozoic strata, which are now assigned to the
Cambrian, Ordovician, and Silurian sys-

the same deep red color as the anthraxyon strips, becoming lighter in thinner
sections. According to the practice at the
U. S. Bureau of Mines, translucent humic
degradation matter includes all humic
matter less than 14 microns in width perpendicular to the bedding. May be fibrous
or in fine bands. Color ranges from
orange to red to brownish red, depth of
color increasing with rank and thickness
of thin section. Differences in color are
sometimes observable in the same coal.
Occurs as the groundmass of translucent

light. Also called subtransparency. Pryor,

decker.
translation twinning texture. A texture showing slip movements on adjacent twin
planes (false cleavage). Schieterdecker.

ed under high pressure. Used for fire-

though rounded or ovoid particles are
not rare, humic matter is mostly flattened in form and usually of frayed or tattered appearance. The prticles are of

also be associated with opaque attritus.
In bright coal containing little anthraxylon it may be the predominant constituent. In semisplint and splint coals,
particularly the latter, it is generally a
minor constituent. 111CP, 1963, part I.
transmissibility. Term used to descne the
ability of a system either to amplify or
to suppress an input vibration. It is the
ratio of the response amplitude of the
system in steady-state forced vibration to
the excitation amplitude. The ratio may

translational fault. A fault with a translational .displacement in the fault plane.
Synonym for translatory fault. Schieler-

highly refined foreign instruments have
special eyepieces and micrometer centering devices for shaft plumbing. Staley,
p. 4.

Transite. A trade name for a material of

THDM. This term was introduced by

translatory fault. Synonym for rotary fault.
tals sufficiently transparent to transmit

3. b. The ability to transmit light is an
important feature of bone china and of
Lambert's law; the ratio of the intensity
of the emergent light to that of the incident light is an exponential function
of the thickness of the ware and of a constant, the latter depending on the nature

of the material. Translucency can be

measured by an apparatus comprising a
standard light source and a photoelectric
cell. Dodd.

translucent. Admitting and diffusing light
so that objects beyond cannot be clearly
distinguished; partly transparent. Web-

be between forces, displacements, velocities, or accelerations. Hy.

ing

water temperature,

through

each

vertical strip of the aquifer 1 foot wide
having a height equal to the thickness
of the aquifer and under a unit hydraulic
gradient. Synonym for

coefficient

of

transmissibility.

transmission. a. A mechanism that provides
a variety of gear ratios for different load

conditions, such as level road or steep
hill. API Glossary. b. A gear set that

ster 3d.
tramlucent attritm. This term was fint used

permits change in speed-power ratio
and/or direction of rotation. Nichols.
transmission anomaly. The difference, in
decibels, between the total transmission
loss in intensity and the reduction in intensity due to an assumed inverse square

ordinarily composed largely of transparent
humic matter, with sports, cuticles, resins,

transmissios pk. Whenever the transmis-

by R. Thiessen in 1930 referring to the
attritus of ordinary humic coal, which is
and opaque matter in minor proportions.
Translucent attritus consists of the complex residual organic matter, exclusive of
anthra,ylon, in bituminous lower rank
coal that transmits light in thin section.

The following macerab of the StopesHeerlen nomenclature are included

in

translucent atnitus vitrinite less than 14
microns thick; sporinite; cutinit,.; alginite; resinite and those parts of semifusinite micrinite; and scienotinite that are
welkly reflecting, that is semitranslucent
Translucent attritus is a collective term

and not comparable with any of the

microlithotypes of the European system
of nomenclature. 111CP, 1963, part I.
tramincat conesete. A combination of glass

264-972 0-68-74
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divergence. Hy.
sion

factor

is a number speater than

unity, as it is in the case of an amplifier,
the transmission loss would have a negative sign. In such cases the logarithm of
the reciprocal of the transmission factor

is written with a positive sign and de.

signated as a transmission gain. Hy.
trmsonission level. The transmission level of

the energy at any point in an energy

transmission system is the rate of flow
of that enetgy as expressed in terms of
(1) a specified reference rate of flow and
of (2) the transmission loss by which the

actual rate of flow must be reduced to
equal the reference rate. Hy.
trommullsoloo loss. Transmission loss is the
reduction in the magnitude of some
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mitter for transmitting signals when triggered by an interrogating signal. Hy.
transport. A mining term used to cover vehicular transport, hydraulic transport, and
conveyors. See also conveyor; haulage;
hydraulic pipe transport. Nelson.

b. Having an atomic number higher than
that of uranium; having an atomic number higher than 92. Webster 3d.
transuranic element. An element above ura-

transmission loss
characteristic of a signal, between two
stated points in a transmission system.
Hy.

transmission reversing. A transmission that
has only a forward and reverse shift.
Nichols.

transmission rope. a. A rope used for transmitting power. Zern. b. A rope composed

of 6 strands, 7 wires each, and a hemp
core.

H & G, p. 130.

transmissometer. A light-path device for
measuring in situ turbidity by relative

light scattering and absorpon of light
transmitted. H&G.

transmit. The property of any crystal or sub-

stance of allowing the rays of light to
pass through it. Gordon.

transmittaece. Rate of heat flow per unit
area per unit temperature difference.
Strock, 10.
transmitted light. Light which has passed
through an object as distinguished from
reflected light. Gems are usually examined
for imperfections by transmitted light.
Shipley.

transmutation. a. An altematinf change. The

conversion of metals, one Into another;

especially, base metals into gold or silver,

which was one of the aims of alchemy,
but never realized. Fay. b. The transformation of one element into another
element by a nuclear reaction; for example, the transmutation of uranium 238
into plutonium 239. L&L.
transmutation glaze. In ceramics, an iridescent porcelain glaze. Standard, 1964.
transmute. a. In alchemy, the transformation
of the baser metals into the more precious.

Gordon. b. La geology, a change from

one place to another, or from one thing
to another. Gordon.
Trunsote. Refined coal-tar creosote; used
as wood preservative. Bennett 2d, 1962.
transparency. a. A mineral is transparent
when the outlines of objects seen through
it appear sharp and distinct. Rock crystal
(quartz) and selenite are good examples.
A mineral is subtransparent or semitrans-

parent when the objects seen through it
appear indistinct. Nelson. b. That property of the water mass which permits
the passage of radiaion through the
water. Hy. c. The degree to whith light
is transmitted through a substance. A
stone is termed transparent when objects
can be clearly seen through it, as through
glass; for example, quartz, diamond, etc.

Where some light is transmitted but no
clear outlines can be discerned the stone
is termed translucent; for example, jade.

Where no light can pass through, the
substance is opaque; for example, writes.
Also called diaphaneity. Andermn.

trampareut. a. Permitting the passage of
light so that objects may be seen. Kinney.
b. Things that may be seen through, such

as rock crystal, Iceland spar, and selenite. Fay.

trample= =mei. Enamel which has the

propert7 of transmitting high percentage
of inasient light striking its surface.

AGM, 3.
trannarest gloss. Glass through which objects can be seen.

Maltreat, 4th, p. 329.

'Tranntmll. Unsaturated coal-tar derivatives
that can be resinified; used in rubber com-

transportable equipment. Machines or equip-

ment which can be moved from one

part of a mine to another by mechanical
means, but not by self-propulsion nor on
its own wheels or track. See also mobile
equipment. Nelson.
transportable substation; portable substation.

A transformer equipped with switchgear
and mounted upon wheels or skids. BS.

3618, 1965, lee. 7.

transportation. a. In geology, the shifting of

material from one place to another on

the earth's surface by moving water, ice,
or air. The carriage of mud and dissolved
salts by rivers, the passage of a dust.laden
whirlwind across a desert, the inland

march of sand dunes from a seashore,
and the creeping movement of rocks on
a giacier are all examples of transportation. Fay. b. The hauling or moving from
one place to another material; as, ore,

coal, rock, etc. Fay.
transport case. These wood, plastic or fabric
containers are used to transport safely
small quantities of dynamite sticks to and
from blasting sites. The moistureproof,
nonconductive containers feature a carrying strap or handlez and a locking device.

Most models permit the carrying of detonators as well, while some models are
intended

for detonators

alone. Bests,

p. 374 .
transport controller. A man stationed in a
central position, at a large opencast pit
sr quarry, to observe all the excavations.
By means of signals, he is informed when

and where vehicles or cars are required
and can instruct the lorry or locomotive
drivers accordingly. Nelson.
transported day. See sedimentary clay.
transported gonna. Some transported gossans are simply colluvial accumulations
of fragments of normal gossan that have
moved down the slope from the site of
weathering. Another variety of an entirely different origin is effectively a fossil
spring or seepage deposit, where at one
time iron-rich ground water has precipitated massive limonite at or near the daylight surface.

Harekes, 2, p. 164.

transported limonite. Oxidation limonite that
is carried away in solution and deposited
outside the parent sulfide. Bateman.

transpotted soil. Soil transported from the
place of its origin by wind, water, or ice.
ASCE P1826.
tramsprter crane. A long lattice girder supported by two lattice tows:: which may
be fixed or may move along rails laid at
right angles to the girder. A crab with a
hoist suspeneded from it travels along the
girder. Ham.

samalter; Ilittod amber. In decfall in concentration at an elece proportionally to the number of
ions moving from that electrode.

n

Loss of concentration at cathode
Loss at cathode and anode
Phenomenon is dae to difference hi rate
of travel of various species of ion. Pryor,

pounding. Bennett 2d, 1962.
traispiration. The process lir which water
vapor escapes from a living plant and

tramnsk. a. Of, or pertaining to, radioac-

enters the atmosphere. Leer.
trampemiler. An automated receiver/trans-

tive substances produced by bombarding
uranium wit'. neutrons. Bennett 2d, 1962.

3.

nium in the periodic table; that is, an

element having an atomic number higher than 92. All II known transuranic elements (atomic numbers 93 through 103)
are radicactive and are produced artifi-

cially. They are: (93) neptunium; (94)
plutonium; (95) americium; (96) currum ; (97) berkelium (98) californium;
(99) einsteinium; (100) fermium; (101)
mendelevium; (102) element 102 (formerly nobelium) and (103) lawrencium.
L&L; Handbook of Chemisay and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 13-2.

Transvaal emerald. Same as African emerald. Shipley.
Transvaal garnet. A green garnet, said by
most authorities to be grossularite. Specific gravity, 3.45 to 3.50; refractive indo
1.72 to 1.73. Others class it as demantoid
or other variety of andradite. Shipley.

Transvaal jade. Applied in the gem stone
trade to massive green garnet (grossularite.) C.M.D. Same as garnet jade. English.

transverse. Literally, across, usually signifying a dirrction or plane perpendicular to
the direction of working. ASM Gloss.
transverse-arch kiln. An annular kiln that is
divided into a series of chambers by fixed
walls (hence the alternative name con-

tinuous chamber kiln). The aris of the

arched roof of each chamber is transverse

to the length of the kiln. This type sf
kiln finds use in the heavy clay industry.
Dodd.
hansverse basin. Synonym f

exogeosyncline.

A.G.I. Sapp.
transverse
coast =conformable coast
Atlantic type of coast. Coast transverse
to the strike of the rock formations. Schieferdeeker.
transverse dune. A dune formed in areas
of scanty vegetatiLa and in which sand
has moved in a ridge at right angles to
the wind. It exhibits the gentle windward
slope and the steep leeward slope characteristic of other dunes. Leet.

transverse fault. A fault whose stale is
transverse to the general structure. Fay.
See also transcurrent fault.

traasverse fissare. A fissure that is parallel

with the dip of a deposit. Stores, a. I,
p. 266 .

transverse

gallery. An auxiliary crosscut

made in thick dosits across the orebody

in order to divWe it into sections along
the strike. It serves only a short time and

runs across the whole thickness of the

deposit only. Storni v. 1, p. 226.

trassverse joist. A joint that is transverse
to the strike of the strata or schistosity.
Fay.
transverse 1111116111115011. Lamination of cleav-

age transverse to stratification. Standard,
1964. See also crossbedding. Fay.
transverse loading. The loading on a beam.
Ham.

trannene pitch. The lateral distance be-

tween the center lines of each strand of
a multiple-strand chain, or between the
tooth profiles on a sprocket for a multiplestrand roller chain. J&M.
transverse reinforamest. Links or helical reinforcement for columns, or reinforcement
at right angles to the main reinforcement.
Taylor.

elides. Ste Hungarian riffles.
Lewis, p. 386.

transverse

tramsvme rlppk mark. A ripple mark or-

iented at approximate right angles to current direction. A.G.1. Seep.
transverse scour marks. Scour marks with
long axes transverie to main current direction; regular spacing leads to confusion
with ordinary transverse ripples; have
been called current ripple casts. Pettijohn.
transverse die* wlds caving. See top slicing and cover caving. Fey.
transverse strength. a. A measure of the

capability of a bar of stone (or beam)
supported at its ends, to bear a weight

or load at its center. Fey. b. The strength
of a specimen tested in transverse bending; normally synonymous with modulus
of rupture but also used to refer to breaking load. Taylor.
ft111111M1110 11110141011. See peripherical ventilation. Stores, v. 1, p. 528.
transverse wave. a. In seismology, a wave
motion in which the motion of *he parti-

cles, or the entity that vibrates, is perpendicular to the direction of progression
b. in geophyof the wave train.
sics, a body seismic wave advancing by
shearing displacements. A.G.,. c. A wave
in which the direction of propagation of
the wave is normal to the displacements
of the medium, for example, a vibrating
string. The gravity wave in which fluid
parcels move in circular orbits is an example of a mixed transvene-longitudinal
wave. The Rossby wave is also mixed,
except in the case of zero current speed,

when it is a transverse wave. Also called
distortional wave. H&C.
trams-me with Mg. See overhead stoping,
b. Fay.
trap. a. A door used for cutting off a yencurrent, which is occasionally
for haulage or passage; guarded

:let:I

b. Scot. Traveling
road for miners in edge coal- driven on
the slope of the seam. Fey. c. Scot. Short
ladders in a shaft. Fay. d. A device inserted in a pipeline to separate a denver
material from one of lesser density, such
as entrained water in a stream or a cmnpressed-air line. Long. e. A natural subsurface petroleum reservoir. Long. f. A
body of reservoir nod completely surroundEd by imperyknis rock; a closed
reservoir. See also traprock. A.G.1. g. A

hy a trapper. Fay.

useful field name for any dark, finely

crystalline igneous rock. Fay. h. A fault
or dislocation. Fay. i. The troughs and
catch pita, canying mercury or not, which
are used to arrest escaping amalgam, etc.
The word trap should be confined to the
deep boxes unprovided with mercury,

and the word well to the

transverse

troughs which do aintain it. At Climes,

Australia, the word boxes is used, while,
elsewhere in Australia, ripples is a term
shallow wells as distinguished

Elnto
j. That portion of any mass of porous,

the deep ones. Also called well. Fey.

permeable rock which is waled on top
and down the sides by relatively non-

und imrrmeable rock, and which
fresrorbove the mtenection of a horizontal
plane passing through the lowest paint
of complete sealing. 'Pi:Barns.

traveling screen
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See also
trap cut. Fay.
A gem with a row or rows of stepfacets around the table and culet (or
fratnst.
small lower terminus of the gem, parallel

trap kRIl. A trap-cut brilliant

to the table), or around the culet alone.
Fay. See also step cut.

trap dike. A dike of any of the sorts of rock
called trap. The term has no very definite
significane, as rocks such as diabase, bos-

tonite, and dacite have been included
under it. Fay.

trapdoor. a. A door in a mine passage to
regulate or direct the ventilating current.
Also called weather door. Set also trap, a.
Fay.

b.

Another term for mine door

B.C.1. c. See air door, a. BS. 3618, 1963,
sec. 2.

trap doss. Brist. A down throw fault. Fay.
trapezium. A plane figure contained by four
straight lines, no two of which are parallel.
Cordon.

trapezobedros. a. In the isometric system,
the same as tetragonal trisoctahedron.
Fay. b. In the tetragonal and hexagonal

trash acmes. Protective screen for removing

detritus from the pulp stream. Pryor, 4.

trams. A light-colored volcanic tuff resembling pa:solaria in composition and occurring especially on the lower Rhine, where
it is ground for use in a hydraulic cement.
Webster 3d.
Thisbe's rule. In a homologous eeries of surface-active molecules, each additional CIL
group decreases the solubility in water by
a multiple of about three. Rule is useful

in study of effect of fatty acids on surface tension between air and water, though

applicability seems fortuitous. Pryor, 3.
tramater. Mid. A long sprag. Also called

tront. Fay.
Trend lest A test to determine the strength
of an explosion by expi-wline a known
weight of a substance in the cavity of a
standard test block of lead and measuring
the increase in volume resulting from the

systems, any of several forms having principal and lateral axes of symmetry, but
no planes of 'symmetry, and enclosed by

explosion of the charge. CCD 6d, 1961.
travel. a. Scot. The length of stroke of a

trapezoid. A quadrilateral that has only two
sides parallel. Jones, 2, p. 99.
trapezoidal method. In estimate of plotted
irregular area, parallel lines are drawn

position to the other in a cylinder, such
as in a diamond-drill hydraulic-feed
system or in a piston-type pump. Compare stroke. Long. c. The linear distance

six, eight, or twelve facts, each having
unequal intercepts on all the axes. Fey.

close to
allow the average of the enclosing lengths

at equal intervals, sufficiently

of each strip thus formed, to be represen-

tative of the length dirrznsion of that
rectan le.. Pryor, 3.

trapiuldal rale. A rule for estimatinq the
area of an irregular figure, by dividing
it into parallel strips of equal width, each
strip being a trapezium. See also Simpsonss rule. Hem.
trap maw. See crusher feeder. D.O.T. 1.

&app. Synonym for traprock.
happens. Relating to traprocks. Fay.
happens NIL A fragmentary scoriaceous variety of eruptive rock, generally resembling volcanic deposits only in structure,
not in origin. Also called ash bed. Standard, 1964.

trapper. a. An employee, normally an ap-

pump. Fey. b. The distance traversed by
a piston in passing from one extreme

traversed by a component in moving from
one extreme position to the other, as
does the traveling block in a block-andtackle system. Long. d. in power shove'
nomenclature, travel is the movement oi
the mounting forward or backward. Turning is accomplished by locking one crawler

and moving the other. Carson, p. 38.
traveled. In geology, yawned from the orilpnal place; erratic. Standard, 1964. Said
of stones, boulders, etc. Fay. See also
transportation.
traveler. a. A truck rolling along a suspended
rope for supporting a load to be transported. Zerrs. b. A crab or winch moving
on an elevated track, used especially in
erecting steel bridges or other large work;
also, a traveling crane. Webster 3d. c. A
boning rod moved along when setting out

prentice, formerly used to open and close

a slooe in order to check levels between

times mechanically operated. B.C.1. Also

traveler pstg. A stationary gantry support-

mine doors such doors are now some-

called trapper boy; nipper; door tender.

Fey. b. An employee who assists the dispatcher by throwing switches and attending telephone at an inside station. B.C.1.

c. Same as door boy. Korson. d See doorman. D.O.T. 1.
trapper boy. See doorman. D.O.T. 1.

trappold. Of, pertaining to, or having the

nature of traprock. Standard, 1964.
trap Mats. Points placed on a railway line

to derail a train which has been incorrectly signaled. Ham.

Applied to dark-colored dilte and
trar.714rocks, chiefly basalt and diabase.
Also spelled tram. A.G.1.
trap-abotten gneiss Applied to gneiss im-

pregnated with nearly black indurated

material originally supposed to be injec-

tions of trapmck, but now identified as
flinty crush rock. Compare pseudotachylyte. Holmes, 1928.

trap 1* Brist. An uothrow fault. Fey
huh We. A line on the beach, defined by
debris and surface texture, that marks
the farthermost advance of high tide.

Pettijohn.
trash rack. A screen of parallel bars or mesh
placed across a stream or turbine intake
to intercept floating debris. See also levolving screen. Hem.
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the sight rails. Hem.

ing a pair of rails along which a carmounted Crane crab travels: Hem.

am& at draw. The angle of draw

advancing with a moving face. Nelson.

Inman ores. See apron, f. Fay.
twellpg belt. A conveyor belt, for handling
ore, rock, or coal. Fey.

traveling block. a. The movable unit, consisting of sheaves, frame, devis, and/or
hook, connected to, and hoisted or lower-

ed with, the load in a block-and-tackle
system. Also called floating block; running
block. Long. b. The pulley block which

hangs below the crown block and is used

for lifting the drilling column. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 3. c. A frame for a sheave or
a set of sheaves that slides in a track.

travelleg compartment. The section of a
mine shaft used for raising and lowering
the minen. Stores, v. 1, p. 508.
travelimg gmtry. A movable gantry bugt on
wheels for traveling on rails and supporttr'iitswab and hoist. Ham.
mad. A roadway used by miners
for walking to and from the face, that is,
fnwn the shaft bottom or main entry to

iZ

the workings. Nelson.

travelliat germs. a. A screen capable of mov-

ing in certain directions in order to et-

traveling screen
tract foreign bodies from flowing water.
Ham. b. A diaphragm, usually of canvas
in a frame moved by water in the direction of flow, for purposes of measuring
directly the mean velocity; only useful in
regular channel, where the frame is
shaped to the channel cross section and
nearly fills it. Seelye, 1. c. A revolving
trash screen. Strip, 1.

travelog *save. a. A sheave block that
slides in a track. Nichols. b. See traveling
block. Long.

travelog wave. A wave in which energy is
transmitted only away from the source.
NCB.

travelog way. a. A passage for men and

mules in or into a MID!. Kotioll. b. See
traveling road. Fay.

travelog weight. a. That portion of the
overlying strata at the coal face that is
supported and controlled by the face
supports. This weight advances as the
f4ce line moves fornard. Nelson. b. Aast.
See underweight, b. Fay.

travel sober. A self-propelled type of soil
mixer taking in soil from a windrow at
the front end and discharging it after
mixing with the requisite quantity of
water and stabilizer. See also mix-in-place.
ffam.

bevel dine. Time required for the wave to
travel from the shotpoint to the recording
point Schieferdecker.

travel-don carve; T4C papb. Graph of the
travel time as a function of the

distance from the shotpoint to the re-

cording point Schieferclecker.
&swerve. a. To make or carry out a traverse
survey of. Webster 3.1. b. A line surveyed
across a plot of ground. Webster 3d. c. A
vein, line, or fissure in a rock, etc., which

runs obliquely and in a transverse direction. Standard, 1964. d. A chain of survey stations so positioned that any one
station is visible from the two stations
adjacent to it. An endless chain of stations is called a closed traverse; an men
chain is called an open traverse. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 1.
traverser. A platform superimposed upon,

or forming part of, the rail track and
which is free to roll or slide sideways so
that a car can be moved bodily from one

track to another parallel to it. The arrangement eliminates the need for a turntable or shunt bad. The traverser may
range from a simple hand-operated sliding type for tunnel work to heavy power-

operated structures for car or wagon
transfers on the surface. See also inclined
traverser. Nelson.
traverser systems. The basic idea of this sys-

tem is to confine the mine-cat circuit to
the smallest possible coropass near the
mine shaft. This avoids locking up can
on the surface which are better employed
underground and reduces manpower requirement& In this system, instead of the

use of shunt backs on car drcuit& the
direction of car travel is changed by

running onto a portable platform which
then moves the car bodily in a transverse
direction. It can be applied, in coniunction with the necenary lifts, to multideck
cages. This system may be operated electrically, hydraulically, or pneumatically.

Sinclair, V, pp. 77-78.
travose survey. A survey used especially for
long narrow strips of country m which a
series of fines joined end to end are com-

pletely detennined as to length and azi-
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muth and are often used as a basis for

treadle bar. The foot pedal of a potter's

underground surveys. Fay.
traverse tables. Published tables from which

&mob, bridge. A movable bridge tiered

bead tractor. A form of locomotive which
is serviceable over rough roads, and is an
important haulage equipment at many
opencast pits, particularly in the United
States. A waiter, with capacity up to 16
cubk yards, with bottom discharge Of
two-way side discharge is used with the
tractor. The maximum speed is about 6

locity of airflow along a mine madway
by an anemometer. This is the general

treatable earth. An altered slate found along-

While the instrument is running it is
slowly and steadily mined up and down
a series oi imagined vertical lines, so as
to cover equal areas in equal time. The
total period is usually 1 minute for a
medium-sited roadway. The integrated

treason box. A pocket of very rich on.

triangulation. Webster 3d. Also used for

the differences of latitude and darture

for different angles may be read off. Ilam.

to toll backwards from an opening
as
in a dock to allow
to vessels. Ilam.
(were* method.
three recoginted
medicos for determining the average ve-

foUtiae procedure which is applied when
measuring air velocities in mine roadways.

reading is then the mean velocity for that
section. Compare division method; single
spot method. Roberts, I, p. 50.
travenbg slipway. A slipway suitable to ac-

commodate ships up to about 500 tons
weight. Such a ship, having been hauled

up the slipway, can be travened to another berth for repairs, leaving the dipway free for another vessel. Hem.
trie'ecuzsa A calcium carbonate, CaC04 deposited from solution in ground and sur-

waters. The cellular deposits are
known as tufa, calcareous sitter, spring
face

deposit, or cave deposit. When solid, band-

ed, and susceptible of a good polish, it is
known as Mexican onyx, or onyx marble.
True onyx, however, is banded silica or
agate. Travertine forms the stalactites and

stalagmites cf caves, and the filling of
some veins and spring conduits. Sanford;
Dana 17.

travertine marble. See travertine. ASTM
C119-50.

trawl. In oceanography, a sacklike net, the

mouth of which is kept open by some
kind of framework; used on smooth

ground tor obtaining samples of the fauna

of the sea bottom. There are many different types,

for example, the

Agassiz

trawl, beam trawl, and otter trawl. C.T.D.
Intwiey. A small truck or car conveying material about a furnace or iron mill; some-

times applies to trucks, in mines, etc.
See also trolley. Fay.

Ir.ma. Corn. In mining, a CMS Male.
Standard, 1964.

tray. a. A car, a carrier, or a pallet usually
suspended from the moving element of
the conveyor. ASA MII4.1-1938. b. A
section of a gravity ccmveyor, chain conveyor, or shaker conveyor. See also pan;
trough. Nelson.

tray carnet. See tray. ASA MI14.1-1958.
tray tbkbeaer. One which differs from the
ordinary round tank in that it houses
several horizontal trays which divide it
into compartments. Each has its own set
of rakes, and its awn underflow for settied material and peripheral overflow.
Used where space is limited or in subarc-

tic cotalitions which call far antifreeze

housing. Pryor, 3 .

Ina& a. The ground contact surface on a
tire or a track shoe. Nichols. b. Occasion-

ally, a high-ftiction lagging on a belt
pulley. Nichols.

c. The pit

in which

bricktnakers soak their clay before putting

it into the pug mill. Standard, 1964.
beadle. A foot pedal hinged to the floor at
one end. Nichols.
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wheel. ACSG, 1963.

miles per hour. Nelson.

side the Great Ferran iron lode, near
Perranporth, Cornwall, England; used
as a dressing for Bath stone. Hess.

Fay.
treated same. A heated stone, stained stone,

coated stone, or a stone whkh has been
treated with X-rays or radium, to improve
or otherwise thaw its color. Also a stone
which tnay have been treated to disguise

flaws as ate doctored pearls, opals the

cracks of which have been filled with oil,
etc. Shipley.

treaboest. In metallurgy, the reduction of
ores by any pmcess, whereby the valuable
orinstituent is recovered. Fay.

treble. Three standard lengths of dnll rod
or drill pipe connected together and
handled and stacked in a drill tripod or
derrick as a unit length of rod on bate-

hole round trips. Also inconectly spelled
thribble; thnble; tnIble; trible_ Long.
treble courshrg. In mining, the system of di-

viding a ventilating current into three
coursings. Standard, 1964.

thedissimille. A scarlet-vermilion suffusenite of silver, AgAsS,. Trirhombohedral;
minute ctystals. Rhombohedral. From
Binnenthal, Switzerland. English.
TrEcollosAlelfer sresilhe schedule. A procedure for annealing the glass components
of electron tubes; it is based on annealing
at the transformation temperature for 20
minutes followed by cooling at a rate dependent on the nature of the glass and its
thickness. Dodd.

bee. L A thick log used as a prop in heavy
ground. A prop, leg, or puncheon. Fay.
b. Scot. A trestle. Pay. c. The fulcrinn
for the lever used in boring. Fay. d. A
treelike aggregate of crystals, as a lead
tree obtained by suspending a piece of
zinc in a solution of lead acetate. Webster

2.1.

tree agate. A variety of agate containing
dendritic markings; sometimes made artificially. Slandatd, 1964.

tree cotter. Horizontal toothed blade fitted
in front of the mo)dboanl on a bulldozer,
for cutting tree stumps. Ram.
Deed. Supported 17y pmps, as a mine roof.
See also tree, a. Fay.

freeman. a. A hardwood plug drilled so as

to allow a track mile to be driven through
it into a timber sleeper. See also rail fas-

tening. Ham. b. A long wooden pin for
securing planks or beams together. Zern.
bee ore. Buried carbonaceous material (often

trees) which has been replaced and/or

entiched with uranium-bearing solutions;
usually extremely good grade of uranium
ore. Ballard.
trees. Visible projections of electrodeposited

metal formed at sites of high current
bee slow. Same as tree apte. Shipley.
density. ASM Gloss.

tree op. Scot. To set props m the working&
Fey.
'Defoe balm method. A percussive boring

method very similar to the Foraky system.

The principal difference h in the arranrment of the boring cable or rope, which
is taken in a loop around a central pulley.

Sefton.
trek. S. Afr. The act of drawing (yr hauling;

tractioa; also, the state of the roads; as,

.the trek was heavy. Standard, 1964.

which a conduit is placed and then covered over. Compare ditch, f. Carron, p. 146.

ting. Raw coal aushed to -65 mesh is

formed in any soil, and will sometimes fall

id-Chaudron sinking method. Nelson.
irerilriL
b. Fr. A heavy tool consisting of vertical
chisels fixed to a horieontal bar and used

tread ncavatios. Excavation in which the
width of operations and, generally, the
depth is limited. Trenching may be perinto the category of limited-area, vertical
excavation. Carron, p. 28.

for trekkers. Webster 3d.

treat* neavatoc. A self-propelled machine
gener 'ly mounted on crawler tracks designee or diming trenches or ditches. It
is equipped with either a bucket ladder
or buckets mounted around the periphery

k1 brooks, which well the volume of a

treackkg. a. Pmspecting in which subsur-

central stem branches are trained on a

the strike of the lode. Pryor, 3. 13. The
digging of shallow trenches to expose a
coal seam or vein for inspection and

trek Ingo& A large six-wheeled covered

wagon used especially in southern Africa
in trekking and designed to provide lodging and storage space as well as seating

ftellised drakene. This arrangement of paralcreek, genetally flossing at right angles to
their courses, resembles a vine from whose

trellis. It is sometimes called the trellis or
grapevire system. Synonym for grapevine
drainage. A.C.1.
kebob. l'o treat or work bobs or tin slimes;
to ton. An obsolete tenn. Standard, 1964.
treloobleg. Corn. Stirring the "bobs" (slime
tin) in water, so that the lighter mud may
run off. Fay.
Treataiocks. Lower Lower Ordovkian;
consideled uppermost Camblian in Great
Britain. A.C.1. Sapp.

treoleaheerke. Impure graphite rock from
India. Tonikelel, 1954.

erode. A box or frame of wood or metal

of a circular wheel. Ham.

face strata are =posed by trenching across

sampling. See also costean; trace. Nelson.

treacksas. See ripper, b. Nebo*.
tread samplisi. A slight refinement of grab
sampling in which the material to be
sampled is spread out flat and channeled

in one direction with a shovel, and the
material for the sample taken at regular

(01-0,, monoclinic. It is usually gray or
white, and occurs in bladed crystals or
fibrous aggregates anociated with meta-

series of folds in rocks, of the axes of the
folds, of subsurface structures, of oriented
or elongated structures indicated by geological surveys, or of topographic features
that ate consequent on the geologic struc-

morphic rocks. See also amphibole. Fay;
Dana 17.
trearolitic. Pertaining to or characterized by
the prosence of tremolite, as tremolitic
marble. Fay.
tremor tract. An area of intensely jumbled
coal and associated beds. The contortions
contain sharp folds, thrusts, and glides.

ture. (As used in either sense the trend

forces appear to have produced the final
complicated structures. Ste also birthing
coal seam. Nelson.

Trespealreabo. Upper Croizan. A.C.I.

Sn .
trecEee

a. An elongated but proportionally
narrow depression, with steeply sloping
longitudinal borders, one of which (the
continental) rises hhjiter than the other
(the oceanic). Trenches are the ends of
unsymmetrical basins and lie beside the

continental border or island chains. A.G.1.

b. A long but narrow depression of the
deep-sea fluor having relatively steep sides.

A.G.I. c. A brig, narrow, intermontane
depression occupied

by two or more

streams (whether expanded into lakes or
not) alternately draining the depression in
opposite directions. A.G.I. d. A narrow
ditch. A.G.I. e. In feological exploration,
a narrow, shallow ditch cut across a mineral deposit to obtain samples or to observe

character. Byres' of Mines Staff. f. A
long, narrow excavation in the ground, as

a .ftench dug for the laying of pipes.
Crispin. g. A trench is a temporary star in

through water-bearing strata. Fay.

trepasser. A cutter loader for continuous
mining in iongwall faces. Its main cutting

unit is the trepanner wheel with cutting
arms, or.e at each end of the machine to
cnabk it to cut in both directions on the
fa!e. Aho fitted are a vertical, back-shearin,r jib, a floor-cutting jib, duplicated to
erable cutting in either direcuon and, if
recessaty, a roof-cutting disk. The machine is used in conjunction with an

armored flatibk conveyor on a prop-ftee
front face; suitable for seams between
3 and 4 feet thick, though it can wotk in
thicker seams if the top coal falls freely.
Nelson.

tread. a. The direction or beating of the

b. The direction or bearing of a fold or

beds to crack and heave. Later, lateral

in boring mine shafts. Webster 3d. c. A
boring machine used for shaft sinking

or solid cylinder. ASM Gloss.
trepait skewer. A new cutter loader in
which the trepanner head is incorporated
in the shearer loader as the principal coalgetting medium while the cutting drum is

differont directions until a sample of the
proper size has been secured. Also called
channel sampling. Newton, p. 29.

suitable device, as a traveling crane.
Standard, 1964.
tremoolke. An amphibole, CaoMgz(Si-Ou; -

seismic shock, causing the coal learn and

a. A large boring tool u9ed in the

trepriat. A type of boring where an annular cut is made into a solid material

outcrop of a bed, dilie, sill, or the like, or
of the intenection of the plane of a bed,
dike, joint, fault, or other structural feature with the surface of the ground. Fay.

The mode or origm is controversial. A
theory which has gained some favor is
that the disturbance was initiated by a

agitated with water and oil. Coal agglomerates and ash.forming fraction is removed
in aqueous solution. Pryor, 3.

intervals along the channel. The procedure
is repeated with several other channels in

Its upper section forms a hopper above
water to rertive the concrete, and it may
be moved laterally or vertically by any

7sed for depositing concrete underwater.

trial pit
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may or may not coincide with the strike,
depending on the structural relations at

the place of observation.) Fey. c. All
mineral deposits have a tzend in occurrence of valuable minerals. That is, the

Ote varies in grade from wall to wall and
gradually or abruptly from ore to subore
grade. A trend is a nonrandom factor and
kntm may impair the validity of a statis, p. 350.
tkal analysis.
treat Whiter. An agitator with arms of the
paddle wheel type, but they are hollow,
and the pulp solution or air is discharged
from nozzies on these arms, thus causing

the stirrer to totate. Liddell 2d, pp. 392
393.

Thetas. a. A subdivision of the American
Ordovician sometimes considered as the
equivalent of the whole Middle Onlovi-

cian and sometimes restricted to a portion
of this series. Webster 3d. b. Formerly, a
division of the lower Silurian. Barons of
Mines Staff.
Troia. dlimmosi. Quartz crystal from Herbmet County, N.Y. Shipley.
Triennia. 'Upper Mohawkian. A.G.1. Sapp.

Tholes liseslene. An important member of
the Otdovician succession in the region of
the Adirondack Mountains, lying between
the Black River limestone below and the

Utica shates above. Usually tegarded as
the highest member of the Champlainian
series; it is typically exposed at 'Ttenton
Falls, N.Y., and is an important oil-bear-

int formation in the Central States.

That pacers. Agglomeration process sometimes used in coal cleaning and briquet-
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with the coincidental formation of a plug

retained to dress the floor and back of
the cut. Nelson.

impala. a. Working coal from the pmperty or take of another coal mine owner.
See also encroachment Nelson. b. An
intrusion upon land occupied by another
for the purpose of locating a mining claim

is but a naked trespass and initiates no

t:ght; although the occupant has no ather
valid tide than ponession. Ricketts, I.
trestle. a. A framework of timbers, carrying

tram tracks. Weed, 1922. b. A bridge,

usually of timber or steel, that has a
number of closely spaced supports between

the abutments. Nichols. c. A bent of timber, reinforced concrete, or steel, supporting a temporary or permanent structure.
Hem.
kettle bridge. A bridge nipponed by trestle
bents. Ham.
emstleasam. One who unloads coke, lime-

stone, and ore, and keeps bins poked

down. Fay.
tret. Allowance to purchaser for waste.
Pryor, 3.
trenoriee. A black, with greenish tint, oxide

of nickel and iron, NiO.Fet0,, massive.

Regarded by Walker as a ferrate co nickel,
belonging to the spinel group. From Barberton, Transvaal, Republic of South
Africa. English.

Mat An atom, a radical, or an element that
has a combining power of 3. Standard,
1964.

trial. In ceramics, one of the pieces of ware
which is used to try the heat of the kiln
and the progress of the firing of its contents. Fay.
trial face. See experimental face. Nelson.

ftW of the ppe. The test made by spedal

commissioners of the weight and fineness

of coins teserved from each delivery of
coin. In the mints of the United States
and England, the test is made annually;
in the United States, it is now known as
the Annual Assay Commissbn. Hess.

trial pk. a. A shallow hole, 2 to 3 feet in

diameter, put down to test shallow minerals or to establish the natute and thickness of superficial deposits and depth to
bedrock. See also test pit; pit sampling, b.
Nelson.

b. An exploratory pit or hole

excavated for determining the nature of
the ground. Ilam.
trial slat& The experimental shots and
rounds fired in a sinking pit, tunnel, opencast,

or quarry to determine the best

drill-hole pattern to use. This is carried
out when hard rocks are exposed. .%elson.

Memoir* Minerals having the same chemical composition, but crystallizing in three
diffetrnt forms. Fay.
Massie. a_ Scot. A three-legged derrick

for hoisting rods in boring. Tay. b. In

ceramics, a triangular stilt. Webster 2d.
Keeps articles apart in the kiln. Norm
of Mines Star.

trim* bar. One type of metal support for
vitreous enamelware during firing. Dodd.

Mingle cut. The characteristic feature of
this cut lies in the fact that the drill holm
are arranged in zigzag. In this way a
larger openings is obtained as the drill
holes can break out between the preceding

row of holes. Each vertical row of holes
biraks out a layer. If the front holes do
not break out to the full depth, the burntout holes indicate the direction of break
for the following row cf holes since the
holes are arranged in zigzag. The name,
triangle cut, is dire to the distribution of
the holes at the working face and the form

of the initial opening. Frankel, r. I, Art.
6:02, p. 29.

titanic of error. The triangle formed dur-

ing a graphical trial-and-error solution of
the three-point problem Ham.

friaagle of fap This theonun states that
when the fotces acting at a point can be
represented in magnitude and direction

(but not in positkm) by the sides of a

triangle taken in order, the tlure coplanar
forces will be in equilibrium. Morris and
Cooper, p. 179.

trim* ditoodas. A refraction type of seismic shooting used to facilitate the separa-

tion of intercept times into constituent

delay times. Three profiles can be laid out

as sides of a triangle. If intercept times
are obtained at each of the vertices of the

triangle from shots at the other two ver-

tices, one can solve for the delay times at
the three corners. Delay times along the

sides of the triangle can be determined

by taking differentials in the intercept
times with vspftt to the delay times
established at the vertices. Dobria, p. 98.

trbogalsw eon, The strand core of a flattened strand rope. Ham.

Manske facets. 'Truncated !put ends with
a broad base and apex pointing
Usually associated with gravity faulTtsw,ablt
may also characterize faultline scarps. Tri-

angular facets may also be formed by
other processes, such as wave erosion of a

mountain front and truncation of spurs
by a valley glacier. A.G1.

frtraureiar melba& This method of we reserve estimation is based on the assumption that a liner relationship exists

trichalcite
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trial pit

trialapgar Whore. A crystallographic moolutko texture in which the exsohed minend is oriented along octahedral planes

forming a diagrammatic triangular arrangement. Also a replacement tmture.
Schieferdecler.

trimealatioa. a. In sun-eying, the series of
network of triangks into which any portion of the earth's surface is divided in a

screws are mounted. See also limb. Hans.
tribourourethaae. See bromoform. CCD 6d,
1961.

sary to determine the network of triangles
into which any part of the earth's surface

another stream. One stream falling directly into another stream becomes an alluent
to that stream, and both may be tnbutaries
to the same larger curient. A.CJ. b. An
&Murat flowing into a lamer stream ; any

trigonometrical survey. Webster 2d. b. The
operation of measuring the elements neces-

divided in surveying and to fix the
positions and distances apart of their
vertices. Webster 3d. Ste also trigonois

metrical manly. Fey.

Thar. Synonym for Triassic. A.G.!. Sapp.
Trknole. The earliest of the three geologic
periods comprised in the Mesouok era,
in the nomenclature generally used.
the system of strata deposited during this
period. Fay.
triazial easepressiow teat. a. A test made
on a soil specimen which is confined
within a rubber bag surrounded by water

under immure. A load ir applied to the

specimen and any deflections are observed
and measured. See also unconfined compression test; drained shear test Ham.

b. A test in which a cylindrical specimen,
encased in an impersious ii...mbrane if
necessary, is subjected

to a

confining

hydrostatic pressure and then loaded axially to failure. Taylor.

triasialitr. In a triaxial stress statt, the ratio

of the smallest to the largest principal
stress, all stresses being tension. ASM
Gloss.

Mishit abear I. A test in which a cylindrical specimen of soil encased in an
impervious membrane is subjected to a
confining prenute and then loaded axially
to failure. Also called triaxial compression
test ASCE P1826.

biaxial ekes. A state of stress in which
none of the three principal stresses is
zero. ASM Gloss.

&baba lest. A method of testing day in
which the test piece, in a plastic state,
is enclosed in a rubber envelope and is
then subjected to uniform hydrostatic
pressure while it is also being loaded
axially. A sums/deformation diagram is

ztxd. Dodd.

Of molecule, containing three re-

placeable

II-atoms

(hydrogen

atoms).

tdrar, 3.

Synonym for treble. Long.
tribe. a. A subdivision of an igneous rock
kindred. A.G.1. Sapp. b. A taxonomic
subdivision intermediate between genus
and family. A.G.1. Sapp.

trible. Synonym for treble. Long.
triboample. Two chemically dissirnffar metals in mutual electrical contact The friction produced by the mechanical agitation
of the two members of the couple results

in the flow of an electric current. The

iest, p.

.raatlete.

so.

weir which is used for measuring small
Rows.

Ham.

lamb. a.. Three leveling screws and footplate used to attach theodolite or surveyor's level to its tripod, level the instrument, and perhaps center it ptecisely over

vey, map, or determined by triangulation;
to give triangular form to. Webster 3d.

power of a tnbocouple is the magnitude
of the current which it will generate under
specified conditions of friction. Osborne.
tribolltaa. Employed by Wadsworth includ-

triocular sok*. A V-shaped measuring

this phenomenon. The spirts do not ignite
flammable gases. Fey.

triswiete. To divide into triangles; to sur-

between the grade difference and the
distance between all drill holes. In deposiu with erratic mineralization, this

relationship is anything but linear. Knurl-

bknde but the artificial sulfide exhibits

ing mineral abrasives or attrition materiPh.
ceroco

The Tympany of tome

specimens of zinc sulfide of emitting sparks
when scratched. Not only the mineral zinc
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its mat& Pryor, 3. b. The frame below
a theodolite on which the three foot

tributary. a. Applied to any stream which
directly or indirectly contributes water to

stream feeding a larger stream or lake.

A.CJ.

tribute. Corn. A portion of ote given to the
miner for his labor. Tributon are miners
working under contract, to be paid by a
tribute of ore or its equivalent price, the
basis of the remuneration being the
mows of clean ore contained in the crude
Fey.
pilaus. Eng. The limits assigned to
oricluct
a crew of miners. Fay.

trawler. One who 'socks a mine or mineral
deposit for a share of the product.. Fay.

taste work. In mining, work on shares.
Standard, 1964.

tribelias. a. A system under which a syndicate of miners delivers coal at the pithead
at an agreed price. it may also operate

where ore deposits are too mail and

scattered for normal mining activities. The
tributors work and defiver their ore to the

owner and receive payment cakulated
upon agreed terrm from its ascertained
valuable orntent Nelsoa. b. Also, working
on a sharing basis. Pryor, 3.

tributona. S. Afr. Miners who work gmund
under an agreement to pay a percentage
of their production to the owners. Beerirkaidusa atrarbrale. 3CaO.A tOs ; white;
isometric; specific gravity, 3.038 (at 23°
C); and insoluble in water. A refractory,
and an important ingredient ci cements,
especially of aluminous cement CCD 6d,

1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,4Sth ed., 1964, p. 8-160.
3Ca0.2S101.. Ste also
frkaklaus
rankinite. Dodd.
tricakimm peotalimisate. A compound,
3Ca03A1,0,, formerly believed to be pre-

sent in high-alumina hydraulic cement
It is now known that a melt of this composition consists of a mixture of Cat),
2A110, and CaO.A1,02, the latter com-

pound being responsible for the hydraulic

prapertift. Dodd.

tricalchm pluraptrate. See calcium phosphate,
tribasic.. CCD 6d, 1961.
Waltham silicate. 3CaO.SiOs; diseociates at
approximately 1,900° C to form Ca0 and
2CaO.SiC1,. This compound is the princi-

pal cm/lading constitutent of Portland
cement, small quantities of Mg0 and
A1,0, usually being present in solid solution. Tricalcium silicate is also present in
rtabilized dolomite refractories. Dodd.

bicbaleite. A discredited term. Trichalcite
(of Hermann, 1858), previously thought
to be Cus(As0.),511,O, equals JY'mlite;

from Turyrinsk, Ural Mountains, U.S.S.R.
Trichalcite (o( Shannon, 1922) equals the
sulfate langite; hem Shoshone County,

trichaleite
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Utah. Amethas Mineralogist, v. 42, No.
1-2, January-February 1957, p. 123.
trkblie. A thin filament or hairlike form of
crystallite, often occurring in irregular or
Holmes, 1928.
tricb
km; trkbloroetbese. a. Colorless; sta le; low-boiling; heavy; mobile; toxic; liquid; CIICI:CC12; chloroform odor; will not attack the common
metals, even in the presence of moisture;

The slag is wet ground and fed as a

boiling point, 86.7° C; melting point,

-73* C; specific gravity, 1.456 to 1.462

(at 25° C, referred to water at 25° C):

refractive irides., 1.4735 (at 27° C); and
flash point, (ASTM open cup), none at
boiling point. CCD 61, 1961. b. Molecular weight. 131.39 ; CMOs: specific
gravity, 1.462

(at 20° Ct referred

to

water at 4 C); melting point, -811° C:
boiling point, 87' C (at 760 mm) ;
slightly soluble in water: and soluble in
all pruportiom in alcohol and in ether.
Handbook of Chemiltry

rhysics, 45th

ed., 1964, p. C-314. c.. A widely used

industrial solvent foe fats, resins, bitumens,
sulfur. phosphorus, and similar com-

pounds tried in dry cleaning, in degreasing, and in soap manufacture. Pmiously
considered nonflammable, but found to be
flammable under combinations of pressure* ard temperatures often occurring in
normal use. Abbresiation. TCE. Ihredle of
Mines Staff.

&Monism. A property possessed by certain
minerals of exhibiting three different
colon when viewed in different directions.
Fay.

tricble drabs. A pond overflow pipe set ver-

tically with its open top level with the
water surface.

Made Mk. Scale which has become detached from a pack of sheets in pack

rolling, trickling in between the pack and
becoming embedded in the surface of the
sheets during further rolling. Osborne.
triclink. The crystal system in which crystals

have no axes of nmmetry or planes of
symmetn. Hurlbut.

biclink block. In quarrying, a term applied
to a block of stone bounded by 3 pairs of
parallel faces, none of the interfacial
angles being right angles. Fay.
bklinic crystals. Crystals having no symmetry elements, or only inverse centers.
The typical crystal has three unequal axes.
no two of which are perpendicular. Henderson.

&Mink system. That system of crystals in
which the forms are referred to three

unequal mutually oblique axes. Fay.
trkkmelbylene solvents. Solvent. used for

the degreasing of steel. They may be
applied by immersion of the part, er by

slurry to
concrete mixer together with
Portland cement and aggregate. See also
Portland blast furnace cement. Dodd.

big. Eng. A swag used to block or stop a
or any machinery. Zen.

Triger proms. A method of sinking through
water-bearing ground in which a shaft is
lined with tubbing and pmvided with an
air lock so that work proceeds under air
pressure.

IVebster

3d. Compare Kind-

Chaudron process. Fey.

Waif circuk; trigger. A circuit having a
number of states of electrical condition
(which are either stable or quasi-stable)
or unstable with at least one stable state
and so designed that desired transition

can be initiated by the application of

suitable trigger excitation. Bs quasi-stable
state is meant a state which poilsts during
the time of interrst NCR.
trigger effect. When rock is subjected t.s increasing stresses there comes a time wi.,n

it is on the point of failure. In some cifcumstancrA it may remain at that point
for a considerable time. Any small external

influence, such as a seismic wave, may
then be sufficient to precipitate the failure.
This is known as the trigger effect Spalding.

triggers. Term applied to any number of
things which may initiate or trigger rock
bunts. Such triggers include blasting,
changes of temperature, sudden influxes
of water. and even rock bursts themselves
which sometimes act as a trigger impulse

to initiate a second bunt. Isaacson, pp.
164-166.

trigonal. a. Having, in the ideal or symdeveloped form, triangular
faces; as, the trigonal trisoctahedron. Fay.
metrically

b. Threefoldoccurring three times at

equal intervals in one complete rotation;
said of one kind of axial symmetry. Fay.
c. Characteristic of, pertaining to, or
belonging in the trigonal division of the
hexagonal system. Fay.

dismal system. According to some crystallographers, the trigonal (or rhombohedral) division of the hexagonal system,
regarded by some others as a system in
itself. Fay.

tripe*. A sulfur-yellow acid arsenite of

and manganese, HPbskin(AsOs)s.
Monoclinic. Small wedge-shaped crystab.
From Langban, Ssyrden. Eaglish.
trigonometrical leveling. Basically this
method consists of determining the vertical heights by measurement of distances
and angles of inclination. Ar:gles of inlead

clination are measured either by hand

trimmers
figures, or measurement by use of threeangled figures. Jones, 2, p. 128.
hetrheasidn. A hydrous calcium carhonatel CaCO3.31180. A mokllike in-

crustation on chalk marl. From Nova-

Alexandria, Poland. English.
triltabilke. A form of kalsilite, (k.Na)AlSiO.,
in parallel intergrowth with nepheline,

(?sia,K)AlSi0,. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
trilaterndon. Land survey based on triangulation, in which sides of triangles are
measured direct by use of tellurometer,
instead of being calculated from a measured baseline. Pryor, 3.

trilling. A syrnmetrkal intergtowth of three
crystals. The type of twinning, such as
the six-rayed twinned crystals, consisting
of

three individuals, which occur in

c=oberyl. Shipley.
. A primitive, extinct crustacean, °coining throughout the Paleorok and
abundant in the earlier Paleozoic periods,

characterized by segmented bodies divided

by longitudinal grooves into three lobes.
One of the Trilobita.
trim. To shave down a leather-hard pot on
the wheeL ACSG, 1963.

trimactral. Coal microlithotype consisting of
a miature of thrre macrrals, that is,
clarodurite and duroclarite. A.G.1. Sapp.

trinkiite. A rare mineral consisting of the
silicates of berylium.
calcium. Fay.

manganese. and

Itimetrk. A solid figure in which the three

axes are all unequal, but intersect one

another at tight angles; orthorhombic.
Gordon.
trim bolem relief boles. Unloaded drill holes

timely spaced along a line to limit the
breakage of a blast Nichols.

trimmer. a. One who distributes loose material, such as coal, rubbish, sand, or other

substances in railroad can or holds of
ships and barges during or after loading,
using a shovel. May be designated according to material trimmed, as coal trimmer.
D.O.T. I. b. A shothole bored slightly
outwards to trim the drivage to the siiape
required. Mason. c. Eng. A piece of bent

wire by whidi the size of the flame of a
safety lamp is regulated without removing
tLe top of the lamp. See also pricker. Fay.

d. N. of Eng.; S. Wales. One who ar-

ranges coal in the hold of a vessel (miner,
ship) as the coal is discharged into it from
bins. Fay. e. Scot. One who cleans miners'
lamps. Fey. I. An apparatus for trimming

a pile of coal into a regular form (as a

cone or prism). Webster 3d.
trimmer arch. An arch, usually of brickwork

and of low rise used for supporting the
fireplace hearth. ACSG.

instruments, for example clinometers, of
which they Abney level is the best known,
or more accurately by theodolite. Mason,

trimmer conveyor. A self-contained, lightweight portable conveyor, usually of the

shaped cutters in the head of the bit.

lationship between sides and angles of

domestic storage, and for trimming bulk
materials in bins or piles. ASA MH4.1-

tricorn roller bk. See tricone bit. Long.
&Wake. Synonym for tridymite. Hey 21,

bigonometrkal Motion. A station used in
surveying by triangulation on a large

trimmer boles. These complete the breaking out of the ground. The positioning

trigonometrical survey. A survey accom-

governed by the size of the drift, the hardness of the ground, and the fragmentation

spraying. Osborne.

togaorktroside. Sec cobaltocobalti

oxide.

CCD 61,1961.
tricome bit. A roller bit having three coneSee also roller bit, b. Long.
1955.

Thine. Mixture of trinitrophenol and dinitrophenol used as an explosive in bunting
charges. Bennett 21, 1962.

&Wm.* Win*. A mineral, !Hie alartz,
consisting of silica, SiOs, but differing in
crystalliration. In volcanic rocks. Orthorhombic. Dana 17.

Trld process. A process for making concrete with Portland blast furnace cement.

V. 2, p. 737.
trigonometrical relations. Mathematical retriangles. Pryor, 3.
scale. Ham.

plished by the trigonometrical calculation

of lines after . careful measurement of a

base line and of the angles made with
this line by the lines toward points of

observation; generally pftliminary to a
topographical sub-my. See also triangulation. Standard, 1964.
trigonometry. Measurement of three-angled

belt type, for use in unloading and delivering bulk materials from trucks to
1958.

and number of trimmer shots will be

required for the loading-out method to
be adopted. McAdam II, p. 125.
Manners. a. The shotholes drilled around
the periphery of a shaft sinking or tunne;

which break or trim the iWes of the
excavation to the shape and size required.
See also cut holes. Nelson. b. The top row

tripod
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trimmers
of holes in a tunnel face. Stauffer.

c.

Units of various shapes -A/misting of such
items as bases, caps, corn-TS, moldings, and

angles, necessary or desirable to make a
compkte installation and to achieve sanitary purposes as well as architectural
design for all types of tikwork. ASTM

C242-60T. Ste also fittings, e.
ziasmiag. a. in drawing, shearing the it-

mular edge of the drawn part. ASM

Glon. b. in fonFing or die casting, removing the parting-line flash and gates
from the part by shearing. ASM Gloss.
c. In casting, the removal of gates, risers,
and fins. ASM Gloss. d. The finishing

work on the surface of an eartionwk.
Ham. e. The process of removing broken

and ragged edges, loose scales, and major

layered clay minerals in which all possible
octahedral positions of aluminum are occupied by magnesium, iron, chromium,
or sine. A.G.!. Sapp. b. Atoms filling all

triple roved edge. A type of wall tile. Dodd.
triplet. a. An assembled stone of two main

trip. a. A small train of mine cars. Korion.
h. The number of cars moved at one time
by a transportation unit. Hudson. c. The
cars hauled at one time 17 mules, or by
any motor, or run at one time on a slope,
plane, or swag mad. Fay. d. An automatic
arrangernent for dumping cars; a tipper,
a kickup. Fey. e. Synonym for round trip.
Long. f. A release catch. Nichols.

loads (loaded mine can) an taken away
and a fresh trip of empties is brought

trims* sled. See

mica house. Skow.

Trintosdte. Mixture of trinitrophenol and

mononitmnaphthalene; explosive used in
bunting charges. Bennett 2d, 1962.
trienarpboos. timing the property of crystal-

brine in three different forms with the
same chemical composition. A.G.I.

trionscol. Dense asphaltic petroleum containing 9 percent sulfur. Tom keieff, 1954.
Trinidad stagealt. Natural asphah removed
from the large natural deposit of asphalt
in Trinidad. API Glossary.
Trinidad pitch. Same as Trinidad asphalt.
The deposit of solid or semisolid bitumen
constituting the Pitch Lake, southwest
Trinidad. Fey.
Tr Initials. Middle Lower Cretaceous. A.G.1.
Supp.
triositronapbtbakoe. An anunonium nitrate
explosive of low power suitable for use
on coal and weak rock. Will not freeze
but is very liable to absorb moisture.
Should be made waterproof and carefully
stored. Cooper, p. 347.
trinkrotolnene; TNT. A yellow to dark brown
crystalline substance, CsK(CH2) (NO2)i,
which melts at approximately 80.9° C and
has a specific gravity of 1.654. Insoluble

in water; soiuble in ether, toluol, etc.;
begins to dn-rr noose at 150° C, decomposes rapidly between 305° and 320° C.

One of the most powerful

explosives,

having an explosive wave of 23,500 feet

per second in the open. Used in the

ammunition of the armed services; sometimes used as a constitutent of permitted
explosives in mining. Cooper, pp. 343344; CCD 641961. Yields a very powerful explosive when mixed with ammonium
nitrate. Trinitrotoluene is manufactured
by nitrating toluene. Nelson.

Trinity series. The lowegt of the three divi-

sions into which the Comanchean is divided. These beds are marls, limestones, and
marine argillaceous strata in 7arcatecas,

Mex.; they cover half of Texas and part
of Arirsna, where a limestone member
(the (,len Rose limestone) rests upon
continental Comanchean beds. C.T.D.
trinkerit A resinous substance occurring in
large amorphous masses of a hyacinth-red

to chestnut-brown color in brown coal
near Albona, Istria. Resembles tasmanite
in composifion. A.G.1.
trisol. See trinitrotoluene. Pryor, 3.

triocbhedral. a. Refers to the structure of

See

dichromate, and 10 percent dinitrophenol.
This water soluble presenative is used in
timber preservation. Higharn, p. 113.

named for the implement; for example,
Skort.

misks.

of the six-fold interstices. ifif.
Triollds. A proprietary mixture of 55 percent *odium fluoride, 35 percent sodium

trip champ. A term used in mine transpor-

thumb-trimmed mica. Also called dressmg.

rooniond-pillar

mom-and-pillar. Fey.

See triple-cavity process.
ASTA1 C16246.
WO/ pole. A point on a pressure-tempera.
ture diagram where three phases of a
substance coexist in equilibrium. ASM

imperfections from rifted mica. Trimming
may be accomplished by fingers, sickle,

knife, shear, or guillotine and is then

trip; -e-entry

tation for the period during which the

back. This period is known as trip change
in contrast to car change. in this intetval
a great deal of potential loading time can

trIple-aNa.-- proem.

Gloss.

portions bound together by a layer of
cement or other, thin substance which can

be colored to reproduce the color of the
stone which the triplet imitates. If it is of
two portions of the species being imitated,

plus a binding layer, it is a genuine triplet; if cf one portion only, it is a semi.
genuine triplet; if it contains no portion
of the species being imitated it is a false
triplet; if no portion is a genuine mineral,
it is an imitation triplet. Shipley. b. A
chemical bond which consists of three
electrons

shared

between

two

atoms.

N. of Eng. A tipper; a kkkup.
See also trip, d. Fay.
c.

chock it is about half the width of the
members. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
trip coil. A device for opening protective

tripletise. A name for emerald-colored beryl
triplet. Set also emerald triplet
triple-tube core barrel. A special core barrel
used to take soil samples, as in foundation
testing. The inner tube is swivel mounted
and nonrotating and extends through, and
a short distance beyond, the bit. Hence,
the bit only cuts clearance for the outre
tube or core-barrel assembly, and the core
taken by the inner tube is cut by a spud-

Stalactite resembling intestines. Arkell. b. A variety of gypsum form-

mounted inside the inner tube to receive
the core and is split longitudinally to
facilitate removal of the core. Also called

be lost. Kentucky, p. 219.

trip chock. Eng. A chock with one of the
members set a certain distance out of lin.

with those above and below it; in a full
trip chock this distance is equal to the

width of the members; in a half trip

equipment or a circuit breaker, operated
by a solenoid. Ham.

tripestone. a.

ed of crumpled alternating laminae of

pure white gypnun and gray argillaceous
gypsum. Arkell. c. A contorted concretionary variety of anhydrite. Foy.
trip banoner. A power hammer operated by
a tripping mechanism which causes the
hammer to drop. Crispin.
biplane. The same as spodumene. Standard, 1964.
triphylite; litidophillie. A mineral, LiFePO,.
Orthorhombic. Dana 17.
trip lamp. A removable self-conta'ned mine
lamp, designed for marking thc rmr end

of a train (trip) of mine cvn.

ASA

C42.135:1956.

triple-adios prem. A mechanical or hydrau-

lic press having three slides with three
motions properly synchmnited for tripleaction drawing, redrawing, and forming.
Usually, two slidesthe blank-holder
slide and the plungerare located above,
and a lower slide is located within the
bed of the press. ASM Gloss.

triple-bearn balance. Three sets of sliding
weights appnpriately adjusted, for used
in pulp density measurement. Pryor, 3,
p. 3.5.

triple-cavity mold. A mold possessing thret
cavities for simultaneous fabrication of
three articles of glass. ASTM C162-66.
triple-corky process. Any glass-forming proc-

en that uses three charges of glass and
forms them sknultaneciusly. ASTM C16266.

triple decking. A method of stacking a load
to increase capacity of a given furnace.
Enam.

triple aft,. a. A system of opening a mine
by driving three parallel entries for the
main entries. Fay. b. See main entry, b.
Nelson.
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ding action. The triple or core tube is

clay barrel. Long.

Triplex glass. A patented form of laminated
glass. See also safety glass. C.T.D.
tripkeinn. A method of steelmaking which
involves the use of three processes, for
example, a sequence of melting in a
cupola, blowing in a Bessemer convener
and finishing in a basic electric furnace,

or a combination of the acid Demmer

converter, the basic open-hearth furnace,
and the basic electric furnace. Osborne.
triplex pump. A positive-displacement piston
pump having three water cylinders mount-

ed side by side_ It may be either a
single- or double-action type. Compare

duplex pump. Long.
triplex steel. Steel produced by supenefining

dunks steel in the electric furnace. Merstream, 4th, p. 414.
tripilte. A basic phosphate of manganese,
iron, magnesium, and calcium, (Mtae,Mg,Ca),(PO,) (F,OH), generally with a
fibrous massive structure, monoclinic : dark
brawn. Webster 3d.
triplodke. A yellowish to reddish-brown

mineral with a perfect cleavage, 4(Mn,Mohs' hardness, 5;
Fe)O.P:05.MO:
specific gravity, 3.43. Larsen, p. 132.

trip maker. A device to elevate cars on an
inclined track as received from a kickback.

Zern.
tripod. a. A three-legged support for a rock
drill used at quarries and opencast pits.
See also air-leg support. Nelson. b. A

three-legged wooden frame over the mouth
of a pit or shaft. Weed, 1922. c. A frame-

work of wood or metal over a drill and

platform composed of three principal
members (legs) inclined toward, and fas-

tened at, a common joint with a bolt on
which a devils and attached sheave is
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trolley

trip seeder. In bituminous coal mining, a
laborer whc switches cars to various

triturate. a. A pcwder produced from a solid

attaches and detaches cars to and from
the haulage cabk at a mine where there

powder, usually with the addition of some
liquid. Gaynor.

tripod
suspended. It is alined over the centetline
of the borehok and the hoisting drum on
the

drill machine. Compere Michigan

tripod. Long. d. A three-legged stand for
supporting a theodolite, magnetometer,
compass, camera, or any other instrument.

A.G.I.
tripod bolt. A large heavy bolt that pins together the upper ends of the three tripod
lees. Long.

tripod chyle. A heavy devil', pinned by the

tripod bolt in the top of a tripod, from
which the hoisting sheave is suspended.
Long.

tripod drill. A reciprocating rock drill
mounted on three legs and driven hy
steam or compreseed air. The drill steel

is removed and a longer drill

inserted

about every 2 feet. Fay.

tripod dtill operator. See driller, machine.
D.O.T. I.

tripoli; tripoille. An incoherenti,jolgitivitily siliof the
ceous, sedimentary rock com
shells of diatoms, radiolaria, or finely disintegrated chest Fay. Used as a polishing
pooxler and for filters. Also called rottenstone; polierschiefer; terra cariosa. Stand.
ard, 1964.

tripolite. An opal silica composed of the
siliceous shells of diatoms. See also tripoli.

Fay.

tripper. a. A device in the run of a conveyor comprising two free drums around
which the belt panes S-fashion. Nelson.
b. A device for discharging material from

a belt conveyor. Nelson. c, A double policy

tbat turns a short section of a conveyor

belt upside down in order to dump its
load into a side chute. Nichols. d. One
who trips. Webster 3d. e. A device or
mechanism that trips, as a device for
MIS; ig the load on a conveyor to be discharged into a hopper or other receptack

Webster 3d. f. An automatic car dump.
Fay. g. A device for tipping and dumping
the skip at the top of the blast furnace.
Merserea., 4th, p. 400.

hipper belt. Ste tripper regulator. Nelson.
tripper nem One who unloads grain or ore
from conveyor belt into bins or processing
equipment by operating tripper. D.O.T.

slop.

tripper regulator; hipper belt. An arrangement to improve the carrying capacity of
a belt cenveyer where loading is perform-

ed at more than one point along its run.
The hipper belt, usually about 20 feet,
is driven liy a chain drive from the tripper
drum shaft. Speed of tripper is about 60

percent of the main conveyor. With a
regulator, all material on the conveyor,
together with that being received from,

say a subsidiary conveyor, is mixed and
delivered in one stream in the direction
of belt movement Nelson.

tripping. a. The process of pulling and/or
lowering drill-string equipment in a borehole. Long. b. To open a latch or locking
device, thereby aHowing a door or gate
to open to empty the contents of a skip,
bailer, etc. Long.
trippltelte. A blue-green mineral, an arsenate

of copper with 1 highly perfect and I leis
petfect cleavage permitting crystals to be
broken up into flexible asbestoslike pieces.

From Atacama, Chile. Larsen, p. 74.
trip mender, bold. See hoist trip recorder.

trip rider. a. One who rides on trips and
whose duty it is to throw switches, give
signals, make couplings, etc. Also called

rope rider. Fay. b. A brakeman.

B.C.1.

by grinding, usually with the addition of

tracks, couples and uncouples trains, and

some liquid. Gaynor. b To grind to a

are several sidetracks on the haulageway.

trituratios. The act of triturating or reducing to a fine powder by grinding. It is a
dry pmcrss. and thus distinguished firm
kviation. Fay.

D.O.T. 1.
hipohyhe. A chill greenish-yellow iron antimonate. Fe,Sb,0,. Microcrptalline aggregates. From the cinnabar-bearing gravels
of Tripuhy, Ouro Preto, Minas Geracs,
Brazil. English.

&What.. In metallurgy, a slag with a silicate degree of 3. Newton, Joseph. Intro-

duction to Metallurgy, 1938, p. 400.
&Mope screen. A Sarni in which each sec-

tion of the deck is flatter than the pre-

ceding one. The rate of feed is reduced

on succeeding sections to maintain pmper

bed depth for rapid stratification. It

is

designed for Fne dry *awning of W by 0,
1/4 by O. and IA by 0 inch moist coal or

enacestrutor. A machine resembling

7171e vanner, bur. the shaking motion is
endwise instead of side to side. Liddell
2d, p. 388.

triuraniam octoxide; uranismporanyi oxide;
ursomunrauk oxide; uranyl made.
Olive-green to lack; crystalline; 13,0s;
molecular weight, 842.09; specific gravity,
8.30 of 8.39: decomposes to uranium dioxide on heating to 1 Imo° C or to 1,450'
C; insoluble in water; and soluble in nitric

acid and in sulfuric acid. Contains 84.8

t uranium. Most chemical analyses
are expressed in terms of
LAN; ore and concentrate purchases are
made on the basis of U,O, content; and

other material. Nelson.

17rfreitisranium

ther of two forms of normal symmetry,
enclosed by 24 faces: (1) the trirnal or

uranium statistics are teported on the

triseetaisedres. In the isometric system, eiocdinary trisoctahedron, haring triangular
faces, each with equal intercepts on two
axes and a greater intercept on the third

axis; and (2) the t;ter:omal trisoctaheron and kodron (also called tra
sitetrahedron), having trapezia] faces, each

with equal intercepo on two axes and a
less intercept on the thinf axis. Fay.
trisodiant phosphate. (NasP0,), a chemoal
compound used in some enamel hit compositions. Enam. Diet.
tristetrahedross. a. An isometric hernihedron
included under 1 2 trapeziform faces: a
tetragonal tristerrahedron. Standard, 1964.
b. An isometric hemihedron included
under 1 2 isoceles triangular faces; a trigonal tristetrahedron. Standard, 1964.

hithan; hydroges 3. a. The radioactive isotope of hydrogen having two neutrons and
one proton in the nucleus. Being hydrogen
3, it is heavier than deuterium (heavy

hydrogen) or hydrogen 2 Used in industrial thickness gages: as a label in tracer
eimeriments, and in controlled fusion
expenments. MIL; Handbook of Chem-

istry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-6,
13-115. b. Hydrogen haring atomic weight
3 was discovered in 1934. Whereas deuterium or hydrogen 2 occurs naturally as
about 1 part in 6,1)00 parts of hydrogen,
or as 0.015 percent of natural hydrogen,

tritium occurs in a much smaller proportion. Tritium is pmduced in nuclear
reactors and is used in the pmduction of
hydrogen bombs. Tritium emits beta particles and has a half-life of 1 2.26 years.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, pp. 13-6,13-115.

tritomite. A very rare, moderately radioactive, possibly rhombohedral, dark brown
fluosilicate of thorium, the cerium and
yttrium metals and calcium, with boron;
found in syenite with leucophanite, analcite, mosandrite, aegirite, catapleiite. Prob-

ably related to melanocerite. Crosby, pp.

basis of U,O, content. This uranium oxide
is used in nuclear technology and in the
preparation of other uranium compounds.

CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemiary
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-235;

Bull. 630,1965, p. 1,013.
trivalent; tervalent. a. Having a valence of 3.

If -biter 3d; StandarJ, 1964. h. Having
three valences; for example, chromium

:lid, has valences of 2, 3, and 6. Webster
2d; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. 13-106.

troeboidal fault. A type of hinge fault in
whkh the hinge point has also slipped
along the fault surface. Bureau of Mines
Staff.

heron*. A variety of gabbro consisting essentially of labradorite and olivine with
little or no pynixene_ A.G.I.

trod. a. Eng. A footpath: a trail.

Webster

3d. b. Eng. To trace; to track. Webster 3d.

troegerke; trogerite. A very rare, strongly
radioactive, possibly tetragonal, 'lemonyellow mineral, ( UO2 ) , ( AA:11) ,.1 2%0,

found in veins with walpurgite, zeunerite,
uranospinite, pitchblende, and other uranium minerals. Crosby, pp. 50-51.
Trfiger's dassilicudos. A system of classification cf igneous rocks somewhat similar
to Johannsen's classification. A.G.1.
troglaWe. Cobalt selenide. CoSet; cubic (pyrite group). Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.

blame. Eng. A wooden trough, forming a
drain. Fay.

troll. Corn. A tin miner's feast. Also called
duggle. Fay.

troilite. A ferrous sulfide, FeS, occurring in
nodular masses and in thin veins in many
iron meteorites. Some authors regard it
identical with pyrrhotite. Dana 17.
noise coal powder. High explosive used in
mines. Bennett 2d, 1962.

trolley. a. A low carriage, mounted on

wheels, for carrying timber, supplies, and
machines underground. See also bogie.

Nelson. b. The grooved wheel, fixed in

81-.82.

bearings at the end of a trolley pole, pres-

minum powder. A military explosive. Bennett 2d, 1962.

overhead trolley wire to take off the electric current for operating the locomotive

p. 15.

of the wheel, making a sliding contact
with the wire. Also called trolley wheel.
Jones. c. A small, four- or two-wheeled

'Maul. A composition of TNT and alutriton value. The number of grains of TNT
required to produce the same angle of
recoil of the ballistic mortar as 10 grams
of the explosive under test McAdam II,
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sed upward in rolling contact with the

or other piece of motorized equipment.
A trolley glider is frequently used in place
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tough cross-stratification

rotating shaft or on revolving rollers. Also
called revolving screen. DS. 3552, 1962.
b. See revolving screen. Mitthell, p. 132.
tromp curve. Graph used in sink-float separation to relate the percentage of a pmduct which floats in a heavy liquid to the
specific gravity of the particles concerned.

Tro-Pari survey Istrument. Trade name cif
a single-shot borehok surveying instrument combining a compass and inclino-

trolley
truck without a body. The two-wheeled
trolley is used in a rolling mill to wheel
the puddle balls to the squeezer. Also
veiled trully. d. Brist. A basin-shaped

depression in strata. Also called lum. Fay.

trolley cooveyor. A serie of trolleys supported frotn or within an overhead track
and connected by an endless pmpelling
medium, such as a chain, a cable, or other
lir.kage, with loads usually suspended fmm
the trolley. Trolley conveyors may be designed

for single or multiple plane op-

eration. ASA M114.1-1958.

trolley locomotive. A mine locomotive operated by electricity drawn from overhead
conductors. Small grooved wheels are held

in contact with the conductors and the
current passes down a trolley arm to the
motor. It is very efficient where heavy
loads are hauled up telatively steep gradients. In British coal mines, their use is
mtricted to approved intakr airways not
nearer than 274 meters to a working face.
Their high cost and stringent conuitkms of

use have discouraged their more rapid

application. Nelson. See also electric mine
locomotive.

trolley top, fused. See fused trolley tap.
trolley voltage. Although not actually set by
law, the generally accepted maximum
direct-current trolley voltage is considered

to be 300 volts. The Use of alternating

current voltages above 220 volts in mines

osually permitted provided the conductors are properly insulated and the
is

cables end in suitable terminal boxes.
Kentucky, pp. 244-245.

trolley wire. The means by which power is
conveyed to an electric trolley locomotive.

It is hung from the roof and conducts

power to the lo...nootive by the trolley
pole. Power from it is sometimes also used

to run other equipment B.C.1.
trolley wire gum* Exposed trolley wires in
mines and other locations where transportation power wires are within reaching
height are a constant source of danger to
all personnel. Coverings, made of rubber
or sonic other insulating material, guard
workmen from severe burns or electrocution by direct contact with the wire. Bests,
p. 372.

trombe; tromp,. An apparatus for producmeans of a falling
ing an airblast
stream of water, Which mechanically car-

ries air down with it, to be subsequently
separated and compressed in a reservoir
or drum below. Fay.

trowel. Sp. A revolving screen; a trammel;
t. classificsdor, a grading trommel; t. de
devenlodar, a cleaning or washing trommel. Fay.
srurs --anal.

a. A revolving cyiindrical screen

used in grading coarsely crushed ore. The
material to be screened is delivered inside
the trommel at one end. The fine material

drops through the holes; the coarse is
delivered at the other end. Also called,
according to its various uses, sizing trommel, washing drum, and washing trommel.
ASM Gloss.; Liddell 2d, p. 393; Standard,
1964. See also rotary breaker; rotary
screen; shaking screen. b. To separate coal

into various sizes by passing it through

a revolving screen. Fay
trUrnm sume. One who washes copper pre-

cipitate off scrap iron in the tioualiel
(revolving, drumlike sieve). D.O.T. Sapp.
sru:sungli scree& a. A screen in which the
screening surface is formed into a cylinder

or frustum of a cone, mounted upon a

See also ash curve. Pryor, 3.

troupe. See trombe. Fey.
Tromp process. a. The Tromp process was

the first to introduce (about 1938) the
use of
tite suspension in dense-

meter. which is locked in place by the
action of a nowt time clock. Long.

tropic pack. A pedal type of packing to protect explosives going to tmpical areas and
prevent deterioration when subjected to
hot. liumk1 atmospheric conditions. The

explosives, after being waled with paraffin %sax, are packed in cartons which are

then wrapped in a waxed paper wrapper

medium rs:Mniieng. The magnetite is ground

and waled with paraffin wax. The filled
cartons are then placed inside a satchel-

water, and the process makes use of an
unstable suspension with horizontal currents of differing densities at intermediate

type case liner of Hesheen-bitumen laminated paper reinforced with sisal fiber
which is compktely sealeci with a water-

to about 1/250 inch and added to

levels. The proms operates within the.
size range 6 to 200 millimeters and in
practice is used for raw coal down to
Ys inch. It gives a reasonably accurate

three-product separation. Nelson. h. A
dense-media process which utilises a rapidly settling suspension of finely powdered
magnetite or sintered masted pyrite. This
process may be used on any size of coal

proof adhesive. Nelson.

tropic tides. Tides occurrinv approximately

every 2 weeks when the effect of the
moon's maximum declination north or
south of the equator is greatest Hy.

trodble. a. A dislocation or fault; any irregularity in a coalbed. Also called a
throw, slide, slip, heave, or check. Fey.
h. Eng. A place where gypsum becomes

specific gravity from 1.3 to 1.9. The grain

spoiled and ends off, probably along a
joint, not a fault, since there is nn displacement. Arkell. c. Eng. See fault.

magnetite particles gives a higher specific.

troubled. A vein is sometimes called troubled when disturbed or faulted. Weed,

three products: dean coal, middlings, and
refuse. Mitchell, p. 498.

trough. a. A channel much longer than its

from 10 inches to 1/4 inch and for any
size of the magnetite or pyrite is minus
0.1 millimeter. The quick settling of the

gravity in the lower lavers of the wash
box, which makes it possible to obtain

trona; unto. A natural sodium reiquicarbonate, Na4CO,NaHCO,.211,0, and the

most important of

the

natural sodas.

White, gray, or yellow with vitreous. glistening luster, contains 41.2 percent Nal°,
38.9 percent Co,, 19.9 percent 11,0 with
some impurities. Extensive deposits are
found in Wyoming, California, especially

Lake, Owens Lake; Hungary;
Egypt; Africa; Venezuela. A source of

Searles

sodium compounds. CCO 6d, 1961.

'oes process. The method used for the
separation and the purification of soda ash
(anhydrous sodium carbonate), anhydrous

sodium sulfate, boric acid, borax, potassium sulfate, brornine, and potassium
chloride from the Searles Lake, San Ber-

nardino County, Calif., brine. CCD 6d,
1961.

trueldhjeutite. Alternate spelling of trondjemite. A.G.I. Sapp.
troudjeolle. A plutonic rock consisting essentially of scdic plagioclase., abundant

quartz, and minor

biotite,

hornblende,

and/or augite. Small amounts of potassic

feldspar may be prewnt. A quartz-rich

variety of quartz diorite. A.G.1. Also
spelled trondhjemite. A.G.1. supp.

trout. Mid. A long sprag fixed diagonally
to the face of the coal wall. Fay.
troostite. a. A variety of willemite, in large

reddish crystals, ZritSiO., in which the
zinc is partly replaced by manganese.
Dana 17. b. A previously unresolvable,

rapidly etching, fine aggregate of carbide
and ferrite produced either by tempering

martensite at a low temperature or by
quenching a steel at a tate slower than
the critical cooling rate. Preferred termin-

ology for the first product is tetopered
martensite; for the latter, fine pearlite.
ASM Gloss.

trot:WM structure. Fine aggregates of fer-

rite and cementite .in
ferrite. Pryor, 3.
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steel; emulsified

SMR11, Paper No. 61.
1922.

wid th,
cover.

at the top or fitted with a

contains the material being
conveyed. The shape of the cross section
depends on the type of conmor involved.
.5.1711

ASA MH4J-1958. b. A U-shaped steel
plate about three-sixtcenths of an inch

thick forming part of the troughing in

which the chains and crossbars of a chain
conveyor travel. The term is also applied
to sections of a gravity conveyor. See also
pan. Nelson. c. That portion of a chain or
shaker conveyor in which the coal is

transported. The complete assembly of
trough sections, joined end-to-end is refened to as the trough line. Jones. d. A
conduit for conveying water. Webster 3d.
e. A buddk or other vessel in which slimes

are sorted in water. Webster 3d. f. In
general, any long, narrow channel or
depression, as between hills or waves.
Used in structural geology to indicate
synclines and elongate narrow structural
r'epressions, such as grabens. Stokes and

Jarnes, 1955. g. A hollow or undulation
in a mineral field, or in a mineral working.
In gechogy, synonymous with basin; synclinal. Fay. h. A long and broad depres-

sion of the deep-sea floor with gently

sloping sides. Schieferdecker. Compare
trench. i. A line occupying the lowest

a fold; the line connecting the
t parts on the same bed in an infinite
rzestof
number of cross sections. McKinstry, pp.

640-641. j. A fire clay box in which iron
bars ate subjected to the cementation
process. Webster 2d.

trough baudiug. An alignment of minerals

across the &or of a magma chamber
considered to have been produced- by
currents set up by the magma during cooling. Hess.

trough coaveyor. A pan conveyor or gravity
conveyor. Nelson.

trough crouplaminatios. See trough crossstratification. Pettijohn.
trough cross-stratilicstios. The lower bound-

ing surface of a cross stratified unit is a

irue porcelain

tough cross-stratification
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curved surface of erosion. Set also festoon
cross bedding; festoon cross lamination.
Pcttijohn.
troughed belt. A belt conveyor in which the

tron troy weight. A synem of weight meas-

ing the early part of the 19th century.

lambed belt coenreyor. A belt conveyor

now only for weighing precious metals
and precious stones. According to this
system, 24 grains (gr) equal 1 pennyweight (dwt or pwt) ; 20 pennyweights
equal 1 ounce (us); and 12 ounces equal
1 pound (lb). Ablueviation, t. Standard,

forming to the shape of the troughed

troy ounce. One-twelfth of a pound of 5,760 grain, (troy pound), or 480 grains.

truck mioardiag cooveyor. See trimmer conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.
trasdellite. An amber-yellow hydrous basic
chloride and sulfate of aluminum, 4A1Ch.Ah(S0,),.4A1( OH ),.3011,0. Helatonal,
rhombohedral. Compact masses. From
Pintados, Tarapaca, Chile. English.
true karimg. Azimuth angle of a survey line
with respect to true north. Pryor, 3.

aiming side is made to form a shallow
trough by means of troughing idlers.
Nelson.

with the conveyor belt edges elt----ated on
th carrying run to form a trough by concarrying idlers or other supporting surface.
AS A A1114.1-1938.

troweled foliar coavenw. A roller conveyor
having two rows of rolls set at an angle
to form a tmugh over which objects are
conveyed. See also el conveyor. ASA
MI14.1-1958.

trough fadt. In geology, two parallel faults
bounding a dropped mass of rock between

them that has more or less the form of a
wedge. Bureau of Mines Star.

a. A structural section shaped

ures formerly used for various artieleA but

1964; Zimmerman, p. 112.

It equals 20 pennyweights; 1.09714 avoir-

dupois ounces; or 31.1035 grams. This
ounce is IMd in all assay returns for gold,

silver, and platinum-gmup metals. Fey.
Abort-iation, oz t. Zimmerman, p. 77.
troy pound. A unit of weight that equals
3,760 grains; 12 troy ounces; 240 pennyweights;

13.1657 avoirdupois

ounces;

0.82286 avoirdupois pound; or 373.2509
grams. Fey. Abbreviation, lb t Zimmerman, P- 83-

a bridge deck with the U-shaped alternately upwards and downwards. Ham.
b. Making repeated doter pushes in one
track, so that ridges of spilled material
hold dirt in fmnt of the blade. Nichols.

troy weight. These are the weights used for
precious metak The equivalents are:
24 grains=1 pennyweight; 20 pennyweigh ts= 1 ounce ; 12 ounces= 1 pound.
The troy grain is the same as the avoirdupois grain, but the ounce is larger on
ounce troy= 31.103
the troy sra le
grams; 1 ounce avoinlupois=28.35 grams.

trough* idler. A belt idler having two or

!rub. York. Miners term for carbonaceou.
shale, impure cannel coal, or nodule ir

rolls. The rolls of a troughing
idler that are so mounted on an incline

truck. a. Any wheeled vehicle, usually selfpropelled, used to transport heavy articles
c; materials. In mining, usually applied to
dump and/or bottom-dump semitrailers

like a wide U, riveted or welded to form

c. Eng. In Derbyshire, toadstones filling
fissures. Arkell.

more rolls arranged to turn up the edges
of the belt so as to form the belt into a
trou h. NEMA MB! -1936.

as to elevate each edge of the belt to form
a trough. NEM A M B1 -1956.

trough OM. Eng. The fissure or joint that

frequently accompanies the abrupt bending of strata passing through the middle
of the curvature. Fay.
a. The line occupying the lowtrough

est part of the fold, or, mote precisely,

the line connecting the lowest parts of the

same bed in an infinite number of cross

sections. Stokese and Varnes, 1955. b. See
trough, c. Jones.
trouser plarre. The plane that joins the

troughs of a whole series of beds in a

synclioe. Generally, but not necessarily,
the same as the axial plane of a syncline.

1

Anderson.

coal. Tomkeieff, , 1934.

used to transport mined waste and ore
materials. Bureau el Mines Staff. The
number of types of theAe haulage units
varies widely but gentrally they vary from

the small 2-ton standanl dump truck to
the 80-ton semitrailer un;... For larger
stripping operations where the haulage
conditions am not too rugged, a diesel
tractor pulling a bottom-dump semitrailer
of 40 to 60 ton capacity is most common.
The newer-type trucks are equipped with
power steering, power brakes, torque converters, and automatic transmissions.
Krumfauf, p. 6. b. Gr. Brit An open
railroad freight car. Webster 3d.

Nelson.

true crater. In explosion-formed crater nomenclature. the boundary between loose
fall-back material and the rupture zone
where material is fractured but has undergone little vertical displacement. Mining

and Minerals Engineering, r. 2, No. 2,
February, 1966, p. 65.

Inn carnal density. See local current density. ASM Gloss.

true deasity. A term used when considering
the density of a potor solid, for example,
a silica refractory. It is defined as the ratio

of the mass of the material to its true
volume. Sometimrn referred to as powder
density. See also true volume. Dodd.

true deptb. The actual depth of a specific
point in a borehole measured vertically
from the surface in which the borehole
was collared. Also called true vertical

depth. Long.
true dip. a. The angle at which veins, straw,
etc., dip, as measured vertically downward

from the horizon along a line at right
angles to the strike of the veins, stratr,

etc.; also, the dip of a vein, strata, etc.. as
determined on oriented core. See also core
orientation; oriented core. Compare apparent dip. Long. b. The maximum angle
which an inclined bed makes with a hori=ontal plane. It is the direction in which
water would flow if poured on the smooth
upper surface of the bed at the outcrop.

Also called dip. See also apparent dip;
full dip; level course. Nelson. c. Synonym
for three-dimension dip. A.G.I.

trate emery. A mixture of corundum and
magnetite, with ot without hematite de-

rived from the magnetite, such as Greek
or Turkish emery, and usually has a reddish-black tint. AIME, p. 7.
hve lisosre vela. A fissure vein with promise

of extending to gteat depth, in contra-

See also trough. A.G.!.

truck chamber Ufa Ste bogie kiln. Dodd.

formed between sedimentary beds in the

truck frame. Track frame. Nichols.
trackman. In metal mining, one who pushes,

distinction to a gash vein. All mineralized
fissures are true fissure veins. Fey.
true folding. Same as flexure folding. A.G.I.
true jade. See jadeite.

transport timber, drilling machines, tools,
and other supplies to different parts of the
underground working& D.O.T. 1.

true lade. A fissure vein. Fay.
phical north-south
hve maidisa. The

trough Mo. Trough-shaped ate deposit
troughs of, mostly sharply folded, synclinal
snuctures. Schieferdecker.

tansgh amber. a. A washer applying the
ptinciple of alluviation in troughs. BS.
3552, 1962. b. In its simplest fotm it is
a sloping wooden trough, 1Y2 to 2 feet

wide, 8 to 12 feet long, and 1 foot deep,
open at the tailend, but closed at the head
end. It is used to float adhering clay or
fine stuff from the coarser portions of an
r,re or coal. A log washer. Fmy.

loads, and unloads trucks (can) used to

truck mixer. A concrete mixer, generally
mounted on a lorry, or caterpillar tracks.
crete during the journey from the batching

plant to the construction site. See also

transit mixer. Hem.
track-mounted drill rig. A drilling

rig

troutstooe. See troctolite. C.M.D.
trow. A wooden channel for air or water.

mounted on a lorry, or catepillar tracks.
A modern outfit can drill down to 4,000

Fay.
trowhole; trawroseal. Scot. A steep road,
down which mineral slides instead of being

truck fuller. a. In a crawler machine, the
small wheels which are under the track
frame and which rest on the track. Nic-

loaded in hutches, or cars. Fay.

troweih. A variety of granite that

has been so altered by fumarole action
that it consists of fluorite, orthoclase,
tourmaline, and some quartz, the last
named having been largely replaced by
the first. The name is derived from an
Engligi locality, and was given by Worth.
Fay.

feet or more. Nelson.

hob, 2. b. A track roller. Nichois.

truck spates& An earlier system whereby the
coal miners' wages, instead of being paid
in cash, were paid either in goods purport-

ing to be of the same value, or under

condition: ,fikh forced the employee to
spend them in making purchases from his
employer. The truck system operated dirt-
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plane, as distinct Ire:ID:he magnetic meri-

dian which follows the direction of the
magnetic needle. Ham.

trve middlimm bone coal. Comparatively
high-ash material so nearly homogeneous
that its quality cannot readily be improved
by crushing and cleaning. B.S. 3332,1962.

hue earth. The direction from any point
on the earth's surface toward the geographic North Polei the northerly direction along any ptojection of the earth's
sues upon the earth's surface, for example,

along a longitude line. Except for much

of navigational practice (which uses mag-

netic north), true north is the universal
00 (or 360°) mapping reference. True
north differs from magnetic north by the
magnetic declination at that geographic
point. MFG.

true porcelakr. See hard porcelain. Ros.

tue porosity
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Ink porosity. Porosity of open and dosed

bog. Dev. Red limestone in the Devonian.
Arkell.
truing. Removal of an outside layer of abrasive grains on a grinding wheel to restore
its face to running true or alter the cut-

pores. VV. See also porosity.

true rake. The angle between a plane containing a tooth face and the axial plane
through the tooth point, a.s measured in

direction of chip flow through the tooth

point. It is, therefore, the rake resulting

from the cutter geometry as well as the
actual direction of chip flow. ASM Gloss.
Woe section. A MSS section drawn with the
same scale vertically and horizontally.

Ilam.

tree solatios. One which is homogeneous in
nature and can be separated by evaporation or distillation. Cooper.

tree speciic gravity. The ratio of the mass
of a material to the mass of a quantity
of water that, at 4° C, has a volume equal

to the true solid volume of the material
at the temperature of measurement. Dodd.

tree strain; watand drab; loprithodc arab.
The integral, over the whole of a finite
extension, of each infinitesimal elongation
divided by the corresponding momentary

length. It is equal to log. ( i
c), where
c is thc strain as on:inarily defined. Ro.
See also strain.

tree stress. For an axially loaded bar, the
load dividei by :he correroonding actual
arca. It differs from the
stress as onlinanly defined because of the

cross-section

change in area due to loading. Ro. See
also stress.

tree topaz. Genuine topaz as distinguished

especially from citrine or topaz quartz.

Shipley.
trioe4o-scale

print. A contact print made

with black ink lines, which is of reliable
accuracy and quality but requires adequate
time for drying. Ham.

tree vela. An occurence of ore, usual!! disseminated through a gangue of vrinstone.
and havir.g more or less ntgular develop-

ment in length, width, and depth. See
also vein: fissure vein. Fey.

true vertical depth. See true depth. Long.
tree volume. A term used in relation to the
density and volume of a porous sad, for
example, a brick. It is defined as the

volume of the solid mateeal only, the
volume of any pores being neglected.
Dodd.

tree whiting. A finely divided calcium carbonate prepared by wet grinding and
levigating natural chalk, a variety of lime-

stone. &Wines Ball. 630, 196.5, p. 886.
true width. a. The width or thickness of a
vein, stratum, etc., as measured perpendi-

cular to or normal to the dip and the
strike. The true width is always the least
width. Compare apparent width. Long.

b. The true width of a vein in sampling
may be found by the mathematical formula where: h=horizontal width; w=the

tschernosem

tins face for grinding special contours.
ASM Gloss.

trolog-machlwe operator. One who grinds
the surfaces of refractory blocks to reduce
them to standard dimensions, using a
truing machine. D.O.T. 1.
traite. In ceramics, having a delicately
crackled surface; said of Japan ware and
porcelain. Standard, 1964.

tralkr. Corn. A miner who wheels ore in
barrows. Fey.

par-

titioned off from a shaft or laesitailhind
the lining, usually running along one

and

the

horizonial

use of a level. This leaves only w to deter-

mine. It is important in the use of this
formula that the horizontal width is meas-

ured at right angles to the strike. Hoov,
p.

I.

trolite. Fibrous nodular lignite which when
struck emits an odor like that of truffles.
It occurs in large nodular manes inside
a normal lignite of Createceous age in
France. Tomkeieff, 1954.

and another attached to both ends. Nichols. d. A heavy horizontal hinge. Nichols.

Also called walking beam; walking bar.
Nichols.
tronsiow axis. The horizontal axis about
be rotated. Ham.

trunks plate.

metal plate lining the
bearings or recesses, in which the trun-

Fay.

trascottite. a. A white hydrous silicate of
calcium and magnesium, 2(Ca,Mg)0.-

trompet lamp. N. of Eng. A miner's term
for a Mueseler or Belgian safety lamp.
trumpet log. See microlaterelos. Wyllie, p.
103.

Inmeated Ismdforws. A landfonn cut off, especially by erosion, and forming a steep
side or cliff. II&G.

trawcated spur. The widening of a stream
valley by a glacier results in the truncation

nf the spurs which extend into it from

the two sides. See also spur, i. A.G.I.
tivacadow. Erosional process that cuts across

tilted or folded bedding reducing it to a
low regional plane. Wheeler.

tromcbems. Sam. A sleeper (tie) for underground railways. A small railway tie. Fay.

trunk. a. Mid. 4 wooden box or sled in

which the debris is conveyed from a small
heading. Fey. b. Brist. A wooden pipe or

box for conveying air in the workings.
Fay. c. York. See kibble. Fay. d. A long
narrow, inclined box, in which the separa-

tion of the fine ore from the earthy
impurites is effected. Fay. c. A launder
for conveying slimes, etc. Webster 2d.

f. To separate slimes by means of a trunk

for further treatment. Webster 2d.
tweak cowreyor. A high-capacity main road
conveyor, usually a belt conveyor. It may
extend from the main inby loading point

to the shaft bottom or along levels or

drifts to the surface. It varies from 42 to

60 inches wide and is powered by a motor
of about 200 h
. See also gathering conveyor, c.olZrolt7r

(rusk glacier. The main ice stream in a

Moak pampiwg nigh*. A pump that commands the drainage of underground
waters over a considerable area of mine

observations

or tilting something. Webster 3d. c. An
oscillating bar which allows changes in

treat. N. Staff. A heading drvrn on a level.

formula the angle a is known from prewidth sampled can be measured by the

usually mounted on bearings for rotating

corner of the latter. Webster 2d. Used for
ventilation. Fey.

system of tributary valley gladers. A.G.I.
Inmkiwg. Corn. Separating slimes by means

vious

turning. Webster 2d. b. A pin or pivot

which the telescope of a theodolite can

Dodd.

true width; a=the angle of dip; then
h=
w=h sin a. In this simple
sin a

stowing space and access purposes. Nelson.

tremolos. a. Either of two opposite pivots,
journals, or gudgeons, usually cylindrical
and horizontal, projecting one from each
side of a piece of ordnance, the cylinder
of an oscillating engine, a molding flask,
a converter, etc., and supported by bearings, to provide a means of swiveling or

angle between a unit fastened to its center,

trumpet. A fire clay refractory funnel placed
at the top of the auembly of guide tubes
to receive molten metal from the nozzle
of a ladle in the bottom pouring of steel.
See also bottom pouring; guide tube, b.
transpetiag. Eng. A channel or p

opening out conveyor panels in the coal
seam. Trunk roadways for development
are usually driven in pairs for ventilation,

of a trunk. Fay.

workings, being a substitute for a number
of smaller and independent pumps. Fay.
bask roadway. The main developing head-

ing from the pit bottom and is usually

driven along the strike of the coal seam.
Since it will carry heavy traffic and large

volumes of air, the trunk roadway is of

nions rest. Webster 2d.

Fey.

35i0,31-1,0. Spherical aggregates of scales.
Related to gyrolite. From Benkulen, Suma-

tra. English. b. A discredited term equal
to reyerite. American Mineralogist, r. 44,
No. 3-4, March-April 1959, p. 470.
tram. a. An assemblage of members, such
as bmms, bars, rods, typically arranged in

a trim gle or combination of triangles to
form a rigid framework, as for supporting
a load over a wide area, that cannot be
deformed by the application of exterior
force without deformation of one or more
of its members. Webster 3d. b. A framed
structure built up entirely from tension

and compressian members, arranged in
nels so as to be stable under load; used
for supporting loads OM long spans.
C.T.D.
Ironed. Braced by an assembly of members
into a rigid unit. Nichols.

trussed beam. A beam of timber or other
material which is stiffened so as to reduce
deflection. Ilam.

trylag a lamp; lamp testis& The examination of a safety lamp to ensure that it is
locked and in safe working order. B.S.
3618, 1965, Sec. 7.

trying the lamp. Eng. The examination of

the flame of a safety lamp for the purpose
of judging the quantity of firedamp mixed
with the air. Fay.
ts. Abbreviation for tensile streng.h. BuMin
Style Guide, p. 62.

Wft41-dalte. A rare, weakly to moderately
radioactive, velvet black, monoclinic com-

plex silicate of rare earths, Fe, Mn, Mg,
Ca, Al, Ti, Th, and U; found with other
titanium-bearing minerals principally ilmenite. Also spelled chevkinite; cherf-

quinite. Crosby, pp. 82-83.
tscberemchite. A variant spelling of cheremchite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
techermakite. A hypothetical Tschermak

molecule, CatMgsAl4SiOsi(OH), to explain (together with the corresponding

iron molecule Ca2FesFes"'AlISLOn(OH)s,
named ferrotschermakite) the composition

large sectional area, and is at least 14 feet

of aluminous armhiboles. Not the balermakite of F. Kthell, 1873, a synonym of

intervals, cronheaclings are turned off for

tachernosem. A very black soil, rich in hu-

wide with possibly two rail tracks At
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albite. Spencer 17, M.M., 1946.

mus and carbonates, that forms under cool

to temperature, semiarid, climatic conditions. Synonym for tchornozem; chernozem. 4.0.1.

tsebong. A red pigment consisting of white
lead mixed with aluminic, ferric, and
silicit

oxides; used by the Chinese in

decorating porcelain. Standard, 1964.
tsing-lien. A red pigment consisting of stannic and plumbic silicates mixed with small
quantities of copper oxide or cobalt and
gold; used by the Chinese in decorating
porcelain. Standard, 1964.

tsingtaulte. A variety of granite porphyry
having phenocrysts of orthoclase in a
fine-grained granitic groundmass. Holmes,
1928.

T-slot. 1 he slot into which the head of a
Molt fits. See also T-bolt. Long.

tsumebite. An emerald-green basic, hydrous'
phosphate of lead and copper, 5(Pb,Cu)O.P205.8H20. Orthorhombic (?). Small,
tabular crystals. From Tsumeb, Southwest
Africa. English.

tsunami. A very long water wave caused by
a submarine earthquake or volcanic eruption. Mistakenly used as a synonym for
tidal wave. Tsunamis are tidal waves but
not all tidal waves are tsunamis. Bureau
of Mines Staff.

tu. Abbreviation for thermal unit. Also abbreviated. TU. Webster 3d.

T.U. Takeup. A mechanism for adjusting
belt or chain tension. Nichols.
tub. a. A tram, wagon, corf, or corve. C.T.D.

b. A small rail-track vehicle for carrying
coal or mineral, with a capacity ranging

from 10 to 25 hundredweights. Tub is
the term used in most English mines, tram

in South Wales, and hutch in Scotland.
Nelson. c. A box or bucket in which coal
or ore is sent up a shaft. A keeve. Webster

3d. d. To line, as in a mine shaft, with

tubbing; to keep back water by tubbing.
Webster 3d. See also tubbing. Fay. e.
Eng. A complete length of metal or timber

tubbing from and including the wedging
crib upward. Fay. f. The large circular
base, providing maximum practical bearing area, on which is mounted the revolving frame or subbase of a walking dragline.
Austin.

tubbed back (or off). Eng. Springs or feeders of water found in shafts are said to be
"tubbed back" (or tubbed off) when tub-

bing has been put in to keep the water
out of the mine. Fay.

tubber. In mining, a double-pointed pickax;
a beele. Standard, 1964.

tubber man. In mining, a man who uses a
tubber. Standard, 1964.

tubbing. a. The watertight cast-iron lining
of a circular shaft built up of segments
which are fixed together with internal
flanges and bolts (German tubbing) or
with the flanges outside, giving a smooth
inner face (English tubbing), the segments
in the case being wedged and not bolted.
The space outside the tubbing is grouted

to add strength and improve watertight-

ness. The use of tubbing is on the decline,

concrete being preferred. See also

sus-

pended tubbing. Nelron. b. Eng. A lining

of timber or metal for a shaft, as in a

mine, especially: a watertight shaft lining
consisting of a series of cast-iron cylinders
bolted together and used to sink through
water-bearing strata. Webster 3d. c. A
shaft lining of casks or cylindrical caissons,
of iron or wood. See also plank tubbing.
Fay.

tucking space
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tubbing deals. Scot. Plank put behind tub-

bing in a shaft. Fay.
tubbing plate. Eng. A cast-iron segment of a
ring of tubbing. Fay.
tubbing wedge. A small wooden wedge hammered between the joints of tubbing plates.
Zern.

tube. a. A cave passage with a nearly cir-

cular or elliptic cross section. Schiefer-

and due to automorphic replacement of
an easily replaceable gangue by crystals
showing a strong tendency to automorphism. Schielerdecker.

tube reducing. Reducing both the diameter
and wall thickness of tubing with a mandrel and a pair of rolls with tapered

grooves. The Rockrite process uses a fixed,
tapered mandrel, and the rolls reciprocate

decker. b. A hollow product whose cross
section is completely symmetrical, round,
square, rectangular, octagonal, or elliptical
with sharp or rounded comers and with

along the tubing with corresponding re-

ed by corner radii. Light Metal Age, v.

which reciprocates with the tubing. The

ing tubes or shapes so that the metal on
the outside of the bend is stretched and

vanced and rotated and then, upon roll
contact, reduced and partially returned.

compressed. Light Metal Age, v. J6, No.

or

tuberose. A mineral exhibiting very irregular
rounded surfaces, often giving rise to
gnarled, rootlike shapes. Nelson.

belt drive or direct connection. Strock, 10.
tube bloom. A product of an extrusion press
which is subsequently reduced by means

subsequent reduction process. ASM Gloss.
tube. worms. Segmented marine worms, some
of which secrete calcareous tubes. Hy.
tub hooker. The man who hooks or unhooks

versal in rotation. Roll reliefs at the initial
and final diameters permit, respectively,

advance and rotation of the tubing. The

walls of uniform thickness except as affect-

Pilger process uses a uniform rod (broach)

16, No. 9, October 1958, pp. 17-24.
tube and shape bending. A process of bend-

fixed rolls rotatc continuously. During the
gap in each revolution, the tubing is ad-

the metal on the inside of the bend is
.9, October 1958, pp. 17-24.
tube-axial fan. An airfoil (propeller)

disk fan within a cylinder and including
driving mechanism supports either for

of tube reducers and/or drawbenches to
a wide range of tube sizes. Light Metal
Age, v. 16, No. 9, October 1958, pp.
17-24.

tube blower. A man Who cleans boiler tubes.
Fay.
tube bottom. One form of bottom for a converter; it is made of monolithic refractory
material, the air passages being lined with
copper tubes. See also conveyor. Compare
spiked bottom; tuyere block bottom. Dodd.

tube clamp. a. A clamp or clip for gripping

a tube or pipe; especially, a jawed tool

used in hoisting and lowering well tubes.
Standard, 1964. b. A misnomer for casing
clamp. Long.
tube furnace. A muffle furnace in which combustion occurs within alloy tubes. ASTM
C286-65.
tube grinder. See grinder, tubes. D.O.T.
SuPP.

tubelining. A process of decoration, particularly for wall tiles requiring 'one-off'
designs. Lines of colored slip are added to
the tile by squeezing it from a rubber bag

through a narrow tube; the tile is then

fired and the pattern between the raised
lines is filled-in with various colors and
refired ; alternatively, the colors can be
applied to the unfired tile and the oncefired process used. Dodd.

tube-machine operator.

D.O.T. 1.

See die

presser.

tube mill. A revolving cylinder, usually lined

with silex, nearly half filled with glacial
or water-worn flints, used for fine grinding
of certain ores, preliminary to further

treatment. The material to be ground,

mixed with water, is fed through a trunnion at one end and passes out the oppo-

site trunnion as a slime. This is an exceptionally long mill with a relatively

small diameter. Fay; Newton, p. 05,
tube packing. A bag of flaxseed, or ring of
rubber, made to occupy the space between
the tube of an oil well and the bored hole
to prevent access of water to the oil-bearing stratum. Fay.
tubercle texture. A texture described by Bastin in cobalt-nickel-silver ores, consisting
of an often complex arrangement, some-

what similar to atoll and core texture,
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tube stock. A semifinished tube used in a

the hoisting rope to or from the buckets.
Hess.

tubing. a. Small-diameter removable pipe

through which oil and gas are produced
from the well. Wheeler. b. The tube lining

of boreholes; casing. Fay c. The act of
lining a deep borehole by driving down

iron tubes. See also casing, c. Fay. d. Hollow cast-iron segments placed in a shaft
to dam backwater or sink through quicksand. Also spelled tubbing. Fay. e. A misnomer for casing. Long. f. See hose;
ventilation tubing. Nelson.
tubing

catcher. A misnomer for

casing

tubing

hanger. A misnomer for

casing

catcher. See also casing catcher. Long.

catcher. See also cp_sing catcher. Long.
tubing rose. The leading piece of a set of
borehole casing for tapping water from
a deep lead, usually 6 feet long, and
pierced with 40 to 50 holes, and several
slots. A driving shoe about 7 inches long,

with a hole through the middle is fitted

securely into the top end. Engineering and
Mining Journal, v. 139, No. 4, April 1938,
p. 55.

tub rider. a. In India, a trip rider. Fay.
b. See brakeman. D.O.T. 1.
tub stop. See car stop. Nelson.
tubular product. A general term, comprising
tube, hollow shape, and semihollow shape.

Light Metal Age, v. 16, No. 9, October

1958, pp. 17-24.
tubular screw conveyor. See screw conveyor,
a. ASA MH4.1-1958.

tubule. In geology, an irregular, hollow,
twiglike calcareous concretion characteristic of the loess. Standard, 1964.

tub way. N. of Eng. A tramway for handling tubs of ore, coal, etc. Fay.
tucker. a. Aust. Work by which a miner is
hardly able to make a living. Fay. b. Aust.

"Grub," food, or rations. Fay.

tucker ground. A name given to poor workings, from which a miner can only make
enough to keep him in food. Gordon.
tucking frame. A frame in timbering in
which the poling boards are supported by

walings at their upper and lower ends.
Ham.

tucking space. The space between the blocks

separating the cap in a heading set from

tucking space
the poling driven. This space provides for

driving the seond set of poling boards.

Stauffer.

tuck-joint pointing. Pointing in which the
mortar projects as a fine ridge between
the bricks. Standard, 1964.

tuck pointing. Filling in with fresh mortar
of cutout or defective mortar joints in
old masonry. ACSG.

tuckstone. A shaped refractory block fitting
above the tank blocks of a glass furnace.

The general purpose of the tuckstones
is to protect the top of the tank blocks
from the furnace gases and, in some types

of tank furnace, to act as a seal between

the tank blocks and the side- and end-

walls. The course of tuckstones is sometimes called the tuck wall. Dodd.

tuck wall. See tuckstone.

tue iron. a. The same as tuyere. Standard,
1964. b. In the plural, blacksmiths' tongs.
Standard, 1964.

tufa. A chemical sedimentary rock composed of calcium carbonate or of silica,
deposited from solution in the water of
a spring or lake, or from percolating
ground water. Not to be confused with
tuff. Also called calcareous tufa; calc-tufa.
See also travertine; sinter. Fay.

tufaceous. Of, relating to, or resembling

tufa. Webster 3d. Compare tuffaceous.
Fay.
tuff. A rock formed of compacted volcanic
fragments, generally smaller than 4 millimeters in diameter. A.G.I.
tuffaceous. Characteristic of, pertaining to,
containing, or resembling tuff. Not to be
confused with tufaceous. Fay.

tuff breccia. A type of volcanic breccia in
which the tuffaceous matrix between the
blocks is abundant and comprises between
25 and 75 percent by volume. A.G.I.
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a tackle is fastened to pull the tub up a

tumbler test. Test for determining relative

mine shaft. Webster 3c1.

tugger. a. Erist. A short chain by which tubs
are drawn. Fay. b. See air hoist, b. Long.
tugger boy. Brist. One who draws small tubs
or sleds underground by means of a tugger. It is called tugger work. Fay.

tugger hoist. A useful little air hoist for

small or big mines. von Bernewitz.
tugger man. See tugger operator. D.O.T. 1.
tugger operator. In mining, one who operates a small portable or semiportable
hoist (tugger), powered by compressed air
or electricity, to raise coal, ore, rock, or
supplies in a shaft or stope or along an
incline inside a mine. Also called tugger
man. D.O.T. 1.
tugtupite. An aluminosilicate and chloride of
beryllium and sodium, Na113eAlSi40,2C1;
from the Ilimaussaq massif, southwest

Greenland. Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
tugwith. Derb. A small pole or sapling used
as a brake on a windlass or turntrec. Fay.
tuhalite. Originally described (Marshall,
1932) as a variety of amphibole, but
later (1936) Marshall thought it to be
a distinct mineral. C. 0. Hutton now
redefines the mineral as H9(Na,K)12Fed"Fes"(Si303) 25 j orthorhombic. American
Mineralogist, v. 41, No. 11-12, November-December 1956, p. 959.
tulles. The working openings at the discharg-

ing end of a glass furnace. Mersereau,

4th, p. 329.
tuille. See tweel. ASTM C162-56.
Tukon hardness test. A method of determining the hardness of microconstitutents by
using

the Knoop or Vicker's

type of

diamond indenter. Henderson. See also
microhardness; Vicker's hardness test.
TUla metal. An alloy of silver, copper, and
lead; made in Tula, Russia, and used in

tuff cone. A volcanic cone made up chiefly
making niello. Webster 2d.
or wholly of tuff and other fragmentary Tully limestone. A limestone lying between
explosively ejected material. Fay.
the Genesee shale and the Hamilton shale,
tuff flow. Synonymous with ash flow. Obsoand forming the base of the Upper Delete. A.G.I
vonian in central New York. Fay.
tuffisite. An intimate mixture of finely frag- Tully refractometer. A gemmological refracmental country rock and finely divided
tometer of greater accuracy ( ±.005)
primary magmatic material. A.G.I. Supp.
than Rayner refractometer or Smith retuffite. Indurated rocks composed of a mixfractometer. Employs a segment of a
ture of pyroclastic and sedimentary dehemisphere of glass of high refractive
tritus, especially ash and fine sediment.
index in a rotating hemisphere which
A.G.I.
expedites the rotation of a specimen for
tuff lava. Applied to consolidated, lavalike
the purpose of obtaining birefringence,
tuffa consisting primarily of lenses of
but
which because of its design somewhat
black and gray obsidian lying in a tuffalimits the size of the specimen which can
ceous matrix that displays a streaky, varibe tested. A laboratory sized instrument,
colored banding or eutaxitic structure.
too large for the pocket. Shipley.
Rocks of this sort are generally considered tumble.
To smooth, clean, or polish, as castto be the product of ash flows or nuées
tings, by friction with each other or with
ardentes. Essentially synonymous with
a polishing Ynaterial in a rotating box or
welded tuff. A.G.I.
barrel; to rattle. Standard, 1964.
tuff palagonite. A bedded aggregate of dust
Cleaved carbon or other diamonds
and fragments of basaltic lava, among tumbled.
the sharp edges and corners of which have
which are conspicuous angular pieces and
been rounded and blunted by the tumblminute granules of pale yellow, green,
ing action in a barrel-shaped vessel. Long.
red, or brown altered basic glass called
tumbler. a. A projecting piece on a revolving
palagonite. A.G.I.
shaft or rockshaft, for actuating another
tufnol. Laminated plastic, light, wear-resistpiece. In dredges, there is an upper and
ant and a good insulator. Tensile strength
a lower tumbler supporting the bucket
31/4 ton per square inch upward. Used
line. Fay. b. Scot. A tipping apparatus
in bearings, special pump parts. Pryor, 3.
for tubs or wagons. Fay. c. N. of Eng.
tuft. Eng. A soft sandstone; also, calcareous
A stop, scotch, or catch, affixed to each
deposits. Probably a variation of tufa. Fay.
deck of a cage for keeping the tubs in

tuft stone. a. Eng. Tufa near Newport,
Monmouthshire, and Dursley, Gloucestershire. b. Eng. Toadstone, Derbyshire.
rkell.

tug The iron hook of a hoisting tub to which

place. Fay. d. Derb. Any stone that is

too large to go into the hoisting bucket.
Fay. e. Any piece of equipment which
polishes gem stones by a tumbling action.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
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friability of a particular size of sized coal.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

tumble-up. S. Wales. Space by the side of
the haulageway for the empty tram or
car to be turned over so that the full
car or tram can pass it. Fay.
tumbling. An operation where the work, usu-

ally castings or forgings, is rotated in a
barrel with metal slugs or abrasives to
remove sand, scale, or fins. It may be
done dry or with aqueous solution. Some-

times called rumbling or rattling. ASM
Gloss.

tumbling barrel. A revolving barrel, cask, or

box in which objects or materials

(as

small metal parts, castings, plastics, leath-

er, or clothing) undergo a process (as
finishing, polishing, coating, softening, or

drying) by being whirled about and

so

brought into vigorous frictional contact.
Also called rattler; nimble; scouring barrel. Webster 3d.

tumbling box. A tumbling barrel for small
objects. Webster 3d.

tumbling crank. Scot. A crank on the end of

the pump shaft for giving reciprocating
motion. Fay.

tumbling mill. Any horizontally mounted
cylindrical mill which tumbles its contents when rotating. Name used in foundries in connection with cleaning of castings. Pryor, 3.

tumbling shaft. The camshaft used in stamp
rnills. Fay

tumbling stones. N. of Eng. Boulders or detached masses of rock. Arkell.
tumbling tom. Eng. A car-tipping or dumping
apparatus that turns completely over. Fay.
tumesence. In volcanology, the swelling or

uparching of a volcano during periods
of rising magma preceding an eruption.

A.G.I.
tummals; tummels. Corn. A great quantity,
or heap, as of ore. Fay.

tumphy. a. Used in Scotland to describe a
wide range of materials occurring on top
of coal seams and which often fall as the
coal is worked. Sec also following stone, a.
Nelson. b. Scot. A carbonaceous fire clay.

A clay containing streaks of coal. Fay.
tump!ine. Can. Wide leather strap attached
to packsacks and fitted to reach over the
carrier's head and rest against his forehead. Hoffman.

tumuli. Low, small, domelike hills in lava
flows. Lewis, p. 599.

tumulose. Full of small hills or mounds.
Webster 3d.

tumulus. A swelling, or low domelike hill,

formed in congealed lava flows. Fay.
tundish. A rectangular trough lined with fire
clay refractories and with one or more refractory nozzles in its base. Tundishes are
sometimes used between the ladle and the
ingot molds in the teeming of steel. Dodd.
tundra. A level or undulating treeless plain
that is characteristic of arctic and subarctic regions, marks the limit of arborescent
vegetation, consists of black mucky soil

with a parmanently frozen subsoil, and
supports a dense growth of mosses and
lichens (as the reindeer moss) and of

dwarf caespitose herbs and shrubs often

with showy flowers. Webster 3d.

tundra peat. Peat formed under subarctic
conditions by slow accumulation of the
remains of mosses heaths, birch, and
willow. Tomkeieff, 1954.

tundra placers
tundra placers. See gravel plain (tundra)
placers. Fay.

tunelite. A hydrous strontium borate, Sr0.
3%03.4%0, occurring as compact fine-

grained nodules and as prismatic and
tabular crystals ,n Kramer, Calif., and in

the Furnace Cteek arca, Death Valley,

Calif. A secondary mineral; monoclinic;
isostructural with the calcium mineral,
nobleite; colorless subvitreous tO pearly
luster. American Mineralogist, v.i 47, No.
3-4, March-April 1962, p. 416.
tune work. Labor paid for by the day or the
hour, in opposition to piecework. Fay.

tung ash. A trade name for a roasted and
ground vermiculite mined 5 miles south
of Hecla, Colorado. By calcining the mica
as

it comes from the mines and then

crushing and sizing, a ground product
with a rich golden-bronze to silver color
ax,d metallic luster is obtained. This is
suitable for various decorative purposes.

U.S.C.S. Bull. 740, 1923, p. 50.
tungstate. A salt or ester of tungstic acid: a
compound containing the radical, WOC.
A.C.1.

tungsten; wolfram. A metallic element in the
sixth group of the periodic system, and a
member of the chromium family. Found
combined in certain minerals, as wolfram-

ite and scheelite, and isolated as a hard,
brittle, white, or gray metal. Used as the
filament in electric lamps, a constituent
in magnet and high-speed steels, and as

carbide in cemented carbides. Symbol, W;
atomic weight, 184; specific gravity, 19.3

at 20° C. C.T.D.; Webster 3d.
tungsten alloy. An alloy used in drill-bhcrown matrices and in making bit and
reaming-shell inserts by powder methods
in which the principal constituent is

tungsten, generally in the form of carbide. Tungsten-carbide

powder usually

is mixed with a powdered cobalt or other

Specific gravity, 12 io le; Mohs' hardness, about 9.0; and it is not affected by
severe high industrial temperatures. Used

for machine tools and for abrasives for
machining and grinding metals, rocks,
molded products, porcelain, and glass.

CCD 6d, 1961.
tungsten-carbide insert. a. A small plate or
slug of tungsten-carbide alloy mounted in
the crown or shank of a bit or grooves on
the outside surface of a reaming shell as
wear-resistant or rock-cutting surfaces or
edges. The term is sometimes incorrectly
applied to diamond-set plates of a tungsten carbide alloy inset as reaming surfaces in reaming shells. Long. b. In mining, :1 slug composed of tungsten-carbide
alloy shaped and mounted in the bit face

so that the slug acts as the cutting edge
of the bit. Long. c. The ordinary roller
bits wear out quickly in drilling hard

rock, so heinisphrrical-ended cylinders of

sintered carbide are inserted in place of
the usual teeth and give 10 to 15 times

the total footage and 2 to 3 times the

on cooling; melting point, 1,473' C; spegravity, 7.16; Insoluble in water;
soluble in hot alkalies; slightly soluble in
hydrofluoric acid; and insoluble or only
soluble with difficulty in acids. Used as a
yellow coloring agent in ceramics. CCD
cific

6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-234.
tungstic ocher.

Same as

tungstite,

Standard, 1964.

tungstite. a. A yellow or yellowish-green pul-

verulent mincral, tungsten trioxide W03.

Fay. b. Synonym for scheelite. dey 2d,

1955.

tuning-fork test (for glaze-fit). A test piece is
made by joining, with clay slip, two bars

of the extruded pottery body to a short

piece of the -same material. The test piece
is

biscuit fired and the outer faces are

then glazed. The test piece is placed in a
furnace and fired so that the glaze matures; it is then allowed to cool, while
still in the furnace, and any relative movement of the two ends of the 'tuning-fork'
is measured by a micrometer telescope.
From this measurement the magnitude of
any stress in the glaze can be calculated.

cutting rate. Howevcr, hard rocks are
drilled more economically by diamond
boring. Nelson.
tungsten direct-from-ore process. An electrc-

tunna. A Wales term for a hoisting bucket;

Bureau of Mines for producing high-quality tungsten powder directly from ore. A
strong electric current separates the metal

tunnel. a. A long, narrow subterranean passageway. ASA MH4.1-1958. b. A horizontal or nearly horizontal underground

solution and deposits it as a pure powder

at both ends. The term is loosely applied

duced tungsten. Bureau of Mines Stag.
tungsten electrode. A nonfiller-metal electrode, used in arc welding, consisting of a
tungsten wire. Coal Age, v. 66, No. 3,
Mar. 1961, p. 91.
tungstenite. a. A dark, lead-gray sulfide of

would then be a tunnel. Any level or drift

winning method developed by the U.S.

from the ore which has been placed in

on an

electrode. Electrowon tungsten
compares favorably with hydrogen-re-

tungsten,

probably

WS..

Monoclinic.

Dodd.

a bowk; a kibble. Fay.

passage that is open to the atmosphere

in many cases to an adit. Lewis, p. 21.
An adit, if continued through a hill,

in a mine open at one end, or which
may serve for an adit. Often used as a
synonym for adit; drift; gallery. See also
adit. Fay. c. A horizontal or inclined

stone drivage for development or to connect mine workings, scams, or shafts. It
may be open to the surface at one end,
and used for drainage, ventilation, haulage, or as an egress and man-riding from

mass. Long.

Earthy or foliated; minute scales. From
Emma mine, Utah. English. b. An old
name for the metal, tungsten. Hey 2d,

ASM Gloss.

tungsten lighting. In the tungsten system, the

d. See crut. Mason. e. Penn. A crosscut

the inert gas argon at a pressure when

often called a tunnel, or a rock tunnel;
an anthracite term. Fay. f. In marble
quarrying, applied to a subterranean
working level, or incline, having a roof

metal to bind it together in a cohesive

tungsten arc welding. Inert-gas shielded aro
welding using a tungsten electrode.
tungsten carbide. Black or gray; hexagonal;
WC; molecular weight, 195.86; specific
gravity, 15.63 (at 18° C) ; melting point,
2,780° C or 2,870°±.-50° C; boiling point,

6,000° C; hardness, approaches that of

diamond, or 91-Mohs' scale; insoluble in
water; and soluble in nitric acid plus
hydrofluoric acid and in aqua regia. Used
in cemented carbide tools and in cermets.
CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-234.
tungsten-carbide alloy. See tungsten alloy.
Long.

tungsten-carbide bits. Drilling bits tipped with

t
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tungsten carbide. A 9 percent cobalt carbide generally gives the best results and
comparisons are usually referred to bits
of this standard. Tests with tungsten-carbide bits indicate that efficient drilling is
possible only up to a hardness of about
55 Shore; beyond this, wear increases

rapidly until, at 62 Shore, the cost be-

comes prohibitive.. Several factors affects

the cutting life of the bits such as the

grade of carbide used, the rake angle of
the cutters, the length of cutting edges,
support of cutters, etc. See also coalcutter picks; Shore hardness scale; sin-

tered carbide-tipped picks. Nelson.
tungsten carbide, cemented. A mixture con-

sisting of 85 to 95 percent of tungsten
carbide and 5 to 15 percent of cobalt.

1955.

mine workings. See also tunneling. Nelson.

lamp consists of a glass bulb filled with

through

cold of some 7 pounds per square inch, in

which is inserted a "coiled coil" of fine

tungsten wire. In order to overcome glare
from the bright coiled coil, a flameproof
fitting, in which light passes first through
a toughened glass plate and then through
a dished cover of opal acrylic plastic, a
special Prespex, is used. Sinclasr, I, p.

226.

tungsten silicide. Blue or gray; W5i2; tetragonal; molecular weight, 240.02; specific

gravity, 9.4; melting point, above 900°
C; insoluble in water and in aqua regia;
and soluble in nitric acid plus hydro-

fluoric acid. A ceramic used in oxidationresistant coatings and in electrical resistance applications. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-235.
tungsten steel. Steel formerly used for cutting
tools and for magnets which has been re-

placed by high speed or hot work steels
which contain tungsten with other alloy-

ing elements for cutting and forging tools
and by alnico alloy for magnets. Bureau
of Mines Stag.
tungsten trioxide; tungstic oxide. Canary yel-

low and orange; orthorhombic; W03;
molecular weight, 231.85; dark orange

when heated and regains its original color
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or across barren measures is

of undisturbed rock. Fay. g. To penetrate

with or as if with a tunnel; to make a
passage through or under; to make or use
a tunnel; to undermine. Webster 3d. h.
A chimney flue; a funnel. Webster 3d.

i. A leaden tube used in making sulfuric
acid to connect adjoining chambers in a
series. Standard, 1964.

tunnel blast a. A blast effected by the detonation of great quantities of explosive,

loaded in small tunnels driven into the
face at the level of the quarry floor or at
the level of the terrain at the foot of the
slope of the deposit. This blasting method

is called tunneling. Streefkerk, p. 16. b.

See heading blast. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
tunnel blasting. A method of heavy blasting
in which a heading i. driven into the rock
and afterwards filled with explosives in
large quantities, similar to a borehole, on
a large scale, except that the heading is
usually divided in two parts on the same
level at right angles to the first heading,

forming in plan a T, the ends of which
are filled with explosives and the intermediate parts filled with inert material
like an ordinary borehole. Similar to

gopher hole blasting. Fay. See also gopher
hole blasting.
tunnel borer. Any boring machine for making
a tunnel: often a ram armed with cutting
faces operated by compressed air. Standard, 1964.
tunnel carriage. A new development in rapid
tunneling, consisting of a combined drill

carriage and manifold for water and air
so that immediately the carriage is at the
face, drilling may commence with no lost
time for connecting up, waiting for drill
steels, etc. The air is supplied at pres-

sures of 95 to 100 pounds per square

inch. Nelson.
tunnel cave. A simple cave composed of one

passageway into which a surface stream
enters and iarther on emerges at a second opening. A.G.I.
tunnel claim. This is not a mining claim; it
only is a means of exploration and discovery. When a lode or vein is discovered

in the tunnel the tunnel owner is called
upon to make a location of the ground
containing the vein or lode and thus
create a mining claim. Ricketts, I.

tunnel column. A heavy bar used for mount-

ing machine drills in large drifts or tunnels, and usually holding two machines.

Fay.
tunnel disease. a. Caisson disease. Webster 2d.
b. Ancylostomiasis. Webster 2d.

tunnel dryer. A continuous dryer through

which shaped clayware can be .transported

on cars; it is controlled so that the humidity is high at the entrance and low
at the exit. Dodd.
tunnel excavation. Excavation carried out
completely underground and is limited in
width, and in depth or height. Carson, p.
28.
tunnel face. The working face in an excava-

tion or tunnel or other working place

from which driving is carried out. Fraenkel.

tunneling. The operation of excavating, driving, and lining tunnels. Nelson.

tunnelite C. High explosive used in mines.
Bennett 2d, 1962.
tunnel kiln. a. A long tunnel-shaped furnace
through which ware is generally moved
on cars, passing

progressively through

zones in which the temperature is maintained for preheating, firing, and cooling.
A.R.I. b. A lime kiln having a tunnel for
the consumption of coal, as distinguished
from a flame kiln, where wood is burned.

Standard, 1964.
tunnel-kiln-car setter. One who loads saggers
filled with green ware on automatic-con-

veyor car that carries ware through tunnel kiln for firing. Also called kiln-car

setter. D.O.T. I.
tunnel-kiln drawer. One who unloads saggers

with fired ware from tunnel-kiln
cars, and removes them to proper locafilled

tion by hand truck for reuse. D.O.T. 1.
tunnel-kiln operator. One who controls the
operation of a tunnel kiln in which bricks

are fired, and a preheating chamber in
which bricks are heated prior to firing
and after drying. D. 0. T. 1.

tunnel lining. a. The timber, brick, concrete,

or steel supports erected in a tunnel to
maintain dimensions and safe working
conditions. Lining is more correctly am
plied to a continuous and solid casing
such as concrete work. See also lining, a.

Nelson. b. See ring. Ham.
tunnelman. In anthracite coal mining, one

who drives a tunnel in rock from one

turbine
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coal seam to another or through a fault
(the movement of the earth having separated a once continuous seam into two
sections). D.O.T. I.
tunnel miner. A hard-heading man. A miner

experienced in the use and handling of

rock drills, shovel loaders, and in tunnelblasting methods. He is wholly employed
on tunneling and is usually paid a fixed
rate per shift with perhaps a bonus pay-

ment for high rates of tunnel advance.

Nelson.
tunnel right.

A grant of a tunnel right

through a specific piece of ground is a
right to enter upon and occupy the
ground for the purpose of prosecuting the
work in the tunnel, and to extract therefrom waste rock or earth necessary to
complete the running of the tunnel, and
making such use thereof, after completion,

as may be necessary tu work the mining
ground or lode owned by the party running the tunnel. By implication the grant
of such a right carries with it every incident and appurtenant thereto, including
the right to dump the waste rock at the
mouth of the tunnel on the land owned

by the grantor at the time of the con-

veyance of the tunnel right; such right or
easement being necessary for the full and
free enjoyment of the tunnel right. Rick-

etts, L

tunnel set. Timbers 6 to 8 inches in diameter

and of sufficient height to support the
roof of the tunnel. They are sometimes
set upon sills and usually capped with
short crosspieces. Fay.

tunnel shaft. A shaft sunk, as in a hill, to

meet a horizontal tunnel. Also called
tunnel pit. Standard, 1964.
tunnel site. a. A tunnel-site location is made

to secure an area for a tunnel. The lo-

hammer in which the upper pallet is se-

cured. Webster 2d.
turanite. A very rare, weakly to moderately
orthorhombic, olivegreen
radioactive,
mineral, Cus(VO4)2(OH)4, found with
vanadium and uranium minerals in cavities

in limestone; from Tyuya Muyun,

Fergana, Russian Turkistan; occurs as
reinform crusts and spherical concretions
with a radial fibrous structure. Crothy. p.
83. A vanadium ore. Osborne.
turbo. Sp. Dung mixed with coal and molded
into adobes and used as fuel in brickkilns.
Fay.

turbage. Ir. Soft
Tyrone, Arkell.

shale, Coal Measures,

turbary. a. The ground where turf or peat

may be dug especially for fuel; peat bog.
Webster 3d. b. An easement under English law to dig turf or peat on a common
or on another s land. Webster 3d. A right
of turbary is confined to such quantity of
land as is sufficient for the house into
which the common is appendant. Fay. c.
Peaty. Gordon.
turbid. Not clear or translucent; clouded or
,

cloudy. API Glossary.
turbidimeter. An instrument for determining
the concentration of particles in a suspen-

sion in terms of the proportion of light
absorbed from a transmitted beam. An
instrument of this type designed for particle-size analysis is the Wagner turbidimeter. See also Wagner turbidimeter.
Dodd.

turbidimetry. Determination of concentration
of very finely divided and slow-settling

particles in a liquid. Made by measurement of interference exerted on ray of
light, by means of a photoelectric cell.
Turbidimeter also measures average rate
of fall (as diminution of concentration
and of interference) of these particles.

cator of a tunrel site is given the right to
Pryor, 3.
all veins cut by the tunnel within 3,000
feet of its portal, and to 1,500 feet on the turbidite. Turbidity current deposit. A.G.I.
Supp.
strike of each blind vein cut, this length
may be all on one side of the tunnel or turbidity. The state or condi1ion of having
the transparence or translucence disdivided as desired. The veins must be
turbed, as when sediment in water is
blind lodes not previously known to exist.'
stirred up, or when dust, haze, clouds,
Lewis, p. 28. b. There is no distinction
etc., appear in the atmosphere because of
between a tunnel claim under which a
wind cr vertical currents. H&G.
tunnel is run for the development of veins
or lodes already located, and one pursuant turbidity current. A large volume, rapid,
to which a tunnel is projected for blind
down-Aope underwater current, usually
veins or lodes. Ricketts, I.
generated by a seismic disturbance, which
causes a slumping of sediment on the
tunnel support. See steel tunnel support.
slope and starts a flow of sediment and
Lewis, p. 54. See also tunnel lining.
water. With the increased density of the
tunnel system. A method of mining in which
sediment-water mixture the flow increases
tunnels or drifts are extended at regular
and picks up additional sediment and
intervals from the floor of the pit into the
velocity. Velocities of 55 kts. have been
ore body. The extension of the drift beestinu.ted. Hy. See also density current.
yond the working face is madc great
enough to facilitate the handling of sev-- turbidity size analysis. Size analysis based
upon the amount of turbidity in a suspeneral cars at a time. Tha ore is mined
1

above the drift level, and the cars are

loaded by lifting short boards which span
an opening, through the lagging on, and

above, the centerline of the drift. The
method avoids the construction of raises
and chutes, and facilitates the filling of

the cars. Fa).

tup. a. Eng. An 1 tarly custom of covering with

lighted cancy.es the last corf of coal sent
to the bnix at the beginning of the fort-

night's holiday at the end of the year
when stock was taken and no coal hoisted.

This was called "sending away the tup."

Fay. b. The ram or monkey, or falling
weight, of a piledriver, drophammer, etc.;

specifically, the heavy head of a steam
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sion, the turbidity decreasing as the grains
settle. The turbidity is usually measured

by means of a photoelectric cell. A.G.I.
turbine. a. A rotary engine actuated by the
reaction or impulse or both of a current

of fluid (as water, steam, gas, or mercury vapor) subject to pressure and usu-

ally made with a series of curved vanes
on a central spindle arranged to rotate

with the whole being enclosed by a casing
provided with redirecting vanes and passageways which permit the inlet and outlet of the fluid in a desired manner. Compare axial flow; radial flow. Webster 3d.

b. In a turbine pump, the rapid rotation
of the blades imparts high velocity and

1

a pressure head to water. See also steam

turbine. Nelson.
turbine blades. See gas turbine. Dodd.
turbine pump. A pump with a shrouded impeller and receiving the water at its cen-

ter. A diffusion ring containing vanes
surrounds the impeller and directs the

impeller discharge into a circular casing
which delivers into the eye of the next
impeller in series. The diffusion ring converts the high-velocity discharge of the
impeller into pressure head. The turbine
pump is widely used in mines. See also
diffuser chamber. Nelson.
turboaxial fan. An axial flow fan with a tur-

bine rotor-type impeller. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 2.
turbocompressor. The type of machine commonly installed at a colliery today where

a large volume of compressed air is required. A single unit can deliver 10,000
cubic feet free air per minute or more,
and the floor space occupied is a minimum for these capacities. It is also ideally suited for direct drive by a steam turbine, and this combination is commonly
found at collieries. The compressor consists essentially of a number of impellers
keyed to a shaft and running in a fixed
casing with

specially shaped passages.

Each impeller is in the form of a hollow
wheel, the two sides being united by
curved vanes. Mason, V.2, p. 376.
turbodrill. A drill developed in the U.S.S.R.

for drilling deep oil wells. One type is
designed as a turbine and driven by the
drilling fluid which is circulated at high

pressure. Nelson.
turbodrilling. A system of drilling in which

the bit is directly driven by a turbine at
the bottom of the hole. B.S. 3618, 1963,

sec. 3.
turbogiypb. See flute cast. Pettijohn.
turbojet engine. A thermal jet in which the
air is compressed by a rotating compres-

is heated either by fuel combustion
at compressor pressure, then released
through a gas turbine that drives the
compressor and finally, ejected at high
velocity through the rearward exhaust
nozzle. Shell Oil Co.
turbulence. a. The state or condition of being
violently agitated or disturbed, as a
stream which meets an obstacle, or air
flowing over an uneven surface. H&G. b.
May be considered as the superposition
of an unsteady fluctuating velocity flow
upon a steady mean flow. Roberts, I, p. 2.
sor,

turbulent diffusion. The process by which gas

released in an air current becomes dispersed in that current. Roberts, I, p. 75.
turbulent flow. a. Fluid motion in which
random motions of parts of the fluid are
superimposed upon a simple pattern of

flow. All or nearly all fluid flow displays
some degree of turbulence. Opposite of
streamline flow. H&G. b. A fluid flow in
which there is an unsteady motion of the
particles, the motion at a fixed point being inconstant. Turbulent flow occurs at
a speed above the critical velocity of Reynolds. Also called tortuous flow; sinuous
flow; eddy flow. Nelson. c. When air flows

over roughnesses on the sides of the airway or passes obstructions at over a certain velocity, eddies are set up in the air
and its flow becomes turbulent. Opposite
of laminar flow. Spalding. d. When the

fluid particles are moving in directions
other than in a straight line parallel to
the/ axis of the pipe or duct. Strock, 10.

turning point
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turbulent resistance. Resistance that causes
vortices and eddies to form behind a moving particle because of the rapid displacement of the liquid when the body moves
through it. Compare viscous resistance.
Newton, p. 77.
turf. a. Same as peat. There are several varieties, as white, brown, black, stone, gas,
or candle turf. Fay. b. Sod, the upper
strata of topsoil filled with the roots of
grass and other small plants. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
turfa de marahu. An early name for marahuite, from Marau, Bahia Province, Brazil. Tomkeieff 1954.
turfary. Eng. A Place where turf or peat may

be gotten. Fay.
turf charcoal. Same as peat charcoal. Standard, 1964.
turfing. Covering a bare earth surface with
grass turfs cut from another site. Turf of
selected grass is very suitable for use as
a revetment to a slope. Ham.

turfing iron; turfing spade. An implement for
cutting and paring off turf. Fay.
turf peat. Yellowish-brown to wood-brown

peat Lontaining distinct plant remains.
Tornkeieff , 1954.

turf spade. A long narrow spade for cutting
and digging turf, peat, etc. Standard,
1964.

turgite; hydrohernatite. An iron ore intermediate between hematite and limonite, consisting of hydrous ferric oxide, 2FezOsHa0. It is fibrous and red in the mass, with

an orange tint when powdered. Fay;
Dana 17.

turjaite. A coarse-grained rock consisting p,
marily of melilite, biotite, and nepheline.
A.G.I.
Turkey brown; Turkey umber. Natural earth

which serves as a permanent pigment.
Contains iron oxides, manganese oxides,
and some clay. CCD 6d, 1961.

turkey fat. In Missouri, a local name for a
variety of smithsonite, colored yellow by

greenockite; so called from its appearance. Fay.
turkey red oil. Sulfonated castor oil. Pryor, 7.
Turkey slate. A whetstone or honestone. See
also Turkey stone. Fay.
Turkey stone. A very fine, close-grained stone
containing about 75 percent silica and 25
percent calcite. Quarried in the interior

of Turkey. Once very popular for sharpening mechanics' tools but now superseded largely by Arkansas and Washita
oilstone. Same as novaculite. Alio called
Turkey slate. Fay.
Turkey umber. Ste Turkey brown. CCD 6d,
1961.

turkis. A turquoise. Standard, 1964.
turk's head. A name for Brazilian tourmaline

crystal with a red termination or end.
Shipley.

Turk's-head rolls. Four, undrivcn working
rolls, arranged in a square or rectangular
pattern, through which strip, wire, or
tubing is drawn to form square or rectangular sections. ASM Gloss.

Turks Island salt. Solar salt from Turks Island, British West Indies. Kaufmann.
turmetic paper. Paper impregnated with an
extract of turmeric. Used as a test for
alkaline substances which turn it from
yellow to reddish-brown and for boric
acid which turns it red-brown. Webster
3d.

turn, a. Locally a curve into a pillar. B.C.I.
b. The time or period during which coal,
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etc., is raised from the mine. Called run
in Arkansas. A shift. Fay. c. To open
rooms, headings, or chutes off from an
entry or gangway. Fay. d. The number
of cars allowed each miner. Good turn,
many cars for each miner. Fay. e. Eng.
A pit sunk in some part of a drift. Web-

ster 3d. f. To draw or wind coal up a

shaft or up an inclined plane to the surface. Fay. g. Curved tramrails laid round
a corner or turn, often made of cast iron.
Fay. h. Bend; branch; junction; points
and crossings. Mason. i. To set (undried
bricks) on edge to facilitate drying.
Standard, 1964.

turnagain. N. Staff. A change in the direction

of the dip of the strata. Fay.
turn angles. To measure the angle between
directions with a surveying instrument.
Nichols.

turn barrel. Mid. A hand windlasi; also
called

jackroll. Fay.

turn bat. A wooden stick used in turning the

tongs which hold a bloom under the

hammer. Fay.
turn beam. Eng. One of the beams which
serve as a pivot for a hoisting machine.
Standard, 1964.
turnbuckle. a. A form of coupling so threaded

or swiveled that by turning it the tension
of a rope or rod may be regulated. Zern.
b. See screw shackle. Ham.
turn bolt. A bolt turned in a lathe to a close
tolerance and used in steel-to-steel connections. Ham.
turned vertical shaft. A shaft sunk vertically
in the hanging wall block until it intersects the reef after which it continues
down at an angle in the footwall parallel
to the reef. This unusual practice is
sometimes adopted on the Rand as it
enables the mine to become productive at

an earlier stage. Nelson.

turner. One who operates lathe to trim pottery and porcelain ware that has been
formed by jiggerman; thrower; or other
ware formers. See also pipe turner; stone
lathe operator. D.O.T. 1.
turnerite. A yellowish-brown variety of monazite.

Standard, 1964.

Turner's yellow. See basic lead chloride.

turnhouse. a. A point where workings turn
from a crosscut to a level along the lode.
Cordon. b. The first cutting on the lode
after it is cut in a crosscut. Fay.
turning. a. In ceramics, the process of remov-

ing the surface of green pottery to make
its shape true before firing. Standard,
1964. b. Shaving and paring leather-hard
clay from the walls or feet of pots on a
lathe or potter's wheel. ASCG, 1963.
c. Removing stock from a rotating workpiece by means of a tool. ASM Gloss.

d. Eng. Drilling a shothole by hand. Fay.
turning effect. See moment of force. Morris

and Cooper, p. 150.
turning out. S. Staff. Bringing coal to the
skips. See also turnout, f. Fay.

turning over and packing shift. On mechanized longwall faces, the shift during which
face conv.wors are moved over, and the
operations of ripping, packing, and draw-

ing supports from the wastes are per-

formed. Mason, v. 1, p. 119.
halting point. a. A point of intersection he
tween survey lines. See also traverse. Ham.
b. A point on which both a minus sight
(foresight) and a plus sight (backsight)
are taken on a line of direct levels.
Seelye, 2. c. A point whose elevation is
taken from two or more instrument po-

turning point
sitions to determine their height in relation to each other. Also called transfer
point. Nichols.

turning vane. Curved strips of short radii

placed in a sharp bend or elbow in a

rectangular duct to direct the air around
the bend in streamlined flow. Strock, 10.
turn keeper. See motor boss. D.O.T.).
turnoff. a. Aust. The point where a branch

tramline leaves the main line. Fay. b.
Aust. A siding or passing place for skips
on a haulage road. A turnout. Fay.
turnout. a. A contrivance for passing from
one track to another. The principal parts
are the switch, the frog, and two guardrails. Zern, p. 471. b. The branching off
of one rail track from another. Nelson.
c. A siding. Hudson. d. The movable
tapered rails or points by which a train
or tram is directed from one set of rails
to another. C.T.D. e. A siding or bypass
upon an underground haulageway. Fay.
f. Ark. To shovel coal toward the track
for more convenient loading. Fay. g. A

switch on a mine railroad. Korson. h.
See turn, h. Mason.

turnout boy. One who removes glassware from
molds by overturning (dumping) the
molds. Also called mold dumper. D.O.T. 1.

turnover. a. In cyclic mining, the moving
over of the conveyor in a machine-cut
face. This operation takes place every
time the coal is loaded out, supports and
packs advanced, and space prepared for
thc conveyor in the new track. Nelson.
b. The distance the conveyor is advanced
during each cycle of operations, that is,
approximately the depth of machine cut.
See also conventional machine mining.
Nelson. c. A device used to rotate an object through approximately 1800 so that
its carrying surface is changed to an opposite

side. ASA MH4.1-1958. d.

See

move-up. Mason.
turn pulley. A sheave fixed at the inside end
of an endless- or tail-rope hauling plane,

around which the rope returns. See also
tail sheave, b. Zern.
turn round. N. of Eng. The time involved
in turning or flitting a coal-getting machine. Trist.
turns. A term used with any device used to
change the direction of a shaker conveyor
trough line; for example, curved trough
turn, adjustable angle turn, right angle
turn, etc. The angle turn corresponds to
the bell crank drive in principle of opera-

tion. Jones.
turnsheet. A flat sheet. Nelson.
turn stakes. Eng. A windlass. Fay.
turntable. a. A revolving platform on which
cars or locomotives are turned around.
Zern. b. A circular steel platform pivoted
at its center, which can be power rotated.
On the platform are ingoing and outgoing
car tracks. The car on reaching the table
from one track is carried around through

an arc of 180° at which point it leaves
along the outgoing track in the opposite

direction. Turntables are used on the surface and underground, and may be single

or twin track. See also shunt back; traverser. Nelson. c. In oil well drilling, a
horizontal rotating circular plat with a
central rectangular hole which -engages
top drilling pipe. Pryor, 3. d. A base that
supports a part and allows it to rotate or
swing. Nichols. e. In a shovel, the upper
part of the travel unit. Nichols. f. See
rotary table, a. Long.
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turn ree. Derb. A sort of windlass for hoisting

iron. Standard, 1964. b. Zinc or spelter,
especially that from China and the East
Indies. Standard, 1964.
tut money. Eng. Pay for tutwork, overtime,
etc. Webster 2d.
Tutogen. A foam-producing agent used in
fire extinguishers. Sinclair, I, p. 295.

ore. Fay.
Turorlan. Middle Upper Cretaceous. A.G.1.
Supp.
turpentine subsdtutes. Petroleum products
usually intermediate between gasoline and
illuminating oil (49° naphtha). They
range in gravity, from 40 to 58' B, and

are considered to be more homogeneous

than burning oils. Used for paint thinners and for a mixing with turpentine

and

should

evaporate without

residues or stains. Fay.

leaving

turquoise. A blue, bluish-green, or greenishgray mineral, triclinic, CuAls( PO4) r

(OH)11.41-120. Used as a gem. A.G.1.;
Dana 17.
turquoise matrix. Name for cabochon-cut
mixtures of turquoise and its mother

rock, which is usually brown, sometimes
gray or almost black. Shipley.
turrelite. A Texas asphaltic shale. Fay.
turret coal cutter. A coal cutter in which the
horizontal jib can be adjusted vertically
to cut at different levels in the seam, for
example, an cvercut. The center of gravity of such a machine makes it top heavy
and less stable than the ordinary undercutter. Nelson.
turret jib. A vertical rotating jib fitted with

cutter picks and driven from the end

sprocket of the bottom jib of a coal cutter. The turret jib is satisfactory in scams
where the coal parts readily from the roof

and is not too hard. See also curved jib.

Nelson.

turtle back. A name for chlorastrolite, espe-

cially the green variety with patches of
color; also, turquoise matrix, or variscite
matrix. Shipley.

turtlestones. Large, nodular concretions found

in certain clays and marls. In form, they
have a rough resemblance to turtles, and

this appearance is increased by their being
divided into angular compartments by
cracks filled with spar, reminding one of
the plates on the shell of a turtle.
They are common in the cretaceous marls

of the Northwest Territories of Canada.
See also septarium. Fay.

Tuscan red. A pigment containing iron oxide,

Bennett 2d, 1962.

Tuscarora quartzite. An important source of
raw material for silica refractories. A typical analysis is 97.8 percent Si02; 0.9 percent A1203; 0.7 percent Fe20s; 0.4 percent alkalies. Dodd.
tusculite. A variety of melilite leucitite containing only small amounts of pyroxene,
ilmenite, and feldspar. Holmes, 1928.
tushkar. See tuskar. Fay.

tuslite. Synonym for calciocopiapite. American

Mineralogist, v. 47, No. 5-6, May-June
1962, pp. 807-808.

tuskar. Scot. A peat spade. Webster 2d. Also
called tushkar; twiscar. Fay.

tusru. In Japan, a pick used for loosening
auriferous gravel preliminary to washing.
Fay.

tut. Corn. To perform a piece of work at a
fixed price. Fay.
Tutanla. A white alloy consisting chiefly of

tin with varying proportions of antimony,
copper, bismuth, and sometimes brass or
steel; used for making tableware, etc. A

trade name for Britannia metal. Standard, 1964; Fay.

tutenag. a. A white alloy, resembling German
silver, used in making tableware, etc.,
with varying proportions of copper, zinc,
nickel, and sometimes a little lead or

tutwork. a. A term sometimes used for piecework or con tract work. Nelson. b. Corn.
Excavation

paid for by measure or by

weight, an extra credit being usually allowed for timberwork, and a debit
charged for certain sundries, as candles,
explosives,

tools,

etc., supplied by the

mine owner. Webster 2d.
tuatilte; Millie. A pea-green silicate of sodium, magnesium, calcium, and aluminum, NaMgCaA1SL0u. Monoclinic; massive. A combination of about equal

amounts of diopside and jadeite. From
Tuxtla, Mex. Previously called diopside
jadeite. English.
tuyere. A tube or opening in a metallurgical
furnace through which air is blown as
part of the extraction or refining process.
In a blast furnace, the tuyeres are watercooled metal tubes which pass through
the refractory lining of the bosh (tube).
Dodd.

tuyere arch. An arch in a blast furnace to
admit a tuyere. See also tuyere. Standard,
1964; Fay.

tuyere block bottom. One form of bottom
for a converter. The passages for the air

blast arc separate preformed tuyeres each
having several holes; these tuyere blocks
are interspersed with solid refractory
blocks, the whole bottom then being finished by ramming refractory material
into any spaces. Dodd.
tuyere brick. A refractory shape containing
one of more holes through which air and
other gases are introduced into a furnace.
A.R.1.

Twaddell degrees; °Tw. A system for denoting

the specific gravity of a liquid

degrees Twaddell= (specific gravity1 ) X 200

the specific gravity of solutions of sodium

silicate, for example, is often quoted in
this form. Each Twaddell degree corresponds to a specific gravity interval of

0.005. Dodd.
Twaddell hydrometer. A hydrometer used for

liquids heavier than water and marked

with the Twaddell scale. Twaddell-scale
readings multiplied by 0.005 give the
specific gravity of the liquid measured.
Compare Marsh funnel; specific-gravity
hydrometer. Long.
Twaddlle scale. Scale of specific gravity as
measured on the Twaddlle hydrometer:
n = 200 (p I ), where n is the reading
and A is the specific gravity of the solution tested. Pryor, 3.

tweel. A counterweighted furnace door, opening vertically.
Also spelled tuille.
ASTM C162-66.
tweel block. A type of refractory block used

in the glass industry for such purposes as

protection of a newly-set pot, the con-

struction of a furnace door or damper, or
control of the flow of molten glass. Derived from French tuile, a tile. Dodd.
tweer; twere. See tuyere. Fay.
twenty-mesh dust. Dust at least 95 percent of
which will pass through a 20-mesh sieve.
Rice, George S.
twibil; twibill. a. Eng. A strong pick generally

with a rectangular eye used for stonework. Fay. b. A tool like a pickax, but
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two-pan line

having instead of the points, flat terminations, one parallel to the handle, and the
other perpendicular to it. Webster 2d.
twig. a. A divining rod. Standard, 1964. b
thin strip of plastic fire clay used in ceramic modeling, especially in imitation
basketwork. Standard, 1964.
twill cloth. Weave used in screens ana filters,
in which two or more warp threads interweave one wood thread. Pryor, 3.
twin. Two portions of a crystal having a
definite crystallographic relationship; one
may be regarded as the parent, the other
as the twin. The orientation of the twin

detect and mark twinning and determine
the sense of orientation in etched sections. AM, 1.
twinoscope. An instrument employing a directed beam of light used to examine
etched wafers for twinning. AM, 1.

it as triple-coated ware. Enam. Dice.
two-cone bit. See roller rock bit. BS. 3618,

cycle an explosion occurs on each downward stroke of the piston, the fresh charge
being admitted anti the exhaust gases ex-

nina axis. ASM Gloss.

borehole can be sealed simultaneously at
two separated points. Long.
twin-olate process. A process for the simultaneous grinding and polishing of both
faces of a continuously produced ribbon
of glass; the complete flow line is nearly
1,300 feet long. Dodd.
twin pressure packer. Synonym for twin
packer. Long.
twin seam. Aust. Two scams of coal so closo
together that they can be worked in conjunction, or one following closely on the

small diameter electrodes in place of one

twin stone. Staurolite. Shipley.

is either a mirror image of the orienta-

tion of the parent about a twinning plane,
or an orientation that can be denved by

rotating the twin portion about a twintwin-arc welding process. The use of two

larger electrode in a single submerged
arc welding head. The deposition rate is
faster than with the single arc process,
time savings of up to 50 percent having
been obtained. Osborne.
twin band. On a polished and etched surface,

the section through a twin and the parent crystal. ASM Gloss.

twin boy. In bituminous coal mining, one
who pushes cars along a passing branch
(double track) or bypass of the under-

ground haulage system. D.O.T. I.
twin-cable ropeway. An aerial ropeway which
has parallel track cables with carriers

running in opposite directions; both rows

of carriers are pulled by the same traction rope. See also locked coil rope. Ham.

twin-core shot firing cable. See shot-firing
cable. Nelson.

Twin Creek series. Dark calcareous shales
and shaly limestones representing a marine intercalation in the continental Jurassic

strata of Wyoming. Underlain by

colian sandstones and succeeded by the
Beckwith formation. C.T.D.
twin crystals. Crystals in which one or more
parts, regularly arranged, are in reverse
position with reference to the other part
or parts. They often appear externally to
consist of two or more crystals symmetri-

cally united, and sometimes have the

form of a cross or star. They also exhibit
the composition in the reversed arrangement of part of the faces, in the striae
of the surface, and in re-entering angles;
in certain cases, the compound structure
can only be surely detected by an examination in polarized light. Fay.
twin entry. A pair of parallel entries, one of

which is an intake air course and the
other the return air course. Rooms can
be worked from both entries. Often called

double entry. Fay.

twin-geared press. A crank press in which the

drive gears are attached to both ends of
the crankshaft. ASM Gloss.

twinning axis. Any direction in a twin that

has the same relation to the lattices of

both parts of the twin. It is always normal

to a twinning plane, and at least one of
these is always rational with respect to
the lattices. A.G.I.

twinning laminae. The laminae or thin plates
in repeated twins. See also twin. Shipley.
twinning law. The special and characteristic
method according to which twin crystals

of any mineral are formed. Fay.

twinning plane. I71 a twin crystal, a plane

normal to the twinning axis. Fay.
twinoriasocpe. A type of oriascope used to

twin packer. A packer designed so that a

other. Fay.
twin-twisted bars. Two bars of the same
nominal diameter twisted together. Taylor.

twin way. Brist. Two branch roads, onc on
either side of a main road driven to the
working face, through which trams are
pushed by twin boys. Fay.
twiscar. See tuskar. Fay.
twist conveyor. An el conveyor in which the

carrying surface and guard gradually exchange their functional duties. ASA MEI4.1-1958.

twist drill. A drill made by twisting a length
of steel of rectangular or oval section into
a spiral form, hence, the term twist drill.

Many hand operated coal drills are of
this type and the rotation of the drill

spiral removes the cuttings from the hole.
See also auger; coal auger. Nelson.

twisted-loop splice. Made by holding the

bared wires side by side. Half of their

length is bent back to form a loop at the
end. The loop is then twisted around the
main shank of mire. Carson, p. 326.

twisted-steel fabric. Factory-made reinforcing

fabric made from cold-twisted steel bars.
Taylor.

twister operator. In the asbestos products
industry, one who twists together two or
more strands of wire and asbestos yarn

for use in weaving asbestos products, such
as brake linings. D.O.T. 1.

twisting force; turning force. A force, such

as the force on the draft of a rotating

motor. Morris and Cooper, p. 141.
twisting moment; torque. The twisting moment at any section of a member is the
moment of all forces that act on the

member to the left (or right) of that

section, taken about a polar axis through
the flexural center of that section. For
sections that are symmetrical about each
principal central axis, the flexural center
coincides with the centroid. Ro.
twistoff. The breaking off of a member of
the drill string, caused by excessive torsional stress. Long.
twitch; twith. N. of Eng. A pinch in a vein.'
Fay.
two. Scot. A cageful of men. A term no doubt

1963, sec. 3.

two-cycle engine. An engine in which only
two strokes of the piston, corresponding

to one revolution of the crankshaft, are
required to complete the cycle. In this

pelled at or near the end of the stroke.
For the same number of revolutions of
the crankshaft, there are twice as many

explosions in the cylinder of a two-cycle
engine as in that of a four-cycle engine.
Zern, p. 332.
two-fan auxiliary ventilation; overlap auxiliary ventilafion. An arrangement, using
two auxiliary fans for ventilating a mine
tunnel or hard heading. It consists of an
exhausting fan with rigid ducting to
within about 100 feet of the face, and a
forcing fan using a flexible duct discharging air about 20 feet from the face. The
ducts of the two units overlap by at least
30 feet to minimize recirculation of air.
Theair delivered by the forcing fan does
not exceed about one-third that removed
by the exhaust fan. See also recirculation
of air; reversible auxiliary ventilation.
Nelson.

two-high mill. Contains two horizontal rolls,
one above the other. In some two-high

mills the direction of rolling can be reversed, and these are known as reversing

mills, that is, when a piece has passed
through the rolls, the rolls are stopped

and then rotated in the opposite direction,
thus imposing another pass on the steel,
the operation being repeated until the
desired reduction is attained. Between
passes, adjustment is made to the height
of the top roll, and/or the piece is moved
sideways by means of manipulators, to be

in line with other grooves in the rolls.
Osborne, p. 357.
two-hinged arch. A rigid frame which is
hinged at both supports. It may have an
arched or rectangular form. Ham.

two intakes; double intakes. The provision of
two intake airways, generally stde by side,
to a ventilating district of a mine. Nelson.
two-jaw chuck. A chuck equipped with two

movable clamping or holding devices by
means of which the motion of the chuck
is imparted to the drill rods. Long.
two-leg sling. A sling having two chains or
ropes which hang from a thimble. See
also three-leg sling. Ham.
tWo-liquid differential manometer. Consists

of two concentric glass tubes, each ex-

panded into a large bulb at the upper

end. The lower end of the outer tube is
sealed and the inner tube reaches nearly
to the bottom of the outer tube. Two

liquids 'are used and the movement of the

interface between the two liquids down
the central tube is used as an index
against which the change in pressure is
measured. It is essential that the two

liquids do not mix and that neither is

soluble in the other. Roberts, I, pp. 28-29.
two-mica granite. Granite containing both
light and dark micas. Preferred term is
binary granite. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
two-minute lighter. See cheese stick. South
Australia, p. 40.
two-part flee. A single strand of rope or
cable doubled back around a sheave so
enamelers iefer to two cover coats over
that two parts of it pull a load together.
a ground coat on sheet iron as two-coat
Nichols, 2.
work although the buying public refers to

originating when cages were small and

could accomodate only two men. Fay.
two-axle scraper. A full trailer-type carrying
scraper. Nichols.
two-coat work. Enamelware which has two
coats of enamel, on the metal, usually one
ground coat and one cover coat. Many
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two-piece set. A set of timbers consisting of

lye. a. A strake, in whkh a considerable

type-M drift indicator. A single-shot borehol...surveying instrument that records the

a cap and a single post. If the ground is

loose and must be supported over the side
or back, lagging commonly of 2-inch

boards is used. These boards extend from

the center line of the post or cap to the
middle of the next post or cap. If they
are placed touching each other, such an
arrangement is called tight lagging; if a
few inches apart, depending on the nature of the ground to be held back, it is
called open lagging. Lewis, p. 40.

two-pipe steam system. A heating system in
which one pipe is used for supplying

steam to thc radiator and another pipe

is used to return cooled water or condensate to the boiler. Strock, 10.
two-plane idler. A troughing idler in which
the troughing roll shafts are in a vertical

plane separate from but parallel to a
vertical plane through the shaft of the

center roll or rolls. NEMA MB1-1956.
two-poInt press. A mechanical press in which
the slide is actuated by two connections.
ASM Gloss.

two-process washer. A method of cleaning

thickness of low-grade concentrate is collected. Nelson. b. Eng. The point where

two veins crou each other or where two
pipes cross obliquely. Fay. c. Corn. An
adit or drain. Fay. d. Corn. A sluicebox
for the extraction of the heavy sands in
milltailings. Sometimes spelled tie. Fay.
tyer; tier of pumps. Corn. A set of pumps oi
which the lower pump or piece is called
the driggoe, but more frequently the
working piece. Fay.
tying. Corn. The washing of ore in a stroke,
tye, or launder. Fay.
Tyler. A sieving system. Pryor, 4.
Tyler sieve. See sieve. Dodd.

Tyler standard scale. A grade scale for the
determination of size grades of sediment

particles which is based on V2, and in
which the midpoint values of each class
turn out to be simple whole numbers or

fractions. A.G.I.
Tyler Standard series. The series of carefully
woven, square-mesh wire screens most

commonly used in the United States in
screening ores. Newton, p. 71.

raw coal in which the material from 8
inches to one-sixteenth inch in size is

tymp. a. Eng. A horizontal roof timber in a
coal mine; a cap or lid. Standard, 1964.
b. A hollow iron casting, cooled interiorly
by a current of water and placed to protect the tymp arch, or arch over the dam,

a high-flow gearshift between the drive
shaft and the ring gear. Nichols.

Fay.
tymp stone. A large clay plug filling an opcn

treated in heavy medium washers, and the
fines below one-sixteenth inch are treated
by froth flotation. Nelson.
two-speed differential. A differential having

two-stage compression. Air compression car-

ried out in two stages as

usual for
pressures exceeding 60 pounds per square
is

inch or for outputs greater than 100
horsepower. See also intercooler, c. Ham.
two-stage hoisting. Deep shaft hoisting with

two winders, one at the surface and the
other at mid-depth in the shaft. The surface engine winds mineral from the middepth pocket and the other from the pit
bottom to the mid-depth point. The arrangement is often adopted in turned
vertical shafts. Nelson.

two-step control system. In flotation, a sys-

tem in which the manipulated variable
alternates between

two

predetermined

values. Fuerstenau, p. 547.

two-stroke cycle. A working cycle of a piston
in an internal-combustion engine consist-

ing of two strokes in which the piston

during the first stroke compresses the fuel

mixture on one side while receiving the
expansive thrust of previously compressed

gases on the other side and during the
second draws in a fresh charge on one
side while expelling burnt gases on the

other. Webster 3d.

two throws. Eng. A depth of about 12 feet
when the debris from a sinking shaft has
to be raised to the surface by two lifts or

throws with the shovel (one man working
above another). At this point the employment of a hand windlass becomes necessary. Fay.
two-way ram; double-acting ram. A hydraulic

cylinder in which fluid can be supplied
to either end, so the piston can be moved
by power in two directions. Nichols.
T-X graph. See travel-time curve. Schieferdecker.

tychite. A white, sulfatocarbonate of mag-

nesium and sodium, 2MgCO3.2Na2CO3.Na2SO4. Isometric. Small octahedrons.
Differs from northupite, with which it is

found, in containing Na2504 in place of
NaCI. From Borax Lake, San Bernardino
County, Calif. English.

in a blast furnace having a forehearth.

space in the front jackets of a smelting
furnace, through which the taphole passes.

Standard, 1964.
Tyndall effect. Reflection of strong beam uf

light by colloids suspended in solution.
No such reflection is shown by true solutions. Pryor, 3.

tyndallometer; tyndalloscope. An instrument
which measures the intensity of the light

scattered at an angle from the incident
beam by a dust cloud. It correlates well

with the concentration determined by the
thermal precipitator and surface area calculated from such a count. It needs to be

calibrated for each type of dust against
the thermal precipitator. Used in the

Ruhr (Germany) coalfields. See also dust
sampling. Nelson.
tyndallascope. Sec tyndallometer. Nelson.
type. a. Those differences in coals that are
due to variations in the kind of plant material of which the coal is composed,
whereby such varieties as common banded

coal, cannel coal, algal coal, and splint
coal are produced. A.G.I. b. A kind, particularly in petrology (rock type) ; either
general (for example, basalt is a rock
type) or particularly (for example, a par-

ticular basalt from a particular locality
is a unique type specified by a description). Challinor.

type-D drift indicator. A single-shot borehole-

surveying instrument utilizing photographic paper on which is recorded the compass bearing and inclination of the course

compass bearing and inclination of the
course of a borehole through the action
of a strong beam of light directed through
the plumb bob onto a light-sensitive paper

disk. It is similar to, but larger than, a

type-D drift indicator. Long.
type metal. A series of alloys containing 54
to 95 percent lead, 2 to 28 percent anti-

mony, and 2 to 20 percent tin, used to

make printing type. ASM Gloss.
type mineral. The actual mineral specimen
used for study resulting in its being identified as a new species. It is not uncommon
to find different species resembling each
other closely from the same type locality
hence importance of a type mineral. Hess.

type of coal. a. The concept type with tho
restricted meaning recognized by the U.S.

Bureau of Mines provides a means for
classifying standard varieties of coal mic-.
roscopically on the basis of simple propor-

tions of anthraxylon or anthraxylon and
opaque attritus, including their subdivision into banded and non-banded coals.
There is no term in the Stopes-Heerlen
nomenclature precisely synonymous with
the word type as used by the U.S. Bureau
of Mines and no similar type classification. IHCP, 1963, part I. b. Although
the word type has the common meaning
of variety, it was applied to coal with
restricted significance by D. White

(1909). According to White, a type of
coal is a variety initially determined by
the nature of the ingredient matter, the

conditions of deposition and the extent of
operation of the first or biochemical process of coal making. Although every individual coal belongs to one or another
type of coal, no systematic and comprehensive classification

of coal

by

type

exists. Coals designated as humus coal,
resinous coal, spore coal, leaf coal, bark
coal, etc., represent coal types. Some coal

chemists, at least since 1927, have used
the term type with a meaning similar to
that of the term rank but such a meaning
of type is not generally recognized as
valid by coal geologists and petrologists.
IHCP, 1963, part I.
types. Scot. Irregularities in a mine roof;
also called lypes. Fay.

Type S hydrated lime; special hydrated lime.
An ASTM designation to distinguish a
structural hydrate from a normal hydrated lime, designation Type N, that
possesses specified plasticity and gradation
requirements. It may be dolomitic or high
calcium and is more precisely milled than

Type N hydrates. Boynton.
type specimen. A specimen or individual
designated as type of a species or lesser
group and serving as the final criterion
of the chzracteristics of that group. Webster 3d.

type variety. Variations in coal caused hy

of a borehole. The type-D instrument,
when mounted in a special thin-walled
protective container, is small enough to

differences in the physical constitution or
makeup of coal, that is, differences in the
quality or distribution of the banded ingredients throughout the coal specimen.

it is named; also, the place at which a

type-W drift indicator. A mechanical singleshot borehole-surveying instrument for
use where exceptionally high temperatures

be used in an AX-size hole. Long.
type locality. a. The place at which a formation is typically displayed and from which

fossil or other geologic feature is displayed

in typical form. Fay. b. The rock outcropping or mine from which a species
of rock or mineral was first obtained.
Hess.
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A.G.I.

are encountered in a hole. It records the
compass bearing and inclination of a
borehole by making a dot on a special
paper by means of a plumb bob, incorporating a depressible stylus. Long.

typhon. Synonym for boss; stock. Fay.
typhonic rocks. Brogniart's namc for rocks

that have come from the depths of the

earth, that is, plutonic and eruptive rocks.
Fay.
typomorphk. a. Applied to minerals typically
developed in only narrow ranges of temperature and pressure. Bateman, 1950, p.
161. b. Applied to minerals characteristic
of the particular set of physical conditions
which controlled their formation. Holmes,
1928.

typomorphic minerals. Minerals that are

stable in a given metamorphic facies; for
example, in Eskola's greenschist facies,

typical minerals are albite, sericite, chlorite, talc, serpentine, epidote, calcite, and
dolmite. All of these minerals are stable

under the conditions of the greenschist
facies, but some may also occur in other
facies. Compare critical minerals. Schieferdecker.

tyre valve. Adjustable annular ring made of

plastic, used to control aperture area at

apex of hydrocyclone. Pryor, 3.
typrite. a. A variety of fergusonite found near
Arendal, Norway. Fay. b. Same as sipy-

.lite. Crosby, p. 21.

tyrolite. a. A hydrous arsenate of copper,
occurCucCas(As04)4( OH )10.9-10H20,

ring in orthorhombic crystals, and in ag-

having a foliated micaceous
structure. Fay; American Mineralogist, v.
gregates

42, No. 1-2, January-February 1957, p.
123. b. Synonym for lazulite. Hey 2d,
1955.

tryilite. The unnamed (Cu,Co,Ni),Set of
S. C. Robinson and E. J. Brooker, 1952,

named by% S. C. Robinson after Joseph
Burr Tyrrell. Hey, M.M., 1961.
tyth. Eng. An ancient custom or duty which
miners gave to the priests. Usually every
twentieth dish. Fay.
tyuyamunite. A yellow, uranium mineral,
Ca(UO2)2(VO4)2.3H20. It is the calcium
analogue of carnotite. It is a strongly
radioactive, orthorhombic mineral occurring in limestone, disseminated or in veinlets, associated with malachite, ferghanite,
+granite, barite, calcite, and the vanadium
minerals; also widely distributed in the

Colorado plateau area, where it is associated with carnotite. Crosby, pp. 51-

52; Dina 17. Synonym for calciorontite.
tzacutli. A Mexican name for asphalt. Tomkeiefl, 1964.

u a. A symbol for internal energy, intrinsic
energy per unit weight. Zimmerman, pp.
41, 59. b. Symbol for velocity, 'inear velocity, particle, velocity, one of the three
components of linear velocity or particle
velocity, local velocity at time t; and for
velocity of ions. Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964; p. F-101;
Zimmerman, pp. 115, 166. c. Abbrevia-

tion for unit. Webster 3d. e. Abbreviation
for upper. Zimmerman, p. 14.
is a. Symbol for internal energy .or intrinsic
energy; internal energy or intrinsic energy
per unit weight or per unit mass; internal
energy or intrinsic energy per mole, per
atom, or per molecule. Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. F-101; Zimmerman, p. 155. b. Symbol
for radiant energy per unit volume; density of radiant energy or radiant density.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ultimate analysis
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typhon

ed., 1964, p. F-I01; Zimmerman, p. 179.
c. Symbol for ionic velocity; reaction velocity. Handbook of Chemistry and Phys,ics 45th ed., 1964, p. F-101. d. Symbol
for t peed; average speed; most probable
spe d; speed at time t; linear speed or
particle speed. Handbook of Chemistry

and Phyncs, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-10I;

Zimmerman, p. 165. e. Symbol for angle

of slope in object space. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. F-I01. f. Symbol for velocity in the x

direction. Zimmerman, p. 186.
U a. Chemical symbol for uranium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-I. b. Symbol for kiluranc, a
unit the name of which is derived from
kilo and uranium, and which equals 1,000

uranium units. Zimmerman, p. 474. c.
Symbol

for

internal

energy,

intrinsic

energy for any weight. Zimmerman, p.
41. d. Symbol for radiant energy. Zimmerman, p. 41. co. Symbol for thermal
transmission per unit area, overall coefficient of heat transfer. Zimmerman, pp.
53, 108. f. Abbreviation for unit. Zimmerman, p. 114. g. Abbreviation and symbol

for upper, 'Upper. Zimmerman, p.

114.

V a. Symbol for potential energy; total energy; internal energy or intrinsic energy;
total internal energy or total intrinsic
energy; internal energy or intrinsic energy
per mole; radiant energy. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
F-101. b. Symbol for overall coefficient
of heat transfer. Zimmerman, p. 147.
U-bend die. A die, commonly used in pressbrake

forming,

machined

horizontally

with a square or rectangular cross-scc-

tional opening which provides two edges
over which metal is drawn into a channel
shape. ASM Gloss.
U-bit. A popular type rotary bit used in Brit;sh mining practice. It has two cutting legs
although some American and German bits

employ three legs. A core is formed between the legs which is broken off as cutting proceeds, while some bits have a core
cutting device consisting of a tungsten

carbide tip in the center. Fraenkel, v. 1,
Art. 6:21, p. 21.
uda. a. In ceramics, a purplish-brown pigment used in the decoration of Hindu
pottery. Standard, 1964. b. Glazed pottery thus decorated. Standard, 1964.
Udden scale. A logarithmic scale for size
classification of sediments, starting from
1 millimeter and progressing by the ratio
of one-half in one direction and two in

the other. This, with slight modifications,
was adopted by Wentworth and by the
Committee on Sedimentation. A.G.I.
udometer. A rain gage. CrisPin.

u-galena. Galena containing A'', uranium
lead. Hey 2d, 1955.
ugandite. An extrusive rock containing leucite, augite, and much olivine in a sodarich glassy matrix. A dark variety of ohvine leucitite. A.G.I.
Ugine-Sejournet process. A direct extrusion
process for metals that uses molten glass

to insulate the hot billet and to act as a

lubricant. ASM Gloss.
ugol. Russian name for coal. Tomkeiefj, 1954.
uhel. Czech name for coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.

Uhligite. a. A black titanat and zirconate
of calcium with aluminum titanate, Ca(Zr,Ti)sOs with Al2TiO5. Isometric. Octa-

hedrous. From Lake Magad, Tanzania,
East Africa. English, b. Apparently given
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as an alternative name for gelvariscite,
for the amorphous variscitc of Leoben,
Styria, Austria, and for gelftscherite of
Roman-Gladna, Hungary. English.

nigite. A discre,Iited term equal to thom-

sonite. American Mineralogist, u. 45, No.
5-6, May-June, 1960, p. 756.
Uinta formation. Strata of Eocene age and
continental origin occurring typically in

the Uinta Basin in Utah and Colorado.
C.T.D.

uintaite; uintahite. A variety of natural as-

phalt occurring in the Uinta Valley,
Utah, as rounded masses of brilliant black
solid hydrocarbon. Also called gilsonite.
C.M.D.
ukrainite. Monzonite containing 1 to 19 percent quartz. A.G.I. Supp.

ulexite; cotton ball. A mineral, NaCaBs0.8H20, occurring in saline crusts on alkali
flats in arid regions, as in Nevada, U.S.,
and Chile, where it forms rounded masses
of extremely fine acicular white crystals.
Triclinic.

Also

called

boronatrocalcite.

Fay. See also natronborocalcite. Hey 2d,
1955.

ulimannite. Sulfantimonide of nickel, NiSbS
or Ni52.NiSb2; arsenic is usually present
in small amount. Also called nickel anti-

mony glance. Fay.

Ullrich magnetic separators. These machines

have powerful electromagnets of wedge
section. The material is treated on rolls
on which magnetism is induced; they
consist of alternate disks of soft iron and
some non-magnetic material. The ore is
fed over the first roll, which removes the
most magnetic material, and the tailings

go on to the second which

is

weaker,

where a second separation is made. Liddell 2d, pp. 388-389.
ulmain. A subvariety of euvitrain. It is composed of completely jellified plant material that may, for example, lie at one
end of a partly jellified stem and be observable microscopically. It differs from
collain in that it is not believed to have
been precipitated from solution. Compare
collain. A.G.I.
ulmic acids. See ulmins. A.G.I.
ulmification. The process of peat formation.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
ulmin brown. See Vandyke brown. CCD 6d,
1961.

ulminite. A variety of euvitrinite. The micropetrological constituent or maceral of
ulmain. It consists of completely jellified
but not precipitated nlant material. Approved by the Heerlen Committee of 1935
as applicable in special cases for vitrinite
devoid of structure. Compare collinitc, a.
A.G.I.
ulmins. The products of decay of vegetable
matter and their prototypes occurring in
coal as a gel.

In the past, variously

termed ulmic acids humic acids, and
humic substances. ALI.
ukichite. A hypabyssal rock composed essentially of large phenocrysts of alkalic

feldspar, sodic pyroxene, amphibole, and
nepheline with smaller phenocrysts of accessory of olivine. Feldspar, pyroxene, and

amphibole recur in the groundmass. A
porphyritic

variety of

olivine-bearing

phonolite. A.G.I.
Ulsterian. Lower Devonian. A.G.I. Supp.

ultimate analysis. a. The determination of the
elements contained in a compound as distinguished from proximate analysis, which
ir the determination of the compounds
contained in a mixture. Standard, 1964.

b. In the case of coal and coke, the determination o( carbon and hydrogen in
the material, as foend in the gaseous
products of its complete combustion, the

determination of sulfur, nitrogen, ar.d

ash in the material as a whole, and the
estimation of oxygen by difference. Note

I.The determination of phosphorus is
not by definition a part 'of the ultimate
analysis of coal or coke, but may he
specified when desired. Note 2.When

the analysis is madc on an undried sample, part of the hydrogen and oxygen as
determined is present in the free moisture
accompanying

the coal. Therefore, in

comparing coals on the basis of their ultimate analysis, it is advisable always to
state the analysis on both the as-received

and dry basis. Note 3.Inasmuch as

some coals contain mineral carbonates,
and practically all contain clay or shale
containing combined water, a part of the
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen found in
the products of combustion may arise
from these mineral components. ASTM
D 121-62. c. The principal reason for the
ultimate analysis of coal is for the classification of coals according to rank, although it is often used for commercial
and industrial purposes when it is most
desirable to know the sulfur content of

coal. Also known as total analysis of coal.
Cooper, pp. 396-397.
ultimate baselevel. A baselevel at or below
sea level, to which lands may be reduced
by physical and chemical processes acting

upon them to lower and destroy them.
Bureau of Mines Stag.

ultimate bearing capacity. The average load
per unit of area required to producc failure by rupture of a supporting soil mass.
ASCE P1826.

ultimate bearing pressure. The pressure under which a foundation will settle with no
increase of load. Ham.
ultimate compressive strength. That at which
failure by crushing occurs. Pryor, 3.

ultimate ca. The percent of CO2 which
would appear in the flue gases if combus-

tion were perfect. Varies with the fuel.

Strock, 10.
ultimate elongation. The percentage of permanent deformation remaining after ten-

sile rupture, measured over an arbitrary
length including the section of rupture.
Ro.

ultimately controlled variable. In flotation,
the variable whose control is the end purpose of the automatic control system.
Fuerstenau, p. 542.

ultimate recovery. The quantity of oil or
gas that a well, pool, field, or property
will produce. It is the total obtained or
to be obtained from the beginning to

final abandonment. Also called ultimate
production. A.G.I.
ultimate strength. The ultimate strength of
a material in tension, compression, or
shear respectively, is the maximum tensile,

compressive, or shear stress that the material can sustain, calculated on the basis

of the ultimate load and the original or
unstrained dimensions. It is implied that

the condition of stress represents uniaxial
tension, uniaxial compression, or pure
shear, as the case may be. Ro.
ultimate-strength design. Design that is based

on the expected behavior of a structure
or structural element under loads up to
and including failure load, in which the
essential technique is to design the struc-

ultrasonic inspection
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ture to fail at a load which exceeds the
working load in the specified ratio given
by the load factory. Taylor.
ultimate tensile streu. The load at which a
test piece breaks divided by its original
area. Set also tensile strength. Ham.
ultrabask. Containing less than 45 percent

silica; containing virtually no quartz or
feldspar and composed essentially of ferromagnesian silicates, metallic oxides and
sulfides, and native metals, or of all threc;
said of some igneoui rocks and of most
varieties of meteorites. Fay.

ultrabasic rocks. Igneous rocks containing less

silica than the basic rocks (that is, less
than 45 percent) and characterized by a
high content of mafic constituents, particularly olivine (in the peridotites), and
amphiboles and pyroxenes (in the perknites and picrites, C.T.D. Also called
ultrabasites.

basic sulfanti:

ultrabasite. A
monite of lead, silver, and germanium,
gray-black,

Orthorhombic. Crystals of tetragonal habit. From
28Pbs.11Ag2S.3GeS2.2Sb2S2.

Freiberg, Saxony, Germany. English.

ultra deep. S. Afr. Mining below a dcpth
hitherto warranted by conditions of temperature, etc. On the Witwatersrand ultradeep levels are reached at between
8,000 and 10,000 feet below the surface.

See also deep level, I,. Beerman.
ulfrafiltration. Use of special membranes
which permit passage of true solvents and

solutes but are impermeable to colloids.
Mainly used in bacteriology and may be
assisted by suction or pressure. Pryor, 3.
ultraflotation. A recently developed process
for use in fine-particle flotation. The underlying principle is the use of a finely
ground, (-325 mesh) auxiliary mineral
as a carrier for the fine particles to be
floated. The fine particles form a slime
coating on the carrier mineral; the carrier
mineral is then floated and the fines are
piggybacked into the froth. Fuerstenau,
p. 249.
Ultralite. Trademark name for a red-violet
synthetic sapphire. Shipley.

ultramafic. Synonym for ultrabasic. A.G.I.
uhramafic rocks; ultrabasic rocks. Rocks
contailing less than 45 percent Si02.
A.G.I.

ultramafites. Igneous rocks in which there
is an abnormally high content of ferromagnesian silicates, but which contain no
feldspar; subdivided into picrites (with
accessory plagioclase), pyroxenites, and
peridotites. C.M.D.
ultramarine; ultramarine blue. a. A costly
blue pigment formerly made by powdering lapis lazuli. Webster 3d. b. A brilliant
blue pigment of similar composition but
having commonly a reddish or greenish
cast that is usually prepared by powdering the product from calcining essentially
a mixture of kaolin, soda ash, sulfur, and
charcoal or other reducing agent. Webster 3d. c. Any of various pigments that
are usually produced by modifications of
the above process or by replacing the

sodium or the sulfur in ordinary ultra-

marine by other elements. Webster 3d. d.
Synonym for lazurite; applied especially
to artificial lazurite, and also by extension
to artificial compounds allied to lazurite.
Hey 2d, 1955.

ultramarine ash. A pigment used for gray
tints and made by grinding the residue
from lapis lazuli after the natural ultra-

marine

has been removed. Standard,

1964.

ultramarine green. A pigment obtained as a
byproduct in the manufacture of artificial ultramarine blue. Bennett 2d, 1962.
ultramarine red. A pigment obtained by

heating ultramarine blue in the presence
of nitric-acid vapors. Bennett 2d, 1962.

ultramarine yellow. A lemon-yeilow pigment
consisting of barium chromate. Fay.

ultrametagtanite. Granite produced by replacement accompanied by partial melting. A.G.I. Supp.
ultrametamotphism. Melting of rock and
creation of magma in situ. A.G.I. Supp.
ultramicroscope. One in which a strong beam
of light (Tyndall beam) is viewed at

right angles. Individual soluble particles
too small to be seen under a microscope

then appear as bright spots against a

dark background. Ultramicroscopy operates below 0.25 s. Pryor, 3.
ultramylonite. A homogeneous mylonite free
of all parallel rtructures. See also buchite;
flinty crush rock; hartschiefer; mylonite;
pseudotachylyte ; trap-shotten gneiss. A.G.I.

ultrasima. Layer within the earth underlying

and heavier than the sima and presumably consisting of more basic material.
A.G.I. Supp.
ultrasonic beam. A beam of acoustical radiation with a frequency higher than the

frequency range for audible sound.
ASM Gloss.
ultrasonic cleaning. Immersion cleaning

aided by ultrasonic waves which cause
microagitation. ASM Gloss.

ultrasonic drilling. A vibration drilling technique which can be used in drilling, cut-

ting, and shaping of hard materials. In
this method, ultrasonic vibrations are

generated by the compression and extension of a core of electrostrictive or magnetostrictive material in a rapidly alternating electric or magnetic field. The
most easily assembled is a magnetostrictive

transducer and the most common

magnetostrictive materials, which change
in dimension when magnetized, are nickel

and vanadium permandur. Mining and
Minerals Engineering, v. 1, No. 5, January 1965, p. 178.
ultrasonic equipment. The word ultrasonic
signifies vibration at a frequency greater
than the maximum audible frequency,
and should not be confused with supersonic, which signifies a velocity greater
than that of sound. Ultrasonic vibrations
can be generated by piezoelectric ceramics

by magnetostrictive devices, or by

wthstles in which there is a steel blade
vibrated by a high-pressure jet of liquid.
Ultrasonic equipment has been used in

the ceramic industry for the dispersion of

for metal cleaning prior to
vitreous enameling, and for flaw detection, particularly in large electrical porcelain insulators. Dodd.
clay slips,

ultrasonic frequency. A frequency, associated

with elastic waves, that is greater than
the highest audible frequency, generally
regarded as being higher than 15 kilocy-

cles per second. ASM Gloss.

ultrasonic generator. A device for producing
elastic waves of ultrasonic frequency.
ASM Gloss.

ultrasonic inspection; supersonic testing. A
nondestructive method of testing, based

upon the fact that ultrasonic waves are
reflected and refracted at the boundaries

of a solid medium, from which it is possible to obtain the echoes of a wave transmitted from the surface of a test piece.

In addition to being reflected from the
boundary of the specimen at which they

are directed, the waves are also reflected
back by any flaws which lie in the path of
the wave. Osborne.
ultrasonics. The acoustic field involving ultrasonic frequencies. ASM Gloss. See also
supersonic.

ultrasonic tests. Those in which nigh-frequency vibrations (inaudible to human
ear) are used in determination of wall

thicknesses, pulp densities, etc. Pryor; 3.
ultrasonic testing. See ultrasonic inspection.
Osborne.

ultrasonic waves. Waves of ultrasonic frequency; they include longitudinal, transverse, surface, rnd standing waves. ASM
Gloss.

ultrasonography. A modification of the use
of ultrasonic waves for the detection of
internal flaws in metals. By using a persistent screen cathode ray tube and caus-

ing the echoes to brighten the trace in-

stead of deflecting it, an ultrasonic image
is produced which can be examined and
interpreted like a radiograph. Osborne.
ultraviolet. a. Of radiation, beyond the visible spectrum at its violet end; having, a
wavelength shorter than those of visible

light and longer than those of X.rays.
Webster 3d. b. Relating to: producing,

or employing ultraviolet radiation. Webster 3d.
ultraviolet absorbing glass. Glasses can be

made to absorb ultraviolet light, while

transmitting visible light, by the inclusion
of Ce03 in the batch. Other e!ements absorbing ultraviolet light include chromium, cobalt, copper: iron, lead, manganese, neodymium, nickel, titanium, uran-

ium, and vanadium. Dodd,

ultraviolet glass. Glass whkh allows the pass-

unconformability of dip
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ultrawet. Alkylated monosodium benzene sul-

fonate, a wetting agent. Pryor, 3.

ulvite. A mineral, FeaTiO4: cubic. An abbreviated form of ulvospinel. Spencer 21,

M.M., 1958.
ulvospinel. A spine!, TiFe200 a common
constituent of titaniferous magnetites, generally as very fine exsolution lamellae;
from the Ulvo Islands, Angermanland
Archipelago, northern Sweden. American
Mineralogist, ti. 40, No. 1-2, January-

February 1955, p. 138.
umangite. A mineral, Cu15e2, consisting of
a copper selenide and occurring in dark
red masses. Webster 3d.
umbauhobel. A plough developed from the

Anbauhobel machine to allow the

con-

version of a Lobbe Nobel to give the

plough an independent drive. Nelson.
umber. A naturally occurring brown earth
containing ferric oxide together with sil-

ica, alumina, manganese oxides, and lime.
Raw umber is umber which is ground

and then levigated. Burnt umber is um .
ber calcined at low heat. Used as paint

pigment. See also limonite. CCD 6d, 1961.
umbrella. Protective hood over hoisting cage
in mine shaft. Pryor, 3.
unmix. Proprietary flotation collector agent

based on emulsified tall oil, fuel oil and
water-soluble aryl-alkyl sulfonate used to
treat hematite ores. Pryor, 3.
umohoite. A black to bluish-black, rare secondary mineral, close to (UO2) (Mo04).
41-110, the only known uranium mineral
that contains Mo as a major constituent;
contains 47.4 percent uranium. Monoclinic. Frondel, p. 193.
umpire. a. A person to whose sole decision
a controversy or question between parties
is referred. IVebster 2d. As one who performs control assays. Fay. b. An assay
made by a third party to settle a difference found in the results of assays made
by the purchaser and seller of ore. Fay.

age of ultraviolet light rays. Such glasses
are low in ferric oxide and titanium oxide

umpire assay. See umpire, b. von Bernewitz.
U.M. plate. Universal mill plate, or plate

the most perfect glass but is too expensive
for most uses. Wood's glass containing
sufficient nickel oxide with potash has a

horizontal rolls. Osborne.
umptckite. A plutonic rock consisting largely
of microperthitic feldspars and socUs amphibole, and with accessory sphene, apatite, and opaque oxides; very small
amounts of interstitial nepheline may
sometimes be present. A variety of sodic
syenite similar to pulaskite. A.G.I.
unakite. A metamorphosed grarlitic igneous
rock composed of abundant epidote and
pink or`hoclase, with subordinate quartz,

and high boric ox;de and silica seem to
be advantageous. Clear fused quartz is

color of such a deep blue that it is
opaque to ordinary light, but is transparent to ultraviolet light from about 390

mu to about 310 mu. Ordinary glasses
allow some ultraviolet rays to ass, but
all are cut off by cerium oxide Crooke's
glass). Yellow glass colored by iron and
manganese oxides is also opaque to them.

Nature, v. 127, Feb. 28, 1931, pp. 310-311.

ultraviolet light. Black light. Invisible light

rays from the ponion of the specrtum

that lies beyond the violet on the shorter
wavelngth side. Used to induce chemical
activity and produce fluorescence in many
substances: as luminous porcelain enamels.

Enam. Act.

ultra-violet rays. Electromagnetic waves in
the wavelength between visible light rays
and X-rays. Ultra-violet light furnishes a
qukk method of finding and identifying
certain metals, for example, tungsten. Nel-

which is rolled to width by vertical rolls

as well as being rolled to thickness by

and minor opaque oxides, apatite, and

zircon. A.G.1.

unavoidable casualties. That which could
not be avoided by the exercise of reasonable diligence and skill. Ricketts, I.
unbalanced cutter chain. A cutter chain
which carries more picks along the bottom line than the topline. Most chains
for cutting at floor level a:c unbalanced

the vertical distance from the explosive to

the inner end of the cut is shorter than
the horizontal distance to the exposed
face of the Jeam. Nelson.
unbalanced stress. A stress that acts on a

body and is not balanced by another and
opposite

stress.

When an unbalanced

stress acts on a body, that body is not in
equilibrium, and

movement

(deforma-

tion) ensues. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
unburned brick. Brick manufactured by
processes which do not require kiln burning to develop the strength of the finished
product. A.R.I.
unburned refractories. Refractories shaped
without burning, by use of high pressures
after deacration to reduce voids between
grains. Chemical bonding and metal encasement are alsn used, CCD 6d, 1961.
uncertainty principle. A principle in quantum mechanics. It is impossible to assert

in terms of the ordinary conventions of
geometrical position and of motion that
a particle (as an electron) is at the same
time at a specified point and moving
with a specified velocity for the more ac-

curately either factor can be measured,
the less accurately the other can be as-

certained. Webster 3d.
unchuck. To disengage the drill chuck from
the drill stem. Long.
unclassified excavation. Excavation paid for

at a fixed price per yard, regardless of

whether it is earth or rock. Nichols.
uncompahgrite. A plutonic rock composed
largely of melilite, with pyroxenc, opaque
oxides, perovskite, apatite, calcite, anatase, melanite, and occasionally phlogopite. A.G.I.
unconfined compression appliance; unrestrained compression apparatus. A port-

able appliance for carrying out shear
tests at the site. It consists of two metal
platforms, one being fixed, while the
other can be moved vertically and supported in position by a coil spring. By
rotating a handle the movable platform
can be raised until a standard-size soil
sample is held between two coned endpieces attached to the platforms. An
undisturbed cylindrical soil sample

is

placed in position so that there is no
tension in the coil spring and the autographic recording arm is adjusted. For
the test, the handle is rotated until the
soil specimen fails either by bulging or
collapsing, or by shearing at an angle to
the vertical axis. The compressive stress
required to cause failure in a clay sample

is at least twice the value of the shear
stress. Thc sample must be sufficiently
firm to be placed in the appliance. Nelson.

imconfined compression test. A crushinff test

curied out on a soil or rock specimen

without lateral restraint. See also triaxial
compression test, a; compression strength.
Ham.

unconfined compressive strength. See com-

ultraviolet transmitting glass. For high
transmittance of ultraviolet lightt a

small one-com artment shafts with
only one cage in o eration as opposed to
balanced winding. Nelson.
unbalanced shothole. A shothole in which

pressive strength, b. ASCE P1826.
unconformability. See unconformity. Fay.
unconformability by erosion. An erosional
unconformity; the presence of an irregular sinuous surface of contact between two
ccntiguous strata, indicative of intervening elevation and erosion, not neceuanly

borosilicate glasses have good ultraviolet
transmittance. Uses include medal windows and gerrniddal lamps. Dodd.

at the back of the machine cut while
leaving the front portion standing or in
large -blocks. This may happen with a
deep bottom cut in a thin seam where

lie on the previously uplifted and denuded
edges of older rock. Standard, 1964.

son.

glass must be free from iron, titanium,
and sulfur. Phosphate glasses and some

to assist in keeping the jib down. See also
balanced cutter chain. Nelson.
unbalanced hoisting. he method of hoisting
in

the explosive charge breaks down the coal
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accompanied by flexure. Fay.
unconformabillty of dip. The break in the
sequence of formations seen when strata

unconformability of overlap
unconfonnability of overlap. Discrepancy
in areal extent between two contiguous
superimposed strata, even where they

have the same dip, the edge of one stra-

tum overlapping that of the other ; indicative of gentle subsidence without perceptible folding. Also called by European
geologists, uncon formability of transgression . Fay.

unconformable. Having the relation of unconformity to the underlying rocks; not
succeeding the underlying strata in immediate order of age and in parallel position. Fay.

unconfonnable coast. See transverse coast.
Schieferdecker.
unconformity. a.

A surface of erosion or

nondeposition, usually the former, that

separates younger strata from older rocks.
See also angular unconformity; disconformity; local unconformity; nonconformity. Billings, 1954, p. 242. b. A substantial
break in the continuity of deposition,
where one rock formation is overlain by
another that is not the next in geological
succession. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.

unconsolidated. Uncemented and/or compactcd. Bureau of Mines Staff.
unconsolidated sediments. Deposits consisting of uncemented elastic or organic material. Hy.
unconsolidated strata. Rocks consisting of
loosely coherent or uneemented particles,

whether occurring at the surface or at

depth. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.
unconsolidated surface deposits. Surface deposits such as moss, peat, sand, gravel,
silt, or mud. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.
unconsolidated-undrained test; quick test.
A soil test in which the water content of
the test specimen remains practically unchanged during the application of the

and the additional
axial (or shearing) force. ASCE P1826.
uncouple. To unscrew or disengage. Long.
confining pressure

unctuous. Greasy or soapy to the touch, as
certain magnesian minerals. Standard,
1964.

uncut. a. A diamond the original shape of
which has not been altered artificially.
Long. b. Unadulterated. Bureau of Mines
Staff.
uncut stone. See uncut. Long.
uncut value; unreduced value. S. Afr. Values and widths of reefs as established by
sampling. The figures thus obtained are
reduced by certain percentages to arrive
at the values which are used for the calculation of ore reserves. Beerman.
undulation. a. A large, wavelike fold in the
earth's crust. A.G.!. Sapp. b. Theoretical
rhythmic oscillation of the earth's surface in broad waves. A.G.I. Sapp.

undation theory. A theory of mountain

building proposed by van Bemmein that
assumes that long broad anticlines of
basement rock rose like hugh waves in
the crust. The sedimentary cover and
sometimes the basement itself slid off to
form the folds and faults observed in orogenic belts. A.G.I.
under. See undermanager. Nelson.
m derbed crack. A subsurface crack in the
tsase metal near the weld. ASM Gloss.

underbred. The rock which remains unbroken inside the neat lines in a tunnel
or shaft sinking after firing a round of
shots. ComPare overbreak. Nelson.
underbreeking. See underhand stoping.

underburning. Caused by burning the enamel coating at a lower temperature than

undercutting
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that recommended, insufficient length of
time in the furnace, or too heavy application of the enamel. Underburning is likely
to cause blistering or boiling of the

ground coat through the cover coat, or

the enamel may fishscale before the cover
coat can be applied and burned. The underburning fishscale is easily recognized,
inasmuch as it is considerably larger than
the fishscale caused by overburning. All
underburned ground coat pieces should
be refired before cover coat enamels are
applied. Enam.
undercast. a. An air crossing in which one
airway is deflected to pass under the
other. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2. b. The

material, the sands passing
through plus the carrying water being
the undercurrent. Pryor, 3. c. A current,
as of water or air, below another current
or below the surface. Standard, 1964.
undercut. a. To remove a horizontal section
or kerf in the bottom of a block of coal
to facilitate its fall. B.C.I. See also undercutting. b. To undermine, to hole, or to
oversize

mine. To cut below or to mine. To cut
below or in the lower part of a coalbcd

by chipping away the coal with a pick or
mining machine. It is usually done on the
level of the floor of the mine, extending

1963, sec. 2. See also air crossing. c. An

laterally the entire face and 5 or 6 feet
into the material. Fay. c. A machine cut
along floor level in a coal seam, to ease
its removal by hand, by machine, or by

verted overcast. Undercasts are not con-

cavation of ore from beneath a larger

lower airway of an air crossing. B.S. 3618,

undercast is nothing more than an in-

sidered to be as efficient as overcasts, du.:
to the tendency of water to collect in
them. Compare overcast, a. Kentucky, p.
90.

underchain haulage. Haulage in which the
chains are placed beneath the mine car at
certain intervals with suitable hooks that
thrust against the car axle. Stoces, v. 1,
p. 184.
underchaining. A drive is underchained
when it incorporates a chain of subLtantially lower rating than that indicated by
normal selection procedures. j&M.

underclay. A bed of clay,

in some cases
highly siliceous, in many others highly
alummous, occurring immediately be-

neath a coal seam, and representing the
suil in which the trees of the Carboni-

ferous swamp forests were rooted. Stigmarian roots commonly occur as fossils
in underclays, many of which are used as
fireclays. Also called scat earth. See also
fireclay. C.T.D.
underclay limestone. Synonym for freshwater limestone. A.G.I.

undercliff. a. S. Wales. An argillaccous shale
forming the floor of many coal scams.
Fay. b. Eng. That portion of a cliff which
has fallen en masse along a considerable
line of coast, and fonns a subordinate ter-

race between the sea and the original

shore. Compare talus. Fay.
undercloak. A layer, of plain clay tiles for
example, between the laths and the roof
tiling proper at the verge of a tiled roof.
See also verge. Dodd.
underconsolidated soil deposit. A depcsit
that is not fully consolidated under the

existing overburden pressure. ASCE P1826.
Not yet in equilibrium with existing physical environment. Still being compacted.
Bureau of Mines Staff.
undercooling. The same as supercooling.
ASM Gloss.

undercurrent. a. A short sluice much wider
than the main sluice, and set on a steeper
grade, generally at right angles to the

main sluice. It is designed to save fine

gold that does not readily settle. A screen
or grizzly in the bottoni of the main
sluice has its opening so proportioned that
the fine gravel, sand, and gold with some
water drop through, but the larger rocks
and sufficient water to move them are retained in the main sluice. The discharge
from the undercurrent either runs directly

to the dump or is returned to the main

through a second or auxiliary
sluice of flat grade. Lewis, p. 385. b. Use
of retaining screen at head end of sluice
in treating alluvial gravels. This arrests
sluice

shotfiring. See also holing. Nelson. d. Ex-

block of ore to induce its settlement under
its own weight. Nelson. c. In stoping, removal either of footwall rock or of lower

part of a flattish lode, bed, or scam of

ore or coal, thus facilitating detachment
of portion left hanging. Method used in
block caving. Also called resuing. Pryor,
3. f. To enlarge borehole below casing.
Bureau of Mines Staff. g. In founding,
the part of a molder's pattern that would
break the sand if drawn vertically from
an ordinary mold. Standard, 1964. h. A
groove melted into the base metal adjacent to the toe of a weld and left unfilled. ASM Gloss. i. A cavity or depression, generally in the side of a mold,

made by a projection on a pattern or

model. It prevents the model from being
drawn in the usual way without damaging the mold. Mersereau, 4th, p. 269,
undercut atomizer. A device for passing a
fine spray of compressed air and water to

dilute the firedamp and allay the coal

dust in the track of a coal-cutter jib. The
spray is passed through a modified whaletype jib. Nelson.
undercut ignition. The ignition of an explosive mixture of firedamp and air in the
undercut of a coal cutter due to frictional
sparking. Firedamp in dangerous quantities often exists in a machine undercut.
See also whale-type jib. Nelson.
undercut quarry. A quorry in which the walls
slant outward (overhang working face)
so as to make the floorspace wider with
increasing depth. Fay.
undercutter. a. In salt mining, an electrically
driven machine somewhat like a gigantic
chain saw. It has a long, thin horizontal
bar, about which revolves an endless
chain with cutting bits. The most common type is an adaptation of the shortwall coal cutter, a drag-type machine
with continuous pick-filled chains to cut
at the floor or bottom of the seam. It can
make a rapid, continuous cut across the
entire width of the face. Kaufmann, pp.
115-116. b. See machineman, b. D.O.T.1.

undercutting. a. The making of a cut, by
hand or coal cutter, along the floor
level in a coal seam to ease its working
by hand or breaking by explosive. See

also floor cut; holing. Nelson. b. Applied
to the process of cutting under the face

of the coal with a machine so it can be
shot down readily. See also undercut.
Fay. c. A quarrying method that is intermediate between the open pit and the
adit. Channel cuts, or separations made
by wire saws or other means along the
quarry walls, are slanted outward; thus

floorspace is enlarged gradually.
Wings or buttresses of stone may be left
at intervals for wall support. AIME,

the

p. 325. d. Eng. Usually applied to machine-cut coal. See also kirving. SMRB,
Paper No. 61. c. Faulty cutting of flat
glass resulting in an edge that is oblique
to the surface of the glass. Dodd.

undercutting machine. An electrically driven

machine used to make a cut about 6 feet

deep near the bottom of the coalbed.

Hudson.

undercutting of old workings. A method of
shaft sinking used in steeply inclined deposits,

or in a vein Voich has been

worked out at the surface, in which the
shaft is sunk alongside the deposit, with
a crosscut being made to the vein at a
depth below the previous workings. This
is done whT,re it might be dangerous to

penetrate the old workings because of inrushes of water and of other difficulties.
Stoces, v. 1, p. 202.
underdip cosi. Scot. Coal extending below

the haulage level at the bottom of the
shaft. Fay.

underdraft. A condition wherein a metal
curves downward on leaving the rolls because of the higher speed of the upper
roll. ASM Gloss.

underdrive press. A mechanical press in
which the dr;ving mechanism is located

within or under the bed. ASM Gloss.
undereartk Forest of Dean. A hard fire clay
forming the floor of a seam of coal. Fay.
underedge stone. The material which forms
the floor of an ironstone mine. Nelson.
underfeed; underfed. To advance a diamond
or other type or rock-drilling bit into rock
at a lesser rate than that warranted by
the condition of the rock and/or the con-

dition of the bit. Long.

underfeed stoker. A mechanical stoker suitable for small boilers, rich as the vertical,
water-tube, and locomotive types. The
coal is conveyed direct from the bunker

or hopper by a feed worm which forces
the fuel up through the bottom of the
retort in which it is burned. Volatiles

driven off must pass through the ignited
fuel, thus eliminating smoke. The underfeed stoker operates most successfully on
graded coals with an upper size limit of
1 to 2 inches. Nelson.
underfire. a. In ceramics, to fire (as brick)
insufficiently. Webster 3d. b. To fire from
beneath. Webster 3d.
underfiring. a. Firing at a temperature lower

than that required to produce a proper

degree of vitrification in ceramic products.
Bureau ot Mines Staff. b. Insufficient fir-

ing of porcelain enamel to mature it
properly. ACSB-3.

underflow. a. The oversize material leaving
a classifier. Nelson. b. Any movement of

water below a structure, underneath ice
or in the soil. See also equal-falling particles. Ham. c. The rate of flow or discharge of subsurface water. Seelye, I. d.
Same as undercurrent. Standard, 1964.

underflow conduit. A permeable deposit that
underlies a surface streamway, is more or

underground station
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undercutting

undergetting. Eng. See shorts, d. Fay.
underglaze. Used in the decoration of pot-

tery, where the design is applied to the
ware before it is glazed. Examples of
such decoration are incisc decoration,
embossing, and inlaying. Colors applied
under the glaze are known as underglaze colors. Enam. Dia.
underglaze colors. Finely ground calcined
oxides for colored designs beneath the

glaze on ccramic surfaces. Used for coloring or decorating pottery, filet terra cotta,
and similar glazed ceramic surfaces.
CCD 6d, 1961.
undergrinding. Insufficient reduction of particle size to produce effective liberation

of vaiue. Pryor, 4.
underground. a. Situated, done, or operating beneath the surface of the ground;
therefore, tunneled. Standard, 1964. b.
The place or space beneath the surface
of the ground; a subterranean space or
channel. Webster 3d. c. Ground or soil
lying beneath the surface or beneath
something else. Webster 3d.
underground bunker. A large capacity hopper, of 250 tons or more, to absorb peak

deliveries and provide an even rate of
feed to main transport systems, or winding shaft. See also bunker, underground.

Nelson.
underground cable. A single or multiple con-

ductor cable sheathed in lead or other
waterproof materials, carried

in a duct

beneath the surface of the ground. Crispin.

underground connections. Mines or areas
which are connected underground shall

be considered as a single mine if

the

underground connections between previously separate mines or areas subject the

men in the respective mines or areas to
a reasonable lilcelihood of danger from
mine fires or the products of fires, explosions or the forces and products of

explosions, mine inundations, or mantrip or man-hoist accidents. Underground
connections shall be taken into consideration when issuing withdrawal orders. BuMines Coal-kfine Inspectors' Manual,
June 1966, pi. 3-9c, p.

underground dam. Seal against water or
spread of fire. Pryor, 3, p. 122 .

underground drilling. Drilling from underground workings. Long.
underground exploration. a. The driving of
advance exploring headings and up-anddown boring to establish the continuity
and thickness of coal seams or other
mineral deposits. See also exploratory
drilling. Nelson. b. Extensions of a known
ore deposit may be probed along its strike
or dip in which shafts, drifts, or crosscuts

may be driven. A study of the habits of
known ore shoots is a desirable preliminary to underground exploration. Nelso.L

underground fires. There are two types of
underground fires; (1) those which involve exposed surfaces and are known as
open, freely burning fires; and (2) those
which may be wholly or partly concealed,
and are invariably caused by spontaneous
heating of the coal itself, known as gob
fires. Mason, V. 1, p. 283.

less definitely limited at its bottom and
sides by rocks of relatively low permeability, and contabs ground water that
percolates approximately downstream.

underground foreman, see shift boss, d;

underflow, screen. That portion of the feed

locomotive garage. Nelson.
underground gasification. A method of burn-

material which has passed through the
apertures in a screen deck. B.S. 3552,
1962.

pit boss, b. D.O.T. 1.
underground garage. See charging station;

ing the coal in place to produce a combustible gas which can be burned to gen-
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crate power or processed into chemicals
and fuels. Air and/or steam is blown
underground to support the controlled
combustion in the coal seam. The result-

ant gaseous mixture is a low-heating-value
fuel gas. Although still in the experimental stage by the U.S. Bureau of Mines,
this method, if economically feasible,
would permit the exploitation of poorquality coal, and of coal seams which are

too thin to mine commercially. It would
also permit exploitation of coal in mines

too dangerous for miners and for recovery
of coal remaining in mined-out areas.

Kentucky, pp. 44-45; R.I. 5830, 1961,
p.

2. See also blind borehole process.

Nelson.

underground geology. Usually implies direct evidence derived from shafts, wells,
and borings, or obtained by geophysical
methods. Also called subsurface geology.
Challinor.

underground glory-hole, method. A method
used in large deposits with a very strong

roof. In. this method, the deposit is di-

vided by levels and on every level chutes
arc raised to the next one. Mining starts

from the mouth of the chutes in such a
way as to develop a funnel-shaped excavation (mill, glory) with slopes so steep
that the broken ore falls into the chutes
and thus to the cars on the lower level.
A sufficiently strong pillar is left for protection at the higher level. This method
is also known as underground milling.
Stoces, u. 1, pp. 392-393.
underground haulage. The transportation of
coal or mineral from the working face to
the shaft bottom. Haulage usually implies
trams, tubs, or mine cars drawn by horses,
locomotives or ropes, and electric or
compressed-air haulage engines. Conveyors are not generally regarded as a haulage method. See also gravity haulage;
haulage; locomotive haulage; main transport; subsidiary transport. Nelson.
underground milling. See underhand stoping.
Fay. See also underground glory-hole

method. Stoces, v. 1, p. 393.

underground mine conveyors. Sectional conveyors, usually of the troughed belt type,
capable of being lengthened or shortened
as mining operations advance or retreat,
all

as contrasted to above-ground con-

ve,yors having fixed lengths for reasonable
permanent installations. According to lo-

cation in the mine or usage, they may be
known as face, room, gathering, main
haulage, or intermediate haulage conveyors. See also belt conveyor; drag chain
conveyor; flight conveyor. ASA MH4.11958.

underground

openings. Natural or man-

made excavation under the surface of the
earth. BuMines Bull. 587, 1960, p. 2.
underground ore bin. See measuring chute.
Nelson.

underground shaft. A shaft sunk from an
adit, tunnel, or working level, through
which mining operations are conducted.
The upper end terminates underground.

A winze or raise becomes an underground

shaft when equipped and used for hoisting and the conduct of other mining operations. Fay.
underground station. a. An enlargement of
an entry, drift, or level at a shaft at which
cages stop to receive and discharge cars,
menj and material. Fay. b. A pump station. Fay. c. An underground station is
any location where stationary electric

equipment is installed for the utilization

underpoled copper
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underground station

the top towards the bottom of a block.

of electricity. This includes pump rooms,
compressor rooms, hoist rooms battery-

Compare overhand stoping. Nelson. d.

charging rooms,

is broken down in descending steps or
benches, thereby making two free faces
available for blasting. Vertical holes are
usually employed in underhand stoping,

etc. ASA

442.1-1963.

d. Excavation housing special equipment.
Pryor, 3.
underground surveying. Distinctive features

of underground surveying are that 'stations are usually in the roof instead of

the floor; the object to be sighted and the
crosshairs of the telescope must be illuminated; distances are usually measured on

the slope; either the transit tripod has
adjustable legs or a trivet is used; and
often an auxiliary telescope

is

attached

to the transit, either at one end of the
horizontal axis or above the main tele-

scope with the line of sight of the auxiliary telescope parallel to that of the mahi
telescope. Horizontal and vertical distances are computed from slope distances
and vertical angles. The transit is set up
at one station, being centered by plumbir A., and the vertical distance from station

to horizontal axis of transit is measured.
A plumb bob is hung at the next station,
with a point on the plumbline marked by
some form of clamping target. The vertical angle to the point so marked is meas-

ured, and the distance from horizontal
axis to target is taped. Urquhart, Sec. 1,
p. 106.
underground transformer. A flameproof airfilled transformer of a size up to 300 kilovolt amperes, which can be used in inby
near the face in safety-lamp mines. A
nitrogen-filled transformer for mining use

the latest trend. Nelson.
underground transportation. The transporting of ore, rock, men, materials, and
is

supplies through shafts and haulageways,
including the loading of ore or rock into

cars and carrying it to the surface. BuMines Bull. 419, 1939, p. 3.
underground water. This water may be divided into three classes:

(1) meteoric

water; (2) magmatic or juvenile water;
and (3) connate water. Lewis, p. 630.
See also ground water. F sy.
underground workshop. An underground
room prepared at an accessible spot in an

underground mine in which repairs can
be made on the mining equipment used
underground. Bureau of Mines Stag.
underhand quarrying of panel cores, Mitchell
system. See underhand stoping, b. Fay.
underhand Mope. A stope made by working
downward from a level. Bureau of Mines
Stag.

underhand stoping. a. Mining ore from an
upper level to a lower, underhand. Ballard. b. Mining downward. The stope may

start below the floor of a level and be

extended by successive horizontal slices,
either worked sequentially or simultaneously in a series of steps. The modifications consist in the working of the block
by a series of slices parallel with the dip,

slice being worked from the top
down and the slices being taken in se-

each

quence. The stope may be left as an open

stope or supported by stulls or pillars.
Filling can be used after the stope has
been finished or may follow the stope as

a backfill. Sometimes called horizontal-cut
underhandi underhand quarrying of panel
cores. (Mitchell system); underground

open-stope method. Fay. c. The
holes downbench is broken by
s broken out at the
ward, and the ore idrilling
ettl of a block. Excavation proceeds from

This method is particularly suitable for
narrow highly-inclined deposits. The ore

although horizontal holes at the bottom of

the bench are occasionally used. The
burdens on the holes may vary from 1 to
3 inches to 3 feet, and the spacing be-

tween holes from 4 to 8 feet, depending
on the nature of the ground to be broken.
As a rough rule, the burden may be taken
as one-fourth to one-third the depth of
the hole. When the ro,...k does not break
away at right angles to the shothole, and
the angle of break approaches 120° to
125°, then it is common practice to use
a sloping bench with only a small drilling
face. Such benches are spaced 6 to 8 feet
apart and only a single row of holes is
used, the number of holes depending on
the width of the stope, the hardness of
the ore, and the relative strengths of the
ore and the hanging walls and footwalls.
McAdam II, pp. 136-137.
underhand work. Picking or drilling downward. Fay.
underhole. a. To cut away or mine out the

lower portion of a coal scam or a part
of the underclay so as to win or get the

c. Corn. See underlay, a and b. Fay.
underlier. a. The strata or rock occupying
a position directly below a specific rock

formation. Bureau of Mines Stag. b. Eng.

See underlay shaft, a. Fay.
underloading. a. A term used to explain
enamel

contamination -mused by run-

ning a mill with a too small charge of

pebbles, or sufficient pebbles but too little enamel, or both. This faulty practice
may result in the pebbles pounding

Loinst the sides of the

mill, allowing

small chips of the pebbles and mill lining
to contaminate the enamel. Enam. Dict.

b. Insufficient charging of ball mill for

proper grinding of enamel slip. ACSB-3.
Undermanager; overman.

underlooker. a.

Mason. b. Lanc. One who has the care
and superintendence of the miners and
of the workings, who receives his orders

from the manager, and to whom the

overmen and deputies report; a mine superintendent. Fay.
underlying. Lying unoer or beneath; fundamental. Webster 3d.
underlying beds. The rocks situated under
a deposit or other strata. Stoces, v. 1, p.
63.

undermanager. a. In Great Britain, the underground mining engineer and senior

executive official, and everything that has
to do with the underground must be sub-

To mine out a portion of the bottom of

ject to his control, especially as regards
safety and health of personnel. In some
coalfields he is also known as the under-

the top unsupported and ready to be

Mason, v. 2, pp. 670-672. b. N. of Eng.

overlying coal. Craigie, v. 4, p. 2,389. b.

a seam, by picl.; or powder, thus leaving

looker, but this term is becoming obsolete.

blown down by shots, broken down by
wedges, or mined with a pick or bar. In
England, the terms jad, hole, undercut,
kirve, and bench are synonymous. Fay.

A senior official responsible for the working of a scam or number of scams. Each
separate ventilation system is required by

Also called undermine. See also undercut,
b.

underlay; underlie. a. Corn. The departure

of a vein or stratum from the vertical,
usually measured in horizontal feet per
fathom of inclined depth. Thus a dip of
60° is an underlay of 3 feet per fathom.

The underlay expressed in feet per fathom

times the natural cosine of the
angle of the dip. The complement of dip;
hade. Fay. b. The downward extension of
a vein or bed beneath the ground. Minis six

eral bodies lying under a given tract,
though not outcropping on surface. Weed,
1922.

underlay shaft. a. A shaft sunk in the foot-

wall and following the dip of a vein.

Also. called underlier. Fay. b. One Ns/Lich

slopes at the dip angle of lode, but

is

carried below the ore. Pryor, 3. Also called

a footwall shaft.
underievel. A development level or drift,
driven from the surface, in ironstone mining. Nelson.
underlevel drift. Eng. A drift from a pumping pit, to free-dip workings from water.
Fay.
underlevel work. Clev. Mining ironstone by
driving drifts into the hillside, instead of
sinking shafts. Fay.
underlie. a. A term used to express the
angle at which stulls or posts are set between walls. The setting angle is slightly
steeper than the perpendicular to the
vein, and the post thus tightens with the
downward settlement of the hanging wall.
Underlay. Nelson. b. In geology, to oc-

cupy a lower position than, or to pass

beneath; said of stratified rocks over
which other rocks are spread out. Fay.
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law to have at least one undermanager.
Trist.

undermine. To excavate the earth beneath,
especially for the purpose of causing to
fall; form a mine under. Webster 3d. See
also undercut, b; underhole, b. Fay.
underofticial; lower official. In general, the
term refers to all colliery officials subordinate to the undermanager. See also
superior official. Nelson.

underpinning. a. Building up the wall cf a
mine shaft to join that above it. Fay. b.
The act of supporting a superior part of

a wall, etc., by introducing a support

beneath it. Fay. c. A solid structure, as
a new foundation or other support. Fay.
d. The operation of deepening a foundation or of rebuilding or providing new

permanent support under an existing wall
or column without disturbing or damaging the superstructure. See also pretesting.
Ham.

underplight. Rocks and beds forming the
folds and sides of hollows, which though

crumpled, are still united to the parent
rockthe result of movement of ice or
thawing soil over the land. Arlcell.

underply. Scot. A band or division of the
lower portion of a thick seam of coal.
See also mining ply. Fay.
underpoled. A term used in copper refining
to designate copper not poled enough to
remove all suboxide, and which has solid-

ified with a concave surface. See also

overpoled; tough pitch, a. Fay.
underpoled copper. To reduce to metal the
cuprous oxide from blister copper pro-

duced in a converter, green poles are

pushed into the molten material to bring
the percentage of CusO below 0.5. If this
reaction (which results in flat-topped in-

ungemachite
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underpoled copper
gots having a smooth fracture) is incomplete, the ingot fractures too readily and
has a darker color. This shows it to have

into the circumference of which are set
blades that are pushed by water passing
underneath. Webster 3d.

b. A water-

been insufficiently reduced or underpoled.
Pryor, 3.

wheel used for low heads, in which the
power is obtained almost entirely from
the impulse of the water on the vanes.

underreamer. A tool or device having cutters

underside. Thc discharge end of a cylinder
of a hydraulic-feed device in the swivel
head of a diamond drill. Long.
undersize. a. That part of a crushed material which passes through a screen. Fay.
b. Particles in a scieen overflow which
are smaller than the normal dimensions
of the screen apertures. B.S. 3552, 1962.
c. Material in a product of size smaller
than the reference size; may be expressed
as a percentage of the product. B.S. 3552,
1962. d. The smaller of two classified
products. In the case of ore pulp or fine
coal, the undersize is the overflow and

underream. To enlarge or ream a borehole
below the casing. Long.

that can be expanded or contracted

by

mechanical or hydraulic means and used
to enlarge or ream a borehole below the
casing or. drivepipe. Also called expansion bit; expansion reamer. Long.
underreamer bit. The assembled device consisting of the lugs or jaws attached to an
expanding mechanism used to enlarge or
ream a borehole below a string of casing.
See also underreamer. Long.
underreamer cutter. See underreamer lug.
Long.

undereamer lug. A diamond set or other

type of expansible or contractable jaw on
an underreamer bit. Also called under-

reamer cutter. Long.
underreaming. a. The widening out of the
foot of a bored hole or of certain types of
foundation piers in order to increase the

load bearing area. Ham. b. See underream. Long.

underreaming bit. An expanding bit used
to enlarge the diameter of the hole below
the casing to allow the casing to be lowered

further down the

borehole. B.S.

3618, 1963, sec. 3.
underridge tile. A roofing tile for use at the
top of a tiled roof. Such tiles are shorter
than standard roofing tiles and are used
to complete the roof along the ridge
beneath the ridge tiles. See also ridge
tile. Dodd.
underrope haulage. An endless rope haulage

in which the ropes run under the cars.
The cars are attached singly or in short
sets by clips. See also overrope haulage.
Nelson.

undersaturated. In petrology, applied to igneous rocks consisting wholly or partly of
unsaturated minerals. The class of rocks
is subdivided into nonfeldspathoidal and
feldspathoidal divisions. See also unsat-

urated, a. A.G.I.

undersaturated rocks. Rocks containing unsaturated, minerals. A.G.I.
underscreen water; backwater. Water which

is fed into the cells of a washbox below
the level of the screen plate, B.S. 3552,
1962.

undesea mining. The working of economic
deposits (usually coal) situated in strata
or rocks below the seabed. Nelson.
underseams. Scot. Lower or deeper coal
seams. Fay.

undersea prospecting. The driving of exploring headings seaward from landside
mine workings combined with up-anddown boring to establish higher or lower

seams. A new technique developed by the
National Coal Board, Great Britain, is
exploring drilling from a tower which can

be floated out to sea and grounded on

the seabed. See also N.C.B. boring tower.
Nelson.

undersea satellites. A string of basketballsize devices strung between Hawaii and
California to explore uncharted Pacific
area. Each satellite contains a gage to
measure tides, a seismometer, and a transmitter. Hy.
undersea workings. See submarine mines.
Zern.

undershot wheel. a. A vertical waterwheel

C.T.D.

the oversize the underfiow. See also classi-

fier, b. Nelson. c. A drill hole that is not
to size because of gage loss on the bit
and/or the reaming shell with which it
was deified. Long. f. A bit or reaming
shell the diametric dimensions of which
are less than specified as standard. Long.
undersize control screen. A screen used for
the removal of undersize from a product.
B.S. 3552, 1962.
undersize core. Core the outside diameter
of which is 'less than standard. Long.
understressing. In fatigue testing, cycling at

a stress level lower than that used at the
end of the test. ASM Gloss.
undertaker. Commonly used throughout
Alaska and the Yukon for a man who

buries deadmen to hold dredge lines.

Hess.

under the top. Eng. A raad in which a layer
of coal is left standing to form the roof is

said to be "under the top". Fay.
underthrust. A low-angle reverse fault resulting from the sliding of the footwall

beneath a relatively passive hanging wall.
Compare overthrust. Nelson.
undertow. The current below water surface
that sets seaward when waves are breaking upon the shore. Schieferdecker.
undertow mark. See groove cast. Pettijohn.
undertub system. The endless-rope system
generally used on moderate and constant
gradients where the floor is good. In this
system the rope runs underneath the

tubs or cars in the center of the rails.

dude an oxygen rebreathing chamber to
remove carbon dioxide from exhaled
breath. Bureau of Mines does not have an
approval schedule for underwater equipment. Bests, p. 670.
underwater telephone system. A durable
sonar systemconsisting of a transducer,
a receiver-transmitter unit, and a control
boxenabling surface ships or submarines

to communicate with one another via

sound waves. Hy.
underwater television and inspection system.
Remotely controlled television cameras,
etc.

operated via power cable from a

suriace ship. Hy.
underweight. a. The weight of that portion
of the strata overlying a coal seam at the
face which is supported by the timber or

steel props. See also nether roof; over-

arching weight; traveling weight. Nelson.

b. Aust. The weight of the roof which
advances along the face of the coal, following the process of undercutting, in
longwall work, and breaks down the por-

tion that has been undercut. Fay. c. A

diamond bit the crown of which is inset
with diamonds so widely spaced that part
of the crown is without cutting points
and the bit cannot be made to cut. Fay.
underwinding. A rope or cable wound and
attached so that it stretches from the bottom of a drum to the load. Nichols, 2.
undisturbed. Rocks that lie in the attitudes
in which they were originally formed.
Compare disturbed. Fav.
undisturbed sample. A sample which is as
undisturbed as humanly possible, as distinct from a sample disturbed by boring
tools. Special appliances are used to obtain such samples from boreholes, and the

material is preserved in its natural state
in airtight containers. Undisturbed samples are required so that the in p'ace (in
situ) properties of the soil may be determined. It is difficult to obtain undisturbed samples of sandy soils without
considerable preparation. See also soil
core. Nelson.

undisturbed soil sample. See undisturbed

sample. Long.
undrained shear test. See quick test. Ham.
undulating. Rising and falling like waves;

said of beds or crests of folds that are

bent into alternate elevations and depressions. Fay.
unequal angle. A metal angle section with
two legs of unequal length. See also equal
angle. Ham.
uneven fracture. a. When the fracture surface is rough by reason of minute undulations, as in copper pyrites, etc. See also
fracture. Nelson. b. A mineral's habit of
breaking along rough, irregular surfaces.

Curves are negotiated by series of small
vertical pulleys between the rails and are
best of large radius. Clips are generally
preferred to lashing chains and the system suits automatic clipping and unclipping. ComPare overtub system. Sinclair,
V, p. 332.
underviewer; underlooker. Eng. In coal minLeet.
ing, an underground foreman; in metal unlaced quartz. A name given to defaced
mining, a mining captain. Fay.
masses of raw quartz. AM, I .
undervoltage relays. Like undercurrent re- unfading green slate. See colored slates.
indicate
when
lays, undervoltage relays
AIME, p. 793.
voltage is not up to the level it should be. unlimited. Free from faulting. Schieferdecker.
Undervoltage values result in the breaker unfired (unburned) brick. Brick manufactured
tripping and staying out until the undeby processes which do not require kiln
sirable condition is corrected. Coal Age,
firing to develop the strength of the finv. 71, No, 8, August 1966, p. 270.
ished product. ACSG, 1963.
underwater breathing apparatus. A self-con- ungaite.
A general name suggested for olitained breathing unit for use in shallow
goclase
dacities. Holmes, 1928.
'mainteunderwater inspection, salvage or
ungemachite. A colorless to yellowish basic
nance. The equipment consists essentially
hydrous sulfate of sodium, potassium, and
of a full face mask connected to a cylinder
ferric iron, Na4(K, Fe"),(OH) (SO4),.
of compressed air or oxygen with a de5H10. Rh,ombohedrall Thick, tabular
mand regulator. Suitable for about 30
crystals. From Chuquicarnata, Chile. A
minutes, and for longer periods may in-

ungemachite
monoclinic form
chitc. English.

is

called clinoungema-

unglazed tile. A hard, dense tile of homogeneous composition throughout, deriving
color and texture from the materials of
which thc body is made. The colors and
characteristics of the tile are determined

by the materials used in the body, the

method of manufacture, and the thermal

treatment. ASTM C242-60T.
ungotten. Unworked rock of any kind. Arkell.
unholed. York. Bordgates or other headings
not driven through into the adjoining
roadway. Fay.
UNI Abbreviation for Unificazione Ita liana;
the prefix to the identification number of
an Italian standard specification. Dodd.
uniaxial. Having but one direction in which
light passing through the crystal is not
doubly refracted. Fay. All minerals which
crystallize in the tetragonal, trigonal, and
hexagonal systems are uniaxial. Compare

biaxial; isotropic. C.T.D.
uniaxial stone. One which has crystallized in

the tetragonal or hexagonal system, and
therefore has only one dhection or axis

of single refraction. See also biaxial stone.
Shipley.
uniaxial stress. A state of stress in which two
of the three principal stresses are zero.

unit coal
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granular material. A.G.I.

uniformly graded soil. A soil with a particles;ze distribution extending over a limited
range with one size predominating. Nelson.

uniform sand. A sand with particles of uniform size. See also graded sand. Ham.
uniform strain. The strain occurring prior x
the beginning of localization of strain
(necking) ; the strain to maximum load in
the tension test. ASM Gloss.

Unifrax. A low-density nitroglycerin powder
type of equivalent sheathed explosive.

McAdam II, p. 49.

Unigex. A semi-gelatinous nitroglycerin equivalent sheathed explosive. McAdam II,

p. 49.
unilateral rolling strata. Asymmetrical ripple
or wavy bedding the steeper side of which
indicates the direction of flow. Pettijohn.

unilateral stream. A stream with all tributaries entering from one side. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
unilateral trensducer. A transducer which
cannot be actuated at its outputs by waves

in such a manner as to supply related

waves at its inputs. Hy.
unimolecular layer; monomolecular layer.

Film that is 1 molecule deep, absorbed
to surface of solid. Pryor, 3.
union. The usual trade term for a device
ASM Gloss.
uniclinal. a. Sloping in one direction; monoused to connect pipes. It commonly consists of three pieces which are: (1) the
clinal. Fay. b. A deviation from normal
inclination (uniclinal flexure). Bureau of
thread end fitted with interior threads;
(2) a small exterior shoulder; and (3)
Mines Staff.
unicHnal shifting. Streams following the strike
the ring which has an inside flange at
one end while the other end has an inof weak beds occasionally work laterally
side thread like that on the exterior of
down the dip of the beds, a process which
the thread end. A gasket is placed beis termed uniclinal shifting. A.G.I.
unicline. The term monocline is used at present in two ways: the 5eologist under-

stands by monocline a simple structural
fold. This is the original and proper use
of the term. The physiographer has used
the term for the ridges produced by erosion of anticlines, that is, for monoclinal

ridges of erosion, including hogbacks. For

this type of ridge, a part of an anticline,
the term unicline is proposed. This usage

seems never to have been followed. A.G.I.
unidimensional consolidation. A test in which
the volume change in ^ soil sample is observed when subjected to increasing increments of load. A soil sample, which may
be 3 inches in diameter and 2 centimeters
thick, is compressed between two porous

stones and the movement under load

noted. Ham.
unidirectional transducer. In many practical

transducer designs the artivr surface is
mounted in a structure in such fashion

that radiation or reception takes place on
one side only. In such cases the unit will
show maximum response along a single
bearing only and is said to be unidirectional. H&G.
unidirectional ventilation. A form of air
travel; the air enters at one point; ;asses
through the workings, and goes out at a
distant point. The air utilizes what originally were returns as intakes and so cuts
the resistance in the straightway ventilation one-fourth. Recirculation is made impossible where unidirectional ventilation
is followed, and the mine is made safer.
Letvisi p. 729.
uniformitarianism. The concept that the
present is a key to the past. Synonym for
principal of uniformity. A.G.I.
unifornft coefficient. An expression of va-

riety in sizes of grains that constitute a

tween the thread and bottom ends, which

are drawn together by the ring. Unions
are very extensively used, because they

permit connections with little disturbance
of the pipe po3itions. Strock, 10.
union ell. An ell with a male or female union

at one end. Strock, 3.

unionize6. State of substance which has dissolved without dissociating into ions;
solute retaining its compounded 'state.

Pryor, 3.

union joint. A pipe coupling, usually threaded, which permits disconnection without
disturbing other sections. Strock, 3.

Unions. High explosives:
Bennett 2d, 1962.

used in

mines.

union shop. A shop or mine run according to

the requirements of a trade union. Compare open shop. Fay.

union tee. A tee with male or female union at

connection on one end of run. Strock, 3.
unique diameter. A line different from any

other in a crystal, for examples, the c

axis in both the tetragonal and hexagonal
systems and the three axes of reference in
the orthorhombic system. American Mineralogist, v. 26, No. 10, October 1941, p.

618.

Unirend. A TNT/ammonium nitrate type of
equivalent sheathed explosive. McAdam

cr each 20 pounds of
manganese in a ton of ore. Lewis, p. 363.

each percent,

b. One percent of a short ton, or 20
pounds avoirdupois. Hoov, p. 172.

c.

N.S.W. One percent or one-hundredth
part of a ton of pure metal or metallic
compound. Thus 1 ton of 1 percent ore
contains one unit, or 1 ton of 20 percent

ore, for example, contai,r- 20 units. New
South Wales. d. In sales of ore, concen-

trates, or metals, a unit is

1

percent of

the specified substarce. If, for example,
the transaction calls for vanadium in long
tons of concentrate, one unit is 22.4
pounds. Pryor, 3. e. Electrical energy;
one kilowatt hour. It is approximately
equivalent to 3,415 British thermal units,
or 2.6552 multiplied by 106 foot-pounds;
any quantity or dimension used as a
standard. See also unit basis. Nelson. f.
A determinate quantity (as of length,
time, heat, value, or housing) adopted as
a standard of measurement for other
quantities of the same kind. Webster 3d.
unit basis. An importan; basis in connectio.i

with ore sales. In the case of tin concentrates, a unit means one-hundredth
part of a ton, or 22.4 pounds of metallic
tin. Thus, concentrates assaying 70 percent metallic tin would contain 70 units
of tin per ton. Lead, zinc, coppee, antimony, and arsenic ore-buying tariffs also
use the term unit, which again means onehundredth of a ton of the contained

metallic content. In the case of wolfram
or scheelite which are sold on a basis of
their tungstic acid content (W03) a unit

is one-hundredth par: of a ton of con-

tained tungstic acid. Molybdenite is sold

on a basis of the molybdenum sulfide

(MoSs) content. Beryl is sold on the basis

of the beryllium oxide (BeO) content,

thus a unit would be one-hundredth part
of a ton of Be0 contained in the ore. The
basis is

related to the current price of

the metals as determined by prizes fixed
by fixing authorities, government purchasing agencies, or quotations on the

international metal markets, which vary
from time to time. Nelson.
unit bed-material discharge. Discharge of
bed material (material coarser than 0.062
millimeter) per unit width of a stream.
USGS Prof. Paper 462-F.

unit cell. a. The arrangement of points in a
ctystal which forms a single geometrical
figure, with all its points referable to the
axes by which these are conventionally
defined. The orderly repetition of the
unit cell becomes, if sufficiently large, the
visible crystal, while the unit cell itself is

the smallest group of points (as atoms,
ions or molecules in their correct spatial

ratios) possible. Pryor, 3. b. Of flotation,
a single appliance. Pryor, 4.
unit coal. a. Applied to prepared coal as for

analysis, and being the pure coal substance considered altogether apart from

extraneous or adventitious material (mois-

II, P. 50.

ture and mineral impurities) which may

having only rotary. motion. NCB.

have become associated with the combustible organic substance of the coal. A.G.I.

uniselector. An electromechanical selector

unisilicate. In Inineralogy, a salt of orthosilicic acid. Standard, 1964.

unit. a. Smelter contracts make frequent use
of the work unit. A unit means 1 percent.
Since a ton contains 2,000 pounds, a unit
is equivalent to 20 pounds per ton of orc.

The statement that manganese will be

paid ;cr at the rate of one dollar per unit,

means that one dollar will be paid for

1192

by accident or through natural causes
b. The pure or actual coal substance as
derived from taking into consideration the
corrected ash. The differentiation between
the noncoal substance of a sample being

analyzed and the coal itself. It is expressed by the formula: Unit coal =
1.00(W +1.08 A + 9.55 S) where W=
Water, A=Ash, and. S=Sulfur. A.G.!.
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unit die

volved a unique set of principles. Pryor,

unit die. In die casting, a die block that contains several cavity inserts for making
different kinds of castings. ASM Gloss.
united veins. Where two or more veins unite,
the oldest or prior location takes the vein

unit pole. Magnetic repulsive force of 1 dyne
acting at distance of 1 centimeter from a
like pole. Pryor, 3.

the spacc of intersection. Ricketts, p. 127.
unit heater. A forced convection heating de-

quired to remove a unit volume of metal
in unit time, usually expressed as horsepower per cubic inch per minute. ASM

fan and

unit pressures. The total pressure divided

below the point of union, including all

vice of two types: (1) an assembly of
encased heating surface with

motor (or turbine) and for connection to
a sonrce of steam or hot water; (2) an
assembly of the above plus a fuel burner
so that the device is for connection to a
source of oil or gas (or supplied with
coal) and not to steam lines or waterlines.
Strock, 10.
uniting pressure. The pressure at which the
individual particles of a metal powder

will unite together to form a solid mass
of metal. The following are the uniting
pressures of a number of common metal
powders: lead, 13 tons per square inch;
tin, 19 tons per square inch; copper, 33
tons per square inch; antimony, 38 tons
per square inch; zinc, 38 tons per square
inch; aluminum, 38 tors per square ;nch;
and bismuth, 38 tons per square inch.
Camm.

unitized train. Trains made up entirely of

coal cars that carry coal directly from the

loading place to the point of delivery.

Britannica. Britanrica
Book of the Year, 1964, p. 569.

Encyclopaedia

unit of coal. The quantity of coal from

which the sample is taken and which it

is intended to represent. Most commonly

the unit will be a consignment, but it
might be part of a consignment or in

certain cases a single wagon load of coal.

It also might be a shift's output or a
standard quantity of, say, 100 tons. Nel-

son.

unit of force. The unit of force usually

adopted in mechanics is the weight of
pound, which is the force which Just supports a weight of 1 pound freely suspended. A force of 5 pounds weight is equivalent to the force with which gravity acts
on a rnass of 5 pounds at sea level. Morris and Cooper, pp. 141-142.
unit of moment. The pound-foot, a unit ...I
which the force is 1 pound and the perpendicular distance of its line of action
foot, Morris and
from the fulcrum,
Cooper, p. 150.
unit of power. The unit of power is horiepower, and 1 horsepower is the rate of
working of 33,000 foot-pcunds per min1

ute.

1 horsepower=33,000 foot-pounds per
minute
1 horsepower=550 foot-pounds per
second

1 horsepower=746 watts
Morris and n'ooper, p. 144.

unit of work. The unit of work usually

adopted in engineering is the foot-pound.
One foot-pound is the work done when a
resistance of 1 pound is overcome through
a distance of 1 foot, measured in the di-

rection in which the force acts. Morris
and Cooper, p. 143.

unit operation. Recognition, studyt applica-

tion, and control of the principles and

factors utilized in a distinct and self-contained process (for example, filtration).
This avoids the duplication of effort

which attends study of filtration of oil,
sugar, ore pulp, etc., as though each in-

3.

unit power. The net amount of power re-

Gloss.

by the number of area units on which the
load is imposed, such as the diamonds in
a diamond-bit crown, usually expressed as
pounds per square inch, tons per square
foot, pounds per diamond, etc. Long.
unit process. Distinct and roughly self-contained section of series of operations,
which can be studied by itself. In mineral
processing, unit processes include such
sections as crushing, grinding, classification, gravity treatment, pulp conditioning,
flotation, thickening, leaching, filtration.
Pryor, 3.
unit strain. Unit tensile strain is the elonga-

universal plant indicators
will- cut a 12-foot heading to a depth of
6 feet in 10 minutes. Time is required
for flitting, so that under good conditions

up to twelve places can be cut in one

shift. Mason, V. 1, p. 106.
universal clamp. A clamping device used on
a drill column by means of which a horizontal arm can be affixed at any point on
the vertical section of a drill column.
Long.

universal coal cutter. A coal cutter with a
jib capable of cutting at any height or
angle.

It may be mounted on crawler

tracks. See also turret coal cutter. Nelson.

universal coupling. One which joins two
driving shafts which rotate about differ-

ently slanted axes. Pryor, 3.
universal gas mask. Designed as an all purpose mask for protection against a great
varie;v of toxic gases, vapors, and smokes,
including carbon monoxide. It is equipped
with an indicator which shows at a glance
the remaining service time of the canister
for CO. This mask is particularly effective
for mines, fire fighting, and general intion per unit length; unit compressive
dustrial use:. where the contaminants are
strain is the shortening per unit length;
of relatively low content. The U.S. Buunit snear strain is the change in angle
reau of Mines also approves certain types
(radians) between two lines originally at
of universal gas masks for only limited
right angles to each other. Ro.
respiratory protection against dusts,
unit stress. The stress or load per unit of
fumes, mists, and smokes. Bests, pp. 107,

arca, usually taken per square inch of
section. For instance, if a bar is 1 by 2
inches in section, the unit stress of the

bar will be 1,000 divided by 2 (sectional
area) equal 500 pounds. Zern, p. 73.
unit train. A system developed by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad for delivering coal
more efficiently in which a string of cars,
with distinctive markings, and loaded to
"full visible capacity," is operated without service frills or stops along the way
for cars to be cut in and out. In this way,
the customer receives his coal quickly and

the empty car is scheduled back to the
coalfields as fast as it came. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

unit ventilaeon. A system of ventilation in
which each working face is ventilated by
a separate air current. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 2.

unit ventilator. A unit heater of type (1)

but connected to a source of ventilation
air and frequently provided with an air

108.

universal grinding machine. A machine on
which cylindrical, internal, or face grinding can be done as required in tool rooms
and machine shops. ACSG, 1963.
universal joint. a. A connection between two

shafts that allows them to turn or swivel
at an angle. Nichols. b. Articulated joints
permitting the transmission of rotary motion from the driving shaft placed at an
angle to the driven shaft. Compare knuckle joint. Long.

universal-joint couplings. These couplings
are used where tit: intersect at any
angle or where 1: ..;-d members must be

driven. If there is an offset in the ' .vo
shafts, or if one or both shafts must

change location during operation, two of
these couplings are used, and one is fitted
with a splined joint mating with the connecting intermediate shaft to allow axial
movement. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Se,;. D,

P. 68.

filter. Strock, 10.

universal lay rope. See lang lay rope. Sinclair,

unit width of a stream. USGS Prof. Paper

universal machine. A power-driven coal cutter that will not only cut horizontal kerfs,

unit water discharge. Water discharge for
462-F.

unit weight, a. Weight per unit of volume.
Bureau of Mines Staff, See also dry unit
weight; effective unit weight; maximum
unit weight; saturated unit weight; submerged unit weight; unit weight of water;
wet unit weight; zero air voids unit weight.

ASCE P1826, b. The denshy of a mate-

rial. Ham.

unit weight of water. The weight pek unit
volume of water; normally equal to 614
pounds per cubic foot or 1 gram per cubic
centimeter. ASCE P1826.
univalent; monovalent. a. Having a valence
of 1. Webster 3d. b. Having one valence;

for example, calcium which has only a
valence of 2. Webster 2d.
univariant equilibrium. Said of a system in
which the variance (degrees of freedom)
is one. A.G.1.

Jniversal arc-shearing machine. A machlne

with a rotating jib head so that vertical
or td,earing cuts can be made in addition

to tne arcwall cut. An arcwall machine
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v, p. 7.

but will also cut vertical kerfs at any
angle, and is designed for operation either
on track, caterpillar treads, or rubber
tires. ASA C42.85:1956. Same as universal

coal cutter.
univarsal mill. A rolling mill in which rolls
with a vertical -.xis roll the edges of the
metal stock between some of the passes
through the 'iorizontal rolls. ASM Gloss.
universal motor. An electric motor rated at
horsepower output which
less than
1

operates either on direct or alternating
current. See also fractional horsepower
motor. Ham.

universal pH Indicator. Mixture of several indicator dyes, each of which changes color

through a specific pH range, so that by
suitably combining a wide color change
and pH, reading can be obtained. Pryor, 3,

universal plant indicators. Indicator plants
that are restricted exclusively to rocks or

soils of a definite mineral content and

not found under any other conditions.

Compare local plant indicators. These
Genus & Species
Family
Element
Gypsophila patrini
pink
copper
Acrocephalus roberti
mint
Ocimum homblei
mint
selenium

moss

Merceya latifolia

legume
legume
legume
sunflower
sunflower

Astragalus bisulcatus
Astragalus racemosus
Astragalus pectinatus
Oonopsis spp.
Aster venustus
Stanleya spp.
Astragalus pattersoni

mustard
selenium & legume

plants have been used as indicators in
prospecting and include the following:
Common Name Locality
U.S.S.R.
kachim
basil

copper moss
poison vetch
poison vetch
poison vetch
goldenweed
woody aster
princesplume
poison vetch

Katanga
Rhodesia

Sweden & Montana
Western U.S.
Western U.S.
Western U.S.
Western U.S.
Western U.S.
Western U.S.
Western U.S.

uranium
Belgium & Germany
Viola calamineria (lutea) zinc violet
violet
zinc
to
land
that
is
not
in
the possession of
universal seismograph. An instrument regisone who claims the right of possession
tering all three components simultanethereto by virtue of a compliance with
ously. Schielerdecker.
the law. Ricketts, I.
universal stage, Microscope stage that can be
rotated through both horizontal and verti- unoriented. a. A rock specimen whose original

cal planes. The ordinaky universal stage
has four axes of rotation in additicin to
that of the common petrographic micro-

Supp.
universal testing machine. An instrument so
designed that it is capable of exerting a
tensile, compressive, or transverse stress
scope.

on the specimen under test. Further, it
can be adapted for the des smination of
Brineli hardness, ductility, cold bend, and
other properties. The machine consists essentially of three systems: loading, weighing, and indicating, the loading being arplied either mechanically or hydraulically.
Osborne.

universal train. A roll train having adjustable
horizontal and vertical rolls, so as to produce sections of various sizes. Fay.
uukeying. In attacking a rock fr.ce, the first
effort of the miner is directed toward

making a cut that will permit the succeeding shots to exert the greatest for:e
with the minimum charge of explosive.
In doinn; this unkeying, he takes advantage of any persistent seam in the

rock face. Stauffer.
unkindly lode. Aust. A lode or vein that does

not lookpromising. Fay.

unknown stone. In gemmology, any stone, ,he
genuineness, classification, and species of

which has not yet been determined by
means of a gemmological test, oy the per-

son who is asked to ideatify it. Shipley.

unlimited pump. A deep-well pump operated
from the level of the ground above.
Standard, 1964.
unloader. a, A machine that unloads iron ore
from boats and cars, by power, generally

electric. Mersereau, 4th, p. 383. b. See

tippler, a. Nelson.
unloader, car. See car unloader. ASA MH4.11958.

unloading conveyor. Any of several types of
portdble conveyors adapated for unload-

ing bulk materials, packages, re objects

from conveyances. ASA MH4.1-1958.
unloading trough. A short section of trough,
designed for insertion in a standard
shaker trough, which will allow the coal
to be unloaded at ;hat point by being diverted to either side by the unloading

trough. C-climps are used to hold the
nes.
unloading section in place.

unlocking. See liberation. Pry , 4.
nnmanufactured mica. The commercial forms

of mica (blocks, films, splittings, and

scrap) before fabrication. Skow.
unoccupied and unappropriated land. Refers

unsoundness
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orientation in space when collccted, is
unknown. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. b.
Rock fabric that shows no ordered spatial
arrangement. See also preferred orientation. Stokes and Varnes, 1955. c. A map
or instrume.nt whose internal coordinates
are not coincident with corresponding directions in space Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

unpaired terrace. A terrace formed when an
emding stream, swinging back and forth
across a valley, encounters resistant rock
beneath the unconsolidated alluvium and
is deflected, leaving behind a single terrace with no corresponding terrace on the
other side of the stream. Leet.
unpatented claims. a. Mining claims to which
a deed from the United States Government has not been received. The cl:-ms
are subject to annual assessment work, in
order to maintain ownership. Weed, 1922.
b. Thise which require a hund-ed dollars
of work to be done each year. Claims can-

not be patented until five hundred dollars has been spent on tbem. von Bernewitz. c. A mining claim for which the

holder has no patent. Under the Multiple
Surface Use Act of 1955, discoveries of
common varieties of sand, stone, gravel,
pumice, cinders, and clay cannot be located as mining claims; however, it does
not affect the validity of a discovery in
these materials based on the presence of
other valuable minerals. Lewis, p. 28.
unpreventable accident. An accident due to
such things as mechanical failures, rock
bursts, fires, etc. They are usually few in
number but severe in results. Spalding,

p. 362.
unproductive development. The drifts, tunnels, and crosscuts driven in stone, preparatory to opening out production faces
in a coal seam or ore body. Horizon mining is characterized by a heavy outlay on
the initial unproductive development. See
also in-the-seam mining; productive development. Nelson.
unproven area. An area in which it has not
been established by chilling operations
whether oil and/or gas may be found in
commercial quantities. Williams.

unreserved minerals. Those minerals which
belong to the owner of the land on which
or in which d.ey are located. The owner
of the land is their exclusive owner and
them freely. To this group
can deai
often beInng the following minerals:
limestone, dolomite, bathe, fluorite, fire-

clay, plastic clay, glass sand, marble, and
gypsum. Compare re served minerals.
Stoces, v. 1, p. 654.
unrestrained compression apparatus. See unconfined compression appliance. Nelson.
unripe amber. Gedanite. Shipley.

unripe diamond. Rock crystal or

colorless

zircon. Shipley.
unripe peat. Moor peat in the beginning stage

of peat formation. Individual plant organs which compose unripe peat are
clearly visible. Stutzor and Noe, 1940,
p. 91.

unripe ruby. Red zircon. Shipley.
unsafe act. An act which is not in accordance

with mcepted or correct practice; an act
which contravenes the Support Rules of
the mine; any performance which exposes the individual to an unnecessary

hazard. Nelson.
unsaft condition. Any environment or physi-

cal condition which may lead to an ac-

cident. Nelson.
unsaponifiable matter. Residue extracted
from the alkaline solution after complete
saponification of a fat, oil, or wax. Shell
Oil Co.
unsaturated. a. Applied to minerals that aro
incapable of crystallizing from rock magmas in the presence of an excess of silica.
Such minerals are said to be unsaturated
with regard to silica and include the
feldspathoids, analchne, magnesian olivine, melanite, pyrope, perovskite corundum, calcite, and perhav., spincl. Se6 atm

undersaturated. A.G.I. b. AppFed to air
that contains less water vapor than the
maximum or saturation content for the
conditions pertaining. Spalding, p. 240.

unsaturated minerals. Those minerals that
appcar to be incapable of forming from
rock magma in the presence of free or
excess silica; examples are leucite. and

olivine. A.G.I.
unscreened coal. a. Coal for which no size
limits are specified. B.S. 3313, 1960. b.
Aust. Run-of-mine coal. Fay.
unsealing. The recovet:y of a sealed-off mine

area that had been sealed in order to extinguish a fire. Two general systems that
may be employed are (I) recovering the
fire area in mccessive blocks by means of
air locks, and (2) reventilation of 'he fire
itlea after there is conclisive evidence
that the fire has been extinguished. Kentucky, pp. 278-279. See also scaled area,
reopening.

unslaked lime. Any form of quicklime. Boynton.

unsoiling. The act or process of removing
soil, as in opening a quarry. Standard,
1964.

unsorted. Applied to elastic deposits made up
of fragments of all sizes mixed together in
an unsystematic or chaotic manner. Stokes

and Varnes, 1955.
unsoundness. a. A quarry term that refers to
all cracks or lines of weakness other than

bedding planes that may cause rock to

break before or durirg the process of

manufacture. Various types of unsoundness are known locally as "joints," "headers," "cutters," "hairlines," "slicks,"
"seams," "slick seams," "dry seams,"
"dries," and "cracks." Fay. b. The con-

dition of a solid metal which contain
blowhoks or pinholes due to gases, or
cavities resulting from the liquid-to-solid
contraction (that is, contraction cavities).
C.T.D. c. As applied to portland cement,
refers to slow expansion after the cement

has set. The principal causes of this fault

are the presence of free CaO, excess
MgO, or excess sulfates. Dodd.

unstable. a. Readily decomposed; liable to
spontaneous

combustion

or

oxidation.

Pryor, 3. b. The description applied to a
structure liable to fail as a whole, usually
by overturning or sliding. It also refers to
a framework having fewer members than
are required to make it a perfect frame.
Ham.

unstable equilibrium. A body is said to be in
unstable equilibrium if on being slightly
disturbed;

upset
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it tends to move farther and

farther away from its original position of
equilibrium. Morris and Cooper, p. 167.
unstable isotope. See radioisotope. L&L.
unstable protobitumens. These protobitumcns

orienate from certain plant and animal
fats and oils and, in contrast to stable

protobitumens, show changes in their
properties at an early stage of coalifi-

cation. IHCP, 1963, part I.
unstable relics. A relict mineral that persLts
due to the sluggishness of a phase chaoge,
as opposed to stable relics. A,G.I.
unstable relict. See unstable relics.

unstable-type gravimeter. A gravity meter
which utilized a moving system which
approaches a point of instability such that
small changes in gravity produce relatively large motions of the system. See also

gravimeter. A.G.I.
unsteady flow. See steady flow, b Roberts, I,
p. 2.

unstratified. Not formed 0: deposited in beds

or strata. Fay.

untrimmed sir; et mica. The random thickness sheets obtained by efting handcobbed mica. Skow.
unwatering. Pumping or thain;ng the water

kilns are inefficient and are now little

ASCE P1826.
up-over. Designating a method cf shaft exca-

the Fourcault process. ASTM C162-66.

up-over crib. A wedging crib placed on tthe
top of a length of tubing, to shut
water in a certain stratum. Fay.
upper. a. A drill hole driven in an upward

cane or tubing, by a method similar to

updraw process. The continuous vertical
drawing of glass rod or tubing from an
orifice; to produce tubing, the rod is
drawn around a refractory cone. This

process has also been called the Schuller
process, or Wood's process. Dodd.
updrift. The direction opposite that of the
predominant movement of littoral material, H&G.
upgrade. a. To increase the commercial value
of a coal by appropriate treatment. .B.S.

3552, 1962. b. To increase the quality

ating of diamonds beyond or above the
rating implied by their particular classification. Long.

upgrading streams. In the case of the lost
rivers of the Snake River Plains, instances
are furnished of upgrakling in which the

process has not advanced far enough to
permit the streams engaged in the work

to cross the flat tract they invade and
reach larger drainage channels. The
streams from the southeast, coming from
high mountains, are. well supplied with
material in suspension, and have been
enabled to upgrade their courses acre); s

the comparatively narrow tract of flat
country, and thus rcech the main channel of discharge without being ponded.
Synonym for aggrading stream. A.G.I.

upheaval. A lifting up, as if by some force
from below, of strata-red or other rocks.
Fay.

uphill shaker conveyor Any shaker conveyor
which is so designed as to have the proper
stroke for shaking the maximum amount

from mines. Compare dewatering. Hess.

of coal up a grade. On certain types of

mineral which has not been mined or

placement of certain parts of the drive
to secure the desired stroke,rather than

unwrought; unworked. Eng. Coal or other
worked away. Fay.

up. P. Eng. A stall or headir g is said tu be up
wren it is driven or worked up ro a

certain line (a fault, hollows, boundary,
etc.), beyond which nothing further is to
be worked. Fay. b. Eng. On the bank or
on the surface. Fay.
up.browr. Lanc. An inclined plane worked
to the risl Fay.
tycast. a. The opening through which the
return air ascends and is removed from
the mule. The o:Iposite 01 downcast or
Ar unward current of ai:
intake. Fay.
passing thretIgh a lift, or the likz. Fay.
c. To cast up. Welh'sr 3d. d. Turned or
directed upward. Webster 3d. e. Material
that has been thrown up as by digging.
Webster 3d. f. Same as upthrow; opposite

of downthrow, downcast; as, the upcast
side of a fault. Standard, 1964. g. The
lifting of a seam or bed by a dyke. Also
called uptake. C.T.D.
upcast pit. Newc. The shaft up which the air

ascends when ventilating the mine. See

also upcast, a. Fa;?.

upcast shaft. a. A shaft through which air
leaves the mine. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.

b. The shaft up which the ventilating
current of air returns to the fan. The

'erm corresponds to main return or return
drift in drift mining. Also called fan shaft;
uptake. See also downcast shaft. Nelson,
updraft kiln. An intermittent kiln in which
the combustion gases pass from the fireboxes through the setting and then through
one or mc 'e chimneys in the roof. Such

upward water pressure on a structure.

used. Dodd.
updraw. The process of continuously drawing
glass of various cross sections, Auch as

shaker conveyors this requires the re-

replacing the entire drive unit. Jones.

uphill teeming. See bottom pouring. Dodd.
up hole. a. .\ borehole collared in an under-

ground working place and drilled in a
direction pointed

above the horizontal

plime of the drill-machine swivel head.
Long. b. A shothole drilled in rock at an

upward angle. Also called upper. Pryor, 3.
up-hole drilling. See up hole. Lonfr.
uphole shooting. In seismic exploration, the

setting off of successive shots in a shothole at varying depths in order to determine velocities and velocity variation of
the materials forming the hole walls.
A.G.I. Sapp.
uphole timc. Used to denote the observed
travel time of a seismic wave from the
point of generation at a given depth in
a shothole t a detector at the surface;
and the observed time equivalent of the
corresponding shot depth. A.G.I.
up-hole velocity. The speed, expressed in
lineal feet per minute, at which the drillcirculation liquid flows upward in a borehole. Long,
U-pipe stove. A common type of heat-recuperation furnace. Fay.
upland. A highland; groLnd elevated above
the lowlands along river.; or between hills.
A.G.I.

upleap. Mid. A fault that appears as an upthrow. Fay,

uplift. a. Elevation of any extensive part of
the earth's surface relative to some other
part; opposite of subsidence. Fay. b. The
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vation by drifting to a point below, and
then raising. Webster 2d.

direction. Fay. b. See uphole. Pryor, 3.
Upper. Being a later epoch or series of the
period or series named; for example,
Upper Carboniferous. Webster 3d.
Upper Barren Coal Measures. The part of
the Carboniferous strata of the Appa-

lachian field which is now assigned to the
Dunkard group of the Permian series.
OL-olete. Fay.
upper break. The upper bend of either a ter-

race er monocline, also known as head
or upper change of dip. Stokes and

Varnes, 1955.
upper. explos,ve limit of flammability. The
highest quanti'y of combustible gases
which, when mixed with a given quantity

of air (or oxygen), will just support a
self-propagating flame. Francis, 1965, v. 2,

p. 437.

upper leaf. Scot. The upper portion of a seam

that is separated, by a parting, into two

portions. Fay.

upper pickup. Highest point reached by a

traveling block in pulling drill rods. Long.
Upper Pottsville series. See Kanawha series.
C.T.D.
Upper Productive Coal Measures. The part

of the Carboniferous strata of the Appalachian field that is now assigned to
the Monongahela group of the Pennsyl-

vanian series. Obsolete. Fay.
upper punch. In powder metallurgy, the mem-

ber of a die assembly that moNes down
ward into the die body to transmit pressure to the powder contained in the die
cavity. ASM Gloss.
upper transit. The upper culmination of a
heavenly body. Ham.
upraise. An auxiliary shaft, a mill hole, carried from one level up toward another.
See also rise; raise, which are better
terms. Fay.
upright. See post, 1. Dodd.

upright fold. Fold with a vertical axial plane.
A.G.I.
upright joints. Eng. Vertical joints. See also
thorough joints. Arkell.

upright man, glass. One who smooths the

edge of glass that has been cut, using
hand tools. D.G.T. 1.

uprush. Thd rush of water onto the foreshore
following the breaking of a wave. Hy.
upset. a. To increase the diameter of a rock

drill by' blunting the end, Fay. b. Scot.
A narrow heading connecting two levels
in inclined ccal. Somet:mes used

as a

synonym for raise. Fay. c. Aust. A capsized or broken skip. Fay, d. In Indiana,
a narrow passage driven on a slope and
leaving a wider pillar which is to be mined

e. In
Alabama, a narrow working place driven

by slabbing or ot:ierwise. Hess.

from one pair of entries to another for
the development of a long face in semilong wall or long-wall mining. Hess. f. A
tubular part such as a drill rod, the wall
thickness of which has been increas i by

hot forging for a short distance or one
or both ends, thereby reinforcing the
area in which screw threads are cut.
See also inside upset; outside "upset. Long.

g. The localized increase in volume result:ng from the application of p.,euure

which decreases the length or thickness

during mechanical fabricating or welding.
ASM Gloss. h. That portion of the weld-

ing cycle during which the pressure

is

applied. ASM Gloss. i. To enlarge an
end of a bar by shortening it. Nichols.
upset man. a. A man who drives or develops
an upset. Hess. b. A man who works in an
upset. Hess.
upseeing. A means of increasing the diameter

of a red-hot steel bar during forging by
striking it on the end, a state which also

occurs in riveting. Ham.
upset welding. A resistance welding process
in which the weld is produced, simultaneously over the entire area of abutting
surfaces or progressively along a joint, by

the heat obtained from resistance to the
flow of current through the area of contact of those surfaces. Pressure is applied
before heating

is
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upset

started, and is main-

tained throughout the heating period.
ASM Gloss.
upslope ripple. A ripple that climbs a sloping
surface. Pettijohn.
upslope time. In resistance welding, time
associated with current increase using

slope control. ASM Gloss.
upstanders. Corn. Pieces of timber or boaids

fixed in the ground at a prospect s'
to support the axletree or windlas.. Pay.

upstanding. Scot. A term applied to stoup-

and-room workings to denote that the

pillars are in a sound condition and the
roof not fallen. Fay.

up stoop. Scot. A working room is up stoop
or in stoop when its length is equal to the
side of the pillar to be formed. Fay.
uptake. Sec upcast; upcast shaft, b.
upthrow. The block or r: ass of rock on that
side of a fault which 'las been displaced

relatively upward. The term should be

used with the definite understanding that
it refers merely to a relative a ad nct an
absolute displacement. Fay.
upthrow fault. A fault of which the net slip
has a vertical component directed upward.
Synonym for thrust fault. Schieferdecker.
upthrow side. The higher side of a fault after
displacement has occurred. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 5.
upthrust. An upheaval of rocks; said preferably of a violent upheaval; used also
attributively. Standard, 1964.
upward-current washer. A washer in which
separation takes place u.nder the influence
of an upward current of water or dense
medium. B.S. 3552, 1962.
upward percolation. See sand leaching.
upward velocity. The rate at which drilling
fluid progresses up the borehole. Compare
up-hole velocity. Long.
upwarp. An area that has been uplifted, gen-

erally used for broad anticlines. A.G.I.

upwelling. The phenomenon in which colder
subsurface coastal waters, usually rich in
nutrients, move toward the surface to

replace waters of the surface layer re-

moved from the area by wind or current
action. This effect is of great biological

importance. Hy.
uraconite. An earthy, amorphous, lemon-yel-

low, hydrous uranium sulfate. Standard,
1964.

Ural amethyst. Same as Siberian amethrit.
Also called Uralian amethyst. Shipley.
uralborite. A mineral, CaB304.2}130, in radiating fibrous aggregates from a skarn deposit in the Turinsk area, Urals, U.S.S.R.
Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.

Unl chrysoberyl. Alexandrite. Also called

Uralian chrysoberyl. Shipley.
Ural chrysolite. Demantoid garnet. Also
called Uralian chrysolite. Shipley.
Uralian. Upper Upper Carboniferous. A.G.1.
Supp.
Uralian emerald. A green variety of andradite garnet, occurring as nodule in ultrabasic rocks in the Nizhni-Tagilsk District
of the Urals, used as a semiprecious gem
stone, though rather soft. Also known as
Bobrovska garnet. C.M.D.
Uralian sapphire. Blue tourmaline. Shipley.
uralite. A fibrous or acicular variety of hornblende occurring in altered rocks and
pseudomorphous after pyroxene. The word
is often used as a prefix before the names

of those rocks that contain th.: mineral.
The name is derived from the original
occurrence in the Urals, U.S.S.R. Fay.

Uralite. Trade name for a fireproof material,
chiefly of asbestos. Fay.
uralitization. The processes whereby the primary pyroxene of igneous rocks is altered
to uralite, a form of secondary hornblende
paramorphic after augite, and generally,
but not necessarily, fibrous. Holmes, 1920.
Ural oHvine. Demantoid garnet. Also called
Ui alian olivine. Shipley.
uramphite. A mineral, NI-LUO2PO4.3H30,
occurring as bottle-green flakes in the
oxidation zone of a uranium-coal deposit;
locality not given. Named from the composition, uranium ammonium phosphate.
Hey, M.M., 1961.
uran-; urano-. Combining form meaning containing uranium; for example, uranothorite. Webster 3d.
urania ceramics. Ceramic products containing
appreciable amounts of 1302 (or thorium)
which are used in atomic reactors. They
are stable against corrosion. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

uranian opal. A variety of opal having an
apple-green fluorescence reputedly caused

by the presence of minute amounts of
uranium. Crosby, p. 130.

uranic. Of, relating to, or containing uranium.
Used especially for compounds in which

uranium has a higher valence than

in

uranous compounds. Webster 3d.
uranic ocher. Same as uraconite. Standard,
1964.

manic oxide. See uranium dioxide. CCD 6d,
1961.

uranides. a. A name proposed for the elements

beyond protactinium (protoactinium) in
the periodic system in mcognition of the
occurrence of a transition group in which
uranium is a prominent member and the

cf a sequence of elements (neptunium, plutonium, and americium) with
first

the same pattern of oxidation states. NRCASA N1.1-1957. b. i name proposed for

elements of the last row of the periodic
system in oxidation state +6. The compounds of the elements beyond uranium
in this state are generally isostructural

corresponding compounds of
NRC-ASA N1.1-1957.
uraninite. Essentially, 130,1; isometric or
amorphous; strongly radioactive; black,
steel-gray, brownish-black, grayish, or
with

greenish. Crosby, pp. 52-53. It is a complex uranium mineral containing also rare
earths, radium, lead, helium, nitrogen,
and other elements. Uraninite in the
stricter sense, is applied to crystallized

forms found in pegmatites. It contains
thorium, cerium, lanthanum, and yttrium.

The mineral found in Connecticut and
North Carolina is of this variety. Pitch-
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blende

is

the massive

form, probably

amorphous, and contains no thoria, but a
specimen from Gilpin County, Colo., contained 7.6 percent zirconia. Pitchblende
is found in metalliferous veins witb. sulfides. Both varieties contain ri.dium. It
contains from 65 to 90.7 percent of the
combined oxides, UO3 and UO2. See also
nivenite. Sanford.
uranite. a. A group name for a few related
minerals, primarily aut inite and torbernite. Autunite

is

also

uranite, and torbernite

called calcium
the same as

is

copper uranite. Webster 2d. b. The origi-

nal name of the element uranium. Hey
2d, 1955.
uranite lime. See autunit,.. Bennett 2d, 1962.
uranium. A radioactive, silvery-white, metal-

lic element in group V of the periodic
system. It occurs in the minerals uraninite
(pitchblende), coffinite, carnotite, autu-

nite, uranophane, davidite, and torbernite. It is found in phosphate rock, lignite,

bituminous shales, and monazite sands.
There are 14 radioactive isotopes (uranium 227 to uranium 240). The two
principal naturally occurring isotopes are

the fissionable uranium 235 (0.71 percent

of natural uranium) and the nonfissionable, fertile uranium 238 (99.28 percent
of natural uranium), which by capture
of a neutron and a decay sequence yields
fissionable plutonium 239, which can sub-

stitute for uranium 235 as a nuclear fuel
or a nuclear explosive. Uranium 234 con-

stitutes 0.0058 percent of natural uranium.
The most stable (longest-lived) isotope is

uranium 238 which has a half-life

of

4.5 X 109 years and which has been used
to estimate the age of the igneous rocks
with which it occurs. Uranium ha s. three
allotropic forms: (1) alpha uranium

(orthorhombic), up to 667° C; (2) beta
uranium (tetragonal), from 667° C to
775° C; and (3) gamma uranium (isometric), from 775° C to 1,132° C (the

melting point). Symbol, U; atomic number, 92; atomic weight? 238.03; valences,

5, and 6; specific gravity, about
18.95; melting point, 1,132.3°±0.8° C;
boiling point, 3,818° C; insoluble in
water, except when in a finely divided
3, 4,

state; insoluble in alkalies and in alcohol;
and soluble in acids. Uranium and its
compounds are highly toxic, both chemically and radiologically. Used as a nuclear
fuel when alloyed with zirconium, molyb-

denum, etc. or as the oxide or carbide,

as an atomic-bomb explosive, as X-ray

targets, and as a coloring agent in yellow
glass and glazes. L&L; CCD 641, 1961;
NRC-AS A N1.1-1957 ; Handbook of Chem-

istry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-2,

13-86, B-142.

uraniumsfre. One who strikes it rich in uranium prospecting, mining, or promotion
of stock activities. Ballarat.
uranium alloys. Contact alloys. Hess.
uranium-ammonium carbonate. See uranylammonium carbonate. CCD 6d, 1961.
uranium-barium oxide; barium diuranate.
Yellow; BaU307; molecular weight, 725.5;

insoluble in water; and soluble in acid.
Used for coloring porcelain. Bennett 2d,
1962.

uranium borides. Three borides are known:
U133, UBi, and UB12. The most attention
has been paid to the tetraboride, the
properties of which are: melting point,

>2,100° C (but oxidizes rapidly above

600° C), specific gravity, 9.38 grams per
milliliter, thermal expansion, 7.1 X 10'

percent), the fissionable uranium 235
isotope (0.71 percent), and 0.0058 percent of uranium 234. L&L; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

(200 to 1,000° C), modulus of rupture
(20° C), 60,000 pounds per square inch,
electri:al resistivity, 3 X 104 ohm-centimeter. Dc,c1d.

uranium carbide. A compound of uranium
and carbon which may have any one of
three formula.s, UC, UC2, and UsC8.

Bureau of Mines Staff.
uranium dioxide; uranic oxide. Brown to
black; isometric; UO2; molecular weight,
in
270.03; insoluble in water; soluble
nitric acid and in concentrated sulfuric
acid; frequently pyrophoric in finely divided form; specific gravity, 10.96; and
melting point, 2,500° C or 3,000°-±200°
C. A crystalline or pellet form is used to
pack nuclear-fuel rods; also used in ce-

series; 4n + 2 series. a. The series of
nuclides resulting from the decay of uranium 238. The mass numbers of all members of the series are given by 4n+2,
where n is an integer; therefore, the
sequence is also known as the 4n+2 series.

It is also known as the uranium-radium
decay in

series. Many synthetic nuclides
collateral series into this sequence. See
also radium. NRC-ASA NI.1-1957; Glasstone, 2, p. 133. b. Uranium 238 to thorium 234 to protactinium 234 to uranium

234 to thorium 230 to radium 226 to

radon 222 to polonium 218 to lead 214
plus astatine 218 to bismuth 214 to polonium 214 plus thallium 210 to lead 210
to bismuth 210 to polonium 210 plus
thallium 206 to lead 206, the stable end-

product. Glasstone, 2, p. 133.
uranium galena. Galena containing uranium

lead of isotope, Pb 206. From Bedford,

N.Y. English.
uranium hexanuoride. Colorless; monoclinic;
UF3; molecular weight, 352.02; deliquesc-

ent; specific gravity, 4.68 (at 21° C);
melting point, 64.5' to 64.8° C; decomposes in water, in alcohol, and in ether;
soluble in carbon tetrachloride and in
chloroform; and insoluble in carbon di-

sulfide. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-235. Uraniumhexafluoride gas is the process fluid in the
gaseous diffusion process. L&L.
uranium-lead; radium G. Lead 206 produced
as the end-product of the radioactive disintegration of uranium 238 in the uranium
disintegration series. Glasstone, 2, p. 133.
uranium leakage. See breakthrough, d. Pryor,
3.

uranium mica. See autunite,
uranium minerals. More than 150 uraniumbearing minerals are known to exist, but
only a few are common. The five primary
uranium-ore minerals are pitchblende,
uraninite, davidite, coffinite, and brannerite. These were formed by deep-seated
hot solutions and are most commonly
found in veins or pegmatites. The secondaltered from
ary uranium-ore minerals,weathering
or
the primary minerals by
other natural processes, are carnotite,
tyuyamunite and metatyuyamunite (both
very similar to carnotite), torbernite and
metatorbernite, autunite and meta-autunite, and uranophane. Pearl, p. 47.
uranium, natural; uranium, normal. Uranium, as found in nature, is a mixture of
isotop.2

ed., 1964, p. B-235. b. An intermediate
product in the refining of uranium. L&L.
uranium H. A name for uranium 234, a
member of che uranium disintegration

p. B-143.

uranium nitride. Dark brown; crystalline;
U3N4; specific gravity, 10.09; and is decomposed by water. Said to be used as
nuclear fuel. CCD 6d, 1961.
uranium 1. A name for alpha-emitting uranium 238, the natural parent of the

ramics, and is a source of uranium for the
fluorides used for isotope separation. CCD
6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. 8-235.
uranium disintegration series; uranium decay
series; uranium series; uranium-radium

the fertile uranium 238

uranium X2; brevium
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uranium borides

(99.28

uranium disintegration series; symbol, U5
Its
or Ui; and half-life, 4.51 X 10° years.
concentration in natural uranium is 99.28
percent. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957; Glasstone,

2, p. 133; Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-86.
uranium oxide. The important oxides of uranium are UO2, U308 and UO3. The dioxide (melting point 2,880° C) is used
as a nuclear fuel element. Uranium oxide
has been used to produce red and yellow
glazes and ceramic colors, Dodd.
uranium oxide, brown. See uranium dioxide.
uranium oxide, orange. See uranium trioxide;
uranium orange; potassium diuranate.
tetroxide. auranium peroxide; uranium
Yellow; crystalline; U0s.xHa0 (the number of molecules of water of hydration
varies according to the conditions under
which the oxide is formed); hygroscopic;
insoluble in water; decomposes at 115° C;
decomposes in hydrochloric acid; and spe-

(at 15° C). Used in
cific vavity, 2.5pigments.
CCD 6d, 1961.
ceramics and in

b. Pale yellow; crystalline; UO2.21110;
molecular weight, 338.06; hygroscopic;
decomposes at 115° C; nearly insoluble

in cold water and slightly soluble in hot
water; and decomposes in hydrochloric
acid. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. B-235.
uranium red. A ceramic stain for colored
up

glazes suitable for firing temperatures
to 1,000° C. Increasing the uranium oxide
content strengthens the color from orange,
through red to tomato red. The glaze
should be basic, preferably 0.5 mol Si Os,
0.1 to 0.2 mol A.1208, 0.1 mol K20, and
the remaining bases chiefly Pb0; Bs08
should not be present in significant quantity. Dodd.

uranium silicide. Beta USis has a sUghtly
anisotropic thermal expansion. Dodd.
uraniumstronti-nn oxide; strontium diuranate. Yellow; SiU502; molecular weight,
675.77; and soluble in acid. Used for
coloring porcelain. Bennett 2d, 1962.
uranium tetralluoride; green salt. Green;
mononvolatilet triclinic; needlesi UF4;
lecular weight, 314.02; specific gravity,
6.70:4:0.10; melting point, 960°±5° C
or 1,036'; very slightly soluble in water;
insoluble in dilute acids and in dilute
alkalies; and soluble in concentrated acids
and in concentrated alkalies. Used in the
preparation of uranium metal and uranium hexafluoride. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-235.

uranium tetroxide. See uranium peroxide.
CCD 6d 1961.

uranium trioxide; nranyl oxide; orarge oxide;
orange uranium oxide. a. Red, orange, and
yellow; U0s; molecular weight, 286.03;
insoluble in water; soluble in nitric acid
and in hydrochloric acid; specific gravity,
7.29 or 8.34; and it decomposes on heating. Used in ceramics and pigments. See

6ell 1961;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

also uranium dioxide. CCD

264-972 0-68-76
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series; symbol, U55; emits alpha particles,

and half-life, 2.48 X 10° years. Its concentration in natural uraniumis(formed
by the decay of uranium 238) 0.0058
percent. NRC-ASA NI.1-1957; Glasstone,
2, p. 133; Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-86.
uranium 233. a. A fissionable isotope of uranium produced artificially by bombarding
Symbol, U233;
thorium with neutrons. half-life,
1.62 X
emits alpha particles; and
10° years. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-86. b. A radioelement in the nepthunium disintegration series. Glasstone, 2,
p. 136.
uranium 235; actinouranium; actinium-ura.
'alum. a. The readily fissionable isotope of
uranium used in one type of atomic
bomb. Concentrated from natural uranium
by gaseous diffusion, by centrifugation, or
by electromagnetic methods. Symbols,

U°3 and AcU. CCD 6d, 1961. b. The

parent radioelement of the actinium disintegration series; emits alpha particles;
half-life, 7.13 X 10° years; and it occurs
See
as 0.71 percent of natural uranium.
also actinouranium. Glasstone, 2; P. 135;
Handbook of Chemistry and Pi, rsics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-86.
uranium 238; uranium I. a. The abundant
naturally occurring isotope of uranium;
140 times as plentiful as uranium 235

(99.28 percent of natural uranium as
contrasted witn 0.71 percent). It is nonfissionable but will capture neutrons in a
nuclear reactor to eventually produce plutonium 239, a nuclide which can substitute for uranium 235 as a nuclear fuel
or a nuclear explosive. This production of
plutonium 239 is called breeding. Uranium 238 (obtained as natural uranium
from which uranium 235 has been removed) can be used as a coloring agent,
an analytical reagent, and in catalysis.
'6d,
Symbols,

U'ss; U5; and U1. CCD

1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-86, B-143. b.
uranium
The parent radioelement of thewith
stable
disintegration series which ends
lead 206. It emits alpha particles and has
It is the
a half-life of 4.51 X 10' years.and
gives
longest-lived isotope of uranium

the element its atomic weight. Used to

estimate the age of the igneous rocks

with which it is associated. Glasstone, 2,
p. 133; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-86, B-143.
uranium vitro!. See johannite.triuranium ocuranium-uranyl oxide. See
toxide.
uranium X1. A name for thorium 234k a

member of the uranium disintegration

series; symbol, UX1; emits beta particles;
and half-life, 24.10 days. NRC-ASA N1.11957; Glasstone, 2, fr. 133; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-84.

brevium. A name for protactin234), a member
ium 234 (protoactinium
symof the uranium disintegration series,.
bol, UXs; emits beta particles; and nalflife, 1.18 minutes. Sometimes called bre-
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vium. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957; Glasstone, 2,
t. 133; Handbook of Chemistry and Phys-

ics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-85. Uranium X.
(protactinium 234) undergoes isomeric
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utahlite

uranous-uranic oxide. See triuranium oc-

Brazil, which are mostly small and irregularly colored. Shipley.
usable area. The usable area for mica films
is that area into which no edge cracks or
open areas extend. Skow.
usalek diamond. A resettable salvage diamond. See also usables. Long.
usable iron ore. The product of mine, bene-

uranium X2 ; brevium
transition in the uranium disintegration
series to form uranium Z (also protactinium 234) which has a half-life of 6.66
hours and emits beta particles to form
uranium II (uranium 234). Glasstone, 2,
p. 133; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-85.

uranium Y. A name for thorium 231, a mem-

ber of the actinium disintegration series;

symbol, UY; emits beta particles. and
half-life, 25.6 hours. NRC-ASA N1.1-

1957; Glasstone, 2, p. 135; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-84.

uranium Z. a. A name for protactinium 234

(protoactinium 234), a member of the

uranium disintegration series symbol, UZ;

isomeric with UX2; emits beta particles;
and half-life, 6.66 hours. NRC-ASA N1.11957; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-85. b. Uranium Z
(protactinium 234) is formed from uranium X2 (also protactinium 234) by isomeric transition in the uranium disintegration series. Glasstone, 2, p. 133.
uranmica. Synonym for torbernite; uranite, a.
Frondel, p. 192.
uranniobite. Crystallized variety of uraninite;

specific gravity 9.0 to 9.7. Bennett 2d,
1962.

uranocircite. Synonym for metauranocircite.
Crosby, p. 54.
uranolite. A meteorite. Fay.
uranophane. A strongly radioactive orthorhombic mineral, Ca ( UO2)2Si202.6H20 ;
lemon to straw yellow, also pale greenishyellow to orange yellow. Uranophane is

one of the more common uranium minerals; found usually as an alteration product of gummite after uraninite; usually
associated with autunite and torbernite

toxide. CCD 6d, 1961.
uranphyllite. Synonym for torbernite. Frondel, p. 192.
uranyi. The bivalent radical UO2, or the ion
UO2+2, formed by uranium trioxide (UO2)

in an acid solution. Webster 3d.
uranyl-ammonium carbonate; uranium-ammonium carbonate; ammonium uranylcarbonate. Yellow. monoclinic; UO2CO3.-

2 (NH2)2CO2.2H2d; molecular weight,
558.24; decomposes at 100° C in air; spe-

2.773; decomposes in hot
water; and soluble in cold water, in ammonium carbonate solutions, andi n aquecific gravity,

ous sulfur-dioxide solutions. Used in uranium-yellow glazes. CCD 6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-152.
uranyl uranate. See triuranium octoxide.
CCD 6d, 1961.
urao. A hydrous sodium carbonate, Ka2CO2.NaHCO3+21-120. Trona is an impure
form of urao. Sanford.

urbainite. Proposed by Warren for a rock

composed of hematite ilmenite, rutile,
sapphirine, and plagioclase. It is found at
St. Urbain, Quebec, Canada. Hess.
urea; carbamide; carbonyl diamide. Colorless; tetragonal; NH2CONH2; molecular
weight, 60.06; specific gravity, 1.335;
melting point, 132.7° C; and very soluble

in water and ni ethyl alcohol. Used as a
stabilizer in explosives. Bennett 2d, 1962;
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. C-589. Specific gravity, 1.32

(at 18° C, referred to water at 4° C) ;

before reaching a boiling
point; very soluble in methanol; soluble
decomposes

in

absolute alcohol; and insolub'a in

and less frequently with betauranotil.
Crosby, pp. 54-55.
uranophyllite. Synonym for torbernite. Crosby, p. 50.
uranopilite. A very rare, strongly radioactive,

chloroform. Handbook c,f Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. C-589.
ureilite. A coarse-grained achondritic meteor-

possibly monoclinic, yellow mineral, (UO2)2(SOO (OH)22.121-120; a secondary mineral

The type is practically equivalent to a

found associated with gypsum and metauranopilite on altering uraninite. Crosby,
pp. 55-56.

nranorthorite. A variety of thorium silicate;
thorite containing a small percentage of
oxide of uranium. Fay.
uranosphaerite; uranospherite. A very rare,
strongly radioactive, possibly orthorhombic, orange-yellow or brick-red mineral,
Bi202.2UO2.3H20, found as an oxidation

product of pitchblende associated with

uranium arsenates, gummite, uranophane,
and cobaltian wad. Crosby, p. 56.
uranospinite. A very rare, strongly radioactive, tetrhgonal, lemon-yellow to siskingreen mineral, Ca(UO2),(As04)2.8H20; a
secondary mineral found associated with
troegerite, walpurgite, uranocircite, and
zeunerite. Crosby, p. 57.
uranotantalite. Synonym for samarskite. Crosby, p. 40.
uranottorianite. Thorianite with uranium in
partial substitution for thorium. Crosby,
p. 46.
nranothorite. A uraniferous variety of thorite. Webster 3d.
uranons. Of, relating to, or containing uranium. Used especially for compounds in
which uranium has a lower valence than
in uranic compounds. Webster 3d.
uranous oxide. 1.1102; the least important of

the several oxides of uranium. CCD 6d,
1961.

ite composed of olivine and augite en-

closed in a fine mesh of nickel iron with
carbonaceous matter (including diamond).

pallasite with less than 10 percent nickel
iron. Holmes, 1928.
lire's process. The treatment of quicksilver

ores by heating in iron retorts with ad-

mixture of lime. Fay.
urethane foam. See rigid foam.
Urgonian. A division of the European Lower
Cretaceous characteristically developed in
certain parts of France and Belgium.
Standard, 1964.
urnel; urneil; ournal. Eng. Kentish term for
ragstone. Arkell.
urpethite. A yellowish-brown to brown soft
hydrocarbon. Standard, 1964.

urry. Eng. A blue to black clay found next
to co '1 in coal mines. Standard, 1964.
orate. a. A plutonic rock composed largely

of nepheline with minor aegirine, and

apatite. Urtite is transitional into ijolite
with increasing aegirine and decreasing
nepheline. A.G.I. b. The Ru-iians use the
word in the Kola Peninsula on the Arctic
slope to mean a nepheline syenite carrying 70 to 85 percent nepheline. The rock
carrying 70 percent or less nepheline is
called ijolite. Eng. and Min. j., v. 131,
May II, 1931, p. 407.
Uruguay amethyst. A term which, when used
to describe a trade grade or trade quality,
usually refers to a deep violet, very trans-

parent amethyst. Aho used to include all
amethysts from an area along the border

of Uruguay and. Rio Grande do Sul,
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ficiating, or agglomerating plant which
is shipped without further processing to
the consumer. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965,

pp. 458-459.
usablos. Salvaged diamonds considered as
being fit f3r resetting and reuse in another
bit or tool. Long.
usable stone. Synonym for usable diamond.
Long.

use charge. An annual rental charge assessed

by the Atomic Energy Commission for
inventories of enriched fissionable mate-

rial. L&L.
used bit. A diamond bit so dulled by use that

it is no longer of any value as a cutting
tool. Long.

used diamond. A diamond that has been re-

moved from a used bit; also, a carbon
the edges and corners of which have been

rounded by use but which

is

reusable.

Long.

used stone. Synonym for used diamond. Long.

useful area. Working area of a screen. The
nominal area, less any area occupied by
fixings or supports which obstruct the
passage of material over or through the
screen deck. B.S. 3552, 1962.
useful beam. Any ionizing radiations from a
sealed source that can be employed for
the purposes for which the sealed source is
used. NCB.

useful limit point. See apparent elastic limit.
Ro.

useful pressure. The useful pressure for a
mine fan is the natural ventilation pressure deducted from the total ventilation
pressure required

to circulate the air
through the mine. Roberts, 1, p. 294.
USGS Abbreviation for the United States

Geological Survey. Williams.
US. Nu-Gel. Nongelatinous permissible explosive used in mining. Bennett 2d, 1962.

Usspunvies arch. An articulated yielding
arch, provided by a single bolted joint
at the crown. The joint is so designed
that the bolt is not subjected to shear
stress. The yield element is a rectangular

box in which the foot of the arch rests.
The resistance to yield is by means of a
piece of crushing timber placed in the
box from the bottom before setting. See

also steel arches; steel support; ToussaintHeintzmann arch. Nelson.
ustarasite. Sulfosalt PbS.3(Bi,Sb)1S1, as gray
prismatic crystals in bismuth ore from the
Ustarasaisk deposit in western Tyan-shan,
Siberia. Named from locality. Spencer 21,
M.M., 1958.

usual mining privileges. By this term in a
deed, the grantee has and may enjoy the

right to go upon the land and explore

for, open and operate mines, take out and
sell the products, and do all things incident to that work. Ricketts, I.
utahite. a. An orange-yellow iron sulfate mineral, 3FelOs.3S0a.41120, from the Tintic
District, Utah. It has a silky luster. Fay.

b. A discredited term equal to jarosite

or natrojarosite. American Mineralogist,
v. 42, No. 7-8, July-August 1957, p. 586.
Utah Jet An inferior jet which came from
Wayne County, Utah. Shipley.
utahllte. A compact, nodular variscite from

utahlite
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Lewiston, Cedar Valley, Utah. English.
utahlite matrix. An alternate name for ama-

violet rays. Bennett 2d, 1962 .
mite. A hypothetical molecule of the tourma-

trice. Shipley.

Utah turquoise. Misnomer for

variscite.

Shipley.

Utica shale. An important member of the

line group to explain the composition of

magvesia-lime tourmaline, 111Ca.Mg.AlloSils13.0.s. From Uva, Ceylon. English.

uwarowit. See uvarovite. Fay.

Upper Ordovician succession in the east-

ern parts of North America succeeding
the Trenton limestone, and placed at the

base of the Cincinnatian series. C.T.D.
utilites. A general term proposed by Wadsworth for all useful geological products.
His subdivisions according to uses are:
Ceramites, fictile or ceramic materials;

chalicites, binding materials or limes, mortars, cements, etc.; eliemites, chemicz1 materials; chromatites, color materials or
paints, pigments, etc.; coprites, fertilizers
or mineral manures; cosmites, decorative
materials or ornamental stones and Ifems;

ignites, pyrotechnic materials; lubncites,
lubricants or friction materials metallites,
ores or metalliferous materid.s; pharmacites, mineral medicines; pyrolites, re-

fractory or fire resisting materials; rholites,
smelting materials or fluxes; salites, salts
and saline materials; tectonites, construc-

tion materials, as building and road materials; thermites, fuels or burning materials, or carbonites; tribolites abrasives
or attrition materials; and vitiates, vitrifying materials or glass, etc. These terms
are not used. Fay.
U-tnbe manometer. The vertical U-tube is
the simplest type of pressure gage and
consists either of a single U-shaped glass
tube having a uniform bore with vertical
arms or two separate glass tubes connected to a cistern. The level of the liquid
in the vertical U-gage can be read easily
to 0.1 inch and in well-made instruments
to 0.05 inch water gage. Roberts, I, pp.
24-25.

Ulu Symbol for uranium 233. CCD 6d, 1961.
TY' Symbol for uranium 235. CCD 6d,1961.
1..P`m Symbol for uranium 238. CCD 6d, 1961.

U-type furnace. A furnace for the firing of
vitreous enamelware,

which

is carried

along a U-shaped path so that ware enters and leaves the furnace at adjacent
points. See also hairpin furnace. Dodd.
U-value. A unit of heat transmission used in
heat loss calculations for buildings and
defined as: Btu transmitted per square
foot per hour per degrees Fahrenheit dif-

ference in air temperature between the
two faces of the wall under consideration.

The walls of a house should have a

U-value of 0.20 or less. Dodd.
nvanIte. A very rare, strongly radioactive,
possibly

orthorhombic, brownish-yellow

mineral, UN.0.1.15H2O; occurs in asphaltic sandstone associated with carno-

tite, rauvite, hewettite, metatorbernite,

hyalite, and gypsum from Utah; resembles carnotite. Crosily, p. 58; Larsen, p.
1 41.

nvarovite; ouvarovite; uwarowit. A greencolored garnet, CasCrs(Si0.)a. Isometric.
Fay; Dana 17.
Uverite. The trade name for an antimonytitanium opacifier for porcelain enamel,
having an approximate formula of 7Ca0.-

v a. Abbreviation for volume. Webster 3d. b.
Symbol for weight-volume; mass-volume;
specific volume. Zimmerman, p. 117. c.
Abbreviation for velocity. Zimmerman, p.
115. d. Symbol for groupvelocity; linear

velocity or particle velocity; for one of

the three components of linear velocity or
particle velocity; velocity in the y direction; and for velocity of at time t. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. F-101 ; Zimmerman, p. I 66. e.
Abbreviation for volt; voltage. Zimmerman, p. 117. f. Abbreviation for voltmeter; vein; viscosity; variable and vari-

ation; vertical ; visibility ; vent ; vec tor
vertex; valve; vacuum tube. Webster 3d.

g. Abbreviation for vapor. Zimmerman, p.
115_ h. Abbreviation for versus (against).
Zimmerman, p. 116.
v a. Symbol for volume per unit weight; for

vacuum chamber
ed., 1964; p. F-101 ; Zimmerman, pp. 162,
167. d. Symbol for inr,.1.1.-otential (metals).

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. F-101 7 Zimmerman, pp. 162,
167. e. Symbol for potential energy; also

V in parentheses, as (V), is used. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964; p. F-101; Zimmerman, p. 162.
va a. Abbreviation for volt-ampere. Webster
3d. b. Abbreviation for variance. Webster
3d.
vaal-garhs. Pale-colored blue crocidolite fibers,

from the Cape field. Sinclair, W. E., p.
484.

vabanite. A brown-red jasper with yellow
flecks. From California. Shipley.
vac Abbreviation for vacuum. Webster 3d.
vacancy. A type of lattice imperfection in

which an individual atom site is tempo-

uncupied.
Diffusion (of other
oc
than interstitial solutes) is generally visualized as the shifting of vacancies. ASM
rarily

Gloss.

vacant land. Land is not vacant when occupied cal a mining claim without discovery
by one who is diligently prospecting it
for minerals which it may contain. Ricketts, I.

Vacquier-Steenland method. A numerical
method used in gravity interpretation for

volume per unit mass; specific volume;

calculating the depth to the source of

p. F-101; Zimmerman, pp. 167, 368. b.
Symbol for velocity of sound waves and

proportional to the second vertical deriva-

specific volume per unit mass; volume per
mole or molal volume; volume per molecule or molecular volume; and for volume
per atom or atomic volume. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

other waves. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-101. c. Symbol for speed, average speed; linear speed
or particle speed; and for speed at time t.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. F-101; Zimmerman, p. 165.

d. With carat above it, symbol for most

probable speed. Zimmerman, p. 1 65.
V a. Chemical symbol for vanadium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964; p. B-1. b. Abbreviation for volume;

volume per mole or mole volume. Zimmerman, p. 117. c. Abbreviation for velocity; linear velocity; average velocity.

Zimmerman, p. 115. d. Symbol for speed.
Zimmerman, p. 101. e. Abbreviation for
volt(s) ; voltage. Webster 3d; Zimmerman, p. 117. f. Abbreviation for voltmeter.
Zimmerman, p. 117. g. Symbol for potential difference. Webster 3d. h. Symbol for
potential energy. Zimmerman, p. 41. i.
Abbreviation for vapor; vapor rate. Zimmerman, p. 1 15. j. Abbreviation for variable. Zimmerman, p. 443. k. Abbreviation
for visibility. Webster 3d. I. Abbreviation
for Roman numeral 5, and overscored as

V, Roman numeral 5,000. Zimmerman,
p. 128.
V a. Symbol for total volume; volume of a
space; a cavity, and of a room; volume
of configuration-space; volume per mole
or molal value; volume per molecule or
molecular volume; volume per atom or
atomic volume. Handbook of Chemistry

many typical total field anomalies. The
method involves the computation of the
curvature of the observed total intensity
by superposition of a special grid over
the intensity contours. The curvature is

tive of the magnetic intensity. Dobrin,
p. 329.

vacu-blast descaler. A machine for cleaning
metal surfaces by a process which can be
regarded as a development of sandblast-

ing. Grit is directed through a gun onto

the surface to be cleaned, and is then
sucked back through the gun, together

with the scale or paint removed from the
surface into a reclaiming tank. Here the
dust is separated from the grit, and it is
then passed into a dust collector. An

alternative gun is provided for use at

right-angled intersections. The machine

consists of three units, the gun, the reclaiming
Osborne.

tank, and the dust collector.

vacuity. The expansion space left above the
liquid in a closed glass container. Dodd.
vacuum. a. A space entirely devoid of matter.
Webster 3d. b. The degree of rarefaction

of a partial vacuum, measured by the
reduction of pressure from that of the

atmosphere. Fay. c. A region in which the
gas pressure is considerably lower than
atmospheric pressure. A perfect vacuum,
that is, one which contains no gas, is un-

obtainable, but, by the use of mercuryvapor pumps and liquid air traps, pressures down to 10- millimeter of mercury
may be obtained. C.T.D. d. A method of
producing ventilation by exhausting the
air from the mine. Fay.

vacuum-and-blow process. A bottle-manufac-

turing process whereby glass is gathered

by vacuum and subsequently

blown.

ASTM C162-66.
vacuum coating. a. The casting of metals in
vacuum. Also called suction casdng. See

effect on opacity, color, gloss, firing range,

and. Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-101;
Zimmerman p. 176. b. With subscript c
as V., symbol for critical volume. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. F.101. c. Symbol for voltage,

uviol glima. Glass highly transparent to u'Ara-

ence, and for effective potential difference.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,45th

vacuum chamber. A section of an auger extrusion machine through which the plastic

CaF1.6Ti02.2ShOs. When compared with
tin oxide in a range of commercial enam-

els, it has proved to be equivalent in its

general workability, and durability. Am.
Ceram. Soc. J., v. 29, No. 4, April 1946,

electric potential,.or potential difference;
for steady-direct current potential differ-

also vacuum metallurgy. Henderson. b.
Slip casting in which the slip is de-aired
before casting. Bureau of Mines Stag.
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vallendar clay

clay travels under a vacuum. ACSG,
1963.

atmospheric pressure is allowed to raise
to a height above the normal hydrostatic

vakite. a. A fragmental rock of mixed tex-

salt made in vacuum pans, of ordinary

ascent, the dissolved gases precipitate from

mended.
valaite. A pitch-black resin of unknown composition. Found in thin crusts on dolomite

vacuum chamber
vacuum common fine salt. VCF, evaporated

level of the pulp. In the course of this

purity and ordinary screen analysis. Kaufmann.

solution and form a vast number of very
tiny bubbles which attach themselves se-

framework which is fitted with a linen
filter in the form of a vacuum mat. As a
result of the process ensuing the concrete
attains its 28-clay strength in 10 days and
has a 25 percent higher crushing strength.
Ham.

2, p. 417.
vacuum method of testing sand. A method of

vacuum concrete. Concrete poured into a

vacuum degassing. A process utilizing the ad-

vantages of vacuum melting or casting
and the savings in continuous and pressure casting. One type of operation consists of inserting a refractory nozzle extending from a vacuum vessel through
the slag layer of a heat of steel in a con-

ventional ladle. When vacuum is applied
the amount of steel exposed is cycled by
lowering and raising the vessel. This
method was developed by the Dortmund-

Horder-Hutton Union (D-H). Another
unit recently introduced in this country

is called Ruhrstahl-Heraeus (R-H). This
unit has two refractory tubes extending

from the vacuum chamber which dip

below the surface of the molten

steel.

After vacuum jets have raised the liquid
steel to a certain level in the tubes argon,
or other gases can be introduced ihrough
one tube. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p.
859.

vacuum deposition. Condensation of thin
metal coatings on the cool surface of work
in a vacuum. ASM Gloss.
vacuum fan. A fan for creating suction or
partial vacuum. An exhaust fan. See also
vacuum, d. Fay.
vacuum filter. a. A form of filter in which

the air beneath the filtering material is
exhausted to hasten the process. Fay.
b. One in which the pulp is drawn into
contact with a porous septum by means

lectively to the hydrophobic solids. Gaudin

carrying out a triaxial test on a sand

sample by maintaining a partial vacuum
in the rubber bag containing the sample.
Ham.

vacuum miser. A machine for the simultaneous de-airing and moistening of dry,

prepared clay as it is fed to a pug. In
the original design, the clay fell as a
powder through a vertical de-airing cham-

ber where water was added as a fine

spray; from the bottom of the de-airing
chamber the moist, de-aired clay passed
into a pug. There have been several de-

velopments of this principle. Dodd.
vacuum press sie-aired brick. Brick formed
in a press in which air is evacuated from
the die chamber as the brick is pressed.
A.I.S.I. No. 24.
vacuum pressing. A method of forming brick
shapes by which they are subjected to a
partial vacuum during pressing in a powei
press. HW.
vacuum pump. a. A centrifugal or reciprocating pump which extracts steam or air

from a chamber or pipe to create a
partial vacuum. A vacuum pump, hand
or power operated, is part of a pump
station equiment where gravity flow is
absent. Nelson. b. Pulsometer. Webster 3d.

c. A pump for exhausting air or other
gas from an enclosed space to a desired

clegree of vacuum. Webster 3d. d. A pump

in which water is forced up a pipe by
the difference of pressure between the

atmosphere and a partial vacuum. Fay.
See also air pump. C.T.D.

tures. A.G.I. b. A rock composed predominantly of vake. A.G.I. Not recom-

and calcite in the Coal Measures of

Moravia Czechoslovakia. Tomkeieff,1954.
Valanginlin. Lowermost Lower Cretaceous.
A.G.1. Supp.
Valantin conveyor cutter. A cutter chain on
an armored flexible conveyor which cuts
its own stable holes; pushed by pulsating

rarns; height 18 inches; minimum workable seam 20 inches; on gradients 0° to
20°; maximum length of face 45 yards.

Nelson.
valbellite. A fine-grained variety of peridotite
composed of olivine, hypersthene, and
hornblende; locally pyrrhotite is an abundant constituent. Holmes, 1928.
vale; val. Corn. The place where the reserve

of tin ore is placed to dry before it

is

reu:ceinto the smelting furnace. Fay.
. a. The degree of combining power

of an element or a radical. The number
of atoms of hydrogen, sodium, fluorine,

or other univalent element with which an

atom of the element or a molecule of
the radical will combine by means of
bonds, or for which it can be substituted,

or with which it can be compared. The
oxidation state of an element in a com-

pound. Webster 3d. b. A unit of valence;
as, the four valencies of carbon. Webster
2d. Symbol, z. Zimmerman, p. 166.
valence bond. Linkage of pairs of electrons
so as to unite their atoms as a molecule.

When an element has more than one
valence its commonest

combination is

called the principal valence. Pryor, 3.
valence crystals. Crystals whose atoms are

held in position by covalent bonds; for
example, diamond and silicon. Newton,
pp. 163-164.

vacuum pug. A pug with a vacuum chamber

of a moderately high vacuum. Solids are

in which the clay is de-aired before it
passes into the extrusion chamber; See
also pug, 1. Dodd.

valence electron. One, usually on the outer

continuous. Vacuum is produced by means

vacuum refining. The same as vacuum melting. ASM Gloss.
vacuum system. A two-pipe steam heating
system equipped with vacuum pumps to
permit maintenance of pressure below
atmospheric within the racliators. Strock,

of an atom which, by capturing it, partly
or fully completes its own outermost electron shell. The number of outer-shell
electrons thus transferable with relative
ease determines the valence of an atom.
In the opposite direction the number of
holes in the outermost shell of the accept-

arrested and filtrate drawn through. In
the drum and disc types, filtration is

of a pump. See also pulp, a. Pryor, 3.

vacuum filtration. The separation of solids
from liquids by passing the mixture
through a filter and where, on one side,
a partial vacuum is created to increase

the rate of filtration. It may be used to
extract fine coal from the suspension or
cyanide solution for reuse. Nelson.

vacuum firing. A process for the firing of
special types of ceramic either to prevent

oxidation of the ware or to reduce its

porosity. Vacuum firing is used, for example, in the firing of dental porcelain
to produce teeth of almost zero porosity.
Dodd.
vacuum lifting. Lifting by a crane fitted with

a suction pad, employed for such items
precast concrete components, large
panes of glass and sheet steel. Ham.
vacuum melting. Melting in a vacuum to
prevent contamination from air, as well
as to remove gases already dissolved in
the metal; the solidification may also be
carried out in a vacuum or at low presas

sure. ASM Gloss.
vacuum metallmiy. The processing of metals

at elevated temperatures usually by in-

duction heating in high vacuum. Henderson.

vacuum method. In flotation, a method in
which the pulp, saturated with the air at

10.

vacuum tube. A sealed tube or bulb with the
contained gas exhausted to a pressure low
enough to permit the passage of electric
discharges between electrodes within the

tube. The performance of the tube is

characterized by electron conduction.
A.G.I.'
vadose. Applied to seepage waters occurring

below the surface and above the water
table; contrasted with phreatic, which
refers tO the ground water below the

water table. Holmes, 1928.
vadose water. a. Water retained within the
soil mass above the standing water level.
Nelson. b. Held water. Ham.
vaesite. A nickel disulfide, NiS,, cubic with
pyrite structure; from the Kasompi mine,
Republic of the Congo. Spencer 17, M.M.,
1946.

vag. Prov. Eng. Dried peat or turf for fuel.
Standard, 1964.
vake. Soft, compact, mixed claylike material

with a flat, even fracture found most
.

often in volcanic

terrains. Bureau

Mines Staff. Not recommended.

of

shell of the atom concerned, available
for transfernormally to the outer shell

ing atom determines its receiving -capacity
in terms of valence. An atom is negatively

electrovalent when ionized by capture of
one or more electrons, and positively (of
plus valence number) under opposite conditions. The valence shell is the outermost
shell of the atom. Pryor,' 3.
valendanite. An orthoclase feldspar similar

to adularia. It is from a silver mine at

Valencia Mex. Webster 2d.
valency. The number of hydrogen atoms or
their equivalent, with which one atom of
a given element will combine. Pryor, 3.
Valentine Kale. Pocket-sized beam scale of
Chinese origin, used in valuation of al-

luvial tin gravels. The beam is so cali-

brated as to read in catties per cubic

yard when concentrates from washing of
one-fourth cubic foot are weighed. Pryor,
3.
valentialte. Antimony trioxide, Sbia, in or-

thorhombic crystals. Fay.
Vallendar day. An imported clay universally

used in enamels twenty years ago. The
clay was mined at Vallendar, Germany.

Enam. Dict.

vanadium ores

valleriite
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vallerilte. A massive, soft metallic mineral
resembling pyrrhotite in color, S,Cu,Fe,A1,Mg,1110; a doubtful, impure mineral.
Dana 6d, p. 108.

valuation. a. The act or process of valuing,
or of estimating the value or worth; ap.
praisal. Webster 3d. b. Tbe value or estimated price set upon a thing. Webster 3d.
value, a. The desirability or worth of a thing
as compared with the desirability of
something else; worth, as the value of a
mine. Standard, 1964. b. The precious
metals contained in rock, gravel, or earth;

valleuse. See hanging valley. Schisferdecker.
vallevarite. A somewhat leucocratic monzonitic rock composed largely of andesinemicrocline antiperthite, with small amounts
of diopside, biotite, titanoferrite, and
apatite. Holmes, 1928.

valley. a. Any hollow or low-lying tract of
ground between hills or mountains, usually traversed by streams or rivers, which
receive the natural drainage from the
surrounding high ground. Deep, narrow
valleys are more appropriately termed
glens, ravines, gorges, or canyons, accord-

ing to their size and the steepness of the

usually used in the plural. Webster 3d.
c. To estimate or determine the worth of

anything, as to value a mine. Fay. d. Can.

Containing some metal as measured by
assay. Hoffman.

values. a. The quantity of gold in a cubic
yard or ton of placer gravel expressed in
sterling or dollars. In a reef, the values
are usually given in pennyweights of gold

valley walls. Usually valleys are developed

by stream erosion; but in special cases,

per ton of ore. Nelson. b. In mineral exploitation, the compounds separated from

faulting may also have contributed, as in
rift valleys. C.T.D. b. A small, subcircular
basin eroded by solution in the crest of an

the

uplift,and having a sink through which

marketable state. Usually expressed as an
assay grade. Pryor, 3. c. S. Afr. The uncut values from sampling are cut or dis-

its sediments escape; used locally in Missouri. Standard, 1964.
valley brown ore. A local name for limonite

or brown iron ore. Applied in Virginia

to the comparatively pure high-grade ore
found in the Cambro-Ordovician limestone which forms the Valley of Virginia.
See also mountain brown ore. Sanford.

valley bulge. The condition of strata in a
valley due to superficial disturbance under

the influence of gravity, complementary
to the condition of camber over the Intervening hills. Valley bulges comprise a

variety of displacements of the strata

occupying the floors and lower slopes of

valleys. They may have a simple anticlinal form or occur as a aeries of dis-

continuous elongated domes. Challinor.
valley drift. Outwash material confined to a
valley. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
valley glacier. a. A glacier extending into
valley. Fay. b. A glacier that occupies a

valley and is fed from a nivi reservoir.
Fay.

valley-loop mask,. End moraines of valley
glaciers are usually steep on both sides
and mad:: arcuate walls, convex on the
dosiiivalley side, extending across the
width of the valley, and are hence called
valley-loop moraines. Stokes and Varnes,
1955.

valley profik. Synonym for thalweg. A.G.1.
valley sink. An elongated sink or series of
interconnecting sinks forming a valleylike
depression. A.C.1.
valley tiles. Specially-shaped roofing tiles for
use in the 'valley" where two roof slopes

meet; these tiles are made to fit into the
angle. They lap and course in with the
normal tiling. Dodd.

valley train. A deposit of fidacial outwash
forming an old flood plam in a valley.
Fay.

Valium diamond. Rock crystal from the
Tanjore district, India. Shipley.
Vaimeyeran. Middle Mississippian. A.G.1.
Supp.

Val separator. A launder used for cleaning
buckwheat, rice, and barley sizes of anthracite. It has three distinguishing features: (1) a mixing tank at the head end
of the machine; (2) a baffle in the bottom
of the machine next to the mixing tank
to facilitate the stratification of the solids
in specific gravity layers; and (3) the Use
of a screen and bed Of slate in the free
discharge boxes. Mitchell, p. 388.

ore body and worked up into a

counted and, whatever has been calculated as values and width of the reef or
reef channel, is adapted to the width at
which stoping can be undertaken. The

stoping width and values are those found
in the ore reserves. Several inches on

both sides of the reef. are generally required for stoping operations. Beerman.

valve. a. Any contrivance inserted in a pipe

or tube contAining a lid, cover, ball, or
slide that can be opened or closed to
control the ficw or supply of liquids,

gases, or other shifting material through
a passage. Long. b. An adjustable device
which controls the available passage area
in a flow system. A check valve (flap,
ball, foot) permits flow in one direction
only, being moved from its seat by the
force of flowing fluid and pressed against
it when this is reversed. Diaphragm, gate,
and globe valves are moved across the

flow by manipulation of a barrier. A
needle valve has a round aperture closed
gradually by a tapered rod, giving fine

adjustment. Pryor 3.
Vail& See bypass valve; check valve; clack
valve; delivery valve; flap valve; foot
valve; gate valve? reflux valve; sluice valve;
suction valve; tilling disk valve. B.S. 3618,

1963, sec. 4.
yoke string. The string that opens and doses
the valve in an oil thief. Hess.
valve tower. A tower built up within a reservoir to house the control valves of supply
pipes drawing off water at different levels.
Ham.
vamping. The debris of a stope, which forms

a hard mass under the feet of the miner.
Fay.

van. a. Corn. A test of the value of an ore,
made by washing (vanning) a small
quantity, after powdering it, on the point

of a shovel.

'Vanning is

to a Cornish

miner what washing in a horn .spoon is
to the Mexican. Fay. b. To separate, as
ore from veinstone, by washing it on the
point of a shovel. See also vanner. Fay.
c. A shovel used in ore dressing. Fay.
vanadate. A salt or ester of vanadic acid; a
compound containing the radical, VO:
or VOs-. A.G.I.
vanadk. Of, pertaining to, or containing vanadium. Used especially for compounds in

which vanadium has a relatively higher
valence than in vanadous compounds.
Webster 3d.
volatile ocher. A native yellow vanadium

1201

oxide found near Lake Superior. Standard, 1964.

vanadic sulfate. See vanadyl sulfate. CC1)
6d, 1961.
vanadinite. A natural chlorovanadate of lead,

PbsCl(V01),; grades into mimetite, and
endlichite. Color ruby red, orange red,

brown, yellow; luster resinous to adaman-

tine; hardness 3; specific gravity 6.7 to
7.1; soluble in stroitg nitric acid. Found
in New Mexico, Arizona; Africa, Scotland, U.S.S.R. An ore of vanadium and

lead. CCD 6d, 1961.
vanadite. Synonym for descloizite; vanadinite.

Dana 6d, p. 787.
vaiadium. A gray or white malleable, ductile, .polyvalent metallic element in group

V of the periodic system. It is resistant
to air, sea water, alkalies, and reducing

acids except hydrofluoric acid. It occurs
widely but mainly in small quantities in
combination in minerals (such as vanadirite, patronite, carnotite and roscoelite),
in the ashes of many plants, in coals, in
petroleums, and in asphalts. Usually obtained in the form of ferrovanadium or
other alloys, or in almost pure metanic
form containing small amounts of oxygen,

carbon, or nitrogen by the reduction of
ores, slags, or vanadium pentoxide (Vs01).

Used chiefly in vanadium steel. Symbol,
V: atomic number, 23; and atomic weight,
50.942. Webster 3d; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-2,
B-143. Soft; isometric; valences, 2, 3, 4,
and 5; specific gravity, 6.11 (at 18.7° C);
toxic; melting point, variously reported as
1,710° C, 1,730° C, 1,890°±10° Cs and

1,900°±25° c; boiling point, variously
reported as 3,000° C, ancl about 3,400°
C; has good structural strength; has good

corrosion resistance to alkalies, to sulfuric,

acid, to hydrochloric acid, and to salt
waters; oxidizes readily above 660° C;
soluble in aqua regia, in nitric acid, in

concentrated sulfuric acid, and in hydro-

fluoric acid; and insoluble in water, in

hydrochloric acid, and in alkalies. Phos-

phate rock and some iron ores contain

vanadium. Used as a carbide stabilizer in
steel manufacture, in steel alloys, such as
rust-resistant steelss spring steels, and tool

as a bonding agent in cladding
titanium to steel, and as a target material in X-ray tubes. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp.
steels,

B-143, B-236.

vanadium betides. Several borides have been

reported, including the following: VBs,
melting point, 2,400' C, specific gravity,
5.0, thermal expansion is highly anisotropic. VB, melting point, 2,250° C, specific gravity, 5.6. VA, melts incongruently at '2,300° C, specific gravity, 5.5.
Dodd.

vaaadium garnet. A variety of grouular garnet containing 4.52 percent Vs0s. Spencer

21, M.M., 1958.
vaaadium bydromka. See roscoelite. Crosby,
p. 133.
vaeadium minerals. Those most exploited for
industrial use are patronite (VS4), roscoelite (vanadium msca),. vanadinite, carnotite and chlorovanadmite. Metal is sil-

very, whitish, melting point 1,720' C;

used in high speed steels and shock-resist-

ant alloys, chemicals, ceramics and textiles. Pryor, 3.

vanadium ores. Vanadium does not occur
native, but is found in the United States
in the minerals carnotite, roscoelite,

vanadinite, descloizite, volborthite, calciovolborthite, and aegirite. Fay.

vanadium pentoxide. Yellow to red; orthorhombic; Vs Os; molecular weight, 1 81.88;

specific gravity, 3.357 (at 1 8° C) ; toxic;

melting point, 690° C; decomposes at

1,75 0° C before reaching a boiling point;
slightly soluble in water; soluble in acids
and in alkalies; and insoluble in absolute
alcohol. Used in ceramics and as a catalyst. Handbook of Chemistry ar.d Physics,

45th ed., 1964, pp. B-144, B-236. Also
used as a glass colorant, producing various tints of yellow and greenish-yellow.

A pure emerald-green has been produced
using this oxide by remelting for a long
period of time under reducing conditions.
A large excess of alkali leads to the formation of colorless vanadates. When used
with cerium dioxide, the green color may
be converted to pink or lavender by
solarization. Vanadium in glass inhibits

ultraviolet transmission. Lee.
vanadium steel. Steel alloyed with vanadium
(usually 0.10 to 0.15 percent), an element

which strengthens the steel and serves to
remove the oxygen and possibly nitrogen.
Webster 3d.
vanadium tourmaline. A variety of tourmaline containing 5.76 percent Vs0s. Spencer 21, M.M., 1958.
vanadium yellow; tin-vanadium yeSow. A
ceramic color produced by the calcination, at about 1,000° C, of a mixture of
1 0 to 20 percent VsOs (as ammonium
metavanadate) and 80 to 90 percent SnOs.
A stronger yellow results if a small amount

of MO, is added. These colors can be
used in most glazes and either SnOs or
zircon can be used as opacifier. Dodd.
vanadium-zirconium blue; vanadium-zirconium turquoise. See zirconium-vanadium
blue. Dodd.

vanadium-zirconium turquoise. See zirconium-vanadium blue. Dodd.
vanadoferrite. See ferroferrite. Osborne.

vanadous. Of, pertaining to, or containing

yanadium. Used especially for compounds

in which vanadium has a lower valence
than in vanadic compounds. Webster 3d.

vanadyl. Either of two radicals composed of
vanadium and oxygen: (1) the univa-

lent, bivalent, or trivalent radical VO;
for example, vanadyl sulfate (VOSO4),

and (2) the univalent radical VOs. Web-

ster 3d.
vanadyl sulfate; vanadk sulfate. a. Blue;
crystalline; VOSO4; molecular weight,
163.00; and very soluble in water. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-236. b. Blue; crystalline;
VOSO4.2H20; and soluble in water. Used

for blue and green colors in glasses and
ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961.

Vanal. Trade name; a coating for the protection of refractories against slag attack.

It contains vanadium and is claimed to

prevent slags from wetting the refractory.
Dodd.
vanalite. A mineral, NaAW1001..30H2O, in
bright yellow incrustations on weathered
shales from northwest Kara-Tau, Kazakhstan, U.S.S.R. Named from the composition. Hey, KM., 1964; Fleischer.

Van Alien radiation belts. Several belts of
ionizing radiation extending from a few
hundred miles to a few thousand miles
above the earth's surface. The radiation
consists of protons and electrons which
originate mostly in the sun and are

vanner
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trapped by the earth's magnetic

field.

L&L.

Van Alien radiation zone. Powerful doughnut-shaped zone of radiation 1,000 to
3,000 miles above the earth's surface and

parallel with the equator. A.G.!. Supp.

van Arkel and de Boer process. See iodide
process. Thomas.
vandenbrandite; vandenbrandelte. A very
rare, strongly radioactive, triclinic dark
green to almost black mineral, Cud.U0s.21110;a secondary mineral found associated with kasolite, sklodowskite, malachite,
chalcocite, chalcopyrite and
uraninite; also found associated with

geothite,

curite, uranophane and cobalt wad; from
Karungwe, Katanga, Republic of the
Congo. Crosby, pp. 58-59; Hey 2d, 1955.
vandendriesscheite. A very rare, strongly
radioactive, amber orange hydrous lead
uranate; small pseudohexagonal crystals,
commonly barrel-shaped; from Katanga,
Republic of the Congo. Crosby, p. 59.
Van der Bolk method. A microscopic method

for determining whether the refractive

index of a mineral grain is higher or lower

than that of a liquid medium in which it
is immersed and viewed. Light rays from

below the stage are cut off by inserting
a suitable obstacle, and as the grain acts
as a lens, and the eyepiece inverts the
image, a shadow appears on the same
side as the obstacle when the grain has
the higher refractive index, and on the
opposite

side when the grain has the

lower index. Holmes, 1928.
van der Womb' adsorption. Physical, as distinct from chemical cohesion. Normal adhesive forces between molecules, charac-

terized by relatively low heats of adsorption. Pryor, 3.
van der Waais bond. a. A very weak bond

pler does not invert, which prevents use
of reversing thermometers in conjunction
with sampling. H&C.
Vandyke brown. A naturally occurring pigment derived from indefinite mixtures of
iron oxide and organic matter. Obtained

from bog earth, peat deposits, or from

ochers containing bituminous matter. CCD
6d, 1961.
Vandyke red. A brownish-red pigment consistiag of copper ferrocyanide. Sometimes

used to refer to red varieties of ferric

oxide. Used in pigments. CCI1 6d, 1961.
vane. The target of a leveling staff; one of

the sights of a compass or quadrant.
Webster 3d.
vane anemometer. a. Consisls of several light,
flat vanes, usually eight in number,

mounted on radial ar:ns which are at-

tached to a horizontal spindle. This rotor

drives, through a suitable gear train a

'
counting mechanism which indicatei the
revolutions of the rotor. The indicating
dial, usually graduated in feet of air, may
be located either concentrically with the
rotor, or in a plane at right angles to the
plane of rotation. By observing the number of revolutions over a timed interval,
the velocity of flow is found. The instrument is available in a number of forms,

to cover velocities ranging from 30 to
6,000 feet per minute. Roberts, I, pp.

45-46. b. See anemometer. Nelson.
vane-axial fan. An airfoil (propeller) or di-k
fan within a cylinder and equipped with
air guide vanes either before or after the
wheel and including driving mechanism

supports either for belt drive or direct

connection. Strock, 10.
vane feeder. A device for feeding dry ground

clay from a hopper to a tempering ma-

chine or mixer, for example. Vanes fuced

found typically in the liquid or solid noble

to a horizontal shaft at the base of the
hopper rotate to discharge the material.

by electronic motion.

vane shear test. An in-place shear test in

attraction arising from electrical dipoles
either natural or induced. VV. c. Weafc
bonding in crystals. Hurlbut.
van der Waals forces. The weak attraction
exerted by all molecules on one another,
resulting from the mutual interaction of
the electrons and nuclei of the molecules;

ASCE P1826.
vane shear tester. A device used in soil testing, consisting of flat blades affixed to the

gases, and is due principally to induced
polarization resulting from instantaneous
dipoles

caused

Aplan, F. F., p. 171. b. An interatomic

Dodd.

which a rod with thin radial vanes at the
end is forced into the soil and the resistance to rotation of the rod is determined.

end of a rod. It is forced into the soil,

and the torque required to shear the soil,

it has its origin in the electrostatic at-

in situ, is determined as a measure of

repulsion of electrons by electrons and

vane sheet. An intrusive sheet parallel to the
structure of the country rock but not necessarily following the foliation. G.S.A.
Memo. 7, 1939, p. 322.

traction of the nuclei of one molecule for
the electrons of another, which is largely
but not completely compensated by the
nuclei by nuclei. These forces are involved

in some kinds of adsorption and in the
condensation and freezing of the inert
gases and nonpolar covalent molecules.
T'he linkage resulting from van der Waals

attraction is sometimes called a van der

Waals bond. A.G.I.
van Doran sampler. This sediment sampler
consists of a plexiglas cylinder closed at

each end by an ordinary rubber force
cup. The two cuw are connected by a
length of surgical rubber tubing inside

the cylinder, prestreued enough to permit
the force cups to retain the sample in the

cylinder. In the armed position the two

the shear strength of the zone tested by
rotating the device. Long.

vane test. A test to determine the shear
strength of very soft deposits, such as
clays and silts in place (in situ). The
values obtained may be used to check the
shear strength figures obtained in the
laboratory. Boring is first employed to

reach the depth required for a test, and
the vane is then driven into the deposit.
Four vanes or blades project from the
embedded shaft at 90° intervals and as

these are rotated in the deposit, they
generate a cylinder of soil thus determining the umt shearing strength of the

nism attached to the outside wall. Two

material in place (in situ). See also shear
tests; cone penetration test. Nelson.
vane itSkr. Synonym for vane shear tester.

releasing mechanism. The cups are re-

yammer. a. A machine for dressing ore; an

down the hydrographic wire. This sam-

name is given to various patented devices

cups are pulled outside the cylinder where
they are restrained by a releasing mechashort loops of wire connect the cups to the

leased underwater by sending a messenger

Long.

ore separator; a vanning machine. The

vanner
in which the peculiar motions of the

or vapor as compared with some specific
standard (as hydrogen). Webster 3d. Abbreviation, v d; symbol, P. Zimmerman,

There is an end-shake type, which in-

vapor galvanizing. A process for coating metal

shovel in the miner's hands in the operation of making a van are, or are supposed
to be, more or less successfully imitated.

cludes the triumph concentrator. See also
Frue vanner, for a general description of
the side shake type. Fay. b. A miner who
separates ore with a shovel or pan. Web-

ster 3d. c. A wide, traveling, shaldng
rubber belt, for the concentration (dressing) of ores. C.T.D.
wanner grease belt. Consists of an endless
rubber belt, 36 inches wide, running on
rolls that are 61/2 feet between centers.
The outer surface is coated with grease.
The structural assembly is oscillated transversely, and it is tilted slightly downward

toward the tail pulley. Feed is dropped
onto the greased surface near the tail

pulley, and it is carried up the belt
against a counterflow of water. I.C. 8200,
1964, p. 72.

vannerman. In ore dressing, smelting, and
refining, one who operates a vann:r to
separate the valuable mineral from the
gangue (waste minerals) in an ore. Aho
called vanner operator. D.O.T. 1.
vanning. Corn. a. A rough assay for cassiterite made by washing a pulverized sample

on a flat vanning shovel. Largely superseded by use of vanning plaque, a white
enameled dish on whii.:n heavy and light
fractions of a finely divided wet sample
can be separated and inspected. Pryor, 3.
b. See van b. Fay.
vanning machine. See vanner, a. Fay.
vanoxite. A rare, weakly radioactive, black

mineral, 2V,CIE.V205.8H20, occurring in
the Colorado Plateau area as a cementing

;
P

material in sandstone, and as masses replacing wood; found associated with carnotite, gypsum
hewettite pintadoite,
tyuyaxnunite, and pyrite. See also kentsmit'aite. Crosby, p. 83.

vanthoffite. A colorless sulfate of sodium and
magnesium, 3Na2S0E.MgSO4. Crystalline.

From Wilhelmshall, Stassfurt, Germany.
English.

vanoralite. A mineral, (U0s).A1(VO4)r
(OH) .81120, yellow, monoclinic; occurring at Mounana, Gabon Republic.
Named from the composition. Hey, M.M.,
1964; Fleischer.

vapart mill. A centrifugal grinder for pulverizing ore, coal, and coke. Fay.
vapor. a. Diffused matter (such as smoke, fog,

mist, steam, or an exhalation) suspended
floating

in the air and impairing the

transparency of the air. Webster 3d. b. A
substance in the gaseous state as distinguished from the liquid or solid state; a

gasified liquid or solid; a gaseous substance that is at a temperature below its
critical temperature and therefore liquefiable by pressure alone. Webster 3d.
Abbreviations, V and v. Webster 3d;
Zimmerman, p. 1 15. c.
mine. Fay.

variolite
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Foul air in a

vapor barrier. A material intended to prevent

the passage of water vapor through a

building wall so as to prevent condensation within the wall. Strock, 10.
vapor blasting. The same as liquid honing.
ASM Gloss.

vapor degreasing. Degreasing work in vapor

over a boiling liquid solvent, the vapor
being considerably heavier than air. At
least one constituent of the soil must be
soluble in the solvent. ASM Gloss.
vapor demity. The relative density of a gas

the squares of the deviations of several
obruvations. Ham. b. The number of unassigned variables in a materials system.
VV.

p. I 15.

variance analysis.

Isolation by statistical

(usually iron or steel) surfaces with zinc

methods of research, control, or cost ac-

instead of, as in ordinary galvanizing, to

by determination of
their magnitude as a step in process study
or in managerial control by variance.
Pryor, 3.
variance control. Scrutiny of working data as

countancy, of causes of variation in a

by exposing them to the vapor of zinc

process, followed

molten zinc. Also called sherardizing. Fay.
vaporimeter. a. An instrument for measuring

the volume or the pressure of a vapor;

specifically, one used in alcoholometry.

Webster 3d. b. An apparatus in which

the volatility of oils is estimated by heat-

ing them in a current of air. C.T.D.

vaporization. The act or process of changing

means of managerial control. Emphasis
is placed on changes in a conenuous or
repetitive system rather than on performance norms. Pryor, 3.

a substance from a liquid to a gaseous
state. A.G.I.

variance in sampling. In statistical mathematics, the mean squared deviation of

pattern. Hawkes, 2, p. 415.
vapor plating. Deposition of a metal or com-

Varian nuclear magnetometer. This mag-

items from the established mean. Pryor, 3.

vapor-phase dispersion. See gaseous dispersion

pound upon a heated surface by reduction or decomposition of a volatile compound at a temperature below the melting points of the deposit and the basis

material. The reduction is usually accomplished by a gaseous reducing agent such
as hydrogen. The decomposition process
may involve thermal dissociation or reaction with the basis material. Occasionally used to designate deposition on cold
surfaces by -vacuum evaporation. See also
deposition, b. ASM Gloss.

vapor pressure. a. The pressure at which a
liquid and its vapors are in equilibrium

at a definite temperatUre. If the vapor

pressure reaches the prevailing atmospheric pressure, the liquid boils. Hackh's
Chem. Dict. Symbol, p. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

.

F-100. b. A component of atmospheric

pressure which is caused by the presence
of water vapor. It is expressed in inches
of mercury. Taylor.
vapor suppression. A safety system that can

be incorporated in the design of struc-

tures housing water reactors. In a vaporsuppression system, the space surround-

ing the reactor is vented into pools of
water open to the outside air. If surges
of hot vapors are released from the re-

actor in an accident, their energy is dissipated in the pools of water. Gases not
condensed are scrubbed clean of radio-

active particles by the bubbling. L&L.
vapor system. A steam heating Lystem operat-

ing at pressure very near that of the at-

mosphere. Strock, 10.
Vaqueros formation. Strata of shallow water
origin and of lower Miocene age. The formation includes the chief oil-bearing swads
of the Caolinga District, Calif. C.T.D.

var Abbreviation for reactive volt ampere.
BuMin Style Guide, p. 61.
vara. An old Spanish unit of length, used in

the southwestern United States and in

Mexico. One vara is equivalent to 331/3
inches in Texas, 33 inches in California,
and 32.9931 inches in Mexico. A.G.I.
V-archIng. Rock failure above a tunnel due
to ring stresses. These cause rock to crack

across a weakness plane and fall. The

final shape is a reentrant V rathei *ban a
rounded arching. Pryor, 3.
variable area method. A method of recording
seismic impulses wherein the area of exposure of a photosensitive film or paper
is

proportional to the intensity of the

seismic impulse. A.G.I.

variance. a. Defined as the square of the
standard deviation, it is the average of
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netometer is available in two models, one
for airborne surveys and the other for use

on the ground. Both measure the total
magnetic field of the earth rather than

its components. Dobrin, p. 288.
variation. The angle by which the compass
needle deviates from the true north; subject to annual, diurnal, and secular
changes. Called more properly declination of the needle. Standard, 1964. See
also declinatiln. Fay.
variation compass. A compass of delicate
construction for observing the variation
of the magnetic needle. Webster 2d.
variation diagram. A graphic representation
of the variation in composition of the

members of a series of related igneous
rocks; fo- e:ample, by plotting the bases
as ordinatei against silica as abscissae.

Holmes, 1928.
variegated. Showing variations of color, espe-

cially reticulate patterns or mottling effects. Stokes and Vaults, 1955.
variegated copper me. Bornite, erubescite.
Pryor, 3.
variegated ore. Same as bornite. Fay.
variegated sandstone. Generally, a sandstone
showing color variations or mottling.
More specifically, a proper noun synony-

mous with the Triassic New Red Sandstone of England or the Bunteseldstein

of middle Europe. Bureau of Mines Staff.
variegated slate. See colored slates. AIME,
p. 793.
varietal ruiners!. A characterizing accessory
mineral either present in considerable

amounts in a rock or distinctive of 'he
rock. A mineral that distinguishes one
variety of rock from another. In detrital
rocks, the varietal minerals are usually
of high specific gravity (heavy minerals)

and/or are those most resistant to abrasion. Synonym for characterizing acces-

sory mineral. A.G.I.
variety. In mineralogy, a mineral showing
differences in color, other physical properties, or minor variations ni composition
from the materi.il considered typical of
the species. An cxample is emerald, the
green-colored gem beryl. Hess.
varigradation. In geologyi a process by which
all streams of progressively increasing vol-

ume tend constantly, in a degree varying
inversely with the volume, to depart from
the normal gradients. Standard, 1964.

variole. A spherule of a variolite. Webster 3d.
variolite. A fine-grained igneous rock of basic

composition containing small, more or
less, spherical bodies (varioles) consisting
of minute radiating fibers of feldspar,
comparable with the more perfect spheru-

lites of acid igneous

rocks. The term

would be better used as an adjective, that
is, variolitic basalt, etc. C.T.D. Synonym
for pearl diabase. Fay.
varlolltic. Of, relating to, or resembling variolite. Webster 3d.
variolitic structure. A structure akin to spherulitic structure occurring in basaltic rocks,

especially in the tachylytic margins of
small intrusions, and in certain varieties
of pillow lavas . known as variolites. In
some cases, the spherulites are made up
of minute radiating fibers of plagioclase
with interstitial glass, and in others they
are less regular and consist of interferent
sheaflike groups of labradorite rods diverted by grains of augite, olivine, or
magnetite. Holmes, 1928.
variolilization. That variety of contact meta-

morphism, that gives rise to the forma-

tion of variolite. Standard, 1964.
variometer. A geophysical device for measur-

ing or recording variations in terrestrial

magnetism; a variable inductance provided with a scale. A.G.I.
Variscan orogeny. Serics of late Paleozoic
diastrophic movements beginning perhaps
in Late Devonian and continuing to end
of Permian. A.G.I. Supp.

Varisddes. Mountain system raised in the
latter part of the Paleozoic era particularly in central Europe; more or less
equivalent to Hercynian. A.G.I. Supp.

variscite utahllte. A soft green mineral, Al(PO4).2H20, occurring as nodular masses
in Utah. Used as a gem. Orthorhombic.
C.T.D. Also called Amatrice. Fay.
variscite matrix. A mixture of variscite and
other mineral or rock, especially arnatrice.
Shipley.

varislope screen. A suspended multiple deck
screen with increased slopes in the second

and third deck. It is used principally for
coal and other large feed materials and
combines scalping and sizing operations.

The oversize lump material is removed on

the top deck, egg or range size on the

second, and nut size on the bottom deck.
See also trislope screen. Nelson.
varistor. A material having an electrical resistance that is sensitive to changes in ap-

plied voltage. A typical example is the
varistor made from a batch consisting of
uanular silicon carbide, mixed with carbon, clay and water; the shaped components are fued at 1,1000 to 1,250° C in

Hs or N,. Varistors are used in some types
of telephone equipment. Dodd.
varnish. In ceramics, the lustrous surface or
glaze or pottery, porcelain, etc. Standard,
1964.

Varnon. Trade name for hard fired superduty
fireclay brick which resists the destructive
action of carbon monoxide and other reducing gases. Dense, Prong, good volume

stability at high temperatures and has
high rigidity under soaking heat condi-

tions. L hied as glass tank regenerator

checken; also line various metallurgical
furnaces, rotary kilns, shaft kilns, carbon
baking furnaces, and incinerators. CCD

6d, 1961.
varnsingite. A coarse-grained dike rock euentially composed of albite and augite, with
accessory sphene, apatite, and magnetite.
Holmes, 1928.

muffle. A dull olive-green phosphate of

sodium manganese, iron, end calcium, Nar
0.5 (24,Fe,Ca)0.2P105. Granular masses.
From Varutrask, Sweden. English.
valve. a. Any sedimentary bed or lamination

vees; veez
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variolite

that is deposited within a year's time.

A.G.I. b. A pair of contrasting laminae

V-bricks. A series of perforated clay building
bricks designed by the Building Research

representing seasonal sedimentationt as

Station, England, in 1959-60; the name
derives from the fact that the perfora-

varved clay. Alternating thin layers of silt (or

tions are vertical. Dodd.
V-bucket conveyor elevator. See gravity discharge conveyor elevator. ASA MH4.1-

summer (light) and winter (dark) within
a single year. A.G.I.
fine sand) and clay formed by variations
in sedimentation during the various seasons of the year, often exhibiting contrast-

ing colors when partially dried. ASCE

P1826.
varves. Clayey soils containing thin alternate

layers of different particle sizes; often

combine the undesirable properties of clay

and silt; formed from seasonal deposits

from glacial streams. Nelson.
vaseline. Mixture of hydrocarbons left after
distilling off petroleum. See also petroleum. Pryor, 3.
vashegyite. A white, yellow rust-brown basic
aluminum phosphate, 4AlsOs. 3 PsOs . 3011,0. From Vashegy, Hungary; near Manhattan, Nev. English.
vat. A vessel or tub in which ore is washed

or subjected to chemical treatment, as
cyanide vat and chlorination vat. Used
as a synonym for tank. See also vate. Fay.

vale. Corn. A square, hollow place on the
back of a calcining furnace for drying
tin ore before feeding it into the furnace.
Also spelled vat. Fay.

vaterite. a. Two forms of artificial calcium
carbonate, in spherules, are designated
respectively, vaterite A and vaterite B.

Less stable than aragonite and calcite.

English. b. A naturally occurring mineral
from Ballycraigy, Lame, northern Ire.;
very finely fibrous or platy; found in hydrogel pseudomorphs after larnite. American Mineralogist, v. 45, No. 11-12, November-December 1960, p. 1316.
vaughanite. Suggested for the fine-textured
limestones that occur at various horizons
throughout the Paleozoic and Mesozoic
sections) which contain few fossils in their
composition, and break with a more tm- less
pronounced conchoidal fracture. Lime-

stones of this type approach rather closely
the uniformity and fineness of texture seen
in lithographic limestones. A.G.I.
vaugnerite. A dark plutonic rock composed of
hornblende, biotite, and intermediate

plagioclase, with minor orthoclase and
quartz. A dark variety of granodiorite.
A.G.I.

vauguelinite. A green to brownish-black
fibrous mineral, 5(Pb,Cu)0.2CrOs.Ps0s;

hardness 3; specific gravity 6.0±. Larsen,
p. 210.
vauxite. A light to deep blue mineral, Fe0.A1203.PsOs.6H20±211,0; no cleavage; triclinic. American Mineralogist, v. 30, No.
7-8, July-August 1945, p. 550.
V-bend die. A die commonly used in pressbrake forming, usually machined with a
triangular cross-sectional opening to pro-

1958.

V-coal. A maceral made of substances which

predominate in the vitrainous and clarainous bands of coal. This name is applied to the microscopic coal particles

found in the lungs of miners. Tomkeieff,
1954.

V-cut. a. In mining and tunneling, a cut

where the material blasted out in plan is
like the letter V; usually consists of six
or eight holes drilled into the face, half
of which form an acute angle with the
other half. Fay. b. In underground blasting, a type of cut employed in which the

cut holes meet in a V to pull the cut

to the bottom of the holes properly. A
single pair of holes may do in one kind
of rock, but in another, two or three sets
of V-holes entirely across the face may
be needed. Also called vee cut; wedge
cut. Lewis, p. 165. c. All edge cuts converging towards the central area of the

mica piece. Skow.
v d Abbreviation for vapor density. Zimmerman, p. 115.
we Abbreviation for vitreous enamel. See also
vitreous enamel. Dodd.
V-drakting. Somewhat related to double

draining but is usually caused by loss of
set in the ground coat which allows the
draining enamel to sag in a minute V-for-

mation. ACSB, 3.
veal; v01111. Scot. A water box or chest, usu-

ally on wheels, for removing water. Also
called ghost. Fay.
veatchite. a. A white hydrous borate of calcium, Ca2B,Cia.2H2O, or 16 [SraBoOrr.5H10] or 44 [SrBsas.21-120). In cross-fiber
veins. Monoclinic. From Lang, Calif.

English; Dana 7, v. 2, p. 348. b. A polymorph of veatchite. Hey, M.M., 1961.
vebe apparatus. A device developed by the
Swedish Cement Association for the meas-

urement of the consistency cf concrete.

It is a slump test in which the consistency
is expressed in degrees, the value being

obtained by multiplying the ratio of the
volume of the test piece after vibration
to that before vibration by the number
of vibrations required to cause the test
piece to settle. Dodd.
Vectolite. Compressed powdered iron oxide

and cobalt oxide; used for lightweigL
permanent magnets. Bennett, 2d, 1962.

vector. a. An entity represented as a directed
magnitude, such as velocity, which is defined as consisting of a speed and a direc-

tion. See also scalar. Hy. b. See hard

vector. Long.

vide two edges as fulcrums for accom-

vector field. The same as resultant field.

apex and used as a bell crank to change
the direction of a main pump rod. Webster 3d. It is used with Cornish pumping

wee. Mid. The junction of twu underground
roadways meeting in the form of a V. Fay.
wee cut. See wedge cut ; V-cut.
vet jewel. A jewel bearing fitting into a cuplike depreuion. Hess.
veerer. Som. An old word for banksman. Fay.
vees; veer.. a. A layer of soft clay or earth

plishing three-point bending. ASM Gloss.
V-bob. A strong frame shaped like an isosceles triangle, turning on a pivot at its

engines. Fay.
V-box. Sloughing box, used to separate slime
(as overflow) from faster-settling portion

of solids in pulp. Length 10 to 50 feet,

slope 50° to 60' down to bottom discharge spigots through which thickened
product is drawn by way of gates or
goosenecks. Pryor, 3.

'et

ASM Gloss.

on the sides of a fault or dike. See also
leatherbed. Nelson. b. The acute angle
between the fault plane and a coal learn,
for example, working the coal to the vees
of the fault. Nelson. c. Scot. The line of

fracture of a fault or hitch. Fay.

vee table
vee table. A pneumltic table, of U.S. design,
for the drycleaning of coal and is an
improved form of the S. J. table. Nelson.
vee thread. Synonym for V-thread. Long.
Vegard's law. The relationship which states
that the lattice parameters of substitutional solid solutions vary linearly between
the values for the components, with composition expressed in atomic percentage.
ASM Gloss.

vegetable jelly. Same as fundamental jelly,
carbohumin, etc. Tomkeieff, 1954.
vegetable stains. In mica, stains that are pale

yellow, brown, green, or different clay
color when viewed by transmitted light.
No data are available to support the impression that these stains are organic in

nature. Tests conducted indicate that they
are finely dispersed particles of the various
iron oxides. The difference between these
stains and the so-called mineral stains is
probably only in their concentration,
density, or type of oxide. Skow.

vegetal. Of vegetable or plant origin. von
Bernewitz.

vegetate. To crystallize; to exude. Fay.
vehicle. The oil or mixture of oils in which

pigments are mixed and ground to an

emulsion. Hansen.
veil. a. A removable plate to cover a screen,
the action of which is not desired. Zern.
b. Applied to white cloudlike or veillike
aggregates

oi minute bubbles in raw

quartz crystals. AM, 1.
vein.
A zone or belt of mineralized rock
lying within boundaries clearly separating
it from neighboring rock. It includes all
deposits of mineral matter found through
a mineralized rone or belt coming from
the same source, impressed with the same
forms and appearing to have been created
by the same processes. Ricketts, p. 117.
b. A mineralized zone having a more or
less regular development in length, width,

and depth to give it a tabular form and
commonly inclined at a considerable
angle to the horizontal. The tei It lode

is commonly used synonymously for vein.

Lewis, p. 20. c. Vein or lode does not

mean merely a typical fissure or contact
vein, but any fairly well-defined zone, or

velocity head
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crevice in rock. When this intrusion is

the claimant of the veins should secure
the exclusion of his lode by advertising
the patent to that extent. After a placer
patent has been granted, all new lodes
that are discovered belong to the owner
of the placer patent. Lewis, p. 34.

large, it is called a dike. Fay. j. An irregular, sinuous, igneous injection, or a
tabular body of rock formed by deposition from solutions rich in water or other
volatile substances. Holmes, 1928. k. A
mineral body, thin in relation to its othe-

veln system. An assemblage of veins, as of a

and in which the minerals are later than
the country rock. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5.

vein 1+

dimensionsi which cuts across the beddims

1. Sometimes used for a bed; for example,

a coal seam or a bed of slate. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 5. m. A layer, seam, or narrow
irregular body of material different from

surrounding formitions. Nichols.
vein bitumen. Synonym for asphaltite. A.G.I.
Supp.
vein dike. a. The product of solidification of

the so-called ore magma. A.G.I. b. Proposed by Spurr to designate pegmatitic

intrusions and related bodies because they
partake of the characteristics of both
dikes and veins. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

veined. Marked or streaked with veins or
lines of color in various directions, as

some marbles. Fay.
veined gneiss. Metamorphic rock formed by
intrusion of magma into nonfissile coun-

try rock in numerous veins and dikelets
extending in all directions. A.G.I. Supp.

veined texture. A texture marked by veins or
streaks of mineral running in various directions. Schieferdecker.

veining. A type of subboundary structure
which can be delineated because of the
presence of a greater-than-average concentration of precipitate or possibly solute
atoms. ASM Gloss.

vein intersection. a. The depth in the borehole at which the hanging and/or footwall of a vein is encountered. Long. b.
The place whr.: two or more veins cross
or meet. Long.
veinlet. See stringer, e.
vein material. See veinstuff. Nelson.
vein miner. A miner experienced in the win-

ning and working of mineral veins. Se.1
also metal mining. Nelson.

vein minerals. The minerals occurring in
veins, especially the gangue; veinstone.

given arca, district, or age taken as a

whole. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
r's. The rock surfaces on the borders
of veins. If there is much replacement
of the country rock along the fissure, the

ore may grade into the wall rock and its
walls may be indistinct. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

veLse. Scot. A joint in the coal strata. See
also vees, c. Fay.
veld; veldt. a. African grassland that is usually nearly level, is often intermixed with
scattered shrubs or trees, and is chiefly
located in eastern and southern Africa.
Webster 3d. b. Grassland similar to African veld (as in parts of California). Web-

ster 3d.
velikbovite. A variety of pyrobitumen having

a shining conchoidal fracture and occur-

ring in the form of veins It is partly

soluble in organic solvent and its specific
gravity is 1.2. In many ways it is similar

to grahamite and it is assumed that it

represents a weathering product of albertite. From the South Urals, U.S.S.R.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
Vello process. A method for the production
of glass tubing; molten glass flows vertically through an annular orifice; the
central refractory pipe within the orifice
is hollow and rotates. The process is considerably faster than the Danner process.
Dodd.

vellum glaze. A semiznat glaze having a satinlike appet.sance. ASTM C242-60.
velocities in pipes. Experience has proved that

the following are allowable velocities in

pipes for air 30 to 50 feet per second;

compressed air VI to 40 feet per second;
steam 160 to 250 feet per second; water 5
to 10 feet per second. Ham.
velocity. a. In explosives, the speed at which

the detonating wave passes through a

column of explosives. These velocities are

belt of mineral bearing rock in place.

Fay.
vein or lode claim. a. The terms "vein or lode"

usually smaller, and bas better defined
walls than a lode. Nelson. e. A rock fissure filled by intruded mineral matter.
Many valuable minerals are codeposited
with gangue stuff in veins. UsuaUy the
formation is steep to vertical, unlike a

"vein or lode claims". See also vein; lode.
Fay. b. See lode claim. A.G.I.
vein quartz. Quartz occurring in veins consisting essentially of interlocking sutured

air per umt time. Measured in feet per

Fay. d. A mineral deposit, usually steeply
inclined. Used to describe a body that is

bedded, deposit in which values are sandwiched horizontally. Vein is typically
long, deep, and relatively narrow. Pryo:,

3. f. An occurrence of ore, usually dis-

seminated through a gangue, or veinstone.
A vein and a lode are, in common usage,
essentially the same thing, the former

being rather the scientific, the latter the

miners' name for it. See also lode; fissure;
fissure vein. Fay. g. The filling of a Enure
or fault in a rock, particularly if deposited

by aqueous solutions. When metalliferous, it is called by miners a lode; when
filled with eruption material, a dike. A

and "vein ar lode claim" are used indiscriminately and interchangezbly, and it
follows that the term "vein or lode" is
intended to be synonymous with the term

crystals of quartz, the individuals vary-

ing widely in size. Holmes, 1928.

tity which indicates a time rate of mo-

tion. A.G.I.
velocity determination. The determination of

velocities and average velocities within

lainstuff. a. The portion of the lode which

velocity gradient. Gradual changes in the

minerals occurring in veins of fissures.
C.T.D. c. All the minerals and materials

within a single medium are known as

Fay.

is not ore. See also veinstone. Fay. b. The

occurring within the walls of a vein. See

Standard, 1964. h. A body of ore filling
a rock fissure and usually deposited there
from solution by anderground water; a

not go automatically to the locator of the
placer claim. The lodes should be located

alneet of igneous rock injected into a

terline. When placers are being patented,

lode. Wgbster 3d. i. A comparatively thin

minute. Hartman, p. 9. c. A vector quan-

the earth by seismic measurements.
velocity discontinuity. An abrupt change of
the rate of propagation of seismic waves
within the earth, as at an interface. A.G.I.

aiso lodestuff. Nelson.
veins within placers. In mining law, the right

Also called blanket deposit.

meters or feet per second.

A high velocity explosive renders a shattering effect, whereas a low velocity explosive has a pushing or heaving effect.
Kentucky, p. 167. b. Linear flow rate of

vein skirts. Derb. The walls of a lode. Fay.
veinsione. The valueless stone that occurs
with the valuable minerals in lodes and
veins. Nelson. Also called gangue lodestuff; matrix; vein mineral; vemstuff.

bed or shoot of ore parallel with the
bedding.

expressed i n

to the veins within a placer claim does

separately but are limited to a width of
50 feet, 25 feet on each side of the cen-
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velocity distribution. Relation between seismic

wave velocity and depth. Schieferdecker.
velocity of

propagation

with distance

velocity gradients. H&G.
velocity head. a. The constant difference of
height of a liquid between a level surface

in a tank and a uniformly flowing jet

through an orifice. Standard, 1964. b.
The distance a body must fall under the
force of gravity to acquire the velocity

also Rinetic energy.
See ye, 1. c. The energy possessed per
unit weight of a fluid, due to its velocity.

it possesses. See

velocity head
If at a given point the velocity is v feet
per second, the velocity heat at this point

is , g being the acceleration due to
2g

gravity in feet per second per second.

Also called kinetic head. C.T.D.
velocity hydrophone. A hydrophone in which
the electric output substantially corre-

sponds to the instantaneous particle ve-

locity in the impressed sound wave. H&G.
velocity level. The velocity level, in decibels,

of a so Id is 20 times the logarithm to
the bast 10 of the ratio of the particle
velocity of the sound to the reference

particle velocity. The reference particle
velocity shall be stated explicitly. H&G.

velocity meter. A seismometer used to record

vibrations of a period very close to its

own free pericd. A.G.I.
velocity of Mr current. The higher the veloc-

ity of the air current the greater will be

the resistance to air flow. It can be proved
experimentally that the resistance is nearly
proportional to the velocity squared.

Mason, v. 1, p. 215.

velocity of approach. a. The average velocity

of water in a channel at the point where
the depth over a flow measuring weir is
recorded. Ilam. b. The mean velocity in
the conduit immediately up stream from
a weir, dam, Venturi throat, orifice, or
other ;tructure. Seelye 1.

velocity of a stream. R;te of motion of a
stream measured in terms of the distance

its water travels in a unit of time, usu-

ally in feet per second. Lest.
velocity of detonation. a. The velocity with

which the detonation or explosion of a
mass of explosives travels through the
mass itself. Fay. b. The velocity with
which the shock wave traverses an ex-

plosive charge on detonation. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 6. c. The velocity of detonation
of an explosive is usually determined by
what is known as the Dautriche test. The
basis of this test is that a length of cordtex detonating fuse detonates at a uniform
speed, and if the two ends of a length of
cordtex are detonated simultaneously the
detonation waves will meet at the middle
of the length of fuse. Similarly, if the two
ends are detonated at different times, the

distance from the middle of tie fuse to

designed to record data which may be
used to compute average velocities in

the earth to reflecting horizons by observation of time variations compared with
geometrical ray paths traveled. A.G.I.

velocity ratio. The ratio of the distance
through which the force applied to a

Adam Ii, p. 17.

velocity of retreat. An average velocity of flow

of a liquid just downstream of a measuring weir. Ham.
velocity pressure. a. The pressure equivalent
of the air velocity at any particular point.
This is always positive. B.S, 3618, 1963,
sec. 2. b. The pressure exerted by a mov-

to the backing but not in a

way to transmit a full share of any imposed load; the veneer and the backing
do not exert a common action under

collector has no moving parts and, in

Venetian glass. A style of glass having an
excessive amount of decoration, usually
on a very light and delicate foundation.
It was developed by the Venetian glassworkers in Murano. C.T.D.

most instances, can be installed in front

of the induced draft fan, reducing the
abrasion of the fan blades. This type of
collector also can be used under many

Venetian red. A high-grade ferric-oxide pigment of a purer red hue than either light
red or Indian red. Obtained either native

as a variety of hematite red or more

high-temperature conditions. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, sec. B, p. 268.
velometer. A small portable instrument approximately 51/2 inches square and 2%

inches thick. A hinged vane is attached to
a pointer which moves over a scale on the

face of the box. The instrument is connected by a short length of tubing to one
of several different types of jets, which
are held wheie the velocity or pressure
of the air is to be measured. The impact
or pressure of the air against the vane

moves the vane and its pointer. The scale
is calibrated to give readings directly in
feet .per minute or inches of water gage.
Lewts, pp. 714-715. Although used mostly

in industrial surveys of duct work, the

velometer is finding use underground as
well for rapid instantaneous velocity readings. Air entering a port on one side of
the instrument deflects a vane, jewel
mounted and spring held. The deflection
of the vane, proportional to the velocity

head, is registered by a pointer on the
dial. Hartman, p. 109.

velvet. Profit; easily earned money. By anal-

ogy, a term used for galena in the Wis-

consin zinc field when it can be separated

from the blende without difficulty and
sold as a byproduct. Fay.

velvet copper ore. Lettsomite. Perhaps 4CuO.A1201.S0,.8H2O, in velvetlike druses;
in spherical forms; bright blue. Fay. Syn-

of the two ends of the cordtex fuse. Fur-

th-.. distance can be measured,

attached

lector is designed to remove very large
dust particles. It is often used ahead of
other collectors to reduce the dust load,
and to remove the particles most likely
to cause abrasion. The velocity reducing

nna contracts. a. A term used with reference
to a jet of fluid discharged by an orifice.
It is the point of minimum cross-sectional
area at which the converging streamlines
become parallel. Nelson. b. The minimum

the interval ot time between the detonation can be calculated, since the velocity
of detonation of cordtex is known. Mc-

o'G, 1963.

v( _ccred wall. A wall having a facing (of
faience panels, for example) which is

Venetian chalk. A white compact talc or
steatite used especially for marking on

the point where the two detonation waves

thermore,

far: s, purposes, not structurally bonded.

machine moves, and the distance through
which the load moves. See also mechanical advantage. Ham.
velocity reducing collector. This type of col-

onym for cyanotnchite. Hey 2d, 1955.

meet is directly proportional to the interval of time between the detonations

ventilation
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cross-sectional area of a jet of fluid beyond the hole through which it issues.
See also coefficient of contraction. Ham.
venanzite. An extrusive rock composed of
melilite, leucite, and olivine, and minor
phlogopite. Olivine and phlogopite occur
as phenocrysts;. and these minerals plus
mehlite and leucite compose the ground-

mass. A.G.I.
vend.
Products sold by coal mine annually.
ing fluid in the direction of its motion.
Pryor,
3.
It is the difference between the total vendeennite.
A variety of fossil resin from
pressure and the static pressure. Strock,
Vendee, France. Tomkeiet 1954.
10. c. The algebraic difference between
the total head and the static pressuie. veneer. a. In ceramics, any thin outer coating
put on principally kr appearance or decoFor an incompressible flow this is equal to
ration. Standard, 1964. b. In refractories,
Yspv'. Roberts, I, p. 2. d. In mine ventilathin fireface wall of superior refractory
tion, the pressure exerted by the kinetic
brick that protects the major part of a
energy of air movement. BuMines Bull.
furnace wall in service. Bureau of Mines
589, 1960, p. 3.
Staff. c. A single wythe of masonry for
velocity pantile. A seismic reflection spread
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load. Dodd.

cloth. Webster 3d.

often artificially, by calcining copperas in

the presence of lime. The composition

ranges from 15 to 40 percent ferric oxide
and from 60 to 80 percent calcium sulfate. The 40-percent ferric oxide-is--the
pure grade and has a specific gravity of
3.45. CCD 6d, 1961.
Venetian white. A pigment consisting of a
mixture of equal parts of white lead and
barite. Webster 3d.

venite. A veined gneiss (migmatite) formei
by differential recrystallization of solid

rock in situ. See also arterite, a. A.G.I.
vent a. An opening or hole for the escape
or passage of something, as of a gas or
liquid, or for the relief of pressure within

something, as a boiler. Webster 3d. b.
Scot. A chimney; a return airway. Fay.
c. A small passage made with a needle
through the stemming, for admitting a
squib to enable the charge to be lighted.
Fay. d. A hole, extending up through the
bearing

at the top of the

core-barrel

inner tube, that allows the water and
air in the upper part of the inner tube
to escape into the borehole. Long. e. A
small hole in the upper end of a corebarrel inner tube that allows water and
air in the inner tube to escape into the
annular space between the inner and
outer barrels. Long. f. A small opening in

a mold for the escape of gases. ASM
Gloss.

ventifact. A general name for any stone
shaped by the abrasive acfion of wind-

blown sand under (usually) desert conditions. C.T.D. A special term for the threesided variety is dreikanter. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

ventilate. a. To cause fresh air to circulate
through (to replace foul air simultaneously removed), as a room, mine, etc.
Webster 3d. b. To provide with a vent
or escape for air, gas, etc. Webster 3d.
ventilating COlUMB. See motive column. Fay.
ventilating currents. The currents of air

traveling in mines. Peel.
ventilating fan, mine. See mine ventilating
fan.

ventilating pressure. a. The total pressure or

force required to overcome the friction
of the air in mines; namely, the pressure
per square foot multiplied by the crosssectiona/ area of the airway. Fay. b. The
preuure exerted on the atmosphere by
the mine fan to overcome the resiitance
of the mine to the passage of a required

volume of air throughout the mine necessary for its ventilation. Kentucky, p. 62.
ventilation. a. The atmospheric air circulat-
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ventilation
ing in a mine. Fay. b. The principal airconditioning process concerned with con-

trol of air circulation. Hartman, p. 73.
c. The provision of an adequate flow of
fresh air along all roadwayst traveling

roads workings, and service points underground. Ventilation is an essential factor
in safety, health, and working efficiency
and is also necessary to dilute and remove noxious or flammable gases and to
abate such problems as dust and high
temperatures. See also ascensional ventilation; auxiliary ventilation; descensional
ventilation ;
Nelson.

fan ;

ventilation

planning.

ventilation, auxiliary. See auxiliary ventilation.
ventilation department. A department for the
purpose of planning adequate and economic ventilation for all future projects
and to provide frequent information on
existing ventilation systems. Nelson.
ventilation doors. Doors constructed to close
off the unused or no-longer-needed crosscuts to prevent the air from short-circuiting. Lewis, p. 544. See also door; separation door.

ventilation ducts. Two kinds are available:
(1) flexible ducts generally consist of
flexible tubes made from fabrics coated
with rubber or polyvinyl chloride, a nonflammable substance. They are available
in varying lengths. Flexible ducting is
suited for use in temporary installations
as in the bord-and-pillar mining of coal.
It is suited also to crooked workings of
limited extent. It has a higher resistance
and a greater tendency to leak than rigid

ducting; and (2) rigid ducts are made
of steel plate i n lengths suitable for

underground transport, often 9 feet; and
up to 24 inches in diameter. This type

duct does not have to be

accurately

aligned and is therefore used, in the
smaller sizes, in subsidiary work, particularly in crooked headings. For main tunnels where, leakage must be minimized,

flanged joints are used with a suitable
gasket. Roberts, I, p. 225.
ventilation efficiency. One measure of the
efficiency of a mine ventilation system is
the ratio of the total amount (volume in
cubic feet per minute) of air handled by
the fan to the total amount of air actually getting to the working faces. If
200,000 cubic feet per minute are handled by the fan and only 100,000 get to
the working faces, the efficiency is only

ventilation pressure. a. The pressure or force
producing ventilation in a mine and
measured by the height of a column of
water it will support. The instrument used
for this purpose is the water gage. The
pressure represented by a column of water
1 inch high equals 5.2 pounds per square

foot. Therefore, the ventilation pressure
(pounds per square foot) is equal to the
water gage reading times 5.2. Nelson. b.
Pressure producing the flow of air, measured by the water gage, or the difference

in level between the two ends of the
water column in a vertical U-shaped tube,

one end of which is connected to the air
under pressure, for example, in the passageway leading to the fan, the other end
being connected to the open air. In some
cases the ventilating pressure is reported
as feet or htad of air under given conditions of temperature and pressure. This is

called the motive column. Lewis, pp.
705-706.
ventilation, rev ersal of. In the case of a cen-

trifuel fan, the'reversal arrangement may
consist of an emergency drift connecting
the fan with the downcast shaft. The drift
is normally sealed off by airtight doors.
In the case of an axial-flow fan, it is only
necessaiy to reverse the rotation of the
fan. This arrangement entails a reduction
in volume and pressure in the reversed
air flow. Nelson.
ventilation regulator. Sit regulator, a. Nelson.

ventilation, splitting. Mine workings are usually subdivid:d to form a number of separate ventilatmg districts. Each district is
given a specified supply of fresh air and

free from contamination by the air of
other districts. Accordingly, the main intake air is split into the different districts
of the mine. Later, the return air from
the districts reunite to restore the single

main return air current at or near the

upcast shaft. See also compound ventilation; regulator. Nelson.

ventilation standirds. The standards pre-

scribed by Regulations to provide air underground of a certain degree of purity.

Nelson.
vendlation stopping. Set ,stopping. Nelson.
ventilation survey. In order to distribute the
air in a mine efficiently and economically,
ventilation surveys are conducted. They

of the necessary type and size for the

may be classified as: (1) qualitative surveys to determine the proportion of flammable or poisonous gas, or dust, in ahe
air which ts being circulated through the
mine, or in hnt and humid mines to determine the conditions of air temperature
and humidity; (2) quantitative surveys
to determine the quantity of air being
circulated through the mine workings for
a variety of reasons. This is done by
measuring the volume of air passing at
different points in the circuit by means of
the anemometer, in order to investigate
the existing air distribution, particularly
to the individual &cal the location of
leakage, and the possibility of its reduction or elimination; and (3) pressure
surveys in order to measure the pressure
absord and the resistance of the roadways and faces. included in the survey.
r required to circuThis enables the

Nelson.

the circuit and that expended in ventilating individual 'districts to be determined.
The total power expended in ventilating
the mine may then be sumniated and the

50 percent. Kentucky, p. 85. See also
overall ventilation efficiemy; thermomet-

ric fan test; ventilation standards; volu-

metric efficiency. Nelson.
ventilation man. See brattice man. D.O.T. 1.
ventilation plan. A plan or drawing, required

by law, which shows the venblation air

currents in a mine and the m...ans of controlling them. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 1.
ventilation planning,. When a new mine is

projected or a new seam to be worked

from an existing mine, plans are prepared
to show the proposed ventilating system,

including the quantities of air and pressures and the principal appliances to control and diatribute the sur. Investigations
and calculations are made to select a fan

ventilation required. All this very important work comes within the general term
ventilation planning. See also air requirements; pressure survey; ventilation survey.

late the air in rewedifferent sections of

Venturi meter
cost estimated. Sinclair, I, p. 133. Systematic observation of air pressure, quantity
and quality throughout a mine or part of
a mine,to allow a detailed analysis of the

ventilation of the system. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sic. 2.
ventilation symbols. A set of standard letters,

signs, or marks used on mine ventilation
plans to represent certain appliances or

constructions to direct and control the

flow of air underground. For example, a
regulator is denoted by R inside parallel
lines which represent a roadway. Nelson.
ventilation tubing; ducting; air pipes. Sheet
steel or canvas piping 12 to 24 inches in
diameter for conducting air to, or from,
a tunnel or hard heading face, or sinking
pit. The tubing extends from an auxiliary
fan to within a few yards ot the face to
be ventilated. The National Coal Board,
Great Britain has adopted a standard
steel pipe whech has welded seams and a
bolted or a quick-release clip joint. See
also auxiliary ventilation; flexible ventilation e.ucting;
Nelson.

shaft-sinking ventilation.

ventilator. a. A mechanical apparatus for
producing a current of air underground,
as a blowing or exhaust fan. Fay. b. A

furnace for ventilating a mine by heating
the upcast air. Fay. c. A device for providing fresh air to a room or other space

by (1) introducing outside air, or (2)

exhausting foul air. Crispin.
vent pipe. See vent tube. Long.
vent tube. a. Hose or piping conducting air-

ejected drill cuttings from the borehole
collar to a point some distance from the
drill. Long. b. An exhaust pipe or tube.

Long. c. A canvas tubing suspended from
a wire in a mine opening to supply fresh
air to a working place. Long.
entubes. Tubes of sheet iron or canvas up
to 100 centimeters in diameter with thin
walls which can be easily connected.
They are used in mine ventilation to lead
the air wherever it is needed. Also called
ventilation pipelines. Stoces, v. 1, p. 534.
Venturi. A contraction in a pipeline or duct
to accelerate the fluid and lower its static

pressure. Used for metering and other
purposes. Strock, 10.

Ventorian. Middle Pliocene. A.G.I. SupP.

Venturi blower. a. A device resembling a

Venturi meter, that is utilized in directing
the jet of compressed air for ventilating
short headings. The device is commonly

made at the mine, and one well-proved
type is called the Modder Deep. These
blowers are mainly used in conjunction
with 14- or 16-inch ducting for the
ventilation of headings several hundred
feet in length. Roberts I, pp. 223-224.
flow of air
a
b. An ipparatus to induce

or gas in a duct by means of a jet of
compressed air or water from a small

nozzle in the duct. BS. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
Venturi flume. a. A type of open flume with

a contracted throat that causes a drop

in the hydraulic gradeline; used for measuring flov.. Seelye, 1. b. A control flume
which comprises a short constricted section followed by one expanding to normal
width. See also control, 1. Ham.
Ventnri meter. A trademark for a form of
the Venturi tube arranged to measure the
flow of a liquid in pipes. Small tubes are
attached to the Venturi tube at the throat

and at the point where the liquid enters
the converging entrance. The difference

in pressure heads is shown on some form

vernier-reading manometer
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Venturi meter

verdite. A green rock, consisting chiefly of
green mica (fuchsite) and clayey matter,
occurring as large boulders in the North

of manometer and from this difference
and a knowledge of the diameters of the

tubes, the quantity of flow is determined.
Webster 2d.
venturin. A yellow powder used as an imitation of gold in japanning. Compare aventurine. Standard, 1964; Fay.

Kaap River, Republic of South Africa.
C.M.D.

verdlter. a. Verdigris. Webster 2d. b. Either

of two bask carbonates of copper used
as pigments, and prepared either by

is

Venturi tube. A closed conduit which
gradually contracted to a throat causing

grinding the mineral azurite (giving blue
verditer), and the mineral malachite (giving green verditer), or artificially. Webster 2d.

a reduction of pressure head by which the
velocity through the throat may be determined. The contraction is generally followed, but not necessarily so, by gradual
enlargement to original size. Piezometers
connected to the pipe above the contract-

verdolite. Talcose-dolomitic breccia

rock

from New Jersey. Schaller.

ing section and at the throat indicate the

drop in the pressure head which is an

index of flow. See lye, 1.
vent, volcanic. See volcanic vent. A.G.I.
vent wire. A wire used by founders to make
a hole in a sand mold for the escape of
air or gases. Standard, 1964.
venule. A small vein; veinlet. Standard, 1964.
Venus's hahstone. Quartz containing needle-

shaped crystals of rutile. Standard, 1964.
See also sagenitic quartz. Fay.
verde antique. A dark-green rock composed
essentially of serpentine (hydrous magnesium silicate). Usually crisscrossed with
white veinlets of marble. Found in California, Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts,

verge. The gable edge of a tilted roof. At
the verge the roofing tiles are edgebedded, preferably on a single or double
undercloak of plain tiles. This form of
undercloak gives a neat appearance to
the verge and slightly inclines the verge

tiles so that rainwater is turned back onto
the main roof. Dodd.
vergence. The direction of overturning of
folds. Challinor.
verifier. a. A tool used in deep boring for

detaching and bringing to the surface
portions of the wall of the borehole at

any desired depth. Fay. b. In gas testing,
an apparatus by which the amount of gas

required to produce a flame of a given

size is measured; a gas verifier. Standard,
1964.

New York, and Virginia. Used as an
ornamental stone. CCD 6d, 1961. In commerce, it is often classed as a marble.

verke. A glassy, basaltlike lava containing
phenocrysts of biotite, olivine, augite, and

verde di Corsica duro. It. A rock found on

mass; from Vera, Spain. Webster 2d.
vermeff. a. Vermillion. Webster 3d. b. An
orange-red garnet; spinel; ruby. Webster
3d. c. A red varnish applied to a gilded

Sanford.

the Island of Corsica, of a changing

green color, composed of diallage and
labrador feldspar, and used for vases, inlaying, and other ornamental purposes.

Also called corsilite. Fay.
verde salt. See thenardite. CCD 6d, 1961.
Verdet's constant. The rotation of the plane
of polarization per centimeter per unit
magnetic field in the Faraday effect. The
value of the constant varies with temperature and is approximately proportional to
the square of the wavelength of the light.
C.T.D.
verdivis. a. An oxidation on the surface of

copper. Also formed by treating copper

with acetic acid. Used as a pigment.
Crispin. b. A green or greenish-blue,
poisonous pigment obtained by the action
of acetic acid on copper and used chiefly

in antifouling paints; as (1) a light blue
powder or silky blue crystalline product

Cu(C311$01)1.Cu0.6H20; also called blue

verdigris; and (2) a green product 2Cu-

(Csifs02)1.Cul3.61-110 also called green

verdigris. Webster 31 c. The poisonous
normal copper acetate Cu(C211,0s)s.H30

obtained as a green powder or as dark

gmen efflorescent crystals (as by the ac-

tion of acetic acid on copper oxide).

Used chiefly in making Par:s green. Also
called crystallized verdigris; neutral verdigris. Webster 3d. d. A green or bluish
deposit especially of copper carbonate
formed on copper, brass, or bronze sur-

Webster 3d. e. True verdigris
basic copper acetate, also called blue
verdigris or green verdigris according to
the color. A false verdigris formed on
faces.

is

uncleaned copper vessels may consist of

basic copper carbonate, and the green
patina which coats old copper and bronze

statues is a basic copper sulfate, or if
on copper e?iposed to sea air or to sea
water, a basic copper chloride. CCD 6d,
1961.

sometimes plagioclase, in a glassy ground-

surface to give luster. Webster 3d. d.

Gilded silver, bronze, or copper. Webster
3d.

Mina garnet. A trade term for any orangyred garnet; same as guarnaccine garnet.
Also sometimes applied to any brownishred garnet. Shipley.
vermeil ruby. Orangy-red to red-brown corundum. Shipley.
Vermes. A group comprising the typically
soft-bodied and more or less verniiform
invertebrates,

including the flatworms,

roundworms, annelid worms, and minor

forms, and usually held to be a purely

artificial assemblage. Webster 3d.
vermicular quartz. Quartz occurring in
wormlike intergrowths with feldspar.
Stokes and Varnes, 1955,

vermlculated. Stones, etc., worked so as to
have the appearance of having been eaten
into by worms. Crispin.
vermiculite. A mineral of the mica group

but hydrated, and with the property of
expanding six to twenty times the volume
of the unexpanded mineral when heated

to about 2,000° F. A hydrated magne-

sium:aluminum-iron silicate containing approximately 39 percent Si Os, 21 percent
Mg0, 15 percent AL Os, 9 percent Fes Os,

5 to 7 percent K30, 1 percent CaOI 5 to
F.)

percent 11,0, and mall quantities of

chromium, manganese, phosphorus, sulfur,
chlorine, Platelet-type crystalline structure; high porosity; low density; insoluble

in water and organic solvents. Found in
Montana, North Carolina, South Carolina, Wyoming, Colorado; Republic of
South Africa. Used in lightweight concrete aggrepte; refractory; oil well drilling mud insWation; fireproofing. CCD
6d, 1961.

vermilion; vermillion. a. A red pigment used

in enormous quantities. Usually made

from mercuric sulfide, HgS, tinted with
puranitraniline. Crispin. b. A bright red
pigment consisting of mercuric sulfide.
Prepared synthetically (as by the reaction
of mercury, sulfur, and sodium hydroxide)

but formerly obtained from the mineral

cinnabar. Color ranges from crimson
when coarse-grained to nearly orange

when finely divided. Both spellings are
correct. Webster 3d. c. Synonym for alpha
mercuric sulfide and for the mineral cin-

nabar which is natural alpha mercuric

sulfide. See also mercuric sulfide, red.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-194.
vermilion opal. Milky opal impregnated with
cinnabar. Schaller.
vermilite. Vermilion opal. Schaller.
vermillion. Tn the Lakc Superior region, the

lowest of the stratifi td schists; the crystalline schists. Fay.

Vermondan orogeny. Post-Cambrian diastrophism. A.G.I. Supp.
vernadskite. a. A green basic hydrous sulfate

of copper, 3CuS0s.Cu(OH)s.41120. Aggregates of minute crystals. An alteration
product of dolerophanite. From Vesuvius,
Italy. Engl:3h. b. Equal to pseudomorphs
of antlerite after dolerophamte. American
Mineralogist, V. 47, No. 5-6, May-June
1962, p. 812.

Verueull process. The technique invented
by the French chemist Verneuil for the
manufacture of synthetic corundum and
spinel by fusing pure precipitated alu-

mina, to which has been added a predetermined quantity of the appropriate

oxide for coloring, in an oxygen-coal-gas
furnace. C.T.D.
vernier. a. Small auxiliary scale in sliding
contact with a main measuring scale on
precision measuring instrument. It is cali-

brated so as to be slightly out of phase

with the ir ain scale. This gives a magni-

fied reading of one main division and

facilitates reading with an accuracy proportional to the recurrence of the markings which are in phase. If, for example,
the main scale is graduated in centimeters
and tenths ! and the vernier is 0.9 centimeters divided into tenths, then a reading to the nearest 0.01 centimeter is
registered where two marking lines meet.
Pryor, 3. b. In a spudding drill, a brake
adjustment that permits the line to pay

out automatically as the hole deepens.
Nichols.

vernier closure meter. An instrument consisting of two steel rods ? graduated with
a vernier scale and sliding over one another through a pair of clamps. Such an
instrument may readily be made in a mine

workshop and can be designed to read
to either one-thousandth of a foot or
one-hundredth of an inch without difficuky. Used to measure strain. Isaacson,
p. 195.

vernier compass. Scot. A mining compass for

measuring angles without the use of the
magnetic needle. Fay.

vernier-reading manometer; micrometerreading manometer. This series of ma-

nometers covers a range of pressures from
0.001 inch water gage to 40 inches water

gage. Essentially the instrument is a U-

tube consisting of two reservoirs connected

by a flexible rubber tube. One of the
mervoirs is fixed while the other may
be lowered or raised to balance the applied

pressure difference by means of a screw

3

arrangement provided with either a
vernier or micrometer reading attachment.

Roberts, I, pp. 33-34.
Vernon shale. A division of the Middle Silurian of the Eastern United States; it
consists of red shales laid down under
continental conditions as loesslike deposits underlying the Syracuse salt series.

C .D.

verrankohle. Rolled fragments of brown coal
found on the coast of Norway. Tomkeieff,
1954.

vers Abbreviation for versine. BuMin Style
Guide, P. 62.

versant. One side or slope of a mountain

range; as, the east versant. Fay.
versed sine. The versed sine of an arc is that
part of the diameter included between the

extremity of the arc and the foot of the
sine. Zern, p. 55.
verte antique; copper green. A pigment essentially a bicarbonate of copper. Used
for producing a corroded copper effect.
Not to be confused with the serpentine
rock, verde antique. CCD 6d, 1961.
Vertebrate. Animals which possess backbones, and were the last of the subkingdoms to appear. They show marked
evolutionary stages. Mason, V. 1, p. 28.
vertex (of curve). See point of intersection,
b. See lye, 2.

vertical. a. A term used to define a direction

which is perpendicular to a horizontal,

or level, plane. A.G.I. b. Local usage for
vertical fractures, especially in the Black

Hills of South Dakota. A.G.I. c. Imaginary vertical line at any point in a stream
or other boay of water extending from
the surface to the bottom. A.G.I. d. Said
of deposits and coal seams with a dip of

from 600 to 90°. Stoces., v. 1, p. 56.
e.

In aerial photograph:c map/n:11;1 a

vertical line through the exposure station,
or rear nodal point. See lye, 2.
vertical accretion deposit. Sediment accumulated from river water which" was spread
out over a flood plain. A.G.I.

vertical aerial photograph. A photograph
taken from an aircraft for purposes of
aerial mapping or aerial geophysical pros-

pecting; special cameras and techniques
are employed. See also profile flying.
Nelson.

vertical alinement. The longitudinal section
of the centerline of a road, railway canal,
or similar work of construction, showing
clearly the gradients and vertical curves.
Ham.

vertical angle. Angle of elevation or depres-

sion, measured from the true horizontal
plane. See lye 2.

vertical anger drill. A mobile-type rotary
drill used on opencast sites with no hard
rock for drilling vertical blasting holes.

It can drill a hole of 5 or 6 inches in
diameter to depths of about 30 feet.

Drilling is by means of a rotary cutting
head with interchangeable cutting bits,

the auger removing the cuttings from the
hole. An overall speed of 30 feet per hour
can be obtained. See also horizontal auger.
Nelson.

vertical balance; vertical field balaace. An
instrument for measuring variations in the
vertical component of the terrestrial mag-

netic field, usually by balancing the torque
on a magnet system by means of a counter

grsvitational .torque acting on counterweights.

vertical climb conveyor. Opposed shelf type

two or more vertical elevating convey-

vertical theory
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vernier-reading manometer

ing units opposed to each other. Each
unit consists of one or more endless chains
whose adjacent facing runs operate in

parallel paths. Thus, each pair of opposing shelves or brackets receive objects
(usually dish trays) and deliver them to
any number of elevations. ASA MH4.11958.

vertical circle. Graduated circle on theodolite or tacheometerf by use of which the
slope of the collimation line through
sighting telescope is measured in survey
work. Pryor, 3.
vertical collimator. An instrument in which
the telescope sights vertically (upward or
downward) ; used chiefly for centering a
theodolite on a tower exactly over a station mark on the ground. It may be used
for any vertical sight. Seelye, 2.
vertical component. That part, or component, of a vectOr that is perpendicular to
a horizontal or level plane. A.G.I.

vertical curve. a. The curve between two

lengths of a straight roadway which possess different gradients. The curve provides a gradual change for haulages from

one inclination to the other. The curve

leading to the top or brow of an inclined
plane would be convex and concave at
the bottom. Nelson. b. The graduated
curve connecting two lengths of a railway
or road which are at different slopes.
Ham. c. The meeting of different gradients in a road or pipe. Nichols.
vertical cut. See shear cut. Nelson.
vertical drains. Usually ciilumn of sand used
to vent water squeezed out of humus by
weight of fill. Nichols.
vertical exaggeration. In a stereoscopic image, the increase in relief seen by the eye.
A.G.I.

vertical fault. A fault in which the dip is

90°. Fay.
vertical field balance. See vertical balance.
A.G.I.
vertical fold. See upright fold.

*Wield gradient. The rate of change of a
quantity in the direction of the vertical.
A.G.I.
vertical gradiometer. An instrument for
measuring the vertical gradient of gravity.
A.G.I.
vertical guide idlers. Idler rollers of about 3

inches in diameter so placed as to make

contact with the edge of the belt conveyor should the latter run too much to
one side. Although vertical guide rollers
are effective, they cause edge wear on the

belting and their use is not favored. See

also staggered idlers. Nelson.
vertical head. a. See hydraulic head, b. Long.

b. The vertical distance a pump lifts a

liquid. Long.
vertical hole. A borehole drilled vertically
downward or upward. Long.
vevtical intensity. The magnetic intensity of
the vertical component of the magnetic

field, reckoned positive if downward, negative if upward. Hy.

vertical lb& One that is exactly upright, or
it points straight up and down. Jones, 2,
p. 82.
vertical load-bearing test. See load-bearing
tea. Lewis, p. 576.
vertical-loop methods. Inductive meihods in

which the coil that causes the current
flow in the earth is set up in a vertical

position. Schieferdecklr.
vertical magoetwaeter. Instrument to measure changes in the vertical component of
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the magnetic field
decker.

intensity. Schiefer-

vertical mill. A rolling mill in which the
rolls operate vertically. Osborne.

vertical pendulum. Having a mass moving
vertically. Schieferdecker.
vertical photograph. A photograph of a strip
of country taken with an air-survey camera set truly vertical in the survey air-

craft. The camera is provided with a

wide angle lens and the photographs are
taken at precisely controlled intervals so
that stereoscopic pairs can be produced
for subsequent detailed mapping. Ham.

vertical-position welding. Welding where the
axis of the weld is essentially vertical.
ASM Gloss.

vertical pump. This pump is often of ti:.
single-acting bucket or ram type with

single or double cylinders and either with
or without a flywheel. Vertical pumps
may be used where headroom is adequate

but area restricted, although horizontal
reciprocating pumps are more generally

used. Sinclair, IV, p. 51.
vertical reciprocating conveyor. A power or
gravity actuated unit which receives objects on a carrier or car bed usually con-

structed of a power or roller conveyor.
The object is then elevated or lowered
to other elevations. ASA MH4.1-1958.

vertical ring drilling. Radial drilling in a
vertical plane underground. Long.
vertical sand drain. a. A boring through clay
or silty soil which is filled with sand or
gravel to facilitate drainage of liquid from
the soil. Ham. b. See perched water table.
Nelson.

vertical screw conveyor. A screw conveyor
which conveys in a substantially vertical
path. See also screw conveyor. ASA MH
4.1-1958.

vertical seismograph. An instrument that
registers the vertical component. Schifferdecker.

vertical separation. In faulting, the separa-

tion between the two paru of the dis-

placed index plane (bed, vein, dike, etc.)
measured in a vertical direction. A.G.I.
vertical shaft. A shaft sunk at an angle of
90° with the horizon, or directly downward toward the center of the earth.
Weed, 1922.

vertical shear. Reference is to a beam, assumed for convenience to be horizontal
and to be loaded and supported by forces
all of which lie in a vertical plane. The
vertical shear at any section of the beam

is the vertical component of all forces
that act on the beam to the left of the
section. The vertical shear is positive
when upward and negative when downward. The shear equation is an expression
for the vertical shear at any seclion in

terms of x, the distance to that section

measured from a chosen origin, usually

taken at the left end of the beam. Ro.

vertical shift. The vertical component of the
shift. See also shift, i. Fay.
vertical slice, overhand. See square-set stop-

ing. Fay, p. 641.

vertical slice, underhand. See square-set

stoping. Fay, p. 641.
vertical sllp. The vertical component of the
net slip; this is the same as the vertical
component of the dip slip. Synonym for
vertical component. Schieferdecker.
vertical takeup. A mechanism in which the
takeup or the movable pulley travels in
a vertical plane. NEMA MB1-1961.
vertical theory. The earliest view of subsi-

vibrating wire transducer

vertical theory
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dence in which it was supposed that the
lines of break (limiting lines) were more
or less vertical. Pillars left for support

ing down timber and wood from the high

across it by the vibrating motion to dis-

water for mining purposes. Some of these
flumes are many miles in length; one on

der the object to be protected, the question of dip being disregarded. Briggs, p.

the western slope of the Sierra Nevada
mountains, in California, was over 40

vi7rations, with an amplitude of about
Ya inch and in progress for about 5 sec-

were accordingly formed immediately un37.

very thick band. A field term that, in accordance with an arbitrary scale for use
in describing banded coal, denotes

a

vitrain band exceeding 50 millimeters
(over 2 inches) thick. Compare thin band;
medium band; thick band. A.G.I.
vesbite. An extrusive rock composed of leucite, subordinate aegirine augite, and
rnelilite, with accessory apatite and opaque
oxides. A melilite leucitite. A.G.I.

vesicle. A small cavity in an aphanitic or
glassy igneous rock, formed by the expansion of a bubble of gas or steam during the solidification of the rock. Fay.
vesicular. a. Characteristic of, characterized
by, pertaining to, or containing vesicles.

Fay. b. Having a cellular structure; applied to fire clays which have become

bloated by overfiring. HW. c. See cellular.
vesIgnielte. A vitreous lustered mineral,

CusBa(V0,),(OH)2, occurring as lamellar aggregates and as polysynthetic twins
with pseudohexagonal outline;

yellow-

green to dark olive-green; from Friedricheroda, Thuringia Germany. American
Mineralogist, v. 40, No. 9-10, SeptemberOctober 1955, pp. 942-943.

Vespertine. In geology, the tenth series of
the Pennsylvania system of s:ratigraphy,
comprising the Pocono sandstone of the
Lower Carboniferous. Obsolete. Fay.

vestibule. The area at the entrance of drier
tunnels where cars of greenware can be
stored. ACSG, 1963.

vestorien. An artificial enamel used by the
Romans in the early centuries of the
Christian era, CaO.Cu0.4SiOs. Synonym
for Egyptian blue. Dana 6d, p. 1051.
vestry. a. Eng. The productive part of the
vein. See also carbona, a; bowse, a. Fay.
b. Newc. Refuse. Fay.
vesuvian. a. Synonym for leucite. Hey 2d,
1955. b. Original spelling of vesuvianite;
synonym for idocrase. Hey 2d, 1955. c. A
mixture of calcite and hydromagnesite.
Hey 2d, 1955.
Vesuvian garnet. An early name for leucite,
an isometric mineral of no gem value or
interest, except that its crystals resemble
garnet crystals in form. Shipley.
vesuyianite. A mineral, Calo(Mg,Fe),A14(SiO4) 5 ( SitOi )2 (OH)4. Tetragonal. Common in contact-metamorphosed limestones.

A massive light green variety is known as
californite. A130 called idocraae. A.G.I.;
Dana 17; Fay.
vesuvian jade. A jadelike variety of vesuvi-

anite (idocrase). Also called californite.
English.

vmvIte. A variety of leucite tephrite rich

in leucite. Holmes, 1928.
Vesuvius salt. 'Same as aphthitalite. Standard, 1964.
veszelyite. A greenish-blue, hydrous, copperzinc phosphatoarsenate, Has (Cu,Zn) Pr
As)20n, crystallizing in the monoclinic
system. Standard, 1964.
veteado. Sp. Streaky; veined. Hess.
Vezin's sampler. A mechanical sampling device that automatically selects one twentyfifth or one sixty-fourth of the ore passing
through. Fay.
VAlume. A V-shaped flume, supported by
trestlework, and used by miners for bring-

mountains, at the same time using the

miles long. Fay.
viaduct. A bridge carrying a road or a railway across a valley. See also aqueduct.
Ham.
vial. Synonym for acid bottle. Long.
vibracone. A vibrating ore screen in which
the feed is from a saucer-shaped distributer onto a conical surface kept in vibra-

charge

as ash at the other end. The

onds every 2 minutes give a satisfactory
feed rate. The rate of feed is controlled
by altering the duration of the vibrations.

See also underfeed stoker. Nelson.
vibrating grease table. This type table' uses
an electric vibrator to give a transverse

motion to the table, which

is of

30 inches long. The table

is designed

one-

piece cast aluminum, 48 inches wide by

motion; to move or swing back and forth,

with three 9-inch steps, having a drop of
2 inches between them. Slope is adjustable from 7° to 15°.from the horizontal.
This type table is used at the Kimberly
mines in South Africa for concentrating

vibration; to fluctuate; to vacillate; to
sound, as the voice vibrates in the ear;
to throb. A.G.I.
vibrated concrete. Concrete compacted by
vibration during placing. Taylor.

ciency is saill to be 99 percent, and the
ratio of concentration, 50,000 to 1. I.C.
8200, 1964, pp. 70-72.

tion by a ratchet motion. Liddell 2d,

p. 393.
vibrate. To have a swinging or oscillating

as a pendulum; to have a period

of

vibrating ball mill. A ball mill supported on
springs so that an out-of-balance .mechanism can impart vibration to the mill,
usually in the vertical plane and typically
at ab Ait 1,500 cycles ;:ser minute. Advantagee over the ordinaz y ball mill are .increased rate of grinding (particularly

with very hard materials), lower energy
consumption per ton of product, and less
wear. Dodd.

vibrating conveyor. a. A trough or tube flex-

ibly supported and vibrated at relatively
high frequency and small amplitude to
convey bulk material or objects. See a!so
oscillating conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.
b. A metal trough mounted on flexible
supports and free to move in a vertical
plane. It is vibrated at an angle of about
30° to the horizontal. The material being
conveyed moves in a series of gentle
pitches and catches that blend to produce
continuous, uniform flow. There is no

tumbling or sliding of the material to

cause wear of the trough. There are two
basic types of vibrating conveyors: (1)
the natural frequency types (those sup-

ported by heavy duty stiff coil or leaf
springs), and (2) forced vibration types
(those supported by rocker arms or rods

pivoted at the trough and at the base
connections). Matenal; can be moved
downward, horizontally, or up to 10°
slopes. It can convey coal, limestone,

sand, coke, granite, gravel, etc. See also

shaker conveyor. Nelson.
vibrating conveyor, balanced. See balanced
vibrating conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.
vibrating conveyor, natural frequency. See
natural frequency vibrating conveyor.
ASA MH4.I-1958.

the minus 3.33-, plus 0.59-millimeter
fraction of pan concentrate and other
material of plus 0.59-millimeter size. Effi-

vibrating grizzlies. Bar grizzlies mounted on

eccentrics so that the entire assembly is
given a forward and backward movement
at a speed of some 100 strokes a minute.
This is the type of grizzly now generally
used ahead of a primary crusher. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, Sec. B, p. 119.

vibrating platform. A loading stage or structure with a double vibrating action which
causes the coal or mineral to settle down
in the mine car while being loaded. This
settlement increases the car carrying capacity and reduces spillage during transit.

Nelson.
vibrating roller. A roller provided with vibrating mechanism for consolidating soil. The

roller may be of self-propelled or towed
type. Ham.
vibrating screen. a. A commercial screen in

which the cloth, wire, or bar deck is

vibrated by solenoid, magnetostriction, or
mechanically by eccentrics or unbalanced

spinning weights. Pryor, 3. b. A screen

oscillated either by mechanical or electrical means. The amplitude of movement of
the vibrating screen is smaller than that

of the jigging screen and its speed of
oscillation is higher. B.S. 3552, 1962.

c. A screen which is vibrated to separate
and move pieces resting on it. Nichols.
d. Machines of this type consist of one
or more slightly inclined screening surfaces mounted in a robust frame. To increase the capacity and prevent blinding
the screening surfaces are caused to
vibrate. This may be done by mounting
the screen on powerful springs and causing it to bear down on the underside of
the frame. An alternative method used in
the Hummer screen is to stretch the wire

coring tube. A sediment coring
vib
trulgielesigned to vibrate in such a way as

screen to a high tension and mount at
some convenient point on the frame an

trough which is subjected to high fre-

current. The magnet works against the
swings on which the screen is mounted
and in this way very rapid vibration can
be secured and blinding greatly reduced.

to overcome the resistance of compacted
ocean floor sediments, sands and gravel.
H&C.
vibrating feeder. a. A feeder con.iisting of a

quency oscillations, which impart a conveying motion; the rate of feed may be
varied by varying the amplitude of the

oscillations. B.S. 3552, 1962. b. See conveyor type feeder. ASA MH4.1-1958.
vibratiog grate. A stoker developed in Germany and used increasingly in that country
and in the United States. The hearth consists of a rigid water-cooled matrix. Coal is

fed on to this at one end and is 'moved
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electromagnet actuated by an alternating

Miall.
vibrating screens (heated). Wire-mesh screens

that are vibrated and heated electrically
to increase efficiency. See also screens.

ACSG, 1963.
vibratbirtype conveyor. See conveyor, vibrating-type.
vibrating wire transducer. A device that can

be used to measure ocean depth. The
vibrating element is simply a very fine

,

vibrating wire transducer
tungsten wire which is stretched in a
magnetic field. The wire vibrates at some
precise frequency which is determined by
the length and tension of the wire. Pressure changes by varying the tension in
the wire change the vibration frequency
of the wire. H&G.

vibration. a. The act of vibrating ; oscillation.

Vibrations may be free or forced; longitudinal, transverse, torsional, or dilatational; also classified according to kind,
as acoustical, electrical, flexural, etc.
A.G.I. b. An oscillation wherein the
quantity is a parameter that defines the
motion of a mechanically system. H&G.
c. The undesirable oscillatory movements
of the drill string. Long.
vibration drilling. Drilling in which a frequency of vibration in the range of 100
to 20,000 cycles per second is used to
fracture rock. Ultrasonic drilling is one
of the better known methods of vibration
drilling. Mining and Minerals Engineering, v. 1, No. 5, January, 1965, p. 178.

vibration gravimeter. A device which affords
a measurement of gravity by observation
of the period of transverse vibration of a

thin wire tensioned by the weight of a
known mass, useful for observation at
sea. A.G.I.

vibration mark; chattermark; herringbone

marking. A rare modification of a groove
consisting of crescentic depressions, concave upcurrent. Presumed to result from
unsteady action of inscribing tool. See
also chevron mark; ruffled groove cast.

Pet tijohn.
vibration meter. A seismomcter which is used
for measuring vibrations of structures from

other than seismic causes.
vibration method of roof testing. The finger
tips are placed against the roof which is

then struck a sharp heavy blow. Such a

blow usually sets up easily felt vibrations
in unsound roof. Grove.
vibration of foundations. The foundations of
machinery installed in a building should
be so designed that the frequency Of the
machine is 11/4 to 2 times the natural
frequency of the combined system of
machines and foundations. Ham.
vibration test. An approximate grading test
for coarse-grained soils. A flat paper-

covered board is inclined at a slope of
1 in 24. The dry and powdered sample
of soil is spread in a thin layer across
the top of the board. The board is tapped

sharply and repeatedly. The

soil will

travel down the board, the largest particles traveling faster and further than the
smaller, ones. Dependent on the degree
in which the soil spreads out, a grading
can be allotted to the soil. ,Nelson.
vibrator. a. An instrument which produces
mechanical oscillations. A.G.I. 13. Head
motion of shaking table such as Wilfley
table. Mechanism imparting vibration to
screens, concrete consolidators, etc. See
also Wilfley table. Pryor, 3. c. A tool
which vibrates at a speed ranging from
3,000 to 10,000 revolutions per minute.
It can be inserted into wet concrete as
an internal Vibrator or attached to iormwork to compact the concrete. See also
external vibrator; vibrated concrete; concrete vibrating machine; plate vibrator.
Ham. d. A device for attachment to bins
or, chutes to produce a quivering action
and thus assist in gravity flow of contained material. ASA MH4.1-1958.
vibratory presdng. A process for forming re-

Vienna turquoise
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fractory shapes, in which the ground t ar-

ticles of refractory material are packed
closely together by rapid impact-type
vibrations of the top and bottom dies.

Also called impact pressing. HW.
vibratory screen. A sizing screen similar to
the shaking semen but the reciprocating
movement imparted to it is of greater
frequency and much smaller amplitude--

1,000 revolutions per minute and one-

fourth inch being typical. High-frequency
vibration is more effective than the slow
movement of the, shaker in preventing

blinding of holes and the screening

is

more effective. It may contain one, two,

or three screen decks with water sprays
for washing products when screening.
Five products ranging from plus threefourths to minus one-eighth inch are
possible from a double deck screen. In
general, the screen is inclined at from
12° to 14° for the coarser sizes and 17°

to 21° for the finer Jizes with counterflow
operation. See also pool washing screen;
varislope screen. Nelson.
Vlbrex grease table. A device to concentrate
and separate diamonds from gangue material.

It is based on the principle that

shoit sharp vibrations in rapid succession
transmitted to a greased surface cause
diamonds to become imbedded in the
grease while water washes away other
materials. I.C. 8200, 1964, pp. 68, 72.
Vibro-energy mill. Trade name; a vibratin.g
ball mill designed to oscillate both horizontally and vertically, the vertical motion
being of small but sufficient amplitude to
prevent the charge from becoming tightly
packed. See also vibrating ball mill. Dodd.
Vibroflotation. The trade name for a geotechnical process which uses vibration to compact clean sands and gravels. The vibra-

tion is combined with a water jet so as

to give a high degree of compaction.
Ham.

Vibrogel. Special gelatin dynamites; used for
seismic studies. Bennett 2d, 1962.
vibrograph. An instrument for recording the
ground vibrations caused by heavy quarry
blasts. The relationship between the

amount of vibration, the distance from

the blast and the weight of explosive fired
may be expressed thus:
KVE
A

where A=maximum amplitude in thousandths of an inch; K=constant depending on the quarry site; E=weight of ex-

plosive in pounds, and D=distance in feet.
Where a vibrograph is available the con-

stant K can be determined by firing a

specimen blast of a Oven size at a given
distance and measunng the amplitude of
the record obtained. Amplitudes in excess

ard shape and under a standard load; it

was designed by L. J. Vicat, a Frenchman,
in the early 19th century. ComPare
more needle. Dodd.
vicinal faces. Facets modifying normal crystal
faces; they usually lie nearly in the plane
of the face they modify. C.M.D.
vicinal forms. See vicinal faces.

Vickers' diamond hardness tester. A small

impression machine, capable of testing very
hard metals, finished components and very
thin sheets. The diamond is similar to that

used in the diamond pyramid hardness
test. The duration of application of the

load is controlled automatically, being always applied and removed in exactly the
same manner. This machine may also be
used with a ball indenter for the Brinell
hardness test. Ham.
Vickers hardness test. A test to determine the

hardness of very thin cases by irdenting
them with a diamond pyramid under a
specified load and measuring the size of
the impression produced by a low-power
microscope. Nelson. The same as diamondpyramid hardness test. ASM Gloss.

vicoite. An extrusive rock containing leucite
and subordinate sodic sanidine, calcic plagioclase, and augite. A leucite-rich alkalic
basalt. A.G.I.
Victoria green. A bright green ceramic color.
A typical batch composition is: 38 percent

KiCrs07, 20 percent CaC0s, 22 percent
Cal's, 20 percent SiOs. This batch is
calcined, washed free from soluble chromates, and ground. The coloring agent is
stated to be uvarovite (3CaO.CrsOs.3SiOs).
Dodd.

virtu& coupling. A development in which
a groove is cut around each end of pipe
instead of the usual threads. Two ends of
pipe are then lined up and a rubber ring
is fitted around the joint. A pair of semi-

circular bands., forming a sleeve, are placed
around the ri ng and are drawn together
with two bolts. These have a ridge on both

edges which fits into the groove of the
pipe. As they are tightened, the rubber
ring is compressed, making a watertight
joint, while the ridges fitting in the firooves
make it strong mechankally. Victualic pipe
is faster to lay because in large sizes it does
not have to be alined perfectly and screwed
in. Kentucky, pp. 118-119.
victualle joint. A proprietary pipe joint which

allows the pipes to move through several

degrees after fixinq but yet to remain watertight. Ham. This joint is designed to allow

about 12° of movement without causing
leakage. The pipes have specially shouldered ends which are contained by ,a circumferential rubber washer held by a spe-

cial circumferential-type flange. The water
has access to the inner part of the washer,

on which it exerts pressure and thereby

of 40 thousandths of an inch may give rise
to damage. A movement of 8 thousandths

seals the joint. Mason, v. 2, pp. 628-629.
victualk piping. Commercial type of pressure

excessive number of times may give rise
to complaints of nuisance ancl damage.
Short-delay blasting methods with small
diameter holes have reduced the vibration
hazards. See also falling pin seismome er;
seismograph, a. Nelson.
vibrobon. A pressure sensing trans

struction of joints. Pryor, 3.
Vielle-Montagne furnace. A mechanical roasting furnace similar to the Ross and Welter
type. Fay.

of an inch can be felt and if used an

which converts hydrostatic pressure

ly into an FM signal which can theh be

telemetered. H&C.
Vicat needle.. An instillment for evaluating
the consistency of cement in terms of the
depth of penetration of a needle of stand-

pipinq with some flexibility due to con-

Vines German silver. See German silver.
Hess.

Vienna green. See copper acetoarsenite. Benneit 2d, 1962.
Vienna lime. A calcined dolomite with a me.
dal texture, porosity, crystallinity, and

foisiror4in used as a buffing compound.
I.C. 7192, Nov. 1941, p. 8.
Vines turquoise. An amorphous imitation of

turquoise formerly manufactured in Vienna, Czechoslovakia, France, and England.

resin. Crispin.

sponds to the direct-current value which
would produce the same heating effect in

for this class of resins are crude oil and

nating voltage or current is 1.4 times

interlayer in safety glass and as a bonding

More difficult to detect than the various

vinylidene chloride resins. The raw materials

composed of pure white lead, imported
from Austria in small cubes. Also called

brine. Properties are high-tensile strength,
resistance to abrasion, none.ammable, easy
to machine, and good color range. Used
for car seats, fish leaders and as a bonding
agent for abrasive wheels. Crispin.
VInyllte. Brand name for a synthetic thermoplastic resin. Refractive index, 1.4665 (at

blue-stained minerals which have replaced
it as a turquoise substitute it has approximately the same chemiCal composition,
hardness, specific gravity, and fracture.
Shipley.
Vienna white; Cremnitz white. A paint base

Kremnitz white; Krems white. C.T.D.

vierendeel girder. An open frame N-truss

without diagonal members, with rigid joints

between the top and bottom chords and
the verticals. Known also as open-frame
girder. Ham.

20° C). Used as a solvent-type, thermo-

plastic adhesive for porcelain, metal, mica,
stone, and glass. CCD 6d, 1961.
violaite. a. A highly pleochroic pyroxene from

the Caucasus Mountains, U.S.S.R. Eng-

ing of 95 milliliters of ethyl alcohol, 5

milliliters of hydrochloric acid, and 1 gram
of picric acid. Osborne.
villiaumite. A soft deep carmine sodium fluo-

ride, NaF. Small crystals and grains in

nepheline-syenite. Isometric. From Islands
of Los, Guinea, Africa. English.
viluite. Grossulante. Dana 6d, pp. 437, 444.
Vindobonian. Middle Miocene. A.G.I. Supp.
vinegar spine!. Same as rubicelle. Shipley.

V-Ing outcrop. The outcrop of a surface is
said to 'V' when it makes a more or less
sharp angle, typically an acute angle. Used
particularly in connection with the outcrop

of a uniformly dipping surface across a
river valley. Challmor.

vinney. Copper ore, with a green efflorescence
like verdigris. Fay.
vinogradovite. A titanosilicate, Na3Ti4AlSis0,4.31.1,0, monoclinic (pseudoorthorhom-

hie), as white to colorless crystals and

radial spherical aggregates in nephelinesyenite pegmatite from Kola, U.S.S.R.
Spencer 21, MM., 1958.
Vinaol resin. Trade name; a thermoplastic
powder used as an air-entraining agent in
the mixing of concrete. See also atr entraining. Dodd.
vintlite. A hypabyssid rock composed of abun-

dant calm plagioclase and brown hornblende phenocrysts in a groundmau of
sodic plagioclase, orthoclase, and quartz.

A variety of quartz-diorite porphyry. A.G./.
vinyl metal realm. Prepared from polyvinyl
acetate. Properties are toughness, adhesiveness, hnpreviousneu to moisture, and sta-

bility toward light and heat. Med as an

p. 116.

viscolold A variety of celluloid. Shipley.
viscometer; viscosimeter. An instrument used

quired for a known amount of drilliwg mud

viewer. Eng. A colliery manager or superintendent. Fay.
viger coal. Shrop. Name of a coal in Coalbrookdale. Tomkeieff, 1954.
vignetting. The decoration of a glass surface
by firing-on a metal or other suitable

ture. English.
Villela's reagent. An etching reagent consist-

p. 419.
vls Abbreviation for viscosity. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 62.
visbreaking. A mild thermal cracking process
designed for the purpose of reducing the
viscosity of heavy residual oils. Frcncis,
1965, v. 1, p. 280.
visc Abbreviation for viscosity. Zimmerman,

pyroxene diopside, quarried at San Marcel,

Piedmont, Italy. C.M.D.
violarite. A violet-grray sulfide of nickel and
iron, possibly (Ni,Fe)8S4, or FeS.NisS8.
Nodules; isometric. From Clark County,
Nev.. Julian, Calif.; Sudbury, Ontario,
Canacla; Alaska. English.
violet stone. Cordierite. Shipley.
violite. Same as copiapite. Dana 6d, p. 965.
vIrgate. To branch in diverging lines. Web-

lignite. A magnetic iron ore. Fay.
vigorite. a. An explosive resembling dynamite
No. 2, and consisting of nitroglycerin with
a more or less explosive dope. Fay. b. Bakelite. Shipley.
Vigorite No. 5, L.F. Permissible explosive;
used in miner. Bennett 2d, 1962.
villamaninite. An iron-black disulfide of copper, nickel, cobalt, and iron with 1.5 percent selenium (Cu,Ni,Co,Fe)(S,Se)a. Small
cubo-octahedral crystals and radiating nodular masses. Isometric. From Villamin,
Spain. Thomson suggests that it is a mix-

greater than the virtual value. Mason, v. 2,

to measure the viscosity of liquids. The
Marsh funnel type measures the time re-

viese; vise. a. Scot. Soft earth in a fissure or

powder; the surface is first coated with
sodium silicate solution and the powder
is then dusted on and fired in. Dodd.

a given resistance. The peak value of alter-

lish. b. Same as aegirite augite. Hess.

violane. A massive, deep blue form of the

on the sides of a fault. Arks 11. b. Scot. The
line of fracture of a fault. Arkell.

viscous
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Vienna turquoise

ster 3d.

virgation. A branching arrangement of faultlines or topographic forms. Webster 3d.
Virgillan. Upper Pennsylvanian. A.G.I. Supp,
virgin. a. Unworked ; untouched; often said

of areas where there has been no coal

mining whatever. Mason. b. New an unexploited area or rock formation i;n which
boreholes have not been drilled. Long. c.
Applied to metals occurring eismentally,as
virgin gold, as distinguished from ore minerals which are chemical compounds.
Weed, 1922. d. See native. Fay.
virgin clay. Fresh clay, as distinguished from
that which has been fired. Standard, 1964.
virgin coal. An area of coal which is in place
(in situ), and unimpaired by mining activities. See also maiden coal. Nelson.
virgin compression curve. See pressure-void
ratio curve. ASCE P1826.
virgin diamond. See new diamond. Long.
virgin field. A mineral field in which there
has been no mining. Fay.
Virginia silver A nickel or German silver.
Comm.

virginium. Former name for the element having atomic number 87. Superseded by
francium. Webster 3d.

virgin metal. Pure metal obtained directly

from ore. also called primary metal. ASM
Gloss; Ne wton, p. I.
virgin steel. A deceptive name given to articles made merely of good cast iron. Fay.
virgin stone. See new diamond. Long.
virgula furcate. Another name for divining
rod. Hoov, p. 337.
Virpollan. Upper Kimmeridgian. A.G.I . Sup p.

virldine. A gree.i variety of andalusite, (A1,Fe,Mn )a0s.SiOs

from Darmstadt, Ger-

many. Not to be confused with viridite, an
iron silicate. Larsen, p. 122. Synonym for
manganandalusite. Hey 2d, 1955.
viridlte. A nearly obsolete term for indeterminable green alteration products of ferromagnesian minerals in rocks. Webster 2d;
A.G.I.
virtual slope. The slope which shows the lou
in pressure due to friction at any point in
a system of fluid flow. See also hydraulic
gradient. Nelson.
virtual value. The calibration of alternatingcurrent instruments is based upon what is

called the virtual value, and this corre-

to flow through an aperture of known

diameter; other specific types are the Fann
and Stormer viscometers. See also Marsh
funnel. Long.
viscosimeter. See viscometer.

viscosity. a. Any resistance to deformation
that involves dissipation of energy by internal friction. Holmes, 1928. b. In road
building, the measure of the resistance to
flow of a bituminous material, usually

stated as the time of flow of a given quantity of the material through a given orifice.
Hess. c. A liquid having a high viscosity
rating will resist flow, more readily than
will a liquid having a low viscosity. The
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
standard series of viscosity numbers is used
to indicate the viscosities of lubricating oils.
Nichols. d. The property of imperfect fluids
by which they resist the action of a shearing stress. Measured by the shearing stress
required to cause flow at a certain constant
rate. Holmes 1928. Abbreviations, vis and
vise; symbol for coefficient of viscosity, II;
and symbols for absolute viscosity, ii and tt.
BuMines Style Guide, p. 62; Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. F-IO2; Zimmerman, pp. 116, 176. e.
The resistance of liquids, semisolids, and
gases to movement or flow. H&G.

viscosity, absolute. a. The force which will
move one square centimeter of plane surface with a speed of one centimeter per
second relative to another parallel plane
surface from which it is separated by a
layer of the li9uid one centimeter thick.
This viscosity is expressed in dynes per
square centimeter, its unit being the poise,

which is equal to one dyne-second per

square centimeter. See also poise. A.G.I.

b. Drag or shearing resistance of air to

motion. Measured in pounds-seconds per
square foot. Hartman, p. 9.
viscosity coefficient. A quantitative expression

of the friction between the molecules of
water when in motion. It is the amount
of force necessary to maintain a unit difference in yelped,/ between two layers of
water at a unit distance apart. It decreases

rapidly with increase in temperature. A.G.I.
viscosity, kinematic. Ratio of absolute viscos-

ity to mass dentity. Measured in square

feet per second. Hartman, Q. 9.
viscountess. Building slate 18 inches by 10
inches. Pryor, 3.
viscous. a. Adhesive or sticky and having a
ropy or glutinous consistency. Webster 3d.
b. Imperfectly fluid; designating a substance that, 'like tar or wax, will change

its form under the influence of a deforming

force, but not instantly, as more perfect
fluids do. Standard, 1964.

y

vitreous silica

viscous coal tar
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viscous coal tar. See coal tar, viscous. Ben-

terms of luminance depends on the eye

nett 2d, 1962.
viscous damping. Viscous damping is the dis-

sipation of energy which occurs when a
particle in a vibrating system is resisted
by a force the magnitude of which is a
constant, independent of displacement and
velocity, and the direction of which is op-

posite to the direction of the velocity of
the particle. Hy.

adaptation level. Roberts, II, p. 79.
visual field. If the eyes are directed straight
ahead, the visual field for each eye is determined by the facial contour, the nose
determining the cutoff at about 60' to the
nasal side of the axis of vision for each eye.
On the temporal side, however, vision is

possible over a wider angle, extending to
about 950 from the axis. The total lateral

viscous flow. A type of fluid flow in which
there is a continuous steady motion of the
particles and the motion at a fixed point

extent of the field of vision therefore covers

always remains constant. Also called streamline flow; laminar flow; steady flow. C.T.D.

extent of the field at the center is also
binocular and again covers an angle of

viscous resistance. The effect of surface friction between a particle and a liquid when
the body moves through it. Compare
turbulent resistance. Newton, p. 77.
Visean. Upper Lower Carboniferous. A.G.I.
Supp.

viseite. A hydrous silicophosphate of alumi-

num and calcium, 5A1203.5Ca0.3SiOs.-

,

an angle of about 190° of which the central 120° comprises the binocular field,
being covered by both eyes. The vertical

approximately 120°. Roberts, II, p. 78.

visual indicator. A device by which the winding or haulage engineman can see on a dial

or panel the position of the cages in the
shaft or the journey on the haulage plane.
See also depth indicator. Nelson.

visual performance. The interpretation of

widely distributed and common macroscopic constituent of humic coals. IHCP,
1963, part I. Occurs in lenticular bands,
each derived from a single piece of original vegetable growth. When it constitutes

30 to 60 percent af total Kam, termed

abundant; over 60 percent, dominant; between 15 and 30 percent, moderate; below
15 percent, sparse. Pryor, 3.
Vitra-Tint. Opaque organic coating used on
glass. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.
vitreous. a. Having the luster of broken glass,

quartz, or calcite. Fay. b. Amorphous.

Bureau of Mines Staff. c. Consisting of or
resembling glass. Kinney. d. That degree

of vitrification evidenced by low water

absorption. See also impervious; nonvitreous; seznivitreous. ASTM C242-60.
vitreous antimony. See antimony glass. CCD
6d, 1961.

vitreous china. A white and dense, but not
translucent type of pottery, used for the
manufacture of sanitary ware. Rosenthal.
vitreons;china sanitary ware. A strong highgrade ceramic ware used for sanitary ap-

3P,05.25-30H20, as white, wartlike, opti-

stimulus by the brain and the outward

cally isotropic masses. Named from locality,
Vise, Belgium. Spencer 17, M.M., 1946.
rishnevite. The original spelling of wischnewite. English.

which result from that interpretation. Rob-

pliances and madc from a mixture of

visual sampling. In evaluation of asbestos ore
bodies, infers the measurement of all visible
fiber seams in an average cross section of

erals. After it has been fired at a high

visibility. The ability of the eye to receive

a visual impression, that is, it is the inward

stimulus to the brain via the retina and
optic nerve. Roberts, II, p. 1.

visibility meters. The general principle of
such meters is to observe a portion of the
visual field against its background and then

to bring about a condition such that the

cbserved difference in brightness reaches a

threshold value so that it is only just discernible. The instruments differ in their
means by which this end is achieved. The

threshold may be produced quite simply by
interposing a light-absorbing medium, such

as an optical wedge, in the field of view.
Other methods include reducing the contrast between the object and its background
by superimposing a veiling brightness over
the observed field. Roberts, II, p. 100.
visible horizon.lee apparent horizon. A.G.1.
visible light. The light of the visible spectrum.
See also invisible light. Shipley.
visible spectrum. That portion of the electro-

magnetic spectrum, the waves which normally produce, upon the human eye, color
sensations of red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, violet or their intermecliate hues, or

of white light if the rays are combined.
Distinguished from radio, infra-red, ultraviolet gamma, and X rays. Shipley.

Vissac

jig. An air-operated pulsator jig in

which air is alternately compressed and
allowed to expand to produce pulsation.
This jig has been used principally on sized
bituminous coal. Mitchell, pp. 426427.

Vigil! acuity. The ability of the eye to see
very small objects. It can be measured in
a variety of ways, all of which are designed
to detect the smallest detail which is visible, in terms of the angle subtended at the
eye by the object viewed at a given dis-

tance away. Roberts, II, p. 76.

visual brightness range. The eye has the abil-

ity to function over a verf wide range of

brightnesses, from the order of 10,000 foot
lamberts to a minimum discernible brightness or threshold of the order of IV foot

lamberts. But it cannot respond to the

whole of this range at once. In any given
environment visibility is bounded by the
sensation of glare at the upper limit and
the lower limit of discernible brightneis at

the threshold. What those limits are in

action signal to the muscles of the body

erts, II, p. 1.

the ore to determine the percentage of

fiber contained therein. Sinclair, W. E.,
p. 166.
vital capacity. The term for the greatest volume of air that a man can expel from his
lungs after a full inspiration. In other
words, it is the greatest volume of air that
can be moved in and out of the lungs in
a single breath. The average man's vital
capacity is between 4 and 5 liters. H&G.
Vitasul. A trade name for a new chemical
additive which eliminates or reduces considerably the danger of diesel locomotive

fumes underground. Tests have established

that the chemical, added to diesel fuel,

reduced the carbon-monoxide danger from
diesel locomotive exhausts to negligible

white-burning clays and finely ground min-

temperature the ware will not, even when

unglazed, have a mean value of water

absorption greater than 0.5 percent of the
ware when dry. It is coated on all exposed
surfaces with an impervious noncrazing
vitreous glaze giving a white or colored
finish. A typical batch for this type of body

is: 20 to 30 percent ball clay, 20 to

30

percent china clay, 10 to 20 percent feldspar, 30 to 40 percent flint, 0 to 3 percent
talc; sometimes nepheline syenite is used
instead of feldspar. Dodd.

vitreous coating. See vitreous enamel. Bennett
2d, 1962.
vitreous copper ore. Chalcocite. Pryor, 3.
vitreous enamel. An inorganic glass which is

fused onto a metal article in the form of
a relatively thin coating and provides protection against corrosion. Dodd.

proportions. The method of testing was
by a modern variant of the live canary
yellow P.S. detector tube. The chemical

vitreous fusion. Gradual fusion; having no
sharp melting point. Webster 3d.
vitreous luster. The reflection of light so as
to produce the appearance of broken glass.

British coal mines. Nelson.
viterbite. An extrusive rode composed largely
of .sodic sanidine and leucite, with minor
calcic plagioclase, augite, biotite, apatite,
and opaque oxides. Leucite occurs as large
phenocrysts. A variety of leucite-rich pho-

Hurlbut.
vitreous silenium; black amorphous selenium.

nolite. A.G.I.
vitiated air. Air which has been rendered impure by the breath of men and horses, or

weight, 78.96 ; vitreous luster,. transformation temperature from amorphous selenium
to hexagonal selenium, 60° to 80° C; boil-

has been approved for use underground in

by being mixed with the various gases

a. One of the allotropic forms of selenium.
It is brownish-black and is produced as a
brittle, glassy mass having a specific gravity ,of 4.28. Merriman. b. Black; amorphous; Se; molecular weight and atomic

given off in mines. It is frequently called
return air. Peel.
vitrain. This term was introduced by M. C.
Stopes in 1919 to designate the macroscopically recognizable very bright bands
of coals. Very bright bands or lenses, usually a few millimeters (3 to 5) in width;
thick bands are rare. Clean to the touch.

ing point (selenium), 684.8° Ci insoluble
in water; and soluble in sulfuric acid, in
carbon disulfide, and in benzene. Amor-

with numerous fine cracks at right angles
to stratification, and consequently breaks
cubically,with conchoidal surfaces. In
other coals the vitrain is crossed by only

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, pp. B-134, B-215.
vitreous silica. A glass made from silica; it
may contain numerous small bubbles, in

In many coals the vitrain is permeated

phous selenium, which is black in vitreous
form, is red in powder form. Six alIbtropic
forms have been claimed for selenium but
only three forms are established: (1)
amorphous selenium; (2) monoclinic se-

lenium; and

(3)

hexagonal selenium.

bands of vitrain having a thickness of

which case it is translucent; when free
from bubbles it is transparent. An important property is extremely low thermal

ination with the microscope shows vitrain
to consist of microlithotypes very rich in
vitrinite. After clarain, vitrain is the most

Dodd.

occasional perpendicular cracks. In the
macroscopic description of seams only the

several millimeters art usually noted. Exam-

264-972 0-68-77
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expansion, hence a high resistance to thermal shock; vitreous silica tubes, etc., find
considerable use in chemical engineering.

vitreous silver
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vitron

vitreous silver. Same as argentite. Standard,

b. A coal constituent showing a transition between vitrain and fusain.
Tomkeieff, 1954.
vitrify. To change into glass or into a glassy

vitriol ocher. Same as glockerite. Standard,

ceramic ware) enough glassy phase or close

vitriol peat. Peat containing much iron sul-

1964.

vitreous slip. A slip coating matured on a
ceramic body, producing a vitrified surface.
ASTM C242-60.

vitric. An adjective designating (volcanic)

ejecta consisting primarily of glassy mate-

rial. It may be advisable to restrict the

term to fragments made up of at least 75
percent by volume of glass, and to use the
term vitric crystal for ejecta containing
between 50 and 75 percent glass. In addition to the above usage, vitric may also
be applied to any rock having the nature

or quality of glass. Stokes and Varnes,

1955.
Africa. a. Fused siliceous compounds, such as
glasses and enamels, as distinguished from
ceramics, or fused aluminous compounds.

Standard, 1964. b. The art or history of

glass production. Standard, 1964.
vitric tuff. An indurated deposit of volcanic
ash dominantly composed of glassy fragments blown out during a volcanic eniption. The term should be properly restricted

to tuffs containing more than 75 percent

by volume of glass particles. See also tuff.
A.G.I.
vitrifaction. See vitrification. Fay.
vitrifacture. The manufacture of vitreous or
vitrified wares, as glass. Standard, 1964.
vitrifiable. Of, or pertaining to, a substance
that can be vitrified. Webster 3d.
vitrifiable color. A metallic oxide mixed with

glaze; used in ceramic color decoration.
Standard, 1964.

vitrification. a. An act or instance or the

process of vitrifying or making glassy; the
condition of being vitrified; a vitrified
body. Webster 3d. 'b. Any process tending
to make a body more vitreous. Synonym
for vitrifaction. A.G.I. c. The progressive

partial fusion of a clay, or of a body, as
a result of a firing process or, in the case
of a refractory material, of the conditions

of use in a furnace lining. As vitrification
proceeds the proportion of gluey bond increases and the apparent porosity of the
fired product becomes progressively lower.
The vitrification range is the temperature
interval between the beginning of vitrification of a ceramic body and the temperature at which the body begins to become
deformed. Dodd.
vitrification range. The maturing range of a
vitreous body. ASTM C242-60.
vitrification spilling. That resulting directly,
or indirectly, from the permanent physical
changes caused by vitrification. Bureau of
Mines Staff.
vitrified. a. That characteristic of a day
product resulting when the temperature in
the kiln is sufficient to fuse all the grains
and close all the pores of the day, making

the mass impervious. ACSG. b. A non-

porous, glass-bonded ceramic material. VV.
c. Converted into glass. Kinney.

vitrified bond. A bond created by the fusion
of ceramic materials, principally clays and
feldspar. ACSG, 1963.

vitrified brick. A very hard paving brick
burned to t.I:e point of vitrification and
toughened by annealing. Crispin.

vitrified wheel. A .grinding wheel with a
glassy or porcelamc bond, sometimes called
a ceramic bond. ASM Gloss.

vitsflonn. Having the form or the appearance of glass; glassy. Webster 3d.

vitrifusala. 'a. Vitrain in which all cavities
are open but the cell-wall material has not
developed the opacity characteristic of

fusian.

1964.

vitriol of Mars. Same as green vitriol. Standard, 1964.

substance by heat and fusion. To make
vitreous; especially to produce (as in a

vitriol, oil of. See sulfuric acid. CCD 6d,

crystallization by high-temperature firing
to make nonporous. To undergo vitrification or vitrifaction; to become vitreous.

vitriol stone. A hard crystalline mass that

1961.

fate. Tomkeieff, 1954.

Webster 3d.

consists chiefly of ferric sulfate and aluminum sulfate. Obtained by exposing pyritic

when some of the ingredients have melted
and have partially or completely closed the
pores, as in stoneware and porcelain. The
completion of this stage occurs at the point

lixiviating the mass, and evaporating. Used
in manufacturing fuming sulfuric acid.
Webster 3d.

vitrifying. A stage in the heating of a clay

of maximum shrinkage without loss of

shape.. See also squotting. Nelson.

vitrifying clay. It is recommended that this
term be dropped. ACSB 1.
vitrinertite. The term vitrinertain was introduced by B. Alpern in 1954, and in the
modified form vitrinertite was adopted by
the Nomenclature Subcommittee of the
International Committee for Coal Petrology to designate a microlithotype consisting

principally of the macerals vitrinite and
exinite. Containing at least 95 percent of
vitrinite and inertmite, the proportions of
these two macerals may vary widely but
each must be greater than the proportion
of exinite and neither must exceed 95 per-

cent. The inertinite may be present as

fragments of fusinite or semifusinite, as
sclerotinite, or as fine-grained or massive
micrinite. It is generally rare in low rank
coals but seems to increase in importance
in ccials with less than 25 percent volatile
matter in which exinite is not visible.

IHCP, 1963, part I.

vitrinite. A group name comprising collinite
and telinite. Differentiation between colli-

nite and telinite depends in part on the

method of observation. The distinction is
more easily made in thin section or after
etching a polished surface. Often there is
uncertainty of distinction by reflected light

and in such cases it is proper to use the
general term vitrinite. See also collinite;
telinite. IHCP, 1963, part I.

vitrinite bands. Well-defined bands or streaks

of a uniform brilliant black appearance
about 1/16 inch thick, sometimes up to

2 inches thick, constituting the major portion of bright coal. Under the microscope,
these bands are found to be derived from
separate small pieces of wood or bark, frequently retaining their original cell struc-

ture. Vitrinite bands form an excellent
coking coal which is readily oxidized.

Cooper, p. 386.
vitrinization. The process in coalification that
results in the formation of vitrain. See also
coalification. Compare incorporation; fusinization. A.G.I.

vitrinold. Vitrain and similar material in
coal. A.G.I. Supp.
vitriol. a. A sulfate of any of various metals
(as copper, iron, or zinc, for example)
especially a hydrate (as the heptahydrate;
of such a sulfate having a glum appearance or luster. Webster 3d. b. To dip (as
metal) in dilute sulfuric acid. Webster 3d.
vihiolate. a. To convert into a sulfate, as a
sulfide by oxidation. Standard, 1964.b. To
subject to the action of or to impregnate
with sulfuric acid or a sulfate. Standard,
1964.

vitriolic acid. An old name for sulfuric acid.
Webster 3d.

schist to the atmosphere for some years,

vita.% A German name for vitrain. Tomkeie ff, 1954.

vitrite. In 1955 the Nomenclature Subcommittee of the International Committee for
Coal Petrology resolved to apply this term
to the microlithotype consisting principally

of collinite and telinite. It must contain
at least 95 percent vitrinite and bands of
vitrinite having a width of more than 50
microns are recorded as vitrite. It is the

most abundant constituent of humic coals.
It is particularly abundant in vitrains,
rather less abundant in clarains, and limit-

ed to small amounts in durams. IHCP,

1963, part I.
vitro-. A prefix meaning glassy and used before many rock names, as vitrophyre, in
order to indicate a glassy texture. Fay.
vitrobasalt. Basalt glass. Webster 3d.
vitroclarain. A rock-type coal consisting of

vitrinite (collinite or telinite) and other

macerals, mainly exinite, and in which the
other macerals exceed vitrinite in quantity.
Compare clarovitrain. A.G.I.
vitroceramic. One of several terms proposed
for the type of ceramic product formed by
the controlled devitrification of a glass. See
also devitrified glass. Dodd.
vitroclartte. A type of coal intermediate between vitrite and darite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
vitroclastic. Pertaining to a structure typical

of fragmental glassy rocks, in which the
particles usually have crescentic, rudely
triangular outline, or somewhat concave
borders (bogenstruktur). A.G.I.
vitrodurain. Durain in which much vitrain is
present. Judged obsolete by the Heerlen
Congress of 1935. Compare durovitrain.
A.G.I.
vitrofusain. A coal constituent transitional
between vitrain and fusain, and showing
plant cell structure. The cell walls are
soaked with vitrain, where the cell cavities

are empty. It is not a mixture but a transition. Accepted by the Heerlen Congress
of 1935 to designate material transitional

between vitrain and fusain with fusain

being predominant. Compare fusovitrain.
A.G.I.
vitrofusite. A type of coal intermediate between vitrite and fusite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
Vitrolite. Trade name for a type of opaque
glass with a fire-finished surface. C.T.D.
Supp.
vitron. A unit of atomic structure, particularly in silica glass. Its basis is a pentagonal

ring of five SiO4 tetrahedra; these rings

can be built up into three-dimensional

clusters but only to a limited extent because of increasing distortional stress; a
cluster of the pentagonal SiO, rings is a
vitron. Its most important property, as a
basis for the undemanding of the properties of glass, is its fivefold symmetry which
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vitron
precludes the formation of crystals. Compare structon. Dodd.

vItrophyre. A porphyritic volcanic

glass.

A.G.I.

vitrophyric. a. Of, pertaining to, formed of,
or characterized by vitrophyre. johannsen,
v., 1, 2d, 1939, p. 236. b. A term originally
used by Vogelsang for the texture of quartz

porphyries and orthophyres with glassy

groundmasses. Cross, Iddings, Pirsson and

Washington would use it for porphyritic

textures in, which the groundmass is megascopically glassy. Compare granophyric.

johannsen, v. I, 2d, 1939, p. 236.
vitrosity. Like glass. Noke.
vitrotelain. Telain (fragments of plant tissue
completely soaked with structureless vitrain,

that is, cell walls as well a^ cell cavities),
with bands of structureless vitrain. Judged
obsolete by the Heerlen Congress of 1935.
Compare telovitrain. A.G.I.
Vitro:. Trade name for partly calcined cyanite manufactured by the Vitrefax Company. It is made in two grades-98 percent through 100 mesh, for use in a pottery
body. A coarser grade is made for use as a
grog in firebrick. Hess.
vlvlanite. A mineral, Fes(P0)1.81110, monoclinic. Colorless when unaltered, or blue to
green, growing' darker on exposure. Also
called blue iron earth; blue ocher. A.G.I.;
Dana 17.

vladimirite. A mineral, 3CaO.As106.4H10,
monoclinic, colorless radiating needles.
Spencer 20, M.M., 1955.
vlaIr; vlare. a. Eng. Local name for fibrous
carbonate of lime (beef, horseflesh) in the
Lias,Lyme Regis. b. Eng. In West Somerset dialect this means a fracture in glass,
when the cracks radiate from a center; a
defect or flaw in anything. Arkell.
vlasovite. A mineral, NalZrSi4Cou, colorless
monoclinic crystals from the contact zone
of the Lovozero massif, Kola Peninsula,
U.S.S.R. Hey, M.M., 1961.
vm Abbreviation for voltmeter. Zimmerman,

very rare, strongly radioactive, triclinic;

occurs as an alterationproduct of uraninite,
associated with liebigite. Fay.
voice amplifier. A lightweight, weatherproof,
transistorized amplifying unit with a micro-

phone for use with gas masks and other
respiratory equipment. The unit, which
may be attached to the mask or strapped
to the wearer to permit free use of his
hands, is powered by small batteries and
has an extensive range. Used to maintain
mobile communication in mines, rescue
work, fire fighting, construction, maintenance, etc. Bests, pp. III, 112.
void. a. A general term for pore space or

other openings in rock. In addition to pore
space, the term includes vesicles, solution
cavities, or any openings either primary or
secondary. Synonym for pore; interstice.
A.G.I. b. Space in a soil mass not occupied
by solid mineral matter. This space may be
occupied by air, water, 'or other gaseous or
liquid material. ASCE PI826. c. Porosity;
unfilled space in unit volume of granular

material compacted under stated condi-

tions, and expressed as percentage or ratio
of solid to void. Pryor', 4. d. That portion
of a borehole from which the core could
not be recovered. Long.

voldal concretion. A hollow limonitic concretion resulting from the weathering of
clay ironstone. A.G.I. Supp.

void ratio. a. The ratio of volume of inter-

granular voids to volume of solid material
in a sediment or sedimentary rock. A.G.I.

supp. b. The ratio of the volume of void
space to the volume of solid particles in a

given soil mass. See also critical void ratio.
ASCE PI826.

vol Abbreviation for volume. BuMin Style
Guide, p. 62.
vol. See vole. Nelson.
volatile. Capable of being readily, evaporated
at relatively low temperature. ASTM STP

V-method of roasting. The introduction of a

No. I48-D.
volatile combustible. That part of the combustible matter of coal which is driven off
when the coal is heated in a closed vessel,
chiefly compounds of hydrogen and car

touched, there would be a continuous and
unbroken roast heap the entire length of
the roast yprd. Fay.
V-notch. A device for measuring the flow of

volatile fluxes. The volatile constituents of
a magma. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
volatile matter. a. Those products, exclusive
of moisture, given off by a material as gas

p. 117.

supplementary roast heap between each
two regular heaps, so that, if left un-

bon. Fay.

water in an open channel. Also called
miner's inch; water inch (undesirable
usage). B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4. Also

and vapor, determined by definite pre-

weir. Griffith, S. V., p. 23.
Vogel's red. A pure ferric oxide produced by
precipitating ferrous oxalate wilich is then

Methods of Laboratory Sampling and
Analysis of Coal and Coke (ASTM Designation D271) of the American Society for
Testing Materials. ASTM D121-62. b.
Technical term denoting the Ion in weight

known as a triangular weir and right-angle

calcined. It has been used as a basis for

some iron colors on porcelain. Dodd.
vogesite. a. A syenite lamprophyre of which
the mafic minerals are generally hornblende, and sometimes augite, the dominant feldspar being orthoclase with accessory oligoclase or andesine when sufficiently fresh to be determined. Holmes, 1920.
b. Pyrope. Dana 6d, p. 437.

scribed methods which may.vary according

to the nature of the material. In the case
of coal and coke, the methods employed
shall be those prescribed in the Standard

substituting for copper; possibly mono-

clinic; weakly to moderately radioactive;

perfect cleavage in one direction; dark

olive green to green and yellowish-green;
a secondary mineral found with carnotite
in sandstone. One of the principal ores of
vanadium. Sanford; 'Crosby, pp. 83-84.
volcanello. A small volcano, especially when
connected with an active one. Standard,
1964.

volcanic. a. Characteristic of, pertaining to,
situated in or upon, formed in, or derived
from volcanoes. Fay. b. Of mineral, originating from magma flowing from depths
to the earth's surface through crater or
vent. A volcanic pipe is consolidated material

left when such a channel cools.

Pryor, 3. c. Igneous rocks which have been
ejected from volcanoes. Gordon.
volcanic agglomerate. A coarse volcanic ma-

terial produced by explosions; occurs in
the necks or pipes of old volcanoes. Not
stratified. A coarse pyroclastic rock containing chiefly rounded fragments. See also

agglomerate. A.G.I. Supp.

volcanic ash; volcanic tuff. See ash; tuff. Fay.

volcanic belt. A chain of volcanoes usually

in a linear or arcuate arrangement and

generally of great extent, and confined to
orogens along the margins of the continents
or within the ocean basins; for example,
the volcanoes of the Aleutian Island chain
comprise a volcanic belt. A.G.I.
volcanic bomb. A detached Mass of lava shot
out by a volcano which, as it falls, assumes
a rounded form, like a bombshell. See also
bomb. A.G.I.
volcanic breccia. a. A more or less indurated
pyroclastic rock consisting chieflyof accessory and accidental angular ejecta, 32
millimeters or more in diameter, lying in

a fine tuff matrix. If the matrix is abundant, the term tuff breccia seems appropriate. A.G.l. b. A rock composed mainly
of angular volcanic fragments of either
pyroclastic or detrital origin coarser than
2 millimeters in a matrix of any composition or texture or with no matrix. A.G.I.
Supp. c. A rock composed of angular nonvolcanic fragments enclosed in a volcanic
matrix. A.G.I. Supp.
volcanic butte. A special type of butte resulting from the differential weathering
and consequent isolation of narrow vertical intrusions of igneous rocks. Stokes
Varnes, 1955.

and

Tonikeiell, 1954. c. In coal chemistry, gas
and distillate formed during pyrolysis.
Synonym for volatiles. Schieferdecker.

volcanic chrysolite. Vesuvianite. Shipley.
volcanic clay. A term sometimes applied to
bentonite, which is derived from &vitrified
and chemically altered glassy volcanic ash
or tuff. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
volcanic cluster. A group of volcanoes, vol.
canii cones, or volcanic vents without any
apparent systematic arrangement. A.G.I.
vokuk coast. Shoreline or coast formed by
volcanic rocks. Schieferdecker.
volcanic cone. A cone formed by volcanic
discharges. Standard, 1964.
volcanic conglomerate. A rock composed
mainly or entirely of rounded or subangu-

tive 'distillation at 900* C for an hour.

dowskite. Crosby, p. 14; Dana 7, v. 2, p.

volatile salts. Salts which when heatpd go
straight to gas without melting and absorb
a relatively large aniount of heat in so
doing. Common salt (sodium chloride) is
the best example and is an ingredient of
all permitted explosives up to more than a
third in the more powerful ' types. Other

600.

Glossary. b. In ceramics, colors improperly
treated sometimes evaporate. Noke.
volborthite. A hydrous vanadate of copper,
barium, and calcium, Cus(V0d),.3H20,
with small amounts of calcium and barium

volcanic chain. Synonym for volcanic belt.

volatiles. The volatile canstituents (or rest
magma) remaining. after the less volatile
ores have crystallized as igneous rocks.

voglite. An emerald-green to bright grassgreen hydrous carbonate of uranium, calcium, and copper, CasCuU(CO;)..61110;

examples of volatile salts are ammonium
chlonde (sal-ammoniac), potassium chloride, and borax. Mason, V. I, p. 162.
volatilization. a. The act of vaporizing. API

of a dried sample of coal weighing I to 2
grams, that has been subjected to destruc-

voile. In mining, same as vug. Fay.
voglisnite. a. A soft, green, basic uranium

sulfate, found in nodules or as earthy coatings. Standard, 1964. b. Validity of species
is doubtful. All existing specimens, upon
examination, have proved to be cuprosklo-

volcanic conglomerate
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A.G.I.
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volcanic sedimentary rocks are the frag-

voler reductol. A lubricant for enclosed gest
units; composed of high-quality mineral
oil with a suspension of superfine colloidal
graphite and silicone foam inhibitor. Nel-

volcanic conglomerate
lar fragments, chiefly or wholly of volcanic

rocks, in a paste of the same material.

Conglomerates of this kind may have been

formed by the accumulation of rounded
materials ejected from volcanic vents or as

the result of the aqueous erosion of pre-

viously solidified lavas. A.G.I.
volcanic dome. A volcanic form consisting of
rounded masses of viscous lava squeezed
out from the orifice, or of portions of older
lavas or ejectamenta elevated by the pressure of new lava rising from beneath. The
term dome is also applied as a geographical
term to volcanic mountains of the type of
Mauna Loa, in Hawaii. Holmes, 1928.

volcanic earthquake. A seismic disturbance
which is due to the direct action of volcanic force, or one whose,origin lies under
or near a volcano, whether active, dormant,
or extinct. A.G.I.
volcanic eruption. The breaking forth of lava,

pumice, dust, etc., from the mouth of a

volcano. Standard, 1964.
volcanic focus. The supposed seat or center
of activity in a volcanic region or beneath

mental materials ejected in explosive eruptions forming tuff, agglomerate, etc. Fay.
volcanic". A general collective term for ex-

trusive igneous and pyroclastic material
and rocks. A.G.I. SuPP.
volcanic sand. Finely divided fragments of
produced by volcanic explosions.
Standard, 1964.
volcanic sandstone. Consolidated rock containing abundant sand-sized volcanic debris, either detrital or pyroclastic. A.G.I.
lava

Supp.
volcanic scoria. Vesuvianite. Schaller.

volcanic sink. A volcanic basin of engulfment, or dcwnfaulting, with a floor area
many times greater than the cross section
of the associated vent. Fay. Compare
crldera.
volcanic tuff. See tuff. Fay.
vollanic vent. An opening or channel in the
earth's crust through which magmatic ma-

terials are transported and out of which

volcanic materials (lava, pyroclartic detri-

volcanic glass. Natural glass produced by the

tus) are erupted at the surface. Central
vents, representing the feeder channel or
conduit of a volcano, are known as volcanic pipes. When filled with corsolidated
pyroclastic materials or solidified igneous

permit crystallization, and forming such

rock, central vents are called volcanic necks

a volcano. Fay.

cooling of molten lava or some liquid
fraction of molten lava, too rapidly to

material as obsidian, pitchstone, sideromelane, and the glassy mesostasis in the
groundmass of many effusive rocks. A.G.I.
volcanic island. An island that is formed as
a result of volcanic action. MacCracken.
volcanic mud. a. Mud formed by the mixture
of water with volcanic dust, ash, or other
fragmental products of volcanic eruptions,

often initially hot and flowing down the
flanks of a volcanic cone as a hot lahar or

mudflow. A.G.I. b. A deposit

of fine-

grained, usually r..alcareous, detrital volcanic material, commonly containing a
high proportion of clay, on the sea floor
around the margins of volcanic islands.
A.G.I.
volcanic mud and sand. Deposits occurring
around volcanic oceanic islands and coastlines. The deposits near shore contain
fragments of volcanic rocks and minerals
and are referred to as sands, whik further
out, the finer particles and alteration products form clayey or chloritic 'muds. Holmes,
1928.

volcanic neck. The filled up vent or chimney

of a former volcano. Standard, 1964.
volcanic ore deposits. The major group of

ore deposits of magmatic origin, designated
as young by European mineralogists, which
have been formed under near-surface con-

ditions and very often in Tertiary or
younger volcanic rocks. In a strict sense,

tleposits formed in relation to surface eruptions. Schieferdecker.
volcanic pipe. Sometimes the streams of lava
are very fluid, and cool at the bottom and
upper surfaces much more rapidly than in
the interior. The rocks thus formed remain,
while the Ulterior molten lava flows on and
caves are formed in this manner which are
known Ir. volcanic pipes. A.G.I.

volcanic plain. A lava flow, spreading out
over a moderate slope, fills irregularities
and may build a plain; and so also may
volcanic ash emptied and strewn over the
country on one side of the cone. Set also
lava plain. A.G.I.
volcanic rock. Any rock of volcanic origin;
volcanic igneous rocks are those erupted as
molten masses, forming lava flows, dikes

in the crater walls, volcanic plugs, etc.;

or plugs. A.G.I.
volcanic water. Water in or derived from
magma at the earth's surface, or at relativaeilds2allow depth.
volc

Supp.

. Volcanic power or action; the

quality or state of being volcanic (includes
all phenomena connected with the movement of heated material from the interior

to or toward the surface of the earth).
Webster 3d.

volcanist. One who specializes in the study
of volcanic phenomena; a plutonist. Webster 3d. A volcanologist. A.G.I.
volcanite. a. A volcanic rock composed essen-

tially of anorthoclase and angite, and having the chemical composition o f dellenite.
Holmes, 1928. b. The name was suggested

by the original occurrence on the Island
of Volcano, one of the Lipari group in
Italy, where the rcck is found as cell;ilar
bombs. Fay. c. Suggested in 1792 as a

name for pyroxene and in 1869 as a name
for selensulfur. Dana 6d, pp. 10, 352.
voicanity. The state of being volcanic or of
volcanic origin. Fay.
volcanize. To subject to or cause to undergo
and be affected by volcanic heat. Webster
3d.

volcano. A vent in the earth's crust commu-

nicating with a magmatic reservoir and
commonly in the summit of a conical
mountain built up of erupted material,
from which are emitted molten rock or
lava, fragmental solid material, hot water
and mud, steam, and various gases. Fay.
A volcano is called active while it is in
eruption, dormant during a long cessation
of activity, and extinct after eruptions have
altogether ceased. Webster 2d. See also
free-flowing volcano; explosive volcano.

volcanologist. One versed in the study of

volcanic phenomena; a volcanist. A.G.I.
volcanology. A branch of science that deals
with volcanic phenomena. Webster 3d.
volchonskolte. A clay mineral, a chromiumbearing montmorillonite. A.G.!.
Volc lay. Trade name; a sodium bentonite
from Wyoming. Dodd.
vole; vol. The place where tin ore is stored

to be dried before being put into the
smelting furnace. Nelson.
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volforthite. Chemical formula probably (Cu,61120. A hydrous
Ca,Ba)8(OH),VO,
basic copper, calcium and barium vanadate
carrying about 30.9 percent copper. Lusier,

pearly to vitreous. Color, olive-green to
citron-yellow. Is translucent in thin splinters. Streak, greenish yellow. Hardness, 3

to 3.5. Specific gravity, 3.55. Occurrence:
Perm, Russia, and at Henrietta mine,
Yavapai County, Ariz. Weed, 1918.
volgerite. A discredited term equal to stibiconite. American Mineralogist, v. 39, No.
3-4, March-April 1954, p. 406.
Volgian. A division of the Jurrassic rocks of
northern Russia. Fay.
volhynite. A porphyry containing plagioclase,

hornblende, and biotite phenocrysts in a
holocrystalline groundmass of feldspar and
chlorite. The name was given by Ossovsky,

and it is based on the original occurrence
in Volhynia, U.S.S.R. Fay.
volley. In mining, the act of exploding blasts
in sections. Standard, 1964. A round of
holes fired at any one time. Fay.
vol pct Abbreviation for volume-percent. BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
volt. a. The practical meter-kilogram-second
(inks) unit of electrical potential difference
and electromotive force (emf) that equals
the difference of potential between two

points in a conducting wire carrying a
constant current of

1

ampere when the

power dissipated between these two points

equals 1 watt. It equals the potential difference across a resistance of 1 ohm when
1 ampere of current is flowing through it;
the standard in the United States. Webster
3d. b. A unit of electrical potential difference and electromotive force equal to
1.00034 volts and formerly the standard
in the United States. Also called the international volt. Webster 3d. Abbreviations,
v and V; symbol, V. BuMines Style Guide,

p. 62; Webster 3d; Zimmerman, pp. 117,
259.

voltabloc battery. This is a nickel-cadmium
battery of comparatively recent introduc-

tion which is designed on entirely new
principles. The plates consist of steel strip

on which a base of nickel powder is sintered. The active material is absorbed in
the pores of the sintered base so that the
finished plate appears to consist of a ho-

mogeneous material, its proportions being
very thin in comparison to its length and

breadth. The plates are wrapped in a

double covering, positive and negative al-

ternating, so that each pair of plates is
separated by a plastic fabric insulating
sheet, and a sheet of cellulose tissue to
absorb the electrolyte. The assembly of
plates is compressed to form a block,
placed in a plastic bag and enclosed in a

dose fitting steel container. It is then impregnated with electrolyte. The whole assembly is very rigid and stable. Roberts,
II, pp. 248-249.
voltage. Electric potential or potential difference expressed in volts. Webster 3d.
Abbreviations, v and V.; symbols, V and
E. Handbook of Chemsstry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. F-101; Webster 3d;
Zimmerman p. 117.

voltage, circuit. See circuit voltage. ASA
M2.1-1963.

voltage efficiency. The ratio of the equilib-

*Wm«,

voltage efficiency
rium reaction potential in a given electrochemical process to the bath voltage.
Lowenheim.

voltage, potential. Electromotive force. Nichols.

voltage regulation. This is the change in output voltage which occurs when the load is
reduced from rated value to zero with the
values of all other quantities remaining
unchanged. Coal Age, 1.

voltaic cell. A cell consisting of two electrodes and one or more electrolytes which,

when connected in a closed circuit, will
give out electrical energy. H&G.

voltalte. A dull oil-green, brown to black

mineral, partly soluble in water and with-

out cleavage, 5 ( Mg,Fe,Ka) 0.2 ( Al,Fe ) Ds:

10S03.15H20; Mohs' hardness, 3 to 4;

specific gravity, 2.79. Larsen, p. 53.
voltameter. See coulometer. Lowenheim.

Volta's list. A list or series of metals, such
that any one will be at a higher electrical
potential when put in contact with any of
those which follow, and at a lower potential if in contact with any metal before it
in the series. The following is such a list:
zinc, lead, tin, iron, copper, silver, and
gold. Fay.

oitmeter. An instrument for determining
voltage. Crispin.
voltzite. A mineral, ZnisOS,, consisting of a
zinc oxysulfide and occurring in implanted
spherical globules of a yellowish or reddish
color. Webster 3d.
volumeter method. This method, for the determination of incombustible matter, is
suitable for all dusts except those contain-

ing gypsum. The volume of a 1..ighted

quantity of dust is determined by immersion in methylated spirit and the incombustible matter in the dust is estimated by
comparing this volume with the volumes
of other similar dusts containing known

properties of incombustible matter. Cooper,
p. 422.
volumetric. Of or pertaining to measureinent
by volume, as opposed to gravimetric

measurement. ASTM STP No. I48-D.
volumetric analysis. Quantitative chemical
analysis in which known weight of sample
is dissolved and reacted with a standard
chemical solution of strength proportional
to it, normality or hydrogen equivalent.
Completion of reaction (end point) is
judged by change of color, incipient precipitation or effect on an indicator. Pryor,
3. See also dry assay; wet assay.

volumetric efficiency. a. The ratio of the
total quantity of air passing along the
faces to the quantity flowing in the fan
drift. Roberts I, p. 252. See also overall
ventilation efficiency. b. The ratio, expressed as a percentage, of the total volume of air usefully used in a mine to the
total quantity

of air circulated.

vulcanites
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It

is

usually taken to be the total quantity of
air reaching the working faces, compared
with the total quantity entering the mine.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2. c. For compres-

sors, the ratio of the cubic feet of free

air actually delivered as compressed air to
the piston displacement of the compressor.
Lewis, p. 669. d. The ratio of the volume

of air, discharged per revolution to the
volume of the fan impeller. Hartman, p.
182. e. The volume of water which enters

a pump cylinder for each piston stroke

divided by the volume swept by the piston
(piston area times stroke). Nelson.
volumetric glassware. See graduated glassware. ASTM C162-66.

volumetric grains. Eng. Grains of a definite
size or diameter, but of a variable density

which fall through water at different

rates of velocity. Fay.
volumetric shrinkage. The decrease in volume, expressed as a percentage of the soil
mass when dried, of a soil mass when the
water content is reduced from a given percentage to the shrinkage limit. Also called
volumetric change. ASCE P1826.
volume velocity. The rate of alternating flow

of the medium through a specified surface produced by a sound wave. Hy.

volute. a. A spiral casing to a mine fan to
provide an area of passage, which gradually increases in proportion to the increasing area of discharge from the fan.
See also evasé chimney. Nelson. b. A
spiral casing for a centrifugal pump or a
fan designed so that speed will be converted to pressure without shock. Ham.
volute pumps. This type of centrifugal
pumps is the most commonly used. The

impellers may be open, closed or semi-

enclosed, single-suction, double-suction or
nonclogging. They discharge into casings
which are progressively !txpanding spiral
designs of one or more stages (multi-

stage). The casings housing the rotating
elements may be vertically or horizontally
split, and a few designs have casings di-

vided on an angle from the horizontal.

Pumps in this class usually have a specific
speed below 4,000 with single-suction impellers and a specific speed of 5,000 with
double-suction impellers. Pit and Quarry,
53rd, Sec. E, p. 86.

von Neumann spike. The pressure peak

leading the detonation wave prim to the
establishment of the C-J state. /.C. 8137,
1963, p. 76.
vonsenite. A black borate of ferrous and
ferric iron and magnesium, 3 (Fe,Mg)
0.13208.FeO.FelOs. Coarse granular masses.

Orthorhombic (?). From Riverside, Calif.
English. Synonym for paigeite.
von Sterneck-Askania pendulum. A device
for measuring the vertical component of
gravity, characterized by the use of four
pendulums in a single case. A.G.I.
von Wolff's classification. A chemicomineralogical classification of igneous rocks.
A.G.I.
voog. A mifispelling of vug. Long.
vooga hole. Same as vug. Pay.
Vooys process. A coal-cleaning process using
a heavy suspension, consisting of clay and
finely ground barite ( 150 or 200
mesh) in water. A coal containing as lit-

tle as 3.3 to 3.4 percent ash is steadily
produced, with a yield practically equal
to the theoretical float-and-sink yield.

Gaudin, p. 246.
vorobyevite. A white or rose colored variety
of beryl containing caesium. Same as

morganite. From Lipowka, Ural Mountains, U.S.S.R.; Malagasy Itepublic. English.

vortex cast. See flute cast. Pettijohn.
vortex finder. Tube projecting into central
vortex of hydrocyclone, through which the
classified fine fraction of pulp leaves the
system. Pryor, 3.

Corn. Same as vug. Pay.

vo

le; voogs. Corn. A natural cavity,

hole, or chasm, in the earth or a mine. In
Derbyshire, called shack. A vug. Pay.
voltam& Any wedge-shaped piece of which
an areh or vault is composed. The center
voussoir is the keystone. Sandstrom.
VPB klln. A kiln for the firing of building
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bricks; it consists of two groups of chambers in which the fire travel follows a zigzag course. The bricks are set on refrac-

tory bats and are put into, and subse-

quently drawn from, the kiln without the
workmen having to enter the hot chambers. Dodd.
vrbalte. A thallium sulfarsenite and sulfantimo nite,

Tl ( As,Sb) 45.

Gray-black

in

larger crystals, dark red in thin splinters.
Orthorhombic. Intergrown with realgar
and orpiment. From Allchar, Salonika,
Macedonia. English.

V-ridge mica. See A-structure. Skow.

V-thread. A screw t'aread shaped like the
letter V. Long.
V-type roller conveyor. See troughed roller
conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.

vug. a. A small cavity in a rod:, usually

lined with a crystalline mineral incrustation. Sometimes written voog, vough,
vugg, vugh, vogle, and incorrectly called
bug, bug hole, vug hole. See also geode.
Fay; Long. b. A cavity, often with a mineral lining of different composition from

that of the surrounding rock. Holmes,
1928. c. A mining term for an unfilled

cavity in a vein, generally with a mineral
lining of different composition from that
of the immediately surrounding ore.
Holmes, 1920. d. The word is used by petroleum geologists for any opening from

the size of a small pea to the size of a

boulder. A.G.I.
vugg. A misspelling of vug. Long.
vuggy. Applied to rocks or mineral deposits

abounding in vugs, as vuggy lode, vuggy
rock. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
vuggy lode. A lode or vein in which vugs or
drusy cavities are of frequent occurrence.
Fay.

vuggy porosity. Porosity due to vugs in cal.

careous rock. The term vugular is used

by some writers but condemned by others.
See also vug. A.G.1.
vuggy rock. Eng. A stratum of cellular structure, or one containing many cavities.
Fay.

vugh. Corn. See vug. Nelson.
vugh-arching. When a pocket of rock in the
periphery of an excavation is weaker than
under the ring
the remainder, it may

stress. Fragments splic away or fall out
until all the weak rock is removed, form-

ing an artificial vugh. This is called vugh.
arching. Spalding.
vug hole. Synonym of vug. Long.
vugs. Unfilled cavities remaining in the

midst of cavity-filling ore deposits. Bateman.
vugular. Synonym for vuggy. A.G.1.
vulcan coal powder. Explosive; used in
mines. Bennett 2d, 1962.
vulcanism. Same as volcanism. Fay.
volcsalst. In geology, one who holds or

taught the plutonic theory of the formation of rocks. See also plutonic. Compare

neptunist. Usage obsolete. Fay.
vulcanite. a. A dark-colored, hard variety of
vulcanized India rubber that differs from
the softer rubber in having been vulcan-

ized at a high temperature; ebonite. It

takes a high polish, and is used for making combs, ornaments, etc., and in electrical work because of its fine insulating
properties. Standard, 1964. b. A mineral,
CuTe, with rickardite and native tellurium, as coatings on rock fragments from
the Good Hope mine, Vulcan, Gunnison
Co., Colo.; also synthetic. Orthorhombic.
Named from locality. Hey, M.M., 1961.

valcankes. A general name for igneous rocks

vulcanites
of fine-grain size normally occurring as

lava flows, and thus in direct contrast

with plutonites. C.T.D.
vulcanized rubber. A rubber which has been

heated with sulfur; to change the properties of rubber by treatment with sulfur.
Nelson.

vulcanizing. Process used to modify properties of rubber (strength, elasticity, stretch)
by combination with sulfur, or a suitable
sulfur-based compound, perhaps aided by
heat and chemical accelerators. Used,
among other things, in repair of damaged
conveyor belts. Pryor, 3.
vulcanizing machine. Consists essentielly of
two heavy metal plattens which are placed

one on each side of the previously prepared joint and clamped firmly together.
Each platten is heated, and this combined

application of heat and pressure over a
period completes the joint. These machines are used to vulcanize the belt
joints of conveyors. Busieau of Mines Staff.

vuicnno type. In volcanology, the activity

characterized by prodtiction of ash clouds.
Hess.

vuican powder. High explosive composed of
30 percent nitroglycerin, 52'A percent so-

dium nitrate, 10/2 percent charcoal and
7 percent sulfur. Pryor, 3.

vulnerating. Weakening of glass in use, due
to scratching and abrading which makes
it more readily subject to breaking. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

vulpinite. A scaly, granular variety of anhydrite; it is cut and polished for ornamental purposes. Fay.
trait:kite. a. A variety of latite containing
phenocrysts of sanidine, andesine, augite,

and biotite in a groundmass of trachytic
habit. Fay. b. The name is derived from

the Vtisinii, an ancient Etruscan tribe

inhabiting the region where the type specimens were obtained. Compare latite;
trachydolerite. Fay. c. A variety of trachy-

andesite, similar to banakite, but some-

what richer in potash. Holmes, 1928.
V-value. See Nu-value. ASTM C162-66.
V-vat. a. A funnel box; also, having a groove
or grooves of a triangular section. Webster 2d. b. A spitzkasten. Standard, 1964.
Vycor. A highly siliceous glass who.e name

is derived from Viking and Corning. A

borosilicate glass is first _made and this

solidifies in two phases, one of which is
soluble in dilute acid and is thus removed,

leaving a highly siliceous skeleton. The
porous ware is tiwn heated at about
1,000° C; it shrinks considerably and nonporous high silica glass (96 percent SiOs)
is produced. Dodd.

vysotsidte. A mineral, (Pd,Ni)S, minute
grains or prismatic tetragonal crystals,

isomorphous with braggite; from Norilsk,
U.S.S.R. Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer..
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ed., 1964, p. F-101; Zimmerman, pp. 115,
166. f. Abbreviation for water, wet, wide
and width, waste, warm, wind, weather,
wood, white. Webster 3d. g. Symbol for
mixing ratio. Zimmerman, p. 89. h. Abbreviation for with. Zimmerman, p. 120.
to a. Symbol for weight. Zimmerman, p. 167.
b. Symbol for work ; work done by or on
a system. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-10I ; Zimmerman, p. 170. c. Symbol for work energy.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ed. 1964, p. F-10I. f. Symbol for rate of

(u;), also a symbol for work; work energy.
Zimmerman, pp. 155, 167. e. Symbol for
mixing ratio or water vapor content.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. F-101. f. Symbol for rate of
flow per unit time or flow rate; mass flow
rate. Zimmerman, pp. 174, 367. g. Symbol
for phase velocity or wave velocity. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. F-I01.
W a. Chemical symbol for tungsten; derived
from wolfram, the German word for tungsten. Webster 3d. b. Abbreviatiou for west ;
western. Webster 3d. c. Abbreviation for

weight; symbol for quantity (weight) of
matter; total weight. Zimmerman, pp. 87,
110, 118. d. Abbreviation for work; sym-

bol for work done by or on a system.

Zimmerman p. 120. e. Abbreviation for
watt; symbOl for electric power expressed
in watts. Zimmerman, pp. 84, 118. f.
Symbol for energy. Webster 3d. g. Abbreviation for water. Zimmerman, p. 118:
h. Symbol for free moisture content.
Zimmerman, p. 70. i. Symbol for mass
flow rate. Also abbreviated w. Zimmerman, pp. 46, 67. j. Symbol for residue
or waste from distillation. Zimmerman, p.
118. k. Symbol for radiant flux density.
Zimmerman, p. 87. 1. Abbreviation for
wide and for width. Webster 3d. m. Abbreviation for wire. Zimmerman, p. 119.
FP a. Symbol for weight; weight, either as
force of gravitational attraction on a mass
or in the measurement of a quantity of
matter. Zimmerman, pp. 176, 184. c.
Symbol for work; work done by or on a
system. Zimmerman, pp. 146, 170. d.
Symbol for work energy. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. F-I01. e. Symbol for energy. Zimmerman, p. 173. f. Symbol for free moisture
content. Zimmerman, p. 148. g. Symbol
for residue or waste from distillation. Zimmerman, p. 148. h. Symbol for radiant flux
density; radiancy; radiance. Zimmerman,
pp. 156, 163.

wabanite. Banded cream to black and gray
to purple chocolate-colored slate from
Massachusetts. Schaller,

wacke. a. Originally a German word used
for more or less weathered basalt but later
employed for various mixed and poorly
sorted sediments. A.G.I. Supp. b. Abbreviation for graywacke; not recommended.
A.G.I. Stipp.

drilling, a term applied when rock cut-

tings tend to ball and adhere to drill string
equipment and borehole walls in lumps.
Long. c. In ceramics, a piece of clay used

for various purposes, as a strip of moist
clay laid around the rim of a seggar to
form a bed for a superimposed seggar in
the kiln. Webster 3d. d. Eng. Black lead;
graphite. Webster 3d.
wad box. A simple hand-extrusion device for

producing cylindrical fire clay wads for

use during the setting of bungs of saggars.

A wad box was also used in the old

method of pressing handles and similsr

shapes of pottery ware; used for this purpose, the device was sometimes called a
dod box. Dodd.
wad clay. a. A clay of high plastic tensile
strength and plasticity which can be used
to make a joint between saggers and other
refractory materials. ACSB-1. b. A lowgrade fire clay used in grouting the joints
between saggers when they are setup in
bungs in the kilns. CCD 6d, 1961.
wad coil. Eng. A tcol for extracting a pebble
or broken tool from the bottom of a borehole. It consists of two spiral steel blades
arranged something like a corkscrew. See
also spiral worm. Also called wad hook.
Fay.
wadding. Paper or cloth placed over explosive in a hole. Nichols.
waddle fan. An earlier type of centrifugal

fan. It had no external casing, but delivered directly to the atmosphere all
around its periphcry. The veins were
curved backwards in the direction of rota-

tion and the air was led into the fan by
a curved inlet passage or throat. It wit:.
usually driven by steam at about 70 revo-

lutions per minute; efficiency about 40
percent; external diameter of about 30
feet. See also Guibal fan. Nelson.
wadeite. A silicate of potassium, zirconium,
etc., approximately KsCaZrSisOis, as hexagonal plates from Western Australia.
Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
wad hook. See wad coil ; spiral worm. Fay.
wadhurst clay. A Cretaceous clay used for
brickmaking in parta of Kent and Sussex,
England. Dodd.
wadi. A river system clogged with sand, and

is dry except during periods of rainfall.
MacCracken. See also nullah.
wads. a. Balls or ropes of clay used to hold
a leather-hard pot on the wheel for trim-

ming, ACSG, 1963. b. Clay used to separate or seal Baggers to even the kiln
shelves or supports. ACSG, 1963.
Waechter's gold purple. A color of various
shades, that has been used in the decoration of porcelain. Dodd.
Waelz furnace. A rotary furnace used particularly for the calcination of nonferrous
ores chrome-magnesite linings have been

used in waelz furnaces producing ZnO.
Dodd.

Waelz kiln operator. In ore dressing, smelting, and refining, one who reduces lowgrade zinc ore to maximum metallic concentration preparatory to extracting zinc

Tv a. Abbreviation for west; western. Webster 3d. b. Abbreviation for weight; symbol

wacken. Rocklike clay, formed by the decomposition of basalts in situ. Compare

weight per unit of power; specific weight.

breviation for work ; symbol for work done

ture of manganese and other oxides. It
contains 10 to 20 percent water, and is
generally soft, soiling the hand. It is gen-

Waelz. D.O.T. 1.
Wads process. A process by which low-grade
ores, slags, or residues from retorts may be

118. e. Symbid for one ,of the three components of linear velocity or particle veloc-

A variety known as asbolite tarries as
much as 32 percent cobalt. Also called

alone or for the recovery of zinc, lead, and
tin. It employs a rotary kiln and the zincbearing material mixed witii fine coal is

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ganese. See also lampadite. Fay. b. In

for weight pm unit time; weight rate;
Zimmerman, pp. 100, 118, 119. c. Abby or on a system. Zimmerman, p. 120.
d. Abbreviation for watt. Zimmerman, p.

ity and for velocity in the z direction.

graywacke. Arkell.
.
.
wad. a. A dark brown or black, impure mix-

erally massive and of low spedfic gravity.
black ocher; earthy manganese; bog man-

1.218

in pure form, using an internally fired
rotary kiln known by the trade name

treated either for the recovery of zinc
fed into the kiln and heated, so that the

Wales
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zinc is vaperized and converted to oxide
fume. Newton, p. 362.

tively thick, flattish coal seam. Nelson.
wagon drill. a. A drilling machine mounted
on a light, wheeled carriage. B.S. 3618,
1964, sec. 6. b. A wheel-mounted pneu-

wafers. a. Small sheets of electroceramic material (for example, BaTiOs), 0.001 to
0.01 inch thick, for use in electronic e9uipment, particularly in miniature capacitors,
transistors, resistors, and other circuit com-

ponents. Dodd. b. A name given to the
rough slice obtained by sawing directly
from a mother crystal or section. The
process of manufacturing wafers is variously known as wafering, wafering from
the crystal or slab, wafering from the
mother crystal, and baloney slicing. AM, 1.

waif; waft. Scot. To fan out as firedamp

from the working rooms. See also brush,
d; dadding. Fay.
waffle ingot. An ingot of aluminum about

three inches square and a quarter of an

inch thick. Webster 3d.
waffler. A flight loader. Nelson.
waft. See waff.
wage. In ceramics, to knead, work, or temper
as clay. Fay.
wageman. Leic. A collier who is paid by the

day for performing a fixed amount of

work. The American equivalent is company man; also timeworker as listinguished

from pieceworker. A wage earner. Fay.

wage scale. A schedule of rates of wages paid

for related tasks. Webster 3d.

waggon. See wagon. Nelson.

waging board. In ceramics, a board or table
upon which potter's clay is kneaded.
Standard, 1964.
wagnerite. A colorless, yellow, flesh-red or
greenish

mineral with imperfect cleav-

age, 3MgO.PsOs.MgF, or Mg (MgF)P0,.
Larsen, p. 106.
Wagner turbldimeter. Apparatus for the determination of the fineness of a powder
by measurement of the turbidity, at a

matic percussive type rock drill. Some-

times the name is applied to a wheel-

mounted diamond drill machine. Long. c.
Drills used, instead of hand-held machines, on road construction work, in excavating foundations for bridges, build-

ings, and dams and in quarrying. They
are drifters mounted on a vertical steel
frame that is carried on a light, mobile,

three-wheeled chassis, having steel or rub-

ber-tired wheels. Holes can be drilled to
depths of 40 feet at any angle from the
vertical to the horizontal. Lewis, p. 88.
wagoner. N. Staff. A man or boy who with

a horse hauls mine cars underground.

Fay.
wagon hole. Eng. The place where the tramway ends in a working place. Fay.
wagon mine. Same as snowbird mine. Fay.
wagon pinch bar. A device for moving rail-

way wagons and locomotives short distances by hand. It consists of a cast-steel
wedge-shaped tip with a wood handle.

The tip is placed over the rail and under the wagon wheel and the up-and-

down movement of the handle exerts suf-

ficient pressure on the wheel to move
the wagon. Nelson.

wagon rerailer. A device for bringing a de-

raikd wagon back on to the track. It

usualiy ccrisists of ramp elements which
can be fined at intervals along the track
or temporarily fitted to the track just
beyond the end of the wagon. The wagon
is

then pulled to cause the wheels to

ings; standard gage. Nelson. d. A mine
car. The British spelling is waggon and

wagons moving at speeds less than this
figure. The appliance is a self-contained
hydraulic unit. See also automatic wagon
control. Nelson. b. Another arrangement
which is not automatic, consists of brak-

ing bars placed parallel with the running rails. When it is necessary to retard
the wagons, the signalman pulls a lever

which causes the braking bars to grip
the wheel flanges and the friction reduces the speed. See also wagon boosterretarder. Nelson.

in Great Britain it is synonymous with
box, corf, hutch, skip, tram, and tub.

wagon rooms. Rooms driven in inclined
seams in such a way that an adequate
gradient is secured for the cars, which

warn of 24 hundredweight. Fay. f. A

rooms. Stoces, v. 1, p. 350.
wagon spotter. A wagon spotting appliance.
It may be a bogey which is hauled back-

Fay. e. Scot. A measure of weight equal
to 24 hundredweight. Coal sold for delivery in carts is usually sold by, the
trailer with a dump body. Nichols.

wagon arrester. An appliance which can
bring a wagon completely to rest and is
usually used near the departure end of
mine sidings. It can be rendered inoperative by remote control if required.
Nelson.

wagon booster-retarder. An appliance which

reduces the speed of wagons traveling
above the design value, but for wagons
traveling at speeds less than this, it releases energy by thrusting against the
wheel flanges, therefore speeding up the

vehicle. See also wagon retarder. Nelson.
wagon breast. Rooms or wide coal roadways

into which the mine cars or wagons are
taken. A pillar method of working a rela-

the staithe (or warehouse on the river).
A wain held 8 bolls of coal, and a boll

was equal to 2.23 hundredweight. Nelson.
wairakite. A zeolite CaO.A120,.4SiOs.2H2O,

the calcium analogue of analcime, but
optically

biaxial,

monoclinic

(pseudo-

cubic). From hot springs at Wairaki,

New Zealand. Named from locality. Spen-

cer 20, M.M., 1955.
wairiulte. Minute grains of CoFe, occurring
with awaruite in the Red Hills serpentinites

of Wairau Valley, South Island,

New Zealand. Named from locality. Hey,
M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
walters-on. Eng. Men employed at the top
of a shaft to run cars ot, and off the cage.
See also pithead man. Fay.

waiting-on. N. of Eng. Time paid for at a
fixed rate when normal filling work cannot be done because of events outside the

men's control or when shift work is not
available. Trist.
waiting on cement. See woc time. Williams.

waiver. Involves the notion of an intention
entertained by the holder of some right,
to abandon or relinquish instead of in-

sisting on the right. It is a question of

fact. Proof of waiver must include proof
of knowledge of the facts upon which the
waiver is based. Ricketts, p. 617.

Wakefield sheet pile. Consists of three boards

per hour), while having no effect on

mineral wagons is increasing steadily. The
new wagons are large hopper-bodied types
of 21 or 24Y2 ton capacity. See also sid-

coal. A variation of waler. Fay.
wain. A wagon used in the ,16th century on
the overland tracks for conveying coal to

excess of a designed value (say, 31/4 miles

that are settling by gravity according to

Korson. b. Any vehicle for carrying coal
or debris. Mawn. c. A railway truck used
for long hauls and large tonnages. In
Great Britain, the standard coal carrying
wagon is a steel construction of 16-ton
capacity. The average payload of British

a screen into the mine car with the

wake. A region of reduced total head behind
a body situated in the flow. The turbu-

wagon retarder. a. An appliance which reduces the speed of a wagon traveling in

Stokes' law. Dodd.
wagon; waggon. a. An underground coal car.

Fay. c. Eng. See also rolleyway.
wailer. N. of Eng. One who picks out the
rock and other rubbish that falls through

Nelson.

ride up the ramp and back on to the rails.

specified level and after the lapse of a

specified time, of a suspension of particles

of working. Nelson. b. N. of Eng. An un-

derground engine plane or horse road.

are often hauled to the heads of the

wards and forwards on a separate track

installed between the main track rails b:-

a winch. A forward pull on the

bligey

raises a pair of arms to engage in the wagon
axle, and a reverse pull lowers the arms to

enable the bogey to be drawn back under
the next wagon 'ready for the next pull.
Nelson.

wagon tippler. A power-operated structure

for discharging coal or other material

from a railway wagon. One modern type
is a 50-ton capacity side-discharge tippler and unloads at 'a rate of 30 wagons
an hour, at the same time weighing and
recording the tonnage discharged. Nelson.
wagonway. a. Sometimes used for the 'main
haulage road in the bord-and-pillar method

lent wake is another fluid mechanism in
which energy is lost. Roberts, I. p. 3.

bolted or spiked together with the center board offset. This arrangement produces a tongue and groove which makes

Wakefield sheetpiling fairly watertight if
the piles are properly driven and tightly
fitted together. Urquhart, sec. 8, p. 107.
wake loss. Losses occurring at the downstream end of the tub and arising chiefly
from shock and eddying due to the higher
velocity stream from the restricted area

around the tub being projected into the
lower velocity stream in the clear area

downstream of the tub. Roberts, I, p. 282.
vials. A Ceylonese term for pit. Hess.
walaite. A variant spelling of valaite. Tomkeieff, 1954.
walchowlte. A yellow, resinous, oxygenated
hydrocarbon that occurs in brown coal at
Walchow, Moravia, Czechoslovakia. It

has a specific gravity of 1.0 to

1.069,

fuses to a,yellow oil at 250° C, and forms
a dark brown solution in sulfuric acid.
Also called retinite. Fay. See also duxite.
A.G.I.

wale. a. A horizontal timber used to bind
together piles driven in a, row. C.T.D. b.
Newc. To clean coal by picking out the
refuse by hand. Those who do this are
called walers or wailers. Pay.

waler. a. In coal mining, one who is employed to pick slate and stone from cul
at the breaker or pit mouth. Standard,

'1964. b. See wale; wailer. Pay.
Wales. An area comprising 13 counties in
Great Britain' bounded on the north and
west .by the Irish sea and on the south
by 'Bristol Channel, knOwn for its two
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large coal fields and iron smelting works.
The South Wales coal field alone covers

them down further along the kiln. Dodd.
walking crane. A light crane traveling on an

to anthracite. Encyclopedia Americana.
waling. a. Eng. Cleaning coals by picking
out refuse. Fay. b. A horizontal beam
forming part of a frame and holding
poling boards, runners, or sheet piles

vertically beneath this in the floor. Webster 3d.
walking delegate. A business representative
of a labor union appointed to visit members and their places of employment, to
secure the enforcement of union rules

string is centered in the borehole. Long.
wall closure. See closure. Spalding, p. 76.
Wall coal. Scot. Breast coal; the middle division of three in a seam, the other two being termed top coal and ground coal. Fay.
wall-controlled shoots. Ore shoots that occur

Wales
about 1,000 square miles with deposits
ranging from bituminous and steam coal

against the sides of an excavation. See
also face waling; timbering. Ham.

walk. a. To deviate from the intended course,

such as a borehole that is following a

course deviating from its intended direction. Also called deviating; wander; wandering. Long. b. A mass or slug of tem-

pered clay, ready to be thrown into a
mold for handmade brick. Bureau of
Mines Staff.

walker. A walking dragline. Nichols.
Walker bunker conveyor. Trade name for a
deep-sided chain-type bunker conveyor
with a capacity of 22 hundredweight per
yard run. It is fitted with steel crossbars 21/4 inches deep and spaced at 12inch centers. The unit is installed in line

and under the raised discharge of the
trunk conveyor. Normally the bunker con-

veyor is stationary and acts as a
at the transfer point. When storage is
required, it is run slowly backward as
chute

loading proceeds. When the load on the
trkink conveyor is light or has ceased, the

bunker is slowly advanced to discharge
its coal. Nelson.

Walker disk machine. The first really practical disk coal cutter introduced by J. S.

Walker, of Wigan, England, in 1868. It
was designed for an undercut of 2 feet
with a 4-inch kerf and was driven by a
reciprocating compressed air engine. Nel-

son.

walker's earth. Shrop. Fuller's earth in Ludlow Shales. Arkell.

walker shutter. Aust. A shutter having a Vshaped cut in it, provided for large ventilation fans of Guibal type, which by
cutting off the discharge of air gradually,
reduces the vibration. Fay.
Walker VACUUM mixer. See vacuum mixer.
Dodd.
walking. a. The movement forward or back-

ward of a dredge by first winding up on

one side and then the other, swinging
the boat from side to side and thereby

advancing with a slight offsetting to the
side. Fay. b. See walk. Long.
walldng bar. A trunnion or walking beam.
Nichols.

walking beam. a. The beam used to impart

a reciprocating movement to the drilling column in percussive drilling. Also

called rocking beam. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.

3. b. An oscillating bar or beam, pivoted

at the center and free to rock up and

down. Long. c. On cable tool and churn
drill rigs, the beam that carries the string

of drilling tool at one end and is connected to a cranked drive wheel at the
other. The rotation of the wheel causes
the tool string to lift and drop; thus the

hole is drilled by concussion. Long. d. A
rigid member whose ends rest on supports
that may move up and down independently, and whose center is hinged to the
load it carries. Also billed trunnion.
Nichols.

walking-beam kiln. A timnel kiln of unusual
type, the ware (set on bats) being moved
through the kiln in steps by a mechanism

that alternately lifts the bats and sets

overUad channd iron and a single rail

and agreements, and at times to represent the union in dealing with employ-

ers. Webster 3d.
walking dragline. a. A dragline which is
equipped with apparatus which permits it
to "waik" by the alternate power movement of vertical booms fastened to large
outrigger platforms so arranged as to
push the equipment forward as work
progresses. B.C.I. b. An excavator of very
large capacity, equipped with walking
beams operated by eccentrics in place of
crawler tracks. Such machines can ex-

cavate 1,650 tons per hour of overburden to a depth of 100 feet. Ham.
walking ganger. A traveling ganger who is
responsible for supervising the work of

adjacent to certain favorable wall rocks
that

presumably influenced

deposition

from the mineralizing fluids. Stokes and
Varnes, 1955.

wall cutting. Scot. Side cutting or shearing
the solid coal in opening working places;
trimming the sides of a shaft. Fay.
Wall drag. The amount of friction resulting

from the drill rods rubbing against the

walls of a borehole or the inside surface
of the casing lining a borehole. Long.
wailer. a. Laborer who builds walls to support backfilling. Fay. See pack buiider, b.
D.O.T. I.
wall face. Scot. The face of the coal wall;
the working face. Fay.
wall friction. a. The drag created in the flow
of a liquid or gas because of contact with
the wall surfaces of its conductor, such as
the inside surfaces of a pipe or drill rod

several gangs on a construction site. Ham.

or the annular space between a drill

Nelson.
walking props. Another name for self-advanc-

b. The drag resulting from compaction

walking support. See self-advancing supports.
Nelson.
walkout. Act of walking out or leaving; specifically, a labor strike. Webster 2d.

which arises between the back of a retaining wall and the retained soil. Ham.

walking miner. See Joy walking miner.

ing supports. Coal Age, v. 71, No. 8, August 1966, p. 201.

wall. a. The side of a level or drift. Fay. b.
The country rock bounding a vein laterally. The side of a lode; the overhanging
side is known as the hanging wall and
the lower lying side as the footwall. Fay.

c. The face of a longwall working or
stall, commonly called coal wall. Fay. d.
A rib of solid coal between two rooms;

also, the sides of an entry. B.C.I. e. S.

Afr. Sides of a reef, shaft, or level; footwall and hanging wall. Beerman. f. Eng.
A headways place driven between and at
right angles to two adjacent bords. Also
called pointing. SMRB Paper No. 61.

string and the walls of a borehole. Long.

of loose materials around the outside sur-

faces of drive pipe, casing, etc. Also
called skin friction. Long. c. Friction

d.

Frictional

resistance mobilized

be-

tween a wall and the soil in contact with
the wall. ASCE P1826.
wall hook. A fishing tool shaped like a side

rasp, but unlike the side rasp, the surfaces of the wall hook are smooth. Long.

walling. a. The brick or stone lining of shafts.

Fay. b. Derb. Stacking or setting up ironstone, etc., in heaps, preparatory to being
measured or weighed. Fay.
walling crib. Eng. Oak cribs or curbs upon
which shaft walls are built. Fay.

walling curb. See curb; foundation curb;

water ring. Nelson.
walling scaffold. See bricking scaffold. Nelson.

wall accretions. Material adhering to the
inner walls of a blast furnace between

walling stage. A movable wooden scaffold

impeller used in pulp mixing and aeration, in cyanidation where strong agitation is needed. Pryor, 3.

wailing up. The building up of a layer of
mud cake or compacted cuttings on the
borehole sidewalls; the filling of cracks
or caved portions of the borehole walls

the water jackets and the feed door. Fay.
Wallace agitator. Mixing device driven by
Wallach Ian orogeny. Post-Pliocene diastrophism. A.G.I. Supp.

wall bars. Eng. Prop wood usually cut flat

to fix against the roof, close up to the
working face, where the roof is liable

to break along the line of face. Fay.
Mill boss. a. A man who supervises a crew
of men operating a face conveyor. Hess.
b. See room boss. D.O.T. 1.
wall builder. In metal mining, one who builds

solid walls and pillars of stone or brick
and mortar or concrete to support the

walls and roofs of underground openings
in a mine where these materials are used
for support instead of timber. D.O.T. I.
wall cake. Set cake, b. Long.
wall cavitation. The development of enlarged

sections in a borehole as the result of

caving, erosive action of the circulated
liquid, or erosion caused by drill rods
rubbing against the borehole walls. Long.

wall clearance. The distance between the
wall of the borehole and the outside of
a piece of drill-string equipment when the

suspended from a crab on the surface,
upon which the workmen stand when
walling or lining a shaft. Fay.

with cement. Long.
wall off. To seal cracks, crevices, etc., in the
wall

of a borehole with cement, mud

cake, compacted cuttings, or casing. Long.
wallow. Mid. A windlass; a stowse. Fay.
wall packing. The compaction of sticky cut-

tings that collect and adhere to the walls
of a borehole. Long.
wallplate. a. A horizontal timber supported

by posts resting on sills and extending
lengthwise on each side of the tunnel. On

these wallplates the roof supports rest.

Stauffer. b. A horizontal member, usually

of wood, bolted to a masonry wall to
which the frame construction is attached.
Also called headplate. ACSG.

waliplate anchor. A machine bolt anchor
with a head at one end ai:d threaded at

the other, and fitted with a plate or
punched washer so that when embedded
in the masonry it will be securely anchored and will hold the wallplate in
place. Aa G.

wallplates
wallplates. a. Corn. The two sidepieces of a

timber frame in a shaft, parallel to the
strike of the lode when the shaft is sunk
on the lode. When not sunk on the lode,

pieces of timthe two longest horizontal
rectangular shaft.
ber in a set used in apieces
of wood supFay. b. Scot. Vertical
porting the ends of the buntons in a woodlined shaft. Fay. c. Endpieces; end plates.
C.T.D.

wall rock. a. The country rock immediately,
adjacent to a vein or lode. Nelson. b. The
Long.
rock forming the walls of a borehole.formed
wan-rock halo. A dispersion pattern
in the rock adjoining mineral deposits

been
where the chemical composition hasfluids.
modified by the ore-forming
Hawkes.

patwall-rock pattem. A channel dispersion
elements of the
tern in which the minor
modified.
walls of the channels have been of
imporWall-rock dispersion patterns
those
formed
at the
tance usually are
being
deposited.
time the ore bodies were
Lewis, p. 301.
in pillar-and-stall
walls. a. Coal roadways
mining. Nelson. b. The side of an ore
body defining where the ore ceases and
Walls may be
the country rock begins.
See
footwall;
definite or indefinite. Thealso
hanging and
hanging wall. Nelson. c.
foots/ails of a lode are called "the walls."
used
This term should not therefore beground
supports.
Where
for any kind of

is by buildings of waste rock,
packs or packthese should be calledsupports
are used
walls; where masonry
they should be termed buildings. The

control

brick, concrete, or stonework construction
built to

an excavation
at the sides hfarched
roof are sidewalls
carry a flat or
or endwalls. Spalding, p. 160.
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electric lamp appears reddish yellow, light
through most
from this filament passing
genuine emerald appears the same color;
through a Brazilian emerald from Minas

Geraes, green; through an epidote, red;

a dioptase, green, etc. Shipley.
wammel. See wurnble. Hess. change in the
wander. a. An unintentional
course of a borehole. Compare deflect;

greenware carrier. See glost-ware carrier;
ware carrier. D.O.T. I.
used synonyware clay. A term sometimes
mously with ball clay. CCD 6d, 1961.
surface of
ware cleaner. One who smooths
chinaware,
such as
glaze-dipped vitreous lavatories, with
the
sanitary fixtures and
loose
fingers, removing checks, cracks, and

walk; warp. Long. b. See band wander.
Pryor, 3.
A coal seam that
wandering coal. Scot.
small
area; an irregular
exists only over a
seam of coal. Fay.
wandering sequence. The same as ranilom

sequence. ASM Gloss.
Crispin.
wane. A defect in a timber or plank.

a bed, usually a
want. a. An area in which
coal seam, is missing due to the presence
of a normal or a lag fault. B.S. 3618, 1964,
disappearance of a
sec. 5. b. A localizedother
than faulting;
coal seam, for reasons squeeze,
rolls.
for example, washouts5. c. Scot.and
A clean

.B.S. 3618, 1964, sec.
by
rent or fissure in strata unaccompanied
dislocation. Fay. d. Eng. A portion of a

the coal has been
coal seam in whichplace
filled with clay
washed away and its
or sand; a nip. Stanclard, 1964. See also

balk; cutout, d.. washout. A.G.I. e. See

fault. Kentucky,p. 21.
wapping. Leic. A roughly made rope or band
of hemp or snun yarn. Fay.
used in

be
Ward drill. A hand drill that can
platform
built
barge
or
on
a
a river on a
Basically, it consists
large
canoes.
on two
5 to 7 inches in
of four straight poles,end,
which are set
diameter at the large
to prevent their
into notches in planks
The poles are
sinking into the ground.
joined at the top by a shaft that holds the
wire or rope. The
pulley for the drill
by 8 to 10 men
walking beam is activated They
pull down
lining up on the crossarm.
and vary their manner
to raise the tools
they
of movement depending on whether
or
pulling
drilling,
are driving casing,drill is most efficient in
casing. The Ward
in depths
shallow ground but can be used
Mining and
feet.
Institution
of
up to 90
Metallurgy. Symposium on Opencast MinAlining. Loning, Quarrying, and Alluvial
1964. Paper 8, pp.

material to prepare the ware for kiln
baking. D.0 .T . 1 .
and polishes
ware dresser. One who dresses
glostware. Also called buffer. D.O.T. 1.
handles and
ware finisher. One who shapes
pressed ware, such

lips and other dips on
Cuts off reas pitchers, vases, and bowls.
quired amount of molten glass from gob
(mass of molten glass), held by gatherer,
with nippers and attaches to pressed ware
handles
to form handles. Shapes attached
while hot and pliable to desired contours,
carbon
using a carbon stick. Manipulates
stick along top edges of heated ware to

Also
form lips and other decorations.
D.O.T. 1.
called glassware finisher.

term applied to a
ware former. A generalinto
vessels or other
worker who forms clay
objects by hand or by using molds or

presses. D.O.T. 1.
hollowware presser. See flatware presser;
D.O.T.
1.
ware presser.
ware stripper. See glost-ware carrier; greenware carrier. D.O.T. 1.
all baked
ware washer. One who washes
pottery or porcelain ware before it is moved
to another department. D.O.T. I. tools,
wargeare. Derb..A general term for all
ropes, timber, and other appliances necessary to carry on the work of a mine. Fay.
waringtonite. A hydrated sulfate of copper
that shows an emerald green color. Synonym for brochantite. Hey 2d, 1955.
wark; werk. Eng. Black slaty stone overlying
coal seams, Somerset coalfield. Arkell.
wark batch. Som. A spoil bank. Fay.
warm-air furnace. A vessel of steel or cast iron
in which fuel is burned and over the surand thus
faces of which air is passed
trade,
designated
heated. In the heating
as a furnace and not to be confused with
a boiler. Strock, 10.
in
warm-in boy. One who reheats 4lassware
processing. Graips
a furnace for further long-handled
pincer
hot glassware with a
opening
(snap). Inserts snap into furnace
(glory hole), withdrawing it when glass1.
ware assumes an orange-red color. D.O.T.
warming-in. Reheating glass to permit further working; also, for .striking. ASTM

waliscraper bit. A rotary bit used to enlarge
the diameter of a borehole. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 3.
houseVIra Mend. Eng. A grade of coal for lsend,
originally
from
Wal
hold purposes:
of a
on the Tyne, but now from any part
and
near
Newcastle.
large district in
Standard, 1964.
Fay.
walls of a vein. See In all, a; wall rock, a.
corrosion
resistant
steel
wall tie. a. A rigid,
don, 16-19 November
to bond the two
or other metal tie used
usuwythes of a cavity wall together.
a. A protector. ArIcell. b. S. Wales.
and eormed warden.
An offially 3/16 inches in diameter
Strong
sandstone. Nelson. c. Aust.Act
strip
with
under
the
Mining
in a Z or a rectangle. ACSG. b. Afacing
cer empowered
authority
over
a
metal
used
for
tying
a
or piece of
magisterial and ext.cutive
backing.
ACSG.
1964.
veneer to the
goldfield. Standard,
C162-66.
consisting of a
of two or more ad- wardite.
of alu- warner.
wall tile. Tile consistingtogether
A basic hydrous phosphate
Eng. An apparatus
and
used
in
CaNa4Al2,constructed
machines
and
calcium,
jacent flues, molded
variety of delicately
minum, sodium,
?; encrustphysical, electrical,
walls of a structure to afford the protection
(POda(OH)13.6I-Is0;
te..agon'A
actuated
by
chemical,
the outer
crystallized; light
of an inner air chamber between
ing layers, oolitic anti Cedar
and mechanical appliances, for indicating
Valley and
quantities of firewall and the plastering or finish. ACSG,
hluish-green. Found in
the presence of smallmines.
Fay.
Utah.
English.
damp,
heat,
etc.,
in
1963.
near Fairfield,
wall white. A white scum that appears on Ward-Leonard control. a. A method of con- warning. a. Scot. Notice, given or received,
winding or
his employment.
bricks after they are set in the wall. Fay.
trolling the speed of electric
of a workman leaving
motors, employbulletin, or signal that
See also efflorescence. moderately to strongother large direct current
Fay.
b.
A
notice,
of dangenerator to supply
walpurgite. A very rare,
ing a variable voltage
serves to caution of the approach
and driven by a shunt
3d. As to warn workmen of
ly radioactive, triclinic, yellow to yellowthe
motor
armature,
ger.
Webster
encountered in a mine.
orange mineral; possibly 21160,.U0B.Asimotor. See also automatic cyclic winding;
Me dangers usually
mineral found
b.
In
a
modification,
08.311,0; a secondary
Ilgner system. Nelson.
Fay.
system incorpo- warning
safety lamp fitted
associated with troegerite, zeunerite, uralamp. Eng. A apparatus
the Ward-Leonard-Ilgner
of
the
and
uranospinite.
for indiflywheel
on
the
shaft
nosphaerite, torbernite, Crosby, pp. 60-61.
rates a heavy smooths out' surges in the
with certain delicate
proportions
of
firedamp
Also spelled walpurgin.
generator which
cating very small
waltherite. A discredited term equal, to walsystem. Pryor, 3.
in the atmosphere of a mine. Fay.working
Mineralogist, v. 41, No.
on
who
carries
bisque
ware
purgite. American
ware
boy.
One
warning
lines. The lines drawn on which
1956, p. 960.
cleaning room or unlimit beyond
11-12, November-December
boards
from
bistjue
plans to indicate theextend,
glass or beryloshop to dipping room,
for example,
Walton filter. An emerald
derglaze
decorating
workings
should
not
a hand loupe
drying racks. Also
proximity of disused or
scope mounted to resemble
and
sets
filled
boards
on
because
of
the
loupe in Europe.
and called an emeraldthe
called dipper helper. D.0 .7'. 1.
filament of an
Observed through it
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abandoned workings. B.S. 3618, 1963,
sec. 1.
warning signals. Signals given to men in a

mine to notify them that some danger

exists as fire, etc., by blinking lights, sound-

ing gongs or bells, or by shutting off the

compressed air lines. Fay.
warp. a. York. Blue-brown, finely laminated,
tough clay containing pebbles. Fay. b. The
deposit of muddy waters artificially introduced into lowlands. Fay. c. The amount
a borehole has wandered off course. Long.

d. To deflect from a normal position of
course. Long. e. In glass manufactunng,
yarns extending lengthwise in the loom and
crossed by the filling yarns. Phillips.

warpage. a. Distortion which may occur in
a compact during sintering. ASTM B 24365. b. The deviation from the intended or
normal surface of a ceramic shape resulting from bending or bowing during manufacture. A.R.I.
warp dresser. In the asbestos products industry, one who winds strands of asbestos
yarn from spools onto a beam, by machine,
for use in weaving asbestos cloth. D.O.T. I .
warped. Scot. Irregularly bedded, or plicated. Fay.

warped fault. Faulting accompanied or followed by folding or warping, particularly
applicable to overthrusts and underthrusts.
Nelson.

warping. a. The bending or twisting of a
ceramic article in drying or firing. Bureau
of Mines Staff. b. Change in the miginal
contour of the enamelware produced during firing. ACSB-3. c. The gentle bending

of the earth's crust without forming pronounced folds or dislocations. A.G.I. d.
Conversion of a lagoon or tidal-flat area
into a marsh. Schieferdecker.

warping dam. A dam raised on tidal-flat
area to promote marine deposition. Schieferdecker.

warrant. a. A general term for the clay floors
of coal seams, particularly when hard and
tough. Nelson. b. Lanc. Synonymous with

clunch and pounson. Compare warren.

Fay. Also known as spavin.
warrant clay. Staff. Underclay. Arkell.
warren; warren earth. Lanc. Bind; clunch;
etc. Compare warrant. Fay.
warren earth. Fireclay. Corruption of warrant. Arkell.
Warren girder. A triangulated truss made up
only of sloping members between the honzontal top and bottom members with no
verticals. See also N-truss. Ham.

warrenite. a. A general term for gaseous
and liquid bitumens consisting of a mixture of paraffins, isoparaffins etc. Tomkeieff, 1954. b. A pink variety of smith-

containing 10.25 percent Co0.
From Boleo, Lower California, Mex. Identical with cobaltsmithsonite. English.

sonite

Warrington. Strand construction in which

one layer of wires is composed of pairs of
large and small wires, thus 6 x 19 (6 and

6/6/1) equal laid. See also equal lay.
Ham.

%Mutton rope. A wire rope composed of
7 wires of the same size covered by 12
wires alternately large and small. Lewis,
p. 249.
wart agate. Variety of carnelian of mam-

millary or small spherical growths. Often
found as covering colored agate. Shipley.
warwick. Derrick. Mason.
warwicklte. A dark-brownish to dull-black
'mineral found in prismatic orthorhombic
,

crystals with perfect cleavage, 3(Mg,Fe)-

0.Ti02.11203; Mohs' hardness, 3-4; specific
gravity, 3.4. Larsen, p. 139.

Warwick safety device. A safety appliance
placed near the upper end of an inclined
haulage road to stop a tram running wild
down the incline. It consists of a heavy
beam longer than the height of the roadway, and normally held up entirely at roof
level, but hinged at the lower end. In the
event of a tram running away from above,

a haulage hand can pull a rope which

releases the upper end of the beam which
drops and stops the tram. Nelson.
Warwickshire method. A method of mining
contiguous seams. See also bord-and-pillar.
Fay.
wash. a. Applied to the defined bed of water-

worn gravels, boulders, and sand in allu-

vial deposits and containing concentrations
of the metal or mineral sought. Nelson. b.

usually on-glaze, in which a thin layer of
color is applied over a large surface of the
ware by means of a brush. Dodd.
washboard. Unintentional waviness on the
surface of glassware; also known as ladders. Dodd.
wash boring. a. Drilling by use of jet water

applied inside a casing pipe, in uncon-

solidated ground. Pryor, 3. b. A test hole
from which samples are brought up mixed
with water. Nichols.
wash-boring drill. A drill rig utilizing the

jet action of a high-pressure stream of
water to produce a borehole in soft or
unconsolidated material. Long.

was-boring gear. The equipment used in
wash boring. Long.

wash bottle; washing bottle. a. A bottle or
flask fitted with two glass tubes passing
through the stopper, so that on blowing

In coal mining, a washout. Nelson. c. the
wet cleaning of coal or ores. Nelson. d.

into one tube a stream of water issues from
the other tube. The stream may be directed upon anything to be washed or rinsed.

Hudson. e. A western miner s term for any

passing them through liquid contained in

Soil, clay, stones, etc., overlying solid strata.
ioose, surface deposits

of sand, gravel,

boulders, etc. Fay. f. Auriferous gravel.

Fay. g. To subject, as earth, gravel, or
crushed ore, to the action of water to separate the valuable material from the worth-

or less valuable; as, to wash gold.
Webster 3d. h. To pass a gas through or

less

over a liquid for the purpose of purifying
it, especially by removing soluble components. Webster 3d. i. To clean cuttings or

other fragmental rock materials out of a

borehole by the jetting and buoyant action
of a copious flow of water or a mud-laden
liquid. Long. j. The erosion of core or drill

string equipment by the action of a rap-

idly flowing stream of water or mud-laden
drill-circulsqion liquid. Long. k. The term
belongs neither to the terminology of geol-

ogy nor of law. The wash of a stream is

the sandy, rocky, gravelly, boulder-bestrewn

part of a river bottom. The cone of the
stream is not synonymous with wash of
the stream; nor conterminous with it. Rick-

au, I. I. To overlay with a thin coat of

metal by deposit from a solution, as steel

washed with silver. Webster 3d. m. To
dephosphorize molten pig iron by adding

Hess. b. A bottle for washing gases by
it. Hess.

wasbbox. In coal preparation, the jig box
in which feed is stratified and separated
into fractions (heavier below and lighter
above). A feldspar washbox has a bedding

of that mineral. Pryor, 3.
washbox air cycle. The valve-timing cycle
determining the periods of air admission
and exhaust. B.S. 3552, 1962.
washbox cells. The individual portions into
which the part of a washbox below the
screen plate is divided by transverse division plates each being capable of separate

control. B.S. 3552, 1962.
wasbbox center sill. A sill fitted over a center extraction chamber. B.S. 3552, 1962.
washbox center weir. An adjustable plate situated between the feed end and the discharge end of a washbox and serving to
regulate the forward movement of material through the box. B.S. 3552, 1962.
washbox compartments. The sections into
which a washbox is divi Jed by transverse

division plates which extend above the

screen plate to form a weir; each compartment usually comprises two or more cells.
B.S. 3552,, 1962.

substances containing iron oxide and some-

washbox discharge sill. That part of the

an emulsion, as of graphite, in order to

out of the box. Usually the discharge sill
is a part of the discharge-end refuse extraction chamber. B.S. 3552, 1962.

times manganese oxide. Webster 3d. n. In
foundingoo coat, as a core or mold, with
improve the casting. Standard, 1964. o. A
coating applied to the face of a mold prior
'to casting. ASM Gloss. p. Coarse alluvium;

an alluvial fan. Webster 3d. q. The dry

bed of an intermittent stream often at the
bottom of a canyon. Also called dry wash.
Webster 3d.
washability. Coal properties determining the
amenability of a coal to improvement in
quality by cleaning. B.S. 3552, 1962.
washability curve. A curve or graph showing the results of a series of float-and-sink
tests. A number of these curves are drawn
to illustrate different conditions or variables, usually on the same axes, thus presenting the information on one sheet of
paper. Washability curves are essential
when designing a new coal or mineral
washery:Nelson. There are four main types

of washability curve: characteristic ash
curve, cumulative float curve, cumulative
= sink curve, and densimetric or specific

= gravity curve. B.S. 3552, 1962.
washback. See wash mill. Dodd.
washihsing. A form of pottery decoration,

washbox over which the washed coal passes

washbox feed sill. That part of the washbox over which the feed passes when it
enters the box. Usually the feed sill is a
part of the feedend refuse extraction
chamber. B.S. 3552, 1962.
washbox screen plate; grid plate; sieve plate;

bedplate. The perforated plate or grid
which supports the bed of material being

treated. B.S. 3552, 1962.
washbox slide valve; washbox piston valve.
A washbox air valve operated by means of
a reciprocating motion. B.S. 3552, 1962.
wash-coal conveyorman. See coal washer, a.
D.O.T. Supp.

wash dirt. a. The tailings or material dis-

carded in the operation of washing an alluvial deposit for gold. Nelson. b. Gold-bearing earth worth washing. Also called wash
stuff; washing stuff; wash gravel. Pay.
washdown spear. A fishing tool. Long.
wash driller. See diamond driller. D.O.T. 1.
wash-driller helper. See diamond-driller
helper. D.O.T. 1.

washed clays
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washed days. Purified clays, with low silica
and grit. They result from mixing raw clay
with water and allowing sedimentation to
cause separation of the impurities from the
clay. CCD 6d, 1961.
washed coal. a. Coal from which impurities
have been removed by treatment in a liquid

washery pump. A pump generally of simple
construction and heavy design since slurry

medium. B.S. 3323, 1960. b. Coal produced by a wet-cleaning process. B.S. 3552,
1962.

presents a difficult pumping problem owing

to its erosive action. This type pump Is

generally of the single-stage type as heads
are small, with a solid casing of steel or
cast iron about twice the normal thickness
to provide against erosive action. Sinclair,
IV, p. 118.
washery refuse. The refuse removed at prep-

washed gases. Purified coal gas from which

aration plants from newly mined coal.

have been extracted by scrubbing with oil.
cooper, pp. 391 and 396.

washery water. The witer used in the wet

bed thins out. Mason, V. 1, p. 20.
washer. a. A section, unit, or box in a coal
washery. A small washery may comprise
only one washbox. Nelson. b. Apparatus

wash fault. Eng. A portion of a seam of coal
replaced by shale or sandstone. Not a true
fault. Compare want, b. See also washout.

the chemicals benzene and naphthalene

washed out. Said of a coal seam when the

for the wet cleaning of coal, together with

its immediate ancillary equipment. B.S.
3552, 1962. c. An apparatus for washing
ore, etc., as a jigger or slime table; also,

any similar machine used in coal washing.
Standard, 1964. d. An apparatus in which
gases are washed; a scrubber. Webster 3d.
e. A small flat perforated disk, of metal
or leather, used beneath a nut or pivot

head, or at an axle-bearing or joint, to

serve as a cushion or packing. Standard,
1964.

washer beltman. In bituminous coal mining,
one who repairs belts used to drive coalwashing machines in washing plant.
D.O.T. I.
washer boss. See washery boss. D.O.T. 1.
washer foreman. See washery boss. D.O.T. 1.
washerman. See coal washer, a. D.O.T.

Bureau of Mines Staff.

separation of coal from shale by differences
in density. See also recirculation of water.
Nelson.

Fay.
wash gate. See wash mill. Dodd.
wash gold. Placer gold. Hess.
wash gravel. Gravel washed to extract gold.
Webster 3d. Compare wash dirt, b. Fay.
wash hole. Eng. A place for refuse. Fay.

washhouse. A building on the surface at a

mine where the men can wash before going

to their homes. A changehouse. A drywashhoust man. See changehouse man.
house. Fay.

D.O.T. 1.

washing. a. In metallurgy, that which is retained after being washed; as, a washing
of ore. Standard, 1964. b. A thin coating
of metal. Standard, 1964. c. Metal (as
gold dust) obtained by washing. Webster

3d. d. The act or proCess of cleaning,

Supp.

carrying away, or eroding by the buoyant
action of flowing water. See also wash, i
and j. Long. e. In ceramics, the covering
of a piece with an infusible powder which

Now included in general term punch mica.

while receiving the glaze. Fay.

washer mica. Thumb-trimmed block mica
of sufficient area to yield a disk 1 inch in
diameter free of cracks and open aierts.
Skow.

washer operator. See coal washer, a. D.O.T. 1.
washer-table man. See coal washer, a.

D.O.T. I.
washery. a. A place at which ore, coal, or
crushed stone is freed from impurities or
dust by washing. Webster 3d. Also called
wet separation plant. See also washing apparatus; coal-preparation plant; dense
medium washer; efficiency of separation.

b. A coal preparation plant in which a
cleaning process is carried out by wet

methods. B.S. 3552, 1962. c. A building
resembling a breaker used in reclaiming
culm and fine coal from old banks, Korson.

d. That part of a preparation plant where
the merchantable coal is separated from
the refuse by using differences in specific
gravity, generally loosely used regardless
of whether air, water, arr sand, or water
sand is used as the medium. B.C.I.
washery boss. In anthracite and bituminous
coal mining, a foreman who supervises
operations at the washery of a coal mine
where the coal is sized and washed to
prepare it for market. Also called washer
boss; washer foreman. D.O.T. I.
washery effluent. Surplus water discharged
from a washery, usually to waste (after
settlement of solids in suspension). B.S.
3552, 1962.
Washery engineer. In anthracite coal mining,
one who maintains and operates a steam

enFine to supply power for driving machinery in a washery plant where coal is
sized and cleaned for market. D.O.T. 1.
wathery prodacts. The final products from
a washery. B.S. 3552, 1962.

prevents it from sticking to its supports

washing apparatus; washery. a. Machinery
and appliances erected on the surface at a
coal mine, generally in connection with
coke ovens, .for extractin?, by washing with
water, the impurities mixed with the coal

dust or small slack. Zern. b. Machinery
for removing impurities from small sizes

of coal, or ore. Zorn. c. See washer. Hess.
washing bottle. See wash bottle.
washing drum. See trommel. Stoces, v. 1, p.
581.

washing hutch. See hutch, e. Fay.
washing machine. Scot. A machine for separating impurities from small coal by means
of water. Fay.
washing off. a. Removing printing paper from
pottery ware that has been decorated by
the transfer process. Dodd. b. U.S.; Mat.
The periodical final cleaning out of all the
gutters and appliances used in alluvial and
lode gold mining. Synonymous with cleanup. Also called washing up. Fay.
washing plant. a. A plant where slimes are

removed from relatively coarse ore, by
washing, tumbling, scrubbing. See also
washery. Pryor, 3. b. A plant designed to

disintegrate diamondiferous gravel or ore
by various screening, scrubbing, and washing processes, to produce sized screen
fraction,. I.C. 8200, 1964, p. 149.
washing WOOL Flat screen or trommel on
which passing ore is exposed to sprays or
jets of water to remove as undersize any
adherent mud or other fine material.
Pryor, 3.

.

warble, screws. In many plants where clean
sand and gravel are commercial products,

washing is done by washing screws, whose
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washout
continuous helical blades arranged about
shafts force the material up an inclined

trough against a stream of water introduced at the higher end. This action carries
away the soluble clay occurring with the
material, and dumps the washed product
over the higher end of the trough. These
washers are frequently arranged in batteries and dumped in piles along a straight

line in such a way as to allow easy conveyance to the drain bins or drain floor.
This method is popular in the silica-sand
industry. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. B,
pp. 172-173.

washing soda. See sodium carbonate. Bennett
2d, 1962.
washing stuff. An earthy deposit containing

gold that may be extracted hy washing.

Webster 3d. See also wash dirt. Fay.
washing trammel. See trommel. Fay.
mishits. A rather coarse-grained novaculite,
especially suitable fa sharpening carpenters' or general woodworkers' tools. Fay.

Washita. The highest of the three subdivisions of the Comanchean of the Southern
United States, and Mexico. C.T.D.
Washitan. Lowermost Upper or Uppermost
Lower Cretaceous. A.G.I. Supp.
Washfta oilstone. Novaculite of uniform texturc, hard, compact, and white from Hot
Springs, Ark. Brady, p. 533.

wirb load. See fine material. USGS Prof.
Paper 462-F.

wash metal. Molten metal used to wash out
a furnace, ladle, or other container. ASM
Gloss.

wash mill. A large tank fitted with stirrers
(known as harrows or wash gates) for the
cleaning of the impure surface clays used
in the manufacture of stock bricks. From
the wash mill, the clay slurry, together
with a slurry of any lime or chalk that is

to be added, is pumped into a settling

tank known as a washback. See also stock
brick. Dodd.
Washoe canary. A miner's slang term for a
donkey; burro. Standard, 1964.
Washes process. The process of treating silver ores by grinding in pans or tubs with
the addition of mercury, and sometimes
of chemicals, such as blue vitriol and salt.
Named from the Washoe district, Nevada,
where it was first used. Webster 3d; Fay.
wash ore. Crude iron ores containing readily
liberated particles of true iron ores loosely
agglomerated with sands from which they
can be separated by scrubbing treatment.
Pryor, 3.
washout. a. A channel cut into or through
a coal seam at some time during or after
the formation of the seam, generally filled
with sandstone-or more rarely with shale
-similar to that of the roof. Raistrick and

Marshall, p. 79. See also cutout; want,low. A.G.I. b. Barren, thin, or jumbled
areas in coal seams in which there is no
actual disruption and no vertical displacement of the coal and strata. These disturbances may be divided into three main
types; namely, (1) classical washouts; (2)
pressure belts; and (3) tremor tracts. Authentic washout, should be restricted to
the first group. Also called rock fault; nip.
See also roll. Nelson. c. Local thinning or
disappearance of a coal seam due to erosion during or shortly after its formation.
B.S. 3618, 1964, MC. S. d. Local thinning
or disappearance of a coal seam due to
tectonic movement. See also nip out, b.
B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5. e. Aust. The erosion of part of a seam by aqueous action.

washout
See also want, d. Fay. f. Channel like fea-

that is too low in grade to be of economic

waste-filled stopes. In these methods, support

22. b. The unpacked and unsupported area
behind the working face. Mason. c. Neg-

furnished by waste rock, tailing sand, etc.,
called filling or gob. In true waste filling,
the ore body is excavated in sections alternating with filling, and it is sometimes
referred to as cut-and-fill stoping. Higham,
p. 196.

value at the time, but this material may
be stored separately in the hope that it
can be profitably treated later. Lewis, p.

tures which cut or transgress the stratification of the underlying beds; may be

small scour-and-fill structures or large erosional channels. Also called cutout. PettiJohn.

washout valve. Valve in a pipeline or a dam
which can be opened occasionally to clear
out sediment. Ham.
washover. a. To wash away or remove material from around the outside of casing pipe,

lected workings in a coal mine. Gordon.
d. Space from which the coal seam has

b. See storm delta. Schieferdecker.
washover bit. See washover shoe. Long.
wash-over crescents. Crescentic barchanlike
depressions whose plane of symmetry parallels current direction. Pettijohn.

less material it531f. Nichols. f. Refuse and
impurities removed from the coal. Hudson.
g. 'The refuse from ore dressing and smelting plants. Gob; goaf; old workings; also,
the fine coal made in mining and preparing coal for market; culm; coal dirt ; also

been removed. Also called condie. See also
goaf ; gob, S. Wales; cundy, Scot.; caving;
pneumatic stowing. Nelson. e. Digging,

hauling, and dumping of valueless material to get it out of the way; or the value-

drill stem, junk, or tramp materials in a
borehole. See also washover shoe. Long.

washovers. The material deposited by the

used to signify both the mine waste (or
coal left in the mine in pillars, etc.) and

action of the overwash. Schieferdecker.
washover shoe. A casing-shoe-like bit used to

the breaker waste. Fay. h. Eng. A more or
less empty space between two packs. See
also goaf. i. N. of Eng. A return airway.
Fay. j. In stone cutting, to reduce roughly
to a flat surface by chipping. Webster 2d.

drill downward around a piece of drilling
equipment stuck in a borehole. See also
washover. Long.

wash pan. A pan for washing pay dirt in
placer mining. Standard, 1964.
wash pipe. The pipe that ejects the jet of

Material derived by mechanical and
chemical weathering and moved down
k.

water through the bit, used in wash boring.

sloping surfaces or carried by streams to
the sea. Webster 3d.l. Cotton and similar
material used for wiping machinery. Hud-

Long.

wash place. A place where the ores are
washed and separated from the waste, Ustl
ally applied to places where the hand jigs
are used. See also washery, a. Fay.

son. m. A working or shaft which has been
abandoned and filled with refuse (goaf or
gob), or with material from the fall of the
hanging wall. Standard, 1964. n. See spoil,

washpot. In tinplate manufacturing,, a pot
containing melted tin into which the plates

a. Bureau of Mines Staff. o. Broken or
spoiled castings for remelting. Standard,
1964. p. Any material which is of no further utility to the particular process in-

are dipped to be coated. Webster 3d.
wash rod. A heavy wall pipe used in lieu of
drill rods to conduct water downward in-

side and to the bottom of a drivepipe

being sunk through overburden by a washand-drive method. Long.

wash sale. A practice in which promoters,
through the connivance of brokers who
pretend to carry through transactions and
thus obtain false quotations, create a fictitious flurry of activity in the stock market. Hoov, p. 289.
wash stuff. Ste wash, f; washing stuff. Fay.
wash table. An inclined table used for clean-

ing ore in which the lighter material or

gangue is washed away by water. The ore
is fed onto the table and water is allowed
to flow down the table carrying away the
impurities. Bureau of Mines Staff.
wash trommel. Rotating horizontal drum
which receives ore at one end and water
at the other. Ore is tumbled countercurrent
to water so that coarse solids are discharged

continuously while waternow charged
with mud and fine materialoverflows at

feed end. Pryor, 3.
wash tube. See wash rod. Long.

wash water. Water circulated through the
drill string, past the bit, and thence out
of the borehole between the rods and the
walls of the hole while drilling or during
washing operations. Long. Set also water
wash. Fay.

wash zone. The area which undergoes the
erosive action by lapping and breaking of
waves. Schieferdecker.

woke. An altered variety of allanite. Standard, 1964.
wassentein. The lime carbonate and other
stony deposits made from heated water.
Hess.

wank. A large cleavage of a crystal split for
cutting, as an octahedron divided into Nvo
pieces. Hess.

wade. a. The barren rock in a mine. It is

also applied to the part of the ore deposit

waste stream
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volved. ASTM STP No. I48-D. Abbreviations, w and W. Webster 3d.
waste bank. A bank made of earth excavated

during the digging of a ditch and laid

parallel to it. Webster, 3d.
waste blasting. On some coal faces the stone
overlying the seam does not always fall in
the wastes after withdrawing the supports.
In order to avoid excessive weight on the
,

face, which would came dangerous roof
conditions, it is desirable to blast down

the stone in the wastes. Alsot in thick

seams, the overlying strata requires break-

ing down to provide sufficient stone for
building packs. The holes for waste shots
must be drilled from the face side so that
the driller is working under a supported

roof. Care must be taken to ensure that
the holes are not drilled up into the solid
strata, and that the burdens on the shots
are not excessive. McAdam II, pp. 131132.

waste coal. Eng. Coal obtained as a byproduct
from mine waste. Fay.

waste concrete. Fresh concrete which, because of inferior quality or some other
undesirable condition, is rejected before it
is placed; defective concrete that must be
removed after it has hardened. Nelson.
waste drainage. The controlled leakage of air
through a waste to insure that large concentrations of mine gases do not accumulate in that waste. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 2.
waste dump; spoil pile. The area where mine
waste or spoil materials are disposed of or
piled. Bureau of Mints Staff.
waste edge support. A row of rigid timber or

for walls and for men and machines is

waste filling. Material used for support in
heavy ground and in large Mopes to pre-

vent failure of rock walls and to minimize
or control subsidence and to make it pos-

sible to extract pillars of ore left in the
earlier stages of mining. Material used for

filling includes waste rock sorted out in

the stopes or mined from rock walls, milltailing, sand and gravel, smelter slag, and
rock from surface open cuts or quarries.
Lewis, pp. 69-70.
waste-heat boiler. One which uses heat of exit
gases from furnaces to produce steam or
to heat water. Pryor, 3.

waste-heat drier. A drier heated by waste
heat from the cooling of fired ware, flue
gases, or other sources. ACSG, 1963.
waste lubrication. Consists of packing oilsoaked waste in a journal box. Such lubrication is common practice on railway cars.
Crispin.

wasteman. In anthracite and bituminous coal

mining, a laborer who looks after and
keeps clean the airways, haulageways, or

working places of a mine. Also called
cleanup man; dirt shoveler; jerry man;

sweeper. D.O.T. 1.
waste plain. The debris cones along the foot
of a mountain range usually so completely
coalesce that they form a true plain, called
often a waste plain or waste slope. See also
piedmont alluvial plain. A.G.I.
waster. a. Tinplate below the standard weight
and quality. Standard, 1964. b. Spoiled or
imperfect casting or machined part which
must be discarded although partly proc-

essed. Pryor, 3. c. A brick, structural or

refractory, that is defective as drawn from
the kiln; wasters in the refractories industry are crushed and reused as grog. Dodd.
waste, radioactive. Equipment and materials
from nuclear operations which are radio-

active and for which there is no further
use. Wastes are generally referred to as
high-level (having radioactivity concen-

trations of hundreds to thousands of curies
per gallon or per cubic foot); low-level (in

the range of 1 microcurie per gallon or
per cubic foot) ; and intermediate (between these extremes). L&L.

waste rake. An excavation in the mine in
which barren rock and other material is
broken up for use as filling at the stope.
Stoces, v. 1, p. 271.

wade rock. Barren or submarginal rock or ore

which has been mined but is not of sufficient value to warrant treatment and is
therefore removed ahead of the milling

processes. Pryor, 4.

waste room. Scot. An abandoned working

place. Fay.
waster waste. The lowest grade of waste tinplate. Standard, 1964.

wastes. a. Derb: Vacant places left in the
gobbing, on each side of which rubbish is

packed up for the better support of the
roof. Fay. b. The unfilled or unpacked

portions of workings in a mine. T.I.M.E.
steel props or chocks set along the edge waste stream. The loose rock debris being
carried to the sea or the desert basins of
of the waste and parallel to the longwall
face to induce the roof bed, to break and
the earth. This great waste stream covers
much of the surface of the land, and may
to secure caving of the waste arm. See
also breaker props. Nelson.
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consist wholly of debris, or of debris and

water chamber
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waste stream
water in varying proportions. A.G.I.
waste water. a. Water from old mine workings. Fay. b. Water from any metallurgical process, or the overflow from a storage
reservoir. Fay. c. Excess water allowed to
run to waste from the water circuit. Also
called surpolus water; bleed water. B.S.
3552, 1962.

a. A channel for carrying off
channel required to convey water dis-

wasteway.

superfluous water. Webster 3d. b. The

charged into it from a spillway, escape,

or sluice; a spillway. See lye, I.
wastewetr. a. The weir provided in reservoir
construction to discharge all surplus water
flowing into the reservoir in flood time so
as to prevent the water level from rising
above the limit allowed for in designing
the dam. C.T.D. b. See weir, b. Fay.
wasting asset. Property (as mines or lumber
tracts) subject to depletion. Webster, 3d.
wastings. Scot. Mine workings. Fay.

wastrel. Eng. A tract of wasteland; or any

ming, effects rubstantial reductions in both

the airborne dust and the nitrous fumes
produced by shot firing. This applies to
both coal and rock blasting. Nelson.
water-avid surface. A term used to describe
a surface that seems to prefer contact with

water to contact with air. In flotation,
minerals with a water-avid surface will not
float, while those with an air-avid surface

will. The object of reagent additions in

flotation is to form a water-repellent surface on the minerals to be floated, and a

water-avid surface on the lainerals that

are not to float. Compare air-avid surface.
Newton, p. 98.
water bailer. See bailer, e. D.O.T. 1.
water balance. a. Scot. An arrangement by
'which a descending tank of water raises
mineral in a shaft by a rope passed over
a pulley. Sometimes used where water is

abundant and can be run off at the pit
bottom by means of an adit. Fay. b. An

obsolete water-raising apparatus consisting

waste material. Fay.

of a swinging frame carrying a double

placed in the kiln, to be withdrawn and
examined from time to time, as an index
of the condition of the ware being fired.

and so adjusted to each other that, as the
frame rocks in either direction water may

watch In ceramics, a trial piece of clay
Fay.

watckra. Leic. Experienced colliers who go
into the mine and examine the whole of
the workings, with a deputy, every Sunday.

Fay.

watchmen. Weak coal pillars left in workings
to give warning of an impending collapse.

series of troughs aicending in zigzag lines,
be passed to a higher level. Stan dard, 1964.

water baler. Aust. A man who bales water
out of dip workings in places where it is
not convenient to put in. a pump. Fay.
water barrel. a. A barrel-shaped hoppit designed to collect and hoist water from the
bottom of a sinking shaft. Water barrels
are now obsolete. See also pneumatic water

hexagonal, when crystallized as ice and
snow; refractive indexes (liquid), 1.333,
and (solid), 1.309 and 1.313; melting

barrel; sinkinpf pump. Nelson. b. A tank
used for winding water from the sump at
the bottom of a shaft; usually self-filling
by means of a valve or series of valves in
the bottom of the tank. Also called barrel;
bailer. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4.
water banter. a. An area of solid mineral left
unworked to protect a mine, or part of a
mine, against entry of secondary water.
B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4. b. See barrier

and soluble in all proportion in alcohol.
Also called ice; steam; water vapor; hy-

water-base mud. A drill mud in which the
solids are suspended in water. Compare

Briggs, p. 169.
water. a. Clear, colorleu liquid; H2O; practically tasteless and odorless; specific grav-

ity, 1.0000 (at 4° C); meltirg point, 0 C
(32° F) ; and boiling point, i00° C (212'
F). Water is the most common solvent.

CCD 6d, 1961. Molecular weight, 18.0153;

point, 0.000° C; boiling point, 100.000 C;

drogen oxide. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-179. Abbre-

viations, w and W. Webster 3d. b. The

pillar. Nelson.

oil-base mud. Long.
water-beariog formation. A relative term used
to designate a formation that contains con-

transparency or luster of a precious stone
or pearl; hence the aggregate of qualities

that make it valuable. Standard, 1964;

siderable gravity ground water. A.G.!.
waler-bearlog ground. Ground which lies
below the standing water level. Ham.

as, as diamond of the first water. Fay.

water-bearing strata. Beds which yield a large

water absorption. The weight of water ab-

quantity of water when bored or sunk

sorbed by a porous ceramic material, under

through are said to be water-bearing. Peel.
water bed. a. A soil or rock layer that is laden
with water or through which water percolates; sometimes, a swampy surface area.
Webster 3d. b. A. bed of coarse gravel or
pebbles occurring in the lowerpart of the
upper till in the Upper Mississippi Valley.

specified conditions, expressed as a percentage of the weight of the dry material.
This property is much quoted when referring to structural clay products; the apparent porosity is more commonly quoted
for refractories and whitewares. The two

properties are related by the equation:

apparent porosity equals water absorption
times bulk density. Dodd.

water agate. Same as enhydros. Shipley.

water ampule. A fire-resistant plastics container of water which is used as a safew
precaution in shotholes. B.S. 3618, 1964,
sec. 6.
water-ampul stenuolog. A water cartridge for
stemming shotholes in coal or rock. The

ampul consists of a plastic

(r.

chloride) bag, 11/4 inches in diameter and

18 inches in length. When filled with
water, and the neck of the bag tied off,
the filled ampul is about 15 inches in
length and holds slightly over one-half
pint of water. Compared with dry clay
or sand, the use of water ampuls for stem-

Fay.

flow past the face of a bit while drilling
is in progress. Long. b. A hollow box or
block of iron, through which water is circulated, to protect part of a furnace wall.
Fay.
water blocking. Injection of water into a

structure in such a way as to prevent

drainage to and from adjoining properties.
Williams.
water boiler. A research reactor, the core of

which consists of a small spherical con-

tainer filled with uranium fuel in an aqueous solution. Heat is removed by a cooling
coil in the core. L&L.

water boss. Aust. The owner or holder of
water or water rights, who sells the same
for mining purposes. Fay.

waterbound. A general term indicating that
water is the medium used to assist in filling the voids between mineral fragments
and to improve compaction. Nelson.
waterbound macadam. A road surface of bro.

ken stone or gravel which is well rolled
and then covered with a layer of sand or
clay, watered in to fill the voids between
the stones. Ham.

water box. a. A rectangular wooden pipe
used in shafts for conveying water between garlands. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4.
b. A square, open, wooden tank car used
for removing small amounts of water from
low places in a mine. Also a tank car used

for sprinkling the roadways to settle the
dust. Fay. c. A water case attached to the
outside of a furnace, to protect the iron
from the effects of fire. Also called water
block. Standard, 1964; Fay.

water break. A break in the continuity of the
water film upon a metal when it is withdrawn from a bath. ASM Gloss.
water cage. A special cage running in guides

in a special compartment of the shaft
with a separate winding engine. Is used
for removing water from mines at depths
up to 600 feet. Sinclair IV, p. 28.

water/carbon dioxide extblioisber. A plungertype extinguisher composed of a container

for water and a small cylinder of high-

pressure carbon dioxide gas. Both the con-

tainer and the cartridge for the carbon

dioxide are made of copper or copper-lined

steel to prevent corrosion. There are two
advantages in using this extinguisher: (1)

It can be recharged quickly undound
to be
thereby enabling a prolonged atts
maintained on a fire; and (2) The high-

preasure carbon dioxide charge does not
deteriorate even if the extinguisher remains unused for manyyears. It is suitable
for use on freely burning mine fires, but
not effective against oil fires or in cases
where electrical equipment may be live.
McAdam, spp. 114-115.

water cartridge. A waterproof cartridge sur-

rounded by an outer case, the space betweeen being filled with water, which is
pressure, in mine workings, caused
employed to destroy the flame produced
trapped air expanding as the water level
when the shot is fired, thereby lessening
is lowered. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4. b. &the chance of an explosion should gas be
plosion caused by sudden inrush of water
present in the place. Fay.
(not an ignition). Mason. c. Eng. The
sudden escape of air pent up in rise work- water cement. Same as hydrauVe cement.
Standard, 1964.
ings under considerable pressure from a
head of water that has accumulated in a water-cement ratio. The ratio of the amount
of water, exclusive only of that absorbed
connecting shaft. Zen.. d. The discharge
by the aggregates, to the amount of ceof water down a shaft to produce or
ment in a concrete mixture. This ratio is
quicken ventilation. See also trombe. Fay.
usually stated as follows: (1) by weight
e. A water-actuated ventilating device.
or (2) in terms of U.S. gallons of water
C.T.D.
per 94-pound sack of cement. ASTM
water birdie. Pulsed infusion shotfiring.
CI25-66
Nelson.

water blast. a. The expulsion of water under

by

water block. a. A sudden stoppage cl water-
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water ebmiaber. A water reservoir in a mine

water chamber
usually located at the lowest place commonly near the shaft station. Also called
sump. Stoces, v. 1, p. 568.

water, chemically combined. Water which is
chemically a part of the clay mineral and
can be liberated only upon dissociation of

the clay mineral at or about red heat.

ACSG, 1963.

water chrysolite. Moldavite. See also tektites.
C.M.D.

water circuit. The complete system of pipelines, pumps, sumps, tanks, troughs, and
accessories used for the circulation of

water in a washery, including the water

treatment plant. B.S. 3552, 1962.
water circulation. The movement of water
used as a cuttings-removal and bit-cooling

agent downward through the drill string
to the bottom of the hole and thence upward outside the drill string to the collar
of a borehole while drilling is in progress.
Long.

water color. The apparent color of the surface layers of the sea caused by the reflection of certain components of the visible

water-cutoff core barrel. A core barrel having

a device in its head part that closes and
stops the flow of drill-circulation liquid

when a core block occurs in the inner

tube of the core barrel. Long.
water cycle. Synonym for hydrologic cycle.
A.G.I.
water dam. A permanent stopping to seal off
a large body or feeder of water. It consists
usually of a block of concrete between
two brick endwalls and these are extended

well into the surrounding ground. The

contact points and all breaks in the strata
are sealed by cement injection`l The various pipes, preuure gages, etc., may be left
through the stopping. Nelson.

water drive. A method of making al high-level

oil well, nearing exhaustion, to continue
producing by pouring water into abandoned low-level wells in hydraulic communication with the producing horizon.
See also represatring; swabbing. Nelson.
'water drop quartz. Rock crystal containing
inclusions of water and air. A curio stone.
Similar to enhydros. Shipley.

liFht spectrum coupled with the effects of
dissolved material, concentration of plank-

watered. Eng. Containing much waterfull

yelluw and is expressed by number values

etc. Fay.
Scot. An engine used excluwater
sivelr or Pumping water. Fay.

ton, detritus or other matter. Color of
oceen;c water varies from deep blue to
which are a variation of the Forel scale.

Plankton concentrations may cause a tem-

porary appearance of red, green, white,
or other colors. See also Forel scale. Hy.
water content. a. Of a bottom sediment is
a ratio obtained by multiplying the weight

of the water in the sample by 100 and

dividing the results by the weight of the
dried sample; expweued as a percentage.
H&C. b. See moisture content, b. ASCE
P1826.

water core. A hollow core through which
water circulates in a mold used for cooling the interior of a casting more rapidly
than the outside while the metal is solidifying, as in casting a cannon. Webster 3d.
water coupling. See water swivel. BS. 3618,
1964, sec. 6.

watercouree. a. A natural or artificial channel

for passage of water as a river, canal,

flume, or drainage tunnel. Pay. b. Synonym for waterway. Long. c. A subsurface
opening or passage in rocks through which
ground water flows. Long.

water creep. The movement of water under
or around a structure built on permeable
foundations. See also piping. Nelson.
water auk; water rho. See garland, a. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 4.

water-curreat ripple mark. A ripple mark

with an asymmetrical slope and a rounded

crest formed by a water current. As the
current velocity is increased, some of the
particles begin to roll; this is termed the
first critical point. After the first critical
point is attuned, ripple marks begin to

form as numerous more or less equidistant
ridges trending at right angles to the cur-

rent. The ridges have 'gentle slopes on
the stou or upcurrent odes and steeper
lee slopa. Current ripple marks migrate
downcurrent The sands in current ripple
marks are coarsest in the troughs and
finest on the crests. Alsci called aqueous
current ripple mark; asymmetrical ripple

mark; current ripple mark. 4.G.1.

water amigos. A water load pumped into driU

pipe during a drill-stem test to retard
filup and prevent collapse of pipe under
sudden pressure changes. Wheeler.

water hammer
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of springs or feeders; for example, heavily
watered mines, heavily watered measures,

water exchasge. The volume and rate of
water replacement in a specific location

controlled by such factors as tides, winds,
river discharge, and currents. Hy.
waterfall process. A method for the application of glaze materials to a ceramic body
by mechanically conveying the ware
through a continuously flowing (recirculated) vertical stream of the glaze

suspension. The process is used in the

glazing of wall tiles. Dodd.
waterlloodlag. The secondary-recovery opera-

tion in which water is injectecl into a
petroleum reservoir for the purpose of

effecting a water drive. A.G.I.
water flash. A system of well boring, in which

percussive drills are used in connection
with water forced down to the bottom of

the hole through the drill rods. This water
jet makes the tools cut better, and washes
the detritus up out of the hole. Fey.
Waterford glass. Cut or gilded glass made in

the Waterford district of Ireland and

characterized by a slight blueness resulting from the presence of a trace of cobalt.
Dodd.

water pp. a. An instrument for measuring
the difference in pressure produced by a

ventilating fan or air current. C.T.D.

b. An instrument for measurinI the ventilation pressure. In its simplest form, it
consists of a glass U-shaped tube contain-

ing water. One limb is connected to the
fan drift or return airway and the other
is open to the atmosphere or intake airway. The difference in level between the
water surface in the limbs of the U-tube
is the water gap reeding (or w.g.). One
inch water gap u equivalent to a pressure
of 62.5+12=5.2 pounds per square foot
See also inclined water gage; total yendieting pressure. Nelson. c. A measure of

ventilating pressure, expressed in terms of

the h6At of a column of water. B.S.

3618, 1963, sec. 2. d. A manometer used
with a Pitot tube to Indicate air pressure.

Pryor, 3. e. A device that measures the
pressure at which water is discharvils:
a pump or the volume of water
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through a pipe or other conductor. Long.

f. An instrument used to measure the
depth or quantity of water, such as in a

steam boiler or water storage tank. Long.
water gala. See bleeding. Dodd.

water pp. A pass in a mountain ridge
through which a stream runs. Webster 3d.

water garland. See garland, a. B.S. 3618,
1963, sec. 4.

water gas. A poisonous, flammable, gaseous
mixture made principally of carbon monoxide and hydrogen with small amounts
of methane, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen,

and usually by blowing air and then
steam over red-hot coke or coal, used

especially formerly as a fuel (as in welding) and after carburcting as an illumin-

ant but chiefly as a source of

hydrogen

and as a synthesis gas. Webster 3d.
water-ps tar. Tar produced in the manofacture of carbureted water gas by the decomposition of petroleum oil by heat in
the presence of blue gas. ASTM D324-41.
water gla. Scot. A gin actuated by a water
wheel. Fay.

water gleam waterglass; soluble glass; liquid
glass. a. A concentrated and viscous solution of sodium silicate or potassium silicate in water. Used as an adhesive, a

binder, a protective coating, in waterproofing cement, and in bleaching. C.T.D.

amorphous; Na20.xSiOs, in
which X=.3 to 5; deliquescent; soluble in
water; and insoluble in alcohol, in potas-

Colorless;
sium-salt

solutions, and in

sodium-salt

solutions. See also sodium tetrasilicate.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ed., 1964, p. B-224. b. A water-soluble

substance consisting of sodium silicate of
varying composition that exists as a glassy
mass, a stony powder, or a viscous syrupy
liquid dissolved in water. Used as a fire-

proofing agent and in making artificial

Webster 3d. Aho used in the
manufacture of cements, in concrete hardeners, in cementing stones, as waterproofing in hydraulic mortars and in
acidproof mortars, in cementing pipe insulations, in the manufacture of abrasive
stone.

wheels and abrasive stones, in refining

petroleum, in ore flotation, in lining Bessemer converters, as a binder in digestor

linings, in acid concentrator linings, in
ceramic cements, in drilling mud, and in
the manufacture of silica gel. CCD 6d,
1961. c. A similar substance consisting of
Also called potash
water glass. Webster 3d.

potassium silicate.

water grade. a. The inclination of an entry

that is just sufficient to drain off the
water. Fey. b. A grade determined by

keeping the working place nearly parallel
to the edge of the pool of water standing
upon its floor. Water grade is sometimes
Incorrectly called water level. Fay.
water groove. Synonym for waterway. Long.

water heauser. a. The hammering noise
caused by the intermittent escape ci gas
through water in mines. Fey. b. A concussion or sound of concussion of moving

water apinst the sides of a containing
pipe or vessel on a sudden stoppage or
Bow; especially, such a concussion or
sound msde by water in a steam pipe.

Webaer 3d. c. A sharp, hammerhie blow
caused by the sudden stoppage of water

flow in a Ion; pressure conduit due to
the rapid dooms of valves. It may also
be caused by the sudden collapse of steam
bubbles upon entering cold water. ASTM

water mains
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water hammer
STP No. I48-D. d. Sharp pulsations in a
water-piping system caused by the intermittent escape of entrapped air or the
intermittent injection of water into the
system by a reciprocating-piston pump.
Long.

water hauler. a. One who collects in a water
box (car) water that accumulates in low
places at the mine entrance, along haulageways, or at the working face, bailing

it into a car with a bucket or using a
small hand pump. Also called waterman;
water monkey; water tender. D.O.T. I.

b. A laborer who hauls water cars into
a mine to supply water for sprinkling
haulage roads and working places. D.O.T. 1.

water hoists. A simple method of disposing
of mine water usang tanks with the engine
or motor on the surface. The machinery
can be easily repaired and the plant is in
no danger of being flooded. The high cost

of the plant and the fact that the shaft

cannot be used for other purposes while
water is being hoisted are important disadvantages. Water is delivered intermit-

tently and at a decreasing rate as the

depth of hoisting increases. This method
is less economical than pumping but is

useful as an emergency measure in reclaiming a flooded mine. Lewis, p. 632.

water-bolding capacity. The smallest value to

which the water content of a soil can be
reduced by gravity drainage. ASCE P1826.

water hose. The hose running from the water

swivel on the upper end of a drill stem

on a diamond or rotary drill to the pump.
Long.
water humus. Organic matter deposited in
water basins. Tomkeieff, 1954.
water hydraulic. A water-actuated hydraulic
feed mechanism on a diamond drill. Most
hydraulic feeds now are actuated by
hydraulic oil pumped through a closed
system. Long.

water Inch. a. The discharge from a circular
sharp-edged orifice 1 inch in diameter

with a head of one line above the top
edge that is commonly estimated at 14
pints per minute and that constitutes an
old unit of hydraulic measure. Webster
3d. b. X miner's inch. C.T.D. c. See Vnotch. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4.

used
water Wisdom A tcchnique
abroad to suppress or prevent the formation of dust, an advance of mining a coal
seam. Water (or sometimes foam or steam,
which is costlier but more effective) 11
injected into the coal ahead of the face
through long drill holes, as many as four
to six per face and 20 to 60 feet in length.
The liquid infuses into the seam along
fractures and cracks and, under pressure,
penetrates a considerable distance from
the hole radially, wetting the coal well.
It has proved very effective In reducing
dust concentrations during subsequent
mining, in some instances, u much as
80 percent. Water infusion originated in
Great Britain (it is used In 25 percent of
being

the piston expanding the seal in the borehole. The hydraulic fluid is supplied by a
hand pump and the infu.lion water by a
power pump. Nelson.

water Infusloo method. A method being used

by the U.S. Bureau of Mines to remove

methane from mines. It consists of injecting water under pressure into the coal to
push the gas out of the coal seam. Holes
are drilled horizontally into the coal face
and water is pumped into some of the
holes at pressures varying from 200 to 650

pounds per square inch. This forces the
methane out through the other holes and

also from the exposed part of the

coal

seam. Bureau of Mines Staff.

water infusion pump. A power pump,
mounted on wheels, to supply the high
pressure water for coal seam Infusion. It
consists of an oil hydraulic circuit which
drives two reciprocating rams which are
in turn directly coupled to the two rams
of the water pump. Nelson.
watering method. Dust control in coal mines
by watering or by wetting agents. Grove.
watering olf. Reduction of the productivity
of a formation caused by invasion of the
zone by the liquid phase of the drilling
fluid. Wells commonly thought to have
been mudded off more likely have been
watered off. Brantly, 1.

water inrush. fa heavy and sudden inflow of
water into mine workings or shafts. See
also inrush of water. Nelson.
water latosicatioa. A condition caused by
drinking large quantities of plain water
while the body is steadily losing chlorides
through sweating. This is harmful because
by so doing the saline content of the body
fluids becomes diluted and in extreme
cases water intoxication occurs. Spalding,
p. 262.
water, laminates of. Even pure water is
slightly conductive, its ionization proceed-

ing thus: 21-1,0=H2O++0H-.

Con-

ductivity water is exceptionally pure, following special preparation. Pryor, 3.
water jackets. Cast- or wrought-iron sections
of a furnace so constructed as to allow
free circulation of water for keeping the
furnace cool. Also called water block and

to which water will rise in a mine, when
the mine is not being drained. Statistical
Research Bureau. f. The oil- or gas-water
contact. The surface below which pore
saturation is virtually 100 percent water,
and above which there is an exploitable
concentration of hydrocarbons. There is
frequently no abrupt saturation change.
A.G.I. g. A water surface; also its eleva-

tion above any datum; gage height; stage.
Seelye, I. h, Sometimes used as a synonym
dfor water table. Long.
water-level mark. Small horizontal, wave-cut
terraces on an inclined surface of unconsolidated sediment that mark a former
water level. Pettijohn.

water hyper. A type of rock drill in which
water n fed into the drill hole through
the hollow drill steel, to remove the drill
cuttings and at the same time allay the

dust. Aiso known as Leyner-Ingersoll drill.
Fay.
water lime. a. Hydraulic lime. Webster 3d.
b. A limestone from which hydraulic lime
may be made. Webster 3d.
waterline. a. A line in fired cover coat enamel,
where moisture has penetrated the bisque

coating from wet beading enamel. Particularly encountered on kitchenware or
washing machine tubs. Hawn. b. The
hei,ght of the normal water level in a
boiler measured from the floor. Strock, 10.
water load. S. Wales, The head, or pressure
per square inch, of a column of water in
pumps, etc. Fay.
water lodge. a. An underground reservoir.
C.T.D. b. Eng. A lodge; a sump. Fay.
waterlogged. a. Workings or mines that have
become filled with water, either because
of abandonment or stoppage of operations. Such areas are always a danger to

future workings in the same seam or in an
underlying seam. Set also inrush of water.
as
Nelson. b. Land may be described
waterlogged when the water table is per-

manently located at or above ground
level. Nelson. c. A condition of lands
where the groundwater stands at a level
result
that is detrimental to plants. It may
from over irrigation or seepage with inadequate drainage. Seely*, I.

water jet. a. A high-pressure stream of water

water lees. The amount of drill water that
escapes into porous or fractured borehole
wall rocks and hence does not return and
overflow at the collar of the borehole.

unconsolidated or earthy formations using
the erosive power of a small-diameter
stream of water forcefully ejected as the

Long.
water lowering. See ground-water lowering.
Ham.
water madame. Scot. A pump or other appliance actuated by a water wheel for
raising water. Fay.
water malas. In coal mining, pipes made of
cast iron or steel for the conveyance of

water box. Fay.

ejected from an orifice. Long. b. The
orifice through which a high-pretrure
strum of water is ejected. Long.
water-jet *Eh* The drilling of borehole' in
cuttim tool. See also jet, c. Long.

water MN. A large iron bucket with a

valve in the bottom for self-filling: sometimes used In hoisting the water from a
mine. Standard, 1964. See also water bar-

rel. Po.

water lug. Scot. See top ply. Fay.
wafer level. a. A level roadway, constructed
with an impervious seal or barrier on the
dip side, to divert the flow of water along
the level and prevent its seepage to workings on the dip side. The level dips slightly
the dusty mines) and has been tried =outwrrds
to allow gravity flow. See also
tally with some success in the
drainage
tunnel. Nelson. b. Ste standing
girritIn States. Hartman, 0. 64-65. S Of
water level. Nelson. c. The level at which,
elso pulsed infusion shot firing.
by natural or artificial drainage, water is
water Med= gum A special tube which acts
removed from a mine or mineral deposit.
as a borehole seal m the water infusion
Fay. d. A drift st the water leveL See abo
process. The tube has two separate paswater grade. Fey. e. The level of underand
the
one for the Infusion water
ground waters in a mbar., or the elevation
oaC admits hydraulic fluid to actuate
s

1.227

water. The former are used when the
water has corrosive properties and the
greater thickness of metal will give a

much longer life. Cast iron, however, has
the disadvantages of great weight, low
tensile strength and brittleness. When
used under conditions where strata movements disturb the alinement of the pipe
range, the flanges are likely to be broken
away completely from the tubular portion.
Mild steel prises are most oftrn used because of their lighter weight for a given
bunting pressure and because disturbance
of alinement as not so important, they are
easily transported and the ductility of the
metal allows the pipes to be readily bent.

Mason, v. 2, pp. 6227.

waterman
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water slot

waterman. a. A laborer who quenches coke
with water so that it may be drawn from

water-plasticity ratio. See liquidity index.

power per hour. The result is stated in
either indicated horsepower or brake
horsepower. Brantly, 2.
water-repellent surface. See air-avid surface.

the oven, using a sprinkling system of
perforated pipes. D.O.T. 1. b. See water

hauler. D.O.T. 1.
watermark. a. Any mark indicating the level
at which the water has stood for a certain
length of time. Schieferdecker. b. Eng.
Oxford masons' and quarrymen's term for
calcite veins in building stones, as in the
Forest Marble at Bladon, and characteristic of Bath stones. Arkell. c. A shallow
depressed spot sometimes appearing as a
defect in vitreous enamelware. Also called
water spot. Dodd. d. During transfer

printing on pottery, a watermark may
form if a drop of water dries on the ware,

leaving a deposit of soluble salts. Also
called water spot. Dodd.
water, mechanical. Water which is mechani-

cally added to a clay mixture to produce
plasticity for forming and which is lost

by evaporation during drying or early

stages of firing. ACSG, 1963.
watermelon tourmaline. Applied to tourmaline, the center of which is pink and the

edges green. Often seen in crystals but
not in cut stones. See also bocco de fogo.
Shipley.

watennen. Corn. Men employed about water
underground; especially those who drew

water at the rag-and-chain pump. Fay.
water monkey. See water hauler. D.O.T. I.
water-of-Ayr stone. A fine sandstone used
with watrr instead of oil as a whetstone.
Scotch h ne. Brady, p. 533.
water of capillarity. The water held in the
soil above the standing-water level by
reason of capillary attraction. Also called
held water. Ham.

water of compaction. Water furnished by
destruction of pore space owing to compaction of sediments. Stoke: and Varnes,
1955.

water of crystallization; water el composition water of coastitudom water of hydration. The water that combines with salts
when they crystallise. It is a definite
quantity and a molecular constituent of
the crystalline compound. Standard, 1964.

It is given off by the crystals containing
it upon heating. Fey.

water of hydratIon. Water combined with inorganic compounds and not expelled when

ASCE P1826.
water pocket. a. A bowl in rock structure that

has been formed by the action of falling
water, especially such a bowl existing

behind the waterfall when, in time of

flood, the water shoots over it. Standard,
1964. b. A depression in an impervious

subgrade down into which ballast has

been forced. Urquhart, sec. 2, p. 30.
waterpower. a. The power of water derived
from its gravity or its momentum as

applied or applicable to the driving of

machinery. Standard, 1964. b. A descent

or fall in a stream from which

motive

power may be obtained; specifically, in

law, the fall in a stream m its natural

state, as it passes through a person's land
or along the boundaries of it. Standard,
1964.

water pressure. Pressure at which water is
discharged from a pump. Long.
water privilege. a. The right to the use of
the water of a certain stream. Standard,
1964. b. The right to the pouession and
use of a fall of water for mechanical purposes. Standard, 1964.

waterproof cement. A cement with waterrepelling properties

which

resists the

movement of water through the mass.
ACSG, 1963.

waterproofed stow duet. The proofing of
stone dust to prevent the particles from
caking or becoming sticky in humid
atmospheres. Waterproofing is considered
essential if stone-dust barriers are to

strata. See also packer. Long.

divisional line between two contiguous

waterproofing. a. The proceu of rendering

surfaces or materials impervious to water.
Waterproofing can be effected (1) by the

deposition of metallic salts or insoluble

Standard, 1964. b. See water table. B.S.
3618, 1963, see. 4.

tangible nor visible. Ricketts, I.

water ring. a. A special form of cast-iron
bricking curb whereby space is provided

runninir down the shaft sides. The rings
are built into the shaft lining at intervals

b. Aust. A
trough cut into the wall of a shaft in

See also garland. Nelson.

which water collects, and is led down
pipes to a pumping station. Fay.

of moving water, in the waves on a beach,

b. Concrete can be made more waterproof

Dodd. C. Silicones have been recommended for the waterproofiing of brick-

work. Dodd.
waterproolleg walls. Making them impervious

to water or dampness, by mixing a compound with the concrete, or by applying
the compound to the surface. Crispin.
wafer pomp. A device or machine that raises,
transfers, or compresses water by suction

or presture, or both. Bureau of Mines

IragatinIFbsrisitia.

of a bed of water, as of ground water.

act in conveying it to another, by abandonment, forfeiture under some stature,
or by operation of law. A water right is
an independent right and is not a servitude upon some other thing, and is an
incorporeal hereditament, being neither

ventilating properties; (2) by impregnation with oils; and (3) by coating with
rubber or varnish. The latter processes
prevent the transmission of air. C.T.D.

proof but does not interfere with the

water is made to Bow; a waterway. Long.

W1111116114 a. In geology, the upper surface

can only be deprived of it by his voluntary

water-roiled. In geology, more or leu rounded

A.G.!.

water pow. An opening through which

taken from him for public or private use
except by due process of law and upon
just compensation being paid therefor.
One who has acquired a legal water right

soaps, which process renders fabrics rain-

Staff.
water patty. A powder which, when mixed
with water, makes an excellent filler for

river basins is called the water parting.

a property right therein that cannot be

and pipes are arranged to conduct the
water to the next lower ring or a sump.

mineral oils are also sometimes employed.
Integral waterproofers include calcium
chloride solution and/or various stearates.

maw pares& The high land which forms the

ditches, canals, flumes, and for the construction of a reservoir to one who has a
right to water. Lewis, p. 35. c. When one
has legally acquired a water right, he has

85:1956.

waterproof electric bisathei cap. A cap specially insulated to secure reliability of
firing when used in wet work. ASA C42.-

Fay. b. Water of saturation. Standard,

water of plmticity. The water which a clay
material contains when it is workable or
able to be formed. ACSC, 1963.
water opal. Same as hyalite. Standard, 1964.
water packer. An expandable device that is
placed in a borehole to bar entry of water
into the lower part of a hole or to
two distinct flows of water from crSearraentet

See also water privilege. Fay. b. The right
to appropriate water granted to miners by
Federal laws; however, this right applies
only to water on public domain. Rightsof-way are granted over public lands for

for building up the walling and also a
channel or groove for collecting water

by surface treatment of the set concrete
or by the addition of an integral waterproofer. For surface treatmenti a solution
of sodium silicate or of a ulicofluoride
may be used; silicones, drying oils, and

1964.

water right. a. The right to use water for
mining, agricultural, or other purposes.

85 percent. Nelson.

operate effectively at humidities above

coal is drW at 110° C. B.S. 3323, 1960.
water of imbibitios. a. The proportionate
amount of water that a rock can contain
above the line of water level or saturation.
Standard, 1964. Also called quarry water.

water retentivity. That property of a mortar
which prevents the rapid loss of water to
masonry units of high suction or initial
rate of absorption and bleeding or water
gain when the mortar is in contact with
relatively impervious units. ACSG, 1963.

cracks, nail holes, etc. Not suitable for

Cooled with water, as in
haijening steel. Standard, 1964.
water rale. The weight of dry steam consumed by a steam engine for each horse-
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and smoothed by the mechanical action

or in the current of a stream. Standard,
1964.

water aappike. An intense-blue variety of
the mineral cordierite, occurring in the
waterworn masses in certain river gravels;

used as a gem stone. Also called saphir
d'eau. C.T.D.
water meal. A water accumulation in a depression in an underground roadway or
in a pipe, sufficient to form a seal. B.S.
3618, 1963, sec. 4.
water asperatioa. See elutriation. Osborne.

watershed. The area contained within a
drainage divide above a specified point
on a stream. In water-supply engineering,
it is termed a watershed and in rivercontrol engineering, it is termed a drain-

age area, drainage basin, or catchment

area. A.G.I.
Mier shahs& a. The sealing off of salt-water
bearing formations from oil-bearing zones

to prevent harmful underground water
pollution. This is ordinarily done by cementing. Williams. b. A device used to

stop the flow of water, such as the watercutoff device in the head of a water-cutoff
core barrel. Long.
water she. A pothole. Steadard, 1964.
wafer alp. A fault or joint from which water
flows. Foy.

water dee. A groove incised in the face and

outside wall of a noncoring bit that serves

as a waterway. Synonym for waterway.
Long.
water smoke. To fire (a kiln) slowly in order

to dry out the moisture from the bricks,
before firing. Standard, 1964.
watersmoking. The first period of firing in
which all mechanically held water is re-

moved from the clay by the advancing

water yardage
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water slot

the edgewater upon which the oil or gas

rests. Not to be confused with ground

water level or table. Fay.
water swivel. A device connecting the water

hose to the drill-rod string and designed
to permit the drill string to be rotated in
the borehole while water is punerd into
it to create the circulation need to cool
the bit and remove the cuttings produced.

heat. ACSG, 1963.
water-softener salt. A salt suitable for regen-

Also called gooseneck; swivel neck. Long.
water table. a. The upper limit or surface of

cial size provides the necessary dissolution
rate. Kaufmann.
water softening. Removal of excess calcium
and magnesium. Boiling, or addition of

mately the profile of the land surface.
See also cone of depression; perched

erating domestic water softeners. Its spe-

lime, precipitates soluble carbonates:
Ca ( HCO, ) +Ca ( OH),=2CaCO, +2H30

Sulfates can be precipitated by soda-

ash:
CaS0,-FNa,CO3=CaC01+Na,SO4

Natural or artificial zeolites and resins are
used in base-exchange (ion exchange)
process to remove ionized Calcium, mafr-

nesium, etc. With calgon a complex ts
formed which does not react with soap:
Naz[Na,(P044-i-CaSO4=
Nas[CaNas(P08)4+NasSO,

Permanent hardness is due to Calcium

and magnesium sulfates or carbonates,

which are not precipitated by boiling.

Temporary hardness is due to bicarbonates which are precipitated as carbonates
by boiling, CO, being removed. Pryor, 3.
water-ooluble oils. Oils having the property
of forming permanent emulsions or almost
clear solutions with water. Fay.
water spot. See water mark. Dodd.
waterstone. a. A stone whose cutting crystals

break away rapidly from its bond. The
use of water forms a gritty paste which
acts in much the same way as oil when
used on an oilstone. The Queer Creek

and Hindostan stones are good examples
of waterstone. Fay. b. Forest of Dean. A
shale, so called in consequence of the wet
soil that is found wherever it appears on
the surface. Arkell. c. The formation name
for certain Baggy micaceous sandstones
and marls in the Keuper of the Midlands.
Arkell. d. Eng. Quarrymen's name for the
lowest bed in a Portland stone quarry at
Long Crendon, Buckinghamshire. Arkell.
e. A whetstone requiring water instead of

oil. Arkell.
water streak. A fault in vitreous enamelware
arising from drops of water running down

the ware, while it is being dried, and
partially removing the enamel coating.

The obvious cause is the use of a slip that
is too wet, when water streaks are liable
to occur in any sharp angle of the ware;

condensation of drops of water on parts

of the ware during the drying process
is another cause. Dodd.

water string. Casing used to shut off water-

bearing formations encountered in the
drilling of a well. Williams.

water struck In brickmaking, made in e
mold without pressure; said of slop bricks.
Standard, 1964.

water Muck brick. See soft mud brick.

ACSG, 1963.
water supply. The undertaking by a public, or
sometimes a private, authority of conserving, pumping and piping potable water to
consumers. See sire service reservoir.
Ham.
walsr marface. In oil wells, the level or inclined plane between the ord, or gas, and

the groundwater and it follows approxi-

water table; waterlogged. Nelson. b. A
gutter on the side of a road to carry off
water. Webster 3d. c. The upper limit of
the portion of the ground wholly saturated
with water whether very near the surface
or many feet below it. Also called ground
water level. Webster 3d. See also freewater elevation. ASCE P1826. d. A slight

projection of the lower masonry on the

outside of the wall and slightly above the
ground. ACSG.

water-table contour. A line drawn on a map

to represent an imaginary line in the

and this mixture flows through pans with

a gradient of 1 in 50 or through pipes
down to the place to be filled. The mixture of water and solid material can also
be conveyed by pumps horizontally, or

raised to a small height. Stocu, v. 1,

p. 190.
water treatment. The purification of water to
ensure that it is potable. Treatment would

also include neutralizing acid water or
softening water of more than moderate
hardness to render it suitable for use in

washing or in steam boilers. Ham.
water-tube boiler. See Babcock and Wilcox
boiler. Nelson.

water turbine. A prime mover coupled to aa
alternator and using a purely rotary
motion to generate an alternating current.

The main types of water turbines are
(1) the Felton wheel for high heads;
(2) the Prancis turbine for low to medium

heads, aad (3) the Kaplan turbine for

a wide range of heads. Ham.
water tuyere. A water-jacketed tir,ere. Webster 3d.
water vapor. Water vapor may be present in
the furnace atmosphere, either from

water table of a definite level. These contours are constructed from the data provided by the water-table levels, corrected

charging moist ware in the furnace or
from the products of combustion of the

respective boreholes. A site investigation
or opencast plan sometimes show watertable contours. Nelson.
water-table levels. Levels showing the depth
of the water table below the surface; the

great, the defect may take the form of a
iridescence or scum on the enamel

for differences in surface level at the

fuel, and may cause blistering of enamels.

Where the amount of moisture is not
surface. Enam. Diet.

water vein. Any one of the small underground streams of water often flowing

depth at which water is encountered in

through beds otherwise barren of water.

trial pits or boreholes. Nelson.
water-table sap. A contour map of the upper
surface of the saturated zone. Stokes and
Varna, 1955.
water-table stream. Concentrated ground
water flow at the water table in a forma-

water velocity. The rate, measured in feet
per minute, at which water progresses

tion or structure of high permeability.

Stokes and Varnes, 1955.
water leader. A boiler house employee attend-

ing to feedwater of boilers, and usually
also to blow-off valves. Fay.

Standard, 1964.

through a conductor. Long.

water ventilation. A method of ventilation
still used in some old metalliferous mines
in which water is passed down perforated

pipes suspended in shafts, cold air descending with the water. The action is
partly due to cooling and partly to the
entrainment of air by water. Mason, V.

water test. S.. floc test. Dodd.
watertight. a. A borehole in which the conditions are such that no loss of the circulated drill fluid occurs. Loi.g. b. A
connection, container or rock strata so

1, fr. 200.
water volume. The volume of water pumped
through a pipe system or drill string per

tight as to be impermeable to water. Long.
water-to-cement ratio.. The ratio between the
weight of water and the weight of cement

soluble constituents of a mill product
before further treatment. Fay.
waterway. a. A groove or slot incised in the

in mortar or concrete. The lower the

water-to-cement ratio, the higher will be
thc strength of the concrete. See also
Abram's law. Ham.
water lower. a. A standpipe or its equivalent,
often of considerable height, giving a hatd
ta a system of water distribution. Standard, 1964. b. A tower in which a falling

spray of water is used to wash ps, etc.
Standard, 1964. c. A tower containing
tanks in which water is stored, built at
cr near the summit of an area of high
ground in cases where the ordinary water
pressure would be inadequate for distribution to consumers in the area. C.T.D.
water tramps& Water is used for transport
in some mines, especially in placers and

in claypits, and generally in mines in an
elevated position Ind with a loots mineral.
Also filling material is often

into the mine by water.

Tr=

material is simply mixed with a sufficient
quantity of water, um*, in the ratio of
1:1.5 to I: LS (solid to liquid by weight)

264-972 0-61-71
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given unit of time, usually expressed in
gallons per minute. Long.
water wash. The use of water to remove the

surface of a bit or otheroffigece of drill
a channel
string equipment to p
through which the circidated drilling fluid
can ftw. Alto called watercourse; water
; water passage; water slot. Long.
The area in a clack or bucket
..Svceot.
gic*

for the passage of water. Fay.
water wheel. A wheel so arranged with floats,
buckets, etc., that it may be turned by
flowing water; used to drive machinery,
raise water, etc. The overshot and under-

shot wates wheel, the breast wheel, and
the tub wheel are now large* discarded
in favor of the turbine. Ctandard, 1964.
water wikh. Another name for dowser, or
one who operates a divining rod. Hoes,
p. 337.

watenrent Mem Gem minerals, especially
cyst* rounded by action of water rolling them against rocks or gravels in beds
of rivers, lakes, or the ocean. Shipley.
water pries. Ark. Extra payment to miners

who work in a wet place, either by the

yard of progress or the ton of coal mined.
Fay.

water yeas. The year through which a flow of

water is measuredas july 1 to June 30.
Hess.

Welkin heat recorders. Cylindrical pellets
inch in diameter)
(31) inch high,
made of a blend of ceramic materials and
fluxes so proportioned that, when heated
under suitable conditions, they will fuse
at stated temperatures. They are numbered from 1 (600° C) to 59 (2,000° C).
Dodd.

Wationite. Trade name for a mica substitute

consisting of scrap or flake mica dehydrated by heating and then sheeted with
a flexible binder. Brady, 4th ed, 1940,

p. 306.

watt. The absolute meter-kilogram-second
(mks) vnit of power that equals 1 absolute jouh e. per second; the standard in the
United States; equals 1/746 horsepower.
Webster 3d. Abbreviations, w and W.
Webster 3d; Zimmerman, p. 118.

wattevillite. A colorless mineral found in hair-

like monoclinic crystals, Na30.Ca0.2S0,.-

1%0. Larsen, p. 149.

watt-bour. A unit of measurement of electrical

work that equals

watt expended for
1 hour. Crispin. Abbreviations, whr and
1

wh. Zimmerman, P. 118.

wattle's component. See idle component.
Mason, V. 2, p. 419.
wattles 01111141L An alternative name for the
reactive component of an alternating current. C.T.D.

wattmeter. An instrument for measuring elec-

tric power in watts, the unit of electrical
energy, volt times amperes; therefore,

combining the functions of a voltmeter
and an ammeter. Crispin. Abbreviation,

win. Zimmerman, P. 118.
watt.use. A unit of measurement of elec-

trical work that equals the rate of 1 watt
expended for 1 second. Abbreviation,
wsec. Crispin.

Waucoblaa, I,ower Cambrian. 40.1. Supp.
Waugh drill. SOf rock drill, b. Fay.

weak. A lump of plastic day body that is
prepared by rolling and beating, either
with the hands or on a tabletop, in the
rough approximation of the shape to be
made in a hand mold; customarily, to
roll a wauk. ACSG, 1963.
wave. a. An optical effect due to uneven glass
distribution, or to striae. ASTM C162-66.
b. A disturbance which moves through or

over the surface of the medium, with

upon the properties of

sedependent
thl2sedium. Hy.
wave base. a. The two planes of control,
baselevel and wave base, should be distinguished and the almost plains produced by suhaerial and submarine degradation be given separate names. A.G.I.
b. The plane to which waves may degrade

the bottom in :hallow water. 4.0.1.
The depth at which wave action ceases
to stir the sediments. A.G.I. d. The great-

est depth to which the bottom is stirred

by the waves during storms. 4.0.1. e. The
uldmate limit of abrasion. Schioltrdecker.
wave-beveled
Sff wave-cut plat-

Schisfrrrre:.
wave-built *thew marim-belit *Nam;
beet *Nem wave-balit Mum. Seaform.

ward continuation of the wave-cut platform, formed by sediment, which accumulated in the deeper water beyond, after
having been in transit across the wave-cut

wave refraction
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water yardage

platform. Schieferdecker.

wave-built terrace. The wave-built terrace is
distinct from the wave-cut terrace in that
it is a work of construction, being com-

posed entirely of shore drift, while the
wave-cut terrace is the result of excavation and consists of the pre-existent terrane of the locality. The wave-built ter-

race is an advancing embankment and its
internal structure is characterized by a
lakeward dip. 4.0.1.

wave-cut bench; wave-cut rock bench. A
narrow platform cut by the waves.

ferdecker.

wave-cut groove.

See

wave-cut notch.

SchieSchie-

ferdecker.

wave-cut notch; wave-cut groove. Notch at

the foot of a sea cliff, caused by wave

action. Schieferdecker.
wave-cut plain. The agents of denudation are
planing down the surface of the land and
carrying materials toward the sea, where
extensive plains are being constructed but,
in the course of this work of degradation,

plains may also be formed by the very
work of destruction, distinct from the
action of building. For instance, the

waves, either of lake or sea, may saw into
the land, forming wave-cut plains which
are generally of small extent and lie
beneath the water. Later, these may, perhaps, be raised above the surface. Synonym

for

marine-cut terrace; plain of

marine abrasion; shore platform; wave-cut
terrace.
wave-cut platform; marine-cut platform. The

rock shelf that is produced by the combined action of the dirmt attack on the
cliff base, the to-and-fro motion on the

wave base, and the undertow. Also called
cut platform; wave-eroded platform;
wave-beveled platform; abrasion platform.
marine erosion platform; wave-cut bench;
wave-cut terrace. Schieferdecker.
wave-cut rock bench. Sec wave-cut bench.
Schieferdecker.

wave-cut tunic% The submerged plateau

whose area records the landward progress
of littoral erosion, becomes a terrace after
the formative lake has disappeared, and,

as such, requires a distinctive name. It
will be called the wave-cut terrace. As
applied to either lakes or seas, a synonym

for marine-cut terrace; plain of manne
abrasion; shore platform; wave-cut plain;
wave platform. 4.0.1.

wave del* dem delta. A deltalike deposit,
formed 13y waves brealdng over a barrier
or any other elongated obstruction. ScMejerdecker.

waved stratum. An obsolete term for a ripplemarked bed. Pettijohn.
wave-eroded platform. See wave-cut platform.

of a series of lines showing equal times
from the point of detonation. In its construction, velocity information must be
known or assumed. Charts are usually
constructed so that horizontal and vertical

scales are in length, but they can be
constructed so that horizontal scale is in

length and vertical scale is in time. 4.0.1.
wave guide. A system consisting of a metal
tube, or dielectric rod or tube, or a single
wire, for the transmission of electromagnetic energy by a wave (not of transverse
electric and magnetic mode type). NCB.
wave height. The vertical distance between
wave trough and wave crest, usually expressed in feet. Hy.

wave interference. The phenomenon which
results when waves of the same or nearly
the same frequency are superposed, characterized by a spatial or temporal distri-

bution of amplitude of some specified
characteristic differing from that of the

individual superposed waves. Hy .
wavelength. a. The distance between similar
points on successive waves. Hurlbut. Symbol, A. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-102. b. The

distance measured along a straight line
radially from source and between crests
of two successive waves. That of visible
light varies between 3,900 angstrom units

(violet) and 7,600 angstrom units (red).

Pryor, 3.

wave level. Position of the sea surface above
or below a reference plane at any specific
time in the tidal cycle. Hy.
wave lines. See swash mark, a. Pettijohn.
wavelike. a. A natural hydrated basic aluminurn phosphate, Al, (OH), ( P00,314,0.
Orthorhombic. Color, white, yellow,

green; luster, vitreous; Moils' hardness,
3.5 to 4; specific gravity, 2.33; usually
occurs in radiating aggregates. Found in
Pennsylvania, Arkanus; Europe; Brazil.

Has been used as a source of phosphorus.
Dana 17; Fay; CCD 6d, 1961. b. Synonym for gibbsite. Hey 2d, 1955.
wave-made ripple mark. A ripple mark produced by the up-and-down movement of
the water causW by a wave along a shore.
Wind does not make a wave ripple mark.
The two sides of a wave ripple mark have

similar slopes and the ridges are sharp,
although, when them features are found
preserved in the rocks, the sharp crests
have usually been cut off by later movements of the water. Stokes and Varner,
1955.

Wave meter. An instrument to measure and
record the wave spectra. Ily.
wave period. The time interval between the
appearance of two consecutive wave segments at a given point, usually expressed

Schieferdecker .

in seconds. The wave segments considered

decker.

troughs, etc. Hy.

wave erodes. Sff marine erosion. Schisferwave filter. A transducer for separatim waves

on the basis of their frequency. It introduces relatively small insertion loss to
waves in one or more frequency bands
and relatively law insertion loss to waves
of other frequencies. Hy.

wave frost In seismology, the surface of

equal time elapse from the point of
detonation to the position of the resulting

outicing signal at any given time after

the charge has been detonated. In a more
Restricted sense, the surface along which
phase is constant at a given instant. A.G.I.
wave-tread thert. In seismology, a diagram
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must be the same, that

is,

the crests,

wave *dorm. Synonym for marine-cut ter-

race; plain of marine abrasion; shore

platform; wave-cut plain; wave-cut mrrace. A.C.I.
wave preemwe. The pressure imposed on a
breakwater by waves can amount to 3 tons

per square feet at an exposed site. Hem.
wave propagailem. The radiation, as from
an antenna of r-f energy into space, or
of sound energy into a conducting medium. Hy.
wave retractible. The beadlp .. of the wave

crests due to variations in the water

depth, or to currents. Schutfirdesksr.

wave ripple marks. Ripple marks with symmetrical slopes, sharp crests, and rounded
troughs produced by oscillatory waves.
Water particles in wave motion move in
more or less circular orbits at the surface

of the water. This motion is communicated downward, but the circular orbits
change to elliptical with the longer axes

horizontal. Close to the bottom the ellipses
are nearly flat and the motion is essentially
a swinging back and fouh. Any prominence on the bottom determines vortices

alternately on the two sides, and ulti-

weathered layer
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wave ripple marks

that are esters of the higher monohydric
alcohols. Microcrystalline waxes are used
as binders for dry preu mixes and also
for glaze suspensions. Lee.

waxing. Leic. The operation of plastering a
waste stack with clay. See also stack out.
Fay.

wax opal. An early name for yellow opal with
a waxy luster. Fay.
wax resl. A resist decoration formed by

blocking out certain areas with wax so
that uo glaze, slip, or color will adhere.
See also paper resist; resist. ACSG, 1963.

mately a ridge develops with symmetrical

wax shale. Another name for an oil shale.

once formed are approximately stationary

wax stone. Crude ozokerite associated with
earthy matter. Tomkeieff, 1954.

slopes and a sharp apex. Wave ripples
and do not advance in either direction.
Wave ripple marks are formed on all sand

bottoms of which overlying waters are
agitated by waves that move the sands.

Also known as aqueous oscillation ripple
mark; oscillation ripple mark; oscillatory
ripple mark; symmetrical oscillation ripple
mark; symmetrical ripple mark. A.G.I.
Waver lye.. a. Lower Mississippian, includes
Kinderhookian and Osagean. A.G.I. Stipp.

b. The system between Devonian and

Tenneueean. Obsolete. A.G.I. Supp.
waves. In mica, alternate elevations and depressions of a broadly warped sheet.
Skow.

wave spedrum. A concept used to describe

the distribution of energy among waves
of different period. Wave speed increases
with wave length, so distant storms may
be detected by the increase of energy in
long period waves. Sea is fully developed
when all possible wave frequencies possess

energies appropriate to the spectrum for
the prevailing wind speed. Hy.
wave velocity. A vector quantity which specifies the speed and direction with which
a wave travels through a medium. Hy.
waviness. A wavelike variation from a perfect surface, generally much larger and
wider than the roughneu caused 13y toolmarks or grind marks. ASM Gloss.
wavy heddie.; wavy lamination. Bedding
characterized by undulatory bounding
surfaces. May be related to ripple bedding

if regular and to nodular bedding if less
regular. Pettijohn.
wavy extinetiou. An irregular extinction of
a mineral under the microscope due to
bending or distortion of the crystal. Fay.
wavy laishaMios. See wavy bedding. PattiJohn.

wavy vele. A vein that alternately enlarges
or pinches at short Intervals. Fay.
wax. a. Used loosely for any of a group of
substances resembling beeswax in appear-

ante and character. In general, waxes

are distinguished by their composition of
esters of the higher alcohols and by their
freedom from fatty acids. Mineral waxes
include ozocerite and paraffin. API Glos-

sary. b. Leic. Soft or puddled clay used
for dams or stoppIngs, in the mine. Fay.

wax aisle. Yellow or yellowish-red chalcedony

with a pronounced waxy luster. Similar
to yellow carnelian. Shipley,.

wax coal. Same as pyropissite. Tomkeis
1954. SH also earthy brown coal. Fay.
wax dme. Leic. A wall or dam of clay. Also
called a wax wall. Pay.

waxes. Viscid substances that soften on heatthey can be readily molded.
are mainly two classes: (1) mineral
!ge:that
waxes, such the solid higher hydrocarbons,

and (2) the animal and vegetable waxes

Tomkeieff, 1954.

'wax 111/1111$11. Brown, sticky, semiasphalt pro-

duct. Obtained in the destructive distillation of petroleum tar just before the
formation of coke. CCD 6d, 1961.
wax wall. a. A wall of clay built around the
gob or goaf, to prevent the entry of air
or egress of gas. C.T.D. b. Leic. A clay

wall about 10 inches in thickness built up
from floor to roof, alongside a gob road
a few feet within the goaf, to keep back
or prevent fire stinks, etc. Compare wax
dam. Fay.
MIX waft. The building of clay lumps as

a lining to the pack In order to reduce
leakage. If about 15 to 20 percent of
calcium chloride is added to the clay it
will remain plastic. Sinclair, I, p. 286.
may residue. A residue of a waxy nature
remaining after digesting coal with an
oxidizing reagent, such as Schulze's re-

agent, and dissolving away the regenerated humic acids with an alkali. Hess.
way. a. N. of Eng.. Any underground passage

or heading driven more or less on the

level of the coal, along which the produce

of the mine is conveyed. A gate, road,

or wagonway. Fay. b. The rails, sleepers,
etc., upon which cars, tubs, or corves run.
Fay.

waybard. a. Eng. A thin layer or band that
separates or defines the boundaries of
thicker strata; as thick beds of limestone
separated by "wayboards" of slaty shale;

of sandstone separated by "wayboards" of

clay. Alao written weighboard. Fay. b.
Lac. Beds of green marl among sandy
shales in the Tries. Arkell.

way ditt Leic. The slack, dust, and lumps of

coal which fall from the cars upon the
roads from the working places to the
shafts. It is collected during the night
and sent to the bank and used under the
boilers. Pay.
way sad. Scot. The inner extremity of the

wooden railways formerly used In mines.

The end of an entry or roadway. Fay.

ways*. The tailrace of a mill. Fay.
way head. Mid. The end of a way or gate
next to the face. Fay.

wayladite. A white mineral, (SI, Ca)Al8(PO4, SiO4),(OH)s, a member of the
plumbogummite family; from Bush*
County, Buganda, Uganda. Hey, MAL,

through private property which may intervene between coal mines and coal
docks. See also easement. Fay.
way shaft. In mining, a winze. Standard,
1964.

w

Abbreviation for watts per candle.

BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
weak ground. Roof and walls of underground
excavations which would be in danger of
collapse unless suitably supported. Pryor,
3.
weak vela& N. of Eng. Veins so called when

the strata on either aide are but slightly
displaced. Fay.

weald day. Eng. A Cretaceous clay, often
variable in composition even within the
same claypit, used for brickmaking in
parts of Surrey, Kent, and Sussex. Dodd.
wealdea. Pertaining to a weald, or the geological formation named from it. Standard, 1964.
Wealdian. Variable unit of Upper Jurassic
and Lower Cretaceous age. A.G.!. Supp.

wear. A proceu by which material is removed
from one or both of two surfaces moving
in contact with one another, for example,
abrasion. Most wear phenomena have the

common characteristic, namely, the mechanical overstreuing of the surface material. Wear may be classified according
to the manner in which the overstreuing
occurs. In singlesided wear or erosion, the
contacting medium is a fluid, while
doublesided wear is characterized by the

presence of two mating solid surfaces.
Osborne.

wades course. The top, visible layer of surfacing which carries the traffic of a road.
See also rolled asphalt; tarmacadam;
tack coat. Ham.

wearies strip. The strip to metal applied ta
any particular device to take the wear of
moving parts or objects. In conveyor
work, it refers to the strip which is sometimes applied to the chain conveyor

troughs and on which the drag chain

rides. Jones.
wear yus& a. In forming, an expendable rub-

per or rubberlike material of nominal

thickness that is placed against the diaphragm to lessen the wear on it. Sll also
diaphragm, b. ASM Gloss. b. A surface
covered with a layer of abrasion-resistant
metal; a surface in which an abrasionresistant substance is embedded. Long.

wear resktasce. SU abrasion hardness. Long.
wear Abu Hard metal ridges applied to the
outside surfaces of bottom-hole equip-

ment, built up as close as practicable, to
the set-outside-diameter size of a reaming

shell, which serve as wear pads. Long.
weather. To, undergo or endure the action
of the elements; to Aar away, disintegrate, discolor, or deteriorate under
atmosphedc influences. Wslutsr 3d.
weather coal. A name applied to weathered
brown coal showing bright colors. TomIceisl, 1954.

weather door. A door in a mine level to
regulate the ventilating current. A trap
door. Pay.

1964; Fleischer.
way leave. a. Established rights affecting land
to which the enjoyer does not hold tide
rights of carriage,. powerlines, water, etc.

weathered. Changed by long exposure to

by the owner or lessee of a mine for conveying minerals belonging to one person

loss, due to natural causes during storage
and handling, of an appreciable quantity
of the more volatile components. ASTM
D288-57.

Pryor 3. b. Eng. A rent or royalty paid

thmugh the puparty of another person.

c. N. ofEng.Tbe right of making

and

maintaining

coal

mine railways

atmospheric conditions. Weed, 1922.

weathered awls pet:aim& The sirroo duly
from crude petroleum
resulting

weathered layer. In seismic work, a sone

extending from the surface to a limited

depth, usually characterized by a low
velocity of transmission which abruptly
changes to a higher velocity in the under-

lying rock. The name is erroneous, and
the zone is more properly called the lowvelocity layer. A.G.1.

weathered rock. Rock the character of which
has been changed by exposure to decaying
conditions found in the zone of weathering. See also weathered zone. Long.
weathered zone. A more or less indefinite sur-

face zone wherein, the rocks have been
exposed to the chemical action of air,

water, plants, and bacteria, and to the
mechanical action of changes in temperature. The rock so exposed usually
crumbles and decays. Long.

which the low-velocity layer, or weathered

layer, is plotted and contoured to show

areal variations. A.G.I.
weathering potential index. A measure of the
degree of susceptibility to weathering of

a rock or a mineral, computed from a
chemical analysis. A.G.I.

weathering shot. In seismic work, a small
charge of explosive detonated at or just

below the surfrce of the earth for the

purpose of recording refraction seismic
information about the shallow-surface
layers, particularly the low-velocity layer
or layers, the so-called weathered layer.
In modern seismic work, such shots are
seldom used, and the data is derived from

uphole times recorded at shot holes, or

from first arrival refraction times recorded

weathering. a. The group of processes, such

in connection with the reflection shot.

water and of plants and bacteria, and the

weatherometer. An instrument or apparatus
used for accelerated weathering tests on
enamel ware in the laboratory. Hansen.
weather roasting, Air oxidation of sulfide
ores at ordinary temperatures over many
years. Bennett 2d, 1962.
weather stain. Discoloration from eicrosure
to the atmosphere. Standard, 1969. Said

as the chemical action of air and rainmechanical action of changes of tem-

perature, whereby rocks on exposure to
the weather change in character, decay,
and finally crumble into soil. Fay. b.

Changes in color, texture or chemical
composition at the surface of a natural

or artificial material due to the action of
the weather. Taylor. c. Exposin4 ore .to
the atmosphere for long periods in order
that a part at least of the sulfide content
may become oxidized and washed away
by the rain. Osborne. d. See seasoning.
Osborne.

e. The attack of a glen or

enamel surface by atmospheric elements.
AST M C162-66. f. The deleterious action
of the atmospheric elements on ceramic
products. ACSG, 1963.
weathering coal. Coal having a weathering

of rocks and minerals. Fay.
weathentone. Building stone, generally limestone, with a high degree of resistance to

the weather, suitable for corner blocks,

window sills, mullions, etc. Arbil.
weave bead. a. For twist drills and reamers,
the central portion of the tool body that
joins the lands. ASM Gloss. b. In forging,
the thin section of metal remaining at the
bottom of a cavity or depression or at the
location of the top and bottom punches.

index, as defined by the United States

The former type may be removed by
piercing or maning; the latter, by the

weathering correction. In seismic work, a time

weaving foresaw. In the asbestos products
induitry, a foreman who supervirs workers engaged in warping, weaving, and
winding of asbestos yarn and twisting or
spinning of asbestos fibers with cotton,
spun glass, or wire. D.O.T. 1.
web. a. The slice or thickness of coal taken
by a cutter loader when cutting along the
face. The thickness of web varies from a

Bureau of Mines Standards, of 5 percent
or more. A.G.I.

correction applied to reflection and refraction data to correct for the travel
time of he observed signals in the low-

velocity layer, or weathered layer. A.G.I.
wefthering We& A measure of ths weathering or slacking characteristics of coal. In
determining the index, the United States

Bureau of Mines applies the following

test: A 500 to 1,000 gram sample of coal
in lumps approximately 1 to PA inches
in diameter is air-driML at 30° to 35° C,
with humidity at SO to 35 percent for 24

hours. It is then immersed in water for
one hour, the water is drained off, and
the coal is again air-dried for 24 hours.
The amount of disintegration is deter-

mined by sieving on an 8-inch wire mesh
sieve with 0.236-inch square openings, and
weighing the undersize and oversize. The
percentage of the undersize, after pnssing
a blank sieving test, is the weathering or
slacking index of the coal. A.G.1.
wealberbig et cod. The slow disintegration

of coal ir surface stockpiles under the
action of the weather, particularly frost
after a wet period. Up to 20 percent of
fine or small coal may be so formed and
this fine material adds to the danger of
fire. See also spontaneous combustion, a.
Nelson.

weafberin ol roadways. The disintegration
or scaling of exposed surfaces of mine
roadways, particularly in the case ofgg
or shale rocks. Gunite has been emp
for roadway protection against weatherweisz.erS4 also guniting, a. Ne bon.

lamp. In seismic work, a map on

wedge brick
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weathered layer

trim punch. ASM Gloss.

low-grade gold ore bodies. Hoov, p. 69.
weber. Equivalent in meter, kilogram., second (m.k.s.) system of the maxwell in the
centimeter, gram, second (c.g.s.) system.
One weber equals 10' maxwells. Abbreviation wb. Pryor, 3.

weber:edger operator. One who feeds and
regulates an automatic machine that
smooths edges of automobile window glass.
D.O.T. I .

weberite. A fluoride of sodium, magnesium,
and aluminuml NashigAlFT, as pale gray
monoclinic grains in cryolite from Greenland. Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
Weber procen!. A method for the manufacture of pig iron in which the ore is mixed
with a proportionate amount of coal sufficient to smelt it, and after adc4ng a
binder the mixture is briquetted by means

of a roller press into ovoids, which are
subjected to low temperature carbonization between 550° and 600° C, followed
by smelting in a low shaft furnace. Osborne.

webs. The partitions dividing tile into cells.
ASTM C43-65T.
websterite. Proposed by G. H. Williams for
the pyroxenites found near Webster, N.C.,
that consist of diopside and bronzite, with
bronzite porphyritically developed. The
name websterite had been previously used

by A. Brogniart in 1822 for aluminite.

Fay.
weddellite. Calcium oxalate, CaC4C4.211,0,

in deep-sea deposits from the Weddell
Sea, Antartic. Spencer 18, M.M., 1949.
wedding. Derb. The accidental m..eting or

collision between a loaded and an empty
bucket in a mine shaft when hoisting with
a swinging rope, without guides. Fay.
wedge. a. A wedge-shaped piece of wood
for tightening timber or steel props or to
tighten timber sets against the roof and
aides. See also lag; lid; dies; cleats. Nelson. b. A piece that tapers from a thick
end to a chisel point. Nichols. c. The act

or process of cinging the course of a

borehole by a deflecting wedge. Long.

few inches with plough-type machines up
to about 6 feet with the A.B. Meco-Moore.

d. The tapered wedge used to initiate the
deflection of a borehole. Ss* also deflecting wedge; Hall-Rowe wedge. Long. d.
Tapered pieces of core that tend to bind
and block a core barrel. Long. e. A piece
of mica which, on splitting, yields pieces

buttock. Nelson. b. Mid. The face or wall
of a longwall stall in course of being holed

Skow. f. In ceramics, to cut (clay) into

The term web tends to be restricted to
thin or medium slices of coal. Se also
and broken down for removal. Fay. c.
For twist drills and reamers, the central
portion of the tool body that joins the

Wds. ASM Gloss. d. In forging, the thin
section of metal remsiining at the bottom
of a cavity or depression or at the location

of the top arW bottom punches. The

former type may be removed by piercing

or machining; die latter, by the trim

punch. ASM Gloss. e. The comparatively
thin vertical plate connecting the flanges
of a rolled steel joist or a light alloy sec-

don, or the separated flanges of a plate

girder. Ham.

thicker at one end than at the other.

wedge shaped masses and work by dashing together to expel air bubbles. Webster
3d.
wedge-modileeve belt. A bolt designed for

use in roof bolting. It consists of a ye
inch-diameter rod, at one met of which

is a cold-rolled threaded portion, the older

end being shaped to form a solid wedge
fziet integrally with the bolt. Over this
is fitted a loose sOit sleeve of I A
inch external diameter. The anchorage is
provided by the bolt being placed in the
hole and the bolt is pulled downwards
while the sleeve is held by the thrust tube.

Webb elect. The increase in volume of a
dellocculation proceeds.
rie,r slip

Split by the wedge head of the bolt, the
sleeve expands until it grips the sides of

usedsod. The essence of the method

wedge Mt. A tapered-nose noncoring bit,
used to ream out the borehole alongside

consists in determining the percentage of

error for values wen by hand sampling
by running bulk samples through a snW
or sampling plant. The method is especially advisable in the valuation of large

the hole. Nelson.

the steel deflecting wedge in hole-deflection operations. Also called bull-nose bit;

wedge reamhig bit; wedging bit. Long.
wedge Met. A brick with both large faces

4
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equally inclined toward the small end.
V V.
wedged bottom. See slugged bottom. Dodd.

Wheeler. b. Synonym for thin out. A.G.I.
wedge pilot. That part of the bottom end
of a Hall-Rowe deflecting wedge that
matches the guide pin on the upper end

wedge capplug. A winding rope capping coni
sisting of two tapered ron
wedges which

encircle the rope, the end of which is

prevented from unravelling by casting on
a small block of white metal. The wedges
are contained by a steel bow, over which
four or five wrought-iron hoops are driven. The greater the pull on the rope, the
more the wedges grip it as they are drawn
into the encircling hoops. Mason, V. 2,
pp. 462-463.
wedge clinometer. An end clinometer the
bottom end of which is shaped to match
the wedge-guide pin on the drive wedge;
hence the two can be fastened together
with copper shear rivets. When the drive
wedge is driven into the wooden plug in
the borehole, the copper rivets break, and
after the clinometer has been removed

from the borehole the relation of the
bearing and inclination readings to the
fiat face of the projection on the bottom
of the clinometer case can be used to

orient and place the deflection wedge in
a manner so as to direct the deflected
hole to follow the desired course. Long.

wedge core lifter. A core-gripping device con-

sisting of a series of three or more serrated-face, tapered wedges contained in
slotted and tapered recesses cut into the

inner surface of a lifter case or sleeve. The

case is threaded to the inner tube of a
core barrel. As the core enters the inner
tube, it lifts the wedges up along the case

is raised, the
wedges are pulled tight, gripping the coy^.
Long.
wedge cut. a. A cut in which the central
holes are positioned to break out a wedgeshaped section of strata when fired. B.S.
3618, 1964, sec. 6. b. A drill hole pattern

taper. When the barrel

with the cut holes converging to form a
V or wedge. The other holes are drilled
to break to the opening made by the cut
holes. See also Vee cut. Nelson. c. The
type of cut most commonly used in drifting work, and it can be adopted for all
strata conditions. It consists of pairs of

holes, normally drilled horizontally, meeting or finishing close together at the back
of the cut so that a wedge-shaped section
of the rock face is removed on blasting.
The holes should be drilled at an angle of

approximately 600 to the face line. Ac-

cordingly, the depth of pull which can be
obtained with dus type of cut is governed
by the width of the drift, as this determines the maximum length of drill steel

which can be used. Normally, the pull

ranges from 5 feet in a 12-foot-wide drift
up to 614 feet in a 15-foot drift. McAdam
p. 121.
wedge guides. An arrangement to arrest the
cage or skip in the event of an overwind
with a multirope friction winder. The
cage is forced by its momentum into the
wedge guides. The frictional force, gradu-

ally increased by virtue of the wedging
action of the guides, is relied on to bring

the cage to rest and hold it in a stationary
position with the aid of jack catches. Set
also detaching hook. Nelson.

"Olinoff. To deviate or change the course

borehole by using a deflecting wedge.

See also by; deflect. Long.

walgo-ont. a. ft,e or line of pinch-out of a
lensing or truncated rock formation.

of the Hall-Rowe drive wedge and by

means of which the deflecting wedge can
be oriented to direct the deflected borehole in the intended direction. Long.

wedge pyrometer. An instrument for the
approximate measurement of high temperatures. It depends on a wedge of
colored glass, the position of which is
adjusted until the source of heat is no
longer visible whe viewed through the
glus; movement of the wedge operates a
scale calibrated in temperatures. Dodd.
wedge reaming bit. a. A tapered or bullnose
rotary bit used to restart drilling after a
deflection wedge has been fitted into a
borehole. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 3. b. See
wedging reamer. 'Long,

wedge ring. Eng. A wedging crib. Fay.
wedge toaster. Multiple-hearth vertical furnace. Rabbles rotating on each circular

horizontal hearth work the continuously

fed material across alternately to periphery
and then on next hearth below toward
center, so that it gravitates through either
a central or a peripheral c,pening and is
at the same time exposed to rising heat or
air blown through rabble arms. Pryor, 3.
wedge rock. An, expression used on the Com-

stock lode to designate rock too poor to
be claued as "pay ore" or even "secondclass ore," but better than waste. It usually assays under five dollen per ton.
When a car is placed on the cage to be
hoisted, it is specially tagged in the case
of good ore. If it be waste no tag is used;
it became the custom to throw a wooden
wedge on top of the car of very low-grade
ore, hence the term "wedge rock." Fay.
wedge rose bk. A serrated-face, hardenedmetal, noncoring, cone-shaped bit used
primarily to mill off part of the stabilizing

or rose ring on the top cnd of a HallRowe deflecting wedge. Long.
wedge-set. A diamond bit the crown of

which is covered with wedge-shaped con-

figurations in each of which is an inset

with their wide edges uppermost; used

for dewatering coal on shaking or stationary screens. Nelson.

wedging. a. A method used in quarrying
whenever the object is to obtain large,
regular blocks of building stones such as
syenite, granite, marble, sandstone, etc.
In this method a row of holes is drilled,
either by hand or by pneumatid drills
close to each other so that a longitudinal

crevice is formed into which a gently
sloping steel wedge is driven. Usually

several wedges aro driven in, and the
block of stone can be detached without
shattering. Stoces, v. 1, p. 112. b. The act

of changing the course of a borehole by
using a deflecting wedge. Long. c. The
lodging of two or more wedge-shaped
pieces of core inside a core barrel and
therefore blocking it. Long. d. The material, moss, or wood used to render the
shaft lining tight. Fay. e, In pottery making, a process of repeatedly cutting clay
on a taut wire and pounding it together
again in order to remove the air before

the clay is put on the potters' wheel.

Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering,
v. 40, No. 7, July 1933, p. 371.
wedging and blocking. See blocking and
wedging.

wedging bit. See wedge bit. Long.
wedging crib. In a circular mine shaft, a steel
ring made of segments wedged securely to
rock walls for use as a foundation for
masonry lining. Also called wedging ring;
wedging curb. Pryor, 3.
wedging curb. a. Eng. A curb used to make
a watertight packing between the tubbing
in a shaft and the rock walls, by means of
split deals, moss, and wedges, driven in
between the curb and the rock. Also called

wedging crib. Fay. b. See curb. Nelson.
wedeln down. Breaking down the coal at

the face with hammers and wedges instead
of by blasting. Fay.
wedging out. Eng. Cropping out, or thinning
out; said of coalbeds. Fay.
wedging reamer. A teaming bit used to ream
down alongside and pass the deflection
wedge when deviating a borehole. Also

diamond. Long.

called wedge bit; wedge reaming bit.
Long.
wedging idiot. An opening shot. A center

tions. Pettijohn.

cut. Fay.
Wedgwood prometer. A device for the
determination of high temperatures tr

wedrekaped croes-bodding. Cross-bedding
with wedge-shaped outline in vertical secwedge sbot. See wedge cut. Pryor, 3.
wedge socket Ming. A wire rope attachment

in which the rope lies in a

too-small

groove between a wedge and a housing,

so that pull on the rope tightens the
wedge. Nichols.

wedge *my. The analysis formulated by

Coulomb ai 1776 of the force tending to
overturn a retaining wall. Its basis is the
weight of the wedge of earth which will
slide forward if the wall fel,. See also
plane of rupture. Ham.
wedge toffeedal crossimilleg. Torrential
croubedding with wedge-shaped croubedded units. SIM also torrential crossbedding.
PettiJohis.

wedge-wire deck. A screen deck comprising
wires of wedge-shaped cross section spaced
from each other at a fmed dimension; the
underflow thus passes through an aperture

of increasing cross section. Also called
51171962.
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sieve (undesirable usage). B.S.

wedge-win saws. A sefeell designed to reduce or eliminate clogging of material.
It consis6 of wedge-thaped parallel wires

the basis of the appmadmate relationship
between the contraction of clay test pieces
and the temperature to which they have
been -osed. Dodd.
Wediweal ware. In ceramics, a fine hard-

ware-like porcelain, first produced by

Josiah Wedgwood (1730-95) an English
potter. It consists characteristically of a
tinted clay ground with small white cameo
and
reliefs typically of classical design
delicately minute detail. Webster 3d. The
various varieties of earthenware include:

(1) bamboo ware, yellow wart named
from its color; (2) basalt ware, ware with
placques,
a black body, used for relief (3)
cameo
medallion portraits, vases, etc.;
ware; (4) jasper ware; (5) pebble ware,
ware with a variegated body of different
colored clays called, according to pattern,
aote, Egyptian, granite" lapis-lasull, pebble, porphyry, serpentine, verdantique,
etc.; and (6) queen's ware. Standard,

1964
week. In British coal mines, the week is the

period between midnight on Saturday
night and midnight on the succeeding
Saturday night. Nelson.
A mineral, Ka(UO2),(5i08)1.-

wecksite.

4H20, orthorhombic; from the Thomas
range, Juab County, Utah. Resembles
uranophane in appearance. Hey, M.M.,
1961.

weeks manometer. An inclined water gage.
Nclson.

weeldrous. Old ironstone workings. Nelson.
weeper. a. A hole in the ceiling of an un-

derground aqueduct to let water from

above drain through, or a hole in a
retaining wall to permit the escape of

water from behind. Standard, 1964. Also
called weep hole. Fay. b. A small feeder
of water. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec 4.
weep hole. a. A drainage outlet through
a retaining wall. Standard, 1964. b. Open-

ings placed in the mortar joints of the

facing material at the level of flashing so
as tf.. permit the escape of any moisture
collected by the flashing. ACSG, 1963.

weeping rock. A porous rock from which
water oozes. Fay.
wegiel. Polish name for coal. Tomkeieff,
1954.

Weg rescue apparatus. Oxygen supply fed
automatically to rescue worker through
valve controlled by his breathing action,
forming part of portable outfit carried by
him. Pryor, 3.

wegscheiderite. A triclinic saline mineral
from the Green River formation, Sweet-

water County, Wyoming; consists of
fibrous aggregates of tiny acicular to bladed crystals. American Mineralogist, v. 47,
No. 3-4, March-April 1962, pp. 415-416.
weblike. a. A variety of peridotite composed essentially of olivine and monoclinic

pyroxene; contains diallage. The name

includes with diallage all other varieties of
monoclinic pyroxenes. Holmes, 1928. b. A
foliated bismuth telluride of doubtful for-

mula, containing about 30 percent tel.

lurim, and often some silver. Fay.
weibullite. A steel-gray sulfobismuthite and
sulfoselenite of lead, 2PbS.BisSa.BiaSei.
Differs from galenobismutite in possessing
two distinct cleavages. Originally describ-

ed (1885) as a seleniferous variety of
galenobismutite. May be a mixture of
cosalite and guanajuatite. From Falun,
Sweden. English.
%burs theory. A statistical theory of the
strength of materials; its basic postulate

is that the probability of fracture of a

solid body depends on the volume under
stress and on the stress distribution. This
theory has been applied in studies of the

strength of ceramic materials and their
resistance to the stresses Induced by
thermal shock. Dodd.

weigh. S. Wales. A weight of 10 tons of
coal, etc. Pay.

weigh bask* well* per. Any receptacle
in which the coal is weighed after it is
dumped from the mine cars. Pay.

wail' Witcher. Modern batching plant in

which all ingredients for a concrete mix
are measured by weight. Ham.
weithboord. Eng. Clay intersecting or separating a vein. See also wayboard, a. Pay.
weigh kid.. Eng. A platform large enough
to carry a wagon, resting on a series of
levers, by means of which heavy bodies
are weighed. Pay.

welsher. See weigher up. D.O.T. supp.
weigber-aadcresher arm One who weighs

weightings
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zinc ore and other materials to be sin tered,

and crushes sintered ore preparatory to
further reduction. D.O.T. Supp.

weigher up. One who weighs materials, such
as coke, limestone, sand, and scrap metal

on platform or other scales to obtain

record of weight of materials received, or
to

weigh out material for a furnace

charge. Also called metal man; scaleman;
scale tender; weigher. D.O.T. Supp.
weighing. Eng. The crushing or falling in of
the roof, more or less rapidly. Compare
weight, e. Fay.
weighing device. A mechanical or electronic

device for controlling or registering the
amount of material being handled. Can
be designed for batch or continuous

weighing and can be equipped with either
visual indicators or automatic registering
equipment or both. Can also be arranged
to control conveyor speed to compensate
for lag in processing or nonuniform material load on conveyor. ASA MH4.1-1958.
weighing feeders. These feeders usually handle

the feed continuously over a belt

which is balanced so as to give a weighed
feed. Pit and Quarry, 53rd, Sec. B, p. 76.
An electronic sysweighing-in-motion sy
tem which weighsistem.
ndividually loaded coal
wagons as they roll over a rail scale, feeding the information into a totalizing print-

er which automatically prints out gross
and net weights. It employs hermetically

sealed load cells which accurately convert
physical weight into electrical impulses.
See also weightometer. Nelson.
weigh larry. A traveling hopper for receiving, weighing or measuring, and disturbut-

ing bulk materials. Usually fitted with a
scale either manually-operated or of the
automatic recording type. Weigh buries
may be suspended between overhead
tracks, or carried on rails mounted below

them. They may be hand-pushed or

power-propelled, and some designs provide

a riding platform or cab for the operator.
A remote-control device for operating the
bunker or bin gates is usually mounted on
the larry chassis. ASA MH4.1-1958.
weigh pan. See weigh basket. Pay.
weight. a. Roof movement, especially when
it can be seen or heard. Also called
weighting. Mason. b. Eng. The settlement

of the roof. SMRBi Paper No. 61

c.

Fracturing and lowering of the roof strata

at the face as a result of mining opera-

tions. See also crush. Nelson. d. See bulk
density. Nelson. e. Scot. The pressure of

the upper strata on the wal face,

by

which, if the working is systematically

carried on the excavating of the mineral
is facilitated. Fay. f. Eng. The number of
hundred-weights (cwts) which are reckoned as one ton as between coal masters and
workmen (hewers, trammers, banksmen,
etc.). Fay. g. In founding, to place
weights upon the upper box of a flask to
prevent the parts from separating by pressure of molten metal. Standard, 1964.
h. Relative heaviness; ponderability regarded as a property of matter. Webster
3d. I. The force with which a body is

118. j. The gravitational force acting on
a body. It may be expressed in absolute
units of force (dynes or poundals) or in
gravitational

units

(pounds-weight

or

grams-weight), the latter being numerically equal to the mass of the body in
pounds or grams. C.T.D. k. Standardized

masses used for comparison with unknown
masses, balances of various grades of sen-

sitivity and sensibility being employed.

For high-grade analysis, weights are often

plated with noble metal to insure that
diminution of mass with time through
corrosion, is minimized.

Such

weights

should not be touched by hand. C.T.D.

weight hatching. Weighing out and combining in correct proportions the cement and
aggregates in a concrete mix. Nelson.
weight break. a. Cracks developing from the
upper or tension side of the stratum
caused by bending moment. Such breaks

are induced in the nether roof in con-

sequence of the moment exercised by the
weight of the roof-stratum overhanging
the face cantilever fashion. The weight
break differs from the shear plane in the

more ragged and uneven character of
the fracture, and in hading over the
waste instead of over the unwrought coal.

The tendency of the weight break is to

produce a negative draw. Also called first

break. Briggs, pp. 171-172. b. Eng. A
break in the roof caused by the settlement

of the roof. SMRB, Paper No. 61.
weight breaks. The breaks or &sures in the
roof consequent on weightings. TIME.
weight dropplag. A seismic technique by
which energy can be sent downward into
the earth without the necessity of drilling
shotholes. This technique involves lifting

a weight, then permitting it to fall and
strike the ground. The waves horn the

impact are then recorded. In areas where
drilling is difficult or unduly expensive,
this technique may be highly advantageous. Dobrin, p. 64-65.
weighted average. Value assessed from a
number of samples., each of which has
been assigned an Importance in accord
with its position and general trustworthiness. In this connection a sample which

was cross-checked by others would be
more reliable than one which was isolated,
particularly if the latter showed abnormal
values or was for any other reason suspect.
The cross-checked sample is sometimes

called a weighted sample in mineral valuation of a deposit. Pryor, 3.
weighted average depth. A method of comparing the average depth of mine work-

ings. It is based on the average depth
from which the output is obtained weighed for the tonnage produced. Nelson.

weight indicator. An apparatus for mording and indicating the tension on a drill-

ing line of a diamond or rotary drill.
Compare tension drilling. Long.

weightisg. a. Eng. Undergoing disturbance
due to weight. Commonly known as
"on ie weight" or "taking weight."

of the roof of a mine. Pay. b. Applying
weights to each of several observations se

attracted toward the earth or a celestial

as to obtain a weighted value. See also

tity dw.iWent on the place where it is
dewmked. Webster 9d. Abbreviations,

weighting, nod. Increasing specific gravity

body by gravitation and which is a quan-

wt, w, and W; symbols, m and W.
BuAlines Style Guide, Jo. 62; Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed, 1964,
p. P-101; Webster 3d; Zimnwrman, p.

1234

weighted average. Ham.

of oil-well drilling mud with, for example,
barytes. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.

weightisp. The occurrence of fracturing of

the upper roof, with consevent rapid
increase of the weight carried on the

weightings
timber and packs supporting the roof, and
distinct from the fracturing of the nether
roof. TIME.

W.8 methanometer. A dual-scale direct-reading instrument for measuring the firedamp
percentage in mine air. It gives firedamp

dam. Fay.

c.

That part of a dam,

embankment, canal banki etc., which contains gates and over which surplus water
flows; specifically called wasteweir. Standard, 1964. See also measuring weir; spillway.

readings over the range from 0.2 to 5
percent and graduated 0.1 percent per

weir head. The depth of water is a meas-

weight of application. The weight of application per unit area. Generally dry weight
except when noted as wet. Also, generally
expressed as grams per square feet for

upstream of the weir. The velocity of
approach is not included in this. Ham.

division on the scale. Nelson.

cover coat (this is square feet of area)

and as ounces per square feet for ground
coat, this being both sides or 2 square feet

of area. Bryant.
weightometer. An appliance for the continu-

ous weighting of coal or other material
in transit on a belt conveyor. Different

weightometers have slightly different constructional details. Essentially, the loaded
belt runs over a suspended platform form-

ing an independent part of the conveyor
structure. The platform carries idler sets
which support a given length of belt. The
entire platform is suspended from the
weighing levers of the scale, which integrates the continuous load passing over
the suspended section of belt. A weighing
system is important in coal mines where
payment

welding transformer
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is made on output basis and

where it is necessary to assess correctly
individual face outputs. With reasonably
unifoirn conditions and good siting,
weightometers are accurate to plus or
minus 0.5 percent. They require testing
periodically. See also poidometer; weighing-in-motion system. Nelson.
weight percent. Percentage composition by
weight; often written w/o. Contrast with
atomic percent. ASM Gloss.

weight pit. The pit below the shaft station
where heavy weights are attached to the
guide ropes :n order to keep 'them taut.
Roughly, the weight needed is ton for
each 1,000 feet or rope. Higham, p. 154.
weipht strength. The strength of an explosive per unit weight, expressed as a percentage of the value for blasting gelatin
as a standard. BS. 3618, 1964, sec. 6.
weilite. A mineral, CaHAs1:1, the arsenic
analogue of monetite. Hey, M.M., 1964;
1

Fleischer.

Weirs disease. See infective jaundice. Sinclair, I , p. 195 .

Weinig flotation cell. Square type of machine in which air is blown down to join
pulp entering cell below a mechanically
driven impeller. Prym, 3.

weinscheeklte. a. A very rare, weakly radioactive, white mineral, (Y,Er)(F04).21-120, occurring as spherules and radiating monoclinic needles on limonite at the
Amber-Auerbach mine, BavariA, Ger-

many; a secondary mineral, usually deposited by meteorsc waters. Crosby, pp.
112-113. b. A dvirk-brown hornbknde of
the magnesium-cakium group, but rich in
sesquioxides and water, and poor in ferrous oxide. HUS.

weir. a. An obstruction placed across a
stream for the purpose of diverting the
water so as to make it flow through a
desired channel, which may be a notch or
opening in the weir itself. The term usually applies to rectangular notches in
which the water touches only the bottom
and ends, the opening being a notch with-

out any upper edge. Zan, p. 124. b. A

uring weir as measured from the bottom
of the notch to the surface of the water

weir table. A record or memorandum used
to estimate the quantity of water that will

flow in a given time ovei ..i weir of a given

width at different height of the water.
Fay.

Weisbach triangle. a. In survey, for orientation of mine, use of theodolite at bottom

of vertical shaft to sight on two plumb

wires. Instrument set to a horizontal read-

ing between the wires of about 30 feet
of arc. By reiteration methods, close accuracy is obtained so that the aiimuth
angle of the shaft surface stations from
which these plumb wires are suspended
can be transferred to the underground
workings. Pryor, 3. b. The highly atten-

uated triangle formed by the plan position
of two shaft plumblines and one observation station. B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. I.
weiselbergite. A variety of microporphyritic
dolerite having a microlitic texture resembling that of augite andesite. Crystals

of labradorite, augite, and iron ores are
embedded in a groundmass composed of
plagioclase and augite microlites with
interstitial glass. Rice.

weissite. a. A bluish-black telluride of cop-

per, CuiTea, massive. From Vulcan, Colo.
English. b. Cordierite; fahlunite. Dana 6d,
p. 421.
Wiess quadrilateral. The quadrilateral formed
by the plan position of two shaft plumb-

lines and two observation stations. B.S.

3618,1963, sec. I.
weld. A union made by welding. ASM Gloss.

weldability. The capacity of a metal to be
welded under the fabrication conditions

imposed into a specific, suitably designed
structure and to perform satisfactorily in
the intended service. Coal Age, v. 66, No.
3, Mar. 1961. p. 91.
weld. bead. A deposit of filler metal from a
single welding pass. ASM Gloss.
weld bihters. Blisters which occur along the
line of a weld and originate in the weld.
Bryant.

weld creek. A crack in weld metal. ASM
Gloss.

weld delay time. In spot, seam, or projection welding, the time current is delayed
with respect to starting the forge delay
timer in order to synchronize the forging
pressure and the welding heat. ASM Gloss.

welded Mkes. Applied to pegmatitic and
aplitic dikes, the boundaries of which have
been obliterated by continued growth of
the minerals of the granite into which the
dikes have been injected. Holmes, 1928.
velded pumice- See welded tuff. A.G.I.
welded hdf. uff that has been indurated
by the combined action of heat retained

by the particles and the enveloping hot

size of welds. ASM Gloss.

welding. The joining of two metal surfaces

which have been heated sufficiently to
melt and fuse them together. Nelson.

welding current. The current flowing through

a welding circuit during the making of

a weld. In resistance welding, -the current
used during preweld or postweld intervals

is excluded. ASM Gloss.
welding cycle. The complete series of events
involved in making a resistance weld.
Also applies to semiautomatic, mechanized
fusion welds. ASM Gloss.
welding force. The same as electrode force.
ASM Gloss.
welding generator. Generator used for sup-

plying current for welding. Coal Age, v.
66, No. 3 Mar. 1961, p. 31.
welding glass. Colored glass to protect a
welder's eyes from injurious radiations.
See also fusion. ASTM CI62-66.
welding ground. The same as work lead.
ASM Gloss.

welding heat. The temperature necessary in
order that two pieces of material may be
welded togethcr; especially, the white heat

at which bars of iron unite in a weld.

Standard, 1964.
welding lead (welding cable). A work lead
or an electrode lead. ASM Gloss.
welding machine. Equipment used to perform the welding operation, for example,
spot-welding machine, arc-welding machine, seam-welding machine, etc. Coal
Age, v. 66, No. 3, Mar. 1961, p. 91.
welding positioner. A 5g or a fixture, easily
rotatable in one or more planes, and to
which welding work may be clamped for
ideal positioning during welding. Also
called welding manipulator. Henderson.
welding powder. A flux used in welding,
usually consisting of borax, ammonium
chloride, iron filings, and sometimes of a
resinous oil; mixed in different proportions. Standard, 1964.

welding procedure. The detailed methods
and practices, including joint welding pro-

cedures, involved in the production of a

weldment. ASM Gloss.
welding rod. Filler metal in rod or wire form
used in welding. ASM Gloss.

welding schedule. A record of all welding
machine settings plus identification of the

machine for a given material, size, and

finish. ASM Gloss.
welding sequence. The c:der of welding the
various component parts of a weldrnent or
structure. ASM Gloss.
welding stress. Residual stress caused by localized heating and cooling during welding. ASM Gloss.
swage. A swaging tool used to aid
weld
in closing the seam of a weld. Standard,
1964.

welding symbols. A system of symbols devised by the American Welding Society

for use on welding detail drawings to

designate the type of weld, weld dimensions, etc. Henderson.
welding technique. The details of a welding
operation which, within the limitations
of a welding procedure, are performed by
the welder. ASM Gloss.

forming a manual or semiautomatic weld-

welding dp. a. A replaceable noszle for a
gas torch that is especially adapted for
welding. ASM Gloss. b. A spot welding
or projection welding electrode. ASM

March 1961, p. 91.
weld gage. A device for checking shape and

wellies 'transformer. Transformer used for
supplying current for welding. Cool Age,

Stipp.

weM!A.G.I.
a. A machine used in welding. Webner,. 3(1. b. One who is capable of per-

ing operation. Coal Age, v. 66, No. 3,
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Gloss.

welding transformer
v. 66, No. 3, Mar. 1961, p. 91,

weld interval. The total heat and cool times
in making one multiple-impulse weld.
ASM Gloss.

weld-Interval timer. A device used in re-

sistance welding to control heat and cool
times and weld interval when making
multiple-impulse welds singly or sixnultaneously. ASM Gloss.

weld iron. WA:sught iron. A term suggested
by an Ynternational Committee of the
Americau Institute of Mining Engineers.
Fay.

weld line. The junction of the weld metal
and the base metal, or the junction of the
base-metal parts when filler metal is not
used. ASM Gloss.

weldment. A base or frame made of pieces

together, as contrasted with a
one piece casting or a bolted or riveted
welded

assembly. Nichols.

weld metal. That portion of a weld whkh
has been melted during wekling. ASM
Gloss.
weld nugget. The weld metal in spot, seam,
or projection welding. ASM Gloss.
Weldon mud. See Weldon process. Fay.
Weldon process. A process used formerly
for the recovery of manganese dioxide in
making chlorine from hydrochloric acid
in a stoneware still, by adding lime to the
still liquor and oxidizing with air to precipitate a mud containing calcium manganite and yielding chlorine when recirculated and treated with hydrochloric acid.
Webster 3d.

weld steel. Fuddled steel. A term suggested

by an International Committee of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers.
Standard, 1964.

weld time. In single-impulse and flash welding, the time that the welding current is
applied to the work. ASM Gloss.
weld timer. A device used in resistance weld-

ing to control the weld time only. ASM
Gloss.

welfare. Care of the health, both mental
and physical, of the men employed in an
undertaking. Spalding, p. 363.
welfare department. A department which

deals with matters of cZlfare at mines,

teen; transport
such as pithead baths,
of men to work, and at Tunes advising on
the organization of sociitl functions connected with the mines.1 The welfare department is closely allied to the labor
department. Nelson.

well rig
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too thick diamond. Hess. 4. The crucible
of a furnace. Fay. h. A cavity in the lower
part of some sorts of furnaces to receive
falling metal. Standard, 1964. i. See trap,
i. Fay.
well borer. See well sinker. Fay.
well-boring Jar. See jars. Fay.
well-conditioned triangle. A triangle which
is equilateral or nearly so. In such a triangle any error in the measurement of an

angle will be reduced to a minimum.

Ham.
well core. A sample of rock penetrated in a
well or other borehole obtained by use of
a hollow bit that cuts a circular channel

around a central column or core. A.G.I.
Supp.
well cuttings. Rock chips cut by a bit in the

process of well drilling and removed from
the hole by pumping or bailing. Well
cuttings collected at closely spaced inter-

val, provide a record of the strata penetrated. A.G.I. Supp.
well drain. See absorbing well. Ham.

well drill. A drill, usually a churn drill,

used to drill water wells. See also churn
drill. Long.
well driller. See cable driller. D.O.T. 1.
well-driller operator. See churn-drill operator. D.O.T. 1.
well-drill boles. Holes drilled by means cf
an apparatus known as the well drills, or
similar to that, and used for blasting on
comparatively large scale. Such holes are

usually 5 or 6 inches in diameter and

from 30 to 150 feet deep. Fay.
well foundatioa. A type of foundation excavated by sinking a small-diameter caisson
which has men inside it. Ham.
wellness Steep. A transparent lighting de-

vice widely used of all mains lighting
devices in mines. Its distribution characteristics are simple, since there is no
control of light other than that provided
by the interior of the upper part of the
fitting which absorbs a large proportion
of the upward flux component from the
lamp and reflects the remainder. It is
usually to be found spaced at intervals
of 20 to 50 feet, 6 to 7 feet high, along

depth and burden of the holes are much
greater, and in consequence the hole diameter must also be increased to insure
sufficient concentration of the explosive

charge. Wellhole blasting is used in limestones especially if the beds are horizontal

and well-defined. It is not often used in
highly abrasive igneous rocks because of
the cost of drilling. Fraenkel, v. 2, Art.
8:40, p. 5.

wellbok pipe. One of the short fire clay
pipes that were used to carry the flame

upwards from the wellhole in the bottom
of a bottle oven. Dodd.
Weillegtos formula. The Engineering News
formula for calculating the load-bearing
capacity of driven piles. Ham.
well log. A record of the formations pene-

trated by a borehole and their approximate thickness, as determined by an
examination of the cuttings or core recovered. See also log. Long.

well logging. a. A widely used geophysical
technique which involves probing of the
earth with instruments lowered into boreholes, their readings being recorded at
the surface. Among rock properties currently being logged are electrical resistivity, self-potential, gamma-ray generation
(both natural and in response to neutron
bombardment), density, magnetic susceptibility and acoustic velocity. Dobrin, p.
9. b. I n deep bores, measurement of resistivity of the formations drilled through.

Electrodes are plunged into the drilling
mud at controlled spacings. Pryor, 3. c.
See electric log. Nelson.

Wellman producer. A furnace used for the
manufacture of producer gas. Fay.

well psalms. A bag of flaxseed or other
absorbent material packed around the
tube of an oil well to prevent access of
water to the oil in the well. Standard,
1964.

well polet. a. A vertical tube terminating in
perforated pointed shoe, connected with
others in parallel by way of a header pipe
to a drainage pump, used to dewater
sands. Pryor, 3. b. A nipe fitted with a

driving point and a fine mesh screen,

the centerline of roads 12 to 14 feet wide.
In general, the most noticeable effect of
such a layout is glare. Roberts, II, p. 214.
well-graded soil. A soil with a particle-size
distribution which extends evenly over a
wide range of sizes. Nelson.

used to remove underground water. Nichols. c. A complete set of equipment for
drying up ground, including well points,
connecting pipes, and a pump. Nichols.
d. See screen pipe. Long.
well-point pomp. A centrifugal pump that
can handle considerable quanuties of fir,

of the shaft, in which water collects. Fay.
c. Change room. Hess.

sufficient to cause the oil to rim to the
surface. The well pressure is not related
to the depth of the oil deposit below the

wallah. a. A large-diameter (about 6
and is used for removing underground
inches) vertical hole used in quarries and
water to dry up an excavation. Nichols.
heavy
explosive
opencast pits for taking
made at large mines or a group of mines.
well
prenre. The natural pressure of the
The
charges in blasting. Nelson. b. Aust.
He is a good organizer and handles all
oil or gas in a well. It is often several
shaft
below
the
sump,
or
portion
of
a
welfare activities; he ofter deals with
hundred pounds per square inch and
?lace where skips are caged at the bottom

welfare officer. An appointment sometimes

personal problems of the workmen which
they may be reluctant to discuss with the
manager. Nelson.

well. a. A shaft or hole sunk into the earth
to obtain oil, gas, etc. Webster 3d. See
also oil well; shallow well; deep well;

artesian well. b. A hollow cylinder of

concrete, steel, timber, or
masonry buil* in a hole as a support for
a bridge or building. Webster 3d. c. Commonly used as a synonym for borehole
or drill hole, especially by individuals
associated with the petroleum-drilling industry. Long. d. A slot in the front of a

reinforced

wellbole Marl. A method of quarry blasting in which the explosive charges are
placed in rows of vertical holes. Hole
diameters vary from 4 to 10 inches; 6
inches being a popular size. In general,
6-inch holes drilled in a 60-foot face are
allowed a burden of 20 to 25 feet and
spaced 12 to 20 feet apart. The loading

ratio varies from about 3 tons of rock per

pound of explosive up to about 7 tons

hydraulic dredge hull in which the digging

under favorable conditions. Deck loading
is usually employed and a powerful gelatinous explosive is loaded at the bottom

a tree trunk that protects it from fill.
Nichols. f. A small dark or nonbrillant
area in the center of an improperly cut,

wellboie Waal*. This type of blasdng is
virtually benching on a large scale. The

ladder pivots. Nichols. e. A wall around

of the holes. Nelson.
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surface. Nelson.

well puller. In pet-oleum production, one

who pulls casing, tubing, or pumping rods
out of gas or oil wells for repair and runs
repair.W equipment, testing device; ard

servicing tools into well: using winches
and cables or a hydraulic jack powered
by steam or gas engines or tractor motor.
Also called casing puller; dutchman.
D.O.T. 1.

well record. The record of a drilled well.
See also well log. A.C.I. Sapp.
well rig. a. An assemblage of all mechanism;
including power motors, necessary to drill-

ing, casing, and finishing a tube

well.

Standard, 1964. b. Synonym for well drill.
Long.

well sample. Cuttings produced in well
drilling that are collected and saved as a
rtcord of the kinds of rock penetrated in
the hole. A.G.!. Supp.
well seismometer. Special type of seismometer that is used when recording in a
deep well. Schieferdecker.

well sboodn4. a. The firing of a charge of
nitroglycerin, or other high explosive, in
the bottom of a well for the purpose of
increasing the flow of water, oil, or gas.

Fay. b. In seismic work, a method or
methods of logging wells so that average
velocities, continuous velocities, or interval

velocities are obtained by lowering geophones into the hole. Shots are usually
fired from surface shot holes, but may be
fired in the well itself, or perforating-gun
detonations may be used. In continuous
logging, a sound source is lowered in the
hole together with recording geophones.
A.G.1.

well &ker. A skilled tradesman, often na-

collar (or crossbar) and the arms (or

Nelson.

westerwald day. A refractory clay occurring

roof pressure. See also double timber.
Webb process. See English copper process.
welt. Large-scale topographic elevation, elongate in shape, with relatively steep sides.
Generally parallel to continental coasts,
a welt may rise above water level to form
islands, island chains, or even mountain
ranges. Hy.

wan. See whim. Pryor, 3

Eta,Ca),AlSiu0awenldte. A mineral,
(OH),(S0,),, hexagonal crystals in the

marbles of Candoglia, Italy, are possibly
related to cancrinite. Hey, M.M., 1964;
Fleischer.

Weelocklaa. Middle Silurian (restricted).
A.G.1. Supp.

weemberghe. A varieg of quartziferous

porphyry characterized by phenocrysts of
orthoclase, biotite, and quarts in a microcrystalline and chloritic groundmass con-

plemerts. See also steening. ffam. Also

Wenner coafiguratios. A direct-current resistivity method using a linear arrangement of four equally spaced electrcdes.
Current is supplied by the outside electrodes, while potential differences are
observed between the inside ones. The

of the volcano Stromboli, in Italy, containing water, probably condensed from
vapor from the interior. Standard, 1964.
well-sorted. As used by geologists, it applies to material composed of grains of
approximately uniform size. As wed by
engineers, it applies to material containing approximately equal amounts of
several grain sizes. Stoker and Varner,
1955.

well survey. Synonym for borehole survey.
Long.

well lobe. A tube or tubing used to line
wells. Standard, 1964.

well-tobe Sher. A strainer on a driven well
tube to keep out grit. Standard, 1964.

well-hbe pobt. A point at the end of a
perforated tube used for sinking wells.

Standard, 1964.
well-velocity survey. Method of determining

the velocity distribution by recording in
a deep well. Schieferdecker.

well water. Shallow wells often contain water
which is hard and impure, but deep wells

usually give water which, although very
hard, is free from bacteria, because of its
filtration on passage through porous rocks,
such as chalk. Cooper, p. 360.

Webby& moolle. A narrow cylinder of
fiber or artificial silk waked in a solution

containing about 99 percent thoria and

I percent eerie which on heating becomes

incandescent and highly himinous, thus
greatly increasing the lighting power of
gas (not acetylene, however), kerosine and
gasoline. Hess.

Webb bord. Aust. A room in which mine

waste is stored in the middle, and a roadway is kept open on either side. Fey.
Webb lay. A slate 3 feet long by 2 feet wide.
Standard, 1964.
Wehham. a. A heavy steel ring about three
or four inches inside diameter, used in

withdrawing a bar which is stuck or
frozen in a skull or iron. The ring is
placed on the bar, a wedge inserted, and
the bar backed out by sledging on the

wedge. Fey. b. A native or inhabitant of
Wales. Webster, 3d.

Wehh mach. A form of joint between the

Long.

be equally effective in resisting side and

taining abundant apatite and sphene.

called well borer. Fay.
wells of Stromboli. Cavities at the summit

produced in that area.

westem nartleoll. The method of laying brick
in which the bricklayer employs the
stringing method with shoved joints.

uprights) of a timber set, developed in
the Welsh coal mines. It is desired to

tive to the district, who digs for and forms

a well using mainl) hand-operated irn-

Weston photronic cell
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well rig

Holmes, 1928.

array may be moved along a traverse
using constant electrode spacing to obtain
a horizontal profile, or it may be moved
progressively out from its center to obtain
a depth profile. A.G./.

Wenstrom. A rolling mill similar to a univenal mill but where the edges and sides
of a rolled section are acted on simultaneously. ASM Gloss.

ACSG.

in an area east of the Rhine between

Coble= and Marburg. These clays are of
Olitrocene origin and vary widely in composition from highly siliceous to clays
that contain (raw) over 35 percent MAX.
Dodd.

Westtalia piflir plough. A plough designed
for the extraction of coal pilbn and for
short rapidly advancing development
faces. The plough is guided along a panzer convey-1r but the pulling forces are not
transmitted to the conveyor structure. The
plough is automatics:IT afJvanced at each

end of its short runt gions a rapid face
advance. This requires the use of selfadvancing supports in conjunction with

hydraulic anchorages. Nelson.
Westfilla plough. See hard-coal plough.
Nelson.

Westlake tram plough. A plough designed for use in a seam with sticky coal.

It consists essentielly of two shortened

plough bases connected by a heavy tension
spring and carrying two adjustable booms

fitted with cutting bits and connected at
the apex to a cutterhead, which ploughs
at roof level or at any lower level which
will bring down the top coal. Nelson.
westfalite. A blasting explosive composed
of ammonium nitrate and resin. Webster
2d.

magnate. A mineral, (BiCa)(Ta,Nb).0.(011). Fleischer.

wain. A departure measured westwards.
Ham.

scale. A logarithmic grade scale

Westieghoone retankr. In this retarder two

for size classification of sediment particles,

of each of the rails and contact the inside

WOMIVOrla

starting at
millimeter and using the
ratio one-half in one direction (and 2 in
the other), providing diamete r limits to
the size damn of 1, one-half, one-fourth,
etc., and I, 2, 4, etc. This was adopted
by Wentworth from Udden's scale with
slight modifications of grade terms and
1

limits. A.G.'.

Wensers law. Applies to the dissolution of
a solid in a liquid. The rate of dissolution
is proportional to the surface arm of the
solid exposed to the action of the eolvent.
Newton, p. 150.

warned's. Of Of pertaining to A. G. Werner
( 1750-1817), a Gennan mineralogist arid
geoglogist, who classified minerals according to their external characters and
advocated the theory that the strata of the

earth's crust were formed by depositions
from water; neptunian. Webster 3d.
worms*. A common scapolite. A mineral of
the scapolite group, intermediate in composition between meionite and malialite.
Pay.
weirneddle. Light-colorrd rocks consisting al-

most entirely of the mineral wernerite.
Hest.

Weans teal powder. Nongelatinous permissible explosive; used in coal mines.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

iremelloss. Third-grade cut diamonds. Hen.

West AMOR. A diamond produced in
Southwest Africa, as opposed to a diamond produced in the Congo or in Branl.
Frequently used interthangeabl7 with

South African, as applied to durnonds

hinged brake ban are set on each side

ant; outside of the wheel faces a few

inches above rail level. Pneumatic cylinders apply the power to the brake beams,
forcing them inwards towards each other,
thus gripping the wheel faces. This avoids

side thrust on the wheels. Mason, V. 2,

p. 529.
Westioglanne Ikeda. A device tued for con-

trol of trams. It consists of a stop arm
placed in each rail, which is r-iseel 4

inches above rail level by a spring when
the air supply to the operating cylinder
is cut off. Melon, v. 2, p. 527.
Westlake process. An automatic process using vacuum gather for producing articles
in paste molds, simulating the action of
a hand ,shop. ASTM C162-66.

Weston Ohara* cell. This consists of a

small box containing an iron disk thinly
coated with the rare element selenium.
When electromagnetic radiation in the
form of light waves falls on this surface
it sets up a potential difference between
the iron and the selenium, which in turn
causes a minute electric current to flow
through the sensitive microanmieter cosinected between them. The magnitude of

this current is proportional to the intensity of the light, and it can be used as
a measure. For use with miners' hard

lamps the cell is mounted in a box, the
microammeter being housed in the top
or side. The lamp to be tested is placed
in the box on a turntable and the candlepower is read off directly since the in-

Weston photronic cell
stniment is already calibrated. Mason,

v. 1, p. 248.
Westphal balance; Mohr balms. A balance
having the buoyancy rf a float balanced
by sliding weights. Used for determining
specific gravity (as of liquids or mirwral
fragments). Webster 3d.
Westphalian. Middle Upper Carboniferous.
A.G.I. Supp.
west sand process. A soil satbilization process applied to sand which is mixed with
a special road oiL Ham.

West's solution. A liquid consisting of 8

parts of white phosphorous and 8 parts
of sulfur to I pnrt of methylene iodide.
Useful in obtaining the refractive index
by the Becke method. Refracthe index,
2.01 Shipley.
wets material. A new refractory suitable instead of porcelain and quartz glass. Powdered SiC mixed with silicates and certain
metals resists adds, alkalis, temperature
shock and is not easily broken. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
wet analysis. A method of estimating the
effective diameters of particles smaller
than 0.06 millimeter by mixing the sample
in a measured volume of water and checking its density at intervals with a sensitive
hydrowter. A test may take several days.
See also tvechanical analysis. Nelson.
wet- and dry.belb tbermometer.
hygro-

S.

Nelscn.
wet4m4dry seveming. In sizing analysis of
fine material, preliminary screening by
meter.

washing a weighed sample on a 200-mesh

wet natural gas
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moisture content of the air, or relative
humidity. The bulb of the wet bulb
thermometer is covered with a layer of
muslin which is kept moist with water.

As water is evaporvA, heat is absorbed,
and the thermometer is cooled belo.., the
dry bulb temperature. Lewis, p. 697.

wet clue*. A coal-cleaning method that

involves the use of washers plus the equip-

ment necessary to dewater and heat-dry
the coal. This method is generally used
when cleaning the coarser sizes of coal.

It is a more expensive method than air

cleaning and creates the additional problem of water pollution. Coal can, however,
be cleaned more accurately by this method
than by air cleaninf. Kentucky, p. 300.

See also froth flotation; washery.
wet clutch; oil cleldt. A clutch that operates in an oil bath. Nichols.
wet crkkality. Reactor criticality achieved
with a coolant. MIL.

wet conies. A method of dust prevention in
which water is delivered onto the moving
cutter chain, through water pipes, and is
carried into ..he cut where it is intimately

mixed wit), the cuttivs. This method is
successful in seams up to 4 feet thiCk.

Mason, O. 1, P. 297.
wet cyclone. See cyclone.

wet dm117. The ratio of the weight of a
bottom sediment sample to its volume. Hy.
wet dock. A dock in a tidal estuary on the
coast, the water being maintained at the
high-tide level by dock gates. These are
opened only at high tide. Ham.

screen, perhaps with use of a dispersing
agent such as sodium silicate. Removal of
the minus fraction (which is settled and
later brought into account) is followed

wet drill. A percussive drill with a water
feed either through the machine or by

sizing analysis. Screen action is thus ren-

wet *Mks. In rock drilling for blasting

by drying of the onsize and standard
dered more efficient Pryor, 3.
wet mmy. The determination of the quantity of a desired cr,nstituent in ores,
metallurgical residues, and Cloys by the
use of the processes of solution, flotation,
or other liquid means. See also assay; dry
assay. Nelson.

wet blasting. a. Shot firing in wet holes.
Special explosives are available for wet
conditions and the detonator wires must
be well insulated to prevent short-circuiting and misfires. See also submarine blast-

!Oho*. b. The same as liquid honing
except the liquid suspension is driven by
an impeller wheel. ASM Gloss.
wet-bulb temperature. a.
The temperature
ing.

of the air as measuted by a mt-bulb

thermometer, and which is lower than the
dry-bulb temperature (for all cases except
when the air is saturated) in inverse prortion to the humidity. Strosk, 10. b.

The lowest temperatute which can be
produced in a given air by the evaporation of moisture into that air is known as

the wet-bulb tw

ture. Spalding. c. A
y closely resembles a

sweating human
wet-bulb thermometer, and provided the

ventilation is brisk it resembles the wetbulb of a whirling hygronieter. Evaporation takes place at the wet-bulb temperature.

It is often claimed thst the best

single Fimple readhig for comfort measure-

ment in mines is the wet-bulb temperatine. Roberts, 1, p. 132.

wet bulb thernsometer. An instrument which
measures the
ting power of the

air. The wet bulb temperature is fixed
for any given dry bulb temperature and

means of a water swivel, to suppren the

dust produced when drilling. See

also

dust trap. Nelson.

purposes, injection of water through hollow drill shank to bottom of hole, to allay

dust and danger of

pneumokoniensis.

Pryor, 3.
wet dust. Dust which has been mixed with
moisture or which has become wet from
water in the mine. Rke, George S.
wet ps. a. Natural gas that contains more
or less oil vapors. It occurs with or immediately above the oil. Also called casing
bead gas. Fay. b. Gas partly saturated

with liquid hydrocarbons. Wheeler.
wet gas wells. Gas wells that produce a gas
from which gasoline can be obtained but

which do not produce crude oil.
ser-eau, 4th, p. 199.

!Wei-

wet Beldam ores. Ores containing lead.
On smelting the ore, the metallic lead
trickles through the mass and collects th2

gold or silver which is later recovered.
Nelson.

wet "Wag. a. The milling of materials in
water or other liquid. A CSB-.3. b. Any
milling operation carried on in water or
a liquid. Engin. Dia. c. The practice of
applying a coolant to the work and the
wheel to facilitate the grinding pmcess.
ACSG, 1963. d. Comminution of ote in

aqueous suspension; typically practiced in

the ball miffing of finely crushed rock.

Pryor, 3.
Welborn proms. Recovering zinc from ores
by heating the oxidieed ore with coal on

an open iron grate. The resulting rine
vapor is immediately reaxidized to zinc
oxide, which is caught in dust chambers.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

Welberill's furnace. A furnace with perfor-
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ated iron bottom, under which a blast is
introduced, and upon which zinc ore (red
oxide) is reducM-. A muffle furnace for
roasting zinc ores. Fey.
We
atus

magnetic separator. An apparfor separating magnetic minerals

from nonmagnetic minerals.

It

consists

of two Rat belts, the upper of which is
the wider, run parallel to etch other and
over long magnets set obliquely to the

belts. Consequently magnetic particles are

drawn up against the upper belt, and as
they pass beyond the influence of the
magnets, fall from the edge past the other

belt into a bin. Another form operates

by belts moving across the line of travel
of the main belt Liddell 2d, p. 389.

Weaer l. mum codes process. In this
the mold, arranged for bottom

reZesn: is placed inside a vacuum bell;
the bottom of the mold is connected by

a tube to a ladle conta.ning the molten
metal, which is sucked into the mold
cavity when the vacuum is formed. It is
claimed that this process gives increased
yield of good castings because of exact

control over pouring conditions; and a

reduction in porosity and slag inclusions.
Osborne.
%they furnace. A multipledeck, horizontal
furnace for calcining sulfide ores. it resembles the Keller furnace. Fay.
wet hole. A borehole that traverses a wa:.er-

bearing formation from whch the flow
of water is great enough to keep the hole
almost full of water. Long.

wet kata Wes The wet kata thermometer
consists of a body-temperatuit instrument

with the bulb encased in a dose-fitting,
loosely woven, fabric thimble which re-

mains wet while the cooling time is being

measured. The cooling of the bulb is
controlled by the effects of convection,

radiation, and evaporation. The dry- and
wet-bu% iriiiperatutes, moisture content,
and air velocity of the surruundings will
all affect the reading. Roberts, 1, p. 133.
wet spetallurgy. Set indrometallurgy. Bennett

2d, 1962 .

wet isseepsd. Any hydmmetallurgical process, as the cyanide process, flotation woeen, etc. See also wet process. Fey.

wet ndlibug. The grinding of porcelain enamel materials with sufficient liquid to
form a shiny. ASTM C286-65.

wet-Wiling plaid. A mill in which a wet
process is employed. Fey .

wet asillnima. See wet-pan operator.

I.

D.O.T.

wet mlniss. a. In wet mining, water is
wrayed into the air at all points where
dust is liable to be formed, and no attempt is made to prevent the air from
icking up moisture. It therefore soon

beces saturated and remains so through-

out the ventilation circuit. Spalding. b.
Mining for salt and other water soluble
minerals as brine, rather than in the dry
state. Kaufmann, p. 142.
wet oh. A concrete mix to which too much
water has been added. See also water-tocement ratio. Hem.
wet Ether. See clay maker. D.O.T. 1.
wet money. N. of Eng. Payment made to

faceworkers who have to work in wet
conditions. nut.

wet Mara gas. Natural gas which contains
readily condensible gasoline, that may be
extracted in quantity sufficient to warrant
the installation of a plant Fey.

would occur, in normal industrial use.

wet- or dry-grand bellow cast*. See drain

carting. ACSG, 1963.
wet pm. An edge runner mill used for grinding relatively wet material in the re(rectories and structural claywares industries. The bottom has slotted grids with
a proportion of solid plates on which the
mullen can grind. Dodd.

Indian charm. One who adds water to
mixture, in addition to clay, shale, or

brick, in grinding pans in orch. ci make
it plastic. May be designated according

to clay ground in pins, as silica-wet-pan

Also ailed wet-pan feeder.
D.O.T. I.
vitt-pas eperater. One who tends and supervises loading of wet pans used for

charger.

grinding and tempering clay, perfonm'ng
essentially the same duties as described
under dry-pan operator. Also called clay
; wet-mill man. D.O.T. 1.
wetnXZ
Aust. A place is considered wet
te
if men have to work constantly in 3 inches
of water or more. or when water is constantly dripping on them from the roof.
Fay.

wet-plead spender. One who works as a
one
member of a crew, performing anywith
or a combination of duties concerned
extracting cadmium, lead sulfate, and

zinc oxide from dust recovered in Cottrell
precipitaton. D.O.T. Slop.
wet-presslaw plastic pm** Forming ceramic ware in dies from a plastic body
by direct pressure. ASTM C242-60T.
process. in
wet process. a. A metallurgical
which the valuable contents of the ore are

dinolved by acid or other solvents; a

leaching or lixiviation process. Opposed
to dry procen. Fey. b. The method of
preparation of a ceramic body wherein
the constituents are blended in sufficient
liquid to produce a fluid suspension for

use as such or for subsequent_promming.
Also called slip ptocess. ASTM C242
60T.

of puddwet peddle& The ordinary process
ling in which the furnace is lined with
material rich in oxide of iron. Fay.
wet rods. Scot. Pump rads inside the pipes
in a bucket lift. Fay.
wet tot. Timber decay set up when mine
zinc
props hive not been treated with
sulfate, etc., and ate exposed to alterna-

tions of moisture and drying out. Pryor, 3.

wet ribliag test. A test to determine the
degree of attack of a vitreous-enameled
Dodd.

surface after an acid-resistance test
wet somple. A sample consisting of
s
drill cuttings, or other material wett3e14
the drill-circulation medium. Long.

Burros of Alines Staff.

enables it to mix more readily. Wetting
agents, such as bone glue and sodium
carboxemethyl-cellulose, may be used for
binding coal dust on mine roadways.

wet sphere desks. An instrument developed
irs Germany for the purpose of anming
Also called surface-active agent. See also
climatk conditions in mines such as the
wettability, b. Nelson. b. A reagent to
wet. and dry-bulb temperatures, air veloreduce the interfacial tension between a
city, barometric pressure, and radiation.
solid and a liquid and so facilitating the
the
instrument
The Cad of usefulness of
spreading of the liquid over the solid
is limited to mines where the workmen
surface. BS. 3552, 1962. c. A chemkal
are normally sweating freely and wear
promoting adhesion of a liquid (usually
134-135.
few clothes. Roberts, I, p.
water) to a solid surface. Pryor 2. d. See
connection
with
wellablity. a. Term used in
plasticizer. Taylor.
flotation process, to describe extent to wads,
cod OM. The spraying of mine
surface
attracts
which a specific mineral's
roadways with water or treated with a
hydrophilic
or
hydroor rejects water (is
wetting agent in order to ( I ) increase
phobic). Can be modified by wetting
the difficulty of raising the dust deposit
agents. Pryor, 3. b. A term used in wet
into the air to take part in an explosion,
with
which
separation to indicate the ease
and (2) reduce the flammability of the
a solid can be wetted by s liquid. It is
dust raised in an explosion. Nebo*.
often an advantage to fee the raw coal otttleg
off. The severing of a handmade
washer,in
r.
wet
condition.
or ore into a
glass
bottle from the blowpipe by means
Nelson.
of
a
fine
jet of water. Dodd.
it
is
wettable soft. Sulfur treated so that
The
wok weight; ems salt 'Weft
easily dispersed in water. BaMixes Ball. wet
unit of
weight
(solids
plus
water)
per
630,1965, p. 903.
total volume of soil mass, irrespective of
wetted perimeter. The total length of surwhich
is
in
the degree of saturation. ASCE PI826.
face in a channel or pipe
See
also
hywry;
wetsh. Eng. A certain weight of coal
actual contact with water.
usually
10 tons, upon which a royalty is
draulic mean depth. Hem.
paid. Fey.
wilenlyinite. Originally, only guhr dynaZimmermites to which wine added salts contain- wb Abbreviation for watt-hour.
Glauber's
man,
p.
118.
ing water of csystallisation, as
salts, ii.urnonium oxalate, etc., with the whittled!. See whaleback dune.
view of making them available in mines whittle& dose. A general, self-explanator)
descripthe term for elongate dunes with
containing fitttlarnp. Fey.
applied to
worker
who
a rounded crest; has been
wettevoll. In glantnaking, a
features rangieg widely in size.
detaches the blown glass from the pipe
whaler. A horiscmtal beam in a bracing
by touching it with a wet tool. Fey.
structure. Nichols.
wetting. a. A phenomenon involving a solid
lib wlich enand a kidd in such intimate contact that whale-type P. A coal-cutterduring
cutting,
ables water to be taken,
the adhesive force befteen the two phases
for
dust
suppression
force
within
to
the
back
of
the
cut
is greater than the cohesive
and peevaition of gas ignition from fricthe liquid. Thus, a solid that is wetted,
rml sparking. With an undercutting jib,
on being removed from the liquid bath,
layer
of
liquid
it
consists
of a feed water pipe and four
will have a thin continuous
teiminating in
or five distnbutor pipes
adhaing to it. Fmeign substances, such
jets all arranged in the top plate of the
as grease, may prevent vetting. Addition
jib. See also dust-supptession jlls. Nelson.
agents, such as detergents, may Wince
tension
of
whir. A berth for shipping which is conwetting by kswering the enf,
structed parallel to the waterfront. Ham.
the liquid. Pot a contrast, see water break.
ASM Gloss. b. A natural phenomena that whinfansw. A laborer who observes coke as
wharf to locate hot
affects the relative permeabffity of reserit is dumped onto
them with
voir nick Wetting of a solid by a liquid
spots in coke, and quenches
water hose to prevent burning of conveyor
is commonly obsetved in the spreading of
a liquid on a solid surface and the blotting
belts; also regulates flow of coke from
of a liquid by a dry absorbent material.
wharf onto conveyor belts by manipulatThe effect on relative permeability occurs
ing levers of gates. D.O.T. Sapp.
because wetting affects the curvsture of Ids* Muir. Newt. A sledge for hauling

vet mem nnolysin. See ott sieve analysis.
Bureau of Mines Staff,

wet enteieg. The addition of water to a
screen to inaease its capacity and improve
its sizing efficiency. The water is nitroduced either by adding h to the feed or

by spraying it over the material on the
is also
screen deck. The latter method etc.,
to
used in riming or washing orea,

wheelabrat or
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wet- or dry-ground hollow

recover media in the heavy-media process.
Nelson.
wet Nepenthe& A term used in connection
with coal washing or other recesses using
fluid. Set also coal-preparation plant;
washery. Nelson.
wet sieve amelnis. An American Sudety for
Testing and Materials standard method of
test, recommended for determining the
grain sizing of materials in which itaing

the interface between reservoir fluids. This
curvature causes the wetting fluid to
occupy selectively the smaller interstices of
the rock, the &ler notes, and the corners
adjacent to the grain contacts. The nonwetting fluid occupies the larger openings,
thus decreasing the relative permeability
of the rock. Welierns. c. Liquid contact
angle of less than 90°. VV.
midair aged. When surface-active agents
cause water to displace air at the surface
of a solid-water-air system the surface
tension of the solid-water phase has been
lowered in comparison with that of the
solid-air phase, by adsorption of the wet-

ting agent (adhesional wetting). for a
small particle wetting can be analyzed into three stages (adhesion, immerdon,
spread). Wetting out is a prefiminary step
in dellocculation. Pryor, 3.

wile' set a. A substance

that lowers

the surface tension of water and thus

1.239

corves in law drifts. Fey.

whine. To turn while drying, as pottery.

Standard, 1964.
wheaL Cont. A mine. Nelson.
See Wheatstone
Wbeatahme Mite circuit.Roberts,
I, p. 87.
bridge-type instruments.
Wheatstone-kitty-type Indrassents. These
use of elecare instrumentm which make
trically heated filaments which buns the
methane and measure the heat output by
resistance prometry. One or more of the
filaments form the arms of a Wheatstone
bridge circuit, the out-ci-balance current
being a function of the methane percentage. Roberts, 1, p. 87.

wind. Cons. An

abbreviation

of water

wheel, implying a water engine. Fey.
wheebbnienr. A shotblasting machine of a
type used for cleaning castings prior to
vitreous enameling. This equipment has

also been adaptW to the testing of re-

wheelabrator
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whirlering

fractory bricks for abrasion resistance.
Dodd.
wheelbase. a. The distance between the

wheel across the work. ACSG, 1963.
wheel bee. Scot. A prop to which the pulley
on a short sell-acting incline is fastened.

callL Basalt occurring in intrusive sheets,
and intercalated in limestone beds of the

points of contact of the front and back
wheels of any vehicle with the rails, or
other surface, upon which they travel.
Fey. b. The distance between the leading

and trailing axles of a vehicle. C.T.D.

c. The distance between the two axles of
tubs or mine cam In British coal mines,
mine cars have wheelbases ranging from
2 frzt 6 inches to 5 feet compared to the
usual wheelbase of 1 foot 6 inches for pit
tubs. As a result, considerably larger cur-

ves are requirW in a mine-car circuit,
both in the track and in crossings and
turnouts, than are common in pit-tub
circuta. See also mine car; rail gage.
Nelson.

wheel brae. a. Scot. A self-acting incline;
a cousie. Fey. b. A flat or landing on the
top of an incline. Fay.

wheel conveyor. A series of wheels supported in a frame over which objects are
moved manually or flow by gravity. ASA
M114.1-1958.

wheel McIver. a. A wheel equipped with
digging buckets, carried and controlled
by a tractor unit. Nichols. b. A machine
that digs trenches by rotation of a wheel
fitted with toothed buckets. Nichols.

wheel dream. A tool for cleaning, resharp-

en:ng, and truing the cutting faces of
grinding wheels. Crispin.

wireekd trader. A tractor fitted with large
rubber-tired wheels which can travel com-

paratively fast over rough ground. Ham.
wheeler. a. Aust. One who drives horses
drawing skips to and from working places,

i

and the nearest collecting station. Fay.
b. See pusher. D.O.T. 1.
Wheeka. Lower Pleistocene or upper
Pliocene. A.G.!. Sapp.

wheeled*. A yellowish resin, found in the

Cretaceous beds of northern New Mexico,
filling the fissures of the lignite, or inter-

stratisfied in thin layers. It is soluble in
ether. Fay.

wheel movie. A l

'ty machine
for excavating loose Jeposits, particularly
at quarries and opencast coalpits. It consists of a digging wheel?, rotating on a

horizontal axle, and carrying large buckets
on its rim. Nelson.
wheelhouse. Brist A shed for protecting the

horse gin or other hoisting apparatus.
Pay.

wheeleam a. Scot. The man who attends to

the wheel or drum at an incline. Fay.

b. See rollerrnan. D.O.T. 1.
wheel ore. An orthorhombic sulfide of lead,

copper, and antimony, occurring commonly in wheel-shaped twins; the name

bournonite is now more commonly used.
C.T.D.

wheel pit. A pit in which the lower part of
a flywheel runs. Webster 2d.

tithe& The place in which a water wheel
is set. Webster 3.1.

wheel flier. See incline man. D.O.T. I.

Fay.
whelp. A refractory brick of the same thickness and breadth as a standard square but
of greater length, for example, I 2 X 4 Vs X3 inches. Dodd.
wise& Eng. A small unenpected turning in
the stone, side, or ore, often accompanied
by a small joint, Derbyshire. Adell.
A mineral, PbC06.2PbS0..Pbwbig,061714CuO, pale green, finely granular, optically biaxial, from lehimmoth
mine, Ariz. Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.

whiles*. a. Eng. Inferior coal underlying
the Silkstone seam in West Yorkshire.

wheel traverse. The rate of movement of the

1955.
btI

Cumb. Spotted schist. Compare

calarnanco; Linsey. Addl.

whip. a. Hone gear once used in hoisting
ore in which the load was raised by a

Pryor, 3. When used with a derrick or gin
called whip-and-derry. Fay. b. One who

cutting toots. Addl.
Wbetw.fl stave. A firebrkk hot-blast stove,
on the regenerative system. Fey.
whewelike. Calcium oxalate, CaC10.410.
In small colorless monoclinic crystals.
From Saxony, with coal. Fay.

which-earth. Eng. A whitish earth found at
Theme, Waterpmy, and Adwell, mixed

with straw, and used for sidewalk and
ceilings; a natural mixture of lime and

sand, flakes in water (lsle gypsum) without any heat. Arkell.

whim a. A large capstan or vertical drum
turned by horsepower or steampower for
raising coal, or water, etc., from a mine.
Also called whimsey; whim gin; horse gin.

Fay. b. Drum on which hoisting rope is
coiled. Also spelled wem. Pryor, 3.
Main driver. A laborer who drives a draft
animal at the surface of a mine to supply
power to a whim (large drum on which a
cable is wound) used to hoist ore, coal,
or rock in a shallow shaft. Becoming
obsolete. D.O.T. 1.

whin gio. See whim; horse gear.
whim hibbal. Corn. A bucket or small tub

used in connection with a whim for hoisting ore, rock, or water. Fay.

whim rope; whim chi. Corn. The rope or
chain by which the 'able is attached to
the winding engine or whim. Fay.

whimsey. Eng. An old wan! for the hoisting

apparatus at a mine, now known as the
winding engine; a whim. Fay.
whin shaft. A shaft through which coal,
ore, water, etc., are raised from a mine
by means of a whim. Zeta.
whim. a. Igneous rock- When parallel to
the bedding planes, it is called a whinsill;

when cutting across the strata a whin

dilre. Nelson. b. A hard, compact rock.
Gordon. C. Whinstone or whinrock. In
Nava Scotia the miners apply this term
to a thick-bedded rock composed of grains

of quartz with anellaceous or feldspathic

matter which might be called a graywadie. Fay. d. Scot; N. of Eng. Any very
hard resisting rock encountered by miners.

whist float. a. Scot. A horizontal Al or lava

ASM Gloss.

rock, such as basalt or dokrite, which can
be used as road metal. Stokes and Verne:,

stone used for giving a smooth edge to

2. c. Any hard, fine-grained reek of which
whetstones are made; honestone. A shaped

wheel sleeve. A form of flange used ou=

hole is larger than the machine arbor.

quarryman's term for any dark-cokied

into a sharpening stone. AJ.M.E., p.

The Scotch name for greenstone. Fay.
e. A whim or winch. Webster 2d.f.See
doietite. L. 3618, 1964, see. 5.
whim dim Scot A dole or wall of igneous

cision grinding machines where the

subcamiferous of northern England.
Standard, 1964.
whiadose. a. Basaltic rock; trap; also, any
of various other dark resistant rocks, as
chert Webster 3d. Creenstone. Fay. b. A

rope passing over a pulley and pulled by
a draught animal. Modern form occasionally seen has a car or lorry working back-

Tontkeieff, 1954. b. Natural rock shaped

wheel Straw r. a. A scraper mounted upon
an axle ,Apported by a pair of wheels.
It affords an easy means of
a
loaded scraper to a dumping ground. ITay.
b. See bowl scraper. Ham.

stone. Fay.

rock. Fay.

flow of igneous rock. Arkell, p. 44. b. Scot.

A kind of greenstone, basalt, or trap,

occurring hi coal measures. Fay.
whimsy. Resembling or abounding in whin-

ward and forward for shallow pitting.
operates such a hoisting apparatus. Stand-

ard, 1964. c. See rod slap. Lott.
whip4mailderry. See whip. Fry.

whip gla. A gin block for use as a whip,

as in hoisting. Standard, 1964.
whip out. The enlargement of a portion of
a borehole caused by the eccentric rotation

and slap of the drill rods. Long.
whipper. One who raises coal merchandhe,
etc., with a whip, as from a ship's hold.
Standard, 1964. Compare coal-whipper.

Fay.
whipping. a. The thrashing about of a mov-

ing rope, as a hoisting cable in a mine
shaft See alto surging. Fay. b. Hoisting
ore, coal, or other material by means of
a whip. Fay.
Miffing bola. A hoist worked with a whip,
especially if by stearnpower. Standard,
1964.

whipstick. N.S.W. Name applied to uranium

minerals on the far South Coast. Nem

Soya. Wales, p. 40.
obipdoelk. a. Wedge-shaped device used to

deflect and guide the bit away from

vertical; procedure of deflecting hole.

Wheeler. b. See deflection wedge. BS.

3618, 1963, sec. 3.
widipallockin. a. Commonly used by petroleum-field drillers to designate the act or

process refened to by diamond drillers
as deflecting a borehole. Long. b. The

deflection of an oil well at a predetermined depth by means of wedges. See also designet borehole deflection. Nelson. c. See
wedging. Pryor, 3.
whipstock poled. The point within the bore-

hole at which a deflection or change in

course is desired. Long.
Spindle, tubular, ellipsoidal, or
spherical balls of fine sandstone embedded

in silt with their long axes vertical or
Mtinclined; attributed to vortices in
ows. Pettijohn.

*Wier. a. A piece of tableware that has
warped slighdy during drying and/or
firing; in consequence, such ware will'
whirl' on its foot if spun on a flat surface.

Dodd. b. A turntable used for checking

the symmetry of a model in pottery making, or for the handniaking of a gagger.
See also saggar. Dodd.
whblerbeg. The plaster molds for bone china
hollowware are often revolved on a turntable while they are being filled with slip;
this is known as 'whirlering' and the
object is to prevent wiesthing. See also

wmathing. Dodd.

whirley
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white ore

Midday. Scot. A hutch, hurley, or tub. Fey.

White CM sandskine. A 2,000-foot thick

also Oxland-Hocking furnace. Fay.
while Iron. An extremely hard cast iron, re-

whirlasg hygrometer. a. In mining, a bygrometer used to obtain wetbulb temperatures.
The hygrometer is spun rtr ed and round

at a speed of about 200 revolutions per
minute, for at least 1 minute, and then

read as qukkIr as posibie. McA dam.

p. 160. b. See Storrow whirling hygnnneter. Nelson.
whirling table. Am, of various apparatus for
producing rapW rotary and usually horizontal motion. Webster 9d.

*Widow. F.ng. Usually applied to sandstone (not a freestone) in the Carboniferous Limestone Series of Cumberland.
Sometimes applied to a dolomite, limestone, or shale. ArkeU.

whirl-rene. Transition tone between slump
sheet and overlying strata. Patriots's.
whiehet. Eng. A shallow, oval, coal bucket.
Fey.
whYde pipe. Obsolescent form of fixed sam-

ple cutter, in which part of vertically

falling stream of ore is deflected. Pryor, 3.
whistler. See squealer. Fey.

Whitby jet. Jet hem the coal mines of Yorkshire, near Whitby, England. It was considered to be the most desirable quality
of jet when jet was in vogue. Shipley.

white acid. A mixture of ammoniurn bifluoride and hydrefluoric acid. Used for
etching glass. CCD 6.1, 1961.

while agate. Same as chalcedony. Fey.

white ALA. a. A mixture of. salts (as sodium sulfate, magnesium sulfate, and
sodium chloride) fotming a white crust
on some alkali soils. Webster 3d. b. Re-

rayed soda ash. Webster 3d.
white allarevina. A recrystallized product pro-

duced from a molten bath of 99 percent
pure alumi a. It is considered to be the
most friable of ihe alumina abrasives.
ACSG, 1963.
white amieetwy. The mineral valentinite,
Sls20,. Fay.

white auk. Commercially called arsenic.
Arsenic trioxide, Ass06 the most 'important compound of arsenic. Obtained from
the routing 4 arsenical ores. C.T.D.
wlibe-asit coel. Coal leaving a white ash.

Fay.

wbIlle lewd lire. A very brslliant light produced by means of pure metallic arsenic.
Fey.

white beryL A term often incorrectly but
popularly applied to transpsrent stones
which are in fact colorless. Far example,
white quartz is chalcedony and not rock
crystal. The Latter, being transparent, is
colorless. Shipley.

white Mow An inferior brass containing
more than 49 percent zinc. Webster 3d.
white innate. A light-colored variety of
bronze due to increased proportion of tin.

Standard, 1964.

white monism. A term which has been used

for white chalcedony with a faint tint

of carnelian color or spots or splasLes of
that color. Also has been used even less
accurately for white or milky-white chalcedony. Shipley.
white cast kw. Cast iron that gives a white
fracture because the carbon is in combined
form. ASM Gloss.

white COMM. Portland cement made from
nonferrugin.rus raw materials, that is,
chalk (or low-iron limestone) and china
clay. The FesCh content is <1 percent.

Dodd.

white clay. See kaolin.

sandstone named from its outcrop in the
Grand Canyon i a dune sand originally,
of desert origin and of Jurassic age.
Equivalent to the La Plata sandstone of

southwest Colorado. C.T.D.
Milk coal. Waterpower: a French designation (houilk blanche). Standard, 1
white cobalt. A name frequently applied te

smaltite and cobaltite. Fey.
white copper. A white alloy of copper; paktong.

Usually German silver. Synonym

for domeykite. Webster 2d; Fey; Hey 2d,
1955.

a. Coquimbite. Webster 3d.

Mille

b. Goslante. Webster 3d.

white copper ore. Synonym for kyrosite. Hey
2d, 1935.

whiteelueitered gala perch& A safety fuse
in whith the powder is enclosed in a thin
tube ei !tutu perch; which is enveloped
in a watsroroof textile covering. Abbreviated, W.C.G.P. Higliam. p. 61.
while damp. Cal..: m monoxide, CO. A gas
that may be present in the afterdamp of
a gas- or coal-dust explosion, or in the
gases given off by a mine fire; also one
of the constituents of the gases produced
by blasting. Rarely found in mines under
other cittumstances. It is an important
constituent of illuminating gas, supports
combustion, and is very poisonous. Fay.
Is colorless, odorless, and tasteless. It is
absorbed by the hemoglobin of the blood
to the exclusion of oxygen. One-tenth of
1

percent may be fatal in 10 minutes.

Hodson.

white direct vs. See one-coat ware. ACSG.
white ewes. York. Bleached fire day. Arkell.

white emerald. Caesium beryl. Shipley.
Melte feldspar. Synonym for albite. Hey 2d,
1935.

pale, mush nodwhite lats.
ules in hatilTale.SmIrritell.
white Mt. See flint glass. Dodd.

white Buz. White; powder; a mixture of

sodium carbonate (Nas00s), sodium nitrate (NaN0s), and sodium nitrate (NaN0s). Used as an osidizer in metallurgy.

&nen 2d, 1962.

while format. See Howell furnace. Fay.

white pried. A translucent variety of grosmlarite which sometimes resembles white
jade in appearance. Shipley.
wilts glees. See opal glass. C.T.D.

white gold. Gold alloyed with nickel or
palladium to give it a white color. C.T.D.

white muttons,. See

ironstone

ware.

ACSG, 1963.
wWle pound coat. White or opaque enam-

els to be applied directly to the steel as
a ground coat. ACS.D. 3.

white guspowier. A blasting compound
formed of potassium chlorate, potassium
famcyanide, and sugar. Staredard, 1964.
whltebeert sallesble. See malleable cast
iron. ASM Gloss.
white beat. A common division of the color
scale, generally given as about 1,540' C
(2,804* F). Harems of Mines Staff.
while borse. a. Scot. Intruded white trap
in a coal seam. Fay. b. A term used by
quarrymen to denote a light-colored gneiss,
wiithteiotor pegmatite.

Fay.

Heated to full incandescence so as

to emit all the rays of the vin-ble spectrum,

in arch proportion as to appear dazzling
white. Fay.

While-flowel hnunts. A :evolving, eyiindrical furnace for calcining calamine. See

sulting when the casting is chilled in a
metallic mold. Crispin.

white ken ore. An early name for siderite.
Fey.

white ken Wee. See marcasite. Fey.
white jade. a. White jadeite or nephrite.
Shipley. b. Misnomer for white, translucent gtossularite garnet from California.
Shipley.
white lateen. An alloy of copper, rine, and
tin in thin sheets. Standard, 1964.
white lead. Basic lead carbonate or lead

hydroxycarbonate. Made by several processes of which the oldest and best known
is the Dutch or Stack process. Used extensively as a paint pigment and for pottery
willaerelk

lead ore. a. The mineral cenassite,
Fey. b. A decomposition product
of sphalerite. See also white vitriol. C.T.D.
PbCO3..

white lead, swiplined. See lead sulfate, basic.

CCD 6d, 1961.
WIdlie Lim The Upper Rhaetic, as op-

posed to the overlying Blue Lias. A AM.
white Iheesleme. The principal limestone
division of the Great Oolite Series. Arkall.
white mete!. a. A general term cowering a
group of white-colored metals of relatively
low melting points (lead, antimony, bismuth, tin, cadmium, and zinc) and of the
alloys based on these metals. ASM Gloss.

b. A copper matte of about 77 percent

copper obtained from the smelting of sulfide copper ores. ASM Moss. c_ Usually

a tin-base alloy (over 50 percent tin);

used for ing bearings and winding rope
cappels. Nelson. d. N.S.W. Term applied
to quartzites and hard sandstones used as
r.wkones. New South Wales, p. 60.

white-metal alleys. A mixture of zinc tin,
and copper, much used for the die casting
of automobile hardware. Crispin.

white-seetel carpel. A cappel in which the
end of the winding rope (separated out
into a brush) is embedded in a plug of
white metal inside a socket Nelson.

white-metal cap.*. A winding rope capping formed by opening out the wires of
the rope for a length equal to that of the
socket, cleaning them thoroughly of all
grease, cutting out the hemp core, and

finalty drawing them into the warmed
socket and running in the white metal,

which is an alloy of lead, antimony, and
tin. Mason, v. 2, p. 462.
white mica. Muscovite. Webster 3d.
white neleeral ptese. A machine for briquetting flue dust. Fay.
while owes agate. Agate containing large

areas of white inclusions. Shipley.
white mundic. Arsenopyrite; mispickel. Fay.
whilewese. An expression defining the nearness of approach of a color to a true white;
an arbitrary expression defining the value
of a weak 'gray. Hansen.
while nickel. Synonym for rammelsbergite;
chloanthite. Fay.
white nickel are. Chloanthite.
Tm-plating. Standard, 1964.
Mat ash. The hardest of American oaks.
It is heavy and close-grained, and is used
where strength and durability are required.

Crispin.
wale *Mee. The mineral fosterite,

Fey.

white opal. A trade term for precious opal
with any light body color as distinguished
from black opal. Shipley.

white OM Eng. Carbonate of lead; cense.

white ore
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site, Derbyshire. Arkell.
white plot. A straight-grained softwood,
light in color; used extensh-ely by patternmaki ts and joiners. Crispin.

while da. Metallic tin after smelting, in con-

white weird cememt. Essentially the same
composition as other ponland cement (but

tradistinction to black tin or cassiterite.

Fey.
while teatime. A variety of brass made white
by the addition of arsenic. Standard, 1964.

exist in eastern Pennsylvania and in Frence.

white fop. Applied by miners to masses of
light gray thale or silty shale occurring
locally between a coalbtd and the normal
dark-shale roof. They are sometimes unlaminated and occur in the form of roof
rolls. The term appears to carry connotations depending upon the particular local-

1955.

white topaz. Colorless topaz. Shipley.
while trap. a. Scot. An intrusive igneous
rock, usually of basic composition, which
has been bleached at the contact with coal
or other carbonaceous rock. Arkell. b. See
trap. Addl.

more finely ground ), toeing made from pure

calcite limestones and white clays which

Urquhart, Sec.7, p. 12.
white powder. See gunpowder, whim CCD
6d, 1961.
whiteprlot. See blueprint. Hess.
white pyrite. Same as marcasite. Standard,
1964. Synonym for anenopyrite. Hey 2d.

white mot. Eng. An annual tax of eightevery tinner in Cornwall and

paid to the lord of the soil Standt=n,upon

ard, 1964.
while rods. Eng. A dolerite of nearly white
color associated with coal in Staffordshire
and elsewhere. Fay.

whitely. S. Staff. White clay in the Coal
Measures. Compote blacktery. Arkell.

white sok a. Salt dried and calcined; decrepitated salt. Fey. b. Salt refined and

prepared mainly for household use. Alm,
vacuum pan salt used for salting skins; a
distinction from rock salt. Kaufmann.
while mods. Sands which are usually quartzitic, and must be pure enough to resist heat
and slap. They are used for the final layer
in Siemen's steel furnaces. Nelson.

while sapphire. More widely called white
corundum; the colorless pure variety of
crystallized conmdum, ALGA, free from
those small amounte of impurities which
give color to the varieties ruby and sapphire. C.M.D.
while seitorL Albite. Standard, 1964.
while septarim bood. Eng. A bed of paper
shale in the Kimeridge Clay, Dorset
Arkell.

while silk done. Same as satin spar. Shipley.

while silver OM An old name for argentiferous tetrahedrite. Fey.

white sponge lkoestoeue. Eng. Part of the
Inferior Oolite, Dorset. Arkell.

*Idle spat. A fault sometimes occurring in
pottery colors, for example, in chrome-tin

pink and in manganese colors. It is caused
by evolution of gas during firing, the glaze
snbsequently flowing over the crater left
by the gas bubble without carrying with it
sufficient color to match the surrounding
area. Dodd.
while spruce. An inexpensive wood latgely
used for framing, flooring, etc. Crispin.

White's test. A method fot the detection of
free lime, for example, in Portland cement
or dolomite refractories. A few milligram

of the powdered sample is placed on a
glass mkroscope slide and wetted with a
solution of 5 grams of phenol dissolved in

5 milligrams of nitrobenzene with use addition of two drops of water. Mktoexamina-

non (X 80) will reveal the formation of
long birefringent needles if free Cat) is
present Doe2.
whitest's& a. Aust. An indutated clay band
in the Greta seam, thickly strewn with

plant impressions. Fey. b. A literal translation of the German weisstein, the name of
a rock now generally known as granulite,
but sometimes called leptinite. Fay. C. Usually, a fine-grained rock of whithh appear-

ance. TIME.

white tellurium The mineral sylvanite, (Au,Ag )Tes.

ity. A.G.1.

while tad. An Irish mune for the layer of
pftt found under "clearing." It is very
light when dry, burns ()middy, and leaves
little or no ash. Tomkeurt 1954.

white ultramarine. A white substance obtained when the ingredients used in the
manufacture of artificial ultramarine are

heated with access of air. Standerd,1964.
while vitriol. The mineral pedant*, ZnS03.71120. Also called salt of vivid; zinc vitrol.
C.T.D.; Fey.

whitrosre. a. As applied in ceramics, refers
to daywares made from day bodies which
fire to a white color. Brum. Dia. b. Ware
with a white- or ivory-firing body. ifac.
whitewash. a. A white scum of soluble sulfates which accumulates on the surface of

a brick or other clay product during or
after manufacture. Fay. b. A dilute lime
Wrate suspension. Synonymous with milk-

of-lime. Boynton. c. A fault in glass. See

also scab. Dodd.
whitiog. A white levigated and washed chalk

used as a pigment and fot polishing. Ac-

cording to its quality, it is known variously

as Spanish white or whiting, and Paris

white. Standard, 1964.
whiting seindtote. A finely ground calcium

carbonate, about 98 percent pure, contaminated by magnesia, silica, iron, or alumina,

and should not be confuses' with chalk
whiting or precipitated chalk. BirMines

BUIL 630, 1965, p. 886.
Whithig system In this system two grooveci
sheaves are placed in tandem and are coupled together by connecting rods. These
sheaves are driven directly from the hoisting eng:ne. One sheave is set at a slight
angle with the vertical so that tbe rope will
pass freely from one sheave to the other.
The hoisting rope passes around the drive
sheaves and then to a takeup sheave that
is mounted on a horizontally movable carnage for taking up slack or when hoisting
is changed from one level to another. A tail
rope is used in this system, although it is
not absolutely necessary. Lewis, pp. 246247.
whitiocidte. Calcium phosphate, Gas(PO4),,
with small amounts of Mg and Fe, as colorless rhombohedra from North Groton, N.H.
Spencer 16, M.M., 1943.
Whitney stress dismiss. Diagram showing the
stress distribution in a reinforced concrete
beam in accordance with the theory of ultimate load. Ham.
whits; wits. Corn. See tin wins. Fay.
Whitwell stove. A firebrick, hot-blast stove on

the regenerative system. Fay.
whirler sal. See Jeffrey crusher. Pryor, 3.
whole; whole aim. a. N. of Eng. That por-

Wiancho pressure-measuring
tion of a coal seam being worked by driving

headings into it only, or the state of the
mine telore mining the pillars. Fay. b.
Derb. Any OM that has not been mined.
Fay.

whole body monger. A device used to iden-

tify and to measure the radiation in the
bedy (body burden) of humans and animals. Uses heavy shielding to keep out

background radiation, ultrasensitive scintillation detectors, and electronic equipment.
L&L.
whole chyle blurbs. A bearing which defines

the direction of a survey line by its horizontal angle measured clackwioe from true

north. Ham.
whole cosi. Eng. A disoict of coal entirely

intact. See also virgin coal. Fay.
whole cradle. N. of Eng. A working platform
Of scaffold of nearly the same diameter
the shaft, and suspended from the surface.
Fay.

whole dismasd. A diamond (as mined ), the
shape of which has not been modified artifidally. Long.
whole list. N. of Eng. A panel or district in
which headings have been driven, prior to
mining the pillars. Fey.

whole pice. Eng. A place driven to form

the pillars in the first working (bord-andpillar). SMRB, Paper No. 61.
whole stalls. S. Wales. Two or mare stalls

having their faces in line or on a cleat

with one another. Fty.
whole stone. Synonym for whole diamond.
Long.

whole-store bit. A bit the crown of which
is either surface set or impregnated with
whole diamonds, as oppred to an impregnated or surface-set bit in which the inset
diamonds are fragmented diamonds. Long.
wink wattles. a. Newc. Working where the
ground is still whole, that is, has not been
penetrated as yet with breasts. Opposed
to pillar work, or the extraction of pillars

left to suppon previous work. See also
whole flat. Fay. b. Eng. The operation of
the first working of the seam to form it

into pillars (bard-and-pillar). SMRB, Paper
No. 61. See also working the whole.
whorled. Scot. The cage is said to be whorled
when it is drawn up to or over the pulleys.
Fey.
whistler. A potter's wheel. Also called whirler.
Standard, 1964.

whorls. Scot. Pithead or shaft pulleys. Fay.
w hp Abbreviation for water horsepower.
Pit and Quarry, 53rd, sec. E, p. 82.
whr Abbreviaticn for watt-hour. BuMia Style
Guide, p. 62; Zimmerman, p. 118.
Wloscho presnow-utesturiNg syWess. This
pressure-measuring system :s used to measure and record water pressure changes of

0.1 inch to 80.0 inches to a depth of 200

feet. The system includes three Wac units.
The underwater unit consists of a differential pressure gage in a housing which also
contains a hydraulic filter to compensate
for static pressures and a calibration relay
circuit The differentia/ pressure gage produces an electrical signal which is proportional to the pressure variation by changing

the ratio of two inductances. The elec-

tronic unit contains two resistances which

complete a bridge circuit with the two

inductances and produce a direct-current
voltage proportional to the pressure variations. The recording unit is a recording
milliammeter which serves as the indicating device for the pressure variation. MFG.

wrIchr wych. Celtic for salt spring; often used

in England as the termination of MIMI
of places where salt is or has been found,
as 13mitwids, Nantwich, etc. Fey.

Mellen. Eng. A subsoillike chalk, HaddenwaritTegi.ear Thame. Atka
A glassy phase of diabase or basalt, named from a Finland locality, With-

at right angles to the dip. The term true

width is often used to describe this value,
in which case width used to &cote the
thickness passed through inepective of the
angk of dip. Nelson.
Wiedgerite. Trade name for soft bitumen
resembling elaterite, but containing much
sulfur and water. Tomkeieff, 1954.

tis. Compare sordavalite. Fey.
soft twisted-cotton string
between the rod joints as they are made up
or coupled. Long.

%leper sedimestatims tabs. Apparatus for

stall, or bord-and-pillar, system of working
a seam of coal, with pillan up to 13 yards
and stalls up to 24 yards wide. Also called
wicket work. Fey. b. A wall built of refrac-

of the meniscus in a narrow side tube,
joined to the large tube near the base of

wick. To place

particle-size analysis by sedimentation from

wicket. a. N. Wales. A kind of pillar-and-

relatively large diameter; the rate of sedimentation is indicated by the movement

tories to dose an opening into a kiln or

furnace; it it of a temporary nature, serving as a door for rumple, in intermittent
or annular kilns. Dodd.

wicket conveyor. A corweyor comprising iwo
or more endless chains connected by crmbar and to which vertical rods are attached

at spaced intervals The crossban are also
with spaced projections at the
=flame to form in effect a continuous

carrying surface through which pmduct
cannot fall. ASA M114.1-1958.

Maine. The soft twisted-cotton string used
to wick drill-rod joints; the act of placing

the cotton string on the rod joints. See also
wick. Long.
wide-mootbed socket. A fishing tool similar
to a bell-mouth socket, lacking a latch.
Long.

wide °penile. An underground excavation
whose width is greater than two or three
ernes its height. Woodruff, a. 1, p. 62.

wblewoeit. a. Eng. A fotm of the pillar-andbreast method of excavating coal. Steedend, 1964. b. Room or chamber driving,
as distinguished from entry or gangway
driving or narrow work. Fey.
while. Composite, consisting of sintered tungsten carbide cemented together by about
13 percent metallic cobalt ; extremely hard
and strong; used extensively in tool bits
and other machine tools. Bennett 2d, 1962.
Widamstilttes stracture. A structure characterized by a geometrical pattern resulting
from the formation of a new phase along
certain crystallographic planes of the parent solid solution. The orientation of the

lattice in the new phase is related crystallographically to the orientation of the
lattice in the parent phase. The structure
was originally observed in meteorites but
is readily produced in many other alloys
with certain heat treatment. ASA, Gloss.

suspension in a tube (or cylinder) of

the latter and itself containing the diapersing liquid free from solid particles Dodd.
wiggle Writ. Synonym for divining rod.
wiggle tall. a. A mck.-cutting tool or bit used

to deflect a borehole that has an articu-

lated pilot part which also can be attached
to a knuckle-jointed device and coupled

to the bottom end of a drill suing. Also

called whipstock. Long. b. See rock drill.
Fey. c. Nickname for hand-rotated :toper
drill. Bureau of Mises Staff.
wightmemita. A mineral, Mg.131011140, in
colorless, toughly hexagonal prisms; anorthic; from Commercial quany, Crestmore,
Calif. Hey, M.M., 1964; Fleischer.
Wilbert mmelemaisee. In concrete products
industry, one who makes asphalt lined concrete vaults. D.O.T. 1.
Wlkosims. Lower or upper lower Eocene.

supp.
%lime miner. See Crawky-Wilcox miner.
Nelson.

wildcat. a. A borehole and for the act of
dnlling a borehole in an unproved territory where the prosped of finding anything
of value is questionable. It is analogous to

both sides of the reef or reef channel has
been included. Burman. c. That dimension

measured at right angles to the direction
of the thickness and length of hie. ASTM
C43-55.
widtit of lode. The thizimess of ore measured

roof of the Pittsburgh seam in western
Maryland. Fey. b. Used among Scottish
miners for inferior coal. Timid'', 1954.
widens's& Forest of Dean. Mottled red and
gray grit. Atka
wadi% Eng. An old term used by colliers
for firedamp. Fey.
wild gas. Blast-furnace gas that does not burn
steadily or properly. Fey.

wild beat (of steel). A beat of molten steel
which is boiling violently, and so, if poured,
hooeyrombs the ingot with contained gases.
See also heat, b. Webster 21; Fey.
wild lead. Zinc blende. Fey.
w3doesa. A condition that exists when molten
metal, during cooling, evolves so mudi ga:

that it becomes violently agitated, forcibly
ejecting metal from the mold or other container. ASM Gloss.

wild parrot. Term used by Scottish miners for
impure parrot coal. Tomkeieff, 1954.

wild rock. Any rock not fit for commercial
slate. Hess.

wild well. A well flowing while out of control Brandy, 2.
wild wart. A kind of bord-and-plllar system
of coal mining in which the very narrow
pillars left to support the roof are not re-

filifel money, often hy exaggerated and
misleading statements intending to use the

funds so raised for penonal profit rather
than for the development of the propeny
and without regard to securing an adequate return to tbe investors, A malign

intent is not a necessary characteristic, for
the term is now used as follows: Specifically applied to a mining or oil company
organired to develop unproven ground far

from the actual point of discovery. Any
risky venture in mining. Fay.

moved from points where actual minerals
or other substances of value are known to

which a certain amount of country rock on

A.G.!.

wildcat work. See wildcat dnlling. Long.
wid coal. a. Brittle slate interstratified with
thin coal seams Also caned 'lashings The

unsafe by reason of reckless financiering;
as a wildcat bank. Standard, 1964. d. A
mit ing company in which the management

wild, irresponsible speculation ; unreliable or

known and is mlculated. Accordingly,
there is a corrected width, which is estimated, and a true width which can only
It diffen from the 'toping width in

or ims on a geologic structure or in an
environment that has never produced.

wild steel. a. Steel in or made from a wad
beat. See also wild beat. Webster 21. b.
Said of liquid steel, especially rimmed

wildcat Milling. The dnlling of boreholes in
an unproved territom Also called cold
nosing; wildcatting. I.ong.

be established by actual observation and
measuring of the reef at right angles to its

of development as petroleuni-oil- and nat.
ural-gas-produdng land. Ricketts, II.
wildcatting. a. Drilling wells for oil in terrimry not yet proven to be oil bearing. Fay.
b. Locating mining claims outside of welldeveloped, Of known mineral deposits. or
far from the actual point of discovery. Fe).
c. Organising and exploiting a risky venture. See also wildcat. Fay. d. Can. Siskins claims for quick sale. Holman. e. See
wildcat drilling. Long.
wildcat well. A hole drilled to explore for oil

a prospect in mining. Long. b. To act or
carry on recklessly or wildly. Standard,
1964. c. Originated or characterized by

Mammals. See rock drill, b. Fey.
Mids. a. The thickness of a lode measured
at right angles to the dip. Fey. b. S. Mr.
In a borehole the width of a reef or lode
is indicated by the distance traversed in
the reef (borehole width) and the angle
at which the reef has been intersected.

On surface this angle may not be exactly

Wiley table
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wich; wych

wildcat bale. A borehole drilled in an unproved territory. See also wildcat. Long.
wilikatter. a. An individual or corporation
devoted to exploration in areas far reoccur. Also called cold noon. See also wild-

cat. Long. b. One who drills wells in the
hope of finding oil in territory not known
to be an oilfidd. Webster 3d. c. One who
locates a mining claim far from where ore
has been discovered or developed. Fay.

d. One who organizes or assists in the
organization of a wildcat. Fey.

wildeat tenitoty. Applied to land which is
not proven but is thought to be susceptible
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steel, that is producing considerable effervescence. Henderson.

cvvered. Fey.

Wiles' process. A method of reducing iron

ones in which the electric furnace is fitted
with two or more hollow electrodes,
through which the finely divided ore inti-

mately mixed with reducing materials is
introduced. Osborne.

WiNey slimier. A form of shaking canvas

table which is given a vanner motion.
Liddell 21, p. 389.

Willey table. Lonrestablished and widely
used form of shaking table. Plane rectangle
is mounted horizontally and can be sloped

about its long axis. It is covered with
linoleum (occasionally rubber) and has

longitudinal riffles dying at discharge end
to a smooth cleaning area, triangular in
upper comer. Compound eccentric is used
to create gentle and rapid this:swing motion
on table, longitudinaW. Sands, usually
classified for size mange are fed continuously and worked along table with aid of
feedwater, and *cross rifles downslope by

gravity tilt adjustment, and added wash
water. At discharge end the sands have
separated into bands, the heaviest and
smallest uppermost, the largest and lighten lowest. Pryor, 3. The Dodd, Cammet,

Hallett, and Woodbury are similar types.
Liddell 21, p. 389.
albeit*. A reee-red, yellow member of the
apatite group containing calcium silicate,
suUate, carbonate, and oxide in addition
to phosphate. Hexagonal Small crystals.
From Crestmore, Calif. English.
Wffidakes WIllussite. Trade name for a colloidal bentonite (jelly rock) used in paper-

making. Spencer 20, M.M
Windom oven. A potterf bottk oven de-

signed so that the hot gases rise through
the bag walls and the central wellhok, and
descend between the saggen to leave the
kiln through flue openings in the floor midway along radii. Dodd.
willeseite. A natural zinc onhos.licate, EnsSi Oe. Troosite is a manpnese-bearing variety. Yellow, green, red, brewn, white color;
luster, vitreous to resinous; sometimes fluoresces in ultraviolet light; Molls' hard-

ness, 53; specific gravity, 3.3. Found in
New Jersey, New Mexico; Africa; Greenland. An ote t nc ; a phosphor. CCD 6d,
19C1 .

winos stone. Eng. An oolitic freestone used
for cornices and chimney pieces; also, a
good paving stone, Halston Northamptonshite. Arkea.

Mims"

hined-borreser amber. A crusher

with a rotating central shaft carrying a
number of hinged hammers, which fly out
from centrifugal force, crushing the feed
ainst the casing. Liddell 21, p. 358.
a. An apple-gmen impure variety of serpentine. See also jade. Seaford.

b. A translucent bright wen sementine.

usually containirg 'pecks of chromite, used
as a semiprecious stone. Dana 61, pp. 460,
669. c. An old misspelling of wilkmite.

Dana 61, pp. 460, 669.
Willimmssi lam A tunnel kiln of the com-

bined direct flame and muffie type for the

flriog of wall tiles and sewerpipea. This
kiln differed from earlier tunnel kilns in

that the hot combustion gases biassed wen,

rather than along, the kiln.

odd.

plashreneter. A parallel plate compression apparatus for the testing of rubber; it has since been used quite consider-

ably in the testing of day. Dodd.
Maims' rim An atmospheric riser. ASM
Gloss.

Wilbu. conpkr. This coupler is wovided
with a lock retracting into the bo4 of the
main casting. The tail bolt is provided with

an outer coiled spring or rubber springs

to take tension and buffing shacks; inside
is a small centering spring which returns
the coupler to its central position after deflection on curves. This coupler has wide
horizontal and vntical ranges and the unlocking of one coupler releases the other
identical noting coupler. It also has a large
buffing area and may be arranged to buff
without coupling by means of a pin or by
the operating arm being clipped back into

a small ratchet The coupling is designed
for a drawbar pufl of 10 tons with a factor
of safety of *ht, but pulls of 121/4 tons

can be aimed for by a heavier type of
278-279.
Sinelr.ir V.,
Vng-atedrawgear.
*bp. Another Wan* for methane.
Cooper, p.

I.

winder brake
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wiluw lbloe. Cobalt blue diluted with white

ingredients each as ground silica; a quoted

recipe is 40 percent cobalt oxide, 40 percent feldspar, and 20 percent flint. Dodd.
willow pattern. In pottery, a design used in
decorating willowwase. Webster 2d.

Wilmot jig. A basket-type Jig, the basket

being suspended in a tank of water. The
pulsations are effected by moving this bas-

ket upward and downward by means of
eccentrics. HAS been used extensively in

the preparation of anthracite of all sizes
and to a lesser extent of bituminous coal.
Mitchell, 0. 428.
Wapotte oven. A byproduct coke oven having two outer zones in the beating system
and one double inner zone. In this oven,
the gas is alternately burned upwards in
the two outer zones with the products of
combustion being carried down through
the double inner zone and, on reversal.
burned upwards in the double inner zone
with the products of combustion being car-

ried down through the o..1) outer zones.

Camp, 601 el., 1951, p. 2,0. Known as a
double-divided oven.

Wilson elevator. A type of elevator extensively used in the southern part of Africa.
See also elevator. Long.
wilsonlle. A rhyoand...site tuff containing
frgaments of pumice and and-site in a
matrix consistme of shreds of glass in a
granular initropic base. The tock has also
been interpreted as a brecciated ibyolite
flow, but the evidence appears to be against
this view. Holmes, 1928.

Winn maker. A furnace used for the
manufacture of ptoducer gas. Fey.
wiklug coellident (of soils). The ratio of (1)
the weight of water in the soil at the
moment when (with gradual reduction in
the supply of soil water) the leaves of the
plants griming in the soil first undergo
a permanent reduction in their water con-

tent as the result of a deficiency in the
supply of soil water to (2) the weight of
the soil when dry. The ratio is expressed

Mikhail& Same as lintonite. English.
Winchester. A straight-sided 4lats bottle of
the type used for transporting laboratory
liquids; the two British Standard Winches-

ters have volumes of 80 and ,0 fluid

ounces respectively, that is, approximately
21/4 and 21/4 liters. Dodd.
Winchester astting. A method of splay-cutting
roofing tiles for tho top ceurse in the vertical tiling of exterior walls, so that the Snal
course of tiles is perpendicular to the overhanging verge. Dodd.
winch, ITed-operisted. A small drum haulage

or hoist, used underground and on the
surface. A gear train is interpoeed between

the handle and the drum. The handle is
turned several revolutions to ooe of the
drum. Two handles may be fitted and also

a pawl and ratchet to prevent the load
running !sick should the pretsure on the
handle lv reduced. See also monkey winch.
Nelson.
winchnses, dredge. In metal mining, one who
operates a power-driven winch on a ;told
dredge to move it from one working posi-

tion to another during dredging operations, winding up the cables wihch are
anchored at points in advance of the

dredge. D.O.T. I.

Mach operator. See hoist operator. D.O.T.!.
wind. a. To hoist. Long. b. To spool rope or
cable on the drum of a hoist. Long. c. Eng.
A hand windlass or jackrell. Fay. d. To
raise coal, etc_, by means of a windineengine. F . e. A steam engine used ourpalely for lowering and raising men in an
engine pit or pumping shaft. Fay. f. A single journey of a cue from top to bottom
of a shaft or vice versa. Fay. g. Air; air
current. Mason. h. Compressed air. Mason.

A.GJ.

wiled Armin& The pnicess which wind-

beyond its nonactivating limit of swing
and a pivoted rail then falls between the
rail tracks below. Pryor, 2.
wiggle. a. A variety of vesuvianite. Fay. b.
A green aluminum garnet Standard, 1964.
witolsk. Eng. Scot. A hollow instrument for
cleaning a hole in boring; a kind of shell

wind blast. a. Aust. A quantity of air driven
out of mine workings with considerable
force by a fall of roof. Fey. b. A tdowr-out
or "windy" shot. Fey.

as a percentage.

Wiliam stopper. Automatic arrangement
which arrests mine ear when it runs away
downslope. The car displaces a pendulum

auger. Some varieties of wimble, suitable
for botir.g into soft clay, are called wimble
scoops. Also spelled wammel; whimble;
wumbk. Fey.
whosisle swop. See wimble. Fay.

wk. a. To extract ore or coal. To mine, to
develop, to prepare for mining. Fay. b. To
recover, (as metal) from ore. I 'Aster
Medi. a. A small hand- or poi.er-operated
drum haulage for light duties on the surface or aWmgreund in mines; a heavyduty power winch fitted to the rear of a
tractor. Ste afro Pkkrose hoist. Nelron.

driven particles abrade each other and the
exposed surfaces of any kind. Stokes and
Varner 1955.
wiled began. A beam incorporated into a structure for the sole purpose of resisting wind
pressure. See also countedracing. Ham.

windblown mei. Staff. Miners' term !or
weathered coal. Tomktieff, 1954.

*Whore. Newc. The suction pipe at tb.bottom of a set of pumps. See also snorepiece; snorehole; strainer. Fay.

wind ben. The compamnent in the bottom
of the converter that receives the blast and
delivers it to the tuyeres. Mersereas, 4th,
p. 408.
wind-depositiou coast. A coast consisting of
eolian material. Schieferdecker.

wind drift. Drift motion of the water caused
by the stress exerted by the wind on the
sea surface. Hy.

b. A synonym for hoist. Formerly, a manpower hoisting machine, consisting of a
horizontal drum with crank handles. Long.

wind-driven curtent. The ocean current which

exert a strong pull while winding in a line.
Nichols.
*lock airopereted. A small compressed-air

because of the escape of gases before the
pillars are worked off. Mason, v. 1, pp.

c. A drum that can be rotated eo as to

drum haulage or hoist, ured for lifting,
dragging, or skidding work in mines. With

capacities ranging from 660 to

4,400

pounds, these windes have powerful piston motors and are capable of continuous
operation. They are easy to move from job
to job; used for shaft sinking and for moving wagon drills at quarry and opencast
eratiohs, etc. See alto spotting hoist.
mirhces.
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develops as a result of the changes in density

distnbution caused by the wind drift. Hy.
winded. Coal that is more difficult to work

103, 105.

winder. a. An electtically driven winding

engine for hoisting a cage or cages up a
vertical mine shaft. C.T.D. b. See winding
cage. Nelson. c. See card tender. D.O.T. 1.
winder brake. An appliance or equipment.
capable of retardi,1 or smpOng the cages
in a shaft in an emergency. The advent of
modern dynamic braking and speed stabilization schemes have enabled an accuracy

windrift dune
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winder brake
and smoothness of control which previously

had been obtained only with Ward-Leonard control at considerable expense. See
also brake; semi-automatic control. Nelson.

Moffatt. Can. Bram Hoffman.

charge of the steam or electric winding

fad to small-scale development work and

man.

p. 239. b. A drums or usually a oection of tree trunk set horizontally on rough

engine at a mine. Nelson. Also called hoist-

windleg vides; allaft pida. Tbe purpose of
jelt guides is to permit winding to
safely at relatively high speeth by

rXcting because of its small capacity.

bearings above shallow pit or shaft, and

provided with handles at each end for
manual rotation. Used to raise or lower
buckets of spoil in exploratory pitting.

whid furnace. Any form of furnace using the
natural draft of a chimney without the aid
of a bellows et blower. Fey.

preventing collisions between the cages an.1

velocity of the air in mines. Fay.
Mod pp. a. The low depression or notch in
a ridge where a stream formerly flowed,
and that is utilized for highways in crossing the ridge. A.G.1. b. Sometimes a river

broken guide causes danger from damage;

Pryor, 3. c. Commonly used in England,
Africa, and Australia to designate a hoist
or winch. Long. d. A horizontal drum for
winding, or for hoisting by winding;

that has been cuttini a water gap it

and firmly supported and maintained verti-

mechanism ; loosely, any form of horizontal

ering of the land surface is in Kogreu.

flexible. The former may be of timber, and
in new shafts have generally been replaced
by steel channels, steel rails or angles; the

wild pp. An anemometer for testing the

diverted by capture while the general low-

The abandoned gorge remains as a notch in

the ant of a ridge, and is termed an air
gap or wind gap. A.G.1.

wind bakk In mining, an excavation or

opening for removing ore. Standard! 1964.
witsdbole. Eng. A shaft or other opening for
ventilation. Fey.
wising. The operation of hoisting coal, ore,
Men, or materials in a shaft. The conventional system is to employ two cages actu-

ated by a drum type of winding engine
with steel ropes attached at either end of

the drum, one over and the other under it,
so that as one cage ascends the other descends and they arrive at pit top and bottom simultaneously. See also automatic
cyclic winding; Koepe winder; winding
winding rope. Nelson.
whildues;apparahr. The machinery and equipment for lowering and raising loads
through the shaft or staple shaft. Nelson.
winding ker. The appliance on drop bottoin
ore or coal cars by which the doors are
closed and held tight. Fey.

between the ages and side of, or fittings
in, the shaft. They must be rigid enough
to prevent material deviation of the cages
or skips from the vertical; strong, since a
smooth, so as to offer as little resistance
to the movement of the cages as passibk ;

properly, one operated by radial arms,
runovable bars, or a pawl-and-ratchet

cal. They may be of two types, rigid or

hoisting drum, especially that form of

latter are steel ropes of round or semi-

locked section steel rods. Rigid guides are
adopted in shafts of rectangular cross section and these ani the shaft sides and fittings ar e small. Rope guides are wed in
circular and elliptical shafts where adequate clearances can be provided. Rope
guides maintain the vertical automatically,
and expand and contract with temperature
variation without complication. Sinclair,
V., pp. 46-47.

Melba pulley. See winding sheave. Nelson.
windily rope. a. The rope whieh carries a
cage, skip, or hoppit in a shaft. With the
exception of locked coil ropes, a wire winding rope consists of a number of steel
strands usually grouped together around
a core of manila or fiber. The wires are
twisted together symmetrically according
to a definite geometrical pattern. All multi-

strand ropes are lard up. The lay of a

winding cycle In general, a cycle refers to
any series of changes or operations per-

rope is the pitch of the strands and such
a rope may take two forms. In a tang lay
rope, the wires in the strands and the

eration to full speed; (2) period of full-

lay rope, the strands are twisted in the
opposite direction to the wires in the strand.
In general, the tang lay type of rope is

formed by or on a system, which brings it
back to its original state. In winding, the
term usually refers to a complete wind,
which comprises three phases: (1) accel-

strands in the rope are twisted in the same
direction, while in the regular or ordinary

speed running; and (3) retardation to rest.
The time of the windinic cycle is the sum
of the winding time anci the decking time
in seconds. The time for changing mine
can is from 10 to 12 seconds for each
deck of the cage, unless provision is made

favored. See also hoisting rope,. scales lay;
wire rope; wire-rope tests. Nelson. b. See

for simnleineous decking. The time required for filling and emptying skips is

much lower. See alto winding speed. Nelson.

winding drum *imams awing *Nan rope.
For haulage to surface through a sene

shaft, the surface gear includes a winding
drum of cylindrical or clindroconical form
on which the winding tope (hoisting rope)
is coiled as the cage or skip or kibble, is
raised, and from which it is paid off as the
return journey is made. Two such receptacles are usually worked simultaneously

in balanced hoistingone rising as the

other descends, from a compound drum.
This last is driven by the winding engine.
Pryor, 3. See alto bicylindroconical drum;
conical drum; Koepe sheave; parallel
drum. Nelms.

Mann mike. a. The steam or electric engine at the top of a shaft which rotates
the winding drum and thus hoists and
lowers the cage or skip trymeans of

wind-

ing rope. In metal mining, the winding

engine is usually called a hoist. Also called

winder. Nelson. b. See winding drum.
Iwirgkoittr, 31.eibefisa.

The skilled man in

winding dram. Pryor, 3.
winding sheave; *iodise pulley. A grooved

pulley wheel, mounted on plummet blocks,
at the top of the headgear. The winding
rope passes item the cage or skip around
the sheave and on to the winding drum.
For normal loads, the sheave rim and boss

ate made of cast-iron and the spokes of
round, mild steel. Winding sheaves range
up to about 24 feet in diameter. Sheaves
up to 8 feet in diameter are usually 'Tilde
whole, but above this size they are built
in halves and bolted together. To give
efficient service, the sheave diameter should

be at least 96 times the winding rope

diameter. See also Koepe sheave. Nelson.

Waft grad. The velocity at which a winding engine lifts a cage or skip in a shaft

Winding speeds have reached up to 6,000
feet per minute for deep mines. The normal maximum speeds for deep shafts are

3,300 to 4,000 feet per minute and for

winch familiar in well curbs, consisting of
a drum and cranks. Standard, 1964.

*Wks,. Derb. A place in the mine where
the air is bad or short. Also called airless.
Fay.

wind aaliod. A system of separating coal
into various sizes, and extracting waste
from it, which in principle depends on the
specific gravity or site of the coal and the
strength of the current of air. Fey.

windmill gasometer. An anemometer in
which a windmill is driven by the air

stream, and its rotation transmitted through
gearing to dials or other recording mecha-

nism. In some instruments the rotating
vanes and dials are in the same plane,
that is, both vertical, while in others the
dial is horizontal. In the windmill type,
the operation of air measurement involves
readings of the dials at the beginning and
end of a measured period, and a watch or
clock is required. Windmill instruments
may be fitted with an extension handle
providing a form of remote control, and
used to measure the air speed in an other-

wise inaccessible spot. Mason, v. 1, pp.
224-225.

window. a. A circular or an ellipsoidal ro-

sional break in an overthrust sheet whereby

the rocks beneath the overthrust are exposed. Synonym for fenster. 4.6.1. b.
Sometimes erroneauly used for an inlier.
A.G.!. c. In speleology, a natural opening
above the floor of a passage or a room,
giving access to an adjoining cavity or the
surface; larger and less symmetrical than
a porthole. A.G.I. d. The opening of a natural bridge. A.G.1. e. In flotation process

the dear space sometimes formed on top
of lane mineral-loaded froth bubbles.

winw ghee. See sheet glass, a. ASTM
C162-66.

Mahar pipe. A dredge discharge pipe -*Ith
one or more openings in the bottom.
Nichols.
window-type sample. Synonym for door-type
sampler Long.
The high gloss or luster des elwind
on a rock in desert areas as a resolt
abrasion by and blown against it. 4.6.1.

wild perms. The pressure on a structure
due to wind, which increases with wind
velocity approidmately in accordance with
the formula p = 0.0034 where p is the
pressure in pounds per square feet of area
affected, v is the wind velocity in miles
per hour. Ham.

geared winders a common max:mum is between 1,300 to 3,000 feet per minute. The
present tendency is towards heavier loads
and lower wWhv speeds as these result
in better winding efficiencies. Lower speeds

wild ridge. A type of ridge tile. See also

posed to winding coal or mineral. See also
winding. Nelson.

stronliewinds of constant direction. They
a mile or mor! in length with a
:Uth of a few hundred feet. Bert (level-

ate employed when winding men as op-

Maim a. A device used for hoisting, lim-

264-972 0-69--79
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iv=tile. Dodd.

dose. Sand dunes formed in area

of deep sand with a shrub cover and

wire-cut process
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windrift dune
oped forms have more or less parallel

tion for assessing the thermal endurance

if any, are found in the interior of the

strength (P), modulus of elasticity (E),

wings. Usually found along shores; few,

United States. I. Geol., v. 48, No. 2, Feb.Mar., 1940, p. 129.
wised road. a. Eng. An air passage for mine
ventilation. Fay. b. Underground ventila-

(F) of glassware on the basis of the tensile

coefficient of linear thermal expansion

(oc), thermal conductivity (K), specific
hest (C), and specific gravity (S):
P

tion road. Pryor 3. c. See airway. B.S.

3618, 1963, see. 2.
wind rose. A diagram which shows the proportion of winds blowing from each of the

main points of the compass at a given

locality, recorded over a long period. The
prevailing wind with its average strength
as thereby revealed at a glance. Ham.
windrow. a. A row of peats or sod set up to
dry, or cut in paring and burning. Stand-

ard, 1964. b. A ridge of soil pushed up
by a grader or bulklozer. See also travel
mixer. Ham.

windrow ridges. A variety of ripple mark
consisting of straight, tapered ridges parallel to current. Pettijohn.
winds. A variation of winze. Fay.

wind sail. The top part of canvas pittizi,
which is used for conveying air
shallow shafts. Zern.
wind-scoured basins. Basins maintained or
developed by deflation of the finer rock
waste. Stokes and Varna, 1955.

Mohan*. A leucocratic, 91;ric variety of

quarts monzonite, containing a small percentage of biotite. Holmes, 1928.
windup. The amount of twist occurring in a

strhg of drill rods when the string

is

rotated during drilling. There can be as

many as several complete revo;utions of the

rod at the collar before the bottom mem-

ber of the strinrt begins to rotate. Also

called wrap-up. 1.--g.
windway. S. Staff. An airway leading from
one road to another. Fay.
windy shot. I. blast in coal mines which, due
to impmperly placed charges, wrong kind
or quantity of implosives, or insufficient
stemming expends most of its force on the
mine air, and sometimes ignites a gas mixture, coal dust or both, thus causing a secondary explosion which may or may not
spread throughout the mine. A shot which
blows out without disturbing the coal. A
shot that is not properly directed or loaded.

A blown-oet shot Fay.

*44 a. Scot. The point plate of a tram
crossing. Fay. b. A cutting chisel edge on
a percussive bit, which extends from the
center to the outside periphery. Long. c.

One of the cutting edges on a finger or

drag bit. Compare finger. Long. d. A side
or limb on an anticline. Long. e. A projection on an air drill bit. Nichols.

wise belt tripper. A belt conveyor tripper
having auxiliary cunveri extending laterally to one or both si es to provide wider

distribution of bulk material being discharged. ASA MH4.1-1958.

Win bore. Scot. A side or flank borehole in

a working place approaching old workings.
Fey.
wine dam. See pierdam. Schieferdecker.
*Owed headland. A promontory having two
spits extending in opposite direction:.
Schieferdecker.
winged pillars. Scot. Pillars of coal that have
been reduced in size. Fey.
wings. a. The sides, or limbs, of an anticline.
See also legs. Fay. b. Same as rests; keeps;

chairs; dogs. Fey. C. See catch. Pryor, 3.
*bewail. A wall that guides a stream into a
witicelamening or a culvert barrel. Nichols.
"NA Schott equation. An equa-

1K

oc E V SC
See also thermal expansion factors for glass.
Dodd.

Winkler system. A fluidized gasification of
coal process widely practiced in Germany
on lignites of particle size 0 to 8 millimeters. The fuel bed is fluidized in a brick-

lined cylinder 60 feet high and 161A feet
in diameter by an air/steam flow at 5,000

cubic feet per hour. The temperature in
the reaction zone varies from 800* to
1,100* C. The finely divided fuel is fed
into a grate near the base of the cylinder
by a screw feed, and the ash is removed

from the grate by a plough. Entrained dirt
in the gas is removed by cyclones and is
burned in boilers to provide steam. Francis,
1965, v. 2, p. 391.

winkkstones. Eng. Pyrites nodules, larticularly of warty, elongate shape, ussex.
Arkell.

who*. a. 'Mc excavation, loading, and

winter road. Can. Stumped right-of-way cut
in heart of bush between waterways, passage for vehicles only over high snows of
winter. Hoffman.
wince. a. A vertical or inclined opening, or

excavation, connecting two levels in a

mine, differing from a raise only in construction. A winze is sunk underhand and
a raise is put up overhand. When the connection is completed, and one is standing

at the top, the opening is referred to as
a winze, and when at the bottom, as a
raise, or rise. Compare underground shaft.

Fay. b. A subsidiary shaft which starts
underground. It is usually a connection
between two levels, and is sunk in the ore
body. Higham, p. 34. c. Can. Interior mine
shaft. Hoffman.

whim driller. In metal mining, one who

operates an unmounted, compressed-air,
percussion-type rock drill in sinking winzes

(passagewAys) from the surface to lower

levels of the mine, or from one level to
enother. D.O.T. I.
winze boktman. In metal mining, one who
operates an electric or compressed-air
hoist to raise and lower men, ore, rock,
and supplies in a winze (small underground shaft or incline connecting two or
more underground levels). Also called

removal of coal or ore from the ground;
winning follows development. Nelson. b.
The operation of ( I ) mining an ore, and
(2) opening up a new portion of a coal

winze hoist operator. D.O.T. I.
winze bolsi operator. Ste winze hoistman.
D.O.T. I.
Mazes. S. Mr. Connections between levels

SMRB, Paper No. 61. h. 'rhe combined

wiped joint. a. A joint wherein filler metal
is applied in liquid form and distributed
by mechanical action. ASM Glou. b. A
lead joint in which the molten solder is
poured upon the joint, after scraping and

warn. C T.D. c. A new mine opening. Fay.
d. The portion of a coalfield laid out for
working. Fay. e. Mining. Fay. f. Scot. A pit
(mine) and its associated equipment and
machinery. Fay. g. Eng. See heading.
process of getting (that is1 excavating) and

transporting a raw material such as day to
a brickworks or stockpile. Dodd.
winning bard. Aust. A room from which coal
is being mined. Fey.
winning lbeNew. The development headings
off which oblique heading and conveyor
panels are formed and worked (longwall)
or the development drivages in the solid
coal, about 15 yards apart, and off which
bords and pillars are formed (pillar methods of working). Nelson.
wheal., headway. a. Newc. A headway driven
to explore and open out the coal seam.
Fay. b. N. of Eng. A aossheading, or one

driven at right angles to the main gangway. Fay.

whaletoll. Aust. A leading heading or drive
in advance from which rooms, or bords,
are opened. Any leading drift is termed a
"winning." Fey.
wining pillms. Aust Extracting coal pillars.
Fay.

winowbe gold. Air blowing. Tossing up dry
powdered auriferous material in air, and
caching the heavier particles not blown
away. Fay.

Winooski marble. A siliceous dolomite of a
mottled chocolate, red, pink, yellow, and
white color, and used as a marble for tiling
and wainscoting; from Mallett's Bay, on
Lake Champlain. Fey.
win out. SCOL T, widen out, as where longwall working .1 being commenced. Fay.

whster damps. A term used in Alaska for

gold-bearizeciravel mined during the winon the surface for sluicing
ter and
in the spring and summer. Fay.
whiter oil. A heavy railway-car and engine
oil which has a solidifying point of below

20* F. Fay.
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made downwards. Beeman.

fitting the parts together, and the joint

is wiped up by hand with a cloth pad while
the metal is plastic. Strock, 10.
wiper. a. A red on which is held a piece of
cotton waste or other absorbent material

and used for drying a drill hole before
charging with black powder. Fay. b. A

form cf cam. Fay.
wiper forming. A method of curving sections

and tubing to a form block which is ro-

tated relative to the wiper block, shoe, or
roll. ASM Gloss.
wiping effect. Activation of a metal surface
by mechanically rubbing or wiping to enhance the formation of conversion coatings.
such as phosphate coatings. ASM Gloss.

wiping solder. See plumber's wiping solder.
Hess.

wire. a. A continuous length of metal drawn
from a rod. Ham. b. War. A haulage rope.
Fay.

winks*. A cast shape, particularly of tough

pitch copper, which has a cross section

approximately square with tapered ends,
designed for hot rolling to rod for subsequent drawing into wire. ASM Gloss.
wke brush. A hand brush fitted with wire or
thin strips of steel instead of bristles. Used

for removing rust, dirt, or foreign matter
from a surface. cthpin.
wke cable. See cable, e. Long.
wke cloth. Screen composed of wire or rod
woven or crimped into a square or rectangular_ pattern. Nichols.
Mr. Brick cut by wire from a
wke cut
column of clay extruded by an auger machine and not repressed. A.R.t.
wke-cut process. In the United Kingdom,
the shaping of bricks by extruding a column of clay through a die, the column
being subsequently cut to the size of bricks

wiremenot process

wire
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leerelw-Tr

by Insane of mist wseet The equivalent
term in the I:ruled States lot this process
is know* as she sistf-mud process Dodd

aloe wire-has cote buret Law':
illestigkee la due method, diaesna
ste-.1s cc hugests are suspended on a steel

a wise-rope usie-frasned itturesediate see-

bv rolling wive math in.o the ribbon of

where they ate loaded sad retrieved. In-

unchangeable iffereflit.if* at parts to which

wired glass. A fctrut oi sheet glass produced
glass so that is acts ate a reinfeaerment aad

holds the fragments together ta the event
of the sheet bring fractured. C.T D.

eke dm. A buoyed wire towed at a given
depth to determine whether uty isolated

rocks, small shoals, etc., extend above that
depth, r for determining the kast depth

of an art 4. II&G.
wiredrawisg. a. Reducing the cross section
of wire by pulling it through a die. See also
Taylor process. ASM Gloss. b. The opera-

tion, accidental or otherwise, of reducing
the pressure of steam between the boiler
and the cylinder. Fay.
wire pr. a. A gage for measuring the diameter of wire or thickneu of sheet metal.
Fay. b. A standard series of sizes arbitrarily
indicated by numbers, to which the diameter of wire or the thickneu of sheet metal
is

usually made, and which is used in

describing the size or thickness. Fay. c. A
notched plate having a series of gaged slots,

numbered according to the sizes of the

wire and sheet metal manufactured; used
for measuring the diameter of wire. Most

w:dely used in the United States is the
U.S. Standard Steel Wire Cage, which
name has official sanction, without legal
effect. The Birmingham gage is recognized

in acts of Congress for ta-iff purposes.

American Gage or Browne and Sharpe's

gage are used for copper wires and all nonferric metal wires. Crispin.
wire gauze. A gauzelike texture of fine wire,

as that used for the chimneys of flame

safety lamps. Fay.
wire glass. Flat glass with embedded wire.
See also safety glass. ASTM C162-66.
wire hanger. a. The hanger from which wire
or cable is suspended. Bureau of Mines
Staft. b. See wireman. .D.O.T. I.
wire-hanger helper. See wireman helper.
.D.O.T. I.

wire line. As used in a general sense, any
cable or rope made of steel wires twisted
together to form the strands. Specifically,
a steel wire rope five-sixteenths of an inch
or less in diameter. See also cable, e; sandline. Long.

wire-line barrel. Synonym for wire-line core
barrel. Long.
wire-line cable. A 1)16- or 1/4-inch wire rope

used to handle the inner tube of a wireline core barrel. See also cable, e. Long.

wire-line core barrel. Double-tube, swivel-

type core barrels the outside diameters of
which are of sizes made to be used in various sizes of diamond- and rotary-drill boreholes, and designed so that the inner-tube
assembly is retractable. At the end of the
core run, the drill string is broken at the
top joint so that an overshot latching de-

vice can be lowered on a cable through
the drill-rod string. When it reaches the
core barrel, the overshot latches onto the
retractable inner-tube assembly, which is
locked in the core barrel during the core
run. The upward pull of the overshot releases the inner tube and permits it to be
hoisted to the surface through the drill
rods; it is then emptied and serviced and
dropped or pumped back into the hole,
where it relocks itself in the core barrel

at the bottom. Long.
wire-line coring. The act or process of core
drilling with a wire-line core barrel. See

cable awl lowered to tha vesture/me iiurfAce

cludes the use of dna-b4clurs und elamshell

dredges, and generady to a depth of not
more than 500 lett below era level. Moo.

pp 243,211.

wire-elm Mho& The drilling of bor. boks
with wireline core-barrel drill-string equipment. Long.
wirolkso MI rod. Drill rods having couplings
that are nearly flush on the inside and designed so that the inner tube of a wire-line
core barrel and overshot assembly czn be
run inside the rods. LfAllf.
coeptimp. A rod coupling
whst-lime

designed for use on wire-line drill rods.

See also wire-line drill rod; wire-line core
barrel. Long.
wire-Use dram. A winding drum or hoist on

which the wire line is wound when handling

the inner tube and overshot assemblies of
a wire-line core barrel. Long.
wire-Hee boist. See wire-line drum. Long.
wire-thse socket. The socket connecting the
wire line to a wire-line core barrel overshot assembly. Long.

wireman. In mining, one who installs and

repairs underground power, light, and trolley lines, making extensions into new working places as openings advance. Also called
lineman; mine wireman; wire hanger.

D.O.T.!.

wireman helper. In mining, one who auists
wireman in installing and repairing underground power, light, telephone, and trolley
lines. Also called wire-hanger helper.

D.O.T.!.

wire-mesh conveyor belt. A woven wire conveyor belt composed of various combinations of flattened-helical coils of wire which

may (or may not) be joined by straight
or crimped members. ASA MH4.1-1958.

wire-mesh reinforcement. Expanded metal,
wire or welded fabric used as reinforcement for concrete or mortar. See also mesh.

Ham.
wire pack. A circular pack, consisting of
waste stone, built within woven fencing

fixed to light props. The pack is still effec-

tive support after the props have failed.

Wire packs are used for sm:sll openings in
the Rand mines. Nelson.
wire rod. Hot-rolled coiled stock that is to be
cold-drawn into wire. ASM Gloss.
wire rope. a. A rope made of twisted strands
of wire. See also cable, c. Long. b. A steel

wire rope used for winding in shafts and
underground haulages. Wire ropes are
made from medium carbon steels. See also
flattened-strand rope; locked-coil rope;

multiple-strand rope; winding rope. Nelson. c. Various constructions of wire rope
are designated by the number of strands

in the rope and the number of wires in

each strand. The following are some common terms encountered: airplane strand;
cable-laid rope; crane rope; elevator rope;
extra-flexible hoisting rope; flat rope; flattened-strand rope; guy rope; guy strand;
hand rope; haulage rope; hawser; hoisting
rope; lang lay rope; lay; left lay rope; left

twist; nonspinning rope; regular lay; reverse-laid rope; rheostat rope; right lay;
right twist; running rope; special flexible

hoisting rope; standing rope;, towing hawser: transmission rope. H&G.
wire-ioper anchor. A device for tieing off and
securing the tension in the wire ropes of

now .tf BMA .1411-19411.

inaesmodusse woos coasted., of in-

the carrying Wen are supported by ewe
Of BMOC steal wire riles. ROWS Weis
may or may nos be supported from the
ropes. NEMA .1411-1961.

wtre.tope weeder. That part of a wire-rope
side-framed intermediate section which
maintains a horisontal plane a axed distance between wire ropes bus does not
support the wire ropes. 1VEMA #4111-1941.

wireeepe sopiptert. That pan of the wire-rope
side-framea intermediate section which positions the wire rope or ropes with respect

to the roof or floor. It may or may not
have provisions for mounting a return

idler. NEMA MB1-1961.
wire-rope hats. To insure that new ropes for
use in mines comply with the appropriate
British Standards, it is recommended that

a percentage (10 to 20 percent) of all
new haulage ropes should be tested. The
tests are carried out on rope samples taken

either when the ropes are delivered or
when put into service. The former practice is preferred. The three main tests are
tensile, torsion and reverse-bend, which
are covered by British Standard 236 and

330. Nelson.
wtre ropeway. A ropeway using a wire cable
or cables. Used for conveying ore and sup-

plies in rough mountainous districts; a
wire tramway. See also aerial tramway.
Fay.

wire safety glass. A single piece of glass with

a layer of meshed wire completely em-

bedded in the glass, but not necessarily in
the center of the sheet. When the glass is
broken, the wire mesh holds the pieces together to a considerable extent. See also
safety glass. ASTM C162-66.
wire saw. A saw consisting of one- and threestrand wire cables, up to 16,000 feet long,
running over pulleys as a belt. When fed

by a slurry of sand and water, and held
against rock by tension, it cuts by abrasion. It cuts a narrow, uniform channel.
This saw is used for cutting out granite,
slate, marble, limestone, or sandstone
blocks. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965, p. 878.

wire-saw operator. See wire sawyer. D.O.T. I.

Wire sawyer. In a stonework industry, one
who operates a wire saw to cut very large
blocks of granite, limestone, marble slate,
or sandstone into smaller blocks that can
be handled on gang or circular saws. Also
called wire saw operator. .D.O.T. I.
wire setter. One who tends electrically powered unwinding machine that supplies wire

netting to be embedded in sheet glass.
D.O.T. Supp.
wire silver. Native metal in the form of

wires or threads. A.G.I.
wire strand. Several steel wires twisted together to form one strand of a wire rope
or cable. Long.
wfre-strand core. A core in which the num-

ber of wires shall not be less than the

number of wires in a main strand of the
wire rope and the individual wires shall
be of an appropriate grade of steel in accordance with the best practice and design, either bright (uncoated), galvanized,

or drawn galvanized wire. ASA M11.1,
1960, p. 8.

wire tender. One who inspects, tightens, and

replaces the clay cutting wires of brick

Wit. sealer
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wiry; Initarir. A miners! °mann* As thin
wires. otters twisted like the strands of a
rope. for example. nativs. copper. Nelson.
wiechaswlas. A pale blue sulfatic cancrinitr,

3NaaAloSis0..NaeSO4.3H10, in which
nearly all of its COD is replaced by SO.
Hexagonal ( ?). From Wischnewye GosT,

southern Ural, U.S.S.R. Synonym for visit,
nevite. English.
Wisconsin. Fourth Pleistocene glaciation.
A.G.I. Supp.
Maud; wIdisket. Lanc. A light basket writh-

ing about 25 pounds, used for carrytng
coal, etc. up a shaft. Fay.

wisps. Whitish wisplike fractures memblina

thin windblown clouds. Occur in some
synthetic emerald but never in the gen-

uine. Shipley.
wikbet. N. Wales. See wicket. Fay.

withamite. A red to yellow variety of epidote, having a small quantity of manganese. Standard, 1964.
withdraw. To draw off; to take out supports.
Mason.

withdrawal standard. The percentage of flam-

mable gas in British coal mines at or
above which workmen must be withdrawn.

In safety lamp mines? it is 2 percent or
over and in other mines 11/4 percent or
over, or if any indication of gas is seen
on the lowered flame of a safety lamp.

See also ventilation standards. Nelson.
witherite. Native barium carbonate, IlaCO3,
orthorhombic. Dava 17.
within-laboratory tolerance. The maximum
acceptance difference between determinations carried out in the same laboratory on
the same analysis sample by the same operator using the same apparatus. B.S.
1016, 1961, Pt. 16.
witness corner. A marker set on a property

hne leading to a corner; used where it
would be impracticable to maintain a
monument at the corner itself. Seelye, 2.

witness mark; witness stake. A mark or stake

set to indicate the position (approximate
or exact) of a property corner, instrument
station, or other survey point. A witness
may be a rock, tree, or other object. Examples:

(a) a blazed tree on the bank

of a river may indicate the eorner which
is at the intersection of some survey line
with the renter line of the ;stream, and
therefore,
nnot be marked directly; (b)

a stake d 'yen so as to stand out con-

spicuously, and marked with a station
number, may witness a hub (With nail at
exact station) driven flush with or below

the sutlace of the ground. Seelye, 2.
witness post. Satellite beacon used to mark a

claim when the correct boundary post is
inaccessible. Pryor, 3.

wittichenite; wittichlte. Described as a steelgray or tin-white metallic mineral, CusBiSa;

from Wittichen, Baden, Germany. Dana
7, v..1, p. 373.
wittfte. A Ind-gray sulfo- and seleno-bismuthite of lead, 5PbS.3Bia(S,Se)s. Ortho-

rhombic or monoclinic. From Falun, Sweden. English.
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seprose suspended over a saitmrsue head
pulley so extra..1 weak pu _as at tramp
won. Nebo*.
Mau 300 WI wti. P0Y
Wittall1M1111111. Th0 gski rousing disirset. now

axially called the Rand, of tie Republic
of South Africa. Nebo's.

was Abberviatioa toe wastmermr. Loam* mhos

IX S.wheel rein. A skip bah mounted
on nine or more me diating unooth rubber tired wheels lot compaction and fine
rolling of soil. Nelms,.

woe that. Waiting-on-cement time. That

period between the tad of actual cementing operations and drillusg out the cement
plug or perforating the casing to permit
the fluid entry to the well bore. Williams,.
model**. A mineral. (Ta,Nb.Sn.hln,Fe)wOw, in black grams. X-ray powder patterns
resemble those of manganotantalite but
with some major differences, and the unit
cell is monoclinic and contains 32 oxyeen;

from Manitoba, Canada. Named from
locality. Hey, M..11., 1964; Fleischer.

woeblerite. Synonym for wohlerite. Hey 2d,
1955.

Wald block. A hollow clay building block
designed for the construction of walls of
various thicknesses and for use in ceilings.
Dodd.
wolderke. a. A complex silicate and colum-

lhasers, Germersv, NS{ Aejliii& Doom 7.
r 1. D. J:d.
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Mineral! Int eseterAl
(aa flattish*. ) as North Cortes% N.H.
19, Ai 11., Istjj.
W. aisheieadialas beaery. While ot/wr
niekel-cadmium batteries punally adopt
either tubular or pocketed positive piste

construction, the Wolf battery has indi-

vidual features of interest. The supporting
medium for the active materials consists

of ark of com rinsed corrupted nickel
foil.

of construction is to per-

forate strips of the foil, which are
with active material. The strips are rasokri
egd
into corrugations and compressed into a
cake. Two or more cakes are mounted in
a pure nickel frame to term the finished
plate. This method of construction results

in a plate of satisfactory electrical conductivity, and no admixture of graphite
or flake nickel in the active material is

necessary. Roberts, 11, p. 248.
MN process. A flotation process invented by

Jacob D. Wolf in 1903. He used sulfa.

chlorinated or other oils and aimed to secure a high extraction with a low grade
of concentrate in the first step, and by

washing with hot water to concentrate the
bate of calcium, zirconium, and sodium,
concentrate in a second step. Apparently
4 [NaCas(Zr,Cb)Sis0,(0,0H,F)); someno conunercial use was made of it. Liddell
times contains appreciable fluorine. Hey
2d, p. 407.
2d, 1955. b. The organic matter found in
carbonaceous chondrites. Either the sub- wolfram. a. A metallic element, number 74
in the atomic series, with melting point
stance should not have been named or a
3,370 C. It has been suggested for use
name should have been chosen that was
in high-temperature reactors, especially as
not already in use for a well-known mina shielding material. Formerly tuiagsten.
eral (wohlerite, a.). American MineraloSymbol, W. NRC-ASA N1.1-1957. b.
gist, v. 46, No. 1-2, January-February
Wolfram is sometimes used in Europe for
1961, p.244.
the mineral wolframite. Dana 6d, p. 982.
Winder test. A fatigue test in which one end
of a specimen is held in a chuck and ro- Wolframine. A synonym of wolframite and
tungstic ocher. Hey 2d, 1955.
tated in a ball bearing placed on the other
end. The ball bearing carries a weight wolframlnIum. A light aluminum alloy simand, as the specimen rotates, the stress at
ilar to romanium. Webster 3d.
each point on its surface passes through a wolframfte. A mineral series, (Fe,Mn )
cycle from a maximum in tension to a
ranging from FeWO, (ferberite) to Mnmaximum in compression. C.T.D.
WO.(huebnerite). Occurs as brownishWohlwill process. The official process of the
black monoclinic crystals, columnar aggregates, or granular masses in association
United States mints for refining gold. It
with tin ores. An important ore of tungconsists in subjecting gold anodes to elecsten. A.G.1.; Dana 17; Fay.
trolysis in a hot solution of hydrochloric
acid containing gold chloride, the solution wolframlum. An alloy of aluminum and tungbeing continuously agitated with comsten, containing 0.1 percent of the latter,
resembling romanium. Tungsten is the
pressed air. CCD 6d, 1961.
scientific name. Standard, 1964; Fay.
wolchonskolte. An amorphous, dull, bluishgreen, fragile chromiferous day. Standard, wolfram lamp. A tungsten lamp. Webstes
1964.

3d.

weld. As a physiographic term, wold may be

wolfram ocher. Synonym for tungstic ocher.

differential erosion from inclined sedimentary rocks, and vale as the accompanying

wolfram steel. The same as steel. Standard,

The term wold, as here defined, is identi-

wolf's eye stone. Shipley.
wolf's eye stone. A rarely used name for tiger
eye especially that which is partly silicified
and, therefore, intermediate between tiger
eye and hawk's eye. Shipley.
wolftonfte. See hydrohetaerolite. English.
wolgldite. A variety of leucitite composed of
leucite, magnophorite, diopside, and minor
olivine and phlogopite. A.G.I.
wollastonfte. A natural calcium silicate, Ca-

defined as a range of hills produced by

Hey 2d, 1955.
1964.

depression or strike valley. The gentler wolfsbergite. a. (of Nicol). The same as
chalcostibite. Fay. b. (of Huot) The same
slope of the wold is a bajada and the
as jamesonite. Standard, 1964.
steeper slope, a cuesta if this slope is not
a cliff, and a caja if this slope is a cliff. wolf's eye. Same as moonstone (feldspar);

cal with cuesta as defined by Davis in
1899, and as the term cuesta is now com-

monly used. A.G.I.

wolf. a. The name of a naphtha-burning

flame safety lamp. Jones. b. The name of
carbide and electric lamps. Bureau of

Mines Staff.
wolfachite. Described as a silver-white to tinwhite metallic mineral from Wolfach,
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weethelealile

wolloneonque

Toes4sw

wellosesseiessi Issaisagils. A bedded mall-Ike subsea:tee originally described as Newsom's.a shale but later discoveved to be
similar so torbanite. From W

New South Wales, Austraa.
1954.

goirtra

webeadoorCle. A mineral, ( PbCa )() 2UO..21* 0, orthorhombic, as I.right-red crusts
in fluorite from Wolsendorf, Bavaria, Germany. Named from locality. SPIX4' Ir 21,
M.M., 1958.

Wonieser mien damp. A type of foo

opeiated drill-rod safety clamp the operation of which is similar to a bulldog safety
clamp. Also called automatic spider.
Long.

IWO. Eng. Proved, sunk to, and tested. Coal
is won when it is proved end so developed
that it can be worked and conveyed from
the mine. Fay.

wonder metals. Applied to metals such as
beryllium, magnesium titanium, and sirconium that have been put into exceptionally expanded use 'ince World War
PI. Pearl, p. 44.
wonder stone. a. A variety of breccia consist-

ing of yellow crystals of calcite disseminated through dark-red earthy dolomite.
Standard, 1964. b. A rockbound variety of
rhyolite. Bureau of Mines Stall.

wood. a. Eng. Signifies mine timbers, bars,
sprags, chocks, lagging, etc., which are all
used in various ways for supporting the
roof and sides of underground workings.
Fay. b. Agatized, opalized, petrified, silicified wood; a material composed of opal
or chalcedony (agate) and formed by the

replacement of wood by silica. The replacement of the woody matter by the
silica takes place in such a way that the

original form and structure of the wood is
preserred. Sanford. c. Consists essentially
of cellulose, resins, proteins, and sap
juices. A typical analysis is as follows: 50
percent carbon, 43 percent oxygen, 6 percent hydrogen, 1 percent nitrogen, and a

calorific value of 7,300 British thermal
units per pound. cooper, p. 384.

wood agate,. Agate formed by the petrification

of wood. See also wood, b. Fay.
wood alcohol. See methanol. Crispin.
wood arsenate; wood copper. Fibrous variety
of olivenite. Bennett 2d, 1962.

Woodbury jig. A jig with a plunger com-

partment at the head end, so that the

material is given a classification in the jig.
Liddell 2d, p. 389.

Woodbury table. A table of the general

Wilfley-Overstrom-Card type, with riffles
parallel to the tailings side, and a hinged
portion without riffles (unlike the Card).

The table top is a rhomboid, and the
riffles gradually shorten as they near the
tailings side. Liddell 2d, p. 389.

wood chain. S. Staff. A hoisting chain the
iron links of which are filled with ;mall

blocks of wood. Fay.
woodchuck cut. See burned cut. Hess.
wood coal. a. Charcoal. Webster 3d. b. Lignite. Webster 3d. See also board coal. Fay.
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CCD 61. 1961,
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wood new. Eng. Sre ringer, a doe-and-

chain, a. Pay,
woodrotk. A variety of asbestos resembling
wood distils*. gm. See wood ps. CCD
wood. Standard. 1964.
6d. 1961.
weaklier., A psilomelanelike mineral with
woodrae. An extrusive rock containing
the composition, 2(En,144n)0.3bInOw4
phenocrysts of olivine and augite in a
!.!..0, from Sterling Hill, N. J. Spencer 20,
brown glassy groundmaas rich in alkalies.
Ad.M., /933.
The chemical composition is very similar Woods Alter. A very dark glass which abto that of absarokite, and the rock may be
sorbs almost all of the visible spectrum,
classed as a glassy variety of alkalic basalt.
but transmits ultraviolet rays. Skspley.
A .G:1.
Wood's Liam A special class that transmits
wooden tabbies. Up to the beginning of the
ultraviolet but is almost opaque to visible
nineteenth century, wood tubbing was still
light ; such a glass was first made by Prof.
widely used in Great Britain. It consists
R. W. Wood, Johns Hopkins University,
of wooden staves which were driven down
and was used for invisible signaling durin soft ground during sinking to keep back
ing World War I. Dodd.
water. The lining was stated to be capa- Woods Hole sediment analyzer. A method
ble of withstanding pressures up to a
of particle size analysis based on measuremaximum of 130 pounds per square inch.
ment of pressure changes resulting from
The lining resembled the sides of a wooden
sedimentation in a suspension of the partituband the word tubbing is doubtless declei in water. It is applicable to coarse
rived from this similarity. See also tubsilts and fine gravels, and permits 150
bing, a. Nelson.
tests to be made in a day. Dodd.
wooden. York. Timbermen employed in Wood's process. See up-draw process. Dodd.
mines. Fay.
piping. Piping formed from wood
wood fiber. A material produced by grind- woodstave
beards fitted and strapped together by
ing or shredding wood. ASTM C11-60.
encircling steel bands. Pryor, 3.
wood flour. A pulverized wood product used wood stilt. A piece of wood attached to the
in the foundry to furnish a reducing atleg of steel girders to provide a measure
mosphere in the mold, help overcome sand
of yield and prevent premature distortion
expansion, increase flowability, improve
and
damage to the ring. See also stilt.
casting finish, and provide easier shakeNelson.
out. ASM Gloss.
Petrified wood, as wood opal.
wood gas; wood dhailletion sm. Gas pm- woodstone.
Standard, 1964.
duced during production of charcoal by wood
tin. A nodular variety of cassiterite,
heating wood in absence of air. Usually
or tinstone, of a brownish color and
used as a fuel at the production site. CCD
fibrous structure, and somewhat resem6d, 1961.
bling dry wood ni appearance. Fay.
Woodhall-Duckham kiln. See rotary-hearth
woodwardite.
A mixture of topper sulfate
kiln. Dodd.
and hydrous aluminum silicate, from
wood hematite. A finely radiated variety of
Cornwall. England. Dana 6d, p. 962.
hematite exhibiting alternate bands of
woody lignite. a. A fibrous lignite; usually
brown or yellow of varied tints. Fay.
woodhouseite. A hydrated sulfate and phos-

phate of calcium and aluminum, 2CaO.
3A110,13108.2SC:. 6H20, as small colorless

rhombohedral crystals. Found in California. Spencer 15, M.M., 1940.
wood iron. A fibrous variety of chalybite
(siderite), FeCos. Fay.
wood iron ore. Corn. Fibrous limonite,
Land's End district. Arkell.
wood opal. Fossil wood transformed into
opal. Standard, 1964.
wood peat. Peat formed from decayed wood,
leaves, etc., in forests. Fay.
wood picker. See picker, i. D.O.T. Supp.
wood piling. A method of sinking a shaft
through loose surface deposits by driving
down vertically a ring of wood piles. As
the piles are rammed downwards, the
loose material is removed. Frames were
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brown in color and retains a distinct

woody structure. See also earthy lignite.
Nelson. b. A more or less descriptive term

commonly, and to some extent indiscriminately, used in coal literature to apply to
certain kinds of lignite. A.G.I.
woody peat. Synonymous with fibrous peat.
A.G.I. sup p.
woody structure. A macrostructure particu-

larly found in wrought iron and in extruded rods of aluminum alloys, that

shows elongated surfaces of separation
when fractured. ASM Gloss.

wOol. a. Eng. Sandy shale or shaly flag-

stone with irregular curly bedding, Lancashire. Compare curly coal. Arkell. b. A
fleecy mass of Plain glass fibers. ASTM
C152-66.

wool drag. A fault in ground laying result-
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Wembley almoc. A wa- or toffee-cup hayleg the general shape 4 a plain cylinder,
rounded sharply attar the bottom, which
has a broad bot shallow foot Dodd.
Wanks gravimeter. A compact, email, tcanperature-compensated gravity meter in
which a system is held in unstable equilibrium about an axis so that an increase
in the gravitational pull on a mass at the

end of a weight arm causes a rotation

yew that to

4 bellow worked, bus
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.54te
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prii.tiabis memos

war% Nigh. la au wekhng, the saes between the eketrode and one mesar of
the joists, taken in a plane normal to the

weld anis. AIM Gloss.

ROA NM The part of a lever between the
fulcrum and the working end. Nichol,.
workbosrd. A board, about 6 feet long and

9 inches wide. on which pottery ware
may be placed and carried from one process to the next. Dodd.

work capacity. That limit of energy ex-
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gime mak tarmacs

IA such a furnace adi tired kg, coalitional,

Wags, the term neastim the camnpartninne

tullowing the melting sad and separated
from it by the brides. (2) the end front
which the glase is withdrawn in a elites
tank furnace that has no bruise Dodd.
woetiog bee. Th. place as which the work
is bring done in a breast, gangwey, airway,
chute, heading, drat. Ada. or troascut. etc
See aLto lace. c. Fey.
workless Int. Aust. See whole working. Fay.

working fuesses. Eng. A mine-ventilatina
furnace supplied with fresh air from the

downcast shaft. Fay.
workkg gullet. The immediate excavation
needed for the opencast working of ore.

other mineral, whether underground or
in open work. To mine. Fay. d. S. Staff.

pended or absorbed within which a body
is not unduly fatigued. Broady, 2.
worked-out. a. A mine or large section of
a mine from which aU minable coal has
been taken. B.CJ. b. Exhausted; said of
a coal seam or ore deposit. Fay.
work harder** a. The increase in the hardness and strength of a metal produced by
cold plastic deformLtion or mechanical
working. SII 11.10 cold working. Ham. b.

e. To crumble and yield under the action of a squeeze. Applied to pillars or

The same ati strain hardening. ASM Gloss.
work index. ...te Bond's Third Theory.
Pryor, 3.

working interest. The operator's mineral

opposed by a sensitive spring. The meter

weighs 5 pounds and has a sensitivity

of 0.2 milltgal. A.G.I.
work. a. The process of mining coal. B.C.1.

b. Mid. A stall or working place in a

mine. Fay. c. Eng. To get cut away, or
excavate and remove any bed or seam,

or part thereof, of coal,

ironstone, or

A side of work. See also side of work. Fay.

roof of a coal mine. Fay. f. To be slowly

closing under the action of a squeeze.
Applied to portions of the mine work-

ings. Fay. g. Ore before it is dressed. Fay.

h. A place where industrial labor of any
kind is carried on. Usually in the plural
as a saltworks, ironworks, etc. Webster 3d.

i. Denoting that a creep or squeeze is
taking place. Hudson. I. Work is measured, not in terms of time, but in terms
of foot-pounds ,or inch-pounds. Crispin. k.
Work is done by a force if the force over-

comes a resistance and causes a body to
move in the direction of that force. Morris and Cooper, p. 142. I. The amount of
a force multiplied by the distance it has
traveled. The practical unit is the footpound, and is force in pounds weight
multiplied by distance in feet. Mason, v. 2.,

p. 349. m. The product of a force in
terms of weight and the lineal distance
through which it acts. See also horsepower.

Ham. n. Objects which are to be, are being, or have been treated, as in cleaning

or finishing. ASM Gloss.
workability. a. The same as formability.

ASM Gloss. b. A term referring to the
firmness of rocks, that is, the ease with
which they can be drilled and broken
out. Stoces, v. 1, p. 102. c. The relative
ease with which concrete or mortar can
be placed or used. See also consistency;
Abrams' Law; plasticizer. Ham.

workability index of plastic refractories. A
measure of the consistency and moldability of plastic refractories. A.R.1.

workability of concrete. That property determining the Sort required to manipu-'
late a freshly mixed quantity of concrete
with minimum loss of homogeneity. ASTM
C125-66.

workable. A coal seam or ore body of such

working. a. When a coal seam is

being

squeezed by pressure from roof and floor it

emits creaking noises and is said to be
"working". This often serves as a warning to the miners that additional support
is needed; sagging roof emi*.ting noises

and requiring additional timbering. B.C.1.

b. A working may be a shaft quarry,
level, opencut, or stope, etc. Usually in
the plural. See also labor; workings. Fay.
c. Scot. A name given 'o the whole strata

excavated in working a seam. Fay. d.

Scot. Making a noise before falling down,
such as holed coal at the face, or unsup-

ported roof strata. Compare work, e.,
Fay.

f.

working a claim. To work a mining claim
is to do something toward making it productive, such as developing or extracting
an ore body after it is discovered. Ricketts, 1.

working barrel. Corn. The cylinder in which
a pump piston works. Fay.
working beam. Eng. A beam having a vertical motion on a rock shaft at its center,
one end being connected with the piston

rod and the other with a crank or pump
rod, etc. A walking beam. Also, a brake

staff. Fay.
working bit. Eng. Said of a vein large enough

for a man to work in without breaking
any of the adjacent rock. Fay.
working capital. The amount of money
available to finance the operations of a
company, beyond that required for the
purchase of fixed assets such as property.
Truscott, p. 255.

working chamber. The chamber in which
men work at the foot of a pneumatic caisson. See also manlock. Ham.
working column. In casing a borehole, the
last and deepest column in which work is
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Nelson.
workisg-bole. In glassmaking, a small opening over pots enabling workmen to introduce or withdraw material required. Bureau 01 Mines Staff.

working borne. Working toward the main
shalt in extracting ore or coal as in longwall retreating. See also longwall. Fay.

ownership involving the costs of drilling,
completion, equipment, and producing in
contrast to the (free) royalty interest.
Wheeler.

working load. a. The maximum weight a

hoist line 01 other rope or cable can carry
under working conditions without danger
of straining. Long. b. The same as proper
working load. Zern.
working mold. See mold. Dodd.
working on air. A pump works on air when
air is sucked up with the water. Fay.
working-on-the-walls. The coding or corroding of blast furnace lining. Fay.
working out. Working away from the main
shaft in extracting ore or coal, as in longwall advancing. Compare working home.
Fay.

working pit. A mine shaft through which
the ore and miners are carried, as distinguished from one used only in pumping.
Standard, 1964.
working place. a. The place in a mine at
which coal or ore is being actually mined.
See also working face. Fay. b. The miner's
MOM or chamber. Hudson.

working plan. Same as working drawing.
Fay.

working range. The range of surface temperature in which glass is formed into ware
in a specific process. The upper end refers

to the temperature at which the glass is

ready for working (generally correspond-

ing to a viscosity of 10' to 10' poises),

while the lower end refers to the temperature at which it is sufficiently viscous to
hold its formed shape (generally corre-

sponding to a viscosity greater than 10°
poises). For comparative purposes, when

no specific process is considered, the workir.g range of glass is assumed to correpond
to a vicosity range from 10' to 10" poises.
ASTM C162-66.

working rate. Scot. The rate per ton paid
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seta sew. See worm. Long.
worm ~eye". a. A conveyor coasisting
a spiral plate encircling and hatened to
a shalt lying longitudinally within a
trough: rotation of the spiral pushes the
material forward. Also called screw con-

See also pillar extraction. Nelson. b. Same

worm par. A speed redorsion unit in which

be a sate maximum for a particular mate-

rial under ordinerv condition*. See alio
load fac toe. item. b. The maitimum unit

wren to which the parts of a structure are
p. 76 c. Ss* allowto be subjected.

working lie broken. a. The extraction of the
coal pillars in a pillar method of working
as second working; robbing pillars. Fey.

working the whole. The drhong of the nar-

row coal headings to forrn pillars in a pillar
method of working. Nelson.

work lead. a. Impure pig lead that is to be

desilverized or refined. See also base bullion Standard, 1964; Fay. b. The electrical

conductor connecting the source of arc
welding current to the work. Also called

veyor. B.S. 3352. 1962. b. See helical conveyor. Ham.

a worm wheel is coo. 'reed at its outer
edge by a worm placed either above or

below the worm w6-el and at right angles
to the worm wheel axle. Shell Od Co.
worming pot. In ceramics, a vessel that discharges through tubes, for forming strips
or wormlike patterns on an article of pottery eotated in a lathe. Standard, 1964.
worm-type anon% See WORM Long.

welding ground or ground lead. ASM Gloss.

worm wheel. A modified spur gear with

performance of a specific tash. The proper
time is determined by taking into account

worthlte. A metal suited to a wide variety
of wet, dry, and hot sulfur dioxide, sul-

work measurement. The determination of
the proper time to allow for the effective
all the factors affecting the execution of

the task. Where machines are involved, the
task is also dependent on the effectiveness

of the machine and this is determined.
See also method study; tirae study. Nelson.

workpiece. A part or piece upon which work
is done in a processing operation. ASM
Gloss.

work platform. A board or small platform
placed at a suitable height in the drill
tripod or derrick so that a man standing
on it cAn handle the drill rod stands. Com-

pare safety board. Long.
work shaft. A shaft which is in daily use
for hoisting coal, ore, or men. See also air
shaft. Nelson.
works manager. The general superintendent

in an industrial plant. In many establishments same as chief engineer. Crispin.

work speed. A term relating to the process
of grinding with abrasive wheels. In surface grinding, the work speed is the rate
of table traverse, usually expressed in feet
per minute. In centerless, cylindrical, and

internal grinding, the work speed is the
rate at which the object being ground
(the 'work') revolves; this may be expressed either in revolutions per minute
or in feet per minute. Dodd.
work stone. A plate in the bottom of a blast
hearth or ore hearth having a groove down
its center for conducting away the molten

lead. Standard, 1964.

work study. Embodies the techniques of an-

alyzing methods used in performing an
operation and of measuring the work involved. Work study insures better use of
materials, plant, and manpower, that is,
higher productivity. Nelson.
work the twig. Prov. Eng. To use the divining rod. Standard, 1964.

curved teeth that meshes with a worm.
Nichols.

furous acid, and sulfite service. It is used
in construction. E.C.T., v. 13, p. 423.
Composition: 24 percent nickel, 20 percent chromium, 3 percent molybdenum,
3.5 percent silicon, 0.7 percent carbon,
and the balance iron.
woogh. a. Scot. The wall rock beside a vein
of lead. Webster 3d. b. The side of a vein;
wall. Compare ouges. Arkell.

wound rotor motors. Wound rotor induction motors differ from squirrel cage in-
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grrapilirlas coomar. A conveyor in which
the return strand of the belt is demon be

a wrap drive which combines a drive
pulley with a snub PulleY NeM4 Mal1961.

wrap forming. is. stretch forming. AIM
Gloss

wrapirp. Same as windup, as applied to the
twist in a drill-rod string. See alto windup.
Lone

wrestle. In &amain', a wavy appearance

in glass, especially flint glass, due to defective manufacture. Standard, 1964.
wreaddiag. A fault that sometimes occurs on
the inside of cast whiteware as a slightly
raised crescent or snakelike area; it is

protably a result of orientation of the

plate-shaped clay particles and can usually be prevented by increasing the vis-

cosity and the thixotropy of the casting

slip. Dodd.
wreaths. Leic. Four short pieces of hemp
rope placed around the legs of a horse or
pony and fastened together above its back,

by which it was formerly lowered into or
brought up out of a mine. Ray.

wreck. Scot. A breakdown, as in a shaft
or on an incline. Fay.
wrecking bar. A steel bar usually from 1 to 2

feet in length, with one end drawn to a
thin edge, the other curved to a claw.
Crirpin.
wrench. A tool that grips a nut or pipe and
is provided with a handle or lever with
which to turn the pan gripped. See also
pipe wrench. Long. Common tyPes are

duction motors only in the construction of

adjustable wrenches, monkey wrenches,
double-end S wrenches, box wrenches, T

short-circuited copper bars, has a definite
winding connected for the same number

wrenches, and socket wrenches. Crispin.
wrench fault. A transverse strike-slip fault

their rotor. The rotor instead of having

of poles as the stator with the leads
brought out to slip rings. These motors

are frequently called slip ring motors. The
stator and rotor are commonly called the
primary and secondary respectively because under locked rotor conditions, the
motor becomes a transformer with a given
ratio. This ratio depends upon motor design and is not standardized. Pit and
Quarry, 53rd, Sec. 4, p. 6.
woven-wire vibrating screens. Ore screening machines whose screens are woven of
steel wire and stretched tightly on a metal

frame. Near the center of the screen is
fastened the vibrating element of a highspeed vibrator, which produces a vibratory motion at right angles to the plane
of the screen. The bulk of the screening
at the present time is done with screens
Of this type. Newton, p. 73.

wpc Abbreviation for watts per candle.

in an almost vertical fault plane. Synonym
for flaw. Schieferdecker.

wringing fit. A fit of zero to negative allowance comparable to fits assigned to the

first six nominal shaft sizes listed under
class LN2 of interference locational fits in
ASA B4.1-1955. ASM Gloss.

wrinkling. A wavy condition obtained in
drawing, in the area of the metal that
passes over the draw radius. Wrinkling
may also occur in other forming operations when unbalanced compressive forces
are set up. ASM Gloss.

wrist action. In a bucket, the ability to
change its digging or dumping angle by
power. Nichols.

wristpin. A cylindrical hollow pin used to
fasten the piston to the connecting rod.
Shell Oil Co.

writing sand. Eng. Micaceous iron ore, Dartmoor; formerly sent to London for drying

BuMin Style Guide, p. 62.
WP-cni. This cut is developed from the

wet ink. Before the introduction of blotting paper various fine sands were used

geometrical figure as an incomplete pyra-

wrought alloys. The type of alloys that are

Blasjo cut. The holes are arranged in a

mid and not parallel in the planes of the
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for this purpose. Arkell.

suitable for forming by mechanical means
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ductility and toughness. Stroek, id
emesilw easel. Weld steel. Webster 21,
woes Abbreviation for wint-tecond Croson.
wl Abbreviation for weight. &Mon Style
Guide. p. 62.
swift av Abbreviation for weighted average.

111Min Style Guide,

p. 62.

&Mos Style Guide,

p. 62.

wed svg Abbreviation for weighted average.
wt pet
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44oill rad

wow*,
444.0

Abbreviation for

&Win Style Guide,

weight-percent.

p. 62.

Wonsch process. ln metallurgy, a heavy
suspension method for the concentration

of ores where the wane has a specific
gravity of 2.7 or more. Minerals having
a specific gravity in exceu of 5.25 must

used, since a suspension containing
over 40 percent solids by volume is too
plastic for use. Galena (specific gravity
7.4 to 7.6) and ferrosilicon (specific gravity 6.7 to 7.0) have been used. Hell.
warfront. A mineral, PbMo04, sometimes
with calcium, chromium, vanadium. Tetbe

ragonal. Yellow, orange, or bright orangered of resinous luster; found in veins with

ores of lead. Specific gravity, 6.7 to 7.0;
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the (.:ongo. Hey. Ai M. 19d1
stye& See wkh. fay.

erye. a.

Cumb. 'The betun-end connection

above the pump rod* of a winding and
pumpung engine

fey. b. A fitting either

cast or wrought that has one side outlet
at any angle other than 90'. The angle
is usually 45% unless another angk is
specified. The fitting is usually indicazed
by the letter Y. Strools, 3.
w7.-cumnected; pessmected. A wye-con-

nected power system is a system in which
one end of each phase winding of transformers or alternating-current generators
are connected together to form
neutral
point, and the other ends of the windingt
are connected to the phase conductors. A
neutral conductor may or may not be connected to the neutral point, and the newtral may or may not be grounded. I.C.

7962, 1960, p. 23.
wye level. The spirit level is attached to

the telescope which rests in two Y-shaped
supporu. These are fastened to is horizontal
bar to which the vertical axis is attached.
The telescope can be taken out of the Y's,

3. Found in

turned end for end, and replaced when

Nevada, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona;

wye rectifier circuit. A circuit which em-

Mobs'

hardness,

2.75

to

Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania,

Austria, Germany; Australia.
An ore of molybdenum. Sanford; Dana

Hungary,

17; CCD 6d, 1961.

wumble. Corn. An instrument for cleaning
a hole when boring. Hess.
wiirm. Fourth Pleistocene glaciation.

A.GJ.

Supis.

wurftilite. An asphaltic mineral resembling,
and closely related to, gilsonite and uintaite. Also called aeonite; aegerite; elaterite ; tabbyite. A.G.I.
wurtzite. A zinc sulfide of the same composition as sphalerite, ZnS, but hexagonal
in its crystallization. Sanford. Also called
wurtzite-2H, its cell contents being
Zn2.S2. See also wurtzite-4H for explanation of notation. American Mineralogist,

33, No. 9-10, September-October 1948,
pp. 653-654.
wurtzite-4H; wurtzite-4H; wurtzite-15R.
v.

Three polymorphs of ZnS found in shrinkage cracks in clay ironstone concretions
embedded in carbonaceous biack shale of
the lower Conemaugh formation at West-

ern Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio. In
the notation used, the number refers to
the formula weights per unit cell, and H
and R refer to hexagonal and rhombohedral forms. Wurtzite-4H is ZruSs;

wurtzite-6H, ZruSe; wurtzite-15R,

American Mineralogist, v. 33, No.
9-10, September-October 1948, pp. 653ZnisSis.

654.

wurtzite-8H; -wurtzite-10H. Two poly-

testing the bubble for adjustment. Crispin.

ploys three or more rectifying elements
with a conducting period of 120 electrical
degrees, plus the commutating angle. Coal

Age, I.

Wyoming bentonite. A swelling type of ben-

tonite that absorbs 7 to 11 times its dry
volume of water to form a gel. Bennett 2c1,
1962.

wyomingite. An extrusive rock containing
leucite, phlogopite, and diopside (pyroxene) in a glassy groundmass having the
composition of a mixture of sanidine and
nosean. Superficially, the rock resembles

leucitite, but it is chemically similar to

phonolite and should probably be considered a phlogopite-leucite phonolite. A.G.1.

Wyoming jade. Nephrite from Wyoming.
Jadeite also reported from Wyoming in
1944, was later proven to be nephrite.

Shipley.
Wyllie. a. Each continuous vertical section
of masonry one unit in thickness. ACSG,
1963. b. The thickness of masonry separating flues in a chimney. Also called withe
or tier. ACSG, 1963.
wytbern. Eng. A vein or lode. Fay.

X a. Symbol for unknown quantity. Webster
3d. b. Symbol for multiplication (or times);
multiplied by; multiplication sign; for example 2 x 103.

Zimmerman, p. 72. c. Sym-
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With subecript w so

the umbel for (moon Sy weight or
weight fraction. Zsonmernsa.i. p. 48 k
Symbol for deviation from the mean. hos138. I. As a subscript. the
foe axial. lonmermen. p. 191

Doer w4414. 11

a. Symbol for variable; fur example, the
chemical formula for asterisk's*. No.0 .441% in which x may have any value
from 3 to S. Handbook oi CI smithy and
Phyrisr. 4.)t/s ed.. 1964, pp. 8-224. F-101.
b. Symbol for abscissa, s-coordinate, or
horisontal coordinate in a plane Cartesian
coordinate system. Webster 3d. c. One of
the three rectangular coordinates (x, y. c).

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. F-101. d. Symbol for mole
fraction and for mole fraction in liquid.
Zimmerman, p. 147. e. Symbol for horizontal length. Zimmerman, p. 186. 1. Symbol for distance in the direction of flow.
Zimmerman, p. 146. g. With subscript v
as x. the symbol for fraction by volume
or volume fraction. Zimmerman, p. 144.
h. With subscript tv as x., the symbol for

fraction by weight or weight fraction.

Zimmerman, p. 144. i. As a subscript, the

symbol for crystalline or solid; derived
from X1 and Xtal, the abbreviations for
crystal. Also given as x. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
P-101; Zimmerman, p. 168.

X a. Symbol for unknown quantity. Webster
3d. b. Symbol for multiplicat:on (or times);
for multiplied by; the multiplication sian.

Webster 3d. c. Symbol for by in expressing
measurements or dimensions; for example,
2 X 4 inches for 2 by 4 inches. Webster 3d.
d. Symbol for variable. Webster 3d. e Symbol for power of magnification; for example.
X 1,000 for 1,000 diameters (times) magnification. Webster 3d. f. Symbol to mark
the place in question; for example, X on

a map or on a photograph, as X marks
the spot or location. Webster 3d. g. Symbol

for reactance. Zimmerman, p. 89. h. As a
subscript, the symbol for crystalline or

solid; derived from X1 and Xtal, the abbre-

viation for crystal. Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-101.

i. Symbol for chemical group; especially
used for a univalent anion or for a typically univalent negative radical in general
formulas. Webster 3d. j. Abbreviation for
xenon, but usually the chemical symbol Xe
is used. Webster 3d. k. Symbol for mole

ratio in liquid. Zimmerman, p. 70. 1. Symbol for potential gradient in an electric
field. Zimmerman, p. 83. m. Abbreviation
for experimental; for example X in X Wt
for experimental weight. Wibster 3d. n.
Abbreviation for extra; for example, X in
XF for extra fine. Webster 3d. o. Abbreviation for cross. Webster 3d. p. Overscored
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Symbol for
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potential gradient in en electrk field. Zimmerman, p. 171.
ahlaallotils. A rose-pink variety of grossulante
eantet Also called untold.. landerite
From Xalosinc. Morelos. Me% Raabe*
sagthedie. Common specik promoter used in
flotation of sulfide ores. A sah or titer of
aanthic acid whkh is made of an akohol.
liquid. Zen% ewe man.

carbon disulfide and an alkali. See also

X-reagents. Duress of Mines Staff.
zaiadsieslh. Deecribed as an amorphous sulfur-yellow mineral. 3NiO.AssOi? Dana 64.
ts. 870.

xasdbllass. a. An alteration product of
sphene (titanite). Its composition is analogous to the class, but contains chiefly titanic
oxide instead of silica. Fav. b. Synonym for

anatase. Hey 2d, 1955.
natbite. A name for yellowish t..i yellowishbrown vesuvianite from Amity. N.Y., with
no particularly different characteristics
from other vesuvianite. Shipley.
xantboebrolte. A mineral, amorphous cadmium sulfide, as a thin coating on sphalerite. CdS-1-xlii0. Related to greenockite,
possibly its iscinetric modification. English.
stantbleonlle. A silver-arsenic sulfide, 3Ags.S.M.S.. Contains 61.4 percent silver. Sanford.

xantbophyllite. A leek-green member of the
brittle mica group of minerals, 14(Mg,Ca)0.8A1,08.5Si01.41-60; hardness 4.5 to 6.0;
specific gravity 3.09. Larsen, p. 179.
untbortlifte. A yellow altered variety of allanite that contains considerable water.
Standard, 1964.
xantboxenite. A wax-yellow basic ferric phosphate, with FeO, MnO, CaO, MgO, AlrOs.

Monoclinic. Thin plates. Near beraunite.
From Rabenstein, Bavaria, Germany. English.

xantbus. An early name for heliotrope. Hey,
M.M., 1964.
X-axls; x-axis. a. The axis of abscissas in a
plane Cartesian coordinate system. Webster 3d. b. One of the three axes in a threedimensional rectangular coordinate system.
Webster 3d. c. One of the three optic axes

(X, Y, and Z) in a biaxial crystal. The
X-axis is the axis of a greatest ease of

vibration. Light vibrating parallel to. the

X-axis travels with maximum velocity and
is called the fast ray, the X-ray (not to be

confuse") with the penetrating X-rays of
extremely short wavelength), and the
ct-ray. The lowest index of refraction na
in biaxial minerals is the index of the fast
ray vibrating parallel to the X-axis. Bureau of Mines Staff.
X-coordhiate; x-coordinate. a. An abscissa
in a plane Cartesian coordinate system.
Webster 3d. b. One of the three coordinates in a three-dimensional rectangular
coordinate system. Webster 3d.
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esaelihnals. Applied so a texture at mote-

icks so which the euestituent

morphs.:

mineral grains Leek proper cereal facie..
Cornmoonds to the affotriomoephic- or
tenomorphic-granular texture of igneous
rocks. A

G.I.

lissenfid. Applied so allothiaenous crystals
in igneous rocks that are foreign to the
body of rock in which they occur. A C; I
Conspire xenolith.
zsatesslee. Suggested by Pompey for missend deposits that are of later origin than
the wall rock. The word means foreigners,
and refers to their later introduction.
Compare idiogenite.
zesegenous. Having an origin elsewhere.
See olio aenogenite. lieu.
antolite. A silicate of aluminum, related to
fibrolite. Fey.

null& A fragment of other rock or of an

earlier solidified portion of the same mass
enclosed in an igneous rock; an inclusion;
an enclave. Fey.
xteomorpldc. Rohrbach's textural name for
those minerals in an igneous rock whose
boundaries are determined by their neighbors. Its antithesis is automorphic. Synonym for allotriomorphic, over which it has
priority. Fay.

zenomorptticirasedar. A term for the texture

called allotriomorphic-granular by

Rosenbusch. It is the texture of rocks in
which the individual crystals interfere,
consequently they do not have their own
crystal boundaries. Rice.
xenon. A zerovalent, very heavy, inert, gas-

eous element in group 0 of the periodic
system. Present in the atmosphere in the
proportion of about 1 part in 20 million

parts by volume. Symbol, Xe; atomic num-

ber, 54; and atomic weight, 131.30. Fay;
C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. .B-2, B-144.
Colorless; valence, 0?; density of gas,

5.887 ± 0.009 grams per liter; specific
gravity of liquid, 3.52 (at -109° C), and
of solid, 2.7 (at -140 C); melting point,
-111.9° C; boiling point, -107.1° 3°
C; and the gas is soluble in water. In a
vacuum tube xenon gas produces a blue
glow when excited by an electrical dis-

charge. Formerly considered inert and invariably having a valence of 0, but uncertain compounds of xenon have been reported recently. There are 23 or 24 known
isotopes (xenon 121 to xenon 143). Obtained by the fractional distillation of
liquid

air. Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-44, B-144,
.B-236.

xenothermal ore deposit, Deposit formed at
high temperature but at shallow to moderate depth. McKinstry.
xenodme: A yttrium phosphate, YP04, often
containing small quantities of cerium,
erbium, and thorium, closely resembling
zircon in crystal form and general appearance, and occurring in the same types of
igneous rock, as in granites and pegma-
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ha. An reganism that chatecteriati-

alratIlives under dye condi non,. A C I

isw-Www-dlograpky. A proem utilizing a layer

of photoconductive material on an aluminum sheet upon whieh is placed an elec

trice! charge After X-ray exposure, dui

electrical potential remaining on the plate

in the form of a latent electrical pattern
is developed by contact with a cloud of
finely disperted powder.

AIM

Glom

Xr Abbreviation for extra fine. Webster 34.
X-fraine hest% A reinforcement bracing of
a square set in which two diagonal pieces
of timber cross to form an X. Fey.
allankl. Mex. Turquoise found by the Asters
near the City of Mexico Fay.
X-kridisfe. Usually capital X. To irradiate
with X-rays. Webster 3d.
Xl Abbreviation for crystal. Also, xtal,
Xtal. Webster 3d.
X-I hydropbotometer. A new transistorized
self-calibrating device. The electrooptical
system gives direct measurement of light
transmission through a fixed distanc-: in
sea water. Heart of system is a sensor unit
which contain a light source, photocell,
and lens system in a watertight assembly
Hy.

xonotIlte. A pale pink, white, or gray hydrous
silicate of calcium. 5CaSiOs.H2O. Compact
fibrous. Identical with eakleite. Santa Barbara County, California; Isle Royale,
Michigan. English.

Xpdite No. I. Explosive; used in mines.

Bennett 2d, 1962.
Xplo. Carbon black for explosives. Bennett
2d, 1962.

X-radlate. Often capital X. To expose to

X-radiation. Webster 3d.
X-radiation. Usually capital X. a. Radiation
composed of X-rays. Webster 3d. b. Exposure to X-rays. Webster 3d.
X-ray; roentgen ray. a. Any of the electromagnetic radiations having the nature of
visible

light but a wavelength approxi-

mately between 0.1 angstrom and 100 ang-

stroms that is usually produced by born.

barding a metallic target with fast electrons

in vacuum so that the spectrum of the

radiation emitted consists of lines characteristic of the target material and that has
the properties of ionizing a gas upon passage through it, of penetrating through
various thicknesses of all solids, of producing secondary radiations by impinging
on material bodies, and of acting on photographic films and plates and on fluorescent
screens. A photon or a stream of photons
produced by excitation of an atom by impact of a fast-moving electron. Webster 3d.
b. Electromagnetic radiation, of wavelength

less than 500 angstroms, emitted as the

result of deceleration of fast-moving electrons (bremsstrahlung, continuous spectxum) or decay of atomic electrons from
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oxide. Wtbter
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111011111.

Um at X-rays by LW.

method, by Xray
IfOlDelfy. frOli4 ro"
union, or powder rotation method to photograph and establish (Allltf structure of
crystals. This give. idennfkaiion of specie.
and elucidates the structural bosuling of

the constituents ekmenu. The hardness
of an X.fall refers to its penetrating 00,fer.
and is in inverse proportion to its wave
kngth. Pryor. 3.
/Cosy named assbols. The process of paining X-rays through crysuls to determine

the spacing of atoms and hence the nature

of the crystal structure; the traces of the
rays are recorded on photographic film
and from their interpretation the desired
information is °banned. Sinkankas.
X-ray crystallography. It was shown by Max
von Laue that the planes of atoms in crystals act as a diffraction grating to X-rays,
which are scattered by them and provide
an accurate means of determining the details of the internal atomic structure. X-ray
photographs of metals provide information
which in many cases cannot be obtained
by ordin. ry microscopic methods. The
lines produced by each element, or phase,
are characteristic; the general pattern enables the crystalline structure to be identified. Ham.

X-ray diffraction. Reflection at definite and
characteristic angles from space lattices of
crystals of X-rays which have been caused
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cAmeac tot determinsul by the material of
the wanes. Webster 341

an intense beam of X-rays. Secondary

X-rays are emitted, separated according to
element (by passing through a crystal such

as rock salt or calcite) and the intensity

measured; used to analyze ores, slags, re-

fractories, and other nonmetallic materials. See also spectrophotometer. Nelson.

X-ray spectrometer. Apparatus developed
by Bragg for beaming X-rays on a crystal,
from the planes of which they are then
reflected. Pryor, 3.
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lov depth. Zonewmaii. p 14 cf. Symbol
for mole kat owl in vapor Zinsaserinam.

aasit Val Abbervialron foe crystal Also,
Xl. Webster 3d.

XVI ill Abbreviation for X unit(t). WebHer 3d.

X mit. Usually capital X. A unit used in

expressing the wavelengths of X-rays c:
gamma rays. It is about 10' centimeter
or

10-' angstrom. One X unit

equals

1.00202 ± 0.00003 X IV angstrom. Abbreviations, XU and au. NRC-ASA N1.1.
1957; Webster 3d.
gyfaim a. A subvarietv of provitrain in which
the woody origin of the cellular structuro
is microscopically visibk. Compare peri.
blain; suberain. 4.6.1. b. Those constituents of coal derived from lignified tissues
in which structures were retained A.G.1.

Ryland**. A variety of fossil

resin. Torn-

keleff, 1954.

zylantkaz. Wood coal; charcoal; in distinction from mineral coal. Standard, 1964.

nylons. A complex plant vascular

tissue,

composed of such cells as tracheids, vessels,

wood fibers, ray cells, and parenchyn4
cells; same as wood. 4.01.

zylenite. A maceral composed of xylain.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

nfintte. a. A variety of provitrinite. The
micropetrological constituent, or maceral,

and resin contents under the microscope.

but which are transparent to X-rays. Webster 3d.
X-ray xpectrograph. An instrument in which
the material being analyzed is subject to

r....fiesosel,

1'114

lso called I 'A 11/1 bit. 1./6 RT bit. Lens
X410,1 Abbreviation tor craw vette vs. lirn"sermon. # 32.

X-ray drill. A small portable drill making
a s-inch or %-inch diameter core to a
X-ray diffraction patterns of crystals are
translated into pictures showing the relative positions of the atoms in a crystal as
if in a photomicrograph of very high magnification. Webster 3d.
X-ray photograph; X-ray pkture. A shadow
picture made with X-rays. Especially a
picture revealing the internal structure of
objects that are opaque to ordinary light

Monate tonged in hard wood.

y a. Symbol foe unknown quantity Web.hor
14 b. Symbol fur ordinate, vtotirdirsate.
or vertical coordinate in a plane (artesian

of xylain. It consists of wood (xylem or
lignified tissues) almost jellified in bulk
but still showing faint traces of cell walls

depth of about 150 feet. Cumming.
X-ray microscope. An instrument in which

11211114011611116 A white bodrovartion woonlao la.

sag a Olt dowriesor of I .r.15 inches. Mon
commooly called a 1Vs MIT dm13-rod hit.

XXT rod MI. A CDDA noneorias bis bay-

to bombard them thus giving data for

identification of cliaracteristic lattice structure of a given species of mineral. Pryor, 3.

11~ too 'wood .epall. too

4.01. b. A distinction of telinite, based
on botanical origin (xylem or lignificd

tis-

sues). To be used if desired but considered

unnecessary by the Heerlen Congress of
1935.

n7lite. Fibrous woody lignite. Tomkeieff,
1954.

xylith. A petrographic variety of lignite composed almost entirely of anthraxylon.
xylocryptite, Same as scheererite. Tombien,
1954.

xyloid coal. Brown coal or lignite mostly
derived from wood. Tomkeieff, 1954.
nyloldin. An explosive compound produced

by the action of nitric acid upon starch

or woody fiber, resembling guncottun. Fay.
nylold lignite. A more or less descriptive
term commonly, and to some extent indiscriminately, used in coal literature to
apply to certain kinds of lignite. 44.0.1.
Month. See magnesium-oxychloride cement.
Bennett 2d, 1962.

n7lonfte. A thermoplastic material of nitrocellulose origin and resembling celluloid
frequently used in making models for
analysis by photoelasticity. Ham.
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coordinate system_ Webstc. 14.

nynihol

70. e. Symbol tor equilibrsum ,unatant
Zimmerman. P. 4/. I. W ith a riiperbuf
it.

asterisk as y°, the symbol for the equi-

librium value of the mole fraction in vapor
or of the mole ratio in %spur Zimmerman.
p. 42. g. Abbreviation for year(s). Webtte
3d. h. Abbreviation for yard:s). Websser
3d. .1. Symbol for deviation from the arithmetic mean. Zimmerman. p. 138.
y a. SymbOl (Of ordinate, y-coordinate. Of

vertical coordinate in a plane Cartesian

coordinate system. Webster 3d. b. One of
the three rectangular coordinates (a. Y. e).
Handbook of Chemistry end Physics. 45th
ed.. 1964, p. F-101. c. Symbol for altitude.
Zimmerman, p. 150. d. 3ymbol for height.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. 45th
ed.. p. F-102. e. Symbol for depth. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed..
p. F-102. f. Symbol for thickness. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. 45th ed..
1964, p. F-102. g. Symbol for mole fraction in vapor. Zimmerman, p. 148. ts. With

a superior asterisk as y", the symbol for
the equilibrium value of the mole fraction
in vapor. Zimmerman, p. 148.
If a. Chemical symbol for yttrium. Handbook

of Chemistry and Physics, 4.5th ed., 1964.

p. B-1. b. Symbol for unknown quantity.
Webster 3d. c. Symbol for admittance.
Webster 3d. d. Symbol for mole ratio in
vapor. Zimmerman, p. 70. e. Symbol for
item of data. Zimmerman, p. 59. f. Overscored as Y, the symbol for mean of data.
Zimmerman, p. 67. g. Abbreviation for
year(s). Webster 3d.

Y a. Symbol for admittance, the reciprocal

of impedance. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, b. F-I01. b. Symbol for Young's modulus of elasticity.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th

ed., 1964, p. F-10I. c. Symbol for mole
ratio in vapor. Zimmerman, p. 70.
yag. Acronym and abbreviation for yttriumaluminum garnet. BuMines Bull. 630,

1965, p. 1,078.
Y-alloy. An aluminum-base alloy of duralumin type, containini/ 4.0 percent copper,
1.5 percent magnesium, 0.7 percent silicon, 2.0 percent nickel, 0.6 percent iron,
and 0.2 percent titanium. It has properties
similar to those of duralumin. C.T.D.
yamaskite. A medium- or fine-grained rock
composed of basaltic hornblende and titan-

augite, with a small amount of anorthite,

and accessory iron ores and biotite; olivinebearing varieties are also known. Holmes,
1928.

yankee. In founding, a molder's lifting tool
having a curved shank. Standard, 1964.
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romplese

am piece-

work. Nebo. d. *slates to cubic lards 01
earth eiscaveted. Crop*.

yorliber arm In bininuncius coal mimeo, a
laborer who pries d4wn korsto root rock
with a bar after coal kAll been blasted from
workiag fas.; pocks out seam Partings

( layers of rock) in the coal working face

prior so blasting, using a long handled

pic k. DO.T. 1.
yardmen. Dosonctive Iundforms carved out
bv the wind in desert regions. They consist
enentially or r and-bottomed chutes or
troughs, separated by sharp ridges that
range from a few inches to 23 feet or

in relief. Rice

yardsag trough. A trough excavated by wind
action, between two yardangs. Lees.

yard price. The price paid per yard driven
(in addition to the tonnage prices) for
roads ef certain widths and driven in cer-

tain d:rections. See also yardage. b. Fay.
yard servke. Transportation of rock from the
quarry bank until the time it reaches the
main transportation lines. Fay.
yardstkk. A graduated, wooden, measuring
scale 36 inches long. Such a scale made

of metal would properly be called a 36-

inch scale. Crispin.
yard work. Set yardage, c. Nelson.
yark. Derb. To jerk a rope or other appliance

used for lifting or drawing. Fay.
Yarmouth. Post-Kansan interglacial. A.G.I.
Supp.

yarn. As applied to minerals, an asbestos
material spun and prepared for weaving.
Sinclair, W. E., p. 484.
yatallte. A pegmatoid rock (associated with
a titaniferous series of diopside syenites
and diorites) containing as its chief constituent uralitic actinolite (after diopside)
wtih poikilitic inclusions of magnetite and
sphene. The other minerals present are
albite with inicrocline titaniferous mag-
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impure p..lhons ocher. WebtiII

yellow pawl. tag TA. lower subdivision al

in a plane Cartesian coordinate system.
Webster 3d. b. One of the three coordinates in a three-dimensional rectangular

yellow gnus& a. Wratbend and decomposed
biorherhte which calends 13 so 140 feet

Y-conet y-cterdlesde. a. As ordinate

coordinate system. Webrter 3d.
yd Abbreviation for yard. &Min
Guide. p. 62.

Style

year. Measure of time. Solar year (successive intervah between transits rif lint point
of Aries) is 365.2422 mean solar days:
civil year is 363.2425: and sidereal year

363.2564 days. Pryor. 3.
yeast. Fungi belonging to the ascomycetes in
which the usual and dominant growth
form is unicellular. /.C. 8075, 1962, p. 64.
yeatmashe. A silicoantimonate of manganese

and zinc; (Mn,Zn)wSbsSii001 as brown
triclinic crystals fmra Franklin Ftirnace,
N.J. Spe4cer, 15, ALM., 1940.
yed. Leic. See head. d. Fey.
yellow antibsooy; alpha astimony. a. Yellow

allotropic form of antimony. Obtained by
oxidizing antimony hydride at a low temperature. Bennett 2d. 1961. b. An unstable
form of antimony. It can be obtained during the electrolysis of antimony trichloride,

SbC1s. As yellow antimony (alpha antimony) is deposited on the electrode, it
forms a solid solution in the antimony
chloride. When this solution is scratched
or heated, metallic antimony (beta antimony) and clouds of antimony chloride
form instantaneously, giving rise to the
term explosive antimony. CCD 6d, 1961.
There are four allotropic forms of antimo ;y: (1) yellow antimony; (2) black

anthnony; (3) explosive antimony; and
(4) metallic antimony or ordinary anti-

clinic crystals on one specimen from the
United Verck; copper mine, Jerome, Ariz.
Named after the Yavapai tribe, who in-

mony. These allotropic forms are also designated alpha antimony (yellow antimony);

M.M., 1961.
Y-axh; y-axis. a. One of the three optic axes

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. 8-100,

beta antimony (metallic antimony); and

habit the region around Jerome. Hey,

gamma antimony. Handbook of Chemistry

(X, Y, and Z) in a biaxial crystal. The
Y-axis is the intermediate optic axis at

yellow arsenic. Same as orpiment. Fqy.
yellow boy. Deposit from the acid waters of
a mine or partial neutralization. Ferrous
anhydride and other impurities including
fine dry catried down with it. Zern.
yellow brass. An alloy of 70 parts copper and
30 parts zinc. It is an inferior alloy used
where strength is not essential. Crispin.
yellow cake. a. Applied to certain uranium
concentrates produced by mills. It is the
final precipitate formed in the milling

right angles to the plane containing optic
axes X and Z. Light vibrating parallel to
the Y-axis is called the intermediate ray,
the Y-ray, and the fi-ray. The middle-value
index of refraction ni in biaxial minerals
is the index of the intermediate ray vibrating parallel to the Y-axis. Bureau of Mines
Staff. b. The axis of ordinates in a plane
Cartesian coordinate system. Webster 3d.

Itiweessine, Slabl.4
hut lam nesesalcoaM.I.
lo oartioOle sail iimmods is .016 re110140*

1-evaseeted. SI* wye-conaected. I C. 7942.
1960. p. 23.

netite, apatite, and sphene. Holmes, 1928.

yavapallte. A mineral, KFe(S0i)s, mono-

54.4.4044 L.soaUjt ,Ausisiallemst 41. be 41014141.,
44414f isk44440150,
"b14, i,L; 44, ws sintliam

D-34.
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the Aptian sponge gravel, Faringdon,

shim. .4,14

below the ground surface. le is richer in
diamond than unweathered kimberlite in
the same pipe. IC. 8200. 1965, p. 31. b.
S. Air. The upper section of a diamond
pipe, consisting of catidned blue ground.
Bierman.

yellow beat. A division of the color scale.

generally given as about 1,090 C (1,994'
F ). Bureau of Mime, Stat.
yellow lead on. Same as wulfenite. Webster
3d.

yellow metal. a. Gold. Webster 2d. b. blunts
metal. Webster 3d.
yellow ocher. a. A mixture of limonite usu-.

ally with clay and silks. Used as a pigment. Webster 3d. b. A moderate orange

yellow that is yellower and darker than
deep chrome yellow. Webster 3d.
yellow on. a. Carnotite ore. Ballard. b. Corn.
Chalcopyrite. Fay.
yellow orpiment. King's yellow, Aso.S.. Webster 2d.
yellow anolterise. A product resembling vaseline, but less homogeneous, produced from
crude ozokerite. Fay.
yellow prnssiate. See potassium ferrocyanide.
yellow pyrite. Same as chalcopyrite. Standard, 1964.
yellow quartz. See dtrine. C.M.D.
yelloW ratsbane. Orpiment. Webster U.

yellow sands. Eng. The basal part of the
Permian, Durham. Arkell.

yellow tellorlm. Same as sylvanite. C.M.D.
yellow ultramarine. A pigment consisting of
barium chromate. Standard, 1964.
yellow uranium oxide. See sodium uranate.
yellow ware. A yellow semivitreous ware or

an earthenware with a colorless, clear

glaze. ASTM C242-60T.
yenite. A rejected synonym fik ilvaite. C.T.D.
yentnite. A coarse-grained granitoid rock essentially containing primary scapolite,
plagioclase (oligoclase andesine), and biotite. Holmes, 1928.

yesosos. Mex. Copper ore in which calcite

or fluonpar predominates as a matrix,
Aguas. Fay.

yetk; yeath. English miners' term for black
carbonaceous shale or clay. Tomkeieff,
1954.

yeild. a. The sliding or reduction in height
of a support to accommodate roof pressure.
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putty at a standard consistence thas is
obtained from unit volume of queckliour
Taylor I. The total energy released in
nuclear explosion. It is usually pressed
in equivalent tons ol TNT (2.4.11-trinitro.

toluene, G.H.N.0s) (the quantity of 1NT
corresponding
required to produce
Amount of energy). Low yield is generally

considered to be less than 20 kilotons;
low-intermediate yield from 20 to 200 kilotons, and intermediate yield from 200 kilo.
ons to I megaton. There is no standard
I

megaton.

I.& L.

yieldkag arches. steel arches installed in underground openings as the ground is re-

moved. They are employed to support

loads caused by changing ground movement or faulted and fractured rock. They
are designed so that when the ground load
exceeds the detign load of the arch as in-

stalled, yielding takes places in the joint
of the arch, permitting the overburden to
settle into a natural arch of its own and
thus tendimg to bring all forces into equi-

librium. The arch n stronger after this

yielding than before because of increased
Joint overlap. Lewis, pp. 59, 61.
yielding Soon A soft floor which heaves and
flows into open spaces when subjected to
heavy pressure from packs or pillars. See
alto creep. Nelson.

yielding prop. A steel prop which is adjustable in length and incorporates a sliding or

flexible joint which comes into operation
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yield dm. a The lowest sItttee At 'Atilt
...tension of the .enaile test piece increases

without nIc reale in load. It is determined
by observing the fall of the testina lever
And chrkked by a pair of dividers tin the
original gags length. Many materials do
not indicate a defined yield stress and in
such cases the proof StIrell ill Wed. S. 4110
uorking stress; high tensile steel; mild steel.
HAM. b. Minimum stress required to shear
(that is, exceed elastic recovery) a sus-

pension such as the dense media used in
mineral concentration. Pryor, 3.
ykid mines yield point. Stress needed to de.
form a plaoc system sufficiently to initiate
flow. Pryor, 3.

Actonym and abbreviation for yttriumIron garnet. LaM.aes Bull. 630, 1963, p.
,078.

Y keel. A surveyor's level with a telescope
supported in y-shaped rests and as a result

capable of being rotated around its own
axis or of being taken out of the supports
and turned end for end for purposes 01
adjustment. Compare dumpy level. Webster 3d. Alto called Y-theodolite. Pryor,3.
yoderke. A highly pleochroic purple mineral,
Mgek1.51.0.(011),; monoclinic; occurring
as a quartz-yoderite-kyanite-talc schist at
Mautia Hill, Kongwa, Tanzania. Hey,

MX., 1961.

or value. See alto hydraulic chock; hy-

yogoite. A rock composed of approximately
equal amounts of pyroxene and feldspar;

accommodate early pressure and thus delay

contain also, equal amounts of orthoclase
and plagioclase, consequently falling under
the monzonite group. The name is derived

when the roof pressure exceeds a set load

draulic prop. Nelson.
yielding support. A support which incorporates a sliding or flexible joint or stilt to

damage and distortion of the support.

Friction or hydraulic devices may be used

so that a support, when subjected to a

load above its set load, yields mechanically
rather than by distortion. Nelson.
yield loss. The difference between the actual

yield of a product and the yield theoretically possible (based on the reconstituted
feed) of a product with the same properties (usually percentage of ash). BS.

3552, 1962. Also called washing error (undesirable usage).
yield-pillar system. A method of roof control

whereby the natural strength of the roof
strata ls maintained by the relief of pressure in working areas and -the controlled

a proposed name. lit was later found to

from Yogo Peak, Little Belt Mountains,
Mont. Webster 2d. Osolete. 4.C.1.

Yogo sapphire. Dark-blue corundum front
Yogo Gulch, Mont. Schaller.
yoke. a. An interconnecting link between the
twin cylinders of a hydraulic-feed diamond

drill through which the action of the hy-

draulic-feed cylinders is transmitted to the
drill :olds and bit. Long. b. A damp fitted

to the casing at the ccillar of a drill hole,

which when anchored by means of wedge
bolts prevents grout pressure from forcing

the casing out of the hole. Long. c. See
spreader beam. Ham.

yokkg. a. Eng. A collision of mine cars. Fay.

b. Eng. In the ploral, stakes placed at
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yenago nlient. hems in the sage et in

e. meting vigor and ellevency I:I Action ,
.11 a.m. streams Alen, IbeIng In the
otAtie of accentuetion id and a tendency
neivat4 complexity 4 form. said tt tome

togeograptil reoultoig frown land seLapturs,
Ceespore ;suture. old. Pin.
yegmg Now. A river which has been* to form
a drainage system in newly raised or newly
deformird land. It is characterised by a

shallow, ungraded channel bordered by
numerous lakes, by having but few Ault
tributaries: and from variation in the hardness of it, bedrocks, by frequent water-

9alls. Fay.

yonaltese. Eng. An old term for Chinese jade

or nephrito. Po.
youth. That stage in the development of
streams when they are increasing Le vigor

and efficiency; or in land sculpture when
topographic forms are being accentuated
and are tending toward complexity. Compere maturi;y; old age. See alto young.
Fay.

Ss young.
yoweh ant. A term which has been used for
a subvariety of boulder opal which occurs

in the form of tiny boulders. Usually of

walnut or almond sue. The center of Immo

of these is opal, at other times ironstone

covered with a thin band of opal. They
are less often hollow. From near Yowah
station in
Shipley.

west

Queensland, Australia.

yo-yo. A device used in conjunction with
belt conveyors that consists of a short reversible pan or flight conveyor, set at right
angles to the belt and driven by it. When
a mine car has been loaded with coal, the
yo-yo is revemd, and this causes the coal
to be dumped into the empty car behind,

without having to stop the belt between

loads. Kentucky, p. 232.
VP Abbreviation for yield point. Webster 3d.
Ypresian. Lower Eocene. A.G.I. Supp.

ys Abbreviation for yield strength. BaMin
Style Guide, p. 62.

ytong. A cellular (lightweight)

concrete

made in hlock form from shale and lime,
and subsequently hardened by autoclave
treatment. Compare thermalite ytong.
Dodd.

Y-track. A track at approximately right
angles to a line of railroad, and connected

with it by two switches, the plan of the

whole approaching the form of- a Y with a

line joining the ends of its arms; used in
place of a turntable. Standard, 1964.
ytterbia. See ytterbium oxide. CCD 6d, 1961.

ytterbite
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ytterbite. Same as gadolinite. Fay.

ytterbium. One of the rare-earth metals of
the yttrium group. Metallic luster; malleable ; insoluble in water or reacts slowly
with water; and soluble in dilute acids and
in liquid ammonia. Used in special alloys.
Symbol, Yb; valences, 2 and 3; atomic

number, 70; and atomic weight, 173.04.
CCD 6d, 1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-145.
Bright silvery luster; soft; ductile; isometric; stable in air; inching point, 824°

contains about 3 percent yttrium and from
the mineral bastnaesite which contains

about 0.2 percent yttrium. Produced by
reduction of the fluoride with calcium
in calcium fluoride-lined bombs,
using zinc fluoride as an additive. Used
to reduce the grain size in chromium, molybdenum, zirconium, and titanium, to
increase the strength of aluminum and
magnesium alloys, in iron alloys, as an
metal

additive in other alloys, as a deoxidizer

specific gravity, 6.977; and stable up to

for vanadium and other nonferrous metals,
in nuclear technology because of its high
neutron transparency, and in yttrium garnets. Handbook cf Chemistry and Physics.

rare-carth elements in a number of rare
minerals, but is obtained commercially

yttrium-aluminum garnet. Synthetic; 3Y202.5A1203 or Y2A12012; and has useful magnetic properties. Actually not a true garnet
and should not be confused with any of the
silicate minerals called garnets in the gar-

-±

5° C; and boiling

point,

1,427° C.

Two allotropic forms: (1) alpha ytterbium;

789° C or 798° C; and (2) beta ytterbium;
specific gravity, 6.54; and stable from
789° C or 798° C up to the melting point.
Thcrc are 14 known isotopes (ytterbium
164 to ytterbium 177). Occurs with other
from monazite sand which contains about
0.03 perccnt ytterbium. Ion-exchange techniques are used to separate ytterbium and

other rare-earth elements from onc anothcr, and lanthanum or misch metal is
used to reduce ytterbium oxide to ytter-

bium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-144, B-236.
ytterbium oxide; ytterbia. Colorless whcn free
of thulia but tinted brown or yellow when
containing thulia; Y13302. The weakest

base of the yttrium group with the exception of scandia and lutetia. Slightly hygroscopic; absorbs water and carbon dioxide
from the air; specific gravity, 9.2; and is
soluble in hot dilute acids and less soluble
in cold acids. Used in special alloys and
in dielectric ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961.
Moiccular weight, 394.08; specific gravity,
9.17; and insoluble in water. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

p. B-236.
yttergranat. A calcium-iron garnet containing

a small amount of yttria. A variety of
andradite. Fay.

yttria. A rare-earth oxide, not a mineral.

Bureau of Mines Stall.
yttrialite. One of the rare-earth minerals. It

is a silicate of the yttrium metals (43 to
47 percent); thorium (10 to 20 percent),
and cerium metals (5 to 8 percent). Color

on the fresh fracture olive-green, changing
to orange-yellow on surface. Specific gravity 4.575. Found in Texas, CCD 6d, 1961.
yttrium. A metallic element in group III of
the periodic system. .It is usually classed

with the rare earths. Found in gadolinite
and other rare minerals. Symbol, Y; valence, 3; atomic number, 39; and atomic

weight, 88.905. C.T.D.; Fay; Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.

13-145. Gray-black or dark gray metal;

silvery luster; hexagonal; specific gravity,
4.34 or 4.45; relatively stable in air when

massive, turnings ignite in air, and it is
very unstable in air when finely divided;
melting point, 1,495° :1:5° C; boiling point,
2,927° C; decomposes water, especially hot

water; very soluble in dilute acids; and
soluble in hot potassium hydroxide solutions. There are 15 known isotopes (yttrium 82 to yttrium 96), all of which are
synthetic and radioactive except natural
yttrium 89. Radioactive yttrium 90 exists
in equilibrium with its parent strontium
90 as products of atomic explosions. Usual-

ly associated with rare earths which are
common impurities in yttrium. Obtained
commercially from monazite sand which

45th ed., 1964, pp. B-145, B-237; CCD
6d, 1961.

net group of mindals. Manufacture of

yttrium-aluminum garnets is a commercial
usc of yttrium. Uscd in lasers and in microwave and other electronic applications.
Acronym and abbreviation, yag. Bull. 630,

1965, p. 1,078; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-145.
yttrium carbide. YC2; molecular weight,
112.92; yellow microcrystalline; specific
gravity, 4.131°. Bennett 2d, 1962.
yttrium carbonate. White to reddish ; Yr

(CO2)2.3H;0; molecular weight, 411.88;
and insoluble in water. Used in incandescent gas mantles. Soluble in dilute mineral
acids and in ammonium carbonate solutions; slightly soluble in aqueous carbondioxide solutions; and insoluble in alcohol
and in ether. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. B-237.
yttrium garnet. A variety of garnet containing a small amount of yttrium earths. See
also yttergranat. Fay.

yttrium-Iron garnet. Synthetic ; 3Y202.5Fe203
or YaFe20,2; and has useful magnetic properties. Actually not a true garnet and

should not be confused with any of the

silicate minerals called garnets in the gar-

net group of minerals. Manufacture of
yttrium-iron garnets is a leading commer..
cial

use of yttrium. Used as electronic

transmitters, as filters for selecting or tuning microwaves, and as transmitters and
transducers of acoustic energy. Acronym

and abbreviation, yig. Bennett 2d, 1962
Add.; Bull. 630, 1965, p. 1,078; CCD 6d,

1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-145.
yttrium oxide; yttria. Colorless to yellowish;
Y202; molecular weight, 225.81; isometric;
specific gravity, 4.84 or 5.01; melting

point, 2,410° C; insoluble in water and
in alkalies; and soluble in dilute mineral
acids. Used in incandescent gas mantles.
Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. 8-237,
B-277. Also used in special ceramics, in
optical glasses, and in arc welding. CCD
6d, 1961.
yttrium sulfate. White; 16(SC9s; molecular
weight, 465.99; specific gravity, 2.52; decomposes at 1,000° C; anol soluble in water
and in a saturated potassium sulfate solution. Bennett 2d, 1962; Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-237.
yttrocrasite. A very rare, moderately to
strongly radioactive, possibly erthorhombic,
massive mineral, (Y1Th,U,Ca)2(Ti1Fes,W)i-
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Ou, occurring in granite pegmatites; black,
coated with a dull brown alteration product. Crosby, p. 86.

yttrogarnet. An artificial mineral, 3Yt202.5A1202=Yt2Al2(A 104)2, forming a contin-

uous series of cubic mixed crystals with
spe,artine, [Mn3Al2(5iO4)2]. It is presun:ably prescnt in natural yttrium-bearing
spessartine (yttergarnet, yttriogarnet, emil-

dine, erinadinc). At about 1,970° C, it is
transformed to yttroalumite. Spencer 19,

M.M., 1952.
yttrotantalite. A tantalatc and niobate of iron,
calcium, yttrium, erbium, cerium, etc.,
occurring in black-brown orthorhombic
crystals. A moderately radioactive mineral,
(Fe,Y,U,Ca,etc.) ( Cb,Ta,Zr,Sn )04, occurring in pegmatites. Also called yttrocolum-

bite. Fay; Crosby, pp. 86-87; Dana 7, v.
1, p. 763.

yttrotungstite. To replace the name 'thorotungstite' for a Malay mineral which contains rare earths (Yt, Ce) and no Th.
Spencer 19, M.M., 1952.
yugawaralite. A monoclinic zeolite, Ca4A17Si:0064.10LO, in altend andesite tuffs
near thc Yugawara hot spring, Kanagawa,

Japan. Named from locality. Spencer 20,

M.M., 1955.
yukonite. An aplite containing sodic plagioclase abundant quartz, accessory biotite,
apatite, and opaque oxides. An aplite with
the composition of trondjemitc. A.G.I.
yustone. Jade. Shipley.

a a. Symbol for unknown quantity. Webster
3d. b. One of the three rectangular coordinates (x, y, z). Webster 3d. c. Symbol for
the valency of an ion. Zimmerman, p. 59.
d. Symbol for altitude. Zimmerman, p. 7.
c. Symbol for elevation above datum plane
or distance above datum plane. Zimmerman, p. 41. f. Abbreviation for zero, Webster 3d. g. Abbreviation for zone(s). Webster 3d,

z a. One of the three rectangular coordinates
(x, y, z). Zimmerman, p. 164. b. Symbol
for valence. Handbook of Chemistry and
Ph sics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-102. c.. Symbo for the valency of an ion. Zimmerman,
p. 171. d. Symbol for electrochemical
equivalent. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-102.
Z a. Symbol for unknOwn quantity. Webster
3d. b. Symbol fur atomic number. Webster
3d. c. Symbol for gram-equivalent weight.
Zimmerman, p. 51. d. Symbol for the number of molecular collisions per unit time
or molecular collision frequency. Zimmerman, p. 75. c. Symbol for elevation above
datum plane or distance above datum
plane. Also given as 2. Zimmerman, p. 41.
f. Symbol for impedance. Webster 3d. g.
Symbol for self-inductance. Zimmerman,
p.57. h. Abbreviation for zinc, l-mt usually
the chemical symbol Zn is use/ Webster

3d. i. Abbreviation for Zone(s) and for
zone(s). Webster 3d. 5. Symbol for the

time of day at the Prime Meridian which
passes through Greenwich, England; for
example, 0730 Z; for Greenwich (England) Civil Time, also abbreviated GCT;
and for Greenwich (England) Mean Time,
also abbreviated GMT; for example, na-

tionwide synoptic weather reports for 1830

Z. Zimmerman, p. 424; Bureau of Mines
Stall. k. Symbol for zenith distance, also
abbreviated ZD. Webster 3d.l. Symbol for

zigzag fold
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modulus of section. Ham.
Z a. Symbol for atomic number. Handbook
of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,
p. F-102. b. Symbol for gram-equivalent
weight. Zimmerman, p. 169. c. Symbol for
the number of molecular collisions per
unit time or molecular collision frequency.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. F-102. e. Symbol for elevation above datum plane or distance above
datum plane. Zimmerman, p. 185. f. Symbol for impedance. Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. F-102. g.
Symbol for self-impedance. Zimmerman,
p. 259.

zaffer. Mixed arsenates and oxides of cobalt
produced by roasting sulfidic ores. Pryor, 3.
zaffer blue. Same as cobalt blue. Fay.
Zahn cup. An orifice type viscometer; it has

been used for the determination of the

viscosity of glaze suspensions. Dodd.
Zamac alloys. Trade name for zinc die casting alloys. Bureau of Mines Staff.
zenthochrolte. Amorphous cadmium sulfide;
greenockite is the crystalline form. American Mineralogist, v. 3, No. 7, July, 1918,
p. 158.
zaratite. A massive, vitreous, emerald-green,
hydrous nickel carbonate, HuNi3COn.

Occurs usually as an incrustation. Also

called emerald nickel. Fay.
zarnich; zarnec. Native sulfide of arsenic,
including sandarac and orpiment. Webster
2d.

zavarltskite. A mineral, BiOF, from Sherlova Gory, East Transbaikal, U.S.S.R.
Hey, M.M. 1964 ; Fleischer.

zawn. A cavern. C.T.D.

zaz. A tool for trimming and puncturing

two types of refractory; by 1952 there
were 300 such roofs in service in the
United States alone, but the zebra roof
has now been displaced by the all-basic
roof. Dodd.
zebra stone. Brown limonite with lighter
brown layers of ancient shell material.

Shipley.
Zeissig green. An underglaze color that has
been used for pottery decoration. It is made

by calcining a mixture of 10 parts barium

chromate, 8 parts whiting, and 5 parts
boric acid. Dodd.

Zeiss konimeter. A portable dust-sampling
instrument. See also konimeter. Nelson.
Zellweger furnace. A long-hearth reverberatory furnace used at Iola, Kans. Fay.
Zemorian. Lower lower Miocene. A.C.1.
Supp.
zenith. Point in celestial sphere directly
above observer. Pryor, 3.

zeolite mimetica. Same as dachiardite. English.
zeolite process. a. A base exchange method
of treating hard water, in which the zeolite, contained in a tank, removes the salts.
The zeolite layer is regenerated by back

flushing with brine. The process is not
suitable for water containing sulfate of
magnesium or any chloride, but in other

respects it is a simple and effective method.
See also colloidal water treatment. Nelson.
b. See base exchange process. Cooper, p.
371.
zeolites. A class of hydrated silicates of alu-

minum and either sodium or calcium or
both, of the type Na20.Al202.nSi02.xH20.

The term originally described a group of
natu,-ally occurring minerals. The natural

roofing slates. Webster 3d.
Z-axis; z-axis. a. One of the three optic

zeolites are analcite, chabazitel heulandite,
natrolite, stilbite, and thomsonite. Artificial

Z-axis travels with minimum velocity and
is called the slow ray, the Z-ray, and the
y-ray. The highest index of refraction ny
in biaxial minerals is the index of the slow
ray vibrating parallel to the Z-axis. Bureau

and drying agents as well as water softeners. Both natural and artificial zeolites are
now used extensively for water softening.
The term zeolite now includes such diverse
groups of compounds as sulfonated organics or basic resins, which act in a similar

axis (X, Y, and Z) in a biaxial crystal.
The Zaxis is the axis of least ease of
vibration. Light vibrating parallel to the

of Mines Staff. b. One of the axes in a

three-dimensional rectangular coordinate

system. Webster 3d. c. A line perpendicular to the plane of a polar coordinate system at the pole. Webster 3d.
Z-coordinate; z-coordinate. One of the three
coordinates in a three-dimensional rectangular coordinate system. Webster 3d.
ZD Abbreviation for zenith distance. Webster 3d.

rewrite. An old name for a variety of fire
opal. Fay.
zebra dolomite. Hydrothermally altered dolo-

mite in the Leadville District of Colorado
consisting of bandsi generally parallel to
beddinfp that are light gray and coarsely
crystalline, alternating with darker finegrained bands. A.G.1. SuPP.
zebra jasper. A dark brown jasper with light-

er brown streaks. From India. Same as
zebra stone. Shipley.

zebra rock. A banded quartzose rock

of

lower Cambrian age found in East Kimberly, Western Australia, Hess,
zebra roof. A type of roof for basic openhearth steel furnaces, the feature being
alternate rings of chrome magnesite and of

silica refractories, hence the name from
the dark and light stripes across the roof.
The zebra roof was introduced in 1947
with a view to combining the merits of the

zeolites are made in a variety of forms
ranging from gelatinous to porous and
sandlike and are used as gas adsorbents

manner to effect either cation or anion

exchange. CCD 6d, 1961.
zeolitic deposits. Deposits, particularly native
copper, which occur in basalts accompanied
by minerals of the zeolite group. A.G,1,

zeolitizatioll. The process by which a mineral is converted into zeolite by alteration,
for example, nepheline into thompsonite.
Fay.
zeolitize. a. To convert into a zeolite. Webster 3d. b, "--) fill (as the openings in a
rock) with zeolites. Webster 3d. c. To treat
in a process using zeolite. Webster 3d.
zeophyllite. A white hydrofiuosilicate of calcium and iron, H4Ca4FesSi10n. Rhombohedral. Spherical, radiated foliated. From
Cross-Priesen, Bohemia. English.

zero air voids curve; saturation curve. The
curve showing the zero air voids unit weight

as a function of water content. ASCE
P1826.

zero air voids density. See zero air voids
urit weight. ASCE P1826.

zero air voids unit weight. The weight of
solids per unit volume of a saturated soil
mass. ASCE P1826.

zero

The group of inert gases, hav-

inggr %%nee of 0, in the periodic system.
Webster 3d.

zero-length spring. Special type of gravim-
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eter spring for which the length is proportional

to the applied force. Schiefer-

decker.

zero-order reaction. One which proceeds at
a constant rate, virtually independent of
pressure changes. Pryor, 3.

zero-point energy. Energy remaining in a
substance at the absolute 0 of temperature.
Websur 3d.

zero potential. The actual potential of the
surface of the earth taken as a point of
reference. Webster 3d.

zero-power reactor. An experimental nuclear reactor operated at such low power

levels that a coolant is not needed and
little radioactivity is produced. Critical ex-

periments are said to run at zero power.
L&L.

zero time. When conducting a mine ventilation pressure survey, zero time is the

time of the commencement of the survey
from the base station, and the reading of
the control barometer there is taken as the
pressure datum to which subsequent pressures are referred. Sinclair, I, p. 140.
zerovalent. Having a valence of 0. Webster
3d.

zero-zero gel. A condition wherein the drilling fluid fails to form measurable gels
during a quiescent 10.minute time interval.
Brantly, 1.
zeta potential; electroldnetic potential. The
potential difference across an electric double layer, usually between a solid surface
and a liquid. Webster 3d.

zetapotential layer. The zone of shear surrounding a particle immersed in an electrolyte. Pryor, 4.

zeugen. They consist of soft rock with a
layer of hard rock at the summit, and
beneath the hard cap the soft rock is carved
into slopes which resemble the typical denudation curve. Synonym for earth pillars.

A.C.1.

zeunerite. A mineral, Cu(UO2)2(As002.1016H20. Material which is isostructural
with autunite and torbernite and contains
10-16 H20 has not yet been found, but the
name zeunerite is being reserved in the
event that such a discovery is made. Artificial zeunelite is tetragonal. Crosby, p. 61.

unite. Corn. An obscure mineral, prob-

ably tourmaline. Fay.
zeylanite. Same as ceylonite. Standard, 1964.
zhemchuzhnikovite. A mineral, NeMg(Al,Fe") (C104)8.8H20, in green trigonal crys-

tals (violet in artificial light) from veinlets in coal in the Chaitumusuk deposits,
Siberia, U.S.S.R. Hey, M.M., 1964; Flei-

scher.

Ziervogel process. The extraction of silver
from sulfid- ores or matte by roasting in

such a w / as ;o form sulfate of silver,

leaching this out with hot water, and precipitating the silver by means of metallic
copper. Fay.
ziehhiltite. Incorrect spellin4 of pietricikite,
a waxlike hydrocarbon similar to ozokerite.
Tomkeieff, 1954.

zighyr; zigger; sicker. Corn, To percolate,
trickle, or ooze, as water through a crack.
From the German, sickern. Fay.
zigzag car loader. A form of vertical chute
in which the chute it divided into independent sections that can be raised or lowered on a track arrangement. It is flexible

and can be lowered to the bottom of the
car, giving a solid stream of coal from
loading pocket to car, Mitchell, p. 802.
zigzag fold. See chevron fold. A.G.I.

zinc, lead, or tin. It is rapidly attacked

kiln with
staggered dividing walls, thc fire travel
thus being forced to follow a zigzag path.
Such kilns find use in the firing of structural clay products. See also transversearch kiln. Dodd.

zincaluminite. A light-blue, hydrated zinc
sulfate, with zinc and aluminum hydrates,
AlanaS2071.18H20, that crystallizes in the

feet long, folded zigzag fashion in 6-inch
lengths), used by drillers, craftsmen, etc.,

White; orthorhombic; plates; ZnC12.2NF4-

zigzag kiln. A transverse-arch

zigzag rule. A wooden rule (generally

zinc green
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zigzag kiln

6

to measure short distances. The rule usually

is graduated in feet, inches, and fractions
of an inch (sometimes in feet, tenths of a
foot, and hundredths of a foot). Long.
zigzag transformer; grounding transformer.
A zigzag transformer is a transformer intended primarily to provide a neutral point
for grounding purposes. I.C. 7962, p. 23.
zlment water. Water impregnated with copper; found in copper mines. Standard,
1964.

Zimmermann's rule. A graphical mtthod advanced by Zimmermann in 1828 for finding

thc lost part of a vein on the other side

of a fault. Nelson.
zinc, A lustrous, bluish-white metallic element in group II of the periodic system.
Symbol, Zn; atomic number, 30; atomic
weight, 65.37; valence, 2; hexagonal; brittle at ordinary temperatures; ductile and
malleable at 1000 to 150° C; at ordinary
temperatures, it corrodes in moist air but

not in dry air; burns in air at high red

heat raising white clouds of zinc oxide;

low to intermediate hardness; fair conduc-

tor of electricity; specific gravity, 7.133
(at 25° C) ; melting ipoint, 419.47° C;

boiling point, 907° C (at 760 mm); insoluble in water; and soluble in acids,

including acetic acid, and in alkalies. Always combined in nature; principal ore is

the mineral sphaleritc, ZnS; and other

important ore minerals are smithsonite,
Zn CO3; hcmimorphite, Zng SiO4. H9 0 ;

(Fe,Mn,Zn)Fe204; willemite,
ZnsSiO,; and zincite, ZnO. Concentrated
zinc ores arc usually roasted to form zinc
oxide which is reduced by heating with
coal or coke in the absence of air and the
metallic zinc is obtained by distillation and
condensation. The metal is also produced
by the electrolysis of zinc sulfate solutions
obtained from leaching roasted ore with
dilute sulfuric acid. Used in many alloys,
including brass, bronze, nickel-silver, German silver, Babbitt or bearing metal, and
soft solder, in die-casting alloys, in zinczirconium alloy which is ferromagnetic at
very low temperatures, to galvanize iron,
franklinite,

steel, and other metals to protect them

corrosion, in electroplating, in
metal spraying, in photoengravers' plates
and printing, in cable wrappings in electrical fuses, and in zinc compounds. CCD
against

6d, 1961; Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. 13-2, B-145,
B-237; Webster 3d.
zinc alloys. Zinc-base alloys, containing 3.0
to 4.0 percent aluminum, 0 to 3.5 percent

copper, and 0.02 to 0.1 percent magnesium,

are used extensively for die casting. This
metal is also used extensively in brass, of
which it is one of the essential constituents. Light aluminum-zinc alloys are also
used. C.T.D.
zinc niuminnte. ZnA1,04; melting point,
1,950° C. This spine!, when made from
industrial grade oxides, has a pyrometric

cone equivalent >1,900° C, and RuL

>1,700° C. Russian experiments indicate
that it .c an be used as a refractory lining
for electric furnaces melting aluminum,

by alkalies. Dodd.

hexagonal system. Fay.

zinc-ammonium chloride. ammonium-zinc
chloride; ammonium tetrachlorozincate.

C1 or (N1-14)2ZnC14; molecular weight,
243.26; hygroscopic; specific gravity,
1.879; decomposes without melting at
150° C; and very soluble in water. Used
as a welding, soldering, and galvanizing
flux. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. B-149; Webster 3d.

zincate. Any of various compounds (as the
sodium hydroxozincates, NajZn(OH)3].3H20 and Nas[Zn(OH)d.21-120) formed
by the reaction of zinc oxide, or zinc, with
solutions of alkalies. Webster 3d.
zinc blende. See sphalerite. Pryor, 3.
zinc bloom. See hydrozincite; zinc oxide.
zinc borate. Of variable composition; contains zinc oxide, ZnO, and boric oxide,
13203, in various ratios. A typical specifica-

tion is 45 percent zinc oxidc and 34 percent boric oxide. May contain as much as

20 percent water of hydration. White;

amorphous powder; solubie in dilute acids;

and slightly soluble in water. Used as a

flux in ceramics. CCD 6d, 1961. With zinc
oxide-boric oxidc ratio 3 to 2. White; triclinic crystals or amorphous powder; 3Zn0.2%03; molecular weight, 383.35; spec-

cific gravity (of crystals), 4.22, and (of

amorphous powder), 3.64; melting point,
980° C; soluble in water; and crystals arc
insoluble in hydrochloric acid, but amorphous powder is soluble in hydrochloric
acid. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed. 1964, p. B-237.
zinc box. iNooden or enamel-ware rectangular box, with bottom grid which supporta
zinc shavings. Used in cyanide process to
precipitate dissolved gold from pregnant

Its place now largely taken by
use of zinc dust. See also Merrill-Crowe

solution.

soluble in alcohol aryl

in glycerol; and

insoluble in ammonia. Crispin; CC.D 6d,

1961 ; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. B-238. Obtained by the
solution of zinc, or zinc oxide, in hydrochloric acid; or bY burning zinc in chlorine. Crispin. Used in galvanizing iron,

as a catalyst, as a dehydrating agent, as
a condensing agent, as a wood preservative, as an ingredient in soldering fluxes,

in burnishing and polirbing compounds for
steel, in electroplating, in glass-ctching
compositions, in petroleum refining, and in
pigments. CCD 6d, 1961.

zinc chromate; zinc chrome; zinc yellow.
Lemon-yellow; prisms; ZnCr04; molecular
weight, 181.36; and soluble in acids. Used
as a pigment. Bennett 2d, 1962; CCD 6d,

1961. Specific gravity, 3.40; insoluble in
cold water and decomposes in hot water;
soluble in liquid ainmonia; and insoluble
in acetone. Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed, 1964, p. B-238. Of variable composition. The CP (chemically
pure) zinc chromate, a yellow crystalline
powder is said to be zinc chromate heptahydrate, ZnCrOc71120. Also any of various basic salts, especially a golden-yellow
pigment, 4Zn(OH)2.ZnCr04. Called zinc
yellow, but this term is also applied to
hydrated zinc chromate and to hydrated
zinc-potassium chromate. CCD 6d, 1961;
Webster 3d. Anoder zinc chromate is not
yellow and has a different composition.
Dark green to black; isometric; ZnCrs04;
molecular weight, 233.36; and specific

gravity, 5.30 (at 15° C). Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-238.

zinc chromate, hydrated; zinc chromate; zinc
yellow, a. Zinc chromate heptahydrate,
ZnCrC.4.7H20. CCD 6d, 1961. b. Basic zinc

chromate, 4Zn(OH),.ZnCr04; a golden-

yellow pigment. Webster 3d.
zinc chrome. See zinc yellow. CCD 6d, 1961.
zinc colic. A form of colic thought to be
caused by zinc-oxide poisoning. Fay.

zinc crown glass. An optical crown glass

zinc carbonate; smithsonite; calamine. White;

containing substantial proportion of zinc
oxide. ASTM C162-66.
zinc dithionite. See zinc hydrosulfite. CCD
6d, 1961.
zinc dust. Finely divided zinc, zinc oxide,
and impurities, incidentally produced in
the manufacture of spelter. It is sometimes
used as an inferior paint (zinc gray). Fay.
zinc flash. A colored surface produced on
red brick by the introduction of zinc into
the fireboxes of a kiln at the conclusion
of the firing; zinc vapors deposit on the
brick and form various shades from yellow

125.39; specific gravity, 4.398, and ranges
from 4.30 to 4.45; Mohs' hardness, 4.5 to
5.0; nearly insoluble in water ; and insoluble in ammonia, in acetone, and in pyridine. The mineral smithsonite is white to

zinc fluoride. White; ZnFe, poisonous; soluble in hot acids; slightly soluble in water ;
insoluble in alcohol; specific gravity, 4.84

Process. Pryor, 3.

zinc calcine. Zinc sulfide ore or concentrates from which rock or gangue has
been removed by merely mechanical arcans

and which is then roasted to remove sulfur. Hess.

ZnC08; soluble in acids, in alkalies, and
in ammonium salt solutions; insoluble in
water; and it dissociates losing carbon
dioxide at 300° C. Used in ceramics and
as a pigment. CCD 6d, 1961. Colorless;
hexagonal trigonal; molecular weight,

yellow or to brown and rarely green or

blue. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, pp. 8-238, B-245, Also
used less accurately to refer to any of
several basic carbonates of zinc, which

include the zinc-ore mineral hydrozincite,
Zni(OH)4(COa)s or 2ZnCO2.3Zn(OH)s,
and synthetically prepared pigments of the
same or similar composition. CCD 6d,
1961; Webster 3d.

rinc chloride. White; hexagonal; ZnC11;

136.28; deliquescent;
poisonous; specific gravity, 2.91 (at 25°
C)' melting point, 283° C; boiling point,
732° C; very soluble in water and in ether;
molecular weight,

uss

to green. AS CG, 1963.

(at 15° C) ; and melting point, 872° C.
Used in ceramic glazes and enamels and
in galvanizing. CCD 6d, 1961. Colorless;
monoclinic or triclinic; molecular weight,
103.37; specific gravity, 4.95

(at 25° C,

referred to water at 4' C) ; boiling point,

about 1,500° C; soluble in ammonium
hydroxide; and insoluble in ammonia.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-238,
zinc glass. A glass in which zinc oxide, ZnO,
replaces part of t!,o. calcium oxide of ordinary lime soda glass. CCD 6d, 1961.
zinc gray. See zinc dust. Fay.
zinc green. Any of various green pigments
that are essentially mixtures oF zinc yellow

zinc green
and Prussian blue. Webster 3d.

zinc hydrosuL le; zinc dithionite. White;
amorphous; ZnS202; and soluble in water.
Used as a depressant in flotation. CCD 6d,
1961.

zindc. Relating to, containing, or resembling zinc. Webster 3d.
zincifcrous. Containing zinc or yielding zinc.
Webster 3d.

zincification. The act or process of zincifying. Webster 3d.
zincify. To coat or to impregnate with zinc;
to galvanize. Webster 3d.
zincing. The act or process of heating iron
plate with zinc or zinc salts; galvanization.
Standard, 1964.
zindte; zinc oxide, red; zinc ore, red. Red
to orange-yellow hexagonal; Zn0; molecular weight, 81.37; luster, subadamantine ,
specific gravity, 5.6, and ranges from 5.43
to 5.70; and Mohs' hardness, 4,0 to 4.5.
An ore of zinc. See also zinc oxide. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

glass, and in some optical glass. Commonly
used in dry-process, cast-iron enamels. Lee.

zinc-potassium chromate, hydrated; potassium-zinc chromate, hydrated; zinc
chrome; zinc yellow. A greenish-yellow
pigment that has the approximate composition, 4ZnO.K20.4Cr203.3H20. Made by
the reaction of zinc oxide, potassium dichromate, and sulfuric acid. Webster 3d.
zincrosasite. A variety of rosasite having

Zn greater than Cs.,; from Tsumeb, Southwest Africa. Hey, M.M., 1961.
zinc scum. The zinc-silver alloy skimmed
from the surface of the bath in the process
of desilverization of lead by zinc. Fay.
zincsilite. The aluminum-free end-member
of the montmorillonite-sauconite series,
Zn2Si4012(OH)2.nH20; from Batystau, Ka-

zakhstan, U.S.S.R. Named from zinc silicate. Hey, M.M., 1961.
zinc skimmings. Zinc metal and oxide, float-

ing on the molten zinc bath in the hot
galvanizing process. Bennett 2d, 1962.

1964, pp. B-2 38, B-246; CCD 6d, 1961.
zinckenite. See zinkenite.
zinckiferous. Carrying zinc. Weed, 1922.

zinc smelting. The distillation of zinc. So-

Webster 3d.
zinc-magnesia

zinc spar. Synonym for smithsonite. Web-

zincky; zbky; zincy. Relating to, containing, or having the appearance of zinc.

chalcanthite. A variant of

chalcanthite with the formula, 2[(Cu,Zn,Mg)S0,.5H20]. Hey 2d, 1955.
zinc melanterite. A member of the mono-'
clinic melanterite group, in which iron is
partially replaced by zinc. English.
zinc minerals. Main source of zinc is sphal-

but some smithsonite (calamine),
hemim, iphite, zincite, willemite and frankcrite,

linite are mined. Main uses of the metal
are in galvanizing, sheet zinc, die casting,
pigments, dry batteries and alloysbrass,
manganese

bronze,

German silver, etc.

Pryor 3.
zinco. The combining form meaning zinc;
for example, zincolysis. Webster 3d.
zincold, Of, relating to, or resembling zinc.
Webster 3d.

zincolysis. A chemical decomposition produced by electrolysis, in which the action
is referred to the zinc element. Standard,
1964.

zincolyte. A body or compound that is decomposed by zincolysis. Standard, 1964.

zinc ores, Zinc is not found native. See also
calamine; franklinite; hydrozincitei nicholsonite; smithsonite; sphalerite; willemite;
wurtzite; zincite. Fay.
zincous. Synonym for zincic, Webster 3d.

zinc oxide; zinc oxide, white; zinc white.
White or yellowish-white; white turns yel-

low on heating; ZnO; odorless; absorbs
carbon dioxide from the air; specific grav-

ity, 5.47; soluble in acids; and insoluble

in water and in alcohol. Used in pigments,

in ceramic glazes, and in opaque glass.
CCD 6d, 1961 ; Webster 3d. Hexagonal;

molecular weight, 81.37; specific gravity,
5.606; melting point, 1,975° C; soluble
in alkalies and in ammonium chloride solutions; and insoluble in ammonia. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,
1964, p. B-23 8. Extensively used in glasses,

in glazes, and in enamels. Also used in the
manufacture of magnetic ferrites and other
specialized ceramics. In Bristol-type glazes

for earthenware products, zinc oxide in
combination with alumina produces both
opacity and whiteness to a fair degree,
provided the lime content is low. Zinc
oxide is a common constituent in highgrade fluoride opal glass, in tank window

zinc white
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called because the reduction of zinc oxide
by carbon proceeds simultaneously with
the vaporization of the zinc metal. Ency.
of Chem. Tech., v. 8, p. 93 7.

ster 3d. See also zinc carbonate.
zinc spinel. Synonym for gahnite. Fay.
zinc suifate; zinkosite. Colorless; orthorhom-

bic; ZnS0,; molecular weight, 161.43;
specific gravity, 3.54 (at 25° C, referred to

water at 4° C) ; decomposes at 600° C;

soluble in water, in methyl alcohol, and in
glycerol; and slightly soluble in ethyl alcohol. Occurs as the mineral zinkosite. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

19ei, p. B-239. Used in flotation. Web-

ster 3d.
zinc sulfate heptahydrate; zinc sulfate, hydrated; zinc vitriol; white vitriol; white
copperas; goslarite. Cok rless; needles;
ZnSO4.7H20; odorless; astringent, metallic
taste; effloresces in air; specific gravity,

1.9661; melting point, 50° C if heated

rapidly; soluble in water and in glycerol;
insoluble in alcohol; and its solutions are
acid to litmus. Used in preparing zinc
chemicals. CCD 6d, 1961. Orthorhombic;
molecular weight, 287.54; specific gravity,

1.957 (at 25° C, referred to water at 4'
C) and ranges from 1.9 to 2.1; Mohs'
hardness, 2.0 to 2.5; melting point, 100°

C; loses 7H20 on heating to 280° C; and
slightly soluble in alcohol and in glycerol.
Occurs as the mineral goslarite, which is
white or yellowish, formed by the oxidation of sphalerite (ZnS) in damp locations, especially in the presence of iron

sulfides. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-239, B-243;
CCD 6d, 1961.

zinc sulfate hexahydrate; zinc sulfate, hydrated. Colorless; monoclinic or tetragonal;
ZnSO4.6H20; molecular weight, 269.52;
specific gravity, 2.072 (at 15° C, referred
to water at 4° C) ; loses 51160 on heating

to 70° C; and soluble in water. Bennett
2d, 1962; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p. B-239.
zinc sulfate monohydratel zinc sulfate,
dried. Colorless or white; crystalline;
ZnSO4.H20; molecular weight, 179.45;
soluble in water, and insoluble in alcohoi.
Used in warm humid climates in place of

the more common zinc sulfate heptahydrate because it is free flowing and less
likely to cake. Used in electroplating. CCD
6d, 1961.
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zinc sulfide. Colorless when pure, white, or
yellowish; isometric or hexagonal; ZnS ;
molecular weight, 97.43; fluoresces; dimor-

phous: (1) alpha zinc sulfide (hexagonal)
and (2) beta zinc sulfide (isometric), the
isometric form changes to the hexagonal
form on heating to the transformation
temperature 1,020° ± 5° C; specific gravity, approximateiy 4.0, and ranges from
3.90 to 4.11; Mohs' hardness, 3.5 to 4.0;
luster, resinous to adamantine; sublimes at

1,180° C or 1,185° C; melting point,
C (at 150 atni); insoluble in
water; and soluble in acids. Alpha zinc
1,850°

sulfide occurs as the mineral wurtzite and
beta zinc sulfide as the mineral sphalerite.
Used as the most important source of zinc,

as a source of sulfur for manufacturing
sulfur dioxide, sulfuric acid, and other sulfur compounds, as a pigment, and in white

glass and in opaque glass. See also zinc

sulfide, alpha; zinc sulfide, beta. CCD 6d,
1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. B-239; Dana, 7th ed.,

v. I, 1944, pp. 210-211, 228; 11 ebster 3d.
zinc sulfide, alpha; wurtzite. Colorless when
pure; hexagonal; ZnS; molecular weight,
97.43; specific gravity, 3.98 to 4.1; Mohs'
hardness, 3.5 to 4.0; luster, resinous; transformation temperature from beta zinc sulfide te alpha zinc sulfide, 1,020° ± 5° C;
sublimes at 1,180° C or 1,135° C; melting

point, 1,850° C (at 150 atm); insoluble
in water and in acetic acid; and very
other acids. Occurs as the
brownish-black mineral wurtzite whicl' is
unstable compared with its stable dimorph,
the mineral sphalerite (beta zinc sulfide),
soluble in

to which it inverts during alteration and
from which it is formed by heating sphalcrite to the transformation temperature
1,020° -± 5° C. Can be crystallized from
acid solutions above 250° C. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp.
B-239, B-245; Dana, 7th ed., v. 1, 1944,
pp. 226-228.

zinc sulfide, beta; sphalerite; zinc bknde;
zincblende; Mende; black jack. Colorless
when pure; isometric; ZnS; molecular
weight, 97.43 specific gravity, 4.102 (at

25° C), and ranges from 3.90 to 4.11 ;

Mohs' hardness, 3.5 to 4.0; luster, resinous
to adamantine; transformation temperature to alpha zinc sulfide, 1,020° ± 5° C ;

sublimes at 1,180° or 1,185° C; melting
point, 1,850° C (at 150 atm); insoluble
in water ; and very soluble in acids. Occurs

as the mineral sphalerite which is nearly
colorless, white, yellow, red, green, brown,
and black; has perfect dodecahedral cleav-

age; and is soluble in hydrochloric. acid.
Sphalerite is the principal ore of zinc; a
source of cadmium; and a source of sulfur
for manufacturing sulfur dioxide sulfuric
acid, and other sulfur compounds. CCD
6d, 19 61 ; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-239, B-245;
Dana, 7th ed., v. 1, 1944, pp. 209-214.
zinc sulfide monhydrate. Colorless, white,
or yellowish; crystalline; ZnS.H20; molecular weight, 115.45; specific gravity, 3.98 ;
melting point, 1,049° C; insoluble in

water; and soluble in adds. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, p.
B-239. Used as a pigment and in white
glau and in opaque glass. CCD 6d, :961.
zinc vitriol. Old name for zinc sulfate heptahydrate. Webster 3d.
ADC white. Synonym for zinc oxide. Used as

a pigment. It

is

the whitest of all pig-

ments; is permanent; and is not poisonous,

zfrconium glycolate
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zinc white
but it lacks the opacity and covering power
of whitc lead or titanium dioxide. Crispin;
Webster 3d.
zinc yellow; zinc chrome. a. A greenish-yel-

a refractory and as the gem, hyacinth.

Made by the reaction of zinc oxide potassium dichromate, and sulfuric acid. Webster 3d. b. See zinc chromate; zinc chromate, hydrated; zinc-potassium chromate,

mineral in river and beach placers; uranium- and thorium-bearing varieties are
restricted to pegmatites and their break-

low pigment that has the approximate
composition, 4ZnO.K20.4Cr202.3H20.

hydrated. Bennett 2d, 1962; CCD 6d,
1961 ; Webster 3d.

zinc-zirconium silicate. White; ZnO.Zr02.Si02; specific gravity, 4.8; density, 115

pounds per cubic foot; melting point,

3,800° C; soluble in hydrofluoric acid;

insoluble in water and in alkalies; and

slightly soluble in mineral acids and in hot
concentrated sulfuric acid. Used as an
opacifier in ceramic glazes. CCD 6d, 1961.
Zingg classification. Shape classification of
rocks and sedimentary particles which distinguishes blades, discs, rods, and spheres.
A.G.I. Supp.
zinkazurite A mineral found in small, blue
crystals probably a mixture of sulfate of
zinc and carbonate of copper. Fay.
zinkenite. A steel-gray mineral, essentially
sulfide of lead and antimony,. PbeSbuSzt,
occurring as ctilumnar orthorhombic crystals, sometimes exceptionally thin, forming
fibrous masses. Also called zinckenite.
Dana 17; Fay.
zinkite. Same as zincite. Fay.

zinkosite. A white mineral altering on exposure to air. Found in orthorhombic rectangular or rhombic plates; ZnO.S0s;
and specific gravity, 3.7. Larsen, p. 181.
zion; gediegen. Native tin. Hess.

zionwaldite. A mica related in composition
to lepidolite (that is, containing lithium
a nd

potassium) but ncluding
i
iron as an

essential constituent; occurring in association with tinstone ores. Co/or, pale violet,
yellow to brown, and dark gray. The formula is, K20.Li20.2Fe0.2A1202.6Si02.H20.F2. Larsen, p. 163; Fay.
zippeite. A basic sulfate of uranium. A very
rare, strongly radioactive, orange-yellow to
bright yellow mineral, (UO2)2(504)0.nH20;
probably orthorhombic; occurs as an alteration product of uraninite; found associated
with gypsum, uranopilite, and limonite.
Synonym for daubcrite. Crosby, pp. 61-62;
Fay.

Zipper. Trade term for a conveyor belt lacing or fastening appliance, which can be
applied to any thickness and width of belt.
A lever mechanism is used to supply the
pressure. The appliance is totally enclosed
and grease-filled as a protection against

dust and damage. Nelson.
ziramica. A trade tem proposed for the production of ceramic products consisting
essentially of zircon. Hess.
zircite. See zirkite.

Zircofrax. Trademark for super-refractory
products made from zirconium oxide and
zirconium silicate. High refractoriness;
great strength; high thermal conductivity;
high resistance to attack by adds and acid

slag; porosity about 25 percent; perme-

ability low. Used in bricks and special
shapes for ceramic kiln furniture and in

chemkal and metallurgical furnaces where
severe slagging occurs. CCD 6d, 1961.
*collie. A copyrighted trade name for colorless synthetic spmel. ShiPley.

zircon. A mineral, ZrSiCli, tetragonal. It
varies in color from brown to green, blue,
reil, golden yellow, and colorless. Used as

The chief ore of zirconium. Generally not
radioactive; sometimes weakly to moderately radioactive. It is universally present
in crystalline rocks, particularly granites,
syenites, schists, and gneisses; a common

down products. The presence of zircon in
placer deposits is nearly always indicative
of the presence of monazite. Also called
azorite. Crosby, pp. 87-88; A.G.1.; Dana
17; Fay.

zirconate. Any of various compounds (as sodium zirconate, Na2Zr02) obtained usually

by heating zirconium oxide and a metal
oxide or carbonate. Webster 3d.
zircon ceramic. Any ceramic whitewarc in
which zircon, (Zr02.5i02), is the essential

crystalline phase. ACSB-4.
zircon flour. Finely milled zircon sand. Used

as a mold wash. CCD 6d, 1961.

zirconia. See zircpnium dioxide.

zirconia brick. Brick containing zirconium
oxide; used

in metallurgical

furnaces.

Bennett 2d, 1962.
zirconic. Of, relating to, or containing zirconium. Webster 3d.
*coniferous. a. Containing zircon or yielding zircon. Webster 3d. b. Containing zirconium or yielding zirconium. Webster 3d.
zirconite. Synonym for zircon. Hey 2d, 1955.

zirconium. A lustrous, ductile, steel-gray or
silvery-gray metallic element in group IV
of the periodic system. Symbol, Zr; atomic

number, 40; atomic weight, 91.22; val-

ence, 4; hexagonal; specific gravity, 6.53
:t: 0.01; ignites spontaneously in air when
finely divided; in massive form, resists corrosion; has a low absorption cross section
for neutron; melting point, 1,852° :I: 2°

C; boiling point, 3,578° C; insoluble in
water and in cold acids; soluble in hot
very concentrated acids, in hydrofluoric
acid, and in aqua regia; and slightly sol-

uble in alcohol. The ninth most abundant
metal in the earth's crusz, it occurs widely
but only in combined form, especially in
the minerals zircon, ZiSiO4, and baddeleyite, ZrOf. Zircon is the principal source
of zirconium which is obatined commercially from sands containing zircon by converting the zaconium silicate to zirconium
carbonitridc, ZrCN, and then to zirconium

tetrachloride, ZrCI4, which being volatile

passed into molten magnesium in an
inert atmosphere to reduce the chloride
to a spongy mass of zirconium meta. (the
Kroll process). Zirconium resembles titais

nium and hafnium chemically; these three
metallic elements are in the same group IV
subgroup of the periodic table. Zirconium

ores and concentrates invariably contain

hafnium, and commercial-grade zirconium

contains 1 to 3 percent hafnium. To become reactor-grade zirconium, further refining is required to eliminate hafnium.
Used to resist corrosion by acids, alkalies,

sea water, etc., in nuclear reactors as a

structural material and as a cladding material for fuel elements, in an alloy (Zircaloy) for nuclear-energy applicat;ons, as an
alloyinff agent in stee.l, as an alloying

agent in nickel-chromium and in other

nonferrous alloys, as a deoxidizer in metal
castings, as a gotter in vacuum Vibes, in
making explosive primers, in making lamp
filaments, in alloys with columbium (niobium) and with zinc to make low-temperature, superconductive magnets, as a bond-
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ing agent for ceramic-to-metal seals, in
high-intensity arc light, as an ingredient
in flashlight powder, and as a suggested
antidote for plutonium poisoning. CCD
6d, 1961; C.T.D.; Handbook of Chemistry
and Physics, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B1 , B-2,

B-146, B-239; Webster 3d.
zirconium carbide. Gray; metallic; isometric;

ZrC; molecular weight, 103.23; specific

gravity, 6.73 or 6.78; Mohs' hardness,

8.0+ ; melting point, 3,540° C; boiling
point, 5,100° C; insoluble in water and
in hydrochloric acid; soluble in oxidizing

acids and is attacked by oxidizers; slightly
soluble in concentrated sulfuric acid; and

its fine powder is pyrophoric. Used as a

cermet component, as a metallurgical addi-

tive, as a refractory, as a source of zir-

conium and zirconium compounds, and in

incandescent filaments. CCD 6d, 1961;

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-239.
zirconium diboride; zirconium boride. Gray;

metallic ; hexagonal; ZrB2; molecular
weight, 112.84; specific gravity, 6.085;
melting point, about 3,000° C; Mohs'

hardness, 8.0; excellent thermal shock resistance; poor oxidation resistance above
1,100° C. Used as a refractory for special
high-temperature aircraft and rocket applications, as electrodes in metal refining,
and as a metallurgical additive. CCD 6d,
1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
45th ed., 1964, p. B.239.
zirconium nicaide; zirconium oxide; zircobaddeleyite. Colorless or white when
pure, otherwise coloiless, white, yellow,

green, reddish-brown, greenish-brown,
brown, and black; monoclinic below 1,000°

C; Zr02; molecular weight, 123.22; specific gravity, ranges from 5.50 to 6.03;
Mohs' havdness, 6.5; allotropic forms! (1)

monoclinic up to about 1,000' C; (2)
isometric or tetragonal from about 1,000°

C to about 1,900° C; and (3) hexagonal
trigonal or pseudohexagonal above about
1,900° C; mel.ting point, 2,715° C or
about 2,700° C; boiling point, about
5,000° C; insoluble in water and in most
acids and alkalies at room tempeeature ;
and soluble in nitric acid, in hot concentrated hydrochloric acid, in sulfuric acid,
and in hydrofluoric acid. Synthetic zirconia

containing less than 2 percent hafnium
idoxide (hafnia), Hf02, is white and has

a specific gravity of 5.6. The mineral baddeleyite, which is zirconium dioxide, occurs

in various colors and contains as much as
3 percent hafnium dioxide. Zirconium dioxide is the most heat-roistant commercial
refractory. Used in refractories, including
furnace linings and refractory cements, in
refractory utensils, such as cucibles, in
cermets, in metallurgy, as a source of zirconium. in thermal insulation, in electric
insulation, at an abrasive and a polishing
agent, as a catalyst, as piezoelectric crystals, as an opacifyinF pigment in enamels
and in glazes, in acidproof enamel, as an
cpacifier in white glass for indirect electric
lighting: in incandescent lamps because of
its brilliant luminosity when heated, and
se a substitute for calcium oxide (lime)
in calcium lights. Bennett 2d, 1962 Add.;
CCD 6d, 1961; Dana, 7th ed., v. 1, 1944,
pp. 608-610; Handbook of Chemistry and
Physic s, 45th ed., 1964, pp. B-240, B-242:
Webster 3d.

zirconium glycolate. White; solid; ILZr0-

(C11-11011) j molecular weight, 253; decomposes without melting at 220° C; insoluble

in water and in organic solvents; soluble

in alkali solutions and in sulfuric acid.

Used as a sesquestrant and as a source of
high-purity zirconia. Bennett 2d, 1962
Add.; CCD 6d, 1961.
zirconkim hydroxide. White amorphous; gelatineas; Zr(OH)4 or ZramxH20; specific
gravity, 3.25 it loses all its water, decomposing to Zri52 at 550° C; soluble in dilute
mineral acids; insoluble or slightly soluble

in cold water; and insoluble in alcohol
and in alkalies. Used in glass. CCD 6d,

1961; Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

45th ed., 1964, p. B-239.

Zit' CC/WM.41cm pink. A ceramic stain suitable

for the coloring of a variety of glazes

maturing at 1,220° to 1,280° C. This
firing range is greater than that permissible

with chrome-tin pink or with chrome-

alumina pink. Dodd.
zirconium lactate. White; pulpy solid; H2rO(CH4CH00O2)3; molecular weight, 295;
deliquescent; very slightly soluble in water
and in the common organic solvents; sol-

uble in aqueous alkalies; and it decomposes to the oxide without melting. Used
as a source of zirconium dioxide. Bennett

2d, 1962 Add.; CCD 6d, 1961.
zirconium minerals. Principal ones are zircon and baddeleyite. Main uses are as refractories, ceramics, opacifiers, abrasives,
enamels, insulators, and alloys. The transparent crystal is a gemstone. Pryor 3.
zirconium napthenate. Amber-colored; liquid;
transparent; consistency equivalent to that

of heavy lubricating oil; specific gravity,
1.05; very stable; and soluble in all common organic solvents. Unlike other metallic naphthenates, it possesses no drying
properties. Used in enamels and in glazes.
CCD 5d, 1961.
zirconium nitride. a. Brassy-colored; ZrN;
prockced by heating zirconium metal in
nitrogen; specific gravity, 7.09; Mohs'

hardness, 8.0+ ; melting point, 2,930° C;
slightly soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid
or in dilute sulfuric acid; and soluble in
concentrated acid. Used in special crucibles, in cerrnets, and in refractories. CCD
6d, 1961. b. Yellow to brown; crystalline;
molecular weight, 105.23; melting point,
2,980° -± 50° C; insoluble in water ;
ible in organic acids; and solslightly
uble in .oncentrated sulfuric acid, in
hydrofluoric acid, and in aqua regia.
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th
ed., 1964, p. B-240.

Zirconium onide. See zirconium dioxide.
zirconium phosphate. Normal zirconium phosphate, ZrP401, has a reversible inversion

at 300° C and at 1,550° C dissociates into
zirconyl phosphate (Zr0)413407, with loss
of P4O4 as vapor. Zirconyl phosphate is
satble up to about 1,600° C and has a very

low thermal expansion-1 X 104 (20° to
1,000° C). Dodd.

zirconium silicate. (ZrSiO4), natural silicate
of zirconium found in Brazil and elsewhere. One such deposit known as brazilite
is

said, in a semimanufactured form, to

contain about 80 percent zirconium oxide.

This product is employed as a refractory
in the making of "zirkite" bricks and cement. In rare cases, . used as a cobalt
groundcoat constituent. Zirconium silicate
is used in formulation of zircon enamels
which depend upon crystallization of zircon compounds for opacity development.
Enam. Dia.
zirconium-vanadium blue; zirconium-vanadium turquoise. A pigment for use in ce-

zone
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zirconium glycolate

ramic glazes. The composition is (parts by
weight) : Zr02, 60 to 70; SiO3, 26 to 36;

Mg,Ca)Cl2.2Al203.3H20. Hexagonal, rhombohedral. Massive, fine granular. From

for example, 0.5 to 5 percent Na90. In the

zirlite. A light yellow, aluminum hydrate,
Al(OH)3, that is found amorphous, and

v9a, 3 to 5. Alkali must also be present,

absence of alkali, a green color is produced. Dodd.
zirconium-vanadium turquoise. See zirconium-vanadium blue. Dodd.

Hanover, Germany. English.

is closely related to gibbsite. Fay.
Zn Chemical symbol for zinc. Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed., 1964,

zircon light. A light, similar to a calcium
light, but produced by incandescent zirconia instead of calcivm oxide (lime).

Z number. The atomic number of an ele-

Webster 2d.
zirconolite. A metamict mixed ux:c1c, enZT-

taining knots or eyes of diallage surrounded

Ti207, containing also Nb, Fe, U, Ce, etc.
In nepheline-pyroxenite. From Kola peninsula, U.S.S.R. Similar to zirkelite. Spencer
21, M.M., 1958.

zircon porcelain. An clectroceramic made
froM a batch consisting of 60 to 70 percent zircon, 20 to 30 percent flux, and
10 to 20 percent clay; the flux may be a
complex Ca-Mg-Ba-Zr silicate or other

alkaline earth composition. Zircon porcelain has high mechanical strength and
good thermal-shock resistance over a wide

temperature range; electrically, it is a lowloss material. Dodd.
zircon refractory. Refractory products consisting substantially or enitrely of crystalline
zirconium orthosilicate, ZrSiO4. ASTM

01-64.

zircon, rutile, illmenite, monazite. A group
of heavy minerals which are usually considered together because of their occurrence as black sand in natural beach and
dune concentration. For marketing, complete separation of the ru tile and zircon
as high-grade products is necessary. Separation is effected by combinations of elec.
tromagnetic and electrostatic processes, together with gravity concentration. Nelson.

zircon sand. a. A very refractory mineral,
composed chiefly of zirconium silicate,
having low thermal expansion and high

thermal conductivity. ASM Gloss. b. The
natural zircon-bearing material found in
Australia, India, and in Florida. See also
zirconium silicate. Enam. Diet.
zircon spine!. Synthetic blue spinel. ShiPley.
zircon syenite. A name originally given by
Hausmann to certain Norwegian nepheline
syenites which were rich in zircons. Later,
it was practically used as a synonym for
nepheline syenite, but is now obnolete. Fay.
zircon whiteware. Any ceramic whiteware in
which zircon, (Zr03.SiO3), is the essential
crystalline phase. ASTM C242-60.

zircanyl. The bivalent radical ZrO" consisting of zirconium and oxygen; for example,

zirconyl chloride is zirconium oxychloride,
7r0Cl3. Webster 3d.
zirctone. A copyrighted trade name for a bluish green synthetic sapphire. Shipley.
zirkelite. a. A name proposed by Wadsworth
in 1887 to designate altered, basaltic
glasses, in distinction from their unaltered
or tachylitic state. Fay. b. A moderately to
strongly radioactive, hexagonal mineral,

p. B-1.

ment. H&C.
zobtenite. A variety of gabbro gneiss con-

by streams of uralite and embedded in a
granular mass of epidote and plagioclase
(saussurite). Rice.

zolc. In geology, containing fossils, or yielding evidence of plant or animal life; said
of rocks. Standard, 1964.

zoisite; thulite. C a2 ( AIOH ) Al, ( SiO4 ) 3; one

of the epidote group of minera! . Grayishwhite, gray, peach-blossom to rose-red,
green; white or uncolored streak; v;treous
or pearely luster. Specific gravity, 3.25 to
3.37; Mohs' hardness, 6 to 6.5. Found in
Tennessee, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania;
Austria, Switzerland, Norway, Ital). An

ornamental stone. CCD 6d,1961.
zoisitization. The process of converting feldspar into zoisite. Canpare saussuritization.
Webster 3d.
zona. Sp. a. A layer or band of mineral in a
vein. Fay. b. A zone, belt, or band of rock
limited horizontally or vertically, and characterized by certain minerals or fossils. Fay.
zonal arrangement. A zoning of ore or min-

erals about a hot center, with high-temperature ores inside and low-temperature
ores outside. Bateman.

zonal peat. Same as ciimatic peat. Tomkeieff, 1954.

zonal soil. Mature soil. Pettijohn, 2d, 1957,
p. 355.

zonal structure. Especially used in miscroscopic work to describe those minerals
whose cross sections show their successive
concentric layers of growth. Fay.

Mal theory. A theory of ore desposition

that holds that the ores originate in a zone
of differentiation in the lower part of the
zone of crystallization, where are formed
the siliceous-aqueous-metalliferous residues,

which, in passing upward through faults
and fractures, deposit the ores in successive
zones, each marked by its distinctive min-

en! associations. A.C.I.
zone, a. In coal m'ning, a certain series of
coal scams with their accompanying shales,

..tc., which contain, for example, much
firedamp, called a fiery zone, or if much
water, a watery zone. Zern. b. A metal
zone is equivalent to a mineral zone yet
the terms mineral and metal are not synonymous. Ricketts I. c. The ground or mass

bounded by horizontal or inclined planes
or curved surfaces in which given chemical
or physical conditions exist, for example,
zone of saturation, zone of weathering.

possibly (Ca,Fe,Th,U),(Ti,Zr)404; black

Nelson. d. A group of beds characterized
by the presence of one or more specific

splinters, with a dark brown or reddish
cold. It occurs in pyroxenite with perovskite and baddeleyite; also as a detrital

fossils;

to brownish-black; transparent in very thin

mineral in alluvial deposit; found associated wiih tourmaline, zircon, corundum,
spine!, and monazite. Crosby, p. 89.
Zirkite. A trade name for a mixture of zircon
and baddeleyite. BuMines Bull. 630, 1965,

for example, the zonal fossil or

fossils. B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5. e. Geologically, a distinctively mineralized area, re-

gion, or level. In a specific lode or other

deposit, the progressive change from upper
to lower horizons. At top is outcrop or gossan, oxidized or weathered. Next is leached

zone, impoverished by dissolution of its

p. 1106'.

values (or part ot them), which may be

magnesium, calcium, and aluminum, 9(Fe,-

enrichment. Below this is the primary, or

zIrklprite. A hydrous oxychloride of iron,

1262:

redeposited below in the zone of secondary
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zonolite

the belt of saturation that has a means of

stressed zone. See destressed arca. Isaacson, p. 238.
zone of weathering. a. Down to the level at
which ground water stands, thc rocks are
full of fractures and are exposed to atmospheric agencies, such as moisture, carbon
dioxide, oxygen, etc. Here the rocks tend
to decay, to be converted into carbonates

zone
unaltered zone which consists of the original sulfide formation. Pryor, 3. f. In mineral processing, with respect to a single
particle, a zone is a region of surface differentiation (for example, of oriented
molecules, passivation, etc.), not to be con-

horizontal escape. See also gathering zone;
static zone. Fay.
zone of eluviation. Synonym for A-horizon.

the lattice discontinuities may set up a zone
of differentiated sorptive or chemical qual-

per) has been carried down in solution

fused with a ohase. A local variation in

ity. Pryor, 3. g. In geology, used in the

same sense as horizon to indicate a certain
geological level or chonological position,

without reference to the local attitude or
dip of the rock. Fay. h. An area rsr region
more or less clearly set off or characetrized

as distinct from surrounding or adjoining
parts; as, in a metalliferous region, the
mineral zone. Webster 2d. i. A series of
faces of a crystal whose intersection lines
with each other are all parallel. Webster
3d. j. Any of the five great divisions of the
earth's surface with respect to latitude and
temperature: (1) Torrid Zone, bounded
on the north by the Tropic of Cancer and
on the south by the Tropic of Capricorn;
(2) North Temperate Zone, boundcd on
the south by the Tropic of Cancer and on
the north by the Arctic Circle; (3) South

Temperate Zone, bounded on the north
by the Tropic of Capricorn and on the
south by the Antarctic Circle; (4) North
Frigid Zone, bounded only on the south

by the Arctic Circle; and (5) South Frigid
Zone, bounded only on the north by the
Antarctic Circle. Webster 3d. k. A region
of oriented molecules. C.T.D.
zone axis. A straight line to which all faces
of a given zone of a crystal are parallel.
Webster 3d.
zone melting. Highly localized melting, usually by induction heating, of a small volume of an otherwise solid pieL e. By moving

the induction coil along the rod, the melted

zone can be transferred from one end to

the other. In a binary mixture where there
is a large difference in composition on the
liquidus and solidus lines, high purity can

be attained by concentrating one of the

constituents in the liquid as it moves along
a rod. ASM Gloss.
zone of aeration. The zone in which the interstices of the functional permeable rocks
are not filled (except temporarily) with

water. The water is under pressure

less

than atmospheric. A.G.1.

zone of capillarity. An area that overlies the
zone of saturation and contains capillary
voids, some, or all, of which are filled with
water that is held above the zone of saturation by molecular attraction acting
against gravity. Fay.
zone of cementation. That shell of the earth's
crust living immediately below the zone of
weathering, within which loose sediments
are cemented by the addition of such minerals as calcite, introduced by percolating
meteoric waters. See also metasomatign.
C.T.D.

zone of combined fracture and flow. The

part of the earth between the zone of fracture and the zone of flow where the rocks
may break or flow according to conditions
(as of deformation or strcngth of the mate-

rials). Webster 3d.
zone of deposition. The area in which continental glaciers deposit materials derived

from the zone of erosion, It is usually cuvered with drift and has the general aspect
of a plain. Stokes and Varnes, 1955.

zone of discharge. M suggested by J. W.
Finch, the zone embracing that part of

A.G.1.

zone of enrichment. Interval below the oxidized zone in which a metal (usually copfrom the oxidized zone and redeposited as
sulfide. McKinstry, p. 659.
zone of equilibrium. The ultimate length of
a spit is attained when the tendency of

longshore transportation to increase that
length is just balanced by the opposite
tendency of opposite currents. Because of
the varying intensity of all shore processes,

the equilibrium is never perfect, but only
approximate, and the end of the embankment therefore advances and retreats intermittently uver a narrow zone which might
be called the zone of equilibrium. A.C.I.
faces. A number of faces, bdonging

and hydroxides, and to form soils. This
zone is called the belt of weathering and
is the one of rock destruction. Stokes and
Vernes, 1955. b. In amosite and crocidolite

ore deposits in South Africa, these occur

from surface downwards as: silicified zone,
leached zone, and fresh zone. Sinclair,
W. E. p. 484.
zone refining. A method used in refining germanium and silicon to produc the ultrapure elements used in making transistors.
Newton, p. 378.

zones. In a shaft furnace, t'oe different por-

tions ( horizontal sections) ai c called zones,

to one or several forms, the normals to
which lie in one plane (the zone plane)

and characterized according to the reactions which take place in them, as the

to a line passing through the center of the
crystal (the zone axis). C.T.D.
zone of flow. Deeper environment in which
rock fails by flow. See also zonal theory.
McKinstry, p. 659.
zone of flowage. The subsurface part of the

zones of lode. A lode may be divided into
three ma:n zones: (1) The unaltered ore
at deoth; (2) the gossan or altered surface
portion of the lode, containing native
metals, oxides, and oxysalts, the result of
weathering of the ore; and (3) the zone

and whose edges of intersection are parallel

earth in which the fracturing of rocks is
prevented by pressure, and all deformation

is by a sort of flow. It includes the larger
part of the earth, and underlies the zone
of fracture, or that part of the earth's crust
in which deformation may result in and be
accomplished by fracture. Between the zone
of fracture and zone of flow there is a zone

of combined fracture and flow, where the
rocks may break or flow according to the
conditions of defonnatien, the strength of
the materials, etc. Pokes and Varnes, 1955.
zone of fracture. As proposed by Van Hise,
the upper portion of the earth's crust and

in which rocks are deformed mainly by

fracture. See also zone of flowage. Fay.
zone of influence. The zone of rock surround-

ing an excavation bi which the additional
caused by that excavation arc
above a cermin arbitrary value is termed
the zone of influence. Spalding.
zone of oxidation. Upper zone of a mineral
stresses

deposit that has become oxidized. Bateman.

zone of rock flowage. The deep part of the
earth in which all rocks are under stresses
exceeding their elastic limits. A.G.t.
zone of rock fracture. The upper part of the
lithosphere in which rocks are under
stresses less than those required to close
their intertices by deformation of the walls
of the interstices. A.G.I.
zone of saturation. a. An arca which contains
capillary or supercapillary voids, or both,
that are full of water that will move under
ordinary hydrostatic presture. Fay. b. The

zone between the water table and the

lower limit of saturationsometimes known
as the zone of meteoric water. Mine work-

zone of fusion or smelting zone, the reduction zone, etc. Fay.

of secondary enrichment which occurs between the first two zones, in which interaction between waters from the gossan and
the unaltered ore has resulted in the production of new materials, often of considerable economic value. Nelson.

zone time. Standard time applied at sea

in which the surface of the globe is divided

into 24 zones of 15°, or of hour, each.
The 0 zone extends 7.50 cast and west of
the meridian of Greenwich (England),
(the Prime Meridian), and the zones are
designated by the number of hours that
must be applied to the local time to obtain
Greenwich time. Abbreviation, ZT. Webster 3d.
zoning. a. Concentric layering parallel to the
periphery of a crystalline mineral, she Nri
by color banding in such minerals as tuurmaline, and by differences of the optical
reactions to polarized light in colorless
minerals like feldspar. C.M.D. b. Applied
1

to the structure of a mix-crystal that is

composed of isomorphous compounds arranged in layer or zones of different composition; successive zones having been de-

posited from a magma (or other liquid
solution) which gradually changed in composition owing to the separation of crystal

phases. Rice. c. In a mineral deposit, the
occurrence of successive minerals or elements outward from a common center.

A.G.I. d. Arrangement of minerals or mineral assemblages in zones. McKinstry. c.

The division of a building or group of

buildings into separately controlled ppaces

where different conditions can be simul-

ings in this belt of ground are liable to

taneously maintained. Strock, 10.
zoni te. A name which has been used in Arizona for locally occurring jasper or chert

which descending surface waters retdeposit

zonochlorite. A light and dark green gem-

encounter large volumes of water. Nelson.
zone of secondary enrichment. The zone in

their metallic content derived from the
oxidized zone, with the formation in the
upper part of this zone of native metals,
oxides and carbonates, and in the lower

part of secondary sulide minerals. Higham,
p. 5.
zone of substantial deformation. Same as de-
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of various colors. Shipley.

stone similar

to

chlorastrolite.

Rogers,

Diet. of Gems, 1933, p. 42. Synonym for
pumpellyite. Hey 2d, 1955.
zonolite. A trade name for a iight, flaky material obtained by roasting vermiculite,
which swells to fifteen times its original
volume, forming golden yellow scales; from

zonolite
Libby, Mont. A titanium-bearing jefferisite
from Westcliffe, Colo., is similar. English.

zoogene. In geology, of, pertaining to, consisting of, resulting from, or indicative of
animal life or structure. Standard, 1964.
zoogenic. Originating from animals or as a
result of their activities. A.G.1.
zoolite; zoollib. A petrified animal; an animal fossil. StannArd, 1964.
zooplankton. The .Pr-tion of plankton composed of animals; unattached animals
which are at the mercy of the currents. Hy.
Zopaque. Trademark for pure titanium dioxide manufactured from ilmenite and specially processed to control crystal growth.

It is used in nearly every industry requir-

ing a white opacifying agent. CCD 6d,
1961.
zorgite. a. Described as a brass-yellow metallic

mineral with a dark and yellow streak,

PbSe.CuiSe.Ag2Se; possibly impure claus-

thalite with umangite. Dana 6d, p. 53. b.
Aluminosilicate cf Fe and K. Hey 2d, 1955.
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Zr Chemical symbol for zirconium. Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 45th ed.,

1964, p. B-1.
Z reagents. The Dow series of xanthate flotation reagents consisting of:
Z., 3 = Pot. ethyl xanthate.
Z. 4 = Sod, ethyl xanthate.
Z. 5 = Pot, secondary amyl X.
Z. 6 = Pot. amyl xanthate.
Z. 8 = Pot. secondary butyl x.
Z. 9 = Pot. isopropyl zanthate.
Z.10 = Pot. hexyl xanthate..

Z.11 = Sod. isopropyl xanthate.
Z.12 = Sod. sec-butyl xanthate.
Pryor, 3.
ZT Abbreviation for. zone time. Webster 3d.
zueing. See zur.Fay.

zundererz Ger. Tinder ore; an ore of antimony occurring in the Saxon mines in

soft, flexible, tinderlike masses, of a blackish-red color and little luster. Fay.
zungite. See zunyite.
zunyite; zungite. A rare basic orthosilicate of
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aluminum in transparent tetrahedral crystals, containing fluorine and chlorine; it
occurs in minute cubic crystals at the Zuni
mine, Silverton Colo. C.M.D.
zur; zueing; dezuing. Eng. The same as hulking a lode, viz, removing the soft side for
facilitating the breaking down the harder
part thereof. Fay.
zurlite. A white or green variety of mplitite.
Standard, 1964.
zurron. A rawhide sack, holding about 150
pounds, used by miners for carrying ore.
Nthon.
zwieselite. A clove-brown variety of triplite.
Fay.

'twiner. A Saxon miner's term for a variety

of greisen. Only of significance in connection with tin ores. Fay.
zwitter ion. Complex ion whi& carries
charges opposite in polarity, for example,
413N.CI-i2.000-. Pryor, 3.
zygio. See fluorescent penetrant inspection.
Henderson.

authorities and sources quoted in dictionary
The following is a list of authors and sources quoted as authority

for the forms and uses of terms presented in this dictionary:

Quoted in dictionary as
Abraham, 6th, 1960_____

ACSB, I

ACSB, 2

ACSB, 3

ACSB, 4
ACSG

ACSG, 1963
A.G.I

A.G.I. Supp.

Name of author and publication

Abraham, Herbert. Asphalts and Allied Substances. Princeton N.J. D.
Van Nostrand Co., 6th ed., 1960, 5

Quoted in dictionary as

pp.

ASA C42.85: 1956

volumes.
American Ceramic Society Bulletin.

Clay Definitions. V. 18, No. 6, June
1939, pp. 213-215.
American Ceramic Society Bulletin.

ASA M2.1-1963

Industrial Minerals and Rocks (Non-

AISI, No. 24_

ASA M6.1-1955

AM, I_

Anderson

ed., 1964. 37' pp. Includes a glossary, pp. J 49 -3 5 4 .

API Gloss_
Arbiter

ASA M7.3-1S 58

ASA M11.1-196r

ASCE P1826

ASM Gloss.; ASM Metals
Handbook, v. 1.

ing. New York, 1953, 188 pp.
Arbiter. Nathaniel (efi.). Milling MethASTM B243-65

American Refractories Institute. Proposed Ginssary of Terms Relating to
Refracton'
zs
Thcir Manufacture
and U se. &I ll, 87, October 1949, n.p.

Arkell

lish Rock Terms Chiefly as Used
by Miners and Quarrymen.. Oxford

pp.
American Standards Association. Wire
Rope for Mines (M11.1-1960). New

American Standards Association. Conveyor Terms and Definitions (MH4.1-1958). The Conveyor Equipment
Manufacturers Association, Washing, D.C., 1958, 78 pp.
American Society of Civil Engineers.
Glossary of Terms and Definitions in
Soil Mechanics. Proceedings, v. 84,
No. SM4, Paper 1826, October 1958,

p. cl-43.Society for Metals. Metals
Amperian
Handbook. Volume 1. Pr, perties
and Selection of Metals. Metals Park,

American Society for Testing and Mate-

rials. Standard Definitions of Terms
Used in Powder Metallurgy. B243-65
in 1966 Book of ASTM StandaAs:

Nonferrous Fillet: Metal. Philadel-

Materials," February 1952, pp. 161170. )

struction and Maintenance of Rail
Haulage Roads in Coal Mines
(M7.3-I958). New York, 1958, 72

Part 7, Nonferrous Metals and Alloys (Including Corrosion Tests) ;
Die-Cast Metals; Electrodeposited
Metallic Coatings; Metal Powders;

(Taken from ASTM's "Manual of
ASTM Standards on Refractory

Arkell, W. J., and S. I. Tomkeieff. Eng-

for Drainage of Coal Mines

(M6.I-1915) (Revision of American
Recommended Practice for Drainage
of Coal Mines M6-1931). BuMines
Bull. 570, 1957, 18 pp.
American Standards Association. Con-

Ohio, 8th ed., 1961, 1300 pp. Includes a glossary of Definitions Relating to Metals and Metalworking,
pp. 1-41.

486 pp.
A.R,I

ican Standard Recommended Prac-

York, 1960, 43 pp.

ASA MH4.1-1958

American Petrole= Institute. Glossary
of Terms Used in Petroleum Refinods in the Americas, Gordon & Breach
Science Publishers, New York, 1964,

Inf. Circ, 8227, 19<4, 27 pp. Includes
a glossary, pp. 3-5.
American Standards Association. Amertice

nitions of Refractory 'fermi. Contributions to the Metallurgy of Steel,
No. 24, January 1949, 22 pp.
American Mineralogist. Glossary of
Terms Used in lie Quartz CscillatorPlate Industry. V. 30, No, 1-2, Jannary-February 194!), pp. 461-468.
.nderson, Basil W. Gem Testing. Temple Press Books, Ltd., London, 7th

ican Standard Safety Rules for In(M2.1-1963) (Revision of American
Standard Safety Code for Installing
and Using Electrical Equipment in
Coal Mines, M2.1, 1952). BuMines

metallics Other Than Fuels). New
York, 3d ed.. 1960, 934 pp.
American Iron and Steel Institute. Defi.

New York, 1956, 12 pp.
American Standards Msociation. Amer-

ment In and About Coal Mines

Wa:hington, D.C., 1957, 325 pp;

American Institute of Mining. Metallurgical, and Petrcleum Engineers

nitions of Electrical Terms; Group
85: Mining (C42.85: 1956). Amer-

stalling and Using Electrical Equip-

suppleinent, 1960, 7^ pp.
AIME

American Standards Association. Defiican Institute of Electrical Engineers,

Glass Glossary. V. 27, No. 9, Sept. 15,

1948, pp. 353-362.
American Ceramic Society Bulletin.
Enamel Glossary. V. 29, No. 2, February 1950, pp. 61-65.
American Ceramic Society Bulletin.
Whiteware Terms. V. 31, No. 7, July
1952, pp. 261, 263.
Van Schoick, Emily C. Tentative
Ceramic Glossary, Part I. Ammican
Ceramic Society, Alfred, N. Y., Jan.
10, 1961, 64 pp.
Van Schoick, Emily C. Ceramic Glossary. American Ceramic Society, Columbus, Ohio, 1st ed., 1963, 31 pp.
American Geological Institute. Glossary of Geology and Mated Sciences.

Name of author and publication
University Press, London, 1953, 139

phia, Pa., 1966. pp. 300-304.
ASTM C11-60

American Society for Testing and Mate-

rials. Standard Definitions of Terms
Relating to Gypsum. C 11-60 in 1966
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Quoted in dictionary as

ASTM C43-65T

Name of author and publicadon

Quoted in dictionary as

Book of ASTM Standards: Part 9,
Cement; Lime; Gypsum. Philadelphia, Pa., 1966, pp. 8-9.

ASTM C286-65

rials. Standard Definitions of Terms
Relating to Porcelain Enamel. C28665 in 1966 Book of ASTM Stand-

American Society for Testing and Materials. Tentative Definitions of Terms
Relating to Structural Clay Products.

ards: Part 13, Refractories; Glass;

C43-65T in 1966 Book of ASTM
Standards : Part 12, Chemical-Re-

sistant Mortars; ,Plastic Structures;
Clay and Concrete Pipe and Tile;

ASTM D121-62

Relating to Lime. C51-47 in 1966
Book of ASTM Standards: Part 9,
Cement; Lime; Gypsum. Philadel-

Part 19, Gaseous Fuels; Coal and
Coke. Philadelphia, Pa., 1966, pp.

ASTM D288-57

phia, Pa., 1966, pp. 46-47.

ASTM C71-64

ASTM C119-50

Am,:rican Society for Testing and Mate-

rials. Standard Definitions of Terms
Relating to Refractories. C71-64 in
1966 Book of ASTM Standards: Part
13, Refractories; Glass; 'Ceramic
Materials; Manufactured Carbon and
Graphite Products. Philadelphia, Pa.,
1966, pp. 46-50.
American Society for Testim and Materials. Standard Definitiuns of Terms
Relating to Natural Building Stones.

C119-50 in 1966 Book of ASTM
Standard's: Part 12, Chemical-Re-

ASTM D324-41

Standards: Part 6, Paper, Packaging,

ASTM D388-38

ASTM C162-66

ASTM C242-60

ASTM C242-60T
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Wood, Cellulose, Casein, Leather.
Philadelphia, Pa., 1961, p. 1058.
American Society for Testing and Materials. Standard Specifications for
Classification of Coal by Rank. D38838 in 1964 Book of ASTM Standards:

Units; Asbesto3-Cement
Products; Building Stone. Philadelphia, l'a., 1966, pp. 103-105.
rials. Standard Definitions of Terms
Relating to Concrete and Concrete
Aggregates. C125-66 in 1966 Book
of ASTM Standards : Part 10, Concrete and Mineral Aggregates. Philadelphia, Pa., 1966, pp. 77-79.
American Society for Testing and Materials. Standard Definitions of Terms
Relating to Glass and Glass Products.
C162-66 in 1966 Book of ASTM
Standards: Part 13, Refractories;
Glass; 7.:eramic Materials; ManufactureLl carbon and Graphite Products. Philadelphia, Pa., 1966, pp.
116-130.
American Society for Testing and MateStandard Defin;tions of Terms
Relating to Ceramic Whitewares and
Related Products. C242-60 in 1966
Book of A^TM Standards: Part 13,
RefractorieN; Glass; Ceramic Materials; Manufactured Carbon and
Graphite Products. Philadelphia, Pa.,
1966, pp. 204-206.
American.Society for Testing and Materials. Ten.Ative Definitions of Terms
Relating to Ceramic Whitewares and
Related Products. C242-60T in 1966
Book of ASTM Standards: Part 13,
Refractories; Class; Ceramic Materials; Manufactured Carbon and
Graphite Products. Philadelphia, Pa.,
1966, pp. 207-210.

rials. Standard Definitions of Terms
Relating to Petroleum. D288-57 in
1958 Book of ASTM Standards: Part
7, Petroleum Products, Lubricants,
Tank ,Measurements. Engine Tests.
Philadelphia, Pa., 1959, pp. 166-168.
American Society for Testing and Materials. Standard Definitions of Terms
Relating to Timber Preservatives.
Flexible Barrier Materials, Adhesives,

Maspnry

American Society for Testing and Mate-

1-2.
American Society for Testing and Mate-

D324-41 in 1961 Book uf ASTM

sistant Mortars; Plastic Structures;
Clay and Concrete Pipe and 1 ile;

ASTM C12566

Ceramic Materials; Manufactured
Carbon and Graphite Products.
Philadelphia, Pa. 1966, pp. 240-247.
American Society for Testing and Mate-

rials. Standard Definitions of Terms
Relating to Coal and Coke. D121-62
in 066 Book of ASTM Stand.,rds:

Units; Asbestos-Cement
Products; Building Stone. Philadelphia, Pa., 1966, pp. 37-39.
American Society for Testing and Materials. Standard Definitions of Terms
Masonry

ASTM C51-47

Name of author and publication
American Society for Testing and Mate-

Part 19, G.iseous Fuels; Coal and
Coke. Philadelphia, Pa., 1964, 7176.

ASTM D407-44

American

Society

for

Testing and

Materials. Standard Definitions of
the Terms Gross Calorific Value and

Net Calorific Value of Solid and

ASTM D493-39

Liquid Fuels. D407-44 in 1966 Book
of ASTM Standards: Part 19, Gaseous Fuels; Coal and Coke. Philadelphia, Pa., 1966, p. 79.
American Society for Testing and

Materials. Standatd Definitions for

Commercial Varieties of Bituminous
ane Subbituminous Coals. D493-39
in 1966 Book of ASTM Standards:

Part 19, Gaseous Fuels; Coal and
ASTM D1079-54

Coke. Philadelphia, Pa., 1966, p.
107.
American Society for Testing and
Materials. Standard Definitions of

Terms Relating to Bituminous and
Other Organic Materials for RoofWaterproofing, and Related
Building or Industrial USes. D1079-

ing,

54 in 1966 Book of ASTM Standards: Part 11, Bituminous Materials
for Highway Construction, Waterproofing, and Roofing; Soils; Skid
Resistance. Philadelphia, Pa., 1966,
pp. 349-350.
ASTM STP No. 148-D

American Society for Testing and
Materials. Manual on Industrial

Water and Industrial Waste Water.
Special Technical Publication 148-D,

Philadelphia, Pa., 2d ed., 1959, 658

Quoted in dictionary asAu stin

Name of author and publication
pp. Includes a glossary, Appendix II,
pp. 635-643.
kustin, J. Dragline Excavators for
Strip Mining. Mining Magazine, v.
3, No. 5, November 1964, pp. 296311. Includes a glossary, p. 311.

Brantly, J. E. Rotary Drilling Hand-

Conklin. The Uranium Prospector's

Briggs

Palmer Publications, New
York, 6th ed., 1961, 825 pp. Includes
a general glossary, pp. 599-603.
Briggs, Henry. Mining Subsidence. Ed-

York, 1955, 251 pp. Includes a glossn-y, pp. 178-205.

Bryant

book.

Barger, Harold, and Sam H. Schurr.
The Mining Industries, 1899-199 ;

ward Arnold & Co., London, 1929,
215 pp.
Bryant, E. E. Porcelain Enameling Operations. Enamelist Publishing Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio, 1953, 106 pp. In-

A Study of Output, Employment and
Productivity. National Bureau of

ing Defects, pp. 95-97; glossary of

Guide. Harper & Brothers, New
Barger

cludes a glossary of Porcelain Enamel-

Economic Research, Inc., Pub. 43,
1944, 452 pp. Includes a glossary of

B.S. 1016, 1961, Part 16_

Minerals and Mining Terms, pp.

Reporting of Results. British Standard 1016, 1961, 32 pp. Includes

Mineral Deposits. John Wiley & Sons,

Inc., New York, 1951, 371 pp. InB.S. 1017, 1960, Part L._

cludes a glossary, pp. 351-359.
Bateman, 195C

Bateman, Alan M. Economic Mineral
Deposits. John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,

BCI

New York, 2d ed., 1950, 916 pp.
Bituminous Coal Institute. Glossary of

Beerman

Beerman

B.S. 1017, 196J, Part 2

Current and Common Bituminous
Coal Mining Terms. Washington,
D.C., January 1947, 26 pp.
Publishers, Ltd. Berman's
All Mining Yearbook, 1963. Capetown, Republic of South Africa, 1963,

nical and Mining Terms, pp. 451B.S. 3552, 1962

Bennett 2d, 1962; Ben- Bennett, H. (ed.). Concise Chemical
and Technical Dictionary. Chemical
nett 2d, 1962 Add.
Publishing Co., Inc., New York, 2d
Best's

ed., 1962, 1039 pp; addenda, 119 pp.
Best Co., Inc. (Alfred M.). Best's Safe-

Billings, 1954

Billings, Marland P. Structural Geology.

Bowles

ed., 1954, 514 pp.
Bowles, Oliver. The Stone Industries:

B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. L.__

ty Maintenance Directory, Morristown, N.J., 1 1 th ed., 1966, 772 pp.

Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 2d

Dimension Stone, Crushed Stone,
Geology, Technology, Distribution,
Utilization. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, 1st ed., 1984, 519 pp.
Boynton, Robert S. Chemistry and
Technology of Lime and Limestone.
Interscience Publishers, New York,
1966, 520 pp. Includes a glossary of
Definitions and Properties of Limes,
pp. 165-167.
Brady, George Stuart. Materials Handbook; an Encyclopedia for Purchas-

Boynton

E rady

ing Agents, Engineers, Executives,
and Foremen. McGraw-Hill Book
Co., New York, 9th ed., 1963, 968

PP.

1

Brantly, J. E. Rotary Drilling Handbook.

Palmer Publications,

cludes a glossary, pp. 12-14.
British Standards Institution (London).
The Sampling of Coal and Coke. Part
2-Sampling of Coke. British Standard 1017, 1960, 106 pp. Includes a

New

British Standards Institution (London).
Glossary of Coal Terms. British
Standard 3323, 1960, 19 pp.
British Standards Institution (London).
Glossary of Terms Used in Coal Preparation, British Standard 3552, 1962,
44 pp.
British Standards Institution (London).
Glossary of Mining Terms. Section 1,
Planning and Surveying. British
Standard 3618, sec. 1, 1963, 11 pp.

Institution (Lon-

British Standards

B.S. 3618,4963, sec.

Section 2, VenClation. British Standara 3618, sec. 2, 1963, 16 pp.
British Standards Institution (Lon-

B.S. 3618, 1963, sec. 4_...._

Section 3, Boring and Exploration.
British Standard 3618, sec. 3, 1963,
14 pp.
British Standards Institution (Lon-

B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 5___

Section 4, Drainage. British Standard
3618, sec. 4, 1963, 11 pp.
British Standards Institution (Lon-

B.S. 3618, 1964, sec. 6......

Seaion 5, Geology. British Standard
3618, sec. 5, 1964, 18 pp.
British Standards Institution (Lon-

B.S. 3618, 1965, sec. 7___

Br;tish Standard 3618, sec. 6, 1964,
20 pp.
British Standards Institution (Lon-

Brady, George Stuart. Materials Handbook; an Encyclopedia for Purchasing Agents, Engineers, Executives,

and Foremen. McGraw-Hill Book
Co., New York, 4th ed., 1940, 591

Brantly,

The Sampling of Coal and Coke.
Part 1-Sampling of Coal. British
Standard 1017, 1960, 124 pp. In-

B.S. 3618, 1963, sec.

PP.

Brady, 4th ed., 1940

definitions, pp. 6-8.
British Standards Institution (London).

glossary, pp. 11-13.

B.S. 3323, 1960_

473 pp. Includes a glossary of Tech461.

General Terminology, pp. 99-101.
British Standards Institution (London).
Methods for the Analysis and Test-

ing of Coal and Coke, Part 16-

409-422.

Bateman, Alan M. The Formation of

Bateman

Name of author and publication
York, 6th ed., 1961, 825 pp. Includes
a glossary of Mud Drilling Terms, pp.
312-317.

Brantly, 2

Ballard, Thomas J., and Quentin E.

Ballard

Quoted in dictionary as-

don). Glossary of Mining Terms.

don). Glossary of Mining Terms,

don). Glossary of Mining Terms.

don). Glossary of Mining Terms.

don). Glossary of Mining Terms.
Section 6, Drilling and Blasting.

don). Glossary of Mining Terms.

Section 7, Electrical Engineering and
Lighting. British Standard 3618, sec.
7, 1965, 10 pp.
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Quoted in dictionary asBull

BuMines Bull
BuMines I.C.
BuMines R.I.

BuMines T.P.
BuMin Style Guide
Camm

Camp, 6th ed., 1951____

Name of author and publication

Quoted in dictionary as-

Bureau of Mines Bulletins.
Bureau of Mines Bulletins.
Bureau of Mines Information Circulars.

Bureau of Mines Reports of Investigation.
Bureau of Mines Technical Papers.
Bureau of Mines. Style Guide for Bureau of Mines Manuscripts. March
1962, 76 pp.
Camm, Frederick James (ed.). A Dictionary of Metals and Their Alloys.
George Newes, Ltd., London, 1940,
244 pp.

Cumming

Dana 6d

Carson

Carson 2

1837-1868. John Wiley & Sons, New

ing work to 1909, 114 pp. Appendix
III, completing work to 1915, 87 pp.
Appendix III published separately in

CCD 3d, 1942
CGD 6d, 1961
Challinor

CIPW

1915.

Dana 7

ed., 1942, 756 pp.
Reinhold Publishing Corp. Condensed
Chemical Dictionary. New York, 6th
ed., 1961, 1256 pp.
Challinor, John. A Dictionary of
Geology. University of Wales Press,
Cardiff, 2d ed., 1964, 289 pp.
Cross, Whitman, Joseph Iddings, Louis
Pirsson, and Henry Washington.
Quantitative Clas,ification of Igneous
Rocks. University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, Ill., 1903, 286 pp. Includes

Dana 17

ten and enlarged by Charles Palache,
Irarry Berman, and Clifford Fronde].
John Wiley & Sons, Inc, New York,
7th ed., 1944, 1951, 1962, 3 volumes.
Hurlbut, Cornelius S., Jr. Dana's
Manual of Mineralogy. John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., New York, 17th ed., 1959,
609 pp. Includes a Mineral Index, pp.
597-609.

Decker

Decker, Howard W. Jr., and John N.
Hoffman. Coal Preparation. PennState Univ., College of
Mineral Industries, 1963, 2 volumes.

sylvania

De Sitter

Chemical Publishing Co. Chamber's

Coal Age, 1

Mineralogical Dictionary. New York,
1948, 47 pp.
Coal Age. Glossary of Electrical Terms.
V. 65, No. 6, June 1960, pp. 115-117.

Cooper

Cooper, Terence. An Introduction to

Craigie

Mining Chemistry. Leonard Hill
Books, Ltd., London, 1963, 439 pp.
Chapter I, Chemical Definitions and
Terminology, pp. 1-27.
Craigie, William A., and James R. Hul-

bert (eds.). A Dictionary of American English on Historical Principles.
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Ill., 1938, 1940, 1942, 1944, 4

2d ed., 1964, 551 pp.

Dietrich

Dobrin

1960, 446 pp.
Dodd

Pottery, Glass, Vitreous Enamels, Re-

sophical Library Inc., New York,

D.O.T. 1; D.O.T. Supp._

Du Pont, 1966

nology, Bull. 230, series B, 1955, 148
PP.

Tweney, C. F., and L. E. C. Hughes
(eds.). Chamber's Technical Dic-

Economic Geology

1262

1268

1964, 327 pp.
U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of
Employment Security. Dictionary of
Occupational Titles. 2d ed., Washington, D.C., Government Printing
Office, 1949. Prepared by the Division of Occupational Analysis, United
2
States Employment Service.
volumes; supplement 1, March 1955,
341 pp.

ed., 1964, 455 pp.

C.T.D.; C.T.D. Supp.___

Dodd, A. E. Dictionary of Ceramics:
fractories, Clay Building Materials,
Cement and Concre te, Ele ctroceramics, Special Ceramics. Philo-

Crispin, Frederic Swing. Dictionary of

Crosby, James W. III. A Descriptive
Glossary of Radioactive Minerals.
Washington State Institute of Tech-

Eng. Exp. Sta. Series Bull. 160, 1966,
221 pp.
Dorbin, Milton B. Introduction to

Hill Book Co., New York, 2d ed.,

Technical Terms. The Bruce Publishing Co., Milwaukee, Wis., 10th
Crosby

Dietrich, R. V. Mineral Tables (Hand
Specimen Properties of 1500 Minerals). Virginia Polytechnic Inst.,

Geophysical Prospecting. McGraw-

volumes.

Crispin

De Sitter, L. U. Structural Geology.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York,

a glossary, pp. 261-284.

C.M.D.

Dana, James Dwight, and Edward
Salisbury Dana. The System of
Mineralogy of James Dwight Dana
and Edward Salisbury Dana, rewrit-

ed., 1930, 65 pp.
Carson, A Brinton. General Excavation
Methods. F. W. Dodge Corp. (a
McGraw-Hill company), New York,
1961, 392 pp.

Carson, A. Brinton. Foundation Construction. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, 1965, 424 pp.
Reinhold Publishing Corp. Condensed
Chemical Dicdona.y. New York, 3d

Dana, James Dwight. The System of
Mineralogy of James Dwight Dana,
York, 6th ed., 1914, (c1892), 1134
pp. Appendix I, completing work to
1899, 75 pp. Appendix II, complet-

Camp, J. M., and C. B. Francis. The
Making, Shaping, and Treating of
Steel. United States Steel Corp.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., 6th ed., 1951, 1584
Campbell, William. A List of Alloys.
American Society for Testing Materials, Philadelphia, Pa., rev, and enl.

Cumming, James D. Diamond Drill
Handbook. J. K. Smit & Sons of
Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Canada,
1951, 501 pp Includes a glossary of
Diamond Drilling and Mining Terms,
pp. 472-492.

pp.
Campbell

Name of author and publication
tionary. MacMillan Co., New York,
3d ed., 1958, 1028 pp.; supplement,
pp. 952-1028.

,

Du Pont de Nemours & Company (E.
I.). Blasters' Handbook; a Manual
Describing Explosives and Practical
Methods of Use. Wilmington, Del.,
15th ed., 1966, 524 pp.
Economic Geology Publishing Company. Economic Geology, Fiftieth

Quoted in dictionary as-

Name of author and publication
Anniversary Volume, 1905-55, Part

Quoted in dictionary as-

cleonics,
Astronomy,
Philosophical Library

H. Lancaster, Pa., 1955, pp. 5341130.

E.C.T.

Kirk, Raymond E., and Donald F.
Othmer. Encyclopedia of Chemical
Technology. Interscience Encyclopedia, Irc., New York, 1947, 15
volumes.

Enam. Dict_

Glasstone, 2

641 pp.

neering and Miners' Guide. John

GPO Style Manual

Names not Mentioned in Dana's

Fay

System of Mineralogy, 6th ed., 1892.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York,
1st ed., 1939, 258 pp.
Fay, Albert H. A Glossary of the Min-

Fleischer

Fleischer, Michael. Index of New Min-

ing and Mineral Industry. BuMines

Griffith, S. V
Grove

G.S.A. Mem
Hackh's Chem Dict

Field

and Mining Geology. John

with changes and additions in 1946),
925 pp.
Haggar, Reginald G. Glass and Glassmakers. Roy Publishers, New York,
1961, 80 pp. Includes a glossary, pp.
73-75.

Hagger

647 pp.

Francis

Fraenkel, K. H. (ed. in chief ). Manual
on Rock Blasting. Atlas Copco
Aktiebolag, Stockholm, Sweden, and
Sandvikens Jernverks Aktiebolag,
Sandviken, Sweden, 2d ed., 1953
with supplements through 1961, 3
volumes. Volume One: Glossary of
Terminology, Article 4, pp. 4:01-1
to 4: 014.7.
Francis, Wilfrid. Coal; Its Formation

Hammond, Rolt. Dictionary of Civil
Engineering. George Newnes, Ltd.,
London, 1965, 253 pp.
Handbook of Chemistry Handbook of Chemistry and Physics.
and Physics, 42d ed.,
Chemical Rubber Co., Cleveland,
1960.
Ohio, 42d ed., 1960-61 (() 1960),

Ham

3481 pp.

and Composition. Edward Arnold

Handbook of Chemistry Handbook of Chemistry and Physics.
and Physics, 45th ed.,
Chemical Rubber Co., Cleveland,
1964.
Ohio, 45th ed., 1964-65 (() 1964),
v. p.

Publishers, Ltd., London, 1954, 567

Hansen, I. E. A Manual of Porcelain
Enameling. The Enamelist Publish-

Hansen

PP.

Francis, 1965

Francis, Wilfrid. Fuels and Fuel Technology. Pergamon Press, New York,
1965, 2 volumes.

Freeman

Freeman, Correll H. Natural Bonded

Harrison

Moulding Sands of Canada. Canada,
Department of Mines No. 7 67, 1936,

144 pp. Appendix II-Glossary of

Hartman

Foundry Terms, pp. 133-1 34.
Frondel

Frondel, Judith Weiss, and Michael
Fleischer. Glossary of Uranium- and
Minerals. U.S.
Thorium-Bearing
Geol. Survey, Bull. 1009-F, 3d ed.,

Hawkes

1955, pp. 169-20 9.

Fuerstenau

Fuerstenau, D. W. (ed.). Froth FlotaHawkes, 2

50th Anniversary Volume.
American Institute of Mining, Metaltion,

Inc., New York, 1962, 67 7 pp.

Gaudin, A. M. Principles of Mineral
,Dressing. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

Gaudin, 2

New York, 1st ed., 1939, 544 pp.
Gaudin, A. M. Flotation. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York, 2d ed., 1957,

Heinrich

Heinrich, E. William. Mineralogy and
Geology of Radioactive Raw Materials. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New
York, 1958, 654 pp.

Henderson

Herdenson, J. G., and J. M. Bates.

573 pp-

Gaynor

ing Co., Cleveland, Ohio, 1937, 513
pp. Includes a glossary, "Thc Enameler's Dictionary," pp. 468-495.
Harrison, H. L. H. Alluvial Mining for
Tin and Gold. Mining Publications,
Ltd., London, 1962, 313 pp.
Hartman, Howard L. Mine Ventilation
and Air Conditioning. The Ronald
Press Co., New York, 1961, 398 pp.
Hawkes, H. E. Principles of Geochemical Prospecting. U.S. Geol. Survey,
Bull: 1000-F., 1957, pp. 225-355.
Includes a glossary, pp. 336-338.
Hawkes, H. E., and J. S. Webb. Geochemistry in Mineral Exploration.
Harper & Row Fublishers, New York,
1962, 415 pp.

lurgical, and Petroleum Engineers,
Gaudin

Hackh, Ingo W. D. Hackh's Chemical
Grant. The Blakiston Co., Philadel-

Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1946,
Fraenkel

London, 1938, 142 pp.
Grove, Georgo W. Definitions furnished
by George W. Grove, U.S. Bureau of
Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa. Deceased.
Geological Society of America. Memoirs.

phia, Pa., 3d ed., 1944 (reprinted

1247-1357.

Forrester, James Donald. Principles of

1959, 496 pp.
Griffith, S. V. Alluvial Prospecting and

Dictionary, rev, and ed. by Julius

American Mineralogist. Am. Mineralogist, v. 51, No. 8, August 1966, pp.
Forrester

Mackay, Government Printer, Wellington, New Zealand, 3d ed., 1906,
615 pp. Includes a glossary of Scientific and Mining Terms, pp. 574-594.
U.S. Government Printing Office. Style
Manual. Washington, D.C., rev. ed.,

Mining. Mining Publications, Ltd.,

Bull. 95, 1920, 754 pp.

eral Names, Discredited Minerals,
and Changes of Mineralogical Nomenclature in Volumes 1-50 of the

York, 1959, 546 pp.
Samuel. Sourcebook on

Glasstone,

Gordon, Henry A. Mining and Engi-

Gordon

Ferro Enamel Corp. The Enameler's
Dictionary. Cleveland, Ohio, 1947,
English, George Letchworth. Descriptive List of the New Minerals, 18921938; Containing All New Mineral

Chemistry.
Inc., New

Atomic Energy. D. Van Nostrand
Co., Princeton, N.J., 2d ed., 1958,

n.p.

English

Name of author and publication

Gaynor,, Frank. Concise Dictionary of
Science Physics, Mathematics, Nu-

Metallurgical Dictionary. Reinhold
Publishing Corp., New York, 1953,
396 pp...
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Quoted in dictionary atHess

Hey 2d, 1955

Name of author and publication
Hess, Frank L. Definitions furnished by
Frank L. Hess, Mining Engineer,
U.S. Bureau of Mines, College Park,
Md. Deceased.

Name of author and Publication
Quoted in dictionary asIHCP, 1963, Part I_____ International Committee for Coal

Arranged
Chemically With an Alphabetical
Index of Accepted Mineral Names

II in one volume. Part I-Alphabeti-

Petrology. International Handbook of
Coal Petrography. Centre Natiorr41 de
la Recherche Scientifique, Paris,
France, 2d ed., 1963, n.p. Parts I and

Hey, Max H. An Index of Mineral
Species

and

Varieties

cal Lineup of Coal Nomenclature.

Institute of Petroleum,
1961.

and Synonyms. The British Museum,

London, 2d ed., 1955, 728 pp. Alphabetical Index of Mineral Names

Issacson

and Synonyms. pp. 317-638.
Hey, M. M., 1961

Hey, Max H. Twenty-Second List of
New Mineral Names. Miner. Mag.,
v. 32, December 1961, pp. 941-991.

Hey, M. M., 1964

Hey, Max H. Twenty-Third List of New
Mineral Names. Miner. Mag., v. 3 3,
December 1964, pp. 1125-1158.

H&G

Hunt, Lee M., and Donald G. Groves

J&M

(eds.) . A Glossary of Ocean Science
ton, Va., 1965, 172 pp.

Hoffman

Holmes, 1920

Story of Canadian Mining. Associated
Book Service, New York, 1958 (copy-

Johannsen, v.

Johannsen, Albert. A Descriptive Petrog-

Jones

1st ed., 19 31-38, volumes 2-4.
Jones, Donald C., and Joseph W.

Hoov

Hudson

Huntington

Jones, 2

HW

HW 2d, 1937

Hy

Kaufmann

Holmes, Arthur. The Nomenclature of
Petrology; With References to Selected Literature. Thomas Murby & Co.,
London, 2d ed., 1928, 284 pp.
Hoover, Theodore Jesse. The Economics
of Mining. Stanford University
Press, Stanford, Calif., 3d ed., 1948,
5 51 pp.
Hudson Coal Co. The Story of Anthra-

Hunt. Coal Mining. Pennsylvania

3d ed., 1949, 2
volumes. Volume 1 includes a glossary of Mining Terms, pp. 322-354.
Jones, Donald C. Mining Mathematics.
Pennsylvania State College, Miner.

Kaufmann, Dale W. (ed.). Sodium
Chloride; the Production and Properties of Salt and Brine (American
Chemical Society Monograph 145).
Reinhold Publishing Corp., New

1960, 743 pp. Includes a
glossary of Words Pertaining to Salt,
pp. 687-693.
Kemp, James Furman. A Handbook of
York,

Kemp 6d

cite. New York, 1932, 425 pp. Includes a glossary of Mining Terms,
pp. 401-409.
Huntington, Whitney Clark. Earth
Pressures and Retaining Walls. John

Kentucky

Rocks for Use Without the Petrographic Microscope. D. Van Nostrand Co., Princeton, N.J., 6th ed.,
1940, 300 pp.
Kentucky, Mayo State Vocation School
(Paintsville), and the Kentucky

Mining Institute. Elements of Practical Coal Mining. The bunne Press,

534 pp.
Hurlbut, Cornelius S., Jr., and Henry
W. Wenden. The Changing Science
of Mineralogy. D. C. Heath & Co.,

1952, 436 pp.

Kerr

Boston, Mass., 1964, 117 pp. Includes a glossary, pp. 109-113.
Harbison-Walker Refractories Co. Modem Refractory Practice. Pittsburgh,
Pa., 4th ed., 1961, 607 pp. Includes

Kinney

a glossary, pp. 578-586.
Harbison-Walker Refractories Co. Mod-

Kiser, 1; Kiser, 2

em' Refractory Practice. Pittsburgh,
Pa., 2d.ed., 1937, 295 pp. Includes
it glossary, pp. 213-217.
, Data Publications. Hydrospace Buyers'
Guide, 1965. Washington, D.C., v. 3,

Kerr, P. F., and P. K. Hamilton. Glossary of Clay Mineral Names. American Petroleum Institute, New York,
February 1949, 66 pp.
Kinney, Kay. Glass Craft. Chilton Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa., 1962, 178 pp. Includes a glossary, pp. 1 67-169.
Kiser, A. B. Coal Cutters, Loaders, and
Conveyors; Trackwork. International Textbook Co., Scranton, Pa., 1929,
97 pp. in two parts: Pt. 1, Coal Cutters, Loaders, and Conveyors, 39 pp.

Pt: 2, Trackwork, 58 pp.

1965, (C)1962), pp. 85-116. Glossary
of Hydrospace Projects, Terms, Abbreviations, and Weaponry.
Buieau of Mines Information Circulars.

Kor3on

1264

1270

raphy of the Igneous Rocks. University of Chicago Press, Chicago,

Ind. Extension Services, 2d ed., 1949,
186 pp.

Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1957,

Hurlbut

raphy of the Igneous Rocks. University of Chicago Press, Chicago,
Ill., v. 1, 2d ed., 1939, 3 18 pp.

State College,

right 1947), 420 pp. Includes a glossary of Canadian Mining Terms, pp.
393-397.
Holmes, Arthur. The Nomenclature of
Petrology; With References to Selected Literature. Thomu Murby & Co.,
London, 1920, 284 pp.

Holmes, 1928

in Mines. Mining Publications, Ltd.,
London, 2d ed., 1962, 2 60 pp.
Jackson & Moreland, Boston. Design
Manual for Roller and Silent Chain
Drives. Association of Roller and
Silent Chain Manufacturers, Boston,
Mass., 1955, 95 pp. Includes a glossary, pp. 92-93.
Johannsen, Albert. A Descriptive Petrog-

Compass Publications, Inc., Arling-

Higham, S. An Introduction to Metalliferous Mining. Charles Griffin &
Co., Ltd., London, 1951, 33 7 pp.
Hoffman, Arnold. Free Gold; The

Glossary of Petroleum Terms. Lon-

don, 3d ed., 1961, 39 pp.
Issacson, E. de St. Q. Rock Pressure

Johannsen, v. 1

and Undersea Technology Terms.
Higham

Institute of Petroleum (London). A

,

C.n.t

Korson, George. Minstrels of the Mine
Patch; Songs and Stories of the Anthricite Industry. University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, Pa.,

Quoted in dictionary as-

Name o) author and publication

pp. Includes a glossary of
anthracite technical and colloquial
words and phrases, pp. 3 1 1-320.
Krumlauf, Harry E. (ed.). Proceedings
of Symposium Surface Mining Practices. College of Mines, University
of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz., Oct. 171938, 332

Krumlauf

Quoted

in dictionary as-

House, Inc., New York,
1964, 320 pp. Includes a glossary, pp.
313-315.
Us. Random

Mathews, Mitford M. (ed.). A Dic-

Mathews

tionary of Americanisms on Historical Principles. University of Chicago
Chicago, Ill., 1951, 2
Press,
volumes, 1 946 pp.
McAdam, R., and D. Davidson. Mine
Rescue Work. Oliver and Boyd, London 1955, 1 83 pp,
McAdam, R., and R. Westwater. Mining Explosives. Oliver and Boyd,
London, 1958, 187 pp.
McKinstry, Hugh Exton. Mining Geology. Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York,
1948, 6 80 pp. Includes a glossary of
Mining and Geological Terms, pp.
631-659.
Mew John L. The Mineral Resources
of the Sea. Elsevier Publishing Co.,
1965
Netherlands,
Amsterdam,
(Copyright 1964), 312 pp.
Mersereau, Samuel Foster. Materials
of Industry. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, 1941, 578 pp.
Mersereau, Samuel Foster. Materials
of Industry. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, 4th ed, 1947, 623 pp.
Miall, Stephen (ed.). A New Dictionary of Chemistry. Longmans, New
York, 1940, 5 75 pp.

19, 1960, 131 pp.
Langefors

Langefors, U., and B. Kihlstrom. The
Modern Technique of Rock Blasting.
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,
1963, 405 pp.

Larsen

Larsen, Esper S., and Harry Berman.
The Microscopic Determination of
the N000paque Minerals. U.S. Geol.
Survey, Bull. 848, 2d ed., 1934, 266

McAdam

McAdam II
McKinstry

PP.

Lee

Lee, P. William. Ceramics. Reinhold
Publishing Corp., New York, 1961,
210 pp. Includes a glossary of Raw
Materials, pp. 165-198.

Leet

Mew

Leet, L. Don and Sheldon Judson.
Physical GeOlogy. Prentice-Hill, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 2d ed., 1958,
502 pp. Includes a glossary, pp. 437-

Mersereau, 1941

464.

Led, 2

Leet, L. Don. Vibrations From Blast-

Legrand

ing Rock. Harvard. University Press,
Cambridge, Mass., 1960, 1 34 pp.
Legrand, Harry E. Geology and
Ground-Water Resources of Pittsylvania and Halifax Counties. Virginia Division of Mineral Resources,

Bull. 775, 1960, 86 pp. Includes a
Lewis

glossary, pp. 80-81.
Lewis, Robert S., and George B. Clark.
Elements of Mining. John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., New York, 3d ed., 1964,

Mersereau, 4th
Miall

Mitchell, David R. (ed.). Coal Preparation. American Institute of Min-

Mitchell

ing and Metallurgical

La

Lowenheim

Liddell, Donald M. The Metallurgists
and Chemists' Handbook ; a Reference Book of Tables and Data for
the Student and Metallurgist. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 2d

Morris and Cooper

NCB

Great Britain, National Coal Board. A
Glossary of Automation and Remote

Loeb. Nu( :ear Terms, A Brief Glossary. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Div. of Tech. Inf., Oak Ridge,
Tenn., April 1964, 35 pp.
Long, Albert E. A Glossary of the Diamond-Drilling Industry. BuMines
Bull. 583, 1960, 98 pp.
Graham, A. Kenneth (ed.) . Electroplating Engineering Handbook. Reinhold
Publishing Corp., New York, 2d ed.,
1962, 774 pp. Includes a glossary by

Frederick A. Lowenheim, pp. xiiiodL

MacCracken

Mason

418 PP.

Control As Applied to the Coal-

Mining Industry. London, 1964, 34

ed., 1918, 656 pp.

Lyman, James D., and Benjamin S.

pp.
Nelson

Nelson, A. Dictionary of Mining. Philo-

NEMA MB1-1956

1965, 5 23 pp.
National Electrical Manufacturers Association. NEMA Standards Publica-

sophical Library Inc., New York,

tion for Mining Belt Conveyors.
NEMA Pub. MB1-1956, 1956, 34 pp.

tion for Mining Belt

volumes. Glossary of terms, v. 2, pp.
769-775.

Conveyors.

NEMA Pub. MB1-1961, 1961, v.p.

New South Wales

Helen Dolman. Basic
Earth Science. L. W. Singer Co.,
Syracuse N.Y., 1964, 442 pp. In-

Mining for Miners. Virtue & Co.,
Ltd., London, 2d ed, 1951, 2

Includes definitions, pp. 7-17.
National Electrical Manufacturers Association. NEMA Standards Publica-

NEMA MB1-1961

MacCracken,

cludes SCience definitions, pp. 425435; Oceanographic terms (between
pp. 154-155-Insert).
Mason, E. (ed.). Practical Coal

Engineers,

New York, 2d ed., 1950, 830 pp.
Morris, W. J., and T. Cooper. An Introduction to Mining Science. George
G. Harrap & Co., Ltd., London, 1958,

768 pp.

Liddell 2d

Name of author and publication

Mather Kirtley F. The Earth Beneath

Mather

New South Wales, Department of
Mines. Prospector's Guide. Sydney,
Australia, 7th ed., 1958, 222 pp. Ineludes a glossary of Mining Terms,
pp. 191-196.
Newton, Joseph. Extractive Metallurgy.
John .Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,
,

Newton
Nichols

----

1959, 53 2 pp.

Nichols, Herbert L,, Jr. Moving the
Earth; the Workbook of Excavation.
North Castle Books, Greenwich,

Conn., 2d ed., 1962, v.p. Includes a
glossary, pp. G-1 to G-27..
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Quoted in dictionary asNichois, 2

Nichols, 3

Quoted in dictionary as-

Name of author and publication
Nichols, Herbert L., Jr. How to Operate
Excavation Equipment. North Castle
Books, Greenwich, Conn., 1954, 150
pp. Includes a glossary, pp. 146-150.
Nichols, Herbert L., Jr. Modern
Techniques of Excavation. North
Castle Books, Greenwich, Conn.,

R.I.

Name of author and publication
don, 3d ed., 1965, 844 pp. Includes
a glossary, Appendix A, pp. 809-818.
Raistrick, A., and C. E. Marshall. The
Nature and Origin of Coal and Coal
Seams. The English Universities
Press, Ltd., London, 1939, 282 pp.
Bureau of Mines Reports of Investiga-

Rice

Riceo,na
ti
M. Dictionary of Geological

Raistrick and !.farshall__

1956, v.p.
Noke

NRC-ASA N1.1-1957

Noke, Charles J., and Harold J. Plant.
Pottery. Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons,

Terms (Exclusive of Stratigraphic

Ltd., London, 1927, 1 48 pp. Includes
a glossary, p. 135.
National Research Council Conference

Formations and Paleontologic Genera
and Species). Edwards Brothers, Inc.,

on Glossary of Terms in Nuclear

Rice, George S

Science and Technology. A Glossary

of Terms in Nuclear Science and
Technology. American Society of

mental Mine 1913-18, Inclusive. Bu-

Mechanical Engineers, New York,

Mines Bull. 167, 1922, 639 pp. In-

1957, 188 pp.
Osborne

cludes a. glossary of terms developed
to describe conditions in the experi-

Osborne, A. K. An Encyclopaedia of
the Iron & Steel Industry. Philosophi-

cal Library Inc., New York, 1956,
Pearl

Peel

mental mine, pp. 544-551.
Ricketts, A. H. American Mining Law

Ricketts, I

558 pp.
Pearl, Richard M. Successful Mineral
Collecting and Prospecting. Mc-

With Forms and Precedents. Cali-

Graw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York,
1961, 164 pp.
Peel, Robert. An Elementary Text-Book

fornia, Division of Mines, Bull. 123,
4th ed., enl. and rev., February 1943,
1018 pp. Includes a glossary of Mining Terms and Phrases, pp. 1-48.
Ricketts, A. H. American Mining Law

Ricketts, II

of Coal Mining. Blackie and Son,
Ltd., London, 20th ed., 1921, 420
Peele

With Forms and Precedents. California, Division of Mines, Bull. 123,
4th ed., enl. and rev., February 1943,
1018 pp. Includes a glossary of Oil

pp. Includes a glossary, pp. 408-415.
Peele, Robert (ed.). Mining En-

gineers' Handbook. John Wiley &

Mining Terms and Phrases, pp.

Sons, Inc., New York, 3d ed., 1941, 2
Pettijohn

49-58.

volumes, V.P.
Pettijohn, Francis

Roark, Raymond J. Formulas for Stress
and Strain. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

Ro

John, and Paul
Edwin Potter. Atlas and Glossary of
Primary Sedimentary Structures.
Springer-Verlag,

New York, 3d ed., 1954, 381 pp.
Includes definitions, chapter 1, pp.

Inc., New York,

3-15.

1964, 370 pp. Includes a glossary of
Primary Sedimentary Structures. pp.

Roberts, A. (ed.). Mine Ventilation.
Cleaver-Hume Press, Ltd., London,
1960, 363 pp.
Roberts, A. Underground Lighting in
Mines, Shafts and Tunnels. Technical Press, London, 1958, 292 pp.

Roberts, I

283-353.

Pettijohn, 2d, 1957
Phillips

Pit and Quarry, 53d____

Pettijohn Francis John. Sedimentary
Rocks.Harper & Brothers, New York,

Roberts, II

2d ed., 1957, 718 pp.
Phillips, Charles J. Glass:

Its Industrial Applications. Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York, 1960, 252
pp. Includes a glossary, pp. 235-237.

Pit and Quarry Publications, Inc., Pit
and Quarry Handbook and Purchas-

Rolfe

Rolfe, R. T. A Dictionary of Metal-

Rosenthal

lography. Chemical Publishing Co.,
New York, 1955, 287 pp.
Roienthal, Ernest. Pottery and Ceramics. Penguin Books, Harmondsworth,
Middlesex, England, 1949, 304 pp.
Includes a glossary, pp. 292-301.

ing Guide for the Nonmetallic
Minerals Industries. Chicago, Ill.,
53d ed., 1960, v.p.

Porter

Sandstrom, Gosta E. Tunnels. Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, New York,
1963, 427 pp. Includes a glossary,

Sandstrom

Porter, Hollis Paine.. Petrokum Dktionary for Office, Field, and Factory. Gulf Publishing Co., Houston,
Tex., 1930, 234 pp.

Pryor

Pryor, Edmund J. Economics for the
Mineral Engineer. Pergamon Press,

pp. 411-414.
Sanford, Samuel, and Ralph W. Stone.
Useful Minerals of the United States.
U.S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 585, .1914,
250 pp. Includes a glossary, pp. 218-

Sanford

New York, 1958, 254 pp. Includes a
glossary, pp. 217-245.
Pryor, 2

Pryor,,3

Pryor, 4

Ann Arbor, Mich., 19;0, 465 pp.
Rice, George S., and L. M. Jones, W.
L. Egy, and H. P. Greenwald. CoalDust Explosion Tests in the Experi-

250.

Pryor, Edmund J. Mineral Processing.
'Mining Publications, Ltd., London,
2d ed., 1960, 814 pp. Includes a
glossary, Appendix A, pp. 789-798.
Pryor; Edmund J. Dictionary of Mineral
Technology. Mining Publications,
Ltd., London, 1963, 437 pp.
Pryor, ,Edmund J. Mineral Processing.
Elsevier Publishing Co., Ltd., Lon-

Schaller, Waldemar T. Gems and Pre-

Schaller

cious Stones. Ch. in Mineral Re-

'

Schieferdecker

1 266

127ga

sources of the United States, 1917,
Part II-Nonmetals. U.S. Geol. Sur' vey, 1920, 1293 pp. Includes an alphabetical lineup, pp. 145-168.
Sihiefeidecker, A. A. G. (ed.). Geological 'Nomenclature. J. Noorduijn en
Zoo; 1959, 521 pp. (Royal Geolog-

Quoted in dictionary as-

Name of author and publication
ical and Mining
Netherlands).

Searle

Seelye, 1

Seelye, 2

Shell Oil Co

Shepard

Society of the

Searle, Alfred B., and Rex W. Grimshaw. The Chemistry and Physics of
Clays and Other Ceramic Materials.
Interscience Publishers, Inc., New
York, 3d ed., 1959, 942 pp.
Seelye, Elwyn E. Data Book for Civil
Engineers. V. 2. Specifications and
Costs. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York, 2d ed., 1951, 506 pp. Includes
a glossary of Hydraulics, pp. 408-418.
Seelye, Elwyn E. Data Book for Civil
Engineers. V. 2. Specifications and
Costs. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York, 2d ed., 1951, 506 pp. Includes
a glossary of Surveying, pp. 484-491.

Shell Oil Co. Simple Vocabulary
Petroleum

Geology,

of

Production,

Manufacture, and Application. No
place or date of publication, 43 pp.
Shepard, Francis P. Submarine Geology. Harper & Brothers, New York,
1948, 348 pp.

Shipley

Shipley, Robert Morrill. Dictionary of
Gems and Gemnology Including
Ornamental, Decorative, and Curio
Stones. Gemnological Institute of
America, Los Angeles, Calif., 2d ed.,

Sinclair, I

Sinclair, John. Environmental Conditions in Coal Mines (Including Fires,
Explosions, Rescue and Recovery

1945, 258 pp.

Name of author and publication
Quoted in dictionary asSpalding,
Jack. Deep Mining; an AdSpalding
vanced Textbook for Graduates in
Mining and for Practicing Mining
Engineers. Mining Publications, Ltd.,

London, 1949, 405 pp. Includes a
glossary, pp. 389-392.

Spencer 15, M.M., 1940_ Spencer, L. J. Fifteenth List of New
Mineral Names. Mineralogical Mag.,
v. 25, September 1940, pp. 621-648.

Spencer 16, M.M., 1943_ Spencer L. J. Sixteenth List of New
MineLl Names. Mineralogical Mag.,
v. 26, September 1943, pp. 334-343.
Spencer 17, M.M., 1946_ Spencer L. J. Seventeenth List of New
Mine;a1 Names. Mineralogical Mag.,
v. 27, September 1946, pp. 266-276.
Spencer 18, M.M., 1949_ Spencer, L. J. Eighteenth List of New
Mineral Names. Mineralogical Mag.,
v. 28, September 1949, pp. 722-741.
Spencer 19, M.M., 1952_ Spencer L. J. Nineteenth List of New
Mine;ai Names. Mineralogical Mag.,
v. 29, September 1952, pp. 974-997.
Spencer 20, M.M., 1955_ . Spencer L. J. Twentieth List of New
Mine:ral Names. Mineralogical Mag.,
v. 30, September 1955, pp. 727-749.
Spencer 21, M.M., 1958_ Spencer, L. J. Twenty-First List of New
Mineral Names. Mineralogical Mag.,
v. 31, September 1956, pp. 951-975.
Staley,
W. W. Introduction to Mine
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geographical abbreviations
The accompanying list of abbreviations shows the localities in which certain words are in common

use or where they may have been derived. These abbreviations are used throughout the text.
Arg
Ark
Aust_
B.0

Argentina.

Be 1g

Belgium

Berks
Bol
Braz..
Brist

Berkshire, England.

Can

Cent. Am
Ches_
Clev
Colom_
Corn
Cumb

Arkansas, U.S.A.
Australia.

British Columbia, Canada.
Bolivia.
Brazil.

Bristol coalfield, England.
Dominion of Canada.
Central America.
Cheshire, England.

Cleveland iron district, England
United States of Colombia.

E. Ind

Cornwall, England.
Cumberland coalfield, England
Derbyshire coalfield, England.
Devonshire, England.
East Indies.

Eng

England.

Derb
Day

Forest of Dean

Forest of Dean coalfield, England.

Fr
Ger
Gr. Brit_
Glouc
Hid
Hind
Ill
Ire

French.

It
Kent
Lanc
Leic
Mex
Mid
Newc

%.1t11113.11

Great Fritain.
Gloucevenhire coalfield, England.
Hidalgo, Mex.
Hindustan.
Illinois, U.S.A.
Ireland.
Italian.

Kent, England.
Lancashire coalfield, England.
Leicestershire, England.
Mexico.

Midland coalfield, England.
Newcastle coalfield, England.

N.S.W
N.Z
Norf
N. of Eng
N. Staff
Northumb
N. Wales
Pac

New South Wales, Austrdlia.

New Zealand.
Norfolk, England.
North of England.
North Staffordshire coalfield, England.
Northumberland coalfield, England.
North Wales.
Pacific Coast, U.S.A.
Pat
Patagonia, South America.
Penn _______ --_____ Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
Port
Portuguese (mostly in Brazil).
Prov
Provincial, United States, unless otherwise, specified.
Pr
Prussian.
Russ
itussia.
Scot
Scotland.
Shrop
Shropshire, England.
S. Mr
South Mrica.
S. Am
South America.
S. Staff
South Staffordshire, England.
S. Wales
South Wales, Great Britain.
Somerset, England.
Som
Sp
Spanish origin but not necessarily used
in Spain.
Sp Am_
Spanish America.
Staff
Staffordshire, England.
Sufi
Suffolk, England.
Sw
Swedish.
Trans
Tranivaal, Republic of South Africa.
U.S.
United States of America.
U.S.S.R.
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Venez
Venezuela.
W. Afr
West Africa.
War
Warwickshire, England.
Wis
Wisconsin, U.S.A.
York
Yorkshire, England.
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